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D. Williams sees drop in production cost as

Le

Representative:

European

Central

Film,
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Rue Montmartre.

Internationale
Representative
Wenzelsplatz.
( Czecho-Slovakia),
:

Filmschau,

Prague

move

to

return to normalcy.

Ernst Lubitsch and Paul Davidsohn arrive from Ger-

many.

Wednesday

:

Paris

Plan four a year.

P. S. Earle Pictures formed.

Lubitsch describes his working methods.
Charles
Philip

Ray expected

to sign

with United Artists.

Van Loan completing "The

Soul of the Violin,"

described as a "film opera."
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Paramount
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York.

Thursday

2

James R. Graingf acting
Jackie

New

manager

as sales

for Cos-

mopolitan Prod, as well as for various other producers.

Page
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Vivian Martin in

Goldwyn

Conway

Page

Tearle
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7

Senate Finance Committee gets official survey of film
Exposed imports for 1921
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in.

Friday

Page
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Laemmle asking

Carl

John Gilbert

GLEAM O'DAWN

in

Page

Fox

13

exhibitors to bid on "Foolish
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New

Pictorial Clubs of

York,

Inc.,

making

religious

and educationals.
Wallace Reid

RENT FREE

in

Paramount
Short Reels

Page
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Page

15

Sydney S. Cohen tells of
alleeed dream in w^hich he saw a combination between FirSt National and Famous Players, and pre-

Marshall Neilan

Ruth Bryan Owen

in

in

it

necessity of prologues.

ONCE UPON A TIME
Page

Henry Bollman— State Rights
Gladys Walton

may come true.
Dowling asks why the

dicts

Pat

in letter to

THE GUTTER SNIPE
Page 20

Universal

^'Pardoning the bad

is

Saturday

18

Last issue of this publication under its well-known
name, WID'S DAILY, appears today. From now

on

its title will

be

THE FILM

DAILY.

injuring the good"—Benjamin Franklin.

THE
SQSgi

•s&aiDAILY
Compson Does

Betty
Betty

Compson

Splendid

"THE LITTLE MINISTER"
Paramount
Penrhyn Stanlaws
James M. Barrie

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
AS A

Edfrid Bingham

WHOLE

Barrie delightfully interpreted

by players and in fins atmosphere of production
The old Scotch romance pleasantly told

STORY

and

artistically presented

DIRECTION

Retains a good deal of the familiar
Barrie charm and injects agreeable humorous

touches

Very good
Good

thoroughly pleasing and convincing

"Babbie"

SUPPORT

able and well suited to

title

role

;

cast generally

good
Appropriate

Good
Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY
with the

little

A

gypsy

girl falls

minister of the "auld kirk"

but turns out to be the

Lady Barbara

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
And now comes James M.
Famous Players

Minister" from

6,031 feet

Barrie's

"The Little
Penrhyn

studios with

Stanlaws responsible for the production and Betty
Compson, the star. The artistic hand of the producer
is obvious
throughout the picture, and the quaint
charm of the Barrie novel is delightfully presented in
the settings and general atmosphere. The village of
Thrums and the townsfolk retain the Scotch flavor-

Should Please Especially
Box

You

If

be showing them something that is quite
from the ordinary run of photoplay entertain-

ment

you give them "The

who

Little

Minister."

are familiar with the

Of

works of the

You can
promise a delightful Scotch atmosphere and a charming picture and story.
author

will

which the

in

is

little

minister

is

confronted by

gypsy girl, and
discloses
which
that
the
gypsy is the
the denouement
masquerading Lady Barbara, is splendidly handled.
the elders for his behavior with the

Lady Barbara, or "Babbie," is probably
the best thing that Betty Compson has done since her
work in "The Miracle Man." She is thoroughly enjoyable and her quiet manner and method of winning
the heart of the little minister makes up a good share

The

role of

the feature's value as entertainment.

George Hackathorne
Iv

in the title role

it

to

He

understands repression
in a part that requires

more than ordinary amount

of

it.

He makes "The

Little Minister" a real interesting person.

The

numerous and conversational, but

are rather

then

advantage

pleasing performance.

and exercises

And

gives a particular-

titles

the\- are

appreciate

it

all

the

The gypsy

girl

was known

She was

to the people of

Thrums

and warned them
of
troops
when
the
the weavers
against the approach
decided to revolt against the low prices paid for their
work. Babbie has come to love ]\Ir. Gavin, known
to the people as "The Little Minister," but she even
urged them to insist upon their rights against the
wishes of the minister. Against his ^vill Gavin fell
in love with Babbie, and once protected her fram
capture by permitting her to pose as his wife. The
church folks decided to take the matter up with Gavin,
and he was threatened with dismissal when Babbie
appeared and revealed her true identity, that of I-^ady
as Babbie.

their friend,

Barbara.

Vitagraph

is

also distributing

"The

Little Minister."

Different

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

will

course, those

Novel

In Barrie

They Like Something

different
if

1922

well written and the dialect good.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
in love

climax

a

George Hackathorne particularly cap-

1,

given careful attention.
Besides providing a good production, director Stanlaws has injected fine humorous touches that are
brought out naturally and without force nor any perThe story is told smoothly, and the
ceptible effort.

of

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
A
STAR

Work

ing pleasantly, and detail

in

DIRECTOR

Sunday, January

more.

Be sure to
Compson and

talk

about the performance of Betty

them they

will like her work in this
proper musical accompaniment will help
put the picture over, and an effective prologue with
Scotch songs will also be appropriate. If you think
the title has drawing power, spread it broadcast bef^^

picture.

tell

A

your showing date.

'

/

^^

f<

liade

by oelznick for

Particular LxKibitors

ore punch.
reater

beauty

fester action,

more sensational
surprises than

any other picture
of the year

CONCEIT'
Directed by nurlon George

Slory by Michael Philllpn

SECOND or THE
SUPREME
SELZNICK
SIX '--'

Scenario by Edward j. Montague

A MANS
HOME"

WAS THE
FIRST

ENTERPRISE

^IJAC

Y.J—T~A^

)

tmoran
T;?f.?i«J«iSV^'A'Si,f8?}r.S:"

Greater

New York

Edition

MONDAY, DECEMBER

The bandits knew

19.

]d2I-|^.pXGl'i.ri;Jou.Ai!

Greater

New York

Edition

^^^J.^o.^J

their business.

"A MAN'S HOME'' was

playing the

Capitol at the time.

The $10^000 haul was made at the
the FIRST DAY of the run.
When YOU

close of

play this big money-getter,

put on a squad of armed guards.

It's

the

first

of the

SUPREME SELZNICK
WATCH FOR THE

OTHERS.

SIX.

I

Featuring

Hobart Bosworth
with

Robert

McKim

Elinor Fair

Freeman Wood
Baby Muriel

One a

yyery

Box- Office
drawing Card
Five of the best-known players of the screen predetermine the box-office success of "White Hands"
the mighty drama of white heat passion, and the
greatest story C, Gardner Sullivan ever wrote.

—

Thrilling fight scenes that make you edge-up in
your chair; a helpless woman in a squalid settlement among a band of heartless men a villainous
dive-keeper; a red-blooded hero, and a toddling bit
;

human

of

drift-wood to bring happiness to

Such a picture

!

And such

all.

a title for sure-fire ex-

Man— you never had a better chance to
New Year off with a picture that will pack

ploitation.
start the
'em in and

See

today!

it

..•,••*
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a clean-up!
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WHITE HANDS

THE
Sunday, January

1922

1,

fnnm

111
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Jackie Coogan Offers Fine Entertainment In
Coogan

Jackie

over his tricks and provide a

in

"MY BOY"

Strand audience

Heerman and Albert Austin

Victor

AUTHOR

Jack Coogan,

SCENARIO BY

Sr.

Not credited
Not credited

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Boy

star puts over another

entertainment that will please old

delightful

and young

STORY

fine lot of laughs,

the

if

be taken as a criterion.

to deport him. And then again
claimed by the wealthy Mrs. Blair as her
nephew his attachment for the old sea captain who

authorities

when he

who want

is

has given him a home is another indication of the
little star's emotional ability.
The various scenes in
which Jackie and the captain play together are all

and particularly the one in which Jackie tries to
rub his benefactor's back with liniment. Claude Dillingwater is good as the captain but his whiskers are
fine,

Fine heart interest in narrative that

contains plenty of laughs and some genuine

too obviously false.

pathos

DIRECTION

First rate; of course permits Jackie

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

All right

Satisfactory

Will enlarge his following with

SUPPORT
his false

Claude Dillingwater good except
whiskers cast adequate

this

for

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable
Suffice

:

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

Steerage lad escapes
deportation and after many adventures is claim-

ed as nephew of rich

woman

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Jackie

Coogan

is

But the comedy

bits are

more numerous than the

moments and one is better than the other.
The first laugh comes when Jackie, an orphan, unpathetic

to carry the picture

Little

to

is

"My Boy" contains a good deal of heart interest
through Jackie's efforts to dodge the immigration

Associated First Nat'l Pictures

DIRECTORS

"My Boy"

4,967 feet

delighting a host of his

admirers at the Strand for Christmas week, and his
following includes many grown-ups as well as the
usual vacation crowd of children. "My Boy" is made
entertaining through the work of the young star and
good direction and not because of the story, for it
is the simplest sort of narrative with hardly a plot
at all, but sufficient incident to permit Jackie to get

knowingly foils the immigration
a Jewish family and is counted

When

officers.

in

He

joins

as one of the

who has
counting off his brood,
he fails to recognize Jackie as one of his own. It is
then that Jackie follows old Captain Bill and elects
woman's eight
come to meet

him

children.

his family

the father

is

as a foster parent.

Young Jackie proves that he's a dancer as well as
an actor and when old Bill needs medicine and hasn't
the price, the boy dances to an organ grinder's tunes.
Coins come rolling- in in appreciation of the little
dancer's work. (Jackie knows how to "Chicago" too).
The Italian refuses to share the profits, but Jackie
uses a little strategy and gets his half of the proceeds.
Finally the

little

party where he
Blair's purse.

is

orphan attends

house
accused of stealing the rich Mrs.

Trailed to his

a settlement

home

at old Bill's

it

is

found that the boy only had some fruit for Bill, the
is recovered and Mrs. Blair learns that Jackie
is her nephew.
The boy refuses to go to his new home
until the captain goes too.

bag

Everyone Will Be Pleased With This One
Box

You ought

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

be able to do good business with
"My Boy," especially if you have already shown "The
Kid" and "Peck's Bad Boy." Or if your folks aren't
to

yet acquainted with Jackie and his overalls, this

is

good time to introduce him to your patrons. Old
and young will like "My Boy" and they'll be delighted

Whatever exploitation you accord the picture ought
to prove worth while when you count up the receipts.
There is real appeal in the kid stuflf that the feature
contains, and the laughs and touches of pathos are

a

mingled

in a fashion that offers a

happy combination.

with the young star. You can make a specialty of
matinee showings and be assured your patrons will

First National's publicity department has thought

go away

to take

satisfied.

some unique

exploitation ideas that

advantage

of.

you

will

up

do well

I

A

An
Audience

Box-Office

Picture

Cast

A Woman Alone
a Nest of Crime
On the Edge of Sahara

in

What
line of

a wealth of suggestion

"White Hands"

is

contained in this key

—the stirring melodramatic produc-

tion that will keep thousands of box-offices

New

busy

in

the

Year.

Written by C. Gardner Sullivan, directed by Lambert
Hillyer, featuring

Hobart Bosworth, with Robert McKim,

EHnor Fair, Freeman Wood and Baby Muriel, "White"
Hands" is destined to be one of the biggest money-makers
ever produced,

"White Hands"

is

a Graf Production, and the

first

big

picture by this well-known producer to be distributed by

Wid

Gunning, Inc.

Lose no time

of white heat passion at the

in seeing this great

drama

Gunning exchange nearest you.

For exhibitors who want red-blooded, swift-moving,
sure-fire action successes.

Line up!

TLd.

THE
Sunday, January

1,

•e^HkDAILY

1922

Irvin S. Cobb's Titles Help Put
Vivian Martin in

starred in the piece, but, strange to say, she isn't re-

"PARDON MY FRENCH"

sponsible for the picture's most important comic bits.

Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

Sidney Olcott

AUTHOR

Edward Childs Carpenter
Harry O. Hoyt
Irvin S. Cobb

SCENARIO BY
TITLES BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

John Stumar
Fairly entertaining farce comedy that succeeds in being funny at times, but

WHOLE

mostly in Cobb's titles
Continuity is poor, making development
a little uneven; situations not altogether new,
but some thoroughly amusing
DIRECTION
Makes the most of what comic

STORY

situations there are; fine selection of players

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS
STAR
.

.

Sometimes poor
Pleasing

;

SUPPORT

Thomas Meegan, Nadine Beresford

and Ralph Yearsly

fine

comedy

trio

Few
All right
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Stranded actress
becomes maid in home of newly rich western-

where she accidentally traps international

criminals

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,620 feet

My

French" is a farce comedy of average
might have risen just above the average
comic situations were more numerous. What

"Pardon

calibre that
line

if its

the story does contain in the

way

of farce

is first rate,

and then Irvin Cobb's titles do the rest to put them
over and bring out the laughs.
Vivian Martin is

Enough Laughs
Box

arette will bring a laugh.

The cyclone

is

not

sufifi-

ciently realistic to have been included, but serves to

contrast the Hawkers' "before and after" prosperity.

The

title

does not pertain to the picture as a whole,

but reveals the secret of the

company

is

stranded and she

maid and

a Fretjch

at

little

actress

when her

finally takes a position as

one time neglects

to use her

accent.

Polly wanted to play on Broadway, but the best she
ed, so finally Polly decided she'd take a position as

maid with a family of westerners who were trying to
enter Tar Harbor society. Polly's job was to fit the
"hicks" for the ordeal. While working as maid Polly
meets her ideal man. The Hawkers are much elated
over the suddenly acquired friendship of the Countess
Carstairs and Marquis de Void. The Countess aims
Meanwhile
to marry the rich Hawker's son, Zeke.
de Void manages to help himself to Mrs. Hawker's
jewelry.
Polly is accused and in the police station
recognizes the pictures of the Countess and Marquis.
Polly

-This leads to the crooks' discovery.
stated in the

Hawker home, but

marry the man she

to Satisfy

is

rein-

declines in order to

loves.

Most of Your Folks

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There are suificient laughs and the farce comedy is
probably good enough to get by with an average auIrvin S. Cobb's titles will bring laughs and
dience.
it might be well to mention the fact that he wrote
them when advertising the picture. Vivian Martin
hasn't appeared regularly in pictures lately, but if you
feel that she is known by your patrons, use her name
and say she is assisted by a capable company of comedians.

Miss Martin is pleasing and provides the necessary
romantic touch, but the comedy roles are in other but
none the less capable hands.
The idea of the "hicks" who suddenly acquire millions and decide to "break" into society has been used
before in various ways, but Director Olcott has man
aged to present it in entertaining fashion and together
with the captions written by Cobb a good many
laughs are created by Mr. and Mrs. Hawker and theiv
son, Zeke, from Kansas. Mrs. Hawker tackling a cig-

could do was road companies and they always strand-

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
ers

Over Farce Comedy

titles will attract.

Say "You've

who suddenly came

in for a lot of

Catchlines with the

heard of the rube

:

money, but have you ever seen a whole family of
farmers become millionaires over night and then try
to

'break'

'Pardon
latest

into

My

fashionable society?

French.'

Goldwyn

Vivian Martin

farce comedy."

It
is

happens

in

the star in this

What Do You Bid For
You have never

before been asked to bid for a

picture.

But Universalis
is

so totally

MILLION DOLLAR PICTURE

beyond the

any production
must be handled in a

class of

ever before attempted that
revolutionary manner.

it

can NEVER [GET ITS [MONEY
BACK on this (stupendous super-production. It
has already cost so much that by the time we have
WILL
exploited it and have made the prints
AND ONE HALF
HAVE TO TAKE IN
Universal

WE

TWO

BREAK EVEN!
take in MORE MONEY THAN

MILLION TO
I

could

THIS

by road-showing "Foolish Wives." But there are
two powerful arguments against such a method.
First,

road-showing

consider

it

a slow process. Second, I
unfair to you exhibitors, and therefore
is

poor policy, to make regular moving picture theatres
wait for months and months, and maybe years,
after release date before showing the screen's greatest effort.

MOVING PICTURE THEATRES TO
HAVE FIRST CRACK AT THE BIGGEST
ACHIEVEMENT IN THE HISTORY OF THE INI

want

DUSTRY.
say I want this. But I can't afford to sacrifice a million dollar picture
the only one ever
made to accomplish it.
I

—

—

Therefore,

meet

me more

can't go through with
than half way.
I

it

unless you

Some

of the greatest exhibitors in the world have made
handsome offers for first run of "Foolish Wives." But, handsome as those offers have been,

THEY DO NOT COVER THAT
PART OF THE NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE COST CHARGEABLE AGAINST THEIR CITIES.

"Foolish Wives"?
Better still, such men as Tom Moore of Washington, Felt
Brothers of Philadelphia, Ruben
Finkelstein of St. Paul and
Minneapolis, and others, have offered me their theatres ON
TERMS I SEE FIT TO MAKE, because they say the industry owes this tribute to Universal! It is a great spirit, a new
spirit, a spirit which will inspire Universal to reach greater
heights in the future than it ever hoped for before.

&

ANY

Other exhibitors have said that I will be justified in asking terms that have never been dreamed of before. One man
said, "Your company has done a thing no other concern ever
dared to do. You are entitled to recognition for this. You are
entitled to the very highest limit every exhibitor can give you."

was

this exhibitor

who

suggested that
your very highest bid for "Foolish Wives".
It

I

ask you to

make

Will you do it? Will you smash all precedent and tell me
the very limit you can stand in order to have the honor of being
the first to present the first million dollar production in your city?
Will you demonstrate that my policy of giving moving
picture theatres first chance is the right policy?
so much at stake I naturally reserve the right to
accept >or reject your bid; in either event, I am going to receive
it in the best of faith, just as I ask you to accept this announce-

With

ment.

Address

all bids to

President

UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES,
1600 Broadway

-

-

New York

Inc.

January t

BOOK YOUR SHOWi
The Ninth Anniversary
Policies

That Brought Success.
The guiding hand

Business Integrity

Breaking clean at

showman
showmen and the

of William Fox, a

all

times with

Unerringly giving the public whal

Production Quality

it

wanted when

with a purpose

it

wanted

each succeeding production a reflection of highest quality

Making

Financial Resources

Foreign Markets Expansion
"

Pejffected Organization

Confidence

of,

the Trade

it,

and making

ideals.

when necessary to advance the
and the industry, the showman, and his public.

vast, judicious expenditures

of motion pictures

fulfilled.

public they serve.

interests

whole world the benefits of Fox's American organization and
prestige and instituting studios at strategic points for the acquisition of
foreign material to entertain the American public.
^'^'"S the

Every department working like clockwork with the others, each supervised
by a trained executive who knows every angle of his profession— all units
constantly operating as a highly effective and efficient whole.

Open and aboveboard

in

all

business transactions and rigorously maintaining

the highest standards of fair-square dealing.

Studio Efificiency

Exljiibitor

Good-will

Showmanship

The

and most completely equipp«='d studios in the
by a highly competent corps of experts in every branch.
largest

1914 1915

manned

Pledging assured profits and absolute independeij^; never^ ^tempting
assume management of a loyal showman's theati
Anticipating what the publjCAwmts, and theref»fe~v^j^-thje

have, and producing

Public Favor

industry,

\i.

(

shm^an

'tmist

'"^

J,

sustajnedlSghe^^Uity a/nd thej^ensist^nt individuality of
X pro^tions ^b^ys are^soUg^t ^er and patronized li^eially.

eir

1916 1917

to

Fe)7Tuary4

FOR FOX AVEEI^
of fox Film Corporation
9 Protlrcssive %4r5
And

Still

GroAving/^

1921

1922
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Sea Story Offers Pleasing Entertainment
Conway Tearle

with sea

"SHADOWS OF THE SEA"
Selznick-Select

The

DIRECTOR

Alan Crosland

AUTHOR

Frank L. Dazey

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMEN.
AS A WHOLE.

Lewis Allen Browne
.

.

..

Jules Cronjager and

Badaracco

J.

.Good adventure production with

plenty of action and attractive part for star

STORY
DIRECTION

Deals with modern pirates and sea

Creates sea atmosphere.
things moving and handles players well

life

Keeps

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Too dark
Does good work

SUPPORT .... Doris

Kenyon

plays

in action scenes

woman

role with

Cast adequate

charm.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Suffice

All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
in fight is aided

has lover.

Sea captain wounded

by doctor whose young wife

After death of doctor the captain

makes them prisoners on ship and

tests their

love

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Shadows
fights, nice

a fair

4,800 feet

some good

and deals with

The

managed well with the material
The yacht scenes are well staged and the

His main handicaps have been the lighting,
which in many scenes is too dark, and the lack of
sufficient among the crew on the ship.
This is particularly evident in the mutiny scenes where it is
difficult to tell, during the fight, who is for the captain and who is against. Suspense, however, has been
created and the attention is well held throughout.

Conway Tearle

gives a satisfactory performance,

and has evidently enjoyed his part which allows him
much room for all kinds of action punctuated with
romance. Doris Kenyon is the only girl in the production, with the exception of several extras who appear at a lawn party. Her work is thoughtful and
attractive.
Included in the cast are Arthur Housman, Crauford Kent, J. Barney Sherry, Jack Dumier
and Harry Lane.

The story tells of an idealistic sea captain who, in
smuggling arms to a South American republic, is
wounded by the revenue officers. He finds medical
aid and refuge at the home of a doctor. The doctor's
wife is in love with a young scamp, who in a quarrel,

To

avoid the revenue officers the
captain takes them both aboard his ship, and they set
sail for the Far East.
On the yacht the girl disthe doctor.

covers that she does not love this

a dramatic incident connected

his ship

is

little

tion.

captain.

story

It

action effectively presented.
He has also held his
leading actors in check and secured locations that
give a fair amount of sea atmosphere to the produc-

of average

of love interest.

life.

director has

hand.

tit

kills

yacht scenes, a well staged mutiny, and

amount

interest,

About

of the Sea" has lots of action,

makes

attempt at characterization or plot, but provides for plenty of action and
allows the star an attractive role.

in

A

mutiny
and wins the

man

but loves the

takes place, but the captain retains
girl.

Adventure and Star Will Please the Average Audience
Box
"Shadows

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and please the
full of action and

of the Sea" will entertain

average audience.

The

oftering

is

the adventure will attract, but the story

is

convincing and

and require

if

your people are

a vdry probable story then

critical

not over

you had better see

this

first.

Conway Tearle has quite a few followers, and his
name should be used in presenting the picture to your
audience. You can also appeal to a certain element by
telling

them

that the story deals with adventure at

Sea storie"^ are very popular in magazines and
should prove a good drawing card on the screen.
If you can run a few trailers of some of the rapid

sea.

action from this offering

them
Talk about the murder
curious and get

it

will

surely

make them

interested in the production.

and the mutiny
on board the ship. Tell them how the loyal cook
defended himself with a meat cleaver, and of how
the captain regained control of the boat. Also tell
them that the captain locked the girl in a cabin with
the man she hated in order to prove her love.
of the doctor
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Another Fox Player Reaches Stardom In "Gleam 0*Dawn"
John Gilbert

"GLEAM O'DAWN"
Jack Dillon

Jules G.

CAMERAMAN

Furthman

Don

WHOLE

Short

Not very powerful drama with

single situation that contains considerable pad-

ding

Nice atmosphere of the North woods

gives

it

good

pictorial appeal

DIRECTION

Fair; permits too

and allows players

many

close-ups

to overact

Good
Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Suitable type for hero role

SUPPORT

Barbara Bedford leading lady; Wil-

Hummel

overacts in character part;

Edwin

B. Tilton adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

is

inclined

to overact, particularly

in the role of a crazy fiddler.

The main

situation

nor original.

is

a slightly different angle

mosphere

not a very substantial one
vengeance idea, with just

It is the old

mystery

of

and a

fairly

suspensive

at-

in regard to the identity of the

The director has found it necessary to do a
padding to round out the story and consume the
necessary feature length. In this way most of the
dramatic force is lost, and the development frequently
hero.

Fair

him

is

Young French
that woodsman who has behis father who deserted his

mother years before

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Among others

to reach

Fox organization

4,178 feet

stardom through the medium
is John Gilbert, who

recently

appears as the star in "Gleam O'Dawn," the pretty
title given to a drama of the Canadian North woods,
written by the author of the stage play "Yes or No."
Gilbert will be remembered as the hero of the Fox
special production, "Shame," released in the Fall.

"Gleam O'Dawn"
likely to interest

is

a rather attractive title

and

many

it.

The

story

may

is

told practically through the

numerous

many of them giving lengthy explanations
combined with the flash-backs which are necessary

sub-titles,

The only

to understand the play.

action in the pic-

comes in the opening reels, when hero Gilbert
makes a spectacular entrance and beats the two men
who are trying to force Edwin Tilton and Barbara
ture

Gleam O'Dawn had no

and only remembered the mother who believed herself deserted by
her husband. O'Dawn comes upon Huntworth, who
lives in a woodland cabin with Nini, a girl he had
adopted.
Pierre, a hali-crazed fiddler, working for
Huntworth, recognizes O'Dawn as the son of the
woman he had loved and lost, Huntworth's wife.
Pierre tells O'Dawn Huntworth is his father and demands vengeance for the dead woman. O'Dawn has
grown to love Nini and lacks courage to kill his own
father even to avenge his mother.
Finally he tells
Huntworth his story, and the latter explains that
a fever contracted in the gold fields had kept him
from his wife. There is a reunion and happiness all
relations

around.

Bit

Weak In Story

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

people because it sounds good.
And .then the picture itself has a good pictorial appeal

recommend

convincing.

story

An Average Entertainment A
Box

all

pretty shots
Suffice

Canadian learns
friended

not at

Bedford, his ward, off their property.

Some

CHARACTER OF STORY

but

Hummel

Wilson

The

PHOTOGRAPHY

to

"Gleam O'Dawn."

well suited and capable except that

is

lot of

STORY

of the

appeared as a Fox star

Arthur Goodrich

SCENARIO BY

son

entire cast

nearly everyone

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

lately

herself, is Gilbert's leading lady in

The

Fox

AS A

who

Barbara Bedford,

in

also please some,

Recall the star's appearance in
folks

saw

it,

and show some

stills in

Gilbert in the part he plays in

Barbara Bedford

may

"Shame"

if

your

your lobby of

"Gleam O'Dawn."

be mentioned as his leading

not very strong in dramatic situations. Catchlines will serve to give an idea of what it is all about.
If you think the revenge theme a popular one with

do nicely to attract attention and a good variety of

your patrons, play

stills

it is

it

up from that angle.

lady.

Posters to be had at the

for lobby display.

Fox exchanges

will

THE
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Amusing But Gets Off To Slow

Latter Reels
Wallace Reid

climbing from roof to roof
unpaid landlady.

in

"RENT FREE"

DIRECTOR

Howard Higgin
and Mann Page
Elmer Rice
George Schoenbaum

Izola Forrester

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

.

A

STORY
any

premise.

last reels fairly

;

know

there

is

getting started; permits too

much

repetition in scenes

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Plays

Satisfactory

Average
in his usual style

but story doesn't

suit his personality

SUPPORT

Lila

for the

Lee leading lady;

Not the

real thing

Adequate
Fair

Struggling young

and disowned heiress camp on roof and
romance that ends happily

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
If

4,661 feet

had nut been for a few laughs distributed

it

through the

latter reels

and a general though

tendency of improvement

slight

every direction, "Rent

in

Free" would have to be voted an out and out dull
bit of

entcrtaiunicnt.

And

W allace

Keid.

selection for

a Iiero role, to
is

he

jiarades

at best the story
It

does

i)ro\ ide

liis

an

artist's

Box
Tliose

a poor

him with

For the most part

personality.

around with

paraphernalia.

May
.

is

be sure, but not the sort of part that

best suited to

who admire Wallace Keid

will likely

be

sat-

be beginning to get discouraged because the early
reels are slow, but the ending makes up in a fair way
with some amusing situations and some laughs that
will

star's

be well received

name

finally

they get

int(j

the story, things

picture,

at the Rialto.

will attract

•

Buell Arnister's father, a lawyer, resents his artistic ambitions, so Buell boards until his money is gone

and then he camps on the roof. On a neighboring
roof are two more campers, Barbara Teller and her
friend Justine, also unable to pay their board bill.
Barbara is the daughter of the late wealthy Mr. Teller, who left all his money to his second wife, who
put Barbara out of her house, which happens to be
in the neighborhood. In his rooftop rovings Buell gains
entrance to the Teller home and invites Barbara and
her pal to join him. Barbara doesn't tell Buell it is her
former home. Mrs. Teller, now Countess de Mourney,
returns from abroad to find her home inhabited by
the yoiuig artist and her step-daughter.
Complications pile on, but then Buell produces a note, which
indicates a hidden will of the late Teller, which is
found and' leaves all his wealth to his daughter. Exit
Countess and enter romance for Buell and Barbara.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

with his latest picture even though it presents
him in a role rather a good deal dififerent from those
with which he is usually associated.
Perhaps they

'i'iie

When

Please a Fair Majority

isfied

ai)i)eared to

to escape an

priate finish.

CHARACTER OF STORY
start a

suitable cast

most part

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
artist

etiforl

of "Rent Free" recalls a Thomas
"The Frontier of the Stars," in which
roof tops formed the background, and the same fault
which was found with the Meighan production goes
here. The roof tops are not at all real looking and one
or two shots of New York's skyline are poor substitutes for the real thing. Once the plot is made clear
and the romance gets under way, "Rent Free" holds
the attention and the happy ending gives it an appro-

Meighan

Ordinary; spends altogether too

much time

an

The atmosphere

plot at all; idea poorly developed

DIRECTION

in

and his roof-romance is acquired. The star himself
is pleasing and Lila Lee is a suitable heroine.

amusing

long time before you

Start

pick up and a rather belated interest in hero Wallie

.Rather a weak entertainment with

.

star poorly cast

1922

The early reels are very slow and the director seems
ahnost to have forgotten that the story had a jjlot at
all, because the incidents are not permitted t(j sha])e
themselves in a way that would establish a form of

Paramount

AUTHORS

1,

and probably the

is

one that

will

get the attention

exploited with

advertising of the stunt variety and catchlines such
as:
jKi}

"If

your landlady puts you out and ytm cannot

the rent, there

how Wallace Reid

is

always one thing

left to do.

Or, "Are you troubled with the rent problem?

it

in

'Rent Free'."

See

solves the problem in 'Rent Free'."

lace Reid doesn't let
title

if

it

worry him.

See

how

Wal-

he does

Is-

Some

Short Reels

The Jungle Goddess— Selig— Export & Import— State Rights
'I'ype of

15 chapter serial

production

made an animal serial which, judging from the
has enough thrills produced from animal sequences to
make even the hardest boiled fan admit it's "there." Selig has
taken his zoo and hurled it right at the camera. The result
is a profusion of lions, leopards, elephants, plus the trained
apes, and other animals that will make the serial fan happy.
There are several sequences that furnish a real thrill where

humorous, and some of the action is very funny.
Should
do well as a program filler and will certainly get a laugh from
the average audience.

Selig has

start,

the lions

and leopards get into

are turned loose to see

The

action.

first

is

where the

they will destroy the little
white child who drifts into the kingdom of wild Africans in
a balloon, and the second is where a full grown leopard leaps
on a jungle woman and hurls her to the ground. The first
lions

if

thrill in a way resembles that in "Theodora," where the lions
prowl around the body of the prostrated hero.
Only the
little girl in her white dress seems a more compelling picture,
and gets a lot more sympathy than with the animals after a
grown man.
The trained apes also appear to advantage and offer several
good laughs, and the way in which an elephant guardian of
the bathing pool hurls a huge rock upon the lions preventing
the destruction of the hero will also make them sit up and

unusually good. It tells of what happens when
a scientist, anxious to obtain a fortune, has the child who
stands between him and the fortune kidnapped. She is thrown
into an army balloon which drifts into the savage kingdom.
There she is taken up as the White Goddess and remains so
for

story

15

is

years,

after

which her childhood playmate comes

to

What happens on the way hack to civilization
many of the thrills, not the least of which is where

her rescue.
furnishes

aboiU to be smashed on the rocks of a whirlpool when
saved by the trained ape swinging from a tree.
This one looks like a money getter.

she

is

she

is

"Fur Coat and Pants"

Type

of production

— Star— Universal
,.

,

The revolving wheel

1

reel

comedy

bookkeeper's chair makes a very
boss enters and cleans up the
board. Bert Roach plays the boss and Ethel Teare is the girl
in this mildly amusing comedy.
After the put-and-take introduction the business centers around a iur coat. Wirst, a blind
man, mistakes the wearer of the coat for his dog and then the
frankfurters on the stand become alive when the coat passes.
In the end the dollar-a-week man corcies to take the coat, but

good put-and-take

of the

top, but the

him so mamy orders that he decides
keep it. The action is not very brisk and the
gags only mildly entertaining.
the girls in the office give
to let the girl

"The Wayward Dog"— Aesop's Fables— Pathe

Type

Type

of production

,.

.

1

reel

animated fable

The

cartoonist takes advantage of recent events and satires
KIu Klux Klan in his latest anitmated fable "The Wayward Dog." The actors are all doigs and merrtbers of the
canine branch of the Klan.
A little lap dog is ignorant of
this and is induced to help in a daring safe robbery.
The

the

robbers escape, but the little lap dog is caught which leads
up to the well known moral that a man is known by the
company he keeps. The animation work is amusing and

at

— Kineto

Four

comedians

English

Lancashire,

not

from

far

dressed

Coney Island

the

is

Liverpool.

from the

shot

is

comedians descend the fun begins.

make

the donkeys, then they

skating

reel

1

the pleasure resort

roller

Review

Blackpool"

of production

Blackpool, which

On

rink.

in

circus

scenic

fashion

visit

of England, situated in

A
tall

birds-eye view of
tower.
After the

they

First

try

to

themselves

a spectacle of

the

novelty

railway

they

ride
in

a

become

The cornedy
Kineto Review
would do well for special showings before children and for
hilarious

and engage

work

mild and

is

in

a

little

rough house.

This number of

simple.

non-theatrical exhibition.

"The Capture

Typf

take notice.

The

"Day's Fun

of

of the

Canadian

Lynx"— Bill and Bob— Pathe

production

"The Capture

adventure

reel

1

Canadian Lynx" differs a little from
and Bob adventure reel, in that more attention has been paid to comedy work and not so much to the
actual preparation of the trap for the animal.
But the animal
is captured just as in former productions, this time with the
aid of a net into which he drops.
The Lynx is then delivered
to the zoo and the boys reap their money reward.
The
comedy work is supplied by the lady next door who has a
pretty face but is terribly fat. The boys promise to take her
lo the beach, but when they see her dressed in her bathing
suit they discover what they have let themselves in for.
The
last sub-title reads:
"Are you sure she can swim?"
fluadventure and animal trapping is well done, and will hold the
attention of the average audience.
The comedy work will
l>lease for it is well done and contains some nice quiet humour,
and offers a relief from the slap-stick variety.
the average

of the

Bill

Movie Chat No. 72— Kineto

Type

of production

1

reel

magaznie

Chemistry, biology and botany are the subjects featured in
educational number of the Movie Chat. The chemistry
is simple though instructive, and the experiments are neatly
executed.
Carbon dioxide gas is produced from hydrochloric
acid and washing soda.
In another experiment the breaking
up of water into hydrogen and oxygen by electricity is shown.
Other experiments show the affinity of sodium for water and
how magnesium, a metal, burns with a bright light. The
biological section illustrates how the lamprey, an eel-like fish,
preys upon its victims by attaching himself with his sucker
shaped lips. The botanical section includes some pretty shots
this

of the rapid budding of
zine as a whole

is

run as a program

showings.

many

varieties of flowers.

The maga
when

interesting and will hold the attention
filler.

A

splendid reel

for

non-theatrical

To

Who

Exhibitors

AlSensational Offer Which is Backed up With The
Resources of the Strongest Company in the Business.
Cards*on the table, face up!

me

that you are actually operating at
a loss and I will authorize Universalis nearest
representative to cut film rentals enough to enable
you fo a£ least break even !

Prove to

is

This offer does not apply to any exhibitor who
breaking even or making a profit.
It is intended only to prevent theatre failures.
^^^^^^^^M^^

**""

^^^^i^^^i^^,^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^m^^^ta^^mmm^

Every producer in the business knows that
some of you are losing money. For a long time
your complaints were taken with a grain of salt,
because some of you complain all the time, even
when you are cleaning up, just to hammer rental
prices down.
But there is no denying now that your complaints, in

many

cases, are justified

and

true.

Therefore, regardless of whether you are now using Universal pictures or whether you have never used them, you can
get them at a price which will stop your losses the instant you
prove to our representative that there is a loss.
The best houses in the country have discovered the amazing
improvement in Universal pictures. They know we have improved
our stories. They know we use the best settings in the world.
They finally realize that we have the best photography and the
cleverest lighting. And what^s more

WE'VE GOT THE BEST STAFF OF DIRECTORS EVER

GATHERED TOGETHER

IN ONE STUDIO!
We've cut the waste from thousands to hundreds, from
hundreds to dollars and from dollars to pennies. We can make
better pictures than anybody else for less money than anybody
else — and we're doing it every day!

Carl Laemmle, President

!

Are Losing Money
Me ThatYou are Really Losing Money and

Prove to

Universal Will Cut
Never
duce such

its

Prices to Save Your Life

in the history of the industry did

any company pro-

A STEADY SUPPLY OF EXCELLENT

Never were such

fine pictures sold

!

PICTURES.

on such a close margin of

profit.

You never needed

Universal more than you need it to-day.
And to-day it makes the bona fide offer outlined above. If other
companies follow suit, so much the better. But if they don't,
Universal stands back of the proposition with every bit of its
resources.

The only exception

{make

our million dollar picture
"Foolish Wives.** Fm going to get every dollar I can for that
production because Fve GOT to. You need no diagram to show
you why.
I

I

is

[don't believe anyJ!exhibitor will

begrudge paying record

prices for the first real million dollar picture in history.
the biggest showmen have offered me their theatres on
terms as an appreciation of what "Foolish |Wives" will
the whole moving picture art.

Some of
my own
mean to

But outside of that one picture, I say again:— Show the
nearest Universal representative your books. Prove to him that
you are in bad shape during these present times, and I will
authorize him to make a deal that will pull you out of your hole
and at least let you live.
Understand

clearly, the Universal

company, although the

strongest in the business to-day, is feeling the terrific pressure of
the present times.
are in exactly the same boat that many
Times are tough. But we are probably better
of you are in.
able to finance ourselves through troublous times than you
are. That is why I take upon myself the burden of this offer.

We

I

mean

this

from the bottom of

one single string to

My

my

my

heart,

and there

is

not

offer

cards are on the table.

Shoot!

UlilVClSoLl fll III

1600 Bway,

New York
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Make Their Bow

Society Folk
Ruth Bryan Owen

Henry Bollman

— State

Not credited
Not credited
Dudley Read

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Amateurish attempt. Society
drama with

folk act out serious Arabian night
little

STORY
tles.

regard to screen technique

Told mainly through long Biblical
Presents Sunday school ethics

DIRECTION

Some

ti-

but as a whole

fair effects,

very uneven

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Not
STAR

Straight

work

All outdoor

Often photo-

the type for the role.

graphed to disadvantage

SUPPORT
pictures,

Actors have a good time playing in
can't keep their eyes off the

but

camera

Some

pretty effects

Few
Poor

tell

a greater part of the story,

the action mainly illustrating the titles.

Some pretty settings and pleasing oriental costumes
have been created for this production and while none
are correct and few of them typical of any section of
the orient, still they are effective and fantastic. The
Arabian king wears an Egyptian robe, an Indian turban, and carries a Japanese sword. In the final love
scene the star wears a modified Queen of Sheba costume and the setting is Moorish. An early title tells
you that the story is laid in India, but the characters'
names are all from the Arabian Nights, and the story
is a modification of the first of the "Thousand and One
Nights."
Desert scenes and a crocodile pit are included.

The acting is very crude and naive. Anglo-saxon
men and women with little make-up attempt to preThe romantic scenes are
sent oriental characters.
done with restraint and the

The

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

and

was handled by Mrs. Owen, who also
role.
The titles are written in a flow-

ery Biblical style and

SCENARIO BY
AS A

In Mild Production

the direction

Rights

AUTHOR

1922

has the leading

Ruth Bryan Owen

DIRECTOR

1,

are all society folk of the Florida winter colony

in

"ONCE UPON A TIME"

•

Sunday, January

figh't

director has, in spite of

scenes are very tame.

obtained some pleas-

all,

ing effects with crude material, but has paid
attention to

The

drama or

little

continuity.

Arabian tyrant assumes the throne and kills a fresh maiden each
morning until Sharazada tells him a story and

about a king and his ambitious prime
minister. The minister hires two fishermen to drown
the king and after this is done he crowns himself and
issues a proclamation that each day a maiden should

the real king returns

j)resent herself to

CHARACTER OF STORY

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About 4,700

feet

story

is

him and

if

she

fails

to entertain

The girls are thrown
and the people are bent with sorrow. The king, however, was not drowned and returns in time to save the daughter of the good minMrs. Ruth Bryan Owen takes the part of the
ister.
him she

dies in the morning.

to the crocodiles

Mrs. Ruth Bryan Owen, daughter of William Jennings Bryan, has assembled the Community Players

Cocoanut Grove, Florida, and had them act out a
fanciful story from the Arabian Nights.
The actors

of

May Do
Box
"Once Upon

a

Time"

is

clean and

For Special Entertainments
Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

wholesome and

can be shown to mixed audiences, but it will not please
the average theatrical audience. Good for church entertainments and .Sunday school sliowings.
In all
cases sec

it

Use Mrs.
them tiial she is the daughter
Jennings Bryan and that ail the actors

first

l^o

Owen's name and
i)f

VVilliain

gel the exploiting angle.
tell

are .society folk of the

daughter.

Florida winter cojony.

Tell

them

also that the story

is

a fantastic tale from the

Arabian Nights and that the settings and costumes
are

all

oriental.

Talk about the girls who are thrown dail}' to the
crocodiles and how the good king found refuge in
'['he use of eatchlines will
a poor wood-cutter's hut.
lielp, but don't tr\ [n \>ul this over on an audience that
is critical and requires a story or good acting.

«*«
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DAVID «wJONATHAN
Stirring' i^tory

two men and

oF a remarliable

Friendsliip bet^ween
Qieir love for the same girl filmed on

authentic locations in

,

two hemispheres.
!t!

Picturized Irofn the sensationally
popular modem novel bu
•

E. TEMPLE

THURSTON

S

::3

sAuthor of* The Wandering Jew
wm
•g

featuring

MADGE
TITHERIDGE
One of the most
Charmin^.A^dcious Acttesses
on the silver screen
fi

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES CX3RPORATION
140 W. 42 ""P ST. NEW YORK CITY
Distributing Points Everywhere
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Story a Bit

Weak

role for her,

Dallas Fitzgerald

AUTOR

Percival Wilde
Wallace Clifton
Milton Moore
CAMERAMAN
Mildly amusing feature with star
AS A
quite pleasing but comic situations rather scarce
Very light with a burlesque bit here and
STORY
there no really important laughs

SCENARIO BY

WHOLE
;

Satisfactory but

somewhat handi-

capped by lack of good incidents

LIGHTINGS
STAR

All right

!

Her admirers

will likely be suited

Walter Perry good in character part;
Jack Perrin not a very prominent hero

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Adequate
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl of the "gas

house district" rounds up band of counterfeiters
and saves her sweetheart from jail

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,225 feet

After seeing Gladys Walton in "Playing

many genuine

"The Gutter Snipe" seems

less

laughs in

With

perhaps

it,

amusing than

Fire"

if it

had

not been preceded by such a good one, but taking
into

consideration, the star's current release

quite as good as admirers of Miss
to

expect.

Percival

is

all

not

Walton have come

Wilde has written the piece

especially for the star, but

is

though

it

provides a

Star Will Please
Box

fitting-

The

get interested.

star jjlays

leading roles in the inner story also.
This
sequence is in the way of a burlesque, more or less,
and contains some fair laughs if you're easily inclined
at the moment. The trouble with "The Gutter Snipe"
is that the comic situations are not sufficiently numerous and not always funny. Walter Perry as Dennis
O'Day, in a character part, offers some of the amusement in the ])icture and Jack Perrin is the soda clerk
the

hero.

Director P'itzgerald has probably done the

duction
care

concerned, everything

is

The scenes

of.

and no time
is

in

])ro-

adequately taken

the restaurant are realistic,

in

wasted

is

The

sight.

is

he

liest

could under the circumstances, and as far as the

in

reaching the ending once

it

counterfeiting of the dimes might

have been explained

a little

more

fully,

but this

is

not

over important.

shop girl of New York's "I^ittle Ireland." Mazie
by name, dashes into a street fight to aid a young man
in dress clothes.
Though badly beaten, he bears a
strong resemblance to Lord I^ytton, the hero of a
story in "Sloppy Stories," which Mazie is reading.
The young man turns out to be a soda clerk but still
he looks like Lord Lytton so Mazie permits his attentions and together they read the "Sloppy Stories"
yarn of EngHsh nol)ility. When her. beau is arrested

\

—

—

as a counterfeiter,

Mazie turns

to the latest episode of

the tale for advice and through this step, the ending

own

to their

love epic

is

achieved.

But More Laughs Are Needed

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can proba1)ly give average satisfaction with
Gladys Walton's latest. Her admirers will be suited
because the star herself is pleasing, and her performance is likely to be sufficient to interest them even if
the story isn't quite up to what it should be in the
way of a laugh maker. Perhaps if you have shown
them "Playing with Fire" just recently, it will be
well to hold ofif just a little while because they'll be
expecting another just as good and "The Gutter

—

when you

issue" just

Correct

SUPPORT

and enjoying so

and not exactly the

a trifle restricted

the heroine

DIRECTOR

.

is

it

an inner story which represents one that
is reading in a sliort story magazine, the
kind that gives you "continued in our next month's

There

Universal

.

1922

sort of flapper part that suits her best.

"THE GUTTER SNIPE"

PHOTOGRAPHY

1,

In Gladys Walton's Latest

Gladys Walton in

DIRECTION

Sunday, January

Snipe"

isn't.

The snappy

sub-titles of

tlie

previous

picture are certainly missed in this one.

The
is

all

title

may

not give a very good idea of what

it

about, so catchlines can be employed for that

purjiose.

Say: "Mazie was only a shoj)

what she did

tt)

round

save her sweetheart,

u]) a

girl. Init

see

l)and of counterfeiters

and

Walton in her latest ])icshow you how it is done."

(iladys

ture 'The Gutter Snipe' will

A

Limited

Number

WID'S

of Copies of

1921

YEAR BOOK
Available for General Distribution

Mountains

of Statistics

Volumes of Reference Data
A Mine of Information
down

handy volume,
cloth bound for permanent reference.
Boiled

in

a

^

Free to

all

Price

yearly subscribers, or

^2.50

pi^^paid

—

OH ye

the

chickens, look at
of this new knockout picture

gods and
title

with "The Good

And

little

Little

Bad Girl"!

Love and thrills and
w^hat a story
smugglers, crooks and fights and a girl
w^ho was game for anything
!

—

!

The
ing.

got a double-barreled meanFolks w^ill cross the road to see this
title's

picture.
By Nina Wilcox Putnam

Scenario by Fred

Myton

PRESENTED BY REALART PICTURES

m

A Game

Chicken

DISTRIBUTED BY
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Two More

Here After Contract
Harold Lloyd May Renew With
Pathe — Expects to Remain
for

Two Weeks
is in New York

Harold Lloyd
close a

new

After "Penrod" and Ne lan's Contract
Expires With Asso. First
National
After the release of "Penrod" by
Asso, First National, Marshall Aeilan
will have but two more pictures to
make on tlie present contract. These
will take until May or June to finish.
The next one will be "Fools First."
Neilan's plans for the future at the
termination of the contract are unknown, but it would not surprise
many if lie continued releasing
through Asso. First National on the
open market basis. That is, without
reference to the sub franchise con-

to

He

distribution contract.

expects to remain here for about two
is confident of closing his
new deal in that period of time.
Lloyd, when reached at the Biltmore, frankly admitted that his present contract with Associated Exhibitor.s. Inc.. had expired and that while
he did not anticipate any renewal
with that organization stated it was
c(uite likely that he may strike a deal
with Pathe. He was told of the reports current in film circles that First
National was dickering with him and
w'hen asked pointedly whether there
was any likelihood of consummating
a contract witli the circuit, he said:

weeks and

"Nobody knows
The comedian's
temporarily

that."
latest

picture

"Have

a

tracts.

premiere

Lloyd doesn't know as yet whether
will

be another four reeler such as

"A Sailor-Made Man."

new

Here; Carey Coming

Jack Neville, Harry Carey's personal representative, is at the Astor.
expected in New York
Thursday with his family. He has
not l)een in New York for seven years
and intends remaining for at least

Carey

a

is

week and

Elinor Field, co-starred with

GODDESS,"

Truman Van

Dyke,

in

"THE JUNGLE

SELIG'S

masterpiece serial.
Fifteen
episodes of
startling wild-animal stunts and jungle adventures.
Now being sold on
the independent market by
& IMPORT FILM CO., Inc., 729
Advt.
7th Ave., N. Y.
Col.

EXPORT

C—

possiljly longer.

Brooklyn House Opens Jan. 15
The Hollywood, at 7725 Utrecht
Ave.. Brooklyn, will l)e an 1100 seat
louse.
The opening date is set for
The management of the
Jan. 15th.
Hollywood has signed to play First
National solid the week of Feb. 18th
to 25th,
First National ,\nniversar\-

week.

Riesenfeld Agrees
M. P. D. A. in Stressing
mary Importance of Films

Joins

Pri-

Prologues an Adjunct
William D. Taylor recent!}- protested
against
overwhelming
the
quantity of music and the so-called
''atmospheric prologues" of the programs in the better class theaters.
His objections were not merely personal, but were an expression of the
M. P. D. A.
Now Hugo Riesenfeld make.s his
contribution to the discussion and
supports Taylor's view that the music
and all the attending numbers must
frontinued on page 4)

D.
has

W.
its

the Ajiollo tonight.

at

producer-distributor

tion,

Neville

Storm,"

production,

Hays Still Considering
Postmaster General Will Hays said
yesterday that he would meet a delegation of motion picture men in
Washington on Jan. 14. at which
time he would decide whether or not
he would accept the presidency of the

is

Work on it
because of the injuries a member of
with in production.
the cast met
it

the

of

latest

Griffitli's

Heart."
was for a time held up

titled

Film Opens Tonight

Griffith

"Orphans

Hail 1922
It'.s

here.

An" (iod know.s

it's

])een a

Well,

it's

here.

]jr()duction.

.Some

in

If not,

what

many

long time comin'.

is?

hotises

monc}-.
.\t all

Here's
d(jwn th'

events.

An' that goes

all

means

work.

a lotta

New
line.

An' more'n

Year.
Let's all pull together.
Th' future looks good. But it
that.

(Continued on Page 2)

It

means

of the Vitagraph specials of 1922. An
Irish story also has been decided upon for one of the specials. William
Duncan is scheduled to produce eight
pictures.

On

of the National

l\jo mtich
have too many frills.
"spaghetti." As Uncle Oscar Price puts it. Yet many of these
houses. Get from 75 cents up. An' with a lot of ordinary picF'r this kinda
tures shown.
They've gotta do somethin'.

Too

Some Vitagraph Plans
Albert K. Smith has purchased the
rights to "The Magnificent Ambersons," by Booth Tarkington.
"The
Magnificent Ambersons" will be one

768

An' now what?
In
a definite economy.
Ptit into effect.
clistribtition.
But how much in exhibition?

next step.

l'erhai)s that's th'

organiza-

I

Selected List
for Better

The Committee

\\\<i\- since last June.
Since them torrid days. When Old
Alan Slump. Made his ftist personal appearance. Followed by
his daughters.
Misery.
An' Despair.
ICveryhud}- has been
sayin':
AN'ait till next year.

There has been

r

stickin' to th'

Board

of

Films

Review

re-

ports 768 ]Mctures placed on the selected list for 1921, of which 730 were
listed as family entertainment and 38
for adults only.
Among the "famih'" pictures 130 were chosen as being especially suitable for young people and 140 for children under 12
years of age. There were 454 dramas
and 108 comedies.

New Hodkinson
(Special

to

Series?

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Credence is given
here to the report that the .Storyart
Pictures Corp. has secured a distribution contract from the Hodkinson
Corp. for four pictures a year, the
R.
first to be "The Child of Nari."
Ellis Wales is said to be the chief
figure in the

company.

The Hodkinson offices had
heard about the coast report
inquiries

were made.

not

when

/

THE
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A.

Film,

Montmartre.

Rue

144

—

European

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelsplatz.

Central
tionale
vakia),

Quotations
High Low Close

Famous

Players

..

do pfd

78?4

mA

95^

95J4

Goldwyn

78-K
95j4

Not quoted
Not quoted

Griffith

13^

Loew's, Inc
Trangle

World
These quotations are
Gould
(Special

12^^

13

Not quoted
Not quoted

to

Pittsburgh,

as of Saturday.

of the Gould Amusements, has sold
his interest in the Rivoli, East Pittsburgh, to the Rivoli Amusement Corp.

one over. At th' Academy of Music. An' made th' crowds
Leakin' through th' roof.
There was a snowstorm.
think.
Great eflfect. Over in Brooklyn. At th' Strand. Eddie Hyman
also had an unusually fine show.

ABOUT A YEAR
Then Mary Miles Minter's contract expires. With
Famous. Or Zukor. As y'u wish. An' if it's renewed. Well,
them big figgers may be missin'. An' another dream fails to
pass. An' another successor to Our Mary falls down. Which is
More.

Th' weepin'

Tur'r'bly sad.

sad.

Gower

street.

Lasky

line

forms

Out Los Angeles way. An'

at th' right.

extends.

To

th'

On

TWO

ORPHANS."

Write Joe Weil
"Noticed the announcement of the formation of a Film
Folks' Lvmch Club. Might ask whether they will have celluloid
tablecloths to facilitate the launching of new companies?"

Than

stufif

A

TWO

ORPHANS."

pictures.

"THE

TWO

What more

ORPHANS."

can you ask?

Write, wire, phone or

call

NOW

th'

As advanced by Sam Gokhvyn.

camera

1540 Broodu/ay

'Jnc.

Bt^ant 7j8j

Make

—

exliibitors
it is

going

run house."

PHIL SELZNICK
controlling rights to
"

"HIS NIBS

time.

Fox Realty Unit Formed
to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The Fox Film Realty
(Special

—

Corp. has been formed here with a

The incapitalization of $100,000.
corporators are P. Heiliger. G. Blech
and W. B. Rogers.
Saul E. Rogers, general counsel for
told
the Fox organization,
there was no special
FILM
significance in the formation of the
above unit, but merely to take care
of routine business.

THE

DAILY

Two

F'r a real celebration.

Grape

Companies Enter Field
to THE FILM DAIL\0

— The

Crusader Film Corp.

of America and the Visugraphic Pictures, Inc., both incorporated under
the laws of Delaware, have been authorized by Secretary of State John
business in
J. Lyons to engage in

New

Crusader

York.

is

capitalized

$500,000, and will be represented
by F. A. Barber, 25 West 43rd St..
New York, and the Visugraphic Pictures Co. has a capital stock of 52,000
shares to consist of 2,000 shares of
the value of $50 per share and 50,000
Tarkington
shares of no par value.
Baker, 25 West 43rd St., New York,
has been designated to act as the
agent of the company.

better material.

Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Hite Joins Theater
(Special

Anywhere but
in li'l
So Eddie Goulding came back. An'
brought along Mae Murray. Prettier than ever. An' big Bob
Leonard. From that picture makin' job. An' landed in good
fact.

juice n' evervthin".

DON'T BE SURPRISED
any day. Now. Y'u read. That Will Hays has accepted
An' become th' right royal mogul. Of th' picture
business. So far as th' producin' an' distributin' end goes.
Th' theory is somethin' like this: That Will knows a lot.
About gettin' things done. An' incidentally. That he can sit
Opposite Syd Cohen. An' Jimmy \\'alker. An'
at th' table.
get somewhere. Without a lot of hell raisin'.

to

—

Cincinnati C. C. Hite resigned as
special representative of RobertsonCole to take over the general managership of the J. W. and W. J. Duzenbury Enterprises of Columbus.
which operate the Grand, State. Ver-

non,

and

Hilltop

Oleantansy

Park

theaters.

If

job.

FINE
A'l/7I(/

c'n do.

New Year.
ole New York.

Jim Quirk.

WORDS

In Photoplay.
'

Says Jimsie. Under th'
Apology."
"The fair-minded and intelligent critic does not judge a
nation's literature by the average popular novel, or its painting
l<'rom

^^ Syndicate.

to

at

S'TUFF SPOT
Down in Cuba. In

For

th'

proven money-getter?

first

mentioned

I

grabbed

all

into every

written bv prominent authors.

Unusual dramatic story?

"THE

they

Albany

SOLICITOUS

men who know what

"THE

Nibs"

(Special

Plus somebody at First National. In th'
magazine section of Th' Times. Last week. Kinda interestin'.
But little new. They all agree. As they always have. An'
That th' play's th' thing. Copyrighted line by
alwaj'S must.
Bill Shakespeare.
Or Bacon. As y'u please. But they also
Originals.
Prepared by
agreed that. With few exceptions.

Sobs and smiles?

"His

studio.

About future

Certainly

soon as

door

Plus Jesse Lasky.

Give them what they think they want.

1922

SOME PROLOGUES

IDEAS

Clark's Tips

"As

In and around town. Worth talkin' about. All houses had
somethin' good. But Joe Plunkett had a bear of a show. At
An' down on 14th Street Frankie Schwab. Put
th' Strand.

of th'

Out

Sells

THE FILM DAILY)
Pa. — Sam Gould, head

BUDDY

Buddy. Popularized from th' Great War. Asked to define
it, a Kansas doughbody said:
"What's my buddy? He's th'
feller who'd go to Hell f'r me."
An' up now an' steps Carl Laemmle. An' becomes th'
exhibitors' buddy.
'Cause he's out with a statement.
Statementin' that any exhibitor who will prove that he's operatin'
at a loss c'n have Universal product at a rental that'll let him
live.
An' if other concerns follow suit. So much th' better.
An' adds Laemmle
"We are in exactly the same boat as many of you are in.
Times are tough. But we are probably better able to finance
ourselves through troublous times than you are."
Th' offer holds good for any of their product 'cept "Foolish
Wives."

Williamson,

Long Acre,

85

— Le

Representative

Paris

—W.

Weekly,

1)

Of every day.
Then let's go!

TH' LOSER'S

3,

!

Every wakin' minute.

job.
Vol. XIX

Tuesday, January

caption

:

"We

Oflfer

No

(Continued on page 3)

National

M.

Non-Theatrical

P..

distribute "Tlie Spirit of
loan of Arc," a two reeler produced
H. Hill of Boston.
bv Mrs.
Inc.,

will

Wm.

%€fi'^kaii

will

be

on

THE SENSATION OF

1922

—

:

THE
Tuesday, January

3,

iSM<

DAILY

1922

Hail 1 922

Incorporations

!

(Continued from page 2)

by the average mediocre
average commercial play.

or

illustration,

drama

its

liy

the

He

gauges the aesthetic capability
of any art medium of a nation by its finest and highest
accomplishments. And. gauged in this manner, the art of the
cinema in America today is not inferior either as a medium
or in point of actual achievement to the other arts."
Atta boy, Jim.

—

—

When a newspaper wants to stop anything bein' printed
"flagged." Meanin" it's up to somebody to take notice. An'
An' that's
that notice usually stops it from bustin' into print.

it's

ad about Fred Beauvais.

Th" Indian
guide. Of th' Stillman case. When it was offered to Th' New
York Times. About th' picture. Which is in th' 44th St. TheThis week. The Herald accepted it as "Next Week
ater.
Special

Added

th'

Attraction.

(Then

in

larger type).

Society's

Famous Indian Guide." But a lot of th' papers took th' copy.
Which comes out flat. An' says. "Next Week Special Added

—

Attraction.

Society's

famous Indian guide.

FRED

K. BEAU5 reel photo play
Exclusive showing.

VAIS, corespondent in Stillman suit. A
TRAIL'.
masterpiece.
'THE
Cannot be seen elsewhere."
An' the censors issued an order. On Saturday. Prohibitin'
all reference to th' Stillman case.
In advertising th' picture.
Wonder what will be advertised?

LONELY

ANOTHER

TIMER

OL'

Y.
Castleton Theater
Co.,
Richmond Borough.
Capital
Incorporators: O. T. Kyen$20,000.
vik.

F.

WORLD

—

Del.
Universal
AmuseCapital $25,000. Attorney:

Dover,

ment Co.

Corporation Trust
Wilmington.

Co.

of

Coin' over big. So they say. Up in New England. About
"Ten Nights In a Bar Room." Bustin' records. Makin' Doc
Shallenberger happy. F'r th' start of th' New Year. Even if
he has a cold. Eyesight ain't affected. An able to sit up. An'
see those figgers. Makes him forget he's sick.

— American
$250,000.

American Guaranty and

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
AND SOON
THEY'LL ALL BE
SEEING IT

Releasing
Attorney,
Trust Co.,

Wilmington.
Trenton,

N.

Amusement

—

J.

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-37 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Orange

East

Newark.

Capital
Incorporators: Joseph E.
$250,000.
Cohn, Michael Silver and .Alexander
Co..

SINGING

IS

America,

Dover, Del. Motion Picture Exchange Construction Corp.
Capital
$150,000. Attorney: Delaware Charter Co., Wilmington.
Dover, Del.
Corp.
Capital

Isscrman, Newark.

-Mbany,

Y.— Fox

N.

Lerner.
Attorneys:
and Goldberg, 215
Brooklyn.

Film Realty

New

Y'ork.
Capital $100,000.
Incorporators: P. Heiliger, G. Blech
and \\' B. Rogers.
Attorney; the

Corp.,

Increases Capital
(Special to

Albany,
Mineola.
porators:

N.

Y.— Bessel

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Y. The
Albany,
N.
Albemarle
Theater of Brooklvn has increased its

Theaters,
IncorCapital $15,000.
H. Gross, M. and H. N.

capital

from $400,000

to $600,000.

In pictures.

THE FILM PRAYER

'^ReadyV-

Issued by A. P. Hollis. Of the Visual Instruction Service.
Of North Dakota Agricultural College. Out at Fargo
"I am celluloid, not steel
O god of the machine, have
mercy. I front four dangers whenever I travel the whirring
wheels of the mechanism.
"Over the sprocket wheels, held tight by the idlers, I am
forced by the motor's might. If a careless hand misthreads me,
1 have no alternative but to go to my death.
If the springs at
the aperture gate are too strong, all my splices pull apart.
If
the pull on the take-up reel is too violent, I am torn to shreds.
If dirt collects in the aperture, my film of beauty is streaked and
marred, and I must face my beholders a thing ashamed and
bespoiled. Please, if I break, fasten me with clips never with
;

1

—

;

EASTMAN
FILM CEMENT
/^UT

where you

Cement and

will, splice

is

with Eastman Film

for all practical purposes the reel's

original resistance to strain

and re-wind

restored.

both

The

in

splice

projection
is

secure

against break or buckle.

pins."

Somethin' a

"A

lot of operators.

Might well remember.

WURRUD FROM

DINNIS"
And

By

to.

Of El Paso. Regardin'.
Jimquin.
The Noo Year. Says Jimquin

and

East7)ian-made

Eastman-tested

presence of this seal on the container

as

the

testifies:

appertainin'

:

I've been thinkin' just now of a thought that I thought,
An' the thought I wuz thinkin' wuz you,
An' what started me thinkin' this thought at this time,
Wuz the Old Year that soon will be New.
Shure the warm clasp of fri'ndship is more dear to me
Than a wurruld of material pelf,
So I wish you, me fri'nd, from the core of me heart
Iv'rything that I wish fer meself.

THE FILM DAILY.
Nothin'
(Gone

— but

L'ENVOI
new but

not forgotten

th'

Eastman Film Cement
successfully with either

obtained in

i

ounce and

is

the only cement that

Regular or
1

6 ounce

Safety

bottles,

film.

may
It

be used

may

be

and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
name

—WID'S

Motion Picture Film Department

DANNY.
DAILY.)

St.,

porators. J. Casinelly, F. W. Masola
and A. R. Blanchi. Attorney: I. S.
Lambert, 132 Nassau St.

—

Y.
Unitv Pictures,
New York. Capital $50,000. Incorporators:
Englehart,
I.
L.
I.
R.
Chamberlain and A. E. Batuman. Attornev: N. S. Corwin, 165 Broadway.

N.

Gutman

Montague

Albanv, N. Y'.— Star Prod.. New
York.
Capital
Incor$200,000.

.

company.
A!ban3',

Levy,

What with "Ten Nights" moppin' up and "Why Girls
Leave Home" also gettin' real gelt it looks. As if those old
timers pay.

says:

THE WHOLE

V Huttar. Attorney.
Lahr, 299 Broadway.

A, and R.

\\'.

—

"FLAGGING" BEAUVAIS

what happened with

MADGE EVANS

—

Albany, N.

Rochester,

N. Y.

THE

s2^

DAILY

Riesenfeld Agrees
(Continued from page

In the Courts

1)

The Ritchey Lithographing Corp.

be subservient to the feature film.
Riesenfeld joins Taylor in saying that
the picture

is

the thing.

"The whole purpose of music with
pictures was originally to satisfy the
ear so that the eye could give its attention to the screen.'' says Riesenfeld.
"It was a sort of opiate, nothing more. That was the fundamental
theory upon which music was originally introduced in motion picture
presentation and if the exhibitor will
hold to that central idea he cannot go
far astray.
If he is led to l)elieve that

has

filed

two default judgments

for

$1,753 and $1,355 in the City Court
against Mattiias Radin. of the Radin
Pictures, for posters ordered.

A

default

has been

filed

judgment for $22,188
in the Supreme Court

Tuesday, January

GUIDE"

pages

200

pictures

"Six years of study and work have
brought us these salient facts
"The music in the score to a motion
picture must be chosen with just as
great care as is the music in an opera it must be in harmony with the
dramatic action.
Both are intended
to carry the same story, to create atmosphere for a story or stir the emo-

additional

—

.\lbany The
Pearl,
on Central
Ave., which has been conducted for
the past 13 years by J. M. and J. W.
Gardner, will cliange management
next week, when Walter M. Powers,
former manager of the Colonial, will
lake possession.
Gardner brothers
are retiring from the business.

A

five

company

Kessler

to

be
Co..

John Day Here from Brazil
John L. Day, South American rep-

1,

1,

1920
1921

Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729—

7th Avenue,
City

New York

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J.

For

a

particulars write

E.
110

Famous

New York from
in

on

Over 800 Pictures Summarized

known as The
is
now being

formed with Kessler president and
general manager.
The theater is a
First National sub-franchise holder.

months

information

years.

Theater

resentative of

of

released between

September
and
September

—

Powers Buys Albany House
(.Special lo THE KlL.Vl
DAILY)

1922

Germans Show 120 Films
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
That Germany is once again opening up to -American films was stated
We want to establish connections
by Ben Blumenthal yesterday, who with sales representatives visiting inadded that 120 American pictures had
dependent exchanges to sell a series
been shown there in the year just
of
one reel specials.
closed.
In commenting on the list of forPicture Trading Corp.
eign pictures which John Emerson
1402 Broadwray
presented to the Senate Finance Committee last week as an indication of
the inroads foreign producers had
made in this market. Blumenthal
''BOOKINGS

by
Xathan
X'idaver
against
the
Masterpiece Film Distributing Corp.
on notes made Aug. 23, 1910, payable pointed out the intensive distribiUion
on demand, to R. C. Buttolph, presi- of domestic product in England and
dent, who endorsed them to
Mr. ill Continental countries.
Vidaver.
The notes were for $9,117
and $13,748, and the judgment inA'hambra, Canton, O., Leased
because his patrons like good music
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cluded interest.
he must give them more and still
Canton, O.-j-The New Alhambra
more music, he is doomed to disaphas
been leased by William H.
Some Changes in C'ncinnati
pointment, because, primarily, his patCavnah,
Cavnah,
Sue
F.
John
(Special to THE FILM D.AIT.V)
rons want pictures.
Dougherty, Elizabeth Dougherty and
Cincinnati Robert Burnes, acting John Kessler, the latter being the
"After all' is said and done, the picture is the thing. We know that the manager for Selznick Corp. for the present manager.
The lease was
public likes music with its pictures. past several months, has severed con- given
by
Samuel
Luntz,
Louis
A good orchestra, a properly prepared nections to become special repre- Kaven and Darwin Luntz for a perscore and well selected soloists will sentative of R-C Pictures.
iod of five 3'ears with an option of an
give the theater a steady clientele,
provided, of course, that the average
of pictures is good.
Music will increase the attendance when the photoplays are good, but will not draw
patrons if the pictures are uniformly
bad.

3,

Players, is in
stay of several

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

Brazil and Argentina.

—

BUS>S%

tions in a specific waj'. If I were inclined to be over-critical. I should be
tempted to say that the music for the
motion picture has to be more intelligible than that in grand opera.

"The conductor must

'play

to

the

and orchestra.

It

you'll

more

infinitely

is

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

important than the proper playing of
For the conductor it
an overture.
means that he must unlearn much,
must disregard dynamics and metric
effects which a composer conceived,
and actually improvise a setting fit-

box-office

LEE

is

to

is

COMEDIES

know

"To add sweetness

or

pungency

too

i)aprr

flowers.

„

RELEASED THRU UNIVERSAL

is

many

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

Parties.
Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
.'\tlilelic
and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Iiulucenients
(Conventions.
est Service.

to

-

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

to

one thing, but to decorate it
with paper flowers until it is buried
Mr. Taylor does not like
is another.

do

;

"THE STRAPHANGER

the dewell

that his work lies in perfecting the
details of that program, not in throwing it out of balance again.
a cake

CURRENT RELEASE

The

found
balanced |)rogram has been
long ago and the pioneer will find

MORAN

CENTURY

to stop.

alwa^'s better music, there
sire to give merely more.

lAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKE WOOD, NEW JERSEY
The

in

Music has progressed
wonderfully in the past si.\ years and
there is the desire to go still further.
Instead of making it a purpose to give

where

every

time you show

ting the dynamics of the photoplay.
The orchestras, too, must understand
how to 'play to a picture.' Even the
best players from the symphony orchestras need to learn this branch of

musicianship.
"The great problem

answer
get at your

IhaX's the

This is, to my mind, the
most important function of conductor
picture.'

N'eitlur

I."

"WE NEVEE DISAPPOINT'

O0MUI¥r pLM Ulboraiories
INCORPORATED

"The Prodigal Judge," .a Vitagraph feature, has been completed.

PHONE
JYANIT

5576

-^

22aWEST42i!5 STREET

NEWVOBK

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN. MCE.

7/ie

BRADSTREET

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

Vcl.
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Censors Pro and

''

I

4,

*

1922

O '4

Con

Champions of Both Sides to Lecture
in High Schools by Arrangement
With Education Board
Through an arrangement between
the Board of Education and the Na-

Plans

tional Association, William A. Brady,
D. W. Griffith and Paul H. Cromelin

call

will
eral

Cents

L^iore

WitF/, iSuilding Department Call f ^r that Many Additional Houses in Manhattan
File

Plans

.

filed

weeks with

within the past three
Building Departinent

tlie

for 42 additional theaters to be
erected in the Borough of New York.
This includes all territory within the
borough lines, Manhattan the Bronx,

speak against censorship in sevhigh schools in Brooklyn, Man-

I

hattan and the Bronx between Jan.
12 and Feb. 11
At each of these lectures there will be shown a model
picture program donated by producer
members of the association. These
lectures will not take the form of
debates.
Although the advocates of
censorship will also speak under the
auspices of the Board of Education,
the dates to be assigned them, howIever. will not conflict.
Among the champions of censorship who will seek to justify legalized
screen control are
Mrs.
Clarence
V

Brooklyn,

;

1

'

upon these plans
So
and alarm.
much so, in fact, that an effort was
recently made in behalf of some of
them to secure some legislation which
might prevent the erection of more
with

which resulted in the enactment of a
censorship law in New York State.
Joseph Levenson, secretary of the
Motion Picture Commission, will be

:

I

another speaker.

Goodstein Coming East
Goodstein of Denver is exJ. J.
pected in New York some time this
week.

Sheehan Returns
Winfield R. Sheehan
of
Fox is
back in town after
week's trip
a
through the Middle West.
Jack Ford

L.

gle serial,

SS."

May Start Inquiry
Alleged Offer of $100,000 to
"Kill" Censorship in Senate as
Charged by Rev. O. R. Miller

Fox

(Special

Albany

yet.

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Lawmakers

gathering here
the opening of the Legislature
today are wondering
whether the
Senate will investigate the statement
of the New York Civic League that
Clayton R. Lusk, Republican floor
leader, "could have sold out to the
inovie men for $100,000" by killing
for

Gray and Baxter Here
("Danny") Gray, film editor,
and Leeds Baxter, business manager
D.

,

I

J.

respectively of the Marshall Neilan
Prod., are here from the coast with
a print of "Penrod."
Neilan's next
picture will be a Saturday Evening
'

Post story.

manager
in

used

state-righted

N. Y.

in

this

New

by EX-

Play for "Doug"

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Johnston McCulIey,
author of "The Mark of Zorro," is

C— Advt.

(Special

to

—

Varied Opinions

here to write a new original play for
Douglas Fairbanks.

Executives Offer Diversified Views
On Reduction of Film Rentals
Show "School Days" in Boston
As Suggested by Laemmle
Harry Warner and Harry Rapf
Important distributors were asked
they
yesterday to comment on the move went to Boston yesterday, where
"School
of
showing
trade
gave
a
launched by Carl Laemmle to cut
rentals where exhibitors can show- Days" at the Copley Plaza.
to him that they are losing money,
" Orphans of the Storm" Opens
and their theaters faced by failures.

ent.

sin.

Screen Censorship

Bill

last year.

The Rev. O.

R. Miller, head of the
and publisher of the Bulle(Continued on Page 3)

Danto Guest

Mon-

for the Lynch-Hulsey theaDallas, has joined the Gunning organization. He will act in an
•jexecutive capacity.
ters

animals

Danto, sales manager, a birthday
dinner at Murray's last night.
Harry H. Buxbaum returned from Albany in time to attend. A number
of home office executives were pres-

I'^e

league

day evening. Wilkerson for a time
was in charge of the San Francisco
office for Wid Gunning, Inc.
Herschel Stuart, former general

masterpiece animal-jun-

Last night was an event in New
York. David W. Griffith's "Orphans
Ayres Film for Rivoli
of the Storm" opened at the Apollo
throng
notable
with
Agnes Ayres in "The Lane That theater
a
Had No Turning" will be the feature present. The entire Griffith staff
at the RivoH next week.
was there, including the technical
Mae
staff, and of course, the artists.
box-holders.
the
one
of
was
Marsh
Oshkosh
Houses
Saxe Buys Three
DAILY)
(.Special to THE FILM
The production as presented last
Milwaukee The Saxe Amusement night was almost 13 reels in length.
that
Enterprises, operated by Thomas and Tickets were in such demand
organizaGriffith
the
of
Lloyd,
Roy
taken
over
the
have
Jack
J. E. Saxe,
Cummings theaters, namely, the Ma- tion had to dispense with his, and at
afternoon said
jestic, Orpheum and Grand in Osh- a late hour yesterday
playmg soliintended
he
Enterprises
emphatically
Amusement
Saxe
kosh.
now controls 20 theaters in Wiscon- taire at the Woodstock during the

Back from the West
Wid Gunning and William E. Wilkerson returned from the coast

theaters, that is showing any profit
these days, and where the attenelance
is coming from to fill these additional
houses is, to them, a problem.

Mike and Mary, two world-

PORT & IMPORT FILM

Into

Town

SELIG'S

famous chimpanzees, are among the hundreds of
thrilling fifteen episode chapter-pictu re now being
CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave.,

New York from

has not been

co-starred in CO
"THE JUNGLE GODDE

Truman Van Dvke,

director, is back
a trip abroad. He
assigned any work as

Jack Ford, a
ill

in

apprehension

houses for a period of three years.
It Was found impossible to do this.
How these houses can prosper, if
completed, with the present state of
affairs existing is a puzzle to the exThey
hibitors who are concerned.
claim that there is hardly a house,
big
Broadway
even including the

Waterman, Canon William S. Chase
and Frederick Boyd Stevenson, all
of whom figured
in
the campaign

\

is

lying sections look

.

I

etc.

probable that some of these
houses may not be used for picture
purposes, but it is expected that the
greater bulk of them will be devoted
to the screen if they are built.
Exhibitors with houses in the outIt

at

Dinner

The force of the New York Paramount exchange tendered Harry

(Continued on Page 2)

—

j

[

opening.

THE

^Hk

DAILV

New
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— The

new

with a seating capacity of
has been opened.
alto,

Wednesday, Jan.
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4,

Price

Copyriglit 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..

New

WID'S FILMS

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS,
W.

and

Colonial,
here.

and Editor;

President

and Business ManJ. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
J.

March

Terms (Postage

3,

1879.

United States, Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
3 months, $3.00.

$15.00.

DAILY,

communications
71-73

West 44th

THE FILM

to

New

St.,

new

a

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices; 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603

West

on

built

—A

Allegan

St.

and

Capitol Ave.

Spartanburg.

Ward,

C.

S.

Chamber

of the

— Chester
of

inspecting sites for an eight-story
and theater building.

—

Manitowoc Wis. Work on the
High Low Close new Rivoli will be started in the
,

96

\^ do pfd
^^oldwyn

96

Griffith

Loew's, Inc

13

13J4

Spring.

13^

Columbus, O.

World

—The

opposite the Ohio
versity campus, has been

and

J

J.

W.

State theState Uni-

opened by
Dusenbury.

—

Milwaukee, Wis.
Contract has
been let for a two-story theater, store
and office building, to be erected at
Teutonia Center and Hadley Sts., for
Teutonia Avenue Realty Co., to cost
•

$200,000.

Wis.

Antigo,

— Harvey

Hanson,

owner

r

"S

of the Palace, has plans for a
tlieater, including stores, to be erected at Fifth Ave. and Edison St., to

Seating capacity 1,500.

cost $100,000.

Two

Rivers, Wis.— Rivoli Theater
Co. has plans by W. J. Raeuber for
new theater, to cost $100,000.

&

Barnes

Co.,

Stock Brokers
Phone Bryant 2087

\\'heeling,

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FAMOUS PLAYERS,
PREFERRED
LOEW'S
D. W. GRIFFITH

W.

Va.

—W.

H. Morgan

Clark's Tips
"Weather

QUOTE & BUY

profits are

made

not born."

In the picture

"THE

TWO ORPHANS"

to all kinds of weather.
In the Exhibitor's field
They make their own weather
Pulling 'em in

GOLDWYN
TRIANGLE

Babe Ruth.

Main
35

Broad

are

Used

Rain or shine.
Bigger success record than
Write, Wire, Phone or Call.

WORLD
ORPHEUM

Mo.

—A

new house

will

Belfast shortly, in the LanIt will
caster building on Main St.
have a seating capacity of 150.

(Continued

Laemmle's

offer

exhibitors

that

1493

&XCEPTIOIWD
PICTURES

Cook

S.

has

from Page

Carey Wilson With Goldwyn

i;

sjM^

to reduce price
may at least brriak
is

^^ SynddiCQta

B'way
1540

Broadway

'Jnc.

Br^anr

728,5

(Special
(Sp(

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Angeles Carey Wilson has
even on all Universal product except just been added to the Goldwyn sce"Foolish Wives," for which Laemmle nario staff and has completed a onefrankly admits he will endeavor to act play, "Saffron."
secure every dollar possible.
Varied opinions resulted from inPlan House in New Hampton
quiries
made

THE

by

DAILY. Some

•

.•;

them

of

FILM

are

as

fol-

:

T
r^<:
Los

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Hampton, Mo.-— This town

is

house. Articles of
Sidney R. Kent of Famous Players: to have an opera
incorporation for the New Hampton
"It's not a question of price but of
House Co., a $10,000 concern,

quality that counts. There are a certain percentage of exhibitors who
couldn't make money if they get their
product for nothing. The mere fact
that you may cut a rental 50% will
not necessarily save an exhibitor.
are trying to meet the solution by
giving the exhibitor better attractions.
At the same time, we are cognizant
of conditions.
No exhibitor has been
forced to shut down because he has
found us unwilling to adjust rentals."

We

Hiram

Abrams,

president

of

Opera
were filed

Bethany, Mo., on Sat-

at

urday.

New

Louis Office for F. P.-L.
to THE FILM DAILY)'
Louis Paramount opened its
St.

(Special
St.

—

new headquarters, 3721 Washington
R. E. Le Beau,
Blvd., last Saturday.
McManus,
district manager; R.
J.
Kansas
Cole,
City,

manager,

City

assistant

manager

were among the

and

Arthur

for

Kansas

i

visitors.

United Artists:

"You

can't

make

hard and fast

a

for the entire industry.
If I
had
an
organiz?tion
like
Mr.
Laemmles' that releases one or more
pictures a year, my position would
be different.
The exhibitor enters
into the question, too.
Give two exhibitors with the same size theater
'Little
Lord Fauntleroy,' and one
may make a lot of money and the
other just about break even.
Just
as soon as you guarantee some exhibitors against losses, you will find
them loafing on the job."

rule

P. N. Brinch, sales
^^'.

W. Hodkinson

manager

of the

Corp.:

have always considered our
prices fair ones, and have never overcharged exhibitors. No one today is
"\\'e

volunteering to cut prices unless the
move is absolutely necessary. It's
liard enough to secure business at
equitable prices, let alone attempting
to do so at exorbitant figures."

"The answer

Office

Uptown Branch,

"HIS NIBS"

in

Robert E. Welsh, of

New York

run over the

controls his territory on

—

Belfast,

first

'

PHIL SELZNICK

—

Wid

Gunning,

Inc.:

Street,

phone.

Mobridge, S. D. Shamber & Kindred are building an up-to-date house.

new

ater,

Not quoted W.
Not quoted

Trangle

SELL,

will

low

96

Not quoted
Not quoted

on

Haven, Conn. West Haven
have new theater seating 800.

Varied Opinions

Quotations

75^

1,500 seat theater

St.

—

—

75^

Toledo

Street.

Wenzelsplatz.

78^

Theaters,

—

Kelso, Wash. Leroy R. Schooley
has opened his new theater, the Star.

WE

Main

—

..

1922

"Everyone you mention
'His Nibs" to wants it. We
sold

— Batavia

—

—

Players

Y.

Kenosha, Wis.
Contracts have
Augusta, Kan. L.
been let for a new theater on Chicago opened the Liberty.

— W. A. Williamson,
Weekly, 85 Long Acre,

2.

N.

will erect

Inc.,

D.

Middletown, O. The new theater
being erected for Gus Chifos and
Representative Le
Film,
144
Paris
Rue Steve Chakiris is expected to be comMontmartre.
The cost will be
Central European Representative Interna- pleted by Feb. 1st.
Filmschau, Prague
tionale
(Czecho-Slo- approximately $100,000.
Kinematograph
London, W. C.

Famous

Batavia,

Commerce. open

office

London Representative

vakia),

seating capacity
$130,000.

Beloit Amusefor a theater, with
of
to cost
1,600,

New

new theater, to
as the Blackstone, will be

York,

N. Y.
'Phone:

known

be

is

Subscribers should remit with order.
all

the
the
theater

of
of

owners

free)

of Greater New
months, $5.00;

Address

Alger,

E.

build

will

Lansing, Mich.

Alicoate, Treasurer

ager;

the act of

1,100,

—The

ment Co. has plans

INC.

Dannenberg,

Joseph

Wis.

Beloit,

Ri-

bCenI

Urban, 111.— E.
Alcru
Company,

4,

has plans for a theater to cost $24,000.

Theaters

San Antonio, Tex.

Wednesday, January

better pictures
and intensified exploitation that will
bring better results at the box office.
(Jives exhibitors the means of making
real money instead of talking about
losses."

is

in

Make

Sets at Night; Cut Noises

to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Through an innovation just put into effect by M. C.
Levee of United Studios the carpenters and set-builders will work here-'

(Special

after

at

nights,

thus eliminating the

daytime noises that hamper production and affect the work of the directors and players.
St. Louis
(Special to

Fears "Blue Sunday"

THE FILM DAILY)

— Film

men here are in-'
clined to believe the Springfield, Mo.,
election indicates how threatening the
St.

Louis

"blue law" menace is. Even in church
circles there is some quiet whispering of the possibility of a similar
move in the state's metropolis. Billy

Sunday

is

figuring on a revival here

in the spring.

Mi
^^eim
mtii
be
'•••'t/OjJl
will

THE SENSATION OF

1922

THE
Wednesday, January

s&an

DAILY

1922

4,

Newspaper Opinions more

sense to the picture than there

"Tol'able

PatneNews
No. 2

AIRPLANE NON-STOP RECORD
over
BROKEN — Edward Stinson stays in
air

26 hours at Mineola.

JAPAN APPROVES POLICY OF DELEGATES AT ARMS CONFERENCE— Picturesque demonstration at Kyoto.

FAMOUS MUMMERS PAGEANT DEFIES THE COLD— Philadelphia's annual
New

celebration

Year's

Winter
welcomed

winds.

despite icy
Lake Placid;

brilliant

Sports

at

Hi
Debs

scraps

great

her

home

town;

Zepplin

sheds,

to

Germany

etc.,

etc.

today
May

Start Inquiry

(Continued from page 1)
be called upon for
Iplanation.
tin,

may

Although

j

•to

an ex-

the inclination here is
Miller's insinuation that
picture men in order to

discount

the moving
defeat the censorship bill were prepared to resort to bribery, there is a
fcei'ng that the Civic League's alleThe
gations cannot go unnoticed.
[adoption of a resolution providing
,for an inquiry would, it is assumed,
bring the Rev. Mr. Miller before the
Senate with such proof as he may
have to substantiate his statements.

Pollard Plans Vacation
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Day

Believes in South America
John L. Day, South American representative of Famous Players, who
has just returned from Brazil and
.Vrgentine, saj's of conditions:
"The outlook for 1922 business is
much more cheerful. There is a firm
belief that Brazil's exchange position
will be considerably improved during
the coming montlis, and this will have
most beneficial effect upon the mo1"n picture industry.
The world ex-ition to be held in Rio de Janeiro
a September should draw many
pie to Brazil and will no doubt
ing about much new business for
iie theaters.
Despite the efforts of
I'oreign producers to gain a strong
u.othold in Brazil, the highest grade
\merican pictures continue to hold
ir>t place and cannot be displaced in
lie estimation of the critical public.
iJuring 1922, as in the past, Brazil
should continue to be one of the
-I

1

I

greatest
'.',res

in

markets for American picthe Southern hemisphere."

Prevost

Strand

is

fight in "Tol'able
Strand.
And Richard
Barthelmess handled the role admirably.
DAILY
"Tol'able David" is three
parts agony.
The fourth part is excellent

David" on screen

at

NEWS—

Richard Barthelmess

acting.

mission *

with entire sympathy

*

*

his

fulfills

EVENING WORLD— Suspense

will enjoy it.
development of the story
always forced, the acting, except for Miss

GLOBE —The

Nat'l

AMERICAN— Thrilling

.

is
the
piece de resistance served to Strand Theater
*
*
*
patrons this week in "Tol'able David."
•
If any one doesn't think
it
is
a wonderful picture then it will be
because he dislikes the story and refuses to
be won over. As for us, we left the theater
last night vowing that it was the best picture of the year (not the new year either.)
* * * His stellar qualities are written bright
on every scene so that he who runs may
read.
O for more Barthelmesses on the
screen
The combat inside the shanty has
been ably staged by Director Henry King,
though it seems almost too fierce to be real,
and the fighters hurl each other about so
violently against walls and furniture it hardly seems possible for them to live through
it.
since the comfortable audience finds it
hard to endure.

Prevost's,
If

Miss

Prevost might

entertaining

develop

easily

picture

an

into

actress.

JOURNAL— "Don't

lively,

Marie

Get Personal" is a
broad comedy, starring
will entertain you and

often farcical
Prevost.
It

Miss Prevost

interest you.

will

"Three Live Ghosts"— F. P.-L.
Rivoli

EVENING WORLD— There
amusing situations
be classed as one
that

many

are

the picture and it can
of the best of its kind

in

Broadway has seen

SUN — It

lately.

SUN —

follows the original fairly closely,
but some of the humor seems to be lost by
the roadside.
On the screen programme there
are two unusually good features, a fulllength picture, presenting a screen version
of Frederic Isham's successful play, "Three

MAIL — The

Live Ghosts," and a Buster Keaton comedy,
"The Playhouse," that is the most uniquely humorous film that Broadway has
glimpsed in some time.
* * the film production
of "Three Live Ghosts" is even better in
the movies than it was in the speakies.
JOURN.'XL * * * all its entertainment
qualities intact, and a fascinating production, with locations in England added.

!

work

of

Barthelmess

this

in

supplies ample proof of his right to
stardom, as he portrays with consummate
skill the role of a boy. * * *
The highly significant picture
that started the New Year right at the
Strand Theater was "Tol'able David," with
It is an
Richard Barthelmess in the lead.
adaptation of the most striking story in a
film

GLOBE—

volume by Joseph Hergesheimer, aiming to
show that a "happy ending" need not ruin

The

the picturization is
altogether admirable and exceptional.
His interpretation of the
title
role surpasses anything he has ever
done previously, even the oily Chinaman of
a

comedy

uninteresting, and the
a chance in a good

is

given

flat.

TRIBUNE—*

story.

of

result

TELEGRAM —

"Broken

Blossoms."

JOURNAL—*

*

Henry King has

*

pre-

served the vigorous realism of Joseph Hergesheimer's story in splendid fashion. * • *

Richard Barthelmess promised much in
"Experience" and he more than fulfilled the
promise of this, his first stellar role,
first

—

Los Angeles Harry ("Snub") Polard plans a three months' vacation in
'the spring.
He intends going to Australia to visit his family.

David"— 1st

is to its
likes Miss

However, any one who

name.

stellar

MAIL—

TELEGRAM—*

—

"Just

the Corner"- F. P.-L.
Rialto
"Just Around the

EVENING WORLD—
is

has

been

beautifully,

"The Playhouse"— 1st

Nat'l
Rivoli
Buster Keaton is also on the proa very amusing comedy called "The

another

just

those

of

mother

gram

in

MAIL— *

Playhouse."
that

film

* * the

most uniquely humorous

Broadway has glimpsed

in

44th

SUN —The

for

film

the

most part

is anof the already
overworked "Mother" pictures.
It is carefully produced and very well acted and may
cause a twang on your heart strings if you
are still sentimental in the twentieth century.
mother's love is the
theme of the drama.
Margaret Seddon
plays one of her most appealing roles as
the mother.

other

sob

story

in

the

'

1,600

field

TELEGRAM—A

(Special

Cape

Seat Theater
to

Girardeau,

Broadway

opened

with "The Sheik."

Mo.—The
J.

E.

Brady

Desirable Office Space

divorce case.

HERALD— As

matter

a

of

fact

it

was

valuable chiefly as a guide to campers, the
only drawback being that it was exhibited
It is really a
at the wrong titne of year.
sunnner show. Beativais seemed to have put
into it everything he knew, almost. * * * In
the midst of these enthralling bits of forest
story
occasionally
lore
something like a
would interrupt the interest,

GLOBE— Last

Trail."
theater.

in

divorce

suit.

its

first

and least is "The Lonely
showing at the 44th St.

might well be called "The Dull
and Stupid Trail That Leads to the Flimsiest
of Film-Flam."
Obviously it is simply capitalization of the notoriety of one of the
members of the cast (we can't call any of
them actors) recently gained through his
connection with an unsavory New York
It

For Rent

— 2ndfloor front
— large windo'ws — central
600

sq. ft.

TELEGRAM —Beauvais

acts with sober"The Lonely
considerable skill.
TraH" is a S'lnple varn of love in the wilderness, with Beauvais and a New York girl

ness

and

location

modern building

How

Beauvais shields the
girl
from harm and eventually wins her
respect and love forms the chief love in-

the chief figures.

terest.

—$1,800

yearly.

"Don't Get Personal"— Universal

SIMPLEX TITLE
-

SHOP

TITLES

ILLUSTRATIONS
ANIMATIONphone:

-

-

-

TRAILEBS

BRYANT 98 5

220ftVE;ST

4--Z ~-° ST.
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
PROCESS
EXCLUSI»'CLV

COLURA

.

Central

EVENING WORLD— The

film, as flappperish as a herd of ideals, is the familiar one
of the over-Broadwayed chorus girl, * * *

Apply

—

TRIBUNE It is an amusing thing of
no great weight. * * *
Miss Prevost has the quality, whatever
She
it
possessed by Gloria Swanson.
is,
In the present picis
always interesting.
ture she by no means carries off the beauty
They go to the young
honors, however.
woman who
SUN-— She
She

is

plays

the

smiles,

quite sweet

adventuress

flirts

in

role.

and kisses

fact,

but there

cutely.
is

no

Manager

—

^

New.*"

Christmas Eve
This house seats

and cost $115,000.
manager.

1,600
is

Opens

THE FILM DAILY)

Theater

St.

some

time

films.

"The Lonely Trail"— Primex

WORLD—

the

of

role.

Trail,"
"The
Lonely
N. Y.
which deserves no lesr. distinction than Flop
No. 1 of the new year's highly press-agented
nhotoplays. gains its principal glamour from
the fact that Mr. Beauvais, its star, was
in
some way connected with the Stillman

al-

Frances

by
story

SUN —

Around

Corner"

JOURNAL — It

produced
most
reverently,
Marion from Fannie Hurst's
Birdsong family.

114 W. 44th Street

THE

^Hk

DAILY
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Putting It Over
Thursday's Issue
Here
your

how a

is

brother exhibitor put his

show

over.

Send along

U.

S.

ZIEGFELD
GIRLS
Mary Miles Minter
Engaged

?;

since Harry Watts
spent $300 for a billboard for "The
Affairs of Anatol," he has been set
to repeat as soon as a picture came
to the Strand for which it was worth
duplicating the stunt.
"The Sheik" filled the bill, and he

coughed up another huge sum

for an
offer-

oil-painting for the Paramount
ing.
The 24-sheet stand honored by
such lavish flash is in the most conspicuous part of town.
Matthews'
Book Store was tied up for an attractive co-operative window display
consisting of books, window-cards,

and

—

Springfield, O.
By extending the
childrens' matinee idea throughout his
entire run of four days, and inviting
children to attend the picture with the
at

reduced

a

rate,

Ed

manager of the Regent, put
over "Peck's Bad Boy" in good shape.
Paull,

Before the picture began its run,
Paul circulated at the schools and

Takes Over Second House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Eveleth,
Minn.
The Empress,
recently sold by A. J. Jerue to Frank
A.
of Grand Rapids, Minn.,
has again changed hands, having been

Gumm

purchased by Frank Rabbinowitz of
the Regent.

Buy Bismarck, N. D. Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bismarck, N. D. The Rex has

residences tickets which announced
that they would admit any child to
see the picture with 10 cents.
The

same matter was used on a coupon
which was inserted in the newspaper
each
day
an
as
advertisement.
Hundreds of boys and girls clipped
these coupons and presented them
and the throwaways at the box office
during the picture's run.
Mr. Paull
reported good business as the result.

—

—

invited

the opening day of the showing
there was installed on the roof of a
three-story
building in
city's
the
busiest district a magnavox which
was equipped with a triple amplifier.
With a man to speak through the
instrument, the announcement was
made by sound to the people within
a radius of three blocks that the big
production was being shown at the
Rialto.
The operator continued his
activities throughout the first week
of the run, making the announce-

ment

at

all

frequent intervals, both day
C)n the opening day newscarried thirty-three inch ad

and night.

and these, for the first week,
were followed by two-column threeinch advertisements.
Eight elegant
window displays were lodged in the
most advantageous locations in the
city.
Each contained the colorportrait of the "Queen."
Neat lobby trimmings also were
displays,

used

at the Rialto.

the school teachers

—

Morgantown, W.
Frank W. Rogers,

Va.

— Manager

of the Arcade,
during a recent run of "Over the
Hill," broke into the columns of the
local dailies despite their long-standing opposition to news savoring of
business publicity.

In

Morgantown

municipal concert orchestra which has established
in

itself

the

is

heart

a

of

the

populace.

orchestra, Rogers realized, he would
be hitting the bull's-eye of publicity.
When "Over the Hill" was announced, an energetic music publisher put on sale the song title bearing the same title.
In many cities
displays in music dealers' windows
have afforded profitable tie-ups, but
Rogers used the song in a still better way.
He approached the leader
of the municipal concert orchestra,

was given it in the daily
children, to the best people of the
newspapers; and the crowds that
Demas Plans Expansion
community,
and
with
them
of
course
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
filled the arcade were indicative of
came the usual admirers of Western
Manager
Pittsburgh Pete Dcmas, of the pictures.
As a result of this cam- showman. Rogers' shrewdness as a
Minerva, is planning to expand his paign
the picture broke all Saturday

—

Princess theaters, which he will reinto a lOOO-seat house.
He
has also signed papers whereby he
takes over the Strand at Brownsville

model

on April 1. This is a 700-seat house
and is owned by the Wright Brothers.

Demas

has a large lot in
Homewood at 709-711 Homewood
Ave., on which he expects eventually
also

to erect a picture theater.

H.
Fox,

O. Armstrong, formerly with
Boston, is with Hodkinson

Corp., out of Cincinnati.

records at the Alahambra.

to

—

new competing

house, the Rialto

enjoyed a record-breaking two weeks
run of "Queen of Sheba," as the result of properly applied exploitation
methods.

"Use plenty of paper," is
rigidly-adhercd-to slogan of the
alto's

Tyron, Okla. Fire, which swept
half the business section, did damage'
estimated at $17,000.
The bla
totally destroyed the Liberty.

Cummings

Talmadge Film

in

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

—

Los Angeles
Irving Cummings
has been engaged to play an important role in the next Norma Talmadge
film.
Conway Tearle has already
been secured for the same feature.

management.

the
Ri-

Twenty-four

sheets were put on 50 boards about
the city. A still more liberal use was
made of 8-sheets and smaller paper,
while 50,000 circus hera'ds were distributed at door-steps in various sections of San Francisco.

^'BOOKING GUIDE"
pages of information on
pictures released between

200

September
and
September

1,

production to be made bj
formed Earle Picture!
Inc., will be "Destiny Isle," for whic
exteriors will be shot at Miami.
Stuart Blackton, Jr., will act as pre
duction manager.
the

first

recently

800 Seat House in McMinnville
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

McMinnville,

Ore.
Mrs. Elsie
to erect a new theater here,
just west of the United States National Bank.
It will have a seating
capacity of 800, and will be occupied
by T. E. O'Neill. O'Neill will retain
the Rainbow and the Star.
is

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

—A

volve $250,000

has

deal

said

|

to

in-

been closed

for

Theaters, Inc., for that chain of
houses.
The deal, it is said, will in
no way af?ect the arrangement with
Sid Grauman.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion

Picture Film
For All Purposes

W.
302 E. 33d

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special Price
SO Cents Per Copy

Write

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729—

New

Clips

MORAT

J.

St.

Vanderbilt 7361

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

The_lAK[WOOD HOTEl
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

1920
1921

7th Avenue,
York City

,

Lesser Books F. P. Output
(Special

Parties,
Clubs and
Wonderful Food. Finest Service.
Dancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

1,

,

Earle's First, "Destiny Isle"

The

$35.00

San Francisco Despite unusually
inclement weather and the opening
of a

Bums
THE FILM DAILY)

Tyron, Okla. House

Wright

and others concerned in the reform
wave to a special showing of "The
(Special
When he had
Pittsburgh F. C. Bonnistall and Call of the North."
Frank P. Garber have purchased the corralled them in his theater, he gave
them a little talk. As an insinuating
franchise of the synchronized scenario
and after much persuasion induced
music for Ohio and Kentucky, and platform performance, it made Marc him to feature the "Over the Hill"
Antony's
oration
over
dead
Caesar song for all
will open an office in Cleveland and
concerts during the week
later in Cincinnati.
Bonnistall was a piker's speech.
of the picture's run at the Arcade.
The
teachers
and
reform
element
formerly manager of the Paramount
Because the song was featured as the
got the idea.
"The Call of The hit of the musical
office.
program, much
North" was boosted to the school
publicity

Buys Music Franchise
to THE FILM DAILY)

Bonistall

holdings, and has acquired properties
in other cities.
He has leased a storeroom at 1117 and 1119 State Street,
Erie, and close to the Nixon and

—

The newspapers have devoted con- the output of Famous Players, besiderable space to its praise.
By tween Harry Ballance and Gore and
Reformers had been tying
up in some manner with this Sol Lesser, representing West Coast

Ogden, Utah
been taken over by G. E. Wingreene especially condemnatory of blood-andand A. J. Withnell, who will change thunder wild-west-shows, but after
the name to the Rialto.
It will be Manager H. E. Skinner, of the Aloperated by Withnell & Wingreene, hambra, sailed into their midst, the
church
element was
permanently
in addition to the new Capitol, which
divided.
is to be opened soon.

He

On

papers

stills.

grow-n-ups

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Omaha— Ever

MAY LOSE

R. Theater Closes
to

(.Special

m

1922

Superior, Wis.
Because of lack of
patronage, the New- Grand, a Finkelstein & Ruben house has closed.

Let the other fellow know how you cleaiied up.

ideas.

&

F.
(Special

4,

to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewrood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

\V
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Vol.

No. 4

Too Many

Thursday, January

5,

1922

Price 5 Cents

No Change

Seats

nd Tco Many Houses One

Causes for Present Day Difficulties Among Exhibitors
"There are too many seats and too
nany theaters. This is one of the

—

eal reasons for the present difficul-

man and

ies of e.xhibitors."

One

of the

East

jn the

best posted

made

and

ed

exhibitor?
this statement yes-

Ince and Sennett have endthat

Lichtman

will

remain

with Associated Producers as general

manager.
This is taken by those

erday.

"The

Planned

Lichtman to Remain With Asso. Producers and Not Likely to Be
F. N. Sales Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles It is understood thai
the negotiations between Al Licht-

of the

dates back to 1919,"
le continued,
"when the exhibiting
leld was invaded by a lot of people
.vho had made so much money that
:hey thought they could invest it in
picture houses and clean up.
Some of
:hem did. And any old saloonkeeper
3r bootlegger who had the chance
stepped up with the gambling build-T and got to be an exhibitor.
He
l:hought all that he needed to make
I'Uoney was to put up a house.
And
troul)le

who know

indicate that Lichtman will not
become sales manager of Associated
First National Pictures,, Inc., as was
expected W'hen he arrived here.
to

With Lichtman out
for

the

of the running
of First
film folk

managership
was believed by

sales

National it
here yesterday that tlie post would
go to some other well known sales

manager.

a time he was right.
But now it
But what these people
^s- different.
have alread}^ done will take years to
indo.
"For instance, they went out into
the market and made a bid for pictures.
I
know cases of where $300
was a good price for the best feature
ifor certain neighborhood houses. But
!for

;these

fellows

Reichenbach With Famous
Harry Reichenbach in about two
weeks will join Famous Players,
where he will have charge of the publicity

man

went out and put up

11,000 for these features.
And today
those figures are being held against
us when we want to buy.
If we pay
he high prices that have resulted
(Continued on Page 6)

Convention in

May

has produced the most SUCCESSFUL wild-anical sehas exceeded even his own expectations in the filming of marvelous
GODDESS," his masterpiece sewild-animal stunts in "THE
& IMPORT FILM CO., Inc.,
rial now being state-righted by
Advt.
729 7th Ave., N. Y.

COL. SELIG, who

Two

St.
(Special

Louis Theaters to Loew?

I

St.

Louis

to

—

C—

reported here that

Marcus Loew will take over the Missouri and Delmonte.
The former
has been dark
for
several weeks.
There have been many reports concerning the future of the Missouri,
but all have been denied by the Famous Players Missouri Corp.

The Loew
discredit the

JUNGLE
EXPORT

offices were inclined to
above report yesterday.

In Sunday's issue reviews of
D. W. Griffith's "Orphans of
the Storm."
Thomas H. Ince's "Hail the

Woman."
Don't
reviews.

miss these important

Wives."

Four Openings Listed
"Orphans of the Storm" will open
in four cities this month.
They are
Cleveland, on Monday at the Hanna;
Philadelphia, Jan. 11 at the Forest
Pittsburgh, Jan. 16 at the Pitt
and Chicago, Jan. 29, at the Great

Lubitsch Praises Griffith

Northern.

"With

I witnessed the first showing of
Mr. Griffith's masterpiece, 'Orphajis of the Storm.' Mr. Griffith's
artistic direction of 'Broken Blosscms' had previously made a deep

the

greatest interest

impression on me, and his new film has immensely strengthened
my profound admiration. I was iiOt only interested in the scenic
construction, his flawless handling of masses and the big, highly
effective scenes, but also in his smaller,

more

delicate details,

which

as a film director, I can appreciate.
"Griffith possesses

an extraordinary personality which does not
and it is this quality that

travel the trodden path of conventionality,

Don't Miss These!

iversal handling "Foolish

St.,

THE FILM DAILY)

It is

World," which will go into the Rialto
or the Rivoli.
This is the 30 reel
spectacle which will be presented in
five reel episodes weekly.
Reichenbach is at present with Un-

rials,

The

Exhibitors' Bulletin of the M.
P. T. O.. dated Jan. 7, saj^s the annual
onvention of the organization will
36 held in May.

with reference to the big Gerproduction "The Mistress of the

I admire most in his art.
I was very much interested in making the
Rarely indeed, have I
personal acquaintance of the Gislr sisters.
seen two actresses playing up to erch other as ideally as Lillian and
Dorothy. I also was very much pleased to see my old friend, Joseph
Schildkraut, in such an excellent impersonification on the screen.

"I not only congratulate Mr. Griffith and
whole American industry, upon this success."

his

actors,

but the

ERNST LUBITSCH.

Commends Laemmle
William Brandt Has Praise for Universal's Stand in Film Rental
Question
William Brandt, president of the
T. O. C. C, has sent the following

Laemmle of Universal:
to congratulate you upon
taking the initiative in your desire
to help the exhibitor who is doing
poor business.
"Some producers and distributors
seem to think that the war is still
on, and the fact that you have guts
enough to blaze the trail toward lower film rentals, will be fully appreciated by every exhibitor.
letter to

"I

Carl

want

"The distance between present
business and some of the exhibition
values is as wide as the Gulf of Mexiand the fact that you have come
the rescue of the exhibitor who
takes in the currency to pay the en(Continued on Page 6)
co,

to

THE

DABLV
5^2^_g2
With the Independents
Five Sales

Gets StoU Features
Vol.

XIX

No.

4

Thursday,Jan.5,1922

Price

bCenIs

Alexander Film to Handle 26 a Year
New Series of Sherlock

—

Holmes Coming

Copyrielit 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,

On

Made

Days"— Warner

"School

West 44th

St..

5,

Bros.

Holding It Themselves in
This Territory
Five sales have been made

1922

At preview picture pronounced a great
work of art and a tvonderfully

on
William Alexander, president of
New York, N, Y., by WID'S FILMS and Alexander Film, lias returned from "School Days." Warner Bros., the
FILM FOLKS, INC.
England where lie arranged to select producers, are holding the picture for
Joseph Dannenbcrg, President and Editor;
26 pictures a year from the total feat- this territory and are distributing it
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManThe
ure output of Stoll Films, Ltd., for through Warner's Exchange.
ager J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, distribution here.
other sales are as follows:
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
Independent Film Corp. of PhilaStolls at present produce about 40
the act of March 3, 1879.
Eastern Pennsylvania,
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside features a year. Alexander will han- delphia for
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
dle the bulk of this number and it Southern New Jersey, Delaware, Mamonths, $5.00;
3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
seems quite likely that release will be ryland, Virginia and District of Co$15.00.
via the independent market.
The lutnbia; Celebrated Players Film
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM first feature will probably be avail- Corp. of Chicago. Indiana and NorthDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, able March 1 and included in the deal ern Illinois; E. G. Tinistall of TriN. Y.
will be a new
series
Sherlock State Film, Minneapolis, Minnesota,
of
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California.
Holmes two reelers on which produc- North and South Dakota, Upper PeEditorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollytion is now under way in England. ninsula of Michigan and Wisconsin;
wood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
Ohio;
London Representative W. A. Williamson, The present group of this kind will Skirboll Bros, of Cleveland,
Clark & Rowland of Columbia Film
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, be released on Feb. 1.
London, W. C. 2.
In discussing conditions
on
the Co., Pittsburgh, West Virginia, West^
Paris
Representative — Le Film,
144 Rue
side. Alexander stated yester- ern Pennsylvania, and the Federated
other
Montmartre.
Exchange of Boston, New England.
day
Central European Representative InternaInc., Published Daily at 71-73
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production.''''

George A. Levy
Pres. Liberty Theatres Corj

controlling rights to
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vakia),

Filmschau, Prague
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Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle

striking

movement

served was in London,
where
owners of theaters, producers
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Famous Players
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Friedman Buys "Panther's Cub"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis Ben Friedman, of the pany for Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan,
Friedman Film Corp., has purchased Western Pennsylvania and West
"The Black Panther's Cub."
Virginia; to Joe Friedman of Celebrated Players Film Corp., for InDavis Back on Job
diana, Illinois and Wisconsin, and to
for each non-resident in a picture
Charles Davis, Jr., director of Marion Kohn, of the Federated Film
J.
made in the kingdom or elsewhere a
California,
for
Inc.,
Distributors,
fine, stars to be assessed at an equiv- publicity for Arrow, is back on the
Arizona.
and
Nevada
confined
his
with
He
to
bed
job.
was
alent of
principals an equivalent
and
distributors are agitating a measure
to be placed before Parliament making residence in the United Kingdom
obligator}' for all persons who appear
in films, with the penalty per capita

sure
the invasion of
The fourth production of the Big films way to check
Germany, Italy and
Boy Williams series, released by Ay- France. from
The measure applies to
won, is now ready for release. The
American-made films, but the feeling
is "Across the Border."
that inspired it has been provoked by
the flood of pictures seeking English
markets with casts, stars and principals composed chiefly of the lowest
possible priced alien players.
The
British film makers in their petition
to Parliament, carrying the signature
of practically all people actively encaged in the industry in England and

contiguous dominions, say that
unle,ss the measure, or one representits

ing

Clark's Tips
'In lime of

war

firefiare

for

its

i''ilm

passed.

is

J.

Weiland Here
Weiland of the

Exchange,

Standard

Pittsburgh,

is

in

town.

Jans Plans N. Y. Office
Herman Jans will add a New York
branch to the Jans Film Service
which has operated in Jersey for
some time past.

Or a new screen
Or you want to get married
Or buy a bus Book

—

"THE TWO ORPHANS"—
You'll sleep better nights.

Ask your independent exchanges,

aims,

a serious illness.

Plan Arrow Office in Seattle
CSpecial

THE FILM DAILY)
B. Dana, who came

to

—

Seattle
P.
Seattle to open a branch for
has gone to Los Angeles.

Week
(Special

Stand

to

Reading,

will

Pa.

Chester

to

1902, 220

120

W.

at

Prod., Inc.,
41st St., to

W.

42nd

have

Room

St.

Arrow,

Reading

MABEL NORMAND
with

— "Ten

for a week.

appear

L.
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Barroom" opens

Monday

in

C.

moved from

Owen

Nights in a
the Arcadia on
Baby Ivy Ward

in person.

Moore, Mack Sennett and
Ford Sterling

Keep up

the

Selznick Buys "His Nibs"
Selznick has purchased "His
Nibs" for Ohio.
L. L. Hiller, who controls the sale
of the production is now in the Middle West aiding in the presentation

good

spirits

j

in

Phil

of the picture.

W.

Wire, write, phone or

protective

British-made films will have to give
up the struggle to survive."

fieace.

Dear Exhibitors
If you want a new house front
Or a new projection machine
Or a new music box

—

$25,

Not quoted of $15, and supernumeraries or extra
Not quoted people at four shillings, or about $1.
World
"The plan is regarded by film men
generally throughout England as a
"Across the Border" Ready

title

Rogers Makes Sales
Lou Rogers, of Rialto Prod., Inc.,
has sold the Funny Face Comedies
and Marcus Cartoons to Harry CharStandard Film Service Comnas.

Change
(Special

to

in

Management

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Roger-H a 1 p e r i n
Los Angeles
Prod, have taken over the production
of a series of 18 pictures co-starring
"Bob" Reeves and Maryon Aye. Albert Rogell will direct and Victor
Hugo Halperin will write the stories,
as well as assume the business management of the organization.

"Oh, Mabel
Behave"
They'll forget

their

ales

when they
see

it.

or

call.
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CASE RUSSELL'S
Screen Version
OF

Ten

Nights in a
in Eight

is

Barroom

Stupendous Reels

Road Show Attraction the Motion
Picture Business Has Ever Seen

the Geatest

The Proof
All Records

Broken

^'•tfefh'iVictory
Woonsocket, R. L
B. F. Keith's Bijou

At

Pawtucket, R.

I.

B. F. Keith's Bijou

NOW

AVAILABLE FOR BOOKINGS IN FIRST RUN THEATRES EVERYWHERE
UNITED STATES

IN

THE

Wire

Write

ARROW FILM CORPORATION
W.

220

WEST

42nd

STREET

E.

SHALLENBERGER,

President

NEW YORK,

N. Y.
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Newspaper Opinions
of the Storm"
Griffith

"Orphans
D.

TIMES —All

W.

He
triumph as Chevalier de Vaudrey. *
is an extremely effective screen actor.
*
*
David Wark
EVENING
Griffith
has created a screen masterpiece.
One knows that it is a masterpiece when it

WORLD—*

of his old power to make
pictures with life in them, to put
the point of meaning into them and the fire
of continuous action was evident once more.

makes the beholder forget that it is screen,
forget that it was filmed down Mamaroneck
way, forget that it is acting and really live
the horrors, cry the tears and pray inward-

His mastery over mobs and sweeping panoramic scenes, and his definiteness in the use
details,
were demonstrated
expressive
of
"Orphans of the Storm" is a stirring,
again.

ly.

moving

chiefly because of its picgripping
* Thus, "Orphans of the
torial range.
Storm" is a thrilling melodrama, but a melo-

picture,

drama throughout.
N.
big,
tion

WORLD— It

on the whole, a
intermittently human, deliberative mopicture of the trials of two poor little
Y.

is,

furnace of the
French Revolution; fairly good, not great,
not by any means unimijortant in the decast

.girls

velopment
*

*

the

into

of

the

"Orphans

*

seething

silver screen.
Storm" in rank of
most brilliant work,

the

art of
of the

greatness alongside his
must take its place below both "Way Down
East" and "The Birth of a Nation," with

'Way Down East"

still

the crowning

of his distinguished career.
* * * Showed

HERALD —

work

JOURNAL—*

Marks a tremendous
realm of motion pictures, if one can judge by the ovations which
To many
the critical house continually gave.
•
it will be remembered as an epic.
forward

step

in

*

*

the

an interesting

,

there were thrills of the largest size
That was to be expected only
obtainable.
man could miss the pulsations in a
blind
a
* But it was earlier in
Griffith picture. *
the story when it came closer to D'Ennery's
stage original, "The Two Orphans," that
Griffith dealt in emotional tugs of a more
conipellinj> sort, for here tlie dynamic appeal
was based on human hearts and not on the
power of sprinting hoofs. * * * The acting
on the whole merited the celluloid Legion ot
ally

—

Honor.

the greatest

photo-

play that ever has been made in America was
presented by D. W. Griffith as "Orphans of
As yet we cannot write nor
the Storm."
Beautiful picture follows
think calmly of it.
beautiful picture, thrill follows thrill so fast
that when the intermission comes you can
only slump in your seat and gasp, "1 wish
» All of
Kate Claxton could see that." *
the wronged heroines of the screen put together could not equal the anguish of these
two oi'phans. * * * Joseph Schildkraut is a

some we have seen

of late, because the subare not only badly worded in a stilted
style,
but occasionally are interjected at
wholly inopportmie and disturbing places.

J.

leaders.

or three touching scenes, exquisitely rendered. * * * It is subordinated entirely to the
sister

Now Manager

Shea
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

again the magic, that has
the supreme director of the motion picture world, D. W. Griffith scores a
new trimiiph in "Orphans of the Storm,"
iiim

Here we have a wonderful film creation
with dramatic suspense and compelling

filled

climaxes, the acting in every move and gesture manifesting the touch of Griffith.
In spite of this defect and
the unduly florid character of several of his
captions, Mr. Griffith has created a superb
epic picture which holds the entire length.
The details are so numerous that the picMr. Griffith's
ture deserves repeated visits.
programme is rich with information, and the
"Orphans of the Storm" is so full of valuable
information that any child is warranted in
taking his parents to see it and profit by it.
The redoutable D. W. Griffith,
foremost portrayer of big ideas in a big way
on the screen, has grasped another of these
ideas and has picturized it in a thoroughly

TELEGRAM—

GLOBE—

dramatic and moving way. * *
Mr. Griffith has indeed chosen the cast
for this picture, which he admits is his most
costly in every respect, with a knowing eye.
Each and every one was effective in his or
her way, if not always wholly convincing as
htunan beings. * * *
This production cannot be called the perfect picture, or even as nearly perfect as

Buys Rights

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Gaskell
for
the
of Conscience"

T.

rights to
for Wis-

"Shadows
consin.

B.

C.

As

Secures

C.

New

Series

acquisition for the new
year, C. B. C. Film Sales has secured
a new series of two-reel comedies.
Eight comedies are now practically
ready for release.
first

its

—

since the opening of
office, is

Salt Lake
of this branch.

the

now manager

WATCH FOR

Plan Five Showings at Once
Arrangements are now being completed by Artclass for the presenta-

Now

the Old Testament in five
simultaneously.
In each
of the theaters a chorus of 50 voices
\yill
form part of the musical program, while augmented orchestras
will interpret the
special
musical
tion

of

key

cities

IT

Course of Production
A Feature

in

The Fatal Marriage
rights reserved

All

score.

Following the runs the various road
companies will be kept intact and
turned over to the purchaser of the

Art Brand Productions, Inc.
1600 B'way, New York

rights in each case.

Not—Why

If

Not

Desirable Office Space

For Rent
Subscribe to

600

sq.

THE FILM DAILY Now

ft.— 2ndfloor front

— large windows —central
location

The Film Daily
71 West 44tli

Kindly enter

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including

Weekly Reviews

Name

.....

Theatre

44th Street

Address

Issues—Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

Subscription, $10

yearly.
Apply

Film Daily

year, starting immediately, to include

modern building

Manager— 114 W.

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

1921 Year

—$1,800

1922

Chicago Negotiations have been
completed between W. D. Russell and

theme.

MAIL— Flashing

made

5,

Lake City^ James P. Shea,
has been with Greater Features

Salt

who

(Special

W.

Moeller Back
Moeller, general manager of
the M. P. T. O., is back from a trip
through the Middle West. He visited Detroit, Chicago, Toledo and Milwaukee, and there met M. P. T. O.

A.

SUN —There

are moments in "Orphans of
Storm" when one has to look away from
screen and blink at the Apollo's great
prosceniiun frame to keep from being entirely swept away by a flood of emotion.
* * * The love story in "Orphans of the
Storm" 's a fragile thing and, save for two

Gaskell

titles

the
the

* * *

blending of the earlier Griffith manner and
Incidentthe latest Griffith model of 1921.

TRIBUNE— Probably

* * *
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— Foreign,

pages

$15

for
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CHARLES

McGOVERN

F.

OFFERS

SHORTY
HAMILTON
The

only "Honest to

IN

God" cowpuncher

in pictures

A BRAND NEW SERIES
of

TWENTY-SIX
Two-Reel Photoplays
to

THE INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

The

First Six Pictures

"THE RUNT"
"PONY BOY"

Are Now Ready
GALLAGHER"
"RIDE-'EM COWBOY"
"LET-'ER-GO

"PEP"
"GRIT"
Directed by

W. A.

S.

DOUGLAS

Distributed by

McGOVERN & EGLER
130

West

46th Street

Telephone Bryant 1335

New York

City

\

THE

j5B^

DAILV

Commends Laemmle

Glass Stage Completed
(Special

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Angeles

—

The

large glass
plant has been

Lasky

stage at the
completed.

(Continued from page 1)
industry's bill and is undergoing a severe readjustment period,
will help encourage him to persever.e
under the trrible depression he is now
suffering from."
tire

Lande Gets Loew Bookings
to THE FILM DAILY)
First National and R-C Pictures
Cleveland Harry Lande, distribuTarzan" is yesterday refused to comment for
of
tor of "Adventures
(Special

—

Ohio, has closed a booking deal with
the Loew circuit and has placed the
serial in the Metropolitan and Liberty.

Cabanne

New

Hankin After
Louis

St.

Affiliation

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

S.

Hankin,

J.

manager

president and general

Fine Art Pictures,
his

interests

in

of
recently sold

who

that

former

company,

will

probably join the sales organization
of a local exchange.

Fegan Waives
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Barney

Fegan, general
Independent Film
Exchange, has waived his rights in
"The Blue Fox" serial to permit the
Louis

St.

manager

of the

Exhibitors Direct Service Exchange
Fegan had arto obtain the picture.
ranged to obtain the picture for release in Eastern Missouri.

Books 20 Houses Up-State
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo Sydney Samson, manager
of the Grand & Warner exchange, is

—

breaking

on

records

bookings

for

"Why Girls Leave Home." He has
placed the production in 20 houses to
date, including a v.'eek and a half run
at the Mark Strand and a week run
at the Star, a neighborhood house.
Two films were stolen from an exMonty
press wagon this week,
a
Banks comedy

and

an edition of

No one at Fox would discuss the
matter, but it is understood the attitude of the organization has not
changed since William Fox issued a
statement in which he said the exhibitors who had made large profits
during the war should now be prepared to stand the strain when business was not so good.
Elmer Pearson, of Pathe, would
not make any comment further than
to point to a statement made when
he returned from a Western trip, in
which he said exhibitors in effect,
would have to adjust admissions and
distributors, rentals to meet present
conditions.
Alfred

>•>•«>•

Too Many

j-j

Robert McLaughlin's

"The House
Without Children"
A

Thundering Dramatic Sensation

—

7

reels

COMPLETE EXPLOITATION SUPPLIES

GOING TO HIGHEST BIDDER
16—Western States— 16
Telegraph Your Bid

ROBT. W. PRIEST
1482

Broadway

Tel. 6548 Bryant

we
we

We

done about it? That is what I want
to know."
He concluded by saying that the
over-seated, over-theatered condition
existed all over.
In view of this a well known sales
manager was asked what he thought,
and to what extent the important
cities of this country were overseated.
To which this man said:
"That exhibitor was right. Nearly

the big cities are overseated.
There are fully 40% more seats in
Toledo than there should be; Cleveland has from 40 to 50%; Seattle at
all

of

least

pages of information on
pictures released between

200

September
and
September

1,

1,

1920
1921

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special

Price

SO Cents Per

Copy

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729

—

New

7th Avenue,
York City

is

25%

least

20%^

33%; San Francisco

overseated; Denver

"BOOKING GUIDE"

1)

are sunk. Meanwhile, if we
are up against those fellows
with the big pictures, and then where
can't live and
do we get off?
But what's to be
they can't live.

don't

STATE RIGHT BUYERS

What everybody wants «

Omaha

is

at

about 35%; Atlanta from 25

35% and

the neighborhood sections
of Chicago are surely from 35 to 50%
too much. In Baltimore there are at
least 25% too many seats and about
30 or 35% too many in Washington.
In New York in the neighborhood
sections there is at least 35% too
many seats. Boston is one of the few
St.
big cities that isn't overseated.
Louis has far too many, but I don't
know exactly what the figures are.
And this same condition applies
It will be
throughout the country.
safe to say that generally speaking
the country has 25% too many seats,
especially in the larger cities."
to

Representing the

Foremost Authors

*Ji

CARNIVAL
COMEDIES
Fast

It

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD

V

Phone: Holly 3222

WARNING

— Funny — Frolicsome
2-reelers

featuring

Polly

Notice

Moran

Famous Mack

me by

Comedienne

"Smiling" Bill Jones |
his Beautiful

And

other laugh-makers

Now

Girls

ready for release
going fast

Territory

Wire

tributing

1600 B'way

United States of America.

the

Jjt

B. C. Film Sales Corp.

or

exhibiting

the

said

picture.

i

FERDINAND EARLE

i.t

2140 Highland Avenue
Los Angeles, Cahfornia

New York

An

additional

of supply

is

to

SOURCE—

—

your advantage

ANSCO POSITIVE
FILM
is

AMERICAN-MADE

and requires no change

in

throughout

methods of

manipulation.
Is

of fine quality

ample

latitude in

and gradation,
exposure and

gives
yields

brilliant velvety blacks.

CUMMINGS LABORATORIES
(DISTRIBUTORS)

PARK ROW, NEW YORK CITY

15

Phones \ BowHng Green 6969
I

Barclay 2647

own

That a motion picture of said story
was produced by "THE RUBAIYAT, INC.," of Los Angeles, California.
That on the 18th day of
November, 1921, suit was filed by
me in the Wnited States Court, to
enjoin and restrain the said corporation, and any other person, or persons, from publishing, releasing, distion

I C.

I

"THE RUBAIYAT OF OMAR
KHAYYAM." No. 620122, granted

Sennett

And

hereby given that

is

the copyright of a book or story of

de-

Seats

(Continued from page

AL COHN
BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES

and

Goldwyn,

of

Quinn, of Vitagraph,
clined to make any comment.

John M.

then

Screen Snapshots.

Weiss

"The Ruling Passion" Arliss' Nex
"The Ruling Passion" is the tit!
for the new George Arliss picture

,.,,,*,.>>.>.....>.>.•>.>>•.

tions."

Serial Rights

1922

Cabanne arrived here yesterday to which is now being asseml)led and
exteriors
for
"Beyond the tied for relca-se.
Rainbow.'

was

never attempted to secure exorbitant
figures for our output."
W. E. Atkinson, of Metro:
"I don't see how distributors can
in
reductions
prices.
contemplate
With exhibitors looking for an upturn.
I think tliey will be willing to
pay higher rentals for real attrac-

to

5,

shoot

"We

(Special

Lake Placid

at

THE FILM DAILY)
Lake Placid, N. Y.— W. Christy
(Special

publication on the Laemmle move to
reduce film rentals where such need
evident.
Sam E. Morris of Selznick said:
have always charged prices
that have been equitable and have

Thursday, January

mo-

ti

jAe BRADSTREET

Zi^^RECOCHIZED

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORHERLY

XIX

Vol.

Urges

Friday, January

No. 5

1922

Price 5 Cents

Back To Serials
Make One
for Pathe — Now on Way

More Releases

T. O. C. C. Prefers Steady

Fairbanks-Pickford

One

6,

Special

Flow

Pearl White Expected to

o:

Films to

Home

Each a Year
(By Cable

An

interesting letter has been sen;
by the Theater Owners Chamlicr o!
Commerce through its president, William Brandt, to Douglas Fairbank'
regarding the annual output of Fair
banks and Pickford releases.
The
communication is as follows:
"Wliile you were in New York I tried tc
get in touch with you, but found you \ver(
liusy
at
a Director's Meeting and couh

—

full

length features.

Elmer Pearson
tcrJay

White

Common

10,

June

7,

and the

last,

13,

Arrange Oriental Distribution
Fox Film has closed a deal with
Mfiddle East Films, Ltd.,
)ution in the Far East.

—

iValkcr

J

expected to again present
motion before the Assembly denyng the rights of the floor to Dr. O.
is

1

the reform lobbyist, who
vas responsible for the statement that
senator Walter Lusk had been offerd $100,000 to thwart the censorship
Miller,

^.

—

A

duel to the death between a chim panzee and a leopard only one of the
GODDESS,"
wild-animal stunts in
masterpiece SERIAL now being state-righted by EXAdvt.
&
FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.

"THE JUNGLE

many marvelous
COL. SELIG'S

PORT

C—

IMPORT

Two With Barry
New Arrangement Between Warner
Bros, and Marshall Neilan
for Wesley's Services

Marshall Neilan
appear in two features
be made in 10 weeks.

arrangement with

Wesley
which

One
the

will
are to
will be

"From Rags

to Riches."

famous eld melodrama

in

Joe Santley starred for Al H.

which

Woods

—

or

understood the Ibanez story
be made by Cosmopolitan Prod,
is

Famous

Players.

for release

of

a

through

new
his

T.

stated yesterday that Will Hays has
signed the contiact that makes hitn
the Judge Landis of the film industry
and head of a new organization of
producer-distributors.
Tills publication announced on Dec.
21 that Mr. Hays had already made
up his mind to accept the post tendered him at a salary of $100,000 a
year.
The committee representing the
producers and distributors in the Hay's
negotiations still professed ignorance
of the consummation of the contract
yesterday.
One committee member
stated he would be delighted to hear
of the acceptance and hoped it was

Treasury Boost

true.

O. C. C. and M. P. T. O. Unit
Turning Over Week's Tax to

"His Nibs" Goes to Capitol
"His Nibs," the Charles Sale feature released by
Exceptional,
goes

National Organization

'

It

serial

The T. O. C. C, in New York is into the Capitol fo ra week in the
Beginning May 1 Wesley Barry
Exceptional has releas'near future.
will again appear in pictures under this week turning over to the treased but two pictures and both have
funds
ury
the
of
the
M.
P.
T.
O.,
Warner
Bros.
By
the supervision of

and was one of the most popular
plays of its kind that has appeared
ill.
The other will be
on the boards.
"Little Heroes of the Street," by Lem
Capellani to Do Ibanez Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Parker, another of the old time "melPhiladelphia Albert Capellani is to lers." Both pictures will be produced
lirect "The Enemies of Women," a by Harry Rapf, directed by William
by Warner
Blasco Ibanez story which will be Nigh and distributed
with
arrangement
new
This
Bros.
;eleased by Famous Players.
Chas.
i. Whittaker,
who lectures to stu- Neilan is similar to the one under
lents at Temple University, is now which "School Days" was made.
it work on
the scenario.

vill

Pathe stated yes-

Again Say Hays Accepts
of morning newspapers

for distri-

Walker Wants Miller Ruled Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany, N. Y. Senator James

of

knew nothing

A number

change, 2 3/8.

IMet

l:e

orur.nization.

1,546,810 of F. p.
Sold
In the year just closed, 1,546,81(
shares of Famous Players preferret
stock changed hands on the N. Y.

ihe low,

THE FILM DAILY)

Paris
Pearl White, who has been
spending the holidays here, has sailed
for the States where she will probably start work on a serial.
It is learned distribution will be
handled by Pathe.
Miss White has
completed her contract with Fox and
for some time past has been making

not spare the time to wait.
Frani<ly. the
proposition I wanted to discuss was a mat
ter of pure business with relation to your:
and Miss Pickford's present pohcy of releas
iiig big specials.
"The Tlieater Owners Chamber of Com
meree has over 700 theaters in its member
(Continued on Page 2)

Stock Fxchange.
The high level
was reached on April 29, when th(
stock was 82 1/2, the low, July 21
when the closing was 44 5/8, and
the close on the last business day of
the year, 78 3/4.
This marked a ne'
change of 31 1/4 points. Of the pre
ferred, 76,600 shares changed hands;
the high was 97 on Dec. 20; the low.
74 3/4 on July 21, and the last, 95 1/4
Net change was 20 1/4 points. Transactions in Loew's, Inc., stock totaled
843,700; the high, 21 1/2 on March 3:

to

"Theodora" Held Over
"Theodora" will be held over
the Capitol for a second week.

at

which would ordinarily
government in the form

go to the
of the_ 5 pef

cent rental tax.
Several of the state M. P. T. O.
units
throughout the country are
doing the same thing. Among them
are the organization's in Michigan,

Minnesota and
Lively

New

Discussion

Hampshire.
at

A.

M.

P.

A.

Meeting

There was a lively discussion yesterda)- at the regular weekly meeting
The matter disof the A. M. P. A.
cussed was relative to the trade paper
situation, and was prompted by a
the
to
forwarded
communication
organization by George B. Gulliip of
Among the publishers
Hodkinson.
who refuted Gallup's argument were
Arthur James, Larry W. Boynton
and Tom Hamlin.

been booked

at the Capitol.

Kane Due Home This Week
S. Kane is expected to return to New York on Sunday. He is
Arthur

enjoying a period of rest in North
After brushing up on his
Carolina.
golf at Pinehurst m preparation for
the next tournament Kane has moved
to Curfituck Sound, Water Lily, N.
C, for a few days of duck shooting.

"The Kid" Before Royalty
Associated First National yesterday received a cable from Hy
Wihik in London, saying that the
showing of "The Kid" to the King
and Queen of England, Queen of
Norway and 500 notable guests was
After the showing
a great success.
he was personally complimented by
the royalty.
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Quotations
High Low

Famous Players

..

76%

Close

75>4

76%

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

do pfd
,.^^Goldwyn
Griffith

12K

13

Loew's, Iiic
Triangle

12.%

1)

these exhibitors feel they would
instead of having you make one
prefer,
$800,000 picture like 'The Three Musketeers'
four
in a year, that you produce instead
good pictures for the price of one big special,
with a resultant decrease in the exhibition
The same holds true
value of each picture.
of Miss Pickford's 'Little Lord Fauntleroy.'
The exhibition values of these two pictures
were so high that a desirable profit was
almost impossible to at least 95% of the
theaters.
Not only were we deprived of a
reasonable profit, but were also deprived of
your services and that of Miss Pickford's
from the screen for almost one whole year.
"I want you to seriously realize what this
means to the average exliibitor.

and

ship

Price b Cents

Bern

^Pai
Paul

"The Theater Owners and you have

itor, is

From

(Special

to

—

at

It is

State

Chicago Theater
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a

;

On

the other hand, if each of you release
four productions a year, it means that your
followers will flock to the box office just
that many times and incidentally guarantee
the exhibitor
at least one successful production a month during the year.
"If you get my thought, you must appreciate the fact that if you follow my suggestion, that you will in a great measure,
help to relieve the serious business depresexisting among
the theaters at the
sion
present time.
Not only will you cause Fair
banks, Pickford and Chaplin fans to come
regularly, which they are not doing now.
but because of the decreased price in production
you will also be in a position to
decrease the exhibition value of your releases,
resulting in larger distribution and
more universal representation. The theaters
will welcome good consistent pictures even
though they are not elaborate.

of

May

cre-

Play

"The Mistress

Two
of the

right

distributor

to

Jind a

who

co-

Phil Selznick

understood the

is

a great pleasure

you people are doitig/'

first showing
"Penrod" was given in
a small Connecticut town on Wednesday evening.

It

1922

operates with the exchangemen, as

Chicago "Penrod" will open at
the new Chicago theater on Jan. 30.
Wesley Barry will appear personally.

anywhere

6,

Coast

Bern, Goldwyn's scenario edin town from Los Angeles.

"Penrod"

tremendous following among movie
fans
the same is true for Miss Pickford
Mr.
Chaplin.
When you release just
and
Qne picture a year, it means that these followers wi]! flock to the box office just once.

ated

in

Friday, January

controlling rights to

Houses
World" may

"HIS NIBS"

run day and date at the Rialto and
Rivoli instead of merely at one theaThe tentative date was Feb. 5,
ter.
but that has been changed to a later
one.

Demonstration at Astor Today
Maurice B. Bloom, of Optics, Ltd.,
of London, will give a demonstration
today at the Astor of a process
known as Vitrex, which is said to be
a process eliminating eye strain in the
showing of pictures.

Jans Leases Jersey Theater
Brunswick, N. J.— Herman F.

*

"However, I am mostly concerned about
putting over my main idea as outlined above.
"T am greatly interested in this proposition
and am awaiting your answer with consid
erable interest."

Not quoted
Not quoted

New

owner

Jans,
ark,

of

the

has leased the

Goodwin, New-

new

Rivoli,

Nalpas Here
Louis J. Naii)as, producer of 'Th
Sultaness of Love," a forthcomin
First National release, is again
New York. Nalpas makes his pre
ducing headquarters at Nice, Franci
i

re-

completed and run for some
time by Aaron Shusterman.
Jans will change the policy, cutting out vaudeville and catering to

Edith

cently

pictures.
for
insistent demand
The opening attraction will be "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"

the

(Special

to

Koch

Stricken

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Edith Koch, who
stopping with her sister, Mrs. Milto
E. Hoffman, at the Hollywood Hote
was taken ill Monday night with a
acute attack of appendicitis and we
rushed to the Good .Samaritan Ho;
pital where an operation was pei

Hiram Abrams refused to com- which opens Jan. 9th.
ment on the above letter yesterday.
formed on Tuesday.
She is doin
"As Douglas Fairbanks' represenCentralia Theater Ready
Kunsky Theater Opens Jan. 12
tative," he said, "I cannot tell him
111.— C. W. Hall has as well as can be expected.
Centralia,
bow to govern his producing activi- announced that the new Illmois will
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
King in from Havana
new
ties.
That is a matter for him to de- open on Jan. 16. "Molly O" will be
Kunsky's
H.
John
Detroit—
Charles King, Havana manager fc
The Illinois
the initial attraction.
theater, the Capitol, will open on Jan. cide."
represents an investment of $160,000 Universal, is here for conferences
12 with "The Lotus Eater."

World

;

and

will seat 1,000 persons.

Coast Brevities
Hollywood

— "Thy

S^ervant's

Wife"

has been finished at Universal City.

Miss du Pont

is

starred.

Watson has finished his first
'rennet t-T u r p n picture, "Bright
Eves." and is now well on his wa^
with his second, "The Robin's Nest."
Bill

i

Clark's Tips
'The

Gimme
Gimme
Gimme
Gimme
Gimme

Gimmes

The final O. K. has been put on
Violet Clark's continuity for Katherine MacDonald's forthcoming production "White Shoulders."

are good tetters.

a sure-fire picture

—

a knock-out
a chance at the S.R.O.—
a regular title
a real chance to

boost-

Gillingwater
has
been
Claude
chosen for an imoortant character
part in "The Dust Flower."

Charles Kenyon has written a new
storv which has been purchased bv
Goldwyn. It bears the title "Fame."

—help yourself
"THE TWO ORPHANS"^
Kitten — released and ready

finished
assicrned

For the Gimmes.

Their Skins."

Sure

Write, wire, phone or

call

E Mason

Hopper,

who

has

just

"Hunery Hearts." has been
to direct "Brothers Under

Victory Bateman has been engaged
a comedy role in "The Lust
Flower."
for

msef£jPAu4

'

Si/ndiccite.

1540

Broadway

'Jjic.

Bryant 7385

"Pawned"
Tr.'s
Parker Read,
is in San Francisco, where
final scenes are being filmed along
the water front.
J.

_

romoanv

GAUSMAN.

the

Book

HARRY SWEET

BABY PEQQY

AND BROWNIE
—
—

laughs
laughs —
laughs
laughs
laughs
laughs —

—
—

home

office.

THE
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Now You Can Get In
On a Great Revival
of the

NEW

Wonder Drama That Made

PRINTS
New

All
Still

— NEW

of the giant,

the Eighth

Wonder

World

— an irresistible

— the

herculean feats
the epochal march of Hannibal's army over the Alps ^just

in barbaric splendor

MACISTE —

PAPER

Advertising

of the
A spectacle rich

History

love story

—

a hint of the magnitude of

this picture.

Millions have never seen it! Those who have seen it will be
eager to see it again! The kind of drama that never grows old!

Harry R. Raver presents Gabriele D'Annunzio's
Stupendous Production

A

Splendid

New

Edition of

Exclusively Released by First National Pictures, Inc.
American Rights Controlled by Torino

Films, Inc.

THE

-Stk

DAILY

\ Putting It
y^Here
IJ

your

is

how a

ideas.

Portland, Me.

Regal Films Five Years Old

Over

brother exhibitor put his show over.

(Special

the aid of a
newspaper tie-up with the Press-Her
aid, the management of the Empire
reports a successful engagement for
"Little Lord Fauntleroy."
With a page of advertisements of
Portland business firms, the Empire
tied up with a contest and prizes.
The ads carried small cuts of Miss
Pickford.
The contest consisted of
making the name "Mary Pickford" as
many times as possible from letters
in the wording of the various ads on
the page.
Each contestant was required t<3 identify his answer to each
ad by using the name of the advertiser
Neatness in preparation of the answers was one of the prize considerations.
The prizes consisted of 3 Empire
theater Christmas books, each containing six tickets, good for any performance any time, for first place;
a kewpie doll for second prize; one
Empire ticket book for third prize,
and two admission tickets for any
performance any date for the fourth
to eighteenth prizes, inclusive.
Restaurants, confectioners, jewelers, clothiers, shoe dealers and phonograph shops were among the ad-

to

—

Send along

—

Monterey, Cal. To exploit "Queen
of Sheba" the management of the
Monterey depended on originality in
window designs, billboard display and
street car and automobile advertis-

(Special

of

Regal

Films,

guest was J. P. Bickvice-president,
who was presented with a cabinet of silverware
and a morocco album containing
photographs of 42 theaters, controlled
by the Bickell-Nathanson in-

screen.

terests.

ter

—

were formed

New York

in

during the presentation of "Over

the Hill."
Large figures of the various characters in the picture were cut out of
the posters and pasted to thick cardboard.
These were attached to the
walls of the lobby and also suspended
in an original manner from the ceiling.
Over the box office was placed
a large sign in red letters announcing:
"This way 'Over the Hill.'"
special showing was held and 25
of the town's
leading
clergymen,
teachers and society people attended.
Their written praise of the production was used in the advertisements

A

Shenandoah's two newspapers. So
impressed was one of the teachers
who viewed the picture at the private
showing that she came again this
time with her entire class.

State dur-

1921.

The honored

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

ell,

LAKEWOOD HOTEL

The

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00

—

Formed

THE FILM DAILY)

to

five

play up with a civic boost for Hampton, was placed in the yard.
This display was shown every night
for several days before the screening.
The whole display was tied up with
"The Old Nest" by pictorial onesheets placed on each side of the

Shenandoah, la. A lobby front
made up entirely of cut-outs from 24sheets was used by the Empress thea-

<(

200

BOOKING GUIDE"
pages

of

information

pictures released

September
and
September

1,

$6.00
Special

on

up Daily

Week-End Rates

between
1920

Inducements

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. Finest Service.
Dancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
to

Conventions.

1,

1921

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729—

Weekly

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

7th Avenue,
City

New York

in

Baltimore

—The

out a neat teaser

New
for

theater

Not—Why

If

Not

got

"Don't Tell

Everything." It consisted of a poscard with a black border printed
management on the message side. In the right
that every downtown store in Mon- hand corner in neat script was printterey carried some form of publicity, ed the title of the picture. The rest
window exhibi- of the card was white. This teaser
either in attractive
exploitation was many times more
tions, in canvas banners, in the interiors or in large heralds which were effective than a card with a heavily
wrapped in each package sent out worded advertisement.
tal

ing.
It is the boast of the

of the store.
The street car publicity consisted of
plastering the cars for days in advance of the opening with large canvas signs announcing the wonders_ of
the picture and the theater at which

—The

Wichita, Kans.
"Ladies Must

the

Palace found
Live" unemploy-

ment stunt just as good for that town
it was in Washington,
Baltimore
and New Haven.

as

In
they would be shown.
The theater tied up with the Wichita
where the trolleys did not run, two Eagle newspaper to hire 10 young
large automobile trucks were deco- women to sell papers and display banrated with gigantic signs and driven ners and signs reading:
through the streets.
"The Palace Theater gave us a job
because 'Ladies Must Live,' and we
Hampton, la. A novel exploitation sell Eagles because 'Ladies Must
stunt was the stage setting for an ad- Live.'
vance advertisement of "The Old
Loew Cuts Toronto Prices
Nest" at the Windsor.
(Special to THE jj'ILM DAILY)
In the space between the screen
and the front of the stage, the manToronto Loew's Yonge St., his
miniature model principal theater in Toronto, has rea
ager had built
farm, with house, barn, silo, wind- duced its prices for children. Those
Miniature of 12 and under are admitted for 25
mill and other buildings.
telephone wires were strung along the cents including tax for evening perroad. On the left was the frame farm formances,
except
the week-ends.
house, set back in a spacious yard, The price was formerly 40 cents.
with a woodshed nearby. Across the
road was the barn and windmill with
Teachers to See "School Days"
several shocks of corn showing in the
Before Warner Brothers release
foreground. In the road was a truck
operated by a mechanical contrivance "School Days" in New York, Harry
which ran it down the road -and up Rapf, the producer, will give a priThe vate showing of the film to all the
to the door of the farm house.
blade of an electric fan was used to public school teachers of the city by
represent the windmill in motion. A arrangement with the Board of Edu-

Subscribe to
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Albany, N. Y. Four hundred and
film companies, representing an aggregate capital of $28,373,400

King Edward Hotel. The ing
occasion was the anniversary of the
establishment
years ago.

6,

fifty-five

hall of the

—

vertisers.

455 Film Companies
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Toronto More than 300 people attended the birthday party of Regal
Films, Ltd., and the Regent Theater
Co., which was held in the banquet

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

—With

Friday, January

1921

Year

Weekly Reviews

Theatre

Address

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

Subscription, $10

Name

Issues— Every Day

— Foreign,

pages

$15
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37,081 admitted!
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At Broadway Theaters
Capitol
Destino,"

del

Two

— M.

St.

owns

Mo.

K.

McGee Retires
— One of the

revised version of "Carmen," with
the operatic score synchronized to the picture, is the opening number of the Rialto
program this week.
The feature is "Just
Around the Corner," a Cosmopolitan Prod.
"By Heck," a Mack Sennett comedy, concludes the bill which is composed of all

real pio-

Los Angeles,
James L. McGee, manager of the
Selig studio and Zoo for many years,
has resigned from all business activiin

pictures

McGee

ties.

in

The

Three Paramounts

changes in titles
have been announced by Paramount:
"The Noose," starring Betty Compson, has been altered to "The Green
Mandalay," sung by Edorado Albano, bariTemptation." "The Husband's Tradetone, and Grace Leslie, alto, aided by a male
The features is "Three Live mark," starring Gloria Swanson, will
quartette.
(ihosts," made by George Fitzmaurice in
be called "Her
Husband's TradeToronto House for Films
Victorina
England for Famous Players.
mark." "The Champion," a Wallace
Krigher dances "Spanish Dances," and the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will
be called "The
number is "The Playhouse," a Buster Reid picture,
Toronto The Shubcrts have an- final
Keaton comedy.
World's Champion."
following

Franklin After Personal Visits
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo Rex Beach will be at
Shea's Hippodrome in person next
week, appearing in connection with
"The Iron Trail." Bert Lytell will

person later this month and
efforts are being made by Harold
B. Franklin to bring Harold Lloyd
to town.
appear

"Dance

Hours" is the Strand overa New Year Song Tableau
In this the Strand
which goes on next.
Male Quartette sings "Laughing Song"
and "Absent."
The topical review is the
ne.xt number, and then comes a vocal prologue, in which George Reardon. baritone,
sings "A Little Town Nearby."
The feature
is
Richard Barthelniess in "Tol'able David."
Toe Rock in "The Fast Male," is the comedy,
and the organ solo concludes the bill.
of the

There

ture.

is

Opposes Sunday Shows

in

(Special

in

Albany

THE FILM DAILY)

to

J.

pected in
week.

New York

For

J.

LINCOLN

K.

W.

St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

40th

this

SIMPLEX TITLE

ENLARGEMENTS
Picture Film
For All Purposes

W.
302 E. 33d

J.

St.

SHOP

TITLES

•

ILLUSTRATIONS

of

Motion

particulars write

E.

ex-

is

sometime

Longacre 8939

STUDIO FOR RENT

110

Goodstein Coming East
J. Goodstein, of Denver,

St.

Bergen Blvd. and
Equipped.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

—

ings.

W. 42nd

25

is

Strand

Eugene Freudd, who
Woodland and Cinderella,

Over Your Income Tax.
Income tax reports made and
filed by
Agnes M. Sullivan, C.P.A.
Motion Picture Accountancy

the Rivoli overIt is followed by the picture this week.
the Road to
after
which
comes
"On
torial,

nounced their intention of converting
the Royal Alexandra into a vaudeville
and picture theater. They will probably build another theater in Toronto
shortly to accomodate dramatic offer-

Louis Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

Don't Lose Sleep

has been with Col. Wil-

Titles for

—

ANIMATION
Clips
phone:

-

TRAILERS

BRYANT 985

MO RAT
Vanderbilt 7361

—

Albany, N. Y. Mayor-elect Hackis opposed to Sunday shows, he
told a delegation of church people.

ett

discussion was started when it
was reported one of the large picture
houses here would attempt to have

The
Cloakey in Winnipeg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg
Oral D. Cloakey has
become manager of the Capitol. This

—

house

is

one of the chain of theaters

by Famous Players. Cloakey was formerly with Jule and J. J.
Allen and conducted Allen theaters
at Calgary and Winnipeg, after which
he opened the big Allen at Cleveland.
Later, he returned to Winnipeg to
take charge of the Lyceum.
controlled

the present "blue" law removed.

(Special

—

Enterprises.
Roy Fuller, who had
the management of the Queen, becomes manager of both.

Three Syracuse Theaters Fined
Snyder, Tex.— E. K. Smith has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sold
the Cozy to B. S. Ferguson and
Buffalo— Three theaters in Syracuse
have been forced to deposit $300 each T. L. Lollar of Hamlin.
with the F. I. L. M. Club, of Buffalo,

— A.

as a guarantee against further switching of films.
Representatives of the
three houses appeared before the
joint arbitration committee and pleaded guilty to the offense. The F. L

sold his interest in the Crystal to his
partner, John Coffee.

M. Club now has agents at work
in other cities where switching is
suspected. E. O. Weinberg, manager

closed for
reseating.

L.

of the Mark-Strand, has been appointed to succeed Judge John W.
Schatt, of Fredonia, as one of the
three exhibitors on the joint arbitration committee.
Sidney C. Allen, of
Medina, will be appointed to succeed
J. H. Mitchael, whose term soon ex-

Desirable Office Space

Texas Theater Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)
Hillsboro, Tex.
Ed Rowley of the
R. and R. Enterprises has bought
the Best Theater from the Southern

Loraine, Tex.

Tex.

Coleman,

E.

Walker has

— The

redecorating,

Longview,

Tex.

— Chas.

Dixie
wiring

G.

has

For Rent

—2ndfloor front
—large windows — central
600

sq.

modern building

and

Howe

^$1,800

yearly.

of Weslaco, Tex., has purchased the
Elk.

—

Waco, Tex. E. J. Barnett, is now
manager of the Victory and Rex.

Apply

Southern Enterprises own the above

pires.

ft.

location

theaters.

Goldstein Back from Los Angeles
E.

H.

("Manny")

Goldstein, asand general

sistant to Carl Laemmle
manager of Universal, is
Universal City.

back from

—

Mrs. Pierce Brook of
Lott, Tex.
Rosebud has bought the Victory and
will

conduct

Gem.

it

under the name of the

Manager

1922

theater in the rea rof the structure.

liam Selig for 14 years.

New
Rivoli
Wagner's "Tannhauser"

the

St.

6,

and who also is interested in the Capitol,
has purchased from Nat and
Sol Koplar for $40 000 four single
flats at 5930 to 5936 Kaston Ave. He
plans to spend $50,000
in
altering
them into a store and office building.
He also intends to open an open air

numbers.

film

to

Louis

McGinnis,

operates three houses, has told
friends that he is seriously thinking
of closing two theaters until business conditions return to normalcy.
The Nevada would remain open.

neers

The

(Special

who

Los Angeles

Rialto

Freudd Plans

Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Nevada,

by Verdi, is the
overture at the Capitol, where the feature is
"Theodora."
Henry Mertimer presents the
"Pizzicato
spoken prologue to the feature.
and Bacchanale" movements from "Sylvia"
supplies the subject of a prologue dance
number in which the usual Capitol ballet
corps and principals appear.

"Forza

Close

(Special

Friday, January

114 W. 44th Street

iTHE
7Ao brAdstreet
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Want

Only:45:of 1,000

That Many Released Here from For- Dealers
eign Studios

— Our

Distribu-

ties

Abroad

tion

The following communication has
been received from an authority on
foreign pictures realtive to the state-

ment made by John Emerson before
the Senate Finance Committee at the
hearing on the

situation:
"I notice a statement showing 45 foreign
pictures which have been, or are going to
be, released in
America.
These comprise
the

entire release

tariff

of

foreign

pictures

in

United States during (without going too
back) the
14

French,

4

are

11 are
Italian, 1

far

Of these pictures

last three years.

German,

are

the

British,
4
are
an Italian reissue

and the others are from various other countries.

compiling a list of American pictures
which have been released in the foreign markets during the last three years, we would
have more than 2,000 productions.
The
Famous have been releasing in Europe approximately 104 pictures a year; Fox, 75
yearly
Metro, 50 yearly Universal, 50 yearly; Pathe, 50 yearly; Goldwyn, 50 yearly;
Selznick, 35 to 50 yearly; and there have
been at least 150 productions from independent proudcers throughout each year.
"This will show that the foreign market
has been the means through which the American producer has been able to spend large
sums of money on productions and has en''In

;

.

;

abled him to
workers which

employ
is

now

the

large

army

earning a livelihood

of
in

that industry.

"If

we

discriminate against foreign pictures here by putting on a taric which
makes it impossible for the foreign producer
to exhibit his wares here, we must take into
consideration that there will be retaliation
in all countries.
This will mean that the
American producers will eventually lose the
entire foreign business.
"Without the foreign business the American producer cannot exist, or he must rt
trench in the cost of his productions to a
very great extent. The actors will be obliged to work for one-half their present salaries; the directors, extra men and everyone
ijqnnected with the moving picture industry
will have to work for less money, and a vast
number of people will find themselves without employment.
"These are facts which are indisputable,
and when we consider that out of a European production of at least 250 nictures ner
year, or let us say, out of a production of a
minimum of 1000 or 1200 pictures produced
since the outbreak of the war there have
Been scheduled for release in America but
45 pictures, the percentage is so trivial that
it hardly seems worth while talking about.
"Let us take the moral efifect of the agitation for a tariff upon our foreign neiehbors.
are taking the standpoint that
our pictures are superior to any foreign productions.
W^e have convinced the foreign
market of this, as 90% of the pictures shown
throughout the world today are American

We

pictures.

We

suddenly

an
outcry
against foreign pictures as a whole.
In
other words, we are informing our buyers in
other countries that we are afraid of the
Euronean pictures, which only means that
raise

7,
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Protection

A

"Props" Renewing Activiof Organization
Claim
$50,000 Losses in 1921
in

Price 5 Cents

—

Lichtman Signs?
Resolution

Coast Reports Indicate a Statement

Coming

Dec. 29, 1921.

West

73

Members of the Motion Picture
Dealers' Credit Association of New
York are renewing activities of the
organization in order to check what
they claim are excessive losses in the
loan of "props" and accessories to

44th

New York

My

St.,

City.

dear Jack:

have made the following

I

New

ager,

Marcus E. Joffe, an attorney with
headquarters at 111 Broadway, has
been retained as counsel for the organization
of
which
Charles
H
Lewis, one of the dealers, is chairman. Lewis said yesterday he estimates losses incurred in 1921 in bad
debts reached about $50,000.
About
20 dealers in
hardware,
furniture,
electrical fixtures, antiques and transportation are members of the organ-

Year's resolution.
That
not be without the FILM
DAILY at any time in the
year 1922, unless it shall be
through an accident to your
press, a Sunday or holiday, or
the kid who delivers the paper
gives it to try neighbor next
dcor.

become

ization.

to be

I will

studios.

Yours very

those affiliated with the organization are Mike Felo, trucks; C.
E. Christie, costumer;
Eaves Costume Co.; H. Leiser and Co., paints;
Acme Hardware Co.; William Bradley, antiques; Frank Baumeister, an-

tique jewelry; Knickerbocker Fixture
Co.; Levin and Goldberg, office fixtures;
Alfred
Peats,
wall
paper;
Wright Lumber Co.; Walton Transfer Co.; Albert and Sons, furniture;
D'Salvo Bros., antiques; Young's
Rental Service; Baumann and Co.,
furniture; William Birns, antiques,
and F. A. Lawlor, paintings, etc.

Wynn

Going Into Films?

.statement from the publicity representative of Ed Wynn, star of "The
Perfect Fool," yesterday had it that

Wynn

had

been

made an

oiTer

to

head a film company, but that he has
withheld his answer.

"No Frills—Thank Heaven"
"There

will

—

—

Two demonstrations were given
yesterday before invited audiences of
motion picture engineers and exhibnew optical glass which
name of "Vitrex." The

demonstrations were eiven at the Astor by Maurice B. Bloom, a manufacturer of optical glass and head of
of Optics, Ltd., London.
a glass with all the properties of ordinary optical glass, but
which it is claimed will cut out the
harmful and dangerous rays, thus
relieving eye strain.

the

firm

is

Condensors made of "Vitrex,"

a Universal advertisement, "when we
show the first real million dollar pro-

claimed,

duction
('Foolish
Wives')
Central Theater,
opening

clear projection.

the

Wednes-

day, Jan. 11."

Then

continues the ad at another

point:

will

the

protect

it

is

audience

from eye fatigue and give

just as
also intended
to use this new glass for lens filters
in motion picture photography.
Several

scientific

It

is

instruments were used

the demonstration. J. E. Robbins
of the International Cinemaquipment
Center, Inc., showed how "red" or
"heat" waves are eliminated through
He secured a
thp use of "Vitrex."
32% reduction.
in

be no tiresome 'foreYou will not have
to read the regular stuff such as who
the foreign theater owners and exchange made the wigs, who cranked the cammen will sav. 'if the Americans, who have
been controlling practically the entire out- eras, who wrote the titles, who furput of pictures shown in theaters, are afraid nished the paint and lumber, who
The Capitol will soon be equipped
of the foreign productions, then they must
built the villain's uniform, nor who
with condensors made of this glass.
have a great deal of merit, and tl^ere is no
shoulder
heroine's
designed
the
"
reason why we should not
been fitplay

"There

will

word' on the

them.'

straps."

film.

One

of

and

his
16."

Associated

arrival

in

Producers
on

New York

Shown

Condensors Demonstrated Designed
to Reduce Eye Strain
Capitol
Theater to Use Them

"Vitrex"

manager

officials at the home ofof First National refused to comment on this report except to say that
there was no information on the subject,
the following telegram from
Hollywood has been received:
"Lichtman states that no announcement will be made regarding First

Jan.

of the

is

has

Although

National

itors

it

fice

until

be no prologue," says

at

the general sales
First National.

.\sso.

truly,

Process

situation

this

changed and it was reported, somewhat authoritatively, that Lichtman
would resign from the Producers and

SIDNEY REYNOLDS.

has a trade

A

In the past few days, however,

(Signed)

New

looking after their
Associated First Na-

understood that

am

Among

especially

sales through
tional.

enclosing a check for
SIO. to cover my subscription.
Thanking you for past favors,
and wishing you a very prosperous New Year, believe me
I

Relative to Relations

with First National
Several days ago this publication
reported that from appearances Al
Lichtman would remain with the Associated Producers as general man-

Mr. Jack Alicoate,

projector has already

Buys "School Days"

for

Canada

Charles Stephenson of Stephenson's
.Attractions, Ltd., of Toronto has purchased "School Days" for the entire
Dominion of Canada.

Coming East
Lytell and Viola Dana are
making a series of personal appearances and are scheduled to visit all
of the Loew theaters in New York
when they arrive in the East.

Bert

Lytell in
(.Special

to

St.

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Louis Bert Lytell addressed
St.
the City Club here last Saturday and
in the course of his remarks stated
salvation of
the
that films were
.America's foreign trade.

Carey Arrives; Has No Plans
Harry Carey and his family are in
New York for a stay of several
It is his first visit
of years, although he
was born aiid raised here.
Carey admitted yesterday the old
town has changed somewhat since
He has no definite
last he saw it.
plans in mind for future picture work.
There is a possibility that he will

weeks' duration.
in

a

number

and the experiments oroved successful.
"The difference is so mark- play a short vaudeville engagement in
This publication has presented this
Vitagraph Special in Cameo
Art Smith, projectionist of New York. His stay will be limited
said
ed,"
same point in the past, although the
"Flower of the North," a Vitagraph
questioned about to six weeks, but he may go westactual number
of
foreign produc- spring release, goes into the new the Capitol, when
ward before that.
tions shown was not mentioned.
(Continued on page 4)
Cameo for a week beginning Jan. 14.
ted
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Representative

— Le

Film,

Montmartre.
Central
tionale
vakia),

cleaned

Helen Ferguson
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The management
J.
Goodwin was successful in ob-

Newark, N.

is

to be a

taining the co-operation of the Ledger in making a success of "Little

is

Tom

Meighan's

Charles

leading lady.

Louise Lorraine will appear opposite

George Walsh

in

"With Stanley,

a contest nature
that works both
to advantage of the theater and the
newspaper. The Ledger runs a daily
department for children which is ed-

by "Uncle George." "Uncle
George made the announcement of
the contest and prices, and also annoimced the winner-!

ited

J

MacDonald appears in supMeighan in "The Proxy

F.

Tom

port of

144

Rue

—

European

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelsplatz.

The

contest

High Low Close
do pfd

..

76^

75^

76

95J^

gSVz

95^

Goldwyn

Not quoted
Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

World

IZ-K

U5/s

of

the

question

There were

five

and the winners were
given free tickets to the theater. The
cniestions were as follows:
No. 1 (a) Who is the author of "Little Lord Fauntleroy?"
questions,

"HIS NIBS"

understood

is

Mildred

Comedy

Greatest

booked by

Davis

has signed a two years' contract with

Capitol,

Hal Roach.

The Hal

E.

been organized
first

party

Roach Minstrels have
at

the studio.

of the Screen

New York

WORLD'S LARGEST THEATRE

The

was held on Christmas.

"The Beautiful Liar" is Katherine
It was
MacDonald's next release.
made under the title of "Yours
Truly."

L. Rothafel

an S.

Hughes

to

On Tuesday

presentation

Talk at Columbia
Rupert Hughes will

address Dr. Rowland Rogers' class
"South of Suva" and "Tillie," two in motion picture production at CoMary Miles Minter releases, have lumb.ia. The members of the CinhusNo. 2 Who
Frank Urson di- ema Composers' Club and of Mrs.
been completed.
band?
rected both.
Frances Taylor Patterson's classes
No. 3 Name two of "Little Lord
in photoplay composition will be Dr.
Fauntleroy's" best friends.
Kathlyn Williams, wife of Charles Rogers' guests.
No. 4 Who is "Dearest" in "Little Eyton, general manager of the Lasky
Fauntleroy."
Lord
from New York,
studio, is back
Louis Green Dies in Albany
No. 5 What are your chief reasons where she made personal appearances.
especial to THE FILM DAILY)
for wanting to see this picAlbany Louis Green, 35, manager
ture at the Goodwin theaWallace Worsley denies the report
of tlie Fox exchange here, died at
ter?
that lie has signed a contract with
Tliere were 25 prizes, and the Universal.
The director is now his home Wednesday night after a
names of the prize winners were pub- supervising the cutting of "A Blind short illness of pneumonia. Green
has l)een the manager of the Fox exlished in big type in a two-column Bargain."
change since October, coming from
box in the center of the best of the
New Haven, where he was the manpri/c winning answers.
Priscilla
direct
will
Hobart Henley
Dean in "The Lass O' Lowrie." It ager for Select. He leaves his widow
Lasky Leaves Today
was erroneously reported recently and two children.
for
today
leaves
Lasky
L.
Jesse
that Hobart Bosworth would direct
Theater War Faces Chicago
Los Angeles.
this production.

Who

is

known

as

"Amer-

ici's S-veetheart?"
Mary Pickford's
is

Quotations
Famous Players

was

type.

of rural cfiaracters in

Daddy."
It

(Chic) Sale

America's foremost delineator

in Africa."

Lord Fauntleroy."
The tie-up was of
and one of the kind

and answer

announces

"The

Storm."

n«w
of the

Moore

featured player at Universal in

up.

(bj

12^

Not quoted
Not quoted

Wants Film Lobbies Probed
to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany— The Rev. O, R. Miller,
state superintendent of the New York
Civic League, who made the original
(Special

statement in the Reform Bulletin, his
league's organ, that Senator Walter
Lusk had been offered $100,000 to
throttle the censorship bill, favors a
probe of film lobbies by the LegisBefore the Assembly he
lature.
stated that Senator James J. Walker, "according to report has had a
very large retainer as the paid counsel of

— Matt

"

Editorial

Paris

is

know how you

1922

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Hollywood-

Iwui a brother exhibSend
put Ins show over.
itor
along your ideas. Let the other

jellow
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., PubKshed Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and

7,

Coast Brevities
(.Special

Here

Saturday, January

the movie interests."

Evidently the Rev. Mr. Miller has
not been observing developments in
film circles very carefully, inasmuch
as it has been common knowledge for
some time past that Walker is the
paid counsel of the M..P. T. O. A.

—

GAUSMAN.

Denies Financial Difficulties

Frank J. Whitcomb, who said he
was an attorney working with C S
Flanders, general attorney for Ziegfeld Cinema Corp., denied yesterday
there were any financial difficulties
He admitin the company's affairs.
ted that there has been an internal

squabble

among

the

directors

and

any executions inthat to
volving the company's assets, the
sheriff's office had been requested to
prevent

appoint someone to preserve the assets of the corporation and keep its
affairs intact until matters could be
straightened out.

Gtimbiner Buys Theater
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

He added

Joe Stryker has an important role
"The Broadway Pe?cock," which
Pearl White recently completed St

in

Fox

THE FILM DAILY)

helo.

Official

Reel Soon Ready

Urban Movie
of the M. P.

The first reel of the
Chat, the official reel
T. O., is now being edited and cut.
It will be ready some time next week
and will be followed by one a week.

.

may mean that a number of
theaters will be compelled to close
after Jan. 11 until sufficient operators
are secured to fill the vacancies.
This

Sessue

Hayakawa

is

the cutting and editing of
million Pencil."

supervising

"The Ver-

that a directors'

ished.

the

to

—

Chicago Abe Gumbiner has pur- ators' union, who are demanding a
Exhibitors
chased the Argyle, at Argyle and IS*?^ increase in wages.
Kenmore Aves., from Applebaum refuse to sign the agreement and are
and Katz.
preparing for the use of non-union

Nordisk Film Shown
meeting
Books of Satan," a Nordisk
"The
on Tuesday and ending
starting
production, was given a special showout
thrushed
had
afternoon
Thursday
ing bv Rov L. McCardell yesterday
the troubles and that satisfactory arsome literary
R'upert" Hughes,
rangements had been made to liqui- for
William A. Seiter, directing Doris date the company's debts and meet lights and editors.
May, has taken the final scenes in the judgments against the corporaChadwick May Head Clubs
"Boy-Crazy."
He added that a picture feattion.
comE. Chadwick may head the naI.
90%
and
Moore
uring Matt
F. I. L. M.
pleted would be finished and prepar- tional organization of
This picture, he Clubs which are to be organized
ed for release.
"The throughout the country as part of
before
claimed, was started
fin- the installation of the Hoy Reportnever
Black Panther's Cub," but

Artcolor Pictures Co. has extended
its lease on its present quarters at
130 W. 46th St.

(Special

Chicago A breach that threatens
open rupture has developed between
exhibitors and officials of the oper-

stucfiQ.

The National Associaing Service.
that the
tion yesterday announced
Hoy idea had finallv been ratified by
The details of the plan
distributors.
have already been published in these
columns.

Job Wanted
By one of the best all-around
advertisers, publicity and exploitation men in the business.
This man is also adept at writing titles, editing, etc. He has
a valuable knowledge of the
picture biisiness from studio to
theater, gained from long exHe is a high class
perience.
man and will be glad to tell
you more about himself in an
interview.

Address

K-7, care Film Daily

—

-
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"Orphans

Newspaper Opinions

No.

AGLOUL

PASHA

GYPT — Pictures

of

Nationalist before

e

EXILED

FROM

last
reception
his arrest.

given

NOWSLIDE BURIES TRAIN— Only
snow

-.okestack visible after the
Durango, Col.

HINA
ITH

lit.

the

flood passes

PROTESTS NEGOTIATIONS
JAPAN OVER SHANTUNG—

.000 students gather
ess indignation.
ther

TIMES — As

Shanghai

at

to

e.x-

news from Boston, Washington, DeLake Placid, New York, etc., etc.

DAILY

sometimes pleasing and

is

KvHerally endurable
li-c shack. * * *

3

Nat'l

Strand

HKKALD — It

PatheNe^svs

.

David"— 1st

"Tol'able

except

the

in

fight

in

show what may be done
Director Henry King and

with

stock stuff
Hergeassociates have taken Joseph
slieimer's story "Tol'able David." and, with
a realistic cast headed by Richard Barthelmess, converted it into a generally persuasive
and cu'minatingly exciting photoplay. * * *
N. Y.
"Tol'able David," now
playing at the Strand, is the best film we
have seen this year.
And for that matter
it
might hold this lead in our enthu.'iiasm for
the other
,^64
days, because this is the
almcst perfect inotion picture.
li

s

44th

TKIBUNK — *

St.

Theater

Around the Corner"

"Just

— F.

P.-L.

Rialto

picture, as inight be expected from an adaptation of fiction by Miss
Hurst, abounds in intimate details, but no
one knows better than the authoress of that

Newton, Kan. J. P.
teen over the Liberty.

landmark

film

Kelley

has

Fields have

Gem.

Wis.— H.

Berlin,
t::en

&

Rusch

C.

from this subtitle fault the
not a particularly disagreeable mother
picture,
except that there is entirely too
is

has

—

Minn

— A.

W. Force
New Park.

&
is

\-

3

Vinsted, Minn.
The Winsted has
n sold to G. G. Bandy.

—

Y.

Winner has

—

is

Minn.—John Themer

"ruman,

)ichased the Cozy theater
^ Woltz, of Madelia.

to

Holmquist

HKR.\LD — Though

groomed

—

»

—Universal

tliere

Joe Theater Shuts

ek.

to

Joseph,
_

It

flses

episodes

of

t'-t

Frencl

devolution.

Many Changes in Buffalo
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

WILL
PERSONALLY
SUPERVISE

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH

Wid Gunning,

Hochstin
has resigned from Hodkinson.
He
will
probably remain in Buffalo
George H. McKenna has joined
Metro to handle one of "The Four
Horsemen" road shows. McKenna
was formerly at the Cataract, Niagara Falls. Joseph H. Berdel, now
of

in

the

ment,

IN

E.

Inc.

Evening News sport departresign in two weeks to

will

Fox ex
general man-

learn the sales eanie at the

N. I. Filkins,
change.
ager of the Merit offices in this city
and Albany, is planning to enlarge the
sales staff out of the local exchange.

EV'RY DETAIL
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Special Drive in Detroit
Detroit The Select branch is putting on a special sales drive the week
whicli includes Feb. 8th, designating

—

it

Kent-Selznick Week.

is

n^anasjer of the office.

J.

O. Kent

Not—Why

If

Not

WORLD —

It is an interesting picsplendidly photographed, and shows
Miss Prcvost rapidly developing into a right
convincing and effective screen actress.
DAILY
It's a new Marie Prevost picture, anyway, and all that she requires is a chance to look pretty, wear
broad-brimmed, transparent hats and roll her
They are the sort of eyes which bear
eyes.
rolling enormously well, so that's all right.
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Mo.— The Crystal

Rivoli

Merrie England has
produced a photoplay that is really merry.
This is the best production that has so far
come out of the Famous Players-Lasky invasion of that country, fitted to rank among
*
the best made in America. * *
last

THE FILM DAILY Now

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York

Some one thought

Kindly enter

ought

WORLD— "Three

Including
1921

"

Y.

*

is

just

ject.

Name
Nat'l

Rivoli

HER.\LD * * * tlie fourth anniversary
Iirogram of the Rivoli is made memorable by
Huster Keaton in "The Playhouse," the wildso hilest,
funniest comedy ever filmed
arious that a couple who had passed the rest
of the program in a domestic tiff broke off
to laugh at it.
T'MES This piece of romping absurdity
is
the brightest and most ingenious thing
Mr. Keaton has done.

—

subscription to

Year

Weekly Reviews

The Film Daily

Theatre

Address

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Live Ghosts
about as funny at the Rivoli
Theater this week as one could expect to
find a screen play dealing with such a sub*

my

City

THE FILM DAILY— 313

to

been made.
be improved upon, however, and as a result it has become almost typical film fare,
with only a portion of its original humor
it

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include-

This play was not particularly
suited to the screen, but at least a fairly good
word-and-picture substitute of it might have

—

is

formerly played vaudeville

Subscribe to

"Three Live Ghosts"— F. P.-L.

—

Down

pictures
and was one of the
that figured in the recent concdation of St. Joe theaters.
r|

of

of

was nothing on

"The Playhouse"— 1st

% the house.

kSpecial

photoplay

"Orphans

in

* *

N.

C

It.

Storm."

scenes

ture,

*

new

theater,
rch, it is reported, -yvill cost $100.'P.
will
be erected here.
B.
5nvn of the Star theater is sponsor

•St.

guillotine

you have a leaning toward
featherweight, absolutely inconsequential motion pictures, with a tendency toward farce,
you may enjoy "Don't Tell Everything."

reiTiaining.

—A

citing

at
Apollo is
Gish center of ex

film

Lillian

for this house.

HERALD — At

Feodore Melzer, owner of the Lyric.

Wis.

AMERICAN— Griffith
done elaborately.

EDGAR SELDEN

"Foolish Wives" has been prop-

until

fillers

erly

has

Minn.
The New
-rstal, operated by Jay Gould early
\year, has been taken over by

iiocqua.

all)

will

TIMES —

Ulm,

espec

the program and little in the picture to indicate this, that excellent comedian, T. Roy
Barnes, was suspected of playing the male
.Apparently this is another of those
lead.

from W.

iarnett, Kan.— The Central States
Feater Co. has purchased the Peo-

^v'ew

is

good.

Says:

NEWS—

Minn. The Crystal
completely remodeled.

iibbon,

WORLD— Miss

"Don't Get Personal"

N. Y.

lugo, Okla.
Harry
sen over the Liberty.

)<i

it.

MAIL — If

n

—

The photography,

interesting.

MADGE EVANS

Central

ironton, Minn.^ George Thorpe
Sn have bought the Orpheum.

manager of the

of

a very large mark in American photoor we miss our guess.
In "Just Around the Corner." * * * a
bit
overdone in pathos yet "homey" and
just "lower-east-sidey" enough to attract the
New York throngs, she is far the finest
thing in the photoplay.

over the Strand.

lirainerd,

pic-

MAIL—Aside

film

much

— Drake

a

shave.

—

Davis, S. D.

that

is
not made by such home touches as
young man hazarding his face in his first

N.
Nevada, Mo. M. J. McGinnis re- make
Citly purchased the Star.
plays

p-chased the

"Humoresque."

ture
a
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NEWS—

"Orphans of the Storm"
Griffith material, worked up at moto the point of hysteria, but always

Buffalo
H. L. Taylor, better
as "Hub." has resigned fro:r
Vitagraph to join the local exchange

*

*

HERALD — The

(Special

ments

Griffith

known

such photography and
such people and such titles I do not rememlier to have encountered.

House Changes

real

Storm"

of the

W.

WORLD—

"The Lonely Trail"— Primex

tod ay

is

to

if

D.

— Foreign,

pages

$15

for

one

THE

New

Process

-jggg^
DAILY
Shown

Butterfield to
(Special

to

Change Name

Expand

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

to

i

,

?ny

we do

not intend using it
machines are provided

"that

light,

which

is

an important fac-

for high intensity projection."
The glass was tested in England
and is said to carry the approval of
-Sir
Oliver Lodge as well as other
'ci~ntists.
No arrangements have as
yet been made for the marketing of
to"-

The demonstrations
e
product.
r'o'ed with the actual projection of a
picture using the new condensors.
Bloom is stopping at the Astor, but
intends to return to England in about
tl

a

week.

Shoot Last Scenes
scenes of "The Quest,"
Blake and Coyle production, have
been shot at the former Talmadge
sti'dio.
Tilford Cinema Studio furnished many settings.
Tl

c

final

a

Clemmer
(Special

Has Winter Garden

Still
to

THE FILM DAILY)
G. Von Herberg denies

Seattle J.
that be has assumed management of
the Winter Garden, of which James

Q. Clemmer is manager. Roy Appleton an optician of Seattle, has bought
A default judgment for $3,483 has an interest in the house. Second run
been filed in the Supreme Court by pictures that have been successes at
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. against Jensen and Von Herberg houses are
Philip Smith of the Crescent at Syr- being shown.
acuse. The suit was brought because
Smith stopped payment on a check
Far West Theater Changes
given for "The AfTairs of Anatol."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
He did not defend the action.
Portland, Ore.— W. E. Tebbetts
has opened his new Highway TheaThe Appellate Division of the Su- ter, a suburban house.
preme Court has denied an application by Ralph O. Proctor to strike
Spokane Ray Grumbacher, manthe'Stoll Film ager of the Liberty, has taken over
of
out the answer
Corp. in his suit
to
recover
for the Hippodrome and will run it as a
breach of contract. The answer de- straight picture house.

In the Courts

—

nied his allegations and alleged that
Proctor alleged
that Sir Oswald Stoll was backing
the defendant corporation, and that

Wenatchee, Wash.

— Louis

booked

in

twelve

before he can collect,

if

at all.

Sedgwick to Direct Gibson
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Edward Sedgwick
has been engaged to direct Hoot Gib-

—

in

a

new

feature.

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

LAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

The

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Algiers Theaters Shut Down
The Associated Press reports from
Algiers that motion picture theaters
there have shut down because of the
imposition of a new 5% tax which
brings the total levy to 33% of the
gross receipts. The cable says 4,000
musicians and 2,000 employes are
affected.

Having finished "The Town That
Forgot God" Harry MiHarde expects
to start work on another production
within a week or two.

expected to increase his
holdings this spring and summer.
12
(Special

is

Work
THE FILM DAILY)

Pictures in
to

—

Los Angeles Twelve productions
Paramount release are either just

for

completed or in various stages of production.
Five of these are -Realarts.

Canadian Rules

in

loms has revised Sectoni

of (
13 of

instructions regarding
designation of country of origin w
must be indicated upon all film
ship
are
film accessories which
The National Assc
into Canada.
lion has been advised of this r
sion and has so notified its m
original

bers.

Ht-re's the list:

Jof Weil has been engaged to 1
William deMille is making "Bought die the campaign on "The Jul
and Paid For"; William D. Taylor, Goddess" for Export & Import F
"The Green Temptation," starring

Compson; James Cruzc, "Is
Matrimony a Failure?"; Sam Wood,
"Beyond the Rocks," starring Gloria
Swanson; James Cruze, "Across the
Betty

"BOOKING GUIDE"
pages

information

Wallace Reid;
Proxy Daddy,"
starring
Thomas Meighan; Paul
Powell, "Tharon of
Lost Valley,"
starring Dorothy Dalton; Thomas

200

Heffron, "The Truthful Liar," starring Wanda Hawley; Maurice Campbell, "Through a
Glass Window,"
starring May McAvoy; Frank Urson,
"The Heart Specialist," starring Mary
Miles Minter; Edward
Le
Saint,
"The Sleep Walker," starring Constance Binnty, and Bebe Daniels has
completed "A Game Chicken."

Over 800 Pictures Summarize'

Continent," starring
Alfred Green, "The

pictures

of

oi

released between

September
and
September

1,

1,

1920
1921

Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
729—
.

7th Avenue,
City

New York

Desirable Office Space

For Rent

Kastner

(Special

son

igan and

Changes

The Canadian Department

—

films

raise $1,000,000 the parent corporation
in England decided to eliminate it
and the expense attached to it, and
to market its films through Pathe.
Proctor will now have to await the
trial

tei field will
now be in position to
confine his entire activities to Mich-

has been succeeded as manager of the
Liberty by R. L. Daly.

weeks Proctor
amounting to $1,177,453
Anacortes, Wash. The Rialto has
the defendant became financially .em- been reopened by A. A. Vivian.
barrassed and because it could not
although

of Studio
l)Air,Y

THE FILM

Dover, Del. Notice las' been
Battle Creek Mich.— Through the
with the Secretary of Slate of
merger
his. vaudeville interests in
of
until all our
change in name of the Roi)ert B
'Villi
these condensers.
We have the Middle West, and on account of ton .Studios, Inc., of Los Angele
been experimenting for over a year ti.e sale of his interests in Lima, ()., the United Studios, Inc.
with various condensors, but they all and Terre Haute, Ind., W. S. Buti'

cut out too much light. 'Vitrex' does
'virt we want without cutting out

he was incompetent.

7,

—

(Continued from page»l)

Sunday's Issue

'

Saturday, January

Weekly

sq.

front:

ft.

location

modern building

up Daily

Week-End Rates

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

— 2ndfloor
—large windows —centra|j
600

I

^$L800

^

yearly.

to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL CO.
For reservations plione Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

Apply
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Stories

of

this

kind are

unusual and rarely presented
to the screen...

They

put this one on
offers

sure do

right...

Title

unusual advantages*"
Directed by Burton George

Story by Michael Phillips

Scenario by Edward

J.
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of the
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Marshall Neilan has two more to make for First National under present contract.
May continue on

open market

basis.

A. Cron, Advertising Manager
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Harold Lloyd here after new distribution contract.
Says he may continue with Pathc.
Premiere of "Orphans of the Storm."

to
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Wednesday
Forty-two theaters to be built in Manhattan.
itors worried over proposed construction.

Exhib-

:
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Features Reviewed
Thomas H. Ince

HAIL THE

presents

WOMAN
2

ORPHANS OF THE STORM
D.

W.

Page

Griffith

of censorship to lecture in

New York high schools.
New York Assembly may

investigate alleged

$100,000

Page

Asso. First Nat'l Pictures

Advocates and opponents

made

to

Senator Lusk to

kill

oiifer

of

censorship

bill.

Distributors have varied ideas over reduction of film
rentals.
Carl Laemmle to cut prices where exhibitors are faced

by theater

closing.

3

Thursday

TEN NIGHTS
Blazed Trail Prod.

Willat Prod.

IN

A BAR ROOM

—Arrow— State Rights Page

— Hodkinson

5

FIFTY CANDLES
Page

Prominent exhibitor places cause

among

exhibitors to existence of too

Ernst Lubitsch praises
Storm."

Frank Mayo

MAKING THE GRADE

— State Rights

Page

Cosmopolitan Prod.
Marie Prevost in
Universal

Hobart Bosworth in
Bosworth Prod.

1

AROUND THE CORNER

—Paramount

Page

13

DON'T GET PERSONAL
Page

—First

15

THE SEA LION
Page

National

Laemmle

Page

Paramount

Page

Short Reels

is

Pearl

the

O. C. C. officially praises Carl
to reduce film rentals.

for T.

for ofifer

White expected

17

19

to

make

serial for

Pathe release.

T. O. C. C. urges Pickford and Fairbanks to make
more releases. Favor four a year rather than one
big special only.

Warner Bros, to make two more productions with
Wesley Barry.
Various M. P. T. O. units turning over
tal

this

week's ren-

tax to national organization's treasury.

Saturday

16

THREE LIVE GHOSTS

^'Pardoning the bad

of

Friday

Universal

JUST

"Orphans

theaters.

Page 10

ACROSS THE DEAD-LINE

in

Griffith's

many

7

William Brandt

David Butler in
David Butler Prod.

for present trouble

Al Lichtman may become

sales

manager

for

First

National.

Expert says 45 of 1,000 foreign pictures have been
bought for this country.

injuring the good* '—Benjamin Franklin.

THE

5^^
New

DAILY

A

Fitting Start for the
Thomas H.

Year

Ince presents

WOMAN"

"HAIL THE

Associated First Nat'l Pictures

DIRECTOR

John Griffith Wray
C. Gardner Sullivan

AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN

Henry Sharp

SCENARIO BY
AS A

Ince starts the

priately with

made

has

Gardner Sullivan

C.

WHOLE

new year

an excellent picture

—the

approbest he

in years

STORY

Mainly a familiar situation, but one
made new by superb acting and skilful handling
Noteworthy for the most part;
DIRECTION
remarkably fine detail; smooth and consistent

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Excellent

Fine; some unusual effects
Theodore Roberts' performance a

PLAYERS

triumph; Florence Vidor does the best work of
her career; Madge Bellamy a second Lillian*
Gish; fine cast throughout
Good; winter scenes studio sets
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS

Those

in

New

Hampshire home-

stead realistic; generally suitable

DETAIL

Splendid

CHARACTER OF STORY
forgives son's
his

home.

and

all is

Religious fanatic

wrong but

Years

later

drives daughter from

he realizes his mistake

forgiven

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,460 feet

Thomas H. Ince is offering in his
new production, "Hail the Woman," a picture that not
only starts ofif the new year right for Ince, but also
Without

a doubt,

givts to exhi1)itors a feature that promises to appease
all

the desires of

"Hail the

hungry box

Woman"

is

offices

For

everywhere.

that kind of a picture.

It is

without doubt the Iciest thing that Ince has done in
years and will probably rank among the best of the

coming year.
C. Gardner Sullivan has written a story that does
not deal with a theme that is new, but it is his treatment, skilful composition and exceptional fine detail
that freshens it and overcomes any tendency that it

Is Ince's

Sunday, January

"Hail the

8,

1922

Woman"

might have to becoming hackneyed. The biased and
unflinching NeAv Englander of the old school is the
central figure or pivot about which the remainder of
tlie characters revolve.
This religious fanatic is played by Theodore Roberts, who, minus his customary
cigar, gives to the screen one of the most interesting
and convincing portrayals that it has ever seen. His
part carries the picture, really. His make-up is particularly effective and his acting a genuine triumph.
The next highest honors go to Florence Vidor, as his
daughter. Her work is sincere and very well done.
Madge Bellamy has a pathetic and a typically Lillian
Gish role. Lloyd Hughes as Roberts' son, and Gertrude Claire as his wife, are the two characters
are likely to cause folks to lose patience with
for

what

their respective roles require of them.

cast throughout

John

Grifiith

is

an unusually

Wray, who has

who
them

The

fitting one.

directed the produc-

under Ince's supervision, has taken a big step
toward the directorial hall of fame for what he has
done here. His direction is skilful and the manner in
which he esta1)lishes a premise lends an intelligible
and appreciated foundation, a quality that is so fre-^
quently lacking in film productions. He acquaints you
with the characters and facts and proceeds to unfold
the story smoothly and interestingly. There are one
or two instances where too much stress is laid upon
facts, scenes held too long and the effort to secure
pathos slightly forced, but those are minor defects.
The story has to do with a type of man, a sort of
remnant of the old Puritan school, when they punished
Oliver Beresford, of
folks for flirting on Sunday.
Flint Hill, New Hampshire, was one of these. When
his son David was accused and admitted that he was
the father of Nan Higgens' unborn child, the elder
Beresford bought the boy's freedom, while Nan went
to the city to fight it out alone. But Beresford refused
to judge his daughter likewise, and sent her from his
home, stubborn and refusing to believe in her innocence. Years later the truth in both cases comes to
Beresford, he realizes the fallacy of his creed and, repentant, takes his daughter back into the home.
tif)n

Real Box Office Possibilities in Sullivan *s Forceful Drama
Box
The

al:)ove

synopsis

story of "Hail the
it

is

a

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

most meagre outline

Woman." There

is

than the slight outline given here.

of picture that will appeal to

of the

much more

to

It is the sort

thousands of people

an excepheaded
by
tionally capable and splendid company,
Theodore Roberts, is well worth while seeing. It isn't
often that so many uniformly fine portrayals are conpeal, but regardless of that, the acting of

all

tained in one production.

over the country, everywhere.
a problem that

more

problem drama,

or less familiar, and particu-

"home" in the outlying districts,
not yet grown to city size. The story has ap-

larly will

places

is

It is a

it

strike

"Hail the Woman" will certainly win the favor of
women everywhere. It is essentially a woman's picExhibitors will do well to put forth their best
ture.
efforts as showmen to put over Ince's latest.

\

The

BATTLE

of

JUTLAND No

Shrouded
won the Battle of Jutland? This was a
question of international dispute even among
naval experts until this motion picture was finished.
Now audiences everywhere can form their own judgment as to who won.
The immense task of comparing
by the gunnery officers of both the

Mystery

in

WHO

the logs kept
British and German fleets throughout every stage of the conflict,
and then of re-enacting with models every move of
every battleship, cruiser, destroyer and torpedo boat
engaged, was done by Major General Sir George
Aston, K.C.B., for thirty -eight years a British

moves of the model ships to reproduce faithfully every
course steered, every sinking, torpedo attack and
broadside, and every other recorded incident. Each
model could be moved but a sixteenth of an inch at a
time.
It is this fidelity to facts which makes The
Battle of Jutland the greatest historical drama ever

all

/^.t"*
naval officer.
,^
It took three years' preparation and over 3;000^000
-

Longer

screened.

Audiences realize they are seeing unbiased history,
that every ship they watch sink beneath the surface
of the North Sea represents an actual incident in

The reactions are
unlike any aroused by imaginative screen drama.
i^^They prove that truth is more thrilling than fiction,
even on the screen.

;

this world's greatest sea battle.

AMERICAN PREMIERE " ^'^^^ ™'^™"
AROUSED INTENSE INTEREST
'*'

i-i-w

NewYorkCity,Weekofl^ov. 20th

-5r-

What Unbiased New York Newspapers
NEW YORK TELEGRAM:

NEW YORK MAIL:
" 'The Battle of Jutland,' a picturization of the famous sea fight of the World
War^ the only clash between the grand

—

Great Britain and Germany, is
a film of unusual interest.
It gives a
most vivid picture of the epoch-making
fleets of

battle."

NEW YORK HERALD
" 'The Battle of Jutland,' produced
under the supervision of Major General
Sir George Aston, K.C.B., from official
records, shows in a clear-cut and engrossing way the whole progress of the
fight, though it glosses over the finish
and leaves unexplained why Jellicoe
didn't smear the Germans more."

" 'The

Battle of Jutland'
marvelous reproduction of the battle
between the British and German fleets
in the North Sea
So realistically has it been done, so dramatically has
that
the fight been laid out
the spectator believes he is upon some
high vantage point overlooking the
.

.

.

...

.

.

.

historic conflict.
Torpedoes worm their
fatal white line toward enemy ships,
fire flashes from the ships' sides, there
are great flashes whirling of waters and
,

ships disappear below the surface."

NEW YORK EVENING JOURNAL
" 'The Battle of Jutland' is a fascinating moving picture compiled under the
direction of Major General Sir George

Said!f

Aston, following careful preparation. It
tells of the great naval maneuvers between the English and German fleets in
the affair that many consider
the turning point of the war
.,...!
.

,

.

.

intensely interesting."

NEW YORK WORLD: "A

.

,.

<^.

C

".
reproduction
thaEt-.sets;
before us the actual maneuverig'|'<<of tlje'
e of;,
various opposing craft of the•a:
Jutland, wherein Admiral Beatfy out-j
thought and out-fought 'th,e Germans in
the World War's great sea engagement.
The minutest detail of the attacks is
shown submarines launching torpedoes
battleships sinking, gun-fire frcitfi the
An invaluable
giant warships, and all.
animated chapter of the Great War."
'

.

a Super Special Short-Reel Subject, and Will Carry Off Feature Honors

.

—

THE BATTLE OF JUTLAND
Is

'

(r^u)

on Any Program— Anywhere J

Build a Short-Subject Program Around This Special
ITS
See

ONE OF EDUCATIONAUS NATIONALLY ADVERTISED SHORT SUBJECTS
See

Your

Your

Nearest Branch

Nearest Branch

Immediately

Immediately

"1

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

W

EDUCATIONAL HLM EXCHANGES, Inc.

THE
Sunday, January

1922

8,

?;Bg^DAILV

Griffith Presents the Biggest Spectacular
"ORPHANS OF THE STORM"
D.

W.

Chevalier

D.

AUTHORS

W.

Griffith

D'Ennery and Cormand

SCENARIO BY

Marquis de Trolignac
Hendrik Sartov and Paul Allen
Melodramatic spectacle, huge, at times
*

CAMERAMEN
AS A

of the guillotine to Henriette for sheltering the emigre, the

Griffith

DIRECTOR

WHOLE
magnificent;

but

not

the

best

of

splendid

Griffith's

creations

A blending of the famous play, "The Two
Orphans" with incidents of the French Revolution
At times Griffith at his best. Some
DIRECTION

STORY

sequences held too long, but the close of the first part
and the rescue towards the finish are driven home with
tremendous effect by the master craftsman of the screen

De Vaudrey.

mendous appeal

sweeping the population

And

of their

seats

are the

INTERIORS.

.

.

.All that could be asked, including the rats

in the Frochard

DETAIL

cellar

Carried out with Griffith's usual mastery

CHARACTER OF STORY
and

others

Lavish to a degree

A

combination of melodrama
manner which

historic incident put together in a

will please

almost any type of audience

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

All of the sumptuousness of a super production

13,400 feet

was

there,

before the

fact.

Some

ever produced on

"Danton" and released

originally

called

Woman,"

certainly Blue

and perhaps more so than

this

is

as impressive

other great actor appearing

in
Monte Blue
foreign productions.
opportunity in any other picture than

has never had the
presented to him

is

There are many others, all of whom deserve
Dorothy Gish is only interesting as Louise, but
Joseph Schildkraut, making his screen debut as Chevalier De
Griffith in this.

mention.

splendid

It

A new

definitely.

surely will remain.

come to
La Verne, in a

face has

Lucille

make-up as Mother Frochard, and Creighton Hale

as Picard, are excellent.

In

no American production heretofore shown,

has

there

ever been attempted, the hugeness of the spectacle as in this.
The production must have cost a fortune. There are innumer-

them showing costly investiture, notably
and the fete of the Marquis. There are
huge sets showing the Bastile and the Cathedral, that cannot be overlooked. The handling of the mobs is up to Griffith's
best, excepting, perhaps, for the attack on the Bastile, which
lacks those intimate touches so much expected and usually
awarded by Griffith. The probabilities are that they originally
were shot but were lost in the cutting.

able scenes, each of
the palace of Louis

Hard Time Getting

Away From

This One

Office Analysis for the E^^hibitor

It will be a long time before "Orphans of the Storm" will
reach you. In all probability this will be shown as a special
in some of the larger cities first before it receives general distribution.
So during this period you will have ample opportunity to learn to what extent the picture is meeting with

success.

Very

effects

production,

the screen;

likely you will have to play this, not only because it
one of the biggest things (Iriffith has done, although it is
not the biggest, nor the best, but because it contains the most
spectacular appeal as yet presented by an American director,
and in addition, a cast which definitely registers its importance
as one of the very best ever assembled.
When this comes to you, the fact that it is a D. W. Griffith
production is almost all that you will need, because following
"Way Down East" as the latest Griffith production, it will
is

an assured

here as "All for a

recent

Vaudrey, registers very

Box

is

the honors of the cast go to Monte Blue, and while his "Danton" must be compared with that of Emil Jannings in a

had been presented. For something like eight reels "Orphans
of the Storm" had moved along, telling a pitiful story of the
two orphans separated through the lustful desires of the villainous Marquis. During all of this time there were bits that
registered definitely, and which made one realize that D. W.
But it was not
Griffith was still the master of the screen.
until somewhere in the eighth or ninth reel that D. W. began
to ply his strokes with a surety of touch that spelled success.
Then came the assembling of the mobs, the fall of the
And while,
Bastile, the triumphant release of the prisoners.
perhaps, some might have anticipated a greater spectacle when
the revolutionists attacked this fortress, still it was handled
with a certainty such as only D. W. possesses, passing from
then on to the dread Tribunal of Three, giving the sentence

a

rescue

most unusual photograpic

All of the magnificent ability of an unusual cast of players

You Will Have

horse-

But after all this is really the great punch of the picture.
Because, as sweet as Lillian Gish is, and as splendidly as she
works, she does not reach the heights which she attained in
"Broken Blossoms." Indeed, her performance in "Way Down
East" was more compelling too, than her "Henriette." Easily

by

About

On

of the shots of the cavalry flying through the streets of Paris

the screen.

La Verne, Frank Losee and many

with his oratory, Danton

the streets of Paris in an effort to reach the guillotine in
time to save these two. And what a suspense Griffith creates?
The old, seasoned, and well trained picture goer knows full
well that Danton and the reprieve will reach the guillotine
in time to save the heroine and her lover.
But so successfiilly
does Griffith work that even the old timers reach the edge

Excellent

Lucille

off its feet

then comes the real wallop of the picture.

Charming

One of the very best ever assembled in this
Includes the first appearance of Joseph Schildkraut, who will be seen again; Monte Blue gives magnificent performance, probably the best of a large number which includes the Gish girls, Creighton Hale,

Following this comes Danton's tremasses in the great hall, and after

back, Danton, followed by his admirers, gallops wildly through

PHOTOGRAPHY
country.

to the

secures the reprieve of Henriette and her lover.

LIGHTINGS
CAST

EXTERIORS

Melodrama of His Career

all the benefit and earning power that this will mean.
there is no question of what "Way Down East" has
been to you.
If you cater especially to a high class clientele you can
go into detail regarding the combination of circumstances
between the original story and of "The Two Orphans," and
But
the treatment which it has received in this production.
if not, just stick to the fact that this is based on "The Two
Orphans," that it is a D. W. Ciriffith production, that it is
probably the finest and most impressive' spectacle made in
this country, and that it proves once and for all that when an
American director wants to spend the time and money, he
can produce spectacles that easily match, if they don't override, those made abroad.

have

And

^
Jhe boxoflice results"
should be splendid
Movind Picture World

Jln IRVIN

V WILLAT

ypom

tlie SatutJai} Evening Ibet Story

tyEARL DERR BIGGERS

Production

FIFTY CANDLES
Dertram Orassfcy ana JDorotny Oitley
"
ty Willat RoJuctions Inc. C. AWillat. Aw.
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Mighty Good Picture Made from Famous Old Play
"TEN NIGHTS IN A BAR ROOM"
Blazed Trail Prod.

—Arrow— State

DIRECTOR

Much

Rights

ling of the story for the screen.

Oscar Apfel

knew

satisfy those

who

fects into the old story, including a fire, a log

jam with a

villain

Edwin Waugh

SCENARIO BY

L. Case Russell

CAMERAMAN

Joseph Settle

AS A WHOLE.
this

Excellent audience values in

picturization of world

sure to get

STORY

.

.

famous old play;

money

Mrs. Russell has built novel movie

ef-

and it gets over
DIRECTION
Too much in and out stuff, possibly due to cutting. Otherwise good
PHOTOGRAPHY
Generally very good
LIGHTINGS
A few bad spots, otherwise very
good
CAST
Very capable. Baby Ivy Ward very good
and John Lowell gives an excellent characterization of the man who redeemed himself from
drink.
Some very good types
EXTERIORS
Some good locations; log jam
thrill rescue,

realistic

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfy

Too much

villains.

attention to talks between

Otherwise good

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

8,000 feet

Here's a box office. That pretty nearly tells all
is to be told of this picturization of the famous
old play of "Ten Nights in a Bar Room," which probthere

ably had as

much

to

do with Volstead being able to

For
put over prohibition as any one other cause.
years this old play has been trouped around, played

Some
playing it way

stock and revived every so often.

night stand birds are
sticks.

To

remembered the famous old play she had to
stick to some of the old. yarn
how drink ruined a
man, caused him to lose his beloved baby and then
regenerated. Because who has forgotten that famous
old six sheet where the drunkard's little daughter goes
to the saloon and leads him out while the tipply habitues look on in wonder? Well, it's in the picture.
Real to life. But there's a lot more that never had
anything to do with the old play. For instance, the

AUTHOR

in

can be credited to Mrs. Russell for her hand-

And

it

gets

still

money

it

may

tory has not been disposed

of,

where you can get a peep

at

don't think this will get

Because

this is a

you

runs the saloon has a gambler conspirator

ruins Joe Morgan, and also a boy

fortune. Eventually

who

inherits a

Morgan, who has become a drunk-

ard brooding over the fact that his mill has been
stolen from

when

him by the

his daughter

hurled at him.

villains, starts

out to

dies after being hit

One

kill

them

by a glass

trapped in a
cupboard in the burning saloon and the other dies
of the villains

is

from the log jam when he is whirled down the rapids.
Hero, too, would have passed out except for a thrilling rescue.

Those who know the story of the old play will realize Mrs. Russell's changes and the others won't be
interested.
At all events she has made a darn good
The
story which has generally been well handled.
sequences show, however, that the cutting has lopped
ofif a lot which gives the efifect of too much running

and out of doors. It would have been better to cut
entire sequences than to chop them, as evidently has
been done. However, this may not be noticed by the

in

usual fan.

The

usual country types are presented and Bab*-

Ward

does very well.

Ivy

out in the

as the leading character.

You

So, too, does

The

John Lowell

rest are not important,

a

Lot of

being

It is

be that your

terri-

but in that event iind
it

and then see

if

you

a lot of business.

darned good movie.

Money— Stick

to the Title

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

to get a look at this quickly.

by Arrow and

who

who

although the casting has been very well handled.

Box

state righted

—

of the one-

yet.

This Ought to Get
You want

or

It

lacks

sequence where one of the willuns gets his.
Besides it has a lot of stufif that brings tears, and the
comedy relief will make your crowd laugh. In other
words, it's a good box office attraction.
There aren't any names worth worrying about to

good

fire

attract your crowd, but the title will

some

make up

for that.

Stick to that, use a lot of paper, get behind this, and

things in production values, but that will not be no-

it

has a walk)]) of a title and almost everybody
that
it will be talked about so much
those who don't know about it will "get it" quickly.

If you feel you must use catchlines, say something
about the big thrill of the rescue and tell how the title
has been considered the greatest argument against the

ticed.

It

remembers or
It

has a peach of a

thrill in

the last reel and a mighty

should clean up.

use of liquor for years.

SNOOKY
THE

"HUMANZEE"

!l

IN

Chester Comedies
Means

a

Merry Audience and

a

Happy

Exhibitor

CHESTER OUTINGS— CHESTER SCREENICS

THE
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Story Begins Late In Oriental Mystery Picture
"FIFTY CANDLES"

'

Willat Prod.

screen

— Hodkinson

Candles" are

Irvin ir
WiUat.
V. TW11

DIRECTOR
i-vT-D-cz-T^i-^D

T

AUTHOR

•

Earl Derr Biggers

SCENARIO BY

Not credited
Not credited

CAMERAMAN
ASc
A

WHOLE

A

Tiru-/-wT

A

T-i

T-.

u

J

^

.

^-

Elaborate mystery production.
„ f
^.
-u love theme
Confusing continuity andJ mild
oT^/-NT->i7T->
J
T-.
STORY. .From the Saturday Evening Ti^TA
Post. Does
.

.

.

,

10/

.

,

•

r
r
.
J
not contain enough material for
feature produc•

,

1

tion
jj-

11

DIRECTION

T-.

T

•

1

J
footage for introduction
,

r

^-

•

-.^TT^
J.

IjOOd

-,„

_^,

x
J
1
.
Featured
players given minor parts
.
A„
chance for acting. All very uneven
'

T->

.,,.,,

bjX. 1

•

.

_

r ew

JtliRlURb

---^_„__^„_

_.

_,._.,,
Fair. Titles long and

-.^^—.-.^

DETAIL

,

CHARACTER OF PRODUCTION.
1

•

-1,

.

Jrlain

with little
-^_,^ ^__^_

1

is killed.

TTT,

Who

1

-11

1

killed

dence points in

1

•

-.

him?

many

..

.

,

wordy

.Henry Drew

^-

,

•

•

Circumstancial evi_,,

.

directions but Chinese

.

SGrv3,rit

coni6ss6s

*

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,600 feet

thousand feet of introduction, which
covers a period of twenty years and takes you into
Honolulu, Shanghai and San Francisco, the story of
"Fifty Candles" begins. The story really starts when
Henry Drew is found dead and the entire interest is
After

four

centered upon the question

Who

killed

him?

—And

why?
Both the director and the continuity writer have

made

•

,,

•

the mistake of following the sequence of the

Saturday Evening Post story too closely. Introductions in a story are very often only flash-backs in

the

you wonder what

,

^^arjorte

Daw

'^Y appcars for only

„„
1 he

,

production.

mmor

has been given a very

P''°^'^/' ^^" " ^^^""^

]'^''''^

"Fifty
to

about

't .s all

one scene

mam

part

Dorothy Sib-

^^^'""S-

in the last reel of the

,

.

roles are carried

.

,

^""^

^

,,..,,.

,

by the play,,

,

,

William Carroll has the
„
^
leading role, and Kdward Burns plays the part ot his
„
business associate. Isertram Grassby has a very pas,,
sivc role, all but for one scene, where he confesses
^
^,
t.
to the crime.
ihe rest ot the cast includes Ruth
„.
,1,7
-mr
t^
f^ing. Ceorge Webb and Wade Boteler.
^-.
-rr
.
u
^"6 story
opens in u
Honolulu where
a Cninaman,
TT
thirty years of age, is about to be deported.
He is
111
TT
x^
savcd and smuggled aboard a yacht by Henry Drew,
who, you are told in a title, is the most hated white
x
,-r
man on the islands. In
return for saving his life the
^,
Chinaman promises to be a faithful servant for twenty
years, for had he been deported to China his life
The next
^^^^ have been taken by his enemies. rr^,
scene, however, finds them all in China. Iwentyvears
'
_,
later Drew and his business associate, who
in
is
r
love with the stenographer, the faithful servant, and
On arriv'"^ ^^^^^ ^" start home for San Francisco.
ing Drew buys fifty candles which he lights on a cake
ito celebrate his birthday and servant's freedom from
slavery.
The next moment he is found dead, killed
by a curious knife owned by his partner. Circumvvho arc not featured.

SI'S

...

,

,

,.

,

^,,

r

,

,

,

,-,

1

,

,

.

,

,

,

i

•

•

i

,

,

.

,

,

•

i

1

,

.

,

r

,

.

,

1

1

,

,

,

-

.

,

.

,

.

r

.

,

r

,

'

.

.

,

,

,

.

1

J

i-

1^ vjo

T.T A cTT^T-.c.
PLAYERS

incident, but until this occurs

•

ATitj-w
ftiKJ i (JUKAJrJtl
Y
r.Tj/-kT>/-«/-'-D
l.*ivjiri

main

,

J
Padding and comedy
work only
,.
r
.1
^
TT
divert attention from the story. Uses too much

^TT-.T-./-.rT,T/-wxT

The first four reels of
nothing more than flash-backs

language.

.

,

,

.

,

,

•

i

.

,

.

,

'

,

,

,

,

,

,

,

.,.,.

,

,

,

,

.

ox

1

.

,

,

1

stancial evidence points to the

who

1

young

r

:

.

,

wife, to the son

objected to the second marriage, to the partner,

and in fact to everyone but the real criminal. In the
end the servant confesses that he killed his master
when his term of faithfulness expired. The entire
production could be greatly helped by cutting and
reassembling of the scenes so that they follow

more dramatic

in

a

order.

Saturday Evening Post Story and Mystery Your Big Talking Points
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Oriental settings and mystery in "Fifty Candles'"
will please the average audience, though unless the

production

is

edited they will not

know what

the

Short, snappy
about.
up the rambling introduction.
In advertising "Fifty Candles" tell them that the
story is by Earl Derr Biggers, and appeared in the

first

four reels are

would

all

also help to clear

titles

Saturday Evening Post. Mention the slavery and the
death of Henry Drew. A catch line like this might
"His wife loved another man,
get them interested
his partner quarelled with him, his son objected to
his second marriage, and that same night he was
killed. Who killed him and why? See 'Fifty Candles'
:

at the

(

)

theater for the solution."

i

Copyrighted by Underwood

& Underwood

KATHERINE
MacDONALD
The
Of the most

intellectual
.

man

that ever lived, and the

was

Underwood

&

most discriminating

motion picture fan in the world

WOODROW
"His

Copyrighted by

Favorite Photoplay Star

WILSON

{President Wilson's) favorite screen star

KATHERINE MacDONALD,

a

.

stately

.

.

and

statuesque beauty."

(former Private Secretary to President Wilson) "THE
in The New York Times, December 27, 1921,
and syndicated in important newspapers throughout the country.

—From JOSEPH TUMULTY'S

WHITE HOUSE LOOKING

GLASS,"

THE FAVORITE AT THE WHITE HOUSE
Make YOUR theater the White House of your city or Neighborhood by
showing Katherine MacDonald's latest First National Attractions "THE

—

BEAUTIFUL

LIAR,"

"THE INFIDEL," "DOMESTIC RELATIONS."
Produced by

PREFERRED PICTURES,

INC.,

B. P. Schulberg, President
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Underwood

—
Name

Just

the Kind of Scenario

Your Company Requires
and we

shall submit

it

—a complete

finished story^ ready for you to read

andyour directors to start work upon.
'HE

energy and enterprise which producers

I

are applying to the organization of capable

'

companies and
apparatus

is

Photoplay

assembling of

the

mechanical

duplicated by

being

Corporation

preparation of screen

in

the

the

Palmer
and

selection

quired through the training course of our Department
of Education.

That
tion

—

who

is

the purpose of the Department of Educa-

first to

discover, then to train the kind of people

Ours

are naturally gifted for screen writing.

the only training school in the world operating

stories.

is

by

the correspondence method, which requires applicants

Expertly selected originals

and novels dramatized

plays,

tion of stories chosen

values,

is

to pass a psychological

— magazine

fiction,

for the screen

—a

literacy test before admis-

sion to training.
collec-

by rare judgment of picture

available for examination

and

stage

upon a moment's

notice.

You have had

experience searching for the right

sort of story through a

untrained writers

mass

—most

of

of material submitted

whom

should never have

Every

tried in the first place to write for the screen.

With every ounce

of its energy directed

toward the

creation of a better grade of screen stories;

story judged upon

its

and each

merits as picture material, the

Palmer organization has grown

in three years to

be

studio has had

its

forts of that sort.

scenario department

And

by

filled

with

ef-

every producer knows that the

search for an idea from sources of that kind

is

like

hunting for the needle in the haystack.

the largest clearing house for photoplay material in

Tested Before Tou See It

the world.

Try

Constant Flow of Material

for

the Palmer

way

your companies.

next time you need a good story

Nothing

will be

has not already, been judged upon

To

this clearing

and stories
world.

house comes a constant flow of ideas

of every description

And

from

all

in continually increasing

a supply of original stories by writers

we have

discovered,

its

shown you

that

screen merits by

our expertly trained readers and scenarists.

parts of the

volume comes

whose

ability

and whose technique was ac-

The

cost of this service to the producer

The author pays our commission
never more, never

is

nothing.

—straight 10 per cent,

less.

PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
I.

W. Hellman Building

Los^Angeles, California

THE

DAILV

10

Better Direction Might
David Butler

Have Made

in

star

David Butler Prod.— State Rights
DIRECTOR
Fred J. Butler
AUTHOR
Wallace Irwin
SCENARIO BY
Not credited
CAMERAMAN
Not credited

WHOLE

Feature that offers average entertainment production of ordinary quality
STORY
Doesn't look as though it was originally intended as comedy material
;

DIRECTION

Might have improved upon anticlimactic continuity story is really in two parts

PHOTOGRAPHY
clined to

Helen Ferugson well

whose appearance and performance provide agreeAll the comedy business is put in his

able diversion.

way and

there are a few really worth while laughs,

particularly in the sequence in

which he bribes the
Bolshevik officer to permit him to marry the peasant
g\r\, since the rule of the country is that she must
marry, but would rather be shot than wed one of the
whiskered gentlemen. The satire in this sequence
offers some fair amusement and the sequence in which

men

over forty are required to attend school

All right

Customary

melodrama is worked in for
Butler is given some "heavy" work

American

home Russian peasant

then discovers she

is

girl

soldier

bride

and

a grand duke's daughter

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About 5,000 feet
Perhaps Wallace Irwin's Saturday Evening Post
story was written in a humorous vein when it was
published under its original title, "Sophie Semenoff,"
but the production made by Fred J. Butler would seem
it was just plain romance with a few
dramatic situations and the hero's role transformed
into a comic performance that makes the piece considerably lighter and permits of some rather successful
satire on the Bolshevik rule.

to indicate that

The production

itself

didn't cost a fortune to

is

ordinary and

it

certainly

make, but nevertheless the

pic-

a finale in
in the

which

form of a

fight to the finish to rescue his bride.

Eddie Ransom

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

bring-

cast; others

sort of

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

may

Bolshevik propagandists appear on the scene, with
their motives and identities veiled in mystery. A mild

a pleasing smile, though he
it over time

work

adequate

brings

a Mucli Better Feature

is in-

Satisfactory

Occasionally poor

SUPPORT

1922

some laughs.
The director has not improved on a continuity that
makes the story anti-climactic. Just when you are
about certain the story is coming to a close with the
soldier and his bride living bappily in America, some

;

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Has

8,

ture offers an average entertainment with a likeable

"MAKING THE GRADE"

AS A

It

Sunday, January

is

serving under Capt. Carton, a

There he meets a
he marries to save her from the
enforced marriage laws of the country Avhich would

friend of his father's, in Siberia.

peasant girl

whom

Eddie returns to America with his bride, but his society mother refuses to
accept Sophia as her daughter-in-law, even though the
elder Ransom is thoroughly satisfied with his son's
choice. Eddie and Sophie live happily until the Bolsheviks kidnap Sophie and demand a package containing valuable jewels which Sophie' has deposited in her

compel her

to

wed

a Russian.

father-in-law's safe.

A

blackmailers and Sophie
jections are

ruse
is

is

laid

rescued.

to

capture the

The mother's

ob-

overcome and Sophie explains that the

jewels were her mother's, given to her by her father,
a

grand duke.

Will Satisfy Those Less Critical
Box

You

will

"Making

satisfy a not too critical audience with

the Grade" and probably a good majority

you can play an average offering
picture

is

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of

any kind.

not especially well stocked with

comedy

as features go.
if

The
bits

nor are there any particularly prominent or worthwhile

moments

for

you to

talk about-

It is just

average feature that should give average satisfaction

an

David Butler has a pleasing personality and deserves
all the prominence that you will accord the picture,
because it is his work chiefly that will please them.
Perhaps you might do well to mention the title as it
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post, naming the
author,

Harold Lloyd Special

UPER-UREADNAUGHT

Halpresents
Roach

Comedy
With No Limitations

^

-

Through Associated Exhibitors

ON Laughter

R

•

A Sailor-made Man
Pathe'
n
tn
l^trihi

1

T-t=

A HAROLD LLOYD bPECL\L

\^

'^^<A

ROLD LLqyi

A Sailor-Made

>

"Lloyd

"?f',T'^

is

always good for several brand

does not disappoint

in this one.

new

Stunts

His comedy

is

and jbe

straight,

clean and decent."

''It is

office

„,.

very likely to result in an avalanche of dollars

and

will

widen the smile on the face

at the

box

of the wise

Exhibitors Trade MfvitW'

"All's well in this rollicking

-^

^>>

A

comedy.

sure laugn-getter.

Fresh, novel, mirthful innovations and an honest-tc
t<Mt||B
story background.

Certainly a gem."

Motion

"The

picture

is

expensively

made and

Pictttfk

looks

continuous fun, well presented, most amusing and aTKoirocgh,

complete and satisfying entertainment."

Moving

Picture World,

Sunday, January

8,

11
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Star,

Support and Direction Make Fair Offering

Frank Mayo

Director

in

"ACROSS THE DEAD-LINE"
Universal

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Clarence Buddington Kelland

SCENARIO BY

:

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Conway

Jack

,

WHOLE
Situations lack

George C. Hull
Leland Lancaster

.

.

Star attractive in fair western.
offering will entertain

Allows star to overact and at points
to keep things moving

material.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Will
STAR

Satisfactory

Fair

^

not disappoint his admirers. Does
good work in fight scenes
Russell Simpson stands out in strong
SUPPORT
character role.

Molly Malone attractive though

not convincing. Entire cast co-operative
Adequate. Some poorly painted
EXTERIORS.
.

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

Family quarrel
rci nd gooc"" brother's son and a girl
centers
with lost memory found in woods. Main street
divides ;own from saloons and dives and the
center oi the street forms the "Dead Line"
:

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,886 feet

not localized in any parbut
could happen in any
ticular sectic n of the west,
town where the citizens are allowed to walk down
the main street with a rifle in hand and vengeance in
Frank Mayo and Russell Simpson both
their minds.
tlu'

Dead

Line"'

The

story offers

points failed to keep things moving.

however, will easily remedy

A

and

this

little

cutting,

sj)eed

np the

action.

The

story opens with a punch

in

real fight occurs fifteen years later,
in a

tlie

eye but the

and this is executed
Perhaps the most

most melo-dramatic manner.

unconvincing touch in the story is the loss of the girl's
memory. A girl who does not know her own name or
anything about herself is in no fit condition to allow
a hero to

make

very suddenly

known

love to her.

—

all in

Then

her

memory

returns

Such cases have been

a flash.

to happen, but they are very rare outside of

In the cast Molly Malone makes a very

hospitals.

attractive girl in a passive part.

Joseph Swickard
does a neat bit of character work in the role of the
mad old man, and Wilfred Lucas makes a good type
of

bad man.

The

story tells of

two brothers, one good and the

other bad.

background drops

".\cross

evidently greatly limited, hnl

but one dramatic situation, but the director managed
to get a good deal of suspense and drama throughout.
In making the best of the material at hand he has at

drama but

average audience
Does not contain enough varied action
STORY
for a full length feature. Plot develops slowly
along conventional lines
Got some good results with weak
DIRECTION
fails

Conway was

did well with the material at hand.

is

give a pleasing pert\)rmance and hold the interest
throughout in sjjitc of the lack of plausibility in the

After a quarrel they establish a dead line
along the main street which divides the "Hell" houses
and saloons from the stores and churches.
Each
brother rules in his own domain until the bad one
plans his revenge and plots to lure John, the son of
his brother, into the bad side of town.
John finds a

storm and brings her to an old man's cabin.
The girl is dressed in a wedding gown but has lost
her memory a package of jewels is found with her.
Strangers arrive at the saloon and plot to capture the
girl and her jewels, but the hero, driven from home
through a misunderstanding, takes the girl to a cabin
in the woods. After the climax the girl explains that
her guardian was about to marry her otit' to his son
when she ran away and was struck by lightning in
the woods.
girl in a

;

story.

Will Please
Box
".Across the

Dead Line"

is

If

They Aren'f Too

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

an offering that

is

a

lit-

tle different from the usual horse-back riding western,
and will satisfy that type of audience who like westerns and do not demand too much in the way of a
story. There is a slight sex appeal and several well

staged fight scenes that should help attract.
The star has quite a few admirers and his

should be used in the advertising

name
matter when you

might also be a good
idea to mention Russell Simpson, for his name is also

present this to your patrons.

It

Particular

known

to quite a few.

If

you have played some of

Frank Mayo's former productions

it

might be well

to

mention them.

Do

not lay to

much

the actors and the
points.

stress

upon the

terrific fights

Also explain the

title.

story, but let

be your main talking
Tell

them

that the

"dead line" ran down the center of Main Street, and
divided the good from the bad and that trouble began

when

the line

was

crossed.

JLd.
Will

New Box -Office

Set

Records

A

nest of vice on the edge of Sahara, a beautiful girl
surrounded by leering men who rule friend and foe by the
power of an iron hand, and a pretty little desert waif the
saviour of all.

—

—in

—

a nutshell is the telegraphic story of "White
Hands/' the next big Wid Gunning special that will break
many box-office records in the New Year.
This

—

"White Hands" is "exhibitor's meat" a clean-up picture
that combines every big element that makes for box-office
success. To neglect booking it now is to pass up one of the
biggest money-makers ever produced. Seven good reasons why
"White Hands" will be a sensational succesjs are listed right
here. Read 'em carefully:
Story by C. Gardner Sullivan.
Directed by Lambert Hillyer.
A Graf Production.

Featuring Hohart Bosworth with these
Screen Favorites that mean bigger business:

ROBERT McKIM, ELINOR
and BABY MURIEL.

FAIR,

FREEMAN WOOD

Gunning exchanges
now. Arrange for a screening without delay. Once you've
seen it, we know you'll book it for immediate play dates. It's
a big picture another example of Wid Gunning determinaPrints of "White

Hands" are

in the

—

make money

tion to

for exhibitors.

Ride along!
1540 Broadway, New York

Executive Offices

Atlanta

146 Mariella
19 Piedmont

Boston
Buffalo
Cleveland
Chicago
Cincinnati

257 Franklin

.

.

.
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1913 Commerce Si

Dallas
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Detroit
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....
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CO-OPERATION
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•

.

St
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Philadelphia
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284 Turk St
2024 Third Ave
3617 Washinglon Ave
525 Thirteenth
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Minneapolis
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1201 Liberty Ave
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.
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Mother Love Keynote Of Fannie Hurst Story Directed By Frances Marion
"JUST

AROUND THE CORNER"

Cosmopolitan Prod.

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

,

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
story that

A

humaneness in
presentation; good

good deal of

given lifeUke

is

comedy mixed with pathos
Mother love theme

STORY

rather overstressed

but nevertheless convincing and pleasing
Good with exception that pathos

DIRECTION
is

laid

on a

little

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Lewis Sargent, Sigrid Holmquist
and Edward Phillips contribute equally good
performances Margaret Sedden has a cheerless
role as the mother
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

.

Suitable

;

not all real
Requisite

numerous but good
Mother dies beUeving that her daughter's impromptu sweetheart
will take care of her daughter and son
Titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,173 feet

Hurst has injected considerable heart inwith a desirable mixture of humor and pathos,

F"annie
terest

Around the Corner," somewhat
"Humoresque," although the former doesn't contain the punch that made "Humoresque" one of last year's best pictures. The current
Cosmopolitan production is from a story that appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post under the title "Super
man," and deals entirely with the love of a mother for
her two children, a boy and a girl.

into her story "Just
after the order of her

Frances INIarion has written the scenario and also

Pleasing

Around the Corner" contains a fine
(|uality of clean humor that mixes nicely with the other
elements contained in the story, all combining to make
"Just

•

a pleasing entertainment that will satisfy a majority

of practically every audience.

relief that greatly

an atmosphere of sadness, particularly

alleviates

where the mother

the sequence

ing and

comedy

ett'ective

is

in

feels her strength fail-

anxious to see her daughter provided for
Lewis Sargent contributes most of

before she dies.

the luiniorous i)usiness and, at the

same

time, a per-

formance that is interesting. Sigrid Holmquist, called
the "Swedish Mary Pickford," is seen in the leading
feminine role. She photographs well and is a good
type for this particular

1)e.

Margaret Sedden

Edward

role.

is

is all

Phillips as a

that a "slicker" should

the center of the pathos in

the story.

The mother

love angle

is

just a little overstressed

occasionally and the death scene, in which the mother
dies

that

satisfied

impromptu

the

sweetheart

her

daughter presents to her is the "Joe" she lias heard
about, and will take care of the girl when she herself
has gone. The death is too prolonged and the scenes
just a little bit too piteous to be held so long.
Essie, her mother and her brother Jimmie Birdsong,
live in a poor section of a metropolis.
Against her
mother's wishes Essie becomes an usher in a. theater
through which she meets Joe Ullman, a dapper young
ticket speculator.
Essie's mother plans each evening
to meet Joe, but the speculator steers clear of making
any promises to an expectant mother-in-law. It is not
until the mother is dying that Essie realizes she has
been neglecting her mother for Joe. She begs Joe
to come to her mother's bedside. He refuses and Essie
is found wandering on the street by a stranger to

whom

she

tells

He

the story.

The mother

part of Joe.

dies

volunteers to play the

happy
and

that Essie will be taken care of,

she really does marrv the

It

thought
happens that

in the
it

man who saved

her.

Satisfying Feature

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Besides the mother love theme, heart interest and
pathos,

in

secured a distinctly

Comedy Moments Make
Box

Miss Marion displays a fine
her handling of the theme, and has

picture.

"class," ticket speculator,

too strongly at times

PHOTOGRAPHY

the

understanding

Frances Marion
Fannie Hurst
Frances Marion
Henry Cronjager

SCENARIO BY

directed

Play up the mother love

angle and promise them plenty of comedy relief.
Of the players, mention Lewis Sargent and recall

his

work

H(_)lnu|uist

"Swedish

"Huckleberry

in
is

a

Mary

Swedish
Pickford."

credit for the direction

I<"inn."

actress,

Give

Say that Sigrid

known
Frances

as

the

Marion

and mention that she was

re-

sponsible for Mary Pickford's production "The Love
Catchlines should serve to get them interLight."
ested in the story.

rj

Z

\vJi':

'.

:

^g

'J

*J
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BOX OFFICE TONIC
The drawing power of previous Nell Shipman
successes is known to thousands of exhibitors. In
"The Girl from God's Country" one of the great-

M

m

—

romantic melodramas ever brought to the screen

est

— Miss

Shipman scores

dollars in

any box

mighty

a

echo

hit that will

office.

^'<^f,A

NEIL SHIPMAN
in
%^

The Girl from
God's Country
Pronounced by every

^-^

and breath-taking

action.

the Canadian woods,

>f:

critic

in thrills

"head

and

'S

shoulders"

above many pictures you buy as "scenics."
delightful story of adventurous love,

many

«:,'

//

Picturing the beauties of
is

it

word

the last

/,-.

As

m

a

far surpasses

it

w

of the season's "dramatic sensations."

"The

Girl

from God's Country" has everything

your box-office needs.

Get a showing at your

Gunning Exchange today and book

it

for

Wid

immediate

play dates.
.^,.
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Star Pleasing

15

But Comedy Business Doesn't Get Over Successfully

Marie Prevost

holding the attention (or is it the eye?) in a
She is
])icture that without her would certainly be dull.

ceeds

in

"DON'T GET PERSONAL"

in

l)eautifully ])lu)tographed,

Universal

and besides there

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Clarence Badger
I. R. Ving
Doris Schroeder

^

SCENARIO BY

;

.

CAMERAMAN

Milton Moore

WHOLE

Merely a series of pictures of the
Miss Prevost who is always good to
you ask for nothing more

AS A

attractive

look at

if

STORY

Without the

would be

star to look at

practically without a single excuse for existing

DIRECTION

Careful to keep star in nearly

every scene

;

a

few

fair

comedy touches

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
All right

The

feature's only asset; pleasing

and

splendidly photographed

SUPPORT

Roy Barnes

T.

tunities; a big

lacks

comedy oppor-

dog has a good deal

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

do

to

look real

Titles try to get laughs but

CHARACTER OF STORY

Chorus

girl

fail

visits

small town friends and provides a lot of un-

heard of excitement

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Universal

is

4,783 feet

picking

certainly

titles

for

Marie

So
the box
in mind.
far, most of them have little or no meanino- as far
as any connection with tlie actual «tory they represent
is concerned.
Again in "Don't Get Personal" there
is nothing very obviotis in the picture that would sugPrevost's picture with

gest the

title,

office

nevertheless

the theater to Iiring a good

Once more

Will

it

is

many

an attraction outside
in

out

curiosity.

the fornjer Sennett bathing beauty suc-

Do

If

Attractive Star
Box

Once more

(^f

the advice with regard

features starring Marie Prevost

in

a class
wlit^

with

wears some charming frocks

a certain atmosphere that puts
(jloria

Swanson and

peal than the average actress.

T.

Roy Barnes

the opportunities that might permit

some

of his usual

the chance doesn't
to

make much
Director

a very few-

possess a greater degree of feminine ap-

comedy I)usiness.
come his way so

him

He

work

here.

weakness of
over by keeping

realized the

the story and has attempted to put

it

the star constantly on the screen and including some
good animal stunts ])erformed cleverly by a big dog,
and occasionally inje'cting a bit of slap-stick in which
Miss Prevost is called upon to participate at times.
Whoever wrote the titles tried to get the spirit of
comedy into them though the effort could hardly be
called a success.

(Miss Prevost) is a chorus girl, whose
father believes she should see something other than
Broadway for a change, so he sends her to visit his
It happens that Wainright has
friend Wainwright.
an old fashioned daughter and a son who prefers the

Is

Patricia
study of law to the company of women.
isn't popular, so she sets about to amuse herself by

Wainwright,
who has called off her twelve-year engagement to the
Wainwright's son, John, begins
rich Horace Kane.
to take an interest in Patricia, but refuses to admit il
])atching up the broken

of Miss

romance

even to himself until lie suspects she is in love with
young Barton, a fellow whose sister is trying to caj)ture Kane.
])ire,

How

Kane from

Patricia saves

patches up the differences between

the

Miss Wainright and wins John for herself completes
the tale.

Enough To Keep Them

Interested

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

tf)

Universal's

must be the same.

^'ou have a

title

that will, in

all

probability, prove to

have good drawing power and will work nicely with
catchlines, or teaser signs in the lobby

Prevost's latest production.

"Don't Get Personal" as her most recent release.

the star

is

sufficient attraction,

vam-

Kane and

and she should be,
you can satisfy them with her pictures, because regardless ol v\hal the story happens to be, the star is good
to k)ok at.
T. Koy Barnes' name may also be an attraction
if
mentioned in connection with Miss
If

but

tries,

he's not likely

of an impression for his

Badge apparently

lacks

to register

Patricia

Pretty

Some

her

others

is

used to get them interested.
inviting lobby

prt)ve

an

name

plenty

of

Stills of

display

prominence,

might also be
the star will

also and

mentioning

give
the

her
title

THE

5^^

DAILV
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Well Done Sea Production Makes Fine Entertainment
Hobart Bosworth

and again l)y rocking the. camera in recording the rig.i^ing and masts.
The results are realistic and char-

in

"THE SEA LION"
Bosworth Prod.

—Asso. First Nat'l

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Emilie Johnson
Franklin
Poland
Joseph
J. O. Taylor
Realistic production full of at-

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

mosphere of the sea. Splendid sea photography
and fine character work of star help make offering above the average
STORY
Has good touches but is not entirely
original

DIRECTION

Very good.

Builds up plot and
develops characters at the same time. Splendid
choice of types and fine handling of fight and

storm scenes

PHOTOGRAPHY
torial

Good throughout. Fine picrendering of high seas and whale hunting

LIGHTINGS
STAR
At

Good
his best as fighting captain of whaler.

Good attempt

SUPPORT
sie

Love.

study

at character

Emory Johnson and

Includes

Bes-

Entire cast adequate

Good

Fighting captain of
independent whaler finds his daughter on Pacific
island and makes man of idler

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
feature of

4,367 feet

"The Sea Lion"

splendid sea atmosphere presented.

and you can almost hear the

of the boat rise

and

the

is real,

of the

waves

The photographer

has obtained some splendid sea effects

bow

is

The water

s])lash

against the sides of the schooner.

fall

make

of the director

this sea offering

and

star both help

above the average

in interest

and appeal.
Director Lee has

shown fine judgment in his choice
Not only have the men "sea legs," hut their
types are contrasted and distinct. This shows up par-

of types.

ticularly in the fight scenes,

and

in spite of the

\

ioh'nt

action and confusion

it is easy to follow and recognize
who. These scenes are well handled and effect
ively photographed. The director has held his company
well in check, and has paid a good deal of attention
to character development. On deck or in the hold the

who

is

cliaracter

of the sea

kept before you, giving an

is

atmosphere that is romantic and real.
Hol)art Bosworth presents a fine bit of character
work in the role of the terrible sea captain who liglits
the sea and his men, but still retains a spark of human
instinct that is awakened by a child.
His work is
good and the type presented convincing. He is supported by Emory Johnson, who plays the part of the
young first mate, and Bessie Love makes an attractive
introducing some nice touches. The sup])orting
cast is co-operative and keeps the action alive.

The

Correct
Realistic

CHARACTER OF STORY

ing the

to

girl

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

The outstanding

The work

acteristic.

Rowland V. Lee

;

first,

by show-

with the swells.

story deals with the schooner

"The

and

Lair,"

the harpooning of whales along the Alaskan coast.

The

captain

was hard and

many

bitter

because of the loss

A

shows
the shipwreck of the wife on a desert island. Here a
child is born, and after the death of the mother it is
brought up by an old hermit. The schocMier takes
them on, but the captain puts them to work, not know-

of his wife

ing that the girl

years before.

his daughter.

is

A

flash-back

bible reveals the

story of the shipwreck and the identity of the child.

A

secondary theme deals with a young man who was
life in San Francisco and takes to the

leading a fast
sea as a

member

of the crew^

Adventure and Romance Will Satisfy
Box
"The

Office'

Analysis for the Exhibitor

one of the best marine productions of the year, and will please almost any audience.
The story has been told before and the girl is a little
late in coming forward, but the interest and suspense
are retained by the fine characterization and the sea
atmosphere, both of which are filled with adventure
and romance. Vou can safely promise an entertainment that is lilled t<i the brim with action and satisfy-

in this ])roduction,

ing adventure.

help attract.

Tell

.Sea I^ion" is

them about

the old

the whales are harpooned.

Pacific

Invite

whalers and how

them

to see

it

done

-A

and also

tell

them about

catch line in this connection could read

tain of

The Liar was

fiercer

London's 'Sea Wolf,' but

Speak about the
sea.

of

It

the

first

for

might be
fight

fights

a

good

the captain.
:

than the captain

a child

and mention

tlu'

like a

mad

Jack

storm

idea to run a trailer of

This

at

one
will

scene where the captain tights the

mate, and after knocking him out the

him

in

conquered him."

scenes before the shov\ing.

The

"The cap-

tiger

is

a

good one

girl

goes

for this purpose.

—

THE
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Lots of

Good

Straight

Humor In

"THREE LIVE GHOSTS"

The

Paramount

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
i-RODUCTiON MANAGER.
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

.

George Fitzmaurice
Frederic S. Isham
.Thomas J. Geraghty
Ouida Bergere
Arthur Miller

.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Usually very good

LIGHTINGS
Anna
CAST

Q. Nilsson and Norman Kerry featured but they haven't very much to do and the
chief honors go to others, including Clare Greet,
Cyril Chadwick and Edmund Goulding
Usually interesting. The proEXTERIORS
duction was

made

in

London and many

inter-

esting historical points are used as backgrounds

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very

satisfactory

Excellent

CHARACTER OF STORY

The house has not

been built yet that can't afford

to

run a

lot of

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,784 feet

"Three Live Ghosts" is going out on the regular
Paramount program. It hasn't any particularly important names to conjure with. It hasn't any of the
deMille

One

story tells of the experiences of three soldiers

supposed to he dead, who return to London. And
then the fun begins. And what fun it is
George
Fitzmaurice, always a good director along certain
lines, shows his skill in the handling of comedy
To judge from the constant strongsequences.
laughter that echoed through the Rivoli when this
was shown, there is a very excellent indication that
people all over are going to like it.

highly advertised

!

production values.

some reason

l<"or

or other,

it

was considered advis-

give Anna Q. Nilsson a chance to look pretty
and Norman Kerry an opportunity to be a regular
hero, so they threw a lot of meller into this comedy
and it does not belong. It only serves to slow up
the action and to take your mind off the really worth
while comedy situations which are splendidly developed, especially by Cyril Chadwick, who has gone
"balmy." Cyril is a duke who has forgotten all about
it.
This does not stop him from returning home,
stealing his wife's jewels, his baby, and taking the
whole outfit plus a baby lamb which he captures, to
Mrs. Gubbins. There have been some funnier sequences than that of Mrs. Gubbins all diked out with
the pearls and diamonds presented by "Spoofy," but
they are hard to recall. In the end, of course, everything is cleared up. The Duke's wife gets her baby
and her jewels back plus her husband, and there is
a typical movie ending where the Duke has his buddy,

al)Ie to

who

pictures like this

Cecil

This

all

.Charming delightful comedy with
background.
Could be a lot better
real English
with "meller" material removed
Delightful comedy based upon three
STORY
buddies all supposed to bie dead, but who complicate matters upon their return to life
Excellent. Fitzmaurice gets a
DIRECTION
lot out of comedy sequences
.

17

ma

ner.

is

A

a footman in the house, as his guest to dinlittle bit impossible but still amusing.

The background affords many interesting glimpses
of well known London points of interest, including the
Tower Bridge, Trafalgar Square, Westminister Abbey.
the Bank of England, and the entrance to Scotland
'

But if it does not give more "honest-to-God" dollars
and cents satisfaction. to your people than a lot of the
high, priced so-called specials, there is something

also very good.

wrong with your crowd.

Thomas

Yards.

Clare

Chadwick

Cryil

J.

Greet

is

excellent

as the duke.

The general

Geraghty,

is

as

Mrs. Gubbins.

Edmund Goulding

is

production, in charge of

indeed to be commended.

"Three Live Ghosts'* Should Keep the Spooks Out of Your House
Box

on which you should clean up.
dog-gone good comedy, and they haven't shown

going

to hurt the general pulling

ture.

You

many

unless your crowd likes

Here
It's

a

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

is

a picture

should not cost
you a lot of money and if you will get behind it and
put some real exploitation into this, it should be
worth while. Most of the comedies being offered,
that is, comedies that are real hits, are being sold at
great big prices.
This one should not be and it is
almost dead certain to please. Vour people might not
like the melodrama injected, but after all this is not
very

of this type of late.

It

talk

power

of the pic-

haven't any names of importance to use

Anna Q.

Nilsson, but you can

about this as one of the best comedies of the year

and you will not disappoint.

You can

incidentally refer to the backgrounds which

show places

of real interest in I-.ondon.

Your people

have probably been reading about these spots for a
long time and will be glad to see what they look like.

SHORT REEL RELEASES
Rdeaie Date

Tovtmge

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Reriewatf

F«*lat«

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels).

PATHE EXCHANGE.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

Week

of

Nov. 20

Week

of

Nov. 27:

Selig-Pork- Photoplays

(2 reels)
(2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)

(1 reel);

;

Major Allen

(1 reel).

Hurricane Hutch No. 10 (2 reels);
lard comedy ; 2 / 3 reel Aesop Fable cartoon
1
;

1 reel Snub Polreel Harold Lloyd

reissue.

Week

reel)

Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katmal, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)

—

Punch Comedies

(2 reels)
Comedies (2 reels)

Hurricane Hutch No. 11 (2 reels); 1 reel Snub Pollard
2 / 3 reel Aesop Fable cartoon 2 reel Stmshine Sammy
1 reel Harold Lloyd reissue.
Week of Dec. 11: Hurricane Hutch No. 12 (2 reels); 1 reel Adventures
of Bill and Bob; 1 reel Harold Lloyd reissue; 1 reel Snub Pol
lard comedy 2 / 3 reel Aesop Fable cortoon.
Week of Dec. 18 Hurricane Hutch No. 13 (2 reels) 1 reel Harold Lloyd
reissue; 2/3 reel Aesop Fable cartoon; 1 reel Snub Pollard comedy; 2 reel Ernest Truex comedy.
of Dec. 4:

comedy
comedy

;

;

;

;

;

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
Prizma Color Pictures.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2 reels).
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Serials:
The Whirlwind (15 episodes). The Branded Four (15 episodw).

Campbell
Cinai Films (slow speed)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount Magazine (1 reel)
Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (2 reels)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials:
The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo),
episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo),
episodes; Terror Trail,
episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, EUe*>
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies (1 reel) :
When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletchar),

—

:

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

—
—

—

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)

Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

FOX FILM CORPORATION
Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeif Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

—

VITAGRAPH
Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials:
Ridden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and E<litb Johnson), 15 episodss.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs

INC.

Hurricane Hutch No. 9, 2 reels) ; Edgar Jones (2
Coinedy
reels);
Pollard
reel);
Ernest Truex Comedy
(1
Aesop Fable (2/3 reel)
(2 reels)
Harold Lloyd re-issue
:

;

Mermaid Comedies

(1

(2 reels).

INC.

Mack Sennet Comedies (2 reels)
Ben Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

Gayety Comedies

Rstmw««

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

IMmtm Date

INC.

reel)
(1 reel)

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
AMERICAN FILM CORPORATION,
From
.

the

West (William

5,000
The Virtuous Otucast (Mary Miles Winter) ...5,000
The Man from Medicine Hat (Helen Holmes) .. 5.000
Quick Action (William Russel)
5,000
Sally Shows the Way (Mary Miles Minter) .. .5.000
The Moonshine Menace (Helen Holmes)
5.000
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russel)
5.000
Youths' Melting Pot (Mary Miles Minter)
5,000
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell)
5,000
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) ... .5,000
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen Holmes
5,000
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5.000

ARROW FILM

The
The
The
The
The

Vengeance Trail
Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams)

(Marjorie

O. D.

C.

A

C.

Up

8-14-21
8-14-21
9-11-21
9-11-21
11-13-21
11-13-21

BLANCHFIELD

Knight of the West

,

C.

4,600

10-30-21

5,000

5-14-21

BURR

Barnes (Johnny Hines)

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

CORP.

The Hidden Light

5.000

1

GEORGE

H.

DAVIS

North (Roy Stewart)

5,800

9-25-21

7,000

12-11-21

6,142

11-13-21

5,000
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson)
..5,800
Black Panther's Cub (Florence Reed)
Young)
6,274
(Clara
Kimball
What No Man Knows

2-20-21
12-25-21

The Heart

of the

DONOVAN MILO PROD.

.5,000

Adjourn

5.000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Fidelity (All Star)

CORP.

Silas

Daw-Roy

Stewart)

CORP.

Fighting Breed (Snowy Baker)
5,000
5,000
Jack Rider
Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy Baker) 5,000

Burn 'Em

God's Country and the Law (Gladys Leslie Wm.
Tooker)
6,000
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison) ... .6,000
A Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber James,
Morrison)
5,000
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber-Ben Wilson)
5,000
Sheriff of Hope Eternal (Jack Hoxie)
5,000
Devil Dog Dawson (Jack Hoxie)
5,000
The Broken Spur (Jack Hoxie)
5,000
Hills of Hate (Jack Hoxie)
5,000

Watching Eeyes
A Motion to

AYWON FILM

INC.

Russell)

Marntr

5,000

ASTA FILMS,

EMERSON LOOS PROD.

INC.

Red Hot Romam-e

Hamlet (Asta Nielsen)

9.500

1113-21

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
5,000
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
Western Hearts (Art Staton Josie Sedgwick) .5,000
5,000
Crossing Trails (Pete Morrison)
.

6-12-21

619-21

—

II

Some
"The Playhouse"

Type

— Buster

Keaton

Short Reels

— Asso.

First

Two

of production

reel

comedy

Buster Keaton's third release for Asso. First National, while
as funny as "The Boat," has enough good humor at
the very finish to more than make up for its other deficiencies.
The entire comedy is based on happenings back stage,
hal-dly

and this sort of stuff is always pleasing to a majority of fans.
Keaton introduces several distinct novelties and in the earlier
portion is made up to represent a number of characters, some
of which are onlookers at the show.
The rest of the time he
is the prop boy and he has some very funny business in this
character, concluding by smashing the tank in which a diver
is reclining.
The water floods the stage and the orchestra pit
and Buster makes his exit after some very amusing business
culminating in a chase by a giant. This is sure laugh provoknig.

As
has

whole

a

set,

this

to impossible to

make them

all

as strong, one

and there is enough in this to generally please,
will not prove the knockout of the previous re-

although

it

"The Deputy's Double Cross"

Universal

of production

2 reel

"The Deputy's Double Cross" is a fair western, full of
and containing a fair amount of interest. The love
theme and most of the situations have been used before, but
are what the average audience likes.
The story tells about a
young sheriff who is removed from office by the influence of

"The Cat and the Mice"— Fables Pictures

Type

dive of the robbers while the girl rides for help.
He saves
himself before help arrives, and aids in the attack and round
up of the bad men. He is restored to office and his removal

explained as a trick to capture the thieves.
Lee Shumway
la Plant takes the part of the girl.

plays the hero and Laura

your audience likes two-reel westerns they will probably
this one which is a little above the average and still

like

contains

all

the required interests.

"Westward Whoa"

— Star—Universal

of production

2 reel

comedy

A

good many laughs are contained in this little comedy
upon the flivver idea. The stunts are quite funny, and
all are linked together by the tin-lizzie.
One of the funniest
is where they fry eggs on the engine of the Ford.
A party
of four travel west and on the road find a "cunning kitty,"
which turns out to be a plain skunk. In this manner the two
built

their clothes, for they are forced to bury them.
they are but a short distance from their destination
they are stopped by a freight train and ride into the box car
in an attempt to cross, but the doors are locked before they
have a chance to go through. Here they are forced to camp.
And twenty, days later when the doors are opened they find
themselves at the place from which they started. Bert Roach
is the driver of the car, and Ethel Teare plays the part of his

lose

When

wife.

1

The comedy work

is

amusing and

always popular and never offensive.

few
Ford jokes are

will get quite a

laughs from almost any type of audience.

is

reel

— Pathe

animation cartoon

typical of former productions in

simple and the animation clever. The
The story
cat is discovered sharpening his nails in a patent pencil sharpener, and getting ready for a little mouse. The mouse family
is then terrorized and they seek refuge in an old boot.
brave little mouse runs out and returns with a catnip ball,
with which they lure the menacing cat into the boot where he
is

The moral derived from this little tale is:
his Waterloo.
The animation
"Victory comes not always to the strong."
work is up to the standard of the series and the business funny.
meets

Will please the average audience.

"In Old Granada"

town but refuses

men

of production

"The Cat and the Mice"

After this humiliation the- hero is requested to leave
to do so.
He is captured and taken to the

thieves.

comedy

A

western

action

Type

2 reel

the series.

leases.

If

of production

Shipwrecked on a South-Sea Island, Harry Sweet tries to
win the heart of a little fur-clothed native, but his attentions
are interrupted by wild animals.
The comedy is a burlesque
on Universal's feature production "Shipwrecked Among Cannibals."
It contains a good many laughs and one or two
screams. A lot of fun is derived from the shipwreck scene.
After fitting a life-saver on the little dog Harry makes his
way in a telephone booth. In the middle of the sea he calls
for a number but gets the busy reply.
The animal work is
well done and will cause a good deal of laughter. Zip Monty
helps Harry out by playing the part of an Englishman, and
Albert Vaughn makes an attractive islander.
"Shipwrecked
Among Animals" is far above the average comedy production
and will be enjoyed by many.

hardly lives up to the standard that Keaton
his more recent releases.
However, it

after another,

Type

Type

especially in

would be next

Among Animals"— Century — Universal

"Shipwrecked

Nat'l

Type

— Burton

Holmes

— Paramount

of production

Granada

is

a

1

city

of

historic

interest as

reel travel

well as pictorial

and quaint buildings dug
beauty.
into the cliffs are well illustrated in this sunny travel reel.
The fortress of Alhambra, one of the finest examples of
Moorish architecture, is shown in a long shot and again in
Many close-ups have been taken in the court yards
detail.
and corridors of this elaborate and historic building. Fountains and a monument to Columbus and Isabella adorn the
Native costumes, hair dress and pretty girls
city squares.
The photography
are included in this interesting travel reel.
is good, and a fair amount of Spanish atmosphere is rendered
"In Old Granada" is above the average of the
in this offering.
series and will make a suitable program filler.

Narrow

ancient

streets

Pathe Review No. 137

Type

of production

1

reel

magazine

"Mr. Elephant's Tooth Brush" is the amusing title of the
animal section of this magazine, showing how the elephant in
the zoo has his teeth cleaned every morning with the help
Beautiful scenic shots of the Hill Monastery in
Portugal, make up the travel section, and the details of metal
spinning form interesting industrial material to balance the
of a hose.

reel.

Under

scenes of
tions are

the

title

New York
compared

"Ten Blocks East," contrasting
are shown.

to the

tenement

street

Fashionable residential secdistricts.

The

color section

The photography is
devoted to roses and rose gardens.
good throughout and the subjects above the average in interest.
is

•

V
Short Reels
'Torchy Takes a Chance"

Type

—Torchy—Educational

of production

2 reel

'Lose

comedy

Johnny Hines is the feature player in "Torchy Takes a
Chance," an amusing comedy built around a lottery ticket
that wins a prize. The gags follow one another in rapid succession, the business is clever and no time is wasted. Torchy's
boss takes a chance on a car, but gives the ticket to Torchy
who in turn throws it away only to learn that it had won the
car.
Hi.« attempts to recover the ticket make up the rest of
the comedy.
At times he almost has it, but it blows away
and the chase is renewed. The ticket blows in and out of
windows and leads the hero into comic situations. "Torchy
Takes a Chance" is one of the best of the series and will
entertain any audience.
It is full of good comedy work and
has an abundance of laughs.
It differs from former productions in that it is made up of a single main idea. The business
is all tied together by the ticket, and everything that happens
is

related to this idea.

Type

No Time"— Hal Roach— Pathe

of production

1

reel

comedy

"Snub" Pollard has a lot of fun trying to get his "hooch,"
and a lot more trying to keep it in "Lose No Time." In the
opening of the comedy Pollard is a clerk. After making several attempts to get a raise of salary and meeting with disasterous results, "Snub" invites his boss to dinner promising
him some real home cooking. Marie Mosquini is the wife
who cooks the dinner while "Snub" goes out scouting for a
little "hooch."
The humorous situations develop on this theme.
First "Snub" gets his liquor from the free air pipe of a garage.
A puncture, however, makes a bad p.uddle. After many experiences he secures a bottle, but at the last moment the cat
upsets it. The boss, too, has met with an accident, and sends
a wire that reads:
"Car turned turtle. Can't drive a turtle."

Most of the gags are built around the prohibition idea and make
good comedy material that will be found amusing by almost
any audience.
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Big Foreign Deal

'

Of

rlucksmann Closes for Paramount
Product for Six South American Countries

Jacobo Glucksmann, on behalf of
brother Max, has closed what is
pnsidered one of the largest deals
Dncerning South America that has
ver been entered upon.
He has seired the Paramount output for 1921
:id 1922 for
Argentine,
Uruguay,
araguay, Chile, Peru and Bolivia,
irst release starts in Argentine in

when

prij,

the contracts

become

foot,

ef-

of exhibitors

may

tion say that while this may work out
in some form, that existing contracts
with stars will probably prove an offset to the idea unless the stars can
be convinced that the readjustment
of their contracts is an absolute essential for the good of the industry.

In addition
Glucksmann has aringed with Emil E. Shauer, who
•presented Famous Players in the
ansaction, to handle 200 Paramount
atures of older release in Chile,
jeru, Bolivia and Paraguay.
!

Fire Destroys Solax Studio

-

The Solax

Loew Heads Metro

on Le Moync
Lee and
was burned Fri-

meeting of the executive committee of Metro held on Friday, Mar-

have originated
the drying room, but no definite in-

and AV. E. Atkinson re-elected vicepresident and general manager.
Mr.

Studio,

between

venue,

N.

oytesville,
night.

J.,

Fort

At

;iy

The

fire

cus
is

said to

.rmation as to its source is available,
he loss is estimated between $30,-

fee

Hays
THE FILM DAILY)

Objects to
(Special

to

Washington
to the

|)n
''ill_

Hays

•stributor
,at

the

masterpiece

animal-jungle serial, "THE
GODDESS." Fifteen thrilling episodes of startling wild-animal action, mystery and jungle romance.
Now being staterighted by
FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
&
Advt.

JUNGLE
EXPORT

C—

IMPORT

proposed appointment of
head of the producerorganization on the ground

Will's

as

Job

a political one.

An' appertainin'. To Will Hays. Onct tipon
Hoosier politician. Later a boss. Then PostmasterGeneral. An' now goin' to be th' Moses. To lead producers.
Plus distributors. Out of th' Wilderness.
Some brave men flinch. At some things.
Golly what a job
Even firemen. Even directors. An' producers. But Hays is
(Y'u could put him in th' pocket
brave. Despite his stature.
He's one o' them "little but oh my"
of Bill Brady's greatcoat.)
men.
There's a Washin't'n Monument. Standin' on his job. A
Aveek from toda3^ When he gets in with we us an' co. Some
of th' things he has to do. Would make Samson go out. An'
Quicker'n Delilah couldda done it; But knowin'
git a haircut.
\\"\\\ he'll tackle it.
An' mebbe get away with it.
of th' few thousan' things he has to do
couple
Here's a
Meanin'.

^axes Sho^v

Upturn

ctober and November Government
Figures Indicate Business Took
Better Slant in Those Months
(Special

I

to

THE FILM DAILY)

[Washington— October and Novemtax figures, as compiled by the

Ir

')llector

of Internal Revenue, indibusiness took a turn for the
Itter in those months as compared

<te that

"th September.

Films leased during October paid a
ix of $388,616.56 as compared
with
:33.472.17 in October, 1920, and adiission taxes were $6 413,426.11 as
mpared with $7,931,177.14 in Oc'ber of last year.

Films leased during
:,tax

November

paid
of $567,055.39 as compared with

November, 1920,
(Continued on page 4)

5;83,542.52

in

and

from the company's acRichard A. Rowland.
Mr. Loew left yesterday for a trip
through the ^Middle West.

a time a

;

Keep Syd Cohen

!

an' HI

Jimmy Walker

"behavin'."

tivities of

O'Brien

in

(What-

Executives Held Over
Famous Players is holding over
eight executives who bad five year

which expired on the
contracts were made,
being conbut the executives
are
tinued on the old basis.
contracts,
first.

all

of

No new

That Indian Picture
Some
view

of

excerpts from the re"The Lonely Trail" in

next Sunday's issue:
As a whole: Amatuerish and
feeble attempt at making a picture that is poor in every respect.
.

Star:

Cannot

act,

screen personality.

ever that means.)
(Continued on Page 2)

Detroit

Eugene O'Brien has left for Detroit, where he will appear at the
Madison theater in a specially written monologue.
He was accompanied on the trip by Tamar Lane and
will be gone a week.

—

move was

installed as president

the retiring

COL. SELIG'S

Gigantic sets are used in

Senator Harrison in
Senate on Saturday raised objec-

e

Loew was

Atkinson's re-election should set at
various rumors concerning the
breaking up of the Metro organization which had been circulated with

and $50,000.
Fire apparatus

was sent from Fort
and surrounding towns, but be're the first companies arrived hope
saving the building and contents
id been abandoned.

a

rest

''0

1

a delegation

go to the Coast to take this matter
up with producers and stars.
Those conversant with the situa-

ctive.

I

—

ned by Exhibitors
It is understood that definite plans
are in the making by a number of
exhibitors in and around New York
to have a readjustment of star's
salaries to meet existing box office
conditions.
It is further understood
that as a result of the plans under

is

,

Salaries

Stars to Meet Existing
Box
Office Conditions Action Plan-

and has no

I

fi^^

DAILV

Will's
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Job

(Continued from page
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a lot of wild eyed, gory inclined Reformers leave
I^ictures alone.
Lick a lot of censor ideas all over th' country. An' it's a
lot of territory.
Try an' get to an understandin' 'tween producers.
Plus
distributors. An' exhibitors.

An' a few more simple little things. Such as
Disabusin' th' idea.
That th' film bizness ain't
With Republican politics.

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

communications to

all
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N. Y.
•Phone:

71-73

West 44th

THE FILM
New

St.,
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Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
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Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
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Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.

—

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film,

Montmartre.
European

Rue

144

—

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

Quotations
High Low Close

Famous Players
do pfd

y^

..

llVi,

95/2

76
95/2

76>4
95/2

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

\2V%

12%

12%

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Dallas Theater Burns
(Special

Dallas

mated

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Fire

damage

caused

esti-

at $125,000 to the Capitol.

Brownwood House Destroyed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Brownwood, Tex. Fire of unknown origin caused $12,000 damage
The loss was covered
to the Lyric.
by insurance.
Olcott Heads M. P. D. A.
Sidney Olcott has been elected
(president) of the Motion
The
Picture Director's Association.
other officers are as follows:
Ass't director, Robert G. Vignola;
Technical director, Kenneth Webb;

director

Haddock;
F.
William
Scenarist,
Treasurer, C. Jay Williams; Inner
Guard, John Joseph Harvey; Outer
Guard, Oscar A. C. Lund, and Trustee for three years, Ashley Miller.
During Olcott's temporary absence,
in Europe, J. Searle Dawley will continue to act as director, having finished the last term for the previous presiding officer, Charles Miller.

William Russell, the Fox star, is
soon to be seen in a picture based on

(j^CctuAju^

up.

showings that are

first-run

new

standard of entertainment.

I

SPEAKING'S IDEAS
Of th' 15 best
York Times

pictures.

Of

1921.

As

printed in

The New

Move

to Eliminate

Eye

Strain

The Times

"The Kid." "The Old Swimmin' Hole," "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," "Sentimental Tommy," "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," "Deception," "Gypsy Blood," "The Golem," "The Conquering Power," "The
Three Musketeers," "Little Lord Fauntleroy," "One Arabian Night,"
"Hamlet," "All for a Woman," "Vendetta."

Notice that eight are foreign made?
An' here are 12 more. Which. Accordin' to this critic,
"while not so consistently significant as screen works, were yet
sufficiently characterized by expressive motion pictures to claim
Then he
a place in any record of the year's achievements."

names

says that in order
protect the eyes of spectators, the a
thorities of the city of Birminghai
England, have decided that in t
future no permit will be granted f
the construction of a picture theat
unless there is a space of at least
yards between the first orchest
seats and the screen, according to t
Berlin Vorwaerts of Dec. 1.
It
said that medical experts consider tl
distance
sufficient
to prevent e
strain.

Brenon Scores Hays Appointmer

"The Love Light," "The Passion Flower," "A Small Town Idol," "The
Old Nest," "The Journey's End," "Dangerous Curve Ahead," "Theodora,"
"Woman's Place," "Doubling for Romeo," "The Lotus Eater," "Our Mu-

Herbert Brenon, now directing
Fox, at a luncheon of the Autho

"Miss Lulu Bett."
And optimistically, in conclusion, Spearing asks "So, when
you look back over the productions of 1921, haven't you reason
to feel encouraged, even if you still remember the many hours
of unrelieved boredom you have spent at the movies?"

idea of appointing Will Hays as he
of the new producer-distributor
ganization as a move that would te
to retard rather than develop the
dustry.
He stated the move woi

tual Friend,"

:

FRESH WITH TH'

NEW YEAR

On top of which will come "Foolish Wives." .Wednesday.
An' Famous has "Pharaoh's Wife" comin' soon. An' another big
German picture. "The Mistress of the World." In five reel
episodes.

New

Year's startin' right, anyway.
Let's have some more. Lots of 'em.

ol'

somethin'.
per loaf.

times.

Macy

GETTIN' BACK
Them by gone days. When
advertises rye an'

Makes some peepul
come down.

IN
"It has

think.

wheat bread.

At

five cents

That mebbe admissions.

my

attention." writes F. P. A.

(Continued on page 3)

League

held

last

week scored

t

(

make more commercial an

art

tl

"Exceptional" Pictures Listed

The National Board
listed

15

pictures

of

Review

1

"Exceptio:

as

Photoplays" of 1921. They are:
"All For a Woman," First National

'"

;

'"

Cabinet of Dr. Cahgari," Goldwyn
"'
City of Silent Men," Famous Players;
"Deceptic
JMetro
Conquering Power."
Famous Players; "The First Born," R-C
"The Four Horsemen of the Ape
tures
lypse," .Metro; "The Golem." Famous P
"The Great .\dventure." First Natioi
ers
"The _L
"The Kid." First National
Light," United Artists; "One Arabian Nig
"'
First National; "Over the Hill," Fox;
Passion Flower." First National; "A Si
Town Idol," Associated Producers; "Tl
"The Three Muskctee
dora." (ioldwyn
"A Connecticut Yankee
United .\rtists
King -Arthur's Court," Fox. and "Way D(
East." XInited Artists.
Besides listing the above pictu
the Bulletin also gives space to \
;

;

J

;

;

;

-

;

;

tures which contain points of exc
tional merit. This list is:
"Cappy Ricks," Famous Players; "
United Artists; "Doubling for
raeli,"
"Enchantment," Fair
meo," (ioldwyn
;

a nickel gotcha

Might

OTHER COLUMNS

been called to

i

had already suffered from too mu
commercialism.

Comes a coupla big ones. There's Griffith's "Orphans of
the Storm." Big. Spectacular. .Meller to a degree. But will
please a lot. Even tho' th' drama tears at your nerves. In long
suspense sequences. Gorgeously done. Showin' that spectacles
can be made here. Just as well as abroad. When one has time.
An' unlimited funds.
Then Tom Ince trots up. With "Hail the Woman." Which
will make a dent. In th' list. Of big pictures of th' year. Fine
Incidentally.
Disprovin' an idea.
That
All th' way.
stufif.
Theodore Roberts must have a seegar. In a picture. An' he
wears a beard, too.

To
^dAMoatUnxat

Premier of the nation-wide
tied

Dick
Gabe Hess.
Usual cigarette. Percy L. Waters. Comin' down Fifth Av'noo.
All in a bunch. Together. Like that. Asked "what's goin' on,
combination?"
An' Rowland. With his usual humor. Twinkles an eye.
"Some combination, eh?" he sez, sez he.

the "Strength of the Pines."

(T

New York

Capitol,

"SOME" COMBINATION
Rowland. New fur hat 'n everything.

of

"

in

destined to create a

Terms (Postage

192

9,

To Hey-

Famous Playi
"Footlights,"
Players;
"The Foolish Matrons," Associated Pro<
"Forever," Famous Players "The F
ers
Seasons," Hodkinson; "Jane Eyre," t
;

;

kinson; "J'Accuse." United Artists;
Tourney's End." Hodkinson; "Little 1
Fauntleroy," United Artists; "R. S. V.
First National: "Rip Van Winkle," Hod
son; "Scrap Iron," First National;
.Sting of the Lash." R-C Pictures; "T
"Without Benefit of C
Sarg's Almanac"
gy." Patlie, and "The Woman God Cm
;

ed."

Famous

Players.

^

THE
:onday, January

Coast Brevities

Will's

—

lollywood Plans are being made
; another buildin" to be erected on
Mack Scnnett lot which will be
il for

a

gymnasium.

homas H. Ince is preparing to
"Bell
Boy 13." starring
JLiglas MacLean, as a 1922 special.
ijduce

has

Is"

Bride of the
retitled "Shattered

been

dls."

Withey,

het

who

Relations,"

itic

1

is

directed "Doediting the

now

Jter finishing a comedy part as
cardinal in Max Linder's bur-

on "The Three Musketeers,"
Montana has sailed for Hono-

:iue
iil

wood Broun.

lin

"The Hottentot" have

TRIVIAL
Number

of foreign pictures released here. As against those
In past four years. But 45 of over 1,200. Hardly any-

thing to worry about,

Irne.
iled.

Andrews and James W.
The production is about comDouglas MacLean, Madge

Jjlamy and

Raymond Hatton head

cast.

en Turpin and Phyllis Haver are
at work putting the finishing
oches to "Bright Eyes," Turpin's

Mack

comedy

Sennett

for

-st National.

there?

in

completed
which Jane

IN

YOU ALL
IN EV'RY

TOWN

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Mannheimer

Boston. Sam Grand's Federated office crowd. Arranged special prologue. F'r "Schooldays." Shown to Way
Down East exhibitors. No other talent necessary. An' such a
good show. An' picture. That them New Englanders busted
fountain pens. Signin' up.

PRETTY GOOD RECORD
;

DANNY

GAUSMAN.

(Special

to

known

as

the

Robbins

Kchrlein's Extending Interests
Cal.—The Kehrlein interests have purchased the Liberty
and Strand from James Beatty.

Fresno,

AUDIT AND SERVICE BUREAU
BLUMENFELD, Manager
Bldg.,

Bryant 5664
N. Y.

EVERY PRODUCER RELEASING ON A PERCENTAGE BASIS, WHO SEEKS GUARANTEED MAXIMUM RETURNS, NEEDS OUR THOROUGH AUDIT OF HIS DISTRIBUTOR'S
BOOKS.

We

also install accounting systems,

bookkeeping service

make

periodic audits, and furnish

— for producers, distributors, state-right exchanges
and

theatres.

Watertown

Co.

ESSENTIAL SERVICE

NEW YORK,

—

Sol Mannheimmanage the Robbins theaters
Mannheimer has been in the
business for a good many years. The
Olympic will be known as the Robbins-Olympic, and the holding com-

Watertown, N. Y.

PRODUCERS USE OUR

609 Fitzgerald
1482 Broadway

Charge

er will
here.

EIGHT LEADING INDEPENDENT

L. E.

in

THE FILM DAICY)

pany, a special incorporation, will be

Big pictures. Usin' th' French Revolution. For story ma"Passion" (Madam Du Barry)
"All for a Woman"
terial
(Danton) "Orphans of the Storm" (Two Orphans).
In preparation: "Marie Antoinette" (in Germany) and "A
Tale of Two Cities," made long time ago.
;

has

ANN
GINGHAM GOWN

IIS'BETH

in

:

Chester
Bennett
ne
Starveling,"
Vak is starred.

AS

HOME TALENT
Up

i;(d

t|3nd

is

Says:

SHE'LL VISIT

Appearin' in th' person.
Of one James W. Grainger.
Yclept Jimmie. Otherwise Th' King of Rockaway Realestaters.
Jinimie just got a post. OK'in Cosmopolitan contracts. Over at
Famous. Meanwhile general manager for Marshall Neilan. Also
looks after contracts f'r Charlie Chaplin. An' Allen Holubar.
What a tufif time some peepul have?

completed under the direction

iiDel

:

SMALL SIZED TRUST

made.
'nteriors for

MADGE EVANS

In The World
"That in your article in a morning newspaper you award Mr. Torrence the heavyweight bloodcurdling championship of the season. How about a movie field
day? I want to enter Douglas Fairbanks for the standing broad
grin, Pola Negri for the Pole vault, and Gloria Swanson for the
running high blood pressure."

"A

titled,

Job

(Continued from page 2)

Frothingham production tem-

'he

(jarily

j^^

DAILY

1922

9,

THE

St!k

DAILY

Over

Putting It
Here
your

WHAT DOES
ALL
MEAN?

IT

how a

is

brother exhibitor put his show oner.

ing its recent presentation in this city.
Tlie invitation was part of the exMayor Kiel
ploitation
campaign.
witnessed the production on the first
night of its showing and then wrote
the following letter to Mr. Fox: "I
was splendidly entertained at your
witnessing
in
theater last evening

'The Queen

"It

is

certainly a wonderful picture,

magnificently staged and of excellent
In fact, it is one of
historic value.
the best productions I have ever witnessed, and I trust that many St.

Louisans will avail themselves of the
opportunity of viewing this great suc-

On Broadway

— "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway—Jackie Coogan
"My
Boy."
Brooklyn Strand— Charles Ray
"R.
in

?!

Harold
V. P."
Sailor-Made Man."
S.

— Mae

Cameo

Murray

Lloyd
in

in
in

I

"A

Alley."

—
— "Fool's

Criterion

Loew's

cess."

The

letter

was reprinted

in

all

the

The picture
papers next day.
was held over for three weeks.

daily

Racine, Wis.— Manager N. Blumof the Palace achieved fine results with "The Sheik" through a
He masked
hand-illustrated lobby.
his box office with a board with the
important legend:

"Peacock berg

Capitol— "Th eodora.
Central "Foolish Wives."
Paradise."

New York — Today —

112,625

Betty
Minis-

People Saw
The Sheik
ter."
In One Week in Nev/ York.
Tuesday "Ann of Little Smokey."
The insert stands and door panels
Johnny Hines in "Burn 'Em Up
all filled with hand-drawn cards.
were
Barnes."
Wednesday "Heart of the North." Over the entrance was a large banFerguson and ner with the title of the picture and
Thursday
Elsie
Wallace Reid in "Peter Ibbet- the names of Agnes' Aj-res and Rudolph Valentino.
son."
Friday
"Handle With
Care."
Frank Mayo in "Across the DeadBridgeport, Conn. The manageLine."
ment of the New Dawe's Theater deSaturday Wanda Hawley in "Too vised a unique mailing card for exopening
the
Much Wife."
ploitation used during
Rialto
Marion Davies in "The week of the house in connection with
Bride's Play."
the run of "Shame."
Rivoli Agnes Ayres in "The Lane
The card, when folded once and
That Had No Turning."
sealed with a postage stamp, assumed
Strand Norma Talmadge in "Love's the proportions of a post-card. The
Redemption."
first or cover page was printed in a
pink-screen effect, and bore only two
words, "Pocket Dictionary." A white
Next Week
panel remained on one side to perApollo "Orphans of the Storm."
mit addressing.
Broadway Not yet determined.
On the inside in large type was
Brooklyn Strand Richard Barthelreproduced a section of a dictionary
mess in "Tol'able David."
Then
defining the word "Shame."
Cameo "Flower of the North."
"What was the shame
followed:
Capitol— "Theodora."
that drove David Fielding from his
Central— "Foolish Wives."
young wife and child into the trackCriterion "Fool's Paradise."
See
less wastes of the Great North?
Rialto Not yet determined.
'Shame' (in red ink), selected as the
Rivoli Not yet determined.
opening attraction of Bridgeport's
Strand— "Hail the Woman."
newest and finest temple of the screen
Dawe's Theater." Ten thousand
art
Transferred;
Given
Dinner
Moran

Compson

in

"The

Little

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Bert

Moran, Pathe
manager, was the guest of honor at
a dinner given by the Albany Theatrical Managers' Association at KeelAbout 30 film
er's Thursday night.
men were present. Mr. Moran, who
will leave Albany to become the manPathe exager of the Pittsburgh
change, was given an Elk's pin set

Albany

with diamonds.

of these cards

were sent

out.

F.

-

1)

Send along

In September rental
tax
fig
were $315,151.16 and admission
figures

$6,066,936.09.

months

of 1920:

Fayctteville, Ark.
A wedding par- The following table shows the
Louis Mayor Henry W. Kiel
accepted an invitation from the Fox ty, followed by a trip in a decorated tuations in rentals and admiss
Liberty to see "Queen of Sheba" dur- bridal automobile, was used as a part since June as compared with the
St.

of Sheba.'

Apollo

(Continued from page

admission taxes were $6,995,338.'!
compared with $7,982,248.61 in
vcmbcr, 1920.

—

—

19

9,

TaxeSi Show„ Uptu

Let the other felloxc know how you cleaned up.

ideas.

your screen production,

.

Monday, January

Picture Film
For All Purposes

W.
302 E. 33d

J.

St.

Robertson in a sedan motor car which
was decorated with the usual newlywed ribbons, Kewpie doll, etc.
A
sign carrying the

large

of the
photoplay was mounted on the front
of the radiator, while banners carrying the name of the picture, theater
and show dates were fastened to the

ruiming board on each

la.— John

Boone,

title

side.

M.

Anderson,

manager

of the Princess, prepared an
effective and inexpensive theater front
The title
display for "Snowblind."
of the picture, in large, white cut-out
letters extended clear across the front
of the theater directly under the marquise.
An imitation log cabin was
Two
built around the ticket booth.
cards of stills, with cut-out pine trees
in the sloping tops of the large pieces
of cardboard stood against the wall
Other
at either side of the entrance.
posters and frames flanked the log
The display was
cabin box office.
the center of much attention all the
time that it remained in the lobby.
(.Special

Buffalo

to

— W.

THE FILM DAILY)
R.

Sheehan,

general

manager

of Fox, has sent $100 for "a
seat in the gallery" at the showing
next Monday of "Over the Hill" at
the Criterion. The Shea Amusement
Co. and Fox have put over a tie-up
stunt with the Evening News whereliy the entire receipts of the Monday
shows will be turned over to the
Buffalo
of
Fifty Neediest Families
Fund, being collected by the newsAn avalanche of front page
paper.
devoted to the
publicity is being

There will be no deduction for
expenses of film or employes.
stunt.

Vanderbilt 7361

July

....
....

Aug

''BOOKING! GUIDE"
pages

of

information

pictures released

September
and
September

1,

4'

533,4!

383,5'

Harwell

Now

192

$8,338,0;
6,463,4,
6,879,3:
7,369,4;

7,931,1!

7,982,2'

in Okla. City

THE FILM DAILY
Oklahoma City—W. D. Har
(Special

to

Capitol in this city, succeeding
Lewis, who has gone to another t
ter operated by Southern Enterp
at Dallas.

]

PRINTERI WANTl

''film

— Printing

machine that
good condition, not too complic;
Send description and lowest prici
Keystone Mfg. Co.

Wanted

53

Wareham

Boston,

St.

B/

SIMPLEX TITLE SHOj

TITLES

-

ILLUSTRATIONS
ANIMATION
phone:

220

-

-

-

TRAILEB

BRYANT 985

WEST

^i

~-°

ST.

COLOR PMOTOGRAPMY
PROCESS
EX C LUS (^ELV

COLUR*

ILakewood's

Largest and Foremost Hotel

LAKtWOOD HQU
L^KEWOOD NEWJERSf
The

,

$6.00

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

between
1920

Inducements

to

Parties,

Clubs

a

Wonderful Food. Fi
Dancing Nightly in Ba
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Fe:
room.
Atliletic and Social Directo
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

1,

1921

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,

—

465

on

Write:
729

359,0;

654,4(

1921
....$7,362,487.61
.... 5,822,972.80
Aug
5,926,818.88
Sept; .... 6,066,936.09
6,413,426.11
Oct
6,995,338.48
Nov

Special

200

192

$564,21

Admission Tax

$35.00

Clips

MORAT

June

Tax

1921
$621,153.50
503,431.51
538,292.42
315,151.16
388,616.56
567,055.39

former manager of the Old Mi
Dallas, has been transferred to

Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

of

Rental

Sept
he used the same exploitation stunt.
Oct
The wedding took place on the Nov
stage of the theater and the young
married couple was given a wedding
trip by automobile through Fayctte- June
ville and the surrounding territory by July

Over 800 Pictures Summarized

ENLARGEMENTS
Motion

his exploitation for "Dangerous
Curve Ahead," by Manager E. C.
Robertson of the Victory. The result was that Robertson broke the
house records for receipts both at the
\'ictory and also at the theater in
Rogers that he manages and where

of

7th Avenue,
City

New York

NOW UNDER THE MANAG
MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 5
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 79

7Ao brAdstreet

;s^^re(ocmized

o/ FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY
Tuesday, January

N<.

10,

1922

Pr^-e 5 Cents

Seeks Federal Aid

Retaliating
I

:veral

Advance

in

1

Film

Foreign Countries Take Steps

back from the
•lier side, declares that several Eu',pean nations have already taken re-

An
men

steps in anticipation of the
foposed tariff on foreign films beaming a law.
;"In France," he said, "a tariff rate
i 20
per cent has been put through
In
(ainst American films already.
oain the tariff on American films
Is been made so high that it is pracjally prohibitive to take American
In
Reductions into that country.
'igland the rate has been advanced
10 cents a foot on negative and 2
Italy has
<nts a foot on positive.
;;o advanced the tariff and in Austilia the rate has been doubled, from
In Scandina.:to 6 cents per foot.
A It is now proposed to increase the
In other words, all of
ijfiff as well.
lirope is preparing to meet the prolegislation
affecting
tariff
Jsed

number

•

Washington Today

Pirating in

Legislation

\

Delegation to Discuss CopyFilm Thefts and Foreign

right,

of Possible Tariff

Williaiii \'ogel, just

important

delegation

of

film

Washington yesterday

for

left

up with Federal authorities a
of matters
including
film
thefts, pirating
abroad,
mainly in
Japan, and the international copy-

to take

jliatory

right law.

H. Minot Pitman will take up the
question of thefts and pirating.
He
will endeavor to launch a move for
the introduction of a national law to
prevent the transportation
of
pirated films
in
the
United States
through the existing Federal judicial
machinery.
endeavor to

is understood he will
have sponsored a bill
similar to the one introduced in the
House of Representatives on Jan. 22,
1920. by H. T. Rainey. That measure
provided for a maximum fine of $5,000
and imprisonment for five years or
both. The measure reached the com-

I

It

(Continued on page 3)

hs."
Valentino a Paramount Star
Rudolph Valentino is to star

Mexican Deal Closed
|The

Olimpia,

opiating 10 exchanges in Mexico, has
Circuito

secured distribution of

S.

A.,

be the

11

first

run

in

Teatro

Mexico

house,
City.

which is operated by
Jennings, an American, con10
exchanges.
Paramount
uintains an office, Famous Playerscorporation,

le

P.
cts

isky,

S. A.,

in

Mexico

Players.
The contract covering his services has been signed,
following
negotiations
of
several

Paramount

104

ictures in that country. The
impia. a newly completed

City,

C—

EXPORT

Hays, the

Famous Buys "Nice People"

Man

i-star cast.

A

Striking Sketch Telling Unusual Things About the
Head of the Producers-Distributors'

'John Emerson will address the A.
I P. A. on Thursday on the tariff
suation.
Emerson, it is well known,
i a
strong advocate of a high pro•itive

measure.

Schulberg
,

(.Special

'Los

to

Coming

Coming East

Angeles— Benjamin

P.

Schul-

of Preferred Pictures, Inc., pro•icers of the Katherine MacDonald
flrg

has left for
due Thursday.

Ifitures,
1 is

j

Tom

New York where

Boland a Visitor

jTom Boland, First National main
holder in Oklahoma, is in

iinchise

.;w York.

to THE FILM DAILY)
Will H. Hays, now Postmaster General of
the United States and aforetime chairman of the Republican National Committee, accepts the offer which has been made him

Washington

—

shortly

tion

is

in

Hollywood.

preparing the

June

script.

(Special

ject to
tions.

some unimportant

elimina-

It is understood that the revisions
desired by the Commission can and
will be made before the public showing tomorrow night at the Central.

If

moving

picture game, the industry will recruit a
man whose many peculiar talents carried him from a small MidWest town to the National Capital.
Mr. Hays is a hustler. He is never still. His recent three
weeks' vacation, taken at the orders of his physician in order
that he might recover from the effects of a train wreck whose
injuries he did not fully realize at the time, was the first since
Even during those three weeks he worked, keeping in
1913.
touch with the affairs of the depc-frtment to such good eflfect
that when he returned he took up matters of all sorts without
to enter the

THE FILM DAILY)

he would appear in "Blood and
Sand," which is going into produc-

Approves "Foolish Wives"
Motion Picture Commission
has approved "Foolish Wives," sub-

Organization
lEmerson to Address A. M. P. A.

star

these
also that
in

The

'Famous

i|

Famous was indicated
columns some time ago, and
for

Mathis

which

Players have purchased
'Ure People," which will be made
a William de Mille Prod., with an

That Valentino would

months.
Clever touches of comedy relief only add to the zest of the spectacular
action and astounding wild-animal thrills in "THE JUNGLE GODDESS"
the greatest fifteen episode wild-animal jungle serial COL. SELIG has
ever produced. State Rights.
& IMPORT FILM CO., Inc.,
729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Advt.

continue as heretofore.

ill

for

Famous

hesitation.
(Continued on page 3)

It

Big Paramount Collections
is
understood that Paramount

cash collections in New York State
for the last week of 1921 totaled almost $200,000. Of this amount more
than half was gathered in the Greater
New York district and the remainder
in

Buffalo and Albany.

Wilkenning Case on Calendar
case of Cora C. Wilkenning

The

against Mary Pickford, involving alleged commissions for the consummation of Miss Pickford's contract with
Artcraft, is scheduled to come up in
the U. S. District Court tomorrow.

THE
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Redemption"

'Love's

— First

Nat'l
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Tuesday. Jan.
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922

an obvious story and
well done.
Miss Tahnadge gives

only fairly
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Quotations
High Low Close

Famous Players
do pfd

.

.

76
9Sy2

lly^.

95/2

Goldwyn

76J^
951/2

Not quoted
Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

\2'/i

World

12'/%

12J^

it

man

confirmation.

"The Jungle Goddess," the new
Selig serial, has been sold for the Far
East, Mexico axid Porto Rico.
series of Billy West and Mirth comedies have been sold for the Far
East; 18 Amalgamated and Associated Photoplay releases for Argentine;
more of the same output and 20 comedies for Mexico, and two serials for
Spain.

A

Three Boston Showings

HERALD —

a beer bottle.

TRIBUNE — "Love's

at

Once

THE FILM DAILY)

—

"School Days" in Easton
to

Easton, Pa.

Redemption"

a
very nice picture made from a very nice
story by Andrew Soiitar. which was called
"(Jn Principle." * * » One reason we liked
this picture is because the story is told so
*
sanely b> actors who never overact. *
The supporting cast is excellent.
is

WORLD—

N. V.
What it is wrong with
been
has
"Love's Redemption" is what
the photo-drama for these many
"Love's Redemption" is a rubber
years.

wrong with

stamp

melodrama

with

ink

its

changed

in

spots.

TIMES — And

you will not find anything
* * The
new at the Strand.
somewhat redeemed, however, by

startlingly

picture

is

an excellent cast and

many

well

photographed

Tahnadge makes her role
more than it amounts to in substance.
MORNING TELEGR.VPH— The story
scenes.

*

«

*

Jliss

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harlan E. Woehrle of

*

*

Davies,

Knows

TELEGRAM^— *

pictures with

drawing - power so

* * appears in one of the
charming pictures of her

most beautiful and

in

screen career. * * *

GLOBE —

*

*

*
does both parts passing
well. * * * The whole thing is so elaborately
done that the story has lost much of its potential charm.
JOURNAL The story is simple and ap-

"HIS NIBS"

—

pealing.

It

charm

its

is

gorgeous climax,
production that lifts it

of treatment,
the heart-interest

No
(Special

plays

the

and
above the plane of
good pictures into the realm of great ones.
final

—

Charles fChic) Sale

any.

CAPITOL.

NEW YORI

May
THE FILM DAILY)

Tariff Until
to

—

Washington It is expected that
Senator McCumber, new chairman of
the Senate Finance Committee, will
expedite work on the tariff legislation, but with this added impetus, it
is doubted that the bill can be finally
drafted and approved before May.

Earl

Edward

Not—Why

*

ample opportunity

TELEGRAM— Miss

Due

C.

in

Earl,

If

Not

for display.

Talmadge

has been
seen in many notable characterizations during her career as a screen actress, but never
has she had a role that equals in appeal the
one of Ginger. * * *
* * * gives the star a fitting opportunity to display her talent.
Like most
of our accomplished screen stars. Miss Talmadge has recently been afflicted with poor
stories, but "Love's Redemption" is an exception that is most rousingly welcomed.
To it Miss Talmadge brings her
unquenchable charm and as much imagination as the plot will permit.
have always regretted that an actress of her fire
and ability should be wasted on these banal
and inconsequential scenarios, and there is
nothing in "Love's Redemption" that holds
out any hope for the future.
These scenes, added to the
personal charm and ability of the star, are
the best parts of the offering.
It is all
quite as you know it will be just as soon
as you have seen about ten minutes of the

MAIL —

GLOBE—

We

JOURNAL—

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

film.

"The

Bride's

Play"—F.

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Kindly enter

Rialto

AMERICAN — Two

stories,

separated

by

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

P.-L.

THE FILM DAILY—313

work.

Including Weekly Reviews

HERALD — The

story

is

distinctive in that

of "School Days" last night.
prologue in which local talent was
Harry
used preceded the showing.

Rapf and Harry M. Warner came

pleasantly and innocently. • *

1921

it

N. Y.

WORLD — Nothing

much seems

Name
Theatre

pitture.
finished, is about as exciting as
takes great pains to press agent.
it
can be classed among the really
beautiful sconics of the year.
Seldom have
we seen more attractive locations. The costuming also is elaborate and charming.
For profusion
of
sheer physical

SUN —

is
it

for

Address

-

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

MORNLNG TELEGRAPH— The

when all
the game
However,

Year

to

have !)een spent on "The Bride's Play" except money.
The new picture at the Rialto
is occasionally beautiful but more often merely garish.
Miss Marion Davies, of course,
confributes largely to the beauty.
She is a
lovely person to look at for a while.

Film Daily

one

year, starting immediately, to include

eight hundred years, are delightfully told and
exquisitely set in the new film at the Rialto
entitled "The Bride's Play." * * * Miss Davies, in a variety of moods, did excellent

A

f~^u.c<LUor^il (PlcUvlu^

WORLD — Marion

screenically speaking, is getting better all the
time.
Of bourse, she has a lot of room for
imi)rovement as a screen actress, but she'll
get there after a while if Joseph Urban and
a million dollars' worth of scenery will help

—

almost escapes without a climax, being
caught by the coattails and having a dramatic moment fastened on it as it is about
to evaporate.
For five reels it ambles along

down from New York.

Rothafel

S. L.

without artistic effectiveness.

puts more than Jamaica ginger into the West
Indian photoplay, "Love's Redemption," at
the Strand this week
she infuses life into
* » * But the photoplay, though it sags
it.
somewhat after the middle, is held together
in the fine web of Miss Talmadge's personality.
She can be as warm as the tropics.

the Third St. theater gave a special

showing

192

Friday
well-known can
needs all it can get from the cast and producArliss Film at Strand
craman, left Southampton on the Sa:
tion, and fortunately there is almost enough
George Arliss' second L^nited Art- onia the 3rd and is expected to a
of it, a fact which throws the balance well
ists release, "The Ruling Passion,'' rive in New York about the 13th. K
in its favor.
SUN — Norma Talmadge as Ginger Dobson has been booked for the Strand.
is returning from South Africa.

Boston Jacob Lourie has booked
"School
Days" for simultaneous
showings at the Beacon, Modern and
This is said to be unprecePark.
dented in Boston film history.

(Special

natural

backgrounds, photographed in Jamaica,
Miss Tahnadge is finding her
greatest success of late m e.xotic roles, and
that of the wait whose spirit wins her the
name of Ginger is one of her best, though
her spiciness is rarely evident except when
she is chasing marauders over a wall with

the star

to

camera

EVENING WORLD— Those who like the
Not quoted
Norma part of the Talmadge sisterly trio,
Not quoted will
like "Love's Redemption." for it gives

Find Market Picking Up
Export and Import Film stated
yesterday the foreign market was
picking up and pointed to a number
of recently closed deals by way of

(Special

a careful
attractive

some

supplied

lias

and

interest,

freiiucnt

"The Bride's Play" at the Rialto this
week comes near the head of its class. Every
scene is beautiful.
There is not five feet
of film that passes before your eyes which is

10,

licauty

E\ENING

AMERICAN" — It's

Price 5 Cents

Tuesday, January

— Foreign,

pages

$15

I

—
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10,
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corrugated film containers in the District.
The ordinance will be opposed
1)
on the ground that the present conmittee on judiciary and that was as tainers are adequate and generally
far as it had gone.
Pitman's idea is recognized as such, and that the law
Here is how a brother exhUnlor put his shoxo over. Send ahmg
to secure a bill based along those would add an expense, estimated at
lines
with
possibly
yotir ideas.
Let the other fellow know how yon cleaned up.
some minor $40,000 upon film exchanges with
changes.
headquarters in the District.
_He also plans to discuss with the
Sam E. Morris and Sidney R.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
curtains were visible. The cyke was officials of the Department of Jus- Kent made up the party.
They are
Archie La Fernier. an op- tinted with dark blue and the back- tice the question of piracy in Japan, to confer today regarding the exSeattle
suburban ings with lighter blue to make a con- the existence of which has caused ex- change housing situation in the Dislator at the College,
a
trast.
The dancers were in Greek porters in general considerable worry trict.
j'Use, has for some time been atncting the attention of patrons by costumes of chiffon.
The dancers, for some time past. Pitman will try
*amples of his plastic art in the lob- upon completion of interpretation of to secure protection from this perniMeeting Held
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sometimes he models the star each unit of the suite, left the stage. cious practice through Federal offi1.
and Northwestern
the feature in a characteristic pose; For the first dance
Washington
the
principals cials at Seattle
The delegation of
metimes a scene containing several were picked up with magenta spots. ports.
film men from New York held a conA third matter will be the problem ference last night with Jack Connolly,
';ures is portraj'ed.
His latest is a For the second amber and pink were
At the at which were discussed the matters
production on glass of the name used, while a color wheel was used of international copyright.
aracter in "The Beggar Alaid." his for another.
Unique use of a green National Association quarters it was to be brought before the Federal
edium being wax.
This is to be and silver tone was made. The foot- stated yesterdaj' American pictures authorities and District commissionaced in front of a strong light in lights were a blending of green and lack protection abroad because the ers todav.
United States was not a signatory to
blue.
e lobby of The Blue Mouse, when
the Berne Conference, at which a
is short subject is played there.
Mary to Supervise Jack
So
(Special to TH^E FILM DAILY)
number of governments entered upon
known has La Fernier become
,ell
Los Angeles Two very effective a
copyright
agreement.
Pitman
Los Angeles Mary Pickford will
r his plastic work that pictures of
exploitation stunts were arrange. 1 for
plans to delve into that matter with probably be unable to start "Tess of
im have been taken and were shown
and received an abundance of news- the idea in mind of gauging the senthe Storm -Country" because of the
is week on the local news reel.
paper space in the Los Angeles daih' timent
on Congressional action which Wilkenning suit which is pending in
papers for "My Boy," at the Kinema. will secure for American manufacNew York. In the meantime she will
of the stunts in particular should turers some kind of protection.
supervise production of "A TailorLafayette, Ind.
A striking and bi- One
be carried out by exhibitors everyAlbert W. de Roode, Frederick H. Made Man," in which Jack Pickford
rre prologue was arranged 1)y Manwhere.
Elliott,
Frank V. Chamberlin, all is to stai".
rer Herbert M. Johnson for "The
A "Garment Matinee" was staged members of the National Association
Jol Dancer" at the Luna.
during the middle of the weak. The Fire Prevention Committee, and John
;The subtle fragrance of burning inadmission to a de-luxe show (early F. Ancona,, consulting engineer of
nse greeted the spectator upon his
morning performance), held on a the Eastman Kodak Co., also left for
iitrance to the theater and a glimpse
Thursday was a gannent or bundle Washington, where they will appear Wanted Printing machine that is in
the stage disclosed the bluish and
condition, not too complicated.
of clothing for a poor child, boy or today to oppose a new ordinance good
•licate vapor rising from two tall
girl.
"garment matinee' was promulgated by the commissioners of Send description and lowest price.
The
gyptian vases placed in the forefront
held under the auspices of the Assist- the District of Columbia, which would
Keystone Mfg. Co.
id upon each side of the platform.
ance League and sufficient clothes make necessary the use of fibre-lined, 53 Wareham St.
Boston, Mass.
1
the rear of the stage was a conwere received at the Kinema, to take
:aled booth, covered by a dark plush
care of over 3,000 orphans and crip-

Seeks Federal Aid

Over

Putting It

(Continued from page
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FILM PRINTER

WANTED

—

irtain.

pled kiddies.

In the meantime were heard the
:ep-throated notes of the huge pipe
"gan in the weird and fantastic muc reminiscent of the South Sea Isles
id two large blacks, clad and made
D to represent the historic Nubians,

The newspapers played
upon

the

front

pages

the

with

stunt
special
to the

stories.
The work
was little, if any. The only
real work was writing the stories and
laying them on tie city desk.
No
.arched solemnly into view and drew
trouble was experienced in obtaining
;ide the plush curtain, behind which
two, tlree and five column layouts
as revealed a gruesome idol.
Then
le

organist

struck up a lively and

melody and a dancer in cosime made her appearance and offer
1 a quaintly savage interpretation of
ie_"idol dance."
Then the blac's
?ain dropped the curtain before the
lol and the picture began.
Throughut the entire presentation the atmojhere was preserved by the peneirbaric

fumes and special munumbers, while in the scenes
hich suggested it
tom-toms were
ating incense

cal

funded ofT-stage. the reverberations
roving highly effective.

photos and

T^adj-

stunt

papers, the editors all agreeing
the idea was novel and most
worthy.
Ushers were stationed at
the check room doors to receive the
b'liidlp'; as they arrived, and to hand
out the tickets to those bringing
them.
The clothes were distributed
by the League. Here's a stunt that
every exhibitor can pull to grea'
success.
It will give a great fla'ih in
the news columns, help thousands o'
poor cHldren and place the theater'name in the public eye as an asset to
the community.

n

all

'hat

The other stunt was a newsboy's
matinee, also held in the mornuig
A dance music chronology or bis- One paper was selected and four da^?
Jry was the chief novelty number
advance publicity with pictures were
iven its initial try-out at the Brook- given the stunt with a six coIuhm!
m Mark Strand recently. The orig- cut of the boys in front of the t'^elation utilized the waltz music of the
ater run on the front page of the
elebrated classic composers
Schu- paper the day of the party.
All o^
ert, Dvorak, Brahms and Strauss
the boys were instructed to yel'
nd Sonia Serova, premiere dan- "Extra, all about Jackie Coosfan"'
euse, with her Mark Stran'i ballet
paper party" that evening and in addiorps.
The suite of waltzes b^ these tion a parade from the paper offic
imous creators was given dance re- down the main streets to the t'-eater
reation really, the
using helped work out a most effectiv
dancers
antomime particularly to express publicity idea.
No work was atie poetry of the waltz melody. They
tached to this stunt, except givine ^hut the spirit of music into the movewriter on the paper the general data
lent of dance.
for his stories each dav and furnishThe set was a blue eyke with slit ing him photos of Jackie Coogan and
ipenings through which blue sateen scenes from the play.

EASTMAN
FILM CEMENT
/^UT

where you will, splice with Eastman Film
Cement and for all practical purposes the reel's
original resistance to strain both in projection
and re-wind is restored. The splice is secure
against break or buckle.
Eastman-made and

Eastman-tested

presence of this seal on the container

as

the

testifies:

—

Eastman Film Cement
successfully with either

obtained in

i

ounce and

is

the only cement that

Regular or
1

6 ounce

Safety

bottles,

film.

may

be used

It

may be

and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department

Rochester,

N. Y.
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Hays is an advertiser of the first
water.
Of all the members of the
Cabinet, only Hoover excels him in
abilit}' to keep on the first page. And
much of Hoover's advertising is
scattered among the hundred or more
activities in which he is interested.
Not

the least of Hays' ability lies
in his faculty of seeing all sides of a
question, or seizing almost without
hesitation at the one log which must
be moved to cut a jam. When mail
robberies had become as common as
New York hold-ups and the loot of

mail robbers was running somewhere
in the neighborhood of between six
and seven million dollars a year, he
distributed guns among
the
mail

forces, with instructions to use them,
and the losses dropped to ten per cent
of what they had been.
Finding that

mail clerks could not handle the mails

and guard them too, Hays
called upon the Secretary of the Navy

in transit

for the loan

of

some marines.

marines were put on the mail

they shot a man or two who
heed warnings, and a lot of fuss was
made over the matter. Hays took
every opportunity to help the notoriety along
it was good advertising

—

marine-guarded mails. "The
mails may be late, but never lost,"
said Hays, and he meant it.
for the

How

Hays Works

Another Hays trait that stands its
possessor in good stead is that of
making use of everybody with whom
he comes in contact. H Hays wants
anything done he goes to the man
who can best do it. When he took
over the reins of the Post Office Department and looked over the field,
he found the most efficient postmaster in the whole service was E. A.
Purdy, of Cleveland.
Purdy was a
Democrat, appointed by President
Wilson, but Hays
called
him to
Washington and told him to put into
force throughout the whole country
the innovations which had been suc-

He keeps in touch with
has the salient facts always in mind, and is able to express
his thoughts vividly.
Hays in Action
Hays in action is a small tornado.
committee.
all

He

The Postmaster General is a great
believer in the newspapers and has
that rare faculty of knowing how to
use them.
He holds a press conference each week, and his meetings are
always well attended because nobody
knows what he will spring next. Anyhow, they are always interesting, especially that part which has come to
be known as Hays' Chautauqua.

When

anybody
of
importance
comes to Washington to do business
with Hays, he always makes an efto have that person present at
one of his press conferences, where
he will tell the newspaper men all
about his visitor, what his object is,
and then suggest that the subject of
the discussion might say a few words
Usually these unto the reporters.
suspecting visitors bear up nobly under the sudden attack, and the "Chautauqua series" already held has covered social betterment, wireless development, pneumatic tube services
and a host of other subjects.
fort

like

Hoover, can and

will

discuss any subject under the sun.
He has a wide knowledge of conditions in all sorts of lines, gathered as
a result of his work on the national

ship of the new producer-distributor
organization which will supersede the
present National Association.

events,

over, face, hands and
feet.
He can do half a dozen things
at once— dictating to two or three
stenographers at a time is a simple
talks

all

matter to him.

He

sees hundreds of people every
day and talks
to
everybody who
comes in to see him. Because of the

"Orphans" Opens

in Cleveland

THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland— David W. Griffith, Jack
especial

to

Lloyd and the Gish sisters personattended the opening of "Orphans
of the Storm"
at
the Hanna last

ally

night.

Tomorrow
THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia Opening
(Special

to

—

M.

P.

Day

10,

1922

in Detroit

THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — What bids fair to be
(Special

to

tl

greatest celebration of its kind ev
held in Michigan, will be the win
up of Motion Picture Day here t
night, when from 250 to 300 exhibi
ors and film men are expected to a
tend the dinner-dance of the M. P.
O. of Michigan, at the Statler t
night.

'

The M. P. T. O., through Clark
Cady, president, and H. M. Riche
general manager, who have been e;
gaged in promoting the day for son
time past in co-operating with tl

]

Philadelphia
"Orphans of the local exchangement to make the affa
Governor Grossbeck ar
Storm"
opens
at the Forrest St. The- a success.
pressure of this work, he does not
Mayor Cozzens will represent ci\
ater
tomorrow
night.
D.
Griffith
W.
invite visitors into his private office.
life of the state and city, while Sen;
He has a desk in the outer office, and several members of the cast are tor James J. Walker, Marcus Loei
expected
personally.
to
appear
usually without a chair for himself
several other producers and film sta
and never with one for his visitors.
making personal appearances in th
Little Film Gone, Says "Griff"
They come up to him at this desk
section of the country will represei
and tell him what's on their minds,
The Evening Sun yesterday pub- the various branches of the film
both standing, and he disposes of lished a long statement by D. W^ dustry.
them in about three minutes, on aii Griffith, in which he said in one part:
average.
If a visitor stays too long,
"The day of the little, vapid picture

i)

to play with a
his desk.

nament he has on

little

or-

The

visfingers,

eyes, following Hays'
rest upon a miniature police standard
itor's

bearing

the

warning,

"Don't

park

here."

has irretrievably passed.
Audiences
no longer tolerate pictures that a few
years ago were cordially received."

Double Showing Certain
"The Mistress of the World," the

Without Hays the President's Cab- German long distance serial, is to
inet is without one of its most promopen at the Rialto and Rivoli, daj'
inent figures, and the President is
and date on March 5. The serial is
without an adviser second to none in to be released in five episodes, eacn
his grasp of the political situation
of feature length, and it is not exand

ability

way

of

STUDIO FOR RENT
Bergen Blvd. and
Equipped.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J.

For

particulars write

E.
110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

to "dope out" the right
pected that the simultaneous runs will
meeting difficult situations.
be maintained throughout.
Without
Washington is
Hays,
"Saturday Night," the latest Cecil
without one of its outstanding per- DeMille release,
is scheduled for the
sonalities.
And the Post Office De- Rialto and Rivoli the week of Jan. 22.
partment is without its best adver-

tisement. When Hays wanted to tell
the country what the air mail was, he
went to New York in one of the
planes.
When he wanted to impress
on the people the steps that were being taken to guard the mails, he took
a ride on one of his new armored mail
trucks.
When he visits a post office
he makes it a point to meet all the

employes.

cessful in Cleveland.

Hays,

1)

The Hays begins

trains,
failed to

on Saturday next, is expected to announce his acceptance of the leader-

Man

Hays, the

Tuesday, January

Has Business Ability
While Hays is a good news

story

wherever he goes, he has business
abilities
that of themselves guarantee the success of anything he undertakes.
He will bring to the moving
picture intdustry not only his personality and his individual traits, but
a sound business sense as well.
He
is putting the postal service on a business basis, quickly and efficiently, and
while the people read chiefly of the
"stunts" he does, nevertheless, behind
the scenes and with no publicity he

introducing reforms
making themselves felt

is

which are
throughout

Buxbaum Back
Buxbaum, state superFamous Players, returned

Harry H.
visor

for

yesterday from a
Albany.

—

Buffalo and
Largest and

Lakewood's

Hodkinson Going West
W. W. Hodkinson leaves
York today on his annual trip

He

New
to the

search of new productions.
will probably return March 1.

Coast

in

The

200
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of
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and
September
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the entire service.

Editor's Note. This is the first
sketch of an intimate nature which
the industry has of Will Hays who.

trip to
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Wants Injunction
Ben Blumenthal Seeking

to

For Censor Repeal

Hold Up

DemoAssemblyman Would
Have Immediate Effect
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany,
N.
Y.
Assemblyman

Distribution en U. F. A. Output

an

injunction

suit

in

the

—

Su-

preme Court against the Universum
Film Aktien Gesellschaft of Berlin
(the U. F. A.) and Fred S. Sells, its
American managing agent, to restrain
them from disposing of any films in
An affidavit by Benjathis country.
min Blumenthal, the vice-president of
the plaintiff, states that Samuel Rachmann went to Europe and got the

Lewis A.
E. 122nd
duced a

productions.

the

all

Scene from "THE JUNGLE GODDESS." An elephant chokes off Elinor Field's tormentor. Only one of the thousand marvelous animal stunts
in "THE JUNGLE GODDESS," Col. Selig's masterpiece wild animal se-

I

I

EXPORT & IMPORT

Fifteen spectacular episodes. State Rights.
CO., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
Advt.

Promises to Show Endless Reel
Charles F. Herni, head of a company bearing his name, will give a
demonstration of w-liat he terms an
"endless reel" in his office
in
the Film Men Given Until Sept. 1 To
Bring Wcshington Exchanges
Candler
Bldg.
on Friday. Herm
Up to Mark
states his invention eliminates all re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
winding and at the same time causes
\\'ashington
An extension until
no delay between the beginning and
the ending of each reel. It is said the Sept 1st, next, of the time which
invention can be applied to projec- Washington exchanges will be given
to secure quarters complying strictly
tion apparatus of any make.
to the new regulations regarding the
storage and handling of films which
Reorganization at Cosmopolitan

—

•

for the

repeal

of

the

yesterof

filing

Albany.
stated

in

yesterday

usually reliable
that
Cuvillier's

measure was one which meets with
general approval from National Association
members, the American
Federation of Labor, and Senator
James J. Walker of the M. P. T. O.
An effort made to reach Sydney S.
Cohen for a statement failed.
He
was at the T. O. C. C. Astor luncheon

Get Time Grant

I

was

quarters

FILM

.

in

bill

It

rial.

:

call

The National Association

lin to urge that they be sent before
a prohibitive tariff was imposed here,
and the plaintiff was notified later
that the contract had been cancelled
and Sells named to represent the Universum corporation.

German

in

day received word

between December. 1920, and
February last. No films were forthcoming and the plaintiff sent to Ber-

ant

New York

Chapter 715 of the Laws of 1921
which created the Commission.
It
has been referred to the Ways and
Means Committee.

tract

M

St.,

of

paid $256,000 on the alleged con-

in this country and that he had available for release a number of import-

Democrat, of 172

bill

York State.
The bill would

to look after the interest of the corporation, it is alleged, and the plain-

Fred S. Sells recently informed this
publication that the U. F. A. was not
bound b}' any distributing contracts

Cuvillier,

City introthe Legislature on
Monday evening for the repeal of the
Clayton-Lusk Act which created the
Motion Picture Commission in New

United States rights to the pictures
by the German corporation at 30%
on the gross after the cost of printing
had been deducted. Sells came over

tiff

—

cratic

Except Through Hamilton
The Hamilton Theater Corp. has
filed

Introduced in Albany by

Bill

C—

Why Select Hays?
Senator Harrison (Democrat) Raises

Point— What He Told
the

Senate

B. P.
("Pat") Harrison
(Democrat) of Mississippi last week
told the Senate that when the film
industry gets "the biggest politician
in the Republican party to head that
industry we must look with suspi-

Senator

cion on the move."
Senator HarriThe producing department of Cos- have been adopted by the District son raised the question why Will
probably
be Hays was selected?
Commissioners,
will
His objection
mopolitan Prod, has undergone a regiven as a result of the appeal made has already been noted in these colorganization. William Le Baron has
to the commissioners, yesterday, by umns and below will be found his
been advanced from scenario editor
Frank V. Chamberlain, of Famous- remarks in full:
to director-general of production and
Players; J. H. Beaver, president of
"The moving picture industry has, so far
Verne.
H. Porter, editor of Costhe Washington Exchange Managers' as I know, kept out of politics up to the
mopolitan magazine since 1918, has
Association, and representatives of
(Continued on page 4)
been
appointed
scenario
editor.
(Continued on Page 4)
Howard Irving Young has been
Lubitsch Film for Criterion
named film editor.
Negri at Rialto Next Week
There will be a production board
According
to present plans, "PhaPola Negri in "The Last Payment"
composed of Messrs. Le Baron, will be the feature at the Rialto next raoh's Wife," the new Ernst Lubitsch
Porter, Joseph Urban and William week.
Betty Compson in "The Law production, will open for an indefinite
Sistrom, and also an editing board. and the Woman" will be the Rivoli run at the Criterion some time in
H. P. Carver continues as general feature. "The Man from Lost River" February. The picture is now being
manager.
prepared for the showing.
will be at the Capitol.

of the afternoon.

Woody-Quimby Deal

Off
understood the deal reported
as pending between John S. ("Jack")
Woody and Fred C. Quimby for the
taking over of the Realart exchanges
is off.
Woody is understood to be
It

is

considering several offers.

Apollo Buys Two Features
Alexander Beyfuss of Exceptional
Pictures has completed negotiations
with Bobby North w-hereby the Apollo Trading Corp. acquires the foreign
and "Jungle
rights to "His Nibs"
Adventures."

"Doug" Plans "Zorro" Sequel
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "Doug" Fairbanks is
making preparations to film his next
picture which is expected to be some
sort of a sequel to "The Mark of

—

Zorro."

Johnston McCulley, author

of "Zorro," will write the story.

"Foolish Wives" Opens Tonight
The opening of "Foolish Wives"
will take place tonight at the Central.

A

number

of out-of

and newspaper

The
tonight

town exhibitors

critics will

be present.

Royal has designated
"Foolish Wives Night" in

Palais

honor of the premier.
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* * * horror, violence and
passionate love, and the combination was a
grizzly thing that all the director's skill and
the lavishness of setting could not subdue.
Agnes Ayres is tlie star, appealingly beautiful and with all tlie fire called for by the
difficult role
but Theodore Kosloff as the
crippled Seigneur dominated every foot of the
film.
He was required to play a protean
part, and he did it with amazing realism.
In her first starring venture
alone Miss Ayres appears to her best advantage, and that shining suggestion of tears
behind her eyes for once seems part of the
picture and not mere eyestrain from the
studio lights.
Theodore KoslofI is the real
• Agnes Ayres is the advertised
star. *
star, but the role of Madelinette is entirely
subservient to that of Louis Racine. * * *
Mr. Kosloflf gives a magnificent performance

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SIoWenzelsplatz.

most
Y.

*

—

No Turning"

one

of the

1922

Cameo
'Fantasie from Cavallera Rusticana" is the
overture at the Cameo this week.
The news
reel is next and then comes a solo.
A film
number. Cameo Pictorial Journeys, then goes
on, after which is a violin solo by Graham
Harris, who plays "I Hear You Calling Me"

A

"From The Cane Break."

and

Cook comedy is next and then the
Mae Murray in "Peacock Alley."

Rialto
"The Sorcerer's Apprentice"

Clyde
feature,

the Rialto
overture this week.
In conjunction with it
is a spoken prologue by Maurice Cass.
The
Rialto Magazine 'is next and is followed by
Betty Anderson, soprano, who sings "My
Wild Irish Rose."
The feature is "The
Bride's Play," starring Marion Davies.
A
is

"The

Buster Keaton comedy,
concludes the bill.

Playhouse,"

Rivoli

The condensed

version

film

PatheiNe\n/s
No.

4

LEAGUE OF NATIONS TWO YEARS
OLD — Though overshadowed by conference
at Washington, the League has
niversary at Geneva.

WINTER SPORTS
WEST — Ice yachts

IN

its

2nd an-

THE EAST AND

compete at Red Bank,
N. J., while mountain climbers find the snow
a means for fun in the Rainier National
Park.

GIFT OF FRENCH WOMEN PRESENTED TO NATION — Mrs. Harding and Mme.
Jusserand unveil monument of Joan of Arc
presented to the nation's capital by French

women's society.
Other news from Oyster Bay, Pasadena, Detroit, San Francisco, etc., etc.
of

"Carmen"

with music

perfectly attuned is the opening
number of the Rivoli program this week.
The number is billed as a "film opera." The
pictorial is the second number.
After that
comes the feature, Agnes Ayres in "The Lane

That Had

No

the

dancer,

ballet

Firebird."
the comedy.

Turning." Victorina Krigher,
does a dance from "The
Ben Turpin in "Bright Eyes" is

today

Strand
"Rhapsodie Roumaine"

The

ture this week.

is the Strand overthird of Kineto's Great

promising works

Author series, "Edgar Allen Poe," is the
of this young year.
ne.xt number.
Herbert Waterous, basso, sings
MORNING TELEGRAPH— "The Lane "On the Road to Mandalay" and after this
chiefly
That Had No Turning" is notable
Richard
number comes the topical review.
tenor, and Eldora Stanford, soprano,
Low Close infor it.that part that Theodore Koslofif plays Bold,
sing the vocal prologue to the feature, which
76^
T^Va
SUN It is a fairly interesting picture is Norma Talmadge in "Love's Redemption."
that author us- A Mack Sennett comedy, "Be Reasonable,"
Not quoted laid in the land about which
ually writes his stories. * * * That she is concludes the bill.
Not quoted beautiful no one can deny, but that is an
Not quoted especially good actress is open to some
is

11,

\t Broadway Theaters

difficult role.

WORLD—*

she has been a
pretty young woman in several of this conNow she is a
cern's films the last year.
star.
In our judgment she has yet to earn
*
*
the distinction.
To us the more outstanding figure * * * is Theodore Kosloff.
TIMES There's something of a story to
"The Lane That Had No Turning," the
photoplay at the Rivoli this week, but there's
more to the acting of Theodore Koslofif. * * *
F'or
Mr. Koslof?'s acting, then, aided by
Mr. Fleming's cinematography, especially in
two scenes "where double e.xposufe is used
with dramatic effect, "The Lane That Had

N.

Wednesday, January

Quotations
High

Famous

Players

..

76^

do pfd

Goldwyn
Griffith

—

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Loew's, Inc.
Triangle

World

Jim Quinn Again

doubts.

TELEGRAM—*

The new

* *

part which is the most dramatic in her screen
career.
Theodore Koslofif, who plays the
liusband, also gives a strikingly fine performance. * * *
As an example of splendid motion
picture acting, "The Lane That Had No

Turning" measures up to an exceedingly high
standard.
The new and charming star has
been given a supporting cast of the highest
rank in which there are no weak lines, and
the result is a strikingly well played film.
GLOBE Kosloff acts the part of the
cripple with much vigor and some effectiveness,
which pales, though, almost to no

—

SPICE

OP THE PROGRAM"

shadow

at all before the recollection of another character of deformed mind and body
done not so long ago on the screen. This
picture has somehow failed to catch all the
magic of the author's written word which

makes

stories
thrilling to read.
his

JOURNAL—*

*

plausible
*

A

and sometimes

vivid, enthralling ex-

human

devotion.

Barnes||&5Co.,

position of the depths of

Stock Brokers

Australasian
advised that
the Government of New Zealand has
imposed a duty of 2 cents per foot on

New

WE

SELL,

Zealand Imposes Duty

Millard Johnson of
Films, Ltd., has been

Phone Bryant 2087

film imported and 16 cents a pound
on advertising matter. No duty has
existed there until now.

QUOTE & BUY

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FAMOUS PLAYERS,
PREFERRED

Southwest Theater Changei
Smith
Tex. F. A.
open a new theater here in the

—

Winchester,
will

LOEW'S
D. W. GRIFFITH

near future.

GOLDWYN

has purchased
at Alva, Okla.

Little

TRIANGLE

WORLD
ORPHEUM
Main

Uptown Branch,

1493

O. Craddel!
Liberty Theater

the

— The

B'way

—

I

dream.

a

"But

last

American

week.

Prague, Okla.
The Savoy was
opened by Mrs. Ellen Mobbacker.

"HIS NIBS"

wasn't a dream at all,' at all.
He had just been reading WID'S of November 22nd., went to- sleep and forgot where
he had seen it. And the Prophet of whom
he speaks was the avatar of the 'voice
crying in the wilderness'
with the Rio
Grande substituting for the Jordan, and
Jimquin pinch-hitting for St. John.

Booked

2

weeks

in

DORIC THEATRE

it

Kansas City

by George A. Levy,
Liberty Theatres Corp.

"Mr. Neilan's

letter is a startling verificaarticle above mentioned, which
may have appeared to some as being in jest,
but in reality was written with dead earnest
intent.
I hardly expected such an immediate

tion

of

the

response, however, especially from a director,
for the reason that he is usually the last one
in this business to sense dangerous conditions.

"The intelligent exhibitor is almost invariably the one who first takes cognizance
when things are going wrong, for the very
obvious reason that he is the industry's point
of contact with the consumer.
He passes on
his findings to the distributor who eventually
believes him after a deal of wholly unnecessary conflict, and the latter in turn reports
to the producer or director possibly somewhat after the same procedure, the result
being vitiation of time, energy and temper,
disputing what should rather be discussed.
"In the nieanwhile the belligerents offer
a fair mark for coaxing, bamboozling and
bulldozing by the common enemy.
Take
your choice.
"The solution, and need for one are as
plain as Maggie's face.
The independents
need three things.
They have one. That I
know. I am not so sure of the other two.
in

iMoses lulnnd a flat top mahogany desk,
patiently, biding his time.
(When 'I last
talked with him he was as patient as a
cayuse with a burr under his tail).
"And the cuckoo will call just as soon
as the Israelites (which for the first time
in history includes us Irish), of the industry
stop wishing and start wanting deliverance.
"I am heartily in accord with that venerable tong man, Frank Rembusch, in his
plea to bury the hatchet.

"By all means let's bury it, but not in
one another, as has been the brotherly custom

of

the past.

"Marshall
a

Romeo

and Jimquin have done

Neilan

apiece.

"Who'll be next

to

Lakewood's

The

Largest and

court the cuckoo?"

Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTfL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00

Weekly

$6.00

up Daily

New

York, along
fifth, seventh or tenth strata of one
of those skyscrapers, sits the motion picture

Ark— C.

Rock,

Mcdford, Okla.
Legion was opened

New York

Neilan's

receipt of
description of
in

in

received

of El Paso, Tex.:
a copy of Marshall
what he describes as

"Meantime somewhere

—

35 Broad Street,

"Just

been

following has

from James Quinn

about the

Cuero, Tex. The Zozy has been
closed for repairs, but experts to reopen in the near future.
Office

The

star has a

MAIL —

THE

Charles (Chic) Sale

Special
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ures.
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Conventions.
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George H. Hamilton, Inc.
offers

WHERE IS MY BOY?
A PHENOMENAL PICTURE OF
HEART INTEREST and MOTHER LOVE
In Five Absorbing Reels

You know what

the last big melodrama did and
you also know that I always pick good ones
Successful showmanship is giving the people
what they want you cannot fail with heart interest and mother love
they move the world.

—

THIS PICTURE
A

—

IS

NOT FOR SALE

New

System of State Rights Distribution That
Discounts Present Conditions For the Territorial Buyer

//

Brand

You Want a Live One, Come In and Talk

It

Over

George H. Hamilton,
Suite 511

729 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Inc.

THE
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Why Select Hays
(Continued from page

Thursday's Issue

Wednesday, January

Taisho Film Buys Two Serial
The Taisho Film Co. has purch;
"The Blue Fox" and "Adventure:
Tarzan" for Japan through J. P

Get Time Grant

?

(Continued from page

1)

present time, and, so far as I know, it has
not souglit to influence elections.
However,
whetlier this be true or not, I have read
with deep regret that a great Republican
leader has been made an ofTer to become, at
an enormous salary, the head of the entire
moving picture industry. According to the
reports, he is to become their 'business and
policy' director at a salary of $100,000 or
$150,000 a year.

11, 1922

1)

exchanges.
Request for an

otlier

extension of six son & Co.
in connection
with the hearing held by the commisNavy Men See "Jutland"
sioners on the proposal to include in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the new ordnances a requirement that
Annapolis, Md.^"The
Battle
all film containers be made of twentyJutland'" was shown before the Ni
five gauge steel, corrugated on top
"Why has Mr. Hays been selected for this and bottom, and lined with some in- Academy on Saturday. A comp
program of educational product
position?
What is the purpose of the offer?
sulation material.
Is it due to the fact that Mr. Hays is close
shown with the picture. On Mon
representations
As a result of the
Is it because he
to the powers that be?
the same program was repeated at
today controls the mails?
Is it because he of Albert de Roode, of the National
Marine Barracks in Washington.
has the ear of the President and is a memPrevention
ComFire
Association
ber of the President's own Cabinet circle?
mittee, Frederick H. Elliott, J. F.
Is it because, as Chairman of the Republican
National Committee, he elected three years Ancona, formerly with Eastman KoIs it because
ago a Republican Congress?
dak, and Mr. Chamberlain, it is probhe played a prominent part in selecting the
.Senators who are now leading the majority able that the District Government will
in this chamber?
not insist upon this requirement, but
Why, of course will be content with the adoption of
"Is he going to accept?
he is going to accept, and they are not paya corrugated can of twenty-five gauge
ing him this great salary to be a star along
with 'Doug' Fairbanks, Mary Pickford and or better, especially in view of the
'Fatty' Arbuckle and other lights of the fact that the various companies are
screen.
They did it because they think that voluntarily going further in providhe can do the work. He was not selected
ing fire protection in their vaults than
to elevate the morals of the industry.
"There is more significance in the offer- is required by the new regulations.
ing of this position to the Postmaster GenTiie cost of providing insulated

NEWS
STILLMAN
CHILDREN
Champion Kisser

months was

first

made

THE STRAPHANGEf
THE TOUCHDOWN

from Paris

would be in the case the
any other Cabinet ofificer.

containers, the film men told the commissioners, would be three times
that of the container now used. The
various types of cans were kicked
Republican Senate and House, and there are around on the floor, to show how the
many questions of importance to the mov- blue steel can will stand up under
ing picture industry coming up in Congress. wear, and samples of the tin cans
"There is at this time a question before
used were also shown,
the Finance Committee, the placing of a formerly
Do which were badly dented and bent
tariff on foreign motion picture films.
the moving picture men think that because
when hammered on the floor.
of Mr.
Hays's closeness to the President
If the companies are going to have
he can work wonders in that new tariff
bill
that is yet to come, or in the supple- to spend this extra money, it was
mentary tax bill that rumor says is going declared, they would luuch prefer to
to
replace the tax bill that was enacted
expend it for further fire protection
recently ?"
better safe-guards in the vaults
and
"May I inquire," here interrupted Senator
Sutherland of West Virginia, "why Mr. Wil- than in cans from which the added
liam G. McAdoo. who was Secretary of the protection was a double full quantity,
Treasury and a son-in-law of Mr. Wilson, acdeclared while both
cepted a similar position to that which has Mr. Chamberlain
been offered to Mr. Hays?"
de Roode and Ancona substantiated
"Mr. McAdoo," rejoined Harrison, "had his statement that the added proBe- tection afforded by the insulated cans
resigned when that offer was made.
sides, he accepted employment as the repwas far greater in theory than in
resentative of four motion-picture actors
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford and two others. practice.

eral than
offer was

there

made

Mr. Hays

to

of the Cabinet.
He is a political organizer of ability and
energy and has been the head of the Republican National Committee].
He elected the
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Write:
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7th Avenue,
City

New York

is

the

politician

But in this case a man still in the Cabinet
is
dickering, not to represent four actors
or actresses, but to head all the interests included in the industry."

Explaining what his company is
doing in the way of erecting new exMr. Chamberlain quoted
changes,

"I say that when the motion picture industry gets the biggest politician in the
Republican Party to head that industry, we
must look with suspicion on the move.
I
regret the action taken by these men.
I
think they are making a mistake if they
think that by employing a politician they
can put over their policies.
I wonder if a
cesorship will apply. You know and I know
that when the picture of the present occupant of the White House is thrown on the
screens the audiences bow their heads, but,
when that of Mr. Wilson is projected on the
silver sheet the cheers ring to the rafters."

specifications

from buildings already
use in other cities, some of which
are not subject to as strict regulain

tions proposed here, comparing them
with the proposed Washington regulations

and

many

Rothacker United Director

any way of a

political nature.

16.

Harold MacGrath, the author, is
at the Woodstock.

R. Roth-

member

the board of directors of the
Studios.

of

United

Herman

Robbins on Trip
of
Robbins

National

Service, Inc., has started a
tour that will include the important
exchange centers between here and
The purpose of this trio
Chicago.
is to establish local agencies.

Screen

Preparing for Convention
Charles L. O'Reilly has arranged
with the New York Central for G. F.
Stanton, city passenger agent of the
company, to handle all transportation
matters dealing with the New York
Stale convention on Feb. 14, IS and

town, stopping

—Watterson

He

pressure.

I

THE FILM DAILY)

acker has been elected a

holds that his plans would fail if he
inked with them any sort of political

I

to

Los Angeles

in

in

Famous

that

respects.

(Special

Hays is quoted as saying
this
connection that it would be obviously
impossible for him to carry out duties
of any nature if those duties savored

showing

Players exchanges went even further
than the proposed regulations in

in

Calgary Gets $3,137 in Fees
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

city derived $3,137.50
municipal licenses from the dozen
local theaters during 1921, according
The revenue
to the official report.
from this source during 1920 was

Calgary^

CENTUR>
COMEDIE

in

$2,550.

RELEASED THRU UNiypS

—

;s$<?re(ocmized

Authority
FORMERLY
Thursday, Jar.uary

To

i
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Price 5 Cents

Close New Contracts

Hugo

[Rex Ingram Plans Ambitious
ture of "Toilers of the Sea"

"Black Orchids,"
(Special to

12,

Pic-

Selznick Distribution in England and

—

Canada Arranged New Company in Dominion

Too

THE FILM DAILY)

Several important deals have been
closed in the Selznick offices.
One

—

Angeles Rex Ingram will
iiake an elaborate version of Victor
Hugo's "Toilers of the Sea."
It is
IS yet undecided whether the picture
vill
be made in this country or

Los

with Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd.,
Great Britain whereby the Selznick output will be handled through
that organization of which Major A.
P. Holt is managing director.
The
is

of

ibroad.

Before picturizing the Hugo novel,
Ingram will probably film "Black
Drchids," which he made for Uni^•ersal
about six years ago.
Cleo
Madison appeared in the old version
iind it is probable that Barbara Le
iMarr, who is in "The Prisoner of
Ztnda." will appear in the new ver-

arrangement

ion.

Contrary to published reports, it is
that
Ingram's contract
Ivith Metro has not expired, and that

iinderstood

plans to film "Toilers of the
should materialize, the picture
vill, in all probability, be distributed
hrough Metro.

if

the

Sea"

jShoulder Arms,"
Oay's Pleasure.''

May

an^

May

1,

"A

Organize Tennessee

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Nashville— S. H. Borisky of Chatanooga and C. J, McElravey are the
irime movers in a plan which is unlerstood to have for its purpose the
•rganizing of an exhibitor organizaion in Tennessee.
A meeting has
>een
lere
l:bly

is

called for Jan. 23.
It is said
that the organization will probaffiliate with the M. P. T. O.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

CO.,

—

Developed Will
Process
Eliminate Printing and Deliver
Film in 10 Minutes, Is Claim
Being

A

being developed whicii
the owners, the Positype Corp. of
America claim will make positives
direct in the camera and develop the
same in a few minutes. The corporation is now marketing a product
named "Direx," which is a sensitive
paper used directly in a still camera
process

and gives

is

when

developed, thus eliminating the negative
a positive print

Wid Gunning

yesterday announced

he following changes in personnel
1 the Chicago, Los Angeles and San
'rancisco offices:

the company are perfecting the positive film and are
confident it will prove of great value
(Continued on Page 4)
Officials

Inc., 729 7th Ave.,

N. Y.

effective

returning on the Paris.

(Special to

New York

of

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles^Albert E. Smith was
scheduled to leave for the East last
night.

C— Advt.

Confab Planned

Direct Positive

film.

Percentage Plan

become

Smith Leaves for

wrecked balloon, Betty is rescued by the
Dropped
giant chieftain, Thunderman, and grows up to become "THE JUNGLE
GODDESS" in Col. SELIG'S nev/est and greatest fifteen episode serial.
The most elaborate and thrilling chapter-picture ever made. State Rights.
into the jungle in a

Chaplin Comedies Revived
The first comedies made by Charles
Chaplin for First National are to be
evived.
The order of release will
lie
as follows.
Feb. 6, "A Dog's
jJfe"; Mar. 6, "Sunnyside"; Apr. 3,

to

Myron Selznick Due Saturday
Myron Selznick is due in New
York from abroad on Saturday. He

Albert Lowe Resigns
Albert Lowe, who for many years
last has been actively identified with
he Paragon and later with the G.
i. and the San Jac "labs," resigned
rom these organizations about the
rst of the vear.

is

immediately.
A second deal has been closed for
distribution in Canada.
J. P. Bickel
and a banker named Shepard, in association with N. L. Nathanson. have
formed the Select Pictures
Corp.,
Ltd., of Canada which will, beginning Saturday, release all of the Selznick output in the Dominion.
This
includes the present output and all
of the past releases, including the
Talmadge and Clara Young revivals
which are reported as being popular
in Canada.
The Aliens have had the
productions until now.

First National Franchise Holders Expected to Hear of Lichtman Appointment as Sales Head

Operators' Ball in March
Local No. 306, I. A. T. S. E., the
operators' union, will give its annual
ball at the 71st

March

Regiment Armory on

11.

Buchowetzki Making "Othello"
Although First National maintains
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that it is merely a regular executive
Berlin
Dimitri Buchowetzki is
committee that is scheduled for Jan. producing "Othello." The same or-

—

16 or thereabouts, it is understood
that all of the 26 chieF franchise holders will assemble in New York for a
series of conferences.

ganization

Woman"

inade
is

"All

for a
this

making

production.

Lloyd Expects to Close Deal
Harold Lloyd stated yesterday that

One

of the matters that will be discussed will be the appointment of
Al Lichtman as sales manager for the
certain
circuit and it is reasonably
that
of
that official announcement
character will be made at that time.

that

("Danton")

by next week he expected

to sign his

A lawyer
on his way from Los Angeles to sit
Lloyd, Hal
in on the conferences.
Roach and the party that came East
expect to leave on Wednesday for
the coast by way of New Orleans and
new

distribution contract.

is

"The Dragon's Claw" the First
Ben Simpson, well known in West"The Dragon's Claw'' is the title of possibly Cuba.
Lease Auditorium for Showings
.in
While the comedian would not
film
circles,
and one of the
the first episode of "The Mistress of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
jrganizers of Realart exchanges with
the World" which will be released discuss with whom he was dickerjack Woody, is now in San Francisco
about March 5 when the 10th anni- ing, it would not prove surprising to
Swedish Biograp
Minneapolis
pr Wid.
Harry Willard, formerly has leased the Auditorium for it; versary of Paramount will be ob- learn that Lloyd will continue his release through Pathe.
(Continued on page 4)
served.
showings here starting on Sunday.
1

—

I

i
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Two New

Four-Cornered Deal

Units
Charles fChio Sale

Carewe, Zeidman and Fine- Irving Cummings and Roy Stewart
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
man
to Produce Jointly
Conto Make Features for West71-73
Inc., Published Daily at
West 44th St..
tracts Signed Yesterday
ern Pictures Corp.
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
FILM FOLKS. INC.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Contracts were signed yesterdax'
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
between Charles C. Burr, Edwin
Los Angeles Irving M. Lesser
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManCarcwc, B. P. Fineman and Bennie and Mike Rosenberg of Western Picager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, Zeidman, which bound the four in
tures Exploitation Co. announce the
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
a joint producing proposition.
formation of a new producing unit
the act of March 3, 1879.

in

"HIS NIBS"

—

free) United States, Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00;
Foreign
3 months, $3.00.

of

The

$15.00.

Address

communications

all

DAILY,
N. Y.
'Phone:

71-73

West 44th

to

THE FILM

St.,

New

York,

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603

—
London, W.
Representative— Le
Paris
Montmartre.

London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
C.

2.

Film,

call.^
filming two to star Irving Ciunmings in five-reelfor
Mounted Police stories, ers. Cummings, heretofore, has been
be made in feature form. making two-reel Northwest Mounted

deal

Northwest
each

to

Carewe

Subscribers should remit with order.

will direct and production, in
all likelihood, will be at the United
Distribution
Studios in Hollywood.
will be via Affiliated Distributors,

organization.
Carewe,
Fineman and Zeidman leave todaj' on
the Century for the coast to start
work. The first picture will be released in March.

Burr's

Inc.,

Rue

144

1922

Have you booked

Burr,

Terms (Postage

12,

The

Police stories.

season's quaintest,

most delightful comedy

The new unit will first present
Cummings in "The Man From Hell's
River." It is an adaptation from the
James Oliver Curwood novel, "The
Coyote." Each picture is to cost not
less than $50,000.
It is understood a second unit added to the organization is that formed

by Hugh B. Evans, Jr., and starring
Elk to Release "New Disciple"
Roy Stewart. The first storj' is now
Huot, Arrow's Seattle Manager
"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The New Disciple," which played in production. It is "Ridin' Wild
Seattle
J. J.
two weeks at the Lyric, will be dis- by H. H. Van Loan. The director is
Goodstein, while
tributed in Greater New* York and Robert Thornbv.
Seattle appointed A. H. Huot loca
Northern Jersev by Elk Photoplays.
Arrow manager.
Quotations
Inc.
Segal Buys "Supreme Passion"
Hellman Plans Own Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
High Low Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fickeisen Leaves Merit
11 Va
Famous Players
HYi,
Philadelphia
Dave
Segal
Pio
1W%
of
Chicago Maurice Hellman, whi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

European

Representative Internationale
Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

.

—

.

do pfd

95

95

95

Buffalo

—

Bill

Fickeisen has resign-

purchased

neer has

the rights for
Passion."

Not quoted
"The Supreme
Not quoted ed as office manager for Merit. HoNu-Art,
123^
123^
12-54 mer Howard, formerly with
Series of 52 Bible Films
Not quoted has been engaged as a salesman by
Weiss Brothers Artclass Pictures
Not quoted N. I. Filkins, now in charge of the

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's,
Triangle

—

Inc:,

World

office.

"The Boot Leggers" Ready
Several new releases are now being

Many

Exhibitors Interested

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

prepared by Producers Security Corp.
St. Louis
The following exhibitOne is Al Gilbert's production, "The ors are members and franchise holdBoot Leggers," ready for distribu- ers in the Exhibitors Direct Service
tion about Jan. IS.
Exchange, which was recently form-

Four Joint Showings
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Buffalo Harold B. Franklin has
booked "School Days" for day and
date presentation at the Shea Hippodrome, Criterion, North Park and

Elmwood.

ed:
McNair,

Kotnik; Fairy, R. A.

Jos.

Stier-

North
Ferd WarMalba and Cherokee, Fred Wehrenner
berg; Ozark, W'ebster Groves, Mo., L. C.
Chippewa,
Hehl
Red Wing, S. Horwich
H. Steinmeyer; Ivory, Fred N. Hoelzer
King Bee, M. J.
Casino, John Karzin
Retina, John
Nash
Comet, Thos. James
H. Centner Union, S. Sigoloff O'Fallon and
Broadway-Family and
Baden, S. Kaimann
Grand,

Ferd

Warner;

H.

Chas.

Queen's,

lin;

Warner;

Zelphia,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Majestic,
Rex Amusement Co.
McKinley Amusement Co. Marquette, Frank
Peerless,

;

;

Spero; Eighteenth Street and Maryland, W.
O. Reeves; Ashland, M. S. Schulter AmerNew Liberty, Mrs.
ican, Jos. P. Wagner
M. G Bourne, and Star, E. E. Efthim.
;

;

are preparing a series of Biblical subjects for release via non-theatrical exchanges. Plans are under way whereby 52 pictures will be available.

Sunburst Pictures Formed
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Sunburst

Springfield, Mass.
tures Corp., recently

ii

—

recently severed his connections witl
Universal, is opening an exchange o
his

own.

Monday
THE FILM DAILY)

Lincoln Starts Tour
(Special to

Philadelphia

— Ben

Amsterdam

o

Film Attractions, dis
tributing "Adventures of Tarzan"
Eastern Pennsylvania and Souther:
New Jersey, has arranged for Elm
Lincoln to begin his personal appear
ance tour here on Monday.
Masterpiece

i:

Pic-

in
Superior Contracts for Comediesl
1
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Massachusetts, has opened its offices
at 360 Worthington St.
Albert W.
Chicago Juanita Films, Inc., |
Plummer is director of production Tampa has closed a deal with tn
and president.
Clarence Phinney, Superior Screen Service for the firs
formerly with LTniversal on the coast, six comedies to be released weekl

organized

—

director.
Maurice
B.
treasurer.
picture will be "Sands of
Humanity," on which work will be
started as soon as possible.
The
companj' says it plans to build a studio in Springfield.
is

assistant

Townsend
The first

is

commencing
covered

is

Jan.

The

15.

Northern

Illinois

territor

and

I

diana.

AL COHN
BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES
Representing the

Foremost Authors

Closing of the Mails

MARKHAM BLDC,
HOLLYWOOD

Thursday, Jan. 12
Mails

STATE RIGHT BUYERS
Robert McLaughlin's

"The House
Without Children"
A

10:00 A.M.

Esperanza, V. Cruz. 8:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

Guaratuba, Pernambuco

11:00 A.M.

—

7

reels

Sail.

K.

J. Luckenbach,
Colon

.Mongolia,

:00

Hamburg. 8:00

_

Bergen

4:00 P.M.

.\.M.

Friday, Jan. 13
12:00M. fiurope. Africa

8:30 A.M.

Broadway

Tel. 6548

Bryant

12:00M.
Santiago, Havana... 9:00A.M.
AUianca, Colon
12 :30 P.M.

3:00 P.M.

12:00M.
4:00 P.M.

Lake Fariston,

12:00M.

Panama.

(Specially

Nicaragua

and

Sal-

addressed.)

12:00M.
Denmark.

Eastern Breeze,
HelsingCors

Savanilla

vador.

and West Asia.
(Norway
and Straits Settlements specially addressed)
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland.

ROBT. W. PRIEST
1482

Zone,

P.M.

Stavangerfjord,

Telegraph Your Bid

Yucatan and Campeche.
(Cuba and other
parts of Mexico specially addressed.)
North Brazil, Pernambuco, Natal and Cabadello.
(Other parts of Brazil specially
Canal

1

COMPLETE EXPLOITATION SUPPLIES

GOING TO HIGHEST BIDDER
16— Western States— 16

Mail for
South Brazil, Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay. (Specially addressed.)
(Tarries

addressed.)

Thundering Dramatic Sensation

Phone: Holly 3222

Vessels

Steamer. Destination. Close.
Boswell, B'nos Aires. 6:30 A.M.

8:00 A.M.

I

3:00 P.M.

Sweden, Esthonia and Finland.
(Specially addressed.)
Bahamas and Cuba,
(Specially addressed.)
Haiti (except Cape Haitien and Port de
Paix), Canal Zone,
Panama and Nicaragua.
Jamaica and Colombia.
(Haiti speciallv addressed.)
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Many Sales

Reports

Manager Busy

.rrow's Foreign

Sell-

I

:f

Joan Film Has
Joan Film Sales

Series Sold

Art Brand Disposes of

Two

Reelers

New

Release

Co.,
Inc.,
has
read)- for distribution a new western,
"Nine Points of the Law," which was

Exchanges R. C.
Cropper There
filmed by the Rainbow Film Corp.
Beginning the first week in Feb- with Helen Gibson, Edward Coxen
David J. jMouiitan, foreign manager
ruarj'. National Exchanges, Inc., will and Lee Maloney.
Arrow, 3^esterda3- announced a
ing Productions for Outside
Territories

j

Ray

|

to National

lumber of foreign sales.

Among

was the sale of 18
Comedies for Porto Rico,
these

potlight

Domingo and

anta

Haiti to the In-

distribute the series of Charles Ray
pictures which were held by Art
Brand Prod., Inc.
The pictures are in two reels and
20 of them are to be turned over to
National by the terms of the contract.
The deal gives National full

Film Agency of San Juan.
Release will be
amous Players purchased 14 Broad- ownership.
ay Comedies for distribution by the other week until the series

!rnational

—

is

atfires and 10 one reel Hank Mann
omedies for Porto Rico, Santa Doingo and Haiti. K. D. & Brothers,
embay, India, purchased 26 two reel
India,
ank Mann Comedies
for
urmah and Ceylon.

Jossey, special representative
of Arrow, has returned from an extended trip through the South and

Jossey Back

Saengers Start Release
(Special to

Dallas

THE FILM DAILY)

— Representatives

of

the

Saenger Amusement Co. were here
recently to get "Why Girls Leave
Home" started. Saengers control the
picture for Louisiana, Texas. Arkansas and Oklahoma.

Says:

YOU
GET OUT

OF

IHE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Pittsburgh Federated
has
here
taken over the sixth floor of the excbaiigc liuilding in Forbes
in
St.

which are housed Universal, Famous
Players and some others.
Federated
ex- is operated by Harry Charnas of the
Standard Film Service Co.

hausted.
R. C. Cropper, it developed yesterday, is now in active charge of exchanges of the organization. He was
former president of Reelcraft.
Harry Lewis, an attorney, is now
in charge of Reelcraft.

Ltd.,

Moves

every

of Australasia.
amous Lasky Film Service. Ltd., of
ngland also secured the 14 Broaday Comedies for the United King)m.
A. E. Gonzales of San Juan, Porto
for 8 Jack Hoxie
ico, contracted

Films,

eature

Pittsburgh Federated

MADGE EVANS
LIFE

JUST

WHAT YOU

PUT IN IT
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
AND EVERYWHERE
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

S.

J.

Middle West.
ssociated Photoplays Closing Office

Conn and Brannon Here
Inc..
will
on Feb. 1 and
Among visitors at Arrow this week
)ncentrate its activities in Los An- were William Conn, Premier Pictures
gles.
James Livingstone, president, Corp., Charlotte, N. C, and T. A.
ictor B. Fisher, general manager, Brannon of Eltabran Film Co., Atid William D. Garwood leave for lanta.
Le coast in a few weeks.
Lotz Buys Fight Films
Photoplays.

Associated

local

ose, its

(Special to

Bennett in Miami
(Special to

Miami,

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Fla.

— Hunter

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo Harry
Realart manager,

Bennett

of

ational
Exchanges, Inc., is here
inferring with William Brush of
rush Prod., on some proposed proiction for National release.
Brush

a laboratory and an outdoor stage

IS

Know What's Going On

office

E.

has

Lotz,

former

obtained

the

state rights on the Dempsey
fight pictures.
He has taken George
Schaefer and Norman Hepworth, former Realart emplojes, with him to
Cleveland, where he will open an

Ohio

Subscribe to

office.

re.

Levy Buys "Shadows"
THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago "Shadows of Conscience,"
(Special to

—

Russell

.

;

:
'

\

Niagara Opens Exchange
(S. e. al to

—

IHE FILM DAILY)

Buftalo
Niagara
Pictures
Corp.
has opened an exchange on the third
floor of the Warner Bldg., 257 Frank-

be distributed
Kansas, Western Missouri, Cololin
with David Levy as sales
St.,
do. New Mexico, Wyomnig. Utah
manager and H. AI. Chubaroi? as
Southern Idaho by George A.
lid
vice-president and general manager.
2vy, president of the Liberty TheaGeorge Williams is covering the
rs Film Exchange of Denver. PioRochester
territory
and
Thomas
'-er of New
York will handle it in
Leonard
the ^'Outhern tier.
ew York, Northern New Jersey.
Prod.,

will

Tie Film Daily
71 West 44th

Kindly enter

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including
1921

and Indiana. Wisconsin and
Upper Peninsula of Michigan will
booked by the W. G. Gaskell En-

Carnival Ccmecies New Brand
Carnival Comedies is
the
name
tl at h.as been given to the new seriesrprises of Chicago.
of two-reel comedies which have been
secured by the C. B. C. Film Sales
Shallenberger Denies Report
Ben Amsterdam of
Masterpiece.
'The following letter has been re- Philadelphia, has purchased Eastern
ived from W. E. Shallenberger of Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey rights and Marion Kohn for Fedrrow
"I note in your issue of Thursda>
Jan. erated Film Exchange of Los Angeles
1922, an article under the heading 'F'egan
and San Francisco, for California, Ar-

;;

,

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Film Daily

for

one

year, starting immediately, to include

linois

e
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Theatre
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Serial Rights,'
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laives
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|>m

St.

which

is

further iden-
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Louis.

stated that Barney
of the Independent
Jim
Exchange, has waived his rights in
|he
Blue Fox' to permit the Exhibitors
irect Service Exchange to obtain this pic!"In this article it is
|gan, general manager

izona,
lands.

Nevada and

The New York

been disposed of

to

:ture.

I

cannot imderstand

how

th.s

iper."

Is-

Address

territory has

Myriad Pictures

"WE NEVE[2 DISAPPOINT

OxMWW Film Iiiboraiories
lb4CORPORATED

iii-

mation was given to you in the form in
nch it is and I will appreciate it very
'tch if you will correct tliis in ^Ol.lr valued

Hawaiian

Corp.

I'e.

"I wish to advise you that this is not in
;ordance with the facts.
The real situan is that we cancelled Mr. Fef.an's con.ct and
he did not waive the rights to
s serial.
Furthermore, the Exliibitors I)i;t Service Exchange has not obtained this

the

PHONE

220WEST 42^2 STREET
NEWVOOK
:^

ALLAN A.UOWNES
GEN.MCB.

THE

i^^

DAILY

Organization Launched
With Profit-Sharing Plan in Mind
D. Hartford Vice-Pres.

(Continued from page

Coast

—

(Special

Los

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Co-operative

Pro-

of a new
organization formed here to produce
pictures on the profit-sharing idea. F.
H. Croghan is president: David M.
Hartford, vice-president; Edward Alexander, secretary, and E. F. Kelton,
treasurer.
The company plans to work at

ducers,

Inc.,

is

the

name

Universal City and says it will only
have identified with it names that are

The

statement declares

official

part:
"Mr. Gunning,

in

after

and

productive

"A

and salesmen.
There have been various
bonuses and percentage arrangements in the
him industry, but they have been regulated
through the inclusion of overhead, branch

Feature Jimmie Adams
forthcoming Hallroom Com-

In

all

Jimmie Adams' name

edies

will

ap-

pear as co-featured with Sid Smith.

Hallmark Creditors Meet Jan. 20

A

meeting of the creditors
of Hallmark Pictures will be held in

office expenses, or the limiting of territory
for the individual, so that his earning capacity was held at a very conservative figure.
The Gunning plan strips away the limitations and red tape and, in effect, places the
men who are selling for his organization in
business for themselves in the most attractive

form possible."

Herb Howe Here
Herb Howe is in town from Los

Rice to Talk Against Censors
attack on censorship will be
made by Elmer Rice tonight at the
Bay Ridge High School, Brooklyn,
and again on Sunday at Public
School No. 101, Manhattan.
.\n

Brand New Box Office Winner

He plans to remain here
March, and then go abroad for
a few months where he will write

U

Nine Points
OF THE LAW"
is going to get the money for
the country.
It is packed with melodrama and
No State Rights Buyer or Independent Exchange can afford to pass this one by.
Powerful advertising material to
back it up.
Extraordinary exploitation, bull's-eye posters and accessories,
all prepared.
Advertising campaign books now on the press.
Territory
now being apportioned.
Write or wire today for terras, prices and com-

l^y exhibitors all over
^ high speed action.

plete details to

Joan Film Sales

Angeles.

Star

until

some

Kane Delays Return
^Arthur S. Kane, who was expected to return from his Southern vacation yesterday, has postponed his arHe
rival until the end of the week.

Currituck Sound, Water Lily,
N. C, where he is on a duck shooting expedition with his son, Lawrence
at

is

(Special to

Maine M.
Bangor,

P. T. O.

Formed

THE FILM DAILY)
Me.— The M. P. T. O.
to

of

Maine was formed here at a meeting
at the Penobscot Exchange Hotel.
The following officers were elected:
Charles

Stern,

Bangor,

president;

Wendell

Hone, Presque Isle, vicepresident; William McPhee, Oldtown,
treasurer, and A. S. Goldman, Bangor, secretary.
The new unit supersedes tlie old organization known as
Allied Theaters
the
Organization.
Official

Urban Movie Chats were

endorsed.

ductions of the independent producers.

for delicate gradation
Clune Sells Exchanges
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Clune Film Exchanges of Los Angeles and
San
Francisco have been transferred to
The
the Cinema Distributing Co.
executive board of the new company
is
composed of C. A. Cook, F. N.
Lupton, T. M. Gullick, T. M. Ne\yman, F. E. Samuels, F. C. Chipmin
and C. C. Craig.

Lakewood's

The

Largest and Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTU

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

and

$35.00

Direct Positive

$6.00

(Continued from page 1)

news reels and for rapid work
where duplicate copies are not refor

present to concentrate upon supplying
the amateur photographers, and it
will be a year before they will have
perfected their motion picture proThey are making plans for a
duct.
home camera and projector that will

be motor driven.

Special

Inducements
Conventions.
est Servi'-p.

room.
ures.

—

rich velvety blacks,

SPECIFY

ANSCO POSITIVE
FILM
This
offers

AMERICAN-MADE

film

which

an additional source of supply,

requires

quired.
It is claimed that 100 ft. of
film can, by this process, be projected
six minutes after it has been taken.
During the war the positive process
was used in photographing from the
air.
Positype officials plan for the

Co., Inc.
New York City

H. Charness, general manager, and
Al Martin, director of production. E.
J. Shilling will be publicity manager.
It is their intention to market pro-

—

(Special

33 West 42nd Street

—

'

Kane.

The

Launched
THE FILM DAILY)

Attractions

Los Angeles A new distributing
organization formed on the coast as
the Star Attractions is announced by

fiction.

CO.'S

JC^TINE POINTS OF THE LAW"

special

the office of Peter B. Olney, referee
in bankruptcy, on Jan. 20.

JOAN FILM SALES

percentage.

with the company.

is

For State Rights Distribution

definitely segregating
non-productive forces,
then gave the sales managers and salesmen
a straight percentage proposition which gives
them an opportunity to earn two and three
times what any film company has ever paid
He is
their salesmen and sales managers.
continuing the payment of managers' and
salesmen's salaries and expenses, paying these
sum now as a drawing account against their
liis

nationally.
In that connection
said that Lon Chaney, Lewis S.
Stone and Noah Beery are connected

known

To

1922

Now Ready

1)

of Realart, has been placed in charge
of the Chicago office, while George
Slater becomes his Los Angeles representative.

sliding scale of percentages, paid direct,
without any deductions for branch or home
office overhead charges, of eight to fifteen
per cent, has been arranged for managers

it

12,

Percentage Plan

Co-operative Idea
New

Thursday, January

no change

Weekly

in

methods of man-

ipulation.

up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

Wonderful Food.

and
Fin-

Dancng

Xiglitly in HallUnusual Entertainment FeatAthletic and Social Directors.

Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CUMMINGS LABORATORIES
(DISTRIBUTORS)

15

PARK ROW, NEW YORK CITY

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

I

Barclay 2647

iTHE

jAe BRADSTREET

;9^<?re(0cmized

of FILHDOH

Authority
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New

B'way Theater

Warner Bros. Looking Over Sites
Designed To Be Home for

—

Independents
Warner Bros, are developing plans
for the construction of a theater on
Broadway, somewhere between 42nd
ind 49th Sts.
It will house inde-

I

Official

:

|

^

(icudent productions,

and, of course,
hatever
features
Warner Bros,
themselves may turn out.
It w-as stated yesterday that two
>ites have been gone over, and the
necessary
financial
arrangements
ihout consummated. The house is to
:o^t
exclusive
of
the
$1,000,000,
ground. The idea has been talked of
for some months.
It is a developiiunt brought about by the first run
situation on Broadway where independent producers find it extremely
lifficult to "break in" with produc-

term lease the entire third floor of
the building at 15 W. 44th St., as
executive offices.
The announcement says that the
organization is privately owned, with
Greene president and Warren vicepresident.
The company expects to
release one picture a week, but in
calendar year will have a total
of 26 pictures.
It
is
said
more than half of these are either
completed or in production.
its first

output

While the announcement makes no
mention of the pictures to be released,
it
is perhaps significant that Greene

;ions.

is president of Pyramid Pictures, Inc.,
which has one active production unit
at Work, headed by Ray C. Smallwood. He has completed "My Old
Kentucky Home" and will next make
"The Queen of the Moulin Rouge."
Pyramid, in a number of statements,
has indicated that it would have ad-

Reports that independent operators

on Broaday have cropped up time and again
With Paran local film circles.
nount product in the Rialto Rivoli
and Criterion; First National and
~ome United Artists release in the
-)trand and Goldwyn at the Capitol,
he first run situation along Broad,vay is one that independents have
finance

a

theater

.\

lad considerable difiRculty in getting
iround.

1

I

"School Days" at Strand
"School Days" has been booked
or the Strand for the week beginning

— One

Release Weekly
announcement was made
yesterday that Walter E. Greene
and Fred B. Warren have formed the
American Releasing Corp. The company has taken over under a longCorp.

I

A\

i\oiild

Distributor

Walter E. Greene and Fred B. Warren Form American Releasing

ditional

units.

"L'Atlantide" Retitled
Betty, blinded by poisoned waters, is found by "Mike" and "Mary" and
One of the extraordinary sequences in
led from the terrors of the jungle.
GODDESS," the greatest of all SELIG wild animal
CO., Inc.,
&
jungle serials.
State Rights.
Advt.
729 7th Ave., N. Y.

"THE JUNGLE

C—

EXPORT

IMPORT FILM

"L'Atlantide" will

America under the
Husbands."

shown

be
title

of

in

"Missing

Buys Hodkinson Output
The Selznick unit operating in Australia has purchased the Hodkinson
Fears
Announce Valentino Contract
output for distribution there. While
Famous Players yesterday officially William Brandt Says Rentals Must John Emerson Blames Foreign Im- Selznick officials will not make any
portation for This Addresses
Be Cut or Theaters Close in
admissions, it is understood that they
announced what has already been
A. M. P. A.
Greater New York
are buying product for release there
3ublished
in
these columns:
that
Rudolph Valentino has been signed to
John Emerson was the guest of the two years ahead.
Theaters in Greater New York are
5tar.
The contract covers three facing a shut-down unless film rent- A. M. P. .K. at the regular Thursday
"The Dictator" Reid's Next
He
y^ears.
als are lowered, according to a state- meeting at the Cafe Boulevard.
Some production plans were also ment issued by William Brandt, pres- spoke for almost an hour on the tariff
Following "Across the Continent"
made public. In "Blood and Sand," ident of the Theater Owners Cham- situation.
Wallace Reid will next make Richard
Valentino's first vehicle, will appear ber of Commerce. Why he holds that
Emerson made a general resume of Harding Davis' play, "The Dictator,"
Bebe Daniels and May McAvoy. belief is outlined in his statement, the situation, and among his more under direction of James Cruze.
ran.

29.

Shut-Down

Claims

64% Drop
—

Penrhyn Stanlaw's next picture will which follows:
"Beyond the Border," in which
"I am not an alarmist, but unless
Betty Compson and Tom Moore will something radical is done and done
appear. "A Stampede Madonna" will real soon in reducing film prices to
be made with Jack Holt and Bebe exhibitors, I predict before the first
Daniels.
Agnes Ayres will appear day of summer arrives that over 75%
in "The Ordeal" as soon as "Boueht
of the theaters in this territory will
'and Paid For" is completed.
(Continued on Page 2)
Wilh'am D. Taylor will direct.
Gloria
Hearing on the 19th
Swanson's next picture will be "The
be

Gilded
will

Cage."

while

Tom

make "Our Leading

Arthur

S.

Meighan

Citizen."

Kane Back
Kane returned

yesterday

•from a hunting trip in the South.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

hearing will be
held on Jan. 19th of the proceedings
brought by Western Feature Prod.
Co., to restrain William Fairbanks
from breaking his contract.

Los Angeles

important statements said that the industry in this country was 64% ofT
May McAvoy on Vacation
as compared with 18 months ago.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
He attributed 30% of this to hard
Los Angeles— May McAvoy is entimes, etc., and argued that the re- joying a vacation following the commaining was caused by foreign im- pletion of "Through a Glass Win(Continued on Page 2)

Want Aid

of

Film Industry

The New York

dow."

New

It

is

possible

she

may

visit

York.

City Federation of
Women's Clubs has passed a resolution calling upon members of the
film industry to take the prohibition
situation seriously and to eliminate
references to prohibition
all joking

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Ferdinand P. Earle
is making plans for another production, the character of which he will

from

not divulge.

films, so far as possible.

Earle Plans Another Production

—

THE

c^mk

DAILY

Claims

64% Drop

(Continued from page
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1922

Emerson

address,

of his

referred to the

list

of for-

productions either released or
scheduled for release, as compiled

eign
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
and
New York, N. Y., by WID'S

FILM FOLKS.
W.

J.

from the

and

also referred
interview, published in Tuesday's issue.
He said that foreign countries

INC.

Dannenberg,

Joseph

President

Editor

Man-

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business

A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
ager;

J.

March

the act of

3,

of this publication, and
to the William Vogel

FILMS

1879.

Terms (Postage

free) United States, Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
3 months, $3.00.
months, $5.00;

of

files

being

in the

category of film

were opposed

to the

men who

because

Subscribers should remit with order.

Fordney measure

its

—

London, W.

C.

2.

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film,

Montmartre.
European

Central

tionale
vakia),

—

Representative
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

Famous Players
do pfd

..

793/^

95.Ki

/Goldwyn
'

Low
78^4
95

Close
783^
953/^

Not quoted
Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

13

12^

13

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Many

Exhibitors at Opening
of prominent persons in
the banking, art, and literary circles
attended the premier of "Foolish
Wives" at the Central Wednesday

A

number

night.

Among

.

'

territories and the receipts at the box
office are so far apart and their losses

so heavy, that unless

some change

the

made real soon he will not be able to
continue to lose the huge amount of
money which he is obliged to do at
when

business started

American

industry.

pay a good American wage and

show

I favor a
a substantial profit.
to raise funds for the Government and to preserve the film industry for America.

prominent exhibitors
"I met Ernst Lubitsch and his
who were present were William Fox, manager the other night. His manL. Rothafel, Joe Plunkett, Ed. ager had the nerve to look me in the
S.
Bowes and Mrs. Bowes, S. S. Moss; eye and tell me it cost the same
J. M. Springer of Ihe Symphony; Tom money to make a picture in GerMoore and Mrs. Moore, of Washing- many as it did in America. I was a
ton; Harry Asher and Mrs. Asher of gentleman and so couldn't say anyBoston; David Stoneman and Mrs. thing."
.Stoncman of Boston; J. Lourie and
Emerson then cited some figures
^.Irs. Lourie of Boston; Maurice E.
covering production activities today
Felt of Philadelphia; David Bortin as compared with 18 months ago.
and Mrs. Bortin, of Felt Bros., Phil- He said in New York there were 61
adelphia; S. Barrett McCormick of units working in the East, as comCleveland; Harry Hart and Mrs. pared with 18 today; 147 in Los
Milwaukee; Angeles and 56 today. The discusHart.
Butterfly,
the
"Doc." Horator and Jack Gardner sion toward the close became spirited
of tlie Pantheon, Toledo; and Frank with some of Mr. Emerson's remarks
Newman, Billy Brandt. Louis F. challenged by J. W. O'Mahoncy,
Blumenthal and Charles Steiner.
Harry Reichenbach, Charles W. Barrell and Howard Dietz.
Somborn Working on "Penrod"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Adventures"

gains over the summer business, but
the film rentals, instead of decreasing in accordance with the decrease at
the box office, in practically every instance was increased.

"Many

exhibitors

paid

1

exorbitant

some instances business was stimulating, yet the general run was far

"Yank"

below the average house expense.
"Many exhibitors held on desperately, hoping that Christmas Week
would cause a splurge, the effects of
which would carry good business on
for

balance of the season, but
again they were sadly disap-

the

here

pointed, for the result of the Christholidays was the worst in many
years, due to unusual cold weather
and other causes. The future holds
no brighter prospects.
The New
York territory in its various component parts represents practically every
territory of the country.

pages of information on
pictures released between

200

September
and
September

"We
trict,

1,

1,

1920
1921

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

mas

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729—

7th Avenue,
City

New York

have our manufacturing dis-

where the manufacturers have

closed \yy the score.
We have
Brooklyn the Navy Yard, which
has laid off 14,000 men.
The sugar
refineries have dispensed
with
the

l^een
in

men within the last
The ship repair yards

services of 4,000

two weeks.
of South

Brooklyn have laid of? 24,000
cloak and suit industry is

men.

The

in the

throes of a general strike with
or more people out of em-

50,000

ployment.

"These are only items at random
which reflect the true economic conditions in this territory, _ Practically
every craft has had its wages reduced
and because of this it stands to reason, and we believe it to be so, that

the theaters are doing the poorest
business of their career, and nevertheless film rentals are just as high
as during the peak days of the war,

in

tions

Charles Hutchison's new serial for
Pathe will be known as "Go-Get-'Em
Hutch."

^'BOOKING GUIDE"

in

and as a matter of fact considerably
Boston
higher on special attractions.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Bread is now being sold for 5c a
Boston— "A Connecticut Yankee" loaf. Sugar is being sold for 4>4c
to arrange for the personal appear- opens an indefinite engagement at the
a pound.
Clothing,
furniture
and
ance of Wesley Barry in conjunction Tremont Temple next Monday,
other commodities have come down
with "Penrod," which, as noted, opens
in proportion, but the film rentals are
at the Chicago theater, Chicago, on
Sells Series for Australasia
still in the same position where thcv
30.
Jan.
Bertha Schwartz states she has sold originally were when they were the
a series of Richard Kipling Prod, and highest.
"Heart of the North" for .Australasia,
"I am serving notice upon the whole
industry that a change must come at
Olin Holland will appear as Death once.
We are skating on very thin
in "Danse Macabre"
which Visual ice and if we don't want to fall
Symphony will produce.
through we must readjust our condi(Special to

"Jungle

in this

the exhibitors

of this territory had the poorest summer of their existence. The season
opened in September with very slight

tariff

the

Los Angeles Herbert K. Somborn
has been engaged by Marshall Neilan

Johnson'i

tariff

"I have it on an authority that I
consider reliable that the total revenue
from foreign sales is 18% and that
in some cases, it doesn't reach that
figure.
I
have been told that the
total business of Famous Players in
1920 was $37,000,000 and the foreign
business,
Tliis
would
$4,000 000.
place the percentage at 10.8% and
Famous is the biggest producer and
distributor of pictures in the world.
I
wager to say that even if our foreign markets were lost entirely, the
film business could still make enough

to

Martin

is

and we welcome the prices for the best attractions they
144
Rue
European films, but we do could obtain, hoping thereby to stimInterna- want some measure of protection for ulate and improve business, and while
hibitive
better

Watch

1)

be oliliged to close their doors.
"The difference in the present exhibition values which the exhibitors
are obliged to pay in their respective

were not retaliating, but putting
through tax measures in order to present.
raise revenue.
He charged Vogel as
"The tremendous depression

passage would cut off
Address all communications to THE FILM substantial sources of income,
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
"These measures are not retaliaN. Y.
tory," said Emerson, "otherwise they
4551-4552-5558.
Vanderbilt
'Phone:
would, not be so small. Retaliation is
Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Holly- the only argument the opponents of
wood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
the bill have and they work it to
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
We do not advocate a proKinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, death.
$15.00.

Shut-Down

(Continued from page

1)

portations.

During the course

Fears

Friday, January 13, 192;

just

the

same

as

EXTRA
EXTRA
EXTRA
!

!

"Five Days to Live"
SESSUE HAYAKAWA'S
greatest picture

now ready

R-C

is

at all

Exchanges.

Book it"Play it-Cash
ITS

AN

R-C PICTURE

Directed by Norman

Dawn

every other

industry has been obliged to do.
"Time is of the essence and speed
is earnestly required."

!

R-C PICTORES

in

!

THE

s2^
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MONEY-MAKING

VA

Four

of

the

best comedies

Charlie Chaplin
Ever Made Are Available

To Exhibitors with

EW Prints— New Paper
And New Advertising

NOW

No

better time ever existed than
to present
these new editions of ChapHn's famous comedies. The
country is ChapHn hungry and they'll eat these up
and you'll clean up at the box office.

—

HERE THEY ARE— NUFSAID
l\ UvJvJr

!3

LilJr Hj

(February Release)

O U JN JN Vol UHj

(March Release)

SHOULDER ARMS

...«.„»,

A DAY'S PLEASURE
e

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS

J. l?r.^

^ew Prints Available

m,,.^)

!

Plenty of Advertising

I

Go

to It

DAILY
Newspaper Opinions
"Foolish Wives" — Universal
Central

TIMES — Mr.

von Stroheim not only wrote
but is by far the most conspicuous figure in its cast. So to him, therefore, must go the bulk of whatever approval
And,
and disapproval the picture wins.
from different people, with varying ideas
and powers of endurance he is likely to re-

and directed

it,

—
*

Splendid settings
ceive much of both.
never made a dramatia photoplay, and "Foolmade with much
have
been
ish Wives" could
less acrhitecture without losing its essential
It does possess this qualdramatic quality.
ity, in many separate scenes and in frequent
sequences of scenes, because, most importantly, it is largely composed of dynamic,
Mr. von Stroexpressive motion pictures.
heim is a maker of motion pictures. He has
a keen sense of the dramatic and a pictorial
point of view, and the result is that "Foolish Wives" teems with scenes Uiat mean
something, that throw light on character and
that strike the spectator fairly between the eyes and make him sit up and
This is the chief value of the
read pictures.
film. * * * Surely, no matter how well done
the picture is, and no matter how absorbing
It
the story may be, the film is too long.
achieves its effects by its illuminating details, but it is too detailed to hold the atYou don't read a book
tention for so long.
written on such a subject as "Foolish Wives,"
in its style, for three hours and a half at a
sitting.
You couldn't. And it is wearynig
Yet it was cut from
to sit through the film.
.^20 reels
As the picture approaches its
end it stirs the interest with an exciting fire
scene, which comes as if to show that Mr.
von .Stroheim can be spectacular, too.
action,

!

TELEGRAPH—Personally,

we

believe

if

more

had been less of von Stroheim and
of the other players, the picture would

have

greater

there

and

his Bull

His bizarre costvmies

appeal.

Montana type of beauty
the women who demand

are not

a little
pleasing to
more refinement and less brutality in their
heroes.
do not mean by this that Universal

We

has a failure

On

tion.
as fine

country.

the

in

its

most expensive producin some ways it is

contrary,

any picture ever made in this
There have been no settings with-

as

my memory more

beautiful than these
Carlo interiors and exteriors and
It
the reproduction of the famous Casino.
seems almost incredible they could have been
made in this country and not imported from
in

Monte

that part of Europe
In
itecture is used.

where
some

this style of arch-

of the scenes

the

magnificence of the backgrounds rivals the
•
splendors that are "Theodora's." *
It holds
"Foolish Wives" is interesting.
Like a novel
the attention and entertains.
filled with pleasant chapters describing amusing persons one hates to leave it until the
That is why this reviewer disliked goend.
ing before the final curtain.

WORLD — Pictorially.

Mr.

von

Stroheim
has done fine things in "Foolish Wives."
This director seldom fails to take advantage
of shadow and background that only Nature
herself can supply.
His camera is a wonderfully "human"
that just beyond

of sensations in whicli one was principally
aware that money had indeed been poured
cut on it almost as prodigally as the rain in
* Among the
thunderstorm scene. *
tlie
other touches distinctive of the producer
was the realistic method of having passersby

occasionally flit across the vision in front of
the principals instead of the customary system of keeping the spaces in front of the

always

star

von Stroheim is a suThe
perb actor and a genius at directing.
picture seems to us almost without a flaw,
for tliat Waterloo, the titles, has bothered
We can say that
von Stroheim not at all.
without an exception the titles in "Foolish
Wives" are the best we ever have seen, and
Mr. von
there are not too many of them.
Stroheim lets his people express themselves
without delivering a diagram with each
scene.
.Of course, von Stroheim is the arch
villain, but so remarkable is his personality
that after he left the scene the picture slumped, so that he did not care what became of
the rest of them.
We venture the guess that there
is
an interesting picture in this film if it is
cut to within two-thirds of its present length.
Eric von Stroheim, the director, was good,
for some of the details, such as that of the
But of von
marine, were really interesting.
Stroheim, the actor, there is too much. * * *
.fudging with the most uncritical generosity,
it can be saitl
that all the material in the film
is
fine, but that the quantity is quite overwhelming.
Shows hand of master. Von
Stroheim adds to laurels as player and diBringing to
rector in most gorgeous film.
a Broadway screen by long odds the most
gorgeous scenes filmed in many a day * * *
Stroheim. the master of silent conceit, not
only added to his laurels as the most convincing film villain, but showed the hand of
a master in directing the play.
EVENING
Some wonderful

GLOBE —

JOURNAL —

WORLD—

photography

which

really

out-Griffith

Grif-

fith
some super-sets of Monte Carlo and
environs, and some corking fine, yet lowdown, acting by the author-producer star
;

and

*

*

is

the film was produced as a box
office attraction pure and simple, the dreams
of the producers will probably be realized a
hundredfold. * *
Von Stroheim can act
there is absolutely no question as to that
he is artistic from the frightful duel scar
on his forehead to the tips of his natty riding boots.
But he acts all t ;e time.
Ke
never gives one a rest from the horridness
of it all.
The best bit of acting in the film is con-,
tributed by Dale Fuller as a maid, driven
mad by the workings of von Stroheim's

It
never forgets
enamelled tables of
veranda the sea rumbles in

Exploitation

SUN— "Foolish

of

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

For

J.

particulars write

E.

Old Masters.

HERALD—

is

TELEGRAM —

Surpasses all former films
* *
with extravagant motion picture draina.
\'on Stroheim as the Russian Count is the
swaggerest
villain
that
ever
swaggered
* But even if one laughs
through a film.
at some
of the
"movie" excesses in the
film it remains a notable production, crowded with incident and replete with beauty.
» * "Foolish Wives" is the most extravagant of Amercan films, and one of the most
absorbing.

MAIL— "Foolish
a

Wives"

does

not

look

picture.
Several enormous sets, including a replica of the famous
Monte Carlo Casino, and the city's plaza,
were built for the picture, which, quoting the
programme, made the total cost of the settings
approximately $421,000.
But there
are no truly big scenes and the picture as
a whole falls far short of greatness. * * *
There is far too much of him (Von Stroheim), and the film drags tediously through
like

million

dollar

110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

Don*t Lose Sleep
Over Your Income Tax.
Income tax reports made and
filed by
Agnes M. Sullivan, C.P.A.
Motion Picture Accountancy
W. 42nd St. Longacre 8939

25

UNITED STATES,

GREAT BRITAIN,

V- *''<>),

FRANCE,

JAPAN
Madt

numerous passages.
Pared down to about one-third its present
length and given an ending not so foolishly
absurd.
"Foolish Wives," despite the unconvincing premises upon which it is based,
would probably be an interesting film.

POST— *

of these

*

*

a

two places

remarkable reproduction
which Universal * * *

in

has achieved a rare feeling of reality, solidity,

and charm

*

in the settings
to detail, which

».

attention
makes a perfect
whole, is apparent at all times.
Considering these things, what excuse can
be found to absolve Erich Von Stroheim, the
author, for using such a story? A rhinestone
placed in a platinum setting
And there are
such opportunities for intrigue all lost in
the evident desire to show the minor as well
as
the major brutalities of the depraved
I

Lakewood's

Largest and Foremost Hotel

The

Count Sergius Karamzin.
Although much
can be said against this character, Mr. Von
Stroheim, who played it, must be credited
with a fascinating portrayal of the part.
.\s much cannot be said for his supporting
cast
it
was neither good nor poor
fair
is a fair estimate
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smirking
done
one or anyIt has

Indeed, Ehrich von Stroheim.
the director, may well be proud of his work
and Universal may well share proudly in the
credit for the magnificent production.
Not so much can be said, however, for the
scenario.
It tells a melodramatic tale in
which the realism is entirely confined to the
picturization and is never inherent in the
story. • * * It must be said that he is a
past master in the technique of the Great
Lover.
Not even Mr. Ditrichstein knows
more about the profession or the avocation
of loving.
But there is a decadent streak in
this screen actor's portrayal and in his di
reeling, too, for that matter.
This lavish film, which took
almost a year to produce, presented a whirl

there

Apply

his

perfection.
And some of the interiors,
especially those dealing with the old counterfeiter and his half-witted daughter, looked
as though they were reproductions of the

but

THREE LIVE

Monte Carlo's
or clouds gathre.
It places you in a position to glance into the face of a beautiful
woman, then past her into a rising moon.
It catches the Count as he passes through

tistic

artist,

her.

to be

If

the

Wives" is a masterpiece
photography.
Never in a photoplay has
there been a greater profusion of beautiful
scenes.
The scenes in and about Monte
Carlo approached in their photography ar-

of

Conventions.

congratulated warmly on liis acting; he should be put on the
highest film pedestal for his magnificent direction, but he should be smited for having
evolved such a trashy story as is shown
in the unreelin.g of "Foolish Wives." •
A million is a lot of money and we've seen
much better films that didn't even claim to
touch the million mark.
*

an

is

much

altogether too

few others.

a

Von Stroheim

thing.

a marble archway, reflecting
profile twice in sharp outline.
by far the best work of any
thing in this picture.

clear.

TRIBUNE— Mr.

She too

villainy.
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R-C

at Tariff Hearing Before
Senate Finance Committee
Extracts from Report

[Develop

Pictures have signed Emile
Chautard to supervise the first of the
1922 series of pictures starring Pauline Frederick.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Washington

— Schedule
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of

Kent

the

hearings before the Senate Fnance Committee, just issued, includes
verbatim stenographic report of the
earing relative to the motion picture

adustry.

Calls Statement Ridiculous

Sidney

ariff

R.
Kent, in charge of
Players distribution, said

Famous
yesterday:

Emerson's

"Mr.

statement

that

is
64% off and that this
to the importation of foreign pictures is so ridiculous that no

business

Some

interesting
excerpts from
his report are presented below, this
leing the first time that this infornation has been published.
A brief report relative to the hearng appeared in this publication on
)ec. 28.

When

Senator

McCumber

asked

Saul

E.

logers as to the percentage of foreign picures used in the United States, Mr. Rogers
ephed in part, saying:
"I think I may best answer by saying
That in the past three and a half or
his:
3ur years there have been approximately
50 foreign productions brought into this
ountry, and in that period less than a dozen
f them
I should say less than 10 of them
/ere found \^-o!thy of rxliibition."

—

The Rogers Statement
Subsequently, in discussing the raw stock
Rogers declared:
"The reason I do object in behalf of those
ompanies for the imposition of the 20%
d valorem duty on the sensitized but un-

situation,

is

due

sober-minded

man would

argue

on

the question."

films

is

today

is

Canadian Restriction Li 'ted

The National Association was

advised yesterday by the Canadian M.
P. Distributors that the Dominion
Government has reversed its attitude
on the "countrv of origin"' clause embodied in a recently enacted decree,
and that all films and posters will
be allowed in Canada as before Jan.
1st.
The new ruling has been rescinded.

I

known

made

Cobb

;

may

economy
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Snow

—

Snow

The

new

new

The

A

(Continued on Page 4)

Unfurl the

flags.

Sound

trumpets.

Get out the
the

New Ruling

picture people.
And decide to cast his lot for a few
years at least in this business.
But
Details will Come later.
if by any chance he fails to accept the proposition offered

some

Still

there

is

hardly a chance

of that happening.

rlam that comes from Little
Neck.

i-^1

Schenck Made Hays an Offer
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Virgin," met
the board.

with

opposition

from

ture industry.

The

Expected to Check Inspection of Foreign Productions to Prevent

Duping

tocsin.

Otherwise celebrate. For somewhere or other in this vast
country. Will Hays will meet

—

num-

jeneral.

Today's the Day

Los Angeles The Times quotes
Joseph M. Schenck as follow.-.
"It was shortly after the election
I
that
apPresident Harding
of
Cobb Wants 12 Inspectors
proached Mr. Hays in an effort to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and
Albany. Chairman George H. Cobb secure his wonderful organizing
ability for the motion picexecutive
of the Motion Picture Commission

:

—

Price 5 Cent.-

Meanwhile all parties concerned and involved were as
cuiet yesterday as the proverb-

that that branch of the
practically monopolized by
company, the Eastman Kodak Com- while at the Capitol said he has ready
"fine
any," to which he added
"So far as for- the annual report of the Commission.
ign competition is concerned, the only real
It is expected it will contain a
ompetition is the Pathe Co., which has a
apacity of about two and a half million ber of recommendations for amender month, and the Belgian ('o., with apments to the law creating the comroximately 5,000,000 per month, 50%. howmission.
It is
that a request
ver, of which is consumed by the Belgian
for additional funds for
nd French markets; the Agfa Co.. a Ger- will be
nan company, with a total output of ap- the Commission to continue its work.
>roximately 9,000,000 per month, 50% of
desires to appoint at least 12
vhich is consumed in the German market.
The other 50% is practically sent into this inspectors and reviewers at a salary
ountry some of it is sent into Switzerland. of $2,500 yearly.
Governor Miller
50me filters through into France and maynot approve of this proposition
e some gets into Belgium.
But they get
program as
bout 4,000.000 a month out of them.
When in view of his
ou take into consideration that the East- outlined in his message to the Legisnan Co., has an output of about 100,000,000 lature.
t.
per month, it is readily seen that the
iastman Co. controls over 90%.
The total
Shake-up in Ohio Pending
onsumption in the United States is about
DAILY)
00,000,000 to 915,000,000 a year.
This
(Special to
'00,000,000 that the Eastman people produce
shake-up
of the
Columbus,
O.
urplus is sent abroad and in addition to that,
he Eastman Co. has made very elaborate Ohio Censor Board is understood to
ilaiis and a very elaborate program for pro-'
be impending, because of differences
lucing films abroad.
They are projecting existing between Mrs.
and the
ilans abroad to go into the foreign market
two remaining commissioners. (jOvnd to compete in the foreign market."
-At this point,
Rogers told of a contract ernor Harry L. Davis has anpointed
"titered into between the laboratory interests
an investigating committee in which
ind the Eastman Kodak Co., in which the
tastman Co. specified that "so long as these he himself is included to look into the
aboratories used American stod<
There is a possibility that
meaning matter.
Eastman stock the Eastman
Co,
would Mrs.
will resign or that the
lever open these laboratories in competition
possiivith these other laboratories."
The contract rest of the board will.
was made in the past four of five months, bility of an entirely
board also
and has not been presented to the Attorney
exists.
General, according to Rogers, because these
censors have passed a
laboratories are happy in the fact that they
jvere given a new lease on life and were perruling which provides for censorship
fectly content to go right along and remain
Selznick reel
of
news reels.
ilive and ready
to do business instead of
laving the matter presented to the Attorney showing scenes from "The Demi-

:xposed

Ijndustry

1922

14,

Chautard Joins R-C

Interesting Points

!

I

—

understood ihat as a result of

It is

an investigation by officials of the
Treasury Department that the previous method of
productions held

inspecting
in

bond

foreign

will be
a special

changed.
It is said that
clause will appear in the Fordney bill
or in the Treasury regulations governing the inspection of foreign productions which will prevent anyone
from having the use of foreign productions in his possession "for inspection" and that all inspection will
occur either at the Government warehouses or for a period of not more
than 48 hours outside the warehouses.
Under the procedure in effect heretofore, it is said that by giving bond for the return of the print
that productions could be kept as
long as desired by those interests'
in securing the print, and that t'

caused considerable difficulty A
noyance; so much so that on some
occasions the bond for the return of
the print has been forfeited, the print
not being returned.
It is anticipated
that the proposed new measures will
prevent such happenings.

country's largest

producers realized that the industry
needed someone of his recognized
ability to solidify it and place it on a
firm and substantial footing.

Nalpas

Sails

Wednesday
home on

Louis Nalpas leaves for

Wednesday.

"Following our first conference I
made an oppointment for Mr. Hays
to see Adolph Zukor, who is the
chairman of the finance committee of
the National Association of the Moagain
tion Picture Industry.
urged Mr. Hays to accept. The conference ended with the suggestion by
Mr. Hays that we come to see him
He felt, he indicated
in six months.
to us. that by that time his urgent

We

Fox May Go Abroad
possible that William

It is

take

a

trip

abroad

in

Fox
the

will

near

future.

Committee Sees Urban Reel
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The executive committee of the M. P. T. O. A., saw
work would be over and he would be the first reel of the Urban Ofilicial
Movie Chats yesterday, the print havin a better position to accept the
ing been rushed down from New
post."

—

York.

Arranging for German Production

Envoy

Pictures

Corp.

yesterday

stated it had increased its capital from
$800,000 to $3,000,000, and eIso that
it
had practically completed arrangements for a number of productions to
be made in Germany in addition to
regular progrnia releases, which
its
are to include illustrated cartoon news
weeklies by "Bugs" Baer and a series
of two reel comedies starring Harry

Williams.

The officers of the corporation are;
President, Otto Kloth; vice-president,
C. H. Ferrell; treasurer. George Rudolphi, and secretary, M. Kloth.

The committee, which

is meeting
Hotel Washington, issued a
len.gthy statement which said, in part
"No political propaganda of any
kind will be permitted on our screens,

at

the

except where the welfare of the theatergoing public and the progress of
our industry is threatened.
"Our only purpose in presenting
this statement now is to correct the
erroneous impression that the MoTheater Owners of
Picture
tion
America is in any sense a party to

any arrangement now under way affecting Mr. Hays."
The meeting here was called unexpectedly.

THE

-.gBg^
DAILY

Saturday, January

—

Mr. Turner. Douglas Fairbanks, you nu
be surprised to know, put five or six
seven hundred thousand dollars into the pi
ture he has been
playing rtcc-ntly -"Tl
Three Musketeers."
If
that picture mak(
money, he makes money.
It
is
the sani
way with Charlie CI aplin. As a matter <

Interesting Points

Sunday's Issue

discussing

made

foreign

The Film Daily,
New York City.

pictures,

the following discussion arose;

—

Senator McLean. What per cent of the
production of pictures is lal)or cost?
Mr. Rogers. That is a very, very difficult question to answer, and I would not
it
is
loo
care to hazard a guess on that

One

fact.

my

particularly pleasant privileges is the annual renewal of my subscription to
Film Daily. I have no more

—

—

Senator McLean. How can we assume that
should become active?

of

welcome

caller.
It is the biggest

— The Germans have become
Senator McLean. — And they have a much
lower labor cost
Mr. Rogers. — They have been
Senator McLean. — Tow can we assume that
the
Mr.

,

Gentlemen.

—

important.

(

Thanks

(Continued from page 1)
Later,

Rogers.

active.

least

money

of

value for the

any motion

pic-

ture publication in the entire industry.
Being both producer
and advertiser, I know.

active.

they will not develop this industry and
processes that are necessary to displace our
produdts, certainly at least abroad?
Mr. Rogers. I think the best answer that
That at the
can make to that is this:
I
present, although several hundred of Ger-

Check herewith.

Thank you

for the opportunity.

—

—

with 1918?
Are
the prices higher or lower than in 1918-19?
Mr. Rogers. The cost of production toLower.
day, sir?
Senator McLean. The cost of production
is
lower and prices are lower to the con-

now compared

article

—

—

sumer ?
bit
lower.
are
Mr.
Rogers. They
a
There has not been any appreciable reduc-

—

tion.

It

there

has

is

somewhat lower than

not

tion.

McLean.

Senator

in

tremendous

any

been

—About

1918;
reduc-

profit

do

you figure on?
Mr. Rogers. That all depends on the production, and we do not really figure on any
specific basis of profit, nor is there any

—

Howard Frankel Here
Howard Frankel of Cincinnati
The Frankel

here.

interests,

is

which

particular budget.

Senator

and that

is

—

get

you can,

all

operate a number of theaters there,
Mr. Rogers. ^Some lose and some make.
are still undecided on the future of
Senator McLean. You get all the trade
they recently will bear, and it has borne up pretty well?
the Empress, which
Mr. Rogers. I will say fairly well, beIt is possible they will
took over.
cause at present the industry is not in a
operate pictures at 10 cents top.
very prosperous condition.
Senator McLean. About what percentage?
Mr. Rogers. I think we have fallen off

—

—

—

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Duluth
at

a

— Admissions

number

ton-Meyers

12^2%

have been cut
The Clinof theaters.
interests have made a

cut at four houses.

The Sun-

beam, conducted by them, has returncents admission, the lowest
admission that has been charged in
Duluth in years.

ed to a

5

New
Finkelstein &
The

Astor,

controlled

by

down to 5
The Lyceum is down to
Ruben,

production between 55 and 60 per cent,
sir.
I know that in our company, where we
work seven companies on our studio floors
in the East last year and the year before,
we are only working two companies this year.
Famous Players are closed entirely they are
doing nothing there.
Senator McLean. Is that due to a dein

Price Cutting in Duluth

is

and 10 cents.
35 and 25, instead of 40 cents.

;

—

crease

in

your

sales

—

it
is
due to an
Rogers. Yes Sir
absolute stagnation, in this industry today.
Senator Watson.
It
is
due to the industrial condition and the inability of the
people to pay the price, and not due to
foreign imports?
Mr. Rogers. Absolutely no, sir.
Senator McLean. You do not notice that
the theaters in Washington have closed,
do you?
Senator Smoot. Not in the District of
Columbia.
Mr. Rogers. In Minnesota and North Dakota alone there have been 260 moving picBut you can not find
ture theaters closed.
in a transient city like Washington, with the
tremendous visiting population all the year
through
Senator Smoot (interposing).- And having

Mr.

;

—

— —

;

—

—

:

Would

License All Operators

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

m

Mr^

to

Emerson,

an

Turner.— These

happen

he

to

th

the matter, no matter what, the new<
say about it.
There 'is no que!
tion but that there is a considerable
numbei
perliai)s a hundred, in the business
anion
the leaders who are. perhaps, what might
b
called overpaid.

may

Mr.

Emerson.- There are not

more

tlia

five.

Editors

Note:— Additional

from Schedule
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Theater for

excerpt

appear

will

in

ai

down our plant
from Germany

close
films

have been importing
order to keep the
in
orfler to pay ex-

I
in

organization together,
penses, and I am bringing in film now, at
about 90 cents per 100 feet, which cost me
in 1920 $2.11 to manufacture.
I am bringing it at the present time.
Senator Curtis. At 90 cents?
Mr. Powers. At 90 cents per 100 feet,
which cost me in 1920 $2.11 to manufacture.
Senator Watson. What are the Eastman
people selling theirs for now?
Mr. Powers. They are selling theirs at

—

—

New

Rochelle
DAILY).

THE FILM

(Special to

—

New Rochelle George Neiman in
tends constructing a 1500-seat theate
on North Ave., corner Horton, on
lot 100x100 ft.

,

Marguerite
Marsh will supper
Dustin Farnum in future pictures.

—

—

$2.2S.

—

And yet they continue to
increase their output, do they not?
Mr. Powers. They are not increasing their
output.
They are reducing their output at
the
present time.
There were 28,000.000
feet raw material sensitized film come in here

CcC^iMUZ.

—

month.
Senator Watson. Are they decreasing the
product because of foreign importations?
Mr. Powers. They have tiad to reduce
their price and output because they can, not
compete. The only thing that stopped more
material from coming in here was the fact
that the Germans are sending all that they
can possibly produce at the present time. At
the present time I am importing 250.000 to
500,000 feet a week; that is all I can get.
The German manufacturers promise me next
July 5,000,000 feet a week.
last

—

McLean. You
all you can do?

Mr.
facts

papers

EDGAR SELDEN.

Senator Curtis.

what

ng

talk

early issue.

this
productions
have
come into
country, only six or seven since the signing
of the armistice have been deemed fit for

exhibition to the American public.
Subsequently the following appears in the
record.
Senator McLean. What is the price of

was

I

he had the same point of view.

Always,

man

this

1922

14,

Of/ri^
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The Turner Statement
Paul M.

Lakewood's

The

Largest and

Foremost Hotel
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LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

Turner, representing the Actors'

Equity, speaking in behalf of a high tarifif
on finished foreign production, said:
"The average actor who works in a play
and who, we feel, contributes more largely
than any other person to the success of the
film,
gets no more thanr a living wage.
That applies to 96',r of them.
I will tell
you in a moment just what the wages are.
"Eighty per cent of them are the people
who work in what we call the crowd. They
take small parts.
They are not distinguishable from the crowd.
I refer to such people
as the dancer who goes across the stage.
Taken by and large, they form 80% of the
total number of employees.
I am putting
it
high when I say that their average wage
is $10 for every day they work, which would
be less than $5 is you spread it over the entire year.
As a matter of fact, I think I
could be fair and say that it would be $7.
Our best survey shows, in fact, that the best
wage, year in and year out, is about $23 a

Albany It will not be lawful for
—
week.
any person to operate a projection a Government pay roll?
"There remains 16';; who are in the smallhaving
Mr. Rogers. And
a Government
machine in any theater or public
act elass. or who play parts that are of
roll, really a public playground compared
place unless such person is licensed, pay
There are. then,
with cities that have their normal popula- comparative importance.
always in the cast two or three high-class
according to a bill introduced in the tion.
people.
treating
them
We
are
in an optimSenator McLean. That depression that is
Legislature by Assemblyman Joseph
now extant here is not due to the foreign istic spirit if we say that the 16% make
V. McKee of the Bronx.
$90 a week, which would be about $45 a
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$6.00
Special
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ures.
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For reservations phone Lakewood 505*
or N. y. Booking Office Barclay 7940
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—

but

competition,

licenses must be
made to the Mayor or licensing authority and are to be issued for one
year only to persons who have served
as an apprentice to a licensed operator for at least six months or have
at least six months' experience.

Applications

for

A similar bill was introduced last
Edward J.
year by Asseinblyman
It was
Flynn, also of the Bronx.
referred to the
which did not
favorably.

Committee on Cities,
report the measure

of business?

to

— Yes,

Mr. Rogers.Senator

the

general

depression

sir.

—

McLean. And the lessening
power of the people?

of

the purchasing

— — And
entertainments?

Mr. Rogers. Yes,
Senator McLean.

sir.

their

inability

attend these
Mr. Rogers. Exactly, and the
stap^ation throughout the country.

—

tO'

general

P. A. Power's Testimony
During the time that P. A. Powers of the
Powers Film Products Co., was on the
stand, the record in part shows the follow-

ing discussion

Mr.
tion

to

;

Powers.

—

I

want

to

the fact that since

call

your atten-

we have had

to,

week on the average. It is really less than
Of course, their work requires special
$45.

They have to have a special background.
One can not get on the screen
ever, except in a few special cases where
stars have been made overnight, without having quite a long background of experience.
If they get $45 a week, they are lucky.
"Then there is another 4%'. and that is
training.

the
of

and

4%

against which there

criticism,

sotne

ill

some

of

founded.

is

a great

deal

BOOKING GUIDE"
pages

pictures

of

information

jn

released between

September
and
September

1,

1,

1920
1921

•

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

which is well founded
Take, for instance,

Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks and
Charlie Chaplin.
I
do not know whether
you know that they are business men and
women who risk their own fortunes.
Senator Watson. What do they make?

—

200
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Wilderness fear, the fear that
grips

and holds—that

sees

monsters in mere shadows, and
fiends

iji

moonbeams

—

THEN
The awakening, with a savage

rush,

of the primitive fighting spirit

that exists in every

man.
ff
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Directed by Burton George

Story by Michael Phillips
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Albany would repeal censorship commission.
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RECEIVED PAYMENT

Corinne Griffith in
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DAILV

A Pretty

Star and Elaborate

Marion Davies

Urban Settings

—Paramount

DIRECTOR

George Terwilliger
AUTHOR
Donn Byrne
SCENARIO BY
Mildred Considine
CAMERAMAN
Ira H. Morgan
AS A WHOLE. .A combination of Joseph Urban's
artistry and Marion Davies' beauty with the
two barely permitting the story to become
.

.

obvious

Quite secondary to the fact that the
producers were out for visual appeal
DIRECTION
Went the limit to provide beautiful
surroundings, including some picturesque coast
shots

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

Good
delight those

who

like to look at her

and has seldom appeared to better advantage
SUPPORT
Wyndham Standing suitable leading
man a great many extras employed
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very pretty
Titles often too

CHARACTER OF STORY

An

LENGTH .OF PRODUCTION

Donn Byrne

ery simple one, even though

done.

man

she

unusual magnificence. Large and
ostly sets have lieen especially constructed to reprer,?nt Irish castles and, in all, to provide fitting backgrounds to contrast with the charm of the star. The
fact that the majority of constructed "exteriors" are
in

•

theme to permit the pictorial element a
chance to thrive. However, there is a i)lot, and another within that dating back hundreds of years
with a climax that is reached in the happy ending.
With all its attractiveness and visual appeal, "The
Bride's Play" is much too long. Some of the mushy
They don't belong. And just
titles should come out.
why they have an Irish girl take offense at the poet's
very mild love-making, doesn't run true to custom.
However, they get the idea in the climax, when the
same girl takes off her shoe and slaps the worthless
links in the

—

it

a

Irish

custom called
ceremony

after the

for the bride to ask of the
I

men

love best," with

each one replying "no," until she came to the groom

who answers
girl

and

Years ago

"yes."

it

happened that

a

was compelled to marry a man she did not love,
in "The Bride's Play" she had been claimed by

her true lover.

It is

itself that Avorries

the fear that history will repeat

the servants of Sir Fergus upon his

However, Aileen loves Sir
marriage to Aileen.
Fergus and when her former lover, a worthless cad
of a poet, appears she strikes him with her shoe and
goes back to Sir Fergus.

If

That

Is

Enough To

Satisfy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good deal along
"Enchantment," as
far as the spectacle angle is concerned.
Those who
like to least their eyes upon gorgeous settings, costumes and things of visual appeal generally, will be
thoroughly well pleased with "The Bride's Play."
Then you have Marion Davies' name and beauty to
talk about, with plenty of the Hearst publicity that
is

face.

had been the rule

Very Attractive Picture To Look At

Alarion Davies' current release

a

has been so elaborately

present: "Are you the one that

witli a generous display of Marion Davies'
beauty, offer the main attractions of "The Bride's
Play."
And money hasn't been spared to establish

the order of her last production,

it

is

Ivhere are long lapses between the connecting

The story has to do with an old
"The Bride's Play." Immediately

6,600 feet

Box

credited with the story, which

is

mushy

nnmlier of Joseph Urban's artistic settings, to-

two features

exteriors that are real.

one in the

,G^?tlicr

the

Chief Appeal

Lavish
Irish girl finds

her true love after discovering the
thought she loved was a cad

Any

1922

is largely overcome by their beauty.
George Terwilliger has directed the picture in a
way that permits the fruits of Urban's labor and Miss
Davies herself to form the chief interest, and when
the Urban sets are not used, nature offers some picturesque shots that have been exceliently photographed, the coast shots in particular. Unusually attractive locations have been secured for tliose of the

\

oTORY

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Will

Its

IS,

not real looking

in

"THE BRIDE'S PLAY"
Cosmopolitan Prod.

Sunday, January

has

already

been

given

the

production,

to

help

you along.
Talk about the story being based on an old Irish
legend and if you care to go to a little trouble with
stunt exploitation, a "wishing well" installed in the

lobby would attract considerable attention.

Plenty

of stills will be available for lobby decoration as well

as posters.

THE
Sunday, January

Von Stroheim
Carl

«^^

DAILY

1922

15,

Masters

Laemmle

Two

Arts In Super-Spectacle Production
The most important and immediate need

presents

"FOOLISH WIVES"
Jewel

—Universal

DIRECTOR

Erich
Erich

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMEN
AS A

Ben

F. Reynolds

Von Stroheim
Von Stroheim

J. Frank Cork
and William Daniels

WHOLE

Magnificent display of continental
grandeur; looks the million ;t cost to produce; shows
Von Stroheim as a master of villainy
Contains fine dramatic values and the principals
STORY
are good but extensive and prolonged detail tend to mar
their effectiveness; its appeal not altogether universal
DIRECTION
At times some of the best work that has
ever been seen and isuaily very skilful; there are occasions

when

it is

ni

'.

the best

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent throughout

LIGHTINGS

Some new

STAR.

villain at his best

.

.

.The screens most convincing arch

SUPPORT.

.

.

effects

.Several individually fine performances; namely,

Maude George. Mae Busch, Dale Fuller and Rudolph
Christians; Misi DuPont suitable type
Exfravagant reproductions of Monte Carlo
EXTERIORS
and resorts

INTERIORS

In keeping with the general splendor of

the production

DETAIL

Good but

so

much

of

it

that

it

gradually but

definitely lessens the interest

CHARACTER OF STORY
upon women in
American envoy

A

bogus Count who preys
an

his own fashion with the wife of
his chief victim

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

12,000 feet

After taking nearly a year to produce, and another year to
prepare for presentation, the much heralded "Foolish Wives"
has arrived on Broadway with the customary ovation accorded
Erich Von Stroheim's
the more important film productions.
picture is one that is imbued throughout, from the first to the
very last shot, with visual appeal and it is that element of
gorgeousness that establishes the production as a million dolIt would be impossible to go into detail here as
lar affair.
to the elegance and superbness of the specially constructed sets
But accuracy of detail
that have cost small fortunes to build.
was an essential, and Monte Carlo is offered in. replica for the
satisfaction of those who may have seen the original, and for
Casinos, palatial
the ima^nation of those who know it not.
residences, and beach resorts too numerous to tabulate, offer
the enchanting backgrounds against which Von Stroheim's
story of an arch villain is portrayed.
As shown at its premiere, "Foolish Wives" ran three hours
and forty minutes, with a five minute intermission, or approxiRegardless of the magnificence and
mately fourteen reels.
quality of either story or production, this is extreme for screen
entertainment, or any other theatrical program for that matter.

One

of the Year's Best Pictures
Box

It will likely

for

be some time before "Foolish Wives" will be

it

that of being the only million dollar film production,
undoubtedly be one of the biggest boosters. There have

it,

already been

many

articles printed

in

a general

Von Stroheim asserts his mastery through his
handling of a not altogether nor universally appealing
story.
His development and characterization, notably in the
way of detail, is convincing and rarely does he neglect minor
bits except, maybe once, when he appears spick and span
after wading for a considerable time through the marshes,
while his fair companion looks much the worse for the experience.
But this is not a frequent occurence and for the most
part, everything else is distinctive.
A melodramatic twist in
which a fire plays an important part is followed by one of the
picture's weakest points, that of the birth of a child. The idea
that the child will bring a reconciliation between the wife and
the husband who has cause for doubt, is clear, but not a bit
more convincing, since the husband's character was intended to
represent a fine, understanding type of American manhood.
Some of the punches in the production are extremely unusual.
Notable among these is the fire sequence, the marine with his
forearms shot off, the storm, and many others.
"Foolish Wives" presents Erich Von Stroheim as the most
convincing and thoroughly hateful villain of all time.
His
performance can best, and really only, be appreciated by
actually witnessing it.
He has selected a company of players
which render individually fine performances. Mae Bush and
Maude George, as two Countesses and cousins of the Count,
are excellent, while Dale Fuller as a maid in the Count's home,
and also one of his victims, is effective in a difficult role. A
great number of minor parts are also well handled and in many
of the scenes thousands of extras appear.
Princesses Olga and V(^ra live in a luxurious home with their
cousin. Count Sergius I\'aramzin. The spectator is aware that
As

a director,

skilful

the trio are frauds whr, gamble at the casino at Monte Carlo,
with counterfeit money. It is the Count's business to make
the acquaintance of notable visitors to further their schemes.
So it is he effects an introduction to Mrs. Hughes, the beautiful
young wife of an American Envoy. In the course of events,
it transpires that the Count picks his women victims at variance. One is a maid in his home, another the half-wit daughter
of Ventucci, a counterfeiter, and finally, after a carefully laid
ruse, he traps the American woman.
Honor is nothing to him.
He asks her to aid him financially. She goes to him and the
two are locked in a tower which is set on fire by the jealous
and betrayed maid, who then commits suicide to hide her
shame. The Count and Mrs. Hughes are rescued and the
birth of her child secures her husband's forgiveness. The same
night Sergius attacks the half-wit girl and is killed by her
father and thrown into the sewer.
Finally the two "Countesses," in reality international crooks, are exposed.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

through and benefit by what business it does and
see what profits it grosses before they will have a chance at it.
Of course, the unique distinction which the producers claim
v.ill

feet.

That You Will Have to Get Eventually

ready for general distribution and then it will, in all probability,
be accorded extended runs in the key cities. Meantime, exhibitors throughout the country will have ample opportunity
to follow

of the picture is
absolute and certain cutting.
It cannot hold the attention
of any audience for the length of time consumed by its present
fourteen reels.
Much of Von Stroheim's excellent, but none
the less tedious, detail must necessarily come out to speed up
the action and secure a better interest from the spectator.
The ending, particularly, is especially dragged, with a flash
of this and a flash of that, until it would seem that they never
would reach the end. As originally shown the film ran over
14,500 feet, but after the opening night this was cut over 2,500

way

regard-

ing the massiveness of the settings and the lavishness of the

Monte Carlo

replica.
The spectacular order of the picture
should be spread broadcast by the time you will be able to
book it and Erich Von Stroheim, who has not been seen since
his last production, "The Devil's Pass Key," will convince

them now,

if

never before, that he

is

the screen's greatest of

villains.

The production in its present length would hardly fit the
program of the average house, and even have a difficult time
to work in with the first run theaters.

*

"Direc-ted

by

Charles- J3iyanf'

Scenario by

Peter ft.

(JJinfers

J^hofoi^raphy by
Charles' (Jan Cncfei

I

x^^_y^zimo(jas /IrsI t/niled
Ortisfs- production — a supreme
picture, by far the dreatesf in

her career- a mas'ferpiecQ fiom
a masterpiece -a picture eaery'
ojoman will be sure to see:

m
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By Good Work Of

Production Saved
Corinne Griffith

tacular finish in a theater.

in

"RECEIVED PAYMENT"

star displays her

DIRECTOR

Charles Maigne

AUTHOR

John Lynch
John Lynch
Arthur Ross

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Acting of
star keeps production from falling into average
Fair entertainment.

class

STORY

It is in

powers as a

the theater that the

ballet dancer,

and helps

quiet a panic stricken audience by dancing after her

Vitagraph

AS A

Star and Director

room for acting and display of gowns. Situations tame
Good; shows nice judgment in
DIRECTION
handling of cast. Hindered by story and jumpy
Rambling but allows

star

continuity

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good
Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Such a climax as this
has been done several times during

father has been shot in a box.
is

sure

fire,

but

it

the past season.

The

directdr

was evidently confronted with

a lot

good

little

of material which, although

in itself,

had

or nothing to do with a consecutive story.

He man-

aged to tie a good deal of it together, but much remains loose. The direction throughout is good and in
spots excellent.

Director Maigne has not only shown

keen judgment

in the handling of the cast, but has also

presented the star to her very best advantage.
Corinne Griffith gives a very satisfactory performance. Her part offers little chance for dramatic display or fiery temperament, but merely

'Calls

for

a

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

All right

girl who desires to be independent and make
good on the stage. This she succeeds in doing with
charm and assurance. The photographer as well as

Fair

the director has aided in getting the best effects for

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Enough

Gives a very satisfactory performance.
Acting lacks individuality but is pleasing

CHARACTER OF STORY

Devotion

of butler

saves employer from grief by finding his granddaughter.
But girl discovers that she is the
butler's daughter

and leaves house

for a suc-

cessful stage career

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
A little of everything all mixed

4,800 feet

together makes a

rambling entertainment, but the acting of the star

and some neat bits of directing help lift this ofifering
a little above the average class. You are given a touch
of aristocratic life in New York, a little bit of Fifth
Avenue, scenes in an actors" boarding house, some
comedy work, drama, madness, blackmail and a spec-

young

the star.
story tells of a chorus girl who has ambitions
for a large career while her father is the butler to a
certain rich man who, through the loss of his daughter,

The

dying of grief and madness. The servant decides
to save the old man and tells the girl that she is not
his daughter, but the granddaughter of his rich employer.' The girl believes this and so does the old
man. After becoming the heiress and mistress of the
mansion she discovers the truth and decides to go back
Here she becomes a star, and on the
to the stage.
is

opening night her father
a box.

The

Use the

star's

name and mention

not his granddaughter, but at the dying man's
request promises to take care of her just the same.

the fact that she

a

;

help attract

The

women

fans.

"Received Payment" has, unfortunately,
little or nothing to do with the story, so it would be
best not to lay too much stress on it, for it might lead
them to believe that this is another production of the
title

Name

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

chorus girl and ends up as a star.
Stage life is always an attractive subject, and it should
be mentioned in all your advertising. You can also
promise your patrons some pleasing acting. Menticm
the stvmning gowns that Miss Griffith wears it will
starts out as

shot shielding a woman in
now learns that the girl

is

Play UpIChorus Girl Idea and Use Star's
Box

is

old millionaire

type of "Paid

in Full."

Do

not promise too

much

in

merely mention some of the
Tell them how she dances
situations and climaxes.

the

way

of a story, but

to avoid a panic in the theater after her father is shot.

Also talk about the actors' boarding house, and about
the shots along Fifth Avenue in New York. A catch
"Was she
line like this might help arouse curiosity:
the granddaughter of the millionaire and mistress of
the mansion, or was she the daughter of the butler
and only a chorus girl? This riddle is solved in 'Re-

ceived Payment,' playing at the

(

)

theater."

'>*

TRIART PRODUCTIONS
presents

SUITOR
f-ea^-turing

PIERRE

GENDRON

and MARY

BRANDON

Dramatic Director

,

HERERT BLACHE
Jiri Direcior

lejarenahiller

•^^,

second
picture of the Great Masterpiece Series, has more than fulfilled the magpromise of "The Beggar
nificent
Maid." At its pre-release showings at

"The Bashful

^i

Suitor,"

the

the Rivoli and Rialto theatres,
tled

New

York's most

it

is

same perfection

photography

to

These pictures are being shown

in

the
this

new

of

picture.

audi-

the leading theatres of the country, and

told the

have never failed in overshadowing in
interest any five or six reel feature

critical

ences with its originality.
In a quaint Dutch setting

star-

mortal painting. The men who made
"The Beggar Maid," the two reel sensation of the past year, have imparted

love story back of Josef Israels' im-

shown on

the

same

bill.

CURRENT TRIART RELEASES: "THE BEGGAR MAID"
"THE BASHFUL SUITOR." COMING, "THE YOUNG PAINTER"

HODKINSON

PICTURES
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(FOREIGN

AA

VOG EL

DISTRIBUTCP
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HODKINSON PICTURES
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Very Crude Attempt To Make
Fred K. Beauvais

iveness, or rather the lack of

in

"THE LONELY TRAIL"
Credit-Canada Prod.

Not
Not
Not
Not

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

credited
credited

credited
credited

Amateurish and feeble attempt

making a picture that is poor in every respect
Nothing very much to it; badly constructed and usually inconsistent
DIRECTION
Doesn't look as though there was
any at all; choppy and frequently ambiguous
PHOTOGRAPHY
Poor
at

STORY

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Cannot

SUPPORT

Do

particularly attractive

way.

None
Given

little

Indian guide meets
man who betrayed his sister but finally cannot
bring himself to avenge the wrong because of
his love for white girl

is

About

on the name of their star because of the
notoriety which he received in connection with one
of the most spectacular divorce cases of recent years.
They certainly must know that as a production "The
Lonely Trail" is one of the poorest attempts at picture making that has been seen in Some time. And
judging from the conversations overheard in a Broadway house where the picture is being shown, it would

Them

Box
Exhibitors

who

don't

mind cheapening

star's "appeal."

want

is

also

He

coming

yet, later,

when

the fellow's attentions are

The

settings are not the picturesque affairs

trayer, but eventually fails to carry out his plan of

The camper and his daughter depart
vengeance.
while the guide goes back to the trail because he cannot marry the white girl.

In

If

That's All That's Necessary

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

On

their houses

to give their version of the

you believe your folks won't
name, and you want to play "The

the other hand,

be attracted by his

if

Lonely Trail" just as any other attraction, the title
may prove interesting, but you may be sure your

has figured prominently will probably be able to fill
their houses because Beauvais' name may be sufficient
to bring in the usual line of curiosity seekers, especially
will

writer

Beauvais is a guide who falls in love with the
daughter of his employer. The man who is planning
to rob the camper and at the same time win the
hand of his daughter happens to have betrayed the
guide's sister years before. Beauvais attacks the be-

by capitalizing on the sensational proceedings in a
certain divorce case in which the star of the picture

women who

title

the shots.

appear that curiosity will be the chief reason for the
majority wanting to see the picture, especially women
who were overheard to remark upon the star's attract-

Bring

The

you would expect for a camping ground, and the producers didn't go very far inland for atmosphere as
there are houses visible in the distance in a few of

3,000 feet

quite obvious that the producers expect to

May

And

shadows.

capitalize

Curiosity

job,

repulsed by the girl, the father encourages him and
warns that "faint heart never won fair lady."
The photography is frequently very poor, and often
the players are photographed with their faces in the

attention

CHARACTER OF STORY

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

on the

has the father telling the daughter
to the camp will be her guest
and that he (the father), doesn't like the fellow anyinconsistent.

that the visitor

Not

a director

facts are often badly jumbled.

and has no screen personality
not look as though they had ever

act

acted before

It

was

he hasn't succeeded in telling the little story there is in a smooth,
conclusive manner. The continuity is choppy and the
If there

Fair

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

it.

Beauvais is certainly not the usual hero type, nor
does he display any marked personality on the screen.
In fact he gives a more or less impassive performance.
Nor does he photograph well. Most of the time his
features are shadowed.
His supporting company, if
such it may be called, resemble a group of country
folks who decided to act without knowing much about
the art. They lack exjiression and fail utterly to be
convincing. The young lady playing the lead seemed
at a loss as to what to do at times, and apparently
there was no director to tell her.

— Primex— State Rights

DIRECTOR

AS A

Motion Picture

a

folks will recognize the amateurish attempt at picture

producing, and

it

is

doubtful

if

they will be satisfied

.

with

it

from hardly any standpoint.

WHEN THE BOMBSHELL BUSTED!
No, 266, Straight -from- the -Shoulder Talk by Carl
Laemmle, President Universal Film Mfg, Company
My

offer to help exhibitors

published in

New

who

are losing

money exploded

York, and was followed by explosions

all

like a

bomb

shell

when

over the country as the

trade papers reached out across the land.

Exhibitors have been showering Universal with enthusiastic praise

— BUT HAVE
I

NOT HEARD MUCH FROM PRODUCERS.
The
ber of
"I

first letter came from William Brandt, president
Commerce, who wrote, among other things;

want

you upon taking the initiative to help the exhibitor who
Some producers and distributors seem to think that the war

to congratulate

doing poor business.
THE GUTS TO BLAZE
still on, and the fact that YOU
lower film rentals will be fully appreciated by every exhibitor."

HAVE

That was one

The

Owners Cham-

of the Theatre

of the finest

New

Year's greetings

telegram came from Ralph
Theatre of Elgin, 111., who wired:
first

W.

I

THE TRAIL

is
is

toward

ever received.

Crocker, owner and manager of the Star

"Congratulate you on bomb shell in trade papers. MOST TIMELY
COURa one hundred per cent Universal exhibitor I send three cheers and my
support of your wallop straight from the shoulder!"

AND

AGEOUS. As
And

after that, they

So

much

As

for producers

poured

in,

for the appreciation

personal

shown by

calls,

calls,

telegrams and

letters.

exhibitors.

—and you will remember

join the Universal in helping to prevent

telephone

I

expressed the hope that they would

any exhibitors from bankruptcy

—

I

have heard

from only one and he was peeved. He didn't think I should offer to help exhibitors
who are losing money without first consulting other producers! Can you beat it?
If all

producers would get

down

to brass tacks

ALL THE TIME,

as I have tried

to do for the past dozen years, and would realize that exhibitors have problems which
must be solved if producers would do this instead of issuing flowery press agent stories telling how they love and adore the exhibitor
if producers would
DO something
instead of SAYING something, we'd have a more prosperous industry than we've got

—

—

today.

Well, I repeat my offer. Prove by your books that you are LOSING MONEY,
and the Universal organization will go the limit of its ability to help you break even.
If other producers won't follow my lead, this offer is good for their customers anyhow.

I
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Story Lives

Up To

Barbara Bedford in

looker in her efifort to track
her father's imprisonment.

"WINNING WITH WITS"
Fox

Howard M. Mitchell
H. H. Van Loan

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Max Dupont

WHOLE

Considerable audience appeal in

picture that contains a fairly familiar situation

though well handled

STORY

looked by those

DIRECTION

who

Good

spectator guessing a

be over-

favor this type of

drama

usually; might have kept
little

longer as to the out-

come

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Satisfactory

William

Edwin

All right

Good for the part; convincing
Harry S. Northrup suitable villain;

SUPPORT

Scott, the hero

;

Wilson

Hummel and

B. Tilton complete cast

Few
Adequate

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
up her tour

to find the

Stock actress gives

man who

to jail innocent of the

sent her father

crime charged against

him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Winning With Wits"
is

is

4,435 feet

a typical

"movie" drama,

sure to please a good majority of pic-

ture goers, particularly the "fan"

crowd which usually

drama presented in Barbara Bedcurrent production. The story is by H. H. Van

favors the sort of
ford's

Howard

Loan, and provides a thoroughly suitable role for the
She is
staf and one of which she makes good use.
convincing and gains the full sympathy of the on-

is

tells

is

satisfactory for the

the story evenly.

held throughout, but

it

If

you

you

will

interest

he could have arranged to
becoming less obvious early

in the story.

The

spec-

game that hero W'ilan innocent member of the corporation

quite certain early in the

is

liam Scott

is

which has sent Barbara Bedford's father to jail for
a theft he did not commit.
A few improbabilities
might have also been made less glaring by a little more
care.
For instance, the window of the office containing the safe is conveniently left open for the heroine
get the evidence necessary to

to

send her father's

accuser to prison.

The climax

is efifective

audience will have

it

even

if

a

good many

figured out beforehand.

is

that in

in the

One

which the heroine

of
se-

cures a confession from the villain by a ruse which
leads

him

to a fortune teller.

Of

course, the usual

romantic twist plays an important part in the finish
when it is proven that hero William Scott had no part
in the schemes of his associate, and so there is no reason why Barbara shouldn't consent to marrying him.
Corday and King are members of the mining com-

pany of which Mary Sudan's father is treasurer. On
the night that Mary, an actress, reaches stardom, she
receives word that her father is going to prison for a
Mary gives up her career
theft he did not commit.
and rushes to aid her father. She makes elaborate
plans to clear him and finally succeeds in sending the
guilty party to prison, securing her father's release

and

incidentally

falls

in

love

with

a

member

of

the firm.

Particular

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

cater especially to the "fan" type of audience,

be quite certain to satisfy them with "Winning with Wits." The title is a good one and likely
to bring them in, because it suggests a story that lives

up to the title in adequate fashion. Should it be that
Barbara Bedford has gained admirers among your
patrons, use her name and promise them she will keep
them interested in "Winning with Wits."
Catchlines can be used effectively.

The

would have been better if
keep the denouement from

The Kind Of Drama That Appeals To "Fan" Audiences In
Box

man who caused

film.

Mitchell's direction

the best sequences

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

but as such

occurrence throughout the

tator

Its improbabilities will likely

the

director has permitclose-ups of the star for the purpose of

most part and he

CAMERAMAN

down
The

allowing her to register certain emotions, especially
with her eyes. This is all right, l)ut too frequently an

Jack Strumwasser and Dor-

othy Yost

AS A

many

ted too

DIRECTOR

Very Well

Its Title

Say

:

"Do you

duty to stand by her father, no
matter what the circumstances? If your father were
accused of a crime of which he declared he was innocent, what would you do? See what Barbara Bedford
William Scott is
does in 'Winning With Wits.
probably well enough known as a leading man to warrant the use of his name also. Exploitation from the
fortune-telling angle might prove worth while if given
l)elieve

it

is

a girl's

a little extra consideration.

"if What Do Men Want/
is

aforerunner of your

pm

1922
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Fine Acting

All-Japanese Cast and Lavish Settings the Features

Hayakawa

Sessue

the restaurant scenes, thevkitchen especially. There
are also some delightful exterior shots of gardens and

in

"FIVE DAYS TO LIVE"
R-C

nooks of the palatial Oriental home.

Pictures

DIRECTOR

Norman Dawn

AUTHORS

Dorothy Goodfellow
Eve Unsell and Garrett Elsden

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Not

WHOLE

credited

Oriental drama produced with

lavish display in settings

and showy appoint-

ments generally

STORY

Doesn't vary materially from previous

Hayakawa

stories but is well acted

and splen-

DIRECTION

Continual spectacle in settings
unusual visual appeal works to effective
;

climax

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Has

Excellent

Good
less

strenuous though a fitting hero

role; certain to please his admirers

SUPPORT

Tsuru Aoki and
work

Star's wife,

entirely

Oriental cast that does good

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Several very pretty shots

Good
Adequate
The romance of an

CHARACTER OF STORY

who find happiness after many
made to separate them

Oriental couple

attempts are

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
For

5,210 feet

and lavishness, Sessue Hayakawa's
"Five Days to Live" ranks about
number one for pictures of this kind, and it is Oriental
flavor from beginning to end. There is no end to the
variety and numl^er of attractive settings that provide
colorful backgrounds for the native romance.
Detail
throughout is excellent and at times the attention and
care that has been given to making things appear
display

latest production,

realistic,

is

pretty actual gshots that

Hie

story

particularly

noticeable

;

for

Box

instance,

in

its

a pity

it

was

,

romance of the
more or less

situations in the main,

familiar.
It was written by Dorothy. Goodfellow,
although Jack Boyle has also used the theme in some
of his short stories. It has to do with the old Chinaman who would sell his daughter to the rich mandarin,
but the girl is sayed by her lover. The.piece is also

not unlike Lenore Ulric's stage play of two years ago,

Besides the appeal that the -picture offers for those
like Oriental atmosphere, "Five Days to Live"
contains some of the best performances by an all-

who

Japanese cast that have ever been seen.

Hayakawa's "The

who have found

It is a close

Born" and might
have surpassed it if the story had been as good. The
star offers his usual convincing work and his wife,
Tsuru Aoki, is pleasing as the heroine, Ko Ai. Goro
Kino as Chong- Wo, the restaurant proprietor, deserves
special mention for his work and the remainder of
rival

to

the cast

Ko

is

First

splendid.

Ai, a pretty Japanese girl,

works

in her father's

is loved by Tai Leung, idol carver and
dreamer, disapproved of by Chong, the girl's father,
because he is poor. Chong owes a large sum of money
to Le, a wealthy mandarin, who is anxious to accept

restaurant. She

Ko

Ai in payment. The father agrees. Meanwhile
Tai Leung learns of the plan and offers to substitute
his life for that of Yung Foo, a pirate, who has been
sentenced to death. In return Foo gives Leung his
entire wealth. With this Leung outbids the mandarin
and marries Ko Ai. At the end of five days, however,
Leung must give his life. He prepares for the sacrifice
but the pirate dies of cholera, leaving Leung and his
wife to their

new found

happiness.

Star Is Popular

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

that their patrons favor

productions of the Japanese star will be certain to
please them with his latest" offering, "Five Days to
Live."
Where Hayakawa is popular his name will
be sufffcient to bring them in, but you C9.n also exploit it as a lavish Oriental spectacle in the form of
a native romance.
Be sure to say that the star is
supported by an all-Japanese cast, including his wife,

Tsuru Aoki.

is

it

use a few painted drops.

a rather conyerttiohal

is

Ought To Do Good Business Where
Exhibitors

to-

In fact there are

"The Son Daughter."

didly produced

offers

many

so

found necessary

Far East with

Fort

AS A

11

a

Promise unusual Oriental atmosphere and stills of
few of the attractive sets will get them interested.

The

title

will

tie

up nicely with

"What would you do
Live?' "

A

of results.

teaser

if

catchlines.

Say:

you had only 'Five Days

campaign should

R-C exchanges

to

also be productive

will provide press

books

with exploitation hints and a musical score which
will be an important factor in the showing.
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That shameless

^irl

ns her pranks 'wi'
the minister".

Reputation
HE

X
reputation of the
brightest stars, of the greatest directors, of the most
skillful
dramatists and of
the largest motion picture
organization, is vested in and richly
expressed by Paramount Pictures.
That name has naturally come to
mean the cream of motion picture
tntertainment.
Don't take chances with your
evening's pleasure.
Be sure it's
ff

Paramount.
Note current releases below.
Ask your theatre manager when
he will show them.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES
A

William deMille Production
"Miss Lulu Bett"
with Lois Wilson, Milton Sills.
Theodore Roberts and Helen
Ferguson.
From the novel and play by

Zona

If I were not
|m,msterI,dthrot.
Itle

her"

1/3^

Gale.

Thomas Meighan in
"A Prince There Was"
From George M. Cohan's play and
novel

the

"Enchanted Hearts"
by Darragh Aldrich.

Marion Davies in
"The Bride's Play" by Donn Byrne
Supervised by Cosmopolitan
Productions.
Photograph by Keyes

BETTY

J.M.BARRIE'S PLAY

is

on the screen

Only Paramount could secure the author's permission to film his great story.
Because
Paramount could produce it as it deserves.

Paramount Picture, "The Little Minworthy of the author, worthy of Para-

mount.

A
No

will

want

in

the Case."
Production.

Stanlaws

Glorious Day" with
Will Rogers and Lila Lee
O. B.
Barringer.

"One

George Melford's Production
of the Lady Letty"
with Dorothy Dalton.

"Moran

From

the

story

by Frank

May McAvoy

"TH.

Little

(eels

I

himseW

..I^

Norris.

in

"A Homespun Vamp"
by Hector TurnbuU

A

Realart Production.

"Boomerang

Bill"

with Lionel Barrymore.
By Jack Boyle.
Cosmopolitan Production.

Ethel Clayton in

by Edjrid Bingham
Penrhyn Stanlaws Production

Scenario

|high degree.

in

By Walter Woods and

A

A

Woman

"The

A Penrhyn

Paramount
They won't for-

give you!

Iprank
[\ks Babbii
Iwas a lady ofp

"The Law and the Woman"
Adapted from the Clyde Fitch play

to see this

Don't make a mistake.

l£^

jtin-between.]

Production
"Saturday Night"
By Jeanie Macpherson.
DeMille's

B.

Cecil

tainment.

Your patrons

in

"Tillie"

the novel by Helen R. Martin
A Realart Production.

great director, Penrhyn Stanlaws, made it.
expense was spared to make it a perfect enter-

Picture.

Production.

Mary Miles Minter

only

the
is

Fitzmaurice

"Three Live Ghosts" with

Anna Q. Nilsson and Norman Kerry

Betty Compson

You remember Miss Compson in "The Miracle
Man." And in "At the End of the World."

ister,"

A George

at last!

The famous heroine of J. M. Barrie's great novel
and play is brought to life by Betty Compson.

And

Pinkerton.
Realart Production.

A

From

"THE LITTLE MINISTER'
Babbie

in

"Nancy From Nowhere"
By Grace Drew and Kathrene

OMPSON
/TV

Bebe Daniels

]

"Her

Own Money"

Adapted from the play by
Mark Swan.

Copyright 1921 by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
f.

FAMOUS PIAYERS - lASKV CORPORATION :M

> 'Victory at last?
for

ll

^ but

whom

Paramount ^Lciure^
'«>i!yaii(<a»ftcaag!^aa»»iaa<PBS^a^BaWgi8WJQggS»««ft^«ac|»5^»^g?»iaagistg^
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Busy and Give Norma Worth While Material

Better Get

Norma Talmadge in
"LOVE'S REDEMPTION"

makes only on an average

Andrew

"On

Soutar's novel,

Roy Hunt

WHOLE
sufficiently

Commonplace

plot not given

unusual treatment to make

it

dis-

tinguished

STORY

Not at all the sort of thing
Talmadge should have; offers her

Norma

that
little

or no

Appears

for other deficiencies

have tried to make up

eventually

by

pictorial appeal; pro-

happiness.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

Too many shadows on
practically

interiors

no chance to be appealing

and certainly needs better material
Harrison Ford the leading man;
some English types poor
in this

SUPPORT

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Some

pretty shots

Fair
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

.Native Jamaican
girl married to Englishman and not accepted by
his people, eventually finds happiness with her

husband

in her native

:

.

home
5,889 feet

gleaned from Norma TaJmadg-e's current release, "Love's Redemption," is that
it is high time she was given material worthy of her
ability, and also deserving of the prices that are asked

The most important

fact

would be quite a different
thing if there were, say, two or even one Norma Talmadge releases every month there would be some
excuse for a weak one now and then, but when a star
for her productions.

It

;

There'll

is

he has asked to be his

have

carried through.

to

return

to

the

island

to

find

Norma Talmadge is supposed to have grown up
among the planters and natives in Jamaica. Though
you are given
anything of

to

life

understand that she has never seen
other than in the colonies, she ac-,

new manner and style almost overnight when
taken to England to be received by her husband's people. Furthermore, her quick retorts to the
sarcasm flung by her mother-in-law are astounding.
And the way she can wear clothes after her
quires a

she

is

accustomed ugly wrapper, contributes more of the
incongruities.
Miss Talmadge has little opportunity
to be appealing and director Parker has been extremely
sparing on closeups.

As

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

girl

It doesn't make
difference in the end, however, for the couple

to

vides adequate production

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Has

wealth without the native
wife, the matter

much

opportunities

DIRECTION

"The Principle," with a plot that has long since
outworn its popularity. Even Anthony Paul Kelly
has failed to put any new life into the scenario, unless
you might call his handling of the letter situation new.
Instead of the Englishman going back to inherit his
novel,

Principle"

CAMERAMAN
AS A

probably a difficult matter to get just the right
sort of story every time, but surely they could have
done better than this adaptation of Andrew Soutar's
It is

Albert Parker
Anthony Paul Kelly from

ADAPTED BY

of four a year, better things

are expected.

Associated Firt Nat'l Pictures

DIRECTOR

13

a production, "Love's Redemption"

some

tinctive except, possibly, for

the British colonies.

The

is

not dis-

attractive shots of

interior

settings are fre-

quently confusing to the eye because of the numerous
shadows cast by lattice windows, used apparently in

an attempt to conform to the construction of Jamaican
homes. On the whole, the production is modest as
far as expenditure is concerned.
Harrison Ford is a
suitable leading man though not essentially English,
nor, for that matter, are

some others

in the

company.

Have To Be An Improvement Soon
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

The future Norma Talmadge pictures will be made
on the coast and it is hoped that the change will prove
a beneficial one because everyone expects, and those
who have to pay for the pictures deserve, much better
offerings than the. last two released, particularly the
current offering, "Love's Redemption." The plot is
so old and so unworthy of the star, that it is hard to
see just where anyone could see possibilities in it as

Norma Talmadge.
you have a large number of admirers in your
clientele and figure that they will be satisfied with the
a starring vehicle for
If

appearance of their favorite regardless of the story,
you can give it to them, but at best it will hardly be
enthusiastically received.
better

all

To

reiterate, better stories,

around pictures starring Norma Talmadge,
New Year resolution.

should be somebody's

*'
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Unusual Situations and Good Cast Make Pleasing Offering
"ANNE OF LITTLE SMOKY"
Asso. Exhibitors

display of pistols a convincing

—Pathe

DIRECTOR

is

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Frank Beresford
John

Above

Stumar

S.

the average western.

pleasing entertainment and offers a great

variety of action and situations
Built

many

amount of force to the drama.
The main story deals with the love between

the

when

the

girl

and a ranger.

girl's father is

This

is

complicated

discovered to be a criminal, and while

crime is only that of shooting deer on a reservation,
Two other themes are
still duty comes before love.
his

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
STORY

presented, thus giving realism to the situations and

a certain

Edward Connors
Edward Connors

Makes

Western atmosphere

upon several

One brings a gypsy girl into the foreground, and the other an idiot character, who, due
introduced.

out of

many'

when he

climaxes

DIRECTION

Good

Very uneven

in places.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

Fair

PLAYERS

Winifred Westover, Joe King, Frank
Sheridan and Dolores Cassinelli featured.
Ralph Faulkner does fine work in role of shellshocked hero

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

.

suffers a fall

the attack of an Indian.
Winifred Westover takes the part of the girl and

does some good acting in the storm sequences, and
in the scenes where she discovers that her father is
a law breaker. Frank Sheridan plays the part of the
father. He carries through his fighting role in a con-

Adequate
Sufficient

splendid character study of the shell-shocked soldier,

between

Girl torn

vincing

a haunting figure.

double climax is provided for "Anne of Little
Smoky," both taking place at the same time. While
the girl's lover is being tracked by hounds, she
rushes through the storm to his cabin and dressing

A

love for her father and a ranger

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

of the situations.

Dolores Cassinelli
and forceful manner.
plav s the gypsy girl with a good deal of temperament,
and Joe King makes a suitable romantic ranger. Added to this list is Ralph Faulkner, who does the

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

wanders helplessly in and
His reason returns
defending the gypsy girl from

to his shell-shocked brain,

and has a good

plots

About

5,000 feet

Varied action, a good cast and some interesting
situations place "Anne of Little Smoky" above the
average western entertainment. The director has succeeded in holding together the different plots and
creating a good deal of suspense. Things move along
and develop quite logically. A certain amount of
suspense is created, and it is difificult to foretell the
ending. Without the aid of bar rooms and a great

herself in his clothes beats a path through the woods
But on
in order to throw the dogs off the scent.

reaching a post finds him there, and realizes that she
has given the dogs the trail. While the same storm
cabin by a
is raging the gypsy girl is attacked in her
return to
reason
half-breed Indian, and strength and
the

war veteran.

Speak About the Situations and Play Up the Cast
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Speak about the cast and give them the names of
the featured players.

dan was

in

Also

"The Rider

tions will interest,

and

tell

of the
if

they

them

that

King Log." The
like red

erns they will not be disappointed

"Anne
Tell

of Litte

situa-

blooded west-

when they

see

Smoky."

them how the law complicated the love between

the girl and the forest ranger.
the

Frank Sheri-

cliff,

Mention the

and how the hero jumps into the pool

fight

on

to save

man who had attacked him. Ring in the gypsy
girl who was tired of wandering and settled in Litte
Smoky. And speak about the half-breed Indian who
had followed her and was v/aiting for the moment to
Use teaser lines and ask how the shellattack her.
shocked soldier regained his memory, and why the
gypsy girl ran away from her camp. You can promise
the

them some good action and romance.

The

are unusual, and the entire offering

a little off the

beaten track.

is

situations

"Let the other fellow say it''
A MAN'S HOME
"Edward

J.

Montagne has given him (Ralph

the sure-fire ingredients

—

all

of

Ince) a wonderful compact scenario, which carries

which are given

their

proper emphasis."

— Laurence

Reid,

all

Motion

Picture News.

"Pictured with a continuity that unfolds as smoothly as a fiction story written in perfect sequence." Louella Parsons, Morning Telegraph.
"Edward J. Montagne is to be congratulated for his exceptionally fine scenario." Alice

—

—

Carroll, N. Y.

Review.

CONCOT
"Through

the agency of the scenario writer.

Edward

J.

Montagne, and Direc-

Burton George, the characters are made to appear like every-day people,
and never like stage puppets." Motion Picture News.

tor

—

THE GREATEST LOVE
—
—

"Deserves a place in the list of the year's best pictures." Wid's.
"Scenarist has oflfered star every advantage of situation cunningly contrived to build up interest and hold back climax."
M. P. World.

RED FOAM
"The very
ries ever

finest picturization of

made."

—William

any

Hamby

of

my

sto-

(author).

PLEASURE SEEKERS
"Charm

lies in a

well-constructed plot,

1

plausible and containing a rich vein
of

human

ly

appeal, relieved by time-

touches of comedy."

— M.

P.

News.

fellow they're talking about is
me, and my knees are getting weak.
wa.s going to tell you a few nice
I
things I heard about "JUSTICE" and
"THE EASIEST WAY," but maybe
best to wait until they are reit's
leased, and let "the other fellow say

The

I'M

BLUSHING

it."

Edward
Greenroom Club

J.

Montagne,
New York

City

^1

THE
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Good Atmosphere and Action

In Typical Royal

Ernest Shipman presents

"CAMERON OF THE ROYAL MOUNTED"
Winnipeg Prod.

— Hodkinson

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Ralph Connor

SCENARIO BY

Not credited

CAMERAMAN
AS A

William Thornley
Fine Northwest atmosphere and
plenty of action in latter reels a bit slow in

WHOLE

;

planting story

STORY

Along the order of the usual Royal
Mounted theme but contains more melodramatic

twists

Might have improved the begin-

ning by speeding things up; handles climax
effectively

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right usually

A suitable

cast throughout; includes

Irving Cummings, Vivienne Osborne, Gaston

George Larkin, Joe Singleton and Frank
Lanning
Wonderful scenic backgrounds
EXTERIORS
Adequate
INTERIORS
Glass,

DETAIL

Requisite

CHARACTER OF STORY

Man

forced to hide

because of forgery he believed he committed
finally gets his man after years of waiting

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,600 feet

Ralph Connor's "Cameron of the Royal Mounted,"
doesn't differ in any great proportion to the majority
of Northwest stories that have already reached the
screen, except, perhaps, that the Connor story con-

more melodrama than the
hold-up by Indians.

tains considerably

including a train

Henry Macrea has given

it

others,

a splendid production

most part, but he could have improved the
early reels by speeding up the action and spending
less time in planting the characters and getting his
for the

Should Be Particularly Well Liked
Box

There are a good many picture patrons who admire
Northwest and the Mounted Police. For
them, "Cameron of the Royal Mounted" will offer a
fine entertainment with the usual action and plenty
of it. You can promise a few thrilling fights, one taking place in a river, with the snow-covered mountains
It's going to make them shiver
jn sight all around.
watch

that

is

It also

acquaints you with the romance

and around which considerbuilt.
There is a kidnapping

a part of the plot

able of the "meller" is
very near the end that

is

slightly anti-climactic but

good bit of action in the way of a "fight-tobetween the hero and one of the villains.
Unlike most other stories, "Cameron of the Royal
Mounted" has three villains instead of the customary
one, which gives the hero an all the more exciting role.
offers a

the-finish"

Gaston Glass, probably best remembered as the son
"Humoresque," is the hero and a thoroughly suitable one. Irving Cummings and George Larkin work
well as co-villains with Joe Singleton a third partner.
Frank Lanning does well in the minor role of "Little
Thunder." Vivienne Osborne is the only feminine
member of the cast. Many beautiful shots of the Canadian snow-capped Rockies and the Northwest
country generally, make the feature pictorially
beautiful.

Cameron

Scotland,

leaves

rather

than

face

charge for forging his father's name, the facts of

the

which

he cannot recall because he had been intoxicated at
the time. Cameron goes to Canada where he becomes

member of the Mounted Police. He is forced to
resign when he meets Potts, a man who knows about
Potts is now in league with Raven, a
the forgery.
bootlegger. Meantime Cameron has secured a good
position with a construction company. The pay train
is held up by a band of Indians, the work of Raven
a

Mandy, Cameron's sweetheart, is also on
the train. Cameron escapes and rides for help. While
he is away, Perkins, a former suitor of Mandy's and
also a member of the Raven gang, overpowers the
girl and carries her off. How Cameron rounds up the

and Potts.

bootleggers and compels Potts to confess the truth

about the forgery and clears his

own name, makes up

the rest of the story.

By Admirers

of

Northwest Stories

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

stories of the

to

hero into the North lands. Though the start is a
slow it does establish a definite premise that
doesn't leave the spectator in doubt as to anything

in

DIRECTION

PLAYERS

Mounted Story

trifle

that follows.

Henry Macrae

•.

17

the hero battle with the villain under these

circumstances.

The

them know about
what the story is like, and you can back it up by saying that "Cameron of the Royal Mounted" contains
some of the prettiest backgrounds that have been seen
in

title itself is sufficient to let

a picture of this kind.

tions for advertising

Some worthwhile

sugges-

and exploitation can be found

the Hodkinson press book.

in

I

THE

>%g^

OAILV

18

Story

Not

a Suitable

Agnes Ayres

One For Agnes

"THE LANE THAT HAD NO TURNING"
Paramount
Victor Fleming

AUTHOR

Sir Gilbert Parker

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Eugene Mullin
Gilbert Warrenton

WHOLE

Notable for the acting of Theo-

AS A

dore Kosloff, but beyond that a
rowing for the average audience

STORY

Stretches the bonds of a

trifle

too harde-

votion to near-torture; very heavy and without

any element

of relief

DIRECTION

At times

skilful

but not sufficient-

ly so to alleviate the tragedy of the

theme

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Sincere

Good
All right
in her

work but

doesn't "shine"

as a star should; not always photographed to
....

.Theodore

Kosloflf

attention nearly all the time
ton not convincing

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

is
;

the center of

Mahlon HamilPretty

Famous

singer sac-

career to remain with erratic and deformed husband, who later kills himself

rifices

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,892 feet

unfortunate that Agnes Ayres was not given a
story which would really have permitted her to rightfully claim stellar honors.
As it is, Theodore KosIt is

has completely walked off with the picture in his
performance of the hunchback husband. Miss Ayres
does good work inasmuch as her efifort is sincere and
she makes the most of a sympathetic role. However,
the part played by Kosloff is by far the more impor1»
loflf

Will Depend Largely
Box
It all

ened affliction and later when told that his wife has
been unfaithful. That Kosloff is a very good actor
is again assured by his portrayal of Louis Racine.

by

by no means a
cheerful one, but rather a dissertation on the devotion
story,

Sir Gilbert Parker, is

man and

the man's love for a woman
and his fight to hold it against great odds. The development is more or less anti-climactic and there is
no humorous relief whatever. Two killings and several near ones are some of the harrowing situations.
In spite of occasional skilful touches. Director Fleming hasn't been able to lift the heavy atmosphere of

of a

woman'

for a

Parker's novel.
is

who had not
how attractive
"The Lane That Had

beautiful, but no

one

seen her before would appreciate just

is from her appearance in
Turning." She is not always photographed to the
best advantage and her make-up, at times, is far from
She wears a few pretty gowns, but they are
l^erfect.
inconsistent when compared with those she displays

she

No

Adequate
Title could have been better

CHARACTER OF STORY

a Star

terpretation while possessed of the fear of his threat-

Agnes Ayres

her best advantage

SUPPORT.

As

1922

Perhaps the former dancer has benefited by John
Barrymore's performance of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde," for he follows rather closely Barrymore's in-

The

woman's

Ayres' Debut

15,

ant one, and his portrayal the outstanding feature of
the production.

in

DIRECTOR

Sunday, January

Upon

in the rest of

the picture.

Louis Racine, married to Madelinette, a famous
is heir to the estate of Seigneur
of Pontiac, a position \yhich he seeks to build up to
hunchback- in the eyes of
offset his new affliction
Madelinette's
liis wife when she returns from Paris.
love for her husband overcomes everything and she
Later she finds a will which
gives up her career.
proves that Louis is not the rightful heir. Fournel,
singer, insists that he

—

—

owner, moved by Madelinette's pleading,
does not contest. After Louis kills himself, Fournel
the

true

marries Madelinette.

the Preferences Of

Your Patrons

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

depends upon the type of picture your patIf they have a preference for light,

rons like best.

"The
Lane That Had No Turning," for it is by no means
a happy theme and not at all what they will expect
Agnes Ayres to be starred in. She has very little
opjiortunity to "show off," but if your folks are familiar with her you can talk about her promotion to
stardom and probably get them to come ii^ and see

cheerful pictures, they are not likely to favor

what she has done.
they are disappointed it will be chiefl}- because
the prominence is given Tlieodore Kosloff and not
the star.
His performance dominates most of the
picture and is worth while seeing. The title can be
If

used effectively with catchlines referring to a woman's
devotion to her husband despite his deformity and her
sacrifice for his sake. The mcjre serious thinking folks
will

be the best pleased.

—

h

Some
"Bright Eyes"

Type

— Ben Turpin— Mack

Short Reels
up

Sennett
2 reel

of production

comedy

is one of the funniest of Ben Turpin's recent
There is the usual hokum about the star's sudden
inheritance and the abuse accorded him by the girl's parents
It isn't new, but Turpin
until they discover he has money.
Then a few new stunts on a
gets the laughs just the same.
golf course and those in the automobile that goes without
wheels provide fine humorous business, and judging from the

"Bright Eyes"

two-reelers.

New

Rivoli audience in

The

titles

attire

and secures

a ring side seat.

The audience

Escaping from this the wife is forced to
and the comedy situations develop when
the husband discovers her at this midnight feast. The action
is snappy and the comedy gags well planted.
No time is lost
between one stunt and the planting of the next. The busifree-for-all

fight.

join

a stag party,

ness

is

old stuff, but will get a

all

good many laughs

just the

same.

"The Straphanger"

York, the piece will be well received.

good one and you can promise that Turpin will
keep them amused all the time with "Bright Eyes." The suba

title is

male

in

objects to the referee's decision, and the evening ends in a

Type

Century

—U niversal

of production

comedy

2 reel

Lee Moran is the henpecked husband and straphanger in
fairly amusing two-reel comedy.
Blanche Payson plays

are clever and will share the laughs with the star.

this

"Call the

Witness"— Hal Roach— Pathe

form the opening shots

bottle

Type

of production

1

"Call the Witness"

a clever

is

little

satire

reel

comedy

upon domestic

relations as they are presented in the average divorce court.

"Snub" Pollard
the poor

is

the injured man, and Marie Mosquini plays

They meet
make up when

neglected wife.

house, and are about to

in

of the

front

court

their lawyers interfere
proceed into the court room. Here the wife tells
the story of her brutal husband.
A flashback shows the wife
a slave to the will of her terrible mate. Then the judge turns
to "Snub" and says:
"Now it is your turn to tell one." The
story that "Snub" tells is very funny.
He is shown leaving
the factory and so exhausted that he faints.
On recovering
he smashes a flask of whisky because he is not a drinking
man. Arriving home he finds his wife eating chocolates and
in every closet and under every table he finds men. The landlady is the next witness, and the story that she tells unites
the quarreling couple, leaving the lawyers to fight among
themselves.

and" they

all

"The Land
Type

of

Chu Chin Chow"— Kineto

of production

1

reel travel

China always makes a fascinating travel picture. "The Land
of Chu Chin Chow" is introduced as "A land of scholarship,
art, superstition and misery."
Street scenes of both Shanghai
and Pekin are illustrated in this interesting travel reel. A section of the 1,500 miles of Wall of China is shown as well as
the famous Tombs of the Ming Emperors.
The Emperor's

Summer

Palace comes next for

its

share of interest.

ponds and marble bridges

height of Chinese luxury.

The

reel

by the

Chow"

late
is

and

a shot of the well

Empress Dowager.

a well

reel deals with the
in the

of production

known Marble Boat built
"The Land of Chu Chin

—Christie— Educational
2 reel

comedy

Plenty of action and a well staged prize fight are the outstanding features of Christie's latest comedy. Dorothy Devore
plays the part of the young wife who refuses to allow her
husband to go to the prize fight because no women are
allowed.

When

good deal

a

Lots of bundles and a jam
of footage.
Friends arrive

and the straphanger's wife is certainly not happy
This ends a perfect day for the straphanger.
The gags have all been done before and the comedy work
is mild but full of sure fire laughs.
If your people like to

for supper,

see them.

to

laugh at the same thing
hanger," which is the
Century.

first

times they will like "The Strapof

Lee

Moran's

Comedies

for

Again"—Hal Roach— Pathe

"Try, Try

Type

many

of production

1

comedy

reel

Sunshine Sammy, Paul Parrott, Ethel Broadhurst and
George Rowe are all featured in "Try, Try Again." The
comedy is of the slap stick variety though swift moving and
full of gags.
A foolish artist is seen walking across a stream,
f)ut he falls and after a long time under the water comes up
with a picture of a

by sending
the

fish.

Creditors at the

home

of the girl

the furniture, but her father decides to get the

rush

in

the

money

a picture of the girl to a beauty contest.

In

and

the

existing

photographs

are

destroyed,

picture.
After much excitement
photograph, but someone substitutes
gun powder for the flash light powder. The business is all
well handled and many of the gags are quite funny.
artist

offers

everything

is

to take

a

new

set for the

"The Night Attack"—Universal

concludes with some shots

subject.

Type

home coming.

subway take up

Here

balanced entertaining reel of an attractive

"One Stormy Knight"

comedy on surburban

hurried breakfast, a rush for the train and a long wait
for another, make up the action of the first reel.
The second

illustrate the

taken in the "Forbidden City," showing the altar of the Temple
of Heaven, which is one of the finest examples of Chinese
architecture,

devices for heating baby's

of this

A

life.

demand

pavilions, towers, lily

Funny mechanical

the "heavy" wife.

she discovers that he has gone she dresses

Type

Eileen Sedgwick
reel
lines.

2 reel western

of production

western

full

is

the star in

of action,

"The Night Attack,"

though

Eileen, an orphan, and her

a twoalong conventional
brother hold the ranch

built

little

The chief of the bad men forces his
attentions upon her until Tom, the good neighbor, interferes.
The band then attack Tom's ranch and Eileen rides into the
against the enemy's

fire.

canyon where she discovers the gang between huge rocks.
Accidentally she falls from her horse, giving the outlaws a
They open fire and with her rifle she
clue of her presence.
wounds many, but is nearly exhausted when aid arrives.
The action is brisk and the situations sure fire. A slight love
theme and a good deal of adventure are introduced to help
round out the production. If your people like the standardized
type of western they will be entertained by this one.

^

Short Reels
"Almost a Rancher"

Type

Star

— Universal

of production

Pathe Review No. 138

2 reel

comedy

"Almost a Rancher" opens up with Bert Roach and Ethel
Teare sleeping on the porch. A rain storm comes up and
they both fall ofiE. This is followed by a little sleep walking
stunt.
In the house baby has torn up some books, and in
repairing the same they get the pages mixed which results in
the fruit trees being wrapped in blankets and the baby being
sprayed. Some amusing events follow yvhen a gang of tramps
enter the orchard and not only remove the blankets, but also
pull up the trees and use them to cover their actions.
When
the entire orchard starts moving and the constables arrive the
fun begins. These scenes will provoke a lot of laughter and
amuse almost any audience. The comedy work is clever and
no time is wasted between the gags. An exciting finish is
provided which includes a fight between the dogs and the
tramps in a barn, with the result, a lot of clothes fly through
the air and exit the tramps in B. V. D.'s.

Type

of production

1

On

We

and

taken
travel

showing the Holy City
shows views in Vouga, a

in Palestine

section

as

it

little

is

will

in

The
the

mountains of Portugal, wherci a race of little people live almost
This is an interesting
isolated from the rest of the world.
number of the review and will make a fine program filler.

Inc,

February

1st,

1922

I

we

today.

district

Never Disappoinf'^

after

magazine

A very thrilling episode is included in this number of Pathe
Review.
Alligator hunters in Florida are seen capturing a
seven foot reptile bare handed. The reptile had been ordered
by some Northern Zoo, and the men set out into the swamps
looking for their animal.
With long sticks they poke the
mud until the alligator is located, then they throw themselves
upon the reptile and hold fast his jaws. The rest is easy;
he is tied up and carried off.
The slow motion section of
this review forms a humorous touch.
Two laborers are
shown eating a pickle. The colored section deals with views

Barnes Printing Company,
a

reel

be located at

229 W. 28th Street
Press Sheets, Inserts and Heralds

Magazines and Catalogues

A

Limited

Number

WID'S

of Copies of

1921

YEAR BOOK
Available for General Distribution

Mountains

of Statistics

Volumes of Reference Data
A Mine of Information
down

handy volume,
cloth bound for permanent reference.
Boiled

in

a

%
Free to

all

Price

yearly subscribers, or

^2.50

P^^paid

Associated Exhibitors

p resents

Carter De HAVE^
..'MARK^nfHE Poor Girl

Mr. AND Mrs.

Oliver Morosco^s Stage

Success By Owen Davis
Adapted By Rex Taylor
OfpECTED By Lloyd Ingraham

Production Personally
Supervisedby CARTER DeHAVEN
Distributed

by ASSOOAJED EXHIBITORS,

Inc.

Through Rithe Excfi^ngejncForeign RepresentativefirAssociatedBc/iibitori
Sidney Garret

The De Havens Have Hit

It!

amliouc appeal which makes a
hnlliant success in the tlieatres;
that essential "s<;niething" whidi draws the enthusiasm
of the people and sends them aw ay talking about the show.
Tliat elusive qnnlity of

good comedy drama

a

"Marry The Poor Girl" — the emphasis

is on the Marry
has caught it.
A hit ol houdoir, perhaps; innocent
hut entangling situations, iii)e\pe(ted matrimonial mi\nj^s, clever lomedy business, Haslies cif real drama, speed,
I lass",
surprises, complicaticMis, climaxes and a riotous

finish

"Marry The Poor Cirl" is bound to be a hit. It has
the lure which puts lines in your lobh\, it has a title
wcirlh exploiting. It has two stars famous on both stage
and screen, it is la\ish in its produc tion, smart in its
settings, satisfying in

its

It'.S'as good a guarantee
drama can offer.

entertainment.
of

bi;^

business

as

any comedy-

—

—

^

.^^^

i

1322

PM

^o BRADSTREET
o/ FILHDOM

;9^<?re(0cmized

Authority
FORHERLY

70L.
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American

!

Monday, January

No. 15

U. C.

16,

1922

Price 5 Cents

Tax

Will

I.

Jew Unit to Handle American and
Considerable Foreign Trade

Pictures Slated for

From New York

American market

the

Finance Committee.

a limited

of Italian pictures.

Count Ignazio Thaon di Revel,
ead of the Cito Cinema, the U. C. I.
breign sales organization, has estabshed permanent headquarters in this
ountry. He is looking after the four
roductions which have been turned
ver to Goldwyn for release: "Theoora,"
"The Ship," "The Son of
ladame Sans Gene" and "Beatrice."
.ucien C. Wheeler is actively interested in Unity Pictures, Inc.

could not compete.
The committee
is
very certain, it is understood, to
provide a duty on raw film.
The situation with regard to pro-

had been closed for "Where Is
Bo\' Tonight" which,
:cording to reports in independent
rcles. is expected to prove one of
deal

Wandering

big specials of the year.
is
the production which was
lade on more or less co-operative
nes on the Coast, and in which praccally all of the leading producers,
le

—

Wild-animal action that

will

delight

fans!

serial

SELIG'S specdemand by EX-

Col.

serial, "THE JUNGLE
GODDESS," is in
HIBITORS because they KNOW a Selig seris^l "holds up" to the last
episode.
"THE JUNGLE GODDESS" is Selig's serial masterpiece.
Fifteen thrilling episodes.
State Rights.
EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

tacular

CO.,

Inc., 729 7th Ave.,

N. Y. C.

This

irectors
is

the

ade.

and stars have an
first

picture of

its

Billy an'

interest.

kind ever

P. Hogan direct(Continued on Page 2)

Syd

in

Wash-

of th'

tied tip.

Brandt.
An' Sydney Cohen.
Presidents.
T' other of th' MPTO. An' th' TOCC. Is
But -An' golly, what
th' national organization.
That spirit of brotherly love. Is sure inissin'.

TOCC.

With

—

Saturday that Will H.
.ays had accepted the post of head
a new producer-distributor organation.
This came as no surprise,
meeting of the sub-committee
hich had the inatter in charge yesrday stated that Mr. Hays would be
sured for $2,000,000 with the new

a "but" it
Ever since th' last few meetin's. Of th' Brandt organization.
Sydney stepped on Billy's
Btit in a nutshell.
It's a long yarn.
So there mayn't be. Any exhibitors.
Ruff like.
pet idea.
To get stars. To reduce their salaries.
Coin' to th' Coast.
Even tho' there ain't any resokitions passed. Condemnin' th'
Y' know if y'u won't play with me I won't
trade papers.

"ganization as beneficiary.

play with y'u.

gton on

:

probably take up his duapproximately about March 4th.

is.

Lichtm.an Due Today
Al Lichtman is due in town today
fom California.
Announcement of
,s appointment as sales manager for
;irst National is looked for.

—

:

will

Anvway
to

New R-C

Billy

]\Ieanin'

One

Hays Accepts

5s

the strongest friends of moving pictures on the committee are also
staunch labor men, there is some
doubt whether the advocates of a
duty on productions will be able to
swing sufficient votes to insure its inclusion in the bill.

While James

Announcement was made

Hays

however, is more difficult.
Producers and distributors appearing
before the committee made no appeal
for a duty but were, in fact, in favor
of free entry of such films
and it was
claimed tliey are comparatively few
as were found suitable for exhibition
to -American audiences.
The Actors'
Equity, however, made a strong appeal for protection, and since some of
ductions,

ands

[y

The committee

declared, that German film was selling abroad at a very low price and
substantiated the assertion that the
inclusion of raw stock in the free
list would result in the dumping of
foreign film in this market at prices
with which the American producers

Equity In Deal
"Where is My Wandering Boy
Tonight"— Expected to Be One of
The Big Pictures of the Year
Equity announced on Saturday that

duty on both raw

has not yet begun its work of actually writing the bill and it is too early
to make any definite statements as to
what will be included, but men in
close touch with the matter believe
that there is a strong sentiment in
favor of the duty.
Evidence submitted to the committee showed very conclusively, it is

j!.

umber

A

stock and finished productions is now
considered likely to be included in
the tariff bill written by the Senate

U. C. I., has established an
\merican organization called Unity
with offices in the
Inc.,
pictures,
lobertson-Cole Bldg.
The corporation is composed of
American and Italian capital, and was
rimarily formed to handle the U.
I. foreign sales in South America
jnd the Far East as well as introduce
the

\Xo

Tariff

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Washington

,ne of
jS

New

Bill

The Uiiione Cinematografica ItaliRome, more familiarly known

;

Films

Duty on Raw Stock and Completed

That's

—watch

Release

Pictures will release "Why
Forget." a production made by

R-C

Men

Denison

Clift in

England.

Famous London Plant
Paramount

to Close

on Saturday that the London studio was to
close,
and John Robertson and
George Fitzmaurice brought back to
this

officials stated

country.

said to be a

The

condition

was

temporary one only.

th' stuff.
th'

feathers

fly.

Plus

th' fur.

It

proinises

be good.

Sailing

Tomorrow

M. Hepworth, the English
producer, sails for home tomorrow.
Cecil

LONG

TIME
IT'S A LONG,
An' that's a
Celebratin' 18 years in pictures.
Fox.
long, long time. In any ol' bizness. 'Specially this one. 'Cause
they change it around. Almost every Aveek or so. Started off
Bill

(Continued on Page 2)

Alma

Taylor, one of his stars, is also
Hepworth has practically
completed arrangements for the distribution here of a number of his proreturning.

ductions.
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and Business

York,
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6411

:

wood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,

—

London, W. C.

2.

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film,

Montmartre.

Rue

144

—

European

Representative InternaFilmschau, Prague
(Czecho-SIotionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

you'll

get weary.
weary

1)

An' you'll
signs.
An' th'
sigft

take a looksee.

Cotintin' th'

find so

stars.

th'

"SAY IT

High Low Close

Famous Players

82^

..

do pfd

99

Griffith

Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle

World

(Special

Gillespie,

821^
97

97

Not
Not
Not
Not
Not

Goldwyn

Strehline

81^

quoted
quoted
quoted
quoted
quoted

Buys Malone's Theater
to THE FILM DAILY^
111.

B.
—Malone
J.

Strehline has
at
Sikeston,

purchased the
Mo., from M. B. Malone.

Addin
"We have not
organized the firm of 'Crape Hanger and Lugubrious Blue.'
But we firml}- believe Exhibitors must change their methods, or
1922 will be a year of funerals.
"We say all Exhibitors must reform their ways or the graveyard wilLbe the only crowded place in 1922. Unless exhibitors
expect to tack up 'For Sale' signs in the place of the S. R. O.
signs of a year ago, they must buy with judgment and discrimination."

CUTTIN'

:

several
Ltd.

for

pictures

African

Films,

Wid's Buffalo Office Moves

THE FILM DAILY)
office of Wid Gun-

(Special to

Buffalo—The

ning, Inc., has been moved from the
Select exchange in Franklin St., to
a space in the Grand & Warner ex-

change, 338 Pearl

New

St.

Ordinance in Binghamton

THE FILM DAILY)
Binghamton, N. Y.— Sunday shows
(Special to

-expcclcd to be a subject for discussion when the council meets Monday night. The proposition will come
before the city officials in the form
of an ordinance fixing the license fee
Present licenses exfor all theaters.

and the council must

pire Jan. 31

the

amount

that

is

fix

to be paid during

1922.

—

HARD TIMES ACROSS

Soo y'u see

\

THE

SPICC or-

THE PROGRAM"

—

it's

the

Tom"
same

TH'

Davies.

there.

As

POND

Accordin' to his
here.

If it's

letter.

any con-

Equity In Deal
(Continued from page

1)

ed the feature, there was definite c
operation all along the line fro
some of the most important peof
in the picture

making colony.

Bennie Zeldman and Bernie Fei
man closed the deal with Joseph
Schnitzer for Equity to handle t
production, and it is understood tli

call for highly speci:
ized exploitation, both in trade pap
Equi
advertising and billboards.
has not yet determined on distributi'
plans, but in all probability a Broa
way run for the picture will be ;

present plans

ranged

before

it

is

otherwise

In part:

"Just a few lines to wish you and yours a Jolly Christmas and a
.Prosperous New Year.
"We are not sending any Cards or Presents this year for the
following reasons.
" 'We have been held up, held down, sand-bagged, walked on, sat
upon, flattened out, and squeezed. * * *
" 'We are out of wftrk, out of pocket, out of sorts and out at heels.
" 'The Government has governed our business so that we don't
know who owns it.
are inspected, suspected, examined and reexamined, informed, required and commanded, so that we don't know
who we are. or why we are here at all. All that we know is that we
are supposed to be an inexhaustible supply of money for every known
need, desire or hope of the human race, and because we will not sell
all that we have, and go out, and beg, borrow or steal money to give
away, we are cussed, discussed, boycotted, threatened by Sinn Feiners,
talked to, talked about, lied to, lied about, held up, hung up, robbed and
damn near ruined, and the only reason we are clinging to life now is
to see what the
will happen next.
" '.So Cheerio and Keep Smiling.' "

We

gives

new

life

to

the

independe

market.

"The trouble heretofore," he sa
"has been that the very moment
independent producer turned out
really big picture he took it to t
regular distributing organizations, a
they pawed over it until the pi
ducer had to agree to their terms
In this case
keep his picture.
policy has been a complete tui
about."

TH'

9091

Phones — Beekman

•{

9093
9094

OTHER SIDE

They're doin' things.
Allan Porterfield.
In New York
Post Literary Review. Says Gunnar Sommerfeldt. Has finished Knut Hamsun's "Growth of the Soil." Cost 250,000 kroner.
Took six months to shoot it. Don't know whether it'll get here
or not.
But th' story was powerful. Tremendous. Question
whether it can be put on th' screen.
But Sommerfeldt has
tried.
Formerly with Nordisk. Apparently no one has gone

insurance!

as yet.

F'r this country.
Trans-ocean. Berlin. Has "The World Aflame." Based on
Wasserman's great novel. "The World's Illusion." Also should
be big. But again. Th' question. Whether or not. It isn't
too heavy.
F'r Americans.
Same concern has "Madame de
Lavalliere." Which.
From advertising. Shows flaws. Technically. Tables of Louis
period. An' Louis XVI. But La
it

'

t

H

ON

d

tributed.

Schnitzer is extremely enthusias
about the picture, declaring that

solation.

after
•

Adventures"

DOWN

Big stuff. Needs a lot of cuttin'. But still unusual, An'
immensely worth while. When it's put in shape. As is bein'
An'
Splendid acting,
Right now. Magnificent sets.
done.
Story
thin.
F'r
much
film.
But
y'u
so
can't
great direction.
have everything. Still. At that. It'll get a lot of money, An'
deserves it. But as originally shown. Too much. Spearing in
th' Times hit it.
Said you wouldn't read a book that long. In
one session. Much less sit through a play. Or picture. An'
he's right. But cut
well, that's different.
Accordin' to "Honest

Johnson'

"Jungle

Goldwyn. Loppin' off 10 to 20 per cent. Of salaries. Of
So 'tis said. Chiefly hits home folk. Studio
all on th' payroll.
shutdown. F'r time bein'. So they're not so happy. Over on
Fifth Avenue.
But still. They're realizin'. That these are
tuff times. An' doin' th' best they can. To weather th' storm.

Says Tom.

Leander de Cordoba Back
Leander dc Cordoba has returned
from South Africa, where he directed

Martin

WITH COFFINS"

Says Joe Friedman of Chicago.

VON STROHEIM'S "FOOLISH WIVES"
Quotations

Prepare to book

sttidios.

All over th' country.
An'
An' exchanges.
when y'u get through you'll find Bill Fox. In his shirt sleeves.
Workin' harder'n anybody else. In th' big plant. That's why
he is. What he is.

An'

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
and
York, N. Y., by

An now

an exchange,

192

16,

an' Syd

Billy
in
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XV
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EXPERTS
To

the Theatrical

aii

Motion Picture Indust

THE
Monday, January

16,

s2^

DAILY
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Equity
ANNOUNCES
that

it

purchased

has

THE WORLD^S RIGHTS
To

the

B.

F.

Zeldman

Production

suggested by the world famous

hymn

same name

of the

EilUITY PICTUDES
AEOLIAN UALL

.

-•

NEW yORt^

THE

j2^

DAILY

On Broadway

an' Syd

Billy

Or about 150 years

earlier.

IMPORTANT CRITICS
Der Film.

Berlin trade paper.

Carries big ad.

About Asta

Nielsen's "Hamlet." An' what New York critics said about it.
From the StaatsStart off with reproduction of criticism.
Appearing in New York
Followed by criticism.
Zeitung.
Volkszeitung. An' then. After another criticism. From the
Come those from The World. This
Staatszeitung Herald.
publication. An' others.
Didja ever hear before. Of th' importance? Of those German papers. In this bizness?

HERE'S A TIP

From Evening Post

Literary Review. Criti"Through the Shadows With O.
cism on Al Jennings' book
"Since 1914 Mr. Jennings has
Says the critic
Henry."
apparently learned to write, and the vividness, the strength, the
keen narrative element of his style sweep the reader from
page to page with a breathlessness that has behind it the
approval of all scenario writers. It will be surprising if this
book is not pounced upon by some motion-picture corporation
In that case the
and served in ten reels of guaranteed thrills
might
headings
be transferred
vulgar and sensational chapter
screen."
the
without change to
F'r a picture.

:

:

!

DOUBLE DOUBLE FEATURE DAYS
Marcus Loew has always had Friday. As his double feaAt the New York. Now it's Wednesday an' Friday.
Is this a sign? Of th' times?

ture day.

MIGHTY NIMROD
As his son.
Still not so mighty.
Kane.
They went Carolina way. Week or so ago.
An' at both. Young Artha made Senior
Golfin' an' shootin'.
An' outshot him. All th' time.
him
to bits.
ill.
He golfed
Some
Still Senior shot some. An' sent 85 brace of ducks North.
came to this ofifice. Thanks.
Is Arthur
Arthur Junior.

S.

EVERY READER COUNTS

mess

Cameo

x\n'

Postcard from Burton George an' Clayton Davis. On their
way through Holland.
Another from Jaysee Barnstyn.
Gee, it's tuff.
To read about th' good time. Th' other
feller's havin'.

MAKIN' A START
Put-In-Bay, Ohio.

Where

—
—
—
—

Capitol
River."
Central "Foolish Wives."
Criterion "Fool's Paradise."

Loew's

— Marie Prevost
"Don't Get Personal," "Reckless
Chances."
Wednesday— "Why Men Forget."
Thursday — Gareth Hughes
"LitEva Ascends."
Friday — "Why Announce Marin

tle

riage?" William Russell in "The
Roof Tree."
Saturday "Miss Lulu Bett."
Rialto Pola Negri in "The Last

—
Rivoli —

of¥."

Harry A. Sims Dead
(Special

Sims
first

THE FILM DAIL\
City.— Harry Ami

to

Lake

Salt
is

men

dead.
He was one oi
in the West to operz

picture theater.

''BOOKING GUIDE"

Payment."

Compson

Betty

Woman

in

Strand— "Hail

in

"The

Next Week
Apollo— "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand Norma Talmadge

—

pages of information c
pictures released between

200

the Case."
the Woman."

September
and
September

—

MOTION PICTURE NEW:
729—

7th Avenue,
City

New York

"The Rul

ing Passion."

THREE LIVE
Have Big House

O., to

(Special to

1921

Write:

Capitol "The Grim Comedian."
Central "Foolish Wives."
Criterion Not yet determined.
Rialto "Saturday Night."
Rivoli "Saturday Night."
Arliss in

1,

Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

Love's Redemption."
Cameo "Flower of the North."

—
—
—
——
—
Strand — George

1920

1,

Over 800 Pictures Summarize

in

Exploitation

THE FILM DAILY)

Men Wanted

Apply

—

Columbus, O. The Neil House has
been sold and its site is to be occ;upied by a 12-story hotel and a large

Reeland Publishing Co.
723 7th Ave.

Alax Stearn has

transferred

his

ENLARGEMENTS

right to a syndicate of Cincinnati, Co-

lumbus

and Cleveland capitalists,
headed by Archibald S. White of Cincinnati.
Construction work on the

of

Motion

Picture Film
For All Purposes

new

project will be started in 1923
with the expiration of the present

W.

leases.

J.

302 E. 33d

they have less than 500

Lakewood's

The

OVERLOOKED

St.

Cli|l

MO RAT
Vanderbilt 7V

did.

STARS AN' STORIES
More'n one star. Has been lopped off. By Mister an'
Missus Publick. 'Cause th' stories used. Were punk. History
as long as your arm. Verifies this. All of which may mean
somethin'. To Joe Schenck. 'Cause there's just one question
An' here 'tis
How long do you think Norma
to be asked
Talmadge will hold her place, As one of th' greatest box office
:

this

:

country.

If

storv

material

Largest and Foremost Hote

LAKEWOOD HOTI

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSE

Sheldon Lewis. F'r his performance. In "Orphans of the
Storm." Which brought a kick. From his many friends. Who
thought he did a fine piece of work. As Jacques. An' they're

In

24%

—

baum's Cleveland First National exchange.

-

bets.

that of a year ago, to get the an;
Business is not 64% off; it is not

in

Every winter. From Lake
are ice locked.
Mayor Alexander started th' idea. An' now they
have community picture shows. An' profits are used for charity.
Came from MandleFirst picture "The Great Adventure."

He

exaggerated. All that is necessa
to take Government figures publ

Who

inhabitants.
Erie storms.

right.

Thinks Statement Exaggerate
William E. Atkinson of M
commenting on the statement
John Emerson that business tod
64% off as compared with 18 mc
ago, said on Saturday:
"Mr. Emerson's figures are gr
your own publication she
comparisons of business today

"Molly O."

in

Tuesday

II

in

New York— Today — Mabel

Normand

16,

picture theater.

HELLO!

in

—

Richard Barthel"Td'able David."
"Flower of the North."
"The
Man from Lost

in

Columbus,

Attorney. Exhibitor. Also publisher.
Discovered Charley O'Reilly.
Hebrew.

President State organization. Wasn't readin' his paper.
sent it to him. F'r which he got Charley's check.

Out

—

O'Lantern."
Brooklyn Strand

Bernard Adelhurst.

Of The American

—

"Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway "At the Sign of the Jack

Apollo

(Continued from page 2)

Valleriere lived during Louis XIV".

Monday, January

continues.

Like

"Love's Redemption"?
Y'u shoulda heard Mister an' IMissus Publick. As they
left th' Strand. Thertmebbe th' answer would have been simple.

DANNY.

WHAT DOES
IT

ALL

MEAN?

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

a

Wonderful Food. F
est Service.
Dancing Nightly in B^
room.
Unusual Entertainment Fe
ures.
Athletic and Social Directc
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAG
MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7i

I

—

—

^-

JAN
A

~vV-.

£2.

2:; 1322

M

?|8i?|ip,jj.,i2,i,2ia,iia

iTHE
rAo brAdstreet
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?/ FILMDOH
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Price 5 Cents

S,194 Films Passed
Collected for

d $158,085.97

by Noted Distributers and
Producers in Relation to Appointment of Will H. Hays

State

by Censors in Five Months
Report Before Governor

!
'

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

The following statement was issued yesterday:
"The undersigned producers and

—

Permits for the exXlbany, N. Y.
ition of 6.194 films were issued by
State Motion Picture Commis'u
up to Jan. 1. 1922, and $158,-.97 collected, according to the first
tiual report of the Commission filed
These per^h Governor Miller.
include tiiose granted for such
ils
ihs as had been exhibited publicly
ibr to Aug. 1
1921, when the Com[|sion first assumed supervision of

distributors of motion picture films
make the following announcement,

I

licensing of

It

films

in

with deep gratification.
"Mr. Will H. Mays, Postmaster
General, has definitely decided to associate himself with the nation's moving picture industry, on a basis suggested by the undersigned.
"In order to raise to the highest
point the educational and moral value

New York

(Continued on page 3)

;te.

(Continued on page

Criterion Policy

j

Statement

Official
Issued

3)

Within 24 Hours
Within 24 hours, it is expected
Harold TJoyd's nev.' distribution contract will have been signed.
His attorney arrived from the coast yesterday to sit in on the final meetings.

Changes

Sunday the Criterion will
return to iis origmal policy ol
Otinuous performances. The prices
will be reaiiced to their old fig11—50 cents, for all matinee seats
99 cents evenings.
The odd figis used because
it
is impossible
crharge a dollar, including war tax,
liier
the law.
"Pharoah's Wife"
llext

tin

1*1

Gasnier-Schulberg Prod.

.1;

L. J. Gasnier and B. P. Schulberg
have formed a producing alliance
known as Gasnier-Schulberg Prod.,
and the first, "Does Marriage Pay?"
which goes in production at once.
No release determined as yet.

II!

V come in sometime in February.
P;; picture to start next Sunday has
yet been selected, but
in
all
jfcability, it will not be a Famous
"'-rs release.
1'.

.

J.

Drummond.

general

fVogel Suggests
German-Made Films Alone

Rather Than on All Foreign
Productions Answers

—

I

villiam

opn

Vogel, prominent in the
has forwarded the fol-

field,

loing letter to the editor of this publieion:
[

noted with interest your article

inTHE FILM DAILY as to how
M John Emerson construed your
pvlished

interview with myself in
Tuesday's issue of your valued
jay, in his address before the A. M.
P-j'^.
membership regarding retaliaho; by foreign
countries, because of
'n proposed
tax measure in this
:oj-itry against imported motion
pic-

la-

:u

productions.

.]ou quote Mr. Emerson as charging me
iA'iiJbemg in the category of
film men who
irf.,pposed to the Fordney
measure because
Jssage would cut off substantial sources
J
come.
I admit that
tj
I am against the
iiS'T^y measure for that reason, quite as
,i'vf|
man
the motion picture industry in
(Continued on Page 4)
j
,^

m

,

.

C—

EXPORT

manager

.\ssociated
First
National
of
Ciada, is in town.
The executive
Mitnittee is also here.
))

Tiff on

"THE JUNGLE

IMPORT

Drummond Here
\

Elinor Field is dashed over a hundred-foot waterfall in one of the fifteen
GODDESS," Col. Selig's halfsensational episodes of
&
State Rights.
million dollar wild animal-jungle serial.
Advt.
FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y

Organization of Exhibitors and Producers
to Work Along Co-operative Lines
Important First Run Exhibitors Understood to Be Working in
Harmony With Number of Directors of Prominence Expect to Have Organization Operating by Fall
Richard A. Rowland to Head Organization
Plans are under foot for a new organization which will include a number of prominent first run exhibitors working in a
co-operative manner with directors, handling their product similar to the manner for which First National was originally or-

—

ganized.
In all likelihood, Richard A. Rowland, formerly president of
Metro Pictures Corp., and one of the best known men in the
industry, will become the president of this organization.
The chain of exhibitors is expected to be nation-wide in its
The plan for the operation of the organization will be
extent.
that of the Congress of the United States— in other
to
similar
State will have direct representation in the organeach
words,
ization and in the conduct of its afTairs.
Five well known directors, two of them of unusual iiuportance, are said to be lined up with the new organization. Definite
announcement of the complete plans of the concern are expected
to be

made

withi-n a

few weeks.

Film Theft
(Special

Bill

Introduced

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

A National Film
Washington
bill
was introduced in the
House of Representatives yesterday
by Congressman Joseph Walsh, of
Massachusetts on behalf of the NaAssociation.
The measure
tional
would provide $5,000 fine and a prison
Theft

term for carriers of stolen

film.

—

Lichtman Back No Annovmcement
Al Lichtman returned from Calicommittee
town,

made
ment

The

yesterday.

fornia

but

First

of

no

executive
National is in

announcement

was

relative to Lichtman's appointas sales manager.

Trying New Sales Plan
At Famous Players, a new sales
Three secpain is being tried out.
tions of the country have been divided
off with George W. Weeks in charge
of Canada, Chicago. Milwaukee, Detroit.

Cleveland,

Pittsburgh,

nati and Indianapolis:
lance, in charge of

Haven.

Boston,
Me.,
Portland,

Cincin-

Harry G. Bal-

New York, New
Buffalo.
Albany,

Philadelphia

and

Gerald Akers in
charge of Minneapolis, Des Moines,
Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis,
Denver, Salt Lake and the West
Coast. Al! three will be under direct
supervision of Sidney R. Kent.

Washington

and

THE
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was stated
Ben Blumenthal and the Hamil-

In the issue of Jan. 11

Curwood Here
James Oliver Curwood is

in

them from

releas-

ing any U. F. A. productions in this
countrjr except
through Hamilton.
Mr. Bl.umenthal has already succeeded in securing a temporary injunction,

Kohn Going Abroad
Ralph Kohn of Famous Players
scheduled

to

England

for

sail

The Epic of Romance

N. Y.
'Phone:

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.

defavUt

morrow.

Walsh Preview

hy Claire Henlein and Arthur
Beck and endorsed by Garrett.

The Pathe Exchange,

Inc.,

four features and not
ally

Race

—

High Low Close
do pfd

841^
97.K

823/^

82^

96

96>4

of George B. Seitz, Inc., which is
She alleged that
also a defendant.
while she was sitting on a bcllbuoy
she was struck hy an iron i)ipe.

A

judgment

$805 has
been filed in the City Court against
the Jackson Film Studio Corp. and
default

Griffith

—

—

closed permanently and the Missouri
is not for sale.
The basis for the report seemed to
be the story which originated in Chicago that Metro and Famous Players might consolidate and that Loew
would take over the Famous Players

When

Mrs. Harbaugh Killed
(Special to

Baltimore

theaters.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Mrs.

Harbaugh, wife

publication first pubLouis report recently
mentioned was made that the Loew
offices doubted that such a deal had
lished

treasury or the theaters closed on the
Sabbath.
Judge Brackett, counsel
for Massachusetts theater owners will
confer with the Mayor.

this

the

St.

of

Frances. Lawson
Carl Harbaugh,

who has been directing for Fox on
the coast, was killed here on Thursday in a coasting accident.

]ilanned.
for Life."

five,

The second

Is Waiting

as originis

"The

Johnson Leaves Cosmopolitan
Julian Johnson has resigned as title
editor of Cosmopolitan Prod, and is
tjoing to the Pacific Coast for a vacation.
He has been offered the editorship of a new film magazine which
will lie issued on the Pacific Coast.

(Special to

decision has been reached as
shall play in Miss BaraV o

who

Feb. 18th to 25tli has been designated as Independence Week in commemorating the second anniversary
of the formation of Associated First
National.
Orgininally named Anniversary Week, the title was changed

role."

Independence Week.

Cut From 19 to 9 Reels
Pathe will release "Matthias Sandorf"

in

The

nine reels.

picture pro-

—

Emmett J. Flyi
"A Fool There Was,"
which Edward Jose and Theda Ba
appeared for Fox some years aj
Angeles

Los

will re-film

Launch an Independence Week

to

Was"
THE FILM DAILY)

Refilming "Fool There

No

for

Not quoted
Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
13^ William H. Weissager by Marks
13K 13
Not quoted Bros, on a note. The defense was
Triangle
Not quoted that the work for which the note was
World
given was defective.
Denies Loew Buys St. Louis Houses
Lcwell Exhibitors in Arms
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
William Goldman of the
St. Louis
Local exhibitors
Lowell. Mass
Famous Players Missouri Corp. deare in arms over the demand of the
that
Marcus
Loew
may
take
nies
over the Missouri and Delmonte. He Mayor that 509r of Sunday receipts
turned over to the municipal
states that the Delmonte has been be

Goldwyn

Your Public

Cut to Four Features
"The Mistress of the World" will
has been he released by Famous Players as

—

..

Adventures"

"Jungle

F.

sued by Marguerite Clayton for $50,000 damages because her face was
scarred when she was appearing in
Representative Le
Film,
144
Paris
Rue a storm scene
in
"The Recorder
Montmartre.
She sues because
Representative Interna- Breaker," a serial.
Central European
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- the Pathe Exchange directed her to
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
appear in the film under the direction

Famous Players

Martin Johnson's

at the Ritz

Walsh's "Kindred of The
Dust" will be given a preview' at the
Ritz Carlton on Friday nigiit.
A.

R.

judgment for $1,250 has
in
the Supreme Court

—

Quotations

and Fascination

is

to-

Unander Here With Alder Film
heen filed
S. M. Unander is in town with a
against the Gihraltar Operating Co. print of "The Lagoon of Desire."
and Sidney Garrett in a suit of Jo- which was made last fall in Tahiti b^THE FILM seph W. Farnham on a note signed W^ F. Alder.

A

17, 1922

town.

it

ton Theatrcial Corp. had filed injunction proceedings against the Universum Film Aktiengesellschaft and Fred
S. Sells to restrain

Tuesday, January

Arthur
Samuels.

Stebbins Returns
W. Stebbins of Rcub
Inc., insurance broker, h

returned from the coast. He says
has insured one theatrical circuit
400 theaters, is closing with anotffor

104

theaters,

and

is

negotiati

many

other interests for lar
policies, but refused to divulge a

with

France was names.
and there
is a i)ossibility of its being released
Trade Boosts Through Films
as a serial after it has played as a feaFilms showing the activities
ture.
Nalpas leaves for home tomorrow, after spending three weeks American industries are to be pi
here.
Before coming to America, he duced hy the Bureau of Foreign a
Domestic Commerce, according
toured the principal producing coun
tries of Europe, and came to the advices received by the National I
conclusion that Sweden was produc- sociation. .\n arrangement has b«'
ing films with an eye to the interna- entered into with the Bureau
tional market in a more clearly de- Mines, which has had considera'
fined manner than any other country experience in the production of
dustrial films.
in Europe.

duced bv Louis Nalpas
originally

made

in

in

19 reels,

been closed.

Expect Trade

The Times

in

Eastman Stock

says:

"With th'e splitting up of the current shares on a ten for one basis, as
proposed, greater activity in trading
Wall Street advices are
is possible.
to be effect that directors have called
a special meeting of stockholders for
the purpose of approving the plan to
exchange the current stock of $100
par for ten shares of no par value.
The meeting has ])een set for
April 4th."

•

\

BOOK

LEC MOItAN
IN

"THE STRAPHANGER" "THE

TOUCHDOWN"

CEMTUaV
COMEDier
RELEASED THRU UNIVERSAL

THfi SPICE

or THE PROGRAM"

Vr

THE
Tuesday, January

17,

(Continued from page

!

(Continued from page

1)

our great industry, we desired to
f}-ure the co-operation of the man
adapted to inspire public confiIj^t
cj

and

:hce

.lecting

guiding and
questions effectthe public wel-

interest, as a

mind,

in all

simultaneousljEnd the interests and duties of

\h
ije,

industr\'.

:{

'\Vc

know

that

man and
Hays, the man

right

:!

amendments

following

6,194 Films Passed

Statement

Official

s55^

DAILY

1922

to the present

Ir.w:

1)

There were presented

to the Commisgion for review prior to Jan. 1,
1922, 1,330 films for which licenses
have been granted. These films contained 3,630 reels.
In addition, the
report states that the Commission
has frequently been required to examine reels in which eliminations have

we have secured been made which has added considthe best man in erably to the number reviewed. The

MADGE EVANS
HAND

"To authorize the Commission to furnish
the film for the exhibition of the serial number as a part of the license or permit leader.
"To give the Commission power to refuse
the granting of a license or permit for films
which contain unpatriotic or seditious features or matter.

HAND
WE'LL WANDER
DOWN THE OLD PATH
LEADING YONDER
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
ME AND YOU
IN

"To

clearly define educational, scientific,
religious or charitable films in such a manner as to make clear what films are exempt
from the payment -of the required fee.

"To make clear the right of the Commission to charge producers of films which arc
exempt from payment of the fee a price
sufficient to reimburse the state for the permit or license leader."

selected by Presi- Commission also reports that few of
Harding for the place of greatest the films presented violate the stand>ral and business responsibility in ards fixed by the statute.
The ComAnother amendment urged
mission has felt it its duty to con^ cabinet.
empower
the Commission to
!"As director and supervisor of the demn in their entirety five features
the fee paid for the original of
lils, as promoter of the national serpresented and has made eliminations
S'-.

;^it

that touches daily every citizen,

ine

in

many

others.

Hays has shown himself a master
A statement of examinations, elimmanagement and good judgment. inations and work of the Commission
that
'We represent an industry
from Aug. 1, 1921, to Dec. 31, 1922,

N-.
1

Jils

directly with the entire nation,

found below;
Number of permits

is

industry destined more and more
granted without exform and infiuence national taste
amination
Xumber of licenses issued
ill interests, and to promote national
Number of films approved without elim>ication.
ination
I'We consider ourselves and our in- Number of films from which eliminations were made
:fetry most fortunate in secumng one
of features condemned in toto
4om President Harding chose, for Number
Total number of eliminations made....
H cabinet, as of such high ability and
(These are classified as follows:)
ijegrity, as to be entrusted with the
477
Scenes eliminated
Titles eliminated
268
ition's most important service, its
I'

:.

service to the citizens.
President, in releasing Mr.
that he might undertake his

ijiversal

['The

Nutnber of

reels

examined

The following

is

6,194
1,330
1,170

160
S

is
to
retain
a film
condemned in its entirety for the purpose of reimbursing the state partially for the expense it had incurred

in

reviewing the

film.

The Commission

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

of the opinion
that the motion picture under proper
regulation will become a tremendous
power for good and asks for further
appropriations to carry on its activities.

The

report

is

signed by George

is

H. Cobb, chairman, Helen
mer and Joseph Levenson.

First

May Hos-

a statement of the

Albany

in the

of

titles

Titles

two of

its

current releases have been made by
First National.
"Polly of the Follies" is the title of the Constance

Polo Forms Company
(Special to

Two

National Changes

Changes

745

3,630

Says:

THE FILM DAILY)

Talmadge production formerly known
as "Good for Nothing."
"A Bride of

— The

Eddie Polo Corp. of
York has been formed with a

the Gods," produced by J. L. Frothgrounds upon which the eliminations New
inghr.:;i, has been renamed "Shattered
capital
incorporators
of
$10,000.
The
were made. In some cases eliminariw. nation-wide 'task, has expressed
are Eddie Polo and L. Ostrom. Har- IdoLs."
one
more
than
made
on
tions
were
1;
task's
imappreciation of that
ry G. Kosch is the attorney.
irtance, and the responsibilities at- ground:
85
Indecent
Making "Ma'ic Antoinette"
ti-hed to it.
35
Inhuman
\Ve. the undersigned, are also Tending to incite to crime
It is understood that Polo plans
Berlin The I. F. A. is producing
54
that Immoral or tending to corrupt morals.. 61 to produce serials on his own.
ndful of the responsibility
"Marie Antoinette."
5
\ ighs
upon us, and we welcome, Sacrilegious
j^'itefully,
in
our work, the coThe films from which eliminations
ceration, advice and association of were made may be classified as fol>. Hays.
His knowledge, ability lows: Dramas 81, comedies 43, comrd judgment will be devoted to mak- edy drama 20, serials 7, news 4. edui; of the moving picture, carrying its
cationals 3, and cartoons 2.
ii;ssage direct through the eve to
The Commission received the sum
h brain, the complete force in spirit- of $158,085.97 for licenses, permits
educational and moral develop- and fees from Aug. 1, 1921, to Dec.
livs

—

I

I^ady-

ijl,

ment that

it

was predestined

—

to be.
presi-

Hiram Abrams,
[i'(Signed)
Wit for United Artists Corp.;

31, 1921.

A number

appeals have been
Rufus
decisions of the Commisfrom
taken
Cole, president for R-C Pictures
has been taken
tjrp.;
William Fox, for Fox Film sion. Only one case
that was upon the
courts
and
the
to
•,)rp.
Samuel Goldwyn, president
writ
ir
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.; Carl application of the producer for a
review the decision of
lemmle, president for Universal of certiorari to
picIm Man. Co.; Marcus Loew, for the Commission in condemning a
ture in its entirety; The writ was isetro Pictures Corp.; Lewis J. Selzsued and the decision reviewed by the
i:k, president for Selznick Pictures
Appellate Division of the First De'5rn.; Percy L. Waters, president for
partment, and the Commission was
"iangle Distributing Corp.; Adolph
sustained.
The Commission further
|ikor, president for Famous Playersin its report:
says
Bsky Corp."
of

';

EASTMAN
FILM CEMENT

:

the above executives, with
,e
exception of Percy L. Walters.
Mr. Hays yesterday at the
Jet
•'Sees of the Roosevelt Memorial Assciation in the Metropolitan Tower.
All of

Semon
\

to

(Special to

*Los Angeles
,irry

Semon

Have

Own

— A separate

is

,000

sq.

'Start

studio for
construcof the large

now under

)n at Vitagraph. Two
ages are to be used.
.impletely

Studio

THE FILM DAILY)

One

be
about

will

covered and in all
ft. will be occupied.

en Ottawa House Soon

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

.Ottawa
It
is
understood that
;ork
on the uncompleted Capitol
'ill
be resumed in the Spring.

I

"We have found that the main violation
during the first two or three months arose
from an ignorance of the law and the requirements of the Commission.
"The number

of

violations,

we

are

/^UT

where you

Cement and

will, splice

both

original resistance to strain

and re-wind

is

with Eastman Film

for all practical purposes the reel's

restored.

The

in

splice

projection
is

secure

against break or buckle.
and

Eastnian-rnade

Eaitman-tcsted

presence of this seal on the container

as

the

testifies:

satis-

have materially decreased as the producers and exhibitors have become familiar
with the law and the Commission's requirements.
There are, however, some wilful violations of the law and certain exchanges,
undoubtedly in connivance with some of the
producers, have undertaken to escape the
payment of the fee which the law prescribes
by the transferring of seals and the interchanging of the serial numbers, and also by
exhibiting pictures for which neither a license or permit has been issued.
"It has been demonstrated to the sat'sfa''tion of the producer that clean and who'esome pictures are the ones that bring the
largest financial returns and while there are
evidently desire to
a few producers who
cater to the lower instincts of the human
race and present unclean, immoral and salafied,

we

are glad to report
in the great minority."

that

The Commission recommends

the

cious
this

films,

number

yet
is

Eastman Film Cement
successfully with either

obtained in

I

ounce and

is

the only

Regular or
1

cement

Safety

that

film.

may
It

be used

may

be

6 ounce bottles, and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department

Rochester,

N. Y.

THE

;%g^

DAILY

Vogel Suggests

'

(Continued from page 1)
United States should be, but not for the
reason that Mr, Emerson would have you
tlie

I made were cold, inconthat in the end threaten to
keep our pictures out of valuable markets,
curtail production and decrease the very employment of actors, actresses, studio technicians and artisans whom Mr, Emerson so
ill-advisedly but earnestly strives to benefit.
His cure will develop into a poison it will
prove a destructive boomerang.

"The statements

trovertible facts

—

We

are
I are not opposites.
striving for the same ends,
I
am
interested one hundred per cent in maintaining the premiere position that American pictures have attained in most foreign countries.
Exporting is my chief concern, not importing.
Foreign-made photoplays have so far
allies,

given me very
instrumental in

concern,
I have been
importing one foreign made
been the 'substantial source

"If
foreign

acklitional cold facts:
Wherever
the currencies of foreign countries are not
seriously affected, from seventy-five to ninety
per cent of the pictures exhibited in their

(Special to

Washington

reply diplomatically
that all
of foreign subjects
is quality and a standard equal to our own.
Given equal merit, a positive demand and
ready market awaits the foreign production
in
America.
But if the Fordney tariff
pjeasure were to become a written law, howthen, could we explain our attitude?

j

We

Our markets would soon

Mr.
Emerson's
supporters
crumble and
would bear a great share of the loss,
"And why this hysteria? Last year France
made only one picture suitable for the
American market.
French trade papers are
still
glorying over the accomplishment of
having at length succeeded in breaking into
the American market.
Vet, today we have
the advantage of pacifying those with whom
we do business there, and who are constantly
striving to arrange for exploitation of
French pictures in America by encouragingly
them,

'When

for American
to you,'

you

make

audiences,

pictures
the market

"The trade and daily press in England
ceaselessly comment on the difficulty of getting to the American market.
Yet they are
forced to admit that this field has been open
to them and that they have had the opportunity of showing what they can do,

"My
is

statement quoted in Tuesday's issue
merely an echo of statements repeatedly

made

to

me

Barcelona.

London, Paris, Brussels and
The proposed Fordney Tariff
in

directly stirred the agitation for counter
tax-measures.
This is not the first evidence
of retaliation.
Take the matter of vise on
passports.
Anyone who has travelled recently in Europe knows that vises on passports
Bill

between European nationals cost only
$2, but because the American State Department charges $10 for visas on foreign passas

ports, nearly all European countries are
retaliating by charging Americans $10

we must have
made pictures,

for

her

a

— Of

we

that

15

sell

American

or

produc-

—

Of course, that is not
Yes,
these particular countries that we arc
talking about when they begin to talk about
retaliation.
You see, the only countries that
are producers abroad that will hurt us are
Germany, France and Italy
and you can
only consider those three countries in this
coTinection,
Mr. Turner,

;

tariff

Watson

Senator

man

— Was

"Fashion" a

—

now
for

each passport vise. Should Mr. John Emerson desire to confirm this question of retaliation by tariff measures in foreign countries,
he might ask Mr. Millard Johnson, New York
representative of Australasian Films, Ltd.,
or New York representatives of various
British, French or Spanish countries.
They
will probably be able to give him a new
angle on this situation not one distnctly

—

local.

—

want

to be

on the right

side.
I have showii
here that these people, on the average, are
not overpaid.
What I do want to point out
at this time is that, considering the wages
that are paid, any overpayments that are
made, if applied to the whole, are not large
enough in comparison with the total cost

to influence the final

box

office price.

For

instance, if we say that a star gets
$2.,';00 a week and ought to get only $1,000
that would be $1,500 in excess for, we will
say, five weeks.
That picture's sales would
be practically $2.SO,000.
So, when you take
this overplus and consider it in proportion
to the total sales, it is so small that it will
never reflect itself in the box office.
That is
the point I want to make in that connection.

Mr. Emerson and

I
I

have

tried

to

divide

am to speak on some
is to speak on others.
The
wish to impress upon you is
that connected with foreign invasion.
When
the facts a
of

little bit.

them and he

point

that

—

—

—

thing.

a

I

his
I

do not know where Mr, Rogers
information, because it is terrible,

am

published in an early issue.

Young

Male 'Texas Steer"
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Sam Rork and J
Young have purchased the rights
"A Texas Steer," They are to p;
duce this after Young completes "T
to

—

Masqueraders,"

Hummel with R-C
to THE FILM DAILY)

Rogers had a great bunch of stuff,
which I feel was inspired. Certainly
this is,
I have here data showing
the activities of nearly all of our producers
There is a reference
in this country abroad.
in this file to the Hearst Co. being abroad,
to
the foremost of
reference
and then a
American companies backed by American
There is a refcapital in Czecho-Slovakia.
erence to the work of Mr. Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Co., wlio plans active production work in
Germany.
Later Mr, Turner said, "Take, for illustration, the play 'Passion,'
You can take

—

Pittsburgh
James Hummel,
mer Realart manager is acting
similar

capacity

for

R-C

Harry D, Goldberg has gone

going to show you that

some

Pictur
to Ni

York.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J.

For

particulars write

E.
110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

of
of

none

figures on that.
'Passion' is estito have cost, in Germany, at the outside,
$30,000,
Mr, Griffith told me personally that he had carefully analyzed the
matter and that he could not produce it in

Lakewood's

outside

mated

Ihe

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

LAK[WOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00

it

is

<<

BOOKING GUIDE"

200

of

information

on

$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

released between

September
and
September

in

I
have taken WID'S, which is a recognized daily, and which tells us a little about
the foreign motion pictures presented in this
country.
I
have taken the trouble to go
back for a few months and have picked out
the foreign pictures to find out what the
cost is and their gross in this country.
I
want to give you a few of them.
I have
here 54.
You will remember in this connection what Mr. Rogers told you.
He said
probably five or six had made nionev.
1
have here a list of 54, I am going to file the

pages

pictures

moment,

"Human nature s the same the world
cannot expect foreign countries
over.
to absorb a mass of American product if wc
bar their output.
If conditions were exactly

1,

1920
Inducements

1,

1921

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729—

New

7th Avenue,
York City

to

Parties,

Clubs

clear
away the smoke screen
"Let's
Let's analyze the real issue at stake
It is
not all foreign-made pictures that tariff ad
!

I

WE

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

NEVE(2 DISAPPOINT

OsmWWflUi Lf^BORAJORIES
INCOCPOCATED

PHONE
gYANJT 5576

220 WEST 42 i!e STREET
NEW yocK

and

Wonderful Food, Finest Service.
Dancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions,

We

reversed and we found our market consuming volumes of European productions, would
we not then feel the same as those in the
industry in England, France and elsewhere
do now, should they under the circumstances
raise the bars to our products?

f(

in

I

point was raised before the Ways and
Means Committee in the House, a great deal
of consideration was not given to it.
It
was thought that nothing could happen. One
of the reasons that we got the 30'/,
was
that this invasion then did not mean any-

and

—

Editor's Note Additional excer
from the committee's records will

Mr,

I

that

gets

c

(.Special

—

Paul
M. Turner,
speaking for the Actors' Equity before the Senate Finance Committee
gathering testimony on the foreign
picture situation, at one point delved
into the costs of foreign productions
and tlieir gross here.
Part of his
testimony is as follows:
Mr. Turner. I am s^yW.s 100 because 1

192;

this
country under $400,000; as a ma
of fact, he said $500,000,
So when I
that it means so much money gross it me
that somebody brought it over at a
of
perhaps $30,000 and paid a duty
$200 or $300, and sold it to an Ameri
syndicate for $300,000 or $400,000,
1
was played at the Capitol Theater, It pla
there for some time.
The first week the •
office
receipts, as I
recollect the figi
amounted to $100,000 or over. That is
unusual at all,"

Ger-

play?

Mr. Turner. Yes, sir.
Senator Watson.
Did they produce it in
this country or sell American rights?
Mr. Turner, Mr, Emerson is going to
cover that ground.
Senator Watson, Very well,
Mr, Turner, We are goitig to show you
th.e reasons why, for the first time, American
There
manufacturers do not want a duty.
is going to be a better reason given you than
tlu
fi'sclosed
this
morning.
Now,
take
v.as
play "Gypsy Blood," That is a German picture.
That has grossed over $,?,000,000.
"The Golden Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" has
"Theodora" is
brought in over $200,000.
reliably reported to have brought in already
I
could go on through this
over $1,000,000.
list and mention a great many of these picOf
tures,
I
have here a tabulated list.
these, about 659f are German, 15 or 20',;
English, and the rest scattered between Italy
and France,
The Norwegians, I might add,
are doing quite a good bit of work.

THE FILM DAILY)

17,

(Special to

?

in

Committee

we try to
America requires

open

possible

should say

Smoot.

Senator
tion

Cites Foreign Costs

out,'

suitable

—

pictures.
I
18 per cent.

Paul M. Turner Discusses Imported
Pictures Before Senate Finance

''At present

is

—

Senator Smoot. Do you know how much
we have drawn from foreign countries?
Mr. Turner. Oh, we sell a lot of foreign

—

theaters are American made.
These pictures
are powerful factors in spreading American
influence, American ideals.
Is it not only
natural that the merchants of these countries
should say, 'You desire to market American
t'hns in our country, yet you refuse to market our pictures because your government
plans to f.ivc- you sufficient reason to keep

assuring

"Passion," is a play that brought
$250,000,
the neighborhood of $400,000,
It' has
in
brought that much already.
Remember,
gentlemen, that you get practically no duty
on these.
The duty is, perhaps, 3 cents a
foot, making, possibly $150.
These fellows
on the other side have drawn over $2,000,000
taken
out
this
country.
and have
it
of

increase on
let
it
not tend to
reduce and destroy our present volume of
business with the countries from which we
derive our largest revenue for Ainerican
pictures."

"Here are

—

idea,
"One Arabian Night" is
a Clerman picture released by the First National.
That is a picture that brought over

studio
output in all other markets.
Would it not
be good business for our Congress to pass
a tariff law against German-made pictures
with a proviso that when their barrier is removed our tax against their pictures will be
abolished.

little

simply could not.

money

the

all

I want to give you
with the committee,
of them, just in order that you

two or three
may get an

least,

rive

picture.
Has it
of income' that Mr, Emerson would have
you believe? Although this picture has been
classed by many recognized critics as among
the ten best releases of the year, yet, so far,
In
it has not shown me one penny of profit.
fact, the large figures in this transaction are
on the wrong side of the ledger,

them

list

can we find some justification for
such a move.
"If the Congress desires a good reason
for passing a tariff bill directed against German made pictures, such reason could be
found in the fact that the Allies are collecting 26% on all German products imported
info
their
respective
countries.
These
amounts of course, go into the reparations
fund, but the United States could probably
arrange to dispose of the tariff collections on
account of German pictures as she pleases.
"Germany furthermore permits the exploitation
of
only
Umited number of
a
foreign-made pictures, and yet seeks to deat

believe in tuaking his suggestion,

"He and

are really aiming at.
It is quite
that the genuine basic opposition
among members of the industry is directed
against German-made pictures.
If that be
tru.e why not shoot at the real target.
Here,

herents
evident

Tuesday, January

ALLAN A.LO«/NES
CEN.MGB.
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Deal Off

Early Meeting
Of Exhibitors Interested in New Cooperative Idea Developments
Expected Next Week
Early next week there will be held
outside of New York the first meet-

National Not to Release "Sultaness of Love" Couldn't Get
Prints in Sufficient Time

(First
[
I

—

—

It is understood that First Na:ional will not distribute "The Sul.aness of Love," produced in France
:

ing of prominent exhibitors interested in the development of the proposed
exhibitor-producer co-operative movement, as noted exclusively in
FILM DAILY yesterday.
At least a half dozen Eastern and
Southern exhibitors will attend this
conference which will be chiefly of
a get-together idea, when the plans
will be discussed in detail.
It would
not be surprising if Richard A. Rowland attended this conference.
Other than to admit that he would
head the new organization Rowland
is not talking.
That it would come
into existence to be ready for action
by the coming season is about all he

Dy Louis Nalpas, although arrangements had been practically completed for the deal to go through.

THE

The

picture is hand colored and bei:ause of that it was necessary to have
The proi;he prints made in France.
i:ess is a slow one and it was estii.nated that it would take close on to
jeven months to manufacture the depired number of copies.
First Na!;ional could not get the prints in time
jior the release date it had fixed and
ji'or that reason the negotiations were
dropped.
'

Nothing has been done about

;

re-

ease.

:

will say.

No

Others interested in the idea, however, are not so taciturn as Mr. Rowland.
And from these sources it is

Statement on Lichtman
There was no information forth-

;

:;oming yesterday from the executive
:ommittee of First National which
A'ould indicate that the Lichtman apoointment as sales manager had been
discussed.
The committee is going
pver a number of important matters.

Albert Smith Arrives
Albert

E.

Smith arrived

in

town

Earle
(Special

make "Faust,"

to

is

— Fredinand

lous wild animal stunts and
Rights.
&

P.

Earle

W.

D.

"Faust."

Griffith

His

office

was to film
stated yesterday

Fifteen

Ingram Film at Lyric
"Turn to the Right," Rex Ingram's
latest for

Metro, goes into the Lyric

new

head of a

organization for
signed yesterday.

The

producer-distributor
three years, was

kinson

Hays and a number of notables in
the industry will meet today in a local
studio to have photographs taken.
Selznick

Buys European Novel

Selznick admitted yesterday
'that one of the reasons for his Eurorights

trip

was

close for the

film

on an important novel.

He

to

would not discuss

its

identity.

Selznick said he considered all
ideas of production in England silly.
Conditions in general, he found, were
on the up-grade.

to

Move

executive offices of the

Hod-

will probably be loBldg., in the
Winfield
cated
quarters formerly occupied by RealNegotiations are about to be
art.

Corp.,

in

the

closed for the space.

which Kenneth Webb will make
the Whitman Bennett studio.

at

under foot.
the unusual developments,

however, is this: that if possible there
be brought into the organization

will

some well known

public

man who

will serve as a sort of arbiter for

some

of the problems that are expected to
develop, and which are impossible to
avoid, beiween the exhibitor and the
producer-director.
The names of a
number of men important nationally

Emerson Film at Criterion
have been under discussion and no
"Red Hot Romance," a John Em- choice has been made as yet.
erson-Anita Loos production, goes inFinancially the proposed organizaIt is tion anticipates
the Criterion on Sunday.
It is
no difficulty.
understood that Joseph M. Schenck understood that sufficient finance for
has secured the theater for four weeks the production of a number of picfor the showing.
tures has already been arranged, and

to

that 14 specials are practically lined
up for the beginning of the season.
Officials of First National smiled
yesterday when they read of the proposed organization.

Moore Deal Hanging Fire
Prepare Theater Directory
between
negotiations
Although
Reporting Service, in conjunction with the development of its Tom Moore and R-C Pictures had
for a sercredit work throughout the country, been practically completed
never
deal
the
productions,
ies
of
directory
complete
issue
a
expects to
Moore at
went through.
Godsol on Coast
of picture theaters similar to the ones finally
present is working on individual picit now publishes covering New York
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and New England. Charles B. Hoy ture contracts at the moment with
Los Angeles F. J. Godsol,
The
production.
expects to go to Chicago early next Lasky for a new
Goldwyn is here.
week to open the branch office there. R-C deal may yet go through.

Hoy

Myron

pean

Hodkinson

Hays' services as

covering Mr.

plans for securing these specials are
definitely

Betty Blythe in Webb Film
Betty Blythe has been engaged to
in
"The Mayor's Wife,"
appear

Contract Signed

The contract between Will H.
Hays and the producers and distributors

State
spectacular episodes.
Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

CO.,

Among

on Monday for a limited engagement.
General release is set for February.

such plans had been abandoned.

all

— Advt.

thrills.

IMPORT FILM

EXPORT

as his next pro-

duction.

1^

man who made

"THE JUNGLE

To Make "Faust"
to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

Produced by Cclonel
is ready TODAY!
"Miracles of the Jungle" and "The Lost City."
GODDESS" is a 100% sure-fire attraction. Miracu-

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS"
Selig, the

from California on Monday.

understood that the organization has
interesting and unusual
plans.
Among these is one with reference to the release of several big
specials that will probably surprise
the market. This product will come
from stars of unusual magnitude, really among the very leaders of the industry.
How this will be brought
about will prove very interesting. It
is definitely known,
however, that

some very

to

The Hoy

—

]

of

,
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TIMES "The motion picture public has
grown up," Mr. Ince adds, but if ever a film
was made for the 14-year-old intelligence, of
which certain picture people and others have
been talking, it is "Hail the Woman." That's
It
the impression the whole story makes.
abounds in insincerities. It is full of purely
*
But there's the
theatrical situations.
Vidor,
cast
Theodore Roberts,
Florence
Tully Marshall, Lloyd Hughes and the others.
They are about as good as you could
find.
Don't they also seem a part of the
deliberate play for the crowds, however?
N. Y.
"Hail the Woman" is a
It is
good photoplay, worthy of success.
the work of Thomas H. Ince and a cast of
*
"Hail the Woman" is not the
strength.

—

WORLD—

perfect

because,

film,

granting

it

goes

ture that gets

much

towering redwood

of its strength

from the

trees.

GLOBE—*

* * will do very well for entertainment unless you begin to examine the
But the queer things about "The
story.
Man From Lost River" are not so glaring
to make
the story obviously assured.
as
There is. besides, much good acting by House

For immediate release through

t\

*

Peters.

JOURNAL—If

you happen to like westdrama, you may consider "The Man
From Lost River" one of the finest films you
have ever seen.
AMERICAN— If you like drama with a
"wallop," you will like the Capitol's new
It is a story of the West, unreeled
feature.
in bold, fearless and not elegant fashion, full
to the brim with action and dramatic force
and in the background of the timber country.
ern

I

WALTER E GREENE.

"Pro/m,

B.

WARREN,

•V,„P,nulM

Martin Johnson's
Adventures"

"Jungle

"The Last Payment"— F. P.-L.

F

Rialto

far

WORLD—

The excellence of the
N. Y.
toward overcoming the vulgar overemphasis
of
of the more delicate moments of the drama, German method of film production is not so
evident in the telling of a modern story as
di'
it contains moments of merely shopworn
N. Y.
rection.
But it can be said that it is remark- in the nimierous films which that country
Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
•Phone:
ably free from intentional padding for the sent us made up of forays into fantasy and
Hollywood, California.
history.
Some of the settings are conspicuIt
.Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 HoUy- benefit of the box office and the gallery.
ously tawdry and the story is a rather conis photographed simply but sensibly.
wood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
Whether
vampire adventure. *
- London
Representative W. A. Williamson,
HERALD Yet it is remarkably well done, ventional
or not local audiences will enjoy a story quite
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, and the story is built up with a sure effect as grim as "The Last Payment" is another
of pathos, despite an occasional tendency to
London, .W. C. 2.
question.
Film,
144
Rue lapse from good, unhackneyed directing. The
Representative Le
Paris
HERALD She seems to grow in vivacity
general gratefulness one feels for the picture with each picture, and for once Paris lives
Montraartre.
Representative Interna- is increased by the stellar cast, in which
Central European
up to its reputation on the screen. And she
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- Miss Florence Vidor is not the least of the can be intensely dramatic clear to her eyetionale
tribe.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Aside from the elaborate mounting
brows.
TRIBUNE—* * I am sure he is going at other points, the scenes at the ball of the
to make countless thousands weep with this Maison Rouge are extremely colorful and
Beaumont Joins Fox
picture. * * * The picture contains nothing picturesque. * * *
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
*
*
*
splenbut sure-fire stufif.
AMERICAN The big scenes are
Harry Beaumont,
didly staged, especially the crowds, which
Los Angeles
TELEGRAM—* * * Thomas H. Ince's always
appear to be done better in foreign who has been directing a number of
High Low Close magic touch as a producer is shown in a
drama, "Hail the Woman," which tells films, but the smaller groups and close-ups features in which Viola Dana starFamous Players .. 83M 82^ 82% afilmthrilling
story of romance as it is found reveal many weaknesses.
96
9634
TRIBUNE Her present picture at the red at Metro, is leaving to go with
do pfd
97K
in
everyday happenings in American life.
Not quoted * * * The play is a succession of powerful Rialto is called "The Last Payment," and Fox where he will direct Shirley
Goldwyn
one could be sure that it was the
Not quoted situations interpreted by a brilliant cast of iflastonly
Griffith
This seems to be Mason.
it would be all right.
popular screen players.
Loew's, Inc
13J4
12M 13
another of the same vintage as "Vendetta."
*
*
MAIL *
For here is an ancient and although it is not nearly so outrageous. * * *
Not quoted honorable
Triangle
movie plot, hoary with age and
Mary Minter Wins Appeal
in incongruous and sometimes ill-fitting
Not quoted full to the brim with the usual type of movie Even
World
clothes Pola Negri is filled with fire,^ mag(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sentimentality, which has been handled in netism and genius, and if this really is one
such an expert manner that the cheapness of her early pictures it is no wonder Ernst
San Francisco—The U. S. District
and altogether "movieness" of the plot is Lubitsch was so anxious to develop those
Court
has affinned the decision of the
•
*
inProfoundly
almost entirely hidden.
talents.
court in awarding Mary Miles
lower
teresting and frequently absorbing.
"The Last Payment" the
SUN * * * A photodrama that is not noted actress turns to a woman of today, a Minter a judgment of $4,252.50
without its faults but that on the whole, with role which demands greater powers of emo- against the American Film Co.
occasional touclies of humor, is worthy ot tional interpretation.
Ince's thesis
a brave show of handkerchiefs.
SUN The beautiful Pola Negri rises
is
that woman's place is wherever there is supreme
and effective above the rather
trouble, and he upholds it ably.
Loew Going Ahead in St. Louis
tumultuous moving picture at the Rialto this
At all
Mr. Ince has used all the fa- week called "The Last Payment."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
times she seems to be capable of making her
miliar o'd types in a stereotyped way with
* *
R. King Kaufman, ol
St. Louis
the able assistance of Florence Vidor, Theo- strong personality felt by the audience.
As regards the picture, it is interesting but the Mercantile Trust Co., who is also
dore Roberts and Tully Marshall in the cast.
inclined to be a little too archaic and melo.'\nd perhaps because they are so familiar,
vice-president of the Loew Thcatei
It is only intermittently
they are equally beloved to the majority in dramatic in spots.
Building Co., has issued a call foi
good.
Unfortunately our affection
the audience.
GLOBE "The Last Payment" is the first estimates for the new State to b«
for the aged does not lead us this far.
modern story we have seen filmed from the
at Eighth St. and Washingtor

THE FILM

Romance

The Epic

'

—

—

—
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•

—

An

—

Authentic Record

—

Quotations

—

—
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TELEGRAM—

—

—

GLOBE—

—

—

JOURNAL —Vivid,

&

Barnes

Co.^

Stock Brokers

abundance

"The Man From Lost River"
Goldwyn Capitol

—

TIMES— If

QUOTE & BUY

SELL,

FAMOUS PLAYERS
FAMOUS PLAYERS,
PREFERRED
LOEW'S
D. W. GRIFFITH

TRIANGLE

Broad

*

*

were about

resultant

half as long as it is, with
on its falling trees,

scene,

Street,

Uptown Branch,

New York
1493

B'way

WORLD—

* *

of "the big outdoors,"
with hero, villain and girl cut to the conventional pattern, have ceased to interest us
in
fact, so much so that we shall offer no
criticism of the two which we saw yesterday.
Tlie big outdoors is fascinating on the screen,
of course, but we prefer it in a scenic. * * *
* »
Frank Lloyd has

TELEGRAM—*

made

a

human and absorbing

SUN — Frank

for

picture.

Lloyd's cinema composition
Goldwyn, "The Man from Lost River." is
enough sample of a lumber camp pic-

a fair

If

it

is

representative

would suggest that they stay with

their

we

more

picturesque periods. * * •

For somehow the operatic method of direcretion when applied to contemporary life
sults in a picture more ludicrous than impressive.
"The Last Payment" is a
Negri
film of thrills, physical and emotional.
never had a broader field for the display of
her tempestuous talent and she exercises
The comevery opportunity to the utmost.

JOLTRNAL—

erected
Ave., which
$1 500,000.

will

cost

upwards

Phones — Beekman

oi

9091
<|

9093
9094

pany and the settings are equally good.

rugged

TRIBUNE- Stories

Office

German workship.

concentration

characters and contrasting people of the East, it would be a continuously interesting, if not a strikingly new,
photoplay.
"The Man From Lost
N, Y.
River" is conventional rough and ready business throughout and is photographed in the
usual fine fashion of the Goldwyn Company.
It is attractive entertainment of its kind.
Goldwyn always has excep*
tional success with its forest scenes. * *
House Peters acts in more rugged fashion
than ever, and gives a convincing portrait.

wooded

*

WORLD
ORPHEUM
35

*

"The Man From Lost River"

HERALD —

GOLDWYN

Main

characters,

story

of

effectiveness.

Phone Bryant 2087

WE

clear-cut

of modern life, and an
sentiment make "Hail the
Woman" at the Strand Theater this week
a film of unusual importance, and the splenilid pliotography throughout adds much to its

absorbing

an

"The Law and the Woman''

—

-F. P.-L.

Rivoli

HERALD * * * Miss Compson comes
back into her own atrain, but Penrhyn Stanlaws is enabled to punch the time clock of
success acain and strike twelve.
The picture does not stamp Stanlaws as the world's
greatest, but it does reveal him as a thoroughly reliable director, who grows in ability
with every nhotoplay. * * *
It is very highly colored.
If pictures could exude tints this would be
green,
trimmed with yellow, with a few
dashes of red to show honorable intention.
N. Y.
There seems little to be
said about the nicture excepting that it runs
along as steadily as the grandfather clock,
with a plot as thoroughly made-to-measure
as anything that has been seen on a screen

AMERICAN —

WORLD—

for

*

*

Each cog falls precisely into
the appointed time, with here and
situation overdrawn and illogical.

months.

place at
there a
*

(Continued on page 4)
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Putting It Over

MADGE EVANS

how a brother

IN

ideas.

show

exhibitor put his

over.

Send along

says:

MY HEART

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

resignation

(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

"Conflict,"

be

to

broadcasted

by

ON

Detroit A handsome cut-out of radio.
Professional
and amateur
ALERA BIDS FAREWELL TO HIS Betty Compson adorned by a natty radio operators all over Northern
— Former president of Irish Republic bathing suit and twirling a parasol, New Jersey, Southern New York,
exclusive picIrish National Army
's
sold a Detroit drug-store on a tieup Southern New England and Long
CAVE-IN CAUSES LOSS OF with cosmetics.
The Broadway, Island, "took" the press notice.
JS
AND PROPERTY IN SCRAN- which was playing "Ladies Must
5
Burns used Harry Davidson, an
\—A men buried and many acres of the
the co-operative win- amateur radio bug, to put over the
Live,"
secured
pillars
collapse,
ilnk when mine
Davidson was one of the men
Carnival at Vassar College; Post- dow without any more expense than stunt.
ilr
Hays to Head Motion Picture As- the poster and window card.
er
who recently participated in the
dton; In the Limelight, etc., etc.
amateur trans-Atlantic radio tests.
Every morning during the week preOmaha To dress the lobby of the ceding the showing of "Conflict " he
EDGAR SELDEN
Moon during its run of "Thunder- sent out a brief resume of the thrills
clap " the management decided to from the picture and data concerning
PICTURES CORP.
tie-up
the
lobby adornment with its showing in the Elizabeth theater. 1531-1537 BROADWAY,
something suggestive of horses and
Burns did not stop there in his
the turf.
From a blacksmith shop appeal. As it was the week of Unithere
were obtained seven large versal's Holiday Season, during which
horseshoes of the type worn by rac- week Universal contributed a pering steeds. These were given a high centage of its film rentals to the New
Catholic Art in Canada
of
Christmas
fund,
polish and mounted on a large frame York
American
/Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Burns had his radio press agent send
measuring five by eight feet.
Motion
Pictilire
Film Clips
The Catholic Art AsN)ntreal
Around each was painted a larger out an appeal to attend theaters showAll
Purposes
For
|
ction has opened an office here.
horseshoe with a large white space at ing Universal pictures. This appeal
the
president
of
Walsh
is
W. J.
J.
the side giving information of the fol- was made to all sections in and
Indian unit.
302 E. 33d St. Vanderbilt 7361
around New York City.
lowing type:
:

MY MIND

ALL DAY LONG
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH

;

BRINGS HAPPINESS

—

oday

WORTH-WHILE

NEW YORK

ENLARGEMENTS

—

MO RAT

1;

Adding Houses to Chain
THE FILM DAILY)

;Special to

lorence,

Ala.

—The

"This shoe worn by Uhlan 10/9/13
1 mile
1.54^ at Lexington, Ky.";
or, "This shoe worn by Dan Patch

—

Rosenbaum

—

Indianapolis

— One hundred window

displays, advertising both the "Molly
Biscuit " and the motion picture.

O
holdings of 9/8/06—1 mile— 1.55 at St. Paul,
co-operative advertising campaign
were
Minn.,"
Three
of
the
shoes
etc.
ii'iern Enterprises at Sheffield and
winwith the Columbia company.
In
either
side
frame.
placed
on
of
the
i:umbia. The new houses are the
dow display in every one of the cirthe
upper
center
was
attached
the
Pastime
Sheffield,
and
the
r[id at
cuit of Hook's drug stores, advertiscStrand at Tuscumbia. The op- odd one; below this in larger letters
ing the "Molly O Sundae." A tie-up
pretentious
being
box
a;ig company will be known as and in a more
with a wholesale dealer of perfumes
"This
Shoe
worn
inscription
by
the
Enterprises.
ej^orth Alabama
co-operative
Thunderclap in the greatest race of and toilet waters.
newspaper advertisement, covering
them all; at this theater now!
ew Film Patcher on Market
New
the greater part of a page.
/new film patcher and splicer has see it.
Year's tableau, presented under the
"
It claims seval'
its appearance.
For "A Virgin Paradise consid- direction of
W. Hurley Ashby, art
patents of erable paper was ordered from the
the
ai improvements,
A contest
director of the Circle.
h:h have been applied for by the
Fox exchange, and a careful study among all the grocery stores in the
Vfitor,
The device made of all the posters. Several of city for the best window display on
R. Meihling.
It' both
torn ends square at one the figures were selected and cut out
"Molly O."
rre and is provided with a self- of the bills.
These were mounted on
An advance campaign in the newsetng moistener and a film cement. heavy board and placed on easels.
papers, on the screen at the theater,
h machine is named the SelfCutting Ten of these figures were arranged in
through one sheet and tack cards,
Patcher and is handled by Ott various positions about the lobby and
programs and other printed matter.
ill.
Co., Clarence L.
Jack, sales two large ones rested against the
Ten thousand post cards mailed from
aiger.
box-office, hiding almost all of this
another city, addressed personally,
Passersexcept the ticket-window.
and merely mentioning "Molly O."
Cnsors Feared in South Carolina
that
to
And
compelled
stop.
were
by
Five thousand letters, written in a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
is the prime test of lobby adornment.
personal vein, to a selected clientele.
predicted
(|lumbia, S. C.
It
is
That covers the greater part of the
laJ South
Carolina will be harassed
new
field for campaign put over for "Molly O" at
Elizabeth, N. J.
A
legalized censorship as the reexploitation recently was tried out the Circle.
il of
a bill just introduced in the
Dan McElwaine, exploitation manby Daniel J. Burns,, manager of
e^ral Assembly by Representative
he ager of the Circle, handled the camStreet,
when
Broad
Proctor's
d!ir A. Brown.
The bill provides
caused announcements of his show, paign.
)ri commission,
for the collec;i:;sts

have bought

all

A

A

A

a

BOOKING GUIDE"

pages of information jn
pictures released between

200

September
and
September

1,

1,

1920
1921

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

A

Write

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729

—

7th Avenue,
City

New York

il,

—

and
o«of $5 per reel on original prints
iicif2.50 per reel on duplicate prints.
hi bill
has been favorably comie:cd on by members of the judicommittee and it is expected
ia':

either be reported favorably or
.'pl'ted to the ways and means commute for further action and attenil

Dipson to Build

Lalnmiere Leaves Specialty
(Special to

Montreal

THE FILM DAILY)

— Charles

Lalumiere,

(Special to

for

Specialty Film Imports, Ltd., has left the organization

some years with

and is abroad looking
claim Arthur Larents, now in

for

films.

Winnipeg,

Proponents of the bill
is expected to take Lalumiere's place
laiit is primarily a revenue producignove. and it does not appear to as local branch manager.
jonsored by reformers.
outh Carolina has no regularly oraibed exhibitors' body and there is
IP(Cchange center in the state, hence
PT,sition to the bill has been only
^ik|varm, and it is believed it will
'ec'me a law.
e

Ill

in

Batavia

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Incorporation
Y.
N.
Batavia,
papers have been filed in the office of
County Clerk MacDonald, by the
The comBatavia Theater Corp.
pany will build a theater at 36 Main
Dipson, well known
Nikitas
St.
Batavia exhibitor, is interested in the
house.

(Special to

—

Montreal S. Arnovitz, president
of Equity Pictures, is back from a
three months' trip through Europe.
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Johnny
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the

of the

and Edna
"Elope If Yon

Walker

Murphy

release.

Must."

Eileen Percy's

is

title

latest.

"Free Range Lanning," by George
Owen Baxter, has been purchased for
the use of Tom Mix.
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This
photoplay
reveals
Stanlavvs as one of the really great directors
of the day.
It shows Betty Compson in a
role as powerful as that in which she first
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Would Hold Buyer Responsible
H. Minot Pitman, who helped
draw up the National Film Theft
Bill which was introduced
in
the
House of Representatives on Monday,
in commenting on the measure yes-

Buxbaum Away on
Harry

H.

18, 19

Trip

Buxbaum,

of Fa
Players, left yesterday for a shoi
to Buffalo, Albany and Pittsfiek

terday stated:
Clara Beranger Returns
"In the proposed bill I have inClara Beranger, who recently
marks the triumphal return of Cleo Ridgely, serted a clause making a person guilpleted the scenario of "Boughi
once
one
of
America's greatest screen
ty of a crime who deals in stolen Paid For," has returned to
favorites.
MAIL A many-sided triumph is * scored film which constitutes interstate or York.
in "The Law and the Woman." * *
foreign commerce without ascertainThere isn't a superfluous scene in it.
It
has a compelling dramatic intensity that ing that the person selling or delivgrows more gripping with each foot of film. ering same has a legal right to do so.
The plot is splendidly developed. The direc- I consider this the most important
tion is superfine, the camera work leaves no
room for improvement and the work of the section of the whole bill, as every
film bears on its face evidence of the
entire cast is remarkably good.
GLOBE—* *
Penrhyn Stanlaws makes owner, and anyone dealing in films
another big hit as a director. * * •
Miss
can easily ascertain by inquiry at the
Ridgely returns to the screen in this emonearest branch office whether or not
tional film after an absence of half a dozen
years, and the return may be said to be a
the person selling the film has a right
welcome one.
The artistic hand of Stanlaws has made to do so."

won fame

"The Miracle Man," and

in

it

—

this picture one of clever lighting and pleasing interior settings.
In
"The
Law and the
Woman " Penrhyn Stanlaws displays a real
gift for picture-making, and incidentally for
interior decoration. * * *
The acting of Betty Compson and Cleo

JOURNAL—

Ridgely

is

e-xcellent.

"Flower

*

HERALD — It

*

North"

the

of

*

— Vitagraph

is

a

MAIL —

"Wampas"
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

"Wampas"

of the

Feb

— The

"Flower of the North" is simple,
undiluted melodrama of the northern sections
of America, presented in the primitive style
days of the motion picture.

of the early

GLOBE —

Says Dwan Plans More Films
Bert Adler. representative for Allan Dwan in the East, said yesterday
that because Dwan had joined Douglas Fairbanks for one picture did not
mean that the director had given up

his own productions. He now
has seven of his own productions on
the market.

making

*
*
*
gives a
chaance for
Walthall to show that he is a fine canoeist,
and for Pauline to demonstrate that she still
has something to learn about acting.

"Peacock Alley" Sets Near Record
Metro stated yesterday that "Peacock Alley" had set a booking record
for that organization with the exception of "The Four Horsemen."

Wid
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Stuart in Atlanta for

"Orphans" Opens

in Pittsburgh

—

"Orphans

last

Chicago Premier Jan. 30
(Special to

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

the
of
night at the Pitt.
Present in the audience were D. W.
Griffith, Lillian and Dorothy Gish,
and Albert L. Grey.

Pittsburgh

Fox

Sobler,
in

New
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Chicago The premier for "Orphans of the Storm" is set for Jan.
D. W.
30th, at the Great Northern.
Griffith and several members of the

Atlanta

— Herschel

Stuart, personal

representative for Wid Gunning, Inc..
is here reorganizing the local office.
John C. Shannon has resigned.

did considerable work on "Over The
Hill" and "A Connecticut Yankee."

—
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Expect to Relieve Exchanges
of worn-out films
exchanges throughout the United
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The congestion
in

REPRESENTATION THAT
REPRESENTS

expected to be relieved next
month. After Feb. 10 the railroads
will accept as freight without mutiThe New York Organization of one lation any film no longer exhibitable.
The amendment of the previous reguof the best known film producers,
with four years experience in success- lation which required the mutilation
of such film before its acceptance as
fully handling all kinds of motion
upon several
pictures, is now prepared to offer its freight was decided
unexcelled facilities for supervising weeks ago.
Owing to the difference in cost bethe distribution and exploiting the
productions of producers who have tween express and freight rates many
no New York representation, or thousands of worn-out prints have
present representation, is in- accumulated in exchanges throughout

whose

Film Daily

for

He

Minneapolis M. F. Tobias has
been appointed manager for Wid
Gunning, Inc., here, succeeding E. A.
Westcott.

cast are expected here.

adequate.
For interview Write

Fox

exploitation man
York, has resigned.

The

splendid.

Storm" opened

Sobler Leaves

Al

annual election only modern thing in it is the high-class
photography.
Most of the locations are
will take place on superbly beautiful and the camera work is

7th.

(Special to

Another
introduced in Washington.
meeting was scheduled for Tuesday.

Cameo

gripping presentation
by Vitagraph of one of those stories of the
rugged North that never fail to attract. * • •

Election in February

Film Theft Committee Meets
The Film Theft Committee of the
National Association met yesterday to
discuss, among other things, the bill

States

the country.

W—

18

The

new

regulation,

allows for the shipments of
these films, unmutilated, was brought
about by the National Association.
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Lloyd With Pathe
Drawn, Awaiting Signatures Today — Four and Maybe

Report "Silly"
In Commenting
Alleged "Hays Plan to Cen-

ys Distributor
tralize

On

Contracts

Five a Year Agreed

Distribution"

report published yesterday mornindicated that, among the other
iies of Will H. Hays, would be a
:n to establish a centralized distriition of iilms, in an effort to re'.'i

and Pathe officials have finally drawn
up contracts providing for the release
of Lloyd's future productions through
Pathe.
The matter is entirely disposed of except for the signatures,
and they are scheduled to be affixed
some time today.
The ncv%- contract calls for a minimum of four and possibly five pictures a year.
One of these may be

:ce costs.

Prominent members of the new
:^anization interested in Hays yes-

vehemently

tday

[blication

of

this

most important

t:

denounced

the
of

report.

One

men

the dis-

in

tputing end of tlie business, declared
tit there was not only no truth to
it report, but the publishing of such
nterial, especially at this time, was
ineed regrettable.
He pointed out
tut
the political enemies of Hays
Rre looking anxiously for any matiial upon which
to base their own
iierpretations, and that the publicatb of such a report could easily give
material to continue talking
ti'm
industry.
aljut
"trust"
in
the
a
"|rom this viewpoint," he said, "the
pjjlishing of such reports is much to
b deplored. The fact that there is no
t th
to the report will not prevent
t
political enemies of Hays to use
lie the utmost, if they happen to see
itor hear of it."
Another prominent distributor dec|red that no basis existed for the
plication, adding that none of the
inortant companies had any idea of
cnbining
distribution.
S)uld they?" he asked.
"It would
nan simply this: that the little conc ns would benefit from a combinat]n which in no
manner could aid
t.;
larger companies.
The idea is
siy and the publication of such a
riort even more foolish."
rcr some time past certain executiV] in the industry have been discussjg the possibility
of some such
P'li for reducing operating costs, but

"Why

nothing has been accomplishand those interested admit there
iflittle likelihood of anything haptfdate
£•:

P'ling.

American Gets Jungle Film
mmediate release of Martin JohnSf's "Jungle Adventures" by Amer•ci
Releasing Corp. is announced
IrWaher E. Greene and F. B. Warre'.

I

I
j

The Deadly Parallel
A Claridge lunch in 1919.
A Delmonico dinner in 1922.

:

•on

See

"The Deadly

page

6.

Parallel"

Upon

week

or more of conferc'lces, Harold Lloyd, Hal E. Roach

After a

i\

regular feature length, but the
others will be the kind Lloyd has
made to date for Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
The comedian is not really finished with his old contract. He
has one picture that requires about
of

two weeks more work to complete
and one other to produce before meeting his obligations under
the
old
agreement. He will then start work
on the new series.
Lloyd, Roach, Mrs.
Roach and
Alildred Davis, Lloyd's leading lady,
are scheduled to leave for Los Angeles over the Santa Fe tomorrow.

Storm With Fox
(Special

to

for Specials

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Saved from death by a super-human chimpanzee! You will be thrilled by
sensational jungle adventures and astounding wild animal feats in
"THE JUNGLE GODDESS," Colonel Selig's new' fifteen episode SERIAL. The most marvelous chapter-picture ever produced. State Rights.
Advt.
EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.

Los Angeles Jerome Storm has
been signed to direct special productions for Fox, his first picture to
be "In the Land of Beginning Again."
Jack Gilbert is to play the leading

Seeks Aid of "Labs"

Three Fox Specials Ready
Three Fox specials for the new

the

C—

Off For Europe

P. ,D. A. To Attempt to Check
Careless Distribution of Prints
in Effort to Stop Piracy

role.

Lubitsch, Davidsohn, Blumenthal and
Kohn Leave Latter Away
for Several Months

I.

Ernst Lubitsch and Paul Davidsohn left for Berlin on Tuesday.
They were followed yesterday by
Ben Blumenthal and Ralph Kohn,
who had booked passage on the Paris.
Lubitsch and Davidsohn are going
directly to Berlin to resume work
European Film Alliance,
the
for
while Blumenthal and Kohn. will first
go to Paris, and then to Berlin. The
latter two are expected to be away
from New York for several months
and, according to Blumenthal's office,
have gone abroad "in the interests of
the Hamilton Theatrical Corp."
"Pharoah's Wife," Lubitsch's latest
work, is expected to go into the Criterion on or about Feb. 19, when
"Red Hot Romance" closes its run
Lubitsch was originally supthere.
posed to remain here for the opening
and also visit Hollywood.

In its eft'ort to suppress the widespread practice of piracy, the Independent Producers and Distributors
"Fools First" Neilan's Next
.Association is seeking the aid of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
.Allied Film Laboratories Association
Los Angeles Marshall Neilan has
in an effort to check up in the distribution of new prints. The plan is to purchased the rights to Hugh Mac
prevent prints of subjects from falling Nair Kahler's, "Fools First," which
into the hands of unscrupulous op- appeared in the Saturday Evening
erators, who will later sell them for Post, and will use this for his next
foreign territories when a legitimate First National picture. Claire Windsor, Richard Dix and Claude Gilsale may already have been made.
parts.
The laboratory men met last night lingwater will appear in leading
in the Kineto laboratory and discussed, among other things, the plan of
It is understood a
the I. P. D. A.
in
committee will shortly confer with
Harry Kosch, attorney for the I- PTentative dates for the M. P.
D. A., on ways and means of putting
T. O. convention have been set
the plan in operation.
for May 8 through 12 in Wash-

—

season will be "Nero," "Monte Cristo" and "The Town That God ForAll three are expected to be
got."
shown on Broadway at $2 top.

—

mvene

j

j

I

!

'

The organization, incidentally, is on
the war-path and states openly that
(Continued on Page et

ington.
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Film Theft
TRIBUNE— The story
an interesting draw up the National
*
Bill which was introduced
in
the
TELEGRAM — This photoplay reveals House of Representatives on Monday,
is

one.

Stanlaws as one of the really great directors
of the day.
It shows Betty Compson in a
role as powerful as that in which she first
won fame in "The Miracle Man," and it
marks the triumphal return of Cleo Ridgely,
once
one
of
America's greatest
screen
favorites.

MAIL— A

I^K
NE"WS
HAYS TO BE

3J:

CC

»

VJ

*»

triumph

many-sided

"The Law and the Woman."
There isn't a superfluous scene

in

scored

is

*

•

in

it.

compelling dramatic intensity
grows more gripping with each foot of
has

—

a

It
that
film.

The

plot is splendidly developed.
The direcis superfine, the camera work leaves no
room for improvement and the work of the
entire cast is remarkably good.
tion

* Penrhyn Stanlaws makes
GLOBE—*
another big hit as a director.
Miss
Ridgely returns to the screen in this emotional film after an absence of half a dozen
years, and the return may be said to be a

PICTURE BOSS

welcome one.
The artistic hand

of Stanlaws has made
of clever lighting and pleasing interior settings.

JOURNAL— In

Woman

"The
Law and the
Penrhyn Stanlaws displays a real
picture-making, and incidentally for

"

for
interior decoration. * * *
The acting of Betty Compson
»
Ridgely is excellent.

gift

Dare-Devils

"Flower

and

Cleo

is

a

MAIL—

(Special to

of the

Feb

"Flower of the North" is simple,
undiluted melodrama of the northern sections
of America, presented in the primitive style
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Los Angeles

— The

"Wampas"

of the early

annual election

will take place

on

Plans

thing

in

it

the

is

Bert Adler, representative for Allan Dwan in the East, said yesterday
that because Dwan had joined Doug- "Peacock Alley" Sets Near Record
Metro stated yesterday that "Pealas Fairbanks for one picture did not
mean that the director had given up cock Alley" had set a booking record
making his own productions. He now for that organization with the excephas seven of his own productions on tion of "The Four Horsemen."
the market.
Stuart in Atlanta for Wid
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Orphans" Opens in Pittsburgh
Atlanta Herschel Stuart, personal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

"Orphans

the
of
night at the Pitt.
Present in the audience were D. W.
Griffith, Lillian and Dorothy Gish,
and Albert L. Grey.

Pittsburgh

Storm" opened

last

Chicago Premier Jan. 30
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

representative for Wid Gunning, Inc..
is here reorganizing the local office.
John C. Shannon has resigned.

Film Theft Committee Meets

The Film Theft Committee

—

Chicago
at

— Harry

Realart,

is

Willard, formerly

new manager

for

Wid

Gunning, Inc.

Fox

Sobler,
in

New

exploitation man
York, has resigned.

in

REPRESENTATION THAT
REPRESENTS
The New York Organization of one
of the best known film producers,
with four years experience in successfully handling all kinds of motion
pictures, is now prepared to offer its

and

for supervising
exploiting the

productions of producers
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Expect to Relieve Exchanges
of worn-out films
exchanges throughout the United

expected to be relieved next
After Feb. 10 the railroads
will accept as freight without mutilation any film no longer exhibitable.
The amendment of the previous regulation which required the mutilation
of such film before its acceptance as
several
freight was decided
upon
States
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my

City

subscription to
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in co.st

rates
prints

be-

many

have
thousands of worn-out
accumulated in exchanges throughout
the country.

which

The

new

regulation,
shipments of

allows for the
these films, unmutilated, was brought
about by the National Association.

Year
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Subscription,

weeks ago.

Owing to the difference
who have tween express and freiglit

no

adequate.
For interview Write

for

He

did considerable work on "Over The
Hill" and "A Connecticut Yankee."

The congestion

unexcelled
the distribution

Fox

Sobler Leaves

Al

year, starting immediately, to include

cast are expected here.

facilities

of the

National Association met yesterday to
discuss, among other things, the bill
introduced in Washington.
Another
meeting was scheduled for Tuesday.

Minneapolis M. F. Tobias has
been appointed manager for Wid
Gunning, Inc., here, succeeding E. A.
Westcott.

Chicago—The

premier for "Orphans of the Storm" is set for Jan.
D. W.
30th, at the Great Northern.
Griffith and several members of the

do so."

high-class

*
*
•
gives a chaance
for
Walthall to show that he is a fine canoeist,
and for Pauline to demonstrate that she still
has something to learn about acting.

More Films

Clara Beranger Returns
Clara Beranger, who recently
pleted the scenario of "Bough
Paid For," has returned to

The

days of the motion picture.

modern

GLOBE —

Dwan

to

photography.
Most of the locations are
superbly beautiful and the camera work is
splendid.

7th.

Says

only

of F;
Players, left yesterday for a shoi
to Buffalo, Albany and Pittsfiel

film which constitutes interstate or York.
foreign commerce without ascertaining that the person selling or delivering same has a legal right to do so.
I
consider this the most important
section of the whole bill, as every
film bears on its face evidence of the
owner, and anyone dealing in films
can easily ascertain by inquiry at the
nearest branch office whether or not
the person selling the film has a right

North"— Vitagraph
Cameo

gripping presentation
by Vitagraph of one of those stories of the
rugged North that never fail to attract. * • *

Election in February
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commenting on the measure yesterday stated:
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Lloyd With Pathe

Report "Silly"
ys Distributor In

Commenting On

"Hays Plan

Alleged

tralize

to

Cen-

tures

\ report published yesterday mornindicated that, among the other
ties of Will H. Hays, would be a
tn to establish a centralized distril

in

an

effort

to

re-

members of the new
janization interested in Hays yesProminent

vehemently

day

of

blication

this

denounced
report.

the

One

of

The
imum

ncvv' contract calls for a minof four and possibly five pictures a year.
One of these may be
of regular feature length, but the

most important men in the disputing end of the business, declared
there was not only no truth to
.t
report, but the publishing of such

:

will be the kind Lloyd has
to date for Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
The comedian is not really finished with his old contract.

others

:

especially at this time, was
^eed regrettable.
He pointed out
at the political enemies of Hays
?re looking anxiously for any ma:|ial upon which
to base their own
ierpretations, and that the publica"n of such a report could easily give
•m material to continue talking
put a "trust" in the industry.

made

.terial,

)rom

viewpoint," he said, "the
such reports is much to
deplored. The fact that there is no
:^th to the report will
not prevent
:;
political enemies of Hays to use
(0 the utmost, if they happen to see
'or hear of it."
\nother prominent distributor de:;red that no basis existed for the
p.olication, adding that none of the

He

one picture that requires about
two weeks more work to complete
and one other to produce before meeting his obligations under
the
old
agreement. He will then start work
on the new series.
Lloyd, Roach, Mrs.
Roach and
Mildred Davis, Lloyd's leading lady,
are scheduled to leave for Los Angeles over the Santa Fe tomorrow.
has

this

jlishing of

Lportant

companies had any idea of

mbining

"Why

distribution.

they?" he asked.
"It would
Dan simply this: that the little con>)uld
:jns
tin

would benefit from a combinawhich in no manner could aid

larger

li

companies.

The

idea

is

and the publication of such a
even more foolish."
'or some time past certain executity in the industry have been discusthe possibility of some such
5lg
)n for reducing operating costs, but
:<date nothing has been accompHshand those interested admit there
-'little
likelihood of anything hapjiy

ort

'

Diing.

American Gets Jungle Film
.mmediate release of Martin John's "Jungle Adventures" by AmeriCT
Releasing Corp. is announced
I

51.

b'Walter E. Greene and F. B.

War-

rt.

i

'

The Deadly Parallel
A
A

Claridge lunch in 1919.
Delmonico dinner in 1922.
See "The Deadly Parallel"

on page

6.

—

Five a Year Agreed Upon
After a week or more of conferences, Harold Lloyd, Hal E. Roach
and Pathe officials have finally drawn
up contracts providing for the release
of Lloyd's future productions through
Pathe.
The matter is entirely disposed of except for the signatures,
and they are scheduled to be affixed
some time today.

Distribution"

tion of films,
ce costs.

Drawn, Awaiting SignaToday Four and Maybe

Contracts

Storm With Fox
(Special

Saved from death by a super-human chimpanzee! You will be thrilled by
sensational jungle adventures and astounding wild animal feats in

the

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS,"
RIAL.

Colonel Selig's new fifteen episode SEchapter-picture ever produced. State Rights.
FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Advt.

The most marvelous

EXPORT & IMPORT

C—

Seeks Aid of "Labs"

Off For Europe

—

P.

Ernst Lubitsch and Paul Davidsohn left for Berlin on Tuesday.
They were followed yesterday by
Ben Blumenthal and Ralph Kohn,
who had booked passage on the Paris.
Lubitsch and Davidsohn are going
directly to Berlin to resume work
European Film Alliance,
for
the
while Blumenthal and Kohn. will first
go to Paris, and then to Berlin. The
latter two are expected to be away
from New York for several months
and, according to Blumenthal's office,
have gone abroad "in the interests of
the Hamilton Theatrical Corp."
"Pharoah's Wife," Lubitsch's latest
work, is expected to go into the Criterion on or about Feb. 19, when
"Red Hot Romance" closes its run
Lubitsch was originally supthere.
The organization, incidentally, is on
posed to remain here for the opening the war-path and states openly that
(Continued on Page et
and also visit Hollywood.
j

I

!

I

for

Specials
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Los Angeles Jerome Storm has
been signed to direct special productions for Fox, his first picture to
be "In the Land of Beginning Again."
Jack Gilbert is to play the leading
role.

Three Fox Specials Ready
Three Fox specials for the new

D. A. To Attempt to Check season will be "Nero," "Monte CrisCareless Distribution of Prints
to" and "The Town That God Forin Effort to Stop Piracy
All three are expected to be
got."
In its effort to suppress the wide- shown on Broadway at $2 top.
spread practice of piracy, the Independent Producers and Distributors
"Fools First" Neilan's Next
Association is seeking the aid of the
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Allied Film Laboratories Association
Los Angeles Marshall Neilan has
in an effort to check up in the distribution of new prints. The plan is to purchased the rights to Hugh Mac
prevent prints of subjects from falling Nair Kahler's, "Fools First," which
into the hands of unscrupulous op- appeared in the Saturday Evening
erators, who will later sell them for Post, and will use this for his next
foreign territories when a legitimate First National picture. Claire Windsor, Richard Dix and Claude Gilsale may already have been made.
The laboratory men met last night lingwater will appear in leading parts.
in the Kineto laboratory and discussed, among other things, the plan of
It is understood a
the I. P. D. A.
nvene in
committee will shortly confer with
Harry Kosch, attorney for the I. P.
Tentative dates for the M. P.
D. A., on ways and means of putting
T. O. convention have been set
the plan in operation.
for May 8 through 12 in Wash-

L

Lubitsch, Davidsohn, Blumenthal and
Kohn Leave Latter Away
for Several Months

to

—

May

ington.

4

fi^^
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prosecuting exchangemen
regard notes 'and contracts as

who

list

Cu^^Le^

Kosch

He

complaint

been

has

"Jungle

lodged.

will

said:

THE FILM

N. Y.
•Phone:

Kinematograph
London, W. C.

Weekly,
2.

Representative

— Le

Rue

144

Film,

Montmartre.
Central European

—

Representative InternaFilmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Famous Players

..

do pfd

High

Low

84J4
97y2

95^

83

Griffith

13^

Loew's. Inc.,
Triangle

95>4

13

13

Flax Buys "Tarzan"

who

Flax,

operates in the Dis-

Columbia and is head of the
Liberty Film Renting Co., has acquired "Adventures of Tarzan" for
Washington, Maryland, Delaware and
of

trict

stood to have been amicably settled.
existing contract, it is understood, will be observed by both par-

and there
series

a possibility that a
one reelers will go

is

of

ful

well

are releasing this wonderclassic.

as

for

All

territories

non-theatrical

as

ex-

changes open.

'America

JAWITZ PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Ave.

For^ immediate release throuf

New York

CORPORATION

RELEASING

WALTER

An

E.

GREENE.

'Pr^.J™!

F

6

WARREN. V^rPtiuhai

Authentic Recon

through Federated.

Big Tie-Up for "School Days"
Bros, have arranged with
Close
83^ the United Candy Stores Co. to supply exhibitors at a nominal cost with

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

With Chester End

The

new

DANTE'S "INFERNO"?

Warner

Not quoted
Not quoted

Goldwyn

in

Do you remember

We

The differences existing between C.
L. Chester and Federated are under-

ties,

tionale

Sam

ness."

Differences

Williamson,
—W. 85A. Long
Acre,

London Representative

be advertised

"I.

in

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603

Paris

P. D. A. members are acting
Affairs
unison in this matter.
have reached the stage where they are
determined to rid the independent
fiekl of irresponsible operators or get
They mean busiout themselves.

Adventures'

SATURDAY EVENING POST

;

at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00;
Foreign
3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,

28tH\

Martin Johnson's

a/?T^

of comP. D. A.

plaints filed with him by I.
members. He said yesterday he intends getting after every one against

whom

19, 19

»>

intends

it

Thursday, January

lollypops for distribution in connecOne thoution with "School Days."
sand were distributed at the recent
More of
showing in Easton, Pa.
them will be distributed to the New
York public school teachers who
will see the picture at the Lexington O. H. on Jan. 27. When the picture opens at the Strand the following Sunday each patron will be given
a lol!ypop upon leaving the theater.

Virginia.

Binderup Case

Louis Weiss has sold the rights
for Italy to Antonio Mosco of Rome.
deal is now pending for the disposal of the Balkans, Spain and Por-

A

tugal and Scandinavia.

Mason, of First National,
confined to his bed with a
light attack of pleurisy, is back at his
desk.
Lesley

who was

(Special

to

Up

in St.

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Arguments in the
Louis
Charles G. Binderup case against the
St.

Omaha Film Board

of

Trade were

heard in the U. S. District Court of
Appeals Tuesday before Judges San-

The atborn, Carl and Trieber.
torney for Pathe, and other distributors was William M. Seabury, of

New York and Dana B. Van Dusen,
Omaha for Binderup, who was involved with Omaha exchanges over
He alleged
the question of service.

Why?
Have 9

most
prominent Independent
(nine) of the

Exchanges taken franchises from Second
National Pictures Corp.
whose first production
;'DAVID and JONATHAN"
is now being released?

of

{~^dui.c<iUcnxaI

0^.ctuA^

exchanges had conspired to deprive
of service and so drove him from
The exchanges alleged he
business.

him

THE

SPICE

OP THE PROGRAM"

Why?

served a small circuit of theaters in
Nebraska and bicycled film.

Second National Pictures Corp.
STATE RIGHT BUYERS
Robert McLaughlin's

"The House
Without Children"
A

With Independents

140 West 42nd

Street

New York

Additional news of the inde-

pendents will
pages 4 and 6.

be

found

on

Thundering Dramatic Sensation

—

reels

7

COMPLETE EXPLOITATION SUPPLIES

GOING TO HIGHEST BIDDER
16— Western States— 16
Telegraph Your Bid

ROBT. W. PRIEST
1482

Broadway
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THE INDEPENDENT MARKE
New Comedy Series
Planned by C. C. Burr— Also Two
Kines Features and More Two
Reelers From Him
Charles C. Burr of Affiliated Distributors, Inc., intends launching a
new comedy unit in April co-starring
a

musica'j comedy male star
said to be very well

woman
in

films.

and a

known

Release will be through a
organization
is understood

distributing
national
and a deal for release
to be in the making at

tiiis

time.

addition. Burr plans to make
two full-length features with Johnny
Hines.
One will be made in Los

In

Angeles and one

in

New

York.

Dis-

tribution wir be via the independent
market in the fall. Hines, according
to Burr, has several more two-reelers
to make for Educational with the final
one scheduled for May delivery. Immediately after, the features will be
produced and then Hines will for a
time revert to two-reelers again.

Company Launched in Newark, O.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Federated FranNewark, O. The Franco-Ameri- And Then

Meet February 2
Annual Confab

of

chise Holders Scheduled

— May

Announce Product

The annual meeting

of

Feb.

2.
All of the franchise holders
be here for the sessions which
will probably run through to Saturday, Feb. 4.
The organization is at present concentrating its efforts in distriliuting
short reel materia' and has not paid

will

At
particular attention to features.
the annual meeting some announcements regarding acquisition of new

may

lie

—

made.

capitalization

corporators arc
L. E. Case.

—

Clara Kimball

Outlines

(Special to

—

Young

has one

md

picture to make under the terms?
her existing contract with Equity^
Harry Garson, producer of t!
Young features, will probably be
New York within the next 10 dal

Down
THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo The exchange of Screen
Attractions, Inc., has been closed.
The office was on the second floor
underof 145 Franklin St.
It is
stood that Charles P. Saunders, who
was head of the company, has gone
to Rochest'er to engage in business.

Fielding

Go

Harry Garson Expected

of $50,000.
The inR. F"itzgibbon and

J.

Screen Attractions Shut
(Special to

to

Clara K. Young's C€\
tract With Equity Expires—

can Film Co. has been formed with
a

Federated
Film Exchanges of America, Inc., is
scheduled for the Hotel Astor on

product

One More

r*

with Joseph I. Schnita,
Equity regarding a renewal,
is
understood that Equity holds
option on Miss Young's services aj
that as yet nothing has been do^
about exercising it.
confer

to
of

Second Unit for Morante
THE FILM DAILY)

Production Plans

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Lincoln May Do Two-Reelers
Romaine Fielding, proLong Beach, Cal. General Ma|
St. Louis
At the conclusion of his tour Elmo duction director for the National Film ager ¥. D. Fow'.er of the Morar^
Lincoln may make a series of two- Publicity Co. here, intends produc- Producing Co., who are now maktj
ing six comedies and feature films a series with George Chesebro, plal
reel wid animal films.
Fielding's a second series of comedy drara«
in St. Louis this winter.
contract requires the construction of Tom Gibson has been engaged to
Hankin With Fine Arts
a studio 200 by 100 ft. which he may rect the unit.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
use for his comedies and features.
The "Hate Trail," third of l'
Seery Coming Here
Sol J. Hankin, late pres- The studio site has been selected. Chesebro stories for Clark-Corneli
St. Louis
First
National
manSeery,
Roy C.
ident and general manager of Fine Construction will start immediately. has been completed.
ager in Chicago, is expected, here in
Arts, is on the road for Exhibitors
a few days to secure some independDirect Service.

—

ent

productions

Illinois.

He

will

for

distribution

make

his

in

headquar-

Regal-Fischer Corp. to Distribute
David G. Fischer announces the entry of the Regal-Fischer Corp. in the
productions
Merit Acquires Synchronized Scores independent field. Three
are now ready for release.
M. J. Mintz of the Synchronized
Fischer will act as vice-president
Scenario Music Co. announces that
and general manager.
been
concluded
negotiations have
whereby Merit Film acquires distriPlans Three Simultaneous Runs
in
service
bution of Synchronized
New York State up to and including
When the Artclass version of the
Albany and the northern part of New Old Testament is shown on Broadway
Jersey.
it
is planned to place it in theaters
in two widely separated sections of
New York, the three runs to be simMetropolitan Opens Office
ultaneous. The versions will carry a
Metropolitan National Exchanges, foreword and subtitles in the lanInc., is now doing business in the
guage most commonly used in these
Godfrey Bldg. This exchange is af- sections and will carry a particular
National
Exchanges,
filiated with
appeal to Jews and Italians.
ters with Charles
iated Distributors,

Inc.

Walter

L.

C. Burr
Inc.

Johnson

at

is

Affil-

presi-

dent while R. C. Cropper is in active
Metropolitan wi'l distribute
charge.
all National Exchanges, Inc., producJerry
tions in Greater New York.

THE BIGGEST LITTLE
INVESTMENT
YOU EVER MADE
I

Subscribe to
St.

THE FILM DAILY)
Exhibitors Direct
Louis—The
St.
Wilson and Nathan Marcus are mem- Service
Exchange has purchased
bers of the sales force.
"The Victim," "The Blasphemer,"
"The Transgressor," "Luring Shadows" and "The Burning Question"
Many Changes in Buffalo
from the Catholic Art Society, as
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
we!l as a two-reeler of the canonizaMell R. Edwards, for- tion of Joan of Arc at Rome.
Buflfalo
The
merly with Nu-Art and First Na- company has also bought "Partners
tional, is now a member of the Merit of the Sunset," starring Allene Ray.
Harry Dixon, former manstaff.
(Special to

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

With Seven Reeler
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Roy H. Klumb
Prod. Co., a new organization just

Klumb

Kindly enter

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including Weekly Reviews
1921 Year

Starts

at

Hollywood

5107

activities

start actual
part of the month.

will

The

Blvd.,
the latter

first

seven-

Geraty of the Hodkinson home office reel production will be "The Desert
Harry Todd and
arc here to aid Sales Manager T. W. of the Damned."
in
the
Brady in a drive. Phil Smith, who Mrs. Todd, who starred
has been representing Universal in Snakeville series of comedies made
to by Essanay several years ago, will
resigned
Syracuse district, has
manage the Sesonski houses in Os- be featured in a two-reeler called
"Peace in Pieces."
wego.

Film Daily

Name
Theatre

Address

Issues— Every Day

—52 Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

—

launched

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include

—

ager of the Central Park and Star,
has become a Vitagraph salesman.
E. B. McCaffrey of Fox has returned
to the home office and has been succeeded by F. Brooks, who will cover
Rochester.
H. C. Bissell, formerly
with Vitagraph, has jonied Wid Gunning, Inc.
G. M. Farley and Tom

THE FILM DAILY Now

Louis 'Change Buys Features

pages

Foreign, $15

for

one

.

THE
Thursday, January

19,

1922

-pn^

DAILV

P all the adults in tlie woxld^j^o have read Sir
-- Arthur CananDoxjle's Famous Detective Advent-

/.

ures of SherlockHolmeswerepackediiione corLtinnous train composed of all the worlds convexjaaces,
ttefile ofraOroad coaches. steamers, autos.trolleijs, Imses,

do| sleds, droskies. ponij pa£is,howdahs.

pdanquins, dc^eij carts.jaunting cars, jmricksliaws
and other transports would complete anmhrofcen
line stretching 25. ooo miles around the^lote.

|hat the greatest part o^
this vast circle of humaniemgs of all the countries of theworldwinwish to see the same stories in the fifteen SherlockHolmes film dramas
released h^ the Alexander Film Corporation
130 West 46th St:. Newark Gtij

It goes without sailing

N.B.Theproductions^are the first ever made
of Sherlock Holmes sutjects.

vlC-fOli.

1

<^^

THE

DAILV
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19, 1922!

"Silent Call" at Capitol

50 Per Cent Sold
Clark-Cornelius Reports Many Sales
on Franchise Basis — Some New

"The

The Deadly Parallel

Call"

Silent

Capitol the

week

play

will

of Jan. 29th.

Deals
S.
Rollo,
Clark-Cornelius
of
J.
Corp., stated yesterday that the franchise tiie company offers to independent operators has resulted in sales
aggregating 50% of the entire country
on all pictures handled by the company.
Some recent transactions are
as follows:
The scries of eight George Cheseboro features to All Star Feature Distributors, Los

Angeles;
Boston

Cosmopolitan

Pictures

Corp.,

Film
Exchange,
Masterpiece
Film Attractions,
Film
Exchange,
Seaboard
Washington, D. C.
Pioneer of Cincinnati
W. I. Film Service, Indianapolis and SuTwo-reel
perior Screen Service, Salt Lake.
Leo Maloney series to Southwest Film, Dallas; "Living Lies" to All Star Feature Dist.,
Los Angeles and Cosmopolitan of Boston
Leo Maloney series and "Living Lies"
Masterpiece of Philadelphia; "Living Lies,"
;

;

;

;

"One

"Whispering Women," "Lone
Empty Shell" and "Battling King," to SeaLeo Maloney series
board of Washington
to Federated of Baltimore, and Big FeaRider,"

:

ture

Rights

of

Louisville;

"Whispermg

and "One Empty Shell," to Pioneer
of Cincinnati and "Living Lies," "Battling
King," "Lone Rider," "Whispering Women
and "One Empty Shell" to Meade and Whitman, Detroit.

Women"

Seattle Exchange Buys Output
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Seattle Film ExSeattle

—

change

May

will distribute the entire out-

put of Clark-Cornelius in the Pacific
There are 20 features
Northwest.
ready.

"Living Lies" a Chautard Film
"Living Lies," which has been exby Clark-Cornehus,
tensively sold
was produced by Emile Chautard
originally for Mayflower.
Jawitz Holds Dante's "Inferno"
Dante s
Jawitz Pictures will release
the
"Inferno." produced in Italy, on
The company
state right market.

states it will distribute "The
of the Innocents," a Gabrielle D'Annunzio story which was
produced in Italy,

also

Crusade

on
a quarter well informed
fi'm matters it was learned
two versions of
that
yesterday

From

Italian

m

Dante's "Inferno" had been made
and
Italy, one by a firm in Rome
Florence.
in
company
a
another by
Neither one has been released m the

United States.

"Heart of the North" has
booked over the Loew circuit

6,

WID'S DAILY,

Who Was

the Little Man at
the Important Party?

Scene, the Claridge, Parlor B.

Time, yesterday, about 12:30

M.

P.

In the cast:

Adolph Zukor,

Arthur Friend, Famous Players;
Pat Powers, Universal;
Charles C. Pettijohn and Wm.
J. Clark of Exhibitors Mutual
and several others of the indus-

AND

try,

a

slender

little,

who was probably

man

import-

of

ance.

As the party arrived they
quietly reached Parlor B, and
for

once no one would say what

was all about.
Investigation disclosed that
Parlor B had been secured for
a luncheon by Charles C. Petit

Late yesterday when
Pettijohn was found, he said:
"Oh, my birthday falls on May
5 and I had a little party." But
he smiled in a peculiar manner.
None of those attending the
luncheon would discuss what
tijohn.

Interest is chiefly
took place.
aroused in who the little man
He has
in the gathering was.
not been a familiar figure in
picture

circles,

The

at

all

man

events.

of

Many More

Sales on "School Days"
Bros, report the following
sales on "School Days": L. K. Brin,
Quality Prod., Seattle, for Colorado.
Wyoming, Utah, Idaho, Washington,

Warner

Oregon and Montana; Grand and
Warner exchange, Buffalo, for New
York State, except Greater New York

Finland.
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis E. G. Tunstall, manager of the Tri-State, has acquired
for distribution "School Days," "Parted Curtains" and "Ashamed of Parents." The deal was made with Warner Bros, and covers Minnesota, the
Dakotas, Wisconsin and the upper
peninsula of Michigan.

BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES

C.

Two

Deals

for Delaware, Maryland, Disof Columbia and Virginia from
C. B. C. Film Sales.
Star Ranch Westerns were sold to
York State and
Merit Film for
Northern New Jersey.

edies

Foremost Authors

trict

Phone: Holly 3222

B. C. Closes

The Federated Film Exchange of
Baltimore has bought Carnival Com-

Representing the

MARKHAM BLDC,
HOLLYWOOD

Hays Dined

pages of information oni
pictures released between

200

Meets Important Film Folk
Delmonico's

at

Will H. Hays met a number
important executives in the
and
distributing
producing
of

ijranches

dinner
ico's.

at the

of

last

The affair was still on
hour of going to press.

Samuel Goldwyn was chairman of the special committee
which handled the dinner, and
serving with him were Adolph
Zukor. Hiram Abrams, Rufus
Carl
Fox,
S. Cole, William
Laemmle, Marcus Loew and
Lewis J. Selznick. The affair
was informal and followed a
meeting of many of the same
group, who were photographed
with Hays

New

September
and
September

at

the

Fox

said:
of

this

1921

1,

Special

50 Cents Per

Copy

.

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729—

New

Lakewood's

The

association

be to attain and to maintain the
possible standard of motion
productions, and to develop
highest possible degree the
moral and educational value of the
industry."

Hays will take
the industrv after

his

place

March

in

4th.

I

7th Avenue,
York City

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

lAKtWOOD HOTEL"

LAKE WOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

will

highest
picture
to the

(

Price

Studios.

During the course of an address which Hays delivered he
"The purposes

1920

1,

Over 800 Pictures Summarized

the industry at a
night at Delmon-

mystery of the Claridge lunch in 1919
was Will H. Hays, the same guest of honor at the Delmonico dinner last night.
little

and Westchester; Warner's exchange,
Detroit, for Michigan; Warner's exNevada,
for
change, Los Angeles,
Arizona, California and Hawaii; Big
Louisville,
Corp.,
Feature
Rights
been Kentucky and Tennessee, and Grenadier Film Corp. of New York for
Denmark and
Sweden,
Norway,

AL COHN

''BOOKING GUIDE"

1919.)

Mystery Lunch

Commonwealth

;

Cleveland

Philadelphia

from

(Reprinted

Inducements

to

Parties,

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Entertainment FeatUnusual
room.
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE

MANAGE-

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

LAU6H AND
GROW FAT IN
THE BANK BALA^JCE

iTHE
brAdstreet

7/10

;s^^re(ocmized

of FILHDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

ol.
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Price

Bank Loans Lower

Check-up Plan

Famous Players Understood

reducers to Mark Prints and in That
Way Ascertain Illegal Handling

under way to check the
iidespread practice of piracy in for,gn markets through a systematic
necking of prints.
plan

is

The scheme would work

countants

I

is

Ijacent
)reign

discovered

then

territory or turns
territory, producers

an

in

up

in

in

New

a

ork can at once check up and prosthe territorial distributor or
lose who are responsible for the
legal use of the print.
that
agree
generally
Exporters
:ute

'

-

'een

sadly

-

'

,

iracy tactics.

,_i.,<

:

affected

Japan

.

1..,-.-

is

Famous

in

of the public.

The accountants

a result of
fast becom-

as

Have

Players, are
preparing the financial statement of the corporation for
1921.
It will be ready in about four
weeks.
It
is
understood from reliable
sources, that the statement will show
a substantial profit, and that perhaps,
the outstanding feature of the report
will be the noticeable decrease in
loans made by the company on banks.
It is understood that indebtedness of
that character has been reduced about
is
$1,000,000.
It
likewise reported
that the earnings of the common
stock will be in the neighborhood of
$24 per share. Over 200,000 shares of
that issue are outstanding in the hands

anner. When a state right operator
sold a certain picture for a certain
Irritory. each print he receives by
irtue of his deal will be marked
'conspicuously and in a manner
If a
iiown only to the producer.
rint

for

engaged

busily

this

in

to

Decreased Such Indebtedness
by $1,000,000 in 1921
Price,
Waterhouse and Co., ac-

of Productions

A

'

Cents

5

from abroad

turns

an unprofitable market, it is said,
ecause of the importation there of
irints that are secured illegally.

are
to

awaiting re-

wind up the

.ig

audit.

I

Will H. Hays left for Washington
yesterday to resume his duties as
Postmaster General. He expects *o
round out a year in the Cabinet.

Charles Christie in

Hays Leaves

Town

Charles Christie is at the Biltmore.
le intends remaining her'' for sev-al days, stop off in Washington and
len return to Los Angeles.
producing organization
Christie's
for
ill concentrate on two reelers
ji

Educational this year.

It will

make

comedies and no outside material.
hristie said yesterday one of the
masons for his Eastern trip was to
4

why New York film men
5oke of depression, since on his trip
e found the comedy market was in
reity good shape.

scertain

Trapped

eighth episode of "THE
sensational wild-animal
biggest independent attraction for 1922. Ready for screening

in a Rajah's

harem!

JUNGLE GODDESS,"
serial.

The

TODAY.

It's

a

Inc., 729 7th Ave.,

Col.

A scene from the
Wm. N. Selig's

money maker!
N.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

Expect 1,000
Plans for State Convention in Albany
Set — Walker and Cohen

Aid
South American Countries Want National History Filmed — ConSeek

to Talk
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Gets Short Reels
Albany Charles L. O'Reilly, presInc., has secured a
ew weekly short reel release, "The ident of the New York State M. P.
T. 0.; S. I. Herman of Brooklyn, and
cod Things of Life," which is
^sed on
from W. H. Linton of Utica, treasurer of
material
selected
the state organization, were in AlLife."
Ashley Miller is the probany Wednesday for the purpose of
icer.
arranging all details in connection
It is probable that Gunning will
with the convention of exhibitors to
itablish a special short reel departheld here Feb. 14, 15 and 16.
be
lent.
All booths for the exchanges have
been disposed of and indications point
"Sodom and Gomorrah" Coming
to this city being the mecca of 1,000

Wid Gunning,

—

CO.,

Y.— Advt.

"Griff's"

ference in

to

make

a

spectacular

fi'rn

with their national history.

dealing

Repre-

governments attended the recent premiere of "Orphans of the Storm" and asked Griffith to a conference in Washington
which was held on Saturday.
The actual filming would take
about six months and the plan would
"Sodom and Gomorrah," a spec- exhibitors as well as representatives
call for two versions: one for use in
cular production made by the Sasfrom various other branches of the the country
history is told
la Films of Vienna, will soon be reAmong and the other whose
industry during that week.
for showing here.
ased here through the Herz Film the business matters to be considered
orp.
Scenes were shot in Vienna, will be the adjustment of film prices,
It is understood the ofifer made to
ranee, Italy and on the north coast
Griffith
to make a 72-reeler dealing
uniform
contracts,
the
the question of
f
Africa.
Three other productions outlining of the legislative program to with the development of America is
the same producers, "A Sunken be followed by the organization, the still being considered.
This would
/orld," "The Masters of the Sea"
question of better shipping facilities take about three or four years to
id "Because I Love You," are here.
produce.
(Continued on Page 2)
y'

sentatives

of

Trendle Here and Gone

ment.

these

Meet Today

Distributors

The

Griffith has

Washington

(George W. Trendle, general manager of the John H. Kunsky Enterprises of Detroit, left for home yesterday.
He was here for several
days and says conditions in his territory are showing a slight improve--

Washington

W.
been approached
by two South American governments
D.

for

division

distributors

of

the'

National Association will meet today
at the Claridge to again take up the

Hoy

credit idea

the details.
in

and

finally clear

Washington, D. C,

discussed.
to

become

1.

When

New

fire

effective

the

effort

but

situation
will also be

regulations are
there on March

National

was
was made

committee
grace,

away

The exchange

in

to

request

the

Association

Washington, an
secure six months'

was

not

granted.

Dance

at

McAlpin

F. I. L. M. Club of New York
will give a dinner dance at the McAlpin tomorrow night, at which new
The atofficers will be installed.
tendance is limited to 125.

The

Rialto Prod., Inc., will give a trade
of "Judgment" today at the

showing

New York

Roof.

THE
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Hughes Speaks in Brooklyn
Rupert Hughes spoke against censorship in the auditorium
of
the
Buslnvick High Schoo', Knickerbocker and Putnam Aves., Brooklyn, last
night.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address
N. Y.
'Phone:

THE FILM

communications to

all

DAILY,

71-73

West 44th

New

St.,

York,

of the three members of the censorship
commission.
Four Senators

voted against confirmation.
Seadler Leaves
Seadler, publicity and advertising director for the Arthur S.
Kane Pictures Corp., resigned. Seadler has not yet announced his future
Silas

F.

affiliation.

— W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C.
Paris
Representative— Le Film,
144
Rue
Montmartre.
Central European Representative— InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloLondon Representative
2.

tionale
vakia),

Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Famous Players

Close

84J4

83
95J4

83^
95^

..

97^

^Goldwyn

Sj^

5^

5^^

Inc.,

13J4

13

13

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Quotations by Harry Content
"Sir

Arne"

(Special to

&

Co.

in Minneapolis

new form

The

at the Central.

in

about 15

Friedman and Coen Leaving
Ben Friedman and Mickey Coen

become operative when
The memS. R. Kent is on the road.
bers will be Ballance, Weeks, Akers,
F. V. Chamberlin,
Jerome Beatty

home

office to

and Claud Saunders.

Hoxie on Location
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Jack Hoxie is on
cation at

—
Victorville,

of

Evans and Goetz on Committee
At the meeting held Wednesday
evening of the Allied Film Laboratories Association, Major Tom Evans
and Harry Goetz were appointed a
committee to discuss the shipment
of prints with Harry G. Kosch of the
I. P. D. A., which is attempting to

For immediate release throug

Allen Holubar has gone to San
Francisco
with
his
cameraman,
Byron Haskins, to take atmosphere
shots for "The Soul Seeker."

"The Masquerader" is now in
week of production at

third

WALTER E GREENE.

An

its

WARREN.

Trrorffn/

-V-rfPtrwifV

Authentic Recori

the

The

cast of "The Storm,"
being directed by Reginald
Barker, is on location up in the Big

which

Expect 1,000

entire

(Continued from page

is

1)

and similar matters.

The convention will be held at
Hotel Ten Eyck. Mayor Hackett'

Prevost starred, "Moonlight Follies"
"Nobody's Fool," will again

and

direct the star.

the ball on the night of Feb.
the State Armory.

Albert Austin has been signed up
as director for Jackie Coogan.

Max Linder, who suffered the loss
of his eyesight for three weeks from
powerful lights,
ing scenes for

is

back

at

"The

work makMus-

Three

keteers."

The convention will conclude Tv
banquet on the night of Feb. 16,
which Senator James J. Walker \
Sydney S. (
as toastmaster.
will be among the speakers,
many women t
is expected that
attend the convention and a comn
has aire;,
tee of Albany women
been named to entertain members
their own sex with theater parties £
various social functions.
act

hen

The New York
Marguerite, De La Mottee, who
has been loaned to the Ince studios
by J. L. Frothingham, has begun
work on her second production.

Central has notif
Association that redu<

the State
rates will

prevail

Exhibitors

Vermont

for

the

delegat

from Massachusetts

r

are expected at the conv

tion.

Constance Taimadge will within a
week complete "The Divorcee."

Columbus House Opens
THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. -The new St:
which was erected by the J. W.
(Special to

Owing

to the time lost during the

heavy rainstorm

December, all the
Mack Sennett units are working full
in

—

:

W.

J.

Dusenburys, has opened.

speed.

With

Buy Out Mundstuk
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit Minter
United
Amuse-

15

a

careful dis-

—

Cal.

Monday."

Adventures'

King Baggot, who directed the Albany will welcome the delegal
two Universals in which Marie Many stars have been promised

leave for home today
after spending several days in town
looking over product. Friedman operates several theaters, among them
the Tower in St. Paul, and Coen is
head of the Theaters Owners Corp.,
a state right organization.

frustrate piracy through
tribution of new copies.
lo-

to

"Jungle

first

—

in
placed
charge of large blocks of territory,
provides for a "sales cabinet" at the

For Katherine MacDonald's next
production B. P. Schulberg engaged
the following: Niegel Barrie, Charles
Gerard, Charles Clary, Mona Kingsley and Ethel Kay.
The story is an
original, temporarily titled "Friday

was Bear country.

"The Flying Dutchman" in Films
Minneapolis "Sir Arne's TreasDudley Murphy has completed two
ure " is the first of the Swedish Biograph pictures to go into the Metro- of his single reel Visual Symphonies
and is preparing to make "The Flypolitan. It is playing all this week.
ing Dutchman," which will be timed
to run with Wagner's music.
"Dans
"Sales Cabinet" at Famous
Part of the reorganization of the Macabre" with Adolf Bolm in the
Paramount sales force under which leading role is the first of the series.

W. Weeks

is

reels.

THE FILM DAILY)

H. G. Ballance, George
are
and Gerald Akers

Martin Johnson's

United Studios.
Cutting Film to 10 Reels
"Foolish Wives" is being cut to 10
reels, and in a few days will be shown

Not quoted Minneapolis

Griffith

Loew's,
Triangle

episodes of "The
Jungle Goddess" arrived in New York
yesterday from the coast. Production
has reached the 11th episode.
five

first

night of the premiere the picture

Low

do pfd

Five Episodes Arrive

The

in its

High

ROMANCE

—

—

Vanderbilt 4SS1-4552-S558.

Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603

Coast Brevities

1!

f^om the So
Holly wood "The Brotherhood of
j
Hate" entered production this week. Seas where denizens of the wildernei
Frank Keenan, Marguerite de la roara unheeded in
Motte, Lloyd Hughes and Edward

Burns are in the cast.
Film Censors Renamed by Senate
Jackie Coogan's new production
Albany Gov. Miller sent to the
Senate for reappointment the names "Lost and Found."

New

$15.00.

\

Friday, January 20,

signing of Doris Pawn
and Donald MacDonald for important roles in "One Clear Call," John
M. Stahl completed the cast for his
latest production.
the

Pones

— Beekman

9091
9092

9093
9094

have purchased Strand Features, Inc., of which Dave Mundstuk
tnents

Nazimova has completed "A Doll's
The combined compa- House."
nies will be headed by James M.
Minter as president;
Due to the deluge which threatened
William
A.

was

f^^duxuitlcrrval (Rx^tuA^)

president.

Haynes,

•'^

THE

SPICE 0|:

THE PROGRAM

'

STUDIO FOR RENT
Bergen Blvd. and
L^ayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
For particulars write
J.
Equipped.

K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307
E.

sales

manager,

and

P.

S.

Morris, secretary and treasurer. Minter and Haynes expect to go to New
York shortly for product. The company handles a considerable amount
of material now.

Universal City, the "With Stanley in
Africa" company has been held up in
production as certain sets which were
in readiness for the completion of the
first episode were damaged by the
storm.

Dewees Increases Activities
A one reel domestic comedy by
to THE FILM DAILY)
Mrs. Mildred Moreno Sledge has
Vancouver W. P. Dewees, man- been purchased by C. L. Chester.
(Special

—

aging

of United Theaters,
Ltd., has taken over the management
of the Columbia Theater Co., operating houses in Victoria.
Nanaimo,

New

director

Westminister and Vancouver.

Mrs. Sledge

is

ma Composers

a

member

of the Cine-

Club at Columbia, and
placed her story through the Script
Committee.

*EALi

INSURANCE
EXPERTS
To

the Theatrical

arl

GAUSMAN. Motion Picture Industil

—

—

THE
riday,

January

20,

-^XIKi
DAILY
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A Boy— his girl— romance — awhirl

—a jam— despair—then Bam A
fight — hold tight good night—ALL
a plot

!

RIGHT— the hero wins— the love
begins— the audience grins

O DOG, BITE MY CAT,

WHAT A MOVIE

John
A

n

1

m

E

e r

s

!

!

!

o n

and

t

L o o

a

s

HOT
ROMANCE
present

their

own

production

D

Management

of Joseph M. Schenck

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

Flaming Canine I Watch it Go
at the Criterion Next Week!
I

ZJa^m

DAILY

At Broadway Theaters
The "William Tell" overture
opening number this week.

is

itol's

London," a Prizma

is

dances

corps

ballet

the

Cap-

subject, is
three numbers,

"Indian

Sun Dance," "Galop de Concert" and "Humoresque."
Capitol News is the next numfollowed by Herma Menth, pianplays the last movement of Liszt's
E Flat Concerto. The feature is "The Man
From Lost River. Ladislas Kun plays his
own composition on the cymbalom. "Scenic Distortions" is the title of a new Lyman
Howe subject. The organ solo concludes
the performance.

ber and

is

who

ist,

Rialto
"Fourth Hungarian Rhapsody"

is the Rioverture this
week.
The magazine,
which is the next number, includes "Dawn
to Dusk in Egypt," an Educational scenic.
Edoardo Albano. baritone, sings "Lolita."
Pola Negri in "The Last Payment" is the
feature and is followed by Marjorie Peterson,
who dances "Danse Parisien." "Capt. Kidd's
Kids," a Harold Lloyd revival, is the closing

alto

number;

"March

Slav" is played by the Rivoli
ordhestra this week.
The pictorial follows
and then comes a piano solo, "Concerto in
E b Major," played by Carlo Marx. The
feature is Betty Compson in "The Law and
the Woman."
Victorina Krigher, the Russian dancer, does a number from "Prince
Igor."
"Willie's
Slate,"
Sullivan
a Pat
cartoon, is the closing number.

Strand
Selection from "Robin Hood" are played
the Strand orchestra.
The "Armorer

Two
is sung by Herbert Waterhous.
Pathe color subjects are next shown,
"The Wrath of the Sun God" and "Roaming
Along the Riviera." The news reel is next
and then the vocal prologue in which Richard Bold, tenor, and Kitty McLaughlin, soThe feature is Tliomas H.
prano, sing.
Ince's "Hail the Woman" and the comedy,
"The Midsummer's Nightmare," a Winsor
McKay cartoon. The organ solo terminates
the show.
Song"

short

Cameo
"Zampa"
week.

this

the

is

the Cameo
next, and
Cameo Pictorial

overture

at

The news weekly

comes

then

Jan.

.

14, 1922.

Film Daily.

New York

City.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed you will find my
check in the amount of $10
for subscription for one year.
I wish to take this occasion
of complimenting you on your
daily and weekly for the past

The kind of news contained therein is just what we
exhibitors want and need. However, I cannot say so much for
the Trade Journals, who waste
most of their space in silly mud
slinging at each other's circulaShort and
tion records, etc.
year.

a

solo.

is

Journeys then goes on and is succeeded by
a violin solo, "Meditation" from "Thais,"
which Graham Harris "plays. The feature is
"Heart of the North."

New Hodkinson

snappy that's what your little
paper is, and just what we
have time, and need to read.
There are only two film publications that I ever read from
cover to cover FILM DAILY
and Harrison's Reports. I subscribe to about a dozen others,
but just read a few headlines
all the other 95% of the pages
are all bunk and worthless
reading to a busy exhibitor.

—

Just a suggestion— please always, for your good, and we
exhibitors.

MAKE YOUR

REVIEWS ABSOLUTELY
FAIR AND IMPARTIAL.

Personally, I would rather a
review not give a picture what
it deserves in the way of comrather
statements,
mendable
than say something about it's
drawing power at the Box
Office, that it does not have.
Best wishes to you for your

continued success.

Yours very

ROSS

truly,

D.

ROGERS.

Appointments

L. W. Kniskern, formerly manager
of the contract department of Realart, is now acting in a similar capacity at the Hodkinson home office.

Chicago Kiddies Like Films
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Chicago Mrs. Estelle L. Moulton,
Fred A. Kilgour, fgrmer salesman
chairman of the Better Films
former
in Brooklyn and Long Island, has
been appointed sales manager of the Committee, of the Illinois section of
the Parent Teachers Association, as
Hodkinson New
exchange.

York

Western

Visit

Starts

Soon

Ernst Lubitsch will spend about a
in New York and then
leave for his trip to Hollywood.

week longer
F.

&

Managers Switched
to THE FILM DAILY)

R.

(Special

— Charles

H.

Preston,
well known showman, who has managed the Grand, Duluth, a Finkelstein
& Ruben house, has been transferred
to the management of the New Gar-

Minneapolis

What The Freeman Thinks About
The Motion Picture — Some Interesting Ideas

The Freeman,

issue of Jan. 11, puban article headed "The Art of
the Cinema," which is reproduced in
part below:
lishes

—

Rivoli

by

The Film Daily

"So This
The
next.

a result of a questionnaire circulated
among school children in high
schools, has discovered that 87% of
the 3,000 questioned attend theaters
from one to seven times a week; that
a total of $920 a week is spent by
them for film shows, that melodramas
are preferred; that the more intelligent students attend theaters less
than others.

"Since this paper
terest in experiment
arts, it does not take

has

a natural-born inand adventure in the
very kindly to some of

the criticism that is still in circulation on the
subject of the moton-picture.
In company
with some of our friends, we recognize the
fact that the motion-picture, as it is presented
to the spectator, is usually about as lively
and inspiring as a soda biscuit; also we realize that in the process of registration and reproduction
an elaborate apparatus is involved and yet it seems to us a thoroughly
futile and stultifying business to attribute the
spiritless quality of the finished product to
the mechanical intricacy of the camera and
the projector.
To do this is to say that
because of the mechanistic character of the
medium, the motion-picture can never be a
vehicle for creative art.
Obviously, such a
criticism is about as stimulating as a wholesale condemnation of music and painting, on
the
ground
that
cat-gut,
copper
wire,
camel's hair and canvas are tilings of a
grossly material character.
;

"To

us it seems that one of the greatest
obstacles to the development of a rich and
genuine art of the <^inema is the unconscious
acceptance,
by the picture-makers themselves, of the distinction between the thought
to be expressed, and the medium of expression. *
The painter thinks in paint the
poet thinks in words
the composer thinks
in the very sounds that pour out from the
organ and the orchestra.
These things are
the stuff of the artist's imagination; he creates out of chaos in the terms of his medium
he feels the medium to be, not a restriction
upon expression, but a part of the very essence of his thought. * * *

q

Friedman's House the Rivoli
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

lilinneapoHs — The

Raymaker Directing Banks
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

is

—

W.

42nd

Longacre 8939

St.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion

"If one accepts

these principles as sound
sensible, one has no trouble in explainthe spiritless character of most of the
motion-pictures that are offered to the public.
The medium itself may have limitations,
but assuredly it has possibilities also ; and the
producers of pictures have emphasized the
limitations and denied the possibilities of their
vehicle by begging and borrowing their material, instead of creating it out of the whole
cloth of a new art. • *

"To anyone who has taken any

sort

of

interest in the motion-picture, it is obvious
that just
as the producers eliminate the
earlier part of the creative process by borrowing their material, so they commonly repress any later manifestation of the creative
impulse by subjecting their troups to a
thoroughly mechanical technique of production.
From all accounts, it appears that the
players have about as little freedom as the
stage-hands and the adapters of scenarios.
Frequently the actor has not the faintest
notion of the content of the play as a whole.
He may be required to appear successively
in episodes selected at random from one play,
or from several plays, and lumped together
solely for convenience in production.
He
'registers,' rather than acts, his part, scene
by scene, gesture by gesture, in accordance
with directions bawled at him from the sidelines, and often without the slightest notion
of the place that his bit of work will have
in the mosaic
or crazy-quilt of the completed film."

More

When
her

Picture Film
For All Purposes

W.

J.

302 E. 33d

St.

Star Films
Brady recovers from
and when Elsie Fergu-

son's present stage play closes, they

go to California to resume proMiss
duction for Famous Players.
Brady is understood to hold a three

Retlaw Promoted
(Special to

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

"BOOKING GUIDE"
pages of information
pictures released between

200

September
and
September

1,

1,

M

1920
1921

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special Price
50 Cents Per Copy

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS;
729

—

7th Avenue,
City

New York

Lakewood's

Largest and Foremost Hotel

The

LAKtWOOD

THE FILM DAILY)

—

HOTfl

LAKE WOOD, NEW JERSE"i

Alice

illness,

Clips

—

—

Los Angeles Jack Retlaw has been
the
Los Angeles Herman Raymaker,
name that has beeii selected for the who has been directing the Hallroom appointed assistant general manager
Albert Lea theater, which Ben Fried- Bovs Comedies, has resigned to di- of the West Coast Theaters, Inc.,
rect Monte Banks for Warner Bros. chain of theaters.
man will open this month.
RiA?oli

25

and

ing

Rube'n's Loring.
M

Over Your Income Tax.
Income tax reports made and
filed by
Agnes M. Sullivan, C.P.A.
Motion Picture Accountancy

;

will

—

Don't Lose Sleep

;

Burns Making Third Comedy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
rick.
Los Angeles Harry Burns, direc- years' contract with Famous Players,
has
Stan Brown, who was manager of tor of the "Napoleon Series,"
the while Miss Ferguson is still obligated
at
third
the
produce
to
started
the Palace, Superior, Wis., has asby her old agreement.
studios.
Schlank
sumed the management of Finkelstein

&

192;

The Cinema's Art

Why He Reads

Capitol

Friday, January 20,

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

an

Wonderful Food. Fii
Dancing Nightly in Ba,
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Tea
room.
Athletic and Social Directoia
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE
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THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 5(
79'
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay
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Plan Big "Lab"

Favor Tariff

n Emerson Told Senate Independ- At Lasky Coast Plant— Realart Studio Now the Wilshire
Proents Are in Accord, But Are
duction Notes
Afraid to Say So Openly

Price 5 Cents

In the Kitchen

—

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Several

Los Angeles
Washington— One of the interestmade by John Emerson in studio personnel
recent hearing on the tariff be- terday by Jesse
The Realart
the Senate Finance Committee

n points
Is'

c|:

with the alleged attitude of inhendent producers. Emerson stated
Itt
all independent producers with
\jom he had spoken favored a tariff
V'l against European films, but that
Ijy were afraid to
say so openly.
'Vhen Senator McCumber asked
person why this was so, Emerson
hit

flied

Because their pictures are distribby those big corporations who

iid

making pictures

li

ly are

in

opposed to

changes in
were announced yes-

L. Lasky.
studio has been renamed the Wilijhire studio, to distinguish it from the Lasky studio.
Frank E. Garbutt, until now manager of the Realart studio, has been appointed special technical adviser to
the Paramount production department
and will be in charge of all of the

company's laboratory work in Los
Angeles and New York. Under his
supervision a new and improved laboratory wiH be constructed to replace

tlie

Garbutt will
for New York.
Clarke, formerly man-

present one.

Europe and leave immediately

it."

H.
from Schedule 14,
ager at the Long Island
^h additional testimony by Paul M,
been appointed manager
Irner and Mr. Emerson's statei.nts,

appear below:

enator Jones.

amount

i

Ijugh and
le on it

— How

would you ascertain

duty?

of

Turner.

Ir.

Victor

excerpts

'inal

— By

running

the

picture

showing how much work was
and the probable cost in tkis

studio, has
of the Wil-

shire studio.
Clarke has been here
as special representative of the pro-

duction department.
John S. Robertson,

who

return-

is

The Editor Film Daily.
New York City
Drop everything immediately and rush right back and tell
your shipping clerk that I have
not had a copy of THE FILM
DAILY since its baptism. That

means

since the first of the year.

How

do you expect me to have
a happy New Year?
Yours for years,

JIMQUIN.

Six Features

producer expect to make?

—

am

Senator,
Vve figured on what he expected to
afraid,

co-star in "Val of Paradise."

iels will

that

make

hoped to make, it would be prohibitive,
I can say, I think, that the leading comlies in the last three or four years have
"raged about IS or 20%.

Goldwyn Confab

in Chicago
Aronson, vice-president and

:
'

'i

how
the

—

What I am trying to get
the customs officials would ascerof duty to charge on a given

.ienator Jones.
Jis

amount

lortation.

—

Turner.
I am sorry. Senator, that
ban not answer that, except to say this,
t when
we appeared before the Ways and
'ans Coinmittee they brouglit their stalicians in and weut over this particular
agraph and determined that it should be
idled along the same line as other matIs
that they handle in
connection with
lilar
goods for which there was a preilent and which they had already worked
^Ir.

J.

— Was

.Senator Jones.
this
picture
n" sold to an American buyer?

"Pas-

—
—
—
—

Mr. Turner.
Yes, sir, it was.
senator Jones.
For what price?
Mr. Turner.
I understand the price was
out $.?0.000.
Mr. Emerson.
The price was $7,000.
"Mr. Turner.- Mr.
Emerson says it was
fOOO.
Mr. Emerson knows better than I

—

i

—

^Senator Jones.
Could
jany market price for
lit.

Turner.

— No

you say

that there

such a picture as

it would Iiavc to be
no doubt about that.
penator McLean.
Wouldn't a reasonable
(Continued on page 3)

'Mr.

Upraised.

I

There

sir

is

—

;

A.

S.

sales

manager

of

Goldwyn,

stated

annual
mid-winter
yesterday
the
sales convention will be held for four
days, starting Monday
gress Hotel, Chicago.
hoine office executives
tend the convention are

wyn, Alfred Weiss,
and Abraham Lehr.

at

the

Con-

Among
who

will

the
at-

Samuel GoldF. A. Gudger

Branch executives who plan to be
present are as follows:
Arthur Lucas. Atlanta; J. A. Koerpel, Boston;
George A. Hickey, Buffalo; Cecil E.
Maberry.

Chicago;

Jack

.Stewart,

Cincinnati; W. J. Kimes, Cleveland;
L. B. Remy, Dallas; Ben Fish, Denver; J. E. Flynn, Detroit; W. E.
Troug, Kansas City; M. Wolf, Los
.^nge'.es; Newton Davis, Minneapolis;

S.

Eckman,

Jr.,

New

York; Fe-

Philadelphia; Nat
Bararh, Pittsburgh; G. C. Parsons,
San Francisco; Tack Weil, St. Louis;
W. E. Banford, Seattle; W. A. Busch,
lix

Mendelssohn.

Washington;
Orleans; H.

J.

S.

Pope, Jr., New
Lorch, Omaha; Chas.

W.

Knickerbocker, Salt Lake City.

Hays Movf-ment
Pathe, Vitagraph
nd Asso. First
National Pictures are the three important organizations which, up to
the present, have not become identified with the organization of produc-

and distributors who are backing
movement which has brought
Will H. Hays into the industry.

ers

the

Executives of all of these concerns
refused yesterday to issue any statement as to the reason for their attitude.

Neither Pathe nor Vitagraph are
of the present National Association,
having withdrawn some
time ago, as noted.
But First Na-

tional is and there is some talk that
Harold Lloyd's Con- eventually they will be with the new
tract
Party Leaves for
organization backing Hays.
Some
California
reports have had it that First Nato
become
It
is
understood that under the tional has not desired
terms of the new contract which identified with the new movement in
Harold Lloyd signed with Pathe the view of the fact that they are neither
comedian will make six features a producers nor distributors. But this
year, each one to be four reels in is largely conjecture.

Provided For

—

in

shortly

—

Who

members

;

is the American
Ir. Turner.
I

Statements

the Important Concerns
Are Not Interested in the

El Paso, Texas

from England, will di- length, like his last production, "A
rect "Blood and Sand," \^alentino's Sailor-Made Man."
ntry.
starring vehicle.
Milton Sills
I^loyd, Hal E. Roach, Mrs. Roach,
Senator Jones. — You would not estimate first
probable cost in this country
you will appear with Dorothy Dalton in Mildred Davis and Mrs. Davis left
'lid
estimate its probable value in this "The
Cat That Walked Alone," for Los Angeles yesterday afternoon.
ntry.
George Melford's next production. The party left on the Century.
A
Ir. Turner. — Yes, that is right.
Conrad Nagel will appear opposite number of "still" cameramen were
enator Jones. — What is the method of asvaining its value in this country?
Agnes Ayres in "The Ordeal" and present to take pictures and also a
Ir. Turner. — Primarily, of course, it would
Lila Lee with Wallace Reid in "The Pathe News cameraman.
Lloyd had
iliased on cost.
enator Jones.
What per cent of profit Dictator." Jack Holt and Bebe Dan- booked transportation on the first
ing

No
From

It is expected that the National
Association will become a defunct
organization some time after March,
if not before, with all liabilities met.
It would not be surprising if Secretary Elliott and other employees of
the National Association were taken
over, for a time at least, by the new-

organization.

But

it

is

also

antici-

pated that Hays will bring a number
section of the Century, but the pho- of his own people into the new ortographers in some way got word he ganization.
Talk of Pettijohn
was on the third section. That deIn some circles there is consideraSection 1,
of
layed the departure
when they discovered their mistake. ble talk that Charles C. Pettijohn
may be induced to become an assistant or ally of Hays in the new; organWanger After "Foolish Wives"
Those in the know point
Walter Wanger yesterday cabled ization.
Carl Laemnile from London asking significantly to the fact thai it was
that arrangements be made for the Pettijohn who really introduced Hays
Covent Garden of to the important people in this induspresentation
at
"Foolish Wives." Arrangetnents are try back in 1919. They also say that
Pettijohn's work for the National Asunder way for the Paris premiere.
sociation with regard to censorship
has stood out significantly in the past
No Decision in Binderup Case

THE FILM DAILY)

several years, and that in addition to
if Pettijohn was willing to join
Hays organization that this
the
might, in a manner, offset the polilical talk that is expected to develop.
Pettijohn is a Democrat politicary
but has been close to Hays for manyears, both of them coming from
Indiana.
Rowland Plans Conference
Pettijohn's friends said i^stcrdpRichard A. Rowland leaves New
they doubted if he could be exthat
out-ofan
York tomorrow night for
toWn city, where it is understood an pected to join Hays, inasmuch ar th
likeimportant conference will be held of question of compensation wo ild
iniposuibl
was
It
difficult.
prove
ly
co-operathose interested in the new
He
producer-exhibitor corporation. to locate Pettijohn yesterd;iy.
tive
town.
out
of
reported
was
active.
will
be
in which Rowland
(Special to

—

The Federal Court of
St. Louis
-Appeals has taken the Binderup case
under advisement. Arguments were
concluded on Wednesday, but the
decision is not expected for several
weeks.
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hotu a brother exhibitor put his shotv over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow know how you cleaned
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University
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New Haven — Yale University Press

making

will supervise the

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
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—

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film,

Montmartre.
Central

—

European

tionale
vakia),

Rue

144

Representative Interna
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High

Famous Players

..

do pfd

*Goldwyn

Low

mount

exploitation, has issued four
for "The Mistress of
the World" to be used when the Paramount episodic release plays in the

block teasers

The Chronicles

trusted to

of

Amer-

825^^

81^

81%

95
5j4

94
5^4

95

13

13

Griffith

Loew's

13K

•••
Not quoted

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World
Quotations by Harry Content
Beranger
(Special to

in

&

Co.

Holland

at
history
one-sheet, which is dominated by a professor of American
Frank Ellsworth
Dr.
huge Vermillion splash on a black Yale, and
of
professor
Sterling
background. The splash contains the Spaulding,
An ex- school administration and head of the
title of the picture in white.
clamation point and a teaser line in Department of Education at Yale,
white heighten the effect. Two three- lave been appointed editors-in-chief.
sheets in red, white and black were
Not one foot of film will be releasOne features ed until it has had the official sancincluded in the issue.
the question mark, while the other tion
Farrand and
Professors
of
plays with the splash and exclamation Spaulding, who will be assisted in
mark idea.
an advisory capacity by eminent authorities representing public school
Hillsboro, O.^ George Rea of the as well as university opinion. Under
Forum splurges on paper with every the direction of Yale University Press
one of his big productions and gets preliminary work has been proceedhis flash by obliterating his lobby ing for two years, including research
with lithos.
of the most exacting kind.
He used these methods with "The
Members of the board of directors
Great Moment" and the following
of The Chronic'es of America PicHe
Everything."
Tell
picture, "Don't
ture Corp. are:
had plaved "The AfTairs of Anatol"
George Parmly Day, Elton Parks,
and had a supply of Reid, Swanson
Glasgow, Arthur Herbert
Robert
The
cut-outs
on
hand.
and Dexter
E. MacAlarney, WilBrook,
Robert
Swanson litho did triple duty, whi'.e
Van and Arthur Edthe other two did double duty with liam Todd De
Krows.
win
the
lines
pasted
over
the aid of date

,
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—

Haarlem, Holland George Beran- orifjinal title.
ger, immediately upon completion of
For a town of Hillsboro's size the
"Sinister Street" in London, left for
quantity was impressive and the rehere, where he is now at work upon
sults brought forth a series of teleVan der Veen's play, "Tbou Shalt grams whereby he states that "The
Not." In the cast are several of the Affairs of Anatol" broke his house
foremost continental stage artistes,
"The Great Moment" broke
record.
including Jean Musch, Paul de Groot,
that record, and was in turn shattered
Pierre Balledux and a famous femiby "The Sheik," which record was
Ideal
nine lead not yet announced.
short lived, for "Don't Tell EveryFilms, Ltd., get three more from Bething" taxed the standing room and
ranger when he is through with the
beat "The Sheik" by $35.
first of the Beranger series of features for Hollandia Filmfabriek.

Will Meet Regulations
At a meeting of the distributors
division of the N. A. M. P. I. held
yesterday,

it

was decided

to

conform

—

Wilmington, Del. A thorough, intensive campaign for the screening
Majestic
the
at
"Theodora"
of
brought crowds on the opening day
that stood in line for two hours.
The standards used for the traffic
signs in exploiting "Dangerous Curve
Ahead" were utilized as holders for
About
"Facts
smalt signs giving
'Theodora' " until the crowd forced

once with the new fire regulations governing exchanges in the DisContainers used
trict of Columbia.
there wi!l be corrugated top and bottom as desired by the commissioners their removal.

at

of the district.
The Hoy credit idea was also gone
All important distributors exover.
cept First National, Vitagraph and

Wid Gunning,

Inc.,

MacAlarney has been identified
with Famous Players in important
production capacities and Krows was
scenario editor for Vitagraph.
That Yale University Press would
the above films was indicated
these columns some time ago, but
this is the first official announcement.
in

Would

Close Washington Theaters

(Special to

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

closing of all
picture theaters and other places of
amusement in the District of Columbia on Sundays, sought many times
in the past few years, is again the
subject of discussion among local reformers, who have succeeded in having another bill along this line intro-

duced

The
from

in

The

A

erican

necessity

Fitzgerald

of

or

charity,

but

failing

to

stipulate

had to be moved to to $50

is

CORPORATION

RELEASING
WALTER E GREENE.

An

WARREN.

B

F

Tv«.rff«(

Xii.-r

P-^u/rw

^

Authentic Recon

K. C. Houses Cut Prices
to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. Several of
suburban theaters have lowered tl
admission prices. Those that forn
cents h
17
ly charged 11 and
dropped the war tax and a few
them have lowered their prices fr

(Special

—

Among the theai
25 to 15 cents.
that have reduced their admissi
are the Apollo, Alamo, Linwood, E
worth and Gillham.

PRODUCTIONS WANTED

|

Outright purchase preferred
Percentage proposition possible
Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc.
Fitz

A)

398 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.

Roy 0865

Y

MESSAGE TO^THE COASi

An able and responsible
man connected with the
try is leaving for

younj
indus

Los Angela

cities

Januar

Buffalo
at
stopping
Cleveland, Chicago and othe

24th,

Returning ii
west.
Can handle confiden
March.
tial matters or investigations
points

Address B-20
Care The Film Daily

law proposal comes

Representative

what is covered by such
terms and providing further that any
in
such work on
persons engaged
given
24 hours of?
Sunday
must
be
removal.
its
forced
until the crowds
Large lobby frames and small frames during the week. A fine of from $5

of oil oaintings

For immediate release throuf

Congress.

lates tblue

six-sheet

large cut-out
Thrill of 1922."
figure of Theodora and lions was
made and stood in front -of the large
poster to the left of the entrance

Adventures'

Jungle

and other coast

—The

above the
His bill specifically propainted
"See the Forty S-tarving Columbia.
Lions Turned Loose Upon the Mul- hibits the operation of theaters on
have signed the titude. Show starts 12-2-4-6-8-9.45— Sunday, permitting only works of

It is expected
necessary contracts.
these companies will sign shortly.

((

make

was placed Ohio, a prominent member of the
marquise and on it ^yas House committee on the District of

A mounted

Martin Johnson's

ica Picture Corp.,

—

Close

presents

of 100 reels

motion pictures, depicting AmeriClaud Saunders, director of Paracan history. Production has been en-

organized for this
New
purpose and incorporated in
thtf act of March 3, 1879.
Terms CPostage free) United States, Outside territory.
York
City.
in
New
York, with offices
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
One of the block ones has a deep
months, $5.00;
Foreign
3 months, $3.00.
George Parmly Day, treasurer of
blue background, white selling lines
$15.00.
University and president of Yale
Yale
Subscribers should remit with order.
and an orange ball focusing the atAddress all communications to THE FILM tention to the title.
Perhaps the best University Press, is president of the
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, effect
Dr. Max Farrand,
was achieved with the second new company.
N. Y.
•Phone:

•

i-

of

FILM FOLKS. INC.
Joseph

Yale

of

Special Corporation Formed
for Production

is

up.

Inc.,

21, 19

100 Reels of History
Plan

Here

Saturday, January

provided for

the_ first

vio-

AN OPPORTUNITY

FOI

HIGH CLASS PRODUCE
I own the picture rights to one of the
powerful and virile books of a decade
dreds of thousands have been printed

—

"

sold:

TO ANSWER
HELD
famous

By

the

Sat.

Eve.

Post

Autli

PETER CLARK MACFARLANE
Also

The widely read novel

GRAY DUSK

i

By OCTAVUS ROY COHEN
Sunday closing provithe sidewalk, as did
Author of The Crimson Alibi, etc.;
be
would
violations
Further
sion.
frames with mounted 8x10
A remarkable detective story by a fai pi
author
photos.
The lobby was made at- punishable by fines of from $25 to
tractive at ni^ht bv the installation $500, to which the court, in its dis- Will Sell on Terms to Meet Your Conven
add imprisonment of
ROBERT LEVY
of deep purple lights, representing cretion, may
Tel. Bryant
126 W, 46th St., N. Y. C.
from one to six months.
the royal purple of Theodora.
several

small
glossy

lation

of

the

j

——

:

THE
January

iturday,

21,

l^V^ p/DAILY

1922

Favor Tariff
(Continued .from page
as a revenue
any eireumstances ?
liuly

LtlieNews
No.

./ANESE CHIEFS

FETE— The

>ITIVE

7

picturesque

Festival

he Seasons in Java.

I

the dail eireann met to
KCUSS THE PEACE TREATY— Inter\:en

sig pictures

from Ireland.

LAW

tRTIAL

IN MEXIA,

town ravaged by lawlessness.

)

)(er

first

TEXAS—

page news as usual.

under

duty

could not

Says Tax Means Revenue

tliat

—

made abroad

is

would cost

for $.'!0,00n and that
With
country $100,000.

this

in

30%

duty, that picture would be laid down
at approximately $40,000.
Obviously, that
is not
going to save us.
If you allow this
duty of 25 to 30% to reinain, we will lose
half the industry anyway.
If you increase
a

we can keep more of
have is that if we lose half of
a bit.

it

I

The

it.

fear

the industry,

We

the morale will be disorganized.
would
be very much disorganized on a half basis.
Senator Jones. You say there are no comparative pictures produced in this country
which would justify the fixing of value for
the purtiose of levying a duty.

—

Mr. Turner.
the

by

— My

show me

will

screen,

can look

I

analyzing

that

were

though

the
used,

run

If
it

you

across

that picture, and
it
and the .sets
approximately state
cost in this country
at

actors

can

this:

it

or

picture,

a

in

what that picture would
make.
Senator Jones.
But you can not compare
one picture with another any more than, to
use your own illustration, you can compare
one niece of statuary with another.
Mr. Turner. Oh, mind you, their pictures on the average, are no better than

In the Courts

to

—

Jhe Appellate Division of the Suilne Court has reversed an order
She lower court vacating a iudgi!it
for $6,727 by default obtained
Ritchey Lithographing Co., ours.
J the
Snst the Robertson-Cole DistributSenator Jones. But the particular picture
iCorp. Under the Appellate Divi- itself has some value to the American people,
has it not?
order the judgment stands. The
Mr. Turner. Surely.
cndants contended that the judgSenator Jones. Your plan would tend to
i;it
should be vacated because they deprive the American people of the opportunity to see these picltires, would it not?
a applied to have the case transMr. Turner. Your present tariff would
iL'd from
the Supreme Court to not deprive them of the opportunity because
Federal court.
it
is not large enough.

—

—

—

\<

—

.^,^njitor

he Appellate Division has decided
Patrick .\. Powers need not pay

II

crdict obtained against him by
l-ner Bros., in their suit to comE,him to reimburse them for money

paid out for stock of the WarFeature Film Co.. under plan
yxvhich they were to organize the
rner's Features.
The court, in
:rsing the judgment and ordering

tariff,

Tones-

industr'-

pw trial says
Powers was

it

does not appear

to be compensated
lithe money he paid.
He transfer''property worth $40,000, the court
ij,
and it was proved that the cor[^

want

you

larger

a

—We

so that our
to
the other

tariff

taken

be

not

will

We

want a

don't want to be wiped out.
Senator Jones. In other words, you want
a tariff raised to a point wdiere the foreign
picture w'ill not be able to come in at all?
side.

1

es

— But

do you not?

Mr. Turner.

Mr.

come

—

— No,
Jones. —

Turner.
in.

Senator

Senator

McCumber,

—

—Why?

Mr. Emerson.
Because their pictures are
distributed by these big corporations who
are making the pictures in Europe, and they
are
opposed to it.
They can not live
with

it.

Mr. Rogers.

— That

is

an unfair statement.

The only dissenting view was expressed by
Mr. Emerson (interposing). 1 wid tell

—

you
1

that

have

every

spoken

favor of it.
Mr. Rogers.

Senator
please.
testify

tunity

— That

is

producer
that

he

that
is

in

an unfair statement.

—Just a moment,
given an opi)ortunity

McCumber.

You were
to
and others will have an equal opporwithout being interrupted.
I beg the committee's

Mr. Rogers.
don. * * *

Mr.

independent
has said

to

—

Emerson.

— The

whole

point

par-

DON'T LOOK

FOR
OPPORTUNITY
YOU
MAKE YOUR OWN
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
THE WORLD OVER
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH'wHILE pictures CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
.

of my
the mar-

contention is simply this, that if all
kets of the world were cut off from American pictures, and if, in turn, the American
market were cut off from foreign pictures
a condition, mind you, which I neither an-

—

but if by any chance it
ticipate nor wish
should
happen. American producers with
nothing but their American markets to draw
still
from
could
pay good, round-living
American salaries to everybody concerned,
and at the same time make for themselves

a very handsome profit.
I do not believe
that statement can by any possibility be
convincingly or successfully contradicted.
Of course, I do not believe that any such
situation is ever coming to pass, because I

no

take

stock

retaliation.
As I see
two results

in

all

this

hysteria

about

adequate tariff will have
and no more.
First, it will
(Continued on page 4)
it,

an

If

sir.

it

We
does

want

come

it

in

THE BIGGEST LITTLE
INVESTMENT
YOU EVER MADE

to

and

exhibited, how can you compete with that
picture?
The picture either takes the place
of one of yours or it does not.
Mr. Turner.
do not want to eliminate
anything that is artistic.
Senator Jones. If you assume that it
comes in here and is going to be exhibited
to the American people, and they are to have
the opportunity to see it, how does it affect

— Wo
—

had paid the money once, your l.iusiness?
Mr. Turner. It means one picture more
reason the court does not
that we can not make in this country.
'•how Powers could be compelled
Senator Jones. But you say it is goitig
ay a second time.
Powers con- to come in.

—

that

c

is
in hearty accord with every word.
The
other independent producers arc also in favor
of the tarilf. but do not dare to say so.

Says:

is

tion

5

I

MADGE EVANS

—

i>

I

possibly be hcre|
Last Saturda.v
the secretary of his company telephoned me
told me that Mr. Grifiith wished me to
s'leak for him.
He later sent me a letter.
1
may add that Mr. Griffith is thoroughly
famil ar with what
am to say to you and

and

Turner. If I were allowed to go into
the revenue figures, I think 1 could show
you that there is no question at all, but that
•iiis
duty of 20 or 25%, wdiile it is not
iroing to save the industry, is going to produce a substantial revenue.
Take a picture
\\\'.

GATHER FOR BIG

1)

justitied

lie

the rest of us put together.
Mr. Griffith
had hoped to be able to attend this hearing
and speak for him.self. but unfurl nr.atcly the
hearing conies at a time when he is engaged
in putting on his picture in Boston, an<l he

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

—

•

Warners bought

the

own accord and

not

ted that the

on their

tk
''Hi=

benefit.

In

Bahamas

•Special

assau,
larle

for Exteriors
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The Bahamas— William
to

P.

here shooting exteriors
""Destiny's Isle."
With him are
J^iiam B. Davidson. Ward Crane,
i;ina Lee and
J, Stuart Blackton,
who are assisting in production.
•

is

Oldknow Here
Oldknow of Consolidated,
Bill

,

jll

%

is

in

At-

town.

—

Turner. T have answered the quesonly partially.
I do not want to destroy things that are artistic in this country,
but if they are made abroad for one-tenth
of wliat we can make them for here, they
could be brought in under a heavier duty and
produce more revenue. If a man has to put
up $30,000 or $40,000 in order to bring a
nicture into this country, he will do it, but
he will not do it in as many instances as if
there "were no tariff at all.
Senator Jones. Your point is to exclude
as many as possible?
Mr. Turner. Not exactly.
Senator Jones. Is that your purpose?
Mr. Turner. Our purpose is to exclude
all
excect those that have artistic value.
They will be sold to the American public.
Remember they have salacious pictures.
They make pictures that can not be .shown
They do not cater only
in
this country.
to beauty.
Senator Smoot. They have to pass the
censors, do they not?
Mr. Turner. I wish they did.

Mr.
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Emerson's Statement
When John Kmerson spoke, he

said

in

Theatre

.Address

part

Chi!d oPthe

Bear

of
independent producer
.America is and always has been Mr. T>. W.
Griffith, a man who has done more for the
development of the motion picture than all

"The

leading

i

Saturday, January

147 comI. OS .\ngelcs a year and a half ago
panies were working, while today but 61
The total number
companies are working.
of companies working a year and a half ago

Favor Tariff

Sunday's Issue

(Continued from paee 3)
raise funds for the Government
.iiid
secondly, it will preserve to Americ.i at least
a part of our industry instead of letting it
be transferred bodily to Europe, a process
which is taking place at the present time with
;

alarming rapidity.
I
hope that you

will
realize, gentlemen,
not the high-priced stars who are
going to suffer by the destruction of the
industry here.
The producers will still deal
w'ith
these stars because they need them.
Nor will the highly paid directors be affected.
It is the little fellows, the rank and file, the
artisans and the workpeople, who are being
driven, more and more every day, out of
employment.
What many producers are
doing today and what every one of us will

that

have to do unless we have this tariflf is to
an American director or an American
star and go over to Europe to make our
pictures.
We shall employ European actors,
scenic artists; carpenters, electricians, and
take

the

all

20S,
they number but 8.^.
discussion
apSubsequently the following
pears m the record
Senator Jones. Some of these gentlemen
say that it is not going to destroy the
industry,

while today

—

Mr. Emerson.

is

it

rest

them,

of

while

these classes

all

New York and Los Angeles was

in

— Who says so?gentlemen

Senator Jones.
spoke .said so.

Mr. Emerson.
the

for

of the

He

60%

to

beer
those

already

has

one

of

—
—They make them cheaper
than they can
country ^ets
Jones. —

Emerson,

over there
.Senator
lures and

If

here,
this

pic-

we are able to exchange some
wheat and some corn and some beef and
cotton for those
are not hurt

pictures

and

our

people

—

America will be thrown out of work.
fJut they are
Mr. Emerson (interposing),
*
These German pictures have smut in hurt.
Sixty per cent of them are out of
fhem which won't go in America.
They employment now.
bring them over and they get clever men
Senator Jones. They say they are not.
who retitle them and fi.x them up and make
He
Mr. Emerson,
But I can prove it.
them fit for American consumption.
They sairl his activities have been reduced to 60
sell them for fortunes in this country and
per cent.
the importers get the money.
The GovernSenator Jones. But that has not been
ment gets nothing.
The American work- caused by these importations.
rnan, of whom there are 250,000 in the moMr, Emerson, Very largely, sir, by these
tion picture business, is being thrown out importations.
in
* *

—
—

—

,

—

of his work.

This,

gentlemen,

is

not a prediction as to

what may happen;

it
is
happening today.
Players-Lasky
organization
have a studio in London, another in Berlin,
another in India, and, I understand, they
arc planning one in France,
They have
engaged the German director, Ernst Lubitsch,
and are bringing him to America for six
weeks to study the latest improvements in
American production, so that he can then
go back to Germany and make pictures
which will have even a better sale in
America than those he has sent over here
already; and he will make them with German actors, receiving from 4 cents a day
up, and not very far up, either.
.Senator Jones.
Four cents a day?
Mr. Emerson. Yes.
Senator Jones. Well, at 4 cents a day
he will not last very long.
Mr. Emerson. Yes, he will
because he
is
getting 8 marks which, normally, means

The

Cuts and Flashes
Tilford

new

into

Cinema Studios have moved

Mrs. Frank Maj^o
for several weeks.

Jack Blystone

Lane

W.

quarters at 112

in his first

Tom Mix

is

is

in

44th

St.

New York

directing Lupino
picture for Fox.
is

at present at

work on

"Up and Going."

Famous

—
—
—

—

The

$2.

;

man

same

America is paid
and the other

in

for the same work,
salaries are in proportion.

$7.50

Lucy Fox

'Em Hutch,"
new serial.
Dustin

on

appear in "Go-GetCharles
Hutchison's

will

Farnum has

"When

work

started

Iron Turns Cold" on the

coast.

—

Senator Jones. I still think that the-4cents-a-day man will starve to death before he competes with you in this country.
Mr. Emerson. No; because 4 cents means

—
— That does not amount
anything, even
Germany.
Mr. Emerson, — In Italy you can get an
8

marks.

.Senator Jones.

in

extra

Cosmo Hamilton,

is

the author of

Hammerstein

the

next

ture,

which will be put into producby Selznick in a few days.

tion

Elaine

pic-

to

man

for

money.
Senator Jones,
it

is

40

cents

— That
man

day,

may be

also the fact that, in

a
4-ccnts-a-day
long. » *

a

my

can

American

the fact, but

judgment, that
not

last

very

—
—

Senator Jones, How many pictures have
come in from abroad?
Mr. Emerson.^ I think I can tell you
fairly accurately.
The general consensus of
opinion among distributors is that the business has fallen off 30% this. year from normal.
Senator Jones, I think a great many
businesses have fallen off much more tha«

—

that,

—

Mr.

fi

"As official representative of the 'SVA
the National Association of the Motion I
ture Industry of Czccho-Slovakia,
can
sert with authority tliat tliere is no Am
ican money behind any producing compa
in that country, contrary to Mr.
Turni
1

file.

who

Senator Jones. They make these pictures
here today, do they not?

Mr.

the Capitol, upon inquiry, stated I
'Passion' was seen altogether by an audiei
of 100,000 people, paying during Ihe
week between $50,000 and $5,000, during
second w-jck $38,000.

"I

have

Emerson, But the production achave fallen off 60%, whereas the
other is 30%.
It must be because of foreign importations.
Df course, I am assuming that you want to protect the American
industry.
If you do not want to, I have
tivities

nothing further to say.
Senator
McCumher, Your 10 minutes
have run to 20,
Will you close quickly?
Mr. Emerson. I am very sorry.
I can
stop now, if you wish it.
Senator McCumber. No, you may con-

from

a very reliable sou
rights for 'Passion' w
from the producing cc
pany. Assuming Turner's figure of the gr
receipts, $400,000, is correct, we find t
after deducting the $18,000 which tlie G
mans got, the American distributor had $3{
Of that money the U. S, Gove
000 left.
ment received more in film rental taj
amusement taxes, income ta.xes, etc., than
proposed duty of 30 i)cr cent would hi
netted.
Is that a fact?
Then the Amerii
shareholder of the <listributing corporat
received their dividend and a substantial I
ance was put back into producing new
films,
giving American workers ;
ican
actors a chance to earn their bread i
butter, the same American workers and a
ors in whose interest Mr. Turner is suppoi
to speak."
it

American

the

how does he account bought

belongs

192

of

that

— Then

that

fact

destroyed?
classes.

— One

21,

for $18,000

Am
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Mr, Emerson, I was referririg a moment
ago to the effect upon the industry in
America.
This result has come about in
one year and a half since the importation
of foreign films began.
In other words,
60%of the industry in this country has been
wiped out in one year and a half. * • *
3fn
hard times a man will wear an old
suit or overtoat another year, although it
may be a little shabby. Consequently, consumption of and demand for clothing arc

Not so with

lessened.

demand

the

pictures.

The

today by the theaters
which
is
by no means 60%
less than it was one and one-half years ago.
because comparatively few theaters have
for pictures
exhibit them

The exhibitors are making
money than they made two years ago,

closed.

^'BOOKING GUIDE"
pages of information jn
pictures released between

200

September
and
September

1920

1,

1,

1921

Over 800 Pictures Summarized
Special Price
SO Cents Per Copy

Write:

MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
729

—

7th Avenue,
City

New York

_

>

less

but

have to have pictures to keep their
houses open, and you can bank on it that
they are not
using anything like
60%
fewer pictures than they used a year and n
they

Explains the Opposition
Hugo and Mabel Ballin will appear
Mr. Emerson.— One of the .Senators asked
at the Sheridan
tonight
in
con- why are these producers not here to speak
junction with the showing of "Jane for this tariff. I will tell you why. Here half ago.
wo are asking for a tariff on foreign films, made in
Eyre."
and the big producers of the country
arc

Rollin
Lester Dixon is in the
Southwest, where he is filming the
scenics for Burr's Novelty Review,
produced by Affiliated Distributors.

Vivian Osborne has been engaged
by International through Jess Smith
for Frank Borzage's latest production,
"The Good Provider."

Through

Smith.
Charles
Jess
Giblyn has signed the following for
"A Woman's Woman." Mary Alden, Ilolincs E. Herbert. Rod La
Roquc. Donald Hall. William H.
Tookcr. Louise Lee. Albert Hackett
and Dorothy MacKail.
A. B. V.
Flower has been engaged as tcehnical

Don
director.
of production.

O'Brien

is

in

charge

not with us.
Now, why? There is a good
reason, and it is not far to seek.
It is
simply that the l)ig producers have made up
their
minds to shift the industry to the
place where they can produce at the lowest
po.ssiblc
cost,
and then bring their products liack here where thev can sell at
the highest possible price.
You might remember, gentlemen, that the distribution of
pictures in America is concentrated in the
hands of a very small number of ilistributing
organizations, nearly all of which are controlled by the same big producers who arc
opposing this bill.
Among them they practically control the theaters of this country,
and they coiiset|uently can almost dictate the
prices at which tlu-ir pictures shall be sold.
What has been the effect so far upon Ihe
inilustry in America?
It
is
about a year
and a half since (he effect of this foreign
invasion began to be felt.
So 1 should like
to give you some compar.ilive figures as to
the eonililion of the industry a year and a
half ago aii<l today.
In New York a year
and a half ago 61 companies were working.
Today but 22 companies arc at work.
In

a year

And
this

and a

Arthur

manager

yet

the

number

of

country has vlccrcased

pictures

60%

in

half.

Robitschek,
New York
Internationale Filniimportant film publication
Europe, yesterday took exsome of Mr. Turner's tespublished in Tuesday's is-

of the

schau, an
of Centra!
cei)tion to

timony, as
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" 'Gyps^f

Blood," " said Kobitschek, "was
less successful imported films and
absolutely impossible that it grossed
•over $3,000,000,'
It may not have reached
even one-tenth of that amount.
'Theodora'
had up to now in New York a- short run
at the Aslor and was played two weeks at
the Capitol,
It is out of the (lucstion that
the receipts came up to the $1,000,000 mark.
Hut one of his assertions I can nail down
as absolutely false.
Mr. Turner said in r<'
g.ird to 'Passion':
'That was played at the
Capitol Theater.
The first week the box
office
receipts, as T
recollect the figures.
amounted to $100,000 or over." The office
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it
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While Others Dancedl
She Decorated the Wall
A

weed

in a garden of roses,

Nobbin, a wistful
and pigeon-toed.

We laugh

at

toddle, but

figure,

is

Idalene

awkward

her sad attempts at the

we

cruelty of youth

moved

are

the

at

which makes her

butt of practical joking.

Young

the

love

and the sensitiveness of the wall
flower is the theme of Rupert Hughes'
latest

original

photoplay,

making pantomime,

treated,

a

mirth-

however,

with gentle sympathy.

Mr. Hughes says of

it,

"The world

is

of girls who are crushed with lack
of encouragement at home and who
need only to be flooded with sunshine
and praise and taught a little grace
full

and

self-confidence.

The Wall Flower

homely thing
blooming when her
desperation threw her by chance
among strangers who were kind to
is

the story of such a

and of her

her.

of

It is

swift

a love story, of course, but

more than one kind

of love."

Colleen Moore gives a splendid performance in this exceptional picture,
which the author chose to direct
himself.
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prints.
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Pathe, Vitagraph and First National yet to announce
stand on joining new organization which Hays will
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Old Fashioned Melodrama Probably
"FLOWER OF THE NORTH"

are

David Smith
James Oliver Curwood

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
AS A

Bradley J.
Stephen Smith,

WHOLE

A

melodrama

of the

Jr.

North typical

Full of the thrills and sort of action
the usual, old fashioned "meller"

make up

DIRECTION.

.

.

.Took the company

;

able

Quite beautiful
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

going world will be thoroughly well satisfied with it
and the production accorded by Vitagraph under the
direction of David Smith.
decidedly "old school meller," Indians and all.
few reels are just a trifle slow-moving and

the establishing of a premise a
ever, the latter reels

There

little

make up

too lengthy.

fully for

How-

any delays

plenty of action, particularly in the
night attack planned by the villain and executed by

earlier.

is

Will

Go

Big

If

Box

says

In one

Some

beautiful locations

make

the

is sent North to secure a
from D'Arcambal, an old Frenchas a recluse with his daughter, Jeanne.

7,129 feet

first

He

her father.

certain right-of-way

While James Oliver Curwood has written much better stories than "Flower of the North,"- it is quite
likely that a good many people throughout the picture-

It is

really

Wliittemore (Walthall)

of-way and the romance of a little girl who has
long wanted to know her true parentage

The

is

feature pictorially attractive.

Theilght for a right-

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

the villain

to see she isn't.

occasionally too long

titles

if

instance where the hero rescues the girl from the
rapids, a close-up of them right after they have come
out of the water, shows them to be wearing dry clothes,
and later when the girl's father says, "My dear, you
are wet," it's more or less of a joke because it's plain

Henry Walthall and Pauline Starke
handle principal roles adequately others suit-

Suffices;

the prin-

probable that the word "yes" doesn't belong.

Excellent

Mostly natural

PLAYERS

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

is

"yes," but later hands the hero a note which says she
is the daughter of the man who has brought her up
and whom she has always known as her father. It is

country for one thing; of the regular order for
this type

LIGHTINGS

night scenes

done and the photography throughout

well

breed

into picturesque

PHOTOGRAPHY

The

Walthall puts over the hero role satiscipal roles.
factorily and together with Miss Starke he offers the
familiar but none the less thrilling rescue in the rapids.
There's some real live action in this sequence and also
One incident that is not made
in the villain's attack.
clear, is that in which the heroine asks the dying half-

to a certain class

that

Places

Henry Walthall and Pauline Starke have

of the early days of the "movies"; will appeal

STORY

Some

first class.

Smollen

CAMERAMAN

Popular In

his followers disguised as Indians.

Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

Still

22, 1922

,

man, who lives
At first D'Arcaml:)al refuses to interview Wliittemore,
l)ut when he rescues Jeanne from the rapids, the old
man, out of gratitude, gives Whittemore the right-ofway. Meantime, Thorpe, from the same company as
Whittemore, decides to get the right-of-way himself.
He tries to kidnap Jeanne and also tells her
that he, not D'Arcambal, is her father. A fight follows and it develops that Thorpe was the man who
had taken D'Arcambal's wife away years before.
Thorpe is killed, and before he dies Pierre, a faithful
half-beed servant, also injured in the fight, produces
a note from the girl's mother, which proves Jeanne is
really D'Arcambal's daughter.

They Like

"Meller" of

Any Kind

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There are still a good many theaters throughout the
country catering to folks who will be well pleased with
just such a picture as "Flower of the North."
If
you know that they like melodrama of this kind, so

much

the better.
You can go as far as you like in
boosting the production. A picture of this kind de-

pends a good deal on just the type of audience you
play, so it will be largely a matter of your own judg-

ment.

H

you plan

to

show

the picture it would be very
wise to secure Vitagraph's 16-page press book which
is complete with suggestions for exploitation,
all kinds
of readers and synopses of various lengths. You have

James Oliver Curwood's reputation as a writer of fine
Northern stories to boost it, and Walthall's name and
Miss Starke's should also be attractions.

THE
Sunday, January

22,
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DAILY
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New Role with

Betty Compson in a
Compson

Betty

in

ferred to

man

Paramount

DIRECTOR

Penrhyn Stanlaws

AUTHOR

Clyde Fitch

SCENARIO BY

Albert

CAMERAMAN
AS A

atmosphere

S.

Le Vino

Karl Struss

WHOLE

Absorbing

if

murder mystery

is

not disagreeable to individual's

From

the stage play; fine vehicle for

taste

STORY

Betty Compson; has several improbable twists
Gives a great deal of attention to
DIRECTION
working up the climax; a little more though to

minor incidents would help

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS
Pleasing
STAR

All right

and convincing in role of wife
Cleo Ridgely has an important role
SUPPORT
that she handles very well; William T. Carleton in an unpleasant part as leading man
Only one or two
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Ample
Wife makes

CHARACTER OF STORY

acquaintance of notorious woman and wrings
confession from her that saves the former's hus-

band from the

electric chair

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Clyde! Fitch's stage play,

"The

6,461 feet

Woman

in the Case,"

has been made into a vehicle for Betty Compson, and
a good one at that. Penrhyn Stanlaws again directs
the destiny of Miss Compson in the Fitch play, this
time with less artistic display and more concentration
upon dramatic efifects. And there are some absorbing,
tense, moments in "The Law and, the Woman," even
though they may tug a trifle too hard upon the spec-

is

visits

Box
is in

"The Law and the

any audience.

Woman"

a certain

sure

with the child the

A

very familiar form of suspense is present in the
picture that of the last minute pardon. But regardless of the familiarity of the situation, and the realiza-

—

man

due for a pardon in the climax,
it works up a genuine suspense
and one that holds the attention to the very end. And
no time is wasted in completing the picture when the
ending has been reached. That is one particularly
fine bit of judgment.
There are, in the course of the telling, some improbabilities and bits that will cause dissension even
though they are necessary to the situations that foV
low.
For instance, the man tears a revolver away
from the would-be suicide. He throws it aside and
is quite content with extracting a promise that the
young man will not attempt it again. Just why he
didn't take the revolver with him (it belonged to him
anyway), is a question. The incident might have
been gotten around easily enough by having the young
man secure another weapon. There are a few other
minor details that are not in the best of judgment,
among them Betty Compson's instant hair-bleaching
stunt.
She couldn't possibly do it herself, with peroxide, as quickly as you are asked to believe.
The star does very good work in the role of the
wife, and is at her best when she masquerades as a
gay woman in an effort to secure a confession from
the notorious Clare Foster, played convincingly by
Cleo Ridgely, though perhaps a little too much so for
the more refined tastes. The best of "The Law and
the Woman" is the elaborate plan of attack laid by
the wife in an effort to get evidence which will clear
her husband's name and save him from the electric
chair. It is well worth seeing how she does.
tion that the

is

Stanlaws' handling of

To Murder

Stories

stressed scenes, the convicted

man

being shown only

in his cell.

Perhaps those who have an aversion to anything

is

a definite degree of pathos

ture entirely to their liking, but there are several fine

main

situation, that of the wife's

in the

This idea worked into catchlines should be one

means

cell,

dealing with murder or the like will not find the pic-

desperate fight to save her husband from the electric
chair.

death

Besides an effective, but familiar,

form of suspense, there

and sympathy

in the

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

dramatic quality that will appeal to a good majority
in

that in

him

father has never seen.

Should Satisfy Unless They Object
There

The most notable moment rewhich the wife of the condemned

tator's heart strings.

LAW AND THE WOMAN"

"THE

Stanlaws Again Her Director

of bringing

them

in.

There are no

really

dramatic moments and a climax that is worked up to
Give the star the proper
in very good fashion.
prominence and mention that the picture is an adaptation of Clyde Fitch's stage play, "The Woman in the
Case,"
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Out Door Picture That You Would Expect

the Virile

Frank Lloyd's production

"THE MAN FROM LOST RIVER"

—

Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

Frank Lloyd

AUTHOR

Katharine Newlin Burt
Lambert Hillyer and Arthur

SCENARIO BY
F, Statter

CAMERAMAN

Norbert Brodin

WHOLE

Pretty backgrounds can hardly

AS A

make up

missing action and forcefulness

for

may

few
Inconsistent and doesn't complete any

generally;

STORY

suit a

one characterization to the spectator's satisfaction

DIRECTION

put over the principal
you would expect production

Fails

character the

way

to

Good

LIGHTINGS

Mostly natural
PLAYERS
House Peters, Allan Forrest and
Fritzi Brunette the chief players, none of whom
distinguish themselves here

EXTERIORS

CHARACTER OF STORY.

.

.

.

his

5,693 feet

splendid shots of a lumber

camp

in action,

delightful views of the tall trees, and attractive scenery

general offer the main bits of appeal in Frank
Lloyd's production of Katharine Newlin Burt's "The
in

Man From

Lost River," a story that bears poor comparison with her "The Branding Iron" and "Snowblind."
Added to this misfortune is the production
Whether or
accorded it by director Frank Lloyd.
not he is responsible for the picture a-s it is seen at
the Capitol Theater or not, isn't known, for it contains

Little

To

punch, and that

expected in a lumber

camp

is

an element that
If

is

most

satisfy

to

them, maybe you will be able to get away with

you're liable to have

way

you can count

on the scenery and atmosphere generally

take no chances on

it,

but

making promises otherwise

for

some comebacks.

and background values
the

for

will be sufificient to

short-comings.

other

compensate

more

Improbabilities

are

or less

plainly a necessary bit that permits of the cadhusband's death and shows the other man in his true
light, be this as unconvincing as it may.

Marcia marries Fosdick, an Easterner.
deserts her she lives alone on the ranch
fear of Barnes, the

camp

boss,

who

When

he

in constant

in reality is in love

with her. Finally she is forced to mortgage her ranch
and is unable to pay Barnes when it comes due. Back
in the city Fosdick hears the property js rich in oil.
He returns and provides the money to pay back
Barnes. Then comes the plague. Marcia is stricken
and once more Fosdick plans to leave her. Barnes
watches over the sick woman and when she recovers
marries her, Fosdick having died on the road as he
ran

away

the second time.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

talk about in the

story.

At best "The Man From Lost River" is a wishywashy entertainment unless its scenic attractiveness

Talk About But the Scenery

Box

much you can

a cad.

is

who had chosen

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

of action or

—

Fair

and been deserted by him

very

—

Few
.Lumber camps boss

eventually wins love of girl

isn't

is

numerous and among them may be numbered the sudden pestilence which infests the camp
but is mastered by one doctor and one woman. It

Very pretty

INTERIORS
DETAIL

There

accomplished and if there is any progress, it is so slow and lacking in force, that the spectator is left wondering, "why," "how," and what it is
all about any way.
No one characterization is followed through consistently and to your satisfaction.
For instance, the role played by House Peters presents him as a rough, hardened, and typical lumber
camp boss a driver of men then suddenly his
character changes and he becomes a weakling lover
who sacrifices the woman he loves to a cad of an
Easterner.
Meantime the hero, played unconvincingly by Allan Forrest, changes his character and

becomes

PHOTOGRAPHY

Some

Nothing

—

;

values adequate

rival

obvious evidence of bad cutting, but even regardless
of what the craftsmen may have done to it, Lloyd had
an off day or days when he made "The Man From
Lost River."

The

fault

is

chiefly

due to poor characterization and imperfect

direction.

Frank Lloyd is capable of better things, so there is
the more cause for disappointment in "The Man

all

From Lost River." The title is a catchy one and will
probably attract easily enough of itself without much
By recalling "The Branding Iron" and
exploitation.
should interest them
for your own judgment.

"Snowblind"
but this

is

it

in

the picture

JOHN

SHIRLEY

GILBERT

MASON
in

'^^

GLEAM
0'

^

DAWN
Stirring tale

oP

romance and

adventure in the
North Woods
fi-oxn
5^

the Noy^el

SMILES
Jhe i-dttiance

of a

homespun heroinc'^
Myra Kelly

Goodrich

Directed hy

JACK DILLON

JACK FORD

Arthui'
Dhectel hj

hy

LITTLE
MISS

I

THE

^;^
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Sunday, January

Nothing Very Much

To Distinguish

"THE CALL OF HOME"
R-C

Pictures

DIRECTOR

Louis

AUTHOR

Gasnier

George Agnew Chamberlain

SCENARIO BY

Eve Unsell
Joseph Dubray

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

J.

Conventional eternal triangle

theme that contains

STORY
twists

heart interest

fair

Contains some highly improbable
given a suitable production

;

DIRECTION

Adequate

for this type of story;

All right

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

work

Irene Rich does good

difficult role;

ability

Satisfactory

•

Ramsey Wallace

Leon Bary poor

;

villain

in a

lacks emotional
;

old folks' types

good

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good

Good
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Husband, believing

wife has eloped with another, disappears, returning years later to discover his mistake

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The

Call of

Home"

is

About

5,500 feet

the usual, conventional, eter-

amount of heart interest
make up for the hackneyed
The
situations that otherwise compose the stor)^
development is by means of coincidence mainly, much
For instance, when the husof it very improbable.
nal triangle story with a fair

that helps, in a way, to

band arrives

at the station he calmly allows another

to depart with his wife. This may not be altogether improbable but does seem very far-fetched.
And again, when the husband disappears, the villain

man

Will Likely

is clever enough to get his whereabouts from the former's attorney, but the repentant wife just keeps on
suffering without any obvious eiifort to locate her husband. The plot is full of such unconvincing twists;

bits that are bound to make the spectator impatient
with the characters.
On the other hand, "The Call of Home" has an effective heart interest in connection with the devotion
of the man's old parents towards the deserted wife and
the little baby the husband has never seen. The home
atmosphere and the "old folks" themselves are typical
of the peace and contentment of an old-fashioned

home.

flood scene in latter reels very realistic

PHOTOGRAPHY

FamiUar Triangle Story

Irene Rich, as the wife, is a sympathetic figure with
her baby, waiting tirelessly for the return of the husband they tell her is dead. Ramsey Wallace doesn't

much

Leon Bary
an adequate but unimpressive villain. Jobyna Ralston overacts badly in the role of a little country girl.
She makes a regular caricature of it.
give

variation to his performance and

is

Director Gasnier has provided a suitable production
and ofifers a realistic flood scene as a turning point in

good thrill, but seems to have
been an unnecessary labor just for the sake of killing
off the superfluous wife when she might have died in
so many easier ways.
Gerry Lansing marries Alix and they are ha])py until Gerry objects to Alix's being with Alan Wayne so
much. They quarrel and Alix decides to accept Alan's
proposal to accompany him to Canada. The last minthe plot.

It furnishes a

jumps

but Gerry, believing his
wife has left him, goes to South America. Alan, in a
fit of pique, writes that if Gerry does not contest in
three months Alix will divorce him. After that j^eriod
ute she

off the train,

Gerry marries a native girl who has saved his life.
Later the repentant Alan searches for Gerry and tells
him the truth. Gerry returns home after his native
wife dies and is forgiven.

Do Well Enough If They Aren't Too
Box

Critical

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This type of story will probably offer average

satis-

faction in smaller communities, or at least in the ordi-

nary neighborhood house. It has a more or less defitown appeal and will go best where they
Your
are not too critical about story probabilities.
women patrons will be the ones who will like it best,
so it might be well to appeal particularly to them.
Talk about the "home" atmosphere and the devonite small

.

tion of man's old father

and mother toward the wife

he has forsaken. Catchlines could also be used should
you think they will be interested in this type of tri"What would you do if you believed
angle.
Say
:

yourself rightfully divorced and then married again,

only to learn that it was all the scheme of a villain
and that your wife was waiting and hoping for your
return?

See 'The Call of Home.'

"

*

*

If

you believe

it,

it's so,''

Perley Poore

Sheehan
Originals for

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
GEORGE LOANE TUCKER

GOLDWYN
and others.

Address:

1307

LAUREL

AVE., 'HOLLY WOOD, CAL.

TELEPHONE

57 551

;
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Types and
"AT THE SIGN OF THE JACK
Renco Film Co.

DIRECTOR

Make Amusing Comedy

Situations

LANTERN"

O'

— Hodkinson

Lloyd Ingraham
Myrtle Reed
Lloyd Ingraham and David

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Kirkland

Pleasing offering of average
merit dealing with a small inheritance and a lot
of grafting relatives

up with much detail and some
amusing comedy. Presents some good character types but lacks plot and drama
DIRECTION
Keeps things moving and handles
Built

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS

Often too dark

PLAYERS
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory

Few
Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Good
Young married
many relatives of

couple inherit farm but find
the former owner come to live with them

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"At the Sign

5,193 feet

Jack O' Lantern" is a pleasing
little comedy production based upon a very human
theme. Most of the fun is derived from the situations
and while the characters are a bit overdrawn they are
nevertheless convincing and quite true to type. The
oflfering makes no bid for drama or plot, but merely
presents a possible situation and carries it through
m an amusmg manner.
The direction has succeeded in keeping things alive
and holding tight to story without side tracking. The
of the

Should Satisfy Because
Box
"At the Sign

ing

it

In the cast Betty Ross Clark and Earl Schenck play

young married couple wtih

of charm.

by

Wade

Monty

it

is

a light and

contains nothing very excit-

nevertheless presents
is

good deal

Boteler, Victor Potel, Clara Clark

Ward,

William Cortwright and Mrs. Ray-

Collins,

mond Hatton.
The

"The Jack O'
New England homestead.

story tells about a house called
is

an old

The owner, Uncle Ebenezer, dies and wills
erty to a nephew and his wife, but stipulates
must

the propthat they

house for six months before they may
Uninvited relatives arrive and as
they have always spent their summers at this house
they make themselves at home. They make themselves as objectionable as possible and are very jealous at having received nothing from the will of Uncle
Ebenezer. One night they all get letters which were
written before he died and, following the instructions,
meet in the orchard to dig up a treasure. In the box
they find a letter which says that the writer is happy
to get them up in the middle of the night, as they
have often been very inconsiderate with him. At last
the young couple are unable to bear the relatives any
longer and order them from the house. When this is
done the lawyer arrives and reads the congratulatory
letter left by the old owner, who had always felt the
same way about the horrible relatives, but never had
live in the

claim ownership.

the courage.

Novel and Entertaining

some amusing character

ever eaten out of house and

you know

just

unusual and novel.

them about the young author who is left the
farm house and also talk about the sponging relatives
who invade the estate and eat the young couple out
of house and home. Ask your patrons
"Were you
Tell

:

home?

how Mr. and Mrs.

Sign of the Jack O' Lantern.'
see the picture in order to
their relatives."

types and a situation that

a

Interesting character parts are rendered

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of the Jack O' Lantern"

While

director

without overloading.

the roles of the

It Is

amusing comedy offering that should please the average audience.

The

has also paid a good deal of attention to detail, of
which he has included just enough to give a realistic

Lantern," which

players well

many

to overact this does not

interfere very seriously with the action.

Not credited

WHOLE

STORY

them have been allowed

effect

CAMERAMAN
AS A

players are well handled and although a good
of

If

Carr

you were, then
felt in

But you

know how

will

'At the

have to

they got rid of

Mention the plot and the characters
naughty children who drive nails

also speak about the

through the furniture.
Jack o' Lanterns in the lobby and around the box
office, fitted with electric lights, should prove very
striking and help attract.

THE

:^^
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A Very Mild Story in Comparison with Its Title
are overdone anyway and certainly not in keeping
with the players or general atmosphere of the picture.
When they reach the stage as presented in the picture

Herbert Rawlinson in

"THE SCRAPPER"
Universal

DIRECTOR

Hobart Heiiley
R. G, Kirk
E. T. Lowe, Jr.

AUTHOR

they have usually laid off the "sure" and "begorra."
Practically nothing at all happens in the first few

ure; pretends to be Irish in atmosphere, but

but there are titles galore, all of them in exaggerated dialect. Herbert Rawlinson is not .suited
to the part given him, for both his appearance and
actions fail to represent that which they are sup-

only the

posed

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Virgil Miller

ASAWHOLE

Pretty slight material for a feattitles

STORY

are

Likely to disappoint in view of its
is only one' scrap in it
Fair; couldn't do very much with

name; there

DIRECTION
it

because the story

is

thin; handles ending

nicely

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Never appears
like

you

All right
as Irish as the titles

him
Gertrude Olmsted

would

to believe

SUPPORT

pleasing;

Edward

Jobson, Walter Perry and Fred Kohler good

types

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Good

,

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

Irish fellow in love

with Irish girl completes a construction
thereby winning the girl

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.

job,

4,491 feet

Herbert Rawlinson. Neither the players nor the
atmosphere in general is as Irish as the title writer
would have you believe. And even he isn't consistfor

man's brogue

is

It is usually the case that

most noticeable when

an

Irish-

he's excited,

but, contrary to the rule, the Irishman in

"The Scrapper" leaves off the brogue and talks good English
when he gets into a scrap with a Swede. The titles

It will

depend a good deal on just the kind of people
the majority of your audience with

"The Scrapper."

-a.

may

be too "Irish"
for some, particularly the titles.
However, if your
folks like Herbert Rawlinson and will be satisfied
no
matter just what the story may be, you have nothing
to worry about in showing "The Scrapper."
It

is

George McDaniels. Edward Jobson and Walter Perry
and Fred Kohler is the husky Swede
who figures in the fight with Rawlinson and looks as
though he could "put it all over" the star if the sceare the best types

nario didn't call for the hero to win.

The

was

story originally

dor,"

and while the

much

better one,

it

title

may

"Malloy Campea-

called

selected for the picture

who
way of

disappoint those

is

a

will be

expecting a lot of good action in the
scraps.
is only one and' that comes very near the end

There

of the picture.
of a

Director Henley didn't have very

much

chance with this one and he has probably done

He works

up the ending nicely and there is a good touch
which the hero kidnaps the girl and makes her like
Malloy, a young Irish engineer,

is

in
it.

assigned to a

project and immediately falls in love with the builder's

daughter.

The

builder's secretary

is in

love with the

and puts a Swede on the job with Malloy to delay
the building enough to arouse the ire of the girl's
father.
With this handicap Malloy works all the
harder, until a strike brings him and the Swede to
blows, and of course the Irishman is victor. He also
wins the girl and her father's approval.

girl

May Be

Satisfied

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

who compose
picture like

Gertrude Olmsted

a pretty leading lady,
also not particularly "colleen" looking, while others
are William Welsh, Frankie Lee, Hal Craig and
contrary.

Rawlinson's Admirers
Box

He

has a habit of continually grinning,
much of the time without cause. The trouble is he
tries to make too great an impression with results
to.

the best he could under the circumstances.

R. G. Kirk's Saturday Evening Post story is not the
most appropriate vehicle that might have, been secured

ent in his dialect.

reels,

:-

Catchlines should help get them interested in the

Say: "Pat Malloy was young, willing and
when it came to fighting to win the girl he
loved, he made short work of the Swede who was
hired to outwit him. See how this unusual romance
works out with the hero kidnapping the girl for a
finale." The title can be given good display also.

story.

Irish, so

IH

PKniSES
Lewis

J.

Selznick presents

ELAINE

HAMMERSTEIN
In a light-hearted affair,

—-^^

WHY ANNOUNCE

JP:j

YOUR MARRIAGE?'
By Lewis

t>411en

"The

Browne and

c/41an Crosland

star without a

ure," in the biggest

fail-

comedy

"Twenty-three
and a Half Hours Leave."
special since

And

'XP.

it's

one of the Elaine

Hammerstein star series, the
bpst buy in pictures.

m

.

An Alan

%

Crosland Production

TWO WEERS

WITHOUT

A WORRY
No.

1

Directed by Ralph Ince from the play by
Anna Steese Richardson and Edmund Breese

The Picture That

No. a

Is

Making History And
BREAKING

KECORDS

Big

A

And

Beautiful

Picture That Will Lend

Distinction To IfouR House
Directed by Burton George

Storj by Michael Phillips

Scenario by

Edward Montagna

TWO OF THE SUPREME SELZNICK SIX

THE
Sunday, January

22,
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Pola Negri Does

Good Work But Production Values Are Ordinary

Pola Negri in

This is the second picture shown in which George
Jacoby has given Pola Negri a modern story, and it

"THE LAST PAYMENT"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

is

George Jacoby
John Brennert and George Jacoby
^..

AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

Not
Not

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

credited

Jacoby has attempted a bit of spectacle in the cabaret
scenes, but he has not secured the results obtained by
his fellow director, Ernst Lubitsch. The mob scenes
are overdone and confusion dominates the scenes.
This is particularly so in the sequence in which the
star is chosen "Queen of Folly."

photoplay in comparison with those that have

Conventional vampire theme that

is

mawkish; Parisian backgrounds
please some

occasionally
will

bad, and

Ordinary; assembling of players
scenes just a lot of confusion

mob

PHOTOGRAPHY

.

LIGHTINGS
Acting
STAR

.

Fair

...,.

.

Not
is

the best

good but her wardrobe

is

sadly

need of attention
Henry Liedtke one of the best looking European leading men that has been seen;
Reinhold Schinzel poor; no really good performances in supporting company
Adequate
EXTERIORS
in

SUPPORT

INTERIORS
DETAIL

.^.

.

.

.

Plain

Average

A woman

CHARACTER OF STORY
affairs leads

one

man

to kill himself

of

many

and then

throws herself on a railroad track

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

5,050 feet

production to star Pola Negri is not to
be compared with those big attractions which have
already established her as one of the best actresses
on the screen today, except as far as the performance
latest

of the star herself

is

concerned.

And

she

is

limited

vampire role as
hampered by poor direction. In one scene she
shown in the old, familiar vampire pose, draped on

in opportunities in the conventional

well as
is

a leopard skin.

fantastic stories with

director's

attention

to

settings to match.

detail

is

occasionally

with regard to the costuming of the
players.
He offers a scene supposed to represent a
gay Parisian resort, but the participants look anything
but Parisian. This condition also extends to the star
who wears ill-fitting and unbecoming clothes for the
faulty, especially

most part.
There are a few good dramatic moments in the
piece that are rather capably handled though they
are somewhat unconvincing. The ending is sudden
and unexpected. Perhaps everyone will not be in
accord with it either. However, the unhappy ending
is dared and the star meets a tragic death at her own
hands.
Lola, a famed Parisian, marries a South

American

Maurez. She goes with him to his native
land, but is always longing for a glimpse of Paris.
Finally, a Frenchman, Paul Durand, arrives and a triangle is saved by the death of Maurez. Lola goes
back to France with Paul who confesses his love.
Lola puts him off. Then Lambert, divorced husband
of Lola, tells Paul what the woman is and how he
(Lambert) had been sent to prison on account of
her. Meanwhile Lola tells Paul's father it is he she
Paul kills himself when he finds the two toloves.
gether and Lola commits suicide when Paul's father
cattle

Can Be Put Over Because
Box

you want

The

in

man,

jilts her.

It

If

and supporting company worthy of her.. And it
would seem that after all she is more strikingly contrasted

Very crude and badly constructed

DIRECTION

the second time he has failed to provide a produc-

tion

credited

already established the star

STORY

11

to talk about

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"The Last Payment" as

the story of a vampire and her affairs in gay Paree,
you will not have any trouble getting them in unless

you know your patrons

be conservative and disapproving of such atmosphere. On the other hand, if
they have come to appreciate the acting of Pola Negri
and will want to see it for her work essentially, then
you can play it up from that angle and say it is the
second modern story in which she has appeared.
to

of Star's Appearance

Her name should already mean
box

office,

a good deal at the

and your best bet will be to concentrate

upon her name and performance. Catchlines could
"What was her last payment after spending her
read
See Pola Negri in 'The Last Paylife in frivolity?
:

ment.' "

Some

by Paramount
good display.

of the ad sheets and posters prepared
will

also

attract

attention

if

given

i
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Railroad Story Has Action and
p.

J.

McGowan

in

added by the charming daughter of the district
superintendent.
Excitement is obtained from an
amusing elopement in which the minister is thrown off

as

"RECKLESS CHANCES"
Associated Exhibitors

— Pathe

DIRECTOR

J.

AUTHOR

McGowan

P.

Anthony W. Coldewey
Not credited

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Welty

C.

WHOLE

Entertaining railroad story with
good action and nice touches

STORY

Up

to standard western.

Climax

sit-

uation used before

DIRECTION

Fair

PHOTOGRAPHY

Average

.

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Presents

Ordinary
a pleasing personality.

Acting

fair

SUPPORT

Dorothy

Wood

attractive

as

lead-

ing lady

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETIL

Adequate

Customary
Poor

CHARACTER OF STORY

titles

;

Hero

ordinary

fights rail-

road thieves and wins daughter of division superintendent

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
McGowan manages

About

4,800 feet

good deal of roJ.
mance and adventure out of locomotives and freight
yards and presents, in "Reckless Chances," an interesting and entertaining railroad atmosphere.
Most of the action, which is brisk, is supplied by
a gang of thieves who fight the hero and attempt to
rob the station of a shipment of gold. The romance
P.

Romance

to get a

a high bridge into the freight car containing- the lovers and the pursuers are foiled by pouring oil upon

This device forms one of the important
climaxes of the offering, but unfortunately has been
used before on the screen.
the tracks.

The

star presents a likeable personality in the role

of the fighting section foreman.

His work

though hardly convincing.

sure-fire stuff is well

The

pleasing,

is

but a certain haste and hit-and-miss is
evident throughout the entire production. This carecarried

otf,

lessness has prevented a good deal of the detail from

being correct and

many

of ae happenings from apFor instance, it is hard to believe
that a minister can be thrown from a fifty foot bridge
onto a fast moving freight train and not suffer injury.
But the picture shows him recovered and reading the
marriage ceremony within five minutes of his fall.
Supporting the star is Dorothy Wood in the role
of the daughter of the district superintendent.
The
cast includes Andrew Waldron and Robert Walker.
pearing: probable.

The

story tells about a

number

of robberies occur-

ring along the railroad and the false evidence that

causes the arrest of the hero.

He

escapes and meets

the pretty daughter of the superintendent,

who

in-

duces her father to give him a job in the yards. An
elopement follows and the. young couple set up house
near the freight yards. Later the father of the girl
arrives and showing her her husband's picture on a
handbill issued by the police, induces her to return
home. Another robbery gives the hero a chance to
\irdicale himself, capture the gang and win back
the

girl.

Will Please and Entertain Average Audience
Box
"Reckless Chances"
the average audience.

is full

The

of action

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and

will please

offering presents a west-

is conventional and sure fire.
Added to this
the railroad atmosphere and some amusing situa-

are likely to balk at the repeated incident.

the star and also talk about

ern that

role of the superintendent.

is

pleasing and he gets over a few laughs.

tions built

around locomotives and freight

them about the
lifts

railroad elopement.

cars.

How

her onto the moving freight train and

minister

Tell

the hero

how

the

dropped off the bridge.
Soft pedal about the incident where the hero pours
oil on the tracks to prevent the following train from
making progress. It has been used before and some
is

safely promise

some good

Mention

Andrew Waldron in the
His character work is

fights

Yoii can

and brisk action. The

can be linked up with' many ideas. Other productions of this type shoidd guide you in the way you
If they like fullpresent this one to your people.
blooded westerns they will probably enjoy "Reckless
Chances." Railroad lanterns hung in front of your
house and in the lobby shuuld help attract.
title

CURRENT RELEASES
Footage

Release Date

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Reviewed

A

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
Sept. 11
18

25

Nov.

11

Home-Keeping Hearts
The Family Closet
Discontented Wives

A

Man (Harold

Sailor-Made

Anne

of

Lloyd)

Smoky

Little

5,000
5,000
5,000
3,846
5,000

10-2-21

Man From

9-25-21
9-25-21
11-27-21
1-15-22

Nov. 13
20
20
27
27
Dec.

4
4
11
11

18
18
25

Ladies Must Live (Geo. Loane Tucker)
7,482
The Bonnie Briar Bush (Donald Crisp)
4,622
The Sheik (Geo. Melford)
6,579
The Call of the North (Jack Holt)
4,823
Enchantment (Marion Davies)
6,982
Exit the Vamp (Ethel Clayton)
4.545
Quick
Wallingford
(Cosmopolitan
Get
Rich
Prod.)
7,381
Don't Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dexter) 4,939
Just Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod.)6,173
The White Oak (Wm. S. Hart)
6,208

Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)
(Reid-Ferguson-Fitzmaurce)
Fool's Paradise (Cecil DeMille)
Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. deMille)
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
Forever

Jan.

1
1

1

8
15
15

22
22
29

Too Much Wife (Wanda Hawley)
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)

A
A

Was (Thos. Meighan)
Lane That Has Not Turning
The Bride's Play (Marion Davies)
Nancy from Nowhere (Bebe Daniels)
Three Live Ghosts (Fitzmaurice Prod.)
Prince There

5,675
6,031
7,115
8,681
5,904
4.661
4,227
5,553
4,892
6,660

5,784

1-

Her Face Value (Wanda Hawley)
Hush Money (Alice Brady)
Morals (May McAvoy)
The Love Charm (Wanda Hawley)

Nov.
Dec.

Love (Constance Binney)

First

A
Tom Mix

Virginia Courtship

12-18-21
12-25-21

Queenie

4,458
4,355
4,546

10-30-21
12 -4-21
12-18-21

5,997

11-20 21

5,174
4,943

Blossoms

The Roof Tree (Wm. Russel)
Gleam O'Dawn (John Gilbert)
Winning With Wits (Barbara Bedford)
Bar Nothin' (Charles Jones)
Riding With Death (Charles Jones).

(Charles Ray)

The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge)
David

(Richard

Barthelmess)

The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore)

Woman

All

for a
R. S. V. P.

(Charles Ray)
(Jackie Coogan)
Vendetta (Pola Negri)

My Boy

The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince)
Love's Redemption (Norma Talmadge)

10- 9-21

4,311
4,110

10-16-21
11-13-21

1,916
5,900
5,920
6,880
7,118
6,875
6,500
5,630
4,967
5,800
4,367
7,460
5,889

10- 2-21

10-23-21
10-30-21
11-13-21
11-20-21
12 -4-21
12-11-21
12-18-21
1- 1-22
12-25-21
1- 8-22
1- 8-22
1-15-22

4,932
5,488
6,784
6,751
6,800

9-11-21
10-16-21
11-20-21
11-20-21
12 -4-21

6,000
5,058
4,979
5,884
5,752
6,613
5,551
10,000
5,304
5,620
5,509

9-4-21

10-30-21
11- 6-21
12-11-21
12-11-21
12-25-21
1- 1-22
1-15-22

Cup

of Life (Ince)

(Hobart Bosworth)
The Silent Call (H O. Davis)
Love Never Dies (King Vidor)
Molly O (Mabel Normand)
Hearts

Blind

Nov.

7

14

The Sin

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Flood
Game (Tom Moore)

Beating the
All's

Ace

Fair
of

in

Love

Hearts

For Those

We

Love

Invisible Power
Dangerous Curve Ahead
Thedora (no release)
Doubling for Romeo (Will Rogers)...
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
The Grim Comedian

Poverty of

Riches

The Man from Lost River

5,641
5,693

9-11-21
10-30-21
10-30-21
12 -4-21

10-2-21

11-27-21

12-4-21
12-11-21

,„

„ .. «.
9-11-21

PIONEKK FILM CORP.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed)
Oh Mary Be Careful (Madge

Woman

Millionaire for a

(Pauline Stark)

Day (Arthur Guy Empey).

In Society (Edith Roberts)
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane,
Gladden James)

.

J.

—

6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
.6,000
6,000
6,000

9-18-21

Horbert Frank and

6,000
(Gail Kane and J. Herbert Frank) .6,000
6,000
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield, Rogers
6,000
Ly tton and James)
6,000
Stolen Moments (Margaret Namare)
6,000
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
Idle

Hands

.

R.-C. PICTURES
The Barricade
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)

6,000
4,500
5,560
6,750
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,210

(Louis Mercanton Prod.)
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick).
Silent Years (Gasnier)
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
Eden and Return (Doris May)
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa)
Possession

The

Way

of a Maid
Star Series

QUKciie O'Brien
Clay Dollars
Chivalrous Charley
Conway Tearle Star Series

A Man

-of

Shadows

Stone

of the

Special Productions
Conceit (All

A

Man's

10- 9-21
10- 9-21

.

10-30-21
11- 6-21
11- 6-21
11-27-21
12-18-21
12-25-21
1-15-22

SELZNICK ENT.

LEWIS

J.
Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Handcuflfs or Kisses
.

Sea

Star)
(All Star)

Home

5,000
5,000

10- 2-21

5,500

10-23-21

4,676
4,800

11-27-21
1- 1-22

5,000
5,500

12-25-21

11-13-21

10-2-21

UNITED ARTISTS
Three Musketeers (Douglas Fairbanks)
Little Lord Fauntleroy
The Iron Trail (Rex Beach)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

10- 9-21

10-23-21
10-30-21
1- 1-22

^'^J'?'
10-9-21

11-27-21
11- 6-21
11-27-21
11-20-21

INC.

The Forgotten

Associated Producers
7

,

8-21-21
4-21
8-21-21
10-30-21
9-

5.500

11-27-21

4,106
3,865
4,544
4,616
4,175
4,409
4,178
4,435

10" ?-21

5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
7.021
5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,500
5,000
5,000

Lytell)

10-2-21

FIRST NATIONAL
The Idle Class (Charlie Chaplin)
Woman's Place (Constance Talmadge)
Tol'able

5,193

:

Kennedy)
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks)

Charles Jones

Go

18

11-27-21

PICTURES CORP.

Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)

Miss Hawkshaw (Eileen Percy)
Cinderella of the Hills (Barbara Bedford)
Bucking the Line (Maurice Flynn)
Whatever She Wants (Eileen Percy)

Minutes to

m

i« oi
10-16-21

,„„
6,500
,

PATHE EXCHANGE,
Dec.

8-22

«
. , «,
9-11-21
1-15-22

The Orderly
The Power Within

A

Little

Aug.

26

1-

.,.

S.9S0
6,000

I

Jackie

Two

.

Camille

Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker
The Jolt
ZOth Century Brand

Desert

5,600

19
31
14

Series

Sky High
Farnum
The Devil Within
Mason Series

(Bert

,„
n oi
10- 9-21
10-23-21

7,000
6,000

Nazimova Productions

FOX FILM CORP.
Trailtn'

Shirley

4,540
4,862

11-6-21

- -„„

The Match Breaker (Viola Dana)
The Infamous Miss Revell (Alice Lake)
There Are No Villains (Viola Dana)
Fightin' Mad (Wm. Desmond Prod.)
The Conquering Power
The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
The Hole in the Wall (Ahce Lake)
The Idle Rich (Bert Lytell)
The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana)
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)
The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell)

12

,»,.,->,
10-16-21

,

Ladyfingers

28
Dec,

10-2J-21
11-20-21

12-4-21

6,800

17

21
21

11-27-21

(May McAvoy)

The Rough Diamond
Dustin

Lascelle Prod.

METRO

8-

'-JH}
9-25-21

6,141
7,698

.

Nov.
4-21
10- 9-21
11-20-21

(Lois Weber)

Rip Van Winkle
Benj. B. Hampton Prod.
A Certain Rich Man
The Mysterious Rider
Irvin V. Willat Prod.
Fifty Candles
Winipeg Productions
God's Crucible
Cameron of the Royal Mounted
Hugo Ballin Prod.
Jane Eyre
Dial Fitai Co.
The Light in the Clearing
Renco Film Co.
At the Sign of the Jack O' Lantern

'

5,000
5,392
4,697
4,718
4,819

7.000
4,961
5,000

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

Oct.

8-22

INC,

Our Mutual Friend

8-22

REALART PICTURES CORP.
(Distributed Through Famous Players).
Star Productions
Oct.
The Case of Becky (Constance Binney)
Dawn of the East (Alice Brady)
The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels)

What Do Men Want

1-

13,4(30

.^

Good
The Old Oaken Bucket

Ward

11-20-21
1-15-22
1-15-22

.

and Evil

12 -4-21
12 -4-21
11-13-21
12 -4-21
11- 6-21

12-11-21
12-18-21
1- 8-22
11- 6-21
10-23-21
1- 1-22
10-23-21
12-11-21
12-25-21
1- 1-22

.

From God's Country

Girl

6-1221;

W. GRIFFITH

Storm

of the

WID GUNNING,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

10-16-21

Lost River-

D.
Orphans

,———

4,609
4,495
5,630
4,470

Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
The Night Rose
Be My Wife (Max Linder)

(Distributed through Pathe)

Reviewed

Footage

Release Date

INC.

11,700
9,986
7,000

9-4-21
9-18-21
11-13-21

CO.

Jewel Features
Conflict

(Priscilla

Dean)

The Fox (Harry Carey)
Foolish Wives
Universal Features

(Erich

von

Red Courage (Hoot Gibson)

Stroheim)

6,205
6,941
12,000

10-30-21
11-20-21
1-15-22

4,481

10- 2-31

THE
Sunday, January

Mason

Shirley

-^^

DAILY

22, 1922

Shirley

a Safe

Mason

Bet in Consistently Good Entertainment
Myra Kelly's theme is rather similar
made famous by Vera Gordon's portrayal

in

"LITTLE MISS SMILES"

DIRECTOR

Jack Ford

AUTHOR

Myra Kelly

SCENARIO BY

Dorothy Yost
David Abel
Lives up to the

star's reputation

for consistently pleasing pictures

STORY

Nice blending of pathos, heart interest
in story with "Humoresque" tend-

and humor
encies

DIRECTION

Good; doesn't drag suspensive
moments nor are any of the story elerrinets
overdrawn
^

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS
STAR

All right

SUPPORT
leading

Well balanced

Pleasing as usual
Gaston Glass

cast;

man

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Suitable

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
ish
ity

The love of a Jewmother for her children and the near calamcaused by her blindness and son's implica-

tion in a crime

LENGTH OF PRODl/CTION

4,884 feet

Fox has secured a very appropriate story for Shirley
Mason in "Little Miss Smiles" and one that provides
an atmosphere rather a good deal different from anything she has had recently, at any rate. The location
is the tenement district and the story hinges around
the devotion of a Jewish mother for her five children.

The

early reels are

made up mostly

of incidents tak-

ing place in this home, gradually developing into a
more definite plot with the introduction of Gaston

Glass as the hero

Box
Mason should be

now

manages

to

is

not given the most

make up

for the short-

comings with her own personality and performance.
In "Little Miss Smiles" she has a very good story,
is

sure to delight her adm.irers

Esther, a

little girl

who

sympathetic figure as the mother.

Alfred
Testa as Papa Aaronson is equally effective, though
in his characterization he lacks the activity found in
other men of his race. Arthur Rankin is the oldest
'son, who aspires to prize fighter fame.
Gaston Glass
is a young doctor who attends Mama Aaronson when
she is suddenly stricken blind and also falls in love
with Esther (Little Miss Smiles).
The Aaronsons live on the lower East Side where
they lead very humble existences, Mama Aaronson
doing plain sewing, while Esther (Shirley Mason)
minds the baby and helps with the housework, occasionally taking a hand in the management of the
twins, Louis and Leon.
Papa Aaronson spends too
playing
pinochle.
much time
The mother's eyes are
overtaxed and finally she loses her sight. A doctor
While the
is called in and an operation decided upon.
mother is in the hospital the oldest son, Davie, overhears the pool room rowdies connect his sister's name
with that of the "Spider," a crook. Davie shoots the
"Spidei*" and is held for the murder. Esther manages
successfully to keep the news from the mother, who
has returned from the hospital. The next day when
the bandages are about to be removed Davie returns,
acquitted upon the recovery of the "Spider." This
also completes the romance between Esther and the
is

a

Well

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

firmly established by

and even when occasionally she

and

Jewish

There is a good deal of the same heart interest and appeal in Shirley Mason's picture, which
is less pretentious, of course, but wholly sincere and
touching in its mingling of joy and sorrow. The situation of the son becoming implicated in a murder is
used in "Little Miss Smiles" as in "Humoresque,"
though it is not drawn to any great degree of pathos
and is a part of the happy ending when the supposed
murdered man recovers.
The star is capably supported by Martha Franklin,

in This Particularly

as a reliable bet, for her pictures are uniformly good,

suitable story, she

the one

doctor.

They Will Like Her
Shirley

to

of a

mother.

Fox

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

15

more than ever

of the tenement district.

as

Promise them a genuine heart interest, and you
might do well to refer to its "Humoresque" sort of
theme, also mentioning that Gaston Glass, who appeared in "Humoresque," is also a member of Miss
Mason's supporting company in the role of hero.
There is good characterization to talk about and an
assurance that "Little Miss Smiles" will please everyone.
Catchlines will give them a better idea of the
story.

Footage

Release Date

Go

Mayo)

Straight (Frank

High Heels (Gladys Walton)
Nobody's Fool (Marie Prevost)
Sure Fire (Hoot Gibson)
The Millionaire (Herbert Rawlinson)
False Kisses (Miss DuPont)
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
A Parisian Scandal (Marie

Prevost)

(Herbert Rawlinson)
Shattered Dreams (Miss du Pont)
Playing With Fire (Gladys Walton)
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
The Gutter Snipe (Gladys Walton)
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
Don't Get Personal (Marie Prevost)

Cheated Hearts

Reviewed

4,220
4,541
4,640
4,481
4,730

10- 9-21

4,474
4,739
4,415
4,878
4,994
4,341
4,225
4,886
4,783

11-20-21
11-27-21

10-16-21
10-23-21
10-30-21
11- 6-21

Footage Reviewed
Paramount Magazine (1 reel): Pictionary and Cartooni (weekly).
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (2 reels)
Release Date

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)

Henry Lehrman Comedies

Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

12-11-21
12-18-21
12-25-21
1- 1-22
1- 8-22
1- 8-22

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

7,851

10 16-21

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

S,9S1

9-2S-21

4,987

10-23-21

5,000
4,800

12 -4-21
1-15-22

FOX FILM CORPORATION

GOLDWYN PICTURES

VITAGRAPH

Super-Feature,

The Son

Wallingford

of

The Flower

o( the

North

Alice Joyce

The Inner Chamber

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs

W. W.

Earle Williams

Bring

Him

in

Lucky Carson
Corinne

Single Track

Received

Payment

(2 reels).

of

Tan

White Eagle No.

8:

2,

2

INC.

reels;

Dog and

the

Mosquito

Fable), 2/3 reel; Lose No Time (Snub Pollard) 1
The Canadian Lynx (Bill and Bob), 1 reel; Take a
Chance (Harold Lloyd reissues), 1 reel.
White Eagle No. 3, 2 reels; Dog and the Feal
Jan. IS:
(Aesop Fable), 2/3 reel; Loose Change (Parrott), 1 reel;
The Bashful Lover (Ernest Truex), 2 reels; The Non-Stop

(Aesop

The Matrimonial Web
Rainbow
The Little Minister
Antonio Moreno
The Secret

reel;

4,970
6,000

Three Sevens

12-25-21

5,000
4.900

of the Hills

Duncan-Edith Johnson

No

Week

of

Week

of Jan. 22:
lard), 1

Week

of

Week

of

5,700

Defense

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
Mack Sennet Comedies
Ben Turpin Comedies

INC.

(2 reels)
(2 reels)

Kid (Harold Lloyd reissue), 1 reel.
White Eagle No. 4, 2 reels; Call the Witness (Polreel; Bear and the Bee (Aesop Fable), 2/3 reel;
That's Him (Harold Lloyd reissue), 1 reel.
White Eagle No. 5, 2 reels; Years to Come (PolJan. 29:
lard), 1 reel; Miller and the Donkey (Aesop Fable) 2/3 reel;
Midnight Stage (Frank Keenan reissue), 3 reels; She Loves
Me Not (Harold Lloyd reissue), 1 reel.
Feb. 5: Eagle No. 6, 2 reels; Blow 'Em Up (Pollard), 1 reel;
Fox and the (Jrapes (Aesop Fable), 2/3 reel; Dangerous Trails
(Bill and Bob), 1 reel; Convict 993 (Irene Castle reissue), 3
reels; The Lamb (Harold Lloyd reissue), 1 reel.

LEWIS

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
Prizma Color Pictures.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective

Selig-Pork- Photoplays

(2 reels)
(2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)

Mermaid Comedies

Series, 2 reels).

Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
Serials:

The Whirlwind (IS

episodes).

The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reele; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smoke*, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)

—

Punch Comedies (2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films

HODKINSON CORP.

PATHE EXCHANGE.
Week

Alice Calhoun

Wm.

reel)
(1 reel)

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels).

Griffith

The

(2 reels)

12-4-21

(15 eptsod«a).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
The Flaming Ltisk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 epiSerials:
sodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo),
episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Edepisodes.
die Polo),
episodes; Terror Trail,
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Elleea
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies (1 reel):
When Eve Fell. No License (Billy Fletcher),

—

—
—

—

—

VITAGRAPH

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials:
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), IS episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson), 15 episodes.

(slow speed)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)

(1
reel)
reel)

:

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
AMERICAN FILM CORPORATION,
From

ASTA FILMS,

INC.

West (William

5,000
The
...5,000
The Man from Medicine Hat (Helen Holmes) .5,000
Quick Action (William Russel)
5,000
Sally Shows the Way (Mary Miles Minter) .. .5,000
The Moonshine Menace (Helen Holmes)
5,000
High-Gear Jeffrey (William Russel)
5,000
Melting
Youths'
Pot (Mary Miles Minter)
5,000
A Crook's Romance (Helen Holmes)
5,000
A Rough-Shod Fighter (William Russell)
5,000
The Marriage Bargain (Mary Miles Minter) ... .5,000
Loggers of Hell-Roarin' Mountain (Helen Holmes
5,000
Silent Shelby (Frank Borzage)
5.000

The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)

1113-21

5,000

Western Hearts (Art Staton-Josie Sedgwick) .5,000
.

Crossing

Trails

(Pete

Morrison)

AYWON FILM
The
The
The
The
The

6-12-21

5,000

CORP.

Fighting Breed (Snowy Baker)
5,000
Jack Rider
5,000
Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy Baker) 5,000

Vengeance Trail
Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams)

Fidelity (All Star)

CORP.

God's Country and the Law (Gladys Leslie Wm.
Tooker)
6,000
Love, Hate and a Woman (Grace Davison) ... .6,000
A Yankee Go-Getter (Neva Gerber James,
Morrison)
5,000
Dangerous Paths (Neva Gerber-Ben Wilson) ...5,000
Sheriff of Hope Eternal (Jack Hoxie)
5,000
Devil Dog Dawson (Jack Hoxie)
5,000
The Broken Spur (Jack Hoxie)
5,000
Hills of Hate (Jack Hoxie)
5,000
Watching Eeyes
5,000
A Motion to Adjourn (Marjorie Daw-Roy
Stewart)
5,000
Ten Nights in a Bar Room
8,000

9,500

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS

.

ARROW FILM

INC.

Hamlet (Asta Nielsen)

Russell)
Virtuous Otucast (Mary Miles Winter)

the

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

14-21
14-21
11-21
11-21
13-21
13-21

HENRY BOLLMAN
Once Upon

a

A

Time

O. D.

C.

Knight of the West

Burn 'Em

Up

4,700

1-22

4,600

10 30-21

5,000

14-21

5,000

8-22

BLANCHFIELD

BURR

C. C.
Barnes (Johnny Hines)

DAVID BUTLER PROD.
Making

the

Grade

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
1

8-22

The Hidden Light

CORP.
5.000

Sunday, January

DAILV

1922

22,

a
17

Story Probably Based on Fannie Hurst's Idea of Married Life
Elaine Hammerstein in

The

"WHY ANNOUNCE YOUR MARRIAGE?"
Selznick

DIRECTOR

— Select

and extend

Crosland

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Not

credited

William Wagner
AS A
Average offering with bedroom
farce situations and fair though not important
comedy sequence
STORY
Not strong material and only a fair
.

WHOLE

are

near

kind; gives comedian too

many

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Pleasing

frail

and has taken a good
it

out

to feature length.

some

New

make

it

good to look at. There
Gedney Farni Hotel,

nice shots taken at

York.

always a pleasing heroine regardless of the role she is given, and while that of
Arline Mayfair is by no means the best they could
give her, she makes it interesting through her personality, for one reason.
Niles Welch again plays the
hero role satisfactorily and Arthur Houseman tries
to imitate one or several comedians in the comedy
part assigned to him, but is only fairly successful,
lie is given too much prominence, especially when he

close-ups

Good
All right

as usual, but she has had better

parts

SUPPORT

pretty

Miss Hammerstein

Satisfactory for a story of the

PHOTOGRAPHY

it

attractive locations

vehicle for star; very pleasing surroundings

DIRECTION

is

Despite this Director
Crosland has managed to maintain an even interest
and with the exception of just a little too much time
given to bringing things to a conclusion, the piece does
not ])ecome tiresome. The production values are in
keeping with the story and pretty backgrounds and

Alan Crosland
Lewis Allen Browne and Alan

AUTHORS

plot itself

deal of padding and incidental bits to round

Welch once more a suitable
man; Arthur Houseman doesn't put
over comedy part particularly well remainder
Niles

leading

isn't the least bit

is

funny.

;

Arline Mayfair marries Jimmie Winthrop with the

of cast adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

imderstanding that no one shall know about it because she wants to be known as Miss Mayfair, artist,
rather than as Jimmie Winthrop's wife. Jimmie agrees.
They maintain separate apartments, but are surprised
one evening when Jimmie is making himself at home
in Arline's apartment.
Jimmie hides, but the guests
see sufficient evidence to confirm their suspicion that
Arline is entertaining a man. Later the same night
they surprise Jimmie in his apartment, to which he
and Arline have taken refuge. Here they find reason
to suspect Jimmie, although they never connect the
names of the two people. Some time later a burglar
is trailed into a bungaknv being- occupied liy Arline
and Jimmie. It is then that the couple are forced to
explain their secret marriage and stop their friends

Pretty

Good

Adequate
Couple keeping their
marriage a secret get into all kinds of embar-

CHARACTER OF STORY

rassing positions until they are forced to an-

nounce

it

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

Elaine Hammerstein's latest vehicle

is

5,000 feet

very

much

on the order of the recently popular l:)edroom farces
with a bevy of embarrassing situations becoming more
and more involved as the two young people continue
to keep their marriage a secret.
Such is the plot, in
substance, of "Why Announce Your Marriage?" a
title that has been selected with the box office obviousIv in

from further suspicion.

view.

Will Please Star's Admirers and Title Can Be Used Effectively
Box

"Why Announce Your

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Marriage?" will

likely

prove

With regard to the
arouse some interest by

an average offering that will satisfy enough of your
patrons to get

it

though

to lean a little

if it is

over.

She has a

lot of

it

over the line well enough.

that of Arline Mayfair.

in

more

to

—

personality and will please them even

though they have seen her

you might be able

recalling Fannie Hurst's the-

ory on marriage that of separate living places for the
Ijusband and wife and then link up the idea with

weak and it isn't strong,
one way or the other the

It isn't

star will be able to pull

story

attractive roles than
|

Elaine'Hammerstein's picture, "Why Announce Your
Marriage?" In this way you ought to get them interested whether they are in sympathy with the idea or
Catchlines and
not, simply for the sake of argument.
stunt exploitation should follow easily with the title.

•

Reviewed

Footage

Release Date

GEORGE

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS

H.

5,800

9-25-21

7,000

12-11-21

6,142

11-13-21

5,000
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson)
5,800
BUck Panther's Cub (Florence Reed)
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young) 6,274

6-19-21
3-20-31
12-25-21

The Heart

North (Roy Stewart)

of the

Marntr

Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)

FruiU of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
..5,000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)

EMERSON LOOS PROD.

.

Bed Hot Romance

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.

WARNER
Why

9-18-21

5,000

Jungle Adventures
His Nibs (Chic Sales)

4,951

FEDERATION FILM

12-25-21

6,365

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

West

New

THE FILM MARKET,

WORLD FILM

5,400
5.300
5,900
5,400
5.500
5,200
5,100

Forest

HOWELLS SALES
Welcome

12-11-21

^

12-25-21

5,800_^

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,
Children

5,000
5,000
6,000

10- 9-21

5,000

9-11-21

10- 2-21

5,000

:

5,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Success Series:

Westerns (each 2

IS

Giunp

Men
(Fred K. Beauvais)

DOMINANT PICTURES,
(2

INC.

reels).

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM
11- 6-21

CO.

The Jungle Goddess (Truman. Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial:

Field),

15

episodes.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE

5,000

11-13-21

3,000

1-15-22

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
False Roomers, Their Diz2y Finiih,
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)

4-10-21

Ford Weekly.

Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
:

:

Diane of Star Hollow
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)

Circus Heroes.

6,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000

The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Decision

(Helen

Gibson and

FILM MARKET,
Jimmy

REXFILM

News

Ed Coxen)

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM

GAUMONT COMPANY

Graphic (every Friday).
(every Tuesday)
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

5,300

8-28-21

;

5,000

11-20-21

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies
America

CO.

The Toreador (Bull Fight)
Illusions (All Star Drama)

Norma Talmadge

SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
Treasure

TEMPLE PROD.

-

Reissues

(fourteen)

INC.

(each 2 reels).

CO.

PINNACLE COMEDIES

7-10-21
7- 3-21
(2 reels)

CO.

:

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy
6,500

12-11-21

4,800

8-28-21

CO.

Johnny Ring and the Captain's Sword

See

The Conquering Hero.
6,000
6,000

Woman

Spirit,

Series:
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (IS episodes) 31,000
feet) ; (2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,

SONORA PRODUCTIONS
The Twice Born

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

Ray

Invisible

10-16-21

7,000

Tradition

:

JOAN FILM SALES

RUSSELL'S PRODUCTION
Conscience

(2 reels)

First.

HORIZON PICTURES,

3,600
5,000
5,000

Happiness

INC.

Callahan, 12 2-reeIs.

Serials:

CO.

Shattered

Miracles of the Jungle, IS episodes.

Serial:

RAINBOW FILM CORPORATION

Arne's

reel).

(1 reel each).

Western Star Dramas

PRODUCERS "SECURITY CORP.

Sir

(1

Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

COMPANY

PRIMEX FILMS

of

FILM SALES

C.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
10-30-21

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
Blanchette
5,800
PLYMOUTH FILM CORP.

Shadows

CORP.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
Hall Room Boy Comedies.

5,000
Fatal 30 (Fritzi Ridgeway)
Call from the Wild (Frankie Lee and Highland
Laddie)
5,000

Girl's

B.

C.

The
The

A

reels).

Revivals.

Ranch Westerns

Star

6,000

Trail

River,

Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), IS episodes.

Serials:

Mary Pickford

LOUIS MERCANTON PROD.
Miarka

The Lonely

the

A

Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
River.
Border
Brute,
Quicksands,
for a Soul, Beloved
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild Women and Tame Men, Th»
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels):
Raiders of the North,

Girl,

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

INC.

Handicap (Horse Race Picture)
When Love Is Young (Zeena Keefe)
Skinner' Dress Suit CBryant Washburn)
Winding Trail (Buck Manning)

of

CORP.

AYWON FILM

Annabell Lee (All Star Cast)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)

Maker

Liquonih

(2 reels),

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

She Played and Paid (Fanny Ward)

A

and Simple

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions: One every other week (2 reels).
Looking Up Jim, In
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)

JOAN FILM SALES CORP.

PACIFIC FILM

(12 2-reeIs), Pure

Lips (2 reels).

JANS FILM SALES CORP.

Man and Woman

VICTOR KREMER,

CORP.

S.

S.

:

INC.

Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom (Lady Ysen-mei)

& Howell Comedies

Three and a

INC.

CO..

T.

ARROW FILM

5,000

Vendetta (Pola Negri)

4-10-31
10- 3-31

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Alt
10- 9-21

10 Episodes

Himself

Finds

CORP.

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.

HEPWORTH PRODUCTIONS
John

5,000
5,000

5,000
6,000

ADVENTURES OF

(Serial)

12-4-21

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

GAUMONT
Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)

12-18-21

5.000

The Wakefield Case
Judgment

6,000
7,000
7,000
9,000

Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth
Branded (Josephine Erale)
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

Grande (AUene Ray)

of the Rio

Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)
Lady Luck (Allene Ray)

INC.

Temporary Wife

10- 9-21

Series:

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

The Supreme Passion
The Ne'er-DoWell
The House Without Children
The Spoilers

9- 4-21

6,000
6,000
5,000
8,000

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.

CO.

Disciple

BROS.

Home

Leave

Girls

Parted Curtains (Henry Walthall)
Ashamed of Parents
School Days (Wesley B;#rie)

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES
The New

11-13-21

8,000

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

DONOVAN MILO PROD.
Silas

Reviewed

Footage

Release Date

DAVIS

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law? Nation's

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

H

Some
"Dawn
Type

to

Dusk

in

Egypt"

—World

Short Reels

Wanderings

—Educational

of production

"Dawn

to

Dusk

in

Egypt"

is

an interesting

1

reel travel

little

travel reel

which not only gives you the regulation shots of the pyramids

and the
the Nile.

desert,

but also includes some interesting views of

Children playing along the water front add a

touch to the shots of this historic

human

Old buildings, ruins

river.

and monuments are shown in detail as well as several of the
The photography is good and the views
are well composed. The reel is timely in view of the recent
upturn of events in Egypt.
Will make a good program
filler and a splendid reel for special showings and church

Scenic Distortions

Type

— Lyman

Howe— Educational

of production

1

Here's an unusuali production.

It

has

all

reel novelty

the elements of

photography and stunt photography which might easily
have been created by the foreign cameramen. It indulges in
all sorts of freakish tricks, but they are all amusing and some
of them are distinctly funny.
Seen at the Capitol following a
poor feature this proved exceedingly funny. Perhaps this was
due to the former preceding offering, but this is hardly likely.
trick

was enjoyed doubtless

own

Some

recent excavations.

It

entertainments.

backgrounds aid materially in this, and one, where the
motors and individuals appearing seem to be moving in a big
circle, become distorted out of all proportion.
A mighty good
stunt noveltj' that will please any audience.

for its

interest.

trick

Barnes Printing Company, Inc
£(

On

JVe Never Disappoint

and

we

after

February

1st,

?>

1922

will be located at

229 W. 28th Street
Press Sheets, Inserts

and Heralds

Magazines and Catalogues

of the

^
Short Reels
"The Leather Pushers"

—Universal-Jewel-Collier's

Series

Type

12 two-reel ring

of production

dramas

There is a good punch in each round of "The Leather Pushand some of them are knock-outs. Youth, action, romance and a good stiff contest figure in each round. The
rounds are two reels each in length, and while each story is
complete in itself there is a connection between them. The
career of a gentleman prize fighter is traced from its beginning to the last fight, which gains for him the heavyweight
championship. His trials and experiences are told in a fascinating and attractive manner. The stories are by H. C. Witwer and appeared originally in Collier's. With Reginald Denny
in the leading role and Harry Pollard directing, some of the
best fight scenes yet recorded on the screen are to be seen
in "The Leather Pushers."
ers,"

A

thriUing fight occurs in each episode.

From

the

moment

upon
the bell rings to the last punch your attention
the screen. The photography is clear and the direction excelis

riveted

A

very clever device is used to link the episodes toThis enables the exhibitor to show them consecutively or separately.
There is no "continued in our next" at
the end of a two-reel round, but one of the characters will
sjep aside and, when the others are not looking, will take the
audience into his confidence by telling them in plain language that the "Kid" is a good boy and all of that, but he is
sure going to liave a tough time if he ever meets "Hammerin'
It is in this way, also, that the
Jack," or words to that effect.
dramas are introduced. This does away with a lot of back
flashes and long-winded titles.
The manager of "Kid" Roberts seeks an opportune moment to turn aside and tell the
audience in his own dialect that the "Kid" is really a college
boy, and all that, but he got into the fighting game to help
his father and is determined to make good.
lent.

gether.

The

characters

are

drawn from

life

and well contrasted.

Reginald Denny has a fine screen appearance and personality.
His physique is athletic and his acting likable. Hayden Stevenson plays the part of the "Pork and Bean" manager and
Charlie Ascott is ideal in the role of "Tin Ear" Fagin, a "has
been" and hanger-on. Sam J. Ryan presents a nice bit of character work in the part of the opposing manager.
The fighters
who appear in the ring with Reginald Denny are all professionals, a good many of them of national reputation.
The
atmosphere created is realistic and the ringside scenes thrilling.
Here and there a little comedy work has been inserted,
just enough to relieve the tension and ease of? the action.
In putting this series over you can safely promise your folks
some of the most realistic fight scenes ever filmed. Tell them
also that real boxers appear against the star and that their
names are Sam McVey, Jack Renault, Danny Hayes, Frankie
Ryan and Bob Armstrong. Speak about the stories, the author,
and recall the fact that the series appeared in Collier's. The
fights are vigorous and red-blooded, but at the same time they
are clean and bring to the foreground the skill of the profession, leaving out any brutality which might appear objectionable to a certain class of patrons.
"The Leather Pushers" are
full of sure-fire stuff and not only are they certain to attract,
but will keep them repeating until all twelve rounds are finished.
And even then they may call for more.

Pathe Review No. 140

Type

houses and primitive European sights are recorded. Natives
shown picking and drying olives and old bits of architecture and river scenes are not wanting.
The slow motion chapter deals with a tug of war between the Freshmen and Sophomores of Columbia University. A hose is played upon the
center of the rope so that the loser gets wet as well as humiliated.
The expressions of the boys' fkces under the hose has
been recorded in slow motion and forms an amusing section
to this review.
The reel closes with some shots taken during
apple picking time in the State of Washington. This number
of the review is of average interest and up to the standard of
are

Universal

of production

1

reel

magazine

the series.

"Along the Rio Grande"

Type

splendid shots taken in Glacier and Yellowstone Parks
form the scenic section of this review. "Roaming Along the

Riviera"

is

the

title

of

the travel

section.

Here old farm

Holmes

of production

— Paramount
reel

1

travel

"Along the Rio Grande " is an average number of Burton
Holmes travel reels and covers a good section of the area
mentioned in the title. Vast plains of desert waste line the
sides of the river, and at the railroad stations Indians sell
their wares to passing tourists.
The railroad stations and
other buildings in the district are constructed in Indian style.
Mexican natives and dancing Indians in costume are included
in this travel reel.
The offering closes with some sunset
shots along the river.
The photography and subject matter

not as interesting as in some previous numbers, and the
whole does not reach above the average of the series.

is

reel as a

"Be Reasonable"

Type

— Mack

Sennett

—Asso.

of production

First Natl.

Two-reel comedy

Very good comedy of the typical Sennett variety. Several
unusually funny episodes and a number of the usual Sennett
bathing beauties disporting on the beach. The usual comedy
complications and the usual chase stuff, but with a twist that
makes it very amusing and at times uproariously funny. Pargood

ticularly

is

the sequence

where the married man gives
and failing to rescue her

the beach beauty a string of pearls,

dog she gives her charms to the stalwart life guard, ending
row between the men and followed by the apparantly
decrepit father-in-law throwing away his crutches and beating
up a man mistaking hirn for Floyd Sterling. Here the fun
becomes fast and furious, ending with the beach shack being
broken to bits as a result of the fight. Altogether a very
amusing two reels, good to please any audience.
pet

a

in

"Stamboul"

Type

l)y

— Burton

Holmes

— Paramount

of production

reel

1

travel

Stamboul, the Turkish quarter of Constantinople, is visited
Burton Holmes and recorded by his camera. Street scenes

in

various sections of the ancient

windows,
the

first

human
old

coffe houses

and

section of this

interest are

added

men. and typical

city,

the buildings, latticed

street peddlers are all included in

little

travel

in the

street

reel.

Some

touches of

showing of children

at play,

The second

section

characters.

Mosques,
with the religious side of the inhabitants.
towers, domes and fountains where worshippers' mouths and
feet are washed before they enter the temple form the most
deals

shots of this section.
Burton Holmes himself
goes through the details of the preparation before entering.
The Mosque of St. Sophie, built many centuries ago and originally intended for a Christian church, is recorded from many
angles.
"Stamboul" is one of the most interesting numbers
interesting

of the

Some

— Burton

Burton Holmes

as clear or as well

series.

composed

as

While the photography is not
some of the previous numbers

dealing with the Near-East, the subject matter
interest

and the types

is full

of

human

attractive.

i

If

you're in the Film Business

it's

your

duty to know what's going on every

day

—don't
tell

wait for the other fellow to

you
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yourself
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Expect Monopoly

After State

German Film Men Sure They Will
Control Russian Trade, Both
Export and Import
The Herald yesterday published the
following cable from Berlin:
"Germany will practically monopo-

j

'

National Association

lize Russia's film export and import
business in the opinion of German

Film manufacturers

ilar statutes in

\

expected to be merely one sided.
Great interest in Russian films is beIt is frankly admiting shown here.
ted that Russian actors excel in the
psychic effects
;rharacterization
of
^rid the innermost me of tne soul, sur-

The committee
ficu'ty

ill

anticipates

no

dif-

securing the passage of the

Federal measure.

(Continued on page 4)

At Work on
(Special to

Seattle

Robbery

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle-^Police

Branham Here
.Charles G. Branham, of the departof theaters. Famous Players
iCanadian Corp., is in town for a few
:days.
He states business in the
©ominion is picking up.
Branham has arranged a contest
[in which all of the 33 theaters operjated by the company are participants.
JA number of points for cash prizes
jare credited each manager for novel
presentations, and stunts that tell at
the box office.
Ralph Ruffner, in

making plans

of Masschusetts, with a series of simeach state of the union.
The committee plans to throttle
the practice of piracy in the state
right field and in foreign markets
through the medium of these proposed state laws and would reserve the
Fedtral bill for use in the event that
some legal technicality renders the
state laws ineffective.

here are confident that Russia will be
obliged to buy films exclusively in
iGermany owing to the prohibitive
(differences in the exchange rates between rubles and dollars, pounds steriling and francs.
"However, business relations between Germany and Russia are not

j

is

supplement the National Film
Theft Bill, which was introduced last
week in the House of Representatives by Congressman Joseph Walsh
to

[

;inema interests.

Laws

Plan to Throttle Piracy With Statutes to Supplement Federal
Film Theft Bill
The Film Theft Committee of the

and

private

de-

tectives who are trying to find the
18 reels of film stolen from the local
Metro vaults, believe that this theft
is
traceable to the band of film

ment

thieves recently exposed through the
arrest of a Japanese in this city.

\

A marvelous scene
Just before a giant lion leaped at its human prey!
in episode 9 of Col. Selig's spectacular serial "THE
GODDESS," the peer of all chapter-pictures. Packed with wild-animal thrills.
Ready TODAY! State Rights.
&
FILM CO.,
Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Advt.

JUNGLE

C—

Vancouver is first; Oral Cloakley, at
Winnipeg, second, and the next highest are Clarence Robson and John
Arthur, Toronto; H. M. Thomas,
Montreal and John Hazza, Calgary.

Branham says the contest

is

IMPORT

Cock- Eyed

Denied Injunction
—

Court Refuses to Tie Up "The Light
in the Clearing"
Hayes Hunter
Sought Action
An application by T. Hayes Hunter
for an injunction restraining the W.
W. Hodkinson Corp. from releasing
the film, "The Light in the Clearing,"
has been denied by Supreme Court
Justice Whitaker.
Hunter, who is
suing the Dial Film Co. over the picture at Los Angeles, alleged that it
had been deposited in the vault of the
Robert Brunton Studios in the custody of the sheriff there, and that
was "stolen" and sent here and

it

is

about to be released.
In refusing the injunction Justice
Whitaker declar.ed that the picture

An' wants to stay so. Ben Turpin. An' to make sure. Insures his eyes. To remain cock'ed. Sam Behrendt. An' Artie
Stebbins.
Of Rube Samuels' organization. Turned th' trick.
Got a $10,000 policy. F'r a year. Costs Ben $326. But Ben
thinks it's worth it. An' that's th' queerest policy ever issued.
In this bizness.

MORE INSURANCE

Out

in

admissions.

fund
seen.

Minneapolis.

To Swedish Biograph

Is insurin' prices.
pictures. Guarantees to re-

amount due. To each purchaser.
At lower prices. In that city.

An' Behrendt insured
It's an idea.

On

Choe Lee.

th'

If th'

picture

is

ever

this, too.

Mystery stufif. 'Cause this is th' line. That Billy Wilkerson has. Over some type just like it. Bein' sent to exhibitors.
From Regal-Fischer. An' at th' bottom it reads Ask Wilkerson.
:

All right.

We'll

bite.

Whatsitallabout, Billy?

(Continued on Page 2)

Bayard Veiller
Bayard Veiller is
from Hollywood.

in
in

is

in

New

Town
New York

Champion Here

bringing

Ireal results.

(Continued on page 3)

EXPORT

Earle Arrives

Ferdinand Pinney Earle
York from Los Angeles.

L. F. Champion, Jr., president of
the Champion Film Corp. of Grand
Rapids, Alich., is in town.

May Go To|Coast
Selznick Considering Transfer of Production Headquarters to Los
Angeles Shortly
Selznick officials are considering
production headof
transfer
the
quarters to the United Studios, in
Los Angeles in the near future.
Two new productions are scheduled
to go in production this week, one
with Elaine Hammerstein, and the
Nothing
other with Owen Moore.
will be done until those two pictures
It has been reported
are completed.
for some time that Selznick production
would be centered in Los
Angeles, but with the taking over of
St.
the Talmadge plant on 48th
recently, the reports were apparently
set to rest.

THE
E3i
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Quotations
Famous

Players

..

do pref

High

Low

81?^

81^

79^

95

95

95

5^

5^

*Goldwyn

Close

Not quoted

Griflitli

UM-

13-3-^
13^
Not quoted
World
Not quoted
Quotations by Harry Content & Co

Loew's

Triangle

Magazine
(Special to

in

Brazil
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—

Rio De Janeiro Dan Lcdcrman,
Universal manager here, is pul)lishing
a magazine called Revista Universal.

McConville Here
McConville, manager of
the Universal serial department, has
returned from the coast, where he
conferred on production.

Fred

J.

Griffin

Promoted

has been ai)pointed
sales manager of the Nicholas Power
He has been technical engineer
Co.
with the company for some time.

Herbert

Griffin,

Buffalo Exhibitor Dies
Eugene Roth, manager of
Buffalo
the Eastern Star, dropped dead last

—

week.

Hammond Here With

First Picture

Lloyd Hammond, general manager
M. Films, Inc., of Detroit, is

of D.
at the

"The First
of what he says
will be a series of pictures to be made
Claridge

Woman,"

by

his

the

with

first

company.

picture are Mildred Harris
and Percy Marmont. Glenn Lyons
Three more will be made
directed.
Detroit this summer and next
in
winter the company will go South.

In

tlie

where wilderness
lead on and on
to\\-ard lost tribes

the prcmival forests

in

Martin Johnson's
"Jungle

—

—

Were brought
man named Donohue.

'Cause a

A

kinds.

reward of $500.

If

"Hippy"

returned to him. Pups.
W^ere brought in.
ties.

—

sa

American

From

Advertised.
th'

pup

From

mastiffs.

Until

th'

hotel

throw Donohue out. There's a stunt.
where th' picture is shown.
An' Harry Warner says Hippv was

in

To

— was

"Schooldays"
beagles.

Actually.

Brooklyn judge. Hearin' suit for damages. F'r breach of
promise. Woman testified. She often went to movies. With
defendant. He denied it. Judge asked woman. WHiat pictures
Woman thinks long time. Then says: "Can't
did y'u see?
remember all. Birt do remember seein' 'Broken Blossoms.'
"Appropriate

title."

Of exhibitors. At Astor. Last week. When John Flynn.
Of Famous. Lunchin' with Alfred Black. A¥ere bumped into.
By Billy Brandt. An' Lou Blumenthal. An' a discussion
started.
About rentals. An' conditions. An' problems generally.
That made it sound. As if an exhibitors' convention.
•

on.
th' result?

Oh,

most

like

F

Vrrtidenl

Women

(Special to

of those things

—

B VfARBEN. VtiePr^rnl

Albany

—

lots of

to

Convention

.

THE FILM DAILY)

Every owner or manager
picture theater in New York
received a letter in the past few days
asking the women members of his
family be brought to the convention
of

a

A

on Feb. 14,
committee of

women

committee

headed by Mrs. George

15

and

16.

special

has been named
to look after the entertainment of
visiting members of their sex.
This

W.

is

Roberts, with Mrs. Jack Leonard

and

Koma Suckno

as secretaries.
City F. I. L. M.
will travel in a unit, and has en-

The New York

Club
gaged two private

MINIATURE MEETIN'

What was

GREENE

E

Inviting

All varie-

management threatened
Worth repeatin'. Anylost.

WALTER

hotel.

th'

BROKEN BLOSSOMS

Was

CORPORATION :^

RELEASING

All last week.

into th' Astor.

to

Judge replies quietly:
An' it was.

immediate release through

for

DOGS
all

Adventures"]

Who made

Of Providence.

a deal with Paramount. Last August. An' laid down $100,000.
Cash. Yep, dollar f'r dollar. An' got all th' program everything they turned out f'r a year. Along caine "Anatole." An'
he cleaned up. Then came "The Sheik." An' since then Nathanson's been grinnin'.
But how many exhibitors have that much cash. On hand?
Ready to lav it down f'r one deal. Y'u c'n count 'em.

Of

trails

and wild beasts

CASH COUNTS

cars.

File Action for Print
(Special to

Seattle

Loss

THE FILM DAILY)

—United

Artists

have

filed

Washington .State Superior Court for $304 in payment for
a print of "The Nut," which was lost
in transportation between Tacoma and
Seattle on Jan. 12. The Puget Sound
suit

in

the

Electric Railway

is

the defendant.

resolutions.

HOW DO THEY

Sanford Productions.
Featurin'
comedies.

Wonder

if

On

GET THAT WAY?
th'

Coast.

Announce.

New Exchange
(Special to

Series of

Omaha — United
a

Charlie Aplin.
they expect. That folks won't

'Tween that name. An' th' real one.
Photo of Aplin. Shows make-up. Like
Mustache. Cane. Grin. Big feet. An' pants.

th'

Artists has opened
here, and placed
A'orzimer as manager.

new exchange

Samuel

know

at Omaha
THE FILM DAILY)

difif'-

9091

rence.

th'

real

Charlie.

Phones — Beekman i

ROLL OF HONOR STUFF

Goes to Ed Levine. Olympic theater. Portsmouth, Va.
Who sent Independent Film Corp. Of Philadelphia. Fifty
bucks.
In addition to what he had paid.
F'r "Why Girls
Leave Home." Sayin' he hadn't paid enuff. Originally.
Golly! But that's unusual. These days.
He got th' check back. They told him to give it. To

Which he

charity.

Lyman Howe's

single reeler.
Educational distributin'.
an unusual handlin'. Of backgrounds. To
make y'u think it came from th' other side. Not that w^e don't
do things clever over here. But this stuff has a smack of th'
foreign on it. An' it's mighty good entertainment. Better have
Enufif clever stuff

a looksee.
Studio.

SERVICB

All th'

Moguls

INSURANCE
EXPERTS
To

CLASS
Fox

lEAL,

9093
9094

did.

DISTORTIONS
In

(r^d<u:4xtlcmxii (MctiiAj^

known

next Fall.

sure did with Nathanson.

It

Rue

144

Montmartre.
Central

To

1879.

free)

Greater New
months, $5.00;
of

Address

—

long wav.

strangest romance

in the

ever

First tAVo of th' year.
Worst in history of Ijizness. Rentals.
As well as contracts. From th' distributin' side. An'
worse still. From th' exhibition side. Altho' here an' there
reports from all over th' country. Show a bit of improvement.
Big concerns talkin'. Of further retrenchment. Some heads
'II
be lopped. An' some more salaries reduced. 'Cause it's a
long-,

I

192^

23,

FASCINATION

1)

TWO TUFF WEEKS

csunawrUul^
XIX

Monday, January

Cock-Eyed

^^Wfk^

of FILMPOM

Vol.
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2

present.

(Continued on page 3)

With Will Hays.

the Theatrical and

Motion Picture Industry
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Cock-Eyed

Denied Injunction
(Continued from page

(Continued from page 2)

photoygraphed. All t'gether. News cameramen
Lots of 'em. But no. This was too important an
ihand.
To let a news cameraman boss th' job. So they called
Mit.
to be

liitin"

In
Steger.
Director General. Of Fox Production.
An' Julius fussed with 'em. Directin". ^^'hile th'
East.
«% shooters. Bit their finger nails off. 'Cause it took so long.
fulius

'

b

TROUBLE

TH'

According to "Moe" Finklestein. Who.
L H. Ruben. Is here f'r First National
Vth his pardner.
ML says an he oughtta know that nearly all th'
i:;tin'.
Everywhere. Comes from there bein' too many seats.
ible.
An' he points out that where a big house opens,
th' town.
to bits.
In t' other houses. An' there's
bizness
t^hoots th'
he
sez.
what
){ in
'Course v'u can close some of 'em up. But then what?
overseatin".

Is

—

—

to the plaintiff if the injunction is
refused.
The affidavits show that if
distribution is restrained much of the
value of the film, if not its entire
value, will be destroyed, the court
said.

:

THAT LLOYD DEAL
Sure upset some plans. Of First National.
To guarantee Harold. An awful
;:lerstand they were ready.
Of do-re-mei. But JNI. Papa Brunet stepped in. An'
Ink.
Them ideas. So Harold. An' Hal (Roach) '11 play.
i

With Pathe.

Awhile longer.
That man Brunet operates. Just like that. All th' time.
But when he gets movin'. Well th'
iytx in th' limelight.
';valier's.
Of old. In sunny France. Have nothin' on him.
"|"ough

Pathe.

—

i

THAT MAN HOY

Who's gonna arrange

CB.

th'

Hoy

system.

Throughout

country.

Will be cured.
Hoy's one of those quiet fellers. Wlio live in th' shadow.
keep in th' background. Ain't many that know. He's been

jiueni.

L

rkin' this arbitration
Started in Chi.
(TS.

In pictures.

stuff.

Back

in

1914.

Sada Cowan Going to Paris
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Sada Cowan is leaving next week for New York via
Panama, and from there to Paris
where she is to make her home.

—

(Special to

ABOUT
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
FAST WORKERS
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

—

Mass. Fire starting
tenement overhead gutted Black's
causing a

i'rincess,

thousand

loss

of

Clemmer Now

(Special to

Albany
Called Columbia

THE FILM DAILY)

—-The

Seattleas

known

Exchange Building

several

dollars.

Clemmer
The Columbia.

is

now

for

Albany

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Lakes

Great

nearly eight
Pathe.
Got
Prior to that he'd been
F'r

Hodup.

Unin'

New

t

How

{offices
I

Chicago

in

;

Frisco an' Atlanta.

here.

BLOOEY,

In addition to

th'

WENT VACATION

Meanin'. Th' openin'
decided
He
to vacation. In
Orphans of the Storm."
[iitucky.
Then came w^ord. That prohibition was really so.
)vn in th' hills.
An' a college president wrote. That th'
mtaineers.
Had gotten some education. An' feuds had
iippeared. All of which.
Made D. W. say:
"It wouldn't be a Kentucky vacation if I couldn't hear a man
his whisky tell the story of the feuds.
It may not have
fn the most desirable, but it was always tremendous drama."

Subscribe to

Where

FILAI

After D.

W.

Got

th"

baby

to bed.

I

I'll!

So.
Instead. "Griff" is tourin' th'
h picture is openin'.

WHAT NALPAS

About "Foolish Wives."

"

like this.
lo.

And
And

THE

the atmosphere.

Regrets.

DAILY—313

Including Weekly Reviews

compliment.

1921 Year

To Von

In the square. And the
perfect,"
savs Nalpas.
"It ees

AM DONE

To Lawrence Kane. Son of A. S. Who was not
th' bag o' ducks.
He shot down Carolina way.

With

^hur Junior. T'other chip.
Of the old block. Who is a
&ior at Yale.
Was mentioned by mistake. Anyway. It's all
ihe same family.
DANNY.

Film Daily

for one

year, starting immediately, to include

Name

.,

Theatre

Address

_
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Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

to the little plants.

JUSTICE

rlited.

real

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter

SAID

Monte Carlo sets. An' such,
supervised.
Nalpas produces in Nice. Which is near Monte
Nalpas says Von's sets. Are perfect. In every

Even down
yes.

A

Middle West.

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Who

'tjheim.
t,

THE FILM DAILY Now

Here.

f

Film

Corp., which was granted a charter
by the Secretary of State last week,
will establish offices here where the
new concern will erect a building to
be devoted to the use of exchanges.

Know What's Going On

In picture difficulties.
interested.
F'r th' Dental association.
An'
credit organizations.
tfplumbers. Successfully. An' when he got goin' in pictures.
York. By invitation. An'
\thin two years he Avas in
An' now th' bud
jfn here
since.
Closin' his other offices.
joloomin.'
An' his work becomes national. In scope. It'll
There'll
tr watchin.'
'Specially to see.
it works out.
ii

RADIOS
ALL BUSY ASKING

House Damaged
THE FILM DAILY)

Brattleboro,
in a

Says:

TELEGRAMS
TELEPHONES

Brattleboro

(Special to

Been a long time gettin'
Startin' immediately.
% goin'. An' local distributors. An' exhibitors. Say if he can
ifect th' system.
As well as it operates here. All over,
An' one of th' greatest difficulties
'it all will be hunky dory.
b

MADGE EVANS

1)

was not "stolen" by the Hodkinson
corporation or anyone else.
The
court said that if Hunter fails in his
suit against Dial Film at Los Angeles,
serious damage would be caused to
the Hodkinson Corp.
If the injunction were granted, the injury to the
defendant would be greater than that

— Foreign,

pages

$15

THE

5^^

DAILY

Agreement Ends

Buffalo
(Special to

—

(Continued from page 1)
Buffalo The arrangement under
which the Shea Amusement Co. and passing German film actors in this
the Elmwood Theater Co. have been respect. Several German made films
operating the Ehnwood, has termin- with Russian subjects, some of which
were acted by an entirely Russian
ated.
It is understood that Elmwood
patrons did not like the new arrange- cast, had great success in Berlin.
"It is expected that films imported
ment which called for first run features
shown simultaneously with directly from Russia will be favorably
received by the German public. BerShea's Hippodrome and North Park,
two changes a week and elimination lin film interests also expect a good
business from the exportation of Rusof the extensive Elmwood mailing
list.
There were also complaints that sian films to other European countries and to America."
with three houses showing the same
production, folks had no place to go.
On Dec. 24th, this publication, in
The Elmwood will now go to three
a
special
dispatch
from
Berlin,
changes a week and will restore its
mailing list. Bruce Fowler will con- stated that a commission of Russians
was expected to make its appearance
tinue as manager.

Berlin shortly to confer with important German film men on the
best method of resuscitating trade in
Russia through private exploitation.
Previous to that, announcement was
made by the Russian Soviet authorities that private capital would be encouraged in order to revive trade in
in

C, Houses Sold
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbia, S. C. The Ideal and
Broadway were sold at auction to the
Columbia,

S.

—

Theaters Co., to satisfy a
mortgage given by Palmetto Enterprises to the Capitol company.
Both general.
theaters will be reopened.
Capitol

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

West Haven, Conn. The United
Theaters Corp., a new corporation
formed with

a capital of $50,000, will

build a theater at Campbell Ave. and
Blohm St. E. E. Carll, D. K. Cofrancis,
and C. E. Spreyer are
directors.

Herbel a Division Manager
Denver^ H. M. Herbel has been

—

appointed division manager in charge
of Denver, Salt Lake, Spokane and
Butte exchanges for Universal with
For the
headquarters in Denver.
past three months he was manager
in Seattle, and prior to that time
division

manager

of

the

same com-

(Special to

Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)

—^The

^

Superior

Washington

State

Court has handed down a

(Special to

Name

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo—The F. I.
has changed its name
Film Board of Trade.

L. M. Club
to the Buffalo
An investigaproposition is

tion of the free show
being made by a committee composed
of W. A. V. Mack and Clayton P.
Sheehan. It is probable that all free
film will be discontinued to churches,
schools and other institutions as
many complaints have been made that
such free shows conflict with regular
theatrical accounts.

Additions in Kansas City
(Special to

Kansas

THE FILM DAILY)

City

— L.

J.

McCarthy,

formerly with First National in Iowa
and Nebraska, has joined the local
staff.
H. G. Gill will handle exploitation.

numbered theater

—

Kansas
in

"Tol'able David."

—

Kansas City

City—Jack Roth,

of

the committee of one w
has in charge plans for a film ba
Isis,

is

Brooklyn Strand Norma Talmadge
in "Love's Redemption."
ON;_TH
Cameo "Flower of the North."
Capitol "The Grim Comedian."
Central "Foolish Wives."
The New York Organization of
Criterion "Red Hot Romance."
Loew's New York Today "Miss of the best known film produc
with four years experience in succ
Lulu Bett."
Tuesday "Our Mutual Friend," fully handling all kinds of mo

—
—
—
—

REPRESENTATI

REPRESENTS^

—

—

—

"Good Night, Paul."
Wednesday May McAvoy

—
"A
Virginia Courtship."
Thursday — Charles Ray
"R.
V. P."
Friday — Tom Mix
"Sky High."
—
Saturday "A Certain Rich Man."
—
Lyric "Turn to the Right."
—
Rialto "Saturday Night."
—
Rivoli "Saturday Night."
Strand — George Arliss
"The Ruling
Passion."
Apollo— "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway — Hobart Bosworth
"White Hands."
Brooklyn Strand— George Arliss
"The Ruling Passion."
Cameo— "Flower of the North."
in

in

S.

in

is now prepared to offei
unexcelled facilities for supervi
the distribution and exploiting
productions of producers who 1

pictures,

no New York representation,
whose present representation, is
adequate.

W— 18-

For interview Write
Film Daily

in

in

tickets,

—
—
—
—

—

WHAT |DOE
AL

IT

MFA>

their business through a critical period.
city authorities objected

When

mediately.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
HIGH CLASS PRODUCERS
own the picture rights to one of the most
powerful and
books
a decade— Hun-

Opera in Film Theaters
Andreas Dippel, for years connected with the Metropolitan and Chicago
Opera Companies, is quoted in the

of

virile

of

thousands

have been printed and

of

sold:

HELD
TO ANSWER
famous
Author
the

Eve.

Sat.

Motion

Post

PETER CLARK MACFARLANE

Picture Film
For All Purposes

W.

Also

The widely read novel

302 E. 33d

MORAT

J.

Vanderbilt 736

St.

in

Lakewood'sl.Largest and Foremost Hotel

The

lAHWOOD

LAKE WOOD,
$35.00

Springfield,
(Special to

111.,

Theaters Worried

THE FILM DAILY)

—

111.
Springfield,
Exhibitors here
are
evincing considerable concern
over the patronage the churches are
drawing on Sunday with film shows.
Some afternoon performances for
children have been given by the
churches to care for the crowds. No
admissions are charged.

"Skin Deep" Ince's Next

Los

Clipi

GRAY DUSK

By OCTAVUS ROY COHEN
connection with a plan to
Author of The Crimson Alibi, etc.
present opera in the picture theaters. A remarkable
detective story by a famous
He intends dividing the country into
author
five circuits, and in five years esti- Will Sell on Terms to Meet Your Convenience
mates he will cover the country. He
ROBERT LEVY
126 W. 46th St., N. Y. C.
Tel. Bryant 4200
is quoted as saying he has guarantees
from leading picture theaters for their
use once or twice a month.

Times

ENLARGEMENTS

I

dreds

By

(Special to

The Child oFthe Bear

—

"Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway- Richard Barthelmess

Apollo

in

19:

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Capitol— "The Silent Call."
Central— "Foolish Wives."
which entitle holders to a chance on Criterion "Red Hot Romance."
a I'.rize, may not be sold.
The ruling Lyric "Turn to the Right."
IS the result of action taken by the
Rialto Not yet determined.
Northwest Producers' Association to Rivoli Not yet determined.
force authorities of the city of Seattle Strand
Wesley Barry in "School
to permit motion picture theaters to
Days.''
sell numbered tickets which entitled
the holders of the lucky numbers to
Myron Selznick has signed a conprizes of grocery supplies, which
tract with Evelyn Laye, a London
were donated by the Association.
Last summer the neighborhood actress, and made arrangements to
houses
advertised
"Country star her in a well known play in this
the
Grocery" night, and thereby pulled country.
ruling that

one exhibitor got out an injunction,
pany in Canada.
the producers' association started
He is succeeded in Seattle by L. J. and
court action, but the organization of
Schlaifer, a former state right opneighborhood managers agreed that it
erator, and more recently short subwas better policy not to oppose city
ject sales manager for Universal.
officials and gave up the practice imBuffalo Club Changes

Plan Ball

23,

in

Can't Sell Tickets for Prizes

Plan House for West Haven

On Broadway

Expect Monopoly

THE FILM DAILY)

Monday, January

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles — "Skin

Deep," with
Vidor and Milton Sills in
featured roles, is Thomas H. Ince's
Florence

next First National release.

MR.

S. L.

ROTHAFEL

HAVE. YOU SEEN

$6.00
Special

i

NOTE

NEW JERSE'

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

\

"PERSECUTION"
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

Inducements

to

Parties,

Clubs

an

Wonderful Food. Ficj
Dancing Nightly in Ball
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Feai
room.
Athletic and Social Directors
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGE

WILKERSON
Bryanl

0570

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood SO
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 794

7Ao brAdstreet

j^^recocmized

o/ FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERi:ir

XIX

Vol.

Tuesday, January

No. 23

Imports

24,

1922

Price 5 Cent*

Jump

Opposed

Exporting

in

The National Association

yester-

day received export and import figures from the Bureau of Foreign and

the recently-made agreement between Will H. Hays and a number of

important distributors in the industry.
This statement was made at the
company's executive offices yesterday
and when asked on what grounds the
company based its attitude, a representative of this publication was given
a lengthy statement issued by W. W.
Hodkinson a few days ago when he
arrived in Los Angeles.
The statement discusses three groups of in-

of 4,847,559 ft. over 1919.
Film exports for the year, however,

increase

show

a decrease of 12,358,915 ft. unImports of negative were
der 1919.
2,364,013 ft. in excess of 1919.

The

total value of film, both negapositive, imported last year
was $1,419,213 as compared to $499,673 in 1919 and $933,016 in 1920. The
total value of exported film in 1921

and

was

For purposes

$6,513,567.

of

terests in the industry, and classes
group one as follows:
"Group one consists of the massproducers still clinging fatuously to
the factory system and inclined to call

com-

parison it is interesting to note that
the value of the total film exports in
(Continued on page 4)

Books "Four Horsemen"
"The Four
Horsemen," beginning Feb. S. The
picture will probably play two weeks.
Capitol has booked

Goldwyn Meeting in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago The annual mid-winter
sales convention of Goldwyn opened

J/^^
r

—

i

the Congress yesterday and will
run through to Thursday.
at

"Thrills that will knock them out of their seats," says Ferri in the World.
highly lucrative booking attraction," says Exhibitors Herald.
Her;
Read'
the splendid reviews on Selig's sensational serial
GODDESS." The biggest independent attraction for 1922.
& IMCO.. Inc., 729 7th Ave N. Y.
Advt.

"A

"THE JUNGLE

Washington
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Harry M. Crandall,
Expect 1,000

in

—

Brylawski and Sidney Lust conferred with A. J. Moeller. general
manager of the M. P. T. O. yesterday on plans for the annual convenJ.

tion

May

Fully 1,000 exhibitors

2-12.

and delegates are expected.
lard

in

will,

all

The Wil-

likelihood,

be

the

meeting place.

New

Ibanez Story for Ingram

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

PORT FILM

local

Haven't Resigned
So Says William A. Brady of Nat'l
Ass'n Post — Knows Nothing
of New Organizaticn
William A. Brady, president of the

National Association, stated yesterday
morning he had not tendered his resignation as head of that organization.

newspaper

certain to go to Europe to make a
picture, but that the story is not definite as yet
He may make "Rupert of
Hentzau" as a sequel to "The Pris.

oner of Zenda."

At Metro it was stated that there
was no truth to the report. Coast
dispatches have credited Ingram with
contemplating a number of producamong them "Ivanhoe," "Ben
Hur," "Black Orchids,"
and
now
"Rupert of Hentzau" and the Ibanez

tions,

story.

EXPORT

C—

,

Big Deal Closed

Mr. Brady's retirement from the
N.
A. M. P. I. is naturally looked
state that Blasco Ibanez is writing a
special story for Rex Ingram.
The for since the signing of the contract
same article states that Ingram is with Will H.
Hays automatically

Los Angeles

an outsider, a member of the
President's cabinet, at a salary of
This is a big
$150,000 per year.
salary, and yet us see what it is for.
There could be no other motive underlying such a move than a desire to
perpetuate an uneconomic and otherwise unsound system of producerdistribution.
It is in the nature of a
final stand to keep the industry so
saturated with inferior product and
so over-sold through some 15 distributing organizations that the meritorious production is left to make its
way as best it can."
in

Capitol

The

HaysJ

to

Domestic Commerce for the last three
months of the year.
Imports of positive film show an

tive

To

Hodkinson Corp. Not Party to Agreement Between Postmaster General and Distributors
The W. W. Hodkinson Corp., it
was learned yesterday, is not a party

Gov't Figures Indicate Greater Importations and Less Activity

place him at the head of the proposed producer-distributor organization.
Brady was also asked whether
or not there was any truth to the
published report that he would be
asked, to head a new organization of
independents modeled along National
Association lines. He replied he had
not heard a thing about it.
"I have not resigned from the National Association," he said, "although
in the past six years I have often
made my desire known to do so."

Loew Buys Paramount Output

Invite Bernhardt
THE FILM DAILY)
Le?ding Figures Cable Her To Visit
(Special to

America and Participate

in

An-

niversary of Feature Pictures
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

for

Five Months 31 Pictures
Involved
understood an important
It
is
local booking deal has been closed
between the Loew Enterprises and

Famous Plaiyers whereby the metnumber of stars, ropolitan chain of Loew theaters will
OS Angeles
directors and authors sent a cable- play 70% of the Paramount output
!;ram Sunday night to Sarah Bern- from March to August 1.
lardt in Paris, inviting her to come
About 31 pictures are included in
to America as their guest of honor in the transaction and with each picture
a nation-wide celebration of the 10th playing close on to 100 days, somenrniversary of the first big picture thing like 3,000 days are covered. The
featuring a stage star.
remainder of the Paramount output
I.

—A

The cablegram, which was addressed to the actress at the Sarah Bern1-ardt Theater, Paris, follows:
.

"\\^e, as representatives of American motion picture art, invite you to
visit .A.merica to be honor guest in
nation-wide celebration of 10th anThis
niversary of feature picture.
invitation is in recognition of fact

Pollard Again Signs
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Harry ("Snub")
signed a long term conyou have been Pollard has
with Hal E. Roach. He will be
lend your genius tract

that you were
greatest artist to
to establish motion pictures
(Continued on Page 2)
first

for the five months period will probably go to U. B. O. Keith time and
Loew have for some time past been
dividing the pictures.

Los

Angeles

as

as

art.

starred

in

two-reelers

in

the

near

future.

i

I
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Quotations

Famous

Players

do pref

Goldwyn

.

.

80j^
95
5)4

78^
95

795^
95

Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle

uyi

5j/2

\iy%

—

Manager

Charles

R.

of The Queen, landed A.
Harris & Co.'s window when "Enchantment" played in the Southwest
metropolis.
The big department store has made
a specialty of descriptive cards of the
gowns displayed and in this tieup, the
Mitchell,

Not quoted

Griffith

Dallas

uy^

Not quoted
World
Not quoted
Quotations by Harry Content & Co

In the Courts

'Queen Elizabeth,' first feature
picture, gave this new art impetus
which has carried it to its position
as most important entertainment of
world.
Your appearance in 'Queen
Elizabeth' was inspiration to motion
pictures as your appearance on speakmg stage always been inspiration to
drama."
The invitation was signed by the
following:
William deMille, chairman; Rex Ingram, Wallace Reid,
Mary Pickford, Gloria Swanson,
Anita Stewart, George Melford, Douging

up.

Wayne,

presents

Your example

honu a brother exhibitor put his shoiu over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fellonv knoiv hoiv you cleaned

a town of less
than 2,000, but an aptly applied exploitation stunt brought in more than
3,000 paid admissions to the Crystal
during the recent run of "Over the
In one of the windows of the
Hill."
largest store in town was erected
a display which attracted attention of
$15.00.
It consisted of cutall who passed.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM outs made from a three-sheet and
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, pasted on stiff board. Printed cards
N. Y.
were placed in the windows of all
'Phone:
Vanderbilt 45S1-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California.
the shops on the main street of
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 HollyWayne, which read. "Over the Hill
wood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
HILL,' at the
London Representative W. A. Williamson, to see 'OVER
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, Crystal."
London, W. C. 2.
Then the management tied up with
Paris
Representative Le Film,
144
Rue
a local dairy concern and subsequently
Montmartre.
three in all were
Central European Representative Interna- the milk wagons
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- decorated with "Over the Hill" anvakia), Wenzelsplatz.
nouncements. The wagons traveled
town and into
entire
over
the
adjacent communities, thus fertilizing the prospective patron field for
High Low Close many miles around Wayne.

Joseph

24, 1922

Invite Bernhardt

is

WID'S FILMS

INC.

Over

Tuesday, January

Martin Johnson's
"Jungle Adventures"
THE CAST
The Adventurer
Martin Johnson
The Heroine of a 1000 Thrills,
Osa Johnson
The Elusive One
Orang-Outang
The Lazy One
Cuss-Cuss
The One Who Laughs
Teddy
The Flighty Ones
Heron-Crane
The Wicked One
Crocodile
Giants of the Jungle

MacLean,

Clayton

Themselves

And

the Lost Tribe, supported by
denizens of the Wilderness in their
native haunts.

Fairbanks, Agnes Ayres, Guy
Bates Post, William S. Hart, Penrhyn Stanlaws, Maurice Tourneur,
Elinor Glyn. Betty Compson, Norma
Talmadge. Dorothy Dalton, William
D.
Taylor,
Constanme Talmadge.
Jack Holt, Theodore Kosloff, Douglas

las

I

for immediate release through

Itm crican

Hamilton,

RELEASING

Mary Miles Minter, Clara Beranger,

WALTER

Bebe Daniels, Buster Keaton, May
McAvoy, Constance Binney, Pauline
Frederick, Theodore Roberts, John
M. Staiil, Tiiomas Meighan, Charles

GREENa

E.

CORPORATION

Tmw/^,

-

WARREN.

Ihrt FyrndrmI

Stevenson Heads Penn. Unit

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Philadelphia Harry Stevenson of
Chaplin, Rodolf Valentino, Richard
Fay's Theater has been elected presWalton Tully and June Mathis.
ident of the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
"Queen Elizabeth" was produced Pennsylvania. Other officers are H.
J. Schad, of Reading, first vice-presiin 1912 by Adolph Zukor.
dent; Charles Rapoport, Ideal Theater,
second vice-president; A. J.
Expected Here for Trial
Fisher, treasurer, and George P. AarMary Pickford and Douglas Fair- ons, secretary.
banks are expected in New York in
the near future in connection with the

Wilkenning

cjse.

MR. BEN MOSS

From

the coast comes the word
valuable space was given to this mes- that neither one will start new pictures until that portion of the litigasage:
tion that requires Miss
Pickford's
This Evening Gown Was

HAVE YOU SEEN

presence in New York is disposed of.
Worn By Marion Davies
In Saturday's issue, it was stated
in Enchantment, 3rd Floor.
that the Appellate Division of the
May McAvoy in Rail Wreck
The gown really was a direct copy
adapted from
Supreme Court had reversed an order of one of Miss Davies' costumes, and
A dispatch from Los Angeles yesof the lower court vacating a judg- was made from A. Harris' dress-mak- terday stated
that a telegram was
THE
OF ESTHER
ment for $6,727 by default obtained ing department with the Paramount received there Saturday from May
by the Ritchey Lithographing Co. stills for the pattern.
McAvoy, in which she said that she
against Robertson-Cole Distributing
and her mother had been in a railCorp. As a matter of fact, the reverse
Philadelphia
Two neighborliood road wreck on the Santa Fe near
of the situation occurred.
Justice play-houses made use of the gossiping Trinidad.
Col.
A broken rail caused
Laughlin affirmed the order of the proclivities of women in their teaser the ditching of five
Bryant 0570
cars.
Miss Mc
lower court with $10 costs and dis- rsmpaigns for "The Little Minister." Avoy and her
mother, who were on
bursements. In his opinion, he said: Throwaways were gotten out in their
way to New York, were un"It follows that the court properly scrint which read:
injured.
granted the motion to vacate the
Dear Mary:
judgment and the order should, there"We're going to Benn's Orient
Will Work in Hollywood
Outright
purchase preferred.
fore, be affirmed with $10 costs and for the Sherwood Theater) Thursdav
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Percentage proposition possible.
disbursements."
night.
I
don't know what it's all
Los Angeles George Fitzmaurice,
Quick action either way.
about, except that they're poing to who has been producing for ParaNational Exchanges, Inc.
show the surprise picture of the year. mount in Europe, and John S. Rob398 Fifth Avenue
A default judgment for $2,031 has Meet us there, Surel' "
ertson will work at the Wilshire
Fitz Roy 0865
New York, N. Y.
been filed in the City Court by AlexBILL. Paramount studio, formerly the Realander Wasiloff against Mathilde Von
These were mimeographed on small art studio.
Herrlich of 257 W. 86th St.
The note paper and were thrown on the
plaintiff alleged that prior to Sept. 15 street
slightly
crumpled with the
Discuss Washington Situation
last he had invented a machine to be readiner matter face-up.
To all apThe purchasing agents of the imused in the production of motion pic- pearances they were pen-written mesportant distributing companies met
I own the picture rights to one of the most
tures, for which he had a patent ap- sages.
Few people passed up the yesterday at the National Associa- powerful
and virile books of a decade Hunplication pending, and that the de- opportunity to pry into a little pertion to discuss the situation in the dreds of thousands have been printed and
fendant bought it for $2,500 and owed sonal correspondence.
District of Columbia regarding film sold:
him the sum sued for.
As soon as thev began comparing containers.
notes there were laughs galore. The
By the famous Sat. Eve. Post Author
The Film Theft Committee meets
PETER CLARK MACFARLANE
stunts costs nothing, but the ma- today and tomorrow
the attorneys
Also
terials and
the distribution.
Both of the distributing organizations will
The widely read novel
The Orient and The Sherwood were meet to again go over details of the
C^LtccLtlan^d
equipped
with
mimeograph
ap- Hoy credit idea.

"Persecution
BOOK

—

WILKERSON

PRODUCTIONS WANTED!
•

—

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR
HIGH CLASS PRODUCERS
—

HELD TO ANSWER

(PtcLi^

-THE SPICirOFTHD PROGRAM"

GRAY DUSK

paratus, and their messenger boys
did the scattering: act.
The Orient
i*;
part of the Benn chain and the
Sherwood is an independent house.
Both took the stunt from Eli M.
Orowitz, Paramount exploiteer.

By

Wrav

to

Make "Finding Home"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

J.os Angeles John Griffith Wray
next direct "Finding Home,"
Thomas luce's next feature.
will

OCTAVUS ROY COHEN

Author

of

The Crimson

Alibi,

etc.

A

remarkable detective story by a famous
author
Will Sell on Terms to Meet Your Convenience
126

W.

ROBERT LEVY
46th

St.,

N. Y. C.

Tel.

Bryant 4200

1

THE

Some

Roxy On Music
—

Why

Rothafel ("Roxy") who, by
considered the "daddy" of
tjreseiit day presentation of picentering the discussion of music
pictures, or pictures vs. music,
after agreeing that
.'this to say,
picture is the thing":
lie music, in my opinion, should
lore tlian merely accompany the
re.
Its function is to interpret
action and character of the picto lift it up and carry it over
It
;iat dimensions of the screen.
e interpretative music that supthe body and foundation of the
rntation.
The music should not
If
ide itself on the spectator.
L.

i

1,-.

-

is

.

I

1

:

r

t

i

interpretative in the full sense,

Introducing Rodolf Valentino
De Mille Expected in February
Henceforth it is to be Rodolf ValCecil de Mille will arrive in New
entino, instead of "Rudolph." Valen- York from abroad shortly after Feb.
" 'How do you account,' I asked tino
informed Paramount that the
He is expected to go direct to
1st.
him, 'for superiority of your effects?' original spelling of his name is with
work on "ManHollywood
to
the
"o"
and
"f,"
that
it
and
he
uses
" 'The average German
film,'
he
in all business transactions.
slaughter."
said, 'is not very good.
I haven't
seen enough average American films
But most
to institute a comparison.
of Lubitsch's Ideas

Ludwig Lewishon,

Interpretative Compositions
Real Help to Pictures And
Tells

;ares

jje^

DAILY

uesday, January 24, 1922

it

Ibecome so integral a part of the
that the lines of confluence
Ibe hardly distinguishable.
'Ve have tried to carrj^ out this
iiple in the shorter films as well
1
our regular features.
(short films we have treated in
;,re

Among

manner recently were two scenes
tied, "Dawn" and "Twilight," the
ic of which was purely interprete.
The titles were eliminated alentirely from the picture, and
c:
I'the
message of natural beauty
3 as eloquent as
the most impasi

The

Nation,
quotes Ernst Lubitsch as follows:

German

films,

like,

in

I

suppose, most

films everywhere, are what we call
But
pinchbeck, shoddy.
'Kitsch'
there are a few directors in Germany
who have a vision of an art and try
I
have, for
to realize that vision.
instance,
just
completed a great
Egyptian film which I hope to place
America.
Before we went to
in
art
Egypt I had conferences with
directors and they, in turn, held conferences with their staffs. The members of these staffs were sent to the
archaeological museums to get our designs for costumes, weapons, ornaments, utensils.
But these gentlemen were not, and were not supposed
mere copyists of museum
to
be,
pieces.
They were asked to bring
us drawings that were to make the
relics vital once more and also to see

EXPLOITATION MEN

AND SHOWMEN

my

them through the modern eye and
soul.

'As in every art, so in this new and
problematic art of the motion picture
there must be balance, there must be
harmony. Many promising films are
ruined by an undue preponderance of
3;d lines of a poet."
one of their several elements the
author is sacrificed to the painter or
iiichuler in Russia for "Watty"
the pictorial to the dramatic.
KSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
" 'You observe that I am not, in any
iiicago
Dr. A. Altschuler, of
rigid sense, a realist or naturalist.
•icow, has been appointed repreBut I am not an expressionist either.
ilitive in Russia of the Rothacker
Mfg. Co., of Chicago and I can illustrate my point from the
I am willing to -be a symbolciacker-Aller Laboratories, of Los drama.
I
love the
ist
with Hofmansthal.
files.
suggestive rather than the cluttered.
I
went to see your 'Music Box ReSalesmen Plan Dinner-Dance
vue' here the other day and found a
le
Motion
Picture
Salesmen,
Spanish environment and atmosphere
will give a theater party, dinprojected by a few simple but exand dance on Feb. 4 at which
That
quisite things-^a shawl, a fan.
iiiew officers will be installed.
Alis a charming use of the symbolical,
Reinloeb of Metro is the new
"
the suggestive.'
lident; L. Lawrence Baren, Pio-

What is the
If

Best Stunt You'd Use

You Were Lucky Enough

to

Be Handhng the Film Sensation

U

THE BOOTLEGGERS

"

—

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION

—

l|

I

;

;

first

;,

!n,

vice-president;
Mathias
Bros., second vice-

Southern Theater Changes

Warner

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Richard Gledhill, Famous
Englewood, Tenn. Jess Zimmerers, recording secretary;
E. C.
uvinkle,
Metro, financial secre- man, manager of the Princess, has
and Louis Weinberg, Selznick, leased a large building on Main St.
and will convert it into a theater this
fburer.
'ident;

—

I

I

i

hington in the interest of "The
ing Passion," the new George
i)S production.

''

(Special to

Angeles

iting

— Paul

Leah Baird

in

Scardon

'Child oFthe

where you will, splice with Eastman Film
Cement and for all practical purposes the reel's

original resistance to strain

—

The Mecca is
Crossville, Tenn.
the management of C. P.

is

restored.

both

The

"When The

splice

projection
is

secure

against break or buckle.

now under

and

Eastman-made

Harrison.

Eastman-tested

presence of this seal on the container

—

as

the

testifies:

F. I. McCarty
Charleston, Tenn.
of the Majestic has installed new and
complete equipment in his projection

Louelen, Tenn. The Lyric has
been remodeled and will open under
the

management

of A.

M. Blount, the

owner.
Bluff City, Tenn.

—The

new Lyons

nearly completed and will open
be
will
Universal pictures
soon.

Eastman Film Cement
successfully with either

is

the only cement that

Regular

or

Safety

is

shown.

Johnson

City,

Tenn.

—The

new

Ri-

nearing completion.
It is owned and will be operated by
The
A. D. Dixon, colored dentist.

alto

Bear

in

—

is

Pays." her second picture for
-',)ciated
Exhibitors, Inc.

'<il

/^UT

room.

Leah Baird
THE FILM DAILY)

Icardon Directing
5S

EASTMAN
FILM CEMENT
and re-wind

spring.

Adler Back From Trip
rt Adler has returned from a
which took him as far north as
eland. Me., and as far south as

^I^ady-

(colored)

building

is

is

brick and cost $18,000.

obtained in

i

ounce and

1

6 ounce

bottles,

film.

may
It

be used
be

may

and gallon containers.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department

Rochester,

N. Y.

yy

I

THE

DAILY
eSt!k
Newspaper Opinions
"Red Hot Romance"— 1st

Nat'l

Criterion
Emerson and Anita Loos

TIMES—John

must be credited with a noble purpose in
"Red Hot Romance," which opened at the
They have attempted
Criterion yesterday.
Something's
burlesque the movies. * *
Whether it is
matter with the picture.
the acting or the pictorial treatment of

to

the
in

the story, or the fact that its incidents follow
too closely or do not follow closely enough,
the corresponding incidents of typical movies
that take themselves seriously is a question.
Whatever the cause, "Red Hot Romance"
lacks the comic spirit.
It is probable that cerN. Y.
tain audiences, or certain parts of certain
will
find
much
at which to laugh
audiences,
in this new filtn. * * * It is as much of a
curiosity as to classification as the famous
Our
Mr. "What Is It?" of the circus.
guess is that it was made for the purpose
Photogsatire.
play,
Type
of
of novelty.
Plot, deDirection, good.
raphy, excellent.

WORLD—

Value, 90 per cent.

lightful.

HERALD—The

result is a worthwhile saton the typical "mythical kingdom" movie,
particularly the kind which they wrote themselves in the past for Douglas Fairbanks.
ire

JOURNAL— "Red

Hot Romance,"

a lively

*

*

*

satire.

SUN —

There are some crude spots in the
picture, but one really funny conception of
the subway in rush hours.

WORLD— "Red

EV^ENING
mance"

Hot

Ro-

"cost a million" and, strange

didn't

may seem, no one connected with it
it
cost anywhere near that much
money to produce. No, indeed, "R. H. R."
is

it

claims

didn't

cost

some

films

worth

it's

million,

making

this

the right place, too).

in

is

but compared with
expenditure claim,
$10,000,000.00 (and the decimal
the

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

abounds

in

amusing,

laugh-creating situations.

GLOBE — It
Loos,

was

to satire.

MAIL— It
idea

its

and
an

is
a well-conceived story
excellent, being intended as

is

uncompromising burlesque.

*

•

There

is

a

lack of spontaneity in so far as the burlesque
idea is concerned, and the atmosphere of
high comedy is not maintained as it was

hoped

it

would

This condition has been

be.

offset,
however, by the excellent manner
in which the picture was produced, and when
it
lags in jocularity it is decidedly interest-

ing as

to

actual

ts

events.

"The Ruling Passion"—Unit.
TIME.S

— "The

Art.

Ruling Passion" is a pleasant comedy. * * * Like all finished actors,
By what he
Mr. Arliss is a pantomimist.
does and the way he does it you know what
he is feeling, often what he is thinking, and
always wiiat kind of character he is. * * *
It's a human story, and humanely done by

Mr.

Arliss.

But why

ing Passion?"
the picture.

N.
*

*

Y.
*

is

is it called "The RulThere's nothing passionate in

WORLD — George
of a

high

order.

quality.

AMERICAN— For "The Ruling Passion"
was a bright comedy of outdoors today and*
George Arliss was a comedian again.
But as a comedian he appeals as deeply by
his sheer artistry of interpretation as does
the humor of the situations in which he is
placed in the plot.
But that is one of the few

Arliss's acting
It is distinctive

and

finely drawn.
There is no opportunity
here for making comparisons with others of

his profession.
Not since his own characterization of "Disraeli" in motion pictures at

JOURNAL—

—

TELEGRAM —
GLOBE —

the best of his pictures.
* * Mr. Arliss ceases to be a
stranger in screendom and is established
among the elect of the film world. Yet, it is
rather a solitary position that Mr. Arliss
He is in a class
holds in motion pictures.
is

MAIL— *

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
For particulars write
J.
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

New

Co.,

P. TheaCapital, $20,-

York.

Incorporators,

G.

W. and

R.

Anson and H. FrankeL Attorney,
W. B. Durkin, 51 Chambers St.

There simply isn't any one who
canjrfo the things that Mr. Arliss does with

-fife

supreme

the finesse of

of perfection,

artist.

"The Grim Comedian"

—Goldwyn

Capitol

AMERICAN — Rita

P. TheaCapital, $20,Co., New York.
Incorporators, G. W. and R.

ters
000.

tion.

N.

WORLD— It

Y.

ture of

its

mounted

is

a

well

acted

pic-

The Goldwyn Company has

kind.

photoplay

usual splendid
It is a picture of certain charm and
style.
of especial interest to New York audiences.
this

in

its

HERALD — Perhaps

the best feature ot
aside froi-n the realistic glimpses
behind the curtain, is the touch that saves it
from having an entirely happy ending, which
would make life, the grim comedian, rather
go back on the title.
story,

M.

Class

Hunt

Albany

Lakes Film Corp.,
IncorpoCapital, $10,000.
rators, S. E. Rose, H. Goodman and
Attorney, E. B. SanE. A. Kuper.

and

humanized

notice.

EVENING WORLD— As
hadn't

suiTered
tations of plots

•
if

•

lines,

the

*

the

with her photoplay, "The Griin
Comedian," and chops out another vital org^an from the shrunken and emaciated body.
* * * The picture is a Goldwyn, but we've
never heard Sam Goldwyn bragging much
it.

TELEGRAM— The

conflict

between

GLOBE— We

this

best, but
enchantment.

liked

the

..
.

Negative
Positive

.

$50,000.

Albany

— A.

and

Amusement
L.
Capital, $5,000.

Corp., New York.
Incorporators, L, D. and D. Cohn
and A. Schwartz. Attorney, L. W.
Osterweis, 200 5th Ave.

—

Jacrov Amusement
York.
Capital, $25,000.

.Albany

—America

in

ing.
Capital, $1 000,000.
rators, R. L. Perkins, C. L.

Its

261,891
529,983

$94

791,874
•

$111

Va

197,209
623,044

$79
47

820,253

$126

.

Total

the parts about the
plot hasn't much of

^

i

By Years
Negative

..

Positive

..

Total

Footage

Va

836,089
2,084,195

$384

2,920,284

$499

Mak-

Incorpo-

Goldberg

W. J. Smith, Dinusa, Cal. Incorporators, Corporation Trust Co. of
and

America.

115

1920—
Negative
Positive

..
.

.

1921

—

Footage

Va

2,032,416
4,201,047

$728
204

6,233,463

$933

Footage

Va

3,200,120
6,931,754

$1,037

Total

10,131,874

$1,419,

Footage

Vai

Oct

10,211,050
9,421,585
9,660,217

$468,

Negative
Positive

..

..

381,

Exports
Nov
Ded

459,
479,

By Years
1919
1920
1921

Footage

Val

153,237,260
175,233,307
140,878,345

$8,066,
7,900,
6,513,

To Build in Chestertown,
Chestertown, Md. Walter I
pin will build a $30,000 theater
1

—

—

Del.
Bradley Photo Play
Agent.
Capital, $1,000,000.
Capital Trust Co. of Delaware.

Dover,

Corp.

—

Philadelphia.

Largest and Foremost{H(

JLakewood's

Thet:iAK[W00D!;H01

LAKEWOOD, NEWpERS
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

Tax Cut
(Special

to

in Connecticut

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hartford, Conn. The tax commissioner announces that the state has
removed its tax on 10 cent admissions
or less.

Martin Plans Second House
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Ashland, Ky. C. E. Martin may
build a second theater here.
He is
seriously considering the proposition.

Inducements

to

Parties,

Clubs

Wonderful Food,
Dancing Nightly in 1
est Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment I
Athletic and Social Direct
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions,

NOW UNDER THE MANA
MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood
or N. \. Booking Office Barclay

OOMLOWffLM UlBORKTORIES
INCORPORATED

BPYANT 5576

!

1919—

"WE NEVE(2 DISAPPOINT

PHONE

.

17

Footage
..

In-

J.

Dover. Del.

Va

Total

Co.,

and B. Rovenger and
M. Dolinsky. Attorney, A. H. Sarasohn, 309 5th Ave.
corporators.

3(

$121

December

Total

—

Albany, N. Y. Eddie Polo Corp.,
New York. Capital, $10,000. IncorAtporators: E. Polo, I. Ostrom.
torney: H. G. Kosch, 1476 Broadway.

New

$90'

Corp.,

CapiIncorporators,
M.
S.
Moison and B. Morris. Attorney, C.
W. Lyon. Elmira.

tal,

Va

548,375
596,665

Footage
.

.

Footage

1,145.040

..
.

Positive

—

Albany Park Amusement
Orchard Park, Erie County.

the

mother's love and the first genuine affection
of the philanderer for the unspoiled girl furnishes a thrilling climax to an unusual story.
theater

t

stage

enough by repeated ampuand counterplots, along comes

Weiman

about

Positive

Negative

—

will attract

Negative

Albany.

ford,

—

photoplay

gi

October

— Great

splendid

a

is

II

19

port and export figures for
three months of 1921.
They are as follows:

Albany.

Dover, Del. Metropolitan Pictures
IncorCorp.
Capital
$1,000,000.
heroine, with fire, intelligence and restraint. porators
W. E. Weathers, E. L.
Jack Holt barely manages to stop short of
Etier and H. H. Haralson. Ft. Worth.
breaking one's heart. Gloria Hope and John
Attorney. U. S. Corporation Co.
Harron are gay youth.
Dover, Del. Callahan M. P. Corp.
SUN For the reason that back-stage
life is always fascinating to the outsider, and
Attorney, CorpoCapital, $100,000.
Frank Lloyd has directed his characters along ration Guaranty and Trust Co. of
fairly
restrained

JOURNAL- Phoebe

1)

was $8„066,723 and in
$7,900,198. The report also
1919

Anson and H. Frankel. Attorney,
Total
W. B. Durkin, 51 Chambers St.
November

Weiman

has written
in an appealing way a story of stage life
a story not especially new. but splendidly
handled as to players, direction and produc-

J

Imports

Albany— High

by hinw^f.

Rita

STUDIO FOR RENT

(Continued from page

Albany— Third Ave. M.
ters
000.

24,

Imports Jum^i

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

HERALD —

obviously fictional elements in it, for George
Arliss by his restrained yet almost inspired
acting raises this film comedy by numerous
human touches to the point where you feel
that this might happen almost around the
corner. * ' * It is one of the uniquely delightful comedies of the winter, raising Arliss, along with "Disraeli," to the pinnacles
of the screen and providing chuckles for the
elderly as well as the young to take home
Continuous chortles were the orwith them.
der of the day yesterday.
It's an entertaining comedy,
with George Arliss in a role that reveals an
unsuspected flair for humor.
SUN This adaptation of Earl Derr Biggers's story "Idle Hands" is quite an engaging comedy, lighter of touch than that
of any of Arliss's preceding film vehicles,
and with Doris Kenyon to help out with her
dimples.
* * * Lively story in which
comedy and more serious drama are happily
blended.
There is a wholly entertaining
picture at the Strand Theater this week
called "The Ruling Passion," which serves
to bring George Arliss to the screen for a
third time, and so far as we are concerned

the

Strand

Incorporations

this

tl»^ame touch

done by Emerson and
wield a wicked keyboard when

who

comes

it

same theater last year have we seen a
photoplay performance of such really human

Tuesday, January
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Hays

Revive Myers Bill
Tendencies of Industry May
Come Under Fire— Senate

So

Political

at Work
THE FILM DAILY)

Committee

which
has been quietly resting in the hands
of the Judiciary Committee, took on

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Likening Will H.
Hays to a "traffic cop" in the industry
Joseph M. Schenck, in a specially

lease of life yesterday when
the request of Senator Henry L.
Myers, (Democrat) of Montana, its
sponsor, a sub-committee of three
was appointed to look into the measure and decide whether or not it
should be reported favorably to the

written statement for the Herald, discusses at length Mr. Hays' duties as
head of the new producer-distributor
organization. The Herald, in a foreword says that Schenck is familiar
with Hays' new duties" because he
helped formulate them."

(Special to

\\'asliiiigton

—The

Myers

(Special to

—

bill

new

a

at

main committee.

In another newspaper, the follow-

will be recalled the Myers bill
calls for an investigation by Congress
It

tendencies

the

of

the

of

ing appears
"It was also intimated bj'
Mr.
Schenck that when Mr. Hays takes
charge he will make a visit to Los
Angeles to studj^ pictures and obtain

industry

was introduced
some time ago but nothing ever came
toward

politics.

It

its introduction. Will H.
the
former
chairman
of
•National Republican Committee has
accepted the post as head of new

of

Since

it.

a

Hays,

This

may

Senators,

composed

of

of

of
California,

;

(

"He

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS"— Selig's

Charles G. Branham, of the Famous
Canadian Corp.
left
for
Players

Toronto

j^esterday.

latest.
The fascination of strange
Fifteen sensational episodes of a
gigantic film spectacle packed with hair-raising wild animal stunts and
daring adventures.
Ready
State Rights.
& IMFILM CO., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
Advt.

The

locale.

thrills of the

jungle land.

TODAY!

PORT

50 First

Runs

for

be 50 first runs on "Penrod."
Marshall Neilan's new production.
It plays at the Strand that week.

will

1

jj

(

Myers as "Robinson Crusoe"
Universal yesterday said Harry

C.

Myers, who appears in "A Connecticut Yankee' and "Turn to the Right"
has been cast as "Robinson Crusoe"
serial of that name which the
company will make. Nobel Johnson
will appear as Friday.
Robert F.
Hill will direct.

Thwart Big Piracy Thefts
The Film Theft Committee of

and

South

the

America.

One

thousand reels of films were appreamong them 35 reels belonging to Metro.
Most of the important companies had productions in
hended,

the

list.

EXPORT

Forms

$7,500,CCO Corporation to Care

Tax From

—

for Increased Production
Says
Plans
Indefinite

Now

the incorporation of the Distinctive Pictures Corp.
in
Dover,
Del., at $7,500,000 yesterday, it became known that Arthur .S. Friend,
former treasurer of Famous PlayersLasky, intends increasing his activities as a producer.
At present Mr. Friend is producing
the George Arliss series for release

through United Artists.

He

is

like-

3

See" s

v'*:

Righters

Ind'p'ts

Revenue

From State
Make

Christie to

Test Case
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Wasliington A delay of 30 days
has been granted to Christie Film by
the Internal Revenue Bureau in which
to argue against the imposition of the
film rental tax on contracts under
w hich state rights to films were leased
by producers with the understanding
that the lessees were not themselves
f Continued
on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 2)

National Association stated yesterday
that with the arrest of Leon Gorman
of Portland, Me., it believed it had
thwarted a plan to ship stolen films
worth close on to $500,000 to Japan,

Mexico

'traffic

cop'

will

organize the organizations

selves.

"He will co-ordinate the various
elements of the industry and will
bring about harmony between the
public,

the exhibitor, the distributor

and the producer.
a traffic officer prevents
corners, he will keep the
clear in the motion picture
world and will
see
that groups,
cliques and coteries do not form a
congestion which would impede the
progress of the industry as a whole.
"He has been employed for the
major purpose of bettering the productions which are presented to the

"Just as

Friend Expanding
With

in the
I

C—

"Penrod"

James R. Grainger stated yesterday
that during the week of Feb. 19, there

I

be the

and will see that they function
smoothly and properly among them-

Democrat).

Branham Leaves

'

will

motion picturedom.
"He will be the official umpire of

the film industry.

(Republican)
Ernst, of Kentucky,
(Republican), and Ashurst, of Kentucky,

Hays

"\\'ill

Shortridge,

Hays

Tlie Herald interview, in part, says:

this time.
is

This publication, says

Schenck was the first to offer
the post he ultimately accepted.

r-distributor organization.
or may not be significant at

The sub-committee

industry

'close up' of the gigantic

he will head."

produce

I

Cop"

a "Traffic

Joseph M. Schenck Describes
Postmaster-General's New
Post in Industry

"Blue"

Two More Openings Planned
D. W. Griffith and several members of the cast will leave for Chicago on Saturday to attend the opening of "Orphans of the Storm" at
the Great Northern theater on the
The New Orfollowing Monday.
leans premiere is scheduled for Mondav at Shubert's St. Charles.
This will make seven big city runs
for the production.

Law Shelved in Albany
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Assemblyman Hauser.
.Mbany
(Republican) of Schuyler, has introduced a Sunday "blue" law which
would hold owners of property as
well as theater managers responsible
if theaters opened on that day.

The

has been placed in committee wliere it is expected to remain
along with similar measures of the
bill

reform lobbv.

'jams'
tracks

at

public.
And to bring this about he
'clearing
will become
the official
of
arbiter
the
house' of filmland,
whatever differences may arise and
the court of last resort among the
magnates, managers and makers for
screen success.
"It has been suggested that Mr.

Hays has been employed by the motion picture industry for the purpose.
(Continued on Page 2)
Chautard to Make
(Special to

Two

Films

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Emile Chautard, who-came liere from New York to direct
Pauline Frederick in "The Glory of
Clementina," will also direct a sec-

ond production, "The

Woman

Breed."'

i

THE

4

j55^

DAILY

Wednesday, January

25, 1922

Schenck Describes Hays' Duties
(Continued from page

1)

Washington. Nothing who knows best just what the people
could be further from the facts.
wish to see.
Some one producer
"There has been much agitation might think a certain type of picabout censorship.
One of the duties ture would bring him rich returns
of Mr. Hays will
be to organize And his belief might be true so far
of lobbying at

PatlieNews

1
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London Representative
Kinematograph
London, W. C.

2.

Representative

Paris

— Le

industry so effectively that
not even the most exacting can find
cauge for continuing this commotion.
"It is as essential to the producer
to keep his star clean and wholesome in the eyes of the public as it
is for the parents to guard their children against contaminating pictures.
"With these facts clearly understood, it will be one of the chief
the

film

duties of Mr. Hays to keep vigilant
guard over not only the moral tone

but the desirability of tlie films to
be made and presented.
"Better to bring this about, a plan
already has been devised which it
is felt will safeguard all elements concerned.

Film,

144

Montmartre.
European

Rue

—

Representative Internationale
Filmschau, Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

"The

producers,

the

distributors

as he, individually,

No. 8

WASHINGTON.

was concerned.

"But the exhibitor

whom

U.

the
to
film was extended for presentation
would know that the showing of
such a picture would be bad business.
It might increase attendance
of a certain class for one week, but
it would lower the tone of the theater and would make for heavy losses
in the long run.
"Mr. Hays will be in position to
get the views of these exhibitors and
will take them intimately into account when he is perfecting the close-

D.

C— France

honors the

S. hero.

NORFOLK. VA.— Navy

collier

now

airplane

carrier.

MOROCCO— Moors

off

to

front

fight

to

Spanish.

ALSO— British
Biggest blaze
of 1666
Falls.

Royalty

in

the

at

F6x Hunt

England since London

— Remarkable

fire

cable trip over Niagara

todayl

up organization which we expect will
result from his taking hold.
"Mr. Hays will be entrusted with
the job of keeping the public confidence which is something that is

—

and the exhibitors will all have ac- basic to the success of the entire
cess to Mr. Hays.
Arrangements motion picture producing structure."
have been made for a review of each
Giants of the Jungle
picture that is prepared.
The reEditor's Note.
This is the first diport of this review will go to Mr. rect statement to be attributed to anyRoaming their
Hays and his decision will be final. one in the industry connected with
native haunts
If he orders the picture changed it
the Hays movement on what Mr.
will be changed.
If he orders it
Hays' duties will be when he enters
unmolested
'scrapped' it will be discarded with- tliis field.
out argument.
till the white
"He stands for tlie whole motion
picture industry and his job is to
adventurers came
view the interests of the entire indusTlie Evening World yesterday pubin
tf}' as against any individual producer
lished a lengthy article by Martin
or collection of producers.
Martin Johnson's
"For instance, let us suppose that Green, headed "Why Will Hays Was
some film concern turns out a pic- Made Head of Motion Picture Inture that is below moral tone and dustry of the Country," in which were
that Mr. Hays decides this must not given "four principal reasons" why

—

Quotations
Famous

Players

..

High

Low

SO^^

78^

do pfd

Close
I8V2
Not quoted

5^

Goldwyn

5^

Not quoted

Griffith

13^

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

13

13

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

Friend Expanding

World On Hays

Eve.

"JUNGLE ADVENTURES"

Hays allegedly accepted his new post.
be exhibited.
The reasons are quoted below:
"Tt
is very natural that this conwise interested in the Worth While
"FIRST To save the investment of milPictures Corp. with Edgar Selden, cern might, if this decision were ren- lions of dollars which Wall Street financial
the organization which is to make dered by a collection of its business intert^sts have made in the most important
concerns in the combination.
"On the Banks of the Wabash" as rivals, feel that discrimination were producing
"SECOND To pull the motion picture
But when industry
the first of a series starring Madge being practiced against it.
out of a hole into which it has been
the picture is 'scrapped' by order of plunged by mismanagement, jealousy, cutEvans.
trade methods, recklessness in exFriend stated yesterday he had no a man who represents the interests of throat
penditure, star exploitation and disregard of
definite plans for production
other the entire industry this same feeling business methods.
"THIRD To prevent the establishment
than that he intended
making as cannot exist.
(Continued from page 1)

—

—

many

"Added

pictures a vear as he could do

associated

well.

The new
way affect

corporation will in no
Distinctive Prod., Inc.,
which is a New York corporation
formed to handle the Arliss pictures.

Buffalo Cuts Free Service
(Special to

Buffalo

THE FILM DAILY)

— Clayton

P.

Sheehan, dis-

agreed

—

the fact that the
also
have
whenever a picture is

to this

is

producers

that
rejected for cause they will repay
to the producer whose film is denied
presentation a sum of money representing one-fourth of what he expended in preparing the picture.
"Mr. Hays will be in close touch
times with the exhibitor
at all
and the exhibitor is the individual

manager for Fox, and W. A. V.
Mack, manager of the Pathe exchange, members of the gratis shows
committee of the Buffalo Film Board

trict

by Conerress
censorship.

of

a

Federal

motion

have held a meeting with
representatives of institutions receivMails
ing free film service, and it has been Steamer. Destination. Close.
Cedric, Liverpool... 8 :00 A.M
decided to discontinue gratis shows Turrialba, S'ta Marta 9:00 A.M
to those institutions which are sup- Yaque, Barahona.... 9 :30 A.M
ported by the state, county or city. Bonholm, St. Tohn's. 5 :00 P.M

IVmertcan
RELEASING

WALTER

E.

GREENE.

'Prin./nf

CORPORATION
y

F

B,

WARREN,

;j

=U.« rr^Jm,

fpicture

"FOURTH — To

Buffalo Club Changes Name
use the motion picture
propaganda to further the elec(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion of a Republican Congress next NovemBuffalo— The F. I. L. M. Club
ber,
when the entire membership of the
House of Representatives and one-third of of Buffalo has taken out new incorporthe membership of the Senate will be chosen ation papers, changing the name to
by the voters."
the Buffalo Film Board of Trade and
The article then continued to am- the status from a business to mema
plify the above reasons, at several
bership organization.
Meeting time
points making statements that were
has been changed from Monday aftergrossly inaccurate.
noon to the evening of the same day,
and the place from the Hotel Touraine to the Select exchange.
industry

in
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Phone

Vessels
Sail.
,

12:00JI.

12:00M.
12:00 M.

Jamaica and Colombia.
Dominican Republic.
Newfoundland,
(Specially addressed.)

S.

A. T. Cambrai,

Antwerp

8:00 A.M,

11:00 A.M.

Alfonso XII, Corunna
8:00 A.M.
Scythia, Liverpool... 8:00 A.M

11:00 A.M.
12:00 M.

Minnekahda, Hamb'g 8:00

A.M

Arkansas, Copenhagen
11:00 A.M,
Denis, Porto Alegre. 5:00 P.M.

12:00 M.

9091

By

Boston.

Thursday, January 26
U.

— Beekman

Carries Mail for
Ireland. (Otlier countries specially addressed)

rail to

(RctuA^

immediate release through

Closing of the Mails

of Trade,

f^cUix^Ucxrvcii

for
(

Uelerium and
Luxemburg.
dressed.)
Spain.
(Specially addressed.)

(Specially

lEAL.

ad-

119

Europe.

Africa and West Asia.
(Specially
addressed,)
Europe, Africa and West Asia.
(Madeira
and Gibraltar specially addressed.)
Denmark.
(Specially addressed.)

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

2:00 P.M.
Ceara.
(Other parts of Brazil specially addressed.)
By rail to Norfolk, Va.

SERVICE

J

THE
jiesday,

j5B^

DAILY
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FRANCHISED BY CLARK- CORNELIUS
CORPORATION
'^Diamond Carlisle^
"

'Diamond

The climax
gle

Carlisle'

is

is

^^

a hair-raising affair, a strug-

between the two former pals on a lum-

ber slide.

"

action personified.

Applause just seems

to naturally

follow."

orabh-.

in

Moving Picture World,

Women'

'Whispering

will

entertain and

cause motion picture enthusiasts to talk fav-

a

There

dog and

a

is

a desperate battle

pack of wolves.

Patrons

between
sit

back

amazement."

Moving

Jan. 21st, 1922.

((

JVhispering Ti^omeri"

Living

Lies'''

"There is adventure galore, an exciting
horse race, a shipwreck and in fact everything that goes to make the sort of melodrama that never misses in throwing the
patrons into a spontaneous outburst of
applause and cheer."

Moving Picture World,

Picture World, Jan. 28th, 1922.

Jan. 21st, 1922.

and Seventeen Others Equally As Good
i"The Eternal

Two"

"Battling King"
"Devil's

"Under

•

Angel"

Two

Flags"

"Love's Redemption"

"Adam and Eve"

"Glory of Youth"

"One Empty

"Lone Rider"

"Pardners"

"The Recoil"

"For Love of the Service"

Shell"

"Five Checkers" and series of two reel Leo Maloney Texas Ranger Dramas.

Including in these
also

Western,

is

the

society,

first

three of the

George Cheseboro Northwest Mounted

melodrama, comedy-drama,

and

klondike

famous

Series

books.

Franchise Holders
Philadelphia

Detroit

Ben Amsterdam

Minter Amusement Co.

Baltimore

Palmore

& Holmand

Washington, D. C.
Buffalo and Albany

Grand

California

Seaboard Film Co.

& Warner

All Star Feature Distributing Co.
Seattle

Cleveland
Consolidated Film Service

Seattle Film

Exchange

Cincinnati

Boston
Consolidated Film Exchange

Pioneer Film Exchange

New York

Salt

Lake and Denver

Detroit

Rollo Sales Corp.

Superior Screen Service

Meade & Whitman

CLARK-CORNELIUS CORPORATION
117 West 46th

Street,

New York

City
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Newspaper Opinions
"Turn

Thursday's Issue

to the

*
* Ingram showed that
stop him, not even comedy.
exceptionally
good that it
The picture is so
The hest
does not need much description.
review can be made of it in four words Go
*
*
*
and see it.
John Golden and Marcus
Loevv in presenting this wholesome rural
another chance to
give
the
director
comedy
show the Midas touch, by which everything
he handles, even peach jam, turns to gold.
TIMES It was to be expected that, with
the aid of John F. Seitz, his cameraman,
Mr. Ingram would set his story in effective
motion pictures, the kind of pictures seen in
his previous works, softly lighted, yet clear,
well-composed and expressive. He has done
this
so "Turn to the Right" is exceedingly
And he has done more. He
well dressed.
has toned down the sentimentality of the
story as much as possible without denying
it
entirely to those who want such, and he
has made the comedy subtly, as well as surely comic, surely in that it is real sure-fire
stuff, and subtly in that it quietly mocks the
Herein is Mr.
story of which it is a part.

could

:

that is
again. *

•

points of view,

theji,

.Mr.

left

TRIBUNE—The

story

in

this

has

been

*

The picture abounds in
usual artistry.
beauty, but probably the most beautiful thing
of all is Alice Terry, who plays Elsie Tillinger, the girl who helps the hero to turn
his

to the right.

Tax From

TELEGRAM —

Ind^p'ts

(Continued from page 1)
to exhibit the films, but were to lease
them to theaters for exhibition.
The opportunity to make further

argument was granted following a
visit to the bureau by Jack Connolly,
Washington representative of the
National Association, who contended
that such leases were no leases for
exhibition and, therefore, were not
subject to tax. It is the desire of the
company to secure a further hearing,
in order that this may be used as a
test case, the Government having announced its intention of calling upon
all producers for the tax on all films
leased by them since the inclusion of
the rental tax in the revenue law, regardless of whether the lessee was
directly to exhibit.

While it did not turn out
to be as sweepingly great, perhaps, as other
Metro productions, it gained from the audience for two hours or more the only reward
asked for it tears hallowed by the light of

—
GLOBE—

*

SUN— *

this

TRIBUNE—*

*

screen

version

of

came

the

play
with

to the Lyric Theater last night
scarcely any of its values lost and a hundred
and one additional touches lent by the hand

This

"Red Hot Ro

covered something that all of jour neighbors
do not know, viz., that Mr. Emerson and
Miss Loos were only fooling all the time.

"The Ruling Passion"— Unit.

Art.

Strand

DAILY

NEWS— Type

Photography,
edy.
Plot, pleasant and
per cent.

of play, light

com-

fine.
Direction, good.
Value, 80
unexciting.

The Grim Comedian"

— Gold'wyn

Capitol

i

have enjoyed this
had been lighted by
But it never was.
AL-\1L Mr. Lloyd has produced a picture
wdiich is entertaining in its own way, and
.should

I

picture much more
a spark of humor.

if

it

—

he 'presents his theater scenes in an interesting numner, but "The Grim Comedian" is
one of those pictures which leaves a more
or less unpleasant after taste when the final
reel has faded out.

Ray

AN OPPORTUNIT
for a live-wire theatre mana
to connect with fast grow
circuit of theatres.
Prefer n
understanding both picture

Starts

(Special to

New

Production

vaudeville house managemi
Really competent man v
only picture experience
<

qualify.

Theatre

one

in

New

To be opened within
months.
Let your letter tell all

tion.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Charles Ray has begun a new picture. No title has been
chosen as yet for the production, but
will be released through First National.
Barbara Bedford is in the
it

We

Yourself!

i

—

want

man

with ideas

with

us.

to selec

who

can

gi

Are you the man?

Address

Box
This

located

richest and best to'wns of
size in the U. S. A.
Populat
60,000 or over.
combi
tion house now under constr

is

the picture for which

shot scenes while in

New

B-24, care Film Dail;

Ray

York.

HAVE YOU SEEN

"Persecution
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

Large sums of money are involved
in the

*

*

will give you more thrills than you
are likely to get at any other current picture.
If,
romance.
however, you
It abounds in
are cynical you will get a continuous laugh
out of this romance in Bti!<onia, and you'll
also have the superior feeling of having dis-

cast.

picture.
*

Nat'l

mance"

*

but is recognizable as his
For
only in the expertness of the directing.
the material with which he has to work is
far from worthy of one so talented for doing
Probably he is not
big things in a big way.
to blame for having directed it. * * *
But in spite of that we would, for less
than a nickel, predict a prosperous future for

— 1st

Criterion

smiles,

*

justly
» and

ventricle.

'l^
TRIBU.N'E—

a i>roducer 1 should give nearly all my money
to a director and the rest to the actors and
• Rex
let the story take care of itself.
Ingram has put all this on the screen with

to

•

Ingram has done it
In "Turn to the Right" he

"Red Hot Romance"

Ingram has done

done a hundred times, and yet Rex Ingram,
assisted by an unusually fine lot of actors,
If I were
has made a delightful picture.

Right,"

the
that

demonstrates his versatility by turning out
an extremely good light comedy-drama.
"Turn to the Right" is mighty good entertainment and it leaves a pleasant glow
and warmth of feeling in the region of the

From two

an excellent job.

*

way

one

but

is

to

by stating

—

—

• »
at least as enjoyable as the

*

— There
"Turn

classify

HERALD—*

25

•

*

.MAIL

"^

Ingram's most deft work.

Rex Ingram.
The picture is

play.

Right"— Metro

Lyric
nothing

of

Wednesday, January

decision in this case.

Mayo Due Today
Frank Mayo, Universal star,
pected in today from the
It will

1st

be his

first

is

visit in five vears.

National Office

in

—

The

Largest and Foremost Hot

National chain of exchanges has been
augmented with a new office here at
Charles W.
114 West Granite St.
Koerner, a salesman who has been
covering Oregon for the Portland exchange, has been installed as manager.

lAKEWOOD HOT

LAKE WOOD, NEWJERSI

Butte

FILM DAILY)
The .Associated First

(Special to THI':

Butte, Mont.

Lakewood's

ex-

coast.

All the world
loves a lau^h

$35.00

/

$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

NOW UNDER THE

MANA(

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

The Child oFthe

:

Wonderful Food. I
Dancing Nightly in B
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment F'
room.
Athletic and Social Directi
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

Bear

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7
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All Producers Hit
Federal Authorities Assert S'A Rental
Tax Arrears Cover All

Prcducticn To
Centered on Coast Realart

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

Government
of moving

serts that all leases
tures are leases for cxhihition

A

when

its

repeal

became

eflfective.

that

Several million dollars, it is estimated, are involved in the matter,
3'-'d the tax of approximated $12,000

George

i

I

I

I

production plans has

Famous Players, with
the Long Island City

Fitzmaurice

ICuiilinued on

Page

and John
4.)

Neilan to Direct Mary?

of the Christie Film Co
on its state rights leases will be made
a test case unon the results of which
hinge the liability of other producers
for even greater sums.
Twice appealed by Christie, the
Government has twice refused to
(Continued on Page 2)

demanded

j

in

at

hings as now arranged would keep
he big plant closed for an indefinite
period of time.
One of the reasons for the decision
is because there could not be assembled a sufificient number of units to
make the operation of the studio an
advisable move. It is for that reason

the SVr tax from producers
and others on every leas? consummated between the time the tax was
written into the law on May 6. 1919
last,

Be

the result that
studios will not be opened in April.
As a matter of fact, the scheme of

under

collpct'n.s;

1

change

been made

aspic-

the terms of the revenue law of 1918
Tlie Burepu of Internal Revenue, as
noted, has announced its intention of

to Jan.

—

Stars Being Absorbed

Manufacturers
(Special to

Eastern Units

Paramount

All

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

has been reported
on several occasions that Marshall Neilan will direct
Mary Pickford in "Tess of the Storm
Country."
in

It

local publications

United Artists yesterday referred
inquiries to Dennis F. O'Brien, Miss
Pickford's attorney, who slated he

Miss Dupont Coming Here
Miss Dupont, one of the Universal
She
stars, is coming to New York.
left Los Angeles on Tuesday.

hadn't heard about any such arrangement. Miss Pickford will be here in

two weeks.

Some

Visitors

Out-of-town visitors include Frank
J.

Rembusch,

fred

S.

Shelbyville.

Black,

Ind.;

Boston, and

Guy

AlL.

Hoffman Here; Others Coming
Milton E. Hoffman is in New York
from the coast.
Rex Ingram and
Joseph Engel are expected sometime
in February.
Leave Today
Major A. P. Holt, managing director and P. PhilHpson, sales manager
of Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd., of Eng-

I
'

land, leave for

home

today.

Talk Over Bay State Referendum
(Special

Boston

j

i

I

1

1

{

!

!

i

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—There was

here yesterday at
terests discussed
uniting so that a
be presented in

possibility of
uniform front may
putting over the
It is believed that

referendum here.
should the proposed referendum kill
censorship, it would have a moral
effect on similar measures not only
in New England, but throughout the

The situation is at
entire country.
present so involved with petty differences and jealousies that it is
to
forecast
what the
impossible
future holds in store.

"THE JUNGLE

A

ALL
IMPORT FILM

Schertzinger Series
For Release Through Wid Gunning,
Inc.
First of Four to Be

—

C—

Myers Bill Up
Senate Committee Holds Hearing
Washington—Two Members

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Victor

The

director has taken over

mittee
on the

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

sub-committee

Comnamed on Monday to report
Myers bill which would place

Wid Gun- named by

ning, Inc., to produce a series of four
pictures.

(Special to

Washington

Schertzinger

has signed a contract with

in

Present Oppose Censors

"Dollar Devils"
(Special to

the Senate Judiciary

political tendencies

under scrutiny the

American Film studio in Santa of the industry, held its first hearing
with Senators
Barbara where the entire series will yesterday afternoon
Shortridge, of Kentucky and Ashurst

the

a meeting held be made.
The pictures
which various in-

the

air.

GODDESS,"
scene from the sixth episode of
sode.
Fifteen thrilling epiCol. Selig's gigantic wild animal screen spectacle.
State Rights.
serial
booking records.
sodes which will smash
Advt.
CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
&

EXPORT

Wonders, Baltimore.

ji

Adventures on land, sea and in the

Hair-raising thrills in every epi-

of
will

be

known

as Vic-

Schertzinger Prod., and it is
understood three of the four stories
have already been selected. Two are
by Louis Stevens and one by Kenneth
Clark.
John Stumar will be chief
tor

cameraman.

Arizona present.

Canon William
connected

inently

Chase, promwith the reform

S.

(Continued on

Page

Scuth Carolina Situation Ominous
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

C— Jack

Connolly,
was here
yesterday in connection with several
adverse bills which are up in the
legislature.
S. A. Lynch was also
going over the situation
present,

Columbus.

S.

of the National Association

was confirmed
by Robert E. Welsh, of
It was
Gunning organization.

The

coast dispatch

yesterday
the
stated

Schertzinger's

first

would be "Dollar Devils."

picture

4)

which

is

threatening.

Sales Executives

Named

The

American Releasing Corp.,
announces that John L. Hunter will
become sales manager of the organization and Frederick Gaige, assistant
Hunter was formerly
sales manager.
general manager of Associated Producers, Ltd., and Gaige was a sales
executive of

Famous

Players.

Sidney J. Goldman has been named
Middle Western manager with headquarters in Chicago; William Jenner
as Pacific Coast manager with headquarters in Los Angeles; John C.
Shannon as Southern states manager
with headquarters in Dallas, and William A. Crank as San Francisco resiBenjamin C. Bubb
dent manager.
will be the advertising art manager.

Eight Openings
Harry M. Berman, of Universal,
has closed arrangements for eight
out-of-town openings on "Foolish
Wives." The runs will be indefinite
in each case and are as follows:
Criterion, Buffalo, beginning Feb.
5; Roosevelt, Chicago, Feb. 12; Mission. Los Angeles, Feb. 15; Ohio,
Indianapolis, Feb. 19; Butterfly, Milwaukee, Feb. 19; Columbia, Seattle,
Feb. 19; Aldine, Philadelphia, Feb.
27; and Park, Boston, March 6.

THE

Stl

DAILY

tution of the percentage tax for the
the
that
old footage tax intended
final lease only should be taxable, and
had no intention of providing a tax
that could be pyramided.
lease by a producer, it is asserted, to a state rights distributor whose
business is solely that of leasing such
films to theaters for exhibition, is
not taxable, for it is not a "lease for
exhibition." Further, even though an
occasional state rights owner may exhibit a film himself, while such a film
should be taxable on the producer's
lease, it should not be taken as a
precedent for taxing all producers'

All Producers Hit
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(Continued from page 1)
abandon its position. As a result of
the efforts of Jack Connelly a hearing will be arranged at which the

industry does not believe that leases
to lessees who do
themselves
films
not exhibit the
should be subject to the five per cent

made by producers
tax.

Section 906 of the 1918 law provided for the 5% tax on films leased
The Inor licensed for exhibition.
that
holds
ternal Revenue Bureau

communications to

all

DAILY,
N. Y.
•Phone:

71-73

West 44th

St.,

any person who
THE FILM which he leases
New .York,
tax on

Vanderbilt 45S1-4552-5S58.

Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603

London

— W. A. Williamson,
Weekly, 85 Long Acre.

Representative

Kinematograph
London, W. C.

2.

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film,

Montmartre.
European
Central
tionale
vakia),

Rue

144

—

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Low

High

Famous Players

..

do pfd

Goldwyu

80

78M

Close
80

945/^

945/i

945/^

514

53/^

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

12%

13

12%

Not quoted
Not quoted
World
"Quotations by Harry Content & Co

&

L.

H. Prod. Placed

(Special to

in Phila.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

ExFilm
Philadelphia Capitol
change, of which Morris Brown is
bought territorial
proprietor,
has
rights of the L. & H. Prod., "Daughter of the Night," starring Eleanor
Parry.

north

of

any films
be subject to
This opinion

that the
leases of

its

whom

the
exhibited
themselves
films, but who released them to theaIt is pointed out
ters for exhibition.
that while the leases made by the
state rights owners should be subject
to tax,

to

tax the

would not be
with the

spirit

in

producers' leases

conformity

waiian Islands.
Lesser has also secured the franchise for Amalgamated Prod, and will
handle t!ie 12 productions supervised

either

or the letter of the

law.

Another phase of the matter is that
of the industry whose efforts were responsible for the substi-

members

ADVICE

IF

building will be built here.

Lesser, president of All Star
Features Distributors of San Francisco and Los Angeles, has bought
"Life's Greatest Question" for California, Nevada, Arizona and the Ha-

P. D. A. to

U

South Seas

the

strangest

seen in

Martin Johnson's

for immjediate release through

CORPORATION

RELEASING

said the situation looks ser-

ious to him.
He is sending out
notices of the meeting at once so that
some steps can be taken to discuss
with Government officials what the
collection of the tax would mean at
this time.
"If the Government should decide
that such collections are to be made,"
said Kosch yesterday, "it means the
end for many state right operators.
Many thousands of dollars are involved so far as I. P. D. A. members
are concerned."

^I\eajfti

y

F,

B.

WARREN,

jg

V'«r^fKjeTU

you owned

Play

it

it.

Miss Winkler Handling Cartoons
Margaret J. Winkler, formerly with
Warner Bros., has opened an office
in the Candler Bldg., where she is
selling a series of Pat Sullivan cartoons called "Felix." Elk Photoplays,
Inc.,

holds the local rights.

a sure-fire

box-office attraction like

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

>>

The

LAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00

would you
1.

liandle

WANTED

The Fatal Marriage

$6,00

as a road show direct with exhibitors

?•
THE I'KOGRAM

the

romance ever

WALTER E GREENE.

by G. M. Anderson and distributed 2. Sell it outright to Independent exchanges
by East Coast Prod., Inc., this year.
3. Release jt through a national distributing organization

Tlir; SPICE 01-

of fascination

Meet

Independent

Kosch

state rights
films to lessees, none of

Westchester.

Lesser Gets Four States

The

company made

Lee Langdon, is vice-president; Herman Goodman, treasurer and E. A.
An exchange
secretary.
Kuper,

Sol

I.

from the land

Producers and
Distributors Asso. will hold a meeting
as soon as possible to discuss the new
Equity Receives Many Inquiries
Acknowledging that a lease for ex- situation which faces not only state
Equity offices state they have
The
hibition, no matter .by whom con- right operators, but all producers in
received
a large number of inquiries
conit
the
is
summated, is taxable,
the industry. This was decided upon
independent
exchanges
on
tention of the industry that a lease yesterday after the above dispatch from
"Where Is My Wandering Boy Toof a film which is not to be exhib- was shown to Harry G. Kosch, atnight?" since the announcement made
ited by the lessee is not subject to torney of the association previous to
last week that the company would
In the Christie case it is argued its publication.
tax.

—

State

Full information, not only of the
in
the
individual
involved
leases
Christie case, but of. the practice in
tliis respect throughout the industry,
will be presented to the Government
in the next month as a basis for a
change in the regulations to bring
them in strict conformity with the
law.

all such
has been extended by officials in direct charge of the collection of the
tax to mean that any film leased,
whether by producer, exchange or
state rights owner, shall be considActered as a lease for exhibition.
ing on this hypothesis, the bureau
will attempt to collect back taxes
covering all the films which have been
leased by all branches of the industry
for the past three years.

Rose Heads Great Lakes Corp
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Sol E. Rose is president
of newly formed Great Lakes Film
Corp., which will distribute in New

York

has brought

"JUNGLE ADVENTURES"

leases.

exhbiits
shall
films.

26, 1922

THE ADVENTURER

A

company's representatives can appear
before the Solicitor for the Bureau of
Internal Revenue and show why the

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

Thursday, January

?•
'

?•

ART BRAND PRODUCTIONS,
1600 Broadway

Room 200

Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

Parties,
Clubs and
to
Wonderful Food. FinNightly
in BallDancing
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

Inc.

New York

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

THE
rirsday,

January

eMaUkDAILY
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lensorship

Fifth Bible Film Finished

Forum

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

resting Discussion Slated for Reiblican Club Liuicheon on Feb.

I

"Tarzan" Sold for Balkans
Louis Weiss has disposed of the
Balkan States for "Adventures of
Tarzan." This deal was closed with

Burbank, Cal.—The fifth Old Tes"Abraham," was
picture,
tament
4
Both Sides to Attend
completed last week by Sacred Films, M. Frontier, acting for Antonio Mos.1 interesting discussion of censorInc., under supervision of Dr. Edgar co, of Rome, who had already purchased Italy.
will be held at a regular monthly James Banks.
riieon of the National Republican
1- on
Feb. 4, at which time both
Levey Purchases Herz 'Change
Young With Phoenix
cates and opponents of censor(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

i;

i

New

York State will speak,
topic will be "State Regulation
Public Morals
lotion Pictures:
in

II

le

ker,

'

Senator James J.
Rupert Hughes and Joseph

The Film."

ii

secretary of the Motion
Commission will be among
There will also be
speakers.
tmt several producers and a num-

e:nson,
iiire
(

The lunchstage celebrities.
iiis one of the series of 12 such
nar affairs which the National
eiblican Club holds every winter.
Feb. 4, it was decided to discuss
censorship situation.
r. and the
iiof

I

—

Kansas City Roy Young has resigned as manager of the Standard
Film Co. and has accepted a similar
post with the Phoenix Film.
Joe
Fox will devote his time exclusively
to sales.
F. J. Warren will be active
in the management of the Standard.
N. Y. 1st Nat'l Makes Buys
The First National Exchange, Inc.,
of New York has purchased "The
Two Orphans," "The Love Slave"
and four Margery Wilson Prod. All
these are for

New York

Turpurchased

State.

Dahnken have
"The Two Orphans" for California.
The deals were closed with the Rusner and

aisho

Buys "Jungle Goddess"

Film has purchased Japarights to "The Jungle Goddess"

'lisho
•X
cji

Clark Syndicate, Inc.

sell

Australasian Films, Ltd.

Launch Production
(Special

to

in

Texas

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Chicago Max Levey has purchased Interstate Film Service from Lee
Herz.
The exchange will be operated under the same name.
Fontenelle Keleasing "Mickey"
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha— Fontenelle

Feature

Film

now

distributors for "Mickey"
in Iowa and Nebraska.
large number of new prints have been ordered
and the picture will again be placed

Co. are

A

extended runs at the Royal, Des
Moines, and at the Empress here.

for

Bronstetter

With 2nd

MADGE EVANS

Says:

A1LITTLE

LAUGHTER
PERHAPS
SOME TEARS
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
CHARMS

AND CHEERS
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Nat'l

Second

National Pictures stated
yesterday T. A. Bronstetter had been
engaged as general sales manager for
the exchange at 414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh.
Jack Frazier will remain as

Fight Pictures in Georgia

THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta— W. H. Rudolph is mak(Special to

ing arrangements for the distribution
of the Dempsey-Carpentier fight pictures in Georgia.
Upon his arrival
here with the pictures he was arrested and fined
in the Federal
$500

manager. Ben Amsterdam is attachDe Luxe Expanding
Burkburnett, Tex.— The Oasis Phoed to the New York headquarters.
THE FILM DAILY)
Company, which will feature
to
Film
The
De
Luxe
Shorty
Hamilton,
directed
A.
liladelphia
by W.
Square Deal Holds Franchise
>iange, of which Tony Luchesse Douglas, has begun active operations
Court. It is understood he has made
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Neufeld are owners and on 26 two reelers. The organization
r Oscar
arrangements with Willard C. Pat(Special to

—

Hi has been housed at 1325 Vine
:,,vill move into a remodeled buildIncreased busi^1318, on Feb. 1.
the removal.
:a necessitated

is a stock company in which W. S.
Abbott, a local citizen, is president
and Elmer A. Lewellen vice-president and general manager.

INDEPENDENTS

a

—

Philadelphia Second National releases will be distributed in this territory through the Square Deal Film
Exchange at 1220 Vine St.

show the pictures at the Criterion, beginning Jan. 30.
It is said
the fight films have been introduced
into 22 states.
terson to

— EXHIBITORS — EXCHANGES — SHOWMEN

PERSECUTION

>>

Adapted from

A

new method

distribution;

of

New York

exchanges

A Showman's
j

write for information.

Exhibitors

"THE BOOK OF ESTHER"
Picture

Ask— WILKERSON

REGAL-FISCHER CORPORATION
Loew Building
Bryant 0570

Territory

1540 Broadway

New York

City

fjg^

DAILV

No

Myers

Eastern Units

(Continued from page 1)
S. Robertson will work at the Wilshire or Realart studio in Hollywood.

Another interesting plan in the
working is one by means of which the
present Realart stars will be absorbed
into the Paramount producing organization.
The process is designed to
be a gradual one, contingent upon the

public

demand

for starring pictures.
Some* of the present Realart stars
will be cast in future "all-star" pictures such as "Blood and Sand," in

Bill

Up

(Continued from page 1)

elements appeared and made one of
his usual discourses on the need for
Federal censorship of films. Senator
Shortridge stated he did not favor
censorship, and added he gravely
doubted its efhcacy. Senator Ashurst
stated quite emphatically he was opposed to restrictions through censor-

for 3

Companies

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Los Angeles G. M. Anderson will
have three units of Amalgamated
Prod, at work shortl3^ Of these one
already imder way, with Stanley
Laurel, the English vaudeville artist,
featured.
Fred Church will be the
leading man- for the Anderson westi.s

26,

Tennessee Meeting Put 0\
(Special to THE FILM DAILV
Nashville, Tenn.
The meeti

—

exhibitors scheduled for
be held next Monday.

Monda
C.

/

Elravey and Tony Sudekum
back of the move which is hoa
to
have no connection witl
M. P. T. O.
;

erns.

ship.

Made Head

It
was announced the industry
would be given an opportunity of

presenting

its

side

of the

(Special

case at a

McAvoy

May

and
Bebe meeting to be designated later.
Daniels will support Rodolf Valentino
and "Val of Paradise," in which Jack
Hirsch Joins Arrow Here
"Baron" Hirsch has joined the staf?
Holt and Miss Daniels will be costarred.
Wanda Hawley will appear of Arrow Exchanges, Inc. He will
in "The Cat That Walked Alone," a cover Westchester County.
Hirsch
new George Melford Prod.
was formerly in Buffalo for Lande.
Mary Miles Minter will probablj^
Werner Buys Carnival Comedies
continue her starring series until the
present agreement runs out some time
Carnival Comedies, featuring Polly
within the next 12 months.
Alice Moran and "Smiling"
Bill
Jones,
Brady, who holds a three year con- which C. B. C. is selling, have been
tract, will, in all likelihood, become a sold to Sam Werner of the United
full-fiedged Paramount star on a par Film Service of St. Louis for Eastwith Gloria Swanson, Betty Compson ern Missouri and Southern Illinois.
and Agnes Ayres.
Kay Bee Closes for Neal Harts
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Brandt on Sales Trip
Milwaukee Walter A. Baier, manJoe Brandt left this week on a
short tour of principal cities to look ager of the Kay Bee Distributing
Corp., has purchased a new series of
over the situation.
eight Neal Hart features from William Steiner Prod. Co. The first reSells Nine Films for Michigan
Aywon has sold the six "Big Boy" lease is "Tangled Trails."
Williams westerns and three Snowy
Attorneys Meet
Baker films to Merit Film of Detroit
prominent
Attorneys
disfor Michigan.
for

which

Anderson Planning;

Thursday, January

of Directors'

Los Angeles
directors

of

Board

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— At

the

a meetinc of the

Commonwealth M.

Producers, Mrs. A. B. Maescher,
general maanger, was elected to the presidency of the board.
Fred Caldwell is about to start on
"Dominating Eyes," the third of a
P.

who was

series of 12

The Child oFthe

western features for the

company.

George Martin and>John Natteford
completed
editing
of
the
"Rounding Up the Law," fifth of the
"Big Boy" Williams series for Aywon. Natteford wrote the story.
have

B«

PRODUCTIONS WANTE
Outright
purchase prefen
Percentage proposition possil
Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc
Fitz

398 Fifth Avenue
New York,

Roy 0865

N

—

tributors discussed the

Schlank Here; Marshall Gone
Morris R. Schlank is in town from
the coast, conferring with W. E.
Shallenberger of Arrow. Frank Marshall, of the Reggie
Alorris Prod.
was here, but has left for home.
Lesser on the

Way

Irving Lesser, of Western Pictures
Exploitation Co., is due in New York

from Los Angeles

He

in

about a week.

the coast a week ago and
some stops en route.

left

making

is

meeting

Hoy

Why?
Have

idea at a

Gabriel L. Hess'
Among
office in Goldwyn yesterday.
those present were H. E. Thompson,
acting for Hodkinson;
G.
M. C.

held

in

Fowler, for Wid Gunning, Inc.;
I. Funkenstein, Selznick; N. Ruttenberg,
Metro; William Seabury,
Vitagraph; R. A. White, Fox; E. V.
Ludvigh, S. R. Kent and F. V. Chamberlain, Famous Players; Benjamin
De Witt, Educational; Harry Berman. Universal and Charles R. Rogers,

R-C

be held next Wednesday.

Pictures.

Affiliated

Bennie

Distributors, Inc.
vice-president.

Another meeting

Security

secured

has

Corp.

i

;^DAV1D and JONATHAN"
is now being released?

Why?

Cce/ULe.

is

Gradwell Gets "Blond Vampire"
Gradwell,
Producers
Ricord
of

of the most

chises from Second
National Pictures Corp.
whose first production

Fineman Heads New Unit
B. P. Fineman is president of Edwin Carewe Prod., the company
which will make two features for
Zeidman

(eleven)

prominent Independent
Exchanges taken fran-

C.

will

11

a»^^
Because the David

&

Jonathan Release is the First Picture of
the Greatest State Right or Franchise Proposition Now Before
the Independent Buyer.

"The

Blond Vampire" for distribution. The
was made at the Biograph

picture

studio.
"The Bootleggers,"
release, is now ready.

To

Refilm "Garden of Allah"

(Special to

Los

another

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—

Norma Talmadge
Garden of Allah"
Frank Lloyd will

Iti

is

understood

refilm "The
Africa, and that

will
in

direct.
Joseph M.
Schenck, it is said, is buying up state
rights on the old version which Willian N. Selig made some years ago
so that no antiquated prints will appear when the new production is re-

leased.

A

well

known

state right operator

said yesterday he understood the
leases on the Selig version of "The
Garden of Allah" had expired. Some
prints are still in the territories.

AL COHN

Second National Pictures Corp.

BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES
Representing the

New York

140 West 42nd Street

Foremost Authors

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD
Phone. Holly 3222

WE

NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

OUXMLOW^ BLM DiifilRAIORIES
INCOCPOBATED

PHONE

5pyANT 5576

-

220WEST 42!Je STREET
NEW yopK

'',
'4

ALLAN A.LOWNES
CEN.MGB.

—
THE
sday,

January

«55^
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loySj—YouVe got a Knockout
So said an old showman with thirty-eight years of experience behind him. "The public wants drama
right now, and you've got the greatest combination of heart punch, sentiment, drama and title that I
have seen in show business in many years. Millions have sung the song and know the title that's

—

why

I

predict that

iixhibitors will

clean up with

it

Proof that this old showman is right, came a flood of letters, and telegrams from State Right Buyers,
Independent Exchangemen and exhibitors from ill over the country asking for territory, terms, prices
and release date on the B. F. Zeidman Production.

ixhibitors,
We

— Communicate

with Us

We

want to hear particularly from those who
over the country.
are seeking sure fire pictures that will bring the old 1914 profits and 1914 business.. Tell us what
you think of the title, and we will write and tell you what kind of goods we've got to back up the
title, and then when we say
"Watch and Wait" you'll understand exactly what we mean.
want

to hear

from exhibitors

all

—

EQUITY PICTURES CORPORATION
33 West 42nd

Street,

New York

City

(U^^'^^^
THE

tw/^-

I

•^ah

Thursday, January

Q^II^Y

mmmmna

The Greatest

Serial Ever

The World Famous Story Read by

26,

Mkd

Millions

"THE ADVENTURES OF

bin

Crusoe
STARRING
with

HARRY MYERS

NOBLE JOHNSON

as

as "crusoi

"FRIDAY" and an

ALL STAR SUPPORTING CAS
Ready For Early Release
CARL LAEMMLE,

President

UNIVERSAII

^^fRi>$TREET

:Sf^RE(OCMIZED

FILMDOM

Authority

!>/'

FORHERLY
XIX

VI.

(t
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Price 5 Centt

New Ray

Educationals"
Interest Public

part of the

\>

intent

ti

d for

u

it

irs,

la;c

l

Hays

tions a

Hiram

deal and with

Ray

showings on Saturday mornis understood several of the

Year

Abrams

nounced

secure material to be

to

Deal

Hiram Abrams Anncunces Affiliation
—Star to Make Two Produc-

Be Made by Important Producny ers to Serve Campaign to

yesterday

an-

acquisition of Charles
for United Artists release.

the

Coincident with this announcement,

was stated that Ray in the future
would make but two productions a
year, and that he would start work
at once on the first.
it

producing organizations will beto
make "educationals" very

slrtly.

It

has been generally expected that

Ray would

'hose
thters

short reels will be used in
on Saturday mornings if the
pi is perfected, which is expected
tcaid materially in the Hays plan
'ebuilding confidence for pictures.

join United Artists upon
the completion of his First National
contract.
He made 12 productions
for that organization, and of that
number about four are yet to be re-

also reported that when Hays
the industry some information
nv' be forthcoming relative to film
irde for the Government, and which,
rining into millions of feet, is now
st-ed in the vaults of the various

leased.
Arthur S. Kane will continue
to "present" the pictures.
Dec. 28th, this publication
stated that the Ray-United Artists
deal was under way.

dartments in Washington.
This
fia, which cost the Government milliis
of dollars, at present has no

"Silly" Says Baker
of Tarkington Baker
was brought into the Hays situation
yesterday at tiie hearing of the subcommittee of the .Senate on the proposed Myers investigation of the
industry.
W. li. Field, who appeared in favor
of the resolution and said he represented the American Legion, intimated that the selection of Postmaster General Hays as head of the
new association of moving picture
producers was part of a "political
plot" to influence legislation.
He
suggested that Tarkington Baker,
who he said conducted the initial
negotiations be called as a witness
and that he be requested to produce
the correspondence which resulted in
Mr. Hay's leaving the Cabinet.

is

t

;rs

ei

The

T;ie.

pited

material

Buys

Stanley

.

is

The

ex-

be se-

Phila. Bijou

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to
I

Philadelphia
oi'.he

which

to be serviceable will
(Continued on "Page 4)

On

E. Mastbaum
—Jules
Amusement Co. has

Stanley

from the Keith estate the
B)u, at 8th and Race Sts.
The Bi10 property adjoins the Auditorium,
oycd and operated by Stanley as a
pi:hased

piure house.

"THE JUNGLE

and then to India the plot of
GODplayers in a series of unending thrills and daring escapades.
Serial patrons will "eat it up"!
The most marvelous wild animal
serial Col Selig has ever produced.
EXState Rights.
Ready
Advt.
&
FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.

To

Africa, to China

DESS"

PORT

whirls

its

TODAY!

IMPORT

C—

name

"

II

oint

Run

for "Fool's Paradise"

Rialto and Rivoli will have
siultaneous runs of "Fool's Parali;" the week of Feb. 19.

jhe

Mexican Chain
Want Picture Held
of Corporation Formed on the Exhibitors, In Response to Fox Wire,
Prefer "Monte Cristo" in Fall
Coast — Said to Hold Govern-

Aim

ment Concessions
THE FILM DAILY)

week Will Rogers in "One
Day" will be the feature. at
Los Angeles Financed by Los Anth
Rivoli;
the week of Feb. 5, geles capital and headed by local men,
I'ran of the Lady Letty," and the a corporation has been organized unv(< of Feb. 12 "Back Pay."
At the der the laws of Mexico that will op-,
i^ito, the feature next week will be
erate a chain of about 20 theaters
B(e Daniels in "Nancy from No- there.
vlre"; the week of Feb. 5, "BoomA closed corporation with a capital
;r:g Bill," and the week of Feb. 12,
stock of $500,000 or 1.000,000 pesos,
Pf Negri in "The Red Peacock."
the new company will be known as
the Compania Nacional Cinematograficia Mexicana, S. A., with head2 Towns Served from Albany
quarters in Mexico City and a branch
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Concessions from the
bany The First National branch office here.
here opens on Monday with A. Mexican government, giving the corlerman, a salesman for the com- poration control of Mexican munici(Continued on page 4)
»' for some time past as manager.
(Special to

^ ext

—

jlious

—

>fiie
'•

pcy-two

Rather Than

When Baker, who is now with the
Visugraphic
Pictures
Corp.,
was
asked about tlie Field statement he

Now

In response to close on to 300
inquiries from important exhibitors
throughout the country, it is expected
that the Fox organization will hold
"Monte Cristo" for general release in
the fall.

said:
"It is utter rot
no idea of what

about.

picture in which Jack Gilbert
one of the 1922 Fox
is
specials, and is designed for a prerelease
engagement on Broadway.
Winfield R. Sheehan dispatched the
telegrams asking whether exhibitors
would prefer to get the picture immediately in order to bolster up weak
office

totals.

The consensus

Lubitsch Feature Retitled
Ernst Lubitsch's "Pharaoh's Wife"
has been retitled "The Loves of Pha-

of

opinion was that the release should
be held over.

I

have

talking-

I met
know what
Please make that

Field.

don't

Allied

"Lab" Dinner Wednesday

The

Allied

jection

lighting in the industry.

Ethel Clayton Here
'My Boy" in England
Ethel Clayton is in New York for
"Mv Boy" will be released in Great
her winter vacation, accompanied by, Britain byPathe Freres Cinema, Ltd..'
her mother and brother. She will re- of which A. P. Holt is managing
main here for several weeks.
director.
1

raoh."

to.

is

Film
Laboratories
Ass'n will hold what it calls "a lecture banquet at the Astor on Wednesday. Dr. W. E. Story, of the General
Electric Co. and J. G. Krossen, an
authority on lamps, will deliver addresses on the standardization of pro-

towns

formerly handled
*(i Buffalo will be served out of the
'ffice.
The exchange will cover
Lory as
far north
as WaterOM, as far west as Utica and Rome
•n as far south as Norwich.

I

silly.

Fields

know

I

But

he is referring
emphatic."

The

appears

box

Yes,

him once.

and

I

Newspaper Opinions At Broadway Theaters THE HEROINE
"Saturday Night"— F. P.-L.
Rialto
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N. V. WORLD~"Saturday Night." nowplaying at the Rialto and the Rivoli, is an
picture, but in one respect it deserves superlatives.
We have seen no film
quite so snobbish. * *
The picture is well
acted, with particularly good work being
*
»
done by Leatrice Joy
and Conrad
Nagel. * * *

HERALD — Despite

rather sophisticated
glamor, he gets under the skin with the
usual number of e.xpensive bathing suits
in
liis
stor\" of mesalliance.
For it is uncjuestionably DeMillc's story, though Jeanie MacPherson's name is allowed to take cover under the title on the program. * * *The seciety settings were exceptionally lavish, as
becomes a DeMille photoplay. * * »

UK

12

&

Co.

Arrives

"Saturday Night."
a one is

film.

SUN — Such

Ingram Film Ready Now
Metro intends releasing ''Turn to
the Right" at once. The original plan
was to hold it until the fall.
at Allen

THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland — Phil Selznick, who
(Special to

con-

rights to "His Nibs," has
arranged a preview tomorrow at the
Allen Theater. "Chic" Sale will ap-

Ohio

Night."

EVENING WORLD— DeMille

believes in
to attract
the eye of women, and then filling the gowns
to overflowing with women to attract his
men spectators.
He has lived up to his
creed to the letter in "Saturday Night."

chocking

films

his

full

gotten and which

*

*

of

gowns

Keen appreciation

which

is

sometimes

is

brilliantly

of
for-

revealed again

"Saturday Night."
"Saturday Night" is
one of the most humorous, yet serious, productions by DeMille.
It is filled with laughin

little

an

elaborate

as evolved

rather absurd and the suljtitling is poor, but Mr. DeMille has done the picture with the usual
plot

is

atmosphere that is a distinctive feature of his work.
He has poured out gorgeous, sometimes bizarre, backgrounds with
his usual lavish hand,, and has again been
guilty of overcrowding his scenes with characters and settings in several instances, but
he has offset this by creating some thrilling
passages of unusual vividness.
liectic

DAILY NEWS— Type
Photography,

drama.

of

good.

film,

Newcombe,

Reelers

title

artist,

soon release the first of a series
of one-reelers to be known as "Land
of Love's Dreams."
will

Plot,

"Turn

the

to

to

the

Right"

is

f^duAz<iiiarvcd 6^^M.iAju)

OH THE PROGRAM"

legitimate

and cast

of

ex-

STUDIO FOR RENT
For

particulars write

E.
110

W.

is

by Andre Maquarre.
"With Hy Mayer at
Monte Carlo." one of the cartoonist's humorous travelaughs is next and the final number, the organ solo.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

-THRILLS

m
Osa Johnsoi

Martin Johnson's

L"JUNGLE ADVENTURE

Criterion
Moskowski's "Serenata" is the overture at
the Criterion where "Red Hot Romance"
is
the feature.
What is termed a "film
potpourri" is divided into four numbers.
"Pageantry in India." "Criterion Magazine."
".A Winter's Tale," which is a Post Nature
scenic, and "The Bull Fight," a Mutt and

The

cartoon.

Jefif

"Spanish Jazz"

feature then goes
the next number.

is

for

The

Rialto

erican

RELEASING
WALTER £ GREENE.

orchestra

plays

who

feature

and the

"The

sings

"Saturday Night" is the
the program,

Rivoli

The pictorial opens the Rivoli program.
"Serenade," sung by Miriam Lax, Eva Sobel,
Susan Ida Clough and Inga Wank is the
next number.
"Saturday Night" is the feafollowing

anil

The

"Felix Saves
cartoon.

comes

it,

Day,''

a

WARREN.

1,kP..-W£^

would

a

Pat

cartoon,
Sullivan

Once again Tchaikowsky's "Overture 1812"
the opening number at one of the Broadway picture theaters. The Strand orchestra
plays it this week.
"Teddy in Glacier Land."
Pathe colored subject is the next number.
Madeline
Mac
Guigan.
violinist,
plays
"Spanish Dance No. 8."
Then comes in
succession,
the topical review
and Kitty
McLaughlin, soprano, who sings "Good
Bye." The feature is "The Ruling Passion."
starring George Arliss and the comedy "Look
Out Below," a Harold. Lloyd revival. The
organ solo is the final number.
a

second is being edited. It is unc
stood Gunning has also secured
eral additional productions for

s

tribution.

Columbia Course on Productio
Columbia will continue its coi
motion

in

production

picture

Tuesday evenings beginning Feb.
and ending May 23. Rowland Rog

will be the instructor.
Courses
photoplay construction will also
given.
A spring and summer cot

will

follow.

Mulhall Here
Jack Mulhall, who appears
to the
coast.

Releases

i

Wray' Physioc Prod. The first
be "The Madness of Love" and

is

Two Arrow

8.

stated yesterday that organ
distribute a series of

Inc.,

tion

ture

F

Gets Another Series
Robert E. Welsh, of Wid Gunn

Last

number on

last

CORPORATION

<PFO..fmi ,

"Capriccio

Espagnol" this week as its overture.
The
magazine is next and is followed by Betty
.-\nderson,
soprano,
Rose of .Summer."

immediate release through

on.

Rialto

Right,"

is

in

in "T
town from

Ben Wilson-Neva Ger-

third

Fink Back from Europe
THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas
City, Mo.
M. R. Fi
.\ new Grace Davison picture, "The
Splendid Lie," will go out as an Ar- president and general manager
Peacock Prod., Inc.. has retur:
row special on Feb. 1st.
from an eight weeks' trip abroad.

Bru Leaving
Plan Receptions for Bernhardt

THE FILM DAILY)

is

shortly

(Special to

—

Howard
s^tative

H.
for

for

Now Owns Two

Home Soon

Bru,

special

repre-

Nevada,

Turner and Dahnken. owner

Mo.

— M.

Houses
J.

McGin:

of the Liberty, has purcha

Los Angeles In the event that of San Francisco, who has been the Star.
Sarah Bernhardt accepts the offer to spending several weeks here confercome to America to celebrate the ring with Ralph H. Clark, of the local
10th anniversary of the production of First National exchange and home
feature pictures, she will be tendered office e.xecutives, leaves for home
a reception in New York and another shortly.
He will be back here in

The plan of the committee of
which William deMille is chairman,
would call for a number of stops
liere.

across country.

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

F

in

ceptional merit.

—

J.

Ranger"

ber production. "Impulse,"
to be released.

Right"— Metro

success as film story.
Stage play artistically done on screen at Lyric Theater with
entirely

4

overture at the Capitol this
Sunset- Burrud
scenic,
"The
the second number and Unit
\o. 3 is composed of three dance interpretations. "Anitra's Dance," "The Moth" and
"Cake Walk."
The usual Capitol dancers
appear in these numbers.
Capitol News is
the fourth number and next comes a prologue to "The Grim Comedian."
After the
feature is a flute solo. "Tremolo," played

A

The

new

comedy

1000
No.

the

is

week.

deplor-

Value, negligible.

(Special to

,'HE SPICG

Minor"

comady

Lyric

Newcombe Making One

Capitol
"Symphony

Tchaikowsky's

Strand

novel in that there is rather
story to occupy the numerous
is

MAIL — The

able.

'^^^'^x^

OF

feature.

tragedies.

GLOBE — It

AMERICAN— "Turn
A.

"Saturday

trouble with it is that occasionally
it
assumes the tone that it has something
new to teach us. * * * But aside from the
several serious attempts to advance this anything but new theory. "Saturday Night" is
one of the best films we have ever seen.
You can easily forget that it isn't exactly
new when you are watching the almost perfect acting and the gorgeous scenes.

pear in person.

Warren

—

The only

cast.

trols

—

—

three productions ahead of release for
Universal.

"His Nibs"

its

Cecil B. DeMille, hectic discloser of women's most intimate secrets and
vanities, has developed a sense of humor.
Broad fun, a poke at the foibles of the dear
and terrible rich, a gay relating of the bad
table manners of the Great Perspiring
this
is
what this director has served in his latest

able

of

happy, popular

a

amusing

Frank Mayo arrived in New York
yesterday from Los Angeles. He is

Preview

Altogetlier

amusing

»
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Quotations by Harry Content

Mayo

e.\ceiitionall\-

The program at the Canieo continues unchanged with "Flower of the North" as the

JOURNAL—

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

London Representative

picture.
picture.

Cameo

— Rivoli

"Roxy" Rewarding Capitol Ushers

.A.pril

to

attend the annual

meeting

for which no definite
date has as yet been set.
Turner
and Dahnken own the controlling
interest of the New York State First
National franchise.
of the

circuit,

To

increase the efficiency of the
usher staff at the Capitol S. L. Rothafcl
has inaugurated a bonus and
merit system, whereby a bonus is
given to the five ushers and two page
boys rendering the most ineritorious
and efiicicnt service each month.

Quimby Planning Annual Jaunt
Fred C. Quimby is planning his
annual pleasure trip to Bermuda and
Jainaica.
only.

It

will

be

for

pleasure

SERVK

AEAL.

119

Fulton

St..

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTI

THE GREATEST NOVELTY PICTURE

THAT EVER WAS SCREENED!
A DOG

GIRL
A
—

A
MAN
man
—

a wonderful girl

flung

from

a

splendid

among strange

city-

men. A
power

ease to the mountain wildernesses.

figure of
in

this

great love drama
of the wilds.

KATHERINE

JOHN BOWERS

MacGUIRE

H. O. Davis
" THE SILENT

CALL"
A

Laurence Trimble

Jane Murfin Production
From Hal

<n^f

G. Evarts' Saturday Evening Post Story

"THE CROSS PULL"

Distributed by Associated
First National Pictures, Inc.

Watch

It

Clean

Up

at the

Capitol Theatre,

New

York, Next

Week

Released on the Open Market

!

THE

spS^

DAILY

No Sunday

Looked For
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Speaker H. Edmond Machold of the Assembly is of the opinion
that there would be no legislation en-

" Educationals »

Legislation

—

acted at this session of the Legisla-

introduced by

bill

charitable

tional,

or

religious

pur-

poses.

Moss Going Ahead in Bronx
The Moss offices state that revised
plans have been made for a theater
to seat 2,500 at Tremont and Webster Aves., in the Bronx.
The main
entrance will be on Tremont Ave.
and the house

will

probably be ready

Thanksgiving.

Six

He also holds the property directly
opposite on which it was originally
planned to construct a theater. That
plan has not gone through. On Burnside Ave., near Jerome, in the same
vicinity, a large theater is under conHaring and Blumenthal's

struction.

new Belmont, at Belmont and Tremont Aves., is another large house
operating in that section. Sydney S.
Cohen's Tremont is a block away

from the proposed Moss

theater.

Buster Keaton Prod. Formed
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The Buster Keaton
Prod, have been formed here with a
capitalization of $10,000.
D. Blum
and H. M. and M. Bernstein are incorporators and Leopold Friedman,
attorney.

There

Los Angeles

—

It

is

understood that
1922

novels are to be filmed
B. Hampton, according
to the terms of his contract with
Goldwyn. Production has started at
on "Golden
United
Studios
the
Dreams," a Zane Grey story.
in

five

by Benjamin

Sacred Films Sold For Europe
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Larry Weingarten,
Cal.
of Sacred Films, Inc.,
reports the sale of the Old Testament
Narratives for Continental Europe,
to John Henry Taylor of the Screen
Taylor is the
Art, Ltd., London.
Christie agent in London, and will
Burbank,

sales

In towns that have
theaters the
erect model

known

a

branch
as

the

.$25,000.

theaters

Films

and L.

qualify.

Theatre located in one
richest and best towns of

I.

no municipal
purposes

tion house

a

at

showing

to

cost of
rethe

To

tion.

'

of
its

Population

New

combina-

now under

construc-

be opened within few

months.
Let your
Yourself!

all— Sell

letter tell

We

man

with ideas

with

us.

want to

who

select a

can grow

Are you the man?

Address

Lucien Rix. ,who appeared with
in "Deception," is in

Box

Henny Porten

Duluth

B-24, care Film Daily

THE FILM DAILY)

—With

the exception of the
Zelda, operated by William Abrahamson and Finkelstein & Ruben's Garrick, every theater here has reduced

admission prices.
The Zelda is
maintaining its standard price at 25
cents, and this is to be retained. The
Garrick is playing at 25 and 35 cents
for malinee and night.
The price slashing has aroused

Don't Lose Sleep

HAVE YOU SEEN

Over Your Income Tax.
Income tax reports made and

"PERSECUTION"

filed

its

INVESTMENT
YOU EVER MADE

THE FILM DAILY)

—

reduction in the

j

city.

Lumiere Copyright

The photograph
reproduced

in

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

THE BIGGEST LITTLE

Prices Cut in Minneapolis

..Minneapolis After much deliberation and several meetings, owners of
Minneapolis Gateway theaters have
determined to reduce their prices of
admission to 5 and 10 cents, effective

adapted from

Agnes M. Sullivan, C.P.A.
Motion Picture Accountancy
Longacre 8939
25 W. 42nd St.

Superior exhibitors, many of whom
are charging twice the admission
price received for the same pictures
in Duluth.
Range towns also are expected to be affected by the price
war here.

(Special to

by'

•

of E. K. Lincoln,
Wid's Year Book, 1920
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and 1921, was a copyrighted photograph from the Lumiere Studio.
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Bear

vaudeville house management.
Really competent man with
only picture experience can

sources of Mexico will also be made
under the direction of the corporation
and released in the United States.

organization to be
Sacred Films Sales,

i
The Child oFthe

men

size in the U. S. A.
60,000 or over.

company

manager

form

picture

Duluth Admissions Slashed
(Special to

]:Tice

Hampton To Film Five in 1922
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

and

for a live-wire theatre manager
to connect with fast growing
circuit of theatres.
Prefer man
understanding both picture and

this country.

no special significance in
Keaton has
been producing under one of the .Sunday.
Joseph Schenck corporations until
The move of the Gateway men is
now.
taken as the forerunner of a general
is

the above incorporation.

theatrical

R. Mitchell,
treasurer,
Rivet, secretary.

said he could not see how the
theaters could use two sets of shows,
practically alike, and each intended
to serve the same purpose.
"Of course." he said, "in the theaters owned or controlled by the distributors or producers
this
might
work out, but where such a condition fails to exist the exhibitor will
have something to say as to which
show he will present."

The

between Park and Washington Aves.

theaters

comprise the company.
They are:
A. Herrera, president; F. W. Ferris,
vice-president; Morris Kach, general
manager; Fred Kach, secretary; W.

tion

theater situation in that section of the Bronx is interesting. Fox
operates the Crotona, on Tremont

AN OPPORTUNITY

1)

that have been erected
in all cities of more than 50,000 population, have been acquired, according to A. Herrera, the president.
pal

To what extent the proposed SatAssemblyman
William W. Campbell (Republican) urday morning showings will conof
Schenectady County makes it flict with those planned by the M. P.
mandatory instead of permissive, as T. O. of A. is a question. The theaat present, the issuance of a permit ter owners say these showings are
by the Motion Picture Commission now being held all over the country,
for films intended solely for educa- and a high official of that organiza-

A

i

(Continued from page

the story goes, and distributed for these Saturday morning
showings as well.
so

Sunday amusements.

ture to curtail

19;

Mexican Chain

(Continued from page I)
lected,

Friday, January 27,

— Foreign,

pages

$15

—
<->'

-^fd:"

^BR^STMET

2^^re(0chized

Authority
rORHERLY
XIX

r.

No. 27
"Fair Lady" Next

Pour In

Millions
Sums Being

ige

Saturday, January 28, 1922

"Fair Lady"

ted in Geripanies
Rapiuij
I,i

New

iman Films

Forming
TB s FILM DAILY)

j

(Special to

!

erlin

— There

no end

is

He Was

definitely

title

The Film

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
J.

— Senator

Europe

On

Daily.

Jersey.

C. C.

PETTIJOHN.

I

he situation is about the same as
Lamentations
the state itself.
Dit ruin and bankruptcy are mountto the skies, yet do the subjects
1

1

President Ebert grow more proseius every day.
Trade and indusare flourishing more than ever.
•

based
tremendous inflation and the

I:h of this is fictitious, lacing

tthe
:

rish

ns.

things has had

its

One

leasing their capital.

of the

German

trusts, the UniverF.
A.,
has recently
(bled its capital from 100 to 200
lions, following upon the incor(ition of the Decla, Ltd., which
I a net loss of 28,000,000 marks in
I last
year and was compelled to
:
out to the U. F. A.
Another
rnising young concern, the Terra.
t, is
increasing
its
capital
by
litest

U.

or

and bounds, swallowing up one

5 is

firm after the other.
Its
now 16,000,000 marks.

important
.»..d

firms,

Amboss-Film,

have

Another

with.

important

The
of London.
i
specialize on wild
iial films.
The first two films
! already been released.
large

laboratories have
into limited

converted

ei

also

com-

ics.

Terra

jit
.1)

Co.

has

alxsorbed

which owns one
studios in Germany.

Co.,

lipst

Adler Going to Coast
Adler of Distinctive

of

the
the

Prod.,
the coast next
It is understood E. M. Asher,
"X".
fVIack Sennett Prod, is likewise
,Tt

1

cs;.

is

leaving

for

terprises.

Commission Faces Deficit
THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Chairman Geo. H. Cobb,
P.

(Special to

—

just

Wainwright
company will

>vo

Celebrated

dramas featuring
and 6 five reel
George Larkin. "Shadows of Conscience" will be booked in Northern
Illinois and Indiana bv Pioneer, and
n Wisconsin by W. P. Gaskell En-

&

Jtion is the Hagenbeck Film Co.,
I'alized at 7,000.000 marks, a great
1
of which is being supplied by
'.

Players
acquires the right to Illinois, Indiana
and Wisconsin for 16 two reel westerns starring Fritzi Ridgeway, 9 two
reel westerns starring Frank Braidwood. 5 two reel westerns starring
Georpe Larkin, 22 one reel comedies

by which

Inc.,

Mrs.

Mav Hosmer and

enson.

members

of the

Joseph LevMotion Pic-

ture Commission, had a conference
the Caoitol Thursday with Assemlilvman Iosei)h McGinnies. chairman
of the Wavs and Means Committee,
regarding tlie appropriation of money
Chairman Cobb
for the coming rear.
in his budget filed requests $134,265.
At the same time he requests the
apoointment of 12 travelinsr inspectors ?nd reviewers of films at a salary

.nt

of '^2.500 each.

The Commission having spent $70,000 which was provided for i'l the
law creating the commission, it renortrd that $10,000 was needed a= a
expenses indeficiencv in meeting
rurr^d since Au"'. 1. when the CornThis
mission began its operations.
amount w?= pllowed. but only six inspectors will be provided for instead

The Commisof 12. PS reaiie=tpd.
sion no*- obtpuiino- the smn desired
will find that it will b'^ in debt to the
amount of about $39,000 at the expiration of its fiscal year.

Mr. Christie said that his attorneys will contest the assertion of the

Goldwyn Meeting Over
tempt to show that each state right
Samuel Goldw3'n, Alfred Weiss, purchaser of Christie films had paid
i-^rancis Gudger and A. Aronson are the tax.
"I have known for some time." he
back in town from the mid-winter
Goldwyn branch
managers, which was held in Chicago
the first half of the week. Abraham
Lehr did not go to the coast, but

sales conference of

returned here.

—Joe Friedman closed a
deal with W. D. Russell Proa.

:iioO,000

M.

Althoff

II

tart

Deal

cap-

r'gamated with a capital of 18,ll'OO marks, which,
announcit is
Iwill soon be doubled.
Rhenish
nalists have founded the MercaFilm Co. with 3.0()(),0()0 marks
'

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Charles H. Christie, whose company intends making a test case of
the stand taken by the Government
on the 5% rental tax situation, stated
yesterday the hearing would be held
in about two weeks in Washington.

Internal Revenue Bureau that the
tax should be pyramided and also at-

Chicago

ef-

Most of
t»i the lihn market.
producing companies are steadily

Til

Friedman and Russell
(Special to

:;s

cs

where

work of the money letterThe country is flooded with

his state of

t,

appearance at the Central
"Foolish Wives" is playing,
every afternoon and evening, beginning with the matinee today, and will
continue to appear at both afternoon
performances for some time.
sonal

depreciating money.

tidily

1

Miss Dupont to Arrive Today
Miss Dupont will arrive in New
She will make a perV'ork today.

57c Rental Tax Situation— Chas.
Christie Expects It in About

Two Weeks

Read my
Just got back.
Film Bible.
Know all that
happened while away.
Enclosed check.

Alexander

Simpson has introduced a bill legalizing Sunday shows and sports in

New

Hearing Soon
in

Gentlemen:

Favors Jersey Sunday Shows

Trenton, N.

jit

Price 5 Cents

t:*iijl

Rex Beach

chosen for the second Rex Beach pro-

talk

of

the film
continue
Dour in and new companies are
mushrooms, while
;ving up lik(
old ones inciease their capital.

the

duction for United Artists.
Bill

the terrible crisis in
the millions
iistrj-,
still

is

(-1

New

Theater for Bronx

A

one-story brick theater will be
built on Webster Ave. north of 204th
St
according to plans filed with the

said yesterday, "that the tax aflfected
all
producers, but we haven't said
anything about it because we did
not want to raise a fuss."
Christie intends leaving for the
coast in a few days.

May McAvoy in Town
May McAvoy is at the Ansonia.
She

is

just in

from

California.

.

Harry
Buildings.
of record and
Landsiedel are the archiestimate the cost at $50,000.

Bronx Bureau

of

Gillman

owner

is

Moore &
tects,

who

the

Alleged Thief Sent to Prison

Joe Lee Here
who has been spending
some time in Minneapolis for Swedish Biograph, is in town.
Joe

Lee,

New Probes
At
the
local office of the Federal
Buffalo William Pearson, alleged
Trade Commission it was stated yesto be a member of an international
regang of film thieves, has been sen- terday there was no truth to the
port that investigations of First Natenced to serve from three to seven
tional and the M. P. T. O. were beyears at hard labor in Auburn prison
ing
made. A vaudeville paper stated
was
Pearson
by Justice Brown.
that such probes were under way by
found guilty of the theft of films from
Morris Taitus, for- the Commission.
United Artists.
mer shipping clerk at the local United
Suing First National for $40,000
was found
Artists' exchange, who
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
guilty of grand larceny, first degree,
Taitus,
The Alhambra
N.
Y.
will be sentenced tomorrow.
Utica,
Amusement Co., Inc., is suing First
it is alleged, stole valuable films from
the local exchange of the same com- National Pictures, Inc., of New York
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Commission Denies

—

pany.

in a breach of contract
alleged First National sold
local rights to Wilmer and Vincent
after a contract had first been made
with the Alhambra company.

for

suit.

Di Lorenzo to Handle 36 Films

\ new company to be kiiown as
Di Lorenzo. Inc., is being incorpoLorenzo as
di
rated with Joseph
president; J. P. Burrows, vice-president; H. J. Jantzer, treasurer, and A.
With the exP. Savarese, secretary.
ception of the latter the offices have
been connected with Famous Players.
Inc., will handle withthe next three years 36 W. Hughes
Curran Prod, on the state rights mar-

Di Lorenzo,

in

ket.

by

Williams
six.

unit is headed
Curran and "Big Boy"

The producing

W. Hughes
will

be starred in the

first

$40,000
It is

Big Cast in Davies Fi'm
of well-known players is
being assembled by Cosmopolitan
Prod, to support Marion Divi^s in
"When Knighhtood Was in Flower."

A

cast

Among them

Stanley.
Forrest
are
Ernest Glendinning William Norri.',
Lvnn Harding. Pedro de Cor^ova.
Charles Gerard, Ruth Shepley, The
resa Maxwell Conover, Arthur ForRobert G.
rest and Macey Harlan.
Vignola will direct.
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Elusive

—

Knoxville One of the most effective yet economical treatments of a
lobby and front for the exploitation

was

of a picture

that of the Riviera,

designed and executed by William E.

Drumbar, the manager.
scenic effects were required for the set, the main drop
being a curtain of blue mosquito net\'cry

ting,

little

on which were pasted

moon and

number

a

a

silver

of silver stars

all cut from paper or cardboard.
On
each side was a minaret or tower with

numbers of window slots cut in it,
these being covered with transijarent
paper.
Blue lights were substituted
for the regular clear globes on the
front and in the lobby, giving the
effect of a night scene with clear lilue
sky studded with silver stars and a
big moon hanging overhead.

One

human orangoutangs with
brooding eyes
t'he

prelude to the picture the Park
orchestra played Rossini's "William
Tell," which portrays a storm in the
So
mountains overlooking the sea.
shortly after the curtain on the prologue stage was raised, the set show-

white strangers
force passage
thru primeval
wildernesses in

Special
ing mountains and the sea.
stereopticon apparatus giving the effect of moving clouds was employed
connection with other electrical
in
apparatus to give the impression of
fast moving storm clouds and lightning.
Then as the tone of the overture changed, the storm clouds were
dissipated and the rising sun shown.
In addition to newspaper advertis'ng. Freedman used placards in iiear'iy
store windows to advertise the

"JUNGLE ADVENTURES

.^s a

—

High Low Close

Famous

Players

..

do pfd

*Goldwyn

80K

78^

78%

93y2
4J^

93yi

93>4

4H
Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc.
Triangle

11^

12^

fornia.

Not quoted
Not quoted

of the

12J4

World

Los Angele.s Ohs! Ahs! Oh Gees!
Hot Dogs! and many other exclamations from youths, 1,600 of them,
greeted the performance of "Theodora" at a special morning showing
given for the Evening Herald newsboys, who were guests of the Cali-

Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

Two

days before the showing each
boys was given a large button
reading: "We are going to see 'TheTheater."
red with
the rest of the lettering black on
white. As the boys circulated all over
the city, an unusual amount of publicity was given the picture, while
the Herald ran a niunber of stories
telliiig- its readers of the treat in store
for the hard working youngsters who
furnished them with papers.
Forming at the Herald office, the hoys,
each with a button as large as a silver
dollar
showing,
marched to the
odora'

New

Project in Portsmouth, Va.

(Special to

Portsmouth,

THE FILM DAILY)
Va.

—The

Development Corp.

new

will

Pertihaion
construct a

theater here.

Verne Buys a Third
THE FILM DAILY)
Quebec— Maurice Verne has pur(Special to

chased

the

owns three

Classic

He now

here.

theaters.

California

the

at

"Theodora'' was printed

in

theater.

Webster

to Build

THE FILM DAILY)
Woodland, Cal.— W. S. Webster's
(Special to

—

Manager Al Freedman
Loew's Park likes the title of
new theater is progressing favorably. ji'Anlcrican Beauty" as applied to
Webster will build in Vacaville.
Katlierine MacDonald.
Consequently for "Her Social Va'ue" all his ads
Building in Belfast,
(Special to

Mo.

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

l|,

W

CFeveland

carried large carefully prepared halftones showin.g "close-ups" of her.

l.

i

Martin Johnson's

&XCEPTI

/J

PICTURES
for immediate release through

^me

Tie lobby was decorated
picture.
with special art posters in frames and
cut-outs.
Large electric signs were

CORPOPATIOX

RE LEASIN.C

WALTER E GREENE.

'P.ndat

f

,

B

M

WARREN. Olo

used on the marquis.

Quotations

1<

Great, almost

watch

Inc.,

FILM FOLKS. INC.

The

28,

Harper Theater Called

Gem

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Laredo, Tex.— When the Strand
Harper, Kans. Hunsely and St
imported the "Follies Tarazona," a
troupe of 65 of Mexico's best vaude- will open their theater in Febru;
It will be called the Gem
ville artists to open that theater as an
opera house, the manager of the Royal
met the competition with "The ForFox K. C. Office Building
bidden Thing."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Royal made the announcement
Kansas City, Mo. The Fox org
on the screen by means of attractive ization will move into its new he
slides, and in the lobby lithographs
at 19th and Wyandotte March 1.
in
advance of the announcement
made by his competitor of the engagement of the big Mexican troupe. This $250,000 House for Carbondale,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
publicity was augmented by advertiseinents used in the Laredo newsCarbondale, Pa. The M. E. C(
papers in conjunction with readers erford Amusement Co. has compk
boosting the production.
plans for the erection of a new $2
000
theater on South Main St.
"Follies"
The day the
were advertised by a six-inch advertisement in site to be occupied is 100x150 ft.
the Laredo papers, so was "The Forbidden Thing" similarly advertised,
Buffalo Theaters Change Ham
and free readers run in the columns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

—

the Laredo newspapers attracted
attention to the Royal. On the opening date of the engagement of "The
Forbidden Thing" which was the
same date of opening of the "Follies"
engagement lithographs in the lobby
of the Royal, with orders in the panels
on the exterior of the building and
in stands attracted further attention
to the production.
of

Buffalo

— Fred

resignec

Frontier. Parties
to the business have taken over
theater.
George Dell has reope
^he old Sun on Broadway under
name of the New Family. Jos

i

Warda and John Dera have

pure!

ed the Walden.

To Spend

Belfast, Mo.
small theater, to
seat 150, is being built in the Lancas

Sage has

manager of the

$225,000 on Phila. He

THE FILM DAILY)
Lambert Heads Finance Company gan, Edgar Lewis and Lorimer JohnPhiladelphia Samuel Epstein,
son, Gilbert Heyfron, Wallace Reid,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
recently acquired the Paschall
Los Angeles Laurence A. Lam- E. T. Atkinson, A. L. Thompson and 58th St. theaters, and who by
Co-operative Signs Ethel Ritchie
C. B. Manlv.
bert has been elected president of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
rangement with Marcus Benn
taken over the Benn, whcih will
Los Angeles Ethel Ritchie has National M. P. Finance Corp., the
recently organized company to aid in
Hymes Adding to W. Va. Chain
known as the Bell, plans the erec
been placed under long-term
con
productions.
financing
independent
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tract by the newly organized Co-opof a. $225,000 theater at 52nd
erative Producers, Inc.
Her first Other officers are: R. J. Schroeder,
Buckhannon, W. Va. Mayor M. Poplar Sts.
Karl
vice-president and treasurer;
picture will he an outdoors story
E. Hymes has added the Grand and
Alfred
vice-president;
G.
Production will be at Universal City Merris,
Hippodrome at Elkins, W. Va.. to
Roberts, vice-president, and R. L.
Smith Elected President
his circuit, which will be owned by
Caruthers, secretary.
Moote & Pat- M. E.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hymes and R. H. Talbott.
terson are general counsel.
Harrisburg, Pa. H. W. Smith
There will be a number of other
The directors' are Laurence A. houses added within a few months.
been elected president of the Mo

ter Bldg.

on Main

(Special

to

—

St.

i

—

—

—

—

Lambert,

F.

Damron, R.

1

hi; si'icc

OH

iiir

i>ih)<,i(,.\,n

D. R.

Moote,

W. W.

Schroeder, Alfred G.
Roberts, H. B. Cook, Karl Merris,
R. L. Caruthers and M. Purcell.
The advisory council to pass on all
includes
Henry M;icpropositions
Rae. R. C. Millard, Thomas C. ReJ.

Picture

Week in Buffalo
THE FILM DAILY)

Plans Select
(Special to

—

Buffalo Richard C. Fox, manager
of the Select exchange, is planning an
exhibitors' week.

of

Operators' Union,

Harrisburg and

officers

are:

C.

J.

No.

O'
vicinity.
Jones, vice-pi

dent; Paul Patterson, treasurer; L
rence Katz, secretary; Elmer Y
business agent, and W. Hoover,
geant-at-arms.

THE
January

Siorday,

28,

1922

In the Courts
A

PatkeNe^vs
THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

,

(IBHINGTON,
tajmeans

D.

remedy

to

CONN.

JlDGEPORT.
B'.t

type U.

—

Trial

for $1,662 has
City Court by the
Co. against the Jack-

the

Wright Lumber

son M. P. Corp. for lumber sold.

The Van Beuren & New York
ways
deprestrip

of

Submarine proves success-

S.

judgment

in

filed

Posting Co.

C— Consider
agricultural

default

been

fi'ed

a default

Bill

judgment

in the City Court against
Sunrise Pictures Corp. for services in billing "In the Days of St.
Patrick" and "The Price of Silence."

for $1,295

the

u

JOKLYN,

Y.— Cardinal O'ConneU

The

brought by Patrick A.
Powers and the Equity Pictures
FALLS, N.Y.— Remarkable and Corp. against the Associated Screen
i GARA
xjsive views of torrents defying winter's
News have been settled, and orders
il:s.
discontinuing the cases were signed
t'ls from South Africa, Gary,
III., Cannes,
last week by Supreme Court Justice
^ice.
i

N.

suits

Rome.

for

a

Giegerich.

O day
I

Jjeo.
Pjture

Fecke Here
M. A. Fecke of the Motion
Corp. of Boston is in town

dsecure material for

New

England.

Lytell in Buffalo
(Special to

\

THE FILM DAILY)

— Bert

Lytell is appearing
rperson at Shea's Hippodrome this
ibk in connection with the showing
)i"Lady Fingers."
Buffalo

Buy Hampton Plant
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles Mary Pickford and

(Special to

—

I

,^os

^uglas Fairbanks have purchased
Jesse D. Hampton
studio
for
;iO,000.
"Doug's" next picture will
i "The
Spirit of Chivalry."
Allan
:

Van

will direct.

fo Enact Film Scene
(Special

'

to

—

in

Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit
The engagement of "A
hn's Home" at the Capitol, starti;
Sunday, will be marked by the

fsonal appearance of

Harry Morey

d Grace Valentine acting the liiry scene which forms one of the
ise incidents in the film.

The Capitol is the new Kunsky
that was opened on Jan. 12.
lis at Broadway and Madison Ave.,
and is the 13th Kunsky
Jits 4,500
;;ater

'use in

H. Cohen, salesman working out

Minneapolis, and W. W. Kofeldt,
inch manager in San Francisco,
winners in the Jesse D. Hampton
'

and collection contest, which
ded on Dec. 24.
The contest was
en to Pathe and Associated Exhibes

rs

A

salesmen.
six weeks'

.500

ims,

down

collect the judgment now in spite of
the fact that the defendant paid it in
1919 to the Alien Property Custodian
when the latter demanded payment.

The Primex

Pictures Corp., which,
put out the Indian guide picture, "The
Lonely Trail," sued the Shuberts in
the Supreme Court
yesterday
for
damages of $4,800 for breach of contract under which the film was shown
at the 44th St. theater.
The Primex
Company allegfes breach of contract
because the picture was to run for
five weeks if it played to $12,000 a
week, and was taken off before that

qualifying

competi-

The

prizes range from
to $500 for the winning

MADGE EVANS

Says:

100%

STORY VALUE
CAST
DIRECTION
SCENICS

Triumph Pictures Enter State
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The
Triumph
Pictures
Corp. of Delaware was granted a

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH

charter by the Secretary of State yesterday' to engage in business in New
York .State. The capital consists of
200,000 shares of stock, of which 125,000 shares arc preferred at $10 a
share and 75,000 shares of common
stock at also $10 a share. The principal stockholders are:
M. M. Nichols, L. A. Irwin and William G. Singer of Wilmington, Del.
C A. Huntoon, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
Cit}', has been designated as agent.

QUALIFIES

—

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Another Shea Deal Off
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo The Shea Amusement Co.
will not be interested in the new Lafayette Souare theater.
Negotiations

Kansas Theaters Sold
THE FILM DAILY)
between this company and Monument
Seneca, Kans. Wm. P. Lenz has Theater Co. have been terminated.
purchasde the lease of the Royal from The house will open about March 1.
C. D. Stewart.
M. Slotkin is general manager.
(Special to

—

Know What*s Going On

time.

The Film Development Corp. sued
the Powers Film Products, Inc., in
the Supreme Court for $25,000 damages because the Powers company injured its credit by obtaining an attachment on a claim for $3,008. The
attachment was later vacated, but in
the meantime the plaintiff had drawn
trade acceptances on Select Pictures
for $8,202 due and Select refused to
pay because of the attachment. The
plaintiff asserts that it was unable to
obtain credit to buy a quantity of material needed because of the action of
the defendant.

t
Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

The

trial of the suit of Earl Caragainst Herbert Brenon and others for an accounting of the proceeds

roll

that he got the inspiration for the film while serving in the
army.
He delivered the story to
roll

testified

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

St.;

Kindly enter

my

New York

City

subscription to

Brenon who took it abroad with him
and later filmed it there with Marie

THE FILM DAILY— 313

Doro

Including

Carroll
leading role.
sued when he couldn't get an explanation from Brenon, he said. He tesin

of

his

the

1921

Year

Brenon was a good friend
and he was grieved that he

Name

was not required to remain in bed
with the dead body of her guardian

Theatre

believed such

a situation possible," Carroll said.
Miss Doro testified she had a contract to appear for Brenon and "di-

for one

Address

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

— Foreign,

—

...-

-

pages

$15

-

-

night.

"Nobody would have

Weekly Reviews

Subscription, $10

hadn't been consulted as to filming
He denied that he agreed
the story.
to accept $500 for the story, and also
insisted that in his story the heroine

all

The Film Daily

year, starting immediately, to include

tified that

n prior to the annua! "Brunet An/ersary Contest," which will run
)m Feb. 27 to March 25, has been
ened.
This contest will determine into
lich of five divisions the various
anches will be classified when the
irunet Anniversary Contest" will

conducted.

Court Justice Whitaker
signed an order cancelling a
judgment obtained in 1917 by the
Imperator Film Co., of Berlin, against
the U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co.,
for $356.
The plaintiff is trying to

of

Cohen and Kofeldt Win
B.

Supreme

has

"Twelve Ten" is on before Supreme Court Justice Lehman. Car-

Detroit.

rected him to get the most lurid melodrama he could find." She said that
after the picture
had been made
Brenon chanced to see the Alexander liridge in Paris and had the prologue rewritten so he could jumy
from the bridge himself. Brenon testified that he didn't state the entire
truth in written evidence presented in
the preliminary injunction proceedings won by (Tarroll,
but
said
he
didn't consider he had perjured himself because he was not under oath.
The trial has not been finished.

—

-
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Sunday Shows

Coast Brevities

Sunday's Issue

in Goldendale, w|
THE FILM DAILY)

(.Special to

'

—

Wash. Sunday o
iug won at the mimicipal electioi
a majority of 20 votes.
Goldendale

(Special to

Hollyw£)od
has

THE FILM DAILY)

— Constance

finished

Naziniova

Talmadge

"The Divorcee," which

was begun on Dec.

"The

Hottentot"
this week.

10th.

was

completed

her

for

making preparations

is

next

isroduction.

LInited Studios.

at

The

"Salome,"

cast

is

Hopp Plans 1,650 Seat Hous«
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

now

being assembled and actual shooting
will begin within a few days.

Chicago— A $300,000 house will
erected at North Ave. and Larru

Calhoun has begun

a

new

write the script.

production at the Vitagraph studio
mider direction of David Smith.
After several weeks of work Larry
has completed his newest Vitagraph comedy.

Semon

Harry Beaumont has just begun
work on his latest Fox feature, "Up
Back
Mason.

the

Theater Changes
THE FILM DAILY)
Wyndmere, N. D. — C. W. Irwin
(Special to

is

remodeling the Gem.

Okla—J.

Pauls Valley,
will erect a

new

G. Jenion

Shirley

starring

Stairs,"

—

production Miss de la Motte will
make another picture for Ince.

Production of "When Iron Turns
Gold" has commenced at Fox
Marguerite Marsh, Dustin Farnum,
William Conklin and Mae Busch are

After many strenuous weeks spent
filming "The Vermillion Pencil"
Sessue Hayakawa is resting up for
his next production for R-C Pictures.

Inc., has been elected president of the
Electrical Ilhnninating Engineers' So-

ciety.

—

Minn. J. L. Hasbrouck
Marcia Manoh has been loaned to
has purchased the Grand at Grace- James Walton Tully
by J. L. Frothville and the Bijou at Browns Valley.
ingham for a prominent role in "The
Masqueraders."
Bowman, N. D. Guy Johnson, of
Marmarth, N. D., has purchased the
"For T^ove or Money" has been
Cozy.
chosen as the title for Mack Sennett's

—

—The

Hartford, Wis.
opened last week.
is owner

new

State

Newkirk, Okla.

—

formerly

feature,

known

—

"Snub" Pollard finished a comedy
last week and will start presently on
a new one which Charles Parrott will

Ellis

Irvin,

has sold

Paddock

all

own-

of Wichit*.

—

Babbit, ,Minn. William Dominick,
who operates the Grand. Biwabik, has
contracted for the use of the town
hall.

—

Hartshorne, Okla. A film mtn
contemplated showing pictures on
The people objected and
Sunday.
the authorities sustained the verdict.

Rialto,

which

will

—

be increased to 400.

Elyria,

O.

Opens

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

which

Grand,

operation, is the third the;
here owned by the Georgople T
ater Co.
The other two are
in

American and Dreamland.

Reginald Lyons is busy these days
arranging for the A. S. C. ball which
takes place at the

A company

Ambassador on

the

4.

of players and techni-

gone to Truckee for snow
"Over the Border," with
Betty Compson.

cians have

scenes

John

McCormick, western

PRODUCTIONS WANTED!

Outright
purchase preferred.
Percentage proposition possible.
Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc.

398 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Roy 0865

Fitz

HAVE YOU SEEN

repre-

First
Associated
Na^
tional, gave a triple birthday partv
last week to Marjoric Daw. John
Stahl and Jack Coogan, Sr.
Misr
Daw was born on Jan. 19. Coogan on

"Persecution

of

M

"Oh Promise Me,"

a Christie

com-

edy starring Neal Burns which has
just been made under the direction
of Scott Sidney, was given a preview

showing at the Hollywood
American Legion, last week.

Post,

adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

required

for

the

making

Talmadge's
production
"Duchess de Langeais."

will

be

Norma

of

of

the

Nell Shipman is now selecting the
cast for her next feature, "The Grub
Stake," nearlv all of the scenes for
will

be

made

in

.Maska.

Doris Mav is scurrying about Los
Antigo, Wis. Plans already have
been prepared for the erection of a Angeles and Hollvwood these days
new $100,000 theater, which is to be preparing her wardrobe for her fortherected by Harvey Hanson at Fifth coming production, "Gay and Devilish."
and Edison.

[Lakewood's

The

Largest and

The

cast chosen for Marie Prevost's new story, "Kissed," which has
iust been started at Universal City,

includes

Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTEI

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00

in

More than two months

which

The Child oFthe Bee

Robbins.

$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

Frank Glendon, Lloyd Whit-

Lillian Langdon, Arthur Hoyt.
Harold Miller, Marie Crisp, Harold

lock,

Goodwin and Percy Challenger.
Okla.— The Rialto and
Wilson,
Hippodrome have been consolidated,
and future shows will be given in the

Elyria Theater
(Special to

Jan. 21 and Stahl on Jan. 22.

evening of Feb.

Kan.

seat theater.

horse."
That is literal figure of
speech.
The horse will be starred
in a comedy to be directed by Jesse

sentative

direct.

of hi*

Abe Stern, in charge of the Century comedy plant, has signed a "dark

as

"When You Leave Home."

the seating capacity increased.

er of the Cozy,
interest to H. P.

all-star

William Lavalle

Pawhuska," Okla.
The Jackson
has been completely remodeled and

—

Gloria

tino, leading

—

Clinton,

l'

THE FILM DAILY)

Reading,
Pa.
Carr
and
Sc
have purchased property adjoin
the Arcadia Theater Bldg. on P
St., on which they will build a 3,

now

Swanson, I^Lidolph Valenman, and others in "BeJosef Swickard and Matt Moore are yond the Rocks" company, are workKendall, Wis. The Terrace has playing prominent roles in "The ing at the Lasky ranch where scenes
reopened recently. A. H. Francisco Storm," under direction of Reginald depicting a fete at an English country home are being made.
is operating it.
Barker.
Elgin, Minn.
The Empress has
been taken over by H. J. Bartz.

Big Theater for Reading
(Special to

this

to'

h

"Conquer the Woman" is a new in it.
original story which B. 'P. Schulberg
George E. MacCormick, electrical
has just bought from Violet Clark for
engineer with the Charles Ray Prod.,
Katherine MacDonald.

in

house.

Marguerite dc la Mottc is "on location" in Sonora with a Thomas H.
Incc company.
Upon completion of

will

It

a seating capacity of 1,650.

Margaret Landis has been chosen
by Director Fred Niblo for an important role in "Rose O' the Sea."
"The Tailor Made Man."

It is understood that Anthony Paul Kelley is to

Hopp.

by Joseph

St.,

Pickford is Inisy at United
Studios conferring with the Pickford
organization about his production,

Jack

Alice

1

Film editors under the supervision
Frank Lawrence are busy preparing for shipment "Human Hearts,"

of

starriner House Peters;
ant's Wife," with Miss

"Thy Serv-

duPont and
Marie Prevost's "The Dangerous Lit-

tle

Demon,"

all

Universal pictures.

GAUSMAN.

Inducements

to

Parties,

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment Feat
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

—

:^« brAdstreet

:9^^re(0gnized

of ^liMDOH

Authority
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1922

Sees Trouble Ahead

E. F. A.

Represents
Minimum Production
from Zukor's German Unit
Maciste to Make Several
(Special to

—

Outlines Adverse LegSections of
Country Included
The National Association in a
lengthy statement issued on Saturday
said trouble signals for the industry
are up in many sections of the country.
Censorship and "blue law" bills,

THE FILM DAILY)

The statement

(Special to

—
English-made
London

J.

Washington
pected

Adventure," opened
den on Jan. 16th.

at

Covent Gar-

The picture is said to be the first
feature to be made in natural colors.
It was over a year in the making and
in the production aided W. V. D.
Kelley, technical adviser for Prizma.
Inc., and William T. Crespinel, chief
photographer,

who

actual filming.
eight reels long.

supervised

The production

the
is

the

today

— An
in

inquiry

is

ex-

Knickerbocker

the

theater collapse which occurred here

Saturday night.
Over a hundred people were killed
and several hundred injured, due to
the falling of the roof caused by the
weight of snow from a record fall
here.
The house is owned by Harry
1922 will be a year for BIG pictures. The BIG serial of the year will
be "THE JUNGLE GODDESS," the greatest wild-animal chapter picRead the \Q^'/o reviews
Selig has outdone himself.
ture ever produced.
& IMPORT
on this great screen masterpiece. State Rights.
Advt.
FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.

C—

EXPORT

lan's

durin' 1921. Which wuz. Just 100 more. Than wuz produced.
Lots of 'ern are weak sisters. Naturally. But when
In 1918.
Produced
y'u compare 'em. With th' number of stage plays.
Well; it don't look so bad.
an' sent to Cain's store house.

Essjay

Kaufman.

Of

Roundabouttowner.

th'

"I guess
theatrics.) An' Jay sez. Sez he
year.
An' of
Produced
each
there's about 150 stage plays.
discard."
these about two-thirds. Go to th'
Well folks. If two-thirds of th' movies went into th' disoh, pitiful saints, where would this bizness be?
card, where
:

—

PETTY THIEVES
Upstairs. Where y'u can't watch 'em. Th' kind
Like an Egyptian dancer. With palms out. Ready
Right in th' loges. Easy trick.
to put a balcony check holder.
These days. When 'tendance is slim. Keep an eye out 'n

Ushers.

that stand.

mebbe

y'u'll see

somethin'.
(rontinued on Page 2)

the cantilever type have been ordered
closed pending investigation.
The
Senate Committee will act in conjunction with District officials.

Any

Affiliation

James R. Grainger. Marshall Nei-

An'
Everybody's figgerin' these clays.
Are interestin'.
some at nights. But th' big kick about pictures. Mebbe due.
To th' number produced. There were 787 features. Released

(Who knows

M. Crandall.
All motion picture houses in the
District of Columbia having roofs of

Neilan Denies

Figgers
Asked

Stuart Blackton's first
picture "The Glorious

that

Inquiry Expected in Washington
Disaster

Globe.

THE FILM DAILY)

declares

states has not lessened the burden,
but that it has apparently added to
the difficulty because the reformers
have launched their attacks in cities
(Continued on Page 4)

stock.

Blackton Film at Covent Garden

.Many

fact that 1922 is an off year for legislative sessions in a large number of

E. F. A. was expected.
According
to Karol, one of the directors of the
£. F. A. and general manager of the
Albertini and Alaciste
units,
both

After Lower Electric Rates
The T. O. C. C. is launching a
campaign to reduce the electric light
rates in tlie Greater New York territory.
Six companies now supply
Various theaters with current: New
irk
Edison, United Electric IIniinating
Brooklyn Edison,
Co.,
(Jueens Edison, Public Service Co.
of New Jersey and Richmond Light
and Railroad Co.

I.

drastic exchange housing restrictions
and many other regulatory measures
comprise the mid-winter crop of
threatened enactments which the industry must combat.

There seems to have been some
disappointment over the production,
and a general stampede of the smaller producing units controlled by the

Lowe Joins Agfa
Albert E. Lowe, well known in the
laboratory end of the business, today
joins the Agfa Co., producers of raw

P.

islation.

Berlin The European Film Alliance, Adolph Zukor's Central European organization, is expected to
make at least 10 pictures this year.
For some time past reports were
circulated about the winding up of
the E. F. A.
On the night of the
first showing of "The Indian Tomb,"
Joe May, the producer of this production, which is reported to have
cost 24,000,000 marks, announced his
withdrawal from the Alliance.

.German-Italian
organizations,
production will continue.
Karol has
Maciste under contract and these,
with the Albertini product, will be
distributed by the E. F. A. The next
films with Maciste will be "Sampson and Delila" and "The Chambermaid of the Empress." A film featuring Paul Wegener of "The Golem" is also prepared.
Difficulties
with Joe May are understood to have
been settled and May will continue
witli the organization.

M.

N. A.

representative,

received a wire

from the producer on Saturday denying that an affiliation with Joseph
M. Schenck or anyone else was conGrainger stated reports
had gained in circulation
the past few days.

templated.

to that effect
in

Ready by

Fall

A. Rowland Enthusiastic Over
Prospects for Exhibitor-Producer Organization
There was a meeting of the exhibitors interested in the new co-operative producer organization held several days ago.
Richard A. Rowland,
R.

one of the prime movers in the plan,
stated on Saturday he was extremely
enthusiastic over the prospects for
the new organization.
He stated the organization would
not become operative until the fall
and that while he could not at the
moment divulge any of its plans, he
expected to be in a position to make
some interesting announcements in
the near future.

THE
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Ole Doc Crafts is yellin' ag'in. At Hays.
'"Conspiracy" he bleats.
Yep. Reg'lar one.
T' keep th' movies out of court. An' save them
from regulating legislat'n. Has evidence. So
Th' whole affair hiring
he sez. An' he adds
Hays is a challenge to the American people
as the rightful rulers of the land."
(An' somethin' on 'em, as
Hip.
Hip.
An' a coupla cheers.
Irene Franklin says).
Th' movie folk are challengin'. It might be
an awkard question. But, Doc. (An' this is confidential). Th'
movie folk who hired Hays aren't challengin'. They're just
tryin' to keep.
Out of th' poorhouse.

WILL

do

pfd

Goldwyn

9\y%

78y2
9iy2

5%

....

78

5

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

121/4

121/4

121/4

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

^Quotations by Harry Content

Schlank Leaves
Morris R. Schlank is on

his

& Co

way

to

the coast.

bein' made f'r him.
Watchin' bizness.
F'r
Walter's up in Buff'lo.
Plus some others. An' Walter's tryin' to find.

of

Moses

Twixt he

Statter Succeeds

Wright

—Arthur

Producing Unit
(Special to

Statter

has

Providence

in

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The Lowell
I.
Providence,
R.
Film Exhibition Corp. of Providence
has been granted a charter by Secretary of State

Parker.

The concern

make, produce and exhibit pictures and has an authorized capital of
will

The incorporators are Al$50,000.
fred G. Chaffee, John A. Bennett and
Philip C. Joslin, all of Providence.
Lundin Heads Roach "Lab"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Walter Lundlin has
been elected president of the Hal E.
Charles
Roach Laboratories, Inc.

—

Murphy

an' Will.

vice-president, and L.
secretary and treasurer.

is

L.

Elaine Hammerstein has started to
work on "Reckless Youth" under the
direction of

Ralph Ince.

(f'ScUccaiicnvcd

^^tu/i£)

F'r th' knockout.
That's comin'.
To them which likes
An' who'll be at th' National Republican Club.
censorship.
Sattaday. When there'll be a Forum. On that subjec'.
What's a forum? Huh; that's easy. It's where you say
what you think. An' th' other feller's always wrong. Jimmy
Walker'll be there. An' y'u know how much he favors censorship.
Also Rupert Hughes. Yep, he's another great believer.
In reverse gear. An' some others. Understand th' Committee's
havin' a tuff time. To find them. As believe in t' other side.

Of

th'

argyment.

In a pinch. Joe Levenson might ask Canon Chase.
step up in meetin'.
Or Missus Waterman. An' there's a
waitin' list available. In th' files here, too.

Out on

OH THE PROGRAM"

in

Martin Johnson's

'JUNGLE ADVENTURES"J

for

immediate release through

RELEASING

.j

WALTER E

Hays' jobs

On

will be.

th'

GEl£ENE.

i

CORR.ORATION

'Praw/nw y

F.

R WABREN. lA^ftW/w

Hogan May Make Walker Series
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles James Hogan, who
directed "Where Is My Wandering
Boy Tonight?" may make a series of
features w'ith

Fox

Johnny Walker, former

star.

Film Opens Office
Film Co. of Culver
City, Cal., has opened a local office
in the Godfrey Bldg.
with
Julius
Pacific

The

Pacific

Singer

in

release

a

The company

charge.

:

To

will

Comedies,
"The Abie-Minded Lady," with Henry Walthall and Elinor Fair and "The
(jirl from Rockypoint" on the state
right market.
series

of

Folly

Clayton Sheehan

Coast.
Quoted as sayin'
One
pass on pictures. An' them which
he thinks don't belong. Will be scrapped. An' th' brotherhood
of producers. Will kick in. An' pay Mister Naughty Naughty.
One fourth. Of what he spent. On th' production.
Oh, baby! What a fine time is comin'? Oh, say. C'n y'u
By th' dawn's early light. Or any other way. Includin'
see.
Kleigs.
What a fine young row. Will be kicked up. When
kickin' in time comes.
An' when that production. Is ordered
Th' congregashun will 'rise. An' sing th' hymn.
t'u th' shelf?

Joe Schenck.

of

111

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Clayton

P. Sheehan, disFox, and brother
of W. R. Sheehan, general manager
of the same company, is confined to
his home here with diphtheria.

Buffalo

trict

manager

for

page 326.

FRIENDS OF FRIEND
Are

kickin' in.

T'u

th'

extent.

Of

Which

is.

S— SH- UNCLE SAM'S BUSY
figgers.
On income tax reports.
In th' bizness. Checkin' up some
"mistakes."
Hear one concern.
Was told. To kick in.
Somethin' like $200,000. An' got a coupla months. To do it in.
Better figger 'em right, boys. They do say Atlanta's a tuff place.

Relookin'.

From some

Went

SBRVICS

.«EAL

'Cause
seven an' a half millyun.
lots of gelt.

Has incorporated f'r
In these hallykun days. A lot of gelt.
But it'll
give Arthur a chance.
T'u keep th' studio workin'.
An'
In between th' Arliss pictures.
reduce overhead.
But that
bankroll.
Should give him a lot of scope. Whatever that is.

Arthur Friend.

Over some

of our friends.

Harry Carey.
SPICE

pictured

is

WELL, AINT THIS NICE?

STAR STUFF
Tun

of

—

To

been given charge of the serial and
short reel feature department at UniHe replaces William
versal City.
Lord Wright, who recently resigned.

Parrott

Moe Mark.
Some strain

Still.

Los Angeles

most blase

jungle beasts

He

GET TH' SPONGES READY

High Low Close

time

WALTER

Readin' M^hat th' Democratic
should worry. With a mantle
At a swell piece of change. But

Hays'es.
press sez. An' chucklin'.

Quotations
..78ys
93

AN'

first

a cuss-cuss

Will's in Wash'n'tn.

of blood.

Famous P'ayers

—

:

—

1922

The Lazy One

i

(Continued from page

30,

An' Jimmy Walker.
Yep; th' Senator.
An' look how both of 'em became

to law school together.

(Continued on page 3)

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

—
YN£
January

»>nday,

30,

DAILV

1922

Fi g g

Building on Airdome Site

e rs

(Continued from page 2)

Harry's on his way. Back to th'
in dift"rent fields.
Didn't settle that new contract. An' th' Missus. Had
To look alter preservin'. An' th' branded Jerdget home.
An' Holsteins.
fs.

But

Jrs.

jch.

TIPPIN' TH'
To

;

jre

a

new

wonderin'.

DERBY

Never heard

director.

of before.
But film folk
Weight was. Directed Arliss.
Which made a reg'lar hit. At th'

and.

Well. All perspirin' peepul can be informed. That Weight.
With Henry Kolker.
formerly an assistant director.
won his spurs. When Kolker went abroad. An' he's turned

;

I|iz
il'

darned good picture.
By th' way. Over at Lasky's. They're talkin' a lot. About
img Stanlaws. Formerly an artist. Whose' taken up th'
:gaphone. They're lookin' f'r big things from him. One of
[few outsiders. Whose come through.
a

!(

Hannibal Theater Opens

Who Harmon

^"The Ruling Passion."

—

Louis The Opportunity Realty
and Investment Co. has let contracts
for the construction of a theater and
office building at McCausland Ave.
and Clayton Road, on ground recently
purchased from A. A. Ebert and wife.
The theater will cost $40,000. Ebert
formerly operated the Highpointe
Airdome.
St.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The handsome new
Orpheum opened on Saturday. It is
Hannibal, Mo.

operated by the Price Theaters, Inc.,
and is located on 5th St. It seats
1600.
Price Theaters, Inc., also controls the Star and Broadway
Star
Theaters in Hannibal.

—

[}

NO STOPS
After Harold
Tuff luck.
for Lord
Calling
fith Pathe.

Had

Lloyd.

closed his deal,
In real coin.
All
By
way
of
Cuba.
sold
on the idea.
home.
go
wanted
to
}
So did the rest of the party. So Harold.
}\ Roach said no.
Said that goes. And they all booked to
5ng regular like.
o Angeles. Without any stop. 'Cept to change trains.

A CROWD

IT'S

t

knows how much.

Tower Theater. St. Paul. In town. Last
Told of "Way Down East" in that
Gettin' pictures.
Which seats 1,054. Runnin' three weeks. To 61,816
nise.
iipul.
Five shows a day. Guess that's some bizness. No
"Orphans of the Storm."
mder he wants to show

House

1400 Seat

for Winsted, Conn.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Winsted, Conn.

—A

picture theater

with a seating capacity of 1400 is to
be erected on the lot formerly owned
by the K. of C. which adjoins the
telephone building on Main St.

MADGE EVANS

Says:

SHE

THANKSj^r
EV'RY DISTRIBUTOR
EV'RY EXHIBITOR

ASKING ABOUT
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
ALL OF YOU
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531.1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Davenport House Damaged
Davenport,

damaged
fire

la.

—The

Casino

to the extent of $10,000

which started somewhere

vicinity of an elevator
rear of the building.

shaft

was
by

a

the
at the
in

The Child oP the

Bean

Ben Friedman.

R

Kk.

:

NEW KINK

IN

SALESMANSHIP

Just back from Pittsfield. Where he sold ParaAt high figure. To Markel Bros. Who runs the
iunt.
In salesmanship. That
|and. Up there.* "Bux" has an idea.
Took little "Bux" with him. That's his son, Jackie.
Sijood.
W^ell.
While they were tradin'. Jackie
id's about three.
That made the Markel boys.
rted to cry. And "Bux" says.
rvous. So they closed right away. Quick. Like that. Now
To take Jackie with him. On some more
ix" is plannin'.

"Bux."

IT'S
Said one

To one of our best known exchangeTo form new organization. Gonna call it

showman.

"Gotta idea.

ipty

Motion Picture Theater Owners

EVERYpORNINGjiYOU ARE
HOLDING OUT ON YOURSELF

Buys Orpheum and Gem
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pipestone, Minn. The Orpheum,
With offices at 505 8th Ave., has which was sold to Jerry Hines by L.
'ared plans for an 1800 seat theaV. Feldman some time ago, has been
ito be operated by the Morlyn
bought
back by Feldman, who has
titer Corp.
also purchased the
Gem, another
house owned by Hines.
Hines is
Allentown Line-up Changed
awaiting trial on an arson charge. It
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

}

in

run by Wil& Vincent here have been made.
hRialto, Colonial and Hippodrome
> all changed
four-a-day
to
a

is

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Kindly enter

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including Weekly Reviews
1921

14.

West Managing Two -Houses
Billie West, who is well
y.
known in western New York exle Theaters in Eagle River, Wis. hibitorial
circles,
having managed
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
houses in this city, Tonawanda and
gle
River,
Wis. The Eagle, Niagara Falls, has been appointed
Buffalo

Name

—

3

Theatre

I

ed

by Joseph Gorski of Three manager
has open- Premier

as, at a cost of $20,000,
1-

It

ir.

is

the third house for Eagle

Dixon,

of the Central Park and
theaters, succeeding Harry
resigned.
Both houses are

controlled by General Theaters Corp.

Year

Film Daily

Address

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— SOD

Subscription,

alleged he attempted to burn the

Orpheum Nov.

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include

e

(

THE FILM DAILY Now

DANNY

House in Ocean City
(Srecial to THE FILM DAILY)
•an City. N. J.— J- Leslie Head-

loolicy of the theaters

Subscribe to

of America."

800 Seat

— Radical changes

THE FILM DAILY

AN IDEA

n:

lentown, Pa.

YOU'RE NOT READING

IF

$10— Foreign,

pages

$15

for

one

THE

•e^mkDAILY
Ahead

censorship

—

—

—

for a state luxury tax of one cent on
every 30 cents admission. A censorship bill is also pending before the
legislature there and has been ad-

vanced to third reading.
In Massachusetts a serious situation confronts the industry.

formers

who sponsor

sowing

the

seeds

The

re-

censorship are
of

propaganda

Sacred Films
MAKING HISTORY

At The Box Office
PLAYING FIRST RUN

CAPITOL THEATRE
New York

ALLEN THEATRE
Cleveland

CALIFORNIA THEATRES
Los Angeles

San Francisco

— M.

Corsicana, Tex.-

L. Levine has

purchased the Ideal from

T. Smith.

J.

—

Booneville, Ark.
H. Andrews has
purchased the Crystal from
Clark
Porter.

in

—

Denison,

Tex.

— H.

Maloney,
the South-

months here for
ern Enterprises, Inc., has returned to
again take charge of the local theafor several

ters.

Lometa, Tex.

— G.

Wallace, a
C.
business man of
San Saba County, has purchased
from Gardner & Page the Happy
well

known young

Compiling Buffalo Exhibitor 1
Buffalo—W. A. V. Mack, M
Chase and Allan S. Moritz are n
bers of a committee of the
Board of Trade now at work gei
out a complete directory of exh
ors in the territory.

—

Wife Work?"
Wednesday "The Power Within."

—
—

Thursday
Pauline Frederick in
"Two Kinds of Women."
Friday— Herbert Rawlinson in "The

Mason

Shirley

Scrapper."

WHAT

DOE
IT AL
MEAi

in

"Little Miss .Smiles."

Saturday

— "The

Man From

Lost

River."

Lyric

— "Turn

to the Right."

— Bebc Daniels "Nancy from
Nowliere."
Rivoli — Will Rogers
"One Glorious Day."
Strand— Wesley Barry
"School
Rialto

in

in

in

Davs."

Next

Week

— "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway— Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand— Marion Davies
"The Bride's Play."
Cameo— "The Prodigal Judge."
Central — "Foolish Wives."
Criterion — "Red Hot Romance."
Lyric — "Turn to the Right."
Apollo

in

— "Boomerang
—"Moran of the Lady
Strand — Hope
Hampton

Rialto
Rivoli

Bill."

Letty."
in
"Star

Dust."

Northwest Theater Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)
Graceville, Minn,
J. L. Hasbrouck
has purchased the Grand from Paul &
(Special

—

Schwagel.
Alta, la.

— A recent

fire of

unknown
Alta Op-

completely gutted the
House. The loss was only partially covered by insurance.
origin'

house

is

AN OPPORTUNITY!
for a live-wire theatre manage
to connect with fast growid
circuit of theatres.
Prefer ma
understanding both picture an
vaudeville house managemeiu

Really competent man wit
only picture experience ca:
qualify.

Theatre located in one c
richest and best towns of it
size in the U. S. A. Populatio,
combina
60,000 or over.
tion house now under construe

New

tion.
To be opened within
months.
Let your letter tell all

want to

man

with ideas

with

us.

,

select

who can

—

Viborg, S, D, N, A. Jorgensen has
taken over the operation of the
Dream, The theater has been conducted for
several
years by Jolin

Are you the man?

B-24, care Film Daily

JLakewood's

The

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD KOT(

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSE
Miller,
— theF. Palace,

Federal Dam, Minn.
who formerly operated

J.

has purchased the Auditorium, Corydon, Iowa, from C. G. Bracewell.

$35,00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

—

Syracuse, Kans.
C. Fred Garwood
has sold his Isis to V. H. Goodrick
of La Jaunta, Colo.

Inducements

to

Parties.

Cluhs

a);

Wonderful Food. Fi
est Service,
Dancing Nightly in Bsi
room.
Unusual Entertainment Fel
Athletic and Social Directoi
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions,

Hour.

a

—

Guthrie, Okla.
H. L. Youngblood,
manager of the Highland, has acquired the Guthrie and will alter and
remodel the playliouse.

HAVE YOU SEEN

NOW UNDER THE MANAGE

"Persecution
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

i

gro»

Address

Box

—A

— Sel

We

Yourself!

fev

City, Minn.
new opera
to be constructed here.

Widlon.

H.

30, 19

Talniadge in "The Wonderful
Thing."
Tuesday Harold Lloyd in "A
"Should a
Sailor-Made Man."

Amusement

—

Calif.

in

Alma

Ark.
The Stuttgart
Co. has increased its capital stock from $35 000
to $50,000.
This increase in capital will permit
the completion of the new Garden,
which is in course of erection.
Stuttgart,

— "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway — Hobart Bosworth
"White Hands."
Brooklyn Strand— George Arliss
"The Ruling Passion."
Cameo— "The Prodigal Judge."
Central — "Foolish Wives."
Criterion — "Red Hot Romance."
Loew's New York— Today — Norma
Apollo

era

Giddings, Tex. The Airdome has
changed hands again. This time it
reverts to the
former proprietors.
Merchant & Ball.

Burbank,

On Broadway

which they hope

will sprout into a
majority at the coming
(Continued from page 1)
election.
The organized industry,
and communities where the absence however, is not inactive and plans are
of legislative sessions have kept them maturing to present clearly and forcefully to every voter in Massachusetts
away from the capitols.
In Illinois the legislature does not the "other side" of the controversy.
In Washington, D. C, several measconvene this year. But in Chicago
censorship agitation has been resur- ures of importance are pending. One
rected and an ordinance introduced bill provides that all theaters in the
in the City Council providing for a District
of
Columbia
shall
be
department of motion pictures with closed on Sunday.
Another, introthree commissioners, including one duced by Senator Myers of Montana,
woman, at an annual salary of $5,000 provides for censorship in the Diseach.
The Judiciary Committee of trict of Columbia. A Federal centhe City Council will consider the sorship bill, mtroduced by Congressproposed measure on Feb. 6. It is man Bland of Indiana, is also pendknown that the same reformers who ing, together with several unusual
have been trying for many years to bills affecting the industry which
were introduced by Congressman
inflict a censor board upon Chicago
Herrick of Oklahoma.
are behind the measure.
In Maryland a bill
From Cleveland comes word that
is
pending
the Chamber of Commerce, through which provides for a referendum on
its municipal
committee, is investi- the question of Sunday opening in
gating the entire question of cen- Baltimore.
At present no pictures
sorship.
In order to present the in- can be shown in Baltimore on Sundustry's side of the argument before day. There has also been introduced
the committee, arrangements are be- in the legislature a bill providing for
ing "made whereby the National As- imposition of a fine of from $50 to
sociation will be represented at the $100 for the exhibition of any film
without the censorship trailer of the
next hearing.
In Mississippi the legislature has Maryland Censor Board.
Other states in which legislative
before it a censorship measure advocated by Governor Lee M. Russell sessions are now in full swing are
New Jersey, Rhode Island, Virginia,
in his annual message.
In New York a blue law bill which Kentucky and Maine. In all of these
would close every theater in New there have been censorship battles in
York on Sunday has been introduced the past. In both Louisiana and
in the legislature by Assemblyman Georgia legislative sessions will conClarence W. Hausner, of Montour vene early in the summer.
Falls, Schuyler County.
In South Carolina the legislature is
Southwest Theater Changes
now in session. Three bills have
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
been introduced which if passed
Brownwood, Tex.
The Lyric,
would cost the industry several hun- which
was damaged by fire on Dec.
dred thousand dollars a year in that
state.
One provides for a privilege 26, is being remodelled.
tax on all companies doing business
Cuero, Tex. A. V. Wade has purin South Carolina.
Under the terms
chased the Queen from Albert Miller.
of the bill $5 a reel would be charged
for every original print shown in the
Magnum, Okla. The Bluebird was
state and $2.50 a reel for every duplicate.
This legislatin was recom- purchased last week by George Slamended by the Governor of South ten. The theater will be completely
Carolina.
Another measure provides remodelled and practically made new.

Sees Trouble

Monday, January

CO,

For reservations phone Lakewood 50
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 794
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Session

Tax

to
Situation

District

Go Over

— Plan

1

meeting of the Independent Producers and Distributors As-

Following close on the heels of the
Knickerbocker Theater disaster in
Washington, District Attorney Ruston of Brooklyn, in a statement
issued yesterday urged an immediate

special

sociation was held last night in the
office of Harry G. Kosch, attorney
for the organization which includes
in

its

membership,

array

of state right
distributors.
The directors and

members were
that

|

j

i

inspection of

an important
producers and

'he
j

cost
j

in

use

Washingtn catastrophe.

tb.e

lives

of

seven

workmen.

Ruston declared, has shown that
loose methods in the Brooklyn Buildnig Department in passing on plans
end enfr.rcing safeguards has demonstrated already the pressing need
lor such an inspection.

Many

Inquiries Planned

THE

(Special to

Washington

iJA.i^i;
inquiries into
theater disaster

rji.^vj

— Many

Knickerbocker

planned.
The investigations already started or planed w'ill be conducted by:

Delayed

Slightly

now

Investigation of the .American theater collapse last December, which

has

Only

theaters

,

tlie

istributors

all

Brooklyn by competent engineers
to guard against a disaster similar to
in

I

a number of
present to discuss the

arisen in WashGovernment,
ington
where
the
through the Internal Revenue Bureau
intention
of
has
announced
its
pyramiding the 5 per cent rental tax
so as to collect it not only from the
purchaser of state right and other
[roductions, but from the producer
The entire decision liinges
as well.
a»'0'.iiid a hearing to be held in about
two weeks, at which time the
(r'nntinned on Page 2)
situation

On

Inquiries

Immediate Action

A

Cents

Probe in Brooklyn
Attorney Would Inspect All
Theaters There — Washington

D. A. Meets

Hold Special
Rental

Tuesday, January

No. 30

;re

Several of the distributing headquarters reported yesterday that the
severe storms along the Atlantic seaboard had not disrupted deliveries to
any great etent.
Shipments in and
out of Baltimore and Washington
were held up somewhat and trains
1V rough, the South were late.

Coroner Nevitt, who plans to swear
District Attorney
a jury today.
I'cyton C. Gordon, who said he mavlay bfore the Grand Jury the evidence
which he collects.
Board of ComWhen an exhibitor books "THE JUNGLE GODDESS," Selig's great missioners of the District, through
wild animal screen spectacle, he knows he will be guaranteeing his pat- the
Building
Department, which,
rcDs fifteen successive weeks of hair-raising clean, super-thrilling enter- under the law, must approve plans
"Wandering Boy" at Criterion
tainment.
It is the BIG serial attraction of the year.
State Rights. of any building before it can be
"Where Is My Wandering Boy EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Advt. erected, and last the Police DepartTonight?" opens at the Criterion on
ment.
Sunday, replacing "Red Hot Ro"Everybody concerned in the opmance."
The picture is to be reeration
and management of the theleased l)y Equity and yesterday Nat
Rothstein of that organization and Labor Leader Said to Be Deeply In- Annval Confab Opens at Hotel Astor ater," said Major Reyton Gordon
terested in Having High Tariff
on Thursday A Three Day
U. S. Attorne}', "will be subpoenaed
George .Shor. of the Riesenfeld orForeign
on
Pictures
Session
before
the Federal Grand Jury, inganization were conferring on the
(Special to THE FIL.M
DAILY)
Tlic annual convention of Feder- cluding the officers and directors of
exploitation campaign.
Washington
Senatorial
circles ated
Film Pl.xchanges of America, the Crandall Theater Co. (Harry
.M. Crandall, president; A .E. Beitzel,
have
it
that
the
to
Inc.. will be held l^eginning Thurschief
opposition
Public Men Congratulate Zukor
eitlier a low tariff, or none at all on
day and running through to Satur- vice-president, and Harry Buckley,
Adolph Zukor tlie past few days foreign pictures,
secretary), as well as the architects,
due to Samuel day at the Hotel Astor.
is
IS received letters of congratulation
and
builders,
building
inspectors
Gompers and other labor leaders at
.\!t' ou'vh the franchise holders are
the 10th anniversary of his presi':ouse managers, not forgetting the
the Capitol.
not
in
town,
some
arrivals
are
yet
I'.cncy of Famous Players from two
ticket seller, who is priinarily reSeveral members of the P'iuance expected today,
.\mong them will sponsible."
members of the Cabinet, Will H.
Hays and James J. Davis and four Committee have allowed it to be be Joe Friedman, of Celebrated
.^n explaitation will be asked of
known that the attitude of Gompers Plaj'ers of Chicago.
"^'.nators. Johnson of California; Ball
the
statement of the resident manager
Usual discussions of policy and
Delaware Frelinghuysen of New and his associates is the chief reason
of the theater, Robert E. Etrio, who
for a' high duty being determined prcd:.!Ct will occur.
Before the coni"sey and McKellar of Tennessee.
stated to the police.
upon.
vention is over, some annoimcements
"I called tlie main Crandall office
The reasons which prompt this are will be made regarding new acquisi- today and asked if we should not
Understand said
to l)e the condition of the labor tions and among them, possibly one
have the snow shovelled from the
CCotitmued on Page 2)
concerning a new one-reeler from C.
Wid Gunning will
roof.
I was assured that is was safe
in

C—

Up

Gompers

to

Federated Meeting

—

—

II

I

L.

c~-~ have
to

something

say

days

in

—

a

few

unusual

and important.

Chester.

Future Young Release Unsettled
The
Harry Garson is in town.
future release of the Clara Kimball

Young productions
unsettled.

whether
through

is

at the

I'^quit\',

Mclntyre In From Coast

moment

\\'hen Garson was asked
distribution
would
be

he said. "I Doubt

it."

by Mr. Morgan, our general manager,
and bj- the architect of the building."

Robert
rector
is

in

for

New

B.

Mclntyre,

Goldwyn
York.

in

casting, di-

Culver City,

Williams'

Interesting

Figures

W^illiams, general manager
of .\sso. First National, is authorit)(Continued on Page 2)
J.

D.

THE
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Probe in Brooklyn
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the statement that the rate of
mortality among patrons of picture
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but one in 26,000,000. These
figures are based upon data collected
during the past two and a half years.

houses

The

is

actual

stronger than his.
And
parison with lives lost in

even

com-

in

railroad
wrecks and from motor accidents,
he added that they make even a

stronger showing.

amount

vast

THE FILM ment
New York. New

following the catastrophe. The
York, Washington and Balti-

more newspapers

particularly,

were

full of the report and almost every
paper had some sort of editorial comment.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kineniatograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
Business in the Broadway houses
London, W. C. 2.
was not, however, affected by these
Paris
Representative Le
Film,
144
Rue reports.
The Capitol and Strand
Montmartre.
Central
European Representative Interna- did tremendous business all Suntionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SIo- day, and the Rialto and Rivoli were

Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Hollywood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1.^03

—

—

studios.

Wenzelsplatz.

well

All the other downtown
houses did good business.

filled.

Broadway
High Low Close

labor costs, as with all others, at
the studios, and the labor leaders are
said to fear another reduction, or a

which
will
arrangement
affect the workers out in
California.
There is also the fear
that production will be materially reduced if a high tariff isn't effected,
the idea being that less production
will be made here, the larger com-

working

do pfd

..

783/^

92

Goldwyn

5

Loew's,

12^

Inc.,

making more

Queensland

Teddy-bear

ir,-

pictures abroad.
a strong belief here that
unles:. Gompers and his associates
are brought to see reason for changing their views that the labor influences will exert a material inuence when the tariff' bill reaches the
point of adoption.

never before

photographed
its

in

native haunts

is

Samuel Gompers was

in

Martin Johnson's

"JUNGLE ADVENTURES'

New York

jesterday attending a session of the
National
Federation.
Civic
He
could not be reached for a statement.

immediate release through

for

New7 Houston Theater
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Houston, Tex.

—

Plans for the conof a new theater at 608
St. are being drawn for H.

erican

liy^
92

liy^
92

5^

....

Sydney Cohn, president of the M.
managers
P. T. O. of A., sent Harry Crandall
a wire of sympathy yesterday, as did

a number
11^ men.

ll^^

Not quoted
Not quoted
"Quotations by Harry Content & Co

other

of

important

of

RELEASING

Abrams, present
the Crown.

Silvermberg and

Not quoted

(jrittith

A

further

Main

Cohen Sends Crandal Wire

1922

The One Who Laughs

struction

Quotations
Famous Plavers

1)

31,

and around the Hollywood
There have been reductions

in

—

vakia).

in

There

to be expected, there was
of newspaper com-

was

.\s

market

panies

Much Comment
a

45S1-4552-5558.

show

figures

Gompers

to

(Continued from page

1)

for

Vol.

Tuesday, January

S.

WALTER

E.

GREENE

C ORPORATION

-TTesuim

F

R WARREN.

VutPrn-Jfi

film

I'nangle

News

World

The news

Reels Cut Scenes
reel organizations have

agreed not to include

I.

P. D.

issues, scenes
disaster.

A. Meets

(Continued from page 1)
Christie Film Co., which has

twice
decision

appealed the Government's
will again open the discussions.
Present at the meeting last night
were the following: I. P. D. A
directors; W. E. Shallenberger, Arrow; Louis Weiss, Artclass; Nathan
Hirsh, Ay won; Jack Cohn, C. B.
C, and Joseph Schnitzer, Equity.
Action of an immediate nature is certain as a result of the meeting.
At th eNational Association, it was
stated that no further action had been
taken by the association. Jack Connolly is acting for the association,

and Christie

in

Washington.

It

is

generally thought around New York
that the tax would affect all producers, not merely state righters.
It was stated yesterday by one in
close touch with the situation that
a telegram h„d been sent by revenue
ofificials to the coast to stop investigation on the books of a number of
producers until the test case has

been completed.
birst National and its producing
units would be very much involved,

the

of

any of their
Knickerbocker

in

Conant Leaves Selznick
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Conant, who has
Jack
with Selznick for over three
years as salesman and manager, has
manager.
resigned
local
He
as
Seattle

been

expects

go

to

to

New York

for

a

No

successor to Conant has as yet

Selznick's

special

temporarily
Officers

representative

charge

in

at

is

Seattle.

Re-elected;
New
Directors

H. G. Stokes, vice president; B.
Hall

treasurer;
secretary, and
technical advisor.

George

Wm.

V.

P.

D.

vice
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Theatre

_

The new

W. H. Woodin,
Car & Foundry
or THE PIIOCRA.H"

EVERY MORNING YOU ARE
HOLDING OUT ON YOURSELF

been appointed.
It was stated yesClaude Ezell, L. J.
terday that

Jersey City.

SPICE

THE FILM DAILY

visit.

At the annual stockholders' meetGovernment case should turn ing, the following were elected
if the
E. E. Loomis, Francis T.
A First National directors:
against Christie.
Homer,
Rodman
E. Griscom, Marofficial stated yesterday that
comshall J. Dodge, Carroll H. Dunning,
pany was investigating the matter.
H. Wilson Saulsbury, C. K. D.
Walsh, H. G. Stokes, W. H. Woodin,
and George T. Ordway, all of New
York, and Thomas M. Pierce, St.
Louis, and William V. D. Kelley.

HE

YOU'RE NOT READING

IF

president,

directors are
president, American
Co.; H. G. Stokes,

Prizma,

Inc.,

George T. Ordway of the firm
Bertron. Griscom & Co.

Address

and
of

(^rt-^t
/

; r..

>rir"^Wnl
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Miss Prevost

Over

Putting It
Here

your

show

/tow a brother exhibitor put his

is

to

Kerrigan Production Manager
(Special to

—

Los

Angeles Marie Prevost is
expected to leave for New York as
soon as "Kissed" is finished.

left

Exiiibitors, Inc., have
reived a number of reports on how
eiibitors are exploiting "A Sailor-

In several sections of the city the
bally-hoo attracted such crowds that
traffic was congested.
A conventional
but assiduous, newspaper campaign
backed up the publicity, resulting in
a capacity house record for the week's

Ik

de Man."

Paul. Lowell V. Calvert, of
costumed the entire force
tl, Capitol,
^attendants in the regulation sailor
including the doormen and
jb,
^n

St.

The

(lerettes.

the
Mary Pickford Co.
He
formerly served in this capacity for
Allan
Dwan.
"The Tailor-Made
Man" will be commenced in two
weeks.
Anthony Paul Kelly has
completed the script.
of

Blake on Trip
of Blake and Coyle,
night for an extended tour,

n

its

t'vers

j:n
'

'

in order,

To

Help

a

pre-

though

"Is

Us To

)yd in 'A

Advertise," "Harold
Sailor-Made Man'"; "It

placed
in

"

at

Circle.

1The

Strand, of Des Moines, conon an extensive advertising
cnpaign in the newspapers, in which
The
borate layouts were used.
Iowa City, la., conitime,
of
noted huge banners, on the three
es of the marquee at the entrance
the theater announcing "A SailorMan" as Lloyd's greatest
,de
It also got out a special
aedy.
and black window card, and
ssed its corps of usherettes in
ite sailor uniforms.

citrated

ere

en capacity weeks, openly aninced in its newspaper advertising
t the theater was out to beat the
ord with "A Sailor-Made Man."

Louis

\t.

— Exploitation

of a

two-

comedy was employed by the

1

nagement
r

of

the

Liberty,

to

put

program of the week Jn
"The Toreador" was shown,

the

ich

man

attired

in

the

dress

of

a
to

mish toreador, and made up
emble somewhat Clyde Cook, the
r,
was sent out into the streets
ding at the end of a chain a Jercow. On both sides of the cow
re hung banners reading:
This is no bull Clyde Cook in
Toreador' coming to the Fox
lerty Sunday."

—

Ite

full

St.

Up
THE FILM DAILY)

Miss Stewart's Contract

For Society

Romance

a

in the

O'Connor
(Special to

Box— A-15-Care

of

Film Daily

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

to Co-direct

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Girl Star

Comedy Drama

or

Angeles
Marshall Neilan
will soon start "Fools First."
Marion Fairfax will write the
scenario, and Frank O'Connor is to
and collaborate with Neilan on direction.

For

J.

particulars write

E.
110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

center of the city square

view

of

the

crowds

which

Hunter's Film Retitled

The

title

of the

Waller Prod.,

first

of the Tuttle-

in

in
the nawspapers.
An
mind-reader. Princess WahIc-tekah. playing in a vaudeville theater next door, was persuaded to have
one of the questions put to her at
each performance read as follows:
"What will keep my husband from

Indian

walking in his sleep?" The answer
was:
"Better take him to see 'The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari' next door."

The

result

was

a burst of laughter

and good publicity for the film.
Framed photographs were placed
outside the Interurban station
and in many store windows. Lithographs or photos were displayed at
each trolley changing point.
Two
thousand yellow dcor-hangers, reading.
"Good morning. Have you had
a thrill lately? I guarantee to supply
one for you.
My mysterious story,
'The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,' revelaed Mon. Tues., Wed., Jan. 9, 10,

"J^adjV-

EASTMAN
FILM CEMENT

just

Orpheum.

11,

35 cents for this en-

A thousand postcards
containing a picture of the sleepwalker carrying the limp form of the
o'irl were sent to an exclusive mailing
gagement."

Two thousand special tickets
were distributed to workers in factories.
Tie-ups were made with the
Y, M, C. A. and the Y. W. C. A.,
with a special price to members.
The newspaper advertising was freakish
and designed to arouse the
curiosity.
Every advertisement con-

/^UT

where you will, splice with Eastman Film
Cement and for all practical purposes the reel's
original resistance to strain both in projection
and re-wind is restored. The splice is secure
against break or buckle.
and

Eastmati-made

Easttnan-testfd

presence of this seal on the container

as

the

testifies:

list.

tained

the

line,

"Not responsible

if

Eastman Film Cement
successfully with either

obtained in

I

ounce and

is

the only

Regular or
1

cement

Safety

that

film.

may
It

be used

may

be

6 ounce bottles, and gallon containers.

you bring children," and of course

'M

many

children

attended.

The man-

agement announced that every

Te Child oPthe

as

much

so

]

Symphony, of Los Angeles,
"Never Weaken," ran for

he

west

which Glenn Hunter
will be starred, has been changed
from
"Apron-Strings"
to
"The
A six-sheet was mounted and placed Cradle-Buster." This picture was
in front of a saloon that had just been
written and directed by Frank Tuttle
raided by prohibition agents.
Every who has finished a new story for
passer-by stopped to look at the red Hunter, which will be known as
and black poster in front of the place "Stage-Door Johnnie."
about which they had been reading

Gusdanovic. of the Strand
cle, Orpheum and others in Cleved, used a tabloid presentation of
Opera "Pinafore," in connection

showing of the picture

for

gather there to shop, and to change
trolley
connections.
The cut-out
showed Dr. Caligara pointing to his
somnambulistic victim, Cesare.

Paul

h the

it

mounted on beaverboard

were

Pay You To See. It," "A Five
Fun Riot." "Come on along,
bs,' let's go and see Harold Lloyd
11

el

'A Sailor-Made Man.'

were

legitimate attraction, one, three and six-sheets
being used freely. Cut-outs from the
bizarrely
colored
six-sheet
poster

Unemployed

"The Temple Theater,"

n,"
ying

far

STORY WANTED

(Special to

Orpheum.
The billing and window-papering
were used on the same scale as

reads as follows:

Few

as

—

Toledo, the Temple used a street
hoo consisting of six ex-service
.
in uniforms, carrying banners,

vicli,

him

take
Louis.
will

—

in

life

the firm's new
— "The ofQuest."
The trip

interest

production

Los Angeles Anita Stewart has
completed her last picture under her
with
York, Pa. Freak exploitation and contract
Louis
B.
Mayer.
advertising was used successfully in Miss Stewart and Rudolph Cameron,
the screening of "The Cabinet of Dr. her husband, expect to leave here
Caligari,"
when
shown
the within ten days for New York.
at

Minmarine atmosphere
State,

put a
lobby, by the use of
and anchors.

iipoiis,

rim.

last

the

in

—

Angeles Wallace
Kerrigan
has been made production manager

Ben K. Blake,
Associated

THE FILM DAILY)

Los

alotig

know how you cleaned up.

Let the other fellow

ideas.

Send

over.

especial

son

Bear

who

per-

could prove that he walked

would be admitted free
Five perat the Tuesday matinee.
sons were admitted free.
in

his

sleep

v

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department

Rochester,

N. Y.

S^

THE

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
—

H

HERALD —

In its scenic surroundings the
*
*
picture is generally attractive.
gut
the school humor is always of the obvious
»
*
kind.
Yet it has many diverting
incidents, and will certainly amuse children.
*
*
*
And no doubt the producers will
make a lot of money. *

MAIL— As

.-taff

though trite, its art titles, by
Hoey Lawlor, are some of the best yet seen
interesting,

in

general

is

far

|

the average.

I

TELEGRAM— There

a

is

new

»

film

•

which appeals to everybody between the ages
of seven and seventy.
It is "School Days,"
and under its spell the grown-ups will go
back to their childhood and the kids will have
a lot'of fun.

GLOBE—The

I

thousands who laughed yes-

terday with the last as well as the first sight
of his freckled face will see to it that all
their acquaintances will not miss this fun.

JOURNAL— The
you

as

fall

"School

away from you
Days" at the

«

•

Strand.

years

SUN— Several

I

Call"— 1st

Silent

to direct.

Nigel Barrie and Charles Clary will
support
Katherine MacDonald in
"Friday to Monday."

Kathryn Adams
Ijcrt

ing

Nat'l

are playing in

HER.'M.D

in

Street,"

ward Jose.

Capitol

—

It is sheer melodrama, but it
humanized by Strongheart. John Bowers
and Miss Kathryn McGuire are visible occasionally, between wags of his tail.
DAILY
Type of Play: Drama,'

for

Paul Parrott signed tliis week a
long term contract with Hal E.

Williams

"The

ready

"Top O' the
Gladys Walton, "The

Universal.

amusing episodes make the

picture quite liable to appeal to old as well
as young, particularly to school teachers who
have been crossed in love.

are

stories

NEWS—

with a difference.
Photography: Incredibly
beautiful.
Direction:
Fine.
Plot:
Good
enough. Value: As high as they make 'em.
"The Silent Call" is well
worth answering.

*

Carey Wilson an orig-

The

"Women
stor\-

Love

Dia-

directors
been trying to make a picture play in which
a dog would stand out convincingly as a
»
*
hero.
Lawrence Trimble * * *

stafif.

—

love "The Silent Call."
Those who do
care for canine actors will, we predict,
like "The Silent Call" anyway.

TELEGRAM—

terested in the Majestic Theater, the
Regent in Kearny, and is now building houses in Newark and Ruther-

*
unusual feature.
a dashing tale of the
country where, they roll their own. beauti-

GLOBE—*

.A.n

ford.

*

*

mounted in a setting of grazing land
and distant snow and fir.

Seiden Making

fully

—

Strongheart

—
—

•

•

*

names

of

some

'The

blasphemies:

THE FILM DAILY)

Woman

calling

for

Outright purchase preferre(
Percentage proposition possibli
Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc.
398 Fifth Avenue
Fitz Rov 0865
New Yorl

corrugated

25,000 cans, the saving on each to be
IZ cents.

HAVE YOU SEEN

"PERSECUTION'
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

Graf Favors 'Frisco Production
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Francisco

S'an

— Productions

can-

made cheaper in the San
Francisco Bay district than in any
other center, but the number of
not only be

Lakewood's

other attractions of the region invest
it with advantages for the producers,

according to
Graf Prod.,

Hands"

Max

Graf,

'

Largest and Foremost

Hotel

who produced

head

of

LAKEWOOD, NEWJERSE''

"Wliite

here.

$35.00
Plan Opening in March

(Special to 'IHE JrlLM DAILY)
Brockton,
Mass. Goulston
and
Storrs, agents for Brockton's new
Olympia, at Main and Crescent, announce the theater will be ready bv

$6.00

—

Moultrie Theater Burns
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Moultrie, Ga. The Capitol is in
ruins as the result of a fire which
broke out in the interior of the build-

Inducenit-nls
i."on\cniions

According
will

to

|

up Daily

Week-End

Special

to tlie management, the
total $80,000 with about

.AthltMc

uics.

Rates

Parties.

('Iu^'^

and

Indoor and fJuldoor

Social
Si'Orts.

UNDER THE MANAGE
MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL CO

For reservations phone Lakewood 50
,1

\

^

UookiiiK Ottite barclay 794

$40,000 insurance.

said

Goldman Carrying Out Plans
Wallin'rford,

man

will

soon

Conn.

— Harry

commence

(]oi(l-

,

(ROMU)^ BLMillBORiaORIES

building

picture liieater on the property
recently acquired by him where the
former Mar.xlioino stood.
a

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

:

INCOCPOCATED
2 20 WEST 42 tie STREET
.

PHONE
BPYANT 5576

NEWVORK

i
f-ra

l)ir.

NOW

ing.

loss

Weekly

Wondt-Tlul l-tnui
Dancing Nightly in
est Service
L'nusual Kntertainmeiit
room

1.

Industrials

,

—

lAKtWCCD HOH

Ihe

e

ri

)(

—

N.

il

of these pictures n

—

dis-

•
•
of child prodigies.
The background of cattle rustling and the abduction
of the heroine by a cattle thief is quite dram»
»
•
atic but interesting.

JOHN HAZZA.

'il

led in h

H.
James F. Forgot,' and others of that
Cavanaugh James Reid and William There is almost no folly to w
romanticism
cannot
H. Maxwell, owners of the entire young
driven."
stock of the Lake Massabesic Amusement Co., have filed a petition with
Benton Harbor House Read;
the Superior Court asking that tine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
corporation be allowed to dissolve.
Benton Harbor, Mich. The
The company, wiiich was capitalized at $20,000, the amount being- erty, one of the chain of Fitzpa
McEJroy theaters, opens
later reduced to $15,000, was organ- and
ized in 1914 and purchased land and Saturday.
built the Arcadia at the lake.
It has
disposed of all of its holdings.
PRODUCTIONS WANTE)

March

Joseph Seiden has taken offices of
plays high intelligence and is a beauty.
He the entire second floor of the buildhas been photographed effectively in several ing at
835 8th Ave., where he is
outdoor locations, and carries on his canine doing business under the name of
shoulders a pretty lesson in loyalty and gratiSeiden Industrial and Educational
tude.
SUN He is a very unusual dog, capable Film Corp. Associated with Seiden
as an artist in establishing a sympathetic are Arthur Jacobs, as general manappeal
but not a mawkish one to his au- ager and Maitland La Belle in charge
dience, and never guilty of looking at camof the sales department.
era or director, which is more than can be

JOURNAL

you can be

working days, the scenic variety and

Gold Increasing Holdings
Paterson, N. J.
Max Gold has
succeeded amazingly.
Hence "The Silent
Call." from Evarts's plot, came to the Capi- purchased the Capitol on Clay St.,
tol Theatre yesterday to thrill all who saw
near Madison Ave., to add to his
it.
EVENING WORLD — In "The Silent lioldings. His new acquisition was
Gold already conCall" Strongheart has a gripping story of opened last May.
the siiow-cajjped Sierras. Those who love dogs trols the Lyric. Strand, and is inwill

When

said to intro-

is

,

are a group of sentime

to motion picture houses and w
with emotion some painted ch
with wings two feet broad, I m;
to what lengths the silly romanti'
Why, the
of youth can go.

—

monds."

not

ists.

for Dissolution

Manchester.

regulations

have permanent

*

"You

ing agents of the distributing com"The Man From Down- panies
have arranged to buy film
under direction of Edcontainers jointly.
Tlie suggestion
was made by Frederick H. Elliott
GAUSMAN. at
a recent meeting when the new

duce a new idea in scenario technique.
N. Y. WORLD— "The Silent Call." at the
rccetly
purchased from the
C-pi'o! Theatre, presents the most beautiful \\ as
bird." formerly "Under the Skin,"
of all male stars now appearing in the films.
»
*
*
We have seen no photography as Another original, "Captain Blackbeautiful nor any picture so vivid and live
author, who has arrived from
in action.
The story itself is good enough, ^ame
New York and has Ijeen added to the
but somewhat less than masterly.

AMERICAN—*

tion pictures.

Goldwyn Buys New Wilson Story cans in the District of CoIuml)ia
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
wei'e discussed.
The joint agreeLos Angeles Goldwyn has pur- ment covers the purcliase of about

cliased from
inal
story.

TRIBUNE—

;

Enclosed please find check
for one year's subscription.
Sure worth it.

(Special to

i

DAIL\,'

—

s'

Daily,

Asks

THE FILM

to

Haven

Rev. Dr. A ,t
Parker Fitch, professor of the hi;r)
of religion at Amherst, in an ad(
before Yale undergraduates, sa
lot of unkind things al)Out tiie y^ i;
men and at one point said the
lowing encuraging words about

Purchasers Pool Interests
For the first time in the history
and Eugenia Gilof the National Association, purchassupport of Earle

is

j

New

of the
assist-

Mornin'." for
Black Bag," Herbert Rawh'nson's
next story, and "Out of the Silent
North," for Frank Mayo.

Roach
\

through

sit

Three new
filming at

beyond

It

Gentlemen:

of the Denver News, is
ing Harry D. Wilson with the Jackie
Coogan publicity at United.

lik-

ing "School Days" for several reasons. Wesley Barry is the first reason.
Never mind
the rest.
It has, however, some of the best
photography seen in a long time, its plot is

stuff

The Film

(Signed)

Mary D. Cannon, formerly
cannot help

(.Special

John Hazza,
Empress Theater,
Edmont, Alta., Can.

a

seeing.

and the kid

y

I

I

Richard Walton Tully is building
reproduction of the interior of the
House of Parliament at United
Masquerader."
Studios
for
"The
Wilfred BuckJand designed the set.

"School Days," the film itself, it is an exceptionally good presentation
of the boy idea, with one of -the most genuine boys in captivity. Wesley Barry, in the
leading role. •
The picture, on the
whole, is good entertainment and well worth
to

EVENING WORLD— One

Sure Worth

w o o d — Mary
to New York in

Pipkford's
journey
connection
with
her
legal
controver,sy
with
Cora Wilkenning has been put of? a
few days because there was a delay
in setting a trial date on the calendar.
o

U

31,

"Prof" Slams Films

Coast Brevities

"School Days" Warner Bros.
Strand

Tuesday, January

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN- MCQ.

—

iTHE
brAdstreet

rAff

:5^fRE(0CNIZED

p/" FILMDOH

Authority
FORMERLY

XIX

3l

Wednesday, February

No. 31

1,

1922

X'ii.C O OCiiLB

Fewer

Partnership Plan
Exhibitor

rtween

An

Producer

and

Worked Out By Wid Gunning
The Details

'

(1

supervise the

work

of three

There promises to be somewhere
between 65 and 75 from Famous
Players, and in like proportion all

Instead of securing the loan
he necessary money from financial
rests who would receive 51) per
of the net profits, Gunning's
iiosition is to go direct to the
iljitors
wlio wish to play these
Auctions and have them sign a
iract wl'.crein they agree to play
^e 12 pictures, each within 90 days
ler release date, between the period
h.

down

the
line.
The so called
"average program" picture will not
be made by a number of the companies that have turned many of

!

-

these pictures out, and will leave this
market, apparently, to several companies who will likely specialize in
this direction.

-•pt. 1st. 10?2, and Sept. 1st. 192.^.
d he will pay to the exhibitors the

Famous

Players, for instance, will
of its weil known
players in groups, such as Wally
Reid and Bebe Daniels, and other
like
combinations; Fox will practically
discard his former average
program release and Goldwyn is
expected to work towards the higger
special idea.
Metro has already released several of its program stars,
and will have big specials as the rule;

The contract provides

that if there
ve not been 12 productions deered on or before Sept. 1st, 1923,
it
the amount of money advanced
the exhibitor which has not been
(Continued on Page 2)

No Cause for Unrest Here
The Bureau of Buildings of Mansent out a staff of
/speclors throughout the Broadway

nd uptown sections, and according
an estimate made by Charles
rady. Superintendent of Buildings,
|>

amplete reports on the 500 or more
the
city
iiblic
buildings
within
lould be ready by the end of the
His men, he said, could
eek.
verage about 50 theaters a day.
That this can hardly be more than

examination is admitted
Under the
department.

indeed

Here

is

animal

the
resent law, buildings of this type
;re required to be inspected once a
ear.

Crandall Closes Theaters
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

With the exception
the Metropolitan, Savoy, Avenue
jrand, Apollo and York, controlled
Washington

f

y Harry

M.

Crandall, all theaters
1 the city are open, advertisements in
e newspapers having been inserted
ssuring the public that they had
een
carefully
inspected and
delared safe.

Crandall, in announcing that other
"eaters in his chain would remain
losed until further notice, said that
his was done, not J^ecause any of the
ouses were considered unsafe, but
lecause he did not desire to accept
aoney for amusement while the city
vas mourning for those who lost
hfir lives at the Knickerbocker.

may make
('

in Selig's masterpiece wild"Mary" will delight your
thrilling episodes of clean en-

"Mary," one of the famous chimps

serial

nothing

else.

cnlinued on page 2)

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS,"

Futeen
audiences«^(|th her comic antics.
State Rights.
tertainmentr ' The BIG serial of the year.
Advt.
FILM CO., Inc.. 729 7th Ave., N. Y.

C—

IMPORT

Wants

a Hearing

I

Sales Meeting Feb. 6

EXPORT &

A

number

of

Paramount

sales

hold a meeting at the
Drake Hotel, Chicago, on Feb. 6, to
discuss sales plans on "The Mistress

Albany Confab Today

To Talk Over
Harry Q. Kosch Going to Washing- Exhibitor Officials
Annual
Conand
Legislation
Rental
ton Today on the 5%

heads

will

of the

World."

'

I

Tax

superficial

y

many

assemble

ofits.

Httan yesterday

—Tend-

yesterday.

producing units which, in the
year, will make four productions

-tinct
:t

Actuality for Next Year

ency Noticeably Towards Big
Productions
For several years there has been
much talk of "fewer and better pictures"
For the season opening in
September there surely will be
fewer, even if there are not "better"
pictures, according to a survey made

iJ[An outline of a revolutionary plan
'exhibitor-producer direct partnerwas announaed yesterday by
Gunning.
ndtr the plan Gunning will per.i.illy

Pictures

vention at Meeting

Situation

As a result of the special meeting of
the Independent Producers and Distributors Asso., Harry G. Kosch, attorney for the association, will go to
Washington today to confer with
Revenue
Internal
the
officials
of
Bureau concerning the 5% rental tax

(Special to

1

'

'

—

arisen was
gone into at length at the meeting,
and it was decided to take action of
(Continued on Page 2)

.tangle

that

has

Arthur Loew Due
Arthur Loew is due home
abroad the end of this week.

D.-\ILY)

.\

important

ot

matters

will

be

to

(Continued on page 41

Allied

The

first

"lecture-dinner," so called

Moss Makes

Wires received from all over the
country yesterday by importat distributors indicate that Sunday and
Monday business was the best experienced by theaters for some time
past.

tax.

Two

Days' Business Jumps

be

in

"Lab" Dinner Tonight

Film Laboratories
Allied
the
of
.\ssociation. Inc., will be held at the
.\stor tonight.

Sunday

Germany

to a clause alleged
the contract covering foreign
rights on the pictures whicii placed
American rights at $175,000.

paid in

dis-

cussed.

Price Cuts
at the entire
Moss theaters in New
string of
York have been cut, the average
reduction totaling about five cents
on each ticket. At the new Riviera,
Kingston .A,ve. and St. John's Place,
Brooklyn the entire scale is lower.
Loges at night were formerly 83
cents but are now SO cents including

from

"Lady Hamilton" Here
of "Lady Hamilton," made
Germany by Oswald Film, is
ijrint

Albany Important officials of the in
M. P. T, C, of New York, will hold understood to be in this country.
a meeting today at which a numl)er Recently, considerable attention was

situation.

The

THE FILM

admissions

i

|

|

,

Speakers Picked for Censor Forum
Plans have been completed for the
censorship forum to be held at the
National Republican Club on SaturThose who will speak will inday.
Senator
Tames J. Walker,
clude
Cole,
Hughes, Rufus S.
Rup_ert
CTTarTes'" Urban,
Joseph Levenson,
Mrs. Clinton B. Smith, ofthe New
York State Federation of Women's
Clubs, Professor Samuel B. Heckman, who will speak n the pysc'.ology
of the motion picture and Mac 7\f arother
It is expected several
ray.
stage people will speak.

-<

THE

-.%g^DAILY
"Nancy from Nowhere"

Newspaper Opinions
Thursday's Issue

"One Glorious Day"— F.
AMF.RICAN— *
tion

—a

Rivoli
*

raph3'

-»

we

* * * a picture at
"movie stuff."
the comedy of which you chuckle flamboyantly and at the sincerity of which you regicall

an earnest appreciation.
Here is a picu.e hi 'vou d iirike a '*movie fan" of the

ster

icJC
Big Purse for

Dempsey-Wills Go

screen's

bitterest

foes.

HERALD—This

supernatural
delightful
mingling of "The Return of

skylark is a
Peter Grimm" and "Peck's Bad Boy." *
It's a treat to watch Rogers giving a real
characterization in this new type of dual
role. *
Credit should probably go to the
for
overcoming
director,
Cruze,
James
*
Roger's usual tendency to kid a part. *
•
» * but it
Miss Lee does the best work
is
new enough to the screen to make this
one of the unique pictures of the winter,
killing incredibility with a laugh.
Whimsical and altogether deMr.
lightful is "One Glorious Day."
Rogers' performance as Ezra is absolutely
inspired.
As you watch him in the different
moods you feel that he is nearly as good
an actor as Charlie Chaplin.
TIMES Can anything imaginative come
It can.
It has.
It is
out of Hollywood?
"("ne Glorious Day," and it is at the Rivoli

TRIBUNE—

Shackleton's Last
Antarctic Trip

.^,^

—

week. * * * Everything depends on its
rt a'men
So its high success is due, first
of all, to the director, James Cruze. and his
this

.

staff,

including

The production

AN OPPORTUNITY
for a live-wire theatre manager
to connect with fast growing
circuit of theatres.
Prefer man
understanding both picture and

vaudeville house management.
Really competent man with
only picture experience can
nullify,

located in one of
richest and best towns of its
size in the U. S. A. Population
60,000 or over.
New combination house now under construc-

•^"r

Theatre

To

tion.

be opened within few

months.
Let your

letter tell

We

Yourself!

want

man

with ideas

with

us.

all— Sell

to select a

who can grow
Are you the man?

involved almost continuous double exposure, and some
exceedingly difficult feats with it. But there
doesn't seem to be a missed shot in the whole
skillful
photoplay.
It is a
and ingenious
Will Rogers, as Propiece of work.
fessor Botts,

is

B-24, care Film Daily

* •

no

film fan
hr.nnd of

i^et
in
enough of the RoQ:er>
funning in one day, no matter how glorious
When Will is coupled
that day might be.

in the

betting with Lila

Lee the action should

have been spread over a couple of years.

GLOBE — All

of what the screen can do for real entertainment, it is illuminating. And all because
of a fantastic story and Will Rogers.
The picture also is in an original
vein, and taken as a whole is excellent entertainment.

SUN —

TELEGRAM— Broadway

something

has

new at the Rivoli Theatre in "One Glorious
Day." As a comedy it deserves to rank as
one of the finest ever made.

"The Prodigal Judge"— Vita.

AMERICAN

_Cameo Maclyn
•

Arbuckle

Slocum Price a
quaint comedy and pathos that makes it
*
*
•
There
some
excellent night
effective.
is
to

the part of Judge

real

star of

"The

Prodi-

Judge." * * * is Maelyn Arbuckle. * * *
The production has been iDeautifully directed
by Edward Jose; the titles are excellent and
gal

lAKtWOOD HOT[l
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00

Miss Paige and Mr. Arbuckle have been
furnished with an excellent supporting cast.
* *

'

motion [licture. * * * If anybody deserves
be the star of this vitagraph * * * it is
*
Mr. Arbuckle. *
MAIL * * * is a really excellent example
of how a written novel should be screened.

—

$6.00 up Daily

*

* splendid,

a iiKjst cnioyaiile piece of
perfectly cast with but one or two
exceptions, exceedingly well played and beau"

Week-End Rates

Special

—

WORTvD They made dramatic hash
Vaughan Kester's novel, "The Prodigal
Judge." when they transformed it into a
N. Y.

of

to

Weekly

work,

tifully

pliotographerl.

EVENING WORLD—*

Inducements

Clubs and
"onvcntions.
Wonrlerful Food. Finest Service.
Dancing: Nightly in Ballroom
Unusual Entertainment Featto

Parties,

(

and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

ures.

Athletic

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone I.akewood 505
N. Y. HookinK Office Barclay 7940

or

*

her mu's'
entertainment

to

the

"Nancy from Nowhere,"

a peculiar mixture of illogical,

and

melodrama
by

is

phase

of

The

latter

*

Legion Against Censorship

picture.

the

"Nancy from Nowhere" is quite
poorest story in which Bebe Daniels has
peared in some time.
*

be

provided in
This film is
unconvincing

comedy.

light

better

the

far

n-fli'

a'l

*

*

The American Legion, through

the

WORLD—*

* * good,
clean
EVENING
• *
entertainment to the Rialto this week.
she makes a pleasing two hours' entertain-

ment out

* *

"Nancy From Nowhere"

of

TELEGRAM — It

an

is

Bebe

appealing

rather than the rebellious, temperamental
damsel of the past
i help e?s orphan brough.
up by a disreputable family.
GLOBE The story involved is of the perfectly worthless and usually harmful kind
that bears little or no resemblance to everyday life. * * * It is a pity to waste time,
money, and the efforts of sincere and guua
actors on such stuff as this.
JOURNAL Miss Daniels is her familiar
her doll-like beauty, tiny
self throughout,
mouth and deep lips ever in evidence, and
she weeps with artistic restraint.
« » she is its only attraction
SUN
brc^uae ,he acting of the oiher memliers

—

—

—

films."

MacNider made

pretty bad,

is

TKlHU.VE— *

*

*

and

so

is

the

denial

in

a

telegram to Victor M. Shapiro, Commander of the S. Rankin Drew Post
of the American Legion.

—

of the cast

its

national commander, Hanford MacNider, has repudiated the statement
published in the Morning World of
Jan. 26, that the American Legion is
in favor of Federal censorship.
Before the Congressional Committee,
investigating
motion
pictures
at
Washington, W. H. Field purporting
to speak for the Legion, said, "The
.\merican
Legion also advocated
strong Federal control of the movies
in
order to suppress objectionable

ap-

the film.

She looks prettier

tii.i

.

ever has looked before, if that is inilortant. and no doubt it is. * * * Chester
Franklin directed the picture. * * • Gave
him very little story to work with, so he
deserves all the more credit for the work
sl.c

which he

U»A
In

turned out.

lias

Memory

of

JOSEPH KAUFMAN
Died February

Albany Confab Today

Ethel Clayton

1,

1918

Kaufman

Continued irom page 1
will be the situation
regarding legislation that has arisen.

Among them

There has been placed

man

in

the

com-

introduced by Assembh Hauser. of Schuyler, which

mittee a

bill

—

TRIBUNE— The

The

*

*

for

would close picture theaters on Sunday. Another measure pending is the
one introduced by Assemblyman
rajjhy. * * *
Joseph V. McKee, of th^e Bronx,
JOURNAL Broadway never bfefore saw which would make licensing of opanything quite like "One Glorious Day."
erators compulsory and which would
.As comedy, as romance and as an example

photography. * * *

Largest and Foremost Hotel

given

—excellent.

these absurdities are woven
together so cleverly that the result has an
undertone of eerie poetry. The spook itself
is a masterpiece of conception
and photog-

iirings

Lakewood's

Caesar," an Italian-mack
production relea.sed here Iw George
Kleine will be shown at tlie Standard theater, Broadway and 90th St..
for a week beginning Sunday.

(

a revelation.

EVENING WORLD—*

Address

Box

cameraman.

especially
his
of the picture

is

M.AIL

1922

"Jiiliii.s

* * reminiscent
"In
of
Carriage." * • * The photog-

Bishop's

1,

"Julius Caesar" at Standard

P.-L.

AMERICAN—*
the

* * * a picture that sucgence and charm.
ceeds in doing what the stage can never do.
^
TMc u e .hnt qets pwiy from what

— F.

Rialto

P.-L.

* a triumph of imaginaexample of adroit intelli-

scintillant

Weinerday, February

* *

Maclyn

Ar-

service as the "whole
*
The
works" in "The Prodigal Judge,"
picture, like many of its predecessors, does
ii'it
come up to its press notices. It is not
the "greatest picture of the year," not by a
long, long shot
but it is good entertainment.
• * The picture has been
made in pretty southern background, with
some of its night photography especially
notable.
The cast has been carefully se-

buckle

does yeomen

—

JOURNAL—*

permit of licenses only to those
who have had six months' experience.
A similar ordinance has been introduced in New York.
The Februar}' convention will be
discussed and some details rounded
out.
It is expected about 750 exhibitors will attend the convention at
which will be present a number of
important executives of producing
and distributing companies, and exhibitor delegations from surrounding
states.
From present indications, this
year's convention will be the biggest
ever held in New York State.
The following will attend the
meeting:
Charles L. O'Reilly, New York;
W. A. Dillion, Ithaca; Buettncr,
Cohoes;
Frank Koch, Rochester;
Willam Brandt, Brooklyn; W. H.
Linton.
Ithaca;
Sam I. Berman,
Brooklyn; Jules Michaels, Buffalo;
Walter
Hays,
Syracuse;
Leo
Brecher, New York; V. A. Warren,
Messina; J. J. Farren, Rochester;
John Manheimer, Brooklyn; A. A.
Elliot, Hudson; David Cohen, Binghamton; Bernard Grob, New York;
George Roberts, Albany, Fred DufUtica;
M. Dimpson. Batavia,
Samuel Sheer, Corona, and Howard
fy,

Smith, Buffalo.

The Child oFthe Bear
FOR RENT
By day
i

or week.

Well equipped, up-to-date
Motion Picture Studio in the
heart of New York City.
K-30, Film Daily,
71-W. 44th St.

HAVE YOU SEEN

"Persecution
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

BABYLON[IA!

LOST WORLD OF ROMANO
IN FIFTH OLD
TESTAMENT NARRATIVE

"ABRAHAM"

THE SINGLE REEL
MAGNIFICENT

An ordinance similar to the one introduced by Assemblyman McKee
in

Albany

for

the

licensing

of opCity has been
lected. * * *
nitroduccd before the Board of AlderSl'N * * * The part is suited to him men.
The ordinance would amend
In fact, the picture is
and is finely acted.
Section 4.3, of article two of Chapter
iiiuisually well cast throughout and carefully
directed.
3 of the Code of Ordinances.

erators in

New York

—

Burbank,

Calif.

7Ao brAdstreet
o/* FILMDOM
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Distribution Plan
Worked Out By American Railway
Express Would Save Millions

—

Tarzan

Adoption Not Likely
Robert E. Cowie, vice president of
the American Railway Express Co.,

has booked passage on the Adriatic

the

tM

Adventures of
of
Serial Sales Corp., has cabled
the local office from Zurich that he

Max* Weiss

which

sails

from Monaco

has presented an elaborate plan to
industry planned to save mil-

When the plan was presented to
executives of the more important
companies it was favorably received.
Later it went to the sales managers
and then it was turned over to a

be sold on the
independent market through Artclass
Pictures Corp., which Max and the
He has
other Weiss Bros, control.
been in Europe selling foreign rights
on "The Adventures of Tarzan."

This

The

committee for investigation.
committee has not yet completed its task, and while members of
the committee will not discuss the
matter it is understood that the posspecial

latter picture will

Col.

Woods Not to Aid Hays
Arthur Woods yesterday

(Continued on Page 2)

De

in

I

''

'

Visitors

Herman

receive $50,000 a year.

Urge Foreign
(Special to

Tariff

—

terday on behalf of the Actor's Equity
Association, and urged that a high
films
be
protective
tariflf
against
adoDted.

Found:

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS,"
ALL serial booking records in
spectacular stunts.
State Rights.
N. Y.
Advt.

Selig's new wild animal serial will shatter
1922.
Packed with jungle romance and
Clean, fast, thrilling. The greatest serial of all times.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

C—

Unusual Suit
Out" of Players Brings
Action by Fox Against Sennett
On the Coast

"Farming

A Dream
A

Pipe
Lost:
The New York Times

(Special to

yes-

THE FILM DAILY)

—

village
Island,

somewhere on Long
where pictures will be

Hollywood Bringing to the attention of the courts for the first tii.ie
the question of whether a motion picture company has the right to "farm
out" actors or actresses under contract, as is done in organized baseball, a suit for $41,817 damages has
been filed in the superior court by
the Fox Vaudeville Co. against tne

made.

The reason

Mack

terday devoted almost a column
to a beautiful dream captioned
"Puritanic Village Planned By
Movies." The dream went on
to say that Will Hays' job will
include the building of a model

for this

is

given in that too many wild
tales come out of Hollywood
and the movies should be
"cleaned up."
The dream story failed, however, to say what would happen
to the studio property on the
Coast valued in millions, or to
those studios that now exist in
the East.
In other words, the
pipe was lost the dream had
no conclusion.

—

Rifkin,

Eastern

Feature

Films, Boston, and I. L. O'Brasky,
All Star Features, Salt Lake, are in
town.
Thfe latter is at the Wood-

THE FILM DAILY)

Rambeau
Washington
Marjorie
and Elsie Ferguson appeared before
the Senate Finance Committee yes-

Due Tomorrow

B.

slaughter."

had been selected bj- Will H. Hays
The
as Mr. Hays's iirst assistant.
report had it that Col. Woods would

'

Mille

DeMille is due in New
York tomorrow on the Aquitania.
He will leave immediately for Califrnia
start
work on "Manto
Cecil

Washington denied a report published
in a New York newspaper savins he

j

distribution

has arranged for the production
Germany with an
important producing company there.
In these, a well-known star will apWeiss has also purchased an
pear.
Italian-made novelty for release here.

He

|l

combined

through the express company.

of four features in

\\

by

lions

New-

for

York tomorrow.

Sennett Comedies corporation.
Harriet Hammond was "farmed
out" by Sennett to Fox. and after
working six weeks it is claimed she
The suit
refused to continue work.
Producers and othc-s
is the result.
here are watching the litigation w:th

CO.,

Inc.,

729 7th Ave.,

stock.

Says Big Suits Are Pending

The New York World,

in a special

Washington dispatch yesterday stated
aggregating
that
damage
suits
$1,000,000 would be filed as a result

Percentage Only

of the Knickerbocker theater disaster
in Washington,
The World said several lawyers are at work.

That's the Only Manner in Which
Universal Will Contract for
"Foolish Wives" Showings
Public Hearing Against Commission
f.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
playing
"Foolish
L'niversal
is
Wives" on percentage throughout the
Albany A public hearing on the
country.
A statement from the legislation proposed to abolish the
company's office yesterday had it that State Motion Picture Commission
that is the only manner in which the will be held at the Capitol, Feb. 14,
Von Stroheim picture can be booked before the Ways and Means Com'

—

by exhibitors.

To

date eight openings for the production have been announced by the

mittee.
This is the opening
the state convention.

company.

day of

Educational Sales Meeting

The
Three Speakers Selected
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany -Former State Senators,
J. Henry Walters, of Syracuse, and
George F. Thompson, of Niagara
County and former speaker of the
Assembly, Thaddeus D. Sweet, will

—

first

of a series of district sales

conventions was held by Educational
branch managers from the eastern
part of the United States and Canada,
at the Pennsylvania Hotel on Monday, for an all-day discussion of
sales problems and the outlook for

coming year.
These meetings precede a trip to
the Pacific Coast by E. W. HamHodkinson Housewarming
mons, president of Educational. ConWhen W. W. Hodkinson returns to
The executive committee of the ventions will be held in Chicago and
New York from Los Angeles in abcut
organization
met at the Ten Eyck in Kansas City before Mr. Hammons
house-war.nwill
be
a
a month, there
goes to Los Angeles.
ing at the new offices at 469 Sth A. e. yesterday.

much

interest.

be the principal speakers of the
banquet at the convention of M. P.
T. O. of New York.

the

I
THE

-i&miDAILY
Crescent

Distribution Plan
(Continued from page
sible

1)

saving under the proposed plan

has failed to survive and that there
little likelihood of the proposed
plan being adopted.
Exchange
men and exhibitors
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Follci,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
throughout the country need have no
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and anxious moments relative to conFILM FOLKS, INC.
changing, at least not so far
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; ditions
as the proposed plan may affect anyJ. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
thing. There is every likelihood that

Vol.

XIX

No.

32

Thursday. Feb. 2,

1922

Prices Cents

is

May

21, 1918,
Entered as second-class matter
York, N. Y., under
at the post-office at
1879.
of
March
the act
3,
Terms (Postage free) United States, Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
of Greater
Foreign
months, $5.00;
3 months, $3.00.

distribution will remain as it is. This
is predicted upon the information at
hand that several of the larger comNew
panies refuse to consider the idea of
any combined distribution plus that
$15.00.
the investigation so far made shows
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM that even if a saving were possible
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, under the Cowie plan, it would be so
N. Y.
trifling that it would be valueless.
Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
'Phone:
*A prominent executive, discussing
Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Holly- the Cowie plan, said:
"Naturally the
wood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
Express
would like to
American
Co.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, take over the distribution of films.
Since the film companies started to
London, W. C. 2.
Film,
144
Rue use the parcel post the income of the
Paris Representative Le
Montmartre.
company has been materially
Central European Representative Interna- express
This would be instantly
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- cut into.
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
remedied if the proposed plan was
But it hasn't a chance.
adopted.
Distribution will continue as it is."

New

—

—

—

(Special to

Thursday, February

Makes New Buys

THE FILM DAILY)

— Crescent-Federated

Kansas City
Exchange

S-reel Neal Harts; Richard Kip5-reeI westerns; six Big Boy
three
westerns;
Williams
S-reel
Snowy Baker productions, "Diane of

"The

Unconquered

"When

Woman,"

Destiny Wills,"
"Branded," "Serving Two Masters,"
"The Way of a Man," "Cloudburst,"
"Any Night," "Ashes," "Lone Hand

ttiarval (/ tctti/i£A^

James A. Kent has been appointed
Eastern

representative
for
Anchor Film Distributors, Inc., a
releasing
company controlled by
Morris R. Schlank. Kent leaves on
a sales trip shortly.

Miriam

sales

Now

Wilson" and "The Ranger and the
Law"; also 26 one-reel comedies
featuring Joe Rock and IS EssanyTurpin one-reel re-issues, in addition
to a series of 10 Essanay two-reel

Playing

Pantages Theatre
Salt Lake City

comedies starring Charles Chaplin.

—

"opened to capacity business right
Federated Men Here
house in uproar
to finish
Joe Friedman, Celebrated Players, from start
Chicago;
Sam Grand, Federated,
you sure have a great picture."
Boston and J. Oppenheimer, Federated, San Francisco, are here for the
Federated convention which opens
Constance Binney and May Mcthis
morning at the Astor,
The Avoy, who are both in New York
majority of the directors is due in enjoying vacations, will return to
today.
California in about four weeks.

—

—

Quotations
High

Anchor

to Represent

Sale

"His Nibs"

ling

Hollow,"

(Chic)
in

new

_

Kent

Charles

has recently contracted for the following. Eight new

Film

Star

1922

2,

Famous Players
do pfd

...

78^

Low
76^

92

*Goldwyn

92

S^

5

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Close
78j4
92

Inc.,

11^

11^

W%.

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

^Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

Battista

f^

WISE EXHIBITOR

BELIEVES IN SIGNS

New

York's Marvelous Child Actress.

knows that
He whenever
he

Now making personal appearances in connection with
the showing of Robertson-Cole's "AT
STAGE

announces

DOOR."

PERCY

THE

This week

where she

— Loew's

is

"The most

State Theatre,
creating a sensation.

perfect personal appearance

for a screen actor or actress to

Next

Newark, N,

make."

it

is

Run

HALLROOM
COMEDIES

possible

Newark Ledger.

State Theatre, Bufifalo, N. Y.,
houses to follow.

Representative

'

IT

ROBERT EDGAR LONG
Bryant 6380

1482 Broaciway

STANDING
Booh,

Outright purchase preferred.
Percentage proposition possible.
Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc.
398 Fifth Avenue
New York,
Fitz Roy 0865

WE

MEANS

ROOM ONLY

FEDERATED
film

PRODUCTIONS WANTED

6,

FERDIE

J.,

Week— Loew's

with other First

'p«c>

exchanges or AMERICA

INC.

fci^

NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT'

OOMUIW^FlLM lABORAIORIES
INCORPORATED

PHONE

BRYANT 5576

220 WEST 42 ^ STREET
NEW yoQ.v<.

ALLAN A.LOWNES
CEN.MCB.

THE
hsday, February

2,

i^^

DAILY

1922

New Kyne Story
THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles — Work has been

Begin Shooting This Month

Start
(Special

EVANS

I..DGE

Says:

/riONAL
IVERTISING

Kyne-Ben

Chubaroff Out of Niagara

L CLASSES
SURES
f THE BANKS
I THE WABASH

EDGAR SELDEN
[)TH -WHILE

1537

3

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

PICTURES CORP.

BROADWAY. NEW YORK

jnerican Buys Comedy Series
C nival Comedies were sold this
the American Feature Film
ie to
B. C. for New
f Boston, by C.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Seattle
The story of Roy Gardner's series of captures and escapes
from Federal officers has been filmed
by two exhibitors, Frank A. Graham
of the Liberty, Centralia, and William
G. Ripley of the Bijou, Aberdeen.
There are two reels which are to be
sold to state right buyers throughout

Bufifalo— H. M. ChubaroflF has resigned as vice president and general
manager of Niagara Pictures Corp.,
the new concern, which recently took
over the business of the defunct
Gardiner Pictures Corp. Dave Levy,
sales manager, is now in charge.
David Ruslander is providing the
financial backing.

/riONAL
IJLlCin

Plans Special Production

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Arrow.

(Special to

to

J. Grubb Alexander
Los Angeles General Manager F.
which
D. Fowler expects to start his has prepared a production
Arrow and prosecond unit of the Morante Produc- will be released by
It is
duced by Ben Wilson Prod.
ing Co. this month.
titled "The Innocent Cheat," starring
Roy Stewart and Kathleen KirkGardner's Exploits Filmed
ham, supported by an all star cast.

to Yellow Jacket,"
of a series of Peter B.
Wilson Prod., to be dis-

"Back

tributed by

AHRAaS

h^T

Los

started on
the second

(Special

to

the country. It is now playing on the
Pantages Circuit on the West Coast.

Jans Strikes Deal With Climax
H. F. Jans, head of various enterprises bearing his name Jans Pictures, has concluded negotiations with
the Climax Film Corp., by which
Climax retires from Northern New
Jersey, turning over all its product
He has purchased two new
to Jans.
subjects, "Should a Wife Work" and
"The Way of a Man."

The Bi^^est Advance
NeA\% Rgel Hfstop

in

).

ifind.

Handling "His Nibs"

kvorite

Special to

Etroit

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

staken
iiligan

Favorite Film Co.
the distribution in
for "His Nibs."

over

'u-Art

—

"Her Story" The Second
Sond National announces "Her
Dion Titeradge,
5|," directed by
second release of

12

to

>

\

-.nflv

authentic.

from

•

Corp.

Buckeye Reorganizes
ipecial to THE
FILM DAILY)
'Vungstown,
(iitalization

Kincaid as

'

its

properties

president, to take
of the Buckeye

has been completed,
h corporation has taken over the
'c^rties of the old one, consisting
le lease on the studio at Idora
Co.,

«

_

The exact language of a quotation
about "There's nothing new under
the sun "

is

evading the old bean.

But you get the idea. Innovation
and unique are two much misused
words. However, Sebnick is entitled to its claim of something new
in connection with new style subtitles
for its news reel. They look like clippings out of newspapers.

—

Organization
Co., with
of $25,000, and with
O.

Buckeye Photoplays

K the
inres

'^qujred

//.as

ina CenlraT slates.

White Joins Lee-Bradford
Cnton ^I. White has resigned
b: Arrow
where, for more than a
a he was a special representative,
icome sales manager for the Lee-

e

M

,f?'^*
MErtE
^Ws
THE}
no,
lova

be

season.

this

r.'ford

Se/,

...

Opens Albany Office
THE FILM DAILY)
The Nu-Art Film Corp.

/)any
sstablished a branch here under
iigement of M. Cohan.

;d

Ree\

to

pecial

Uie

I^e>vs

Selznick

*

^)nce more

fiom

the

«

•

hum

of motion pic,

J

MOVING PICTURE WOQLD
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,

all

materials,

The

and contracts for

are: J,. C.
president; J. A. Fitzgerald,
c president; Mrs. Betty Reisinger,
:ctary;
and Robt. C. Kincaid,
!l

ses.

i

aid,

c

urer.

lis

nin

officials

said five pictures are

New

completed

York.

h Child oF the
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Sheffield
(Special to

Coming Here

Warner

^

Seattle J. T. Sheffield, manager of
Greater
the
Features,
is
leaving
shortly for New York and Chicago.
He will rturn via the company's

L. K. Brin to Handle

Denver and

Seattle
Al K. Brin has organized
the Kwality Pictures Corp. to distribute the Warner Bros, feature productions
in
Washington, Oregon,
Idaho,
Montana,
Colorado,
New

Salt

Lake

offices.

L. &
recently

H. Enterprises, Inc., who
released "Daughter of the
Night," are now ready with "Watered
Stock."

AUDITOR AVAILABLE
Three years services as assistant studio manager, auditor and
cashier has given me a thorough
knowledge of production and
distribution which I can use to
advantage for anyone.
Salary
Secondary References
furnished.

Box

—
— K2 —Film

Bros.

Feature Output in NorthwestForms Kwality Pictures
(Special to

—

An

THE FILM DAILY)

Brin

is

of

Warner

Bros,

Representing the

Foremost Authors

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles
Webster Cullison,
directed
the
"Philo
Gubb"
comedies featuring Victor Pcrtel, is
preparing a melodrama for the independent market, which Western Pictures Exploitation Co. will distribute.

Los

who

Whether you

12 in "Felix" Series

you are ii
the film business for one purpos
and that is to make money. Th
only way you can make ^Veel'
money is to buy real pictures.

heart of

New York

'*

Persecution

is

the picture you

There

will be 12 single reels a year
in the series of "Felix" cartoons which

By day or week.
Well equipped, up-to-date
Motion Picture Studio in the
City.

K-30, Film Daily,
71-W. 44th St.

are being handled by
released one a month.

M.

J.

are an exhibitor o

an exchange man,

Phone. Holly 3222

FOR RENT

th«i

it

Brin had
merely taken over "School Days" and
"Why Girls Leave Home," but that
he would handle the entire feature
output of the company.
at present

CuUison to Make Feature

BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES

'

Wise Birds

in active charge.

At the office
was stated that

Earful

of Chatter for

Mexico and Utah. An office has been
opened at 2006 Third Ave., where

(Special to

AL COHN

2,

Seven States Sold

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Thursday, February

Winkler;

The

following
territories have been closed: Greater

and Northern New Jersej' to Elk Photoplays and Illinois,
Indiana and Wisconsin to Celebrated

New York

Players.

waiting

for; as it

ture that will

is

have

beer

the one pic

make "ye old till'

ring merrily.

Why?

Persecution

*'

*'

Have 13 (thirteen) of the most
prominent Independent
Exchanges taken franchises from Second
National Pictures Corp.
whose first production
;^DAVID and JONATHAN"
is now being released?

Because the David

is

without a doubt a money

ing proposition from the wore
go.

It is a

100 to

1

shot, wit!

you on the short end. Dollar
to doughnuts you will clean ui
on this one. But don't take ou
word for it Call, Write or Wir<

Why?

and

&

pendent.

See the picture, get the "dope'

Jonathan Release is the First Picture of
the Greatest State Right or Franchise Proposition Now Before
the Independent Buyer.
,

Second National Pictures Corp.
140 West 42nd Street

mak

New York

last

but not

least

be inde^

Regal-Fischer Corp.
1540

Broadway

Phone Bryant

0570

Loew

Building

NcW York Cit3

;9^«re(0gmized

Authority
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Address

all

communications

York, N.

and Business Offices, 6411 Hollywood
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
W. A. Williamson, Kinematograph Weekly,
London Representative:
85 Long Acre, London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 144 Rue Montmartre.
Paris Representative
Representative
Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague
European
Central
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Boulevard.
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:

exhibitor-producer organization expects to befall.

Knickerbocker, Washington, collapses under weight
of snow.
95 killed and many injured.

Following Washington disaster, Brooklyn district attorney urges inspection of all theaters here.
I. P. D. A. holds special session to discuss rental tax
situation.

American Federation
favor of high tariff

Features Reviewed
Will Rogers and Lila Lee in

of Labor reported strongly
on pictures.

Page
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Fewer pictures

for next year

Wid Gunning announces
tion with exhibitors.
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Page

Vitagraph

Harry Carey
Jewel

in.

.

—Universal

Bebe Daniels
Realart

Page

—Paramount

Page 8

Page

Fox
Pauline Frederick
R-C Pictures

in.

.

Page

CHASING THE MOON

in

Page

Fox
Edith Stockton
J.

W.

12

13

in.... SHOULD A WIFE WORK?

Page

Film Corp.— State Rights

Ethel Clayton in

15

for

I.

Page
Page

Short Reels

''Pardoning the bad

is

in

Albany

to discuss

rental tax

P. D. A.

Thursday
American Railway Express submits

distribution plan

important companies, designed to save millions.
Adoption not likely.
Max Weiss arranges for four German productions.
"Farming out" of players brings unusual suit on coast.
to

•'Foolish

Wives"

to

involved.

be released on percentage only.

Friday
proposed express distribution planTAl Lichtman leaves for coast. First National deal oflf.
George Arliss has two more to make for Distinctive

Some

details of

Prod.
Federated officers slated for re-election.
William D. Taylor dead in Los Angeles.
lieve murder.

Yale historical series to cost $12,500 a
dred reels planned.

EXIT THE VAMP

Paramount

meet

legislation and state convention.
Harry G. Kosch going to Washington on

9

.TWO KINDS OF WOMEN

certain.

Plans 12 pictures.

Mack Sennett and Fox

SMILES ARE TRUMP

Maurice Flynn in

Tom Mix

7

NANCY FROM NOWHERE

in

M.

seem

partnership plan of produc-

P. T. O. of N. Y. officials

5

MAN TO MAN

,

in

Wednesday

ONE GLORIOUS DAY

Paramount

WHERE

10 pictures

Y.

Editorial

California:

make

Tuesday

71-73 West 44th St., New
Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

Hollywood,

New

to

THE FILM DAILY,

to

this year.

come operative by

second-class

New

number

of states throughout country.

reel.

Police be-

One hun-

Saturday

17

19

^May build unit exchange
Columbia.

injuring the good'

buildings

-Benjamin

in

District

FranJilin.

of

THE

l^lM^
Genuinely Fine

Comedy

5,

1922

Ek is supposed to be a conception of a spirit without a body, which, restless to get on earth, comes down

Lila Lee

A distinct comedy novelty, well
removed from the usual order; a delightful en-

and has many interesting experiences in trying to find
a body for himself. The cameraman had no small job
on his hands with Ek in double exposure all the time
except for the short while he controls the professor's
body and is busy cutting up as Botts, the professor,
would never have thought of doing.
The biggest
laughs come when Botts, his body possessed by the

tertainment

spirit of

DIRECTOR

James Cruze
Walter Woods and A. B. Barringer

AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

.Walter
Karl

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Sunday, February

Offered in Distinct Novelty Feature

"ONE GLORIOUS DAY"
With Will Rogers and
Paramount

DAILV
Pi

Woods
Brown

WHOLE

STORY

Fantastic and highly amusing situa-

tions that offer something altogether

way

new

in the

of screen material

DIRECTION

First rate; introduction estab-

atmosphere and arouses the

lishes proper

in-

terest right off

Very good; double exposure

work splendid

LIGHTINGS

Good
Will Rogers ideally suited to the

piece and fulfills all demands; John Fox as
"Ek," a spirit, very funny, and Lila Lee a pleas-

ing heroine

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Suitable

Very appropriate

CHARACTER OF STORY
is

the

means

A

of

The role of Botts is rather a good deal different from
anything Rogers has done before, but so is the story
dififerent from anything that has been done before, so

body comes to earth
backward professor's awak-

value as a novelty

its

5,100 feet

The opening shots of "One Glorious Day" are
to cause some wonderment as to just what it's all
ing to be about, but that

isn't for

your mind, you just naturally prepare

to

double-exposures his way through
a most unusual sight in the imaginative make-up which he maintains throughout.

who

is

"One Glorious Day."

also a part of

actual

his

is

the only

romance and

political

adventures when

ambitions of Botts.

how meek

he was until after
Ek had taken the
Ek, with the help of Botts'

the spirit of

How

Botts would never dream of doing. Ek is
temporary body, Botts' own
spirit returns and he finds he has lost his bashfulness
and is at last able to propose to the landlady's
the real

finally forced to vacate his

daughter.

List

Without Further Consideration

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

not spend any time in considering whether
or not you want "One Glorious Day." You surely do.

your patrons the novelty and at the same time genuine entertainment that
is contained in this unusual picture featuring Will
Rogers and Lila Lee. You can go the limit on promoffer

out of the ordinary. Tell them
about the extraordinary dual role played by Rogers
and catchlines based on the spirit-person, Ek, should
get them wondering.

Ek

is

fanciful character, while all the others take part in the

The author

You need

ises for a picture that is

Lee

body, does the things he had longed to do but couldn't
with the handicap of no body, is a near riot since poor
Botts had never done anything more exciting previously than read a book. Ek has him fighting the politicians, drinking liquor and doing all the things that

enjoy one of the most novel and entertaining pictures
that has come your way in many days. The authors
have conceived a most amusing little character in the

you can

Lila

place of his own.

is

It isn't often that

the stronger.

go-

long and once the

Box

all

apt

idea sinks in and the atmosphere of make-believe

One That Should Go On Your

is

the pleasing heroine of the real romance, which

Botts never realized

the entire film and

of

him apparently under the influence of liquor, the
It would be difficult to deis equally great.
scribe the kind of fun provided by "One Glorious
Day." However, it's genuine, wholesome, first-class
comedy that will please everyone, everywhere.

is

supposed concep-

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

person of Ek,

members

surprise

ening

definite in

the

the spiritualistic club whoi have been waiting for Botts

sub-titles

tion of a spirit without a

and

Then when

raising havoc generally.

see

PHOTOGRAPHY
PLAYERS

Ek, startles the political leaders who are planning to elect the meek Botts as mayor because they
will be able to make him do whatever they say, by
asserting his rights, beating up a few of them and

it

takes the idea of the spiritualist and uses

comedy, though without mockthat might offend its followers.
not serious at any time as far as

for the purposes of

manner

ery and in no

The production
that angle
fine

is

is

concerned, but

humorous

it

does provide plenty of

situations that are

bound

to

make them

laugh and the feature cannot help but prove a fine
entertainment, distinctive, wholesome and entirely

worth while.

THE
Sunday, February

5,

•c^m

DAILY

1922

Old Song Furnishes Excellent
B. F.

"WHERE

IS

Zeldman production

this should

MY WANDERING BOY TONIGHT"

Equity Pictures

DIRECTORS.....

.J.

— State

Rights

Hogan and Mildred Webb

P.

AUTHOR

Gerald C. Duffy

SCENARIO BY

Gerald C. Duffy

CAMERAMAN
AS A

David Abel

WHOLE

"Mother love" theme dominates, but enough sure-fire hokum, including a
runaway engine, to make it a box office bet

STORY

Based on famous old song
don't know, get it

DIRECTION

Used

much

too

—

if

you

footage at times;

composition and types good

PHOTOGRAPHY

Usually

LIGHTINGS
ural

;

satisfies

Average

PLAYERS

Cullen Landis, the boy, very natrole well handled by Virginia True

Boardman

some of the pictures dealing with mother love
and heart interest material generally that have been
cess of

released at regular intervals since "Humoresque" convinced the producers that they could add one more to
the list and profit by its earning capacity. And in all
likelihood the receipts will prove that they

were

because there

in the

Good, but not numerous
Suitable

At times too much
by chorus

to city

Country boy lured

life, is

pardoned and

Saves warden's

—well, you know the finish

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Here's another box

sent to prison

girl is finally

for theft he did not commit..

office

About

0,000 feet

proposition where story

values and incidents bear only a secondary reason for

what should be

has that big wallop
that sometimes is found in stories based on the theme
of "mother love," and unless the dope runs all wrong
a real success.

It

Mother Love Theme Plus
Box

the biggest dramatic

should be easy.
This it what has happened here.

theme

to

work on and

with.

sub-

Gerald Duffy, or the producers, claim the old song,
"Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight," as the inspiration for the story. Undoubtedly this sentimental
connection will be an added attraction for the picture

and a good

selling point.

In this one Director

which he

is

Hogan

takes heVo to the big

enticed by a chorus

girl.

Of course

he leaves his true love behind and only returns to her
Meanwhile in the big city
in time for the clinch.
things go all wrong and his chorus girl pal dishes him
opportunely and has him sent to jail charged with a
theft he did not commit. The prisoners start an uprising and then Mister Hero saves the warden, aided and
abetted by a runaway locomotive sequence that has a
wallop in it. Of course he is reprieved and all ends

sweet an' pretty.

At times the footage drags, there is too much of the
window" stuff and too many tears from
mother. But then the women like this sort of thing.
GenerIt gives them a chance to have a "good cry."
ally the cast is good and the types excellent.
"light in the

Should

Make

This Sure Fire

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

theme in the
world, just so long will pictures based on this prove
satisfying.
And when, on top of that, the producers
give you a few additional points to attract, then it
is

right,

duction accorded, will satisfy a large majority as entertainment.

Title

Just as long as people like to be reminded of what
their mother went through for them, just as long as

mother love

always a definite appeal

is

ject that, regardless of the quality or character of pro-

city to

CHARACTER OF STORY

that big

prove a real box office success, even in
when you have to have a show to
get them in and make them happy.
Probably the box office reports regarding the sucthese trying days

mother

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Mother Love Picture

Title for

First

you have

Every one

of the

remember it. Some
may recall the famous old scene from "The Old Homestead" where it was used so effectively. Then you
have the runaway locomotive sequence for a thrill.
So all in all you have a lot of points of favor.
To this you can easily add with advance publicity
by showing the picture to the ministers and news-

old folks in your neighborhood will

paper
this.

folk.

You

are sure to be able to capitalize on

What "American'' Offers
The Independent Producer:
J^

Intelligence

2,

Entry into the better and the best theatres.

3,

The

and patronage of

respect, confidence

exhibitors.

4,

A.n accurate and thorough knowledge of
what materials should be produced.

5^

Rapidity in making cash settlements with
the owners of pictures.

^^

No

y^

unfair and dishonest charges
against Producer revenues.

Capability

and

made

enthusiasm behind your

pictures.

§,

The best
known in

9,

An organization of managers and salesmen in

advertising and exploitation ever
this industry.

the field with power and personal standing.

10.

The

oldest organization

in

this

industry

from the standpoint of an association of
capable men with each other. New offices,
but a trained, tried, tested sales
yes
machine that can always look its customers
squarely in the eyes without flinching.

—

We

are ready to announce a score of completed productions of high calibre and sure
appeal all from independent producer

—

sources.

-YT

mm

e rican
CORPORATION

RELEASING
WALTER

E.

GREENE,

B.

'J'residmi

F.

Home

Offices

15 West 44th Street,

New

WARREN,

York City

Telephones: Vanderbilt 7078-7079

'.AjL:jiduSiS,.

IHcePresident
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Fine Characterization and Pleasing Atmosphere
"THE PRODIGAL JUDGE"

essential to

DIRECTOR

Edward Jose
Vaughan Kester

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Not credited

CAMERAMEN

Chas. Davis and Joe Schelderfer
Adaptation of novel done in

WHOLE

AS A

pleasing atmosphere and effective characteriza-

Maclyn Arbuckle
A bit complicated and almost sufficient
a serial a good vehicle for the screen though

tions, chiefly that of

STORY
for

;

continuity could have been better

DIRECTION

Very good on production values;
connection of sequences and situations

a better
occasionally necessary

First rate

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Jean Paige the featured player, but
Arbuckle, by far, carries the picture with his
performance in the title role; Ernest Torrence

good work; a capable and well
selected cast throughout
also does very

Some very

pretty shots

Good

Adequate
Old time Southern
CHARACTER OF STORY
the
son his wife had
judge eventually finds
taken from him when she eloped with another

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
A

7,803 feet

thoroughly appreciable production, a capable cast

and the various necessities that are required to make
good entertainment are to be found in Vitagraph's
presentation of the well known Vaughan Kester

"The Prodigal Judge,"

novel.

War

a story of the pre-Civil

days in the South. A delightful Southern atmois contained in the numerous attractive loca-

sphere
tions

its

visual appeal,

buckle in the
quires,

jovial,

and there are many interesting shots

of the old

river boats, colonial residences, and, in fact, everything

feature of the picture, other than

the performance of

is

The Vitagraph
of

publicity department

is

role.
He is all that the role regood-hearted, optimistic and with a

humor even in view of his failing,
which constantly brings worry to Solomon
Mahafify, the Judge's companion, a person of charac-

sense of loyalty and
liquor,

Judge. The
part is particularly well portrayed by Ernest Torrence. Jean Paige is featured in the picture, but both
her part and performance are considerably overshadowed by the prominence commanded by Arbuckle's

teristics exactly opposite to those of the

"Judge."

who do good work

Others

Carew

of the

a

little

ahead

"The Prodigal Judge"
"greatest picture of the year" and a "Rembrandt
screen." It doesn't come within near reach of

either statement but

a goiod entertainment that is
likely to please a good majority of almost any audiit is

ence.

You

can promise amusing comedy with the scenes
South. Tell them about the picturesque

laid in the old

are Earl

Eox

as the villain, Robert Mil-

and Charles Eaton.
There is a good deal of material in the novel and
the adaptation would appear to l^e more or less literal
and perhaps that is the reason it becomes rather comDespite this. Director Jose manplicated at times.
ages to keep the action even and the unfolding is
smooth for the most part. Occasionally there are
spots where sequences might have been better connected and the continuity is a bit choppy at times.
But this is due to excess footage most often. The picture could be cut considerably and be the better for it.
Judge Price just wandered around with his pal,
Solomon, after his wife ran away with another and
took their boy with her. After some time the Judge
finds a trace of his son and learns that his wife is dead
and that her lover is trying to kidnap the boy and
secure his inheritance. The Judge takes the boy himself and cares for him. trying to make him understand
that he (the Judge) is his father. Then Betty Malro
a neighbor of the Judge, is having romantic difficulties which are not really a part of the story about the
Judge and his son, but which offer some of the thrills
and more dramatic moments of the picture.

lasch

,

Many

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

the story in proclaiming

as the

Maclyn Ar-

title

A Little Long But Will Satisfy a Good
Box

This

the pictorial appeal complete.

as the hero, Arthur

PHOTOGRAPHY

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

make

The outstanding

Vitagraph

in

settings and use

them a
Be sure

stills

better idea of

extensively in the lobby to give

what they may expect

to see.

to say they will be delighted with the performance of Maclyn Arbuckle and the many humorous bits

which he contributes. If there are any other names,
probably Jean Paige's, which you think will draw busiTake advantage of the suggestions
ness, use them.
publicity force and let them
Vitagraph's
offered by
help you put the picture over.

Fox Specials That Continue
Their Profit- Making Pace
THUNDERCLAP
New Triumphs

MARY CARR

or

Racing to new
successes at'^

'

m:\
PORTLAND,

MARK TWAINS

BLUE MOUSE. ORE.
SEATTLE,
BLUE MOUSE. WASH.

A CONNECTICUT
YANKEE
IN

THE MOTHER. i\ "r-.^
OVER'fHE HILL"\.^ ^

scoring wins
15 other gig cities

\Aftei'

Jn

KINO ARTHUR'S COURT

'Y

U'

j..

^>
/k;/

^^.^

\y

/w

^.^

4#"

Now

running indefinitely
at

NEW THEATRE.
TREMONT

BAltimote

TEMPLE, 5o5^o/7

;

WOOD'S THEATRE, Chicago
Phi la delph
STAN TO N
.

..lllll.ll

.,

I'a

.LtljLL^-kJll

W
v->

VIRGIN
PARADISE
P/ai^in^ notable

Spectacle

QUEEN
SHEBA
Now
phyin^ indennitelyat

engagements at

MAJESTIC.

Spokane

STRAND,

Youn^shwn

RANDOLPH,C/j/ca^o
SUN THEATRE, Omaha

LIBERTY,

Sacramento

GIFT'S,

ALLEN,

Cincinnati

Toronto

\

Just
FINISHED

IN

26 OTHER
BIG CITIES

^^
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"Man

Man"

to

Harry Carey

Carey's Last Production for Universal

in

"MAN TO MAN"
Jewel-Universal

DIRECTOR

Stuart Paton

AUTHOR

Jackson Gregory
George C. Hull
William Thornley

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Plenty of

just a series of

them with

fights.

a story

The action is
more on the

surface; excellent atmosphere

moment

DIRECTION

Always keeps
ground; might have worked
more closely with story

star in the forefights in a little

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Works
his hat too

Very good

Good
hard and

much

SUPPORT

is

pleasing; fools with

in frequent close-ups

LeMoyne good "heavy";

Charles

Some

CHARACTER OF STORY

Derelict inherits

fine shots

All right

Requisite

ranch, reforms and operates

it

successfully driv-

ing off his enemies

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,629 feet

"Man to Man" will satisfy admirers of Harry Carey
and devotees of western pictures because it contains
about the sort of material and story action that they
The

story itself

is

the situations are landed without

not unusually strong,

much

the plotting continues to becorne a

each time hero Harry

is

little

due for a

meditation and
more involved

fight.

But

as a vehicle for the star and there

enough incident

to

keep

it

The

fire

it

which

is

is

to

change

not quite as real-

might have been.

action speeds up toward

the end when the
plotting of Blenham, the villain, reaches its height. In

some scenes similar to those
"The Fox" and the fighting takes

this episode there are
in Carey's

among

the rocky caverns.
Carey is as quick
and does his share towards giving the picture
its name.
Lillian Rich supplies the necessary romantic twist and Charles LeMoyne is a convincing, vicious,
bad man who meets his death when hurled from the
place

as ever

cliff.

Steve Packard, a son of a wealthy Arizona ranch-

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

will expect.

The

Rich suitable heroine

Lillian

as

found

PHOTOGRAPHY

in this sequence.

the course of the rushing animals

Doesn't stand out as being unusual;

serves as a suitable vehicle for Carey

suffices

production in the photographic effects, locations and
several interesting long shots, among them one especially fine shot of a grazing land with the cattle in the
distance.
Later on the stampede scenes are equally
well done, although there is no especially thrilling

istic

STORY

A

romance is woven in and there are
other individually worth while touches.
Director Paton has provided a rather picturesque
series of fights.

is

it

all

just

from becoming merely a

ing family,

is

a derelict in the South Seas.

He

learns

him a ranch and $10,000,
and that Steve, who has served a jail sentence, may
return to his home. He saves a native woman from
a brute Russian, and when the woman dies takes her
small daughter to America with him and places her
in a convent, then goes to Arizona to claim his inheritance, which is endangered by his grandfather, Hellhis father has died, leaving

Blenliam has
discovered the hiding place of the $10,000 and has
involved Steve in a mortgage which threatens the
ranch. Steve's fight against his enemies and his final
Fire Packard, because of a family feud.

triumph, resulting in the vindication of his reputation,
reconciliation with his grandfather and the retention
of his holdings and the winning of Terry's heart (the
daughter of a neighboring ranchman) form the concluding sequences of the story.

iGood Atmosphere and Fights to Talk About
Box
This

is

Harry Carey's

and last picture for Uniwhich to date has not been

your folks are regular admirers of the
star you will have to look out for his future plans and
keep track of just what he does to keep them posted
on just when and where the next release will come
from. "Man to Man" is up to Carey's standard and
will satisfy all those who favor atmosphere of the
West.
if

You can promise

latest

versal on his old contract,

renewed, so

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

picture lives up to

plenty of fights and say that the
its

name

in fine style

—that

there

more than one "Man to Man" fight in Carey's latest.
Perhaps you might gather additional interest by mentioning the stampede sequence and talking about the
various ways in which Carey's enemies tried to cheat
him out of his inheritance. Catchlines will work in
is

suitably for this purpose.

—/X^

OAILV

mm

to

—Paramount

.

.

Chester M. Franklin
and Kathrene Pinkerton

Douglas Doty
George Folsey

.Modern Cinderella version again;

a fairly entertaining picture,

all

things consid-

STORY

Very weak and illogical, but director
and star work hard to put it over
DIRECTION
Good in view of the very meager
material he had to work with handles star well
PHOTOGRAPHY
Very good
;

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Photographed

All right
to very

good advantage

always

SUPPORT

Edward Sutherland not the best
they could get for star; remainder
of cast adequate

man

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory

Suitable

Ample
Orphan runs away

CHARACTER OF STORY

from home of cruel foster parents and marries
rich man's son, who falls in love with her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,167 feet

was given a pretty poor story as
Bebe Daniels when they gave him "Nancy from Nowhere," so it is all the more to his credit,
and also the star's, that the picture offers as good
Director Franklin

a vehicle for

entertainment as

it

does.

At

the Rialto

it

appeared

to go over without much disway or the other. And after all there's
nothing much to be said for or against the picture.
to please

enough people

cussion one
It's just

story

is

accustomed.

is

a repetition of the other

an average offering, a means of presenting

modern Cin-

minus any by-plots or elaborate specmight be used to pad it out. In this respect the director has also shown good judgment and
not tried to pass it off by devoting the art director's
time and the company's money toward unnecessary
lavish display. He manages very well without it and
derella themes,
tacle that

work

together with the

ered

leading

which Bebe

The

Realart

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

1922

the star and not as attractive in surroundings as those

in

"NANCY FROM NOWHERE"

DIRECTOR
AUTHORS. .. .Grace Drew
SCENARIO BY

5,

Over Weak Story

Star and Direction Help Put
Bebe Daniels

Sunday, Febniary

of the star succeeds in

making

something out of almost nothing.
The photography is very good, noticeably so, and
the lighting always effective. The star is shown to
advantage on all occasions and she manages to be
quite as appealing in rags as heretofore in riches. She
is permitted to wear one or two charming frocks in
the short sequence in which she is Cinderella. When
she runs away from her foster parents' home and
steals a ride on the back of an automobile she contributes the only comedy business in the picture and
is

laughable

when

she arrives at her destination,

all

black-faced.

Nancy couldn't stand the cruelty of Mrs. Kelly nor
the unwelcome attentions of her drunkard husband,
so she decides to run away. It happens that she steals a

on a machine owned by Jack, a rich city fellow she
had met one time when he was fishing near her home.
Jack takes her into his home and as the folks are
away, makes Nancy comfortable in his sister's clothes.
Elizabeth, a girl whom Jack's father has picked out
for him to marry, discovers Nancy's presence in the
house. She wires the father, who returns and forces
Nancy to leave during the absence of Jack. Later
Jack finds a note which Nancy has left, but which his
father had not given him. He rushes back to the Kelly
home and arrives in time to save Nancy from the
drunken Kelly, who is attacking her.
ride

Should Give Fair Satisfaction
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you number sufficient admirers of this star among
your patrons you will in all probability be able to
satisfy them with "Nancy from Nowhere."
Your
women patrons will even be more pleased than the
men folks, so it might be well to appeal especially to
them. Should the modern Cinderella angle be a drawIf

ing card with your clientele, say that
riches

where.'

is

"

Bebe

Daniels'

rise

in

"From

rags to

'Nancy from

No-

isn't much else you can talk about except the
name and catchlines used with the title. For
lobby display you might use some stills of the star

There

star's

her runaway costume and contrast it with another
in which she wears a dress provided by her rich lover.
Then you might run the line, "Here's the way she
in

looked when she ran away from her cruel foster parents, but see what happens when the rich man's son
Bebe Daniels in 'Nancy from
falls in love with her.

Nowhere'

is

the picture.

It's at

the blank theater."

THE
Sunday, February

5,

^ES

DAILV

1922

Fine Railroad Melodrama With Good Action and Plenty of Thrills
Maurice Flynn in

"SMILES ARE TRUMP"
Fox

DIRECTOR

George E. Marshall
Frank L. Packard
Delbert Davenport
Frank B. Good

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Exciting railroad drama that is
a mighty good picture of its kind; not many

like

it

recently

STORY

Improbable but good entertainment;
hero must have had nine lives to survive it
DIRECTION
Never misses a chance to get in
a melodramatic twist; works up to good climax

though a

little

too

much

footage

is

consumed

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Puts
STAR

Good
Satisfactory

a lot of action into his

work and

is

pleasingly convincing

SUPPORT
Hammond

Myles McCarthy and C. Norman
good types; Ora Carew not promi-

nent in only feminine role

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Effective railroad shots

Not

a great

many

All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Assistant paymas-

robbery by fellow workers, clears his name and wins vicepresident's daughter
ter of big railroad,

framed

in a

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

latest

Fox production

former Yale football

4,049 feet

starring Maurice Flynn,

star, recalls the old

days of the

Helen Holmes railroad pictures and it is quite some
time since there has been a story just like it on the
screen. It was written by Frank Packard under the
title

"Tempered

Steel," incidentally a better title

the one that has been given to the picture.
is

a fine vehicle for

most of

Flynn and he certainly

than

The story
makes the

improbable, particularly that the hero goes through
and yet lives. However, this is not likely to prove
is

any drawback as far as the entertainment value is concerned. They won't stop to think whether or not the
things are possible as long as they provide action and
plenty of

A

it.

atmosphere is obtained and the climax is very good they have two engines, one with
the escaping villains and the pursuing engine with the
hero and railroad officials. The camera work in this
sequence especially is notably good. There are plenty
of shots of the racing locomotives and effective closeups of the engines in action. The director might have
speeded the ending up a little more by using less footage in the hero's final fight with his enemies. Flynn
jumps from one moving engine to another in this sequence and oflfers one of the big thrills. There are
others, including one in which the hero jumps off a
handcar just as it is about to go off a trestle.
fine railroad

;

Jimmy

Carson, assistant paymaster, discovers that
Selvin, the paymaster, and Martino, a section boss,
are padding the payroll. Selvin tells Martino to get

but the young assistant paymaster beats
up the crowd, goes back to Selvin and resigns. A fight
follows and Carson, believing he has killed Selvin,
hops a passing train to give himself up in the next
Manning, the vice-president of the road, is
town.
aboard and when the train stops at the section station,
Martino complains about Carson and attacks ManCarson rescues him. Meanwhile Selvin plans
ning.
to steal the company's money and blame Carson. How
Carson clears his name, gives Selvin and Martino
what is coming to them and finally wins Manning's
rid of Carson,

daughter make up the

it.

You Can

Safely

Make Promises

Box OfHce Analysis
you have had one exactly like this
come your way recently, so you ought to be nicely set
to show "Smiles Are Trump."
Typical "fan" audiences especially will 1)e more than pleased with Maurice Flynn's latest and if you do a little extra talking
and exploiting, you should be able to make a nice little
box office attraction out of it. Promises for action
and plenty of thrills are in order and a trailer of the
It isn't likely that

There is action galore in "Smiles Are Trump," almost enough for a short serial if they wanted to make
one. Flynn and his enemies have any number of battles and the beatings he survives surely make it appear that he has nine lives. A good part of the action

rest.

for This

One

for the Exhibitor

more exciting parts will serve to get them looking forward to the showing.
If you have shown the previous Flynn pictures, so
much the better. Tell them "Smiles Are Trump" is
your folks aren't acquainted with
him this will serve as a propitious introduction and
they'll want to see his next picture. Stunt exploitation

his best so far

and

if

should prove worth while in putting

it

over properly.
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Ranch

Pauline Frederick the "Boss" of a
Pauline Frederick in

!

Pictures

Colin Campbell

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
ture that

is

Jackson Gregory
Winifred Dunn
Dev. Jennings
A good average western piclikely to please a good many; suit-

able role for the star

STORY

Familiar except that the situation is
reversed and a woman is the boss of the ranch

DIRECTION
ive

Satisfactory; has secured effect-

western atmosphere for the most part quite
;

even, too

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Handles

Correct

the part convincingly and will
probably be liked for her manner of bravado
SUPPORT
Includes some old timers— Charles

Clary as the heavy and

Tom

Santschi in hero

good

role; types

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pretty

Rather elaborate for a ranch

Ample;

sub-titles occasionally

am-

biguous

CHARACTER OF STORY

Woman ranch ownwith the help of a loyal superintendent, successfully fights partner and former boss, who
try to get the ranch for themselves
er,

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

About

6,000 feet

main is not unfamiliar, but by
and having a he-woman instead of a heman as the boss of the ranch they succeed in making
"Two Kinds of Women" a good western offering that
should please many. It is a little out of the ordinary
to have a woman playing a regular hero role, but Pauline Frederick makes the part of Judith Sanford both
situation in the

reversing

it

and

tells

Box
might be well

to

boost this picture from the pe-

Say: "Instead of the usual he-man 'boss'

of the ranch, see
job.

Her

Kinds

of

a ranch a

how

Pauline Frederick handles the

show you what the 'Two
Or, "Is the management of

latest picture will

Women'

are."

man's job or can a

diflfer-

the attention nicely
bid for

much

woman

do

all

the

way

manner

that holds

He

through.

does not

suspense, although there are several op-

where it might have improved the action
somewhat if the spectator were less certain as to what
the outcome was going to be. For instance, it is eviportunities

dent very early in the story that Tom Santschi will
help Pauline in her fight with Trevors (played by
Charles Clary), former boss of the ranch. A little
doubt as to Santschi's leaning would have been better.

but one incident in the development that
seemsj a bit incomprehensive and that is just why Pauline should tolerate her enemy as a guest in her home.
She was two-thirds proprietor and owner and had the
ruling hand. The climax works up a fair degree of
action and there is interspersed comedy touches and
one humorous sequence that provides some laughs

There

is

—

even if the incident itself is a bit far-fetched the ranch
hands attending a formal dance in evening clothes
bought from a mail order house.

Judy Sanford takes over the management of the
ranch in which her late father had a third share. She
buys out another owner and holds two votes to HampTrevors, superintendton's (the other owner) one.
ent, refusing to

bow

to Judy's orders, is fired, while

Bud

Lee, foreman, admires Judy and remains. Trevors then attacks Judy in various ways finally by
robbing her pay-roll carrier. That fails to stop Judy
and he kidnaps her. Meanwhile, Hampton, in league

with Trevors, plans to

sell

the ranch in her absence.

Lee is told by Hampton and Trevors that Judy is in
San Francisco. Lee starts investigating and eventually rescues Judy. Together they return in time to
save the ranch, give the conspirators what is due
them and complete their growing romance.

Should Satisfy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

culiar angle of the story, or the reversing of the hero
situation.

1922

Feature

the story evenly and in a

Average Offering With Pleasing Atmosphere.

It

5,

Director Campbell offers an attractive atmosphere

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

in Latest

convincing and impressive, and it is a good bit
ent from anything she has appeared in lately.

"TWO KINDS OF WOMEN"
R-C

Sunday, February

it?

Let Pau-

line

Frederick show you the answer at the blank

theater."

The

star's last picture

was "The Sting

of the Lash,"

should vou care to recall it. The title of this one will
probably attract considerable attention and might be
more effective if worked in conjunction with a teaser

campaign prior

to the

showing.

The R C

sheets will provide details for this purpose.

publicity

Sunday, February

5,

^Jpgg^DAILY

1922

Some Good

Stunts But Story and

Tom Mix in
"CHASING THE MOON"
Fox

DIRECTOR

Edward Sedgwick
Edward Sedgwick and Tom Mix
Not credited

AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Bennie Kline

WHOLE

AS A

much

without

STORY

A

Not

lot of helter skelter action

of a definite plot involved in

it

an idea for a
Mix vehicle and a rather weak one at that
DIRECTION
Hasn't improved to a very great
extent on the story; allows too much footage
really a story; just

to various stunts

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Will
STAR

All right

Nearly

have

SUPPORT

all

to get better material

Eva Novak

exteriors

than this

leading lady; cast

adequate

EXTERIORS

Suitable

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suffice

A lot of miss-fire
CHARACTER OF STORY

wit in sub-titles

Rich fellow

in

search of excitement receives poison and chases

over the elobe to secure an antidote

all

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,093 feet

would seem that they were very hard

It

terial for

Tom Mix when

they used

mawhich

hit for

this idea for

^ien credit of orig-inating,
Moon" is the weakest story
Mix has turned out in some

the director and star are
for surely

"Chasing the

and the poorest picture

time regardless of a lot of action that they have succeeded in getting into it. But it's the helter skelter
variety, a whole lot of everything and not much of
And then when they do strike upon an
anything.

13

Comedy

is

Poor

The opening promises a much more interesting picture and one somewhat dififerent for Mix.
He is
shown seated in a wonderful car and worrying about
how he will spend some of his millions. Flashbacks
show a few ways in which he has managed to satisfy
his desire for excitement in the past, and finally he
decides the next venture will be on a ranch. But from
that point on he doesn't settle anywhere very long

and for the rest he leads the director and cameraman
a merry chase.

A

comic opera twist with the usual characters and

references to revolutionists

climax the

girl is

is

included.

kidnapped and hero

In the anti-

Tom

fights a

whole band of revolutionists in rescuing her.
The
is aboard a moving train and
the camera work in this particular sequence is very
Ralph Spence has doctored the film with a
good.
best stunt stuff, however,

liberal

allowance of "wise cracking" sub-titles that

are

right for a while but

all

make up

fail to

for the

actual comedy.

Dwight Locke, rich seeker of thrills, is to marry
Jane Norworth. While in her brother's chemical laboratory he spills a poison on his hands which is said
to kill its victim after thirty days.

Professor Sulphite

is

Locke

the only person

who

is

told that

possesses an

antidote for the poison and that he has sailed for
Spain. Mix's stunts then appear in his chase after the
professor.

In a succession of automobiles, horses, carriages,
trains, etc., he finally reaches the boat and starts for
the other side. He is followed by Jane and her brother who have since discovered that it was not a poison

idea for speeding things up, such as the train episode,
it is kept up until it ceases to provide thrills and gets

and they hasten to prevent Locke from taking
the antidote which would have an ill effect as long as
he is not poisoned. After more excitement, chases and
fights the couple are united and everything ends hap-

tiresome because of the excess footage accorded

pily.

,

Will Satisfy Those
Box

If

your folks are

the usual order of
story

may

be,

satisfied

Mix

Who Like

with some fast action and

stunts regardless of

what the

But the average audience

will

better material than that contained in his latest

picture.

You can

promise some

talk about the railroad sequence

thrilling stunts

Star's

Maneuvers

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you can give them "Chasing the Moon"

and not hear any kicks.

want

it.

at all

and

and play up the usual

order of hair-breadth escapes and rescues which
puts over.
Catchlines can read

know how

:

to spend his

"He was
money.

Mix

so rich he didn't

He

craved excitement, too. See how he got it." Or, "Instead of 'Chasing the Moon' he went chasing an antidote. He found
not the antidote but See for yourself in Tom Mix's
latest release at the blank theater."

—

—

Jrlay^oers Pzctures pj^esents

nneofLittle
Wini fred Westover
;.

William &HarL)

4^ ivistarza Jroductzon
A

feature which

is proving its excepaudience appeal by creatinfj
business and affording satisfaction
wherever it is shown. It is an outdoor drama, full of action and adven-

tional

ture.

of

tain lass,
It

is

stormy
Anne, the im])etuous mounand as human as life itself.

It is as exciting as the

romance

told, beautifully
realistically enacted

entertainingly

photographed and

by
Winifred Westover
Joe King
Dolores Cassinell
Frank Sheridan
and many others

Tke Best Theatres Are Playing If

Dolayes Cassmelli
Frank Sherzdafi
Distributed by Plai/goers Pictures thru Patke Sxchang^ejHe.
lorez'^n /^presentative /or P/ayg^oers

Pictures Sidney Qzrf'ett

I

THE
r<i

Sunday, February

<S^
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5,

IS

Unconvincing and Uninteresting Problem Play
Edith Stockton in

keting the invention.

"SHOULD A WIFE WORK?"

\

J.

W.

DIRECTOR

Film Corp.— State Rights
;...... Horace G. Plimpton

AUTHOR

Not credited
Not credited
Not credited

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS

a'

WHOLE
duction

man

Very poor and tiresome prosome forced drama and

presenting

avoiding the pr'oblem
Told almost entirely in the
STORY
interesting and unconvincing

DIRECTION

Flat

Tries hard, but fails to put it over
Lacks character and contrast

Poor
Plain
Titles very poor

Careless.

CHARACTER OF STORY

Career lures wife

away from home

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

6,800 feet

After several hundred feet of introduction you are
finally

given a clue to the story

husband

acters says to her
a

woman

:

when one

"It's

a right to a career?

my

You

to

the capitalist

who

me

the

The bad man is
company mar-

It First

Box

"Should a Wife Work?"

is

have

may
'a

attract

In

its

certainly not the kind

present form the production

runs an hour and thirty-five minutes and as
tains very little action

By

all

means see

it

and
up a good

invitations

coflfee

manage

to eat

deal of footage while getting the plot no further on.

There are many meetings, greetings and introductions,
but the real problem is avoided and the drama weakened by rambling continuity.

The

characters gain

little

When

sympathy

they do not

for themselves

to themselves
they are deceiving each other. One woman keeps her
musical comedy rehearsals a secret from her husband

before she decides to leave him.

lie

The

other

woman

manages the accounts and augments the bank deposwith checks from the church choir master. Later
her husband wakes up to the realization that they
were living on her money. Both men appear worthits

one takes to drink when his wife leaves him because he does not earn enough money, while the other
man leaves his wife to shift for herself while he builds
Then when he returns he blames
a new invention.
her for earning her own living. These are not the
less,

and poor photography
bring out her worst points. Alice Lowe

attractive, but faulty direction

manage

to

does good work in the role of the woman who deserts
her husband for the stage. Louis Kimball takes the
role of the inventor, and Stuart Robson the part of
the other husband.
In the story a great many inconsistencies occur.
The handling and detail are careless. The situations
are forced. It contains no plot and little action.

You Book

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

them home satisfied. The
a good many but you are certain to

come-back.

Dinners, teas,

a scene in a cheap restaurant

Before

of picture that will send
title

else.

Edith Stockton plays the part of the college girl
who marries the inventor. At times she appears very

is president of the

See

anything

characters that will satisfy large American audiences.

can't give

complete his invention.

characters in this problem play seem at all
times more concerned about food than they are about

Hasn't

I

husband

The

of the char-

chance.

want, so you must not prevent my earning
them if I can." With these words she leaves the home
and becomes a star singer in musical comedy. To
A
repeat the issue, another couple are introduced.
struggling inventor marries the college chum of the
In
star singer and in time she too goes out to sing.
this case, however, she uses the money to send to her
things

sets out to ruin the young
because the young wife refuses to love him.

or their problems.

Average
Old fashioned

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
CAST
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Un-

titles.

He

it

con-

you can well imagine the result.
first.
You know best what your

how far you can go. While the
good
many tie-ups, it would cersuggest a

people are like and
title will

tainly be best to soft pedal all the

might

slip

it

way

through.

into a double feature bill

if

You

the other

comedy, but don't make a fuss
about it. It will do you little good and is very apt
to make it harder for you to put over another problem
play that is deserving and satisfying.
picture

is

a feature

What

Keep your

finger

on the pulse of
trade
^ To
to

gain better business

it is

essential

keep in close touch with every move

the "Film Renter^^

brings to your notice
Pithy pars on up-to-

date doings.

Items of valuable

in-

formation for exhibitor

and

renter.

in the film world.

Interesting articles by
§ The most

efficient

link

between the

American and English cinema trades
is

found in "The Film Renter
Picture

ing

News"

—an

& Mov-

exhibitor and renter.

secure you the services of this con-

^ Send

worker

for

alities.

Film Reviews.

Round

annual subscription of £1-15-0 will

scientious

person-

trade

invaluable

journal of information for every alert

^ An

film

cinema success.

trade

the

throughout England,

Wales and

Scotland.

your order today.

THE FILM RENTER &

MOVING PICTURE

NEWS
THE EXHIBITORS' JOURNAL
LONDON
53a Shaftesbury Avenue,

MANCHESTER
W.

I.

2

John Dalton

Street

Sunday, February

5,
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Pleasing Entertainment

Made More So By

Ethel Clayton in

"EXIT

Paramount
Frank Urson
Clara Beranger
Clara Beranger
C. Edgar Schoenbaum

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Pleasing picture that offers
Ethel Clayton in interesting "wife" role and
has some amusing situations
Fairly familiar but nicely presented
STORY

with some effective somedy twists and domestic
angles

DIRECTION

All right for the most part; just

a trifle slow getting into the story;

good

at-

mosphere

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Always

Good
pleasing and capable of charming

work
Roy Barnes appears in his familcharacterization; Fontaine La Rue a suit-

with her personality; does good

SUPPORT
iar

able

T.

"vamp" and Theodore Roberts has minor

Suitable

;

Not many
Good
titles are good

CHARACTER OF STORY
to

vamp

seems

Young wife decides
when her best friend
him away from her

her husband

to be getting

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Unless the story
ton

is

wrong

all

4,545 feet

together, Ethel Clay-

usually able to get over any picture in which she

is

appears on the strength of her personality and ability
"Exit the Vamp" is not a
to charm her audience.
really poor story Ijut in less capable hands and without an agreeable heroine it might easily Iiave gotten
into a rut

and

tertainment.

failed to register as a

very definite en-

Clara Beranger has taken the old

They'll

a Pleasing Star

Director Urson gives the story a nice "home" atmosphere and is a little slow in getting to his actual story

because of his desire to introduce the domestic circle
before the entrance of the vamp. In this connection
there is some fair comedy through the appearance of
Theodore Roberts as tlie invalid father-in-law, who
is

Be Quite Well
Box

tri-

Satisfied

continually annoyed by his son's mischievous boy.
The decision of the star, as the young wife, to vamp

her husband as long as he has shown a liking for
starts a

series

of

good bit of farce along toward the climax in
which the husband arrives at the vamp's apartment
and is greeted by his wife in a costume which shocks
him. Besides, she smokes cigarettes just to show him
what a vamp she can be.
T. Roy Barnes is convincingly confused when greeted bv his Avife and on
the whole he makes the part of the husband stand out
for his interesting interpretation.

Fontaine La Rue

is successful as the vamp, William Boyd
mer war hero who helps Ethel in her plan

is

the for-

to

win her

husl:)and.

Marion

.Shipley didn't

was an innocent victim

know

that her husband, John,

of the wily Mrs. Strong, inci-

Marion did not know
about Mrs. Strong's attachment for her husband until
after she had told him to attend a dinner in town without her. Marion decides to do a little spying and sees
Mrs. Strong hand John the key to her apartment.
Marion arrives first and greets John when he gets
dentally a friend of Marion's.

He

Mrs. .Strong when she
appears a little later. Then Marion leaves with Robert Pitts, whom she knew when she was a nurse during the war. It is John's turn to be peeved and he
leaves Mrs. Strong. Marion continually plans to put
Mrs. Strong in her husband's way until he gets so tired
of her thnt he throws a pitcher of water on her when
she pretends to faint. Of course there's a reunion.
there.

is

shocked and so

is

With What This Has

to Offer

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You

Talk about the comedy situations and say that T.
Roy Barnes and Theodore Roberts have something

can give general satisfaction with Ethel Clayton's "Exit the Vamp," for it is a clean, wholesome
entertainment that contains some good laughs, is nicely presented and offers a delightful star who doesn't
have to work hard to please. She has a good part in
"Exit the Vamp" and you can promise her admirers

to

do with providing the laughs.

in

very well.

be sure to like her as the young wife who decided she could vamp her husband as well as any-

Ethel Clayton has a sure remedy for such a husband
her latest picture, 'Exit the Vamp.' "

they'll

body

else.

it.

amusing incidents which develop

into a

role

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

17

y

angle situation and then used a newer, but still familiar twist, in which the wife decides that the "vani])"
will not get her husband so she vamps him herself.

THE VAMP"

DIRECTOR

>

love or

is

Say

Catchlines will

work

"Are you losing your husband's
someone vamping him away from you?
:

in

'

.

^^JM

Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
'^fFe

Never Disappoint"

Now Located at

229 W. 28th Street
Telephones:

Watkins 1416 and 1417

Press Sheets, Inserts

and Heralds

Magazines and Catalogues

h

Some
"With Stanley
Type

in

Africa"

Short Reels

— Universal

of production

—

18 chapter serial

At the end of the 19th century the attention of the entire
world was directed to Stanley's expedition into darkest Africa
Stanley was at the time corin search of Dr. Livingstone.
respondent for the New York Herald in Paris when James
Gordon Bennett, Jr., son of the owner of that paper, commisIt was 1871 and the slave
sioned him to find Livingstone.
trade with "the dark continent" was still flourishing.
In
spite of emancipation in many countries there were powerful
forces active at the time attempting to keep slavery alive.
Livingstone had opposed slavery in the very country from
which slaves came. But in 1871 many believed him already
dead, and only vague' reports of his existence reached the outside world.
Stanley had verj' little information to go by;
unknown dangers awaited him. Besides the elements of nature
such as wild beasts, swamps, jungle, hostile natives, fever,
deadly insects and reptiles, Stanley had the forceful opposition
of the rich slave traders and their agents.

pluck and carried him on, his
Livingston."

Such

the historic

is

Determination and
goal ever before him "Find

framework upon which has been

the latest Universal chapter serial.
to

and

scenes

the

a

—

fair

A

The

facts are well

representation

of

Africa

built

adhered
before

romance has been added to
heighten the interest and some drama with sure-fire stuflE
inserted
but
the
main facts
are
held
well
in
the
foreground. The adventurous expedition and the character of

civilization

reached

it.

Africa provide plenty of

little

room

for

thrilling

action

involving

from the usual marine drama. It has the romance that is
associated with the sea, and at the same time it contains as
many thrills as the average western. This combination makes
an entertainment picture that is attractive and satisfying. It
is full of action, punch, daring and presents some novel shots
and situations. A good deal of the interest in "The Phantom
Terror" is centered upon the submarine scenes which show
the boats in action both above and beneath the surface of
the sea.
The hero allows himself to be shot through the
torpedo tube and climbs aboard the mystery ship from
which he is able to wireless for aid. At the naval base the
emergency signal is received and no time is lost in rushing to
One or two splendid shots follow showing the
the rescue.
large fleet of U. S. submarines plowing through the high sea
formation.

in battle

In the meantime the hero

bow forces the surrender of "The Phantom Terror."
Back home in the little fishing village a girl awaits the arrival
of the hero who has now proved his metal. Jack Perrin plays
the role of the sailor boy fighter, and Gertrude Olmstead has
the part of the girl. The offering is away from the usual and

The fights will thrill almost any
filled with sure fire stuff.
audience, and the naval attack of the government boats will
bring down a good deal of applause. This attempt to break
is

stuff will be welcomed by many,
none of the excitement or thrills that go to
make a good western are lost in this naval drama.

away from the cowboy
especially

Besides the his-

which many of the older folks will recall as
having thrilled them years ago, the exhibitor has a setting
that is filled with excitement and mystery.
There is the
interest,

head-hunting savages, the weird orgies of the
worshippers and their lust for human fleas, the

as

"Stage Struck"— Hal

Type

"Stage Struck"

follow the

"The Bashful Lover"— Ay Vee Bee—Pathe
Type

of production

2 reel

comedy

Ernest Truex is the star in "The Bashful Lover," a mild
two-reel comedy. The situations are old and the comedy work
tame. The story is told of a poor little fellow who is being
forced to marry the big hefty woman because she is the choice
of his aunt. An entertainment includes a lot of aesthetic dancing,

and somehow or other the dancers get into the little
room and use it for a dressing room. The aunt enters

fellow's

and complications follow. Then the young man falls in love
with the star dancer and they are married in the vestibule after
both doors are locked upon their pursuers.
At most, the
entire action in "The Bashful Lover" consists of walking or
running.
Little attention has been paid to comedy detail or
attractive gags.

1

full

of fun

reel

comedy

and has some clever comedy

"Snub" Pollard waits at the stage door with the other
Johnnies while Marie Mosquini plays the role of the temperamental leading lady. The cop on the beat dresses himself
in woman's clothes and allows the Johnnies to follow him to
the ice cream parlor across the street, but as soon as they
enter he locks the door and reverses the ice-cream sign

cannibal

white man piercing the unknown and battling
the forces of nature to rescue a lost missionary of distinction.

is

gags.

allowing

red-blooded

Roach— Pathe

of production

terror of the

strange wild beast of the jungle, the slave markets and the
schemes of the traders and the first class romance of a daring,

fighting the

the

George Walsh and Louise Lorraine are the featured players.
George Walsh takes the part of the young scientist who is
sent to accompany Stanley, while Louise Lorraine is engaged
by a pro-slave newspaper to trail the expedition. William
Welsh, Gordon Sackville and Charles E. Mason are included
in the cast.
The production was directed by Edward Kull
and photographed by Jackson J. Rose and Layton Moore.
There are many points of interest in this chapter-play that
toric

is

crew of "The Phantom Terror" single handed. He
mounts the mast and climbs the ropes, fighting his way to
A shot across
the top holding off the gang till aid arrives.
terrible

the beasts of the jungle and the savages of the land.

the exhibitor can advertise to his patrons.

—

"The Phantom Terror" Navy Feature Universal
Type of production
2 reel drama
"The Phantom Terror" is a story of the sea but is different

it

to read

—"City

Jail."

"Snub," however, did not

crowd but worked his way into the theater and
climbed under the waves on the stage spoiling a thrilling
Then the hero quit and "Snub" takes his hand at
rescue.
The climax comes where a box of fire-Works is set
acting.
This
off from the balcony of the theater by the jealous hero.
The
is followed by a series of amusing slap-stick stunts.
action is speedy and the entire production above the average
of the series.

done

in

Few

of the gags are really new, but they are all

an attractive manner and will provoke laughter.

—

—

"The Bear and the Bees" Aesop's Fables Pathe
"The Bear and the Bees" is another one of Paul Terry's
funny offerings. While the animation is good and some of the
not up to the high standard set by other
Mr. Bear has a very nice time in the
world playing his little guitar and getting hit in the head with
Mr. Bear then gets away with a
pots, pans and cocoanuts.
It is here
barrel of cider and finally tackles a hive of bees.
action funny,

numbers

it

is

of the series.

that he meets his Waterloo.

The moral

derived from this

little

The concluding shots
"Evil gain brings pain."
story is:
rid himself of the bees.
the
water
to
in
show the bear swimming

^

Short Reels
"Felix Saves the

Type

Day"— Winkler— State

of production

1

"Felix" the cat does

some

reel

animated cartoon

some amusnew series now

clever stunts and cuts

ing capers in this animated reel, the first of a
being state righted. Pat Sullivan is the artist and trainer, and
coaches Felix from the side lines, and he intends making one
When Felix gets full on catnip there is no limit to
a month.
He is apt to do most anything. Even break
his foolishness.
The opening scenes show the cat at the. bat but
into jail.
Felix's companion escapes
the game is disturbed by a cop.

The
side of the Metropolitan Tower.
actual
with
the
combined
shots
are
these
animation work
photographs of the buildings around Madison Square. The
officer below calls up the station house and asks a fly-cop to
by running up the
in

be sent up. The
is unable to play

little

fellow

the ball

in

is

locked up

game

at the

in the Tombs and
Polo Grounds, but

being badly licked when
Two strikes follow, but on the
Felix comes up to the bat.
third he hits a fly that sends the ball into the clouds and
causes rain. The umpire calls the game of?. The animation
Felix saves the day.

is

His team

clever and will provoke a

is

good deal

of laughter.

Kineto Review No. 93

Type

of production

1

gang of thieves. The situations are amusing and will
prompt a good deal of laughter when shown. Will please
almost any audience because it is different and the gags are
the

rights

reel scientific

Smith demonstrates some novel devices in this
First he shows you how
scientific number of Kineto Review.
to make a static electrical machine from two discarded phonographic records and" some tin foil. He shows you the details
Quite a large
of construction and demonstrates the action.
In
electrical spark is obtained from this home made machine.
the second experiment Prof. Smith shows how to construct
the working model of a very simple steam engine made from
an old tin box and two nails. A very amusing experiment
follows illustrating what Prof. Smith calls the simplest engine
on earth. This machine is made of two candles balanced on

entertaining.

"At the Damascus Gate"

Type

The lower candle drops its wax more readily than
when it does so it becomes lighter and is
overbalanced.
In this way the action is repeated. The reel
closes with a running-ball experiment.
This number of the
the upper one and

review has an educational value and should prove of great value
as an aid to manual training instruction.

Holmes-Paramount

of production.

.

I

reel travel

Views in and about the ancient city of Damascus form the
major part of this typical Burton Holmes travel reel. The
character and atmosphere of the Holy Land is recorded in
numerous scenes showing types and customs of the country.
The crumbling walls and other bits of architecture are shown
in detail.
Land marks made famous by biblical history are
also recorded.
Where Solomon's Temple once stood, now
stands the Temple of Allah.
Qn the mound where Christ
"Beheld the city and wept" now stands a Russian Cathedral.
The British government has built a water pipe line into the
city, and some of the taps supplying the public are shown
as well as the old goat skin water carrier.
To complete and
balance this interesting travel reel a few shots of styles of
head gear are included. The woman with the band of silver
coins will amuse because of its novelty.
The photography
is good and the subject matter will hold the attention.
The
reel is above the average of the series and should do wcU

—

as a

program

Prof. F. P.

a needle.

— Burton

"An
Type

filler.

Idle

Roomer"

—Century—Universal
2 reel comedy

of production

Harry Sweet plays
The first part of this

the leading role in

"An

Idle

Roomer."

offering deals with a Turkish dream, in-

cluding the regulation harem and the usual fat sultan. Harry
wakes up to find himself in a sordid hall bedroom. A clever

arrangement changes the victrola into a well-fitted kitchenette.
The record disk becomes a gas stove and the cabinet
stores the food.
Harry cooks his coffee until the landlady
arrives.
She tracks the scent but fails to discover the kitchenette.
Across the hall lives the girl, but the rival interferes and
puts dynamite in Harry's coffee.
Explosive bubbles come out
of the pot and cause a good deal of excitement in the house.
In the end the whole thing goes up in smoke.
"An Idle
Roomer" has some funny moments and is fairly amusing, but
is certainly not up to the standard of Harry Sweet's former
productions.

"Loose Change"— Hal Roach— Pathe

Type

of production

2 reel

Lots of fun in a bank with money, robbers and the useless son of the president.
When a robber enters the bank
and says, "Hands Up," to the cashier, the latter obeys, but
at the same time he presses a pedal with his foot releasing a
trap door and dropping the crook through the floor into the
police station below.
Here he finds himself before the
sergeant's desk.
His trial is brief for the sergeant gives him
a crack on the head, and also presses a pedal dropping the
criminal into a cell below.
The River Gang swear revenge
upon the bank and lay a deep plot. In the meantime the son
of the president finds a

map

indicating a buried treasure.

He

and tunnels under the bank and into the vault
where he discovers gold. The climax is quite funny. Father
and son not only discover that they have dug into their own

starts digging

but also find the vault filled with members of the
Gang.
Paul Parrott plays the comedy role of the
president's son and Sunshine Sammy acts as lieutenant to

vault,

River

"Hokus Pokus"

comedy

Type

— Christie-Educational

of production.

.2 reel

comedy

Bobby Vernon and Josephine Hill take the leading parts in
amusing comedy based upon a country performance
of a magician.
Bobby takes the part of a clerk in the village
this fairly

and walks upon the stage in the evening to help the
magician and fumble the tricks. For the final trick he passes
the basket through the aisle and collects the patron's jewelry.
This is stolen from the wings of the theater by the bad man.
While the theater is in a state of panic Bobby steals back
to the hotel and captures the robber, leading him, at the point
of a pistol, into the village jail. Unlike most comedies "Hokus
Pokus" contains a consecutive story that runs smoothly from
start to finish, and at the same time contains some amusing
situations.
Quite a few extras are used in the theater shots,
and a good deal of confusion is recorded in the scenes following the theft. The action is brisk and the offering should
hotel,

please the average audience.

*

CHARLES RAY
This

series

consists

of

modernized versions of

CHARLES RAY

20

SUCCESSES
Produced under the supervision

The first four

of

Thomas H.

Ince.

are:

"AFRICAN LOVE'*
With Louise Glaum and

Herschell Mayall

Direction of Charles Swickard

"SAVED FROM THE DEPTHS"
With

Estelle

Allen and Joseph Dowling

Direction of Scott Sidney

"AFTER THE STORM"
With Clara Williams and Frank Borzage
Direction of Scott Sidney

"THE MYSTERY OF THE MISSION"
With Enid Markey

BOOK NOW FROM
NEAREST EXCHANGE

NAnONAL EXCHANGES
EXCHANGES

398 FIFTH AVE

IN PRINCIPAL CITIES

NEW YORK N.Y
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This is no time
to be a Quitter
VEN

you are not showing the r^
turns of two years ago, you can*t bei
a Quitter. The motion picture business

Tntelligent Effort, CouragCy

and Qood

Money

Pictures Will

for

Make

if

'""^'^

^iftS^T'^

""" '^"

''

Your Theatre
Keep

in the

game!

into your theatre.

And

Do

put more effort
everything possible

way

of promotion and presentation before deciding that it's a dark, dark
world.
in the

Don't expect too much. The war appetite
for pictures could not continue. It was
abnormal. It is normal now — and the
supply of money is below normal. That's
why the pubUc wants its money's worth.
The public still likes motion pictures.

But it is more discriminating.
sity makes fine judges of us all.

Neces-

Once anything went.

To-day you must
not only sell your pictures, but your patrons must be satisfied when they see them.

Week

week Goldwyn Pictures will
make more money for you than any other
pictures on the market today.
after

We repeat— don't be a wall flower.
be a quitter.
your returns.

Now is

Don't

the time to fight for

Fight

""^

^\#"

.Ai<I

^^-^^'V.^

;S^^RE(OCMIZED

Authority
FORMERLY
s^oL
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Fox Earnings

May Enter Production
N. A. Steffes Says

Hays Move May

In Financial Statement Just Issueid,
Total Over Two Million and a
Quarter Surplus Six Million
Net earnings of the Fox Film Corp.
for 1921 were approximately over
two and a quarter millions according
to a financial statement just issued.
The statement also shows a surplus
of over six millions. These interesting figures appear in a consolidated
financial statement of the American

Force Action from Exhibitors

—

for Protection
to

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis "Amusements" says:
"In the event that an attempt is
nade by producers to use the screens
)f the country for the circulation of

propaganda as a result of
he affiliation of producers and disributors with Will H. Hays, the
Vlinnesota division of the M. P." T.
iD. A.,
will lead a national drive for
:xhibitors to join in producing their
)wn films, W. A. Steffes, president of
he M. P. T. O. A., said last week,
ollowing his return from a special
exhibitor
ession
the
national
of
irganization held at Washington.
"In the selection of Mr. Hays, as
he head of a new organization of
)roducers and distributors formed,
ir about to be formed, exhibitors see
plot to turn over the screens of the
notion picture theaters of the coun;ry for subtle propaganda favorable
lo the Republican party, Mr. Steffes
)olitical

Bond

Bernhardt Coming Here?
The Associated Press reports from
London that Sarah Bernhardt has accepted an offer of American film interests

to

leave

for

Interesting Discussion

At the luncheon

FILM

Held

the National
Republican Club on Saturday, an ineresting
discussion on censorship
.•as
held,
the topic being "State
Regulation of Motion Pictures: Pubic
Morals and the Film."
Among
he speakers were Rupert Hughes,
vufus S. Cole, Charles Urban, Joseph
-eventon, Professor Samuel B. Hecklan, Mrs. Clinton B. Smith, Mae
lurray, and Miss Du Pont.

—

THE FILM DAILY

nt of
"I had a

writes:

chat with Harley Knowles
other day over his new produc-

ion,

'The Bohemian

ow

half

CO., Inc.

729 7th Ave., N.

Y.

C— Advt.

Girl,'

way towards

which

is

completion.

>veryone connected with this film is
lost enthusiastic about it and the
tudio opinion is that it is going to
eat 'Carnival.'
Knowles has got
Jgether a noteworthy cast consisting
f Ellen Terry, Ivor Novello, Gladys
"coper and Aubrey Smith.
"Things are not too bright here
t the moment and
the kinemas are
omplaining of bad business."

act for a

series

of films,

The London Times.

A.

S. C. Ball

(Special to

Held

THE FILM DAILY)

.

—

Los Angeles The annual ball of
American
Society
of
Cinematographers was held at the Ambassador

Max Fisher's orchestra
supplied the music and Theodore
Kosloff put on two dance numbers.
on Saturday.

of

Knowles Making "Bohemian Girl"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London The special correspond-

jie

Wild Animal scenes that will astound your audiences. "THE JUNGLE
is the most sensational serial of all time. Thrills and jungle
stunts that only Col. Selig could evolve. Fifteen episodes which will make
history in 1922.
Ready TODAY! State Rights. EXPORT & IMPORT

New York GODDESS"

•hortly.

to

according to

D.

xpects

$1,052,724.27; negatives
use not yet released
literature, $184,523.95.
on which the studio

The land
stands is valued at $655,000 and tiie
building itself, $1,700,000, making a
(Continued on Page 2)

"Mr. Hays' selection he characterzed as one of the 'worst things that
(Continued on Page 2)

Hampton Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles —-Jesse D. Hampton

is

Films not released are valued at
advance payments for

$3,833,266.43;
film service,
for
foreign
$900,000; and

laid.

J.

which

Co.,

interest.

.

-;

& Mortgage

issuing
bonds
$1,300,000
of
on
the Fox studio and office building.
The bonds carry 7}/2 per cent

Boomin'
On

State Incorporations Fall Off

'Cordin' to Mike Levee. United
writes "Since th' reorganization. ( Y'u know it
was formerly th' Brunton. Now it's th' United Studios.)
"We have been playing to capacity business. The outlook
for 1922 is greater than any year in the past, including the boom
prediction is based on the business we have actually
period.
signed up and in sight, and, with the easing of money.this promises to be a great year for the independent ^roAni^rl'^'

Bizness.
Studios.

Who

th' Coast.
:

My

IT'S

AN IDEA

^y^

Wid Gunning's plan. Gettin' exhibitors. Plus producers.
T'u work together. An' split th' profits. Sounds good. Revolutionary. Should shay so. Wid sez he has th' three directors.
exhibitors. To take th' profits. Which usually go. T'li
Or bankers. An' so it will work out. That th'
th' financiers.
Get th' profits. Which means. That th' series of
exhibitors.
When made. May be shown by th' exhibitor. At no cost.

Wants
12.

aids in th' financin'.
Let's see it work.
It's an idea.

—

January

during

capitalization

v

a
of

year
the

ago.

The

companies

chartered last month was $66,393,560,
as compared with $70,828,795 a year
ago.

A

slump in the number of film piccompanies had been noticeable
during the last few months. Thirtyone companies were incorporated in
ture

January.

Coming

to

Town?

Where are you going to stop?
Let

us

know

FILM DAILY
(gratis) to keep

what

Where he

(Continued on page 3)

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany A total of 1,698 companies
were incorporated in New York State
in January, as compared with 1,410

is

THE

so that
can be sent you

you posted on

happening.

Zj^Hk

DAILY

Burton George
(Special to

\'ienna
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George, the director, is here from New York.
It is
understood he is making some scenes
for an American company.

Coen Leases Minn. Auditorium
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis "Mickey" Coen has

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folk*,

West 44th

St.,

WID'S FILMS

and

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

New

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS,
J.

W.

INC.

Dannenberg,

Joseph

and

President

Editor;

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business

Man-

J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., under

ager;

March

the act of

Terms (Postage

1879.

3,

United States, Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
3 months, $3.00.

free)

Greater New
months, $5.00;

of

—

leased the Auditorium for 10 weeks,
beginning April 15, where he will
show United Artists releases.
Some time ago when Charles G.
Branham ran the Auditorium on a
co-operative
basis,
several
early
United
Artists
productions
were

shown

$15.00.

there.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

communications

all
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'Phone:

71-73

West 44th
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tionale

Quotations
High Low Close

Famous Plavers

..

do pfd

80>K
95

*Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's,
Triangle

World

May

80^

93/2
5j4
4.K
Not quoted
931/2

bj'

Enter Production

(Continued from page 1)
could have happened to the motion
picture industry.'
" 'It seems obvious that the plan

deliver the screens to the Re'It
publican party,' he continued.
could easily be done by subtle methods, for the G. O. P. could be favored
by means not open enough to be
directly nailed.
" 'Minnesota exhibitors resent the
$150,000 salary whi^h is to be paid the
erstwhile postmaster general, according to reports, and the publicity
to

is

Apollo— "Orphans of
Broadway "The Call

—

—

"Everyone

the Storm."
of

Home."

his

in part:
The land, building and equipment securing
this issue of bonds has been appraised as follows
Land
$ 655,000.00
Building
1,700,000.00
$2,355,000.00
In addition to the above security, the

prompt, payment of principal and interest on
the bonds is to be guaranteed by the Fox
Film Corporation, which owns all the stock
of the Fox Film Realty Corporation.
is

a

consolidated

financial

Fox Film Corporation and

subsidiaries as of Oct.

which has been given

it.'

"

'The picture business is in bad
shape; both exhibitors and producers
have asked congressmen to cut taxes
and help us get back on our feet, and
now the producers and distributors
"
pay Hays $150,000 a year.'

When Sydney S. Cohen, national
president of the M. P. T. O. A., was
asked concerning the StefTes statement, he said it was the first he had
heard of the matter.
John Dooley has been added to the
cast of "When Knighthood Was in
Flower," to be filmed by Cosmopolitan.

its

Sundry investments
Negatives for foreign

29,

1921;

55,880.00

use

not

released
Film released
Film not released
Duties paid in foreign

900,000.00
1,801,220.09
3,833,266.43

countries
on unreleased film
Literature
Material and supplies
Notes receivable
Accts. Receivable Exchanges...
Accts. Receivable Foreign

27,397.52
184,523.95
31,762.47
4,924.95
461,833.27
10,199.43
148,792.56
394,406.04
122,192.98
86,657.81

Sundry Debtors
Cash in Banks
Treasury Funds
Deferred Charges

$10,220,143.46

LIABILITIES
Common

Stock

First Mortgage Payable
Advance Payments for Film

vice

(Self

$1,000,000.00
171,433.32
Ser-

Liquidating)

Foreign Transfers in Abeyance
Petty Cash Disbursements
Notes Payable
Accounts Payable
Sundry Creditors

went

crazy

about

— acclaimed as screen's
newest

—
—
Apocalypse."
Central — "Foolish Wives."
Criterion— "Where Is My Wandering
Boy Tonight."
New York— Today Mac
Loew's
Murray
"Peacock Alley."
Tuesday— "The Grim Comedian,"
"Too Much Married."
Wednesday — Mary Miles Minter in
"Tillie."
Thursday — Norma Talmadge in
"Love's Redemption."
Friday — Bebe Daniels in "Nancy

star."

PHIL SELZNICK
distributing

Charles (Chic) Sale

in

in

"His Nibs"
in

in "Crossing Trails."
Saturday Mabel Ballin
Eyre."
Lyric "Turn to the Right."

—

Ohio

"Jane

in

—
—"Boomerang
—"Moran
of the Lady Letty."
Strand— Hope
Hampton in "Star
Rialto
Rivoli

Bill."

In the Courts

Dust."

A

:

The following
statement of the

work

Brooklyn Strand Marion Davies in
"The Bride's Play."
Cameo "The Prodigal Judge.'"
Capitol "The Four Horsemen of the

1,052,724.27
419,279.84
48,709.47
660,000,00
434,390.45
205,161.81

$3,991,699.16

Surplus at Dec. 26. 1920
4,739,899.10
Net Earnings 44 Weeks to Oct.
29, 1921
1,950,653.29

default

judgment

for $1,378 h

Next Week
Apollo "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand Nazimova in "A

been filed in the Supreme. Court
Joseph W. Farnham and Sidn.
Garrett on a note of the Gibralt
Operating Co., signed by Arth

Doll's House."
Cameo Not yet determined.

F.

—

—

—

—
Capitol — "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse."
Central — "Foolish Wives."
Criterion— "Where Is My Wandering

11^ H^
ASSETS
Not quoted Real Estate, Plant, equipment, furniture and fixtures. .$1,996,706.40
"Boy Tonight."
Not quoted Advanced
to subsidiaries
100,379.56 Lyric— "Turn
to the Right."
Harry Content & Co. Loan to 445 West 5 5th St. Corporation
60,000.00 Rialto— Pola Negri in "The Red Pea11^

Inc.,

Quotations

79^

statement, signed by William

Fox, says

—

European

The

192

from Nowhere," Mary Anderson

(Continued from page 1)
total of $2,355,000.
The statement
places
valuations
on real estate,
plants, equipment, furniture and fixtures at $1,966,706.40.

Rue

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

Fox Earnings

York,

6,

On Broadway

in Austria
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cock."

Rivoli— "Back Pay."

—

Strand
Nazimova
House."

More

in

"A

Doll's

1

Beck

as president.

The lockout of union operators 1
the S. and V. Theater Co., operatii
the Lafayette, at 2227 7th Ave., whi.
resulted in the filing of an injunctic
suit,
was settled before Suprcn
Court Justice Guy when the owne
of the theater agreed to put the unic
men back to work and to turn ov
to the Local 306 of the union $1
as two weeks pay of the discliargi
operators.
Justice Guy discontinU'
the suit.

Agricultural Films

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Abraham

Spector, a Bayonne,
dry goods merchant, took a fli
Agriculture has issued a new list
in the picture business in the Bron
films.
In it are included the follow- and a law suit against the perso
ing:
"Exit Ascaris," two reels; who sold him the theater is tl
"Anne's Aigrette," one reel; "Fight- result. Spector wants an injuncti(
ing Western Pine Beetles," one reel; in the Supreme Court restrainii
"The Ox Warble, A Fifty Million William Michalapoulos and Jol
Dollar Tunc," one reel; "An Unde- Idas, who sold him their lease ai
sirable Alien," one reel; "Bees, How good-will
Fordham at
of the
They Live and Work," one reel; West Fordham Road last Novemb
"Dust 'Em Right or Let 'Em Bite," for $8,500 from disposing of notes
one reel; "Dates, America's New gave in part payment, and also wou
Fruit Crop," one reel;
"Potatoes, like to get back $1,500 in cas
Early and Late," one reel; "Sweet Spector says the sellers represent^
Potatoes, From Seed to Storage," one that the iiouse was making $50
reel;
"Mixed Asphalt Pavements," week and that it was tied up wi
one reel and "Building Bituminous only four contracts for films, where
Roads," one reel.
he says the house has 400 "films
low calibre'" booked, and since
Tweedon Buys Second Fargo Theater has been running it he has Ic

Washington

—The

Department

of
of

J.

1

Less Income and Excess Profit
.Taxes
Surplus

462,108.09
$6,228,444.30

$10,220,143.46
showing earnings of

The surplus account
Fox Film Corporation and its subsidiaries as certified to by Price, Waterhouse &
Company, after deducting income taxes for

(Special

Fargo,

to

N.

THE FILM DAILY)
D. — Amos Tweedon,

Phone— Beekman

owner

of the Princess, has purchased
the Liberty from W. J. Hawk.

9091

—

the

the years 1919 and 1920:

$3,000.

Pipestone, Minn.
L. V. Friedman
reopen the Orpheum.

will

COMPARATIVE CONSOLIDATED SURPLUS ACCOUNT

8BRVICI

.lEAL.

(Fox Film Corporation, the Guarantor)

^

1921
(44 wks. only)
$1,950,653.29
*482,307.69

1920

1919

$2,029,686.07
616,144.10

$2,027,823.42
770,635.76

$1,468,345.60
4,123,755.00

$1,413,541.97
2,710,213.00

$1,257,187.66
1.453,025.37

Surplus end of period
$5,592,100 60
25% taxes 1920 still due.
•Reserve for income tax for 1921 to Octo-ber 29th.

$4,123,754.97

$2,710,213 03

Profits for period

Income tax
Surplus
Previous

Reg. U.

S. Pat. Off.

surplus

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR

;

:

THE
Monday, February

6,

e&m

DAILY
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Kent has a gun. Sent him by "Buxy." To take care of himself.
While he's on this long trip. Just started. 'Course it
ain't a real shooter.
But it looks like one. An' that's enuflf.

•^- 9

Boomin
(Continued from page

1)

T'u frighten

SYMPATHY
Harry Crandall.

F'r

All over th' bizness.

Over

last

SOUVENIR
Programs.

Issued by Walter Wanger. An' Commodore
Blackton. At openin'. Of "The Glorious Adventure." In Lunnon. That's th' Prizma colored feature. It's sure some beau-

All th'

Towards Palm Beach. An' Will Hays
Coast. At Miami. Watch th' rest of 'em.go.

down

th'

same

Well.

Seein' Will?

direction.

work

Big as a barn door. But whether it'll
Well that's another story. This is sure
amous won't join any such move. Certainly not. An' why?
ause it would give all th' rest. Th' same "service" that Paraount furnishes. An' that's too much of an item. In th' good
T'u be thrown away.
'ill.
F'r distribution.

Or be adopted.

biz-

bizto put.

When

any concern wants
just th' same.
industry.
It looks like they
In
this
•omethin' like $5,000,000.
much.
To take over
almost
that
cost
would
ean it. But it
But

Of

leases.

all th'

Didja ever

big exchanges.

know?

That

exchange

th'

Represented somethin'

oncerns.

leases.

Of

big

th'

like $9,000,000?

HAYS

USIN'

insurance concerns. Who yelped a yarn. About
By th' magnates'. An' it
f'r two million.
insured
bein'
lays
Then comes th' real estate pipe. About Hays
'as a dream.
Down Long Island way. Also
artin' a model movie colony.
Representin' milldream. Just as tho' all th' big studios.
Could. Or would. Be scrapped. F'r th' sake of a model
jins.
"rtlony.
Yea, bo. It'll happen. But you'll never live to see it.

STUNT STUFF
Eddie Bonus. Worked it out. F'r "Schooldays." Strand
week. Pulled lots of stuff. But one stunt. AVas a winner,
In windows. Of almost every store.
ad a lot of cut-outs.

-^i

Strand. Advertisin' articles sold. An' referrin' to
Attractive.
Unusual.
To get
Schooldays" at same time.
roadway shops. To co-operate. Like that.

..round th'

BOW-WOWS
All along

Broadway.

Strongheart."

was

'ho

At

Last week.

Capitol.

easily th' star.

With

Over

In picshures. There was
a big Belgian police dog.

th' rest of th' cast.

which

F'r

a week.

ANITA'S

FUTURE

Through with Louie Mayer. Comin' East.
,3 get set.
Hear some offers been made. An' it's bein' said.
'ep.
That Anita wants $7,000 a week. Every week. F'r her
contract.

Anita. They do say. That advice which costs nothin'.
worth just that much. But these are tuff times. F'r them
nd of salaries. Y'u might remember that. W^hen th' moguls

WtU,

Ik.

'

By
rial.

'^at

•

^ip]

way. They say Pearl White. Ts willin'. To make a
F'r a hundred thousand.
As her salary. No, Rollo.

th'

don't include production cost.

Nix.

That's her

bit.

GUN MEN
In th' bizness.

F'r th' President.
call might be.

BRAINS
They do exist. News reel men showed it. When
Not to send out. Any scenes. Of Washington
Whoever figured this out. Deserves a place. In

Proven.
they agreed.
catastrophe.

Will Hays' cabinet.

That's

he

if

is

to

have one.

LONG ONES
Or extenuated feature-serials. Whatever y'u
wanna call 'em. In sight. Famous has "Mistress of the World."
In five reel episodes. To run a month. Or more. Pathe has
Features.

Nalpas' "Mathias Landorf."

An' there's an Italian

In 19 reels.

"The Bridge of Sighs." That's
Mebbe that's th' next move comin'.

also

A BEAUTIFUL SENTIMENT

long

a

feller.

'

Four years ago God took from this earth a real man. And
every year since, his widow loving his memory, brings to our
attention that not only was a mighty fine man taken from us
but that she remembers it. It is a fine sentiment; a splendid
thought, and one that all of us should be proud about. The
man was Joseph Kaufman. The woman, whom all of us should
DANNY.
admire, is Ethel Clayton Kaufman.
;

Lee and Eason With Fox
Pushing Rhinelander, Wis. House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
THE FILM DAILY)
Rhinelander,
Wis. The Rouman
Los Angeles Rowland V. Lee and
Reeves Eason have joined the Fox Amusement Co. is pushing work on
its'
new State theater and expects to
directorial forces.
Lee's first assignThe house
ment will be directing William Rus- open on March 1st.
(Special to

—

—

whom

with

sell,

some

for

he will probably re-

time.

Eason

is

mak-

ing a Charles Jones picture from a
story by George Owen Baxter.

Tom Mix

is

to

make "Free Range
next icture.
The

costs $85,000.

Koch Given New Theater
to THE FILM DAILY)
Koch
H.
Minneapolis William
(Special

—

has been appointed manager of the
Kocli for four years has been
State.

Lanning" as his
is by George Owen Baxter and
managing tiieaters of the Ruben and
Arthur Rossom is directing. Dustin Finkelstein chain, among them the
Farnum is making "Iron to Gold," Astor, Garden, Unique and Grand.
adapted from "When Iron Turns to
Gold." another Baxter story.
\'ictor Heerman will direct Owen
story

Moore's next picture for Selznick.

Fox offices stated S'aturday that J. Gordon Edwards has
started
work on "The Shepherd
riie local

Anita Stewart.

w

in.

'Cause one

called.

F'r Adolph Zukor.
An' t'other f'r W. W. Hodkinson.
Also
onct upon a time. With Paramount. Both concerns have same
Temporarily. 'Cause Hodkinson took over Realart offices.
line.

main

erybody. Owes a vote. Of thanks. To Jane Murfin. An'
arry Trimble.
F'r a most unusual. An' interestin' picshure.
hen there; was "Hippy." At th' Strand. In "Schooldays." An'
In a Post Nature study. Cute.
at th' Rivoli a fox terrier.
very dog must have his day. That's what they say. An' they
id

is

feature.

First th'

'

prices, too.

GO WRONG

That come

calls.

Hill 8500

Toppy

;

Mebbe there's a reason. F'r Cowie wantin' all th' film
Mebbe it's that th' parcel post has hit. Th' express
,ess.

i'

In switchin' those

When Murray

Mebbe.

A feature.

thru.

heavy paper.

what colored effects will show.
But that program. Is sure a beaut.

In

GIRLIE, DON'T

All

COWIE PLAN

less.

way

is fur-

Hi Abrams.

ic.

On

in colors.

Lots of interest here.

HEADIN' SOUTH

th'

Done

tiful thing.

V so.

ler

feller.

that terri-

week. When th' Knickerbocker collapsed. Those
Know what a real man he is. So when th'
Harry.
know
ho
Everybody sent him wires. Sympathy. An' he
lash came.
That's certain. Even if he was too busy. To
)preciated it.
e afifair

other

th'

An' other hold-up

fellers.

Be warned.

King," another special.
have already been made

Egypt.

Violet Mersereau will sail for Italy
on Feb. 15, where siie will be assigned
the leading feminine part in the pic-

The Child oFthe

Bear

ture.

Harry Beaumont has been signed
on the coast, his first picture to be Shirley Mason in "Down
the
Back Stairs."
In the
local
to direct

Harry Millarde

studio,
start a

is

ready

to
will

new production in which
appear Charles Richman and Barbara
Castleton.
Herbert
Brenon will
direct

.Syd

Exteriors
in

be

William Farnum

made

in

New

York.

in

a

film

to

Sub

-

Lease

Office Space at 729 7th Ave.

Address— Box-W-6
The Film Daily

THE

DAILV
-eSt!k

Exhibitors'

your

Convention

is

how a

ideas.

brother exhibitor put his show over.

in-

Feb. 14

-

15

-

16

the theater.
Shops selling
women's clothes readily took up the
idea of cooperating for window displays in the exploitation of "Camille."
inside

—

SURE

"Persecution'

Day I was Wedded." Edgar Kiefer,
baritone, continued the fabric of plot
with "Duke of Plaza-Toro," and a
duet by

Edna Burhans, soprano and

Kiefer, baritone, brought out
the happiness of "Bury-Bury," which
was followed by Fred Jagel, tenor;
Jackson Kinsey, baritone; Edna Burhans, soprano and Sonia Serova sing-

"Dance

for the

Film Daily

the

first.

May Appeal Decision
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

(Zolumbus, O. Harry Berman,
Universal is here in connection w!
the rejection of "Foolish Wives,"
the Ohio State Censor Board. It
expected Berman will appeal
board's decision to Governor Ha
L. Davis.
The board states it v
stand pat on its decision.

i

John T.

ing "A Regular Royal Queen."
Mr.
Jagel also sang, "Take a Pair of
Sparkling Eyes," and the finale was,

Watch

is

Mobile, Ala.
Big street parade
Seven scenes and as many numbers was arranged by William E. Ferguwhich consumed twenty-five lively son, Goldwyn representative in putminutes, made the Brooklyn Mark ting over "Theodora" at the Crown.
Strand version of the tuneful comic
Over 40 men and women were cosopera a musical headliner.
Hyman tumed and placed on floats, in chari- Col.
Axtcj
used a Venetian water scene drop, ots and on horseback.
The big
gondolas and Italian copper wrought King's Float that trailed the parade
Chief of Chaplain U. S. Army;
standing lamps, the principals wear- was constructed especially for this
Endorses Sacred Films as Authen
ing the Venetian romantic costumes occasion by
«
J. W. Hines, in charge of
of the period when the opera was construction work for the Mobile
Interpretation of Old Testamen>
written.
Night lights and a moon Mardi Gras Parades. The float was
added to the romantic touch of the 30 ft. long and 18 ft wide, 20ft. high.
stage mounting.
The daughter of Chas. King, proA singing and dancing ensemble prietor of the Crown, played the part
Clerg
featuring "Roses White and Blue," of "Theodora" seated on a massive
actually brought "bravos" from the throne chair, under a gilded canopy.
Are United in Their Praise
audience.
Following was Florence
Two massive vases were placed at
Mulholland, contralto, in "On the the bottom of the stairs leading from

Edgar

So are we

A

Ca Chucha."

Identical exploitation methods applied in Washington, D. C, Columbia,
S. C, and Jacksonville, in the presentation of "Camille" and "The
Conquering Power," helped to put
these two releases across.

"The Conquering Power" was heralded by a week of teaser "ads," each
with a big question mark and each
headed "The Conquering Power."

The

the throne.

On

these stairs several
seated as pages.
Other features of the parade were the
chariot with costumed driver; eight
Roman banner carriers following
little

same.

girls

On

were

each banner was a letter
Preceding the
on horseback,

spelling "Theodora."
parade was a bugler

giving loud trumpet calls that brought
hundreds of people streaming out of
the stores and houses.
The procession
traveled through all of the
principal

streets,

which

Burbank,

Calif.

were lined

with
thousands
of
people.
The
parade was given both afternoon and
evening.
Red lights were used extensively with the night showings.
A score of unemployed men were
selected from hundreds who responded to classified ads, to pass large circulars and other advertising matter
about the city.
The theater lobby
had real pulling power. On the marquise, dozens of lion cutouts from
24 sheets were placed in striking

advertising carried a positions.
A cut-out of "Theodora"
Rudolph Valentino and recall- was placed above them, and real iron
ed
his
being
"The never-to-be- chains were extended from her hands
forgotten hero of 'The Four Horse- to the lions, supposedly holding
them
"
straight

Press and

HAVE YOU SEEN

"Persecution
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

LakewQod's

Largest and Foremost Hotel

cut of

SPECIAL
EDITIONS

space Limited

ACT NOW

<

way whereby Regal-Fischer will
lease a minimum of one featurmonth through the independent m

The

Are you going?

1922

to confer with the home office
future productions.
Plans are un

ket.

Light opera is following grand preceded by a teaser title.
Great
opera at the Brooklyn Mark Strand. crowds gathered to watch these free
Edward L. Hyman adding to the list shows every time they were shown.
of winter season musical elaborations They served to get the people who
with the first miniature of Gilbert would never be reached by the trailer
troducing eight soloists, dancers, an
ensemble, special scenery and costumes.
The stage production balanced a bill in which "Love's Redemption," was the chief attraction.

ALBANY

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

and Sullivan's "The Gondoliers,"

6,

Framing Production Plans
David G. Fischer, of the Re:
Fischer Corp., has gone to Baltin.

Over

Putting It
Here

Monday, February

men.'

In the presentation, RichIn each city thousands of throw- ard Manning appeared as a Byzantine
aways were distributed in cooperation warrior, giving a short synopsis of
with bread concerns. These throw- the story, and at the finish, pointed
aways were brought into the homes, to soloist appearing on throne. At
intended to be read by women.
In the end of her song, the warrior arose
the store tie-ups one of the most and announced the beginning of the
effective features in the window dis- story on the screen.
The school
plays was made possible by the use children on account of the educational
of a projection machine, which, in- value
of the
picture,
were given
stead of the customary slide, flashed special reduced rates which added
a series of scenes from each picture. greatly to the matinee receipts.
The regular film was used showing a
framed sheet. It was operated_ from
To Build in Marengo, la.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
behind the window.
It
was the
regular trailer idea, used outside of
Marengo, la. A new theater is
the theater, instead of inside.
A planned here, to be under the mantrailer was also used inside in ad- agement of Smith and Bro., of Fonvance of the showing, but the idea da, la.
A new $50,000 building is contemof exhibiting it in the street worked
wonders.
Each scene shown was plated.
in

check,

_

—

The

LAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food, Finest Service.
Dancing Nightly in Ballrootn.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE

MANAGE-

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

i
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Jump

Much More Important

Grossed
$11,000,000
More Last Year Than in 1920—
Admissions Take Slump

Outside of the
Industry than Within Rebuilding Good Will Biggest Job
Ever since it became known Will
Hays, Postmaster General, was to
become a sort of Generalissimo of the
industry, representing the producers
and distributors, there has been insistently asked:
"What is Hays going to do?"
Here is the answer:
First, and
aliovc all else. Hays is expected to
rebuild confidence and good will on

Distributors

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

'

I

Washington Official Government
show that distributors grossed

figures

$118,054,635

in

1921,

an increase of

over
$11000,000
about
calendar year when the

the

1920

gross

was

$107,450,252.20.

.\dmission tax figures for the year
i

ended total $82,633,093,85 as
compared with $86,944,013 in 1920, a

just

decrease of
j

!

i

I

j

j

}

little

more than

—

the part of the public to pictures.
He is to plan and carry out effectively propaganda to offset the attacks,
political and otherwise, which are constantly aimed at this industry.
To
restore confidence on the part of the
people that pictures are not only an
essential to their lives, but that on the
whole, pictures, and picture people,
are just as clean, as sound, morally
and otherwise, as all other people in
this country.
He is, if possible, to find a way to
offset those fanatics and reformers,
who think the people in the industry
are fit subjects to be tarred and

$4,000,000.

Just what proportion of this can be
attributed to business done at the
box offices of motion picture theaters
is problematical, since the Bureau of
Internal
Revenue makes no distinction between taxes accruing from
and those from
picture
theaters
legitimate performances and the like.
It is significant to note, however, that
although actual business at the box
office slumped in 1921 as compared
with the previous year, the figures
distributors
clearly
indicate
that
secured more money than before for
their product.

(Continued on page

Work

Hays' Real

(Continued on page

14)

14)

Censorship in Phillipines
Niblo to Direct "Blood and Sand"
Famous Players have engaged Fred
Niblo to direct "Blood and Sand,"
which goes into production in Hollywood as soon as Rodolph Valentino finishes work in "Beyond the
Rocks."
Famous officials are looking forward to a big production in this and
point as reasons for it the following:
Rodolph Valentino and May McAvoy in the cast; story by Blasco
Ibanez; scenario by June Mathis and
direction

(Special

Several hundred jungle beasts let loose upon a ship. Imagine the thrills
your audiences when you screen this fifth episode of Selig's
GODDESS." It surmarvelous wild animal serial 'THE
Rights.
State
passes, by far, all of Selig's past successes.
Advt.
&
FILM CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
in store for

JUNGLE

C—

IMPORT

Powers

Exhibitor Verdict
Alhambra Amusement Co.
$17,500

Damages— First

Secures

Natioi.al

Expected to Appeal Case
Utica, N.
favor of the Alhambra Amusement
Co hic, of Utica, against Assoc ated
First 'National Pictures, Inc., of New

day.
"Most amusing

is the attitude taken
these producers and their trade
press advocates who attack Governor
Miller as a
politician
for
creating
jobs for ward leaders.
As a matter
of evolution, the local political worker,
dubbed as a 'ward heeler,' becomes a
politician when elevated to the chairmanship of a national committee;
and. when promoted, to. the. President's Cabinet, he is a statesman, and
in the 'yep of the motion picture people, when he becomes their licJ, he is
an executive."

by

,

was awarded by a jur-- in
Supreme Court before Justice j^ouis
York,

M. Martin.

The Utica theatrical firm brought
of
the breach of promise action
$40,000 when it alleged that First
National repudiated a contract or
franchise to deliver exclusive fej'.ture
pictures here, and then sold the franchise to a competitor.
It is expected
the case will be appealed.
In summing up Willard R. Pratt,
for the nlaintifif, declared that 'here
is

no hc'

dustry
tribute
as the

recourse

nounced.

n tlie
il,

motion pictur;^
and urged thai

inlis-

rts,
to their con'
-'•^ms to ha-''"' ."o
illations ar. '" ^n-

Manila

requested

—

in

the

been
Governor-General

by

Wood

Leonard

to appoint a committee of three to censor motion pic-

tures here.

Work

Terriss Starts

Becomes Financially Interested
R-C Pictures Enlarged Plans
Under Way

R-C

—

P. I.
Accordiug to
Bulletin, the mayor has

Deal
Tom
the

Arrangements have been completed
THE FILM DAILY)
whereby Patrick A. Powers will beY.— A verdict of $r/,500 come financially interested in the

in

Said Joseph Levenson, politically
a Republican, and a
"commissioner" or censor of
State, at the Republican Club
censorship discussion on Satur-

in

(Special to

by Fred Niblo.

That Republican Spirit

EXPORT

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Manila,

Terriss has started

what

work on

expected to be a
series of Terriss Prods. Dolores Cassinelli will appear in this production
which is under way in Fort Lee. Exteriors will be shot in Lake Placid.
first

of

is

Pictures Corp. and subsidies, ac-

cording to
last night

announcement made

an

by R.

president of

S. Cole,

Selling Helps

the corporation.

A

Mr. Powers will be known as managing director of the corporation.
Plans are said to be under way for
an enlarged activity of the company's

interesting end of the business

production.

issue

department devoted to
found

will be

The

notice.

Gets "Cardigan"
Speculation

over

was
became

"Cardigan"

when

it

the

will

of

release

ended

known

yesterday
the

that

American Releasing Corp. would

dis-

tribute the picture.

The production

an
based
on
American historical novel by Robert
W. Chambers and was produced by
is

Messmore Kendall.
the Capitol the week

It

is

booked

of Feb. 19.

at

what

in

hereafter

be

this

the Saturday
further

until

feature

salient

interesting

ideas

of

managers in other
lines of business have worked
out to get better results from
their men. These ideas at least
sales

may prove
men on the
industry.

suggestive
firing

line

to

the

in this

THE

<5B^

DAILY

Tuesday, February

Putting It Over
Here

is honu a brother exhibSend
put hit shoiv over.
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow knoiv hoiv you cleaned

Quincy,
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|b*Goldwyn

of the Majestic,
such
with
Sheba,"
of
thoroughness that the attendance for
the run exceeded in numbers the
population of the town.

^Loew's,

a special lobby front
constructed suggesting the ap-

First

was

of

IIM

Inc

the opening and distributed
the patrons of the theater.
Handbills with original messages also
were given out during the entire week
prior to the opening.

before

Attached to an automobile owned
by Manager Pike was a small twowheeled trailer, which was decorated
with pictures of desert caravans and
cut-outs
The car

'Quotations by Harry Content

Buys

Site for Picture

(Special

to

Queen

the

of

of

Sheba.

was driven about the town
and into neighboring communities.

Close

79^

in
several of the
leading mercantile establish-

town's

ments were decorated with

stills

cut-outs.

5^
European Arrivals

im

Norman Kerry and Mrs. Kerry

& Co Remer

House

Europe.
Rubye de

include

arrivals

are

from

and James Kirkwood.

May
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Northwest Theater Changes
DAILY)
to THE FILM
DeSmet, S. D. The Cozy was destroyed by fire recently.
(Special

—

Screen Writers Plan Banquet
New York Photodramatists
will hold their annual banquet at the
Cecil, 94th St. and Broadway on Feb.
28.
A number of newspaper people
will attend an an interesting discussion on scenario writing is expected.

in

that

way

eliminate

the

colony are segregated

"The Prodigal Judge"
as

the

feature

at

the

will continue

is

Cameo

abnormal

next

in

Censor Hearing
(Special

Chicago
fore

in

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—There

the judiciary

expected to

one group

lives.

Propositions Tendered

the distributors were
represented yesterday at the National

f^cliu>atuT7tci£ ^^xiIuaE)

"TUB

Sl'ICG Of-

THt PROGRA.M'

Association

all

when two

were submitted

propositions

house exchanges in
the District of Columbia.
Shannon
and Luchs made one and Charles
Linkins
made
another.
Those
to

has

in

it

your territory?

die.

Booklet Tells Fox History
Vivian M. Moses, publicity director
for Fox, has compiled an attractive
booklet dealing with the history of
the company from its beginning to its
present day magnitude. Its contents
are quite interesting and in the booklet appear a number of scenes of the
stages and business offices of the 10th
studio.

Old

Griffith Studio Sold

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

The old Griffith is
sold by Triangle Film of
New York to the Fine Arts Studios,
Inc., of California
incorporated for
$100,000, which will operate as a leasing studio.
The officers of the corporation are Nat Deverich, president; Andrew D. W. Reid, vicepresident and John Rikkelman, secretary and treasurer.
Los Angeles

reported

—

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

For
110

particulars write

LINCOLN

E.

K.

W.

St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

40th

so-

week.

Two

it

was a hearing becommittee of the

City Council yesterday on the proposal to establish a new censorship
hoard, not under supervision of the
police department. Since the party in
power is not in favor of the move, it
is

Who

J.

responsible for what he terms their

Practically

he's distributing

in his territory!

Miriam Battista in Accident
Little Miriam Battista while traveling in a taxicab in Newark on Sunday, met with an accident as a result
theater near it.
of which she has an old-fashioned
black eye.
Her injuries were first
Brenon Favors End to Hollywood thought to be serious enough to imperil the sight of one eye.
She was
Herbert Brenon is quoted in the making personal appearances in NewNew York Times as sayino- that he ark last week and is now at Loew's
would end the Hollywood film colony State in Buffalo.

and

—The

Now

THE FILM DAILY)

Cozy has called artificial life, which he says its
been purchased by Guy Johnson of members lead.
Brenon states that
Amidon from A. Glassnapp.
the fact that the members of the

Bowman, N. D.

in

The

—

site.

Charles (Chic) Sale

DAZEY.

Johnstown, N. Y. Johnstown is
Middletown, Conn. The Mitchell
Clarence Block on Main St. has been purto have a new theater.
Dopp, proprietor of the theater in chased by Spear Bros, and Mr.
West Main St., has purchased a Adorono, who may erect a picture
centrally located

Fontenelle Feature Film Co.
Omaha, Nebr.
had one look at

"His Nibs"

Avenue

Build in Middletown

(Special to

C. T.

and

94

Not quoted hack
Not quoted Other

World

A

program was printed a week

The windows

IV/i

Triangle

all,

pearance of King Solomon's court.
special

Not quoted

Griffith

Pike,
exploited

among

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

—
Representative— Le

Vegas,

Las

H.

manager
"Queen

of

$15.00.

Nev.—W.

York.

Gentlemen:
Enclosed find check for $10
for your indispensable paper.
With all good wishes.

up.
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111.

Film Daily,

New
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Max Wintroub

Indispensable
itor

7,

Two

Theaters Closed

Two

theaters in
Brooklyn have
fallen under the ban of local authorities as a result of an investigaton of
theaters in the borough. At 6409 20th
Ave. in the Bath Beach section, work
on the new Parkway has been ordered stopped because of alleged violations.
The house is practically completed and is owned by Isaac Levison. The theater at 158 Myrtle Aye.
has been closed.
Inspectors fouiid
the metal ceiling leaking.

Lakewood's

Largest and

lAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

The

$35.00
$6.00

Agfa Price Dispute Ends
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin
The fight between the
German manufacturers and the Agfa
has been settled by a compromise,

Isranches in the Mather Bldg. are apparently safe from the new regulations of the district, inasmuch as new
leases about to be signed bind the
owners of the building to meet the. 8,000,000 meters or 24,000,000 ft. being
regulations. Wid Gunning, Inc., Fox, delivered at the old
price.
After
Vitagraph, Universal and Goldwyn February, the price will
be seven
are not in the building.
marks per meter. In view of this
V. R. Carrick, Universal; R. A. increase, an extra payment of 10%
White, Fox, and L.
M. Scheurer, has been charged by exchanges on
Goldwyn, were appointed a commit- all running contracts. They wanted
tee to look into the oilers, each of 20% more, or 30% in all, but the
which would call for new construc- exhibitors refused to pay more than

Foremost Hotel

Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

—

Reg. U.

S. Pat.

Off.

WANTED— SALESMAN
Experienced in studio and laboratory machines and equipment. Apply in detail to

Box

K-12,

The Film Daily

tion.

10%.

Inducements

to

Parties,

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food. Finest Service.
Dancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

Inserts!

Art

Fine Printing!

in Advertising!

HELL!
We've got something

to

that you're going to

SELL

BUY

So you can make some
and we can make some

MONEY
MONEY

1

This

an

is

Advertisement

Telegram
WeVe

to

YOU

spending real

money

to get

over to you quickly what you

will

find out in time, but

we won't

WeVe

wait!

got a

BIG ONE

and we don't intend
die

on

us!

to let

it

Big

Money Quick!

But there's
proceed!

just

one point before

we

Don't get the idea that we're wasting
our good dough on an empty splash.

Trade paper advertising pays both buyer
and seller when the proposition is sound.

We

—

havertt gone Crazy

but by

//

we^ve got to

Kick you
in the mind
make you realize quickly
and ACT QUICKLYl
to

i

Pre-released for a
has played to so

ence delight
that

it

in

much money

one of the two

takes sensational adver

Sensational

Week's Test Run
»

and to such sensational audibiggest theatres
tising to drive

in

home

the
to

world

you the

esu Its
that will be repeated everywhere

Mae
£incl

she

Tinee of the Chicago Tribune she says—
she's hetrd boiled

'

says^

"This week's feature at
the Chicago

A WIZ

IS
Furthermore, she says
"It's

—

the sort of Picture old and young

cry for^—

and chuckle

at

from begin-

ning to end"
To which

the astute

Tinee deliberately

Miss

adds—

"You'll rock back
seat in warm

and

forth in your

and hilarious appreciation.

!

The Chicago Herald and Examiner says

—

"For the Film there must be solemn
"thanks to the mentsJly-thrusting,
"gay-hearted, pep-passioned Neilan.

"He

of all directors could have translated
"Tarkington's genius to the screen.
"The result is Tarkington plus Neilan,

"as
"as

American a thing
has been done

^^Since

Mark Twain

ind the paper adds-^
''What an honest showman Neilem is
"A little ashamed of being an artist, a

little

not being a roughneck, but
"unable to hold back the yelling art that
"is inside him.
''afraid of

^Quite an American Institution, this
^'fellow NeihiT''

•J

''Rob

ReeV
^^a

Chicago Eve. American says—

in the

chronicle of

,

The glamour

"of notoriety; the lure of circuses

"and blaring

things; the careless

"disregard of adult conventions

and then

U

No

!

^^It's

—

the review closes as follows

—

Mustn't Tell
much

too good to keep, but

it

<

"wouldn't be fair to give the

"show away"

"It

wouldn^t be

|

fair,

"you know, to Freckles

-i

Now,

seriously

we

friends,

could quote

re-

views by the yard, every one a boost.
"He'^ reviewers and ^^She" reviewers they're
all

boosters.

^

Of course you

Exhibitors

how much money
Well, here's

where we

believe the figures so

it

balk.

we

want

to

know

got.
You might

not

won't print them.

But the following is a very modest, conservative
telegram from a firm of exhibitors which sends

few telegrams.

Read

it
January 30th, 1922.
Marshall Neilan,
Los Angeles Athletic Club,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Penrod opened as outstanding success and audiences enthusiastic stop you have a winner and we urge
all exhibitors to get ready for banner business stop
congratulations and kindest regards.

BALABAN & KATZ.
COPY

and here

an attraction that it
an attracMeet the aan tion ifyov

is

Penrod-Hettn^n-

Verman'Sammy
William; and all
15

wKo have
m^de the whole
world lauSh—
Viids

mmiii^'
«''""^';.iiiL;(/<

know

what thai
means

l^Neuon
pi*esents

'TENROD^'
witli

read

h]

millions in Cosmopolitai

'^'s^

Magazine.

"PENROD*'
millions

in

read

bi

book form

"PENROD''

seen

b

K^

millions

\Viryt

as

the

stag;

National -(

Atti-action

play.

Hurry to nearest First National Exchange

THE
February

jesday,

i^^

DAILY

1922

7,

13

Coast Brevities
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Mary D. Cannon, formerly

ollywood — Maurice Tourneur will
id
les
')rs

:d.

Idlewild

Tom

im,"

Ince's

produc-

latest

Peters

has been completed.

ijt

Love of Money," a full length
Sennett feature, is completed.
National will release it.
Barrie

igel

"The

MacDonald

Adventures
of
which
Robert

Hill

Leslie

Lila

new
two
"The

Gay and Devilish."
obert

The

are
Rogell-Halperin
Prod,
in Black Wolf Canyon making "No Man's Gold," co-starring
"Bob" Reeves and Maryon Ave,
under direction of Albert Rogell.

working

Fernandez and Carl Miller

among those
;

new Charles

in the

picture.

arshall
ncisco,

Neilan has gone to San

Pete Smith, of the Marshall Neilan
organization, is on tour with Wesley
Barry, who is making a number of
personal appearances in conjunction

where he

will film several
;iences for "Fools First."

ritzie

irge

Ridgeway

Chesebro

Mounted

call

Police

Balboa

"Penrod."
hit

New York

Extra

Interest

Pete will
once
before returning

:9^<^BftADSTREET

^f^RECOCMIZED

oypiLMDOH

Authority
FORMERLYl{/im-

GAUSMAN.

—
—

call

it

long scale or

Special

gradation

Eastman Positive
Film
Has that

News

No Increase In Rates

here.

studios.

latitude

it

it

with
again

supporting
Northstory under

in his latest

luction at the

Call

is

Extra Circulation

Blockhead."

May

playing in support of Doris

is

the

is

title

Logan and

OPPORTUNITY

Robinson

for
Billy Bevan's latest
reeler,
originally
known as

"The Duck Hunter,"

luction.

.cqueline

Valli

directing.

playing opposite
in her current

is

House

which
Virginia

Gertrude Olmstead will enact the
feminine lead in the Universal serial,
Crusoe."

herine

in

starring.

is

AN ADVERTISING

being used for scenei

heads the supporting cast.

'"or
:1c

is

"The Storm,"

for

,

of the

Denver News, is assisting
the next few weeks shooting Harry D. Wilson with the Jackie
for "Lorna Doone," the in- Coogan publicity.
for which are prcatically comstaff of the

Albany

Convention Numbers
Feb. 14th-15th-16th

pliable, reproductive sensi-

tiveness that responds to the quality
ot the negative

iancy in

every

—

that registers brill-

detail

halftone or shadow.

of highlight,

It carries

quality

through to the screen.
Eastman Film,

bot/i

regular and

tinted base, is identijiable through-

out
''

its

entire lengtli by

Eastman

'

t/ie

"words

Act Now
Space Limited

''Kodali' stenciled in

the film margin.

"We

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

are as close to you as your phone"

na

I.

Walter E. Greene
and F. B. Warren
have the honor to announce to the Exhibitors of the
United States and the Dominion of Canada as the
first

release of

RELEASING

rtcatt
CORPORATION
-S>i»-

WALTER

E.

GREENE,

VresuJent

F.

B.

WARREN,

y,ce'Pres,denl

American drama, the

a tremendous and enthralling

Messmore Kendall
presentation of

CARDIGAN
From

most popular author

the novel of America's

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
W. Noble

Directed by John

with an

all-star cast

BETTY CARPENTER

comprising

WILLIAM COLLIER,

Jr.

and a score of distinguished players

World Premiere Week

of

February 19th

at the

CAPITOL THEATRIIE, NEW YORK
and simultaneous presentation
est first

runs in the largest

in a score of the great-

cities of the nation.

What

the Germans have done for British spectacular
themes, what Griffith has done for the French Revolution, this massive and dramatic production, with its
thousands of players, does for the story of the birth
of

American

liberty.

Pre-released for Washington's Birthday week and
destined to be one of the memorable successes of the

American

Wire

screen.

for fuller details to our nearest

Home
15 West 44th

exchange or

Offices

Street,

New York

City

Telephones: Vanderbilt 7078-7079

\J(Jz

to

.

iTHE
7A0 brAdstreet

AyTHc^m

0/ FIP.MDOM
FORMERLY
Wednesday, February
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Price 5 Cents

Canadian Deal

Big

Important Confab

"amous Players to Take Over Allen
Houses, Giving Company Dominating Position in Dominion
(Special to

Toronto

Scheduled on Arrival of J. D. Williams at Los Angeles Grainger
on Way Also

—

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

(Special

Famous

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—

PlayersCanadian Corp. has practically conlimmated a deal whereby it will take
;ver the entire string of theaters oprated in Canada by the Allen TheThe trans'trical Enterprises, Inc.
ction transcends, in scope, any thetrical deal that has ever been at-

Those posted with
regard to the affairs of Associated
First National affairs here are talking of an important conference to be
held here on the arrival of General
Manager J. D. Williams, who is expected momentarily.

L'mpted in Canada,
In addition to acquiring control of
jie houses which are actually owned
5' the
Allen Brothers, the deal iniudes those theaters which are con-

("Jimmie") Grainger, interested in
the Marshall Neilan productions, is
also awaited with iinterest.
Some
people say there will be something
of interest happening and that both
may have some important work to
l;andle on their arrival.

The expected

i

through bookings and otherby the Allen Enterprises. It is
close on to $5,000,000 is involved

foiled
'ise
!iid

Neilan's

about 90 theaters.
By virtue of this important mer|er,
Famous Players becomes the
tid

exhibitor

factor

The company

the

in

opl^ates 33 theaters in Canada and with
ne number and character of the Alp theaters as well as its own easily
Dlds complete sway over the theaiiominion.

r

itself

"The report of the merger was
:ialiy

confirmed

this

(Continued on

of-

morning by

Page

Reports are in circulation that Neimay arrange his affairs with an
important producer who is now on
the Coast and who has very important affiliations with Associated First

Zukor Plans a Coast Trip
Adolph Zukor plans a trip to the
ast.

It

possible he

is

may

leave

|day.

filmed!
A fight in mid-air with two leopards.
An airplane, uncontrolled, diving through space. One of the big
animal serial,
thrills in Col. Selig's astonishing wild
&
GODDESS." The biggest independent offering for 1922.
Advt.
CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.

P.-L.

Meeting in Chicago

(Special to

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

— Famous

Players

sales

meeting at the Drake.
IHng plans on "The Loves of
jharaoh" and "The Mistress of the
j^orld" are being discussed.
Sydney
Kent is here from the home office.
Icecutives are

i.

E. Lanning Masters, writing

who

,

i

',

;

in Picture Play, predicting
will be the leading male stars
for 1922, gives first place to

Rodolf Valentino and Richard
Dix,
and
Betty
Compson,
Madge Bellamy, Colleen More,
Edith Roberts and Corinne
Griffith "appear to be the most
promising" of the girls.

Winik Here

"THE JUNGLE

EXPORT

C—

\y^

Many

Lighten Restrictions
To Allow 270,000 Meters More
Germany Than in 1921 — Favor-

in

Follow Entry of P. A. Powers Into

—

R-C

Possible Distri-

Pictures
bution Merger Talked Of
(Special to
Following the entry of P. A. PowBerlin An important decision with ers into the R-C Pictures Corp. as
regard to a revision of the present managing director, as noted in yesterday's issue, many reports were in
partial embargo on foreign films has
circulation of possible happenings.
been made. The Official Bureau for
These reports included several that
the Control of Film Imports has
affected other concerns, so far as disdecided to recommend an increase in
tribution was involved, but inquiry
the footage of films to be imported.

—

total

will

amount

to

45,000 meters (nearly 1,400,000 feet),
as against 180,000 meters in 1921.
This footage will be distributed
among the various divisions as fol-

lows:
Renters

130,000 meters
100,000 meters

Manufacturers
Imports

these companies disclosed a general denial of the report.
As was to be expected there were
also reports of possible changes in
the R-C organization, but this was
nothing
There was
also denied.
u hatsocver to the reports circulated
relative to possible resignations of

important

The

balance

of

constitute a sort

again

in

New

Hoffman Leaves Tomorrow
Hoffman leaves for

Milton

coast tomorrow,

first

the
stopping off at

Chicago.
Pearl White Sails
Pearl White sailed for Paris yesterdaj^ on the Aquitania to remain
until sometime in the Summer. Upon
her return, it is expected she will start
work on her new serial for Pathe, the
contract for which is reported signed.

officials

at

R-C.

Federated

Meeting Over

of the Federated Film Exchanges of America
As anticipated,
closed on Monday.
numfhe officers were re-elected.

The annual meeting

A

important matters will be
finally cleaned up later.
Joe Friedman left for Chicago yesterday, and

ber

a

of

number

of the other officials will

leave for home within the next few
Meets Tonight
300,000 meters
The I. P. D. A. meets tonight in days.
arrived
who
Charnas.
Harry
meters special session in the office of Harry
150,000
of reserve, out G. Kosch in connection with the towards the end of the meeting, is
I.

will

is

York from London.

at the offices of

70,000 meters

Total

Hyman Winik

Reports

Looked For
THE FILM DAILY)

For 1922 the

Dark Horses

extent this would

(Continued on Page 2)

The most amazing scene ever

itism

F.

To what

National.

prove of interest to First National

IMPORT FILM

4)

practically

lan

The

Ud:

is

contract.

situation.

Rotsky Confirms Report
New York Times in a special
'ontreal dispatch yesterday morning

I

contract

completed for First National. "Penrod" is just about ready for release,
"Fools First" is in work now, and
he has one more to make under his

j

'ominating

James R.

arrival of

(Continued on pag-e 2)

P. D. A.

rental tax situation.

registered at the Astor.

THE

^m

DAILY

Canadian Deal

Big

Thursday's Issue

(Continued from page

George

Rotsky,

managing

director

He

A

stat-

ed that the deal had been finally approved by the directors of the Allen
Theaters, Ltd., and of the Famous
Players-Canadian Corp. and that it
only awaited the endorsement of the
shareholders of both companies to
be completed."

Important Allen Theaters
of the important Allen thea-

Some

ters are the Allen,
Bloor,
Beaver,
Royal, St. Clair, Parkdale and Danforth, in Toronto; Majestic and Allen in London; Allen and
in

Roma

Buckley Dead; Crandall Better

Kitchener; Dominion, Bijou, Rex and
Allen
in
Winnipeg; Allen, New
Grand and Maissoneuve in Montreal;

The

be

will

what

until

further

salient

feature

hereafter

notice.

ideas

interesting

managers

sales

to

THE FILM DAILY)

their

Craig in

Town

C.

firing

line

to

the

in

this

Burbank,

The Sick

"flu" but

Reserve Space

NOW

OFFICE SPACE TO LET
Farnum to Entertain
William Farnum will entertain a
number of friends tonight at Giolito's
and after dinner will show his latest
Fox production.

ALBANY
CONVENTION
NUMBERS

Invited to Review Luncheon
The annual luncheon of the Nat'l
Board of Review will be held at the
McAlpin on Saturday. Foreign films

will

among

be discussed, and

Emerson,

are John
Rothafel. Senator
invited

GOODBYE, RAZOR
WET COTTON

stars

appearing

State

Armory.

For

the

at

first

Co.,

will

the

time

ball

the

install

a

L.

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.

OTT SALES

in

\

Price, $1

CO.,

522 5th Aj
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

i

Sub

-

Lease

Office Space at 729 7th Ave.

—

Address Box-W-6
The Film Daily

the

General
light

of

HAVE YOU. SEEN

List

recovering.

"PERSECUTION'
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

cntioii.

was

originallv

"Th e Glorious Fool." "The scheduled to play
both Rialto and
With Two Mothers," "His Rivoli the
week of the 19th.
Pjack Again St the Wall," "Watch
Tentative future bookings at the
\'our Step," "Doubling for Romeo,"
Rialto are as follows: Ethel Clayton
"The Wall Flower" and "Grand in
"Her Own Money," Feb. 19;
I>arceny."
"Love's
Boomerang."
26Feb
"Mistress of the World," March 5.
Boucicault Play for Vitagraph
(Special to

-

16

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
as a
Irish

special,

— Vitagraph

is

to film

"The Shaugraun," an

story
by Dion Boucicault.
Pauline Starke and Pat O'Malley
are to appear in it.
Earle Williams

and for the succeeding three weeks,
a new episode each week.
For the
Rivoli,

present
Feb. 12;

plans
are:
"Back
Pay,"
Gloria Swanson in
"Her Husband's Tradeinark," Feb.
19; Wallace Reid
Champion," Feb.

in

26;

"The World's
first

episode

working in "Parkington's Widow," "Mistress of the World," March
5;
Richard H. Davis story; Edward Pola Negri in "The Red Peacock,"
Jose is about to start his second March
12;
William S. Hart in
production and Larry Semon, a new "Traveling
On,"
March 19 and
comedy. William Duncan is finish- "Beauty's Worth," tentative title
for
ing "Man Hunters."
a Marion Davies release, March 26.
a

'

BLADES,

those
S.

Rialto Plans Changed; Future Films
Seven in Goldwyn Group
Pola Negri in "The Red PeaGoldwyn's third group of fifth cock," will
not be the attraction at
year pictures is now ready for release. the
Rialto next week, but "Fool's
i here
are s even productions in the
Paradise,"
which

is

15

Weshner-Davidson, Agency
Suite 306—117- W. 46th St.

Lakewood'sj Largest and

The

Foremost Hotel

IAK[W00D HOTEI

LAKEWOOD, NEWJERSE")

Man

Film Daily

-

—

Small private office outer desk
space, stock room with advertising
publicity
and
concern

Many

group.

for the

Feb. 14

is

Calif.

industry.

Electric

Kansas has proposed an amend-

UNIVERs!

IS

at least

suggestive

tremendous power, and capable of
Arthur S. Kane, returned to his throwing a shaft of light 25 miles
ment to the law governing exhibition
of fight films, under which a film of office yesterday after a 10 day siege distant, so intense that a photograph
can be taken at a distance of three
this kind sent through the mails or of bronchitis.
circulated in
D. W. Griffith is nursing a bad miles.
inter-state commerce
.Martin G. Smith, of Toledo, presicould be seized and at once destroyed. cold contracted while in Chicago.
The amendment is sponsored by the
Edward Small is slowly recovering dent of the M. P. T. C, of Ohio.
and W. J. Woodhull of the New
International Reform Bureau.
from a severe attack of the "fiu."
Jack Aieador of Metro has the Jersey unit, will attend the conof

'

of

—

Craig, of the Sunset-Burrud
sccnics is in town from the Coast.
C.

I

other

in

These ideas

men.

may prove
men on the

—

Would Destroy Fight Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington— Representative Hoch

FIRST.

THE INTEREST

Auditorium and Olympia in Quebec;
James J. Walker,
West Palm Beach, Fla.— R. W. Allen and Monarch in Edmonton, Lillian and Dorothy Gish. May McAvoy. Ethel Clayton, Mae Murray
Buckley, one of the principal owners and Allen and Re.x in Regina.
and William Farnum.
of the Knickerbocker theater, WashBach Now General Manager
ington, is dead from heart disease.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Keen About Convention
Physicians say the end was hastened
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto \V. A. Bach has been
because of worry over the theater
appointed general manager of the
disaster.
Albany
At a meeting of the
Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., special committee of the Chamber of
Washington advices yesterday had succeeding George W. W^eeks, who Commerce, plans were made for the
is
now one of the general sales part which the (»hamber will play
Harry
Crandall
it
that
M.
is
gradually recovering from the severe supervisors for Famous Players at at next week's convention.
It was
shock experienced as a result of the the home office.
decided to assign one member of the
Knickerbocker catastrophe.
committee as an escort to each of the
(Special

192

lines of business have worked
out to get better results from

Branham Won't Talk
Charles G. Branham of the Famous Players Canadian Corp. was in
ger.

BERED

be found in the Saturday

will

issue

it.

town yesterday, but said there was
nothing he could say about the mer-

this

interesting end of the business

Zukor Non-Committal
When Adolph Zukor was asked to
comment on the Canadian merger he

knew nothing about

department devoted to

8,

NO SPECIAL CLASS IS
ADDRESSED.
NO SECT SINGLED OUT FOI
SUPPORT.
NO NATIONALITY NUM-

Selling Helps

1)

for the Aliens in Montreal.

said he

Wednesday, February

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

anfl

Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
fnusual Entertainment Featroom,
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.
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MANAGE-

MENT OF
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CO.
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Price 5 Cents

Close Foreign Deal

Big Drive

Players Salesman Reported
Killing Off Competition With
Prices in Small Towns

f

1

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

.

Buffalo

The countries included

in the

Reports

deal

Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay,
phile,
Peru, Bolivia and Ecuador.
^he pictures covered are all releases
p to the beginning of this year. Dr.

former Argentine ambassador

tthis country,

is
president of the
Hov^ells closed the transction with E. V. Ricci, Naon's rep-

offers

have

vjmpany.

been

F. P. Anniversary in

Washington

—

1

f

to

The

Fight Reformers

held at the
Hotel.
All
musement interests of the state are
icluded.
The organization was
jrnied to combat adverse legislation
nd to promote the general welfare of
TOUsement business. L. O. Lukan,
j'irst National manager, was elected

units that

would work

but it is reasonably sure that
jeorge Fitzmaurice's company will
e one.
The former Realart studio
Hollywood, now called the Willire-Paramount, will close indefiitely when present productions arc
ompleted.
1

Honor

Roll

Here is a selection of the 10
best pictures of 1921 made by
Picture Play, presented in order
of their importance:

"The Four Horsemen

of the

Apocalypse."

"The Three Musketeers."
"The Conquering Power."
"Deception."
"Sentimental

Tommy."

"The Golem."
"Kismet."
"Disraeli."

"Enchantment."
"The Old Nest."

first

Famous
all

of

two weeks

Utassy, Intern'l Vice-President

name on

a wild animal serial is like the Sterling mark on silver.
is the most astounding, wild animal screen
spectacle ever offered.
Thirty-one reels of fascinating jungle thrills.
box-office record smasher.
State Rights.
&
CO., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Advt.
Selig's

of the

anniversary of
be celebrated

George Utassy, former general
manager of the International Magazine Co., has been appointed vicepresident of the International Film

resident.

lade

March

as originally plannea.
it is stated
over 3,000 bookings days have already
been signed by the New York exchange.

Vashington has been
Vashington
Annex

lere,

will

March, instead of the

Seattle
An organisation meeting
the Allied Amusement Interests of

Famous Players definitely anounced yesterday the reopening of
le
Long Island City studio about
pril
with Victor H. Clarke as
1,
eneral manager.
No mention was

10th

Players

THE FILM DAILY)

Opening Long Island Studio

low as

as

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

(Special to

made

(Continued on page 4)

esentative.

!

reaching
exof the activities of

Famous Players salesmen in tiie
smaller towns, is causing considerable
excitement.
According to these reports the salesmen are offering the
Paramount product at prices that
make it difficult, if not impossible,
for other pictures to compete.
In some small towns it is said that

ire

«aon.

—

changemen here

South American territory.

locks of

On

Famous

Sirgentine-American Film Corp. Buys
First National Output for Seven
South American Countries
David P. Howells has closed a conract with the Argentine-American
nlm Corp., for the distribution rights
b First National output for large

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS"

C—

Profits $1,060,780
Loew's,

Inc.

Statement Out

— Earn-

EXPORT

A
IMPORT FILM

Pathe-Roach Pact

manager

of

Carver

now

all

of Producers'

—

is

Adolpli
left

Distributor Secures

Output for Three Years Foreign Deal Closed
Worth
Pathe has signed a three-year conThe report of Loew's and subsidiaries for the year ending Aug. 31, tract with Hal E. Roach, whereby it
1921, shows an operating profit after will distribute the entire output of the
expenditure
and
The transaction was
depreciation
of Roacli plant.
$1,800,780, equal to $1.69 a share on closed when Roach and Harold Lloyd
$1,060,780 outstanding shares of capi- were in New York, but announcement
was first made yesterday.
tal stock no par.
In addition to the Harry Pollard
The Consolidated incorporated account follows:
Gross income, $18,- comedies, there will be a new one096,102; operating expenditure and reeler featuring Paul Parrott and a
ings $1.69 a Share on $1,060,780

Service Co., Inc., producers of Cosmopolitan Prod. This is one of the
posts formerly occupied by George
Van Cleve, who was also general
the company.
H.
general manager.

Zukor Leaves
as was

Zukor,

P.

expected,

for California.

Hays Going
(Special to

Washington

to

Hollywood

THE FILM DAILY)
reports

yesterday

were to the effect that Will H. Hays
would go to Hollywood shortly after
assuming his new duties.

Talk Over Allen Exchanges
There was some speculation yesterday over the future of the Allen

exchange system in Canada in view
depreciation
operating series featuring domestic animals. of the merger with Famous Players
$16,295,551;
profit $1,800,551; dividends. $1,426,- The statement makes no mention of Corp.
THE FILM DAILY dis694; surplus, $373,857; previous sur- the proposed Mildred Davis series patched a v.'ire to
J. J. Allen in Towhich
will
plus, $563,169; total surplus, $937,026;
be started in about six ronto asking in what way the ex"Snub" Pollard is about to changes were affected, but at the
extraordinary charges, $836,612, profit months.
graduate from the one-reeler, and hour of
and loss surnlus, $100,414.
going to press no response
under the terms of a new five-year had been
received.
contract,
will
make two-reelers.
Steffes and Kopald Coming
Roacli is producing serials with Ruth
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Mann Here from 'Frisco
Roland at his studio.
Minneapolis It is understood W.
George
M. Mann, vice-president of
of
the state
A. Steffes, president
the M. P. Utility Corp., of San
Neill
Back
from
Coast
Kopald,
unit, in company with H. H.
R. William Neill, the director, is Francisco is here on distribution
executive board member, have gone
matters. He is at the Astor.
back in town from Los Angeles.
to confer with Sydney S. Cohen.

—

DAILV

I
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New

Dannenberg,

and

the act

March

(if

New

Terms (Postage
Greater New
months, $5.00;
of

York, N. Y.,

1879.

3,

United States, Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
3 months, $3.00.
Foreign
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all
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communications
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Corp.
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West

THE FILM

to

44th

St.,

New

York,

The

deal involves more than 50
divided into series.
For
immediate release is a series of
westerns,
starring
Pete Morrison,
features,

Helen

Gibson

known

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

as

The

—

Quotations

Talmadge features is also included in
Close the deal. The firs* three are "TakFamous Players .. 79>4 783/^ 79^ ing Chances," "The Unknown" and
Not quoted "The Cub Reporter."
do pfd
Goldwyn
5
4
Enterprise has offices in Atlanta,
Not quoted Dallas, New Orleans, Kansas City,
Griffith
Loew's. Inc.,
llj^
Uy, IVA Omaha, St. Louis and Oklahoma City.
Triangle
Not quoted W. K. Jenkins, district manager, left
World
Not quoted this week for a tour of the offices.
Quotations by Harry Content & Co
I.ow

Hiijh

Goodstein Finds Irnprovement in
Buys New Product from

West

—

Arrow
Joseph

Goodstein,

J.

president

Arrow Photoplays Co.,
who is in New York on
the

ment

in

that

Eddie Lyons comedies; 14 Broadway
comedies,
featuring
Eddie Barry;
five-reel Westerns starring Jack
Hoxie: "The Girl from Porcupine,"
and two additional features to be
produced in the near future, Good-

12

bought

also

HAVE YOU SEEN

in

says that while the change
noted is gradual, it shows a substantial
improvement, and he believes that another six months will
reflect a decided trend toward better
times for the exhibitor.
Besides his organization in Denver,
Goodstein is owner of the Palm,
Pueblo and the Palm of Philadelphia,
(ioodstein has purchased 12 two-reel

stein

Phone. Holly 3222

of Denver,
a business

his opinion conshowing a slight improvethe Western states.
Good-

states
ditions are
trip,

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD

of

stein

and Helen Holmes,
Wolverine Series.
"The Wolverine," "Crossing Trails,"
Hollywood, California.
Editorial and Business Offices: 6411 Holly- "Western
Hearts,"
"Ghost City,"
wood Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603
and "Too Much Married," are some
London Representative \V. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, of them.
Ready for immediate release is a
London, W. C. 2.
Representative — Le
Film,
Paris
144
Rue series of six Franklyn Farnum's.
Montrtiartre.
"When East Comes West." "Smiling
Central
F.uropean
Representative — InternaFilmschau.
tionale
Prague
(Czecho-Slo- Jim," "Prince of the West," and three
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
others.
These are now in production
by Phil Goldstone in Los
Angeles.
A series of six Richard
N. Y.
'Phone:

J. J.

THE FILM DAILY)

free)

$15.00.

Address

Atlanta

to

Enterprise Distributhas
closed
what
is
characterized as one of the most important independent distributing deals
under
in the South.

President and Editor;
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at

(Special

St..

WID'S FILMS

FILM FOLKS. INC

Joseph

Enterprise of Atlanta Closes Important Deal for Southern Territory

Foremost Authors

for

his

territory

"The

Deceiver,"
starring
llalloway. all from Arrow.

Carol

"Persecution
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

PRODUCTIONS WANTED
Outright purchase preferred.
Percentage proposition possible.
Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc.
398 Fifth Avenue
Fitz Roy 0865
New York,

Warner Brothers Present

"YOUR BEST FRIEND"
Featuring

Ben Ross Here
Ben Ross, well known in Minneipolis

exchange

circles, is a visitor.

VERA GORDON
Produced by Harry Rapf
Directed by William Nigh

Vitagraph Buys "The Sheik's Wife"
Vitagraph has acquired the American rights to "The Sheik's Wife," a
P'rench

production,

the

scenes of
Hamilton Incorporates
which were filmed in Algeria.
Stromberg Plans Two Reelers
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany George H. Hamilton, Inc.,
"Ten Nights" in Albany
Los Angeles Hunt Stromberg has has been formed here with a capi(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
withdrawn from the active production talization of $10,000. George H. and
Albany "Ten Nights in a Bar
and management of Doris May pic- L. W. Hamilton and T. O. EltonRoom" will be shown at the

—

—

—

Strand
head are incorporators.
during the time the M. P. T. O. conStromberg,
producing unit.
venes here.
however, retains his financial interest
Hamilton
was
formerly
in
charge
Prod.
in the Doris May
Coming Here for Slum Scenes
Bull Montana is Stromberg's first of sales for Export and Import Film.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
acquisition under his new arrange- He will now distriljute himself on the
Los Angeles Louis Burston, proment. He will be starred in a series independent market.
ducer of the David Butler pictures, is
of two-reel comedies to be produced
arranging to send a cameraman and
by Stromberg at the United Studios.
tures for Robertson-Cole to head his

own

JLakewood's[ Largest ano|Foremost Hotel

—

Anti-Censor
(Special to

Bill in

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Albany, N. Y. Senator James J.
Walker has introduced a bill for the
repeal of the censorship law in the
Senate.
The measure is similar to
the one introduced in the Assembly
by Assemblyman Louis A. Cuvillier.

Up in Virginia
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Richmond, Va. — A censorship
Censor

It

is

similar

to

bill

Assembly.
the measure which
in the

passed the Senate in 1918, but was
defeated in the House. There will be
a hearing here on Monday.
Jake

Wells is leading the opposition
proposed bill.

f^^d^iA^tUrrvcd

THE

SPICn

OF TMf PHOGHAM

issue

been making.

hereafter

The

notice.

be

will

salient

interesting

S Pat.

Off,

of

managers in other
lines of business have worked
out to get better results from
their men. These ideas at least

may prove
men on the

suggestive

to

firing

in this

line

industry.

lAKlWOOD

liOTfl

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

feature
ideas

sales

the

Suppress Gardner Film
(Special

Spokane

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

film

depicting

Conventions.

of
Roy Gardner, train
bandit, which was booked to appear
at the Pantages, was held up by the

censor board,

who

ordered

its

to Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in BallUnusual Entertainment Feat-

Inducements

the

adventures

sup-

pression.
The management took the
case into court before Judge Lindsey,
who upheld the censor board's decision, claiming that
such pictures
might encourage crime.

NX/E

est Service,

room.

Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports,
ures.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

NEVE[2 DISAPPOINT"

(pomoyffiin lARORMomES
BPVANT 5576

U

further

until

PHONE
Reg.

to take

Irving
Cummings,
at
Keene's
Camp, has shot the last scene of
"The Man from Hell's River." the
James Oliver Curwood story he has

to the

(RctuA^

New York

department devoted to this
interesting end of the business
will be found in the Saturday

A

what

Bill

has been introduced

several players to
slum scenes.

Selling Helps

Senate

The

INCORPOQATED
2 20 WEST 42 515 STREET

NEW yORK

ALLAN A.1X3WNES
CEN.MGG.

:
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Newspaper Opinions
My

M/here Is

night?"

Coming

Wandering Boy To-

—Equity— State

Rights

—

en a train smashup, striding swiftly after
exceptionally vivid break from jail by a
convicts, makes the spectator feel
lire of
he was wise in remaining in his seat,
t
matter what had happened prior thereto.

TRIBUNE— •

THE

FILM DAILY
what

;

is

happening.

is

In the Courts

Temple Scott and Ernest Pascal,
authors of a story, "What No Man
Knows," published in the Detective
.s cannoHje sure.
Story Magazine on Oct. 1 last, filed
\IAIL The film is typical of its kind.
suit in the Supreme Court for an in* Its most redeeming feature lies in the
junction against Equity, restraining
icerity and meritorious work of the playparticularly Cullen Landis, who is the the leasing of the latter's film of the
f,
»
'andering boy."
same name on the ground that they
OURNAL The film has been well pro- own the prior right to the name and
exciting
jail
delivery
and
aiThe
i:ed.
dant heroism on the part of the boy is are now trying to dispose of the story
The photography, too, is for film purposes.
ihly effective.
They say they
able. * * * It has dignity, interest and
warned
the defendants before the
:;lligent production.
Clara Kimball Young film was ex>UN * * * Is as the name implies, a sob
Go see it and hibited that they owned the right to
ture. * * * It is very sad.
the title, but the defendant refused
,'e a nice cry.
jLOBE The picture is painfully sloppy to change the name.
•

—

'\

—

—

—

h sentimentality.
TELEGRAM —The

theme, while an old
Cullen Landis as
i:,
is well presented by
*
'fry Beecher and an excellent cast. * *

WORLD—We

EVENING

pitied
heart,

pitied,

bottom of our movie-proof
wondering mother of the wandering boy.
* The boy * * * is well played by Cullen

!m the
I

'

fSpecial

to

^Pittsburgh

—

new quarters

at 1018

Forbes

St.

Deal With All Star of Utah
\rrow has sold the following feaes to the All Star Features of Salt

I

ke City:

The Blue Fox," "Bachelor Apart"Strangers

ijnts,"

lley,"

'

The
lah,

in

Canyon

and two Jack Hoxie features.
territory

includes

Colorado,

Wyoming, New Mexico and

Idaho.

:,

Baker to Distribute Only
(Special to

—

j

;5t.

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis Sidney Baker of the
Direct Service Exchange,

l.hibitors

Ues his exchange will merely distbute the Catholic Art Society feaIt
les, in the St. Louis territory.
ts stated thr>.ijgh error that the exunge had purchased the pictures.
,

[

i

Myers With Standard
THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg Robert Myers has been
pointed
manager for Standard
Montreal.
The
Ims,
Ltd.,
of
ice of the company is located at

—

Phoenix Bldg.

[mperial

Handling Three Offices

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Pittsburgh
Second National will
controlled in three sections by
ttsburgh and Canonsburg capital,
th Earl Forsythe, of the Imperial
'm Co., Pittsburgh, at the head of
organization.
Offices will be
ened in Cleveland and Cincinnati
addition to the one in Pittsburgh,
;

414 Ferry St.
lack Frazier

'

A Saturday Evening Post story, features Henry B.
Walthall, supported by Elinor Fair and Helen Raymond.

"THE GIRL FROM ROCKY POINT"
Features Ora Carew, Walter Whitman, Gloria Joy

and Theodore

Von

"THE FOREST KING"
Features Lillian Hall and Reed Chapman.

WIRE TODAY

a suit in the Supreme Court
the Malcolm
Strauss
Picture
Corp., against the Craftsmen Film
Laboratories to compel the latter to
give up the negative of the film,

the
latter
to
deliver
the
negative to the -°rson or corporation
designated by the court to receive it.
Craftsmen states that it is being
sued for $250,000 for refusing to give
up the film, and that its only reason
for refusing to do so is that in June
last, the Strauss company signed a
contract with Sonora Films for the
distribution of the film in the United
States and Canada, and the negative
was deposited with Craftsmen under
an agreement that it could not be
surrendered without Sonora Film's
approval.
The latter has threatened
to hold Craftsmen for damages if it
parts with the film.

Saunders Opens Rochester 'Chango
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Rochester, N. Y.
Charles P.
Saunders has opened an independent
exchange in Rochester, under the
name of Screen Attractions Distributing Co., at 28 Nash St.

Eltz.

PACIFIC FILM CO.
Jno.

J,

Hayes, Pres.

New York

Executive Offices
and Studio
Culver City, Calif.

Office

729 7th Ave.
Julius Singer, Mgr.

Why??
Have

most prominent Independent Exchanges taken franchises from Second National
Pictures Corp., whose first production
18 (eighteen) of the

"DAVID and JONATHAN"
has been acclaimed by the

critics

and whose second

production,

(Special to

i)

I

"THE ABLE MINDED LADY"

In

Moves
THE FILM DAILY)
Federated has moved permit

Federated in Pittsburgh

release

by

"Twice Born Woman," an application has been made by Craftsmen to
substitute the Sonora Films as a defendant instead of Craftsmen, and to

idis.

the Independent and
State Right Exchanges
are producing exclusively for the Independent
Buyers, and have the following productions ready for

• •

it

To
We

We are still undecided
a comedy or otherwise,
"Red Hot Romance,' poking fun
it like
>ithe old sob stuff, or was it undertaken in
It might be regarded as a
serious vein?
"The Old Nest"
ire on "Over the Hill,'
h "Turn to the Right," but then, again,
fto whether

Town?

are you going to stop?
Let us know so that
can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on

3ERALD Occasionally a thrilling climax
1 go far toward justifying a film that othThat's what happens here,
<,'ise lacks merit.

I

to

Where

Takes Over Second Warner Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Pittsburgh
Following
closely
First National's acquisition of "School
Days" for this territory, comes the
news that the same exchange has also
acquired "Ashamed of Parents."

Kwality Boosting Warner Features
(Special

—

manager of the
al office and W. H. Donaldson will
in charge of Cleveland.
The Cinnati manager has not as yet been Oregon,

'Dsen.

is

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
Harry Brin, special representative for Kwality Pictures, which
distributes Warner productions in the
Northwest, has left for Spokane, Salt
Lake and Denver in the interests of
Home" and
'•'Why
Girls
Leave
"School Days." Three other salesman will leave next week to cover

Idaho,
Montana,
Colorado and Washington.

Utah,

"HER STORY''
by Dion Titheradge,

is

now

ready for release.

?
Why?
Because the Second National Franchise is the Best
Proposition Now Before the Independent Buyer.

Second National Pictures Corporation
140 West 42nd Street

New York

City

THE

eMm

DAILY

Big Drive

On

(Continued from page

1)

^hl a week for an entire service, fea-

Another Visitor
Registered at the Astor with Harry
Charnas of Detroit, is Mrs. Charnas.

ture, scenic and comedy included, for
This is
six or seven days showing.
said to be a much lower price than
has ever been accepted from a town
this size.
One exchangeman, just in from a

Lloyd

May Go with Fox
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los

Angeles^

— Frank

Lloyd

may

of other concerns.

(Special to

Chicago Passes "Night Rose"
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago The censor board has
It has
passed "The Night Rose."
already played at the Roosevelt, an
Ascher Bros, house.
This is the picture which was re
jected in its entirety by the Motion
Picture Commission of New York,
and whose decision Goldwyn took to
the Appellate Division and there lost

A

art director who was injured
elevator in use at the Mirror studio
about two w-eeks ago when an
in
the Richmond Hill section of
Queens fell to the bottom of the shaft.
Flower was removed to Stern's Sanitarium,
where his left leg was

known

Blood poisoning

set

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

Atlanta R. M. Savini has taken
over the franchise for the distribution
of Synchronized Scenario Music in
the southeast.

to

—

refused entry into the country.

Write Your

to

7Ae BRADSTREET

7/<>REC0CHIZED

o/'FILHDOM

Authority
ulim

FORMERLY

Albany
Convention Numbers
Special

in

THE FILM DAILY)

join the Famous
Service, Ltd.

Ad

NOW for

Feb. 14-15-16

Toronto Fred Crosbie has resigned from Stephenson's Attractions,
Ltd.,

—

—

Albert Viragh-Flower Dead
Funeral services will be held today at Campbell's Funeral Parlor for
Albert Bela Viragh-Flower, the well

amputated.

1922

Thought for To-Day

Crosbie Joins Canadian Paramount

Savini Handling Music Scores

United Studiof

stages at United.

with fatal results.

out.

at

THE FILM DAILY)

L

toria, L.

9,

Mexico to Ban Defaming Fibns
Los Angeles Private dispatc
Los Angeles M. C. Levee, presi- received here from Mexico City st
dent of United Studios, is conferring that films which tend to belr
with engineers over the installation
Mexican life and habits will
of a steam heating plant, for the six
Heating Plant

go over to Fox to direct a picture
when he finishes with Norma Taltrip, declares that exhibitors say the madge.
Famous salesmen simply will not
leave the town without booking some
Century Theater Robbed
business.
Prices in such instances
Ward and Glynne's Century theare said to be secondary.
ater, Nostrand Ave. and Robinson
The chief purpose of this is said Sts., was robbed of $2,000 sometime
to be to make a showing for March
between closing time on Sunday and
W'hich will be a knockout.
Accord- the opening on Monday. Ward and
ing to the reports here so far, it has
Glynne also operate the Alhambra in
proven a knockout, to some sales- Brooklyn and the Astoria, in As-

men

Thursday, February

Players-

Lasky Film

BALSHOFER PICTURES CORPORATION
OFFER A NEW SERIES OF EIGHT FIVE-REEL FEATURES FOR

INDEPENDENT BUYERS

1

WITH

SMILING BILL FAIRBANKS
Under

IN
First

J.

Balshofer

BIGGER AND BETTER PICTURES

Stories of the

The

the Direction of Fred

Production,

a

f

The Lumber Camps
The North West PoHce— One Every Six Weeks
Great Outdoors,

Thrilling

Of the Big

Pines,

Melodrama of the Big Lumber Camps.

(Ready

for

Release

April)

in

Now

Wire For Your Territory

BALSHOFER PICTURES CORPORATION
Western

1329-1339

Gordon

Office:

Street,

Hollywood,

Eastern Office:

Calif.

245

West 47th

Room

512,

Street,

Romax

Bldg;

New York
Phone Bryant

City
0359

I

iTHE
brAdstreet

:s$<?re(ochized

o/* FILMDOM

Authority

7Afi

FORMERIY
,

Friday. February

^^I<I

ol.

No More

10,

1922

Price 5 Cents

May

Appeals
On

Tax Must be Paid and Claim
May Then Be Filed for Re-

ental

— State Righters to Act
THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — The Internal Rev-

Washington

fund

(Special

(Special to

Department will not permit
irther argument on the rental tax
the
against
assessed
$11,000
Film, but will require payment of the amount and will permit
file a claim for reiie company to
1

hristie

according

to

information

for
the company are
for a conference with
evenue officials probably early next
vcek, at which the matter will be
iscussed with a view to learning
khether the Bureau's interpretation
if the
law should not be revised so

Attorneys

said here that a number of the
of the committee are inclined to favor the Frear proposition.
It is

ow arranging

members

Those memliers who are studying
the ta.xation features of the bonus
legislation include chairman Joseph

W. Fordney, Michigan, and Congressman Nicholas Longworth, Ohio;
Allen T. Treadway, Mass.; Ira C.
Copley. Illinois; James A. Frear,

to be more in sympathy with the
ext of the tax provision.
Officials of the bureau take the
s

that the case has been pend-

Jersey;

,,

i

The committee

David P. Howells has closed a
;econd deal for First National disribution with
Francisco Serrador,
A-ho
has
previously
closed
for
Brazil.
Serrador owns a number of
iheaters there.

the 15th

(Special to

Buffalo

—

U.

F

THE FILM DAILY)
is

reported

here

and Emelka Merger
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Berlin
The
Lichtbildc
Buhne
states that a merger of the U. F. A.
with the Emelka, at Munich, is probable, as a result of the failure of a
bank which
lent
money to the

Emelka.

There are reports of a new arrangement between Joe May, Jannings, and the U. F. A.
It is said
that

May

will leave the May-Film to
be producer for the new JanningFilm, whose films will be distributed
in Germany by the
U. F. A. The
U. F. A. will place at its at the new
units disposal.

W.
Watson,
Thomas
A.

is

the

wild animal serial that

one

is

choked with

thrills

and daring stunts.

Karol Coming Here
German Producer Plans
Maciste
(Special

Series with

—Will Bring the Second
to

New York

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Berlin Jacob Karol, the German
producer intends visiting America in
the near future. When he leaves here
for New York, he will take with him
a print of "The Servant of the King,"
the second of a series of films starring

Maciste.
Karol,

who

European Film

a director of the
Alliance, is identified

is

composed

He

of

German and

Italian

has signed Maciste for

four pictures, the

of which will
Delilah."
It
is

first

be "Samson and
expected these productions will be
released through the E. F. A., in
whose studios, the series will probably be made.
All of them will be
based on history.

Carl

independent ex-

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

C— Advt.

Pathe Brings Suit
Seeking

Injunction

Commission

A

Against

M.

P.

— Means Test of What

.Motion Picture

seeking

Commission
an

injunction

of
to

He

bill,

however,

will

probably not

When Sydney S. Cohen was informed of the Washington dispatch,
he issued the following statement:
"Any increase in the admission
taxes on theaters, such as is said to
be proposed by the Ways and Means

New
Eastman Dividends Declared

re-

commission from censoring
The Eastman Kodak Co., has dematerial appearing in news reels.
clared an extra dividend of 7j4%
While no specific mention is made on the common stock in addition to
in the complaint, the action undoubt- the regular dividend of 2y2%.
The
strain the

edly is a result of the deletion last
.\ugust of the bathing girl scenes
from a Pathe News Reel.
None of the members of the commissioners cared to comment on the
action yesterday afternoon.

XrGoldwyn Defends Industry

Laemmle Going West
Samuel Goldwyn yesterday issued a
Laemmle leaves for California statement in which he defended the

today to spend the winter there.
will return here in .'Vpril.

The

be ready until next week.

News Reels Can Carry
Committee of the House of RepreCoudert Bros., attorneys for Pathe sentatives at Washington, will not
Exchange, Inc., yesterday filed a suit serve the purpose of raising additional
in
the Appellate Division of the revenue, but will have the opposite
Supreme (Tourt against George H. effect of driving many theaters out
Cobb,
Helen May Hosmer and of business.
(Continued on Page 2)
Joseph Levenson, constituting the
York,

with the Albertini organization which
capital.

Thirty-

"THE JUNGLE GOD-

reels of unending excitement fo serial fans.
will startle the world and bring big business to

changes handling it. Ready TODAY!
CO., Inc. 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

is

also considering
class postal
tax of 25 cents

first

per horsepower on automobiles, one
cent per gallon on gasoline, and a tax
on stock and bond transactions.

to

.A.

(Special

A

for Robbins?

that
Nate Robbins has purchased two theaters in the Buffalo territory, west of
Syracuse, the names of which he will
not divulge.
It

in

Nfw

Timberlake,

B.

rate to three cents.

DESS"

David Powell and John S. Robertson are due in New York on the
Olympic from London on Feb. 15.
George Fitzmaurice sails from the
other side on the 18th.

More

an increase

THE FILM DAILY)

Due on

Charles

Colorado;
Henry
Pennsylvania,
and
Chandler, Oklahoma.

Brazil Rights Sold
to

R-i-liar-jrh

Issar

\N'isconsin,

for a long time and that two
ippeals of the company have been
lenied.
As this is the first of a num( Continued on
Page 2)

ing

(Special

—

sion be doul)led to raise ninety million
dollars towards the three hundred
millions
required
for
the soldiers
bonus this year.

ecured yesterday.

ittitude

THE FILM DAILY)

to

W^ashington
The House Ways
and Means Committee yesterday took
up for consideration the proposal of
Congressman Frear. of Wisconsin,
that the existing amusement admis-

lue

ind.

Double Tax

Admissions Proposed to Ways
and Means Committee at

industry.
It was in connection with
the Tavlor case.

^%

regular quarterly 1
preferred
dividend was also declared.
All
dividends are payable April 28 to
stock of record April 1.

Knight Succeeds Shepard

Urben has appointed H.
sales manager of Kineto.
succeeding H. J. Shepard.
During
Charles

J.

Knight

the past year Knight has been Urban's assistant.
No information was
available relative to Shepard's plans.

^
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Editorial

—

London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kmematograph Weekly, 85 Long .-.ere,
London. W. C. 2.

—

Film,
Representative Le
144
Rue
Jlontmartre.
European Representative InternaCentral
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelspiafz.
Paris

—

the

people

Hii?h

Famous Players

^

79K'
94

..

do pfd

^-*Goldwyn

S><J

Griffith

Loew's,

the theaters in all cities
now, and many theaters are kept
open in the hope that better conditions will ultimatelj' prevail.

Pcture Theater Owners have suffered
tlie worst business depression of any

theaters. Treasury statements show
that for the month of November,
1921,
the theater receipts in the
United States fell off $10,000,000 as
compared with November, 1920, and
the Treasury reports show tliat theater receipts in December, 1921, were

World

Not quoted owners

&

Co.

THE FILM DAILY)
Mo.— C. W. Potter

(Special to

City,

has joined the local Vitagraph sales
He will cover the northern
force.
part of the state.

Silvermans
(Special to

Buy Cleveland Houso
THE FILM DAILY)

Altoona,

own

Pa.,

Wind-A-Meer

Silverman
Strand in
purchased the

O.

Cleveland,

who

-;-

the

have

theater here.

of the United States to present to Congress facts proving the
great utility of the theater to the
Government along all lines of public
service.
will be able to siuw
that in nation, state and community
the service of the theater far supercedes in actual money value any possible amount that could be collected
in taxes.

situation in a different light."

Would Limit Ticket Sale
Slow motion photography as a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
means of securing comedy effects is
one of the features of a new Hallroom
St.
Louis Director
of
public
Comedy.
Safety McKelvey has drafted an

—

ordinance
compelling
theaters
to
sub-divide their lobbies to permit
separate entrance and exits, and pro-

THE

SPICE 01:

THE PHOORAM"

hibiting the sale of tickets beyond the
number of persons there are actual
seats for.
Heretofore, standing has
been permitted in the foyer, but under
the new plan this will be banned.

Dustin Again
Reg. U.

S.

Pat. Off.

(Special to

ASK CHADWICK OF
MERIT FILM CORP.

ABOUT

ager,

111

THE FILM DAILY)

—

He

is

a patient at a local hospital.

has been ill for more than a year.
Recently he had recovered sufficiently
to take charge of the Hodkinson
office when it opened, but the work
proved too much for him.

Takes Over Rcalart Exchange
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St.

Louis—The

old

the
a''
the rate of six per cent from the dati
of filing, on all claims decided
favor of taxpayers.
Attorneys for the Christie compan\
declare that if necessary they wil
carry the case to the Commissionei
of Internal Revenue in their attempt
to secure a new interpretation of the

sales

suggestive
firing

line

to

the

in

this

for re'

new law provides that
Government shall pay interest,

of

the

ii

law.-

As

Cut Nebraska into Seven Secrions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Omaha
In order to facilitate
organization matters, the M. P. T. O.
has divided the state into seven sec:

tions.

Beatrice

the headquarters for one
theaters are in-

is

About 80

section.

in the district of

Monroe,

the

of

which George

Gilbert

theater

I. P. D. A. meetnight, a committee'
composed of W. E. Shallenberger,'
or Arrow, Joe Brandt of C. B. C,
and Joe Goldstein of Canyon Pictures was named to bring about a
united front from state righters-in thej
field on the rental tax situation.
Kosch will again go to Washington on Monday to confer with Internal Revenue officials.

is

Another is at Holdredge.
C. D'Allemand, is chair-

chairman.
where A.

a result of the

Wednesday

ing

man;

a third at Norfolk, with R. S.
Ballantine of the Auditorium chairman with 100 theaters included; a
fourth at Superior, with 50 theaters
and as yet no chairman; and a fifth

No Sunday Shows
(SppL-ial

m THh

Until 1:30

Fli,M

DAILY)

Indianapolis— Police Commissioner
Rikhodd has informed local exhibitors that the theaters will remain
closed on Sunday until 1:30 in the
afternoon.

Broken Bow. represented by F.
Kennedy of the Lyric and 50 theaters.
Western Nebraska and Omaha are

at

—

yet to be formed.

Garbutt Here
Frank H. Garbutt, who has been
appointed special technical advisor to
the production department, in charge
of all laboratory work, is in New
York conferring with executives concerned with printing and prints.

Hines Back

W. W.

Hines, general sales

man-

ager of United Artists, is back in New
York from a business trip to Havana.
Paul Lazarus, Hines' assistant is
the Middle

in

Prices Cut in Half
(Special to

West on

cents.

Suing Indiana Exhibitors
(Special to

the copyright

was

infringed.

Reopening Paducah House
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

to

5,000,000 Booklets for Patrons
the special accessories for
Paramount's 10th Anniversary Month
is
a 24-page booklet, "The Story of
200,000
Miles
of
Entertainment,"

THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis— Exhibitors in Gary
and Whiting have been sued by
Irving Berlin over the use of his
music. The cases will be heard in the
Federal Court here.
It is alleged

a sales trip.

Among

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago Barbee's
Loop theater
has cut admissions from 50 to 25

Paducah, Ky.— W. B. Taylor plans
re-open
the
Orpheum about

Feb.

12.

Plione

— Beekman

9091

which

IS planned for free distribution
to theater patrons.
About 5,000,000
will be issued.

Wants New
(Special to

f^* ViNCORP O RAT^ fi

Inspection Code

THE FILM DAILY)

SBRVICB

—

Louis
Eddie Dustin, who
recently resigned as Hodkinson manSt.

ideas

by the company

filed

fund,^ as

industry.

We

"We earnestly hope that when
these facts along public service lines
are brought to the attention of Congress, it will have the effect of having our national lawmakers see this

claim

interesting

may prove
men on the

than cluded

[,ow Close
^^Yz 79^
9354 9314 reducing the attendance at theaters
4^4
and cutting down the receipts, and
Not quoted naturally. such taxes as might be paid

Potter with K. C. Vitagraph

East

less

"It is apparent from these figures
that adding to the admission tax will
have but one effect: that of further

'Quotations by Harry Content

Bros.,

$16,500,000
1920.

H-K on thesame to the Government.
N ot quoted
"It is the purpose of the theater

,

Kansas

December,

in

feature

managers in other
lines of business have worked
out to get better results from
their men. These ideas at least
what

hope the members of Con-

gress will appreciate the fact that the
theater owners are trying to do away
with fabulous salaries reported as
being paid to certain stars and others,
and realize that all of this falls on
the exhibitors and is paid by them.
This has become so burdensome that
it
has forced many out of business
and placed others on the edge.
"Government reports demonstrate
this decrease in the business of the

The

be

will

period in history.

"We

further

hereafter

notice.

Appeals

until

this

be found in the Saturday

will

issue

1922

salient

department devoted to

interesting end of the business

Motion

UK UK

Inc.,

Triangle

A

keeping thousands

is

away from

10,

(Continued from page 1)
ber of claims which will be assesse.
against various producers for renta
taxes the bureau is anxious to havii
it closed, that it may serve as
a pre^
cedent for these other cases.
Quick action will be taken on am'

Selling Helps

1)

"The lessening purchasing power

approximately

Quotations

No More

Double Tax

(Continued from page

of

Friday, February

Realart office
at 3630 Olive St., has been taken
over by Wid (Running. Inc.

Albany,
N.
Y.
Assemblyman
Louis A. Cuvillier has introduced a
in the Legislature to amend the
labor law in connection with the inspection of theaters throughout the
state.
The measure would place
supervision in the hands of the industrial commission with inspection
tour times a year.
bill

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

McDermit Joins Whitehurst
Young man extensive film and secBaltimore— George A. McDermit retarial experience, knowledge of
has resigned as manager of Loew's Spanish, willing to travel, desires
Hippodrome to join Charles E. position as secretary or personal
Vyiiitehurst in the

Garden and

New

management
theaters.

of the

Robert

VVayne, formerly at the Colonial.
New York, is McDermit's successor

representative to responsible party.
Excellent references from trade.

Box

K-9.

Film

Daily

THE
riday,

February

10,

j?B^

DAILY
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Weiss Back on Job

Coast Brevities
list of noted players has been
junced for the new Wallace Raid
"The Dictator." Lila Lee,
lire,
odore Kosloff, Kalla Pasha, Alan
Butler and
e, Walter Long, Fred
ley Bracey will be seen in it.

rhe Brotherhood of Hate" comdirected by Lambert Hillyer,
rned this week from nearly a
on location at Sonoma, in
ith
thern California.

Coming
Where
Let

are

Town ?

you going to stop?

know

us

to

Louis Weiss is back in his office
following a protracted siege of grippe.

so

that

FILM DAILY

THE

can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.

Funkhouser Sues for $15,000
to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Major L. C. Funkhouser,
(Special

—

former censor, is suing the
$15,000 back pay.

city

for

MADGE EVANS

Says:

PAYS
TO ADVERTISE
IT

WHEN YOU HAVE

<f,

"Fredericus Rex" Finished
"Jungle Goddess" Ready Soon
"Fredericus Rex," in four
"The Jungle Goddess" will be
parts, showing the life of Frederick ready for release soon, according to
the Great, is being finished by the Mr. Louis Auerbach, of Export &
production
second
Baird's
eah
The first two Import Film Co.
Cserepy Film Co.
cornwas
Drives,"
!ien the Devil
parts will soon be presented.
Most
ed this week under direction of
of the scenes have been shot in the
Australasian Rights To Select
Scardon.
Royal Castles in Berlin and PotsForeign rights on "The Heart of
dam.
arold Lloyd, who returned lait
the North" have been sold by C. B. C.
York,
New
from
afternoon
sday
Australia,
New Zealand and
for
Berlin

—

1

med work Wednesday morning
has been

busy since taking shots

Monica

for

"He

Lake

Alice

(Special to

in

Carewe Film

THE FILM DAILY)

Tasmania

to Select.

—

Who

Los Angeles Alice Lake, former
Wildman, an Enterprise Manager
Metro star, has been signed to appear
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in the first of the
Edwin
Carewe
Oarlin' " has been chosen as the Prod., which will be released through
Kansas City, Mo.—Truly B. Wildthe new Rupert
for
title
ise
Others man has succeeded R. D. Burdge as
Affiliated Distributors, Inc.
j;hes-Goldwyn picture.
Enterprise office.
of the
in the cast will be Gaston Glass, manager
Kenneth Harlan. Rosemary Theby, Wildman came from New Orleans
b sooner had George Melford and Noah and Wallace Beery.
where he was manager of the Realart
jght his company back to HollyThe
production will be "Hell's office.
Burlingame, Cal, where Highway." an original
id from
story
by
ad been making exterior scenes Raymond L. Schrock.
Foreign Deal Closed
Alone,"
i,"The Cat That Walked
Arthur
Rosseau, Pathc's foreign
he went to work in a set at the
McGafley Elected Secretary
has
closed with Alec B.
manager
a
of
interior
the
10 representing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hellmrich of Sydney, for Pathe disiiiial castle in England.
San Francisco Kenneth McGaffey tribution in Australasia for three
GAUSMAN.
has been elected secretary of the M. years. The product will be marketed
P. Utility Corp., a financing unit, of on a co-operative basis, through an
airbanks' Injunction Denied
which Joseph R. H. Jacoby is presi- organization modeled along the lines
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
As the result of a dent and general manager. Hobart of Assofiated Exhibitors, Inc., in this
Is Angeles
Bosworth is vice-president in charge country.
!(ion rendered by Judge York, an
of production and George M. Mann,
Pathe was considering its own exction to the Western Feature
vice-president, in charge of distri- change system in Australia.
Hellmrestrain
nuction Co., seeking to
bution.
rich, who was general manager of
c ppcarance of William Fairbanks
The company is composed of local Co-operative Film there, has already
This
her pictures, was denied.
financiers
who have already two opened offices in Melbourne and
free
;cion
makes Fairbanks a
companies at work. One of these has Brisbane and intends opening in
produced "Blind Hearts," "The Sea Auckland, New Zealand and elseLion"
"White
Hands,"
and
all
where.
He leaves shortly for home
frbanks is to make a series of
starring Bosworth.
via Vancouver.
gi
five-reelers for the Balshofer
tres Corp., according to Fred J.
Santa

itates."

SOMETHING
LIKE

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
TO ADVERTISE
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES 'CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J.

For

particulars write

E.
110

i

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

—

—

j

Sub

-

Lease

Office Space at 729 7th Ave.

Address— Box-W-6
The Film Daily

;f

il

ofer,

it

John

who
S.

here, conferring
is
Clark, his Eastern rep-

use
will
Fairbanks
"Blue
Kentuckj'
of
the
lumber camps and the

sitative.

iwest

^

mounted

A

Thought for To-Day

police.

HAVE YOU SEEN

"PERSECUTION
adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

Louis Exhibitor Cuts Prices

S

pecial

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

S Louis
Gus Diefendald, of the
Ooe, on Chippewa St., has cut
The Monroe
Itsions to 5 cents.

Write Your

Ad

NOW for

Trly charged 10 and 17 cents.

Beacon Kills "Blue Law"
N. Y., "Blue Law" adCt:s have lost today a contest to

Lakewood's

The

Largest and Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTIl

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

Been,

'phe exhibition of pictures on the
bith as a result of the city coun-

)ting
to
i>nces for

allow Sunday
another year.

per-

Bums
THE FILM DAILY)

jladstone Theater
Ipecial to

1

$35.00

7AemUMnaT

;^rRECOCHIZED

o/'FILHDOM

Authority

(jP^ushong

is

manager.

Exchanges Buys Scenics
to THE FILM
DAILY)
5e:le— The
Film
Seattle
ExSttle

(tcial

in
'

f''

has bought the Sunset-Burrud
for the Pacific Northwest.

Ift

up Daily

Week-End Rates

FORMEPLY iilm.
Inducements

—

"G'stone, Mich.
Fire which startl ithe furnace room of the
Glad.'D completely destroyed the buildi5.
a loss estimated to be $18,000.

$6.00
Special

Weekly

to Parties,
Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Conventions.

Albany
Convention Numbers
Special

Feb. 14-15-16

est Service.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

THE
„sm:

JB'n-a-'Sigr.

•iiHffliii»tfia
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your

is

how a brother

ideas.

Orphans of the Storms

—

New Haven —John Barrymore

in

"The Lotus Eater," played at the
Olympia for a week.
Manager
Philip H. Lavine started the campaign by running teasers

in the three

main newspapers

of the city, and in
Yale paper cuts of John Barry-

more,

Wesley Barry and Anna Q.

Nillson.
Then he opened up with
larger cuts distributed throughout the
city.

The reviewers played the picture
The lobby display was
excellent.
The entire lobby was

up strongly.
cleared

On

Send along

over.

Way Down

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

will

and a painter set to work.
side, running full length

either

were the results of his labor.
On
one side representing the beach of
an island and the sea; on the other
side a blimp, the outline of the island
etc.
These pictures being of con-

siderable proportions and the work
being done in the open, were subjected to
much examination and
criticism and greatly heightened the
interest in the picture.

be given

addition to a handThis particular stunt
has created a furore

for

prize,
the serial

among

I

the children.
Thousands of
heralds, circulars and animal false
faces have been used to very good
advantage, in addition to window displays in prominent stores of the

neighborhood.

Milwaukee
ties of

— Realizing the possibili-

"School Days," E.

J.

Weisfeldt

of the Strand mapped out a big exploitation campaign.
First he made his lobby into a

schoolroom.
He had blackboards
running the whole length on either
side, school desks with slates attached, teacher's desk, and the remainder
of accessories common to the desks
of teachers.
On the blackboards,
were cartoon drawings, funny sayings, scrawled in the manner familiar
to the class room, with advertising
of Wesley Barry and the picture
mingled with the scribbling.
Weisfeldt put on a special exploitation prologue, during the week preceding the opening.
A large slate
was made, and placed on center stage.
The slate had a false back made of
paper, and on it written in a childish
hand were the words: "Next week.
Wesley Barry in 'School Days.' "
As the curtains parted showing the
slate, a little girl, dressed for school,
with books under her arm, broke
through the center of the slate, and
sang "School Days."
As the song
finished,
the curtains
closed,
and
parted again when the trailer advertising the picture was shown.

In
his
newspaper
advertising,
Weisfeldt emphasized the nature of
the picture, and in order to attract
the children, he offered an autographed photo of Wesley to every
child who visited the lobby after
school
hours, on certain days of the
make Wichita the size of Kansas
This stunt proved a winner,
City, to double the population, to week.
make subways necessary, to bring and thousands of children visited the
theater to obtain the Barry photos.
5,000 skilled laborers to town, and
many others in general to make And every child was given a special
herald, which of course, got wide
Wichita a mercantile Utopia.

Wichita, Kan.— J. Rufus Wallingford and Blackie Daw are at it again,
time they
this
started
recruiting
capital for their C, C. T. Company
with newspaper ads promising to

As performed elsewhere, the Chamber of Commerce warned the natives
to go easy and guard their money.
Finally the last of the teasers sprang
the news that "Get Rich Wallingford" was playing at the Palace, and
by that time the whole town was

worked

up.

Philadelphia

— Exhibitors

are using

many

original stunts to put over
of Tarzan."
Charles
Dutkin, manager of the Grant, has
devised the Grant Tarzan
Serial

"Adventures

The city was thoroughly papered,
and heralds, cutouts and doorknob
hangers were used extensively.
A
half-sheet

was

cartoon

especially,
interest.

and

this

created

made
intense

Weisfeldt tied up with one of the
foremost stores of the city, in the

downtown
of

the

Six

employed

in

and

in the window
cartoon slides were

district,

store,

shown.

talented children were
Gus Edwards' "School

and

Wives

Foolish
Are

all big pictures that theaters can afford to book on
percentage and clean up with. But how many of these
does the independent exchange man get a crack at?

ONLY ONE

Sacrifice
THE WONDER PICTURE
THE MOST UNUSUAL DRAMA OF THE YEAR
Independent Exchanges need

BIG PICTURES
In the past when they got one they would try and
charge the exhibitor too high a price, hoping to make
up for their losses. Don't do that.

BE SURE YOU GET A BIG PICTURE AND

THEN PLAY

Percentage
This

(Special to

Newman

THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City, Mo.— William Jacobs
is now manager of the Royal, one
of
Frank Newman's theaters. He was
succeeding episode will be recorded formerly manager of Loew's Garden
at the bottom of the card, which is here.
numbered from one to fifteen.
If
Corinne
in

way

HERE

the exhibitor

IS

cleans

up and so do you.
know what the

YOUR CHANCE. We

picture will do.

WE WILL PLAY YOU PERCENTAGE
Jacobs Joins

are issued to all
the neighborhood a
week in advance of showing the initial
Printed directions on the
episode.
card explain that attendance at each
in

the holders attends every episode of
the serial, a pass for the final episode

Over the Hill
Theodora

Days."

Membership cards
children

Sacrifice

distribution.

Club.
the

East

in

some

Cameraphone

the

show

exhibitor put his

Somehow the
Liberty, Pa.
the
fact
established
that Lois Wilson, playing the title
role of "Miss Lulu Bett," owned a
Westcott automobile, and the theater prevailed upon the local agency
to give them a car to use as a ballyhoo.
The company was pleased at the
idea and even paid for a banner displayed on the radiator. The resident
papers gave a news story on the tieup, and even the Pittsburgh Press
came through with a picture of the
car and a story.
East

10,

Over

Putting It
Here

Friday, February

Griffith

"Island Wives."

has the star role

All

pay

you need

to

for prints

centage.

Wire

do is to pay us a reasonable deposit,
and get busy and play theaters per-

to

SACRIFICE, 752

S.

Wabash, Chicago

192;

—

:

:

Da

^

iTHE

,

^s^^recocmized

Authority
FORMERLY
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High Admissions Hit

Sales Helps
How to Stimulate Sales for a Sick
Man — Never Hire a Salesman

Who

is

series

of

first

which

articles

is

it

cooperate

making

in

definitely worth
in this industry.

the

while

for

material
the men

Sick Salesman
Writing about "The Sick Salesman—Keep His Territory Alive"
Ames O'Neil says in an article reprinted by permission from "Printer's
Ink Monthly":
The Cottrell Saddlery Co., of
Riciimod, Va., had an experience
some time ago that sliows how well
the retail trade is disposed to come

salesman who is
Harvey, one
of its sa'esmen, was operated on and
consequently was laid up for several
months. J. T. Palmatary, the president of the company, is a staunch
the

to

flat

on

aid

the

of

his back.

believer

Tom

direct-mail

in

He saw no reason why
Harvey

advertising.
the illness of

keep him off 'his
a scries of postal cards,

should

So
and
material
such
was
designed and sent out to Harvey's
customers
at
frequent
intervals.
These letters were sent not only to
the trade, but also to other salesmen
traveling over Harvey's territory. As
territory.
letters

a result, Harvey was the most-talkedof salesman
in
that part of the

Price 5 Centt

Washington
Members of the
House Ways and Means Committee

Hiram Abrams says business
with United Artists is better
today than it has been for
some time. In the past few
weeks, 20 new salesmen have
been added to the field force

hope

and a new exchange

—

(Special to

of

hoped will prove of suggestive value
to sales managers and salesmen.
It is hoped that sales managers will

209^

1922

Hire Four Gars

Optimistic Outlook

Tax

Designed for
Theaters Charging 25 Cents and
Over Others Exempted

Proposed

Broke

Following will be found the
the

11,

THE FILM DAILY)

—

to conclude consideration of the
tax features of the soldier bonus bill

in

Tuesday— M.

Already There

New

Omaha

accommodate them.
Arrangements have been worked
out jointly by the T. O. C. C. and

Rachmann Talks

their
findings
to
presenting
President Harding.
No. chances are
being taken to permit a slip in easing

Tells of

Has

measure through Congress and
efforts arc being made, apparently,
however with little avail, to keep the

the

the F.

Working 20 Hours a Day15 Motor Cars in New
York

The
"Film-Kurier"
of
Berlin
publishes an interview with S. Rachmann, of the Hamilton Theatrical Co.,
who was sent over as president of the
European Film Alliance (EFA). A
few
interesting
points
translated
from tiie German original are as
follows
"Long before the war, everyone connected with the theater and vaudeville
knew him.
He (Rachmann),
was valued as a good impresario
(manager) but nothing else. They
discovered the merchant prince in

matter secret as far as possible.
It is expected that the admission
tax will be retained in the bill but
that the minimum on which the added
tax will apply will be twenty-six
cents.
The result will be that all
admissions of ten cents and under will
be exempt from tax in their entirety;
that admission charges of more than
ten cents but not more than twentyfive cents will pay the present rate of
10%; and that all admissions in excess of twenty-five cents will be subThe plan
jected to a rate of 20%.
is
to
make the theaters coming
(Continued on page 3)

him

in

A

America.

week

made

says the report,

ago,

he

his entrance again with colors
(Continued on Page 2)

at

of

the

Na-

Neilan Says "No"

will be held

Denies Through James R. Grainger
He Intends Allying with Joseph

M. Schenck
Bert Lytell in New York
Although officials of First National
Bert
Lytell
is
in New York this
The letters were in the nature of
yesterday refused to comment on the
bulletins and were semi-humorous in week in the course of his around-thepublished report which placed that
country
tour.
tone.
The}' were mailed by the
organization and Joseph M. Schenck
saddlery company and were signed
at odds over the Talmadge contracts
by Mr. Palmatary.
Here is a fair
and allied Marshall Neilan with
sample:
Schenck
in
new distributing
a
Financial
Statement
Detailed
Loew
"Mr. Harvey ofifered a million
organization, denial that Neilan was
Theater Receipts and Rentals
dollars a week before last for a
interested in any sort of an afiiiiation
Total $16,473,747.11
swallow of water; evidently he wantwith Schenck came from the former's
Tlie detailed financial statement of
ed water and was doing some drearhrepresentative,
James R.
ing.
He is now able to take milk Loew's, Inc., and subsidiary com- personal
Grainger, who is in Los Angeles at
shakes every two hours, with the panies owned 100% contains some
the moment.
country for months.

Assets 37 Million

interesting

(Continued on Page 3)

Censorship Hearing Postponed
(Special

Albany

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

public hearing on the
repeal of the censorship law has been

postponed from Tuesday, Feb. 14 to
the 21st.

From Albany came word

before

the

W.

place.

Berman, secretary, are
Sydney S. Cohen, national president of the M. P. T. O.,
is
expected in Albany on Tuesday.

and Samuel

now

Charles

O'Reilly

Feb.

13,

being

issue of

a

be no

THE FILM DAILY

published.

will

be there

to-

morrow.
following have made reservathrough the T. O. C.

The
tions

C

Lester Adler, Adolph and Max
Barr, E. R. Behrend, S. G. Bock, J
Alton Bradbury, Harry Brandt, Leo
Brecher, Isaac Capsuto, David Crespi,
M. Chetkin and wife, B. and M.

Max

Edelhertz,
Finger. B.

Forma,

Joseph

Felder,

Hy

Gainsboro,

Goodman,
Geller,
Morris
Louis
Bernard Grobe, Al Harson, Jack
Hattern, Herman Jans, B. Knoble,
Otto Lederer, S. A. Moross, Oscar
.Vluller,
S.

M. Needle, Max

Peyser and wife,

Raives, S.

Oestricher,

Rachmil, Sol.
Rinzler, B. Rossassey, P.
S.

Sol
Sanders,
Rudolph
L. Schneider, Jack Schwartz,
Charles Schwartz, Joseph Seider, S.
Sheer, M. and D. Silverman, Sam
Steiner,
Charles
Sonin,
George

Rosenson,
'-"aphier,

Stcincr,

Weinberg,

S.

and

H.

Weissner.

'Referring to the rumor that Neilan
to become associated with Schenck,
we want to deny as emphatically as
it is possible to do
so that there is
absolutely no truth in the matter as
far as Marshall Neilan is concerned."

Nils C. Bouveng, of Swedish Bipiraph, is recovering from pneumonia.
He was very ill for a time.

following

wire

was received

Bouveng Recovering

I

Fox

Current and Working:

Monday,

I.

there.

Assets

legal holiday, there will

actual convention takes
H. Linton, state treasurer,

is

theaters

Cash

yesterday

vanguard of the exhibitor
membership had arrived there to
niooth out whatever details remain
the

that

from Grainger:

The

Theater receipts and film rentals
the fiscal year ending Aug. 31,
Operation of
totaled $16,473,747.11.
cost $8,474,262,07, and the
Metro distributing machine $2,030,256.75.
Advance rentals total $411,297.51, and theaters under construcThe
tion are valued at $4,888,000.
detailed statement appears below:

hibitor body.
I. E. Chadwick of the
F. I. L. M. Club is already in Albany.

The F. I. L. M. Club has been cooperating with the T. O. C. C. in
Practically every
hooking passage.
(Continued on Page 4)

figures.

for

L. M. Club of New York.
Brandt will head the ex-

I.

William

—

Review Board Meets Today
Board of Review
the McAlpin today.

on

local delegation of film men to
the M. P. T. O. convention in Albany
next we'ek will leave
York on
2 o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
Four
special cars have been engaged to

opened.

to

tional

to Albany
P. T. O. Officials

The

by today, and then hold conferences
with the Republican members of the
Senate Finance Committee reparatory

The annual luncheon

Men Going

Local Film

In banks and on hand
Receivables
Accounts and notes receivable
Due from affiliated corporations....
(Less than 100% owned)
Federal income taxes (claim)

$887,764.44
$524,380.06
1,167,124.57
69,897,69

(Continued on page 4)

in Florida
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Jacksonville, Fla. — Among arrivals
on the latest boat from New York
(Special

:

to

are W'illiam

Fox and

his family.

expected to go to Miami and
Beach.

is

Fox
Palm

—/X0<

'

DAILV

(Continued from page

Coming

Adlon
Hotel
the
into
flying.
accompanied by one private secretary,
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three other secretaries,
He came
vants and two chautTeurs.
as chairman of the directors of the
EF.\ and there will be much to be
He is
said about him in the future.
so busy, he has not time to breathe.
Then says the interviewer:
"I succeeded in gettng hold of him
and in looking out
lunch
after
through the window where we saw
street urchins selling matches on the
"That's
wet street, he remarked:
the way I once peddled toys at Christmas time when I was six years old.
grew up without parents in an
I
At the age of eleven
orphanage.
I
was a comedian en miniature in
went
cheap cabarets on fairs I

collecting witli a plate. At 15 I
1000 Marks as comedian and dancer.
1
left vaudeville when I was 18, and
.six years later I controlled as vaudeville agent all the big time circuits
of the whole world and managed all
the big stars.
"Now we control the whole
American film industry for Central

Blumenthal and L
two years I crossed
Close the ocean sixteen times and on the

Ben

During the

High Low
.. 79^
78^

last

big liners they know me as well as
During
in the big European hotels.
the trip across I give my dispositions
*Go!dvvyii
4^ 5^
Not quoted (orders), through 20 to 30 wireless
Griffith
11^ 11-K 11% (messages) a day. I am not so old
Loew's, Inc
Not quoted people usually think me to be only
Triangle
Not quoted 44 spent during this week daily from
World
marks
for
cables
•Quotations by Harry Content & Co 100,000-150,000
alone.
But, I am a busy man, my
dear.
At 6 A. M., I am set at by
my barber, manicurist, pedicurist at
"U" Rearranges Territories
While they work
Universal has made several new the same time.
appointments of district managers. over me I listen to letters and cables
A new territory called the mountain read to me. A 7 o'clock the conterritory including Butte, Salt Lake ferences start and last for 20 hours.
City, Spokane and Denver, has been First I give disposals to my secformed previously included in the retaries, between 8 and 9 I dictate
The Pacific
Pacific Coast Division.
Coast Division consisting of San
Los Angeles, Portland
Francisco,

Famous Players

94

do pfd

92^

79^
92^

—

—

and Seattle, remains under Edward
Armstrong. The manager of the new
division
announced as H. M.
is
Herbel.

Don't

are

you going

know

us

FILM DAILY
(gratis) to keep

what

is

Town?

to stop?
that
can be sent you

so

THE

you posted on

happening.

then follow conferences with
directors and managers, in the meantime 25 phone calls, then comes our
attorney who lives in the next room
to save time— that lasts till 3 P. M.
My chauffeurs have to alternate by
turns, they could not stand it.
cables,

"When do

sleep?
I
three days out at sea then I
don't get up and during the short

—

the English speaking countries.

who

lielped
and 1 will

the

do not work any more to make
money. I work for an idea alone.
"I

My

goal is to make the German film
industry the biggest so that it may
They
conquer the world markets.
best
artists,
the
have the best
directors, architects and craftsinen,
I told
also the best business men.

always:
'Don't mind the
It does not matter how
much a film costs, but it must be the
best one possible.
For my watchword is Nobody ever failed owing to
his
expenses,
only
through
his
income."
.So, concludes the interviewer, Sam
Rachmann, the self-made man chats
who is in New York, a passionate
collector
of
automobiles
(in
his
garage are at the present time 15
cars), a good fellow, but reckless in
reaching his ends.
Rachmann, who
I-ubitsch

expenses.

:

Worry About

Division

Kansas City,
Milwaukee, and Oklahoma

Chicago,

Missing

The

Central

Atlantic

Division,

comprising Washington, Philadelphia,
and Charlotte is also to have a new

I

the above intervie
The Kur;
"fake."

that

replied

information

its

cai

from Rachmann and that they we
not responsible for what he said.
Edith Kennedy Here

Kennedy

Edith

has

just

arriv

write the script for the next Marii

Davies vehicle.
Fontenelle Buys "His Nibs"

Nibs,'

'

"His Nibs"

Syn(^
disposed
of
tj
lowan rights to "F
Wintroub, of t

L. L. ITiller, of
has
Inc.,
catc.

Max

to

Fontenelle Film Co.

i

New Developing Machine
A new developing machine invei
ed by L. J. Simons is being demc
strated at the American Machine ai

Brooklyn.
T,
in
Co.,
said to be able to devel
dry film at the rate of 8,000
control
of
C
under
hour

Foundry
machine
and
an

is

The company holding
controlled by Pittsbur

operator.
invention

1

is

capitalists.

McKillips

F.

J.

established office
liockcr Bldg.

in

1

Knick

the

William B. Laub has finished
subtitles for "Her Story," the secc
release of the Second National.

YOUNG MAN
j

Leaving

California

for

will

[undertake commissions of any
matters
treated
All
jkind.
confidentially

Box K-10. Film Daily
71

W.

44th St.

PRODUCER OF
PRODUCTIVE PUBLICITY
connection

for

;

whole

or

part time

Exploiteer

— Copy-Writer

House Organ Editor

including
St.
Louis,
Cit)^

,

.

Available

Omaha

Central

and

"Do li"
not think much of titles.
address me as Mr. President, Cha
man oder General Manager. It
America.
Just
not done in
|||
Raciimann."
the
Germ
"Lichtbildbuhne,"
trarlc publication, attacked the Kur

never forget

and Sioux Falls.
Herman Stern remains as manager

of

The

me was Ben

manager,

Moines,

tailor

fitting dress shirt, dql

German musical
to introduce
comedy and drama and films into Nebraskan and

one

Blumenthal
him that.

19:

from the West Coast. She has be
Always the engaged by Cosmopolitan Prod.,

first

only one

good

of a

for
printing
Called it a

W.

Gettelson, former Minneapocontinues as district
manager of the Central Western
Division, including Minneapolis, Des

N.

lis

Where
Let

to

Theater and
week ends I take.
amusements are strangers to me and
made yet I am proud to have been the first

—

Europe,

Quotations

ser-

typists,

much

fond of a well

1)

11,

Kig-..»i

thinks

Rachmann Talks

»"'H "»JK

Saturday, February

Put over scores

BIG
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pictures;
pressive record

Address B-3,

of

BIG

campaigns for

young man with

im-,

achievements.
care The Film Daily
of

j

j

manager

to take the place of E. J.
Smith,
resigned,
in
Jules
Levey,
previously
Washington.
at
Levy
will also be in charge of Philadelphia.
Washington will be managed by M.
J.

at the

Albany Convention

Glick.
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High Admissions Hit

Sales Helps
(Continued from page

No. 13

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST
4EWPORT, KY. — State troops

curb

to

JEWPORT, NEWS, VA.— Fastest

U.

S.

IRELAND— British

iELFAST,

Tommies

tream out of Ireland.

"Gobs"

in

hop suey land.

— Lincoln's

memory

honored.
^argest gas tank in the world.
sport.
winter
skidding,
latest
^ero

today

natural

man

a

this is perfectly
who has led an

otherwise

life,

he

getting

is

Mr. Harvey gets credit
mail orders you send in, and
if there is ever a time when a man
needs help it is when he is on an
Mr. Harvey's address
elevated bed.
Richmond, Va., care of The
is
Says he
Johnston-Willis Hospital.
will be glad to hear from you."^
Throughout the series the same
style was used.
In one of the letters

along

fine.

self-addressed, stamped postcard
was inclosed. These were comical
The
cards and were all different.
trade was asked to send these cards
in to Mr. Harvey.
For a few days
he was swamped with the replies.
The campaign did three things: It

made

— "Orphans of the Storm."
koadway— "Moran of the Lady
Letty."
"A
kooklyn Strand — Nazimova
Doll's House."
^ameo— "The Prodigal Judge."
—"The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse."
Antral — "Foolish Wives."
Mterion— "Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight?"
New York— Today — Mabel
Ballin
"June Ej^re."
"The Idle
Sunday — Bert Lytell

\pollo

in

Capitol

..oew's

in

in

i

more

Harvey

popular than
ever among his customers.
It advertised the Cottrell Saddlery Co. in
unforgettable
fashion
throughout
Harvey's territory-. And thirdly, the
campaign paid from a pure dollars
standpoint.
It brought in
$12,000 more in orders than Mr.
H^arvcy sold in person during that
period the previous year.
Now, what is wrong with that?
Is there any reason why other concerns could not use a similar plan?
;ind cents

Salesmen With

a

Bank Account

EVANS

IVIAbGE

I)

the latter class pav an additional $75,000,000 to the CJovernment

says:

within

to be )3aid over with other such
funds to the soldiers by way of a
bonus for their service during the
recent war.
All of the other items of taxation
will have their effect directly or inHrectly upon the industry.
large
proportion of the films are sent to
and from the exchanges by parcel
.

post.

pav

A

These shipments
a tax, for

$20,000,000

is

it

from

will have to
planned to secure

the

parcel

post

service.

A

well-known film executive stated

that he estimated about
of the theaters throughout the
country would be affected by this

yesterday

HOLLYHOCKS
AN' POSIES

SWEET

ROSES
MORNIN' GLORYS

TOO ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
NOD A HOWDY-DO

40%

legislation.
These houses, he added,
were located in the larger cities only.
Theaters in smaller towns are charging from 10 to 20 cents.

Unusual Prologue

OL' FASHION'

EDGAR SELDEN

WORTH -WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

in Cleveland
'

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Theatre Inspection Service

Cleveland S. Barrett McCormick's
prologue this week at the Allen has
created a distinct impression. Thirtyive people are in it and the entire
ninnber runs 40 minutes, ending with
the audience singing into souvenir
azz horns.

"An Ounce

of

Prevention
of

is

worth a Pound

Cure"

WYCKOFF ENGINEERING CORP'N
Engineers
233

— Contractors— Builders

Broadway
Woolworth Bldg.
Phone Barclay 3181
Write or Phone for Details

Know What's Going On

try never to hire a salesman who is
entirely destitute," a sales manager said to
C. Lambert, in an article in "Printer's
S.

'I

Ink,"

Rich."

[

for

l)ut

a

On Broadway

I

restless,

for all

lOOCHOW, CHINA.— American
iLSO.

little

active

transport burns.

.rar

of

—

a

trikers.

(Continued from pa^t

something more subthis
Mr. Harvey's
stantial
week.
nurse says he is getting mighty
frisky
he pinched her the other day
and said he thought it was his wife.
You can see by this that he is improving right along. Mr. Harvey is
promise

PatheNe^vs

1)

by permission.

reprinted

"The man who comes

to

work

in

such

Monday — May McAvoy in "A financial straits that he has to ask for some
advance money
apt to go out on the job
Homespun Vamp."
greatly handicapped.
He goes out with a
Tuesday Katherine MacDonald in sense of financial worry bearing him down.
he loses
"Trust Your Wife," Hoot Gib- He hopes to make good, because

h

•

is

—

|i

V
'

if

son in "Headin' West."
Wednesday "Saturday Night."
Thursday Viola Dana in "The
Fourteenth Lover."
1
Friday "Cameron of the Royal

—
—

—

^

Mounted," "The Ghost City."

—

Conway Tearle
Wide Open Town."

Saturday

in

"A

—

jtrand

— Nazimova

in

"A

Doll's

House."

Week

of Feb. 19

—"Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway — "Boomerang
Brooklyn Strand— Hope Hampton
^ "Star Dust."
-ameo— Not yet determined,
— "Grand Larceny."
:entral— "Foolish Wives."
— "The Loves of Pharaoh."
— Not yet determined,
^.pollo

Bill."

in

i^apitol

;;riterion

^yric

^ialto— Ethel Clayton in

Money."
Rivoli

"Her

Own

in

"Her

(tentative)

— Gloria
—

Swanson

Husband's Trademark." (tentative)
itrand
Wesley Barry in "Penrod."
^

he

know where

won't

look

to

pay the grocery
iMaybe he has a wife and a couple of

dren

at

to

home about whom he

is

for
chil-

worrying.

cruel attitude to take, but
the salesman who is entire loyut of money is
generally a pretty poor risk."
highly successful manager of a food
product concern out West majces it his business to see that a man who comes to work
for him as a salesman has at least enough
money to enable im to live for three months.
He figures that a salesman free from immediate financial worry can work, while the
It

is

possibly

t

bills.

a

A

"Turn to the Right."
^ialto— "Fool's Paradise."
^ivoli— "Back Pay."
^yric

job

his

money with which

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

man who

i« merely holding his breath until
comes along is apt neither
be
to
indiflferent as to money, and therefore
a poor business man, or else he is worried
over money and spends more time worrying
than he spends in selling. * * *
"When a salesman is broke, I am inclined
to look for certain troubles in the territory,"
"The salesanother sales manager remarked.
man who has money is not apt to want to

the next pay day

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Kindly enter

trade.
The salesman withmoney is inclined to borrow froin his
friends among the trade, only to have the
dealers come back on the house if the sales-

THE FILM DAILY—313

out

Including

There is gento repay promptly.
nothing for the house to do except pay
back the salesman's loan or lose a customer.
Of course, the salesman can be discharged,
but it is safer to keep out of this trouble
than to try to get out of it."
Reprinted with permission of Printer's Ink.
fails

erally

San

1921

THE FILM DAILV*

Antonio

— F.

M.

Sanford,

of

R-C and Jury in New Deal
Sanford Prod., passed through here
R-C Pictures and Jury's Imperial en route to New York with a print
'ictures of Great Britain have re- of "The Racetrack," the first of the
newed a distribution contract which Charlie Aplin comedy series.
Sandves the latter the R-C output in ford will be at the Claridge in New
England, for two more years.
York.

for

Year

Theatre

Address

Issues— Every Day

Weekly Reviews— 52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

Subscription, $10

Name

Sanford Coming Here
(Special to

Film Daily

year, starting immediately, to include

borrow from the

man

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

— Foreign,

pages

$15

one

THE

Vf*
Saturday, February 11,

cSiaiDAILY

Saal in Atlanta for Gunning

Assets 37 Million

Sunday's Issue

(Continued from page

Loans

to

employees (secured)

Subscriptions

.

(Special

1)

Wid Gunning,

1,803.265.57

—

4,362,169.50

Ford City, Pa. M.
taken over the Savoy.

$195,056.24
61,342.21
1.250,981.88
9.812.49

Reserve for construction work
Sinking fund

m

Inc., as resident

Pennsylvania Theater Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Advances
To motion picture producers secured
by film productions
artists and employees

DAILY)

ager.

Inventories
Film productions in process, completed
and released (after amortization) $3,657,948.57
448,557.76
Film advertising accessories
255,663,17
Theatre and studio supplies

To

THE FILM

to

—

Atlanta
William Saal, forme
with Paramount, has taken chargt

36,716.25
5,147.00

.

stock

capital

to

19

^jt

-The

Moiiongahela,
Pa.closed for repairs.

'

Serro

Grand

1,517,192.82

$8,570,392.33

Investments
Equity acquired

in

affiliated

100% owned)

347.327.70
166,736 67
3,747,676.24

owned:

Ooeratin?

Land

<745

2 147,583.79)

Equipment

2,178,362.41)
562 310 83

Leaseholds

Less

reserve

for

tion

$3,011,703.25
5.320.894.46
165.274.24

Hire Four Gars
(Continued from page

$5,633,313.91
deprecia974,497.77

$8,497,871.95 $14,131,185.86

$4,658,816.14

$8,497,871.95 $13,156,688.09

Berlin

the
Tuesday special are Harry
Thomas, Alexander Film; Charles
Rosenzweig, Big "U" Exchange and
Harry Berman of the home office
of Universal; Felix Goldfarb and M.

Van Bergh, Climax; Sam Zierler,
Commonwealth; Irving Wallenstein
E.

and Leon
Ralph H.

D. Netter, Educational;
Clark and Ben Levine,
First National of New York; Harry
H. Buxbaum, and Harry Danto,
Famous Players; Louis Rosenbluh
Samuel
and A. Blumstein, Fox;

Echman,

Goldwyn;

Mike

Wein-

Wid

Gunning, Inc.; E. M.
Abels,
Metro;
and
S.

Saunders

Myriad

National

Pictures;

changes, Inc.;

W.

E.

Ex-

Ray nor, Pathe;

Julius Bellman, Pioneer; Charles R.
Rogers, and Joe Klein, R-C Pictures;

and Abe Warner, Benjamin Schwartz
and William M. Kraft, Warner's Exchange.

The Hodkinson Corp.

be well
represented. A. W. Smith, general
sales manager, Warren W. Lewis,
Hugo and Mabel Ballin and Mary
Astor will attend. A large booth has
been taken in the Ten Eyck lobby.

Interiors are

now

picture were shot.
being made at the

Biograph studio, where sets were
designed and executed by the Tilford

Cinema

person here this week in connection
with the showing of "Foolish Wives,"
in

and

in

adapted from the

Dumas.

ventures of the great
are shown.

p

The

English

ac

"Land

of
Love's Dreams,"
one rceler produced by Wai
\. Newcombe, has been changed
"The Enchanted City." It is ati
Rivoli this week.

$7S9.8B2.85
004.85^ 12
2,205,000 00

Arcourts and notes payable Cncw construction)
Accounts and notes payable (due within a year)

Bank

loans

Taxes

rentals, theater admissions.

Cfllm
etc.)

^

Trued

Federal incoine.
162 264.18
126 536 81
23,126 04

interest

Advances from

affiliated

initial

corporations

$4,211,663 00

Loll" te"m

Arco"nts and notes pavab'c
Bnnds and mortgages, (being
of stibsidiary comnanies)

$359,799.30
oblif-ations

:

Theaters operating
Theaters under construction

$1,200,500.00
4.888,000.00

.6.088.500 00
6,448.299.30

($379,903.86 matures witliin one year)
ced'tc
^p"ured from tenants
Fi'm renta's received in advance
Advances from affiliated corporations

Defp'-'-ed

PRODUCTIONS WANTEr
Outright purchase preferred
Percentage proposition possible
Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc.
308 Fifth Avenue
Fitz Roy 0865
New York

I

:

$119,979.44
411.2''7.51

135.943.63

667.220 5''
99.000 00

cornoratlon stock outstandinp'
raT^it:il
stock and surolns
Shares
("anital stock outstanding...
1,060,333
'Cap'tal stock subscribed
447
^"'^s'-^-arv

1.060.780
Surplus. Se'itember 1, 1920 (adjusted....
Opcating n'-ofits for fiscal year ending
August 31, 1921

$26, 270. 924. °0
9.933.34

HAVE YOU SEEN

.

"Persecution

$26,280,858.14

$563,169.40

'•'IjJ'"'^

adapted from
,

.

-raE BOOK OF ESTHER

1,800,550.41

year....

$2,363,719.81
1,426,694.00

Extraordinary charges to surplus.

$937,025.81
836,612.47

Dividends paid

in

fiscal

Lakewood's

Miriam Battista

26 381.271.48
$37,507,454.36

Operating

Gross Income:
Theater box office receipts and rentals and sales of motion
films and advertising accessories
Booking fees and commissions
Dividends received from corporations less than 100% owned
Miscellaneous income

Operation

$16,473,747.11
667.217.15
53^.221 40
420 916 06

of film distribution oflnces
.'Amortization of films produced and released
Cost of film advertising accessories sold
Sharing of film rentals distributed for co-operative producers, authors,
etc
Dep reciation on buildings and equipment

Loew

Charles Herm's device that automatically rewinds the film while a
picture is being shown will be known
as the "Repeetoscope."

fiscal

year.

Sept.

1.

1920. to

Close Deal for Two Houses
Nevada,
Mo. Sears and Jones
have bought the Liberty and Star
theaters.

Aug.

31,

$8.474 262.07
2.030 256 75
3,964.223.54
245,074 67
1.367,058.57
214.675.71

1921.

$16,295,551.31
$1,800,550.41

Buy Crystal in Ralls, Tex.
Tex.— Seale & Parker have

Ralls,

bought
Henry.

the

lAKtWOOD HOTE

NEW JERSEY

picture

Expenses
Operation of theaters

Operating profits for

The

LAKE WOOD,

Statement

is

State in a short sketch
the film "At the Stage Door."

Largest and Foremost Hotel

100,413.34

$18,096,101.72

Du Pont in Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo — Miss Du Pont is appearing
Criterion.

is

Alexandre

Liabilities
Curr«nt

Studios.

Miss

at the
at the

'Kean," and
of

film dealing w
has been made by
It
is *nar
Co.

will

Earle Back, Shooting Interiors
P. S. Earle company has
returned from the South, where exfirst

life

Maxim-Film

$37,807,454.36

The W.

teriors for the

— Another

English

570.295 98
11,762,401.72

and goodwill.

in Filmi

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

974.497.77

1)

important exchange in New York
will be represented at the convention.
Among those scheduled to leave on

berger,

contracts

Gage, forme
has
succeec

"Kean" Produced

rla'tres

Leaseholds,

A.

J.

manager,

assistant
Netter.

13 156 6<'«.09

Dcferrerl

'.

headquarters.

Construction

056.''"'

TluildinR

Seattle
L. D. Netter has
'he
Educational office.
He
been transferred to the New Y(

J

Under
lOOT'r

THE FILM DAILY)

—

$3,233611.87

Deposits on leases and contracts.
Miscellaneous investments

Property

Netter Transferred Here
(Special to

corporations (less than

Crystal

from

Stockton

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

ai

Wonderful Food. Fi
est Service.
Dancing Nightly in Ba
Unusual Entertainment Fes
room.
ures.
Athletic and Social DirectOJ
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE

MANAG:

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood S
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 79
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CABL presents
LAEMMLE
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.

The^rld> Supi-eme Phetodrama de Luxe

UNIVER$AL
Production

Price 25 Cents

piservti

CONWAV TEARLE
IN

"A Wide Open
%

n
blj

EaRU

MiTCHJELL

Scenario b^ Edward J.Monta<»ne
per5onall|| staged b|^
"Literary

An

RALPM INCE-

Bill"

wa*

bear

when

came

to a deck

ai

it

adventure

thrills'

and romance. The
story of a gentleman
gambler entertainingly

cards, but
when he tried to
play the game of hearts

.of

he got a bad

action

picture full of

told,

But
Bill drew to his hand and
called all bets and ho won thp
prize pot of his gambling career.
deal.

and

beautifully staged

realistically

enacted.

Released as one of the

tlONWAY TEARLE

Star Series.

.*e- •:*'&%.

<t»K^^

1
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Authority
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Headlines
Monday

XIX

Vol.

Sunday, Feb.

No. 42

1922

12,

Price 25c.

West 44th

St.,

New

A. Steffes says exhibitors may be forced into production as result of Hays appointment.

York, N. Y., by

AND FILM FOLKS,

WID'S FILM

INC.

Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
Entered

as

matter May 21, 1918, at the post
York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.

second-class

New

two million mark.

for 1921 pass the

W.

Copyright, 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

Published Daily at 71-73

Fox earnings

office

Tuesday

at

Hays'

(Postage free). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
Foreign, $15.00.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

work

real

to restore confidence of public in pic-

Terms

Address

THE FILM DAILY,
Hollywood,

London

communications

West 44th

to

New

St.,

York,

Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Editorial and Business Offices,
California:
Boulevard. Phone, Hollywood 1603.

Representative
85

Paris Representative

Central

all

71-73

:

European

W.

:

A.

N.

Hollywood

6411

Kinematograph

Williamson,

Y.

Weekly,

Long Acre, London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 144 Rue Montmartre.

Representative:
Internationale
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Filmschau,

Prague

tures.

Rentals in 1921 jump; admissions show a decrease.
Utica exhibitor awarded $17,500 judgment against
First National for alleged breach of contract.

Powers becomes managing director of R-C
tures. Enters company financially.
American Releasing to distribute "Caraigan."

P. A.

Pic-

Wednesday

Features Reviewed
Hope Hampton in
Hope Hampton Prod.

—Asso.

STAR DUST
First Nat'l

Page

2

George Melford Prod.

MORAN OF THE LADY LETTY
Pa«^mount

Page

William Farnum

R-C

Many
tion

reports follow

merger talked

Page

Page

Pictures

— R-C

deal.

Distribu-

Thursday

5

BILLY JIM

in

Powers

of.

A STAGE ROMANCE

in

Fox
Fred Stone

3

Important coast confab slated between J. D. Williams
Marshall Neilan and James R. Grainger.
Famous Players take over Allen theaters in Canada.
Germany lightens import restrictions. Allows 1,400,000 ft. in 1922.

7

Fa^ious Players reported killing sales competition
with low prices in small towns.
First Nationals sold for seven South American countries.

JULIUS CAESAR
Page

George Kleine

8

Loew's, Inc., profits for 1921 total $1,060,780.

Hal Roach signs three year contract with Pathe. Covers all his product.

Du Pont

Miss

THE GOLDEN GALLOWS

in

Page

Universal

9

Friday

BOOMERANG BILL

Lionel Barrymore in

Cosmopolitan Prod.

—Paramount

Asso. Photoplays

White
Fox

in

Mary Miles Minter

11

TOO MUCH MARRIED

Mary Anderson

Pearl

Page

— State Rights

Page

13

THE BROADWAY PEACOCK
Page

16

diers'

to raise

funds for

—Paramount

Realart

P%ge

17

Short Reels

Page

19

is

sol-

bonus.

Gov't decides rental tax must be paid and claims then
returns.

filed for

Jacob Karol, German producer, coming with Maciste
films.

Pathe to

test authority of censorship

censor news

commission

reel.

TILLIE

in

"Pardoning the bad

Admission tax may be doubled

Saturday

Many

film

men going

to

Albany convention.

iniuring the good"—Benjamin Franklin.

to

Rave This Way ?
They've been to see " One Glorious Day!"

Why

do the

Alan Dale

in

Critics

The American

The New York Herald

says:

a picture that is a triumph of imagination a scintillant example of adroit intelligence. It does what the stage can never do.
It gets away from what we call 'movie stuff.'
It would make a movie fan of the screen's bitYou must see it. It is so well
terest foes.
done, it is such good fun, it is so clever. An
overwhelmingly excellent story. Don't miss

"Here

is

—

Take

it.

my

tip.

It is

an achievement.

One

"A delightful skylark.
tures of the season."

says:

of the

The New York Sun

says:

"It stands in a class by itself, in
vein. Excellent entertainment."

It is

unique pic-

The New York Telegram

an original

says:

a colossal surprise."

"As a comedy

The Evening Mail
"Without
year.

A

finest ever

says:

hesitation, one of the pictures of the

masterpiece.

deserves to rank as one of the

The New York Evening Post

Unlike anything that

has gone before. Rare delight. Only superlatives can do it justice. A true triumph. Much
more could be said, but it isn't necessary. Just
take a tip, though. If you don't see it you will
miss one of the rarest treats that the films
have granted in many a day."

The New York Telegraph

it

made."
says:

"

'One Glorious Day' leaves one with a chuckle
and new respect for the producer. It is whimsically conceived, finely photographed and chock full of humor which
in one's throat

leaves memories of a highly entertaining character.

It is

says:

an event

of

no

little

importance."

The New York Times says

"

'One Glorious Day' is one glorious picture.
It is more fun than any -picture we have ever
seen with perhaps one exception. Exquisitely
made."

"Can anything imaginative come out of Hollywood?. It can. It has. It is 'One Glorious
Day.'

moves

The New York Journal

Full of spirited comedy, the whole story
briskly.
skilful and ingenious piece

A

of work."

says:

"Broadway never before saw anything quite
'One Glorious Day.' As comedy, as
romance and as an example of what the screen

"Whimsical and altogether

can do for real entertainment

thing that has never before been done on the

The New York Tribune says

like

it

is

illuminat-

mg.

delightful.

Some-

screen."

Jesse L.

Lasky presents

^^One Glorious

Day"

with

WILL ROGERS
By Walter

A.

Woods and

and LILA

LEE

Scenario by Walter

A. B. Barringer.

Directed by James Cruze

(X {paramount Q^idure
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Splendid Picturization of Incidents in the Life of Great Tragedian
William Farnum in

tragedian, Edmund Kean, before he was exiled to
America, where many years ago he repeated the success that he had made in London. There are many

ROMANCE"

"A STAGE

Fox Film Corp.

interesting incidents of the great actor's

DIRECTOR

Herbert Brenon
AUTHOR
Based on Alexandre Dumas' play
SCENARIO BY
Paul H. Sloane
Tom Molloy
AS A
Unusual but hardly likely to
have universal appeal. Will surely please those

who

like stage life

STORY

Shows

theme hardly plausible
Brenon gets a
Handles star to advantage

PHOTOGRAPHY

SUPPORT

life

Edmund

of

by lack

of

fight

for

anyone

to do.

EXTERIORS

Few

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Excellent
Splendid.

Some unnecessajy
heads

used

Carried out excellently.

titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

Probably over the

average audience.
Especially
worth while for high grade clientele
of

Farnum want because
They rather ex-

rugged vigorous personality.

Farnum

which he
Here he presents

in a role quite unlike that in

appears in his latest production.

pers

down

a rickety stair, but other than this the Far-

num

fans will miss Bill as they love him.

ally,

Farnum probably

gives one of the greatest bits

on the screen
finding the Prince of Wales com-

when, infuriated

at

peting with him for the love of the Countess, he feigns

madness" on the stage while a performance of "HamThis is a splendid piece of
let" is being presented.
work. Other than the incidents of Kean's life leading
to this love affair, there is little action but splendid
characterization.

Director Brenon has fitted the production with an
excellent atmosphere and the costumes, settings and

appointments are faithfully carried out as

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,416 feet

After quite a long absence William Farnum returns
to the screen in what is probably the most unusual
It is of the

highbrow order

telling incidents in the career of the great

English

of the pe-

The cast has very little to do other
riod intended.
than feed the star, although a new leading lady appears in Myrtle Bonillas. She shows promise. Her
smile suffers by inattention to the

manner

in

which

her teeth show.

Use William Farnum's Name and Forget Everything
Box

Incident-

of action that he has ever rendered

the

picture he ever made.

like

Usually excellent

Myrtle
Bonillas a new leading woman. .Holmes Herbert good as the Prince of Wales
little

who

which he makes a monkey out of the professional
prizefighter and then he topples a crowd of kidnap-

out of

Good

Very

serious question but that the story lacks that

bits.

lot

virile personality suffers

Has one good

action.

of his

in a love story

the polished gentleman actor of the English stage of
many years ago. True, they give him one fight in

DIRECTION

LIGHTINGS
STAR
His

It is a

action which the fans

pect

incidents in the

present-

which has very
little sincerity attached, but which offers an opportunity for a finish of a happy nature.
ed.

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

They have thrown

life

Else

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

William Farnum has thousands of fan admirers
who will be anxious to see him after his somewhat
unusually long absence from the screen, so they will
probably come in to see "A Stage Romance" regardless of the fact that it lacks many of the points which
they look for and enthuse about when Farnum is presented. However, while the story is eminently fitted
for a highbrow clientele and may not go over in a
big way with the average audience, it contains enough

you

do well to
stick to the star and his name and reputation. If you
do this and get behind it in the right way, tell about
the unusual atmosphere and story and how this is
of interest to fairly satisfy, but

a series of incidents in the

life

will

of a great tragedian,

There are thousands of fans who love
those who are sufficiently well postand
stage stories
ed to know of the great importance of this famous
actor many years ago, may help to fill your house.
it

may go

over.

The^^

things
o
d

—the short reel
Smash

of the year

— picked pep

and punch from the
magazine, LIFE

— takes the place of a
2-reel comedy (so-called)
— has more laughs
— costs far less

— and makes for^lS miinutes
shorter

show

—in form a film
^in

fact a vaudeville showjin'pictures

Released weekly

now

at all

Wid Gunning Exchanges

I
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Fred Stone Appears
Fred Stone

Western With Fine Pictorial Appeal

in

and throwing it over an embankment.
There's a
chance for a fair thrill in a fight on a precipice, but it

in

"BILLY

JIM"
R-C Pictures

DIRECTOR

isn't carried out.

Frank Borzage
Jackson Gregory
Frank Howard Clark

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Not credited

WHOLE
some

fine

Fair western offering that has
scenic values but

is

almost wholly

lacking in action

STORY

place; could use a better suspense to

Selected unusually attractive back-

grounds for one sequence; not always smooth

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Doesn't

Customary
offer

many

of

stunt tricks

his

except rope throwing

SUPPORT

No

one stands out and none well

known

EXTERIORS

Some very

Fair

Cowboy, snubbed
wins her admiration by

girl he loves,
saving her father's mining claim from poachers

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

4,800 feet

The second of the series of Fred Stone pictures produced by Andrew J. Callaghan with Frank Borzage
is

"Billy Jim," a western of average calibre

concerned but it lacks the action and thrills usually expected in this type of feature.
Fred Stone isn't called upon to perform any of
his stage stunts except some fancy lassooing and that
is quite an impossible feat in one instance where he
ropes a man on horseback riding on one side of a moving train, while he is on the other.
as far as production

And

is

the nearest the picture offers in the

thrills is

hero Fred upsetting a broken

Western That Will

way

down

of

flivver

Satisfy Unless
Box

hard to say just how much of a following Fred
Stone has among film patrons because he has not made
a great many pictures, but his fame as a legitimate

be pretty nearly sufficient to get them in
without much further talk. You can say for "Billy
Jim" that it is a pleasing western picture with fine
scenic values and a star who offers considerable amusestar should

his

weakness—lack

of

in the latter reels

has taken the company to a parwestern hotel resort where some
unusually fine shots have been secured. There are
several excellent long shots of land and water com-

ticularly picturesque

raphy

There

is first rate.

is

good night

a lot of

stuff,

too.

The picture is in less than five reels and is unfolded
quickly and to the point. Toward the end it is a little
too quick to be comprehensive, or perhaps it is due
poor cutting. They jump the characters from one
place to another in inconsistent fashion and confuse

to

day and night.

more

explicit

There are one or two occasions where
sub-titling

is

really essential to

make

cowboy, rescues Martha Danforth when
Martha refuses to give
the identity of her assailant but insists upon joining
her father to go to a hotel in a nearby resort. Billy
Billy Jim, a

she

held captive in a barn.

is

falls in

That night he holds up

her.

the

money from

father.

money to follow
poker game and takes

love with her but hasn't the

When

a

the players which include Martha's

the Dunforths arrive at the hotel they

find Billy installed in all style despite his

cowboy

cos-

tume.

Martha
plavers.

other

tells Billy

Meantime

game and

lets

she

knows he robbed

the poker

Billy engages her father in an-

him win back

his

money.

Fur-

thermore he routs Forsythe, a promoter, who is tryLater it
ing to poach on Dunforth's mining claim.
which,
together
cattleman
rich
Billy
is a
develops that
for his act in her father's defense,

of

wins him the love

Martha.

They Demand

a Lot of Action

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It is

ment through

"Billy Jim's" only

pretty shots

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

directing

and

is

Borzage has provided a suitable production

the incidents clear to the spectator.

INTERIORS
DETAIL
by society

that

bination that are especially beautiful and the photog-

and
advantage

Is inclined to ignore logic of time

DIRECTION

And
action.

performance and mannerisms.

Perhaps catchlines will be the best means of interesting them. Say "The rich girl snubbed him but he
loved her so he just kept on trying to win her. He
followed her wherever she went but you'll have to
see the picture to learn how he won her. 'Billy Jim'
with Fred Stone is at the blank theater." If your
folks are familiar with the star use his name promi:

nently in announcing the picture.

—JXg^
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Foreign Spectacle a Biographical Production
"JULIUS

CAESAR"

and his leadership of the army are all shown. The
events follow one another in the order of time and a
great deal of footage is used to show whole armies and

George Kleine

DIRECTOR

Alberto Guazzoni

AUTHOR

Not

credited

SCENARIO BY

Not
Not

credited

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

credited

Big historic spectacle made

in

Hundreds of extras and large battle
Holds attention but lack of love interand plot will prevent this from gaining ex-

Italy.

scenes.
est

Holds

strictly to history.

Arranges

events chronologically rather than dramatically.

Covers the entire

life

of Caesar involving

many

situations

DIRECTION

Large crowds well han-

Good.

career of the conqueror.

The

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All clear

PLAYERS

Anthony Novelli takes part

of Cae-

Cast adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Splendid

,.

Correct
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

Biographical account

of Caesar

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

.5,748 feet

one of the largest spectacles made
in Italy, but due to its construction and handling its
interest will remain historic and educational. The life
of Caesar is traced through from boyhood to death.
His exile from Rome, his return, his election to office
"Julius Caesar"

is

director has secured

crowds and big

Roman

period in the

costumes

way

quite correct.

is

ings.

and should do very well

You might

find

it

at special

possible to arrange

showsome

and advertise it to the
school and church people in your community. This
is the kind of a feature that children can be brought
special afternoon performances

to see.

It

is

effects

using

presented of the

of buildings, furniture and

The

errors are mainly that

the streets (which in a city without plumbing or

sewerage are shown much cleaner than a model American city), and seem to have no occupation. Details
of intimate

life,

fine touches,

animals, slaves at

work

and the processes of the arts are all omitted. The
Rome presented in "Julius Caesar" is far from convincing.

The

large battle scenes and the

marching armies

are, however, well rendered.
But they are repeated
throughout the production in many variations. The
photography is good and the lighting is mostly outdoor, giving one or two nice evening effects.
Anthony Novelli plays the leading role but fails to
give Caesar the dynamic personality associated with
the dictator of the empire. Pompey, Brutus, Cato and

Mark Antony

are

all

presented in this version.

picture ends with the death of Caesar,

oration and the vengeance of the

The

Mark Antony's

mob upon

the senate.

Show ings.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Julius Caesar" will appeal to students and educational bodies

What

If one goes by this rendering then the
population of Rome in the year 50 B. C. consisted
only of soldiers and senators. People stand around

Splendid Production for Special and Educational
Box

some splendid

sets.

of omission.

in

dled

sar.

situation

large

treme popularity

STORY

Due to lack of intense drama, stirring
and love interest "Julius Caesar" is a biographical picturization rather than a picture drama.
History is not always drama. And drama is hard to
spread over a period of forty years. Shakespeare developed but one situation taken at the height of the
large crowds.

contains nothing that might be objection-

able for showing before the young.

Lack of heart interest and dramatic situation will
prevent the production from gaining a general appeal,
but the spectacle is big and if your people are at all

interested in classical subjects they will like this ren-

dering of Rome at its height. Tell them that thousands of people are included in the mob scenes and
also that ancient armies are shown in actual combat.
Speak about the Roman Senate and the enemies of
the conqueror.
Mention the Gauls and the military

Appeal directly to the high
school students in your town and tell them that this
version is not based upon Shakespeare's text but gives
victories

the

of Caesar.

full life

of the

the emperor of

man who

three times refused to be

Rome.

I
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Have

Star Seems to

Miss Du Pont in
"THE GOLDEN GALLOWS"

gets careless and allows incomprehensive bits to creep
in and his players to do extraordinary things
there
is no suspense and the love interest wanes slowly, but
;

Universal

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

^.

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

Starts off

Paul Scardon
Victoria Galland
Harvey Gates
Ben Reynolds
as though it's going
.

.

.

an interesting story of stage life; falls
badly toward end
STORY
Conventional false judgment theme
with considerable love interest that has pecuto be

liar twists

DIRECTION

Fair; in

some

instances, partic-

ularly in handling of players, poor; occasionally

vague

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS*

STAR

Average

Pleasing and wears some very attractive

gowns
Jack

convincing
villain; fair

Mower

required to be an un-

hero; Douglas Gerrard
support generally

"actory"

EXTERIORS

Few

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory

Not always

CHARACTER OF STORY

sufficiently explicit

Chorus

girl

who

in-

man's fortune is later falsely accused
who wants to marry her

herits rich

by man

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
In the
for

Miss

first

Du

.4,808 feet

place the application of the

title

selected

Font's latest film, to the picture and story

is hardly discernible.
Just how "The Golden
Gallows" pertains to it is hard to figure out unless
it was selected merely as a good sounding title with
probable box office possibilities. The opening reel
promises a story somewhat out of the ordinary and of
an interesting theatrical nature. A definite premise
is established and the way nicely
paved for what
would seem to be a good piece of entertainment.
But it all seemed too good to last. The story becomes hackneyed, unconvincing and dry; the director

itself,

Billing It

Stories dealing with theatrical

Du Pont

Du

Pont,

derstand the relations of his fiancee, Miss Du Pont,
villain Douglas Gerrard, Stevens'
lawyer, holds the letter which would clear the matter.
But he wants Miss Du Pont, so keeps the contents to

and Stevens, while

himself.

Miss

Du Pont

does a very

silly

thing on one occa-

wrongly accused by Mower she
game as well as the name" and
she forgets all about her "good" theories and joins
the crowd at Rector's. Evidently someone unfamiliar
with the passing of the famous resort wrote the titles
or possibly they thought that name would register
Since she

is

decides to have "the

better with folks outside.

The

director

is

responsible for

some

bits that are

incomprehensive, such as the person called "Cleo,"
whose movements are not traced to the spectator's
satisfaction.
She exits from the story for no definite
reason and returns without explanation. The hero's
mother bears no resemblance whatever to the type of
screen "mother" so popular of late. There is little
that is human in her make-up. There are other especially noticeable instances of bad direction, such as
that in which hero enters the cabaret, knocks out the
There is nothing that leads up to
villain and exits.
the incident. Hero just appears suddenly on the scene,
mechanically goes in and attacks the villain because

he is caressing hero's fiancee, whom he refuses to
speak to, turns around and walks out. It's too much
"on again, off again."

May

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

more

who

who had shown him that "all women can't be bought."
From this point on the story becomes the old conventional theme.
Hero Jack Mower chooses to misun-

Box

are always

a "different" chorus girl

dentally and leaves half his fortune to Miss

a Story of Stage Life

life

is

has become a star purely through hard work. Edwin
Stevens, a very rich man, dies as the result of a shot
fired by a woman whose identity is not disclosed, further than that her name is "Flo." At any rate Stevens makes it appear as though he killed himself acci-

As

by majority of picture patrons and as such "The Golden Gallows" will give average satisfaction. It might have done a little better
than "average" had the star been giving a stronger
supporting company and the direction been more consistent and smooth.
The story develops into a very
hackneyed affair which was the biggest handicap of all.
or less favorably received

Miss

surely.

sion.

SUPPORT

Proper Material

Difficulty in Securing

By

Attract

you have played the star's previous
releases, you ought to know just how she stands with
your clientele and whether or not they have taken to
her.
She is nicely photographed in this and wears a
number of pretty gowns. That feature might be mentioned to entice your women patrons. Catchlines will
do to give an idea of the story if you think it necessary to let them know what it is about.
this time,

if

^^
m^^

"Par" Plus
"Cardigan"

is

a

100% motion

picture plus.

—authorship— production — directors — players — distriAmerican

the

to

marrow

story

in

bution.

The biggest, finest, ablest, most spectacular
American historical romance and drama ever
screened on the soil of our country.
'Over the Hill," as
Storm,"
"Orphans of the
as "The Three Musketeers," as "Foolish Wives."
box-office

All of these are big, fine, money-earning pictures deserving of every dollar they take in for

you and

their

owners and

distributors.

Messmore Kendall's tremendous production of
Robert W. Chambers' mighty romance "Cardigan"

is

as big as all of these

In these days

rons

when

film scandal

away "Cardigan"

derful

.

is

scaring pat-

the wholesome,

is

won-

picture that every good, clean, right

element

in

every

America will come
about and praise.

city,

town and

to see

—

—and

like

village

—and

of

talk

Opening February 19th at the Capitol Theatre, New York, and simultaneously in 40 of the
largest American first run cities.

^^T?^
RELEASING
WALTER E GREENE,

P. S.

~^

-m

CORPORATION

'^lendmt

F.

B.

WARREN,

Vice-President

It's the highest picture

I have

handled in seven years.
F. B.

Warren
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Excellent Performance of Barrymore Stands
Lionel Barrymore in

gles heart interest and pathos in convincing fashion
and carries out the pathos to the very end, not the

"BOOMERANG BILL"
Cosmopolitan Prod.

—Paramount
Tom

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Terriss

Jack Boyle

SCENARIO BY

Doty Hobart

CAMERAMAN

Al Liguori

WHOLE

AS A

makes

it

The

fine acting of

worth while

;

Barrymore

theme may not appeal

to everyone

STORY

carried out to an

ers' faces

Holds the attention always by

his splen-

did handling of crook role

SUPPORT

Marguerite Marsh capable; others
Margaret Seddon and Matthew Betts

Some

familiar

New York

streets

Suitable

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
last job to secure

Crook "pulls"

money

is

for sweetheart,

his

who

serving time for the theft

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,489 feet

At the time it was announced that Jack Boyle's story
would be picturized, those who had read the story
looked wise and said that it ought to make a corking
good picture because it was a fine story. But after
seeing the picture and the performance of Lionel Barit seems safe to say that without his excellent
work, regardless of Director Tom Terriss' eflfort,
"Boomerang Bill" would probably not have made such
a fine picture, which is to say that it is Barrymore's

rymore,

The

it

over.

chief characteristic

Work

of Star

is

self-sacrifice that

Should Please
Box

min-

No

"Boomerang

seems certain to create

stand out splendidly.

Bill"

And

it is

little

what they may think

or not

it

appeals to them.

of the story

Use

and one that

and keep reminding them of the

and whether

name extensively
splendid work he does
his

plays

"Boomerang

more

Bill" than the

ing his future happiness by "pulling one more job."
The self-sacrifice theme takes another inconcUtsivc

term when the

girl

decides she

must marry

so that

money necessary to send her mother
By so doing she breaks her promise
to her lover in prison, whom she still loves. Just how
she figures marrying a man she does not love is the

she can obtain the
to the country.

right thing to do,

is

not convincing.

Chicago Bill, nicknamed "Boomerang Bill," decides
to be a crook no more once he finds himself in love
with Annie, whom he first met when Tony the Won
insisted upon dancing with Annie against her will.

Tony

annoy her further. And
upon Bill's tracks
after the bank robbery.
Annie promises to wait for
him until he is released from prison, but in the meantime her mother's health demands that she go to the
country, so Annie marries while the broken-down Bill
spends his remaining days with only the companionship of the little Chinese girl he had befriended as a
Bill sees that

so

it

is

Tony

doesn't

that puts the police

babe.

How

the Story Strikes

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a favorable impression regard-

less of

way Barrymore

Matter

"Boomerang Bill" is worth seeing if for no other
reason than the performance of Lionel Barrymore.
He adds one more triumph to his list of screen portrayals in his role of

girl, all

toward the

"Boomerang Bill."
The reason why Bill robs a bank and spends a term
in prison for it is the weak spot.
It is probable that
a man would commit such an act to save his sweetheart, but when it comes to saving her mother it would
seem that there would be an easier way out. And n
man who was supposed to be as keen as Bill was,
would certainly have found another way without risk-

Occasionally too bright on play-

portrayal that puts

cipal character, such as his devotion

story of

Fair

marries while he

facts

unhappy ending

PHOTOGRAPHY

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

home

very definite way. Individually effective touches
throughout, giving a better appreciation of the prin-

in a

the

Brings out story's dramatic qualities convincingly and gives star fine prominence and capable supporting cast

STAR

are "heavy" to be sure, but sei've to drive

unfamiliar self-sacrifice theme

DIRECTION

LIGHTINGS

conventional happy ending, but a tragically unhappy
one.
Director Terriss has secured excellent results
in his handling of the more dramatic moments.
They

Chinese

The not

Out Above All Else

in this picture.

You can

also

mention Director Terriss' name,

calling such of his productions as

"Dead Men

Tell

re-

No

Tales" and "The Heart of Maryland." The title can
be exploited inasmuch as your folks may have read
the story in one of the monthly fiction magazines. You
can interest some by saying that many of the exteriors

were actually taken

in

lower

New York

City,

AN ADVERTISING OPPORTUNin
Extra Circulation
Extra

News

Interest

No Increase In Rates

iTHE

^M^mUW&0
o/'FiLMDOM ^^i^wM^j^^
Authority

7Ae BRADSTREET

^^RECOCMiZED

Special

Albany Convention

Numbers
Feb. 14th-15th-16th

Act Now!

Space Limited!

"WE ARE AS CLOSE TO YOU AS YOUR PHONE"
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Average Entertainment Offers Some Amusing Farcical Situations
Mary Anderson

in

After the complications begin to pile on the story
bedroom farce twist in that the elderly
couple who have discovered the girl's secret marriage

"TOO MUCH MARRIED"
Associated Photoplays

— State

DIRECTOR

Rights

Not credited
John W. Grey

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Florence Boilers
Stephen B. Norton

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

takes on a

Fairly amusing farce

comedy

with some familiar complications though

af-

fording average entertainment

STORY

Has

bedroom
becomes vulgar or of-

a tendency toward the

farce variety but never

fensive

«

DIRECTION

Smooth and although mostly

straight stuff,

is

capable and sufficient for the

most part

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Does
STAR

Average
All right usually

work but nothing out

satisfactory

of the ordinary

SUPPORT

Roscoe Karnes and Jack Connelly

leading

men who

fulfill

requirements

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Too much

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
ly

Girl marries secret-

and immediately separated from her hus-

band encounters
recover

all

kind of

difficulties in trying to

him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Too Much
title

similarity

About

5,000 feet

Married" lives pretty well up to the

selected for

in fact

it,

very

much

so as far as the

heroine is concerned. She's actually married to one
man while two old friends, misunderstanding matters,
insist upon believing her married to another. And so

amusing farce
an average entertainment which

the complications arise in this fairly

comedy

that offers

might possibly have been made into an even better
picture through stronger and more humorous situations and by-play.

Will Please Enough of
Box

whp

find a

has some amusing situacarried
out
and although it is not
well
tions that are
one that is likely to cause much audible laughter, still
of

it

any average audience.

is

amusing and

will

It

go nicely on almost any pro-

gram.

change theater on Broadway it was shown
connection with another feature made by one of the

At
in

a daily

upon having her and her "husband"

them

join

automobile tour. Circumstances prevent the
girl from explaining that the man is not her husband
and there are reasons also why the man cannot say
that the girl is not his wife.
in their

A

suspense in connection with the stolen neckmaintained until the very end. The spectator
does know who took it but you are kept guessing as
In
to the reason and the identity of "Mr. Trevor."
this matter particularly the direction is firs't rate and
while the production is nothing to brag about, nor
does it aim at any high lights, still it suffices for the
story at hand and offers a picture that will likely please
the average audience.

lace

fair

is

Immediately following the marriage of Mrs. De
Courcey's daughter. Bob Holliday and Betty Colford,
guests at the wedding, decide to make use of the minTrevor,
ister while he is there and marry secretly.
another guest, overhears the plan, serves as a witness
and promises to keep the secret. The reason for the
secrecy is that Holliday will lose a fortune if he marBob goes ahead to Maries before he is twenty-five.
ple

Grove Inn where Betty

is

to join him, but

mean-

time a necklace, the gift of Trevor to the bride, is
missing and the guests are detained and searched.
Trevor drops the necklace in Betty's bag, follows her
to Maple Grove and registers for himself and Betty

and Mrs. Brown, while Bob, injured when his
auto turned over, is detained elsewhere. Things happen fast from then on until finally Bob and Betty are
reunited while Trevor explains that he is an architect
and desiring to secure the De Courcey contract had
given the bride the necklace, but since it was only an
as Mr.

imitation

wanted

to retrieve

it

before the fact

was

discovered.

Any Average Crowd

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

need for an occasional comedy of this variety will find "Too Much Married" a
suitable offering and one that will please a majority
Exhibitors

insist

bigger producers and

if

comparisons were to be made,

"Too Much Married" would stand the
even though

it

test well

enough

probably couldn't brag about a

of artists behind

it.

It isn't

probable that

staff

Mary An-

would have to be to warrant the use of her name. However, you have a title
that can be played up nicely with catchlines and will
serve in conjunction with stunt advertising and exderson

is

ploitation.

as popular as she

PYRAMID PICTURES, INC.,
and
THE PYRAMID PLAN
Pyramid

Pictures, Inc.,

ing sixteen or

more

for the purpose of produc-

was organized

real

box

office attractions

each year to be sold

.

|

and honest prices that will enable him to
The Company is headed by Walter E. Greene,

to the exhibitor at fair

make money.

formerly Vice-President of

Famous Players-Lasky, President

of

!

Artcraft and one of the organizers of Paramount.

Pyramid

Pictures

is

absolutely independent and has no alliances

whatever with other producing companies or

political groups. Its
I

sole

aim

is

distribute

to

make good

them as

pictures at lowest possible costs and to

efl&ciently

and economically as

possible.

"My

Old Kentucky Home," Pyramid's first production, is completed. A story from the pen of Anthony Paul Kelly, it was directed by

Ray

Monte

G. Smallwood with an all-star cast including

Swayne Gordon, Lucy Fox, Arthur

Blue, Sigrid Holmquist, Julia

Garewe and Frank Gurrier.
Pyramid's second and third

pictures,

"The Queen

Rouge," with Monte Blue, directed by

of the

Moulin

Ray G. Smallwood, and

"The Mayor's Wife," an Anna Katherine Greene story with Betty
Blythe as the star and Kenneth

Webb

as director, are both in

production now.

IHKSE

pictures are financed

under which

all

and made under the Pyramid Plan

Pyramid Productions

of the future will

be made.

The Pyramid Plan is the most equitable arrangement ever devised
for the financing of

motion picture production.

It

eliminates the

high cost of producer financing from which the industry has suffered in the past and offers a sane solution to exhibitors and others

who want

to share in picture production profits.

The Pyramid Plan finances each
Pyramid

production through the sale of

Profit Sharing Syndicate Units.

each of $100 par value, are issued to

fJBAMID PICTOPB* 03

make a

One thousand

Units,

$100,000 production.

jgBAMIP PICTURES 03

J

Every dollar received by Pyramid Pictures,
these Units

making

is

Inc.,

from the

sale of

used for actual production expenses and for the

Not one

of positive prints.

office

overhead or

The

Pyramid Plan provides

money

cent of this

is

used for

officers' salaries.

that the first

money

received from

rentals after distributing charges shall be returned to the Unit hold-

ers until they have been repaid their total investment before

Pyramid Pictures,

Inc., receives

After the investors have

a cent.

received the return of their money, the plan provides that Pyramid
Pictures, Inc., shall receive 50% of the profits for
that the investors receive the other
their

of the profit for the use of

money.

The Pyramid Plan also provides
lien

50%

management, and

that the Unit holders

have a

first

on the negative and positive prints under a trusteeship until they

have received the return

The

of their total

investment dollar for dollar.

Pyramid Plan insures the producer

of his business.

It

against banker control

opens the way to exhibitors

greater independent output of good pictures.

who want
It

to foster

a

provides exhibitors

with the means of sharing in the legitimate production profits

as-

sured by experienced honest management, employing good directors, selecting

good

stories, casting

making good pictures on a
Pyramid's management
is

is

a demonstrated success.

safe

recognized picture players and

and sane

tried

basis.

and proven. The Pyramid Plan

Pyramid Productions of the future will

be largely exhibitor financed.

Pyramid's Distribution

will be handled

by the American Releas-

ing Corporation at a straight thirty per cent cost, affording

what we

believe to be not only the cheapest but also the best distribution of

good pictures

in

America

today.

Further information regarding The Pyramid Plan and

coming productions will be sent upon request

forth-

to

Smallwood & Co., Inc., Sole Fiscal Agents, 150 W. 34th

St.,

N. Y. G.

ft

PYRAMID PICTURES,
rriMtHID PICTUPES gj

INC.
WrKMMm PICTUBES !B

THE

c&m
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Pearl White

Has Story Dealing With

Pearl White in

"THE BROADWAY PEACOCK"
Fox

DIRECTOR

Brabin
Julia Tolsva
^,
SCENARIO BY
Charles J. Brabin
George Lane
AS A
Deals with stage life and will
interest everyone who fancies this element as
entertainment
STORY
Good inasmuch as it does not resort to
the sugar-coated happy ending
Charles

J.

AUTHOR

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

DIRECTION

Satisfactory

;

doesn't use any su-

perfluous footage in telling the story

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

All right

Average
Does good work
SUPPORT
Fair; Joseph Stryker shows little
personality; Doris Eaton cries sincerely
^.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

None
Suitable

,

Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
ing the sweetheart

who

Actress after avengdeserted her for the

she had befriended, finally makes amends
for the damage she did at the loss of her own
girl

happiness

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Once more Pearl White has

Sunday, January

4,380 feet
left off

her stunts of

"serial" days

and secured a story that requires more
dramatic. and less physical action on her part. "The
Broadway Peacock" is just about what you would
expect it to be from its title a story dealing with the
stage and the life of one of its stars who is affectionately termed by her friends "The Broadway Peacock."

—

story

is

not particularly original nor distinctone feature of it that rather lifts it

ive but there is

out of the ordinary and that is the ending. Instead of
patching up the broken romance and finishing it all

sweet and pretty with the actress in the arms of the
lover who deserted her, they stick to things as they
would be more likely to happen in real life. Perhaps
it will furnish a surprise, too, because it isn't likely
that the preceding sequences will ever lead folks to
figure out the ending as it really is. The actual final
shots are just a

little

too abrupt.

The

star

is

shown

drinking a toast at a Christmas dinner and from her
actions it looks as though she were about to drink a
And further, she drops the glass from her
poison.

hand immediately after the drink. Then they flash
"The End." It's a trifle too sudden.
Pearl White adapts herself to the role splendidly
and seems sincere. Just why she affects a swagger
walk when carrying out her revenge upon the fellow
who deserted her isn't clear. She wears some of the
Paris gowns which the New York newspapers have
already given a share of publicity and in one scene
shows of a chinchilla wrap to excellent advantage.
She is given only a fair supporting cast which includes
Joseph Stryker, Doris Eaton, Harry Southard and
Eliabeth Garrison.

Myrtle May, hostess of the Dansant Rouge, falls in
love with Harold Van Tassel, son of a rich, aristoThey become engaged but Myrtle
cratic family.
gradually notices a change in Harold and suspects his
attention to Rose, a young girl whom Myrtle has befriended and brought int oher home. On one occasion Rose is confiding in Harold her objections to a
certain man-about-town who persists in annoying her.
Myrtle finds the two in what she considers an emShe is
brace and orders them to leave her house.
heartbroken but decides to make Harold pay for what
he has done. She goes to his mother's home and tells
her her story and brands Rose,

now companion

to

Harold and Rose

dismissed from the house, but reinstated
when Myrtle, after a change of heart, tells the mother
she had exaggerated facts. Harold marries Rose while
are then

Myrtle goes back to her friends.

Will Thoroughly Satisfy Those
Box

1922

Stage Life

Harold's mother, as disreptable.

The

8,

Who

Like the Atmosphere

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Pearl White's followers will likely be well pleased
with her latest production, "The Broadway Peacock,"
and where she is not so popular you can probably
count on the title to attract attention because if they
are interested in pictures dealing with stage life they
will have a pretty definite idea of what they may

expect to see by the title's suggestion.
You can promise them that the star wears

new

her

do to get the
in

of

gowns

women

in

the picture.

This will

interested and the use of

the lobby will be another help.

revenge satisfy?
Peacock.'

and learn why."

stills

Catchlines for

your program prior to the showing could read

way
some

Parisian

It didn't in the case of

:

"Does

'The Broad-

See Pearl White's latest production

:

THE
Sunday, February

Mary

Stl

DAILY

1922

12,

Miles Minter in Story Dealing With Religion of Pennsylvania Dutch
Mary Miles Minter
"TILLIE"

a

in

DIRECTOR

AUTHORS
SCENARIO

farmer.

Frank Urson
Helen R. Martin and Frank Howe, Jr.
BY
.Alice Eyton

CAMERAMAN

Allen Davey

WHOLE
ure but
it

Not an

may

especially bright feat-

interest because of

theme

of

which

treats

STORY

Bears a resemblance to a recent pho-

toplay story; effective love interest

DIRECTION

Makes good use
matic moments; allows story

to

more

dra-

drag once or

twice

Very good
Good
in role that doesn't per-

mit her to appear very attractive

SUPPORT

the father in the present instance.

by the usual

notably that of Lucien Littlefield; Noah Beery
good except for his "property" whiskers; Lillian Leighton fine in very small part
Pretty

Not very many
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Daughter

of

sylvania Dutch farmer refuses to marry

Penn-

man

of

her father's choice

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,125 feet

similarity

is

t_vpe of hero.

But

to stick to the current

—

it is a picture with more or less
moral and as such is not the brightest form of
entertainment obtainable.
An adequate production,
effective direction for the most part and several clever

production, "Tillie"of a

ture that will in

all

make

it

a pic-

probability satisfy a fair major-

any audience whether or not they happen to be
sympathy with the facts presented.
There is considerable mention of the Mennonite

ity of

faith

the sub-titles and, while the spectator be-

in

comes adequately acquainted with the term and the
sect

Several effective characterizations,

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

The

further carried out in that both heroines are rescued

in

good work

.

Both women, however, were subject to the iron will
of their masters, the husband in the former case and

characterizations are features that help

of the

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Does
STAR

South African Dutch colonist, while in "Tillie" the
is the daughter of
a Pennsylvania Dutch

heroine

Realart-Paramount

AS A

17

first

represents,

it

a definite explanation with the

still

reference would help to

make

it

clear to those

who may

not know exactly what it is. .Director Urson maintains as even interest most of the time and
tells the story comprehensively and with few omissions. One sequence which he has neglected to com-

plete

is

that in which the rich oid Mennonite

makes her

will

and

all

hands plan

woman

to participate in the

inheritance although as far as the audience is concerned the old lady does not die.
Lucien Littlefield offers a splendid character portrayal as "Doc," the only friend of heroine Mary, altrifle inconsistent when he urges
hero Forrest Stanley to leave the farm after he was

though he seems a

Not long ago Gloria Swanson was seen

an adaptation of Edward Knoblock's stage play, "The Shulamite" and in a great many respects "Tillie," written
in

by Helen Martin, is similar to the Knoblock story.
Both deal with the theories of the Dutch relative to
the supremacy of man over woman and the idea that
the woman is more or less of a chattel. The difference is slight. In "Under the Lash," the title of the
Swanson picture, the heroine was the wife of a Boer,

really responsible

the start of the

for

romance be-

He

does very good work, also Noah
Beery, although his beard looks anything but real.
Tillie decides to run away from home rather than
marry the man selected by her father. She is rescued
by hero Jack, the former village school teacher, who
loves Tillie and is returning to learn why she had not

tween the two.

answered

his letters.

They

are married.

Characterization and Atmosphere Likely to Appeal
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

who are interested in Mary Miles Minter and
follow her pictures will find that she has a role somewhat out of the ordinary for her in "Tillie." She is
Folks

not given any opportunity to wear pretty frocks or
display her curls so you can assure them they will see

strict

laws concerning the supremacy of

over

woman. See how the idea is carried out in 'Tillie,'
Mary Miles Minter's latest production." Or, "Do you
know what the Mennonite faith is? It plays a promiin the story of 'Tillie.' "

her in something entirely different this time.

nent part

you think the story will appeal you can say
"You have heard of the Pennsylvania Dutch and their

own judgment with

If

man

You

can use your

regard to mentioning the relig-

ious phase of the story.

Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
^''We

Never

Disappoint''^

Now Located at

229 W. 28th Street
Telephones:

Watkins 1416 and

Press Sheets, Inserts

1417

and Heralds

Magazines and Catalogues
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Some
"The Ranger's Reward"

Short Reels

—Universal

A

men.

pickpocket mixes in with them and extracts papa's
Fearing the detectives the wallet is slipped into one
of the boy's pockets. Confusion follows and continues throughout the entire reel. The situations are not very novel and the
wallet.

2 reel western

of production

Type

Art Acord and Laura LaPlante take the leading parts in
"The Ranger's Reward," an amusing and pleasing western
The picture is filled with
filled with action and romance.
The
sure fire stuff and is buih along regular western lines.
production is, however, far above the average western; this
is because the story is simple and convincing and the details
The story tells about a young cowall lead up to one climax.
boy who applies for a job as a ranger. He asks for a job
for "me and myself," and explains that "myself" is the name
The girl's father is the captain of the rangers
of his horse.
and he is induced to give the fellow a job. Down in the
the smugglers are busy with lots of secret
border hotel
While the chief is warning the bandits, his daughter
doings.
is induced to enter the hotel and is made a prisoner in an
"Myself," the horse, senses the danger and
upstairs room.
runs back for the boys. Art first saves the girl by lowering
her down on a rope, before he plunges into the gang to rescue
All ends as it should for this type of production.
the chief.
The horse is very intelligent and liolds the attention when
"The Ranger's Reward"
he is shown alone on the screen.
The situations are
is one of the very best starring Art Acord.
natural and the action rolls up faster as it approaches the
Details have been given due regard and the entire
climax
production has been carefully edited and finished.

"The Dog and

Type

the

Thief"— Aesop's Fable— Pathe

of production

The moral brought

1

reel

animated cartoon

out by Paul Terry's latest cartoon

comedy work not extra funny.

Both young men make love

to the girl, but she accepts the fellow

turing the thief.

man

The

girl's

for having suspected

succeeds in cap-

him and gives consent

riage.

"Watch Your Wallet"

sented

in

is

young

to the

mar-

but an average offering pre-

an ordinary way.

"Horse Sense"

Type

who

father apologizes to the

of production

—Century-Universal
2 reel

comedy

Harry Sweet and a very clever horse share the honors in
clever comedy "Horse Sense."
The horse wakes up
Harry by throwing him out of bed. Harry insists on calling
himself "Doug" and his girl "Mary."
He takes a long time
to get on the horse and then rides only to the next house.
Here he and his girl do some stunts in imitation of Mary
and Doug. The second half of this amusing comedy takes

this

The girl's father insists on sending
daughter away but Harry follows. All efforts to prevent
him from embarking prove of no avail. The captain, first
mate and father of the girl all help to add to the comedy
business and provoke laughter.
"Horse Sense" is one of
the best of the series starring Harry Sweet. The part of the
girl is played by Margaret Cloud and Bud Jamison plays the
"heavy" captain. The gags are well timed and follow one
another without much interruption.
The comedy work is
amusing and should please almost any audience.

place on a large steamer.
his

is:

"Beware of strangers bearing gifts." The story is told of a
duck egg farm and the funny cat that helps the farmer. Outand waits his chance at
watch and saves the
lone duck from the fangs of the fox.
But the fox does not
give up hope and returns in a friendly way and offers the bulldog a bone. The dog not only refuses the bribe, but also
proceeds to put the finishing touches on Mr. Fox. Some clever
bits of animation are included in this fable which is well up
to the high average set for this series.
The animals have a
human touch given them that will please and delight almost
all audiences.
The animation is good and the pranks are
side the yard the fox tests his knife

a nice duck.

A

amusing.

"Watch Your Wallet"— Star-Universal
Type

of production

1

reel

comedy

Eddie Boland and Billy Fletcher are the leading players
single reeler.
The action centers around a girl who

this

met

"Schoolday Love"

bulldog, however, stands

at the railroad station

by her father and two

rival

in
is

young

— Campbell— Educational

»

Type

of production

2 reel

comedy

"Schoolday Love" is a fair combination of animal and kid
Doreen Turner plays the part of the little school girl,
and Laurence Licalvai is the boy who rides to school in a
car of his own design. He has a hard time starting and when
he opens the hood he finds the engine asleep. The hood contains a dog and a tread mill.
A revolving sausage hangs up
front and offers an inducement for the dog to run. At school
a little game of ball is played by the animals. A monkey is
the pitcher and a poodle acts as referee until the audience proThen the boy and the girl play
tests against his decisions.
hooky and finding a cabin in the woods proceed to a game
of Indians, but a lamp upsets and a possible tragedy is avoided
by the quick work and rescue of the clever bull dog and the
horse. "Schoolday Love" will hold the attention and the clever
The
animal work that it contains will please and amuse.
children too are good and will gain the sympathy of the
average fan.
stuff.

^
Short Reels
Women

"Arid

Type

Must Weep"

— Bruce-Educational

of production

Women

"'And

one of the

is

first

While

new

the past by Bruce, the

form

and

of sentiment

and-dog type of

form

from

famous poem

story

series

taken

is

"Three Fishers," by Charles

called

form most of the

poet's lines

new

in this

The

of pictorial entertainment.

The

Kingsley.
is

in

in the

Breaking away from the man-

Bruce has achieved

a classical

the

series has an added interest

story.

scenic,

series

retain-

recorded

scenic so well

the

of

qualities

new

of a

by Robert C. Bruce called "Wilderness Tales."
ing the pictorial

reel literary

1

Must Weep"

"First Families in America"

and

titles

this

well suited to the beautiful photography and the splendid

The story is a tale of the sea. Three
homes and wives and put to sea.
two bodies are washed ashore and two
The third searches the rock bound
loss.

recorded.

locations

fishermen

leave

Several days

their

later

wives mourn their

wave

coast in vain and watches every

She climbs the

as

Holmes-Paramount

of production..,..

1

reel travel

Life in Indian villages is the subject of "First Families in
America." Here you are shown Indian villages on the Mexican border and the various occupations of the natives. Building mud homes and many of the native arts are well
illustrated,.
Close-ups show the women weaving baskets,
making pottery, weaving and grinding corn. Bread is baked
in a kiln shaped oven.
A fire is first built in this clay stove
which, when hot, is removed ashes and all.
The loaves are
then placed on the hot stone floor and allowed to bake in the
accumulated heat. This primitive fireless cooker will amuse
the feminine members of your audience.
No matter how hot
the climate you can always expect the Indian woman to wear
her heaviest buckskin stockings.
Othe'r details of costumes
and novel ways to do up long hair are illustrated in this very
entertaining Burton Holmes travel reel.
The picture is far
above the average in subject matter and interest.

breaks on shore.

it

and scans the horizon

cliffs

Type

— Burton

in

hope of finding

Below, the waves of the sea are seen dashing

her husband.

The photography

against the rocks.

is

The

the shots of rock and water are splendid.
all artistically

The

composed.

story

is

Some

excellent.

"The Touchdown"

of

— Century-Universal

locations arc

well told and the senti-

Type

of production

2 reel

comedy

ment touching.
This

has done.
in

Bruce

latest

high

series

is

certainly the very best that he

entertainment that can be used

It offers a classical

class

programs and

The

audiences.

and

story

shown

safely

provide

plot

discriminating

to

and

is

Man"— Hal Roach— Pathe

of production

Love and romance

down

entertain-

refined and charming.

"Rich Man, Poor

Type

same

at the

The

time help accent the beautj' of the landscapes.

ment

human

sufficient

interest to hold the various scenes together,

to

"Sunshine

1

in a

comedy

"Paul

of

Hal Roach's

awakened.

The

is

Parrott"

play

the

the hotel porter her love for

leading

janitor's patent leather shoes pinch so

them beside him not
of a lady's train.
ride after her.

He

feet.

When

takes

that they

realising

off

and places

rested on the

she walks across the

room

is

This time the

end

the shoes

quickly covered with a cloak taken

man

comedy gags follow one another
laughs are fairly numerous.

average audience.

is left

in his B.

V. D.'s.

Type

1

The

rapid succession and the

Will please and entertain the

sub-titles are

Clock," by

Henry

C.

reel literary

from the famous old song "Grandfather's

Work. The scenes

of the picture illustrate
the history of the old hall clock that ran

the titles and

tell

ninety years.

"But

stopped short, never to go again, when
story is sentimental and will remind
many of the days of long ago. The picture is not very exciting,
but lays claim to charm and pretty sentiment. "Grandfather's
Clock" will make a very restful program filler and please
many who remember the old popular song. The photography
the old

is

in

Clock"— Kineto

of production

The

ball.

hard that electric

them

"Grandfather's

is

In rescuing the shoes the train and dress are

torn away, but the sight

from a man.

him

Quite a few laughs are recorded during the

sparks shoot out from his

includes some comedy work on the football field.
Lee puts
on a football suit by mistake and is thought to be one of the
players on the field.
Complications follow and after making
several touchdowns, Lee finds that he not only won the game
for the college, but also the charming daughter of the professor.
Few of the gags employed in this production are
original and the comedy work is barely up to the average. The
action seems to drag in several spots and the laughs are not
extra numerous.

latest.

comedy parts. The heiress pretends to be the maid and the
janitor makes believe that he is a gentleman. At the grand ball
the heiress refuses to marry the gentleman, but later when
she discovers that he

current to shock the victims and a skeleton to frighten them,
make up the central portion of this comedy. The finish

fashionable hotel from the heiress

the janitor are the themes

Sammy" and

reel

"The Touchdown" is a fairly amusing comedy with lots of
boy stuff and a snappy climax on the football field.
Lee Moran takes the part of the farmer's son who drives his
Ford to school. Both he and the dude are rivals for the hand
of the professor's daughter.
Hazing scenes employing electric
college

man

died!"

it

The

good and the

with the

life

the grave.

detail well worked out.
The clock keeps step
of the master and follows it from childhood to
nice little reel for special showings and Sun-

A

day entertainments.

i

—

—
What

Keep your

finger

on the pulse of
trade
^ To
to

the "Film Renter^'

brings to your notice
Pithy pars on up-to-

date doings.

Items of valuable

gain better business

it

is

essential

keep in close touch with every move

in-

formation for exhibitor

and

renter.

in the film world.

Interesting articles by
^ The most

efficient

link

between the

American and English cinema trades
is

found in "The Film Renter

ing

Picture

News"

—an

& Mov-

exhibitor and renter.

secure you the services of this con-

^

worker

for

person-

alities.

Film Reviews.

Round

annual subscription of £1-15-0 will

scientious

trade

invaluable

journal of information for every alert

^ An

film

cinema success.

the trade
throughout England,
Wales and Scotland.

Send your order today.
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John Dalton

Street

Playgoers Pictures

presents

Ruth Clifford
in)

iROVlChL LOVE
D/STRIBUTED BY PLAYGOERS PICTURES
THRU PATHE EXCHANGE INC.

Love
in

born

a glance under the spell
and Adventure walks hand
hand with Romance.

of the

is

in

tropics,

Guy W. McConnell
amazing

never

wrote

a

more

story.

Ralph Ince never directed a
ing feature.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE FOR PLAYGOIRS PKTURES

Directed By Ralph Ince

more

An

SIDNEY GARRETT

never appeared to better
Clifford, Reginald Denny,
Huntley Gordon, Fred Turner, Ernest HilFitzroy,
Margaret
liard,
Paul
Doucet,
Catherine Spencer, Margaret Seddon and
Carl Axzell.
all-star

advantage:

exhilarat-

You

have never shown a more

Porto Rico never afforded more gorgeous
locations.

cast

Ruth

isf)'ing

audience feature.

sat-

—
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Plans Completed

,

Meets at Ten Eyck

1

— Stars

N.

Albany,

Y.

— The

New

'ork State met last night at the Ten
iiyck to draw up final plans for the

Charles

convention.

nnual

L.

Sam Berman and W.

)'Reilly,

H.

-inton have been here for several
ays getting matters in shape.
In all probability, the convention
actively get under way until
I'iil not
An important aggregation
onight.
York at
if
exhibitors leaves
o'clock this
afternoon in four
pecial cars.
The F. I. L. M. Club
if
York will have a strong
;epresentation.
Practically
every
K'ew York exchange manager will be
jin hand and also a number of home

1R>.-9*
iIk^'"*

^^^^^H'

'^

•^

M.

P.

will
ion today at

meet

in

special

noon.

—

Why the World is So
Tough and Some Patrons

the confessions of an
sher.
He is a real honest to goodicss usher.
Or rather was until he
are

—

i^as

fired.

—

"My

Levee
(Special to

"Eggs"
Here

pal told me
and he worked
one of the big Broadway houses
hat this was the life: that all I had
o do was get into a uniform and the
est would be easy.
It was.
Maybe
t was too easy.
That uniform sort of
rave me the rights of a second story
nan plus a license to work a conidence scheme and a Jesse James
loidup privilege, all without costing
ne a dime and never taking a chance.
had all the protection of a boot
egger and nothing in the world to
vorry me, except that I couldn't see

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS"
the
It

is

a "stunt" serial in addition to having

most sensational wild-animal-jungle scenes Col. Selig has ever filmed.
will pack serial houses solid for fifteen weeks and bring big returns

to the independent

FILM

CO.,

Inc.,

exchanges handling
729 th Ave., N. Y.

it.

EXPORT & IMPORT

.

ny steady much.
"After I got accustomed to workng in half lights it was easy. Those
:apes that held the crowd back sort
interfered

at times, because
(Continued on Page 5)

the

Optimistic Outlook
R. D. Graver of Charlotte,
N.
C, in association with
Prior Bros., will break ground

on

May

It

Grand

?

—

A MILLION A HORSE
An' more. 'Cause that's what "The Four Horsemen" will
For Metro. Before it gets through. In this country
Present indicashuns. Show a gross of about five million.
An' there ain't anybody. In this great big bizness. Who
So he'll mebbe
don't wish Marcus Loew.
Jus' .double that.
th'
Other"
Something
Or
an' take
Horsemen
"An
Eight
make

gross.
alone.

in

ten millyun.

THREATS
From

Sts.,
if

Hays

Ag'in Hays. Steflfes. Minnesota. Sa)^s
use screen. F'r p'litical purposes. Exhibitors

exhibitors.

tries to

(Continued on pa^e 3)

—

New

York.
Netter Succeeds

To be a punchin' bag. To be kicked about. Like a yaller
purp. 'Cause that's what they do. T'u this bizness. What with
one sensation. Atop of anuther. An' a theater calamity. An'
front page stuff. That's all wrong. Comes word from Wash'nIs considerin'
t'n.
That th' Ways and Means Committee.
doublin' th' admisshun tax. An' makin' it 20 per cent. No. Itisn't a fact yet.
An' it may not be. But ain't it grand?

1st for a 2,000 seat the-

Seventh and Broad
Richmond, Va.

ater at

Ain't

En Route East
THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles M. C. Levee, president of United Studios, has left for

C— Advt.

t

pi

of

Lewis

ses-

Confessions
an Usher

)f

Zierler

Selznick Releases Held to 16
J. Selznick has decided to
limit his releases this year to 16 featOriginal plans called for about
ures.
twice that number.

The directors
ociation

Sam

one more to make for Equity release.

Directors Meet Today
of the National As-

I.

by

Film.
Harry Garson, who has been here
several weeks negotiating, could not
be found but those familiar with the
deal say it is the best releasing
arrangement that he has had for the
Young product.
Miss Young will make five productions under this contract, and it
is expected that thev will be forthcoming within about 18 months from
She still has
the release of the first.

executives.

A.

her next series for Metro.
Contracts are in readiness for signature.
Metro will handle the
internationally
excluding
product
New York territory which will be

Commonwealth

(Continued on Page 6)
V.

Territory

make

controlled

New

'

York

Arrangements are being completed
whereby Clara Kimball Young will

New

)ffice

New

for

Where Her .Productions Will Be
Handled by Commonwealth

executive

ommittee of the M. P. T. O. of

Young With Metro
Except

Going

Up Tomorrow
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to

(Special

_v-

Executive Committee

O.

T.

p.
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Ames

Leon D. Netter, who has just come
to New York from Seattle where be
was educational manager, will assume
charge of the New York Exchange of
company,
Ames.
the

succeeding

George

Four Weeks Run for "School Days"
Stephenson of StephenAttractions, Ltd., is in New
He intends running "School
York.
Charles

son's

Days" at tlie Grand Opera House,
Toronto for four weeks.
"Mr. Hays and the Pictures"
this caption Ford's Dearborn Independent editorially takes
a smash at the Postmaster General
and film folk generally. As is usual
with the attacks against pictures and

Under

picture people the editorial makes a
number of inaccurate statements. Incidentally the editorial says that the
"movie men would gladly promise,
and could deliver, the movie screen
to any party."
Yes? Well anyone who has that
idea also has another guess
to him.

coming

THE

^an
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1922
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(Special to
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Coming

are

Let

late.
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Where

All local theaters are running slides
supplied by the health department.

High Low Close

famous

Players

do pfd

....

80^
94

4%

^Goldwyn

78%
92i^

5^
Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's,

78^
92^

11%

Inc

113/J

ll-K

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

"Quotations by Harry Content

& Co

what

SPICE

Reg. U.

OF THE PROGRAM"

S. Pat. Off.

THE

yat of Omar Khayyam," which will
Theodore
be released as "Omar."
Ahrens and Ferdinand P. Earle, the

met

Move
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O.

— Milton

Howard Frankel
secured

in

to

Monte

D.

the

of

Blue,

the professionals in

Cran-

all

Majestic

who defended
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—

dustry in Czechoslovakia. The number of producing companies has increased, and 11 new releasing companics formed. Picture theaters have
a:rown in number from 523 to 664.
The number of productions made during the past year numbers 434.
Sunday Shows Issue in Ames
The outlook for the coming year
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Prague
Ames, la. There will be an elec- is reported very optimistic.
is gaining a reputation as a point of
tion here on March 28, in which
outstanding
Sunday shows will be an important transit and trade. The
obstacles are reported the burden of
issue.
Gerbracht,
the
of
Joe
political complications
Princess and Ames, A. H. Blank taxes and the
that prevent trade with Russia.
houses, is
prime
in
the

Davenport At a general meeting
held in the City Hall, the question of
establishing a reviewing board was
raised.
The discussion arose as an
outgrowth of the Taylor incident.

House

you are

If

win, then

game

in the
it

is

up

to

you

to

to play pictures that will

draw an audience.

"Persecution"

his talks.

Film Activities in Prague
The January number of the "International Filmschau" reviews the in-

Discuss Censors in Davenport
(Special

full

out alone.

Tichenor's office
a friendly agreement.

and made

A

Crandall Starts

dall, well known in exploitation cirSettlement Reached on "Omar"
cles, is launchine- a move here to
in
statea
The Eastern Film Corp.
counteract the unwarranted attacks
ment says that Frank A. Tichenor,
on pictures as a result of the Taylor
president of the company, had been
Crandall blames the indifincident.
appointed to represent the Rubaiyat,
ference of many exhibitors who are
Inc.. ill the handling of "The Rubaicontent to let the producers fight it

producer,

The "Drawing Card"

you posted on

happening.

Columbus,

I

Today, you can just bet

your

dollar that the

last

demands

pictures

with a

"body,"

pictures

that are

more than mere

public

entertainment.

—

mover

opposition.

Myers Managing Criterion
to THE FILM DAILY)

("Special

Story for Jackie Coogan
Buffalo^
Sol. Myers, former road
Irene Loeb will assist in. manager for Max Spiegel, is
now
producing an original story written house manager at the Criterion.
by herself for Jackie Coogan. Miss Vincent McFaul has gone to the

—

Loeb
in

will leave for the
the spring.

Stern on
•THE

is

(Special to

Sopiiie

f^u.c^tu:mai (H^zIuaE)

to stop?
that
can be sent you

so

for

closed if the condition becomes aggravated.

a

These quotations are as of Saturday. The market was closed yesterday.

know

us

Health Commissioner Bundeson is
doing this to combat the "flu." There
is a possibility that theaters may be

—

Quotations

you going

(gratis) to keep

—

vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

are

Town?

to

in
opinion that business
Chicago has improved noticeably of

the

of
Vol.

THE FILM DAILY)
posted film men

— Well

coast

early

Way West

Julius Stern has left New York
for Universal City, where he will
resume his duties as Carl Laemmle's
Western representative.

Pathe

in Seattle

(Special to

Seattle

—A

Near Robbery

THE FILM DAILY)
clumsy and amateurish

Hippodrome

as

assistant

to

"Persecution"
a picture

is

pend on

you can

de-

receive

the

to

heartiest

co-operation

from the "movie fans."

Harold

B. Franklin.

Take Over Wenatchee Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wenatchee The Liberty has been

—

taken over by Jensen & Von Herberg.
R. L. Daly is the manager.

CONSULT YOUR

attempt to rob the film vault of the
Pathe failed after the robbers had
knocked the combination lock from
tiie door.
The offices were ransacked
but nothing of value taken.

"Persecution"
from

adaptation

an

is

"THE BOOK OF
THER," which

ES-

proba-

is

most widely read

bly the

CONSCIENCE!

of

Your secret is common

Millions have read, stud-

gossip.

ied

any

ever

published.

and preached

it.

Con-

vince yourself that

Who

"Persecution"

is

YOUR BEST FRIEND?

will

RfGAl
1540

a "full house"

fill

-

flSCHER

B'way

Loew

Phone Bryant 9570

CORP.
Building

N. Y. C.

:

:

Tuesday, February

14,

1922

Ain't

It

Grand

(Continued from page

?

1)

forced.
T'u enter production.
Which only shows.
ignurance c'n do. 'Cause mebbe Steffes don't know: that
some producers. An' distributors. In Hays' lineup. Would
If Hays.
Or anyone else. Tried that trick.
quit cold.

may be

What

INCIDENT'LY

You, Mister!

Some

exhibitors.
Are said to be interested.
In picture
made. By Harry S. Manus. An' ol' time exhibitor. At
With Charlie Giblyn. Manus says t'aint
old Mirror studio.
But th' talk has it. That sev'rul well known New York
so.

bein'

Are

showmen.

interested

Picture's

financially.

called

Everybody reads

"A

Woman's Woman."

COSTUME STUFF
be in order. Flock of it bein' made. (An' a year
Among 'em are: "The
or so ago everybody kicked at th' idea.)
Duchess of Langeais" with Norma Talmadge "Suzanna" with
Mabel Normand "Lorna Doone" with Maurice Touneur diwhich, by th' by, is
rectin' an' Nazimova is makin' "Salome"
more or less no costume at all. "Doug" is makin' "The Spirit
of Chivalry" with costume stuff; a coast company is makin'
"Pocahontas"; Rex Ingram is gonna make "Ivanhoe" an' has
been workin' on "The Prisoner of Zenda." Marion Davies is
gonna do "When Knighthood Was in Flower" an' there's many
Farnum's "Stage Romance" an' "Cardigan" bein' inmore.

Seems

;

;

—

;

;

cluded.

Fox showin' a surplus.
An'
Marcus
millyun.
Loew
also out. With interover
six
Of
Showin' earnings over an' above dividends. Of
estin' figgers.
That them divilast year. Which makes th' optimistic hopeful.

may

Durin' last week?

be resoomed.

WHOSE

FILM DAILY
maybe, just maybe, you don't
habit.

It's a

—so get the

Ask Charley

good one,

O'Reilly, or Sydney Cohen,

STATEMENTS
See 'em?

dends

THE

t'u

or

Billy

Bill

Brandt,

or, for

that matter anybody of

importance.

An' soon.

FOOTIN' TH' BILL?

—

For that advertisin'? In "Printer's Ink Monthly." Which
shows a big crowd. Standin' in th' lobby. Of a
in latest issue
theater. An' th' copy goes on to say
"15,000,000 people like these go to moving pictures every
day what a study in human interest for the advertising man!"
An' ends up with
"Where, then, will we find a more faithful reflection of peothan
ple
in the institution which attracts 15,000,000 of them every
moving picture."
the
day?

—

—

—

GOLD LINED PAVEMENTS
In Germany.
Still think that's
Evidently some peepul.
what exist here. 'Cause th' Oswald Film peepul. Have appraised American rights. To their "Lady Hamilton." Only at
$175,000. In American dollyars. An' not in marks. Or kronen.

They must think

INTIMATE

GETTIN'

Eddie Weitzel. With a lot of fillum stars. And
In his book. Just out.
ettes. As Harry Nolan calls 'em.
timate Talks With' Movie Stars." In which D. W., Dick
thelmess, Alice Brady, Doug, Clara Young, Pearl White.
a lot of others. Give real talks. Honest-to-goodness stuflf.
In a real human
usual press agentry junk. An' show.

Good

stuff.

Durin' these days.

When

what's happenin'

is

star-

"In-

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

An'

Not

Mebbe an exhibitor. Can
book. To real advantage.

Kindly enter

way.

To

THE FILM DAILY—313

way.
hap-

1921

use this

In your mail. A handwritten letter.
'Specially if you git.
Signed "Ruth." Or by some other dame's name. Askin' you
"Your secret is comto "consult your conscience" an' addin

Name

mon

Theatre

:

town

f'r

gun. Or th' time table. To git out of
only an ad. With an awful kick in it.
About Christy Cabanne's picshure. "Be-

th'

quicklike.
It's
Pictures.

From R-C

yond the Rainbow."

Reminds me.

Of years

Year

Weekly Reviews

ago.

When

(Continued on page 4}

a

smart

reporter.

for one

Address

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription,

KEEP COOL

gossip."

Film Daily

year, starting immediately, to include

Including

figger out a real

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Bar-

pennin'.

Don't reach

THE FILM DAILY Now

they've gotta picshure.

Is

.

Subscribe to

$10— Foreign,

pages

$15

THE

•eStlDAILY
Ain't

Grand

It

Loew House to Show Picturet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

?

(Continued from page 3)

Planned a big story.

F'r th' usual dull

Monday

He

paper.

Cleveland

pro-

To

send out postcards. Addressed to every important
man. In town. Sayin' "Everything's known fly." An' then
see what happened. "Nix," said th' editor. "One of them postals might be addressed wrong. An' get to my house."
posed.

;

ANOTHER DARN GOOD STUNT
Came from Harry Reichenbach. Who is
Mistress of the World." In a letter. Covered with African postage stamps. xA.n' postoffice marks. Goin' to folks. With a foreign address. An' then written across th' address "try such and
such an address, New York" (or wherever th' city might be).
An'
Inside is a letter dated Fura Mountain, South Africa.
typewritten. Signed by Mia May, star of th' production. Tellin'
handling "The

:

all

about it.
Th' envelope was a peach.

— Loew's

Hoffman With Kinema
THE FILM DAILY)
Lo9 Angeles— H. C. Hoffman i«
He was
the new Kinema organist.
(Special to

formerly with the Capitol,

and the

Newman

Thorne

to attract attenshun.

CRYPTIC
"Let's get things right.
Sez Herbert Brenon
makin' five reelers. That should be two reelers."
Atta boy. Let's. Who'll start fust?
:

Let's stop

New

Kansas

in

York,

City.

Alaskan Holdinga

Sells

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Dick

Alaska

Thome,

owner

of the Thorne and Eagle theaters and of the Central Alaska Film
Exchange, has sold his entire interests to Capt. A. E. Lathrop,

HAPP'NINGS

HOMESPUN
HEARTS
AN'

MAKE
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
HUMAN

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORI
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YOR

An' Hi Abrams.

Is thinkin'.

Of

goin' there.

IF YOU CAN
An' Lou Blumenthal. Them hard

TRANSLATE THIS
Wired

Brandt.
workin' boys. Fr'm Atlantic City. To Sammy Reiden
"Lou and I are stopping at the Breakers. Without you
there is no legouche only a few pisdous. Is there one reason in
the world why you shouldn't be with us? William Brandt."
Translate it. An' get a coupla Gaumont reels.
Free of
charge. From Sammy.
Billy

—

COMEDY
Al Christie.

Postcards.

(?)

California.
:

MAN, MAN; MAKE SOME MORE
F'r his new series of scento Robert E. Bruce.
Saw four of 'em. Includin' "One
in story form.
Country" an'
Must Weep." Last
Reunion,"

Addressed

Made

"Women

"My

based on famous Kingsley poem.

An' whatta picshure
Get it.
awful good. It may steal
stuflf
Great photography. Bully all th' way.
th' show.
Almost th' same c'n be said. Of "My Country." Has probably
All things considered.
Ever landed in
th' finest set of shots.
one scenic. Coupla, includin' th' big rocks surrounded by water,
Well, they look like Old Masters.
an' shot about sunset time.
Hangin' on th' walls. Of th' Louvre. Or th' Metropolitan Museum of Art. (If y'u know what that is.) An' they'll bring a
lot.
Of "Ah's!" an' "Oh's!" From your crowd. That's sure.
It'll

help.

An'
Sea

if

ADAPTED FROM

—

,

RICHEPINS

dEAN

CONSLLT YOm

FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

The Child oF

l-he

Open
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Butte, Mont.
First National oflfic
here will supply territory which ir
eludes Kellogg, Wallace, Mullen, an
Coeur d'Alene.

PASSION

CONSCIENCE!

Bear

Your secret is common
gossip.

With

Coverin' everything. But th' bankroll "Doin'
Called 'Cold Feet.' Five below zero here
a comedy up here.
this mornin', an' we all had cold feet."

Man

(Special to

STUFF

From Truckee,

ten feet of snow.

ics.

Butte Office

Some

Zukor in Hollywood. So's
South.
Jaydee Williams. So's Jim Grainger. So's Felix Feist. Laemmle
on way. Others plannin'. Meanwhile Bill Fox. Is in Florida.

Call
call

it

it

latitude

—
—

call

it

long scale or

gradation

Eastman Positive
Film

!

th' feature ain't so
.

A POME
Jimquin on "Entertaining the Exhibitor":
(Mr. Schenck says Will Hays will act as "traffic cop"

Has

that pliable, reproductive sensi-

tiveness that responds to the quality

ot the negative

iancy in

every

—

that registers brill-

detail

halftone or shadov^\
for the

of highlight,

It carries

quality

through to the screen.

industry.)

They sneaked up behind him

an' gave him a lick,
him they slugged him another.
They kicked him amidships, abaft an' abeam,
An' all the while callin' him "brother."
They walked on his wishbone an'stepped on his phiz,
His carcass they used for a mop,
An' then when the victim starts yellin' for help.
To squelch him they call in a cop
All of which. Makes Jim. Th' Poet-Laureate. Of Texas.

To

ease

ALL ABOARD
Yep.

On

our way.

To

Say;

HOMELY

MOGULS FLIT
Some West.

14, 1922

MADGE EVANS

Liberty will in

the future show pictures exclusively.
house played
the
Until
recently
houses
Nine
other
vaudeville.
operated by Loew in this city are
playing only pictures.

Fairbanks,

Bound

Tuesday, February

Albany.

F'r th' convenshun.

DANNY.

Eastman Film,

both regular

and

ttnfed base, is identifiable through-

out its entire length by the ivords

"Eastman"

''Kodak'' stenciled in

the film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE
February

lay,

that stuff, and sometimes they shoot
group of us, with our hair slicked,
and shoot it on the screen.
An'
then we lead th' applause. It's good
stuff.
watch to see who else

Confessions

I

kind of a gink would get
the real fellows and their
always
looking girls.
jd for the flappers and their
in

(

:of

We

applauds and then we watch those
people later.
Every one of 'em is
They were always good for a good prospect if we can but reI.
The least was a dime, member their faces.
loney.

We

imetimes

it

was

the regular night shows we
a 60-40 break.
That is,
we collect from about 60 per cent of
the people we seat.
Usually a dime.
Sometimes a nickel. Occasionally, or

"With

We

a quarter.

get

women

and

girls

left

alone.
was their

couldnt find a seat it
They shouldn't have
ault.
Besides,
:o the theater alone.
a nickel.
aged men and their wives
;ft to themselves more or less
the old fellow looked sporty

:

The

out.

rest

were

to be the last place in the
world for us but since the hard times
come it's different. You can slip a
lot of guys in the loge seats now and

course

quarter.
a
They only buy
balcony seats and they're money in
on the deal. So are we."

'eggs' an'

wasn't

there

much

(when the shows came along
"ought in the kiddies. Mothers
Occasionally, how'give up.
they stood behind the tape a
ime and the kiddie got tired
ere sort of ready for picking.
•mes you got a dime from 'em.
it often.
It was better to leave
and, even if there were some
;ipen.
Because you never could
lien a sport would come in and
ou were sure of your dime.
t

first

Y.

Most

er.

for

X-

a

always

the people who
out of work or

Neither

n.

is

of

either

are

i

matinee show

'em have any
and besides the

of

seat

(Special

Selling Helps

A

Dallas

department devoted to

this

interesting end of the business

found

will be

The

notice.

be

will

in

hereafter

issue

what

the Saturday
further

until

feature

salient

interesting

ideas

of

managers in other
lines of business have worked
out to get better results from
their men. These ideas at least
sales

may prove
men on the

suggestive

to

firing

in this

line

Sheehan Back on Job
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Clayton P. Sheehan, Fox
manager, has fully recovered
from an attack of diptheria and is
tjack on the job.
Buffalo

district

Orders Mt. Vernon Theater to Clo«e
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Mayor Edwin
W. Fiske has ordered the Lyric on
5th Ave. to close because he feared a
repetition
disaster.

of

the

The Lyric

Knickerbocker
is

house in town and was
years ago.

never filled so we are in
i
luck.
Saturday's and Sunday
fferent.
Then it's nearly all
I'd just as lief the house
I
open week day matinees,
i

the oldest
erected 40

—

to

It

Two

Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

is

reported

here that
out the

Robb & Rowley have bought

the

industry.

American and Pope theaters
Kinney from Chas. Kimball.

in

Take Over Lynch House
THE FILM DAILY)
Greenville,
Tex.
The Southern
(Special to

Enterprises,

—

who have conducted

W.

Lilly

of

the

Colonial,

are

CONSULT YOUR
CONSCIENCE!
gossip.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Minneapolis —The

Minnesota

Supreme Court has handed down an

when it upheld the
injunction
restraining
labor
from
picketing a picture theater.
The injunction was granted in July, 1920,
restrain
union operators from
to
picketing in front of the Woodland
theater.
The trouble with the union
started here in 1917.
important decision

Abbott, Buffalo, Closes
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Max

Levine has closed
Abbott permanently because of poor
Buffalo

business.

pf the ushers

who make money then

i|

EVenYBOBY LIKES

EM

PERCY &FERDIE

as a rule, and
do.
The only

are

usicfans."
lire's

a lot of

bunk printed

iogram about courtesy and
51-^
I
.

1^
"

^t Jfa ^P
rfi
TT ^'
"V

4 fcTj
,

kft
%.'
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'tj rfj
^^TTTt
fl
-^'

fcfa

jilold
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all

iil
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MR. BIG
I

in

TOWN

EXHIBITOR!

Open Two Weeks

in

now

owners of the opera house.

Rules Theater Boycott Illegal

:

make much

the

opera house here have sold out and
F. R. Newman of the Crystal and A.

is

jlon't

Mc-

Your secret is common

get

oiled at that.
\

Sometimes we want
the jobs working up stairs.

more.

That used

The good
fat and laughing.
A kind were about a 50 per
About half the time they
sk.
I

about

rarely,
to get

Nary

ever gave up.

Deal Closed for

a

(Continued from page 1)
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Plans Completed
(Continued from page

1)

One

of the interesting matters to
discussed will be the rentals
situation.
The M. P. T. O., a few
weeks ago sent out a circular to all
its members asking that definite information be compiled relative to the
situation so that the material could
be presented to the convention at
large.
The entire state is expected
to be zoned off and a series of committees familiar with the conditions
in each section appointed to go over
the matter and finally bring it before
It
the important distributing heads.
is

no secret that M. P. T. O.

officials

reductions in rentals are of
the utmost importance if exhibitors
are to continue in business.
That Charles L. O'Reilly, now
president, will again be returned to
office was the talk around the Ten
feel that

Eyck

plished in any other manner.

Charley O'Reilly

be

last night.

Tuesday, February

working

a

is

good

Outright purchase preferred
Percentage proposition possible
Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc.
398 Fifth Avenue
Fitz Roy 0865
New York

Leaving for California will
undertake commissions of any
kind.
All
matters
treated

But he frankly ad-

citizen.

mits that if he ever heads the state
organization again he is going to have
a real working force to handle the
convention problems.
Because he
has been working, day and night,
Charley's auburn tinted locks are
turning gray on the edges.
"This,"

confidentially

Box

K-10. Film Daily
W. 44th St.

71

STUDIO FOR RENT

Do You Need

said Charley in between phone calls,
"is
the life. I'd rather be Ben-

A LOCATION

NOT

For Your New Production?
and Unusual Locations
Of All Kinds

ny Leonard."

Beautiful
It is to

be hoped sincerely and defi-

nitely that the sleuths who are after
violators of the Volstead Act remain

away from

the

(New York— Florida — Virginia)

A film banquet without the
necessary ingredient will be dead.
night.

Type of Extra Furnished
Film Mutual Benefit Bureau
W. 40th St.
Tel. Long. 9122

Different

Ten Eyck Thursday
4

Lawson Butt Prod. Formed
THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco W. Lawson Butt
has formed his own producing company which will be known as the
W. Lawson Butt Prod. The first

—

("Bux"), is
very, much around. Says he intends
bringing Jackie and Broncho, his
two little roughnecks along so that
they can get an idea of how to land
contracts while exhibitors are still
unconscious.

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N
J.

For particulars write
E.
110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

REFORMERS WHO HAVE
BEEN MOST BITTER IN
THEIR ATTACKS ON THE
INDUSTRY ARE BOOSTING
SACRED FILMS.
THE INTEREST IS

fSpecial to

Harry H. Buxbaum,

1!

PRODUCTIONS WANTEE

YOUNG MAN

hard

14,

will be a version of "The
Flying
Dutchman," which Lloyd
Carleton will direct.
Production will be at the Pacific
Studios, San Mateo.

picture

UNIVERSAL.

ADD THEM TO YOUR
PROGRAMS.

Young man extensive film and secThen Harry Danto is here, checkin'
What Bux doesn't get, Opening House in Robstown, Tex. retarial experience, knowledge of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Harry nabs. Between the two, they
Spanish, willing to travel, desires
Robstown, Tex. W. B. Baker has
get some business for Paramount.
position
as secretary or personal
rented space on Main Ave., and will
representative
open
picture
house
there
in
the
near
to responsible party.
a
The attendance is expected to
up on Bux.

—

break

records for the State gathAll figures are in variance,
but that there will be around 700 is
the general consensus of opinion.
Accommodations are difficult and
the Chamber of Commerce has already arranged for rooms in many
private
homes, the hotels being
thronged because of the legislature
being in session.
Some one told John Mannheimer
that he might have to sleep in a private house and not at the Ten Eyck.
But it didn't make John mad in the
chance to sleep,
"I'll get a
least.
then," he said.
all

future.

Excellent references from trade.

ering.

All the smart people won't be on
actually gets under way. One of them,
Marcus Loew, will leave tomorrow
with the private car containing the
stars who are to appear at the ball
number of
Wednesday night.
stars have assented and many more
are expected to give Charley O'ReilArly a definite answer by today.

Box

K-9.

m(B(^(

Film

Daily

Burbank,

Calif.

Why??
Have

18 (eighteen) of the

most prominent Independ-

ent Exchanges taken franchises from Second National
Pictures Corp., whose first production

hand today when the convention

m

i(§iiiifeini

&i W)22

has been acclaimed by the critics and whose second
production,

A

rangements have been made to make
Something
the ball a gala success.
like $3,100

has been spent for deco-

rations of the Armory and all of the
legislators are expected to be in attendance.
It is believed that more

good can be accomplished by prominent stars at the ball by meeting the
might be accomlegislators than

"DAVID and JONATHAN"

CONSULT YOUR
CONSCIENCE!
Your secret is common
gossip.

"HER STORY''
by Dion Titheradge,

is

now ready

for release.

I

Why??
Because the Second National Franchise is the Best
Proposition Now Before the Independent Buyer.

Second National Pictures Corporation I
140 West 42nd Street

New York

City

—

iTHE

B^mEET

z^^recocmizep

of Fli^kDOM

Authority
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Economy
Distribution
and Rentals To
Topics At Albany — At Real

15,

Price S

192;j

Deal With Gradwell

After

Be

Managing Director

Work Today

real

work

this

There

that he
has arranged with Ricord Gradwell
to become associated with him in

morning

Wid

a

ff

economy

elifect

in

distribution

through some sort of a co-operative
working arrangement with members
of
the
Motion Picture Directors'
[Association and directors who work
independently.
In circles where this
idea is being broached, it is said the
plan would call for the fullest support
of these productions by the state
M. P. T. O., in the form of bookings,
although
distribution
would
be
through
some
regular
releasing
channels, agreed upon by both the M.
P. D. A., and the M. P. T. O. of
New York. The idea is similar to
the one advanced by James Vincent,
of the M. P. D. A., at the Minneapolis
convention.

:

,

,

1;

I

understood that plans for decreased rentals have taken definite
shape and that they are of such a
It

is

character so as to include reductions
c\cn in existing contracts.

There

from 350 to 450 exfrom 150 to 200 exchangemen, and 100 others, connected
are

hibitors present;

variously with films.
The big ball
takes place tonight and the banquet

tomorrow

night.

Many from

Buffalo Present
(By Long' Distance 'Phone)
Albany Buffalo's "film colony" is
well represented at the convention.
(Continued on Page 2)

—

Optimistic Outlook
The immediate
Thomas Edison
York Times
a
marked

future, says
in
a
article will
see
business
revival.
through five of

New

"I've
been
these business depressions and
the signs in each have been the

same.

director.

Guriuing made

at

meeting held last
'night at the Ten Eyck, at which the
Iconvenrion was opened with a number
jof addresses of welcome, including
tlone by Sidney S. Cohen.
A practical plan may be put forth
to

Gunning,

ing

of his direct

was

They're

think the country

curve now."

all
is

Inc., as

Charge

of Distribution

10 o'clock.
;

— In

Wid Gunning announces

—

to

Wid Gunning,

Latter Enters

(By Long Distance 'Phone)
Albany Distribution economy and
slower film rentals promise to figure
largely in the discussions of the M.
p. T. O. of New York, which gets

down

Cenu

alike.

I

on the up

Inc.,

as

manag-

Several weeks ago
the first announcement

booking booking

profit-

sharing plan of cooperation between
producer and exhibitor and he will
now give practically all of his personal time to production for the
benefit of his exhibitor partners.
Gunning plans to leave on a trip
through the country within a week,
stopping on the Coast long enough to
arrange certain production activities.
He states that the flood of responses which have come in from exhibitors following the first announcement of iiis partnership plan has
definitely registered the fact that he
lias chosen the proper moment to announce this method of cooperation.
Ricord Gradwell was for a time
vice president and general manager
of the Oliver Typewriter Co., and
through his unusual selling plans is
credited with placing the Oliver in the
front line of typewriter companies.
He took charge of the World Film on
GODDESS," Col. Selig's master- behalf of powerful banking interests
Exhibitors who book "THE
piece wild-animal-jungle serial sensation, will insure packed houses for some years ago and proved there
Unending thrills, spectacular stunts and marvelous wild that successful business methods outfifteen weeks.
& side this industry could be properly
State Rights.
animal action. The BIG serial for 1922.
and- intelligently applied in the film
Advt.
FILM CO., Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.
business.
Gradwell will continue as
president of the Producers' Security
service
organization
he
(^orp.,
a
First
completing
his work at
created
after
With
Sydney
Relations
S.
His
Says
American Releasing Names Product
World Film. Nathan Vidaver has
Cohen Are Harmonious Scouts
Fourteen Pictures Ready
been elected general counsel for the
Contrary Statements

JUNGLE

C—

IMPORT

The

EXPORT

Brandt Denies Break

Six

—

—

Meeting

in

Chicago

The published statement which corporation.
American Releasing Corp. yesterThere will be no changes in the
in a trade paper last week
appeared
day announced its first six releases.
break
of the Wid Gunning organAs noted, last week, "Cardigan" is to to the effect that there was a that personnelGradwell
coming in to asization,
harmonious relations
in
the
be one of them.
have existed between Sydney Cohen sume the executive direction of the
This will be the first release. The
second will be Martin Johnson's
"Jungle Adventures" and the others
in order: Jane Novak in "Belle of
.A.laska," directed by Chester Bennett;
"Jan of the Big Snows," produced
by Charles M. Seay and starring
Louise Prussing; "The Lying Truth"
made by Marion Fairfax in California;

Glenn

Cradle

Buster"

Hunter

in

and

"My

"The
Old

William Brandt, brought the
following denial from Brandt yesterday, prior to his leaving for Albany
to attend the State Convention:
"I wish to deny most emphatically

and

that Sydney Cohen and I have broken
friendship.
On the contrary, never
have the two organizations, the Theater Owners Chamber of Commerce
and ihe Motion Picture Theater
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on page 8)

Fairbanks Expected
Reservations
for
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford at the Ritz
liad been made yesterday, but late
last
night,
they had not arrived.
They are expected today.

distributing corporation, thereby relieving Gunning and making it posfor him to devote his time to
production partnership with the exliibitors throughout the country in
accordance with his recently announced cooperative plan.
sible

May Have No New Tax
to THE FiLM DAILY)

(Special

Irving Lesser in Town
Irving M. Lesser, of the Western
I'^xploitation
of
Los
Pictures
Co.,
Angeles, is in town, stopping at the
Commodore. Lesser left tlie coast
four weeks ago today, having interrupted his trip with visits to ex-

changemen.

Washington

—

It

now seems prob-

able that the special taxation planned
by the Ways and Means Committee
to secure money for soldier bonuses
will not be considered because of the
This is the legislaflood of protests.
tion that would place a 20% tax on
admissions of 25 cents and over.

DAILV
After

W.

Economy

(Continued from page
all of the exchange
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FILM
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and
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Joseph
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West 44th

WID'S FILMS
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Y.,

and

President

Editor;

Man-
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ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,

New

York, N. Y., under
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Hollywood
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Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
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—

—

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film,

Rue

144

Montmartre.

—

InternaRepresentative
fhiropean
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz,

Central

tionale

High
..

do pfd

82J4
94

Bob

Murphy,

Strand;

Stars Leave at

A number

Franklin,
Shea's
B.
E. O. Weinberg, Mark-

Howard

J.

Smith, Palace and

iresident of the Western
unit of the M. P. T. O.

New York
A.;

80
93

of

stars

Noon
leave

for

Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle

12

Wallerstein,

4%
N ot

"Quotations by Harry Content

Kent

in

(Special to

preparing for "Nice People,"

in

Wallace Reid, Bebe Daniels, Wanda
Hawley and Conrad Nagel will

Broadway; Judge John appear.

WASHINGTON,
ratify

Also:

State:

today
Brandt Denies Break
(Continued from page
of.

cooperated

1)

more closelj
constructive work foi

America

in

the
exhibitor.
of
deeply regret that at this time an]
impression of conflict between Mr
the

benefit

and

]

and the tw(i
represent, should
the topic of trade disj

myself

we

There is absolutely no trutl"
any of the rumors now extant. 1;
have only to repeat that Mr. Cohen!
and myself are working together mos
harmoniously and I am certain tha

is

he will bear
ment."

Your Secret
Story

— Enthralling

Common

Production— De luxe
Cast

Watch

is

— Super-All-Star,

Gossip
Direction — Masterful

announcement

of this

manager
of

Clean-up Picture

R-CPICTURe.S

in

this

state-

—

of the editorial departmen
Players.

Famous

Sixteen Favorites

Box-Office

out

formerly production editor for Cos
mopolitan Prod., has been appointee

Mr.
for

me

Johnson With F. P.-L.
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Julian
Johnson
(Special to

OF THE PROGRAM"

S. Pat. OfiF.

United

treaties?

in

Consult Your Conscience!
Reg. U.

C— Will

marooned in snow, nev
and remarkable thril

foot-wear,

have become

Los Angeles

SPICE

— Automobilists

styles
in
pictures.

f^doA^citMyrud (^^-ctuA^

THE

D.

Arms Conference

cussion.

& Co

—

views of Turk

Greek battlefront.

Cohen

quotec

Sydney R. Kent
Likewise, Adolph Zukor.

ASIA MINOR. — Sensational

organizations

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

oi

and "South Dakota."

battleships "Indiana"

which Owners

11^

ll-K

No. 14

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST
BROOKLYN, N. Y.—Work stopped

convention at
12:25
today under
guidance of Marcus Loew. A special
car has been engaged.

Not quoteo

World

the

Bruce

General
Marsey,
Theaters
Close Harry
Corp.; Walter Hays, Mark-Strand
82
interests; Harry Green, Premier; H.
94

PatheNewB

are on

DANNY.

of the exhibitors in the party

Harold
Hippodrome:

lOBl

hand.

office staffs.

are;

New York

from Buffalo and

Pioneer, T. W. Brady, Hodkinson;
Dave Adler, Lande. In addition to
these exchange managers, there will
be many salesmen and members of

Some

in

Not quoted

Griffith

here.

Warner;

Buffalo
the Ten

the

William De Mille in New York
Elm wood; J. H. Michael,
William de Mille arrived in New
Sam Carver, Academy and
Empire; H. Morris, Happy Hour; York yesterday to spend three weeks

Low

4^

*Go!dwyn

&

of

have booths

those in the delegation are:
Moritz, Paramount; Henry

Fowler,
Regent;

Quotations
Famous Players

Many

a special car.

Among

1922

Hayman,

exchanges
Eyck and
other hotels. Syd Samson is planning
Allan S.
display
on "School
an
elaborate
Kahn, Metro; N. L Filkins, Days." Bill Mack, athe manager, had
VV.
Merit; Walter Price, Niagara Picto remain in Buffalo, his official duties
tures;
John Kimberly, Vitagraph; necessitating this.
M. A. Chase, Universal; Richard C.
Fox, Select; Fred M. Zimmerman,
Nu-Art; M. H. Markowitz, United
F. I. L. M. Clubs to Meet
.'\rtists; E. J. Hayes, First National;
(By Long Distance 'Phone)
.\. W. Moses, R-C Pictures; Clayton
Albany—The F. I. L. M. Clubs
Fred Myers, Jr., Fox;
Sheehan,
of New York, Albany and Buffalo are
Sydney Samson, Howard F. Brink, to meet here.
Large delegations

in
Vol.

Fredonia Opera House;
Kingston, Olean; Sid Allen,

Medina; Charlie
Scenic,
Cataract, Niagara Falls.

managers
Most
and prominent exhibitors came here

15,

Schatt,

John

1)

Wednesday, February

Lowell Cash Arrives
Lowell Cash, who has

beei

exploitation on severa
of the Fox specials in the Middl
West for some months past, is nov
at the home office.

handling

field

)m(B&

Who

is

YOUR BEST FRIEND?
^wmiiAm

di

Of 12

*

This is no time
to be a Quittet
>VEN

you are not showing the returns of two years ago, you can't be
a Quitter. The motion picture business

E

Intelligent Effort, Courage,

and Qood

Money

Pictures Will

for

if

'^'^^^ "^""'^ '^"'^ "' ^""^

Make

^^if,^^'""^^

Your Theatre
Keep

in the

game!

into your theatre.

And

Do

put more effort
everything possible

way

of promotion and presentation before deciding that it's a dark, dark
world.
in the

Don't expect too much. The war appetite
for pictures could not continue. It was
abnormal. It is normal now— and the
supply of money is below normal. That's
why the public wants its money's worth.
The public still likes motion pictures.

But it is more discriminating.
sity makes fine judges of us all.

Neces-

Once anything went.

To-day you must
not only sell your pictures, but your patrons must be satisfied when they see them.

Week

week Goldwyn Pictures will
make more money for you than any other
pictures on the market today.
after

We repeat— don't be a wall flower.
be a quitter.
your returns.

Now is the

Don't

time to fight for

I

Fight

.

THE

jg^

Wednesday, February

DAIS.V

Schenck Coming East
(Special

to

M.

THE FILM DAILY)

Levee

C.

at

15,

192

Belmont

—

Mike C. Levee, president of the
Los Angeles Joseph M. Schenck
and Norma Talmadge are expected to United Studios, Inc., is at the Belleave for New York the end of the mont.
He has just arrived from
month.

Felix

Feist

will

be

the

in

I'll

Smashing Records!

Still

Me

Elect

California.

party.

pay

Treasurer
all

the dues

FOR TREASURER

"TEN NIGHTS

I

A BAR ROOM"

IN

See

it

at the

MY PLATFORM

STRAND THEATRE

—

—

ALBANY
TO-DAY

Arrange with our

If

you

my

special representative

bookings

for

ARROW

I
elect

me

Treasurer

I'll

lend you

best picture—

"SCHOOL DAYS"

FILM CORP.

and

I'll let

you

Keep the whole treasury

W

hat's the biggest booking ever

made

in the history of films

I

?

did that with Mister Plunkett at the

New York

T

he booking for all the Loew
theatres of Greater New York

Strand,

January 29th to

February oth and he was sorry

his
of

house only had 3000 seats
*

"THE MISTRESS
The great

UFA

th'e

WORLD'^

Mark

a cross next

and give

A

series

to

my maiden name

productions

tt to

my campaign

managers.

of four Paramount Pictures
Warner's Exchange

YOU GANT AFFORD TO

MISS IT

!

1600 Broadway, New York

Grand Warner Exchange
Buffalo

::

Albany

THE
/ednesday, February

15,

^^'^^^ DAILV
-PUK^
^

1922

Greetings and Best Wishes
the

to

M.

P.

— and here
A

lot

A

lot of

are

something

think

to

a b o u

g^>

^

I:^

^

exhibitors are having a tough time.

of

us are doing

human

It's just

is

A.

O.

T.

O. K.

for all of us to

but not so well as we'd

want the

best of

it

like.

—but we,

as exhibitors, must

remember

that the producers

having their troubles, too.

First

National

is

for

its

:most organizations, realizes

independent producer must

It isn't

Our

fellow exhibitor

—

what the producer
live in

order that

first,

is

we

last

and always,

up against— and
exhibitors

may

but First

First

National,

National

realizes

perhaps
full

more than

well

that

the

maintain our independence.

easy for First National to even be fair to both producer and exhibitor.

Executive Committee

But the message

we want

is,

to

after all, just so

send to the

M.

many human

P. T. O.

is

beings,

we

that

and

can't

always be

right.

are trying, honestly and sincerely, to be

fair to all.

We can't
And
to

satisfy

everybody, but remember that we're doing our

more important — as our organization grows

render a

batter

and m^re

useful service

and

in

experience

still

stand

best.

we may

firm

as

honestly hope that

the sentry

we

will

be able

guarding exhibitors' and

producers' independence.

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES,

Inc.

THE

DAILY
•cMmk

PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
State

Rights

Wednesday, February

"Foolish Wives" in Bermuda
"Foolish Wives' was booked yesterday, to be presented in Bermuda
the week of Feb. 20th, in honor of the
visit of Secretary Hughes and his
party.

shown

be

will

It

at

the

Victory, in Hamilton.

Reject Censors in Virginia

why

Here^s

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Richmond, Va. The Senate Committee on General Laws, has voted
6 to 3 to pass by the censorship bill.
Chairman
Henning declared the
committee was "greatly influenced"
by a statement made by Thomas

—

who

Dixon,

spoke

in

YOl

opposition to

the measure.

PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
"PERSKUTION^'
Adapted from

Educators to See Ray Film
benefit
performance will

A
be
given for the Visual Instruction
Association of New York next Sunday evening, at 8 o'clock at the
Maxine Elliott Theater, to raise
funds to send a delegate to the convention of the N. E. A., in Chicago.
The feature will be Charles Ray in
"The Old Swimmin' Hole."
Big House Opens Feb. 27
THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo The new Lafayette Square
will open Feb. 27.
Fred M. Shafer
will be the managing director. When
(Special to

—

the

"THE BOOK OF ESTHER"

15,

opens,

theater

the

are going

to

becorr

MY PARTNER

Monument

You need fine films

Theater Corp. will close the Olympic,
which, after alterations and redecorating, will re-open as an exclusive pichouse.
The policy of the
Lafayette Square will be pictures and

!

ture

PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION

I need fine customers

vaudeville.

Close

Two

(Special to

Cincinnati

Houses

I

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cincinnati The Lubin and
Lyceum have been ordered closed

By making my customers my

Record Breaker

PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
PERSECUTION
REGAL-FISCHER

partners,

I

guarantee mysej

customers.

because

of structural defects.
All
theaters were inspected here following the Knickerbocker disaster.

By becoming my

partners

my

customers guarantee then

selves fine films.

Two

B'klyn Theaters Under Ban
201 Atlantic Ave. and
the Bevilacqua, 156 High St., both in
Brooklyn, have been ordered closed
by the building department there.
The Parkway, under construction in
Bath Beach, and the Subway, at 158
Myrtle Ave., were found faulty and
ordered shut.

The Den,

A

!

I

make

nothing" until
rebates.

for

California

will

customer partners get prot

fine films and profit rebates for my customeil
always sure of having good customers

By making
I

am

YOUNG MAN
Leaving

my

Write

me

personally for details today.

undertake commissions of any
kind.
AH matters treated

I

confidentially

Box K-10. Film Daily
71

W.

44th

St.

EXHITIROS:—
WANT TO SEE NEW FACES
IN YOUR AUDIENCES?

BOOK

CORPORATION
1540 Broadway
Phone Bryant 0570

Loew

BIdg.

NEW YORK

1540 Broadway,

N.I

!]!ongratulations

Mr. Zierler
Equity congratulates you on your scoop

in

securing for the

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORPORATION our
magnificent box-office attraction extraordinary, "WHERE
IS MY WANDERING BOY TONIGHT?"

I

'

This picture properly handled

is

going

to clean

up

for

}

our

exhibitors.

Tell your Exhibitors, Mr. Zierler, that a

now being prepared and

whale

of a

cam-

ready shortly.
is
book.
exhibitor
copy
of
that
It shows
gets
that
every
a
See
them how to put this production over to top money.
paign book

will be

EXHIBITORS
of

'

New York

Northern

SOU

and
Jersey

State

New

NOW CAN BOOK

"WHERE

A^ANDERING BOY
TONIGHT?"
Jhe

exchange of the

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

IPORATION,

729 Seventh Ave., New York City. Up
te exhibitors can arrange bookings immediately in the
any district thru the Albany office of the NU-ART
[TURES CORPORATION, No. 4., Clinton Ave.,
|any.
In the Buffalo district, exhibitors can arrange
dngs now thru the NU-ART PICTURES CORlATION, 221 Franklin St., Buffalo, New York.
zd

M. Zimmerman,

"iUITY

Pres.).

PICTURES CORPORATION

—

Exhibitors: Don't delay your bookings. Don't let your
competitors beat you to it. Elaborate exploitation, advertising and accessories to make a smashing success of this
picture, ready shortly.

Get in touch either in person, by mail or by wire with the
exchange in your territory. DO IT TODAY. "Where Is
My AVandering Boy Tonight?" is the picture sensation of
the season.

GET BUSY IMMEDIATELY.

Aeolian Hall

^•^

New York

Wednesday, February

The
Thursday's Issue

First Six

(Continued from page

GOODBYE, RAZOR
BLADES,

1)

Kentucky Home" directed by Ray
Smallwood. William P. S. Earle

C.

WET COTTON

is

a series, the first of which,
production
in
Isle"
is
"Destiny's

to

J
IS,' 1

make

now.

American Releasing promises one
week, beginning with
the week of Feb. 19 and ending with
It is said 14 of_ these
that of July 9.
These will be
20 are completed.
production

a

PASSION
ADAPTED FROM

MIAIRIKA
bear
oF
The

as major releases and will
There will also be
least 20.
another series of from 20 to 30

comprising what are termed
productions
of
erate-priced
k-nown directors."

Meeting
(Special to

Chicago

—

in

,

FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

at

"

Child

Do You Need

A LOCATION

l-he

For Your New Production?
and Unusual Locat.
Of All Kinds

Beautiful

modwell

(New York— Florida— Virginia
Different

Chicago

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

.Sales

of

officials

Type

of

4

W.

Tel. Long.

40th St.

the

y\nierican

theater, 3192 Fulton
Brooklyn, was robbed on Sunday
night of $1,000. The house is owned
Ijy the E. L. B. Amusement Corp.

The Concord

St.,

St^Ttles* t/ie mV-vvd/
I

"THE ISLE

OF/ORDA'

Consult Tour Conscience!
Your Secret
— Enthralling

Story

for

Common

—

Gossip

Why??

Direction— Masterful

Production— De luxe
Cast

Watch

is

Super-All-Star, Sixteen Favorites

announcement

of this

Clean-up

Box-Office

Picture

Have

18 (eighteen) of the

most prominent Independ-

ent Exchanges taken franchises from Second National
Pictures Corp., whose first production

R-C PICTURES

"DAVID and JONATHAN"
FILM EXPLOITATION

MEN

The

number of high class film exploitation men
once by a large distributor, for permanent work in

services of a

required at
the field.

Only thoroughly experienced and capable men are desired for
service, whose abilities as result getters shall determine the
value of their services to the company.

Make

by Dion Titheradge,

is

now

ready for release.

.

this

age,

has been acclaimed by the critics and whose second
production,

"HER STORY"

WANTED AT ONCE

replies

thoroughly informative and comprehensive, stating

experience,

qualifications,
salary expected, where you are
All replies shall be considered strictly

permanently located, etc.
Address:
confidential.

^

"FIELD EXPLOITATION"
Care "Film Daily"
71-W. 44th St.

Why??
Because the Second National Franchise is the Best
Proposition Now Befojre the Independent Buyer.

Second National Pictures Corporation
140 West 42nd

Street

New York

City

"WE NEVEf2 DI5APPOINT"
Five shares Film Developing
Corporation stock par $100.00
per share. What am I offered.

0K>MLQ^BLM blBORIffORI

G. L. Barrows,

213

Water

St.,

New York

INCOCPOCATED
PHONF.

5PyANT 5576

220WEST42iie STREET
NEW YORK

j

Extra Furniii

Film Mutual Benefit Bureau

president

THE FILM DAILY)

Releasing Corp., are here
conferring with Fred B. Warren. It
understood the first six releases
is
are to be shown.

!

OTT

RICHEPINS

dEAN

known

total

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener. Price, $1
SALES CO., 522 5th A
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

ALLAN A.LOWNES
GEN. MCB.

•

j

7Ae BRADSTREET
o/* FILHDOM

:9^^re(0cmized

Authority
FORMERLY

ol.
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Attack United Artists

Reorganization

Sales

Changes Scheduled Over at Goldwyn
A. S. Aronson Expected
to Resign

Company's

—

It

the

of

Goldwyn

force

sales

(Staff

—

manager
were

distributing machine,
while Alfred Weiss,

of the
to resign

who has been
long connected with the distribution
end at the home office would go into
the field with headquarters at either
Albany or Buffalo.
Another move that

is

understood

He then booked "The Three
WOO.
Musketeers" for the same rental and
on this, it is said he grossed between
$1,100 and $1,200.
He paid $600 for
"Little Lord Fauntleroy," and lost
money. The result is said to be that
he lost the entire amount he had in-

be in contemplation is the conference plan of selling, under which
members of the
field
important
organization would aid in the mold-

to

ing

of

future

sales

Were

plans.

a

board appointed as a result of
the plans now under way, it would
sales

not

come

as
that

also be
selling will

any surprise.

some
develop

It

vested in the theater.

may

"Pharaoh" Opens Tuesday

It

Fairbanks Party Arrives
Douglas Fairbanks. Mary Pickford, Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, Jack
Pickford, John Fairbanks and Mark
Larkin arrived from the coast yesterday and registered at the Rit^.
Miss Pickford came East to testify
at the Wilkenning trial which is on
the calendar in the U. S. District
Court, and "Doug" will confer vvith
Hiram .^brams on "The Spirit of
Chivalry," his next picture.

"Great

forward
field of

are
color

The time

will

steps

being taken in the

photography.

come when

the plate will be
the
natural
with
colors intact without the tint-

developed
ing, as is

A.

done now."

New

—Thomas

quoted
York Times.

Edison,

as

in

the

is

charged that United Artists
(Continued on Page 6)

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS"— a

—

stunt serial PLUS lOO'/r wilda combination which only Col. Selig could make. 31 reels

100

'/o

animal thrills
of daring adventures which will pack your house for fifteen weeks.

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM

State Rights.
aristocrat of serials.
Advt.
Co., Inc., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.

C—

The
CO.,

Big Gut in Rentals
Sought by M. P. T. O. of New York
Interesting Angles Develop
in Albany

—

(Staff

Albany
duced on

Correspondence)

— The

first resolution introfloor of the convention
H. Linyesterday morning after
ton, state treasurer, had read his rereduction
port, called for a 33 1/3
in rentals on the basis of 1920 prices.
tlie

W.

Distribution Ideas
Will Probably Be the Keynote of the National- Gathering of
Exhibitors at Washington Convention Cohen's
Ideas Voiced at Albany

—

— The

(Staff

Correspondence)

keynote of the coming national convention
The Albany convention has
.sounded.
has
l)een
of exhibitors
the question of posproblems,
Distrilniting
idea.
big
the
tipped

Albany

co-operative working plans between exhibitors and producers, the possibiHty of exhibitors actually getting interested
likein ])roducti()n, and all matters pertaining thereto will in all
gath
lihood 1)e the dominating i)roblem of the ccmiing national
silile

Optimistic Outlook

rebate of

is

'nent in the fight against First National, intends pushing this instance
to a satisfactory conclusion.

reorganization.

continuous.
The picture will be shown to the
critics following a luncheon at the
Criterion on Tuesday.

A

sought from United Artists.
Pittner of Cohoes, who was prom-

''54.500

innovations in
with the final

Ernest Lubitsch's "The Loves of
Pharaoh" will begin its engagernent
at the Criterion on Tuesday evening.
The Criterion will be closed on Sunday and Monday to re-open for the
Lubitsch filin on Tuesday at 7:30.
Thereafter the performances will be

Albany

Correspondence)

Albany One of the outstanding
features of yesterday's session at the
convention was the attack made upon
United Artists, for its alleged mistreatment of small town exhibitors.
What was termed as a typical case
was the experience of an exhiljitor
who operated a 411 seat house in
Kingston, a town wnih a population
of 28,000. The following figures were
.presented to the convention:
This exhibitor booked "Way Down
East" for $1,500 and took in about

is

contemplation as a result of which
there will be some important changes
in the personnel of the organization.
It would not prove surprising if as
a result of conferences, A. S. Aronin

son, present general

Methods With Small
Exhibitors Under Fire
in

understood that a reorganiza-

is

tion

Town

ering.

be recalled that this was the 1)ig idea that was sprung
It was overshadowed first l^y the
at Minneapolis last summer.
the
fact that it was prematurely sprung upon the delegates, jdus
central\vherel)y
suggested
fact that no definite i)lans 'had been
exhibitor
ized distribution could become a fact. Then, too, the
uiion
attack
the
of
value
upon
the
leaders placed a lot of stock

%

This resolution was introduced by
Joe Michaels of Buffalo, and was_ at
once seconded by Charles L. O'Reilly
of New York, who said that by
many theaters would be
spring
As indicated, one of the imclosed.
portant topics of the convention is
Bethe problem of reduced renta's.
fore the convcn'-'on was called, exhibitors were asked to gather statistics so tlipt ihev could be gone
over on the convention floor. Elliott
of .Albany, is the bead of this committee.
The question resulted in much in(Continued on Pape ())

"it will

Famous

Pl-ayers.
(Continued on Page 6)

More Convention News
convention
be found on page 6.

Additional
will

nsws
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El

how a

is

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

ideas.

Paso— When

brother exhibitor put his show oner.

J.

M. Edgar Hart,

of the Palace put on"The Iron Trail,"
he worked up a 'lobby display that
was of material aid in putting the engagement over.

excellent "friend-making" exploitation
Each month he issues a
calendar which gives the days of the
week and dates of the month, and
also announces the showing dates for
the pictures booked for the entire

idea.

Hart obtained some ties and rails
from the Interurban Railway Co., month.
MacFarlane has his calendar promade a cut-out from the 24 sheet, got
by copyright, but informs
Address all communications to THE FILM some specially painted beaver board, tected
OAILY. 71-73 West 44th St.. New York put a hole in the center of the boiler United Artists that he is perfectly
4551-4552-5558.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt
willing to permit any exhibitor who
6411
Hollywood front shown on the 24-sheet, and put
Hollywood,
California
in a 100 watt lamp with a special may care to do so to use the idea,
Blvd.
Phone. Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. condenser, which threw bright light provided it is not used by any theater
Terms (Postage

of

free)

United States, Outside

New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
$5.00;
3 months. $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Greater

-nonths,
$15.00.

—

Wal)ash Ave.

—

London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kmematograph Weekly, 85 Long .".ere.
London, W. C.

2.

—

Film,
Representative Le
144
Ruf
Montniartre.
European Representative InternaCentral
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Paris

'

—

rays clear across the street.
Then
he fastened a small locomotive bell
to the rear of the smoke stack.
This
bell was rung by a string which' ran
back to the top of the box-office, and
then down so that the ticket seller
could ring the bell everytime a ticket

was sold.
Hart kept

Quotations
Famou.s Players
do pfd

*Goldwyn

..

High

Low

Close

82^

81^
93K

82^
93^

93J4
4^4

his lobby lights subdued.
and green lights, instead of
white ones, so that the lobby cut-out
stood out and attracted a lot of
u.sing red

M/^

attention.

—

Butte, Mont. The following teaser
in the Anaconda Standard
and Butte, Miner, and the 30,000
floating population recentTy come to
Butten went nearly crazy.
Both

appeared

Not quoted
Loew's, Inc
12
I214
12^
Triangle
Not quoted newspapers were almost sorry they
World
Not quoted took the ad for their telephones
'Quotations by Harry Content & Co buzzed all day with inquiries whether
Griffith

the smelter and mining interests were
suddenly getting charitable.
The
teaser read:

Notice
With the opening of the Mines
Rent Free

^^cLux^cUicrnai (Hcti^Aj^

THE

SPICE

Reg. U.

OF THE PROGRAM

S. Pat. Off.

The interest was so great that the
welfare secretary at the mines begged
the newspapers for permission to give
out the details so as to satisfy
curiosity.
On Friday both papers
announced that full details would be
printed the following Sunday, when
the

American announced the run

Wallace Reid's

of

latest picture.

It put
the title over, and while
there was a slight unfavorable reaction to the dupe the title was over
and the crowds packed the house.

—

Canandaigua, N. Y. William J.
MacFarlane, of the Liberty, has an

Is

in his

own

city.

Faribault, Minn.
of bringing

attention
bault,

—A

novel method

"Hurricane Hutch" to the

of every

resident of

Fari-

was used recently by Will

J.

Glaser, of the Grand.
On a card, Glaser prepared an
attractive announcement telling of the
nature of the chapter play, on the
reverse side of which was space for
eight signatures, and the address and
telephone number of the signee. To
the children, who secured eight signatures of adult residents on the card,
Glaser offered free tickets for the
first episode.
Many children already have taken
advantage of the Grand manager's
offer.

A
ii

Most Pretentious Productio

PERSECUTION'
Adapted from

BOOK OF ESTHER"
AN EPOCH MAKING FEATUR
THAT WILL SHATTER
'THE

—

Lafayette,
Ind. The
"Salvation
Nell" doughnut was born, christened
and eaten here at the Luna, when
"Salvation Nell," played Herb Johnson's house.
Costumed in the garb of the screen
"Salvation Nell," a pretty lass stood
in
the lobby presiding before an
electric cooker and handing out warm

and

brittle

entering

dough-nuts

to

ALL PREVIOUS RECORDS

everyone

the opening
performance. The work of the Salvation Army during the war in serving dough-nuts to the boys in the
front line trenches, gave Herb his
inspiration and the co-operation of a
local bakery establishment did the
rest.
Incidentally, the bakery got a
tremeendous amount of free advertising and now boasts a well established
commodity in its "Salvation Nell"
clough-nut, which
it
has made a
permanent market product.
the

theater

at

your Wife
REGAL-FISCHER

YOUR BEST FRIEND?

CORPORATION
1540 Broadway
Phone Bryant 0570

Loew

BIdg.

NEW YORK

il

:

THE
Thursday, February

<^E^
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1922

16,

of the Willat Studios and
Laboratory at Fort Lee, N. J., for
The Goldwyn Pictures Corp. and an order directing the other stockRupert Hughes filed answers in the holders to show cause why the corSupreme Court yesterday in a suit poration should not be dissolved.
of Adehne Leitzbach, alleging that The
court,
however,
refused
to

holders

In the Courts

one of the Hughes scenarios is taken
from a scenario she submitted. The
complaint is not yet on file and the
answers do not mention that picture
involved in the suit.

Goldwyn

states

has no knowledge of the plainallegation that she was "first
tiff's
apprised of the conversion and infringement of literary material by the
defendants when she saw an account
defendant's production in a
oi the
:rade paper and further when she
that

it

produced at
it
joldwyn admits that

;aw

the

1918,

plaintiff
called, "From

icenario

theater."

a

December,

in

submitted
a
the Ranks,"

vhich the defendant kept two months
ind then returned to her, and in
une, 1921, the plaintiff submitted it
igain under the name of "George

Gentleman," and
six weeks.

^lason;

urned

after

lenies that

aken
}abriel

the picture in

was reGoldwyn
question was
it

from the plaintiff's story.
Hess appears for the de-

endants.

An answer has been

filed

appoint a receiver for the corporation
on tlie ground that it is not insolvent.

A

Amusement

selling

the

the exclusive film rights.
was picturized and was

The

lay

Co.,

Supreme

Court

Justice

Comedy

collecting.

Over Buffalo Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo Lodowick Jones
caused
consternation at the Academy, when

show

cause

court,

answer

order

Federal

the

in

which has been con-

to

tinued until Feb. 21, when the defendants, the Amalgamated Burlesque
Co., will claim that the local court has
no jurisdiction as neither plaintiff nor

!,000.

The

Federal district.
house, which was formerly show-

ing

burlesque,

defendant

Carver is representing
manager.

tures.

Herk

now showing
I.

renewed

the

lease

Fun

of

of two-reel

comedies that pack them

Two
"" "^^^

Reel Ticklers on the Independent Market

in like features

MONTY BANKS
Best

H A L L R O O M B O Y S~""""^

Sparkling Swell-Society Screams

CHESTER COMEDIES
With Snooky,

Humanzee

the Hilarious

READ THE MINUTES
of the staggering 15-episode

mystery melodrama

"THE MYSTERIOUS PEARL"
MINUTE
A

pic-

H.

No.

1

Robbery

Startling Midnight

MINUTE
A

No. 2

Fearless Flight Across the Continent

MINUTE

—

has

Fleischer

CALL THE ROLL

as

torium,

Max

JOE ROCK
One-Reel Feasts

Renews Lease on Newark, O. House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Newark, O. George M. Fenberg,
Giegerich who has been operating the Audi-

Sojpreme Court Justice
IS granted an application by Annie
id Charles C. Baumann, as stock-

Creations by

Hand-Colored Travel Scenics

live in this
is

OF THE INKWELL"
-

Suit

—

this list

SUNSET BURRUD

Donnelly

exibited without being copyrighted or
;gistered, and the defendant got the
'oducing right from the Frohman
musement Co. in March, 1920, for

The Consolidated Filter Co. has
ed an application in the Supreme
ourt for judgment on the pleadings
a suit against the A. H. Fischer
eatures for $355.

'*OUT

Beck as president, and Claire Henlein,
secretary and treasurer, which was
endorsed by (iarrett.
has reserved decision in the suit of
Zena Keefe against the Arden Photoplay Corp., the Hodkinson Corp., and
the Empire City Co., to set aside
two contracts with them, and to
compel them to pay a judgment she
got
Arden company,
against
the
which is trying to prevent her from

from

yotir spicy single-reel subjects

been filed
Toseph W. Farnham against Sidney
Garrett, on a note of the Gibraltar
Operating Co., signed by Arthur F.

he appeared after IS years' absence
and claimed ownership of the house
which has just re-opened under Sam
Carver, who has the Empire. Jones
claimed he purchased the Academy
f College," in which Goldwyn states
15 years ago and was later tricked
Hat the play was signed in 1915 by out of it.
Police were forced to put
ide and the late Charles Frohman him out of the house.
He obtained
Charles Frohman, Inc., which an
3
injunction
allowing him
free
lade an agreement with the Froh- access to the house and later got a
itter

COMETOORDER

judgment for $1,438 has
in the Supreme Court by

lupreme Court in the suit of George
v.de
and Charles Frohman, Inc.,
gainst Goldwyn for an accounting
f the Jack Pickford
film, "Just Out

lan

Convention

of the

default

the

in

Program

Official

A

Desperate Duel

No. 3

Among

the Clouds

ALL OTHER MINUTES

for

five years.

Spell-Binding Stunts

in

Fast Succession

They Are

FILM EXPLOITATION

MEN

ALL PRESENT

WANTED AT ONCE

at the leading theatres of

The
required

of a number of high class film exploitation men
once by a large distributor, for permanent work in

services
at

Only thoroughly experienced and capable men are desired for
service, whose abilities as result getters shall determine the
value of their services to the company.

Make
age,

replies

experience,

thoroughly informative and comprehensive, stating
qualifications,

permanently located, etc.
confidential.
Address:

AH

salary
replies

expected,
shall

'FIELD EXPLOITATION"
Care "Film Daily"
71-W. 44th St.

where

you

be considered

are

i\

State every

week

If

You Haven't Booked These Box-OfBce Winners Yet

I

MOVE WE ADJOURN

the field.

this

N.

WARNER'S EXCHANGE

strictly

1600

Bryant 6642-3

Broadway

NEW YORK CITY

GRAND-WARNER EXCHANGE
338 Pearl Street
BUFFALO, N. Y.

676

Broadway

ALBANY,

N. Y.

THE
t^at

<2^

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions

I

"A

House"— United

Doll's

Artists

Strand

TIMES— One

picture

is

the
the

of the best things about the
in wliich tjie dramatic mo-

way

ments of
play which can be caught by
the camera have been caught. * * * As Nora,

Mme. Nazimova

is
hkely to prove entirely
satisfying to some, while not so acceptable
to others.
It is hard to see how there can
be serious objection to her performance in
the more serious moments of the story, especially in her final scenes with her husband.
Here she rings true. She brings the under
In
lying Nora convincingly to the surface.
the earlier and lighter scenes, when she is
Torvald's "squirrel" and "lark," she is often
but
persuasive,
enjoyable, and frequently

sometimes she seems

TRIBT^NE

— "A

to he

Doll's

overdoing

it.

House" contains no

screen material; at least that
It is not an interesting story

is
it

;

our opinion.
has no be-

The screen should
ginning and no end.
amuse, entertain or thrill and also please the
"A Doll's House" does none of these
eye.
• * After all, movie audiences are
things.
Yesterday they entirely
an enthusiastic lot.
forgot the very bad pictures which Nazimova
has been giving them, and they applauded
her performance in this newest picture. And
we regarded her with a fondness amounting
She is a strange peralmost to forgiveness.
son and the illusions she can create
The story has been touched up
slightly for the screen, but always suitably,
and one is astonished to find that, stripped of
much dialogue for the movies, Ibsen seem»
which may be the miracle
quite intelligible

—

—

('i[,OBE This iiicture is much more artisthan Xaziniova's last preceding one of
Dumas' "t'am.lle" for the reason tht there
is
no attempt at modernization, and there
is
more of Nora than of Nazimova in this,
whereas there seemed to be quite as much
of

But

He no

was taboo and considered shocking.
longer seems shocking

in

day

this

and Hollywood.

of

grace

•

AMERICAN —

Star scores deep impression
with lightning-like change of moods, but pic* *
is only for the students of Ibsen.
As a screen spectacle, this Ibsen product
suflfers from following the original too close
ly. * * * Yet one cannot tire of watching
ture

the untiring

Nazimova

because

Nazimova

but
with

ish

wife

of

worthwhile results attained

this picture

in

Charles liryant, the diiector.

to

*

*

"TEN NIGHTS
IN A BAR ROOM"

Bell Dies in Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

— William

H. Bell, one of
the old timers in the local exhibiting
He operated the Bell,
field is dead.

Chicago

on West Madison

St.

Whitehurst Changes Policy
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— C.

Baltimore

Whitehurst

has

Challenges any and

Box Office Records

will give

simultaneous runs.

Have One, May Build Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Bayer Bros., who
the Grand Opera House, are
considering a new theater here.
Lehighton, Pa.

nm

now

NOW

—

of the Banner, has taken over the
lease of the Ideal, one of Joe Hopp's

ARROW

houses.

Bensch

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

Alia acts
in this picture as she has not acted before
The scenario follows
on screen or stage.
the play closely throughout, a condition that
will please Ibsen lovers, and the lesson to
be learned from it is brought out so strongly
that it cannot soon be forgotten.
The production it coniistently good.
'

EVENING WORLD— For

those who have
admired Nazimova in her previous screen
presentations, as well as her work in ths
speakmg drama, there will be no disai>point
ment over her work in her latest film.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

chased the Liberty.

Palmerton, Pa. House Opened
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Palmerton, Pa.

new

—Louis

Why?

?

Wolesnky's

theater, the Colonial has opened.

Project for Port Colborne
(Special

MAIL— "A

Doll's

House"

is

far

different

from the customary screen drama, in that it
treats the marriage problem in a unique manner, but it presents a story which is scarcely
likely to meet with popular favor, earnestly
as its cast has attempted to play it.
SUN While Mme. Nazimova is still occa
sionally exotic and artificial in her methods,
she is on the whole quite sincere and appeal
ing, and in the few close-ups in which she
indulges herself her face has taken on real
charm, perhaps because she is closer to real
ity.
She sets forth the story of the butterfly
wife who won her emancipation with a simplicity and directness that make this one of
which every
the unusual pictures of the year

—

woman

will

to

see,

as

her

natural

right.

POST — Nazimova

redeems

herself

nicely

for the poor pictures she has been showing
As Nora in the screen version of
of late.
Henrik Ibsen's "A Doll's House" at the
Strand, she is fascinating. • • •

—

Colborne, Out. A site on
is being sought for a new

Port

.

Turning Theater into Garage
to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. The Glory, one
of the oldest suburban theaters in

Have 18 (eighteen) of the most prominent Independent Exchanges taken franchises from Second National
Pictures Corp., whose first production

(Special

—

town,

will

be

transferred

into

a

garage."

Newman Changes Price Scale
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Frank L. NewCity, Mo.
changed the price scale at
Newman. Children under 10 will

Kansas

man
llie

Inas

be admitted for 15 cents at matinees
during the week and 25' cents at

"DAVID and JONATHAN"
has been acclaimed by the critics and whose second
production,

"HER STORY''
by Dion Titheradge,

is

now ready

for release.

night.

Why??

Agree to Erect Theater
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

demand

THE FILM DAILY)

to

East. St.
theater.

TELEGRAM — The

jiicture is one that has
a direct and distinct appeal to every woman
and every girl, and might also be seen to
great advantage by a lot of husbands and
fathers, as well as potential sweethearts.

FILM CORPORATION

Now Owns Two

Chicago M. Bensch, owner of the
Bell on South llalsted St., has pur-

is

achievement in that it
sen play uncompromisingly. * * * Not onct
has motion picture hokum crept in as it
might have in the masquerade scene or the
end of the story.

!

Gumbiner Gets Hopp Theater
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Isaac Gumbiner, owner

a cred
renders the Ib-

itable

!

Enter Your Theatre
in the Contest

cent.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— It

all

made a change of policy at the New
and Parkway theaters. Both tjieaters

drama.

film,

Direction, fine.
Photograpliy, rather cloudy.
Value, about 95 per
Plot, Ibsen's; murky.

of

an undeniable authority and con» Praise is due also for the

•

viction.

(Special

are a good many
screen version of

points of interest in the
"A Doll's House." Few liberties have been
taken with it. * * * In the closing scenes of
the picture it seemed to us that Nazimova did
*
as fine acting as we have ever watched. *
Excellent tonic for the screen.

DAILY NEWS— Type

none too agreeable
its
acts the part of the child
self-sacrificing and finally rebellious

anpcal

herself.

^VORLD—There

N, Y.

Nazimova as of .Marguerite in the other.
this new picture may not have a wide

story.

!

—

16,

tic

HERALD —

of miracles alluded to in the text.
After this one will not be surprised to see
crowds flocking to see a photodrama adapted
from a dramatist who a short period ago

Thursday, February

(Special

Lansford, Pa.

— Stockholders

of the

Panther Creek Valley Amusement
have agreed to erect a theater

Co.,

here to cost $120,000.

Casper Changes AffiUation
to THE FILM DAI1,V)
Cleveland
William Casper, for
12 years manager of the Fairyland,
has been placed in charge of the
Capital, W. 65th
St.
and Detroit
(.Special

Avenue.

—

Because the Second National Franchise is the Best
Proposition Now Before the Independent Buyer.

Second National Pictures Corporation
140 West 42nd

Street

New York

City

1922

—
I

THE
February

rirsday,

DAILV

1922

16,

McKec Here
Raymond McKee is in town from

Incorporations
N.

Ibany,
i,'

— Morgan

Prod.,

$5,000.

Incor-

Y.
Capital

York.

B. Morgan,
Attorney,
/nick.
leier, 1540 Broadway.
lotors,

ibany, N. Y.

H. Hamil-

New

York.
Capital
Incorporators: George H.
1)00.
W. Hamilton and Ted. O.
n L.
Attorney, C. J. KatzenIlnhead.
Inc.,

o:

HIS Broadway.
enton, N. J. Temple

(<[,

—

Newark;

n

Pictures,
In$200,000.
K.
Shields,

capital,

James

orators,

Shields,
G.
Maplewood;
[,ard H. Russell. Westerville, O.
Videll

—N

dianapolis.
Fort
Co.,

e 11 e s e n

Ingram Film

Hec-

S.

— George

Mc-

A.

G.

H.

California.

(Special

Rochester, N. Y.— "Turn to the
Right" will open at the Star on Sunday, for an indefinite run.

Zola in Pictures

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

"Germinal"
"Germinal"

Vienna Emil Zola's
lias been made in films.

credited with beinp- the first novel
dealing with industrial life and the

is

and

problems of

capital
will be

labor.

The

two
and was made by Primax

production
episodes,
Film.

released

in

Wear Out
Some Pencils

Amusc-

Wayne.

Capital
Incorporators, Tony and
Nellesen, Fort Wayne and
lie
(linand Nellesen, Chicago.
la

in Rochester

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Theaters for Jonesboro, Tenn.
(Special

2)00.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Jonesboro, Tenn. L. M. Broyles
has rented space in his new building,
which he reserved for a wareroom,

Win in Atlanta
to a Mr. Cutshaw, of Greeneville,
THE FILM DAILY)
who will convert the same into a
llanta— After W.
H. Rudolph moving picture theater.

The more you
will like

Here

Fight Films

figure

my

plan the better you

it.

is

a conservative estimate

(Special to

paid a $500 fine for bringing the
liipsey-Carpentier fight films into
itrgia,
the chief of police dug up
a

:y

ordinance passed

ing

i

;Tt

showing of
Rudolph went

the
in

iures

1910 proprize light

in

Atlanta.

Judge

Bell,

of

the

Fulton

Superior

Court, and asked
an injunction restraining the city
(1
interfering with the exhibition,

tnty

i

won

Horwitz Adds Another
Cleveland
M. B. Horwitz,
operating the Washington circuit,

—

including

Fountain,

the

Haltnorth,

S'haw-Hayden,
Globe
Southern and Amphion, has taken
over the Doan, at St. Clair and E.
105th St. This is a first run neighborhood house and carries with it a
Virginia,

First National sub-franchise.

out.

National gross
Distribution cost,

$300,000
90,000

_

30%

$210,000

I

Cash outlay

for negative, prints

and
100,000

advertising

$110,000
50,000

Profit in United States
Foreign rights

$160,000

Total profit

Marcus Loew saw the four pictures
representing the series of

'THE MISTRESS
The

great

The

WORLD"

the

$80,000

50 7o profit to exhibitors

exhibitors receive $80,000 profit.

The

The
cash production outlay was $100,000.
amount
the
rebate
on
profit
gets
exhibitor
80%
of money he personally advanced.

UFA productions

and book'ed

it

Loew theatre

in Greater

for

runs

in

every

make nothing

I

until

you get your

profit

rebates.

New York
The

director gets his

when you

get your

profit rebate.

Largest

rhe

Film

Booking

in the History of the

Ever

Made

World

You Can't Beat It
pencil and figure
hit a
You'll wire me!

you take a
happen when we
If

what

!
will

"MIRACLE MAN"—

Paramount Pictures

m

CANT AFFORD TO

MISS

IT!

1540 Broadway,

N. Y. C.

THE

DAILY
^i^V^ OA
Albany Seek Cut

Exhibitors in
After Lower Prices
(Continued from page

Distribution Ideas

1)

(Continued from page

(Continued from Page

%

$200 by C.

C Craig.

Washington convention

One resolution favored condemning
"leech" pictures and exhibitors who
played them. By that is meant, the
releasing of an old print at a time
when a newer subject has had substantial sums spent in advertising it.
This was referred back to committee

it

will

prove

tremendously surprising.

1 )

have to date evaded the issue and
have "passed the buck" so far as a
settlement is concerned. It is possible

that

personal

the

of

attention

Douglas Fairbanks will be brought
At all events, one
to this instance.
of the first duties of the new president will be the case of this Kingston
exhibitor which John Manheimer yesterday described as "outshining the
Dodge case." In the event that no
satisfaction is secured from United
Artists through the State M. P. T.
O., the matter will be turned over to
the national organization.

Won't Endorse Hay,

—

(Staff

—

Correspondence)

t'

plaints.

Leo Brecher
table

the

of

New York

resolution

and

5-12

was

during which 5% of the
rentals are to be turned over to the
state treasury.

DANNY.

(

DANNY.

Cohen Names Convention Committee
The following committee has been
apnointed by Svdnev S. Cohen to
F. I. L. M. Clubs Meet
for the M. P. T. O. WashThe F. I. L. M. Clubs of Albany, arrange
ington
convention: W.
A.
True,
Bufifalo and New York met at lunchHartford, chairman,, W. A. Steffes,
eon yesterday. It was a great sucMinneapolis;

cess.

W.

D. Burford, Aurora,

John Manheimer, New York:
F.. M. Fay, Providence; E. T. Peter,
New York; A. Julian Brylawsky.
Washington;
Glenn
Harper,
Los
Angeles, and D. A. Harris, Pitts-

ants
stop

to

the

but

ball,

this

did not

Cohen from taking a
United Artists and Hiram

Sydney

whack at
Abrams in

S.

address, at the convention.
Incidentally, in this connection he pointed out that instead
of giving New England exhibitors
his

"Way Down

East" to play,

had booked

in

it

town

Everyone
Everyone was
night.

York

The

at the Ball
at

the

stars arrived

W. R. Shallenbcrgcr and
Seelye are ably representing
Film here.

C.

R.

Arrow

burg, Pa.

ball

Hiram Abrams

laic in the afternoon.

Shepard on Hand
H. J. Shepard, formerly of t
Kineto Co., is here as is C. C. Crj
of the Sunset-Burrud Scenics.

Abrams

halls in opposi-

refused to

comment

on the Albany dispatches.
Yesterday afternoon, H. T. Scully,
Boston manager of United Artists
happened to be in town. In speaking of the Cohen statement, he said:
" 'Way
Down East' was never
shown in town halls in New England.
Furthermore, every exhibitor there
who played the picture made money."

mmmBm m

PERCY &FERDIE

Mr.^^State Rights

Buyer
Pat Sullivan,

my

tract with Miss
series of twelve

— Listen
lioss,

!

has just made a con-

Winkler

me

a
the
trained cat in the movies
and oh hoy,
can I act
For information about my new
distributing arrangement, drop a line to

J.

star

—

only

M.

to

cartoon comics.

I

in

am

WINKLER

220 W. 42nd

St.

1:

from Ni

tion to the exhibitors, and that when
the exhibitor did get a chance to
play it he had to pay a rental which
gave him no chance to live.

111.;

Arrow Well Represented

in

(Staff Correspondence)

propaganda and aid
exhibitors bring back their audiences
to
their
theaters.
"There
are
thousands of other exhibitors who
think about these things as I do,"
he said.

be

act-

discussion caused by the entire
dent was only slight.

to offset vicious

Buffalo Next?
In all likelihood, Buffalo will
the scene of the next convention.

voted

his

was immediately acted upon. 1
vote was almost unanimous and

—

Albany Both "Doug" Fairbanks
and Mary Pickford were boosted in
the Albany papers as possible attend-

Book

week from Nov.

,

Albany
A resolution was p
sented on the convention floor w
coming Will H. Hays into the
dustry and expressing the hope
he would work with exhibitors
remedying some of the present co'

f

hibitor's

19i

Resolution Welcoming Him to
dustry Stepped On Slight Discussion Only Over It

At yesterday's session, again Cohen
served notice of his intention of
working with producers and directors.
He delved into the amount of money
spent by producers and declared that
too much was going to the middleHe threatened producers by
Another condemned man.
for revision.
immoral stars and suggested that ex- saying that if they didn't listen to the
It
Holah Here
hibitors refuse to show their pro- demands of exhibitors "we must go
Holah
Gunning
of the Wid
"Doc"
This too was returned to in and compel them to."
ductions.
Wid arrived
committee for redrafting.
Cohen's talk in general berated organization is here.
• Resolutions condemning fake stock
producers whom he accused of being yesterday.
weeks were short sighted and lacking in conschemes
and
sales
Billy Brandt voted against structive effort. He stated there were
passed.
a unit vote for New York State at too many trade papers in the field
MAff£ YOUR PATRON AND
the forthcoming national convention and entirely too much money spent
YOU/? BOX OFFICE HAPPYCharles in them by the advertising departbut
was voted down.
O'Reilly voted against the supplying ments of the producers and disof schools and churches with films tributors. He suggested that some of
which exhibitors had not had an these funds be diverted to other
An ex- channels and that an effort be made
opportunity of getting.
proposed

16,

Rental

in

Attack United Artists

1)

teresting discussion in which were
But the subject has not been lost
aired various views of well known
sight of during the past year.
And
exhibitors.
Howard Smith, of Buf- Sydney Cohen, president of the
falo, said that after the Minneapolis
National Organization, in his reconvention, distributors had be^un to marks at
the opening of the State
raise prices on films.
Pittner of Convention here intimated in no unCohoes, who figured prominently in certain language that the exhibitors
the fight against First National, was were in
a position to act now.
He
of the opinion that results along the declared that Government
statistics
desired line would be difficult of pro- showing that rentals had increased
curing because there was' no definite over $12,000,000 during 1921, while
basis upon which claims for revisions admission figures
had dropped over
could be made. Rinsler, of Brooklyn, $40,000,000 showed what had happenspoke along the lines followed by ed to exhibitors.
He declared that
Pittner, making the point that ex- the time had come to stop "resoluthibitors themselves were largely re- ing" and to act, and re-enforced
this
sponsible for the prices they pay be- by adding that offers had come to the
cause of their own peculiar business national exhibitor body "from two of
tactics.
For this reason, he argued, the biggest organizations in the inprices differed and therefore there dustry to turn over their entire
comexisted no
standard upon which panies to the theater owners if
claims could be founded.
He con- necessary.
cluded by saying he thought a
"And," he added, "a large number of
reduction was impossible.
33 /3
the most important independent proJohn Manheimer, of New York adducers and directors had offered to
vanced an interesting thought. He
make pictures for us at prices that
suggested that a committee of exwill yield them a fair profit and at
hibitors be appointed to review picfigures far below what they are being
tures submitted to them; that a valuasold to us today."
tion for the state be placed upon
This, in addition to the action of
them, which would be later observed
the convention with regard to this
by both exhibitors and producers.
as
noted in yesterday's
Linton's
report
showed
there subject,
was a balance of $3,915 in the state issue, brings the subject to the fore.
treasury of which $2,155 was turned If the distribution question does not
over by Baumer Films, Inc., and occupy the limelight at the coming

Thursday, February

New York

If li

'.ursday,

February

GYPSY
PASSION
ADAPTED FROM

Convention Chatter
is
busier than Sam
If anybody
Berman, he hasn't been seen up to
this writing.
Sam is keeping tab on

inckiding

everything,

DO, RE,

the

ME.

,

RICHEPINS

cJEAN

zreMHkDAILY

1922

16,

FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

The Child oP hhe bear

5,000

Expected

at

Washington

speech, Cohen said that indications pointed to upwards of 5,000
attending the Washington convention.
He urged all present to go to
Washington and bring the ladies.
.In

his

—

State Presidents

Here

Among

those attending are W. A.
True,- president of the Connecticut
M. P. T. C, Martin G. Smith, of
Ohio and R. F. Woodhull of New

BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES
Representing the

Foremost Authors

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD
lone.

Holly 3222

PRODUCTIONS WANTED
Outright purchase preferred.
Percentage proposition possible.

Quick action either way.
National Exchanges, Inc.
398 Fifth Avenue
Fitz

Roy 0865

New

Do You Need

For Your
and

New

Production?
Locations

Unusual
Of All Kinds

[New York

— Florida— Virginia)

Type

of Extra Fvu-nished
Film Mutual Benefit Bureau
V. 40th St.
Tel. Long. 9122

ferent

Five shares Film Developing
Corporation stock par $100.00
per share.

What am

I offered.

G. L. Barrows,
213

Water

St.,

The Veteran Here
Al Harstn, one of the oldest men
in the business, and who was active
when "Pop" Rock was

in

hand.

big special
Central.

pulled

out

New York

find a diamond necklace.
to that effect.

sure a caution.

Little

Sam Reiben

was almost pushed off the platform
and Rudy Sanders was beaming like
on a million dollar

set.

O'Reilly Likely To Be Re-elected
From present indications, there
will be no opposition to Charles L.
O'Reilly being re-elected president of
Many of the
the state organization.
insist
that
O'Reilly
has
leaders
program
very
carried
out
the
efficienti}'
and say he has earned
the honor.

Boy Scouts At
the

It

boy scouts have been
service and they are

pressed into
doing all kinds of fine service work.
One of them carried my bag to the

Albany

Club

and

when

"We

aren't

a

tip

said,

The Ladies Active
While the sterner members

aren't
in the convention and otherwise enT^aged, the ladies visiting are having
Mrs. George Roberts
a good time.
is in charge of the ladies' division and
is
busy with a crowd of assistants
sending the visiting ladies not motoring, shopping and otherwise
a good time.
(Continued on Page 8)

Ask Walter Hays

—he knows!

Coming Events:
Mark Strand Theatre, Syracuse, N.Y.
Mark Strand Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.
Mark Strand Theatre, Worcester, N. Y.
Mark Strand Theatre, I.ynn, Mass.
Are you on the

list

showmen scheduled

of successful
to

play this

miracle picture?

was

allowed to
accept tips for doing our duty."
offered he squared his shoulders and
That's the spirit.
stoutly

The Albany Mark -Strand Theatre

Or

Fighting for Position
those T. O. C. C. members and exchangemen fought to get
in the front line before the camera,
as they boarded their special, was

Even

at

This week

The way

a star

to absolute capacity

Grand

of

Charley Goldrier Lucky
Some people say that Charley
Goldrier is so lucky that if his
suspenders snapped, that when he
leaned down to fix things up that he

would
words

in a Bar Room

harness,

Al had a good time
playing Pullman conductor when the
on

York,

A LOCATION
autiful

T. O. C. C. Change
There was a big noise when Cohen
annotinced that the T. O. C. C. had
sent in a check for $5,542 on account
of their rental tax which is being
paid into the national treasury.

is

Nights

Played

Jersey.

AL COHN

Ten

having

Arrow Film Corporation
W.

220 West 42nd

E. Shallenberger, Pres.

Street

New York

City

THE

^^

DAILY

Four Burr Features
and Two More
From Johnny Hines — Latter to

Two From Carewe

produce at
least four features for the independent
market this year, in addition to his
C.

Burr

Mayer's One Reelers for Independent Distribution Through
C. B. C.

From Edwin Carewe he will get
two, the first of which is now in proThis will be
duction on the coast.
"I
the Law" and Alice Lake will
appear in it. The second will be a
version of a well-known stage play
the rights for which Burr has already

Am

Film Sales

The Hy Mayer "Travelaughs"

will

regular short reel output.

are

he offered to independent buyers
through C. B. C. Film Sales.
For more than a year the "Travelaughs" have been shown at the Capitol and, according to the producer's
contract with that theater, have been
to

shown
be 15

there exclusively. There will
the series, each in one reel.

in

Buys Round-Up Film
closed.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Johnny Hines will make two featSeattle
Seattle
Film Exures this spring and summer.
One change has The
bought the "Eleventh Anwill be "Go-Get-'Em Gallagher" and
nual Pendleton Round-up" in five

—

the second a popular play for which
Burr is now dickering.

reels

Continued
his

Page

from

distribution

for

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE'S
"

the

Beyond

(Special

Buffalo

Now With
to

Niagara

THE FILM DAILY)

— Walter

Price

has

Rainbow

been

Hoy arbitration plan came appointed general manager of the
much applause and kind words. Niagara Pictures Corp. He will visit
Hoy wasn't on hand to hear the New York to purchase a number of

"

<^

^

tioned the
in for

WILLIAM

TooKER

were productions. Declaring the arrest of
said George Williams in connection with
work being done film thefts from the company to he
and Charley
O'Reilly
was "de- a mistake, Price has re-engaged him
lighted"
at
the workings of the as a member of the sales staff.
Daarbitration board.
vid and Levi Ruslander are provid-

good

things said,
surely handed out.
he was glad of the

but

they

A

wonderful production

with a super all-star cast

ing the

financial

Two More

his

platform,
thus
making the
question of censorship of pictures a
political issue in the State of New
York." While he did not say so, it

of sixteen

backing.
Territories Sold

M. Warner of Warner
appointment and
would deal only with such develop- Brothers has closed two more deals
ments affecting us as may follow." for "School Days." Specialty Film
This was in contrast to the statement Co., Dallas, has purchased the rights
for Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and
issued by the M. P. T. O., at Washington following Hays' appointment. Big Feature Rights, Louisville, Ky.,
for
Kentucky
and
Tennessee.
Continuing Cohen said:
"Hays has as much right in the "Ashamed of Parents" has also been
motion picture business as any other purchased by these companies.
Warner Bros.' next release will be
man."
"Your Best Friend," starring Vera
Gordon. The picture was produced
Democrats Take Up Censorship
Sydney S. Cohen pointed out in by Harry Rapf and directed by Will
his address that "one of the great Nigh.
parties had taken up the question of
censorship and intended putting it in
New Distributor Promised

i

Harry

iheir

(Special

to

CLARA BOW

NVACEY HARl

m
\

JAME5 HARR-T^ON

HARRY KOREY

the

K^

THE FILM DAILY)

a capitalization of $250,000.

The company

The

in-

tablish
tion

its

own

says it expects to esdistributing organiza-

MARGUERITE

'^
COURTOT

with 26 branches; that product
Governor Miller Ignored
Governor Miller has practically will be purchased independently but
been ignored so far as the exhibitors that some will be made by virtue of
are concerned.
He was not invited contracts with producing units.
to the big movie ball held last night,
and has not been invited to attend
Another Hearing on Myers Bill
the banquet to be held tonight.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
When the suggestion was advanced
Washington
Senator Shortridgc,
that it might be considered far from,
of California, chairman of the Senate
diplomatic to so ignore the

—

executive

of the State, one of the leaders said
that so far as the organization was

concerned he did not

exist.

He was

unfriendly to the

exhibitors and all
their affiliations, so why should he
be asked to attend any of their
functions?

DANNY.
Tippett Here
is here again from

John D. Tippett
London.

LI

—

this.

with the problem.

VIRGINIA

Indianapolis The
National Cinema Corp. has been formed here with

Democratic Party that will do
corporators are T. F. Vonnegut and
All of which makes it interestMatthews of Indianapolis and
ing to Will Hays.
And it will be E. M.
E. Rothermel of Chicago.
more tlian that to see what he does W.
is

ULUAN'BILLIE

Syd Cohen

Not Concerned With Hays
In his address Syd Cohen said that
the iL P. T. O. was not "specially

concerned about

in

the
Price

7)

name wasn't men-

through

This note starts the "fireworks"

Northwest Territory.

Convention Chatter
Although

16, 1

Buy "Travelaughs"
Hy

Make "Go-Get-Em Gallagher"
Charles

Thursday, February

sub-committee, charged with investigating political activities in the film
industry, stated yesterday he would
soon arrange another meeting with

WALTER MILLER.

eaoROE FAWCl

i

DIANA ALL

colleagues to discuss what furaction should be taken on the
Myers resolution.
Shortridge
is
undertaking an investigation of the
d.\'e and
chemical industry that will
keep him engaged for a considerable
length of time, and he is probably
not in a position to do much in the
h!s

ther

film

probe now.

HELEN WARE

HUNTLY

COR.E'

J

—

7A0 brAdstreet

of FILMDOM

Authority
-
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Price 5 Centn

Heads M. P. T. O.— ConvenOver Dinner at Ten Eyck

One Half Cent

Last Night

Albany

Correspondence)

— Charles

O'Reilly

L.

New

yesterday.
This means a
econd year in office for him.
W. H. Linton, of Utica, was reessioii

authoritatively

measure
Senate

treasurer: Sam \. Berman.
f Brooklyn, secretary: William Dilon. of Ithaca, vice-president at large,
nd Jules Michaels, of Buffalo, chairnan of the executive committee.

\vck

Wdss Back

from Europe

from a European

is

Grey Going to England
Albert L. Grey, of D. W. Griffith,
nc, sails for London March 5, to be
iresent at the English opening of
Orphans of the Storm.'

Schenck Report Denied
if.

his

important official of the Joseph
Schenck organization has wired

from

the coast saying:
absolutely no foundation
the rumor that we are to start our
fwn distributing organization."
office

"There

is

Enid Bennett, "Doug's" Lead
(Special

Los

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Enid

Bennett will
ppear opposite Douglas Fairbanks
1 "The Spirit of Chivalry."
Wallace
Beery, and Sam De Grasse are also
ngaged.

The

Wilkenning

wrought
pected
Zourt

Mary Pickford
come up in

to

case,

which

East, is exthe Federal

on Monday.

Schiller

Promoted

E. A. Schiller, at present in charge
f Loew's theatrical activities in the
iouth and Southeast, has been pronoted to take care of the entire Loew
hain outside of Greater New York.
The promotion will bring Schiller to
»Iew York at the executive offices.

"THE JUNGLE GODDESS,"

packed with
REAL wild animal thrills and will make both old and young marvel at the
daring stunts with which it abounds. The crowds will flock to it as they
do to a circus! State Rights. EXPORT & IMPORT FILM CO., Inc.
729 7th Ave., N. Y.
Advt.
Selig's spectacular serial,

is

one-

now

down

to

markets or conpractice of acvaluation, with
President
cases,

may

that

the

ators are declining to make public
any of the specific rates agreed upon.
No ad valorem rates have as yet been

adopted.

C—

Draft

Zukor Offers Remedy
Vigilance
Committee to
Protect Industry and Promises

Suggests

His Help
The New York American
day

yester-

published the following statement given by Adolph Zukor to the
Examiner in Los Angeles:
"The one great remedial measure

It

Seek More Power

By-Laws

was learned yesterday

that

a

meeting of the signatories to the
Censors Want Right to Investigate Hays' agreement held an organization
meeting at Dclmonico's on WednesBooks of Companies New
day afternoon at which the by-lawB
Legislation in Albany
were gone over.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Albany

— At

Motion

the

request

Picture

of

the

Commission,

Assemblyman

Deals Under

Way

Walter F. Clayton,
Kings County, has
There have been conferences held
that will work a correction of the introduced a bill which would give between Walter E. Greene, president
moral status of our profession lies additional power to the commission. of American Releasing and Bennie
The new measure would amend the
in
the appointment of a vigilance
Zicdman which may result in the discommittee that will provide safe- Clayton-Lusk statute so as to allow patching of a company abroad to
(Continued on Page 2)
guards for the good name of its
make two features under Zeidman's
members. Moral preachments, good
supervision.
These are designed for
Chaplin to Film "Pagliacci"?
(Continued on page 4)
release through
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the new
GreeneLos Angeles .\ local newspaper Warren distributing company.
Republican

of

—

Paramount Dance March 31
says Charlie Chaplin plans to film
As the closing feature of the ob- "Pagliacci," and that he will make
servance of the 10th anniversary' of a comedy drama as his first picture
the feature picture, the Paramount for United Artists.
That plan may
Club, composed of employees in the be abandoned in favor of a straight
is
\t
expected here tomorrow with home office will hold a dance Friday
comedy of feature length.
Jonel H. Keane, who has been his evening, March 31. in
the grand ballChaplin has one more comedy to
ssistant in Atlanta.
Schiller's head- room of the Commodore.
It is ex- make for First National.
He is said
luarters in the Grand Theater Bldg.. pected
more than 2,000 will be to have finished "Pay Day," his next
Ulanta, will
be given up.

the
the

duty shall be based on the American
wholesale selling price of the comparable
American article. In the
event that the first plan is adopted
there would be a provision also to
permit the President to increase duties up to 50% where necessary to
meet foreign competition. Film negatives and positives will be assessed
with duty on the basis of value. Sen-

trip.

An

are

ican wholesale selling
tinuing the present
cepting the foreign
the proviso that the
proclaim, in certain

4)

^lax Weiss of Artclass Pictures
)ack

The Senators

which .Senator James J.
was toastmaster and at which
Page

when

two problems: whether to agree to
ad valorem rates on the selling price
of foreign merchandise in the Amer-

at

(Continued on

that

today.

convention
terminated last
with the banquet at the Ten

iValker

it

stated

finally reported to
will provide a tax of

is

half cent a foot on foreign raw stock.
It is expected that the committee
will finish debating the valuation basis

jected

light

a

—

was

e-elected president of the M. P. T.
York at the morning
).
of

The

Stock

Foot Basis Reached—Valuation Plan Still
in Debate
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington .Mthough filial consideration of the rates in the Fordney
Tariff Bill has not been made, it is

—

(Staff

Raw

Levy on

O'Reilly Re-elected
kgain
tion

\

prescTit.

release for the circuit.

A deal is also understood to be
under waj^ whereby the first of the
new Tom Terriss Prod, with Dolores
Cassinelli will go through Atnerican

Releasing,
Terriss in addition to
directing will appear in the picture.
After this and the second are made,
Terriss plans going to Italy to work
for the "Summer.
Major F. L. La
Guardia is president of the company.

THE

jg^

DAILY

Friday, February

"Shadows

Seek More Power
(Continued from page

Coming

1)

commission to investigate film
companies, subpoena witnesses and
compel their appearance and go
over the books of film companies.
The measure would decrease the fee
the

Vol.

XIX
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Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folki,
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Dannenberg,

Joseph

and

President

Editor;

W.

Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Manager; j, A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
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Where
Let

(gratis) to keep

what

charitable
for licensing
and religious films to the actual
similar measure
cost of censoring.

educational,

Weekly.
2.

Representative

Paris

A.

Los

— Le

Film.

Montmartre.
Central

"

tionale
vakia),

Senator Robinson

?10,000.{)()0

..

Hiijh
82^4

in

Strike

Low
81.>4

Players.

you posted on
9091

to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

of the

—^The

newly elected
Western Motion Pic-

RVKi

.«EAL

119

mond

is

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
Harry HamPICTURE INDUSTrI
MOTION
Malcolm
and

Beall,

secretary,

Stuart Boylan, treasurer.

new hoard

The

Harry

of

directors

in-

joe Jackson,
Kissling, Harry Wilson, and
Hubert Conlon.
The new
Paul
The
serve for one year.
officials
'Wampas" are just one year old and

cludes
Barret

revenue.

New Agreement

Brane,

the celebration will also take the
of a first birthday party.

THE FILM

Not quoted have completed arrangements where4.^
*Goldwyn
4lA
by bookings in their combined theGriffith
Not quoted aters here, in Sedalia, Joplin, Spring\2' ,
12'/$
Loews, Inc
UY2 field, St. Joseph and Moberly will
Triangle
Not quoted be handled jointlv.
World
Not quoted
Quotations by Harry Content & Co

Capitol

do pfd

Books Series

)22©(g( ^^C^C^-'9

form

of 52

The

Capitol has signed for 52
releases of "The Good Things of
Life," the
single reel novelty released by W^id Gunning, Inc.

mmSm

IhM

Negotiating for Features
J. Winkler, who is distributing the "Felix" cartoons on the
independent market, is negotiating
series
features.
tor
of
Miss
a
Winkler was formerly with Warner's.

Fulton

!

vice-president;

Smith,

D,\ILY)
Close
Kansas City, Kans.— Grubel Bros,
81% and Jack Truitt of Sedalia, Mo.,
(Special

Famous Players

Famous

ture Advertisers, are to be inaugur-

—

Quotations

h\-

ated at a "high jinks" installation on
Monday evening.
Arch Reeve is president; Pete

.'.ere,

Representative
E-uropean
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho- SloWenzelsplatz.

THE

happening.

Angeles

officers

sponsoring a
hill whicii would tax bill boards and
144
Rue oul-door advertising at the rate of
ten cents a square foot a year. This
Interna- measure would give the state about

Williamson,

Long

85

]i

Reeve Heads "Wampas"

United States, Outside
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
3 months. $3.00.

Kinematograph
London, W. C.

to stop?
that
can be sent you

Phone— Beekman

(Special

—

London

is

Town ?

so

East," by E.

of the

has been purchased by Fo
Likewise, film rights to "H Wint
Comes,'' at one time believed he
Hull,

A

has been sponsored by Senator Clayton R. Lusk in the Senate.
In addition to the public hearing on

free)

—
Representative— W.

know

us

FILM DAILY

the Cuvillier bill which would abolish
commission, there will be a
the
of Greater New
second on Tuesday on the Gibbsmonths, $5.00;
measure providing a new
Subscribers sliould remit with order. McKee
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM code in the operation of projection
N^w
44th
St.
71-73
York.
DAILY.
West
This will be held before
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4351-4552-5558. machines.
Hollywood the Senate Committee on Industries
Hollywood.
California
6411
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
and Labor and before the Committee
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
on Affairs of Cities.
Wabash Ave.

Terms (Postage

to

you going

are

195

17,

(§f

Witl

Margaret

Ellis

a

Is

Pal

BOX OFFICE MAGNETS

Making New Subject

Carlyle Ellis is shooting a short
subject for the New York Tuberculosis Association.
The characters
are all children and the cast is headed
by Mildred Ryan, leading woman of
"Home-Keeping Heart?."

VOUR BEST FRIEND?li
Burbank,

Calif.

Rifkin Allied with 2nd Nat'l

The

Second
National
Pictures
Corp., of New England, has been
established with offices at 57 Church
St.,
Boston, ana Herman Rifkin,
manager.

Eastern

Film

FILM EXPLOITATION

Features

Co., Features Co., Inc., 134 Meadow
Haven, also under direction
St.,
of Rifkin was made a Second National branch.

The

services of a

required at

"Persecution" opened at the Delancey theater on the East Side
Wednesday night to business that

the

necessitated calling out of the reserves to keep the crowds in line.

this

number

of high

class film exploitation men
for permanent work in

once by a large distributor,

Only thoroughly experienced and capable men are desired
service, whose abilities as result getters shall determine
value of their services to the company.
age,

experience,

qualifications,

confidential.

etc.

.\!1

salary
replies

oy the program"

Pat. Off.

New York

W. 42nd

St.
Suite 221
Longacre 8158

expected, where vou are
he considered strictly

>liall

.Address:

STUDIO FOR RENT
Care "Film Daily"
71-W. 44th St.

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J.

For particulars write
E.
110

Reg. U. S

St.,

Over Your Income Tax.
Income tax reports made and
filed by
Agnes M. Sullivan, C.P.A.
Motion Picture Accountancy

thoroughly informative and comprehensive, stating

"FIELD EXPLOITATION'
spicc-

for

the

Water

DON'T LOSE SLEEP

25
replies

permanently located,

:

G. L. Barrows,

213

field.

Make

(Ptctu^

MEN

WANTED AT ONCE

New

f^dALc<iUorva£

Five shares Film Developing
Corporation stock par $100.00
per share. What am I offered.

W.

K.

LINCOLN

40th

St.,

N. Y. C.

Bryant 5307

THE
Friday, February

No Tax

1922

17,

Vogel

Likely

(Special

to

in

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Plan "Ditched"— OverLos Angeles \\'illiam M. \'ogci,
whelming Flood of Protests in
the exporter, is here from New York.
Washington
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"French Heels' at Cameo
Regardless of the
Washington
Irene Castle's first

iight-Point

—

'ttitude of

proponents of the various

Brady Lectures Tonight
U'illiam A. Brady is scheduled to
deliver a lecture on "The Future of
the Motion Picture" at the High
School of Commerce tonight at 3
o'clock.

starring picture

for Hodkinson, "French Heels," goej
into the Cameo, beginning tomorrow.

Stromberg Plans Features
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Hunt Stromberg,
who last week announced his withCosmopolitan Ball Tonight
Employees of Cosmopolitan Prod, drawal from Doris May Prod., to
dmission levies, has proven so strong will hold a mask and civic ball at star "Bull" Montana in two reelers,
plans features, according to report.
s to be overwhelming.
the Manhattan Casino tonight.
The supposed eight-point plan for
lising taxes, in which admissions

ixation features of the soldier bonus
it
now looks as though the
ill,
pposition to the new special taxes,
nder the head of which would be
icluded the proposed increase in

gured

prominently,

so

advices to

)

igton office,

bonus

—

rather

has

According

been "ditched."

efinitely

(Special

FILM DAILY'S Washquite probable that
be completed by the

is

it

bill will

louse

Ways and Means Committee

lithin

the next ten days, regardless

MADGE EVANS says:
AT THE
RECENT DINNER

TO GEO. ADE
THE CONVENTION
ADOPTED
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
THE NAT'N'L ANTHEM
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

any opposition thereto, but that
will fail to carry with it any proosals for raising the needed funds.
!

Sanford Here
M. Sanford is at the Claridge.
is just in from Los Angeles.

F.
e

ANOTHER STEP

Oppenheim Here
E. Phillips
ithor is in

Oppenheim, the English

New

York,

it

is

under-

FOUmRD

ood, in connection with the sale of
iin rights to certain of his novels.

De Mille 111
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Cecil De Mille

— what,

is

from an attack of inimmatory rheumatism which will
obably keep him out of the studio
iffering

r several

innovations

weeks.

Evclusive

to

Kansas
ibitors'

rmed

THE FILM DAILY)

City,

Mo.

—

The

Reel

of

Every

Reel,

Sub-tities,

and

in

in

every issue,

now announces
its

prideful

the

career in

Co-operative Ass'n has been
here,
primarily to handle

ALFRED CHENEY JOHNSTON

A. McClure, Emporia, Kans.; S.
Wilhoit, Springfield, Mo.; W. W.
'ertenberger,
St.
Joseph; J. W.
.

York Photographer who will
personally pose and supervise the filming of
noted

Kansas City, all
ce-presidents, and R. A. Shelton,
ihland, Kansas City, treasurer.
A
Benton,

al has been made with Joe Fox of
loenix Film for three features a
onth, the first to be "The Girl from
jrcupine," "Hills of Hate" and "A

otion

Nezvs

NEWS

prize acquisition

Ex-

)okings.
The officers are C. H.
urkey, Summitt theater, president;

'atson,

in

Sundry Features

SELZNICK

K. C. Exhibitors Combine
(Special

I

with News Scoops

to

New

SALLY MILGRIM FASHIONS
which are a permanent feature

Adjourn.'

of

The World's Greatest News Reel

GYPSY
PASSION
ADAPTED FROM

,

RICHEPINS

dEAN

FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

I

elznick

The Child oF ^he bear

\

.

ALBEUT

E.

SMITH

presioent

ISSUED

News

LVERY THURSDAY AMD SUNDAY

THE

^^
O'Reilly Re-elected
(

Irom nage

"oTitiiiued

I

Glynn.
Mayor
Hackctt of Albany, former Senator
Thompson, Senator Henry Walters,
Charles L. O'Reilly and Sydney S.

Governor

lorintT

Cohen were speakers.
The Ways and Means Committee
submitted a financial report which
showed dues received totaled $30 000
The comand expenses $28,500.
mittee announced it intends opposing
the ooerators' bill which would call
of all those
who applied for licenses, that it would
seek an amendment to the bill regarding minors so as to allow them
to attend picture shows; and that it
would oppose the Robinson l:)ill, taxSydney S.
ing out-door advertising.
Cohen said that a more drastic
one
present
censorship
than
the
loomed up as a possibility.
special

for

It

instruction

was decided

definitely to call the

week of Nov. 12 Exhibitors' Week.
O'Reilly was instructed to arrange
with three independent producers to
show their product on the basis that
lO'/r, of the rentals be turned over to
Massacluisetts
the state treasury.
intends

and

it

inau,gurating a
is

hoped

to

similar week
establish the

-.%K;DAILY

all

17,

1922

ney

R. iCcnt and jc-se L. Lasky.
Williaiii Brandt, on behalf of the conwith
vention presented OReilly
a

bag and Mrs. O'Reilly with
beaded bag. The convention then
adjourned until the dinner hour.
A
traveling

a

considerable
for

number

New York

of film

men

on the midnight

left

train.

DANXY.
Demonstrate New Tinted Stock
George Eastman and Jules E. Brulatour were among those present at a
demonstration 'of the new Eastman
Kodak tinted stock given in the Candler

la>t

P.Idg.

Want

Protection

From

amendment to Section 1308 of
the Penal Law which covers film piracv so as to make it more drastic.

for an

Going

Wark

have

constantly studied conditions

waiting for the proper time to present

my

_\

Griffith

I

Pirates

(.Special lo THE FILM
DAILY)
."Mhany— Frederick H. Elliott and
Lloyd Willis of the National .Associaesterday arranging
tion were here

to

Kentucky

next week will
appear before the Kentucky Legislature in opposition to the censorship
measure pending there which provides for a board of three at a salarv
of $3,000 each.
Da\'id

FOR TEN YEARS

niglu.

Ciriffith

over the country.
Marcus Loew discussed the Taylor
case and a wire received by the conS.
Connolly
is
now in
Jack
vention from Mary Miles Minter in Mississippi cooperating with E. V.
Loew said it was Richards and Y. F. Freeman in
that connection.
a sad state of affairs when a young combating a measure that has been
girl like Miss Minter had to wire to reported
favorably by the Senate
a convention of men. He thought the Committee on Education.
instance a deplorable one and advised
exhibitors to be cautious in what they
say of the film people connected in
any manner with the case. He said
(Continued from page 1)
it was to be regretted that an exhibexample and the charitable actions of
itor had stopped showing a Minter many may have their effects, but
-subject and added the industry need- there must be something of more
ed "a projiaganda and we need ]\ potent force than these to reach the
innovation

Friday, February

PERFECT
PARTNERSHIP
PLAN
of

Direct Booking- Profit Sharing

Co-operation
between

Zukor Offers Remedy

badly."

.

.

F.

work, and M. B. Smith of Ohio said
he intended inaugtirating the same
move at the Valentine theater, Toledo, on Feb. 25.
Later, OReilly sent Miss Minter
the following telegram;
"In expressing their thanks for
your wire, the M. P. T. O. of New
York State wish to inform you that
throughout this entire unfortunate occurrence they have never for a moment lost an iota of that high, wholesome regard and esteem with which
we and our public have always held
you."

A

and

Exhibitor

minority.

WoodhuU.

president of the
New Jersey M. P. T. O., told of the
Saturday morning performances he
had launched in Dover as part of the
national organization's public service
R.

Producer

"Doug" t-"airbanks
and Mary Pickford was received exwire

from

pressing their good wishes and similar expressions were
embodied in
telegrams from Adolph Zukor, Syd-

am here to see that those few
violate the edicts of good conduct and bring discredit and embarrassment to the many are ruled
not only against, but out of the ranks.
"I

who

"It is not fair to those who conduct themselves as they should that
they should suiifer by the ill-considered actions of others.
My suggestion and I shall strive zealously
to see that it is carried out
is the

—

—

appointment of a committee of vigilance who shall work unknown within
the ranks."
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Sales Kink
League

Big

Tariff Plan

Manager Government

Sales

Handles His Force and Saves
^
Time and Money
J. P. Newell, sales manager of the
Toledo Sales Co., a conipan.v that
employs 400 salesmen in the United

Reached

Receive Instructions on Features of Valuations from Senate
(Special

to

^^'ashington

Oflficails

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Senate Finance

committee yesterday instructed members of the Tarif? Commission, Judge
Fisher, the Board of General Ap.territories in an article called "Workpraisers, Presiding Judge De Vries
published
Market,"
Invisible
ing the
of the LTnitcd States Court of Cusin "Printer's Ink Monthly" and retoms Appeals, and Treasury experts,
printed by permission of that publiall of whom have been advising with
cation.
This is the second in the series of the committee on the tariff, to proarticles which will appear in THE ceed to draw up a valuation plan on
FILM DAILY every Saturday de- which to base duties on imported
Mr. Newell's merchandise and to incorporate the
voted to sales helps.

new kink

States, tells of a

dividing

following:

follows:

article, in part,

"When you

,

in

tell

salesman,

a

'We

are going to take three of your nine
counties away from you.' and can
give him no better reason than the
answer a child so often receives, 'Because I know it will be better for
you that way,' the man who has

enough spunk
is

be

to

almost sure to

"The

tradition

a

good salesman

hit the ceiling.

among

salesmen

lines.
these
'The bigger the territory the bigger
the commissions.' In boom times this
was in a measure true, for mail orders frequently came in to swell comBut now, with mail ormissions.
ders almost unknown, it is simple to
show the salesman that it is costing
him and us money to liave so large a
territory on his hands.
"When Barnes, working out of
Springfield, objects that his big territory means more earnings for him,
and that a cut in territory would be
equivalent to a cut in his income, \vc
show him his sales sheets and his
point out
section of the map.
what is almost always true that ho
is doing 90% of his business in one
or two or three of his counties, and
that even in these counties he is doing
almost no business in most of the
Genervillages and smaller towns.

runs

.somewhat along

We

Sawyer Incorporates Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Chester E. Sawyer, Inc..
has been formed here with a capital-

—

ization of $10,000. The incorporators
are C. E. Sawyer, A. L. Pratchett
and S. M. Kohn. The attorney is C.
Broadwav, New
115
Katzenstein,

York.

Sawyer

is

an
Co.,

official

— Present

of the Caribdistribu-

important

tors in the West Indies; Pratchett is
Caribbean and
also identified with
Kohn is with Howells Sales.

of forei,gn valua-

basis

Price 5 Cent!

New York

Godsol Starts for
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

wyn

— F.

J.

Godsol of Gold-

New York

for

left

American manufac-

cannot compete with foreign
manufacturers.
4
Granting authority to the President to reclassify merchandise, after
turers

—

investigation by the Tariff Commission when this action is deemed necessary for tlie protection of Ameri•an

Powell Here
David Powell is in New York from
London, where he appeared in sev-

He

eral Paramount pictures.
is slated
to go to Hollvwood for Famous.

Getting Ready for A. M. P. A. Dinner
A. M. Botsford and Tom Wiley of
the entertainment committee are busy
arranging for the A. M. P. A. "Naked
Truth" dinner which this year falls
on Marcii 25 at the Biltmore.

Another House Found Defective
The American, 910 Manhattan Ave.,

nance Committee

proceed with
consideration of ad valorem rates.
"'lis
will include rates on positive
'ind

Los Angeles
left

R. Grainger
—Jamesyesterday.
AI

New York

for

Lichtman. Mack Sennett, Thomas H.
Ince, J. D. Williams and Joseph M.
.Schenck also left for New York.

will

Edna Purviance in Feature
to THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
pects to start
ure starring

has been

number

— Charles

work
Edna

Chaplin ex-

shortly on a feat-

Purviance. who
his leading woman for a

of years.

It

is

understood

he iilans a series.

negative films.

Sees Improvement in Philadelphia

THE FILM DAILY)
Piiiladelphia
\ well known film
(Special

(Special

Boston

—

has

Snitz

to

It

sold

out

his

interests

in

Black and Spitz Theaters, Inc., to a
New York and Boston syndicate.
Spitz intends remaining in the amusement Field and will continue to mainHe is
lain bis offices in Providence.
at present on a vacation in the South.

(Special

"Mellers" in Buffalo
to

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo— The Parent Teachers' Association has completed a survey as
a result of which it is learned that
SO'/r of the 50,000 school children here
"blood and
"mellers" and
nrefer
thtuider" films. Weekly there is spent
$8,000 by the children for picture

shows.

in this ter-

picking up just a least
and attendance
near normal,
figures
getting
are
though not anywhere near the abnormal of two years ago."

"Business

hit

in

is

territory,

this

present releasing schedule of
for the current seaprovides for 47 features from

son

Sunday

Aug.

to

l)ooking

features have
from Sept. 1 to the
tomorrow, making a

released

week

ending

total

87

of

for

there

the end of the

31,

Forty

year.

the

year.

Of

this

be 10 Realarts and
the
remainder, the regular Paramount features. Although production
officials of Famous have at various
times stated that they had no more
German pictures here for distribution,
the list for the rest of the year includes several new ones, Pola Negri
total,

"The

in

will

Devil's

'My Man" and
Ml

Pawn" and

"The

in

Mummy"; Mia May

of the

l'">es

in

in

"Truth Conquers."

told there are 12 foreign pictures
in addition to those listed above,

and

'Love's
I'eacock,"

Boomerang,"
"The Red
"The Mistress of the

World" in four parts, "Spanish
Jade," and "The Man from Home."
The releases for the rest of the
reason are as follows:
For

remainder

February the folEthel Clayton in
"Her Own .Money"; "Love's Boomerang";
I'ola
Negri in "The Red Peacock"; Constance Hinney in "Midnight" and Bebc Danthe

iels

will

"A Game

in

.\larcli

On";

be

of
released:

Cliicken."

— William

Elsie

S.

Ferguson

Ibbetson";

"Peter

Hart

in

"Travelin'

and Wallace

Reid

in

"The

Mistress
the
of
World" in a series of four; Wallace Reid
!n
"The World's Champion" Gloria Swanson in "Her Husband's Trademark"; Wanda
Hawlcy in "Bobbed Hair"; "Fool's Paradise"; Constance Binney in "The Sleep Walker" and Marion Davies in "Beauty's Worth."
;

April

— Betty

Temptation";
Glass

Compson

in

May McAvoy

Window"; "Find

the

in

"The Green
"Through a

Woman";

Ethel

"The Cradle"; Mary Miles Minter in "The Heart Specialist"; Agnes Ayres
and Jack Holt in "Bought and Paid For":
Pola Xegri in "The Devil's Fawn"; Dorothy
Dalton in "Tharon of Lost Valley"; Wanda
(Continued on Page 3)
Clayton

in

Would Check Theaters in Bay State
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hartford Heads Coast M. P. D. A.
(Special

Li'-e

to

Out
THE FILM DAILY)
man speaking of business
is understood that Abe
ritory said yesterday

Spitz Sells

to

Tlie

lowing

(Special

practices in foreign trade
will also be taken care of.
Upon pre•^entation of these provisions the Fi-

Season—
1

Famous Players

been

producers.

Unfair

of 87 for the
40 Releases from Sept.

/

—

uations wherever

F. P.-L.

Making Total

Feb. 19

Brooklyn, has been found unsafe and
ordered closed by the building deA currency provision to take ))artment officials in that borough.
care of situations wherever the de- This makes the fifth house 1o close
preciation is greater than 70%.
there.
3
.\ sliding rate up and down, not
to exceed 50%, which maj^ be added
Many on Way East
!)y the President to meet special sit(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
2

More From

47

j'esterday.

tion.

—

(Continued on page 2)

bean Film

1

"^

1922

18,

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angele.s

— David

M. Hartford

introBoston A bill has been
duced here by Marian C. Nichols, a
which would
censorship advocate,

subject picture theaters to the

same

requirements that govern publication
of political advertisements in newsMiss Nichols' object is to
papers.
cers are:
Wallv Van. technical di- prevent propaganda by way of the
Judge J. Albert Brackett,
'ector; Norval .MacGregor, treasurer -creen.
Frederick \. Thomson, the N. A. M. P. I. representative
fre-elected)
secretarv:
Charles Parrott,
inner 'nere, charges the bill is being used
outer guard; to thwart the referendum on the cenc'laid: Duke Worne,
Maurice Campbell and M. J. Mac- sorship bill which comes up in November.
Quarrie, trustees.

has been elected director (president)
of the M. P. D. -A., to succeed the
late William D. Tavlor.
Other offi-

;

THE

S^^

DAILY

New
•^gLMD»1^yM»"^^AUTHO«rTY

Sales Kink

(Continued from page

a salesman's business, when his
concenterritory is over-large,
is
trated along one or two railroads or
V0I.HX No. 47 Saturday, Fete. 18, 1922 PnceSCents
on a good road,
"The salesman claims usually that
Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks
he is putting in a considerable profnc.i Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
New Yoric, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and portion of his time perhaps 25%
FILM FOLKS. INC.
in this portion of territory that proJoseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
duces practically no sales.
And
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
vv'nen he does, we have ready for use
Entered as second-class matter May 21. 1918
'Then
the unanswerable argument:
at the post-office at New York, N. Y., undei
surely it is not paying you to spend
the act of March 3, 1879,
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outsidt 25% of your time on territory that
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; (
yields less than 10% of your commismonths. $5.00;
3 months. $3.00.
Foreign
It will be inore profitable for
Subscribers should remit with order. sions.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM you to put in all your time in that
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St.. New York section which is paying you 90%f) of
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-45.S2-5558,
your earnings for 75%-- of your time.'
Hollywood.
California
Hollywood
6411
in
have 400 salesmen
the
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603,
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S, United States,
Gradually
we are
Wabash Ave.
working around our plans so that we
London Representative W. A. Williamson
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long .-.ere shall be able to put in another 200,
London, W. C. 2.
and eventualh', perhaps, still another
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de 200.
shall not carry it beyond
Clichy.
Central
European Representative Interna- the point where our returns and the
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho- Slo- salesmen's diminish with the intenvakia), Wenzelsplatz.
sive cultivation.
"For example: Recently 25 typical
territories
throughout the
United
States
were
selected
territories
Hijjh Low Close where the salesman is inclined to cooperate with us to the fullest.
The
Famous Players .... 81^ 80% 81
idea was that the salesman in each of
Not
do pfd
quoted
these 25 territories should call upon
^_^Goldwyn
4}/2
a list of 25 merchants that we supGriffith
Not quoted plied; he was to make his 25 calls in
a week of systeinatic canvassing.
Loew's, Inc
14^ 12)4 14
"Let me refer to the general re-

—

"We

—

—

Coming
Where
Let

Quotations

—

4^

are

to
so

that

THE

can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.

Budd

Now Owns Two

(Special to

Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Easton, Pa,- C. D. Budd, owner
of the Strand, has taken over the
opera house at East Stroudsburg,

.'.,."

PASSION VJ
ADAPTED FROM

FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

MIIAIRIIKA

Frankel, while over-

I.

work

remodeling of one

of

of his theaters, stepped into
of debris and broke his ankle.

The Child oF

pile

a

will star in Christie

Comedies.

Charles H. Christie has
returned to Los Angeles, accompanied by Sidney B. Brennecke, assistant
to
Earl
W. Hammons, of
Educational.

mission on $1,550 sales
salesman's efforts.

is

Reach
(Special

to

—

Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)
Ore.— Donald B. Smith,

ALBERT

SMITH

E,

FILM DAILY)

TffE

Seattle
Kenneth
Hodkinson, of
United Artists and Bert Adler, of
Distinctive Prod., Inc.. have reached
here in their cross-country business

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

Robbery

$1,500
(Special

to

Cleveland

in Cleveland

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

safe

of

the

lAKEWOOD HOTEL

The

Ohio
was

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

and American Theater Co.,
robbed of $1,500 last week. Receipts
from five tlieaters were stolen.

$35.00

Claude Ezell, Selznick sales superis

also here.

Rivoli

Lee of Covington Killed
THE FILM DAILY)

Covington,

Ky.— Morris

Lee, 28
of the Strand,
WHS shot and killed when seated in
his automobile in front of his home.
The murder followed an unsuccessful
attenipt lo rob Mrs. Harry Lee, the
victim's mother, of a satchel containing Sunday's receipts.

years

old,

"American
sition,

is

pictorial
termed a

(Special to

Fantasy."
overture

the

and

a
Herbert compoat the Rivoli,
The

comes what is
pictoral setting for "Ramenoi Ostrow."
The feature is "Back Pay," a Cosmopolitan Prod,, and is followed by Marjorie Peterson, who dances,
"Carmen," a
is

ne.xt

then

Chaplin revival, completes the

manager

is played by the Strand
Orchestra this week as its overture,
;'.\ Rex
Beach Week End" is the title
of a Sport Pictorial which takes the spectator into the wilds with the author,
Kittv
McLaughlin, soprano, sings "Inflammatus"
and then the news reel goes on. The Strand
Male Quartette renders two selections. "Carmena" and "The Sandman,"
Nazimova in
"A Doll's House" is the feature and the
comedy "Free and Easy." an Educational release.
The organ solo is the final number.

move,
effected

Pat. Off.

Burns

NOW UNDER THE MANAGE-

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

Paramount,
W. Anthony, and also
his
residence adjoining, were de
stroyed by fire.

Claysville,
owned by C.

Pa.

Metro Gets W. Va. CI
(Special

to

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y, Booking Office Barclay 7940

ter

THE FILM li'lLY)
W. Va., Jan. 26—

Charleston,
charter has been granted to th( Metro
Pictures Corp., of West V iiginia.
Capital is $5,000 and the incorp; -ators
are J. Robert Rubin, Neison Kiittenberg,
Norbert Ruttenberg, M innie
Sidel, New York, Pauline D, Fei ster,

Rahway, N.

Overture

closed
S,

to

Theatre Inspection Service
"An Ounce

of

Prevention
of

worth a Pound

WYCKOFF ENGINEERING CORP'N
Engineers
233

— Contractors— Builders

Broadway
Woolworth Bldg.
Phone Barclay 3181
Write or Phone

J.

is

Cure"

for

Details

Strand

—

Reg. U.

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. Finest Service,
Dancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features,
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
to

Conventions,

"I'ecr Cyiit Suite"

Argus Combining OfHcers
to THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines
As an economy
OH THE PROGRAM"

Inducements

up Daily

Week-End Ratei

bill.

(Special

TUfi SPlCn

$6.00
Special

Weekly

this

jainit.

visor,

president

with Hodkinson in San
Francisco, has been brought here and
placed in charge of the entire state.
formerly

Claysville Theater

"Capriccio Italien" is the Rialto overture
week.
The magazine is the second number and is followed by Edoardo Albano, baritone, who sines the aria from "The Barber
of Seville,"
"Fool's Paradise" is the feature and
"Just For Fun." an Ollendorff
Sketchograph, is the final number.

bear

to

Portland,

(Special

Rialto

l-he

Smith Transferred to Oregon
(Special

worth any

At Broadway Theaters

,

RiCHEPINS

cJEAN

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cincinnati,

seeing the

moved

1600 B'way.

GYPSY

—

—

of

'

M. Lesser has leased an ofon the eighth floo^ of 576' Fiftli

Ave.

Not quoted
sults, which we published
in
our
Agnes Cobb With Concord
World
Not quoted house organ after the calls had been
Agnes Egan Cobb has severed re*Quotations by Harry Content & Co. reported in. Our 25 men dug up 206
live prospects, an average of more lations with the Arrow Film, with
than eight per salesman.
The aver- which Co. she has been associated
New Christie Star
age
prospective
sales
not
all
of for the past year, to take up duties of
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
which would fructify as sales fig- general sales manager of the Concord
Los Angeles
George Stewart, ured $1,550 per salesman.
The com- Film Co., Inc.
i)rother
Anita,

—

to

'Irvilig
fice

Triangle

-

conducts a gen-

from the R-C Bldg.

Frankel Breaks Ankle
(Special to

1922

18,

eral print repair business, has

you going to stop?

know

us

Town?

FILM DAILY

We

—

who

Albert Tcitel,

1)

ally

—
—

Saturday, February

Omaha

.A,rgus

the
a

Enterprises, Inc., have

local

branch

con.solidation

office.

office

with

and
their

.•":,

!K«^'

Is
W

Money
//

YOUR BEST FRIEND?

;

;

THE

Newspaper Opinions
"Back Pay"— F. P.-L.

LtkeNews
No.

15

ITALY— Pope

E,

D.
Max to pay bonus.

XI

Pius

—

Hughes sails
[)
(>inn Fein agree

proposes

narcotic peril.

for Bermuda.
on border.

Ulster

>•

F. P.-L.

'

Swanson in "Beyond the
Mia May in "My Man"; Marion
in
"The Younpt Diana": Jack Holt

in
"Val of Paradise";
from Home"; Agnes Ayres in
B Ordeal" and Thomas Meighan in "The
B Daddy."
f; Wallace Reid in "Across the Conft'; "Over the Hovder"; "Sisters"; "The
H hat Walked Alone"; Thomas Mejghan
he Leading Citizen" and Pola Negri in

Daniels

(Hehe
fl

Frank Borzage
the

in

particularly

is

portion

earlier

Eyes of the Mummy."
Jack Holt in "The Man UnconEthel Clayton in "For the Delie";

"Truth
Conquers"
Ayres in "The Three of Us"; "The
Shop" and Mary Miles Minter in
in

Suva."

not likely

is

have got a picture out
however, and a good one too; and
they have propit'ated the censors by throwing to the lions four or five or six of Hester's lovers and leaving only one in evidence.
* The picture possesses a sweet, romansomething which the story in the original
lacked.
Probably Miss Hurst never intended that it should have this, but there is something about Seena Owen that makes any
part she plays a sympathetic one.

EVENMNG WORLD—*

*

»

It

is

too

to ask a New York audience to believe
Hester Bevins voluntarily determines to
back to her small country home after

much
tliat

go

of

the

EVENING JOURNAL— Acting

biggest

and

was

done, this picture, ably
directed by Frank Borzage and well acted
by Senna Owen, as Hester Bevins, the girl
Matt Moore, as Jerry Newcombe, the sweetheart, and J. Barney Sherry as Charles G.
tlie

SUN — We

taken

from

Paul

operates
eum, Eclair and Strand.

the

— A small

d in the projection

and

feature

fire which
booth of the

destroyed

house,

a

a

Broadway
stage.

reel

five

is

has

The

for her.

GLOBE — Frances
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lersburg, O.

TELEGRAM — It

which

sriea'<ing

awakening

Fire in Millersburg, O.
Special to

and you get nothing

I

for

it

as

advance deposits

!

AM GOING TOMAKE YOU

My

Partner

and

give

you the share

of

the

profits

which

your money earns.

THERE WILL

BE

*
ree's for her laborious repentance. * *

a Fannie Hurst story,
already seen on the
story was adapted to
the screen by Frances Marion and the picture was directed by Frank Borzage.
Seena
Owen plays the part of the g rl with the
"crepe de chine" soul and Matt Moore apliears as the youtli whose death was a great

over

York City

millionaire.

Miss Seena Owen gives a remarkable performance of a hackneyed type of role, and
the picture is exceptionally well directed.

still

New

well

is

—

who

in

of

MAIL — It

Wheeler,

now

plio

rare artistic merit in Fannie
Hurst's splendid story. * * * "Back Pay" is
a photodrama that must have taken itifinite
pains to do, but it was well worth doing.

many

Zoffer
Bros,
iveland
now
ite
three theaters here, having
over the Circle.
They also
il the
Corona and Reel.
The

are

*

believe the author made a misby plunging Miss Owen in doubtful
proceed ngs a little too soon.
This left too

Three for Zoffer Bros.
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)

Your Money

tic

take

linovic,

Millions
of

direction

it,

tography

I'

Many

be comDemopolis,

TRIBU.NE — They

—

of the

to

to

in

price for chinchilla "Back Pay"
to offend even the most prudish.

tasting of the legitimate joys
city in the world.

May

made

is

where he has given some particularly lovely
scenes as a background for the love interest
ami a rural picnic.
Frances Marion's scenario is well done. • » • As camera viv'section of a lady who was willing to pay any

Man

Mia

tlie

»

MORNI.VG TELEGRAPH— The
of

liloria

!'

Pay"

on

Pay," the screen version
the Fannie Hurst novel * * * is a sentimentalize<l story of a woman's reclamation
whicli makes obvious elTorts to shake off sentimentality and be real, and sometimes succeeds.

mended

(Continued from page 1)
ill
"The Truthful Liar": "The Spanand "Is Matrimony a Failure?"

'Ir

»

draws

vil.il

TIMES — "Back

*

1

who

girl

Adniirahly mourned, combines skilfully supplied setting, hackground and atmosphere.

of

From

and

tale

of

:Qciay
IMore

Hurst's

WORLD— "Hack

acclaimed!

C— Harding

YORK CITY— Fight

I'

Fannie

of

made strong ami

leaves country for city

sympathies.
N. Y.
order for pictures.

iiordinary scenes of Cardinals, crowds
Pope's election.
I vents surrounding the

^HINGTON,

Rivoli

AMEUICAN — Repentance
in

THE FIRST NEtrS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST
[

'

j2^

DAILY

urday, February 18, 1922

Marion's

TWELVE
GREAT SPECIALS

follows

film

In the
the original with reasonable fidelity.
cast Seena Owen is excessivel}' pensive as the
girl with the crepe de chine soul and Matt
Moore is the phantotn lover.

and

YOU

will

be part owner.

Boy

Hallroom

Connecticut Confab Feb. 21
(Special

Rock Island House Closes
Jecial

to

Hartford

THE FILM DAILY)

k Island, 111.— The Colonial hag
indefinitely.
Reilly
)ecial

With Warren Unit
THE FILM DAILY)
James B. Reilly has

—
tson-Cole

to

I

Seymour

in

will
o.

manager

make

the

his

for

Hod-

headquarters

future
instead
of
Seymour covers, Chicago,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, and

irgh.

to

Lake

THE FILM DAILY)

— Local

managers have
been meeting at lunch weekly to talk
over the general situation.
George
Carpenter of the Empress suggested
Salt

to

division

t,

IVrite today for details

the plan.

Cleveland

THE FILM DAILY)
eland— W. F. Seymour Central
in

Connecticut M. P.

A Harmony Move
(Sjiecial

left

represent Amerieleasing in Northern Ohio, E.
sen, of R-C is here in charge
manager is appointed.

ecial

THE FILM DAILY)

T. O., will hold its annual convention
at the Hotel Taft, New Haven, on
Feb. 21st.

to

'eland

to

— The

Wright Running Three Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Brownsville,
Pa.
Tom Wright

—

now

New

controls
three
houses here.
Plaza, Strand and Bison, since

Arcade
weeks ago.
the

burned

down

a

few

1540 Broadway, N. Y.C.

i

THE
WB^a

icMmkDAILV
Chicago Notes

Sunday's Issue

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

has
Jankowski
Chicago James
purchased the controlling stock and
now owns the entire Kinema Film
Service

— Chicago's

biggest non-theat-

Kinema was

rical film c.xcliange.

or-

ganized about a year ago by A. CimCimniinello and James Jankowski.
minello lias not yet announced bis
n.ew connection.

Paramount Pep Club, an organization composed of the employes of the
Chicago Exchange, is goin^;
dance on Feb. 27, at the

to give a

Colonial

Hall.

Cliicago liad a very
all declared
business very good. Forty-three first
run theaters ran "Over the Hill" on
a percentage basis and the Fox office
reports that every theater held them
entire
the
out every night during
week. Many theaters held "Over the

Exhibitors

good week

in

week and

last

'

Hill"

for

a

Saturday, February

Smith Arrives, from Coast
Noel Smith, director of Hall Room
Boys' Comedies, is in town from Los
Angeles with "Ciamc Birds," the
latest of the series.

Takes Over Hyndman, Pa. K
(Special to THE FILM DAIL^
Hyndman, Pa. W. M. Led

—

taken over the Palace
from Mrs. Sheirer, who owns

has

DAILY)

to

THE

— The

What am

per share.

I

oS^

G. L. Barrows,
213

Water

St.,

New

f

Yorl

Seattle

in

FlLiM

DAILY)

epidemic has
obliged many film men to be absent
from their desks. Among those who
George Jackson, of
were ill are:
Vitagrapii; Jack Lannon, of Greater
Features;
X'onHerberg. of
G.
J.
X'onHerberg,
&
L.
Jensen
J.
-chlaifer, of Universal; W. W. Lewis.
of the Theater Equipment Co., and
\V. C. Gowen, Oregon, representative
for Vitagraph.
Seattle

i

Five shares Film Develop
Corporation stock par $10t

—

South Bend, Ind. The Palace theater is expected to be completed
sometime in March. The house will
lave tlie largest seating capacity of
iny picture house here.
Grippe Victims

t

March

Palace Ready in
(Special to 'IHI2 I'TI.M

(S|.ecial

18,

grippe

)m(S(^(

second week.

United Artists report that they had
prints working last week on "Way
Down East" and that many exhibitors wanted to hold the picture over
for a second week, but tliis vv'as impossible because of solid bookmgs on

HAVE YOU SEEN

,i8

Hinton with Peacock
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City George Hinton is
manager for Peacock Prod., Inc.,

—

He

lu-rc.

Selig Shoots
(Special

to

with

formerly

was

Associated Producers

Kansas

in

City.

Stunt

Serial

Carl Harthill manager of the Rcclcraft office, has inirchased for Northern Illinois the Frankly n Farnum series of western y^ictures from the W.

—

Los Angeles Col. Selig, producer
The .\meriean Releasing Corii. has
"The Jungle Goddess," has com- opened its Chicago office and Sidney
in
the
stunts
daring
the
pleted one of
J. Goldman, the central district man.M'rial, which called for a fight in midatrer. is acting as Chicago representaair between an aviator and two leopof

Know What^s Going

Oni

tive.

ards.

To Try New

Sales Stunt

Joe Brandt was busy visiting the
this
week.
independent exchanges
He left Chicago to go to Kansas City.

Louis Weiss intends boosting "The
Adventures of Tarzan" direct to exhil)itors in New England and Washington, Oregon, northern Idaho and
Montana, two unsold blocks by adon 24 sheet
intensively
vertising
He
stands, circulars and the like.
hopes to create a public demand for

'.pending three

the serial.

.•\rk.,

Harry Baigh has returned

Jack Burke of

on

his

to

the

weeks

at

Parkway is
Hot Springs,

annual mid-year vaca-

to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Postpones Action
Angeles Maryon Aye and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Reeves have resumed work
Chicago
As was expected, no
on "Cactus Features," made by acliion has been taken on the proposidisand
Prod.,
Rogelle-Halpcrin
tion to establish a censor board here
tributed bv Western Pictures Ex- apart from the jurisdiction of the
Seven have already police department.
ploitalion Co.
been produced. There will be 18 to

(Special

—

Los
"Bob"

the series,

all in

to

two

reels.

New

Luz Given Chest
Series

THE KILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Peggy

O'Day

is

be-

ing starred in a new series of five reel
features with a racetrack locale, which
tiie New Kra Prod. Inc. are producing for the Anchor Film Distributors,
Inc.. of which Morris R. Schlank is
I)rcsident.

I'raniis

Ford

is

directing.

Two productions have already been
completed.
Tucker
(Special

t(,

Swanson House
DAILY)
Till'; FILM

at

Lake E. \i. Tucker has been
made manager of William H. SwanSalt

Gem

theater.

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY

Nowi

—

Schlank Making
(Special

t

his

Van Runkles, Favorite

love, Ike
l'la\ers.
firs't

tion.

"Cactus Features" Start

son's

m

adapted from

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

this production.

A. Smith Prod.
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"Persecution

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York

— After

^'ork City

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including Weekly Reviews
1921

1st,

no

sub-francliise holder of First National
may play new releases of the company, unless he has played, or paid
for, the pictures which he is behind on
the franchise, according to a ruling
handed down this week by the
advisory board of the First National
exchange here.

Name
Theatre

—52

Issues

—.Foreign,

pages

$15

I

Cleared

March

Year

Issues— Every Day

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

theaters.

Want Old Accounts
Minneapolis

New

of Silver

Ernst Luz, supervisor of music for
the Loew theaters, was tendered an
^fter theater supper at Lorber's on
Tuesday and presented with a chest
of silver by the musical directors of
the

St.,

Kindly enter my stibscription to The Film Daily for one
year, starting immediately, to include

—

Address

J

iTHE
7Ao brAdstreet
o/" FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XIX

Vol.

Saturday, February

No. 47

New

Tariff Plan

Sales Kink

How

Manager Government

Big League Sales
Handles His Force and Saves
Time and Money

J.

P. Newell, sales

manager of the
company that

Toledo
employs 400 salesmen
Sales

Co.,

a

(.Special

article, in part,

—The

Senate

Finance

"When you

following:

tell

salesman,

a

'We

are going to take three of your nine
counties away from you,' and can
give him no better reason than the
answer a child so often receives, 'Bec^ ise I know it will l)e belter for
you that way,' the man who has
to be a good salesman
almost sure to hit the ceiling.
"The tradition among salesmen

enough spunk
is

-somewhat along

lines.
these
'The bigger the territory the bigger
the commissions.' In boom times this
was in a measure true, for mail orders frequently came in to swell comBut now, with mail ormissions.
ders almost unknown, it is simple to
show the salesman that it is costing
him and us money to liave so large a

runs

territory

on

his hands.

"When Barnes, working out of
Springfield, objects that his big territory means more earnings for him,
and that a cut in territory would be
equivalent to a cut in his income, we
show him his sales sheets and his
map. We point out
what is almost atwa>s true that he
is doing 90% of his business in one
or two or three of his counties, and
section

of the

(Continued on pagre 2)

Sawyer Incorporates Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany Chester E. Sawyer, Inc..
has been formed here with a capital-

—

ization of $10,000. The incorporators
are C. E. Sawyer, A. L. Pratchett
and S. M. Kohn. The attorney is C.
Broadwav, New
115
Katzenstein,

York.

Sawyer

is

bean Film

an
Co.,

of the CaribdistribuIndies; Pratciiett is

official

important

tors in the West
also identified with

Kohn

is

— Present basis of foreign valua2—
currency provision to take
1

Caribbean

with Howells Sales.

and

New York
THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

wvn

left

— F.

J.

Godsol of Gold-

New York

for

David Powell is in New York from
London, where he appeared in sev-

He

eral Paramount pictures.
is slated
to go to Hollvwood for Famous.

Getting Ready for A. M. P. A. Dinner

Tom

A. M. Fiotsford and
Wiley of
the entertainment committee are busy
arranging for the A. M. P. A.. "Naked

Truth" diimer which this year
on Marcii 25 at the Biltmore.

falls

Brooklyn, has been found unsafe and
ordered closed bjr the building de,\
partment officials in that borough.
care of situations wherever the de- This makes the fifth house to close
preciation is greater than 70%.
there.
3
.\ sliding rate up and down, not
to exceed 50%i, which may be added
Many on Way East
by the President to meet special sit(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

manufacturers.
4
Granting authority to the President to reclassify merchandise, after

—

investigation by the Tariff Commission when this action is deemed necessary for the protection of Ameri-

Los Angele.s
left

Lichtman, Mack Sennett, Thomas H.
Tnce. T. D. Williams and Josepii M.
Schenck also left for New York.

Ncutation

(if

foreign

trade
prethese provisions the Fiof.

Upon

nance Committee will proceed with
consideration of ad valorem rates.
'"'m's
will include rates on positive

Edna Purviance in Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Charles Chaplin exwork sliortly on a feat-

lias

number
lie

Edna Purviance. who

been his Iftiding
of years.

woman

It

is

for

a

iniderstood

(Special

Boston

—

to

THE FILM DAILY)

It

is

understood that Abe

has

Snitz

sold out his interests in
Black and Spitz Theaters, Inc., to a
New York and Boston syndicate.
Spitz intends remaining in the amusement Held and will continue to main-

to

Philadelphia

man speaking

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

well

known

film
of business in this ter-

ritory said yesterday:

"Business

(Special

"Mellers" in Buffalo
to

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo— The Parent Teachers' Association has completed a survey as
a
result of which it is learned that

80%

of the 50,000 school children here
"mellers" and "blood and
orcfer
thunder" films. Weekly there is spent
$8,000 by the children for picture

shows.

hooking year.
Forty features have
been released from Sept. 1 to the
week ending; tomorrow, making a
87

total

of

tola!,

liiere

for

the

remainder,

the

Of

year.

this

be 10 Realarts and

will

regular

t!ie

Para-

features. Although production
oflicials of Famous have at various
times stated that they had no more
(German pictures here for distribution,
the list for the rest of the year in-

cludes several new ones, Pola Negri
in "The Devil's Pawn" and in "The
liycs of the Mummy"; Mia May in

"My Man" and
Ml

in

"Truth Conquers."

told there are 12 foreign pictures
in addition to those listed above,

and
"Love's

I'eacock,"

World"

Boomerang,"
"The Red
"The Mistress of the
in

four

The

releases

"Spanish

parts,

Man from Home."

and "The

lade,"

for

the

of

rest

the

leaspn are as follows:
For

remainder

the
will

he

of
released:

.Money";

February
Ethel

the

Clayton

fol-

in

Boomerang";

"Love's

.March

On"

— William

Hart

S.

in

"Travelin"

Elsie Ferguson and Wallace Reid in
"I'eler Iblictson";
"The Mistress
of
the
W'cjrld' in a series of four; Wallace Reid
n "The World's Champion"; Gloria Sw»n-

son

;

"Her Husband's Trademark"; Wanda

in

in

"liohbed

Hair";

"Fool's

Para-

Ai)ril

— Betty

Templation";
Tilass

Compson

in

May McAvoy

Window"; "Find

the

in

"The Green
"Through a

Woman";

Ethel

in "The Cradle"; Mary Miles Min"The Heart Specialiit" Agnes Ayre.^
and .lack Holt in "Bought and Paid For";
Dorothy
I'ola N'egri in "The Devil's Pawn"
Dalton in "Tharon of Lost Valley"; Wanda
Page
(Continued on
3)

Clayton

ter

in

;

Would Check Theaters in Bay State
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Hartford Heads Coast M. P. D. A.
(Special

LiV-e

from

features

the end of the

31,

;

picking up just a least
l)it
in this territory, and attendance
figures
getting
near normal,
are
though not anywhere near the abnormal of two years ago."
is

He

is
lain h\<- offices in Providence.
at pre-^ent on a vacation in the South.

47

for

Aug,

to

dise"; Constance Binney in "The Sleep Walker" and Marion Davies in "Beauty's Worth."

Sees Improvement in Philadelphia

Out

provides

Hawlcy

iilans a series.

(Special

to

1

Tola Negri in "The Red Peacock"; Constance Hinney in "Midnight" and Bebe Danxls in "A Cianie Chicken."

ind negative films.

Spitz Sells

son

Sunday

lowing

pects to start
ure starring

Season—

The i)resent releasing schedule of
Famous Players for the current sea-

"Her Own

an

producers.
Unfair jiractices in
w ill also be taken care

R. Grainger
—Jamesyesterday.
Al

New York

for

of 87 for the
40 Releases from Sept.
Feb. 19

mount

Another House Found Defective
The American, 910 Manhattan Ave..

wherever American manufacturers cannot compete with foreign

F. P.-L.

Making Total

vesterdav.

PowelUHere

tiations

More From

47

tion.

—

that even in these counties he is doing
almost no business in most of the
Genervillages and smaller towns.

Price 5 Centi

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Y\'ashington

the United

follows:

(Special

Officails

committee yesterday instructed members of the Tariff Commission, Judge
States, tells of a new kink in dividing
Fisher, the Board of General Apterritories in an article called "Workpraisers,
Presiding Judge De Vries
ing the Invi.sible Market," published
of
tlie
United
States Court of Cusin "Printer's Ink Monthly" and retoms
.\ppeals,
and
Treasury experts,
printed by permission of that publiall of wiioni have been advising with
cation.
This is the second in tlie series of tlie committee on the tariff, to proarticles which will appear in THE ceed to draw up a valuation plan on
FILM DAILY every Saturday de- wliieli to base duties on imported
Mr. Newell's merchandise and to incorporate the
voted to sales helps.
in

1922

Godsol Starts for

Reached

Receive Instructions on Features of Valuations from Senate

18,

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— David

M. Hartford

introbeen
Boston A bill has
duced here by Marian C. Nichols, a
would
which
censorship advocate,

subject

picture theaters to the

same

requirements that govern publication
of political advertisements in newsMiss Nichols' object is to
papers.
propaganda
by way of the
prevent
cers are:
Wallv Van, technical dioroen.
Judge J. Albert Brackett,
rector; Norval MacGregor, treastirer
(re-elected)
Frederick h. Thomson, the N. A. M. P. I. representative
secretary
Charles Parrott,
inner here, charges the bill is being used
outer guard; to thwart the referendum on the cenc'latd: Duke Worne,
Maurice Campbell and M. J. Mac- sorship bill which comes up in November.
Quarrie, trustees.
has been elected director (president)
of the M. P. D. .A., to succeed the
late William D. Tavlor,
Other offi-

;

:

THE

DAILY

New

Sales Kink

(Continued from page
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,
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Quotations
High Low

concenterritory is over-large,
is
trated along one or tw'o railroads or
on a good road.
"The salesman claims usually that
he is putting in a considerable proportion of his. time^perhaps 259f
.Ml tliis portion of territory that proAnd
duces practically
no sales.
w'len he docs, we have ready for use
'Then
the unanswerable argument:
surely it is not paying you to spend
25% of your time on territory that
yields less than 10% of your commissions.
It will be more profitable for
you to put in all your time in that
section which is paying you 90% of
your earnings for 75% of your time.'
"We have 400 salesmen in the
United States.
Gradually
we are
working around oflr -plans so that we
shall be able to put in another 200,
and eventually, perhaps, still another

We

200.

the point

shall not carry it beyond
where our returns and the

salesmen's
sive

Coming

1)

salesman's business, when his

ally a

Saturday, February

diminish

with the

inten-

cultivation.

"For example: Recently 25 typical
throughout the United
States
were
selected
territories
Close :where the salesman is inclined to coterritories

—

Where
Let

are

to
so

Town ?
that

from the R-C Bldg. to" 1600 B'way.

THE

Irving M. Lesser has. leased an ofon the eighth ffdbr of 576 'Fifth

FILM DAILY

can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.

fice

Ave.

—

Easton, Pa. C. D. Budd, owner
the Strand, has taken over the
opera house at East Stroudsburg.
of

ied

by Sidney B. Brennecke,

W.

ant
to
Earl
Educational.

ADAPTED FROM

(Special to

—

Cincinnati,

seeing the

THE FILM DAILY)
I.

work

Frankel. while overof

remodeling of one

of his theaters, stepped into
of debris and broke his ankle.

a

FAMOUS GYPSY STORY
UK
The Child oP hhe bear

pile

Smith Transferred to Oregon
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)
ALBERT

Portland, Ore.— Donald B. Smith,
formerly with Hodkinson in San
Francisco, has been brought here and
placed in charge of the entire state.

FILM DAILY)

Kenneth
Seattle
Hodkinson, of
Inited Artists and Bert Adler, of
Di.stinctive Prod., Inc., have reached
here in their cross-country business
jaunt.
Claude Ezell, Selznick sales supervisor, is also here.
I

Lee

Covington Killed

of

(Special to

Covington,

THE FILM DAILY)

— Morris

Ky.

Lee, 28
the Strand,
was sliof and killed when seated in
his automobile in front of iiis home.
The murder followed an unsuccessful
attempt to rob Mrs. Harry Lee, the
victim's mother, of a satchel containing Sunday's receipts.

years

old,

manager

"Capriccio llalien" is the Rialto overture
week.
The magazine is tl-e second number and is followed by Edoardo -Mbano. baritone, who sin?s the aria from "The Barber
of Seville."
"Fool's Paradise" is the feature and
For Fuifc" an Ollendorff
"Just
Sketchograph, is tie final number.

Rivoli
"American

Fantasy," a Herbert compooverture at the Rivoli.
"The
pictorial is next and then comes what is
termed a pictor'a! setting for "Ramenoi Ostrow."
The feature is "Back Pay." a Cosmopolitan Prod., and is followed by Marjorie Peterson,
who dances.
'*Carmen," a
Chaplin revival, completes the bill.
sition,

is

the

of

The LAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

(Pictu/uu^

Argus Combining

Des
spicr:

<ii:

Tiin rwici!

w

S.

Pat.

OB.

to

Officers

THE FILM DAILY)

Moines

— As

an

move, .\rgus Enterprises,
closed the local branch
effected

Reg. U,

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratei

Inducements

to
Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Dire.ctors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Conventions.

est Service.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGE-

THE FILM DAILY)

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

Pa.^The

Paramount,
W. Anthony, and also
his
residence adjoining, were destroyed by fire.

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

Metro Gets W. Va. CI
(Special

to

ter

THE FILM UMLY)
W. Va.. Jan. 26—

Charleston.
charter has been granted to thi Metro
Pictures Corp., of West \ irginia.
Capital is $5,000 and the incorp; -ators
are J. Robert Rubin, Neison Riittenberg,
Norbert Ruttenberg, Minnie
Sidel, New York, Pauline D. Fei ster,

Rahway, N.

J.

Theatre Inspection Service
"An Ounce

of

Prevention
of

is

worth a Pound

Cure"

WYCKOFF ENGINEERING CORP'N
Engineers
233

— Contractors— Builders

Broadway
Woolworth BIdg.
Phone Barclay 3181
Write or Phone for Details

Strand

(.Special

THE

to

Claysville,
owned by C.

"I'ocr Cyiit .Suite" is played by tlic .Strand
Overture f)rchestra this week as its over".\ Rex Beach Week End" is the title
ture.
f)f
Pictorial which takes the st'CCa Sport
tator itito the wilds with the author.
Kitt>'
Mcl.auphlin. soprano, sings '*Tnflammatus"
and then the news reel goes on. The Strand
Male Quartette renders two selections. "Car-

mena" and "The Sandman.''
Nazimova in
"A Doll's House" is the feature and the
comedy "I'ree an'l Easy," an Educational release.
The organ solo is the final number.

^^cUicatlcmcU

president

this

Seattle

THF:

to

—

At Broadway Theaters

SMITH

E

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

—

Rialto

Reach
(Special

of

,

RICHEPINS

dEAN

Frankel Breaks Ankle

(Special

assist-

Hammons,

••

-

PASSION
M HAIR A

—

—

•-.->

•

Budd Now Owns Two Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

operate with us to the fullest.
The
$1,500 Robbery in Cleveland
Famous Players .... 81^ 80% 81
idea was that the salesman in each of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted these 25 territories should call upon
do pid
Cleveland The safe of the Ohio
4>^
*Goldwyu
4^
a list of 25 merchants that we sup- and
American Theater Co., was
Not quoted plied: he was to make his 25 calls in robbed of $1,500 last week. Receipts
Griffith
a week of systematic canvassing.
1414
14
123/4
Locvv's, Inc
from five theaters were stolen.
"Let me refer to the general reNot quoted sults, which
Triangle
we published in our
Agnes Cobb With Concord
Not quoted house organ after the calls had been
World
Agnes Egan Cobb has severed re^Quotations by Harry Content & Co. reported in. Our 25 men dug up 206
live prospects, an average of more lations with the Arrow Film, with
than eight per salesman. Tiie aver- which Co. she has been associated
New Christie Star
age prospective sales not
all
of for the past year, to take up duties of
(,'^pccial to THE
FILM DAILY)
which would fructify as sales fig- general sales manager of the Concord
George Stewart, ured $1,550 per salesman. The com- Film Co., Inc.
Los Angeles
brother of Anita, will star in Christie mission on $1,550 sales is worth any
Charles H. Christie has salesman's efforts.
Comedies.
Claysville Theater Burns
returned to Los Angeles, accompan-

—

1922

. Albert Teitel, whg cojv^ucts' a gsneraTpi'int repair busincsSi has moved

you going to stop?

know

us

18,

Omaha

a

consolidation

office.

economy
office

have
and

with

their

Inc.,

Is
w

Money
//

YDUR BEST FRIEND?

February

jrday,
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DAILY

1922

18,

Newspaper Opinions
"Back Pay"— F. P.-L.

itkeNews
No.

ITALY— Pope

XI

Pius

acclaimed!

HINGTON,

D.
pay bonus.

tax to

C— Harding

YORK CITY— Fight

'

—

5

Hughes

sails

proposes

narcotic peril.

Bermuda.

for

Ulster

Fein agree on border.

>inn

O day

who

girl

*

draws

and

tale

WORLD—* "Hack

lordinary scenes of Cardinals, crowds
vents surrounding the Pope's election.

of

made strong and

leaves country for city
in
Fannie Hurst's
sympathies.
N. Y.
order for pictures.

15

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST
IE,

Rivoli

AMERICAN — Repentance

*

vital

on

the

Pay
is
made to
Admirably mount"

Many

Millions

combines skilfully supplied setting, background and atmosphere.
TIMES "Hack Pay," the screen version
of the Fannie Hurst novel * * * is a sentimentalized story of a woman's reclamation
which makes obvious efforts to shake off sentimentality and be real, and sometimes suce<I,

—

of

ceeds.

MORXl.VG TELEGRAPH— The

Your Money

direction

Frank Borzage is particularly to be com
mended in the earlier portion in Demopolis,
where he has given some particularly lovely
scenes as a background for the love interest
and a rural picnic.
Frances Marion's scenario is well done. * * * As camera viv'scction of a lady who was willing to pay any
price for chinchilla "Back Pay" is not likely
to offend even the most prudish.
TRIBUNE They have got a picture out
of it, however, and a good one too
and
of

—

are

now

and you

in

New York

get nothing for

City as advance deposits
it

!

;

More From

F. P.-L.

(Continued from page 1)
y in "The Truthful Liar" "The Spande" and "Is Matrimony a Failure?"
;

— Gloria

Swanson in "Beyond the
Mia May in "My Man"; Marion
u in "The Young Diana"; Jack Holt
'

(";

Hebe

Daniels

"V'al

in

Home

of

Paradise";

Agnes Ayres in
Ordeal" and Thomas Meighan in "The

Man from

I

I

'

;

they have propitiated the censors by throwing to the lions four or five or six of Hester's lovers and leaving only one in evidence.
* * * The picture possesses a sweet, romantic something which the story in the original
lacked.
Probably Miss Hurst never intended that it should have this, but there is something about Seena Owen that makes any
part she plays a sympathetic one.

EVENING WORLD—*
much

';

Reid

in

".\cross

Con-

the

"Over the Horder" ".Sisters"; "The
Walked Alone"; Thomas .'Vleighan
Leading Citizen" and Pola Negri in
;

liat

i

'le

tEyes of the

Mummy."

Holt
"The
—JackEthel
Clayton

Man Uncon"For the De"Truth
Conquers";
Mia May in
Ayres in "The Three of Us"; "The
Shop" and " Mary Miles Minter in
of the Suva
in

in

.le";
;

\
i'
ti

It

is

too

city in the world.

EVENING JOUR.N'AL— Acting

— Wallace

s';

*

audience to believe
that Hester Bevins voluntarily determines to
go back to her small country home after
tasting of the legitimate joys of the biggest

Daddy."

I

*

New York

to ask a

tography

rare

of

artistic

Hurst's splendid story.
a

photodrama

that

pains to do. but

MAIL — It

it

*

*

merit
*

to

pccial
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—

Bros,
Zoffer
now
veland
te three theaters here, having
over the Circle.
They also

Corona

the

I

was

It

taken

and

The

Reel.

from

over

Paul

who still operates
Eclair and Strand.

iinovic,

inim,

the

THE FILM DAILY)
ersburg, O. — A small fire which

in the projection booth of the
house, destroyed a five reel
feature and a Hallrooin Boy

i

—

SUN We believe the author made a misby plunging Miss Owen in doubtful
This left too
proceed ngs a little too soon.
many ree's for her laborious repentance. * * *
Miss .Seena Owen gives a remarkable performance of a hackneyed type of role, and
the picture

exceptionally well directed.

is

TJ:1,EGRAM— It

a Fainiic Hurst story,
a'ready seen on the
snea'-;ing stage.
The story was adapted to
the screen by Frances Marion and the pic.Seena
ture was directed by Frank Borzage.
Owen plays the part of the girl with the
"crepe de 'chine
soul and .Matt Moore apliears as the youth whose death was a great

Broadway

which

is

has

her.

for

GLOBE — Frances

Marion's

give

you the share

of

the

profits

which

your money earns.

THERE WILL

BE

TWELVE
GREAT SPECIALS

follows

film

In the
the original with reasonable fidelity.
cast Seena Owen is excessively pensive as the
girl with the crepe de chine soul and Matt
Moore is the phantom lover.

and

YOU

will

be part owner.

Connecticut Confab Feb. 21
(Special

House Closes
'cial to THE FILM
DAILY)
Island, 111.—The Colonial hag

^ock Island

•

and

well

is

Wheeler, the millionaire.

ly.

f

Partner

is

must have taken infinite
was well worth doing.

done, this picture, ably
directed by Frank Borzage and well acted
by Senna Owen, as Hester Bevins. the girl;
Matt Moore, as Jerry Newcombe, the sweet
heart, and J. liarney Sherry as Charles G.

awakening

special to

My

and pho
Fannie

"

Fire in Millersburg, O.

AM GOING TOMAKE YOU

in

"Back Pay"

take

Three for Zoffer Bros,

I

indefinitely.

Hartford

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Connecticut M. P.

Write today for details

T. O., will hold its annual convention
at the Hotel Taft, New Haven, on

Feb. 2Lst.

With Warren Unit
fecial to THE FILM DAILY)
1 eland
James B. Reilly has
Reilly

—
>'tson-Cole
il

represent Ameri"Icasing in Northern Ohio. E.
-en, of R-C is here in charge
manager is appointed.

Seymour

i

will

^

in

to

Lake

THE FILM DAILY)

— Local

managers

have

lunch weekly to talk
George
over the general situation.
Carpenter of the Empress suggested
Ijeen

meeting

at

the plan.

Cleveland

manager

make

the

his

for

Hod-

headquarters

future
instead
of
Seymour covers, Chicago,
Cleveland, Cincinnati, and

rgh.

Salt

to

division

n
Co.
f

to

THE FILM DAILY)
eland — W. F. Seymour Central

(ecial

'i

A Harmony Move
(.Special

left

Wright Running Three Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tom Wright
Brownsville,
Pa.

—

now

New

controls
three
houses here.
Plaza, Strand and Bison, since

Arcade
weeks ago.
the

fek..

burned

down

a

few

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THE

e^m

DAILY

Chicago Notes

Sunday's Issue

to

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

—

has

Jankowski
Chicago James
purchased the controlling stock and
now owns the entire Kinema Film
Service Chicago's biggest non-theat-

Smith Arrives from Coast
Noel Smith, director of Hall Room
Bovs' Comedies, is in' town from Los
the
Angeles with "Ciame Birds
latest of the series.

—

rical film excliange.

Kinema was

Takes Over Hyndman, Pa. H
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
^
Hyndman, Pa. W. M. Leek

—

taken over the Palace
from Mrs. Sheirer, who owns

has

THE FILM DAILY)

tl

si

Five shares Film Developi
Corporation stock par $100
per share. What am I offer

—

South Bend, Ind. The Palace theater is expected to be completed
sometime in March. The house will
lave tlie largest seating capacity of
r;ny picture house here.

Paramount Pep Club, an organization composed of the employes of the
Chicago Exchange, is going to give a
dance on Feb. 27, at the Colonial

18,

Palace Ready in March
(Special to

or-

eanized about a year ago by A. Cimminello and James Jankowski. Cimmincllo lias not yet announced his
new connection.

Saturday, February

Grippe Victims
lo

(.Special

—

G. L. Barrows,

213

Water

St.,

New York

Seattle

iti

THE FILM DAILY)

The grippe epidemic has
many film men to he al)sent
from their desks, .\mong those who
.Seattle

obliged

Hall.

Exhibitors

good week

in

Chicago had

week and

a

very

declared
business very good. Forty-three first
run theaters ran "Over the Hill" on
a percentage basis and the Fox office
reports that every theater held them
entire
the
out every night during
week. Many theaters held "0\-er the
last

all

were

Ceorge Jackson, of
Lannon, of Greater
G.
VonHerberg, of
VonHerberg,
L.
J.

ill
are:
\'itagrapli: Jack

Features;

Jensen

J.

&

Universal;

~clilaifer, of

of

W.
for

W. W.

)2S©(g(

Lewis.

the Theater Equipment Co., and
C. (loweii, Oregon, representative

Vitagraph.

Mill" for a second week.

Hinton with Peacock
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City George Hinton is
manager for Peacock Prod., Inc.,

—

He

here.

was

formerly

Associated Producers
Selig
(Special

in

Kansas

with
City.

Shoots Serial Stunt

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Col.

producer
of "The Jungle Goddess," has completed one of the daring stunts in the
M-rial, which called for a fight in midair between an aviator and two leop-

Los Angeles

Selig,

ards.

To Try New

Sales Stunt

Louis Weiss intends boosting "The

Adventures of Tarzan" direct to exhibitors in New England and Washington, Oregon, northern Idaho and
Montana, two unsold blocks by adon 24 sheet
intensively
vertising
He
stands, circulars and the like.
hopes to create a public demand for
the serial.

"Cactus Features" Start

L'nited .\rtists report that they had
38 prints working last week on "Way
Down East" and that many exhibitors wanted to hold the picture over
for a second week, but this was imp'ossible because of solid bookings on
this production.

.\.

Smith Prod.

Tile .American Releasing Corp. has
oiiencd its Chicago office and Sidney
J. Coldman. tlie central district manatrer. is acting as Chicago representa-

Harry
first

love,

Baigli

has

returned

to

t

his

Pla^crs.

Parkway is
Jack Burke of the
spending three weeks at Hot Springs,
.\rk., on his annual mid-year vacation.

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

—

The Film Daily
71 West 44tli

St.,

Kindly enter

my

New

^'ork City

subscrijition to

The Film Daily

play new releases of the comunless he has played, or paid
for, the pictures which he is behind on
the franchise, according to a ruling
handed down this week by the
;ulvisory hoard of the First National

Swanson House
THE FILM DAILY)

at

to

—

Lake F. F. Tucker has been
made manager of William H. Swantheater.

exchange here.

for

one

year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including Weekly Reviews
1921

Year

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

Name

pages

$15

_

-

may

Tucker

Gem

»?Si,CL.

Know What^s Going On

Van Runkles, Favorite

Ike

Iiany,

son's

THE BOOK OF ESTHER

Joe Brandt was busy visiting the
thi*;
week.
independent exchanges
He left Chicago to go to Kansas City.

—

completed.

(Special

dm

adapted from

tive.

—

Salt

"Persecution

Carl Harthill manager of the Reelcraft office, has purchased for Northern Illinois the Franklyn Farnum series of western pictures fioni the W.

to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Postpones Action
Maryon Aye and
Angeles
Los
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Bob" Reeves have resumed work
Chicago
As was expected, no
on "Cactus Features," made by action has been taken on the proposiand dis- tion
Prod.,
Rogclle-Halperin
to establish a censor board here
tributed by Western Pictures Ex- apart from the jurisdiction of the
Seven have already I)olice department.
ploitation Co.
been produced. There will be 18 to
the series, all in two reels.
Luz Given Chest of Silver
Ernst
Luz, supervisor of inusic for
Schlank Making New Series
the Loew theaters, was tendered an
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Peggy O'Day is be- after theater supper at Lorber's on
Tuesday and presented with a chest
ing starred in a new series of five reel
of silver by the musical directors of
locale,
which
racetrack
with
a
features
die New York theaters.
tlie New Kra Prod. Inc. are producing for the Anchor Film Distributors,
Want Old Accounts Cleared
Inc.. of which Morris R. Schlank is
Minneapolis After March 1st, no
Francis Ford is directing.
president.
Two productions have already been sub-franchise holder of First National

(Special
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Price 25 Cents
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Dana

Viola

There is jiienty of humorous incident and laugh provoking business that puts the picture on a line with
the few really anuising farcical pictures of the day.

in

"GLASS HOUSES"
Metro

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

Of course

Harry Beaumont
Clara G. Kennedy
Edith Kennedy
John Arnold
Amusing and enjoyable comedy

AUTHOR

new combination

fairly

comic

of

.Very good; reaches an anti-climax
at one point but interest is immediately revived
..

in following situations

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right; too

many

soft

focuses attempted

LIGHTINGS
Delightful
STAR

Good
especially in her caricature of

a "sensible" girl

SUPPORT
suitable and do

Gaston Glass and Mayme Kelso
good work; adequate cast on

Some

night scenes well done

Appropriate

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rich

girl

suddenly

thrown upon her own resources poses as "plain
Jane" and secures a position as mentor for
frivolous rich youth
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
About 5,000 feet
again the Metro-Viola

Dana combination comes

with an enjoyable entertainment that

to satisfy everyone.

plication affairs in
in

all

The

story

is

sorts

of

is

sure

one of those com-

which persons and

facts

compromising

Ought

become

situations.

to Please

Box

Them

this one without
your patrons want comedy at all they
will be thoroughly well satisfied with Viola Dana's
latest, "Glass Houses."
They are probably pretty
well acquainted with the type of comedy in which she
is usually featured, and they are generally quite amusing and contain a number of fine situations. You can
make promises for "Glass Houses" and show them

for

stills

she

is

a rich

spends all her money in providing elaborate entertainments for her friends. The
star has an opportunity here to show that she can
(lance as well as act and to prove that she's good at'
it,
they have used the slow-motion camera so that
you can see how it's done.
society girl

finally

Joy Duval decides she will go to work when all her
is gone and she and her sister have nothi*'-

left

but their beautiful home.

They

close the nouse

tell their friends they are gome on a yachting
adviser to riiliy Norton, whose Aunt Hartrip.
In reality Joy. in disguise, becomes an mtellectriet wishes to suodue
hi? desire tor the frivolous
things of life. Bii'.v has no interest whatever in Jane,

and

named assumed by Joy. One night she secretly
goes to her home and removes her valuables because
a girl crook known as "Angel Face Annie" is reported
to be burglarizing homes in that district.
The same

the

night Billy steals out on a secret lark.

Both Billy
and Joy, or Jane, are locked out and unknown to each
other, sleep in the garage.
When they are found
returning together in the morning Aunt Harriet
insists that they have eloped so Billy is forced to
marry Joy. Other and more amusing complications
follow.

All With This

One

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

needn't be afraid to book

it

who

when

ual

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

entangled

sequence.

money

the whole

some

marks her as one of the
foremost of screen comedienne's and she certainly
gathers the laughs for her performance in this
of so called "sensible" girl

looks like in the opening reels

A

DIRECTION.

You

the

caricature of a familiar type

ment

STORY

seeing

largely responsible for

is

Her

complications provide suitable screen entertain-

story

forth

the star

film's attractiveness.

Her make-up alone is enough to amuse
them.
She wears large, unshapely shoes with the
toes turned up, a misfitting black brilliantine dress,
thick rimmed glasses and has her bobbed hair pulled
back ofif her ears. It is quite a contrast to what she

with star at her best in a thoroughly appropriate

And

1922

19,

and Amusing Comedy Offering

in Entertaining

Dana

Viola

Sunday, February

if

of the star in her caricature get-up.

The

story

is

so full of complications that

bitVlifficult to get catchlines that will interest

the

it

is

and

a
at

same time not give away the story. Try and conthem in other ways that they will be well

vince

satisfied

say

with Viola Dana's current release.

Gaston

Glass

any of the
have shown.

star's

that

recall

is

her

leading

You might
man.

recent productions you

Also

may

-

Sunday, February

19,

—,5B^

DAILY
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Personality of Star Helps Cover
Katharine MacDonald in

were waiting

The

Associated First National

Jerome Storm

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Gerald C. Duffy

Joseph Brotherton

Good

AH

LIGHTINGS
.Particularly appealing

though the

right

and convincing even

role isn't at times

Roy Stewart very good

man; Betram Grassby,

as leading

the villain; adequate cast

on the whole

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many
All right

Requisite

CHARACTER OF STORY

Poor

girl

when

married to

she learns she
rich man
ruining his career; later they are reunited
divorces him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

5,140 feet

At an up town vaudeville house where "Her Social
Value" was reviewed, it seemed to he wholly tlie
personality and charm of Katherine MacDonald that
kept them in their seats to watch the picture after
six vaudeville acts had brought the program past the
hour of ten. From the audible remarks of people
all around it was obvious that they had come to see
the star and evidently she satisfied them for it was

If

They Like
Box

nothing very
thoroughly well

picture regardless of the fact that there

is

Her admirers will be
work in this one.
The women members of your clientele
it.

Director Storm presents the picture adequately and
the story in a straight-forward fashion, managef

tells

to maintain

an even interest as well as to keep the
ending from becoming obvious. Until the very end
the spectator doesn't know whether there will be a
reunion or whether the wife's sacrifice will meet with
no reward. He gives Miss MacDonald every oppor-

win the audience.
She is splendidly photographed and always pleasing.
Marion, a sales-girl, marries James Lodge, a wealthy
architect.
Shipley, a financier, has given Lodge the
contract for the plans of a big terminal in the hope
that Lodge will marry his daughter. Shipley cancels
the contract when Lodge marries Marion and gradually his friends desert him because of his marriage
tunity to allow her personality to

shop girl. Marion, realizing she has sj^oiled h_'r
husband's career, pretends that she is eloping with
Trent, a friend of Lodge's. A divorce follows. and
to a

Lodge disappears.

Marion decides to search for him
until she finds him.
Meantime Trent tries to secure
Lodge's plans for the terminal which are in Marion's
possession. She foils him and later finds her husband
out west and there

is

a reunion.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

would appear that Katherine MacDonald has a
fair following and in that case perhaps it doesn't
matter so much just whether the story is original or
not. In "Her Social Value" she manages to carry the
in

The following sacrifice by the wife
one that never seems convincing nor probable no
matter how well it is handled. Just how a woman,
deeply in love with her husband, could pretend to
elope with another thereby providing a way for his
freedom is hard to understand and if it ever hai)pens
in real life no one ever hears about it.
It is decidedly

is

the Star They'll Like the Picture

It

new

is

a film situation.

PHOTOGRAPHY

SUPPORT

was over and they

his social sphere.

and wisely so

.

story

the feature

for the end.

about in that connection. It is the old case of
poor girl marrying a rich man and the subsequent
realization on her part that she does not belong in

talk

a

Presence of star and her personality greatly relieve hackneyed situations
Familiar love and sacrifice theme that
STORY
is given no new twist in this repetition
Average; provides suitable atmosDIRECTION
phere and allows star plenty of prominence,

.

when

already familiar to picture patrons,
and the situation in the main has been used time and
again in one way or another so that there is little to

Gerald C. Duffy

WHOLE

STAR.

Familiar Story

near midnight

"HER SOCIAL VALUE"

DIRECTOR

Up

pleased with her

will proba-

bly be better satisfied with the story than the

men

you might appeal particularly to them. For catch
you could use: "Which shall be broken, a man's
life or a woman's heart?
Katherine MacDonald an
swers the question in 'Her Social Value.' " Or, if you
want to use the other angle: "Can a poor girl marry
a rich man and be happy? See what happens in 'Her
Social Value.' Katherine MacDonald's recent rel.rse."'
so

lines
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Nazimova

Ibsen Play Serves as Screen Vehicle for Third Time.
Nazimova

HOUSE"

"A DOLL'S
Nazimova Prod.

essentially for the students of Ibsen

in

DIRECTOR

Henrik Ibsen
Peter M. Winter
Charles Van Enger

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE
likely to

Opinions regarding it more than
be divided; will please "high brow"

clientele

STORY

On

third time Ibsen's play has been

attempted on the screen; doesn't completely
fulfill film requirements
DIRECTION
Has given entire attention to expression

;

some

cially in the

individually fine touches, espe-

way

They

Not much variation

her best in latter dramatic sequence
over "frisky" as Torvald's "little squirrel" wife

husband;
Nigel de Brulier rather unimportant as Dr.
Rank Wedgewood Nowell suitable as the
money-lender
Only one
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
Not attractive, but natural to the

Alan Hale

effective as

;

play

DETAIL

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

Wife incurs debt to
and years later when he disleaves him because of the upbraiding

it,

life

and accusations he

flings at her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

7,000 feet

Regardless of the splendid work of Nazimova in a
role which she handles extraordinarily well and the
effective direction of Charles

Bryant

it

is

a question

whether or not Henrik Ibsen's play, "A Doll's House,"
adapted for the third time for the screen, will fill the
position of an entertainment whose appeal is complete and universal.
The film as well as the play is

all

unlikely that the

which Director Bryant has so faithfully carTo be sure, they are, by this time, more or
acquainted with the unhappy ending but they will

situations

probal)ly not quite understand the conclusion in this
It will

case.

The

possibly seem abrupt and incomplete.

seems to have been concentrated upon development and effective bits in the

way

director's entire effort

of suggestion that register definitely, in the in-

the verge of collapse.

LIGHTINGS
STAR
At

not at

will not appreciate the Ibsen treatment of the

Too many

soft focus close-

is

ried out.

in

covers

it

stance, for example, in

ups

save husband's

hand

the other

of suggestion

PHOTOGRAPHY

SUPPORT

style of interpretation.

Ibsen piece will be "over the heads" of the patrons in
the majority of theaters throughout the country.

less

The

and Nazimova as

will interest those already acquainted with the

and her

artist

Charles Bryant

AUTHOR
AS A

Norah

— United Artists

Excellent

her mind reaches

its

which Norah's happiness is on
The terror growing gradually
height and the spirit of confu-

is enhanced by the disorder of Norah's children.
There are other equally fine "touches" but there is no

sion

pictorial appeal.

Evidently the lack of

it

quite in-

is

showing off the work of
Everyone familiar
the artist to greater advantage.
with Nazimova will like her work in "A Doll's House."
She is particularly splendid in the dramatic sequences
but overdoes the "squirrel" maneuvers which serve to

tentional for the purposes of

hold the love of Torvald, he» husband.

Norah secures a loan from Krogstad, an ex-convict
in which she forges her dead father's name for securThe money provides a trip South necessary to
ity.
save the

life

of Torvald, Norah's husband.

Six years

later Norah is still amusing her husband with her
childish capers and playing she is his "squirrel" and
"lark" as well as being mother to their three children.
Torvald becomes an official in the bank and dismisses
Krogstad because of his prison record. Threatened
with the exposure of her secret about the loan which
she has almost paid back, Norah begs to have Krogstad remain. Torvald learns her reason and accuses
her vilely. Finally she leaves her home, making Tor-

vald realize his utter selfishness.

Will Delight Admirers of the Star and Students of Ibsen
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Admirers of both Ibsen and Nazimova will be thoroughly pleased with "A Doll's House," so if you
number admirers of the star among your patrons you
will be certain to satisfy them.
Judging from the atfirst
tendance at the Strand on the
night of the showing it would appear that Nazimova has a large following. Of course the star appeared in the stage version of the play in New York which would be another

11

reason for a good

many wanting

to see her

in

the

screen role here.

Since the play has been picturized twice previously,
once with Dorothy Phillips and again with Elsie Fer-

guson, more recently,
clear that the

Nazimova

tation and that the
play.

it

star

make it
brand new adap-

would be well
picture

is

a

to

also appeared in the stage

THE
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Nice Atmosphere, But Needed Action
Frank Mayo

in

"TRACKED TO EARTH"
Universal

DIRECTOR

William Worthington

AUTHOR

Wm.

SCENARIO BY

WHOLE
that alone

Neidig

Wallace Clifton
Leland Lancaster
Fine desert atmosphere but

CAMERAMAN
AS A

J.

is

insufficient to

make

a picture en-

tertaining.

STORY

slow moving and the
ending obvious from the beginning
DIRECTION
Had to do too much padding to

Lacks

action,

is

stretch material to feature length

Very good
Mostly natural
a good part of the role buried in

sand

Good

types; Virginia Valli lead-

ing lady

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very beautiful desert shots
One or two unimportant ones
Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY
she believes

is

Girl saves life of

horse-thief, falls in love

with him and thenjearns he

is

vice-president of

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Any amount

4,477 feet

of beautiful desert shots, rolling hills

sand and splendid photography provide fine pictorial effects and excellent
visual appeal in Frank
Mayo's latest Universal production, "Tracked to
Earth" but these factors aren't quite sufficient to fulfill
the requirements of entertainment.
Sand, sand
and more sand. That is about what you will find in
the picture.
There is one long sequence in which
Mayo lies buried in sand and while he appears quite
at ease, it becomes a bit agonizing on the spectator
after a while, watching the repeated shots, first one
of the star's head and face protruding from the earth

of

May

Satisfy

if

Frank Mayo as the hero who so successfully eludes
by burying himself in the sand with just his
head protruding and with a ])ram1)le bush branch
held in his

ments

mouth

to conceal his face, fulfills require-

of the role, but other than crawl into the sand

you think plenty

demand

hardly accept

of attractive desert

atmosphere
the sand, the two

action in a picture of this kind, they will
it

because

it's

oughly

is

capable of handling a

not taxed and

much more

is

thor-

active role

than that of Charles Cranner, alias "Slipper Tongue."
Not much effort has been made to keep the ending

The

from becoming obvious.
while that hero Frank

when

is

develops that he

it

railroad,

spectator

knows

all

the

not really a horse thief, so
is

the vice-president of a

no surprise.

it's

man wlio goes into the sand
He finds them and to hold
hills to catch robbers.
them, steals their horses. The thieves get up a posse
and hunt

is

a railroad

for a tree to

hang Cranner

as a horse thief,

and he escapes while
but
Burying himself in the sand up to
they're looking.
his face with a weed, he is safe
covering
his ears and
until Anna, a cowman's sister, comes along with her
there isn't a tree in the hills

She arrests him with her gun in hand, but his
name isn't "Slipper Tongue Cranner" for nothing.
Between her house and the sand grave he alternates
in playing hide-and-seek with the posse until government men come, arrest the real robbers and Cranner makes known his identity to Anna, who has fallen

dog.

in love

with him.

It

J

Being a Bit Slow

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and the unique idea of hiding in
outstanding features of "Tracked to Earth," suflicient to satisfy your patrons, you can safely show them
Frank Mayo's latest offering. On the other hand, if
they

other.

They Don't Mind

Box

Story

and then one of heroine Virginia Valii. They continue
shifting hack and forth, a flash of Mayo and another
of Miss Valli looking on.
Meantime nothing happens except that a title now
and then informs you Mayo is being trailed and there's
an occasional flash showing his pursuers. The story
as presented is practically without action. There's a
little in the beginning when the alleged horse thief
escapes from his captors, but beyond that nothing exciting ha])pens and the story resolves itself into a
series of apparently aimless searches for the thief on
the one hand and the thief's effort to escape on the

Cranner

big railroad

If

Up

Speed

for the necessary scenes he

SUPPORT

man

to

1922

19,

his captors

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Plays
STAR

Sunday, February

almost entirelv lacking.

Should Frank Mayo's name have a drawing power,
give it good prominence and you ought to be able to
get them interested if you can secure a short trailer
showing J\Ia\o buried in the sand and give it to them
Catchlines run with it
l)rior to the showing date.
would also attract. And of course promise them some
beautiful desert scenes, fine photography, etc.

I
i
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Fannie Hurst Story Splendidly Handled by Frank Borzage
"BACK PAY"
Cosmopolitan Prod.

— Paramount

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

An

interesting picture of the

regeneration formula

;

plays hide-and-seek with

the censors successfully

Deals with a girl who cannot make up
her mind just what kind of a life she wants to
live; hard to sympathize with her
Quite effective usually; provides
DIRECTION
an agreeable production and handles situations
with good judgment
Excellent

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very good
Seena

Owen

sincere in her inter-

pretation; Matt Moore the only one who gains
your sympathy; Barney Sherry a representative type

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pleasing rural shots
Suitable

CHARACTER OF

Occasionally too drawn out
Girl leaves small
STORY

town
by the metropolis, but

and sweetheart for the pleasures afforded

who

later returns to the old

having married the former sweetheart,

life after

dies

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,460 feet

Fannie Hursf's story has been modified considerably
to conform to censorship requirements and it must ]")e
admitted that the situation has l)een gotten around
a manner that leaves no doubt in the minds of the
spectators as to what is intended and still fulfills the
demands of those who decide what is permissilsle and
what isn't. Of course the heroine, Hester Bevins, is
not provided with a flock of admirers as in the story.
but her relations with "Wheeler, of Wall St." are

You Can

Tell

in as

way as possible,
much better off the screen
may be presented.

respectable a
is

no matter how delicately it
On one occasion Hester asks Wheeler to buy her
a $20,000 chinchilla wrap, but the spectators wait in
vain for her wish to l^e gratified. She never gets the
coat.

In fact Hester's wardrobe isn't as lavish as you

might expect
to be

STORY

PLAYERS

obvious

a situation that at best,

Frank Borzage
Fannie Hurst
Frances Marion
Chester Lyons

AUTHOR
AS A

niafle quite

it

her long

to

l)e.

suit.

A
In

variety of negligees seems

connection with the chin-

name appears

chilla coat a fashionable furrier's

is

also given a bit

of publicity.

Miss Hurst has made her heroine of a very changeaisle frame of mind.
She can't seem to decide just
what sort of a life she wants to live. Even regardless
of the fact that she loses your sympathy through her
relations with Wheeler, played by Barney Sherry, her
Director Borzage has
character is too inccjnsistent.
(lone very well with the story nevertheless, and
through efi^ective sentiment he lessens the more
unj)leasant phases to a considerable degree.

he

is

At times

inclined to over emphasize, such as in the final

scenes between the girl and the war hero

marries in order that his last days

whom

may be happy

she

ones.

This charitable act would have been
and ])roven an even stronger conclusion for the story
if
the girl had denounced her old life upon her
marriage.
The following scenes drag anyway and
since she renoimces Wheeler finally it would have
really

sincere

much more effective is she had done it previously.
Matt Moore as the country sweetheart who never

gives up hope that

some day Hester will return and
war and returns blinded and with

marry him, goes to
one lung gone. Moore's is the one sympathetic role
Seena
in the picture and he handles it splendidly.
Owen is sincere as Hester. The photography throughout is excellent and there is a fine rural atmosphere in
the early reels.

It

picture will be

apartment de luxe" phase of it will find it difficult
to point out any particular bit that is objectionable.
You
Director Borzage has carefully seen to that.
your
can tell pretty well just how it will go in
house and can figure accordingly. Seena Owen and
Matt Moore as the principals deserve mention as

interested

well as Director Borzage,

"Back Pay"

will find a

type of story that appeals to people singly rather than
Probably in the outlying districts the
as a whole.
in

popular and with everyone who is
the regeneration idea, it wall prove

production

attractive.

Even those who may object

to

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good many
picture.
good
consider
it
will
satisfied
and
a
who
be
It will depend largely upon individual taste and the
It is likely that

St

lieen

Whether or Not Your Patrons Will Like
Box

Later on a

close-up of the tag bearing the price.
certain undertaking establishment

in a

"Riverside Drive

sheets will

who

is

best

known

for his

Paramount's press
"Humoresque."
furnish you with exploitation suggestions.
of

t

I

NOW READY!
be run every second
issue of FOX
Zjo

NEWS

Subjects

Ka40

noffi

i-eady.

Released Feb 18^

Face to
Face with

Japan

A

close-up of Japan and its
growth. Its battle fleet in actiononly motion pictures ever made
of these sea fighter5.

No.

41

Released Feb

25^

Secrets of Formosa revealed
Only pictm'cs ever taken of this
island possession of Japan ^ -^

savage head hunters and.
camphor mines that supply the
world.
its

i^JwvO running in

'>>'

-^

^

FOX
NEWS

'
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This That Makes For Entertainment

Little in
Gareth Hughes

it

CAN EXPLAIN"

"I

S. L.

It starts

Prod.— Metro
George D. Baker

AUTHOR

CAMERAMAN

Edgar Franklin
Not credited
Rudolph Bergquist

WHOLE

helter-skelter action

SCENARIO BY
Too much
and combination of weak

situations that are

not interesting

STORY

Hard

to tell just

what

is

it

supposed

to be, whether dramatic comedy, burlesque or
comic opera
Ordinary; has the players runDIRECTION
ning around like jumping jacks and with little
evident purpose
,

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Suitable

Doesn't stand out any more than his
supporting company; poor choice of role for

him

SUPPORT

Includes Grace Darmond, Herbert

Some

pretty ones

Adequate
Confusing
Jealous husband

CHARACTER OF STORY

accuses youthful business partner of stealing his

The

fight

ends in South America

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

5,000 feet

they could find another story for Gareth Hughes
as appropriate as the adaptation of "Liliom," which
was called "Little Eva Ascends," he would probably
be able to hold the stellar position to which he has
recently been elevated, but with such material as
If

"I

Can Explain,"

to

gain

good

much

it

isn't likely that

of a following.

He

he will be able
needs especially

and not the belter skelter variety

stories

what-not that

is

of

Just what the original story was, or rather just what

Do

if

Box

You

feature day
to
if

fit

it

in

in

on the strength of his name.

A

double

program would be about the best place
because you're

you give them this alone.

of

is

The

players appear to be staging a contest to see
can cover the most ground. It's a case of "you
chase me and I'll chase you" from beginning to end.
It just runs away with itself.

who

The attempts at comedy are far from being successThey resort to such slap-stick tricks as the hero

ful.

kicking the "President of a South American Repul)lic
Chaplin.
The comic opera business is

a la Charlie

more or less of a burlesque, but it isn't good enough
any laughs. Hughes works hard and strenuous
at times but the poor story was too much of a handicap for him to overcome.
Grace Darmond is the
leading- lady and Herbert Heyes her jealous husband.
Victor Potel has grown a mustache and essays to
play in features instead of the two reel comedy with
to get

liable to

in the past.

Jimmy

Berry, junior partner of the firm of Dawson
and Berry, is accused by Dawson of being too friendly
wife.
Mrs. Dawson explains that
only helping her to invest money in her
husband's firm that would help him carry out his
plans for a branch in South America.
Another

with the

latter's

Jimmy was

Jimmy and Mrs. Dawson are found
Dawson is not as easily
explained and Dawson plans to ship Jimmy to South
America. When the two arrive there Mrs. Dawson

incident in which

together in the office by Mr.

also appears as a passenger, further arousing the
husband's ire. Jimmy is acquainted with the President
and is taken to the palace with Mrs. Dawson, while
Mr. Dawson is arrested for insulting the lady whom

Numerous
is Jimmy's wife.
and frustrated escapes follow with
smoothed out for the happy finish.

the President believes

matters

all

Critical

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

can't do very

them

it

Your Folks Are At All

much with this unless your folks
are easily satisfied.
The story is weak and Gareth
Hughes probably isn't well enough known as a star
to get

haphazard order. The continuity is poor
and Director Baker must have had a hard time.
of

complications

contained in this piece.

Won't

It is not consistent to any form of
entertainment and the mixture that has been made

which he has been associated

Hayes and Victor Potel

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
wife.

ofif

twist for a finale.

DIRECTOR

AS A

was intended

to be, is hard to tell from the picture.
as a form of eternal triangle, seems to
switch to slap-stick comedy and takes a comic opera

in

hear some kicks

may

be that some of your patrons read the story
Argosy All Story Magazine and for their benefit
you might mention the fact. If you think catchlines
will attract their attention you can use some based
It

in the

on the theory of a husband's jealousy. You can also
recall Hughes' picture, "Little Eva Ascends," if you
it, although they're going to be disappointed
they expect "I Can Explain" to be equally as good.

played
if

THE

?%g^
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English

Made Comedy Not

Associated First Nat'l Pict.

Not credited

AUTHOR

W.

A. Darlington

SCENARIO BY

Not
Not

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

A

credited
credited

but it has not been
AS A
taken advantage of; very mild comedy with
few laughs
STORY. .A repetition of sequences; much too slow
.

good

idea,

.

moving
ment

to provide proper

humorous

entertain-

DIRECTION

Poor; just lets opportunities slip
by that might have made it a great comedy
Not up to standard; double
PHOTOGRAPHY
exposures bad

PLAYERS

Fair
Leslie Henson, English comedian,

has keen competitor in John McAndrew in role
similar to the popular "Bill" in "The Better
'Ole"
Alma Taylor does good work but is
;

poorly photographed
All right

Adequate
Cockney titles good

CHARACTER OF STORY
of

Soldier in possession

magic button has but

fulfills his

to

rub

it

and a genie

desires
5,651 feet

Perhaps "Alf's Button" did make the Prince of

Wales laugh, but then the Prince of Wales is English.
So is "Alf's Button." Therefore it is logical that
mutual understanding and appreciatif)n provided a
But just how American
successful combination.
audiences can be expected to find the picture amusing
when there are such fun makers as Lloyd, Chaplin,
Keaton and a few others capable of drawing continuous laughs is hard to say. They are bound to

Better See This

very well and prove a worth while

familiar with comedians like Charlie Chaplin,

moving.

It

"Alf's

Button"

is

Harold

too slow

should have been speeded up by the

di-

rector or at least the editor should have been able
to

badly constructed continuity.
is

really

humorous

do something with

it

in the

The

story's basic idea

and might have been worked into

fairly original

situations instead of a series of dis-

connected sequences that seldom come anywhere near
the "laugh" mark. A brass button made from the original .Maddin's lamp serves the hero in a manner simIn this connection
ilar to that of the famed lamp.

some

rate

first

comedy opportunities

director has almost completely overlooked.

that the

This

is

war episodes with the hero and
Then there is one other sehis pal Bill in a dugout.
quence, the harem scene, which contains about one
mild laugh where Bill is taking a bath and the genie
especially true in the

—

suddenly changes the scene from a bath to a barn
with Bill, minus his clothes, finding himself in a pile
of hay.

The production values
raphy

is

are ordinary.

The photog-

very bad at times and the double exposure

way

Leslie

off.

Henson, a well known Eng-

comedian, does satisfactory work in the leading
and John McAndrew, as Bill, appears much more
at ease and has a more impressive comedy sense than
Hensen. Alma Taylor is effective as Liz, Alf's sweetheart, but she is usually photographed to disadvantage.
lish

role,

way

button which,

The genie

when rubbed by him, summons

fulfills all

a genie.

the wishes and desires of Alf, even

to supplying him with a goblet of beer when he is in
Again Alf asks to have some pretty girls
a dugout.
Immediately the scene shifts to a
to entertain him.
harem. And so on, the genie answers the commands
of the button until finally when Alf is discharged from
the army he marries Liz and she returns the button

he promises to fulfill her
she asks for a son and gets three.

to the genie after

quest

—

It

Will

last re-

Do

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

comedy with English audiences, but it seems doubtful if the picture will satisfy American fans who are
Lloyd and the others.

preceded by a disconnected and

is

One and Decide Whether

Box

may do

turn,

in

Alf accidentally discovers that he possesses a brass

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

This

which,

stuff is

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

1922

make comparisons in which the English comedy will
be likely to make a poor showing.
The failure of "Alf's Button" to register a definite
comedy entertainment is flue largely to poor direction

there are

LIGHTINGS

19,

Likely to Satisfy American Audiences

Hepworth Picture Play
"ALF'S BUTTON"

DIRECTOR

Sunday, February

of cutting.

In

its

present footage

it

is

much

too long for the material

contained.

You

have to rely upon catchlines and exploitayou see fit to get them interested and. above all
secure a good musical accompaniment for it will have
a lot to do with improving the tempo and helping the
will

tion as

slow parts to appear less draggy. By referring to the
hero and his quest for pleasure through the magic
button you can probably attract their attention.

The Harold Lloyd Special

Hal Roach
PR ESENTS
-IROaCi^

Associated Exhibitors

Harold
LLOYD
IN

^^

A SAILOR-Hii
PATHE DISTRfBUrORS

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE
FOR ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
SIDNEY Garrett

THE Colossus of Comei>!/

Harold Lloyd
in
**By far
I

predict

this
'is

tlie
it

town.

A Sailor-Made Man

best audience picture
will establish

1

have yet seen and

a new box

office record for

Each day tops preceding day.

buzzing with enthusiastic comment

to hold

for

an

A

It

is

"In

my

best,

estimation this

comedy

1

is

one of the

have ever looked

at.

best,

if

not the

Tedcen from

Portland

angles, star, direction, story, photography, cast,

my

just

plan

Sailor-Made Man' at Blue Mouse Theatre

played 'A Sailor-Made
tion

"

about as near perfect as any comedy to date.

and

I

indefinite run.

am

Man'

all

it

is

We

against keen competi-

pleased to state that

we

did a wonderful

business."

John Hamrick. Blue Mouse Theatre,
Portland, Ore.

Merle Davis, Ansonia Amusement Co.,
Butte, Mont.

rAT»e omniBUToin

;

THE

^^^iB^isai
Sunda
Februa

^tk

DAILV

ry 19, 1922
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Mother Love Theme Given

ME MY SON"

"GIVE

George Hamilton,

Inc.

— State

DIRECTOR

at

John Brunius
Not credited

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

A new

theme presented

angle of

Not credited
Not credited
the mother love

dramatic off:jring
STORY
Somewhat involved but maintains
quality of coherence and stands out as unusual
Handles more drematic moments
DIRECTION
effectively but otherwise is average
in foreign

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS

Usually

all

right

PLAYERS

Pauline Brunius plays mother role
with considerable feeling old nurse fine type
;

Quite pretty

Adequate
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

Woman

married a

son of a former marriage. Her love for the youth is misunderstood by her husband, who does not know
her secret

second time

finally recovers lost

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

5,500 feet

feature of this state rights ul^ering,

a product of the Swedish studios,

is

the

new angle

it

gives to the mother love theme of which there have

been any number released of late. But "Give Me My
Son" is quite different from any of tliem and its basic
situation altogether unusual, not only because it treats
of a new phase of mother love but also because it gets
away from the conventional happy ending. It is not
tragic, but unexpected, and not what \ ou think it will
be.

The denouement

Me My

is

particularly well handled.

dramatic throughout and
there are no humorous incidents whatever, so the atmosphere becomes "heavy" occasionally, but this is

"Give

Play

Son"

Up

is

you think

it

best to

tell

them that

it is

a for-

eign production, or that they will be attracted by the
fact

and interested

Son"

Tlic ])ro(luction values are up to the standard and the
settings and locations offer a jjleasing variation.

The

photography also is go()d.
Direction is of average
most part, although the more dramatic
moments are quite effecti\ely handled and approached

calibre for the

in

a

manner

pitch.

accumulative.

It is

The

story

l)arently

that increases the interest to a proper

is

rather involved of itself and

been no easy job

it

has ap-

coherent shape
for the American market.
In this conto put

it

in

and made fit
nectit)n Lesley Mason deserves a share of credit for
editing and titling the picture in a manner that makes
it understandable and comprehensive.
The flash backs
are appropriately placed, too.

Pauline Brunius, the

of

to see

feeling

and incidentally she

is

one of the best

dressed foreign players that has been seen.

porting

company

is

The sup-

not named, but each one does suit-

able work.

Bertha Brenner had been married before and her
angered by her secret marriage, had hidden her
infant son from her.
She received word of her husband's death and years later she is shown as the wife
There is
of Richard Brenner, a wealthy shipowner.
a daughter, Alice, by the second marriage. During all
the years Bertha never gives u]) the search for her
son although she doesn't confide her secret to Richard.
Suddenly a sailor appears and since he carries
a book bearing the name of her lost son, Bertha, believing him to be her own child, arranges to have him
The
live near her without telling him the reason.
youth mistakes her love for that of an older woman's
infatuatioi^ for a young man. Also the husband l)egins
Finally Bertha sees her secret givto misunderstand.
ing way when the boy and her daughter fall in love.
It develops that the boy is not her son but knew him
before he was killed from a fall on the ship.
father,

About

the

Unusual Situation

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Inasmuch as the story deals with an entirely new
phase of the mother love theme, exhibitors ought to
be able to interest their patrons in this without much
trouble other than catchlines and sufficient exploitation to acquaint them with the unustialness of the
If

Me My

ioush necessary and in all probability any attempt
comic relief would tend to spoil the dramatic effect.

the Heart Interest and Talk
Box

story.

"Give

in

featured player, portrays the mother with a good deal

suitable cast

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

The outstanding

New Twist
()b\

Rights

AUTHOR
AS A

a

11

what othet producers can do

with the popular mother love and heart interest

sit-

uation, then do so.

Or if, on the other hand, you think it best not to
mention the picture's origin, it isn't necessary to do so,
though tliey may sense that it is not from the American studios. There are no names to mention, so you
will have to rely upon the title and catchlines to announce it.

f

There

will

be

many

IMITATORS
of the perfect partnership plan of
direct booking profit sharing cooperation between producer and exhibitor

which

I

announced a month

ago.

IMITATION
is

now

as

always the

SINCEREST FLATTERY

BUT
a record of three years successful production activity and ten years of square
dealing is

Hard
Write today for details of

to Imitate!
my plan

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Sunday, February

^.ggg^DAILY

1922

19,

Domestic Drudgery and Mother Love
John M, Stahl production

in the

"THE SONG OF LIFE"
Louis B. Mayer

—Asso.

John M. Stahl

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Ernest Palmer

WHOLE

Long-winded and rambling procombining
the problem of dirty dishes
duction
with mother love

STORY

Unconvincing. Many scenes and episodes unrelated to theme. Attempts to include

much

DIRECTION

ma-

Satisfactory, considering the

terial

Fair

LIGHTINGS

and
X."

this situation

The climax

is

of

not

"The

also repeated.

is

evident that John M. Stahl in his effort to register sure fire stufif overlooked the fact that his char-

were not over attractive and their actions certainly do not deserve much sympathy.
The mother
deserts her home, husband and child because she reacters

sents dishwashing.

Twenty-five years later she is discovered as a dishwasher in a New York restaurant.
She becomes a servant in her son's home but keeps

Try hard but

are

hampered by the

unpleasant characters that they are supposed to
depict

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

The son spends

her identity a secret.

Good
Correct

Too much

of

it.

.Many touches

in-

tended for local color only distract from story
Mother attempts
sacrifice for son whom she deserted as a baby.
Dishwashing given as the cause of much domestic trouble

CHARACTER OF STORY

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
of Life"

is

6,920 feet

not a very harmonious pro-

deals with the problem of the kitchen sink,

enough drama in this quarter, it
mother
love
and a young wife who becomes
introduces
discontented with domestic life. Scenes from several
recent successes are repeated. The mother becomes
a servant and drudge very much as she does in "Over
but, failing to gain

the Hill," but she finds her son while she

is

a prisoner

his

days writing

book picturing the hate he has for the mother that
he hardly remembers while his wife goes out to work
as a piano player in a music store. Here she meets the
rich young man with a limousine and deserts her job.
a

in

"The Song

of

Life."

Plain

PLAYERS

It

"Madam

These are the three main characters

PHOTOGRAPHY

duction.

of the police

Third Degree"

John M. Stahl
Bess Meredyth

"The Song

hands

Unconvincing Story

It is

AUTHOR

too

in

unlike the climax of

First National

DIRECTOR

AS A

13

The climax comes when
the

the son shoots his rival and

mother assumes the blame.

In the police head-

quarters, after being given a "third degree," she reveals the fact that she is the mother of the boy. The
bad man, however, does not die of the pistol shot, but
soon recovers enough to announce that he will not
press any charges against the prisoner. The young
wife regrets the trouble that she has caused and re-

home

turns

to

wash her own

dishes.

some kiddy and animal
stuflf.
These scenes are attractive and amusing in
themselves but distract from the story. The producDirector Stahl has also added

tion in its present

form

greatly improved by

much

is

some

too long and could be

radical cuts.

Many

scenes

are quite unnecessary and only clog the progress of
the drama.

Georgia Woodthrop plays the part of the mother
Gaston
to sacrifice herself for her son.
Glass does some good work as the son while Grace

who attempts
Darmond

young

takes the part of the

wife.

Housework Problems May Attract Women
Box
With

editing and cutting

be put over and made

of Life" can

attractive to a certain class of

they are not over critical and do not
a logical plot then you can play up the various

audience.

demand

"The Song

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If

points of this offering.

Play up the housework and

dishwashing angle.

certain to attract the

It is

women

reads
night.

" 'Dishes

:

I

—dirty

hate them,

I

drama

and domestic problems but also mention the mother love and the sacriFor a
fice that the mother would make for her son.
it

as a

of dishes

dishes

hate you

—morning,

!'

noon and

cried the wife as she

closed the door upon her husband and child and walked

out of their

lives.

This

is

one of the opening scenes

'The Song of Life' playing at the blank theater."
Decorate the lobby with pots and pans and arrange
one or two tie-ups with stores selling dishwashing main

patrons.

Advertise

catch line you could use one of the subtitles which

chines and paper plates.

II

CUT
IT

OUT!
YOU'RE NOT READING

IF

THE FILM DAILY
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Newspaper Story Makes Fair Entertainment
"EXTRA!

EXTRA!"

made

Fox

DIRECTOR

Wm.

Julian Josephson

K.

Howard

SCENARIO BY

Arthur J. Zellner
George Webber
An average entertainment. Will
please those who like newspaper stories

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

STORY

Stretches

material into feature

its

Presents nothing distinctive

length.

DIRECTION

Makes

the most of every situa-

Excellent handling of cast

tion.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good.

Straight stuff

LIGHTINGS

Clear

PLAYERS

Pleasing.

Cast includes Edna Mur-

phy and Johnny Walker

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Good
Adequate.

Newspaper

office

very

good

CHARACTER OF STORY

Reporter gets the
big story and wins the daughter of the old

newspaper man who

sent for regardless of the dangers inneutralized by the above action. The great
is

but these, seldom.
Director Howard has done well with the material
with which he has to work. He has managed to keep

fied,

things

moving

and

at all times

to hold the attention

He

spite of the scanty material.

in

of each situation

took advantage

and got the most out

Johnny Walker does

fair

work

of

it.

as the cub reporter

and lulna Murphy presents a pleasing type of girl in
the part of the daughter of the old newspaperman and
secretary to the millionaire.
Willson Hummel does
character
of
tJTe
stitdy
the veteran newspaperman. The
rest of the cast includes Herschel Ma} all, John SteppHng. Gloria Woodthor])e, 1'heo. Yoneltz and Edward

Extra!" as the

'"Extra!

paper story.

The

action

is

newspaperman is fired for his failure to get
at the same time his daughter is the con-

old

and

fidential secretary to the rich

interviewed.

title

4,160 feet

suggests,

is

a

news-

based upon a clue that

tlie

newspaper gets and the young-

city editor of the big

An

a story

failed

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

sent out to get the details of a deal wliich

"Get the story," says tlie
editor
"and don't come back if you don't." Determination, grit and cunning lead the reporter into adventure and romance, but these make a picture ol only
average entertainment value.
involves a corner in cotton.
;

A weak

by

volved is
heroes of American fiction have achieved their objects
without lying or stealing. Other means may be justi-

Titles poor

Fair.

is

his object

young fellow who

attractive side of the

what he

gets

and gain

jol)son.

DETAIL

reporter

The

theft.

AUTHOR
AS A

to misrepresent himseh'

point in the story occurs where the hero

is

she would

If

man who

refuses to be

her father what the

tell

report contained he could get his old job back again.

Then

the

young man

is

sent out on the story and real-

izing the difficulties takes

home.

the rich man's

duced.

A

employment

The climax comes where

porter, the girl

and the

nej^ihew.

all

is

intro-

three, the re-

attempt to rob the

The nephew

safe to get the papers.

as a butler in

worthless nephew

gets

them

first

but. after an exciting automol)ile chase, the reporter
steals the papers from him. The city editor, however,
does not get the papers until he promises to reinstate

the father of the

girl.

Will Please and Satisfy Those Less Critical
Box
Newspaper
and

this

stories

it

they are not

young

every effort and overcomes

all dif-

what he was sent

and present

if

will be attracted to the

They

who makes

ficulties to get

this

attractive screen material

one will satisfy your people

too particular.
fellow

make

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

as

rich man who never was interviewed.
run
\(>u
trailers use the scenes showing the safe
robbery and the automobile chase that follows. This
chase is quite thrilling and will help to get them curious. Catchlines based on the story should help. An

and mention the
If

Speak about

advertising stunt in your local papers could be work-

you would an average feature

Get them to give you half a column of white
space and print a note on top that might read some-

for.

that should bring average results.

ed.

Johnny Walker has a very pleasing personality and
as most of the action centers around him it would be
good to mention his name in yotir announcements.

thing like this

The

and you can see how he got
the blank theater."

snappy and should help attract.
Talk about the old newspaperman and his daughter
title is

story that

is

:

to

"llie star reporter
fill

He

this space.

out as a butler to do

it.

He

will
it

in

is

out getting the

has hired himself

have
'Extra

it
!

tomorrow
Extra

!'

at

CURRENT RELEASES
Footage

Release Date

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Reviewed

Release Date

The

(Distributed through Pathe)
Sept. 11
18

25

Nov.

Home-Keeping Hearts
The Family Closet
Discontented Wives

A

Man

Sailor-Made

Anne

11

Little

of

5,000
S.OOO
5,000
3,846
5,000
4,800

(Harold Lloyd)

Smoky

Reckless Chances

(J.

McGowan)

P.

10-2-21
9-25-21
9-25-21
11-27-21
1-15-22
1-22-22

4
4
11
11

18
18
25
Tan.

1
1

1

8
15
15

22
22
29

Feb.

5

5
5

12
12
12
19
19
19
26

26

Vamp

the

E.xit

(Ethel

Quick

Rich

Get

Clayton)
Wallingford

Poverty of Riches

Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
From the Ground Up (Tom Moore)
The Night Rose
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
The Man from Lost River
The Glorious Fool
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Agamst the Wall

4,545

7,381
Prod.)
Don't Tell Everything (Reid-Swanson-Dexter) 4,939
Around the Corner (Cosmopolitan Prod. )6, 173
6,208
The White Oak (Wm. S. Hart)

Just

Under the Lash (Gloria Swanson)
The Little Minister (Betty Compson)

5,675
6,031
5,904
4,661
4,227

Miss Lulu Bett (Wm. deMille)
Rent Free (Wallace Reid)
Too Much Wife (Wanda Hawley)
Back Pay (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
A Prince There Was (Thos. Meighan)
A Lane That Has Not Turning
The Bride's Play (Marion Davies)
Nancy from Nowhere (Bebe Daniels)
Three Live Ghosts (Fitzmaurice Prod.)
Forever (Reid-Ferguson-Fitzmaurce)
Fool's Paradise (Cecil DeMille)
The Last Payment (Pola Negri)
One Glorious Day (Rogers-Lee)
Saturday Night (Cecil DeMille)
The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson)

Moran of the Lady Letty (Valentino-Dalton)
Boomerang Bill (Cosmopolitan)
A Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy)
Love's Boomerang (Robertson Spec.)
Her Own Money (Ethel Clayton)
Midnight (Constance Binney)
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels)

.

5,553
4,892
6,660
5,167
5,784
7,115
8,681
5,505
5,100
8,433
6,461
.6,360
5,489
4,777
5,562
4,981
4,653
6,735

12-11-21
12-18-21
1- 8-22
11- 6-21
10-23-21
1- 1-22
12-25-21
1- 1-22

Nov.

Her Face Value (Wanda Hawley)
Hush Money (Alice Brady)

Dec.

The Love Charm (Wanda Hawley)
First Love (Constance Binney)
A Virginia Courtship (May McAvoy)

Morals

fom Mix

(

8- 4-21
10- 9-21

4,540
4,862
4,513

12-18-21
12-25-21
1-29-22

11-20-21
11- 6-21
11-27-21

Dustin

Farnum

Shirley

The
Mason

Devil Within

Jackie

Miss Smiles
Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker
Little

The

12 -4-21
12-18-21
2- 5-22

5,997

11-20-21

5,174
4,943
4,884

10- 2-21

3,865
4,435

10-30-21
1-15-22

4,544
4,049

11-6-21

4,175
4,409

12-11-21
12-25-21

Series

Queenie

11-27-21
1-22-22

Jolt

Cinderella

the

of

Hills

W-inning With Wits
Maurice Flynn
Bucking the Line
Smiles Are Trump
The Last Trail

William Russell
Desert Blossoms
The Roof Tree
Breath of the Pines

2-

Any Wife
John Gilbert
Gleam O'

Dawn

Bar Nothin' (Charles Jones)
Riding With Death (Charles Jones)

4,178

1-1-22

4,311
4,110

10-16-21
11-13-21

FIRST NATIONAL
The Idle Class (Charlie Chaplin)
Woman's Place (Constance Talmadge)
Minutes to Go (Charles Ray)

Red Hot Romance
The Wonderful Thing (Norma Talmadge)
Tol'able David (Richard Barthelmess)
The Lotus Eater (John Barrymore)

Woman

for a
R. S. V. P.

(Charles Ray)
My Boy (Jackie Coogan)
Vendetta (Pola Negri)
The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)
Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince)
Love's Redemption (Norma Talmadge)

Cup

of Life

Nov.

7
14

(Ince)

(Hobart Bosworth)
The Silent Call (H O. Davis)
Love Never Dies (King Vidor)
Molly O (Mabel Normand)
Blind

9

6
6

No

10-16-21

7,000
6,000

10-23-21

10- 9-21

10- 2-21

Hearts

8-22

5,600

1-

5,950
6,000

9-11-21
1-15-22

10-16-21

6,500

11-27-21

5,193

1-22-22

6,700

1-29-22

5,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000

8-21-21
11-27-21
11- 6-21
11-27-21
12- 4-21
12-22-21

5,500

9-11-21

7,021
7,600

7-10-21
1-29-22

5,000
5,500
6,000

10- 9-21

6,000

10-30-21

8,000

11-13-21

6,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
.6,000
6,000
6,000

. ^ ,.
9-18-21

CORP.

(Viola Dana)
The Hole in the Wall (Alice Lake)
The Idle Rich (Bert Lytell)
The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana)
The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell)
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)

There Are

Villains

Nazimova Productions
Sept. 26

Camille

Rex Ingram Productions
Nov. 21 The Conquering Power
Feb. 27 Turn to the Right
S-L Productions
Nov. 28 The Hunch (Gareth Hughes)
16
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)
Jan.
Mar. 20 I Can Explain ) Gareth Hughes)
Fightin' Mad
5
Dec.
Tiffany Productions
Peacock Alley
23
Jan.

11-20-21

(Mae Murray)

PATHE EXCHANGE,
18

INC.

The Orderly
The Power Within

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Indiscretion (Florence Reed)
Ohl Mary Be Careful (Madge

Kennedy)

The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks)
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark)
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthju- Guy Empey).
Beyond the Crossroads (Ora Carew)
In Society (Edith Roberts)
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane,
Gladden James)

J.

.

'

Horbert Frank and

6,000
(Gail Kane and T. Herbert Frank) . .6.000
6,000
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield, Rogert
..6,000
Lytton and James)
6,000
Stolen Moments (Margaret Namare)
6.000
The Barbarian (Monroe Salisbury)
Idle

Hands

1,916
5,900
5,920
6,142
6,880
7,118
6,875
6,500
5,630
4,967
5,800
4,367
7,460
5,889

10-23-21
10-30-21
11-13-21
11-13-21
11-20-21
12 -4-21
12-11-21
12-18-21
1- 1-22
12-25-21
1- 8-22
1- 8-22
1-15-22

R..C, PICTURES
The Barricade
The Foolish Age (Doris May)
The Swamp (Sessue Hayakawa)

4,932
5,488
6,784
6,751
6,800

9-11-21
10-16-21
11-20-21
11-20-21
12 -4-21

Why Men

Associated Producers
7

12

26

Dec.

Charles Jones

All

6,800

HODKINSON CORP.

METRO PICTURES
Nov. 14

Mar.

9-18-21
9-25-21
10-23-21
11-20-21
12 -4-21

Lascelle Prod.

5-22

White

Two

(Lois Weber)

Rip Van Winkle
Benj. B. Hampton Prod.
A Certain Rich Man
The Mysterious Rider
Irvin V. Willat Prod.
Fifty Candles
Winipeg Productions
God's Crucible
Cameron of the Royal Mounted
Hugo Ballin Prod.
Jane Eyre
Dial Film Co.
The Light in the Clearing
Rcnco Film Co.
At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern
Holtre Prod.
French Heels (Irene Castle)

Deo.

8-22

7.000
4,961
5.000
6,141
7,698

William Desmond Productions

Barbara Bedford

Aug.

W. W.
Ward

1-

INC.

Our Mutual Friend

Jan.
Feb.

4,355
4,546
5,092

Moon

Chasing the

Pearl

What Do Men Want

20

Trailin'

13,400

Good and Evil
The Old Oaken Bucket

Series

Sky High

W. GRIFFITH

From God's Country

May McAvoy)

FOX FILM CORP.

4,680

Storm

of the

WID GUNNING,
Girl

10-23-21
12-11-21
1-22-22

5,000
5,392
4,697
4,718
4,819

6-12-21
1-22-22

5,693
5,392

5,228

D.

2-5-22
1-8-22

REALART PICTURES CORP.
(Distributed Through Famous Players).
Star Productions
Oct.
The Case of Becky (Constance Binney)
Dawn of the East (Alice Brady)
The Speed Girl (Bebe Daniels)

10-16-21

4,470

The Wallflower
Grand Larceny

11-20-21
1-15-22
1-15-22

1-29-22
1-22-22

U-27-21

Watch Your Step

Orphans

2-5-22

10-23-21
10-30-21
1- 1-22
1-29-22

5,641
5,693
4,609
4,495
5,630

The Man from Lost River

(Cosmopolitan

9-4-21

6,000
10,000
5,304
5,620
5,509

A

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Dec.

Sin

Thedora (no release)
Doubling for Romeo (Will Rogers)
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)
The Grim Comedian

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

Reviewed

Footage

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Flood

INC.

(Louis Mercanton Prod.)
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick)
Silent Years (Gasnier)
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
Eden and Return (Doris May)
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa)
Possession

The

Call of

Home

(Gasnier)

Forget
Two Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick)
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
•

•

•

•

6.000
4,500
5,560
6,750
6,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,210
5,500
-5.299
6,000

——
—
—

10- 9-21
10- 9-21

,

10-30-31
11- 6-21
11- 6-21
11-27-21
12-18-21
12-25-21
1-15-22
1-22-22

129-22
2-

5-22
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Some
"The Paleface"

Type

— Buster

Keaton

Short Reels

— First

National

of production

vertises this

comedy

2 reel

new

dish by building a plausible

so that the observer

is

drama around

it

hardly aware that the production con-

The story, photography and acting are all
This type of dramatized advertising is new and will

tains a message.

Buster Keaton as an Indian chief is a scream. "The Paleface" is certainly one of the funniest comedies of the season.
It is full of laugh provoking stuff.
Its humor is irresistible.
Most of the comedy business is new and little time is lost between the gags. It runs along smoothly and bubbles over

good.

receive a

good deal

from audiences that would

of attention

fail

to give their attention to sheer advertising matter.

with fun.

The

story

land sharks.

an Indian tribe and a scheming group of

tells of

The white men

and the Indians decide

wigwam

enter the

desire to get the Indians' land

man who dares
He arfirst man.

to kill the first white

Buster

village.

is

the

and busies himself looking for bugs.
And then he seems quite particular as to what bugs he wants
The Into save and those he won't consider as specimens.
dians who have by this time surrounded him are unable to
understand his actions, but to be on the safe side they decide
to burn him at the stake.
He is tied to the post but soon
He
finds that he can lift the stake out of the sandy ground.

rives with a butterfly net

waits until the dry branches are placed at his feet before he

moves himself and

The kind-

the stake to a clearer space.

moved back and

whole scene becomes a
state of confusion.
It is then that he escapes and finds shelter in an old shed.
Here he finds a roll of sheet asbestos
which he quickly proceeds to cut. As the Indians are storming the door he sits calmly and sews. By the time the door
has been broken Buster has completed for himself an asbestos suit of B. V. D's.
He marches calmly to the stake and
weathers the flames as the Indians dance madly about. The
flames burn his clothes, singe his little hat and darken his
face but he comes through saved by his B. V. D's.
The In-

ling

is

forth until the

dians regar^ding this as a miracle elect Buster

"little

chief."

Then

tribe

against

the

chief

and the

"little

chief"

Here the fun only

the land sharks.

lead

begins.

the

"The Open Wire"
Type

of production

a

taking to himself an

Indian

girl

calls

her

"squab."

"The Paleface" manages to keep up the excellent high
standard set by Keaton in his new series for First National.
It is as good as "The Boat" and even funnier.
If you are
looking for out and out laughs, not mere snickers but good,
hearty laughs, then you need not hesitate in booking this new
series.
Keaton is rapidly gaining recognition as a master
comedian and his popularity is growing by leaps and bounds.

in

the least exaggerated.

"Missing

Type

Men"

— Bruce—Educational

of production

1

of production

2 reel

propaganda

"The Quest"

is a two reel offering made for Borden's Milk
cooperation with the Art Alliance of America.
brings to the foreground a silver plated dish that won

Company
While

it

in

the prize of the Alliance for the

most useful and

practical con-

tainer that can be used to serve out condensed milk,

it

also

mystery and is at the same time
dramatic. A sacred dish is stolen from India and is brought
to New York.
The East Indians follow closely in an effort
to recover their treasure.
While in New York it is copied by
an artist who sees a great utility in the design. The design
is executed by silversmiths and is shown in use at a banquet.
tells

The

a story that

original

vites the

is

is

full

finally

two lovers

of

returned to the Indian prince

to visit his native land.

who

in-

"The Quest" ad-

scenic-drama

"Missing Men" is' the second of the new Robert C. Bruce
This time the setting is
called "Wilderness Tales."

Snow, forests,
planted in the heart of the great outdoors.
giant mountains, deep ravines and a flowing sky form the rich
The
background against which the little drama is played.
story is direct and simple but at the same time is delivered with
force

and character.

after following a

Two men

set out

from

their

camp and

deer for six hours they discover that they

They wander about

in a circle.

The

Type

reel

series

are lost.

"The Quest"— Blake and Coyle

drama

ographer to give her a list of the stockholders. To prevent
a get-away she follows them home, where she is made prisThe newspaper learns of this and send» out the itar
oner.
reporter who saves the girl and delivers the crooks into the
hands of justice. Although the star reporter is badly hurt
in this fighting climax the story scores a "beat" for his paper
and when he awakes in the hospital he finds the girl bending
"The Open Wire" takes its name from the fact
over him.
that while the girl is attempting to phone the story to the city
editor she is prevented by the bad men and when she drops
the receiver her ijoss realizes that something is up and sends
The production breaks away from the typical
for the police.
western while at the same time it contains plenty of action and
The climax scenes are thrilling and will keep
a swift finish.
your folks sitting on edge. The story is convincing and not

Hilarious scenes

although he

2 reel

Eileen Sedgwick plays the leading role in this two reel drama
She indealing with crooks and a newspaper investigation.
terviews the president of the company and induces the sten-

follow and lead toward a successful finish which pictures Buster

— Universal

Night closes upon

terror that lurks in the

them. Fear creeps upon them.
dark takes hold of them. In the morning they start out again.
One of the men goes his own way and while the other reaches
the camp the former, weakened by hunger and fear, is discovered crawling through unknown forests. He is found on
the morning of the third day and a near tragedy avoided. Recovery is rapid but the lesson of "Timber Panic" has been
learned. Some long shots showing the hunters walking along
the snow-capped ridges of the mountains close this moit fascinating reel. The photography in this series is certainly the
best yet done in this type of production. Beside the pictorial
beauty which itself is sufficient to hold the attention the offering unfolds a little drama, powerful and gripping. If you are

looking for a

new

series

of single

well as far above the average

reelers that

in interest,

is

artistic

as

do not overlook the

When used as a program filler a single
will help raise the standard of the
offering
reel of this type of
"Wilderness Tales."
entire

program.

I
Footage

Releaie Dale

ASTA FILMS,

Reviewed

Release Date

Hamlet (Asta Nielsen)

9,500

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)

ll-U-21

The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)

5,000

Western Hearts (Art Staton-Josie Sedgwick) .5,000
.

(Pete

Trails

Morrison)

AYWON FILM

Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter

6-12-21

5,000

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Fidelity (All Star)
Across the Border

^,_

Willian-.;

a T.rae

C,

C.

A Anignt

D.

814-21
8-14-21
9-11-21

A

911-21

ourn

\^*

iJecision

Girl's

4.70C

1- i-22

4,600

10-30-21

5,000

5.800

1-

8-22

6-19-21
2-20-21
12-25-21
2- 5-22

Adventures
His Nibs (Chic Sales)

Tungle

5,000
4,951

9-18-21

6,365

12-25-21

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth
The Edge of Youth

Out

(Serial)

Vendetta (Pola Negri)

5,800

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

Woman

Work

(Edith

Handicap (Horse Race Picture)
When Love Is Young (Zeena Keefe)
Skinner' Dress Suit (Bryant Washburn)
Winding Trail (Buck Manning)

12-11-21
12-25-21

5,000

9-11-21

10- 2-21

2-

5-22

Spotlight

Trail

(Fred K. Beauvais)

One every

(2

reels)

:

:

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild
Comedies (2 reels):

Homer

Women

and

Tame Men, Th»

Joins the Force.

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Serials:

Success Series:

Westerns (each 2

15

reels).

AYWON FILM

CORP.

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).
Pickford Revivals.

C.
Star

Ranch Westerns

B.

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
Room Boy Comedies.

(1

reel).

Hall

Gump

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
(1

reel each).

Celebrated Comedies
10-30 21

Western
Serial:

(1

reel

each).

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
Star Dramas (2
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.
reels).

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Field),

15

episodes.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

5,000

11-13-21

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Thtir Diisy Finish,
Circus Heroes.

3,000

1-15-22

PRIMEX FILMS
The Lonely

CORP.

11- 6-21

Blanchette

Men

CORP.

other week (2 reels).
every other week (2 reels).
Looking Up Jim, In the Rirer,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines.
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Comedies (2 reels)
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her

Village Grocer,

5,000

of

S.

One

XLNT

Ardath

Mary

The Fatal 30 (Fritzi Ridgeway)
5,000
The Call from the Wild (Frankie Lee and Highland

A Maker

S.

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

5,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
5,800
PLYMOUTH FILM CORP.

T,

15 episodes.

ARROW FILM
Arrow-Northwood Dramas

COMPANY

Laddie)

4-10-31
10- 2-31

(12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reels). Liquorish

Blazed Trail Productions:

10- 9-21

6,000

PACIFIC FILM

CORP.

reels).

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:

LOUIS MERCANTON PROD.
Miarka

& Howell Comedies

10- 9-21

INC.

Annabell Lee (All Star Cast)
The Stampede (Texas Guinan)
I Am the Woman (Texas Guinan)

Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln),

of

Lips (2

5,000
5,000
6,000

6,800

5,000
5,000

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Alt

5,000

Stockton)

VICTOR KREMER,

5,000

5,000
6,000

ADVENTURES OF

W. FILM CORP.

J.

Should a Wife

12-18-21
12- 4-21

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

JOAN FILM SALES CORP.
She Played and Paid (Fanny Ward)

9- 4-21

10- 9-21

Series:

WORLD FILM

JANS FILM SALES CORP.
and

Grande (Allene Ray)

of the Rio

The Wakefield Case
Judgment

INC.

Welcome Children
Shadows of the West (Hedda Nova)
The Lotus Blossom (Lady Ysen-mei)

6,000
6,000
5,000
8,000

Partners of the Sunset (Allene Ray)

10 Episodes

HEPWORTH PRODUCTIONS
Forest Finds Himself
5,000
HOWELLS SALES CO., INC.

S-28-31

WESTERN PICTURES CORP.
West

Adventures
5,400
5,300
5,900
5,400
5,500
5,200
5,100

4,800

BROS.

Home

Leave

Lady Luck (Allene Ray)

GAUMONT

Man

Girls

Parted Curtains (Henry Walthall)
Ashamed of Parents
School Days (Wesley Barrie)

INC.

Temporary Wife

John

WARNER

Why

New

6,000
7,000
7,000
9,000

12-11-21

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .. 5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)
5,000

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

The Supreme Passion
The Ne'er-Do-Well
The House Without Children
The Spoilers

6,500

7-10-21

Water

CO.

Disciple

7- 3-31

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

1121

5,000
5,800
6.274
7,000

6,000
6.000

CO.

Johnny Ring and the Captain's Sword

9-25-21

12

10-16-21

CO.

Treasure

TEMPLE PROD.

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES

Branded (Josephine Erale)
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo

Woman

SWEDISH BIOGRAPH
Arne's

Sir

7,000

7,000

SONORA PRODUCTIONS

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Heedless Moths (Audrey Munson)
Black Panthers Cub (Florence Reed)
What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young)
Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight

THE FILM MARKET,

11-20-21

3,600
5,000
5,000

Conscience

of

514-21

DAVIS

North (Roy Stewart)

FEDERATION FILM

5,000

CO.

RUSSELL'S PRODUCTION

5.000

Marnir

New

t-as^i

.'r Toreador (Bull Fight)
(All Star Drama)

DONOVAN MILO PROD.

The

S.300

Illusions

CORP.

The Hidden Light

Silas

Cox"-'

m

ROMAYNE SUPERFILM

The Twice Born
5,000

H.

Jid

Tradition

Ataking the Grade

GEORGE

!I!oO0

Happiness

Hines)

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
of the

and

Giftson

.ir.atter-r
\.-1':-^l

DAVID BUTLER PROD.

The Heart

(rteien

REXFILM

IL-.i-^

ax) i\.i\

Vo Barnes (Johnny

'jELm

J^C)
!

RAINBOW FILM CORPORATICN

Shadows
^^.

„.000
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

11-13-2'

BLANCHFIELD

VVes:

ox tne

j.u'j':

Law

The Bootleggers
The Man Who Pai^'

HENP.Y BOLLMAN
Once Upon

£.0'.

Texas

of

Trail of the

CORP.

The Fighting Breed (Snowy Baker)
The Jack Kider
The Shadow of Lightning Ridge (Snowy Baker)
The Vengeance Trail
The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams)
(Big Boy

Reviewed

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000

The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Crossing

Footage

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

INC.

:

:

Ford Weekly.
Serial:

Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

t

—

—
What

Keep your

finger

on the pulse of
trade
^ To

the "Film Renter^^

brings to your notice
Pithy pars on up-to-

date doings.

Items of valuable

gain better business

it

is

essential

to keep in close touch with every

move

in-

formation for exhibitor

and

renter.

in the film world.

Interesting articles by
^ The most

efficient

link

between the

American and English cinema trades
is

found in "The Film Renter

ing

Picture

News"

—an

& Mov-

exhibitor and renter.

person-

alities.

Film Reviews.

Round

annual subscription of £1-15-0 will

secure you the services of this conscientious worker for cinema success.

^

trade

invaluable

journal of information for every alert

^ An

film

the trade
throughout England,
Wales and Scotland.

Send your order today.

THE FILM RENTER &

MOVING PICTURE
NEWS
THE EXHIBIT ORS' JOURNAL
LONDON
53a Shaftesbury Avenue,

MANCHESTER
W. L

2

John Dalton

Street

Rupert Hughes has done

it

again!

I'

The author

of "The Old Nest" and

"Dangerous Curve Ahead" now
gives us a real laugh fest in

On Over." One man who

"Come

saw

it

at

a preview, declared in his enthusiasm: "ril give five dollars to see
!
that picture again

New York

and Los Angeles it
was shown without announcement.

In

created a new laugh record. No
one could conceal his merriment.
No picture we have ever seen drew
It

such spontaneous enthusiasm! Get
some real fun into your theatre

Goldwyn

Play it
WE

s

St-

presents

Patii'clcs

Day WeeK-.
MARCH
M T W^ T F

„

S

2 3 4
5 6 7 8 9
XI
m m

n

•

*

..

1

13 14 15

^H

25
19 20 21 22 23'
26 27 28 29 30 51 *
•

directed by Alfred E. Qreene

with Colleen Moore

A

GOLDWYN PICTURE

.

...

iTHE

7Ao BRADSTREET
o/' FILMDOM

Z^fRECOCKIZEII

Authority
FORMERLY

XIX

Vol.

Monday, February

No. 49

Want Prices Down
Exhibitors Issue Questionnaire — Rentals Must Come Down

1922

cr

Cliicago-— I'he following bulletin is
beinor distributed to exhibitors in this
state by the M. V. T. Q. of Illinois:

Come Down

Film Prices Must

out this questionnaire carefully and return to Illinois Motion PicFill

Theater Owners, Room 207,
Standard Oil Building, Chicago, 111.

ture

Immediately

upon its receipt a
numbered Red Card will be issued in

name

of your theater. The numcr on this card v;ill correspond to
le number on this questionnaire.
e

Don't Lose Yoiu" Red Card
Use Will Reduce Vour Film
Rentals

Its

No.l ^0.2 Xo..' Xo.4

Xo

5

A'so. First Nat
Pic
Assc. Prod
Educ'l Films
amous Players

.«

.

ox Film

_

.

.

Goldwvn Corp.
W. W' Hodkin
son Corp.

<

.

Metro Pic.
Corp
Pathe Exch.
Realart Corp.
RobertsonCole Corp.
Select Corp.
United Artists
.

.

.

Price 5 Cents

Walker and Hays

Now

Then an'

Illinois

Some Houses Will Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

20,

Marcus Loew Points Out That They
Should Work Together Busi-

—

Four years is a long time. T'u some it's longer than others.
others it's only yesterday. An' th' day before.
Beginnin' today First National is celebratin' their fourth
anniversary. "Course they got a sales week. T'u help along.
Well, now, let's see. There's been a lot of kicks ag'in some
Up there on 48th Street. There's
of th' things they've done.
been some things wrong, too. A few all wrong. But taken all
Day in. An' day out. Plus th' nights. Won't it be a
in all.
Hasn't First National been a mighty good
fair question to ask
thing f'r th' entire industry?

To

:

Th' ayes have it. Mumbles fr'ni Pete Harrison t'u
An' Earl Htidson's pickin' up a brick.
Four years ago Jaydee had an idee. Plus a coupla desks.
An' Bill Yearsley. Bill had a bum typewriter. A desk with one
spavined leg. An' an ice w^ater otitfit. There wuz also a telyphone around. An' that wuz all.
T'day they pay enuf? rent on 48th St. F'r floor after floor.
An' have enuff of a force. Which makes Harry Schwalbe weep
every Friday reg'larly. When he signs th' pay check. Th' advances t'ti producers makes th' Mint. Look like an amatur outTheir whole darn shebang eats up flocks of dollars. An'
fit.
that's what has cum in four years.
They've had their troubles. But put 26 men anywhere. An"
That they've stuck. All
It's monumental.
see what happens.
they've had a real
All
this
time.
'Course
considered.
things
man at th' helm. Robert Lieber. An' he is real. Reg'lar an'
honest as th' day is long. Even one of them daylite savin's days.
An' so th' congregashun will rise. An' sing that famous ol'
"Stick t'u th' ship, boys."
melodee
Yep.

th' contrary.

:

Corp

PETTY GRAFTERS

Universal

Film Exch.

Workin' on

,

\itagraph Co.

Put a cross (X) in column No. 1
of all exchanges with whom you have
unexpired contracts for features or
conf>«<lies.

a circle (O) in column No. 2
the exchanges whose service is
contracted to you at prices too high

Put

of

you to use during February and
March without taking a loss.

for

(Continued on page 3)

manager

of Asso-

ciated First Nationalof Eastern Canada, Ltd., after occupying that post
for two years.
He will organize a
new exchange company to handle in-

dependent productions

in

pervisor

T.

for

McCabe
First

is

Canada.

mond.

No

foils.

Holdin'

Of Lester Adler. To Flarold Lloyd. Uncanny. Good thing
Hal Roach to know. 'Cause if anything ever happens. To
Harold. Mebbe Lester might take his place. He's almost an

actor.

He

Buxy's kiddies late. Gittin' to Albany. F'r th' convenshun.
So they wired their dad. They were detained in Wash'nt'n.
"Tied tip with the President," said th' wire. Which tickled Bux.
Plus Mrs. Bux. So much. They didn't try to sell one picshure
day.

F'r

W.

J.

appointed Toronto
one will succeed Drum-

Famous.

LOWE
Only
th'

difT'rence

one

letter.

Ten 'Eyck marked Monty

AN'

at

Albany

late

he made
point
a
which may be regarded as significant.
By many it is so regarded, and
is expected to have an important bearing when Will H. Hays enters the
industry early next month.
J'hursday

night

During the course of
of

his address
incidentally, is one
of organizers of the

Loew (who,

Mr.

group

the

Ha}'s movement with producers and
distributors) said that he was awaiting the day when Hays would sit on
one sde of the table and James J.
Walker, counsel for the National M.
P. T. O.
would face him from the
opposite side, and work out the va-

A

rious
exist

,

difficulties

a'id

between the

problems th:it
important

two

branches of the industry.
This is the first statement of record regarding this very important
matter.
Walker, as counsel for the
exliibitor
body, has established a
strong record through the country,
(Continued on Page 2)

Warner's Secure "Brass"

The

picture rights to "Brass," one

of the
of the

most widely discussed novels
year, have been secured by

Warner Bros. Production will start
soon under the guidance of Harry
Rapf,
who produced "Schooldays"
and "Why Girls Leave Home." VVil-

ham Nigh

will direct.

"Brass" deals with the divorce
problem and is one of the strongest
novels on that subject ever printed
in this co'intrv.

Color Films for Araer. Releasing
C. Lang Cobb, general sales manager of Artcolor Pictures Co., Inc.,
has closed a distributing deal with
-American Releasing. Artcolor makes
short reels in colors.

As

(Continued on page 3)

bein' in th'

Watervliet,
N.
Y.— Charles L.
O'Reilly and Sam Berman of the M.
P. T. O. appeared before the city
council on Friday on behalf of Sunday shows.
16

LOVE

But when that room
I^ove.

banquet

exhibitors'

Want Sunday Shows in WatervHet
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

sold fillum onct.

TIED UP

Reed has been
manager.

kiddies as

RESEMBLANCE

Canadian su-

National.

With

up exhibitors. Fr'm what was dropped. By Jimmy Walker.
At Albany. Som'body's gonna get in trouble. An' mebbe it'll
be. Some of them Children Society peepul.
Anybody who'll use a kid. Who wants to go. To th' picAs' a means of gettin' graft. Would take th' scales
shures.
off a dead fish.

th' nex't

Vincent

East Side.

f'r

Drummond Leaves First National
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto — W. J. Drummond has resigned as general

th'

ness as Good as in 1918
\Vlicn Marcus Loew addressed the

clerk.

room

At
occ'-

Releases

for

Next Season

Selznick will release 16 pictures
next season and not this, as stated.
Sam E. Morris says they will all be
specials.

—/Xl^

DAILY

Walker and Hays
(Continued from page

I

)

if he could be prevailed upon to
accept this work would without doubt
have the coiaplete confidence of ex-

and
Vol.

XIX

49

No.

PriceSCenIs

Monday, Feb. 20. 1922

Whether

can be acremains to be seen.
It
Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks, complished
would mean practically giving up his
Inc., Published Daily a! 71-73 West 44th St..
New York, N. V., bv WIU'S FILMS and political career as well as his law
FILM FOLKS. I.\'C
practice, and those who are aware of
Joseph Uannenberg, President and Editor;
his activities say that Walker can easAlicoate.
Treasurer
Business
W.
and
ManJ.
Cron, Advertismg Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post-offiee at Xevv York, X. Y., under
ager;

A.

J.

the aci

March

cii

3.

lS/"9

Terms

(.Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New Y'ork. $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00;
3 months, $3.00.
ForeiKn
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

Address

communications

all
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71-73

THE FILM

to

West 44tb St. Xew York.

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4531-4552-5558.
Calit'ornia
6411
HoUvwood
Hollywood.
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, SOS S.
Wabash Ave.

—
—

London Representative
Kinematograph
London. W. C.

W.

Weekly.
2.

A.

Williamson,

Long Acre,

85

—

Paris Representative
Le Film. 42, Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative Internationale
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), W^enzelsplatz.

—

hibitors.

make

ily

in

this

the neighborhood of $75,-

He
000 a year at his law practice.
has been supposed to receive $10,000
a year as counsel for the exhibitor
body.
It is barely possible, in view of a
remark he made while addressing the
state organization that same night,
that he may have some ideas on this
question.
He declared that it was
time "to turn our minds to constructive things.
To do something other
than fighting; to do something for the
box office. Let us ask the producer
come a little
make pictures a
to

closer: ask him
little better."

to

Loew's Advice
his address Loew said that
great cause for most of the poor
business experienced by exhibitors is
lliat they are not going after the business as they should.

During

Monday, February

On Broadway
— "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway — "Boomerang
Brooklyn Strand— Hope Hampton
"Star Dust."
Cameo — Irene Castle
"French
Heels."
—
Capitol "Cardigan."
—
Central "Foolish Wives."
—
Criterion "The Loves of Pharaoh."
Beginning Tuesday.
Loew's New York— Today-— "TheoTuesday— "By Right of Purchase."
"Back to Earth."
Wednesday — Agnes Ayres in "The
Lane That Had No Turning."
Thursday — Constance Binney
"Midni.ght."
Friday — Miss Du Pont
"The
Apollo

Bill."

in

in

Hifjh

Famous Players

....

81^

Low

Close
81

80j^

Not quoted

do pfd
*Cold\vyn

4^

Griffith

Locw's, Inc
Triangle

14K

4.K

"We

haven't

any right to expect
are having to-

more business than we

"I know that business
lie said.
better today than it was in 1915 and
1916.
It is almost as good as it was
in 1918 and 1919.
It isn't as good
as it was in 1920 and I doubt if it

Not quoted day,"
14

12-34

is

in

Golden Gallows."

"Strength

of

the Pines."

Saturday
in

— Katherine

"Her

MacDonald

Social Value."

— Ethel Clayton in
Rivoli— Gloria Swanson
band's Trademark."
Strand — Wesley Barry
Rialto

"Her

Own

Money."

in

"Her Hus-

in

"Penrod."

Next Week
—"Orphans
of the Storm."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand —Wesley Barry
"Penrod."
Cameo— Not yet determined.
—
Capitol "Grand Larceny."
—
Central "Foolish Wives."
—
Criterion "The Loves of Pharaoh."
Rialto^"Lovc's Boomerang."
Rivoli — Wallace
Reid
in
"The
Apollo

in

Cincinnati branch with H. T.

den as

—

of the

Sees Improvement in Northwest
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
G. G. \[axey of First National reports on his
return
from

is

appearing

per share.

What am

I offered.

G. L. Barrows,

213

Water

St.,

New York

Pliune— Beekman

9091

SERVICB

—

publicity representative.

Stickelmaier are the owners.

Buys
(Special

Gilroy, Cal.
to

House

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Francisco M. L. Markovitz,
of the Strand, has purchased
Orpheum at the Gilroy.

San

owner

Buys Second House in The Dalles
After Balboa Plant, Injunction
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sought
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Dalles, Ore.— W. T. Styles,
owner of the Grand, has bought the
Long Beach, Cal. J. E. Logan and
Casino from Thos. M. Watkins, mak- E. F. Thorine are endeavoring to
ing The Dalles a "one-man" town.
purchase the Balboa studio, which has

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

—

the hands of a receiver for
the
the
plant, are seeking an injunction to
prevent the transfer.

been

Watt

L.

vertising

Parker has been made ad-

manager

for Selznick.

f^dux^aZUnx^ (fh^tuA^y

in

Attorneys for
some months.
Horkheimer estate, which erected

Bufifalo
(Special

—

to

Men Under Arrest
THE FILM DAILY)

Dave Levy, sales manand George Williams, salesman, connected with the Niagara
Pictures, have been arrested, charged
Buffalo

ager,
THE

SPICC

OP THE PUOGHA.M"

Reg U. S

Pat. Off.

in

Five shares Film Developing
Corporation stock par $100.00

Loughborough Sets French Cross
East Peoria House Opens
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany James M. Loughborough,
East
Peoria,
Bluebird
111.— The
manager of the Pathe exchange, has has opened. (I. W. Bedell and H.

been awarded the Cross of the Cl^eLoup;liborvalier by Marshal Foch.
Butte, where he opened a new office ough served with the 305th Infantry
with C. W. Koerner as manager, that of the 77th Division in France and
conditions throughout Eastern Wash- accompanied Marshal Foch on his
ington and Montana are improving recent tour of the United States as
daiiv.

Ivor NovfUo, wb.o

"The Bohemian Girl" which Harley
Knoles is making for Alliance in
London intend-, coming to America

Kentucky.

Snow-

;i-;sistar,t.

Levee Transferred
R. Levee, who has been handling
non-theatrical department at the
New York exchange of Famous Players, has been transferred to Chicago.
J.
tlie

—

Cincinnati George
E.
Raywood
John Seifert. for- in has gone." He then reiterated his
Mia v. Valley well-known idea that an exhibitor has been appointed manager of the
picture tliat he Theater
a
Supply
Co.,
which has
I'.-cl i!iior>
.League and manager of must not push
the Rialto and Ideal in Dayton, O., knows isn't "there" or else the public recently been made the distributors
of Power Projectors for Ohio and
ha.'be"n appointed manager of the will not believe him.
office.

pre.-^'de'it

April 16!!!

in

.

mer

IS

OVER

'

Not quoted
World
Not quoted
Quotations by Harry Content & Co. ever again will be.
World's Champion" (tentative).
"The exhibitor must make up his
Two New Gunning Managers
mind that the war times are over and Strand-Richard Barthelmess in "The
Seventh D?.v.'
A number of changes and additions curtail his expenses. He must make
in tlie organization of Wid Gun.Tiiig, up his mind to go after business. The
Raywood Theater Supply Manager
day of the exbibitor sitting in his
inc., !',ive been made.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
M. 7. Tobias is now in charce of theater and hoping people will come
the Chicago

LENT

dora.''

tlie

Quotations

20, 1922

with the theft of
valued at $2,000.

films

said

to

be

Is
w

Man or Woman
//

YOUR BEST FRIEND?

A

THE
Monday, February

sJJB^DAILY

1922

20,

Down

Want Prices

(Continued from page

the

exhibitors of Illinois
action for relief
om present exorbitant film prices,
hat exchange would you prefer to
during
dates
jstpone giving play
Mark cross
ebruary and March?
() in column No. 3 opposite this
xhanse.
In case

some

;cide to take

(O) in column No. 4
exchange you would prefer
give the bulk of your playing dates
iring February and March providy price reductions were agreed tc.
What exchange whose service you
would you prefer
:t not now using

Mark

(Continued from page

Marcus Loew.

pied by

With

long.
All ol
die young.

They

marks

1

We

exhibitors

the

that

realize

must have immediate

iinois

of

relief

lim the present
high film prices,
iiich in many cases were contracted
in prosperous times.
February, the poorest month of the
;ir,
is
here Lent is coming
lited front will keep man}' theaters

—

between now and

Jim bankruptcy
ring.

questionnaire

This

confidential

sictly

will

be

kept

by the commit-

Suckno.

Of

You

be kept informed of the

will

Motion Picture Theater
(Signed) Committee of Thirty,

Ilhnois

Owners.
fhe Red Card mentioned reads:
No. 343a

j
|,is

y

!e
'

member

Motion PicTheater Owners, and is entitled
of Illinois

the film price reduction as

hween the exchange and the
Utee of Thirty

agreed

Com-

/itagraph Gets "Gjrpsy Passion"
/itagraph
has acquired "Gypsy
Ission" a French production, based
(
"Miarka" for United States and
(nada.
is the second foreign picture
Vitagraph, the first being "The

This
i

5:ik's

.

Wife."

Takes
^rgo,

o:r

the

to

III.

111.,

THE SOLID SOUTH

Rhodes?

Starred in "Smilin' Bill" Parsons'
comedies. Yep. That's her. Well, Billy wants a divorce. An'
whaccha think's th' reason? Says her hubby is stealin' her private stock. Of hooch.
That's reason enuf?. To kill him.
Billy

AL DENIES
Who

him.

sez he's buyin' at that figger.
R-C. Sez. In

But Charley Rogers.
he hears.

Famous

—Jos.

Lerner has taken
at Le-

tnt, 111.

Wash.
to THE FILM DAILY)
Wash. The Liberty has

Juys Theater in Cheney,
(Special

—

3n bought by
Chase a

"U"

(Special to

sellin'

th'

week's

The
the

S.

same breath.
F'r only $35.

reels.

Lynch

A.

FILMS,

circuit

output

entire

lanta's

Al Moritz. Bufif'lo manager. Famous. Denies report. An'
defies allegat'n.
That their men. Are sellin' a week's entire
supply. F'r fifty-two bucko's. Dares that exhibitor. T'u face

INC., with
Million

has booked

SACRED

of

run

first

Dollar

at

At-

HOWARD

THEATRE.

That
So

SIXTEEN SPECIALS
Comin' from Elljay.
straw. Showin' th' way.

Wm.

C ard.

District

Manager

THE FILM DAILY)

Juffalo—M. A. Chase, manaafcr
the Universal exchange for several
YTs, has been appointed Eastern
listen manager, with supervision

Next season. No more. Which is a
Th' wind's blowin'. 'Cause what he's
Famous'U only have about 65. An' th'

doin' others'U be doin'.
rest in proportion. So there's liable t'u be.

An' mebbe

shures.
Nex' season.
ain't so rich. F'r this

earlier.

A

scarcity,

'Cause

th'

Of

Burbank,

Calif.

pic-

outlook

summer.

GOODBYE, RAZOR
BLADES,

WET COTTON

"CHEATERS"
That's what Dave Barrist calls 'em. An' up in Albany.
They called 'em "leeches." Referrin' to th' distributors. Of
picshures. Released to cash in. On some big picshure.
Bein'
released reputably.
That's what they are. An' there ain't no room. F'r 'em.
that's

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.

OTT SALES

WHO'S KICKIN'?
There's a six by eight town. Outside Chicago. Called Hollywood. An' th' good peepul out there. Or some of 'em. Want
'Cause what's bein' printed. Of
th' name of th' town changed.

Hollywood. Out in Californy.
Oh, go on. Change th' name
about it? Mebbe it'll give an idee.

Who's worryin'
of th' town.
T'u Paris, Kentucky, too.

IMPROVIN'
"Every year th' exhibitors' organization
becomes better. I've been watchin' 'em many years. I remember th' time when to wear a dress suit. At a convenshun. Was
to be disgraced. Where they argufied. An' resoluted. An' did
Sez Marcus Loew"

Today

:

They

are real organizations.

3

nothin' else.

3r the Buffalo, Pittsburg, Detroit,
tvelad, Indianapolis and (Cincinnati
thanges.
Chase will make hit
^dquarters in Buffalo.

That's because better men are constantly comin' into the business. Because there is a better understanding. I will be happy
when th' e.xhibitors are organized 100 per cent. Then th' producers will have to organize. An' then we will get somewhere
DANNY.
definitel}-.
\\'tih all uur problems."

it's diflferent.

Price, $1

CO., 522 5th Ave.,
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

all.

House

THE FILM DAILY)

Teden Opera House

Cheney,

UP
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
IS THE MUCILAGE

POOR BILLY
Remember

An'

Over Lemont,

(Special

GUMMIN'
THINGS

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Theater

'dress
ia

way

F'r th'

TALK
ABOUT

there.

Certifies

f,t

(

Albany exhibitor brigade.

th'

Says:

he hustled. At th' convenshun. He was here. An' there. An'
everywhere. Seemed t'u have four pair. Of legs. An' used
them all. All th' time. Besides. He was chief. Of th' Boy
Scouts. An' how they trembled. At his frown. But they were
a fine lot. An' deserve a lot of credit.
F'r th' way. They handled themselves.

t\

;nmittec's plan of action.

actors

DESERVES A MEDAL
Sam

!

—

"No wonder

don't git a chanct to sleep."

CUT COMIN'

secured,
S op-

Ciiy

Jdreis

Marctis didn't have trouble.
All th' female fans. Wanted
ringin' up Marcus. All night

So they say. Fr'm Eastman. F'r raw stock. Expected any
ol' day now.
Which'll make perducers happy.
Mebbe it's time. 'Cause that new tarilT. Reported goin' on.
Soon. Ain't gonna keep many dividends away. Fr'm Eastman.
Not so orful many, anyway.

No

Owner

leater

MADGE EVANS

1)

which made Marcus comment:

circle

give play dates to, provided satis-

Mebbe

An' then some.
So they kept

a capital T.
t'u talk t'u Monty.

iposite

prices
could
be
:tory
ark cro^s (X) in column
isite this exchange.

Now

Then an'

1)

m(B

THE

'e^m

DAILV

Timely Films,
the Supreme

—

has been sued

Hollywood Production is under
Court by Abe E. way on the sixth of the seven Jack
Siegel for $5,000 on the ground that White productions which with six
Siegel was hired Jan. 1, 1921, at $15,- Lloyd Hamilton pictures will make
000 a year as production manager up the year's series of Educationaland was discharged without cause on Mermaid comedies.
in

Sept. 8 last.

Roy Del Ruth,

An answer

has been

Supreme Court by

the

the
Rialto

in

filed

Newark

Co. admitting the payment
of $5,500 for five films and the refusal to accept seven more alleged to
The de1-ave been contracted for.
fendant contends that nothing is due
and wants the suit dismissed.
The Moredall Realty, Corp. as
owner of the Capitol, has been sued
in the Supreme Court by Sigmund A.
Tarler on a claim for $10,000 damages for breach of contract made with

Bevan-Mildred June company,
fined to his

Publishing Co. under
which the latter furnished programs

Priscilla

home with
Dean has

Lass O' Lowrie's"
is

scheduled

for

finished

"The

is

Henley

di-

Without Interest or Profit

by
comedy.

being

starred

Universal in a short reel
Craig Hutchmson is directing.

Two

Tarbel

in

Financial

completed pictures are now

the cutting

room

at

Universal City,

and had the right to "Kissed" and "The Way Back."
It is alsolicit advertising for them.
leged that the contract ran to Aug. 31
Lee Moran has just finished "The
last but was cancelled by the defend- Rubber Neck".
ant in February last.
Jackie Coogan's new picture will
A judgment for $1,438 has been go out as "Trouble," and not "Lost
filed in the Supreme Court by Jo- and Found,' as announced.
seph W. Farnham against the Gibraltar Operating Co. and Sidney GarBaby Peggy has signed a three
rett on a note of the corporation sign- year
contract
with Julius
Stern,
ed by Arthur F. Beck as president president of Century Comedies.
and Claire Henlein, secretary.
William Hirshberg has purchased
Edwin Carewe of Hollywood was the Orchard, on North Ave., from
sued in the Supreme Court for $2 000 Sam Levine.
on a note given to Harry Cahane,
who assigned it to the Oceanic Mills.
Casson
Ferguson
making
is
Because Carewe is a non-resident of arrangements for a European trip.
tlie state an attachment was granted
against his property.
Fairbanks
John
is
the
proud
possessor of a big silver cup. John
The Tremont Film Laboratory won this cup in a golf tournament at
Corp. has filed an answer in the Su- the Flintridge Country Club, near
preme Court to a suit by John W. Pasadena, from a field of 64 players
Noble against Tremont, the Mari- and against a handicap of eight
time M. P. Co., Ltd., of Canada and strokes in the finals.
others in wh.ich Tremont alleges that
it
received certain
negatives
from

November
a

claim for

$404 for services.

GAUSMAN.
Oakland Plans Theater We«k
CSpccal to THE FILM DAILY)
Oakland, Cal. The week of Feb.
12-19 will be a "Go to Theater" week

—

Supreme Court

Justice Delehanty
has dismissed a suit of Dudley Murphy against the Community M. P.
Bureau for $2,500 for services at $500
a month.

here.

of

the
that

preme Court has decided
Vitagraph Company must pay
ment for $75 to William H.

Ten

few months

Million Dollars
of

Exhibitor's advanced payments

deposits

now

in

New

any share
that

Why
with

in the profits

interest

from the

iuse

money

run the film business

your money

and waste

its

earning power ?

My

Direct-Booking and
Profit Sharing Plan
sends back to

YOU

PROFITS
power of your money.

Foremost Hotel

the

lAKfWOOD HOTEL

a judg-

The

Gilson,

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00

The Appellate Term has dismissed
suit for $147 brought by Ernest
Stern against the Salient Films, Inc.,
on a check given by the defendant for

Special

Write

me

today for the deta

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

a

[nducements

titles for the film, "The Shadow," on
which the defendant stopped payment
on the ground that the titles were not

est

as represented.

ures.

Names Houie

—

i

Su-

an actor, for clothing and personal
effects he owned which were stolen
from a locker while he was employed
by Vitagraph.

Public

i

York City

which you receive neither

the earning
Largest and

last

dicate a staggering total of approximat

IN
Lakewood's

The Appellate Term

statements of film compar

published within the

for the Capitol

Wallace McDonald last
and is holding them on

Money

of Exhibitor

Universal.
It
release as a Uniat

rected.

Roy Atwell

Millions

con-

is

a severe cold.

Hobart

versal-Jewel.

Ten

director of the Billy

Theater

the

20, 19:

«

Coast Brevities

In the Courts
Inc.,

Monday, February

Philadelphia A nrize contest wat
held here which resulted in the new
Nixon-Nirdlinger theater at Glenside being named Nixon's Glcnside.
Over 400 names were sug^rested.

Conventions.
Service.

Parties, Clubs and
to
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ball-

Unusucil Entertainment FeatAthletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

room.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.
phone Lakewood

For reservations
505
Booking Office Barclay 7940

or N. Y.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

—

7Ao brAdstreet

o/ FILHDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XIX

Vol.

Tuesday, February

No. 50

Big Confab
National Executive Committee

iFirst

Now Here — Coast Group Due

in Thursday
The executive committee

i

of

Rachmann Heads EFA
Succeeds Carl Bratz New Board of
Directors — Jacob Karol Out of
Company
Special

I,

As-

First
National opened a
of conferences yesterday at the
Those who are here are
..lie office.
^Robert Lieber, A. H. Blank, Moe
(Mark, Harry O. Schwalbe, Nathan H.
^Gordon and Sam Katz.

'<.ii-iated
s

.

On

to

THE FILM UAlLVj

—

Berlin
Samuel Rachmann has
succeeilcd Carl Bratz as president of
Bratz
tile European h^ilm Alliance.
was formerly one of the important
figures in the U. F. A.. l)efore .Adolpli
Zukor formed the E. I'. .-\.
The £. F. A. lias gone througli a
following
reorganization
with
the

Thursday, the group that left
,the coast is expected to partake in the
conferences.
They include Joseph changes. J. Werthaucr, who under
M. Schenck, producer of the Tal- the old scheme of tilings was in
Jmadge pictures. Felix Feist, J. D. charge of the business end of tlie corlegal
Williams, Mack Sennett, Thomas H. poration, is now acting in
matters.
The new board of direct'jince and James R. Grainger.
ors is composed of John C. Graham
It is understood that the appointof a new sales manager may of the English Paramount organizaa come up at the sessions.
An- tion, Al Kaufman, Ike Blnnienthal
lien Blumpther question that may arise is one and .Samuel Raclniiann.
'involving the handling of the Ince enthal and Ralpli Kolm are now iiere.
Karol.
former
¥..
F.
A.
Sennett product, while a third Jacob
I

t

-

be possible revisions in certain
(Continued on Page 2;

"Foolish Wives" Goes to Capitol
"Foolish Wives" is in its last week

I

director, is out of tlie organization
complctel)'.
It is said that it is as a
lesult of this that Karol intends going
to
York to market his Maciste
films which might have gone tiirough
the E.
A. and tlie American
F.

New

21,

1922

Price 5 Cents

Tomorrow

being

Fox

WashingSaid

ton's Birthday and a legal holidav. there will be no issue of

THE FILM DAILY

Be

to

Chain

pub-

in

Deal?

in

Negotiating

Canada

for

— Famous

Allen
Re-

ported in Deal Recently
Toronto Despite reports circulated liere that Famous Players had

—

lished.

practically closed negotiations to take
Davies Here
"Honest Tom" Davies, well-known over the Allen chain of theaters in
Canada, it is now said that William
Eno;lisli film man is in New York.

Tom

Fox may secure the Allen

string.

Zukor Seeks Further Economy
It was impossible to confirm this
Los .\ngeles A statement from report at the Fox offices yesterday.
.Adolph Zukor attributes his trip here
to liringing about "a better economic
An important official of Famous
condition in the production of Para- Players pointed out
yesterday that no
mount pictures."
one in the home office had ever con-

—

German Ban
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London The Film Renter says
Talk

firmed the report that the Allen
chain
would be taken over by

of Lifting

—

it

Famous.
According

to a
man thoroughly
conversant with conditions in Canada, the Aliens control the Canadian
and Portsmouth are in favor of lifting r'ghts for Goldwyn, Hcdkiijirn
.and
the ban on German films. The Lon- Educational; also having
the First
don branch favors the removal.
National franchise for Western Can-

understands all of the branches of the
C.E. A., with the exception of Leeds

Sidney Chaplin
(Special to

To

Direct?

ada,

and

sub-franchises

(Continued on

THE FILM DAILY)

pa.ee

for

practi-

2)

—

It opens at the CapCase Opens
Los Angeles Production will start
March 5. The Central will be Famous Players organizations, if
within 10 days at the Chaplin studios
The
Wilkenning-Pickford
litigaKarol
still
directorate.
were
on the
closed Sunday and Monday and on
on the series of features starring tion carne to trial yesterday before
Tuesda}"Wild Honey," Priscilla
Purviance.
Sidney Chaplin Judge Joseph Mack in the U. S.
Elek J. Ludvigh, general legal Edna
Dean's new picture, opens there.
will probably direct.
District
Court.
Mrs.
Wilkenning
adviser of Famous Players, verified
was testifying when the case adournthe above dispatch.
Mr. Ludvigh is
Reviving Move in Virginia
F. P. Annual Meeting March 28
ed for the day.
Richmond. \"a. Although the Sen- tlie only director of the Hamilton
The
annual meeting of the stockUe last week voted to drop the cen- Theatrical Corp., of which tlie E. F. holders of Fainous Players will be
Saxe to Handle Warner
sorship measure by a vote of seven A. is a subsidiary, who is now in held on March 28. Price, Waterhouse
Sam
.Saxe has resigned as assistYork.
New
:o two, the House has decided to re& Co., auditors for the company, are ant sales manager of R-C Pictures to
iDpen the question.
now finishing the financial statement take over distribution of Warner
Urges Strong Attendance
for the year.
Bros.' output in Southern California.
Sydney S. Cohen in a statement
Earle to Make Four
He will make his headquarters in Los
issued
yesterday
urged
strong
attend\V. P. S. Earle, it is understood,
Barker May Make Another
Angeles, leaving for the coast today.
ance
the
forthcoming
Washington
at
DAILY)
FILM
THE
(Special
to
to make
four
productions
for
at the Central.
itol

—

^

;\merican
Releasing,
the first of
.vhich, as noted, will be "Destiny's
Isle.''

Ferdinand Finney

making the art

Earle

Loew's 28th Opening
Marcus Loew is preparing

is

titles.

opening of his new State
Italian Crisis Still

Rome — The

Grave

the Italian
ilm industry is still declared acute.
Receipts at the box office for the past
•xar
totaled
109.955,025
lire,
and
herefore the difficulty is not in that
lirection.
It is said banks have withIrawii their support because some of
heir film projects have not materialzed as expected.

|_

crisis

in

Ruggles Plans Comedies
Los

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—

W'esley Ruggles,
planning to present
is
brother Charles in a series of
oniedies to be known as the W^esley
jiuggles Prod.
They will probably
,'e made at United.
lie

director,

is

in

Los Angeles Reginald Barker has
completed "The Storm," and may
make another feature for Universal.

for the

Boston,

making his fourth in that city. The
date will probably be March 11 or
14th.
Loew is planning to bring an
aggregation of stars with him to the
opening.
This will make the 28th theater he
has opened in the past two years.
Baker to Make Science Reels
Howard Wheeler, general manager
Science Service, has entered into
contract with Tarkington Baker,
president of Visugraphic Pictures,
calling for the production, weekly,
of a series of short reels dealing in
Production is to
general science.
Some of the
begin immediately.
prominent men and women of science
will have personal supervision of the
making of the pictures.
of
a

(Special

—

convention.

Miss Clayton Has

No

Plans

Ethel
Clayton
stated
over the
telephone yesterday that she has no
Priscilla Dean has just finished a
Her
definite plans for the future.
picture, and is taking a short vacation.
Famous
Players,
as
contract
with
and
Marie Prevost, Frank Mayo
expired, although "Her
Gladys Walton are making personal noted, has
Own Money" and "The Cradle"
appearance tours.
Miss Clayton intends
await release.
returning to Los Angeles, but as j^et
May Split Eastman Stock
has set no definite date for her
.\t the annual meeting on April 4th,
departure.
She is at the Plaza.
of the Eastman Kodak Co., it is expected the stockholders will vote on
Loew in Boston Names Dividend
the proposal to split up the present
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
250.000 shares of common stock of
Boston Loew's Boston Theaters
$100 par value into new shares on the
Co. have resumed dividend payments
liasis of ten for one of no par value.
It is also planned to change the by- on the capital stock by declaring a
laws so that preferred stockholders payment of \% on the $25 par value
will be entitled to vote and that each stock, which will be paid May 15 to
holder of 10 shares of the new stock stockholders of record May 1. The
The dividend due to be paid last month
will also be entitled to one vote.
new stock has been traded in on a was suspended the latter part of 1921.
when issued basis on the curb m^^r- Last October the company paid 1%
and in July of last year 2%.
ket for some time.

—
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Quotations
High Low Close

Famous Plavers

81.)^

?,2y^

..

81 /^

Not quoted

do pfd

Goldwyn

4/,

4.>i

Not quoted

Griffith

14

13)^

14^^

Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.
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Big Confab

of their houses oit the cirThe Famous Plaj'ers interest

cally
Vol.

1

Tuesday, February

—

of the
tracts.

1

)

lerm? of the Talmadge con-

The Talmadge girls will go to
Palm Beach for a short vacation after
Regal Films, Ltd. The first named a two weeks' stay here and then redistributes
Paramount exclusively, turn to the coast to resume producwhile Regal handles Metro, Realart,

Robertson-Cole, Wid Gunning and a
number of independent releases. Recently the Selznick prodiict was acquired by the Famous Players interests for Canada,
which,
combined
with the other output, offers a large
supply of productions for the Famous
Plapers theaters, making them independent of other exchanges as far as
supply of suitable features is concerned.
In Toronto, considered one
of the best picture cities in Canada,
three vaudeville houses using features
are left for the
independents
but
Pantages is affiliated with the Famous
Players interests; Loew's is tied up
practically solid with
Famous and
Regal releases, and Shea's Hippodrome has been partial to westerns
and exciting melodrainas. In Winnipeg only one first runt theater is
available to the independents; the
only remaining circuits operating independently in the Dominion are W.
P. Nichols in Vancouver and F. G.
Spencer in the Maritime Provinces.

Make Five
THE FILM DAILY)

Clark to
(Special

two exchanges
FamousLasky Film Service, Ltd., and the

operate

21, 1922

tion.

to

—

London George Clark Prod, wi
produce the following this yeai
"Testimony." "The Persisted
Lovers," "Boy Woodburn," "Fi
Farm" and "The Maid of the SiK
Sea." Guy Newall will produce theand appear in them, together witli I\
Duke.
i

According to a statement Issued
Scenarists Meet Next Week
by Sydne>- S. Cohen, the
The New York Photodramatopen market phase of the First Na- Club will
hold its anniversary banqu
tional sales plan
under fire in
is
at The Cecil, a week from tonigNorthern California where a com.\mong the speakers who will attc
ycsterda)-

mittee of 30 exhibitors has retained
f-dgar Leve\-, a San Francisco attorney, to investigate the franchise
situation with a view to securing a
return of their money from Turner &
Dahnken, the statement says, "ostensibly for stock in First National

of California."

The statement

gives the following
exhibitors as being interested in the
meeting at which the opposition was

organized:
Joseph Bauer, E.

J. Arkush, R. A.
McNeil, Godfrey and Sack, Nasser
Bros., Otto Roeder, R. M. Ford, H.
Eschelbach, Maurice Klein, H. Herzog, Levy and Karski and Bert Le\e>- of San Francisco, and C. C. Griffin,
Beach and Krahn, Satn Perlin,
H. Y. Herond. P. R. Henderson of
Oakland, and Lewis and Byrd, HandSeek Amendment in Maryland
ford and C. C. Howell of Porterville.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
First National had no comment to
Annapolis A hearing will be held make on the Cohen statement.
before the judiciary committee this
morning on a bill which would change
Studio Company Incorporates
the name of

are; Oliver Lippincott,

W. W.

Youii

Cohen. Senator James
Walker. Phillip Bartholomae, Robei
C. Bruce and Rita Weiman.
Sydne)-

S.

USE GENUINE PHOTOGRAPH
PUBLICITY OR SALES HELP
One to a million any size 24 hou
delivery.
Perfect
work.
Sampl
order, send any photo and $3.00 fo
25' 8 x 10s.
F.

M.

BARBEAU REPROS
Oswego, N. Y.

—

Maryland Board of
(Special to THR FILM DAILY)
Maryland State Board
The following report has been re- of Review and also make some minor
Sacramento, Cal. The Pickfordceived at the National Association changes.
Fairbanks Studios Co., filed articles
J. H. Beaver, president of
from R. A. Lundquist, Chief of the the Exchangemen's Asso. of Wash- of incorporation. The company has

To Film

the

Italian History

Specialties Division
of Commerce.

ment

by W.
American Consul

of

the Departreport was

The

Roderick

prepared

Censors

Color Organ at RivoH

An

His Time," and has been produced
Houses,
expense.
considerable
bridges and churches of
palaces,
Dante' Florence have been reproduced in cement. The company inat

with

and

literary episodes,

and

the

life

of

Marco

interesting feature at the Rivoli
is the clavilux or color orcran. an invention of Thomas Wilfred, which was first shown at the
Neighborhood Guild. The device is
operated bv keys which control a
ood of light upon screens and at the
Rivoli is shown in conjunction with
three short musical selections.
A
nuniber of newsoaner critics
have
praised the invention highlv in reliewine the Rivoli proeram. some of
them stressing it more so than the
feature.

(Special

est

has been

1'^th,

o--(M--i w^*-!

rosiT^-N,;.

— Consirlerable

"*h

^t.

St..

N.

]VfMrriic

I-'..

on 9'h St
n.id

the

Royal

Lentz hii
from C. D.

P.

Stewart.

— Jack

Augusta,
Kan,.
has re-opened the

Isis,

Johnstone
which hat

m dF

]i idiiitfif'Q

Ofii

J

repairs.

•

the 'Marvlnn^l on
111? I'th

W.

Monica Blvd
use.

Is

^ur Enemy

//

til,.

Pir'

-

D

recentiv P'irchased the Tes<:»
TTamnton
stnd'o
7100
at
Santn

Pat. Off.

—W.

Forakcr,

Douelas Fairbanks and Marv

S

the

inter-

TcN^.i,-.

for'l

r

Kans.

aroused here over the

bv Harry M. Crandall: the
•^nlumbia on V "st KAt^vopn 11 th nnd

Retr

Seneca,

purchased

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Washington

'^nerated

(fictuAE)

—

Syracuse. Kans. C. F. Garwood
has sold the Isis to V. H. Goodrick.

Five Theaters Closed

action of the District Commissioners
Lombard warrior and
This film will be in closing five motion picture theamediaeval times.
completed in June. Later, Florentine ters because of cither faiiltv conlife in the time of Boccaccio will be
struction or fire hazards. The h'->pses
filmed.
closed are thf^ Mctroi^oHtan oii F St..

f~^dM^:-citixrrtcd

)©©(g(

Kansas Theaters Change Hands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

undergone

is

Visconti, a
leader
of

capital

week

this

tends to confine production to Italian

preparing for a picture dealing

stock of $250,000, and has
following directors.
John Fairbanks. Robert Fairbanks. Charlotte
Pickford Smith. Jack Pickford and
lohn (^. Mott.

a

the

Dorsey,

—

now

—

ington, will be here.

at Florence, Italy.

Vision!
Anonima
Societa
The
V. I. S.— (ComItaliana Storiche
pany for Italian Historic Episodes),
has established at Florence a studio
on a large scale. The company owns
31 acres of land there.
Work on the first film was begun
in June and finished a few weeks ago.
It is entitled "Dante in the Life of

historic

to the

Hollywood

for

their

BEST FRIEND?

—
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Newspaper Opinions
"Cardigan"

TRIBUNE —

—Amer.

Coming

Releasing

Capitol
The story abounds

Where
grand-

in

» * Paul Revere's ride was
iloquent titles.
It never seemed so
a thrilling incident, too.
William Collier, Jr., plays
real to us before.
is a fine and an ardMichael Cardigan.
Betty Carpenter gives a
ent young actor.
charming performance of Silver Heels and
looks much like Mae Murray all the time.
* * Is brilliantly unique,

Let

AMERICAN—*

patriotic and a worthy commemoration
of George Washington. *
Admirers of Robert Chambers will be able
to find no fault in this filming of what many
consider his greatest literary achievement.
finely

WORLD—

"Cardigan" should serve
N. Y.
supplement some of the school histories
which are said to minimize the achievements
of American patriots in the Revolution. * *
to

The Battles of Lexington and Concord are
vividly reproduced. * * * Paul Revere figures
largely in the story and there are some stirring scenes devoted to his midnight ride.
* * Colorful photoplay. * * *

HERALD—*

keCps the mere passive spectator so busy
catching his breath after each thrilling situation that he marvels at the recuperative power of the hero, which enables him to recover
from one crisis in jig time in order to plunge
The history in the piece has
into the next.
not been flung in with the art of a textbook.
*
It has been most decorously introduced. * *
TIMES However that may be, "Cardigan" will certainly be approved by those who
allege that the histories used today are not
'vigorously American. *^*" * In settings and
costumes the iiicture seems authentic, and,
of course, it is full of Colonials, Red Coats.
But it is not smooth
Indians and action.
It

—

in

has

excessively wordy and it
expressiveness.
The act-

continuity, it is
little pictorial

ing,

when not inadequate,

only moderately

is

TELEGRAPH— The
through a

marches haltingly
or less striking

•

pictures.

series

*

*

story

of

more

William Col-

Jr., is a type remarkably well suited to
the period and has a certain charm which
makes Cardigan an interesting young person.
The heroine is played by Betty Carpenter,
lier,

The picture will
pretty and natural.
he of interest to students of American history, to whom the correct rendering of the
times will compensate for a rather dull story,
* * Robert W. Chambers in his
ater books has written nothing more fascilating than his earlier novel, "Cardigan,"
lealing with the days when most folk wore
lomespun.
This story of the American Rev)lution has been given a fitting introduction
the screen by Messmore Kendall. * * »
POST * * * An interesting and wellicted
story of the
American Revolution.
kVilliam Collier, Jr., is featured as Michael
Tardigan, and he is a new star that will bear
vatching awhile rising above the horizon,
fie is
fact, very
a clever young man
in
oung, but clever. * * •
«ho

is

SUN—*

—

—

TELEGRAM —A

er this

week

is

visit to

the Capitol thea-

not merely entertaining.

It

educational as well.

s

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

The

his

know

us

Town

so

?

to stop?

that

THE

can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

Seeing "Penrod" at the Strand is a tar pleasanter way of
removing age and restoring youth than hobnobbing with monkey glands. The film is a
most refreshing glimpse of youthful emotions and escapades made delicious b\- one's
security

in

ipicture.

»

that after

fact

tlie

*

*

» * *

The

picture

all

is

a

Get Out
Your Pencils!

only a

it's

real

treat,

The more you

TIMES —

That it sometimes has the fun of
slap-stick comedy is not denied: that it occasionally,
very
occasionallj
comes close
enough to the true Tarkington conception to
bring a smile of appreciation is admitted but
in the main it is done-over hokum
of the
theater.

Booking and

.

;

more you

figure

my

Profit Sharing

will like

Direct

—the

Plan

it .

—

SUN Marshall Neilan has retained verj
enjoyably the incidents and much of the essence of Booth Tarkington's "Penrod" at
the Strand this week. • * * Xhe story moves
inconsequentially and yet divertingly.

*

*

There are no holes

*

Neilan's
Barry, the hu-

and best, with Wesley
freckle, in the titular role, is unwinding
right merrily this week at the Strand.
For
those who are looking for clean, wholesome
entertainment and who want to take a couple
of hours otF and sail back to boy and girl
land, the Strand is certainly the place this
week. It won't do at all for those who crave
soot,
Wes Barry is improving all the time
as far as acting and freckles are concerned,
* * *
latest

man

MAIL — It
and there
but there
perfluous,

in this

Plan be-

an A, B, C. proposition.

All

the cards are on the table because

it is

cause

EVENING WORLD— "Penrod,"

good.

MORNING

to

you going

FILM DAILY

He

of the birth

are

it is

an actual division of

between

profits

the real creator and the exhibitor.

The

extremely well done in spots,
are episodes which are interesting,
is a great deal that is entirely sumuch that is unworthy of Penrod.
of it is ridiculous.
Wesley Barry

creator doesn't get any profits

is

unless the exhibitor gets them.
the creator

and some
as Penrod and some of his associates are
much better cast, and it is in his handling
of them that Neilan did his best work on the

exhibitor

makes BIG

makes BIG

When

MONEY—the

MONEY.

film.

JOURNAL—

EVENING
Vou will chuckle
back into childhood at the Strand this week
chuckle and grin and go home with a bit
more patience for the constant upheavals
caused in your abode by a son. or a brother,
.

or

maybe

a neighbor's son,

GLOBE —

* * * Since the action plays unlimited tricks with children, l.ve stock and
slapstick, it was uproariously received by a

Your share of the

delighted audience.

Lillian Gish spoke before the conChelsea
of the
M. E.

gregation

profits

Church, 178th St. and Fort Washington Ave., on Sunday night in defense of the stage and screen.

Is

waiting for you

accuracy of its setting makes the picure important as well as interesting at this
ime.
William Collier, Jr.. is appealing in

orical

he title role.

GLOBE— But

for

all

this

the atmosphere

the times is lacking; it is quite evidently
motion picture.
Mixed into the historical
* *
etting is a sentimental story.

if
1

Write

me

today for details

"Penrod"— 1st National
Strand
•

HERALD— It

could hardly be called an
ispired or idyllic portrayal of youth and at
mes there are theatrical touches delibertely inserted by Marshall Neilan. •
But
remains a fairly faithful and enjoyable deiction
with occasional caricature of the
verage healthy boy, neither very good nor
fry bad, but quit* casual and impulsive.
* The treatment is episodic rather than
ramatic
that seems to be the trade mark
* This
all child stories on the screen. *
eilan feature is perhaps the best capturing
Tarkington's elusive charm imaginable on
le screen, and
there is an air of unstudied
ipetuosity about it that is enhanced by
esley Barry. * * »
>f.
Y.
"Penrod," whic'i Marlall
Neilan has placed into films at ihe
trand Theater, is a brightly titled, underandingly compiled series of boy i'ran':s.

—

'f

f

WORLD—

ii'i

Wesley Barry

ird to

1

in

the

title

part.

It

be funny, but generally succeeils.

tr'es

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THE

-;xi^tDAILY

!:«H7aps -:*«---

In the Courts

Incorporations

David G. Fischer, of 1540 Broadway, has been sued in the Supreme
Court for $31,454 alleged to be due
Edmund K. Fox on notes signed in
Washington, D. C.

\lbanv. N. Y. Chester E. Sawyer,
New York. Capital $10,000.
Inc..
Incorporators: C. E. Sawyer. A. L.
Pratchett and S. M. Kohn. Attorney.
C. Katzenstein, 115 Broadway.

—

—

The-

Albany, X. Y. Patchogue
judgment for $5,058 has
Capital
Patchogue.
Corp.,
atrical
the Supreme Court
D.
W.
Incorporators:
$125,000.
in
Inc.,
a
Pictures,
against Supreme
Attorney,
L. Cohen.
and
Fairservis.
suit of Charles G. Genne on a note.

A

default

been

in

filed

H.

The Appellate Division
Supreme Court has decided

the
of
that the
entitled to

Pathe Exchange, Inc., is
keep the partitions constructed by

it

building at 25 W. 45th St.,
which the Century Holding Co.
claimed when the Pathe Exchange
the

in

out.
The partitions were
at $9,500 and that landlord

moved
valued

contended that the partitions were
covered in the lease under the term
of "alterations, additions or improvements,"' which were to remain the
property of the landlord.

J.

Schofield, Patchogue.

Albany, N. Y.

— O.

and

I.

Brooklyn.
Incorporators: O. and N.
$20,000.
Schwartz and H. Tell. Attorney, F.
J. Knorr, Albany.

mcnt

Corp.,

$2,708 rent for part of the
ground floor of the building at 906
South Wabash Ave.. Chicago.

— New
New

\!bany. N. Y.

Chester The-

York.
ater
Corp.,
Incorporators: F.
$20,000.
Attorney,
M. Plager.
berg, 1480 Broadway.

for

Jo.seph F. Lee filed a default judgment for $1,500 in the City Court
against the American Cinema Corp.,
under a contract bj^ which he was
hired as general assistant at S250 a

week.

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Albany There will be a public
hearing today on the bill introduced
by Assemblyman Louis Cuvillier for

Law

the repeal of the Clayton-Lusk

^under which the Motion Picture Commission operates. The operators' bill
will also be given a hearing today.
Frederick

H.

Elliot,

and

A.

Capital

Rev.

Thomas Dixon

will

S.

—

porators: P. Phillips and M. RosenAttorney, C. M. Rosenthal,
thal.
1476 Broadwav.

Del.— Blue

Dover,

Ridge

M.

P.

Attorney, Corporation
America. Wilmington.

Co.

$500,000.
Trust Co. of

Del.
Capital

—

M.

P.

in

to

the bill.
In connection with

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.

— Poet's

liave
increased their
$1,000,000 to $1,500,000.

Photoplays
capital
from

Alcazar, Montreal, Burns
to

(.'Special

Hudson Bay Films
THE FILM DAILY)

After
(Special

—

particulars write

E.
110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

Wclsh-Pierson Expanding
(Special

London

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—Welsh-Pierson

as part of
Largest and Foremost Hotel

Lakewood's

expansion policy has engaged F.
Martin Thinrton to make a series of
productions, the first to be "A Sailor

lAKEWOOD tlOTU
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
The

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angele.s — An annual film pageant may soon be a reality in Los
.Angeles.

It

$35.00

negotiations will

Special

stars, so that six or
eight weeks will be spent in working
out the details.

Weekly
up Daily

$6.00

understood
that
be opened soon with

is

Week-End Rates

producers and

Parties.
Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment Feat.Athletic
and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor ami Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

to

Conventions.

Five shares Film Developing
Corporation stock par $100.00
per share. What am I offered.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

G. L. Barrows,

Water

St.,

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

New York

Call

latitude—^call

it

it

lofig

scale or

—
Eastman Positive

call

it g7~a(iati()7i

Film
Has

that pliable, reproductive sensi-

tiveness that responds to the quality

ot the negative

—

iancy in

every

—

that registers brillhighlight,

It carries

quality

through to the screen.
.

East//mil

regular a /id

Fi///i, botli

tinted base, is ide/itijiable tliroiigJj-^

out its entire length by
*
'

East/nan " " Kodak'

tJje jil/n

Son Buried

ot

detail

halftone or shadow.

Films, Ltd.

for Arthur S. Kirkpatrick, Jr.,
son of the vice-president and general
manager of Exceptional Pictures,
who died Saturday night of diabetes.
The child was three years old.

For

J.

the "legit," after having
Fox films for some weeks.

to

—

Funeral services were held yester-

Bergen Blvd. and
Equipped.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

to

—

Ontario Filmcraft, Ltd., has sent
the operators'
which would make all applicants cameramen on exploring expeditions
serve a six months' apprentice term to the Hudson Bay regions.
Until
before being licensed, Samuel Kaplan, recently, the company made the
Edgar T. Stewart, A. J. McCosker, Canadian Fox News and has also
of the operators' union; James T. specialized in aerial photography.
Holland, president of the N. Y. State
Kauffman, Selznick "G. M."
Federation of Labor; Sherifif Edward
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
H. Flynn of the Bronx, Peter J.
Brady, supervisor of the City RecToronto Phil Kauf?man has been
ord, and Judge Jeremiah Mahoney, appointed general manager of the
counsel for the union, will attend the Selznick Pictures Corp., Ltd., which
public hearing.
is
now releasing through Regal

day

STUDIO FOR RENT

Woods, Chicago, Back to "Legit"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago The Woods has gone

THE FILM DAILY)

bill

Kirkpatrick's

it

Pictures

$500,000 Capital Increase

will

opposition

but

set.

Bernard
$500,000.
Corp.
Levy, Arthur Levy and A. Allen
Attorney, Colonial
Lane, Brooklyn.
Charter Co.

appear for

Commission,

been

and

or in Wichita.

—

213

Chelsea

Montreal The Alcazar, one of the
Authors' League, which is coolder tiieaters here, was destroyed by
operating with the N. A. M. P. I.
fire, along with a number of stores,
The Real Estate Owners' Ass'n and
the loss being estimated at $250,000.
the Citizens' Union will argue for
The .'Mcazar catered to Frenchthe repeal of the measure.
Canadian patronage.
Defective wirSenator George H. Cobb and Joing was the reported cause.
seph Levenson, chairman and secretary of the

date

London Stoll Film will distribute
"The Sign on the Door" in England.

shown

next conventioi
place hav
will be cither her

its

No

(Special to

Albany, N. Y. Murray Phillips.
IncorCapital $5,000.
York.

the

attend the hearing

THE FILM DAILY)

—

O. will hold

shortly.

Koren, Tramp."
GoldPageant Planned on Coast

Lloyd

Willis will represent the National
Association- in Albany today.
The

to

T.

New

Dover

Censorship Hearing Today
(Special

Gets "Sign on Door"

Stoll
(Special

21, 1922

Kansas Confab Soon
Kans. The Kansas M. F

Salina,

its

Albany, N. Y.— George W. Wiley,
New York. Capital $10,000. Incorporators: P. M. Clark and J. TannenThe Robertson-Cole Distributing baum. Attornev, George M. Wilev,
Corp. has sued the Precision Machine 220 \V. 42nd St'
Co.

Walter Price Here
Walter Price of Niagara Pictures,
Buffalo, is in New York.

back
.A.museCapital

Tuesday, February

'

tlie

-uords

ste /idled in

margin.

Friedloeb Turns Exhibitor
(Special

Chicago
connected

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— H.

S. Friedloeb, formerly
with Pioneer and Universal, has been appointed manager

of the

Lyceum on

39th St.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

;9^^ftE(0CMIZED

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

Vol.

XIX

Thursday, February

No. 51

Many Bay

State Bills
Up— Number

Measure

Deposit

of

Other Statutes Hit Exhibitors
in Massachusetts

Deal With Warners

1922

23,

Price 5 Cents

Cole Going to Coast

Interesting Facts

R. S. Cole leaves for Calii'ornia to-

"Bobby" North to Take Over New morrow.
York Distribution Includes

—

of

Federated Franchise
To Film Hope Novel
understood a deal is under
Selznick
will
"Rupert of
film
whereby "Bobby" North, of the Hentzau," by Anthony Hope.
Boston There are eight distinct way
Apollo Trading Corp., will take over
listinct legislative actions pending in
the local Warner's Exchange and all
Industry Closed
.Massachusetts at the present time.
the product it handles as well as the
f^erhaps tlie most important is the
The
industry in general closed yesinterest of Warner Prod, in the Bufieposit hill which would make it
terday in observance of Washingfalo office.
The
is
to include
(Special

to

—

i

THE

It

FILir DAII,Y)

ompiilsory to hold all deposits in
riist and prevent their removal from
he state by the distributors.
The
neasure is similar to the one existing

'

and Senate Bill No. in New York on Saturday from Eng'0, which would make it compulsory
Josephine Lovett (Mrs. Robland.
'o use an automatic device on all proertson) returned last week.
ection machines of certain manuacture.
Now It's Syd in Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
In addition to all these, there is the
eferendum on the censorship bill
Los Angeles Local gossip now
ihich comes up in November for has it that Sydney Chaplin will again
ction.
appear in pictures and that he is

—

to

—

Bill in

Jersey

THE FILM DAILY)

Trenton A deposit bill similar to
ones existing in Missouri, Ne-

ie

New

raska.
York and several other
tates has been introduced
in
the
.egislature here.

Two
(Special

.\lban3'
uvillier
I

'icture

'

Hearings
to

in

Albany

THE FILM DAILY)

— The
bill

public hearing on the
to abolish the Motion

Commission broke up

iiesday afternoon.
No unusual de•lelopmcnts occurred.
In connection with the McKee
.aerators' bill, both opponents and
ivocates agreed it shall apply to
;.aces of public assemblage only.
i

li

j

Bosworth

five-reeler

with

to

in "Scottish Chiefs"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

"star

sj'stem"

in

is

de-

Motion

pictures

growuig

are

Pictures are safer for developing minds than the run of newsstand fictiqn.

Bill

Booking

Going to Premiere

The

which

theater

picture

selects its entertainment carefully
is an influsnce for better citizenship.

These important facts are brought
out in the first compilation of answers
resulting from a world-wide survey
of
motion pictures conducted by
Thoinas H. Ince., from editors of
newspapers and magazines in every
part of the world where American
pictures are exhibited.
Ince, as noted, submitted a set of
30 questions to the editors of news-

papers and magazines in an effort
determine the public attitude
to

toward pictures and the public
action

to

various

He announced

types

of

repictures.

time the questhat he was addressing his queries to the editors of
newspapers and magazine because, of
all professions, the editor was most
closely
in
touch with the public
tionnaire

at the

was issued

himself

new

James

of the

M.

P.

which is registered
Messrs. McClellan and M^cCoy, of
bassador.
Confabs
(he Exhibitors Trade Review and Joe
FILM DAILY. National are plaimed.

series of 26.

Lynch Acquiring More Houses
Dannenberg of THE
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The feature was directed by Satn
Atlanta The Fairfax, at Miami, Bradley and S. Barrett McCormick M.

—

has been taken over by Southern
The deal was closed
Enterprises.
several days ago.

Dreka

Amusement

Co.,
Dreka in

from a story written by ^IcCormick.
The premiere will take place at the
.Allen, of which McCormick is managing director.
A special score has
been prepared by A. Spitalny, and
number of important Ohio exa
hibitors are expected to be present.
Preceding the showing there will be
a dinner and later a dance.
The New York party will have a
private car and will return on Mon-

operating the Princess and
DeLand, Fla., has been taken over
San Francisco William H. Clif- by Lynch Enterprises and it is rerd. scenario writer, has delivered ported that Patterson's house may
i;onipleted version of "Scottish also go over. The Odeon and Lucas
liiLis." which is to be produced with
of Savannah are being operated by
obart Bosworth.
The entire sets Savannah Enterprises, Inc.. another
'' 'le
erected at the Pacific studios. subsidiary of Southern Enterprises.
day.
(Special

The

in public popularity.

Several
propositions have been made looking toward the release of Universal
pictures in Great Britain. It will be
Smith's first duty to report on these
propositions.

.Arthur

the

The
.

a

late

I

more

a

is

taste.
Quite a delegation is scheduled to
(Continued on page 3)
as star.
leave here tomorrow night for the
premiere of "False Fronts" at ClevePrizma Plans 26
Those in
land Saturday midnight.
Ince, Sennett and Read Here
Prizma, Inc., has three new sub- the party include W. R. ("Doc")
Thomas
H. Ince arrived from Los
"Away
Dull
Care,"
jects for release,
Shallenberger of Arrow Film; Chas.
Angeles on Tuesday on his first visit
"Seeing the L^nseen" and "Nippon."
R. Rogers, of R-C Pictures; Joseph
Mrs. Ince is
Prizma's plans for 1922 include re- I. Schnitzer, of Equity; F. B. War- in about 18 months.
with
him
first Eastern trip in
on
her
inof
lease through the same group
ren of the American Releasing Corp.;
Ince intends seeing a
dependent distributors that handled Eddie Bonus, of Warner Bros.; a three years.
number
while here.
of
plays
W.
the product last year.
and
representative of Goldwyn,
Mack Sennett and J. Parker
Production Manager H. R. Le Roy .'X. Johnston of the M. P. News;
World. Read, Jr., came East in the party
is now completing the first eight of

planning

Deposit

the L^niversal and the Film
Offices of I>ondon expires.

public

picture

scent.

—

State.

Descent

in

censorship authority than
the censors themselves.

the

lass attractions,

(Special

The

in

efficient

deal

Federated franchise in this ter- ton's Birthdav.
ritory
and whatever other product
Kentucky Senate Passes
Warners are handling locally.

Behalf
—"Star

System"

is

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
As a result of the deal Warner
Louisville The Senate has passed
Bros, will concentrate on their proAs noted, a bill now pending would duction activities. They have planned the censorship bill which now goes
Prevent
the
circulation
any a number of features for next year, to the House.
of
Its
passage there
j)oIitical matter on the screen unless
among them to be "Brass," the seems favorable.
source is defined in the same rights to which they have just pur,'ts
inanner
demanded of newspapers chased. This will be a fall release.
Smith to Make Survey
ccepting political advertising.
Rags to
In May work on "From
\\. J. Smith, former I'niversal disThe other measures include a bill Riches" will he started by Harry trict manager of the Central Atlantic
lesigned to increase the power of the Rapt and William Nigh, with Wes- Division, will sail for
Europe on
ensors in Boston; House Bill No. ley Barry in the leading role.
Abe Tuesday on the .Aquitania on a per|11, which would not permit standing
for
Los Angeles sonal mission for
\Varner leaves
Laemmle.
Carl
oom in theaters; House Bill No. shortly on production matters.
"^ust before he left for Universal City
96, which would place a 5% tax on
Laemmle appointed Smith his perTOSS receipts; Senate Bill No. 15,
On the High Seas
sonal renresentative to make a sur,i-hich would preclude any admission
George Fitzmaurice, Ouida Ber- vey of Europe.
icreases for holiday shows or higher gere and John S. Robertson are due
On April 3nth the contract between

New York

In

By Survey Made
Thomas H. Ince

Disclosed

P. T. O. Officials

at

the

with

Am-

First

Going Abroad

C. A. Lick, of Ft. Smith, Ark., a
vice-president of the M. P. T. O. A.,
is going to Honolulu where he w-ill
look into exhibitor conditions and
report back to the national convention in May.
L. M. Rubens, of Joliet, 111., president of the M. P. T. O. of Illinois, has
gone to Europe to look over the
He will
foreign exhibitor situation.
also report to the Washington convention.

THE

DAILY
CSE£_££
Van

Ne\Y Canadian Moves
Several Units

Formed

in Dominion
in One

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— There

have been some
in
the
interesting
developments
LopyriK'it I<J22. Wid's Film and Film Folki, Canadian
Cosmopolitan Picfield.
Inc., Published Daily at 71 Ti West 44th St.. tures.
Ltd.. has been organized b}'
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
Harry Kaufifman with headquarters
FILM FOLKS. INC

VdI.XIXNoSI

Dannenberg,

Joseph

W.

J.

PriceSCenIs

Thursilay,Feb.23,1922

and

President

Editor;

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business

J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York. N; Y., under

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United
the act of

Blvd.

Chicago

3

12

SOS

Pictures. Ltd.
S.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,

—

London, W. C.

2.

—

Le Film. 42. Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral

—

Prague
Filmschau.
vakia). Wenzelsplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

tionale

Quotations
Flayers

....

SZVs

Sl-Ks

Close
81 K'

Not quoted

do pfd
*Goldw)'n

5

41/,

14

13

prices.

Alarket

closed

yesterday.

Lady Diana in "Dorothy Vernon"
London Lady Diana Manners will

—

next appear

Haddon

in

—The

Govern-

Canadian

of
Laval Photoplays. Ltd., as a chartered company, the capitalization being
$300,000.
The new company will
distribute and produce.

THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg — F. W. Crosbie is

for

Jawitz Makes Sales
Pictures
Jawitz
have sold the
following for New England
"Dante's Inferno" to Kline Distribut-

"Fountain
"Hypocrates" to

of

Youth"

1922

and

Brick Bros., and
"Thou Shalt Not Love," to Screenart
Pictures.

Victor

O'Brien

to

Times

succeeds

Kimberly as manager.

ing,

ment announces the organization

office,

Heerman
in

Glaney Prod, is making a second
of Nick Carter stories at the
Alexander Hall is
Estee Studios.

series
will direct

Eugene

"John Smith."

director-in-chief.

to

continue as Western sales manager
Stephenson Attractions.
of
companv include
releases
for this
"School Days." "Out of the Dust"

New

To The Independent Exchanges

"Doroth\" \'ernon of

Friedman Buys "Felix"

"BLAZE AWAY"

Series

Joseph Friedman, of the Celebrated
Players of Chicago, has closed for
"Felix" cartoons for
Illinois,
the
Indiana and W^isconsin.

"Why Not Marry?" Next
"Why Not Marry?" starring
Margery Wilson,

Hall.'

of National

is

the

Reg.

OF THE PKOGRAM"

U

S.

Pat

Off

of a series of Six

Boy'"

Guinn Williams

1922

of the popularity

will

blaze the

way during

and the drawing power

of this star.

the next release

Exchanges, Inc.

I

W. HUGHES CURRAN

THE CENSORS GO OUT
SPICE

first

Special Five Reel Productions Featuring "Big

direction of all the

THE

:

14

Not quoted
Not quoted

World
Quotations by Harry Content & Co
Tuesday's

THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh Vitagraph

Bright

Not quoted and "Frivolous Wives."

Griffith

Loew's, luc
Triangle

Montreal

to

(Special

Low

HiiTh

Famous

(Special

Kimberly Leaves Vitagraph
(Si>ecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo J. E. Kimberly has resigned as manager of Vitagraph to
become associated with Fred M.
Zimmerman of Nu-Art Pictures as
executive manager. W. C. Anthony,
formerly assistant manager of the

—

is

States. Outside
York. $10.00 one year; 6
months, $3.00.
Foreign

—
Phone, Hollywood ICOJ.
Representative — Irving Mack,

April 16-23

episode of the

fifth

starts the

Century Prod., Ltd., has also been
organized here with a capital of
Subscribers should remit with order. $100 000.
$15.00.
"Camera Classics," a new
Address all communications to THE FILM series of scenics. have been brought
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St.. New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. out by Filmcraft, Ltd., and will be
Hollywood distributed by Canadian Educational
California
6411
Hollywood.
Greater New
months, $5.00;

of

the

1922

Bible series with him.

Queen St., East. The first re"Ten Nights in a Barroom."
Kauffman was formerly sales manager of Regal Films, Ltd. The new
company is capitalized at $50,000.
at

Man- lease

ager;

"Abraham,"

23,

Here

Pelt

Ernest O. Van Pelt, general manInc.,
of
ager
Films,
of
Sacred
Burbank, Cal., arrived in town yesterday from the coast.
He brought

Harry Kauffman
Toronto

Thursday, February

'WHEN

SACRED FILMS COME

supervise

"Big Boy" Williams

the
pro-(

ductions.

To be
IN

will

I

released monthly

commencing March

1st

!

Territories

now open

for negotiations.

SINGLE

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
REX BEACH

REEL
GEMS

STATE RIGHTS

COL. SELIG

HlLORENZO

KATHLYN WILLIAMS
WHEELER OAKMAN
"THE NE'ER-DO-WELL"
STATE RIGHTS SELLING
FAST
ROBT. W. PRIEST
THE FILM MARKET, Inc.
1482 B'WAY, NEW YORK

DISTRIBUTION BY

135
Burbank,

Calif.

INC.

WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY

"WE NEVEfS DISAPPOINT''

O0Hm¥rFlLM lABORAIORIES
PHONE
SVANT 5576

INCOCPOCATEO
2 20 WEST 42 liS STREET

NEWVORK

ALLAN A.IjOWNES
CEN.MGB.

THE
rhursday,

February

23,

Of the total number of answers 170
were either non-committal or gave
answers that were not in reply to the

Interesting Facts
(Continued from Page

survey

The

is

qualified success.
i;
j

1

)

announced

J^^

DAILY

1922

as

The response

an
to

questionnaire has been unanimous.
every instance keen interest and a

query.

Many of those who answered in
favor of the star qualified their statement with the word "unfortunately,"
and added that the story was rapidly
commanding greater attention.
To the question, "Do picturegoers
make a more efficient censorship authority than a politically controlled

have been reThe answers themselves.
aled.
wever, show a wide variance. Yet.
lile there are many sides presented
the same question and a variety of
The answers were:
Jswers and as many differences of committee?"
inion as there are types of human Yes, 245; No. 62; non-committal, 11.
Among other questions on which
iture, Ince believes that the results
the survey will make it possible the answers have been tabulated, and
know very definitely what the pub- the results, are the following:
"What has been the influence of the mowants in its motion picture entertion picture on home and community life durinment and education, and what the ing the
Favorable influence.
past ten years"
blic really thinks of motion pic- 490; unfavorable influence. 122; non-commitof

irit

cooperation

i

I

I

answers, 107.

tal

res.

One

of the
tablished by

most important

facts

"Does
of

truths

visualization
of

life

bring

of

wholesome

out

—

Los

president
Inc., is

Inspiration

of
here.

Savini

Buys Amalgamated Series
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Atlanta Savini Films, Inc., has
contracted for the series of Amalgamated Prod., which G. M. Anderson

making.

Pathe

News

issued a special on
scenes attending
the collapse of the Roma at Newport

showing

News on Tuesday morning. The
tures were
night.

shown on Broadwaj'

pic-

that

stories
of

_

CHARITY

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
FOR ALL

"Polish Dancer" in Chicago
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago "The
Polish
Dancer,"
starring Pola Negri, opens at the
Ziegfeld on Saturday for a week's run.
Jesse A. Levinsou is state righting
the picture.

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

Cibrario Ordered to Pay
The N. Y. World in a special cable
from London on Tuesday stated that

Entertainment Via the Radio
the "Naked Truth" dinner by a court decision in the suit of the
of the A. M. P. A. is held on March Russian Soviet Government against
25th, the "Wampas" or Western ad- Roberto Cibrario's credit at the bank,
vertisers' association will meet at the about $500, was declared Soviet propsame time and listen in by radio to ert}^ and was ordered by the court to
all the skits and sketches.
be turned over to the Soviet agents.

When

STATE RIGHTS

WOMEN MEN FORGET

WHY?
BOOKINGS

Featuring

of

MOLLY KING

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORPORATION

Directed by

JOHN

releases on an almost

UNPRECEDENTED SCALE

STAHL

M.

?

A

society drama of class, wonderful sets, an all-star
cast heacied by a beautiful Broadway star, directed by
a famous director.

WHY?
The

GO TO FRIENDS
FOR ADVICE
STRANGERS FOR
RELATIVES NOTHIN'

Pathe Issues Special

Tuesday

This production was the

Excellent Entertainment Provided by

"THE NIGHT RIDERS"
" HER STORY
"DAVID AND JONATHAN"

last

one released by the de-

UNITED PICTURES

CORP., but in many territories was never shown at all. So in some territories
it can be classed as a re-issue, while in others a new

funct

release.

'*

POSTERS, PHOTOS, ETC.
Write, wire or telephone

gives the answer.

ELMER

J.

Agent

Second National Pictures Corporation
140 West 42nd Street

Says:

Pictures,

(Special

is

MADGE EVANS

appreciation

the results of the finer things in minds that probably would
lestionnaire is the descent of the never be affected by any other agency?"
Favorable answers, 731; unfavorable, 23;
system"
which
has
Itar
been non-committal,
54.
erished at great expense by many
"Is the motion picture theater where pro'oducers since the early days of the ductions are carefully selected an influence
for better citizenship?"
Yes, 695; No, 42;
[Otion picture industry.
58.
While it has been more or less non-committal,
"Is the popularity of motion pictures injtablished during the last two years creasing in your community?"
Ves, 522;
-Vo, 152; non-committal, 103.
;at the public would accept big pic"Do you consider the present high stand|res without understanding stars, the
ard of screen drama more safe for minds in
lice
questionnaire is the first sys- progress of development than the run of
:matic effort that has been made fiction literature offered for sale on nevys
Yes. 376; No, 172; non-commitestablish beyond dispute the new stands?"
tal, 210.
ndency on the part of the public.
"Is the general complaint of the screen
To the question. "Does the public treatment of well known stories justified?"
[ant productions featuring star play- Yes, 386: No. 204; non-committal. 131.
"Will the motion picture find its great fiehl
or
's
productions featuring the in being 'purely a visualized creation or will
:ory?" 790 answers were received, it be an imitation of a known stage play or
Visualized
he result is a preference for storv novel, or historical incident?"
creation. 369; imitation. 124; non-committal.
i/er star by a margin of 368 to 252.
172.

Are Exchanges Reporting

Duell in Los Angeles
to THE FILM D.\ILY)
Angeles Charles H. Duell,

(Special

New York

City

130

West

46th Street

NEW

McGOVERN

for

Owner
Telephone 4761 Bryant

YORK,

N. Y.

THE

•^an

DAILY

Thursday, February

23,

1922

At Broadway Theaters

Thursday's Issue

Cameo
Tlie Canico orchcs'ra this wet-k plays "Andante Violin Concerto No. 4" as its overture.
The news reel is next and is followed by
Priest, who plays an organ solo, "When
Shall
We Meet Again." The comedy is
"Business Is Business." a Sunshine comedy.
Lyda Troubinina sings "Russian Folk Song"
and then the feature, Irene Castle in "French
Heels," goes on.
"Kamenoi-Ostrow" is the
organ number, which concludes the bill.

John

Capitol
program is at the C"ai:titol this week.
The f'rst number is an American cycle composed of three numbers. "Stars

An

,\11-Anierican

and Stripes," played by the orchestra; William Rol)yn, tenor, wlio sings "To a Wild
Rose," and "Cake Walk," a dance number.
The news reel is next and is followed by
Caroline Andrews, who sings "Lo, Hear the
Gentle Lark." acccmpanie<l by a flute ob".And
lif-'ato
played ly Daniel Maquarre.
Women Must Weep," the first of Robert C.
Bruce's Wilderness Tales, is next and then
comes an overture and series of tableaux
The
descriptive of the feature, "Cardigan."
organ solo is the final number.

The Big First Run

The Small Town
Exhibitor
All have a place in

my

Direct Bookin

and Profit Sharing Plan.
Criterion
Luigini's "Reverie" is the overture at the
Criterion where "The Loves of Pharaoh"
The picture is a
opened on Tuesday night.
long one and for that reason the only remaining number is "The Goat," a comedy.

Big and

that have piled
.V

the subject
Another of the Triof the Rialto overture.
art Prod., "The Young Painter," is the second
number and is followed by Gaston Du Bois.
cello virtuoso, who plays Faure's "Elegie."
Ethel Clayton in "Her Own Money" is the
feature and after that Betty Anderson, so-

prano,

sin.gs

"Bonnie

.\o.

the

Krigher

dances

advance

of

up

deposit

New York—an

in

Bessie.

'

earned them nothing not even interes
,

on

A

their

Big and

bill.

money.
little

to put their

Rivoli
\ ictorina

money has mad

is

Sweet

comedy number completes

—their

up the millions

Rialto
Beethoven's "I.enore

little

to

part

of

the

"Second Himgarian Rhapsody," w-hich opens
bill.
The pictorial is next and after
it
comes Clavilux Solo, the color organ cre-

profits

under

— they now have a chanc
money

my

to

work

earninj

plan.

the Rivoli

AL COHN
BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES
Representing the

Several selections
ated by Thomas Wilfred.
are played while Wilfred demonstrates his
new device. The feature is Gloria Swanson in

Ida
Susan
"Her Husband's Trademark."
Clough, soprano, sings "One Fleeting Hour''
and a comedy number finishes the perform-

Phone. Holly 3222

it

up:

Three actual

ance.

Foremost Authors

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD

Sum

Strand
iMarshall Xeilan's "Penrod" with Wesley
Barry is the Strand feature this week. Verdi's
"The Force of Destiny'' is the overture which
in
turn followed by the fourth of the
is

Great American Author series, "Henry WadsMadeleine MacGuigan.
Longfellow.''

worth

plays two selections. "The Zephyr"
The news weekly
and "Caprice Viennois."
tlu-n eoes on and is replaced by the prologue
to "Penrod" in which the male quartette
After the feature comes an organ solo.
sings.
violinist,

CREATORS

ing withfrne in the
tionTthat^ produced

same

work-

associa-

"The Miracle

Man" and "What Do Men Want?",
making twelve

And

pictures next year.

sharing the profits with ex-

"Ten Nights" Widely Sold
hibitors
Night.s in a Barroom" has
been .sold to S. H. Bunce for the

!

"Ten

Courtney Theater Co., for Northern
Xew York; WilHam Conn, Premier
Pictures Corp.: Charlotte, for North
and South Carohna; J. J. Goodstein,

IVrite

me today

for detail

.\rro\v Photoplays, Inc., for Colorado,

New

Mexico, W'yoniing, Utah, Mon-

tana. Idaho, Oregon, Washington and
Palmore
and
Honiand,
.\laska;
IJaltiniore. for Maryland. District of

Columbia and
\\'eiland.

Pittsburgh, for

and West

and Albert A.
Film Exchange,
Western Pennsylvania

X'irgiiiia,

Standard
\'irginia.

1540 Broadway, N.Y.C.
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"Main

Answers

Street"

—

Warner Bros. Expected
To Be Made for Release Next

secured by
,;

Season
"Main Street," by Sinclair Lewis,

I
!

adapted into a stage
has been secured by Warner
jBros.. according to a report, and will
as one of the big fea))t produced
ures for the coming season.
published
"Main
Street"
was
'ieveral years ago and .since then is
aid to have achieved a sale of trerecently

ind

;lay,

j

nendous

volume,

until

it

is

now

lassed as one of the "biggest sellers"
ill over
the country. The story deals
vith the experiences of an ambitious
ity girl who l^ecomes the wife of the
hief physician of a struggling prairie
own, and the entire volume deals
,vith her experiences, the types enountered, etc., until it has l^een
ermed by some critics to be the best
tory ever printed of the small town

1st

Ben Wilson Here

F. P.-L.

Nat'l Says "One Arabian Night"
Suit Was Brought on to Harass
Circuit Only

An answer

filed

in

the

Price 5 CeniM

Supreme

Court by Associated I-"irst National
and the owners of the Strand in the
injunction suit over the exhibition
here of "One Arabian Night" on the
ground that it is based on the film
"Sumurun," made in 1912 in Germany and now owned by the ElKvood
.\musement
Corp..
alleges
tliat
Famous Players instigated the litigation
to
harass
.Associated
h'irst

through
pique
because
Famous Players failed in its attempt
to get the rights to the Pola Negri
National

film.

The answer asserts that after
".Sumurun" was produced the story
and material were abandoned and

Ben Wilson

is

in

town from the

coast.

Zukor Expected Next Week
.Adolph Zukor is expected back
town from the coast next week.

in

Minnesota Meets April 11-12
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Minneapolis

—W.

A.

Steffes

issued a state convention
April 11-12 in Minneapolis.

Neilan's

for

Los

to

Next "Her Man"

THE FILM

-Angeles

remain

in

W^ashington

until after

new Postmaster-General is sworn
on March 4 at noon, and then will

the
in

for
New York. He will
immediately proceed to the new
offices secured on the second floor of
the (Guaranty Trust Bldg., at 5th
Ave. and 44th St., and will figuratively
speaking, roll up his shirt sleeves.

entrain

D.\1LY)
Neilan is
to make "Her Man" as the final picture under his present First National
'Special

Gets Set
Will H. Hays, who returned from
Miami on Thursday, will actively take
up his work in connection with the
industry on Monday, March 6.
He
will

has

call

Hays' Plans
Call for Trip to Coast Shortly After
New Organization Definitely

— Marshall

contract.

Then he
and

tell

doing.

newspaper men
about what he plans
that will be the begin-

will see the

them

And

all

ning of his three year period.
Griffith Expected in Buffalo
A few weeks after he is in charge
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that it was not registered in this
he will go to the Coast. There will
BufTalo— D. W. Griffith is ex- be
country or Canada.
The answer
no flying about here and there to
ife of America.
slates further that the Pola Negri pected in town Monday for the local appear in censorship fights throughHarry Rapf will have charge of version made by Universum in Ger- premiere of "Orphans of the Storm," out the country;
there will be no perhe production and William Nigh many differs from the original film, which will be shown at the Criterion sonal
appearance stuff. His ideas will
vill direct.
The production may be anyhow, but that after the original at $1 top, replacing "Foolish Wives," be set forth in the first statement
he
eady by next season.
rights to "Sumurun,' held by Nathan which has run for three week,s.
makes. That will tell the story.
Mary
Carr
is coming here for the
The Warners will have an am- Burkan.
were
abandoned.
and
There is some question at the
litious production program for the
Lafayette
Famous Players failed to get "One opening of the new
oming year. They will have W^esley Arabian Night" the concern was Square. "Thunderbolt," will be the moment as to the best name for the
Clayton P. Sheehan new organization. Some of the dislarry in "From Rags to Riches" and "vexed and disappointed," and caused opening feature.
is
planning
dinner
in
honor of tributors want to retain the title of
a
me other story; "Brass," recently the
Amusement
Ellwood
Corp.,
the "National Association" and others
cquired, "Main Street" and several which it owns, to buy the alleged Mrs. Carr.
favor a new name, such as "Motion
.ithers of lesser importance.
As be- abandoned rights, and to bring the
Picture Producers and Distributors."'
Tennessee Exhibitors Organize
ore noted, they will devote their en- injunction suit.
I

attention to production.

ire

(Special to

Pathe Year Almost Up
The fiscal year for Pathe ends on
'eb. 28th.
The annual meeting will

Pass the $200,000

The

local

change

is

Famous

Players

ex-

concentrating on bookings

of March 5
though the entire month
has been set aside as
for the

—

Mark

weeks

and

12, al-

THE FILM DAILY)

Nashville At a meeting held here,
the Tennessee Associated Theaters
was organized with a representation
of 52 theaters.
tentative consti-

A

Kent Expected Monday
Aydney R.
Kent of
Famous
Players, is expected back in town
from Los Angeles on Monday.

tution was adopted and temporary
of March
officers named to serve until the first
Paramount
Levee Leaves Today
New Series for Sameth
.\nniversary Month.
Over $200,000 general meeting in June.
M.
Levee, president of United
C.
C. S. Earnhardt, President ComThe temporary officers are C. A.
has been rolled up for these two
neicial Film Studios, St. Louis, has
McElravy,
of
Memphis,
president Studios, Inc., leaves for Hollywood
weeks.
Two teams one, the Zukor
today.
ontracted with J. J. Sameth of the
and one the Lasky team, are vying and secretary; S. H. Borisky, of
"orward Film Distributors.

fie

held in April.

he release

omedies.
leynolds.

12 two-reel
featuring
D.
of

Seven

Inc., for
situation

W.

Mc-

ew

Jersey.

2.059

to

its

credit

and

the

Lasky

team, 2,049.

Deals

Closed
Warner Bros., in the past few days
i
ave sold the following territories on
Your Best Friend," the new Vera
'Ordon feature: Specialty Film Co..
'alias for Texas, Arkansas and Okihoma: Skirboll Bros., Cleveland,
')r Ohio;
Warner's Exchange, Deoit for Michigan; Independent Filip
0., Philadelphia, East. Penn. South,"n
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryind,
Virginia
and the
District;
J/arner's Exchange, Los Angeles, for
Arizona, Nevada and California and
s/arners Exchange, New York for
reater New
York and Xorthern
,

with each other to secure the greater
of days. The Zukor team has

number

composed of 10 features as follows:
"The Fire Bride," "The Madness of
Love." "Foolish Monte Carlo"' "The
\'anipire,"
Phil
Blonde
"Alias
Kennedy." "The Bootleggers," "The
Love Nest," "Don't Blame Your
Children," "Mrs. Dane's Confession"
and "The Blue Mountain Mystery."

Barbian Here
visitor.

first

Harmon,

Kingsport, second vice

Barbian, of Akron, O.,

is

a

of

vice president, and

president.

Three

10 New Releases
Ricord Gradwell, managing director of Wid Guiming, Inc., yesterday
announced an "Entertainment Series"

C. A.

Chattanooga,

(Special

Grainger Back

James

Bills in
to

Columbia,
providing a

South Carolina

THE FILM DAILY)
S.

$5.

—

C.
The tax
per reel levy, is

bill,
still

resting in the Senate Finance Committee, after passing the House some
weeks ago, where there is also a substitute occupational tax bill acceptable
to
both advocates of
the
original
bill
and film representatives.
The luxury bill, providing a varying
sales tax from 3.3% to 6.69f of the
gross
receipts
which passed the
House, is now in the Finance Committee of the
Senate undergoing
hearings.
The censorship bill is
still on the Senate calendar, not having been called up for consideration.

R. Grainger, personal representative of Marshall
Neilan is
back from the coast.

Federal Censors Sought in Bill
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington
Representative
T.
Frank .\ppleby. Republican of New

—

Jersey,

has introduced a

bill

in

the

House whicii would create a Federal
M. P. Commission under supervision
Board of Education. The proposed body would have full powers
of a censoring board and at the same
time encourage further development
of the educational and recreational
of the

possibilities

of

films.

The measure

has been referred to the Committee
on Education.

THE
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DAILV
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Schenck Party Due Today
Joseph M. Schenck. the Talmadgc
Los Angeles Louis Burston plans sisters and Felix Feist are due in
productions featuring New York today at 2:40 P. M., from
series
of
a
Los Angeles. They are traveling via
Gareth Hughes and Bessie Love.
the Southern route.
Marjorie Daw with Fox
Burston Plans a Series

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Vol.

m
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Price 5 Cents

Copyrielit 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
West 44th St..
New York. N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and

FILM FOLKS,
Joseph

Dannenberg,

Entered! as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York. N. Y.. under
the act (if March 3, 1879.

Jay Gove,

( Postage
free) United States, Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months. $5.00;
3 months. $3.00.
Foreigii
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

of

all

DAfLY.
N. Y.

communications
71-73

West

'Phone:

44th

to

New

(Special

York.

Weekly.

A.
85

Williamson,
Acre,

Long

2.

Paris Representative
Clichy,

— Le

Film,

42.

Gentry

Rue de

—

European

To Produce
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— Houston

is

to

have

a

the

tionale

Horse

Brothers

and

Pony

.

Shows. Only two-reel comedies
be produced at first, it is stated.

will

..

Hin;h

Low

Close

82?.^

SOK93
AYi

80^

do pfd

3

Goldwyn

5

Loew's. Inc

Uy%

13^

Turned away

Who

to THE FILM DAILY)
Omaha —The stage is set and

the

over the validity of the Nebraska
anti-deposit law will probably be begun next month.
The attorneygeneral of Nebraska and county attorney for Douglas country have filed
an answer to the Goldwyn suit atiarking the law.
The suit will probably
come up before three Federal judges
some time in March. Film men in
Omaha are of the opinion that the
fight will lie one to a finish.

Tash Rejoins Filmcraft
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto Roy Tash has rejoined

13^

SAID

The

Melodrama

of

Seething Emotions
Called

The

Web

Ready For Release
In About Two Weeks

dal

All records will be

Broken

Now

Hardcastle in New Unit
Ted Hardcastle, Louis
Goodman and Jean Arsen, well

Winnipeg

—

this

week,

by

Nights in a Barroom

booking

ARROW

EXCHANGE!

729 Seventh Avenue.

the Critics

ABOUT

The

ME MY SON
heart interest and mother love picture with a

and we

If

you

you

will send

didn't read the reviews, write

copies.

The

picture with the

smiles and tears, but the picture that will bring only
smiles to the state right buyer and exhibitor.
big box office cleanup.

In

hoHdal

theatre.

being released bv Educational.

brand new twist.

A Momentous

bi

In the history of

"Ten

Filmstaff of Filmcraft, Ltd.
craft is producing "Camera Classics."
a new short-subject series, which is

GIVE
PREPARATION

\

in.

was the biggest

Prices

the

Did you see what

IN

bought tickets

And Wednesday with

Not quoted known in exchange circles in WestNot quoted ern Canada, have organized a com'Ouotations by Harry Content & Co
pany to produce topical pictures.

Off

peo

Tuesday was equally as

Triangle

S. Pat.

1377

But Couldn't get

World
Reg. U.

Amboy on Mondl«j

Perth

93

Not quoted

Griffith

Magnificent 1500 Strand Theat

—

Quotations
Famous Plavers

Shannon

Set for Anti-Desposit Fight
(Special

fight

Tiie "lot" will be located in
winter quarters of the Gentry

.Sliow

Representative
InternaFilmschau.
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

with

$300,000 producing company, according to tlie plans of Karl Hoblitzelle.
president of the Interstate Amusement Co.; L. R. Remy. manager of
the Goldwyn in Texas, and J. D.
Newman, general manager of the

Hollywood.
California
6411
Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

Kinematograph
Londoh. W. C.

to

Houston

V'anderbilt 4551-4552-5358.

—
—
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— W.

fortnerl)-

Hoblitzelle

THE FILM

St..

—

Realart.
is now a member of the sales department at First National.

Terms

Address

to

—

INC.

President and Editor;
Alicoate. Treasurer and Business ManJ.
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.

W
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Eastman Makes Refund
Los Angeles Marjorie Daw has
Washington George Eastman has
signed a contract with Fox to appear made a refund of $$182,770 to the
in "A Fool Tliere Was.''
Government on war contracts. The
money was turned over by Eastman
Gove With First National
voluntarilv.
(Special

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

&

Counihan

It is a

Full line of paper and

all

accessories.

NEW YORK and NORTHERN NEW JERSEY SOLD

GEORGE
ROOM

511,

H.

729

HAMILTON

SEVENTH

AVE.,

Inc.

NEW YORK

THE
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Col. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.,
Now

Asst. Secy, of the Navy, on seeing
''The Cave Girl/' said:

"It's

a corking g-ood picture.

in

to afford excitement for

it

and

all

thrills.

There are
all.

The

thrills

action

enough
is

swift

leads to a climax that adds suspense to the
I particularly admired the scenic effects."

THRILLS THRILLS THRILLS
-

A

drama

romance

of

-

youth

of the silent

and

gone

wild

trails

and rushing

a

waters enacted in midwinter in the natural

wonders

of the Yosemite Valley in midwinter.

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., present the sensa tional production based

by

THE

Guy

on the stage success

Bolton and George Middleton.

CAVE

I
T
J

*

I
I

GIRL
Released on the Open Market and Distributed
by Associated First National Pictures, Inc,

THE
Bsa

-eM^
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Chicago Notes
Chicago

— Phil

among Chicago
appointed

office

Solomon, a pioneer
men, has been

film

manager

of the

Wid

(jiinninsr's office here.

"Onr Mutual Friend' IS gomg to
Barbee's Theater for an indefinite
rim startins Siindav.
Louis
Equity,

Baum, sales manager of
was here "hobnobbing" Avith

the independent

A.

J.

Abrams,

director

the

of

what Abrams was here

changed

the
title
of
his
"Puritv" to "Innocence."

The Englewood,

WANTED
W.

46

St.,

N. Y. C.

DON'T LOSE SLEEP
Over Your Income Tax.
Income tax reports made and
filed by
Agnes M. Sullivan, C.P.A.
Motion Picture Accountancy

W. 42nd

25

St.

Suite 221

Longacre 8158

wlnich has been a

burlesque
house,
has
been
redecorated and announces a new policy
of pictures.
They opened with "Hail
The W'oman" and are following with
"Get RiclvQuick Wallingford" and
"Penrod."

For particulars write
E.
110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

Largest and Foremost Hotel

lAKfWOOO nOT[l
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

I

have come

not going to outsiders.
to

you!

Because— >OU
know all about this business
and you know all about me.

You

have paid advance deposits year
and year out and received nothing
return.

Now^ your money

operation because of the prevalence

partner.

of "flu."
It also was charged that
chairs were permitted in the aisles.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange
Right

Room

400, 1600

will

in

in

make you my

For three years, since I quit writing reviews I have been associated with real

CREATORS.
or

Distributor

Broadway

MY

JOB

HAS BEEN

the careful se-

lection of stories, the preparation of the

finished continuity, the all important editing of the

A FILM EDITOR
And

Subtitle

W

WELL KNOWN
recommended wants

Lakewood's

am

was closed by the Health Department
for failure to heed a warning that
ventilating apparatus must be kept in

Bergen Blvd. and
Equipped.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J.

I

The Homan, at 3346 W. 26th St.,
which is being managed by L. Brecka,

State

STUDIO FOR RENT

ACQUAINTED

picture

McGovern & Egler
130

are already

for.

Ben Judell from Minneapolis and
formerly manager of the Mutual office
in Chicago, is here looking for a site
to open an exchange.
Judell has

NEGATIVES

I

exchange men.

Synchronized Music Co., was here.
Synchronized has no distributor in
Chicago and it is reported that that
is

YOV and

riter

and highly
a moderate

salary from reliable individual
or concern.
Address Box B-23— Film Daily

vital

completed production and the

box-office point,

OF A MAIN

THE CHOICE

TITLE.

YOU

and the 'Creators and
myself are going to be partners.

This year

The

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Write today for

details

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

Parties, Clubs and
to
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in BallUnusual Entertainment Feat-

Inducements
Conventions.
est

Service.

•foom.

Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

ures.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.
phone Lakewood

505
For reservations
or N. y. Booking Office Barclay 79H0

1540 Broadway, N.Y.C.
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Wants Film Held

Up

Zukor Expected Monday
Zukor and Sydney

Helps

Sales

Price 5 Centi

journeying East together
John W. Noble Seeks Iniunction To Paramount Using Candy Tie-Up for
"Fool's Paradise" and Warner
from Hollywood. They are due in
Prevent Removal of "Big TimBros, for "School Days"
.\loiula\'.
ber" Negative
What the Paramount office thinks
John W. Noble has filed an applicaBrinch Back From Long Trip
is one of the most important tie-ups
ftion in the Supreme Court to restrain
P. N. Brinch, general manager of
Motion Picture Co., it has ever perfected, is that put over
the Maritime
the Hodkinson Corp., returned on
Ltd., of Canada, and the Tremont in connection with "Fool's Paradise."
Tiio
publicity
department
has Thursday from a two months' trip in
Film Laboratory from removing the
Chicago novelty the field."
a
negative of his play "Clansmen of the arranged witli
manufacturing
bouse
for the distribuNorth," formerly called "Big TimIllinois 1st Nat'l Changes Name
ber."
He alleges that after an agree- tion of 25,000,000 cards, exploiting
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ment had been made witli .Arthur S. "Fool's Paradise," as a package insert
First
Associated
Dover,
Del.
Kane to have the picture released in a new candy bar just put on the
through .Associated Exhibitors, ob- market by the Oxford Candy Co. of National Pictures of Illinois, has
changed its name to Illinois Associjection was made by Wallace Mac- Oxford, Pa. The candv bar is known
Donald, representing Maritime, to the as the "Oh Poll Candy Bar" taking ated First National Pictures.
.leasing contract, and he insisted that its name from the character played by
Frances Marion Here
he wanted to put the picture on the Dorotiiy Dalton in the picture. The
Frances Marion came East yesaction of "Fool's Paradise" is told in
market as an independent film.
terday with the Schenck party. The
Noble asserts that Kane satisfied a series of 80 cards. On one side of Talmadge sisters go to Palm Beach
each
of
these
cards
is renroduced a
MacDonald as to the financial aljility
They
in a week for about a fortnight.
of .\>sociated Exhibitors, but that still from the picture, with a caption
.Angeles
in .Vjiril.
will
return
Los
to
cxi)Iaining the action.
On
the
back
MatDonald still insists on taking the
of the cards is a brief sketch of
[film from the Tremont Laboratory
Sunray in Bankruptcy Court
and leasing it in the open market. "[•"ool's Paradise," giving the names
'

—

1

•

Noble says he believes the picture
will
bring in
$150,000
if
leased
through Associated PIxhibitors l)ut
that the value will be $26,000 less if
Isold

indiscriminatelv.

Big Theater Project for Bronx
Haring
and
Biumenthal
have
leased the square block front facing
Willis Ave., from 1.38th to 139th .St..
and running back 200 ft. on which

bankruptcy has lieeii
filed
in
the U. S. District Court
against the Sunray Pictures Corp.,
M. P. D. A. To Dine Hays
St., by the followTiie
Motion
Picture
Directors' of 132 West 42nd
Smith.
$147: Eddie
ing
creditors,
Jess
^''sociation
will
this vear
give a
Warren
and
John
$538
dinner-dance at the Astor March Young
Crane, $50.
Uith. in honor of Will H. Hays.

—

niakinf a film sliowing- the real Hollv"nod in order to combat widelv pnblidied iipwsnaner stories showinsr the
:i]]fppi\
immoral living^ standards in
'"^ film
cnloiiv.
Victor Milner and
l?i>"-innld L>-ons are to produce the
•

n'ctiirc.

Trip
K. W. Hammons, of Educational
(S away on a trip to the Coast
and a
'our of exchanges, that w^ill require
It
least six weeks.
While in Los
:

Angeles. Hammons expects to close
nost of his contracts for next year's
iroduct.
Henry
Ginsberg,
sales
nanager, went witii Hammons, leav,ng him at Kansas City for the South.

(Special

to

Comedy
THE FILM DAILY)

Last

Los Angeles— Lloyd Hamilton has

.)egun work on his sixth comedy,
the
ina! picture of this season's
program
Jack White is working on the sixth
,n his series.
He has one more to
jnake.

to

in

Aneeles

—

Orient

Tot-i'o

a

Pictures

ttjir'mo- p

camnaip-n
piracv-law Passed

->

M

.A

Af

tbe

P.

T.

Japan to have
in the Japanese

letter
to brin<T

attention
;it

•he .American

is

in

The

'""arlJament

N.

companv

of

Washington

Embassy

urges the
the matter

Japanese

the
at

a=

well as

Tokio.

Pronosed

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—Through

the steady buying
of Union stock, the point has nowbeen reached where the Union is
practically controlled by the U. F. A
This was disclosed at a recent stockholders' meeting where the proposition was made to merge the two
comi^anies.

Diamant-Berger Comin?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris
Henri Diamant-Berger is
leaving here on the Paris wbich is
due in New York on March 11. He
is taking a number of his
ductions with him.

Among

Diainant-Bereer's

in

about 30
Ince

pro-

latest

is

reels.

Forms

(Special

to

$.3,000,000

h'oiinl

H Minot Pitman and Paul H.
Crnmclin to map out a line of pro-

cedure.

Purpose of Capitol Enterprises Which
Sam Harding Heads—-$1,000,000

Company
THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. — Sam Harding,
(Special

to

owner

of the Liberty and Doric,
announces that a company of local
men had organized as the Capitol
l-"nterprises, to build, buy, lease and

operate

a chain
-Middle West.

of

theaters

in

the

Options have been procured on thein
Oklahoma, Missouri and
Kansas, and other houses, on which
construction
will
begun this
be
spring, will be announced later.
The

aters

new company

is

capitalized at $1,000,cities of

000 and will operate only in
75,000 or more.

The Capitol Enterprises will be
primarily concerned with the acquisition of already operating and new theater property.
While Harding also owns several
properties in Council Bluff
Nebraska, his present holdings
will not be merged, nor will they become a part of the Capitol Entertheater

and

in

prises,
his

which

present

from

entirely apart

is

The new

investments.

company, however, will form a bookne: combination by establishing as
affiliation

with

important exhibitors

and other

territories, to offer
to
its
membership by
guaranteeing a spurce of big product
in

this

protection

made

possible

through

coordinated

buying.

The Doric and

the Liberty tvill
be booked by the Capitol
ICnteriirises, although they are not a

hereafter

part of Capitol.

Sam Harding is president and
other officers are: Dave Harding of
the Liberty, secretary and manager;
Harry Taylor, former manager of
Kansas
Exchange,
Pathe's
City
directing
manager.
An advisory
board of 11 members will be elected
later.

"The Three Muswhich was made in France

productions
keteers,"

new

Comoany

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dov?r,
Del.The Thomas H,
Ince Corp. has been formed here
with a capitalization of $3,000,000.

Frederick

H. Elliott of the NaAssociation, stated vesterdav
hp h,-,f\ received thp above letter and
ti-al Un ^vas arrqneino:
a meeting' with
_

A. -Union Combine

Berlin

prominent Tananese importer

"f films, statincr that thp

F.

—

Japan

THE FILM DAILY)

Torn., b^s received a copv of a letter
'-ddre^'-°d to thf- N. A. M. P. T. in
"^Vw York bv Sanvei-Gumi, Ltd.. of

T^mbassv

On

Check

After Pirarv
(Special

petition in

(Special

T OS
.\ny'^les
The American
^oript\- of Cinematographers intends

T.os

Hammons On

U.

To Show True Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Film

!

they will erect a 2,500 seat theater
and 28 one story dwellings.
The
entrance to the theater will be on
Willis .\ve., and the major portion of
he house on 139th St.
The lease is
lor 39 years and the
total rent in
'excess of $2,000,000.
When the the'.ter
opens, it will be Haring and
Blumenthal's 15th in New York and
Northern New Jersey.

A

(rontiniied on page 3)

Mid- West Chain

R.

.Adolph
Kent are

It
is
understood the above corporation was formed to take care of
all
luce producing activities
the
The producer, to date, has operated
as an individual and not under any
corporate name.

Shoninger Going Abroad
E. Shoninger has

Frederick

manager

.>igned

as

sales

Ocean

to

represent

Carl

for

re-

Inter-

Laemmle

and Universal in Central Europe.
Shoninger leaves on the Aquitania on
Tuesday.

Two

Vitagraphs at Strand
-Tiie Sheik's Wife." the French
production recently acquired by Vitagraph, has been booked for the Strand
5th.
for the week beginning March
understood "Gypsy Passion."
It is
formerly "Miar'Ka," also goes into the
Strand.
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* * a magnificent production
stirring testimony to the genuineness of
the genius of Ernst Lubitsch, its young
director. * * * a tremendous motion picture
spectacle, an exciting picture of battles and
sweeping
masses
of
men,
an
imposing
architectural composition, and
humanly
a
personal story of kings and slaves of ancient
Egypt, all done with a fine photographic
finisli unusual even on the American screen.
Some of the lighting in the photoplay, for

and

example, is superb. *
It is one of the truly exceptional works of

Terms (Postage

the screen.

of

A.VIERICAN— *
you marvel at the
wonderful dramatic force of the Eniil Jan*.
nings, *
The impersonation of Pharaoh
as set forth by Emil Jannings is epochally
superb. * * »

free) United States, Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00;
3 months. $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York.
N, Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
6411
Hollywood.
California
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,

THE

—

—
—

London, W. C.

2.

—

Paris Representative Le Film, 42, Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral

—

tionale'

Filmschau,

Prague

(Czechoslo-

vakia), Wenrelsplatz.

Quotations
Famous Players

..

do pfd

Goldwyn

Hi>?h

Low

Close

82
93y2

SOVg
92/2

81^
92y2

4^

5

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

13^

13^

135^

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

^Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

There is not one role in "The Loves of
Pharaoh" that has been overlooked. *
And you revelled in the scenes of ancient
Egypt •
truly astonishing picture.

TRIBUNE—*

*

*

is

it

a

picture

that

solely to the eye and never to the
.
the story lacks sentiment *
Emil Jannings gives a magnificent performance as Pharaoh and Paul Wegener is

appeals

*

*,

scenes
in
the
desert
where the
Ethiopians swarm over the sands and put
the Egyptians to flight are magnificent. * * *
The titles are excellent. They are done bv
Randolf Bartlett and Julien Johnston,
The
art titles are also wortliy of note.
They are
the work of Prizma and Hoey Lawlor.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
Lubitsch has expanded

*

Ernest

the most tremendous and stirring screen spectacle which
has yet reached this country
"The Loves of
into

it

—

Pharaoh."

*

*

*

a great epic of human
emotions; secondarily, a pageant.
Achitecturally,
the
accomplishments
of
those who built tlie sets belittle description.
* * *
No finer mob scenes have ever been
It

is,

first

of

all,

"French Heels"— Hodkinson

Cameo
DAILY NEWS—Type,
tion,
thin.

romance.
DirecPlot,
Photography, faultless.
good.
Value, 90 per cent.
Released through

Hodkinson.

TRIBUNE—*
punch

out. *

left

*

•
'

Melodrama with

If the director didn't

the
let

Mrs. Castle act because he thought she
couldn't we do not agree with him.
believe that she could, though most certainly
she does not do so in this picture.
"French Heels," even without Mrs. Castle, would prove an interesting
offering.
It has a regulation story, without
quiver or quip in the trails of the unusual,
but it holds one's attention, has been pro-

We

—

associate editor with Goldhas joined Paramount, and is
work on a forthcoming
at

recently

wyn,

now

picture.

AMERICAN—

duced with fine judgment and good taste,
and is further enhanced by the chic, fascinating dancer.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., have
sold their product in Australasia for
three years by Alec. B. Helmrich, of
Sydney, who, as noted, has secured
Pathe output for the same
the
period.

produc

we viewed "French

Heels."

MAIL — It

a rather placid but always inwhich is told in "French
•
*
.*
and at times it rises to. superb
Heels"
Miss Castle
heights of pictorial beauty.
should be given credit for doing the best
work she has displayed on the screen in this
teresting

STUDIO FOR RENT
$250 A WEEK
By Day, week or month.
Modern studio, fully equipped,
from Times Square.
Phone Longacre 20 or K-24,
71 W. 44th St.
Film Daily.

5 minutes

SUN — A

is

story

film.

EVENING JOURNAL— The picture is
beautifully produced and well worth seeing.
GLOBE— But Mrs. Castle is more than a
saving grace for this absurd and poorly deShe is a delight to watch for
veloped story.
the natural grace and charm of her movements and the unaffcctedness of her manner.

Prosperity

Will Turn

more or less conventional pic"Her Own Money" with Ethel

ture

called
Clayton as

*"
* * It is interesting on
its star,
the whole, but drags badly in spots,

POST — It

simply

is

told

and sends

Aprill6-23!

one

away with a contented smile, • * * Miss Clayton has charm and plays Mildren Aldren, the
young wife, with illusions, sincerely.

EVENING WORLD—* * * Many amusEVENING TELEGRAM— * * * Has been
into an absorbing film play, *

Ethel Clayton

very charming,

is

JOURNAL— Miss

E\'EN1NG

submerges herself

quite

GLOBE —
*

"

*

*

Clayton

the role,

in

*
A worthwhile
Miss Clayton acts her part
*

Miss

*

•

*

*

picture.
*

*

"The Young Painter"

quiet restraint and personal charm that
are most welcome and convincing.
Unfortunately she is sometimes the victim of care-

HERALD — A

a

photography.

less

TRIBUNE — It

is a mystery picture, adapted from the play by Mark Swan, the mystery being how the young wife managed to
save $2,210 in five years from the household expenses, when husband allowed her
only about $5 a week to run the house.

adaptations

of

tivatingly, and Herbert Blache has directe
as though he was in league with the famou

Dutch master.
N.

TRIBUNE —

AMERICAN— Gloria
is

geously gowned
matic way.

Swanson delightful
"Her Husband's "Trade-

interest;

most

and

the star
effective

is

gor-

in

dra

HERALD — Gloria

Swanson's photoplay is
one which any actress, let alone any feminine
spectator, would dote on. for she is practi
cally commanded to wear glamorous and ex
pensive clothes,

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Miss
son

go
She

Swan

serious drama, but
for clothes.
is the most strikingly dress
ed woman on the screen, and this picture will
present an abundance of style hints for the
fashion-hungry feminine audiences who are
ever on the alert to discover a new tilt to the
Swanson forehead curls or a new ripple to
her chiffon sleeves.
The story is adequate.

does

not

in

for

SUN — The

regal and
raimented
Gloria
exhibits herself attractivelv tb rough
the hectic reels of * * * "Her Husband's
Trademark." * »
A well produced and acted
picture, this, but one that becomes at tiines
almost a burlesque of the sort that it is. Miss
Swanson, in our opinion the best of drawing
room ingenues, is as usual excellent, but deserving of far better scenarios.

Swanson

lurpose of
short film,

EVENING TELEGRAM— *
bf those

showy

roles in

*

*
*

which she

the

glorifica

It does not hold to the higl
predecessors in this type

its

EVENING JOURNAL—* *
romance,
EVENING• WORLD—* * *
feature. • •
TRIBUNE — A picture which

*

A

senti

'nental

done

fully

"And

is

called

Women

Entertainini

was beauti

"The Young

Painter."

Must Weep"— Educ'l
Capitol

TRIBUNE—* * *
TIMES — From the

Beautifully done.
point of view of cine

'

matography, the most distinctive number * *
and. for those who go to a motion picture
theater to see motion pictures, the most en
joyable number, too, is the first of Robert
C, Bruce's new "Wilderness Tales," entitled

"And Women Must Weep."
It

is

an emphatic success.

* * *

There

is

scen-

the picture, magnificent inspiring views
of the sea and the seaside, and also a tense

ery

in

dramatic episode which, it would seem, must
break through the most artificial human crust
and touch responsive heart chords.
GLOBE * * * It is first of all an achieve.
ment in artistic photography, and secondly
it
tells its simple, powerful story in a simple
and effective manner.

—

"Penrod"— 1st National
Strand

TRIBUNE—*

*

* But, on the whole, the
picture is a most amusing piece of work, and
brings in most of the episodes of the
it
original story.

—

WORLD—

think

of

"movie" yarn.

There are a lot of e-xciting
scenes at the end and shootings and hairbreadth escapes, but for all that the picture
contains nothing out of the ordinary. Gloria
Swanson's eyes and magnetism are as potent
as ever, but her costumes are more ornate
than elegant.
screen.
film of

WORLD—We

Y,

Rembrandt here has been somewha
submerged in the concoction of an ordinar;

"Her Husband's Trademark"—
F. P.-L.— Rivoli

Rivoli

third of the charming serit
of famous paintings, calle'

"The Young Painter" and based on Reir
brandt's work, in itself makes the prograr
worthy of a pilgrimage. Winsome Miss Mar
Astor and Pierre Gendron play the leads cap

tion

mark"

— Hodkinson

Rialto

with

convincing as an obliging wife.

being a "Castle
or a dancing fan,

of

—

tunity.

EVENING WORLD— Not

The Tide

this

of

POST--Take Miss Swanson's ornate gowns,
add some Wall Street crooks and a number
of Mexican bad men, and you have a sum
total that gives you
nothing.
EVENING
Miss Swanson is

SUN —

fan or a bobbed hair fan
we didn't even sigh when
S, Pat. Off,

scenes

vital

tion has been well made by Director Edwin
L. Hollywood, who had Eve Unsell's see
nario to work with.
The photoplay should
*
please those who see it. " *
Besides wearing the dresses she also
Few opportunities are overrides and swims.
looked for a change of costume. It is a strenuous picture of its sort.
A flat affair in which the only
hint at a thrilling moment disappoints badly.
The first half of the picture has little continuity, the only divertissement being glimpses
Irene Castle interof graceful dancing by
* " * It is not fair
jected here and there.
to Miss Castle to judge her as an actress,
because she does not really have an oppor-

POST—

Reg, U.

really

It

ventional cinema formula
that situation with every

on
*

lesson

would have been the conto
pound home
weapon at the director's command.
Here it is merely presented.
If Joseph Henabery realized what
he was doing and let it go at that, there is
hope still for common sense in film making.
HERALD Every i^ar of spectators is
likely to guess very far ahead at the turt\s
in this domestic problem, and the patron who
has seen the most movies will probably call
tlie
turn most often,
N'ou can rememlicr
most of the things about it, except under
what name you saw it last.
picture,

made

Gardy Succeeds Shor

Josephson Joins Paramount
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Julien Josephson,
Los Angeles

*

*

*

_ Lyda Samequally good as Samlak •
anova, as Makeda, his daughter, is full of
*

Money"

WORLD —

upon the

phasis

ing incidents.

charm
The

P.-L.

to wives at the Rialto.
Ethel Clayton teaches
moral tliat no woman should try secretly to
save money on weekly allowance for home.
N. Y.
There is no undue em

heart

filmed.

Louis Gardy, who for the past two
years has been the chief assistant in
the publicity office of the Rivoli,
Rialto and Criterion, has been appointed director of publicity and adGeorge G.
succeed
to
vertising
Shor, resigned.

Rialto
AMERICAN— "Her Own

P.-L.

Criterion

TIMES — *

Vol.

Pharaoh"— F.

of

Own Money"— F.

"Her

Newspaper Opinions

Saturday, February 25, 191

Phone— Beekman

9091

*

*
is

Has one
so much

admired by the feminine fans.
MAIL "Her Husband's Trademark" is a
much better film than its name, bringing to
mind the oft-repeated wonder whether the
motion picture industry hasn't just about

—

passed the point when

it

SBRVICS

t&ALi

needs these ridicu-

lous catchlines for pictures.

EVENING JOURNAL—

There is so much
action in the picture that the individual acting is lost siirht of most of the time, but
M'ss .Swai'son is as allurine: as ever and
Richard Wayne fights as effectively as he
loves.

GLOBE — The

anything except

not
is
whirlwind

plot
its

remarkable
finish.

in

119

Fulton St„ N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
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Guts and Flashes
Edmund

As Usual

Goulding

PATHE

reel

with the

Pictures

PatheNews
No. 17

AMPTON, VA.— Exclusive

pictures of the
oma burning, taken a few minutes after the
plosion occurred.

HATTANOOGA, TENN.— New adventures
Lillian Boyer, 19-year-old daredevil
AWTUCKET, R. I.— National Guardsmen
area.

read by new method,
displays choice fruit.

alifornia

his

two

Helps

Paramount's
men, the
Oxford Candy Co. is arranging a
leading nation-wide
tie-up
between candy
12

In

field

.^Ima Rubens has signed a long
time contract to play featured roles
for Cosmopolitan.

co-operation

force

with

exploitation

of

stores handling the "Oh Poll Candy
Bar" and theaters showing "Fool's
Paradise."
Through the Max B.
Sheffer Card Co. of Chicago, the
Paramount publicity department also
has arranged for tie-ups with bakers
throughout the country and with

understood "A Bill of Divorcewill be filmed by Ideal, of other merchants who have engaged
England.
to display cards advertising "Fool's
Paradise" in connection with their
Barbara Bedford is leading woman wares.
estimated more than
It
is
for John Gilbert in a picture he is 100,000,000 of these cards will be in
making at the western Fox studio.
circulation throughout the country in
the next few weeks.
Forrest Halsey, who adopted "The
Warner Bros, have placed orders
Ruling Passion," is at work on an- for 500,000 lollypops with the United
other script for George Arliss.
Candy Stores to be used in connection with the distribution of "School
"Wild Honey" opens at the Central Days." Each lollypop is wrapped in
on Monday instead of Tuesday, as
a transparent paper bag printed in
originally planned.
two colors with a picture of Wesley
Barry holding a slate upon which
Violet Mersereau has sailed for
appears facts concerning the picture.
Italy
to
play the lead in
"The Territorial buyers wire their wants to
Shepherd King."
They relay the

ment"

BROADWAY THEATRES

to textile

make

It is

First in

nt

will

comedies for Centurv.

William Russell has as
woman Sylvia Breamer.

NEWS

LSO — Blind

to

Atlantic City for a few days.

Henry Lehrman

•ROMA"

going

is

Sales

(Continued from Page 1 )
of the players who have the leading
parts.

Warner

"Polly

of

the

Follies,"

Constance Talmadge, will
Strand feature next week.

starring
be the

orders

Bros.
the candy

NEGATIVES

WANTED

-

McGovern & Egler

company who

matiness

*

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

130

Exhibitors are
them direct.
making extensive use of them at
children's

Says:

FOR
AN EMPTY BAG
TO STAND
UPRIGHT
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
IS CHOCK FULL

ships

special

Pearl White is expected to start
work on her serial for Pathe about

to

MADGE EVANS
IT IS HARD

W.

46

St.,

N. Y. C.

Saturday

mornings.

July 15th.

150 Theaters in Queens
Commissioner
John W. Moore,
Norma
Shearer
is
appearing
opposite Reginald Denny in the fifth head of the Queens Building Bureau,
in a report says there are about 150
of the "Leather Pusher" stories.
theaters in Queens and that several
Jos. W. Farnham has completed seat 3,500 persons, and eight will scat
editing and titling of "The Madness more than 2,000.
of Love," and will also edit "The
Blonde Vampire."
Film Editor Dead
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
George Goodchild, author of "The
1 igcr's Cub,' in which Pearl White
Dusseldorf E. Perlmann. editor
was
starred,
has
sold
and
founder of "The Kinematograph"
"Trooper
Johnson's Headquarters Here
O'Neill" to Fox.
is dead.
"The Kinematograph" was
Julian Johnson, recently appointed
the first film magazine established in
anager of the editorial departGermany, and was founded in 1907.
J. R. Bray has taken over the forent of Famous Players, will make
mer
Realart
exchange
at
130
W.
46th
s
headquarters in New York.

THE FIRST NEK'S REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

m(B(^(

tod

—

St.

to

operate

it

as a non-theatrical

office.

Moos Going

\

'

'

Europe
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Sigmund Moos,
to

—

inager of the efficiency department
Universal City, will sail for Europe
April 25th, to tour the continent
a combined business and pleasure
p.

td

He

will visit France,

Germany

Switzerland.

Delaware Unit Capitalized
to THE FILM DAILY)
Edward J. Montagne has comDover, Del. The Vocal Educapleted the next starring vehicle for tional Film Corp. has been formed
Elaine Hammerstein, called "Evi- here with a capitalization of
$10,500,dence."
000.
The incorporators are H. Ellis,
Jr.. R. Kirkman and S. Wormser of
Edward L. Hyman of the Brooklyn New York. The incorporators were
Mark Strand Theater, has booked represented by the Charter Service
"Back Pay" for his house the week Company.
of March 5th.
(Special

—

Lakewood's

{'

(Special

to

It's

30

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Benton

Harbor, Mich. With the
few weeks ago of the
Fitzpatrick and
McElroy
Iw operate 30 theaters in Michigan,
linois and adjacent territory.
The
berty
seats
1,600
and
cost

(ening
berty.

a

?I0,000.

larry Levey and Don Carlos Ellis
a going to Chicago to attend the
civention of the Department of
!-jerintendence of the N. E. A.

Peggy Shaw, who is in "A Stage
Romance," will have a prominent
role in the picture Harry Millarde is

LAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00

directing at Fox.

Milligan Assisting Bach
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto
Morris
A.
Milligan,
former Winnipeg manager of Famous
Lasky, has been appointed Toronto
Glenn manager for Paramount and chief

Frank Tuttle will direct
Hunter in his second starring picture assistant to W. A. Bach, general
which \fill go into production when manager.
Hunter returns from the road.
Carl Weeks, a brother of George
Weeks, former "G.
M.,"
is
in
Lender direction of Joseph Hena- Winnipeg.
bery. Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels, coLeon J. Bamberger, formerly of
"Val of Paradise," are en- Minneapolis, has been appointed exmakin-j exterior scenes in ploitation
representative
and will
Arizona.
cover the whole Canadian territory.

stars

gaged

in

in

Foremost Hotel

The

'

Now

Largest and

$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to
Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment FeatAthletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

Conventions.

est Service.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
•

?THE PINES HOTEL CO.

•

For reservations phone Lakewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940
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In the Courts

Sunday's Issue

A

judgment for $1,301 has been
filed in the Supreme Court against
George Randolph Chester by Harper

&

Bros., because he agreed in 1917 to
"Confessions of a Confidence
Man" and got $1 000 on account, but
had not written the book or returned the $1,000.

write

3E NEWS

An answer

^V

been filed in the
Supreme Court by Pathe Exchange
and George B. Seitz, Inc., in the suit
of Marguerite Clayton for damages
because she was injured in a storm
scene while "The Record Breaker"
was being filmed in Jersey City. The
answer alleges that all the dangers
and risks were obvious
to
the

THE ROMA'S
FATAL CRASH!
Are American

actress,

Girls

Becoming Knock -Kneed

it

and were assumed by
also

is

Balshofer Going to Coast
Fred J. Balshofer is leaving for the
coast next week to supervise production of William Fairbanks pic-

The first is "Hearts of
tures.
and will be ready in May.

Pictures

her.

Free!

WILL BE DONI

IT

alleged

Owen on Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Seena Owen is here
from New York.
Seena

(Special

BIG

Get

to

has

that she was
guilty of contributory negligence.
It
is
asserted finally that the actress
must make claim under the workmen's compensation act of New York
or New Jersey, and that the Supreme
Court has no jurisdiction over the
case.

and

How

to

I

have already shown you that $300,000 gro

means

a rebate of

80%

to all exhibitor partnei

Now consider this:
When one of the

twelve pictures grosS'
$500,000 the figures on that production w
read

Gross rentals
Less 30% for distribution

$500,01
150,0(

$350,0(

Cost of production

FOX'S

Men,"
•P

'I'

^ ^

^'

n*

100,0(

'1-

$250,0(

American Theatre,

Vidor Starring Wife

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — King W. Vidor
(Special

^

to

now devoting

is

time to the production of features starring Florence
Associated ExVidor, his wife.
hibitors, Inc., will release them.
his

:)i

^

Hi

:H

H^

London

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Paterson, N.

Net

annual

British

50%

For each $100

This

Week

* * * * * * *

^ ^ ^ ^

THE FILM DAILY)

— Monday

has been
designated as the starting date for
"The Gilded Cage" in which Gloria

Angeles

will star. David Powell will
arrive shortly to play the leading male
will direct.
role.

Swanson

Sam Wood

bfe

Paramount Leads
Montreal

to

in

Bowling

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Paramount

howl-

ing team won the first half of the
season's schedule in the exchange
In the first
five-pin bowling league.
game of the second series, the
won three
team
Famous-Lasky
straight from the Canadian Universal.

Plans Four Trips a Year
William de Mille will make four
Hollywood and
journeys between

stc

$150,0(

advance rentals paid
$150

in

Profit

this pr

Rebates

i

.

Who

gets these Profit Rebates?

Only those exhibitors subscribing

to the

fir:

sfc

hundred thousand dollars

Than Twice
Regular Business

*******

on each

in

advance renta

of the twelve productions.

Are you going

to

be

with the

first

ones ?

Which means

Are

Profits
(Special

of

duction returns
Exhibitors

Doing More
to

of profits to exhibitors

Playing

In-

Powell in Swanson Film
(Special

$300,0(

which

ground.

Los

profit

J.

"TEN NIGHTS"

will be held here
and in Birmingham will have conThe
siderable film representation.
I. A. K. M. will be officially on the

dustries Fair

5n.0(

^

British Fair Feb. 27
(Special

Plus foreign sales

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

*******
Great When
You Play

*******
"TEN NIGHTS"
*******
Now Booking

New York

each year as a result of
arrangement
with
his
The proscenarist, Clara Beranger.
ducer will continue to work in (California but they have agreed that
more satisfactory results can be
obtained if Mrs. Beranger remains
the

here.

new
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Marcus Loew thinks Will H. Hays and Senator James
J. Walker should work together.

Prague

Fox, not
in

Famous

may

Players,

take over Allen houses

Canada.

committee here

First National executive

for import-

ant confab.

Samuel Rachmann heads F.

F. A.

General reorgan-

'

ization.
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Legal holiday.
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Hamilton Theatrical Corp. presents
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Paramount
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Many
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Massachusetts legislature affecting
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New York

Warners

and Buffalo go over

to concentrate on pro-

duction.

Friday
Will H.

Hays

to

make

trip to coast shortly after en-

tering industry.

Warner

Bros, purchase

"Main Street"

rights.

For

release next season.
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GHOST CITY

—State
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veals public

"star system"

Marshall Neilan presents (with Wesley Barry)

Thomas H.
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suit

in suit

over
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bill
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DAILV

An

"THE LOVES OF PHARAOH"

DIRECTOR

Ernst Lubitsch

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMEN
Hansen
AS A WHOLE.

Not credited
Norbert Falk and Hanns Kraly
Theodor Sparkuhl and Alfred
.

.Magnificent and pretentious specwith foreign productions, has

.

tacle and, unusual
real story interest

Love tragedy based upon the passion
Pharaoh for slave girl who in turn loves an-

other

DIRECTION

Lubitsch again demonstrates that

one of the greatest directors of the day
Unusually splendid
LIGHTINGS
A few spots badly lighted; otherwise excellent
PLAYERS
An unusually worthwhile cast, including Emil Jannings and Paul Wegener, both
well known in this country
EXTERIORS
Some magnificent sets
he

is

PHOTOGRAPHY

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Harmonize
Carry

out with unusual faithfulness
STORY
More or less a gen-

CHARACTER OF

it

eral appeal

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,476 feet
of Pharaoh," incidentally a very bad
"Pharaoh's Wife" would have been much bettitle
ter
is proba1)ly the finest foreign spectacle as yet

"The Loves

—
—

shown

in this

country and

of real interest

in addition

contains a story

— something that the usual foreign pro-

duction sadly lacks. Lubitsch, who showed real ability in previous productions, has surpassed all previous
efforts very definitely in this. The magnificence of his
sets are only equalled by the al)ility with which he
handles tremendous groups.
It is regrettalile that
there have not been furnished a few close-ups of the
battle sceftes.
Otherwise there are few faults to be
found with the technical excellence of this superb production. Very clearly does Lubitsch show in this how
he has improved in his technique over previous pro-

You Have

a Lot to

Work

With.

Box
Undeiiial)Iy

yet

come

ncidentally

it

tliis

to
is

is

this

Get

the biggest foreign production that has

country.

True,

it

the greatest spectacle of

is

all

but
contains

spectacular,

and

it

This at least is unusual in foreign productons and probably is due entirely to the editing handled in this
country by Julian Johnson and Randolph Bartlett, who know
definitely what American audiences like and they have cut
the picture accordingly.
a great deal to talk about.

spectacle and
people.

ception of the Ethiopians without a quiver of delight
and appreciation. There arc few who will look upon
the latest of thrills when a huge stone block weighing
thousands of tons is about to mash out the life of the
hero, when it is stopped right above his body because
the woman he loves consents to be Pharaoh's slave.
Few battle scenes, even those presented l)y Griffith,
compare with those shown in this monster production
and the final exprJsion of the Ethio])ians from Egypt
is

undeniably a gorgeous spectacle.
I'^ar

can talk about the big love story.

(if

foreign spec-

a

pians declare war against Egypt, Pharaoh has Theonis
locked in the Treasure House and blinds the architect
who alone knows the secret entrance to this tomb.
In the -end the architect tells his .son of the secret entrance and to avenge his father Ramphis goes to the
tomb to kill Theonis, only to find that the woman he
loves is queen of Egypt. How he leads the armies of
Egypt to victory after IMiaraoh has been wounded and
how in the end Theonis becomes his bride and he the
king of Egy]it com])lctes this production.

Emil Jannings, well and favorably known for his
appearance in a number of foreign productions, is Pharaoh, and Paul Wegener, whose magnificent work in
"The Golem" will be recalled by many, is the king of
the Ethiopians. Harry Liedtke, a newcomer, is hero
Ramphis and Dagny Servaes is the heroine Theonis.
The rest of the cast measures up in excellence to those
are better

known.

Behind This One and Put
Few

It

Across

have offered as big a talking point in
of Pharaoh." Incidentally "Pharaoh's
Wife" would have been a much better title. You can s^ay
"See how the slave girl threw a great nation into war." Or,
"See the Loves of Pharaoh." Was the love of this woman
enough to ruin a great nation?"
productions

catchlincs as

By

all

"The Loves

means

get

battle scenes or
First, the size of the

tremendous groupings of large masses of
Then you have the battle scenes and last of all you
the

behind the usual conception

tacle has Lubitsch traveled in this, and in addition he
has presented the story of the passion which Pharaoh
has for a slave girl who has run away from Samlak.
king of the Ethiopians, and who has been rescued by
the son of Pharaoh's greatest architect. Once he sees
her, Pharaoh throws aside the marriage he was to
have made with the Princess of Ethiopia and instead
of making Theonis his slave he makes her his wife.
Even so when she refuses to love him and the Ethio-

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a love story as well.

You have

There are so many magnilicent sets and groupings
masses of people that it would be difficult to
any one without minimizing the value of others, but there are few audiences who will look upon
the sets showing the palaces of Pharaoh and the re-

who

ductions.

.8

1922

of Jarge
refer to

Paramount

of

26,

Exceptional, Unusual, Magnificent Spectacle Is Lubitsch's Latest

Hamilton Theatrical Corp. presents

STORY

Sunday, February

stills.

some

If

of the

showing
There
of work behnd this one

Paramount has a
tremendous

trailer

sets, get this.

is no reason why, if you put a lot
you cant get it over in a great big way. It certainly offers
tremendous opportiuiities. It will give your people something

to talk

about for

a

long time.

i

THE
Sunday, February

c&<
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Makes

Tarkington's "Penrod"

Delightful and

Marshall Neilan presents (with Wesley Barry)

"PENROD"
Marshall Neilan and Frank

O'Connor

tastic.

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

David Kesson

WHOLE

An

enjoyable realization of Tark-

boy hero that offers
wholesome entertainment

STORY

and

delightful

ington's

Recollections of childhood days as told

"Penrod" with a few up-to-date touches
Thoroughly capable of handling
juvenile players and getting the most from
them; tempo slows at times
Very good
PHOTOGRAPHY
in

DIRECTION

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Wesley (Freckles) Barry splendid

as Penrod; Florence and Sunshine Morrison,

two

negro kiddies, great; other equally

little

fine child players

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right
Suitable
Sufficient

CHARACTER OF STORY
in the life of a boy.

ton's

A

series of events

Everyone knows Tarking-

"Penrod"

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

8,037 feet

"Penrod" adds one more successful "kid" picture
and one more to be credited

to Marshall Neilan's list
to

Wesley Barry's

repertoire of juvenile roles that

bring back the joys of childhood in a mighty vivid
way. Neilan offers Booth Tarkington's novel for the
pleasure that is derived from the incidents in the life
of its boy hero.
It does not necessarily follow the

and the producer has improvised
some modern touches that brings "Penrod" up-to-date.

original completely

Whether

or not these bits are part of Tarkington's

"Penrod" makes no

difference,

want

after

they''ll

surely

want

little

pup gives away his hiding place.
The dancing lesson is another good laugh, especially
when Freckles is forced to ask little Peggy Jane to
be his partner when he wants it to be Clara Horton,
who, incidentally, is the only miscast player. She's
much too big to compete with the real kid players in

All goes well until the

the cast.

Besides Barry, Neilan has borrowed two little negro
kids from Hal Roach productions, and they help out
with a lot of the comedy especially in the sequence

where the boys stage a "show" in the barn. The
events are too numerous to mention and it would be
difficult to recall them in any form of consecutive order, but the picture concludes with Penrod and his
pal's importance and prominence gained through their
capturing the notorious bandits and finally in Penrod's victorv over his rival for Clara Morton's favor.

With

successes,

entirely of incidents,

pup, his chief companion, helps put over
some more of the stunts. In one bit Freckles is reading the forbidden book concealed behind a Victrola.

Satisfied

Old and Young Alike

It;

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

more recently
him again.

to see

doesn't matter that some of the "kid stufif" will be
remembered from some previous juvenile subjects

It

A

Be

to give

Wesley Barry's past

"Schooldays,"

made up almost

the big laughs of the film.

just

your folks this one and it
isn't really necessary to go into lengthy details as to
whys and wherefores. It's just a wholesome piece of
entertainment that you can't go wrong on. Everyone, old and young alike, will enjoy "Penrod" and
will

is

enjoying the antics of a mischievous lad and living
over again their own "kid" days.
Early in the picture Barry's signal concoction
whereby he can read wild west stories in bed but is
warned by his trusty lighting system that "pop" is
approaching and it's time for lights out, brings one of

good hokum

Box

story

although at times it follows a particular idea for a
stretch such as in the case of the bandits captured by
Freckles and his pals and a few other similar bits. But
for the most part it's just a series of events in which
Freckles is usually the central figure. For this reason
the tempo slackens a trifle but not sufficiently to lessen
the interest in Freckles nor to prevent anyone from

it's all

They'll All

You

The

Booth Tarkington
Lucita Squier

AS A

For instance, the introduction of the jazz
band and the request for "Paul Whiteman's latest"
gives Freckles a chance to show his admirers that
J'he's there" when it comes to stepping the light fanthe same.

Assoc. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTORS

Wholesome Entertainment

such as "The Kid" and the Jackie Coogan pictures.
Besides there's plenty of new ideas and able child play-

make

ers to

The

title,

it

pleasing.

producer's

name and young Barry should

be your talking points and you can promise them a
first rate, clean, pleasing picture that will go anywhere

any time. Any exploitation stunts which you
use should be worth while and if you handle it properly you will have it making some money for you.

and

at

The Biggest
Booking in
History

all

Marcus Loew has booked,
for

his

all

Greater

theatres

in

New York —

MARCUS LOEW

The Mistress of the World
A

series of four

Q>aramount Qictures
No. 1 "The Dragon's Claw"
No. 3 "The City of Gold"

with
UFA

MIA MAY
From

Production presented by Hamilton Theatrical Corp.
Directed by Joe May.

In total
est

No. 2 "The Race for Life"
No. 4 "Saved by Wireless"

number

the novel by Carl Figdor.

of days this

is

the larg-

booking in the history of the industry
Mr, Loew knows a world-beater when he sees one!
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LAS KY CORPORATION
ADOLDH ZUKOR. Prtt<drr,t
NEW voaK c. r>^

,

^jJily
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Abounds

Patriotism and

in

Messmore Kendall presents

"CARDIGAN"

DIRECTOR

American Releasing Corp.
John

AUTHOR

Robert

W.

Noble

W. Chambers

SCENARIO BY

Not credited
CAMERAMEN
Max Schneider, John S. Stumar and Ned Van Buren

WHOLE

AS A

that

is

STORY

Excellent historical spectacle

sure to inspire patriotic fervor

The

picturization of one of Robert

Chambers' best works;
woven in with historical

pretty

a

W.

story

love

facts

DIRECTION

Seems to have adhered to realities authentically and gets fine action out of
famous Revere ride
Good
PHOTOGRAPHY

LIGHTINGS

Usually all right
Adequate as a group; no one stands
PLAYERS
out particularly and William Collier, Jr., in the
title role does good work but could have been
a little more forceful. Betty Carpenter a pretty
heroine
Nothing unusual
EXTERIORS
.

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Satisfactory

Occasionally stressed

CHARACTER OF STORY.

....

.A romance

of pre-

Revolutionary War days and the early days of
war with Paul Revere's midnight ride playing a prominent part

the

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

About

foreign producers are not alone in their choice

of historical material for the screen as

the Capitol last
tation

7,000 feet

of

week

Robert

in

was found

at

Messmore Kendall's presen-

W. Chambers'

novel,

"Cardig-an."

Historical facts, which appear to be sufficiently authentic,

compose the backgrounds

Ought

to

Go

for

is

a particularly appropriate

feature because of

its

romance

Splendidly
Box

This

the

which

is

woven

It

is

Romance

Michael Cardigan, a firm

in.

me

1:)eliever

me

in

Patrick Henry's "Give

is

the principal character and the almost death-proof

hero

who

liberty or give

death,"

survives numerous combats in order to win

the hand of the fair Felicity, called "Silver Heels."

So much ground is covered by the story that many
long descriptive and informative titles have been necessary to keep it comprehensive. They succeed generally in keeping facts clear and intelligible, but there
are periods where the historic situations are given a
little too much prominence and the romance sulTers
has 1)een a big job to handle
so extensive a story and keep it from running into
excess footage and losing interest through too much

thereby.

Nevertheless

it

detail.

Undoubtedly the best feature of the production is
the presentation of the famous Paul Revere ride. This
bit in

particular

is

sure to inspire a great patriotic

fervor and for that matter the entire picture has a

tendency to boost the "America for Americans" slogan. The ride and the scenes following contain plenty
of action and there is a thrilling climax in which the
lovers are finally imited.

Michael Cardigan, hero of the
and the entire cast fulfill the requirements of the various roles adequately but there is no
one individual whose work stands out any more prom-

William

story.

Collier, Jr., is

Collier

inently than the rest. For that matter each
Collier certainly
given equal opportunity.
the numerous bodily attacks marvelously,
bly so, perhaps, but it is a typical hero role

the historical surroundings, will

make

player

is

survives
implausi-

and with

the desired im-

pression.

Betty Carpenter, called "Silver Heels" by friendly
Indians, is the patient heroine who waits throughout
Following
the entire story for her lover, t^ardigan.
the ride of Paul Revere and the routing of the

Red

Coats, the two are united.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a fine

any time and should go well anyplace where they like to applaud the flag and demonpatriotic subject for

There's plenty of opportunity for them to do it in connection with "Cardigan." It is also a splendid educational offering that
should find a ready market in public schools especially,
where they are studying just this period of history.
strate patriotism in general.

a Pleasing

Wherever There Are Americans

and worthwhile

historical flavor.

Has

*

An

important factor in putting the picture over in
theaters is the musical score. A well arranged program which will include the popular patriotic anthems
will greatly enhance the atmosphere of the picture
and permit it to cause an even greater impression.
Play up the title and refer to the book by Robert W.
Chambers. Exploitation should be easy. A Paul Revere on horseback

be carried out.

is

only one of

many

ideas that could

Mystery
Adapted from
I

Tke dramatic

tiiumph

of French genius;
tKe acme of artistry.

:-^^-

^1

Presented by Louis Nalpas
DirectediyHenri jFescourt

^:.
iv^w:::

>-A
-'i
^1^4
.">

'^^m-

1
A/bvel
f/

Mathias Sandorf
Lure, luxury and kvishness;
sensations that fire the blood;
thrills

Aat

startle

¥^:-^'^-

and amaze.
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Excellent Pictorial Appeal

"THE CAVE GIRL"
Assoc. First Nat'l Pict.

Not credited

AUTHORS

Guy Bolton and George Middleton

SCENARIO BY

Not

CAMERAMAN
AS A

credited

Victor Milner

WHOLE

A

first

rate winter subject with

genuine snow and ice atmosphere great out-ofdoors offering
STORY
Not very much to it but scenery helps
to put it over when the situations are weak
;

DIRECTION

Satisfactory for the

stages final

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Natural

Beautiful
All log cabin scenes

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
him

who

Girl

takes her

make him propose only

loses

to native girl

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,405 feet

atmosphere
rank and
even if the story isn't a whopper, the feature as a whole
will be likely to satisfy because of its splendid pictorial
appeal. There's no imitations nor winter "effects" in
this.
It's the real thing and has been beautifully photographed. There are any number of beautiful shots
of snow and ice covered country that offer unusually
effective backgrounds for the story.
The plot is a very simple one. It has been necessary to do a little padding to get it to feature length

For winter scenery and

"The Cave

Girl" belongs

A

fine out-of-doors

way up

in the front

Very Appropriate Winter
Box

you are looking

her

the lobby will serve to

carry out your promises and bring them in
to see a winter picture.

It's

cold

all

way up

in the

moun-

the outset

it

would appear that the
by Jake Abra-

hams, were due to play a bigger part than they do.
But his ideas on living a "primitive" life are only for
the purpose of establishing the heroine as "The Cave
Girl."

piece takes a melodramatic turn in the burning

scheming lady's cabin and

rescue that furnish a

thrill for

in the final rapids

the ending.

It is

an

well carried out and supTeddie Gerard, the featured
player, is suited to the part she plays, but there is
nothing to make her work stand out particularly. This
is her first appearance on the screen although she is
said to be well known on the English stage.
Mrs. Case and "Daddy" Bates decide that Divvy
old one, to be sure, but
plies a

it is

good conclusion.

marry Elsie Case. In order to
hurry the match along the young couple are taken to
a mountain lodge where Elsie can put her mind solely
The plan
upon securing the necessary proposal.
works wonderfully until Divvy meets Margot, a mounBates, his son, should

tain girl

who

dian.

Margot

larder

when

lives in a
is

her

nearby cabin with her guar-

forced to steal from her neighbor's

own

food supply gives out.

catches the thief but likes her and lets her go,

Divvy

much

Later when the cabin is burnforced to seek the hospitality of Mar-

to the disgust of Elsie,

ed the party

is

Divvy and when, through
Margot is set adrift in a canoe,
she is rescued by Divvy just as the boat is about to go
over the rapids. That completes the Margot-Divvy
romance and Elsie's chances are lost.

got.

She

falls in

love with

the plotting of Elsie,

With a Thrilling Climax

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

for a

Stills in

financial

theories of Prof. Orlando Sperry, played

pretty to look

excellent pictorial appeal

sphere throughout.

own

competition, in order to carry out

all

Offering

good winter subject with
you will probably find that
"The Cave Girl" is just what you are after. You can
promise them many beautiful shots and a fine atmoif

away from
designs. At

her

rather novel in that she gets

tains,

The

Teddie Gerard, London stage favPLAYERS
orite, makes film debut as featured player
Charles Meredith, leading man; a capable supporting company generally

to preserve
is

her daughter and the "victim"

of the

Excellent

hero up North to

young man in ordef
standing. Her plan

most part

thrill nicely

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Quite Attractive

It

and at that it's a short five reeler. It's a case of a
mother trying to marry her daughter off to a rich

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., presents

DIRECTOR

Makes

26, 1922

if

right,

they want

but very

at.

In connection with the story play up the rescue in

the finale and perhaps a trailer would do nicely to
arouse their interest in it. The title is surely a good
one and can be worked effectively with catchlines such

"You've heard of the cave man, but here's a new
one. See 'The Cave Girl' at the blank theater."
as

:
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Ppoductions With World-Wide Appeal
ELxceptional pictures
foreign land.

the

is

demand by every

Productions that are exceptional in theme, in
and in their appeal to all creeds and
nationalities, have a place ready-made for them
in the markets of the World.

artistry

Elxceptional Pictures Corporation has offered
with instantaneous success its first two productions which have demonstrated their tremendous appeal in every section of the United
States.

Apollo Trading Corporation
220 West 48th

New York

Street

Cable address:

London
'

5

Denmark

APOLLO
Street

City

New York

"Apoltrade,"
Office:

FILMS, LTD.

Charing Crosshead

Cable address:

London, England

"Benjahicks"

has acquired the

World's Rights
(Elxcepting United States

and Canada)

to

"His Nibs"
and
'

!"

'Jungle Adventures'
United States and Canada

Distributors in

"HIS NIBS" SYNDICATE, INC.
L. L.

Hiller, President

Longacre Bldg., 42nd

St.,

and Broadway, New York

releasing "His Nibs"

and

AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION
Walter E. Greene, Pres.

15 West 44th

F. B.
St.,

distributing "Jungle

[g

Warren, Vice-Pres.

New York
Adventures"
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Gladys Walton Has Another Appropriate Story
Gladys Walton in

good idea of how

Tod Browning
William Slavens McNutt

SCENARIO BY

Wallace Clifton
William Fildew
Something on the order of one

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
two

or

of her previous pictures

;

a role that star

Made up

of fairly slight situations

offers pleasing average

DIRECTION

but

comedy

Satisfactory; gets the story over

without a hitch

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Best

Standard

the

makes

suited to the type of role and

most out

SUPPORT

of

in the

David Butler, who has starred

is

to play.

long run.
in

some

of his

own

productions, appears as the star's leading man in this
one. As the baker boy sweetheart he offers a good
characterization and will be well liked for his work.

At times he seems

to overdo such little tricks as "acting" unconcerned and toying with whatever happens

be handy in an effort to register bashfulness.
Probably the best sequence is that taking place in
one of the small town "movie" emporiums where they
show such "drammers" as "Is a Married Policeman
Safe?" the one that happens to be the feature attraction when Rosie and her sweetheart Freddie visit it.
The film inspires Freddie to suggest that Rosie marry
him then and save the thousand afterwards, but Rosie
insists on the thousand being saved first.
A verbal
argument results in Freddie and Rosie being ejected
from the theater.
to

handles splendidly

STORY

Besides she has a

to dress for the part she

This counts for a good deal

Universal

AUTHOR

"The Wise Kid"

repression and not exaggeration.

"THE WISE KID"

DIRECTOR

in

it

,

David Butler very good as baker

boy lover he's inclined to overdo a little. Hallam Cooley a suitable "slicker"
EXTERIORS
Some of them studio sets
Adequate
INTERIORS
;

DETAIL

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl gives back her

presents to baker boy sweetheart and comes

near losing a hundred dollars to would-be rich
suitor

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Universal

is

4,606 feet

fortunate to be able to secure stories of

because they suit the personality and talents
Gladys Walton better than anything else she has
had. "The Guttersnipe" was another of this variety
and "The Wise Kid" is a good follow up on it. The
this t3pe

of

Her
mannerisms and ability to look the part are reasons
for her success and then, too, she knows when to use

star puts over this particular part in fine style.

They Ought

to

if

they do

make

the film a

"talky" at times.

Rosie Cooper, a cash register soloist in a hash house,
listens to a society dame spill a speech about "Kind

you good luck, and adds it to her
fund of flapper wisdom. Rosie is a "wise kid" all
right, but it takes her some time to see through a
shiny young thin model gent by the name of Harry,
while her honest baker boy sweetheart, Freddie Smith,
drowns his troubles in hot rolls. But fate has a way
of exposing the back side of silk-front shirts, and 24karat guys like Freddie Smith cannot be given the air
with impunity all of which Rosie finds out in less
time than it takes to pay oflf the instalments on a paste
diamond ring.
Deeds"

will bring

—

Her

Latest Picture

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good many picture theaters throughout the coun-

who

good deal of the picture's laughs come from the
which there are a great many. They are well

written, however, even
bit

Like the Star in

Box

A

A

titles of

Where

the star

is

already popular and especially

if

pretty well just the kind they play to, so with
Gladys Walton's pictures of "The Wise Kid" type it's
a matter of just what class patronizes your house. It
wouldn't do for "high brow" clientele, but for the
average neighborhood theater it is quite a safe enough

they saw her last one, "The Guttersnipe," you
about her latest, "The Wise Kid," and tell them this
time she's a cashier in a restaurant. Her previous occupations in her various roles have been saleslady,
music demonstrator, a rich girl, a poor girl and so on
down the line. You can use the title with catchlines
and say that the story appeared in the Metropolitan

bet.

Magazine.

try cater to a class of people

ture as

know

like just

such a pic-

"The Wise Kid" and exhibitors themselves

can talk

—

—

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Footage

Release Date

ARROW FILM
Ten Nights

Bar

a

in

Reviewed

CORP.

Room

8,000

Footage

Relcaie Date

ASTA FILMS,

1-

9,500

(Pete

Trails

ll-U-21

Across

(All Star)
the Border (Big

ARROW FILM
:

Boy Williams)

The Man

Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North,

of

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

11-13-21
11-13-21
1-29-22

4,700

1-

1-22

5,000

1-

8-22

CORP.
5.000

GEORGE KLEINE

XLNT

5,748

Westerns (each 2

15

7,000

12-11-21

6,274
7,000

12-25-21
2- 5-22

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
My

Is

Young)

(Clara Kimball

Wandering Boy Tonight

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES
His Nibs (Chic Sales)

New

The

Disciple

6,365

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

THE FILM MARKET,

INC.

The Supreme Passion
The Ne'er-Do-Well
The House Without Children
The Spoilers

6,000
7,000
7,000
9,000

12-25-21

—^^—

——

Vendetta (Pola Negri)

5,800

Work

(Edith

6,800

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
5,800
PLYMOUTH FILM CORP.

Maker

of

Men
Trail

(Fred K.

Beauvais)

Mr. Single
Mr. Potter
Trail

of

the

of

Western Star Dramas (2

Texas

Law

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and

:

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their Dissy Finish,
Circus Heroes.
Miracles of the Jungle, IS episodes.

GAUMONT COMPANY
HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies
America

12-11-21
12-25-21

Norma Talmadge

2-

5-22

Ray

Invisible

feet)

ADVENTURES OF
of

3,000

1-15-22

T.

S.

S.

See
I

INC.

(each 2 reels).

CO.

PINNACLE COMEDIES
(2

reels)

:

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law? Nation's

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt CTwo-a-month) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

(1 reel).
reels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each }^ reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial
The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

—

11-20-21

\

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

2,000
2,000

REELCRAFT PICTURES
Franey Comedies (1 reel each).
Matty Roubert (Romances of Youth).
Royal Comedies (2 reels each).
Bud and His Buddies (1 reel each).
Paragon Comedies (1 reel each).
Alt & Howell Comedies:
Marked Women (each
Billy

BROS.

Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.

Spirit,

The Conquering Hero.

11-13-21

5,000
8,000

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

Series:
Ruth ClifiEord and Jack Sheril (IS episodes) 31,000
(2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
;

11-6-21

1218-21
12- 4-21

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS
Adventures

:

Reissues (fourteen)

.

Barrie)

(2 reels)

First.

HORIZON PICTURES,

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

WARNER

INC.

Callahan, 12 2-reels.

(every Tuesday) ; Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5, 000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)
5,000

Ashamed of Parents
School Days (Wesley

15

News

5,000

5,000

CO.
Elinore Field),

Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Hooeymoon,

FILM MARKET,

t,

--a----"

INC.

reels).

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

Jimmy

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

The Bootleggers
The Man Who Paid

-<l;:?:lm

"

Ford Weekly.

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)

The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)

"

(1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each)^

PRIMEX FILMS
The Lonely

'

(l.reel).

JOAN FILM SALES

Stockton)

Blanchette

A

FILM SALES

C.

Gump

W. FILM CORP.

J.

B.

(2 reels).

:

Bianded (Josephine Erale)
The Thinker
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (Serial) 10 Episodes

HEPWORTH PRODUCTIONS
Forest Finds Himself
5,000
HOWELLS SALES CO., INC.

,
'.

FEDERAITED FILM EXCHANGE

5,400
5,300
5,900
5,400
5,200
5,100

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth

'

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

Serial:

Temporary Wife

CORP.

^

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
Hall Room Boy Comedies.

Serial:

!

i<;.'!

episodes.

GAUMONT

Should a Wife

Th*

,;

reels).

DOMINANT PICTURES,

CO.

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.

John

Ranch Westerns

4,951

FEDERATION FILM

Her

Revivals.

C.
Star

Marnir

What No Man Knows

Fight

Harry Carey: IS Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

2-12-22

DONOVAN MILO PROD.
Where

A

Women

Success Series:

Mary Pickford

Caesar

Silas

Ri»er,

Knight of the Pinei,

(or a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubblei,
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath
Wild
and Tame Men,
Comedies (2 reels):
Village (irocer. Homer Joins the Force.
Serials:
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

AYWON FILM

The Hidden Light
Julius

Raiders of the North,

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

Grade

the

the

Girl,

DAVID BUTLER PROD.
Making

A

Three and a

:

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Time

a

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions: One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas' (2 reels)
Looking Up Jim, In

HENRY BOLLMAN
Once Upon

reela), LIqveritk

_

CORP.

The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands ( Uig Boy Williams)
Fidelity

Pure and Simple (3

2-reeli),

Lips (2 reels).

5,000
5,000

Morrison)

AYWON FILM

Howell Comedies (12

Reviewed

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)

&

8-22

INC.

Hamlet (Asta Nielsen)

Crossing

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Alt

Reelcraft Scenics

(1

reel

2 reels).

each).

Aladdin Comedies (1 reel each).
Mirth Comedies (2 reels each).

CORP.

JACOB WILK
Lee Kid Comedies (2

reels each).
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With Domestic Problems

Satisfying Entertainment Dealing
Ethel Clayton in

rests with the results of his selfishness providing the

OWN MONEY"

"HER

Paramount

DIRECTOR

Joseph Henabery

AUTHOR

Mark Swan

SCENARIO BY

Elmer Harris
Faxon Dean

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

good audience

picture, partic-

ularly for neighborhood houses; they'll like the

ending

STORY

Not

especially original but serves as a

suitable vehicle for the star

DIRECTION

Just plain, but appropriate han-

dling; assembled a suitable cast

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

STAR
SUPPORT

Warner

Appealing, as usual
Baxter, Mae Busch, Jean

Acker, Roscoe Karns and others

all

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

well suited

Not many
All right

Requisite

CHARACTER OF STORY

Wife

loses

money

saved by stinting herself in helping selfish husband who leaves her, but makes good years after
and is forgiven

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
It really

new one on
oflfers

4,981 feet

doesn't matter a great deal that the basic

situation of

"Her

Own Money"

is

not an altogether

A

a pleasing entertainment of the light variety,

life.

selfish

husband

Star's

is

the pivot upon which the story

Name With

You can

—

His lavish

tremes.
similar
also

l)its

indicate,

his

offices,

from time

wardrobe and other
weakness;

to time, his

he allows his wife fi\e dollars willi
which to run the house.
Ethel Clayton makes the part of the wife convinctile

fact that

ing and gains your entire sympathy. However, when
her husliand upbraids her for nt)t Iniying herself a new

you can hardly understand his complaint because she always seems to be pretty nicely costumed
dress,

and how she ever managed

to save over

two thousand

dollars out of a five dollar allowance, within five years,

and have any clothes

at

all, is

the real mystery of

it.

The production

is plain but thoroughly appropriate
and creates the proper atmosphere. Mae Busch, prominent in the cast of Von Stroheim's "Foolish Wives,"
is very good as the wife of Clarence Burton, who suffers her never ending diet of sardines meekly enough.
The ending is one that will go big with most any audience even if they do have a "hunch" as to what it
will he.
The deserted wife learns that her husband
has gotten on his feet again and wants to be forgiven.
She decides to surprise him by purcha'sing a little
home, l:>ut when she gets there finds her husband already owns it "but is willing to sell the price being

—

her forgiveness."

Mildred Allen didn't want

to humiliate her

husband

'lending him her own money, so she arranges it
through her neighbor, Mr. Beecher. Allen discovers
the transaction and misunderstands, of course. They
separate and Mildred goes back to work. Five years
later Alden has made o-ood and there is a reconciliation.
1) ;

Gatchlines That Involve Title Should Interest
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

satisfy the average audience with this and
neighborhood houses particularly it should go very
well.
Ethel Clayton and her delightful personality
go a long way toward putting over most any picture
in which she appears and in "Her Own Money" she
has a story that suits her very well and one that, while
not altogether new to picture patrons, is nicely done
and offers clean, wholesome entertainment.
in

nucleus of the other sequences. Warner Baxter is the
husband and Director Henabery has developed the
character carefully neither insufficiently nor to ex-

the screen because the feature, as a whole,

has an appealing star to help put it over and, after all,
deals with a subject that happens to be a part of ever}-

day

15

The

title

can he placed up efifectively with catch-

"You may

home on love, but
See what happened when
Ethel Clayton used 'Her Own Money.' " Or, "Are
you a thrifty wife, or do you want to learn how to
save? Let Ethel Clayton show you how it's done in
'Her Own Money,' her latest Paramoimt piclin^e at
the blank theater."
lines

it's

such as:

money

that

makes

it

go.

start" a

What

Keep your

finger

on the pulse of
trade^
fl

To

gain better business

it

is

essential

to keep in close touch with every

move

the "Film Renter^^

brings to your notice
Pithy pars on up-to-

date doings.

Items of valuable

in-

formation for exhibitor

and

renter.

in the film world.

Interesting articles by
^ The most

efficient

link

between the

American and English cinema trades
is

found in "The Film Renter

ing

Picture

News"

—an

& Mov-

exhibitor and renter.

alities.

Film Reviews.

Round

annual subscription of £1-15-0 will

secure you the services of this conscientious worker for cinema success.

^

person-

trade

invaluable

journal of information for every alert

^ An

film

trade

the

throughout England,

Wales and

Scotland.

Send your order today.

THE FILM RENTER &

MOVING PICTURE
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53a Shaftesbury Avenue,

MANCHESTER
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Good Story That Should Please Them

a

in

Tearle in

Selznick

Ralph Ince
Earle Mitchell

SCENARIO BY

Edward

J.

Montagne

CAMERAMAN
AS A

However when they

a bit sooner.

start with the "years

satisfy

work in the "honest gambler" role and his supporting
company lend adequate assistance. It may be that

Of the "honest gambler" kind: estabsympathy for hero

DIRECTION

Satisfactory; spends a
rnuch footage on prologue, otherwise

LIGHTINGS
Will
STAR

too

little

Clif-

Suitable and capable cast includes
Binney
as leading lady Ned Sparkes and
Faire
others good types
Adequate
EXTERIORS
;

Correct

Ample
Gambler sentenced
murder committed in

imprisonment for
"reform" mayor''s daughter
pardoned
to life

saving

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Conway

is

finally

4,650 feet
rate story in

Tearle has been given
production and one that will in all proliaThe "honest
hihtv please his admirers thoroughly.
gambler" idea is not essentially original but it is nicel
Iniilt up with a romance that reaches the happy ending in the final reel. Director Ince tells the story evena first

his latest

it

moves

swiftly toward an effective climax.

Just a little too much time is spent in presenting the
prologue. It has to do with two little boys, one with
a home, "be it ever so humble," and the other without

Play

Up the Title

and

Star.
Box

two

little

may

suspect what's coming.
Bill Clififord is noted for being an "honest" gambler

nickname "Literary Bill"
for his visits to the library. On one occasion Bill meets
Helen Morely, daughter of the mayor, who is active
They become friends and Bill
in reform movements.
with Ryan and his
connection
his
finally gives up
gambling house. The mayor is ])lanning a raid on the
R\-an establishment. It happens that word of the raid
reaches Ryan and he i)lans to turn the tables upon the
mayor by kidnapping his daughter. Helen, holding her
in the place and presenting her to her father when. he
as well as having earned the

he reckons withbreaks into Ryan"s room, releases

arrives with his raiding party.

out hero

Bill,

who

P>ut

Helen and kills Ryan when the latter points a gun at
him. Helen had fainted and never knew who rescued
her until

some time

later

the story and Bill

tells

name

is

cleared and the

is

when

a former

i)al

of Rill's

released from prison.

mayor consents

His

to he his fath-

er-in-law.

You Can Promise

a

Good Average

Picture

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is a suitable average entertainment that yon
can book without giving it much further consideration.
It doesn't require a lot of advertising and at the same
time those who come in will be thoroughly satisfied.
If you show the Selznick releases with Tearle regularly
those who have come to know him will be well pleased

"A Wide Open Town."

figured out for themselves because of the

all

latter sequence so it is quite plausible that the other
boy should appear as the Governor who pardons hero
Tearle when he is accused of murder and sentenced to
Director Ince liandles the situation
life imprisonment.
in a way that makes it a surprise even though some

SUPPORT

CHARACTER OF STORY

the "movie wise" spectators will have the ending

Good

ford"

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Tearle as "Literary" Bill Clifford does good

boys, pals of the prologue, only Tearle appears in the

All right

be liked in the role of "Billy

Conway

rate

first

PHOTOGRAPHY

with a

thrown upon their own resources. The spectator is
fully aware that it is a prologue so that it would have
been a little better to have gotten into the main story
later" part no time is lost in getting through it, all the
while building toward the climax in first rate fashion.

A

lishes fine

and

home and a mother be^
mother dies and both are

fellow with the

William Wagner
good picture of its particular
type; contains an effective suspense and should

WHOLE

STORY

ly

little

friends the other until the

— Select

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

The

one.

WIDE OPEN TOWN"

"A

17

The

title

just at this
liquor, etc.

conjunction

way

:

city?

good one and probably a catchy one
time when the "lid" is down on gambling.
You can give it good prominence and in
is

a

with catchlines use

it

in

the following

"Just how well are the laAvs enforced in your
See Conway
Is it 'A Wide Open Town?'

Tearle's latest picture at the blank theater."

THE

DAILY

18

Suitable Vehicle for Gloria
Gloria

Swanson

Swanson But Otherwise Not

"HER HUSBAND'S TRADEMARK"

When

Paramount

Sam Wood

AUTHOR

Clara Beranger

SCENARIO BY

Lorna Moon
Al Gilks

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

for the star,

Serves adequately as a vehicle
fulfilling all her requirements only
;

average entertainment
STORY
Its title probably misleading; not especially impressive and in latter reels reminiscent of the play,

DIRECTION

"The Bad Man"

handles players nicely and works up a bit of
excitement in the climax

Good

LIGHTINGS
Attractive
STAR

All right

as usual and adorns the picture effectively, as intended

SUPPORT

Stuart

Holmes

a financial schemer

time instead of a he-vamp; successful in
Richard Wayne not the best type for
hero role, though he does good work

as

the situation has been firmly launched and

New York, termed in a title "the
Mexico the story becomes highly reminiscent of Holbrook Blinn's stage success of last
year, "The Bad Man." The similarity is not forced
the scene shifts from
city of bluff," to

but

it is

evident in the bandit's desire to get the white

and the death of her husband whom
she has just previously denounced. This paves the
way for her marriage with her suitor of years ago and

woman

for himself

As

the current victim of her husband's schemes.
as plausibility

is

concerned, the situation

is

far

either far-

is very blind if she can't see that
using her as his "trade mark."
Director Wood has given the story a suitable production and has selected a capable supporting company
for the star. Richard Wayne fulfills the requirements

her husband

is

enough except that he is not espewould expect the beautiful Mrs.
you
type

of the hero role well
cially the

Berkeley to

fall in

Holmes plays the
Swanson decorates the
times and wears some more

love with.

husband convincingly.

Stuart

Gloria

this

pictures pleasingly at

the part.

extravagant and attractive costumes. In the climax
someone has "doubled" for her in a bit that offers a
good thrill the woman and her lover, in order to es-

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

All right

Requisite

CHARACTER OF STORY
to

Man

using his wife

further his business schemes loses her to

another and meets his

own death

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
As

men

fetched or the wife

Provides an adequate production;

PHOTOGRAPHY

26, 1922

Distinctive

screen wives to rope in unsuspecting business
victims of unscrupulous deals.

in

DIRECTOR

Sunday, February

a

means

of

showing

5,101 feet

off the star

and presenting

her in the surroundings necessary to do so properly,

Clara Beranger's story serves the purpose probably as
well as anything she has had.

But beyond that "Her

Husband's Trademark" does not gain any laurels for
itself.
The basic idea is not new, for there have been
other screen husbands

who have

used their beautiful

Will Get

By on
Box

Star's

vantage.

—

cape the pursuing bandits, are forced to jump, on
horseback, from a precipice.
Jim Berkeley meets his old college chum, Allan
Franklin, and decides that he can

make

a fortune by

"handling" Allan's affairs in Mexico. In order that
no other firm may interest Allan, Berkeley, whose
seeming wealth is only on the surface and largely put
forth in his elegantly

gowned

wife, returns to

Mexico

with Allan, bringing Mrs. Berkeley along to interest
Allan. Years before Allan had been a suitor of Mrs.
Berkeley's and is still in love with her. Eventually
the wife learns that Berkeley has merely been using
her to rob Allan of a fortune. She denounces him and
after his death is

happy with Allan.

Appearance and Appeal

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you have found from past performances 'that you
can get them in with mentioning this star's name, you
will merely have to repeat it to interest them in her
latest production. They have probably come to know
just about what to expect from pictures in which she
is starred— pretty gowns, plenty of visual attraction
in the way of settings and effects generally that are
for the purpose of showing off the star to best adIf

all

As

for the story

critical

in the

it

will satisfy

them

if

they are not

and you can probably do something with

way

of exploiting the title and, of course,

playing up the star's

name prominently.

what happened when

a wife learned she

more than 'Her Husband's Trademark'
along that order. Stills of the star
be used extensively, also.

in

Say:

it

by

"See

was nothing
"

—or

others

the lobby should

—

1

Some
"The

Type

—World

Silver Harvest"

Short Reels

Wandering— Educational

of production

While "The

1

Silver Harvest"

contains a complete survey

of.

reel travel

essentially a travel reel

is

it

also

the sardine industry as oper-

Picturesque
ated afbng the coasts of Portugal and France.
scenes of the sardine boats along the harbor fronts and dragging the nets introduce the subject. The little silver fish are
then shovelled into baskeets and carried to the factory. Here
each step of the process is clearly shown as each fish is washed, salted, cleaned, smoked and packed in the little tin box.
Yoked oxen dragging ropes and the strange costumes of the
natives give an added touch of interest to this very instruct-

The photography

is good and the titles are clever.
one of the best of the series for besides being a travel reel it contains a complete review of an
industry that is foreign to this country. Will hold the attention of any audience and instruct as well as amuse.

ive reel.

"The

Silver Harvest"

"Little

is

Miss Mischief"

—Century-Universal

2 reel comedy
Type of production
Baby Peggy is the attractive "Little Miss Mischief," but
after making all the mischief that she can she runs away from
home. All this because of jealousy. A new baby brother has
taking away a
is
made his appearance in her home and
good deal of attention from her. Out in the cruel world she
She manages
is captured by a junk dealer and set to work.
to fill her wagon with junk by going into the yards at night
and meowing like a cat. Windows are thrown open and all

kinds of things are thrown at her. At the end she escapes
"Little Miss Mischief" is an amusing
and returns home.

comedy

full of

kid stuff and

Baby Peggy

certain to please

is

and hold the attention of any audience.

"Down and Out"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
"Snub" Pollard is the chief fun provoker
Roach

single

reelcr.

"Snub"

is

1

in

discovered

comedy

this latest

as

the

Hal
chief

Securing a policeman's uniform he raids his competitor's stand.
Everything is doing well when he meets the real cop and a
chase follows.
Marie Mosquini takes the part of "Reckless
Rosie," who dashing down the road smashes into "Snub's"
peanut wagon and splinters it to bits.
She helps him to
escape from the cop and leads him to the "Mission Hous"."
Here a good deal of comedy business follows and in the end
"Snub" shows his credentials and arrests the cop; he is the

The comedy

is full

of laughs

and clever comedy business. "Down and Out" is up to the
standard of the series and should please the average audience.
"Mysterious Tracks"

Type
Bill

old

of production

and Bob
_

and Bob continue

Indian friend.

— Bill

The

1

please any audience.

Pathe Review No. 144

Type

A

of production

1

reel

magazine

slow motion is the feature of this review. The
slow-motion chapter is called, "Kiss Me, Henry!" and shows
a commuter taking leave of his wife after they have been
married several years. Then comes a flash-back that illustrates
how the same kiss looked when the couple were engaged.
The colored section is devoted to intimate glimpses of the
Alps, while the nature section shows a pack of hounds in
Contrasting scenes showing old fashioned
hunting practise.
and
modern
varieties help balance this number of
dances
the
the Pathe Review. Some quaint farm scenes are also included.
Some pretty shots are recorded in this interesting magazine.
kiss in

"Official

Urban Movie Chat No. 4"— Kineto

Type of production
The travel section
is

devoted to a

1

of this latest "Official

little

visit to

reel

magazine

Urban Movie Chat"

the city of Riga, the capital of

Here the Russian church and the National Opera

Latavia.

House

— Hodkinson

shown.

are

The mining

transportation forms the

little

of

coal

and

details

chapter on industry.

of

its

In the
treasured

and Invention yOu see the
masks owned by the Princeton University.
These include plaster masks of Washington, Lincoln, Franklin
and General Sherman. A thrilling fight between a large hairy
Science

of

division

collection of death

make up the Nature Study division. The
with a public form appeal for the development of
our Country's resources along constructive lines. This appeal
is signed by the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America.
The entire reel is well balanced and makes an interesting

spider and a lizard
reel

engineer of a peanut stand.
Bad boys steal his peanuts and
the cop on the beat helps himself to his fruit.
He is facing
ruination when he decides to undertake a plan of action.

prohibition officer of the district.

and Bob aided by "Rags" the dog and their good old
Indian friend, follow the tracks that they find in the sand and
discover the little bear in the branches of a eucalyptus tree.
They bring him down and allow the camera to get some very
amusing close-ups of this queer little animal. "Mysterious
Tracks" is one of the most unique reels of the series and will
Bill

Pathe
reel nature study

adventures with the aid of their
"Mysterious Tracks" that they find

tlieir

on the Californian coast were made by the odd little Koala
bear, commonly called the Australian bear. This quaint little
creature was the model for the original Teddy Bear, and you
learn from the titles in this interesting number of "Adventures
of Bill and Bob," that the little bear never drinks water but
gets his necessary moisture from leaves upon which he nibbles.

reel closes

magazine.

"The Cat and the Swordfish"
Type of production

—Aesop's

Fables
1

— Pathe
reel cartoon

Cartoonist Paul Terry is keeping up a very high average in
This time the
his weekly series of "Aesop's Film Fables."
moral, "One good turn deserves another" is illustrated with
the old cat and a swordfish in the leading roles. A fisherman

worm

dock and waits for lutk. But deep
is on the job.
Now and then
On dry land the
a fish disobeys the rules and gets caught.
cat amuses himself by stealing the fish from the basket and
throwing them back into the water. A baby sword fish takes
The lady
a walk with his maid on the bottom of the sea.
stops to talk to the cop and baby steals off to be tempted by
hangs

his

down under

the deceitful

off

a

sea the traffic cop

worm.

He

too

is

landed

in

the basket but the

Twenty
him and throws him back
tying
to
the
and
manages
catch
cat
years later the fisherman
into
the
But,
"One
him
sea.
stones
throws
him in a bag of
good turn deserves another" and the sword fish saws open the
bag and delivers the cat to dry land. The animation is funny
and the humor will more than please the average audience.
It is clean and delightful.
cat saves

into the water.
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Buys 44th

St.

Studio

Cinema the Purchaser Was
The Old Amsterdam Opera
House Has Two Stages
Walter Ford Tilford, president of
the Tilford Cinema Corp., announced
on Saturday that his company had

—

now known

St..

at

334

W.

44th

as the Tiffany Studio.

Tilford Cinema has designed and
executed the sets for quite a number
of Eastern-made productions in the
year,
among them "School
Days," "Why Girls Leave Home"
and "The Beggar ^laid." The newly
acquired studio will produce all or
any part of a feature desired by a
producer.
The warehouse of Tilford
now maintained in the Bronx will
be transferred to 44th St.
Tlie plant was formerly the old

past

Amsterdam Opera House which was
converted into a studio scvf-s' years
ago and then taken over by Famous
Players
a
time.
Robert Z.
for

Leonard made "Heedless Moths" and
"Peacock Alley" there.
There are
two stages.

Ouimet May Produce
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

,!

i

I

Montreal L. E. Ouimet, of the
Specialty Film Imports, Ltd., has returned after visiting California.
He
states that he is considering a plan for
Canada. His company
represents Pathe in Canada.

producing

in

Second Pathe Plant in Germany
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Berlin
It
is
understood
Pathe
establish a second raw stock
plant at Copenick.
It now has one
will
at

Buchen,

gets

3.40

I

j

Hamburg.

Agfa

marks per

Pathe stock

I

near
is

foot and the
selling about 3.16.

Woods Appeals to Exhibitors
Frank E. Woods, president of the
Screen
Writers'
Guild
of
Los
Angeles, wired THE FILM DAILY
the following on Saturday:
"Will you appeal to exhibitors to

I

our fight against the slander of
Hollywood and the motion picture
industry?
want exhibitors in
every town in the United States to
watch local papers for these attacks
and send to the Screen Writers' Guild,
at 6516 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,
the clippings marked with the town,
aid

We

'

I

,

,

name

of paper and date.
This is
very essential to everyone in the industry and we ask you to impress on
exhibitors with all the force at your
command what a great service this
will be to themselves and to all of
us.
must know what the)' are
saying and who says it immediately."

We

Price 5 Centt

Gutting Admissions

Ambitiouslike

Tilford

purchased the studio
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Reports from Many Points Show
Theaters Are Lowering Prices
Several in Hollywood
(Special

Th" AN'arners. Btiyin' right an' left. AA'hat's money to a
millytmnaire? After they hind "Brass." They jtimp right in an'
grab "!Main Street." Which cost a bundle. Of jack. An' now
Can't sleep. Has so many things. To ftgger on.
Bill Nigh.
Then, just to keep th' pot boilin'. Th' Warners sell out.
Their exchange. An' Bobby North. An' Sam Grand. Passed
out th' checks. Which make it tuflf. F'r Abe. Now he hasn't
anything to do. Nothin' at all. Just like all preducers. .So
he'll

take a

trip.

To

Coast.

th'

RIGHT

Dinin' him. In bunches. Thtis introWhich makes a spechulty. Of
ducin' him. Inter th' bizness.
are givin' him a party. Th'
An' lunchin'. Th'
dinin'.
W'illie

AMPA's Naked Truth

first ticket.

Went to
NOT. In

Willie. Th'
this bizness.

PubAre
thank

lishers Association-^no, sir. not.
Willie'll
givin' him another. An' th' first thing y'know.
An'
gives him.
corner.
quiet
takes
him.
Into
a
bird.
th'
Like he used to get.
piece of bread. An' some lam' stew.

Who

he was poor.

THAT USHER STUFF

Sure started somethin'. "Roxy" hit th' air. After th' Times
re-printed it. An' sent out 800 words. Not mincin' languidge.
An'
T'u show. That up at th' Capitol. It wuz all difif'rent.
thought th' confeshuns. Busted th' morale. Up there.

Oh, baby baby
An' then. T'u make
;

!

it

Who

more

intrikut.

Along comes

a letter.

23d St. An' who sez
he was an usher. At th' Criterion. An' what he sez. Is a plenty.
Alebbe them confeshuns. Should be re-written. Anyway he
wants his letter printed. But ^usin' th' languidge of a popular
"It's all over now."
dittie

From Edward

—

The Apollo will hereafter admit
children under 12 years for 10 cents;
(Continued on page 3)

Hays.

MPDA

A
When

THE FILM DAILY)

planned.
!

STARTIN'
With

to

Angeles
Two Hollywood
theaters have decided to cut admissions.
The houses are the Apollo,
5546
Hollywood
Blvd.
and
the
Granada on Sunset Blvd. and Gardner
New Paramount, Santa Monic Blvd.
and Western, opens on March 6th
with a scale lower than that originally

Los

Davis.

lives 215

W.

—

:

GOIN',
Of R-C.

COIN'—
On th' way West. With Pat
Up there now. They're gonna

Rufus S. Cole.
Powers. Whose playin' boss.
Before they
look at them studios. An' mebbe. Just mebbe.
cum home. Y'u may hear somethin'. T'u th' effect. That RS
Which means. That PA'U not only seem. Like
is quittin' RC.
But be it.
th' works.
An' mebbe. Only mebbe. Y'u'll hear of RS. In some other
picshure deal. Yep.

OSCAR'S

YARN

Oscar Price. Uncle Oscar. Y'know. Has a yarn. In Film
Renter. Goes like this:
A prominent exhibitor in this country told. a story m Chicago a few weeks ago which ran something like this
"The citizens of a certain very small town were very much
interested in the progress of a bill presented by the Congressman of their district for a bridge to be built in the town by the
Federal Government. They were, however, very illiterate, and
the only way they could follow the progress of the bill in Congress was to gather at the post office each day while the postmaster, who was the only man in the town who could read, read
by
the paper to them. One day, after the bill had been tabled
(Continued on Page 2}

Two

Roland

Serials

To Be Made by United
Pathe Release

— First

Studios for
Starts

April 3
It is understood that a deal has
been closed by Pathe for the production of the next two Ruth Roland
serials
at
the United Studios
in
Hollywood.

The transaction was consummated
when Mike C. Levee, president
was

United

of

The

first

serial

in town last week.
will go into produc-

3.
The last Roland
was made by Hal E. Roach in
Hollywood, but it is understood that
the new Pathe arrangement with
Roach, whereby it will handle all of

tion about April
serial

his output does not include that type
of production.

At Pathe, no statement concerning
this could

be secured.

Maberry Coming East; Aronson Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago

—

Maberry,

Cecil

Goldwyn manager,

left for

local

New York

on Saturday to assume an executive
position at the company's home office.
Harry Lorch, for four years and a
half.
Maberry's assistant in St.
Louis and present manager at Omaha

now

is

local

manager; Sam Sherman

be Lorch's sales manager and
Ben Reingold, now Chicago sales
manager is to succeed Lorch at

will

Omaha.

The

Goldwyn

offices

stated

on

Saturday they knew nothing of Maberrys advancement.
As indicated
exclusively in these columns, A. S.

Aronson
manager

has
of

resigned as • general
distribution,
effective

almost immediately.
Hiller at International

Lejaren A. Hiller has been engaged

by

International

to

collaborate

"When Knighthood Was
in

which

starred.

Marion

on

Flower,"
Davies will be
in

'

THE

sm^.

DAILY

Monday, February

27,

1922

i

Ambitiouslike
(Continued from Page
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No 55

Vol. XIX

Price 5 Cents

the committee handling
was 'in statu quo.'

it,

bill

Copyright 1422. VVid's Film and Film Folki,
Inc., Published Daily at 71 73 West 44th St..
York. N Y.. bv WID'S
and

"One brave spirit finally mustered courage to ask the postmaster the meaning of 'in statu quo,' whereupon he scratched
his head, looked wise, and replied;
'That's Latin for "in a hell

Joseph

of a fix."

FILMS

New

FILM FOLKS. INC

IJannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Manager; J. \. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post-office at New York. N. Y., under
the act of March 3. 1879.

J.

W.

Terms (Postage

free) United States, Outside
Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months. $5.00;
3 months. $3.00.
Foreign
^15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

'

"

The exhibitor said that this represented the condition of the
picture business in the South, and it represents the condition
throughout the whole United States.

Address

all

DAILY

N. Y.

THE FILM

communications

to

West 44th

St

71-73

'Phone:

New

York,

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
California
6411
Hollywood.
Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack. 808 S.

—
—

Vabash Ave.

— W.

Representative

f„'indon

Kinematograph
London.
C.

W

Paris

Weekly,
2.

Representative

— Le

A.
85

Williamson,

Long

Film.

—

European

Central
tionale
rakia),

Representative
InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-SloWenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Low

Close
%\Vi Sl-K
94
94

Hin;h

Famous

Plavcrs

..

do pfd

Goldwyn

%\iA
94

Not quoted

UVi

UVi

Loevv's, Inc

World

•Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

In the Courts
Supreme Court

Bijur

Justice

has

an attachment against the
Knickerbocker Photoplay Corp., for
$6,976, in a suit of Claude E. Miller

ment was
fendant

is

The

attachgranted because the dea foreign corporation.

In affidavits filed by Mrs. Madge
Max Hart, who is suing Max Hart
for divorce, Mrs. Hart alleges her
husband had a contract to manage
"Fatty" Arbuckle, which he sold to

Joseph M. Schenck for $20,000, and
a similar contract with Buster Keaton, sold for a like amount.

Exposed Film Exports Increase
Washington The Department

—

Commerce

of
reports that film exports

upward

are on the

trend.

The

exported exposed film
follows:
October, $468,408;
for

ber,

$459,727;

Exports

on

figures
are as

Novem-

December, $479,458.
unexposed film have

fallen off considerably.
are:
October, $92 871;

The figures
November

$106,764; December, $52,923.

"Grandma's Boy" Lloyd's Next
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harold Lloyd's next
'comedy will be "Grandma's Boy."

—

^'^d^LC^tlarvcd (PtctuAjD

CM

About

Tell a bookfull.

another feature Syd made?
Chorus
Fr'm th' perducin' end.
fam'ly megaphone: "He could."

Thru

Of Famous.

th'

KICK IN

ON.

In that five millyun kit. That th' Jewish War
Sure th' war's over. Sure you've been hit. In
But what of it? Sure "y'u haven't made any
a dozen spots.
money. Sure. Heard all of 'em before.
But quit y'r kiddin'. Step in. An' fill out a blank check.
A coupla hundred'll do. Atta boy.

Drop

a

little.

Sufferers need.

CENSORS
Here what th' gang did.
reprints from newspapers?

T'u

th'

They

Topics of

—

th'

th'

Day.

Commission

Which

—cut

out

SPICE 01=

THE PROGRAM"

—
Johnny (at Poultry Show) "Ma,
wait until they
—
the animals loose." Mother "They don't
the animals loose."
—
Johnny "Last night Pa said to Uncle Henry, 'Let's stick around

let

let's

let

We

awhile.
ens.' "

might get

— (critically) —"I

a

Oflf.

which

starts

April 16-23!

—

—

much

stock movin' upwards.

blood was comin'
When he heard it.

those crepe de
"Probalily you never looked

GETTIN'
Over

Had one

Started a rumor.

Th' firm.

in.

Women"

which

make

for

"Enemies

of

Albert

oti

Capellanial

Cosmopolitan Prod.,

has been indefinitely postponed.

Some New Gennan Films
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

London Ernest Fredman, of "The
Film Renter," says that while he wasj
in Berlin Von Gerlach was engaged!
on a Union production, "Vanina," in)
which Asta Nielson, Paul Wegener,!
and Paul Hartmann were starred.
This is one of their big costume productions.
A detective film "Fooledl
by the Devil," was being completed
by another U. F. A. producer. Henry
Porten and Lotte Neumann were
both being starred.
Decla had just
completed "Death Grows Weary,"
and the studios were also busy on a
big costume play called "Madame
Pommery.'
Gloria Film was completing "The Children of the Darkness," while Terra Film intends making "The Man in the Iron Mask."

.

—

That young

Which made Marcus

grin.

—

— Rex

American

in Berlin

THE FILM DAILY)
Wilson

producer,

a

has

Britishjust

established the Rex Wilson Manufacturing Co. in Berlin, in connection!
with the old-established firm, Ber-

He

liner
Film-Manufaktur.
produce here.

May
(Special

willj

Re-film "Skinner"
to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Bryant

Washburn

is

said to be <:onsidering the refilming of
"Skinner's Dress Suit."

week's Broadway report.
At th' Strand one of th'

—

Triart's
Th' Young Painter at th' Rialto an'
Castle feature. At th' Cameo.

Berlin

Produce

to
to

Los Angeles

HET UP

Over last
at Hodkinson's.
of th' Great Author's series.

(Special

in

THAT YOUNG BLOOD
Loew

Capellani Production Put Off

The production

Wilson

never could see

chine dresses." He (also a critic)
Colgate Banner.
at them in the right light."
An' they've been printed. An' re-printed. All over.
No wonder Parsons gets sick. Pearson is driven to Pinehurst. Inneraritv to drink.

French Heels,

Phone— Beekman

9091

th'

HOME STUFF

DW.

In Looeyville. Observin' Ol' Kentucky Home Week.
An' talkin' to th' Legislachttre. Same time. Havin' a good
time.
But that's all he gets. Out of Kaintucky. Tho' he was
born there. They hate t'u give him any money. F'r his stuff.
Out there.

Talk of some houses
If it arrives.

Well, that's
S. Pat.

Prosperity

chance to pick up a couple of chick-

Judge.

She

spell.
Reg. U.

Exhibitor

i

these jokes

A PROBLEM
THE

for

•was to

starred.
In another feature.
Let's see. Couldn't Adolph Zukor.

granted

for breach of contract.

Eagerly Waiting

GOLLY
are sure brave.
Out on th' Coast. Here's Charlie
Chaplin.
Steppin' right up.
An' pinnin' medals on hisself.
Gonna make a picshure. Starrin' Edna Purviance. An' on top
Along comes a yarn. That brother Syd. Is gonna be
o' that.

UVi

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

People Are

They

:

4>4

5

Griffith

No. Not what y'u think. This ain't th' kind of honey y'u
mean. But it's in a cute little contrapshun. An' comes fr'm
\^'ill Page.
Not Hays. An' Will's sendin' it out. With Carl's
compliments. About Priscilla Dean's picshure, "Wild Honey."
This honey's not wild, though.
Nothin' like as wild as
Richard Graver's white mule honey. Nary a bit.
Thanks, Will. Hope th' picshure. Is as good as th' honey.

Rue de

42.

lichy.

.-'.ere,

HONEY

OH,

of

12,000,000

1)

the newspaper reported that the

(An'

summer.
usually does.) Say

closin' nex'
it

all right.
If \'u
Coptinued on
I

don't stop t'u
Pajfe

4)

Durin' th' hot
f'r six weeks.
think. 'Cause if

SBRVICK

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

—

!

February

londay,

DAILY

27, 1922

Gutting Admissions

Coast Brevities
to

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

ioUywood — Arline

(Continued from Page

Pretty has been

^aged for a leading role in "When
Devil Drives," an independent
)duction made at the Ince studio.
,

vndrew Arbuckle has been cast
Schertzinger's

Iter

first

two

pic-

Santa Barbara.

Universal

in

star

fitt

at

Edwards has been engaged

'Jeely
:

made

to be

ties

in

comedies.

will direct.

lichard

Tucker has

just

Gil

25

cents,
making a

With the opening of the New
Paramount, the Hollywood Theaters
been en- Corp. will then have in operation

part in "When the Devil
Baird under
starring Leah
i:ction of Paul Scardon.

the HollyApollo, Granada,
Hollywood, Paramount and Wilshire.

five residential theaters in

[•s,"

wood

third

"he

Ben Wilson-Neva Ger-

production

Ted E. Pelton, vice president of
has arrived from Boston and
once begin his activities as
of the administrative officers at

lited,

at

vl
c

district

— the

—

South Bend, Ind. The Castle has
from 10 and 20 cents

cut admissions
to 10 cents.

"Impulse."

is

—

Kenosha, Wis. The Rhode is now
charging 15 cents instead of 25
cents.

—

;1

William
H. Watson will direct
N;ly
Edwards in comedies for
Liversal.

fax Abramson is writing titles for
Coogan's next
"oubles,"
Jackie
ure.

Bevan

uier
!i;e

and

Mildred June,
the direction of Roy Del Ruth,
started on
their
fifth
Mack

illy

Hope,

Ark.

manager

— Elbert

the

of

and

prices to 10

—

BuflPalo

Crutchfield,
Alice, has reduced
20 cents.

The

and

Pastime

is

L. Trimble Bradley is at the
studio to act in an advisory
c;icity in the work of translating
tcthe screen a group of important
H' stage plays which will be made
a:?aramount pictures.
Irs.

Lky

Keaton has completed

"My Wife's
Eugene
I'Olish

Profit

Now
walked up and down Broadway and begged
executives to finance George
Loane Tucker to the extent of $100,000 to
make "The Miracle Man" on a basis of Tucker
and I working without salary and a division

I

many "fiUum"

The

Film Service Formed
Federation
Producers Ser-

Inc., stated on Tuesday that
William B. Batchelor has organized
the Pacific Film Service which will
vice,

take

over several independent exchanges operating between Chicago
and the coast. This organization has
just closed a deal with Arthur Nelson
of the Federation, for
Disciple
in
western

Walter

may

"The
and

New
north-

Murray Brought East
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

dramatize

Wives."

GAUSMAN.

TODAY — I am

offering the profits

EX-

to

HIBITORS.
"The Miracle Man" has already grossed a
and a

lion

This

is

mil-

half.

YOUR

my PART-

chance to become

NER.

The "think

film-

Relations."

That was three years ago.

Saturday matinee prices.

"

ir

Subscribers

Big exhibitors as well as

Pacific

Coogan

preparing his
:c'th vehicle, production on which
R'
begin in about three weeks.

duster

First

Majestic have reduced prices from 17
to 10 cents.
The Strand is also going
back to its old Saturday matinee
prices of 15 and 20.
Shea's Hippodrome has added five cents to its

5'nett two-reeler.

ackie

Only the

—

San Diego, Cal. The Colonial has
lerman Rayinaker, who has been reduced admissions and now charges
d'cting the Hallroom Boys Corn- 25 and 35 cents during matinees and
recently
resigned to direct 35 and 50 cents at night.
ers,
^nte Banks for Warner Bros.
Kansas City, Mo. Gus Diefendald.
'ivian Rich has been engaged by owner of the Monroe, has cut prices
Morante Producing Co., of Long to five cents and says he is doing
George good business. Former prices were
Bich to appear opposite
10 and 17 cents.
^:sboro.

fe

They Missed Out!

of fifty-fifty of the profits.

studios.

t

>

cents.

j;ed for a

b

1

and

the loges 35
reduction in both
The
children
and adult tickets.
Granada will establish the same
prices, which makes a reduction in
children's tickets to 10 cents instead
This will make a uniof 15 cents.
form scale of prices for the Apollo,
Granada and Paramount of children
10 cents; adults, 25 cents; loges, 35
adults,
cents,

become

little

my PARTNERS

only those

in

exhibitors
this plan

may

—but

who come FIRST.

over" and "wish I had" exhibitors will not get the Profit Rebates and they'll
buy the twelve pictures at way over the
$300,000 quota at which the original subscribers get them.
it

—

Eventually you'll play and PAY for these
twelve specials. Why not now?

I'm not selling this plan yet.
the contracts are not even printed.

Get yourself
In

fact,

But

my

£et.

tip is

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

—

Seattle
Herbert
Murray,
C.
special salesman for Selznick, has
been transferred to Cincinnati.

PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISING

EXECUTIVE AVAILABLE
For position with Producing or Distributing organization.
Go-getter with initiative, ability, energy, knows
salesmanship, exploitation, sales, distribution, and can
guarantee results. Knowledge of art work, printing
and lithography, will cut costs. Address
C.

S.

1540

CLARK

City Club,

55

or telephone Bryant 9460,

West 44th

New York

City

Street

New York

Broadway
Telephone

Bryant

4364

City

THE

j2^

DAILY

On Broadway

Ambitiouslike

"Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway Tom Mix in "Chasing

(Continued from page 2)

—

Apollo

—

the !Moon."

Brooklyn Strand

— Wesley

Barry

in

"Penrod."

—
—
—
Honey."
Criterion— "The

"French
in
Castle
Irene
Heels."
Capitol "Grand Larceny."
"Wild
in
Central Priscilla Dean

Cameo

Loves of Pharaoh."

New York—Today — "Fool's

Loew's

— "The Light

Paradise."

Tuesday

in the Clearin
Fairbanks

Douglas

ing."

That

y'u think.you'll realize.
their

machines

only feedin'

th'

big

first

runs.

So

(Special

Couldn't keep

An'
a lot of houses closed.
it ain't so easy.
As it seems.

SHOOTIN'
American Society Cinematographers. In their
An'
house organ. In which they tell him. A thing or two.
incidentally. Ask him. To find some place. F'r th' independent

At Hays.

producer.
Let's see.

Who's

payin' Will?

Pat Bowling's housej organ.

Gotta

lot of

stops on

—A

decision which

is

!c-

in

i«

Joint Council of Industry, an
titration
in
board
the
case

r-

of

Operators' Local 299 vs. Stari|(j
Theater, in which the operators v e
appealing against a reduction n
wages. The board confirmed the >duction of $5 per week in the s
and ordered that it be effective i
31, 1922.

Trem-

it.

In th' form of a rotygravure book.
olos. An' other equipment.
Wednesday — "Three Live Ghosts."
Much class, Pat, much class. Calls "Film Follies."
Thursday — "Conceit."
A-hem An'
printed in Hollywood, too.
"Be My
Friday — Max Linder
Wife." "False Brands."
HAPPENIN'S
"French
Saturday — Irene Castle
Bill Farnum's latest.
Is based on th' life of Edmund Keane.
Heels."
shows
That
Great
tragedian.
as
he
It becomes known.
—
Just
Rialto "Love's Boomerang."
"The UFA has made
In Germany.
Reid
Rivoli — Wallace
World's Champion."
FAME
Talmadge in
Strand — Constance
Walter Wanger. Y'know. Was with Famous. Now in

NEGATIVES

WANTED

it

it's

!

in Operators'

to

wage developments in the busines
Canada, was handed down by

"The Americano."

in

:

pected to have important bearing m

Aug.

ALL DRESSED UP

U

27,

Wage
THE FILM DAILY

Order Cut

Winnipeg

big companies.

th'

With

ciistributin'.

Monday, February

McGovern & Egler

in

130

W.

46

St.,

N. Y. C.

it.

in

"Polly of the Follies,"

Runnin' Covent Garden. As a picshurq palace. Goes
An' has his picshure. In The Film

Lunnon.

Next Week
Apollo-^"Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand "Back Pay."
Cameo Not yet determined.

—

determined.

If

you hiccoughed.

For

f'r

Use Ott Scraper and

days.

You'd

Moistener.

Like

feel.

Reads

do.

like this:

The Censors go out when Sacred Films come

OTT SALES

Price, $1

522 5th A
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

CO.,

in.

DANNY.

episode.

first

Rivoli— "The Mistress

I

GREAT LAST LINE
In Larry Weingarten's stuff.

"The Loves of Pharaoh."
Rialto— "The Mistress of the World,"

I

PUNK

Wives."

Criterion

GOODBYE, RAZOR
WET COTTON

BLADES,

an' gets himself famous.
Renter. Pipe an' all.

—

—
Capitol — "Foolish
Central — Not yet
—

i

it.

World,"

of the

first epi"^ode.

Strand— "The
Canada

to

Sheik's Wife."

Observe Anniversary

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Toronto

—

Famous

Lasky

^^g

Know What's Going On

Film

Service, Ltd., has arranged to conduct a special campaign in Canada
starting March 4, to commemorate
the 10th anniversary of the establish-

ment of. Paramount.
They have secured Canadian rights
for "The Better 'Ole," which has

t

already played under the direction of
the Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays,
Ltd.
Plaza, Montreal,
(Special

to

—

Opens

THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal The Plaza was formally
opened on Feb. 18 by the Independent
and United Amusements. The Plaza,
at St. Hubert and Beaubien, was built
at a cost of $200,000, and has a seating capacity of 1,200. The
operates the Strand,

also

company
Regent,

Belmont
and
Moulin
which the Papineau and
Belmont are new. The manager of
the Plaza is Eugene Lefebvre who,
Papineau,

Rouge,

until

of

recently,

was

with

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now
Lakewood's

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York City
my subscription to The

THE FILM DAILY—313

Specialty

Including Weekly Reviews
in Atlanta for A. P.

to

appointed Associated Producers' local
representative with headquarters in
the First National offices.

Devaney Heads Toronto Ass'n
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto Leo Devaney, General
Manager of P"ox, has been elected
president of the Ontario Film Ex-

—

change Managers' Association.

for

one

$35.00

Issues— Every Day

— 52

Subscription, $10

$6.00

— Foreign,

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rate«

Special

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

1921 Year

THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta — W. A. Sanges has been
^Special

Film Daily

year, starting immediately, to include

Film Imports,
Sanges

The lAfiEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

St.,

Kindly enter

Largest and Foremost Hotel

pages

$15

Inducements
Conventions.
est Service.

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food.
Dancing Nightly in

Fin-

to

Parties,

ures.

LTnusual

Athletic

NOW UNDER THE
Theatre

Address

Ball-

Entertainment Featand Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

room.

Name

_

MANAGE-

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

_

_.

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

iTHE

7Ao BRADSTREET
o/* FILMDOM

:9^«re(0chized

Authority
FORMERLY

Vol.

XIX

Tuesday, February

No. 56

Ready For Re ease

Norman Dawn
—

Series

"Orphans of the Storm" Going For R-C Pictures Designed to Replace Gasnier Prod. There
Through United Artists Not
Will Be Five
Available for Small Houses
Norman
Dawn
is to make a series
"Orphans of the Storm" is to be

—

—

28,

1922

Price 5 Cents

"Wild Honey" Opens

Plan of English First National

Be Liquidated

Pete Smith Visiting
through United Artists al- of director productions for R-C PicPete
Smith
has hit Broadway from
most immediately. The picture will tures, the first one to be "The Son Los Angeles. Smith is here to visit
of the Wolf," a Jack London story.
be shown in a number of first run
A company on the coast is already his folks.
theaters for extended runs, hut bookafter exteriors.
ed through the regular ITnited Artists
There will be five pictures all told
distributing machine. Hiram Abrams
Johnson in Town
and they are designed to replace the
•Hted yesterday that it would not be
Julian
is in from the Coast
Johnson
director series made by Louis J.
..vailable
small
to
exhibitors
for
Gasnier who has since signed with to assume his duties as manager of
some time to come.
tlie
Famous Players scenario deBenjamin P. Schulberg.
D. W. Griffith has not yet decided
partment.
upon his next picture.
He is at
present experiencing a bad cold and
Clifton Planning Sea Story?
Von Stroheim on Coast
sore throat.
If he carries out his
especial to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
original plan. Griffith will next make
Los Angeles It is reported Leigh
Los Angeles Eric Von Stroheim
a picture that will not tax his time Smith and Elmer Clifton are making
He
.and energy as has "Orphans of the arrangements for the filming of a lias returned from New York.
Storm." It i= b'^lieypd his idea is to v.'hal'ng vessel etory ?nd that four will probably start a new picture
produce one big production and then months will be spent in the making ;-liorll>.
rest up while making a film of lesser of the film scenes for which will be
Robertson Not Here
importance such as "Dream Street" shot in the Carribean Sea and at New
which followed "Way Down East."
Bedford.
John
Robertson did not return
from
Europe on Saturday with
An effort to reach Clifton yesterday George
Fitzmaurice
and
Ouida
Goldwyn Plant to Re-open
failed.
Bergere.
He is scheduled to sail
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
from England on March 1st.
Los Angeles March 2 is the
Kohn In From Germany
tentative date fixed for the opening
Ralph Kohn, of Famous Players,
Shallenberger in Chicago
of the Goldwyn plant at Culver City.
who left New York for Germany with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
At present, E. Mason Hopper makBen Blumenthal and Samuel RachChicago W. E. Shallenberger of
ing "The Dust Flower," is the only
mann five weeks ago, is back in Arrow was here yesterdai^. He inunit at work.
Continuities are ready
New York. He says German film tends going to Detroit and Toronto
for new productions and probably
men
are very much interested in the before returning to New York.
three or four companies will be
possibilities of American films in their

—

lishment of a series of nine exchanges
by Associated First National Pictures, Ltd., of

—

Kohn

m,ay go abroad again

Riviera Changes Policy

later.

How

Germans Aid Films
(Speciml to THE FILM DAILY)
London
"The
Film
Renter,"
speaking of German films and busi-

The

Laemmle

—

ness methods saj's:
"Propaganda is Germanv's greatest weapon.
We saw a good deal of it before and
during the war.
Today it is just as alive as
ever it •as.
The Gertnan Government recognizes

the

powerful

influence

of

the

film.

They encourage it for obvious pur!poses.
tvery possible inducement is given to producers to make motion pictures.
No restrictions are placed in their way.
The big
banks finance German producing companies.
The Ufa Company is financed by the Deutsche
Bank.
The Dresdner Bank is also inter-

(Special to

Slightly Injured

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Carl

Laemmle was

slightly injured when his car struc'k
a portion of the road that was washed
out, en route from San Diego to Los

Angeles

Irving Thalberg
him at the time and was

last

was with

week.

also shaken up.

Riviera, a

"Green Temptation"
Betty

Va. M. P. T. O. Meets March 15
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Compson

in

at Rivoli

"The

Green

Temptation," the last picture made
by William D. Taylor, will play the

week

of April

and Paid For" goes
the following week.

i'-

2.

"Bought

that theater

Parkersburg, W. Va. Parkersburg
£4,571,680 in British Companies
"The same thing can be said of practically will be the scene of the meeting of the
other prominent producing company.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tnf^^
The
The
banks, in every instance, are behind M. P. T. O. of West Virginia.
London^Official statistics of comthem. The German propaganda is subtle and date is March 15.
very much to the point.
pany registrations at Somerest House
They show the
greatest courtesy to English or American
during
last
year
show that 55
ested in this concern.

visitors.

They welcome them with open arms

because it means their films being seen on
the world's screens.
"Their films have been sold to America, in
Mime instances at a ridiculously low price.
That doesn't worry them.
All they care
about is that they are spreading the name of

Germany throughout the world. Don't imagthat they are prepared to give their stuff
away, but they certainly bear in mind the
propagandist element when a picture goej
fairly cheap."

me

to give Brit-

vice.

London reports received in
York yesterday were to the

New
effect

Associated

First National Picthe
International
Film Distributing Co., Ltd., had been
merged. According to E.
Bruce
Johnson and David P. Howells, no

that

tures,

such
tional

and

Ltd.,

has occurred.
Internahe liquidated as fast as

thing
will

possible and

I

I

future

release

First

of

National and Associated Producer
output will be through iMe English
First
National corporation.
is
It
planned to have the exchanges operative in about 60 days.
Howells, who is foreign representative for First National, stated yester-

day that International, which was
formed by Morris Greenhill, had been
taken over originally by the British
First National in order to carry out
contracts for exhibition entered upon
between exhibitors there and Greenhill; that when Greenhill could not
carry out his contract for product,
made with the circuit here, it was
decided to keep International operative
until
incurred obligations had
been met.
Physical distribution at
present is through Gaumont, Ltd.

theater at St.

John's and Kingston Aves., Brooklyn,
is
running continuous performances
except on Saturday and Sunday. The
theater recently reduced prices.

Rivoli the

W.

Moss

England

exhibitors a direct releasing ser-

ish

—

—

under way for the estab-

I'ians are

.S'.

country.

— In-

ternational Distributing to

Central.

released

started.

Exchanges

British

"\Vild
Honey," Priscilla Dean's
new picture, opened last night at the

Phillipson, Sales
(Speciil

to

—

Manager

THE FILM DAILY)

London
Percy Phillipson has
resigned from Pathe Freres Cinema,
Ltd..

to

become

Associated

First

sales

manager

National

for
Pictures.

Ltd.

Smith Plans Another Trip
Albert E. Smith intends returning to the coast shortly.
Upon his
arrival
he will place "The Magnificent Ambersons" in production.
In Hollywood "The Shaughraun"
is in production; Alice Calhoun has
finished ".\nglcface."

on

"Locked

Out";

and
Earle

is

at

work

Williams

Zukor and Kent Return
public
companies were registered, has finished "The Man from DownAdolph Zukor and Sydney R. with a total captal of £2,485,- ing Street" and is making "Playing
Kent returned from the coast yes- 250, and 182 private companies, with Dead"; William Duncan and Edith
a total capital of £2,086,430.
Thus Johnson have completed a picture, at
terday.
Larry Semon is
untitled;
a total in a bad year for the kinema present
Substitute"
and
"The
industry and everything connected producing
Mayo Leaves
with it we find no fewer than 237 Jimmy Aubrey is again at work;
Frank Mayo left for Universal City new companies registered with a total Corinne Griffith is making a new piclast night to resume production.
ture at Lake Champlain.
capital of £4,571,680.

THE

<2^

DAILV

Photodramatists Meet Tonight
New York Photodramatists
will hold their anniversary banquet

Vol.

XIX

No.

Tuesday, Feb. 28, 1922
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Price 5 Cents

the Cecil tonight.

May
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Schaeffer, who h*j

to

— Fred

BufTalo

been manager of Fox's Crotona and
Academy of Music in New York, has
been appointed manager of the new
Lafayette Square.

To Film
(Special

Boston's Industries
THE FILM D \ ILY)

to

—

Famous Players

.

.

do pfd

83
943/i
5

Goldwyn

81

81

94^

9314

4^

Loews, Inc

14

13^

135^

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World
Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

—

Delaware.

to

OFFICE FOR RENT

Compson

With Vault Space

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Angeles Philip
E.
Rosen
will direct Betty Compson's next production, an original by John Fleming
Wilson.
Mr. Rosen has just completed "The World'^ Champion" and
"Across the Continent."

Room 901—130 W.

—John
known

the best

M.

Sitterly, one of
film men in Western

Commerce,

will contain
B. Goode, describing the plans of the Chamber to
make several reels showing Boston

of

Denny

an article by

One

showing

historic

ceeding A.

J.

Sharick, resigned.
has resigned from the

Tom Hughes
Nu-Art
ly

sales

He was

staff'.

Kansas

to

i

I

WITH OR

Kans.

— Distributors

FREE

I

GOOD WOBK

j

QUICK SERVICE

WITHOUT SCENES

IRVING
MA^K&COs
e08/2 so. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
«

former-

manmanager

assistant
office

NEGATIVES

Paramount.

WANTED

THE FILM DAILY)

City,

TINTING

TPAILERSON
lALLFEATURESi

with Realart.

Ray Powers, former
ager at Realart, is now

Live wire growing exchange
wants $25,000 to enable it to
complete its buying contracts.
Will give half interest to right

of "The Contrast" are suinr- the Kansas State Board of Review over the
rejection of the picture on the ground
that the board has no right to reject
a film dealing with a social question.
The picture shows scenes of a coal
strike and an appeal of the strikers
for railroad men to join in.

St.

ILMAtK TRAILERS

Seek to Enjoin Kansas Censors
(Special

46th

Phone Bryant 6436

Some Changes in Buffalo
to THE FILM DAILY)

for

Not quoted

Griffith

(Special

Buffalo

landmarks has already been made.

High Low Close

to Direct Betty

Boston The forthcoming issue of New York, has been engaged
as a
"Current Affairs," published by the member of the
Select sales force, suc-

Chamber

1922

in Penn. M. P. T. O.
Philadelphia
Four hundred and
thirty-five theaters are members of
the M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
Southern New Jersey and

(Special

industries.

Quotations

Rosen
Los

Schaeffer in Buffalo
(Special

to

28,

Wootten.

—

Hannibal. Mo. Theaters are said
to be seriously considering closing for
10 days or so to stimulate a demand

ager;

^he act of

(Special

formerly handling Select releases in
British Columbia, has been appointed
manager of Fox, succeeding W.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Vancouver Manager 435 Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)
Vancouver — W.
Marshall,
R.

The

at

New

Marshall

Tuesday, February

McGovern & Egler
130

W.

46

St.,

N. Y. C.

parties.

Box K-27, Film
71

W.

44th

Daily,
St.

^9

Incorporations

—

Pictures
Gentiles
Dover, Del.
IncorCapital
$1,000,000.
Corp.
porators: George F. Simpson, Charles
B. Nelson. George Nelson, Cleveland.
Attorney, Corporation Service Co.

—

Albany, N. Y. E. R. Champion
Distributing Co., New York. Capital
$10,000. Incorporators: E. R. ChamAtpion.
E. Huber, J. Forster.
torneys, Weinberg & Weinberg, 63

Ca//
call

it
it

latitude

Dover, Del.— United Film ProducIncorCapital
$500,000.
Samuel
Teft
Johnson,
porators.
Elfrus, New York; James I. Given,
Capital
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; agent.
Trust Co. of Delaware.

—

Albany, N. Y. Projection Rooms,
IncorCapital $5,000.
York.
porators: D. and M. Narcey, W.
Kamean. Attorney, L. E. Greenberg,

New
132

Nassau

St.

call

it

long scale or

gradatio?t

EASTMAN Positive
Film

Park Row.

tions.

—
—

Has

© iiRiifei @f 8f II

iig

that pliable, reproductive sensi-

tiveness that responds to the quality

ot the negative

iancy in

—

every

that registers brill-

detail

halftone or shadow.

of highlight,

It carries

quality

through to the screen.

—

Albany, N. Y. Joseph M. Schenck
Capital $10,000.
Prod., New York.
Incorporators: N. M. and J. M.
Attorney, L.
Schenck, B. Nayfack.
Friedman, 1540 Broadway.

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

The

LAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00

Eastman Film,

both regular

and

Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

tinted base, is identijiable through-

out

its entire

length by the words

Inducements

to

Parties.

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food. Fin
Dancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

"Eastman"
((^'Wda.ccLticncil (Rx^tuyi£)

^^

Kodak"

stenciled in

the film margin.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGETin; si'itt 01-

mr:

piuici'.a.m'

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

Reg. U.

S. Pat. Off.

N. Y.

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

1

V

—

Tuesday, February

28,

1922

Newspaper Opinions
"Polly of the Follies"— 1st Nat'l

Strand

WORLD —

About nine out of ten,
N, Y.
We think, will be the ratio of those who
Vill like Constance Talniadge's caperings in
•Polly of the Follies" at the Strand.
can recommend it as good entertainIt is one of the best things Miss
nent.

We

Talniage has done.

HERALD — For

quaintly huflagging
a
iionient and pungent satire,
these exTJerts
n comedy have never surpassed this product
—indeed, any producer would be happy to
urn out anything so turbulently funny.
Evi-

norous

originality,

situations

never

with

that it is about the most hilarious
>hotoplay of the season was furnished yeserday by audiences that laughed until they
eemed on the verge of toothache,

—

AL-\IL .\11 in all. it is a rather good idea
which lies behind tliis picture, but in the
tinal product it is a good idea which has all
but gone wrong.
There is a good deal of
the picture that is amusing and it is all
played on a distinctly comedy plane, but there
is
a rather too determined effort to create
laughs. * • »
Miss Talmadge is excellent
*

*

SUN— Into

production John Emerson
and Anita Loos have poured about all the
wit and nimble fancy they possess, which
means that ifs about all the screen can hold
or any of the spectators who see it.
POST * * * a good comedy with some

—

this

—

deli.ghtful foolery.

"The World's Champion"— F.

lence

TRIBLTNE —John

jj

^.oos
tance

Emerson and Anita
have builded this new vehicle for ConTalmadge,

and

thev

have

builded

,cll.

"Folly of the Follies"
itrand

week, and if
promise you an

this

can

.•e

is

the feature at the
you go to see it
hour of unalloyed

;1BUNE— The

people at the Rivoli Thepicture immensely and no

the

liked

ir

oubt we should have done so. too.
ad not liked the play so well.
But so
f the comedy
is exaggerated. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
ides

we
much

if

*

*

pro-

entertainment.

excellent

The story which had been woven around
le
"Follies" girl is bright and amusing
*

urlesque.

A.MERICAX
tepid

Rivoli
-"The World's

P.-L.

offers little for Wallace Reid
screening of stage incidents are lacking in
•
*
*
humor.
The silence of the screen seems
tremendously in evidence and the subtitles
are hopeless, although some effort was made
to "fix them up" with a dash or so of lightness.
It was futile.

TIMES — "The

World's Chairipion," at the
Rivoli this week, ought to be one of the
best two-reel comedies of the year.
Instead,
it
is
a frequently amusing and often tedious
photoplay in five or six reels of film.
In its
bright spots and they are bright
Wallace
Reid is seen in a quietly humorous role, such
as he is easily capable of, and such as is
keenly missed whenever he essays a seriously
romantic part.
HER.\LD Relds suave nonchalance is
from Grant Mitchell's matter of fact
far
»
»
style.
Lois Wilson is exceptionally

—

—

working as
competent

is

*

*

iMORXING TELEGRAPH— The
family.

»

*

*

.Much of the film is an uninteresting working up to the place where the play begins.
When this spot is reached it becomes good
comedy, but with far less character than it
had in play form.
Wallace
Reid
has
an
ideal

GLOBE—

vehicle for the display of h s particular talents
in his new picture. "The World's Champion."
There is much dei't and not too subtle satire
that will make the film more popular in this

England.

in

TELEGRAM — *

* * a competent piece of
photography, setting and act.ng.

EVENING JOURNAL — "The

Chatnpion" looked like
intended to be sold on
on

*

and the character
Ferguson are worthy of

Wilson's

work of W.
commendation.

E\

*

*

luerit.

its

Lois

a
its

World's
film which
was
title rather than

beauty

J.

ENING WORLD—*

has

*

1

She seemed to
scenes

irlesque

(apparently)

enjoy

herself

and

so did
did the audience.

most
we,

in

and

the
so

situat'ons. * * *There is a decorned}' vein all through the film
and the sub-titles are briglit and catchy.
Lois Wilson portrays the leading feminine
part.
lightful

MAU^ — It

is

a

rolhcking

sort

of

EVENING WORLD—*

!

*

IS

ONE PART

INSPIRATION
NINE PARTS
PERSPIRATION

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
EXHILIRATION
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
Lloyd Has the "Flu"
(Special to

with

Los Angeles
fined to his

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harold Lloyd

home with an

is conattack of

"flu."'

N? 1 "Ike Dragon's ClaW
1 ' ihe Race for Life'

sTAlifi

)V?

\r words.

/vf3*7A£CityofGold"

'''"l.TNiffe

thrilling with
to
be just

.(instance
Talmadge permitted
irresistibly clever as only she

SUCCESS

story,

plentv
of
oppoitunity for genuinely
amusing situations and Director Philip E.
.vosen and his cast of players have made
the most of them.

Says:

AS

TELEGRAM—

EVENING JOURNAL— Ifs

MADGE EVANS

the

As a travesty on the stage
ruck or chorus girl situation "Polly of Ihe
allies"
cannot
bo
equalled
without the
iminent danger of becoming too ludicrous

L

many

amusing

GLOBE—

"Polly of the Follies" is just
lother
Cinderella.
It
has,
however, the
iving grace of its Anita Loos titles and of
:e situation which is as novel and sprightly
idea as any we have ever seen in a screen
imedy. *

picture

adds a word to the title and a good deal to
the story, which is a clever satire upon the
social aspirations of a newly rich English

country than

Champion-

and

—

c' arming
as t'e .rciit'ev\ onian
secretary, and W. J. Ferguson
as tl e inev table comic butler. »

/Vf4"Saved

by Wireless

can.

*our

idea

of

nest-to-goodness cinema entertainment, and
^'hn
Emerson and Anita Loos are to be
ngratulated in writing a movie that conns laughs, situations and scenes built around
e theme of "letting people do what they
I

I

n

do best."

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.

Bergen Blvd. and

LaiEayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
For particulars write
J.

E.
110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

TRUART FILM

CO.

announces
that
tion

it

has in prepara-

and will soon release

a feature entitled

Musketeer"
rights to title

fully protected

TRUART FILM
1540 Broadway

mix make box- office
records Ihal never

can he hroken

"A Western
all

THE MISTRESS
OF THE WORLD"

CO.

Hew Yoek

!.

HAMILTON THEATRICAL CORPORATION"

PRESENTS

THE MISTRESS OF THE WORLD
with

AilA

MAY

A Series of four

From the novel by
llV

C^i

Carl Figdor

Q>aramount Q>ictures

Directed by Joe

Wb

FAMOUS PLAVERS-L\SKVCORPOR.\nONy

May

THE

DAILY
•a^ank
THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Tyrone

Hollywood

28, 1922

Cuts and Flashes

Coast Brevities
(Special

Tuesday, February

Power

Mary
has

Astor

opposite

play

will
in a

Eugene O'Brien

new

picture.

arrived at the Ince studios to begin

work

"Finding Home."

in

Frothingham
J. L.
cutting of "The Man

Jack E. Rielley has been appointed
American
manager
for
publicity
supervising
Smiled."

is

Powell has started "The
Paul
Ordeal," starring Agnes Ayres.

"When She

Releasing.

Who

Marries," will be the
Ince

release title of a forthcoming
special by Bradley King.

Constance Talmadge's next picture,
"The Divorce." has been
changed to "Tlie Primitive Lover."

originally

Gwynedd Vernon, the English
who recently came to

film
this
here, is

actress

country to appear in films
recovering from appendicitis.

Patsy Ruth Miller has been loaned
Pete Lorelli, formerly in charge
by Goldwyn to Tom Mix as his leadthe booths at Simplex, is now
ing woman in one picture.
charge

Henry

Sharp

Ince

an

film,

to be directed

photograph
Home,"
"Finding
will

by John

Gritffih

Wray.

room

projection

the

of

of
in

at

Unity Pictures.

The first five reels
Holmes Text Films

in

Burton

the

series,

a series
pictures,

making separate from the travel
the final scenes of "The Masquerader" have been completed. National Nonstarring Guy Bates Post, at United. Theatrical M. P., Inc., will release.
Richard Walton Tully

is

Have
Cut Out
the Waste Motion
I

After they read the details of my Direct Boo
ing Profit Sharing Plan almost the first thii
exhibitors write me is, "That's simple. Wl
didn't someone do it before?"

The

direct

answer

willing to do

is

that no one else w;

it .

—

have cut out the waste motion and cuttii
that out means eliminating exorbitant salari(
the middleman's profit, unnecessary overhe;
charges.
I

Work

on the third
John S. Clark, formerly in the
Mack Sennett-Ben Turpin two reeler distribution department of Famous
Players-Lasky, has become Eastern
for release through First National.
has

started

Hal E. Roach has signed Al Santell
and Gilbert Pratt, who will alternate
Paul Parrott
one reel comedies.
as directors

for

in

representative
tures Corp.
Romax Bldg.

Balshofer Pic-

the

of

He

has

offices

the

in

I

Alexander Film intends launching
campaign simultaneously with the
Actual filming has nearly been com- projected lecture tour in this country
Doyle.
Arthur
Conan
Sir
pleted on "Salome," and the picture of
will soon be in the editing-cutting and Alexander is releasing the "Sherlock
United Artists will Holmes" two reelers.
titling stages.
a

release

And

that brings me down to
and the CREATOR.

—the

EXHI

ITOR
The

exhibitor gets twelve big specials at

guaranteed rental.

it.

Gus Barth, former

The James Cruze Company

of

Cecil B. deMille is expected to start
preparations for the production of
"Manslaughter" in three weeks.

Sam Wood

has completed "Beyond The Rocks," the Elinor Glyn
story starring Gloria Swanson.
Willie Wyler. who has done foreign
publicity in Universal's offices in New
York, has arrived at Universal City,
and is now attached to the casting de-

partment.

Gabe

handling
the
of "The Jungle

Pollock

manager

manager with Associated Screen News, Inc., which opsales

Gaumont

erates the former
in

laboratory

Flushing.

Goddess," which James Conway

is

directing for Col. Selig.

Winnifred

Verina

Hippodrome

ballet to

the
left
has
appear in Pathe
Charles Hutchison.
serials starring
She was selected through a contest
which ran for 14 days through a
double tie-up with the Hippodrome
and the Daily News.

"Pal" With Prizma
Prizma, Inc.. has engaged Jean
Paleologue, ("Pal") formerly of Pal
Art Service, as director of its art
department.

Booking Deal
(Special

to

in

Easton, Pa.

THE FILM DAILY)

Pa. — The

Easton,

Northampton

the two-reel comedies in which "Bull"

completed
arrangements
with
the
booking
Strand, Third Street and Star, and
Lehigh Orpheum. Bethlehem,
the
and it is understood that still other

Montana

theaters are to be acquired.

is

United Studios

in

of the organization
is

busily engaged
the formation

which

will

make

to star.

Tom McNamara,

v^'ho

does

the

comic strips "Us Boys," has arrived
from New York and is lining up his

new

work with

the

company,

which

children's comedy
Hal E. Roach is

launching.

John Fleming Wilson, member

of

Ince writing staff, has returned
to the studio following an illness of
many weeks. He has resumed work
on a sea story for early production.
the

GAUSMAN.

shares in the profits in proportion to

I

get no salary.

I

I

1;

The

directors receive

guarantee to distribute at cost

make my money, and

the

no

—

directors

sJ

30"j

mal

OF THE PROFITS. And ti
share DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR]

theirs— OUT
exhibitors
the profits.

my plan is so simple you woncl
wasn't done long ago.

Of course

why

Amusement

Hunt S<tromberg

He

advance payment.
ary.

is

direction

technical

sales

Claremont Laboratory, has been

on
"The appointed

is

location to obtain scenes for
Dictator," in which Wallace Reid will
star for Paramount.

at

have eliminated everyone who doesn't co

tribute to the success of the pictures.

his

it

the answer when you real; J
that it wasn't devised by a New York midd
man whose first thought had to be "HO'

And you know

•

WILL
Vm

I

GET 'MINE?'"

not selling the plan yet.

even printed.

But

my

tip

The contracts are
is

— Write

today

vt

f

details.

has

Co.,

Philadelphia Theaters Transferred
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia

—

The

Olney,

5601

North Fifth St.. assessed at $20,000,
has been conveyed by W. B. Kahn to
I. Shapiro, subject to a mortgage of
$50,000.
Title to

the

Hippodrome, 608-12

South St., assessed at $36,000, has
passed from M. Laeff to B. Rubin
for $8,000, as indicated by stamps on
the deed,
$13,500.

subject

to

a

mortgage of

1540

New York

Broadway
Telephone

Bryant

4364

Cy

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

:s^«recocmized
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Marking Time
Allen Theater Deal in Canada

Pending

—Toronto Talks of

New

Toronto

Ray's First
Still
i

Mary Pickford

Financing

— No

settled,

is

yet to be
reasonably sure that
will secure the
film

is

it

Ray

Charles

production under his two-a-year plan
j

for LTnited Artists.

capital.

understood that N. 'L.
Nathanson's board of directors in the
lanious Players Canadian Corp., inchitling
Messrs.
Bickel,
Tudhope,
Symcs and Shepard, all of whom have
been strong financial backers of
Nathanson in his Canadian activities,
are in agreement over the Allen deal
but at the same time William Fox
figures in on it.
[t is difficult to advance any sugIt

Price 5 Cents

Fox Due from South Shortly
William Fox will probably be back
in his office from
Palm Beach in
about a week.

final details are

rights to "A Tailor-Made Man" and
that he will produce it as his first

(.'

new

Although

j

1

lor

1922

Law

also

Mary

'

Pickford,

is

it

understood,

bought the rights from Goldwyn

for

her brother, Jack.
It was stated at
the time of purchase tliat Jack would
make it for release tiirough United
Artists.

made

H off berg

Sails

H. Hoffberg, of

Today
the Goldwyn

Invalid

Is

Federal Court Holds Nebraska AntiDeposit Measure is Unconstitutional

|

deal lias as yet been
closed for the transfer of the Allen
-tring of theaters in Canada.
In a
Miiarter usually well informed, it was
ported yesterday that the Aliens
a:
dickering with financial interests
1

For United Artists to be "A TailorMade Man"— Deal On With

1,

EIek

J.

—Awaiting Opinion

Ludvigli,

Famous Players

for

general

counsel

stated yesterday

he had received a wire from Omaha
where three Federal Judges sitting
in court decided that the Nebraska
anti-desposit law was unconstitutional
will be Panama.
and invalid.
William M. Seabury,
attorney for Vitagraph and Arthur
Hays to Attend A. M. P. A. Dinner F. Mullen of Omaha, who handles
C. L. Yearsley, president of the some of the legal affairs for Abe
A. M. P. A. has received word from Blank and First National of NeWashington that Will H. Hays will braska appeared for the distributors.
It
attend
the
organization's
"Naked
was in earlj' December that
Truth" dinner at the Biltmore on attorneys for a number of prominent
J.

foreign department leaves this morning for a four months' tour of Central
and South America. His first stop

to reach Arthur S.
Ray's
representative March 25.
distributing organizations decided to
Dennis F. O'Brien, Miss Pickford's
make a test case of the validity of the
attorney,
were
unavailing.
Jack
anti-deposit
measures.
Nebraska
Hodkinson Managers Meet
Pickford was not at the Ritz and
was decided upon and a bill in equity
managers
number
of
Hodkinson
A
gestion at the moment as to how Miss Pickford was in court in confiled at Omaha by Goldwyn to rethe deal will be finally consummated. nection with the Wilkenning litiga- met home office executives yesterday strain
Attorney-General
Davis of
x\mong those
to discuss sales plans.
tion.
Nebraska from carrying out the law.
Buaffol;
Brady,
present
were:
Tom
Forman Leaves Lasky
restraining order was issued
Lon Hacking, Boston; F. W. Geb- The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Last First National Finished
against Davis and the county athardt, Philadelphia; F. G. Kilgour,
Los Angeles Tom Forman has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of
Douglas Country, NeNew York, and Sam Galanty, Wash- torney
left Lasky and has gone over to the
braska. These state officials in turn
Los Angeles Charles Ray has ington.
Katherine MacDonald unit where he finished "Alias Julius Caesar," his
filed an answer .to the Goldwyn suit
will
direct
''The
Woman Con- 1.3th and last picture for First Naand the decision was rendered on
^

LfForts

Kane

and

—

—

quers."

Von Stroheim Leaving "U"?
Monday.
to THE FILM DAILY)
Mr. Ludvigh stated yesterday that
Los Angeles Eric Von Stroheim pending a perusal of the written

tional.

(Special

With "U"
THE FILM DAILY)

Santschi Signs
(Special

to

Beranger Completes Dutch Film
(Special

—

.\ngeles
Tom .'^antschi has
signed a contract with Universal to

Los

Haarletii,

anger,

outdoor two reelers.
The
first
will
be "The Guilty Oath."
Robert M. Bradliurv will direct.
star

in

Miss Stewart
(Special

Costume Film
THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los .\ngeles

in

— .\nita

to

i

the

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Street" for

Xl\^ of France.

known

Bound for Foreign Shores
The outgoing Aquitania yesterday
join

aboard

Sada

Cowan,

well-

scenario writer, who goes to
her mother in France.
Miss

Eastman House Ready By Fall
Cowan came East via Panama. E.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
I. Smith and Frederick E. Shoninger,
Rochester, N. Y. The new East- Universal representatives in England
man tlieater will be opened next fall. and Central Europe respectively were

—

seat

between 3,300 and

3,400.

Today John D. Tippett, of London,
and Albert L. Grey and Mrs. Grey
leave on the Homeric.

into the enterprise to make possible
the carrying on of experiments looking to the advancement of pictures
as an art.

Leave for Coast Tomorrow
George Fitzmaurice, Oudia Bergere and Tom Geraghty leave for
Hollywood tomorrow to resume pro-

Don Hancock,
Fox

News,

months'

stay

is

in

director-in-chief

of

reorganized the foreign

staf?.

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

leaving

Angeles
for

— Nazimova

New York

in

intends
several

weeks with a completed print of
She will then rest for
"Salome."
several weeks and return here in the
summer to produce two more picUpon their
tures for United Artists.
completion, she intends going to
Furope for a protracted stay.
Bolstering
(Special to

—

Shows

in

Buffalo

where

like

pointed out that

won

point

their

more

it

measures

exist.

the distributors
on a technical

if

might be necessary to

the opinion
entire
measure, the court's finding would
probably carry weight in other states.
It was pointed out in another quarter
that Federal judges are usually loath
to declare a state statute invalid and
that the fact that three judges concurred in their belief relative to the
Nebraska law was a point that should
not be overlooked.
file

suits but that,

if

was general and covered the

As noted, last week, anti-desposit
laws are now pending in Massachusetts and New Jersey.

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo The opening of the new
Lafayette Square on Mondaj^ caused
other houses to strengthen their bills.
The Criterion is showing "Orphans
of the Storm." the Strand. "Over the
Hill,"
Shea's
Hippodrome, "Rent

T. O. C. C. Slate Selected
nominations
for
following
officers were made at the regular
meeting of the T. O. C. C. yesterday.
and
William
William 'Brandt
president;
Charles
Landau
for

1-ree" and "A Sailor Made Man."
The Lafayette with its 10 story busi-

.''teiner
and James Jame for first
vice-president; J. Alton Bradbury for
second vice-president; Sam Schnitzer
and Herman Rachmil for treasurer
and S. A. Moross for secretary. The
election will be held on March 21.

ness building represents an outlay of
$2,500,000.
It has a seating capacity
of about 3,200 on one floor and

upon.

balcony.

Geraghty

back from a tw'o
Europe, where he

More and Then Europe

for
Famous
Players.
will
act
supervising
as
director for Fitzmaurice and Robertson
Prod.
These directors' new
stories have not as yet been decided

duction

He

difference

also passengers.

An organ is being constructed by the
Austin Organ Co., and a symphony
orchestra of 50 pieces will be assembled.
All profits will be put back

Hancock Returns

New York

iSpecial to

f-arried

will

However, I shall not consider
the latter.
Whether I remain with
L'niversal or not is still a problem."

Two

Ideal.

Stewart, after

a short stay in New York and Palm
Beach, intends returning here to start
work on a costume picture dealing
with court life in the reign of Louis

It

opinion of the three judges, he could
not say whether the distributors
would file similar suits in the other
states such as Kansas, Missouri and

Holland George BerAmerican director, has
"Thou Shalt Not" for many.

completed
Hollandia Films,
Beranger, who is
under contract with Ideal of England,
has 1)1 en loaned to the Dutch company. Before coming here, he made
"Sinister

—

quoted in the Times as follows:
"1 have received many offers to
produce pictures for different concerns, one of which came from Ger-

is

The

THE

a^m^

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
"Love's Boomerang" — F. P.-L.
Rialto
Vol.

Wo 57 Wednesday, Mar. 1.1922

XIX

Price 5 Cents

m

.\MERICAX — There

strength and charm

is

• The character
"Love's Boomerang."
is good,
too, and the story itself
unusually well thought out.
Yet the film as
a complete production does not make an impression of sufficient depth to stir eager in-

delineation

Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

New

FILM FOLKS.
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WID'S FILMS
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St.,

and

IN'C.
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Terms (Postage free) LTnited States. Outside
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Foreign
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
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Subscribers should remit with order.
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— Le

Film,
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Close
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Griffith
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13^
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Triangle

World

*Onotations by Harry Content

& Co

bit unreasonable to ask for a plot, but this
combination cannot altogether compensate for
the moth-eaten story.

TELEGRAM—'

Film Corp.

Attorney,
Co.,

Dela-

Wil-

—

Albany, N. Y. Pacific Film Exchange, New York. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators; H. Huber. M. PerlAttorney, B.
man, M. Levinthal.
Ammerman, 50 Court St., Brooklyn.
Trenton,

N.

J.

— Temple

Pictures,

IncorWendell
porators: James
G. Shields, Maplewood; Howard H.
Russell, Westerville, Ohio.

*

of

EVENING JOURNAL—*

not recognize

* * Interesting despite its dimission, and, it seemed to us. was
worked out with particular skill and feeling
for dramatic effect.
But its weakness is flung
at you at the very close with a really incomprehctisive stupidity and in a way that deThat
tracts a good deal from the final effect.
weakness is one not unconmion to problem
plays attempting a moral discussion withTh"
out havin.g a genuine idea back of it all.
picture stopped just as it seemed about to
present an idea.

at first sight.

it

TELEGR.\M — *

SUN — *

* •

principal

prediction

that

over here.
It
counterplot. *
picture

audiences.

it
won't cause
simply abounds

•

*

It

*

much

splash

and

plot

in

best acting in
three or four year

called

•

has

our

is

The

done by a
"Bunty". Fosse.

is

*

This type of picture

many English

thrilled

ever popular theme
with two men.

Capital

$200,000.
K. Shields,

— Goldwyn

The

husband.

which

rate,

picture is generally
is. as usual, a fine
interior decorations are elabothe Goldwyn way of doing

Dexter

Elliott
is

things.

AMERICAN— The

film

has

been

produced and is enjoyable.
HER.ALD Miss Windsor, though

elabo-

rately

—

times
cold, steers clear generally of foolish spots
Elliott Dextet manages to forget as the husband most 01 his recent philosophical sophistries as a screen bachelor and Lowell Sherman, as usual, rolls his eyebrows through the
lover part as smoothly as a Rolls-Royce.

TIMES —

*

*

at

No

one. assuredly, will be
impressed by it as a dramatic motion picture,
for it is in no real sense a pictorial composition.
It is one of those photographed stage
plays in which pictures of people appear,
disappear, and reappear, without an}- meaning
in themseh'es.
*

MORNING TELEGRAPH— The

chief as

"Grand Larceny"

as a motion picture
story of Albert Payson Terhune,
and not in the photography, the ballroom
scenes of the featured players, Elliott Dexter
set

lies

of

in

—

N. Y.
Paladin Pictures
Corp., New York.
Capital $20,000,
Incorporators: A. C. Novotny, N. J.,
Sennot, W. T. Wilson.
Attorney,
W. A. Nunlist, 30 Broad St.

the

12:00 M.

West Nohno, Dakar. 8:30 A.M.

12:00M.

Seydlitz,

Bremen

8:30 A.M.

M.
A.M.

12:00M.
3 :00

P.^^

10:00 A.M.

Yucatan, Vera Cruz. 8:00 A.M.

11:00 A.M.

Gen. Goethals, Colon. 12 :30 P.M.

4:00 P.M.

Exhibitor

*
plots. * *

SUN — "Grand

Larceny" handles the familiar triangular theme of trusting husbatiil, lonesome wife and readily consoling friend from
the

|>sychological

Prosperity!

standpoint, rather than the
angle, as a

more common physical emotional
phrenologist might say.
thanks.

For

this relief,

Kansas-Missouri Meet
(Special

to

in

much

March

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Kansas

City, Mo.
It is probable
P. T. O. of Kansas and
will meet jointly at Salina

M.

that the

March.

in

Stern Back on Job
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

.Trying Radio in Kansas City
(Special

Albany
THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Legislation

to prevent a
disaster similar to the Knickerbocker
has been introduced in the Legislature
by .Senator Hewitt.
The bill was
prepared by State Industrial Commissioner Sayre at the request of
Governor Miller.
Under the measure the State labor

Star last

week

set.

Two

Buys

(Special

in

—The

gave a concert by radio. An amplifier was placed on the stage of the
A'Shland theater and
the
audience
numbering 2.000 heard perfectly. The
Ashland intends installing a larger

hospital.

Up

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Kansas City

Chicago Herman Stern, Universal
receiving
Middle Western district manager, is
back on the job after a siege in the

Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Milan, Mo.
George B. Wooldridge
has -iirchased the Harmon and also
tlie Trio Theater at Gait, from R. E.

Simpson.

—

Winfield, Kas.
C. A. Rehm has
sold his Novelty to John H. Thomas,
fonnerlj' of the Zimm at Winfield.

Oklahoma Theater Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

law would be amended by providing
Richer, Okla.- J. W. Cotter has rethat all places where public meetings
opened the old Royal, and has reare held shall be constructed and
named it the Gayety.
maintained so as to provide reason-

—

able protection for the lives of all
persons. The State Industrial Board
would be authorized to make rules
establishing a minimum standard and
to

enforce

them,

except

in

cities,

—

Pawhuska, Okla. The theater at
Whizbang, now almost a total loss
resulting from fire, will be rebuilt.

Watumka, Okla.

—The

Majestic has

towns and villages where there are opened under new management.
departments to enforce building laws.
In such places the departments shall
Beggs, Okla. The Empress has
enforce the proposed new regulations. reopened under management of Mrs.
Because the measure is recommend- Ida Smith, formerly of Kiefer.
ed by the Governor it is expected it
will be rushed through.
Wister,
Okla.
The American,
operated bj' Garner Brothers, is in

—

—

ashes as the result of a

Phi-ne

1

— Beekman

fire.

9091

Europe,

Africa and West Asia.
(Norwa>
Speciall\- addressed.)
Seneeal and Gamb'a (Canary Islands and
other parts of West Africa must be specially addressed.)
Germany. (Specially addressed.)
Greece.
(Specially addressed.)
Canal Zone. Panama. Salvador. Nicaragua.
Ecuador. Peru (except Iquitos), Bolivia

tEAL

SBRVICB

Chile.

Thursday, March 2
12:O0M.
11:00 A.M.

Towards

ever a film was trifling and
it
"Grand I,ar
tragically unnecessary,
is
It
has one of picturedom's tritest
ceny."

United States. Copen-

9:00A.M.
Georgetown 8 :00 A.M.

Turning Point

story will inby Claire

played

MAIL— If

Wednesday, March
Homeric. S'thampton 8:00 A.M.

hagen
Mayaro.

08.

woman

in the most gorgeous costumes imagThe clothes overshadow both role
actress
at times.
and

and

W^

is

—a

Closing of the Mails

Themistocles. Piraeus. 12 :00
S'ta Luisa. \'alpar'so 6:30

f^dux:.aJMjruil (RtcLvvu)

triangle

Windsor

Albany

and Claire Windsor.

—

Reg. U. S. Pat.

Kathleen

you.

Safety Measure

WORT, D— -The

V

X,-,

— the

Marks the

version of that

the
old

Capitol
well acted.

A new

inable.

*

*

*

EVENING JOURNAL— The
terest

Missouri

The

•

April 16-23

—

'

and most enjoyable portion of the picture has
to do with the circus. * * * There is some
extremely nice photography that lends itself
riicely as background,
in fact, in some of th^
scenes the scener\' should have been given
loth the back and foreground.

Dover, Del.
Distinctive Pictures
Corp. Capital, $7,500,000. Attorney,
Corporation Trust Co. of America,
Wilmington.
Albany,

GLOBE — *

(Special

mington.

Newark.

Some

*

the most
charming scenery of both countries as back*
*
*
grounds for the story.
"
* *' Thrilling
interesting throughout, for unlike most melodrama tlie plot is altogether 'possible and the
sequence of events made logical.
Even the
melodramatic clement is so subdued that one

—

Trust

— This

Grand Larceny"

du><
Albany, N. Y. Talmadge Produj
,0(T0.
ing Corp., New York. Capital $10,'
N.
M. & J. M.
Incorporators:
Schenck and B. Nayfack. Attorney,
L. Friedman, 1540 Broadway.
Capital $500,000.
ware Registration

and beautifully

Interesting

elci:)hant

Incorporations

— Emmons

*

film has Ann Forrest and
and a most entrancing background of France and England. * * ' With
three such irresistible attractions it seems a

GT,()BE

III

child,

Dover, Del.

*

*

produced.

E\ENING WORLD—*

Low
81^

5

POST —

:loes

Quotations
Famous Plavers

—

HER.^T^D Miss Forrest traveled over a
quarter of the globe to make this picture in
Englaiul and France, and it was well worth
carrying her lovely face that far. * * * The
story * * * has been done very carefully by
Mr. Robertson, and with many of the tender
touches that still seemed left in his system
after "Sentimental Tommy."

1922

1,

dactic

terest.

Joseph Dannenberg. President and Editor
J. W, Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron. Advertising JIanager.
Entered as second-class matter Ma}' 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York. N. Y.. under

Wednesday, March

Germany and Northern Europe.
Grenada.

St, X'incent. Trinidad, Ciudad Bolivar and Guiana.
^'vcatan and Campeche.
(Cuba and other
parts of Mexico specially addressed.)
Haiti
(except Cape Haitien and Port de
Paix). Canal Zone. Panama and Salvador.

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

\

|
{

—

I

THE

Wednesday, March

^ak

DAILY

1922

1,

!

Putting It Over
Here

is hoiu a brother exhihSend
put his show over.
along your id eas. Let th e other
felloiv knoiv hoiu you cleaned

PatheNe-ws

itor

No. 18

OME ITALY— Pius

XI

crowned

is

reme

Pontiff!
Exceptional
jronation ceremonies.

UBLIN,

IRELAND— "Do

pictures

I

ratify

railroad

EWPART NEWS VA.— Final

I

and

unions confer.

line

"Roma"

I

tribute paid

victims.

LSO — British

i

rtm-runners

Boston.
Baseball players

Cincinnati

I

of

captured

in
'

respond to

Spring

in

—

THE FILM UAILY)
Ft

cost

Capt.

B.

B.

Osborn, manager of the New Liberty,
just $10 to put over a campaign on
"Mother O'Mine."
The $10 cost included printing and
distribution of

two

styles of heralds.
a week ahead
of the playdate with the distribution
1000
card
heralds
in
which
of
Osborn called upon his patrons to

The campaign began

training.

Train wreck and snowslide

Special to

tfie

eaty." says de Valera.

HICAGO, ILL. — Leaders

Loop,

Colo.

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

^

:\-

^

Right!

a

three

schools

in

was well known
reader and Osborn invited him

as
to

principal

"Mother O'Mine."
This fact was
announced on the card herald as well
as in circulars.
Announcement was
also made that all mothers over 70
years old would be admitted free to
any performance and Osborn reserved

-^

;i;

An

school children in
the neighborhood.

appear at his theater the opening
night of the showing to read Kipling's

*Ji:

Beginning

the event an "Honor Your
Mother" neighborhood party at his
theater.
Heralds were distributed to

The

FRANK HALL

Only a
exhibitor writes me, "But why do you stop
Your plan is so fundamentally
correct and sound that it would pay the exhibitor to buy all his pictures your way."

make

today
^

is

of
I

not

This

up.

Su-

at three units?

But my plan is also revolutionary, so sweeping in the amount of lost motion and unnecessary charges it eliminates from this business
that
I

am

willing to take

my

time.

special seats for his guests.

Vv

ho
^

^:

Eleven

in
:?;

:i;

^

.-^

Months Has
^

:Ji

:^

rj:

:^

Buffalo

;f:

Or Acquired
*

H^

5*!

:H

^ *

J;*

Five Million
:ii

:ij

:^

:J;

;;

:=:

jj:

tloral

Dollar Theatres

-^

^ ^ ^

:^

-^

"TEN NIGHTS"
Visit His
H:

*****

.St.

Jersey City
^,

^

:l^

4^,

Week

This

*****:{::{;

Try and Get In
*

:•:

*

^ji

:i:

* *

ARROW EXCHANGES

Palmers

Louis

creators, can

AM GOING TO GIVE THEM FIFTY
PER CENT OF THE TREMENDOUS
PROFITS THAT SUCH PICTURES AND
SUCH A PARTNERSHIP WILL MAKE.
I

Then

I

Goldman, man-

am

going to

pictures they

way

Of course

I

let

want me

— and with

them tell me how many
to make for them this

this division of the profits.

won't stop with three units and

these twelve pictures.

THK FILM DAILY)

— William

make.

This

is

my

And your
Only the
profits.

"sample" order for you.
first

first

sample of the

profits

.

exhibitors subscribing share in the

So, while I

am

not selling yet,

my

tip is

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

"jumper" arrangement on a battery
in
the back of the
switchboards
caused the lights to flit on and off at
stated intervals and that the con-

729 7th Ave.

of the pretty misses was
accordance with a previously
arranged
programme
Harry
by
Niemeyer, publicity director for the

versation

*.,*,>•>>>>,>>>>>,•>,>>>>•>
ici

the

aging director of the Missouri, installed a telephone exchange operated
by six pretty "hello" girls to stimulate
interest in "Saturday Night."
The
operators worked during the sales
hours for the matinees and evening
performances the week prior to the
opening of the feature.
Patrons of the b;Ouse were astounded by the large number of telephone
inquiries
about "Saturday Night."
Of course they didn't know that a

Ritz Theatre

i-^

shops through which

(Siecial to

*******

:^

and

*

Magnificent

^

Beban

put on a large display of flowers in
the S'tate lobby, while the theater in
return used the Palmer name in all
its advertising.
The Palmer stores
also put on window displays for the
theater.
Inasmuch as these stores
are in the finest locations possible,
the State got some excellent and high
class publicity from the stunt.

Has Booked
^

— George

entire cast of "The Sign of the Rose,"
are appearing in person at Loew's
State this week. The company takes
up the action of the film in place of
the fourth reel
enacting it on the
stage.
In
connection
with
the
appearance, Al Beckerick put over an
excellent tieup with the local Palmer

Built

:1;

am going to give the exhibitors who participate in these three units the twelve greatest
pictures that I, in association with three real
I

:ii

in

._

Missouri.

WANTED

POSITION
Stenographer
fcxperienced
^'leat
p

speedy

—
young
and

Box B

A. F. of L. Against Censors

thoroughly

10

woman.
accurate.

(Special

to

I

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

American

Fed-

eration of Labor has gone on record
in opposition to an\- form of political
censorship.

1540

New York

Broadway
Telephone

Bryant

4364

City

THE

-^mk

DAILY

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Max

Schwartz, formerly
with Progress, is now representing
Vitagraph on the South Side.

Chicago

"Tlic Queen of Sheba" will be released on March 12th and will be
shown at 35 theaters for an entire

Wanted

M.

Film

11

with a
past record

K. Maxwell, special representaof the Cosmopolitan Prod., is

of results,

his headquarters in Chicago
will supervise distribution for

thoroughly
experienced,
progressive,

from Chicago.

It is rumored by the film exchanges
of Chicago that the Paramount Bowling
Club can bowl.
Tiiey have
beaten practically everybody in the
film howling league and they are
now looking for new victims.

unmarried

*"ox.

Wliite,

was

sales

manager

Men who can
do big things
with big
opportunities.

Print Stolen in 'Frisco

Port Townsend Theaters Reopen

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco The office of the
.\!1
Star Feature Distributors, Inc..
Wash.
Port
was burglarized on Jan. 18th, and a
this week after
print of "The Heart of the North"
closing due to the epidemic

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Townsend,
Townsend, reopened
Port

brief
of grippe
a

and

W.

Schools Order Projectors

(Special

to

sales force.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Portland, Ore.
Six public schools
have ordered graphoscopes. There is
an increasing demand for projection
machines in the schools throughout
the Northwest.

Films

Fifteen

Nat'l

in

pictures

Januarx-February

Bank

are

number

Photoplays,"

ceptional

the

in

the

clos-

The

re-openi
orchest
an orgi

Soon

THE FILM DAILY)
Louis — The New Kingslan

(Special
St.

to

and Alma Aves., to
by the Audrey Amuseme
Co., owners of the Cinderella ai
Woodland, wll be started within
next few weeks. Plans call for 14
Gravois

erected

t!

seats.

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

NEGATIVES

WANTED
McGovern & Egler
130

of "Exbulletin

by
the
committee
on
critique of the National Board of Review, three of them achieving the
rank of "Exceptional" and the other
12 minor mention for points of merit.
"The Loves of Pharaoh" and

has

W.

46

St.,

N. Y. C.

Gen. Sales Mgr.,
1600 Broadway.

Bulletin

listed

St. ne;

was

Apph- in person
to Harry Berman,

stolen.

fiu.

15

N.

to

which

has been dispensed with,
supplying the music.

For such
salesmen the
Universal Film
Manufacturing
Company has
openings on its

for

town.

in

Strand, 6th

St.,

OFFICE FOR RENT

travel.

I.
Lesscrman, general manager of
Universal, was on the sick list for
three davs last week.

A.

—The

Louis
Charles

ji

willing to

.

R.

1922

THE FILM DAILY) ll

Start St. Louis Theater

Men

states

St.

to

recently, for repairs,
as a 10-cent house.

Salesmen

making
and

(Special

.St.

week.
tion

1,

Re-opens as 10 Cent House

Chicago Notes

Thursday's Issue

Wecnesday, March

)m(^&

Newcastle, Tex., Bans "Fate"

published

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Because
the
council objected
of "Fate," the Clara
Smith picture, the Star can-

Newcastle,

Tex.

mayor and the
to the showing

city

Quimby Sells Out
Hamon
to THE FILM DAILY)
"Shattered" are two given the highest celled its one day booking.
Bcllingham, Wash. W. S. Quimby grade. "One Glorious Day" is the
has sold out to Jensen & Von Her- tiiird. The Scandinavian pictures are
Wichita Falls, Tex. — Local theaters
berg.
His son, W. W. Quimby is among those given minor notice. have promised not to exhibit "Fate"
erecting a new theater to open about ".Sir Arne's Treasure" and "Hamlet."
her^. The picture has been shown in
The others are "Combating the Ele- Burkburnett. Newton and Cisco.
March 1st. It will seat 400.
"Moran of the Lady Letty," "A Doll's
Two More Appointments
nients." ".A.nd Women Must Weep,"
Boam Heads K. R. S.
Hugo Amberg, who was with House," "Boomerang Bill," "Reach(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Universal for 10 years in Germany. ing For The Moon," "Miss Lulu
(Special

—

left

New York

to represent the

week
company

this

for
in

Tokio

Japan.

R. H. Richards is due in a few
days in Surabaya, Java, to represent
Universal in that part^of the world.

Bett." "Her Husband's Trademark,"
"The Ruling Passion," "Polly of the
Follies"

(First National).

London

—

At the annual meeting of
Kinematograph Renters Society,
following officers were elected:
chairman, H. J. Boam, Phillips Film

the
the

Co., Ltd.; vice-chairman, R. C. BromComerford Vacationing
head,
Gaumont
and
Ltd.,
Co.,
to THE FILM DAILY)
F.
Geoghegan,
Pathe
Some New Goldwyns
Scranton, Pa. M. E. Comerford treasurer,
Among the more important stories and family have gone to Florida Freres, Ltd.
to be filmed shortly by Goldwyn are where thev will sojurn until March
"Ritterness of Sweets," by Rupert 1st.
STUDIO
Hughes; "Always Warm and Green,"
Bloom Resigns
l)y
Gouverneur Morris; "Sis," by
$250 A
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kathleen Norris; "Fame," by Charles
By Day, week or month.
Kenyon; "The Summons," by KathKansas City Joe Bloom has reModern studio, fully equipped,
erinc Ncwlin Burt; "The Christian," signed as manager for Wid Gunning,
5 minutes from Times Square.
by Hall Caine; "Capt. Blackbird," inc.. and left for Modesta, Cal. Joe
Phone Longacre 20 or K-24,
"Women Love Diamonds" and "This Silverman has been named Bloom's
Film Daily.
71 W. 44th St.
Way Out," by Carey Wilson.
successor.

Lakewood's

Largest and Foremostf Hotel

(Special

—

FOR RENT

WEEK

—

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

(ROMLQW^BLM blBORMORIES
INCORPOCATED

PHONE

42 ^ STREET
NEW yODk

2 20 WEST

ALLAN A.IXDWNES
CEN.MGB.

[he

lAKEWOOD HOlEl

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratei

to

Parties,

Clubs

an'

Wonderful Food. Fin
Dancing Nightly in Ball
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Feat
room.
Athletic and Social Directors
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGE
MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 50
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 794

|

iTHE

7A& BRADSTREET
o/* FILMDOM

;s^^re(ocmized

Authority
-'Wl
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War

Thursday, March
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2,
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Price 5 Cents

M.

on Censors

A. F. of L. to Fight Such Legislation
In an Aggressive Manner Instructions Issued

—

(Special

to

P. T. O. to

Appeal

Intend Taking
Nebraska
Case to Higher Court

Deposit

— How

Distributors

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

Washington Censorship will be
fought wherever proposed, either in
Congress,
legislatures
or in
state
officials of the American Federation
This
of Labor declared yesterday.
announcement follows action of the
A. F. of L. executive council'' in
denouncing censorship law.s a< "plac-

Onialia

to

— A.

Won

THE FILM DAILY)
R.

Pramer, president

of the M. P. T. O. of Nebraska states
that the d rision of the three Federal
judges de aring tlie anti-deposit bill

unconstitui onal will be contested and
lade to the Supreme Court
if necessary.
The law was formed like others
now in effect in four other states.
It declared deposit money for films
to be the -property of the exhibitor
and that ns deposit should be held
in trust,
^-uch deposit money could
be placed in no bank or other depository outside the state of Nebraska, sa'
the law.
It was on this
last point
lat the law was declared

an appeal

ing dangerous power in tl>e hands of
a few."
The A. F. of L--^gislative comis under iffstructions to watch
censorship/proposals and to use
every propep' lueans to defeat them.
This comiHlttee will have the assistance of the joint legislative conference,
an organization of labor

mittee,
all

1

I

representatives in Washington havng a membership of about
Legislative committees in all
40.
states will follow a similar course
and will cooperate with all other
organizations favoring the maintenance of the right of freedom of ex-

Edwin Carewe,

pression.

featuring

i

void.
.^n

legislative

director of "Isobel,"

another

directs

Kenneth Harlan, Gaston
Wallace Beery and Noah Beery. This time for
Alice

Lake,

C.

snow picture,
Rosemary Theby,

big

Glass,
C.

Burr's

Affiliated

elaborate jjetition of many
thcrusand words had been filed by
attorneys William Seabury, of NewYork and Arthur F. Mullen of
Omaha in behalf of Goldwyn distributing against the State AttorneyGeneral of Nebraska and the Douglas

County

.'\ttorney,

seeking

an

inter-

locutory injunction to prevent the en"Determination " at Cameo
Distributors.
It promises to be the
Independent market sensation of the
forcement of the law which was
"Determination," a 10 reeler, opens year. Advt.
The
passed by the last legislature.
the
Sunday.
The
picat
Cameo on
petition declared the law unconstiture, which is being state righted, has
Barrel! to Produce Abroad
Warners Buy Three More
tutional but did not point out the
been sold to Hershey and Tucker
three fact that it was unconstitutional to
Barrell leaves for a
purchased
Charles
W.
Warner
Bros,
have
for West Virginia; Jones and Adams
the
money to Nebraska
four months' trip in Europe on Satur- melodramas from
Al H. Woods, restrict
for West. Penn.; Elk Photoplays, Inc.
banks.
where
will make a series of
day
he
for Greater New York and Northern
"Broadway After Dark," "Bertha the
During the hours occupied by the
Western Electric
Royal Pictures, for East pictures for the
Jersey;
Sewing Machine Girl" and "Nellie, hearing no mention was made of this
and
other organizations.
Some
Co.
Penn. and Southern N. J.; and
Those present
This feature of the law.
of the subjects will show the develop- the Beautiful Cloak Model."
Strand Film, for the District.
ment of the telephone in European gives the organization five new stories in behalf of the law were jubilant as
being tiie judges retired to make their
others
production,
the
countries, notably France, England, for
Reichenbach Sails
They thought victory was
decision.
Italy and Switzerland.
He will also "Brass" and "Main Street."
Harry
Reichenbach
sailed
for make a film showing textile condiThe stories will be filmed by theirs. Then came back the judges
Europe yesterday on the Homeric. tions in France and in England. William Nigh under supervision of with the blunt statement:
It is understood he will work out
"We hold the entire act void beBarrell says the worst part of it all Harry Rapf and will be released next
some exploitation ideas with Guy is that he will be unable to attend the season.
cause it requires the deposit of funds
Newall in London relative to George A. M. P. A.'s "Naked Truth" dinner
within banks or trust companies,
Clark Prod.
within the state of Nebraska."
on the 25th.

—

The Herald yesterday

seven English producers had modeled
new organization along the lines

a

one Will H. Hays will head
and that Reichenbach was to handle
of the

;

the exploitation.
The story mentioned the names of Guy Newall, and

George Clark
St.

in this

connection.

May Lease Theater
THE FILM DAILY)

Louis Ind'p'ts
tSpecial

to

—

Saul Harris Sells Out

stated that

Clifton

was

At Work

(Special

reported

that
yesterday'
Elmer Clifton, credited in a coast dispatch as planning a sea story, is
New
already at work on the film.
It

Bedford

financiers,

it

is

said,

have

raised capital to carry on production.
Clifton is now understood to be in
the Carribean shooting scenes.

"Six Cylinder Love" Deal?
was reported yesterday that
sidering leasing a down town theater Jack Pickford has purchased film
as a first-run house.
Because of the rights to "Six Cylinder Love." PickParamount and First National con- ford could not be reached for a statenections, it is difficult for the inde- ment and the office of Sam H. Harris
pendents to secure first-runs.
This stated "we know nothing about it
has been talked of often.
so far."

Louis It is reported that leadindependent exchanges are con-

St.

ing

It

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Saul S. Harris
has sold out his interest in the Arwhich
Enterprises,
Inc.,
kansas
operate the Palace. Crystal, Capitol,
Kempner and Royal to Ike Kempner,
president of the company, E. H.
Hulse^f, vice-president and Allen T.
will
Harris
treasurer.
Morrison,
probably enter another business.
Little

Rock, Ark.

April
(Special

10,

to

Minneapolis

Definite Date

THE FILM DAILY)

— April

10 is the defiP. T. O., of MinAn exposinesota convention here.
tion and banquet will be held.
nite date foi* the

M.

The judges declared that this part
of the law exceeded the authority of
the Nebraska Legislature.

William M. Seabury returned from

Omaha
Start

late

yesterday afternoon.

New

(Special to

Stanley

House Soon

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

new theater seatPhiladelphia
ing 4,000, a 10 story office building,
a roof garden, stores and other improvements costing several millions,
will be begun shortly on the site
of the former Hotel Bingham, 11th
and Market Sts., for the Stanley Co.
Work of demolishing the present
structure will be started on March
13th.

I

DAILV

^

Thursday, March

2,

Western Star Buys Feature
DAILY)
to THE FILM
Seattle
Western Star Features has
bought "The Other Man's Boots"
(Special

AUTHOBfTY
of FlUMDwil^TW'
p^^!^l»!ll£l
tPnanBrllli

—

for distribution in the Northwest.
Thursday, Mar. 2, 1922
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Hamilton To Have 10
George H. Hamilton, Inc., will

Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
York, N. Y., bv
and

WID'S FILMS

New

FILM FOLKS,

lease

INC.

Dannenberg,

President and Editor
and Business ManAdvertising
Manager.
ager; J. A. Cron.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under
the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Joseph
J.

W.

Alicoate. Treasurer

Address

communications to THE FILM
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

all

DAILY,
N. Y.

Hollywood.

—

California

Hollywood

6411

Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack. 808

—
— W.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative

A.

S.

first

—

"Give Me My Son"; the
"In Self Defense" and the
"When Knights Were Bold."

is

second,
third,

Important Southeastern Deal
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Atlanta
.\rthur
Bromberg
C.
Attractions
have taken
over the
Southeastern Pictures Corp.
The
Clara Kimball Young pictures are
Bromberg has
involved in tiie deal.
secured the Dcmpsey-Carpentier fight
pictures for Georgia.

"Unfoldment" Premier
(.Special

—

to

in

St.

Louis

THE FILM DAILV)

St.

Louis

— "The

Quotations
High

Famous

Plavers

..

82.>4

93%

do pfd

Goldwyn

who

Enterprise Buys Holmes Series
Enterprise Dist. Corp. of Atlanta
Not quoted has purchased the Sherlock Holmes
Not quoted two reelers for Georgia, Florida,
World
Alabama, N. and S. Carolina, Louisi•Ouotations by Harry Content & Co. ana, Mississippi, Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas
and Tennessee, The deal also covers
a second series now in production in

UVi

UVi,

series of six special five reel

13^

Have you

^^

Boy" Guinn Williams and

by W. Hughes Curran.

"Blaze Away," the

Not quoted

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

new

will book, the

directed

AYi

5

Griffith

reward those independent exchanges who

It will also

productions, featuring "Big

Unfoldment," produced by the Producers Film Corp.,
will have its premier on March 18.
playing day and date at the Empress
and West End Lyric. The producLow Close ing- company is controlled by St.
Louis capital and hundreds hold stock
80/, 81^
93% 93% in the company.

European

"1922 Will REWARD fIGHTERS"
acquire for their territories, and to those exhibitors

Representative
InternaPrague
(Czecho-SloFilmschau.
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Central

re-

The

season.

this

Williainson.

Kinematograph Weekly. 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film. 42. Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.

pictures

10

first of

inquired

if

the special six,

your territory

is

now

open?

is

LORENZO
135

West

ready.

INC.

44th Street,

New York

City.

England.
Certified Pictvires Formed
Certified Pictures Corp. has been

formed with
Reg.

TJ. S.

Pat.

on.

STUDIO
Full

Up-to-Date

Equipment

FOR RENT

Me My

COL. SELIG

KATHLYN WILLIAMS
WHEELER OAKMAN
"THE NE'ER-DO-WELL"
STATE RIGHTS SELLING
FAST
"COMPOUND BOX-OFFICE

VALUE
IROBT. W. PRIEST
THE FILM MARKET, Inc.
1482 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

WHY?

Godfrey

Are Exchanges Reporting

BOOKINGS

of

Son," from George H. Hamil-

New York

ton, Inc., for Greater

New

Northern

(Special

to

and

Jersey.

Back

Sheffield

Phone Union 5067, 5068

REX BEACH

the

The exchange has purchased "Give

Short or|'-ong'term- Immediate possession

WHArSINANAME?

in

offices

Mendelson,
Bldg., with James L.
president; and Murray K. Tannon,
treasurer. The company will operate
a local exchange.

in

Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORPORATION

—

releases on an almost

Seattle J. T. Sheffield, secretarytreasurer of Greater Features, Inc.,
returned from New York this week.
He was elected president of the
Northwest Film Board of Trade.
W. K. Beckwith has resigned from
Goldwyn to join the sales force of
(jreater Features.
B. J. Dunne has

Fox to manage Greater Features
Salt Lake.

UNPRECEDENTED SCALE

WHY?

left
,n

Liberty Plans
(Special to

Kansas

Own

—George

The

Excellent Entertainment Provided by

Offices

THE FILM DAILY)

City

A.

Levy,

president and manager of the Liberty
Theaters Corp., of Denver, intends
opening the company's own offices.
I'hey will be located on the sixth
.!oor of the Film Building.
M. E. Williams has been appointed
;.ales manager.
Levy has purchased

'Shadows of Conscience," 'The Man
from Hell's River" and "Ridin' Wild,"
He
the latter two not yet released.
now owns "His Nibs."

"THE NIGHT RIDERS"
" HER STORY
" DAVID AND JONATHAN "
^'

gives the answer.

Second National Pictures Corporation
140 West 42n(l

Louis
Ijeach.

Weiss

is

?

back from

Palm

Street

New York

City

1922

THE

-^m

DAILY

Thursday, March

1922|

2,

Three States Disposed Of
1.

FRANK HALL
;|:

2.

^

rjc

^ ^

:i;

rjc

:^

:^

:j:

^

:J;

^

"Life's Greatest Question" has been
sold to the R. D. Lewis Co. of
Dallas,
Texas, Arkansas, and
for

Says
>;;

3.

Jersey City

4.

Never Saw

Oklahoma.
Regal-Fischer in New England
Boston The Motion Picture Corp.
of Boston is handlin"- the RegalNew England.
Fischer output in

—

I

The
5.

Anything
^

6.

like

* ^

:ic

I

Am

:i:

^

:!;

^ ^

^ii

"Persecution."

is

Star Jack

tSpecial

Perrin

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles

— Campbell

Prod, will

star Jack Perrin in a series of six
Anchor Film Disseat
stories.
tributors. Inc., will release.

Hs

Doing

* * * *

release

To

^ ^

The Business
>;:

7.

:i:

first

* *

8.

On TEN NIGHTS

9.

I'll

Four More David Butlers
(Siecial lo THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Louis Burston state?
has David Butler under contract
It was
to make four more pictures.
reported he would abandon Butler

—

Bet
>;;

10.

15.

H^

Hi

H^

^

Hi

H*

Deal for Carolinas
Second National's series of

*

Hi

Hi

Hi

*

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

-ii

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

'ii

Hi

Hi

Hi

Hi

•>>>>>>>>>>,>>,,,. .....>MM
* •••

Will give half interest to right
parties.

44th

^Special

to

Have

Own Company?

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Louis W. Chaudet,
has been directing the Warner

to start his own producing company to be known as the
Louis W. Chaudet Prod., Inc., accordincr to report.
serial,

is

Hirsh Sells Two Series
.\ywon has sold New England on
the series of "Big Boy" Williams and
"Snowy" Baker pictures to Independent Film Corp., "Oh, Mabel Behave."
a Photocraft Prod., has been sold
to Independent and also for Ohio to

Live wire growing exchange
wants $25,000 to enable it to
complete its buying contracts.

W.

to

Bros,

729 7th Ave.

Box K-27, Film

Chaudet

who

Arrow Exchanges

71

Daily,

Phil Selznick.

St.

More

for Pacific

Film

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — E. G. Dyer, who has
(Special

AL COHN

to

filming one-reel
been engaged
novelties for Weegy Bird Prod., has
arranged for the release through
Pacific Film Co. of six more pictures.
There still remain six to film on the
first contract.
in

BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES
Representing the

Foremost Authors

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD
Phone. Holly 3222

Producing Unit
(Sljecial

With Vault Space

46th

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

One
(Special

to

in

FILMAIK TRAILERS
I

ALL FEATURES
I

I

WITH OH

WITHOUT SCENES

no

at the fact that

re?

MADE THIS YEAI

You have wondered at the fact that the nevjl
from the studios seems to concern only ma
chine-made product there are none of thos
always present advance hints that a REAl
BIG PICTURE is on the way.

—

Of course the

real big creators are not doin

on salary, surrounded by organizi
tion politics, hampered and bound by rule

their best

<

thumb

dictation.

New

QUICK SERVICE

GOOD WOPK

IRVING
MA^K&COJ
e08/2 so. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO
*

Wall Street controlled machini

the

l.now about makine big pictures

to

is

SPEN.

A LOT OF MONEY.
And

all

the

one spark of

money

in the

world can't

creat

GENIUS.

my direct PARTNER: HIP b
EXHIBITOR and the Cr^EATO

created

I

tween the

because I saw the situation that was beir
brought about.
placing the creator and the exhibits
guarantee the exhibitor twehj
big special productions next year, I give tl,
creator the opportunity for unhampered woijj
and resl rewards, and I send back to the e;j
hibitor fifty per cent of the profits.

By

TOGETHER I

Your box

office will

tures next year.
And
the profits.

always done

hcive

vance payments

My
sell

NEED

these twelve pil

Your bank balance can
you do no more than

—but

this

earn profits

time

usf

ytj

your a|

.

write today for detuih. I am not ready
though,
you
for the contracts haven't even 6e.
tip

is

printed.

''

Bedford

THE FILM DAILY)

—

New

TINTING

Me.

—

Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

in Portland,

THE FILM DAILY)

10

Portland, Me. A building permit
has been issued to the Charlton Film
Co., which provides for erection of a
studio at Riverton Park, to be used
by the company which will produce
pictures for theaters, scenes to be
laid in and around Portland.

OFFICE FOR RENT

TPAILERSON

Vou have wondered
big pictures have been

All

Los Angeles

City

••••
16.

Doing Their Best

Night Riders" and "Brenda's Heritage."

Hi

New York

In

12 fea-

tures will be distributed in the Carolinas by D. E. Oglesby and W. V.
De Farley.
The company's third
and fourth releases will be "The

When You Open
H;

(•

Prod.

On Broadway
Hi

14.

H*

All Records
;:

13.

Hi

You'll Break
H:

12.

^ ^ ^

$5,000
:|i

11.

:i;

1

Of Course,
They Are Not

Bedford, Mass.
The Iris
Corp. of Fairhaven, has been
incorporated with a capital of $125,000
The new corporation says it will produce
dramas,
melo-dramas
and
h'ilm

comedy-drama,
Fanny C. Rice

in

three to six reels.
be active in the

will

producing end.
"Felix at the Fair" is the second of
J'at Sullivan cartoon series.

tlie

1540

New York
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A

Must Submit Ads
ensors Issue Orders to Producers
and Distributors — Some Think
Step

The

is

Motion

New York

How

Coinniis.sioii

uoted as follows:
corporation sliall
to another for ex-

or

any poster, banner
other similar advertising matter
connection with anj' motion picire
film, which poster, banner or
latter is obscene, indecent, immoral,

I'raiik

Rcitil^nsch,

j.

Rembusch

J.

who

sacrilegious or of such a
that its exhibition would
nd to corrupt morals or incite to
rime.
If
such poster, banner or
imilar advertising matter is so exibited or offered to another for exbilion it shall be sufficient ground
3r tlie revocation of any permit or
[cense issued by the Commission."

operates a cliain of theaters

in

an interesting chart showing how the opReitthtiscli has
f, ative costs of a theater have varied since 1912.
IP ken as his model a theater representing an investment of
He compares a week's
? 5 000 in a town of 10,000 popniation.
vis'ness dnring February, 1912, and February, 1922, and uses
111
sime house, operating under fixed conditions, such as seating capacity. ])()])ulation and management, and on that basis
psce-'lains the api^ended information:
Jiidiana, ha.s i)repared

1

\

The attorneys

several of the
istributing companies are of the
pinion that the Commission has outtepped its legal sights, despite the
let that the censorsliip law says the
"onimission may go over advertising
lailer.
The attorneys maintain that
heir stand is covered by
Section
141 .\ of Article CVI of the Penal
of

fi

!odc.

Zierler

Sam

Heads

Zierler,

F.
of

I.

Showings

Industry Pledges Aid

1912

1922

6 days (no Sundays)

—

contributions

secure

for

C. C. members have laid
aside 1,000,000 tickets which are to
be sold at 25 cents each through a
number of charitable organizations in

The

city.

organization

ready raised $3,975 toward
ph'dge.

$

and Heat

Light

The T. O.

the

Water

The

F.

I.

L.

has

its

Rent

.25

Express and Inc

1.

rhen
I'yn

1912
Pic.

1

Op. House

1

Morris, captain; R-C PicJoe Schnitzer, captain; United
Walker W. Hines. captain
.\rlists.
E.
H. Goldstein,
and Universal,

Handling Re-issues
L. Kempner and Louis Jacobson.
well known in film circles, have
Drnied the Kempson Pictures Corp.,
ihich will establish offices in the
5rokaw Bldg.
Kempner is presicnt and Jacobson, vice-president.
J.
otli

Sam

captain.

Basketball

be April

15.

in

production

at

20 cents

time.

to

set

This is the third trial of the case, an
action arising out of the contract of

six years.

here,
"Doug"
While
engaged
Maurice Cleary, a nephew of Edward
L. Doheny, the oil man as the per-

business

representative

for

Cleary

Zukor, Ludvigh, Kent in Toronto
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto Adolph Zukor, Elek J.
Ludvigh and Sydney R. Kent of
Famous Players-Lasky, were here

12

8
25
30

was

Cashier

Manager

18

Ticket Taker

4

Jay Allen of the Allen Enterprises
in town yesterday but would not

discuss

the

reported

theater

deal.

(Continued on Page 2)

First National Claims

Sales Council Appointed
anticipated, a sales council has
been appointed at Goldwyn.
It is
> omposcd
Cecil
E.
Maberry,
of
director of sales and chairman; S.
iukman, Jr., and J. E. Flynn, sales
managers; W. F. Rodgers, manager
of distribution and Howard Dietz
who will also continue as publicity
and advertising director.
Maberry

some

counsel,
aside the verdict as
being against the weight of evidence,
but his motion was overruled. The
afternoon papers said there would be
an appeal but Joseph could not be
reached for a statement.

moved

Accounting
Operator (Projectionist).. 12

in

April

George E.

Wilkenning's

1922
$35

2,530

Labor Expense

As

in

Mrs.

—

1922

The company has secured 12 rcGoing in for Dramatic Roles
isues from Seiznick.
Four of these
tar
Norma Talmadge, four Clara
Constance Talmadge intends going
vinihall
Young, and four Alice m for more dramatic roles in the
>rad\-.
.\rrangements
have been future and intends getting away from
la le to handle physical distribution the straight comedy parts.
"East Is
hrough Hodkinson exchanges, but West," which has been purchased for
^empson will maintain its own sales her, will be made in California, was formerly in Chicago; Flynn in
jrce which w'iU number about 60. following another picture which goes Detroit and Eckman in Qhargc of the
"he first release will

upon the bench.

1912
$12
6

S.

Iul:lhertz.

his seat

(Continued on Page 8)

Theater

Pic.

action

yesterday when the directors of the
Famous Players-Canadian Corp. held
a meeting.
The Allen theater deal is still
pending.

charge is comMoss, Herbert R.
El)enstein, Billy Brandt and Bernard

The committee

posed of Ben

to the

when Judge Mack took

Joseph,

$77 sonal

Attendance

became president of the to line up those not in the list as yet, 7,280
L. M. Club Wednesday night Famous Players, Eugene Zukor, capSamuel Eckman, Jr., of Gold- lain; Fox. Goldwyn, Loew's, Inc., and
resigned.
Zierler
was vice- Metro. Arthur Loew, captain; Pathe, Musician
Pioneer, Morris Rose, captain; Selz-

of the parties

in court

1922

Theater

1

The following companies have been
M. Club
Weekly paid admissions
Commonwealtii organized while plans are under way
at 5 cents

nick,
tures.

None
was

Miss Pickford and himself.

1912

resident.

the U. S. District Court
that had been hearing the evidence
in the $108,000 suit of Mrs. Cora C.
Wilkenning against Mary Pickford
returned a verdict yesterday in favor
of Miss Pickford.
A decision was
reached Wednesday night and the
jury under Judge Mack's instructions,
sealed the verdict to be opened in
court yesterday morning.
in

Miss Pickford with Adolph Zukor
and Artcraft. Mrs. Wilkenning asked
for 10% on the return of the con1922 tract, alleging that she had acted
$ 1 for Miss Pickford in negotiating it.
35 The litigation has been pending for
30
3
8

$44.25

jury

.$50

Competition

$5,000

The

$225

4.00

Total

M. Club, has

L.

.

License

al-

pledged $2,500 toward a $250,000 fund
is
the quota of the film and
\v' ich
theatrical businesses.

$506

10.00
30.00

utomatically
".

days

7

Box Office Receipts Gross
Imp'rtant Companies Organized to
$364
Helph Jewish War Sufferers
l.CCO.OOO Tickets Donated
Film Service Expense
The committee in charge of the Gen. Film Co., per week, 1912.
C.-mpaign for Jewish War Sufferers' Several Companies, 1922
General Expense
relief has organized practically every
1912
company in the industry into teams
w' ich will
the fund.

in Litigation
in Artcraft

Contract

I

ihumaii,
haracter

Finds for Mary

Jury

—

—

intended

exiiibition purposes" to the Comission at tlic same time films are
elivered for inspection.
In conection with the letter, Chapter 715,
ection 13, of the laws of 1921 is

Miss Pickford Wins

Theater Costs Have Varied Since 1912 General Running
Expenses Gone Into Chart Prepared

by Frank

)r

or offer
bition purposes

Price 5 Cents

Ten Year Comparison

direcling tlieni to sul)-

coi)ies of "all ad\ertising

xhil)it

1922

Illegal

Picture

"No person

3,

Over Commission

as sent a letter to every prochieing
id (listril)utinjv company in business
lit

March

Friday,

New York

exchange.

Record

First National stated yesterday that
as a result of First National Week,
a sales record was established with

bookings double those obtained during the territorial sales weeks of last
year.

Leave for Palm Beach

Norma Talmadge and Joseph M.
Schenck left for Palm Beach yesterday afternoon. Norma's new picture,
Through." was privately
"Smilin'

shown

at the Ritz last night.

DAILV

A 10 Year Comparison
(Continued

,^
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No.

1922

Friday, Mar. 3,

Price's Cents

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York,- N. Y.", -by WID'S FlfiMS-and

FILM FOLKS, INC.

J.

W.

and Editor
and Business ManA. Cron, Advertising Manager.

Daimenberg,

Joseph

President

Page

from

Usher
,'

.

"L

,V \l
Singer (illustrated songs), 25
.

Totals

18

$136

$85

1912
$1.2

....
Weekly

Profits

ager; J.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

1912

1922

$170

$12

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.

([One dollar in 1912 perhaiis e(|ual to
of 1922.)
Depreciation, insurance and taxes not included.

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications

DAILY,

New

St.,

—

London

Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W, C. 2.
Paris Representative
Clichy.

— Le

A.

Williamson,
Long Acre,

85

Film,

42,

Rue de

—

European

InternaRepresentative
(Czecho-SloFilmschau,
Prague
tionale
/vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

'

•

t"

i

;

Quotations
|

Famous Players

Hi(jh

Low

82K
94

SlJ^
93

5

4^

..

do pfd

Goldwyn
I

Clo^e
82
94 I
!l

UH

13?^

Trie

IS^s

.Not quotdjd

irianglt

Not

World

quotejd

&

'Ouotations by Harry Content

Co.
'>

Incorporations

— Sept

Cinema,

$50,000.

W.

E. Ernst, S.
R. F. Thomas.

porators:

man and

Office increase
Film Cost increase
Labor increase
General Expense increase
Advertising increase
Length of Program increase.

1922

— Open

New

IncorB. BraverAttorneys,

Bonynge,
Olcott,
McManus
Ernst, 170 Broadway.

and

Y.— Charles

E. Bartlett
Capital $50,000.
Bartlett, R. D.

Prod,,

Gloversville.
C. E.
Nobel and R. Nathan, Attorney,
H. Maider, Gloversville.

Incorporators

Exhibiton

Recklessness.

Will See a

Envy.

1922

—
— Owner

W.

New

the truth, because they would rather
Far be it from
hear a 'dream tale,'
me to give advice, but one thing is
certain
No one can take more water
out of a pail than it contains.
"I have been in the business for
17 years, and the times arc the
toughest in my experience,"

Light

Starting

—

April 16-23!

45

350
60
80
300
..

,200

—

(Special

In discussing the chart, Rembusch
says
"The report tells a story more
eloquently than words, because figures don't prevaricate.
This, I find,
reflects the general conditions everywhere, only some are worse.

"Sometimes I have made myself
unpopular with exhibitors, by telling

Prosperity Start Then

Theater Co., owners of the Strand,
has just leased the new Capitol which
will have a seating capacity of 1,500.
Charles Denzinger. the manager of
the Strand, will also have charge of

Buffalo

Mantzke
(Special

in

Minneapolis

THE FILM DAILY!

to

—

Buffalo Aiding Near East

works unceasingly.

Blight Times, and

Take Over Youngstown Capitol
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Central
Youngstown, O.

one day more.
Decreases
Per ct.
Number paid admissions
200
the Capitol.
Profits decreased
1300
1912 Owner works one hour daily.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

The

Buffalo

TJieater

Managers' Ass'n is putting on a campaign in which 1,0(10,000 cans of condensed milk' are sought for relief of
starving children in the Near East.
Slides are shown in lobbies, depicting
Patrons are
overseas.
conditions
asked to deposit cans in the barrels
in the theater lobbies.

Minneapolis Ira F. Mantzke
been appointed manager here of b
American Releasing Corp.

,3;

Fabel Back in Stroudsburg
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Stroudsburg, Pa. George Fab>
again managing the Grand, whici
owns and which has been oper ..
under a lease, by C. D, Bussto
Easton.

Another for Hunt
(Special

Pitman,

to

THE FILM DAILY

J,— S, P. Clark
sold the ark to Hunt's Theaters,
for $,37,500.
It is the intention of
C. Hunt to remodel the house
increase the seating capacity.
N,

i

We

Have Just Opened OfficesJTo Get

You Your Revenue From The West Coast
you have an attraction

If

which has not brought you
the proper revenue

Albany, N.

ct.

Many An

\

Albany, N. Y.— P. A. D. Corfi'.,
New York. Capital $50,000. Incorporators: J. J. Haley, G. Q. Deaij,
Attorneys, Nugent &
C. A. Smith.
Nugent, 280 Madison Avenue.
Albany, N. Y.
York.
Capital

Per

Box

il

Not quotdd

;rif'fith

Loew's,

of Percentages

Increases

York,

N, Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.

—
Representative — W.

Summary

THE FILM

to

West 44th

71-73

two

19

Uppishness.

1922
$52

—Gross

.

spell Failure;

Fickleness,
Affectation.
Indifference.
Laziness.

Advertising

Alicoate, Treasurer

the act of

These

4

.

3,

Failure

I)

,

March

Friday,

West

We

Coast,

know.

us

let

will handle

from the

it

you

for

in

an intelligent manner.

Let us Road Show that big
attraction for you on the
West Coast. We will back
it
with super-exploitation
?nd guarantee results. Will
handle all productions on
percentage basis.

Germantown Theaters Auction«
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
Germantown, Pa. The Manhijii

—

which Mike Stiefel helifi
mortgage which was foreclosed, *i
sold at auction to Albert Fry pi
This does not interfere \:1
$72,000.
the lease taken by Bill Hunt.
against

Bash Buys Trenton Property
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Trenton The purchase of the t

—

Regis property on East State,
been made by Max K. Bash, As 1
as can be learned, the purchase
not change the management of v
St. Regis, on which Milton HiiH
field, of New York, has a lease.

i!

Albany,
Corp.,

N,

New

Y.

—

Lee-Bradford

;il

York,

Capital

$5,000.

Incorporators: A. A. and W. G. Lee
and F.
Bradford.
G.
Attorney,
Goldie and Gumm, 1540 Broadway.

—

Albany, N. Y.
Buster Kcaton
Productions,
New York.
Capital
Incorporators: D. Blum, H,
$10,000.
M. and M. Bernstein. Attorney, L,
Friedman, 1540 Broadway,

Jimmie and Eddie
WESTERN

SUPER

DISTRIBUTORS

CARRIER BROS.

OF

Amusement

BOX OFFICE

Efficiency

ATTRACTIONS

EXPLOITATION

~*~"^ND

BOX OFFICE

S. Olive St.

Los Angeles

f^du.ccilu:rrx4xl (Pi^txiAJU^

SPICn Ol- TIIR

Reg. U.

S.

PUOGRA.M

Pat, Off.

tEAL

SBRV.I

119

Ask These

9091

SPECIALISTS

913

"THE

Phone— Beekman

"

JACK WOODY
SAM MORRIS

HARRY HERMAN
JOHN RAGLAND
AboutAbility
AND OTHERS

Fulton

St.,

N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AN;
MOTION PICTURE INDUST'5

As Usual

Last week tbe su^lIT^t oi Mt. Rainier (Wash.).
peak ip the United States, was reached in
midwinter fw the first time in history. Four
men, three oi them hardened Alpine climbers,
made the ascent. The other was Charles R. Ferryman, staff cameraman of Setznick News.
Mt. Rainier stands more than 14,000 feet above
sea level. It is the beauty spot of the great Northwest. Its scenic splendors are unsurpassed anywhere CMi the Continent. Its perilous peaks are
forbidding even in d»e calm of summer. In
winter, they have been considered unsurmountable. Yet, four fearless mpn strug^e to its uppermost point in the very heart of winter. And the
FIRST of those four was a SELZNICK
loftiest

—

NEWS

cameraman.
While on the expedition Mr. Ferryman secured 1,400 feet tA the most remarkable mountainous scenes ever filmed. Majestic Rainier is
revealed in its grandest splendor. All die hardships and perils of the climb are shown. And this
can be had only in SELZNICK
because no other cameraman has ever scaled Mt.
Rainier during winter. The entire 1,400 feet will

NEWS

be included in early issues oi

ezmc

NEWS

THE

jg^

DAILY

Friday,

March

3,

192

Pittsburgh State Opens
Mrs. Sessions In New Orleans
Hinz May Organize 'Changes
Buckeye Incorporates for $25,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Orleans Mrs. Anna Sessions
Minneapolis
Edward F. Hinz,
Buckeye Photo
Columbus, O.
Pittsburgh Rowland and Clarl
Plays Co., of Youngstown, has in- who formerly operated the Cozy has resigned as Goldwyn manager in State has opened. The theater is
corporated with a capitalization of Alhambra theaters, is expected to Atlanta to becoine resident manager 5th Ave.
re-enter the industry, in the distribut- for Hodkinson here.
$25,000.
ing field. It is reported he will form
Elfelt After Exteriors
"School Days" at the Chicago
his own distributing organization.
Ad-Art Launched in Buffalo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago For the first time since
Los Angeles— Clifford S. Elfelt h
Buffalo Bill Fickeisen and Mell
Chicago has opened, an independent taken a company of players up
La Plante Interested with Schlank
R. Edwards have organized the Adpicture will be run. Celebrated Play- Victorville, a Mojave desert town,
Art Photoplays Corp. They plan to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ers have booked "School Days" for a film exteriors for "The Good Samai
put on films in towns with local
Los Angeles Anchor Film Dis- week's run at tiie theater, to be tan," whicli Franklyn E. Backer w
talent and with local merchants co- tributors, Inc., has secured offices at
followed by the Tivoli, Senate and release through East Coast Produ'
operating on the advertising end.
6th St. and Western Ave.
Pantheon for an entire week.
tions.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Morris

"Snow Shoe
(.Special

to

Trail" Next

Schlank

general manager.
bers of the board

THE FILM DAILY)

president and
other memare William La

is

The

To
(Special

Gordon

Star Robert
to

Want

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles
Robert
Gordon
Los
Plante, Ben Wilson, Harry Arnold
Among the will be starred by the Ivor McFadand William Horsley.
producers to release through the new den Prod., in "Stepsons of Light."
firm are the New Era Prod., Inc., Work on the first of a series of six,
Prod., at United.
Camera work has with its Peggy O'Day features; the which will be released through the
already been started and the company National Film Corp. of America, Anchor Film Distributors, Inc., will
will proceed at once to a snow loca- Lincoln features;
Paragon Pictures be started shortly at the Horsley
tion, possibly in Canada.
Corp., and the Iver McFadden Prod. studio.

Los Angeles— Marion Fairfax has

completed the script of "Snow Shoe
Trail," which is to be Jane Novak's
next vehicle for Chester Bennett

y^ the

Cigarettes Eliminated

(Special

Chicago
the board

to

—A
of

THE FILM DAILY)
resolution

managers

adopted

1

of the Inte

national Anti-Cigarette League coi
tains a plea for the elimination
cigarette
smoking by women

i

films.

It

has been forwarded to

Wi

H. Hays.

power of an

earthquake,
^- the speed of a tornado,
j^ the force ofa tidd wave.
presents

HamiltorL Theatrlcjal Corp.

N9 1 "ihe Dragoon's Clavv
Ns 7 * 7he Race for Life"
/vf3;;7A£

City of Gold'

>vf4*Saved
PROM

by Wireless

THE NOVEL BY CARL FIGOOR

DIRECTED BY JOE MAY

THE MISTRESS

WORLD
OF THE
WITH IVIIAMAY
A series of

four

C/^aramountQ>ictures

I

FAMOUS PLAYERS L\SKV CORPORATION
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For the First
le

holds
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Time
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For a Second
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America Leads
THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

About 24%

of all imported film in
American. During 1921
a total of 4,317,600 meters of film
entered Germany, and America heads
the list with 1,001,850 meters or about

3,256,000

is

ft.

America's strongest competitors in
this field are Italy and Austria, both
with about 23%. All the remaining
countries have an aggregate total of
about 30%.
In this connection it is
interesting to note that 37,000

of

ft.

Russian made film entered Germany
in 1921.

understood that although German customs regulations limited the
imports for the
1921
to
180,000
meters, that this limit has been
greatly exceeded through the traffic
of film through Germany intended for
It is

other countries.
Fire Destroys Theater
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)
W. Va. —The Everett

to

Lowesville,

was completely destroyed bv

fire

with

a loss of $10,000.

Theater in Clubhouse
(Special

Terra

THE FILM DAILY)
W. Va.— The Knights

to

.'\lta,

Pythias

of

will erect a clubhouse
will include a theater.

which

Perryopolis Theater Closes

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Perryopolis Pa. The Pioneer, one
of the oldest "store room theaters"
in this territory has closed.
A new
$60,000 house has been built here.

Anglo-Canadian
(Special

in

Winnipeg

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Montrea;l Anglo-Canadian Picture
Players, Ltd., have made arrangements in the West to have their pictures
adequately covered in that
territory and have opened a branch
office

at

Winnipeg.

Central

torrent scene is the most
all, and slow motion photography
has been introduced into this kind of situation very smartly, so that the sight of the
flood charging through a high canyon catches
you grippingly instead of hurrying by so
fast as to leave you gasping, as usual, but
wondering what it's all about.
But one is inclined to forgive theni this
and other tiiscrepancies for the sake of
the flood that washes many of the faults of
the picture away.
The cutting of the scenes
has been sketchily done, leaving this adaptation of Cynthia .Stockley's novel fitful and
jerky as an African cart.

TIMES — It

fashioned

to

chance to
which she
swim.

like

is,

fit

its

Dean,

Miss

use

the striking
capable, to ride,

is

may
.\s
is
liighly,
dramatic,

predecessors,
give her a
expressions of
to

fight,

to

imagined,

then, the picture
melooften
screechily,
and
but different parts of it are in-

be

The photography,
teresting in themselves.
as a rule, is excellent, the. staging is good
and Miss Dean has several scenes which she
lifts
out of the commonplace by the sheer
The scene in which
power of her acting.
she is lost in the South African veldt, for
instance, is terrifically realistic.
The acting of the others in the cast, especially that of Noah and Wallace Beery, is vigorous and sometimes telling.
Cynthia
N. Y.

WORLD—

Stockley's stirring novelty. "Wild Honey," lapses into utter
mediocrity as a photoplay subject. * * * .\
cast of fine ability, including Wallace and
Noah Beery, likewise has been largely wasted
* * was itself rather
here. * * * "Conflict"
weakly constructed up to the point of the
log jam. but the scene alone was so apparently filled with actual hazards in its making
"Wild Honey" is only an
that it thrilled.
anti-climax, and it ought to just about turn
a
talented actress's attention toward
this
play worth while.

NEWS—Title

DAILY

of

"Wild

f^lm,

Honey."

Direction, excellent.
Type, drama.
Plot, com
Photography, rather wonderful.
posed of thrills. Value, about 90 per cent.
GLOBE It might go big in some places*
*
as melodramatic adventure and romance.
"Wild Honey" is purely and simply adventurous melodrama, but it has been
done notably well by the players and splendidly directed by Wesley Ruggles. The story,
based on Cynthia Stockley's novel, affords
plenty of opportunity for thrills, and iMr.
Ruggles has missed none of them.
Miss Dean is at her best in this type of

—

* *

picture.

SUN —The

*

appeal * * * is principally pho
tographic, for this * * * reveals a new method
for a heroine to be swept away on a bursting
She is carried along on slow motion
dam.
waves. * * * Aside from this graphic incident, which happens in South Africa when
schemers burst a dam to scatter humble colonists, the picture is of the characteristic

melodrama

style

*

* *

TELEGRAM—The

few spots in which the
picture drags, especially the veldt scenes, are
more than compensated for in the thrills that

,'\MERIC.\N—'Whether it's art mayle
open to discussion or may not, but "Wild
Honey
Dean,

— Universal will shortly

pedagogically

radiantly

worth

certainly

is

all

full

of

prim

action,

one

reckless the next,
the devastation.

Priscilla

offices.

Work
new

now

is

Fox

finished

exchange

at

on
19th

the

and

minute and
seemed

Wyandotte.

Gowanda, N. Y.
is

the

GREATEST

Directors

J

CREATOR

my plan gives the real
1
truly great incentive of earning in proporti
to his ability to make great films economical
Because

That's the opportunity the real director wan
He asks nothing more.

Three years ago

I w^alked up and do'wn Broi
trying to get the alleged film executiv
to finance George Loane Tucker and myself
make "The Miracle Man"
THIS VEI

way

SAME

ON

BASIS!

This time

PARTNERSHIP WITH E

in

HIBITORS

am

I

creators in the
resulted in the

going to work with

thr

szme

sort of association ti
production of "The Mira

Man."
For three years, since I gave up writing
views, I have worked with real CREATOI
I know t hem, I know their language.
I

have made big money for them and for n:
Now I am going to make bigger moii

self.

them BY MAKING BIGGER MONI
FOR THE EXHIBITOR.

for

I

get no salary. The director gets no sala
won't get the big money UNTIL Tl

We

EXHIBITOR GETS

HIS.

And

,

that's the only way the greatest directc
creators, want to work
and the or
real
the
way they can work at their best.

—

The contracts for my plan haven't been printed j
So I haven't started selling. But my tip in Wr
today for details.
«

—

Two Houses for Gowanda
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Schatt

WiU Have

really

move

to the second floor of the Film
Building into the former Realart

I

to

follow.

"U" Takes K. C. Realart
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City

19

HERALD — This

MAIL—

(Special

3,

"Wild Honey" Universal
effective of

Berlin According to reports issued
recently by the revenue department,
America
leads
in
film
imports.

Germany

March

Newspaper Opinions

—

In Exports to Germany Italy and
Austria Strongest Competitors
In Field
(Special

Friday,

—Judge

John

W.

having plans prepared for a

theater on the site of his present
The SipIt will cost $100,000.
plcs garage in the same town will
soon be turned into a picture theater.

new
one.

74 Theaters in British
(Suecial to

Columbia

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Vancouver, B. C. Figures secured
Canandaigua Theater Opens
from the censor give the following
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
information:
There are 74 picture
Canandaigua, N. Y. William and
theaters
in
the
province and 28
James MacFarlane have opened the
travelling shows which go from place
new Playhouse. It cost $200,000 and
to place and pay a smaller licence
of
1500.
seating
capacity
has
a
fee than the larger ones.
The total "Dream Street," and Buster Kcatoii
receipts
for
the
year aggregated in "The Playhouse" were the opening
$16,827.
The total number of films films.
The Liberty and Temple,
censored was 2,170.
Of these there controlled by the MacFarlanes, will
were only 21 rejected, although three be closed, the former opening only
others were first rejected but allowed
when the Playhouse is putting on a
on appeal.
road show.

—

1540

New York C

Broadway
Telephone

Bryant

4364

take {torticular pride in

annoancin^

i

magnificent visualization of

the

old testament, exceeding in grandeur;

and impressive ness anijthinj euer
before attempted by producers of the
Old or UeiuUlodd. Unfolding accurately
and in perfect detail a storj known to
euery man. woman and child. Presentinj with the touch of the supreme artist, an arraj of characters and scenes,
size

startling in orijinalitii

and aioe-inspir'

inj in magnitude. Hon- sectarian, in
.its appeal and universal in its scope,

ttfterjSixDqps"

will lift the

motion

picture unqualifiedU) to the plane of

the lejjititimate drama and add materialhj to the prestige oFfl'mericais
first run theatres., lor complete in;
formation re^arding'Hfterj&ixDq^d
distributors, exchanjgts and leading theatre men should apply now to

pictures

Gor^),

1540 JBroadwa^IbtulTork?
Bryant S271
Coble Hjddres5::0Ereis5pict,ll.y.

Hti Cttttertoinmetit the^tiMif BHiUHrwerJPurdft/

I

THE

DAILY
Putting It Over

Vol.

XIX

60

No.

Saturday, Mar. 4.

1922

hoiu a brother exhibitor put his shoiu over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
jelloiv know hoiu you cleaned
up.
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Quotations
High Low Close

Famous Players

843/^

..

94

do pfd

Goldwyn

5

84^

82.%
94

-

94

4^

Not quoted

Griffith

13^

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

13^^

135/^

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

Incorporations

—

N. Y.
Erdill
Theater
Corp., New York.
Capital $10,000.
Incorporators: L. Bergman. A. L.
Erlander, E. S. Golding.
Attorney
J. P. Bickerton, 220 West 42nd St.
Albany,

—

is

footman wearing a similar
uniform on behalf of "Moran of the
seat, sits a

it

played at the

Rialto.

Lorch

is

charge

take

in

the

of

Lorch succeeded

who
home

is

now

In the back seat of the cab sat a
youiig woman with bobed hair and
wearing a tam, a middie, and boys'
trousers the attire of Dorothy Dalton in "Moran."
Inscribed in gilt
on the glass door of the cab were the
words "Moran of the Lady Letty."
That was all. The name of the
theater was not mentioned.
But the
course of the ancient automobile
through the streets departed from the
beaten paths of similar advertising
methods. The cab was not driven
continuously and aimlessly.
Where
parking was permitted, the machine
was halted beside the curb while
"Moran" sat nonchalantly in the
rear
seat.
At other times, she,
assisted by the footman, stepped to
the sidewalk where she stood for a
few moments.
At other times she
made a brief excursion into a shop
or drug-store while the cab awaited

Del.
Vocal Educational
F'ilm Corp.
Capital $10,500,000. Incorporators: H. Ellis, Jr., R. Kirkman and S. Wormser, of New York.
Attorney, Colonial Charter Co.

Reopens Gary, Ind., Theater
Gary,
Ind.
Walter
Eschenbach
has re-opened the Art theater.

—

Reg. U.

S.

Pat. Off.

i

in

exchange.

local

Dalton,

"The
Earl
.Silverman,
brother of Ed
.Silverman, manager of Select, is now
the head booker for First National.
is reported that the Owl, 47th
State St., has been purchased by
Maiirie
Salkin,
who is connected
with the Blackstone Pictures Corp.

It

Frank 'Zanibrcno

the

tentative

ti

Farewell Dinner for Shor
Riesenfeld gave a "farew
dinner" at the Astor Thursday ev

Hugo

George G. Shor,

ing to

director
and Criterion.

the

of

licity

Lloyd Theater

Progress Picpurchased
"Mother

has

tures,

with

Chattel."

of

(Special

Chicago

Eternal."

to

—A

in

retiring pi
Rivoli, Ria

Chicago?

THE FILM DAILY)
^

local

publication si

700 seat house to be called
Harold Lloyd theater will be ered
Arrow, visited the exchange of Unity here to play the Lloyd output.
which is handling the Arrow Pictures. is said the comedian has no inter
a

W.

Dr.

Shallcnlierger,

E.

1

of

in

Bayer, manager of MidFilm, Milwaukee, was in last

the project.

Walter

West
week.

Grevire Buys
(Special

Chicago

Product

— Cy Greiver has purchasjj

Much

The new Commodore, on Irving "Too

New

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Married,"

"CrossT'

Park Blvd. and Kedzie, has opened Trails," "The Wolverine" and "1
The Commodore seats over 1000 and Ghost City," all made by Associa
will

The
and
the

show

only.

Photoplays,

managed by Seaver
who formerly managed

also closed
franchise.

run

first

theater
Zahler,

pictures

is

Howard and

change of
also

for

a

Second

1

Natio

Karlov.

Illinois

owner of
Milwaukee Ave.

is

He

Inc., for Illinois.

STUDIO

the

and Indiana and
Lowy theater on

Jack Von Tilzer, formerly with
Associated Producers, and now with
Russell Clark Prod., was a visitor
at Favorite Players Film Exchange.

Full

Up-to-Date Equipmen

FOR RENT
Short or long-term — Imtnediatepossessto

Phone Union 5067, 5068

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange
State

Right

46th
Phone Bryant 6436

Lakewood's

or

Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

I

j

St.

'

Largest and Foremost Hotel

LAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
The

business

the

buggy

fi.xed

—

OPTHE PROCRA.M

—

R. Rogers, of. RobertsonLos Angeles
Irvin Willat
was here Wednesday and was been engaged to direct a special
p
conference with Al Gallas, of the duction for Paramount with Dorot

—

(Special to

SPICE

With Paramount
THE FILM DAILY)

to

Charles

—

up

Amer. Feature

THE

]

12.

Willat

The new States Theater on 110th
Through newspaper advertising, the St.. is now open and is being managed
fact was established that the picture
by Ike Berkson.
was showing at the Rialto.
-\rthur
Lowy, manager of the
St. Louis
Harry Greenman, man- Scientific
left
for
Films
Corp.,
ager of the Liberty, made the old Europe Sunday to purchase films of
town sit up and look twice when he medical nature. Lowy was formerly
put "Ten Nights in a Barroom" connected with the Mickey Film Ex-

section in an ancient
as a parody automobile. The outfit had signs adv^-tising the shows.
Greenman also
employed five ex-service men to parade the streets in their service uniforms wearing and carrying signs
advertising
"Ten
Nights."
He
handed out 25,000 teasers, while he
also distributed 15.000 heralds in advance of the opening.

secured by
appear at

Cole,

— City

—

Dover,

March

office.

Robbers Fail in Kansas City
and black treatment with a curved
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Motion Pic- reverse plate that "'ot over effectively.
ture Syndicate, New York.
Capital
Kansas City, Mo. Robbers failed
In addition he had two ballyho
$10,000. Incorporators: S. Abramson, stunts, a comedy pair gotten up to to open the strong box at the safe of
H. Kroll, J. Squire. Attorney, H. G. resemble
Winsor the Palace, but secured $25 from a
characters
by
Fromberg, 320 Broadway.
McKay who were turned loose in cash register.
Albany, N. Y.

to

Brooklyn Strand the week beginn

outside.

—

Hyman

(Special

—

—

been

has

Painter."
L.

ward

con-

8i

Albany. N. Y. Park Enterprises,
York. Capital $25,000. Incor- across at his house. His newspaper
porators: J. Rossi and L. Mandia. advertising copy was different from
Attorney, G. Rubino, 350 Broadway.
the regular run of copy.
He opened
with an open letter to prohibitionists
Albany,
N.
Y. Samuel
Zierler and those who believed the
18th
Photo Play Corp., New York. Cap- Amendment an infringement of their
ital, $100,000.
Incorporators: S. Zier- personal liberty, and included in his
ler, R. Greenberg, F. Freeman.
At- series letters to the ministers and
torneys, Marks & Marks, 358 5th the chief
His final display
of police.
Avenue.
ad was a very well balanced white

New

Harry

Cecil
Malierry,
nected with the

—

Lady Letty," when

THE FILM DAILY)

(ioldwyn exchange.

Los Angeles An electrical automobile cab, well-constructed, but of
such early vintage that it presented
an undeniable contrast to vehicles
of recent model, was driven through
Los Angeles by a purple liveried
chauffeur beside whom, on a high
.

to

—

Ciiicago
Ciiicago
to

1<

4,

Mary Astor at B'klyn Strand
Mary Astor, star of "The Yoi

Chicago Notes
(Special

Here

March

Saturday,

in

New

Seek Fair Play for Industry
(Special

to

$35.00

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Fair play for
industry and those in it is asked in
two resolutions received by the City
Council.
One was from the ChamThe second was
ber of Commerce.
introduced by Councilman Sparks.
Both resolutions covered the same
ground, and the oi#e introduced by
was
(iouncilman
Sparks
without a dissenting voice.

Office

THE FILM DAILY)

the

adopted

Boston The
American
Feature
The wife of J. O. Cainpbell was
Film Co., which distributes Universal buried Monday.
Death was due to
I^roduct in New Plngland with the pneumonia.
Campbell is connected
exception of a small portion of Con- with Sidney Goldman, who is now
necticut, has opened its new quarters the manager of the American Releasat Z7

Piedmont

St.

J

$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 794C

ing Corp.

T

THE
Saturday,

March

^AILV
I^^SlL^l

1922

4,

Coast Brevities

PatlieNe^vs

Coming

to THE FILM DAILY)
Mason has
Shirley
Hollywood
Ragged
work in "The
finished

(Special

Heiress"

—

in

Where
Let

Hollywood.

!

.

'

Mahlon Hamilton,
Rich,
Irene
LEAGUE OF NATIONS COURT CONVENES — Permanent International Court of Wallace McDonald and William V.
Justice meets for the first time at The Hague,
Mong are working on "A Fool There
Holland.
Was."
KING OF JUGOSLAVIA TO WED ROUMANIAN PRINCESS—First pictures of
H. H. Van Loan has finished titling
the royal couple, taken at Castle of Belles.
THE SHIP THAT JAPAN SAVED— First "Ridin' Wild," the Hugh B. Evans,
and exclusive pictures of the famous "Mut- Jr., production starring Roy Stewart
center

su." the
Parley.

of

contention

at

Arms with Marjorie

the

Other news from Peekskill, N. Y.; Texas;
Palo
Syracuse, N. Y.; Charleston, W. Va.
Cambridge, Mass., etc., etc.
Alto, Cal.
;

I

;

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

Daw

in

Try

Politics

(Special

to

in

Pennsylvania

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia The Stanley Co. of
has turned down slides
boosting the candidacy of Lieuten-

America

ed

Sunday pictures
him into office.

Shippensburg,

-

—

Pa.

Lyric,

-to terminate

Silver Harvest" will be the
release in Educational's series

World Wanderings.

"The Skipper's Policy" will be the
next "Toonerville" comedy release.

will direct.

which

Doone,"

"Lorna

being
filmed at the Ince studios, will be
completed within the next two weeks.
Two months will probably be reis

editing the production.

in

Marie Shotwell has been added to
the William Farnum company making "Shackles of Gold."
William Russell is to make another
picture from a novel, "Mixed Faces,"

William Farnum's next picture for
Fox will be "Shackles of Gold," based

h\ Roy Norton.

on Henri Bernstein's "Samson."

Famum

is

Mona Kingsley will play Theda
Bara's role in the second version of
Swanson

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

in

Drama

rights

the Rocks."

comedies

(Special

Cumberland,

—a

the

series

new

Suitable for Film

new

Exchange or

State Right Distributor.

Room

605—729 Seventh Ave., N. Y.

—

erect a

Md.—The Chamber

Commerce

Office for rent with vault space.

spend a week before returning
to the Lasky studio and the produc- series of single reels direct to the
public.
tion of "Manslaughter."
David Powell will appear as leading
Talk of De Kalb, III, Project
man in (jloria Swanson's next picture,
De Kalb, 111. Fisk and Elwood
"The tiilded Cage."

GAUSMAN. may

Censors

has added a censorship
department which will review stage
plays and pictures.

of

of "Smiles"
novelty reel, and
then went out and billed Philadelphia
with 24-sheet stands 'in prominent
locations, together with posting lithograph one and half sheets to sell the
for

Own

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Bryant 4710

theater here.

MR. BIG TIME EXHIBITOR:
If

you

presentation
i

are

in

the

vicinity

of

New York

City,

it

will

pay you to

of

"THE SHEIK'S WIFE"
at

the

MARK STRAND THEATRE
Broadway

ALL NEXT WEEK
i'i

It

production.

Cumberland's

Philadelphia Ben Amsterdam of
Masterpiece, has something new in
the advertising line.
He bought the

is enjoying a brief
following the completion of

the lease.

now

in Bernstein

Big Advertising For Single Reels

—

There Was."

will

The

"The
of

Casting has started for "Someone
to Love," which Thomas H. Ince
will
soon produce.
John Griffith

Cecil B. DeMille has gone to his
mountain ranch. "Paradise," where he

which was leased by Mrs. O. T.
Landis to Stanley Booking, has
passed back into her control. Stanley
Booking has reached an agreement

Passion" will have its
Strand early in April.

at the

Elaine Hammerstein has completed
Youth."
Ralph
"Reckless
Ince

next

exhibitors help-

if

premiere

and the picture will be finished
within four weeks.

ant-Governor E. E. Beidleman for "A Fool
Governor.
It is reported the slides
Gloria
were offered by G. Michaels of the
Consolidated Film Exchange on the vacation
promise that Beidleman would work "Bevond
for

Guts and Flashes
"Gypsy

directed.

quired

happening.

is

Allen Holubar has engaged Gertrude Astor as principal feminine
support to Dorothy Phillips in "The
Soul Seeker." The cast is now com-

Wray

you
you posted on

the cast.

plete

today
^IMMi

BANKS
OFTHEMBASH
ON THE

THE

that
can be sent

(gratis) to keep

what

?

to stop?

so

FILM DAILY

No. 19

,

you going

are

know

us

Town

to

at 47th Street

commencing tomorrow,

A VITAGRAPH SPECIAL

March 5th

see

the

C.

THE

^E^

DAILY

.cs'.-.*l

In tEe Xloufts r

Sunday's Issue

^

dogs, the
sc(?iY the

A defdirit judgment for $1,282 has
been, filed in the City Court by
Joseph G. 4br^m?Q'n against Estee's
Studios ,& X-abpratory, Inc., in ^ suit
on

3, gliBcijv M%.>,vFlyel\,.t^^. j^efeii^ant

stopped payme,^t(C£d

s.

•

iJkHwj

j

;

-f

but after they have
they will know and
worth
$50,000
will
be

trick,

busmess

film

destroyed.

SELZNICK NEWS MAN
FIRST TO CLIMB MT.
RAINIER IN WINTER.
German

Cruiser Saves

12 Ships.

A notice erf 'trialihasrrbeen filed in
the Supreme Court in suit of William
P. S. Earle against Selznicks.
The
papers do not show the cause of the
suit but indicate that no answer has
been served and that the plaintiff
will ask

judgment on March

6.

money

N.

J.

The

total

is

—

purchased a half interest in the
Orpheum here. He intends devoting
all of his time to it, but will maintain
lias

his post as secretary of the MajesticColonial Theater Co., which operates

the Majestic, Colonial and Rialto here
and the Dawn in Hillsdale.

Montreal House Adds Acts
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal The Imperial, one of the
largest houses in Mont/eal, which has
shown pictures since it was opened
but in future the theater will offer
six acts_ of Keith vaudeville in addition to the films, performances being
given three times daily.

Theater
(Special to

Week in Seattle
THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle— "Go

To Theater Week"

25, was carried out with
results.
Advertising campaigns

Feb. 18 to

good

cooperation of all managers, special
bookings and a parade that brought
out 25,000 spectators helped to put
the idea over strong.
L. O. Lukan,
manager of First National was in
charge.

New Exchange
(Special

Chicago
recently

in

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)
— A. Ciminello, who

to

sold

his

interest

the
opened a

Former Mayor Heads Company
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Nashville, Tenn.
William Gupton,
former mayor, has been elected presi-

dent of the Cumberland M. P. Co.
A. J. Barthell, former chief of police
of Nashville, was elected supervisor
Gupton succeeds W.
of production.
Carroll.
local paper says ofTers
made to House Peters

A

Cody.

Ampere Theater,

.Ampere, N,

J.

the

case

is

the suit of the Malcolm Strauss
Pictures
Corp.
against
Craftsmen
Film Laboratories, in which the
plaintiff wants the defendant to give
up possession of the film "Twice
Born Woman," Supreme Court Justice Ford has denied an application
by the defendant to substitute as
defendant the Sonora Films, which
claims a leasing contract for the film

Two Houses

Hick Buys
to

THE FILM DAILY)

E.

Hughes

Helena.

Van

Buren,

to

Opens

—The

man;

make needed improvements, bu
now running full time.

new

Main

of

—

C. S. Houck is o
theater here on the co
and East Third.

Hope, Ark.
ing a

Little

—

Rock, Ark. Another pic
New Theater openec

house, the

Main

between

St.

Markham

operated by T.
Sharp of the R. D. Lewis Film Ct

Second.
Fulton, N. Y. Theater,

Ark.

of the Royal here is now in
bands of W. T. Stockton.
Royal was closed for a few day

ment

—

Pittsburgh, 111.
Vernon Hick has
purchased the Family here and the
Family at Marion.

(Special

Ill

Ark.— E.

It

is

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Fulton, N. Y. The Auditorium,
seating
1,200,
has
opened.
The
.American Woolen Co. is the owner.

House

for Sioux City
City la. Mike Denes
building a 500 seat house at Leed

Sioux

Know What's

—

Going

On

and has threatened to hold Craftsmen
liable if it gives up possession of the
film.
The court said there was no
authority for the application made.
Distinctive Prod., Inc., has filed
in the Supreme Court against
the Second Government Bond Investment Co. of Toledo and Albert F.
Ruthven of 421 Madison Ave. for
on
notes
transferred
to
$15,264
suit

Robert

L.

Friend

and

Arthur

Reid

and

finally

delivered

to

S.

the

plaintiff.

A

Subscribe to

$1,243 was filed
in the City Court against the Victor
Kremer Film Features by the MorLithograph Co. for work and
s{an

judgment
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Kiuema Film Co. has
non-theatrical exchange at 804 S.
Wabash Ave., to be known as The
Fine Art Film Co.
The company
will rent films to the non-theatrical
trade and also sell state rights of
several religious features.

F.

when

court

in

(Special

Supreme Court Justice Ford has
directed
default
judgment for
a
$1,230 against Leo Fogler and Harry
E. Stevens in favor of Amedee J,
Van Beuren on notes payable at the

a $75,000 fire
in total loss.

awarded contract for the construe
of a theater on the rear of the
at Main and West Hempstead.

laid out for the studio

$6,976.

McLaren Buys
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jackson, Mich. W. S. McLaren

Mena Ark,— In
down

theater went

damages for breach of contract,
West Helena, Ark.-W. T. Ly:
Nathan Burkan appeared in the
Supreme Court in behalf of Sennett and Bumpass are the proprietor;
and agreed that he would have Mr. a new house recently opened in V

—

Grantwood,

Arkansas Theater Changes
THE FILM DAILT)
Bentonville, Ark.— M. J. Kilbc
has opened his new Royal,
fSpecial to

Nashville,

In the suit by C. A. Bauman. who
alleges he was former Eastern manager for Mack Sennett, to recover

E. Miller against the Knickerbocker
Photoplay Corp., in which an attachTakes Over South Bend House
ment has been obtained. The plain(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tiff sues on notes of the defendant to
South Bend, Ind. Harry Leonard
James W. Martin and the U. S. lias disposed of the Oliver
Moving Pictures Corp., and for interests and plans turningtohisChicago
entire
$2,524 owed the U. S. Moving Picattention to the Bucklin at Elkhart.
at

A

judgment for $4,445 has
the Supreme Court
against John Cort by Edward Dart
been

default
filed

in

Kindly enter

my

subscription to

THE FILM DAILY—313

sued
the
Robert
Dickie
has
Schenectady Strand Theater in the
Supreme Court to recover $1,239
from the corporation and William H.
Rafferty on two notes.

Including Weekly Reviews

have been a Woman in Two." He alleges that
and Lew the film is an infringement on his
rights and that few know how he

The Film Daily

for one

year, starting immediately, to include

on notes given for rent.

Horace Goldin has sued William J.
Bird and others in the Supreme Court
to restrain them from exhibiting a
film. "Magic and Mystery Explained,"
which he alleges gives away the
secret of his vaudeville act, "Sawing

1'

&

Hicks, Inc., filed judgment
in the City Court for $516 against the
Talking Motion Pictures for electrical

A com^aint has been filed in the Sennett
Supreme Court in the suit of Claude tried.

tures for

4,

house seats 400.

Hess

supplies and equipment.
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The Best Picture Norma Has Had
Norma Talmadge in
"SMILIN' THROUGH"

money in the box office for you. And
what you're interested in these days.
Ever since Joe Schenck paid $75,000 for the picture

that's

rights to this stage success

Sydney A. Franklin

AUTHOR

Allen L. Martin

SCENARIO BY

James A. Creelman and

S.

A.

Franklin

CAMERAMAN

Charles Rosher

TECHNICAL DIRECTORS

W.

WHOLE
made

The

and one

beyond

Not the best for screen material but
allows star ample opportunity
most

of

Faulty at times; failed to make
some opportunities, notably the

troops leaving for the

age consumed getting

war and too much
under

foot-

way

this.

their worth.

The

secjuence in

But good cutting can remedy
the garret showing the spirits

two women discussing the broken-hearted old

of the

lover can be eliminated in

its

united and you see

she

talked about.

Magnificent

.

Splendid.

is

SUPPORT

Harrison Ford
of Wyndham Stand-

Generally capable.

manly

as lover.

To much

ing as the old disappointed lover

EXTERIORS

Opening shots

of Irish lake coun-

try magnificent

INTERIORS
DETAIL

A

few sHps

in cutting.

Titles excel-

Proves love never
and that lovers separated on earth meet in

Heaven

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

in the

costume of years ago
What a delight
makes one wish her next which is a
were ready to see now. She is an ab-

to the eye!

It

costume play

—

!

—

solute delight.

CHARACTER OF STORY
dies

Not in years has Norma appeared so appealingly.
Not for months has she had a character which fits her
so well and allows her the opportunities of showing
her ability. And what a picture she makes when she
appears

Very good

lent

About

8,000 feet

Norma Talmadge has ever
Here is one of the best pictures she has ever made. That should be enough to
Here's the best picture
for First National.

The support is splendid. H^arrison Ford is excellent
young lover. Little Miriam Battista-is sweet as
the youngster and except that he is in too many scenes

as the

and overdoes the part of the hating old lover, Wyndham Standing does well. Alec B. Francis is also good
as the companion to the old man embittered by his
love tragedy years before.

—

Get This and Glean Up Tell Them What a Fine Picture
and Use the Star's Name to the Limit
Box

in the best picture she has had in years and your crowd

do the

rest.

Don't go into too

much

detail

about

the story because a lot of movie folk don't under-

stand the idea of presenting spirits of dead people on
the screen and

may be

It Is

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You had better land this one. The crowd that
loves Norma in anything will rave about her in this.
And it should be a clean-up. Just say it shows Norma

Some

of

comes when the young lovers are
them kissing through the curtained

the picture logically

Very good
Tremendously effective in
costume phases and shows what a "trouper"

LIGHTINGS
STAR

will

The end

entirety.

windows. Directors should know that pigeons are not
accustomed to strutting about lawns at night. Any
country boy knows that. And there are a few other
minor slips. But these can easily be worked out and
then "Smilin' Through" will be as big as it has been

it

PHOTOGRAPHY

made

tri-

secured and he proves what an artist he is. Syd Franklin has overshot and lengthened some sequences far

of the best she

STORY

the

There are certain

is.

Norma has

has ever turned out

DIRECTION

it

fauhs which can easily l)e remedied, and once
this is done the production will' stand out notably.
But this should be done to bring it where it really
belongs.
Production values rank high. They have
fling

spent a fortune getting this right. Charley Rosher,
who has always photographed Mary Pickford, was

finest picture

for First National

And

of the "big ones."

has been touted as one

it

Reineck and

Laurence Hitt

AS A

Long Time

in a

get a lot of

Asso. First Nat'l Pictures

DIRECTOR

1922

inclined to laugh at the idea.

people laugh at the Heaven idea as presented

"Liliom" on the spoken stage. So play safe. But
there isn't a chance of your crowd being disappointed,
in

especially

The

if

they happen to like the star.

splendid production, the magnificence of the

—

photography, the general ensemble is there it should
pack them in and make them all the better and happier for seeing it. It's the sort of picture that will do
a lot for pictures generally.

but

make them want

to

Not only please them

come back

again.
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Action and Thrills Galore in Priscilla Dean's "Wild Honey"
Dean

Priscilla

all

—Universal

DIRECTOR

Wesley Ruggles

AUTHOR

Cynthia Stockley
Lucien Hubbard

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Harry Thorpe
Highly melodramatic picture
with plenty of action afforded though njuch of
it through improbabilities
STORY
Contains a good deal of audience appeal and is just what they will expect of Priscilla

Dean

DIRECTION
and other

Presents great

climax
an anti-

thrill in

effective live bits; permits

climax that should have been avoided

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

First rate

Good

though she was working too hard
SUPPORT
Noah Beery and Wallace Beery two
very villainous villains; Robert Ellis a satisfactory hero
Effective; desert scenes good

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

An

English noblewoman escapes one unfavorable marriage only
to fall into hands of a desert renegade until she
is rescued by hero

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,422 feet

Dean

Universal's latest feature starring Priscilla

is

what you would expect it to be, or perhaps
more so. Miss Dean is once more the heroine

just about

a
of

little

many

thrills that

run

all

the

way from

her being

forced into a distasteful marriage and her last minute
escape, to the rescue in the final reel

blown up and the
ens her

life

out of

flood rushing

along with hero's.

A Good Audience

down
But

when

a

dam

is

the valley threat-

this last

one

is

by

Picture That Will
Box

its

path.

The story
Honey" and

from Cynthia Stockley's novel "Wild
incidentally you are just beginning to

is

wonder where the

comes in when Priscilla's lover
presents her with some wild honey.
It must have
been magic honey, not wild honey, or at least it works
title

The heroine permits herself to be kissed
on when hero pretends to leave her she cries
that she cannot let him go "after having tasted wild
honey." The director got a bit "gushy" at this point
and the title writer has apparently contracted the
spirit.
If the piece had been written for Miss Dean
it couldn't suit her better and she is always pleasing
and in some of the very "meller" bits her good acting

like

magic.

and

later

helps to alleviate the improbabilities.

her usual good work but looks as

EXTERIORS

star thrill of the production.

tion

"WILD HONEY"
Jewel Prod.

means the

Slow mophotography has been used effectively to show
the water slowly but surely flooding the narrow gorge
and finally overtaking the lovers before they can get

in

The

direction, for the

most

part, is quite satisfactory

climax especially quite commendable. There
where the "meller" is laid on a
bit too thick, but this is probably in accordance with
the story and after all it is the kind of entertainment
that a good majority of picture goers favor. Wallace
and Noah Beery are first rate villains and Robert Ellis

and

in the

are a few instances

a)

Johnny-on-the-job hero.
Lady Vivienne, English

noblewoman, balks

her

to Henry Porthen, wealthy
Porthen, in anger at being cheated after assisting her father financially, entices her to
his country home with Freddy Suth-erland, a weak-

father's plan to

marry her

society "lowbrow."

But Porthen's jealfearing he
disappears
Freddy
ous secretary
will be accused of the murder. Three years later Vivienne is saved from the hands of bandits in South AfThey fall in love with each
rica by Kerry Burgess.

willed fellow of her acquaintance.
kills

other.
final

The

action supplies a series of thrills with the

rescue of Burgess by Vivienne

lous schemers

Go

him.

blow up the

dam and

when unscrupu-

flood the valley.

Big With Admirers of "Meller"

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In case you played
it, you can be

Your exchange may be able to supply you with a
trailer containing some shots of the flood that will
surely bring them back to see the picture. Universal

go over equally
well. It contains plenty of sure-fire melodramatic situations that are handled in realistic fashion and there
are several worthwhile thrills to talk about and get

inaugurated a novel exploitation stunt in connection
with the premiere showing by distributing packages
of real honey. This can be repeated if you do not find
There are other advertising angles
it too expensive.

them

that should go equally well.

If

your folks

like

this one, Priscilla

melodramas

Dean's

latest.

they'll surely

want

"Conflict" and did good business with

pretty certain that

interested.

"Wild Honey"

will
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A Pity to Have Wasted Time and Money On Such a Story
"GRAND LARCENY"
DIRECTOR

Wallace Worsley

AUTHOR

Albert Payson TerhUne

SCENARIO BY

Bess Meredith and Charles

Kenyon.

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Norbert Brodin
and commonplace
entertainment that might well have remained
on the shelf

WHOLE

STORY

The

A

trite plot

eternal triangle for the millionth

time but sub-titles that try to get

it

over as a

moral lesson

DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good
Good

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Elliott Dexter comes the nearest to
good; Claire Windsor is only fair and Lowell
Sherman poor

EXTERIORS

Few

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Up

to

Goldwyn's standard
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Man's wife

is

stolen

his best friend; she marries the friend but

eventually leaves him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,228 feet

"Grand Larceny"

is by far the poorest picture Goldhas turned out in many months. And it is almost
wholly the fault of the story, combined with none too
good acting, although probably it is hard to consider

wyn

the acting good
tray such

when

the players are required to por-

stupid characters.

husband who divorces

Elliott

his wife

Dexter as the

without a word of ex-

planation with regard to her relations with his best

does the best work, but even he cannot make
the things the role requires of him appear convincing.
Claire Windsor's evening gowns and the usual elaborate settings of the Goldwyn studios oflfer the only
visual appeal. Miss Windsor is altogether too impasfriend,

May

Appeal

to a Scant

Box
There's not

much

to be said

about this one.

It isn't

spark of originality, so that you will have very

show

it.

them and nothing

in search of original situations
this one.

about

The

his brain at all

when he came

to write

entire plot follows along in a familiar

happy married

couple, the business of the husband necessitating his

absence and the

final

separation brought about by the

attentions of his best friend

toward

his wife.

There

nothing new nor an original twist at any point that

might help to relieve some of the triteness. Whether
or not the moral lesson that the sub-titles try to get
over is part of Terhune's work or just an attempt to
get the picture over, doesn't matter since

it

fails

any-

way.

The

And

might well have
had no beginning. Evidently Director Worsley tried
to get away from the conventional conclusion and so
it ends with a title which addresses the "Women of
the audience" and asks, "What would you do?" The
direction on the whole is satisfactory and the producThere is a good
tion values of the usual standard.
deal too much entrance and exit with butlers ever announcing the arrival or attending the departure of
picture has no ending.

it

persons.

John Annixter is quite happy until he returns home
unexpectedly and finds his wife in the arms of Barry
Without further ado John divorces
Clive, his friend.
Kathleen and she marries Clive, whose selfish and
Annixter's
jealous nature is soon revealed to her.
parting words to Clive, that a woman who can be
stolen from one man can be stolen from another, increases his suspicion and Kathleen is unhappy once
more, or yet, as she never appeared to be happy after
leaving John. She decides the fault is all her own and
she leaves hubby number two and goes out into the
world to become a better woman.

you

make much
belong at

One

They Are

If

Particular

it

is

nitely that this type of story,

peals

to

won't

S. L.

doesn't

where exhibitors know
no matter how

sensation

the

In

no

Rothafel

this

case

—which

is

is

loving
it

all

may
the

patrons
go,

defi-

stale, ap-

little

class trade,

worry about them coming again

it

all.

they cater.

if

For family trade

difference.

possible chance

Possibly for a transient house w^here you

don't have to

wrack

series of incidents starting with the

try to

to talk

didn't

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

good picture and comes nowhere near being even
average entertainment. The story is trite and without

to offer

close-ups of him would have been

more than enough.
Albert Payson Terhune

Few But Won't Do

a

a

many

quarter as

is

Shouldn't have been wasted on

such material

by

and austere as the wife, while Lowell Sherman's
attempt at dramatics are quite grating. He has the
eyebrow idea of emotion and works it over time. One
sive

Goldwyn

to

whom

but for high

more wonder that

showing the picture

at the Capitol.
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Too Much
J.

Implausibility to

Make

Frothingham presents

L.

Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

Edward Sloman
I.

SCENARIO BY
AS A

A. R. Wylie

Not

CAMERAMAN

credited

Tony Gaudio

WHOLE

Highly improbable and

alto-

gether too far-fetched to be convincing; some
attractive spectacular effects

STORY

A mother-hate instead of the familiar
mother-love theme a dream ending would have
been appropriate
DIRECTION
Does not always maintain proper
coherence; one elaborate setting but otherwise
ordinary
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Usually

all

right

Ethel Grey Terry too passive in

fa-

expression; James Morrison does best work
others Louise Lovely, Marguerite De La Motte
cial

and William V.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Mong
Adequate
Correct

Occasional evidences of bad cutting
Physically deform-

CHARACTER OF STORY

is hated by mother who believes him a
coward and a weakling until in after years he

ed child

proves himself a hero

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,850 feet

Perhaps because there have been so many mother
love stories picturized of late the producer thought a

mother-hate theme would be thoroughly appropriate
and so Ida A. R. Wylie's novel, "The Daughter of
Brahma," was selected and produced under the title,
"A Bride of the Gods." The adaptation has been given
a suitable presentation and a capable cast selected to
portray the various roles with evident discretion as

Spectacle

May
Box

Marguerite

De La

Motte as Princess Sarasvati looks truly Oriental and
James Morrison as the crippled son offers the best
performance. Ethel Grey Terry is a trifle too restrained in the role of mother. Louise Lovely has a smaller
part and the remainder of the cast is satisfactory.
The story's main situation is much too improbable
to

be convincing.

It is practically

impossible to be-

lieve that a mother could hate her little club-footed
son or ever permit herself to believe he was either a
weakling or coward especially at the youthful age por-

There is no plauswhich makes it all the more

trayed excellently by Frankie Lee.
ible reason for the hatred

inconclusive.

The

effort

to

dramatic

secure

force

through the boy's extreme love for the mother never
reaches any obvious heights, not even in the climax
when the boy finally proves himself anything but a

coward and the mother, greatly aged, begs forgiveness.
The Hindu sequence which forms part of the theme
is a second far-fetched angle which is frequently incoherent and it is quite likely that because of this
more or less fairy story aspect which it assumes folks
will expect a dream ending. Everything points toward
In this connection
it and it would seem quite logical.
the production becomes a bit lavish and spectacular
and reaches a fairly thrilling climax.
David Hurst is born in India the night his father,

army officer, is killed while attempting to
number of native seditionists. The mother
hates the child who is deformed and sends him to Enga British

arrest a

He returns and falls in love with
a young Hindu girl whom he rescues as she is about
to be burned on a funeral pyre. He takes her to England to be educated.

land as his bride.

Learning that Diana, David's child-

hood sweetheart, loves him, the girl permits herself to
be taken back to India by Hindu conspirators. The
natives rise in rebellion and once more David tries to
save his wife. This time she is killed and Diana realizes David's great love for the girl.

Please But Story Hardly Will

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It is apparent that the producers have aimed to give
Ida A. R. Wylie's novel a vivid picturization and as

far as bringing the story to life

Entertainment

to their suitability for the parts.

"SHATTERED IDOLS"

AUTHOR

It Satisfactory

5^922

goes they have succeeded. However, it does not seem to be the sort of
material that has a great appeal as far as the audience
is concerned.
In the first place they are apt to "kid"
the Hindu business because it is so improbable and
especially when they find that it is not even passed

off as a

find

it

You

dream, and

in the

second

place!

they will surely

hard to understand the mother-hate angle of

do well

will

to see the picture

yourself whether your patrons will
figure that

you can put

it

and judge

want

it.

Or

for

you

over with stunt exploitation

and satisfy there are several possible ways of
esting them.

if

it.

inter-
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Nothing

Little or
Doris

May

they might not as well exist at all.
Director Seiter has not concentrated upon any one

and

in

"BOY CRAZY"
R-C

DIRECTED BY

William A. Seiter
Beatrice

SCENARIO BY

Beatrice

Van
Van

and there's

Bert Cann
AS A
Tries hard to be amusing but
seldom succeeds; a fair idea but poorly carried
out
STORY
Contains about half a dozen laughs and
even they aren't what they ought to be
DIRECTION
Permits the star to overact most
of the time; fails to get the few comedy bits
over

WHOLE

PHOTOGRAPHY

Neither "cute" nor pleasing in this

Harry Myers can do good work if
given a chance; Frank Kingsley labors with
comedy role others are Otto Hoffman and Gertrude Short
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Appropriate

much

Didn't require

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl opens haber-

dashery to show gentleman dressmaker she can
make a business go as well as he can

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

5,000 feet

good one and there are one or

two situations that look as though they might have
been made into a really worthy comedy with a

more ingenious handling, but

as they appear in

Crazy" the she-haberdasher and he-dressmaker
provide anywhere near what
offering.

is

continual and

nothing humorous, or nearly humorous, occurs.

The kidnapping

episode introduces some slap-stick

by the star. She succeeds
"knocking out" the kidnappers by hurling a variety
of articles that run all the way from a bag of flour to
The picture starts out by
a molasses jug at them.
sticking to the title and presenting the heroine as a
"Boy Crazy" girl, but soon gets off the track and she
becomes a business woman for the purpose of outwitting hero Harry Myers.
participated in strenuously
in

William Seiter doesn't show much improvement

Satisfactory

a pretty

It

All right

SUPPORT

title is

become helter-skelter
altogether too much "in and out" stuff,

especially in the haberdashery.

CAMERAMAN

The

far apart that

angle, but allows the action to

Pictures

AUTHOR

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Comedy

This That Registers

in

is

little

"Boy
fail

to

expected of a comedy

There are a f^w laughs but they are so weak

Won't Please

if

in

along farce comedy lines over Doris
May's last picture, "Eden and Return," which he also
directed, and he permits the star to overact throughout a good two-thirds of the picture. She goes through
direction

his

a large part of the picture in an evening

gown

that

—

most people thought had gone out of date one of
those 1. and b. h. affairs that certainly detracts from
her appearance and about kills any chance she might
have of being appealing. The star is certainly disappointing in this picture.

Cameron (Doris May)

Jackie

decides to open a hab-

erdashery in opposition to J. Smythe's modiste shop
across the way. At a party Jackie is mistaken for
Evelina Skinner, daughter of the richest man in town,

kidnapped and held for ransom. Skinner offers a two
thousand dollar reward, the amount which Jackie borrowed from him to start her business. She manages
to overcome her assailants with the help of Sm^the
and is entitled to the reward which cancels her debt
with Skinner.

They Are Used

to

Good Comedy

Offerings

Box* Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Unless they are easily satisfied you won't be able
to put this one over successfully.
It is considerably
below the average in comedy value and there are so

many

two reel subjects to take the place of it
that you will have little alibi for trying to pass it off
on them. If it happens that Doris May is a big enough
favorite with them to warrant them liking the picture
regardless of how good or bad it may be, then go to it.
better

The

good but

And

also

title

is

those

is

likely to bring

pretty sure to hand

who have

them

them

liked Doris

their

have

to

do better to stay

class

and also give a

It

sounds

a disappointment.

May

minds when they see

change

in.

previously

this one.

may

She'll

in the pleasing

comedienne

more thought

to her per-

little

sonal appearance in the matter of gowns.

Walter E. Greene
and F. B. Warren
have the honor to announce
North America and the Discountries of the world the re-

to the Elxhibitors of

tributors in all
lease

by

CORPORATION
WALTER

E.

GREENE.

F.

"Pjtstdait

B.

WARREN,

l^ice-'President

of a tremendous production to be exploited by
American Releasing Corporation with the vast
and unrivalled prominence and pub.ir.ity w^hich
we have contracted for in the seven en
t-

Hearst Ne^vspapers
We

blanketing the country from Coast to Coast.
announce for national release on April 2 and
for earlier pre-release the

world-known story

S liS TilE
From

the popular novel

R

S

by

KATHLEEN NORRIS
with an all-star cast including

SEENA OWEN

MATT MOORE

GLADYS LESLIE

Directed by Albert Capellani

An

International Film Service Co. Production

in serial form the story of "Sisters" will
in New York, Boston, Chicago,

by us

be published
Washington,

Atlanta, Milwaukee, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Detroit and Seattle Hearst newspapers with an aggregate daily circulation of more than 3,000,000 copies
and a daily reading clientele of 20,000,000 Amerithe largest audience reached by any publications
cans

—

on

earth.

first runs will be held at every point on
of America and 150 prints are available to
meet these engagements.

Simultaneous
the

map

Wire

for fuller details to our nearest

Home
15 West 44th
\:^^0^ZTelephones:

exchange or to

Offices

Street,

New

York City

Vanderbilt 7078-7079

:
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A Good

Comedy Feature But

Wallace Reid

in

Paramount

Thomas Louden and

Thomas

A. E.

SCENARIO BY

Nash
CAMERAMAN
C. E. Schoenbaum
AS A WHOLE
Has some bright comedy bits
but they would have shown up much better in
E.

J.

a two-reeler

STORY

to feature length; provides star

to get

it

with part well

to be accepted as a criterion,

DIRECTION

humorous

Satisfactory; handles

good advantage especially

in con-

go well and bears

a bit of patriotic flavor in

which quotes the

titles

champion as saying, "I've

The

action

is

HOME."
laid in

it

will

picture will probably

not appeal to English audiences but right here

it

will

one of

its

young English lightweight
become an American citizen
asks for applause.

It virtually

England but pokes some good

Rosen handles the players nicely and has selected
good types for the various roles. Lionel Belmore, as
the former grocer,

clusion

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good
Good
comedy

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Best suited to this type of light
SUPPORT
Lois Wilson pleasing; Lionel Belmore good in comedy role but overdoes it
occasionally;

The

the

if

natured fun at the aristocrats.

him

situations to

is

prove quite satisfactory.

and I'm going

Needed considerable padding

suited to

Up

securing a pleasing comedy entertainment and

Rivoli audience

Rosen

Philip E.

AUTHORS

It

Despite the handicap Director Rosen has succeeded

in

"THE WORLD'S CHAMPION"

DIRECTOR

Would Speed

Gutting

W.

J.

Ferguson good

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not

a great

many

All right

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

would-be
English aristocrat becomes lightweight champion of the world and instead of disgracing family gains an entrance for them into society

Son

of

mance,

is

who

seeks to

enter

society,

is

Lois Wilson, the second party to the roquite pleasing* in this, and others who appear

well suited

;

Henry

Helen Dunbar, Leslie Casey,
S. J. Sandford, Guy Oliver and W. J. Ferguson, who
repeats his comic butler role in fine style. The conclusion is especially well done and the manner in
which hero Wallie joyously greets the opportunity to
return a beating to Lord Brockington and the way it
is carried out gets a good laugh.
are

Miller, Jr.,

-William Borroughs (Reid) incurs the wrath of his
father by a quarrel with Lord Brockington, an aristocratic neighbor whom the elder Borroughs has been

5,030 feet

trying to cultivate in an effort to break into society
and forget his career as a grocer. William is ordered

The Louden-Thomas stage play offers a thoroughly
suitable vehicle for Wallace Reid and contains the
right sort of comedy for screen purposes but not quite

from the house. He goes to America, becomes a fightHe reer and wins the lightweight championship.
turns home and finds Lady Elizabeth, Brockington's

enough of it for a five-reel feature. As a two-reeler
In order
it would have made a crackerjack subject.

cousin, acting as social secretary for his father because

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

she didn't want to marry Brockington and was really
Borroughs is prepared to oust
in love with William.

has been
necessary to do some padding and stalling around and
in doing so the situations are rather broken up and
not as strong in pulling laughs as they might other-

once more until his fame becomes known and
The family gains an enis welcomed by everyone.
trance into society but William goes back to America

wise have been.

with Elizabeth as a bride.

to get

it

out to the proper feature length

it

his son

Should Please the Majority and All
Box
With

a title like this

getting the
play

some

there's

men
stills

no catch

to

come

and especially

if

you

with Wallie in the ring they'll
in the title.

much footage devoted

Even though

to the ring

comedy business makes up

for

it.

dis-

know

because

admirers will be well pleased and if you
think it will mean anything, mention the fact that the
.story has been adapted from the stage play in which

The

star's

Catchlines will help. Say
"Gunboat Williams— that's Wallace Reid's title in
'The World's Champion.' See how he wins the light-

Grant Mitchell appeared.

there isn't

and the actual

scenes they shouldn't be disappointed

Reid Fans

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you won't have much trouble
in

of the

^'""^

fight

the

weight championship and gives up mixing with lords
and dukes to become an American citizen."

the Monarch
The mi^tiesf serial bo)fi
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The monarch

of

them

all

— EDDIE

POLO—in

unquestionably the greatest serial subject yet conceived for a chapter

Imagine what Polo can do with the story of Cap't Kidd.
Imagine the tremendous punches, the thrilling adventure, the sensational romance and simply electrifying smashes such a story, with Polo, means to Exhibitors.
Polo's
name alone on any theatre front now means top money to exhibitors on serials, and with this wonderful story of Polo's
own choosing, with his own cast and his own director, Exhibitors can expect something huge, extraordinary, amazing,
and a whale for the box office. Watch and wait. Keep your eye on Polo ads. Something bigger, newer, better, different
is coming.
State right buyers and exhibitors, communicate immediately with the
play.

—

EDDIE POLO SERIAL CORPORATION,

121

WEST

39th STREET,

NEW

YORK*:';

Zj^Hk

DAILV
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One
William Russell

of

trucks llirougli which ihc people

in

animal

Fox

DIRECTOR

Edgar Lewis
Edison Marshall
Louise Lewis

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Don

Short

Thrilling feature with plenty of

red-blood and danger

Star and situations

stuff.

grip attention

STORY

Moves along

at

an even rate and pre-

some characterization and lots of action
DIRECTION
Kept things moving and got most
sents

out of situations

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Well
STAR

Good
All right

Gives satisfy-

suited for the part.

ing performance

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Balanced and contrasted

Good
Adequate

These

pass.

and serve to
A good
of
footage is used in the introduction and the
deal
Hash-backs here are long and almost too many, but
once things get started you will not want to take
your eyes off the screen.
While the production is essentially an out-door picture of action a fair amount of romance has not been
omitted.
In this regard a good balance has been
struck and just enough love interest included without
interrupting or checking the action.
director Lewis kept things well in hand and
secured the utmost from his situations.
He has
achieved some very good effects and has also made
a good choice of characters for his cast. The members
of the band are all different and can easily be
recognized in long shots. The photographer deserves
a good deal of credit for the storm effects and some
very

arc

well

inserted

artistic

wood

interiors.

In the cast Irene Rich

She manages

makes

a very satisfactory

amount

girl.

fights

degenerate mountaineer band for heritage and

and realism to the role besides aiding the action.
Lule Warrenton stands out very strongly in the part

love

of the old

Young man

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,382 feet

William Russell has a very well suited part

"The Strength

of the Pines."

and red-blood

action

each situation and
result

shots

must

O. K.

CHARACTER OF STORY

for

1922

hciglilcu the danger and key up the interest.

AUTHOR

WHOLE

5,

William Russell's Best

"THE STRENGTH OF THE PINES'

AS A

Sunday, March

when

a feature that

is

satisfactory.

The

is

He

stufif,

the

in

has plenty of room
takes advantage of

romance

is

added the

entertaining and thoroughly

attention

is

held

throughout by

the gripping action resulting from the deep laid plots
of the terrible

band

of mountaineers to do

away with

the hero.

Besides the red-blooded action

danger

the shape of a wild

in

The

is

cat

added a forest
planted

the

is

waits years for vengeance. Her
planned and convincingly

well

Lester Bates and Arthur Morrison both do good

done.

work as leaders of the band.
The story tells of two children who were made orphans through a family feud. Years later the young

man

hears of the trouble that the girl

from the power

just in time to save her

taineer leader.

An

old

in

is

woman

friend,

and returns

of the

whose

mounwas

life

by the band, helps them and secures the
missing deed that makes the girl the rightful owner
of the land.
The story closes with a list fight
also ruined

between the arch

villain

and the young man.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

your announcements and
William Russell is becoming more and
more known and has a following. You can safely
promise them some good acting and plenty of thrilling action. Tell them also that "The Strength of the
I'ines" is one of Russell's best.
Tell them a little about the story to get them interested.
Lay stress upon the dangers of this forest. If
you run trailers then show a few shots from the scene
where the hero is tied to stakes driven into the ground
star's naiiie in all

advertising.

woman who

characterization

of character

Star and Red-Blooded Action Will Satisfy
Box

Use the

in

to give a fair

near

llie

den of the wild -cat.
choose from.

fight scenes to

good

There are also plenty of
of them would make

Any

trailer material.

Catchlines should include the star's name. Something like this might help attract: "The degenerate

mountaineer knew no law or justice. He robbed the
girl of her property and held her prisoner until a
young man came to settle an old account with the
mountaineer. William Russell is the young man and
they fight unto death."

Sunday, March

5,
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A Whole

Lot Better Than the Recent Comedies Star Has

Constance Talmadge

"Polly of the Follies," but there

in

"POLLY OF THE FOLLIES"
Associated First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

John Emerson
John Emerson and Anita Loos
John Emerson and Anita Loos

AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Roy Hunt

WHOLE

A

improvement over the recent Connie Talmadge pictures a lot of good
laughs in this one
STORY
Not really one continuous idea but
plenty of good incident and comedy sequences
DIRECTION
Satisfactory usually; amateur
show handled splendidly and burlesque skit
big

;

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Ought

to satisfy

Average
them in this

SUPPORT

Kenneth Harlan remains as leading
man; John Daly Murphy fine in short role of
"Caesar"; Billie Dove and others good

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Suitable

r

Good, especially sub-titles
Country girl stages
CHARACTER OF STORY
a show for the kids and finally gets a job with
Ziegfeld

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

6,567 feet

few Constance Talmadge features were not
who had come to expect really fine comedy features from this comedienne,
but everyone who sees "Polly of the Follies" will vote
over the others and a truly
it a big improvement
worthwhile oflFering. "A Woman's Place," her last
picture, was a good one but the current release is much
more original and contains more laughs.

up

last

to the expectations of those

There

is

no conspicuous plot or continuous story

You Can Promise Them

can please your folks

and particularly

if

all

they like Connie Talmadge you can

In case they

pletely satisfied with a

might give a

them

it

is

little

may

in

her latest com-

not have been com-

few of her recent features you

extra thought to this one and

the best of

all

her late productions.

tell

Tell

humorous
that make up

plenty of

is

form of amusement. The performance is .strictly
pantomime with a white sheet to represent a screen,
used for the background. A thoroughly original bit is
the presentation of sub-titles for which advertising
placards are used. A good many laughs are obtained
through this novel idea, but there is one objection in
that nearly

all

of the cards are advertising

miliar commodities running

Fisk

tires.

It

looks too

The next important

much

all

some

fa-

way from Lux to
an intentional tie-up.

the

like

laugh-getter;

is

the Julius Caesar

episode, an imaginary one, but Connie plays Cleopatra

The burlesque of Caesar is cleverly done
by John Daly Murphy. The Emerson-Loos titles in
in fine style.

Connie giving an imitation
of Frisco, the dancer, for Flo Ziegfeld and landing a

this are especially good.

joi> in

the Follies contributes

more

of the laughs.

Bob Jones witnesses Polly Meacham's "movie" show
and promises her that he will help her if ever she is
in need.
Polly cannot stand life in the country drug
store and decides to see Mr. Ziegfeld and work in the
Alysia, Bob's fiancee, abhors her mother's
Follies.
amateur dramatics for charity and Polly gets her a job
At the first performance Polly is
in the Follies also.
she sees some of her home folks in
the audience that she leaves the stage to greet them.
She's "fired" and Alysia is given the part, but meantime Bob and Alysia have gradually drifted apart and
so excited

when

Polly accepts

when

He

proposes and
she learns that Alysia prefers a

he has fallen in love with Polly.
career.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

right with this one

promise them some renewed "pep"

edy offering.

in

Had

incident and laughs evenly distributed
adequately for the usual plot. The first and probably
the best comic sequence is the "movie" show which
Connie stages for the kiddies in a small Connecticut
town where the Reform Committee has tabooed this

Plenty of Laughs and Novel

Box

You

13

Humorous

Incidents
^

them it is another John Emerson-Anita Loos picture
and play up the various novelty sequences.
The "movie" show episode can be exploited separately and stills of Connie in the different parts she
assumes will prove attractive in the lobby. Catchan effective advertising means.
Say that Kenneth Harlan is the star's leading man

lines should also be

again.

Some
»
!

WILLIAM
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GREATEST SELF
1"%.

ROMANC&
from the romanticplay by
JAlejCPindre

ISS^.^'^"-

Vumas

J11Q22 Dramatic Masterpiece
Diii,ECTep

By

HERBERT BRENON

THE
Sunday, March

5,

•s^m

DAILY

1922

Theme Keynote

Religious

"THE GIRL FROM ROCKY POINT"

DIRECTOR

Sherwood MacDonald
Sherwood MacDonald
John Thompson

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
tion built

Weak

and unconvincing producupon love-and-faith-in-God idea and

Man"

using "Miracle

STORY

stuff

Drags badly

Lacks plot and

at times.

drama

DIRECTION

Fair.

Fails to plant the situations

and allows too much footage

PHOTOGRAPHY

to

minor scenes
Straight stuff

."
.

.

LIGHTINGS
CAST
Walt Whitman
acle

Man"

Average

does good work in "MirOra Carew takes part of girl

role.

and Gloria Joy stands out

in juvenile role

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
All right

Ordinary

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rich young man
Loses
his sight in fight with bad man but recovers
same as soon as he is able to accept God and
pray

washed up on shore

of fishing village.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The
moving

Girl

About

from Rocky Point"

is

nels dividing the attention

5,000 feet

not a very fast

offering but seems to divert into

many

chan-

between the characters and

The characters are all types that
have been done many times over. You have the good
the rambling story.

man

who

misunderstood and suspected
by the community and you have the fellow who spends
his time reading scripture to hide his criminal acts.
Then you have the hard father who drives his daughter from the house and later realizes the mistake he has
old

of the-sea

is

a thrilling fight

to see

own

people best and

will

know what

it all

through.

it

You know your

you should decide

it

you

angle you will want to exploit.

If

your people are at

if

all

not the one for them.

critical

some "Miracle Man" stuff is
comes as a surprise after

on a high

cliff.

some forced

The

action.

director has failed to build

up to his situations and has concentrated
upon unimportant scenes.

his attention

Along the beach the photographer has secured some
good shots but the interiors and lighting are not above
the average. Due to the wording of the sub-titles and
the stress placed upon certain scenes the oflfering appears at many points to preach and lay down the law.

The story deals with a retired sea captain who
spends his days reading the Bible and managing his
two daughters. A yacht is wrecked and the body of a
young man is washed into the harbor. His pockets
are picked by the bad man who is fond of quoting
scripture. When the young man recovers he falls in
love with the daughter of the retired sea captain who,
learning*, that the young fellow does not believe in
God, drives the girl from his house. She finds refuge
in the home of the old hermit who is called the "Devil"
by the

village folk. Jealousy takes hold of the scripture-quoting scamp and he attacks the hero. They
fight on top of a high cliff. It is during this encounter

that the hero

is

blinded and loses himself in the woods.

In the morning the old hermit and the girl set out

searching for him.

They find him just as he has surGod and has uttered his first pray-

rendered himself to
er begging for the return of his sight. "Look, Robert,
you can see," says the old man, for his prayer has
been answered. Now the old hermit is discovered to
be a saint and he is taken into the respect of the community.

One

First

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Before booking "The Girl from Rocky Point"

would be best

to this,

In the first part of the production the attention is
centered upon the father and the old man called by
the village folk, the "Devil." The middle reels play
up the girl, while the finish brings the hero out in

Better See This
Box

Added

made.

Frederick G. Becker

AUTHOR

Rambling Production

inserted into the climax and

Film Co.— State Rights

Pacific

of

15

then this

run

to

is

certainly

On

the other hand, the picture will have a certain

appeal to church-going people.

It carries

moral lesson that certain people will

main talking

point.

Lay

idea but do not lead

stress

them

to

like.

with

This

is

it

a

your

upon the faith-in-God
imagine that they are

going to see another "Miracle Man."

And

You

Can't

have twelve chances

I

sensational winner

means

WIN in Any Game
on the Side-lines

So,

buy

— IT

a million dollar

twelve

you another

CAN BE DONE— and
quota

pictures

that

.

my

you have not become

if

these

give

to

—

for

you

partner,

your

theater

will
will

NEED them—at the market prices IN A MARKET
THAT IS SHORT ON BIG PICTURES.

NOW —

By becoming my partner
you get these
twelve pictures at a guaranteed $300,000 quota.

And—
You SHARE IN THE PROFITS. The exhibitors
who "wait to see the pictures" will pay the prices that

MAKE YOUR

PROFITS.

Whether you pay

for only

one picture or twelve in

advance, you share in the profits
size of your advance payment.

You

WIN — first — by

—

in proportion to the

guaranteeing

these

twelve

specials for your house.

You

WIN — second —by

buying them

at a guaran-

teed low schedule of $300,000.

Your theater will NEED the twelve big specials
will make next year with three great directors.

You

I

The scarcity of big pictures which you KNOW exists now will be even more pronounced next Fall.

WIN—finally—by

receiving

You

win by sitting on the sidelines.
can do then is— PAY THE PRICE.
can't

That's certain

And
There are big, fundamental reasons back of the condition which has been brought about in production.
And if you count on the Wall Street controlled companies you will find BIG MONEY pictures even more
scarce next year than they are now.

NEEDS

Your theater

You know

that.

BIG

the

MONEY

This year has proven

it

picture.

big specials

am

it

down,

boys

— YOUR

you

THEATER

am on
home.

I

my way
On my

to

Hollywood now

for a

few weeks

my

return the contracts and forms for
plan will be completed. Until then I am not sell-

ing

it.

at

But, as only the

FIRST

can share,

my

tip is

more con-

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS

—you will play

I

write

All

WILL NEED THESE TWELVE PICTURES
NEXT YEAR!

clusively than ever.

Eventually

PROFIT

large

REBATES.

and

going to make

PAY

for the twelve

in partnership

with

exhibitors.
If

you have not become

my

partner you will

for these pictures at national quotas

THAT

IS

FACT!

Any New York
it,

will

ditions

will

much as he hates to do
pictures made under the con-

executive,

admit to you that
I

PAY

from $500,000 up.

make

these twelve,

rated under $500,000 quotas.

would never be

1540
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Charming Comedy-Drama Made Abroad With Splendid Direction
iKiU' of the offering in his "Sentimenlal Tommy"
"LOVE'S BOOMERANG"
John

Robertson Prod.

S.

DIRECTOR

—Paramount

John S. Robertson
Dion Clayton Calthrop
.

AUTHOR

.

SCENARIO BY

Josephine Lovett

CAMERAMAN

Roy Overbaugh

WHOLE

AS A

Charming production with

real

Contains all the elements
for a pleasing entertainment
STORY
Too complicated. Runs along in a
pleasing comedy-drtma vein but shifts into melforeign atmosphere.

odrama

for the finish

DIRECTION

Has

Splendid.

given considera-

every detail and retained the breezy
touches of "Sentimental Tommy." Made each
scene interesting
Excellent. Some splendid
tion

to

PHOTOGRAPHY

effects recorded

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS
ured.

Very good
David Powell and Ann Forrest featBoth do good work. Entire cast well

chosen

EXTERIORS
in

Some very

Fine.

artistic locations

France and England

NTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Fine art direction by

Well planned.

Dawson

CHARACTER OF STORY
artist.

Orphan adopted by
and romance in France.

Circus stuff

Girl marries rich

man

to

reform him, but

is

later

accused of murdering him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,562 feet

Robertson has again scored in his most remade on the other side. While "Trove's
Boomerang" lacks the material and consistency oi
some of Robertson's former productions it nevertheless makes a charming production with many attracRol^ertson has kept the first
tive points of interest.

John

From

hand is evident.
and a masterly handling of the
situations raise the story from its ordinary level and
keep the interest on a high plane. Fine sets, splendid
photography, artistic locations and good acting all
help to compensate for the melodramatic and incon-

S.

cent production

Well thought out

Box

will

have

to get

behind

is
it

David Powell and Ann Forrest play the leading
and do some very delightful acting, especially in
the lighter and romantic scenes. In the heavy scenes
filled with poison, murder and sorrow, both try hard
but do not register with the conviction and certainty
that they attain in the whimsical passages. "Bunty"
Fosse, a three or four year old child, does some delightful acting and captures the attention from the start.
The cast is well chosen and balanced in types and
characters.
It includes John Miltern, Dick Webb,
Roy Byford, Florence Wood and GeofTrey Kerr. The
character work of all the actor? are far above the avroles

The

cliild who is adoptAfter a number of years they go
to France for a vacation and aid a circus by redeeming

ed by a

certain to satisfy but you
to put

it

second "Dr. Jekyll and

let it

run

IMr.

over.

You have

Hyde" and can

afford to

itself.

them that the man who made this also made
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" and "Sentimental Tommy."
Also feature David Powell and Ann Forrest. As many
people have read the novel by the same name it wouUl
help if you mentioned this. The title is attractive and
Build a big boomerang over the
is certain to pull.
Tell

story tells about an orphan

young

artist.

pawned elephant. For several years they travel
Gypsy style with this circus until the girl is sixteen
when she is placed into a convent. Returning to England she is loved by her adopted father but is won by
a certain rich young man whom s'he thinks she can
reform. Her real father turns up as the companion to
the fast young man. He manages to poison him and
a

allow the guilt to

fall

on his daughter.

But conscience

takes hold of him and the truth leaks out.
rich

young widow returns from

a trip

When

the

on the Conti-

nent she finds her artist lover waiting for her.

to

Work With

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

plenty to work with but don't imagine that yt)u have
a

detail

sistent story.

Here You Have Plenty
"Love's Boomerang"

start to finish the director's

erage.

1

L.

mood

while the climax he has intensified to the "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde" pitch. Touches of both productions
are evident in "Love's Boomerang."

l)ox office

and have

it

painted with the words of the

title.

Si)eak about the beautiful locations and the foreign

atmosphere and also let them know that this is an
American production made in Europe. Play up the
circus stuflf and the elephant. Describe the story as a
comedy-drama in which an orphan child is adopted by
an English artist and they spend their holiday camping
with a circus in France. David Powell and Ann Forrest give pleasing performances and will be well liked.
Promise them plenty of romance and color and they
will not be disappointed.

You Can't Get It St Patrick's Day
Week- Get It As Soon As You Can!
If

Many

first-runs will
business the Week of

That's the big date when "Gome On
Over" opens. Leading showmen in the
country have hit on this peppy production as the ideal picture for an all Irish
It is the kind of a picture
program.

do a record
March 12th

you love
ous, with

—

to present
colorful, humora bit of the blarney, too.

Rupert Hughes wrote it. The author
of "The Old Nest" and "Dangerous
Curve Ahead" has done it again!

Goldwyn

presents

PlayitStPafriclts

s

Day Week».
MARCH
M TW T F
..

2 3 4
8 9
11
1

• •

• *

5

6 7

n

15 14 15 ^^\ 9Btmi

19 20 21 22 23^

26 27 28 29 50 51

directed by Alfred E. Qreene

with Colleen Moore

A

s

GOLDWYN PICTURE

2f
*'•

I

n

Some
"The Rainmaker"

Type

Short Reels

— Mermaid— Educational

Vanishing Race"

2 reel

of production

comedy

Lloyd Hamilton has some nice comedy business in "The
Rainmaker," but the comedy as a whole is not up to the
The
high standard set by some of his recent productions.
fun of a good many of the gags is forestalled ,by a new
Before the particular
method that Lloyd has adopted.
bit of comedy business that he would like you to observe
One or two large
is pulled, he will wink into the camera.
close-ups

these

of

only

asides

help

interrupt

the

general

progress of the comedy and divert tire attention. They inform
you that a joke is on its way and you are very apt to be

The
some of these foreshadowed gags.
Slow
story deals with a town that hasn't had rain in years.
motion photography shows the town moving along at a
The real rainmaker was left at a side station
snails rate.
With the words:
and Lloyd decides to take his place.
"Behold friends, moisture is about to drop upon thee," he
The inhabitants expecting a downpour
lights a giant rocket.
suits but the rocket hit the wrong
are dressed in bathing
"1 did the best I could
month and sent a blizzard.
treated them white," Lloyd explains, but the angered villagers
The titles are clever and will
drive him from the town.

disappointed

in

—

many

help provoke a good

"The

Type

of the laughs.

Call of

of production

Courage"

—Universal

'.

2 reel

Western

do well on any program.

Type of production
While the governor

of the state

he

convict

Whereupon

the governor.

He

is

then free to help the old

the thrilling extra which will

the

same time win

ruin

the love of the

man

The

action

Type

— Kineto

swift

is

Review

of production

1

reel

A

complete review of the life of the American Indian is the
subject of this very instructive and entertaining reel.
Many
years to come when the Indians are no longer a picturesque

West this little reel will have a priceless historic
The photography is clear, sunny and artistically composed. The reel opens with shots of the country of which the
Indian was once master. His life in the open is illustrated by
scenes of hunting and fishing. The squaws erect the council
tent at the meeting of the clans.
The women do the work

part of the
interest.

and the

men do

handicrafts

are

Their dances, family

the talking.
all

shown

in

this

entertaining

replies

work and

the prisoner drops his

"The

Skipper's

Policy"

—Toonerville

Comedy

— Educational

Type of production
2 reel comedy
"The Skipper's Policy," is the latest Fontaine Fox comedy
produced by the Betzwood Film Company and distributed
by Educational Pictures. Most of the characters of Toonerville, made famous by cartoonist Fox, appear in each of this
series.
The funniest trolley car in the world runs up and
down the countryside and will bring a good deal of laughter
it

on each

comedy and
titles

will

There

trip.

were written by

come from them.

Court."
smiles at

titles

for

"A

Here are a few
some people but

not very

is

much

story to this

them very tame, but the
Ralph Spence and most of the fun
Ralph Spence, you will remember,
Connecticut Yankee at King Arthur's
samples from this comedy: "Fortune

the gags are

all

of

—

it

laug'hed at the skipper";

"Mr. Bang's

insurance office had a sure-fire policy"; "The head of the firm
was as solid as the rock of Gibraltar," and "Mayor Flint

was

of Toonerville

elected

The comedy

business

politicians

the

of

deals

town

on a new trolley car platform."
with an attempt made by the

to

take

the

trolley

car

out

of

the

get out

and will please those who like westerns. It contains the usual
horseback riding, escape from jail shots and some pleasing
western photography.

"A Vanishing Race"

a very

of heroism.
Instead of landing himself in jail he is
rewarded. By accident he is arrested and placed in the same
cell with the terrible jewel robber.
The rest of the comedy
is made up of comedy business built around "Snub's" attempts
to leave the institution.
"'Pardon Me" is fairly amusing and
up to Hal Roach's standard.

Pathe Review No. 146

the political boss, and at
girl.

"Certainly,"

act

hands of the old skipper.

fication papers.

him and being

runs as fast as his feet will carry him. "Snub" Pollard is the
hero of "Pardon Me." At first he tries to get into jail but
every attempt in the way of crime only turns out to be an

arrested he discovers the bandit, and in his clothes his identi-

is

comedy

inspecting the prison one

"Pardon me."

says,

wrote the

who

is

of the convicts happens to brush beside
polite

reel

1

opposing the political crooks of the county. To
complicate the situation an escaped bandit holds up the reporter
and forces him to change clothes with him. This makes it
doubly hard for the hero to help the girl's father. The action
takes place the day before election and the concentrated efforts
of the gang are centered around the little country newspaper
office in an effort to prevent the publication of an article which
would spell political ruin. But just as Ned is about to be
editor

It will please

Me"— Hal Roach— Pathe

"Pardon

with

Perce Pembroke takes the part of the reporter of The News
Laura La Plante
searching for a feature story in the West.
plays opposite in the role of the daughter of the old newspaper

will

the children as well as the grown-ups.

life,

reel.

and

"A

Type

A

of production

feature

of

this

manufacture of glass

1

review
pearls.

is

a

detailed

Every step

reel

magazine

description of
in

this

the

interesting

First glass beads are melted on little
process is illustrated.
wires which in turn are clipped and thrown into- a bath of
This cats out the iron wire and leaves the
nitric acid.
They are then placed upon long pins,
hole in the bead.
sprayed with solutions and finally given a bath in a fish-scale
sauce.
In this way they acquire their colorful lustre. Then
are
sorted and graduated before they are strung on
they
The
silk cords long enough t.o go around a lady's neck.

nature section tells a little story called "The Robber Crow,"
which was produced by E. F. Warner of "Field and Stream."
Some nice telo-photo shots show this robber bird making
The remaining sections of
a raid upon a nest of song birds.
the review include some travel shots and the usual Hy Mayer
This number of the review is above the average
sketches.
Should please and entertain
in interest and subject matter.
any audience.

Short Reels
"The Last Shot"— Mutt and Jeff— Fox

Type

of production

"Table Steaks

reel

1

cartoon

one of the funniest Mutt and Jeff that
has been issued in some time.
Mutt is very busy writing
and resents being disturbed by Jeff who has a scheme to make
All he wants is to
His plan is simple.
a miUion dollars.
find a man who can lick Jack Dempsey
Mutt laughs at him
and proceeds to visit his girl. On the couch Mutt and his
girl are having a very nice time when her other fellow arrives
and cuts Mutt out. The rival is a great big husky and all
he has to do is to snap his fingers at Mutt and the little

"The Last Shot"

vanishes.

fellow

Jeff

the

in

mean time continues looking

can lick Jack Dempsey and one day disstrongest man in the world in a freight yard.

for the fellow

covers

is

the

who

Type

"

— Century— Universal

of production

2 reel

comedy

"Table Steaks" presents a lot of fun in a country boarding
house with Brownie the dog as the star performer. T'he city
chap arrives in a flivver and makes love to the daughter of
the proprietor. The rival plays a strong hand but is not quite
Little brother plays his
strong enough to regain the girl.
part with tact and gets the regulation quarter for allowing
the spooners to be alone. An elopment in moonlight provides
The gags are
a good finish to this fairly amusing comedy.
well presented and the comedy business planted and primed
Brownie the clever dog will hold a good
for sure fire laughs.
deal of the attention and the kid stuff will offer a little relief
from the usual comedy work.

He

can carry whole carloads of coal on his back and lift the
"Come home with
locomotives from one track to another.
While Jeff is
me," says Jeff, "and I will sign you up."
preparing the contract Mutt comes in and discovers that
this big brute

and without

is

a

the same fellow who stole his girl's affections
moment's hesitation the fight begins. When

with the contract he discovers that his hero has
Plenty of laughs are
been licked by little Mutt.
contained in this one which recently played with a good
deal of success, as a program filler on Broadway.

"The Bow
Type

Wows"— Hal Roach— Pathe

of production

1

"Bow Wows" Snub

In

reel

comedy

Pollard appears as a heartless dog

catcher only instead of working with a net, he operates with

and a chunk of

Marie's father must pay

Jeff returns

a fishing pole

already

new dog, and no sooner is this done when the dog
But Snub
runs away and is caught by the dog catcher.
for

returns the dog to Marie and starts a

dog show Marie enters her
comes along and clips his

of production

reel nature

1

"The Maverick"

is

a

delightful

picture

dealing

study

Bow Wows"

with wild

contains the usual

mother and

in

bad

man

"

number of comedy laughs
The action is lively and up

series.

'Twas Ever Thus"— Christie— Eklucational

fears

—

contained

to the standard of the

The titles are written
who thinks the world

humans. The horses gallop wild and
free across the planes and through the woods.
The photography is artistic and the entire reel is tinted in a soft brown
making the effects resemble sepia prints.
Some splendid
long shots are recorded showing the pack of horses crossing
the landscape.
Deep gorges, canyons, timbered slopes, cool
pools and a free and flowing sky are all contained in this
whimsical pony nature study. In one of the titles the little
colt says:
"An' I sticks closer to my mother than bark
to a tree, 'cause I know'd if I got lost I'd be a heap o' worry
to myself."
This is only one of the many pleasing titles

of his

At the

flirtation.

hair.

and one or two original gags.
horses and the great American out-doors.
from the point of view of a young colt

little

pet for a prize but the

But Snub saves the day
by placing the little animal through Marie's muff and he won
"The
the prize in spite of fact that he showed three tails.

"The Maverick"— Kineto Review No. 128

Xypc

liver.

a

Type

of production

comedy

were pals but she resented marrying the
She dressed
That was before she saw him.
herself as ugly as she could because she was afraid that she
would not like him, and the minute he saw her he ran right
back to Arizona.
Of course she was sorry for what she
had done and followed him out to the desert ranch. Here one
of the cow boys is dressed in "Woman's Things" and against
his will is forced to pretend that he is the wife of the young
Their

fathers

young man.

The

boss.

"The Maverick."

2 reel

complications

usual

follow

but

in

the

end his

way is cleared for the final
clinch.
The humor is mild and the comedy business tame.
" 'Twas
Ever Thus" is not up to the best of this new

dresses are torn from him and the

Christie series.

"The Spendthrift"—Aesop's Fable— Pathe

Type

"A

of production

is

cartoon

action

Type

dog and some of
he hires a taxi cab and

the

of production

"Bad company

centers around a very sporty

extravagant ventures.
First
orders the driver to "step on it."

show and

"The Tiger and

Donkey"

—Aesop's

Fables
1

— Pathe

reel

cartoon

the moral of Paul Terry's latest animated cartoon.

his

Then he

sprinkles the girls with wine but

out for not paying his
fall

reel

spendthrift blames everybody but himself for his mis-

fortune,"

The

1

begins with a

five dollars for his

visit

coat.

thrown
gone and his downthe pawnbroker who gives him

His hioney

bill.

to

To

lands at a cabaret
is

finally

is

try his luck he visits a Chinese

gambling resort and parts with his money one dollar at
a time. "He blames everyone but himself for his misfortune,"
and starts a fight which he is unable to finish for the crafty
Chinese spring a trap in the floor and shoot him out into
the street.
The animation is up to Paul Terry's standard
and will bring the usual number of laughs.

of

Paul Terry's

is

dangerous for man and beast" is th: moral
cartoon based upon one of Aesop's

latest

fables.
The bad tiger with the aid of the donkey manage to
rob the coach of the mail. The stage driver signals to the
Postmaster General who presses a button and gives the alarm.

Both the tiger and the donkey are captured. The story is
and most of the laughs come from pictures of western
Here cartoonist Terry uses
life as we know it from movies.

slight

burlesque to get his effects. The pictures of the old
coach are very funny and so are the scenes in the
country post office showing the old postmaster sorting the
mail. "The Tiger and the Donkey" is well up to the standard
of the series and will bring the usual number of laughs.

a

little

stage

—

—
What

Keep your finger
on the pulse of
trade
^ To
to

the "Film Renter"

brings to your notice
Pithy pars on up-to-

date doings.

Items of valuable

gain better business

it

is

essential

keep in close touch with every move

in-

formation for exhibitor

and

renter.

in the film world.

Interesting articles by
C[

The most

efficient

link

between the

American and English cinema trades
is

found in "The Film Renter

ing

Picture

News"

—an

& Mov-

exhibitor and renter.

secure you the services of this con-

^

worker

for

alities.

Film Reviews.

Round

annual subscription of £1-15-0 will

scientious

person-

trade

invaluable

journal of information for every alert

^ An

film

cinema success.

trade

the

throughout England,

Wales and

Scotland.

Send your order today.
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A GEORGE KERN PRODUCTION
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PRODUCERS PICTURES CORPORATION
Distnbutedhy

PATHE EXCHANGE

Forvign /SeprvsenMive/or^ssoCKaUdSxhibilcrs

WHEN
ment"

you book "The Unfoldyou have secured a
feature whicl» you can depend
on to Inspire and stimulate your
people to the point of going out and
talking about its unusual theme, its
(j

INC.

SIDNEY GAREETT

beauty,

its

sincerity

and

its

dramatic

By straight-forward advertisand word of mouth publicity, "The

power.
ing

Unfoldment" wll prove a successful
and a prestige-building attraction. Its
all-star cast is composed
of names
which have a distinct box office pull.

.^m^^^^

wtammmsm

til

—
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Kane

I

Tuesday,
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Charge

in

Lytell Contract

ISucceeds Sam Hardini as President
of Associated Exhib..Drs, Inc.
Assumed Duties Yesterday
•\rthur S. Kane yesterday assumed
i;i> duties as president of Associated
Exhibitors. Inc., succeeding Samuel
Harding of Kansas City, who resigned when he formed Capitol EnKane, since
terprises, Inc.. recently.
the reorganization of Associated last
year, has been acting as chairman of
the board of directors and chairman
of the_exer'tiive committee.
qnd
John C. Ragland. vice-pre?if1
general manager of the A. S. Kiine
Pictures Corp.. will handle the detail

March

—

Possibility

I

|

|

j

|

i:'t

^

Bert Lytell's contract with Metro
has expired and to date, there has
been nothing donu looking toward a
renewal by either Lytell or Metro.
Tliere

that Lytell
a
will renew.
At the same time, film
gossip has it that he will make a
series
pictures for
of
the
newly
formed $7,500,00 Distinctive Prod",
is

possibility

Inc., which
Arthur S. Friend put
through in Delaware before his recent
trip to Palm Beach.
F"riend, however,
says there is nothing to the Lytell

|

latter company, including the
Charles Ray contracts, while Kane,
make his headin the future will
(iiiarters in the Associated offices on
St.
John E. Storey, who has
sales
Associated
acting
as
.ui
manager under a year's leave of
absence from Pathe, has returned to
his old organization.
of the

1

Lyttle, Exceptional Receiver
John L. Lyttle has been appointed
Pictures
Exceptional
for
receiver
The comCorp., under $2,000 bond.
pany was thrown into the bankruptcy
court through the filing of a petition
against it last week.

report.

May Have Two

Units
\\'arner Bros, in tlie near future
will
probably have two producing
units at work, one in the East and
one in the West.
Harry Rapf is
leaving for the coast shortly to

to Riches" and "Little Heroes
of the Street," with Wesley Barry and

"Brass."
William Nigh, who has
been directing all of the recent Warner features will remain here and get

work some

Cohen Here

Elsie
Studios,

Cohen

of the

Hollandia Film

Haarlem, Holland,

of

New York with

several

is

in

Hollandia

""Ttures.

John Fleming Wilson Dead
to

(Special

Cal— John Fleming

Venice,
I

who

THE FILM DAILY)
Wil-

the past few years has
jdone considerable writing for motion
pictures, died here on Sunday as a
result of burns contracted on Saturday.
Wilson was 45 years old.
son,

in

Shipman

Nell
(Special

to

I

Xell

Spokane

—

Wash. Organization of
Shipman Prod. Syndicate,

Spokane,
the

in

THE FILM DAILY)

was

effected at a meeting at the
Davenport.
The officers are to be:
S. M. Smith, president; Ray Grom-

bacher, vice president, and J.
Reynolds, secretary-treasurer.

C.

H.

A contract awaiting signatures
provides that the production company
will

and

make Spokane its headquarters
make all its pictures here for the

two years.
Van Tuyle says
work on the first feature. "The Grubstake," will be started in about two
weeks. It is said about fourteen picnext

be made the first year. The
company has taken over the Minnenaha studio in a two-year lease.

tures will

of the other stories that

have been purcliased recently.
Benefits to Aid Relief

This
Elsie

make

"Rags

in

Fund

be a busy week for those
cooperating to make the

will

who are
$5,000,000 drive for the Jewish War
Relief Found a success.
Tomorrow
afternoon,
at
the
Thomashefsky theater, on the East
Side, there will be a special matinee.
Those appearing will include Cantor
Rosenblatt, Nora Bayes, Jack Dempsev.
Irving Berlin and Sissle and
Blake from "Shuffle Along."
The
appearance of the last name colored
artists
the
East
Side
theater
at
promises to be unusual.
Tonight
Sophie Tucker will give a benefit and
many well-known artists including
Elsie
Irving Berlin,
Irene
Janis,
Bordoni and others will appear at
Reisenweber's.
There will be a
special benefit performance in the
theater of each member of tlie T. O.
C. C. on Saturday.

—

Price 5 Cents

1922

Up

Old Agreement with Metro Has Expired Renewal Talked of as

,

7,

—

Hays on Job
Callers Including Heads
of Industry — Issues Statement to

Sees Brighter Times

Has Many

to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington— The U. S. Em-

(Special

ployment service

in

a

lengthy

statement says, in part:
"V/hile the joints of industry
are still stiff, yet there is a
resiliency to business that is

very
encouraging and
with
every indication of permanency."
"Reports from 231 of the
principal industrial centers, with
but few exceptions, show a gen-

improvement in employconditions, and breathe an
enthusiastic spirit of hope and
eral

ment

confidence
in
the
future.
Weather permitting, March will
begin an era of great activity."

Schnitzer at

R-C
—

General Newspaper Press
Will H. Hays got on the job yesterday as head of the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors Association, Inc., on the second floor of
the Guaranty Trust BIdg., at Fifth
Ave. and 44th St.
He spent most of the day receiving
callers, including
many newspaper
men and the heads of the largest

companies who are signatories to

his

three year contract.
The first of
these to appear was R. H. Cochrane
of Universal. He was on hand shortly after 9 o'clock.
Hays and his
right hand man,
Courtland Smith,
were on the job a little after 8. So
was Miss Sullivan, who will be Hays'
secretary here as she has been for
several years, and also his personal
aide. Alandell
who will be posted
outside the offices.
After Cochrane had left there was
an absence of prominent folk until

Acting as General Manager Equity
Offices Transferred to 7th Ave.
about 11 o'clock, when Samuel GoldLocation
wyn brought Adolph Zukor around
Joseph I. Schnitzer has been ap- and the rest were drifting in and out
The newspaper men gave
pointed general manager of the R-C all day.
Pictures Corp. of which Patrick A. Hays no chance to rest up. He was
Powers became managing director a busy with them all day. To them he
said he had burnt all his bridges and
short time ago.
The offices of Equity Pictures Corp. w-as out of politics for good.
His answer to the question, "Just
were moved yesterday from the Aeolian Hall to the R-C Building, where what is your job to be?" was to read
The
they will he located on the 12th floor. two clauses from his contract.
It would not come as any great clauses were.
"To obtain and then to maintain
surprise to learn of further promotions in the
.Schnitzer.

R-C

organization

(Continued

for

Crosland Directing Housman
Arthur Housman who has been
appearing in a number of recent
Sclznick releases, is to be starred in
a series of two reelers and features
by the Housman Comedies, a $40,000 corporation formed in Albany
last week by T M. Lynch and A. L.
Strasser.
Production is under way
on the first comedy at the Biograph
studio, under direction of Alan Cr<5s!and.
In the cast will be Frank
Currier, Nita Naldi and Gladys Leslie.-

on

Pace 2)

22,466 at Capitol Sunday
"Foolish Wives," which opened at
the Capitol on Sunday, played to
22,466 admissions on that day, thereby
establishing a

new

single day record.

The

previous high level was h^d by
"Passion,"' which ran for two weeks
at the theater in December, 1920.

Four Coast Units Tie Up
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Motion Picture
Directors' Association, the American
(Special

—

Cinematographers, the
Society
of
Equity
and
the
Screen
Actors'
Writers' Guild have formed the Federation of .\rt.
Each of these units
will elect three members to a central
board of directors. The organization
will attempt to rid the industry of
undesirables and to that end, it is

"Turn to the Right" Booked
More Activity in Culver City
"Turn to tlie Right" goes into the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Capitol on March 25.
Next wejpk
Los Angeles There will be three
"Come on Over" will be the feature,
"The Glorious Fool," after that and units at work at Goldwyn shortly.
E. Mason Hopper is now finishing
then the Ingram film.
intends
putting
"The "The Dust Flower," and Rupert stated no scripts will be sold and na
Metro
Prisoner of Zenda" into a Broadway Hughes will direct "Bitterness of aid given those placed in the objecSweets."
"Brothers
Under
the tional class.
house.
Skin" goes into work soon.
.N

—

,

Certified Pictures Corp. will give a
Son,"
trade showing of "Give Me
at the New York Roof tomorrow

My

afternoon at 2:30.

Anna

Brunet Going Abroad in
Paul Brunet expects to
France the end of May.

May
sail

Nillson Arrives
Q. Nillson arrived from
for abroad yesterday where she appeared
in several Fitzmaurice productions.
'

Anna

THE

DAILY
Brooklyn House Ordered Closed
The Powell theater, 1855 Pitkin
Ave. in the Brownsville section of
Brooklyn, has been ordered closed
bj' the building authorities.
Vol. XIX
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Price 5 Cents

Larry Semon Sick With "Flu"

Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks.

West 44th

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

New

Joseph
J.

WID'S FILMS
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(Special
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and
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Los

to
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—

Angeles
Larry Semon is
from an attack of the "flu."

suffering

Omaha Clearing House
to THE FILM DAILY)

Suggest
(Special

—

Omaha
A clearing house to
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside handle all dates on existing contracts
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 majf be established here if suggestions
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign made at a recent
dinner tendered
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM salesmen of the various exchanges by
March

the act of

1879.

3,

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood.
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6411
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Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
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Weissman
(Special

to

Pittsburgh
Williamson,

A.

a

out.

Gunning Manager

THE FILM DAILY)

— Alex

Weissman

is

the

Kinematograph Weeklv. 85 Long Acre, new manager for Wid Gunning, Inc.,
succeeding Charles Schwerin, who
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de resigned, and has returned to New
Clichy.
York. Weissman comes to the local
Central
European Representative InternaMax Shulgold
Filmschau,
tionale
Prague
(Czecho-Slo- office from Boston.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
is a new salesman.

—

—

Harry

Quotations
.,83^

Players

do pfd

82
92K>

93.H
5^-

\ Goldwyn

Lavuer. formerly

in

the

department of Hodkinson
and Goldwyn, is now manager of the
Close
Langwell Hotel.
publicity

Low

Hifjh

Famous

S.

82.)4

Tuesday, March

Hays on Job
Continued from Page 1)
of
standards
highest possible
movin<T picture production.
"To develop to the highest possible degree the moral and educational
ciiaracter of the industry."
"Motion pictures are the sole
amusement of millions, and may become the national stabilizer," con"The potentialitinued Mr. Hays.
ties of motion pictures in their moral
and educational influences are limitless.
Therefore the integrity of this
industry should be protected as we
would protect that of the church and

the

its

qualities

should be developed as

the those of the schools.
"I approach this tremendous task
with much concern, but with that
confidence which springs from earnest purpose and conviction that we
will have the generous help of every
one in accomplishing^ what must be
recognized as an effort for the good

of all."

In a day or so Hays will go to his
in Sullivan, Indiana, and upon
his return will take up the job in detail.
The offices are magnificently
furnished, Edwin H. Sabin, vice-president of the Guaranty Trust Co., giving to Hays his former offices and
loaning him the entire equipment.

M.

P.

Commission Bars "Sapho"

i

has been barred by tl
Commission
Motion
Picture
Censors yesterday.
Hugo Riesei
feld was refused a license to she
picture which features Pauliii
tile
Fredericks and Wallace Reid, ani

".Sapho"

i

which had been cut

to

run for a haj

hour.

'

Denies Intention of Closing

manager of Price Thi
writes from Hanniba
Mo., that the company which O!
prates three theaters there has no ii
down.
closing
tention
of
reporte
recently
FILM
from Hannibal that all houses thei
were considering- a 10 days' shu
down to stimulate business.
C. E. Lilly,

aters,

Inc.,

TH

DAILY

home

(Special

Sam Wood Prod.
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles The
made by Sam Wood

future
will

picture

be know

Sam" Wood Prod. The directc
has made the last few Gloria Swar
son pictures and will probably mak
the future ones as well.
as

135/^

\oi quoted
Not quoted

•Quotations by Harry Couunt

I'v:

Co

i€

Magnificent!

Incorporations

—

Said

N. Y. Housman ComYork.
Capital $40,000.
Incorporators. -T. M. Lynch. A. L.
Strasser.
Attorney W. J. Rose, 27

Albany,

New

Heywood Broun in

ANDpacked

who

the thousands

Albany, N. Y.— Motion Picture
Roster Co., New York.
Capital
$10,000. Incorporators D. Silverman,
Myruski and B. A. Kleuber.
J. A.
Attorney, L. Bronner, 305 Broadway.

ii

—

The

(Special to THE FILM D.AILY)
Rochester, N. Y. The proposed
Pinnacle, intended for the southwest
sections of Rochester, has filed a
voluntary petition in bankruptcy at
the Federal Court in Buffalo, with
assets at $795 and liabilities at $2,286.

give

A

Jones
"Western Speed"

is

at

at

the

No.
No.
No.
No.
by

Hamilton Theatrical Corp.

TT

S. Pat.

Off.

3.

"The Dragon s Claw"
"The Race for Life"
"The City of Gold"^^

4.

"Saved by Wireless"

1.
2.

From

Production

presented

Reg.

series of four

MIA MAY

work on
West Coast

OF THE PHOGHAM"

9 9

a

UFA

SPICE

The World

with

studios.

THE

of

Q^aramount Cpictures

on March 23rd.

Charles

%

screen has never seen anything like

Agents and Repwill

who

Magnificent''

—

.'K.ssociation

York World

stormeci the doors of the Rivoli and Rialto,

"The Mistress

Rochester Project Abandoned

Theatrical

New

—

Albany, N. Y. Williamsburg Photo
Play Corp.
New York. Capital
$100,000.
Incorporators: I. and L.
Renner and M. Aronson. Attorney
Reit and Kaminsky. 305 Broadway.

resentatives'

the

yj

both houses all day long, and who sat engrossed, torn by every
emotion, as the world's mightiest melodrama whirled them through unbelievable thrills
these thousands, with their cheers and applause, echoed
his cry

William St

Fox

i

9254

13^4

13Ks

World

hall

May

the -Socie'
of Motion Picture Engineers wi
be held at the Bellevue, BostO'
May 1-4.
_

Not quoted

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

The

in

1922

5

Griffith

edies,

M. P. Engineers Meet
The Spring meeting of

7,

FAMOUS PLAYERS -lASKY CORPORATION

the

novel

by Carl Figdor
Directed by Joe

May

—
THE
March

Tuesday,

7.

^ank

DAILY
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JUDGMENT

It is

That experience created the
that two
great directors saw fit to ally with their own genius; the
that made a fortune for Wid Gunning; the
that exhibitors are given the opportunity of
securing in PARTNERSHIP.

JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT

"Knowing How"
That Makes BIG

And when you wonder why
of cash, high-priced stories,
casts, still FAIL
you can

—

JUDGMENT.

That JUDGMENT comes
making of pictures.

producers often, with plenty
extravagant sets, expensive

sum

it

up

all

in

LACK OF

vitally into play in every step

in the

Pictures

STORY,

It must first be exercised in the choice of a
in seeing that the story has an
as well as entertaining
action.

IDEA

All the money in the world can't make
the man spending the money doesn't

good pictures

"KNOW HOW."

f

exhibitors are going to be Wid Gunning's PARTin the making of twelve big specials next year I
tnow they would rather have me talk about the fundarrienand Wid Gunning's job than to
als of picture-making

As

MERS

—

—

space for an advertisement.

ise this

Surely,
lave

of their

many

years and have spent

own and

can still
nany bad ones.
)ictures

WASTE

other people's money in making
keep on turning out so many, many,

PREPARATION. The man who

proper

And
]s^

it

The

isn't

alone a question of money, important as that

picture that

is

RIGHT FROM THE START

is

one that is made
in the surgical room, patched, amputated, cut apart and
a bigger, better picture than the

always

sewn up

The making of BIG pictures means considerably more
han buying a story, turning it over to a director, assemiling a cast, and saying, "Let's shoot."

spends a million

making a picture that could have been made for a
hundred thousand if the work and the thought were expended before the cameras cranked and before the sets
were built merely condemns his own JUDGMENT.
dollars

must often wonder why men who

been film executives for so

much

J

exhibitors

PREPARATION

It must be employed in the
of that
story, to avoid the all-too-frequent
of thousands
upon thousands of dollars in the making of pictures without

again.

That's the first step in picture-making, the PREPARAof a continuity that is the living, breathing, motion
picture not paragraphs that say, "John walks in the room
and shoots Bill," but the careful, studied, minute touches
of real human nature that make the big picture BIG.

TION

;

Before George Loane Tucker and Wid Gunning started
camera crank turning on "The Miracle Man" they spent

/lONTHS
rijcene,

in the preparation of the continuity; scene by
each brief close-up, each fragmentary shot.

In association with two great directors during three
Wid Gunning made a fortune doing just what he did

'ears

n

"The Miracle Man" and what he

pecials

is

going to do on twelve

next year.

—

is

all of these,

real

CREATORS,

twenty-six years of

He didn't make t'nat fortune, such a genius as George
.cane Tucker, for example, didn't share his profits with
Vid Gunning because he is a continuity writer, or a film
ditor, or a subtitle writer, or a former reviewer.

He

You, the exhibitor, can see those touches in the first
hundred feet of any picture. And when, by becoming
his partner, you employ Wid Gunning's JUDGMENT to
make these twelve specials BIG you feel pretty confident
as you think back over that three years' association with

five

and more.

He

is

a

Wid

is

that five years analyzing pictures, that
experience.

SHOW

not selling his Direct Booking Plan yet for the contracts

and forms have not been
share the tip

is

— Write

'printed.

But as only the FIRST can

today for details

—

to

PRODUCER'S

iSSOCIATE.

What

does that mean?

Well, in the first place, back of it all there is twenty-six
experience in the show business, an experience that
iiates to learning the wants of audiences in a small town
>ears'

ffieater.

Then, on top of that fundamental show knowledge comes
which Wid Gunning saw, and analyzed, and
I'ent on record about EVERY PICTURE
IN

|,

ve years in

SHOWN

HIS

COUNTRY.

1540

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Bryant 4364

THE

jg^

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
"The Dragon's Claw"— F.

P.-L.

Rialto and Rivoli
Taken by and large, it is a
good, workmanlike adaptation of a serial that
distinguished above s.m.iar tahricat.oi.s priSometimes
marily
y an o-iulence of setting.
*
if
runs aground on false motivation. * *
The incongruities are no more than those of
the average serial, and it has imagination to
burn.
TIMES * * * If its reception by the spectators at the former house is any indication
of the public mind it could have been put
over with a bang as a burlesque melodrama.
The people in the theater found it amusing
a number of places where, apparently, there
was no comic intent, although it must be confessed that, despite the absence of any evidence of such I'ntent. it was hard to believe
some times that the thing really was meant
to be taken seriously.
AMERICAN' Yet it is on a I'ar with
some of the serials that we ourselves produced when the fil-lums were in their "inThe present picture is at least honfancy."
est in its endeavor to give to blood and thunder all that blood and thunder could posis

1

—

m

—

absurdities and the
are flagrantly ridiculous
incongruities *
and droll. On the other hand, the "atmoThe picture
sphere" is reliably maintained.
The
carefully and spectacularly made.
is
groupings are excellent in their way.
*
* *

demand.

The

NEWS— Type, melo-serial drama.
Photography, only^

DAILY

fair.

Direction, excellent.

muggy

Plot,

with

Value.

complications.

about 85 per cent.
The imported film is
N. Y.
magnificent, but it has neither the ingenuity nor the imagination of the Keaton
•
The picture has
comedy, "The Boat."
some stirring handling of crowds and a great
is
a
wea'th of picturesque backg'ound.
good picture, but, unlike "The Boat," there

WORLD—

1

V.

as

•!

•

r

111

II

calculated

1

con-

insp.re

to

tact with the soul.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— As

a serial
of the World" threatens to
Miss
altitude records in suspense.

"The Mistress
break

all

May, who looks enough

like

the

daredevil

Pearl to be a blood relation, does not go
The background
for stunts apparently.
of "The Di agon's Claw" is Ch.na, and some
of the sets are remarkable.
in

EVENING JOURNAL— The

first

thrill-

the four-part serial, "fhe Jlistiess of the World," set spectators gasping
the Rialto and' Rivoli theaters yesterday and
incidentally set a standard for speed and ac-

ing episode

in

m

spectacles. • * * Crisis follows crisis, exciteiijti.l
sucieeds excitement and all the thrills
of the old-time melodrama and a few more
are shown on the screen,

MAIL
— Replete
*
*

*

The

t

TINTING

TRAILERS ON
ALL FEATURES

V7ITH

FREE

OR

QUICK SERVICE

GOOD WOPK

..;thout scenes

and sensation.

thrill

the

of

tihn

the Chinese atmosphere
d dly conveyed With much attention to detail,
while there has probably never been 'produced a iiicture in which so many genuine
*
The picture's appeal
Chinese appeared. « *
wholly on thrill and adventure and
s based
certainly is not lacking in these qualifications,
".A thrill a minute" was apparently the standard which the producers set for themselves.

GLOBE — It

seemed to us a film that is
very expression of thrilling action, swift
Adventure is the big idea
and mystifying.
in the story, with no sentimental slobbering
or "sob stuff" to slow it up, and with just
the

There is
enough romance to humanize it.
no pretense here of more than melodrama,
but what melodrama

j
I

IRVING
MA^K&COc
e08'/2 so. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO

pleasure of
the audience at the early show last night is
any criterion of the merit of the film, the
last three episodes had better be shown elsethe

where. * * *

SUN —

none

Although the film possesses
the divine powers which its adver-

of

*

and

stage,

colossal

its

oughly conventional, are

thrills,

though

its

Wife"— Vitagraph

Sheik's

Strand

HERALD—

At its climacteric points "The
Sheik's Wife" is confused, perhaps because
there are so many -Arab robes and tents flap]iiiig in the wind like the wash on the line.
• * * The action clarifies a bit during the
well staged duel, even in the moonlight.

TIMES-*

Has a story that begins
with a permissible assumption and abides by
some of its logical consequences. * • • This
something different in the way of a story
.s
Even with its unconvincabout the desert.
ing ending. "The Sheik's Wife" has this much
it.
But the effect that the
to recommend
story might have achieved is almost entirely
lost
through poor photography, inadequate
acting, nervous tempo and jumpy continuity.
*

*

Y.

is

TRIBUNE—

• * * It may quite safely be
stated that "The Sheik's Wife" is not the
better half of "The Sheik." « * * The picture seems to lack all dramatic quality and
resembles a series of rather interesting itews
reels, hung together with some pretty bad

EXENING JOURNAL-Picturesque
into the film drama,
the Strand theater.
*

lAKfWOOD HOKL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

Hate"

of

Lambert Hillyer

Hugh

B.

Evans

is

is

is

direct-

—

hastening plans

next

his

1

Gelding Heads Newark Managi
Newark, N. Y. The officers
Theater Managers' Assn. for tl
new year are: president, Louis Goli
ing,
Palace; vice president, Morr

He has
^jroduction.
Evans has
selected a snow story.
just finished cutting "Ridin' Wild,"
for

Ben

and

!

Schlesinger. Broad
Roy Stewart with Marjorie and treasurer, Leon Evans, Miner
Daw, Johnnie Walker and Wallace Empire.
Street;

featuring

secretai

Beery, in the cast.

Lester Suneo

work

shortly
distribution

is

scheduled to start

on a new feature for
by Western Pictures

Tom Mix has finished "The Fi]
ing Streak on the coast for Fox,

Exploitation Co.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Granfwood, N.

B. Lewis has taken charge
Advisory Bureau of the Palmer
Photoplay Corp.

Eugene

of the

For

J.

particulars write

E.
110

Holubar is finishing sea
Allen
scenes of "The Soul Seeker," starring

Dorothy

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.

Bryant 5307

Phillips.

OFFICE FOR RENT

Lila Lee will play the role of the
wife in "Blood and Sand," in which

Rodolph Valentino
inally

W.

will

was not

was decided that she
suited to the type.

it

With Vault Space

Origchosen but

star.

May McAvoy was

Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

quite

Room 901—130 W.

GAUSMAN.

Announcing

the Fastest

46th

*

Sheik's Wife," at

Lynn

not only the type required for the
also makes good her recognized
ability as an emotional actress of the highest
order.
Her characterization of the Sheik's
wife is superb.
The work of Marcel Vibert,
a leading screen player of France, is equally
part,

Film

ei'er

manufactured

EASTMAN
NEGATIVE FILM
Super Speed

is

Super Speed Film practically eliminates
under-exposure.
speed,

It

is

ideal for ultra-

slow -motion photography;

for

but

—

up Daily

Week-End Ratei

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food, FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment FeatAthletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGECO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

M.AIL .A foreign picture which takes rank
with the best that have been imported into
this country, from the standpoint of excellence of production, photography, faithfulness to detail and action, while the continuity is rather an improvement on many
*
that have been shown here. * *
This atmosphere is real with its
ancient city gate and its caravans and its

interiors that are poorly illuminated; for

on location.

dull days

When
failure,

unfavorable conditions spell

Super Speed Film

spells Success.

GLOBE—

vistas of

palm

trees.

The

film is

worth

the aforesaid atmosphere and
for its many scenes of an exotic and glamorous beauty. In this case the play is not the
thing.
* * Where "The
Sheik's Wife," a French cinema contribu
tion, is being unwound to the delight of the

following

clientele.

SUN— The

great novelty of the picture lies
the fact that it was photographed in Ara
Ilia,
and with the exception of a few prin
cipais only Arabians were used in the cast.
in

Price 4 J cents per foot, perforated

for

EVENING WORLD—*

Strand

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

commendable.

Weekly

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

*

"The

TELEGRAM—Emmy

EVENING

The

Brotherhood

Chicago

in

scenes

thrilling cotiflicts between Arab
British soldiery, and a love story

life,

troops and
with many surprising developments are woven
Foremost Hotel

Reingold. Lorch in Omaha.
Si'
Harris is now in charge of the i
exchange, succeeding Sam Eck:
Slid F. J. Downey, is at Detroit si
ceoding J. E. Flynn.

titles.

of desert

Largest and

Maberry

John

WCJRLD— "The

Sheik's Wife," at
a highly picturesque and illogi( al
melodrama of romance in the deserts of
Arabia. * * * It is all right, if you like this
sort of thing, but don't go to the .Straiul
hoping to see rare and racy goings-on in the

N.

Sills,

and

Motte

thor-

much enhanced by

aspect.

international

"The

Prod

*

*

tisements proclaim, its many episodes can he
Its plan is
followed with much pleasure.
nothing more than melodrama on a huge and

*

Lakewood's

"The

with
la

H

Ince
Milton

H.

leading roles.

in

finished.
ing.

!

EVENING WORLD— If

harem.
I

Bowers

the formation of the Gold'
sales council, three vacancies in
field force occurred.
.As noted,
S.
Lorch has succeeded Cecil

-4s

King
Bradley
Marguerite de

n

19:

7,

With

John Griffith Wray
—scenes
for "When She

directing final
Marries," a Thos.

exceedingly
being splen-

is

good,

the Strand,

FILMA^K TRAILERS

with

locale

Hollywood

March

Some Goldwyn Changes

Coast Brevities

EVENING TELEGRAM—

HERALD—

sibly

tion that should prove diiificult for the succeeding installments to maintain.
"The Mistress
of the World" is one of the most ambitious
I'Voductions. even in these days of great film

Tuesday,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

I

—

——
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BRADSTREET

z^^recocmized
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Authority
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(Universal City in for

— Von

Busy Time

Stroheim
to
Make
Viennese Play, Is Report

\

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—A

number

of

am-

I

production plans for Universal
been mapped
jhas
out
by Carl
[Laemmle and Irving G. Thalberg.
Ibitioiis

Eric Von Stroheim will start work
on ? new picture soon.
The story
has not been selected as yet, but in
jail likelihood it will be an adaptation
of a Viennese stage p'ay.
Among
'the more important productions will
t

'

:

I

:

!

I

Two

"Under
Flags," in which
Priscilla Dean will star.
Tod Browning will direct.
Stuart Paton is to
direct Herbert Rawlinson in a film
be

version of Louis Joseph Vance's "The
Black Bag." Paton recently finished
directing Frank Mayo in "The

Way

Back."
t

;

1

.

:

;

Two

Films Planned

Two

stories for Alarie
Prevost,
three for Gladys Walton, three for
Frank Alayo, two for Hoot Gibson
and the one for Herbert Rawlinson
are in preparation in the scenario

department.
King Baggot has been
assigned to direct an all-star cast in
another Jewel production based on
Charles T. Dazey's stage melodrama
"The Suburban Handicap."
"TTie
Flirt,"
one of Booth Tarkington's
novels, is to be made into a Jewel.
Marie Prevost's first picture upon
her return to the studio will be in
"The Night of Nights." For her next
one an original by Bernard Hyman
has been chosen. Glad3-s Walton will

Color Stock

Eastman Kodak Has Process Perfected to Commercial Stage

Recommended
As the result of

for

8,

1922

New
p. A.

Price 5 Cents

Faces

Powers Busy on

R-C
Coast— Some

Additional Stars and Directors

Looked For

Close-Ups

"Infamous"

at

Says Marcus Loew, Speaking of
Coast Report Concerning Merger
of Metro and Famous Players
"It is infamous and an absolute

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Patrick A. Powers, shame that reports of this kind are
interest has been aroused among pro- managing director of R-C Pictures, published without first making an
ducers over the two-color process has lost no time since his arrival from effort to ascertain whether or not
there is any basis of truth in them,"
which marks the entrance of the New York.
Eastman Kodak Co. into a new
Although no definite announce- said Marcus Loew yesterday, comfield.
ments have been made, it is known menting on the following report
The process, called the Kodak several new starring contracts have which appeared in the Los Angeles
Process for Color Motion Pictures, been made and that some new Times:
shows the results of experiments directors have been taken on. The
"A trade rumor has it that beginconducted by the Kodak Company entire studio staff has been re- ning May 1, Metro pictures will be
over a long period of years. In the organized and there will be many handled through Paramount, which
opinion of those who witnessed the new faces on the lot shortly.
would mean a radical change in the
exhibitions, the color rendering is
J. Allen Boone, who has been act- present booking policy of the coming as western representative has pany, and a prob'^.Jble abandonment
marked by its softness and beauty
qualities that particularly fit it for resigned
and R. J. Tobin vice- of the exchanges.'
use in close-ups.
In fact, it is for president in charge of production is
Commenting fui
Mr. Loew
close ups that this new process is expected to announce his withdrawal
said:
exhibitions held in

a series of private

New

(Special

to

York, some

—

recommended at the present time.
The process depends upon the taking

shortlv.

two successive negatives, one
through a red filter, the other through
a green, and the printing of these two
negatives simultaneously on opposite
sides of doublecoated positive film.
Negatives are made upon special film
with a special camera and by a
system of lighting, the Kodak company now has a small supply of the
two-color cameras which it intends
renting for short periods, and that

Jackie in "Oliver Twist"
THE FILM IJAILY)
Los Angeles Frank Lloyd, who
has just
completed Norma Talmadge's costume picture at United,
is to direct Jackie Coogan in "Oliver
Twist."
Jackie is going abroad to
make a picture soon, according to
present plans.

of

(Special to

—

.

"Metro was neve. .. a stronger
position than it is today.
Reports
such as that mentioned above are
absolutely
outside
the
of
realm
possibility."

Engel Here
Joe Engel, treasurer of Metro,
in town from Los Angeles.

Tom
Irving M. Lesser, of the Western
Pictures Exploitation Co., said yesterday Jackie would probably go

Tom

North

is

North Back

returned yesterday
operators will be instructed in their
from Australia, via San Francisco.
use and in the lighting arrangements
He was away about six months in the
required, without charge.
abroad for his fifth picture. "(Oliver interests' of First National.
North
In the near future the Kodak Com- Twist" will
be the third, and the
pany will establish a laboratory in fourth will possibly be an original had all sorts of good things to say
about the island continent and says
Los Angeles to hypersensitize and story by Sophie Irene Loeb.
star in "The Trouper."
the experience was a great one.
Following develop a negative film.
All color
Miss Walton is to appear in a film printing will
North said E. J. and Dan Carroll
be done at Rochester.
Mooser Leaves This Week
version
and Harry G. Musgrove, the latter
"M'liss,"
of
which Mary
George Mooser leaves this week First National manager there will
Pickford made for Artcraft in 1918.
Polo Serial Through C. B. C.
for the Far East where he will start work on their proposed 1,800
Frank Mayo's next picture will be
It
is
understood that the serial establish United Artists headquarters seat theater in Sydney on June 1.
"Out of the Silent North." "Trimwhich
Eddie
Polo is now making in at Shanghai, and handle releases in
med and Burning," is to be Hoot GibHis territory will emFlorida will be distributed through the Orient.
son's next vehicle.
Foreign Dep't for Warners
brace China, Japan, the Phillipines,
the C. B. C. Film Sales Corp.
India, Burmah, Siam, Java, Sumatra
Gus Schlesinger, for six years
and the Federated Malay States. sales manager for Inter-Ocean has
Neither Famous Players nor Denin
He is sailing from San Francisco, on made an arrangement with Warner
nis
F!
O'Brien,
Mary Pickford's
attorney knew yesterday of any deal Widespread Interest Over Board's March 25.
Bros, to head a foreign department.
Rejections Aroused Court Acon "M'liss." the rights to which it
At present, Schlesinger is devoting
Beban Film at State
tion May Decide Issue
his time to "School Days."
Warwas stated, are jointly owned by
"The Sign of the Rose' is playing ner's new serial, tentatively titled
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Famous and Miss Pickford.
Columbus, O. After nine years at Loew's State this week. The pic- "The Dangerous Adventure," has
ture was made bj' George Beban in been completed on the coast but now
trial. Ohio, one of the first states to
Hays Meets Publishers
adopt censorship, is face to face with California and is being road showed. awaits titling and editing.
Will H. Hays yesterday met the the problem of either putting into Beban is personally appearing in a
publishers and representatives of the effect a more liberal and just censor- sketch with the film.
To Meet in Washington
trade press of the industry.
He did ship or run the risk of having the
convention committee of the
The
Trip
Rogers
Plans
most of the interviewing, indicating question submitted to the people in
Charles R. Rogers, general sales M. P. T. O. held the first of \vhat
that he desired the help of the pub- the November election and the probmanager of R-C Pictures, leaves on will probably be a series of meetings
lishers and the editors at this time able overthrow of the board.
Saturday for a sales trip through the in Washington on Friday and Saturrather than to air his views to them.
A prominent Columbus attorney South.
He has already attended day. The meeting place of the conHe made it clear, however, that the contends that as the law requires a
integrity
of
the
screen must be board of three members, and inas- several territorial meetings in the vention will be the New Willard
mantained and that he expected to much as the Ohio board for some- Middle West. Following the South- Hotel, where arrangements have been
made for an accessory exhibit.
ern trip, he goes to the coast.
use every effort to bring this about.
(Continued on Page 4)

Censor Fight

—

—
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Newspaper Opinions At Broadway Theaters
"Determination" — State Rights
Cameo
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Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
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WID'S FILMS

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS,

INC.

\V. Alicoate, Treasurer

ager;

the act of

March

1879.

3,

following.

*

"Apache'' atmosphere, this
photoplay of the Whitechapel district at tho
Cameo will attract a certain cinema play

Terms (Postage

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
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Triangle

World

has more

more people, more kidfootmen and more ballrooms
even

find,

this

in

day

of

EVENING JOURNAL—"Determination"

* * * proved to be a twin-brother drama,
well photographed and produced lavishly \vith
a large cast.
S<:\

KNI.XG

TELEGRAM— There

the picture and
portrayal of life in the sltnni.
of

action

in

—
CiLt.)BK

&

Quotations by Harry Content

Co.

Incorporations

—

Albany, N. Y.
Medbury, New
York. Capital $5,000. Incorporators,
Ellis and A. C.
J. P. Medbury, P.
Kelly Attorneys, Keppler and Hoch-

'1

by

lie

cuiirusion

muddled

the

SUN —

Eiiglt.sh

thriller.

HERALD—There

are underworld scenes
with dope-fiends, crooks and dancing
hy
excursions
varied
into
glittering
British high life, with servants in livery constantly announcing that dinner is served,
DAILY
Type, Drury Lane melodrama.
Direction, Romantic.
Photography,
fair
Value,
to middling.
Plot, old time.
about 85 per cent.

NEWS—

"The Dragon's Claw"— F.

P.-L.

Rialto and Rivoli

TRfHUXE— This

-'Mistress of the World''
would make an excellent comedy fitted with
some titles such as Anita Loos or Ralph
Spence could write. In fact, it would be the
greatest bit of burlesque that ever has come
In spite of the fact that it
to the screen.
was intended, to be taken seriously the spectators at the Rialto Theater Sunday night
decide_d that they were going to get some
fun out of it.

POST— In

however, it must
be said that the action throughout is merphotography
fairly good.
cifully fast and tlie
all

fairness,

"The Boat"— 1st Nafl

—

Attorney,
$5,000.
Co., Wilmington.

Colonial

Charter

—

Dover,

Del.
Graphic Film
change. Dallas.
Capital $5,000.
torney, Colonial Charter Co.

ExAt-

Meighan in "Manslaughter"
Thomas Meighan will have

Rialto and Rivoli

WORLD — Keaton

N. Y.
below Chaplin

is

several

cuts

as an actor, but he is an
agreeable performer, and the
material which has been devised for his talents in "The Boat" is altogether exceptional.
TIMES You needn't go out of the Rivoli or Rialto this week without a regularly
inspired laugh though, for on the bill at both
houses is the latest Buster Keaton comedy
It is as hilarious a bit
called "The Boat."
of nautical nonsense as you are likely to find
anywhere any time. Don't miss it, especially

exceedingly

—

the if you have sat through "The Dragon's
Claw."
role in "Manslaughter,"
MAIL "The Boat," one might almost
which goes into production in a be forgiven for saying, almost reaches the
month.
Lcatrice Joy will appear high-water mark of Buster's career. He has
rarelv it ever done anything funnier.
opposite him.
Cecil B. DeMille willA Buster Keaton
E'VENING
direct.
comedy, "The Boat," went over with the
usual smash of applause, and some of his
stunts are decidedly novel and new.
To Build in Quakertown, Pa.

principal

—

male

WORLD—

Quakertown,
is

to be erected

Irving

Pa.

—A

new

theater

by Lewis Keller.

Rubenstein,

who

photo-

graphed "Uncle Sam of Freedom
Ridge" lectured before the Columbia
school of pliotoplay construction last
night in the absence of Dr. Rogers,
the regular instructor.

"The

Sheik's

Wife"— Vitagraph

Strand

MORNING TELEGRAPH— "The

Sheik's
the real thing in Oriental setting.
Filmed entirely in Arabia, it shows the most
beautiful Moorish houses, troops of Arabs on
marvelous horses and the luxurious tents in
The photography is fine and the
the desert.
mobs skilfully handled.

Wife"

Program
for

Capitol

exception of the feature the only number
the organ

EDUCATIONAL

is

solo.

Rialto

is

I

A

WEEK

i

April 16-23!

"The Boat," starring Buster Keaton.
Rivoli

"La Boheme"

the Rivoli overture this
week.
"Sapho" u^as scheduled to open the
performance. Following the substituted overture is the pictorial and them comes an original piano trio in which three pianists -play at
is

once.
The selections are "Tambourine Chinoise" and "Chanson Dansante."
The picture is the same as the one at the Rialto and
the comedy is also "The Boat,"

PatheNewsi
No. 20

Strand
"The Queen

of Sheha" is played by the
Strand as its overture.
"Odds and Ends"
is the next number.
It is made up of three
film subjects, "The Oyster's Rival,'' "The
Land of Long Ago" and "The Robber Crow."

Madeleine MacGuigan,
teado" and then the

violinist, plays "Zapanews reel goes on.
to the feature, "The Sheik's
fitting one to the picture.
Her-

The prologue
Wife,"

is

a

"A Son of the
and Richard Bold, tenor.
Mine."
After the feature
comes "Torchy Takes a Chance," a "Torchj'" comedy.
The organ solo concludes the
bert Waterhous, basso, sings

Desert

Am

"Allah,

Give

1"

Me

50

X;

MILES AN HOUR BY BOAT— GB

Wood's speedboat wins Miami

A ROY-AL

WEDDING

dian princess weds

IN

regatta.

JAVA— East

Crown Prince

(T^duccttuxrui/ (^tii^£)

Wk

m
THK

SPICE or-

Reg. U.

Tun I'HOCRAM"
S. Pat.

OS.

of

Ill->

Jokjo^.

karta.

TOKIO MOURNS MARQUia OKUMA—
Ancient and picturesque rites mark the futf
famous Japanese statesman.
Other news from New York, Roumania Bo«-i
Bermuda,
Oklahoma and
ton,
Chicago,
France.
eral of

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

performance.

Studio Creditors to Meet
Charles A. Tipling, referee in bankruptcj' has called a meeting of the
creditors of the Hal Benedict Studios,
Inc., to be held at 1 Bridge Plaza,
Long Island City on March 21st.

May

Build in Bloomington,

(.Special

to

considering

111.

Palo Alto to Get Big House

THE FILM DAILY)

Bloomington,
the

111.

— Steve

erection

Bennis
of

a

today
mmmmmmmmmmm\

is

new

theater here.

David Blum of the legal department
of Loew's, Inc., states he has no connection with the suit instituted against
a party of the same name in Chicago
by Ellis F. Glickman, as noted in
Saturday's issue.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Palo Alto, Tex. This town wi^
have a $140,000 theater, according td"»
plans announced b}^ the Palo Alto
Theater Co. The building will frontj
on L'niversity Ave., and will have
The proposed
1200.
capacity of
theater may mean the closing of one
of the other theaters now operated

by the company, but which of the]
two will be abandoned had not been

Al Hall is directing the fourth of decided.
Nick Carter series at the Estee
studio.
Edmund Lowe and Diana
Allen are appearing in it.
the

The

Phone— Beekman

9091

of the Universal twostarring Tom Santschi "A
Guilty Cause," has been completed.
first

reelers

SBRVICK

.«EALi
.

\

PICTURES

the Rialto "Dance of the Hours" is the
overture, followed by Marjorie Peterson, who
does a dance number,
condensed version
of
"Sapho" was scheduled to open both
the Rialto and Rivoli performances, but the
censors refused to grant the picture a permit.
"The Dragon's Claw," the first of four episodes of "The Mistress of the World," is
the feature, but preceding it Betty Andersen
sings "Chinese Lullaby.''
The comedy is

At

man. 1531 Broadway
Dover, Del. Graphic Film Exchange of
Eastern
Pennsylvania,

Short Subject I

Because of the length of "Foolish Wives"
the Capitol has been compelled to omit its
usual musical and dance numbers.
With the

faithful

WORLD—

an

Build a

nl<-"1v

i^

a

is

it

i^
"woise condirection of the
picture, but it all ends beautifully, with the
atmosphere cleared and the loving couples
united.
The wealth of detail is at once the
most interesting part and the chief weakness
of the film.
Though realistic, it retards the
action.
EVENI.XG
Thrills are machine
gunned at the spectator in such profusion that
one wonders just how much more one can
stand. * * * Tlie acting throughout is good
and ill some instances the photography is
magnificent.
It is an elaborate screen production

founded"

is the news
Josef Waldman plays "A Little Love"
on the violin and then comes "A Bit of
God's Country," a pictorial.
Lydia Troubinina singe "Old English Ballad" and then
comes the feature, "Determination."
Rachmaninoff's "Prelude," played on the organ is
the final number.

reel.

fights,

girls,

High Low Close
do pfd
^^Goldwyn

most ob-

of the

galore,

Quotations
..

more

nappers, inore
than one expects to
extravagances.

of

Famous Players

Melodrama

MORNING TELEGRAPH— It

of

Address

*

vious sort.
thrills,

President and Editor
and Business ManA.
Cron,
Advertising
Manager.
J.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
J.

and

and

Dannenberg,

Joseph

characters

Following the Cameo overture

overdrawn

the use of

MAKE YOUR PAWONf AND
YOUl} BOX OFFICE HAPPY-

Book

PERCY &FERDIE
K»]:i=

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

\
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Mr, Exhibitor:
When You Book

DAYS TO LIVE"

"FIVE
Directed by
You'll

know why

"This picture

We

Norman Dawn

is

want more

this live

Starring Sessue

Exhibitor said:

Made money

good and took very well.
like

from

this

Hayakawa

Sessue HayakaWa.

on

this

Attendance;

one.

great.'*

Harold E. Clouse, Hollywood Theatre, Highwood, Minnesota.
Distributed

by

When You

Play

"THE CALL OF HONOR"
Asst. Director Joseph

Louis Gasnier Special
You'll

know whyfHarrison

said

it

Rothman

was a 100%

Picture.

Distributed by

When You

See

"FRENCH HEELS"
Directed by Edwin L. Hollywood
received unanimous endorsement from every
Trade Publication.

Starring Irene Castle
You'll

know why

it

Distributed by

HODKINSON

Screen adaptations of the above as well as over one hundred original stories
and continuities of wholesome interest and box office pulling power, by

EVE UNSELL

THE

DAILY
eBt!k
Censor Fight

Thursday's Issue

in

(Continued from Page

Ohio
1 )

Wednesday, March

theaters and late Saturday stated he
would refuse to take off the film.
Crandall, in his talk named the

time has denied two of the members
the right to censor films, that Mrs.

following productions which had been

banned

recently

censor,
who
claims that she is the only one
legally empowered to pass or reject
films, is acting without authority in
refusing other members a right to
Pathe, Parapass upon pictures.
mount and Universal may take court
action to settle the issue.
and
In the case of "The
the Law" the film had been passed
by Mrs. Barnes, member of the
board v/ith the approval of Mrs. Snow

various

reasons:

Sheba,"

"One Arabian Night," Hart
"No Defense,"
"The Leather

Evelyn

Snow,

chief

Woman

in

a

"The

by

the

"The

board

Queen

for
of

recent release,
Sin
Flood,"

Ziegfeld to

According

to

Gish Girls in Buffalo

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Lillian

To Add 500 Seats
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Sacramento,
Cal.
Leonard
Starks, architect in charge of pla
for the new Paramount, says a ni
arrangement will mean an incr^
in the seating capacity of the thesB
from 2,000 to 2,500.

Resume

Arthur G. Sears,
K. Ziegfeld of the

to W.
Ziegfeld Cinema Corp., the company
intends resuming production in about
six weeks on a picture that will be
made here and in Pennsylvania.
Sears stated yesterday that the uncompleted Matt Moore picture would
be finished and released and added
that internal dissension in the company's affairs had been straightened
assistant

—

(Special

I

19:

Pushers," and "Foolish Wives."

had been shown in Dayton.
Mrs.
Cincinnati.
and
Cleveland
Snow has been for sometime endeavoring to oust Mrs. Barnes from
the board and the press of Columbus
has stood by Mrs. Barnes. The action of Mrs. Snow in demanding that out.
the picture be withdrawn in the
middle of a showing at the Majestic,
Start Series of Weekly Lunches
looked to many here like a stall to
(Special to THE ^ILM DAILY)
prove to the Civil Service CommisKansas City, Kans. The M. P.
sion that Mrs. Barnes was not com- T. O., of Kansas City, Kas., plans to
petent.
hold a weekly luncheon and arrange
In the midst of the fight Milton D. programs
will
introduce
which
Crandall talked from the stage of the prominent men of both the city and
Majestic and Howard Frankel with the state.
an array of legal talent headed by R.

and

(Special

8,

Two Title Changes
and Dorothy Gish Henny and Joy H. Hunt were busy
"The Crimson Challenge," is the
were in town in person Monday and running down the statutes. Frankel
Tuesday, appearing at the Criterion was prepared to go before the new title of the Dorothy Dalton picin connection with "Orphans of the Supreme Court and get a restraining ture made under the title, "Tharon of
injunction.
Frankel was in touch Lost Valley."
The title of the
Storm."
Charlie Murray is also here appear- with many exhibitors of the State George Melford production recently
and the following assured him of their started under its original name, "The
ing in person at the State.
support: I. Libson, of Cincinnati; Cat That Walked Alone," has been
>•«•»*»•>*••••••«•••»«'»•••> George Fenberg, of Newark; Fred changed to "The Woman Who
Desberg, of Cleveland, and Sam Lind. Walked Alone."
Lyceum and
of Zanesville, Harry Kress of Piqua
and Judge Foster of Marion. John
Bernheim "U" Business Manager
Ironbound Theatres
E. Sullivan, president, State Federa(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
^ Hi H^ ^ ^ ^
tion of labor, joined with Crandall
Los Angeles Julius Bernheim has
Fred Desberg had the been appointed business manager of
in the fight.
Newark
Hi H; *
^: ^ ^
film booked for two of his Cleveland Universal City.

RICHARD

HEADRICKI

%/Zik
Now

—

Available

Current Releases:

"THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME"
Star)
••THE SONG OF LIFE" (All Star)
"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY"
Stewart)
"THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE"
Star)
"THE WHISTLE" (Wm. S. Hart)
"THE GREATER CLAIM" (Alice LO
(/{

i

Phone:
South

1346 East 39th

Los Angeles,

St.
Calif.

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

oi

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

STUDIO
Up-to-Date EquipmeL

Full

FOR RENT
Short or long term

— Immediate possessi<

Phone Union 5067, 5068
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idea in motion pictures
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being exploited

by an active corporation having its own studios,
laboratory and ample financial resources. We have
an excellent position open as Sales Manager for a
live energetic man who has selling and executive
ability.
The man we want must furnish unquestionable references as to ability and integrity, and
be able to back up any claims he may make to qualify for this position by being able to invest $2,500.

Wonderful Food, Fi:
Dancing Nightly in Ba
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Fea
room.
Athletic and Social Director
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

All applications treated confidentially.

NOW UNDER THE

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratea

to

Parties,

Clubs

MANAGl
CO.

For reservations phone Lake wood 5i'
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 79
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Part of Sunday

Arrow

Exchange's, Inc.
729 7th Ave.
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at

Conventions.
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THE PINES HOTEL

Address K-9, c/o The Film Daily
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The

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSE^
new

Another Version
^

Largest and Foremost Hotel
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Price 5 Cents

Bonding

—

Certain Companies

understood that conditions in
[the field have recentlj- developed an
attitude on the part of some of the
•larger surety and bonding companies
which makes unwelcome the business
oi bonding some of the field force of
rertain distributing companies.
This condition is due, it is reported,
the activities of salesmen who
|;o
operating in a manner
have been
\vhich not only makes difficult to
trace certain irregularities but which
ends an air of uncertainty and dissatisfaction to the handling of the
business of even the larger and beter organized concerns.
Instances' have
developed where
he salesmen and in a few instances
certain managers have been found
ioing irregular things, such as alowing the bicycling of
film;
the
;howing of certain prints without any
ecords going to the home offices;
)f changes
of prices in the carbons
It

is

the financing,
of pictures.

.

ent the home offices
nethods.

and other tricky

'

He

By
Edwin Carewe always makes

AM THE LAW"

II

is a great title!
Glass, and Noah

mary Theby, Gaston

His

irect.

Brothers

next

picture
the Skin."

Under

will

be

And Oh
Beery

—

"Bux" Divides

Six Polo Serials

Eddie Polo will make six serials
for the Eddie Polo Serial Corp.
The
first will be "Capt. Kidd."

The

Peerless

studio

in

Fort

Lee

has been engaged and a number of
already been constructed
P.
McGowan has been
brought on from the coast to direct

Just
stars

to

show

how

should

it

How

and
can be done and
directors

be done, members of

AMPA

the first serial, which will have 16
Kathleen Myers,
two-reel episodes.
who appeared with Polo in some of
former serials, will play the
his

feminine lead.

the
are making a picture which will have its exclusive showing at the Naked

Truth dinner March 25, at the
Biltmore.
Walter Eberhardt
is directing and Tom Wiley will
play the lead with M. Blumenstock
handling
the
leading
feminine role.

production

The

title

of the

is
"Returned
Checks" and is not intended as
an inference upon any concern

or individual in the business.

HAVE YOU RESERVED

A TABLE?

is

Vogel Back from Coast
William M. Vogel, the exporter,
back in New York "from a three

weeks'

trip

going abroad

to
in a

the

coast.

few days.

He

is

Chaplin

After

Restraining

Order to Prevent Alleged Imitations by Another Actor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Charlie Chaplin

—

Hammel.
is^

the plaintiff in a suit filed yester
in the Superior Court against W'
ern Feature J^rod.. to restrain _*tie
latter

from producing two

pictiires in

Amabor

billed in two features as
Chaplin," and that in the
pictures, he uses mannerisms and
characteristics
by which, Chaplin
claims, he is known to the public.

American.

is

"Charlie

Robbins Here from Utica
Nate Robbins of the Robbins
Amusement Co. of Utica. was in
town yesterday.

Ingram's Next "Black Orchids"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles— Rex Ingram's next

"Black Orchids,"
which he made for Universal about
Genina Finishes Picture
Count Thaon di Revel, American seven years ago.
representative of the U. C. I. of
Italy received word yesterday that
Hugo Story, Too?
Genina, one of the important Italian
Metro holds the film rights to
directors, has completed "Cyrano de
Bergerac" in which Richard Mans- "Toilers of the Sea," by Victor
country for Hugo. Coast reports have indicated
this
field appeared in
some years. A print is expected in that Rex Ingram would film it at
shortly.

Tourneur to Direct "The Christian"
Maurice Tourneur will direct "The
Christian" for Goldwyn. A company
will be sent to England in April to

which, Chaplin alleges, appears a make it.
J. J. Cohn, studio produccharacter who seeks to imitate him.
tion manager, will go along as busiThe suit alleges that Charles ness manager.
The cast will be

picture

New York

H.

the local
into tliree divisions.
Brooklyn and
Long Island will be in charge of
Richard Gledhill; Manhattan and the
Bronx in charge of Paul Swift and
Nortiern New Jersey in charge of

Seeks Injunction
Charlie

Office

Buxbaum has divided
Famous Players exchange

Harry

sets have
there.
J.

Showing 'Em

where under

Nothing like the Price plan has
ever been
attempted in pictures.
Price will serve as the actual reprePage 2)
( Continued on

pictures are "sure-fire."
boy! what a cast. Roseshown above with Alice

Lake, Kenneth Harlan, Wallace Beery and Hector Sarno will put over
Affiliated's April release.
Advt.

To Be "Capt. Kidd"— Peerless
Studios in Fort Lee Engaged
J. P. McGowan Director

a
to

offices

sale

Price plan will carry with it a direct
daily contact with the distributor of
the production; the assurance of special
exploitation by experts in the
Price organization and such other;
special service as the particular pro-

Snow

successes!

First

Hopper Signs Contract
Mason Hopper has signed
ong-term contract with Goldwyn

ogen

and

duction will warrant.

the surety situation are inlined to believe that an improvenent definitely for the better is in

E.

will

exploitation

rangements can be made, Price will
take into his organization.
But the
financing of their productions will be
but a minor part of the plan.
The

in

ight.

Idea

the firm name of Oscar Price he will
deal
with
independent
producers.
Those producers whose records are
such that satisfactor}' financial ar-

H^v^^^^^^^^^^l

"I

There has been, however, accordng to reports, some improvement in
he situation of late and those interested

New

Price's

Will Operate Decided Innovation in
Conjunction With Financing
and Sale of Pictures
Oscar A. Price, formerly president
of Associated Producers and who entered the industry in connection with
the formation of United Artists, will
within a few days inaugurate a definite departure in conjunction with

Forces Interests Surety Cos.
Not Anxious for Business of

lOf Field

some

will

Wanting Jobs

be

future date.

Up to date Will H. Hays
reports that applications have
been received from 728 people
who want jobs with the new
M. P. Prod. & Dist. Asso.
Courtland Smith adds that Mr.
I

'

i

Hays is somewhat in error;
number of
actual
that
the
applications total over 2,728.

THE

1

^an

DAILY

New

Price's

(Continued from page

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

DAILY,

communications
71-73

Idea
1)

New

St..

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Irving
Mack,
808 S.
Representative
Chicago
Wabash Ave.
,

London

—
—
Representative — W.

Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.

Long

—

Le Film, 42, Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

—

\

',

84-54

do pfd

93K'
5>4

*GoIdwyn

%IV2
92/2
6

84;

93
I

Not quoted

Griffith

Loews, Inc

\2>V^

13'/

13.)4

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

Ennis in Havana
Bert Ennis is expected in town
on Monday from a vacation trip to
Pavana.

representing important produc-

ever ascertaining whether an exhibitor paid too much or too little for
the product involved. And don't forget that paying too much for a picture is just as grievous to the general
good of the producer as paying too
An oversold exhibitor is one
little.
of the worst liabilities that a producer
can develop. He never forgets.
"We will have an exploitation department in charge of a man who is
nationally known. And when we get
liehind a picture to help the exhibitor

Middle West.

Working on Last Episode
DAILY)
to THE FILM
Los Angeles Work is under way
on the last episode of "The Jungle
(Special

—

Goddess."

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Supreme

Arrow Buys New Product
to THE FILM DAILY)
Arrow has purchased five
Seattle
Clara Kimball Young subjects, "Ten
Seattle

(Special

—

Barroom," 26 Eddie
Lyons and Eddie Barry Broadway
comedies, and 15 two-reel Sherlock

Holmes

special cars leave Grand Cen- an independent exchange, has closed'
on midnight Sunday.
Marcus its doors and retired from business.
Loew and Mrs. Loew will head the
party and included in the guests will
II
lie Mack Sennett, Thomas
H. Incc,
wanted
for Greater;
Film
Salesman
Mr. and Mrs. David Loew, Mr. and
territory
by Nationali
Mrs. Arthur Loew. Mae Murray and New York
distributor.
State sectiom
Robert Z. Leonard. Theda Bara and state right

Four

Charles

Brabin,
Eugene O'Brien,
Tearle. Doraldina, Sheldon
irginia Pearson, \'iola Dana,

Lewis, \
Bert Lytell,

best acquainted, salary to start andi
Communicaprevious connections.
tions will be treated confidentially.
Box B-88 c/o The Film Daily

Pilcer,

Tcdd,\-

Sampson, Marguerite

Clayton, Billie Dove, Louise Fazenda, Craufogii Kent, Betty VVoodm-;re.
Edith Stockton, Zena Keefe, Madeline Lubetty.
N'ivian Osborn. Hermine Shone, Nina Whilmore, Irene
Olson, Mary Anderson and Grace
\"alentine.

RICHARD
("ITCHIE")

HEADRICK

SiZM
Now

Available

Current

OFFICE FOR RENT
With

'Vault

Suitable for Film

State

Room

Right

Space

'

Exchange or

Star)

-

"THE WHISTLE" (Wm. S.
"THE GREATER CLAIM"

Distributor

400, 1500

Releases:

"THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME" (AH,
Star)
"THE SONG OF LIFE" (All Star)
"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY" (AniU)
Stewart)
"THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE" (AUi

Broadway

13 46

St.
Calif.

am

matter.
publicity
referring to
The director or producer can have
Exall the publicity men he wants.
ploitation is one thing; publicity anBut exploitation behind the
other.
picture is intended to serve that producer as insurance, and to the exhibitor as well."
Offices are now being secured. The
door will carry the simple phrase.
"Oscar Price Moving Pictures."
to

Man"

at Central

Man,"

starring

Harry

Carey goes into the Central on March
19th.

Bruce Scenics

at Capitol

Robert C. Bruce
scenics known as "Wilderness Tales"
has been booked at the Capitol. The

The

first

series of 10

"And

Women

Must 'Weep," has

already played there.

"1922 Will R[WARD fIGtIKRS"
reward those independent exchanges who
acquire for their territories, and to those exhibitors

It will also

who

will book, the new series of six special five reel
productions, featuring "Big Boy" Guinn Williams and

directed

by W. Hughes Curran.

a

in

pictures,

for

distribution

through the eight Pacific Northwest
states.

U.

S.

The U.
producers

Considering
S.

Moving

New

Scries

Pictures Corp.,

"Determination," will
take larger quarters in the Fisk Bldg.,
and is figuring on another series of
pictures starting production May 1st.
of

"Felix" Cartoons Sold
J. Winkler has sold the series of
"l-'elix" cartoons to E. H. Emmick,
of
Peerless
Film
Service,
San
Irancisco for
California,
Nevada,

M.

y\rizona and the Hawaiis and to M.
J. Frish of Greater Prod., Inc., for
Reg. U.

S. Pat. Off.

Iowa and Nebraska.

"Blaze Away," the

Have you

first

inquired

if

of the special six,

your territory

is

is

now

ready.

open?

DiLORENZO^^c
135

(Alice

'

,

Lake)

Phone:
South 4326

East 39th

Los Angeles,

not

"Man
"Man to

Hart)

|

Seattle Office

Photoplays Co.
The product
has closed its office.
will in future be handled by the Interstate Film Exchange, of Portland and
Spokane.

Nights

I

Mid-West Quits Chicago Field
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago— The Mid-West Elm Co.,>

—

Supreme Closes
Seattle

going to happen.

is

1

for a run after Lent.

tral

Browne,

something
Shallenberger Returns
W. E. Shallenberger of Arrow is
back from a short trip through the

on Monday. Will H. Hays
has been invited and there is a possibility that he will go.

ter there

are aware of the aid which a real
representative can render them when
make this
I
located in New York.
statement without the suggestion of
an inference as to the ability of men
ers in this city. It is a fact, however,
approved
are
that some contracts
with a rubber stamp idea, without

High Low Close
..

ton for the opening of the State thea-

Conway

now

Quotations
Famous Players

I

Miriam Cooper, Harry
Montagu Love, Loretta McDermott, Rubye De
Remer, Ann
collateral.
"But the financing of a production Forrest, Creighton Hale, Johnny
flines, James Kirkwood, Wm. Colis but one phase of the work which
Audrey
Maple,
Betty
we will carry on. Many producers lier,
Jr.,

Williamson,
Acre,

A.
85

1922

Plan Broadway Run
Going to Boston
Weiss Bros, intend putting "After
Many stage and screen celebrities
Six Days" into a Broadway theater
will accompany Marcus Loew to Bos-

have known box ofhce
values to exhibitors should be financed at current rates of interest when
protected with suiTicient and proper

THE FILM by men who

to

West 44th

9,

Celebrities

scntativc of the producer and incidentally look after the approval of all
contracts.
Price 5 Cents
Thursday, Mar. 9, 1922
Vol. XIX No. 65
Discussing his idea Mr. Price said
Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks.
yesterday: "I have been considering
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and this idea from the very day that I
FILM FOLKS, INC.
entered pictures over three years ago.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
beleive the plan is practicable and
I
ManBusiness
and
Treasurer
Alicoate,
J. W.
The
will prove definitely helpful.
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager,
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, financing of an independent producer
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under of known ability is simple.
There is
the act ol March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside no need of heav\- bonuses nor the exof ruinous rates of interest.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 action
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Productions of definite calibre made
$15.00.

Thursday, March

West

44th Street,

New York

City.

—

THE
Thursday, March

DAILY
-c^Hh

1922

9,

(Special

Two Comedy Series Line-up of
Morris Schlank for Anchor
Film Distributors

'jad

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

With 13 features and
series of comedies. Morris R.
president of the Anchor
:hlank,
Im Distributors, Inc., has begun his
Los Angeles

.-o

campaign.

illing

J.

A. Kent

Buy

Bartlett Plans Features

Features

13

now

is

a selling tour embracing all terory east of Chicago, while P. B.
ana is handling the west of Chicago

(|i

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

—

Gloversville,
Y.
Charles
E.
N.
Bartlett.
who formed a company
bearing his name in Albany last week
intends making a series of Northwest Mounted Police stories.
In

corporation

the

are

R.

D.

Inc.,

have been

some time. Bartcompany makes a second and

operating here for
lett's

fStricts.

a third. Fireside Prod. Co., has been
formed with Joseph J. Alter, presi-

;"The Heart of Lincoln,'" "Another
Boots,"
"Tell
Tale Eye,"
lan's
'broken Hearts," "The Stranger of

dent; Mrs. Louis S. Hertzberg, manager, and Joseph W. Clark, director.
lumber story will be the first film

Hills,"

le

first

ack stories starring Peggy O'Day
"Thundering
Off"
and
Irhey're
oofs," and a series of five features
in the list.

.'e

McCarthy
John

P.

to

will
reeiers
featuring
"Little
"apoleon," a chimpanzee and 12 two-

two

in

"Anchor

Production

month on

Comedies." featuring
i.ck Richardson.
Another series of
lireat Author" series to be released
Anchor will be produced by Ivor John Moran."
jcFadden from Saturday Evening
ost stories
by Eugene Manlove
Shea Being Extradited
hodes, the first of which will be
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
stepsons of Light," with Robert
Seattle, Wash.
Extradition papers
ordon.
have been served in the case of Jameg
Shea, former manager of the Greater
/estern Pictures in Larger Ofiicet Features, Inc., in Salt Lake, who on
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jan. 28 absconded with about $875 of
Los Angeles
Western Pictures the firm's money.
Shea was capxpioitation Co., has moved into new tured in Boston, Mass., and Chief of
;adquarters on the second floor of Detectives Rjley W.
Beckstead of
le
new Paramount Theater Bldg., Salt Lake is now on his way east to
Santa Monica and Western.
bring his prisoner back to stand trial.
Obid Doubleday, who is making the
ester Cuneo Prod, for Western, has
United (St. Louis) Gets Franchise
'.turned from the Middle West and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
to begin at once a new picture.
St. Louis
Franklyn Backer, presi;el

—

Rex Taylor

will

do the scenarios;

Pliny Goodfriend, the camera work,

and Frank Kryger acts as assistant
director.
"A
first picture.

Man"

Ladies'

the

is

TBAILERSJ

iONALLFEATDBES

mm

MACK

TO
YOUR THEATRE

AND

ADD PBESTIGE

QUICK SERVICE.!

808'/2
I

,.

CO. INC

WABASH

AV.

CHicnoo.--'-'

\r

—

—

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space

Eddy With Gerson Pictures
THE FILM DAILY)

— Robert

San Francisco

Eddy, who

series of "ToonerUe Trolley" comedies, will make a
;ries of two reeiers
for the Paul
erson Pictures Corp. which has a
udio at 353 10th St. The series will

'irected

the

known

;

first

Plum Center

as the

Features

ires.

probably

will

—

Exchange,

has been open-

Inc..

specials will
be released during the year.

New Exchange

be

Opens Second Exchange
to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago The Cosmopolitan Naonal

Twelve features and two

Pic-

ade later.

(Special

dent of the East Coast Prod. Co., and
Samuel Werner, United Film Service
Co.,
have reached an agreement
whereby United takes over the Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois
franchise of the Amalgamated Prod.

here with Carl Harthill as manThe office is controlled by Naner.
onal Exchanges, Inc., of New York.
1

(Special

to

—

in Detroit

THE FILM DAILY)

Room 901—130 W.

46th
Phone Bryant 6436

Jack Hoxie
Stranger
in
Canyon Valley.' Dickerson, formerly
released through Photoplays, but has
now branched out for himself.

and

The

series

eorge

ase via the
ear

is

of

10

Inc.,

will

independent market

composed

of

(Special

rethi»

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal
Maurice
Davis
has
Swedish Bio- been appointed manager of the Regal

raph productions.

J¥

Davis in Montreal

which

pictures

H. Hamilton,

Films.

9UIT KICKING.

-

Boorr Youn businetj
BYBooK,Mc

JllH!

Representing the

Foremost Authors

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD

St.

Phone. Holly 3222

If he could have answered his own perplexing question he
would have explained the mysteries of light even now only
and
partially solved after the passage of countless centuries
he could have predicted that photographs and later motion
pictures some day would play an enormously important part
in the affairs of mankind.

—

—

Why?
does the swift progress of

SECOND NATIONAL

"The

All Swedish Biographs

AL COHN
BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES

It is the question of the ages, originally asked, it is said, when
primitive man first wondered at the dark shadow which glided
before him as he walked westward toward the hunting grounds
in the light of the rising sun.

series, of series 14,

features

—

Why?

Detroit
D. D. Dickerson announces, the incorporation of Progress Pictures Co., with offices at
304 Film Exchange Place, for the
distribution
of
the
Arrows, Cur-

wood

Gunning on Coast
Los Angeles Wid Gunning arrived
in Los Angeles yesterday.

Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

—

(Special to

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH

Stromberg Rounds Out Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hunt Stromberg has
rounded his comedy unit which will
make two reeiers with "Bull" Montana.
Mai St. Clair v»ill direct.

in

will be started
a series of four pictures, all of which will be distributed
independently by the Apex Film Co.
The first will be "The Benediction of
this

—

Six theaters, all that
has, have been purchased
by Charles Sears, president of the
M. P. T. O. of Missouri and H.
Jones of Marshall, Mo.

town

association

with T. V. Barret, has organized

manager.

Nevada, Mo.

this

Make Four

McCarthy,

Los Angeles the John P. McCarthy
include Prod., of which Barret will be general

comedy program

;The

;

A

"Threads of Destiny" and made.
two of a series of four race

|e

Six Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

Noble,

Ruth Allen Kathan, George A. and
Bertha Fellows.
Blazed Trail Prod.,

to

PICTURES CORPORATION
to a position of prominence mean much to the advancement
of human thought and achievement in the utilization of light
and shadows for the entertainment and instruction of the

human race?
The excellence

of the pictures distributed by this concern, the
systematic methods employed and the attractive terms offered,
tell—

Why

"The Night Riders"

PERCY E.FERDIE

"Her Story"

"David and Jonathan"

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
140

West 42nd

Street,

New York

City

THE

<2^

DAILY

Many

Your

Thursday, March

a

good director

is

9,

192J

a miserable cutter in the

fin{|

choice of the best scenes and the

manner

of

wording

thjl

subtitles to be used in tying the production together int&J
ligently.

Partner's

JUDGMENT

in other phases of the film industry, it becom©
necessary to depend upon the
of one man

and here, as

JUDGMENT
We
if

the

JUDGMENT

have seen that

All the

money

in the

man spending

world can't make good pictures

money

the

"KNOW HOW."

doesn't

I

the biggest item necessary for success

is

Check over the record and experience of Wid Gunnin|
and realize the JUDGMENT that exhibitors are tying ii
with their own interests when they become the PART
NERS of Wid Gunning in his Direct Booking and Profi'
Sharing Plan.

^

We

have seen that
Such a great director as George Loane Tucker saw fit
to ally with his genius the ability of Wid Gunning in the

same

sort of

PARTNERSHIP

year be associated

with

that exhibitors will next

Wid Gunning

and three great

The

choice and

PREPARATION

editing of the production, are

JUDGMENT

has proven

two

itself in

of the story, the fina

where tha
association with two o;

of the phases

the greatest directors.

directors.

JUDGMENT

There are other places where that

We
and

this year

THE EXHIBITORS— in

Think

securing that part-

of the

has

SHOW

experience, an experience
Twenty-six years of
that travels from the learning of audience desires in a small
business.
town theater through every angle of the

left

when

the studio

a whole

and exhibitors
Five years of reviewing experience in which Wid Gunning saw, analyzed, and went on record about, every mo-

And

shown

ful association

industry

BEFORE

now

the picture

than patch-work after thoughts

know

book could be written on
it

only too well

—think

this point

of the

MAIN

TITLE.

How

often have exhibitors thought of the hundreds ol
dollars of extra profit that a particular good picture could

in this country.

exhibitors are

—rather

tht

the censors have seen a production.

And— but

SHOW

tion picture

important question of Censorship, and

value of enlisting the best judgment

nership are getting:

of

is vital

have seen that George Loane Tucker, Lois Weber

getting three years of success-

with two of the greatest directors in the
in the production

—such an association as resulted

have brought to their box-offices if someone, somewhere,
had shown JUDGMENT in the selection of the title!

"The Miracle Man."

We

We

have seen that

are not selling the Direct Booking and Profit Sharing Plan

this association finds its first im-

But meanwhile,

portance in the choice and PREPARATION of the story
for the screen before a single dollar is spent in the studio.

We

have analyzed the difference between "dashing

the tip

is

— Write

yet.

for the details to

off a

continuity" and preparing a living, breathing screen story,

touched with those

human

bits that

make

the big picture

BIG.
Let's discuss another phase of Wid's Gunning's association with directors.

Exhibitors have often heard of the importance of the
final editing of the motion picture production. But it would
.

astound many if they really knew just how many of the
tremendously successful films have been made successes
in the cutting room
and how many productions that
should have been rewarded with equal success have been
RUINED in the cutting room.

—

1540

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY
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Seek Lower Rentals

March

Five States to Meet

I

1922

10,

Price 5 Cents

New Dempsey

Godsol Heads Goldwyn

Seri

Elected President to Succeed Samuel
With Foreign Background PlanniJf— Ele
Goldwyn Future Plans of the
Work Starts About April 15-^
Latter are Unknown
Release Not Set
It is understood that Jack Dempsey
The
following
statement
was
will start work on a new serial about issued yesterday from the ofiice of
April 15, at which time his engage- Goldwyn Pictures Corp:
ment at the Hippodrome will have
"At the annual meeting of the
terminated.
stockholders of the Goldwyn PicThe serial, it is learned, will be tures Corporation, held today in the
made with a foreign background, the Goldwyn offices at 469 Fifth Ave
story written in such a manner so as Board of Directors was elected to
'ight
questions are asked.
With West Virginia has set a tentative to allow one episode made in 15 serve for the ensuing year.
ach one goes a circular signed by date for the 15th with the meeting different countries.
As far as can
"Frank J. Godsol, who has been
3eorge P. Aarons, secretary and place Parkersburg. Kansas meets at be learned, no arrangements have
Chairman of the Board for the past
the Hotel Lassen, Wichita Falls on been made for distribution.
counsel of the organization.
year, was elected President to sucIn the circular, Aarons says, in March 27 and 28. Western PennsylDempsey made one serial, "Dare- ceed Samuel
Goldwyn. Mr. Godsol
vania meets .^pril 10-12 at Pitts- devil Jack," which was distributed
part
will
continue as Chirman of the
time has now come for the burgh and Minnesota; April ll-12th through

O. in Eastern Pennsylvania M. P. T. O. Units in Kentucky, West
Virginia, Kansas, Penn. and
Sending Out Questionnaire to
Minn. Plan Conventions
Exhibitors Similar to Illinois
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Five state conventions of M. P. T.
Philadelphia— The M. P. T. O. of O. are scheduled in the near future.
f-Lastern Pennsylvania, Southern New The first will be in Kentucky, to be
lersey and Delaware, has launched followed by West Virginia, Kansas,
campaign to secure lower rentals. Western Pennsylvania and Minnesota.
The Kentucky meeting will be held
'The first step has been the dispatch
broadcast of a questionnaire to all next Wednesday and Thursday, at
Tiembers of the organization in which the La Fayette Hotel, in Lexington.
yi.

p. T.

—

—

I

^'1

•

I

:

"The

Minneapolis. There will probably
be additional meetings held between
him prices.
To succeed we must now and the time the national conoccurs in Washington in
^ave the active co-operation of every vention
sxhibitor.
Many ordinary program Mav.
heater owners of this zone to join
he nation-wide demand for equitable

at

Dictures
masquerading as 'specials'
demand prices out of proportion to
their worth.
The opening gun of
this
campaign will be to unmask
these so-called 'specials' and 'superspecials,'
for which undreamed of
rentals are demanded, by combating
the

American Releasing,

in

addition to

"Eli

H.

Bernheim,

George

P.

those
pictures
already announced, Bissell,
Edward Bowes, William
Fox Buys 10th Ave. Property
will
distribute
"Daring
Danger,"
The Fox Film Realty Corp., ac- made by ClifT Smith; "Bluebeard, Braden, H. F. DuPont, Frank J.
Godsol, Samuel Goldwyn. Francis
cording to deeds recorded, has pur- Jr.," starring Mary Anderson;
"The A. Gudger, P. W. Haberman, Gabriel
chased most of the east side block Hidden Woman," "Man's Law and
L. Hess, Moritz Hilder, Duncan A.
front on 10th Ave., between S5th and
God's," a Finis Fox Prod.; "The Holmes, Henry Ittleson, Messmore
56th St., on part of which its leased Three Buckaroos,"
a Fred Balshofer Kendall, Abraham Lehr, Lee Shubert,
exaggeration
studios are located.
The transfers

smoke

screen of
(Continued on Page 2)

Three Jewels Finished; More

in

Work
Universal

'

involve most of the block front on
the avenue, with several adjoining
parcels on each street, the sellers
being the Balmore Realty Co., the
Wagevans Realty Corp., and the

the
stated
yesterday
Jewel releases for next
Mortgages
season is at present undecided but Winwilla Realty Corp.
that three of them have been finished. aggregating $274,500 are on the propThese are:
"The Storm," "Lass erties conveyed, which include the
o'Lowries," starring Priscilla Dean, northeast corner of 55th St., the
and "Human Hearts." Three in pro- southeast corner of 56th St., and 436
duction are "The Suburban Handi- to 442 W. 56th St.
There also was recorded a loan of
cap" "The Flirt" and "Under Two
Flags," which will star Miss Dean. $1,300,000 on the property by the
Either Reginald Barker or Hobart American Bond and Mortgage Company for 25 years, recently announced
Henley will direct "The Flirt."
and a lease of the premises by the
Fox Film Realty Corp., to the Fox
"Fire Bride" at Broadway
Film Corp., a net annual rental of

number

Pathe and is said to have
Board, and in addition, he will serve
been one of the biggest money-makactively as President.
ing pictures of its kind ever produced.
"Francis A. Gudger was elected
First Vice President.
Those elected
Some More Releases
to the Board of Directors are.

of

"The Fire Bride," the

initial

release

$200,000.

"Entertainment" Series of 10
pictures to be distributed through the
Rubin in Los Angeles
Wid Gunning, Inc., will be shown
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
at
the Broadway starting Sunday.
Los Angeles J. Robert Rubin,
It was produced in
Tahiti, by W.
F. Alder and S. M. Unander and general counsel for Louis B. Mayer
was at one time reported scheduled and treasurer of his companies, is
here from New York for a confor First National release.
ference witr
Oscar Grodsberg, a
Boston man financially interested
Says No Permit Was Issued
with Mayer, is also in Los Angeles
No permit was issued for the con- on a business and pleasure trip.
struction fo the American Theater in
Brooklyn, which collapsed, killing
Gleichman Here
seven workmen
and injurying 17
Phil Gleichman of Detroit, is in
others, Nov. 20, according to the New York.
of the

—

testimony of Alfred E.
Kleinert,
building superintendent at a hearing
yesterday to determine responsibility
for the crash.

Schenck Back
Joseph M. Schenck is back
York from Palm Beach.

in

New

"The Pillagers," a Louis Albert N. Wittenberg,
Chaudet Prod. The company expects Hitchcock."
to release between 60 and 70 pictures
by Jan. 1st, 1923.
impossible
Prod.; and

Frank

H.

It was
Goldwyn yesterday

Three Exhibitors on Board
Charles Steiner, Louis F. Blumcnthal and Bernard Edelhertz are the
T. O. C. C. representatives on the
newly appointed Board of Appeals
which will have final say on all
decisions rendered by the arbitraboard of the F.
and T. O. C. C.
tion

I.

L.

Messmore Kendall, but in October
M. Club he again took up the presidency with
Godsol as Chairman of the Board.
At that time the production department was placed in Goldwyn's hands.

Coast Pageant Assured
(Special

to

to locate Samuel
to ascertain his
future plans. It has been reported for
several weeks that a change in the
head of Goldwyn might result from
the directors' meeting.
In August,
1920, Goldwyn resigned as president
and was for a month succeeded by

THE FILM DAILY)

—

But reports in circulation yesterday
indicated that Goldwyn would probably have little or nothing to do in

Los Angeles A film pageant is
planned here for April 8-16.
Guy connection with production from now
Price heads the committee in charge on. He remains, however, as a memof arrangements.
A long list of ber of the Board.
prominent picture folks is on the
studio committee and the theaters a%^' There gre few men in the industry
strongly represented
who are regarded more highly than
Godsol who, incidentally, is interested
in
several motion picture ventures
Unit to Handle News Reel
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Albany, N. Y. Selznick News,
Inc., has been incorporated here by
Konta, Kirchwey and Michael, of

other than Goldwyn.

Conferring on Production
Joe Engel, treasurer of Metro, is
New York City. The capitalization conferring daily with Marcus Loew
is $1,000.
and Atkinson over Metro's 1922-1923
As yet no deciproduction plans.
The above company will handle sions have been reached as to prothe Selznick News reels which to date duct or the date for the re-opening
issued
has
been
by the parent of the studio. Engel will remain here
Selznick organization.
about a month.

i^

THE

e^an

DAILY

Seek Lower Rentals
(Continued from page

1)

Newburger

Justice

You

will learn, for incertain $2,500 a week

the

in

has

No 66

Friday, Mar. 10,

1922

Price 5 Cents

production which grossed $80

192

reserved

Twenty-One

permanent injunction

proceedings
brought
Regal-Fischer
Corp..

against

the

by
Samuel
one Freedman, owner of the Jewel theCopyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks. whole day in
a large new first run ater, 11 W. 116 St., who claims to
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., bv WID'S FILMS and house at $1.50 admission. We have have secured "Persecution" through
FILM FOLKS. INC.
witiiin our grasp the means of bring- one of the company's salesman and
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
ing down film rentals 25 to 50% then served with a cancellation notice
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManIf you co-operate."
after he had extensively advertised
A.
Advertising
Manager.
ager; J.
Cron.
Question 8 of the questionnaire is it.
The company maintains that it
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post oliice at New York, N, Y., under as follows:
reserves the right to approve all conthe act of March 3. 1879.
"Have you played any of the fol- tracts at the home office before perTerms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $1000 one year; 6 lowing Specials, and if so were the mitting them to be carried out.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign receipts satisfactory, based on the
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
cost of each picture?:
Address all communications to THE FILM
The Court of Appeals has reversed
'Over the Hill,' 'Perjury,' 'ThunderDAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York,
the judgment for the \J. S. Printing
N. Y. 'Phone: Vandcrbilt 4551-4552-5558. clap, 'Queen of Sheba,' 'Virgin ParaHollywood,
California — 6411
Hollywood dise 'Shame,' 'A Connecticut Yankee & Lithograph Co. against Patrick A.
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Powers, and has ordered a new trial.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. of King Arthur's Court,' 'Footfalls,' The opinion in the
case has not yet
Wabash Ave.
'Last Trail,' "The Four Horsemen
London Representative W. A. Williamson, of the Apocalypse,' 'The Conquering been announced.
Kineniatograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
"
Power.'
London, W. C. 2.
The
Pennsylvania
A default judgment for $3,076 has
Paris Representative
questionnaire is
Le Film, 42. Rue de
Clichy.
similar to the one sent out by the been filed in the Supreme Court
European Representative InternaCentral
In against J. Joseph Sameth in a suit of
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-SIo- AL P. T. O. of Illinois recently.
that state, as noted, M. P. T. O. Max Warshauer and Harry Rbth to
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
officials claimed that all companies recover on a contract for the sale
but Paramount and First National to Sameth of stock in the Forward
had agreed to cut rentals and that Film Distributors.

Vol. XIX

10,

In the Courts

thrown up by the exchangemen with decision
actual facts.
stance, of a

March

Friday,

Great

in

MERMAID
COMEDIES
for

EDUCATIONAL
PICTURES

'

WEEK

—

April 16-23!

—

—

Quotations
Hi^h

Famous

\do

Plavers

..

pfd

84.>^

93
iy^

Goldwyn
Grififith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

13.K

World

Low
83^
923/i

cancellations

93

move

terday whether the

two com-

to

yessecure

lower rentals was being conducted
Not quoted nationally and
to this he said he knew
13-^
13^ of no such plan.
Not quoted
N ot quoted

& Co

B'klyn House Changing Policy

THE FILM DAILY)

Ward

and
Glynne's
Alhambra,
Halsey St. and Knickerbocker Ave.,
Brooklyn, will switch from vaudeville
and pictures to stock on March 20,
opening with "Polly with a Past."
\^audeville and pictures will be shown
on Sunday. The price scale will be
changed with prices at 75 cents top.
George E. Kann. who has been managing the theater for some time, will
continue
in
charge.
Ward and
Glynne operate
Century
the
in
Brooklyn and the Astoria, in Astoria,
in addition to the Alhambra.

Beban Offers Innovation
original cast of "The Sign of
Rose" appears in the playlet

presented in conjunction with (lieorge
Reban's picture of the same name,
at the State this week.
The offering
runs along for four reels leading up
to a climax when the curtain rises
and the scene fades into a realistic
setting.
Tile drama continues with
the same actors but with the addition
of the spoken word. When this scene
is finished the screen comes down and
a final reel concludes the entertainment.
"The Sign of the Rose" will be
road-showed together with the cast
in the key cities.
In time Beban intends to distribute the picture through
regular release channels.
The two

reels that w\\\ substitute the act are
Again Change at Riviera
completed, making the entire film
Another change in the policy of seven reels.
the Brooklyn Riviera has been made.
Last week, a continuous policy was
put in effect and now the original May Produce in Wilmington, N. C.
plan of two shows daily with reserved
tSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
seats has been reverted to.
Wilmington. N. C. Articles of incorporation have been recorded here
for
the
Independent
Film
Co.,
Mangan 111 With Pnuemonia
chartered by F. P. Meier, Curtis
Francis A. Mangan, who recentlyFelker, and James M. Raferty.
The
organized the production department
capital

—

New York

Concert League, is
seriously ill at home with pneumonia.
Mangan recently came back to New
York from Canada where he was
of the

manager

stock is $100,000. It is understood that the company will produce
Westerns.

Virginia Bill to Senate

for Allen.

(Special

to

hill

(R^tuAj^

now

where

its

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Va.
The censorship
goes before the Senate
chances for passage are

Richmond,
(r^dAJx:<itlcrrux£

considered excellent. The House of
Delegates passed the measure early

Wednesday morning.

Reg. U.

S. Pat. Off^

Features for Rialto
will have an all p
ture program next week with \\i
liam

The

Patterson-Andrews

Co. has
Pictures Corp.

sued the Exceptional
for $7,160 for a page advertisement
in the
Saturday Evening Post on
Jan. 28 last, and has filed a separate
suit against Alexander Beyfuss for
$7,000 on his guaranty that the bill
would be paid.

Rialto

Hart in "Travelin' On" ai
Race For Life," the seco'

S.

"The

Mistress of
of "The
World" as the attractions.
"Bought and Paid For," w
Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt, will
episode

William B. Laub is titling "The
Night Riders" for Second National.

t,

at the Rivoli.

The
the

to

the

5§/^

*Ouotations by Harrv roiiiein

(Special

against

Close
panies named had been decided upon.
83^1
Sydney S. Cohen was asked

Two

The

i.''ii(^iic

— iJcdkman

^uyl

The Piedmont Trading Corp. has
sued the N. Y. K. Line, a
steamship line, for $1,277 as
of a case of films shipped to
Inda, in October, 1920, to
Bros., who refused them,

were

films

Japanese
the value

Bombay,
K. D. &
and the

itEAL.

someone

later delivered to

else.

Fulton

119

Edmund

H. Jewett sued the Cos-

moramic

Pictures Corp. for $1,822
alleged to be due under a contract by

which
1921,

was emploved

he

$8,750
manager, and the
at

a

in

year

March,

as

amount sued

sales
for is

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTI

due as salary.
In the suit of Charles O. Bauxmann
against Mack Sennett for breach of
contract. Supreme Court Justice Bijur
has
decided
that
Sennett
must
testify before trial on March 13 as to
$22,000 salary alleged to be due for
44 remaining weeks of the contract
and a $100,000 share of the net profits
from the .Sennett production.

A
been

default

judgment

for $1,637 has

the City Court by Edgar
against Philip BarJ.
tholomae and Paul B. Sipe in a suit
in which MacGregor alleges he contracted to rewrite ".\11 Night Long"
for a third of the author's share.
He
alleges it was sold by the defendants
filed in

MacGregor

Film

New

Salesman wanted for Great
York territory by Natioi

State secti'
best acquainted, salary to start a
Communu
previous connections.
tions will be treated confidential
state right distributor.

Box B-88

Famous Plavers

STUDIO FOR RENT
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
For particulars write
J.
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

a half infor $11,000.

Suit has been tiled in the Supreme
Court by the Russell Clark Sales
Syndicate against the U. S. Motion
Picture Corp. and James W. Martin
for $1,250.
The cause of the suit is

not stated.

Film Daily

Equipped.

and Lee Sliubert, who had
terest, to

CO The

STUDIO
Full

Up-to-Date

Equipment

FOR RENT
Short or long

term— Immediate possession

Phone Union £067. 5068

i

friday,

March

DAILY

1922

10,

Keep Your Eye
On "Our Dick"
He's playing

his

second starring
vehicle

for

National

First

the

at

NEW YORK STRAND
Beginning next

He made

week.

a tremendous success

m

"Tol'able

David" and now
he's reaping fresh

triumphs

his

in

newest picture.

Watch

his

Record!

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,

present

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
IN
46

The Seventh Day"
By Porter Emerson Browne; Directed by Henry
Art
Photographed by Henry Cronjager
King
;

;

Director, Charles O. Seessel.

FIRST NATIONAL

A^T

,T

RA C T

I

O N

THE

I

-.%g^DAILY

.^. »...,

—

Jack

formerly with Southeastern
Pittsburgh Superior

"The

scenes for

Work upon

Dictator."

second

the

Leah Baird

series of

the

of
Prod., for

As-

sociated Exhibitors is being completed at the Thomas H. Ince Studio
under the supervisions of Arthur F.

Beck.
Bartine Burkett is again seen in
support of Lee Moran in his latest

comedy which

director Fred

Moves

—

Pittsburgh The Superior Pictures
Exchange has moved to 1010 Forbes

having rented space
exchange.
St.,

in

C ver Your Income Tax.
tax reports made and
filed

Agnes M.
I<''f>t)nn

25

Los Angeles

will

"Charge It," "A Wordly
Madonna" and "What No Man
Knows."
all
starring
Clara
K.
in

this

zation.

—

Milburn Morante

Arrow

HEADRICK

is

Now

directing.

Climax
Northern

to

"THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME"
Star)
"THE SONG OF LIFE" (All Star)
"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY" (An
Stewart)
„
"THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE"
Star)
"THE WHISTLE" (Wm. S. Hart)
"THE GREATER CLAIM" (Alice Lll
(

Sales

sold "Watching Eyes"
for Greater New York and
New Jersey. Dc Luxe of

Kahn Buys "School Days"
Kansas City, Mo. Al Kahn, gen- Philadelphia, has purchased "The
eral manager of Crescent-Federated Stranger in Canyon Valley," "Headin'
A. Carle Palm has been engaged by Film Exchange, has secured "School North" and "The Star Reporter" for
Richard Walton Tully to supervise Days" for distribution in Western Eastern Penn. and Southern New 1346
Los
the developing and printing of "The Missouri and Kansas.
Jersey territory.

—

has just finished.

1

Available

Current Releases

Arrow has

territory.

Hibbard

RICHARD
("ITCHIE")

with

distribute

Young

Picture Accountancy
Suite 221
St.
Longacre 8158'

Vivian Rich, recently
Fox, has been secured by the
Morante Co. of Long Beach to play
leading parts opposite George Chesebro in the series of mounted police
features beng made by that organi-

the Liberty

Players

by

Sullivan, C.P.A.

42nd

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

Lands Three Young Prod.
to THE FILM DAILY)

— Celebrated

W.

Vivian Rich in Chesebro Filmt

(Special

Chicago

1922

shortly for an extended tour of the
He has just returned from
West.
the Middle West.

charge.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Reid is back from San
Francisco were he had gone to get

Wallace

in

10,

Income

—

returned to the Lasky lot after securing exteriors in Arizona.

March

DON'T LOSE SLEEP

(Special

—

II...

Friday,

Zena Keefe in Curwood Story
Hart Making His Fifth
to THE FILM DAILY)
Zcna Keefe is ap'-earing in "Love
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San .Antonio, Tex. The Neal Hart and the Law,' a .lames Oliver CurHollywood Hunt Stromberg, who company is now making its fifth pic- wood story beng made by Pine Tree
Inc.,
for
Arrow.
Dell
Pictures,
is to make a series of two-reel com- ture for William Steiner Prod.
Henderson is directing and producedies featuring Bull Montana, has
tion is at the Paragon studio.
Federated in Charlotte
moved from United to the Hollywood
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and expects to start actual shooting
Curran on Onother Trip
Charlotte,
N. C. Federated has
by the latter part of the week.
opened an exchange here at 11^
Thomoas Curran, special sales
Arrow,
leaves
for
Holt and Bebe Daniels have S. Church St., with T. O. Tuttlc, representative

Coast Brevities

.»H..J.H..

(

P''°"5^J
South «!

East 39th St.
Angeles, Calif.

Masqucrader."
Cecil B. DeMille is busy on plani
incident to the start of "Manslaughter,"
tion.

which

will

be his next produc-

After several weeks in the snow
obtaining scenes for "Over the Border,' Penrhyn Stanlaws has brought
his
dio.

company back

to the

William DeMille on

New York

Lasky

from

his return

will

Three Universal

Tod
are

and

stories

directors,

Browning

and

BUT

stu-

begin work on "Nice
People," which Clara Beranger has
adapted from the play.

Paton,
Baggot,

'The Mistress of the World'
Will reign supreme on Broadway during

Stuart

King
of fans will centre

reading scripts of new
will start shortly.
Their

productions were, "The Way
Back" with Frank Mayo, "Peterman"
with Herbert Rawlinson, and "Kiss-

word

last

ed," with

GAUSMAN.

The

on

A

it.

masterpiece

its

!

four weeks' run, and the interest

For once one does not doubt the

of the press agents."

Marie Prevost.

Lakewood's

May Come and Go

"Pictures

That's

What

the

A

Largest and Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTEL

New York

I

Globe Said!

series of four

Cf>aramount Cpidures

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

with
$35.00
$6.00
Special

M

Weekly

No.
No.
No.
No.

Week-End Ratci

Clubs and
Conventions.. Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
and Social Director!.
Athletic
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

to

I

A

MAY

up Daily

Parties,

UFA

Production

NOW UNDER THE HANAGKMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

fioin

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

the

novel

by Carl Figdoi

3.

"The Dragon s Claw"
"The Race for Life"
"The City of Gold"^^

4.

"Saved by Wireless"

1.
2.

"s^-gr

PPIIWfamous players-iasky corporation fe

Directed by Joe
preiented

May

by

Hamilton Theatrical G>rp.

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET
o/* FILMDOM

z^^recocmized

Authority
FORMERLY
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Saturday,

Carey With R-G?

Enthusiasm
In Selling Versus Selling Arguments

C.
,iger

of Artcolor,

and formerly with

"The

safest and rarest strategy that
selling day after day, week
after week and month after month,
knowing one's line so well and
is
being so cramful of entliusiasm about
it that one forgets to use selling arguments and confines oneself to giving
actual definite information, with the
assurance and enthusiasm that go
with thorough familiarity with the

wins

Deal

Head of Baldwin
Locomotive Works Figures
Lang Cobb, general sales maii-

in

7oods one is selling.
agents
today
are
"Purchasing
authority for the statement that it is
getting more difficult every day to
get salesmen to forget selling argu-

ments and get down to actual

facts

about their respective lines.
"It is surprising to find how often
salesmen are unable to answer some
perfectly simple question that any
thoughtful buyer would want to have
They
answered before purchasing.
can always find out from the office
or the factory when questioned; but
why don't they find out before starting to sell?
"Every big buyer knows the whole
run of sales talks by heart and they
have little or no influence on him
because they are just forms that any
experienced buyer could finish out if
the salesman should stop short in the
middle.

"The salesman who knows his line
thonoughly and forgets he is selling
more conis not only given much
sideration and is listened to by the
(Continued on

Page

4)

Wollfolk Here from Louisville
Wollfolk of the
William
Col.
Qayety theater, Louisville, is in town.

On— Desire

to

Cut

Cause Rift
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles
Harry Carey is
understood to have signed with R-C
Pictures.

No

definite

announcement,

however, has been made.
The local film colony is discussing
the reported efforts of P. A. Powers
to
reduce the salaries of Pauline
I'^rederick and Sessue Hayakawa by
SO'v.
It is expected that a parting of
the ways will be reached because of
this.
All heads of departments at the
studio have l)een discharged with the
'xception of R. J. Tobin. who is
vice-president in charge of production
;ind Eve Unsell, who is in charge of
the scenario department.
Announcement of new stars and
new directors secured by Powers will
prolialily be made in a day or so.

a

Price 5 Cents

Reported First National May Release All
Goldwyn Product Effective With September Marshall Neilan Likely to
Produce for Goldwyn

—

What

is

regarded as

prol)aI)ly the

most important deal

Change Your Husband" will be
shown instead of "Why Change Your
Wife?"

The

Rialto,

couple up
Mistress of the

tomorrow,
showings of "The

beginning
its

World" with another

The second episode, "The
release.
Race for Life" will be shown at both
the Rialto and Rivoli, the accompany-

—

episodes of the serial.

in

now

taking definite form.
Conferences which have been on for' some time finally reached
a point that the directors of Goldwyn Pictures Corp. were informed at Thursday's meeting of what has been transpiring between officials of Goldwyn and members of the Executive Committee of Asso. First Nat'l I'ictures, Inc.
As a result of this reports have been in circulation that
Goldwyn, if the deal is finally closed, will make a ten year contract with First National to produce 18 pictures a year for rethe recent history of the industry

is

VwrA arrangements are far from
that the committees of both
understood
concluded, but it
organizations have reached a point where it is believed the contract will be finally agreed upon and signed.
lease through First National.
is

Hodkinson Due

W. W.

in April

Hodkinson, who has been
liospital where an operation will be
He says he in Los Angeles for some weeks, is
l)erlGrmed upon him.
expected back in New York in April.
expects to be away a week.
understood his Western visit
It
is
concerns
new productions.
Adler Returns
from
Bert Adler returned yesterday
a long trip throughout the country
Crandall Here
which he made on behalf of DisMilton Crandall, we;11-known extinctive Prod., Inc.
ploitation man, is in town from the
Crandall has been
Middle West.
Advance Date for Reissue Week
active of late in arousing public inThe Rialto will show its daily terest in the Ohio fight against the
change of Paramount re-issues the censor board in that state.
week of March 26 instead that of
The pictures have already
April 5.
Sending Generator to Boston
l)een listed but on March 30 "Don't

ing picture at the former "Travelin'
On" and^ at the Rivoli. "Bought and
Casey Reappointed
Paid For." The following week "The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will be shown at the Rialto
Cradle"
Boston John M. Casey has been
with the two remaining
chief of the licensing together

reappointed
bureau.

1922

arrangements

Satisfactory

Abrams to Undergo Operation
Hiram Abrams today eoes to

will

Taisho Buys "Capt. Kidd"
The Taisho Film Co.. of Japan,
has purchased "Capt. Kidd," the first
Eddie Polo serial for that country.

Reported

Star Salaries Expected to

the

I'amous Players, says:

11,

DEAL ON

BIG
— How

March

are

in

sight for the financing of the producAccording to the
tions and release.
reports, First National will have the
fight to determine upon the story
and director, and the production will
be made at the Goldwyn studios.
Those interested are quoted as saying
that the production program planned
for the new deal is the most ambitious

ever considered by Goldwyn. As an
pointed out that
it
indication,
is

Maurice Tourneur

will

go

England

to

make "The Christian," and that all
following Goldwyn productions will
to

be of this calibre and

size.

The terms of the deal call for the
new arrangement to become effective
then

the
releases
by Goldwyn, will be carried
The Loew ofifices are sending a planned
through
on schedule. After Sept. 1
generator to Boston to stipply current
of Goldwyn will be
releases
all
used
will
be
to a Sunlight Arc, which
National exchanges.
First
through
on Monday night in connection with
of the increased product to
Because
the opening of the State.
handled it is expected that the
l)e
sales force of Asso. First National
Robertson to Direct Ayres
will be increased, and this larger force
best rnen
John S. Robertson and Josephine js expected to include the
organization.
Goldwyn
present
in
the
for
leave
Robertson),
(Mrs.
Lovett
According to the reports circulated,
the coast tomorrow where Robertson
who is under conwill direct Agnes Ayres in one pic- Marshall Neilan,
is expected
Godsol,
F.
with
tract
J.
is
Fitzmaurice,
who_
George
ture.
for
the next
productions
his
make
to
now in California, is still looking
(Continued on Page 2)
over scripts for his next picture.

about

Sept.

1

and

until

present product, as well as

all

THE

DAILY
Itu^H^

XIX

No.

67
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1922

Here

Price 5 Cents

your

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

New

WID'S FILMS

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS,

Joseph

is

ideas.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

—

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

— The

Public Ledger
devoted an entire page to an article
Philadelphia

ploitation

a

is

little

like

"gilding the

lily."
He played "The Wonderful
Instead of
by Hugo Ballin entitled, "How to Thing" for three days.
Write a Movie and Submit it to the doubling up his paper order and buyProducer," using "Jane Eyre" as an ing more space in the advertising
the act of March 3, 1879.
columns, he got by with less.
He
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside example.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Sig Schlager put the tie-up over used two one-sheets, a 24-sheet and
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Einstein of a set of 8x10 black and white stills.
Subscribers should remit with order. in collaboration with Abe
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM the Stanley Co. for the showing of The two one-sheets were used on
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, "Jane Eyre" at the Arcadia.
The either side of the lobby, in frames;
N. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
across the top
Hollywood Sunday Record printed a story by the 24-sheet was used
6411
California
Hollywood,
Mabel Ballin on: "Profession or the of the lobby.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. Home:
A folding screen, or board held the
Which is Woman's More
Wabash Ave.
stills.
This was made of white
six-column
Important
Function?"
a
London Representative — W. A. Williariison,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, "spread" in which "Jane Eyre" was pebbled cardboard such as artists use,
London, W. C. 2.
up.
The North and was in two pieces, with hinges,
eflfectively played
Le Film, 42, Rue de American, the Evening Ledger and so that, half-opened, it resembled an
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Across the top, and
European Representative Interna- other papers gave fashion articles and open book.
Central
(Czecho-Slo- pictures by
Prague
Filmschau,
tionale
Miss Ballin prominent bottom of this "book" was a trimming
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
of very narrow green strips, in a latspace.
At the top and
Lillian Scheffer of the Ballin com- tice work pattern.
under green
shades,
were
sides,
pany aided Schlager.
Quotations
electric lights, which concentrated on
Des Moines Amateur artists were these stills.
Hi(jh Low Close

J.

W.

A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

ager;

J.

—

—

—

—

Famous Players

.

.

83^

84

SSyi

Not quoted

do pfd

*GoIdwyn

5%

S'A

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc.,
Triangle

14

13^^

14

given

opportunity

display their
talents in a drawing contest conducted recently by Art Stolte, manager of the Des Moines for "The
to

Silent Call."

On

(Continued from Page

1)

years for Goldwyn, with release
through First National.
The two incorporations represent
capital of somethir- over $15,000,000.
F. J. Godsol, president of Goldwyn,
could not be reached yesterday for a
statement, nor could any of the important officials of First National.
five

Not a FDm Company
The Goldwyn Finance Corp. was
The
formed in Albany yesterday.
company will not deal in motion
pictures, according to N.

Kelmenson,

the attorney, but will enter the real
estate field.

Plans 400 Seat Theater
(Special

to

THE FILM DMLY)

Mosinee, Wis.

—A new theater with

capacity of
built by John Keefe.
be $25 000.

seating

a

Fitzer

Out

400

of Syracuse

to be
cost will

is

The

Empire

—

Mitchell Fitzer
Syracuse, N. Y.
lias returned from the Empire.
He
has disposed of his holdings to David
Harrison.
A new Fitzer house is
under construction in West Fayette
St.

Stolte co-operated with one of the
newspapers, and offered prizes of
$5, $10 and $25 and free tickets to
every boy or girl under 14 years of
age, who would submit drawings of
Strongheart. For five days the paper
ran a two-column cut of the dog,
which served as a model for the
childrens' drawings.
story also

A

was published with the

explaining
the contest.
Big stories on the winners of the contest, with the reproduction of the photograph of the firstprize winner, also were used.

Shamokin, Pa.

cut,

—The

Chamberlains
put over the hours of their showings
in unique fashion when
"Forever"
played at the Victoria.
A week berun
they
inserted
an
fore
the
"Watch
ad in the papers reading:
2-3-6-8-10 Wait." The next day they
took two separate displays and played
the teaser
fashion.
2-4-6-8-10.

up

in

"The

a

little

same

different

numbers.

What does it mean?
ads on third day varied it still
further.
On the fourth day the ad

—

—

Reg. U.

S. Pat. Oil,

picture,

is

inclined

to

feel

that

ex-

is

com-

—

Colorado
permit

city council grants
the
erection of a
$100,000 picture theater at E. 23rd
.Vve. and Cherry St., was made at a
mass meeting. of the Park Hill Improvement Association.
if

the

for

a

Montgomery House Sold
to THE FILM DAILY)
Montgomery, Ala.
The Maple
Avenue theater, owned by Melvin E.
Warner and Fred Haskins, was sold
Morgan and Genevieve Van
to
Doom.
(Special

—

Odyssey Film Here
Harry

of Italy.

RICHARD
("ITCHIE")

HEADRICK

A

youngsters were bribed with
passes to supplement this distribu-

Now

few

tion.

Newark, N.
ing

J.

— One of the

interest-

the exploitation of
"Theodora" at the Halsey. Newark,
was the display of a news bulletin
board, changed daily, and rigged up
with an attractive sidewalk bally-hoo.
The bulletin was changed every
morning, and spoke of topical events,
bits of human interest, witticisms and
incidents of particular local interest.

features

St.

in

Louis—The

Missouri, Criterion,

Congress, Delmar, Kings and other
leading St. Louis picture houses have
arranged with chain grocery and

15th.

Available

Current Releases

"THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME" (AU
Star)
"THE SONG OF LIFE" (All Star)
"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY" (Anita
Stewrart)
THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE" (AU
Star)

"THE WHISTLE" (Wm. S.
"THE GREATER CLAIM"
1346 East 39th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Hart)

(AUce Lake)
Phone:
South 4326

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

The

LAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratet

Clubs and
to Parties,
Wonderful Food. FinNightly
in BallDancing
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGETheater for Milford,

(Special

Augusta, Ga. Frank Miller, of the
Modjeska, when he plays a Talmadge

place

Determined to Thwart Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Denver A threat to invoke the
unenforced Sunday closing laws of

printed with fancy
so that it simulated an enThe pen and
graved calling card.
ink notation was made at the theater.
Butchers and grocers helped the stunt
along distributing the cards free.

candy store to help stimulate interest
in the matinees at the theater.
The
read:
"The Mystery? 2-4-6-8-10 stores distribute coupons to their
customers which entitled them to a
will be solved in tomorrow's issue."
All questions were answered with special adinission price at the shows,
except on Sundays and holidays.
a large ad beginning:
"The Mystery is solved, 2-4-6-8-10
Serial Near Completion
is the starting time of the most ab(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
sorbing tale of love and adventure
Los Angeles "The Jungle GodHere it
ever woven into a drama.
Then followed the ad for "For- dess" will be completed by March
is."
the photoplay from the beginning to
appreciate it properly.

new

pleted.

The card was

Two

ever" with a special injunction to see

understood that several
consented to lease

It is

exclianges have
space when the

letters

—

xalCRictuAD

May Build in Dallas
THE FILM DAILY)

"Gloria."

—

iLLca-ttcrt

1922

11,

Levey, of National NonDowagac, Mich. Every residence Theatrical M. P., Inc., has acquired
was visited by Gloria Swanson, who rights in the United States and
was sorry to find everybody out. Canada for "The Adventures of
However she left her calling card Ulysses," made by Miiano Film Co.

Strongheart, the big Belgian police with a little personal notation that
Not quoted
Not quoted dog, is starred in the picture and read:
World
"Dropped in to see you, but
Quotations by Harry Content & Co Stolte took advantage of this fact
you were out. See me in "Don't
in mapping out his campaign.
The
Tell Everything" at the Century
contest proved a success with more
Theater, Monday.
than 2,000 drawings submitted.

Big Deal

to

March

Dallas
Several
exchanges are
considering a film exchange building
to be erected on the corner of Har- i
wood and Jackson Sts. The matter \
to be determined is whether a two,
or ten-story building will be
six,
erected.

and

INC.

(Special

Send along

brother exhibitor put his show over.

how a

'Changes

Over

Putting It
Vol.

Saturday,

to

la.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Milford, la.
A theater with a seating capacity of 400, is to be erected
here by George Tjaden.

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

—

March

tiday,

""?%^^DAILY

1922

11,

mmm

Ems

T
Says London Wants Good Films
Waiter F. Wanger, who is now
Supreme Court Justice Newburger managing director of the Royal
has granted an injunction restraining Opera House, Covent Garden, Lon-

In the Courts

ktkeN
No. 21

— Royal

LAS-

marriage
itish princess at Westminister Abbey.

ES

;i

marks

splendor

REPUBLICAN TROOPS GUARD

H

,!ER

BORDER— Free

prevent

t to

border

State

soldiers
at

kidnappings

(r:h.

.JBALL
in

!i

PLAYERS BUSY AGAIN—

Texas with the Giants and

Cali-

n with the Cubs.
h.

news from

u,e;

Guantanamo,

Basutoland,

Africa;

exhibition

Revealed,"

MARY WEDS LORD

JCESS

of the film, "Magic
a suit of Horace Goldin.
The court said:
"It appears that the plaintifif's right
to the act known a- 'Vivisection,' or

the

Cuba;

Issy,

Mil-

France;

isfork; Seattle, etc.

today

in

'sawing a woman in half, has been
sustained by the District Court of
the United States, for the Southern
District of Illinois, the LTnited States
District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania, and the Court
of Common Please of Marion County,
Ohio. The defendant's claim for the
right to the production of moving
pictures covering the same subject
upon the o-round that the matter has

been published both in magazines and
newspaper, the ownersh'- by the
plaintiff not being disputed.
Selznick

has

Pinkertons
Rights

in

been sued by
Brooklyn under

the
the
using the

statutes for
of that detective agency, in a
Pinksubtitle in "A Man's Home."
ertons have applied for an injunction
before Justice Benedict in Special
Civil

name

)enny and Kirkwood Leave
Denny and James Kirk-

Fginald
3<

left

for

California

yesterday,

appear in the remainder of Term, Part I, of the Supreme Court.
n Leather Pusher" series to be No decision has as yet been made.
3' at Universal City and Kirkwood
'Jnder Two Flags" ni support of
Change Name of Durham Theater
pi ilia Dean.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
eiy will

Waterloo
ipecial to

Garden

Now

Durham. N.
Rialto

C.

—The

name

of the

don,

writes

mand

for

that

there

good pictures

"London
is
Wanger. "There

film

is

great

de-

England.
mad,"
says
in

are a lot of Americans over here who think a prejudice
exists against the American films;
that is not so, they are simply sick
of .'\merican films two years old and
films
created
with
a
Hollywood
mentality for a world distribution.

"Covent Garden is undoubtedly the
premiere picture house of the world.
Our audiences are sprinkled with
premiers, ambassadors, princes, dukes
and duchesses and film tsars."

The "traveling
the Globe says:

representative"

"In
London the
L'Atlantide, the French
more than 400 nights
theater and is soon to

of

showing

of
film that ran

one Paris
be shown on
Broadway as "Missing Husbands' has
caused a good deal of talk about the
extraordinary way in which the atin

all

has

its

been

NEVER BUY

WHAT YOU
DO NOT WANT
BECAUSE
IT IS CHEAP
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
IS ALL WOOL
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
The

'The Kid.' 'A Dog's
'Shoulder
Arms'
has
500th
performance at

triple bill of

Life'

passed

and
its

the Leicester Square Cinema."

The

story tells of the finding
of Atlantis in the
Sahara Desert, where a woman is
found ruling who recounts her dead
lovers by the dozen and her living
Almost equally
lovers
by three.

filmed.
of the

Says:

in

mosphere of the desert
and fascination

horror

MADGE EVANS

lost

city

Broadway, which was taken over by
THE FILM DAILY)
the Southern Enterprises, has been popular has been Mary Pickford in
The Garden has re- changed to the Savoy. H. R. Kistler her 'Through the Back Door' and Lon
\iter!oo, la.
Alexander lias been transferred from the Ideal Chancy is seen to advantage in 'The
as the Rialto.
)e;d
Penalty,' another American picture.
r<k is running it.
at Greensboro, to manage.

After Site in N. Adams, Mass.
(.Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

North Adams, Mass.
Stephen
Anes, of Anes & Co., which recently
purchased the Bradford property on
Main St. confirms the story now

two Pittsfield men are negotiating for the site for a theater.

that

"America's
Film Stars"
Special issue of the

Internationale Filmschau
first

edition

25,000
which

will be circulated

throughout

EUROPE
Details gladly furnished by

ARTHUR ROBITSCHEK
220

West 42nd

Street

Manager
New York City

Phone Bryant 2856

The only way to sellfilms in Europe is to advertise in the
i.TgRNATlQNALE.

niMcPCmU

"FILMSCHAU"

THE

;%g^

DAILV

—

work.'

"The

House,"
opened at Ascher's Roosevelt on Sunday for an indefinite run.
in

Doll's

women

club

ment

of

the

attended

Daily

News,

1)

such a salesman stands a
mighty good chance of getting an
order if it is within the buyers power
to give it to him.
"Such Salesmen Are Refreshing."

price ran into five figures on the
Ideal, which still has an 11-year lease
to go.
Although this is the only

Vauclain's Ideas
Samuel M. Vauclain, president of
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and,
in his own language, "the king pin of
sales
department,"
in
the
says,
Printer's Ink, current issue:
"The secret of selling is not in
getting big orders, but in getting customers. Every month I receive a report showing how many new customers have been obtained. I watch

Plan Montreal Exchange

hiiycr, but

much more

customers

the number of orders
booked.
The large orders we will
get anyway; the others may go anywhere.
If a salesman loses a cus-

tomer

I

feel that

it

is

a erreater crime

than to lose an order.
"A great many salesmen think they
liave got to sell all the time; that they
are no good if they are not selling
the time.
We must have men
courageous and level-headed enough
to advise customers not to buy if
all

conditions are not right from the
customer's point of view. More than
once I have been called in consultation and have advised railroads not
to buy, although we needed orders

"Of

course

there

must

manufacturing

efficient

be

an

the

crucified."

salesman

trade-papers.
the exhibitors
three gives a

New Exchange
(Special to

N.

in

—

a

Washingto
Superior

opened an exchanj

Mather Bldg.

the

Standard Buys 26 Comedies

to THE FILM DAILY
Kansas City The Standard
Co. has purchased 26 Billy Fr

(Special

one-reel comedies.

OFFICE FOR RENl
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Anglo-Canadian
have opened

Ltd.,

Picture

Know What's

Going

On

Plays,

branch here.

a

Pittsburgh Exchange Bankrupt
(Siiecial

10

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgh The Simlec Film Exchange, at 414 Ferry Street, is in the
hands of a receiver. O. B. Hullinger
has been appointed receiver.

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York

Eagle Grove Theater Biu-ns
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Eagle Grove, la. The Eagle was
badly damaged by a recent fire.
Plans Pittsburgh Branch
to

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

Chicago
Film Corp.

Tisdale

will establish a

branch

THE FILM DAILY—313
to

Including

THE FILM DAILY)

— Mrs.

1921 Year

|

Evelyn

Frances
Snow, head of the censor board, has
appointed a committee of eight to
aid in checking up Cincinnati shows.
Cincinnati

Name

-....

Wellington Succeeds Burhorn
to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago
Harry Wellington has
succeeded John F. Burhon as manager of the New Era exchange. The
being latter is with Associated Exhibitors,

Weekly Reviews

The Film Daily

for one

Theatre

Address

Issues— Every Day
52 Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

Subscription,

|

Inc.

subscription to

in

Eight to Check Cincinnati

(Si)ecial

my

City

year, starting immediately, to include

Pittsburgh.

(Special

St.,

Kindly enter

Industrial

E

800

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington— The
Dist. Co. has

Y.

build

—

department

from

THE FILM DAILY

Falls,
Crownsliield will
theater here.

Winnipeg
Robert Myers, with
Vitagraph
for
years,
has
been
appointed Western Canadian manager
of Standard Films, Ltd.

l)ehind the sales department.
It
is
imi)erative to meet any obligation
the sales department may incur to

prevent

to

Hudson

worker.

operative
basis
by exhibitors in
Ontario, has taken out a charter to
incorporate its business here.

(Special

to feel
that they can differ from their superiors without risking their jobs. If
you happen to be wrong and if your
men express themselves freely you
have a chance to change your mind.
It is always to your advantage to
accept a modification from a subordinate, even if his idea is not quite
so good as your own.
He feels the
responsibility and will work his head
off to make it come through.

Build in Hudson, Falls, N.

(Special

practical and useful material, and at
the same time offers sensible advice
and instruction in the use and projection of educational pictures.
Certainly it should prove of infinite value
for the school teacher and social

Montreal
The Canadian
Exhibitors' Exchange, Ltd., an exchange
organization established on a co-

badly.

"Men should be educated

to

and

To

This new volume is certainly the
most complete yet published in the
It is filled with
non-theatrical field.

theater Hopp has in Chicago, he has
several others in Rock Island.

(.Special

into

f^lni.

Isadore Gumbiner and Benjamin
Nathan have purchased the Ideal on
North Ave., from Joe Hopp. The

Enthusiasm

divided

are

—

Urbana, 111. G. H. Meyers
purchased the Park fom H,
Kariher and C. T. Wallace.

with
while part
list
of 100 suggested programs for
different educational uses.
The final
division contains suggestions regarding equipment, safety precautions and
Besides the
the handling of film.
above the volume also suggests
musical accompaniments for various
ivpes of film, and takes up the legal
aspects and Government reqfulations
regarding the use and shipment of
Part

meeting of the Motion Picture
Committee of the Chicago Woman's
Aid Club which was held last TuesNearly all the film exchanges
day.
were represented and Wm. K. Hollander, publicity director of Balaban
& Katz, and Carl Sandberg, inotion
editor

pictures
two deals

problems,

the

picture
spoke.

contains 258 pages and 70

Part one gives a
history and general introduction of
tlie educational motion picture in the
IJ.
S., including exchanges, govern-

Schaefer, owner of the
Garfield
interested
and
in
the
Crystal, is seriously ill at the St.
Hospital.
Joseph
Schaefer
is
a
brother of P. J. Schaefer of Jones,
Linick & Schaefer.

About 700

It

illustrations.
The 19 chapters
four main parts.

Charles

that list of
closely than

19;

on Educational Films
$100,000 House in Lancaster, \
tSpecial to THE FILM DAIL\
Henry Holt and Co. have published
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lancaster, Wis.
a book called "Motion Pictures for
Plans have
Chicago— Cress Smith, manager of Community Needs," by Gladys and prepared for a new $100,000 th(
United Artists, was a busy man Henry Bollman. The volume is in- and municipal building.
recently entertaining Douglas Fair- tended to serve as a "practical manual
banks and Mary Pickford, who were of information and suggestion for
Buys Urbana, 111. Theater
in town on their way to the coast.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
educational,
religious
social
and
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York, to run a week of Paramount reissues, program to change daily.
M. P. T. O. of Illinois orders cancellation of Paramount and First National contracts because com-

Rialto,

panies refuse to cut rentals.

;
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at
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all

New

:

Will H. Hays assumes duties as president of Motion
Picture Prod, and Dist. Ass'n, Inc.

Arthur

S.

Kane succeeds Sam Harding

as president of

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Bert Lytell's contract with Metro expires.
Joseph I. Schnitzer now general manager of

R-C

Pic-

tures.

(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Wednesday
Marcus Loew denies coast report that Famous Players will handle Metro distribution.
Universal has interesting production schedule mapped

Features Reviewed
Hamilton Theatrical Corp. presents

out.

MISTRESS OF THE

U. F. A. Prod.

—Paramount

Albert E. Smith presents

.

.

.

WORLD
Page

2

.THE SHEIK'S WIFE
Page

Vitagraph

Eastman Kodak places two color stock on market.
Plans "lab" in Los Angeles.
P. A. Powers in Los Angeles making changes at R-C
plant.

3

Thursday

THE SIGN OF THE ROSE
Page

George Beban Prod

THE

ISLE OF

Fox

Page

Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick in
Pacific Prod.— State Rights

W.

Martin presents
State Rights

7

IRON TO GOLD

Dustin Farnum in

J.

ZORDA
Page

Pathe

5

9

FALSE BRANDS
Page

10

Oscar A. Price plans organization

and

dis-

tribute pictures.

Bonding interests not anxious for business of certain
companies because of reported irregular practices by
field forces.

Eddie Polo to make six serials;
Charlie Chaplin after injunction to restrain Charlie
Aplin from appearing in two pictures.

DETERMINATION
Page

to finance

Friday

11

Godsol succeeds Samuel Goldwyn as president of
Goldwyn. Latter remains in company as director.
M. P. T. O. of Pennsylvania waging same campaign

"F. J.

Marie Prevost in

THE DANGEROUS LITTLE DEMON
Page

Universal

A QUESTION
Anita Stewart in
Asso. First Nat'l Pict

—State Rights

OF HONOR

Mason
Fox

in

Page

14

to reduce rentals as Illinois unit.

Five state M. P. T. O. units plan early conventions.

Jack Dempsey to start new serial in April.
sode to be filmed in 15 countries.

One

epi-

CHAIN LIGHTNING
Page

Arrow
Shirley

13

16

THE RAGGED HEIRESS

Short Reels

"Pardoning the bad

is

Page

17

Page

19

Saturday

combine under way, whereby
would make 18 a year and have Marshal'

First National-Goldwyn
latter

Neilan as a producer.

iniuring the good'*-'Benjamin Franklin.
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Genuine Serial Atmosphere With All the Thrills and Improbabilities
patrons back week after week to relieve their curiosity
as to how the heroine escaped from the clutches of the

Hamilton Theatrical Corp. presents

"THE MISTRESS OF THE WORLD"
"The Dragon's Claw"— Chapter No.
U. F. A. Prod.

— Paramount

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

Not
Not

CAMERAMAN
AS A

of

Joe May
Carl Figdor

AUTHOR

credited
credited

WHOLE

Purely melodramatic hokum
that furnishes the thrills and excitement usually
associated with serials
Doesn't differ greatly from the various
STORY
perils of Pearl White in the early days of the
"movies"
Has "delivered the goods" as far
DIRECTION
as getting the "meller" over is concerned; production spectacular and with quite a little pictorial appeal

PHOTOGRAPHY

Varies; sometimes

right

all

but frequently very poor

LIGHTINGS

Also varying
Mia May, the featured player, seems
PLAYERS
able to fight her pursuers off better than she
does one or two other principals whose names
are not mentioned and numerous Chinese extras do satisfactory work
Quite elaborate and frequently
EXTERIORS
;

picturesque

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Some

of it very good
Chapter one deals
with an English woman, captured by a Chinaman for his bride and rescued by a native

CHARACTER OF STORY

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
When

the picture business

of the exhibitor's best

and through

this

box

medium

came the famous heroine
"perils"

it

5,647 feet

first

got under

office bets

was

was the serial
White be-

that Pearl

of the serial for her

Your Crowd Goes
Box

You know

pretty well just

tainment would go with your

shown

way one

many

and "exploits," continuous stories that brought

If

how

this

clientele.

And

villain.

1

every serial had

its villain

and his l)and

wicked accomplices.

Paramount is releasing, in four parts, this Germanmade melodrama after cutting it from much greater
Instead of putting

length.

serial st>le,

two

out in the regulation

it

week, the production

reels each

way of
each. The

is

be-

ing offered in the

four separate features of

about

difference

five reels

stead of the plot reaching one climax
the second reel

— there

is

only that

—at

in-

the end of

are several climaxes in each

installment and each offering

The German producers,

is

complete

in the

making

in itself.

of

"The Mis-

World," have not done anything that has
not already been accomplished in this country. There
have been any number of serials just as thrilling and
Perhaps the variety of backstirring as this one.
grounds and unusual natural settings which are found
in this will have a tendency to distinguish it for pictotress of the

rial

appeal, but otherwise

it

does not surpass native

product.

The

director

shows

a

keen judge of melodramatic

values, puts over the thrills in realistic fashion and

has selected a good cast headed by Mia May,

seems

to be well suited but lacks the agility of

our

own

and

in the incident of

serial heroines.

She

is

quite a big

who

some

of

woman

her capture by the Chinese King

Beggars she might easily have overpowered the
weak-looking Chinaman in comparative size. There
are many splendid Chinese players in "The Dragon's
of

Claw" episode.
Helen Nielsen, an English girl, finds in the diary of
her dead father facts which send her to China in search
of the Iniried treasure of the Queen of Sheba. Captured by a Chinaman who wants her for his wife. She
suffers many hardships until finally rescued by an
English-educated Chinaman, a friend whom she had
met on the steamer.

In for Serials

They Ought

to

Be

Satisfied

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

type of enterIf

they have

a liking for serial "mellers" in the past,

if

they

have reveled at the captures and escapes of Pearl
White and some of the other serial stars, they will l>e
equally well pleased with "The Mistress of the World"
and perhaps you will have something a little unusual
Then,
to offer them in the way of pictorial appeal.
too, they will have the whole story complete in four
features instead of waiting a much longer time if the

was only two

reels a week.
from
the
reception
accorded the first featJudging
ure, "The Dragon's Claw," in the Broadway houses,
it would appear that this kind of entertainment was
hardly the thing for metropolitan first run audiences.
They refused to take it seriously the way they do in
the smaller or neighborhood houses.
Its appeal is
directed more especially toward the cheaper trade.
But as such it should go big enough. You're the judge

release

in this case.
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Very Simple Story Given Rather Colorful Production
Albert E. Smith presents

But the Vitagraph production, imported from the
French studios, is wholly different from "The Sheik,"
especially as far as the story is concerned. Unlike his

"THE SHEIK'S WIFE"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

Henry Roussell
Henry Roussell
Not credited
Not credited

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

confusion of tunics, flowing
robes and people offers perpetual motion against
quite pretty backgrounds

STORY

No

more popular "The

relation to the

Sheik" and altogether different

DIRECTION

Has managed

in the thread-bare story

to fill in the gaps
but couldn't hold the

predecessor the present hero

English wife and not at

LIGHTINGS

Good

in

Sometimes very good
exteriors but usually bad

PLAYERS

Marcel Vibert shows splendid repression, a quality almost wholly lacking in the
other

members

of the cast

;

Emmy Lynn

only

fair

EXTERIORS

Frequently very unusual and

attractive

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fair
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
Sheik and

is

English

girl

marries

The

5,840 feet

The very clever and outstanding feature of this Vitagraph production playing at the Strand the past week
Coming as a close follow-up upon the
is the title.
seems destined to.
have a good deal of box office value and that is quite
important these days. After "The Sheik" you can
announce the showing of "The Sheik's Wife" and if
your patrons are at all curious they'll want to see it
and what's more probably anticipate the rest of the
Arabian gentleman's family in the near future.
it

Box

title

will

asset of this French production

So much

for getting

and hardly capable

for even a five reel feature despite the

numerous picturesque

among

settings

There

and the scenes

the ruins are especially attractive.

ert episodes are

it.

All the des-

appealing but the interiors are con-

fused and badly lighted usually.

So many extras have

been employed and there is such continual moving
about, both of the principals and the extras, added to
the similarity of the costumes, that the general impression is one of chaos. There are too few close ups
and sub-titles are needed to explain some of the incidents.

Estelle Grandon, an English girl, satisfies her desire

romance by marrying Hadjid Ben Khedim, who
takes her to his native land where he promises she

be his only wife. Estelle repeatedly violates the
customs of her adopted people, but Hadjid's love for
her is so great that she is always forgiven. Finally
Hadjid's father demands that he take a second legal
wife because Estelle's only child is a girl. The odd
part of this is that the child is black, while the mother
will

white and the father apparently white. There is
a battle between Hadjid's tribe and the British troops
and the final shots show Hadjid with Estelle promising to forsake his plans for a second wife.
is

May Entice Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

is

chiefly its

and there isn't much doubt but that your folks
be enticed by it, particularly if they have seen

"The Sheik."

up

a very simple one

colorful production that has been accorded

Stick to the Title— It

The

is

for

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.

recent Rodolf Valentino picture,

story

of standing

subject to the customs of his race

despite his great love for her

amorous

of the other's

Marcel Vibert, a French actor, is the most
distinguished and capable player and his performance
is marked with splendid repression as a rule, a quality
that should have been instilled into others of the company, particularly the leading lady. Perhaps the natives, or the subordinates who are supposed to be natives would not be expected to be over passive since
the race is a restless one anyway.

are
in interiors

all

quite in love with his

nature.

interest

PHOTOGRAPHY

is

them

in.

And

perhaps they will be satisfied with the very simple
story which it has to offer, the desert and caravan
atmosphere and some effective pictorial qualities which
it contains.
But if they are anticipating an impassioned love story of the E. M. Hull variety, they are

due
If

for a big disappointment.

you think

it

best to let

them know what

catchlines will take care of this.
girl finds the

a Sheik.

be interested

among
if

his pepole."

you care

from a French studio.

:

in her

See the outcome of this union

takes his wife

is

romance she craves

Say

to expect,

"An

English

marriage to

when

the

Arab

Perhaps they will

to say that the production

?p^
yOj

'Mayflowerphotoplay Qrporattori
presents

C

anJUIanjyoanProdiction
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Work

and Heart In

of Star

"THE SIGN OF THE ROSE"

intensify his

George Beban Prod.

a

DIRECTOR

Harry Garson
AUTHOR
George Beban
SCENARIO BY
Brockelhurst
and C. Owen
J.
CAMERAMAN
Sam Landers
AS A WHOLE
Excellent drama with plenty
of heart interest and human appeal.
Splendid
character acting of star and well staged accident
scenes and steamer panic
Elaborated from well known vaudeville
STORY
sketch. Contains some powerful situations
DIRECTION
Makes the most of each scene but
allows a

Good night

overacting.

little

effects

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
Builds
STAR

All right

Some

nice touches

Adequate
Fine

Good
Given plenty of attention

CHARACTER OF STORY
loses his little daughter in

Poor Italian laborer
an automobile acci-

dent caused by the anxiety of a rich man seeking to recover his kidnapped child. The simple
Italian is mistaken for the criminal

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The Sign
that

of the

Rose"

is

About

7,800 feet

George Beban has yet made. Not only is the
more finished than any that he has

interest,

it

also

contains a balance of heart

drama and character

.The

acting.

star has

played the character on the stage for years and is
familiar with every inch of his ground, and what is
more, he has a keen sense of the dramatic which
enables him to

make

the utmost of each situation and

Forceful
Box

will be released as a regular feature

from the box

office

angle

it

and should do

has

many

points

this

to

your public play up the

character acting of the star and talk about the kiddie

scenes and

runs along

some

of

the

As

grips attention.

it

reached.

is

credit

for

the supervision and direction of these and other scenes
in this production.

With
in a

the death of the child the big scenes fullow

simple and natural

way

until the very height

is

reached where the poor Italian is accused of kidnapping the rich man's child, while his own lies dead

The

awaiting burial.

rich

man was

car that killed the Italian's child.
just avoided
this well

when

the driver of the

A

the missing child

near tragedy
is

found.

is

From

suspended climax the production loosens

its

tension and prepares the ground for the satisfying

ending which shows how the Italian finds his wife
he believed drowned with the sinking of

whom

the ship.

A

little

comedy work here and there lightens the
the drama. The star has that rare ability

weight of
His acting holds
of combining pathos with humor.
you throughout.
The photography is good with some very excellent
night effects. In the accident scenes stop motion and
clever camera work are responsil)le for the most realThe entire cast is adequate and coistic effect.
operates with the star.

Acting Will Satisfy

most dramatic

situations.

name

your advertising and it might
be a good-idea to mention the fact that the story is
elaborated from his well known stage act. The act
has been played throughout, the country and will

Use

the star's

in

be recalled by many.
Secure,

if

accident and

you can,
if

a

trailer

of

the

automobile

possible a flash of the ship disaster.

run a week or so before the playing date, will
help attract. These scenes are vivid and your people
are certain to come back for more and not l)e dis-

This,

presenting

the kiddies and the

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of appeal.

In

angle that should attract the average

keeps building up until the accident
Rosa, the poor Italian's child, is
playing blind-man's-buff with the other children when
she is struck by a skidding automobile and thrown
to the other side of the street.
This scene is one of
the most realistic accidents recorded on the screen.
You see every detail and you will hold your breath.
The fire on the steamer is the other thriller, and this
too has been given the look of the real thing. George
it

scene

Drama and

At the present moment this offering is being road
showed in conjunction with the personal appearance
of the star and his company.
It was very well
received in some of the key cities and won for itself
In time it
a good deal of applause on Broadway.
well, for

office

From the very start, due to
human interest stuff, the picture

certainly the best picture

production

attempted, but

Incidentally the production offers

efifects.

exhibitor.

fine character presentation.

Intensifies the dramatic situations.

CAST
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

box

Drama

Stirring

Beban and Harry Garson deserve much

and keeps things moving

up a

Make

terest

if

appointed.

^«r

''d:

6e lie
A Kansas farm girl deserted at a Seattle
dock-side by her gold-mad husband;
a fleeing woman seeking to hide from
the law in the frozen Klondike.

Alaska
Jl Heart

the Roaring

alone on a raft at sea —
and one alone survives taking the
other's name and money.
The wild
rush and excitement, the fights and
the thrills of a Yukon prospector
stampede.

Two women

This

punch

but a hint of the dramatic
of "Belle of Alaska"
the

biggest

Klondike picture since "The

is

and Mction Drama of

Yukon

Supported by

NOAH BEERY and J FRANK GLENDOI
JJ Chester Dennett Production

—

Barrier."

RELEASING
WALTER

E.

GREENE,

-TresiJmi

CORPORATION
F.

B.

WARREN,

y.ce'htMtnl

IS W. 44*'*St. N. Y.C.^Phones: Vanderbilt 7078-9
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A Very Interesting and Unusual Melodrama Though Much Too Long
"THE ISLE OF ZORDA"
Pathe

DIRECTOR

Henri Fescourt

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Jules Verne
Not credited

CAMERAMAN

Not credited

AS A

WHOLE

Mucji too long but containing
some splendid production values and considerable pictorial appeal
STORY
Would have been sufficient for a serial;
well acted and with several thrilling sequences
At times reaches a very high level;
DIRECTION
some very good detail and handling of players
effective

PHOTOGRAPHY

Usually good
Quite above the average for forLIGHTINGS
eign production

PLAYERS

Two

by French players
the French stage

of

EXTERIORS

said to be favorites

Frequently unusual and pictur-

esque

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Good but

occasionally over-exacting

CHARACTER OF STORY

One

of three

men

condemned to death through enemies plotting
makes daring escape and plans his revenge for

many

years

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

9,000 feet

Pathe has secured for release a French production
which is rather a good deal different from anything
that has yet been imported from Europe. The picture is very much too long and although the interest
is pretty well sustained, the extreme footage tends to
weaken the action and brings about a restless anticipation of the conclusion.
fering contains

On

the other hand, the of-

some very worth while values from

Quite a

The

quite

part, is of quite a high

dorf," with a thoroughly realistic presentation and he
has selected his players with excellent discretion as to
put in the hands of players particularly well suited
to the requirements. Romuald Joube, of the Comedie

work as Count Mathias SanM. Vermoyal as Sarcany,

Francaise, does very fine

dorf, the hero of the story;

an adventurer, is as crafty and cunning as a villain
could be. Yvette Andreyor is the principal feminine
player and a young mulatto girl whose name is not
mentioned does remarkably well in the minor part of
a slave

The

girl.

story of

"The

Isle of

Zorda"

is

a rather

com-

and contains a great many situations
and sequences that are builded to one final climax and
the ultimate happy ending for the hero and his associates.
In fact there is such a wealth of material that
it might easily have served for a short serial.
There
plicated affair

are several

rate thrills that register genuinely,

first

probably the best being the escape from the fortress
and the subsequent chase of pursuer and pursued.
Several unusual photographic triumphs are included
in this.
The capture of the heroine and the herofather's revenge upon the men who ruined his life,
stole his fortune and kidnapped his daughter all provide additional thrilling sequences.

Besides the fortress scenes, with the quaint drawbridge and moat, there are many other visual pleasures such as the shots of Monte Carlo, the castle in

Morocco where the villain attempts to force the kidnapped heroine into a Mohammedan marriage, and
those of the slave market.

to

Talk About

This

in

One

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Very likely you will find a good majority of most
any audience favorably impressed by this latest French
production for release by Pathe. A good piece of
work has been done in connection with the editing
and titling for American fans and while the foreign
names may have some tendency to confuse, the effect
is but slight.
The only real hindrance is the extreme
footage, though probably even this will not be any
serious matter if you cater to folks who like melodramatic stories of this type,

most

direction, for the

it

standard, providing Jules Verne's novel, "Mathias San-

Good Deal For You
Box

easily boast of un-

usual and picturesque settings that places
above the average for i^ictorial appeal.

or three especially fine pieces

of acting

and can

a production standpoint

You can promise good
torial

acting and play up the pic-

angle strongly, telling them they will see

many

unusual and picturesque settings, including the real

Monte

Carlo.

A

short trailer of the escape from the

prison fortress would be
of

them

in.

all

you

will

need

to get

some

For those who appreciate good acting you

can safely form several very interesting performances,
can safely promise several very interesting perforrnances.
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A Western That Drops Way Below the
Dustin Farnum in

mind and is about
to see her safely back to the town when he is shot.
From this point on the story drags to what seems

Fox

DIRECTOR

Bernard J. Durning
George Owen Baxter
Jack Strumwasser

^

SCENARIO BY

^

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Don
Draggy and tiresome
comedy

that never gets anywhere; fair

Short

feature
relief

STORY

Below the average of western subjects;
slow moving and poor mystery sequence
Ordinary
DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Uses

Good

'.....

All right

altogether too

much

deliberation in

his acting

SUPPORT

William Elmer good

part; Marguerite

Marsh leading

in

character

lady;

others

satisfactory

EXTERIORS

The same

old western sets

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Woman

an endless conclusion although the picture
than five reels.

The

director

is

partly to

blame

for

the

is

less

picture

being so tedious. The story isn't a good one, to be
sure, but there are place
where the action could
have been speeded up and the handling of the players
is sometimes very poor.
They move about with such
deliberation that there are times when it would seem
that the slow motion camera was being employed.
This is particularly so in the close-ups of the star.
Dustin Farnum is capable of much better work
than he does here and worthy of stronger material.
Marguerite Marsh has little to do and there are many
scenes in which she is allowed to stand off in the
background watching what is going on before the
camera. William Elmer, the man about whom the
director tries to build up an atmosphere of mystery,
;

does a good bit of character work and Dan Mason
makes the most of a small part. Others are William

kidnapped

Conklin, Lionel Belmore, Glen Cavender and Robert

rescued by outlaw her husband had robbed
years before. She marries him when her hus-

Perry.

band

band had robbed him years before of a mining claim
which they shared. But Curtis decides to permit the
woman to return to her husband. He is shot and she

is

is killed

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,513 feet

about the draggiest and most tiresome westcome from the Fox studios. It contains very little worth while action and the rest is
made up of such weak situations and slow-moving
sequences that the picture will never keep them in
their seats even for the four and a half reels which
It starts ofif well enough and promises
it consumes.
to offer some excitement in the kidnapping of George
Kirby's wife and her subsequent rescue by Tom Cur-

This

is

ern that has ever

But when Curtis discovers that the
woman is the wife of the man ^yho robbed him of
a mining claim years before, he decides to rob him
tis,

hia

Fair

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Then he changes

of his wife.

"IRON TO GOLD"

AUTHOR

Average

the outlaw.

Won't

Do

If

Curtis, the outlaw, tells Kirby's wife that her hus-

remains to take care of him. A week later her husband finds her, but she begs him not to press charges
against Curtis. He accuses her of loving Curtis and
she leaves him. Meantime Curtis comes to town and
gives himself up. Bat Piper, a would-be "tough guy,"
arrives at the summons of Kirby to get Curtis out of
the way. Piper had been extorting money from Curtis
about the affair of years before. There
are various complications in which all hands get shot
and do some shooting. Eventually Kirby is killed and
his wife realizes she does- love Curtis.
to

keep

silent

They Like Real Live Western

Box

Stories

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

your folks are used to good live westerns, with
good action and plenty of it, they won't be satisfied
with "Iron to Gold." It might have done for a two
reel western, but in an attempt to make a feature out
of it any action that might have been obtained is lost
in the maze of slow-moving incidents and there is no

Perhaps the star has a large following among your
patrons, in which case they will come in on the
strength of his name. It is doubtful, however, if even
they will accept the story which he has been given in

manner

as the story

If

of sustained interest at

all.

this one.
title isn't

He

deserves

much

better material.

particularly attractive and means
is

concerned.

little

The
as far

THE

SXi^

DAILV
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Average Western That Has Fine Action
The

Joe Moore and Eileen Sedgwick in

"FALSE BRANDS"
Pacific Prod.

William
William

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

J.

Craft

J.

Craft

Not credited
Joe Mayer

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

fairly

good western with

first

rate action at times but occasionally quite slow

STORY

Consists of some familiar situations

that are adequately handled

A

DIRECTION
lected a

little

uneven sometimes;

se-

good cast and provides proper locations

PHOTOGRAPHY

many

might

slackens and the ending isn't reached as swiftly as it
should be to carry out the punch contained in the
climax.

The

director has

shown good judgment

in

the selection of types for the various roles and other-

Robert
Kortmann makes a good cattle rustler villain. There
are two or three evidences of bad cutting and at
times the sub -titles are not consistent to the action

wise

provided

at the

moment.

The

story

is

a

satisfactory

made up

of

production.

more or

less

familiar

Mostly natural

who tries to frame a murder on
him and thereby ruin the romance of the cowboy
and his ranch sweetheart. It starts off a bit slow
with the action laid in what is supposed to be a co-ed

Joe Moore pleas-

close-ups

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

the cattle rustler

Correct types

college, but the director forgot to shoot his scenes

Good
Only a few

where children's shoot-the shoots, seesaws and
swings would not be in view. They don't belong
on what you are asked to accept as a college campus.
Joe Sullivan's father owns a big ranch and since

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

it

situations with such ingredients as the hero cowboy,

all

Eileen Sedgwick suitable

ing and quite active

but given too

;

not always quite as even as

right

Usually

LIGHTINGS
STARS
Do *SSitisfactory work

is

in Spots

be and especially toward the end, after successfully
building to an effective climax, the interest suddenly

Co.— State Rights

DIRECTOR

direction

1922

12,

Ranch owner's

incognito, takes hold of things, rounds

son,

up the

rustler and wins the superintendent's daughter

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,314 feet

This state rights western feature is about up to the
average of this type of production and oflFers two
pleasing stars in a story that gives them ample opportunity to show what they can do and roles that suit
their personalities very well. Joe Moore not only has
the pleasant smile of his probably better known brothers, Tom, Matt and Owen, but is able to handle a cowboy role in fine style. Eileen Sedgwick makes an
agreeable heroine but most of the close-ups are not
too kind to her. There are too many of them anyway.

Joe can't get along in college without fighting, his
father decides to send him to his ranch with the
understanding that he will not make known his real
identity in an eflfort to capture the man who is stealing cattle.
Eileen Morgan, the superintendent's
daughter, is a willing partner in the adventure. Joe
immediately incurs the enmity of Schultz, the foreman. Schultz and his crowd set the sheriff on Joe's
track and accuse him of rustling.
Joe escapes but
there are a series of exciting sequences following
in which the hero and Schultz play a battle of guns
and wits ending in Joe's victory both in proving
Schultz as the thief and in winning the hand of Eileen.

Not a Big Puller But Shouldn't Bring Any Kicks Either
Box

You can probably

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

satisfy the average audience

and

admirers of western subjects with "False Brands."

The

title

appropriate and one that really pertains

is

to the story.
not.

Given a

customary

amount

A

good many

fair

amount

exploitation

of drawing

power

it

of
of

them now adays do
advertising and the

should

in itself.

have

a

certain

Probably you will have to do a little extra talking
about the stars because they are not universally
known. You can interest some by telling them Joe
Moore is one of "the Moore boys" Tom, Owen,
Matt and Joe and Eileen Sedgwick is likely better
known for her work in serials, and recently in
Universal two reel western and railroad dramas also
a3 the star in Universal's serial "The Diamond Queen,"

—

—
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FASCINMON
a TIFFANY J^r^^i^r^^b;

METRO

Your Patrons Will

Want

to

Know

the Answers to These:

3r
What

is

the secret

of

FASCINATION?
Can Men

Resist

FASCINATION?
It;'

How

do

Women Learn
FASCINATION?

Have Good

Girls

Got

FASCINATION?
Can

Clothes Create

FASCINATION?
Is

Love the Same as

FASCINATION?
Would You

i%

ii

Surrender to

FASCINATION?

—And

they'll

fight to

SEE
Fascin*
ikX'

ationT*

»tri»:M

.^^mm
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Elimination of Considerable Detail
J.

W.

"DETERMINATION"
Joseph Levering

AUTHOR

Not credited

SCENARIO BY

Garfield

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE. .... .Dramatic
bly weakened by too

Thompson

Wm.

CroUy

situations considera-

much

detail

and not con-

good acting
STORY
Not wholly original but a good deal of
»
by-plot has been worked in with it
Fair; sometimes confuses seDIRECTION
quences badly and has made too much of slum
atmosphere
Generally good
PHOTOGRAPHY
sistently

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Alpheus Lincoln does best work

double role

;

women

to

Speed

director has provided a

first

in

players not very attractive

Up

It

is

*

.^laiM^Ki

atmospher of

rate

the slums, but the impression one gets

State Rights

DIRECTOR

Necessary

is

The

Martin presents

11

that

it

pleased

him so well he couldn't get away from it. There are
numerous bits that have little or no connection with
the main story and only serve to slow up action despite the individual success of the scenes in question.

Another matter which the director has not attended
to satisfactorily is the introduction of the characters

and a

definite establishment of their relations to each

other.
The character of Lord Warburton gradually
becomes more certain as the story progresses.
The production is too long and would be greatly
improved by cutting and sub-titles that would be a
trifle more explicit at times.
The twin brother theme
is

way

carried out in a

that keeps the spectator in sus-

pense as to just what they may expect in the conclusion whether or not John Morton is guilty of leading a double life. In this respect the director has been
quite successful and reaches the denouement effec-

—

tively.

tive

EXTERIORS

Those

of

London

street scenes

good

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate

Too much of it
Slum worker ac-

CHARACTER OF STORY

cused of living a double life learns that the other
man is his twin brother

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

10,000 feet

This state rights offering aims to rise above the
average both in the way of production and the general
handling of the story because it is evident that a good
deal of attention has been given to the presentation,
not only in the great amount of detail and some effective detail at that but in the layout as a whole.
However, as far as the average audience is concerned
the picture is not likely to be considered as having

—

—

The

players have apparently, been selected without

a great deal of thought as to their ability or suitability

and there are none that are well known
to picturegoers.
Alpheus Lincoln handles the dual
role well enough except when he is required to "act"
to the parts,

intoxicated.

are without

tumes are

The women members of the company
much charm of personality and their cosnot likely to cause any envy among the

feminine spectators.
Frances Lloyd, daughter of an American Senator,
meets John Morton, an Englishman who considers

Frances interhimself
Morton's
work
and
as well,
ests herself in
Warburton, in love with the girl, tells her Morton
He
leads a double life and is a notorious gambler.
proves it by taking her to Paris and pointing him out.

himself the emancipator of the poor.

Meantime word reaches London

that

John Morton

attained any great heights, chiefly because of over-

leading a dual existence and the fact

stressed detail, confusion of sequences and

Morton

players neither well

known nor

a cast of

particularly impres-

You'll

Have

to

depends largely upon whether or not your folks
are critical and exacting in their choice of film enterthey are,

if

they want

realities,

humane-

and more weighty situations, they
will not be satisfied with "Determination," which, incidentally, opens with long, explaining titles that
dwell upon "Determination," but the theory is not
However,
strictly adhered to in the plot as a whole.

ness, heart interest

made

man

is

published.

who

his twin brother

clear for Frances

to Interest

con-

and the

and Morton.

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

It

If

is

Depend Upon Gatchlines
Box

tainment.

it,

fesses that the other

way

sive.

sees

is

confides in his step-father,

is

it

may

though

possibly be a good one for the box
it

doesn't

seem

to

ofifice,

al-

have many exploitation an-

gles.

You

have to stick to catchlines regarding the
them because there are no well known
players nor any names atall in connection with the
production that will mean anything to your patrons.
Play up the twin brother idea. It is the best angle.
will

story to interest

dependent on the SUPER-QUALITY of the
pictures they make, on the
THEY

will be

What

MAKE

MONEY

the

FOR EXHIBITORS.

PARTNERSHIP

The tremendous meaning back
can only be fully realized by
opposite extreme

—directors

methods, grinding out

Brings to

Wid Gunning

men who have

seen the

work under

factory-

at

film,

film,

that statement

of

film.

of every

motion picture shown

YOU!

years

Did you ever stop to think of the difference between
a reel creator working on a salary, hampered by
incompetent executive direction and a real creator
working on his own?

STORIES,

production

of

directors— all

these

in this country, three

he

places

—

in

great

PARTNERSHIP

experience

in

CHOICE OF
IDEA

the

so that the picture shall have an

as well as entertaining action.

His successful experience

in the

PREPARATION

of the continuity, so that there shall

Did you ever stop to think of the difference between
and a real
a real creator working on his own alone
creator working on his own in association with a
mgn who knows his language, works shoulder to

—

shoulder with him, inspires the best that

in

is

him,

acts ?s a constant balance-wheel?

BIG

pictures in

have been no

wasting of strength or money when the

last

scene

His successful experience
sets, players, so that all

in the choice of locations,

blend into the perfect whole.

His successful experience and proven foresight
Analyze the mind
terms of your own

His successful experience
of the production

Think of what being in business for yourself means
you think of what having an associate and coworker who is your perfect balance-wheel means

TITLES

—a

in the cutting

vital part of his

Gunning,

all

work.

that he has learned,

EXHIBITORS.

all

that his

PARTNERSHIP

with
There's a winning combination!

future will mean, tied into

Then you have an understanding of the conditions
Loane Tucker and Wid Gunning
into PRODUCTION PARTNERSHIP, of the work
that Wid Gunning has been doing in production for

and editing

His successful experience in the choice of MAIN
that mean something at the box office.

Wid

to you.

in

DIRECTORS.

business.

;

is

taken.

the choice of

Follow that process of thought.

to

two

with

association

WITH EXHIBITORS.
His successful

of the creator of

SHOW

places twenty-six years of

experience, five years of study, analysis, and reviewing

that brought George

Contracts arid forms are not ready to start selling, but as only
the

FIRST

can share the

tip is

— Write

today for details

—

the past three years.

And you have

placed on record in your mind one
fundamental, basic causes for the success of
Gunning's Direct Booking and Profit Sharing

of the

Wid
plan.

That

I

is

,

:

.

;;

r ^'*i^

the production side, the guarantee that the

twelve pictures

Wid Gunning

will

with three real creators will be
of next year.

Wid Gunning and
selves in a position

make

THE

in association

twelve pictures

1540

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

three great directors place them-

where every cent

of their

reward

Telephone Bryant 4364

!
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Star's Attractiveness
Marie Prevost

and Good Production Holds

DIRECTOR

Clarence Badger
Mildred Considine

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Doris Schroeder

Bennie Bail
The usual type of Marie Pre-

WHOLE
vost picture

—nice

sets, pretty star

but not

much

story

STORY

Very

near-serious

slight

and nothing new; has one

situation

but

has

it

a

comedy

ending

DIRECTION

Satisfactory; surrounds star with

proper atmosphere and prominence she com-

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Vivacious

Very good
All right

and with her usual attractive

pout

SUPPORT

Robert Ellis can't get away from the
fact that he's an actor and "acting"; Herbert
Prior, the villain, and Fontaine La Rue an adequate villainess; Jack Perrin should have had
Ellis' role

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Beautiful estate

Splendid

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Butterfly daughter

has her matrimonial troubles while her father
suffers financial difficulties— plus a happy ending

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,751 feet

Marie Prevost offering doesn't vary greatly
from the others in which she has been presented by
Universal of late, but the former bathing beauty manages to put it over satisfactorily through her own personality, beauty and ability to look and act cute for
latest

Will

Go Very Well

Marie Prevost

Demon"

isn't

nearly as

in this

who

some

good laughs.

fairly

when he succeeded

much

one as she

is

it

out to feat-

Mildred Considine's story

is

about the slightest and

has managed to dress it up with good looking sets,
good photography, a suitable cast and the introduction of garden parties, ball room scenes and the like.
The early reels don't attempt to take the form of a
story but serve to establish the star as a butterfly,
j^romoting her frivolity and generally making known
the fact that she has a rich, indulgent father and at

two suitors as well as a string of male acquaintances who, at the outset, are shown chasing the butleast

The

around the grounds

star

is

of her palatial estate.

sure to please those

lookers" and she has some pretty
for feminine observation.

who

favor the "good

new gowns to offer
is much too

Robert Ellis

much

of an actor in the part of Gary, adviser and silent
admirer of Marie. And how he does take to close-ups
"It is a relief to see your level-headed attitude in
contrast with these one-half of one per cent brains,"
said the father of

"The Dangerous

Little

Demon"

as

he stood with his secretary, Jack Perrin, and watched
a score of society lightweights gambol about with his
pleasure-mad daughter. And when the young secretary intimated his regard for the girl, "the old man"
put his hand out and gave his best wishes. In came
the daughter and the secretary proposed to her. Thus
did her first taste of the serious business of life begin,
while Gary McVeigh, a wealthy neighbor who played
"big brother" to her, looked on and felt more pain
than he wanted known.' From one mad party to another

went the "demon"

ancing

in search of pleasure, bal-

against the attractiveness of a happy marwith a fireside man. In the end she chose a

it

ried life

combination of the two extremes and married Gary.

is

the First Choice

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a

"Dangerous

a "cute"

little

demon, so you can surely satisfy your folks if they
have shown a liking for her in the past. The comedy
business isn't especially strong, but the sequence in
which Marie is included in the patrons of the gambling place

test

unoriginal piece that could be imagined, but Badger

Unless Good Story Material
Box

Little

Director Badger

tired.

ure length.

terfly girl

mands

The

and not have you get
comes second in the endurance

Up

in stretching the story sufficiently to get

Universal

AS A

It

five reels

in

"THE DANGEROUS LITTLE DEMON"

CAMERAMAN

13

are taken to the police station offers

There isn't a great deal that you can talk about
except the star and the usual visual appeal which she
and the pleasing surroundings provided by DiThe story hardly warrants much talk
except a catchline or two regarding the butterfly girl
and her matrimonial difficulties. Play up the star and
title with the most prominence, being liberal with
offers

rector Badger.

stills

of the star in the lobby.

>

—^^
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No New

Situations in Story Based on

Anita Stewart in

Louis B. Mayer

—Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

Edwin Carewe

AUTHOR

Ruth Cross

SCENARIO BY

Josephine Quirk
Robert Kurrle
A mediocre picture that has
possibilities inasmuch as it contains excellent

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

out-of-doors atmosphere

STORY

Not

a situation that hasn't already been

used; altogether lacking in originality
Usually satisfactory but could not

DIRECTION

keep story from becoming commonplace

Good
All right

Handles the part

and

satisfactorily

is

well suited

SUPPORT

No

cast includes

really outstanding performances;

Edward Hearn and Arthur

Stuart

Hull, hero and villain respectively

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Quite pretty

Adequate
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

fight for a rail-

road right-of-way with the heroine coming to
the rescue when the villain resorts to blowing

up the dam

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
They

certainly

Ruth Cross' novel from People's
starring vehicle.

The

ting
as

is

is

of the usual order
to.

they selected

Home

Journal as a

nothing new, not even a

"A Question

you expect them

when

basic situation has been used

time and again and there
single variation, in

.6,065 feet

were not particular about getting

an original story for Anita Stewart

of

Honor."

The

plot-

and events happen along just
spectator is a lap ahead

The

Will Satisfy Unless
Box

the Familiar Right-of-Way

Bill Shannon will l)e victorious.
Of course
things look pretty bad for him at times, especially
when the villain plans to blow up the dam. He in-

time hero

by telling them the dam
is unsafe and they are in danger of their lives if it
gives way, 1)Ut at the same time he gets them to cooperate in l)lowing it up. Poor logic is another weakcites the villagers against Bill

ness of the story.

splendid atmosphere

and

thoroughly

scenes in and around the

dam

construction are the

realistic

The locations have
chosen and the photography is also good.
Anita Stewart does good work as the heroine, Anne
Wilmot, and Edward Hearn is a substantial but not
especially pleasing hero.
Arthur Stuart Hull is the
villain who does nothing but reiterate that he "must
chief points of interest in the film.
l)een well

secure that right-of-way."

good character

Walt Whitman

offers a

bit.

Mrs. Wilmot and her niece, Anne, accompany Mrs.
Wilmot's brother, Leon Morse, to his lodge in the
West, near the site of his new railroad. Morse plans
to force Bill Shannon to give up his plans for a dam
and sell him the site in order to secure a short cut on
his railroad. Shannon refuses. Meantime Anne, who
has promised to give Morse an answer to his proposal,
meets Shannon and is attracted by his indifference
toward h'"
When she hears Morse is planning to
blow up the dam she warns Shannon and admits her
love for him. Morse corners her in Shannon's cabin.
To protect herself she lies and tells Morse it is he she
loves.
Shannon overhears and, of course, misunderstands.
Anne foils Morse's second attempt to blowup the dam and Shannon realizes she really loves him.
.

They Demand Something Really

Original

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Less critical audiences will probably be satisfied
with "A Question of Honor" and those that delight in
romantic stories with plenty of intrigue and plotting
be well pleased because there is plenty of
in Anita Stewart's latest offering.
If the star is a

villains will
it

1922

way thr(nigh. The ending is obfrom
vious
the moment hero and heroine meet.
It is the old right-of-way formula with intrigue and
romance fighting side by side. The minute they tell
you that villain Leon Morse is a man "who" always
gets what he wants," that's the cue. You know this

A

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

12,

ul^tlic action all the

HONOR"

"A QUESTION OF

Sunday, March

favorite, so much the better.
You shouldn't have
much trouble interesting them in the picture.
You can talk about the splendid locations and prom-

In case
ise them a pleasing mountain atmosphere.
you think the story is not too'familiar with your folks
"When Morse
you might use catchlines such as
tried to blow up the dam he did not realize that his
sister's niece was in love with the man who was building it. See how the plot and the romance works out.
Anita Stewart is the
It was 'A Question of Honor.'
star and the picture is showing at the blank theater."
:

JUDGE
PRODUCTION

HE PRODIGAL
AN EDWARD JOSE

FEATURING

JEAN PAIGE
AND AN ALL STAR CAST
DAPTED FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS NOVEL

^ fa

%\\

VAUGHAN KESTER
ALBERT

E.

SMITH

president

^'^

ALBERT

e.

SMITH

fResesTS

GYPSY PASSION
A Louis Mercanton Production
ADAPTED FROM JEAN

'^MIARKA,

RICMEPIN'S

FAMOUS NOVEL

The Child of the Bear"

U
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Romance and Good Race Track Sequence

Pleasing Southern

"CHAIN LIGHTNING"

— State

Arrow

DIRECTOR

by Ann

Ben Wilson
Grubb Alexander and Agnes

J.

Wm.

SCENARIO BY

J.

Grubb Alexander and Agnes

WHOLE

Harry Gerstad
good average entertainment
neighborhood house audiences

A

that will satisfy
in particular

STORY

Not original but nicely handled and
with an adequately sustained interest and pleasing love story
DIRECTION
Establishes fine Southern atmosphere and is generally quite smooth
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good; shots of race very good
LIGHTINGS
Mostly natural
PLAYERS
Ann Little a pleasing heroine; Jack
Dougherty not very prominent in hero role;
Norval MacGregor, Joseph W. Girard and Wm.
Carroll do good

work

EXTERIORS

Pretty

_.

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
when

Girl rides horse to

she learns jockey

is

planning to

"throw" the race and saves her father from
bankruptcy

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Arrow has

typical of an an old Southern

Carrol as the jockey

5,000

feet

good picture of average calibre in
"Chain Lightning" and one that will prove thoroughly
satisfying to a good majority of picture patrons, more
particularly the neighborhood house clientele. There
is a pleasing Southern atmosphere and plenty of ata

tractive exteriors that

make

the feature's pictorial ap-

peal an outstanding attraction.

A capable

cast headed

plot hinges

upon

an effective climax that
rector

Box

Ann

who know what their patrons like best
and number among their preferences pictures with
race track atmosphere, can be assured that "Chain

about the romance of a

girl

to stick to the racing angle tell
financial difficulties

You can

talk

and a boy whose respective

had long been enemies, or
and his

if

threat-

Little is splen-

some

of the

a horse race and
isn't a

new

works up

obvious until he

is

to

situation but Dito

become

quite ready to spring the surprise

and then he lets you know that it was the heroine who
rode Chain Lightning to victory. In this respect the
story resembles other pictures that have used the same
idea but in the others melodrama usually played an
important part.
There is very little "meller" in "Chain Lightning."
The jockey is the nearest approach to a villain and his
I

plotting to secure heroine

Peggy

for himself results

an accident when the carriage in which they are riding goes over an embankment. The love interest is
nicely carried out and the final happy ending in which
the old family feud is forgotten in the marriage of the
daughter of the one and the son of the other.
Major Lee Pomeroy is forced to sell Chain Lightning, his favorite horse which has qualified for the big
race and regarded as having a good chance of winning.
Peggy, the Major's daughter, returns from
school only to learn that her pet has passed into the
hands of Col. Bradley, her father's enemy. Hoping
in

to retrieve his fortune, the

Major puts

all his

money

Rollins, the jockey, threatens

on Chain Lightning.

Peggy consents

marry him.
She is in love with Bob, the Colonel's nephew. Rollins kidnaps Peggy but she overpowers him, leaves
him tied in a barn, rides Chain Lightning herself and
wins. Major Pomeroy and the Colonel are reconciled
while Peggy gives her hand to Bob.
to "pull" the race unless

to

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Exhibitors

Lightning" will go over splendidly.

who

a near-villain

Wilson doesn't allow the denouement

The Average Audience Will Like

families

is

Norval
Major and

close-ups.

The

CAMERAMAN

victory

is

ens the happiness of the heroine.

Parsons

AS A

1922

This

in

didly photographed and quite pretty in

Parsons

12,

Little handles the various roles ably.

MacGregor

Rights
,

AUTHORS

Sunday, March

you think

it

best

them about the Major's

effort to retrieve his for-

tune by placing all his
win the big race.
It

money on

Chiain Lightning to

would probably give away the story too much

to

say that the heroine rides the horse to victory, but
you can use your own judgment about this. Ann Little used to be very well known but she has not appeared at very frequent intervals lately, so you will have
to use other methods to get them interested than the

mere mention

of her

name.

Sunday, March

—.ggg^

DAILY

1922

12,

Mason

Shirley
Shirley

Mason

Pleasing as Usual But Story Rather

in

"THE RAGGED HEIRESS"
Fox

DIRECTOR

Harry Beaumont
Jules Furthman
Jules Furthman

^

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE
Shirley

Lucien Andriot
Just what you will expect with

Mason

STORY

the star ; will please her admirers

Not as good

her;

as they usually secure for

implausibilities

and

coincidence

very

prominent

DIRECTION

Satisfactory

PHOTOGRAPHY

.:.

Good
Good

LIGHTINGS
^
^
STAR
Doesn't vary from her usual performance;
first

the rags and then the riches

SUPPORT

Edwin Stevens and

Dowell, the

principals

Claire

support,

in

Mac-

suitable;

John Harron, the hero

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

^

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl cheated out of

All right

Adequate
Requisite

her inheritance by uncle and aunt is finally
restored to her father and her wealth

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,888 feet

Everyone acquainted with the little Fox star and
her individual style of ingenue acting will accept
"The Ragged Heiress" and be pleased with it. But
only because

it

well enough to

though

it is

Mason and they like her
put up with a weak story. Even

is

Shirley

a fairly suitable vehicle for her

and gives

her the opportunities she requires, the situations are
altogether too far-fetched.

As

in

some

in rags, but

in,

of her past features, Shirley starts out

frocks ready for the clinch and an

ending.

The

some pretty
around happy

the final reel blazes forth in
all

director has surrounded the star with

the proper atmosphere and a suitable cast in which

Will

Go Well Enough and
Box

is

as pleasing as ever, and even though the story

may

not be up to the average or as good as she has

had

in her last

well

MacDowell and Edwin Stevens handle the

cru-el

uncle

few pictures,

still

she puts

it

over

enough through her pleasing personality and

her ability to be cute without overdoing

is

and

aunt

do except be on hand
sufficiently

isn't

roles

satisfactorily.

John

much to
Van Auker

a pleasing hero but hasn't very
for the finish.

Cecil

emotional in the role of Shirley's

father.

There are
In the
child

many

implausibilities in the story

place the father very blindly places the

first

in

a great

the care of his unscrupulous brother and

sister. A title informs you that he is going to prison
because he has stolen money from the bank of which
he is president. On top of that he arranges with his
attorney to provide a sum something like $10,000
The
a year for the upbringing of his daughter.
daughter is a big girl and the money is still coming.
Just why the man didn't use it to square himself
Coincidence plays a prominent
is never made known.
part all through and the climax depends upon it
entirely for its punch.

Lucia Moreton, a very little girl, runs away from
the uncle and the aunt who are receiving large sums
yearly to take care of her, and lives with her former
nurse. Norah loves the child and brings it up as her
The grown up Lucia (Shirley Mason), is
own.
forced to seek employment when Norah, whom she
Through a forged
believes is her mother, dies.
her aunt.
Moreton,
reference she is hired by Mrs.
When the forgery is discovered, Lucia is about to
be discharged when Moreton receives word that his
brother, long since released from prison, has made
a fortune out west and is coming back to receive
Lucia is forced into masquerading as
his daughter.
the daughter, or else go to jail for forgery. Eventually
Meantime Lucia has
she tells Moreton the truth.
fallen in love with Glen Wharton but did not want
she was a servant. It is all cleared when
Lucia mentions Norah's name. She is happy with
her father and Glen, while the uncle and aunt are

him

to

know

requested to return the stolen fortune.

Star's Following Will Like It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You won't have any difficulty satisfying the Shirley
Mason fans with "The Ragged Heiress," because
she

Weak

Claire

Harron

^

AUTHOR
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i»i

it.

The

title

and

star's

name should

interest them, especially

if

her pictures usually draw a good house.
Catchlines may also serve to attract. You might
"See the story of the little servant girl who
say:

was

rich but didn't

know

it.

Or,

"You

can't always

See Shirley Mason's latest
your relations.
Heiress'
and you understand
picture, 'The Ragged
why."
trust

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Kelease Date

Footage

ARROW FILM

Ten Nights in a Bar Room
The Innocent Cheat

Cham

Ueleaie Date

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

8,000
5,000
5,000

Lightning

ASTA FILMS,

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Kambeau) .. 5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)
5,000

INC.

Hamlet (Asta Nielsen)

9,500

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)

5,000
5,000
5,000

Trails (Pete Morrison)
City (Helen Holmes)

Crossing

Ghost

AYWON FILM
(All Star)
the Border (Big

Fidelity

Across

WARNER

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Boy Williams)

Time

a

the Grade
C. B. C.

Adventures
Alt

(Roy Stewrt)

& Howell Comedies

5,000

the River,
Girl, Raiders of the North,
Knight of the Pines,
of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North,
Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River,
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath
Comedies (2 reels)
Wild
and Tame Men, The
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.
Serials:
:

XLNT

DONOVAN MILO PROD.
Marntr

7,000

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young)
Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight

6,274
7,000

Success Series:

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES
FEDERATION FILM CO.

4,951

Harry Carey:

His Nibs (Chic Sales)
Disciple

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
Room Boy Comedies.

5,800

Work
J.

(Edith

Stockton)

6,800

False

Point

:

2-

19-22

Maker

of

:

Circus Heroes.

Ford Weekly.
12-11-21

Miracles

Serial:

Men
Trail

(Fred K.

Beauvais)

12-25-21

2-

5-22

Squire Phin

(Maclyn Arbuckle)

Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter
Trail

of

the

of

Texas

Law

The Bootleggers
The Man Who Paid
'

SECOND NATIONAL
David end Jonathan
Her Story
The Night Riders
Brenda's

Heritage

15

episodes

Ii»T»»»iy

Callalian,

12

INC.

2-reels.

GAUMONT COMPANY
News

(every Tuesday); Graphic (every Friday).
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19. 085 feet). 10 episodes.

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
33-

America

5-22
5-22

11-

3,000

1-15-22

5.000

4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000

of

Spirit,

(fourteen)

Reissues

INC.

(each 2 reels).

CO.

Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Series:
Sweethearts, Service Stripes. He's In Again,
feet)
(2 reels)
:

;

The Conquering Hero.

PINNACLE COMEDIES
(2 reels):

Razzin' the Jazz,

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law? Nation'i

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a month) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

(1 reel).
reels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.
11

20 21

See

First.

Dream, Shimmy

5,000
6,000
6,000
5.000
5,000
6,000
.5,000
5,000
5,000

PICT. CORP.

INC.

Moonlight Knight. Full

Ray

Invisible

11-13-21

:

JOAN FILM SALES

6 21

5,000

reels)

(2

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)

the Junple.

FILM MARKET,

PRIMEX FILMS
The Lonely

ot

Mack Swain Comedies

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
Blanchette
5.800
PLYMOUTH FILM CORP.

A

15

Serials:

5,000
4,314

Brands

Field),

Nearly Married. Kidnapper's Revenge,
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
A Bedroom Scandal. Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoojj,
Br'de and Gloom, In and Out. His Dizzy Day
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)

10,000

From Rocky

CO.

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

:

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE

PACIFIC FILM CO.
Girl

INC.

reels).

episodes.

W. MARTIN

Determination

(2

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM
Serial

W. FILM CORP.

J.

reel each).

(1

DOMINANT PICTURES,

GEO. H.

Vendetta (Pola Negri)

reel).

each).

reel

(1

Celebrated Comedies

10 Episodes

HAMILTON
5,000
HEPWORTH PRODUCTIONS
Forest Finds Himself
5,000
HOWELLS SALES CO., INC.

(1

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
Gump

5,400
5,300
5,900
5,400
5.200
5,100

Me My Son

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Western Star Dramas

Branded (Josephine Erale)
The Thinker

B.

(2 reels).
(2 reels).

Dramas

Hall

6,000
7,000
7,000
9,000

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth

Should a Wife

Ranch Westerns

INC.

Temporary Wife

John

Westerns

12

22 Railroad
Pickford Revivals.

C.
Star

CORP.

2 reels).

(each 2 reels).

Helen Holmes:

Mary

GAUMONT

Give

Westerns (each

15
6

Joy Comedies:
12-25-21

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

The Supreme Passion
The Ne'er.Do-Well
The House Without Children
The Spoilers

reels).

2

AYWON FILM

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

Westerns (each

15

Franklin Farnum:
6,365

(Serial)

A

Women

:

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.

Hindoo

A

:

5,748

In the Clutches of the

CORP.

The Man

GEORGE KLEINE

THE FILM MARKET,

CORP.

S.

Three and a

5.000

Caesar

New

S.

(12 2-rcels), Pure and Simple (2 reeU), Liquoriih

ARROW FILM

CORP.

The Hidden Light

The

T.

15 episodes.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)
Looking Up Jim, In

5,800

The Fatal Marriage

Silas

Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln),

of

5,000

Art Brand Prod.

Julius

4-21

Lips (2 reels).

FILM SALES CORP.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

12-

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.

4,700

Greatest Question

Life's

12-18-21

5,000
8.000

ADVENTURES OF

1-29-22

DAVID BUTLER PROD.
Making

BROS.

Barrie)

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

HENRY BOLLMAN
Once Upon

Ashamed of Parents
School Days (Wesley

2-26-22

CORP.

The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams)

Kcviewed

Kootage

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke Mc Luke's Film-Osophy, each }4 reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes)
Serial

—

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

2.000
2,000

n

Some
"Oh Promise Me"— Christie

Short Reels

— Educational

the camera backs up you discover that they are only tramps

comedy

on the open end of a freight car. Their little game is soon
interrupted by the appearance of the brakeman. Arriving at

Me" is one of the best Christie has done in
month. It is filled with interest and splendid comedy
work and runs along without a hitch. Towards the end it
speeds up quite a good deal and puts over a splendid thrill and
The story deals with the boys who have
a continuous laugh.
returned from France and have a little club in Los Angeles.
One of the fellows promises to marry 24 hours after Armistice
Day, but when his girl hears about this she becomes very
angry because she was not asked about it. To make good his
promise Dick, "who had been gassed by Cupid" several times,
sends a cable to a French dame whom he knew in gay Paree.
She sets sail at once. On Armistice Day Dick gets out his
uniform and joins the bunch as they march in review before
Marshal Foch. His girl is watching from the window and signals to Dick. The sergeant tells him to stay in line, but Dick
"Oh, shut up, the war is over," and falls out to join
replies:
his girl.
As he still had the license they decide to get married the following day.
But that was just the day that the
French girl was due to arrive. "Meet her and keep her away
for a couple of hours," Dick tells his pals. They do, but they
mistake the bride for the French girl. This is followed by
waiting-at-the-church scenes which are very funny. The bride
escapes and rushing home puts on her bridal gown. She and
her mother get on a motorcycle and speed for the church.
Down the main street they shoot with the bridal veil streaming
after them. In the meantime the boys were rushing the French
girl to the church.
Both girls arrive at the same time a climax of fun. A double wedding ends this most amusing comedy which is filled with laughs and some splendid comedy situations. This is certainly one of Christie's very best and will
tickle any audience.
The titles are clever and the whole production given an air of reality.
The flash showing Marshal
Foch reviewing the troops on Armistice Day was not actually
needed for the story, but it doesn't in any way distract from
the comedy.

a small town they decide to put on a one night bill and engage Harry, the town boob, to paste up the posters.
Some
very funny comedy business takes place when Harry tries to
hang the posters on the town fences. The boards are loose
and one by one the fences fall to the ground. In the evening
Harry proceeds to ruin the show. As scene shifter and property man Harry is far from a success, but the minute the two

Type

of

production

2

reel

'"Oh Promise

many-

a

—

"Over the Andes"

Type

of

— Kineto

Review

production

1

reel

high plateaus and giant mountains
with snow-capped peaks are included in the many views in
of tropical

density,

"Over the Andes." Lima, the capital, is the starting point.
From here the camera travels up on the railway till the top
of the Andes is reached.
That strange animal, the llama, is
found along the mountain passes. Native types of Spanish
and Indian origin are shown in close-ups as well as market
places and other touches of human interest. The reel closes
with some splendid views of the picturesque Rimae River.
"Over the Andes'' is a well composed travel reel dealing with
a country that is little seen on the screen.
It will entertain
the average audience and make a splendid program filler.

"A One Horse Town"
Type

of production

—Century— Universal
2

reel

many

laughs.

"Official

Type

Urban Movie Chats No. 6"— Hodkinson

of production

1

reel

magazine

The earlier numbers of "The Official Urban Movie Chats"
made for the M. P. T. O. A., and distributed by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corp., contained better material and photography
than the more recent issues.
This last number opens with
a foreword appealing directly to the audience in the following
terms: "The joy killing pessimist of today is a fanatic and
an obstacle in the pathway of progress.
need red
blooded optimists to lead the way to contentment, happiness
and prosperity." As in the previous chats, the subjects are

We

under its separate heading.
chapters each
Sports and Pastimes, Household Hints, Public
Service, Biology and the Great Outdoors are included in this
number.
Each chapter is introduced by a little quotation
arranged

in

Agriculture,

Emerson, Longfellow and Pope
a famous author.
these
are household names known to
quoted
from,
and
are
almost everyone, but who are J. C. Holland and Harriet
Prescott StofTord? The reel closes with a little sermon under
the title of "Public Forum"; "You have a decided interest
in every child as a future citizen and possible leader in your
country's affairs. What you do for the welfare of the children
of your community, you do for yourself."

from

travel

Here is a nice little travel picture away from the beaten
track and recording scenes of unusual interest in Peru. Jungles

ham actors try to get away with the town's savings, Harry
makes good. As a reward he wins the hand of his girl and,
what is more important, the consent of her father. "A One
Horse Town" is amusing, entertaining, and will get a good

comedy

Harry Sweet plays the part of the boob in this entertaining
Century comedy. The offering opens up with a close-up of
two gentlemen playing cards and smoking cigars, but when

"A
Type

Baby"— Star—Universal

Bottle

2 reel

of production

comedy

Eddie Boland and Laura LaPlant get of? some very good
comedy work in "A Bottle Baby." As soon as they are
married they embark upon a sea trip. The happy bride has
brought along a present for her husband in the form of a
She tells him to go into the cabin and get
bottle of liquor.
In the meantime the lady in the next cabin
her baby good bye and places it on the bed in the
Hubby is very much surprised to find
newlyweds room.
his

present.

kisses

is a baby and rushing back to his bride inquires
"One year," she replies.
long she has been hiding it.
Just as hubby is about to throw the child overboard the
mother of the baby receives a wireless saying the sufficient
funds await her at San Francisco. Of course she wants her
baby back. The rest of this amusing comedy deals with the

that his present

how

bottle of

whiskey and

a

prohibition officer

who happens

to

be on board.
More than the average number of laughs are
contained in this very lively comedy.
The action is snappy
and the gags well handled. "A Bottle Baby" is certain to
please almost any audience.

Short Reels
"His Inheritance Taxi"

Type

— Star— Universal

of production

"Too Much Sap"— Mutt and Jeff— Fox

comedy
A clever comedy, well done and amusing. Laura La Plant
and Neely Edwards are the chief fun makers.
With the
arrival of the letter:
"Come home and live with us father
has

gone

to

the

1

penitentiary

— enclosed

reel

—

are

R.

R.

tickets,"

At the station he discovers that
he has left his tickets at home.
While he is gone a sneak
tliiefs robs the wife of her purse and fools the police.
He
also meets hubby on iiis way and forces him to change
clothes with him.
After some very amusing comedy work
l)oth are arrested and taken before the police captain.
All
is
explained and hubby gets his clothes back from the
prisoner.
Once more they make a dash for the train, this
lime in a taxi; but alas! his pockets have no money and the
driver demands his pay.
A little comedy business lands the
taxi driver in the hands of a cop and hubby on the back
platform of the already moving express.
lius1)and

and wife

set out.

Type

of i)roduction

This

is

about the most original and

1

lively

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

Mutt and

ff^e

Never

Disappoint'^'*

•if
if
if

if
if
if
if
if

if
if
if
if
if
if

Now Located at

229 W. 28th Street

if
if

if
if
if
if
if
if
if

Telephones: Watkins 1416 and 1417
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Jeff

stunts especially well.
Most of the gags are entirely new
and register laughs all the way through. Mutt and Jeff start
out to tap maple trees. Jeff refuses to do the thing according
to Mutt's directions and taps everything that happens to be
around, including a well, wheelbarrow, clothes pole, etc. One
particularly good bit is that where a moonshiner hides a barrel of the real stuff in the trunk of a tree.
Jeff comes along
and taps it, tastes the "syrup" that comes pouring out and
rushes to tell Mutt he has discovered a new kind of maple
syrup. Jeff does all the funny work while a big bear is chasing Mutt around.

Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
((

cartoon

cartoon that has been released in some time. The comedy
heroes get plenty of laughs for their antics in this one and the
cartoonist has managed to get away from the usual line of
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What

Keep your finger
on the pulse of

the "Film Renter"

brings to your notice
Pithy pars on up-to-

date doings.

trade
^ To

Items of valuable

gain better business

it is

essential

to keep in close touch with every

move

in-

formation for exhibitor

and

renter.

in the film world.

Interesting articles by
^ The

most

efficient

link

between the

American and English cinema trades
is

found in "The Film Renter

ing

Picture

News"

—an

& Mov-

exhibitor and renter.

^

person-

alities.

Film Reviews.

Round

subscription of £1-15-0 will

secure you the services of this conscientious

trade

invaluable

journal of information for every alert

^ An annual

film

worker for cinema success.

the trade
throughout England,
Wales and Scotland.

Send your order today.

THE FILM RENTER &

MOVING PICTURE
NEWS
THE EXHIBITORS' JOURNAL
LONDON
53a Shaftesbury Avenue,

MANCHESTER
W. L

2

John Dalton

Street

BIGGER —

<

than the seven wonders ofthe world
The Temple of the Hermit in "The Mistress of
the World" is twentyseven

of

Pisa.

The

set representing the
Great Wall of China
covers
more territory

than the Hanging Gardens of Babylon.

mighty motion

pictures representing

than

higher

feet

Leaning Tower

the

FOUR

the summit
achievement.
In spectacle,

of cinema
in

in

thrill,

number of persons

engaged, in money and time
spent, these pictures dwarf
every other entertainment
in the history of the world.

Treasure

The

secret
of the Queen of
Sheba is larger than the
Temple of Diana.

Room

Each one is complete in
itself, and forms a full
evening's entertainment.

No. 2

The Dragon^s Claw
The Race for Life

No. 3

The City

No. 4

Saved|by Wireless

No.
The Temple

Ophir is
its dimen-

1

of

larger in all
than the
sions

Great

Pyramid.

The arena

in which the
steel-melting machine is
demonstrated seats 7,000
more people than the

From

of

Gold

the novel by Carl{Figdor.

Directed by^Joe

May

Coliseum of Rome.

Hamilton Theatrical Corporation presents

9te
The underground tunnel
longer than the Catacombs of Alexandria.
is

Ml STRESS^

THE WORLD
with

The

Dog

statue of the Sacred
of

China

enormous
ancient

Rhodes.

is

more

than

Colossus

the
of

A

MIA MAY

series of four

Cparamount Cpidures
k-JiFAMOIJ^PLA'ihK.s |_\SKVCORFliR,VTK'S

.•

//

BRADSTREET

7/ie

:S^f RECOGNIZED
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No More

Suits

—

Laws Further See No
Necessity for It
There will probably be no furthef
;al action taken by distributors rerding the deposit laws now existing
New York, Missouri, Kansas and
'est Virginia because, it is underDod, they felt no additional moves
existing
to
offset
necessary
e
Deposit

itutes.

1922

Price 5 Cents

J^

What a Deal?

Not Expected to Test

istributors

13,

'

—

That First National-Goldwyn deal. If it's
Goin' some.
pulled off. An' right now. It looks as if 'twill be. 'Fcotirse
there's a lot.
Of hurdles. Yet to be yumped. An' th' good
ol' nag.
May fall at any of 'em. But if them hurdles are crossed.
Then th' deal's all set. Looks like this'll be a good deal for

Film folk were tremendously interested Saturday in the exclusive report
appearing in this publication of the
deal on between First National and

both of them.
Let's analyze this. This'll mean
Goldwyn'll close its exchanges. After September. Savin' about a million. A year. An'
First National'll have 18 pictures. Of known value. On its releasing program. F*r ten years. That's gettin' somewhere.
Un'erstand he's out of
Can't lay hands on Joe Godsol.
town. But this is sure
A coupla years ago. When Godsol
entered this bizness. He wanted t'u make an investment. But
only made himself a job. As he put it. An' then he began
With his coat aff. (An' he's a mighty big feller).
to work.
An' things began t'ti happen. Even then. He had an idea.
Of cuttin' off. Some of th' distribut'in' plants. But he couldn't
work it out. So he stuck along. An' bided his time. As th'
title-writers have it. An' it looks. As if his time. Had arrived.

that this might be the forerunner of
other moves of a similar nature, and
in this connection the names of a
number of concerns figured. But this
was chiefly idle gossip.
What was apparently of chief interest was that under the terms of the
deal
if closed
First National would
have what would practically be its

:

It

was stated Saturday by an im-

attorney for a large disbntor that the test case in Neaska where Goldwyn acted as the
fendant, and the attorney-general
rtant

Nebraska as plaintiff would never
ve been brought had not some
essure been brought to bear, which
suited in a circular letter being sent
t by the attorney-general's office to
distributors operating in that state.
(Continued on Pace 2)

M. P. P. D. A. Chartered
The Motion Picture Producers and

was charterAlbany on Saturday, accord-

stributors Ass'n, Inc.,
in

word received at the executive
ices.
The organization will have
directors, have its main office in
!w York and hold its annual meetthe last Monday in the March of
:h year.
The second article of the
;

to

\

states the purpose of the
janization as follows:
'The object for which the corporation is to
pers

created is to foster the common interests
those engaged in the motion picture intry in the United States by estabHshing
maintaining the highest possible moral
artistic standards in motion picture protion. by developing the educational as well
the entertainment value and the general
fulness of the motion picture, by diffusing
urate and reliable information with refere to the industry,
by reforming abuses
.tive to the industry, by securing freedom
n unjust or unlawful exactions, and by
fr lawful and proper means."

:

INSIDE STUFF

—

th'

hottest ever held. In this industry.
All things considered.

directors

Ubert H.
rtlett,

T.

Rufus

are:

Banzhaf,
S.

Cole.

Philip

G.

Benjamin

De

Witt, William Fox, Frank
Godsol, David Griffith, Will H.
ys, Siegfried F. Hartman, Karl
•chwey, Harry G. Kosch, Carl
Jmmle, Marcus Loew, Saul E.
gers,

J.

znick,

Robert Rubin, Lewis J.
George A. Skinner, and

olph Zukor.

Leave for Boston
'our special
cars conveyed the
lup of stage and screen celebrities
Boston

night to attend the
:ning the Loew State theater in
t city tonight.
The party tomorI will be the guests of the Kiwanis
lb at lunch and entertained by aner organization at night.
The ren will

be

last

made Wednesday

night.

Which

covers a

SHOWIN' PICTURES WITH PROFIT
nickel. Gets in a till. That's Hy Winik's

Tho' nary a

When

his heart is hit.

Was

In some circles

own

was pointed out

production

department,

where

directors and story material desired,
could be used to the utmost advantage
rather than agreeing to this same

proviso and then having practicallv
nothing to say regarding the production until the print reached headquarters. This will be avoided under

new arrangement.

the

should not be surprising if the
entry of the Goldwyn product into
First National would not mean a
(Continued on page

lot of

visitin' in Atlantic City.

way.

'4)

Morris Going Abroad
In about three weeks, Sam E.
Morris, at present general manager
Selznick, leaves for Europe to
become general European representaof

tive for the various Selznick Enterprises.
It would not come as any surprise
to learn of additional changes in the

personnel of the organization.

Dropped

Seashore House. Where a lot. Of sick kiddies.
Are taken care of. An' got an inspiration. T'u give 'em a show.
Of movin' picshures. An' did. An' now they say. Th' 135
kiddies. Bless Hy every night.
Ain't it a pity. That some of th' Crafts crowd. An' other
Couldn't be compelled.
T'u see th'
professh'nul knockers.
Fr'm
this.
get.
pleasure. Th' little ones

Va. Bill Before Governor

in th' Children's

PUTTIN' SAINT

it

—

—

:

ground.

I

Goldwyn.

It

This deal. Has been talked of. F'r about three. Or four
months. At least. But an' this is th' inside stuff
Sammy
Goldwyn. President of th' Co. Knew nuthin' about it. An'
when it was sprung. At th' directors meetin'. Well. As they
say in th' Yiddissha classics. There waz Hell t'u pay. An'
no pitch hot.
Reports of that meetin'. Are t'u th' effect. That it was

I

fhe

That Deal

Tirst National-Goldwyn Report Leads
to Much Discussion
Who Will
Handle Sales?

TH' MAP
men.
Worked in

LOOEY ON

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Va.
The censorship
has been passed by both the
Senate and House and is now before

Richmond,

bill

the
Governor.
It
is
practically
assured that he will sign the bill.

Sid

Sid Franklin to Direct
Franklin is slated to

direct

Saint Constance Talmadge in "East is
Onct upon a time. All these
Looey: George Weeks; now in a big job with Famous. Cecil West." Frances Marion will preMaberry. Now in Goldwyn sales council. John Woody. Now pare the continuity and Lester Lonergan will act in an advisory capacity
Formerly Realart sales manager.
John Ragland. in the preparation of the script.
an ex.
Who's helpin' Artha Kane. An' Artha Kane himself.
Warner Leaves on Trip
That if y'u can sell picshures. In Saint
Th' answer bein'
Abe Warner has left for a two
Looev. Y'u never c'n tell. Where v'u'U land.
:

HAYS HANDS

When y'u meet Will Hays. As y'u will. Sometime or
Notice his hands. They're very unusual. An' he uses
other.
'em a lot. Then y'u will be interested. In seein' th' way. He
Long, powerful fingers. Nervous
All th' time.
flexes 'em.
pushed ag'ineach other. Shows
constantly
movements. Palms
(Continued on

page 4)

months' trip to the Middle West, the
South, and finally the West Coast.

Berger Arrives
Henri Diamant-Berger, the French
producer, arrived in

France
Paris.

on

New York from

Saturday

aboard

the

f-^^

DAILY

No More

Suits

(Continued from Page 1)

The

letter in question was circulated
last fall, and in it the attorney-general
Vol.

XIX

Monday, Mar. 13, 1922
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No.

stated his attention had been brought
to the fact that distributors were not
complying with the law; that if they
did not take steps to do so, he would
in turn take necessary measures to
prevent the carrying on of their

Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.

West 44th

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73
York, N. Y., by

St.,

Monday, March

On Broadway
—
Apollo "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway— "The Fire Bride."
Brooklyn Strand — Constance Talmadge
"Polly of the Follies."
Cameo — "Determination."
Capitol — "Come On Over."

FILM FOLKS,

and

INC,

in

—

—

192

Forty-Two
Excellent

I

CHRISTIE

Central— Priscilla Dean in "Wild
Honey."
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
Criterion "The Loves of Pharaoh."
W.
Alicoate,
Treasurer
Business
Manand
J.
business in Nebraska.
Loew's New York Today Wallace
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
It was pointed out that before that
Reid in "The World's Champion."
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under time, efforts were never made in the
Tuesday
Maurice Flynn i n
the act of March 3, 1879.
"Smiles Are Trumps."
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside states where deposit laws exist to enWednesday— Pearl White in "The
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 force the statutes and that although
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign they were on the statute books, the
Broadway Peacock."
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
matter ended there. The consensus
Thursday
Wanda Hawley in
Address all communications to THE FILM
"Boobed Hair."
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, of legal opinion in distributing circles

WID'S FILMS

New

13,

—

COMEDIES

d

for

I

|

—

I

EDUCATIONAL

—

N. Y, 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood,
California
6411
Hollywood
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

—

—
—W.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative

Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.

A.
85

Williamson,
Long Acre,

—

Paris Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

—

may be said to be that the deposit
question is ended. The fact that three
Federal judges concurred in their
decision on the invalidity of the Nebraska law is held to be highly significant and a point that advocates
of the deposit laws cannot afford to
overlook, if they should decide to
press enforcements in other states.

—
—

PICTURES

Friday
Constance Talmadge in
"Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots."
Saturday Betty Compson in "The

WEEK

Law and the Woman."
Rialto— William S. Hart in "Travelin'
On," "The Race for Life," 2nd epi"The

sode.

Mistress

of

April 16-23!

the

World."
Rivoli "Bought and Paid For," and
2nd episode "The Mistress of the
Cradle
and episode 3 and 4
World."
Loew Sells Regorson Interests
"The Mistress of the World."
Strand
iRichard
Barthelmess in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rivoli
Betty Compson m iCT*"The Seventh Day."
Green Temptation."
Rochester
It
is
understood a
Close group of Rochester men have purStrand- 'Fair Lady."
Next Week

—

'

—

Quotations
Low

High

Famous Players

....

84^

823^

84^^

Not quoted

do pfd

^ *GoIdwyn

5%

5^

—

—

chased
the

by

the

controlling

interest
in
until now

Regorson Corp., held
Marcus Loew.
The

—

"Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway Not yet determined.

Apollo

—

company Brooklyn Strand

Prizma Buys Jersey Building

—"Foolish

Prizma,

Inc., has purchased t,
building at 3191 Hudson Blvd., Jei
sey City, adjoining its laboratory
3193-3195 Hudson Blvd., to provii
additional office accommodations.

Wives."
Not quoted owns the Regent, the Piccadilly and
Cameo "Determination."
14^ 141^^ owns the lease on the Star.
Capitol "The Glorious Fool."
Not quoted
Central Harry Carey in "Man to
World
Not quoted
Man."
Leopold Friedman of the Loew
•Quotations by Harry Content & Co.
"The Loves of Pharaoh."
legal department on Saturday veri- Criterion
in
Rialto
Ethel
Clayton
"The
fied the above report.
Fay Buys in Graphic
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Griffith

14^

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

Dallas

—The

Frank Fay,

Journal

—
—
—
—
—

Carrick Heads Exchange Unit
(Special

that

states

Southwestern Films,
has purchased a 49% in the Graphic
Film Corp., and that he has become
treasurer of the company. With the
of

"9-^

deal,

At
was

the offices of Graphic Film, it
stated
that
Ivan
Abramson
had
struck
deal
with
a
Fay while on the road, but that the
office was unacquainted with the details.
Abramson is now in Seattle

and

expected
.two weeks.
is

New York

in

in

about

Kahn Dead
THE FILM DAILY)

L. L.
(Special to

San

Francisco

— L.

Kahn,

L.

Dowbiggan
(Special

to

—

Sales

Manager

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto
Tom Dowbiggan %
been appointed sales manager
Stephenson's Attractions, Ltd.
(

Phi.ne— Beekman

9091

of

business for 12 years with Greenfield.
Together they operated three theaters here with one in Santa Crux.

Take Over Nelson, B. C. House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The B. C. ParaNelson, B.
mount Theaters, Ltd., have taken
over the Gem.

8BRVK

.%EAL

Kahn and Greenfield, died here last
week. Kahn had been in the picture

C—

treasurer.

FATAL
MARRIAGi

—

,

Fay
number of

secures distribution of a
features in this territory.
He has also secured "Shadows of
Conscience."

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Indianapolis Augustin W. Carrie
present R-C manager, was electf
president of the Board of M. P. El
change Managers of Indianapolis,
Norms
a meeting held last week.
Moray, of Pathe. is vice president at
Lloyd Brown, of First NatioiM

W/LL

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTI
GOODBYE, RAZOR
BLADES,

WET COTTON

(T^dii'Ca.ticmxii (PictuA^)

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.
THK

SPICG

OH THE PROGRAN

Reg. U.

S. Pat,

OS.

OTT SALES

Price, $1

522 Sth At
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

CO.,

:

Announcement
There

is

a definite place in motion pictures for an

organization which will

Finance, and aid in securing financial support
producers and directors of merit;

Arrange
bonuses and

such

financing

divisions of profit

for,

minus the extortionate
which have sometimes

developed in the past history of the industry;

Manage

such producers and directors the distribution of the product financed by effecting a harmonious
working arrangement with the distributing company

which

is

for

to release the pictures;

Grasp and

the exploitation possibilities of each
production to the utmost;
utilize

And, by competent supervision of
widest and quickest distribution, with
hancement of profits.

sales, insure the
its

resultant

en-

am

accordingly inaugurating an organization
which will serve worth while producers and directors in
the above capacities, leaving them free to devote their
entire time and attention to their real purpose
the
production of BIG pictures.
I

—

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Avenue

New York

City

:

THE

:

.%^

DAILY

What a Deal
Continued from

Page

(Continued from Page

1)

editors last week. Of all th' trade
Oh, yes.
An' when he finished. They knew a lot. But he knew
more. 'Cause he did th' interviewin'.

papers.

AMONG THE GOLD

SILVER HAIRS

No? Well, if y'u did.
You wouldn't believe it. 'Cause Frank
T'u have a boy. As stalwart as he is. An'

Ever see Frank Newman's boy?
An'

didn't see his dad.

looks too young.

Th' pichshure bizness. Startin' right.
Bringing' him t'u Noo York. T'u see special showin's. An'
new plays. They all break in thataway.
his dad's learnin' him.

BIG SMALL

TOWN PICTURE

Nate Robbins. Runs a lot of houses. Upstate. Talkin'
Says "Foolish Wives" great. F'r small towns.
In these places.
Never saw peepul.
'Cause most peepul.
Like them as appear. In Von Stroheim's story.
New angle. Think it over. May be a lot.
It's a thought.

of picshures.

In

it.

JOE MOVIN' ALONG

Of Equity. Moved up. T'u be gener'l
Pictures. An' moved th' whole danged office
Includin' Nat Rothstein. Up t'u th' RC buildin'. Still
force.
interested in Equity. Sure. But lookin' after Pat Powers other
int'rests. As well.
Joe Schnitzer.

Of

manager.

RC

SAD NEWS

Tom

North's back. Fr'm Australia. No. That ain't bad
news. That's good. But he'll make y'u weep. When he tells
That th' best of Scotch. C'n be had. Over th' bar. In
y'u.
a man's sized glass. At 9 cents. Per shot. Over there.
Y'u c'n get info. As t'u when th' next boat sails. By callin'
th' Shippin' Board.

"Lloyd
Knelem Digby. In th' Literary Review. Sez
M. Mayer suggests that a sequel to "The Sheik" might be
called "Twin Bedouins."
:

E.

COURTESY THAT COUNTS
At
annual meetin'.
Albany. They gave a Movie Ball. An' Doris Kenyon. Was
kind enough. To trot up there. So when her new show. Was
opened at th' Playhouse. Last Monday night. Who was in
th' stage box?
Only Charley O'Reilly. An' John Mannheimer.
An' Ed Manus. An' some more. Of th' boys. An' Charley
said.
It was only natural.
That they should pay her th' same
courtesy. That she paid them.
There's a lot more of that sort of stufif needed. An' y'u
can't do too much of it.
W^hen

th'

State

"STICK TO
reference. To
Suggestin' that United

With

Do

its

Who

Artists.

May

That's

th'

distribute.
Cowie plan.

Through
Which.

th' rest.

NEWSPAPER HUMOR
Roy K. Moulton.
Pokes

Tho' he don't menshun
all

In Th' Mail.

a lot of fun.
it's

name.

(It's a

Women Must

Sayin' incident'ly

:

pro-

Weep."
"It was

smoked up with "Art."
Guess Moulton must be funny. But anybody who would

just naturally

poke fun
poke fun

at that picture isn't funny.
at a church.

He's just

week

that

much

for

in

Goldwyn

contracts and
under the
arrangement? The names of several
well known sales managers were
pushed forward, but it is said that
this development has not yet been
touched, the committees of the corporations being far too busy with im-

what

happen

will

to

Reports Saturday were also to the
effect that an important meeting with
regard to the proposed deal, was
scheduled to be held today.
Irene Castle Booked at Shea's
to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harold

Franklin has
arranged for the appearance of Irene
Castle and her company at Shea's
Hippodrome
this
Miss
week.
Castle's
picture
"French
Heels,"
will also be shown.
Franklin is removing the orchestra from the pit on
the stage for the engagement and
constructing a special dance floor.
Buffalo

B.

Canandaigua Theater Passes Out
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Canandaigua, N. Y. The Temple
on South Main St., has been desposed of by the Cannandaigua organization of Maccabees to Andrew
\V.

who

all

wrong.

He'd

S'TUFF
Writes Frank Rembusch.

Appertainin' t'u. Th' story on
Printed last week:
"RADIO
Oh Boy! $15.00 ? ? ? "I got a boy
twelve years of age that is a Radio wonder, and I have spent
about $300.00 and can't hear a darn thing yet."

radio phones.

PHONES"—

DANNY.

pictlt

Up-to-Date Equipment

FOR RENT
Short or'Icng term— Immediate possession

Phone Union 5067, S068

RICHARD
("ITCHIE")

HEADRICK

Now

Available

Current Releases

"THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME" (i
Star)
"THE SONG OF LIFE" (All Star)
"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY" (Anil
Stewart)

"THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE" tl
Star)
"THE WHISTLE" (Wm. S. Hart)
"THE GREATER CLAIM" (Alice Lak
1346 East 39th St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Tiffany

Phone:
South 43t

Productions,

Announces that

its

Inc.

next

production with

Mae Murray)
will

will

to Week Runs
THE FILM DAILY)

a

STUDIO
Full

renovate it to
his antique business.

Davis,

accomodate

dance

of the guests which was rushed
the Whitman Bennett laboratory
Yonkers.
It is said the completi
print was thrown on the studio pi
jection screen 62 minutes later. Th
is
claimed a record for a stu4
laboratory.

James

R.
("Jimmy"' Grainger, who represents
Neilan here and who at
present watches the Neilan contracts
going through First National. When
an effort was made to locate Grainger
on Saturday it was reported that he
was not in his office.

a

Webb made

portant details of the deal to bother
An attractive
with that question.
angle develops, however, in that if
the Marshall Neilan productions go
through Goldwyn-First National release there will be material speculation as to

College

Radcliffe

week, Kenneth

as to

new

the

dowment Fund gave

was

discussion

represent

be

1

Change
(Special to

—

Bratter Bros., who
J.
Lyceum and Ironbound,
neighborhood houses, have made a
change in policy.
They now play

Newark, N.

BroadwayRose

—

operate the

pictures for a week, instead of one
day.
The theaters are playing attractions simultaneously, last week
showing "Ten Nights in a Barroom."
this week, the Lyceum and Ironbound are playing "Foolish Wives."
_

Bein' funny.

At "And

past

sales

hands out an interview.

noted. Has been given th' kibosh. Generally.
Better stick to makin' picshures, Doug. Let them as knows.

fession.)

came

who would

YOUR LAST"

Doug.

American Railway Express Co.

As

Held

League.

the

for

Alack Sennett would, in all likelihood,
sever his relations with First National
because of differences existent regarding conditions; and it is also said
that Thomas H. Ince may make a
new arrangement with First National.
Another interesting question that

(Special

A TITLE

When

1)

rearrangement by First National of
some of its present producing arReports have been in
rangements.
circulation

1922

13,

Claim a Record

That Deal

?

Of his nerves.
Hays met th'

th' tension.

Monday, March

To

to THE FILM DAILY)
Moscow — Film trade here is being

re-organized and representatives of
foreign firms are establishing connections.
Julius Kohner, publisher
of the International
Filmschau is
here to study conditions.

To

House
Valier, 111.— J. Pivovor, owner of
the Rex, which was destroyed by
fire

Rebuild Valier,

Feb.

shortly.

Adapted from manuscript novel
by Edmund Goulding

Report on Russian Trade

(Special

28,

will

111.

rebuild

very

I

Title

of

Production fully

—

protected

Tiffany

i

Productions, Inc.
M. H. Hoffman, Vice-President,
and General Manager
New York
1540 Broadway

—

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

^^^recochized

FILMDOM

Authority

9/*

FORMERLY
1)1.
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Tuesday,

No. 70

Sales Divisions

!'4ew

National Cuts Country into Five
Districts— R. C. Seery and L. O

Irst

Select

E. Morris
All European Distribution to Be

Sam

into

(iintry

five

sales

districts

to

of

Selznick Enterprises,

distribution

j

uthern tier will include Charlotte,
C, Atlanta, Louisville, Dallas,
iklahoma City and New Orleans
;th the district manager, yet to be
|med, having his headquarters in
The Central Division
iLW Orleans.
II
take in Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
dianapolis, Cincinnati and Detroit,
e
Mid-Western group, Chicago,
ilwaukee, Minneapolis, Des Moines,

maha, Kansas

from

New York

make

his

on April

11.

He

Meet Thursday

distributors' division
M. P. I. will hold a

of

the

will

headquarters in London and
handle not only English distribution
but the entire continent as well. His
successor at the home office has not
been named.
As noted yesterday,
are
number of changes
there
a
planned in the personnel of the
organization.
A definite decision has been reached
regarding production. This publication stated on Jan. 23 that the pro-

Bostick Leaves Saxe

The
Famous

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

d Butte.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Antonio

Studios.

This

is

now

a

fact.

strict

arge

and

at

L.

O.

Seattle,

now

Lukan,

district

filed suit for .$129,000

Vitagraph,

alleging breach of conclaims he was employed
on a starring contract and that the
company has put him in all-star cast
pictures and co-featured him.
It is
alleged his contract has until July
tract.

He

In

in

manager

the West.
E. J. Eichenlaub yesrday assumed his duties as Seery's
ccessor
in
Chicago.
Guy G.
r

axey has been promoted from sales
anager
in
Seattle
to
branch
anager.

Boston State Opens
Directors Elected
The stockholders of Associated
Exhibitors, Inc.. met last week and
named the following directors: Roy

Crawford, John C. Ragland, Harold
B. Franklin, Elmer R. Pearson, John
P. Fritts and Arthur S. Kane, is
of course, president.

The

latter,

is,

O'Grady" for Madge Evans as noted, president.
Crawford is
Edgar Selden has just purchased vice-president and treasur-^- and Rage
screen rights of "Sweet Rosie land, secretary.
The executive comGrady" from Edward B. Marks, mittee is composed of Kane, Crawd will use this as the second vehicle ford, Pearson and Ragland.
r
Aladge Evans, whose first, as
ted,
is
"On the Banks of the
Schlager Resigns
abash."
resignation
from
Sit?
Schlager's
Selden believes that the box office Hugo Ballin Prod., was learned yeshie of the title is well worth the terday, this termination of relations
ge payment made.
also affecting his status as assistant
A number of productions are in sales manager with Hodkinson.
;ht
for the coming season with
Josie

of this attractive type.
Many
the old well known meller's are
ing sought for next season; War-

Visitors

les

r

Brothers having been particularly

live

for this

class of titles.

Sam

Bradley, of Bradley Feature
Films, Cleveland, and Ben Friedman.

Minneapolis
the

.'\stor.

exchangeman

are

at

operating

Players-Lasky

profits

for

of
1921

(Special

Boston

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)
Marcus

Loew's

State

theater, built at a cost of $2,500,000,
opened last night with a notable audience present. The stage and screen
celebrities
brought on from

New

York evoked great applause.

Each

one did a turn.

The

party

came

payment of dividends on the preferred

stock, the above earnings are at the
rate of $19.01 on the 206,834
of common stock outstanding
in the hands of the public.
The 1920
financial statement placed the earnings per share of common stock at
$21.77 on the 208,403 shares of com-

Moreno has annual
damages against shares

M. Brockell, supervisor of about three weeks, the Owen Moore
The offices of William Seaburv,
changes, has just returned from company will complete its present
general counsel for Vitagraph, had
licago where he appointed R. C.
picture and then the entire company no comment to
make on the above
ery, present Chicago manager, as
will be removed to the coast, under
dispatch yesterday.
strict manager of the Mid-Western
supervision of Myron Selznick.
Floyd

net

Milwaukee
E. C. Bostick on dropped
$641,630.60
as
compared
Saturday announced his resignation as with 1920. This interesting
fact was
general manager of the Saxe Amusethe outstanding item in the financial
ment.
Enterprises,
effective
April
statement of the corporation issued
1st.
His future plans are unknown.
yestereday following a meeting of the
North Buys "Jungle Goddess"
board of directors.
The statement covering the parent
Bobby North has purchased Greater New York and Northern Jersey company and all subsidiaries owned
rights on "The Jungle
Goddess." 90% or more placed the total net
profits
at
$4,695,499,19,
North, as noted, has purchased the operating
Warner Exchange, which he has re- after deducting all charges and renamed the I^Jew York Federated serves for Federal income and excess
profit taxes.
The figures for 1920
Film Exchange, Inc.
were $5,337,129.79 and those for 1919,
$3,132,985.22.
After allowing for a
Moreno Suing Vitagraph

Cit-" and St. Louis
23, 1923, to run.
Moreno, it is stated,
Western division,
Los
has been engaged for Rupert Hughes'
igeles. San Francisco, Denver, Salt
production,
"Bitterness
of
ducing companies would probably go next
ike Citv. Seattle, Portland (Ore),
to Hollywood to work at the United Sweets" for Goldwyn.

the

d

Less Than 1920— Earnings
$19.01 Per Share of Common
Against $21.75 Last Year

N. A.
meeting
the Claridge on Thursday.

(Special

Drop

F. P.-.L. Profits
$641,630

is

under the to be president of Select Pictures,
spervision of an
lUal number of Ltd.. an English company, which will
The move is as be organized by him when he reaches
jitrict managers.
preliminary
stage, but two London next month.
^t in the
Until a few weeks ago, Selznick
titrict managers have already been
distril)ution
in
Great Britain was
pointed.
handled through Walturdaw's, Ltd.,
The districts will be known as the but a new contract has been made
istern,
Southern,
Central,
Mid- with Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd. It
estern and Western.
The Eastern is understood, however, that the deal
pck has been only temporarily calls for only a part of the Selznick
Ttitioned of and as it now stands
output and that there is still a num11
include. Boston, New Haven,
ber of pictures that can be placed in
iiiladelphia and Washington.
No Lhe English field. Morris expects to
[anager has been appointed.
The leave on the Aquitania which sails
future

Endle

Distributors

The

E. Morris, at present general

manager

Price 5 Cents

at

Handled from London

Lukan Promoted

1922

14,

Ltd.

Pictures,

To Be Headed by Sam

Xational plans to divide the

First

March

here

in

three

and numbered about 40.
from the station to the
City Hall and the Governor's Mansion were crowded with fans.
It
was estimated there were about
special cars
The streets

40 000 people in line.
Mayor Curley
presented Loew with the keys of the
city.

The Chamber of Commerce tendered the party a fish dinner. Today,
the Kiwanis Club will entertain at
lunch and this evening the entire
party will be the guest of the Massachusetts M. P. T. O. at a banquet
and dance. About 200 exhibitors and
their wives are expected.

D.\NNY.

mon

stock then outstanding.

Advance payments on

rentals total
$1,509,400.70; negatives, positives, of
residual
a
value
are
placed
at
$11,238,810.37; rights to plays, scenarios, etc., $667,173.57; and investments in subsidiaries less than 90%
owned total $8,803,257.46.
At yesterday's meeting of the
board, the regular quarterly dividend
of $2 per share on the preferred stock
of the company was declared payable
May 1st, to stockholders of record at
the close of business April 15th.
The market for Famous Players
common was active yesterday, 18,500
shares changing hands in the day's
trading.
The range was 87% high,
83s/s low and 84^ at the close. Eight
hundred shares of the preferred stock
changed in trade with the prices
fluctuating from
high level of
a
98% to a low figure of 93, which was
also the closing price.

F. P.-L. to Film "Clarence"
Tarkington's
Booth
"Clarence,"
comedy, has been purchased by
Famous Players for production in the
near future by William deMille.

To Re-issue Seven Pictures
Paramount has decided to re-issue
seven pictures, which were originally
released prior to November, 1920.
These pictures, all of which are to
be shown at the Rialto, will be released in a block, forming a complete

week's program.

;

;

!

I
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eMUl
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"The Seventh Day"— 1st
Tuesday. Mar. 14. 1922
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Famous

Players

....

Low

Close

85.5^

835^
93

84^4
93

*Goldwyn

Sj/^

5^
Not quoted

Griffith

Lqew's. Inc
Triangle

14.)^

14^

\\V%

Not quoted
Not quoted

World
Quotations by Harry Content &

Co.

Incorporations

—

Albany,
Inc.,

New

Attorney,

W. 42nd

Guild,
N. Y. The
York.
Capital, $50,000.
Solomon Goodman, 130

Film

S't.

Albany,
Inc.,

New

—

N. Y. Selznick News,
Capital, $1,000.
York.
Kirchwey
&
Konta.

Attorneys.
Michael, 120

snite all this. "The Seventh Day" is by no
means the equal of "Tol'able David" as a

Broadway, New York

City.

story,

has been

from utter ignominy by the presence

saved
of the

st.ir.
Richard Rartlielmess. the finest young
actor on the screen, without even a rival in
siirht. »
K"© picture could be uninteresting with Richard Barthelmess in it, but "The
Seventh Day" manages to be at times extremely annoying. * * * The chief trouble is
that there isn't enough story. * • •
HKRAl.D The picture is far from having
the elements of strength of "Tol'able David"
-^in fact, it is to be classed as a nice, summer
\'acation story, three months ahead of time.

—

* * * Richard Barthelmess is entirely amiable
without having to do much acting. * • *

MAIL—

*

*

.

*

Falls

rather

short

the

of

,1..,.

.

.i,p

„,-

—

Dover, Del. Graphic Film Exchange of Ohio, Inc. Capital, $5,000.
Incorporators: M. M. Lucey, M. B.
Reese, L. .S. Dorsey, Wilmington.
Attorney, Colonial Charter Co.

—

Dover, Del. American Home PicIncorCapital $200,000.
ture Corp.
porators: C. B. Outten, M. L. Horty,
M. C. Kelly, Wilmington. Attorney,
Corporation Service Co.

Brooklyn Capitol Sold
Capitol Theater and store
building, occupying the block front
on Saratgoa Ave., between Dean and
been
Brooklyn,
has
Pacific
S>ts.,
sold by the Maine Building Corp.,
newly organized Tclman
the
to

The new

Co.

.,..fi,.„

*

»

MORNING TELEGRAPH—To

those who
Houbted that Richard Barthelmess could follow up such a fine picture as "Tol'able Daanotl'-er as t^ood we recommend
\''d" with
thev see "The Seventh Dav."

EVENING WORLD— Score

another for
puts it over in good
time iti^ "The Seventh

He

Barthelmess.

Diclc

fashion again,
r),--v " * *

this

EVENING TELEGRAM— Mr.
+

,ind

«imr>Iicit\'

1..^

sinreritv

that

come

rare

good humor.

romantic film

unaf-

Louise HufT looks too winsome for
coquette, and the photography is
splendid, but on the whole that wallop is
fvpical of this romantic
cmoedy it lacks
the punch.
POST A sort of rustic idyll adapted to a
seaport background, one finds nothing new
in this story of Porter Emerson Browne's

—

—

but there

much

is

t'-'^atment

*

mess's acting
*

*

*

is

his

Moore
ed

in

as a charming

America.

.A.fter

—
"Tol'able

Seventh Day" is something of an anti-climax.
* * * Barthelmess. as usual, is charming and
direct

and

scenic

eflfects

The

and the direction and
have been beautifully handled.
were the chief irritation.

natural,

sub-titles

*

*

WORLD—

plentiful.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—With

a feat-

sren OM

ritr-

rmcir.ijAM"

ments

the ideal picture for St. Patrick's week at the Capitol Theater.
Irish fun, a bit
of blarney on the part of the author, and a
generous sprinkling of shamrocks combine
in making "Come On Over" at the Capitol
a care-free bit of entertainment.

EVENING JOURNAL—

a

for

in

the
ex-

Convention for Regina

—

has decided that all shipthe future must be paid C.

in

Oregon
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

Winnipeg At a recent convention
Manitoba and Saskatchewan ex-

hibitors, Saskatchewan showmen decided to affiliate with Manitoba. For
that purpose a meeting will be held

in California Division

San Francisco

—The

Northern

M.

To Producers

been formed that will include
Northwest. California exhibitors
already making plans to attend
May convention.

New
The
new

a

F.

Line-up on Committee
L. M. Club has appointed
of representatives

list

OSCAR PRICE
Phone Bryant 9546

—

fourth
term as president of
the F. I. L. M. Club here.
Joseph
Roth is first vice-president; W. R.
Scales, second vice-president; B. P.
Rogers, secretary and George M. A.
Fecke. treasurer.
his

City

i

FILMA^K TRAILERS
TINTING

;oN
I

I

I

FBBE

ALL FEATURES'

WITH OH

QUICK SERVICE

GOOD WORK

WITHOUT SCENES

IRVING MA^K&CO?:
AVE. CHlCACa
Largest and

*

Foremost Hotel

lAKtWOOD

tlOIEl

$35.00
$6.00

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food. Fin
Dancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Directors,
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGECO.

For reservations phone Lalcewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

New York

sit

Murphy Four Times President
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston F. E. Murphy is serving

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

729 Seventh Ave.

to

on the meetings of the arbitration
board, including I. E,
Chadwick.
Dave Sohmer, Henry Siegel, and
George Balsdon, Jr.

Special

This organization will arrange for the financing of
your production; serve also as your representative
with the distributor interested for the approval of contracts and accounting; the exploitation of such productions; in other words, the complete handling of
the various details which now concern you unneces-

the
are
the

I.

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

duction.

'

in

The

There is now available for your use an organization
which can, and will, take from your shoulders every
detail other th^n those which concern actual pro-

\

accepting members from Oregon
until an exhibitors' organization has

Lakewood's

and Directors

Cali-

P. T. 0.,

is

808/i SO. WABASH

shortly in Regina.

!

THE FILM DAILY)

to

fornia Division of the

Levey

Middle West, he arranged for
changes in Detroit, in Chicago and
A. J. Norris
in Western Canada.
will be in charge of Detroit; the
Chicago Visual Instruction Dep't in
that city and Robert Strain in Western Canada.

to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—The Exchangemen's As-

ruling.

Non-Theatrical M. P.,
statement yesterday stated

when Harry Levey was

(Special

as

O. D., or in advance. Heavy losses
are said to be responsible for the new

written

fl^
Reg. U. S. Pat. 0«.

sociation

picture, "Come On Over," that makes
you laugh one minute and cry the next with
Irish humor and sentiment, Rupert Hughes

sarily.

'TMfi

(Special

ure

More Exchanges

Barnes Leaves Morosco
D. Barnes has resigned

Montreal

its

National

'

Montreal Demands C. O. D.'s

admirably produced by

It even has brogue
150 per cent Irish.
captions.
Shamrocks, the backs of people's
with
clay pipes are
hands and old women

has

of

next picture.

Loon.

Colleen

least

"The of

David"

is

1922

general press representative of the
Oliver Morosco Enterprises and has
been succeeded by Louis O. Mac

Irish beauty land-

SUN —

-.

—

It

little

14,

100 per cent

The story is simple and apthe Goldwyns.
pealing.
.Vn engaging specimen of this Irish
*
type of film is at the Capitol. • *
N. Y.
"Come On Over" is at

that is new in its screen
The sincer'tv of Barthelcharm and adds so much

the sincerity alreadv given the nart by
the story.
It is a quiet, unobtrusive, unquality.
forced yet forceful

"Come On Over."

EVENING WORLD— It is
emerald.
EVENING TELEGRAM—*

Inc., in

little

Irish-American

HERALD —

that

SUN —

NEWS— Type,

Direction, lacks imagination.
Photography, splendid. Plot, puerile. Value.
70 per cent.
Cops are shown as human in

apnea!

a

sur-

comedy drama.

all

fected.

is

farcical,

DAILY

former screen productions, and it is this
note of genuineness that is the outstanding
the story of simple people.
Barthlemess is sincere and

On Over"

the
considering
that
Hughes's name is appended, but with all its
frequent inconsistency, it abounds in fun. Of
course, it doesn't compare with "Scratch My
Back," but it entertains, is gorgeously photographed and its players act as if they were
prisingly

in

Mae Murray's
Jay

Capitol

March

"Broadway Rose" Next
"Broadway Rose" is tiie title

novelty.

AMERICAN— "Come

has marked

his

in

pretty picture,

"Come On Over" — Goldwyn

Barthel-

mess endows the role of John Alden with

GLOBE—

Amusement

Day." a Por-

Seventh

Emerson Browne

ter

.

Hitjh
937/s

—

high mark which was set by most of "Tol'able David."
Let it be said in haste, howf\-er. that it is not the fault of Barthelmess,

Quotations
do pfd

Seventh Day" is a
picture of which there is nothing to say except Richard Barthelmess. And Richard Barthelniess is an actor of whom there is nothing to say but "The Seventh Day."
Really,
he had nothing to do, and did it quite as
well as could lie expected.
TIMES So far as the direction of Henry
King goes, and the acting of Richard Barthelmess and the others in the cast. "The
Seventh Dav" * * * is a satisfactory successor to "Tol'able David." * * * But. de-

photoplay.
"I nl'XE— "The

EVENING JOURNAL— A

with a charming story and pleasing characters, is "The Seventh Day," at the Strand
;

Strand
XIX

Tuesday,

Theater this week the sort of film in which
thrills and emotion are subordinated to light
romantic entertainment and it was a wel-

Nat'l

AMERICAN— "The

Vol.

'

—

3^^

THE
lay,

March

^M i^*

1922

14,

— He
and

DAILY

has a trick of keeping one always in the picture

our opinion Mr. Goulding acts with a
keener appreciation of the possibilities of his
star than any other scenarist.
in

HARRIET UNDERBILL
— in The Tribune

Richard Barthelmess in

Tol'able David"
year,

we have seen this
heywood broun

Mae Murray

in

The best

film

Peacock
The

last

Alley*'

word in pictures,
CINEMA ART

Mae Murray

in

jFascination"
Metro Release March 15th

The Next Mae Murray-Leonard Production

Broadway Rose"

EDMUND GOULDING
59 West 44th Street

THE

<^^

DAILV

Guts and Flashes
George

Archainbaud

Elaine Hammerstein

direct

will

Hepworth Seeking £150,000
to THE FILM DAILY)
London Cecil M. Hepworth

"Evidence."

—

have been filed in. the
Court against Laura J.
Starke Belknap to recover damages
for breach of an agreement to buy
back stock she is alleged to have sold
in the Talking Motion Pictures.
A
suit
by Frederic C. Leubuscher,
Heads Ontario Exchanges
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
lawyer, alleges that she signed an
Toronto
L. M. Devaney was agreement stating that she had inelected president of the Film Ex- vested more than $100,000 in Talking
ciiange Managers of Ontario at a Motion Picture stock and agreed if
in-

tends transferring his production activities to the States.
He intends raisHarvey Day, former manager for ing £150,000 by going direct to the
public.
R-C in Minneapolis, is in town.
in

David Selznick has recovered from
an attack of the

"Man
Central

Man" will open at the
on Mondav night, replacing
to

"Wild Honey."

recent

meeting.

M. Fisher

is

vice-

chairman and A. H. Arbuthnot, secwill

appear at the

next week
"Foolish Wives" plays there.

The National Art

Title

when

Oswego Strand Cuts Prices
to THE FILM DAILY)
Oswego, N. Y. The Strand has
(Special

Studios,

—

prices.
Orchestra seats
are down to 25 cents and balcony
Children
admissions to 20 cents.
have a 10 cent rate.

chopped
727

has established offices at
7th Ave. The company was recently
incorporated in Albany.
Inc.,

letarv-treasurer.

George Fawcett has a prominent
role in the Eugene O'Brien picture
"John Smith," which is being directed
by Victor Heerman.

its

Martin Buys K. C. House

the
at
at

suits

plaintifif

cational exchange.

Worsley Directing Leah Baird
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Wallace Worsley h
signed to direct Leah Baird in b
next production, which will be ma'

—

to

OFFICE FOR RENT

he
wanted to sell it. He alleges she has
refused to do so.
Robert Schalkenbach has sued for $5,000 paid for
stock under a similar agreement and
for $5,000 on a note while Edmund
Wheelock sues for $5,000 paid for

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

Mo.

— G.

EUROPE

The Atlas Film Corp., of Boston,
has sued the Pioneer Film Corp. in

living in Europe I wish either
to represent reliable firms or
buy first class pictures.
Very
best of references can be fur-

nished.

—

Address. B-14 c/o
The Film Daily

—

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

For

J.

particulars write

E.
110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

Film ever manufactured

EASTMAN
NEGATIVE FILM

•'9hz

Super Speed

FATAL

Super Speed Film practically eliminates
under-exposure.
speed,
It

MARRIAGE
A
Big Box Office Clean-Up

It

slow -motion

is

ideal for ultra-

photography; for

interiors that are poorly illuminated; for

on location.

dull days

When
failure.

unfavorable conditions spell

Super Speed Film

spells Success.

Copyrighted by

ART BRAND PRODUCTIONS,

Inc.

Price 4j cents per foot, perforated

1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Distributed

C. B. C.

by

FILM SALES CORP.

1600 Broadway, N. Y.

C.

St.

stock.

E.

—

46th

Phone Bryant 6436

THE FILM DAILY)

City,

Ince studios.

if

the Supreme Court to restrain the
Martin Pioneer from continuing to exploit
and distribute the pictures, "The
has purchased the Brooklyn theater
Place of
Honeymoons" and the
at 12th and Brooklyn.
Winifred Dunn, who has been in
"Sonny Series," on the ground that
the scenario department of the R-C
the defendant has broken i«:s contract
Springfield, Mo.
A. L. Moody has
California for about a
.Studios in
as distributor, and has "tried to cheat
here.
Empress
over
the
taken
expected in New York
year,
is
and defraud the plaintiff out of its
shortly. She has completed her work
just share of the proceeds."
It is
Buys "Lotus Blossom" for Abroad
with the company.
also alleged that the defendant has
Di Lorenzo, Inc., has secured the failed to exploit the "Sonny Series"
Blos- in the manner agreed, and refuses to
The Theatrical Square Club, which foreign rights to "The Lotus
som." China, Japan, the Phillipines make reports as required.
is affiliated with National League of
Hawaiian Islands have alMasonic Clubs, will give its first and the
sold.
been
ready
annual entertainment and ball on
Edith Roberts has signed with R-C,
March 21st. at the Yorkville Casino.
to play the leading feminine role in
Bound
Boston
The proceeds will go toward a relief
"The Son of the Wolf."
Louis Baum of Equity and Nat
fund for the benefit of sick members.
Levine of Plymouth Pictures, Inc.,
went
to Boston last night to close that
Bonistall Joins Gunning
territory on some pictures.
that
W'id Gunning, Inc., announces
Announcing the Fastest
Frank C. Bonistall has been appointEarle Back in Los An^ele*
ed manager of the Pittsburgh ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Bonistall has been with
change.
Ferdinand Pinncy
Angeles
Los
Famous Players and Associated
Earle is back from New York.
Producers.
(Special

Kansas

at the

would take ten shares
it back

$100 a share she would buy
that price with interest

1922

David A. Levy has been appointj
sales
manager of the local Ed

—

"flu."

Miss Du Pont
Brookh'n Strand

Three
Supreme

14,

Levy, N. Y. Sales Manager

In the Courts

(Special

March

Tuesday,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—

iTHE
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Seek Censor Rei.cx

Garpentier Film

JDistributors May Ask Ohio Governor
to /.^t/oint Advisory Board for

To Be Made by Diamant-Berger,
—

Appeal

keteers" in 47 Reels Here

j

French Producer

"Three Mus-

THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. — Distributors may

Henri
Diamant-Berger,
former
editor and publisher of Le Film of
(decide upon court action to test the Paris, one of the leaders of the movalidity of the Ohio censor law. as tion picture industry of France, and
^amended last year in the reorganiza- now recognized as one of Continental
tion act, unless conditions complained Europe's foremost producers, arrived
of in connection with present censor- on the Paris last Saturday for a short
visit to New York.
ship are straightened out.
He is at the
The newest development in the Claridge. Diamant-Berger has been
squabble is a counter attack on Mrs. producing in Paris for the past three
Evalyn F. Snow, chief censor. It is years and brings with him his French
being charged now that work of the version of "The Three Musketeers,'
division is being hampered by her as well as "The Bad Boy," featuring
trips about the state making speeches Chevalier, the Casino De Paris star,
before
women's clubs and other who is to be starred in this country
organizations seeking support of her by Dillingham next year.
work.
On these trips, it is alleged,
"The Three Musketeers," is in 47
pictures are allowed to accumulate in reels. The French producer plans to
(Continued on Pase 4)
film
"Twenty Years After." by
Dumas this summer. This will be
Hart to Resume?
made in 40 reels.
(Special to T^E FILM DAILY)
Diamant-Berger, who is a close
Los Angeles William S. Hart, a friend of Georges Carpentier, will also
local report has it, will shortly re- make a film with the French pugilist,
The same probably next fall. This will be prosume production here.
source of information states he has duced in France,
no releasing arrangement but that he producing field Diamant-Berger says:
through
probably
continue
will
Speaking of his advent into the
Famous Players.
producing field Diamont-Berger says:
(Special

to

—

It

that,

can be stated
although there

quite
is

positively

at present

no

contract between Hart and Paramount that his future productions will
be handled through that organization.
Hart, when in New York some time
ago, stated his next picture would be
a Revolutionary War story. At that
time he had several pictures awaiting
release through Paramount.

"U" Anniversary

in

May

Universal will celebrate its 10th
anniversary in May. The employees
will operate the entire string of exchanges in April and in May as they
think best.
It is planned to devise
sopie sort of a scheme whereby exhibitors will share in the profits.
Billy

West With

C. B. C.

Distribution on a new series of
comedies featuring Billy West has
been secured by C. B. C, who will
handle 26 two-reelers, on which production has already been started.
Joe Brandt has just returned from
a trip to some of the principal key

"It is to America and American producing genius and ideals that I owe my advent
As
into the producing end of the industry.

1922

15,

Price 5 Cents

To Honor Hays

And He Knows

M.

Film Daily.

New York

City.

Gentlemen:
If there is one thing that the
industry needs, it is the un
biased reviews of your Sunday
edition.
They are real criticisms and are written by someone who knows. They are the

The condensed news

best.

in

the Daily starts the day right.
Enclosed find my renewal.

Sincerely yours,

HAROLD

Mac GRATH.

Viola

Dana

to Continue with

Metro

Bert Lytell Will Probably

office.

most brilliant social functions ever
held by a motion picture organization.

This
given

will

—

to

to

the

first

to

dance.

The complete

list

of the =neakers

known, but the guest table

not

seats 35, among whom are to be representatives
importance in all
of
branches of the industry, as well as in
the financial and in the political world.
Albert Firman, superintendent of the
(Continued on

Boston Wild Over Stars

THE

— All

Boston

directors,

have a single guest of honor and the
first to be a combined dinner and

page 2)

THE FILM DAILY)

Boston Viola Dana has renewed
her contract with Metro.
It is expected Bert Lytell, whose
old contract has run out, will also
sign a new agreement with the company.
DANNY.

(Special

be the fourth annual ball

by the

Remain
(Special

frlLM DAILY)

Boston

newspapers

Comment on

F. P. Statement
considerable interest
evidenced over the Famous Players
financial statement in film circles yesterday.
It was pointed out that the

There

was

company's

profits of $4,695,499,19 for
1921 represented an excellent showing
in view of the conditions in the indust"--- which existed during the major
portion of the year.
One film man
cited conditions in other lines of
business and mentioned a number of

sensationally exploited the opening
of the State and the presence here of
important industrial concerns whose
the film stars.
The Post says that 120,000 people financial statements showed large detried to see the stars.
The opening ficits for the year instead of profits.
performance had probably the greatRialto Anniversary March 26
est list of stellar lights ever attending
such an event. In addition to those
The Rialto will celebrate its tenth
who left on the special train Sunday anniversary the week of March 26,
Diamant-Berger intends visiting night, Fred Stone, the Duncan Sisters. when the prograi-^ will change daily.
America every year. He intends re- Ted Lewis and Cecil Cunningham Hugo Riesenfeld is carrying out the
maining here for three weeks this attended the premiere which broke daily change idea to include the overtrip, but next year there is a possi- up early yesterday morning.
tures and accompanying numbers,
The Kiwanis Club luncheon yester- which will be different every day.
bility that he will produce in Los
Angeles.
day was a great success. The stars The theater will open at 10 in the
attended the exhibitors' banquet in morning instead of at noon.
the evening after regular show time.
To Use Long Island Plant
editor of Le Film I came to your country
three years ago to study conditions generally
and was so impressed with the remarkable
progress made in both the technical and directorial branches of producing motion pictures that I decided to bring this knowledge
back to France and incorporate it in my
own producing activities with the result that
speaks for itself to all who have famiharized
themselves with French pictures for the past
three years."

International is expected to use the
upper stage of the Paramount studio
in Long Island City for a set for

"When Knighthood Was
Leonard

in

was

Z.

in

New York

to-

DANNY.

Flower."

dickering
with Famous Players for its use for
his next Mae Murray picture, but
the deal was never consummated.
Famous Players officials state the
plant may re-open in the Summer.

Robert

The party will be
morrow morning.

Bill

Passes Assembly

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany When the Clayton bill
was brought up in the Assembly
yesterday it was submitted for the
Lusk bill which had already passed
The Assembly passed
the Senate.
cities.
the measure by a vote of 84 to 50.
This is the bill which would broaden
Weil Plans Six Weeks' Trip
W. A. Bach Here
the powers of the M. P. Commission
Import,
and
Export
William A. Bach, general manager
Joe Weil of
and permit it to investigate the books
of Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., leaves tomorrow on a six weeks'
The measure
of film companies.
of Canada, is visiting the Paramount sales trip in the interest of "The

home

The Motion Picture Directors' Association will tender a dinner-dance to
Will H. Hays tomorrow at the
Astor.
It bids fair to be one of the

is

Renews Contract

P. D. A. Dinner-Dance at Aster
to Be Brilliant Affair— Film
Leaders to Attend

Jungle Goddess."

—

now goes

to the Governor.

Rachmann Due Friday

Samuel Rachmann,
Theatrical Corp.,

of the

Hamilton

New York
He is
Germany.

is

due

in

on Friday from
aboard the Aquitania.

Nalpas and Gance Coming
Louis Nalpas and Abel Gance are
due in America from France in the
near future.

Abrams Improving
Hiram Abrams was reported imprving yesterday by his office. Mr.
.\brams underwent a slight operation on Sunday.

^

;
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To Honor Hays

In the Courts
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(Continued from Page 1)
Supreme Court Justice Bijur has
appointed Meyer M. Friend receiver monej' order department of the postof the film, "Clansmen of the North" office, is expected.
in the suit of John W. Noble again.t
Sidney Olcott, director president of
the Maritime Motion Picture Co., the M. P. D. A., will preside. He was
Friend is in Europe when the plans were laid,
of Canada, and others.
directed to give a bond of $5,000. but was advised of his having been

Eighteen
Snappy

"TORCHY"

Noble alleged that he directed the unanimously elected as president durJoseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
film and has an interest in it, but ing his absence and that his first
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manthat Wallace MacDonald, represent- major dutj' was to preside at the
ager J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, ing Maritime, has refused to consent dinner dance in honor of Mr. Hays.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under to the distribution of the film by AsThe evening will begin with a reINC.

COMEDIES

;

the act of

March

1879.

3,

Terms (Postage

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
$5.00; 3 months $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

of

wants

months,

it

all communications to THE FILM
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood.
California
6411
Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.

Address

DAILY,

—
—
—

the

Fxhi'jitors as
to do, but insists

FOC'P.ted

plaintiff

on marketing

independently. Noble said that the
film will bring $130,000 if distributed
by Associated Exhibitors but $26,000
less in the open market.

MacDonald submitted an
by John

C.

Ragland

affidavit

Associated

of

Exhibitors,

stating the picture will
not bring in over $60,000 to $75,000.
Justice Bijur denied an application
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de by MacDonald to appoint a referee to
Clichy.
take the testimony of the actors who
European Representative Interna- aoneared in the film, in supporting
Central
Filmschau.
Prague
(Czecho-Slotionale
allegations that Noble's direction of
vakia), Wenzelsplatz,
the film was inferior, because he
drank, annoyed the actresses, and
wasted time, money and material.
High Low Close Justice Bijur ruled that this testimony

—

—

Quotations

Famous Players

.

.

%W&

.

do pfd

93>4

^W%
92%

5%

5-}4

Goldwyu

84

92%

Not quoted

Griffith

l.oew's, Inc

14%

is

unnecessary.

High Level for Loew Stock
The financial editor of the Mail

in

column said yesterday:
Triangle
Not quoted
"More result of the accumulation
World
Not quoted of Loew's, which began at 13^ and
Quotations by Harry Content & Co. continued up to 14J/2, were to be
15

\W%

Receiver for Muskogee Theaters

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Muskogee, Okla.—R. W. J. Bettis

his

seen today. The stock sold at a new
high of 15.
The accumulation has
been based on the belief that the dividend will be restored this year."

has been appointed receiver for the
Hearst Planning a Sudio?
Broadway, Strand and Orpheum theThe afternoon papers yesterday
Fred Turner, one of the
aters.
owners, asked the district court for stated that William R. Herast planned
a petition in order to dissolve his a studio on the west side of 1st Ave.,
partnership with Dan Myers, who, between 126th and 127th St., the
Turner alleges, interfered with the property having been acquired by
him. Hearst now controls the entire
management of the houses.
block front from 126th to 127th St.,
and runnir^ from 1st to 2nd Aves.
New Southwest Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
H. P. Carver of International stated
Calumet, Okla. R. C. Miller has yesterday that the company had no
opened a theater in the school intention of erecting a studio there.
He said he didn't know for what
auditorium.
purpose the land had been acquired.
Athens, Tex. The Princess has

—

—

—

introduced

personally

to

those

who

and make the special effort
to meet him.
At 7:30, dinner will
follow, speeches to conclude it and

come

early

the floor cleared for dancing.
John Emerson will act as toastmaster and introduce the guest of
honor and speakers.
George L.
Sargent, chairman of the executive
committee, and J. Searle Dawley, an
untiring worker,
who has served
many months in the executive chair,
shouldered a responsibility of large
proportions when they accepted appointments to handle arrangements,
although they report the interest and
the results have made it worth while.

Nicolas Orlando's orchestra will
furnish the music.
There will be a
number of professional performers,
and one of the features will be the
projection of a motion picture made
around New York by members of the
M. P. D. A., under direction of
Olcott, especially for the occasion.
Carolina Senate Passes
(Special

to

Tax

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Columbia, S. C. The South Carolina Senate has passed the bill taxing
theaters. The measure would tax theaters $30 a year in towns of 2,500 and
$80 in towns of 50,000 and over.

Deal
(Special

in Bradford, Pa.

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Bradford, Pa. Craniedas & Co.,
of Brooklyn, who are interested in
the operation of the Haven, Olean,
will take over the lease of the Bradford on May 1st, which has been
obtained from Charles Samuels of
Jamestown and Mose Reis of New
York, owners.

New

Hodkinson Exchange
ISpeciil to THE FILM DAILY)
Salt Lake— The W. W. Hodkinson
Corp. has opened an exchange at 60
E. 4th St.

Samuel A. Bloch has joined the
New York Musical Art Bureau, Inc.,
which represents a number of musical
artists
cert.

now

are

touring in con-

There

PatneNewa
No. 22

THE LAND OF MOONSHINE-

IN

Liquor flows freely

is

THE

SPICE

Reif.

OF ffiE PftOGRAM

U. S Pat. OS.

in traffic

in the

Bahanu

Islands.
|

EGYPTIAN PRINCE VISITS THE
FOR FIRST TIME— Mohammed Ali
ham

is

accompanied by

the former

pugilist

Yankee

his

"Blink"

U. S
Ibra

secretary!

McCloskey.

HEAD OF NATION VISITS FLORIDA
RECUPERATE — President Hardinii

TO

relaxation at St. Augustine.
news from Los Angeles, Englandi
Washington
Portland,
Ore.,
Bucharest,
Wilkes-Barre, New Orleans, etc., etc.
seeks

Other

today
Maddox Leaves Vitagraph
to THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City Maddox has
(Special

—

re-f

signed as Vitagraph manager, and has
gone to Kansas City, where he exi

make

a tie-up.
to

Winnipeg

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Winnipeg J. M. McClure, former
manager of the Allen, has gone over
E. H. Benson, manto the Lyceum.

no need to pay an extortionate bonus for

the financing of worth-while productions.

If

ager of the Walker, has resigned.

you have

Phone— Beekman

9091

a standing in this industry which assures your value at
the box office the financing of your productions can

be arranged on a business-like basis.

what

ing,"

—

April 16-23!

McClure Goes

and Directors

to

.

WEEK

pects to

To Producers

Where

>J^

PICTURES

(Special

near future.

who

EDUCATIONAL

room, where Mr. Hays will be

ball

opened for business.

Robstown, Tex.
W. B. Baker
will open a new theater here in the

for

ception in the parlors adjoining the

the financing of such productions

is

harm

extortion, or in other

words

is

amounts

"pawn brok-

to this entire industry results.

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave.

SERVICa

itEAL

Phone Bryant 9546 New York City

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY
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15,
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And Now The News
also says they're great
Read These Reviews
from the

News
a

LIVING LIES

Clark-Cornelius-State Rights

.

of

March

Picture

18, 1922.

"WHISPERING WOMEN"

»»

Five Reels

-

.

{Reviewed by D. J. Gest)
state right offering, an adaptation of the author's Satevepost story, "A Scrap of Paper," has a
melodramatic appeal that should put it over extremely

THIS
I

Motion

with those audiences that delight in the thriller. And
sort of
as there seems to be a decided drift toward that
the
(Picture, "Living Lies" has undoubtedly been put on
market at the right time. In rapid succession there is
thrust before the view of the spectator a hair-raising,
blood-tingling horse race, several two-fisted encounters
and a ship-wreck which is executed in first rate style.
(well
!

'

(Reviewed by D.

sticking pretty close to the correct characterization

and

atmosphere.

j

Ctossi/icaiiow.— Adventurous
reporter sent on assignment.

;

I

melodrama

of

Carries thrills

newspaper
and action,

suspense and romance.
thrilling horse race; the

ship-wreck as boat plunges toward falls. The capable
acting of Edmund Lowe and Mona Kingsley. Exceptionally

good photography and splendid direction.

Exploitation Angles.— Best plan is to concentrate upon
advenvivid quality of story, which carries the utmost in
turous action. Should be played up for its thrills and

atmosphere.

i

:

Drawing Power.—Will be liked by the gallery gods,
who are the boys with the pay envelopes on a Saturday
night.

Played up for

picture for the

thrills will excite

men and

a crowd.

A

good

Gest)

it as a crisp melodrama that concustomary ingredients which
tains
of
compose the better than average western. It reveals a
typical plot interspersed with some qualities which build
suspense and a goodly amount of sympathy. The juvenile
appeal is well emphasized and lifts the picture above the
"Whispering Women" is a dog picture, too.
ordinary.
Brindle, as he is known, pitches into the fray, kills one
He deserves stardom
wolf, and drives off the others.

along with Larry Trimble's German shepherd
so conspicuously in "The Silent Call."

who

scored

—

Melodramatic adventure story of
Classification.
Northwest, relying considerably upon heart interest,
juvenile appeal and dramatic thrills. Carries romance.

—

Production Highlights. Splendid work of juvenile
The excepplayers, Everett Moran and Clara Heller.
tional photography in catching the fight of the dog with
the wolf pack. The excellent work of the dog, a truly
natural actor. The fight, an outstanding feat in photography. The hero's discovery that gossip about his wife
is false.

Production Highlights.—The

J.

catalogue
ONE mayplenty
the

i

Spectators everywhere will vote it a first class melodrama. It is better handled than most newspaper stories,

4800 Feet

Clark-Cornelius-State Rights

The atmosphere.

—

Exploitation Angles. Since this one carries a dog it
will certainly lend an appeal everywhere. If you played

"The

Silent Call" your

crowd would know what

to ex-

So the opportunity is here to capitalize upon the
pect.
dog and the manner in which he fights for his master.
The fact that it is a rugged
Title carries some value.
The juvenile appeal will catch the
outdoor picture.
youngsters.
Drawing Power. This one will draw once you get your
Word of mouth advertising will do it.
first crowd in.
But get the first crowd. This can be done by exploiting
the dog. The animal should dominate your copy. Will
draw in most any kind of locality especially with the

—

—

fans.

boys.

Franchised with the other 18
Clark-Cornelius Productions to

the

Independent Market,

Clark -Cornelius Corp., 117

West 46th

St.,

New York

City

I'

DAILY
$100,000 Theater for Mexia, Tex.

Seek Censor Relief

Thursday's Issue

(Continued from Page
office

As a result of the complaints, it is
understood, the Governor has ordered
her to put an end to the practice of
going about the state, and instead to
devote all her time to censoring.
Governor Davis as yet has made
no statement to indicate what he intends to do, but film men hint that
he is fully advised of their position,
and expects to step into the breach
It is reported that the
very soon.
governor is considering the removal

^V
NEWSICK
PRES. HARDING

PLAYS GOLF
IN FLORIDA

Mrs.
though it

of

cide

Fancy Dances For

Snow

as chief censor, alis possible that he will deagainst this move and instead

appoint an advisory board whose
authority will supersede Mrs. Snow's
and which will hear appeals from the
censors rulings on disputed
chief

Tired Business
Girls

(Special

1)

because of her refusal to
permit the assistants to approve them.
the

films.
It is learned that Attorney-General
Price has been in consultation with

Wednesday, March

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Alexia, Tex.

— Contracts

have been

to be named the National.
The building will be erected by J. K.
Hughes and Jess McLendon, well
known oil operators.
A ten-year
lease has been taken by W. F. Box
theater,

according

associates,

the

to

report.

Sanson
(Special

Hartford Princess

at
to

THE FILM DAILY)
Conn.

Hartford,
is

now

Louis

—

manager
manager of

until recently

Sapperstein,

of the Princess,
Bristol.
If

Only

is

Sanson,

Jack

of the Bristol,

the

Princess.

manager
manager of the

former

Music Publishers Suing
to THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis The Jerome H. Rei'

—

Roach Building Dark Stage
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hal E. Roach
(Special

—

keeping pace with expanded pro<|
tion, by inaugurating a new build
program.
Harold Lloyd's comp
will be provided with a new
stage 110x240 ft. similar to the
stage added last year.
Harry ("Snub") Pollard will mi
two more one-reelers and then beg
two reelers, taking a month to e*

It

Were True
the

William

Beaudine
w
company is ti«
definitely organized, with Bob H
Gowan directing. Tom Mac Nama,
cartoonist, has been engaged to wr
direct.

to

New

York, has filed s|
against W. H. Esch, manager of tl
Princess at Newcastle, for allegi'
infringement of the copyright la'j
Irving Berlin is suing another theat
on the same ground.
ick Co.. of

picture.

THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo— No more standing in
(Special

1922

(Special

closed for the erection of a $100,000

and

15,

The

kiddies'

Governor Davis regarding the censor- rear of theaters, says Fire Chief the scripts.
It's all the result of some
ship difficulties, and that Mrs. Snow, Murphy.
Globe in Monticello Reopens
at a conference with Price and Educa- anonymous letters arriving at the
Monticello, 111. The Globe has
tion Director Riegel, was told that Mayor's office complaining of overcrowding. Would that it were true, opened, under management of J
she "has been skating on thin ice."
say the exhibitors.
Allman.

—

Cotter Leaves Springfield
(<:n,ci»l to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

William Cotter
has left the Broadway to manage the
Strand at Westfield.
Springfield, Mass.

Opens

Thomas,
THE FILM DAILY)

First Theater in

(Special

to

i

Robert Z. Leonard

111.

—

..Thomas, 111. George W. Thomas
has opened a theater here. It is the
first house in town.

Announces that

Fourth Annual Dinner Dance

his next

production with
of thf

Converting Store Into Theater
(Special

to

.

THE FILM DAILY)

Hammondsport,

N.

Wood

Y.

—The

re-

next to
Grimaldi's, which will be used by the
Park theater for a picture house, has
started.
The new building will be
ready April 1st.

modeling

of

store,

Mae Murray
will

Motion Picture Directors' Ass'n.

be
in

honor

of

BroadwayRose

Hon. Will H. Hays
-Ihlrd birthday
Adapted from manuscript novel
by Edmund Goulding

RtheReview

To

Gold Room, Hotel Astor

be Produced by

Tiffany
1540

To-Morrow Night

Productions, Inc.
Broadway
New York

Tickets at Hotel Astor
or

234 West 55th

Steet

The Magazine
of the Screen

WE

NEVE[2 DISAPPOINT'

(ttOMLOWFiLM D^BORAIORIES
PHONE
5PYANT 5576
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2 20 WEST 42 5*2 STREET

NEW yORK
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CEN.MGQ.

\
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No.

Thornby

j

Thursday, March

72

16,

1922

Price S Centi

GonHemns Film

Series

—

M.

Carey
Pictures Harry
Finally Signs Starring Contract

R-C

'or
I

Company

with
to

Special

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Announcement is
Angeles
[ade tliat Robert Thornby has signed
Los

contract with

I

series

jce a
rod.

R-C

sm

Pictures to pro-

Robert Thornby

of

With the addition
ictures,

R-C

liaking
hristy

director

will

of the Thornby
three units

have

productions,

W.

Cahanne. Norman Dawn and
ow Thornby. The latter, of late
as been with Universal.
Graver and Mandelbaum Here

Allan Moritz in
ir

Town

Buffalo manager
Players, was in town

}iIorilz,

?'.

Famous

esterdav.

jnight

successes!
Snow pictures are "sure-fire."
a great title! And Oh boy! what a cast.
RoseTheby, Gaston Glass, and Noah Beery shown above with Alice

Edwin Carewe always makes
"I

Hylan to Attend Dinner
Mayor John F. Hylan will be
•escnt at the M. P. D. A. dinner

AM THE LAW"

mary

Lake, Kenneth Harlan, Wallace Beery and Hector Sarno will put over
Affiliated's April release.
Advt.

—

Knickerbocker Alleged Bankrupt
Trying Out Films
at the guest table will be,
nong others:
Harry H. Wentworth has filed a
It
is
understood the Columbia
Marcus Loew, James D. Williams, Amusement
operating
the petition in bankruptcy against the
Co.,
.'illiam Randolph Hearst, Lewis J.
Columbia burlesque wheel, is exelznick,
R.
H. Cochrane, Paul perimenting with a continuous policy Knickerbocker Photoplay Corp., prorunct, Peter J. Brady, Hugh Frayne, at a number of out-of-town theaters. ducers of "The Leather Pushers" on
Ibert
Firmin, Judge Edward B. The plan is to show pictures from 11 a claim of $500. The assets are said
aFctra, Constance Talmadge, Mae in tlie morning to the regular matinee to be unknown and the liabilities
[urray, Corinne Griffith, Anita Loos, time, then the matinee with more
about $20,000.
.-Mian D. Emil, of
id Betty Blythe.
pictures from 5 until 8 and then the 170 Broadway, has been appointed
Addresses will be made by Messrs. closing show with burlesque.
The receiver.
eated

Zukor, Brady, Olcott, Hearst,
irmin aijd Frayne.
Among the enrtainers
will
be Johnny Dooley,
[aria Montero, Aleta. of the "Music
ox Review"; Thalia Zanou and
iays.

Oumansky,

lexandre

of the Capitol,
id Manetta and Andre.
One of the
atures of the evening will be the
;tual
productic of a two reeler
hilc the affair is in progress.
There
ill
be a number of cameras placed
1 over the
ball-room to shoot scenes,
he picture will be shown later in
le

evening.

"Monte Cristo," one of the
Fox specials for the coming
season opened at the Tremont
Temple,

A

is

to

be

Boston, on Monday
review will appear in

Sunday's issue.

tried

Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
troit and Buffalo.
Start
(.Special

out

in

Chicago, De-

Monday in Buffalo
THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Monday, the
Buffalo Beginning
Gayetj^ a burlesque theater, will show
pictures and two acts of vaudeville.
The theater will open at 1 o'clock.
Matiness will be at 2:30 and evening

shows

at 8:30.

Two

King Baggott
Salvation Army girl.
appears in her support. The picture
will
be shown with the musical
that was in vogue at
the time the film was originally re-

accompaniment
leased.

who,
tlu

been
Williams
westerns for Aywon release.
Mrs.
Madalynne Obenchain is being held
for murder in Los Angeles, charged
with the death of J. Belton Kennedy.

Six of the series

until recently has

"Big

Boy"

(Continued on Page 2)

Blackton Film for Capitol
Glorious
Adventure,"

"The

J.

Stuart's Blackton's feature in natural
colors, goes into the Capitol either
M. L.
April
16 or April 23rd.
Malevinsky of O'Brien, Malevinsky
and Driscoll is handling American
distribution.
He said yesterday no
deal had been entered upon with anyone and that nothing would be done
until after the showing.

Going to Philadelphia
Harry M. Warner, Harry Rapf,
featuring Reginald
Eddie Bonns and representatives of

Denny have been turned over

to Universal for distribution while there remain six more to be delivered. Henry
Ginnane, attorney for the company and
for H. L. Messmore. president, stated
yesterday that a deal was on for Universal to produce the rest on the
coast, but that the bankruptcy petition
had broken up the deal. At Universal,
it was
stated that the company had

signed Reginald Denny,

Reeler
"Going Straight," a two reeler with
Mary Pickford, will be added to the
Central program next week. The picture was made by Universal 11 years
ago. and shows Miss Pickford as a

Reviving PicKford

"Monte Crista" Review

night.

experiment

Seeling,

making

is

honor of Will H. Hays.

in

appears.
The statement
that the picture has been developed largely through the murder
notoriety which attaches to Mrs.
Obenchain and for that reason, the
statements adds "our national officers
feel it against good public policy to
have it exhibited." The M. P. T. O.
feels that the film should be accorded
the "same adverse treatment as was
given the Clara Hamon Smith picture."

v^henchain

The picture referred to by the
Cohen organization is "The Man in
It was made in three
a Million."
reels in Los Angeles, by Charles R.

R. D. Craver, of Charlotte, N. C,
id "Manny" Mandelbaum, of Clevend, arc at the Astor.

Allan

The M. P. T. O. yesterday issued
a statement condemning attempts to
exhibit a picture in which Ralph
said

It is also stated officially that Harry
arey has signed his starring contract
ith the organization.

!

T.
Denounces )benchain
Picture ai d Calls it Similar to
Clara Hamon Smith's "Fate"
P.

who

is

in California.

Pearson Returns from South

now

the trade press are going to Philadelphia this week-end to attend the
premiere at the Stanley theater of
"Your Best Friend," which is conIndependent Film
the
trolled by

Exchange

in

and Southern

Eastern

New

Pennsylvania

Jersey.

Stanlaw's Next
Stanlaw's next production, following "Over the Border,"
will be "Pink Gods and Blue Dem-

Penrhyn

Constance Binney will be
ons."
featured and Anna Q. Nilsson will be
in the cast.

Elmer Pearson, of Pathe, finds
business conditions in the South
"reasonably satisfactory, with subMilne Joins Pyramid
stantial improvement inevitable in the
Milne has joined the proPeter
tour,
Pearson's
immediate future."
from which he has just returned in- duction staff of Pyramid Pictures,
Atlanta,
New Inc., as head of the scenario departCharlotte.
cluded
ment.
Orleans.

THE

-iStlDAILY
Change Release

Reliance in Seattle

Hallroom Comedies Transferred from

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

the next series of 26 pictures to the
Coast Film Sales Co., headed by D.
The sale is an outright
J. Chatkin.
one and covers United States and

Chatkin was one of the organizers
of Federated, a member of the board
of directors, as well as secretary and
treasurer of the Federated Film Distributors, Inc., of California, operating two exchanges on the coast. He
has resigned from the above interests
to devote himself to the distribution
of the Hallroom comedies and addiSeveral residents of
tional product.

er" and

The

Chatkin arrived from the
yesterday afternoon and registered at the Astor.
J.

coast

are

in

Cleveland

owned by National

Kxchanges,

W. Wilson

is

manager.

Lynch Buys Serial Rights
Bob Lynch, Metro Film Exchange,
purchased
has
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern
New Jersey rights to "The Jungle
Goddess."
Philadelphia,

Here

Carl E. Milliken, treasurer of Pine
Tree Pictures Inc.. is in town supervising the production of the latest
Curwood picture at the Paragon
studio.

the

—

Co., of Culver City, will state right a
series of pictures starring Henry B.
Walthall.
The first release is "The

Boy"

directed by

president.

The kind

Will sell U. S. and Canadian rights
to negative of tremendous spectacular
production made in Italy.
8
reel

gorgeous sets, peracting.
superb
photography,
fect
Could not be duplicated for less than
a
at
S.
Will sell U.
$70,000,00.
author,

—

$15,000 will handle. Canada
sacrifice
possibility as State Rights proposition.
parties

W. Hughes Curran
full

of clean

— one a month.

— through independent exchanges.
Territories — Now Selling.
Distribution

State Right Distribution by

^^

LORENZO

135 West 44th Street

INC.

New York

City

Only
seekers keep of?).
qualify should answer.
Remarkable
handle.
will

who can

— $2,500

Standard Motion Picture Co.,
1005 Mailers Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.

SHADOWS
have caused more dread and terror than anything

Able-Mindcd Lady."

visible

menace

present day.

Fourth Annual

William Series

of stories the public wants.

A FORTUNE FOR SALE

Famous

(Guinn)

SIX five reel productions, each one
snappy action.
Release

Chelsea Pictures Corp. has
been formed with Bernard Levey as

The

(Curiosity

Henry B. Walthall
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Pacific Film
Starring

''Big

produced by Frederick Herbst Productions

at

present being distributed by Federated, but the contract has but a short
lime to go.
Milliken

third office

Inc., has been opened in
Buckeye National ExCleveland.
changes. Inc., is the new office located
George
at 514 Exchange Building.

industry, are associated with Chatkin
Distribution will
in this company.
be handled from the local office.

comedies

of Youth," "The Think"His Nibs."

Third Office

Los Angeles, not connected with the

Hallroom

Formed

THE FILM DAILY)

"The Edge

(,'anada.

The

1922

Co.,

Los Angeles
Jack and Harry
Cohn, producers of the two-reel
Hallroom Boy comedies, have sold

D.

—

16,

The Reliance Distributing
has opened offices at 2016 3rd
Ave., with Theo Johnson, president;
N. S. Brewster, secretary. They will
handle "The Battlin' Kid," "Outlawed,"' "Midnight Riders," "Isle of
Destiny,"
"Naryana,"
"Branded,"
Seattle

Federated to Coast Unit Headed
by D. J. Chatkin
(Special

to

(.Special

Thursday, March

Dinner Dance

of the

else except the

from the ages of primitive man to the
the other hand, shadows now are providing

of death,

On

mankind with nine tenths of all its theatre entertainment,
the motion picture is nothing more nor less than the play
shadows on a lighted screen.

for
of

SHADOWS
and vague, and much of confusion and
vagueness have existed in the great entertainment industry of
producing and distributing motion pictures.
in general are confused

Motion Picture
Directors Assn.
in

Hon.

honor

WILL

of

H.

HAYS

SECOND NATIONAL
PICTURES CORPORATION
is eliminating this confusion by
the application of systematic
methods and providing the
best possible photodramas on
terms which give distributors
and exhibitors fair shares of
the gains.

"The Night Riders"

To-Night
Gold
Tickets at

Room

Hotels Astor

Hotel Astor or 234 West 55th Street

"Her Story"
" David and Jonathan "
SecondNational PicturesCorp.
140 West 42nd Street
New York

%

\

iTHE
7A0 brAdstreet

;9^<?re(0cmized
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Saturday,

New Hearing on

Weathers, who was a banker in
Oklahoma and knew Hamon, when
he was induced to make his first
venture into the film
ing the Clara Smith
.states

ture

in

his

field

by financ-

Hamon

petition

that

was made between
(Continued on

picture,

the picApril 20

page 2)

Tells Will

Hays What He Can

time

many

years' experience
right
"talked
out in
meetin' " at the M. P. D. A. dinner
to Will H. Hays at the Astor Thursday night.
And except for Hays'
address (printed in yesterday's issue)
certainly the Hearst address attracted
more attention than probably anything else that was said.
in

his

pictures

"All he (Hays) has to do for us,"
said Mr. Hearst during the course of
his remarks, "is to get us together;
give us a set of new principles and
something with which to win the
regard of the public.
"There has been a great deal of
industry;
criticism
of the picture
most of it unjust and unfair. But I
(.Continued on page '4)

Price 5 Centi

Woody

Tips on Reports

Do- How

Other Speakers at the Directors'
Dinner
William R. Hearst, for the first
in

1922

18,

Hearst Talks Out

'Fate'

Appellate Division to Review Rejection by Mot-on Picture Commission
The Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court has granted a hearing
William E. Weathers of Los
to
Angeles, owner of the film "Fate."
which tells the life story of Clara
Smith Hamon, acquitted of the murHamon, Oklahoma
der of Jacob
politician, in a suit to review the
action of the Motion Picture Commission in rejecting the film on the
ground that "tends to corrupt morals
and incites to crime."

March

Joins Selznick

and Becomes General Manager of Distribution Succeeding Sam
When Such Data is Found
Necessary
E. Morris
Ci.
P. Richardson, manager of the
John S. ("Jack") Woody, widely
sales promotion department of the known throughout the industry, and
Detroit Steel Products Co., asks the until recently general
manager of
editor of Printer's Ink whether it is Realart, has been engaged by Lewis
the usual custom for large companies, J. Selznick as general manager in
maintaining l)ranch offices and sales- charge of distribution of the Selzmen, to require a daily report to the nick Corp. This follows the statehome office of each call upon pros- ment made last week that Sam E.
pects.
The editor of Printer's Ink, Morris, vice-president and general
manager of distribution, has been
in commenting on the letter, says:
to

Keep

Sales

Records

"It is both wise and usual to exact complete 'call reports' from new and inexpeSimilarly, many manufacrienced salesmen.
turers, when launching a new product or
putting into effect a new customer policy,
ask for detailed reports from even their veteran and highest-paid field representatives.
This is also true in connection with intensive drives on staple products.
"It is not common practice to burden
branch-house salesmen with reports design-

transferred to London to become
president of Select Pictures, Ltd.

Woody
nick offices

has

and

moved
is

taking over the management of
the thirty odd branches throughout
the country while Morris is busy with
lireparations for his new work.
ris,

Woody's present employment with
Selznick is his second in association
uith Lewis J. Selznick, the first having been with the original Select organization.

(Continued on Page 2}

Hays Goes to Sullivan
Places English Gross at £30,000,000
Rachmann Arrives
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Will H. Hays left for Sullivan, Ind.,
Londn
Sir
Oswald Stoll, esti- yesterday. He will be back in town
Samuel Rachmann arrived in New
expected
It
is
York from Germany last night mates the total revenue derived from on Tuesday when the framing of spend a great deal
P.
D.
A.
P.
The boat the film industry in Great Britain the by-laws of the M.
aboard the Aquitania.
field.

—

docked about seven o'clock.

yearly

is

£30,000,000.

will

into the Selz-

working with Mor-

that Woody will
of his time in the

again be taken up.

Purchasing Value of the Dollar
Based on Wholesale Prices

Based on Retail Prices
chart is based upon figures compiled by
the National Industrial Conference Board and shows the
variation in the retail purchasing value of the dollar from
July, 1914, to December, 1921.

The appended

based upon figures compiled by
Labor and shows the variation
in the wholesale purchasing value of the dollar from July,

The appended

the U.

1914, to

S.

chart

Department

December,

is

of

1921.

;

:

:

;

;

;

Saturday,

New Hearing
(Continued from

Vol. XIX

No.

74

Saturday, Mar. 18,

1922

Price 5 Cents

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

FILM FOLKS,

Joseph

INC.

Dannenberg,

and

Editor
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
President

(Continued from Page

1)

and Sept. 1st last, at a cost of
He submits a list of per$125,000.
sons of allegedl}' high standing in the
community who approve the exhibition of the film on moral grounds and
as a lesson, and states that the film
was rejected by the Commission because he was arrested
cisco on Sept. 3rd last,

was shown

in

San Fran-

when

the pic-

1)

ed for analysis at headquarters, even in the
It is more
case of new or inexperienced men.
and more seen to be the <luty of the branch
manager to assume the function of the eduTabulation by hgcator of his saTes force.
m-es or graphs of work 'in l)ranch territory
is
the most highly
approved home office

method
"The

branch-house control.

of

function of sales recThe moinsure profits.
ment tlie cost of sales records the direct
the
and indirect costs
combined defeats
basic purpose, they become liabilities instead
ot assets.
The conditions that justify the
daily reporting of calls upon prospective cusfun<iamonIal

make and

orils is to

—

—

the College Thethere, because it violated the
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside motion picture ordinance, and was tomers Ity branch-house salesmen may be
summaricd to include
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 "offensive to decency, and was of an
Foreign obscene,
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
"1. Lack of adequate provision for sales
indecent
immoral
and
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
instruction at branch house
nature."
Address all communications to THE FILM
"2. Lack of adeciuate provision for niail
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Weathers said that when he showed follow-up of prospects from branch house
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
"3.
Peculiar ability of some home-office
Hollywood the film to the New York Commis- executive to utilize information of this type;
Hollywood,
California
6411
sion
he offered to eliminate the
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
"4. Nature of articles sold which makes
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S. "marriage of convenience" scene and immediate record at headquarters essential
Wabash Ave.
"5. Unusual use by hea<lquarters staff of
the 01. e showing the rejoicing in the
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
territory
acquittal
of call"6.reports on prospects in branch
over
the
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, courtroom
Upbuildhig of home-office mailing lists
London, W. C. 2.
Mrs. Smith at her murder trial, and whicli are so frequently used that delay
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de asserted that when this had been done would be costly.
Clichy.
"The usual methods for reporting calls
European Representative Interna- there was nothing left which "could upon prospective customers
Central
fall
four
in
Prague
tionale
Filmschau,
(Czecho-Slo- offend the most captious moral critic." groups:
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
"1.
Individual sheets or cards for each
He alleged that Mrs. Smith joined
the church after her acquittal and prospect; 2. Daily sheets or cards; 3. Weekly
reports
Periodic reports.
4.
announced that she would devote her
"Of these four groups the first and third
High Low Close life to preventing other girls from are the most commonly used. Where the
brancli-house salesman sends a report to
Famous Players .... 80^ 80j^ SOyi being "ensnared" in the same way. headquarters,
the sheet is. of course, predo pfd
93j4 He said that Mr. Gorman, who ferred because it can be a carbon copy of
93^ 93
directed
the
picture,
married
her
the
original
report
which remains in the
.*Goldwyii
6
6%
Griffith
Not quoted while the film was being made and branch office.
Reports usually include
Loew's, Inc
Uji 15^ 16]^ "they are now living happily to"1. Name of prospect; 2. Buyer's name
gether."
insists
that
He
church
Triangle
Not quoted
with initials and title; 3. FiiU address; 4.
organizations
generally
will
approve
Date of call; 5. Consumptioij capacity; 6.
World
Not quoted
Existing competition by maker's
7. Price or
Quotations by Harry Content & Co. the picture if it is shown.
ture
ater

in

1922

18,

Tips on Reports

on 'Fate'
Page

March

—
—
—

;

—

PatlieNewi
No. 83

THE

WORLD-FAMOUS "HAUNTB
HOUSE" IN NOVA SCOTIA—The im

teiy

house, investigated by Dr. Prince, t
gather with Mr. and Mrs. MacDonald, t

owners.

BIG FIRE IN

CHICAGO— Conflagrati;

wipes

block

out

entire

of

modern busine

buildings.

AFRICAN NATIVES GATHER FOR A*
NUAL COUNCIL OF ARMS-Native chie
Swaziland meet in barbaric splendor.
Other news from Princeton, St. AugustlD
Oakland, Cal., London, Dajrton, O., at
New York.

of

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

tod

—

Quotations

;

7t

Announce Winners in April
The winners of the Goldwyn
Chicago Daily News scenario contes

J

;

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol
This week the Capitol

News opens

the per-

formance at that theater.
Mile. Gambarelli
dances to the "Glow-Worm." "Noah's Ark,"
a Bible picture, is next and is followed by
In the fifth
Herbert's "Irish Rhapsody."
number several well known Irish songs are
rendered and then comes the feature. "Come
On Over."

Rialto
Victor Herbert's "Irish Rhapsody"

is also
The magazine is next,
overture.
then comes the feature, William S. Hart in
"Travelin' On." and "The Race for Life," the
second episode of "The
Mistress
of
the

the Rialto

World."

Rivoli
"If I Were King" is the Rivoli overture.
"The Yellow Girl," a short Vitagraph release,
is
next.
Then comes George Richardson,

Attached to the petition are letters
from a number of persons invited to

showing

a private

The

of the film.

Rev. Dr. Joseph Silverman member,
of the National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures, said he hoped the

New York Commission

"would per-

mit the presentation."
Austin Finegan,
president
of
the
Catholic
League, said that while lie did not
approve of such films on general
grounds, he "sees nothing objectionable" in "Fate."
The Rev. Ralph W. Sockum, of

Avenue

Madison

the

Church,

"I see no obstacle to it
being given before the public." Mrs.
Elizabeth B. Grannis wrote that she
baritone, singing the drinking song from
believed
"all
other sex and white
"Hamlet." The feature is "Bought and Paid
For." The remaining numbers are an orig- slave pictures merited condemnation
inal piano trio composed of Edgar Fair- except this."
Herbert Clair and George Dilworth,
play "Bimini Bay" and "Chanson Dansante."
"The Race for Life" is also on the
child,

Will Dedicate

Building

is

the

Emerald

Isle,"

a

Seventh Day," starring Richard Barthelmess.
"Rolling Stones," a Lloyd Hamilton comedy,
"The organ solo conthe next number.
is
cludes the

bill.

sipecified;

;

8.

10.

Quotations
Result

"As we

refuse to be cynical we shall not
the little use ordinarily made by
headquarters of prospect call reports of
branch-house salesmen. As a matter of fact.
if
the branch house cannot usually be entirely responsible for the development of the
branch salesmen and the follow-up of prospective customers in its territory its excuse
for existence is indeed a weak one."
to

New Company

Shipman Floats
(Special

Saiilte

to

Ste.

THE FILM DAILY)
Marie,

Ont.

— Ernest

Shipman has interested local business
people in a company to make "The

will

be

at

the

Central

next

last

week where

$200,000.
The company will be
as
the Saulte Ste.
Marie
Films., Ltd., with the following on
the board of directors:

tribution

on "Johnny Ring and

O.

Franz,

president

president

Algoma

Central

I

directed.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

Lakewood's

of

Betty

Compson

Largest and Foremost Hotel

Algoma

The

$35.00
$6.00

& Hud-

in

"The

LAKtWOOD

liOTEl

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

son Bay Railway Co. and Algoma
Eastern Railway Co.; George W.

Green Temptation."

the

Captain's Sword."
It was made by
the Temple Prod. Co., Inc., of Fhila-«
delphia
and Norman L. Stevens

Spanish River Pulp and
Paper Co.; George A. Montgomery,

instead

hi

Jawitz Handling "Johnny Ring"
Jawitz Pictures have acquired dis-

of

Goodwin, Crown attorney; James
Lyons, president Board of Trade;
Engage Coliseum for Exhibit
John
Hussey,
general
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
manager
Washington The convention com- Hussey Ferrier Co., Ltd., and Ernest
The mayor and members
mittee of the M. P. T. O. has en- Shipman.
E^aged the Coliseum, on Pennsylvania of social and educational organizaAve., to house the accessory exhibit tions compose an advisory board.
which will be a part of the national
Negri at Rivoli
convention in May.
Pola Negri in "The Red Peacock"
The first of "The Leather Pushers" will be the Rivoli feature next week
week.

1

of the scripts.

known

manager

series
S. P»t, Off.

was in Chicago
went over some

Rapids," by Alan Sullivan at a cost

—

Reg. U.

April

of

baum Memorial

Philadelphia A new structure replacing the present Stanley V. Mast-

about

FoUow-up or other matter prom-

next in market.
"Obviously, a dozen more items will be
found where a wide line of articles or an
unusual use of details is involved.
refer

announced

Casii prizes of $30,000 will be given
the first prize winner to get $10,000
the next 10, $1,000 each, and th<
remaining 20, $500 each.
Eugetit
Mullin, scenario editor for Goldwyr

When

ville

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Bldg., at the EnglesSanitarium, will be dedicated at
the memorial exercises to be held in
the Irish tenor, sings "The Little Olil Town
The topical re- April. The new building has 32 beds
in the Old County Down."
It
view is next and then comes "Bells of the and will be used as the infirmary.
Sea, a vocal prologue to the feature, "The cost $85,000 to erect.
This is followed by "The
Kineto release showing
Colin O'More,
scenes of Southern Ireland.

Strand overture.

competition

Sample

9.

11.
12.

W.

—

Strand
The "Second Hungarian Rhapsody"

New

of

Steel Corp.; Major P. B. Wilson, vice
president, Spanish River Pulp and
Paper Co., Ltd.; J. D. Jones, general
manager Algoina Steel Corp., Ltd.;
Colonel C. H. L. Jones, general

(Special

bill.

call;

said

eliminated,

basis

made;
ised;

Methodist

he found the picture
"quite a powerful temperance lesson,"
and that with the courtroom scene

who

brand

be

will

Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratei

Inducements

to
Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Conventions.

est

Service.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakejupd 505
or N. Y. Booking Office BajWfy 7940

turday,

March

18,

1922
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THEY'RE FIGHTING
FOR BOOKINGS ON

"PERSECUTION"
READ THIS

SUPREME COURT-SPECIAL TERM, PART
By

Freedman

Justice

1

Newburger

Regal-Fischer Corporation of America,
Inc.
The contract sought to be enforced provided,
among other things, that the same should not go into
v.

approved by the Home Office. No such
approval has been obtained, therefore the motion for
an injunction pendente lite must be denied.
effect until

Re-Printed from

44

Law

Journal,

March

ii,

1922

PERSECUTION
Will
The Box

Keep Them

99

Fighting

Office Sensation of the

Year!

REGAL-FISCHER CORPORATION
130 West 46th Street

Phone, Bryant 0570

Room 901

THE

DAILY
the defensive.
admit
well

And you might

"And

as

Saturday,

speaking

still

practically,

we must

best

out "with some

censor laws be tested
inexpensive pictures" but not
little
"He
the kind that Hearst made.
never made one for less than half a
million," he said, "and nobody on his
papers can get a raise."
Secretary of Labor Davis, of the
Cabinet, feelingly told of how Hays
left the Cabinet, "and there wasn't
one of us with a dry eye. But in the

language of Whitcomb Riley, we told
him, 'You know where you're going,
Bill

— take

care of yourself.'

"

the

actors

market

affords,

and

if

any

of them should be so ill advised as to agree
to limit to a fixed amount the payment to be
made for the services of any of these workers in the vineyard, you may rest jolly well

assured that in the nature of things such an
agreement could never be kept.
"And to be more 'practical' still, let's re-

member

the

that

this,

first

o]>pressive

act

corporation toward the exhibitors
would be the cue for those same exhibitors
to
get together in their own association,
form a connection with the directors, the
authors and the actors, organize their own
of

the others

at

this

which

hearty

point and led
"All
followed.

the
the

I make in my newspapers,"
continued Hearst, "I sink in making
hear about some propictures.
I
ducers who make artistic successes,
Financial successes
but that's all.
we don't hear about."
roared,
but
Again the crowd
next
the
sobered
them
Hearst
moment when he said: "You, Mr.
Hays, can put this industry on a
You can unite us.
sound basis.
You can inspire us. You can give
You can
us cohesion, confidence.
give us confidence in our leaders; in
our selves, in our worthiness."
Lasker's Offer to Hays
Alfred E). Lasker, head of the U.
S. Shipping Board, and also of Lord
& Thomas, of Chicago, surprised the
crowd when he informed them that
he had offered Hays a larger salary
to come into business with him than

money

Hays was

getting from

the

picture

industry.

"You

must

give

the

to the
is to
do

lie

suspicion that he (Hays)
otlu-r than he has contracted to do,"
he said.
Brady Attacks Directors
"Why haven't you done something,
you directors?" asked Peter J. Brady,
of the Federation of Labor," to prevent these aspersions being cast on
your industry." He then laughingly
uggestcd that if the directors wanted
form a union that Federation
to

were on hand to weld them
together and suggested they give
Hays the job as walking delegate.
officials

Then l)ecoming

serious again he said
the motion pictiu'e industry was "on

my confreres, among the writers, the
directors, the actors or the exhibitors— as pooany of

poojig never satisfies an inquiring mind, and
to me it is perfectly right and proper to
hold one's mind in a state of inquiry on tins
or anv other subject whatsoever.
"So' in order to rid ourselves of any possible misunderstanding, let us consider for
one moment what ground, if any. exists for
the fears held by some, as to what may happen if these gentlemen should by any chance
be so ill-advi.sed as to misuse whatever added
power might come to them through a perfected organization.
"In the first place, will they attempt to
control production, or distribution, or both,
and so be able to hold up the helpless exhibitor for any price they wish to charge
liim for his pictures?
".'\nd secondly, are these producers and exhibitors going to weld themselves into such
an intimate and brotherly cooperation that
they will agree together that all competition
for the services of directors, of writers and
of actors shall cease, and that no writer,
director or actor shall receive more tlian a
fixed

amount

for his services,

no matter what

those services may actually be worth?
should, without hesitation, answer 'No'
Because, in any
to both these questions.
organization of this kind, the majority must
rule, and while there might occasionally arise
some misguided member who had become so
swollen with his own importance that he bad
come to believe that he and bis ought to
breathe all the air and acquire all the power
the world, I don't believe he would sucill
ceed in carrying any considerable nmnber
of these gentlemen with him, nor do I believe that he would cause a quiver in the
sane, honest, kindly, far-seeing attisolid,
tude of Mr. 'Will Hays.
"Ah, but you may say, 'That's an idealistic attitude, and this is a Tiractical world.'
\'crv well, let's be practical and just remember that trusts and monopolies and consjiiracies in restraint of trade are all out of

Paul Brunet headed the Pa
i)le

— which

many

of

was
the

a

lively

or

compani^

other

tables.

Bob Leonard

tried to

have

a o

than ever, the whole purpose of the
be
defeated, and
gentlemen the producers and distribwould have spent their time, their effort and their money for nothing, a thing
which I am thoroughly convinced they have
no intention of doing.
"What they are trying to do is a great
big. fine, constructive thing for the motion
fiercely

—

—

Reverend John Roach Straton."

".Vo movement for good or ill has ever
been started in tlie history of the world which
has not met with criticism of one sort or
And this is as it should be, for it
another.
charis only by critical examination that our
acter is tested and our worth is proved. And
while I have satisfied myself that the honest
purpose of this organization is to benefit the
workers in the industry, as well as the producers and distributors who form its membership, I nevertheless have no desire to
poo-poo the fears or misunderstandings of

stir.

new organization would

Hearst Talks Out

part of many people to people in
the picture industry, with this star
getting so many thousand a week
and this director so much. But why
the producer should be envied I
don't know. He makes no money."

caused a

time at table 17 while his wif w
producing units and make their own i)ic- up with the moguls on the dais i
tures.
The battle would then be on more most succeeded.

who spoke were
Svdney S. Cohen, president of the
M. P. T. O., who said he "extended picture industry and it's up to us to get
the hand of friendship to Mr. Hays behind them and give them a boost.
"With Will Hays at the head and with all
and all others who in any way conof us behind him, there isn't anything we
tribute to the motion picture inisican't accomplish.
ness, merit, character and integrity."
"So let's try to iron out all our misunhe
which
address,
derstandings and dissensions within the inlong
The rest of a
dustry,
and get together for a concerted atread, was devoted to telling the histack upon the common enemy without.
For
tory of what the organized theater unless we are able in some way to ward ofif
accomplished.
from our industry the blighting effects of
owners had
frightful wave of Puritanical fanaticism
(Continued from Page 1)
John Emerson, after greeting Hays, the
whic has engulfed a small but exceedingly
harm
anynever knew criticism to
asked some pointed questions with active and powerful minority of the citizens
one,, even when it was unfair.
reference to the new organization of this country, the motion picture will soon
only natural that there which he heads, during which he said, be reduced to a state of pap fit only for
"It
is
babes in arms, mental defectives and the
should be a great deal of envy on the in part;

Among

laughter
applause

res

this

these
utors

Other Speakers

into

O'Reilly sat at a table

ley

it.

Arthur Brisl)ane suggested that the

Zukor broke

18,

remember that the gentlemen forming this
can association are like the rest of us, (|uite hu- for guests of Marion Davies
you
But
'come through' if you will set aside man, and whatever altruistic qualities they had a good time.
your petty differences and work may possess, they are nevertheless bound to
kee]> a weather eye on their own interests,
together."
"Connie" Tahnadge arrivetj
and get for their own individual productions
the best writers, the best directors, and the l)ut danced with Adolph Zuko
Brisbane on Hearst

Sunday's Issue

Adolph

March

Hays

Brandt had a big cro
members and the
"something" under the table
seemed inspiring.
Billy

T. O. C. C.

How

George Sargent was wo
the whole aflfair
then worked it out. There wa
one flivver the moving pictu
the ball seemed more like an
tisement of the Craftsman L

He worked

ti

—

tories

than anything

else.

Charley Pettijohn was expet
a
same table with J. D.
William t
but failed to arrive.
scheduled to sit on the dais big
ferred a table seat with his wi:

W

the

Effective

When Hays

spoke the dramatic
fervor with which he invested his exclamations really
drove his points
home with force. He received applause several times and many congratulations at the conclusion of his
address.
Several

Harry Warner, Harry '"oef I
Harry Rapf, with their resi;t
wives and others, made up a ta
;.

Bill

Farnum's table was so
he was almost lost.

the side

compared the force with
which Hays speaks to that of SenThe "guest" family was
ator Walker.
large numbers. One almost
When Adolph Zukor spoke he
caused a laugh by declaring that table.

Marcus Loew

told

him

that

"as

th
at

a

speech-maker he was a good pictureinaker."

Some Notes
Marcus Loew was on the

dais, but
later joined Mrs. Loew at one of the
tables.
had been in Boston earlier in the week and hadn't had a
chance to talk to her.

At 4 A. M. yesterday mi
Rubens', Linde's and other
houses took care of the br
crowd.

STUDIC

He

John Emerson's heavy black eyeband attracted much attention;
almost as much as Will Hays' long,

glass

To Rent Beginning

April

Best in Times Sq. Disi
Low I
Fully Equipped
Fitzroy
St.—
232 W. 38th

—

'

nervous fingers.

1

fashion.
a

terrible

his little law
sort of thing,

Mr. Sherman and
crimp

in

that

put

discussion

most

beautiful

as

to

—Mae

who was
Murray,

Betty Blythe or Corinne Griffith.
Jury was out at 4 A. M. yesterday
morning.

A FORTUNE FOR

Si

Will sell U. S. and Canadian r
to negative of tremendous specta
production made in
reel
8
Famous author, gorgeous sets,
a<
superb
photography,
feet
Could not be duplicated for less
i

Syd Cohen's organization was well
Plain ordinary exhibmeinbers not counted, there were

represented.
itor

on hand the following presidents of
state organizations:
O'Reilly of
York, Evans of Pennsylvania,
of Connecticut, Woodhull of

Jersev,

Fay

of

Rhode

New
True

New

Island.

and

give these gentlemen credit for realizing as well as we do, that we are living
in the twentieth and not the nineteenth century.

we must

Much
the

li

Tables 58 and 59 •were reserved for
exhibitors, but the
waiters got things mixed and Char-

some New York

U. S.
sell
'Will
$70,000,00.
sacrifice— $15,000 wiU handle. Cs
Remar
handle.
will
$2,500
possibility as State Rights propos
off),
keep
seekers
(Curiosity
parties who can qualify should an

—

Standard Motion Picture
1005 Mailers Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
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nrst National-Goklwyn deal
Copyright, 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

Published Daily at 71-73

WID'S FILM

West 44th

St.,

New

others of similar nature.

manager

York, N. Y., by

AND FILM FOLKS,

INC.

«

Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
Entered

matter May 21, 1918, at the post
York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.

second-class

as

New

at

office

for

be forerunner to

Speculation over

new

sales

Goldwyn.

Distributors not expected to bring any more suits to
test validity of deposit laws. Nebraska decision considered of sufficient weight.

(Postage free). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
Foreign. $15.00.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Terms

communications to THE FILM DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.,
York, N. Y. Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Hollywood, California: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Irving Mack, 80S South Wabash Ave.
Chicago Representative:
London Representative
W. A. Williamson, Kinematograph Weekly,
85 Long Acre, London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative:
Le Film, 42, Rue de Clichy.
Internationale
Filmschau,
Central
Prague
European Representative

Address

Tuesday

all

New

:

Famous Players

Earnprofits for 1921 $4,695,499.19.
ings $19.01 on the common stock. Surplus for 1921
$2,264,909.69 above 1920.

First National creating five sales divisions.

:

Sam

(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

E. Morris to head Select Pictures, Ltd., of Great

Britain.

Company

Features Reviewed
Richard Barthelmess

Inspiration Pictures

— Asso.

First Nat'l...Page 2

MONTE CRISTO
Fox

European

distribution.

Wednesday

THE SEVENTH DAY

in

to handle

Page

Distributors in Ohio

may

ask Governor Davis to ap-

point advisory board as relief from censor board.

Henri

Diamant-Berger,

"Twenty Years After"

3

French
in

producer,

to

fihn

40 reels and also a fihn

with Georges Carpentier.

Hayakawa
R-C Pictures

Sessue

in

THE VERMILLION PENCIL
Page

YANKEE DOODLE,

M.

J.

Burnside Prod.

— State Rights

Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt

5

deMille Prod.

Page

Page

M.

Ralph Obenchain film, leased
on romance with woman charged with murder.
P. T. O. denounces

9

COME ON OVER
Goldwyn

Thursday

7

in

— Paramount

Robert Thornby will make series for R-C.

10

Friday

THE FOREST KING
.

Film Co.— State Rights

Pacific

Hart
Paramount

William

S.

Page

Page

—

ELOPE

Eileen Percy in

IF

Page

Hugo

13

Page

— Hodkinson

Short Reels

**Pardoning the bad

for industry expected in

Massachusetts as result

of visit of stars to Boston.

H. Hays pledges industry to maintain highest
ideals in production at M. P. D. A. dinner. Twelve
hundred attend function at Astor.

AVill

William R. Hearst

15

OTHER WOMEN'S CLOTHES

Ballin Prod.

Aid

may

build studio in Harlem.

YOU MUST

Fox
in...

12

THE MAN WHO PAID

Apfel Prod., Inc., presents
Prod. Security Corp. State Rights

Mabel Ballin

11

TRAVELIN' ON

in

Bert Lytell also ex-

JR.

Page

BOUGHT AND PAID FOR

Wm.

Viola Dana renews with Metro.
pected to sign.

is

Page

17

Page

19

Saturday

John

S.

Woody

joins Selznick as general

manager.

Retail purchasing value of dollar drops to 62 cents
since 1914; wholesale value to 67 cents.

injuring the good'*—Benjamin Franklin,

THE
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Work Helps Put Over

Fine

Star's

Some

Richard Barthelmess in

"THE SEVENTH DAY"
Inspiration Pictures

Henry King
Porter Emerson Browne

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Edmund Goulding

CAMERAMAN

Henry Cronjager

WHOLE

AS A

laughs, such as the

Pict.

A

pretty picture with star in

pleasing romantic role but gives

him very

little

STORY

Rather meagre material that took con-

siderable padding to

make

it

a feature

DIRECTION

Probably did the best he could
with what he had to work with; provides nice
atmosphere

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
STAR

SUPPORT

Does

Not an

his

Good
usual good work

especially strong cast; Louise

Huff not as pretty as she used

to be; others

suitable

EXTERIORS

Quite attractive

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Yacht stranded in
Maine port brings about romance of fisher lad
and society girl

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,335 feet

Richard Barthelmess' second starring vehicle comfirst, "Tol'able David," in that it is the
other extreme. While the first one had so much story
that they seemed to have a hard job getting it all in,
the second is a very definite opposite. The material is
so slight that it has been necessary to stretch the situations over more footage than they would ordinarily warrant and a generous share of padding has also
suflficed to round it out to feature length.
pares with his

Box
an agfreeable star and a picture that

is

very pleas-

showing "The Seventh Day." There is a
delightful atmosphere of a New England fishing
village and many pretty and attractive shots in and
around a palatial yacht that will please a good many.
Then too, there's always a good sized crowd who like
in

how

obtaining

Tammany Young,

dress-

posite the star.

Her work

satisfactory but she

is

is

not as pretty or does not photograph as well as she

used

Teddie Gerard

to.

is

one of the yachting party.

Dial Patterson, with no a])ologies to

Ken

Kling, the

King has taken the company to an attractive seaport town where practically the entire story is
laid.
There are some pretty shots and the photography throughout is excellent. Of course, the real
Director

attraction

of

picture

the

personality helps to

weakness of the

Barthelmess,

is

make up

He

story.

and

his

considerably for the

is

capable and lends a
is unmistakable.

certain sincerity to his playing that

an error in titling which should be corrected.
"I am engaged to Mr. Pell,"
Louise Huff is quoted
but according to the cast, it is Reggie Van Zandt who
asks her, "Would you mind if we called our engagement off." Pell, played by Alfred Schmid, will be

There

is

:

remembered
opening

as the

man

of the

many

flasks in the

reel.

Because they couldn't drink their own liquor at the
Vogue Club, a group of idlers decide to have their
party aboard Monty Pell's yacht. The yacht breaks
down and the party is stranded for seven days in a
little fishing village.
John Alden, a plain fisher lad,
meets Patricia Vane, one of the party. He falls in
love with her, but finds she is engaged to another

member

of the party. Meanwhile John's sister, Betty,
has fallen in love with the fellow to whom Patricia

is

engaged.

eventually

There
cleared

is

which
engagement

a misunderstanding

away when

the

is
is

broken and the respective couples made happy.

is

at All

Popular

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

ing to look at will satisfy them, you can feel quite

to see

of

that get a
in

ed more appropriately for a vaudeville act than to represent a fishing village rube. Louise Huff plays op-

They'll Like It If Barthelmess

safe

never succeed

cartoonist, plays Katinka, the cook.

to do

If

wooing

1922

Story

comedy touches

fairly irrelevant

bit "slap-stickish" at times

—Asso. First Nat'l

DIRECTOR

Weak

Fairly

19,

people such as those represented in the

yachting party,

live

and

idle

away

the time.

They
"The

get a good idea of how they do it in
Seventh Day."
Barthelmess' name and his performance is the talking angle of first importance that you should stick
to.
Tell them they will like him in this and catchlines
will give a good idea of the story, sufficient to let
will

them know what

it is

about.

THE
Sunday, March

19,

^^

DAILV
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Smashing Dramatic Values and Exceptional Production Qualities
in

"Monte Gristo"

"MONTE CRISTO"

large audience seemed to enthuse, there

Fox Film Corp.

DIRECTOR

Emmett J. Flynn
Alexander Dumas
Bernard McConville
Lucien Andriot
AS A
Should get a lot of money.
Pictorially supreme.
Splendid dramatic action
STORY
Based on the revenge of a sailor lad
who, wrongfully imprisoned, makes his escape
many years later and triumphs over the downfall of his three sinister enemies
DIRECTION
Averages very high. At times
splendid. Continuity might be improved
PHOTOGRAPHY
Splendid. Shots of Chateau
D'if gorgeous
LIGHTINGS
Excellent as a rule. A few shots
might be improved
PLAYERS
John Gilbert featured as the Count

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

of

Monte

Cristo usually satisfactory, but chief

honors belong to
ousse is splendid.
the

Wm.

V. Mong whose Caderwell known names in

Many

C3St!

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Excellent

Heavily ornate, matching the spirit
of the times, in the early days of the eighteenth
century
DETAIL
Some of the bits stand out over the
action. A few too many titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

Excellent for all
kinds of audiences, high brow as well as low

brow

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

no doubt as

what your crowd will do with this, l^'rom tlie time
Edmond Dantes was dragged from his wedding feast

to

About

10,000 feet

"Monte Cristo," the Fox special for release next seaBased on
is a baby doll of a box office attraction.
Dumas' famous novel remembered by many of the
older generation of picturegoers as the famous drama
in which James O'Neill starred for many years, it contains one dramatic smash after another and it's a surefire attraction even though the Fox people Avill "play"
son,

with this for the next four or five months, cutting- and
recutting to get it right in time for the coming season.
This picture was "caught" in Boston where it was
beine "tried out" and from the manner in which a very

marriage to the beautiful Mercedes until he finally triumphs over the third of his enemies, "Monte Cristo" is just one long series of dra
matic sequences which at limes brought the crowd to
the edge of their seats in a furore of intensity. So
much so that when an opportunity came they laughed
nervously just an indication of getting rid of their
emotion.
The Dumas idea was exceedingly well carried out and at
times to a much greater extent than the old play showed. Of
course some liberties have been taken with the script, but these
There was missing, however, the well
are perfectly natural.
remembered incident from the book, when, hurled from the
chateau in the bag supposed to contain the dead Abbe, the
count climbs on the rock and dramatically raising his hands
cries:
"The world is mine!" These words, tremendous in
in anticipation of his

—

their dramatic force, are used when Dantes reaches the Isle
of Monte Cristo and secures the tremendous fortune described
by the Abbe. Doubtless the scene on the rock has been shot.
It is almost inconceivable that it would not have been and it
may appear when the final cutting develops.
Director Flynn, aided by the lavishness which the Fox organiation supplied to the production, has presented a pictorial
triumph. This is especially noticeable in the manner in which
the several tremendous sets are presented in the film to over-

flowing with huge crowds magnificently costumed and exuding
the very spirit of the early days of the eighteenth century.
And surely Flynn deserves tremendous credit for the manner
You see
in which he has presented the famous Chateau D'if.
You
the outline of this grim fortress surrounded by water.
see the waves dashing against the rocks and in outline the
The manner in which this is shown only
sentries on guard.
adds to the tremendousness of the sets. Never has such a fortress been presented in pictures.
There are so many sequences of tremendous force that lack
of space prevents mentioning them in detail, but among those
that are sure fire are the chateau scenes, the gorgeous banquet
given by Monte Cristo, the trial scene and the quay at Marseilles.

No

credit for the excellence of the production lies in
at times seems too studied in his efforts

John Gilbert

never-forgetting, always revengeful Edis the Count of Monte Cristo.
V. Mong as Caderousse presents a characterization that will
George Seigmann as the
live long in the historv of the screen.
ex-pirate and later steward of the opulent Monte Cristo is
Nor
delightful. And Estelle Taylor is beautiful as Mercedes,
Herschall Mayall, RoI)crt
is Rene Adoree to be overlooked nor
McKim, Spottiswood Aitken and Virginia Faire.
to portray the calm,

mond Dantes when

Re-enforce the Box Office.
Box

little

the cast.

he

Wm.

This Is a Baby Doll

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This looks like ready money. Brush up the SRO sign and
re-enforce the box office when this one comes along next
season.
You don't need to clip this review and file it away
Just turn over the
to figure it over when this one is offered.
calendar now to Septeml)er or October and write with a soft
heavy black pencil, "Get Monte Cristo." That's the only reiiiinder you will need.
When it comes to showing this and putting it over make up
your mind to get behind this one because it is sure fire for
the older generation who remember the famous play and it's
got the kick of an excited mule for the average fan of today.
You wlil get the Fox press sheet which will have exploitation

Stick to the big title.
but you mav not need them.
Play 'up the idea that it has a tremendous dramatic force and
superb action telling of one of the greatest stories of revenge
You can talk about it as one of
in the historv of literature.
authors.
the greatest 'stories written bv one of the greatest
Alexander Dumas, who also wrote "The Three Musketeers
and manv other famous works.
You must mention Emmett Flynn's name and recall to your
King Arpeople that he directed "A Connecticut Yankee in
sheet will
press
The
successes.
other
thur's Court" and many
of them are popular with
tell you who is in the cast and if any
your people play them up.

ideas,

—

^iterlcan Screen
The Exploitation
Vol.

and a Guide to a Healthy Box-office

Bulletin

Week Ending

1

CARDIGAN BOOKED
BY NATION'S BEST
FIRST RUN HOUSES
.

Stirringr Production of Great American
Historical Bomance Is a
Popular Hit

Messmore Kendall's

EDITORIAL
Screen is the weekly
Exhibitor
publication of AmeriMay Know can Releasing Corissued
poration,
by
our company as a paid advertisement and appearing weekly or at
frequent intervals in one or the
other of the motion picture trade

Introduced to the exhibitors of
the country as the chief attraction
of All-American Week at .he Cap-

.iournals

itol

productions

Theatre, New York, with a
magnificent presentation by Rothafel. Messmore Kendall's splendid
production "Cardigan" by Robert
W. Chambers, proves to be one
of the most successful "big pictures" of the year and is hailed by
exhibitors as being in the same
those other
box-office class as
famous giants, "Way Down East,"
"Over the Hill," "Orphans of the
Storm."
Such important first run engagements as these evidence the
big exhibitor's faith in the drawing power and profit-making possibilities of the picture, the first
production issued by American
Releasing Corporation to head its
important array of inependently-

produced pictures:
San Francisco Columbia Theatre.
Opening at $1.00 top for an indefinite engagement.

—

Cincinnati
Lyric.
prices

— McMahan
&
Opening at

advanced
engage-

indefinite

for

ment.
Los Angeles

.Jackson's

— Gore

&

Bros.

Most of
newspaper

Opening at
Alhambra.
advanced prices for indefinite
engagement.
Chicago Opening at the Ziegfeld
at $1.00 top for an indefinite
engagement.
Minneapolis — Booked instantly by

—

by
— Booked
Southern

Stephen

46

in

cities

and

towns

Georgia, the Garolinas,
ida and Alabama.

Boston

A.

Enterprises
in

Flor-

— Booked

for

first

by Nathan Gordon
run in Boston and

across the flordon Massachusetts circuit.
Seattle Booked by John Hamrick,
the northwestern veteran, for
his Blue Mouse Theatre and
also for the Blue Mouse, Portland, Ore.
Providence Booked instantly for
the Rialto by Bill Mahoney
and the Kmery Bros.
Toledo Booked by Eddie Zorn for
the Temple.

—

—

—

Cleveland

— Booked

McCormick

for

by

S.

Barret

the Allen.

New England — Booked personally
by Alfred Black for his entire
New England circuit.

—

Newark- Booked for Newark and
Paterson by the Adams Bros.
Chicago Booked
all
the
way
across the Ascher Bros, city

—

circuit.

— Opening
O. — Playing at
prices for

Milwaukee

at

John

Frpulor's Buttcrfiy Theatre.

Canton,

advanced

a week at the Al-

hambra.
California — Booked across the entire
Oore Bros., Ramish &
Lesser circuit.
First-run theatres of
lli(

atro-owners

groups

the big
or indi-

all

viduals in America have
"Canligan."

booked

brief

this

talk about the
through
released
Some of the time we
will

.\merican.
will talk about our company and
ourselves and our relations to exhibitors in particular and the industry in general.
And. whenever occasion warrants it we will talk about matters relating to the industry—
about trade practices, wise and
unwise; about censors and censor-

—

whatever

ship; about

Also

it

when

count
—weyoudomay
talk

we

sense.

*

«

it

will

Corporation has announced that it will
distribute
in its first
Producer*
year of operation between sixty and seventy pictures.
It will
interest each producer
with a picture in our organization
to

and each other producer who later
comes in with one or more pictures to

know

singly, on its

that

own

merit.s

is

sold
or
lean-

— big

— without supporting or
ing upon any other

little

American Managers

Screening Big Capellani-Directed
iCsthleen Norris' Novel Featuring
Gladys Leslie and Matt Moore

tiovf

of

Picturization

Seena Owen,

Distribution throughout the wor Id by American Releasing Corporation of the International Fihn Service Co. production "Sisters"*
has started the entire motion pictu re industry to talking.
"Sisters" has been directed by
Wisconsin News
Sunday Telegram
Albert Capellani. who did "The InWASHINc'.TON Evening Tirties
side of the Cup," the great CosmoSunday Times
politan production, and who did
"The Common Law," the sensation BOSTON Evening American
Sunday
world.
Advertiser
its
in
the
picture
of
day
ATL.\NTA Evening Georgian
"Sisters" has been edited and

MILWAUKEE

lier

American Releasing

A Word

NATIONAL HEARST PAPERS' EXPLOITATION

talk

to

*

•

Producer's pic-

own

selfish

—and won
novel everybody
sister

As a
her fight.
talked about "Sisters"; as a tremendous motion picture producit now will command the attention of millions in all lands.

tion

The huge
almost 20.000.000 persons daily,
—
who read the William Randolph

nation-wide audiences

Hearst newspapers will now read
"Sisters"

serial

in

form and

will

drawn into theatres everywhere
by a tremendous advertising campaign in:
YORK Evening Journal

be

NEW

New York American
CHICAGO Herald-Examiner

Sunday American

DETROIT Evening Times
SEATTLE Post-Intelligencer
SAN FRANCISCO The Examiner
Call-Post

OAKLAND

Oakland Post
The Examiner
Evening Herald
These great newspapers, blanketing North America, iiave a

LOS ANGprLES

daily

circulation
in
excess of
."5.000,000
copies.
"Sisters" will
receive the finest campaign of exploitation that has appeared in the
Hearst papers for any motion picture production in months.
One hundred cities in every section of the country will play a
full week, or longer, engagement
of "Sisters," beginning Sunday,
April 2.

Wire your nearest American
branch manager to start on the

same date as

Evening American

ture.

first

News of Producers and Productions
These

for

Theatre Program* or Local Movie Editors

Martin Johnson's Jungle Adven-,
tures, one of the unusual offerings
of the past year, is playing an extended run at Dr. Breckwedel's

Symphony, Los Angeles.
just played a big week at

It

has

liTugene

Roth's California in San Francisco

and is opening at John Hamrick's
Blue Mouse Theatres in Seattle
and Portland. Exhibitors are "going strong" on their .exploitation
of
this
feature.
Released by
American.
*

•

•

•

Chester
Bennett's
"Belle
of
Alaska" stars Jane Novak, who is
supported by Noah Beery and J.
Frank Glendon.
It's a Klondike
story bigger than "Carmen of the
Klondike" and as big as "The Barrier."
Released by American.
*

Wm.

•

«

•

P. S. Earle's first

independ
cnt production is "Destiny's Isle"
now ready for delivery by this
able director-producer to "his distributors,

American

Releasing.

This production features Virginia
Lee,
George Fawcett, Florence
(Billie) Billings and Ward Crane.
*

*

«

•

American

Releasing announces
its distribution of "False Fronts."
produced by The Herolds and directed by Samuel R. Bradley from
the story by S. Barret McCormick.

All-star
cast
including
Barbara Castleton, Frank Losoe.
Edward Earle. A showman's picture all the way through.
Premiere i)resentation early in April
at the .\llen Theatre, Cleveland

Prank Tuttle. long of Famous
and Fred Waller, the
noted New York artist, are the
producers of "The Cradle Buster."
starring Glenn Hunter, who is supported by Marguerite Courtot. It
Players,

the

is

drama
Take a

best American comedysince "23 V4 Hours Leave."
tip and book it quick.
«

A

*

•

with

picture

«

great

a

box-

office title to draw them in and a
cast to make audiences "sit up and

take notice" is Marion Fairfax's
Its
"The Lying Truth."
cast
sounds like a roll call of widely
exploited
Famous Players and
First National screen luminaries.
Marjorie Daw. Pat O'Malley, Tully
Marshall. Noah Beery.
Released

by American.
•

•

•.

Ray Smallwood's

•

first

Pyramid

"My Old Kentucky
big "box-office" from
every angle Story by Anthony
Paul Kelly.
Featured players:
Sigrid
Holmquist, Monte Blue,
Lucy Fox, Julia Swayne Gordon,
Production,

Home"

and

is

—

Matthew

When

Betz.

tried

out .iust outside of New York the
other night a great audience stood
up and cheered.
Released by
.•Vmerican,
•

Finis

*

*

*

Fox's first independent
production "Man's Law and Gods"
is a romance
of the Northwest
Royal Mounted, telling a strong
and human story.
Released by
.\meriean.

the

other

biggest

runs of the nation.

FINE
IN

Clip

1

"SISTERS," RELEASED APRIL 2, RECEIVES

that

seems
on

No.

prepared in keeping with AmeriIt
can's requests and wishes.
features Seena Owen, "Gladys Leslie and Matt Moore, and is the
story of a courageous girl who
fought to hold her husband from

us ought to be said.

Finkelstein & Ruben for their
biggest houses in Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth.
I.,ynch's

time

Each picture sold by us
Les-

ser's

Atlanta

the

1922

18,

INTERNATIONAL'S TREMENDOUS PRODUCTION

American

The

So the

March

Saturday,

DRAWING POWER
MARTIN JOHNSON'S
JUNGLE ADVENTURES

Held Over Second "Week In
Angeles and Playing the
Country's Big Time

Zios

Martin Johnson's Jungle Advenby American Reunder fine headway in booking engagments in
some of the best first run theatres
of the country and beyond question have proved profit-makers for
tures, distributed
leasing, are now

exhibitors.

Eugene Roth's beautiful California Theatre, in San Francisco,
played the Jungle Adventures to
big business two weeks ago and
now Dr. Breckwedel's Symphony
Theatre, Los Angeles, not alone
has a big first week but holds the
attraction over for a second week,
with unanimously fine notices in
the Los Angeles newspapers.
Paul Gusdonavic. the Cleveland
exliibitor, next week puts Jungle

Adventures into his Strand Theatre
for a run of at least two weeks,

remembering that the previous
Martin Johnson picture several
years ago made a profit record that
stood in his houses for months.
Martin .Johnson's Jungle Adventures contain Romance, Action,
Peril, Co^irage, Mystery. Thrills
and Dangers. They are an epic of
bravery and daring. They contain
both a hero and a heroine none
other than lovely Mrs. Martin
Johnson and just as strong a
story as you find in most of the
dramatic productions.
The picture is a money-getter

—

—

THE
Sunday, March

j55^

DAILV

1922

19,

Plenty of Oriental Atmosphere and a Rather Thrilling Climax
Sessue

Hayakawa

"THE VERMILLION PENCIL"
Norman Dawn
Homer Lea

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Edwin Warren Guyol and

Alace Catlin

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Joseph Dubray
Highly fantastic and improbable

WHOLE

Chinese melodrama rich in scenic investiture

and Oriental display

STORY

Presents star in dual

role,

one of them

his favorite self-sacrificing type; the other, ro-

mantic

A

DIRECTION

slow at the beginning, but
speeds action up to very effective climax
bit

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good

Up

SUPPORT
tal

to his usual standard

Love pleasing but not Orienlooking even in the pretty costumes; manBessie

darins, servants, etc., all suitable types

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Frequently quite beautiful
Several very artistic

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Chinese father sacrifices his life that ancient curse will not be fulfilled upon his son and the girl he loves

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The Vermillion Pencil"
and imaginative

And

of all

is

4,912 feet

about the most fantastic

the recent

Hayakawa

features.

and entirely with the Orient
than any of the others, having to do with ancient
curses, mandarins, viceroys and the usual heroic selfit

deals

more

directly

sacrificing twist that the star suffers so convincingly.

Hayakawa
cil"

—both

plays a dual role in
father

"The Vermillion Pen-

and son, though

Tell

the latter

is

con-

Them What "The
Box

For Oriental display and an

all

around fantastic

Japanese star will be pleased with

to

it

crowd that prefers realism
romanticism and highly imaginative stories, you can

and unless you cater to

put

it

over nicely.

a

mensely to let you know more precisely what was
going on.
The production is very good and apparently no
effort has been spared to make the picture's visual appeal of the first order.
The opening reels contain
many picturesque woodland and mountain shots and
there are several creditable interior settings for which
W. L. Heywood deserves mention. The photography
throughout is excellent. The climax is fairly spectacular and offers a thrill for those who are not too
severely impressed by the improbabilities presented.
Tse Chan, viceroy of China, sentences his unfaithful wife to the "death of a thousand tortures." Filled
with remorse he leaves his throne and sends his son
to America to be educated. Years later Li Chan returns to his native land where he falls in love with
Hyacinth. The girl is coveted by Fu Wong, the viceroy, who kidnaps her. Li Chan attempts to save her,
but the two are captured and sentenced to the "death
of a thousand tortures." The town is threatened with
disaster by a volcano and Li Chan's father, who has
lived, incognito, in the neighborhood, sacrifices his
Li

into the volcano.

life

by throwing himself

and

his sweetheart escape death.

Chan

Vermillion Pencil" Is

It

at-

appropriate than Sessue Hayakawa's latest offering.
of the

in the

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

mosphere you probably couldn't get anything more
Admirers

really plays a part

climax when the old man throws himself
into the raging volcano as a sacrifice in order that his
son's life may be spared. The other role is that of a
romantic youth to whom you are introduced as an
engineer, but he suddenly changes his profession, without explanation, and becomes a tutor. The star does
his usual good work in each case.
The continuity is not at all perfect and in the jump
from the prologue to "twenty years later" there is a
bad break which the sub- titles also fail to cover up.
The captions are very "flowery" and rather serve to
read attractively than clarify the story. And there
are several occasions where they would help im-

only

R-C Pictures

DIRECTOR

more inconspicuous and

siderably

in

in

might be well

to let

them know what

catchlines used with the

Pencil'

was

— 'death
when

it

title

:

"

about
'The Vermillion
it

is

the sign for carrying out the punishment

See what happened
Tse Chan, Hayakawa in his

of a thousand tortures.'

was

raised again

latest production."

You can

talk about the volcanic

they are usually brought back by
traiLrs, a short one of this sequence should work well.
eruption and

if

rajga>Kii>JgFg2^iFa»Fa;n5B^^

^

Cphygoers Q)ictures
J, P.McGOJ0aN
in

Mils ofMissing Men.
''

"{/IJIerald production

Distributed through
Paths Exchange, inc.
Foreign J^epresentati-i^e
'Playgoers pictures
Sidney Garrett

jbr

THE
Sunday, March

^m

DAILY

1922

19,

Exceptional Production

—Wholesome

"YANKEE DOODLE,
M.

J.

Burnside Prod.

—

ican and

JR."
State Rights

DIRECTOR

M.

Jack Pratt

AUTHOR

Not credited

SCENARIO BY

Jack Pratt
Wm. Beckly

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Splendid production. Filled
adventure and delightful romance.
One of the very best yet offered in the State
Rights field. Satisfying in all respects

with

interest,

STORY

Makes

DIRECTION

fine

Breezy and

at the

Has achieved some

vivid.

Climax

thrilling

PHOTOGRAPHY

screen material

same time

excellent

results.

and beautiful

Very good.

Some

artistic

shots

LIGHTINGS

Natural

PLAYERS

J. Frank Glendon plays leading role
and does some good straight acting. The cast
includes Zelma Morgan, E. M. Kimball, Victor
Sarno and Sidney D'Albrook

EXTERIORS

Splendid

INTERIORS
DETAIL. .Has

Good

been given careful
by Ralph Spence
.

.

CHARACTER OF STORY

attention.

Titles

Young American

South American Republic but encounters revolution, adventure and
tries to sell fireworks in a

romance

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
There can be no doubt about the
Doodle, Jr."

About

5,000 feet

fact that

"Yankee

one of the best that has been offered
in the state rights field.
It is filled with interest,
humor, adventure that is convincing and romance that
is pleasing.
The acting, photography and direction
are all good. The titles are v^^himsical and the entire
offering leads up to a finish that is gorgeous and almost spectacular. "Yankee Doodle, Jr." is a sure-fire
box-office sky-rocket. It will go over with a bang.
You have in this a combination that is purely Ameris

Get Behind This and
Box

It

is

and Satisfying

certain to appeal to

all

classes of patrons.

Burnside has shown splendid judgment in his
choice of screen material and in the handling of the
same. Jack Pratt as director has succeeded in keeping
a satisfactory balance between the comedy, spectacle
shuts and romance in the picture. The elements are
well mixed yet lead into one another without confusion or overlapping.
The photography is good and
grows in quality as the offering progresses. Some very
artistic effects are achieved in the scenes showing the
rebels attacking the palace and the defenders protecting themselves with fireworks. The final scenes show
a gorgeous celebration with beautiful night effects and
hand colored rockets bursting over the arena.
J.

"Yankee Doodle, Jr" presents no domestic problems
and contains no sex stuff. It doesn't preach and it
all highbrow philosophies.
It is just a straight,
clean, censor proof, entertaining and well balanced
production that has pep and will touch the right spot
of any American audience.
avoids

The

story deals with the sun of a fireworks manufacturer who sets out for a South American republic

The mere

country has
just undergone a revolution means nothing to the
Yankee. He interviews the dictator, tells him that
he is a great man and should celebrate his newly acquired power with a fete and fireworks. He gets the
order but at the same time comes into contact with
the beautiful daughter of the former president. Just
to help out the old man he smuggles a guard into the
palace and routs the revolutionists. For ten or fifteen
minutes he is dictator of the republic, but then turns
over the power to the former president.
Later an
attack is frustrated by shooting off hundreds of Roman candles from the windows of the palace into the
threatening mob below. With this final defeat of the
rebels the president plans a celebration and all those
who come with fireworks are admitted free. "Yankee
Doodle, Jr." wires home for more goods and does a
to sell fireworks.

fact that the

rushing business.

Will Not Disappoint

You

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This picture lacks nothing to keep it away from
success. It has all the earmarks of a wild fire run and
you need not hesitate in placing it before your public.
However, if there is any doubt in your mind then get
a view of it the first ten minutes will convince you.
The Ralph Spence titles will draw a laugh in the
most unexpected places and should be mentioned
;

along with the other talking points of this offering.

Talk about the story and mention some of the situations.

them that the Yankee gets mixed up in a South
American revolution while he came there only to sell
Make a celebration in your town and infireworks.
troduce the fireworks idea. Burn red fire every evening at seven o'clock in front of your house. All you
Tell

need to put this over
primed and sure-fire,

is

a match.

Everything

else is

—

— He
and

has a trick of keeping one always in the picture
in

our opinion Mr. Goulding works with a

keener appreciation of the possibilities of
star than any other scenarist.

his

HARRIET UNDERHILL
— in The Tribune

Richard Barthelmess in

"Tol'able David"
The best

film

year,

Mae Murray

we have seen this
heywood broun
in

"Peacock Alley"
The

last

word

in pictures.

cinema art

Mae Murray

in

"Fascination**
Metro Release March 15th

The Next Mae Murray-Leonard Production

"Broadway Rose"

EDMUND GOULDING
59 West 44th Street

THE
Sunday, March

19,

csm

DAILV

1922

Broadhurst Play Again Proves Entertaining
Agnes Ayres and Jack Holt

The

in

"BOUGHT AND PAID FOR"
William deMille Prod.

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

William deMille
George Broadhurst
Clara Beranger

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Guy Wilky

WHOLE

Popular stage play picturized
and given good pro-

for second time; well acted

duction

story gives the director

one

of

favorite

his

themes although there are not the possibihties for
spectacular effects and lavish display that usually play
a prominent part in his productions.
But deMille has
refrained splendidly from dressing up the story with
anything that doesn't belong and the result is a photoplay that conforms pretty strictly to the original.
The sequences are held well together and the action
restricted to but two or three sets. The eiifect is not
monotonous because the cameraman has varied his

with comedy touches thoroughly effective and

"shooting" angle invariably. In this manner the interest is centered about the two principals and two
sub principals, the chief characters of the story. And

pleasing

this interest is sustained throughout.

STORY

Told

in good,

DIRECTION

straightforward

way and

First rate; doesn't include his

usual lavish displays, which

is

fine

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STARS
Agnes

judgment
Very good

Good

thy in role of

Ayres compels genuine sympawife Jack Holt convincing as
;

husband

SUPPORT

Walter Hiers provides pleasing

comedy

relief

;

others suitable

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Adequate
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Wife leaves husintemperance and the fa-

band because of his
mous "I bought and paid

for

may

that

get by

nc^t

which suggestion is
and some sub-titles.

famous

line

Hiers

the

it

he

is

that in

through

a rose

which gives the play its title. Walter
"humorous touch" and some large slice of
His work is uniformly good. Leah Wyant,

is.

as his wife,

is

Some

suitable.

of the laughs in con-

nection with Hiers' performance are really worth while
and provide a good counter-balance for the more dra-

matic

rich

moments

feet

in the latter reels.

Robert Stafford.

some time

to

is

not in love with him at

him and they are very happy until Stafford begins
drinking too much and in one of his drunken fits is
repulsed by Virginia, who admits that she hates him
when he is in this condition. He reminds her of the
jewels he has given her and says he Ijought and paid

the production.

Should Please Enough

She

the time but eventually she really falls in love with

to stop drinking.

already well exploited

definitelv implied

situation
is

Agnes x\yres is very beautiful and gains the spectasympathy efifectively as the wife while Jack Holt
does splendid work as the husband and author of the

George Broadhurst's original play has l:)een repeated
so often by stock companies all over and in the World
Film picturization of several years ago, with Alice
Brady as star, that its popularity is long established
and the title probably familiar wherever entertainment
Paramount has considered it worthy of a secexists.
ond picturization and William deMille has provided

You have an

One

the censor jjoards

Virginia Blaine, a telephone operator, marries the

5,601

Box

all

tors'

you" speech

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

for her.

Later he
later

atone but refuses to promise
part and are brought together

tries to

They

by Virginia's brother-in-law.

Warrant Your Playing

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

title to start

with

showing "Bought and Paid For" so that you
shouldn't have to do a great deal of extra advertising
It is the kind of story that
to get them interested.
many
and in some of the neighborappeals to a good
hood houses especially it will prove sure-fire. Unlike
some of the previous William deMille pictures "Bought
and Paid For" is not elaborate in the way of production, so you might tell them that this time the director
in

Second Film Version

in

has given his entire attention to dramatic values and
story development.

Play up the Agnes Ayres-Jack Holt combination
prominently.
(jf

co-star splendidly in this one and

course be sure and say that Walter Hiers provides

first

do

They

if

rate

comedy touches throughout.

you think they are not

the storv.

Catchlines will

sufficiently familiar

with

THE

?%^
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holesome Entertainment With a Wealth

"COME ON OVER"

The

DIRECTOR

CAMERAMAN

Alfred Greene
Rupert Hughes
Rupert Hughes
Wm. O'Connell

WHOLE

Delightful entertainment that

SCENARIO BY

some pathos and humanness

registers laughs,

STORY

More

Humor

Irish

go over particularly well with the Capitol
Rupert Hughes' story is chiefly character
development and incident but sufficiently interesting
and human to make up for any missing plot or the regulation continuity.
He hasn't omitted anything pertaining to Irish customs or mannerisms either in those
who have come over or those still in the "auld" country.
There is the old lady with her clay pipe and the
colleen who shows ''the back of her hand" to the lover
to

audience.

AUTHOR
AS A

Genuine

1922

picture offers a delightful entertainment and

seemed

Goldwyn

of

19,

characterization and narrative

than a regular story; splendidly portrayed and

The chosen profession
young Irish-American is given due prominence
in the two policemen sons of Mrs. Morahan, played
delightfully and in rare good humor by Kate Price.
she thinks has forgotten her.

of the

realistic

DIRECTION

Very good; brings out humorous

touches effectively and has seen to
ing Irish has been omitted

it

that noth-

Rupert Hughes probably wrote the sub-titles which

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Excellent

PLAYERS

Moore

up to her first
name pleasingly with Ralph Graves an agreeable hero Kate Price and J. Farrell MacDonald
splendid types and provide most of the laughs
Colleen

lives

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pretty

Correct
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
prises her sweetheart

An

Irish girl sur-

by arriving

unannounced but the surprise

is

in

hers

America

when

she

certainly

fit

the pictures ideally.

One was

loudly ap-

temper because she thinks
away and
is arrested f(jr sitting on a park bench without a hat.
She tells the officer she thought it was a free country
and the retort that won the audience was, "Shure, ye
plauded.

Colleen, in a

her sweetheart

must be

is in

fit

of

love with another, runs

remimber the declaration of independence." Another of the many good bits is that
in which Mrs. Van Dusen, formerly Katie Carmody,
a furriner to

entertains her less cultivated relatives and the would-

be "swell" party ends in a reel and jig in which all
hands join in, including the old lady of the clap pipe.

thinks he loves another

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,566 feet

"Roxy" could have secured anything
more thoroughly Irish for his St. Patrick's week program at the Capitol than Rupert Hughes' "Come On
It is

Over."

doubtful

if

It is typical

ten in brogue, and
of

humor.

They

of the race to the very titles, writ-

most

of

them contain

a

good deal

are well written and for the most

part consistent, although

sometimes they quote the

character as saying "I" and then again "mc," in referring to the first person.

Michael Morahan, a witty old fellow with a continual "surprise package" disposition, returns from a
visit to his old mother in Ireland, bringing the old
lady and Moyna Killilea with him. Moyna's sweetheart, Shane, had come over some time previous to
earn enough money to bring Moyna over and marry
her. Moyna overhears a conversation which leads her
to believe that Shane loves Judy Dugan.
Moyna refuses a reconciliation until she learns that the talk had
to df) with Judy's father taking the pledge so that he
can keep a job.

Looks Like One You Can Depend Upon
Box

Go Over

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Unless you are aware that your clientele is strictly
and wouldn't permit themselves to be
amused or entertained by the "wit of the Irish" as
delightfully portrayed in Rupert Hughes' "Come On
Over," you need not worry about them not liking
this latest of Goldwyn releases. It is a genuine, wholesome, clean entertainment that cannot help but satisfy
them if they want to be satisfied,
anti Irish

to

You can

safely

make promises and

rest assured that

the picture will bear out whatever you say for

it.

Catchlines would give them an idea of what to expect

and a short

trailer of

some

of the

more comical

bits

would be the best advertisement you could have and
certainly bring

Tell

them

it's

them back

to see

the entire picture,

a sure cure for the blues.
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MAE MURRAY
— her dancing, her
moving

story

striking gowns.

of adventurous

background of the gayest, most
of night

Do

life in

you wonder the

A

romance.
sinister

star ofprovocatlve
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swift-

A

phase

less

Madrid.
picture's

gorgeous than
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Fascination
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JOHN GOLDEN HIT

1

written by

Winchell Smith and

John

Hazzard

E.

BOOKINGS
that Spell Success:

(2A

Picture Greater than the

Great

Play—

which ran 443 times in

New

Metropolitan, Atlanta, Ga.

York, 319 times in Chicago;

Republic, Jacksonville, Fla.

and which

Rialto, Lowell, Mass.

being
enacted with undiminished
popularity throughout the

Day

country.

Strand, Brockton, Mass.
Rialto, Fall River, Mass.

Street, Somerville, Mass.

is

still

Conn.
Capitol, Hartford, Conn.
Palace, New Haven, Conn.
Poll's, Bridgeport,

Modern, Providence, R.

I.

Strand, Portland, Maine
Tivoli,

Chicago,

III.

Randolph, Chicago,
Riviera, Chicago,

HI.

EVERY MEW YORK DRAM

111.

Peoria, Madison, Wis.
Victory, Evansville, Ind.

Orpheum,

Ft.

Wayne,

Ind.

Ohio, Indianapolis, Ind.
Lyric, Marion, Ind.

Murette, Richmond, Ind.
Liberty, Terre Haute, Ind.

Strand, Milwaukee, Wis.
Toy. Milwaukee, Wis.

Grand Opera //ouje,W^ausau,Wi9.
Dome, Youngstown, Ohio
Royal, Waco, Texas

JOHN GOLDEN

MARCUS LOEW
JUNE MATHIS

MARYOHMiA-JOHN F. SEITZ

M

m'^^s^^m..

Production
WINCHELL

^
SMITHS
FAMOUS BROADW^ STAGE SUCCESS

MORE
BOOKINGS
that Spell

t

More

Success:

Palace, Dallas, Texas
Majestic, Tulsa, Okla.
Rialto. Denver, Col.

Garrick, Minneapolis, Minn.

Garrick, Duluth, Minn.
Garrick.

oA Picture Greater than
Great Expectations of

it

—

the

which were high, considering
its direction by the maker
of "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse" and "The
Conquering Power."

St. Paul,

Minn.

Sherman, St. Cloud, Minn.
Riviera, La Crosse, Wis.
Cameo, New York, N. Y.
Capitol, New York, N. Y.
American, Troy, N. Y.
Capitol, Trenton, N. J.
Grand, Dubuque, la.
Gertnantown, Philadelphia,

Pa.

Stanley, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hamilton, Lancaster, Pa.
Majestic, Williamsport, Pbl
Capitol, Altoona, Pa.

Strand, Erie, Pa.

New

Mission, Los Angeles,

Calif.

Imperial, San Francisco, Calif.

Coliseum, Seattle, Washington
Majestic, Portland, Ore.

Loew's

nC CRITIC PRAISED IT

Capitol,

Loew's

State, Boston, Mass.

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

State, Rochester, N. Y.

N. L. Nathanson Canadian Circuit,
Famous Players Canadian Corp., Ltd.

METRO
PICTURES CORPORATION

,

MISSING

HUSBANDS

PICTURE FOR
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and kusbayids who wishj
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PICTURES
CORPORA.TIQN

dkeMMED STATES a^ui CANADA

— as

these
theatres did

K^YoiurTheatr

Howard, Atlanta
Republic, Jacksonville

"fpirt

Strand, Birmingham
Park, Boston
Colonial, Brockton
Rialto, Fall River
Day Street. Somervilie

_ranJ

Daw's, Bridgeport

chenectadv [Hartfor<f \

^'*^A

Bridge
\

Cameo

Strand, Providence
Empire, Portland
Loe^v 's Stage, Buffalo
Moazard, Elmira
Bellevue, Niagara Falls
Regent, Rochester
Strand, Schenectady

Det MoinM

Ft.

Dayton

Y^m*ric<*'*\

Randolph, Chicago
Stratford, Chicago
Orpheum, Chicago
American, Evansville

Orpheum,

\

EvMvaie V.^

/
(

lUiuwCity

Wayne

^"j'eatic

Loi

Wichita

Alhambra, Mil'waukee
Toy, Milwaukee

Grand OperaHouse^V/ausaiu
Strand, Akron
Alhambra, Canton

v**.•»•«/
^««l,
Tulia

'£Si-«ixift"

BECOMESA
BOOMTOVW
FOR THE

Dome, Youngstown

I

Walnut, Cincinnati
Majestic. Columbus

.EXHIBITOR

Auditorium, Dayton

Royal,

Waco

Broadway, Tulsa
Rivoli, Denver

WHATEVER

PLACE IT
TOUCHES

Broadway

Loezv's, Cleveland
Rialto, Cleveland
Capital, Cleveland
Valentine, Toledo

Majestic, Louisville
Palace, Dallas
Rialto, Ft. Worth
Rialto, San Antonio
Criterion, Oklahoma City

^J^ajettic

Ditw't

Majestic, Hartford
Palace, Ne^r Haven

Loezv 's State, Indianapolis
Lyric, Marion
Murette, Richmond
Liberty, Terre Haute /

^^

hy Booking
ROBERT Z. LEONARD'S
'r^SSntailoyi

of

Capital, Detroit

Regent. Flint
Liberty, Kansas City
Wichita, Wichita

Loew's Palace, Memphis
Loew's State, Los Angeles
Plaza, San Diego
Garrick, Duluth
Garrick, Minneapolis
Garrick, St. Paul
Riviera, La Crosse

Cameo, New York
American, Troy
Liberty,

New

Orleans

%

7iisaimujuii
inVEACOCK ALLEY
THE ROAD
PEACOCK
ALLEY

TO RECORD RETURNS

Des Moines, Des Moines
Rialto, Omaha
Stanley, Philadelphia
Carmen, Philadelphia
Colonial, Harrisburg

Hamilton, Lancaster
Majestic, Williamsport
Capital, Altoona
Strand, Erie
's State, Salt Lake City
American, Oakland

Loezv

Imperial, San Francisco
Liberty, Portland

Coliseum, Seattle
Century, Baltimore
Biiou.

Richmond

IS
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Star in His Usual Role But Story a Bit
William

Hart

S.

tain sufficient situations to carry

More

Paramount
Lambert Hillyer

AUTHOR

William

Hart

Lambert Hillyer

CAMERAMAN
AS A

S.

Joe August

acter but isn't

Presents star in his usual charas good a picture as he generally

offers

particularly in

first

few

all

the

way through

Adequate; should have gotten
more action in the early sequences

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

in

Good
Usually

all

right

Forceful and will please his admirers

SUPPORT

Satisfactory; Ethel Grey Terry, as

the minister's wife, a

trifle

too composed; cus-

tomary types

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Plain

Adequate
Sorrie

CHARACTER OF STORY

titles

very poor

Bad man intends

kidnapping minister's wife until her belief in
God sends him on his way without her

because a

it is

little

6,267 feet

more footage than was

necessary has been used in telling

On" seems slower and

the

a bit

story

that

below the av-

erage of pictures usually offered by Hart, but this one

as

not nearly as

most

which make
is

was needed

much time

characters

their positions in

is

to get

it

spent

in

numerous
the story more

with

necessary and there are also too

many

Throughout Hart has taken more closeEthel Grey Terry is the heroine
the piece. Her role is fairly unconvincing, although

close-ups.

of

her performance

is

quite satisfactory.

The usual west-

full of

of the others.

action and sure-fire situations

The

picture

Will

is

over six reels

Go Over Where
Box

Hart has written much better stories and while he
has provided himself with a good part, the others are
not strong and so much time is taken to reach an expected climax that most of the punch is lost. A good
deal of padding such as the prominence given the
monkey and numerous titles that mean very little, help

consume the

six reels.

The cowboy hero is known
'I get what I want" fellows

as "J. B.," one of those
wdio neither reads nor

writes and trusts nothing that walks on less than four
legs.
J. B. arrives in Tumble Bluff at a time when
McGee, the dominating factor, is doing everything in
his power to keep Hi Morton from preaching the gos-

The

pel in the vicinity.

press sheet synopsis indicates

McGee recognizes Morton as a former partner
crime and won't trust him. This is not made clear
in the picture.
McGee just appears to be looking for
trouble. He promises Morton's wife he will not bother
her husband if
By this time J. B. has given McGee
and his crowd sufficient cause to fear him. J. B. interrupts McGee's plan to kidnap Mrs. Morton because
that

—

he wants her himself. How Morton completes the
building of his church and J. B. rides out of town
without the woman he wants concludes it.

Star

Has

a Following

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

For the regular Hart fans "Travelin' On" will do
very well and they will like him in this probably as
well as in any of the others. Perhaps they will want
a little more action but this won't make a great deal
of difference as long as they are .satisfied with the star

new

and

be the star's

His work is up to the usual
standard and he does some "fancy" shooting that they
his role of J. B.

etc.,

are to be found in the picture.

in a

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

titles

definite than

too

reels.

reels

DIRECTION

"Travelin'

it is

over five

ern tyjies, bad men, villains, the dance hall set,

Quite slow moving

Perhaps

As

introducing the various

it

ups than he should.

WHOLE

STORY

action in the early reels

to a better start.

oflt

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

Weak

and the story, written by Hart, certainly doesn't con-

in

ON"

"TRAVELIN'

1922

19,

will like.

"Travelin'

On"

is

said to be the star's last picture,

Paramount
made and Hart

or at least the last one which

unless a

new

pictures.

they'll

contract
All

you

is

will

will release

starts in

on

need to bring them in will

name and you know

pretty well whether

respond from past performances.

;

THE
Sunday, March

;x^-\lDAILY

1922

19,

Has Nice Atmosphere and Fair Action

State Rights Offering
Apfel Productions,

"THE MAN

Inc.,

WHO

Producers Security Corp.

presents

PAID"

— State

uations with perhaps one exception.

There

good heart

the trading post

Oscar Apfel
Marion Brooks
Marion Brooks

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Alfred Gondolfi
Average offering with nice out-

WHOLE

of-doors atmosphere and fairly good action

STORY

especially original but with

Not

some

rather effective audience appeal

DIRECTION
poor

;

Varies; sometimes good and again

occasionally quite uneven

PHOTOGRAPHY

Usually

all

right

LIGHTINGS

Fair

PLAYERS

Wilfred Lytell does adequate work
Shearer real pretty and gives splendid
performance Fred C. Jones satisfactory villain

Norma

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Attractive
Suffice

Faulty

CHARACTER OF STORY

Trading post factor

and brother rescue former's wife from trapper

who kidnapped
"The Man

Who

Paid" is about an average picture if
for no other reason than that the same type story has
been done several times before and the Apfel production, while quite satisfactory, does not make the piclure unusual nor distinguish it from any similar productions that have preceded it. A thoroughly pleasing out-of-doors atmosphere is one of the outstanding
features. Very attractive backgrounds have been selected,

ways

one point toward audience appeal.

They

al-

like pretty locations.

Marion Brooks' story doesn't contain any new

Will

Have

a

Much

Better

sit-

who kidnaps
with the usual climax in which the couple are reunited and the villain dies. Apfel injects some good
action at times but his direction is occasionally quite
choppy. There are obvious signs of a bad continuity
Attention to detail is also not
at frequent intervals.
the best. For about the first two reels the young wife
wears no wedding ring and again when she upsets in
a canoe a close-up immediately following shows her
to be as dry as she was before she fell in the water,
with her pretty bobbed hair as fresh as ever.
The cutting is very bad at times and should be
remedied, if possible, before the film is sent out for

cutting,

certain

changes in sub-titles and particularly does it need
going over with regard to tinting, unless, of course,
the print used for the private showing was not completed.

And

distribution.

the tinting also

is

inconsistent.

The

scene will be running along in sepia and for no reason
This is a frequent
at all change to black and white.

one bit that they have negwhere the husband is rushwife's rescue.
It is supposed to be night,

occurrence and there

is

lected to tint altogether,

ing to his

hut the exterior shots are
is

all

bright sunlight.

a suitable hero and the supporting-

whole does good work. Norma Shearer, apparently a newcomer, looks like a good bet. She is
very pretty, photographs excellently and shows considerable ability from what she has to do here.
Thornton, a trading post factor, confesses to his
wife, Jeanne, that he had served a prison term for a
She forgives him and they
theft he did not commit.
are happy until Duclos, a trapper, in love with Jeanne,
kidnaps her and steals Thornton's claim on a silver
mine. How Thornton and his brother rescue Jeanne
and Duclos is killed by a guide he tried to kill com-

cast as a

pletes the story.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

picturegoers have a special liking for stories
that have to do with the woods and the type of story
The film can be
offered in "The Man Who Paid."
careful

and her love for her husband and their
Otherwise it is the familiar French-

Irapper, in love with the factor's wife,

Talk about the atmosphere and you have

Some

more

a rather

Chance Wit h Improvements That Can Be Made

Box

greatly improved by

is

daughter.

Wilfred Lytell
4,950 feet

in

her,

her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

brought out

interest

factor's wife

Rights

little

DIRECTOR

13

new heroine
is

to get

real pretty

them interested

and quite

from her appearance
less

in.

Norma

known and you might

Wilfred Lytell
use his name.

lobbv and catchlines with the

good one, should be used.

title,

which

Shearer

admiration

likely to gain their

in this.

a pretty

is

more

or

Stills in the
is

a pretty

executives in charge have generally forced the issue be-

The

cause they considered the directors a

who

over-paid nuts

lot of

should be told what to do instead of consulted with."

why

"Exhibitors frequently wonder

bad pictures from corporations which should know

Inside

The answer

to them, looks

Russian Bolshevik, and his name

"The

Story

fault

booklet form under the

"JUDGMENT."

title

Every time we glance over

seem

to

that

feel

it

we

ago which

copy of

a

published in

the sincerity of the creator,

who

with something he believes

in."

logically that

it

we

this booklet

was written only yesterday

—for

it

can be applied to each day's news devel-

opments and give you the

dered' to produce

"JUDGMENT." And
ited,

who

we

America had

a

copy of

while the available edition

The order

is

Send

for

And once you

it

will

your copy

of

will

forward to having

know, and we are as certain

day and night,

ning will

are

THE

some

was handed
it;

and

of

"JUDGMENT"

today.

mean

in the Direct

have

to

Wid Gunning

Booking and

as

YOUR PARTNER

Profit Sharing Plan.

are not selling the Direct Booking and Profit Sharing Plan

FIRST

— Write

profits the tip is

to

today

apply will be able

to

share in the

to

we are
Wid Gun-

of this as

the twelve specials that

make next year

directors will be

Here

why

num-

equip you, better than ever, to understand what

Wid Gunning as YOUR
PARTNER next year and to have Wid Gunning supervising the making of YOUR PICTURES.
You

for years that a certain

peramental nut."

We

to look

been

protested he was called, in plain language, a tem-

yet, but us only the

means

there any genuine

lim-

takes you behind the scenes of pictureas a guide.

'or-

production to work on a certain story.

of events has

have been "behind the scenes" you will realize fully what
it

is

mind you,

director finished with his last production he

It will

Wid Gunning

making, with

ordered,

ber of stories have been bought by somebody, and as each

it,

"JUDGMENT"

is

Rarely indeed

it.

a particular type of

send a copy to any exhibitor

will be pleased to

requests

in

who

one of these 'things' with instructions to make

inside story.

wish that every exhibitor

can only do his best work

forced into production despite the

protests of the director,

when he

We

is

understand

failure to

coordination in the matter of allowing the director doing

fundamentals of this industry so clearly and

treats of the

Overhead."

is

judgment and the

"Story after story
thoughts on the motion pic-

worse than a

with machine-made product has always been

the lack of capable

Wid Gunning wrote some
ture industry many months

better.

that those corporations are driven relent-

is,

by a gentleman who,

lessly

many

they get so

with three great

in association

specials of the year.

illuminating

extracts

from

"JUDG-

MENT'
"It is hard to understand a

directors to produce picture

method which would force
after picture which they con-

sidered rotten before they started.

And

yet, the big cor-

porations have proceeded to do that year after year.

The
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Comedy That

Fair

Starts Off Better

Eileen Percy in

"ELOPE

The

DIRECTOR

C. R. Wallace

AUTHOR

Rath
Joseph Poland
Otto Brautigam
E.

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

J.

Starts off as interesting farce

comedy but ends up

in dizzy chase

with a slap-

stick finish

STORY

Might have

sufficed for a two-reeler

but certainly lacks situations for a feature
Probably did the best that could

DIRECTION

be done with material too
;

much

in

PHOTORAPHY

and out

stuff

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Average
Satisfactory

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

Ordinary
All right

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Of the usual order
Looks Hke Ralph Spence titles
Chorus girl out of
CHARACTER OF STORY..work earns $10,000 by getting a girl to marry
the

man

of her father's choice

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
They seem

to

l)e

still

It

Finishes

and a shot of that that
monotonous but dizzying.

Fox

AS A WHOLE*.

Than

of this

YOU MUST"

IF

15

5,995 feet

having trouble securing the

proper stories for Eileen Percy. The trouble is that
practically everything they pick for her is not nearly

and again

strong enough
"Elope If You Must" the same fault holds true. The
story would have sufficed well enough for a two reel
comedy but to get it out to feature length it has been
necessary to pad it, prolong sequences until they lose
about all of the comed}- value they may have had and
then there is such a continual change of scenes, a shot
to hold out for five reels

in

becomes not only

it

i)icture starts out in fine style, gets the interest

right off and looks as though

going to prove a
pleasing comedy number. An actress and her actor
sweetie are trying to "beat" their fare on a train when
a gentleman comes to the rescue and pays their fare on
condition that they help him marry his daughter to
the man of his choice and not the choice of his wife.
It's a good start and until they introduce some by-plot
in the way of bomb-throwers it holds up splendidly.
But from this point on the chase business commences with the players apparently playing a game of
checkers. They're here, they're there, all in such rapid
succession that it is hard to follow them, much less
keep interested. The ending is reached in slap-stick
fashion with a general mussing up of both players and
sets while the heroine calmly collects the check after
having married the daughter off as per order.
Nancy Moors is bound she A\'ill collect the check
Mr. Magruder has agreed to pay her if she will see to
it that his daughter, Elizabeth, marries Holt, the man
of his choice, and not Willie Weems. favored by Mrs.
Magruder. Weems and Elizabeth decide to elope and
Jazz
this is where Nancy's strenuous work begins.
kidnaps
Willie
in
an
sweetheart,
Hennessy, Nancy's
it

is

discourage Elizabeth.
Meanwhile Nancy locates Elizabeth

effort to

at the hotel

they have difficulty eluding detectives who take them
There are
for bomb-throwers they are looking for.
many other obstacles that present themselves until
finally

Nancy succeeds

of Elizabeth's

rying Holt.

in

locking Willie in the attic

home while she talks the girl into marThe ceremony is performed just as the

mother and father come

in.

Nancy

gets her check and

marries* Jazz.

HOUSMAN COMEDIES,

Inc.

Herbert L. Steiner, Pres.

Announce A

Series of

Comedies

Featuring

ARTHUR HOUSMAN
Directed by Alan Crosland
114

WEST

44th

STREET

and

NEW YORK

CITY

THE
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Depends Largely Upon

It

Box

How

This

IF YOU
Fox

the story

they are at
isn't
If

With some

is.

all critical

enough story

tell them Eileen Percy is kept pretty busy
trying to win the $10,000 and catchlines will do nicely

they like

will be well received, but

if

they will soon realize that there

through to feature length.
farce comedy and don't object to some
to carry

the better.

You can

if

it

1922

Satisfied

much

slap stick being included, so

MUST"

your folks like pictures that
jump along at a good pace, no matter just how good
do very well

will

They Are

19,

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Eileen Percy in

"ELOPE

Easily

Sunday, March

it

to attract attention.

earn $10,000.?

Say:

"How would you

Eileen Percy does

like

to

very unusual
way in her latest Fox production, 'Elope If You
Must.' " Or, "Do you believe in elopements? Eileen
Percy does. It brought her $10,000. See her latest
picture, 'Elope If You Must,' and you'll know why."
it
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Fair Entertainment for Those
Mabel Ballin

Who

Ballin Prod.

Hugo

AUTHOR

Ballin

Ethel Donoher

SCENARIO BY

Not credited
J. Diamond

CAMERAMAN
AS A

the

— Hodkinson

DIRECTOR

WHOLE

Don't Mind ImprobabiHties

The continuity is good and the direction smooth all
way through so that the interest is well sustained.

in

"OTHER WOMEN'S CLOTHES"
Hugo

17

A

Mabel Ballin shows a great improvement in her acting and is quite pleasing in the role of the young actress who believes her sudden inheritance the result
of an old lady's will.
She has overcome a habit she
had of gazing skyward and knitting her brows too
In view of the

good production but mediocre
story keeps picture from rising above the aver-

often.

age

array of pretty costumes.

carries,

it

is

and the suggestion that

title

it

likely that folks will

They

expect to see an
are apt to be disap-

STORY

pointed because even Miss Ballin's

PHOTOGRAPHY

nor becoming as they might be.
Aggie
LaField as a "wise" young Jewish girl offers a realistic characterization and probably the outstanding
performance of the supporting cast. Crauford Kent
does well as the villain and Raymond Bloomer is a

Highly improbable situations and melodramatic climax with coincidence the means
of a happy ending
DIRECTION
Some very effective touches and
always provides artistic surroundings

LIGHTINGS

Good
Generally good; sometimes un-

usual

STAR

Shows an improvement

in her acting

but

doesn't always dress becomingly

SUPPORT

Aggie LaField offers a good character bit; Raymond Bloomer little more than
a good looking hero Crauford Kent a convinc;

ing villain

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Quite

artistic

Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rich young

man

arranges false legacy for poor girl to satisfy his
theory that money cannot buy happiness

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Hugo

Ballin has done splendid things in the

was

way

of

severely handicapped by a story which,

with unlimited imaginations
who don't mind very prominent improbabilities, is of genuine "movie" manufacture and
not at all capable of fulfilling the desires of those seeking new situations and unusual twists.
while

it

will please those

as well as those

May

will

whose

go very well.

There

vivid imaginations and love for just

such material and situations as contained in this story
will

welcome Ethel Donoher's story and

production given

it

by Hugo

is

rather small.

With regard to the story, adapted from Ethel Donoher's "The Luxury Tax," perhaps it is not improbable that the heroine should accept the false legacy

without suspicion and proceed to enjoy the luxuries
it brought her and also it may be plausible that her
l)est friends should doubt the source of her income,
but just how this state of affairs could develop and
survive as long as it does is not without inconsistencies.
A melodramatic climax which incorporates a

enough thrill which was seen in one
news weeklies, is followed by a very
unlikely coincidence which brings about the happy
and a

fire

fair

of the recent

ending.

The wealthy Barker Garrison wagered with Rupert
Lewis that money could not buy happiness. To test
his theory he arranges to give a small fortune to Jac-

queline Lee,

who understands it has been left to her.
when she discovers the truth she goes

Years later
away. Garrison searches all over the world for her
and finally returns to New York where his automobile
runs over her, thereby bringing about the happy reunion.

Catchlines ought to serve nicely to interest them.

Say

:

"What would you do

style for several years

Ballin.

the

first

rate

if

you had

lived in fine

upon money you thought had

and then suddenly you were told
that a certain man had been providing the money.
It happens in 'Other Women's Clothes,' Hugo Ballin's
latest production starring Mabel Ballin," If they want
a thrill talk about the ride on a speeding fire engine.
l)een willed to you,

are those

his part

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You can most likely give average satisfaction with
"Other Women's Clothes" and with audiences that
it

good looking hero but

Please the Average Audience

Box

favor stories of this type

aren't as

5,400 feet

production, providing artistic settings, a good cast and
many individually good directorial touches, but his
effort

gowns

attractive

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Footage

Release Date

ARROW FILM

Ten Nights in a Bar Room
The Innocent Cheat

Cham

Reviewed

8,000
5,000
5,000

Lightning

ASTA FILMS,

1-

9,500

8-22

5,000
5,000
5,000

Trails (Pete Morrison)
City cHelen Holmes)

Crossing

AYWON FILM

.

11-13-21

Fidelity

Across

(All Star)
the Border (Big

WARNER

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Boy Williams)

11 13-21
11 13-21

29-22

1

HENRY BOLLMAN
Once Upon

Time

a

4,700

1-22

1

DAVID BUTLER PROD.
Making

Question (Roy Stewrt)

Life's Greatest

Art Brand Prod.
The Fatal

5,000

1

-

Marriage

5,000

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

5.000

& Howell Comedies
(2

ARROW FILM

2-12-22

7,000

12-11-21

Serials:

6,274
7,000

12-25-21
2- 5-22

Success Series:

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES
His Nibs (Chic Sales)

6,365

12-25-21

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.

Branded (Josephine Erale)

C. B. C.
Ranch Westerns (2 reels).
Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1
Hall Room Boy Comedies.

6,000
7,000
7,000
9,000

Gump

HAMILTON
5,000
HEPWORTH PRODUCTIONS
Forest Finds Himself
5,000
HOWELLS SALES CO., INC.
(Pola Negri)

Work
J.

(Edith

DOMINANT PICTURES,

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

False

6,800

of

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
:

2 19-22

Bride and Gloom, In and Out. His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers. Their Dizzy Finish.
:

Circus Heioes.

Ford Weekly.
12-11-21

12-25-21

Miracles ot the Jungle,

Serial;

Jimmy

Callahan.

2-

5-22

Point

5,000
4,314

5,000

(Fred K. Beauvais)

3,000

(Maclyn Arbuckle)

The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bmgle
Mr. Potter of Texas
of

the

Law

The Bootleggers
The Man Who Paid

REXFILM

]

3

News

(every Tuesday)
Graphic (every Friday).
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.
;

3

America

5-22
5-22

11

SECOND NATIONAL

PICT. CORP.

David and Jonathan
Brenda's

Heritage

[''[

4,800
S'OOO
5,000
s]000

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full

of

Spirit,

Reissues

(fourteen)

INC.

(each 2 reels).

CO.

Ruth Cliflford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Series:
feet)
(2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
:

The Conquering Hero.

PINNACLE COMEDIES
(2 reels)

;

Razzin' the Jazz,

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law? Nation's

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies:

Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-vveek)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two a month) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

reel).
reels).
(1

PIONEER FILM CORP.
11-20-21

See

First.

Dream, Shimmy

5,000
6,000
6^000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
5.000

5,000

:

Ray

11 13-21

15-22

reels)

JOAN FILM SALES

6-21

Invisible

r-

(2

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

CO.

Shattered

Her Story
The Night Riders

INC.

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin

Trail

episodes.

12 2-reels.

Mack Swain Comedies

Men

Trail

15

FILM MARKET,

PRIMEX FILMS
The Lonely

15

Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

W. MARTIN

Brands

Maker

Field),

Serials:

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
Blanchette
5,800
PLYMOUTH FILM CORP.

A

CO.

episodes

10,000

From Rocky

INC.

reels).

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial;

PACIFIC FILM CO.

Girl

(2

GAUMONT COMPANY

Stockton)

Determination

each).

reel

(1

W. FILM CORP.

J.

Should a Wife

5,800

reel).

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

GEO. H.

Vendetta

FILM SALES

each).

reel

(1

Celebrated Comedies

10 Episodes

Me My Son

CORP.

reels).

Star

5,400
5,300
5,900
5,400
5,200
5,100

The Thinker

reels).

"2

(each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

Western Star Dramas

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth

and Tame Men, The

Helen Holmes:

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

GAUMONT
Wife

In the Clutches of the Hindoo (Serial)

Westerns (each 2

15
6

INC.

The Supreme Passion
The Ne'er-Do- Well
The House Without Children
The Spoilers

Westerns (each

AYWON FILM
Joy Comedies:

CO.

Disciple

THE FILM MARKET,

Women

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
15

Harry Carey:

4,951

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

John

River,

Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.

Give

the

Girl,

:

What No Man Knows (Clara Kimball Young)
Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight

Temporary

CORP.

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels)
Wild

5,748

Marntr

FEDERATION FILM

(12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reeli). Liquorish

reels).

:

Caesar

New

CORP.

S.

:

DONOVAN MILO PROD.

The

S.

episodes.

Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her

GEORGE KLEINE
Silas

T,
15

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Alt

Three and a

CORP.

The Hidden Light
Julius

ADVENTURES OF

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)
Looking Up Jim, In

5,800

12-18-21
12- 4-21

5,000
8.000

Barrie)

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln),

8-22

FILM SALES CORP.

BROS.

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS
l.ips

Grade

the

C. B. C.

Ashamed of Parents
School Days (Wesley

2-26-22

CORP.

The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy Williams)

I

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5, 000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
she Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)
5,000

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)

Reviewed

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

INC.

Hamlet (Asta Nielsen)

Ghost

Footage

Release Date

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial
The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

—

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

2.000
2.000

—

—

n

Some
"Quaint Denizens of the Bronx Zoo"

Type

of production

Kineto Review

which include

India, this

a

number

little

animals in the

baby Red Howler and a Macaque from

of the review contains a very interesting

animal fable recorded by Raymond L. Ditmars. A little story
Grasshopper and the Ant," and the
is woven around "The
The story shows how
roles are played by the real insects.
some of the animals prepare for a "rainy day," while others
like the grasshopper are destroyed with the first blast of
The ant, highly magnified, sits on a twig and
winter.
He shows him how the bees lay
lectures the grasshopper.
away their honey and seal the cells, and how the ants built
Then
their hill with its thousand underground galleries.
the ant takes you down to the water's edge and shows you
how the beaver builds his home of logs and mud. The entire
process of construction

is

shown from

start

finish

to

him

tells

animal study

reel

1

Besides some interesting shots of queer
zoo,

Short Reels

in

a

wonderful series of photographic shots. The house is built
in shallow water, but after it is completed the beaver will
construct a dam so that the water will rise up and cover the
entrance to his dwelling. The deep water protects him from
The photography is excellent and the entire
his enemies.
This
study is one of the best animal reels of the season.
should please on any program.

visit them he must go out and
This he attempts to do, but everything
tries only turns out for the good.
In the end he
and lands himself behind the bars. The wedding
his friend and the girl ends this fairly amusing
The action is snappy and the gags will get quite

that

he wants to

if

get himself arrested.
that he
succeeds

between
comedy.
a few laughs.

"The Yellow Girl"— Vitagraph
Type

A

of production

1

Type

Ark"— Sacred

reel novelty film called

by

Vitagraph

and

of production

1

Bible subject

reel

Just what the purpose of this film may be is not clearly
The intention of it is
defined in the offering as presented.
The introductory
certainly not conveyed in the pictures.

quotes from the Bible with reference to God's command
There follows scenes populated by people dressed
A flash
flowing robes and running about meaninglessly.

title

to

Noah.

in

of the people

and other

entertainment
religious purposes.
has

no

but

might

readily

reel

for

of

production

"Vistas of the
will

make

—Johnny

Hines
2

of production

Educational
reel

comedy

Johnny Hines gets off some very good comedy business
this comedy but continuity is not as smooth as in some
The gags are good and the entire
of his former productions.
is

made

of these stunts,

though they have nothing to

Johnny
shoots crap whh the boys, but along comes a dog and
swallows the bones. They hurry him into an X-ray parlor
and read the dice in the dog's stomach. Then Torchy takes
a job in a barber shop where he gives a man an egg shampoo
and mistakes a charlotte russe for the shaving mug. The
second part of the comedy has to do with a girl in a boarding school and Johnny's friend who is very anxious to marry
the girl. But just as the knot is about to be tied the marriage

do with each other.

In the

first

part of the picture

blows out of the window and lands in a barrel of
Johnny follows on, takes a
flour on its way to the baker.
bread.
An electric fan
the
and
cuts
up
job in the bakery
everything
white even
makes
flour
loose
some
turned upon
last when
bakery.
At
in
the
working
people
the colored
that
discovers
the bride
license
he
the
found
has
Johnny
police
captain
jail,
but
the
in
landed
been
have
groom
and
license

1

Holy Land"

a good

is

a very timely

reel

little

program.
composed of views taken

filler

for an Easter

As

travel

reel

and

the

title

in and about
is
Holy Land. You see the plains of Jericho, the River
Jordan, the Dead Sea, the Mountains of Moab, the walls of
Besides this, natives
Jerusalem and the Tower of David.
costumes.
in
picturesque
of many nationalities are shown
Solomon
are also
Temple
of
The Wailing Wall and the
in
the
Garden
of
taken
shots
are
The final
included.
His
have
met
supposed
to
Christ
is
Gethsemane, where

suggests, the reel
the

The garden is now
reel is filled with
entire
The
Monks.
Franciscan
tended by
received
for Easter
well
will
and
be
matter
subject
religious
week.

"The

in

picture

Land"— Kineto Review

Disciples on the eve of the Crucifixion.

"Torchy and Orange Blossoms"

Type

The
serve

sub-title quotations follow.

value,

featuring

Griffith.

Type

Films, Inc.

"The Yellow

Girl," is to be
Corinne Griffith.
There is a slight story, but the outstanding feature of the
reel is the black and white settings which are used throughVarious combinations of black and white are used both
out.
in the decorating of sets and the costumes of the players.
Checker borders, black backgrounds with white relief and
vice versa make up some of the variations. As a novelty the
The story has to do with an artist
film will do very nicely.
who receives a large check from one of his patrons thereby
enabling him to marry the girl in the portrait, Corinne

one

presented

"Vistas of the Holy

"Noah's

reel novelty

Type

of

Trail of the

Wolf"— Universal
2

production

reel

western

Trail of the Wolf" is a typical Canadian Northwestern
hero in the uniform of the Royal Mounted Police.
the
with
The girl is the daughter of the owner of the trading post,
and the bad man is a French Canadian outlaw and leader of

"The

band of fur smugglers. Percy Pembroke takes the part
Mounted Police and does some splendid riding in the
Laura LaPlante takes the part of the girl
climax scenes.
and Mack V. Wright does a satisfactory bad man and records
some good action in the fight scenes. The first reel opens
with a snappy bit of action and things are kept moving right
The situations develop in the regulation manner and
along.
the

of the

traced through a note that he wrote to the girl
A well directed
in order to lure her away from her home.
ending.
If your
satisfactory
to
a
leads
up
chase follows and
the rogue

is

people like the regulation
find

"The

Trail of the

Canadian Northwestern they

Wolf"

satisfying.

will

—

Short Reels
"How
Type

to

Grow Thin" — Anderson

— Educational

production

of

Each time
hygiene

reel

1

the

Some

laugh.

ostrich

swallows something your house will
funny and

of the shots in this cartoon are very

the animation will please everj'one.

people there is a good lesson in this little picture.
Mrs. Gobler determines to reduce her waist line and accord"The
ingly goes to an expert and gets the following advice:

For

fat

enemies of beauty are pork, candy, white bread and potatoes."
Besides this she is instructed in the alcohol rub and "the
tummy twist." Her skeptical husband watches her do these
exercises and laughs, but at the end of five months the scales
Then she asks the
show a reduction of thirty pounds.
but
replies:
permanent
he
"No lady, neither is
it
is
doctor if
an
educational
value and will
single
reel
has
This
bath."
a
appeal to those in your audience who are abnormally fat and
in the middle years of life.

of production

1

comedy

reel

most of the action and the comedy business. Some funny
situations lead "Snub" on to the trail of the jewels, which he
for

the

newspaper.

same time

Several

very

Type

of

Sport"

—Jack

Eaton

One

of production

gags are

"Snub" Pollard

amusing single reel comedy.
and will get a good many laughs.
in this

"By Ways

also secures a "scoop"

clever

included
is

funny

— Goldwyn

sport pictorial happenings off the

natural

fishing

sea

in

West

the

Indies

is

magazine

featured

in

this

Lord Waldorf Astor and a party
shown on their launch landing some big
fighting fish.
The section was produced by E. F. Warner
of "Field and Stream," and contains some thrilling moments.
The industrial chapter deals with the weaving of silk and
of Pathe Review.

fishermen

of

various

are

processes

of

The

manufacture.

silk

section

travel

takes you up into Canada and reviews the old historic battleThe colored section illustrates
grounds along the border.
in some little towns of Alsace.
Some
Provincetown Art Colony are also included in
average number of the Review.

this

"Friday, the Thirteenth"— Star— Universal

Type

of production

2 reel

Absentminded Hubby manages

good deal of

to get into a

By mistake

trouble in "Friday, the Thirteenth."

comedy

his

umbrella

taken by a lady and he follows her through the park in an
He almost has it when her big sweetattempt to get it back.
Hubby manages to return to his
into
the
scene.
heart steps
is

her about his adventure, but she explains to him
might have been much worse if he had gone
out the following day which was Friday the thirteenth. Hubby
then jumps into bed and leaves orders not to be awakened
Eddie Boland plays the part of the
until the fourteenth.
Hubby and Gertrude Olmstead appears as the wife. The
gags are quite tame and will only bring a mild joy to the
wife and
that

tell

things

audience.

reel sport pictorial

Most of this shows water shots and sporty happenings
down Miami Beach. But there are a lot of other interesting
highways.

That's

comes from. There are shots showing the
playing of the Cuban national game, which is
something like handball, only that there is betting on the individual
players, and the betting becomes very exciting.
There are
other shots of quoit throwing and horseshoe throwing, and
the finish showing the water sports at Miami Beach are very
interesting.
A good reel all around and very interesting.
Particularly good for high class houses.
where the

Deep
number

reel

1

shots of the

"Snub" Pollard plays the part of the janitor in the newsHe washes the windows, oils the presses and
paper plant.
In a little engets into trouble with the managing editor.
counter in the shop "Snub" wrinkles the foreman's white
coat.
To repair the damage he offers to iron the jacket and
it
through the presses. It comes out smooth and flat,
runs
A reward is
but has the latest news printed on the back.
issued for the return of some missing jewels, and this provides

not only saves, but at the

of production

some quaint scenes

"Hot Off the Press"— Hal Roach— Pathe

Type

Pathe Review No. 148

Type

title

—

—

"The Farmer and the Ostrich" Aesop's Fables Educational
Type of production
1 reel cartoon
Here is another one of Paul Terry's, and it is just as funny
Terry deserves a good deal of credit for maintaining
humor in his cartoons and keeping it up week
in and week out.
One a week is no easy task. In his latest
"The Farmer and the Ostrich" the moral "Hospitality is
a virtue which should be exercised wisely,"
is drawn through
the action of some very funny animals. Thomas Cat, the old
reliable, opens the cartoon with a little scene of ash-can
cafeteria.
But the cat surely marvels at the digestive powers
of Billy Goat.
Old shoes, tomato cans and broken bottles
are only "snacks" to the goat.
But then along comes Leary
Ostrich and makes the goat's appetite look like a fifteen cent

"Fluff to Stuff"— Kineto

Type

The
this

story of cotton from

start

to

finish

the subject of

is

photographed and interesting reel.
Down in the
where the cotton fields yield three-quarters of the

well

South

world's supply the

little

bursting balls of

fluff

are

gathered

At the cotton gin a pneumatic tube sucks
by the
up the product and carries it through to the hydraulic press
where it is bound in bales. The bales then change hands
several times before they are again compressed and squeezed
down to "high density" and placed in storage. At the mill
the cotton is loosened and spun into threads which in turn
Spindles and weaving machines are
are woven into cloth.
shown in many close-ups. The reel is educational as well
as entertaining and should please a large majority.
darkies.

"West

a high level of

lunch at Childs. He stops at nothing. He not only eats, but
drinks up the home brew and swallows the still, coil and
all.
Little is left of the farm when the Ostrich gets through.

reel industrial

1

as ever.

—
—

Review No. 152

of production

Type

of

is

West"

—Sunshine

Fox

Comedy

production

2

reel

comedy

This is one of the wild west comedies of the burlesque type
in which a tenderfoot is put through a test to cure his cowboy
fever.

The

picture

is

a fair

comedy

of

its

kind.

Much

of the

hokum is very old but there are a few new touches and some
good laughs although they are not continuous all the way
through. Harry Depp as the hero of the story is shown play-

He rides a wooden horse,
ing cowboy in his father's home.
shoots at the pictures on the wall and generally manages to
picture himself on a ranch. How the father plans to cure him
by sending him

men make

it

to a

western town and having the town bad

hot for him concludes the second

reel.

I

Advertising

who you

are,

to offer in

The

only

man who

is

the education of the public as to

where you

are,

way of skill,
man who should
the

and what you have
talent or commodity.

not advertise is the
has nothing to offer the world in the

way of commodity

or service.

— Elbert Hubbard
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Monday,

No. 76

Work

Starts

^egri

—

from Germany
vccordiiig to Samuel Rachmann,
European Film
the
of
sident
Germany, Pola Negri
of
'iance
started work on her first picture
the E. F. A. and ultimately.
r

this
in
Players
release
Ernst Lubitsch is directing
picture which, Rachmann states,

nous

intry.

spectacular lines.
in
completed
be

along
ibably
nths.
n all

It

will

three

probability, Lubitsch will
ect all of Negri's future pictures,
chmann states that she has comted her contract with the U. F. A.,
is
now definitely tied up with
(Continued on page 4)
!

March 22
to THE FILM DAILY)
The Capitol opens on
W. S. McLearn will be

ackson Capitol Opens
(Special

Chicago
irch

22.

Agnes Egan Cobb 111
\gnes Egan Cobb, general sales
nager of Concord Film, is at the
Hospital, recovering from
She
operation for appendicitis.
doing well and is expected to be
osevelt

in

t

two weeks.

1922

Price 5 Cents

Important Deal

HAYS TH' ORATOR
Right on

Orated

th' job.

jus' like

Jimmy Walker.

Mebbe

not so good. But still some orator. An' put his speech over.
As tho' he meant all he said. Which was also mighty good
Th' big crowd was weary of speeches. They wanted
stuf¥.
An' tbey were mighty glad of what he said.
t'u hear Will.
An' how quickly he said it. Hays was addressin' Will Hearst
most th' time. As if he was th' chief audience. Mebbe he's
wise.

Why?

rhrough

the efforts of the NaAssociation,
the
exchange

nal

,

using situation in Washington, has
settled
satisfactorily
the
to
mpanies involved.
The authoris there served notice upon all exanges in the District that on or

m

Eore
th

March 3rd they must comply

safety regulations in the build-

which they occupied or must
acceptable plans for new buildrs prior to that date.
On March 2nd the exchanges of
)ldwyn, Universal, Vitagraph. and
IX
filed plans
for new buildings
th the authorities.
On the follow' day, however, the commissioners
the District decided to throw the
itter into court.
The case was to

'Cause mebbe he
Mebbe he understands.

realizes th' potentialities of Hearst.
That a man who owns newspapers.

Here. There. 'N everywhere. An' magazines. Coverin' th'
Like dew. In June. An' who is neck deep.
various fields.
An' Nation. An' who incidentally.
State.
Civic.
politics.
In
Drops a millyun or two. In makin' picshures. Is liable t'u
be a dangerous young man. Onct he gets started right. So
Willie was a good audience. F'r Will t'u talk to.

HEARST'S TALK

;s
;

me up

Thursday.
meantime conferences were
between the authorities and
last

In the
Id

ck S. Connolly, with the result that
len the court case was called the

)mmissioners announced that the
ins filed by the four companies had
en approved.
The court proceed?s

were

ork on the

suspended

new

indefinitely,

buildings for these
ur
companies will begin today,
ich of the companies will have a
parate building.

Ince and Mack Sennett
Dickering with Hiram Abrams
and United Artists Release
Negotiations are understood to be
under way between Thomas H.
Ince,
Mack Sennett and Hiram
Abrams, whereby the two important
producers will be tied up with

Abrams on distribution.
The matter has been pending

A

several weeks.
Artists' directors

Saturday

was scheduled

afternoon

Abrams

deal.

for

meeting of United

last

to

discuss

week

for

the

admitted

that the transaction was on, but
stated that it was a matter affecting

him personally and one in which
United Artists did not figure.
Both Ince and Sennett at present
have releasing contracts with Associated First National.

Kohn Becomes

Selznick Treasurer
Morris Kohn, former president of
Realart, and at one time identified
with Lewis J. Selznick in the Select
organization

Adolph
nick

as

Zukor

representative
of
rejoined Selz-

has

treasurer.
He succeeds
Siegel who has resigned.

as

Henry Clay

Notables Expected at Dinner
is expected former Governor Al
Smith and Major F. H. La Guardia,
former president of the Board of
Alderman, will attend the A. M. P. A.
dinner at the Biltmore on Saturday
night.
Will
H. Hays, will, of
course, be present.
He purchased
*
the first ticket.
It

POTENTIALITY OF HEARST
Exchange Problem Solved

On

Thomas H.

What with th" openin' of th' State. At Boston. An" th'
All th' stars.
Directors Dinner to Bill Hays.
In th" East.
Are havin" all their party clothes done over. An" th" valets
are growin" -rich.
Btit a lot was clone I'r picshures.
Up in
Bosting. As they call it. Worlds of good were accomplished.
Not f'r Marctis Loew. Altho th" big openin" won't hurt th'
box offtce, either. Btit f'r th' entire indtistry. Great stttff.
Next
Specially considerin' they're gonna vote on censorship.
That's
Fall.
If th' good accomplished only lasts long enufif?
th' only qtiestion.
An' th' Hays dinner. Page Georgey Sargent. An' tell
him what a big thing he put over. Worked like a Trojan. An'
But put it over. Gave Hays a
slept 48 hours afterwards.
great start. In th' right manner. Even Syd Cohen switched.
An' welcomed Hays into th' industry. Somethin' difif'rent from
Washin't'n ideas. Quite.

—

naging director.

20,.

Some Week

Ernst Lubitsch DirectE. F. A.
ing Samuel Rachmann Back

—

March

An' he said out loud.
straight fr'm th' shoulder.
Where iioInside.
a lot of peepul have been sayin'.
body heard 'em. An' th' gist of his whole idea was: Inspire
confidence. That's enufif. 'Cause if Hays. Or any other man.
C'n do this. Then th' beginnin' of th' end. Of all th' diffi-

Newark Theater Sold
A. SofTerman, broker, reports he
has arranged the sale of the Colonial,
Bloomfield Ave., Newark, to Palley
and Anis from Nussbaum Bros.

Was

What

culties.

Are

in sight.

PROOF
How

long ago
T'u
regard.
without
Work
exchangemen.
An'
exhibitors.
did
Then
years.
coupla
a
ago.
long
Just
Not
so
feller?
other
th'
along came Hoy. An' started somethin'. Sort of get-t'gether
With an appeal board. Of Exchangemen. An' Exidea.
An' what's happened?
hibitors. T'u iron- out their troubles.
An' eat from th'
along.
Why a dove of peace can come
So
they're
at work.
When
hands. "Of any of that crowd.
were
think
they
wouldn't
y'u
harmonious an' peaceful—why

Want some

proof?

Allright.

Here

it

is:

^

•

(Continued on page 3)

Comedies Shown
THE FILM DAILY)

First Five
(Special

to

Youngstown,
Plays Co.,

Inc.,

—

O. Buckeye Photo
gave a banquet last

week and then showed the first five
Forward
Sunset Comedies which
Film Distributors, Inc., will release.
J. Sameth, of Forward Film, was

J.

present.

Terra Film Branching Out
(Special

to

THK FILM DAILY)

Berlin— Terra Film has increased
its capitalization to 25,000,000 marks
with the purchase of Eiko Film.

The company has secured a controlling

Vienna.

interest

in

Vita

Film

of

;

'

THE
T:^siat

DAILY

Monday,

March

20,

a;£S3g«?="=SSS3

•?Sljmi)«mJ^|*"*^^Autho«ty

(Special

to

Hollywood
cenMiifirWi

VqI.XU

No.

Price 5 Cents

Monday, Mar. 20. 1922

76

(Special

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—Universal

announces

that \'on Stroheim will start production shortlv.

Albanj% N. Y. .\lma Productions.
New York. Capital. $1,500.
Attorney, Edward Cahn, 29 W. 34th
Inc.,
St.

—

Albany, N. Y. Tellman AmuseHurley, for a year
Capital
ment Corp., New York.
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and assistant to Malcolm Boylan, direct- $50,000. Incorporators: H. Rachmil,
FILM FOLKS. INC.
or of publicity at Universal City, has
Attorney.*,
S. Rinzler and I. Levine.
Joseph Danneiiberg, President and Editor
Man- resigned to handle publicity for the Marks and Marks, 358 5th Ave.
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business
Universal Exchange.
ager; J. A. Cron. Advertising Manager.
EnteretJ as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Albany, N. Y. Film Guild, New
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Sol Lesser has taken offices at York.
IncorCapital
$50,000.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside United Studios and will use them porators: D. Wiman, F. Aller, Jr.,
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
is li^ headquarters.
and F. W. Tuttle.
Attorney, S.
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

H.

Harold

—

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

DAILY,

communications

West

71-73

to

44tli

THE FILM

St..

New York

'Phone: Vanderhilt 4551-4552-555"
HoUyw
6411
California
HoUvwood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
X. Y.

—
—
Wabash
London Representative — W.
.-Xve.

Kmematograph
London, W.

Weekly.

C.

A. Williamson
l-ong Acre
85

Goodman,

Clark has been engaged by
oldwvn to write the adaptation of
"This Way Out."
iolet

olleen
r

in

pert

Moore has been signed

t

at

W. 42nd

St.

—

Albany. N. Y. New Law Theater
New York. Capital $5,000.

Corp.,

Incorporators, E. and C. Mayer and
Attorney,
Schneider
M. D.
ohrar, 154

another personally directed

Hughes' story

130

Nassau

Goldwyn.

St.

—

Ibanv, N. Y.
Hoosier M. P. Co.,
Capital $20,000.
Incorback on the Brooklyn.
European Representative — InternaCentral
She is appearing in porators, D. Price, I. Krawetz and
stage.
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmscliau,
tionale
Attorney, N. Berk, 63
D. Yager.
support of Neal Burns.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Park Row.
Kathcrine MacDonald has comAlbany, N. Y.— Photo Play Corp.
pleted "Heroes and Husbands," and
New York. Capital,
High Low Close is now making "The Woman Con- of America.
Incorporators: C. E. R.
Famous Player.s .. 81/, 80-;^ 80% ouers."
Bryant Washburn, June $100,000.
Not quoted Elvidge and Mitchell Lewis are in Schneider, C. A. Satterlee and A. W.
do pfd
Krumm. Attorney, W. S. Barlow,
6
*Gold\vyn
6]/^
the new picture/
18 E. 41st St.
Not quoted
Griffith
IGlA
Loew's, Inc
W/s 163/^
The M' 3ion Film Corp., whose
Family
Not quoted first production is "Carry on the
Albanv,
N.
Y.
Roval
Triangle
Not quoted Race" has moved to the old Fair- Players," New York. Capital, $150,World
Incorporators: W. O. BalanQuotations by Harry Content & Co. hanks Studio on Melrose Ave.
000.
zategui, A. A. Wray, and F. L.
Incorporated for $500,000
Bad weather has dela^'ed exteriors Randall. Attornev, W. O. Badger,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on "The Soul Seeker," which Allen Jr., 7Z Fulton St.
The De Recat Holubar is making.
San Francisco
Corp. has beeii incorporated here with
Trenton, N. J. Century AmuseThe incora capital of $500,000.
Under direction of Edward Jose. ment Co., Newark. Capital $200,000.
porators are, Thos. T. Califro, A. Alice Calhoun has started work upon Incorporators, Olive Hilbert, ArlingEmanuel and J. A. Meyers.
her third coast production. The pic- ton; Aaron Lasser and Anna Marchture is titled "Locked Out."
esani, Newark.
Hayes in New Organization
(Special to THE FIL.M DAILY)
Tom Gibson of Morante Prod. Co.
Dover, Del. Roe Hart Pictures
Dudley Grant Hayes, has been confined to his home with Corp.
Chicago
IncorCapital
$100,000.
director of the Chicago \'isual In- the "flu."
porators, A. A. Rothengazs, Morris
struction Dcp't, is vice-president of
E. Hair and M. R. Keeler, Chicago.
the newly organized \'isual InstrucRegistration
"North of the Rio Grande," is the Attorney,
Delaware
tion Ass'n of America, composed of permanent title of the picture now Trust Co.
producers and distributors on non- being completed by Rollin Sturgeon,
theatrical films.
Dover, Del.
and starring Jack Holt and Bebe
Baker Amusement
Daniels.
"Val of Paradise" was the Co.
Capital
Attorney,
$150,000.
Dallas Theater About Ready
former title.
Corporation Guarantee and Trust
2.

Pans Representative

— Le

Film,

42,

Rue

\'era
Christie

Clichy.

Stedman

is

Quotations

/

—

—

—

—

—

—

^

(Special

—

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas The Hope will open about
April 1, with Lawrence F. Stuart as
managing director. The theater will
be the local home of First National
attractions.

Close Seattle Theater
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
Jensen
have closed the Rex.

modeled

for

&

Two Tacoma Houses

Close

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tacoma — The Vicjory, and The

American arc reported
lic

markets

will replace

GAUSMAN.

Co., Philadelphia.

closed.

them.

Pub-

—

Commonwealth

Pictures, Co., tp
the claim made
Adolph Zukor that the origin of
feature picture was in "'Queen El
beth."
He writes:

exception

to

"An open letter which
hope and trust that you

sincei

I

pub

will

fairness to the truth.
I read
heard that Adolph Zukor claims t
he produced the first five reel I'eat
with a well known star in Americi
"The trade papers will all rccali
the early spring of 1912 that 1 j
duced at the Crystal studios a feat
production known as 'Oliver Twi
in

;

Goodwin and

featuring Nat

company

his en'

players that produ
this play at the New
Amsterd
theater, at that time with the exc
of

tion of Marie Doro and Len Hard
whicii were replaced by other playt
It was several months after this t
York produced Blani
a firm in
Walsh in a feature known
'Resurrection.' and not until a i
months after did Adoliih Zukor co

New

out with James K. Hackett in '1
Prisoner of Zcnda.'
"It is only fair that inasmuch
Zukor sent out the information
vising that he was the first produ
of feature pictures in America,
desire the truth be given pubilici
Hiram .\brams at that time bouj
the rights on Nat Goodwin as Faj.
in the 'Oliver Tv.-ist' production
New England, and man>- oti

prominent exchange men of
also bought the state rights

t

picture.
would
"I

appreciate

if

.j

:

Add

Zukor can furnish me with any di
that would prove that he had actua
produced in America any feature
reels or longer with a big st
a prominent well known auth
prior to
producing 'Oliver Twii
five

Ivy

my

fetturing Nat Goodwin.
"I was at that time the sole own
of a company known as the Moti'
Picture Distributing & Sales C
under the company name I produc
the first five reel feature in Ameri
and everyone of the trade papers
they will go back in their files w,
find that I am stating the truth, ai
in fairness to the mis-apnrehensii
that has been created by Mr. Zukoi

statement

I

ask that

this

letter

i

published.

"What Mr. Zukor

did do was
entitli
feature
featuring San
'Queen
Bernhardt, which was not made
this country, and at that time th
was done vay picture 'Oliver Twi;
was in the course of production."

To Producers

import

and Directors

VonHerberg

It is being rebusiness purposes.

Spanuth Denies Zukor Claim
to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago
Harry
Spanutli,

Incorporations

Coast Brevities

After you have

made

a production, and release has

been arranged, are you certain that your interests are
being satisfactorily attended to?

Are you
liking; are

tion

aid

satisfied

that the accounting

you willing
of

that

big

foreign
a
Elizabeth."

is

to

Phone— Beekman

9091

your

to allow the ordinary exploita-

machine

to

safeguard

your

sERVic:

property?

These are only some of the points of the service
which this organization will insure you.

OSCAR PRICE
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

729 Seventh Ave.

Phone Bryant 9546

New York

City

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR

:

THE

BH
March

Monday,

20,

s5B^

DAILV

1922

Federated Has Five More
Federated has five more HaUroom
Boy Comedies to release under its
coiUract with Jack and Harry Cohn.
D. J. Chatkin will not start releasing

Some Week
(Continued from Page

1)

n th' picshur l)izness. An' if this c'n be done in one spot. It'll
Novk all over. An' Hoy's tryin' to do this now. Nationally.
So y'u see. It CAN be done.

MORE STRAWS
More

AN' A WATCH
Th' way th' winds

straws.
T'u show.
Bosting.
Lot of exhibitors

th'

iic'.v

series until

Ramage

ablowin'.

Mav.

in St. John's, N. B.
John, K. B. Charles Ramage
has heen appointed temporary manager of the First National exchange,
succeeding J. A. Kraker, resigned.
St.

got together.
An' gave
Up in
Eddie "Doc" Golden a watch. Diamond decked platinum af¥air.
That set 'em back. About eight hundred bucks. An' that's
In this bizness. These days. An' they gave it
\ lot of gelt.
:'u him 'cause they like th' way he does things.
No wonder Marcus Loew was all busted up. \A'hen -lie
make a presentation speech. No wonder Eddie
t'u
:rie(l
It just was a knockout.
ouldn't talk.
An incidentally. Th' first time. This has ever happened,
[n

the

—

—

Atlanta Lewis Carter has joined
the sales staff of First National.

Northwest Notes
THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle
E. L. Blaine, of the Neptune,
has hought out Geddes &
Geddes College Theater and closed
(Special to

—

the house.

hist'ry of picshures.

was "wonderful."
know. Along'll come a Inmch of exchangenen. An' give some exhibitor. A watch. Or somethin". An'
'11 shut down.
:hen th' whole darned industry.
F'r a nashnul
Marcus

said it
Fust thing y'u

lolidav.

WATCH ROXY WEEP

Max

A. Pitchmann, salesman for
Seattle
Film Exchange, has
opened the Isis, Ellensburg, Wash.
the

MADGE EVANS

BUGS BAER IS
RIGHT
ALL THE CUCKOOS
ARE NOT
IN CLOCKS
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
RUNS REGULAR
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORi
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YOR

G. P. Endert, manager of Famous
Players, is back at his desk after a
short illness.

Callahan in Seattle

Big Banker. Down South. Invested some thousands. In
Prizma. So he received a letter. Awhile agfo. Telling: him of
'The Glorious Adventure" being booked for the Capitol. On
Broadway. And just to show. What he knew about the bizless.
He wrote th' home office. Of Prizma. Like this
'Thank you for the information about the showing of "The
Glorious Adventure."
I am told, however, that the Capitol is
burlesque
theater
where
they run a comliination of pictures
i
ind burlesque and the pictures are only a side issue."
F'r sellin' bankers stock.
In a
That's what y'u get.
But what about "Roxy?" C'n y'u see him
pischur concern.
Runnin' a burleyque
Oh, boy!
tearin' his hair?

Fred Creswell, special representafor Famous Players, will be in
Seattle next week to hold a sales

tive

meeting.

to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta— Diaz Callahan has bee
transferred from the Atlanta terr
tory and appointed manager of tf

(Special

Selznick

Owen
Selznick

office

here.

C.

C.

stav of six weeks.

Know What's Going On

CHARLEY'S COMEDY
Chaplin' a comedian.

Of

bein' a critic.

Every body knows

As expressed

in

that.

"My

But

here's

Trip Abroad."

by Harper's: "I still have a status as a critic.
invited to a showing of Mary's picture, "Little Lord
They know I'll
Fauntleroy," and asked for suggestions.
Though when
:riticize.
I always do and they are afraid of me.
:hey look as my pictures that are always kind and sympathetic
md never criticize. I told Mary her picture was too long.
her where to cut it. Which, of course, she doesn't do.
[ told
5he never does. She and Doug listen politely and the picture
stands.
It always does."
[ust published
[

am

Whole book very

interestin'.

Better read

t
Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

it.

WEEK

THIS IS TH'
By th'
Denial ^^'eek.
Elected an' announced.
Afifectin' nearly three millyun people.
Presbyterian Church.
An' face powder.
W^omen t'u deny themselves hair nets.
Men t'u deny
JNIovies..
An' other "luxuries."
Soda water.
themselves golf, smokes, buyin' flowers, etc.

^

Self

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter

Fr'm th' way some exhibitors like Looey Blumenthal talk.
There's been a series.
Of self denial weeks. Goin' on f'r th'
aast year.
Or longer. Looey says he's gonna give himself a
self denial week.
Some time or other.

THE FILM DAILY—313

WAR

Subscription,

much."

Including
1921 Year

And

Name
Theatre

Or somethin' like that. Roxy
So Ben gets Lloyd Willis. T'u frame th' match.
One thousand berries. Joe Johnson. Former boxing
ups.

says:

"I

im, too."
Stakes.

(Continued on rag's 4)

Film Daily

tor one

year, starting immediately, to include

Between Roxy.
An Ben Moss. All over hand-ball.
Happened at Hays' dinner. Like this. Roxy has licked. To
And
iffare-ye-well. Attd a frazzle. All hands at the Capitol.
It Goldwyn.
An' Ben Moss. Is th' top-notch hand bailer,
^tthe U. B. O. So Ben says. To Roxy: "You ain't such a

Address
I

Ezel

Moore's next picture for personal representative to L. J. Sel:
has been definitely titled nick, has left for Salt Lake, after

"Reported Missing."

!

lis idea.

Say:

Issues— Every Day

Weekly Reviews— 52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500
$10— Foreiga^

-^

page*:

$I5

THE

^^

DAILY

On Broadway
—
Apollo "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway — "Foolish Wives.'
Brooklyn Strand — "Foolish Wives.
Cameo— "The Rosary."
Capitol — "The Glorious Fool."'

— Priscilla Dean
"Wild
Honey."
Criterion — "The Loves of Pharaoh."
Loew's New York— Today— "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
Tuesday— Same as above.
Wednesday — Mary Miles Minter
"The Heart Specialist."
Thursday— Buck Jones
"Pardon
My —
Nerve."
"The
Friday "The Golden
Hills of Missing Men."
—
Saturday "Come On Over."
"The
Clayton
Rialto— Ethel
Central

Some Week
And now clown at City
Or whatever anyone does.

commissioner.

Or

referee.

timer Xorden.

Electric Sign

AMBITIOUS

'

in

Cradle" and "The City of Gold,"
episodes three and four of "The
Mistress of the World."
Rivoli— Pola Negri in "The Red
Peacock" and "The City of Gold."
episodes three and four of "The
Mistress of the World."
Strand "Fair Lady."

—

Next Week
Apollo "Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway Not yet determined.

—

—

—

Brooklyn Strand Richard Barthelmess in "The Seventh Day."

Sells

20,

1922

Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Philadelphia
L.
Rappaport has
sold the Bartram, on the east side of
55ili Street, south of Chester Ave., toi
N. Resnick for $25,000, which was
assessed at $16,000.
Harry Milner'
will act as house manager for the new

owner.

Reports from Seattle. Say C. C. Dill. Owner of Educational
Film Exchange. Of Spokane. Is candidate. F'r th' nominashun.
F'r th' U. S. Senate. Against Senator Miles Poindexter.
Coin' up

MORE AMBITION

in

Gift,

Hall.
Is to umpire.
MorIn hand-ball.
Is holdin' th' jack.

man.

March

Rappaport
(Special

(Continued from page 3)

in

in

Monday,

An' reports fr'm Minneapolis. Say Bill Stefifes. Head of
state
May have idee's. About bein' national president.
Of that organization. Which may 'mean sittin'. On opposite
sides.
Of th' fence. From Sydney. With th' nomination.
Danglin' between 'em.

Reinbold Again in Allentown
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Allentown, Pa.— Walter Reinbold,'
former manager of the Hippodrome'
and Rialto for the Bennethum and
Wilmer & Vincent interests, is back
at the Victor.

MPTO.

An' they do say. Here an' there. All around th'. country.
That there'll be other nominees. F'r Syd's job.
But do y'u see. Any frowns. Of worry. Or care. On
Sydney's countenance? No, Rollo, nary a frown. Or a worry.
He's

lettin' th'

others pull that

— Not yet determined.
Comin' loud.
An'
Capitol — "Turn to the Right."
Criterion — "The Loves of Pharaoh."
MPTO. Over "Mistress
"The Is due
Rialto — Thomas Meighan
trouble. With
Bachelor Daddy" (tentative).
"Beyond
Rivoli — Gloria Swanson
the Rocks" (tentative).
Strand— "Gypsy Passion."

Only name appearin'. Is.
Adolph Ztikor, President.

KICKS

Cameo

in

f'r

DANNY.

Work

THE FILM DAILY)

to

— Pearl

Films,

Ltd..

"Peacock Alley"

Morsclli's "Glauco" to
(Special

in

are

Great

Be Filmed

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Rome Morselli's "Glauco"is
be filmed here on a lavish scale.
Milstein

long.
T'u national headquarters.
of the World."
Looks like Famous.
this one.

in

Negri Starts

(Special

Britain.

Formerly. In by gone days. Names of Jesse Lasky. An'
Cecil B. DeMille. Appeared on all Famous Players advertisin'.
;

Pearl Handling "Peacock Alley"

releasing

WHAT'S TH' ANSWER

(Special

to

to I

Leaves Hodkinson
THE FILM DAILY)

Kansas City— J. J. Milstein has
resigned as Hodkinson manager and
has gone to Denver where he will
operate a chain of theaters, together
with Louis Levand.

Newspaper Opinions

A. W. Smith, sales manager of
Hodkinson, stated yesterday that
Boston The following are ex- Phil Ryan, Middle Western division
The Gem, at 523 8th Ave. was
manager, would handle the Kansas
damaged by fire late Friday night. which caused considerable favorable cerpts from the newspaper comment City branch until
a new man was
from
newspaper on "Monte Cristo."
local
The damage was estimated at comment
appointed.
(Continued trom Page

Fire in N. Y.

House

(Special

the E. F. A.
Dimitri Buchowetzki,
the director of "All for a Woman,"

critics

$75,000.

1)

is

when

it played at the Strand,
a picture with Emil Jan-

making

nings in the leading role. Joe May,
director of "The Mistress of the
World"' and "The Indian's Tomb,"
the latter yet to be released, is making
another
picture
called
"The
Countess from Paris." All of these
units are at work in the E. F. A.

./Ipril

plant in the

'third birthday

fine

shape

doesn't

know

He

be here.

in Berlin.
Rachmann
just how long he will
left Ben Blumenthal in

An American
following

American

NoveltyLaughter-

B e autyPafhecolor
Distinctiveness!
•

TRANSCRIPT— "Monte

Cristo" at Last
A Tale
Excellent
Backg».
Particularly in the pictorial
does the director excel *
for the Screen, Well Set
to
Dumas with

True
rounds

and Mimed

—

—

TRAVELER— It

has not only been given

a film version but an authentic version, full
of the dash and intrigue of the period when
political plotting was the vogue and Napoleon

had been banished.

CiLOBE
thrilling

Paris.

The

Everything new!

of Berlin.

—

—

It

is

events

a

gigantic

spectacle with
it
brings

and episodes, and

received from Germany the modern public the story of the Count
last week indicated that Rachmann of Monte Cristo, told in a new and vivid
has resigned as president of the E. manner.
Probably there is no other story
F. A., but he denied this on Saturday. such a wealth of dramatic incident. that has
It is a
He said everything was going along Fox triumph that such a story has been

Reports

in

RtheReview

West End

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Director's Ideas

comes

from

now

an

in Europe:
"England bores you, for they are dreadfully slow at catching on, are antagonistic
to everything American
(especially ideas),
and producing conditions demand extreme
patience, while on the continent you get all
you want of the wonderful German 'Jupiter'
lamps,
first-class
technical
help
and all
around willing co-operation.
In fact, an
American can feel at home in Holland or
Germany England seeming to be the most
'foreign' country on the earth."

director

;

filmed so artistically
tion to detail.

and with so much

—

lAKtW OOD IIOTtL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

The

$35.00

Weekly
up Daily

$6.00
Special

Inducements

entire atmosphere of
the one which the author strived
to create.
The magnificent scenes and the
vast personnel complete the success of the
play.
At no place does the audience doubt
the
veracity
of
the
reproduction,
for
a
mastery of details has made this Fox production even greater than previous ones.
is

ADVERTISER—WilUam Fox's producof "Monte Cristo" as a photodrama
altogether admirable.
A cast of surprising
tion

Week-End Ratei

Parties, Club* and
Wonderful Food. Finest Service.
Dancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Director!.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

is

excellence,
titles

and

charming photography, sane subcostumes which stimulate the

fancy, are some
to this result.

of

the

things

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

contributing

GOODBYE, RAZOR
Seattle Unit to Reorganize
(Special

to

BLADES,

WET COTTON

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle— Louis T. Silvain has been
appointed receiver for the Western
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Theater
Equipment Co.
B.
F.
Seattle
United Artists have ap- Shearer, president of W. T. E., is
pointed W. L. Doudlah as the first running the business for him at
road representative they have ever present.
An immediate reorganizahad in the Pacific Northwest.
tion will take place.

Doudalh on Road

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

atten-

TELEGRAM —The

the play

i

—

London

stufif.

Not so nowadays. Not at all.
Well one guess. Yep. That's it.

Lloyd Plans Comedy Drama
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles It is understood thati
the first picture Harold Lloyd intends making under his new Pathe
contract will be a comedy drama.
(Special

for U. A.

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.

OTT SALES

ftice, $1

522 5th Ave.,
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

CO.,

,

I

/

Ci^^

rAe brAdstreet

t^^recocmizei)

FILMDOM

Authority

>/*

FORMERLY
XIX

hi

Tuesday,

No.

Some Fall Releases

March

Fore!

—

—

litchell.

two

ast

Irvin \\'illat will direct at
pictures
with
Dorothy

alton.
"The Sea Bride" and "The
iren Call."
Cecil
Mille's first
icture for next season will be "ManMeighan
aughter," witii Thomas

De

Leatrice Joy.
additional releases for 1922-

id
,

Some

^23 will be

"The Old Homestead,"

made with an

clubs

their

at

least

announced.
The Loves of Pharaoh," now
The absence of Abe Warner, one of
t the Criterion;
Thomas Meighan in the members of the committee preTf You Believe it. It's So"; "Nice vents the definite date and place
'eople," with Wallace Reid, Bebe from being announced at this time.
be

all-star

cast;
plaj'ing

date

is

Conrad Nagel and Wanda
iawley and "Clarence," the latter
Radio in Rochester Theater
wo to be made by William De
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jille; Jack Holt in "While Satan
Rochester, N. Y. The Regent, one
vleeps";
Gloria Swanson in "Her of Regoison Corp. theaters, will be
jilded Cage"; May McAvoy in "The equipped at once with a radio telePop of New York"; "Burning Sands," phone receiving outfit that will perGeorge Melford Prod., and "Happi- mit it to broadcast reports and conless," a George Fitzmaurice Prod, certs from all stations within 1,000
ohn
Robertson,
featured miles radius. The Regent will be one
S.
a
)aniels,

—

1

lirector,

has

been

He

is

Mary

loaned

make "Tess

Pickford to
Country."

to
of the

en route

Storm

West

at

moment.

the

Rogers Hopeful About South
(Special

Chicago

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Charles

R. Rogers, gen-

of

the

first

theaters

in

the

East.

expected that a news service
will be maintained as a part of the
service, and that each evening porPittsburgh,
tions, at least, of the
De
Newark or Chicago concerts will be
It

is

manager

QWdwyn

territory."

Correction
error it was stated in Sunday's
the review of "The Seventh
issue
Day," that Edmund Colliding was
This was an
the scenario writer.
The scenario writer for "The
error.
Seventh Day" was not credited on the

By

Attention, Travelers
Film men returning from
England issue a v\^aming to
travelers, declaring that under
no circumstances should any
one visiting England carry film
with them as luggage.
It
should be shipped as freight
and appear on the manifest
sheets of the vessel. Otherwise
a heavy fine results for the first
offence and serious punishment
for the second.

in

print.

"Ken" Hodkinson Back

to

Bills

Artists to Be Formed by
Original "Big Four" to Handle
Releases of Other Producers

Allied

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington It is reported
here that three Southern states,
in addition to
Virginia, will
have censorship laws.

(Special

to

in New Move
THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
Herald says:

— Guy

Price,

in

the

"A British syndicate has made
overtures to several Hollywood and
Beverly film

stars,

it

today.

"The syndicate

is

—

in

"Pauline Frederick

mentioned

as

a

company with
is

prominently

'prospect'

for

the

syndicate."

Gunning Plans Tour
In an advertisement appearing else-

where

in

this

W.

Griffith.

understood that there has been

It is

planning produc- the Lfnited Artists releasing schedule

—

in San Francisco
William Connery.

issue,

Wid Gunning

states he intends taking a long trip
to important exchange centers, upon
his return from Los Angeles, to meet
exhibitors face to face concerning his
direct
booking and profit-sharing
plan.

and

protestations

that

Theater Consolidation in Olean

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Olean, N. Y. The Gem, Palace,
Haven and Strand have been conthe Allied Theaters of
as a result of a deal
The
which has just been closed.
directors are Nikitas Dipson and E.
A. Washburn of Batavia, and Donald

solidated

Olean,

by

Charlie

Chaplin have been quite pronounced.

The

plaint is said to be
the fact United Artists
was originally formed to handle the
pictures
of
the
four
mentioned
above exclusively, and that that
policy has not been adhered to.
It has therefore been decided to
launch the Allied Artists and turn
over all of the material contracted
for with outside producers and stars
such as Nazimova, Charles Ray, Rex
Beach and George Arliss to this unit
and hill the pictures as Allied Artists
The Allied output will
productions.
be sold through the existing sales
(Continued on Page 2)
latter's

on

based

Jersey Kills Deposit Bill
to

(Special

to

development may be

looked for in the immediate future
at United Artists, whereby it is expected a subsidiary corporation to
be known as the Allied Artists will
be formed to handle all of the product not made by the original members of the United Artists group,
which, as is commonly known, composed of Mary Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin and D.

became known some opposition voiced by Pickford
and Fairbanks over the additions to

tions on a large scale and R. S. Cole
it is faintly rumored
is mentioned
as one of the men interested.
Cole
could not be located today to verify
the statement, it being learned that he
is

—

.An interesting

Cole Mentioned

(Special

givyi.

Buys "The Great Metro
of distribution of R-C
^
olis"
Pictures, while here said:
"Things look brighter in the SouthJ
Goldwyn has acquired rights to
than they have in some time, and I "The Great Metropolis," that flourfiave
every reason to believe that ished in New York and other cities
April will show a decided improve- about a quarter of a century ago.
ment in everyone's business in that The story is a melodrama.
eral

(Special

month

of
a
good outdoor weather, plus the possibility of indoor workouts.
The event, which was so successful
last
promises to be even a
Fall,
greater success and there is every
indication that over a himdred flni
folk will be on hand, all checked up
and ready to go as soon as the definite
for

Plan Subsidiary

More Censor

Ferguson to Make "Outcast" Spring Golf Tournament Scheduled
Many Entries Expected this
Valentino
for Famous Players
in "Amos Judd"
Season
The committee in charge of the
Elsij Ferguson's next picture for
:inious Players will be "Outcast." Spring Golf Tournament, to be held
will he released some time during under the auspices of THE FILM
DAILY, has determined that the
e coming season.
will
occur during the last
After Rodolf Valentino completes event
31ood and Sand," his first starring week of May or the first week of
This will give to all of the
icture and likewise a fall release, he June.
"Amos Judd," by John S. entrants an opportunity to swing
ill make
:sie

Price 5 Cents

1922

21,

THE FILM DAILY)
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Trenton, N. J. The Senate, in
the
deposit
committee, has killed
measure, which was passed by the
House.

in

New R-C

Inc.,

Duzenberry and Charles Dordenaro
of Olean. Dipson is to act as general
manager. The four theaters represent
an investment of about $500,000.

Barnstyn Back

&
C. Barnstyn, of the
J.
Continental Trading Co., returned on
Saturday from a long European trip,
having spent almost five months on
the other side and visiting practically
Europe except
country in
every
Russia.
Business over there is far from
British

R-C

formerly
Inc.. as

Release

and Satins,"
Rialto Prod.,
of the Turf."

will release "Silks

by

handled

"The Queen

American Acquires "False Fronts"
American Releasing will distribute
"False

Fronts,"

made

by Sam Bradley.
Cormick directed.

S.

in

Cleveland

Barrett

Mc-

Wilmer En Route for India
to THE FILM DAILY)
Sidney Wilmer, of Wilmer and
(Special

Vincent, is en route for India, vacaHe expects to be gone
tion-bound.
several months.

Hodkinson, of United
back in town from a long
Mr. Barnstyn reports,
satisfactory
trip throughout the country.
F. P. Field Men to Meet
with England and Germany leading
A meeting of the district managers
Czechoslovakia is also
all countries.
Chaplin at Strand April 2
Paramount is scheduled for New
of
in
otherwise
business,
but
doing
fair
Charlie Chaplin's latest, "Pay Day"
countries film conditions are far York in April. The sessions will last
will be at the Strand the week of all
about a week.
from what they should be.
April 2nd.

Kenneth

Artists,

is

;

THE

e^mk

w^

DAILY
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European

Representative Interna(Czecho-SloFilmschau,
Prague
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

tionale

default
filed

$100,000

in

damage

is

Abrams

claimed.

Supreme Court

Justice Bijur has
denied the application by Temple
High Low Close Scott and Ernest Pascal, authors of
Famous Plavers .. 80-^ l^'A 80^ a story, "What No Man Knows,"
published in the Detective Story Mag94
94
933/^
do pfd
azine
last
September, to restrain
Goldwyu
I'A
lYi,
Not quoted Equity Pictures from distributing the
Griffith
16
16^ Clara Kimball Young film of that
Loew's, Inc
16K'
Not quoted name, on the ground that they own
Triangle
Not quoted the prior right to it and are trying to
World
•Quotations by Harry Content & Co. sell the story for film purposes. In
the answer of Equity it is alleged that
the scenario was bought from Sada
Cowen for $10,000 and that the picAlbany, N. Y. Stratfield Amuse- ture has cost $160,000, including adment Co., Minncola. Capital $50,000. vances of $110,000, while the film was
Incorporators. S. Lefstein, S. Straus- being made.
It is alleged that beberg and M. Bleendes. Attorney, H. fore the defendant had any knowledge
of the plaintiff's claim, the film had
D. Levy, 808 Broadway. Brooklyn.
already been sold widely and $12,000
Albany, N. Y. Florence Phot- had been spent advertising it.
Capital.
Brooklyn.
Corp..
Plays
$10,000. Incorporators: W. ;Mass. and
Baumann-Sennett Suit Heard
Attorney. S. \'inton,
B. Goldstein.
The
suit of Charles O. Baumann
38 Park Row.
against Mack Sennett for $22,000 in
salaries and profits on certain proEili
Picturized
Eili
Dover. Del.
ductions came up in the Supreme
Attorney, CorCapital, $1,000,000.
Court yesterday.
poration Service Co.. Wilmington.

Quotations

Incorporations

—

—

—

—

Del.
Liberator
Films
Dover,
IncorCapital,
$100,000.
Corp.
Edward Thompson.
porators:
L.
Frederick Mosbach and Bruce S.
Attorney.
York.
Smith,
New
Colonial Charter Co.

Four Indicted
Joseph

Gaydica.

in

Ben Carre is designing the settings
"The Queen of the Moulin

for

Rouge."

contractor;

James M. Finlay. a building department inspector: James Kavanaugh.
Steel contractor and Samuel Moskowitz, one of the builders of the American theater. Bedford and Park Aves..
which collapsed recently while under
construction, have been indicted for
first and second degree manslaughter
by the Kings County Grand Jury in

connection with the disaster.

picture well

here for the screening.

you are

In

all

is

man

Hamrick's Apollo

i

m?!

in

ij

coma.
J.

G.

Beckman

with First Hi

is

tional as salesman.

The Burien Theater, at Buriti.
Wash., has been taken over by J.
Burnham, who will renovate and i
open it this month.
Ray Graumbacker, owner

of

Liberty, Spokane, has taken over

Hippodrome

there.

He

will

t
t

make>

an exclusive picture house.
Paul Schultz, formerly with Si
preme, has joined Selznick as sale
man.

ing at the Astor.

Exhibit Paintings for Theater

An

exhibit of the mural paintings,
will adorn the walls of the
Eastman theater in Rochester. N. Y.,
was given yesterday at the studios

which

meant.

WANTED
Second-hand, cheap positives, f
Central America.
Good conditio
Lurid drama, slap-stick comedy, al:
serials.
Must be cheap for QUIC
sale.

Ave.

Roo

Vand. 8232.

FILMA^K TRAILER!
TINTINC

TRAILERS ON
ALL FEATURES:

Randolph

Chester is the
author of an article in the Saturday
Evening Post, in which he describes
his impressions on the course of a
picture from the time the original
story is purchased until the final product is turned out.

PELL MITCHELL.

1004, 507 5th

of Ezra Winter and Barry Faulkner
on the 6th floor of the Grand Central
Terminal Bldg.

George

titles

I

i

I

FBBE

WITH OH

QUICK SEHVIC

GOOD WOBli

WITHOUT SCENES

IRVING
MA^K&C
808'/i SO. WABASH AVE.
*

CHICA'

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

The

lAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

made

is

half sold.

$35.00

to be

accounted

729 Seventh Ave.

age John

Warners will
at
a legitimate
at a special show-

Phone Bryant 9546

$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratet

to

Parties,

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment Features.
Athletic and Social Directora.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

for.

OSCAR PRICE
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

exploitation

Seattle, has resigned to

in

probability,

show this picture
Broadway house or

The organization which I have welded can, and will,
attend to all matters concerning your productions from
the time they leave your hands, until the very last
nickel

W. Houck,

what the

concerned in the financing of
the production to follow the one you are making; if
you are to be annoyed by the hundreds of details which
affect your product after it leaves your hands, are you
sure you can give the necessary attention, and regard,
to the production which you are making?
if

J.

Fox

Woodhull Gives Second Show
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dover, N. J.— R. F. Woodhu
Philadelphia— "Your Best Friend," president of the M. P. T. O. of Ne
the latest Vera Gordon picture made Jersey, gave the second of his
pu
by Warner Bros., was given a special lie service shows last week when
showing for exhibitors in this terri- film with French titles was shov
tory at the Stanton on Sunday night. to school children.
A teacher wU
H. M. ^^^arner and Harry Rapf were on hand to explain
to the kiddi

and Directors
But

representative for Vitagraph, has be
transferred to the Salt Lake office

Show Gordon Film in Phila.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

To Producers
A

19

for release.

Brooklyn

steel

21,

I

(Special

(Continued from page 1)
judgment for $8,895 has
the Supreme Court by force, operating out of the present exThe incorporation
Samuel Blank against the City Na- change system.
Exchange in suit to recover will probabl}' go through this week.
Tuesday, Mar. 21, 1922
Prices Cents tional
Vol. XIX Ho. 77
It
reported yesterday that
\\as
commission of $8,595 under an alleged
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks. agreement that he would get 35% of Chaplin will start work for United
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and the sum ^or which he sold stock in Artists in about a month.
When Hiram Abrams was asked
the
Sunset Amusement Co.
He
FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
alleges
the
stock
was sold for over the telephone for information
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man$24,500.
The case was not defended. relative to the above, he said, "It is
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
not true."
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N, Y., under
Henry
Kalb
and
Wise
Julius
H.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Allied Artists is the name of the
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside have filed suit in the Supreme Court
English
corporation affiliated with
Greater
New
York
$10.00
one
year;
6
of
against Fred C. Quimby, Inc., for
United Artists.
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
000 damages in connection with
$100
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM the Dempsey-Carpentier fight films.
Ince Denies Abrams' Deal
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York. The complaint alleges that the plainN. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. tiffs paid $5,000 to the defendant for
Thomas H. Ince through his press
Hollywood
California — 6411
Hollywood,
the Mexican rights to the films, but representative, Colvin Brown, denied
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. learned later that other persons had yesterday that he has been or is at
Wabash Ave.
such rights and had disposed of them present negotiating any sort of a disLondon Representative — W. A. Williamson,
It is allec^'^d that if the tributing deal with Hiram Abrams.
Kmematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, in Mexico.
plaintiff's had received the rights for THE FILM DAILY stated in yesLondon, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative — Le Film, 42, Rue de which they paid they would have been terday's issue that Mr. Ince and Mack
Clichy.
worth $120,000, for which reason Sennett were both dickering with

been

March

Northwest Notes
to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle— H. F. Nicholson, Spoka

Plan Subsidiary

In the Courts
A

Tuesday,

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclaj 7940

New York

City

?

THE
March

Tuesday,

21.
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Newspaper Opinions
i "The Glorious Fool" — Goldwyn
WORLD—

Probably no motion picN. Y.
ire ever presented tlie atmosphere and the
ery life inside a modern hospital with such
•
* One can almost
'ttention to detail.
ether.
are,
ubject, but

jTiell
'

no doubt, oversensitive on this
We
it does seem that the suggestion
pain and sorrow resulting from such a
f
ackground is a matter that ought to be conGood taste
idered by photoplay producers.
1
the selection of subjects for the screen,
automatically
such
eliminate
would
think,
e
arrowing scenes as those in the first fifteen
linutes of "The Glorious Fool."

HERALD — "Glorious
romance

hospital

if

you

hold

laughable
—Fool"
Chadwick
Helene
film

Mr. Kosloff

nevertheless.

is

espe-

compelling.

cially

Capitol
:

mental here and there, and as a whole it is
loosely put together, but the separate scenes
dominated by Mr. KoslofF and Miss Compson

MORNING

TELEGRAPH— There

are
many scenes dear to the heart of the picture
fan.
A glimpse of Apache dens, where rough
dances are in progress.
Large social gatherings teeming with well jewelled people.
A
series of startling costumes for Betty Compson.
A dance with a pet leopard. In fact,
it
all moves like the illustrations in a press
book.
There is a lobby poster in every shot.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

Well made.
Betty Compson, vibrant and vivacious
in the role of Columbine, the Apache princess, and a war nurse, easily dominates the
production. Splendid photography and scenes
filled with action make the piece so realistic
*

*

*

that

improbabilities are forgotten.
* * Shows

its

EVENING WORLD—*

distinguished bv effective acting by
Betty filythe, Thurston Hall and Robert Elliott, and it will be a popular picture wherever it is shown.
play,

Bliven Offers Suggestions
Bruce Bliven in a letter addressed
to Will H, Hays and printed in the
Globe, offers some suggestions on
what Mr. Hays might do to help the
film industry.
Excerpts will appear

HERALD—* * * A good picture. * * *
Without any false syncopation but with a fine
sense of tempo he (Kenneth Webb) has de*
veloped the climax in this romance. *
MORNING TELEGRAPH— * * * Both
.Miss Blythe and the picture are thoroughly
worth while, providing one of the best film
attractions seen on Broadway in some time.
* * It is a photo-drama that connnands attention at the \ery start and holds the interest
right up to the final fade-out.
As a matter
of fact the story is so cleverly told on the
screen and works up to such a thrilling climax that it keeps one absorbed during every

in a later issue.

Chicago to Test Types of Films

"^

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—The

Board of Education
intends giving a series of Saturday
shows to ascertain what type of film
foot of film.
to school children in place of
EVENING JOURNAL— Thrill follows on appeals
Westerns
and
the
"blood
and
thrill through the long course of "Fair Lady."
*
*
Chicago

thunder" pictures.
The first was
given on Saturday to 4,500 children,
and even with its name but no
nd he has preserved the atmosphere admir- seuse.
results were obtainable beit
has screened much better than it
EVENING TELEGRAM— Betty Compson changed
jbly
no big dramatic situations, no feople
cause
the
audience bestowed an equal
read.
The characters ap- has made another hit at the Rivoli Theater in
oing unnatural things.
EVENING TELEGRAM— Rex Beach's amount of applause on several kinds
ear as though they had stepped from the "The Green Temptation," which is comparIt has eviable with her great screen success in "The novel, "The Net," is the basis for the thrill- of films.
I'ages of Mrs. Rinehart's hook.
*
ing moving picture drama, "Fair Lady,"
Miracle Man." »
lently been directed by a man with imagharming.

I

TRIBUNE— E.

Mason

Hopper

directed

Compson

as

*

*

very

a

convincing

Miss
dan-

ballet

1r

EVENING WORLD— "The

absorbing

*

Net" was an

story,

—

put into continuity form by a writer
imagination and played bv actors and acThe result is a
resses with imagination.
iharming picture.
young
pretty
Here's
a
Springlike film story, full of humor, with a
every
fe\v
feet,
and
so
rotnance
iOmpelling
liaopily played and directed as to win one's
"The Glorious Fool"
iffection immediately.
vaves a charming love story.
TIMES Mrs. Rinehart's ideas, adroitly
(vorked out by the direction of E. Mason
Hopper and the acting of Helene Chadwick
md Richard Dix. go well on the screen. * * *
Also the photoplay has been well staged and
The picgood.
ts photography is notably
It
ure. in fact, suffers chiefly by its length.
)ught to be a two or three reel comedy, and
is such it would be merry from beginning to
ination,
ii'ith

I

AMERICAN —

—

j

.•nd.

MORNING TELEGRAPH

—

In

MAIL — This

Betty
which
picture,
in
starred, is an exceedingly interesting film, directed with great skill and superfine in its acting
in fact one of the best

Compson

—

photoplays which Taylor ever produced.
The story * * * is unusually interesting. * * * Has a strain of mystery and
a mingling of high social life with life in the
glamorous criminal world of Paris, which,
tliough more or less trite, provides entertain-

GLOBE—

ing variety of action and setting.

SUN — "The

ivholesome without being dull.

gay

young

story is "The Glorious Fool." splendidly built
to scenario, gayly acted by a remarkably
•IS
BTOod cast, and intelligent as well as of high
humor in its direction. You will enjoy it.

TELEGRAM— Mrs.

EVENING

Compson

as

its star,

starts

and ends up a little worse
than any film we have seen in a long time.
Beautiful scenery, fine acting and good photography continue throughout the film, but
somewhere along the middle of the picture
the plot begins to get full of coincidences, unnatural situations. &c.

many

But the ways
)f romance in. around and under the hospital
i;ot and the operating table are the theme of
narrative which is thoroughly clean and
II
;

Green Temptation," which has

the beautiful Betty
out a little better

places the story lacks action.

EVENING JOURNAL— A

is

Mary

"The Glorious
Rinehart's
story.
Fool." made into a film play by Goldwyn, is
the big feature at the Capitol Theater this
week.

Roberts

"The Cradle"— F.

WORLD—

* * Succeeds only fair*
retaining the original interest.
Paramount has given the picture admirable

N. V.

MAIL — Those

who

Dorothy Farnum.
» *

*

like stirring

most

AMERICAN— She
Clayton,

Ethel

is

pretty

a

thing,

SUN —

* have rather
The situations
obviously been contrived, but they have been
so extremely well done by Director Kenneth
Webb that the machinery never actually

clanks.

STUDIO FOR RENT

Book "Orphans"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Chicago Balabati and Katz have
booked "Orphans of the Storm" for

—

ing are excellent.

P.-

Rivoli

WORLD— *

*

*

The photography

unusually good.

HERALD — Those

early episodes, while not
on a high plane, have all the color and mystery, the swift action through trapdoor and
dark spaces that one expects from Paris guide
books.
After sagging the story pulls itself
together at the end, but it is then almost too
late, and one has come to realize that the
war certainly has lasted four years. * *
Theodore Kosloflf is excellent as the wolfish
*

TRIBUNE— Betty
star

good that

this

in

Compson

picture, but

is the adverthe cast is so

might come under the head of
all-star.
Nothing could be more promising than the picture in the first two reels.
AMERICAN "The Green Temptation" is
it

—

not

a

great

picture,

but there are moments

above the common
run to a level close to greatness, and throughout he made it a singularly smooth coherent

when the director
spectacle with

"TIMES
tation"

is

— In

lifted

many

it

scenes of rare beauty.

some ways "The Green Tempone of the most elaborate, or di-

versified, films Mr. Taylor ever made, and
for all his scenes Mr. Taylor obtained apparently authentic backgrounds and in each case
he suited the action to its setting. * * * It
is

full

of inconsistencies, it is too freely meloat times, it becomes overly senti-

dramatic

For
110

particulars write

LINCOLN

E.

K.

W.

St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

40th

Announcing

the Fastest

Film ever manufactured

EASTMAN
NEGATIVE FILM

JOURNAL—

"The Green Temptation"— F.

tised

J.

string of theaters.
It is
understood $1 top will be charged at
the Chicago theater.

—

Harlequin.

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

is

wistful,

EVENING WORLD— The

film

the child toward

shows

the

its

divorced

EVENING TELEGRAM— Ethel

Clayton

elationship of
parents.

* *
has an appealing role in "The Cradle."
The film version has not developed this theme very intelligently.

GLOBE —

SUN —There

who hopes
be the

good news for everybody
some day sensible films will
The
instead of the exception.

rule
that,

is

Super Speed Film practically eliminates
under-exposure.
speed,

It

slow -motion

is

ideal for ultra-

photography;

for

interiors that are poorly illuminated; for

strange

as

dull days

on location.

may

seem, at
least one very sensible and entertaining film
The picture in quesis in town at present.
tion is "The Cradle," adapted from one of
Eugene Briex's plays, and it is at the Rialto
Not only is it a good picture with
this week.
an idea behind it. but it is very well acted and
very well directed besides.
POST It is a good story, well acted,
and the treatment and locale are decidedly
different from that given to the usual light

news

Super Speed

is

that

it

When
failure,

unfavorable conditions spell

Super Speed Film

spells Success.

—

Price

4J

cents per foot, perforated

story.

"Fair

Lady"— United

Artists

Strand

N. Y.

WORLD — Sicilian

intrigue,

known

Black Hand, is a
rich subject for the cinema maker. * * * We
novel, "The
Beach's
that
Rex
are convinced
Net," * * * is just about as thorough and as
absorbing a photoplay dealing with tis mysIt is a finished
terious clan as we have seen.

more generally

to us as the

1st

—

part.

HERALD—*

* * This is one of the best
pictures Miss riayton has had in solne time,
proving ironicall> that something substantial
can be made out of the regulation film fudge.

—

is

April

Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

settings.

—

N. Y.

To Rent Beginning

GLOBE —

in

appealing and spectacular, and as we looked at her in her maternal wretchedness we sorrowed for her.
MAIL * * * A charming story of the * * * Nevertheless the picture had some atioys and sorrows which a nurse encounters
Its
theme opened up thoughfu!
traction.
in "The Glorious Fool."
Unlike most pictures, you didn't
problems.
GLOBE The sentimental scenes are very quite want to dismiss this one from your
nicely handled but the comedy is sometimes mind.
a bit painful
a free ward never seemed to
Ethel Clayton is
EVENING
me the most hilarious place in the world.
exquisitely feminine in the role of the young
*
*
Meredith
is
the straying
Charles
mother.
SUN *
Ably and humanly directed by
ung husband, and there is that appealing
E. Mason Hopper, makes a hospital ward
faby girl, Mary Jane Irving, present in the
seem amusing, and yet sticks close to realit
^art of the child. The production and light-

* * *

STUDIO

melodrama

exceedingly well played, of the sort that will
make the nulses quicken, will find it at the
Strand. * * *
The picture is a good one of its
kind, because the story is well suited to the
screen and has been skilfully done for the

their entire

P,-L.

Rialto
ly well

adapted to the screen by
* * * Notably good cast.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N, Y.

—

—

THE

<B^
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This Editorial is reprinted from the current number of ''The Hell-Raiser," the chatty "inside
gossip" publication issued by Wid Gunning, Inc. If you don't receive it you are missing something that
you CAN'T AFFORD to miss. Have your name put on the mailing list today.

Am

I

Coming

to

See You

THE

my

Direct Booking and
old-line film men can't undei'Stand the methods I am following with
Profit Sharing Plan.
They wonder why, after announcing the new plan, I didn't rush out, whoop it up, and start
selling with a bang.
They wonder why I am giving exjiibitors so much time to study, and to analyze the Direct Booking
Plan. And why, through advex'tising, and in The Hell Raiser, I am taking such pains to make it easy for
exhibitors to understand the plan thoroughly.
FILM
IS SO A. B. C. IN ITS SIMPLICITY, SO
CAN'T

PLAN THAT
UNDERSTAND A
THEY
ABOVE BOARD AND ON THE LEVEL THAT I WANT THE EXHIBITOR WHO COMES IN AS MY
PARTNER TO COME IN WITH HIS EYES WIDE OPEN, WITH A CLEAR UNDERSTANDING,
WITH THE FULL FEELING OF FIFTY-FIFTY PARTNERSHIP.

I have answered twenty-one hundred exhibitor letters regarding my Direct Booking and Profit
Sharing Plan since the first announcement was made.
A big percentage wanted to BUY when they sent in their inquiries. I appreciate the confidence

shown

in

my

square-dealing record in this business.

But I haven't made a single attempt to SELL in replying to these letters.
I have explained the plan at length; I have taken it apart paragraph by paragraph; I have laid out
the figures. All to implant a clear understanding.
I haven't allowed a single branch manager or salesman in one of my exchanges to even attempt to
sell this plan.

As I say, the old line film men can't understand me. THEY ARE USED TO THE TRICKY, FILM
HOCUS-POCUS THAT HAS TO BE "RUSHED" THROUGH WITH A COMBINATION OF BALLYHOO AND HYPNOTISM.
But

—and here's the answer

MY DIRECT BOOKING AND PROFIT SHARING PLAN I HAVE THE EVENTUAL
METHOD OF OPERATION FOR THIS FILM BUSINESS. THE TWELVE PRODUCTIONS I WILL
MAKE NEXT YEAR IN PARTNERSHIP WITH EXHIBITORS ARE THE "SHOW ME" PRODUCTIONS; THE PROFITS I WILL MAKE NEXT YEAR FOR MY EXHIBITOR PARTNERS ARE
ONLY THE BEGINNING.
IN

So, naturally, I am proceeding with care in the selection of my partners. I have room for the biggest of exhibitors and for the smallest of exhibitors in my plan. But I have only room for real exhibitthe men who are a credit to their local communities, an honor
ors, real showmen, real business men
to this industry.
When my list of partners is completed I want it to be representative, embracing all of the factors
that are worthy in this industry.
My director-partners are chosen that way. My exhibitor-partners, since I have room for only those
who subscribe to the first hundred thousand per picture, can be chosen that way.

—

les

am going slowly.
When I get back to New York from Los AngeI am planning to start on a trip that will bring

me

to

So I

most of the exchange centers.

want to meet you face to face.
The boys whom I have met in past trips, who
know my work and my aims for the past ten years
I want to meet them again.
I want to talk with all of you. About your busiI

my business, about the picture business
things I know about the past and THE FUTURE
that can't all be crowded into print.
Then we'll take up that question of PARTNER

ness, about

^^^

As man
That's

to

man.

my way

of working.

1540

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Bryant 4364
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Exhibitors'

Fund

Advertising Films

i;

ctivities

—Clune

Among

Va. Censors
Its

and Craig In

Organization
special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Named

Three on Board at $2,400 Each a
Year Law Becomes Effective
August 1st
Word was received at the National

—

—

Angeles
The Exhibitors' Association offices yesterday that the
s
censorship commission for Virginia
the name of a syndicate,
is
had been appointed by Governor E.
Angeles
busias a
lized in Los
trust.
The Title Insurance & L. Trinkle. The members are Evans
Chesterman,
Mrs.
Emma Speed
t Co., the largest Trust Co. west
Sampson
and
A.
L.
T.
Monture.
Under a trust
tiicago. is trustee.
The Virginia measure becomes
:ment, all the syndicate's income
effective on Aug. 1 and provides for
id into the trust company and is
a tax of $1 a reel on originals, and
irsed by them to the exchanges
50 cents a reel for duplicates.
The
contracted theaters, according to
terms of their franchise or con- censors are each to draw a salary
of $2,400 a year.
It was pointed out
yesterday that the tax on reels will
embers of the fund syndicate are: not be particularly excessive since
H. Clune, president, owner of Virginia is a one print territiory.
erous southern California theMrs. Sampson is a sister of Mrs.
C. C. Craig, Gen Mgr., inter- Phillips Speed, attached to the Uni>;
S'unset-Burrud and other versity of Virginia, and
in
i
special
•

,

.

a

H. Woodruff, chair- speaker for the National Board of
Tracy Shultz, both capitalists, Review in North Carolina and in
ry Chandler, owner of the Los Tennessee.
Mrs. Speed has done
Times, and O. T. Brant, considerable lecturing against state
eles
ident. Title Insurance & Trust censorship.
of Los Angeles.
le proposition is to make one
Smallwood Elected
Educational Screen Weeklies to
Walter
E. Greene, president, and
lade up of two or three subjects,
Fred B. Warren, vice-president of
class- in every respect, and skillAmerican Releasing, yesterday any submerging in each little picThe ad- nounced the election of Arthur N.
national advertising.
As Smallwood as secretary and treasser pays for the publicity.
urer. Smallwood some years ago was
:ient money accumulates in the
prominent in the production of short
a committee composed of one
bitor,
one exchange man and length pictures and educationals.
uctions.

S.

;

man from

the

company purchases

22,

1922

A

Price 5 Cents

In Lawyers'

To Arms

Call

Reported

All exhibitors and exchange
are lorged to scan the

men

understood that the various
dealing with the proposed
working arrangement of Asso. First
National and Goldwyn Pictures are
in the hands of the several attorneys
It

newspapers in their localities
and clip all comments on the
film industry, whether favorable
or unfavorable, and mail them,
with the name of the publication,
and the date, to the
Screen Writers' Guild, 6716
Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood,

representing

who

has been traveling
ugh the country in the interests
le fund, has recently returned to
Angeles.
F. Brett,

Seattle Film Exchange will
the proposition throughout the

le
lie

fie

Northwest, and

it

is

expected

distribution will be through state
t

buyers.

E. A. Neutral
Special

to

on First National

THE FILM DAILY)

all

shortly.

It is not expected, however, that
complete details will be worked out
for several weeks.
The New York Herald reports
that a holding company is to be
formed, of which F. J. Godsol,
Pauline Frederick to Remain with president of Goldwyn will be elected,
R-C Pictures, Working on a
and of which J. D. Williams of First
Co-operative Basis
Natonal will be a director.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
F. J. Godsol of Goldwyn, refused
Los Angeles Officials of R-C Pic- to discuss the above matter yestertures have made a new arrangement day.
with Pauline Frederick, whereby she
No one at First National could be
will continue with that organization.
reached for a statement.
She will work, however, on an entirely different basis.
She will make
Close Contract for Six Features
her own pictures for release through
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., will
R-C on a co-operative basis.
release six more J. P. McGowan featVal Paul has been engaged to
ures
through Playgoers Pictures,
direct Harry Carey.
Inc. The contract has just been signed and follows the release of four
Kempf Resigns from R-C
McGowan pictures through PlaygoH. H. Kempf has announced his ers. McGowan is at the Algonquin
withdrawal as secretary and treas- at present. Arthur W. Coles Dewey
urer of R-C Pictures and allied cor- is president of the producing com-

New

Arrange

Deal

—

porations,

to

take

effect

April

1st.

I

I

Hollywood Plans

Edwin

L.

C

i

Own

pany which

starts
film about April IS

on the

the

first

coast.

Films
Frank P. Donovan, who made the
Hollywood, director

for
Holtre
Prod.,
has
effective upon completion

resigned,
of

"The

Rise of Roscoe Paine," Hollywood's
plans have not been perfected as yet,
are hard but it is known that he will soon
at work in preparation for the dinner launch a new company to be known
Barney Randall, as Edwin L. Hollywood Prod., Inc.,
Saturday night.
who appeared as Mr. Ziegfeld in "Pol- of which he will be director-in-chief.
ly of the Follies," is coaching the
boys in all their specialty numbers.
Bernstein Leaves on Vacation

David

work on

A. E. to Handle "Silas Marner"
"Silas Marner," produced by Silas
Marner, will be distributed through
Associated Exhibitors, Inc., in April.

picture will next
tribution through

Hard at Work
The A. M. P. A. members

Grimm Sails
Ben H. Grimm sailed for London
yesterday to join E. J. Smith, who

the
corporation,
and
decision as to the legaliity of
phases of the deal is anticipated

final

Cal.

vision over Pittsburgh,

Indianapolis,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Detroit.
Other appointments announced, as
noted, are R. C. Seery and L. O. Lukan.

is

papers

Kempf has organized the Film
Bandy a District Manager
iture, which is to be given a first
Storage and Forwarding Corp., of
been
appointed
Bandy
has
H.
A
their
part
of
the
exchange as
by
which
he will serve as general
the
Central
Disdistrict
manager
of
ts.
These features will contain
manager.
dvertising matter. One a month trict for First National with superanned.

Hands

Agreements Between
First National and Goldwyn
Being Passed Upon
All

Bernstein,

treasurer

of

make

a film for dis-

American Releasing.

Neilan Going Abroad
(Special

Los

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—

Marshall

Neilan

leave here about May 1st, en
route for Europe.
By that time, he
will have completed his First National contract.
His European trip
will last about three months and will
be for pleasure only.
will

Loew's, Inc., left for Europe yester)ndon In the annual report of
He will
day with Mrs. Bernstein.
Gov't Controlling Agfa?
Gavazzi King to members of the
be gone for several months and is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
film
European
of
survey
I.
A., appears the following con- is making a
pleasure-bound only.
While he is
conditions for Carl Laemmle. Grimm away, Leopold Friedman will take
Berlin Reports here have it that
ing First National:
the Government has stepped into the
Ithough there has been on the part oi will act as Smith's assistant.
over Bernstein's duties.

—

—

>ers
i

a

mild

tendency during the past year toflirtations
with the First Na-

America, and the latter organizawithout any marked coyness, has shown
aingon disposition, your council has not
irizcd any steps to be taken in the diin of establishing such a movement on
I

of

lide."

Shipman Back
Ernest Shipman is back from Sault
Ste. Marie, Ont., where he arranged
with local capital for the production
of "The Rapids."

Feist on

Road

Felix
Feist,
of
the
Talmadgc
organization, is in the Middle West.
He will be back the end of the week.

control of the Agfa affairs and that
it will set the prices for raw stock.
This is as a result of the constant
rise in prices by Agfa and because
of the number of complaints filed by
the trade.

;

THE
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Educational has a new one-reeler
called "How to Grow Thin."

Marion
Worth."

"Beauty's
in
Davies
be the feature at the
Rivoli next week.
Charles Hutchison and 20 members of his company, with George B.
Seitz, are in Florida for locations.
present plans. Wilscreen "If Winter
liam Fox
Comes," in the East.

According

to
will

—

—

Prague
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

Sue McNamara has left R-C Pictures to become press representative
for Marion Davies.

"The

Quotations
Players

..

do pfd

is

in

Hollywood.

80^

793/^

79J^

94

93^

94

6^

....

Not quoted

Griffith

16^

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

16

15?^

Vita-

just finished an
Hollywood
the
at
locale in the Far

John Gilbert has
story
untitled
studio, with its
Barbara
East.

Bedford

is

leading

Not quoted woman.
Not quoted
World
House for Tamaqua, Pa.
Quotations by Harry Content & Co.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tamaqua, Pa. A plot of land on
E. Broad St., has been purchased by
Incorporations
Solomon Bros, and PolicofT for a
Albany, N. Y. Star Serial Corp., new $200,000 vaudeville and picture

—

—

New

Incor-

York.

Capital $20,000.
porators: M. Gerst, and A.
Attorney, Harry
G.
son.
1476 Broadway.

theater.

ThompKosch,
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Philadelphia

—

— Fred

L. Davie, long
Universal as special

Dover, Del. Church Motion Pic- identified with
In- representative, has been placed in
Capital, $6,000,000.
ture Corp.
Hartnett, charge of all short subjects.
corporators:
John
J.
Suffern, N. Y.; Robert H. Prosser,
Herbert Maynard, Jr., New York.
Burnstine With Kinograms
Attorney, Corporation Trust Co., of
Loe Burnstine, for five vears with
America.
Fox, has been appointed special

sales

Rhodes

New Hodkinson Manager

(Special

Atlanta
ceeded S.
for

to

— H.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

i

who have

the
be attracted.

seen

play

that

film

audiences

EVENING JOURNAL—

"The Rosary" at
the Cameo Tlieater has several interesting
episodes, a splendid cast, and some thrilling
moments.
It is diverting, and has a surrounding program of excellence.

EVENING WORLD— "The

Rosary" as
countless thousands,
but it is extremely doubtful if a single one
ever realized that back of it lay all the
trouble and thrills that are injected into the
a

song

is

to

familiar

film.

EVENING TELEGRAM— The
sion

screen ver-

"The Rosary," which has been arttouched up, » * * was acted excep-

of

fully

tionally well.

—

SUN Jane Novak. Robert Gordon and
Wallace Beery are others who move around
quickly to keep up with a fast picture.
"The City

Gold"—F.

of

&

Rialto

WORLD— We

N. Y.
whether

it

is

P.-L.

Rivoli

intended

as

notion
have
no
burlesque melo-

drama but it fulfils this function admirably.
The final episode, which is called "The City
Gold." specializes

of

Some

earthquakes. * *
scenes in the latest inin

the crowd
are legitimately thrilling.
The revolt of the black slaves from the quarry, for
instance, is a capita! piece of direction and
so are the pictures of the ceremonies in the
Temple of (5phir.
of

stalment

—

MAIL There are thrills and thrills, as
has been the rule in this film, but there is
an entirely new twist in that the man who
has been the hero up to the last two reels
is killed in an earthquake and an entirely new
masculine entity appears to divide the fadeout with the buxom heroine.
In fact. "The City of Gold" is so
unblushingly foolish that it is almost fascinating. * *
This last installment of "The

SUN—

representative for Kinograms.
Educational has launched a drive on behalf of the news reel.

"Bulldog Drummond" and
Canary" are plausible

the

domestic

life.

The

to get its wind, but
punch, so to speak.

serial

now

"The

Cat
studies

little

and
of

has taken a week
it has
developed a

"The High Sign"— 1st

Nat'l

TIMES—Also

the

Capitol

is

high class efforts.

Rhodes has sucW. Grow as office manager

—

has taken over
Hawkinsville.

Katrina,

the

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Milwaukee Louis Klar has been
appointed assistant sales manager of
United Artists

in this territory.

(T'^da.ccLtlcmcd (PcctuAju)

THE SMCC OH THE
Reg. U.

S.

PHnGKA.^l

Pat.

OS.

will

for

you

to decide.

be a dead waste of
Motion pictures probably get about t
gree of friendliness from intelligent
that they deserve.
And unintelligent
don't matter, and couldn't be persua.
they did.
If you can make motion pi
more deserving of friendliness they'll
so fast it will make your head swim.
"We, the public, feel, Mr. Hays, that
are two important things needing to bt
for the movies.
Whether you can tacklt
it

is

"What

movies

the

thing else
produced.

better

is

more than

need
quality

in

the

pi

This means, primarily, bette
The photography is already won

ries.

and rapidly getting better. The settinj
pecially
smce you began hiring met
Urban and Penrliyn Stanlaws, are good,
acting is improving in technique, and a
discover that the public likes good act<
well as beautiful doll-babies of both se.
will become better in emotional quality,
broadly speaking, the stories are te
When you have original scenarios writt«
you they are dreadful.
When you ad
great book to the screen you usually

wreck

trive to

it.

"Roughly speaking
roughly
are

about

the

—and

movies

film to

you have

—

all

the

to
thi

show about the same cla
about the same class of people,

trying to

without wanting to sling mud at our
lace, it isn't a very high class.
It is a
that wants happy endings, and sugarheroines with pine-shaving ringlets, girls
(as some English critic remarked) alwaj
tain, no matter what else happens to
their virtue and the back lighting on
hair.

"Why

not

try

to

establish

in

every

one motion picture theater for bight):
Mr. Hays?
And why not show in
best and highest browed pictures (I adm'
terms are not synonymous) which have
ii

Why not show the good films o
past over and over, as a stock compan
vives the brilliant dramas of yesterday?
"Every industry should have a mar
shoot at. and should keep on shooting,
that purpose I suggest that the whole
tion picture business of the country si
get together and produce one film a yej
the very highest artistic merit it is poi
made?

to attain without any thought of comm(
success,
"Tax the companies according to theiii
portance to get the necessary money.
"Let the director be selected by po|
vote of all motion picture people.
"Run a contest for the scenario. Afte*
picture is made get it before the publii,

hook or crook.
"Possibly an annual magnum opus of
wouldn't be much better than the
work of Griffith or Ingram or von
heim but it would have a very good psy
logical effect.
And. as the former hea
the Republican National Committee does
need to be told, psychology is everything
sort
ular

!

Warners Engage Goulding
Harry Rapf. of Warner Bros.,
engaged Edmund Goulding to w

and Directors

the scenario for one of the

at

Klar in Milwaukee
(Special

this

;

To Producers

Hodkinson.

that

'

a riotous
Buster Keaton comedy, less pointed than
some of the others, but ingenious and irresistibly funny. "The High Sign" is well up to
the standard of this sterling comedian's recent
at

me

\

Capitol

P.

Takes Over Hawkinsville, Ga. Route
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Eastman, Ga. C. W. Lancaster

I

needed

Mistress of the World" is really melodrama
with a vengeance.
Compared to this film

Davie Promoted

Better stories are needed to

m

been rewhich

David Smith

Low

6^

has

Close graph special

High

*Goldwyn

Shaugraun"

"My Wild

Irish Rose,"
making as a

titled

1

pictures and better pi(
in turn, to bolster uj
HERALD This picture is what one might public interest in pictures, acc'd
expect of sucli an adaptation^some good to Bruce
Bliven, who, in a
situations, a trifle of the obvious and a touch
addressed to Will H. Hay|.
of melodrama to 1)ring everything to a satisprinted in the Globe, says, in paft
factory boil.
"People will tell you you must get
AMERICAN
"The Rosary" on the
screen may prove as popular as the stage papers and magazines and ministers to
play, as it will perhaps be largely from people their attitude and be friendly.
It see
will

"Jim," an Ince film for First National, is to be released under the title
A. Williamson,
of "The Man She Married."
85 Long Acre,

Le Film, 42, Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral

Famous

will

22,

better

Cameo

—

Vol. XIX

Nat'l

March

Thinks Stories Are Needed

Newspaper Opinions

Guts and Flashes
William Duncan
•The Silent Vow."

Wednesday,

What is exploitation?
Do you know that it

Wes

Barry features.

has nothing to do with pub-

Phone— Beekman

9091

licity?

Do you know

that "stories" in magazines

and news-

papers have nothing whatsoever to do with "stunts"
arranged by experts and handled by them in a manner which insures public interest in your production?
Exploitation, other than the publicity accorded your
productions by the machine in which it is being released, is but one of the features of the service of this
organization.

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave.

Phone Bryant 9546

New York

City

SBRV1

«e:ai<

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANl
MOTION PICTURE INDUST

March

Wednesday,

fjg^

DAILY

1922

22,

Some

At Broadway Theaters

PatkeNeTvs
FASCISTI

FIUME— Zanelli

SEIZE

overthrown in a
D'Annunzio movement.

ernment
old

repetition

gov-

of

pictures of occupation of hotels and
public buildings by followers of De Valera.

DRAWS MERCHANTS
FROM ALL OVER EUROPE— Big com-

LEIPZIG FAIR
now

653 years old.
Other news from Palm Beach, Miami, Jacksonville,
Fla.
Cairo,
Chartres,
Egypt
;

;

Washington,

Down" and "A

Ethel Rea sings
Window." The feature

etc.,

'"I
is

Bit of the Swiss
Passed By Your
"The Rosary."

Capitol

First

France;

-Sat

the

LIMERICK OCCUPIED BY REPUBLICANS OPPOSED TO FREE STATE—

mercial fair

Always
Alps."

Na. 24

etc.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

"Capriccio

Italian"

the

is

Capitol

over-

The news reel is next and then comes
number composed of "Czardas" from

ture.

a varied

Plans Ready for Warren, O.
(Special

Warren,

new

Houw

THE FILM DAILY)

to

O.

— Construction

the
on E.

of

building
Market St., across from the postofiice,
by the Robins theater interest, which
controlled the Duchess, has started.
The building will cost $300,000.
theater-office

"Coppelia" danced by Doris Niles and CharLemaine; "For You Alone," sung by
Thomas McGranahan, and "Caprice Viennois,"
with Gambarelli and Oumansky as
dancing partners.
The feature is "The Glorious Fool" and the closing number Lilly
Kovacs, who plays "Rhapsody in C Major"
and "Campanella" on the piano.

The
"Sakuntala" is the Rialto overture.
news reel is next and is followed by Daniel
Maquarre, flute virtuoso, who plays "FanThe feature is
taise Pastorale Hongroise."
Ethel Clayton in "The Cradle." Then Gladys
sings "The Song of Songs"
and finally "The City of Gold," the final episode of "The Mistress of the World."

soprano,

Rice,

Rivoli
"A Clear Case," a Mutt and

(Speci»l

Detroit

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Strand

distributors

local

Features, Inc.,
of "Adventures of

Tarzan," have engaged

Elmo Lincoln

to tour the state for five weeks, during which he will make personal

appearances.

of the

ON THE

Daddy."

BANKS

OF THE WABASB

Adorno May Construct House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

M

i

d d

1

e

t

o

w n,

Conn,

— Salvatore

Adorno may

erect a picture theater
near the Mitchell block.

Rivoli

bill.

"Les Preludes"

is

Selling Stock to Finance
(Special

—

Montpelier, Vt. Keegan & Lawson Inc., who will operate a theater
in White River Junction, are to issue
480 shares of common stock at a par
value of $50 per share.

Dinsmore
(Special

to

Now Owns Three
THE FILM DAILY)

the Strand over-

Boarders,"
Million
"Sixty
"The Campaign Speech," 'The Four Footed
EsDerrick" and "Photographic Gems."

rate

numbers,

telle

Carey sings "Come to the Dance" and

reel.
Carlo Ferretti, a
baritone, sings "Torna Surriento" as a vocal
prologue to the feature, "Fair Lady." Harold Lloyd in "Beat It" is the comedy number.

then comes the news

Remodeling Penn, Theaters
to THE FILM DAILY)

IN

THE GARDEN OF GIRLS*

BROADWAY, NEW YORK,

Betty Compson's Next?
(Special

—

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Turtle Creek, Pa. W. L. Lesniak,
Los Angeles
Betty Compson's
proprietor of the Columbia, is changing the name of his house to the next picture will probably be "Playthings of Fire."
She is working at
"Keystone."
present in "Beyond the Border."
William de Mille will start work
Glen Campbell, Pa. T. I. Crcssley

—

—

Dreamland

theater.

on "Nice People"

shortly.

THE BIGGEST UTTLE
INVESTMENT
YOU EVER MADE

Show Saturday
THE FILM DAILY)

to

1531-37

(Special

Special Benefit

—

SELDEN
ANNOUNCES
^DGAR.
MADGE EVANS
WORTH y/HILE PICTURES CORP.

THE SWEETESTFtOWER

—

The second number is billed as "Odds has remodeled his
and Ends" and is composed of four sepa-

(Special

,

Patton, Pa, Jake Dinsmore, of the
Grand and Majestic, has taken over
the Nixon, Carrolltown, from Mr.
Schrode.
He says he will operate
the Nixon three nights a week.

ture.

THE FILM DAILY)

House

THE FILM DAILY)

to

cartoon,

Strand

Indiana Theater Changes
(Special to

Jeflf

opens the Rivoli performance this week. Fred
Jagel, tenor, sings "I'll Sing Thee Songs of
Araby."
The feature is Betty Compson in
Victorina Kri"The Green Temptation."
"Hungarian Gypsy
to
the
gher dances
Dance." "The City of Gold" is also a part

Liszt's

Lincoln in Michigan

Changes

lotte

Rialto

today

Title

Famous Players have changed the
Cameo
titles of "Her
Man," starring Mia
Following the news reel at the Cameo, May to "The Wife Trap" and "The
W'altlman
"Ziegeuiierweiseii"
on
plays
Josef
the violin.
The pictorial is "The Man Who Proxy Daddy" to "The Bachelor

Boston There will be a special
South Bend, Ind. H. L. Lerner
has left the Oliver to manage the showing for the benefit of the BosBucklin at Elkhart. E. H. L. Woods ton Children's Friends Society at the
Exeter St. theater next Saturday
succeeds him.
morning at 10:30. Wesley Barry in
Extcniire "The County Fair," a Pathe News
Ind.
Crawfordsville,
and "Dangerous Trails" will be
alterations are planned for the Joy.
Admissions will be from
shown.
25 to 75 cents.
Owns Two; Plans Another

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— A.

Moss, Amer. Releasing M'g'r
V. Wade, owner
Queen, has purchased the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Dreamland from Joe Estes and plans
Philadelphia Edgar Moss, former
Wade manager for F. B. Warren Corp., and
to erect a $25,000 house here.
has likewise purchased the Best in later for Wid Gunning, Inc, has been
Cuero, Tex.

of

the

—

Yoakum.
Kansas Houses Re-opening
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. Word has been

—

received here that the Princess at
Cedar Vale, Kans., and the Isis at
Augusta, Kans., have re-opened. The

Royal

at

manager for the
local
American Releasing Corp,
Harry M, White succeeds Moss
as manager for Wid Gunning, Inc.
appointed

Chautaqua

is

running two

nights instead of one.

Olney Theater Destroyed
to THE FILM DAILY)

"Sisters"

owned by
the Curley
B. Gould Circuit was
The
recently.
destroyed by 'fire
Alco seated 600,

Olco,

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

St.,

THE FILM DAILY Now
New York

an

THE FILM DAILY— 313 Issues— Every
Including Weekly Reviews —-52 Issues

Co.

1921

run.

Year

Book— Clotli Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Champion Here and Gone
Champion. Jr., president of
Film Corp., Grand
Rapids, Mich., who has been in town
S.

the
for

F.

Champion

several

days,

left

for

home

Name

yes-

terday.
Another Theater for the Bronx
The S. K. S. Motion Pictures Co.
Le Mat Here from Sweden
has purchased the vacant plot, 100 x
W. W, Le Mat. of the Liberty
109, on the east side of Washington
Ave., 59 feet north of East 172d St., Trading Corp., of Stockholm, is in
New \'ork for a two months' stay.
as a site for a theater.

City

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily for one
year, starting immediately, to include

Film
International
production, distributed through
American Releasing, goes into the
Cameo on April 2, for an indefinite
"Sisters,"

(Special

Olney, 111.— The

Going into Cameo

Subscribe to

Theatre

Address

— Foreign,

pages

$15

Day
'

THE

-^m

DAILY

Force Policy Change

Thursday's Issue

N.

W. Trade Board

Wednesday,

Films and Biurlesque in Canada
(Special

to

—

"Pay What

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto The Empire is operating
on a combination film and burlesque
Seaside, Ore.
policy with pictures from 1 to 2.15,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
burlesque from 2:15 to 4:45, films
Seaside,
Ore.
B. J. Callahan, from 4:45 to 8:15 and then the evenowner of the Strand here, who has ing burlesque show. One ticket is
been operating the theater on a good for part or the entire show. A
"Pay what it's worth" basis, has been feature, comedy, weekly and scenic
forced to give up the plan because and three acts of vaudeville are
the Northwest Film Board of Trade shown.
advised him he would have to do
Montreal The Gayety, a burlesque
so, if he wanted to receive additional
theater, started its combination film
service.
Callahan's patrons entered the the- and burlesque policy on Monday.
It's

Stifles

Worth" Plan

at

Theater

in

—

SELz-wiCKi
K NEWS "^Vl
NEW MINT DIRECTOR
CHARGE THIRD
£ OF WORLD'S GOLD
IN

Opera Singer

to Divorce

lOO^o Husband

Olean Deal Ends Competition
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

ater without paying and then dropped
what they felt the performance was
In
worth as they left the house.
speaking of the plan and the action
of the board of trade, Callahan said:
"I had operated under the 'Pay what it's
worth' plan from Jan. 1 until March 11 and
was making more money than under the set
admission prices.
But the Northwest Film
Board of Trade advised me that unless I
went back to a set price they would refuse
to serve me with films.
I had to abide by
their ruling or close up.
I am now operating on the old plan and receipts have dropped
down to almost nothing. The plan of 'Pay
what it's worth' was, good in this way. Most
people put in the regular price but the poor
man with the large family would put in SO
or 60 cents for the entire family.
It gave
the poor people a chance to come where before they could not pay $2 to come to the
show.
"The above 50 cents would be better
than getting nothing at all.
Then again others would put in more than the regular price
which would make up for those who were
short.
You can say that the above plan is
foolish but I have tried it and know what it
will
It
was my salvation for three
do.

Olean, N. Y. The consolidation of
four local theaters in one company
ends a long period of ruinous competition between the Dipson Theatri- months, where

owners of the Haven
and Strand, and the Nickum-Dusenbury interests, owners of the Palace
and Gem.
Under the new control
James
cal llnterprises,

I

if I
had been on a set price
would have been compelled to close up."

Phila. Theater Closed
(Special

to

Philadelphia

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Olympia, Broad

manage the Pal- and Bainbridge Sts., the largest picace and Charles T. Nickum the Ha- ture house in Philadelphia, has been
ven. The Strand will be closed. The closed for pictures by the order of
Cranides

fate of the

upon.

At

the

of

office

Amusement

Co.,

if

that plan

has not been decided the Fire Marshal's office because the
will be a vaude- balcony does not comply with the reand the Haven will be quirements of the building laws.

Gem

ville house
used for pictures and road shows.
Smyrna, Del. House Opens
The officers of the new organiza(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion are: Charles Bordonaro, presiSmyrna, Del. The new Palace,
dent; N. Dipson, vice-president and
general manager; D. M. Dusenbury, of which Horace David is the owner,

—

Select

THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City — W. F. Bernfield
(Special to

now

Select.

STUDIO
To Rent Beginning

April

1st

Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

—

-third birthday

athe Review

ment.

Another for Chicago
to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago Arthur Howell Knox has
drawn plans for two big northwest
side improvements to cost a total of
(Special

—

for

$400,000,

the

irregular

block

"MaRes the
world your

bounded by Elston, Keystone, Cullon
and Crawford Aves.
At the north
tip where Elston and Keystone meet,
a $200,000 theater, store and office
building

will be built to contain a
1,000 seat theater and lodge rooms.

neighbor,.

Underwood Closes for Features
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dallas It is understood that William G. Underwood, of Specialty
Film, has purchased "School Days,"
"Ashamed of Parents," "Your Best
Friend" and "Parted Curtains" from

Warner
Bar

Bros.,

and "Ten Nights

Room" from Warners

for

in a
this

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— N.

L. Lefkowitz, of
Standard Film and a stockholder in
the Boulevard, was called to the
building commissioner's office and
ordered to remove a large quantity
of film whicii was found stored in the
basement of the theater.

Cincinnati

THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia — Neubauer & Supo(Special

to

The

IAK[W00D HOUL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00

are the owners.

$6.00
Special

Running Theater in Cressona, Pa.
architects, are preparing plans
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
which provide for the enlargement of
Cressona, Pa.
Fred Achenbach
the
Premier at
1320-1326
Point
Breeze Ave.
When the alterations and Earl Reed have opened a theater
arc completed its capacity will be in Good Will hall.

est Service.

1,000 doubled.

room.

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Katet

witz,

—

WANTED

Voss Managing Fresno Theater
Planning Extensive Alterations
Second-hand, cheap positives, for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Central America.
Good condition.
Fresno William Voss will take Lurid drama, slap-stick comedy, also
Wellsburg, W. Va.— W. G. Anas,
manager of the Strand, intends mak- charge of the Bijou, which is owned serials. Must be cheap ($2 to $5 per
Voss was reel) for Quick sale. Pell Mitchell,
ing extensive improvements and ex- by AI. L. Markowitz.
formerly connected with the Star in Room 1004, 507 5th Ave. Vand. 8232.
pansions.
It is planned to acquire

—

in
the rear of the
the proinrty
present building and thereon erect a

Largest and Foremost Hotel

Lakewood's

territory.

—

Parties, Clubs and
to
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in BallUnusual Entertainment Feat-

Inducements
Conventions.

Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

ures.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

Modesto.

l)uilding.

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT
$250,000 for Pocatello, Ida.
to

THE FILM DAILY)

Pocatello, Ida.— A $250,000 combination picture and legitimate theater will be built here by C. M.
Lewis, (if the Colonial, Idaho Falls.

0smwrYiu\ Iabormories
PHONE
SVANT 55:
.

INCOCPOCATED
2 20 WEST 42^9 STREET

NEW VOCK

i»

acting as road representative for

the present business under
shows no greater improve-

secretary and treasurer. The officers recently opened its doors. The prices
Grand, Hazleton Opens
and Judge Edward Washburn of Ba- are 10, 15 and 25 cents on the first
three nights of the week and 17, 28
Hazleton, Pa. The New Grand
tavia form the board of directors.
and 33 on the remaining three.
Theater, built on the site of the old
Grand Opera House, has opened.
Orders Film Moved from Theater
Plans More Seats in Phila. House
Claude M. Stauf?er and Christ Weber

(Special

1922

will

The Palace

(Special

With

22,

the Columbia
operating
the

Columbia "wheel," it was stated it
was a matter for local managers to
decide whether or not they desired
to run combination policies.
It was
stated it was not the intention of the
Columbia here in New York or the
burlesque theaters
in
the
Bronx
and in Brooklyn to operate in that
manner, and that the combination
idea would be limited to a few theaters,

Bernfield

March

ALLAN A.UOWNES
GEN.MCQ.

—

yAo brAdstreet
»/* FILMDOM

^^^RECOCMIZED

Authority
FORMERLY

XIX

)1.

No.

Thursday,

79

March

23,

Price 5 Cents

1922

Hays Talks

[ndependents Tie-up

Advertising Men— Tells of Humanizing Post Office and May
Indicate Film Ideas
'Will H. Hays spoke to the A. A.
A. A., an organization of advertising
agency men at the regular monthly
meeting at the Hotel Pennsylvania
yesterday, and, in telling of the Postoffice department indicated, perhaps,
in a way, what he may establish for

To

Ivan Abramson
Graphic Product—27 Exchanges to be Allied
Ivan Abramson of the Graphic
Im Corp., has returned from an
jht
weeks' trip throughout the
untry, during which he perfected
tie-up with 20 exchanges and laid
ms for a deal with seven more state
in a joint producing and
fhters,

in Distribution

ith

of

tributing plan.

The

m

deal

of

new

pictures.

provides for the formacompanies to be known

the Graphic Film
d then the state in
ange is to operate.

Air. Hays gaves out many interesting figures, showing the enorrr^ity of
the Postoffice department with its
326,000
employees,
and furnished
many items of a statistical nature

Exchange of
which the ex-

The exchange-

in is given a 49% interest in the
•aphic pictures in that territory,
d promises to release whatever

which were hugely enjoyed by the
400 present. Incidentally he said that
800,000 miles of twine were used
annually in the Postoffice, and that
in New York City alone every day
250,000 letters were re-addressed.
Then he drifted into pictures and
told how 20 million people went every
day to this entertainment, and declared that the integrity of pictures
must be maintained the same as the
integrity of the church.
One of the
most striking points made was that
in travelling widely he had found that
the manhood and womanhood of this
country was sound, and with that as
a basis the country had nothing to

may aca five year period from the
te of the contract.
The exchangean in turn will help finance proction.
oduct
ire

Graphic makes or

in

Abramson has made

definite affilia-

Emmick

and W. O.
San Francisco and Los
"I Am The Law"
Edwin Carewe and his all star cast ready to leave
igeles; Al Rosenberg, in Seattle;
is finished.
And Oh, Boy! what a picture. It's an April release by
ank Zambrino in Indianapolis, and
C. C. Burr's Affiliated Distributors.— Advt.
licago; H. A. Lande in Pittsburgh,
eveland and Cincinnati; A. J. Sherin in Baltimore; C. A. Meade and
Thefts
S. Witman in Detroit; Samuel
idwig in Minneapolis and Mil- Contract With Selznick Up Going Chinese Situation to Be Discussed at fear.
He was warmly applauded at
lukee; A. L. Kahn in Kansas City
Meeting Next Tuesday Gov't
Abroad and Then Returns to
the conclusion of his address.
d Omaha; Frank Fay in Oklahoma
Official to Talk
Legitimate
ty and Dallas; Sam Werner in St.
/.
in
The
question
thefts
of film
Eugene O'Brien has completed his
Godsol Expected in West
)uis; A. J. Sherman in Philadelphia
The picture China and means to prevent them
contract with Selznick.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
d Washington, and E. Einhorn in
he finished a few days ago will be will be discussed at a special meeting
Los Angeles The Times says that
e Godfrey Bldg., in New York.
In his last for the organization.
of the exporters'
division of the
appearance of F. J. Godsol at the
the
ch of these cities there will be
National Association called for next
It is understood there has been no
Goldwyn studios is looked for in
Graphic exchange.
Tuesday,
in the associa11
o'clock
at
quarrel betvveen O'Brien and Selzabout two weeks.
nick officials, but that when the tion rooms.
At that time, the Hon. Lynn W.
existing contract had expired, it was
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Meekins, American trade commissionEmerson and Anita Loos Sail
parties
could
not
the
two
found
that
Dover, Del. The Graphic Film
er to China, will confer with members
investigation of the industry
of
a
An
on
the
terms
together
get
cchange of Minneapolis, the Graphic
of that division relative to the picture throughout
Europe will be conIm Exchange of Michigan, and the renewal.
business in general as it affects ducted during the coming season by
will
it
expected,
go
O'Brien,
is
aphic Film Exchange of St. Louis,
China. Meekins, it is understood, has
the Actors' Equity.
ve been formed here, each with a abroad in a few days for some weeks, a plan to develop the exportation of John Emerson, for
which is leading the fight for the
and upon his return will again appear films to that country.
apital of $5 000.
Emerson
proposed Fordney tariff.
on the legimitate stage.
and his wife, Anita Loos, sailed on
Annual Meeting Next Tuesday
the Aquitania on Tuesday.
Poland Establishes Censorship
Ellison Here from Denver
The
annual meeting of the stockThe Associated Press reports from
Homer Ellison, of Denver, is in holders of Famous Players-Lasky will
Radio at A. M. P. A. Dinner
arsaw that national censorship has
ins

with E. H.

Imunds

in

O'Brien Through

.

To Thwart

—

—

'

—

\

—

string of the- be held in the company offices next
A record for radio apparatus is
Theaters town. He operates a
Tuesday. No unusual change in the being established in the equipment
have been aters in that city.
organization
is
personnel
of
the
Biltmore for the
installed at the
owing old-time westerns.
It
is
looked for.
"Naked Truth" Dinner. The balllimed that the present crime wave
Vogel Books Passage
room is being connected with radio
Poland is due, in part, at least, to
William M. Vopel has booked
Another For Stanley
sets supplied with segmentary ame influence of the pictures upon
sails
Homeric,
which
on
the
passage
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and diffused intensifiers
plification
lUng men.
for Europe on Saturday.
Philadelphia The Plaza, at Broad carrying a receiving range of several
and Jackson, was acquired yesterday thousand miles. The equipment was
Blumenthal Sails for New York
Brin Here
by the Stanley Company by the pur- procured through Charles W. Barrel!,
(By Cable to THE FILM DAILY)
Kwality,
Pictures,
chase of Edmund J. Bamberger's in- and the installation was supervised by
Brin
of
L. K.
Cherbourg Ben Blumenthal sailed distributors for Warner Bros, in the terest. Morris Spier retains his in- Professors Holland and Flint of the
Western Electric Co.
r New York yesterday.
The Plaza seats 1,600.
terest.
Northwest, is at the Astor.

en established in Poland.
ere of the cheaper kind

—

—

;

THE

-c^m

DAILY

New Exchange in Baltimore
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Baltimore This week marks the
entrance of a new firm in the local
territory,
when the Surety Film
Price 5 Cents
Vol. XIX No. 79 Thursday, Mar. 23, 1922
Corp. opened offices at 11-13 So. Gay
St.
They will handle features and
CopyrigK* 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks.
The firm is composed of
comedies.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and Dr. Nathan R. Smith, president;
FTLM FOLKS, INC.
Palrner,
vice-president;
Honore
Joseph

W.

J.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Thursday, March

23,

1922

Shallenberger in Middle West
E. Shallenberger, of Arrow,
in the Middle West.
He is due bac
next week.

Sav*ryer Buys Apfel Series
Chester E. Sawyer has purchased
South American rights to the Oscar
Prod.,
which are handled
Apfel
domestically through Producers' Security Corp.

W.

729 SeventK Avenue
unusually desirable

Space, at

Johnston

in Philadelphia

(Special to THE FILM DAItY)
Philadelphia W.
Ray Johnston,
John S. Merrill, vice-president; J.
Baker Boyd, secretary; Wm. A. vice-president and sales manager of
the Arrow, is here closing several
Thomas, treasurer.
The first contract was with Arrow, important contracts.
for a number of Hank Mann, 2-reel

—

-

Telephone Howard Estabrook,
Bryant 4364

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 comedies.
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
the act of

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications

DAILY,

West 44th

71-73

to

THE FILM
New

St.,

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Irving Mack, 808 S.
( hicago Representative
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,

—
—

W.

London,

C.

2.

—

Le Film, 42, Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
InternaRepresentative
European
Central

New

do
'if

....

pfd

78^
78^

Wi

6^

*Gcldwyn
Loew's,
Triangle

16^

Inc.,

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Is

My

World

Wandering Boy To-

93^

Two

15^

1534

Sales

"Smiles,"

on "Smiles" Series
one reel comedies

the

handled through Primex, have been

Not quoted sold to Masterpiece of Philadelphia
Not quoted for East Penn. and South N.
J., and

World
Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

$20,000 with Harry G. Kosch as
attorney,
and M. Gerst and A.
Thompson as incorporators. A. L.
Feinman has been appointed director
of publicity and exploitation of the
Eddie Polo Serial Corp.
Sherman S. Krellberg, who was
general sales manager of the Polo
unit, is no longer connected with the
at

company.

Open
(Special

to

in St.

This makes the fourth branch to
be opened recently by National Exchanges, Inc., the others being in
New York, in Chicago and in Cleveland.

Buys "Neglected Children"

—

to

Among

Geo. Blaitdelt

—/n

the

Trade Reviea

.

the pictures seen too late for review

week is "Blaze Away," starring Guinn
("Big Boy") Williams, and being distributed by Di Lorenzo, Inc.
No state rights
buyer should fail to see this stirring producthis

tion.

Blaze

.

.

It is a winner.

Away! You State-Righters, What Am I Offered ?
°'

States

LORENZO

135

WEST

>^c

44TH STREET

NEW YORK
Produced by Frederick Htrbst Prods.

CITY
Directed by

W. Hughes Curran

Louis

—

J.

Kahn Buys Two More

A. L. Kahn of the A. L. Kahn Film
Enterprises, has purchased Iowa and
Nebraska rights to "School Days"
from Warner Bros. He already holds
the picture for Kansas and Missouri.

among

THE FILM DAILY)

National
Louis Louis
ExSt.
changes, Inc., has opened at 3435
Olive St., with Floyd Lewis in
charge.

(Special

special representative attached to
the Arrow sales department.
He has
left on a trip
to Washington and
Atlanta.
a

starring "Big Boy" Williams,
the best and most entertaining Western productions released in the open market
this
season.
In addition to possessing a
wholesome and human-interest story, it is
chock full of typical western atmosphere, replete with daringly reckless riding and just
enough gun play to satisfy those admirers of
the sensational picture.
"Big Boy" WiUiams
does his best work in "Blaze Away". .. .carries himself admirably. .. .story
lively
and
cannot help meet with the approval of those
who delight in witnessing Westerns. .. .for
horsemanship
exceedingly
clever. .. .continuity smooth. .. .photography good. .. .lighting
excellent.
.scenes
picturesque.
.support creditable.

'^

.

Alexander Film for Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey.

to

Brandt Heads Star Serial Corp.
Primex is also state righting "The
The Star Serial Corp. has been Door That Has No Key."
formed with Joe Brandt as president
to handle distribution of the Eddie
Schwerin with Arrow
Polo serials.
The company is a
Charles Schwerin has been made
New York incorporation, chartered

Seattle

,„ fhf

Away

Blaze

Roger Ferri

night?" for Ohio, Kentucky, MichiClose gan,
Western
Pennsylvania
and
78^^ West Virginia.

Not quoted

Griffith

We're Modest

Charnas Buys "Wandering Boy?"

"Where

1

TALK!

New

Northern

—

93^

793/^

and

Cleveland
Harry Charnas, of
Standard Film Co., has purchased

High Low

//'

York

Jersey.

(Czecho- Slo-

Quotations
jiFamous Players

OTHERS

has acquired "His Nibs" and "Your
Best Friend" for release in Greater

—

Prague
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

tionale

LET

Two

N. Y. Federated Gets

The N. Y. Federated Exchange, the
new name for the exchange until
recently operated by Warner Bros.,

THE FILM DAILY)

B. Sanford, of

Western

Star Features, has purchased "Neglected Children" for this territory.

f'^dMjx^cUicnxcd (PtctuAju)

To Producers

THE TOOGHA.M"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

The

Do you know whether
oil

there

is

a

boom on

in the

country?

$35.00

when crops move certain localities are flush
with money?
Have you ever thought that when the "catch" is
on that there is more money in maritime sections than
Or

that

at other times?
Do you realize that in small country towns there is
far better business when "summer boarders" are

around than some other time?
Probably not. Few producers do. It isn't their
business. But it is a fundamental part of the service

by

Largest and Foremost Hotel

LAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

and Directors

offered
IH SI'K'COI:

Lakewood's

$6.00
Special

729 Seventh Ave.

Phone Bryant 9546

to Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FmNightly in BallDancing
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

For

reservations phone

or N. Y.

New York

City

up Daily

Week-End Rmtet

Inducements

this organization.

OSCAR PRICE

Weekly

CO.
Lakewood 505

Booking Office Barclay 7940

!

>gMMI 1 lit

!

W——WW

Don^tJiBook a Serial
Until

you have seen

EDDIE
n

POLO
CAPN KIDD
Directed by

J. P.

MacGowan

POLO^S FIRST INDEPENDENT SERIAL
15 Chapters of Furious Fighting

— Thrilling

!

Stunts

Land and Sea — real Feature Settings
POLO'S GREATEST SERIAL
Now Ready for Release

on

G^"
\

97

I

=

STAR SERIAL CORPORATION
TELEPHONE
160 O Broadway
NEW YORK

JOE BRAI^DT -

Prer.

BRYANT

6212s

—

—
THE

s^E^

DAILV

California

>(Special

to

Robbed

—

^^Los Angeles The California was
f robbed of $12,000 during the evening
performance on Sunday.

Gray is handling
"Yankee Doodle, Jr."

Paul
'on

Thomas Bedding
Goodstein Deal with Equity
A deal has recently been closed
between Joe Goodstein, of Arrow of
Denver and Equity, whereby the
former has acquired Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Colorado, Montana, Wyoming, New Mexico and
Alaska rights to "Where is My
Wandering Boy Tonight?" and five
Clara Kimball Young features.

exploitation

is

publicity

title

of the third

Why

Omar Khayyam:

/^
Of

SHADOWS

However

Second National Pictures Corporation
by earnest and intelligent effort and systematic methods, has
cleared away some of the confusing shadows from the motion
picture industry, and that is

James V. Bryson, of Universal, was
by cable yesterday that
Huey Maclntyre, managing director
of the Haymarket theater in Sydney,
showmen,

AL COHN
BOOKS, PLAYS, STORIES
Representing the

Foremost Authors

MARKHAM BLDG.,
HOLLYWOOD
Phone. Holly 3222

Watch

the latest issue of

^re no other than a moving row
"
» hopes that come and go.

have dominated the thoughts of mankind since the dawn of
reason, and now, flickering upon the silver screen, they provide the dominant form of entertainment for the human race.
In general there is something obscure, insubstantial, about
shadows, and this holds true to a great extent in the employment of light and shadows in producing pictures on the screen.

of Pyramid Pictures, Inc., has
been started at the Astoria studio,
under direction of Ray C. Smallwood.

Australia,

?

magic shadow

WHY

advised

TO

upon

Shakespeare wrote: "Life's but a walking shadow."

Huey Maclntyre Dead

QUICK SEHVICE.I

III.

Streeter, 111.— R. C. Williams w'
erect a 700 seat house here.

SHADOWS

general field
E. Van
E.
manager of Sacred Films, Inc., has
placed the series over the Stanley
circuit in Philadelphia.
Pelt,

tion

YOUR THEATRE

for Streeter,

THE FILM DAILY)

did the world's greatest poets harp

Know?"

Filming of "The Queen of the
Moulin Rouge," the second produc-

ADD PBESTIGE

House
to

«tag«3<i*

ture rights to

—

(Special

WHY?

Pyramid production has been changed from "The
Mayor's Wife" to "Should Husbands

The

1st

April

mission price at the Gem theater has
been reduced to 10 and 20 cents.

700 Seat

1922

23,

handling the

Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

STUDIO

—

on "The Rubaiyat."

Robert Levy has secured the pic"Held to Answer," by
and to
Macfarlane,
Clark
Peter
"Grey Dusk," by Octavus Roy
Cohen.

To Rent Beginning

Texas House Lowers Prices
Walnut Springs, Tex. The ad-

Guts and Flashes

THE FILM DAILY)

Thursday, March

and one of the best known
there, had died.

able to offer
attractive terms.
it

is

some

of the best pictures ever filmed,

on

"THE NIGHT RIDERS"
"HER STORY"
"DAVID AND JONATHAN"

Viola Dana Entertained
Viola Dana was the guest of honor
at a box party given her by some
of her friends at the midnight show
In
of "Shuffle Along" last night.
the party were Conway Tearle, Bert
Anna Q. Nilsson, Willie
Lytell,
Collier, Jr. Johnny Hines, Ann Forrest,
Sheldon Lewis, and Virginia
Pearson.

Second National Pictures Corporation
140 West 42nd

Street

THE SATURDAY EVENING POST

New York

City

(out today)

announcement on the Vitagraph

Special

"The Prodigal Judge."
One more
the

aid to help

you put over one

most thoroughly

pictures of years.

satisfying

of

motion

"

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

;b^«re(ocnized

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XIX

'ol.

No.

Friday,

80

As

)eny M. P. T. O. Claim

March

24,

—

DAILY"

has received the
ollowing communication from J. D.
Vbramson, secretary of the Chicago

Board

Mini

of Trade:

"Members of the following exchanges in
nd out of the Chicago Film Board of Trade
vish to correct the flat statement made by
Jr. Burford in the March 11, 1922, edition
iif
the Exhibitors' Herald that all exchanges
n the City of Chicago, except the United
Artists, had agreed to his plan, viz., that
he presentation of a card by various memto the various film
;nanagers would entitle the bearer to special
consideration insofar as reductions in film
The statement of
iervice was concerned.
he exchange members to Mr. Burford was
mi is to the eflect that they are willing and
Dieased, as has been customary in the past,
:o meet any exhibitor and take up with him
natters covering the general conduct of his
Business whether he had a card or not, and
whether he was a member of the M. P. T. O.
A.,
or not; and when Mr. Burford did call
find out what
It the various exchanges to
their attitude would be concerning the honjring of the card, he was informed that each
its
:ase would be treated individually on
merits as has been the policy of the ex:hanges in the past, and that the presenta;ion of a card did not merit any special consideration or privileges."
jers

of his

The

organization

exchanges

represented

are

Goldwyn,
Fox,
Players,
"elebrated Players, Reelcraft, Select,
V'itagraph, Universal, Wid Gunning,
E^
Pioneer,
Clyde
Metro.
inc.,

interesting happenings may occur in
the Hamilton Theatrical Corp., according to reports in circulation.
Blumenthal is president of the Hamilton, of which Samuel Rachmann is
Rachmann is also
vice president.
president of the E. F. A., the big
German organization of Famous
Players; Famous also being interested
in the Hamilton concern.
According to reports, there have
been internal difficulties in both corporations ever since Ralph Kohn, one
of the vice presidents of Famous,
went to Germany some months ago.
And while Kohn will not discuss the
it
is
corporations,
alTairs
of the
understood he is scheduled to return
to Berlin within a month or two to
complete the work started on his

former

visit.

a result of Famous' plans for
organization, it might not
be surprising to see 'Rachmann leave
both the E. F. A. and the Hamilton.
But definite results are expected upon

As

the

German

Blumenthal's

arrival.

Famous

Elliott

Amusement

Enter.,

Firs^

Mj^onal, Educational and R-C.

'^THE FILM DAILY on March

6th

eported that the M. P. T. O. of IIinois officials in Chicago stated that
til companies but Famous Players and
First National had agreed to a cut
n rentals, and that cancellations
igainst the two named had been
lecided upon.

Burr Buys Studio
Charles C. Burr has purchased the
;tudio at Glendale, L. I., formerly
ised by the Emancipation Film Corp.
X will be known as Burr's Glendale
studio.

Johnny Hines

Em

will

make "Go-Get-

length
eature there, and Burr also plans to

Gallagher," his next

nake a

series of comedies in
There are two stages, one'

new

hat plant.
.65

by 200

full

ft.,

Seay in Maine Unit
(Special

to

Price 5 Cents

Rachmann

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Up

Film Held
Sees Prosperity

Exchanges Say They Did Expected Blumenthal's Arrival Next
Week May Result in Happenings
!Not Agree to Cut Rentals There
in Hamilton Corp.
as Illinois Unit Stated
When Ben Blumenthal arrives
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago The local office of "THE home next week from Europe, some
Ihicago

•ILM

1922

Show "Orphans of Storm"
London— Fox Holds Rights in

Can't

in

Several European Countries

Will H. Hays, addressing the
A. A. A. A.:

The New York Times, in a special
cable dispatch from London said

"I believe that the greatest
business revival the world has
ever seen is imminent.
The
only question is 'when is it

yesterday:
"A sensation

coming?'

believe

I

out to meet

in

going

it.

"There has been too much of
'Thou shalt not' in this country
and not enough of 'Come on,
let's go.'

Rogers

in

To Handle R-C

New

Deal

Distribution in Metropolitan District Will Release
Some Special Product

—

Charles R. Rogers has made a
special arrangement with R-C Pictures covering distribution in Greater

New York, Northern New Jersey and
New York State as far west as Utica.
In order to develop this field to a
greater magnitude, he has resigned
as general manager of distribution pi
the Robertson-Cole Dist. Corp., and
will in the future devote his time to
the territory he now controls.
At the same time, he will serve in
an advisory capacity regarding the
general sales policy f the distributing
corporation. It is understood, Rogers
will
also release
some additional

was caused in the
world toda}' by the news that
an injunction had been granted to the
Fox Film Co., restraining the production at the Scala Theater tomorrow night by D. W. Griffith, Inc.. of
'Orphans of the Storm.' This, it is
alleged, is an infringement of the
plantiff's film rights of the French
play 'The Two Orphans.' Both picstories
tures
are
of
the
French
lilm

Revolution.
"The Scala theater had been painted
red, refurnished and partly rebuilt,
and large sums of money spent on
improving it in readiness for what
was to be the opening performance

tomorrow

night."

(last)

In February,

D.

W.
j^

was reported

Griffith had purchased
(Continued on Page 2)

Goldwyn
At

it

Elects Officers

a
directors

meeting

Edward

Bowes,

of

that
the

of

the

board

Goldwyn

yesterday,

who

managing

is

director of the Capitol, was elected
a vice president and Moritz Hilder
and Abraham Lehr re-elected vice
Philip
presidents.
W. Haberman
was re-elected treasurer and Gabriel
The board of
L. Hess secretary.
directors, last week elected Frank J.
Godsel president and Francis A.
Gudger, vice president. Yesterday's
elections complete the executive administration of Goldwyn.

Organization is
completed of the Dirigo Films Co.
jThe corporation is headed by Miles
%. Mank, president of the Miles B. product in this territory.
|[ank Motor Car Co., and proposes
It is
to produce stories of Maine.
Einstein Theory Filmed
understood that one or more of the
The Herald, in a special cable dispoems of Longfellow will form the patch from Berlin said yesterday.
basis of the early pictures.
"The Einstein theory has been
The manager of production is to made into a motion picture and will
Moeller Going to Washington
be Charles M. Seay, who directed for be exhibited at the Frankfort fair next
A.
J. Moeller, general manager of
Pine Tree Pictures, Inc., "Jan of the month. The intention is to use the
the M. P. T. O., is going to WashingBig Snows."
film to illustrate a lecture for educaconfer with Harry

Me.

Portland,

The

directors

<

include

Dr.

W. M.

John Howard

Spear, A. S. Littlefield.
Stevens, Howard Winslow, N. T.
Fox, W. B. Thombs, A. B. McKown,
L. F. Corthell, Lyman B. Chipman.
Henrj F. Merrill, and Gilbert Oakl

Suing Goldwyn for $15,000
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis Benjamin Friedman,
and another 100 by president of the Friedman Film Corp.,

,35 ft.
There is a large hotel build- who operates the Rivoli, Albert Lea,
ng on the grounds which cover has filed suit for $15,000 damages
court.
ibout 60 acres and this will be used against Goldwyn in the district
is
an administrative office and for According to the complaint, on Sept.
31, 1921, Friedman signed a contract
Iressing rooms.
for the Goldwyn output, depositing
He
$75 to bind the agreement.
Richards Here
and sold
E. V. Richards, of the Saenger claims Goldwyn broke faith
Wusement Co., is in town from his competitor the series. Goldwyn's
answer has not been filed.
'Jew Orleans.

tomorrow to
M. Crandall and Jules Brylawski on
ton

Descriptions of the
tional purposes.
film published here are difficult to
understand, but it is plain that optical
tricks have been employed successfully.
It is not predicted that Prof.
Einstein will run Charlie Chaplin a
close second for the film laurels either
in Germany or abroad."

Plans
the forthcoming convention.
are being made to entertain the visiting exhibitors.

Houdini Leases the Times Square
Houdini has leased the Times
Square theater for an indefinite run,
and beginning April 2nd, will show
Censors Cut Movie Chats
Beyond." a feature
The M. P. Commission has cut a "The Man from
He will also,
in which he appears.
Chat
No.
Movie
scene from Urban
in a 30 minute act in person.
appear
8, showing how a fire is caused from

^

the

concentration of the sun's rays

Annual Meeting at West Baden
through a bottle of water placed on a
annual meeting of the original
The
window near a curtain. The commission claimed the picture would franchise holders of Associated First
tend to influence small children to National will be held at West Baden,
The
It is said an attack on cen- Ind., the latter part of April.
try it.
sors in general will appear in the next date has not been set as yet but the
meeting will last for several days.
issue of the chats.

;

March

Friday,

Film Held

Up

(Continued from Page

foreign rights to
upon which the

from Fox.
Vol.
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(Czecho-Slo-

tionale

learned yesterday

organization cannot show "Orphans
of the Storm" in France, in England,
and
in
several
other
European
countries.
It is understood that a
deal
is
on whereby an amicable

arrangement will be reached between
Griffith and Fox covering European
exhibition.
This much was admitted
the Griffith offices but at Fox,
Saul E. Rogers, general counsel for
the company could not be reached
tor a statement.

at

Paramount

Ball

Next

—

for a state board, a seating capacity
tax and a film tax which would have
amounted to $75,000 per annum died

tax providing a levy of $83,200. passed the
house and was killed in the Senate.
A luxury sales tax providing a levy
of $125,000 passed the house and was
killed in the Senate. An occupational
license
tax amounting to $15,000
passed the House and Senate, but
failed of ratification.

"Wild Honey" will open
Cameo on Sunday.

Players

....

79^
9334
6><

do pfd

Goldwyn
Griffith

Loew's,
Triangle

15^

Inc.,

at

the

WALDORF PRODUCTIONS,

from tonight.
one of the foremost organizations of

kind playing for large society
functions in and around New York.
Among the boxholders will be Adolph
Low Close Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Marcus Loew,
Lewis J. Selznick, E. J. Ludvigh,
78H 79
93^ 93H Eugene Zukor, W. G. Lee, Robert
Kane, E. E. Shauer, R. W. Saunders,
6%
Not quoted S. R. Kent, H. G. Ballance, George
W. Weeks, G. E. Akers, W. E. Smith,
15
15
Not quoted Henry Salsbury, Pathe Exchange,

OF CALIF.

INC.,

Announce

CHARLES

E.

Phi^ne--Beekman

p

SCORNED

and Ap

<k
.«EAL.

9091

%
fe^^^^

t

P^ 3^fe^^

SBRVICB

I

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

ENLARGEMENTS

BLANEY'S

MORE TO BE PITIED THAN

Revisions

of Standards

limit.

That They Have Purchased Rights to

of

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

W.
302 E. 33d

Not quoted Theodore F. Whitmarsh, Maurice
& Co. Wertheim and Gayer G. Dominick.

World

ft.

119

Commodore a week
The Cox orchestra is

Law

1922

peals will hold a public meeting today in the Municipal Building on
the proposal to relieve the one-story
type of picture theaters from some
of the present fire regulations.
Under the proposed
new regulations
theaters of this type will not be compelled to install water tanks, pro\ided its area is within a 150 by 100

i

its

Famous

A

on the Senate calendar.

Week

Quotations
High

The Board

Columbia, S. C. The General Assembly adjourned without acting on
the proposed legislation adverse to
the industry.
Four bills had been
introduced. A censor bill, providing

Jay Cox's orchestra of 24 pieces
has been engaged to furnish the dance
music at the Paramount Club ball to
be held at the

Seek Fire

South Carolina

in

THE FILM DAILY)

1)

Two

Orphans,"
new picture is based

is

Censors

(Special to

that the transaction was never consummated, and that Fox holds the
rights to a number of European
countries.
As a result, the Griffith

Williamson,

Long Acre,

It

"The

No

24,

J.

St.

MORAT
Vanderbih 7361

^Quotations by Harry Content

Third Showing

Alder Plans Three More

Now

in April

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
THE FILM DAILY)
Dover. New Jersey— R. F. WoodLos Angeles — W. F. Alder, pro- hull, president of the M. P. T. O. of
ducer of "The Fire Bride." a Wid New Jersey, will give the third of his
(Special to

Gunning

make

has

release,

three

more

made

pictures

plans to
in
the

One will be "The Flying
Fox" and Edwin Carewe will direct.
The latter is under contract with
Charles C. Burr, to make two feaOrient.

public service showings at the Baker
7th, when pictures showing
the fur, apple and dishing industries
will be screened.
At last week's
showing,
1,100
school
children
attended.

(Special

to

W

East

DON'T LOSE SLEEP
Over Your Income Tax.
Income tax reports made and
filed by
Agnes M. Sullivan, C.P.A.
Motion Picture Accountancy
25

W. 42nd

St.
Suite 221
Longacre 8158

—SALESMAN—
Producer along
constructive
lines.
Thoroughly acquainted
with Brooklyn territory, looking
for permanent connection with
excellent opportunities.
Apply

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Sol Lesser leaves for
the near future with a
print of "Trouble," the second of
Jackie Coogan's features for First
National.

the

(T^dtu^atUmxil (Rx^tuAjU^

All Rights Reserved

Lesser Coming East Shortly

Los Angeles

Production

THE SIDEWALKS OF NEW
YORK

on April

tures for Affiliated Distributors, Inc.
Noah Beery will appear in one of the
pictures.

in

in

stating qualifications.
B 224 c/o The Film Daily

—

-third birthday

To Producers

Reg. U, S. Pat. Off

I^lheReview

and Directors
STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J.

For

particulars write

E.

no W.

K.

LINCOLN

40th

St.,

N. Y. C.

Bryant 5307

There are representatives who really represent, and
representatives who use rubber stamps.
There are
men who really look after your interests and then
there are others who well, you know them.

—

—

Part of the service rendered by this organization is
to see to it that your productions are properly looked
after in the distributing company.
And this means
accessories, paper, and everything else in which you
are, or should be, interested.

STUDIO
To Rent Beginning

April

1st

Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

—

Phone Bryant 9546

ill

Hft^eii

minutes
than you
can re^d
about in a

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave.

Shows more

year
New York

City
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The

Best Picture
What

I

Have Seen This

March

Yearl''

an Exhibitor Says:
Des Moines, Iowa

Mr.

Friday,

March

10th, 1922

D. Williams,
Associated First National Pictures,
6-8 West 48th Street,
J.

New York

City,

My

N. Y.

—

dear Mr. Williams:
/ have just had the pleasure of seeing "SMI LIN' THROUGH" in
a cold projection room, and I want to state that I am more enthusiastic
over the possibilities of "SMI LIN' THROUGH" than any picture that
The wonderfully
I have had the pleasure of screening so far this year.
human heart interest love story in this attraction is what will appeal to
the women, which means money at the box-office.
Yours very truly,
A. H. BLANK ENTERPRISES
iSigyied)
A. G. Stolte

Booking Manager

Joseph M. Schenck presents

NORMA TALMADGE
in

"SMILIN'

THROUGH"

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelman and Sidney A. Franklin from
Allen Langdon Martin's play; Directed by Sidney A. Franklin; Photographed by Roy Hunt and Charles Kosher; Technical Directors, Willard
M. Reineck and Lawrence Hitt

FIRST

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

24,

1922

—
I
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No. 81

Saturday,

The Night

Tonight's

Dng-Awaited A. M. P. A. Dinner at
Biltmore Prominent Figures in
Industry to Attend
1 iced from two weeks' of strenuous
'hearsals that have been held every
•ening, members of the A. M. P. A.
ill frolic in burlesque and satire on
e commemoration of their second inalment of the annual "Naked Truth
inner." at the Biltmore tonight. For
le past fortnight the cast has been

—

March

Campaigning

A

For T. O. C. C. Election Next Tuesday Tremendous Interest
Aroused over Outcome
Not in years has there been a
similar amount of interest evidenced
by Greater New York exhibitors over

—

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Albany, N. Y. The Film Storage
nd Forwarding Corp. of Queens has
een formed with a capitalization of
Incorporators, F. S. Good300,000.
idge, J. S. Livingston and F. H.
Iradt.
The attorney is J. S. Wise,
r., of 20 Broad St.

Big Foreign Deal
by Arrow for Six South
American Countries To Handle
Anchor Prod. Abroad
D. J. Mountain, manager of Ar-

Closed

—

row's foreign department, has closed
contract with the Argentine ForThis is the company of which H.
eign Film Co., of Buenos Aires, for
I.
Kempf, who will resign as sec36 five and six reel features.
stary-treasurer of R-C Pictures on
Included in the deal are "The InnoLpril 1, will act as general manager.
cent Cheat," "Chain Lightning," two
Peter B.. Kyne productions, "A MoKyne Stories for Jack Holt
tion to Adjourn," and "Back to Yel(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The Unconquered
low
Jacket,"
Los Angeles Jesse L. Lasky an- Woman," 52 2-reel comedies comnrisounced yesterday the securing of a ing the Eddie Lyons series, the Arrow
Mirthquake Comeries of stories bv Peter B. Kyne for Speed Comedies;
Jture
production.
starring
Jack edies; and Cruelywed Comedies, a
lolt and directed by Joseph Hena- series of 11 Sport Pictorials, a serial,
ery.
The screen versions will be "Nan of the North," and "Ten Nights
All of these were
ritten by Albert Shelby LeVino. in a Barroom."
imong them are "The Lost King- sold for Argentine, Uruguay, Paraom," "Humanizing Mr. Winsby" guay, Chile, Bolivia and Peru. Another sale is that of 18 Spotlight
tid "The Land Just Over Yonder."
ater another Cappy Ricks story is Comedies and 11 Sport Pictorials for
Scandinavia to Inter-Ocean.
) be produced.
Arrow has closed a deal whereBy
Mary Johnston's novel, "To Have
nd to Hold," will be George Fitz- it will handle the foreign rights to all
These
laurice's
first
production on the of the Anchor productions.
bast.
Betty Compson is to be fea- will comprise about 26 features, a
ired with a male star.
"The Man series of 12 2-reel monkey comedies
i^ho
Saw Tomorrow," by Perley and a series of 26 1-reel comedies.
oore Sheehan, will be produced Domestic rights are being state rightith
Thomas Meighan. Al Green ed by Anchor Film Distributors. Inc.,
ill direct.
of Los Angeles.
a

—

To Arms

M.

All exhibitors and exchange
are urged to scan the

Meet on Monday
P. P. D. A. to Hold First Annual
Session — By-Laws to Come Up
for

The

newspapers in their localities
and clip all comments on the
film industry, whether favorable
or unfavorable, and mail them,
with the name of the publication,
and the. date, to the
Screen Writers' Guild, 6716
Simset Boulevard, Hollywood,

liling

(Special

Call

men

any one issue, as has been displayed
over the annual election of the T. O.
C. C. next Tuesday afternoon at the

Astor.
ceaselessly perfecting stunts,
There are two candidates for the
ags and skits that will comprise the
presidency,
William
Brandt,
the
piece de resistance"' of the program
nresent
incumbent
William
Lanand
iinuall}^ offered by the advertising
dau.
The latter, it is commonly relen as their original contribution to
ported,
represents the Sydney S.
le progress and fun of the industry.
Cohen faction in the T. O. C. C, and
With the excellent entertainment has been advanced as a candidate for
alue offered by the event last year,
office as a result of the differences
le advertising men have set their
between Cohen and Brandt. Landau
ilents working upon sketch writing,
sympathizers
and Brandt sympaupervising, acting and the creation of
tliizers are vying with one another
ovelty dodges to make the 1922 into line up the necessary quota of
talment a worthy successor to its votes.
In
measure
these
redecessor.
what
The T. O. C. C. treasury, which has
Naked Truth" dinners of the A. M.
in a healthy condition,
'.
A. have gained fame and prestige always been
will
be strengthened further next
(Continued on page 2)
Tuesday, when each member desiring
to vote, will be compelled to first pay
Kempf's Company Chartered
his dues.

Price 5 Cent

1922

25,

M. P.

A.— the Hays

P. D.

— will

Adoption
meeting of the

annual

organiza-

Monday, at
which time the by-laws will come up
tion

be

held

on

for discussion.

The question of their adoption has
been gone over for some weeks. It
would not prove surprising if some
definite
action
looking
for
their
adoption were taken at the coming
meeting. It is expected some changes
in the directorate of the organization
will also be made.

Cal.

Some

first

Pointers

For Sales Managers and Salesmen
Are You Willing to Pay the
Price for Success?

Cohen

Invites C. E. A.

Here

THE FILM DAILY)
London — An invitation, it is under(Special

to

Forbes Magazine in its department stood, has been extended to the C.
"Thoughts on Life and Business," E. A. to send a delegation to Washsays, in part:
ington in May when the M. P. T. O.

make

To

"Object.

me

more

will hold its

annual convention there.

and successful.
L.
M. Rubens, of Joliet, 111., a
"I am going to be master of my- prominent M. P. T. O. official, is
acting as Sydney S. Cohen's repreself.
I am going to manage my body,
efficient

it will be the very best servant I
could have.
"I mean to have my body in such
perfect condition that my brain will
do better work than it ever did

so

before.

my

brain working so
"I will have
efficiently that it will give only such
orders to
body as are necessary.

my

my

mean

brain eliminate
I
to have
lost motion and save my energy.

all

my

best year,
"I intend to make this
physically, mentally, morally, financiN. C. R.
ally, and socially.

—

"The

secret of success lies in the
(Continued on Page 2)

sentative.

Sydney

S.

comment on

Cohen did not care to
the above yesterday.

"Orphans" Shown in London
The Times in a special cable from
London said yesterday:
"Griffith's
film 'Orphans of the
Storm' was shown at the Scala Theater tonight (Thursday).
Earlier in
the day counsel for D. W. Griffith,
Inc., applied to the

charge of the

Fox

courts for the disinjunction.

"An agreement was

finally

reached

counsel for the Fox company
that the injunction should be suspended until the hearing of the motion in
the courts next Tuesday, and that

with

Hoxie Completes Contract
Griffith
company
meanwhile
the
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles It is understood that should pay 75% of the gross takings
Jack Hoxie has completed his con- at the theater into the bank in the
tract with Ben Wilson and Arrow, joint names of the two firms conand that he has been signed by A. cerned."
J. Xydias of Sunset Prod., for eight
Tiie Griffith offices were advised of
pictures to be sold state rights. The
the above news about 11 o'clock
first will be "Barbed Wire."
Thursday night.
(Special

—

Arrow stated yesterday that the
sixth of the Hoxie pictures the company had contracted for had been
delivered this week.

Alleged a Bankrupt
A

petition in

bankruptcy has been

the U. S. District Court
Ottawa Prod. Formed
against the Pioneer Film Corp., by
creditors:
Raisler
following
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the
Ottawa— The Ottawa Film Prod., Sprinkler Co., Inc., $300; Benjamin
Ltd.. have been formed here to film E. Wertheimer, $950; and Pozarik
"The Man from Glengarry." Ernest Press, Inc., $19. The counsel for the
Shipman is general manager of the petitioning creditors stated that the
company which has a capital of liabilities were about $300,000 and the
assets about $100,000.
$150,000.
filed

in

—

—

!
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Tonight's

Some

The Night
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can best be gauged by the list of
guests who are to be present at the
gambols. In addition to the executive
heads of all the prominent producing
and distributing companies who are
in the cast, the list of diners will
include Will H. Hays, ex-Gov. Al

New York

and Major. F. N.
LaGuardia, former Congressman and
president of the Board of Aldermen.
Guests will assemble in the antethe act of March 3, 1879.
room
of the ballroom of the hotel at
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
and the first course will be
of Greater New York $10,00 one year; 6 6:30,
iiionths,
Foreign served promptly at seven o'clock. To
$5.00; 3 months $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. avoid confusion a complete seating
A Idress all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, list has been made out in advance and
Dannenberg,

Jiseph

and

Editor;
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man5
ai;er; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Fntered as second-class matter Ma^ 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
President

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 45S1-4552-.S558.
Hollvwood,
California
6411
Hollywood
Ulvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
rhic-.igo Representative
Irving Mack, 808 S.
\\ abash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
-

—

Smith of

place

man

cards

everj' one in
necessitated
the
to

Jerome

—

—

'

Quotations

1

—

"How much

who owns
state,

Studios to

Be

at

Walton

Regent in Wichita.
N.
Stanley
(Special to THE FILM D MLY)
Chambers, managing director of the
London
Cecil
M. Hepworth's
two houses, will also have supervision plan for six new studios calls for their
of the new one.
The Miller will construction at Walton-on-Thames.
ave a seating capacity of 2,000. It
His plan is to form a new company
^\'ill
cost in the neighborhood of
which will take over Hepworth Pic?700.000.
ture Plays, Ltd., and the elevation of

—

I

Adler With Associated Exhibitors
Arthur S. Kane has appointed
Lester W. Adler sales manager of
Associated
Exhibitors New York
1 xchange.
He was formerly with
Realart.

four
members of
organization to the
fledged producers.

"How much bruising can you take?
"How long can you hang on in the
face of obstacles?
"Have you the

ing?

R-C
1

Pictures

will

release

featuring

an inventor, claims to have perfec
an "aerograph," a camera, he av«
that possesses ability to photogrs
75 square miles with every po
within the area in sharp focus s
without distortion of position,
operate it, he uses a gas bag of st
small proportions, that, when c
tended with gas, the sack can
conveyed through a city on a specia

constructed automobile trailer. 1
camera, which is steadied by
gyroscopic attachment, is attached
the bag.
Then the bag goes ak
it is controlled by a line paid off
wheel of a jacked-up auto.
1

photograph is made when operate
on the ground touch an elect

—

1

well as quick at the start?
"Success is sold in the open market.

You can buy it. Any man can buy
it who is willing to pay the price
The Efficiency Magazine."
Brennan Managing Boston State
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston Joe Brennan has been
appointed manager of the State theThe
ater which opened last week.

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

W.
302 E. 33d

to

(Special

Angeles

for Pacific

Armstrong"
two reelers, to

distributed in the independent
Pacific Film.

market by

house seats 3,600
30 piece orchestra.

and

maintains

a

Week in Canada
THE FILM DAILY)

Second Annual
(Special

annual

—

Famous-Lasky Film
announces the second
Ribbon
Paramount
Blue

Toronto
Service,

to

Space

at 729 Seventh Avenue
unusually desirable

Telephone Howard Estabrook,
Bryant 4364

Ltd.,

Week, April

17th to 22nd.

Upholds Closing Law in Shawnee
Shawnee, Okla. Judge Hal John-

—
dissolved the

E. F. Dardine, Universal's manager
in Charlotte, N. C, left for home yesterday, having been in town for a
few days.

STUDIO
To Rent Beginning

tf'^u^^^itUrricd (RcLiaE)

1st

—

Lakewood's

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD

HOTEL!
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

The

fact that the most satisfying photoplays
are seldom the ones involving vast expenditures and grave
warnings about leaving the children at home. "The Prodigal Judge" demonstrates again that the public wants
and really enjoys a clean stoiy with a good plot and even
(whisper it!) a moral.

$6.00
Special

IT'S a curious

Maclyn Arbuckle has given many fine performances in^
his long stage and screen career.
But he has never done
anything more splendidly convincing than the character,
of Judgf Slocum Price.
58
TITv*^

Of!

April

Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

THE PRODIGAL JUDGE-Vitagraph

—

JA

Pat

Vanderbilt 7361

—

"The

—"Billy

Reg. U. S

MORAT

Mildred

THE FILM DAILY)

will star in a series of

be

J.
St.

$35.00

(Special

Los

Third Renco Finished

temptations to divide

larris.

Armstrong Comedies

>

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
your attention?
Los
"Have you the patience to plan all Sun," Angeles "A Spinner in
Lloyd Ingraham directing,
the work you attempt; the energy to
wade through masses of detail; the just been completed by Renco. T
is the third of Myrtle Reed's nov
accuracy to overlook no point, howfilmed by the company.
ever small, in planning or executing?
"Are you strong on the finish as

Harris Feature

Woman,"

Los Angeles

button.
"Can you keep your mind steadily
on the single object you are pursuing, resisting all

ViZ

Dardine Here and Gone

Opent
to THE FILM DAILY)
Del.—The new $100,000

Plaza Theater has opened.

T'irst

can

son has
writ of habeas
corpus in the .Sunday show case in
his
producing the district court, thereby upholding
statuts of full- the closing law passed by the city.

Milford, Del., Theater
Milford,

R-C Has

discouragement

you

}0U stand?

-

a string of theaters in the
including
the
and
Palace

'

"You want success, but are
willing to pay the price for it?

25,

THE FILM DAILY)
—W. M. Huddlest

(Special to

(Continued from Page 1)
and not in the stuff he works on.

— Bradford Torrey.

March

Claims Unique Air Camera

Pointers

courage to try to
do what others have failed to do?
"Have you the nerve to attempt
things that the average man would
never dream of tackling?
"Have you the persistence to keep
on trying after repeated failures?
"Can you go up against scepticism,
will indicate seats for
Owing ridicule and opposition without flinchthe large hall.

departure
of
Beatty for California, the
duties of master of ceremonies will
be distributed among the different
r^ondon, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de members who have been responsible
Clichy.
for planning different parts of the
Crntral
European Representative Interna- entertainment.
tionale
Filmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-SloApproximately 400 will be present.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
A full orchestra will be in attendance.
Radio wireless equipment will be installed.
Although a strict secrecy is
being observed in regard to the
High Low Close
nature of the stunts to be promulgated
ramous Players .... 79^ 78^ 79
sufficient reports have reached the
dj pfd
9334 93J^ 93M industry to insure novel entertainGoldwyn
6^ 6J4
ment with satirical take-offs on most
riflfith
Not quoted of the prominent people in the inLoew's, Inc.,
15^ 14fg 15^ dustrj'.
riangle
Not quoted
A partial list of the guests includes:
\ v'orld
Not quoted Adolph Zukor,
J. D. Williams, Harry
Quotations by Harry Content & Co.
Schwalbe, William A. Brady, Gabriel
Hess, Hiram Abrams, Arthur S.
Big Theater for Wichita
Kane, Paul Brunet, R. H. Cochrane,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
E. W. Hammons, Charles Urban,
Wichita, Kans. Wichita will have S. L. Rothafel, William Brandt, who
another picture house next April with will head a delegation of SO exhibitors,
t!ie opening of the new Miller.
It is and Peter J. Brady of the American
being constructed b
L. M. Miller, Federation of Labor.

—
—

Saturday,

^''^-^^^ij^"^'

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment Feat-

Inducements

to

Conventions.

Athletic and Social Director!.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
ures.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y, Booking Office Barclay 7940

THE
25,

3^^
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Theater in Milford, Del., Opens

In the Courts
Supreme

who

heard

(Special

Justice Lehman,
the suit of Earl Carroll

Court

PatheNe^svs

against
the
Republic Distributing
Corp., Herbert Brenon, and others
for an accounting of the receipts
No. 25
from the film. "12-10," has handed
down
an opinion holding that Carroll
OLDIERS ON RHINE ORDERED
lOME 4,000 American soldier boys still in has showed that he conceived the
iermany.
plot that was developed into the play
NATION-WIDE by "great preponderance of evidence."
VALKOUT OF COAL MINERS— 600,000 The
court finds that Brenon took the
lainers affected by union order given out at
synopsis
from Carroll with the
jndianapolis.
'ROOPS MOBILIZED IN INDIA TO understanding that if it proved satis;OMBAT REBELLION Exclusive pic- factory Brenon would try to have it
ures taken during recent armed uprising
produced, and that no agreement to
i{
Moplahs at Calicut.
accept $500 or any other definite sum

—

JNIONS ORDER

—

Stc, etc.

was made by

THE FIRST NEWS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

Carroll.

The

court,

however,
suit

dismisses the accounting
against all the defendants ex-

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Milford, Del.— The Plaza, built by
the Plaza Theater Corp. of Middletown, has opened.
The house seats
1,200.

Two

I

Houses

(Special to

for

Wooldridge

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Kansas Citj' George B. Wooldridge has bought the Harmon at
Milan. Mo., and the Trio Theater at
Gait.
Both houses were formerly
owned b-- R. E. Simpson.

New House

for Bentonville, Ark.

—

Kansas City The new Royal has
been opened here by M. J. Kilbourn.

The house

will seat 400.

cept Brenon.

tod
A

To Show Moore Film at Ritz
pre-view of the new Owen

Moore
be

'

March

Saturday,

"Reported Missing," will
at the Ritz Carlton on

fihn,

given

April 7th.

To Film Scenes in Far East
to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco—The M. P. Utility
(Special

has engaged passage on the
"Shinyo Maru," leaving here on
April 13 for the East, where scenes
will be filmed for two stories written
by Elena Jurado, which the company
A stop will be made
will produce.
in Manila and then the company will
Kenneth McGaffey,
go to Japan.
Corp.

secretary
along.

of

the

Watch the

company,

will

Justice Lehman holds that the producer of the play should not be held
accountable because Carroll knew
Brenon had advertised that he had
bought the rights to the play from
Carroll, and intended to produce it
with Marie Doro in the cast. Justice
Lehman says he believes that Carroll
had authorized Brenon to dispose of
his rights and "even if the plaintiff
had a mental reservation that if
Brenon did not deal fairly with him
he could enforce his rights against
the producer of the play, he should
not be permitted to come into a court
of equity and claim from the producer not merely the reasonable value
of his idea, but all the profits made
by the producer through the risk of
his own moneys and through the
producer's skill and reputation."
For this reason the complaint is
British
&
against
the
dismissed

Kinematograph

latest issue of

to

THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco

—The Rialto Theater

Vallejo has been closed and the
building will be transformed into a

in

EDGAR SELDEN
HAS BOUGHT SWEET
ROSIE O'GRADY

FOR ME
TO FOLLOW
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
ANOTHER BIG ONE
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

store.

McDonald
(Special

to

Sells Interest

Kansas House Re-opens
to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City The Mosart has

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco H. McDonald sold
out his holdings in the Marvel Theater at Winters.

(Special

—

opened.
C.

Houston Strand Opens
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

Houston, Tex. The Strand has
opened at 508 Travis St. The theater
under the management of A.
is
Schulman, who operates four other
houses in Houston.

Smith Studio
(Special

to

in Tulsa

Burns

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Okla. Fire of unknown
origin destroyed the main building
at the W. M. Smith studio west of
the city, causing a loss estimated at
Tulsa,

travel films.

Says:

Vallejo Theater Quits
(Special

Co., Ltd.

At the Selwyn on Easter Monday,
Harry Levey will show "Around the
go Worfd," a series of Burton Holmes

MADGE EVANS

$24,000.

The house

is

controlled

re-

by

Walker.

Munich Teaching Production
The Globe says:
"In Munich a film university has been
founded tliat gives instruction in four halfyear terms in (1) the technical phases, (2)
acting, scenery, and management, (3) business and legal branches, and (4) science and
literature, by a teaching staff, including the
most prominent producers, professors of the
Munich University College, actors, photographers and other technical experts.

"Capital invested in the film industry has
tremendously increased in the last two years.
At the end of 1920 it was 98,000,000 marks;
at the end of 1921, 291,000,000 marks, and
at the close of January of this year, 319,000,000 marks, or an increase of more than
300 per cent in a little more than a year.

ThC SatUfday E Veiling Post

(out today)

For announcement on the Vitagraph Special

"The Prodigal Judge."
One more
the

aid to help

you put over one

most thoroughly

pictures of years.

satisfying

of

motion

;;

THE

«2^

DAILV

Saturday,

March

25,

Mid- West Notes

Sunday's Issue

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Chicago
George Levy, who was
in charge of the Indianapolis office
for Unity, is now connected with the
United Artists.
Claude R. Plough, formerly manager for Universal, has been appointed manager of the Robertson-Cole

Plough

office.

is

also interested in the

Hippodrome and
Hippodrome theaters.

Gayety

A new

Marlowe

exchange has opened, and

known

is

Tonighfs the Night

as

Inter-Continental

the

Film Co. It will release foreign films
only, and has 12 features on hand.

The Naked Truth

H. D. Charness has resigned from
Progress and is back with Goldvs'vn
a,ffain.

Herman Bland of the Wabash
Film Exchange was operated on last
week

for appendicitis.

L. P. Kramer has been appointed
exploitation manager of the Universal
office in

Kansas

City.

The annual dinner

"Foolish Wives" will start its run
the outlying theaters April 17th.
It will be shown for one week at the
Tivoli, Senate and Pantheon.
at

Lee-Bradford Sales
yesterday
Corp.,
Lee-Bradford
announced the following sales:
"Flesh and Spirit" to Myriad Pictures,
Xew York, for Greater New York and North.
N. J.; and to Wisconsin Film, Milwaukee,
"Cloudburst,"
for Wis., Minn, and Dakotas.
to Myriad Pictures, New York, for Greater
-New York and North. N. J. Southern States

of the

Harry Miller, who recently lost
the siglit of one eye through an accident caused by a woman patron of
the Windsor, is back on the job.

;

the Carolinas, Ga., Ala.
Webster Pictures, Syracuse, for
and Fla.
New York State exclusive of Greater New
York ; United Film Service, St. Louis, for

Atlanta,

Film,

for

Crescent Film, KanFedsas City, for Western Mo. and Kans.

Mo. and Southern

111.

;

;

Omaha,

Neb.
and to
Lake City, for
Superior Screen
Utah, Cal., Wyo. and N. M.
"The Unconquered Woman" to Superior Film Exchange,
PioPhila., for East. Pa. and South. N. J.
neer, Washington, (or D. of C, Md. and Va.
erated,

for la. and
Service, Salt

;

;

Premier Film, Charlotte, N. C, for the Carolinas; Parker Film, Dallas, for Tex., Okla.
Crescent Film, Kansas City, for
and Ark.
Federated, Omaha,
West. Mo. and Kans.
"The Way of a Man" to
for la. and Neb.
20th Century Film, Phila., for East. Penn.
and South. N. J.; Southern States Film, Atlanta, for N. and S. C, Ga., Ala. and Fla.;
Webster Pictures, .Syracuse, Xew York State
exclusive of Greater New York
Crescent
Film, Kansas City, for West. Mo. and Kans.;
Federated, Omaha, for la. and Neb.
Superior, Salt Lake, for Utah, Cal., Wyo. and
N. M.; and to Wist^onsin Film, Milwaukee,
for Wis., Minn, and the Dakotas.
"Branded"
to Southern Stales Film, Atlanta, for N. and
S.
C, Ga.. Fla. and Ala.; Stephens Film
Dist. Co., Xew Orleans, for Miss, and La.;
United Film Service, St. Louis, for Mo. and

Chicago man-

Harry Eichenlaub,

;

National, announces the
appointment of Clayton E. Bond,
city salesman of First National, and

ager

First

W. W. Brumberg,

Associated

Motion

cojntry salesman.

Beulah Livingstone, press agent for
is here doing press
work for "Smiling Throuph," which
is to open at the Chicago next week.

Norma Talmadge,

Picture Advertisers

;

;

;

;

Sooth.

West.

Oescent Film, Kansas City, for
111.
Federated, Omaha,
Mo. and Kans.
;

;

for la. and Neb.
Superior .Screen Service,
Salt Lake, for Utah, Cal., Wyo. and N. M.
and to Wisconsin Film, Milwaukee, for Wis.,

Joe Friedman

one of the proud-

is

exchangemen in the country this
week. Three of his features are havest

ing
is

The Chicago
Days,"
The

showing.
"School

a loop
playing

Castle "Charge It," and the

Randolph

run "Where Is My Wandering
Boy Tonight?" next week.

will

Fred Bartholomae, of the Crown,

Crown Point, Ind., with Mrs. Bartholomae is off on a three months' visit
with the old folks

in

HOTEL BILTMORE
Seven o'clock

Europe.

;

Minn, and Dakotas.

Two

".Serving

Masters"

to Southern States Film, Atlanta, for Ga.,
.Ma.. Fla. and N. and S. C.
United Film
Service, St. Louis, for Mo. and South. 111.
Crescent Film, Kansas City, for West. Mo.
and Kans.
Federated, Omaha, for la. and
Neb.
Superior .Screen Service, Salt Lake,
for Utah, Cal., Wyo. and N. M.; and Wisconsin Film, Milwaukee, for \Vis., Minn.
;

W. H. Cadoret, owner of three
theaters in Kankakee, 111., is about to
move cast for an indefinite stay. He
will put his theaters in charge of an
assistant manager.

;

;

and Dakotas.

Elfelt

Buys "High Stakes"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Los Angeles

— Clifford

S.

Elfelt, of

Metropolitan Prod., has purchased
screen rights to "High Stakes," by
It appeared
I-'arl Wayland Bowman.
in the American Magazine.

March 20 marked the beginning of
the lliird year of Superior Screen
Service, Inc.
Wallace

manager

Mayer
of

the

Screen
Superior
Weiss, president,
time to sales.

Hennie

Edelman

been

has
local

Service.
will give

is

made

office

of

Harry
all

his

handling

the

south side territory for Goldwyn.

Can you

afford to miss this?

1922
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The Truth About

News

Reels

-

-

-

You exhibitors who were present ten years ago
when the news reel made its first appearance
remember the persistency with which producers
forced scenes of ship launchings, baby parades and

Week

other such subjects into each issue.

week, month
reel

after

month, and year

after

after

year news

producers continued to feature these same

subjects

— baby

parades,

launchings,

ship

etc.

Even now the majority of news reels show week
after week these same listless subjects.
For lack
of REAL news they find it necessary.
Not so one
producer.

A

Lewis

short time ago

J.

Selznick de-

cided that after ten years of stand-stillness in the

news

reel field,

improvements were

He

in order.

decided to mould his news reel after the fashion of
the successful newspaper, publishing real, honest-

to-God news only.

That's

stands superior to

other

publishes

all

NEWS

while

why

news

its

Selznick

reels

News

— because

contemporaries con-

tinue to publish views of the

same

old parades

ship

why

Selznick

launchings.

unquestionably

is

That's

it

the World's Greatest

News

and

News
Reel.

^4 ^iMk-iEET

News

«RECOCMiZED

Authority

in

of the

Week

Headlines
Monday

XIX

Vol.

Sunday, March

No. 82

26, 1922

Price 25c

Tiiomas H. Ince and Mack Sennett understood to he
dickering with Hiram Ahrams on distrihuting- prop-

Copyright, 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

osition.

New York, N. Y., by
WID'S FILM AND FILM FOLKS, INC.
Dannenberg, President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and

Published Daily at 71-73

Joseph

Business Manager;

Entered

as

West 44th

J.

St.,

A. Cron, Advertising Manager

matter May 21, 1918, at the post
York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.

second-class

New

Pola Negri starts work for E. F. A. Joe May and
Dimitri Buchowetzki at work on new pictures.

Tuesday

at

office

(Postage free), United States, Outside of Greater New York,
Foreign, $15.00.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Terms

Allied Artists to be formed hy original "Big h'our" to

handle

productions of outside affiliations.
Elsie Ferguson to again produce for Famous Players.

communications to THE FILM DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y. Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Hollywood, California: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative:
Irving Mack, 808 South Wabash Ave.
London Representative
W. A. Williamson, Kinematograph Weekly,
85 Long Acre, London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de Clichy.
Representative
Internationale
Filmschau,
Central
European
Prague

Address

all

all

Some

productions

interesting

new

for

season

planned.

:

Many

entries expected in spring golf tournament, ten-

:

tatively scheduled for

:

May.

(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Wednesday
/Firrst National-Goldwyn deal in hands
Holding company may be formed.

Features Reviewed
Whitman Bennett

Page

United Artists Corp

Vera Gordon

Exhibitors' Fund, a

FAIR LADY

presents

2

YOUR BEST FRIEND

in

Harry Rapf Prod.—Warner

Ray

Chas.

Ray Prod.— Asso.

First Nat'l Pict..Page 5

BOBBED HAIR

in

—Paramount

Page

Realart

7

Corinne Griffith in

Page

^

Pictures,

Thursday
Will H. Hays addresses advertising men on humanizing post office. Rernarks may indicate ideas on film
improvements.

I

ISLAND WIVES
Page

12

THE CRADLE
Page

Paramount
in

liance with Graphic Film.

Eugene O'Brien completes Selznick
N. A. M. P.
in

Selig-Rorke Prod.— Asso. First Nat'l Pict. Page 13

Tom Mix

al-

contract.

No

re-

I.

to discuss

means

of thwarting film thefts

China.

9

THE ROSARY
Ethel Clayton in

form producing-distributing

state righters

Friday

Vitagraph
7

making adver-

newal.

THE GLORIOUS FOOL
loldwyn

unit,

Features to be handled later. W. H.
Clune and C. C. Craig interested.
Virginia censor board named.
Pauline Frederick to work on co-operative basis for

Twenty

Wanda Hawley

Los Angeles

3

AND WATER

GAS, OIL

in

lawyers.)

tising reels.

R-C

Bros,--State Rights

Page
Charles

of

'

14

UP AND GOING
Page

Fox

"Orphans

Page

''Pardoning the bad

is

Storm" held up

in

London. Fox holds

foreign rights.

Charles R. Rogers to handle R-C product in metropolitan district. Resigns as general manager of distribution.

Chicago exchanges deny having cut Illinois rentals, as
M. P. T. O. there previously claimed.
With return of Ben Blumenthal, status of Samuel
Rachmann in Hamilton Theatrical Corp. expected to
change.

Saturday
17

M.
Short Reels

of the

19

P. P. D. A. to hold annual

Petition in

bankruptcy

filed

meeting Monday.
against Pioneer.

injuring the good"—Benjamin Franklin.

THE

J^^

DAILV

Sicilian

Whitman Bennett

Vendetta

Theme

a certain insignia

presents

DIRECTOR

Webb

Rex Beach
Dorothy Farnum
Harry StradUng and Edward

Paul

WHOLE

AS A

Interesting story with vendetta

theme that

will hold

them unless they are very

observing and sense the ending
From Rex Beach's "The Net"; not at
all the sort of story you would associate with

STORY

his

name

DIRECTION

Satisfactory for the

works up good pitch

most part;

of excitement in climax

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Betty Blythe does good work
as Robert Elliott and Thurston Hall, hero and
villain respectively

as well

EXTERIORS

Few

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Correct
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
to avenge the death
America where the

Italian girl swears
of her fiance,

assassin

is

coming

to

eventually

stabbed

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
There

is

6,400 feet

one very bad give-away in this picture that
by anyone that is at all observing.

who

it, it not only discloses the
reached but also lessens the
interest in the incidents leading up to the conclusion.
The identity of the writer of threatening notes received
by Countess Margherita before her coming marriage
to Count Martinello is kept a mystery. The spectator
does not know who it is except that he signs himself
Cardi and wears an unusually large ring which bears

for those

ending long before

catch

it

is

Will Be the

More

Interesting

Box
This

is

an average entertainment that will

material.

If

in all

you know the desires

of

your pat-

rons especially well and think they will favor this type
of vendetta

make
Of

story particularly,

a special effort to put
course, there

is

it

it

Hall, in the eventually

would be well

to

over.

Rex Beach's name

is

Other than this ring there is nothing that
would indicate any suspicion connecting the names of
Caesar Maruffi (played by Hall) and that of the notorious Cardi. With this one exception the direction is
thoroughly satisfactory and the climax contains a
rather good thrill in the fulfillment of the vendetta.
The mob scenes are well done and bring the action up
Cardi.

to quite a pitch of excitement.
"P'air Lady" is very different from anything else
Rex Beach has written and not at all the sort that folks

will likely think it to be in view of his usual out-ofdoors atmosphere. Betty Blythe is a stately and pleasing Countess while Thurston Hall and Robert Elliott

Gladys Hulette becomes
the occasion and adds a comedy touch here

are well suited to their roles.
a blonde for

and there. Macey Harlam is a countryman who incites his fellowmen to see that justice is satisfied and
Cardi punished.
Margherita continues preparations for her marriage
to Martinello regardless of threatening notes received

from an unknown jealous suitor who signs himself
"Cardi." When Martinello is slain on the day set for
the ceremony, Margherita swears the vendetta.
She
refuses the consolation of Norvin Blake, who was with
her fiance at the time of the attack.
in

Some

time

later,

America, Margherita and Blake meet again.
Blake is assisting the New Orleans district attorney

locate the

now

notorious Cardi.

Maruffi, a prominent

Italian citizen, is attentive to Margherita.

By

acci-

dent she notices a ring worn by Maruffi and recognizes
the insignia which

is

the

same

as that

upon the Cardi

has received. How Maruffi turns out to be
Cardi and Margherita's servant satisfies the vendetta
by stabbing him, and Margherita and Norvin realize
letters she

their love for each other, completes the story.

if

They Don't Sense

the Ending

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

probability get by very nicely and contains good melo-

drama

Story

a conspicuous ring that immediately hints that he

will be detected

And

1922

disclosed role of villain, appears in the scene he wears

Kenneth

CAMERAMEN

26,

which he stamps upon each missive.

The second time Thurston

United Artists Corp.

SCENARIO BY

Rex Beach

of Latest

"FAIR LADY"

AUTHOR

Sunday, March

to use in con-

nection with the

by saying

title.

You might

arouse their curios-

from what he generBetty Blythe will be remembered and you
might mention her appearance in "The Queen of
Sheba."
In case they may have read the novel it
might be well to mention "The Net" from which "Fair
Lady" has been adapted. The title might have been
ity

that

it is

different

ally writes.

improved upon

for

box

office value.

THE
Sunday, March

san

DAILY

1922

26,

Typical Vera Gordon Story Should
Vera Gordon

in

Harry Rapf Prod.

—Warner Bros.

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

William Nigh
William Nigh
William Nigh

CAMERAMAN

Jack Diamond

WHOLE

Typical Vera Gordon mother-

AUTHOR
AS A

love stuff which should prove good box office
attraction

STORY

Another expression

of the mother-love

theme, although children are grown up.
the less emotional in

DIRECTION

None

its effect

Nigh has turned out another sucwork
Sometimes excellent. Again

cessful piece of

PHOTOGRAPHY
off

A

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Gives
your throat

SUPPORT

Dore Davidson excellent as old
bookkeeper, a life-long friend. Others unim-

even when they are breaking her heart witli tlieir selfisliness and cruelty, depict to a great measure of reality
the type of Jewish mother that has long been exemplified traditionally.

The

self-sacrifice of the

mother

apparent almost from the very beginning.
And
when the oldest son surprises her by bringing in his
wife and socially affected mother-in-law, you know
there are going to be a lot of things over which Vera
must eventually triumph. But how this is done and
how it works out to a very satisfactory and happy
conclusion is held in suspense excellently by Director
Nigh.
is

Unquestional:)ly the biggest kick in the picture

is

the sequence almost at the conclusion where the uppish wife, her gallivanting mother and her baby are

held as prisoners by the quarantine of the tenement

which Vera, the old bookkeeper and their servant
This sequence is worked out with a fine wallop,
first a laugh, then a tear.
Of course the end shows
the mother triumphant, the sons humble, the wife appreciating her mother-in-law and her own mother marin

live.

portant

EXTERIORS

Practically none

INTERIORS
two

all,

few very dark sequences

her usual splendid characterization
of a Jewish mother.
She will bring lumps in

DETAIL

Easily

tliere are very few
women presenting
mother characterizations who give as effective a performance as Vera Gordon. Certainly none of them
l)resent the Jewish mother as excellently.
Her mannerisms and expressions, her treatment of her son.s

After

"YOUR BEST FRIEND"

Go Over

Greater part of production shot in

one of which is rather effective
At times excellent. Titles carry punch

sets,

CHARACTER OF STORY
mother cry over

its

Will make every

All through the titles are very good and

some

are

Production values are of no particular importance, almost all of the scenes being
either in the living room of the East Side tenement or
in the West End Avenue apartment, the latter l^eing

especially "punchy."

realism

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,500 feet

When Vera Gordon

appeared in "Humoresque" she
started a lot of so-called "mother" pictures, most of
which fell by the wayside in comparison. And now
she appears in another, "Your Best Friend," and unless the average audience is a little tired of the socalled "home and mother" theme this one should go
over very well.

You Have Many Natural
Box

particularly well done.

Dore Davidson gives

a

mag-

performance as the old bookkeeper who is
member 6f the family. Belle Bennett at
times looks "pudgy." The rest of the cast are unim-

nificent

practically a

portant.

Excellent Aids to Put This

Over

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There is only one question as to the outcome of
"Your Best Friend" and that is, whether or not your
people have had too many "mother" pictures. If not,
you can safely take this one and with the exploitation
aid which the producers are using drive home these
two important facts that Vera Gordon presented one
of the first great mother roles seen in pictures in
"Homoresque" (and you can say she is just as excellent in this) and that William Nigh, the director, is
also responsible for "School Days," which is one of
:

the great successes of the season.

ried to a social butterfly.

The

title

lends

itself easily to
is

exploitation possibilities, one of which

the tie-up that can be

made with you

local savings

bank or any other banking
title in

institution by using the
connection with the saving of money. Every-

one knows the old expression that "the dollar

is

your

best friend," so the tie-up should h& easily put through.

you want

If

he

is

and

to feature the director

also responsible for

many

well

Four Years

in

"Why

known former
Germany."

you can add that

Girls

successes

Home"
including "My
Leave

—
Jfn International Film Service Co. Production

(

I

I

I

I

KATULEEN NORRIS
Directed by

ALBERT CAPELLANI
Featuring

Seena Owen- Gladys
Matt Moore
Alix

Leslie

fought the hardest battle of a
in her struggle to hold her husband
sister was "the other woman."

a perfect motion picture portrayal of
one of the greatest novels ever written about
marriage. It was a talked about novel for two years.

Within the walls of her own home an older girl,
whose heart had starved for love, faced, fought and
whipped her younger sister and held the man who
possessed the key to happiness.

Here, in its screen form, it represents the finest
work of an all-star cast; the ablest and best work of a
great director and the ablest technical achievement
since "Humoresque" of a great producing company.

Strickland

woman's life
and her own

RELEASING
WALTfcK E GilEENC,

^r.rJr,,

"Sisters"

CORPORATION
^

H

WAkkEN,

t'„t -hnuJeni

is
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Ray

26,

1922

Ray

—

Charles

AUTHOR

Ray

Richard Andres

SCENARIO BY

Not credited

CAMERAMAN

George Rizard
Very different from anything
else Ray has done; shrouded in deep mystery all
the way through

WHOLE

STORY

Somewhat confusing because

of lack of

information but gradually gains interest and
builds fine suspense

DIRECTION
but there

is

Puts the mystery over all right
none of the Ray humor in this one

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
In

Good
All right

a

new

role

will please his following

;

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

Satisfactory

Suitable

INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER OF STORY

Ray

as a garage

man-secret service agent rounds up band of
neutrality breakers

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Ray has

4,500 feet

tackled something totally different from

anything he has ever done

in

"Gas, Oil and \\"ater."

Instead of the familiar small town atmosphere with
Charlie playing the simple country youth, this time
slick

he's a

secret service

The most unusual

man.

the deep, ever present

feature of the story

is

that surrounds the

movements

of

all

mystery

the characters,

towards a climax where hero Charlie is ]>romoted for his fine work in rounding up a gang. Rut

l)uilding

all

and the unusual precautions taken to |)re\ent the spectator from getting any idea what it is all about.
Once more Ray does his t)\vn directing and one
mure he proves himself a better actor, though in this
his performance is jusl a shade less w^'ll done than us
>

He has gi\en

ually.

practically

his atlenlion

all

to

building up a grand suspense and as far as this is concerned he has succeedtd. P>ut in doing so h;* has rather

overstepped the bounds and left his spectator in more
complete ignorance than most of them will ajjpreciate.
There is little or no comedy and the romanc is ver\slight.

As

Suitable

Adequate

His Standard

to

is

what

of

First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

AS A

Up

nothing that gives a sufficiently definite idea
"the shootin' " has been for.
A letter written by the hero-detective indicates that
lie is in the secret service and sonicthiiig about vio
iating neutrality laws in one of the tilK s gives hut a
vague idea of why Charlie is on the trail of a certain
few. Probably a good many will e.\.i)ect ii to turn out
The ending is not satisfactory
a stoiy of bootleggers.
in view of the vast amount of mystery preceding it
there

in

WATER"

"GAS, OiL AND
Chas. Ray Prod. Asso.

tmsmammmj

Role and a Picture Not Quite

in a Different

Charles

>ilB^DAILY

man

the story opens Charlie

introduced as a ga.age

town located near the Mexican border.

a

in

is

tourist hotel

in

the vicinity

.\

the heai]<|uarters for

is

two men who excite the suspicion of Charlie, over
whose sh()]> hangs a sign reading: "Ceorge Oliver
Watson Gas, Oil, AVater." Susie, the owner's daughter, gives a good deal of her time to Hobart Rush, one
of the guests and one of the two sus])ecte<l by Charlie.
There follows a number of mysterious trips, s])ying

—

through

field glasses,

hiding behind doors, and a gen-

enough

eral variety of incidents that are easy

to fol-

low but they are apt to be disappointed with the denouement. One bit that deserves mention is the choice
of extras selected to represent tourists.

number

of exceptionally realistic

There are

and true-to

a

life ty])es.

Should Satisfy Generally Unless Ray Fans Take Exception
Box

Perhaps Ray's following
because

it

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

one very well

will like this

presents him in something verv

much

dif-

be a matter of individual judgment

will

^

'

from anything he has done.

the mysterious atmosphere of
niterest

it

all

And
will

-1

^,
t
as
whde
and prove very worth
,

suspense and holding their attention

Whether

r

very likely

arouse their

far as

«<-•
^
creatmg

you

concerned,

or not thev will be satisfied with the ending

r

feel

confident that they prefer

-r.

Ray

m
•

i

the

which has gained liim the admiration of so
many picture patrons, and think that this one will have
a tendency to lessen their interest in him. then judge
^
f
accordmgly. Possibly it would be better to see the
In all events, the title seems pretty fair
^^[^.^^^y^ flrst.
and the star's name, of course, should bring them in.
^^.^^

^^^

,

is

])rob-

all

'

If

ferent

in

^^^'

^^j^

f^

..

,

.

,

,

,

,

—

(

®

I

I

"A

The

smashing good melodrama.

"An

cast

absorbing photoplay, distinguished by
It will be a popular picture
wherever shown.
'Fair Lady' ought to do

The people act like real
without a flaw.
The best all-round romantic melopeople.
drama we have seen in a long time." Harriette Underhill, New York Tribune.

effective acting.

is

—

"A

One
picture thoroughly worth while.
of the best film attractions seen on Broadway
in some time.
Commands attention at the
start and holds the interest to the final fadeout. Not a dull moment.
Love interest is well
upheld; cast well chosen; direction beyond
criticism.
'Fair Lady' can be recommended as

teriors."

thrill.

intensity.

—New York

cast.

moving

New York

World.

picture dramia.
Noon actual facts.

A story based
human

particularly

appeal."

—Evening

"The picture is a good one; the story well
suited to the screen; has been skillfully done.
story of adventure and romance."
The

—

A

Globe.

"A stirring melodrama exceedingly well
Has
Will make the pulses quicken.
played.
a strong thread of romance. An exceptionally
Every
interesting as well as thrilling film.
player fits perfectly into the character."
Evening Mafl.

Love interest of
Sumptuous in-

Journal.

XJJhifman Jdenneff

thrilling

good

Martin,

Telegram.

—

on

"A
Has a

photo-dramatic entertainment. A picture that can only bring praise to all concerned
in its making."
R. W. Baremore, Morning
Telegraph.
"Thrill follows

—Quinn

tably

sterling

a high degree of

well."

pre^entj-

REXBEAQu
romance

bounded on
Directed by Kenneth

h/j-

famous novef

Webb

Scenario by Dorothy

3arnum

UNITED Ara^lXTr COI^POQATION
MAQY PICKrOHiD

•

CMAQLIC CHAPLIN

•

WiriAM ADriAMJ'

DOUGLAX TAIQCANKJ" D.VGQirriTM
•

•
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Poor Story Hampers Star and Direction
Wanda Hawley in
"BOBBED HAIR"
Realart

till

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

Thomas N. Heffron
Hector Turnbull

Harvey Thew

CAMERAMAN

William E. Collins
AS A
Mildly entertaining feature with
Greenwich Village art atmosphere
STORY
Rambling and not original. Depends
upon the titles to explain the action
DIRECTION
Not up to feature standard
PHOTOGRAPHY
Straight work. Some nice

WHOLE

locations

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Handicapped

All clear

by lack

of material

and thin

story

Adequate

INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Good
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl craves

romance

and joins an artist's colony where they read poetry and talk about the moon. After a few days of

humbug she
business man fiance

this kind of

is

ready to return to
4,491 feet

Director Heffron was given a big order when he
was asked to make a full length feature out of this

would only have made a two reel
comedy, and even then it would have lacked action.
For this reason every detail had to be stretched to its
limit, every situation had to be milked dry and pushed
to its farthest point and plenty of hokum slipped in to
story, that at best

Use

the Star's
Box

will attract

and the

Name

does not seem particularly suitable even
one time Wanda clips her curls. The story
does not enter into^the bobbed hair problem but merely
includes it as part of the artist's colony uniform, which
also includes Grecian smocks and sandals.
No further reference to the bobbing occurs in the production excepting that the cut hair in the waste basket
at

gives a clue to the hero.

The climax comes where

romance seeking girl
Grecian robes is a mar-

the

discovers that the fat poet in

man and

has two children. Resenting the fact
that he made love to her she is cured of art and high
I)ro\v poetry and is ready for the clinch with her busiried

ness

man

Many wordy

lover.

titles

are

scattered

throughout the picture and help clog the action and

star has quite a fol-

lowing and her name should be used in announcing
If your audience is average and not
too critical you can probably please a good majority
with this one. But it is not very likely that it will
satisfy a discriminating public.

picture contains

In the cast William P. Carleton plays the role of the

and William Boyd the part of the young
The players include Adele Farrington, Leigh Wyant and Ethel Wales.
The story opens showing the romantic young girl
grfeatly impressed by the splendor of the moon and
futuristic poet

matter-of-fact banker.

because her lover does not see

some comedy

bits

that can

Just mention those which you

think your people will like but don't

it

the

same way

as

she does, she rejects his engagement ring and seeks

Her

aunt, angered by this move,

but she escapes through the window and
chum in the artist's colony. Here a poet,
who by the way is the only male member of the colony, holds daily communion with the muses and is
idolized by the girls. The heart sick girl meets him
locks her

in,

joins her

on the

and love follows until she discovers that
he is married. In the meantime her true lover has
followed her and is ready to take her home.

But

l:)each

Make No Promises

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

this production.

stand talking about.

hard to carry-on

title

seclusion in her room.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

The

tries

delay the situations.

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

title

Wanda Hawley

seriously handicapped by lack of material.

The

SCENARIO BY

The

is

though

AUTHOR

her

the gaps.

but

make

a fuss

about

and be careful not to promise too much in the way
of an entertainment.
You can also mention some of the star's former productions, "Her Sturdy Oak," "A Kiss in Time" and
"Too Much Wife." Stills of the star and an attractive
lobby display should help interest them. A catchline
might read "If 3-ou are thinking of bobbing your hair
it

:

better see the picture
in

'Bobbed Hair'

first.

Wanda Hawley

at the blank theater."

will play

—

—

Too

Many
Cooks
"Too Many Cooks Spoil the Pictures" says George
Randolph Chester in an article in last week's Saturday
Evening Post, dated March 18th.
have no desire to become a circulation booster for
the esteemed Saturday Evening Post, which doesn't
need my help; nor is Mr. Chester in need of my serI

vices as a press agent.

But
itor in

were possible for every exhibread "Too Many Cooks Spoil the

do wish that

I

America

to

it

Pictures."

director, film cutter, title writer

patch or two until the result
crazy quilts are not art.

he has completed reading the article the exknow why BIG PICTURES are such a
rrrity, why it is only an ACCIDENT that brings a
big picture forth from "fillum-factories."

Also

—and

MAY

BREAK

—

For three years
great directors

I

have been associated with two

CREATORS — serving

BALANCE WHEEL,
FORCE that brought

the
all

as the

COORDINATING

these factors together in

harmony.

When

hibitor will

contributing a

a crazy quilt

Somewhere in Mr. Chester's cycle of those who have
a hand in splicing together the factory-made picture
there
be a real CREATOR. But what chance
has he? Fore and aft of him are others with opportunities equal to his to make or
the picture.
You're right usually they break it.

— REAL

Mr. Chester is talking about the way in which factory-made pictures are produced, the method of operation of the unwieldy mammoth picture organizations.

— each

is

Next year,

WITH THREE GREAT DIRECTORS,

going to make twelve pictures, and my job here
is the same
working shoulder to shoulder with the
creator, wielding all the elements of picture-making
into a perfect whole, seeing to it that there is no danger of having "TOO
COOKS SPOIL THE

am

I

—

MANY

When

the exhibitor has completed that article he
will know that BIG PICTURES will be made under
t^he method of operation for my Direct Booking and
Profit Sharing Plan.

PICTURES."
I can do this because I have eliminated from my
plans the expensive studio overhead that makes factory methods necessary I have eliminated the middle;

Factory-made pictures are patch-work pictures; the

BIG PICTURE

is

a

CREATION.

It's

making

is

a

CREATOR'S JOB.
And

man "magnate," who must work by machine methods
because he knows no other way I am working directly
;

with the

PARTNERSHIP

again

When

CREATOR.

he has completed that article the exhibitor
will understand
JOB is in the production of pic-

MY

tures.

—

Mr. Chester tells of the cycle it might almost be
caPed the murderous cycle througli which a picture
passes.
Author, scenario editor, continuity writer,

—

1540

BROADWAY

makes this all possible. Just as
two factors in this business that count,
EXHIBITOR and the CREATOR, so, in my plan
two interests that must be considered,
EXHIBITOR and the CREATOR.

there are only
the
are there only
the
If

you want to know all the details of the Direct Booking
and Profit Sharing Plan write me today.

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Bryant 4364
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!

Jinn

-

Has

a

Bad

Start But Develops Into Bright

"THE GLORIOUS FOOL"

\

'V

^

Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

E.

AUTHOR

Mason Hopper

Hawks

G.

J.

CAMERAMAN

Mescall

John J.
Develops into pleasing comedy
feature after getting off to fairly slow start
Unusual atmosphere for comedy roSTORY

AS A

the opening scenes.

.

.

.

WHOLE

mance that may be
some to appreciate

DIRECTION

just a trifle too realistic for

much

at first

It nally

Very good
Good

PLAYERS

Helene Chadwick
Richard Dix a pleasing hero
pany quite adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

a suitable
;

nurse;

supporting com*

All right
Realistic

Usually correct
Nurse marries man

CHARACTER OF STORY

dying; he recovers and after various complications they are- happy
she believes

is

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
It is a

5,392 feet

most unusual and wholly unexpected atmo-

sphere that Mary Roberts Rinehart has selected for
A hospital is about the last
this romantic comedy.
place anyone would anticipate as the background for
a

humorous entertainment.

mon combination

of facts

But despite this uncomand situations, E. Mason

Hopper has brought out the bright side of the story
satisfactorily and as a whole the feature offers a rather
There are times when the director has gone in a
too "heavy" for realism. This is especially so in

little

Quite Likely
Box

The

it

"The Glorious Fool"

ought

elsewhere.

to

so

if

It is

that

possible,

is

any

cri-

prove satisfactory entertainment

Perhaps the novelty of a comedy occur-

them

inter-

unusual enough certainly to arouse their

curiosity and get

them

in to see

occa-

a trolle\

some

of them, espe-

car and takes an old

lady to her destination.
latter reels are

composed

of incidents follow-

tlie recovery of the patient the pretty nurse had
married because she thought he was dying and it

ing

would make

his last moments happy.
Richard Dix
convincing and a pleasing convalescent lover, while
Helene Chadwick does well as the nurse. Some of the
close-ups of her are not particularly good. The photography generally is first rate and production values
up to the usual Goldwyn standard.
Story
Billy Grant, wealthy and reckless, jilted by
his society sweetheart who fears he cannot resist the
temptation of alcohol, determines to go to the dogs
thoroughly. He drives a trolley car into a motor truck
and wakes up in a hospital bed. Told that he cannot
is

:

persuades Jane Brown, his nurse, to marry
him so that his scheming relatives will not inherit his
money. To satisfy the dying man she agrees. Billy
recovers and falls genuinely in love with Jane, but
realizes he must give her her freedom. Billy is about
to go home when he learns Jane, just after winning her
live, Billy

nurse's cap, faces expulsion because she

She

is

Billy proves she

was on

was out

after

a mission of mercy.

about to be reinstated but prefers to remain Mrs.

Billy instead.

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

ring in a hospital will be sufficient to get
ested.

is

Otherwise the hospital atmo-

realistic.

where he mans

Will Please

Capitol audience seemed to be thoroughly well

pleased with
terion

It

over

Detail in this respect

plan to "go to the dogs" offers

hours.

pleasing entertainment.

like to

sphere does not appear to detract from the humorous
situations that gradually develop into good bright
comedy containing rather a good lot of laughs. Hero's

The

LIGHTINGS

who

their entertainment.

but works out quite satisfactory

PHOTOGRAPHY

doesn't get the picture off to

Then, too, there aren't very many
view a pubHc ward even when it's
case of necessity, much less have it included as part

,^)eople

cially

Stresses detail too

It

Piece

a very good start.

Mary Roberts Rinehart

SCENARIO BY

Comedy

how guch

a thing

is

The Goldwyn press sheet contains a good suggesOne
tion that can be worked effectively with stills.
offers
tiea
shows Richard Dix shaving. The picture
There are other similar tie-ups
Be sure to say that it is a Mary Roberts
offered.
Rinehart story and the featured players, Helene Chadwick and Richard Dix, might be mentioned, especially
if you played "Dangerous Curve Ahead," in which they

up with safety razors.

appeared.

CJ4r ExKihitor

mm^{\m\\
Is

A Box- Office ATTRAcnohf with a

Title

which Lends

Itself to Unusual

^kirjmwMmm
.

"WHY

Now We

GIRLS LEAVE HOME"

Offer You

Vera Gordon
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PowerFul

Drama

Elaborately Produced

Backed by Oar hk

NATIONAL Advertising Campaign
iir^

Produceci by

HARRY RAPF

Directed by

WILLIAM NIGH
Distributed by

WARNER
BROS
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Star and Pleasing Atmosphere Compensate for Rather FamiHar Story

"ISLAND WIVES"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

Webster Campbell

AUTHOR

Bob Dexter

SCENARIO BY

William B. Courtney

CAMERAMAN
AS A

W.

WHOLE
ly

Arthur Ross

Rather conventional piece great-

enhanced by delightful tropical atmosphere

STORY

Will probably appeal to

goers despite

its

DIRECTION

many

unconvincing twists

Splendid pictorial values; quite

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

Good
great deal of personal appeal about her

SUPPORT

RockclifFe Fellows, Charles

bridge, as "heavy"

Trow-

and hero respectively, ade-

quate; others suitable

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Attractive

Obviously studio

affairs

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Wife rescued from

tropical island marries her rescuer believing her

husband dead.
and returns

Learns ceremony was

to island

and

finds

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
It isn't a

very

new

idea that

illegal

husband

About

5,000 feet

Bob Dexter thought up

Wives." In fact it comes very nearly
"formula" class with some of the other
familiar ones such as the eternal triangle, the officer

for his "Island

being

of the

in the

Northwest Mounted,

etc.

But

There are several particuand the photography, which is exanother good feature.
The interiors are

pleasing pictorial appeal.
larly pretty shots
cellent,

is

good but the painted drops used outside the windows
are a bit too obvious especially where the ocean is
"painted."
Otherwise production values are all up
to standard.

picture-

even throughout and generally satisfactory

LIGHTINGS
A
STAR

Vitagraph has succeeded in making a picture that
will probably jjlease a great many.
In the first place the director has secured a first
rate tropical atmosphere that gives it a thoroughly

this

Corinne Griffith in

in spite of all

A

common, but not always

method of writing sub-titles is used in "Island Wives."
Each title is separated by a few dots between each
word or group of words. The result is a strain on
the e\ es and necessitates a second reading of the caption in order to grasp the meaning. This idea is all
very well where they wish to separate disconnected
thoughts but in many cases here there is no reason
for sei)arating them.
Corinne Griffith plays the island wife with considerable charm and later, in some smart clothes, her personal appeal and physical attractiveness put her in a
class with a few others such as Gloria Swanson. RockclifJe Fellows switches from hero parts to "heavy" for
the occasion. Edna Hibbard plays a small part, that
of an island girl.
Barney Sherry, capable of better
things, has the minor part of a captain.
Hitchens, a rich man, picks up Elsa Melton on the
shore unconscious where she fell trying to escape, a storm.
He takes her aboard his yacht
and tells her her husband, Jimmy, has been
drowned. Hitchens and Elsa are married but later she
learns the ceremony was illegal and that Hitchens
had lied about her husband. She goes back to the
island where she finds Jimmy, is forgiven and they
decide to go back to the city to live.
fairly

satisfactory,

Talk About the Pictorial Values and the Star
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

In view of the tropical

atmosphere and the appeal
you can probably get this over nicely without hearing many comebacks with regard to the story.
There are unconvincing twists that won't escape any

of the star

way critical audience but they will likely be willing to overlook them for the sake of the other good
features "Island Wives" has to offer.

half

If

you know your patrons favor Corinne

much

the better.

You can do

a

little

Griffith, so

extra talking

them about her rescue and the marriage at sea
that turned out to be illegal. The title is a good one
and Vitagraph has some attractive stills and posters
that can be used to good advantage. Catchlines and
and

tell

suggestions for exploitation are readily available,
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Sta^e Play Provides Rather Effective Story for Screen

"THE ROSARY"
Selig-Rorke Prod.

—Asso. First Nat'l

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE
its

certain improvisions that

Pict.

Jerome Storm
Edward E. Rose
Bernard McConville
Edward Linden

AUTHOR
AS A

Bernard McConville has adapted the stage

A

satisfactory entertainment of

type that works out to melodramatic finale

STORY

Has some

human

and
attractive atmosphere; works to rather good
effective

interest

but familiar conclusion

DIRECTION

Excellent in the selection of types
for various roles; just a bit slow getting started

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good
Good

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

A

well balanced cast with several

Lewis Stone,
Robert Gordon and Jane Novak three principals
individually fine performances;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good

make

it

i)lay

with

more applicable

to

the needs of the screen and Jerome Storm has pro-

vided a

first

rate production.

The most notable

result

however, is his selection of a cast. No
Every
better choice could probably have been made.
one rings true to life. Bert Woodruff as Cap'n Mather
contributes only one of several splendid characterizations.
When he reads the will of the late Ichabod
of his efforts,

Wright there is hardly room for improvement in his
work.
Dore Davidson as the Hebrew merchant is
Wallace Beery is convincing as the villain,
while Lewis Stone as Father Brian Kelly also does
\ ery good work.
excellent.

The

story

interest

is

just a trifle slow getting started init the

gradually centered and sustained

throughout.
or twice

is

A

where

little
it

is

])retty well

cutting would speed it up once
needed, just prior to the climax.

plots with fisher-pirate to destroy the inherit-

is needed in view of the old situation where one
word from the heroine would bring the story to a
close.
It is a familiar twist and should be gotten over
a little more quickly. The rather unoriginal thrill of
blowing up a factory with close-ups of the clock indi-

ance of another but

cating the time creeping along within a minute of the

All right

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Disinherited

nephew

fails

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,045 feet

There are a good many people who will like just
such a picture as "The Rosary" inasmuch as it contains a fairly good variety of entertaining elements
and the story presents characters who about live up to
Even
the things an audience will expect of them.
though this fact brings about a certain obviousness
of development, it does satisfy them sometimes to
have things turn out as they expect, or at least it
would seem so with a story such as "The Rosary."
No other ending than the one expected would be suitable nor half as effective.

Title Should
Box

Have

a

It

hour is used to work up suspense and it is effectenough despite its age.
Wright had left his spendthrift nephew, Kenward.
out of the will and Bruce Wilton, a faithful employee,
fatal

ive

along with the
for Kenward
misfortune
Wright fortune. A further
was the fact that Vera Mather was engaged to Bruce.
Kenward joins forces with McTavish, a ruffian, to
compete with Bruce's cannery. Father Kelly, Capt.

had inherited the canning factory

buy him

but he
refuses. Complications pile on but they are gradually
cleared away through the death of Kenward.

Mather and the merchant

offer to

off,

Good Drawing Power

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Undoubtedly the title in this case will be one of
your best exploitation angles. Give it all the prominence you can. The stage play has long been a popular number with stock companies and no doubt a
good majority of your patrons have seen it some time
or other. The fact that the story has been augmented
for the screen won't be apt to cause any disappoint-

If they like melodrama you might talk about the
climax and tell them about the tragic death of the
villain when his machine runs off a bridge in a storm.
Talk about the cast and promise them some good acting.
Stills in the lobby should attract attention and
catchlines serve to further their interest if played up
with the title. A good musical accompaniment will

ment.

help put

it

over to better advantage,
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Fine Sympathy and Parent Love in Ethel Clayton's Latest
Ethel Clayton in

"THE CRADLE"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

Paul Powell
Eugene Brieux
Olga Printzlau

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Hal Rosson

WHOLE

Another suffering wife role for
the star; well acted and given good production
STORY
Creates a splendid sympathy for the

The story, from Eugene Brieux's stage play, would
have been rather an ordinary piece but for tiie splendid
sympathy it creates for the child of two divorced people and the rather forceful way in whirh her position
is brought out.
The child is excellently ])ortrayed l)y
little Mary Jane Irving.
She is well suited to the part
and always quite natural. Director Powell has handled the story to good advantage all the way through
and especially with regard to bringing out the efifect
of divorce

child of divorced parents; otherwise not original

DIRECTION

Very good; brings out

the posi-

tion of the child particularly well

PHOTOGRAPHY

First rate

LIGHTINGS
STAR
SUPPORT,
dith,

Good

Convincing and pleasing as usual
Adequate; includes Charles MereAnna Lehr and Walter McGrail; Mary

Jane Irving a pleasing child player

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Good
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

reunited
4,698 feet

happy

wife, but this time, unlike

"Her

Own

Money,"

she is partly to blame for her unhappiness. The star
has a faculty for making this particular type role thoroughly convincing and her wistful expression with just
a shade of sadness in
to her

performance.

as the wife of Dr.

Has

seems to lend a certain reality
She will be found fully pleasing
it

Harvey

in

"The Cradle."

by herself when it comes to playing the
])art of the unhappy wife and doing it convincingly.
She will be well liked for her work in "The Cradle."
The mother love theme can alst) be talked about to attract them.

not

Charles Meredith does good work as the doctor-husband, but is a trifle too juvenile in appearance for the

Anna Lehr

part.

is

attractive as "the other

woman"

and Walter McGrail sensible as "the other man."

Margaret Harvey learns that her husband
giving more time to one of his patients, Lola Forbes,
Story

is

:

When

accused he admits being
tired of his wife's "petty economies" and they agree
upon a divorce despite the great love they each have
for their little daughter, Doris. The law gives the child
to each for six months.
Margaret's new husband,
Courtney Webster, objects to the child and the doctor's wife, Lola, frightens her into an illness which
brings the parents together and to a realization that
they still love each other. Webster steps out in favor
of the doctor and Lola transfers her affections to another, permitting the reunion.

Good Reception

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Because of the genuine sympathy which they cannot
help but feel for the little girl you are quite likely to
satisfy them with "The Cradle" as a story, and of
course, added to this, you have Ethel Clayton, who is
in a class all

that are

waste of time.

Points of Appeal That Should Secure a
Box

of the story

quite as effective as the one to which the director has
given his best attention and upon which the interest
is centered, for example, the fact that the wife, after
divorcing her husband, marries an old sweetheart
merely for the sake of having a home for a child. The
happy ending is reached logically and without much

than she requires.

Ethel Clayton runs true to form in "The Cradle"
with another story providing her with the role of un-

child.

There are other angles

Doctor and wife

divorced and each remarried are
through the illness of their child

upon the

Catchlines with regard to divorces will readily interest

them.

Say: "See what happens

the parents are divorced.
fine

example
is

more

little

to a

a

of this situation.

child

is

the

when

'The Cradle' contains a very
Ethel Clayton's latest

at the blank theater."

picture

to the child

means

how once

of bringing happiness

husband and wife estranged.

Cradle,' starring Ethel Clayton."

Or, "See

It

happens

in

'The

,:loreaceVidor has achieved
stardom. From her success in
lying' Lips' to her triumph in
'Hail the Voman! the charm and
superb artistry of this beaut-

voman

shone forth vith
ever- increasing brilliancy. Her
iful

has

Associated

hour has come.

ixhibitors proudly proclaims

Florence Vidor a star
right

and announces

~ her stellar

in

her

the first of

vehicles.

6^.*^

own

Jl#

.

HOSE who

believe

that the revitalization
of the

MoR Picture

strength of theme, the

is its

compelling sincerity of its
acting and the fkwlessness
of

its

production are finding

DISTINCTIVE
every

^e

reproduce herewith one

pictures in

way worthy of the name

ofthe most remark-

able advertisements in moving picture historij:

Itisbut another evidence to us that the.
DISTINCTIVE IDEA ofmotion-picture
making is taking a firmer hold each day. . .

Distinctive 7>i?oductions, INC.
366 AlADISON AVEMUE-

NEW VOR.K

n

Some
"The Adventures

Type

of

of

Robinson Crusoe"

production

Short Reels
—Universal
chapter

18

serial

you to his master 'Robinson Crusoe.' " Play up the pirates
and cannibal stuff and you should have no trouble getting
them in.

"Robinson Crusoe" touches a high water mark of serial
It follows closely the program that Universal

"The High Sign"— Buster Keaton— Metro

production.

set for itself at the

beginning of the season

provides a chapter play

full

of thrills

and

—a

at

program that
the same time

showings before school children. To accomplish
end history was drawn upon for the first two offerings.
"Winners of the West" and "\Vith Stanley in Africa." This
time, however, the source is literature, and the offering is
filled with clean adventure and wholesome romance.

suitable for
this

The

screen

version

follows

the

closely with the exception of a

well

known book very

few minor additions.

These

are cleverly inserted and do not in the least injure the spirit

the original.
Not only does Robinson Crusoe find his
good man Friday on the lonely island, but he also discovers
a mysterious white girl and a secret city.
In the first two
episodes the action is composed of thrilling fights with Moors
and pirates. In the second chapter a very realistic storm at
sea wrecks the ship on the rocks and lands the ingenious
adventurer on the island.
Here he fights the elements of
nature, the beasts of the forest and large bands of cannibals.
of

Harry Myers plays Crusoe and Noble Johnston leads the
Gertrude Olmstead plays the part
as "Man Friday."
of Crusoe's English sweetheart, and later the mysterious white
girl in the secret city.
Josef Swickard, Gertrude Claire and
Harry Myers
Percy Pembroke all do attractive work.
develops the character of Crusoe with some good acting and
splendid fight scenes. In many spots his work is better than
cast

he has ever done before.

Robert Hill directed this serial and gave it as much attenand detail as is usually given a high class feature. He
has kept his story in the foreground and planted his action
The costumes, history, ships and
in picturesque locations.
tion

other properties are all true to the period represented.
The
Bell Clifton and provided for
scenario was written by

Emma

a

and a thrill at the climax of each
photography was done by Charles

deal of suspense

good

chapter.

Extra

clear

Kaufman.
As a whole "The Adventures

It
is

Robinson Crusoe"

is

along feature standards, with

should not be very difficult to put this one over, for it
one of the best and cleanest chapter plays of the
Tell

them

Robinson Crusoe
of "Connecticut Yankee

that the part of

by Harry Myers, the star
Arthur's Court." Appeal directly
invite

the

Use man
Have some of

teachers.

sand to attract.
the sidewalk near your

played

is

in

King

to the school children

and

on

the

Friday's

footprints

these footprints painted on

house, but be sure that
point as though they were leading to your door.
to:

2

reel

comedy

Keaton spent considerable pains on his newest, but it
the punch that has put over his newer series.
"The
High Sign" is much weaker than Keaton's last one, "The

lacks

Boat."

The

chief idea

High Sign"

of

humor which Keaton employs

in

"The

which
culminates in a shot showing the four rooms of a house
through which the chase occurs, and which is exceedingly
similar to the presentation of the same idea by Douglas Fairbanks several years ago, when the camera was placed to
catch all four rooms in the same sort of a shot. The only
difference is that it was new, original and exceedingly funny
when Doug did it, and the Keaton idea is somewhat tame
is

trick

doors and trick

in

and out

stuff,

comparison.
is an
exceedingly funny situation, however, which
brought a big laugh at the Capitol when Buster, with the
aid of a long cord, a dog, a bone and a trick trigger arrangement which he works with his foot, manages to give the effect
that every time he uses the rifle in the shooting gallery that
he hits the bull's eye. This is done, of course, to attract a
crowd. What really occurs is that when he pulls the trigger,
the cord is pulled, the dog is compelled to jump for the bone,
and when he does this the bell automatically rings. This is
all right until a cat appears, when the dog breaks away from
the cord to chase the cat and although Buster keeps on shooting, the bell never rings.
This comedy will go over all right where Keaton, through
his recent productions, has made a big hit.
Your crowd
will say that he is not as good in this as in the others, but
on the other hand, the standard maintained has been so
high that Keaton may be entitled to slip once in a while.
in

There

a

easily

year.

of production

"'Tis the Bull'— Christie— Educational
of

an excellent cast
It needs no
and a story that appeals to young and old.
introduction, for the book is famous the world over, and
has been so for many years. It has the distinction of being
the very first novel written in the English language, and its
popularity is undying. The picture holds the attention from
the start and carries you along with it, making you feel that
you are a part of the adventurous Crusoe expedition. The
loneliness of the island rnd the difficulties to be overcome are
Added to the above you have some
very well suggested.
animal interest, good photography and plenty of thrills.
built

serial

Type

"Follow the footprints of 'Man Friday,'

who

the

toes

Ask them
will lead

Type

of

production

2 reel

comedy

The scenes of this very amusing comedy ar; laid in Mexico,
where the National sport is throwing the bull and the ladies
Large sets and many extras appear
are dark and Spanish.
omedy. The comedy business
in some of the scenes of this
He makes many
links an American with the bull ring.
attempts to escape from fighting the bull, but is finally
Lots
forced into the ring and faced with the horned beast.
First the bull fighter runs the bull a
of good fun follows.
Then he tries riding the bull and finally he takes hold
race.
of the tail and is pulled around the ring and across the
border out of Mexico. Not only are the situations funny, but
comedy acting is the very best Christie has yet produced.
The costumes are very Spanish and give a note of burlesque
the

Besides this appear Mexican soldiers, a
some amusing business along the
and
"heavy"
beauties provide a sprinkling
Spanish
or
two
One
border.
bull fighters from a ringside
on
the
and
urge
interest
love
of
box. A great improvement has taken place during the past
few months in this series of comedies. Some of the recent
productions, like "Oh Promise Me," "A Barnyard Cavaliei"
to

the production.

general

—

9

1

Short Reels
can easily take first place in the comedy
They are full of life, spirit and good natured humor
and break away completely from the old bathing-girl type
Added to this the comedy gags are very well
of comedy.
" 'Tis the Bull,"

development and

peculiarities

small bugs and
photography en-

uijon

the

field.

other

insects.

handled and are certain
any audience. The fun

the detail and explains the action of the creatures.
Enlargements of the (r;.b spider, thistle bug, small moths
and parasites appear in turn. Some interesting examples of
camouflage and instinct are recorded in this very instructive

and

to please
is

and provoke laughter from

clean throughout.

Type

of production

reel

1

magazine

This number marks the third anniversary of Pathe Review.
this number the scope of the Review is widened, the
selection more varied and special attention given to subject

splendid

of

microscopic

larges

"Inhabitants of a

reel.

Pathe Review No. 149

Some

Hedgerow"

is

a scientific reel

that

will be enjoyed by an academic audience, and prove invaluable
It is a little too technical for
for non-theatrical showings.
the average audience, but would do well as a filler before a
critical audience that are not dazed by a few Latin names
and enjoy instructive reels.

With

A special
matter of an instructive and entertaining nature.
unique comedy section is accomplished by photographic
This is a process that transdistortions of the human face.
forms and caricatures without the aid of pen and ink. The
camera lense twists the faces and makes them appear as
The effects are very
though they were of India rubber.
amusing and laughable. Under the caption of "The Four
Footed Derrick" scenes in India illustrating how a large
elephant moves huge logs and piles them with almost human
At the command of his driver the beast will
intelligence.
log and carry this half-ton weight for quite
desired
the
lift up
to save energy he will push the log
Sometimes
distance.
a
along the soft ground with his foot. These scenes in India
The slow
are instructive and entertaining at the same time.
motion section illustrates some details of the feeding of
trout

the

at

New

come up and

The fish
Jersey State Fish Hatchery.
out of the keeper's hand.
Slow motion

eat

brings out the details of these shots. You see the fish leave
the water and snatch at the meat held in the keepers' hand.

show how a fish develops from the
growth are clearly illustrated in this
The usual Pathe colored travel shots are
scientific chapter.
included in this number, which is certainly one of the very
Its interest is varied and the
best that has yet been issued.
subjects are unusual in character and entertainment value.
Another

series of flashes

All stages of his

egg.

Urban Movie Chats No. 8"

"Official

Type

— Hodkinson

production

of

reel

1

—not

The

restrain

to

remains of the large open

air

history

strange

that

seating 87,000.

The

division

animal,

little

tiny ball of cork

on

included

this

are

Message:
just

'round

in

"Word
the

his raised

hard

—

Several other divisions

with a Rotary
buy what you need. Prosperity is
closes

corner."

"Inhabitants of a

Type

legs.

number which

Hedgerow"

of production

Here is another
Smith of London.

— Kineto

Review
1

reel scientific

reel recorded by Prof. F. P.
This time the attention is concentrated

scientific

turns

that

Ingersoll watch.
The town jeweler tells him that the stone
worthless.
In the meantime a reporter from the "News"

is

sister.
He discovers the two crooks and
Not only does he get back Ted's money,
but he also manages to return the stone to the Hindu sect
and receive a large reward. A flash back shows how the
jewel was stolen from the breast of a Hindu idol, and the
reward was offered for its return because of its sacred value.
Ted gets his money back, the landlord has his mortgage

Ted's

visiting

is

them

beats

up.

the reporter wins the girl and the crooks go to jail.
ends well.
The situations are amusing and will please
The Hindu ending comes as a surthe average audience.
The offering is
prise, but will please the great majority.
well balanced in regard to action, direction and detail.
Besides this it offers a western that is without gun play
paid,

All

stuff.

"Mutts"

Century

—Universal

create

shows some amusing close-ups of
the ant-eater, and some intimate
The industrial
shots of the hippopotamus eating his desert.
shots are focused on the powder puff, and the biological
section shows how a fly can be turned into a juggler by
sticking him upside down on a bit of fly paper and placing a
natural

a sort of

is

story

reads:

citizens

theater

2 reel western

O. Henry twist given to the ending of
everything for the good, and covers
The story deals with a young fellow
a multitude of sins.
and his mother and sister. They have but seven hundred
dollars, while they require a thousand to pay off the mortgage.
The landlord refuses to accept part payment, and young Ted
takes the money to return to the bank.
In town he meets
two confidence men who sell him a diamond as large as an

There

this

Type

section then

travel

of production

and cowboy

in their freedom of
shows the ruins of Rome,
which include the Triumphant Arch of Constantine and the

contentment

Type

—Universal

magazine

The foreword to this number of the Movie Chats
"Law is intended to establish peace, bring happiness,
action."

"Trickery"

"Mutts"
ing.

2 reel animal

of production

The

is

the

title

and no one can say that

it

is

mislead-

story deals with dogs, the actors are dogs, and

the business and

whole picture

is

comedy
filled

is

handled by dogs.

In

fact,

all

the

with dogs, two reels of dogs, or about
Brownie, who is advertised as

seventy-five by actual count.

the

"Century Wonder Dog,"

early scenes of this

Cafe."
to

the

takes

the

leading

role.

The

canine offering are laid in the "Poodle

In this dog cafe the characters from the jazz band
headed ladies are all dogs.
Brownie is chief-

curly

He grabs the drunken mutts by
and bouncer.
side walk.
At
bounces them out on to the
midnight, to keep within the law, he locks up the cafe and
goes home. While he is asleep one of the bum mutts sets
fire to his house and before long the whole block, including
the hound's hotel is ablaze. The fire department rushes upon
the scene, open their nets, and save the women and children
first.
Some clever animal work is included in this dog picIn its present form
ture which will please a great majority.
it seems long, but a little cutting will greatly improve it and
bartender

the neck and

tend to hold the interest better.

Mr. Exhibitor:
When You Book

DAYS TO LIVE

"FIVE
Directed by

Norman Dawn

Starring Sessue

Hayakawa

Garrett Elsden Fort Co-Adaptor of Scenario
You'll

know why

"This picture

We

is

want more

this live

Exhibitor said:

Made money on

good and took very well.
like

from

this

Sessue Hayakawa.

this

Attendance;

one.

great.''

Harold E. Clouse, Hollywood Theatre, Highwood, Minnesota.
Distributed

by

When You

Play

"THE CALL OF HOME"
Asst. Director Joseph

Louis Gasnier Special
You'll

know why Harrison

said

Distributed

it

Rothman

was a 100%

Picture.

by

When You

See

"FRENCH HEELS"
Directed by Edwin L. Hollywood

Starring Irene Castle
You'll

know why

it

unanimous endorsement from every
Trade Publication.

received

Distributed by

HODKINSON

Screen adaptations of the above as well as over one hundred origmal stories
and continuities of wholesome mterest and box office pulling power, by

EVE UNSELL

rtiB^-';'

<-s^

1^

I

ADOLPH ZUKOFL

presents

DOROTHY

D ALTON
in

The Crimson
Challenge
And

A. FIGHTING woman!

played by Dorothy Dalton

teems and tingles with

The great

Yi

woman

In a picture that

thrills.

cast includes Jack Mower

Frank Campeau.

The

mous novel by Vingie

^

!

that

' '

story

E.

is

and

from the

fa'

Roe.

Marie Dix, and directed by
Paid Powell.

Scenario by Betilah

Ct Cparamount Q>i€ture
fc'iFAMOUS PIAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION

;

:

:

!

:

7Ae BRADSTREET
o/' FILMDOM

;S^^RE(OGMIZED

AUTHORiTY
FORMERLY

XIX

^ol

No

Lined

Cities

Hoy

B.

Jharles

Monday, March

83

Up

Organization of Film Clubs on
His Credit Service Basis
Charles B. Hoy. of the Hoy Report: Service, returned from the Middle
on Saturday, where he organt

the

zcci

four

first

>ade under

Film

his contract

Boards of

with national

for tlip development of
lis credit service idea.
The cities are Detroit, Cleveland,
|?ittsburgh and Philadelphia, where
I'xisting exchangemen's oro-anizations
vere informed by Hoy of what his
listr-'hutors

I

May

Hoy

expects to

Washington and possibly, to
two more clubs.

to

»o

Today.

\tlanta to organize

He

continue this process until
he entire country is in line.
The
Detroit,
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia offices will be served out
)f the New York headquarters of the
will

Filming Story of David
The Associated Press reports that
company of American film players
s at work in Jerusalem, filming the
Did Testament story of King David.
I

Fhe big scene, the report says,
the

'>t

is

to

between David and
The report adds that Bibli-

fight

joliath.

accuracy will not be strictly adlered to, since the scenario provides
or a love scene after the battle.
\bout 5,000 people are to be used in
:al

he mass scenes.
It is understood the picture re'erred to above is "The Shepherd
iCing," which J. Gordon Edwards is

naking for Fox.

Kay Bee Buys "Ten Nights"
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

Milwaukee W. A. Baier, of the
<ay Bee Dist. Co., and Ben Ross
lave purchased Wisconsin rights to
Ten Nights in a Bar Room."
Deal With Cubberley
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The Wisconsin rights

Minneapolis
o "Ten Nights

in a Bar Room" were
•urchased by Kay Bee from J. F.
lubberley, who had first purchased
he Wisconsin, Minnesota and Dakota
ranchise from an Arrow representaive in Chicago, while Ross had closed
deal for Wisconsin in New York.
,

Jaier

and Ross then secured an

unction

against

atisfactory
vith

Cubberley,

but

in-

a

arrangement was made
and Ruben before

Finkelstein

he litigation reached the courts.

Better pictures.
is the answer as a possibility
of stimulating business and keeping
things going. And this is the idea of

Walter H. Hayes, of the MarkStrand Corp.
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
the M. P. T. O. of New York State.
Abe Warner, of Warner Brothers,

"'ROXY" WRITES
th'

and.

W. H. Gueringer, of the Saenger
Amuscniert Co., of New Orleans.
Mr. Hayes, who arrived from
BufTalo Wednesday, declared that
up state business was "fair" and that
the Strand was "just about fair."
But he argued that the public wanted

Capitol

Dear Danny
Saw your little quip. About th' Banker.
Prizma. It handed me a good laugh. Didn't tear any hair.
:

And

Can't afford

to.

Am

And

nearly bald.

What some banker down
when he didn't even know what
cares.

it

who bought

It is

th'

h—

11

Prizma,

meant, says. About the
Ha ha I laugh.

biggest, finest picture theater in the world.

Not weep.

Who

b'sides.

South,

!

really better pictures than they have
been securing in the past.
"And on top of that," he added,

!

verra funny

WHAT

Y'U

—

This

:

Hoy

Service.
At a later date, the
irbitration boards, which play an im)ortant part in the plan, will be
jrganized at these points.

in order.

reporters'll be barred. Fr'm th' session.
N. B.: All voters must fust pay their dues.
All voters w^ill be searched on enterin' th' pollin'
P. P. S.
places.

From

Cent

Absolute Necessity to Stimulate
and Keep Business Going Some
Opinions

An'

was and the necessary changes
n inter-organization matters and in

5

Better Pictures
An

Or mebbe they're already ordered. T'li
be
T'morrow afternoon. When th' TOCC.
be near th' Astor.
Them Noo Yawk exhibitors. Hold their annual selecshun. Billy
Brandt has opposition. Full ticket. Headed by William Landau.

service

lame made.

Pri'~e

Ambulances

National

Starts

1922

27,

"when the producers have a pici..^
good picture they put a rental value
on it that knocks you cuckoo; so that
when you play it you are mighty

CALL EFFICIENCY

There are schedules. An' schedules. Schedules f'r showin'
An' schedules f'r watchin' ball games. They have
'em t'u run trains on. An' promises of when y'u may get. That
But th' most tmusual schedule. Y'u ever heard of. Is
print.
F'r Uncle Oscar Price.
kept in runnin' order.
By nephew
Hunter Lovelace.
An' that's a corned beef an' cabbage schedule.
Uncle Oscar was bo'n up in th' mount'ings. Of West Virginny. Where they don't know nuthin'. About Sole Marguery.
Or filet Mignon with Potatoes Alice. But where they are long. An
picshures.

(Continued on

page 2)

Kansas Meets Today
to THE FILM DAILY)
Wichita, Kans.— The M. P. T.
(Special

O.,

meets at the Hotel Lassen
today and tomorrow.
of Kansas,

Bolle
(Special

Heads Chicago Board
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Chicago O. W. Bolle, of Famous
Players, is now president of the Film
Board of Trade. The directors have

stiddy.
On such platters. As contain corn beef an' cabbage.
An' that's where Uncle Oscar shines. An'. Because nephew
Hunter. Never knows. When th' inspiration. Is gonna hit
Uncle Oscar. F'r th' family dish. He has made a schedule.
Of where this dish. Can be found. Every night in th' week.

been reduced from seven to five and
include Fred Aiken, chairman;
Clyde Eckhardt, Carl Harthill, Joe
Friedman and L. L. Lesserman.

now

Around Broadway. An' here it is
Monday, Freemans. Tuesday, Cadillac. Wednesday, Dinty
Three More to
Moore's. Thursday, Keen's Chop House. Friday, Jim & Jacks. Remaining S.-L. Pictures for Metro
to be All- Star Productions— To
Saturday an' Sunday don't count. 'Cause Uncle Oscar's down

Go

with

th' fam'ly.

In Washin't'n.

"AL'S" ANSWER
Th' crowd runnin' th' Paramount Ball,
Tryin' t'u get him interested,
a circular.
here's what Al wrote. T'u Oscar Morgan

Arthur

pictures to make for Metro release,
An' under
the terms of an existing contract.

The contract was originally for 10.
Of that number, George D. Baker
made five starring Gareth Hughes

Dear Oscar:
I

am

in receipt of

your circular

letter in

on "ordinary seats" and "millionaire seats"

for

which you quote me prices
the coming PARAMOUNT

BALL.

and the other two completed had allcasts.
star
The three remaining
films will be made on the coast, probably at the Metro studio.
It is understood that a company
known as the S.-L. Studios has been
organized in San Diego, Cal., by
Sawyer, and that a studio will be
constructed at an approximate cost of
A laboratory is said to be
$500,000.

Inasmuch as if I attended (which I should like to very much), I would
only occupy these seats for one night, is it not possible for you to quote
me a much lower price on the one-night basis or is it your intention to
If it is not possible for you to quote me
sell me these seats outright.
a lower price, would you be willing to let me have them on a per-

—

centage basis.
I guarantee to give you a true and full accounting for every minute
that I may occupy them.
It is noteworthy, however, that although Paramount is ten years
(Continued on page 4)

Herbert

Lubin, who operate S.-L. Pictures,
are understood to have three more

Sent Al Lichtman
In attendin'.

Be Coast-Made
Sawyer and

H.

J

included in the plan.

—

;

THE

DAILY
Georgia Exhibitors in Okla. City

Better Pictures
(Continued from Page

Monday, March

(Special to

1)

Casanave

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

in

1922

27,

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Oklahoma City, Okla.— S. S. WalChicago C. L. Casnave, for a lo
lucky not to be in the "red."
But
lace, former manager of the Broad- time with various exchanges
in Cij
we must have really good pictures,
way, Ideal and Columbia, at Colum- cinatti, is now with Universal.
otherwise I don't know how some of
Prices Cents
Monday, Mar. 27, 1922
Vol XIX Na83
bia, Ga., has been placed as manager
the houses are going to get through
of the Capitol.
He takes the place
I
don't mean great
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks. the summer.
The houses are
of W. D. Harrell.
William Farnum may make anotb
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., big
pictures
mean
I
box
office
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and successes."
operated by Southern Enterprises, picture in the east before going to (
FILM FOLKS, INC.
coast.
Discussing
the
same situation, Inc.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Business Man- Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
State M. P. T., O. said.
"There are
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
There
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under a lot of things out of kilter.
the act of March 3, 1879.
are a lot of exhibitors who have got
Outside
United
States.
Terms (Postage free)
to learn how to run their business
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
In some
Foreign with conditions as they are.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.

—

sections there are far too many seats.
But one ci the biggest prcLi'ems of
DAILY,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-.';558. the day is securing the kind of picHollywood t;ires that will inako money for the
6411
California
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
exhibitor.
That is the toughest
Mack,
808 S.
Irving
Chicago Representative
problem of all.''
Wabash Ave.
Abe Warner, just back from a trip
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kineraatograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, to the Middle West, is of the opinion
London, W. C. 2.
that exhibitors, from what they have
Paris Representative Le Film, 42, Rue de
told him, are still having difficulties
Clichy.
European Representative— Interna- when running average ordinary picCentral
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
tures.
They all say, he said, "that
$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications

West 44th

71-73

to

THE FILM

St.,

New

York,

—
—
—

Fox News Service

Run Houses —

to First-

News

Fox

—

Essentia

is

—

secures

the

News

biggest

Features

in

world and, secures them first.
Not little events
big But Big Features Made First. For example:

—

•

t

ma

vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

cannot
they
make money with
ordinary stuff.
They all admit that
they have to have an unusual picture
to get them in an^ satisfy them.
High Low Close That seems to be the general consensus of opinion."
79^ 79
Famous Players .. 79
"Bill" Gueringer, who is here for
Not quoted
do pfd
the annual "looking 'em over" pro6^/^
Goldwyn
6J4
Not quoted cess, anticipates that business will be
Griffith
15^ 14% 14% difficult in the South, especially durLoew's, Inc
Not quoted ing the coming summer and briefly
Triangle
Not quoted pointed out that unless some better
World
•Quotations by Harry Content & Co. box office values were in sight that

Quotations

-

VESUVIUS CONQUERED
Photographed

Receivers Appointed

$10,000.

An

company

last

—
—
—

the Fall.

week.

tional in this territory succeeding E.

— Paul

him at $25 for 10 reels. Detectives
are looking for a man formerly employed as a shipper at one of the exchanges to ascertain what he knows
of the matter.
to

—

THE

SPICC OF-

Ree

Space

U

THE PHOGIIAM'

S Pat

Off.

at 729 Seventh Avenue
unusually desirable

—the

No.

51.

Roy

Eichenlaub, who replaces
Seery as branch manager.

This

is

—

what Fox News
beats!

Service means

FOX NEWS

To Producers

and Directors
end
get

in the

oj

its

U\

issued twice weeki

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY!

The

of the battles start that

producer or the director saying: "Oh, for-

$35.00
$6.00

Weekly
up Daily

it."

Because reputable producers and directors are tired
of paying the big bonuses and the 30 per cent loan
sharks for the use of funds for legitimate enterprises.
And they are right.
To producers who have definite box office values
to directors who have proven themselves, this organization is offered, for a full, free discussion of plans

under consideration.
Telephone Howard Estabrook,
Bryant 4364

is

— another

Lakewood's

"What about financing?"
And here is where many
(T^ditcoM^xncd (PtctuAj^

—

He

Fieldman With Amer. Releasing
Minneapolis Joseph M. Fieldman
paralleled
has been appointed sales manager for
the American Releasing.
Frank de Lorenzo is now Select
L. Harrison has been operating an manager here.
exchange to supnly a number of
He
wealthy residents with film.
claims that the pictures were supplied
Pathe
Tessier,
manager and Bill Frankel of Lande
Film Dist Co., have been active of
late in running down a number of
stolen prints. It is said a man named

—

Fox News cameraman accomplished his purpos
got the only pictures ever taken in the history of t
world of the volcano of Vesuvius in its earth-shatteri
explosions!
Length, 500 feet. Released March 29. \^ol
But

(Special

J.

Cleveland

time

first

hospital

involuntary petition of
against the
filed

Round Up Cleveland Thieves
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

volcanic action for the

Fox News cameraman with his pilot set out to phot
graph the seething crater of Vesuvius from the air. Arr
poisonous gases blasted by sulphurous cyclones skirti
tempests of flame above the caldron of Vesuvius boili:
with its white-hot lava gassed and unconscious from
seething vapors their engine dead and the plane plungi:
to a crash that wrecked it and sent both occupants to t

had no idea how Southern exhibitors would be able to live until

Brumberg Advanced
to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago W. W. Brumberg is now
country sales manager for First Na-

was

bankruptcy

full

A

he

Judge Knox has appointed Thomas
H. Walters, Jr., and Jacob Schechter
receivers for Pioneer, under bond of

in

the world's history.

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave.

Phone Bryant 9546

Special

Week-End Ratei

to Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinNightly in BallDancing
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OP
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940.

New York

City

!

THE
Monday, March

27,

In the Courts
default

V

judgment

for $1,942 has

the City Court against
Ziegfeld Cinema Corp., on notes
t'
en to Silas M. Smith.
J

hn

iiled

in

<5^^

DAILY

1922

Preliminary
arrangements
are
being made by the golf committee of
the Paramount Club for a tournament
to he held this Spring for members.

William H. English, a member of the
Famous Players board of directors
Empire
\lbert Fortuol has filed suit in and vice-president of the
Supreme Court against the Em- Trust Co., has donated a cup for
Eugene J. Zukor is
for competition.
Laboratory
Film
City
e
chairman of the committee.
5,000 damages on an assigned claim
the Interstate Photoplays Corp.
;

complaint alleges that Interstate

le

Claim Fireproof Film Process
May Be
Paul Kohner, of Universal, has reDaughter," with the defendant
ceived a cable from abroad announc1920, and on Oct. 8 last, when the
fendant was directed to print the ing a newly invented process which
claims to make film non-burning.
gatives, notice was given that one
The inventor is a German, named
making
ttie
the reels had been lost,
Schaaf.
Some time ago a Danish
ler reels valueless.
inventor
claimed a process
that
would make non-burning stock, and
A jury before Supreme Court Jus- it was at one time reported that EastWhitaker gave a verdict for man bought the process rights.
le
in a suit of Guy Crosswell
[,000
posited the negatives of "It
lur

against Isaac E. Chadwick
plaintifT alleged that Chadwick
lie
[;ned a contract purporting to repisent the Rialto de Luxe Prod, as
giving Smith the exl;e president,
|jsive rights for the United States,
iinada. and the Scandinavian counInith

"The Unchastened Woman,"
there was no such corporation and

es to
It

controlled the disSmith
ibution rights to the film.
!ed to get back the money he paid,
understood the case will be
is

ladwick never

ipealed.

On Broadway
—

Paramount Golf Tournament

Smith and Fisher Tie-up
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Cliff Smith and Vic(Special to

—

tor B. Fisher are in Truckee, shooting
scenes for a snow picture featuring
Ruth Clifford and Johnnie Walker.
This is the first of a series of four
that Smith and Fisher intend to make
Fisher will come
the coming year.
York with the first picture
on to

New

when

it

formerly
Plays, Inc.

Broadway

—"The Bootleggers."
—

Brooklyn Strand "Fair Lady."
Apollo "Orphans of the Storm."
Cameo Not yet determined.
Broadway "Beyond the Rainbow."
Capitol Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand Richard Barthel- Central Harry Carey in "Man to
mess in "The Seventh Day."
Man."
Cameo Priscilla Dean in "Wild Criterion "The Loves of Pharaoh,
Honey."
Rialto Not yet determined.
Capitol— "Turn to the Right."
Rivoli Not yet determined.
Central Harry Carey in "Man to Strand Not yet determined.
Man."
Criterion "The Loves of Pharaoh."
Pollard Joins Universal
Loew's New York
Today
NazHarry A. Pollard, who directed the
imova in "A Doll's House."
first
six of "The Leather Pusher"
Tuesday Gareth Hughes in "I Can series, has been signed by Universal
Explain.'
Hoot Gibson in "The to direct Hoot Gibson in a picture.
Bear Cat."
If a deal is arranged whereby UniWednesday
Dustin Farnum in versal takes over production of the
"Iron to Gold."
"Leather Pushers" from KnickerThursday
Pola Negri in "In- bocker Photoplay which is now in
trigue."
the hands of a receiver, Pollard will

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Friday
Elaine Hammerstein in make them.
"Reckless Youth." Herbert Rawlinson

"The

in

Man

Under

—

Cover."
Saturday "Cardigan."
Rialto—Today— "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

Hyde."

Tuesday— "Old Wives
Wednesday "On With

—
Thursday — "Don't

for New."
the Dance."

Change Your
Husband."
Friday— "Behold My Wife."
Saturday "Male and Female."
Rivoli Marion Davies in "Beauty's
Worth."
Strand "Gypsy Passion."

—

—
—

is
completed.
He was
Associated
with
Photo-

Next Week
"Orphans of the Storm."

Apolli

o<§-

TOO MUCH

BUSINESS

ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS

cJohn Uarrifmore

^r. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde

*

house records in Holy Week at
the Rivoli, New York. Watch it repeat today
at the Rialto.
A proven prosperity picture.
Book it now with the seven Super Special
re-issues running this week at the Rialto,
New York. Watch this space tomorrow
It

broke

From

the,

Robertson

all

story

hy Robert Louis Stevenson.
Scenario by Clara

Production.

A

John

iS.

Berangtr.

d paramount Qicture
corporation
KfAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY
ZUKOB. 0-„>a
ADOLOH

THE

^i^U^

(Special to

"Double and Quits," starring Neely
Edwards, has been completed by

1)

their prices, although I might say that
old, they are still
prices for the ordinary seats are just as low as they ever were.
to the last paragraph of
I am happy to note from the next

keeping up

your

Universal.

your

Marie Prevost will make "Her
Night of Nights," taken from Snappy
Hobart Henley
Stories Magazine.

that the "advance payment system" is still in vogue.
fourth paragraph of your circular letter that
I also note in the
and that the boxes are only mtended
celebration
a
be
this
to
you intend
If you think there are enough
for people prominent in the industry.
prominent people left with $99.00 in this business, you are sadly mistaken.
Might also call attention to the fact that whoever set the release
31st is only 15
date for your affair, picked a very poor date, as March
days after the first payment of the 1921 Income Tax.
any rate, I hope that you will derive as much pleasure and tun
letter

At

out of the affair as I did in reading your circular.
With kindest personal regards,

Sincerely yours,

192

27,

Gets "10 Nights" for Cam
THE FILM "DAILY)

F. P.

Coast Brevities

Ambulances
(Continued from Page

Monday, March

DAIL.V
D/

—

Toronto
Famous Players hii
arranged to handle "Ten Nights
Bar Room" in Canada.
i;

GOODBYE, RAZOR
BLADES,

will direct.

Mae Bush has been
play a part at Goldwyn
Under their Skins."

engaged
in

WET COTTON

to

"Brothers

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.

OTT SALES

522 Sth A
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

Hal E. Roach has engaged Jobyna
"Paul"

Ralston to play opposite
Parrot in his first comedies.

Price, $1

CO.,

"AL."

SKELETON RATTLING

SMART PROJECTIONIST
In rooms of RC. Had a foreign picshur t'u run off. Called
up ao-ent. "Say," he said. "Get that print and have it re-wound,
An' then he was told t'u wake up.
It's on wrong."
will y"u?

Th' print was on

self

winding spools.

MOVIES IN COURT
Huntington, Carroll County, Tennessee.
There ain't no other place. Big enuff. An' roomy enuff. F'r
showin' picshures. So th' hull darned caounty crowd. Pile m
An' th' Huntington
th' court house t'u see. AVhat's to be seen.
box.
jury
in
th'
seats
with
away
Blares
Brass Band.

Out

Acshally.

in

'

That's what y'u

of the Caldwell Bandit Prod.
Production of the fourth picture is
They are to be
well under way.
handled on the state right market by
cast

To Rent Beginning
Best

Carey

Wilson

Kimball

—

April

Fox

of

Motion Picture Film
For All Purposes

Young

and her
Truckee for

to

W.
302 E. 33d

GAUSMAN.

J.
St.

Clips

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

WISE MONEY
As they

Th' "wise money."

Always

When

giggles.

th'

An' y'u'U find Paul Salvin.
make 'em. An' who proves it with
look.'

$105,000

Of

in.

About

total.

th' list of creditors.

'Round Broadway.
An' now. Take a

as wise. As they
Royale. An' other
fr'm y'u. In hunks. An'
You'll find Paul's narne.

Who'se

y'u like

Atth'top.

it.

fall.

th' Palais

Where they take it away
Well— to continue.
it.

such places.

make

call

"suckers"

Of American Cinema.

With

Whose

claims

Paul's th' biggest of all creditors.
$450,000. Which went into six productions.

Know What's

Going

On

SOME FIGGERS
Of Paramount bizness. In this ol'
Showin' th' extent.
March 11. Figgers show 589 houses
of
week
th'
Durin'
town.

With 1,551 individual
show somethin'. T'u think

served.
It'll

film deliveries.

Think

it

over.

about.

TUBA EFFECTS
They say it's harder. T'u get money
from Harry Schwalbe. Than t'u—well there's nothin' so hard.
So they say. But a new way has been discovered. Whereby
HO. May. Just may. Plus a possibility. Be separated from
An' that is. T'u make a noise. Like a tuba. When y'u
gelt.

Up

at First Nash'nal.

;

enter

Them

his office.

producers.

Who

have tried

th'

system.

Say it works.
There's a reason In th' bygone days. When he was happy.
played a tuba. In an orchestra. An' they do
Tho' poor.
He just can't resist th' moosic. Of th' tuba. An' even'll
say.
With th' orchestra. Any ol' night. Even now.
sit in th' pit.
Jus' t'u be happy.
:

HO

Subscribe to
The Film Daily
71 West 44th

They do say. Them as knows. That Joe Schenck. Paid
T'u Wm.
F'r "East Is West."
In advance.
$100,000 cash.
Harris. An' Sam Shipman. An' that this ain't all. That they'll
get more. Later. As it was sold. On a royalty basis.

SOME PARTY
It
(Advertisers) Saturday night.
An'
yard
wide.
wool.
All
a
goods.
th'
Th' next big social event. Of th' season. Is th' Spring

Given by

was

th'

Golf Tournament.

DANNY.

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter
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VALUES

1st

District

ENLARGEMENTS

"May Vows Be Broken?" by Emile

Clara

Sq.

made
Goldwyn

the

Forst, has been purchased by
as a vehicle for Dustin Farnum.

company has gone
snow scenes.

Times

been

has

editor
associate
of
scenario department.

in

Low Rent
Fully Equipped
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

Affiliated Enterprises, Inc.

F'r Art.

Reachin' out.

call.

STUDIO

Jack Perrin has been added to the

Played

Arthur Kane was a "ham."
On March 1,
At Topeka. Kansas.
bodv.
student
With
Horatio.
1897.

— Foreign,

pages

$15
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Raw

on

-''ight

Film

Trouble

in

1922

28,

Price 5 Cents

Two

Chicago

Units Joined

Tax on Foreign Pioneer Office There Closes— Ed Sil- B. P. Schulberg and Louis B. Mayer
ton Takes Over Some Films
Tie Up Three Director Series
'Stock— Will Probably Be Half
Denial Made Here
Cent Per Foot
Planned
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Present
Chicago The Pioneer office at 810
Los Angeles Benjamin P. Schul(kVashington
indications
Wabash Ave. has closed down. berg and Louis B. Mayer have united
Int toward a fight over the tax on S.
eign raw stock, for inclusion in Ed Silton, the manager, has taken forces in one unit. They will center
over some of the films which he production in the Mayer studio on
tariff measure.
The opinion in well-informed quar- claims did not belong to Pioneer and Mission Road. The MacDonald stuseems to be that the tax has opened up his own exchange. dio on Girard St. will be given up and
s here
be a half cent per foot and if this The sheriff has posted a notification future
Katherine MacDonald piclefinitely decided upon, it will mean of the closing of the office on the tures will be made
at the
Mayer
•ictory for the Eastman Kodak in- door.
It is reported that Pioneer has plant.
ests which have been urging as instituted a replevin action to regain
The consolidation likewise proOver

fnjecture

—

I

—

—

—

;

1

a tax on raw stock as possible.
her interests in the business have
;n asking for a quarter of a cent.
\s indicated at various times, it
s a foregone conclusion that a tax
some sort would be placed on

i;h

th

raw stock

and

importations

Evidence was
pictures.
the
Senate Finance
to
mmittee the latter part of last year
show the selling price of German
V stock abroad was so cheap, that
re raw stock included in the free
would result in the dumping
it
foreign stock in this country.
(Continued on page 3)
npleted
emitted

;

A

January Exports Total $711,096
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

.Vashington Figures showing ext trade in motion picture film dur-

January show that 4,755,576 ft.
imexposed film, vali at
$184,067; 1,283,688 ft. of negvc film, valued at $140,666, and
•

sensitized but

41.595

ft.

of

positive

film,

worth

were shipped abroad during
most important
month. The
rkets were England and Japan for
exposed film; England and Gerand
negatives,
ny for exposed
lada and Australia for positive film,
e total monetary value is $711,096.
16,363,

Jegent Co.
(Special

to

Edna Purviance Unit
THE FILM DAILY)

possession of the films.

The

sheriff

and

bailiffs

vides for three series of director pro-

were

in

possession

of the Favorite Players
exchange the other day as a result
of an action brought by John Koehlmer of Triangle, whose local distributor.
Favorite Players is.
It
seems, the report goes, that Koehlmer wanted some sort of a settlement

ductions by John
M. Stahl, Fred
Niblo and L. J. Gasnier. Stahl is at
present making director pictures for
Niblo
Ma3^er-First National release.
Anita
recently
completed several
Stewart pictures and Gasnier lately
entered upon a producing alliance
with Schulberg.

from Ike Von Ronkel and Maurice
Fleckles who brought an action of

Changes

replevin.

at

Famous

Players

Reorganization of the publicity and
advertising department of Famous
Players was announced yesterday by
any writ of replevin brought by the S. R. Kent. Jerome Beatty, who has
company to secure possession of its been director of publicity and adverwill do special work
films in Chicago.
He said that it tising, hereafter
department in connection
was true that Silton had taken over for the sales
with production at the studio. The
the product in the Illinois territory,
publicity and advertising departments,
and that the company's office there
heretofore under one head, have been
had been closed. He added that Silseparated. A. M. Botsford, who has
ton had taken possession of the films
been advertising manager, will conmerely as one of the co-operative
tinue in this position, handling his deexchanges of Pioneer.
partment as a separate unit. Charles
John Koehlmer, of Triangle, dis- E. McCarthy will continue as pubcounted the Chicago report. He said licity manager, and will be in sole
that there was no difficulty with the charge of all publicity, including the
Triangle distributor in Illinois and staff at the Lasky studio. The departalthough, admitting that the sheriff ment of lithographs and theater and
had been in Favorite Players' office lobby accessories will be taken over
last week said the move was brought by Claud Saunders, exploitation manabout merely "as a formality neces- ager. This work was formerly done
sary to make a slight change in the by Albert Thorn under supervision of
corporate entity of the national dis- Beatty.
tributor."
He "added there would be

Michael Fields, auditor of Pioneer,
said yesterday he knew nothing of

Sacramento, Cal.-The Regent Film
there.
has been organized here to pro- no change in distribution
starring Edna Purvi
re pictures

Coast Conference
To Be Held by United
ram Abrams and D.
l^eave

Hiram

—

Artists HiF. O'Brien

This Week
and Dennis
.

Abrams

F.

O'Brien leave for California this week
to decide with Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and Charlie Chaplin
when the annual meeting of their
corporation shall be held. The meeting place will be Los Angeles, but the
date has yet to be determined.
number of interesting plans will
be discussed by the directors, among
them the plan to launch the Allied
Artists Corp. as a subsidiary to handle all productions supplied through
other alliances than the original "Big
Four." It is not very likely that D.
W. Griffith will attend in person, as
other plans have been made for him
by his office. Albert H. T. Banzhaf,
his attorney, will probably represent
him at the meetings. Nathan Burkan,
attorney for Charlie Chaplin, may at-

A

tend.

Do an Original
THE FILM DAILY)

Pickford to
(Special

to

—

Los Angeles Jack Pickford will
probably start work on a picture
for United Artists release
in
two
weeks.
It will be an
original by
Johnston McCulley. Mary will likewise start shortly on "Tess of the
Storm Country."

Exhibitor

Combine

Seen by W. W. Hodkinson as Ultimate Move Against Any Domination by Producers
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
— W. W. Hodkinson

San Francisco

delivered an address before the M. P.
T. O. of Northern
California
last
week in which he predicted that exhibitors w^ould unite against the producers and exercise their buying
power through the medium of one
organization.

P. P. D. A. Attorneys Meet
Hodkinson said, in part:
questions regarding the forLegal
Rathner in
:e.
"At present the e-xhibitors and the proM.
P. P. D. A. were ducers
the
mation
of
opposed
and
fundamentally
are
Harry Rathner, special representathe
hold
the
producers
discussed in the office of Graham apart,
and
Making Preparations
tive for Jackie Coogan Prod, in the
But they have built
Suinner, at 62 Cedar St., yesterday balance of power.
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Middle West, is in New York coninverted
pyramid
to
huge
the
industry
a
up
The launching of ferring with Irving M. Lesser. Rath- afternoon. The meeting w-as a pre- which is now toppling of its own weight.
^oj Angeles
will be held To support it they have had to resort to
which
another
to
lude
Miss
starring
gent productions
ner before coming east made a trip
props, and the latest pro"p they have acrviance has made it necessary to through the South where he says later this week.
quired is former Postmaster General Will
ke improvements at the Chaplin conditions are far from satisfactory.
Hays.
overnt where a new system of
"The enmity between exhibitors and proTwo Cosmopolitans for B'way
ducers is nowhere more strikingly illustrated
id lighting has been installed on
Cosmopolitan Prod., will have than in the exhibitors' cool reception of Mr.
Neilan Signs Frank Urson
Two
two stages. Some new lighting
Hays. The exhibitors realize that it is they
Los Angeles Marshall Neilan has a Broadwav run simultaneously on who
lipment is being put in.
will be forced to pay the enormous
signed Frank Urson, the director, April 9th. 'On that date "The Good salary of the new director of the industry.
Rivoli
the
seen
at
be
will
Provider"
orLasky
who has resigned from the
"The industry will never be safe, however
Shallenberger Returns
hold a similar position and "Find the Woman" at the Rialto. no matter how many cabinet officers may
N. E. Shallenberger of Arrow re- ganization to
efforts will be The following week "The Good Pro- be employed to prop it up so long as it rened from a short trip through the with Neilan. Urson's
(Continued on page 4)
vider" moves to the Rialto.
Man."
"Her
in
evidenced
ddle West yesterday.
.

M.

Town

—

—

—
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Theater Changes
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(Special to

Ballin

Incorporations
(Special

Hugo

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

—

Albany, N. Y. Film Storage and
Madison, la. The Grand was
purchased recently by John E. White- Forwarding Corp., Queens.
Capital
The house formerly was $300,000. Incorporators, F. S. GoodPriceSCenls ford.
Tuesday, Mar. 28, 1922
Vol. XIX No. 84
ridge, J. S. Livingston and F. H.
operated by Anna Dickman.
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Gradt. Attorney, J. S. Wise, Jr., 20
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Broad St.
Dr.
Chapell,
Neb.
A.
Coleman
and
C.
FILMS
New York, N. Y., by WID'S
FILM FOLKS. INC.
lias purchased the Lyric from A. B.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; Houghton of Hampton.
Albany, N. Y.— Elvin Theater Co.
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManFt.

—

J.

ager J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
1879.

Eagle Grove, la. Hirt & Pool
have reopened their theater here.

Terras (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

Pierce, Nebr.
Joseph Braum is
planning to remodel the Pierce Opera

March

the act of

3,

THE

FILM
communications to
71-73 West 44th St., New York,
4551-4552-5558.
Vanderbilt
'Phone:
N. Y.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood,
Ltlvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
icago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
Address

all

DAILY,

—
—
—

C

London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative
Clichy.

— Le

Film,

42,

Rue de

—

Representative Interna(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

European

tionale

at

is

work on

—based

$1,000
Ballin
Ballin
for the

Biograph

at the Biogr:
his next prod

on a story that won
prize
recently
offered
to Chicago writers.
AI
and Perc}' Marmont are
leading roles.

N. A. M. P.

I.

Get Foreign I

to

At the request of the Depart;
of Commerce, Frederick H. El

Broome
Capital,
Co.
Incorporators: S. E. V. F. of the National Association, has
.Vinmerman and B. H. Dittrich. At- warded to R. A. Lundquist. chi'
torney, T. A. McLarry, Endicott.
the specialties division. Bureau

Endicott,

—

;

studio at
tion

Again

Ballin

$50,000.

—

Foreign and Domestic Commerct
Albany, N. Y.— D. and W. Prod., list of the members so they may
New York. Capital $100,000. Incor- included in a list of firms eligible
House.
porators H. D. Simmonds, P. D. receive confidential information c
Kimball and T. Laiter.
Attorney: cerning the industry abroad.
Desmet, S. D. The Klinkel audiChambers. 15 W. 38th St.
J.
torium, has been purchased by Carl
Talking Films Alleged Bankrui
Hinz.
Albany. N. Y. Sherlock Holmes
An involuntary petition in ba
Maquoketa,
la.
The Olympic Series. New York. Capital, $50,000. ruptcy has been filed in the U.
M. Federal Court for the Southern ]
which recently was leased by Walter Incorporators: M. Cohn and 1476^
trict against Talking Motion Pictu
Brown and J. H. Vaughan. has been Gerst. Attorney: H. G. Kosch,
Broadway.
Inc., alleging liabilities of $120,53
opened.

—

—

—

assets
composed of a cl
against another corporation for
portion of the purchase price of

and

Albany, N. Y.

Oklahoma Theater Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Quotations

Yukon, Okla.

— Greenbell

Amuse-

New

—After being dark for

ment Corp.,
York.
Capital,
Incorporators P. J. Rassler
$20,000.

and E. Gabay. Attorney, A.
again prin, 41 Park Row.

J.

equipment and machinery.
Edw
Hal- A. Ferron has been appointed
$5,000 bond.

Close over a week, the Star here is
showing pictures.
C. J. Hodges is
78^ 77Y& 78
Famous Players
in charge.
now
Alleged Robbers Caught
Not quoted
^^o pfd
Dover, Del. Graphic Film ExTwo
men who, according to
6^ 6?^
J^^oldwyn
Minneapolis.
Capital,
change
of
police, have confessed participatio
Wilson, Okla. Bill Koutsigos, who
^^ jriffith
Not quoted
Attorney, Colonial Charter
$5,000.
the Capitol theater robbery on ]
14/^ recently purchased the Rialto from Co.
U3/4
Loew's, Inc.
\AV%
They
18 have been arrested.
Cleland
Lysle,
has
given
the house
Not quoted
Triangle
name
Thomas
F. Donovan and Thoma
the
of
Dreamland
instead
of
Not
quoted
World
Dover, Del. Graphic Film Ex- Buckley.
•Quotations by Harry Content & Co. Rialto.
change
Minnesota. Capital,

High

Low

....

—

—

—

of

Mangum,

Moody

Files Bankruptcy Petition

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

the U. S. Court here by Albert Luther
Moody, proprietor of the Empress.
He lists liabilities of $20,465 and assets of $23,435.

Hirsh Back with Contracts
Nathan Hirsh is back in town from
the West where he sold six "Big
three
features.
Williams
Boy"
"Snowy" Baker features and "Blind
Love" to J. J. Goodstein of Arrow of
ser-

Century, Philadelphia for
East. Penn. and South New Jersey,
"Oh,
and Security of Baltimore.
Mabel, Behave" has been soM to
Superior Films, Salt Lake and Greiver
Rights for ArChicago.
Prod.,
gentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile,
Peru and Bolivia have been disposed of.
ies

to

—All

equipment

at

Harriman's Theater was a total loss
an early morning fire here.

in

voluntary petiSpringfield, Mo.
tion in bankruptcy has been filed with

Denver; the Williams and Baker

Okla.

Slick, Okla.

—A new picture

theater
is being talked here to be located in
one of the new brick buildings now-

being completed on Columbia Ave.

$5,000.

Attorney, Colonial Charter Co.

Dover,

Del.

—

Phcne— Beekman

Bardy

Corp., Wilmington. Capital, $11,000,000. Attorney, Corporation Trust Co.
of America.

Montreal Theaters Incorporate
(Special

—

Nowata, Okla.— Roy E. Heffner
Montreal Three picture theaters
bought the Royal from O. G. have been incorporated during the
Maggard.
Two of these, the
past few days.
Alhambra and Lord Nelson, have
Grandfield, Okla.— A. A. DeVol, been
companies in
registered
as
new manager of the New theater, has Quebec by Nicholas A. Lazinas. The
inade a reduction in admission prices Theater National Canadien has also
to ten cents for adults and children. been registered by J. E. Robichaud.

20

Stars

president of the Bijou Theatrical
Enterprise Co., intends spending the
week of April 3rd in New York. He
will be at the Astor.

field,

f~^cUj^:<iticrnxxi

THE

SI'ICL- 01-

Rett.

U.

6^tctuA^

THE PKOGRAN
S. Pat. Off,

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL AN
MOTION PICTURE INDUS!

ENLARGEMENTS

and

of

Motion Picture Film
For All Purposes

Featured Players

W.
302 E. 33d

Your problems
Coming Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Battle Creek, Mich.— W. S. ButterButterfield

8ERV1

THE FILM DAILY)

to

has

To

9091

Projector

—your

difficulties

J.

St.

Clip

MORAT

Vanderbilt 736^

with distributors are

YOU CAN BOOK
THROUGH YOUR

the problems of this organization.

would be almost impossible to have delved into the
workings of the biggest and most important distrib-

IT

NO^

NEARES

It

uting machines of this industry (as we have done) for
the past three years, without having acquired much
information of unusual value to you.

The

service of this organization

is

to aid

you

in

your

relations with distributors.

Phone Bryant 9546

MOTHEF
ETERNAl
—
—

DRAM
PATHOS
BEAUTY
WITH ALL THE ELEMENTA

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave.

Graphic Film Exchange

New York

CLAS
HIGH
OF
POINTS
SCREEN ENTERTAINMENT
City

THE
Tuesday, March

28,

•e^m

DAILV

1922

Try Out "Super Speed" Stock
The following wire was received
ve?tcrday from B. P. Fincman,
n

now

Los Angeles.

Eastman 'super speed' negative,
recently perfected, had its first pracjtical test in the Edwin Carewe Prod.,

Am

The Law' Saturday. The stock
supersensitized to secure good exjterior photography late in the afterI

J

Sis

,noon.
it

to

Cameraman Bob Kurrle used
photograph a large two story
representing

an

elaborate
140 ft. long
and 80 ft. wide.
The illumination
originally called for comprised four
Sun arcs, 60 broads, four large overhead domes, 18 small overhead domes
and 32 spots.
large amount of
'illumination was required because it
[was dark set. The new negative cut
[equipment and labor cost two thirds,
iand the photography of the set and
llSO extras was unusuallv fine."
interior

Northwestern dance

hall,

A

Film

Men

(Special

to

University

in Missouri Politics

THE FILM DAILY)
Citj% Mo.— Film men

figure prominently in the municipal
election to be held the first Tuesday
Fred Robinson, who owns
in April.
the Wellston and Irma, is a candidate
to succeed himself as alderman.
B.
E. Boswell, owner of the Independent

Producers Film Exchange, St-. Louis,
has been nominated for the plan
Neither Robinson nor
commission.
Boswell have opposition, so their
election

is

assured.

Fight on

Raw

Warde

Film

(Continued from page 1)
decision was, therefore, made at that
time to tax_ raw stock.
When the situation regarding productions came up,
however, some

(Special

to

to Direct

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Ernest C. Warde will
direct Ruth Roland in "The Riddle
of the Range," the first of two serials
to be made at United for Pathe.

was encountered. ProducChaney in "Oliver Twist"
and distributors appearing before
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the committee made no appeal for a
tax on completed productions, but as
Los Angeles
Lon Chaney has
a matter of fact urged that they be been cast as Fagin in "Oliver Twist,"
placed on the free list. This conten- Jackie Coogan's next picture.
tion was based on the premise that
few of the foreign pictures were suitBurford Resigns Vice-Presidency
able for showings here.
The big
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fight for a duty was led by the
Chicago
W. D. Burford, of

difficulty

ers

—

—

.Actors' Equity.

Aurora, 111., has resigned the viceIt is understood that the Senate presidency of the M. P. T.
O. of
Finance Committee has decided on Illinois, because of pressure of pria tax of three cents per foot on com- vate business.
He retains his mempleted productions.
If the plea of bership in the organization.
the Actors' Equity had been adopted, the tax on a five reeler would have
Arbitration Board in Carolina
been 30% of the American valuation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and now it will be about $150. The
Columbia, S. C. The South Carothree cent per foot clause is of no
lina Theater Ass'n has appointed a
consequence and really means an ungrievance committee to handle disinterrupted flow of foreign pictures
putes between exhibitors and exinto this country.
changemen. L. T. Lester was continued as president at a recent meetOrder St. Louis House to Close
ing, and the other officers remain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the same with the exception of T. L.
The Eureka, owned by Little, second vice-president, who reSt. Louis
James M. Drake has been closed on places J. M. O'Dowd of Florence.
orders of Director of Public Safety Meetings will be held semi-annually
McKelvey, following inspections of in January and in July. Charles Miot
the amusement place by the building has been retained as secretary under
department.
a salarv.

—

MADGE EVANS
GEO. ARLISS'
DISRAELI AND

RULING PASSION

ADAPTATION BY
FORREST HALSEY
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
FORREST HALSEY
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

OFFICE FOR

AVENUE

729 -7th
With Film Vault and Examining
Room.
Address
K-27.
The Film Daily

JESSE L LASKY PRESENTS

K deWk

's

Production

Old Wives
for New
GEORGE LOANE
I\Ian"'

Sunday.

TUCKER'S

'"Hie

//

Miracle

was

And

a repeat knockottt at the liialto on
yesterday John Barrymore in "Dr.
Hyde" repeated the tremendous busi-

Jekyll and Mr.
ness of two years ago. Now watch this great pictttre
today.
It's thf third of Paramount's great revivals now
showing at the Rialto. They're all proven prosperity
pictures, and every exhibitor will find thern profitable.

Watch

this space
From

tomorrow

!

David Qraham Phl/iips
Scenario by Jeanic Macpherson
the novel by

d paramount picture
FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION
ADOLOH ZUKOO.

«3-

P-.i-drnt

RENT

at

—

(Ped/

Says:

—
THE

j5e^

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
"Gypsy Passion";— Vitagraph
Strand

TIMES— Louis

Mercanton's "Miarka, the
Child of the Bear," * * • is at the Stfand
week under the commonplace title,
this

"Gypsy Passion." But it's the same picture.
It was reviewed with some enthusiasm in
these columns after its Town Hall showing,
and now, having seen it a second time, the
reviewer feels no inclination to take back
For him the
or qualify anything he said.
photoplay remains stirring entertainment and
scored
far above
may
he
several
points
on
the average screen production.

NEWS—Type:

DAILY
tion

cent.

HERALD—The

scenes

of

the

castle

on

are well done, but, like so many foreign
films, its continuity needs to be patted into
place smoothly by loving American hands.
fire

TRIBUNE — *

*

*

continues to be a
although the present

it

very superior picture,
not hold the
title does
Child of a Bear" did.
w'orth looking into.

MORNING

attention as "The
There is a suggestion

TELEGRAPH— The

story

like a pleasant and romantic narrative, laid in a real old French chateau and
with several charming scenes in a shrine of
Mary'sof'the-Sea,
the gypsy
church,
St.
* * »

runs along

EVENING JOURNAL — Rejane's

conacting, a remarkably well told story
and a series of thrilling scenes combine to
make "Gypsy Passion" at the Strand Theater this week an exceptionally fine picture.

summate

EVENING WORLD— It
foreigny

exudes
rather

is
the most
It fairly
foreign film yet shown.
foreigness and the sub-titles seem
they
are
not
misplaced
because

flashed in dialect.

—

The

viz.,
film has at least one novelty
contains not one single studio set.
* * * is remarkably interesting
because of its very human story of strange
superstitions, ambitions, jealousy and conquering love, most persuasively unfolded and
it

GLOBE—

acted.

EVENING TELEGRAM — There

mance

in

the superb film * *

is

ro-

*.

—

MAIL It has a notable cast, one which
portrays the various characters well, but
there are several angles from which it does
not measure up to the American standard of
Most of the photography is of the
films.
"long shot" variety, there being a serious
dearth of closeups, which would be greatly
appreciated.

—

SUN True, Sarah Bernhardt's only peer
on the stage gives an unusual performance
as the old witchlike grandmother of the
gypsy heroine, but then she could do no
less than that even in a new medium, where
By
her fine voice was less than a whisper.
facial play alone she gives a remarkably likelife

portrayal.

"Beauty's

TIMES— For

*

*

Worth"—F.

P.-L.

"In

in

seems on the point
own will several times and
tale

— now

set

scenes

First,

in

TRIBUNE—A

picture called "Beauty's
All children of
at the Rivoli.
years old and under ought to enjoy
is

twelve
this unless they are overdeveloped mentally.
How adult actors and actresses can go on
registering such bunk on the films is more
than we can understand.
Come what might
we should defy the director, throw down

of Cooper-Hewitt Lights.J
Alternating Current.

right

The

side up.

Address B-227 c/o
The Film Daily

pro-

by their very nature are few

STUDIO
To Rent Beginning

a

This

trust.

is

April

—

STUDIO FOR RENT
Bergen Blvd. and
Equipped.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

—

better

brand

of pictures."

a

For

J.

Hodkinson is expected back in New
York in about 10 days. His organization is the distributor for the Urban Movie Chats, the official reel of
the M. P. T. O. of A.

fashion artist
and the scenario writer have joined hands in
presenting this truly beautiful young actress
in her best attitudes. * * *
The play doesn't
matter so much.

particulars write

E.
110

W.

K.

LINCOLN

40th

St.,

N. Y. C.

.<iyant 5307

TELEGRAPH—

MORNING

Robert
G.
has carefully directed the picture,
has been photographed with well-

Sells

"Beauty's Worth."

versatility
tinction.

in

exceptional

of

dis-

EVENING WORLD—

The story is covered with the fungi that comes with long
years exposed to the elements. * * *
Those that admire Marion Davies, and
legions do, will probably rave over "Beauty's
Worth," while those who do not like Miss
Davies, and there are legions in this class
too, will probably rave also, but on a different tangent,

GLOBE— "Beauty's

Worth,"

Niagara Theater

Announcing

at the Rivoli,

sweet and sappy.
All
these
Marion
Davies productions are exactly alike we
would recognize them if we saw them in a
crater on Mars,
EVENING
Marion Davies
never looked prettier or won the audience
with her charm more effectively than she
* * Throughdoes in "Beauty's Worth,"
out the picture she is a delight, * * *
MAIL "Beauty's Worth" is a placid
little comedy, which, like all of Miss Davies's
recent pictures, has been padded out with
a scries of gorgeous ^Urban pictures, not
particularly revelant to the story but giving
the star an opportunity to wear magnificent
is

in

FILMA^K trailer;

THE FILM DAILY)

—

charm
Marion Davies shows

film

to

Buffalo Joseph A. Schuchert, who
is interested in several Buffalo- houses,
has disposed of his interests in the
Strand, now in course of construction
at Niagara Falls.
A. C. Hayman is
president of the company building
the Strand, which is on Falls St., and
which soon will open.

EVENING JOURNAL— Delicate
great

Share

(Special

selected backgrounds, many rarely beautiful,
and he has done well with a light story.

the Fastest

TPAILERSON
t

I

1

TINTING

ALL FEATURES'

FRBB

'WITHOUT SCENES

GOOD 'WOBK

WITH OH

QUICK SERVICE

IRVING
MA^K&C
8081^2 SO. WABASH AVE. CHICAGI
*

Film ever manufactured

—

EASTMAN
NEGATIVE FILM

TELEGRAM—

—

gowns and look
"Beauty's

Super Speed

beautiful.

however, that
not be especially
appeal to the cerebellum, it is
enthusiastic over its artistic
of the fact,

spite

Super Speed Film practically elirninates

Worth" may

effective in its
easy to wa.x
appeal to the eye.
The photography is
perfect and possesses a smooth, velvety look.
There isn't an inartistic scene in the whole
picture, and even Mother Nature manages
to keep her place with her exterior scenes
against Urban's interiors.

under-exposure.
speed,

It is ideal for ultra-

slow -motion

photography; for

interiors that are poorly illuminated; for

dull days

on location.

Other Theaters

"Turn to
"The Loves

the
of

Right''

at

is

Paramount

the

Pharaoh" continues

Criterion and the Rialto, has
of

its

daily

When

Capitol,
at the

change

failure,

re-issues.

Frown Upon Theater in Station
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St.
Louis The theater recently
opciK-d in the Union Station here by
WiUiam J. Miller and O. J. Grace,
has met -with the disapproval of the
.\.<sociated Retailers of St. Louis, and
the St. Louis Conventions and Tourists
Bureau, who contend that the
films prevent visitors

BUSINESS

Louis

and

local stores.

spending

from seeing

money

in

unfavorable conditions spell

Super Speed Film

Price

—

TOO MUCH

1st

Best in Times Sq. District
Low Rent
Fully Equipped
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

the

the exhibitors of the industry properly
organized and exerting their enormous buying power.
When this comes about, they,
and not the producers, w'ill dictate the rules
of the game
and the public will have a

WORLD—

director,

may become

it

see

our tools and call a strike.
Marion Davies is at her
N. Y.
prettiest in "Beauty's Worth" at the Rivoli.

in

Banks

present tendency, but I do not think it will
continue.
Second, the industry may burst
and throw flywheels all over the 'lot.' This,
again, is something which I do not think
will take place.
The third alternative, and
the one which I believe will win out, will

acting.

which

in-

"Three alternatives are before the industry.

AMERICAN — Sumptuously

V'ignola

an

In
and transient, should be at the peak.
the middle we should have a body of neutral
distributors who will act as a buffer between
the producers and the exhibitors and the producers, and who will make their slogan
'Fair play to pictures and public alike.'

cosmopolitan production to which Marion
Davies adds charm of her pulchritude and

The camera man,

of

28, 1925

WANTED

1)

structure

pyramid we see the pro-

illogical

this

the pyramid
ducers, who,

these photoplays.

Worth"

faulty

its

ducers in the upper third, the distributors in
the middle, and the exhibitors in the lower
third.
Logically, the exhibitors, who are
numerically greatest, should form the base of

stopping of its
the aunts are propelled suddenly into the
picture, only to be as suddenly yanked out.
But tlie production is quite innocent, has
some entertaining touches and is a daring
departure in that Miss Davies finishes in
the simple
costume in which she began.
There are the usual lavish gow-ns and' Urban
settings that one is called upon to admire
of

SUN — In

or ten minutes
"Beauty's Worth," * * * is a thing of beauty
and of joy. In the course of an incredibly
artificial
and tediously labored story, the
five

present
verted pyramid.
tains

another movie.

in

is

HERALD — The

Rivoli
about

(Continued from page

Her (Marion Davies') role in "Beauty's
Worth" doesn't mean anything, except that
Marion Davies

Combine

Exhibitor

diverting.

:

:

finally

.\nyhow,

:

:

Plot

Romance. Direc-

Unusually good. Photography Great.
About 98 per
Reasonable.
Value

reaches * * * a charade. * * •
they
are
altogether
delightful.
Fantastic in design, simple in theme and
carefully executed to the last detail, they
are a treat to the eye and at the same time
film

Tuesday, March

4J

cents
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Ouimet

Colorado Fight
Nolan Lining Up
F.
hibitors to Combat Blue Law

Los Angeles

Agitators

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Flarry

F. Nolan is circularizing exhibitors throughout the
state in an effort to arouse them into
action and ward off the possible closing of all Colorado theaters on Sunday.

Denver

(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal L. Ernest Ouimet, president and general manager of the
Specialty
Film Import, Ltd., has
organized his own producing unit,
Laval Photoplays, Ltd., of Montreal,
with

a

capitalization

'keeping open their theaters on Sunday in violation of Section 4,000,
known as the Colorado "Blue Law."
The trial occurs the first week in
The law in question was enApril.
acted in 1861 before Colorado was
a state, and before motion pictures
were invented. Reformers in Grand
Junction have collected a considerable
sum of money to fight the case and
ex-Supreme
retained
Court
have
Judge Gabbet and another lawyer as
their attorneys.

will use a studio at

Los Angeles.

Ouimet is one of the pioneer exchangemen of the Dominion, having
created an exchange business in MonHis company
treal 15 years ago.
Patlie

offices in six cities.

releases
from
also one

He was

tax.

Zukor to Talk Via Radio
Through arrangements with

Week

"Sisters"

Rothacker "Lab" for Toronto
(Special

Toronto

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

Rothacker laboratory
be opened shortly here, in a
new plant, the cost of which will be
$250,000. The laboratory will supply
Canada and other British Dominions
is

to

as well as in the Orient.
ness will be operated on
sharing basis.

The
a

busi-

j

'

Five Directors Re-elected
The annual meeting of the stockholders of Famous Players was held
The meeting was a rouyesterday.
tine affair and was marked by the reelection of five directors whose terms
These are; Jules E.
had expired.
Brulatour, Cecil B. De Mille, Daniel
Frohman, Albert A. Kaufman and
Sidney R. Kent. The finance com-

William Landau, president; Charles
Steiner, first vice-president; J. Alton
Bradbury, second vice-president; S'.

Gayer G. Dominick, Maurice Wertheim, Theodore F. Witmarsh and
Adolpli Zukor was re-elected.

David Keizerstein for New Jersey.
finance committee is as follows:
Max Barr, Samuel Peyser and
Samuel Sonin.
Kent Names New Appointees
The meeting was a closed one. It
R. Kent yesterday announced
S.
is understood that Sydney S. Cohen
the following changes in the Paramount sales organization, effective at one point decried the article headed "Campaigning" published in Saturimmediately
day's issue, saying that it would be
R. C. LiBeau is appointed branch
broadcasted throughout the country
succeeding
City,
Kansas
manager at
enemies of exhibitors as showR. J. McManus, who is appointed by the
branch manager at St. Louis, succeed- ing that the exhibitors were divided

The

Thomson. The latter is among themselves.
When the final vote was taken,
charge at Omaha, succeeding
H. I. Krause, while Krause goes as Brandt voted to make the election
branch manager to Washington, D. an unanimous one for Landau.
C, succeeding C. C. Wallace, who
goes to Chicago, succeeding H. W.
Blumenthal and Jones Arrive
Given, who in turn will devote his
Ben Blumenthal, of the Hamilton
entire time to his duties as district Theaterical Corp., and Aaron Jones
the
manager in charge of District No. 5, of Jones, Linick and Schaefer, of

at B'way Theaters
Westinghouse, Adolph Zukor will
opens at the Cameo on deliver a brief address on Friday,
Sunday, Will Rogers in "The Poor preceding the Paramount Club ball
Relation," at the Capitol, Dorothy
Special apthe
Commodore.
at
Dalton in "The Crimson Challenge" paratus has been installed for receivat the Rialto, Pola Negri in "The
ing the message at all Paramount
Red Peacock" at the Rivoli and exchanges as far West as Chicago
Charlie Chaplin in "Pay Day" at the and in
a number of instances the
Strand.
speech will be heard in leading

Next

Landau Elected

J. Brabin to Direct— M. H. Defeats William Brandt for T. O. C.
Hoffman Expected to Handle
C. Presidency by Six Votes
Distribution
Contest Closely Fought
It is reported that Charles J. BraWilliam Landau was elected presibin, former Fox director, is to form dent of the Theater Owners' Chama producing company which will make ber of Commerce at the annual meetfour Theda Bara features yearly.
ing of the organization held yesterProduction, it is understood, will dav at the Astor, defeating William
be in the East and will start as soon Brandt, who was a candidate for reas a suitable story can be secured. election by six votes. A total of 134
M. H. Hoffman, it is said, will handle votes was cast and of that number
the business end of the company and Landau received 70 and Brandt 64.
distribution. If the plan materializes, The contest was very closely fought
it
will mean additional activity for vvith Landau leading Brandt at one
Hoffman, since the Bara deal will in time by several votes and vice versa.
no way affect his present affiliations. The entire ticket is as follows:

A. Moross, secretary and Hyman
Rachmil, treasurer.
The executive
committee is as follows: Loe Brecker
of the first exhibitors in Canada.
and David Weinstock, for Manhattan
Rudolph Sanders and Samuel Soniu
It has been reported at various
for Brooklyn; Bernard Edelhertz for
times that Ouimet would enter proBronx;
the
Hy Gainsboro for
duction.
One report tied Joe Brandt
Queens; Charles Moses for Richand Ouimet in a joint producing unit.
Frederic
Lee,
of
G.
mittee composed
mond and Louis F. Blumenthal and
distributes

Nolan is conducting a drive to raise
funds to combat the reform element,
Sales Council at Hodkinson
which intends making a test case of
A sales council has been appointed
the Grand Junction exhibitors.
In at Hodkinson, composed of Raymond
his circular, he says that anything Pawley, vice-president and treasurer;
collected over actual expense "will A. W. Smith, Jr., assistant general
be turned into the new Colorado Ex- manager; Foster Gilroy, advertising
hibitors' Ass'n, which is being organ- manager; L. W. Kniskern, manager,
ized now and will harmonize with the contract department and F. C. Munnew National Association, of which roe, vice-president and general manMr. Will H. Hays is director."
ager.
The post of sales manager,
At another point, the circular states initil now held by Smith, has been
will
that C. W. Wonderly, of the Rourke eliminated
council
and
the
theater. La Junta, suggest that each formulate the sales policies.
When
exhibitor sucscribe a check equal to W. W. Hodkinson returns in a short
the amount of his last month's 5% time, Munroe will make a long trip
rental tax.
Four exhibitors have al- and hold sales meetings at all the
ready volunteered sums equal to their exchanges.

December

I

$300,000.

of

In February, Ole M. Nelson, man- Announcement of the establishment
new company followed a recent
ager of the Majestic, and William of the
Bell,
manager of the Crystal, at visit by Ouimet to California and it
enterprise
iGrand Junction, were arrested for is declared that the new

Price 5 Cents

Charles

Distributor Forms Laval
Photoplays, Ltd., to Work in

Ex- Canadian

Harry

1922

Four Bara's Yearly

Produce

to

29,

ing R. D.

now

in

including the Chicago and Milwaukee

exchanges.

Chicago, returned from Europe
yesterday aboard the Olympic.

late

Producing Arrangement Only
Meekins Addresses N. A. M. P. I.
Paul Mooney of the Louis B.
Lynn W. Meekins, American Trade
yesterday
that
Mayer Co., stated
China addressed
there has been no combination be- Commissioner in
the
Division
of
Exporters'
tween Mayer and B. P. Schulberg the
as reported from the coast yesterday, N. A. M. P. I. yesterday on contheaters.
but that the deal was one whereby ditions in that country.
Following Zukor's speech, an orSchulberg would merely use the
chestra loaned for the occasion by
Maver studio.
McCloskey Returns
Hugo Riesenfeld, will play the openJoe McCloskey, of the Evans
ing numbers and the dancers will
Dakota Meeting in May
Laboratories has returned from a
actually dance to the radio music
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
trip to Los Angeles.
prior to the formal opening.
Fargo, N. D.— The North Dakota
Theater Owners Ass'n will meet in
Abe Warner Leaves Today
Hammons Back
A state-wide campaign will

May.

Earl

profitis

W. Hammons,

back from

his

of Educational,

Western

trip.

be waged to defeat the Sunday closing ordinance.

Abe Warner
today.

leaves

for

the

coast

——
THE

j5B^

DAILY

German Exports Large

Handicap

Italian Tariff a

Wednesday, March

According to a special cable to the
Herald from Rome, the recent high As Compared with Imports,
Value is About Six to One
tariflf which Italy has placed on films,
11,340,000 Meters in Eight
which has been increased sevenfold,
XIX

Vol.

No.

85 Wednesday, Mar. 29. 1922 Price 5 Cents

seriously crippling the exportation
finished Italian films to America.
The Italians buy most of their raw
films from Germany.
In 1914 Italy
exported 3,000,000 feet of film to
America, but in 1921 only 800,000.

FILM FOLKS, INC.

Joseph

W.

J

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

ager;

March

the act of

Himmel Freed

1879.

3,

'

Terms (Postage

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
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West 44th

New

St.,

York,

'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
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Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
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Paris

— Le

Film,

42,

Clichy.
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Players

....

78%

pfd

in Paris

in

He

of

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Louis—The U.

Appeals

has

S. District

decided

the

Court

against

Omaha Film Board

Trade.
Judge Sanborn
senting opinion.

filed

11,340,000

44,177,000

a

of
dis-

Binderup originally
Charles
G.
sued the Omaha Film Board of
Trade, composed of important distributors in that territory for $670,000,
alleging a conspiracy to drive him
out of business by cutting his film
service.
The exchanges alleged he
served a small circuit of Nebraska
theaters with service supposed to be
for himself and that he bicycled film.
Binderup lost one decision and then
sought an appeal.

,770,000
,530,000
1,215,000
720.000
1
1

describes

it

as a device

...

Dec

Wrigley
Bldg.
Bacon and the
Rothacker laboratories have already

tried out the invention.
in Aledo,

111.

House

THE FILM DAILY)
111. — J. W. Edwards, man-

(Special to

Aledo,
ager of the Aledo O. H.,

is

Totals

The following

shows the imports in footage and in value from
May to December:
table

Meters

whereby May

furnishes cues to the actors who
supply the sounds heard by the theater audiences.
He plans to equip a number of
Chicago theaters with receiving in-

Radio

-.

to

struments and Frank Bacon will
Charles G. Binderup and for Pathe
broadcast the speakies from a broad
and other defendants in the appeal
-casting station being installed in the
of the suit which Binderup brought
against

915,000
2,475,000

2,422,000
4,942,000
3.848,000
4,681 .000
4,760,000
4,562,000
4,987,000
13,975,000

Nov

Radios

Close talking picture" has been invented by
Harry J. Powers, Jr., connected with
777A 78j^
Not quote- the Erlanger interests at the Colonial.

Binderup Loses Appeal
(Special

855,000
1,860,000

Oct

Wrinkle

Marks

Meters

Sept

any number of projection machines
Loevv's, Inc.,
15
14% can be operated in perfect synchroni\4Ji
Not quoted zation with a master projection maI riangle
Not quoted chine at the radiophone broadcasting
World
Quotations by Harry Content & Co. station. This master machine, it is
claimed, projects a picture which

St.

figures for the last
eight months of 1921 indicate that
11,340,000 meters or about 34,020,000
ft.
of exposed film were exported

Aug

year.

Not quote

iriffith

1921

installing

a radio outfit that will take in any
point between New York and Denver.

Tune
Tuly

Aug
Sept

Oct

Nov
Dec
Totals

Marks

150,000
180,000
1 50,000
135.000
165.000
180,000
165,000
195,000

865,000
743,000
837,000
526,000
612,000
909,000
2,973,000
780,000

1,320,000

7,465,000

Blackton Makes a Comparison
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

in an
— Stuart Blackton,
on production
the Times,

London

J.

in
article
says, in part:
"The war retarded the progress of the film
industry in England, but there is every indication that screen production here is growing and improving rapidly, and that the public interest in the cinema as an entertainment
and as an education is broadening steadily.
"The climate in the United States is generally more favorable to film production than
that of England, and there are better facilities, particularly in regard to the many large
and splendidly equipped studios.

"One

Reg. U. S. Pat. OS.

the

Saw

Slips!

ui

unsuit:

Bouveng

i

is not always remembered that a large poi
tion of this area is situated beyond the Pola
Circle and is very sparsely populated.
"To get a correct impression of Scand
navia's position in the film market it is al
solutely necessary to remember that the nun
ber of motion picture houses never reache
more than 700, a number which is decreai
ing every day on account of prevailing lo',
conjunctures.
Also a great many of thes
theaters are to be found in small villagt
and communities with a small number of ii
habitants: furthermore, half of the theatei
are not able to play more than two or thre
times a week.
it

"Economical conditions, coupled with

tl

pressure

of taxation, heavier than ever bi
have been very unfavorable for the fill
business.
A very good illustration of th
fact is afforded by the fact that the amusi
ment taxes paid by the motion picture the;
ters of Stockholm show a decrease of 27?
during 1921 as against the preceding year."
fore,

Says Conditions are Bad

H.

B. Varner, of Lexington, N. C
says of conditions.
"The motion picture business is ver
rotten throughout the entire country at thi
time.
It is probably better in North Care
lina than it is in any other Southern stat«
In fact, I think it is better in the Piedmor
and Western sections of North Carolina tha
it is in any other part of the United State.'
which is on account of the fact that ou
interest is so diversified.
We produce
of

little

everything

— tobacco,

cotton,

whea'

and foodstuffs of every kind.
Ou
manufacturing interest is just as diversifiet
corn

Personally,

I

expect

don't

marked improvement

to
see
an
business during thi

in

year."

Ben Hicks Here
Ben Hicks of the Apollo Tradin;
Co., of

London,

is

in

town.

Some Managerial Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

Harrisburg, Pa. Robert Ferbaug'
has been made acting manager of th
Majestic, a Wilmer & Vincent pic
ture and vaudeville house.

To Producers
and Directors

John G. Newkirk has
in

dry figures. A man with ability to
produce a valuable picture, can hardly be expected to
be interested in statistics. Especially such as indicate
whether business is better in the grain section of this
country, or whether business is "off" where only a
month ago a boom was on.
Yet this organization has this information at its
finger tips. And this enables us to know for you
whether rental figures in contracts are what they
should be.
This is only one of the valuable points of this service.

Good Bye.

its

"Scandinavia Overestimated"—

the greatest drawbacks to production in California is the sameness in background settings and general effect. The chief

—

If

England and

of

Statistics are

f^u-caXuxn^ .(Pcctu^

of

production, but we all kno'
what the
English summer was like. ]
may have been exceptional, but from Apr
until October the sunshine was almost coi
tinuous, quite rivalling that of California."
film
last

Nils C. Bouveng, of Swedish Btoi
This compares with
graph,
in a statement covering fUni
imports
or
of
meters
1,320,000
3,960,000 ft. for the same period. conditions in Scandinavia says, ii
The exports are valued at 44,177,000 part;
film buying capacity of Scandinavil]
marks and the imports at 7,465,000 has"The
been rather overestimated.
A glance
marks, which would make the im- the map shows Scandinavia as a rather larg
ports about one sixth the value of area comprising the tliree well known kinf
doms of Sweden, Norway and Denmark, bt
the exports.

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago —What he terms a "radio

6->4

in

climate
for

from Germany.

Low

6%

Goldwyn

exports

The

glamorous plans of the $100,000,000
Franco-American
Cinematographic May

(Special

Quotations
Famous

— German

that prevail
year.

bility

Declaring the slowness of American
lawyers in furnishing evidence against
Andre Himmel and his bundle of
credentials casts doubt as to whether
there really is a case against him, a
Paris court decided to release the promoter without bail, according to a
The following table shows the
special Paris cable to the Herald.
exports by footage and in value from
Himmel, who first broached the May to December:

New

ydo

Berlin

were heavy.

as a producing localiti
even weather conditiori
during the greater part of ti

California

"I had heard terrible tales about the

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Rue de Corp. in New York some time ago, June
has been in a Parisian prison for a July

European Representative InternaCentral
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

High

(Special

of

of

1922

in the absolutely

lies

certain

Months

is
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the

value

29,

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave.

Phone Bryant 9546

New York City

just been pu
charge of the Victoria, 223 Mar

ket St.

Phone— Beekman

9091

ftEAL

SERVICd

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR'

THE
March

'ednesday,

55B^

DAILY

1922

29,

Newspaper Opinions
"Man to Man"— Universal

PatlieNews
No. 26

VrH

LLOYD GEORGE ON HIS VACA-

—

TIMES—And

Central

in

the

film.

*

(

tllion.

ON TOP OF 100
FLAGPOLE TO WIN $50.00
IGER— Charles Kunkel does for $50.00
!i:EPLEJACK SITS

thing that producers
tremely short on.

of

pictures

are

ex-

most of
00,000.00.

).t
i

;er

us

news from

•port, O.;

Ft.

would refuse to do

May Cut

for

Biarritz, France; London,
Myers, Fla. etc., etc.
;

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

(Special

Hold Your Breath

Hal E. Roach has added Jackie
Condon, a three year old, to his stock
of actors.

King Vidor's next

picture starring
Florence Vidor will be "Shuttle Soul,"

— "Amusements"

says

with the trend of opinion evidently

in

price reductions.
Next week the
New Aster, a Finkelstein & Ruben house, is
e.xpected to join the ranks of the 10 cent
theaters in the city, which now include the
New Garden and the New Unique, and the
theaters in the Gateway district.
That suburban exhibitors will reduce to the 10 cents
scale about April 1, or a little later, seems
practically certain.
There has been much
discussion of tlie proposed admission price
reductions, witli many predicting that within
a year 25 cents will be the top price for motion picture theateus of the city.

favor

of

Sunday Shows
East

to

in E. Aurora,

Aurora, N.
will continue to have

Julia Faye will play one
feminine roles in "Nice People."

rob his day's receipts.
not serious.

New Haven Manager Held
New Haven— Lawrence W. Carroll,
who was manager
when

it

burned

of the Rialto here

last

a serious fire possible. Carroll's bond
at $1,000.
A. S. Black, the third
charged

Filming of "A Man of Action" is
man
under way under direction of James by Corner
Mix as responsible for the
W. Home. "A Man of Action" was disaster, has not appeared in court.
written by Bradley King and is a
A building inspector recently was

comedy-drama.

Mack

discharged.

Sennett

director to his

has

stafif

in

added another

Gus Meins.

Reed Jones has charge
Hamilton-White publicity at

Charles
of

the

United.

GAUSMAN.
Garrick in

St.

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)
Y. — This town
St. Louis — A. W. Garrick has been
Sunday shows. appointed R-C manager here.
He

Charge

Phila.

—

Bank With Usury

Philadelphia
Allegation that the
State Bank of Philadelphia has forced
usurious interest was made in the
answer of W. Henry Elfreth and William J. Vernon to a petition in bankruptcy
brought against them by
Frederick L. Morrison.
Elfreth and
Vernon, who are the owners of the

St. Regis and South Broad Street,
Trenton, claim that Morrison is
merely a figurehead acting for the
comes from Indianapolis where he bank in bringing suit to force them
into involuntary bankruptcy.
has been succeeded by E. M. Booth.
(Special

-A^t
the town election, those in favor
of tiiem voted 456, those against, 308.

is

was placed

N. Y.

THE FILM DAILY)

His injury

November, has
been held for the Superior Court on
a charge of manslaughter.
It was held that Carroll was reof the
sponsible for conditions which made

Hill.

Minneapolis Prices

THE FILM DAILY)

"Minneapolis theater owners apparently are
opening tlieir eyes to the handwriting on the
wall, and are preparing to reduce admission
prices.
There is an undercurrent of discus-

(Special

While They're Sawing!

to

Minneapolis

sion,

today

Rudolph Seider, who operates the
Le Roy, 2085 Fulton St., and the
Pearl, 1901 Broadway, was shot by
Mabel Normand has resumed work bandits late Monday
night when they
on "Suzanna."
attempted to

bv Katherine

fOT

Light

work

started

at Lasky's.

*

Prime Minister of Britain seeks
TRIBUNE—* * * "Man to Man," which
from cares of state at his home in opened at the Central Theater last night, is
Us.
a Western picture worth seeing.
Imagination has gone into the making of
!)IA IN TURMOII^— Calicut fiUed with
tges who have fled from scene of Moplah this picture and imagination seems to be the
'iN

Swanson has
"The Gilded Cage,"

Gloria

in

then they show "Man to
Man," a conventional "western," as they say
in the trade.
Now Carey is a hkeable fellow
and there are some good photographic shots

Brooklyn Exhibitor Shot; Injury

Coast Brevities

to

-8=>^

ADOLPH ZUKOR PRESENTS A

zmaunce
M:Production

the Dance"
r'AE

picture that mside

Mae Murray famous!

See

it

and

you'll know why.
One of the most gorgeous, thrilling,
elaborate pictures ever made. Gowns and sets that have never
been surpassed, and a heart story that never will be forgotten.

one of the seven big Paramount revivals which are
record business at the Rialto. Every exhibitor can
show them with profit. Watch this space tomorrow
This

is

now doing

From

the play by Michael Morton
Scenario by Ouida Bergere

(X Cparamount Q>icture
FAMOUS PIAYERS-IASKYCORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOn.

P-*(.jf-(

—

—

;

THE

-StUkDAILY
Washington Club Reorganizes
Ross in Classic Feature Co.
Herman Ross, former secretary
Hoy has returned from
Washington, D. C, where he re- and treasurer of the Labor Film Serorganized the Exchange Managers' vice, Inc., which he also organized,
Ass'n as the Film Board of Trade is now business manager of the
of Washington.
G. H. Beaver, of Classic Feature Film Co., which is
Educational is president; J. L. Young, reissuing a number of pictures in the
Federated,
vice-president;
E.
M. non-theatrical field, including "The
Thomas, Strand Features, Inc., sec- New Wizard of Oz," "Dombey and
retary and Louis Reichert, treasurer. Son," "Her Greatest Performance,"
"The Lyons Mail" and "Lady Win-

Wednesday, March

29,

1<

Charles B.

Thursday's Issue

dermere's Fan."

Recommend Pardon for Emmett
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Harrisburg,

Pa.

— The

pardon

Frank Emmett, former manager
the

Lyceum

at

of
of

Allentown. has been

recommended

to the Governor by the
State Board of Pardons.
Emmett
was arrested for having set fire to
his theater in 1916 upon testimony of

Frank Wennett who, it develops, lied.
Letters from several important distributing companies were produced to
vouch for Emmett's character.

To Encourage "Clean" Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—
Y. "To

Albany, N.
encourage the
production of clean motion pictures"
is

The United
America, Inc., a member-

Women

of

corporation, granted a charter
by the Secretary of State. Among
the incorporators are: Mrs. Henry
Clark Coe. Mrs. Walter E. Lambert
and Mrs. J. Woolsey Shepard, of SO
East 58th St., New York.
ship

Cordially request your presence at the
pre-view presentation of

—

Wid Gunning,

you

are

substantially,

NOT ENTIRELY
If

you are a

bii

financed-

straight-shootin:

serious individual or organizi
tion

WE WILL

FURNISH TH:
ADDITIONAL CAPITA"

YOU REQUIRE. WE
NOT SPECULATING

AR}
BE

CAUSE WE CAN PRC
TECT OUR MONEY— AN).
YOURS— BY GUARANTEE
ING A PROFITABLE MAE
KET FOR PICTURES 11
WHICH WE ARE INTEE
ESTED.

featuring

A

GRAND BALL ROOM
Hotel Astor

Monday Evening

Followed by an Informal Dance
Seats by Reservation Only
If

You Desire

will photo-

1600

graph scenes to order, in Germany, France, Italy, etc.
St.,

STUDIO
To Rent Beginning

April

—

ENLARGEMENTS

YORK, N.

Y.

of

Motion Picture Film
For All Purposes

W.

J.

302 E. 33d St.

Clip

MORAT
Vanderbilt 736

N. Y. C.

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT
Wanted— A
Nurse

in

Beautiful Blonde

Case the

Should Slip!

Saw

OOMUyW^FfLM Ulbormories
INCOCPOPATEO

PHONE

BPYANT 5576

li

Best in Times Sq. Distric
Fully Equipped
Low Re»
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 420;

BROS..

BROADWAY,

NEW

AVENUE

729 -7th
With Film Vault and Examin
ing
Room.
Address K-2>
The Film Daily

Tickets Address

WARNER

GOING TO EUROPE

at

at Eight Thirty

APRIL THIRD

47th

OFFICE FORtRENI

Directed by Will Nigh

BUSINESS

W.

be

The Film Daily

HARRY RAPF PRODUCTION

TOO MUCH

20 139

will

confidentially

VERA GORDON

uled for release in April.

cameraman

inquiries

Write to Box B-105 c/o

Inc.

Hodkinson Gets "Free Air"
Hodkinson has secured "Free Air,"
made by E. H. Griffi,th. It is sched-

Box

If

treated

44

Greene, formerly with
J.
Seal, has joined the sales force

Skilled

motion pictures

All

Joseph

Red

you contemplate produch

Philadelphia Changes

Philadelphia Karl Suelke, whose
father, "Pop" Suelke, is the proprietor
of several theaters in Cape May, has
joined the sales force of the Independent Film Corp.

of

If

the principal object of

Warner Bros.
Some

NOTICE

220 WEST 42 55 STREET
NEW yoQ^

ALLAN A.LOWNES
CEN.MCe.

•r

1

7Ae BRADSTREET

js^^recogmized

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY
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Vol.

Thursday,
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Reissue Idea Takes
Former Para-"
mount Successes Goes Over

Rialtp Daily

Change

of

—

torneys
are

officials

ex-

over the showings
the box-office of the Rialto
by the daily change of Paramount re-

made

Closed

gratified

at

issues.

The seven pictures in the first
group are to be shown in a number
of key cities throughout the country,
The experiment
about 25 all told.
will be watched with interest and dependent upon their success, rests a
decision as to whether or not more
of the re-issues will be sent out.

(Special

to

—

Indianapolis
Members of the
executive committee of Asso. First
National Pictures together with F.
Godsol, president of Goldwyn
J.
Pictures, have practically completed
the deal whereby First National will
release
Goldwyn pictures for the
ne.xt ten years.

R. Kent, in charge of distributiofi
F. J. Godsol, with some of the
Players yesterday ex- executive committee of First National,
pressed his satisfaction over the busi- left for New York yesterday.
He stated
ness done at the Rialto.
that Monday business was within
Calling in Notes
$129 of the Monday record at the
Mr
and
Goldwyn is calling in $250,000 of
"Dr.
theater.
Jekyll
the 8'/o issue of $1,750,000 notes,
Hyde" was the feature on that day.

Famous

floated

some time

ago.

Japanese Films for Amer. Releasing
(Special

to

Sam Morris
Sam E. Morris

THE FILM DAILY)

Dinner for

—

Los Angeles Marion Fairfax and
Friends of
are
John Jasper have combined forces planning a testimonial dinner for
and now own the Fairfax-Jasper Mo- him at La Maisonette on April 8,
They have signed before he sails for London to assume
tion Picture Co.
a contract with E. K. Tanaka of the charge of Select abroad.
Imperial M. P. Co., of Tokio, whereby he will direct a series of six two
Miss

reelers.

Fairfax
will be

them and they

will

Price 5 Cents

•

•

1

f

•

Reports from the Coast Indicate This Proposition Will
Up for Consideration Before A nnual Convention of
M. P. T. O. A. in V ashington
(Special to

—

Are the organized exhiljitors of this country
.San I'Vancisco
to start a five inilHon dollar distributing and producing company?
This

known

is

the qi!iestion that important

exhil)itors are discussing in

exchangemen and well

view of the reports

Information from Washington

last

night at the hour of going to press
indicated that the Senate would take
up the schedule of the bill to be reported which deals with raw stock
and completed foreign productions
While
sometime during the night.
no definite information was obtainable, it was expected that a nominal
tariff on completed pictures would be
reported and a tax of not more than
a quarter of a cent a foot on raw
stock.

write

exhibitors have already pledged themselves for $200,000 as r->rt of the
$5,000,000 dollar fund. Other reports
have it that the smaller exhibitors are
expecting to come through on a quota
basis as part of their share in this

huge amount.

Some

reports

ing,

confirmed

tiie

above and added
Tokio

a

New

which gives him

R-C

a financial interest
distribution in this territorv.

Handle Other Than Selznick-Made Pictures An Interesting Move Planned
Select

Pictures,

distributors

$5,000,000

distributing
talks

company.

made

idea of the number of booking dates
which the organized exhibitor body
can give to production should it be
decided that the exhibitors should
enter either distributing or producing

—

for

Selznick productions will actively
enter the releasing field as the distriButor of pictures made by producers not allied with the Selznick
organization.
It is for this purpose, it is underMorris Kohn entered
that
stood,
(Continued ea Page 2)

summer, there

be one of the features of the forthcoming convention in Washington.
The success of the M. P. T. O. A.,
in booking the Urban Movie Chats is
now said to have given a very definite

After Product
Select to

the

bethe
held
by
officials of the M. P. T. O. A. and
independent producers and directors,
but when a tentative plan was presented to the convention, it was
finally turned over to a committee and
a report upon the plan is expected to

Jersey manager for R-C Pictures.
Rogers, as noted, has made a deal
in

last

There were several
conferences
tween

Rogers Engages Managers

as

that

talk outside of the
actual convention among several of
the leaders of the exhibitor body, of

Charles R. Rogers has engaged
Jerome Safron as Greater New York
Sarzin,

it

this

was considerable

that production would start in
a week after next.

manager and Jules

have

organization will be
the chief topic of discussion at the
forthcoming aimual convention of
the M. P. T. O. A. at Washington in
May. Other reports have it that the
proposed $5,000,000 company will be
a separate organization from the exhibitor body, but actually under the
control and operation of the exhibitor
organization.

formation of

At Minneapolis

American Releas-

in circu-

have followed an address delivered here some time
c-'go by W. W. Hodkinson, who pointed out the need of a distri])utor organization to meet the conditions which might develop from the entry of Will H. Hays into the picture business.
There are many reports in circulation.
One has it that ten important
Tariff Up in Washingtoft
lation that

made with

of

Warren,

Come

THE FILM DAILY)

Japanese casts. They will be releascl
by the American Releasing Corp.
F. B.

1

THE FILM D.MLY)

S.

-

1922

\ Talk of a $5,000,000 Distributing
w^
g,^
•!
¥^
(Jrganization by Lxhibitor Body

It is understood that the executive
committee of First National has
voted to accept the proposition and
turn it over to the board of directors
Paramount has a vast amount of of First National to work through
-product from which to select a num- the details which are now in the hands
of the attorneys, of both corporations.
ber of former releases for re-issue.

of

30,

itional anH
Ooldwvn ProposiPronosi-\
"Tirst National
and Goldwyn
tion Up to Directors and At-

May Follow

Series

Famous Players
tremely

7^Deal

March

or both,

When Sydney

Am

sets in "I
the Lgw" will make you git up and beg. The Chinese
street and den, the big full-dress ball of the mounted police are Eddie
Carewe's punches for the Northwest drama. Distributed by C. C. Burr's
Affiliated Distribwtorg.—'Advt.

The

to

S.

Cohen was asked

the above, he said:
"I shall refer it to the committee

comment on

on rumors."

—
THE

1

^Hk

DAILY

Hoyt Making "Curse of Drink"
Marry O. Hoyt has made "The
(Colli Mucd I'rulll Pago II
Curse of Drink" in pictures in a local
as
treasurer and
elect
John .S. studO. In the cast arc Harry Morey.
Woody a.s general manager of dis- Fdmund Breese, George Fawcett,
trilnition.
For some time jiast, the Marguerite Clayton, Alice May, and
comi)any lias confined its distrihnlion Miriam
Batlista.
The jiroduction
o films made by the allied Selznick comjiany is Noted Dramas, Inc., and
Pictures Corp., hut from now on, it has a mnnher of well-known fdni

After Product
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Price 5 Cents
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planned to handle other productions
through the extensive distributing
organization the company maintains
in this country and in Canada.
At Select i'esterday, no information
could be secured which would in any
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outsidf way indicate what outside product
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
In the near future,
Foreign would be handled.
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
however, it would not prove surprisSubscribers should remit with ordei
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM ing to learn that a new producing
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York organization headed by a well-known
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
HoUywoori film executive will he formed to make
6411
California
Hollywood,

FILM FOLKS, INC.

is

men sponsoring

Chicago

Representative — Irving

Mack, 808 S

W.

C.

2.

Paris
Clichy.

— Le

Film,

42,

Rue

di

Q«uotations
78?.^

93/2

*Goldwi/n

78
93/.

7

785/r

93

(.rifhth

15/

15

•Ouotations by Harry Content

Fox

& Co

Subscribes $5,000

William Fox has subscribed $5,000
to the relief fund for Jewish sufferers.
Schulberg Coming Here
Benjamin P. Schulberg is due in
New York tomorrow from California.

Dix With Lasky
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles^Richard Dix is play(Special

ing with Betty Coitipson in a story

by

the late
Philip Rosen

John Fleming Wilson
is

directing at Lasky's.

Continental Formed in Atlanta
(.Special to Tin:
FILM DAILY)
,\tlanta
Fred Martin, well known
throucrhout the southeast, has secured
in
the
Carolinas
for
distribution

—

will

My

Wandering Boy" and
Is
also distribute Second National
His com-

Pictures in those states.

pany

be
Pictures Corp.

(f

will

known

as

Inc.,

have

make North woods

to

be "The Law of the
be directed by
Carl S. Fleming and will be distributed via the independent market
by the K. D. and B. Photoplays, Inc.,

VERA GORDON

liew organization.
The
Iroquois are F. R. Hazzard. president; Carl Fleming, vice
president; H. C. Sholes, secretary and
reasurer. and N. C. Sholes, business
manager.
New York and Utica
capital are reported interested.
a

of

ofilicers

Start

HARRY RAPF PRODUCTION

A

Directed by Will Nigh

GRAND BALL ROOM

New Hunter

Film Soon
Hunter feature,

The next

Gleni?
understood, will be distributed through .A.meri'-aii Releasing.
will be started at
Burr's Glendale
studio next Monday.
Charles C. Burr will also start the
next Johnny Hines two-reeler there.

which,

it

Hotel Astor

is

Monday Evening

Followed by an Informal Dance
Seats by Reservation Only
If

You Desire

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Mont.
Greater Features.
Inc., will open an office here early in
April.
L. M. Waldron has been
appointed manager.

To

Stars

Who

Pat Off

Ohy Doctor what
y

when they
start to saw I

BROS,,

BROADWAY,

1600

NEW

YORK, N.

Plus
Negative
and
Travel
ANIMAL.
feet

175.000

WILD

Historical Subjects Ridiculously

low

need adeqi ate representation with distributors:

—a

service of unique value to
vi^ith

distributors.

you
It

qualifications)

and can handle,

in

entirety,

problem which concerns your

T. K.
108

W.

rela-

tionship to the market.

thrill

OSCAR PRICE
Phon§ Bryant 9546

mm

mm

TO
YOUR THEATRP

ADD PBESTIGE

New York

PETERS

16th St. Austin, Texas.

qUICK SERVICE

729 Seventh Ave.

price.

can

also aid in the financing of your productions (under

practically every

Y.

FOR SALE

and

Continental

O-ix:tuAju^

Tickets Address

WARNER

Butte Office for Greater Features
(Special

at Eight Thirty

APRIL THIRD

Playgoers Gets Vale Feature
Playgoers Pictures, Inc., will release
"A Pasteboard Crown" in
April.
Travers Vale is the producer.
Other new Playgoers releases will be
"Sunshine Harbor," April 2nd and
"Lonesome Corners." April 23rd.

certain

a

bee»

Unit^

featuring

can be your contact point
S.

has
of

will

This organization

Reg U.

manager

"Your Best Friend"

been

Featured Players

(&i£u.c<xtlcrnxi£

Krum

A.

sales

stories.

will

first

Northlands,"

Butte,

"Where

Prod.,

15/

Not quoted
Not quoted

A'orld

appointed
Artists.

it.

.V

lYi,

Not quote

Loevv's, Inc
1 riangle

formed

likewise

High Low Closr

Famous Players
/do pfd.

Iroquois

The

—

Interna
Representative
(Czecho-Slo
Prague
Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

European

Central

Krum, United's Denver M'g'r
Denver- -J.

Cordially request your presence at the
pre-view presentation of

Formed

Iroquois Prod.

London Representative— W. A. Williamson
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre
Representative

"Ten Nights"

has sold "Ten Nights in
Bar Room" to Richards and Flyni
for Western Missouri and Kansas.
.'Krrow

pictures for Select release.

Wabash Ave.
London,

Sale on

1922

Warner Bros.

—

Phone, Hollywood 1603.

Blvd.

New

30,

and

Editor,
Treasurer and Business Man
J. W. Alicoate,
Manager.
Advertising
Cron,
ager; J. A.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
President

Dannenberg,

Joseph

March

Thursday,

City
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ay,
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30,
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The Arrow Film Corp., has filed
in the Supreme Court to

II

ion Picture Film
For All Purposes

W.

J.

an answer

Clips

the suit of Cooper, Collins

Vanderbilt 7361

heen paid.

Shreve,

The answer

alleges that

April, 1921, the defendant agreed
with the Norman Manning Prod., to
two-reel
comedy, "Idle
release
a
in

—

two men
tinted
uth iron nerve to
do the sawing

&

admitting that the Norman Manning
IVodiictions presented a draft to the
defendant for $v?,000 which has not

MORAT

E. 33d St.

M.

In the Courts

ENLARGEMENTS

Workers"

if it could he used with a
of twelve to be made by another i)roducer and released by the
alleged that the
defendant.
It
is
draft was not to be paid unless the
lilms were released in the manner
stated, but the other producer decided
not to make the series and the scheme
fell through, and the defendant asked
the Manning Company to take the
him off its hands. For that reason
it
is alleged there was no consideration for the draft.

series

!

P. Exhibit at Travel

Show

All motion picture activities at the
Travel Show being held this week
at Grand Central Palace are imdcr
the direction of the Kincto Company
of America. There are four theaters
in continuous operation, afternoon and
evening, one devoted to America, another to Europe, a third to Asia and
the fourth to Africa.
Many of the
reels shown are Kineto Reviews and
other Urban Popular Classics. Others
shown are those owned by the
various organizations who are exrailroad
hibiting at the Travel Show
lines, steamship lines and the like.
Over all the theaters are signs reading "Charles Urban Tours," manj' of
the pictures being from the llrban

MADGE EVANS
SAY IT WITH
DOLLARS
SAY IT WITH
ARTISTRY

Series.

AND THEN SAY
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Graphic 'Change in Philadelphia
(Special

THE FILM D.MLV)

to

Philadelphia

— A.

Sherman has

J.

opened the Graphic Film Exchange,
Inc., of Eastern Pennsylvania at 1220
Vine St., in quarters formerly occuH. Jewett pied by the Square Deal Film Ex-

In the suit of Edmund
Cosmoramic Picture
the
against
Corp., the defendant alleges in the
.Supreme Court that the plaintiff subscribed for $25,000 worth of stock,
and that other subscriptions were
taken on the basis of his subscription
and that the others paid 32% of the

amount when

called

on to do

so,

but

the plaintiff has not paid the $8,000

O MUCH BUSINESS

due

from him, and counterclaim

made

for

it.

is

May Use Glendale Plant
The Chronicle of America Pictures

The new organization will
change.
handle the output of the Graphic,
of New York, and its first release
will he "Mother Eternal."
"Molly O"

^,

INTELLIGENCE

—

Travel

Corp.. which will pupduce historical
films under auspices of the Yale University Press, may use the Glendale
studio, recently purchased bj' Charles
C. F>uu".

,-X

at Aldine, Phila.

^•^ Third Compson for Goldwyn
THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia — Mack Scnnett wa
Goldwyn will release in the near
(Special

to

on Monday
premiere of "Molly
here

attend

to

O"

at the

future a third Betty
duction, "Always the

the

Aldine

Compson
Woman."

JESSE L.LASKY PRESENTS

Mille's
Cecil B.DePRODUCTION

uont Change
IburHushand
rHEThe

made Gloria Swanson famous.
girl who
now in the top rank of .stardom
into fame over night when thi.s was released.
picture that

leaped

This

is

i.s

the fifth of the seven great

Paramount PicEvery one

tures being revived at the Rialto theatre.
of

them

is

new

records.

profit.

Watch

setting

show them with

By

Ever}- exhibitor can
this space

tomorrow!

Jeanie Macpherson

(X Cparamount Q>icture
.•^FAMOUS PIAYERS-IASRY CORPORATION KJ
'

-^

Says:

'

ADOLPH ZUKOR.

pMi.dcn(

.

'*

pro-

THE
msaa

s?e^

DAILV

At Broadway Theaters

in "Step Forward"
linal number

bill.

is

the

com-

Strand
Nahan Franko

conductor at
the .Strand this week.
"The Skunk," one of
llie series of ".\dventures of
Hill and Bob,"
is
ne.xt and
is
followed by Estelle Carey,
soprano, who sings "The Joy of Spring' and
"Dream of .My Heart." The news reel is
ne.xt
the prologue to the feature, in which
the Straml Male Quartette sings and then
is

the

guest

:

Capitol

the

Capitol overture this
It is followed by the news reel and
week.
"Voice
of Spring," playtlien conies Strauss'
ed by C'aroline Andrews, aided by the Capthe
'I'he feature is "Turn to
itol dancers.
The orchestra then plays a medley
Right,"
of tunes that were popular 20 years ago, including "Auld Lang Syne," "In the Cood
Old Sunnncr Time" and "On the Banks of

"Orpheus"

is

the

feature itself, "Gypsy
in ".Step Forward"

Turpin

Passion."
is

iten

the comedy.

week is changing its
gram daily, using Paramount reissues. On
.Sunday the feature was "The Miracle Man,"
on Monilay "The Miracle Man," on Tuesday "Old Wives for New," on Wednesday
"On With the Uance," on Thursday "Don't
Change Your Wife," on Friday "Behold My
Wife,
and on Saturday "Male and Female.''
Rialto this

"

Rivoli
"Poet

and

Peasant"

the Rivoli overis
includes .scenes of Mt.
Edoardo
Vesuvius, taken by F"ox News.
Albano, baritone, sings "A Hindu Prayer."
Davies
"Beauty's
.Marion
in
The feature is
Worth" and is followed by "The Drummer's
Kscapade," played by the entire orcliestra.
ture.

The

pictorial

Montana and
Milwaukee

of

to

Allied with Alder

to Mid-West Dist. Co.,
for Wisconsin?

Butlers Get $10,800

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

Los Angeles Denial of the report
that he was going to the Orient to
direct pictures from the novels of
William V. Alder is made by Edwin

Los

Carewe.

Carewe pointed out that he is
contracted to make a series of 12
productions under his own name for
a syndicate headed by B. P. FineBennie Ziedman and C. C.
Burr, and has only completed work
on the first "I
the Law."
He
admitted Alder has approached hiin.
hut he refused the offer because of
his prior contract.

Am

1!

Award

THE FILM DAILY

Fred

— David
J.

1

Fifth Neal Hart Finished
to THE
FILM l)AILV)l
San Antonio, Tex.
The Will)
Steiner Prod. Co., is now comple
its fifth Western, starring Neal H

—

Los Angeles
Irving Lesser has
completed his series of two reelers
and has struck out as a producer of
features by filming a James Oliver
Curwood story "The Man from

—

River."

A

second

picture,

the intention

of Metropolitan National Exchanges,

make this picture just as soon as
Miss Cameron completes her present

Inc., which is handling National Exchanges, Inc., productions in Greater
New York,

is

30,

Butler
Butler, have
awarded damages of $10,800 ag£|
Irving M. Lesser, for services I
under contract.
The Butlers ^\
jointly employed under contracl
$1,000 a week to inake six pictlj
and say they were dismissed bel
completion of the contract.

Cummings Making Features
to THK
FILM DAILY)

(.Special

Hell's

It

to

.\ngeles

his father,

Shamrock Plans New One
"Fires of Vengeance," is in production.
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
San Antonio, Tex.— P. S. McGeeney, director of the Shamrock Marcus Manager; Wilson Promoted
Prod., has secured a contract wfith
Nathan Marcus is now manager and
Grace Cameron, to star her in "Little Jerome Wilson special representative
Dolly Dimples."

March

man,

Lesser Sells "Hell's River"

Irving M. Lesser, of the Western
Pictures Kxploitation Co., has sold
"The Man from Hell's River,"' a
James Oliver Curwood story starring
"Flying Over Mt. Vesuvius," Irving Cummings to All Star Feathe Wabash,"
a special l-'ox News relea.se, "is next and then ture
Dist., Inc.,
Los Angeles, for
the organ s»lo concludes.
California, Nevada and Arizona; to
l)e Luxe Feature Films, Seattle for
Rialto
Washington,
Idaho,
Oregon and
proTlie

Carewe Not
(.Special

Cameo

?

Following tlie overture and news reel Josef
Waklnian plays "Hejre Kati" on the violin.
A Haby Peggy comedy is next, Helene
Hloom sings arias from popular operas and
then the feature. Priscilla Dean in "Wild
Honey," goes on. The organ solo concludes
the

Ben Turpin
edy and the

Thursday,

to

contract.

(Special

—

i

Graphic

21

are

Film

now

f

Exchangeif

releasing

"MOTHEKI
ETERNAL"'
"Playing

a

first

heart of every

run

in

the

human"

Book through your

nearest

Graphic rilm Exchange

m

II

My

—

Independent Serial is the
Greatest Serial I ever appeared in!
First

Directed by

J. P.

MacGOWAN

15 Chapters of Thrilling Stunts.

Furious Fighting on Land and

Sea

—and

Superb

Settings.

Ready for Release
Wire for Territory

Star Serial Corporation
JOE BRANDT,

1600 Broadway

President
.*.

New York

Sdctte

!j<y£cr

^

—

JAMES OLIVIR CURVOODS

MA

f;rom

I

k

STATE
RIGHTS

RIN-TIN-The Dog Hero
oi this

snow

{or his

DoK Heroes

this

eiy.
all

snow

picture.

Fights

make

spectacle will inspire you with his heroism,

and northern

Photographed

stories,
in

will

astonish \ou with his virility

Personally directed by Irving

Hero

— unrivaled scen— All Star Cast

Cummings and

himself and Eva Novak and Wallace Beery and Rin-Tin and

Distributed by

New

starring

others.

WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION

York, 576 Fifth Avenue, Irving Lesser

Also 2 representatives

in

Yoseinite Valley in winter

— Chases— Scenery— Story — Author— Dog

this a sensation.

rurwood. renowned

in the Field,

CO.

LosAngeles, 5528 Santa Monica Blvd., Mike Rosenberg

Central and South

WIRE NEW YORK FOR APPOINTMFNTS

.

THE

«^^

DAILY

Mid-West Notes

"Wandering Boy?" Sold
hccn
have
arrangements
conipleted lietween Equity ami All
l''inal

inc.,
Distributors,
I^'eatiires
Star
whereiiy tliey will distrihutc "Where

My Wandering

Is

Tonight?"

Boy

through California, Arizona, Nevada
and the Jlawaiian Islands, and Fink
elstein and Ruben, MinTiesota, North
M. S
Dakota and ,Sonth Dakota.
Rosenficld aeted for Lesser in elosing

(.Special

THK FILM

to

—

.\ new laboratory has been opened,
known as the Better Pictures Corp.

C. A. Reatly has been appointed gen-

—There

is

formed here to solidify the
Canadian producing units.

various
Ernest

Slipman is reported
The Allen theater

interested.

week

this

is

While their main
to develop and print,

made

people of a

"All

fill
the law abiding
terror until the real
a posse to run down the band

they

he-men of the region formed
murderous marauders led by Red Mask?

"THE NIGHT RIDERS"
BY RIDGEWELL CULLUM
Third release by

his pictures.

E. J. Degenhardt
Princess, Mendota, to

has

SECOND NATIONAL PiaURES
CORPORATION

the

sold

August Bossen.
be closed for two
weeks to give the new tenant a chance
hav- to clean and renovate the house.
witli
A new $5,000 organ will be installed.

Canadian Week"
Royal Mounted" as
its feature and other Canadian siiort
Sliipman is here delivering perreels.
soiial
talks on the i^ossibilities of
Canadian production.
an

ing

"Cameron

did

also

will

formerly

may be

.$1.()()(),()0()

What

a possibility that

holding company

a

moon!
mean? Why did they
Northwest community with

in the light of the

do some producing.
The studio will be located in the old
Emerald Studio, where Billy West
they

May Form New Company
FILM l>An.^*
(.Spccal to THK

The Princess

will

is

one of the supreme examples of the best that can be done
with moving

of the

Bob F'unk

of Universal,

who

was

SHADOWS

recent-

broke

his leg, returned to his work
last week and after two days of work
had to return to the hospital as he
ly

on the

silver screen to thrill, delight

for the distribution
featiu'es in Greater
lersev.

of

Inc..

12

the

New York

and

New

Cohn

Make West Comedies

to

Harry Cohn

will be tlie producer
series of 20 two-reelers

imaljle to be around.

new

of tile

West for distribution
The comedies have been
Sunbeam Comedies. They

fraturing Billy

by C. B. C.
christened

have been sold to R. D. Lewis Film
Co. of Dallas, for Texas, Oklahoma,
and Arkansas.

a

sensation

when

the

saw goes

way

through!

To Rent Beginning
in

Fully

W.

lead
the
per-

Four

sonal appearances in Chicago theaters
in the near future.

Fred

Crown

140 West 42nd

Times

April

—

Ross of Canton,
christened the Idle and
call it the American.
Joe

11

whI

—

Weil

,

.-;/•

1st

Equipped
Low Rent
38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

Harry

'with

Charrness

— and

l)aek

WJTH

v

News"

again'

three

initial

chapters of

serial,

"Cap'n

Eddie
Kidd,"

have been finished.

GOING TO EUROPE
Skilled

cameraman

photograph scenes to order, in Germany, France, Italy, etc.

Box

20 139

W.

47th

will

St.,

N. Y. C.

Smith and Adams Signed
Sid Smith, who
Percy, and Jimmie
Ferdie,

in

the

RENT

AVENUE

729 -7th
With Film Vault and E^camining
Room.
Address
K-27.
The Film Daily

as
IV

A T C

H

the

"Big Boy"

(.Spfc'al

at

featured

have just been placed under contract
to continue in the 1922-23 series.

New Tweedy

OFFICE FOR

is

Adams, who is
Hallroom Comedies,

to

THE FILM

—

Los Angeles A
two reel comedies
have been started,
leased one-a-month

liams
actor.

SERIES

DAILY)

who demand

— Quick

shows
There

—

he

that
is

no

°-

is

—

—

LORENZO Nc

135

WEST-44TH STREET
NEW YORK

Produced by Frederick Htrbst Prods.
JJ

—

the work of Guinn \\
rapidly becoming a first r:
doubt that this will succeed Wi

Shooting

The star is forging ahead. Newest pictu:
audiences.
Wherever Westerns
outclass his previous releases,
enjoyed this picture will go over!"

new^ series of 12
featuring Tweedy

which will be reon the state right
market. The new series is sponsored
by Sanford Prod., recently organized
by I-'rank M. Sanford, president of
the
Western Feature Prod., Inc.
Frank S. Mattison will be in charge
of production, and Marcel Perez of
direction.

Hard Riding

WILLIAMS-

Series

title

i

Sails

Three Episodes Finished
first

adorning

this western the ji
plenty of vital action runii'
true to form will find in the iiicture a sure-l
brand of entertainment.
It is not a misstatement
"lila^e
daring
Away" the best of Guinn (Hig Hoy) V
liams' features.
For one thing it takes him farther alcj
the road to popularity.
This is because he is rapidly
coming a first rate actor. He docs not depend upon
cowboy's privilege to sacrifice expression for a display
hard ridnij; and straight shooting, although these qualil
are much in evidence here.
The picture is marked for its colorful action, pa
luated as it is with reckless riding and typically westi
Williams plays the part of a bashful lo^
gun play.
whose duty is a ditticalt one because of the overwhe!'
He succeeds in making the characi
ing obstacles.
Perhaps its outstanding high li|!
wliolesonie and human.
is
the exceptional horsemanship displayed by the st
His support consists of Molly Malone as the heroine a
Ed Burns and Edward Borman as the "heavies." 1
atmosphere is first rate, the backgrounds being entir
consistent with the plot.

Goldwvn

Tile
Polo's

such a

rons

fiou)

Larrv Re:d in
"Motion Picture

\

is

AWAY

"BLAZE

was here putting over
•

City

OTHFRS TALK!
We're Modest

has rehereafter

"The Jungle Goddess.'
oddess."

District -

Sq.

Weiss, of the
Superior
Service, says that this week
the third anniversary of the opening

Screen

of his exchange.

New York

Street

LET

Europe with

to

^^

Second National Pictures Corporation

Barthelmae, of the Crown,
Point, Ind., left last week for

a three months' trip
his family.

Joe

STUDIO
232

played a

Horsemen of
Apocalypse," will make some

is

Best

"The

^^

"HER STORY"
DAVID AND JONATHAN

Harry

What
half

who

Swickard,

Joe

of

OTHER RELEASES:

Louis Laenimle, brother of Carl
Laeminle. and manager of sales promotion department of the Universal
oCtice,
was taken seriously ill last
week with a bad case of neuritis.

in

and entertain lovers

red blooded photodramas.

Myriad, Second National Ally

Second National has entered into an
agreement with Myriad Excliange.

30,

of

Western deal. She has closed for eral manager.
"The Jungle Goddess" for that business will be

territory.

March

SHADOWS

IMlf.Y)

Chicago
Harold Finkelstein, f)f
Rubin & Finkelslcin's string of Minneapolis Theaters, was in Chicago the
other day giving the big houses the
once over.

the

Toronto

Thursday,

CITY
Directed by

W. Hughes Curr

w

7A0 brAdstreet

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

Vol.

XIX

No. 87

Friday,

Who Has

Changing Policy
Lcew Theaters

West To Show
Week's Run
Three Days

in

March

L. B. Mayer Is Supposed
Have Him But Now J. L. Lasky
Makes Announcement
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)

The

to

Instead of
organization is bringing
about a gradual change in its policy
governing theaters on the West Coast

Angeles
Fred Niblo?

so as to show features for full week
stands instead of three days only.

Jesse L. Lasky announces that he
bas secured Niblo to make a series

Ed. A. Schiller, in general charge
of tlie Loew theater operations, stated
yesterday that the company has been
desirous of doing this for some time,
but tliat the vaudeville until now
has precluded such a move.
Last
wtek, theaters in Seattle and Portland, Ore., inaugurated the weekly

61

The Loew

!

!

Los

— Who

has

signed

Rodolf \'alention pictures, upon
completing "Blood and Sand." Tbe
next one will be "Amos Judd." wliicli
will

be released as "Tbe Rajah."

The Times on Monday

stated that

Niblo would make pictures for Louis
B. Mayer, but neither Mayer nor any
one at his studio could be reached
for a statement.
Mayer was reported

This week in Oakland and
San Francisco the new policy will be ill at home.
launclied and gradually Loew houses
in Long Beach, Salt Lake and Los
Paul C. Mooney, Eastern repre.'\ngcles
will
undergo changes in sentative for Mayer, stated yesterday
ci^anges.

In smaller towns, like Sac-

[jolicy.

San

according

that,

to

Fresno and possessed, Maver held
Stockton, the bi-weekly change will Niblo.

ramento.

Jose,

information
a contract

he
with

be maintained.

B'klyn

Strand Plans

Daily

Fishman Heads Detroit Board
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)

Change

of the Brooklyn
Strand, has prepared a daily change
of program for the week of April
16.
His programs will change daily
and will include not only a change in
(ilnis, but also in musical numbers.
He will show on April 16, "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde"; April 17, "Over the
Hill"; April 18, "The Inside of the

—

J, C. Fishman, of Standbeen elected president of the
Detroit Film Board of Trade. J. H.
Voung, of Vitagraph, is vice-president;
Joseph Friedman, Universal
Wilkorson,
treasurer
and ^^'.
E,

Detroit

ard, has

secn.'tar\-.

'

director John W. Hicks,
lias advised the home office of
Jr.,
that the name of the
1 aramount
in
Famous
Players'
company
Australia has been changed from
Feature Films, Ltd., to FamousLa-ky Film Service, Ltd.. the name
Used by the British and Canadian
distributing companies.

Managing

Aid Wilson Fund

Hays has accepted mem-

a motion picture committee to help raise the $1,000,000 to
be used to establish a series of yearly
l)rizes as a tribute to the ideals of

on

Woodrow
Harry

Wilson.

Cohen Promises to Attend
Sydney S. Cohen has promised the
M. P. T. O. of Western Pennsylvania
(hat he will attend the unit's convention in Pittsburgh on April 10.

New R-C
(.Special

"Bux" Returns
Buxbaum, of
from

a

to

THE

—

Release
FIL^t DAILY)

This
•special

S.

Billy

Brandt, retiring president,
a
test[monial dinner at the Ritz-Carlton on
April 20 and at that time the new
officers

headed by William Landau

be installed.
Last May the T. O. C. C. held a

will

when Brandt
was inducted into the office of president for a second time and a silver
service presented to him as a token
of esteem by his fellow members.
About 350 are expected this year.
sinn'lar affair at the Ritz

150

Going

to

Washington

The T. O, C. C. are striving to
cure 150 of

se-

members

to attend the
Washington convention of the M. P.
T, O. A. in May and all of its preparations are based on that quota. The
delegation will go down in several
Sjiecial cars.
its

—

iiid

is the unit which is offering a
service to stars and producers.

the up-state transaction 13.

Appeal Board

in

The

Paramount product has now been
•ilaced in various amounts with all
the imiiortant
\'ork: the \}
B.
Fox's.
of

circuits
in
O.,
Loew's

New
and

Ohio

THE FILM DAILY)
O. — Film men have

F. P.-L. to Build Exchange
Famous Players-Lasky will build
won a victory with the appointment its own exchange headquarters in
of a state advisory board to review
New York to house the New York
to

(.Special

disputed decisions of the Ohio Censor
Board, Court action was threatened
'inless distributors secured some sort
On the board are Mrs. W.
of relief.
H. Sharp, Joseph Schoenthal and
Robert H. Schriver.

and

New

Jersey distributing organ-

Northern New Jersey will
served by a separate exchange un-

izations.
l)e

der supervision of

Alilt

Cusell,

who

Cucame from Chicago recently.
sell v.ill work under Harry H. Buxbatun.

Kansas Convention Ends
FILM DAILY)
to THE

(.Special

Chester Joins Universal

Randolph Chester, who
Wichita, Kans.
Vitagraph, has joiiied
left
recently
"Orphans" Nearing 200th Showing
Mie M. P..T. O. of Kansas has ended.
the selection
supervise
to
Universal
The 200th performance of "Or- No unusual developments marked the
and
phans of the Storm" at the Apollo sessions. A number of resolutions re- of story material for Frank Mayo
be reached April

13.

—

The convention

of

George

He will be assi'.jned
C;iadys Walton.
high exhibition values and
to LTniversal City.
were adopted, including one
When Chester left Vitagraph he
nonto
distribution
condemning
stated he intended producing on his
'heatrical exhibitors.
own and that he would make two

garding
taxes

Famous
trip

to

Kinema Has Radio Phone
to THE
FILM DAILY)
Los .'-\ngeles The Kinema has
(.S,,ecial

—

,

in-

pictures a year.

stalled a radio phone.

Cole Arrives
Cole returned from a pro-

Iractc:! stay in I-Iollywood

Then Take Place
The T. O. C, C. will give

.

F.

Rnlus

Plai med for the Ritz April 20— Installation of Officers Will

Big Bookings Secured
Oscar Price Incorporates
to THE
FILM DAILY)
The U. B. O. in Greater New York
Oscar Price has and in Albany, Troy and Schenectady
.Albany, N. Y.
formed a company here with a capi- fias closed with Famous Players for
tal of ,$10,000,
The incorporators are: 3 new batch of pictures, the bookF, H, Butehorn, T. E. Halle and J.
ng days of which total about 800.
L. Watson and the attorney. K. J. The local deal covers nine pictures
(Spec:al

Angeles R-C Pictures will
release "The Midnight Call." made
Ijy Emory Johnson.

will

H.

Players, returned
Buffalo yesterday.

composed

Columl)Us.

Los

l/crship

Metropolitan, Atlanta in
of theaters seating
from 1,000 to 2,499 and John Paxton,
Mussellman, Paris, Tex,; Alfred I.
Gottesman, Strand, Shenandoah, Pa..
and Joe Burton. Star, Toccoa, Ga., in
Class C, composed of theaters seating
up to 1,000.
These exhibitors will be given a
trip to the coast probably in July
with all expenses paid for having put
on the best exploitation for a First
National picture. Steffey, of Seattle,
does not operate a theater of 2,500 or
more, but all of Seattle was considered

T. O. G. G. Dinner

F'atterson,

Class B,

Knorr.

Cup"; April 19, "The Sheik"; April
its
"Humoresque''; April 21, "Broken dnnual ball tonight at the ComBlossoms"; April 22, "Tiie Three modore, w'hen the 10th anniversary
Mu-keteers."
of tbe production of "Queen Elizabeth" will be oI)served.
Change Name of Australia Unit

Will H.

Moines, Des Moines; O. K.
Mason, Regent, Wichita, and W. C.

Des

Paramount Ball Tonight
The Paramount Club will give

2).

to

m'ne victors of the exploitation
contest conducted by First National
have been named.
They are: Edwarrl L. Hyman, Strand, Brooklyn;
Ralph Lieber, Circle, Indianapolis,
and Frank Steffey, Coliseum, Seattle
in Class A. composed of theaters seating 2.500 and over; Arthur Stolte,

HS a miit in this instance.

Edward L. Hyman,

Hays

Price 5 Cents

Nine Exhibitors Selected

Niblo?

First

Pictures for Full

1922

31,

yesterday.

^\'.

Hodkinson Returns
\\'. Hodkinson returned
from

S'an

Francisco yesterday afternoon.

I.

The

L.
1'.

M. Club Dance Tomorrow
M. Club will give a
the Automobile Club tomor-

'lance at
night.

row

!.

L.

Leave Tomorrw for Coast
.Abrams and Dennis

Hiram

O'Bri-.ii '.javc ior'thf ccast

l'~

tomorrov..

—

DAILY
May

Guts and Flashes
Robert C. Bruce has returned
Northwest to resume work.

to

the
Vol. XIX
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R-C Pictures will release H. B.
Warner in "The Man Who Turned
of

Louis

Araby."

Edith Roberts has been signed by
Irving Cummings to play the lead in
support of Lon Chaney in "Fires of

St.

Louis Lock-out

THE FILM DAILY)

— Musicians

playing at all
be locked out of
their houses on May 1st unless they
St.

theaters

Hallain Cooley has returned to
Universal to support Marie Prevost
in "Her Night of Nights."

White" as "The Sheik

Force

(Special to

here,

March

Friday,

will

sign a contract calling for wages and
working conditions satisfactory to the
owners.
resolution to this effect
was adopted at a meeting of the theater managers at the Statler on Friday.
The musicians, numbering
about 500, have rejected demands
calling for a 30% reduction in wages
and a new working agreement.

A

1922

31,

Plan New Reel
Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn intend

making

new

a

reel

showing intimate

glimpses of stage stars at play and
at home somewhat along the lines of
Screen Snapshots. It will be known
as Starland Revue which is also the
name of a specially incorporated com-

pany formed

in

Albany

to handle.it

with a capital of $20,000.

Elmwood Cuts Prices
THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo^The Elmwood announces
Buffalo

(Special to

a reduction in admission prices.
1,500 Seat

Vengeance."

Cape May
THE FILM DAILY)

Theater

at

(Special to
Lease "Hip" in Corbin, Ky.
Cape May, N. J. Work will start
Corbin, Ky.
Hymen and Spiccr
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
immediately on the erection of a new have leased the Hippodrome.
California — 6411
Hollywood tling "My Mother," which will be
Hollywood,
state
righted by the Arista Film ocean pier at Cape May by Hunt's
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative — Irving Mack, 808 S. Corp., and is titling "The Curse of Theaters, Inc.
The plans call for
Phone — Beekman 9091
Wabash Ave.
six modern stores, three on either
Drink."
London Representative — W. A. Williamson,

communications

all

DAILY,

71-73

Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative
Clichy.

Central

to

West 44th

— Le

European

THE FILM

St.,

New

York.

Dimitri Stephson

cutting and

is

Film,

42,

Four

Rue de

—

Representative Interna(Czecho-Slo-

Prague
Filmschau,
lonale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

—

of the theater lobby, together
the theater which will have a
seating capacity of 1500.
side

Long Acre,

85

—

ti-

Title

with

Changes

First National yesterday announced
the following title changes.
"The
Divorcee," a Constance Talmadge
picture changed to "The Primitive
Lover"; "Jim," an Ince production to

Another House for
(Special

Phila.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

ISj^

IS

15

George Coudert, camera man, who
Not quoted
shot "The Leather Pushers" series,
Vorid
Not quoted
has
gone
to
Colombia,
South
"Quotations by Harry Content & Co.
.America, on a picture expedition.
I

Coudert

the

instance

Tate Here

From Coast

Arthur Beck has completed cutting
the Devil Drives," the second
Leah Baird production for Associated

"When

Kxhibitors.

films of the oil

nature views and
trip is being made at
as

Film

Eastern

the

of

Corp.
Start

Second Williams' Film

to THE
FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The second of the
"Big Boy" Williams series being
aiade by Frederick Herbst Prod., for

(Special

It is

Inc., is "The Trail
in production.

now

Buys Foreign Rights
Warner Bros, have purchased
eign

rights

to

"I

Am

which Edwin Carewe
Affiliated

of

is

Distributors,

Fire

Damages

(Special

to

Brookfield

St.,

N. Y.

STUDIO

—

Enid, Okla.
Petitions filed with
the city commissioners by ministers
ask for a vote on the question of
closing the picture shows on Sunday.
The petitions ask the commissioners,
in the event they are unwilling to
pass a Sunday closing ordinance to
call a special election.

Fulton

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

(Special

—

Di Lorenzo,
Hate."

In order tliat the technical details
oil
the prison and court scenes in
"Manslaughter" be absolutely correct,
Cecil B. De Mille has sent his assistant, Cullcn Tate, here on a special
data gathering expedition.

The

studies.

make

to

is

as well

fields;

119

Want Sunday Ban in Enid
to THE FILM DAILY)

riangle

Ince Attacks "Leech" Pictures
Thomas H. Ince issued a statement
yesterday attacking the "leech" piclure which he called "the shabby
antique, the inferior importation and
the cheaply produced imitation, put
out in competition with and exploited
on the success of a legitimate production."
To thwart the exhibition
of such pictures, Ince says rests with
the industry itself.

SBRVICB

—

Philadelphia M.
Lessy,
of
the
"The Man She Married"; "The Soul Screen Art Exchange, is having plans
Seeker," a Holubar Prod., to "The prepared for a new theater to replace
High Low Close Sea Tigress," while Katherine
Mac- the present Cohocksink, at 2119
Fanion.s Players ... 80
78^ 80
clonald's next will be "Heroes and ^ermantown Ave.
The new house,
Not quoted Husbands."
do pfd
will seat 1200 and will cost about
*Goldwya
7^ 7^^
$100,000.
H .riffith
Not quoted
Coudert After Tropical Scenes

Quotations

Loew's, Inc.

tEALi

To Rent Beginning
Best
Fully
232

Times

in

April

Sq.

—

1st

District

Equipped
Low Rent
38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

W.

House

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Brookfield, Mo.
Sears and Jones'
Grand was damaged $5,000 when a
fire
occurred on the stage.
Sears
and Jones have re-purchased the De

Graw

here from E. E. Trunnell.

for-

the Law,"
making for

Fortescue,

mer house

Inc.

—

Mo. J. W. Hill has
and will open a sum-

sold his theater
at

Big Lake.

To Producers
and Directors
ENLARGEMENTS

^^cUic^vtUm^ (^tuA^^

When

the usual financing of productions

to the average
for the
;

SPICE

Ree

You

sit

to ask:

OF THE t'KOGHA.M"

U

Some producers have
S

Pat. Off.

on the edge

saw

to slip

institution,

"What

it is

!

the box offices

rather the rule

security have you?"

security of the usual nature

Others haven't. And it is to
is their name and reputation at
of this country that this service may

prove helpful in financing.

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave.

of

presented

Liberty Bonds, etc.
those whose security

of your seat waiting

for the

banker

banking

is

Phone Bryant 9546 New York City

Motion Picture Film
For All Purposes

W.
302 E. 33d

J.
St.

Clips

MORAT
Vanderbilt 7361

DON'T LOSE SLEEP
Over Your Income Tax.
Income tax reports made and
filed by
Agnes M. Sullivan, C.P.A.
Motion Picture Accountancy
25

W. 42nd

St.
Suite 221
Longacre. 8158

!

THE
riday,

March

-St!kDAILY

1922

31,

Claim Discovery

In the Courts
Lhe Anita Stewart Prod., has obtiied an attachment in the Supreme
(urt against the Morosco Holding
on notes alleged to
(. for $13,915
been given to Louis B. Mayer
at of the studio at Hollywood,
I

de by the defendant.

1

r lit

is

a

a

Delaware corporation.

default

\

judgment

for

$499

has

"Cold Light"

new

reports that a

—

moneys advanced on films
The attach- was done at
This new
was granted because the defend-

for

al

of

Reviving Georgia Exhibitor Body
(.Special to THE
"cold"
FILM DAILY)
light which is expected to be of conAtlanta The Georgia Amusement
.siderable commercial value in proProtective Association is laying plans
jection in therapeutics and in searchfor
its first general meeting June 5th
lights, has been invented by M. J.
Ritterrath, a Los Angeles experi- here.
R. J. Edenfield will shortly
menter, much of whose experimenting leave for a tour, during which
he will

Goldwyn

the

Gokhvyn

studios.

The Photoplay Pub. Co. has filed
default judgment in the City Court

W.

Ferguson
Edward S.
for $1,105 for advertising.

linst

&

Kramer and James B.
J.
ludin have sued the Sunset Amuseiit Corp. in the Supreme Court for
lacob

fOOO for legal services.

Baker Finishes Contract
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles George D. Baker
s completed his contract with S.-L.
ctures and is now en route for New
Los

:)rk

stare

when

begins to

the

will

saw

saw

president.

filed

against

\.

Surgeons sure

call

jtional

•

—

upon exhibitors to discuss the
light is pure white and
plans
and purposes of the association.
said to be so free from heat that
highly explosive photographic film The organization was formed in July,
can be sul)jected to it for hours with- 1921, and William Oldknow elected

out burning.
Under this cold light,
in the City Court by the
Motion Picture Title Co., it is claimed, the temperature at the
gale of the projection maciiine, where
liiinst the Micheaux Film Corp., for
the film is run, is onl" 70 degrees as
trie, labor and services.
I'n

Norwich, Conn. House, Sold
Norwich, Conn. The Breed has
been sold to Joseph Goghby of New
York.

via the

Panama

Canal.

degrees

1,200

when ordinary
light

is

light

is

used.

corking R-C Picture to

pack Exhibitor's Houses for
a whale of a spring opening.

The

obtained by fastening a ray
on an ordinary projection

cooler
maciiine.

Acquire Toledo Theater

—

Toledo, O. The Ohio Amusement
Co., incorporated by Martin Smith,

OBrien, W. F. Miller, James
Beidler and W. W. Campbell, has
taken over the old Orpheum on Superior .St. to show films.
It will
be known as the Royal.
The company's capital stock is $10,000.
B,

Lisbon, O. House, Auctioned
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Lisbon, O.— The Grand was sold
Build in Kenton, O.
Kenton, O. A new theater with a at public auction and was bought over
ating capacity of 900 is to be erected by Nathan Gross, a real estate opThe new theater will be owned erator. The purchase price was said
re.
to be $12,000.
Henry and Carl Pfeiffer.

To

A

temperature

—

Ask your R-C Exchange about
JESSE

L.

it

NOW

LASKY ^'RESENTS

i

(jeorqe Jnelford's
Production

'Behold

MyJWile!
((

TOEHOLD MY WIFE!"

B

has never been surpassed

It l)roke recas a pure heart-interest picture.
ords everywhere when it was first shown it will break
them again today at the Rialto.
This is the sixth of the seven great Paramount re;

vivals
this

which are turning, crowds away on Broadway
Every exhibitor can show them all with
Watch this space tomorrow.

week.

profit.

From "The

Translation of a Savage" by Sir Gilbert Parker
Scenario by Frank Condon

(X Cparamount Q>icture
FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION
AOOLPH ZUKOn.

Pi-matHt

•

-8=^

THE

cBtl

DAILY

Varner

y

to Build

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Start Boston

Coast Brevities

^^ISpecial

to

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Lexington, N. C. Lexington is ' Hollywood Robert B. Mclntyre,
soon to have a new theater, to be Goldwyn casting director, has relocated on the H. B. Varner home turned from New York, where he
place lot, on South Main St.
placed under contract Eleanor BoardThe building will contain three man, a Philadelphia girl and William
store rooms fronting on Main St., Haines,
New Yorker.

The
with the theater in the rear.
estimated cost is from $125,000 to
$150,000, including equipment of the
theater. The seating capacity will be
1,500.

Varner is now operating three theaters and expects to acquire others
in

a

Actual shooting upon Douglas Fairbanks' next feature, will start in about
two weeks. The cast is complete,
with Enid Bennett, Wallace Beery,
Sam De Grasse and Paul Dickey.

(Special

Lincoln Plumer has been engaged

Radios in Northwest

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Radiophone equipment has
Seattle
been installed by the Theater Equip-

ment

who

giving daily conis
reported a number of
theaters are planning to install radiophones, to combat the competition of
the privately-owned apparatus.
Co.,

certs.

It

is

Lloyd Recovers
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harold Lloyd has
recovered from his attack of influenza,
which kept him from his studio for
(..Special

—

10 days.
after his

The

developed soon
from New York.

illness

return

finished "Grandma's
Hoy," his next comedy for Associated
Exhibitors.

Lloyd has

just

2,000 Seat

A

House

for

2,000 scat theater

is

planned on

Your spine will need
a shock absorber
when the saw cuts
deeper and deeper

!

Skilled cameraman will photograph scenes to order, in Ger-

many, France,

Box

20 139

W.

Italy, etc.

47th

St.,

N. Y. C.

FOR SALE
175,000

feet

Plus
Negative
Travel and

Ruth

Roland

low

Prague

to

108

W.

K.

—The

in Six

report

of

the

Sunday Shows
to

F.

to

Louis
L.

I.

STUDIO FOR RENT
J.

For particulars write
E.

110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
5iyant 5307

Ft.

April 21.
versal,

is

Worth

(Special

to

Palace Robbed

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Ft. Worth
Tex. Robbers br(
into the private office of Manai

in Stewartville

THE FILM DAILY)

Levey, of the Palace, and took
proximately $850.

Go to Guatemala
THE FILM DAILY)

Projectors
(Special

to

—

New Orleans Twenty project
machines were shipped from tiiis c
last week to Guatemala, to be u:
in

THE FILM

—The

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia John Evans, pr«
dent of the M. P. T. O. of East.
Pennsylvania, has bought the Mai
heim on Germantown Ave.
T
increases his chain of houses to fo

will

be held in Portland, June 7th.

annual ball of the

the public schools.

Saenger Declares Dividend

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
M. Club will be held on
Barney Rosenthal, of UniNew Orleans
The
Saen^
chairman of the arrange- Amusement Co. has declared a 11

—

ments committee.

dividend.

(Si)ecial

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Two Now
to

Warner Bros.

in

Cordially request your presence at the
pre-view presentation of

"Your Best Friend
VERA GORDON
featuring

A

HARRY RAPF PRODUCTION
Directed by Will Nigh

GRAND BALL ROOM
Hotel Astor

Monday Evening

Dennison, O.

— Cowan

&

Rudolph,
owners of the Vale, in Urichsville and
the
Pictorium in Dennison, have
taken over the management of the
Grand, formerly owned and managed
by Jacob Smith.
Buffalo Criterion Closes
(Special

—

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo The Criterion has been
closed for the season.
Sol Myers,
representing Max Spiegel, is supervising alterations, which will include
a new stage and enlarged seating
capacity.

at Eight Thirty

APRIL THIRD

THE FILM DAILY)

Followed by an Informal Dance
Seats by Reservation Only
If

Bergen Blvd. and
Equipped.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

Charles

The next meeting

association.

cen-

Minneapolis Marking the first in
a chain to be erected in the Twin
ijtics by Engler Bros. & Co., the
Rialto, a 900 scat house, to be erected
on Rice St., near Litchfield, St. Paul,
will be completed Sept. 1.
Work on
the theater, which will cost $60,000
Engler Bros.,
will be begun in May.
who operate the Royal, at Hopkins,
have options on two other sites in
St. Paul and two in Minneapolis, on
which theaters will be erected.

(Special

16th St. Austin, Texas.

Bangor
Old Town,

Months

sors of the Czecho-Slovakian Republic for the half year ending Jan 1st,
states that they have reviewed 896
pictures or 1,092,038 meters of film.
Filmschau reports that during the
•^ame period 57 pictures were banned
l:y the censors, while of those passed
402 were ordered shown to adults
only.
America ranks second in the
number of pictures sent into Chechoslovakia for the above period with
\1\.
CJcrmany is first with 521.

price.

PETERS

selected

to

—

of
Stern,
and William McPhee, of
delegates to the national

has

THE FILM DAILY)

Dennison, O.

T.

i

GAUSMAN.

WILD ANIMAL,

Historical Subjects Ridiculously

Maine,

St.

Englers Plan Twin City Chain

GOING TO EUROPE

(Special

Maine Delegates Selected
to THE FILM DAILY)
Bangor, Me.— The M. P. T. O.

directress.

the

Manage New House

THE FILM DAILY)

Evans' Chain Numbers Four

de-

(Special

(Special

on

192'

The

theater in the city.
South will be
present
Old
molished.
picture

—

Production

to

31,

i

Stewartville was
St. Paul, Minn.
Stephen Goossen, has been engaged
art
and technical director for another town where the question of
Sunday shows figured in election.
"Oliver Twist."
The vote was close, the shows winMay C. Morgan, who has been ning by a majority of 27.
with J. L. Frothingham for over a
St. Louis Club Dance April 21
year, has been appointed publicity
DAILY)

Serial, "The Riddle of the Range,"
will commence at United on April 3.
Earnest C. Warde will direct.

to

(Special

—

as

(Special

iU-Ul W.

at

—

Wanger

March

London Walter Wanger is
Boston Nate Gordon will break
ground for the theater that will re- pected to manage for the new picti
place the Old South in a few weeks. theater which will be built on thes
The house will cost over $1,000,000 of the old Tivoli music hall in
and will be the largest down-town Strand.

(Special

Review 896 Films

Harlem

125th St., runling through to 321-331 VV. 124th St.
The theater will face 124th St.
a plot

by Christie to play a part in a new
Neal
feature
will
which
picture
Burns and directed by Scott Sidney.

House Soon

THE FILM DAILY)

to

of

the Spring.

May Use

Friday,

You Desire

Tickets Address

WARNER
1600

BROS.,

BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK, N.

Y.

—
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middleman

Friday,

The

Way
It

Has
Been !

We

are not selling the new Direct Booking and Profit Sharing Plan
yet.
But soon after Wid's return from Los Angeles the contracts
will

As

YOU.
FIRST can

be ready for
only the

for details

to-

^^^

share in the profits— our tip is— write today

^^^^ Rroadway,

New York

March

31,

12

—

—

\7Ae

BRADSTREET

lo/*

FILHDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XX

rol.

No

Saturday,

1

No

Some Thoughts

On

/hat John D. Rockefeller Told B. C.
Forbes About Business Success
Business Philosophy

—

i

Forbes, on

B. C.

editor's

tlie

hat be

most attributed

He

his

business

'To others.'
contains deep phil-

the page called "Thoughts
Life and Business," in the same
tiagazine appears the following:
"There are some persons whose
Iresence comes over j'ou like a dash
f ice water, and others that stimulate
ou like wine; there are some who
;nd out great waves of boredom bc)re them, some who are as irritating

And on

—

—
—

I

I

I

|

nettles.

'

man makes you calm and
and with that man you in-

;ntle,

G. E. A. Lifts Ban

—

I

j

"This

Entries Arrive

|

That Ground, C. G. Binderup Lost For Spring Golf Tournament Many Removes Restrictions Against ShewRequests from Non Players
ing of German Pictures in EngDecision in St. Louis No Sher-

I

II

i

Price 5 Cents

—

replied:

onder that. It
kopliv for you."

1922

All 'Will Be Welcome
land Much Discussion
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
Following the first announcement
Louis
Great importance is of the second semi-annual golf tournaLondon The Cinematograph ExSt.
attached here to the Binderup decision ment to be held under the auspices hibitors' Association has lifted the
made on Tuesday by the U. S. Cir- of THE FILM DAILY, many entries ban against the exhibition of German pictures in England, to become
cut Court of Appeals.
have already arrived.
Justice Garland wrote the decision
While definite details as to the date effective immediately.
The question whether or not the
which was concui^red in by District and place have not yet been determinJudge Trieber. The court held that ed by the Committee, from the many restrictions placed on German-made
the sale of films, programs and ad- letters received there is every indica- product should be maintained has
vertising matter to Binderup's the- tion that the event will prove even been the subject of considerable disin
aters and the Binderup circuit in more interesting than the tournament cussion
exhibiting circles with
Nebraska was not an interstate trans- held last Fall, when over 80 players opinion divided among the various
branches of the C. E. A., as to just
action, and that because of that fact tee-ed off.
the court did not have jurisdiction.
Grantland Rice, who handicapped what attitude should be taken. The
Justice Sanborn filed a dissenting the event last Fall, has offered his C. E. A., at the conclusion of the war,
opinion, taking the position that the services again and if in town will also decided to keep out German pictures
sales to Binderup were interstate.
play, inasmuch as he is a producer for a period of five years.
Some time ago when Ben BlumenBinderup had filed suit for $240,- with Jack Eaton of the Sport Picthal was in London, is was reported
051 under the Sherman Anti-trust torial, released through Goldwyn.
.^ct, and would have received thrice
Many have inquired whether thej' that he would open a theater to show ^
that amount if a verdict in full had may attend the event in case they German pictures, but nothing ever
He con- cannot play. Everyone will be wel- materialized.
London newspapers
been returned for him.
tended that Pathe and other ex- come.
It will be a g'''at chance to have printed long reviews of importchange members of the Omaha Film spend a day out in the open, even if ant German pictures such as "PasBoard of trade had conspired to put you don't play golf.
But the one sion" and "Deception," and have
him out of business, and had refused emphatic rule which must be obeyed often drawn comparisons between
German and -English production
to sell him films after finding him
guilty of "trumped up" charges
DISCUSS BUSI- standards.

page

"1

jcccss.

Inter-State Sales

1,

man Law 'Violation
(Specal to THE FILM DAILY)

Forbes Magazine, says:
asked John D. Rockefeller to

f

April

iriably get into a temper.

"And when you say there are good
bad people, wholesome people,

."ople,

isgusting people, impossible people,
id charming people, what is it you
D except to register a certain occult
Dwer in them, a vital forthputting, an
ira or a radiation of spirit electricity?
"You can't just stand this man, and
;at man is refreshing.
"Study therefore this electricity of
Learn to use it, to wire it and
)uls.

YOU CANNOT

(Continued on page 4)

NESS.

Ben Blumenthal is back from
Cody in "Silent Men"
Europe, but it was impossible to
Appeals Court Upholds Decision
Lew Cody and not James Kirknitrol it, and it will take and give
The U. S. Court of Appeals has reach him for a statement.
deeper messages, work your wood will appear opposite Alma Ru- upheld the decision of
Dur
Judge Julius
ispoken will, and build you, as the bens in "The Valley of Silent Men," Mayer in
Hays to Take Up Referendum
a case brought by Samuel
which
Prod,
Miii
built
Aladdin's
palace,
the a new Cosmopolitan
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
lificcs

of your success."

— Dr.

rane.

I

—

"Business is like a wheelbarrow it
ands still unless some one pushes
"—The Gillette Blade.
"

"You
an

even with a

can't get

id get his

money

epigram

immon

at the

same

Borzage Lumiere, the photographer, against
the Robertson-Cole Dist. Corp. over
is now in Banff, Canada, and the rest
alleged copyright infringements on
of the company follows today.
photographs of Georges Carpentier.
copyright in posNew Zealand Reviewed 3,146 Films The decision placed
session of the distributing company.
Figures for the past year from New
Zealand show that the censors there
"Trouble" Shown in Los Angeles
reviewed 3,146 pictures totalling about
picture
Coogan's
latest
Jackie
Thirty-eight pictures
4,900,000 feet.
were rejected entirely and in 240 "Trouble" was shown at the Alhameliminations were ordered. The New bra theater, Alhambra, Cal., near
Zealand censors are now trying to Los Angeles on Thursday night. Acliave a measure passed giving them cording to information received by

Frank Frank Borzage

man
time,'

that contains sound
sense."
Business
Corre-

—

)Ondencc.

will direct.

!

Boston

new

—

It is understood that the
distributors' organization headed

by Will H. Hays will take up the
Alassachusetts referendum situation.
Just what plan of action Mr. Hays
has in mind is not known.

Buy Warner
(Special

London

to

Serial for

England

THE FILM DAILY)

— Pearl

Films, Ltd.,

Hyman

Winik's and Tom E. Davies' company, is to distribute "A Jungle Adventure,"

the

Warner

Bros,

serial

Irving Lesser yesterday it was a
with cre- control of the advertising matter.
here.
ive thoughts and we will all be
great success. Lesser states that no
(ueezing your hand and congratulatdistributing arrangements have as yet
New Serial Release Idea
May Include South in Change
been made for tlie picture.
g vou for one thing or another
perfected
Arrangements are being
There is a possibility that some of
)ssibly for making good with the
instead of showing "The Adthe theaters in the Loew chain in the
anliood that is yours. And that, as so that
Stoll Secures "Agony of Eagles"
in
South maj' undergo a change in pol)u
know, is a devil of a big ventures of Robinson Crusoe"
DAILY)
FILM
THE
to
(Special
week by week,
icy so as to play weekly changes of
:comp!ishment better than leading two reel episodes,
Great
purchased
Stoll
has
London
many theaters will be able to start
e sales force, writing a successful
pictures and vaudeville instead of bishowing the first Britain rights to "The Agony of the weekly changes. As noted, this is
ay or a best seller, or performing the serial off by
the
incident
on
an
on
based
Eagles."
It
four chapters at once..
ly other stunt that wins the plaudits three or
It is said the pic- being done in the West.
life of Napoleon.
will be limited to 12 episodes, or 24
the mob."
ture, made in France, costs 2,000,000
"Keej) your

mind

filled

—

—

reels.

francs to make.

Bernard Deschamps

French "Robinson Crusoe"
FILM DAILY)
to THE
Paris
O. J. Monat has produced
offices
Lexington, Ky. Resolutions conJose Back from Coast
a version of "Robinson Crusoe" which
tmning salacious films were adopted in the State Bldg. as representative
Edward Jose is back from the coast M. J. Rosenzaig is distributing. Bani,
the two da}r convention of the M. of the Compania Brazil Cinematoappears as Crusoe.
graphica and will buy films for Brazil. where he was directing for Vitagraph. an Italian actor,
T. O. of Kentucky.
I

Condemn

(Special

to

Salacious Films

THE FILM DAILY)

—

made

Blunt to Buy for Brazil
Henrique Blunt has opened

i

'

it.

(Special

—

THE

a^Hk

DAILY

No

Sales

Inter-State
(Continued from Page

Saturday,

New

Oiean Company to Make Accessories
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

1)

April

Theater for

(Special

to

St.

1,

1922

Paul

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Olean, N. Y.
Motion picture
St. Paul
J. A. Freiermuth is prel
machinery will be made by the Lang paring plans for the erection of
Manufacturing Co., of which Carl modern theater at Hastings, betwec
Lang, W. H. Williamson and W. Cypress and Earl Sts. Work on th
Alandevrile Troy are the principals. new theater, which will be namei
A rewinding machine, a kinetoscope the Mound, will be begun early thi
shutter to eliminate flickering, a car- summer.
The theater will have
bon holder for electric lights and a seating capacity of 800 and will cos,
was only one theory on which it friction bearing for rewinding out- $25,000.
could get into the Federal courts fits will be some of the products
Rebuilding Johnson City House
"under the Sherman Act if the acts manufactured.
(Special (o THE
FILM DAILY)
complained were in interstate comJohnson City, Tenn.
The De
merce."
Continuing the court then Theater Company in Endicott, N. Y.
Lu.xe,
which sufTered a fire los
said, "From the allegations of the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
around $30,000, is closed for rebuild
complainant, it is apparent no shipEndicott,
N. Y.
Benjamin H. ing and redecorating. The DeLux
ments of programs, films or advertis- Dittrich, S. Howard Ammerman,
has a seating capacity of 2,100.
M
ing matter was made from the City Eleanor K. Dittrich and Vina F.
B. McCartt is owner of the house
of New York to the motion picture Ammerman
organized
have
the and H. E. English rnanager.
theaters, but they made shipments to Central Theater Corp., with a capital
their respective branches in Omaha." of $50,000.
The company will build
The court then pointed out that the new Central on West Main St.
later the exchanges at Omaha did It will have a capacity of 1,000 perlease and rent these same films to the sons.
The same interests control the
To Rent Beginning April 1st
territory Lvric.
in
the
theaters
located
Best in Times Sq. District
served by them, but that these shipFully Equipped
Low Rent
ments were not part of the original
"The Ballad of Fisher's Boarding
transaction with New York, contend- House," a one-reeler released by
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205
ing that the shipments from the East Pathe "oes into the Strand next week.
had reached their destination in

Sunday's Issue

When

the case was tried in the
Federal District Court last June the
court sustained a demurrer for the
Binderup then appealed.
defense.
The Appellate Court held that as the
question of diversity of citizenship
had not entered into the case there

NEWS

—

—

French
"Championess'*
Challenges American

Lightweight

Women

STUDIO

Germany Voices Against
Burdensome Taxes

—

Omaha.
In view of the fact that the court
had thus disposed of the very first

To

Rebuild in Wisconsin Rapids

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. A new
$50,000 theater is to be erected on the
site of the Daly, which recently was
lestroyed by fire.

question that came before it, the right
of the case to be in the Federal Court,
the judges did not attempt to pass
on the methods whereby Binderup
alleged he was "black listed or blue
listed" by the exchanges members of
the Omaha Film Board of Trade.
Detroit Radios

Dominic Going
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Minn.

Babbitt,

Biwabik,

into Babbit, Minn.

— William
has

exhibitor,

plans for the opening of a
ater at Babbit.

new

the-

Wayne
THE FILM DAILY)

to

Consolidated Realty and Theaters'
Corp.
The theater will seat 2,500
people.

Jankowsky
(Special to

Oklahoma

Sells

Out

THE FILM DAILY)
City,

Okla.— Mike Jan-

kowsky, who figured

ment of a
Oklahoma,

in the developlarge chain of theaters in

Missouri,

Kansas, has sold
Ensley Barbour.

Arkansas

his

interests

and
to

to

all

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Tallahassee, Fla. Governor Hardee has appointed Mrs. Louis Kalbfield a member of the Florida Board
The other members are
of Review.
C. E. Daffin of this city and Miss
Rich of Jacksonville.

WEISS BROTHERS CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, Inc.
Broadway, New York
Bryant 3271

Suite 908, 1540

Know What's Going On

A

east of the Mississippi.
of well known acts including
'Frisco,' Alexander Carr, Jimmie Bur-

number

ton and Tessa Kosta and Evans Burrow Fontaine did their turns while
supper was served between midnight
and 1 o'clock this morning. About
1,200 guests attended, including all of
the important Paramount officials and
a number of stars now working in the
East.

Emmick Managing T. & D. Jr.
FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE
San Francisco — Eugene H. EmEmmick
Inc.
interests with the

Enterprises,

still

tains his

Peerless

Subscribe to
The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Kindly enter

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including

to

Coast

1921

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Reports Improvement on Coast
Los Angeles Edwin D. Newman
.Associated Press reports from is here from New York to watch
Hollywood that the film colony is l)ro(luction activities of First National
The units. He will make his headquarassuming its old-time bustle.
ters at the United Studios.
report says:

New York City
my subscription to The

But nowhere is
are returning.
expected tliat the 'golden days'
it
of 1919 and 1920 when money was

thrown away and

when they

stars

pleased, will

After Holy

Harry Lcvc}'

to

he

is

Year

Weekly Reviews

—52

Name
Theatre

— Foreign,
-

—

for a series of pictures.
is to be in charge.

Address

..

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

sending

an expedition abroad this month to
secure scenes in Egypt and in the

work Holy Land
M. J. Wiss
return."

came

Land Scenes

states

for

Issues— Every Day

The

ville

Film Daily

year, starting immediately, to include

Inc., operate a chain of seven houses
and intend taking over three more.

Newman on

THE FILM DAILY Now

St.,

re-

Film Service and Progressive Features.
The T. & D. Jr. Enterprises,

(Special

"Studios closed for a year are reStars who took to vaudeopening,

expose

exchanges and some important

mick has succeeded L. R. Crook as
general manager of the T. & D. Jr.

Mrs. Kalbfield on Fla. Board
(Special

—the

Commodore

theaters

Ft. Wayne, Ind.— A $1,250,000 theater and hotel, is to be built by the

newspaper publicity make this a clean-up
of Sawing a Lady in Half

New York

ball last night
the Detroit Paramount exchange sent a message to
the guests in the ball room. Adolph
Zukor delivered an address from the
Newark broadcasting station that was
heard at the Commodore and relayed

to

Big Theater for Ft.
(Special

Ask

of

At the Paramount

at the

Dominic,
completed

Tons

pages

$15

one
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Well-known

film

men

see better pictures as necessity

to stimulate business.
Copyright, 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.
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44th
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New

in
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WID'S FILM

Charles B.
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matter
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Features Reviewed
M. Stearns Prod.

Page

2

TOO MUCH BUSINESS
Page

Vitagraph
Betty Compson

in.

.

.

Anita Stewart

John Gilbert

Page

— Asso. First Nat'l Pict

Page

7

ARABIAN LOVE

in

Fox

Page

1

F.

United Artists' annual meeting

O'Brien

to

attend

New

in California.

raw stock duty in tarifif bill expected in
Washington.
Only nominal duty on completed

Battle over

productions probable.
Pioneer in Chicago closes. Triangle distributor in tilt
with home office.
B. P. Schulberg to produce at Louis B. Mayer studio
in future.
Several director series planned.
Exhibitor combine seen by W. W. Hodkinson to
thwart any move for domination by producers.

Wednesday
William Landau succeeds William Brandt as president
of T. O. C. C. Election hotly contested.
Colorado threatened with Sunday closing. Harry F.
Nolan arousing exhibitors to fight move.
L. E. Ouimet, Canadian exchangeman, to produce in
Los Angeles. Forms Laval Photoplays, Ltd.
Theda Bara to make four a year. M. H. Hofifman to
handle distribution.

6

THE INVISIBLE FEAR

in

Mayer Prod.

3

.THE GREEN TEMPTATION

Paramount

for INIetro.

subsidiar}' to be discussed.

FREE AIR

— Hodkinson

make

Hiram Abrams and Dennis

(Postage free). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
Foreign, $15.00.
$10,00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Perg-Kahlert presents

to

at

office

Terms

Address

more

his credit service.

Tuesday

;

Entered

reorganizes four exchangemen's clubs

development ol

Thursday
San Francisco

film circles talking of a $5,000,000 dis-

tributing organization to be formed

Reissue idea at Rialto takes.
series of former successes.
First

National-Goldwyn

by exhibitors.
Paramount may release

deal

practically

closed

in

Indianapolis.
Select to handle other product than

that

made by

Selznick producing unit.

THE BIGAMIST

Ivy Duke in

R-C Pictures

Page

12

Friday
T. O. C. C. plans dinner at Ritz April 20 to install

new

officers.

Hoot Gibson

THE BEARCAT

in

Page

Universal

Mary Miles Minter

in.

theaters on West Coast inaugurating weekly
change of films.
Both L. B. flayer and J. L. Lasky claim to have signed
Fred Niblo.

.THE HEART SPECIALIST
Page

Realart-Paramount

Page

Short Reels

**

16

Loew

Pardoning the bad

is

17

19

Saturday

Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association of Great Britain lifts ban on showing of German pictures in England.

injuring the good"^Benjaniin Franklin.

'

}

—

I

^a^

Baird productions Inc.

presents

Wortt Voubt
/eafiBaird
^/In intimate
life,

drama ofmarried

portraying

vi>ith i>italpovi>er

the pettiness ^jealousy, the folly

ofstubbornness and the e\^ilof
douhtDirected byJamesViHome
and played by an all-star Cast.
i/l\Oonderfid entertainment for
men and Ufomen alike.

.d-

^^

i/l\Ooman*s Problem and a Man*s Solution/
\/I feature throbbing \Oith public interest/
J^n attraction yOiih a tremendous box office. puW

Ibistributed

by Associated Exhibitors

through Pathc Exchange, Inc.
JPoreign T^epresentatiife for Associated Exhibitors
Sidney Garrett

—;xi^

DAILV

Elaborate Production That

Has Elements

Betty Compson in

Paramount
William D. Taylor
Constance Lindsay Skinner

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Monte M. Katterjohn
James C. Van Trees

WHOLE

Starts out very well but wavers

AS A

between good and
mainder

STORY

just fair

throughout the

re-

opportunities for spectacular production

PHOTOGRAPHY

a bit faulty

Very good
Unusually good

'

,:XIGHTINGS

STAR

is

,

Does very well

1922

composed

is

of highly im-

probable situations and a generous share of coincidence that serves largely in the development. And it
certainly coversji great deal of ground. It starts out
with

pantomime show, switches

-a

underworld

to the

and haunts Of the apache, then to society, followed by
the.wa*-and /nds with all the characters conveniently
assembled at a garden fete in America. Such is the
progress and coincidence of the plot.

make

expense, to

effort, or

apparently

the picture elaborate and exquisite

photography and production genI^ach new sequence steps a
erally were concerned.
hit ahead of its predecessor with regard to spectacle
and display. There is the den of apaches, the ball of
the Duchesse De Chazarin, the war, and finally Mrs.
W'eedon Duyker's garden fete.
as far as settings,

Creates vivid attposphere at every

turn; construction at times

2,

Audience Appeal

But Director Taylor spared no

Offers fine role for star and plenty of

DIRECTION

of

"The Green Temptation"

"THE GREEN TEMPTATION"

DIRECTOR

Sunday, April

in a role that offers con-

siderable variation

'"^SUPPORT

Theodore -Kosloff most prominent;

Mahlon Ham-

gives an excellent performance;
ilton,

Edward Burns and others
Some of them elaborate

EXTERIORS

studio

;.

:

Good

Adequate
Girl apache thief

regenerated through* service as Red Cross nurse
during war, marries Scotland Yard detective

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
TJiis

story

latest

Betty

by Constance

Compson

6,165 feet

feature

Lindsay

is

Skinner

l)ased

called

on

a

"The

Noose," and while it serves as a splendid vehicle for
providing her with a role containing unusual
variety, it recalls the world war, which everyone is

.the star,

more

most varied

or less trying to forget, so that

it

is

not likely

tp have a tendency toward entertainment at this point
even though a great amount of footage is not devoted
to it. Still it has a fairly important place in the story.

all

had and she does

roles she has ever

times,

is

beautifully photographed and

also quite beautiful as a blonde.

who always

Next

to

Theodore

unusually good performance, Mahlon Hamilton deserves mention in the
part of John Allenby. a Scotland Yard detective whose
KoslofF,

INTERIORS
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY
»:

the

part of Genelle provides the star with oRe of

very well at

'

affairs

;'<

The

real identity

Story

is

gives an

kept secret until the very end.

Through devoting

:

the war. Jeane Paiget,

herself to nursing during

known

in

the underworld of

Paris as the notorious Genelle, has forever given up
life and is starting over again in America.
garden fete she meets her former accomplice,
Gaspard, who is still on the trail of the great emerald,
called, "The Green Temptation," and now in the possession of Mrs. Duyker, the hostess.
Gaspard exposes Jeane's past when she refuses to aid him, but
Allenby, in love with Jeane, comes to her rescue,
while Gaspard is killed when trying to escape with

the old

At

a

the jewel.

Contains Enough Variety to Reach About Everyone
Box
The Paramount

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

press sheet contains a line which

There

fittingly describes the picture
"Apache underworld
and society boudoir linked in this thrilling romance
of a dazzling little dancer who became the darling of
Paris."
It explains it about as well as anything else
and serves to give a pretty fair idea of what they may
expect from the story. You can go as far as you like
in promising spectacular efifects and a lavish enter-

consider

:

tainment.

is

just the

—the

war.

one angle that you

may have

to

Otherwise you have a splendid

variety of entertainment elements to talk about.

you know they fancy mystery
trap door kind, they'll like

Be sure

stories, the secret panel-

it.

world atmosphere or Parisian

If

If
life

they favor undergenerally they will

one
of her best performances so far as Genelle, an Apache.
also find that.

to say that the star gives

THE
Sunday, April

2,

?%g^

DAILV

1922

Fair Mystery Story With the Usual Improbabilities
It

Anita Stewart in

is

"THE INVISIBLE FEAR"

to

Louis B, Mayer Prod.

DIRECTOR

—Asso.

.

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

.

^

CAMERAMAN
AS A

killing.

The

usual

keep them guessing by close-ups of eyes, a protruding
hand and the regulation line of incidents that make

and

for suspense.

The

director has put forth his best efforts in work-

ing up the climax and

shows rather good judgment

in

best where they will accept improbabilities for

the use of flash-backs to clear up the mysterious oc-

the sake of excitement

currences of the earlier sequences. There is one evidence of bad cutting in the early reels in which the
hero is shown stealing the will. The spectator doesn't

max

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Suitable

Average
Not always good
and sincere

in her effort

;

close-

ups poor

SUPPORT
satisfactory

good

Allan Forrest and Walter McGrail
hero and villain
George Kuwa
;

minor part

in

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Adequate

Some unnecessary

hero haunted by vision of

titles

Girl married to

man

war

she believes she

killed

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The

4,900 feet

Invisible Fear," one of the several Anita Stew-

is an average
entertainment on the whole but is the type of picture
whose appeal will vary according to the audience. It
contains good action provided through highly improb-

art productions ready for current release,

able situations that will satisfy those

who

are willing

to accept the excitement they offer regardless of

arrived

how

at.

Just a Matter of

they like this type of story regardless
of the improbabilities but for the mystery and suspense it aflords, they'll be satisfied with "The Invisible
Fear." Play it up as a mystery picture and use catch-

such as:

If

"What was 'The

young wife believed

wise the story will satisfy those who don't mind it
being of fairly "movie" manufacture.
Anita Stewart does good work as the heroine whose
conscience is troubled by the fact that she believes

Invisible Fear?'

A

herself responsible for the death

of a former suitor, but after her

man, played by

Walter McGrail. Allan Forrest is the hero.
Story
While riding together a storm' comes up and
Comstock and Sylvia Langdon are forced to seek shelter in a lodge.
Sylvia, engaged to Bentley Arnold,
her guardian's son, repulses the advances of Comstock
and hits him with a candlestick when he attacks her.
She runs out into the storm and wanders around.
Meantime John Randall, Comstock's uncle, is search:

ing for the

nephew who has

stolen the uncle's will

which cuts him off without a cent. RancTall finds
Comstock recovering from the blow. A fight ensues
Sylin which Comstock kills Randall and disappears.
via sees the cottage in flames and believes she is responsible for the death of Comstock. Gradually the
mystery is unraveled.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

depends altogther upon the class of patronage
to.

which home he is in but this is cleared away
in subsequent scenes although a title at the time would
explain things more definitely. The episode in which
the heroine is under the hypnotic influence of the villain is the story's most unconvincing twist.
Otherjust

Whether or Not Your Folks Like This Kind
Box

you cater

know

herself responsible for the death of a

CHARACTER OF STORY

lines

and who did the

Edwin Carewe
Hampton Del Ruth
Madge Tyrone

Given adequate production; has effective melodramatic sequence
DIRECTION
Injects atmosphere of mystery
and builds toward rather good suspense in cli-

It

killed

tricks are used to arouse the spectator's suspicions

STORY

it is

who was

First Nat'l Pict.

Robert B. Kurrle
Fair entertainment that will go

WHOLE

has ap atmosphere of mystery and suspense that
it keeps the spectator in doubt as

effective insofar as

marriage was con-

man

fronted by the very

See

how

the mystery

is

she believed she had kilkd.
unravelled in Anita Stewart's

production showing at the blank theater."
Where the star is popular you can give the biggest
prominence to her name and some ad sheets and posters should prove satisfactory aids in getting folks inlatest

would be well
Forrest as the leading man.

terested.

Probably

it

to

mention Allan

/

}

Messmore Kendall
presents

CARDIGAN
^^^Mj^p
^^^^^^ The

American Historical Production
From the Famous Novel by

First

ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
Directed by John W. Noble

Opening April 3
in Philadelphia's

advanced-price extended run

STANTON THEATRE
the "Ace" house in the great chain

of theatres operated by

Jules E.

Mastbaum

and Associates
Personally

Looked

R. Boyd as a

by

fitting

Alexander

spring-season

production and attraction

— the

first

American historical and roman*
tic drama, to take by storm the city
where American liberty was bom*
great

.men can

RELEASING
WALTER E GREENE,

SVtoJnu

CORPORATION
F. B.

WARREN,

y,afrt^<lm

American Releasing Corp.
fresents

Isters
One oP the greatest

stories

ever written

about marriage. Featuring SEENA OWEN,
MATT MOORE and GLADYS LESLIE.

From the novel by KATHERINE
Directed by

The

N ORRIS

ALBERT CAPELLANI

Best Picture Released

1922

in

"Sisters" is not merely a mighty
picture; it is a great picture.

good

Acceptance of this rating is shown by
the immediate booking of "Sisters" for
instant presentation on national release
date, April 2, in many of the most important first run accounts of the industry.

Opening for an

indefinite run in the

Theatre, New
York; booked across the entire Keith
metropolitan circuit.
B. S. Moss-Keith

Cameo

Theatres like Eugene Roth's Granada,
San Francisco; the Kinema, Los Angeles;
Clemmer's Winter Garden, Seattle; Sam
Katz* big Chicago Theatre, Chicago; Jake
Lourie's Modern and his Beacon, Boston;
Emery & Mahoney's Rialto, Providence;
the big Capitol, Youngstown, Ohio.
nationally with a huge
campaign in the 17 William Randolph
Hearst newspapers from Coast to Coast.

Advertised

f^^
ftELEASlNC
WALTEK a

Jln International

Rim

GiipENE, 'PraJnM

CORPORATION
f

6.

WAKREN.

Service Co. Production

VKT-'haJtM

The

PICTURES
plus

The

Profits

A

Toledo, Ohio, exhibitor writes me: "I am going
into your Direct Booking and Profit Sharing
Plan when you give me the chance to but I can tell
you frankly I am not buying in because of the profits
the proposition will show.
to

buy

"The

profits are fine.

I will

be glad to get

my

taste

But with me, THE PICTURE IS THE
THING. What I want above everything else is BOX
OFFICE INSURANCE. What I am buying in your
plan is YOU, the things I have seen you do in production, the plans and ideals for the future that I know
you have. Your reputation as a judge of pictures, as
a vital factor in the making of BIG PICTURES is
on record. I am buying that record.
of them.

tion expert and as a square-shooter, because
that this is your big opportunity.

the profits of their genius

—

I

know

"That's the
surance of

way

I am buying
BIG PICTURES.

figure that

I

TWELVE
'catch'
I

am buying YOU this year to beat that game.
that I am buying everything YOU know about

pictures and the

am buying

making

of pictures;

I

know

that

I

every bit of your reputation as a produc-

1540

BROADWAY

the in-

—

from

am

are

"I

THEIR

my viewpoint I know in
going to pay for those twelve
pictures. And I am paying at a lower quota than any
big picture was ever marketed.
"Then the

advance just what

TURES PLUS THE PROFITS

know

get

I'll

BEST.

ture.

I

can see

"I know that I am buying three great directors
working under conditions that are ideal for a creator.
Unhampered by incompetent executives, sharing in

"The past year has proven to me and to many exhibitors that you can't get box-office insurance by contracting right and left for supposed sure-fire stars.
The stars hit the skids just when you least expect it.
Neither can I get insurance by buying 'organizations.'
Because the BIG
seems to be an accident
with the 'organizations' and when an accident happens to them they find a way to charge us every last
nickel that we can get into our box office for the pic-

PICTURE

I

"Even

if you get a 'Miracle Man' in the twelve, Wid,
that it is assured for my house and ths price
I am to pay.
I won't have to spend two weeks arguing with a blackjack expert to keep it from my com-

I

know

petition.

"That sums up

why

I'm going to buy

course, the profits look good.

my

YOU.

But

it's

THE

for

me.

And

guarantee for the pictures

Of
PIC-

YOU

!"

man from Toledo has written this ad.
to comment on different portions of his
letter, but it is just as well to let an exhibitor do all
the talking today.
do his views strike you?
I

I

guess the

am

tempted

How

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Bryant 4364

"

Sunday, April

2,

—JXI^
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Weak

Another "Sheik" Story
John Gilbert

in

Substance But Adequate Production

in

—

The usual atmosphere deserts, caravans, tents and
costume is found in the picture and so far as production is concerned generally, the feature is up to standard.
There are some attractive desert shots and the
customary riding over the sands that contributes
several picturesque scenes. The photography is good
and the final, though conventional, silhouette fade-

—

"ARABIAN LOVE"
Fox

DIRECTOR

Jerome Storm

AUTHOR

Jules

SCENARIO BY

Jules

Furthman
Furthman
Joe August

CAMERAMAN
AS A

11

WHOLE

out at the close

sphere

with hangings and draperies typical of what a Sheik's
abode should be.

Apparently a follow-up on the
previous recent sheik pictures; the usual atmo-

STORY

Highly in/probable and fictitious value
depends upon how they like their entertainment
;

DIRECTION

Provides adequate production;

good desert locations; makes

little

bid for sus-

pense

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR

All right
Satisfactory

SUPPORT

Barbara Bedford, leading lady; Barbara LeMar adequate as Arabian girl; Herschel
Mayall and Robert Kortman suitable
Some good desert shots
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
INTERIORS
'

DETAIL

Ample

CHARACTER O FSTORY

Girl swearing ven-

geance upon husband's murderer,
•"'
with the guilty man

falls in

love

It isn't

surprising that

is rather strange they have
would possibly give it a better
For instance, it might readily con-

a "Sheik" picture, but

not selected a

title

4,440 feet

Fox should come along with

it

that

drawing power.
form to "The Sheik's Daughter," since there is such a
character and she plays a fairly important part in the
story. Incidentally it would be a fitting successor, in
Howtitle, to "The Sheik" and "The Sheik's Wife."
give
sufficiently
pertinent
to
ever, "Arabian Love" is
them an idea of what they may expect.

You Know
Box

Best

In case you

have shown "The Sheik" or "The Sheik's Wife" you
in a position to

judge whether or not you

can please them with "Arabian Love. "^

John Gilbert

is

satisfactory in the principal

role,

although it doesn't require anything much out of the
ordinary from him. Barbara Bedford is the girl, and
Barbara LeMar makes an attractive Oriental. Herschel Mayall plays the sheik, while Robert Kortman
is

a villanious accomplice.

Nadine Fortier returns to the desert post
commanded by her husband to learn that he has been
killed by an American named Norman Stone. During
her return journey she is kidnapped by a band of
pirate Arabs who cast dice to see which one will
possess her. A newcomer in the band wins, but permits her to escape. Later theyl meet again and eventu:

The sheik's jealous
ally fall in love with each other.
daughter tells Nadine her lover is the one who killed
her husband. He admits the truth, but a letter proves
that the husband had been unfaithful and his death
is

a villainous accomplice.

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

patrons like fantastic and imaginative offerings such

ought to be

Interiors are replete

is

What You Can Do With

With a picture like "Arabian Love" it is very
much a matter of individual taste. If you know your
as this, they shouJd be fully satisfied.

very pretty.

improbable and without originality,
except, perhaps, it has not been done in just the same
atmosphere. But nearly every picture goer is more
or less familiar with the old situation in which a girl
swears to find the one who killed her husband, and
then learns that the man she falls in love with is
Little effort is made to create a
the murderer.
suspense. Each step is quite obvious and events are
generally anticipated long before they occur.
story

Story

-

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

The

is

You have

the

desert atmosphere and
letting

stills

will

go further toward

them know what they may expect

to see.

John Gilbert has previously been starred by Fox and
it might be well to recall any that you have played,
including "Shame," one of the specials in which he
appeared. Catchlines can be used if you need to let
them know more of the story and Barbara Bedford,
who has also been starred, can be mentioned.

THE

^<

DAILY

12

Unexpected Twist

End

at

surely won't expect a re-union.

"THE BIGAMIST"

the "movies," but here

DIRECTOR

Guy Newall
Young

F. E. Mills

SCENARIO BY

Not
Not

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE
in that the

.

.

.

A

a bit vague but
and plausible

DIRECTION

most part comprehensive

ing obvious

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

Good though sometimes

SUPPORT

too bright

Pleasing and does good work
Newall hasn't a very prominent

Guy

part; Julian

Royce and others

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

suitable

All right

Too

spacious usually

About average
Wife, mother of two
children, learns husband has another wife living; they part but are remarried when the

CHARACTER OF STORY

About

5,300 feet

The most unusual thing about "The Bigamist" is
the ending. It is sure to fool them all, for the minute
they find the heroine married to an old and unattractive
man and then one who appears to be the hero is introduced, they're certain to decide right then and there
that the husband will be killed ofif conveniently per-

And

marriage.

a

couple separate and the husband

is

Would Seem

Title

taken

attraction,
likely

the

and

if it

office is

more

find the title

suffices to bring

be satisfied with the story

box

concerned there

it

is

ill,

the

they

or less of an

them

in

offers.

they will

As

far as

nothing big, either

the story or production, in the sense of bringing

in

a lot of

money.

satisfaction.

but

It is

as

hardly more than average

such

should

strong

dramatically.

It

and
in the
obviously choppy and slightly vague
of cutting

incident that really needs a

which the wife discovers

work has

editing,

still

it

One

at times.

title to clarify it, is

that

a telegram, after she

and

her bigamous husband have parted, advising of the

death of the former wife.

When

it

was received

or

husband had not imparted the information
Otherwise the
are left quite to your imagination.
titles are pertinent and adequate.
A slight tendency
to harp on "babies" is noticeable.
Production values are about up to standard and
the photography generally good. Sometimes sets are
the

The director
has provided suitable surroundings, some of which
are rather too spacious. Ivy Duke displays an agreeable simplicity and sincerity in her work and is always
pleasing. The other members of the cast give satistoo brightly lighted but this

is

not often.

factory performances.

Pamela Arnott is quite happy in her love
her husband and their two children until one day

Story
for

:

she receives a letter stating that the writer

He

admits

he never loved the other

it

also the

is

is the truth, but

woman who

vows

refused to grant

Pamela
For
remains in Arnott's home. Finally he leaves the house
and George Dare, who admires Pamela, presses his
him

the sake of the children

a divorce.

Meantime she learns that the other
She decides to find Arnott.
has since died.
Dare aids her in the search and they locate him, ill.
After his recovery Pamela and her
in a hospital.
"husband" are married and start life over again.
suit for her hand.

wife

if

Properly Handled

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

in

entertainment,

is

way

Have Drawing Power

to

Box
Probably you will

when

particularly

very

not

is

wife of Arnott.

dies

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

mitting

in

away

depends largely upon sub-titles of the conversational

why

Usually satisfactory but at times

LIGHTINGS
STAR

story

been done

screen situation occasionally

for the

definitely

credited

somewhat ordinary; keeps ending from becom-

first

The

in

new

done

It just isn't

one that gets

order to be understood, and while some good

Rather well acted and different
ending is not at all what they will

fairly

is

credited

expect

STORY.

1922

from the conventional ending.

Pictures

AUTHOR
AS A

2,

the Outstanding Feature of This

Ivy Duke in

R-C

Sunday, April

give

adequate

You

are quite safe in promising

They

them a surprise

out as it happens.
In case you think this worth while giving a little extra
You knowexploitation, it might be well to do so.
best whether or not you want to say it is an English
ending.

production.

will hardly figure

it

Guy Newall and Ivy Duke

will

be

familiar only if you played the StoU productions in
which they appeared last year. Catchlines should
prove effective in connection with this title.

I

—

What the world-famous critic ALAN DALE
Whitman Bennett's presentation of

says about

REX BEACH'S
A lO
r J\lt\

ur?

Romantic

Melodrama

A r^V>

I

The Mark-Strand
New York City

LiJ\Lf I

-

^hNTERPRISE )
J¥
7

mtntsin
NEW

STRENUOUS PILM

IS

"fAIR LADY," AT

25th,

1922

"Fair Lady" is, moreover, an
atmospheric picture, and there is a
good deal of the picturesque about
it.
But once lose the thread, or
of
the
story,
and
the threads
you're a goner.
You're done for.
All the king's horses and all the

men

pick up that
The action is brisk,
kaleidoscopic
and
multi-colored.
There is nothing easy and peaceful
about this story. It is up and doing
all the time, and at the end you
king's

THE STRAND

YORK, MARCH

couldn't

thread again.

Romantic Story from Rex Beach
Novel Filled With Raging Mobs,
Fights and Crowds and Has One
Guessing Keeping Up With Action
Lady," from Rex Beach's romance
founded on his novel "The Net."
Presented by United Artists Cor-

mob chasing the villain,
panting and exhausted.
But the Countess Margherita
was lovely throughout. She looked
It was she who wrote
so nice, too.
to the chief of police the anony-

poration.

mous

feel like the
all

S

THEATRE

T R A'N D

THE

Betty

Blythe
Thurston Hall

Robert Elliott
Gladys Hulette
Florence Auer
Walter James

Lucrezia
Gian Norcone

Macey Harlam

Count Modena
Riccardo

".

Count Martinello
Uncle Bernie Drew

Henry Leone
Effingham Pinto
Arnold Lucy

By ALAN DALE.
much happens in the

SOat

picture

"Fair
Lady" that there comes a time
when you fondly wish that some of
the

Strand

entitled

characters would rest for a
or two, forget all about
and just
Sicily and the vendetta

the

moment
sit

still

and

ous film,

rowdy

relax.

It is a

strenu-

with raging mobs,
surging crowds, pistol

filled

fights,

oratory, a courtcourse), the usual
vengeful
villain,
a
discomfited
dame, with hair neatly
Sicilian
done in Sicilian style, and a lovely
heroine.
I imagine that it is this
heroine that gives the title of "Fair
Lady" to the film because she
isn't fair at all, but brunette.
shots,

eloquent

room scene

(of

—

this

100%

"One

Who

fancy that what she
knew was that she looked awfully

—

I

gowned and so beauThis was Betty
Blythe, and Betty worked hard all
She had to
through the picture.
nice

tifully

so well

coiffed.

be kissed by the villain, because
And
she wanted to lure him on.
how she squirmed at his kisses.
He kissed her for all he was worth,
and Betty was horified, as girls
sometimes are in pictures. In real
life a kiss is a kiss; on the screen
it is a nefarious act, worthy of condemnation.
Then there was a very nice little
Hulette.
Gladys
called
ingenue
The picture, which was very aptly
Webb,
Kenneth
directed
by
wouldn't have been complete without a pinch of "comedy" for flavorThis was supplied
ing purposes.
Believe me that
quite artistically.
it was no simple matter ringing in
comedy on that rush of melodrama, theatricalism, vendetta-ism

—

and

Sicilian

blood-lust.

Still

it

ingenue,
with hair that seemed to be ash
As she
blonde, was very welcome.

was done, and the

UNANIMOUS Praise of
ASSURANCE that the Critics

The

signed

letters

Knows," and

Drew

Nell

"Fair

CAST.

Countess Margherita
Caesar Maruffi
Norvin Blake

Myra

—

the

on

little

sat in the courtroom, she munched
candy and ogled a perfect gentleman, and the strain was broken
or as broken as it dared to be.

—

"Fair Lady" was a dramatization
"The Net," which I never read
and never shall read.
It wouldn't
be
necessary noiv, after having
of

seen the picture. At the close the
villain is stabbed in the back by
the Sicilian and falls all in a heap
as he drops a lighted lamp. There
is some talk of redeeming the fair
name of Italy, but I don't think
that Italy will mind anything that
happened.
It will not cause international complications.

One was up against the
onrush

of events

terrific

onrush that

I
don't think I have seen duplicated in any film.
I'm not quite
sure that it ended happily.
I
fancy it did.
Betty was clasping
her lover to her arms, and though
he had appeared to be as dead as
Marley before she started clasping, I think that her hectic arms

aroused him to life.
I hope so.
It
would be too bad otherwise.
The cast was, on the whole, excellent.
There was Thurston Hall,
who was very "intense," and Florence Auer admirable and Macey
Harlam and Effingham Pinto and
Arnold Lucy.
I don't know how
many people were included in the
mob scenes, but there seemed to be
a city full of them, and they
worked oh, they worked.
They
jeered, they gesticulated, they raged
and they stormed, and seldom have
mobs been in more active service.
If you see "Fair Lady" at the
Strand, fix your attention upon it
or you will be unable to cope with

—

—

—

its

intricacies.

Remember

that.

Don't look away for a moment and,
above all, don't pursue your own
thoughts if you can help it.

—

NEW YORK NEWSPAPER

YOUR

—an

Newspapers will Boost

Attraction.

DISTRIBUTED BY

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

Critics— Is an
showing of
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PRODUCED BY
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DIRECTED By
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Has Entertainment Value and Should Go Over
Box
Mary Miles Minter

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

in

is

"THE HEART SPECIALIST"
Realart

lately.

—Paramount

Catchlines should also serve to get them

Where they like stories that keep them in suspense
all the way through and permit them to use their
miagmation

,

,

,

a fifood deal,

1...
c
ihe TT
Heart Specialist

,<„,

•

.

be well liked and for general entertainment

go well enough most anywhere.
star, so

much

You can

the better.

_:

.

one of the most interesting stories she has had

If

it

-11

will

should

they favor the

safely say that this
::

"Have you

ever thought

much about

in.

the person

Say

:

who

^^'"^^ ^he 'advice to lovers' column in the daily news-

paper? See 'The Heart Specialist' for an interesting
..
•».
,.,
r
ut-i
htglimpse into the life of one. Mary Miles Minter in
^^^ j^^^^^ pj^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ l^l^^l^ theater." The title can
be played up to advantage with various bits of stunt
.

,

•

,

exploitation.

—

»

\

•
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Some
Charles Hutchison in

Type

"Go

Em

Get'

Short Reels

Hutch"— Pathe

of production

"Step

15 chapter serial

There are more stunts and

thrills in Charles Hutchison's
chapter serial than in any of his former productions.
"Hurricane Hutch" was thrilling, but is now outclassed in all
ways by this latest "Go Get 'Em Hutch." Not only are the
thrills more numerous, but many of them are novel and
original.
The dramatic action is tense, dynamic and realistic.

latest

"Go Get 'Em Hutch"

certainly the last

is

This time the action

word

in thrillers.

planted along the docks and ships
in New York harbor.
Plenty of dark nooks, corners, ropes
and first cass serial props are thus provided. Water, boats
and shipyards make ideal backgrounds for this type of picis

few pretty shots of the harbor the action
is arranged to provide the utmost action,
and deals with the attempt of a crafty lawyer and his hirelings
to prevent the building and operation of the ships owned by
After

ture.

a

The

begins.

plot

the heroine.

The

big punch in the

first

episode comes as the result of

The company's boat was cut from
its moorings and set adrift.
The hero and the girl are the
only people on board when the boat is rammed. The anchor
a

is

collision in the harbor.

loosened by the collision, the

of the chain and she

is

dragged

girl's

to the

foot

is

caught

bottom

in a link

Type

Forward"- Mack

Sennett

—Asso.

First National

of production

Ben Turpin with

comedy

2 reel

famous cross eyes is the hero, chief
character, and practically the whole show of this very amusing

two

his

which shows Ben as the motorman of a trolley
Ben is in love, and the combination of trying to make enough money to get married plus the difficulties
of running his street car offer unusual possibilities which
Sennett has taken advantage of. There are some very funny
stunts, notably that in which to please a baby riding in the
car, Ben's sweetheart lifts the baby aloft, the baby grabs
the rope which runs the cash indicator and every time the
baby goes up and down the register rings another fare, until
there are fifty-five fares rung up for which Ben is responsible,
at which time he stops the performance.
There is some trick
photography in the sequence showing the big car going into
the little barn, and where Ben nails the villain who stole
the roadster.
He hurls him through walls and smashes desks,
regardless of the life or feelings of the individual.
There is
a lot of stuff in this which will amuse both the kiddies and
the grown-ups.
The youngsters particularly applaud where
the dog gets mixed up with a trolley car and pulls it all
around town. Very good for any house.
reeler,

Incidentally

car.

of the harlior.

photography shows the rescue.
In the second
is caught between the steamer and the pier
and barely escapes being crushed. Another thriller occurs
in the opening chapters of this serial when during a side
launching the steamer is caught by an iron beam. The hero
cuts the beam with an oxyhydrogen flame, but the released
ship crushes him under her keel.
A rescue through burning
oil on water and the usual runaway automobile and motorcycle

Undersea

episode the girl

are also included.

thrills

Marguerite Clayton does some active athletic work
part of the girl

who owns

the

ship-yards.

in

the

In the cast are

included Richard R. Neil!, Frank Hagney, Pearl Shepard, Joe
Cuny and Cecile Bonnell. George B. Seitz, as director, has
kept the action up to boiling pitch.
In putting over this latest Charles Hutchison you have
past performances to go by.
If you ran the last one with
satisfactory

as well

the thrills

results

you may be sure that

not better.

if

The

action

is

this

one

will

do

swifter than ever and

more dangerous.

"Gee 'Whiskers"— Star-Universal

Type

of production

Neely Edwards is the chief comedian in
comedy based upon whiskers. A fortune teller

comedy

reel

1

this
tells

amusing
him that

he will meet his death from the hands of a tall, dark, bearded
man. Wherever he goes he meets tall, dark, bearded men.
The first fellow stops him to ask for a match. Then he falls

meeting of a secret society, and escaping from this
in a hotel room with a charming lady, but
he fails to see her large bearded husband.
In the action
that follows he hides in a trunk in the store room, but tbpt
trunk is taken back to the room by the porters, and again
he faces the raging husband.
He has many escapes, and
in the end he lands inside the tent of a circus.
Here he discovers a lady in pink tights, but when she turns around he
finds that she is the bearded lady.
The comedy work is
It
is
fairly amusing and some of the gags are funny.
filled with lots of comedy action and should please the average
into

a

he finds himself

audience.

"The Kid Comes Through"— Carlyle

Type

of production

Ellis

"Fair Enough"

— Christie— Educational

educational

Type

Carlyle

"The Kid Comes Through," is a little single reelcr made by
Ellis for the New York Tuberculosis Association.

going

The

trying to catch a train in order to return a hat to the

young

man

to

1

reel

is purely educational and carries witji it an appeal
and healthful living.
It shows how a young boy
on the East side can get under the influence of a gang and
lose his health and vitality.
The boy scouts come to the
rescue and after a short course a change is evident.
All
the actors are young people and the scenes arc in the slum
sections of the city.
The photography is good and the
entire reel well done and convincing.
It accomplishes what
it sets out to do. and that
is to instruct and add to the well
being of the young.

picture

for clean

of production

Most
in

in

of the

comedy business in this
jail.
The girl goes

and out of
the

2 reel

observation car.

Christie
to jail

comedy

consists

of

for speeding,

The young man goes

jail

defending a young lady, but the lady turns out to be
"Dolly the Dip" and her attacker a plain clothes man. The
rest of the comedy consists in separating the two while they
attempt to get together.
Each tries to break into jail in
order to join the other with the result that their fathers finall\arrive and consent to the marriage. "Fair Enough" is not up
to the recent high standard of this series.
The gags are few
and the comedy business presents little that is new.
for

np
Short Reels
"Upper and Lower"

Type

— Century—Universal

of production

comedy

2 reel

Lee Moran is the chief fun maker in "Upper and Lower."
As the title suggests, the gags center around a pullman car.
To escape the cops, Lee Moran blackens his face and seeks
employment at a Pullman Porter Employment Agency. He
is signed up as a strike breaker against his will and forced
Once on the train the gags follow one another
into duty.
Between the diner and the tender
rapid succession.
in
A colored girl makes love to Lee
all kinds of things happen.
while his heart is set on the lady in the observation car, but
she is unable to recognize him.
prove to her that he is the man

At length he manages to
saved her dog and that

who

white.

The

amusing comedy show the

train

in

reality his skin

come out

they

is

of

all

it

faces

closing shots of this fairly

entering

are

plays the part of the girl while Zip

Monty

When

tunnel.

a

Alberta

black.

dog and the monkey make friends and tear a leg off the
little girl's rag doll.
Sawdust flows and tears follow. Then the
mean old landlord comes for his money and demands it. He
gets it all right, but the dog and the monkey get it back.
The hobo uncle reforms and converts the whole gang of
The final shots
tramps to the straight and narrow path.
The animals are
illustrate a Sunday meeting in a box car.

comedy

with stuff that holds the attention and will
amuse. The kids are attractive, and the animals clever. The
gags follow one another in rapid succession, and contain
more than the average number of laughs. "A Rag Doll
filled

is

Romance"

is, on the whole,
one of the very best combinaanimal and kid stuff comedies of the season. Will hold
the attention and please any audience.

tion

Vaughn

takes the role of

Rudyard Kipling's "Ballad

Type

of production

Sammy"

of
reel

1

of fun on
and George

a

Cannibal

Rowe

Island

"Sunshine

with

in the leading roles

comedy

is

presented

The chief actors land on this island in a
in "High Tide."
one-man submarine. This tin overcoat for undersea wear
is very fuuny in itself and will get a good long laugh from
any audience. The king's chef in the meantime is boiling
water for the white castaway. The man is
already in the pot and the girl tied to a stake when "Sunshine
Sammy" does his little hero stunt. As his skin is dark the
savages believe him one of them, and no sooner has he
gained their confidence when he taps them on the head with
The whole tribe is laid out flat. "High Tide" is
a big club.
an amusing comedy of the slap stick variety and will go over
with a laugh when shown before the average audience.
a

large pot

of

— Kineto

London"

"OfHcial

Type

Review

production

of

"Official

1

London"

is

reel

travel

but an average travel reel presenting

London. You see Trafalgar Square with its Nelson shaft and fountains.
The four
colossal lions at the base of the Nelson monument are shown
in close-up.
Then the camera takes you around the square
so that you can get a better view of the Admiralty Arch, the
War Office, Whitehall Palace and a flash of the Horse Guards
stationed at the gates of this historic building. Then you see
the shaft erected to the Nation's unknown dead and the public
the conventional shots of the heart of

paying tribute to the

A

the war.

little

memory

royalty stuff

of the soldiers
is

inserted and

who

fought in

you see a view

famous state carriage that the King rides in at official
and you also get a view of the front door of 10
Downing Street, the Prime Minister's residence, at a busy
moment. The reel closes with a shot of the Houses of Parliament taken from across the river and several views of Westminster Abbey. The reel is of average interest and presents
the standardized views of London.
of the

occasions,

"A Rag
Type

Doll

of production

Romance"

— Campbell— Educational
2 reel comedy

"A Rag

Doll Romance" is one of the very best of this
contains a pleasing mixture of animal comedy
business with kid stuff a!id a glimpse of amusing hobo life.

."cries.

The
uncle

It

little

who

girl
is

a

House"

Boarding

Fisher's

production

of

has a doll and a dog, while the boy has an
tramp and a moijkey. They all meet. The

the

woman makes

degraded

a

The

drama.

realism

ballad

dealing with
a

very

the

The scenes

production.

single

reel

and heighten

poet's lines are used for subtitles

of

redemption

the

unusual

drama

reel

1

known

Kipling's well

"High Tide"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Plenty

of

Pathe

the other man.

Type

The

meeting.

also there and take their part in the revival

are

laid

all

in

a water front saloon filled with contrasting types and women
who share their drinks. The drama is short and condensed

and told

few words.

in

pactness of the ballad.
the

stage

for

set

is

The director has kept to the comWith but a few shots of "atmosphere"

the

drama.

Anne,

an

Austrian

resents the scorn of Hans, the blue eyed Dane,

who

girl,

fingers

girl he left at home.
A
Dane
falls
victim
an
and
the
a
of
battle
provoked
enemy's knife.
Anne searches the body of the dead man
for plunder but only finds:
"The little silver crucifix That
keeps a man from harm." It is then that she is confronted
with religion and redemption.
She rejects the advances of
the sailors, strips the jewelry from her hands and dress,
and places the little crucifix next to her heart. The miracle
Through the death of a sailor Anne
has been performed.
has been redeemed from the lowest depth that a woman can

he thinks of the

his little crucifix as

brutal

is

—

The scenes

sink.

and

strong

the

are

lessness of the dive
sailors

are

well

started,

and

all

The

picture

all

intensity

The

intensely dramatic.

sustained

throughout.

and the primitive fighting

represented.

No

time

is-

instincts of the
lost

is

acting

The lawin

getting

scenes lead directly to the climax and moral.
While the
has dignity, beauty and strength.

redemption of the woman is the direct outcome of tragedy,
still
it
cannot be said that the ending is an unhappy one.
The story holds closely to Kipling's text and gives it a satisThis ballad will certainly please
factory pictorial rendering.
the critical audience and play with good results in the better
The production has a special appeal at this
class houses.
season of the year and would make an ideal program filler
for Easter week.
"Official

Type

Urban Movie Chats No. 9"

of production

— Hodkinson
1

reel

magazine

Thomas Dixon,

the author of "The Clansman," introduces
In the secthis number with a message against censorship.
tion of "Science and Invention" some very interesting experi-

ments with liquid air are shown. A sausage frozen in liquid
becomes hard and brittle and can be broken with a
hammer. An egg is also frozen hard in a few seconds and
can be chipped like ice.
The nature section shows a giant
tortoise eating a banana.
Under "Public Welfare" the checkroom for babies, run by the Salvation Army, is recorded.
A sport section and industrial division are included in this
air

average number of the review.
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Charges Libel
Blumenthal Institutes Action
Against Samuel Rachmann
Hamilton Meets Tomorrow
have

proceedings

been

in-

against Samuel Rachmann,
president
of
the
European Film
Alliance, of which the E. F. A. is a
subsidiary. The action is said to have
been filed over certain statements
made in telegrams sent by Rachmann
to persons here regarding Blumenthal.
.\ civil order of arrest was served
stituted

on

Rachmann

Friday and

late

Zukor Presents Watch
the close of the Paramount
ball at the Commodore on Friday
night, Adolph Zukor spoke a few
words and then presented Mathilda
Cass with a platinum watch as a reward for 10 years' service with
Paramount. Miss Cass, who is now

Toward

foreign

the

in

with Zukor
office

in

department,

when

the

latter

"Cm

Bill sez to Lionel.
Lose
clown.
In hist'ry ^A bizness.
of th' extra weight. Otherwise they'll think you're out o"
Make 160 potinds. Otherwise y'u can't play." An'
shape.
Lionel sez: "Yoti're on." So he's quite eatin'. All of everything.
Except vegetables, An' he's lost a lot. Of weight already. An'
Nigh thinks. - H;^'ll be in playin' shape. By th' Fall.

some

talks. An" nobody's idea. Is worth a nickel. About it yet.
Coupla years ago. Th' Talmadge picshurs. Released by
Selznick. Weren't anything like that. In price. An' they were
good stuff, too.

more

MOVIE MONEY

F'm th'
Since he moved here.
Inoculated Ed. Schiller.
Sunny South. "Used to talk in regular figures," says Ed, "but
now, I can't think. Unless it's in thousands."

THAT COMMITTEE ON RUMORS
Sydney Cohen's last appointed committee. Takes up all
sorts of stuit. But never reports. He says it's going to consider
Fr'm th' Coast. That th' exhibitor organization.
th' report.

started

had an

An' produce.
date.
ofif.

Film Made

A new

being incorporated
in Albany this week to be known as
Shipman-Luporini Films, Inc., to be
composed of Ernest Shipman, Ferdinando and Mario Luporini. It will
handle American distribution on a
firm

is

series of pictures to be made in Italy
by the Ultra Co. of which Dr.

Francesco Stame is president. "Saint
Ilario," by F. Marion Crawford, is
the title of the initial production
made by Henry Kolker and photographed by Charles Rosher, who has
just returned from Italy.

From two
be
Luporini,

will

to

made

four pictures a year

Mario
who has been abroad for
in

Italy.

some time, is due in New York next
week aboard the France, while Kolker
will also return shortly.

Also of

th" report.

To

distribute.

That he may not be

a candi-

An' some other highly interestin' matters.
Th' convenshun's about five or six weeks
Then mebbe that Committee on Rumors. Will report.
:

let's see.

Officiallv.

distributors.

First

formin' a five million concern.

F'r re-elecshun.

Well
Lee Plans Service Bureau
Joe Lee plans to open a service
bureau for independent producers and

Up around

48th Street. These days.
An' some nights. 'AH because of Joe Schenck's ideas. Of what
"Smilin' Through" is worth. In cash advance. Coin' out. On
exhibition value. Of $1,250,000. An' Joe wants a lot of it. In
hand. Which has caused many conferences. An' then some

considerin'

SHOWIN' TH' GOOD ONES
Why
Why

not? They have done it with plays. F'r
Over again.
good picshurs
no more reason.
An'
there's
years.
many
shotildn't be shown every year. Than anything else that's worth
Mebbe you'll see a lot of 'em coniin'. Fr'm various
while.
companies. Next season. 'Cause there ain't so many in sight.
As it is. An' besides; they should be shown. But let's get

another name for 'em.

IMakes fihn hist'ry. Just as that Denver decision did. An'
has got some peepul thinkin' hard. Th' Binderup case Avas one
In th' hist'ry of exhibitors. Based on
of th' most important.
To exhibitor. Charged with
distributors.
Of
alleged boycott.

INSIDE STUFF

Y'u never hear of R. W'. Saunders. In charge of Famous
Plavers accounting. But his job. Is t'u get figgers in shape. So
they c'n know. Where they get on. An' get ofif. Has tab'lations
one after another. Until y'u get sick. Tryin' to fig^er. W^hat
(Continued on page 4)

Down

Offer
'Fris;o

Exhibitors Offered Funds Toward
National Distributing Company

Following a recent address of

W. Hodkinson
O.,

W.

M. P. T.

before the

Northern

of

California, reports
of talk in San Francisco
film circles of a $5,000,000 distributing machine to be formed by organized exhibitors.
Hodkinson was mentioned in this

came East

and among the reports
emanated from the coast was
one that a number of exhibitors had
connection

volunteered to raise $200,000 as their
quota toward this proposed national
fund.
This
has
been confirmed

by Hodkinson, who told THE FILM
E)AILY that he had rejected the
proposition because he felt that at
this time he did not care to enter an
obligation of that chara'^ter.

Hodkinson has returned from a /
lengthy trip in which he met a num- (
ber of exhibitors. He is firmly of the ^
opinion that exhibitors at large are
tired of having product foisted upon
them under terms which prove irksome and irritable, and that the point
has about been reached when exhibitors will pool their buying power into
one national organization, which will
be of sufficient prestige and power
Page

(Continued on

2)

Manners Film in Paris
THE FILM DAILY)
Paris
Arrangements have been
been completed for the showing of
"The Glorious Adventure," at the
Gaumont Hippodrome.
(Special to

—

New

Robbins Film

for

Vitagraph

Jess Robbins, who produced "Too
Much Business," which is being released b}' Vitagraph, has started filming a new comedy on the coast, "The
Ladder Jinx.'"
^'itagraph will release

it.

South Sea Film

Re-issues isn't good enuff.

THAT BINDERUP DECISION

bicvclin' film.

Turns

W. W. Hodkinson Admits

that

VALUES
Causin' a lot of talk.

Is

Times -Bldg.

the

Price 5 Cents

Lionel Barryniore. F'r Will Nigh. Otherwise there mayn't
Any picture. Alade ne.xt Fall. One of funniest contracts.

be.

bail

$10,000 set.
The bail on Friday
was not forthcoming and therefore
Rachmann was placed in custody of
a deput\- sheriff.
On Saturday, it
was agreed that the bail be reduced
to $4,000 which was supplied.
A meeting of the directors of the
Ilaniiiicii Theatrical Corp., will be
held tomorrow, at which some interesting
developments are expected
concerning the status of Rachmann
with the ;:ompany.
He is a vicepresident of Hamilton.
of

1922

Makin' Weight

Ben

Lil)cl

3,

Edward Saulsbury
after

making

a

is

in

two

through the South Sea

New York
year's

trip

He

has
with him 60,000 ft. of film showing
life among the cannibals in the island

groups there.

The

trip

Isles.

was made on

private yacht, especially equipped
for the trip with cameramen and

a

laboratory

men aboard

to

develop

the pictures as they were shot day
by day. Mr. Saulsbury, who about
five years ago handled films of a
similar nature in the state right field,
intends securing a theater on Broadway to show the pictures. He will
probably lecture also.

i

THE

j50^

il

DAILV

Down

Turns

On Broadway

Offer

(Continued from Page

1)

to line up desirable product and release it either through their own disVol.

Monday,

XX No. 3

Price 5 Cents

1922

April 3.

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
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New
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'

tributing machine or through some
neutral agency equipped to handle
the material.
From other sources, it is gathered
that perhaps the high light of the entire forthcoming national convention
will be exhibitor production and distribution, the germ of which was

planted at Minneapolis last year and
again discussed, after a fashion at
the recent Albany convention.

to

M.

P.

T.

O. of
to
have

Michigan, is understood
agreed with local exchange men to
sit in on a joint arbitration board such
as is operative in some other exchange

•

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film,

42,

Clichy.

Rue de

—

European Representative Interna(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central
iionale

High Low Close

..81^
95

*Goldwvn

80^

803/^

94

94J4

6%

7

....

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

15^

15^

15K

Not quoted
Not quoted

World
Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

Settle Differences

The

between
Anita
Stewart Production and the Morosco
difference

St.

Louis Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

—

St.

Safety

Director of Public
Louis
McBelve\- has closed the

Park

1726

Elite,

John

Farr

Ave.,
alleged

until

Capitol— Will Rogers

in

— Harry
Criterion — "The

Carey

"A Poor Rein

New

Loew's,
the

"Man

to

Mayne
York—Today— "Hail
of Pharaoh."

owned

by
dangerous

— Tlie

with

They

director.

Snow

are sucas vice-presi-

director and general manager;
Spencer as secretary and
director and
Willard T. Cannon,
director.
W. H. Swanson continues as presi,dcnt, treasurer and director and Mrs.
W. H. Swanson will continue as a
director.
dent,

—

Tuesday Shirley Mason in "The
Rageed Heiress," "The Glorious

—

Conway Tearle in
"Love's Masquerade."
Thursday "The Miracle Man."
Friday Ethel
Clayton in "The
Cradle." Eileen Percy in "Elope
H You Must."
Constance Binney in
Saturday
"The Sleepwalker."
Rialto- Marion Davies in "Beauty's

—

Adds Another

Florida Chain
(Special

—

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Plant City, Fla.— The Abbott here
has been sold to the Marquis Amusement Co., which also operates houses
in Bartow, Haines City and Lake

—

—

)

—

—

—

—

—
—
—
—
—

—

—

—

—

April 23rd

"The

is

Glorious

the opening date of
Adventure" at the

Steinberg Bros, will
charge in the future.

have complete

Capitol.

Plii^ne^Beekman

9091

To Producers
and Directors
SERVICB

itSAL.

Washington, Seattle Closes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle

as

George

conditions are removed.

closed

—

ceeded by Ashby

Woman."

Fool."

THE FILM DAILY)

signed as vice-president, director and
general manager, Allan T. Sanford as
secretary and director, and George

Man."

Loves

Swanson Directors

in

to

Gem

Lady."

lation."

Central

\^'ashington has been
expiration of the

the

lease.

1922

Worth."
Brooks Joins United Artists
Rivoli— Pola Negri in "The Red Pea- Wales.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cock."
Detroit J. O. Brooks has resigned
Strand Charlie
Chaplin
in
Shearer, Simplex Distributor
"Pay
as
special representative
here for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Day."
Metro to join United Artists in a Times Square Houdini in "The Man
Seattle
E. S. Porter, Simplex repsimilar capacity.
resentative, was in Seattle this week.
from Beyond."
Northwest and Canadian distributing
Company Changes Name
rights
have been granted B. F.
Apollo
"Orphans
the
Storm."
of
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
Shearer, Inc., for Simplex projectors.
Albany, N. Y.—The North Motion Broadway "Male and Female."
Strand
Not yet dePictures
Co.,
of
Delaware,
has Brooklyn
Rugar Goes to Salt Lake
termined.
changed its name to the Travers
Seattle
John A. Rugar, former
Cameo "Sisters."
Vale Prod.
assistant manager of the local VitaCapitol "When Romance Rides."
Central Harry Carey in "Man to graph office, has been transferred to
Mid-West Theaters Sold
Salt Lake, where he will succeed Mr.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Man."
Black as manager.
Kansas Cit)' Recent changes in Rialto Not yet determined.
ownership of theaters in this terri- Rivoli-— Not yet determined.
Steinberg Bros, in Charge
Charlie Chaplin in "Pay
tory include the purchase of the Cozy Strand
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Day" (tentative).
Lyons. Kas., by J. L. Colborn from
Pittsburg Both Sullivan and Gross
Houdini in "The Man
P. E. Edwards; purchase of the Fair- Times Square
have retired from active management
from Bevond."
port, Fairport, Mo., by Phil Ausmus;
of the S. & S. Film & Supply Co.
purchase of the Schnell,

L.

Closes

— "Sisters."

3,

Salt Lake
The Swanson Theater
Circuit, operating the American and
here,
have reorganized their
board of directors. A. J. Davis re-

—

cities.

Holding Co., which resulted in an
Harrisonville,
attachment being obtained against
Mo., by A. T. Perkins and purchase
the latter have been settled satisof the Star, Yates Center, Kas., by
factorily to both sides.
E.
Kirkham.

(Special to

Brooklyn

Cameo

Strand — "Fair

—

Quotations
Famou.s Plavers
do pfd

—

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit— The

—

Change
(Specal

"Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway 'The Bootleggers."

Apollo

Wednesday

Arbitration Board in Detroit
(Special

Monday, April

After you have made a production, and release has
been arranp:ed, are you certain that your interests are
being satisfactorily attended to?

Are you

satisfied

that the accounting

is

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
to your
exploita- MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

liking; are you willing to allow the ordinary
tion aid of that big machine to safeguard

your

property?

These are only some
which this organization
TUB iHCf Ol- TME^llOGHAM"

Rre

TT

of the points of the service
will insure you.

729 Seventh Ave.
Quality

New York City

ENLARGEMENTS

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.
Phone, Bryant 1939

Sample Prints Developing
Release

Phone Bryant 9546

Work

Beginning April 1st
Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

—

OSCAR PRICE

s. Pat. Off.

STUDIO
To Rent

John F. Coutts has mystified millions with his vaudeville
performance of Sawing A Lady in Half. The film
expose will delight more millions.
Weiss Brothers, Clarion Photoplays, Inc.
Suite 908, 1540 Broadway, New York. Bryant 3271

of

Motion

Picture

For

W.
302 E. 33d

Film

Clips

All Purposes
J.
St.

MO RAT
Vanderbilt 7361

THE

Wc

Pay the Bill!—
You Get the Benefits!
Paramount's obligation doesn't end when the
contract with the exhibitor is signed. It just
begins
of the picture and the contract
BACK
Paramount puts
own money, in huge

and

the booking,

amounts, to make
that picture and that contract and that booking successful
for the exhibitor.
Paramount's money pours back into the stream
that carries the exhibitor into golden success.
Exploitation,
publicity, advertising on a gigantic scale and paid for by Paramount,
are the exhibitor's constant assistance in the running of his theatre
when he books a Paramount Picture,
its

Thousands
solid for the

Why

of exhibitors throughout the
month of March.

country booked Paramount Pictures

did they do it?

Are these exhibitors

fools or philanthropists?

Or—
Do Paramount Pictures make money for them?
You know the answer and so does every exhibitor

—yes,

and every producer,

every exchange man, every individual inthe business.

They book Paramount because Paramount makes money for them.
Ask the exhibitors who booked that solid month. Ask the public who are on the
lookout for Paramount Pictures.
And Paramount Pictures make money for the exhibitor not only because they are
the best and most popular pictures on the market but because Paramount spends
money to help the exhibitor put them over.
Paramount spent $141,000 in the month of March, all for Paramount exhibitors in
One
free newspaper advertising, magazine advertising
and free accessories.
hundred and forty-one thousand in one month!
And, in addition, Paramount inaugurated the "Go to Movies" month all over the
country on an enormous scale for the exhibitor.
Just as long as Paramount Pictures hold to their own high standards
Just as long as millions of dollars* worth of advertising sends the public lookinf
for Paramount Pictures
Just as long as square dealing wins
Just as long as that, exhibitors will continue to show Paramount Pictures.
So if anyone asks you as thousands of exhibitors have been asked "How are
other companies to maintain big payrolls and big production units if you show
Paramount Pictures?"
When anyone asks you that, tell them the answer

—

—

Make

pictures as

good as Paramount

Give the exhibitor the same kind of substantial help
public to his box-office—

And

the

company

that does that

is

in bringing the

entitled to the business

!

mount Q>lciiims
FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION

1
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Makin' Weight
(Continued from Page

—

1)

alive.

GREAT STUFF
London. C. B. Cochran. Leading revue producer.
Insists critics must pay f'r their seats.
'Cause they panned his
last show.
in

th'

If

paid

critics

The}'d be

shows.

their

f'r

only ones that

th'

Over
saw 'em.

seats.

Re-

was

Moistener.

(Special

engage

FOR SALE

New York

in

by

concern has a capital of

The

stockholders

Negative
Plusi
Travel and
Historical Subjects Ridiculously
low price.
175,000

are:

ON TH' OTHER SIDE
sure do things right..
F' instance.
Decla-Bioscop.
Advertisin' "Gold on the Streets." Takes a heavy insert. An'
towards th' bottom. On small sheets. Of thin paper. They run
th' reviews.
Of all th' critics. An' as y'u peel one off.' Y'u
get t'u th' other.
Great idea. An' in th' same issue.
slits an insert.
An' runs on thinner paper. Th' opinions of
critics.
On another picshur. Novel.

City.

be represented

will

W.

feet

WILD ANIMAL,

44th St.

T. K.

Improve Sight by Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis
The St. Louis Council
to

108

W.

PETERS

16th St. Austin, Texas.

—

Women, with the cooperation of the Board of Education

of

Jewish

TO LET

and local houses will show two films
during April designed to correct eye

among

condition

They

New York

Trinkle. of

F. B. Coigne, 146

Hope

ambitions.

Price, $1

CO.,

522 5th
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839'

THE FILM DAILY)
Y.— Creston Feature

business

in

Amanda

F'r other plants.
An'
showin' what he has done. An' who for. An' all th' other
stuflf.
Which should get him bizness. Which it'll probably do.
It's sure a fine book.
But he'd go broke. If he got 'em out. Like this. Regularly.
his

N.

The corporation

"WATTY" STEPS OUT
An'

to

State.
The
$100,000.

""Watty" Rothacker. Just stepped out.
As a publisher.
An' issued a gorgeous book. Tellin' all about his plant. In
City.

New York

Creston Co. Enters
Albany,

OTT SALES

Frank B. Coigne, Elois B. Coigne and

these reports do circulate?

Windy

Use Ott Scraper and

the censor's elimination record.

Pictures, incorporated, under the laws
of Delavvare, has been authorized to

CHARLEY PETTIJOHN

workin' with Hays' organization.

th'

BLADES,

"This picture not approved because
it
exploits Jack Johnson, who has
been prosecuted by the Federal
authorities for white slavery," reads

At some
Includin' some

Finishin' up his work.
F'r th' National Association.
gardin' tariff duties.
Caused report t'u spread. That he

How

GOODBYE, RAZOR
WET COTTOl

list.

here.

picshurs.

OL'

Ohio Bans Johnson Film
Cairns Now Running Two
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O.—The state division
Detroit
Jack
Cairns,
of
of film censorship has barred from
Brooklyn, has taken over the F
showing in Ohio "For His Mother's
and now is running botli.
Sake," which features Jack Johnson,
former heavyweight champion pugi(Special

they're all about.
An' when y'u consider. They have about
150 subsidiaries.
One more important than th' other. Well,
y'u c'n easily work it out. His life's just one darned statement
after another. An' th' publicity department.
Don't know he's

Over

192:

3,

school

For

children.

immediate

rental,

floor

"Eyes of Youth" and "Opportunity."

including projection and cutting)

Theaters

rooms. Best location.
Telephone Bryant 1635
for appointment.

I'ccrleps,

co-operating include the
Family, Palace, Pageant,

Cinderella, Woodland, Lindell, Shaw,
and Noveltv.

UFA

The

QUEER STUFF

An' back of

Now, what's

th'

house.

they say.

Like this:

say.

Walter

is

in

Half will

settle

a

How

done?

Weiss Brothers, Clarion Photoplays, Inc.,
New York
Bryant 3271

Suite 908, 1540 Broadway,

(American).

makin' a success.

With

lots of seats.

A Lady

idea?

They

Incidentally.
th'

it

expose of Sawing
is it

Over in London. Where Walter Wanger is runnin'. The
Royal Opera House.
Called usually Covent Garden.
They
have peculiar ideas. On th' letter head. Of th' company. They
give th' names.
Of th' directors. Included in which. Is
Wanger's.

film

question which has puzzled millions of people

picshures. An' may get a
T'u run. Next year.

new house.

Of
With

WHAT OF ROAD SHOWS?
Big question. Whether they work out. Sure they pay.
At times. But they ruin rentals. When th' picshure comes
back.

In th' reg'lar picshur house.

next season.
that problem.

May mean

With Metro, anyway.

Some

tall

a change.
thinkin'.

F'r
3

On

J JAME/

Goin' on now.

>

MAN FROM

EDITIN' AN' CUTTIN'

A

it

OLIVER CURWOOQjT

"Roxy." With th' Bible picture; The Ark. Trimmed
so. That those as saw it.
In a full real. Didn't recognize it.
It's all right t'u cut an' trim.
T'u meet a program. But
la

there's a limit.

(Jr

should be one.

At

all

events.

HARD TO UNDERSTAND
First Sydney Cohen makes a speech. At Directors Dinner.
Offerin' to cooperate with Will Hays.
Then th' Exhibitors
Bulletin comes out. Tellin' how True.
Of Connecticut. An'
Steffes of Minnesota.
r)ffset th' Ha)s stuff.
Which has led
some peepul to remark. That it's hard' to understand.

Directed by and starring IRVING CUMMINGS. Supported
by Eva Novak and Wallace Beery and Rin-Tin, the dog
Hero. State Righted by

A TRIBUTE

Western Pictures Exploitation Co.

To

Stanley Mastbaum. Was paid yesterday by his brother
Jules. At the dedication of a sanitarium. At Eaglesville, Penna.
Jules Mastbaum may be busy with many ventures, but he never
forgets his brother, or his

memory.

New

York, 576 5th
Irving Lesser

Mike Rosenberg

Also

DANNY.

Los Angeles,
5528 Santa Monica Blvd.

Ave

2

representatives

Wire N. Y.

for

in

the

field

appointments

7Ae BRADSTREET
o/' FILMDOM

;s^^re(ocnized

Authority
FORMERLY

XX

Vol.

Tuesday, April

No. 4

4,

1922

New

Coast Studios Pooled

Data on Rentals

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Price 5 Cents

Ruling

Made

Zukor on Outlook

The National Association yesterLos Angeles The R-C and United day was advised of the following rul- Not
Michigan Waging Campaign to SeOverly
Optimistic Believes
Public Wants "Good" Pictures
cure Lower Prices, Following
Studios have been pooled.
ing made by A. C. Holden, Deputy
Detroit

to

—

and Pennsylvania

Illinois
(Special

—

— H.

THE FILM DAILY)
M.

Richey,

general

nanager of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan, Inc., is mailing to every member
his organization a questionnaire
vhich has 12 questions embodied in
t,
each seeking information looking
oward the reduction of film rentals
n Alichigan.
Richey, in discussing
he matter said:
)f

Fritzsche Here from Berlin
K. J. Fritzsche of the Transocean

Film

Co., of Berlin,

Laemmle Leaves
(Special to

is

in

New

for East

York.

Today

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

— Carl

pects to leave for

Commissioner of Internal Revenue,
relative to the rental tax situation:
"Where a deposit of approximately
W/< of the rental is exacted but the
film is not exhibited and the balance
of the rental carried until after January 1, 1922, the tax imposed under

Laemmle, ex- Section 906 does not apply

New York

today.

in the case

transaction

of this nature; if,
however, practically the full rental is
paid at the time of the entering into

of

a

Mintz Leaves Synchronized
M. J. Mintz has resigned as gen"In making this effort for lower eral manager of the Synchronized the contract and such contract is
made prior to January 1, 1922, the tax
ilm rental prices, it is our idea to co- Scenario Music
Co.
would attach. If a contract of this
iperate in every way possible with
kind was not fulfilled and the rental
ilm exchanges, for certainly it is not
charge refunded the taxpayer would
to
dvantageous to them to have exhibitors forced to close their doors Champion Golf Player of Famous be entitled to a refund of the tax
thereof."
lecause of the fact that their film
Players to Meet Winner of
ental prices are very high and their
Spring Tournament
iUsiness is very poor."
The winner of the spring golf
Meet in West Baden April 20
The 12 questions are as follows:
tournament to be held, as noted,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
1. Are you operating at a loss?
If so,
under the auspices of THE FILM
French Lick Springs, Ind. Reserwhat do you attribute the cause and why? DAILY, will meet the winner of the
vations for a number of First National
2. Have
other

Winners

Meet

Cites Rialto

said yesterday that
while he believed business was pick-

ing up generally he was not overly
optimistic and did not expect any
material improvement until the Fall.
"We had a very interesting experience at the Rialto last week,"he added,
"which demonstrated to us that when
a good picture was offered that the
public attended in good numbers.
The people want good pictures. The
fact that they were called 'old' by
some in the business seemed to have
no affect on the public as a whole.
The Rialto did the best business, with
these pictures, that it has done in
many weeks. I think it proves that
where the people know a good picture is to be seen that they go to
see it."

—

)

you reduced

enses.
Be
hat salary,

specific.
if

running exTell where.
Also

any, you are allowing your-

3.
Have your film rentals increased or
ecreased during the present season?
Give
srcentage.
4. What exchanges are selling you films
a rental that you feel is fair, or at a
rice that you can get legitimate profit?
5. What exchanges have made no reducons in price and are demanding prices that
e e.xeessive or are causing you a loss?

competition in your neighborhood
6. Is
:eping up the price of film rentals?
7. What,
in your opinion, is the most
fective method of reducing filin rentals, and
e you willing to co-operate with the Assoation to reduce rentals?
8. Would you be willing to submit your
)oks and other facts and fig:ures to an
titration committee of exhibitors in an
fort to secure livable rentals?
9.

What

called
ith
10.
ites

name of picture, facts and figures.
Have you postponed giving
on

ford to
langes ?
11.

has been your experience with
"super" specials, etc.
Be specific

pictures because you
play them at a loss?

With what exchanges

have

could

What

play
not
ex-

Famous Players tournament,

for

a

special trophy.

This was agreed upon yesterday
with Adolph Zukor, and while it is
subject to the approval of the Golf
Committee, there is hardly a doubt
but that this special match will result.
The match will be held during
the regular Fall tournament, as the
Famous Players event will be held
some time in June, and the Spring
Film Golf tournament will take place
late in May or early in June, but
assuredly ahead of the Famous Players tournament.
This will only serve to make the
Spring event more than usually interesting.
It will not only assure the
winner of an extra trophy, but will
probably prove the first of a series of
events in which champion players of
various companies may meet.

have
been
at
Baden, beginning about April

What

play them?

Michigan makes the third territory
which M. P. T. O. is endeavoring
bring about lower rentals. Illinois
St inaugurated the move and then
le M. P. T. O., of Eastern Pennsylmia,
Southern New Jersey and
elaware launched the same cam-

1

lign.

Page Ends "U" Contract
Will A. Page

who

has been hand"Foolish Wives"
New York and in several other
[rge cities completes
his
contract
lith Universal next week.
jg exploitation of

Sweden

Olson,

Sails

Today

exporter,

sails

for

today.

Stephen T. King Dead
Stephen T. King, associated with
Ernest Shipman for over 20 years in
the legitimate and in the motion pic-

Grandjean With American

ture field, died late Sunday night at
the New York Hospital as a result
of an operation for a stomach ailment.
He was 57 years old and was an old-

L. H. Grandjean, who has been acting as director of publicity for the
Saenger circuit in the South, joins
the American Releasing Corp., on
April 10 as "editorial director." His
duties under that title will be to
supervise all advertising and publicity
matter sent out by the company.

time showman, having managed DeWolf Hopper and others in his day.
He was associated with Shipman
when the latter was with Universal,
in the independent field and recently

in all of Shipman's new enterprises.
About six months ago he signed a
Smith in From London
five year contract with Shipman. The
A. George Smith, of Goldwyn, remains will be cremated tomorrow.
Ltd., (British), is in New York from
His widow survives him.
London.

Hunt Returning

you un-

ceased to draw at
impossible for you

20.

Olson

John

The annual meeting of First National franchise holders, as noted, is
to be held in West Baden this year.

pired contracts?
12.
stars have
lur theater, making it

West

executives

Experiment

Adolph Zukor

to

Germany

de Vidal Hunt, until recently
personal
representative
of
Carl
Laemmle in Europe, is returning to
Germany and France on April 15 in
search of story material. Among the
authors who are under contract with
him for adapting works to the screen
C.

Golfers, Attention
Fill in

!

the following and forward to the Editor of

FILM DAILY.
Enter my name

THE

are Gerhardt
in the

Film Golf Tournament.

second semi-annual Spring

Hauptmann and Sarah

Bernhardt. The latter plans writing
versions of two Victor Hugo stories
and two Balzacs for American production in Europe. Upon his arrival
in Berlin on April 26, Hunt expects
to confer with Al Kaufman of Paramount regarding the possibility of
collaboration between Bernhardt and
the
Russian
Dimitri Buchowetzki,
producer who s responsible for "Danton" and now under contract with

Paramount.

THE

j5e^

DAILY

Dawley With Achievement

Incorporations

— Highland

Boston

Theater,
Incorporators,

Inc.

Vol.

XX No. 4

Tuesday. April 4. 1922

Price 5 Cents

$10,000.

and Ernest

W.

Helley.

Achievement

—

Copyright 1922. Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc., Published Daily at 7i-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

wade

"The

with

BOX OFFICE TITLES
MELODRAMAS WITH A
PUNCH

Power

& Wolford, of New
York, offer their collection of

Albany, N. Y. Starland Revue, Within," which is being released by
New York. Capital $20,000. Incor- Pathe.
FILM FOLKS, INC.
porators: Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn.
President and Editor;
->seph Dannenberg,
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man- Attorney, H. G. Kosch, 1476 BroadJ
Show Gordon Film at Astor
way.
ager; J. A, Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Warner Bros, gave a private showat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ing of "Your Best Friend," starring
Albany, N. Y. Oscar Price, New

Darcy

proven

.1

—

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside York.
Capital
Incor$10,000.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign porators: F. H. Butehorn, T. E. Halle
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Attorney, F. K.
Subscribers should remit with order. and J. L. Watson.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM Knorr, Albany.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
the act of

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood.
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

—

—
Wabash Ave.
London Representative — W.
Kinematograph Weekly,
London. W. C. 2.
Paris Representative
Clichy.

Central

European

tionale

Filmschau.

— Le

A

Williamson,
Acre,

Long

85

Film,

42,

Rue de

—

Representative Interna(Czecho-SloPrague

vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Albany, N. Y.— Hudson Falls TheCohoes. Capital $30,000.
Incorporators: L. J. Shearer, L. A.
Buttener and M. J. Carroll.
Incorporators: D. C. McElwaine, Cohoes.

....

8154

94^

do pfd
*Gold\vyn

80M
94^
6J^

Loew's, Inc
15H 15^ 15^
Not quoted
Triangle
VVorld
Not quoted
•Quotations by Harry Content & Co.

Lasky Coming East
Jesse L. Lasky is expected in town
from California the end of this week.

(Special to

Springfield,
ed by W. F.

THE FILM DAILY)
Mo.

Film Cable Code
cable code, designed exclusively for the use of the industry
is being compiled by the American

Code Co., and will be ready for distribution shortly.
The National Association is co-operating with Henry
Poillon in its preparation.

Denny

Lake City and is succeeded by O. Wog. H. E. Elder appointed manager at Cincinnati, succeeding M. C. Hughes,
who was
transferred to manage the Pittsburgh
exchange.
C. M. Regan was appointed manager at Indianapolis, sucat

ceeding

manage

Salt

B. Dugger, transferred to
the Detroit exchange.

J.

—

Exchanges

STUDIO FOR RENT

Show Columbia Crew on River
Rice, Columbia coach, witnessed a private showing of a film
showing the college crew on the river
in action in the Pathe projection room
yesterday.
The best portions of the
reel will be embodied in a forthcoming Pathe Review.

J.

For

particulars write

E.

Jim

110

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
-Bryant 5307

FILMAtK trailer;;
I

1

TRAILERS ON
ALL FEATURES

TINTING

WITHOUT SCENES

GOOD WORK

V/ITH

FBEB

OR

QUICK SERVICE

IRVING
MA^K&CQ
8081/2 SO. WABASH AVE. CHICAG
»

This organization will arrange for the financing of
your production; serve also as your representative
with the distributor interested for the approval of contracts and accounting; the exploitation of such productions; in other words, the complete handling of
the various details which now concern you unnecessarily.

Harry Beaumont has started on his
second picture for Fox, "Very Truly
Yours," with Shirley Mason.

Lakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel

The

IAK[W00D HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratei

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave.

The

Phone Bryant 9546

sensation of the year

— Sawing

Showing how

it is

A

New York

Lady

in

Suite 908, 1540 Broadv/ay,

New York

Half

done

WEISS BROTHERS CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,

^m'

Filrh

duction.

Melford Beaton, a brother of
"K. C. B.," is now a member of the
Universal publicity department.

'>^

Graphic

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

There is now available for your use an organization
which can, and will, take from your shoulders every
detail other than those which concern actual pro-

tion.

TUF PItOGHAM"

21

Through."

and Directors

Reginald Denny will

SI'ICE Ol-

City.

Available Now to Independent
Exhibitors through

I

star in a series of Northwest Mounted
Nat
Police stories for Universal.
been
an assistant
Ross, who has
director, will be in charge of produc-

THE

heart-compelling mother-love

drama backed by the plaudits
of a two months' run at the
Casino Theatre in New York

feature is at present undecided; the
Rivoli will show "The Good Provider," a Cosmopolitan Prod., and the
Strand, Norma Talmadge in "Smilin'

To Producers

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

ETERNAL"
A

Kent Announces More Changes
R. Kent yesterday announced

Northwest Stories

in
to

"MOTHER

—A syndicate head-

Landers and E. E. E.

in July.

A new

(Special

independent production that
Box-Office
Independence for any Exhibitor!

means

structure will seat 2,200.

Swedish Film for July Release
"Felix Makes Good" is the title
"The Death Wagon," a Swedish of the third "Felix" cartoon series
Biograph production which will be which is being state righted by M.
J.
handled in this country by Metro will Winkler.
be released

An
Plan Large Springfield House

S.

Not quoted ager

Griffith

for

Telephone Holly 484
Coast Representative.

Next Week on Broadway
Brooklyn Strand next week
The
81^ the following additional chaiiges in
will show Anita Stewart in "The
94J^ the Paramount sales organization:
7
W. P. Moran has resigned as man- Woman He Married." The Rialto's

High Low Close

Famous Players

Place.

successes

6059 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California

night in the ballroom of the Hotel Astor. The feature was preceded by a showing of
"F. O. B., Africa," a two-reeler, starring Monte Banks. After the screenings, there was an informal dance.
las*-

Albany, N. Y.— Duffield Theater, Mcjimsey has perfected plans for a
New York. Capital, $10,000. Incor- $500,000 theater to be known as the
porators: C. F. Taylor, A. B. Fisher, Criterion.
It will be erected on the
and C. B. Jacqua. Attorney, W. F. south side of the public square. The

Exchange

stage

PICTURE PRODUCTION.
ADELINE M. ALVORD

ater Corp.,

Carell, 16

Quotations

Vera Gordon

1922

4,

STORIES

Searle Dawley has been engaged
to make a picture for Achievement
Films, Inc., a Philadelphia company,
at the Talmadge studio.
Production
will
start
the end of this week.
J.

Abraham Montague, Robert W. Cobe
Capital

Tuesday, April

INC.

Bryant 3271

Clubs and
Parties,
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic
and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

City

to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

4

THE
uesday, April

4,

TIMES— It

[ewspaper Opinions
"Pay

Day"— 1st

Nat'l

but
that

ts

* •

course

"Pay Day" is filled with new
nobody ever thought of before.

Don't miss

:

|

Comedy

in

its

and Out"

ex-

see an aspect of
on the screen there is meaning in "The
Red Peacock," and this meaning is revealed
brilliantly by the unerring acting of Pola
Negri.
Every moment of her performance
life

it.

NEWS— Type:

AILY

"Camille"

true, nevertheless. * * *
For those who like to

no picture ever
d be as good as "The Kid" or "Shoulder
IS,"

like

is

and its heroine is a woman who is
passed from man to man like a piece of
property.
But the picture is significantly

of some flashing thought, a
feeling, a definite reaction to environ-

revelation

a

is

(super-

sudden
Photog- ment. The story without her would indeed,
Direction:
As usual.
iis).
isn't
any.'
Putik.
Plot:
There
ly:
be meaningless. With her it holds "he mirror
98 per cent.
ae:
up to life."
IMES It may not be entirely futile to
HERALD She is unquestionably more
Chaplin vigorous and glamorous in such a role than
however, that this new
)rt,
It is not to be
ledy is one of h s best.
Mme. Nazimova, despite that heavy ContiShe is not
ced with "The Kid," which was a longer nental makeup around the eyes.
more penetratingly serious venture, and so extremely spirituelle as Nazimova. * *
of It will prove an attractive picture for those
perhaps,
the
significance,
has not
oulder Arms." but it has enough pure who never heard of "Camille," and for those
and sufficient satire, too, for any one. who have well, there are some of those
h or w thout reference to anything else, funny German waltzes to watch.
something to relish for its own sake.
* * * Film of one player.
lERALD Some rarely funny scenes in Pola Negri is melodrama all by herself and
Story of "Pay Day," is emotional even to the extent of athletics
St Chaplin picture.
ever,
suffers from
lack of continuous in portrayal of Camille-like role.

out-thrills it.
film deals

GLOBE—The

ternals,

Strand

RIBUNE — Of

^mk

DAILY

1922

re ncarnation, but cloaks

of

with the subject
it with
a thrill-

* *
and entirely melodramatic story.
The most thrilling scene of the picture, however, and one which is worth seeing, regardless of what may be thought of the rest of
the picture is its closing passage in which
Houdini swims through the Niagara River

ing

rapids to rescue the heroine.
* * Laid in the Arctic, thereby
an opportunity for some exceptional photography. * *
He is swept along
from one hair raising exploit to another. * *

—

"A Poor

Relation"
Capitol

.

HERALD — There

I

—

AMERICAN—

—

—

rative
new film
lie situations.

simply

potpourri

a

of

WORLD— The

fact is, the first reel
flashes
with
two-reel
piece
The second
in his brightest form.
ndles into middling funniness. Its last five
utes are almost dull.
So that the picis
above the average of its type in
B

Y.

r.

new

this
plin

At

least half of
roaring slapstick.

iHty.

succeeds in being

it

^ORXING TELEGRAPH— Strand
,8

several

01

:

the

pat-

"Pay Day."

Ue

I

Chaplin two-reeler is
equally worth-while subjects

bill.

—

WORLD

iVEXIXG

There are two
Chaplins, viz.
Chaplin the
wn and Chaplin the artist. Both blend
•fectly in the unreeling of the latest Chaplin
Day," wh.ch heads
o-reei feature "Pay
Charlie

tinct

;

Strand this week.
Add the two Chaplin personalities to the
irious subject of pay day and you could
film bill at the

'

WORLD—*

* bears all the marks
N. Y.
*
Teutonic heavy-handedness. *
The plot is equally remote from reality.
* * *
Evidently it was not a play but a
movie that he had had produced.
of

MORNING TELEGRAPH. — The

film

destined to help the popularity of Pola
in this country or to ma'ce fans continue in their rush to see the foreign pictures.
The production doesn't appear to be a 1922
model or even of the year before. * *
Pola Negri has moments of showing great
few of her
beauty and supreme artistry.
scenes she plays with real emofon and fire.
isn't

Negri

—

A

* * gives Miss
opportunities to display emotional acting, which she makes the most of.
It
quite possible tliat the
is
Germans have made a screen masterpiece u
modern settings, but if they have it hasn't
reached these shores. * * *

GLOBE—

Most

ever,

broad, but it is all
appeal by Charlie
It
at least one fan hardly gave that a
jught while the picture was being shown,
d, of course, there is a vein of delicious
tire
throughout.
of the fun
ne with so much

is

human

MAIL— Chaplin
in

list

his

line.

is

an

*

*

the supreme
gives to his

artist,

He

*

a something that
usual, a something

transcends beyond
that, while super;
ially it may be designed to do no more
»n produce laughter, yet goes beneath the
rface of things and touches a responsive
ord in the soul. * * *
It is Chaplin at his best.
To say that
is
funny, ludicrous and uproarious is to
blic

and more,
was not a fifteen second inval dur ng the film's showing that the
dience was not laughing.
TELEGRAM There is such a warmth of
man quality in these two reels, and such
the lily.
cause there

It

int

is

all

that

—

wealth

of
laughter provided, that the
)stiest fan in the Strand Theater thawed
t and became a real fellow under the spell

"Pay Day."

SUX — *

*

*

Does some scream ngly funny

ints in the way of catching a continuous
«
in of bricks.
His latest two reeler isn't so well sustained

"The Kid"

nor

"The

Idle

Class"

for

matter.

»t

EVENING JOURNAL—In
re,

"Pay Day," which was

rand

Theater
yesterday,
Chaplin
outlaplined himself.
What could be funnier
in a bricklayer with a load of "moonshine"
4er h s belt trying to board a crowded
r?
Nothing, except Charlie as the brick'er.

P.-L.

Rivoli

r

TRIBUNE— It

much of a play, and
the ingenuousness which
(rks all the U. F. A. productions.
They
:m to say, "We won't bother about conjcing you of this.
You're going tO-. believe
|ust because you see it on the screen."
But
ila Negri is Violette and
well Pola Negri
Pola Negri. *
She is a magnificent
sature, and .she. simply, can't go wrong.
t us hope that we shall one day, soon
\

is

done

isn't

with

—

picturesque

mixed with twentieth century
a good drama is saved from
quaintly

•

*

spirit,

which

film

dominated

is

by

this

MAIL —
that

throughout

handled

will

is

Noah

TELEGRAM—*
SUN —There

are no glaring improbabilities,
coincidences and no scenes of
pathos.
Instead, the acting, especially of
Miss Negri, is generally good throughout the

no

fitted to his

talents as an actor, talents which
a remarkable development.

each year

scenes

attic, somet mes gay and
and the adaptation has fairly
well massaged out the rheumatism in the
creaking jomts of the aged piece. * * * Rogers has some worthwhile passages with a

For

supercilious parrot. * * *

including projection and cutting

the

in

again

tenement

AMERICAN— "A
a

is

TO LET

tender,

gentle

Poor Relat on"

blending

of

drama and modern humor.
N. Y. WORLD As a

—

•

*

melo-

old-fashioned

burlesque

actor

immediate

rental,

floor

rooms. Best location.
Telephone Bryant 1365
for appointment.

Rogers is delightful, and "A Poor Relation"
itself can scarceb' claim to be more than burlesque.

STUDIO

MORNING TELEGRAPH— A delightful,
bit of characterization.
GLOBE — The film s excessively sentimen-

quaint and sparkling

and has nothing of the
w.th which we have learned
most delectable of stars.
TELEGR.AM- That droll
tal

laconic
to

humor

identify

comedian

this

im-

personates the character of Noah Vale, the
shabby, lovable, old
philosopher
inventor.
* * • An unusually fine cast, headed by Sylvia

The

To Rent Beginning

at Once.
Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

—

Sawing A Lady
Grab it quick

film expose of

Half

in

WEISS BROTHERS CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
New York
Bryant 3271

Suite 908, 1540 Broadway,

The words "EASTMAN" "KODAK"

—

stenciled

in

unusual

there
timentality,

black

him

transparent

letters

margin,

in

is

EVENING
Mme. Negri

JOURNAL

—

Admirers

of

"The Red Peacock"

find

will

an incentive to enthusiasm.

"The Man From Beyond"— Houdini
Pictures Times Square

—

TRIBUNE— "The Man
really

is

From

Beyond"
*

a vastly entertaining picture.

*

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

HERALD —

The scene in which he manages to rescue a girl adrift in the rapids in
a canoe just before she goes over the brink
is as honestly exciting a moment as one could
have short of actually going over inside a
barrel. * * *

It

a thrilling situation fit to
waterfall scene in
"Way
»

is

wth

rank

N.

the
East."

Y.

WORLD— We

water
rescue scene in Harry Houdini's new motion
picture, "The Man From Beyond," at the
Times Square Theater, is one of the two
most startling photoplay views of the kind
ever made. * *
a rather weak story made
up of remarkably fine scenes and no little
imaginat on in the writing, having to do with
think

the

question of reincarnation.

If you see

these

same

white on a

black

strip

words in
you have

proof that they
were so printed by the finisher to
mislead, not stenciled by the manufacturer to identify, and that the
stock is not Eastman.
incontrovertible

MORNING TELEGRAPH-What

is without question one of the most thrilling rescue
scenes ever filmed is shown in Houdini's

photodrama, "The

Man From Beyond."

» *

Th's unusual plot has been worked up in fast
action, the film having been well directed by
Burton King. * * • The film has been booked
|or a. two weeks', engagement, but it looks as
if its time would have to be extended.

EVENING WORLD—There

are

thrills,
thrills.

then a couple of thrills and then more
Houdini -is whirled to the edge of Niagara,
saves the girl__and-:^ But as thrilling as
IveF-m^somethinjL-wQrtk JirtiTle-agaifi;" : :_ is- th*- -Rim, '.-HTjudinPs- "Thirty "Minutes' In

—

.

"

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

the

identify

sophistication

instead of senand barring a few incidences the
photography and settings are pleasing.
film,

Vale,

show

and

has no faults save lack of action and greater
dramatic intensity.
*
* is of exceptional
dramatic force and moves with such inevitable logic.
The acting by Miss Negri is
highly artistic.

In

stupidity.

human

character of
Will Rogers has a part peculiarly
tile

Cleverly
and so

great abilites by saving a play which has no
perceptible plot. * * *
It is a picture, how-

the

L"The Red Peacock"— F.

;

No

Down
his latest picshown at the

— Goldwyn

smile.

EVENING JOURNAI^-*

many

Negri) can be
(I*ola
volcanic personality
entirely dull or utterly absurd.
*
*
*
demonstrates her really

GLOBE —

quaint flavor of the piece despite the large
helpings of sentiment handed out to every
one. * »
Bernard McConville has tacked on
some t ties that are amusing, even if they
hardly seem to fit with Rogers' clothes and

EVENING WORLD— *

Negri

ask a funnier or more pleasing bit of
:ertainment.
* * * Is without question a very
iny picture.
The half hour taken to show
riot of laughter for the
is a continuous
* *
dience.
t

are

SUN—

cowboy

SUN — *

furnishing

I

—

Breamer, supports Will Rogers.
In little Robert De Vilbiss and
Jcannette Trebaol he has two diminutive supporting players who assist in carrying the

THE
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Putting It
Here
your

is

Sell

Over

(Special

Urbana,

—

(Special

— H.

THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit — The Oakman Boulevard,
a

stencil

and stenciling the

title

on

the sidewalks.

the

to

Madison and

have

Central

in-

stalled radiophones.

restrain

Ends Competition; Buys Out Rival
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

circled

his

district,

covering

every

town and settlement within a radius
of 50 miles. Over each place the flier
performed

aerial acrobatics, to attract
attention from the ground, and then
Miller, as the 'plane swooped lower
over the roofs, dropped hundreds of
heralds announcing the advent of
"The Four Horsemen" to his theater.

Cincinnati

— Because

he

interested

City,

S.

D.

—A

—

"The Splendid Outcast,"
vehicle for John Gilbert.
reminder, was
piece

"When

was

used to forought to do," the
letter began.
"My mother used to
tie a little string like this around my
thumb as a cure, and between her and
the string I was cured of the T ForI

a child, I
I

—

publicity

Boy."

A

for his
special

lot of

showing of "My
performance of the

Fox

Hollywood

a

studio

"Strange Idols."

new

FOR SALE
Negative
Plus
Travel and
Historical Subjects Ridiculously
low price.
feet

175,000

WILD ANIMAL,

T. K.
108

W.

PETERS

Pretty soon, I didn't need the string
reminder."
There followed a paragranh explaining that the bit of

Millions have been waiting to learn how it is done.
The famous vaudeville sensation, Sawing
Lady in Half, exposed

A

WEISS BROTHERS CLARION PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
Broadway, New York
Bryant 3271

Suite 908, 1540

Know What's Going On

Jackie Coogan picture was given at string was to remind the recipient of
letter
Conquering
of
"The
the Boys' Opportunity Farm, a city the
institution for dependent boys and the Power."
newspapers played it up, establishing
the connection with the showing of
"My Boy" at the Strand in their
Atlanta
Because he inserted a
stories. In addition, a tie up on Jackie teaser ad in the daily papers offering
Coogan hats and caps with the Mab- $50 reward for the recovery of a lost
ley & Carew department store pro- German police dog. W. C. Patterson
vided additional exploitation for the of the Metropolitan, reaped a harvest
picture.
of publicity for his showing of "The

—

Silent Call."

Neb.— All

famed
brilliance
of
Coney
was
achieved for $15 b-" Manager William
H. Ostenberg, Jr., of the Orpheum.
The sky-line outline of the Coney
Island buildings, suo'gesttd by the
Paramount 24-sheet on "Saturday
Night," was made by punching holes
Scotts

Bluff,

the
Island

into
strips
of
wall-board painted
black.
steel leather perforator was
used.
Each building thus indicated
\vas backed with a different colored
tissue
paper.
The display was
mounted as the top of an inverted
rectangular box.
electric light
globes in the inside furnished the
illumination.
The box was used on
top of the marquee and inside the

A

With

the idea of simply creating
interest and furnishing the
excuse for a legitimate story in the
news columns which he got Patterson started his idea. He had no inkling that more than two dozen Atlantans would write offering clues as
to how the dog could be found.
Some even wrote in announcing the

—

—

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter

Film Daily for one

year, starting immediately, to include

and removal of a dead
police dog and expressing the hope
that
it
did
not
belong to the
advertiser.
discovery

all residents of that played
a week to excellent business,
concerning "Come On Over," by almost, but not quite equalling the
having the title of the picture cut into house record.

city

THE FILM DAILY Now

newspaper

The hardest hit person was Captain
William Kaliska, who was certain he
Two
knew the whereabouts of the dog, and
had already figured out the uses to
which he would put the reward.
When he learned the truth of the matlobby.
ter he protested. The newspapers got
hold of the matter and played it up
Concord, N. H.— David Adams, humorously. Result: additional pubmanager of the Auditorium, aroused licity for "The Silent Call," which
the curiosity of

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including Weekly Reviews
1921

Year

Theatre

Address

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Name

Issues— Every Day

—52

— Foreign,

f

16th St. Austin, Texas.

got Habit.'

"When she wanted me to remember
Mayor George P. Carrol in a "Homeless Boy" drive and gave his own time something important she tied that
and co-operation to it. Manager Lib- string rather tightly believe me.
son of the Strand, obtained a

is

of

string, the symbol of
used in a successful exploitation stunt
by Toohey Brothers, managers of the
Jewel, in selling "The Conquering
Power" to their patrons. The string
was enclosed in a letter, which the
managers sent to their patrons.

get to do things

of "Fate," t
picture, has b{

Dustin Farnum has started work
the

the

Sioux

showing

Hamon

Snyder, Okla.— When "Fate" ph
ed at the Gem, large numbers
people from surrounding towns caj
here to see it.

—

A

the

Albia, la.
Competition between
morning came, nearly every person the King and Comet is at an end.
in town was confronted by the in- King Amusement Co. having purjunction, "Come On Over," stencilled, chased the Comet.

—

few days before the opening
Miller contracted for an aeroplane,
and, with the pilot of the machine,

Okla.

Clara Smith

The next day
pavement.
the university.
Adams came out with his newspaper
Cuneo Making "Double Fisted"
advertising and got the whole town
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
to talking about the picture.
There
Angeles Lester Cuneo is at
Los
Lake, N. D. Heralding was
Devils
a turn-away crowd at the first
"The Four Horsemen" from the air, screening and business kept at a high work on "Double Fisted." Western
Pictures Exploitation Co. is expected
an idea conceived and carried out by level throughout te showing.
to release it.
Archie Miller, manager of the Grand,
recently proved an effective exploitation stunt.

THE FILM DAILY)
— An injunction

to

Lawton,

Before announcing the booking of

"Come On Over," in the dead of
night, Adams and his assistants started out through the town and when

on

192;!

Restrain Showing of "Fate"

Theater

Detroit Houses Using Radios
(Special

—

111.

4,

made permanent.

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Iowa City, la.- A teaser catnpaign
addressed to the students and faculty
4,000
of the Iowa State University
strong, put over "Forever" in great
fashion for the Englert. The Englert
varied the post card stunt and got
4,000 picture post cards from the
Hotel,
Omaha.
They
Fontenelle
hired a bunch of girls and each card
was written personally to some one in

III.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

A. Kariher and C.
T. ^^'allace have sold the Park to G.
H. Meyers.

Send along

horv a brother exhibitor put his shoic over.

ideas.

Urbana,

Tuesday, April

pages

$15

7Ao brAdstreet
o/" FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERUY

'ol.

XX

No.

Wednesday, April

5

27,000 Scenarios

Seek More Relief

—

won by Winifred Kimball of
The prize was
.palachicola, Fla.
10.000.
The title of the scenario is
Ten others won
Broken Chains.'
een

second prizes of $1,000 each, and
others 20 third prizes of $500 each,
News, 2,7,000
to
the
according
cenarios were submitted by 20.000
ntrants from every state in the
from
many foreign
nion
and
3

ountries.

A

copy of the winning scenario
as been sent to Culver City, where
de Goldwyn staff will prepare it for
Iniing.
Prizes

w

of

were won by 20 women,
them collaborating on one
Page 2)

(Continued on

Assistant Directors Organize

The assistant directors in the East
Monday evening at Keen's 44th
It.
Chop House, for the. purpose of
net

orming an association, similar to the
ne now existing in Los Angeles.
Jert

Sutch,

ssistant,

who

is

D.

neeting with Walter
cting as secretary.
icesent
Cleine,
Joyle,

W.

Griffith's

was made chairman

were:

R.

of the

Sheridan

Among

those

Ben Behrens, George

Warren Fromme, Joseph
Charles Berner. Frank Bates,
Lddie James, Al Reibach, Charles
7^n Arsdale, Billy Hamilton, Eddie
^awrence, Chaddy Graham, William
iarvey, and Cullen Tate.
Another
neeting will be held next Wednesday
vening.

1922

Price 5

Here from Georgia

I

I

ubmitted in Goldwyn-Chicago News M. P. T. O. Want Refunds on All
Contracts, Paid Before Jan. 1,
Contest "Broken Chains" Gets
But With Play Dates in 1922
First Prize
The
M. P. T. O. has begun imDaily
First prize in the Chicago
ews— Goldwyn scenario contest has mediate action to secure a more

5,

Sig Samuels and Willard C. Patterson of Atlanta are in town. Just a
visit with no special reason for the
trip.

Cents

Tariff Rates Fixed
One Half Cent on Raw

Stock,

Among

Decisions Reached by Senate
Finance Committee

(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
Washington The Senate Finance
sweeping rule from the Collector of
Alfred Lever, general manager of Committee yesterday agreed upon
Internal Revenue at Washington re- the Stoll Film Co., Ltd., of England, the rates which will
apply to motion
garding the possibilities of securing is due in New York on Friday. He
pictures in the new tariff bill.
refunds on contracts which were en- is on the Aquitania.
A rate of one half per cent per foot
tered upon before Jan. 1, 1922, but
on which play dates fall this year.
has been agreed upon for raw stock
Dinner for Diamant-Berger
The text of the ruling which was
Henri Diamant-Berger was tend- while negatives, exposed but not depublished yesterday says that the 5%
ered a farewell dinner last night by veloped, will be taxed two cents per
rental tax does not apply when an
Plunkett and Mrs. Plunkett. foot, and exposed and developed
amount equivalent to 10% of the Joseph
The French producer leaves for negatives
total rental was paid in advance of
three cents per foot. The
home today.
the play date, provided the play date
rate on positives is set at one cent
falls in 1922 which is an exemption
per foot.
Lloyd May Direct
year, so far as the rental tax is conThe rate on raw stock which has
Frank
Lloyd
may
direct
"The
cerned.
Thus, if an exhibitor entered upon a contract with a distrib- Mirage," which has been purchased been the subject of much discussion
utor in September, paid \Q'/c of his from Edgar Selywn for use of Norma in committee, was agreed upon bv
Talmadge. Production will be starttotal rental at that time and then
a vote of five to five.

played the pictures after January 1
of this year, he is entitled to a refund.
The M. P. T. O., however,
now seeks to make the ruling broad
enough in scope to include a case
where an exhibitor paid the entire
rental at the time of entering upon
the agreement but actually exhibited
the films this year.
Such instances,
under the present decision by A. C.
Holden, Deputy Commissioner of Internal Revenue, are not exempted.
Collectors of Internal Revenue all
over the country have been advised
of the new ruling.

—

Lever Due Friday

month on the coast.
Miss Talmadge leaves for California
in about a week.
ed in about a

New Warner
At the

Production

showing of "Your
Convention Committee Meets
Best Friend" at the Astor on MonThe M. P. T. O. convention com- day evening, Warner Bros, announced
mittee met yesterday at the national they would film "The Little Church
headquarters to take up matters requiring immediate attention.
Those
present included W. A. True. E. T.
Peter,
Mannheimer,
John
Jules
Brylawski, E. Fay, A. J. Moeller and

Sydney

S.

Cohen
Sydney

Cohen.

to

Attend

Two

Meetings

Cohen leaves on Sunattend two state conventions,
S.

Around

special

the Corner."

"Travelaughs" for R-C Release
Mayer's
series
of
15
"Travelaughs"
will
be
released
through R-C Pictures. There will be
one every other week, and each release will be in one reel. The series
was first scheduled to go through
C. B. C. on a state rights basis, but
Mayer reached an agreement with
Joe Brandt on distribution.

Hy

day to
one in Pittsburgh on Alonday when
St. Louis
The coal strike is not the Western Pennsylvania unit conexpected to have serious effect in venes, and the second at ParkersLytell Signed for F. P.-L. Feature
the
Louis territory with the burg, W. \^a., on Tuesday.
St.
Minnesota meets next Tuesday and
Famous Players yesterday anpossible exception of a few spots in
Indiana.
In Southern Illinois the Wednesday, but Cohen does not ex- nounced that Bert Lytell has been
feelings of the miners toward the pect to be present at that convention. engaged to play the leading role in
Baseball League Again Formed
George Fitzmaurice's new producoperators and vice versa is not of
Representatives
from six com- the bitter brand displayed in other
Jackie's Next Two?
tion, "To Plave and to Hold."
He
lanies have met and organized the parts of the country.
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
will leave shortly
for
Hollywood.
The strike is
Motion Picture Baseball league for more like a vacation for the coal
Los Angeles It is reported that Betty Compson, Theodore Kosloff
his year.
Those represented were: diggers, and for a time at least the Jackie Coogan will next make "Just and Theodore Roberts will be seen in
'irst National, Paramount, Univers- picture
houses in the mining towns David" and "The Prince and the important parts.
1, Vitagraph, Goldwyn and HodkinHe is now at work on
are expected to benefit through the Pauper."
on.
It is expected that the league walkout.
This would indicate that Lytell has
Some Southern Illinois ex- "Oliver Twist." It is expected that
nay expand into eight teams before hibitors in anticipation of increased "Trouble," tlie second of the series made no definite
plans
for
next
he season opens.
be
released
through
First season.
business have signed up many fea- will
National.
Officers were elected as follows: tures for the next 30 days.
Selig-Rorke Unit Dissolves
'aul
Peres.
Universal,
president;
Still Insist on 30% Wage Cut
Villiam Mcllvain, Paramount, vice(Special to THE
Better Film Confab in Atlanta
FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
iresident; S. W. McGrath, First NaLos Angeles
The Selig-Rorke
FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE
ional, treasurer and J. J. Van, HodLouis
St.
Local theaters have Corp., which prodiiced a number of
Atlanta About 200 are expected to
:inson, treasurer.
A schedule com- attend the Southeastern Conference received no word from the Musicians two-reel dramatic subjects for Edunittee was appointed consisting of: on Motion Pictures called for April Mutual Benefit Ass'n in reply to the cational and "The Rosary," which is
i. B. Gallup, Hodkinson; Sam Maas,
28.
The elevation of the standards managers' ultimatum of last Friday, being released by First National, has
The principals are underJniversal, and J. C. Ithelin. Vita- of motion pictures will be discussed that the musicians must accept a dissolved.
:raph.
Present plans call for the at the sessions at which Governor 30% reduction in wages after April stood to have been bound in agreeipening of the season around May Hardwick and other notables are 30, and permit drastic changes in the ment for one year only and that time
St.
working agreement.
period has elapsed.
scheduled to make addresses.

Expect Strike to Help Business
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

—

—

Wednesday, April

At Broadway Theaters

Scenarios

27,000

(Continued from Page

1)

Cameo

scenario and 12 by men.
Vol.

XX No. 5

Wednesday.

April 5,

1922

Price 5 Cents

The

list

First

prize,

h;ill,
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Silver Harvest" is the first film number on the Cameo program this week, where
"Sisters." an American Releasing feature is

follows:

prizes.

$1,000 each:
Albert D.
Barker, West Bridgewater, Mass.. "The Verdict of the Sea"
Kent Curtis, Captiva, Fla.,
"The Quinn Millions for Millons of Quinns":
Anna Blake Mezquida, San Francisco. "What
the World E.vpects"
P. H. Limberg, Fairmont, Minn., "Somebody's Mother"; Elmer
Allman, Chicago, "Lost— An Umbrella";
.(.
Brianna Barret, Newport. R. I.. "Forever";
Rose Cour, Chicago. "The Gutter Orchid";
Jennie R. Maby. Pocatello. Ida., "The Woman Takes"; Joseph F. Hook, Granger, Wash.,
;

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Man-

months,

"The

$10,000:
Miss \V nifred KimApalachicola, Fla., "Broken Chains."

Second

West 44th

THE FILM

to

St.,

New

running

"The Turn ng

York,

Third

of the

Worm"; Dorothv

"The Mating

Bron-

of Marcella."

PatlieNews

indefinitely.

Just
preceding
the
a viol n solo by Samson Noble.
Bessie Gerard sings "Ginannini
Mia" from "The Firefly" and then the
feature goes on.
The organ solo, "Pilgrim's
scenic

is

Chorus"

"Le Deluge."

is

No. 28

THE "GRAND NATIONAL" FULL 05
SPILLS AND THRILLS— The famous rac.

the last number.

held at Liverpool,
this year.

Capitol

;

son, Chicago.

Hosmer's "Southern Rhapsody," is the
opening overture at the Capitol.
A game
p cture "Goose Safari," produced by Field
and Stream, is the second immber and after
that comes "The Duck Hunter," a Mack
Sennett comedy.
"Way Down Upon the
Swanee River." a fantasy of song and dance
numbers is ne.xt.
Capitol News succeeds it.
Mile. Gambarelli dances "Galop de Concert"
and Doris Niles, an American Indian dance.
The feature is Will Rogers in "A Poor Relation."
"Strange C ties of the Sahara,"
produced by H. D. Ashton and presented bv
Messmore Kendall and W. G. Clark and tlie
organ solo conclude the bill.

prizes.

—

—
—

elk

Hijjh

Famou.s Players
do pfd
*Goldwyii

....

to

THE FILM DAILY)

81^
941/^

comedy number

is

Taylor's

Estate

Worth

1

to 404

THE FILM DAILY)

$24,001

—

Nevada,
formerly

Mo.

— James

McGinnis,

charge of the two local
theaters, has gone to Des Moines, to
assume charge of the Riverview Park,
a

in

summer

park.

and antelope

at Gardiner.

Mont.

Other news from Washington, Pekin, Nev
York, New Orleans, Brooklyn and Paris.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

tod ay

Bobby Vernon

Pokus." a Christie-Educational

in "Hokus
release.

Paul to Direct Carey
Rivoli
Hungarian
l{hapsody"

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Val Paul has beer
engaged to direct Harry Carey ir
"The Battle,' his first picture for R-C
(Special to

"Sixth
is
the
Pasadena that William Rivoli
overture.
A Post Nature picture,
6ji
S. Harfs picture, "Travelin On," had
"The Lamp Lighter" is the second number
Not quoted been prohibited
Griffith
and withdrawn. C. L. and the third is Marjorie Peterson, a protege
Loew's, Inc
15^ 15
15^4 Langley, of Turner,
of
Ted Shawn, who dances to "The Garden
Dahken
Triangle
Not quoted ley, lessees of the theater, & Lang- Matinee." The pictor al is next and then
World
Not quoted that a campaign to repeal intimated the original piano trio which plays "Marche
the act Militaire" and "Song of India." Pola Negri
•Quotations by Harry Content & Co. would shortly
in "Tlie Read Peacock" is the feature.
"The
be instituted.
Cases are pending against two of Anvl Chorus," a "Snub" Pollard comedy,
winds
up
the
performance.
Recalling Notes May 3
Turner. Dahken & Langley's theater
The block of $250,000 of Goldwyn managers for violation of censorship
Strand
notes which has been ordered re- orders.
The Strand orchestra plays "Capriccio
deemed will be recalled on May 3rd.
Italien."
Tlie film numbers are all short
reels, the principal one being Charlie ChapThe numbers that are included in the
McGinnis Goes to Des Moines
lin in "Pay Day."
Following the overture
batch are from 2 to 1496 of the
(Special to
is

$500 denomination and from
of the $100 denomination.

thrill

deira.

^Yi

$1,000 denomination: 2 to 496 of the

of

full

Austrian ruler passes away at Funchal. Ma

—

(Special

is

EX-EMPEROR CHARLES DIES— Forme

;

Low Close ed Pasadena. Cal.— The audience hissthe
local
censor board when
79^4 80
announcement was made on the
94
94
screen of the

England,

ANIMAL WARDS OF THE GOVERN
MENT — Uncle Sam feeds the snowboun

$500 each to:
Edwin M.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Stable,
Chicago.
"Cantwell";
Florence
Hollywood.
California
6411
Hollywood Drake. Tecumseh. Okla.. "The Victorina
Blvd.
Phone. Hollywood 1603.
Stencles"; Mrs, Larry Byrne. Raleigh, N.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack. 808 S. <., "The Seekers"; Mrs. K. C. Mcintosh.
Wabash Ave.
Waslungton. "Shame On Mary"; Berton B.
London Representative W. A. Williamson, Bales, Louisville, "One Night in Gotham";
Kinematograph Weekly. 85 Long Acre, Harry P. Snrth, Greenwich.
Conn., "The
London. W. C. 2.
Market Changes"
Marion H. Krebs, St
Rialto
Pans Representative— Le Film. 42. Rue de Louis, "The Golden Slipper"; Ada
Tack
Tchaikowsky's "1812" is the Rialto overClichy.
Carver Snell, Minden. La., "The Goal":
ture.
It is followed by the Rialto Magazine
Central
European Representative Interna- Elizabeth Redfield, New York,
"Peggy and and then comes Hugo Mariani,
Filmschau.
Prague
(Czecho-Slo- the Poet."
tionale
a violinist,
who plays "Rondo Capriccioso." The feavakia). Wenzelsplatz.
ture is Marion Davies in "Beauty's Worth."
transferred from the Rivoli.
Gladys Rice,
Pasadena Censors Hissed
soprano sings
"Kiss
Me Again."
The

Quotations

192;

5,

"^lark Twain." one of the Great American
seres made by
Kineto.
George
Reardon, baritone, sings "Dear Old Southland" and then "Trumps. Ace High," a Post
Nature picture, goes on. The topical review
is next and is succeeded ]jy Eldora Stanford,
soprano, who sings "Give Me All of You."
The Ballad of "Fisher's Boarding House" by
Rudyard Kipling s a one reel Pathe special
release.
The Strand Male Quartette sings a
prologue to the Chaplin comedy. Prizma presents "The Cape of Good Hope" and the 11th

j

Missouri House Destroyed
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Monroe
in

City,
vicinity

this

Mo.

—Another

destroyed

house

by

fire

was the Gem. T. F. Miller
operated the Gem. The building waj
owned by C. A. Agnus. It will be
recently

rebuilt.

Author

Los Angeles The public administrator's office announces that money
St. Louis Fox Office Ready
and personal property left by Wil(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
liam D. Taylor totals $24,001.24.
number of the program is called "Odds and
Of this amount $6,652 was in cash
St.
Louis The Fox office will Ends." It is composed of a number
of film
and the remainder in property.
move into new quarters in the Ham- subjects including sceiies of salmon catches
burg BIdg., 3320 Olive St., about in Alaska and slow motion pictures of skijumpers.
The last number is "Fel x Makes
Project for Newark, N. Y.
April 15th.
Good. a Pat Sullivan cartoon.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Newark, N. Y. Harold B. Dygert
will build a new house on the site of
Crescent, which was
the present
recently ordered closed by the fire

—

Phone— Beekman

9091

itBAL

SBRVICB

—

119 Fulton

'

—

To Producers

authorities.

Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release

To Rent

Beginning at Once.
Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.

Work

N. Y.

STUDIO

and Directors

Quality

St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS A
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

There

no need to pay an extortionate bonus for
the financing of worth-while productions. If you have
a standing in this industry which assures your value
at
the box office the financing of your productions can
be arranged on a business-like basis.

—

is

FOR SALE
I

175,000

Where
f~^LLc<xJxxjncd

6^tuA^

to

the financing of such productions amounts
is extortion, or in other words is "pawn brok-

what
harm

ing,"

low
T. K.
j

729 Seventh Ave.

Phone Bryant 9546

New York

City

Negative
Plus
Travel and

Historical Subjects Ridiculously

to this entire industry results.

OSCAR PRICE
Pat. Off.

feet

WILD ANIMAL,

108

W.

price.

PETERS

16th St. Austin, Texas.

k

QbigReasons fbi
Success/

.l.lMllllli

STATE RIGHTED BY WESTERN PICTURES EXPLOITATION
New York,

576 Fifth

Avenue, Irving Lesser

Also 2 representatives

in the Field.

CO.

Los Angeles, 5528 Santa Monica Blvd., Mike Rosenberg

Central and South

WIRE NEW YORK FOR APPOINTMENTS

—

—

THE

-.ggg^DAILY
Wilkinson With Century

Newspaper Opinions
Thursday's Issue

"Goose

E.
Safari"
Capitol

F.

Warner

TELEGRAPH—*

.MORXIXG

*

a

*

game

splemrtliy assembled and pliotograplied

Wednesday, April

formerly
Wilkinson,
Henry
E.
with Realart and the A. S. Kane
Pictures Corp., has been appointed
Century
representative
for
special
Comedies. He is now on the road.

jiicture.

AD SISTEERS
TRIHUXE — Eveiy

time

TIMES—

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

The story of
"Sisters" unfolds itself along more or less
conventional lines and. although there is
nothing very unusual about the production,
the average picturegoer will find t satisfying.

"The Lamp Lighter"— Post

TIMES —

1922

Schultz Here
of Liberty Featu
Films, of Boston, is at the Claridgi

Sam

Schultz,

William
titling

B.

"The

Laub
Night

has complet
Riders"
f

Second National.
we

Seena
see
Owen we lil;e lier better. .Slie really is a
fine artist, and mighty few actresses on the
She makes
screen can compare w th her.
you believe in the unloved wile.
The picture is beautifully done, without
the slightest atempt at sensationalism.
"Sisters" * * * is long drawn
out and tediously verbose in many places,
l)Ut ^t has its moments of genuine pictorial
and dramatic strength and deserves to be
especially commended for its sincerity.

one of the

5,

Rivoli

Crcsland to Direct Mrs. Castle
Crosland will direct Irene
.\lan
He and
Castle in "Don't Weaken."
his technical staff are en route, for
Miami, where exteriors will be shot.
Gillespie

Goes

to

Washington

Harold A. Gillespie, former manager for A. H. Fisher Features, Inc..
has been engaged as office manager
of the Hodkinson
ington.

Exchange

in

Wash-

WilHam

B.

Laub

Subtitles

current releases

The Money Monster
World
Camille

World

Her Story
fiDCond N'ltional

Holds Option on "First 50 Years"
Ijcnnie Zcidman is understood to
have purchased an option on the

screen rights to "The First Fifty
"The Lamp Lighter" is visually
most pleasing and humanly one Years," the play at the Princess.

The Night Riders
Second National
130

West 46th

Bryant 9900

the most appealing of the nature pictures which Clyde E. Elliott has directed.
Among the shorter films on the
programme is a delightful Post Nature
of

GLOBE —

Scenic

"The

called

"The

Ballad

Five Indicted in Washington

THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — Five of nine men
to

held by the coroner's jury in connection with the collapse of the
Knickerbocker theater on Jan. 28,
have been indicted by the grand jury

They

on a charge of manslaughter.

inchide the architect, the iron contractor and others connected with the
construction of the theater.
Harry
M. Crandall. the owner of the house,
was not held.

Theater for Great Neck, L.
(Special

—

a 1.500 seat theater here near the railroad station. Try-outs for legitimate
plays
will
be held and pictures

shown.

*

— Pathe— Strand

Ballad of Fisher's Boardconsists of faithful and vivi<l
the poem, with, however, an
sentimental ending wh ch surely

House"

illustrations

of

energetically

Kipling never dreamed

HERALD — The

of.

most elaborate short

fea-

program the Strand has ever had. with
a screen version of Rudyard Kipling's poem.
"The Ballad of Fisher's Boarding House"
*
*
* and others aid in the general exture

cellence.

•

*

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH— A
illustration in pictures
Fisher's Boarding
of

of

satisfy

Kipling's

House"

is

ng

"Ballad
presented

"Trumps, Ace High"— Post

I.

Great Neck, L. I. George Duck,
manager of the Mayfair, is one of the
prime movers in the plan to construct

•

TIMES— "The
ing

Strand

THE FILM DAILY)

to

*

Boarding

Fisher's

of

House"
(Special

Lamplighter."

TIME.S

— There

"Trums.

is

Ace

High,"

Post Nature picture, giv ng another chapter
the life of that enlivening little terrier
Trumps, with the rich scenic background of

a
of

its

predecessors. *

*

'

HERALD — * * * a charming post scenic.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— In a Post

Nature picture called "Trumps, Ace If-gh."
most engaging Airedale appears as author
and star. * *- *• is the sort of picture that
makes you wish for more.

a

McGuire

in Indianapolis

THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis — W. D. McGuire, Jr.,
(Special

executive

Board

to

secretary

of

the

National

Review, is here to attend
the annual meeting of the Indiana
Indorsers of Photoplays, at tlie Clayof

pool Hotel.

Falkner With Regal Films
(Special

to

Winnipeg

THE FILM DAILY)

—

George

.'\.

"Felix

Makes Good"

For 1922

Rights

Strand

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Another
amusing

and ingenious little bit is
Sullivan
animated
comedy called
Makes Good."

"Strange

Cities

of

the

Messmore Kendall

Falkner,

formerly with Wid Gunning, Inc..
has taken charge of the local branch
of Regal Films Ltd.

— State

THE ROARING RACETRACK CLASSIC

Clark

"The Cape

of

•

—Capitol

*

Pat
"Fel x

Spring Opemiu^

Sahara"

—W.

.MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
unusual feature.

very

a

G.
*

*

FOR CAFACITy
BUSINESS

an

*

Good Hope"— Prizma

500,000 Tickets Distributed
Strand
to M. L. Fulton, secre* * "The
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
tary of the Children's Matinee Ass'n, Cape of Good Hope," shows some strikingly
Inc., over 500,000 half rate' tickets beautiful views of South Africa.
have been distributed to schools and
children's
associations
in
Greater
New York in the past four months
for picture performances.
The association aids non-theatrical exhibitors
in securing films and equipment for
matinees.

According

ITSAWOWI-SEE YOUR NEAREST R;C

WE

EXCHANGE

NEVEf2 DISAPPOINT

OOMLOW^FILM JABORKTORIES

P. A. Parsons has an addition in
his family, Lowell Dutton Parsons

by name.

PHONE
BPyAKIT5576

INCORPOCATED
2 20 WEST 42
STREET

^

NEW yoRK

ALLAN A.1£)WNES
CEN.MGP.

7Ao brAdstreet
o/" FILHDOM

;s^^re(ocmized

Authority
FORHERLY

Sd.

T
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Thursday, April

No. 6

6,

1922

Price

On

Nigh

Barrvmore Prod.
Make His Own
Bowes Knows
Nothing of Move

Make

Ceme

S

Own

His

Will
eported Jch
Pictures Edward

Will

There was

William Nigh, director of "Schoollys," "Your Best Frend
and other
re rent successes in the independent
market, and who has been identified
with the Harry Rapf productions releasing through Warner Bros., announced yesterday that he had formed
hs own company and beginning immediately would proceed with producing his first feature for Septem-

—

report in circulation

f

John Barrymore and
J. Godsol had amicably terminattheir producing agreement because
a desire on the part of the latter

)

devote

(fairs.

lat

all

of his time to

The

report

Barrymore would
his own.

Goldwyn

further had it
form a produc-

on unit of

At Goldwyn

inquiries

made

such

o

decision

Mr.
Ed-

at

rodsol's office were referred to
ward Bowes, who said there had

Nigh has always written
and has prepared the

determined upon.

stories
of his

Bowes added

Holmes,"

"Sherlock

,

"I have been approached by a number of people with regard to release,"
>aid Ngh yesterday, "but I have 'not

my

Cohen to Address A. M. P. A.
Sydney S. Cohen will address the
M. P. A. at the regular weekly

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Eugene O'Brien and
Blue will talk before the
ndiana Indorser of Photoplays toIndianapolis

(lonte
ay.

Steffes
(Special to

Minneapolis

definitely made up
mind whether
it will be better to release on the independent market, as
recent releases have been, or to accept a proposition calling for release through one
of the larger distributing organizations.
This can be decided later.

my

Alice Lake, Kenneth Harlan and Gaston Glass, in one of the many dramatic scenes in Edwin Carewe's latest success, "I
The Law." DisVT.
tributed by C. C. Burr's Affiliated Distributors.—

Am
AD

Just now I am busy preparing to
start my first production."
Vogel Sails
Pathe Meeting April 25
Nigh will make his headquarters in
William M. Vogel, exporter, sailed
The annual meeting of Pathe Exchange, Inc., will be held on April for France yesterday aboard the the Tiffany studio, 44th St. near 8th
Ave.
25th.
Paris.

Seeks Re-election

THE FILM DAILY)

—W.

A.

Steffes is a
andidate for re-election as president
f the
M. P. T. O. of Minnesota,

Fitzmaurice Out of Hospital
(Sprcial

to

THE FILM DAILY)

"The Mysteries of India"
"The Indian's Tomb" made by Joe
May in Germany for the E. F. A. and

Los Angeles \\"\\.\\ the return of
Famous Players, will be released in
meets in convention April George Fitzmaurice from the hospital the fall as "The Mysteries of India."
slight
undergo
a
where
he
had
to
0-12.
Joe Friedman, of the Tower
production
will
start
heater, is expected to be a rival operation,
"Your Best Friend" at Central
shortly on "To Have and To Hold."
andidate.
Beginning Sunday, "Your Best
Friend" plays at the Central, running
Two More Exchanges
day and date with showings at neighTwo more cities have been added borhood
theaters throughout the city.
Snglish Picture Men Working Toto the list of exchanges covered by
ward Removal of Entertainment
Inc.,
with
the
Exchanges,
National
Levy, Says A. George Smith
"Tracks," a Playgoers Release
opening of Metropolitan National
The abolition of the entertainment Exchanges, Inc., in Buffalo and MetA contract has been closed by Playax in England is the vital question ropolitan National Exchanges, Inc., goers with 'the Western Photoplay
n the trade there, according to A. in Albany.
Both are under direction Corp., of Los Angeles, for the disjeorge Smith, managing director of of Sol E. Rose.
The Albany office tribution of a six-reel Western.
joldwyn, Ltd., who is here for a is 880 Broadway.
"Tracks" is a Noble Johnson Prod.,
hort stay.In speaking of this and
and was directed by Joseph Franz.
irhich

After

two

They have been

be made.

picture, goes into the Capitol the
l-eck of April 30.

O'Brien and Blue to Talk

series.

own

tentatively, but are awaiting
registration before announcement will

Barrymore's

ancheon today.

new

his
first

titled

ew

I.

'

ber release.

been

that it was true
lat Barrymore's next story had not
and that the matter
'een selected
ester there.
Ir.

—

D

ssterday that
1

Four for Next
Season Release Not Yet
Determined
Series of

Tax Repeal

English conditions in general,
smith said yesterday:
"The very high percentage of tax is a
if

Says Coogan Hasn't "Just David'
Stannard Nears. who dramatized
Distributors and exremendous handicap.
yesterday denied the re"Seventeen"
libitors are v/orking together harmoniously
from the coast that
published
port
or its repeal, and the chances of the tax
Failing that, we one of Jackie Coogan's next pictures
leing abohshed are good.
Bok for a substantial reduction."
would be "Just David." Nears claims
When questioned concerning Ger- he has dramatized "Just David,"
nan pictures in England, Smith re- which is to be produced in the fall,
)lied:
and that although the Coogan pro"The ban has now l^een officially removed
ducers were in negotiation for "Just
ly the C. E. A., though not until there were
David," that nothing materialized.
(Continued on page 4)

Eastman Stock Rises
Eastman Kodak was a feature

in

market

It
yesterday.
the
stock
leaped 5 and 10 points between sales

of

"odd

lots,"

advancing

about

40

points to a new high level for the
The new shares on the Curb
year.
Regular
also established a new top.
dividends of 10% a year have been
paid since 1902.

Lytell Leaves

Tuesday

Bert Lytell leaves for the coast
next Tuesday to co-star with Betty

Compson in "To Have and
for Famous Players.
10

to

Hold"

Exchanges In Line

the extension of the Hoy Reporting Service to Detroit, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia and Washington, the service is now operating
in 10 cities.
The other five are New
York, Albany, Buffalo, Boston and
New Haven. As noted, J. C. Fishman heads the Film Board of Trade
in Detroit. In Cleveland, Charles W.
Perry of Select is president; in Pittsburgh, Nat Barach of Goldwyn is
Washington, J. H.
in
president;
Beaver of Educational and in Philadelphia, Felix Mendelsohn of Gold-

With

wyn.
In the case of First National the
service does not apply to any
franchise holders, but does hold good
on all open market accounts. State
right exchanges are expected to enroll 100% in the 10 cities which are
already organized. A good many of

Hoy

them are members now.

THE

.1

i^^

DAILY

Latter to Market Many Arrow Releases in Louisiana and Mississippi
Short Reels Included
Lender the terms of a contract just
signed
with
-\rrow,
Arthur
C.
Bromberg Attractions will handle
the following .Arrow productions in
Louisiana and Mississippi::
26 Sport Pictorials, 52 Arrow Comedies, "Man of the North." 10 Jack
Hoxie productions, 4 Neva Gerber
productions, 2 Grace Davison productions "The Deceiver," "The Stranger

—
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"Cyclone
Dawson," "Tiie

"Devil-Dog
Spur" for
France to Mimdus Film. "Cyclone
Bliss," "Devil-Dog Dawson," "The
Blue Fox" and "The .Stranger in
Canyon \^alley" for Belgium to
Mundus.
"Cyclone
Bliss,"
"The
Blue Fox" serial and "A Yankee GoGetter" for Holland to Mundus.
clude

St.

Weekly,

Three Day and Date Runs
to THE FILM DAILY)
Louis Sam Werner, of L^nited

—

Film Service, has arranged the St.
Louis premiere of "School Days" at

Hi;?h

Low
79-Ji

94^

94
6)4

Close
80

94K

Not quoted

Griffith

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

•Quotations by Harry Content

110

New Grand Central, West End
Lyric and New Capitol, day and date

&

Co.

in

Summer

—William

S.

Hart

in

Hart's new series will probably be
released through Famous Players.

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
ityant 5307

Bartlett

initial

picture,

"White Hell," has been completed,
and work has started on "The
Richard Travers
Shadow Eater."
will be starred in the series.

Two
Weiss

Sales

Made by

Brothers'

Exhibitors

—

Deal With Prod. Security
Elsie Cohen, representing the Hollandia Film Co., of Holland, has

r

with Producers Security
market her product in this

Squirrel

Lee-Bradford
of six one-reel
enacted entirely

by and starring IRVING CUMMINGS.
Supported by Eva Novak and Wallace Beery and
Rin-Tin, the dog Hero. State Righted by
Directed

Comedies

offering a series
is
comedies said to be

by

squirrels.

Schlank Here
Morris R. Schlank is in town from
Los Angeles.
At the Astor while

Western Pictures Exploitation Co.

here.

New

"The Man of Zanzibar," has been
adapted for the screen by Edward Le

Los Angeles,
5528 Santa Monica Blvd.

York, 576 5th Ave.
Irving Lesser

Mike Rosenberg

Also 2 representatives in the

Wire N. Y.

Clarion

Photo-

Angeles.

(RctuA^

field

for appointments

STORIES

To Producers

with

BOX OFFICE TITLES
MELODRAMAS WITH A
PUNCH

and Directors

& Wolford, of New
York, offer their collection of
proven
stage
successes
for
Darcy

Clarion

plays, Inc., have sold "Sawing a Lady
in Half" to Ben Amsterdain, Masterpiece Film Attractions, for Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey and for California, Arizona and
Nevada to Jake Cone, of Los

f~^xJM.ca.tlcrnal

Film Exchanges

To Independent

JAMEX OLIVER CURWOGD!!"

Saint for use by William Russell.
Jerry Abrams Plans Trip
The direction is in the hands of RowJerry Abrams, general sales man- land V. Lee.
ager of Charles E. Bartlett Prod.,
leaves next week on a country-wide

The

Offered by 21 Graphic

particulars write

floor.

in

work in the
order to have a picture
therefore
I
ready for Fall release.
will not be absent from the screen
^t all, for 'Travelin' On,' my Paramount picture recently released, will
take me well into the Fall."

tour.

toward making

year an

countrv.

a statement says
"I intend to resume

Summer,

bit

Exploitation Co. has moved into new
quarters at 5528 Santa Monica Blvd.,
in the Paramount Theater building.
The company occupies the second

Corp., to

THE FILM DAILY)

especial to

and do your

Western Pictures Move
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
Western Pictures

arranged

Los Angeles

GRAPHIC FILM EXCHANGf

15^

14K

15

Hart Starts Again

the same thing
Book through your nearest

"MOTHfR ETERNAL"

For

the

(Special to

80j^

6^

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

mean

85

Quotations

j^Goldwyn

"INDEPENDENT "
and
"GRAPHIC"

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
E.

—

....

Broken

INDEPENDENT YEAR

J.

—

Famou.s Plavers
do pfd

After you have worked and worried yourself to exhaustion and have finished your picture then what?

—

The machine through which your product
probably

is

handling

—well, a

is

released

lot of other pictures, re-

Are you sure your product
is receiving in that machine the attention it is entitled
to? That it should have? That will get the maximum
gardless of the amount.

returns?
ization

is

One
to

of the

watch

important duties of this organ-

this

and watch

it

carefully.

PICTURE PRODUCTION.
ADELINE M. ALVORD
6059 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California

Telephone Holly 484
Coast Representative.

STUDIO
To Rent Beginning

at Once.
Best in Times Sq. District
Low Rent
Fully Equipped
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

1

THE

SPlCn

Reg.

OV

U

THi;

S.

19i

STUDIO FOR RENT

\'alley.

Long Acre, the
week commencing April 29.
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de Werner has taken over the Eastern
Paris Representative
Missouri and Southern Illinois franClichy.
Representative Interna- chise for Graphic pictures.
Central .European
He holds
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
the local Federated franchise, also.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Kmematoeraph

Bliss,"

this

(Special

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

—
—
Wabash Ave.
Representative
— W.
London

Canyon

in

6,

More Foreign Sales
Lester Cuneo has started work
D. J. Mountan, of Arrow, has disan original, "Double Fisted."
^
posed of the Hank Mann two-reelers
for
Scandinavia to the Himalaya
Fihn Co.
Other foreign sales in-

Deal With Bromberg

Vol.

Thursday, April

PUOGKAM'

Pat. Off.

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave. Phone Bryant 9546

—

New York

City

''^Ncver
-
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results that JarMc
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not
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QJll

NOW
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IN PKODUCTION
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JACKIE COOGAiSr
in a pifture thdt will staitlethe world -Broadway will see
this one at two dollars top Fit^*-

Dire&oji ^Tonk Qojd/

<tf

M^''

*»'-'sj
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DAILY
Tax Repeal

After

(Continued from

Page

1)

manifestations that the pubhc was
Cons dering
ready to consider the war over.
the interest aroused in the bigger product of
Germany, tlicre is no apparent reason why
there should not be an early showing of
British pictures are steadily imthese films.
proving, the British p cture producers having eiitered into a national association to advance their interests with the exhibitors. All
tends to make compet tion so much
this
keener.

"The British cinemas have had a rough
season this past year, a large percentage of
them los ng, rather than making money. Tw-o
important factors contributing to this condition have been the high prices paid for
and

grams.

In

careless selection of prorespect, however, it
is gratifying to be able to report that blindbooking, so long a curse of the trade, is
There still preva Is a conpractically dead.
siderable amount of block-booking, however,
because the exhibitor, feeling the pinch of
hard times, has fallen an easy victim to attractive offers in the matter of price made
by various concerns that will insist on unloading a lot of material that is hardly worth
putting on the screen.
latter

"It is only fair to say, however, that, the
better class of houses have ruled against the
Their own excheaper x\merican product.
perience goes tO' show that only those managers who have the courage to eliminate films
that do not come up to a high standard do a
\profitable business."

—

The incorof $40,000.
porators are F. R. Hazard, C. S.
Fleming and R. C. Sholes. Sholes
Norton,
Utica
are
the
and
of

(Special

capital

a

attorneys.

This

the Rialto next week.

W.

Los Angeles

— The

R-C and United

"Broken Shadows" Next
Second National's fourth release
will be "Broken Shadows."

Henderson has completed
Curwood-Arrow production,

Dell

which

is

still

in

the
the

series

the

of

real

R.

D. Lewis Film

value.

He bought

Texas,

Oklahoma and

for

A T C

H

of

Pictures

Continental

Ihc

WHY

"Big Boy"

"BLAZE AWAY"
two

first

READY.

of

the

and "THE TRAIL OF
"Big Boy" Williams

"Big

the

are sold!

HATE,"
series

WATCH FOR THE REST OF THE

43 St.

Distributed

Longacre 0298

I"

immediate

to

the

Independent

CITY

Produced by Frederick Herbst Prods.

floor

by

WEST 44TH STREET
NEW YORK

rental,

market

LORENZO Nc
Directed by

W. Hughes Curran

CONFUSION

TINTING

TMILERSON

FREE

ALL FEATURES

OH

SHADOWS

I

QUICK SERVICE

GOOD WOPK

WITHOUT SCENES

worse confounded, in the past, has prevailed in the
great and growing industry of employing

on

a lighted white screen for the entertainment of
countless millions of human beings. That is

IRVING
MAVK&CO
808'/2 SO. WABASH AVE. CHICAGO

WHY

*

abevance.

a concern like

Independent Exchanges

!

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORPORATION
was necessary

WIRE OR WRITE AT ONCE
FOR MONEY MAKING PROPOSITION
ON ALL OUR 1922 PRODUCTIONS
FOR YOUR TERRITORY

to provide the best possible motion pictures under fair and favorable conditions to distributors and exhibitors.

The manner

in which the first three releases are being
booked in all parts of the country proves that the
Second National idea is right.

Releases

"HER STORY"
"THE NIGHT RIDERS"
"DAVID AND JONATHAN"

AYWON
729 7th

AVENUE

BIG

Stages, Equipped,

FlLMAtK TRAILERS
\r\nTi-l

the

NOW

SIX!

rooms. Best location.
Telephone Bryant 1365
for appointment.

1

the

Corporation
of

including projection and cutting

I

of

FRED MARTIN

WILLIAMS

TO LET

Studios cover an area of 56 acres.
The recent agreement entered upon
between P. A. Powers and M. C.
Levee will throw open both plants
to outside producing units with the
equipment of each individual studio
avaliable to the other when the
necessity arises.

Williams

knows

saw the tremendous box-office possibilities
Boy" Williams series.
North and South Carolina
THAT'S

135

For

president

Dallas,

Arkansas.

quarters at 804 S.

THE FILM DAILY)

of

Boy"

"Big

Times Square Section.
Apply F. E. Allen
607

PELLERIN,

T.

Company

Ave.

(Special to

title

L.

STUDIO FOR LEASE
Two

Six

of

"Big Boy" (Guinn) Williams' pictures.

SERIES

Studios Cover 56 Acres

third

THEY DID MORE THAN TALK!
THEY SIGNED for the whole series

Wild"

"The Crimson Challenge," starring
Dorothy Dalton, will be the feature

to

new

— PFc're Modest

IV

at

TALK

Of OTHERS

Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

THE FILM DAILY)
—"The
Dawn of Christian-

its

will

LET

Irving M. Lesser has closed three
sales on "Ridin Wild," in which Roy
Stewart. Marjorie Daw and Wallace
Beery appear. All Star Feature Dist.,
Los Angeles, have purchased California, Nevada and Arizona; De Luxe
of .Seattle, Washington, Idaho, Montana and Oregon and Mid-West of

two reel religious feature,
produced by A. L. Houston is being
handled by the Fine Art Film Co.
The New Era Film Exchange is

now its
Wabash

company which

Three Sales on "Ridin'

a

ity."

the

is

%

make Northwest stories for releases
on the state rights market.

Religious Film Ready

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Albany, N. Y. Iroquois Prod., of
New York have been chartered with

the

this

1922

6,

Iroquois Prod. Chartered
(Special

ample

theaters

Thursday, April

FILM CORP.
NATHAN

HIRSH,

Second National Pictures Corporation
President

140

West 42nd

Street

NEW YORK

7Ao brAdstreet
ojT filmdom

JS^fRECOGMIZED

Authority
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"Othello"

Kohn

Here

Big German Picture Brought Over
by K. J. Fritzsche— "Destiny,"
Another Film, Too
A print of "Othello," the Shakespearian tragedy produced in GerIt was
many, is in this country.
brought over by K. J. Fritzsche, of
the Transocean Film Co., of Berlin,
the company which sold "Passion"
and "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"
to David P. Howells for America.
in
starred
Jannings
is
Emil
which was made by
"Othello,"
Woerner Films, and directed by
who made
Buchowetzki,
Dimitri
"All for a Woman." Fritzsche, who
Hubsch in
is a partner with A. E.
Transocean, has also brought over

"Der Mude Tod," which
called
Fritz

"Destiny"

in

this

is

to

be

country.

directedan<i_L,e Dagover
appears in it.
.7^
Fritzsche says conditions in Germany are not the best. Admissions
have gone up but not in proportion

Lang

^

to

7,

Produce

Treasurer of Select Forms Dependable Pictures Corp. Won't
Talk of Plans
Within a month's time, official
announcement will probably be made
of the production plans of Morris
Kohn, former president of Realart
and now treasurer of Select.
He has formed the Dependable Pictures Corp. in Albany and, it is
understood, under this name, will
make pictures which are to be reIt
leased through Select exchanges.
understood that it is
is
further
through Kohn's new organization that

—

Select will receive considerable of
the "outside" product the organization
states it expects to handle.
Kohn would not talk of his plans
yesterday.
He said that nothing
definite

had been decided upon.

Lasky Arrives
Jesse L. Lasky arrived
York from Los Angeles last

New

night.

—

Probing
St.

Louis

Stars' Salaries

Strike Hits Pennsylvania Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

— Seventy-five

Missouri

exhibitors in meeting here instructed
the executive committee to investigate the salaries of stars with a view
to securing lower film rentals.
resolution, passed unanimously asked
Congress to vote on the Lambert bill
in Congress, which would amend the
copyright and taxable aspects on
sheet music.

A

Buys Gunning Films
Apollo to Handle Wid's Pictures in
Foreign Countries Deals Covers
Several Years
A deal has been completed, by
which the Apollo Trading Corp.,

—

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Reports received
Philadelphia
here by exchanges from the coal districts indicate that theaters in those
regions have been considerably affected by the strike.

Simultaneous Runs
Beginning on Sunday. 12 theaters
in the Bronx are to show "Ten Nights
in a Bar Room," day and date for a
week. The houses are the Crescent.
Webster, Valentine, Empire, Melrose,
Bronx, Plaza, Elsmere, Metropolis,
Golden Rule, Tremont, U. S. and
King. The exhibitors are running a
joint advertising campaign.

Colorado Sunday Case Up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
composed of Lawrence Weber, Bobby
Judge
Colo.
North and Ben Hicks are to handle
Grand Junction,
abroad all productions released by Miller discharged Sheriff Ducray from
Wid Gunning, Inc. The contract is further service at the trial of Ole M.
to run a term of years.
Nelson, manager of the Majestic and
The Apollo company, in addition of William Bell, manager of the

—

to the Gunnins; pictures already reexport a number of
will
leased,

Victor Schertzinger films, the first
of which, "Dollar Devils," has just
been completed, all future Lois
Weber productions, and the 12 productions to be made by Gunning.
IT

Crystal, who are charged with violating the Sunday law in Colorado, on
the ground that the sherif? unfairly
Harry Nolan, of
selected jurors.
First National, as noted, is one of
the leaders in the fight against the

reformers.

Price 5 Cents

Renews Contract
Mermaid Comedies Next Year—

Educational to Handle Christies and

Also Hamilton

Two

Reelers

Karl W. Hammons, of Educational,
while in Los Angeles closed several
contracts covering product for next
year.

has renewed with Christie for
22 two reelers, with Mermaid for 12
two reelers and with Lloyd Hamilton
for six

two

reelers.

understood

several
other
deals were entered upon while Hammons was on the coast, but that they
have not as yet been closed.
It

M.

Go-Operation Goming
When

Various Factions of Industry
Will Thresh Out Problems,
Cohen Tells Advertisers
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
M. P. T. O. of A., addressing the
Advertisers (A. M. P. A.) yesterday
regular luncheon, indicated
the "time was growing near"
when various factions in the industry
would sit on opposite sides of the
table and thresh out matters of importance.
This is taken, by those familiar
with the situation, as indicative of a
willingness of the exhibitor organization to work in harmony with the
their

at

He

is

P. P. D. A. Directors to

Directors of the

M.

P.

Meet

P.

D. A.

will meet this afternoon in the office
of Will H. Hays.

Ordinance Would Hit Exchanges
in

with living necessities. The amuseButterfield Here
ment tax there is heavy and in cases
Col. W. S. Butterfield, head of
where admissions reach about 30 the Butterfield chain of theaters in
marks, the tax is close to 60%. Michigan, is at the Astor.
Fritzsche is also of the opinion that
American exporters will have to
May Run 12 Weeks
make a readjustment in prices on
FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE
films to meet the present rate of exLos Angeles "The Silent Call" is
change.
now in its eighth week at Miller's.
It may run four more weeks.
(Special to

1922

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis An
ordinance
now
city
council
pending
before
the

would result in the removal of all
exchanges from the loop district.
It is claimed that the fire hazard in
the buildings which houses most of
the offices, is too great.

Hamilton Conferences On
directors of the Hamilton The-

The

Corp. are understood to be
discussing the status of Samuel Rachman with the company. It is understood that a settlement of some kind
is in the making as a result of which
Rachmann's affiliations as vice-president of Hamilton and president of
the E. F. A. will come to an end.
atrical

Betty Blythe to be Starred

The

that

new Hays body
tributors,

of producers and disregarding matters of im-

portance affecting the industry.
Incidentally Cohen made some observations as to the advertising of
distributors and the policies of sorpf
trade papers. In part he said:
"The" entire business
geared too high; there
much extravagance."

is
is

lopsided.

too

It

is

much waste;

too

He then said that the advertisers were not
helping as they should in the problems of
the industry, nor were the trade papers helping as they can or should.
He said there
was too much money wasted on gaudy press
books; that the exhibitor wanted information as to how to put over his picture, and
He said the press books were
not bunk.
apparently made for the first run exhibitor
and no attention was given to the second,
third or fourth run exhibitor.
He declared
the trade papers devoted too much time and
space to the polit cs of the industry and that
this was not the function of a trade paper.
"The time is growing near," he said,
"when co-operation is coming, when the various branches of this industry will s.t on
opposite sides
ters out."

of

the

table

and thresh mat-

AMPA

He

declared the members of the
make addresses in clubs and schools
to offset the censorship propaganda developed by opponents of the industry, declaring the advertisers and directors and exhib"As
itors were the brans of the industry.
to the producers and distributors," he said,
"many of them have a one candle power
brain working in a 40 horse power industry.".

should

option held on the services of
Betty Blythe has been exercised by
Whitman Bennett, who plans to
make four pictures a year with her.
He argued that advertising in national
Releasing arrangements have not
magazines did not help the exhibitor and
in
indicated
was
perfected.
It
been
told of how he and other exhibitors with
these columns some time ago that houses in the Bronx cooperated, without any
Bennett held Miss Blythe under help from the distributors, in/ advertising

Hampton Prod. Building
The Herald said yesterday

that

William D. Bloodgood & Co., Inc.,
have sold a plot on the east side of
Crescent St.., north of Queensboro

Long Island City, to
Hampton Prod., Inc., and

P'aza,

the Hope
that the

erection of a building has already
been started on this site, which will
be used by the buyers for offices and
storage of their productions.

Hope Hampton
of
Prod., Inc., said yesterday nothing
was known of the Herald report.
The

in a Barroom." /Since then,
he said a half dozen companie/ had offered
He argued that
to work in a like manner.
too much money was spent in telegrams from
distributors to exhibitors and admitted that
many towns were overseated.

"Ten Nights

contract.

office

At the conclusion there was a general discussion relative to advertising.

Zukor Wants Co-operation
Vaudeville

Man-

Wednesday

night,

Addressing
agers'

the
Pro. Asso.

Adolph Zukor

said:

"It is a pleasure to see that there have
been invited so many motion picture exhibitors who show
at their houses.

motion pictures exclusively
What your organization.

has accomplished I am sure will set a good.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Quotations
High Low Close

Famous
do

Players

..

pfd.

79^

80^
94K

79'^
94

94

6^

6^

Goldwyii

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's, Inc
Triangle

World

Paris on
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Hollywood
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—

15^

15

15
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•Quotations by Harry Content

&

Co.

ARTHUR
CONAN DOYLE
SIR

HAS SAILED
FOR

AMERICA

—

Chicago
Morris
Hellman, formerly with Universal, has purchased
the Reelcraft exchanges in Chicago,
Milwaukee and Indianapolis, which
will be conducted under the name of
Reelcraft Dist. Corp., with H. and
the holding comSpitzer is treasurer
and J. Spitzer. secretary of both companies.
Hellman is president.
S. Pictures, Inc., as

pany.

Samuel

Reviews British Conditions

The National Association has

THE ROARING RACETRACK CLASSIC

floor

including projection and cutting

rooms. Best location.
Telephone Bryant 1365
for appointment.

Chaplin Held Over

Installing Radio at Studio
Pictures, Inc.,
has arranged to have a radio broadcasting
station at its studio in Astoria with
a radius of 1500 miles to further "the
best interests of the motion picture
and theatrical worlds."

I

Smaslh.FOR CAPACITy

Pyramid

left

his

wife,

for a vacation.

Alice
Thej-

will return shortly and start production on "Black Orchids" for Metro.

By
ITS

special

arrangement

Service

BUSINESS
with LOU ROGER!

AWOWl-SEE YOUR. NEAREST R;C

To Producers

EXCHANGE

Vault Space
729 7th Avenue

Distributors

WITH FACILITIES
Phone Bryant 8174

looks after the financing of your productions?
watches its distribution, once it gets in one of

the big machines?
scans your exhibitor contracts, to determine
whether or not a fair price for your product has been
paid and only a fair price?
Does anyone watch the prices to see to it that you

STUDIO FOR LEASE

aren't called a "gypper" and then make you pay for
that name in your later product?
sees that special exploitation is given your

607

—

Two

Stages, Equipped,
Section.

Times Square

Apply F. E. Allen
Longacre 0298
43 St.

W.

Who

when

mixed in with a lot of other picture^?
and producers whose affairs are handled by this organization have no fears upon the questions presented above.
Looking after these details is

product
Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.
Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release Work

For 1922

"Paj' Day" the Chaplin film, will
be held over for a second week at the
Strand.
April 11. marks the eighth anniversarv of the Mark Strand.

Who

TO LET
rental,

from

ditions in England.
Extracts
it will appear in a later issue.

Terry have

I

re-

ceived a lengthy report from Wilfred
G. Eyre, clerk in the American consulate in London regarding film con-

Who
Who

Quality

I

Buys Three Exchanges
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

and

For

I

Wednesday.

Rex Ingram and

(T^LLcatlcrtal (Rctivi£)

immediate

Moines

THE FILM

to

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th
N Y 'Phone: Vanderbilt

Close on Sunday

—

Ames and New
Sheron have voted to close theaters
[on Sunday.
Des

am

has handled the recent Griffith pictures on the Continent, had died in

J.

1922

to help the entire industry, and I want
to repeat what I stated here three years ago,
that 1
ready and prepared to do and give
all I can to bring that about and I trust it
may come to pass'in the very near future."

of

A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ager;

Two Towns
closes

7,

tion

the act of

W.

"Orphans" Closes April 15
"Orphans of the Storm" will
on April 15 at the Apollo.

producers, distributors, exhibitors and artists ^ill get together in a spirit of co-opera-

Mrs. George Bowles Dead
Theodore Mitchell was advised by
cable yesterday that Mrs. George
Bowles, wife of George Bowles who

J.

Friday, April

The

it is

directors

definitely our service.

Beginning at Once.
Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

—

OSCAR PRICE
729 Seventh Ave. Phone Bryant 9546

STUDIO
To Rent

New York

City

*:

•.

•.-*-'j?.

\

,>;<A^'

Jk^CTiON
'^^^

0K0

1
1

I- v-^i,

Eox

Of/ice

Atlraction
on Record^

LqvJis J. Selznick
presents
^"v^'-J^-

REPORTED
MISSING"
Starring^

Ov?en Moore
Directed b/ Henry

Lekrman

^OS ANGEi^s
CAT Tp
'"ST

'^°^

"*TIO„,,

"ATloWAr DT^

MOTHER

Venice

ofi.,,

,^"

"

''''

^0.,^^

T^urr^

Speaking 0/

Joseph M. Schenck's presentation of

NORMA TALMADGE
I

i i

Smilin'

N

Through^'

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelman and Sidney A. Franklin
from Allen Langdon Martin's play. Directed by Sidney A.
Franklin photographed by Roy Hunt and Charles Rosher technical directors, Willard M. Reineck and Lawrence Hitt.
;

;

A

First

National Attraction

All the Screen

Can Give

7Ag BRADSTREET

Z^fRE(OCMIZED

of FILHDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

Vol.

XX

Saturday, April

No. 8

Five Units Planned

—

—

said

l^esterday the following plan would
}t presented at the Washington con;,'ention as a "new exhibitor-producer
)lan" designed to "combat present
•ental prices."
According to the re)ort, the plan provides for:

h

Two
life

of

Napoleon are

at the present time.
the picture made in

Where

The

nor more than $5,000.
Five
)roducing units in one studio group,
our of which will produce pictures at
cost of $25,000 each, the fifth to be
nade up of players selected from the
)ther four groups for the purpose of
j)roviding four large special producjions eacii year at the same cost as
he regular features.
I

One

of

France

them
at

other

David

production.

know

us

to stop?
that

so

THE

con-

Howells

is

selling
will be

$5,867,256

Than

for

—Two

February

is

Million Less
Returns for 1921

to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Bureau of Internal Revenue has just made public

(Special

—

collections

for

the

month

of

February. The figures indicate that
theater attendance is still declining.
Collections during the month from
the admission tax totaled $5,867,256,
First Meeting of M. P. P. D. A. Held
as compared with $7,802,776 during
Eight Distributors Made
corresponding month of last
the

Hays Elected

—

Members

The

year.

meeting of the Motion
Collections from the seating tax
Reports of the French production
Picture Producers and Distributors were
compared with
as
$18,241,
have reached New York at various
times.
The picture is said to have of America, Inc., was held yesterday $21,639 in February, 1921, and addiassociation, at tional collections to the extent of
been made on a lavish scale and has at the offices of the
following companies $374,208 were reported for the film
been spoken of by film men return- 522 5th Ave. The
elected distributing members tax
which was repealed effective
ing from abroad as perhaps the most were
individuals desig- January 1st.
ambitious French production ever together with the
nated to represent them:
made.
Lever Arrives
Educational Films Corp., by Earl
y-'The Unione Cinematografica Italfirst

arrangement whereby
on a seating capacity iene produced "Madame Sans Gene," W. Hammons.
F"amous Players-Lasky by Adolph
sasis and permitting each investor to which will be released here probably
Zukor.
picThe
ubtract 10% from his rental prices next month by Goldwyn.
Fox Film Corp., by William Fox.
mtil his investment shall have been ture is based on the play by Sardou
Goldwyn Pictures Corp., by Frank
and made famous by Sarah Bernlaid back and thereafter until he has
Godsol.
hardt.
arned 100% additional upon it.
Metro Pictures Corp., by Marcus
An alternative plan is the enLoew.
ouragement of independent proOffered Role in "Koenigsmark"
Selznick Corp., by Lewis J. Selzlucers to make low cost pictures to
A statement from Hope Hampton nick.
le marketed through the Hodkinson
Prod.,
yesterday said Hope
Inc.,
Uni versa Film Mfg. Co., by Carl
irganization in conjunction with the
Hampton has received an ofTer from Laemmle.
xhibitors' officials.
a French producer, asking her to
America, by
Yitagraph Co
of
accept the lead in "Koenigsmark" John M. Quinn.
\\lien Sydney S. Cohen was asked
from the French novel by Pierre
One producer was elected, Joseph
onccrning the above, he said: "This Benoist.
Miss Hampton was. ad- M. Schenck. The above named inhe first I have heard of it."
vised the production is to be done dividuals
comprise the board of
on an elaborate scale, at a cost of directors. They elected the followNo Distribution on "Lorna Doone" about 5,000.000 francs, the scenes to
ing officers:
There was considerable interest be taken in Hungary, Germany and
President, Will H. Hays.
yesterday
when
it
videnced
was France. Miss Hampton was unable
Secretary, Courtland Smith.
nnounced that no distributing ar- to accept because of her contract
angements have as yet been made with the First National.
Publishers to Dine Hays
Dr "Lorna Doone," on which Maurice
ourncur has been working for
National Publishers Ass'n and
The
German Theaters Seat 1,304,605
ome time at the Ince Studios on the
the Publishers Ass'n of New York
FILM DAILY)
Special to THE
oast.
Ince, who is a member of
will tender Will H. Hays a dinner
Berlin
Although Germany has a
associated Producers, Inc., is reon April 26. on which day the Associpopulation
of about 60,000,000, fig:asing through Asso. First National.
ated Press and the American Newsures show it to have but 3,851 picture
The United States, with a paper Publishers Ass'n will also meet.
houses.

)rices

Tax

Admission

its

here.

it

you going

Br'^'ness Is Off
?

can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.

is

is

P.

are

Town

to

FILM DAILY

New York

in

"Napoleon's
understood to be an Austrian

handling

>500

Let

siderable expense, and is called "The
Agony of the Eagles."
Stoll,
of
England recently purchased British
rights.
S'on,"

A

—

productions dealing with the

$4,000,000 fund of which exiiibitors are to be asked to subscribe
;i, 500,000 in amounts of not less than

Price 5 Cents

Coming

wyn Has "Sans Gene"

Cohen Non-Committal
The Moving Picture World

1922

Napoleon Films

Exhibitor Producing- Distributing In New York One Made in France
Organization, Is Report S. S.
and the Other in Austria Gold-

In

;

Two

8,

Alfred Lever, general manager of

Stoll Films, of England, arrived

from

abroad yesterday.
Luporini Coming, Banker With Him
Mario Luporini, of Luporini Bros.,
arrives today from Europe on the La
With him is Cavalier RicFrance.
cardo Pizzi, president of an important

bank ing

institution in Italy.

1

V

—

than double that of
credited with a total of
about 17,000 houses showing pictures
exclusively.
The following table is arranged
according to sizes of cities and seating capacitj' of the houses:
population

Germany,

Cohen's Beliefs
"While we do not believe
amalgamation we do believe
organization.

permanent

We

believe

committees

of

in
in
in
all

branches of the industry to be
formed for the purpose of getting concerted action whereDividends are
ever possible.
not paid out of quarrels." Ex-

—

tracts
S.

from address

of

Sydney

Cohen before the A. M.

P. A.

less

SEATING
CITIES BY SIZE

Over 1000 600-1000

Lip to 5,000
5.000 to 10,000..
10,000 to 20.000..
20,000 to 50.000..
50,000 to 100,000.

Over

Trounson Heads

is

100,000

Total

7

11

36

21
45
35
116

45

235

(Special

to

—

C. E. A.

THE FILM DAILY)

London F. Trounson is the new
president of the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Association, succeeding G.
F.

Mac

Donald.

CAPACITY
300-600
212
164
203
206
98

-TOTALLess 300
728
495
302
226

Houses
947
670
527

Seats

294

540

240
986

262,720
188,556
173.363
185,910
100,539
393,517

1177

2394

3851

1.304,605

103

481

Niblo Denies Signing Contract
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Fred Niblo states he
has not signed with any one as yet.
He has been awaiting the arrival of
Dennis O'Brien, his attorney, who
reached here Wednesday before mak-

Los Angeles

He did state,
ing a decision.
ever, that he had received offers

howfrom

both Jesse L. Lasky and Louis

B.

Mayer.

Lasky said yesterday
L.
Jesse
that Niblo had signed a contract with
Famous Players to direct a series of
pictures, as stated by the company.

Gunning to Visit Exhibitors
Gunning returned to New
York yesterday after a month spent

Wid

in California visiting his family and,
as he puts it, "shooting a few wild
golfs on the links."
Wid starts for the Mid-West early
next week to meet in person some of
the exhibitors who have written re-

garding his proposed direct booking
His "old
and profit sharing plan.
home state"— Ohio will be his first
stop. Later he plans to send a month
or more touring through the MidWest "visiting" with exhibitors.
"I have been building twelve years,"
declared Wid, "towards the ideal that
will be achieved in my plan."

—

—

—
;

THE

DAILY
Mid-West Notes
(Special

Vol.

XX No. 8

1922

Saturday. April 8,

Tamar Lane

Chicago
merly had an exchange in Chicago,
is now connected with the American
Trading Association.

Price 5 Cents

•

West 44th

WID'S FILMS

New

FILM FOLKS,

Leo

and

Dannenberg,

and

Editor
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManAdvertising
Manager.
A.
Cron,
ager; J.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Joseph

President

Subscribers should remit with order.
all

DAILY,

communications

New

St.,

Paris

Representative

— Le

A.
85

has taken over
Sheridan Road.

York,

The

Williamson,

42,

Clichy.

—

ed

tionale

>

V

Sales

79%

82

94

94

31,800
100
4,800

6^

Loew'

14^

14^

15

offices

300

Three Months' Drive Planned
Harry H. Buxbaum, state super-

given

J

Conlon Forms
(Special

to

Own

Business

the

for

Amusement

— "Scoop"

terminated his connections with SeligRork Prod., and is entering business
for himself. He will handle publicity
for Jane Novak, Lambert Hillyer and
Tom J. Geraghty.

Society of Cinemato-

to

Halsey has been engaged
Edgar Selden, of Worth While

by

are now located at
Ave., and are making their
with American Releasing.

Pictures,

prepare

to

"On the Banks
Madge Evans.

the

of the

script

Wabash,"

for
for

Wanger

Primrose Carryl, daughter of Ivan
Carryl the noted composer, has gone
into

Her

pictures.

first

appearance

Farnum

with William
".Shackles of Gold."
be

will

in

Moore comedy was shown
at the Ritz

privately

last night.

Robert Edgar Long, press representative for Joseph Santley, says
that Santley has been made an offer
by a big producing company to .star

a special cable to the

Wanger
in

London

has

intro-

in a

him

"\Vhen Dreams

in

com- the

Come

musical comedy in
appeared three years ago.

bination of films and dance numbers.
Times say Wanger arranged
for
a
troupe of Russian dancers,

The

True."
which he

Rapf Leaves Tomorrow
Harry Rapf leaves for the coast
tomorrow to start work on "From
Rags to Riches," starring Wesley
Pleas-

Leases Troy Theater; Plans Another headed by Massine and Lopokova, to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
give tlic ballet for the season dances
Troy, N. Y. Jacob C. Rosenthal, including Stravinsky's "Ragtime" and

—

I)roprietor of the Majestic, at 101-103
Third St., has leased the Madison at

Madi.son and Second Sts., from Daniel
F. Keegan, of Watervliet and will
take possession about May 1st.

Joliann Strauss's "Fanatics of
ure," which were presented after the
siiovving of the film.

Lincoln in Genius Prod.
K. Lincoln heads the cast in
"The Price of Her Ambition," the
(irst production of the newly organEdward
Corp.
ized Genius Film
Dillon will direct.

f^dujuitlcmal

6^tuA^

are the Commonwealtli Film Corp.,
$15,000, secured; H. Maynard Kimherland.
Syndicate, manager, $17,799; Madam de Gressac, $5,000 representing balance due on purchase of
"Tile
World Shadows"; Anthony
i'aul
Kelly, $7,000 representing bal;uice of the purchase price of "The
i

U

S.

Pat.

OS

Production starts

Mav

m

$1,823,
$1,598.

1

and

Joseph

W.

from

New

;

Pole.

Wash.;

Aine,

York,

Farmer:

Detroit

Paris,

an

Pauline

Farnham,

farewell

1

I

,

today
mmmmmmmmmm
Newspaper Opinions
Amer. Releasing

Cameo

NEWS—

DAILY

did like "Sisters"
"Sisters."
Type, hea
Direction, great.
dr;ima.
Photography, be
ter than most.
Plot, well handled.
Valu
98 per cent.
Having been directed by su(
a capable film impressario as Albert Cap*
lani. the photodrama could not fail to be
human as most of these stories generally ar
lot

Title

!

of

I

film,

;

* * #

AMERICAN—

"Sisters" went at its stoi
for all it was worth and concerned itself wi'
no irrelevancies. Moreover, it "says things
It enlivens the dark question of divorce, ai

mar^al

estrangement, and therefore it h:
In other words, it is useful

mission.

its

;

well as ornamental.

EVENING WORLD—* *
* *
GLOBE—* * Is one of

*

Story of

to

the most

problem films we have seen. * *
Nearly the whole thing has been done wi
admirable restraint by a capable and we
est'ng

selected cast

and directed with much

skill

TELEGRAM— It

human.
fiashy.

There
Just

a

young married

picture, intense
bizarre; noth.i
is nothing
clean, wholesome drama

life,

a

is

its

perils

and

pitfalls,

teaches sanctity of vows in such a way
will please ninety-nine out of every hundre

—

SUN Scena Owen, Matt Moore ai
Gladys Leslie are co-consp rators to ma
vour leisure pass interestingly.
"Sisters," one
EVENING
the strongest dramatic screen productions
the past two years by International. * *

JOURNAL—

Reade Buys
(Special

to

Plainfield

House

THE FILM DAILY)

N. J.— Walter Rea(
purchased the Proctor theat

Plainfield,

has
here.

He

also

owns

the Strand.

Phone— Beekman

9091

—

Irving
Cummings
actively entered the producing
field as an independent.
His first picture
is
"The Man from Hell's
River," which is being distributed

through Western Pictures ExploitaCo. The second is now in production with Edith Roberts, Noah
Beery and Jack Mulhall. Cummings
wrote the story, directed and appears
tion

"Hell's River."

1

Albert Capellani.

has

in

inte

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

r

pressed emotions.

bow

(Special

Los

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

1st.

"Clementina" Her Last

Placed at $99,618

Eternal
I'^eminine";
H.
Maynard
K
b e r a n d, $7,500; Universal.
Reg

Barry.

Frederick will make her
on the screen in "The
The Frohman .Amusement Corp., Glory of Clementina."
She has
has filed schedules in bankruptcy signed a contract with A. H. Woods
through the receivers.
Liabilities of to return to the stage.
$99,618 were listed and assets unstated.
The principal creditors listed Cummings Producing Independently
Liabilities

E.

0;

HERALD —

Show Moore Film at Ritz
"Reported Missing," the new Owen

Introduces Novelty

According to
Times, Walter
duced a novelty

the

circle

news
Ky.

"Sisters"

Lasky Week-Ending
Signs of Spring in Chicago:
Ben
L. Lasky spent a few hours
Jesse
Beadell is fi.xing up his fishing tackle,
Harry Weiss has fishing license num- at his office yesterday and in the
ber one issued in Indiana. George H. afternoon left for Adolph Zukor's
Moore has a new spring coat and country place to snend the week end.
Max Levey's new Exchange has
May Star Santley
washed its windows.

Conlon has

Other

moved from 251 W.
Room 315, Putnam Bldg.

Forrest

Enter806 S.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

will try to

has

market.

left Reelcraft and
with Carl Harthill in the handling
of the National E.xchange releases.

deserving

to

far

explorer pre
sented with airplane at Mineola; with it 1

ville,

Miss Bert Parker has established

George West has

Kent Kleanup Kampaign," and cash
be

Elliott

St.

offices in the State Bldg., where she
will continue to buy for the foreign

is

visor for Famous Players, is inaugurating a three months' drive in his
It
territory in May, June and July^
is to be known as the "K. K. K."
will
."ialesmen.

The United

Brunhild & Young headquarters
have moved from 810 S. Wabash
Ave. to 738 S. Wabash Ave.

World
Quotations by H. Content & Co.

prizes

Cottage

Fred .\iken announces that he is
no longer actively connected with
the Superior Screen Service.

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

the

visits

Philadelphia.

&

Wabash

Not quoted

Griffith

75th

manager

publicity

prises

Close

Madison Ave. and 44th

at

Chatham.

The

Low

Panorama

Chatham.

Quotations
High
82
F. P.-L
94
do pfd
"^Goldwyn.... 6V4

the

The Cummings Laboratories have
on moved to the Canadian Pacific Bldg.,

Barney Ziv, formerly with the
Chicago American, has been appoint-

Rue de

European Representative Interna(Czecho- SloFilmschau,
Prague
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

of the Keystone,

Grove Ave., a 1500 seat theater, will graphers
open about the first of May under 42nd St.,
management of Jack Cooney.

Long Acre,

Film,

Denmark

of

TO NORTH POLE— Famous

—

Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.

X

Christian

northern land and addresses the natives.

FIERCE FIGHTING MARKS GREA'
STRIKE IN SOUTH A F Rl C A— Battles

Manager Schaak,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

—
Wabash Ave.
London Representative — W.

No. 29

GREENLAND CELEBRATES 200TH AN
NIVERSARY OF DANISH RULE— Kin

i

THE FILM

to

West 44th

71-73

Capitol,
visiting ex-

PatlieNew?

Robert Cain has signed a year's
Holland Van Gelder is covering contract with Famous Players to play Johannesburg between strikers and polic
leading roles.
He leaves for Holly- result in hundreds of killed on each side.
Northern Indiana for Wid Gunning.
wood this week.
AMUNDSEN TO ATTEMPT FLIGH'

March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
$15.00.

the

of

was here

changes.

the act of

Address

Bernstein,

Springfield, O.,

go to Hollywood

Irving B. Rubinstein, of the Ruby
Camera Exchange, has been made
the Eastern Agent of the Mitchell
Camera Co., of Los Angeles.

St.,

INC.

will

with the Selznick forces next week
to handle publicity.

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73
York, N. Y., by

1922

8,

Guts and Flashes

THE FILM DAILY)
Philip Lewis, who for-

to

—

Saturday, April

SBRVICl

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTF

Leading Theatres

22

OF GREATER

NEW YORK

Accommodating Forty

Six

Thousand

Persons at a single performance

ARE NOW PLAYING
The

Greatest Heart Interest Story Ever Filmed

"Ten Nights
Here

in

the

is

a Bar Room'^
of

List

Theatres

MANHATTAN
SHERIDAN,

Avenue

7th

at 12th Street

MAYER AND SNYDER'S ODEON

MAYER AND SNYDER'S MAJESTIC
Second Avenue

15

58 Clinton Street

1175 Boston

Road

2830 Crotona Parkway

1942

Webster Ave

MELROSE

METROPOLIS

U.

THEATRE

541 E. 165th St.

2644 Third Ave.

2711

BRONX PLAZA

GOLDEN RULE

KING

3755 Third Ave.

4040 Third Ave.

161st St.

WEBSTER
400 E. 167th

St.

VALENTINE
237 E.

Fordham Road

&

TREMONT

ELSMERE

EMPIRE

CRESCENT

187th St.

Westchester Ave.

& Washington

Ave.

S.

Webster Ave.

BROOKLYN
PARTHENON
Wyckoff and Myrtle Ave.

FOX'S
26

HALSEY

FOLLY

Graham Ave.

928 Halsey

NEW

Boom

N.

Arrow Exchange,

FULTON
N •J.

Again When You

Inc.

De Kalb Ave.

JERSEY

Hoboken,

J.

Times Are Back

1151

St.

CITY

PLAINFIELD
Plainfield,

DE KALB

Union

Play

Hill,

N.

J.

''TEN NIGHTS''
729

SEVENTH AVENUE

—
THE

sg^

DAILV

Quality Suffers

Sunday's Issue

Eyre,

G.

a

clerk

in

the

London, has
forwarded to the U. S. Department
of Commerce at Washington, a con-

American Consulate

fidential

regular first class cinema theaters in London range from 1 / 3d. 5 / 6d.
Second class
At
cinemas charge 6d. to 2 /
or 3 /
the
Royal Opera House and the Empire
where 'The Three Musketeers' and 'Way
Down Fast' were shown respectively, 13/
were charged for the most expensive seats,
which
regular
West-End theater
is
the

—

American Consulate Clerk in England
Says Grade of Pictures There is Interior of Those of Last Year
Wilfred

Saturday, April

—

—

— Ivan Abramson Offers
"MOTHfRjtTERNM"

price."

in

report of film conditions in

Starring Vivian Martin

Paramount Exploiteer

Friedl a

Friedl,

J.

for many years
for the Hostettler

Possesses the Big Quality of
Human Appeal. Released Now

England. Tlie National Association publicity manager
has been sent copies of it and per- tiieaters in the Middle West, has
mission secured to release it to its joined the Paramoimt exploitation
members and for publication. Mr. staff at Des Moines. Claud Saunders
transferred
Albert
Boasberg
Eyre states that films of inferior has
grade are being shown in England from Detroit to Albany, and John D.
today.
He blames the drop in Howard, from Albany to Detroit.
quality to the block-booking system.
Extracts from his report follow:
"During the past

For Special Productions

PUBLICITY
For Stars and Directors

seeing any of the pictures, but relying merely
on the past reputation of such firms, and
It is
the drawing power, of their names.
obvious that in the annual output of such
companies which may amount to 50 or 60
failures.
some
must
be
there
p-ctures,
VVlierc, in the United States, such failures
vvould be shelved forever, in the United
Kingdom they are shown because tliey have
already been booked, and it is natural that
the public after seeing a number of such

STATE RIGHT
SALES DEPT.
and
A Complete
Campaign That
Exploitation
Will Save You Money and Increase the Value of Your ProAdvertising

duction.

become

discouraged

Broadway Run

By
Film Exchanges

Book Through Your Nearest
One

This
covered

how

is

a manufacturer dissalesmen spend their

his

time.

"An

It

STUDIO

is

To Rent

alert

Beginning at Once.
Best in Times Sq. District
Fully Equipped
Low Rent
232 W. 38th St.— Fitzroy 4205

—

STUDIO FOR LEASE
Two

Stages, Equipped,

Times Square Section.
Apply F. E. Allen

—

should

its

21 Graphic

reprinted from Collier's:
manufacturer recently
began a careful time study of his
salesmen. He had already conducted
useful studies respecting each operation in his factory.
Why should not
the same sort of inquiry be carried
into the sales department? he asked.
He found that 40% of the time of
his salesmen was spent in travel; that
waiting for interviews ate up another
20%; that another 25% was contilms
British
market a large sumber of
sumed in miscellaneous clerical work;
photocompanies,
British
(produced
by
graphed in England and featuring English and only 15% was being invested in
actors), as well as films produced on the the work for which the salesmen's
continent, moreover, Br.tish exhibitors fre- salaries
were paid actual selling
quently book the entire output for the year
of
some well known company, such as contact with the customer."
The Famous Players or Gaumont, without

failures,

For Independent Producers

From

What Salesmen Do

weeks there have
the newspapers and

few

been many reports ^n
elsewhere in regard to the alleged faUing off
the attendance of cinema theaters in the
in
United Kingdom, which is attributed to the
now being
s
inferior class of films which
shown before the public. As regards London, it IS certainly true that even at the
best cinema theaters, a very inferior class
of film is being exhibited in comparison to
a year ago.
"In the United Kingdom there are 4,000
cinema tlieaters as opposed to the 2U,UU0
As, practically, the
States.
in the United
entire American tilm output is booked for
exhib tion in the United Kingdom, it is
system must be
such a
tliat
inevitable
the
there are on
In addition,
adopted.

EXPLOITATION

607

Know What^s

W.

43 St.

Longacre 0298

Going

On

and

Morestay away from the cinema altogether.
over, the Brit sh films which have been shown
to date are inferior to the good American
And the patriotism wdiicii
productions.
prompts the exhibitors to show British films,
to by the public who are
IS not responded
w lling to pay provided they get their
movie's

worth

in

amusement.

"The London County Council has recently
issued certain new regulations in regard to
the

censorship

of

films,

of

which

the

two

important provisions are as follows:
"(I) After Jan. 2nd, no films are to be
exhibited .n any theater holding a Council
have been previously
license
unless they
Board of Film
British
by
the
passed

most

Subscribe to

Censors.
"(2) After July

1st, 1922, no person under
unless accompanied by a
the age of
16,
bona fide guardian, shall be
parent
or
present at any theater, where films passed
by the Board for 'public' or 'adult,' but not

shown.
exhibition,
are
by the Board of Censors
into two classes, those called 'A,' which are
suitable for adults only, and those called
'U,' which the Board considers suitable for
universal exhibition.
'Universal'
F.lms are divided

The Film Daily
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New York
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Attractions.
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Broadway

New York
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Ever Hear of the Mother Love
Appeal Failing to Go Over
With Your Audience?

:

—

John

8,

"It is evident that block-booking is, to
a great extent, respons ble for a number of
The pubvery inferior films being shown.
certainly, in any case, as regards Lonlic,
don, is as anxious as ever to' patronize the
silent drama as long as there are good plays
to see.
The fact remains that many of the
London are
houses
in
foremost
picture
suflering from cons derable loss ot patronThis must be due to the class of picage.
ture shown.
The largest and most luxuriously
appointed cinema theaters in the United
Kingdom are found in the Provincial towns
of England such as Manchester, Bradford,
Leeds and Liverpool, though none of them
compares in s ze and comfort with the

New York.
"These vary considerably according to the
tone of the theater and the class of film
Admiss on to the
which is being shown.
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The Film Daily
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rentals following

and

M.

in

P. T. O. units in Pennsylvania

Illinois.

Winner of spring golf tournament
Famous Players tournament.

to

meet victor

in

Washington. Raw stock to be
taxed one-half cent per foot and completed pictures

Tariff rates fixed in

A POOR RELATION

/

experiment as example.
Michigan gathering data looking toward reduction

Wednesday

Features Reviewed
Will Rogers in

Adolph Zukor not optimistic over outlook.
Thinks
public wants good pictures and cites Rialto re-issue

PagC

3

three cents per foot.

/^okhvyn-Chicago News scenario contest ends.

Over

27,000 scripts submitted. Prizes total $30,000 in cash.

SISTERS
American Releasing Co..

Page

5

PAY DAY

Charles Chaplin in
Chas. Chaplin Prod.

—Asso. First Nat'l

Page

Government decides refunds

when

tracts

Duncan and Edith Johnson

in

M.

1922.

P. T. O.

seeking broader ruling to cover all agreements made
1, 1922, when play dates fall in this year.

Thursday

8

in

are legal on certain con-

fall

prior to Jan.

William Nigh

Wm.

play dates

to

make own

productions.

Four

a year

,^f\^ anned.

eported
THE SILENT VOVJ^^^P

Vitagraph

Marion Davies

.BEAUTY'S

in

Cosmopolitan Prod.

—Paramount

John Barrymore will terminate producing
agreement with F. J. Godsol and make his own.
Page 9
^^^ital question in England is repeal of entertainment
tax, says A. George Smith, of Goldwyn, Ltd

WORTH
Page

Friday

13

Sydney
Herbert Rawlinson in

THE MAN UNDER COVER
Page

Universal

Katherine MacDonald

in.

.

.

.THE WOMAN'S SIDE

Cohen

sees

coming

of co-operation

when

18

pected to produce for Select.
Educational renews contracts with Christie,

Mermaid

THE RED PEACOCK

and Lloyd Hamilton for 1922.
Apollo Trading to distribute Wid Gunning,

Inc., out-

Page

Assoc. First Nat'l Pict

Pola Negri in

IS

S.

phases of industry first straighten out their own
problems. Addresses A. M. P. A.
"Othello," German production, here.
Morris Kohn forms Dependable Pictures Corp. Exall

Page

Paramount

19

put abroad.

Saturday

Page 20

Current Releases

Two
Page

Short Reels

^'Pardoning the bad

is

21

Napoleonic films here.
one in Austria.

One made

in

France and

injuring the good*'—Benjamin Franklin.
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They

Just Missed

where along the

Will Rogers in

/

AUTHOR

Edward

E. Kidder

.Bernard McConville
Marcel Le Picard

WHOLE

Good entertainment.

Just

misses being one of the great pictures of the

same type as "The Kid"
If someone hadn't bungled this and
STORY
chopped it to bits it would have gotten a long

way towards

success

DIRECTION

—at that

At times

LIGHTINGS
Full
STAR

it

gifted;

will please

again dropped

In spots a rare delight
Magnificent
Excellent

to ordinary business.

PHOTOGRAPHY

it

and the result

is

just

an ordinarily good picture.
it is good it is very, very good indeed.
And this is particularly where little Robert De Vilbiss
a charming and beautiful little boy, and a good
trouper gets in a fight with the older boys in the
tenement district and they tear off his little pants.
He finally gets back to the security of his home and
Will is starting to mend them when a visitor raps on
the door. Will hides Robert in an empty barrel and
then for a stretch Chaplin and Jackie Coogan are given
But after this passes there
a strong run for honors.
is a dearth of real stuff until Will reaches the home
of his wealthy relative and steals a piece of bread intended for the breakfast of a parrot. This is also great
But the rest of the matestuff.
It is a fine sequence.
rial, which is along hackneyed lines, fails to hold to
tine of just

Clarence Badger

CAMERAMAN

they lost

which at times reaches the
heights of greatness and then sinks back into the rou-

Goldwyn

SCENARIO BY

line

a fairly satisfying picture,

POOR RELATION"

"A

DIRECTOR

AS A

Making Another Like "The Kid" Here

charm, but nobly aided by two
very cute kiddies Robert De Vilbiss and Jeanette Trebaol
Little for any of them to do
SUPPORT
Practically none
EXTERIORS
Good, although the attic in the
INTERIORS
overdone
tenement was
Satisfies.
Usual original Rogers titles
DETAIL
funny
at times very
Neighborhood houses
CHARACTER OF STORY
with this
very
well
particularly may do
of

—

But where

—

—

as Chaplin's greatest.

the heights reached previously and the ending is so
unexpected that the Capitol audience did not seem to
understand it. Apparently this has been cut and whoever did it made a bad job of it.
There is little to the story which tells of the bighearted book peddler adopting two orphans and providing for them, how his wealthy relative will have
nothing to do with his invention, and how, through
a series of incidents, Will finally is given a steady job
when his invention proves a good rat trap only. The
kiddies make up for many deficiencies, and will aid
Sylvia Breamer has little
a lot in putting this over.
to do as the lead opposite Will and no one else counts.
Production values up to the Goldwyn standard, but
at times the attic is so overdressed in the desire to

a flash in

make

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,609 feet

You remember what a knockout "The Kid" was?
when Clarence Badger and Will Rogers were

Well,

almost got another one as big
But the inspiration was but
the pan and after they almost got it some-

working on

this they

it

natural that

Talk About Will Rogers and the Great
Box

You have

a real chance to get

one by making

it

clear to

two charming kiddies

in

them

with this

in

has

this

plus Will Rogers.

Tell

your people that the fun based on situations of these
three almost

times and

if

make

as

funny as "The Kid"

at

you point out the incidents which make

this a fact they

clear the facts.

quences.

this

cannot be disappointed.

They

will

unnatural.

of the Kiddies

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

your people that

it

Work

it is

But make

surely roar at these se-

You can

also say that this

play which

was

for

many

is

based on the famous old

years a great vehicle for

Smith Russell, and the oldtimers, remembering
the play, may have a great desire to see it as a picture.
Then you can tell them about Will Rogers and if he
happens to be a favorite in your community this will
help because those who like him are sure to like this
Sol

one.

Get some stills showing little Robert losing his pants
and use them in the lobby. They should prove a hit.

——
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A MAGNIFICENT SPECTACLE
Maurice Tourneur
Announces

the completion

of his supreme achievement

"LORNA DOONE"
A magnificent

picturization of the story

which

has thrilled millions

A

tremendous dramatization

of

one

of

the

world's greatest novels

Elaborately produced by a master with a cast

which includes Madge Bellamy, Frank Keenan,
John Bowers and other noted players.

Eight months in production!

FOR RELEASE
Distributing

Produced

at

the Studios of

THOMAS

H.

INGE

IN

EARLY AUTUMN

Arrangements

to

Be Announced

tHE
Sunday, April

9,

<M!!kDAILY

1922

Problem Play That Has Rather Powerful Message But
"SISTERS"

fashion, for one reason because of splendid restraint

on the part of the players.

American Releasing Corp.

DIRECTOR

Albert Capellani
Kathleen Norris

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Not credited
Chester Lyons

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
attention

all

STORY

the time

to sustain interest

The moral angle

lessened

to hold the

sequences prolonged be-

;

by

impatience

is

effective

though
the

heroine

DIRECTION

Good

for the

much

used entirely too

most

part, but has

footage for the

amount

of story

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Seena Owen a convincing sufferer
with Matt Moore appearing as a none too willing cad Gladys Leslie suitable
EXTERIORS
Appropriate
;

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
one

Man

in love

with
mar-

marries the other after the first
ries someone else.. After various complications
he falls in love with his wife
sister

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Kathleen Norris' novel

About

7,000 feet

the sort that isn't readily

is

adapted to the needs of the screen.

It is practically

without action and because of the nature of the story
is

forced to depend largely

itself

understood and

mora] that

is

at

intended.

problem and proving

point

— the

fallacy of divorce

vow

—

Problem plays are not suited
ences and inasmuch as "Sisters"

convincing

will be a

matter for your

good message and

is

is strictly

of this type,

own judgment whether
it.

or

It carries

sufficiently forceful to

be con-

You can promise a good case and good acting using the names of Seena Owen, Matt Moore and
Gladys Leslie, probably the best known of the lot.
vincing.

interest, so that

it

necessary to hold the attention through the use of
and the progress of the theme. It would

have been much more successful
marital difficulties of the

the solution to the

if

two couples had been reached

roundabout way.

Owen makes

Seena

the part of the

woman who

"un^

derstands" thoroughly convincing, though at times
the slow advancement of the theme rather tends to

make

the spectator lose patience with her endurance
On the other hand the part

and mental suffering.

gains a fine sympathy for her and

much

is

responsible for

Gladys Leslie is
well suited to the part of the "misunderstanding"
young wife, while Joe King, as her husband, is not
nearly as wicked as in the parts for which he is usually
Matt Moore does good work but certainly was
cast.
stupid not to have seen and appreciated Seena Owen's
At least that's the way you'll probably feel
love.
of the feature's heart interest.

about it.
Dr. Strickland dies and his two daughters,
Story
Alix and Cherry, and a niece, Anne, each inherit a
third of the estate. Anne's husband finds a loop-hole
which gives her more than a third, a disappointment
for Cherry, who must continue to live in an unattractive home with her husband, Martin. Alix, the elder
girl, is cheered by the return of Peter Joyce, whom
she loves. Joyce had gone on a trip when Cherry
married Martin, because he loved her himself. Peter
•

:

marries Alix on a "friendship" basis. He still loves
Cherry and prepares to elope with her when she and
Martin quarrel. How he finds he is mistaken and

remains with Alix completes the story.

Them

Interested

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

to all kinds of audi-

not you will satisfy your patrons with
a

in

nothing but' the

is

sub-titles

Should Be Easy to Get Endorsements That Will Get
Box

it

make

succeeds in presenting a

and the sanctity of the marriage

It

snb-titles to

same time produce the

the
It

its

upon

There is little plot and there
problem presented to sustain the
ly.

in a less

with

creates

it

Just a trifle more restraint by the director in the
use of footage would have improved the picture great-

is

Too long drawn out

yond power

Too Long

is

One

of the

most

likely

ways

of getting

them

inter-

would be catchlines: "Are you contemplating
a divorce? Are you seeking a solution of marital difficulties?
If so, go to the blank theater and see the
adaptation of Kathleen Norris' novel, 'Sisters,' before
making your decision. It may be worth while." It
probably wouldn't be difficult to get the endorsement
of clergymen of your town if you will go to the
ested

trouble.
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Is and heart-tugs
and real

.^ouXt^I^^^hl»wTi.-»"-""or

a

GREAT
>S ANOTHER
k VERA GORDON^

human
U^avo^nWs"'^''^''"^"''^^^'-

PICTURE^*''
i^^nsplant

m^?Wsnee7
that they cu"

"h^.-^h

aJu\^

.Kt ?i.rSkn"St^S-.i"^:i^

fcm7?o-re& tHtn^ori'c^

plains about the awf
ul e "tmvaeance of
that which costs at Io»??l.n

dnnkmg

waste

,

it!" ia his rejoinder;

^

''°"

supporting

Mr.,.

V^HlfJ^tre^

t>t7

'

Mrs. Gordon are
HarTv I *\^'
P"«' Belle Ben!
nett^e^h
nett.
m"' ^'^"i^y
Beth Mason
and

Dore Davidson

H.C.J
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Excluding "The Kid," Here's Chaplin's Best Since "Shoulder
Charles Chaplin in

of all the laughs,

"PAY DAY"

Max Swain

1922

9,

Arms"

playing the foreman on

AUTHOR

Charles Chaplin
Charles Chaplin

SCENARIO BY

Charles Chaplin

is bricklayer, Edna Purviance
one scene as the foreman's daughter, Charlie's
brother Sydney as one of his friends, and Phyllis Allen
as the wife with the rolling pin.
Chaplin has written and directed this one also and

Not credited
new Chaphn humor

while there isn't the regulation continuity, "Pay Day"
follows along in one line (jf tliought.
Even though

Chas. Chaplin Prod.

the job where Charlie

—Asso. First Nat'l

DIRECTOR

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Chock

full of

and original gags that make

STORY

Not

in only

Pict.

a riot of laughs

it

a straight continuity; just comic

it

incidents in the

life

it

of a bricklayer

is

DIRECTION

Really not an important factor in
Chaplin pictures it's the laughs that count
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Fair

The one and only

SUPPORT

Charlie

Good; includes Phyllis Allen as

Charlie's

wife,

Mack Swain, Edna Purviance

and Sydney Chaplin

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Adequate
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Just a great com-

edy; sure-fire entertainment

comedy sequences,
The photography
is consistent and comprehensive.
not always good and some of the lighting poor. But
skips around a bit to permit of

after all

it

is

the laughs that count with Chaplin pic-

tures.

Charlie arrives late on the job, jumps into

Story:

without looking and starts with the pick, hitanother
fellow who is already in. Up on a scafting
fold he performs some juggling with 1)ricks, aided by
A small elevator is the cause of
trick camera work.
many laughs. Charlie goes to sit down where the

a ditch

but isn't. But before he lands each
time the elesator returns and he doesn't fall through.
Charlie trying to sneak a bill from his week's pay with
elevator should

l)e,

"friend wife" hovering around

is

another

roar

of

laughs.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

1,892 feet

Once more Chaplin proves himself the king

comedians in a two-reeler that has all the drawing power
and strength of a feature and "then some" as far as
the box office is concerned.
Again Charlie is both
author and producer and he gives his audience their
full money's worth of laughs in the short half hour
consumed in the unwinding of the film. He has conceived many new laugh provokers for his latest and
of

Then comes

Charlie
a night out with the boys.
from a cafe feeling very jubilant. His condition
and the mix up with the umbrella, cane and overcoats
cannot adequately be described. You have to see it.
exits

And

the nthere's the episode of the trolley car.

Charlie

fails to

get on l^ecause of the crowd.

Twice
Once

probably couldn't be found.

he climbs over the others but is eventually pushed out
the front door. The third time he hangs on but eventually falls oiif, taking a gentleman's trousers with
him. He arrives home and tries to stop the hiccoughs

"Pay Day" is in a class with "Shoulder Arms" and
"The Kid," although it is not as long as either of them.
But it contains more stunts and original ideas than

with nine swallows of water. He's getting ready for
bed when the alarm goes off, the wife wakes up and
Charlie pretends to be just getting up, but he doesn't

a better

usual.

title

And

this

time

it's all

Chaplin.

He

is

the cause

fool his "better half."

Your Only Worry On This
Box

If

are

you've been feeling down-hearted,

empty and the box

office

if

looks blue

the coffers

— cheer

up.

and make everybody happy. You are safe in
l)roniising them the best Chaplin short reeler since
"Shoulder Arms." Get behind it and make it work
for you.

to

Get Hold

of It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Here's another Chaplin picture that will swell the receipts

is

It is

hardly necessary to go into detail in box

office

You know what the
do for you. The only

analysis for the Chaplin pictures.

announcement of his name will
thing you have to do essentially

Then

name

will

get the booking.

world know you're playing "Pay Day."
It's a good one and with the star's
surely get them.

let tiie

Boost the

is

title.

^H^
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For Action You Won't Get Many
William Duncan and Edith Johnson in

For those who

"THE SILENT VOW"

how

Vitagraph

It is

DIRECTOR

William Duncan

AUTHOR

Not

1

SCENARIO BY

Bradley

credited

SmoUen

J.

CAMERAMAN

George Robinson

WHOLE

Action galore in latest North-

AS A

west Mounted Police picture
lovers of excitement

STORY

;

sure to satisfy

Certainly contains plenty of situations

making

for action

even though some are pretty

DIRECTION

Keeps up a break-neck speed that
probably hasn't been outdone in a picture of

this kind

PHOTOGRAPHY

Splendid

LIGHTINGS
STARS
William Duncan

Very good

does fine work, espedouble role sequence Edith Johnson
less important
SUPPORT
All very good types; Jack Curtis
cially in

;

Maurice Foster, Henry Hebert,
Fred Burley and Maude Emery

fine; others, J.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Not many
Usually

CHARACTER OF STORY

all

right

Northwest Mounted, on trail of father's murderers,
finds his mother who had deserted them years
Officer of

before

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
It isn't likely that

"The

Silent

4,600 feet

Vow"

has ever been

in the way of action, in the numerous stories
Northwest Mounted Police that have preceded
It starts out with action, keeps it up all the way
it.
through, and ends the same way, so that lovers of excitement will get more than their share in William
Duncan's latest. He keeps himself, his supporting
and, above all, the cameraman, on the jump from start

outdone,
of the

to finish.

Will

Go

Big

Where This Type
Box

this one.

"The Silent Vow" can't be beat.
a series of fights, escapes, captures and gun-play
with a very slight romantic twist at the close. There
must be fully
they happen

a

dozen killings

so

rapidly that

At one time

track of them.
of a situation

Hero

Bill

picks up a

tween

the story.
is

In fact,

difiicnlt

to

keep

the intended seriousness

turned into what

is

to bring laughs

in
it

is

almost certain

because of the implaiisibility of

Duncan

is

bound and held

hammer with

his teeth, hobbles

and with the hammer

his teeth, brings

prisoner.

still

up

in

it-

He
back

clutched be-

down on

his victim's head.
After that he manages to free himself by burning the
ropes with a hot iron that is convenient.

Duncan has

it

also directed the picture and

it is obvious that he has spared no effort to provide a thrilling entertainment.
And as far as that goes he has

He

certainly succeeded.

has encountered a

ficulty in introducing all his characters

many

—but

little dif-

— there

are so

most part keeps it quite comprehensive. The photography is very good and there is
some particularly fine double exposure work. Duncan's dual role performance is well done and Edith
Johnson does very well l^ut her part is not very imfor the

The remainder

portant.

of the cast

is

quite capable.

Richard Stratten, of the Mounted, meets a
man who, twenty years before, took his wife away
from him. Stratten plans to hang Gorson for the
murder of a man and thereby accomplish his own revenge.
Gorson's sons rescue him and kill Stratten.
His son, Dick, also a Mounted Officer, takes "The
Silent Vow"
In chasing the Gorto get his man.
sons Dick is trapped by Sledge Morton, "czar of the
river district," and held prisoner.
Morton also holds
two girls and a woman who is the mother of Dick.
How the officer gains his freedom, fights Morton and
his crowd and meets the mother, who dies from a
blow, completes the story.
Story:

—

of

Entertainment

is

Popular

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you know your patrons like pictures with plenty
by all means secure this one and give them
enough to satisfy them for some time to come. You
can go the limit on promises in connection with the
action to be found in "The Silent Vow" and for gun
play and thrills you can safely say they will not have
seen a Northwest Mounted story that has outrivaled
If

of action,

like plenty of action regardless of

obtained,

is

it

of his keeper,

far-fetched

One

Beat This

to

Should William

power you can

Duncan's name have a drawing

tell

work

in

ones,

"No Defense,"

"The

Are Men,"

"What

is

if

Silent

them

they'll

be sure to like his

Vow," mentioning
"Steelheart," and

you played them.

'The Silent Vow?'

Northwest Mounted Police

his previous

"Where Men

Catchlines can read:
It's

the creed of the

— Get Your

Man."

American Releasing Corppresents

Noms

From the novel by Kathleen
Directed by Albert Capellatii

featuring

SEENA OWEN -GLADYS LESLIE- MATT MOORE

an unusual message to exhibitors about a motion picture.

This

*'

is

Sisters"

is

titled picture released

in the past
It is

two

and
America

edited

best

the

in

years.

the most sincere and genuine

1922 season. It is
direct
an honest picture
clear,
with a tremendous dramatic situa-

picture of the

—

tion that all the

critics

I

comment

upon.

m\

The reviews on

the opposite page

are not "doctored" to feed to exhi-

— they

represent

the public

appraisal of "Sisters,"

now having

bitors

i;'''

extended run at the Cameo, New
York, and simultaneous presentation

its

in the nation's best

and biggest

run theatres in

the larger

all

s

first

cities.
^

V.i^

/

.m eric
an
CORPORATION

RELEASING

WALTER E GREENE. f,ajm

F.

B.

WARREN, fm^^tnjal

15W.44'''St.N.Y.C.^Phones:Vanderbilt7078-9

Jn

International

Mm

Playing Jgainst Big Opposition,
Sisters 'is Hailed asVlw Best Show

"^

inNejii)Yorl{'

NEW YORK GLDBEr"Sisters"
problem

we have

films

is

one of the most

interesting

Done with admirable

seen.

restraint

by a capable -emd well-selected cast and directed with skOl
by Capellani. Seena Owen proves herself one of the exceptional actresses of the screen.

EVENING JOURNAL: One

of the strongest productions of
This picture bids fair to remain on Broad-

the past two years.

way

at the

Cameo many weeks and

it

deserves to

do

so.

In

a

season of public approved for sincere plays and sincere pictures

be a

"Sisters" will

hit.

EVEhUlNG TELEGRAM: One of

the best pictures seen

Broadway in a long time and everybody
day liked it.

at the

Cameo

on

yester^

.:

NEW YORK AMERICAN
sincerity of "Sisters" gives

(Alan Dale) : The simpUcity and
it its hold upon all who see it.

Admirably acted with beauty and

A

dignity.

useful, enter-

taining as well as ornamental picture that "says things"

and

has a peculiar flavor.

NEW YORK

TIMES: "Sisters," the International photoplay
at the Cameo, has moments of genuine pictorial and dramatic
strength and is to be especially commended for its sincerity.

V

It

is

possible for a photoplay to

be

interesting

and have a

moral at the same time, and "Sisters" goes fair towards acquiring this double value. The picture is generally excellent

and the

direction of Capellani results in

many

of the best

things in the story.

NEW YORK

TRIBUNE: Every

time

we

see Seena

Owen we

».<fei,

Mighty few actresses on the screen can comIn "Sisters" she makes you believe in the

like her better.

m

pare with her.

unloved wife. The picture is beautifully done without the
71i6 titles of the story are
slightest attempt at sensationalism.
perfect

and Capellani's direction splendid.

NEW YORK EVENING
make

"Sisters"

an interesting picture and

by Capellani, the
the picture
it

is

POST: There
The characters

director.

not sensational in

its

is

much

it is

capably handled

are played sincerely

thematic development and

entertains excellently.

American
RE LEAS

WALTER

I

E OREENE.

NC CO R P O RATION
'Ftavtal

f. B.

WARREN.

y.tr-'FiaulM

15W.44*>^St.N.Y.C.^Phones^Vanderbilt7078-9
SF^~

Service Co. Production
nm^f

material to

!

#

in Clean Picture
With a Punch

A

picture with so many stars you have to count
keep track of the number.

them on your

fingers to

A

your theatre's entire following— the
and fathers; the star the girls like; the
town talk about.

favorite personality for

favorite star of mothers
star all the

boys in

A

director with all the gentleness, humanness, and sweetness of
a woman, but possessing the punch of a pneumatic riveter in the

melodramatic big scenes when action comes to a climax.
All of these box-office elements you have in

Fairfax,

•^Marion Fairfax Production

With an

TRUTH

ail-

includinq

star cast

NOAH BEERY^MARJORIE DAW- PAT O'MALLEY
Written

TULLY MARSHALL
and directed by MARION FAIRFAX

Standing head and shoulders even with the best of the 1922 productions of this or any other company with the cast of a de Mille or
Neilan "special" anda title permittingofextraordinary exploitation.

men can

RELEASING
WALTER

15

E.

GREENE,

W 44^'* St. N.

-PraulM

Y.C.

CORPORATION
f.

B.

.^.ja/

WARREN, y^tVmuhu

^Phones: Vanderbilt 7078-9
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Attractive Production and Visual Appeal That Goes
Marion Davies

"BEAUTY'S

Once more Joseph Url)an has provided some elaborate settings, somewhat after the order of those used
in "Enchantment," though less extensive.
They are

in

WORTH"

Cosmopolitan Prod.

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

CAMERAMAN

Robert Vignola
Sophie Kerr
Luther Reed
Ira H. Morgan

WHOLE

About what you would expect

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
AS A

with Marion Davies the star; plenty of visual
appeal but improbable situations
STORY
A suitable vehicle with effective comedy touches and usual opportunity for display
Satisfactory; with aid of Joseph
DIRECTION
Urban settings makes picture always good to
look at

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
A
make

Excellent

Good
concrete example of "fine feathers
Suitable; includes Forrest Stanley,

June Elvidge, Hallam Cooley and Lydia Yea-

mans Titus

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pretty
Attractive

Adequate

*

CHARACTER OF STORY

Quaker

girl

discards

her plain garb for elegant clothes after a few
days at fashionable resort

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
As

in the

a part of the charade presented

by the guests of a
fashionable resort. Incidentally the title writer might
have given this form of pantomime a more familiar
term.

It

isn't

likely

acts,

majority will be

that a large

acquainted with the word.

The charade

is

in

three

each an attractive setting with the star in be-

coming costumes.
Director V^ignola has selected a pretty resort for the
exteriors and there are quite a few worth while shots

swimming

of an inviting looking

pool.

The

star's first

appearance at the pool is in a bathing suit befitting a
Quaker but the one after her regeneration is quite the
contrary and despite the monkey fur trimming Marion takes a dip when confronted by her shocked

Quaker aunts.

fine birds"

SUPPORT

With Star

6,751 feet

previous Marion Davies pictures

made by

rhe star makes good in the role of Prudence Cole
and a capable supporting cast assists with Forrest
Stanley, the hero who designs her up-to-date clothes

and prohal)ly makes them
In

tills

but

may

for all the spectator

is told.

connection the improbabilities are prominent
not detract from the picture's appeal for those

seeking pictorial values.

Cheyne Rovein, an artist,
Quaker girl, a real beauty.

Story:

sees in Prudence

She accepts his
suggestion and startles the snobs by casting off her
Cole, a

ishness of production usually associated with her of-

Prudence always
"uniform" for modern attire.
herself
Henry
Garrison, a childthought
in love with
hood sweetheart, but he neglects her at the resort until after her appearance in her new clothes and then
she realizes she does not love Henry at all, but Rovein,
who loves her for herself and not because she is beau-

ferings.

tiful.

Cosmopolitan, there is the usual ingredients in the
way of story and setting in "Beauty's Worth," a So-

Kerr story. Although the situations are improbable and seldom true to life, it serves as a suitable
vehicle for the star and permits of the customary lav-

phie

Usual Hearst Publicity Back
Box

of

This

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

t

you have played the previous Marion Davies releases you know about what you can do with "Beauty's
Worth." Stills in the lobby will probably be one of
the best ways of getting them interested and of course
catchlines will also do very well.
Say "One day a
shy Quaker girl the next a much sought-after society
belle.
Such is Marion Davies' progress in 'Beauty's

give the

prominence and use the

star's

Worth,' her

these papers circulate in your town, so

much

If

Talk about the Urban settings and you shouldn't
ha\ e to do very

much

outside advertising or exploita-

tion in view of the publicity

back of the star thiough

the Hearst publications and the fact that the stury has

:

—

latest production,"

been running
title

in the

Hearst papers.

For

this reason

name.

If

the better,

—

—

—

— —

—

Where Are
th e BIG
Pictures?
Not

week passes

a

several

first

in

run theater

New York
men

in

that doesn't find

town searching

for

BIG PICTURES.
BIG PICTURES.

—

—

Exhibitors know and will tell you that much of
the grief of the past year has been due to the rarity of

BIG PICTURES.

IDEAL—because we
And

.

will

only as

All that

me

IS

AS SCARCE!
I am not making

GOING TO FIND THEM JUST

I

that statement rashly.

my

of

who knows

these facts

knows

that

speak the truth.

The exhibitor who realizes that BIG PICTURES
protect his investment must do his figuring now
!

I

am

work

going to make twelve

know

our exhibitor partners in the making of twelve BIG PICTURES. We have to make
BIG pictures, we have to make BIG
for our
to

for

MONEY

we

don't

make any

for

our-

selves.

words. Anyone who knows production conditions at
this minute, financing conditions, the organization
politics at work, the condition of mind of the big

—anyone

the

know

exhibitor partners, or

There are big fundamental reasons back

directors

is

GENIUS.

Put

from

That

height of ambition for the real creator.
And that
from the real creator the best of his efforts,
the whole of his sincerity, the full flame of his

All that three great directors

this

produce.

will secure

Big pictures are scarcer than hen's teeth right now

NEXT FALL

ideal.

share in proportion as

we

And—
Take

I

working under conditions that are

will be

we produce

Exhibitors the country over need no blue print from
me to impress on them the seriousness of the present
scarcity of

I

BIG SPECIALS

next

That's
I

why

say

A

contract for my Direct Booking and Profit Sharing Plan is protection for the exhibitor's investment,
INSURANCE for the exhibitor who must look to
next year now, decide now, act now or be "caught"
in the market.

—

—

I have told exhibitors months
and years in advance of things that were going to come to pass in

year.

this business.

know they will be BIG because they are to be
made under conditions which guarantee that they will

Don't make me say "I told you so" next Fall and
Winter.
Don't be a "Wish I Had."

I

be BIG.
Real creators

me

in

—three

great directors

—working with

PARTNERSHIP WITH THE EXHIBITORS.

They

will

be working under conditions that are

Be
For

a "Glad I Did."

details of

my

Direct Bookinr/ and Profit Sharing Plan
write direct to

ideal.

1540

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Bryant 4364
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Rawlinson Has Interesting Crook Story for Latest Vehicle
Herbert Rawlinson

not unusual but contains a good suspense and some
first rate twists such as that in which the swindlers

in

"THE MAN UNDER COVER"

are beaten at their

Universal

clear just

DIRECTOR

Tod Browning

AUTHOR

L. V. Eytinge

SCENARIO BY

Harvey Gates

CAMERAMAN

Virgil Miller

AS A

own game.

At

what hero Rawlinson

is

first it isn't very
going to do, but it

develops the interest and arouses the spectator's curiosity.
The fake oil well ofifers a comic touch and
George Hernandez, as Daddy Moflfat, Rawlinson's pal,
usually contributes the laugh.

WHOLE

The

Satisfactory entertainment of
crook variety; good interest and works to effective climax
Contains a rather good suspense and
STORY
mild romantic twist; first rate atmosphere

and towards the end
some good
action in the way of an automobile chase after the
escaping crooks. A good touch is that in which two

DIRECTION

of the swindled "hicks" start after the thieves in a

All right;

tells

story in straight-

forward fashion and wastes no time when ending

is

sighted

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Natural

Adequate in the part
Proper types; includes Barbara BedSUPPORT
ford, Geo. Hernandez, Wm. Courtwright, Willis
Marks and others

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate
In the minority

CHARACTER OF STORY

Reformed crook

Ample

saves townspeople from swindlers by beating

them

at their

own game

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,566 feet

The point that Universal is stressing in connection
with Herbert Rawlinson's latest feature is the fact that
the story was written by a man serving a life sentence
in the Arizona state prison for a crime of which he
was convicted on circumstantial evidence. And in all
probability this will be a good angle to work on in
connection with putting the picture over.
The story is interesting and thoroughly capable of
The plot is
satisfying those who like crook stories.

town

director has provided a suitable small

mosphere with
builds to a

at-

realistic exteriors

first

rate climax that contains

car.
A shot now and then shows the
progress they "aren't" making.

broken down

Herbert Rawlinson suits the part of Paul Porter,
reformed crook, and makes the most of the opportunities the role affords.

He would

be a whole

lot

more

if he would occasionally forget that
an actor and appear a little more natural. He
is too fond of showing the whites of his eyes.
Barbara Bedford hasn't very much to do as leading lady
but wait around to supply the romantic touch at the
end. The other members of the cast do good work.
Story
Paul Porter returns to his home town with
his pal, Daddy Mofifat. Paul is a reformed crook. He
learns that Wiley and Lang are selling fake oil stock
to the villagers, having already collected a hundred
thousand dollars. Paul sets out to beat them by putting up an oil well on Col. Culpepper's property and installing an artificial gusher. Wiley "bites," offers Paul
Paul sells, taking cash
a hundred thousand for it.
only.
Wiley rushes back to Col. Culpepper, who
holds the money, after he discovers the fraud, steals
the money and departs. Paul goes after him and gets
the money wJiich he returns to the people, once more
gaining their confidence.

pleasing, however,

he

is

:

Likely to Satisfy the Majority With This
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This latest Universal release offers a satisfactory
entertainment of its kind and you shouldn't have any
trouble pleasing them with it, particularly if they
have shown a liking for crook stories in the past. If
the star happens to be popular with your patrons, of
course give his name good prominence and use the
title with catchlines that will give them an idea of the
story.

Probably one of the best bets
will

be the fact that the author

Arizona state prison.

is

for putting

it

over

a life convict in the

Handled properly you ought

to arouse unusual interest because of the connection.

The Universal
you might try

press sheet contains short readers which
to get into

your

local

newspaper,

MARCUS LOEW
You Have Immortalized the

Photoplay in Producing
and Distributing

THE FOUR HORSEMEN
OF THE APOCALYPSE

A WISTARIA PRODUCTION

FOUNDED ON THE FAMOUS POEM BY

LORD Alfred

TENNYSON
PRESENTED AND DISTRIBUTED BY

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
ARTHURS. KANE

/•*«/«**/»-

THROUGH PATHE EXCHANOE^//tc.

T
AT LAST! One

of tfie Most Sensationally
Famous incidents of All History Made to
Live A^ain.

smash! An Act
theVorld. A Deed

that
that

through the Centuries.

Ran^ round
Resounded
An Exploit

Immortalized by Lord Tennyson's
Master Work.
\
it's

here!

Celebrated

in

pageant

and Song; by Sta^e and Story, and
Now on the Screen! One of the most
Startling Sacrifices Womankind
Ever Faced.

crash!

Go Box Office Records
when Theatres Show how England's

Most Beautiful Wonnan Rode Unclad
Through the Streets of Coventry
to Save Her People.
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Sunday, April

About Time They Secured Worth While Material
Katherine MacDonald in

forth as both author

"THE WOMAN'S SIDE"

DIRECTOR

J.

Joseph Brotherton
Another poor story for Kath-

WHOLE

AS A

erine

A. Barry
A. Barry

Not credited

CAMERAMAN

MacDonald;

little

or no opportunities for

her in this one

STORY

politics

and too

little

star;

unconvincing and unentertaining
Ordinary; frequently choppy and
wastes footage on silly incidents

DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY
Has

Fair

.Usually all right
handicap greater than she can

a

overcome

SUPPORT

Everyone appears afflicted with an
unnatural air and desire to overact; Edward
Burns, Henry Barrows, Dwight Crittenden, Ora
Devereaux and Wade Boteler
Adequate
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suffice

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

Candidate for Governor threatened with exposure of private life on
eve of election unless he withdraws

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,366 feet

Another very poor story and
And
Katherine MacDonald. It would seem that after so
many and successive weak vehicles that she would
deserve something worth while, a story that would
But if they
give her some chance to "come back."
still

they come.

continue along the line of "The Woman's Side" the
outlook isn't at all bright for Katherine MacDonald.
Barry attempts a double header and comes
J. A.

Won't

Do

if

You Cater

to

a slap stick

comedy would

effort to give

any bright

a single original twist.

ment dwelling,
tractiveness.

that

It is

Barry has made no

be.

side to his story or to offer

First there

slums with one

of the

is

the atmosphere

interior, representing a base-

is about the last word in unatobviously a studio affair and the

make it real has been carried beyond all proThen comes blackmail and sorrow for the
heroine when the woman she believes to be her mother
tells her she is nameless.
The plot never comes near

very doubtful

if

even the least

critical of pic-

"The Woman's Side."
Possibly some audiences, composed mainly of women,
will accept it through sympathy for the heroine, but
the sympathy is not genuine. The situations are too
turegoers will be satisfied with

far-fetched and improbable to permit a genuine

pathy for the heroine.
You won't help the

star's reputation

portions.

from entertaining.
Sequences do
not follow smoothly and so much footage is wasted on
silly detail such as the heroine's trunk of toys and
trinkets which she unearths for the benefit of her childhood sweetheart. The climax is indefinite and somewhat melodramatic. The mystery of the girl's parentage is finally disclosed and the romance reaches a
happy conclusion.
that the players
It probably isn't extraordinary

being convincing and

The

sym-

any by show-

direction

is

is

upon

called

any

always

when

the characters they are

to portray are far

rate they

fail

far

frequently choppy.

should appear unnatural
to

make

this

from being real. At
convincing or ent^^r-

taining.

Story:
for

Mary

Governor.

Gray's father, Judge Gray, is running
On the eve of election his opponent,

Masters, threatens to print a story about the Judge's
divorce that will spoil his chances of winning unless

he withdraws.

Mary

appeals to the ex-wife and the

woman

she believes is her mother. She is told it was
because of her they separated and that she is nameless.
Finally Masters is beaten and Mary learns her
father was the Judge's brother and her parents died
of fever in China.

Patrons

Box OiHce Analysis

It is

and director of "The Woman's
is as old as motion pic-

desire to

Too much

LIGHTINGS
STAR

for Star

tures and as lacking in opportunities for the star as
J.

SCENARIO BY

1922

Side," a story of politics that

Assoc. First Nat'l Pict.

AUTHOR

9,

Who

are Discriminating

for the Exhibitor

ing them this one unless, of course,

} ou are in a neighborhood where you cater chiefly to transients and
don't have to worry about regular trade.
In that
event, it won't matter and probably a double feature
day, with the other one sufficiently strong to make up
for the difference would be a wise choice. If you must
give them an idea of the story, catchlines from the

press sheet will do.

THE
Sunday, April

j^E:2DAILY

1922

9,

Pola Negri's Talents Once

More Wasted

Pola Negri in

"THE RED PEACOCK"
U. F. A.

—Paramount

DIRECTOR

Paul Stein
Hanns Kraly

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Not credited
Not credited

WHOLE

Cheerless and unentertaining

AS A

picture with situations that are quite likely to

offend refined audiences

STORY.

.Merely a series of liaisons that have not
been disguised in tny way
....

DIRECTION

Goes out

of his

for the sake of suggestion;

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Only
STAR

it's

Negri showing, is the fact that the pictures in which
she gained favor were of a historical nature, while
those that brought the slump pertained to things upto-date and were modern in atmosphere as far as the
country in which they were made is concerned. For
instance, certain styles that are not

country at present

the

The production values

is

Few
Satisfactory

Ample

Girl leaves

man

"Camille"

she loves and goes

another; later he learns

it

was

stuff.

away with

at the request of

6,735 feet

Now that Pola Negri has gained a favorable reputation in this country through her appearance in one or
two really worth while productions, probably it seemed
possible to show a couple thoroughly poor ones and
away" with it on the strength of the good ones.
But judging from the attendance at the Broadway
house where "The Red Peacock" is showing, they are
mistaken. In fact, it would appear that they needed
only one poor one for them to lose interest, the first
"get

"Vendetta."
Coincident with the falling

No

Visible

off of

attendance at the

Drawing Power

in

is

they aren't at

plain without

of

As for the
some and

There

story,

is

quite

certain to ofl^end the decency

it is

any sense of
the more wonder when you

practically everyone with

it

isn't

Everything

necessary.

all

it.

refinement, which
recall that

definite suggestive ..touches.

is

all

bears the

New York

State censor seal.

anything very tasteful or entertaining

in

the depiction of a series of liaisons even though you

can hardly blame the

girl

from running away from her

step-father.

Violette, a flower girl,
Story
automobile of Florette who takes
:

when

is

run over by the

h'er into

her house.

pay
Girey,
with
Count
her too much attention. She goes
who lavishes his wealth upon her. She meets Germont, a young playwright, who had once befriended

She

is

her.

happy
rifice.

forced to leave

She goes

Exit Girey.

Florette's admirers

to

begs her
She again leaves, going

until his father

They

Germont.
to leave.

are

Enter sac-

to Gaston, wdio takes

After Germont
her to Italy to recover her health.
learns the truth he goes to her, but it is too late she

—

"Passion," "Gypsy Blood" and

3-3.

dies.

This Except for Sensationalists

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

score would appear to be about even with the

advent of "The Red Peacock"

It

;

Box
The

"Gypsy Blood" and "One
more or less haphazard and

some very

to get in

ity

drunken

his father

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

bear poor comparison

in this

in "Passion,"

who, incidentally, never misses an opportun-

director

mentioned

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

found

contains evidence of carelessness on the part of the

And

Adequate; no one whose name

modern in this
Germany. This

air.

Arabian Night."

story and below the average production

the rage in

manner of dancing seen in the current production. It would be considered quite passe
here to dance holding the arms at full length, high in

never necessary

Also varying

may be

also pertains to the

to those

Varies; sometimes very poor

CHARACTER OF STORY

Poor Production and Story

in

way sometimes

lessens her reputation in this poor

SUPPORT

19

Three good ones

all right.

it

isn't likely

won't increase the

you

in

will.

And

it

certainly

star's popularity.

Another matter which you

"One Arabian Night."

Three poor ones "Vendetta," "Intrigue" and the pres-

But

will

connection with this picture,

is

do well to consider
the type of patron

:

ent one.

Of

Paramount
tures.

course,

all of

these productions are not

releases, but they are all Pola Negri pic-

If you think you can satisfy them with "The

Red Peacock"

after

having played the better pictures.

you cater

to.

Neighborhood or family trade won't be

a suitable audience.

Of course

the insertion of titles

referring to marriage ceremonies and divorces in each
instance might make it more appropriate, but it won't

do as

it is.

——

CURRENT RELEASES
Release Date

Footage

Reviewed

Release Date

Pootage

Cardigan

The Sea Lion (Hobart Bosworth)

2-26-22

7,000

of

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

The Song
Her Social

of Life
\'alue (Kaiherine

The Song
The Cave
Penrod

Idols ( Frotliingham Prod.)
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge)
Smilin' Through (Norma Talmadge)
A Uuestion of Honor (Anita Stewart)

INC.
Nov.

7

14

P.

(J.

5.000
4,800

McGowan)

Mar

Saturday Night (Cecil DeMille)
8,433
The Law and the Woman (Betty Compson) ... .6,461
Moran of the Lady Letty ( ValentinoDalton) .. 6,360
Boomerang Bill (Cosmopolitan
5,489

5-22
1-29-22
1-22-22
2-12-22
2-12-22

Homespun Vamp (May McAvoy)
Love's Boomerang (Robertson Spec.)
Her Own Money (Ethel Clayton)

5-22
2-26-22

4,777
5,562
4,981
4,653
6,735

Midnight (Constance Binney)
The Red Peacock (Pola Negri)
A Game Chicken (Bebe Daniels)
Travelin' On (Wm. S. Hart)
Forever (Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
The Mistress of the World (Chap. 1)
The World's Champion (Wallace Reid)

5

The Mistress of the World (Cha,p. 2)
Her Husband's Trademark (Gloria Swanson)
Bobbed Ha:r (Wanda Hawley-Realart)

..

6,267
7,236
5,647
5,030
5.275
5,101
4,491
8,681
5,061

Fool's Paradise (Cecil B. DeMille)
The Mistress of the World (Chap. 3)
The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter-Realart)

.

2

2
9
9
9

16
16
23

23
30
30
30

Spanish Jade (John

2-

Be

3-

William Farnum
A Stage Romance
Dustin Farnum
The Devil Within
Iron to Gold

Mason

Onr

Miss Smiles

Little

','.'.".

The Ragged Princess
Winning With Wits
Maurice Flynn
Bucking the Line
Smiles Are Trump
The Last Trail
William Russell
Desert Blossoms

The Roof Tree
Strength of the
Pearl White

Broadway Peacock

John Gilbert
Gleam

O'

Dawn

Charles Jones
Riding With Death (Charles Jones)

3-19-22

Pardon My Nerve
Johnny WaUcer

—
Extra

Percy
Elope

If

Extra!
'Vou

Must

Cristo

»-2»

11-20-21

12-4-21

Bride

Fire

Fifty

HODKINSON CORP.

Candles

The Light

in

Renco Film Co.
At the Sign

8-21

5,600

1-

6.000

1-15-32

the Clearing

6,500

11-27-21

Jack O'Lantern

of the

6,400

2-12-22

5,997
4,513

11-20-21
3-12-22

4 943
a',SS4
5,000

11-27-21
1-22-22
3-12-22

4,435

l-lS-22

4,544
4,049

11- 6-21

4,175
4,409

12-11-21
12-25-21
3- 5-22

4,350

2-12-22

2-

1-

Women's

9
6

Clothes

Apr.

6
3

17

Kisses

(.\Iice

Seeing's

Believing

4,995

3-19-22

10,000

3-19-22

(

X'iola

5,400

3-19-22

6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
4,300

11-27-21
12- 4-21
12-22-21
2-19-22

7,600

1-29-22

5,500
6,000

11-20-21
2-19-22

8,000.

11-13-21

Lytell)

Dana)

Rex Ingram Productions
Feb. 27
Turn to the Right
S-L Productions
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)
16
Jan.
Mai. 20 1 Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)
Tiffany Productions
23
Peacock Alley
Jan.

(Mae Murray)

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

The Orderly
Dec.
18
The Power Within
Mar. 26 The Isle of Zorda

9,000

3-12-22

PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooki)
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark)..

A

Millionaire for a Day (Arthur
In Society (Edith Roberts)
Wise Husbands (Gail Kane, J.

Guy Empey)

Gladden Jamea)
The Leech (Claire Whitney)
His Brother's Keeper (Martha
Lytton and James)

R.-C.

6,000
6,000
... 6,000
6,000

—

-

Herbert Frank and
6,000
6,000
Mansfield,

•

Rogers
6,000

-

6,750
6,000
6.000
6,000
5,000
5,210

11- 6-21
11- 6-21

PICTURES

(Louis Mercanton Prod.)
The Lure of Jade (Pauline Frederick)
Silent Years (Gasnier)
At the Stage Door (Cabanne)
Eden and Return (Doris May)
Five Days to Live (Sessue Hayakawa)
Possession

2-19-23

Lake)

The Face Between (Bert

11-13-21
2-26-22

4,160

1-29-22

CORP.

The Fourteenth Lover (Viola Dana)
The Golden Gift (Alice Lake)
The Right That Failed (Bert Lytell)
Glass Houses (Viola Dana)

5-22

1-22

1-22-22

Ballin Prod.

20
12-18-21
2- 5-22
3-19-22

5,193

6,700

Holtre Prod.

Other

Special

Monte

Bosworth)

Winipeg Productions
Cameron of the Royal Mounted

Hugo

Edna Murphy

I

1-

6,141
7,698
5,654

French Heels (Irene Castle)

4,546
5,092
4,350

4,110
4,093

13,400

5-22
3-19-22

INC,

METRO PICTURES

4,178

__

Dial Film Co.
3-26-22

Any Wife
The

—

Irvin V. Willat Prod.

Jan.
Feb.

Pines

:

6-12-21
1-22-22

3-

(Lois Weber)

(Hobrt

W. W.

Barbara Bedford

Eileen

Hands

White

_-^—

5,228
5,228
5,566

Friend

Mutu.^1

1-22
1-39-22
11-27-21
1-

W. GRIFFITH

WID GUNNING,
The

Series

Jackie

4,680

Storm

of the

What Do Men Want

2-26-22
3-26-22
12-11-21

2-26-22
3-19-22

4,609
5,630
4,470
5,693
5,392

Wife (Max Linder)

Orphans

Mar.

Shirley

My

D.

3-19-22
10-23-21
3-19-22
3- 5-22

FOX FILM CORP.

Chasing the Moon
L^p and Going

5,641
5,693

The Man From Lost River
The Glorious Fool
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Against the Wall
Watch Your Step
The Wallflower
Grand Larceny
Come On Over

Robertson Spec.)

Sky High

Riches

of

Matrimony a Failure (Cruze Spec.)
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
Series

»- 4-li

The Man from Lost River
Poor Relation ( Will Rogers)
The Night Rose

Is

Tom Mix

6,000
5,620
5,509

The Grim Comedian

.

Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopolitan)
The Mistress of the World (Chap. 4)
3,825
The Loves of Pharaoh (Hamilton Thea Corp.) 7,476
Bought and Paid For (Ayres-Holt)
5,601
The Green Temptat on (Betty Compson)
6,165
Through a Closed Window (May McAvoy) ... .4,490
Mind the Woman (Alma Rubens)
5,144
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
4,698
4,530
The Sleep Walker (Constance Binney)
Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille)
5,601
The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri)
4,712
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton)
4,942
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley)
5,243

26
26

Apr.

5,100

.flr

12
12
12
12
19
19
19

11-20-21
11-30-21
12 -4-21

A

One Glorious Day (Rogers-Lee)

5
5

6,784
6,751
6,800

Flood
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)

1-15-22
1-22-22

5

26
26

5-22

3-12-22
3-19-22
3-26-22
3-26-22

GOLDWYN PICTURES

5
5

3-

3-5-22

Sin

Poverty

12
12
12
19
19
19

3-5-22

6,065
5,335
4,500
7,045

The Silent Call (H O, Davis)
Love Never Dies (King Vidor)
Molly O (Mabel Normand)

The

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Feb.

1-

Associated Producers

Smoky

Little

of

8-22
8-22
1-15-22
2-12-22
2-19-22
2-19-22
2-19-22
2-19-22
2-26-22
2-26-22
1-

....8,000

The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess)
Gas, Oil and Water (Chas. Ray)
The Rosary

The Ruse of the Rattler
Across the Divide
Reckless Chances

6,920
4,405
8,037
5,850
6,467

Barry)

(Wesley

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

Anne

5,651

Lite (John H. Stahl)
Girl (Inspiration Pict.)

of

Shattered

Handle With Care
Mary the Poor Girl

11

MacDonald)

(Hepworth)

Button

Alt's

(Distributed through Pathe)

Nov.

4,367
7,460
5,889
6,086
6,920
5,140

Hail the Woman (Thos. H. Ince)
Love's Redemption (Norma Talmadge)
Star Dust (Hope Hampton)

Alaska

(Chester Bennett)
5,000
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5.000
Jan of the Big Snows (I. Oliver Curwood) .... 5.000
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000
Bluebeard Jr. ( las. Livingston)
5,000
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6.000
Sisters
( International
Film )
7,000
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.)
5,000
My Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) .. 7,000
Man's Law and (3od's (Finis Fox)
6,000
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
5,000
The Pillagers (Louis W. Chaudet)
7,000
Destiny's Isle (\Vm. P. S. Earle)
6,000
Belle

Revie

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.

11-27-21
12-18-21
12-25-21
1-15-23

»

Some
"Nights

Type

of

of

Short Reels

Many Shadows"— Wilderness Tales— Educational

production

reel

1

out-door

"The Duck Hunter"— Sennett-Asso.

Type

of production

of funny

Full

Here is anotlier Robert C. Bruce pictorial gem. Beautiful
photography, splendid locations and a story filled with
imagination and interest are the outstanding features of each
of this series.
This time it is a ghost story that is told and
planted along the ridges and lofty peaks of snow capped
mountains. A remarkable shot showing thousands of mountain sheep in a herd introduces the rangers.
They unsaddle
their horses and settle down to their evening meal.
Then
one of the herders tells the story of what happened to him
long ago when his horses stampeded and headed for home.
And there he saw them go, led by a little old man a ghost.
Through the woods and across streams the ghost rider led
the horses. The man could do nothing but follow the tracks.
But after crossing the river to his great surprise he found
the horses tide to a tree.
Some very fine double exposure
work shows tlie horses walking in ghost-like images. The
forest scenes and mountain tops .are recorded in a most
artistic manner, giving plenty of atmosphere and realism to
the subjects.
"Nights of Many Shadows" is an high class
reel of great beauty and will satisfy the most discriminating

—

audience.

"Mark Twain"
Type

American Author Series

of production

reel

1

one of the best of this series so far. It opens with
photograph of Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better
known as "Mark Twain," creator of "Huckleberry Finn,"
the best known of his brain children and the novel which
gained for him his greatest fame.
There is a shot of the
house in which the author was born and another of the
town and home of his childliood, with finally a view of his
Tliis

is

a familiar

Avenue home wliere he spent the last years of his
of the American humorist's best short stories is
then picturized with sub-titles in the words of the author.
It is an anecdote about a man who would bet on anything
provided he could find someone to bet with.
The reel is
very worth while and can be highly recommended for any
Fifth

One

life.

stunts

Sennctt burlesque idea well carried out with
one notably being the mistake made by a hunter
when he mistakes an aeroplane for a big bird, aims and hits
it
and it comes tumbling to the ground, after which he
apologizes and courteously says "My error."
This got a
stunts,

howl.
There are other good stunts, one particularly where
one of the hunters is trying to coax a duck and one roosts
on his back and pecks at him. Quite funny, but Sennett has
turned out lietter ones than this.

"Sawing

a

Lady

Half"

in

—Weiss

Bros.

Clarion Photoplays

State Rights

Type

of production

2 reel novelty

Filled with interest.
illustrated

trick

mist

is

Not only

this

in

cleared from the mystery.

In the

how

was done.

done
it

lid

is

shut

is

Type

— Star— Universal

of production

Roy Atwell

is

the

1

chief

comedian

Roy

standing.

plays the part of Jack

to his fiancee because she

is

this

in

single reeler dealing with a pullman car

and

who

reel

fairly

comedy
amusing

misunderhurrying back

a little
is

unable to hold the wedding with-

out him. In the train he assists the pretty young wife of a
grouch, and his actions are misunderstood by her husband.
At night, he manages to add to his difficulties by creeping into
the

wrong berth and

finding the

woman

there.

Her screams

attract her husband who now goes gunning for the rash
young man. Action and snappy comedy business follows.
Both manage to get back to the train before it leaves. When
Jack arrives his fiancee introduces him to her uncle who turns

out

to

train.

grouch who caused
smile from the bride and a

be

A

the

all

flask

on the
of whiskey and all

the

trouble

is forgiven.
The comedy is only an average offering but
amuse the average audience.

will

The

reel the trick

performed on the

the second reel shows

What happens to the lady in the box after
explained step by step. The saw is shown
the box without injurying the lady.
Of

through
is simple after you know how it is done, but it
keeps you guessing and sitting on edge until the stunt is
exposed.
This trick as performed by John F. Coutts has
mystified thousands and hundreds of explanations have been
otfered for its solution. But this is the first public expose of
the sensational performance of sawing a lady in half.
The
trick is one of the very best j'ct performed and there are
many who will welcome the correct explanation. Should
make a very attractive novelty short subject and do well
on any program. "Sawing a Lady in Half" is one of the
course

it

most

attractive novelties of the season.

Type

of production

Pathe Review No. 150
1

number

reel

magazine

review is some
Central Africa.
You see the big tusked beast standing in an opening of the
forest. The hunter takes aim. The first shot dazes the animal
and the second brings him down in a motionless heap. After
cutting the tusks thej' are scraped and made ready for the long
journey to the coast.
A bit of humor is recorded in the
special

feature

of

this

the

of

remarkable shots of a wild elephant hunt

"A Panicky Pullman"

first

is

it

vaudeville

also exposed.

is

it

in the same manner in which
The mystery is bafTling. But

is

known

the well

is

novelty but

stage.

A

program.

comedy

of

usual

the

is

passing

literary

2 reel

and burlesques

duck hunters this
reel, when shown in conjiuiction with the reel above reviewed,
proved very entertaining to a big crowd at the Capitol.
It

the

— Kineto

First National

in

Camera

Caricatures showing two gossips talking about a
Another attractive chapter in this number of the
is the one called "The First Flash of Life."
This conof a series of records taken by the microscopic camera

rumor.
review
sists

illustrating the

beginning of

life

within a

fish

egg.

You

see

spawning time. The
shown day by day. The form

the parent fish stripped of her eggs at

growth of a single egg is
becomes more distinct and a tiny
first
little

The

flash

of

life.

The

newly formed

fish

travel section takes

final

series of bubbles

step of the hatching

freeing

himself from

you on a

little

the

mark

the

shows the
egg-case.

trip to a city in

the

Sahara Desert. The town is built around a supply of water.
Desert scenes and close-ups of natives conclude this interesting number of Pathe Review.

Release Date
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Elaine Ilammerstein Star Series
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Marriage?
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Youth

cugciie O'Brien Star Series
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5,000
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Three Musketeers
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19

26

Jewd

(Douglas Fairbanks)
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A
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The Ruling Passion (Geo.
Fair Lady (Rex Beach's)

Arliss)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Features
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3-26-22
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Foolish
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7,000
7,000
6,400

The Fox (Harry Carey)

Man

Wild Honey

Universal Features
Dr. Jim (Frank Mayo)
Parisian Scandal (Marie

A

12,000
5,629
6,422

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (I
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

W. W.

-"-- -F,

Week

of Feb.

Week

of

11-27-21

12-11-21
12-18-21
12-25-21
1-

;

Week

of

Week

of

issue,

of
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•

White Eagle No.
The Farmer and the
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1-15-22
3-26-22
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4,800
5,000
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4,900
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5,700
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Harold Lloyd Comedies
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INC.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
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(2 reels)
(2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)

—

1

reel.

Bruce Sccnics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America,
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Skctchografs (1 reel)
Films

(slow

speed)

reel;
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SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
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Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
Prizma Color Pictures.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2
Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.
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The Whirlwind (IS

episodes).
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A

Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
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reels)
(2 reels)

com-

:

Mermaid Comedies

Punch Comedies (2
Campbell Comedies

reel

2/3

Factory, reissue, 3 reels.
Topics of the Day
1
a week,

KINETO

(2 reels)
(2 reels)

Modern Centaurs,

1

:

SHORT REEL RELEASES
Ben Turpin Comedies

High Tide,
Aesop Fable,

reels;

VITAGRAPH

Defense

Mack Sennet Comedies

2

Ostrich,

Harold Lloyd reissue, 1 reel; Loaded Dice, reissue, 3 reels.
Mar. 26: White Eagle No. 13, 2 reels; Hot Oflf the Press, Pollard, 1 reel; Hit Him Again, Harold reissue, 1 reel; The Angel

Duncan-Edith Johnson

No

12,

—

Single Track

Payment
Island Wives

Cinal

reel.

1

Mar. 19:
edy;

Week

;

terious Tracks, Bill and Bob, 1 reel
Mar. 12:
White Eagle No. 11, 2 reels; Little Mary Sunshine,
reel reissue; The -Bow Wows, Pollard, 1 reel; The Spend1
thrift, Aesop Fable, 2/3 reel; On the Fire, Harold Lloyd re-

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Received

Wm.

;

LEWIS
1-22-22
2- 5-22
10-30-21
3-12-22
4- 2-22

7,129
7,803
6,000
5,840
6,000

INC.

;

1-22

8-22
1- 8-22
1-22-22
1-29-22
2-19-22
2-26-22
3-12-22
4- 2-22
1-

Griffith

The Secret

EXCHANGE,

26:

Earle Williams

Three

(2 reels)

White Eagle No. 9, 2 reels; Down and Out, Pollard,
reel
Harold Lloyd reissue, 1 reel At Bay, reissue, 3 reels.
1
Mar. 5: White Eagle No. 10. 2 reels; Pardon Me, Pollard, 1 reel;
Tiger and the Donkey, Aesop Fable 2/3 reel
Harold Lloyd
reissue, 1 reel
Sylvia of the Secret Service, reissue, 3 reels Mys-

VITAGRAPH
The Flower of the North
The Prodigal Judge
Gypsy Passion
The Sheik's Wife
Too Much Business

The

HODKINSON CORP.

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)

12- 4-21

Super-Features

Corinne

reel)
(1 reel)

;

U-20-21

4.474
4,739
4,415
4,878
4,994
4,341
4,225
4,886
4,783
4,491
4,548
4,477
4,606

Prevost)
Cheated Hearts (Herbert Rawlinson)
Shattered Dreams (Miss Du Pont)
Playing With Fire (Gladys Walton)
The Fire Eater (Hoot Gibson)
The Gutter Snipe (Gladys Walton)
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)
Don't Get Personal (Marie Prevost)
The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) .4,751
4,550
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)

Lucky Carson
,
The Man From Downing

reel)

Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

UNITED ARTISTS
20

(1

Fox News (Twice a Week).

12-25-21

5,000

Lord Fauntleroy

Little

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons
Serials:

Love's Mascjuerade
Special Productions
Conceit (All Star)

13

Henry Lehrman Comedies (2 reels)
Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Conway Tearle Star Series
Shadows of the Sea
A Wide Open Town

Nov.
Nov.

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount Magazine (1 reel): Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (2 reels)

SELZNICK ENT.

J.
Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)

Reckless

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

Reviewed

5.500
5,299
6,000
4,800
6,000
5,000
4,900
5,300

The Crater

the Beautiful,
Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.
Charles Urban's Movie Chats (released through State Rights Exchanges) :
Wonders of the World (2 serials) ; First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel) ; Second 'Series from No. 27 to No. 52

(each

1

The Four Seasons

reel).
(4 reels).

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
— It's Development.

Electricity-

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.
Serial:

-^3

Short Reels
"Trumps, Ace High"

Type

— Post

of production

With

"The Leather Pushers"

Nature Pictures
1

nature picture

reel

one reel offering
appearance of a little
pup whose chief asset seems to be his ease before the camera.
The offering is a series of shots of the dog and his life on
At one time he falls asleep and according to the
a farm.
the

the

in

titles

person

first

"dreams

he's

There are some pretty scenes

father."

a

with the dog and his pal roaming the brooks and
is an Al nature picture, beautifully photographed.

fields.

It

Four

four of

— Univerfal
drama

2 reel ring

of production

Round

this

sets out to please the audience with the

title

Type

— Round

"The Leather Pushers"

high standard set by the former issues.

is

up to the

well

Like

other

the

in

numbers, the action leads up to a realistic fight. This time
Kane, the hero, is very much interested in a new sweetheart
who is a professional skater. His old girl goes over to the
enemy's camp and spurs on the rival by telling him that
Kane insulted her. The fighter can hardly wait for the day
set for the battle, but attacks Kane on the ice in Central

During the fight Kane is foulded but refuses to accept
and goes on to a finish.
He knocks out his
opponent, but falls down from fatigue.
The referee starts
Park.

"The Cape
Type

of

Good Hope"— Prizma

of production

travel

reel

1

Besides the usual pictorial appeal contained

the

in

Prizma

of Good Hope" has an added
with the place which Cecil John
Rhodes, British-South African administrator and statesman,
established and made one of the important colonial posses-

natural color pictures,
interest

in

that

it

"The Cape

deals

sions of the British empire.

The

decision

the

counting both fighters out, but reachii.g "nine" finds Kane
recovered and upon his feet. The two girls then enter the
are

excellent.

Makes Good"— Pat

Type

Everything

is

him

going

reel

1

some

Felix gets into mischief with
to lose

lovely

his

until

mistress' bottle of milk and she

rats in

home with
the

blames

this

latest

car-

a dainty miss.

rodents
it

cartoon

on

steal

Felix'

Felix.

How

he chases the thieves and finally, by strategy, captures them
provides some fun of the usual cartoon variety.

"Desperation"

Type

—Universal

of production

2 reel

drama

Laura LaPlant and Elmo Lincoln play the leading roles
this two reeler.
The action is based upon a very unconvincing plot.
The young man saves the girl in a thrilling
western hold-up, but fails to recognize her when she comes
East.
She, however, knows who he is and resents his view
in

more adventurous than eastern girls.
reason that she stages a "phoney" kidnapping
action takes place on the lower east side and

of western girls being
It

is

stunt.

for this

The

direction and acting

and the
is

fight

thrilling.

certain to please

Westchester where the girl is taken by the hired men.
follows by unhitching the horse from a cab.
A
lamp is overturned in the deserted house and the fake rescue

— Clark

and

and Kendall

of production

1

travel

reel

Presented with a lecturer, the explorer telling of his

somewhat pleased

titles

Sullivan Studio

production

toon, that causes

lively

is

Strange Cities of the Sahara

this

of

action

Like the previous numbers, this one
satisfy almost any audience.

some beautiful
some picturesque

views of the Rhodes home which be bequeathed as a residence for the Governors of South Africa. The titles contain
some interesting data upon the life of Cecil John Rhodes.

Type

The

reel includes

shots of the bay, glimpses of the city and

"Felix

The

ring and proceed to finish the battle.

in

the

reel

a

which

trip,

There are no
of the adventures and shows

Capitol
tells

audience.

some

of

Many

of these shots are quite unusual in their interest, and

if

the

properly

improved

unusual

titled

if

cut.

cities

planted

in

the

Sahara

desert.

may get by although it would be
There are too many shots of a similar

this

nature.

"Goose Safari"- Field and Stream

Type

of production

I reel

scenic novelty

Made by Eltinge Warner and some friends with the special
Akeley camera, this is an interesting lot of shots of bagging
the big safari ducks in the inarshes of the bayou lands in
the lower Mississippi, and some of the shots are extremely
interesting.
There are some good titles and several humorous
shots, one particularly where the big Tennessee hunter sinks
in the bog to his knees and is with difficulty hauled out.
There are many shots of the birds under wing and the reel
ends with the ducks being made into a famous soup or stew
which is served, to the delight of the huntsmen, aboard the
little

yacht while homebound.

A

fairly

interesting reel.

in

"The

The hero

turned into a real rescue when the hero saves the girl.
All ends as it should for this type of production.
There is
plenty of action, but the story is a little far fetched and fails
is

to get over.

"Jump Your Job"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type

of production

1

reel

comedy

"Snub" Pollard has a lot of fun trying to get rid of his
job in this latest Hal Roach single reel comedy.
He does
everything he can to torment his boss but still is not fired,
.-t length he knocks him down and serves notice upon him.
But just as he does this along comes a telegram which tells
about a large sum of money that Snub is to inherit provided
he still has his job. The comedy gags are cleverly done and
will provoke a good deal o.f laughter.
Marie Mosquini plays
opposite Snub.

Type

Dissatisfied

Cobbler"—Aesop's Fable— Pathe

of production

"Shoemaker Stick
by this latest issue

1

reel

cartoon

your Last," is the moral brought out
Film Fables. The cobbler is
shown dissatisfied with his job and leaves his shop to become
His blunders in the painting trade lead
a house painter.
him to become a blacksmith. His first task is to nail on the
shoes of a temperamental mule. He takes hold of one of the
The mule
hind legs, and that is about as far as he gets.
was in his best kicking form and the cobbler took a ride.
After sailing through the air he is landed in front of his
The
deserted shop and determines to "stick to his last."
animation is up to the standard of the series and will please
A very amusing shot takes place in
the average audience.
the cobbler's shop which shows the machinery being driven
by cat-and-mouse power. The effort of the cat to get the
mouse and that of the mouse to escape the cat, provide the
driving power for the machinery of the shop.
to

of Aesop's

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Footage

Release Date

ARROW FILM
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8,000
5,000
5,000
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10,000

ASTA FILMS,
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(
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AYWON FILM
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(All
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Life's Greatest
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12-25-21

ARROW FILM
Three and a

HAMILTON
5,000
HEPWORTH PRODUCTIONS
Forest Finds Himself
5,000
HOWELLS SALES CO., INC.

Mary

Work
J.

(Edith

Stockton)

False

Point

The Forest King

6,800

12 11-21

(2

INC.

reels).

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

CO.

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial:

Field),

15

episodes.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

5-22

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Circus Heroes.

2

3

12-22

5,000

3-19-22

FILM MARKET,
Jimmy

INC.

Callahan, 12 2-reeIs.

GAUMONT COMPANY
News

(every Tuesday)
Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.
11

;

6-21

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
America
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reels)
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First.
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5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000

1

15-22

Norma Talmadge

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full

HORIZON PICTURES,
3,000

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
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Mr. Single
Mr. Potter of Texas

Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

Mack Swain Comedies
5,000

Beauvais)

Ford Weekly.
Serial:

5-22
3-12-22
3-

CORP.

Men
(Fred K.

Western Star Dramas

12-25-21

5,000
4,314

5,800

Trail

reel each).
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DOMINANT PICTURES,
2 19-22

PRIMEX FILMS
The Lonely

reel).

Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
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of
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Brands

A Maker

FILM SALES
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10,000

PLYMOUTH FILM
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From Rocky

CORP.

reels).

22 Railroad

Ranch Westerns

Gump

W. MARTIN

Determination

Girl

reels).
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W. FILM CORP.

J.

Should a Wife

5,800

Westerns (each 2

15
6

C.

GEO. H.

Vendetta (Pola Negri)

2

12 Westerns (2 reels).
Dramas (2 reels).
Pickford Revivals.

10 Episodes

Son

Westerns (each

15

Helen Holmes:

5,400
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5,900
5,400
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5,100

Thinlter

River,

Franklin Farnum:

Star

In the Clutches of the Hindoo (Serial)

Raiders of the North,

AYWON FILM

GAUMONT
Bianded (Josephine Erale)

Girl,

Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Serials:

Harry Carey:
Joy Comedies:

6,000
7,000
7,000
9,000

Fall of a Saint (Josephine Earle)
Out of the Darkness (Gertrude McCoy)
Infatuation of Youth

the

A

Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her
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Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels):
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Success Series:

INC.

Temporary Wife

CORP.

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

6,000
6,000
5,000
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The Supreme Passion
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John
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Looking Up Jim, In

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.

Me My

CORP.

S.

S.

:

4.951

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
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Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

Give

T.

15 episodes.

:

His Nibs (Chic Sales)

The

4-21

3-26-22

Lips (2 reels).

Marncr

THE FILM MARKET,

12-

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.

GEORGE KLEINE

FEDERATION FILM

Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln),

of

& Howell Comedies

Alt

5.000

Caesar

The New

12-18-21

5,000
8.000
6,500

'

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

CORP.
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School Days (Wesley Barrie)
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Adventures

5,000

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

Silas

4,800
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5,000
5,000

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

5,800
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The Fatal Marriage

Julius

PICT. CORP.

Heritage

Brenda's

11-20-21

Fielding) .... 5,164
5,496

Her Story
The Night Riders

BURNSIDE

J.

Yankee Doodle Jr

Making

11-13-21
11-13-21

5,000

.

of the

M.

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

319-22

INC.

David end Jonathan

2-26-22

—

5,000
5,000
5,000

Wilson)

SECOND NATIONAL

CORP.

The Better Man (Snowy Baker)
Western Firebrands (Big Boy WilHams)

(Margery

Insinuation
5,000
5.000
5,000

The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
Crossing

,

REXFILM CO.
RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE,

3-12-22

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Days

Law

the

of

The Bootleggers
The Man Who Paid

8-22

Reviewed

Footage

Trail

Ten Nights in a Bar Room
The Innocent Cheat
Chain

Reviewed

CORP.

Reissues (fourteen)

of

Spirit,

See

INC.

(each 2 reels).

JOAN FILM SALES

CO.

Ray

Ruth CliflEord and Jacl< Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Series:
feet) ; (2 reels)
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,

Invisible

:

The Conquering Hero.

PINNACLE COMEDIES
(2

reels)

:

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Isle.

Change Your Mother-inLawr? Nation's

^

^^l^c*^.

i

i

r
k

in the history

of the industtx

Geop^eArliss inJ/^eRulm^ Passion."
outdiisttr and out-sold them. Anothei-

evidence that the public likes the
DISTINCTIVE IDEA.
Ceori^ Arliss in the RulinaPassion maf
be secured thru United Jirtists Corp

Distinctive Productions
J66 MADISON AVENUE

•

NEW YORK^

Inc.

•1

—

You're Right, Mr, Harris
and Thousands of Exhibitors

Know

it!

BROADWAY
l**^

THEATRE

HOPEWELL. VA.

:bnturv

theatre,

<,„a Ro-"*

,CE

High Cl<i»

sho'"'

M,K.n

THEATRE

'**i."-"-

„W.F. HARRIS

OFFICE OF ^^^^^

^^,,
Petersburg,

Va-

Tfierc n

29,

1922.

Pi<*"'"

And here
are some

current
Cparamount

,

Glassies
BETTY COMPSON

in

"The Green Temptation"

ETHEL CLAYTON

in

"The Cradle"
o

H.

KeTiA^.

''^^y corP««
"IS

famous r^.^^gQue,
*^^ l^rit ^•^*

*

,n offerio?

«°^«

r^our

Husband,

«^V,

.„

"Old V!ives

^

of

Femous

jelcyi

,„„.notcVi

^°Lve" on-

MATRIMONY A
FAILURE?"

With an

all-star cast

"THE GOOD PROVIDER"
Created by Cosmopolitan

DOROTHY DALTON

in

"The Crimson Challenge"

GLORIA SWANSON

in

Elinor Glyn's

"Beyond the Rocks"

JACK HOLT AND BEBE
DANIELS in
"North

of the

Rio Grande"

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S
"The Man from Home"
With James Kirkwocd

AGNES AYRES

in

"The Ordeal"

THOMAS MEIGHAN

in

"The Bachelor Daddy"

WALLACE REID
olas sic3

yarwn
is sue.

oTintl^asMnore

in

"Across the Continent"

"OVER THE BORDER"
^^-^^^
Iouts ^ery

With Betty Compscn and
Tom Moore

GEORGE MELFORD'S
'The

Woman Who Walked
Alone"

With Dorothy Dahon

*

iTHE
7A0 brAdstreet
o/' FILMDOM

;b^<?re(ocmized

Authority
FORMERLY

XX
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Monday, April

10

Plan Seven Films
Shipman Expects to Float 30
Canadian Productions Holding
Company in Toronto
Ernest Shipman, who has been
actively connected with production in
Canada for some months past, has
plans which call for the production of
30 pictures, all to be made in Canada.
Seven of these, Shipman says he can
Ernest

exercise only an advisory hand.
Toronto, National Canadian
In
Films., Ltd., is the name of a new
organization in tentative formation.
This will act as a holding company
for all of the Canadian producing
in
will
be
Headquarters
units.
Toronto, but several branches will be

opened

in

important

Dominion.

the

cities

Saulte

Films, Ltd., the unit

throughout
Marie

Ste.

formed recently

produce "The Rapids," will probably be one of the allied units of
National as well as Glengarry Films.
Ltd., in Ottawa, which will make
"The Man from Glengarry" and perConnors'
Ralph
of
others
haps
works.

,to

Conventions Today

Two
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Pittsburgh— The M. P. T. O. of
Western Pennsylvania meets today
and tomorrow.

Minneapolis—The M.
Minnesota today opens
convention here.

West

Virginia

P. T. O. of
a three day

Tomorrow

THE FILM DAILY)
Parkersburg, W. Va. —^Sydney
(Special to

Cohen

S.

expected at the convention
of the M. P. T. O. of West Virginia

Schiller

Ed

Going on Trip

who is now in general
Loew theater enterprises

Schiller,

charge
out of

of

New

York, leaves shortly for

which will take him first to
Atlanta and then to San Francisco
by way of Chicago. He will reach
the coast city by May 13, in time to
a trip

open Loew's Warfield in that city.
This theater is the only new one in
the Loew circuit which will not be
known as the State. It is being dedicated to David Warfield, a life-long
of Marcus Loew and incidentally a native of .San Francisco.

intimate

Texas Guinan Leaves
Texas Guinan has left for Atlanta
to

open a

Loew

I

15 weeks' tour
circuit in "Spitfire."

over the

What's Wrong?

WORTH

THINKIN' ABOUT

Sydney Cohen dropped a
what is called "re-issues."
Which is a punk name. F'r a good picshur. Just 'cause it was
shown. Onct before. Sed Syd
"Don't forget. There were
Talkin' out to Advertisers.
thought.
A big one. Regardin'
:

four million of our boys.
On t'other side. Several years ago.
.\n' at that time many peepul. Weren't goin' to anv amusement.
They didn't see a lot. Of th' picshurs then released. An' many
of 'em. Were better'n th' picshurs. Bein' released now."
An' that's th' truth. Get out th' old good ones. Advertise
they're comin'.
Make sum new prints. Get behind 'em. An'
you'll see som'thin' happen.

TREMENJOUS POWER
exhibitors only knew it. Rests in their spendin'. If
they'd only think it over.
They spend. Sez Sydney Cohen.
Somewhere 'tween five. An' eight millyun. A year. In daily
newspapers. That's a lot of gelt.
Mebbe th' Wash'n'tn convenshun. C'n think over. Some
If th'

way

t'u use.

Th' power

that's

behind

it.

WORRYIN'
In reverse English. Th' Eastman's. Over that new proposed tariflf. Which looks like it'll become a law. Only gives
one half per cent per foot. Protecshun. Mebbe it don't spell
monopoly. But th' foreign raw stock makers. Say it does. Or
somethin' dangerously close t'u it.
Still foreign picshurs get by.
So they'll still cum in. Without trouble.
But fr'm th' way. Th' latest. Haven't been
welcomed. Well.
It still seems.
John Emerson. Needn't

worrv.

LOSIN' INTEREST?
Should say not.

Not if y'u look at th' Goldwynscenario contest. With a prize. Of $10,000
up.
F'r th' winner.
They only looked over 27,000 scripts.
That's all. So figger it out. If that many are writin' 'em well
ain't that enuff ?

News

—

Who

pared to the figures of last year, executives of importance were given

something to think over.

As noted

in

Saturday's issue,

the

figures roundly indicated a falling
off of over $2,000,000.
This means
that admissions were $20,000,000 off.

Those who have studied

the situation
believe that the average
admission price through the country
is somewhere around 23 cents, began
to figure, and the result was that in
their belief something like 80,000,000
people failed to attend picture houses

who

and

during February.

What was

the

cause for this de-

This was the question put to
several important executives.
And
cline?

their replies are interesting.

Adolph Zukor of Famous Players,

"The figures did not surprise
knew what they would be.
We watch those things over here.
The answer is that we are in a slumo
and we were in February. The figures for the preceding year were part
of that abnormal period, and are not
a fair comparison. There is too much
unemployment. People in other businesses can tell you that as well. The
only thing I can say is this: husband
said.

me.

I

your resources and economize
every way until the readjustment

in
is

definitely

accomplislied."
Sydney S. Cohen of the M. P. T. O.
of A., said:
"I attribute the condition to a lessening buying power of
the people and to some of the pictures shown.
Pictures have been
weak.
Pictures of merit that are
produced have been offered theater
owners at so high a price they cannot
buy them because of existing conditions."

A

very

important executive,

(Continued

on

Page

who

2)

Morosco Says F. N. Will Release

The Oliver Alorosco offices state
"The Half-Breed" and "Slippy
McGee," the pictures made by the

that

Picshurs ?
Chicago Daily

proof

There Something More Than Depression Responsible for Big Decline in Feb. Admissions
When the figures from the Bureau
of Internal Revenue reached New
York showing the decline in admissions in the month of February, com-

Is

Are y'u gettin' full value from 'em? Are y'u playin' 'em
up.
As y'u should? It's worth thinkin' about. 'Cause when
y'u handle 'em right.
They're sure fire. Take th' Strand. F'r
instance. Runnin' latest Chaplin. Last week. Ol' Joe Plunkett
worked overtime. Got t'gether lot of short stuflf. Some better'n
others.
But all purty good. An' put over th' whole dinged
program. An' it went over. With a wallop. In it was a Post
Nature of a terrier. In th' country. An' it was so good. That
th' crowd applauded.
Durin' th' middle of it. An' y'u know
how unusual that is. But all th' stufT went over big.
Just a tip. If y'u aren't botherin' with your "fillers." Start
doin' it. They're a lot more'n that. Give 'em a lot of attenshun.
An' they'll pay big dividends.

is

tomorrow.

Price 5 Cents

1922

Short Reels

—

directly supervise himself, while over
the remaining 23, he will be able to

10,

A DISTINCTIVE IDEA
sez exhibitors can't get along with producers? Here's
contrary.
out in San Diego. Th' Plaza Theater

t'u th'

Way

(Continued on page 4)

Morosco

film

organization,

released

by First National

No one

at

reached

for

will be
in May.

First National could be
a statement regarding

this.

Brock Returns
Louis Brock, Selznick foreign manager, is back in New York from
Europe. He returned late Friday on
the Aquitania.

THE

c^mk

DAILV

On Broadway
—

What's Wrong?
(Continued from Page

"Orphans of the Storm."
Broadway "Male and Female."

Apollo

—

Brooklyn
VnLXX No.10

Monday,

April 10,

1922
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Strand

— Anita

Stewart
Married."

"The Woman He
Cameo—-"Sisters."
—
Capitol "When Romance

—
—

Central Vera Gordon in "Your Best
Friend."
Criterion "The Loves of Pharaoh."

—

Loew's New York Today William
S. Hart is "Travelin On."
Tuesday Earle Williams in "The
Man from Downing Street," "So

—

This

Arizona."

is

—
Thursday — Norma

Wednesday William
"Money to Burn."

Russell

—

—

—

—

Times Square
Low

High

do pfd... 96
"Goldwyn.. 6.)4

8134

Sales

13,800

6^

....

2,100

Not quoted

Loew's

....

14^

15^

Next

in

15

1,600

in

"One
"The

World

Says Business

Off

is

E. M. Fay, president of the M. P.

O. of Rhode Island, is in New
York. He says that while business
may be somewhat better in some
spots throughout
the country,
in
T.

New

England

it

is

still

of?.

Week

— Charlie Chaplin "Pay
Day."
Brooklyn Strand — Daily change of
in

features.
"Sisters."

—
—
Criterion "The Loves of Pharoah."
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Rivoli— Not yet determined.
Strand — Norma Talmadge
"Smilin'
Through."
Times Square — Not yet determined.
in

—

Creator of

Sherlock Holmes
IS DUE IN

NEW YORK
APRIL

10th!

f^cLivc<Ltlcmxd. (RatuAJu)

TUE

SPICC OF= TUL- PUOGIl,\.M"

Reo-

Quality

TI

S. Pat. Off.

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.

Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release Work

is

economic

upon

depend

labor conditions.
With millions of men out of
work or working on part time every
dollar

That

being

is

watched

A

producing end

number

.i

eri

;[;

th

all

Phone

— Beekman

9091

maker' was running a theater. Even
if he was a shoemaker awhile ago he
has learned by experience to be a
showman by now. The public, with

money

to spend,

is

now

picking

and choosing, and going
a

week

is

an

two

to one
or three.

show

This
and one
which every thoughtful producer and
every exchange man has given a lot
of thought.
The question is, where
will the exhibitor come in and meet
instead of

alarming

itEAL.

SBRVlt

condition,

falling ofif in February is not
alarming so far as money goes," he
said.
"But it is extremely alarming
and something which should make all
of us .sit up and take notice when you

realize that this means that somewhere over 80,000,000 people did not
go to the box office in February.

And that is important. It is my belief
that pictures developed and grew in
popularity
going to the
because
movies was a habit.
And if our
people lose that habit then things are
indeed bad. That is the big problem
to

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AN]
MOTION PICTURE INDUST V

FOR RENT
I

Film Space With Vault, Cutting
and Projection Room.

For Particulars
Phone Bryant 0876

GOODBYE, RAZOR

of the business.
of financial men are said to

WET COTTON

BLADES,

me."

Marcus Loew said: "I
to become worried about.

see nothing
Let's look
In February there was a
at things.
certain
amount of Flue around;
especially on the coast. The general
theatrical business was hit terribly
hard that month. The other fellow
was murdered in February. I don't
believe our own business was hit at

W/r ahead of last year's business."
ADMISSION TAX FIGURES

be backing a new company.
Joe
Daly, former office manager at Hodkinson, has been added to the United

Jan.

.Artists' staff.

Feb.

To

Morris

carefully.

there is to it. No. It is
not due to the exhibitor. The time
has passed when the so-called' shoeis

19

Friends of Sam E. Morris tend
him a dinner on Saturday night
fore his departure for Europe tor
row. About 75 were present, inc
ing all of the important Selz
officials.
Morris was presented )
a gold pen-knife.

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.

OTT SALES

1922

1921

...$6,453,483

7.120,905

5.867,256

7.802.776

..

CO.,

,

Vault Space
729 7th

Avenue

WITH FACILITIES
Phone Bryant 8174

1922 Deficit
$

Price, $1

522 5th A^
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

Smith Expects to Produce
to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo P. H. Smith has resigned all.
Indeed, during February we
sales representative for United were within 10% of our business of
as
Artists and is planning to enter the last year, and during March went
P. H.

(Special

CONAN DOYLE

entire situation
conditions.
And

used,
due to

10,

"Pay
"The "The

Not quoted Cameo—
Capitol— Not yet determined.
Not quoted
Central Vera Gordon in "Your Best
*Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Friend."

Triangle

"The

I)

name not be

his

Sam

Dinner for

the condition."
But Oscar Price has another idea.
And Oscar Price studies conditions.

"The Man

Broadway
900

94^

Griffith

—

Houdini
from Bevond."

Close

82
94J4

F. P.-L.... 83

said:

less

Talmadge

of Courage."

Saturday

—

Quotations

in

"The Safety Curtain."
Friday— "The First Woman," "The

Man

that

economic

Rides."

Will Rogers in
Glorious Day."
Rialto Dorothy
Dalton
in
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de
Crimson Challenge."
Paris Representative
Clichy.
Rivoli— "The Good Provider."
European Representative InternaCentral
Charlie
Chaplin in
(Czecho-Slo- Strand
Prague
Filmschau,
tionale
Day."
Anita Stewart in
vakia). Wenzelsplatz.
Woman He Married."

—

HI

asked

conditions

—

Monday, April

667.442
1,935,520

Lakewood's

Producers

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

The

and Directors
A

picture well

made

is

$35.00

half sold.

But if you are to be concerned in the financing of
the production to follow the one you are making; if
you are to be annoyed by the hundreds of details which
affect your product after it leaves your hands, are you
sure you can give the necessary attention, and regard,
to the production which you are making?

The organization which I have welded can, and will,
attend to all matters concerning your productions from
the time they leave your hands, until the very last
nickel

is

accounted

for.

OSCAR PRICE
565 Fifth

Avenue

at 46th Street,

New York

$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratei

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Director!.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

City.

,

The

first

(PRIZMAJ

natural color

photo

drama

THE GLORIOUS ADVENTURE
with

LADY DIANA MANNERS
CE,

J.

STUART BLACKTON

Production, from the 17th century

—

THE LONDON TntES

romance by Felix Orman First
feature photographed by the new

"XI e Glorious Adventure" must inevitably
rrink as one of tlie most impressive lllms
that this country has seen.

WESTMINSTER GAZETTE

color process of Prizma, Inc.

The brilliantly successful
"The Glorious Adventure"

presentation of
of Covent Garden marks a big step forward in the kintma.

LONDON DAILY SKETCH
The

is a triumph of art and invencolour effects are wonderful.
It

picture

tion.

The

marks a new era

in

cinema

tfjf

art.

LONDON EVENING NEWS
There was an ovation for the producer at
the end such as Covent Garden has rarely
seen.
The picture is a triumph.

— Thomas Edison invented the kinetoscope. peep show motion pictures.
1896 — Thomas .\rmat projected the

1889

The one picture all America must
The sensation of a decade in
see.
England.

^]r

The exceptional cast includes Lennox
Pawle,

first

public showing of motion
on a screen at Koster &

Gerald

Lawrence,

Alice

successful
pictvires
Bials in

1902

New

Crawford, Elizabeth

York.

— T.

L. Tally opened the first motion
picture theatre in Los Angeles.

Beerbohm,

Flora LeBreton, Victor McLaglan,

— Adolph Zukor initiated the modern
era of feature photo dramas.
1922 — William Van Doren Kelley's Prizma
camera produces the
screen
drama
natural
colors — "THE
1912

the Fion. Lois Sturt and

first

celebrities

in

many other

of the stage and screen.

GLORIOUS ADVENTURE."

The

Glorious Adventure^ Inc.

Care O'Brien, Malevinsky

1482 Broaiway.

TSSq

New

& DriscoU

York City

#]r

Coming for
"with

its

American Premiere,

a Rothafel Presentation at

CAPITOL, New York, Opening

April

23d

THE

^tK

DAILY

Short Reels
(Continued from Page

Pioneer

1)

Get this afterrun "Disraeli." An' after th' show closed.
Union
tellin' what a
In
Th'
wards th' manager ran an' ad.
closin'
with
this wallop
An'
It
was.
great. An' fine picshur.
have
believed."
might
not
you
earlier,
this
"Had we written
thought
it
bunk.
have
might
publick
th'
Meanin', of course,
This is great stuff. Th' sort that builds f'r future dependTh' only pity is
F'r th' exhibitor. An' th' producer.
ability.
that there isn't more of it. Why not let this be th' start?
;

—

NUTS
Not

No.
squirrel

Owned by

They're komical.

Most nuts

T'u th'
An' they sey.

Jus' referrin'.

dealin' in personalities.

picshurs.

Lee-Bradford.

are.

AL'S STUFF

When

he

wuz

Lichtman.
Sure.
"Mr.
Famous."
see

Sez an exhibitor came in. An' asked 't'u
An Sez Al "I told him Mister Famous was out.
Players wuz in."

But Mister

:

they're girls.
boy appears. Well, then
has just happened. To

They

call

him

"father."

But when a
All of which

changes. To "pop."
PA Parsons. An' which has kept.
Ringin' overtime. Over at Pathe's.

phone busy.

it

ON
Towards French

Lick.

—

TH'

WAY

First

Natshnul crowd.

Next week.

Includin' an' not forgettin' Sol Lesser, producer.
het up. About Jackie Coogan's picshur "Trouble."
likely.
Sfet

T'u

start a lot of trouble.

Out

in Indianny.

Th'

Yep.

All

Which

When

1922

FOR SALE

plays, Inc., to handle state right re-

Charles Kranz, former supervisor of exchanges of Pioneer, is
president; G. M. Davidson, former
assistant to A. E. Lefcourt is treasleases.

The

Picture

Rights to

Buchanan, who
was in charge of Pioneer production
purchases, vice-presidei.t and secretary of the new company which has
secured and re-sold to Clark-Cornelius
a series of 26 "Tales of the Tenements," the first four of which are
already made.
These will be state
righted.
K. D. and B. will state
right the Northwoods features to be
made by Iroquois Prod., Inc., of

and Donald

urer,

Motion

I.

Known

Three Well

Old Time

Melodramas
That

plenty

contain

of exploitation angles

Rogers Given Watch
Charles R. Rogers has been given
platinum watch by R-C sales force

and

selling

these are sure

ties,

hits for the

Goes to Supreme Court
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Supreme Court

possibilifire

State Right

market.

—

is expected to shortly review a case
involving
copyright
privileges
on
"Over the Hill to the Poorhouse"
and "Over the Hill from the Poor
House," two poems by Will Carleton.
Fox has made the request.

Joe
ROOM
1540

F.

Lee

BRYANT 0799
Broadway, New York
1202

is

they

discussin' values.

GRATIS

Salesman arguin' with exhibitor. Last picshur proved a
"All right, all right, we'll let y'u have th'
Sez salesman
fizzle.
next one gratis
"Sadie," calls th' exhibitor to friend wife out in th' box
office, "didn't we run that gratis picshur' last week?"

—

th'

Chicago Tribune.

Which

editorializes.

As

follows:

"At Woods' theater there is a play presenting life as a
stupid and dirty joke. At the Chicago theater, a block east, is
block
a movie presenting life as a spiritual romance. In about a
have
To
what
we
skies.
the
to
mud
the
from
goes
the theater
add
Woods'
production
we
at
house
bath
the
of
already said
the suo-gestion that people who have wasted several hours there
go to the Chicago and clean up.
"Smilin' Through" was here with Jane Cowl last year.
Norma Talmadge does it for the movies with the advantages
of the movies. On the screen the influence of the spiritualized
love story can go into every town in the country. Ten thousand
people can see Miss Talmadge where one could see Miss Cowl.
"This is a tremendous increase in influence and a reason
for commending the exercise of a good influence."
An' then goes on. F'r about 8 inches more. Of th' same
complimentary stuff. An' th' Tribune. Is a whale of a paper.
that way.

IF

YOU'RE NOT READING

:

GREAT BOOST STUFF
In

Out

10,

New Company

a
as a token of their esteem.

DISTINCTION AN' DIFF'RENCE
When

in

Three former Pioneer executives
have formed the K. D. and B. Photo-

Utica.

At Famous.

workin'.

Men

Monday, April

With

a powerful lot.

Of

THE FILM DAILY
EVERY MORNING YOU ARE
HOLDING OUT ON YOURSELF

The Film Daily
71 West 44th
Kindly enter

Almost

To
late.

all

City

subscription to

THE FILM DAILY—313

The Film Daily

—

An' lift him. From
An' he starts in. T'u be late.
wrong. An' worry his producer.

t'u death.

Well, Mister Star. If you' y'u don't know. Y'u can be
Right here. An' now. Th' skids slip under y'u. An'
told.
you're "out."

PUBLICK MOOD

What is it? Are y'u producers thinkin' it
In picshurs.
'em low. An' keepin' 'em low? Somemakin'
y'u
Are
(wer?
think
about.
t'u
+hin'

DANNY.

for

Issues— Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages

over a thousand.

An' work

my

New York

influence.

y'u take a certain type of actor.

$350 a week.
An' stay out

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include
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Check on Composers
Fox Specials
— Ex— Five Already Com- Provided for in Federal
hibitors Think
pleted— Sales Force Advising
a Way Out of

For Next Year

Price 5 Cents

Olive Branch
Lucky Money

Bill

Between Exhibitors and Will Hays

schedule.
Of the number planned, it is known
five
are
finished
that
or almost
finished.
The first six and the order
in which they will perhaps be released
(Continued on Page 2)

More for Associated
Arthur S. Kane yesterday closed
Six

a contract by Associated Exhibitors
with Associated Authors Prod., Inc.,

six pictures to be
latter organization,

for

the

produced by
which was

formed recently with John Howard
Carr as president; Alicia Collins,
vice-president,
and
A.
Raymond
Gallo, secretary and treasurer.
The

Paying the Music Tax
(Special

to

The Film

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington — Composers

and

music publishers who seek to restrict
the use of their music in theaters and
other places would have their rights
clearly defined and their limitations
set forth, under a bill which has been
introduced in the House of Representatives by Congressman Lampert,
of Wisconsin.
The Lampert bill would protect the

Coastward Bound
(Special

to

Going Abroad

lucky so long as $10 of

it is

for

my subscription to THE FILM
DAILY for 1922.
Very

truly yours,

(Signed) E. H. GRIFFITH,
39 West 37th St.

—

to

New^ Deal

On

May Release Sherlock
Holmes Two Reelers— Alexander
Claims Contract Violation
understood a deal is on where-

lock

Holmes

England by
Earl

may release 12 Shertwo-reelers, made in

has

been

Olympic from

engaged

New York

on
on

the

May

With Christie on the trip will
H. D. Edwards, his production
manager and preceding him will be
Frank R. Conklin, of the scenario
13th.

be

staff.

Frown on "Leech"

Pictures

The T. O.

C. C. has pledged itself
to discourage the exhibition of the
"leech'' pictures as recently described
by Thomas H. Ince.
committee
of three will be appointed, which will
investigate complaints filed against
pictures which are believed bj' producers to be revived to capitalize on
advertising of a new production and

A

complaint is
found
grounded, order all T. O. C. C.
bers not to play the picture.
if

the

well-

mem-

Crisp Remaining in England
I

THE FILM DAILY)
London — Donald Crisp, who came
(Special

if

he also spoke.

S.

W.

burg,

Va., today.
invitation to attend the T. O.
C. C. was extended to Hays by Billy
Brandt, who said yesterday that his
only purpose was to have complete
harmony in the industry to be able to
cope with its enemies outside.

The

Stoll.

W. Hammons,

of Educational,
stated yesterday that no contract has
been signed, but that he expected to
do so in a few days. At the same
time.
William Alexander, of Alexander Film, who has often stated he
Iield distribution on the pictures here,
(Continued on page 3)

Famous Signs George Fawcett
Famous
Players
have
signed
George Fawcett on a year's contract
to do character roles. Fawcett leaves
for the coast shortly.
Lytell

May Make

Several

understood that Bert Lytell,
following "To Have and To Hold"
may make one and perhaps two more
the
It

—

sage

There will also be present Senator
James J. Walker, national counsel of
the M. P. T. O. of A., and it would
Cohen, president of the
national organization, is in Parkers-

Educational

Meet

Committee

THE FILM DAILY)

dress.

Sydney

to
Report Cut in Bank Loans
The
following appeared in
The
committee
in
charge
of
the
Los Angeles Al Christie will sail
financial column of the Globe yesterfor Europe as soon as he has com- Spring Golf Tournament to be held
pleted the comedy which he has just under the auspices of THE FILM day:
DAILY, will meet this week to ar"Recent improvement in Famous
started with Dorothy Devore.
Pas(Special

Chamber of Commerce. In all
probability he will make a short aders

not be surprising

by Educational

THE FILM DAILY)

company

Christie Officials

Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find check
for $13.
No check for this
amount could possibly be un-

It is

Chicago The Selznick production
has business head- forces arrived here in several special
quarters in Boston, but production cars from New York yesterday afterleft
night for the
last
will be carried on at Orlando, Fla., noon and
Elaine Hammerstein, Owen
where studios are being built. The coast.
Aloore and Myron Selznick headed
first picture "The Man-Hater," will
be ready for Aug 1st. Carr was with the party which included about 30
people.
Vitagraph at one time.

new

Daily,

owner

of a copyright regarding his
right to print, reprint, publish, copy
and vend the copyright work or to
perform the copyrighted work publicly for profit if it be a musical composition.
It further provides, however, that the copyright control shall
(Continued on Page 2)

Meeting of T.O.C.C. TodaySenator Walker to Attend
Will H. Hays, head of the new producer and distributor organization,
will have his first sample of exhibitors today at the Astor, where he has
been especially invited to attend the
regular meeting of the Theater Ownat

It

Exhibitors of Line-Up
The Fox sales force has been instructed by the executive offices to
advise exhibitors that the organization will release 14 special productions next season.
This marks an
increase of two over the 1921-1922

for

is

Famous

Players.

Offers to Jeritza
reported
in film circles that
range all details necessary for the Players is due to the knowledge that
the corporation has made arrange- several producers have made offers
event.
The Committee respectfully urges ments to reduce its bank loans by to Jeritza, the Metropolitan prima
that all participants forward their $1,000,000 within a few days. At the donna, to appear in films.
entries
earliest
at
the
available time that this statement was made
Beranger Here
moment to facilitate the completion officials also declared that March
George Beranger, who has been
of such arrangements as will be was the largest month in the history
necessary.
of the company in point of earnings." directing pictures for Ideal Films,
Ltd., and the Hollandia Film Co., in
Holland, is back in New York.

Golfers, Attention
following and forward to the Editor of

Fill in the

FILM DAILY.
Enter

my name

in the

Film Golf Tournament.

second semi-annual Spring

It

is

Fineman Arrives
Fineman arrived in New
York yesterday from the coast with
a print of "I Am the Law," which
B.

THE

P.

Affiliated
lease.

Distributors,

Inc.,

will

re-

Pathe Files Brief
Pathe yesterday filed its brief with
the Court of Appeals in which the
right of the Motion Picture Commission to cut scenes from news reels is
contested.

to

for Paramount, has been engaged to direct for the Bird Film
Co.,
new releasing organization
a

over

which also plans some production.

I. P. D. A. Meets
Independent Producers and
Distributors Ass'n held a meeting
last night at which the 5% rental tax

The

was

discussed.

THE

e^mk

DAILV

Check on Composers

Tuesday, April

11,

192

Denies Report of Break

Incorporations

E. M. Asher, speaking for Ma
Sennett said yesterday the latter w
very happy in his business relatio
with Mabel Normand, and that
reports of a desire on his part
break the Normand contract w
bunk.
"Suzanna" is about finishe

—

(Continued from Page 1)
Dover, Del. Progressive AmusePhiladelphia.
Capital
Co.,
not extend to puljlic performances for ment
Attorney,
Corporation
profit of musical compositions where $100,000.
such performance is made from print- Guarantee and Trust Co.
ed or written sheets or reproducing
devices issued under the authority of
Dover, Del. Beach Haven Theater
the owner of tlie copyright.
Corp., Wilmington. Capital $220,000. and work on a new film will stiit
Exhibitors believe that under this Incorporators,
Corporation Service shortly.
Miss Normand may n|
proviso they are afforded relief from Co.
go abroad.
the present music tax and are pressing
for passage of the bill.
American Has Dwan Film
Dover, Del. Broadway Prod. CapAmerican Releasing will distribu
Incorporators, Walital, $10,500,000.
Cohen to Take Up Music Tax
Hidden Woman," made hi
ter A. Peterson, I. W. A. Bonner, E. "The
Sydney S. Cohen, who is now in B. Burton, New York. Attorney, U. Allan Dwan.
Pittsburgh attending the exhibitor S. Corporation Co.
convention, will be in Washington
"Wild Honey" and "Man to Mai
the end of the week to meet with
Dover, Del. Graphic Film Ex- have been booked by the Loew ci
cuit, beginning April 17.
the national convention committee.
change of California. Capital,
He will take up the music tax at that Attorney, Colonial Charter Co.$5,000.
.
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STORIES

Wabash Ave.

Albany, N. Y.— Douglas
M. P.
35%
Capital, $60,000.
Corp., New York.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Incorporators, F. D. Russell and M.
Clichy.
Philadelphia At a recent meeting S. Jones. Attorney, M. D. Kendall,
European Representative InternaCentral
1400 Broadway.
(Czecho-Slo- of the board of managers of the M.
Prague
Filmschau.
tionale
P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania,
vakia) Wenzelsplatz.
Albany, N. Y. Frederick Producmany of the questionnaires recently
sent out regarding box-office receipts ing Co., New York. Capital, $10,000.
and rentals were read. They showed Incorporators, A. H. Woods, M. Heruotation8
Attorneys,
that,
while receipts have dropped man and M. A. Kohn.
Sales
Low Close
High
Grossman and Vorhaus,
about 35%, rentals during the past House,
18,600
F. P
845^ 83.}^ %IV2
Times Bldg.
year have jumped about 50%.
1,200
98
97^ 975^
do pfd
solutions were proposed to
Two
2,600
*Gold
W% Wi,
Albany, N. Y. Brooks Prod., New
rentals.
One was to carry the
Not quoted cut
Griffith
IncorporatCapital, $5,000.
fight to the public, particularly in the York.
2,100
Loew's
XWi 15K 15^/4
case of those stars who are profiteer- ors, W. Brooks, A. Sciblin, G. A.
Not
quoted
Triangle
ing and demand rentals which ex- McCormick. Attorney, H. S. HechNot quoted
World
hibitors cannot pay. This latter plan heimer, 1540 Broadway.
*Quotations by H. Content & Co.
was declared to be similar to one proAlbany, N. Y. Iroquois Prod.,
posed in a recent resolution of the
York. Capital $40,000. IncorNew
M.
P.
Wisconsin.
of
jT.
O.
Specials
porators: F. R. Hazard, C. S. Flem(Continued from Page 1)
Attorneys,
ing and R. C. Sholes.
Not "Madame Sans Gene"
A Fool There Was," which
are,
Norton,
Utica.
Sholes
and
finishing
on
the,-^
Emmett J. Flynn is
Count Thaon di Revel, of the U. C.
coast; "If Winter Comes," not ye{ I., and Bory Osso, American repreAlbany, N. Y. Dependable Picin production; "Nero," produced in sentative of the Society of Dramatic
tures
Corp., New York. Capital 1,000
Gordon
Edwards;
"The
Italy by J.
Authors and Composers of France
iTown That Forgot God." made in states that Goldwyn will not release shares common, no par value; active
New York by Harry Millarde; "The "Madame Sans Gene" from the play capital $5,000. Incorporators: M. and
AtShepherd King," now in the mak- by Sardou, but "The Son of Madame N. E. Kohn and Joe Brandt.
torney,
Ralph A. Kohn, 485 5th
ing
by J. Gordon Edwards in Sans Gene" by Moreau.
Ave.
Europe: and "Monte Cristo," a coastmade picture. A seventh will be a
Bankruptcy Hearing April 15
Albanv. N. Y. Prairie Pictures,
IMary Carr subject which Edwin
Harold P. Coffin, referee in bank- New York. Capital $7,500. IncorCarewe made. The Fox organization is reported unusually enthused ruptcy of the World AI. P. Corp., porators: N. M. Birk, L. L. Mayer.
over this film in which Mrs. Carr will hold a creditors' hearing in his Attorney, L. K. Mayer. 8 Adelphi
office at 217 Broadway on April IS.
Place, Brooklyn.
lias another mother role.
The other seven will probably include "Mary, Queen of Scots" and
a picture which Jerome Storm is
making on the coast called "The
Land of Beginning Again."
A. Williamson,
London
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de
Paris Representative

—

—

Penn. Receipts

with

BOX OFFICE TITLES
MELODRAMAS WITH A
PUNCH

Off

—

,

& Wolford, of New
York, offer their collection of
proven
stage
successes
for
Darcy

—

'

Oi

\

PICTURE PRODUCTION.
ADELINE M. ALVORD
6059 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California

—

Telephone Holly 484
Coast Representative

WANTED

—

Fox

Situation as accountant or asTen years'
experience. Highest references.
sistant to executive.

K-11, care

The Film Daily

—

—

.

To Producers

and Directors

Clifton Unit Selling Stock
(Special to

New

THE FILM DAILY)
Mass.

Bedford,

—The

stock

of The Whaling Film Corp., are being
offered to tiie public at $10 a share.

The company was

incorporated under
the laws of Massachusetts, and has
This is
a capital stock of $200,000.
the organization with which Elmer
Clifton,

former

Griffith

director,

is

affiliated.

>

What is exploitation?
Do you know that it

has nothing to do with pub-

Sl-lCn

Reg.

OF THE PRQGRAM"

U

S Pat. OS.

I

!

that "stories" in magazines

Vv/ITH

OH

OSCAR PRICE
St.

QUICK SEHViCr,

IRVING
M^^K&COJ
808!/2 SO. WABASH AVE.* CHICAGl
Lakewood's

Largest and Foremost Hotel

IAK[W00D hOKL
LAKEWOOD. NEW JERSEY
The

$6.00

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

Clubs and
Parties.
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Director*.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements
Conventions

to

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

New York

City

i

GOOD WOPKJ,

WITHOUT SCEMES

and news-

papers have nothing whatsoever to do with "stunts"
arranged by experts and handled by them in a manner which insures public interest in your production?
Exploitation, other than the publicity accorded your
productions by the machine in which it is being released, is but one of the features of the service of this

565 5th Ave. at 46th

TINTING

TRAILERS ON
ALL FEATURES

Special

organization.
:

I

$35.00

licity?

Do you know

FILMAtKJRAlLER

—

THE
Tuesday, April

two

particularly
or
three-reel
picture,
Wildfire were given most of the footage.

Newspaper Opinions
*'The

Good Provider"—F.

GLOBE— There

Rivoli

WORLD—

sciously done.

SUN —The

Film of rare merit.
AMERICAN—*
Xove of family is delightfully touched on.
Characters in Fannie Hurst story so human
one hates to see picture end.
TRIBUNE Something seems to tell us
that we would be all wrong in pronouncing
"The Good Provider" a better picture than
"Huraoresque," so we shall compromise by
*
saying that we 1 ked it better, * *
Miss Gordon gives a perfect performance,
and so does Dore Davidson as the good pro-

through. *
door scenes

*

—

POST It is true that it displays better
stage management and photography than its
progenitors.
It is a much more entertaining film thn the p cturization of social
tr.angles, squares, and circles that are being
thrust upon the public these days.
But it is
a little too stupid for the motion picture
audiences who have grown sophisticated along
with the "movie."

—

vider.

HERALD — *

* * Admirable photoplay.
better proof of the superior quality
of this production could be found than the
episode is unusually
fact practically every
long for a photoplay, yet it r.vets the attention more than the regulation techilique of
hop-skip-and-jump presentation of scenes.
*

"*

No

*

EXENING JOURNAL— Sincerity,

"Your Best Friend"

'

\

(

TELEGRAM— Father

EVENING

*

*

SUN—*

* *

The best of the Fannie Hurst
stories that as yet have made their
to the screen.
It even surpasses her now

"sob"

famous "Humoresque" as entertainment.
EVENING
There are many humorous situat ons as the picture is unreeled.

"When Romance

Goldwyn

Rides"

WORLD — This

very

much

a racehoss picture.
Romance rides pretty conventionally through it, but it's pitched in an
"intriguey" Western atmosphere and has a
little
melodramatic plot in it and really is
worth seeing, particularly if you Ike horses
is

and mountain scenery.

TIMES — It

obviously concocted of what
is usually considered sure-fire stuff, and so
lacks the unity and directness which melodrama must have to carry its spectators
with it.
is

TRIBUNE —As

a

melodrama ths story of
would have done well

*
Zane Grey's *
enough, but the thrills were constantly interrupted at most inopportune moments by the

artists.

TELEGRAPH—

MORNING

While
the
satisfying as one of the vast number
which are "laid out there in the great open
spaces." it is not conspicuous for any newness.
is

HERALD — The

situations,

j

stirring
mechanical for

ing for six reels.

EVENING JOURNAL—

"The Crimson Challenge"— F. P.-L.
Rialto
N. Y. WORLD I make no pretense

—

EVENING TELEGRAM— The

product on

the lively incident, the human,
everyday characterizations and the inspiring
beauty of the open plains which helped make
"Wildfire" the most popular novel of this
widely read novel st.
all

'

MAIL — The

film

is

interesting enough, but

evident that the producers found themsadly lacking in material and have resorted to the last extreme in padding. "When
Romance Rides" would make a most excellent
is

selves

and making

JUST

re-

Reports Business
(Special

to

Way

WHAT THE

NAME IMPLIES—
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
"WORTH=WHILE"

IS

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Off

THE FILM DAILY)

MOTHER'S DAY— May

—

On that Day
hibitors Will

of

14th

Wide-Awake Ex-

Cash
Booking

in

Big by

"MOTH[R [TfRNAL"
A

Photodramatic Feature that
Will Sound the Plumb Level
of Every Human Heart.

Wire or Write for Dates
Your Nearest

Henry King has gone South for a
While away he will make

rest.

arrangements for the next picture
in which Richard Barthelmess will

GRAPHIC FILM

EXCHANGE

star.

having sat oiit the screen adaptation o.f Vingie E. Roe's "Tharon of Lost Valley," as
shown at the Rialto under the t tie of "The
L'rimson Challenge."
But the photography
is

bully.

AMERICAN—*

*

*

Deftly

depicts

the

West, ardent, romantic and thrilling to the
utmost.
"The Crimson Challenge" is chock
full of hair-breadth escapes and deeds of daring, in which Dorothy Dalton, of the classic
profile, appears as the most venturesome and
most winsome heroiness.
TIMES She plays it hard, as it ought
to be played, with all the ease that hard playing ought to have.
She moves gracefully and
rapidly through a swiftly moving melodrama,
and when she strikes an attitude it is a striking attitude.
The photoplay is a spectacle

The words "EASTMAN" "KODAK"

—

stenciled

almost continuously.
The photoplay is about as sensible as the average ranch thrller.
It is
one of the hardest riding and hardest shooting melodramas of its kind. * * *

HERALD —

MORNING TELEGRAPH-Miss

opportunities than "Moran of the Lady
or "A Fool's Paradise" something
of a record.
Here is a picture which, in
* has a new
addit on to a ripping story *
thrill every few hundred feet,

—

Letty"

EVENING JOURNAL—*
story of Western

life

*

*

Pulsating

on the range. • * *

EVENING TELEGRAM—*
*

*

*

Pictur-

esque background. * *

GLOBE— »
est

riding

Western
to

* *

There

we have
*

is

much

ever seen in
*

black

film

letters

margin,

in

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

of the wilda so-called

If you see
ivhite

on

a

these

same

black

strip

incontrovertible

proof

words in
you have
that

they

were so printed by the finisher to
mislead, not stenciled by the manufacturer to identify, and that the
stock

is

not Eastman.

*

Miss Dalton appears
a particular advantage as the revengeful
picture.

daughter. » * »

SUN —

At the Rialto this week there is another one of those Western pictures exhibiting mpossible cowboys and cowgirls in great
numbers.

*

*

*

"The Crimson Challenge"

comes perilously close

to burlesque.

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

Gives

this

able star ample opportunities to display the
screen talent which has made her more or
*
less famous,
The story, for one who
likes Westerns, is exciting and well worth
while.

N. Y.

the

identify

Daltons

one of the few persoiialities of the screen
which inevitably gets you. * * * '-The Crimson Challenge" gives IVIiss Dalton even greatis

er

in

transparent

and she is spectacular.
'The picture's as
melodramatic as anything they've done on
the screen. * * * So it may be accepted as
what it is, a genuine thriller, and enjoyed

An

* *
excelillustration of popular Western filming,
with hard riding, hard hitting men and wondrously fair women and enough villainy to
provoke the essential excitement.
lent

it

series

first

STAND FOR

* * *

while

enough in themselves, are
want of an underlying idea, and new inci<ients are just thrown in to keep the pot bo 1-

contains

on the

PICTURES

—

—

Capitol

film

pic-

15

is

THE

WORLD—

slapstick

includes

understood that Harry
G. Kosch, attorney for Educational
and the attorney for Alexander are
working on an amicable settlement
covering 12 of the 15.
Alfred Lever, of Stoll, is now in
this country.
His visit has to do
with the settlement of the distribution
It

*

who cons

N. Y.

series

first

Says:

"WORTH=WHILE"

—

is

at the risk of annoying
der "Humoresque" the last
word in film production, we must confide that
this seems quite as good, if not better.
It is
one oi the three films of the season which
must under no circumstances be missed.

way

MADGE EVANS

1)

that his agreement still
that Stoll is endeavoring
on a technicahty.

WORLD—*

GLOBE —And

those

The

Page

Herrin, 111. John Marlow, president of the Grand Opera Co., which
operates five houses in this territory,
HERALD The picture's humor and pa- reports that not only is the coal strike
thos are sometimes naive, but on the whole not a "vacation" for the miners, as
it is
likely to appeal to those who carefully
was reported in a recent issue of
carry their hearts into the movies.
SUN Dore Davidson gives lis usual ade- FILM DAILY, but that to the conquate performance as a Jewish bookkeeper trary, since the strike started, busiin a domestic drama that is not without merit,
ness has fallen of? at least 65%.

love,
lov-

not another "Humoresque"
ly several parasangs, but "The Good Provider" has much to recommend it, and the
audience appeared to like it mightily yester-

holds, and
to break it

from

leasing arrangements for "The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes."
He will be here until June. Lever
stated yesterday that Alexander had
not lived up to his contract, and that
Bros. it was for that reason that a new
distributing arrangement was sought.

* * With Vera Gordon, the most effective film mother we have
* * * It is not especially a gr pping or an
*
important story.
It deals in extremes. • *
Jliss Gordon's acting is fine.
The picture is
nothing like so good a thing as her "Humoresque." 3et if we are to accept its story,
there s no denying she does capital work.

family

expressed not in affectionate terms and
ing embraces, but in silent sacr.fices and secret plans for a family's future happiness, is
the theme of "The Good Provider." * * *

MAIL — It

—Warner

Central
N. Y.

love and mutual kindliness are the warp and
* This
woof of "The Good Provider." *
* * * might be considered a second chapter
to that magnificent domestic drama, "Huraoresque."

day.

—

story needs more body than
by a thoroughbred to carry it
* There are some splendid outnature is just as good as ever

the West.

in

maintains

On

Deal

(Continued

tures.

that possessed

stirred.

New

com-

a lot of artificial
expects to find only
is

it

in a
edy such as one
certain type oi comic picture and which here
removes all possibility of an illusion of realism for the main story, which in itself is
rather far-fetched.
The grouping and even
the acting by the principals seems very con-

P.-L.

Vera Gordon and Dore
N. Y.
Davidson, as the senior couple, are agreeable
The slapstick business
and even amusing.
Altogether,
is provided by a cat and the like.
my Sabbatical somnolence was only faintly
*

^mk
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to
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No Moustache
To Deceive You
While

have been "shooting a few golf" in California,
my New York office has been kept working
overtime acknowledging letters from exhibitors regarding
my Direct Booking and Profit Sharing Plan.

Many seem

to think the plan can't possibly be as simple,
square, and as wonderful as it has been stated in
A. B. C. form. They seem to think it's too simple, too
that deep
They feel maybe you do
easy, too plain.

as

—

down somewhere

there

is

Sharing Plan

IVE

is no earthly reason why it shouldn't be.
every sound and good reason why it should be.

There
is

!

ThcK

a trick.

The Exhibitor—
The Creator
They are the only two
to the progress

Listen, boys, have I ever worn a trick moustache at any
time in the twelve years you've known me? Have I, in

means

anything I have ever done in this game, ever appeared
before you in make-up.
a time the old "fiUum" men have gone wild because
talked in such plain language. But they've never been
able to catch me working in a disguise and they've
tried
oh, how they tried to trip me somewhere along the

Many

—

—

CONSTRUCT

twelve years' experience and study ii
this business, culminating in the Plan that will be the even
tual method of operating the entire business.

Just because everything in "fiUums" has always had a
"catch" in it somewhere, a picture man finds it a tough
battle to understand something so sound and fundamental
in its simplicity that he can't even smell a trick.

I

I

is

It is the result of

—

must be a "catch" or

why

say that the Direct Booking and Profi
the first big, all-powerful,
force this industry has seen.

That

I

I find that

My

factors that contribute
of this business.

an

iot;

and prosperity

Direct Booking and Profit Sharing Plan is the only
that can bring them into fifty-fifty, inter-dependenj

PARTNERSHIP.
When you get real PARTNERSHIP
ically kill the

you will automati
bulk of the evils and diseases of this business|

And— in PARTNERSHIP— there

can't be

any

tricks,

"catches."

That's

why

there are none in

my

Plan.

line.

can put the Direct Booking and Profit Sharing Plan
in fifty words and give you every essential fact.

I

have no moustache to deceive you

I

before I start for the Mid-Wea
of our salesmen are permittet
but if you haven't read the Plan or
yet
Write to
desire further details

Spending a few days in

New York

to "visit" with exhibitors.

And, because

it

is

so simple, workable, practical, inev-

to sell

itable

1540

BROADWAY

—

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Bryant 4364

None

—

—

—

i7Ao brAdstreet

:^^re(ocmized
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With L.

Phil

Some

J.

Returns to Select as Personal Repre-

John S. Woody
Leaving on Long Trip

(Special

—

—

Gets

in Work
May Come Here
THE FILM DAILY)

to

Phil
Selznick,
who
Cleveland
Berhn The European Film Allihas been operating the Phil Selznick ance, the German producing organiProd, as a state right organization zation of Famous Players, has outin Ohio for several years past, will lined a rather ambitious production
re-join Select Pictures as personal schedule.
representative of John S. Woody,
Plans for Ernst Lubitsch include
general

manager

of distribution.

three pictures, one of which will star
Pola Negri. This is now in produc-

Dimitri Buchowetzki, producer
"Danton," will make three, one
of which will be "Peter the Great."
L. Jacoby will also make three and
Max Reinhardt one. Pola Negri will
open his own exchange in Ohio. He make four and of that number, two
well-known throughout the may be made in America.
IS very
country in exhibiting and exchange
Ben Blumenthal, president of the
circles.
In his new capacity as
Vi'rod}'?^ representative, he will be Hamilton Theatrical Corp., of which

.\t the Selznick oflfices, the Cleveland dispatch was confirmed yesterPhil Selznick, several years ago
,day.
was an active member of the Select
sales organization, but resigned to
'

Subsidiary

Program

Negri

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Players

Definite

sentative of
(Special

E. F. A. Plans

Famous

tion.

of

called upon to make frequent trips the E. F. A. is a subsidiary, stated
(Continued on Page 3)
throughout the country.
His acquaintance with exhibitors will be
Griffith and Morris Sail
utilized to its full advantage.
SelzThe outgoing Aquitania yesterday
nick leaves on his first country-wide

12,

among others, D. W.
and Sam E. Morris.
carried,

shortly.

ft

Fla.

— Forty-seven

be gone for six weeks
and while away will arrange showings
for "Way Down East" and "Orphans
of the Storm."
He will also hold
conferences regarding an important
producing proposition.
Morris, together with his family
will settle in London, where he will
Griffith will

^LFlorida Exhibitors Organize
^(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
^T)aytona,

ex-

hibitors, controlling 52 theaters in
Florida, have formed the Independent
Producers' Ass'n. capitalized at $10,000.
The association will maintain
headquarters in Jacksonville, operate
an exchange, a booking office and

an accessory department.
Carl Kettler, who operates
three houses in
Palm Beach is president.

manage

^

pSpecial

To Demand Federal Censors
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

for Protection?

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

European

distribution
of
Selznick product through Select Pictures, Ltd.. a company to be formed
there by him.

Iest
Move

Griffith

—

—

Senator Walker Glad of Hays' Entry Into Industry Says There
Is Now a Forum Where Differences Can Be
Settled

rs it

Senate Gets Bill

—

investigators and intends
a Federal censorship.

Measure Reported President
Given Right to Increase or Decrease Rates

Tariff

(.Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

W'ashiagton

—

demaading

Commercial Films
Neilan's
Aim — Coming

"Mickey"

East Shortly to Arrange

Retention

of
the
law, now in
effect, upon negatives and positives,
and the proposal of a rate of onehalf cent per foot on film, vwiexposed
and undeveloped, are the outstanding
features of interest to the film industry in the tariff bill which was
reported yesterday to the Senate by
the Finance Committee.
(Continued on Page 2)

rates of the

— Brandt

Naw

Distribution

Underwood

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

Los

statement from
Prod, concerning
the producer's future plans says, in

Angeles
Marshall Neilan

part:

"As soon
I

will

consult

make

my

as 'Her

Man'

a trip to

is

finished
to

New York

associates
concerning
on Page 2)

(Continuad

Happy

Tuesday, April 10th, is going down in the history of the
motion picture industry as a great and eventful day.
Not only did Will H. Ha3's of the Producers and Distributors
Association offer with the utmost sincerity to co-operate to settle the problems, commercial and otherAvise, which have existed
in all branches of the industry, but in turn Senator James J.
Walker, national counsel for the M. P. T. O. of A., expressed
his great satisfaction and pleasure over Hays' offer and agreed
with Hays, "there are no yesterdays. From now on we have a
place to meet."
Following a few remarks by Mar-

Tribute to Walker
Marcus Loew paid

a

tribute to Senator James
Walker, national counsel for
the M. P. T. O. A. at yesterful

J.

He

meeting.

day's

in

said,

part:

"Make Jimmy Walker
exhibiting

what

field

one of you should

in the

General

Hays has been made
ducing-distributing

in

field.

see, in

pro-

Each
Wash-

ington, that Walker does not
leave you.
See that he gets
compensation for his services.
I know he has not been paid
by the national organization
what he should have received.

"For

God's

Jimmy Walker

sake, don't
leave you."

let

Three Attacks
Included in Steffes Report to MinConvention Again
nesota

—

Favors Producing Company
(Special

to

cus Loew, in which he discussed the
pressing matters facing the industry,
Charles i^.
Keiiiy, piebiucni of ihc
M. P. T. O. of New York, spoke
and said, at one point:

U

wonder-

Pittsburgh Dr. Charles Scanlon,
general secretary of the Board of
Temperance of the Presb5'terian

Georgian
The Atlanta
understands Florida exhibitors
Church, will go to New York to"organized
"to
protect
themselves
morrow and lay before Will H. Hays
against theater-owning organizations
alleged evidence of the evils of the
in the South."
Hollywood film colony. He claims
to have a mass of information from
Rtlanta

Price 5 Cents

Confidence and Co-operation With
Exhibitors, Keynote of Hays' Address

.

trip

1922

THE FILM DAILY)

"I hope to see you in Washington,
Mr. Hays, in your official capacity,
to tell the country at large what you
have said here today."
He added that he felt he was
speaking for the entire membership
of the New York state unit when he
said that the organization would be
glad to co-operate with Hays.

Among

those at the speaker's table

were Marcus Loew and William
Landau, who will succeed William
Brandt as president of the T. O. C. C.
very shortly. Brandt introduced Mr.
Hays who was received with hearty
applause and in a few minutes got
He deto the meat of his subject.
clared that he was going to give the
very best that was in him "to help
a little in the big job before him,
making a few suggestions now and
then, but always driving in the direcof the greatest object, which
to obtain and maintain the very
highest standards, artistic and other-

tion

was

wise, for the industry."

—

He likened the onrush of the moMinneapolis W. A. Steffes, president of the M. P. T. O. of Minnesota tion picture industry in a manner to
in his annual report to the convention that in which when gold was disnow in session here attacked three covered in California in 1849, when
large companies,
Famous Players, men trampled over the bodies of
First National and Fox. In all three babies for riches.
Steffes
based his cominstances,
"It is a long step from 1849 to
plaints on alleged high rentals.
1922," said Hays, "but just as every
In the instance of Famous Players, industry has found itseli so the buyhe charged the company was exact- er and seller can sit at the same side
ing exorbitant prices from exhibitors. of the table, it can be done in this
In relation to First National, he industry. I bring all I have for this
Let the exhibitor
specifically cited the high exhibition common cause.
values placed on the Talmadge pro- organization become as strong as it
ductions and in the case of Fox, he can be so that we can work together.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

(Continued on Page

3)

THE
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Three Attacks
(Continued from

Page

that "Over the Hill" was
being used as a club by the field
force to secure percentage bookings
on nine other specials of the organiza-

cliarged
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Holy Week

— and this

on

theaters.

hard

it's

addition

mid-summer

the

weather makes

tion.

harder

it

still.

London
Kinematograph
London, W.

S.

Weekly,

C.

85

Long

Acre,

—

Quotations
Low

High
84

82^

96^

96

6^

.

Close

Sales

ZlVz
96

8,800
1,200

Not quoted

15^

15^

which was a

there

Wehrenberg,

was

a

brilliant affair.

banquet
Although

15^

16.000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World
Quotations by H. Content

An elaborate exyesterday.
position which includes exhibits of
42 supply firms is one of the features.
The general public is greatljr interested in the convention as evidenced
by the crowds surrounding all of the
booths.
way

&

Co.

Swanson Here Tomorrow
Swanson, Paramount star,
in New York tomorrow from

Gloria
Gloria

arrives
the Coast and will sail on Saturday,
She
for Europe on the Homeric.
will be accompanied by Mrs. Frank
Urson, and they will spend several
%veeks in Paris and London.

CONAN DOYLE

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Commercial Films

—

Delegates from Missouri

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis—the M.

P. T. O. of
Missouri delegates to the national
convention will include:
Charles T.
St.

Creator of

Sherlock Holmes

.Sears.

Lawrence

Goldman,

Ben

IS

To Producers

HERE!

and Directors

f~^ux:citlorLci£ (RctuuiK)
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this arrangement will be, but
expect to announce the details short!}-

what

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.

Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release

30% on

The

films.

nation from our own markets.
The bargaining tariffs sought b
the film industry have been deniec
but the retaliatory provisions, abov
referred to, are believed to be accept

my

pic-

unless
these artistic efforts
were appreciated by the public," said
Mr. Neilan. "I have been called a

Testimonial to Brunet
Paul Brunet's fourth anniversary a
head of Pathe finds him the possesso
commercial director. Nothing would of a testimonial
signed by 1800
please me more than the realization ployees in the
form of an autograpi...
that I am truly commercial, in other volume
which is practically a comlj
words, that I am making pictures plete roll of the
Pathe forces.
It will
that go well with the public.
future
be mj' ambition to make my
more 'commercial' than ever. If I
Phone Beekman 9091
succeed, I know I will have the good
•

!'

—

will of the exhibitor as well as the
public."

Rothacker Leaving Coast Soon
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
acker

—Watterson

starts

for

R. Rothtoday.

,%EAL

SERVIO

Chicago

When he returns he will find a report of A. L. Parker in connection
with the proposed Canadian laboratory. Toronto has been tentatively
Rothacker
decided upon as a site.
sails for Europe in the Spring to
start construction on a London plant.

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR"i

Lakewood's

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

The
there

is

a

boom on

in the

$35.00

OSCAR PRICE
at 46th Street,

New York

Weekly

$6.00 up Daily
Special

Week-End Ratei

1
inducements

to
Parties.
Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in BallUnusual Entertainment Feat-

Conventions.
est

Service.

room.

around than some other time?
Probably not. Few producers do. It isn't their
business. But it is a fundamental part of the service
offered by this organization.

Avenue

rates
we:
so-called
America
20% on raw stoc

do not play fair with us, resort t
unfair trade practices or discriminat
against American pictures or othe
merchandise, the President will b
granted authority to assess heav
penalty duties and. in extreme case
to bar the products of the offendin

when crops move certain localities are flush
with money?
Have you ever thought that when the "catch" is
on that there is more money in maritime sections than

555 Fifth

lit

House

bill

that

Work

tl

ai

also contains provisioi
permitting the President to increaj
or decrease all rates not to excec
50% if, upon investigation, he fine
that
action
necessary to protei
American industries. He may als
change the classification of importe
products and subject them to tari
assessment on the basis of the valu
of domestic products of like nature.
In the event that foreign nation

at other times?
Do you realize that in small country towns there is
far better business when "sum.mer boarders" are
Quality

The

gation.

country?

Or

1)

arrive in New York.
We
I
have several attractive propositions
under consideration.
"It has never been my endeavor able to the industrv.

after

Do you know whether
oil

from

(Continued

future distributing plans for my product.
I cannot say at this time, just

Page

from

ad

tures

Pittsburgh- Jerome
Casper
was
elected president of the M. P. T. O.
of Western Pennsylvania at j'estersession.
day's
John Newman, of
Newcastle was elected vice-president
and H. Goldberg, secretary.
On Monday, a banqufet was held at
which the mayor and citj^ officials
attended.
The early sessions were
marked by the passage of resolutions
condemning censorship, taxation, and
one asking for fair play from the public in judging actions of individuals
with relation to the entire industry.
Sydney S. Cohen attacked high rentals and unfair practices of exchangemen against exhibitors.

Many

of St. Louis.

all

to soar to artistic heights in

Casper Elected

400

W\

Griffith

Loew's

night

convention was scheduled to
Rue de open on Monday, it really got under

—

do pfd
p*Gold

Last
tlie

2.

Le Film. 42,
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
(Czecho-SloFilnischau.
Prague
tionale
vakia),. Wenzelsplatz.

F. P.-L

It is

tional organization.

192

valorem rates of
bill
have been rejected
the film world is saved a lot of

and

Levy, Joplin; Frank Newman, Kansas
City; Samuel Harding, Kansas City;
Joseph Pratt, Fulton; A. C. Norwein, Bonne Terro; S. E. Wilhoit,
Springfield; C. R. Wilson, Liberty,
Mo.; I. W. Rodgers, Poplar Bluff;
W.
P.
Cuff,
Chillicothe;
Sypros
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
A caucus has been formed to Skouras, Joe Mogler. Harry Koplar,
Address all communications to THE FILM
It is Hector
Pasmazoglu.
Mike Nash,
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St.. New York, launch a presidential boom.
N, Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. said that Steffes has an excellent John
Karzin,
\\'illiam
Goldman,
Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
chance for the presidency of the na- Joseph Walsh. A. Pappas and Fred
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.

—
— Irving Mack, 808
Representative — W. A. Williamson,

The
House

based on the
Valuation Plan,

The campaign to secure lower film
rentals will mark all of the sessions.

the high light of the entire convention.
The executive committee
met on Monday to outline a plan of
action.
S'teiifes is still advocating the
the act of March 3, 1879.
an
exhibitor-owned
of
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside formation
of Greater New York $-10.00 one year; 6 producing organization unless rentals
Foreign are lowered.
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

12,

Senate Gets Bill

A

1)

Wednesday, April

Athletic and Social Directors.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
ures.
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CO.

For reservations phone Lalcewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940
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be

between the exhibitor, producer

and

distributor."

"Where

is

he

said,

For just preWalker had entered

Walker."

viously. Senator

PatheNews

Then

WORLD AUTO RECORDS BROKEN—

the room and taken a seat in the
back.
There was tremendous applause as the national counsel was
escorted to the speakers' table, and

Haugdahl drives 3 miles
Daytona Beach, Florida.

after they had shaken
heartily. Hays turned to

No. 30

"I attribute the lack of patronage
very at theaters to the circulation of these
Walker and dirty rumors. I know that people
said, "You have been very active.
I
in smaller towns stay away from
hope you heard what I have said. theaters in some cases and in other
There are no yesterdays in this in- instances, influence their friends and
dustrj'.
We have got to start to- children to likewise stay out of the
gether down the road where we have houses.
General Hays cannot work
without the co-operation of the thegot to go.
ater owners. And with that combinaWalker Talks
There was tremendous applause as tion, I can't see how he can be

1
Sig

BELGIAN

RULERS

IN

minute

a

at

ROME— King

Victor Emanuel greets King Albert and the
Belgian Queen in the Eternal City.

THE ROYAL GREEK GUARD ON REVIEW — Picturesque flower of the Greek
army

in

gala array at Athens.

Other news from San Francisco,
amo. Tuskegee. Lansing, O., etc..

Guantan-

etc.

THE FIRST NEirS REEL
THE REAL NEWS FIRST

ceed he said:
"I love the things he (pointing to
Hays) has said to you today, because
of my affection for the exhibitor and
for the industry.
When he (Hays)
came into the industrj' there were

some

Thomases.
There
But his advent to us is
the most wonderful thing that has
ever happened in the industry. That
a most distinguished member of the
doubting

always

Talks Go-operation
Page

hands

Walker was called upon to speak, and beaten."
Loew Cannot Attend Convention
when he was finalh- allowed to pro-

today
(Continued from

to the recent trip of a number of
stars to attend the opening of the
State theater in Boston and the false
rumors started by "blue law" reformers that the stars were on a
drunken orgy. Loew, referring to the
business slump said, at one point:

1)

are.

It

Loew

developed at the meeting that
will

not

attend

the

national
convention in Washington.
He expects to be on his way to the coast
to attend the opening of the Warfield theater in San Francisco at that
time.
At the close of the meeting. Mr.
Hays informed William Brandt that
he would attend the testimonial dinner to be tendered Brandt bv the
T. O. C. C. at the Ritz on April 20.

no time for bickerings and President's cabinet should lay down
We have a cause and his portfolio and come into this inDay and Oes Here
going to take all of us all we dustry bringing with him all that
it is
It has
John L. Day, South American reppower this means a lot.
have to uphold it."
made me happy indeed. Some of us. resentative
of
Famous
Players,
What C. & C. Stand For
including mj'self, have been all over has returned from an extended trip
He then declared that the capital this countrjr chasing that fellow 'con- to Mexico City.
letters C. C. (part of the abbreviation fidence,' and some of us have been
Ingvald C. Oes. manager of the
of the title of the local exhibitor Irish enough to fight to meet him. Scandinavian
offices
Famous
of
organization) gave a text.
"They The fact has made it necessary for Players- at Copenhagen, arrived in
indicate to me confidence and co- \-ou, Mr. Hays, to be brought in, New York yesterday on the Homeric,
operation; confidence among the pro- and you cannot fail because you will on a visit to the home oflice.
ducers and distributors one to each not let j^ourself fail.
Now we will
other; confidence and co-operation not have to chase.
There is now a
from these men to the exhibitor." public forum. I know the exhibitor
Then he said, "As I learn it, there wants to co-operate. He is a real
has been no surplus of over-con- fellow and the fellow who owed him
fidence between the exhibitor and the most gave him the worst, time
producer and distributor, but I want and again. There is a great deal of
to be taken at par when I ask for real determination and real heart in
There must be the average exhibitor."
your confidence.
confidence between the industry and
There

is

backbiting.

—

j

j

;

Some

E. F. A. Plans

(Continued

from Page I)
that the Berlin dispatch
was correct and added that the films
were not only part of the future production schedule, but that the films
either have or will actually be placed
in production.
He said that the next

yesterday

two Negris will be made in Germany, and the third and fourth may
be made here. An American director
may be sent abroad to direct her in
Berlin.
The reported film activities
of
Reinhardt have been heard
of in various ways for the past two
years.
In 1920, it was stated in Berlin that Reinhardt would make several productions and a year late, came
word that the E. F. A. had secured
him.
At that time, he was reputed

Max

with having two pictures planned,
one "The Miracle" and the other
"Paradise Lost."
One version of
"The ]\,nracle" is in this country and
is
held by Joseph Menchen of the
Celebrated Authors' Society. It was
made some years ago and was shown
at the time by Al H. Woods.

London Expects Films
to THE
FILM DAILY)
Kinematograph Weekh'
London
(Special

—

an
that
German pictures

early

states

showing

be expected in
London, and adds that "one of the
most important film factors here"
alread}- controls "Du Barry" (Pas"Sumurun," ("One Arabian
sion")
Night"), and "Anne Boleyn" ("Deception").
It also states that the
E. F, A. will build its own theaters
in Berlin and in other cities to have
an outlet for its product.

To The Trade

Exhibitor Wanted to Co-operate
wanted to co-operate with the
"He
lie indicated that what remarks
producer and distributor when busihe had made with reference to the

the public."

ness was at its best in 1919 and 1920,
Surely he wants it now when business is at its worst.
Now we have
forum.
a place to come to.
"If we can get this confidence be- expect to come,
we must come in
tween the industry and the public with clean hands. It does not make
nothing in the world can stop us any difference who was first to fail,
from lieing respected."
the exhibitor who bicycled film or the
He then showed how the various distributor who broke a contract.
branches of the industry could work That was yesterday and like you, I
together both in the commercial and believe there is no •esterday in this
non-commercial "field," as he term- industr}-. There will be no more beed it.
He also spoke of the need of cause as I understand it, you have
having the confidence of the invest- said here today 'come on in.' Let's
ing public towards this industry.
He settle our differences.' "
declared that the co-operative spirit
There was tremendous applause
should start immediateh- and said when Walker
and Pres.
finished
be believed that in the commercial Brandt declared that in having these
field considerable headway could be two leaders meet at the T. O. C. C,
made and that the various com- was the happiest hour in his life.
mercial problems could be worked
Loew Pays Walker Tribute
out.
"I cannot understand," he said,
Loew sppke for a few
Marcus
"why it has not been done before."

educational field of pictures were in
no sense to be construed as competitive with the exhibitor.

I

\

No Time

for Stalling

A

We

minutes and devoted most of his rein paying a tribute to Senator
Walker.
Elsewhere will be found

marks

Raising his hands on high and
very dramatically. Hays said "My excerpts from that portion of his
God, I have no time for stalling. If address.
He delved into business
we cannot work these problems out conditions and dwelt briefly on the
then the work I am engaged in is a necessity for exhibitors to remain
crime.
I know we are going to get
united in one organization in order to
this kind of co-operation." he said. fight the evils facing the industry on
"The kind of co-operation that must the outside.
Reference was made

The

New York R-C Exchange
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of

may
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At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

Thursday's Issue

"Pagliacci."

the overture at the Capitol

!s

week.
The second number is composed
"Meditation" from "Thais," and "Tambourine Chinois" which Frederic Fradkin,
concert master of the Capitol orchestra, plays
on the viol n.
The third is a film number,
in
two parts.
One is "Getting Canada's
this

Wednesday, April

1922

12,

Leave Next Week
"Fascination" at Capitol
Joseph M. Schenck and the Tal"Fascination," starring Mae Murmadges leave for the coast the end ray, will be the feature at the Capitoli
of next week.
next week.

of

Goat" and

the

Lyman Howe

a

•

Swan"

"The

dances

other, "Thrills and Spills,"
novelty.
Mile. Gambarelli

and

Arturo

then

Gervasi, an Italian tenor, makes
singing the aria from "L'Elis er

his

debut,

D'Amore."
Alexander
Oumanksy,
Doris
Niles
and
Tha'ia Zanou dance a marionette. The news
reel is the fifth number and the sixth, "The
Palms," sung by Marguerite Schuiling, a
The feature is "When Romance
soprano.

R

des," a B. B. Hampton
leased
through Goldwyn.
ne.xt

"Marche

plays

comes "Such
Travelaugh.

production

The

re-

orchestra
then

Life in Nice," a Hy Mayer
The organ solo concludes the
is

Rialto
Rialto

orchestra

this

week

plays

"Romeo and Juliet" as its overture. "How
to Grow Thin." an Educational release, is
second number and the third, an eccentric
The
fox trot, danced by Grace Eastman.
R alto magazine, the fourth number, includes "The Original Movie," a Tony Sarg
cartoon.
Edoardo Albano, baritone, sings
The feature is Dorothy
"The Palms."
The
Dalton in "The Crimson Challenge.
"Old Timers'
plays
an
then
orchestra
Waltz," a number arranged by M. L. Lake.
"The Anvil Chorus," a "Snub" Pollard
comedy, concludes the bill.
the

Rivoli
("Brother

Devil") is the
The pictorial is next and
R'voli overture.
the
Table," sung
after that comes "Around
Katiliansky, baritone, and the
by Charles.
The feature is "The
Rivoli Male Quartette.
Good Provider." a Cosmopolitan Prod.
The original fiiano trio plays "Song of
Lloyd Hamilton
India" and "Sky Blues."
•n "The Rainmaker" is the comedy number.

"Fra Diavolo"

Next

Week

at Rivoli

"Is Matrimony a Failure?" will be
the feature at the Rivoli next week.

Two

Arrivals from Coast

Collins
have arrived in
stopping at the
Alaj-

and Mary Thurman
New York and are
Gotham.

"Prince and Pauper" Next
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "The Prince and the
Pauper" will be Jackie Coogan's next

(Special

—

picture.

Frohman Creditors Meet April 20
The creditors of the Frohman
.Amusement Co., will meet in the
office

of Peter

B.

Olney, referee' in

bankruptcy, at 68 Williams

on

St.,

April 20.

Novelty Reel for Rialto
"Sawing a Lady in Half" will be
part of the Anniversary Week pro-

gram

at

April 23.

week of
The booking was made by
the

Rialto,

the

Weiss Bros,
Alexander Film.
handling national distribution.

are

Lesser to Film Glyn Story
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Arrangements have
between
Elinor
completed
been
Sol
Lesser
whereby
and
Glyn
Lesser will produce a feature written
by Madame Glyn, called "The Eyes
of Truth," in which the secondary
theme will be an exposition of the
real facts about FIollyw®od.

objections of the German Embassy
in Paris and the Society of Authors,
Premier Poincare has sustained the
authority' of the management of the
Vaudeville theater, in Paris, in its
determination to exhibit "The Four
Horsemen" for eight weeks.

20 Francs

and

Joyeuse"

bill.

The

Over-rules Objections to 'Horsemen'
Metro states that overriding the

(Special

Three
(Special

Lakewood, N.

in

J.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Lakewood, N. J. Jack Ferber
opens his third theater here tomorrow
with "Turn to the Right."
Granville Going Into Films

A

Top

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Paris Twenty francs top for "The
Four Horsemen" are being asked for
the showing at the Vaudeville. This
said to be the highest price ever
is
reached for a film on the continent.
Normally 20 francs is about $4, but
at present exchange rates is about

Require use of small space two
or three days a week in New
York studio with working crew.

PICTURE TRADING CORP.
1402

Broadway

$1.85.

Not—Why

If

Not

Strand
The popular "Faust"

is

the subject of the

The news reel
Strand overture this week.
next and is followed by a prologue to
is
"Pay Day," the Chaplin comedy, which is
The
playing a second week at this theater.
FolStrand Male Quartette figures in this.
feature
length
lowing "Pay Day." a full
"The Woman He Married" is shown. Th s
The organ solo
is an Anita Stewart release.
concludes the bill, the length of which exshort film
cludes the usual musical and
numbers.

Newspaper Opinions
"The Woman He Married"— First
National— Strand
HERALD — One

wonders who selects the
Miss Anita Stewart's pictures.
Presumably all he has to do is remember some notable film masterpiece of about
fifteen years ago, and then pick a story along
the same lines. * * * That is the impression
one gathers from her latest vehicles and her
new one this week fully lives up to sample.
MORNING TELEGRAPH— Rather a familiar story, it is made entertain ng by the
competent direction of Mr. Niblo and the
praiseworthy acting of the star.

stories
* * *

Subscribe to
The Film Daily
71 West 44th

*

*

An

ab-

New York City
my subscription to The

Film Daily

for

one

year, starting immediately, to include

for

EVENING TELEGRAM—*
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St.,
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Including

Weekly Reviews

1921 Year

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

pages

$15

Name

sorbing story clearly told.

GLOBE— The

program says it is Fred
production, but it couldn't be
the
fash ons are 1920 and the
very late, for
sentiments at least twenty years earlier.
* * Cast generally along very
* * Fred Niblo has laconventional lines.
bored over the direction with loving care, but
that doesn't cheer up the audience much.
Niblo's

latest

SUN—*

Theatre

Address

"WE NEVEQ OjoAPPOINT
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Apply F. E, Allen
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farewell party in honor of Ber
nard Granville will be given to him
by his friends tonight at Gypsyland,
Granville starts work in films soon.

ALLAN AUOWNES
GEN.MGfi.

7Ao brAdstreet

js^^recocmized

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY
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To
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Harding

Invite

Metro's Schedule

I

M.

For Next Season Indicates About 30

P. T. O. Officials Intend Asking
President to Attend Convention
In Washington Today

Releases Including a Number of
"Specials"
Metro has about completed arrangements for next season.
The releases will
obably be 4
Rex Ingram specials, starting with
"The Prisoner of Zenda," to be followed by "Black Orchids," 4 Mae
Murrays. 4 Clara Kimball Youngs,
6 Viola Danas and 4 from their newest star Billy Dove.
This totals 22
and in addition they will have about

—

(Special
,

;

The
I

\

— Sydney
J.

S.

Walker,

Cohen,
Charles

—

morrow.

(

I

THE FILM DAILY)

L. O'Reilly and members of the M.
P. T. O. convention committee will
be here today and probably to-

;

.

to

Washington
Senator James

visit

is

important reason for their
to extend an invitation to

President

Harding

to

attend

the

forthcoming convention in May. They
will also take up some other business,
mainly detail work in connection with

10 specials.

not improbable that a Broadwill be secured for prerelease showings.
An arrangement
may be made with one of the picture
houses in w'hich they will show
It is

way bouse

the convention.
The music tax will, in all probability come up for consideration.

"Orphans" Closing
(Special

Chicago

in

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)
—"Orphans
of the Storm"
to

closes its run
on Saturday.

at the

Great Northern

Graphic Prod. Launched
(Special

Dover,

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Del.
Graphic
$1,000,000
corporation,
formed here.

Prod.,

has

Cents

a

been

Ivan Abramson, under the name
Graphic Prod., plans six features and
12 two reel comedies for which he
has closed franchises with over 20
state right exchanges.
He will direct
one and perhaps two features and
supervise the remainder. Production
will be divided between New York
and Los Angeles. The comedies will
be made on the coast.
The latest
franchise holder is C. D. Danford, of
Atlanta, who will operate the Graphic
Film Exchange of Atlanta, Inc.

A

"I've learned that your brother is not dead.
Get your man."
tense
moment in Edwin Carewe's production, "I
The Law," by James
Oliver Curwood, to b e distributed independently by Affiliated.— ADVT.

Am

Friendly
M.

Hand to Hays What's Hays' Work?

P. T. O. of West Virginia Hopes
for Co-operation Lovirig Cup
to Cohen

—

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Parkersburg, W. Va. At the annual convention of the M. P. T. O.
of

West

Virginia,

a

resolution

was

adopted

extending the co-operation
of the organization to Will H. Ha^^s
and expressing the hope that this
union of forces would be effective in

"Missing Husbands," made in France
under the title of "Atlantide," and
which has scored a big success in
France and England; to be followed
by the Swedish Biograj^h feature
"The Death Wagon," which will
probably be given another title and
this to be followed by the Ingram
special "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Alarcus Loew, speakin"- of the
coming season said yesterday:
"I
line

believe Metro has a very fine
up.
Ingram well, of course

—

Minnesota Exhibitors Inclined to Be everyone knows what Rex has done
and can do. Mae Murray is going
Friendly But Want a Declaravery fine, and I think with Metro
tion of Intentions
Miss Young will come back into her
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

own again. Little Viola Dana has
Minneapolis What
is
Will
H. a real following and our new star
Hays going to do for the motion Billy Dove^well, we can't talk about
picture industry?
That is the ques- her yet. Let's wait until her pictures

—

tion that 107

Minnesota exhibitors

in

convention here want to know before
committing themselves on the Ha3's

come

along."

movement.
Metro's Nevs^ Star
There is an undercurrent of friendBilly Dove has just been signed up
abuses now
liness toward Hays, but the demand as the newest star for Metro.
ComThe meeting was held at the is practically unanimous that Hays ing out of the Follies a brief while
Carl Laemmle surprised some of Chancellor Hotel and addresses de- declare himself and state his platago, Billy Dove first appeared in
the Universal crowd when he strolled livered by Sydney
Cohen, M. form. A committee in all likelihood,
S.
("Continued on Page 3)
into the offices yesterday morning'. J. O'Toole, chairman of the public will be appointed to draft
a questionStopping at Cliicago on his way from service committee of the M. .P. T. naire addressed to him in which some
Second Reissue Week for Rialto
the Coast, none knew exactly when O. and others.
pointed
questions
will
be asked.
The
Rialto will have a second rehe would get home.
This questionnaire will be released
Fayette Smoot of this city
issue week, sometime in June.
The
He said Universal city was going made an interesting reportpresided,
to
the
daily
newspapers.
of the
success of the first experiment is rein full
blast in readiness for the work
of the past year and urged all
W. A. Steffes, in his address, not sponsible for it.
season, and that Von Stroheim was
theater owners present to attend the only attacked Famous Players, First
finishing the continuitj' on his next
annual convention in Washington. National
and Fox, but included
h'xf special for release next season.
Berlin Reports Fire-Proof Film
He also reviewed the efforts of the United Artists in his bitter talk
Actual shooting will start in a week West Virginia unit in preventing
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
against high rentals.
He again reor ten days.
Berlin
Trade circles are greatly
censorship in this state.
peated his plan for an exhibitor-owned
Although Mr. Laemmle did not
talked of the need for co- production unit or in lieu of that a interested over the claim of a GerCohen
care to discuss the Von Stroheim
operation in all branches of the in- wholesale arrangement with several man chemical expert named Schaaf,
production it is understood that it
dustry to meet the moves of those two distributors for their entire product. who says he has succeeded in prowill have a European background.
persist in attacking the business.
He A tilt developed between Stefies and ducing celluloid film which is non-

Laemmle Back

setting

aside

many

of the alleged
within the industry.

—

Laemmle yesterday

issued a state- called special attention
to the con- Joe Friedman, of St. Paul over the
which he stressed the im- vention and '^aid that moves would recent squabble with United Artists
portance of the T. O. C. C. luncheon
be rn;-de ther.' v, liicti would materially when Minnesota exhibitors voted not
on Tuesday, and the stands taken by
advance the theater owners and to play United Artists output, unless
Will H. Hays and J.mes J. Walker.
(Continued on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)

ment

in

inflammable.
If
exposed to high
degrees of heat he claims the film
only melts.
It is said the film becomes more tough by his treatment
without losing its resiliency.

THE
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Thursday. April

possession
Edison Educational
of
Motion Picture Film negatives worth
The Appellate Division has re- $50,000, was dismissed in the Suversed the judgment for $20,882 ob- preme Court.
tained by Kitty Gordon against L.
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Lawrence Weber and Gilbert M.
The suit brought by Nelson
Anderson for breach of an agree- Ruttenberg on behalf of the Anita
ment under which they engaged her Stewart Prod, against Morosco Holdfor IZ weeks at $1,250 a week to ap- ing Co., has been withdrawn and the
pear in films and refused to give her
other employment aft'er she had made
"Vera, the Medium."
The judgment was reversed and the complaint
dismissed because Miss Gordon sued
on a written contract, and the only
contract offered in evidence was made
by Miss Gordon with the Kitty Gordon Feature Film Co., signed by
Anderson as president and witnessed

warrant

The Appellate

corporation did not

Division has decided

that Universal must answer a suit
Paris Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de IJrought against it by Alexander W.
Clichy.
Kent for an accounting of the
Representative IntetnaF.uropean
Central
affairs of the Teatro Campoamor of
Filmschau.
Prague
(Czecho-Slotionale
Havana, Cuba, in which Kent alleges
ralcia), Wenzelsplatz.
he had a half interest with the defendant after the defendant had collected
50% of the receipts for
furnishing
the films.
The defendant
Low
Close
Sales
High
asked judgment on the pleadings on
81 Ji
F. P.-L. ... 82.^
81
9,600
the ground that the court had no
800
do pfd
96^ 96
96^
jurisdiction over the case and also
*G'wyn .... 7
1,800
liecause
Fernando Poli, who was
Not quoted associated in
Griffith
the venture should have
Loew
9,600
165^
13K 16
been made a party. The court deNot quoted
Triangle
cided that it had jurisdiction and that
Not quoted Poli
World
was only an employe.

—

by

for %12>Z
Court for

was

private offices, etc.
Early possession.
Satisfactory

ordered

Reasonable

lease.

judgment

default

!K

City

the

in

the

Claremont Film Laboratory in a suit
against Fox & Penzer for services.

ern

(.Special

to

Wm.

Apply

Serial

&

Co.

Loew Running Request Week
Ushers at the Loew theaters are
distributing ballots to patrons for the
purpose of determining the seven
most popular pictures to be shown

during "Patrons' Request Week,"
beginning May 1.
The ballot slip
includes the name of the production,
star or featured plaj'er and a box in
which an "X" mark is to be made
indicating the choice of the play. In
the list offered are the following: ...
"The Miracle Man," "On with the
Dance," "Pollyanna," "Mickey," "Behold My Wife," "Something to Think
Miserables,"
"The
About,"
"Les
Honor System," "The Prince Chap,"
"Male and Female," "Idols of Clay,"
"Forbidden Fruit," "Mark of Zorro,"
"Auction of Souls." "Don't Tell
"Dr. Jekyll
Everything,"
& Mr.
Wives for New.^;
Hyde,"
"Old

"Humoresque," "Broken Blossoms,"
"Why Change Your Wife," "Flame
of the Yukon," "Virgin of Stamboul,"
"Midsummer Madness," "Through
the Back Door." "The Right of
Way," "Polly With a Past," "Tess
of Storm Country," "Shoulder Arms,"
"The Gilded Lily" and "Daddy Long

In a suit of the Patterson Andrews
Co. against Alexander Beyfuss on
his
guaranty that the Exceptional
Pictures would pay for a page ad in
the Saturday Evening Post a default
default judgment for $7,093
tered against Beyfuss in the
Court.

City Court Justice Hartman has
directed a judgment for $1,350 for
Donald Mackenzie against the S. K.
L. Serial Corp. for breach of a contract under which he was hired as
director at $400 a week.
He alleges
that he made fifteen episodes in 20

weeks, and sued for $1,950.

A

R.

D.

Lewis

Film

a deal with the Ray-San
Film Co., will distribute "Adventures
of Tarzan" in Texas.
In the past

Lewis

handled

has

MR. EXHIBITOR

Oklahoma and

.Arkansas.

Seattle

are

you doing towards

tying

up

your

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Hays Distributing

A

"MOTHER ETERNAL"

Book

now through your

W.

K. LINCOLN
40th St., N. Y. C.
•Bryant 5307

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Denison, Tex. Peebles and Campbell,
Texas, have been adjudged
bankrupt and Charles Ratsell appointed referee. Ten cent admissions and
poor business are attributed for the
failure.
Peebles and Campbell operated several theaters in Denison.
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Apply F. E. Allen
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Bettes
of the
Strand,

one of

the owners.
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and Directors

<>

There are representatives who

really represent,

use rubber stamps.

There are
your interests and then
you know them.

Powell

Part of the service rendered by this organization is
to see to it that your productions are properly looked
after in the distributing company.
And this means
accessories, paper, and everything else in which you
are, or should be, interested.

really look after
who well,

—

—

with

BOX OFFICE TITLES
MELODRAMAS WITH A
PUNCH
& Wolford, of New
York, offer their collection of

Darcy

proven

stage

successes

New York

City

for

PICTURE PRODUCTION.
ADELINE M. ALVORD
6059 Hollywood Blvd.,
Los Angeles, California

OSCAR PRICE
565 5th Ave. at 46th St.

STORIES

and

there are others

S. Pat. Ofl.

particulars write

E.

Denison Exhibitors Fail

Agnes Ayres has started work on
her new picture "Borderland." Paul

Reg. U.

For

J.

110

representatives

directing.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.

and Motion

Legs."

is

EXCHANGE

Picture Prod. Corp., of Boston.

to

nearest

GRAPHIC FILM

Film,

R.

MOTHER

it

completed with Commonwealth Film
of New York; Nu-.\rt, of Buffalo;
Co-operative,
Francisco;
of
San

&

a

your patrons.

Renew With Prizma
Renewal of contracts for handling
Prizma for the ensuing year has been

Specialty, of Dallas; F.
Co., Inc., of Minneapolis,

with

story

LOVE THEME that will make
a BIG DAY for you and

Distributors

To Producers

men who

re-

for box-office insurance.

Co.

plans to open ofifices in all key cities
west of Chicago, according to ,C. H.
Hays, who is in .Seattle. He recently
opened an exchange in Portland, and
offices in Butte and Spokane are in
formation.

(Special

box-office

MOTHER'S DAY
on May 14th?
"MOTHER
ETERNAL" is your best bet

Plans Western Exchanges
(Special

What

ceipts with

I

who

Street

5700 John

Tel.

through

Co.,

Muskogee, Okla.— R. W. J.
has been appointed receiver
Orpheum, Broadway and
Lincoln on petition of C. W. Turner,

of Frederic
H.
William L. Jamison to get

suit

against

Sons

1868

THE FILM DAILY)

Dallas—The

was enSupreme

&

A. White

Esiablished

6^

Quotations by H. Content

Mod-

rent.

Building.

46 Cedar
Lewis Gets "Tarzan"

—

Quotations

vacated

Floor 2500 sq. ft. ijet in heart
of film district.
2 vaults, cutting
and
inspection
rooms,

consent.

by Weber, and Miss Gordon herself
testified that the
exist.

attachment

of

1922

13,

Telephone Holly 484
Coast Representative

THE
Thursday, April

-Stl

DAILY

1922

13,

Hand to Hays

^riendly

(Continued from Page 1)
elevate and dignify all divisions of
He told of the work
he industry."
long public service lines now being
line, and urged the theater owners

Metro's Schedule
(Continued

from

Page

1)

Cabanne's "At the Stage
Door" and this was followed by another of Cabanne's specials when she
appeared in "Beyond the Rainbow."
A few months ago when Marcus
> continue along this line until every
(Mt'on would find the theater a real Loew determined upon adding a new
star to the Metro list he casually let
--;'iniunity centre.
O'Toole's address dealt with legis- several of his friends know it and
af?airs.
E.
H. Tipton, of asked them to be on the lookout for
ativc
One of
!;harleston, whose company operates a clever and pretty girl.
8 theaters in this state, was elected them "tipped" him to Billy Dove.
tate president, and J. H. McGrew, He had never seen her or any of the
Charleston, executive secretary. pictures in which she appeared, but
[if
representative board of directors much to his surprise she was among
K.
was named, and a business manager the "stars" who went to Boston to
make a tour and make West Vir- attend the opening of the State. He
Charles had several chances to talk with her
Irinia a 100% organization.
i?moot acted as toastmaster at the and when he returned he made it his
fconvention dinner.
An interesting feature of the dinper was the presentation of a handi.ome silver loving cup to Mr. Cohen,

Christj'

business

to

see

the

Cabanne pro-

inscribed and expressing the
kppreciation of his efforts for the theThe following was the
liter owners.
inscription.
"Into this

cup we pour the greatest
;oken known to mankind, the love
ind esteem of his fellow men."

What's Hays'
(Continued from
the alleged arbitrary
of the

Work?

Page

1)

booking methods

company underwent

a change.

point called Hiram
Abrams a leech and predicted the day
when he would be driven out of the
business.
The appointment of Roj- C. Seery
Middle Western manao-^^r for
as
Steffes

at

one

National was condemned
lower admissions favored.
First

New
(Special

Board
to

of

and

Managers

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The convention of the
P. T. O. of Western Pennsylvania
closed yesterday with the election of
a new board of managers composed
of Max Engleberg, Williana Wheat,
Pittsburgh

M.

Harry Handel, Paul Jones, Joseph
and
Samuel
De Favio.
Mercer
Committees on resolutions, ways and
means and auditing were also ap-

"My

Boy"

to

Mundus

Film

ing Cummings two reelers have been
sold to Canadian Features and Prod.,
Ltd., of Toronto for Canada.
De
Luxe Features, Seattle, have pur-

chased "Frivolous Wives" for

Wash-

ington, Oregon, Idaho

Lesser

and Montana.
leaves Saturday for CleveChicago. He will meet his
Sol in the latter city, and
they
will
go to West

National

Pictures

"Mr. Pirn" Second National Release
"Mr. Pirn Passes By," will be an
earlv release of

May

Build in Washington

(Special to

Washington
an theater

Second National.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Erection of a

suburb-

in the vicinity of 18th

will receive the usual

prompt

Addition to Hunt Circuit
to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

EDGAR SELDEN

I

which

is

now

in

production.

Plan to Observe Good Friday
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis Following requests from
a joint committee representing different denominations, there will be a
genera! closing of theaters here on
Good Friday between noon and 3
St.

Watch Your Box

Office

Receipts

Rise

with

SUNRISE COMEDIES
26 Fine

—

—

Clean

Pretty Girls

Ask your exchange

—

Snappy 2 - Reelers
Pep — Ginger

for

!

them

—

if

he hasn't
him to wire

bought 'em-

tell

C.B.C. Film

Sales Corp.

1600 Broadway

New York

o'clock.

St.

Sam

Zierler, of

Commonwealth, has

purchased "Life's Greatest Question"

Jenkintown, Pa. Hunt's Theaters, from C. B. C. Film for
have bought the Auditorium.
and Northern Jersey.

Inc.,

THE EXPRESSION
"WORTH-WHILE"
IS NOW USED
BY EVERYONE ?
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
STARTED IT

atten-

can further state that this
recent action will have no effect on
the product about to be released or
the purchasing of any productions
which we are negotiating for."
tion.

and Columbia Road, was taken up Thorn Heads Accessories Department
recently by the Northwest Business
Claud Saunders, director of ParaMen's Association.
mount exploitation, has placed J.
The collapse of the Knickerbocker Albert Thorn in charge of the releaves patrons of that section, it was organized department of lithographs
pointed out, without a convenient and lobby accessories.
Thorn has
place of amusement.
been with Paramount five years.

(Special

HAVE YOU NOTICED

—

—

Second

Says:

—

Monte Blue in Murray Film
English Films for Second Nat'l
Through Charles Walton, Monte
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Crane, Raymond BloomLondon
"The Honeypot" and Blue Ward
er, Alma Tell, Maude Turner Gor"Love Maggie," made for Samuelson
don and Charles Lane have been
by Fred L. Granville, have been acengaged for the new Mae Murray
quired
for
American distribution
"A Broadway Rose,"
production,
through

MADGE EVANS

Then, just as he had determined
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
to secure her, if possible, Fred Des1531-1537 BROADWAY. NEW YORK
berg came along and told him what Baden to attend the First National
annual
meeting.
The
Elinor
Glyn
It
a good "bet" Billy Dove was.
took but a few days to close negotia- film referred to yesterday will be "Trip Around the World" in Apollo
tions and Miss Dove will leave short- handled through Western Pictures
Harry Levey announced yesterday
ly for the Coast to be ready when Exploitation Co.
that the Burton Holmes special, "A
the Metro studios open about June 1.
Trip Around the World" would go
into the Apollo on April 23 for a
Arrow Deal With Kay-Bee
Bids on Pioneer Films Close
Arrow has closed a contract with run. The picture will be presented
FILM DAILY)
(Special to Tli^
the Kay-Bee Distributing Co., Inc., and sponsored by Professor Ernest
Chicago Sealed bids on the all Milwaukee, on
"Back to Yellow L. Crandall of the department of
assets of the Pioneer Film Corp. of
Jacket" and "A Motion to Adjourn," lectures of the Bureau of Education
Illinois, including films were closed
Levey reports
by Peter B. Kyne and two others of New York City.
An order of sale was bv the
yesterday.
same author; a series of six two companies are on the road with
made in the Federal Court about two starring Jack Hoxie; a series of four the special and says they are both
weeks ago.
starrnig Neva Gerber; "The Innocent doing very good business.
Cheat"
and
"Chain
Lighting,"
Pioneer in Buffalo Not Hit
Four Deals on Hamilton Series
Thomas A. Curran closed the deal.
DAILY)
THE
FILM
(Special to
McGovern & Egler have sold the
Buffalo Robert T. Murphy, man"Shorty" Hamilton comedies to Fedager of the Pioneer exchange, has Name of Comedy Series Changed erated, of Kansas City, for Western
issued the following statement:
The name of the new series of Missouri and Kansas, Screen-Art of
"In view of the various reports in comedies which C. B. C. is distribut- Philadelphia, for Eastern Pennsylreference to Pioneer being in the ing, has been changed from Sunbeam vania and Southern New Jersey, H.
hands of the receiver, I wish to an- Comedies to Sunrise Comedies. Fed- C. Simeral & Co. for Western
nounce that it in no way affects the erated, of California, will handle them Pennsylvania, and West Virginia and
I
operation of the Buffalo office.
in California, Arizona, Nevada, and Federated of Omaha for Iowa and
can assure all exhibitors that bookings the Hawaian Islands.
Nebraska.

pointed.

Corp.

for

France, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland and French colonial possessions;
"Peck's Bad Boy" to Harry Musgrove for Australia; Five Butler and
eight Lester Cuneos for all of South
America except Brazil to Sociedad
Generale Cinematografica. The Irv-

land and
brother,
together

ductions.

1

'iuitably

Lesser Closes Foreign Deals
Irving Lesser has closed the following foreign deals.
Five David Butler features, "My
Boy" and "Peck's Bad Boy" for
Scandinavia to Overseas Trading;

New York

Joe Brandt

Pres.

THE

DAILV
Canadian Merger

of the manslaughter charge
brought against him in connection
with the death of Virginia Rappe.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Specialty
be

to

is

OTHERS TALK

Film Imports.
amalgamated with

Comedies with Maurice Costello
Regal Films, Ltd., of Toronto. The
Harrv Williams states he will make
latter has submitted a contract agree- a series of two reel comedies starring
ment to take over Specialty, it is Maurice Costello.
said, the deal involving about $200,000.
It is also intimated that other
Di Lorenzo on Trip
exchanges in Canada are to be abJoe Di Lorenzo, of Di Lorenzo,
sorbed by Regal.
Inc., is away on a sales tri" in behalf
L. E. Ouimet, president of Spe- of the "Big Boy" (Guinn) Williams'
Ltd.,

LET

Rosco Arbuckle was acquitted yesterday

Looked For
Montreal

1922

Arbuckle Acquitted

—

to

13,

(Special trom San Francisco)

Regal to Take Over Specialty Film
Imports, Ltd. Other Deals
(Special

Thursday, April

— We're Modest
And now HARRISON'S REPORTS
makes it 100% UNANIMOUS!

declared that
the
transfer series.
be completed within a few
days. He believed a name other than
"Daddy's Love," Klumb's First
Regal would be used for the com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bined companies. Ouimet organized
Los Angeles The first five-reeler
Laval Photoplays, Ltd., with head- of Roy H. Klumb Prod., has been
fquarters here recently, with a capitali- titled "Daddy's Love."
zation of $300,000 to produce.
Regal now releases Metro, Realart,
"Barb Wire" Finished
cialty,

would

"BLAZE AWAY"
—says Harrison,

—

Wid Gunning

and

Robertson-Cole

(Special

pictures in Canada as well as some
scattered product and short reels. Related to Regal is the Famous Players
Canadian Corp. N. L. Nathanson of
Toronto, is the managing director of

Famous

both
Films,

Maddux
joined

has

play

it

A T C

H

is

"Big Boy" Williams
HAS
and should have no

customary in

this

type

.

.

A LIKEABLE PERdifficulty

MAKING

in

GOOD.

WILLIAMS

"BLAZE AWAY" SHOULD PLEASE ALL LOVERS
OF VIRILE HEART-INTERESTFUL WESTERNSl
'•BLAZE AWAY' and "THE TRAIL of HATE" now

SERIES

ready.

Released to the independent market by

Phila.

Exchange

DI

—

Kraupa,
Edward
Monarch Film has pur-

Philadelphia

it

on physical action than

.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

is

SONALITY

"Big Boy"

as a feature.

Kraupa Buys

Western Missouri.

will cover

IV

—

— C.

that
ABOVE THE AVERAGE.;
MORE HUMAN INTEREST and depends

Western

a

of picture.

San Francisco Federated intends
releasing five episodes," "Adventures
of Tarzan" in California Arizona and
Nevada at a time. Some theaters will

A. Maddux
Crescent-Federated and

Mo.

One Time
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Joins Crescent

City,

—

Five Episodes at

Regal

less

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Los Angeles Sunset Productions
has completed "Barb Wire," starring
Jack Hoxie.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

Kansas

and

Players

"Is

contains

manager of
Zambreno Buys "Ten Nights"
chased the product handled by the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rialto Film Corp.
territory
on
Chicago The Chicago
"Ten Nights in a Bar Room" has
To Make Farm Films in Peoria
been sold to Frank Zambreno of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

LORENZO

Produced by Frederick Herbst Prods.

Directed by

'Nc

W. Hughes Curran

—

Progress Film Exchange.

Springfield.

111.

— Homestead

NEVER

Films,

have incorporated. The incorporators are: D. O. Thompson, forInc.,

Favorite Buys "Barnes"
(Special

Detroit

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Favorite

features

a

year

Barnes."
have 10

distribution

for

in

Michigan.

Two
(Special

secretary of the Illinois AgriDill,
Association;
E. L.
cultural
former publicity director of the
farmers' state organization, and C. L.
Venard of Peoria. The home office
The company
will be in Peoria.
will produce pictures of interest to
the agricultural elements.

Films have pur-

"Burn 'Em Up
company expects to

chased

The

mer

!

Peacock Offices Merge
to

I

silver screen

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

City

until

and was formed to manufacture and
Incorporators are Brooks
distribute.
S. Jossey of Lawrence, Mrs. Nora E. Lawrence,
charge. The V. E. Winter and M. Kitchem.

— Progress

have been formed by
Arrow, with Joe Fox

company

J.
in

will distribute

Arrow

films

Carpentier in Blackton Film
(Special

London

to

Carpentier is to
be made under
It
J. Stuart Blackton.
will be made in association with Al-

,

has been sold to Sam Grand,
Federated of Boston for New Eng- len Thomas
land, and to Ben Amsterdam, Master- Distribution
piece of Philadelphia for Southern Thomas and
New Jersey and Eastern Pennsyl- the National
serial

'

I

I

Kin-^

is

directing the

serial.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Georges

Double Deal on "Cap'n Kidd"
appear in a
"Cap'n Kidd," Eddie Polo's new direction of

Burton

pose.

cede

film

to

That

"Torchy's

Shoes"

at

is

in

Burr's Glendale Studio.

call

"Motion

is

one reason

WHY
the fourth release

I

by

SECOND NATIONAL PIQURES
CORPORATION

the

next

Other releases:
"David and Jonathan"

"The Night Riders"

"Her Story"

film will pre-

production

featuring

new

production

should be of unusual interest to all who like to know something about motion pictures as well as to watch them.
"Broken Shadows" is an impressive visualization of the highly
popular novel, "Nance," by Charles Garvice.

Bird.
Alexander
will be in the hands of
Bird, who have formed
Super Prod, for this pur-

The Carpentier
the

"BROKEN SHADOWS"

and

Lady Diana Manners.
Torchy comedy now

what we

Pictures

now handled by Phoenix.

vania.

which produces
Pictures."

—

Kansas

which

SHADOWS
on the

THE FILM DAILY)

Church Film Co. Formed
Dallas The Dallas and Oklahoma
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
City offices of Peacock Prod., Inc.,
Bay Minette, Ala. Brooks Lawhave been consolidated and in the
rence, superintendent of the Antiwill
be
exhibitors
future Oklahoma
Saloon League in Alabama, and assupplied out of Dallas.
sociates have organized the Southern
Church Film Producing Corp.
Progress Formed in Kansas City
This company has capital of $5,000

—

before, assuredly, has there been a photodrama title
actually and accurately described the play of light and

Second National Pictures Corporation
140

C.

the
joined
titling organization.

Schottenfels

Louis Meyer

has

West 42nd

Street

NEW YORK

4

—

iTHE

7Ac BRADSTREET
o/* FILMDOM

:s^^recocmize»

Authority
rORMERLY
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Steffes Re-elected
jDpposition in Minnesota Fails

I

— Hays

(Special

to

Minneapolis

The

Paul

new
I

members.

'

Eleven delegates to the
convention were selected.

national
i

The Hays questionnaire

raised proIt was
longed, heated discussion.
finally adopted and copies of it reMinneapolis
daily
the
leased
to

newspapers.

embodies

It

at

Hays and asks

(Continued

on

Page

Two Companies Formed
(Special

to

2)

in

Dover

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dover, Del. The Southern M. P.
F':nance Corp. has been formed here
with

a capitalization of
the Atlanta Studio
$1 500,000.

and

To

$3,000,000
Corp., at

to

"Come Through"
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles
Five
years
ago
in
Rawlinson
appeared
Herbert
"Come Through," made for Universal
The same story
by Jack Conway.
with the same star and the same
director is to be re-filmed.
Reginald Denny, who appears in
"Tlie Leather Pushers," will star in

Los

Charles
a scries of two reel westerns.
P. Stallings has been appointed production manager for the Frank Mayo,
one with Hoot Gibson units and a
third,

making

two

reel

mounted

police stories.

Organizing New
A new company
incorporated in

Swedish Unit
will

shortly

Stockholm and

be
will

New

York. The
establish offices in
officers will be W. W. Le Mat and
Carl P. York. They will export pictures from this country and expect
to supply about 150 theaters of the
Scandanivish Film Central chain, including many houses in Stockholm,
The
Christiania and Copenhagen.
chain formerly included about 250
theaters,

but

is

now

question

will ocat the forth-

j

,

convention in Washington,
according to a statement issued yesterday by the M. P. T. O. The statement sa3's that censorship must not
be extended and adds that "how to
accomplish this will be made entirely
plain at this convention."
"Special attention will be given to
the censorship proposition in Massachusetts,"
says
the
statement.
There, a referendum vote is to be
taken this fall on the proposal to
create a motion picture censorship
board or commission in this state.
This is a highly important matter.
Alassachusetts is a key state in New
England.
Tlie action of the people
there on censorshin will influence
the moves of the voters in other New
England States and also in other parts
of the United States.
Hence, the
need for such action as will effectually
prevent censorship being approved at
the election in Massachusetts next
November.
This will be made a
special order at the Washington convention, and plans will be laid to entirely care for that situation."

Re-film

(Special

I

specific

leveled

questions

censorship

A report from the public service
committee has been prepared in book
form for permanent reference. This
will be read at the convention.
dresses will probably be made

Adby

and a number
prominent newspaper editors.

of

public

officials

Woods Again Heads Guild
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Frank E. Woods, of
Players,
has been again
the
Screen
president
of
elected
Alarion Fairfax is
Writer's Guild.
vice-president, Lucian Hubbard, secretary and Elmer Harris, treasurer.
The executive board is composed of
Los Angeles

Famous

Waldemar
Buchanan,
Young, Eugene Presbery, Jeanie
MacPherson, Mary O'Connor, Al
Cohn and Miltno Schwartz and the
council, William De Mille, Charles
(Thaplin, Rupert Hughes, June Mathis,
Mary Pickford,
Kyne,
Peter
B.
Jeanie MacPherson, Douglas Fairbanks, Perley Poore Sheehan, Beulah
Marie Dix and Albert S. Le Vino.

Thompson

being reorgan-

Exhibitors Producing
A group of New York exhave financed a production which has been completed and is now awaiting dishibitors

coming

bpposition to his candidacy failing to
ievelop,
W. A. Steffes was unanimously re-elected president of the
All of
;M. P. T. O. of Minnesota.
!the present incumbents were returned
|to office and the executive board enilarged with Joe Friedman of St.
land Louis Roesner of Winona as

for Special Attention

cupy an important place

expected

the

—

Washington Convention Massachusetts Referendum to Come

Up

THE FILM DAILY)

—With

Many

Censors a Big Issue
At

Questionnaire Adopted After
Fight

Price 5 Cents

tribution.

Another group of out of town
exhibitors are said to have
financed
production
now
a
being made in a studio near

New

York.

Three With Arbuckle
For Release by Famous Players
Effort to Be Made to Gauge Public

Sentiment

Toward

Star

Adolph Zukor yesterday issued a

At

Discussions

National Regarding Product Ince Deal Is Reported
Closed
Executives of First National are
busy these days regarding product.
It is understood that the new deal
with Thomas H. Ince is practically
closed, as a result of which Ince will
make eight specials for next year on
a guarantee basis.
Negotiations are also on relative to
the exhibition value of the Barthelmess productions from Inspiration
Pictures.
The Duell organization is
said to have fixed an exhibition value
for their product much too high for
First

—

the liking of First National.
There are also conferences on regarding the productions of another
concern releasing through First National.

statement

relative to the Arbuckle
acquittal and said, in part:*
"Mr. Arbuckle had finished three
pictures
for
us,
'Gasoline
Gus,'

Powers Leaves Tomorrow
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles P. A. Powers ex'Freight Prepaid' and 'Leap Year,'
which have not been released. They pects to leave for New York tomorHe may make some stops en
will be immediatel}', however, as we row.
are confident that the American pub- route.
lic is eminently fair and realizes by
this time that Arbuckle has been the
victim of unfortunate circumstances."
^ The Tribune yesterday quoted
Zukor as saying that Arbuckle's
future activity in pictures depended on
the attitude of the public.
It is believed
that
the
Paramount sales
organization will be instructed not to
make any drive on the three pictures
on hand, but merely supply the demand as it develops.
Contingent
upon the manner in which the Arbiicl-cle films are received throughout
the country is the possibility of a
new contract with Famous Players.
The agreement that existed between

(Special to

—

y'

.

Neilan in Chicago

to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago— Marshall Neilan is in
town en route to New York. He will
.<'

Mp^

(Special

probably remain here over the weekend and then continue his trip East.
Apollo Sells Three Films
Apollo Trading has sold South
American. West Indian and Mexican
rights on "What Do Men?" and "The
Blot,"

and on "White

Hands,"

to

Chester E. Sawyer.

Williams in Dallas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Arbuckle and Famous was cancelled,
it
is
understood, when the former
Dallas— J. D. Williams, of First
failed to appear at the Lasky studio. National is here arranging for the
At the time, he was held by the San premiere of the Hope theater, which
Francisco authorities.
has been named after Mrs. Williams.
The house opens April 29. Hope
Hampton will be here.
Reject "Stand Pat"
"Stand Pat," a Paul Parrott comedy
Reinhardt Coming Here
released through Pathe, has been reto the Selywns, Max
According
jected by the Motion Picture Commission because Parrott, in the film Reinhardt will come here in the fall
spins a "put and take" top to decide to produce "The Mysterious Affair,"
Reinhardt
whether he should take one pill or now running in Berlin.
two.
The commission decided this is to make at least one film for the
represented a scene of gambling. E. F. A., in the immediate future.
Pathe asked for a review by the en- Ben Blumenthal said yesterday he
tire
commission which upheld the knew nothing of Reinhardt's reported

Stroheim to Star
For the present the new organvisit.
original ruling.
(Speciil to THE FILM DAILY)
ization is making headquarters with
the Liberty Trading Co.
It intends
Los Angeles Eric Von Stroheim
Switched to Rialto
15 More Pathe Playlets
importing some Swedish product into will direct and appear in his new
Provider" will be the
Good
"The
series
15
Pathe
of
PlayPhilbin
A
second
Mary
this
country and already has one, picture for Universal.
from the
"Her Father's Sin," in which Wini- and Maude George have been cast lets is announced for weekly release feature film transferred
Rivoli to the Rialto Sunday.
beginning May 14th.
fred Westover appears.
in it.
ized.

—

THE

DAILY

^Friday, April

14. .-1922.

li!

In th^ Courts

Steffes Re-elected

,

"Thfe§, Pals" a School Fitm,
.(Stjeeial

to

THE FILM

.,

"

DAILY-J;
is being- re-

(Continued fronv Page 1)
Seattie-;^"Three Pals''''
-.'Supreme Court Justice Lehman has
pointedly what fl.ays expects to. do denied the application by the Atlas leased by Cosmopolitan in Washingfor the picture business and how he Film Corp., of Boston, to compel the ton, Oregop, Idaho, apd Montana. Jt
expects to do it. Just previous, to its Pioneer Film (Zorp. to deliver to it i'g designed, for u-so in schools."
Price SCenIs
Friday, April 1.4. 1922
U.H'H No.'U
adoption, a wire of felicitation was the films, "Place of HoneyrAoons"
w?^*"
Copyright 1922, Wid's- Film and Film Folks. received from Hays.
and "The Sonny Series" on the
'
Lengthy discussion developed oyer ground that the Pioneer has hot obPhone— BeeKman
eKman 9091
Inc„ Published Daily at 71-73 Wsst 44th St.,
j.
New York^'N, ;Y., by WID'S: FILMS and .thii pro.biem of supplying sch6pls with
served the' terms of its distributio'h
films.
A cqnfereiice with exchange contract with Atlas."' The cQii'ft "made
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from Los Angeles.
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that we
fidence and

SHERLOCK
HOLMES
IS

co-operation
between all branches of the industry.
The advancement of our industry demands this closest co-operation and
confidence between the exhibitor, the
producer, and distributor, all to the
end that the fullest success may come
to those interested and that the public may be more wholesomly served."
the

fullest

American Cinema Corp.,
and Walter F. Niebuhr on a note for
$30,000 to Nathan L. Amster made
for
default judgment
in
1919,
a
$3,251 has been filed in the Supreme
Court. The suit was brought for a
balance due on the note, but a payment of $25,401 was made after the
papers were filed.
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following are several of 1,871

exhibitor letters of endortoment

and support received to April
Files open to ell I

5—

a series of finely produced, high class two
and three reel comedies will find a spot on the theatre program everywhere."
Edward C. Hyman—The Strand, Brooklyn.
"I think that Bull

Montana

In

"Quite convinced that Bull Montana under your supervision will be a
knoci<out in carefully directed comedies."
E. R. Rogers— Strand, Chattanooga, Tenn.
splendid box-office attraction.
to the honest effort and
due
success
sure you will meet with every

"You have

Am

in Bull

Montana an exceedingly

energy that you alwayj exert"

Eugene Roth— California, San Francisco.
should
"Bull Montana, with the vast amount of publicity he has received,
have
you
experience
the
with
you,
that
certain
are
we
prove a big bet and
way."
big
in
a
over
pictures
these
put
had, will
Ha.
L. W. Barclay— Grand Amusement Co., Johnstown,

"Bull Montana has wonderful possibilities and
your giving us something

new and

delightful in

I

am

looking forward to

comedy

attractions."

S. Barrett McCormick— Allen's, Cleveland.

Montana comedies,
theatres."
our
for
same
opportunity to purchase
Toledo.
Alhambra,
PantheonH. C Horater—

"I sincerely trust that
I

will

have the

first

when you

are ready to release Bull

HUNT STROMBERG PR0DUCTION3

Written and Directed By
Hunt Stromberg
'Chuck" Reisner, Associate Director
Lyman Broening, Cinematographer
Del Andrews, Film Editor

HrL^Vwo^oVlAt-'f*^

^^^
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^l^
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ANNO UNCEMENT!
Norma

Talmadge's

next picture, taken from Balzac's

famous novel, "The Duchess of
Langeais" will be released under
the

title

''T^e

of

Eternal Flame"

Those who have seen the
it

is

even

^'Smilin'

a

greater

production

than

is

now making

success

throughout

Through," which

such a sensational

picture declare

the country.

Presented by Josepli

M. Schenck

A First National Attraction
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Trade Boost

Saturday, April

Gets First Runs

via Films

Manufacturer to Pay Cost But Commerce Department To Care for
Foreign Distribution

Fox

Circuit to

Show "Orphans" Over

— Part of Settlement with

Chain

Griffith

on Foreign Rights

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Fox circuit will show "OrWashington The extensive use phans of the Storm" first run over
of films to show American industrial practically the entire chain.
This is

—

and progress abroad is
by the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce. Approximately a dozen films are already
completed or in tiie course of production showing the manufacture of

part of the settlement arranged with
D. W. Grifiith, Inc., over the foreign
rights to "The Two Orphans" on
which "Orphans of the Storm" is
based.
It is understood that the Fox oras many important .American com- ganization is about $60,000 a head of
modities.
the game by virtue of its deal. When
The films are expected to be Griffith started production the Fox
in
countries offices purchased the
especially
valuable
and
English
where it is impossible to reach the Continental rights from the Society
people by means of newspapers and of Dramatic Authors and Composers
other advertisements generally re- of France after the Griffith organizasorted to in the United States. Great tion had failed to strike a deal. The
Britain,
France and Germany al- price was about $25,000.
ready have .distributed large numbers
When "Orphans" was scheduled to
of films of this character. The films, open at the Scala in London, Fox
which have been circulated by the secured an injunction.
deal was

15,

1922

Price 5 Cents

to Town ?
Where are you going to stop?
Let us know so that THE

Coming

May

can be sent you
you posted on
happening.

(gratis) to keep

what

is

planned

1

Will Probably See

Up

Many The-

Running Shows Again
About 2500 Now Closed

aters

FILM DAILY

processes

—

In quarters usually well informed,
the mipression

seems to prevail that
good many theaters will reopen
about May 1. At present there are
a

about 2500 theaters closed.

The

Porto Rican Films
With May

Allison and Robert Ellis
for Associated Exhibitors
E. A.
McManus the Producer

—

Kane yesterday morning
contract with Edward A.
McManus for four features for Associated Exhibitors.
Later in the day
the Atlantic Fruit liner Tanamo sailArthur

signed

S.

a

Julius Cahn-Gus Hill TheatGuide and M. P. Directory annually lists about 10,000 picture theaters m the United States.
Each year
the publishers send
out
questionnaires seeking information to be embodied in the forthcoming issue. This
year of a total of about 10,000 about
2000 were returned unclaimed.
A
second letter sent out by the publishers addressed to the postmasters
in
each of the towns where the letters
were unclaimed brought to light the
fact that about that many theaters
had been converted into different
kinds of businesses including butcher
.shops, garages, warehouses and
the
like or had closed down.
Sidney R. Kent of Famous Players,
111
commenting on the results of the
Cahn-Hill questionnaire, stated yesrical

ed for Porto Rico with McManus,
Charles A. Logue, May Allison, Robert Ellis, a complete cast and a full
complement of cameramen aboard.
A
The four features are to be made in
Griffith Porto Rico, the first to be delivered
tlieii entered upon whereby
paid $85,000 for the rights.
about Aug. 1. Miss Allison and Ellis
In fihn circles it is stated that Grif- are to be featured in the productions,
fith
offered to have an arbitration which will be from the pen of Logue.
board appointed to settle the matter Ellis will also direct.
Griffith then
hut that Fox refused.
MacManus has a fully equipped terday that of the 13,000 theaters listoffered to turn the matter over to the studio located on 34 acres of prop- ed on the Paramount
books, records
Hays organization for adjustment. It erty at San Juan, and access to about showed that about 2,500 were closed.
is said that Fox balked at this on the
2,000 acres of tropical land owned by Kent stated that the condition was
ground that the transaction was a his associates, a number of wealthy not a new one and that most of
the
foreign one and not within the duties Porto Ricans.
houses had been closed for some
of the Hays office.
It is understood
time, in fact, since the slump

of Commerce from time
have met with considerable

Department
to time,
success.

Houses Opening

Under the plan which has been worked out
by the department the cost of producing tlie
film is borne entirely by the manufacturer
who desires to advertise his product and he
has the privilege of employing any commerWhen the film is
cial producer he desires.
completed it is carefully reviewed by a committee of Government ofificials who invite the
attendance at the showing of some picture
expert who is not interested in the producIf the committee
tion of commercial films.
is satisfied that the picture is a faithful portrayal of the manufacturer's methods and
products it is given official standing through
a caption that it was made by such and such
a manufacturer in cooperation with the De-

that the Griffith attitude on this is
that the matter was a domestic one

negotiated

between two

New York

first hit

(Special

Berlin

German Cos.
THE FILM DAILY)

Marks

1,000,000,000
to

— During

in

the past year a re-

the business.

Another Special from Millarde
Harry Millarde will have at least
two Fox specials to his credit for

partment of Commerce and is shown under
the auspices of the United States Government, and copies are sent to the American

offices.

representatives in various foreign countries.
Methods of going into the production of
commercial pictures on a large scale were
discussed in Washington a few days ago at

ago 98,000,000 marks were next season.
One is "The Town
The F. I. L.
in producing units, while to- That
God Forgot" and the other,
has
appointed a new arbitration day over 291,000,000 marks are in- based on "Dr. Rameau," by
George
board composed of I. E. Chadwick, vested.
Of the 200,000,000 mark Oh net. He is now working on a
Merit;
Sydney Harris, Goldwyn; increase, 33,500,000 are credited to big storm set erected in the Fox
Charles Rosenzweig, Universal; W. newly formed companies. These fig- auxiliary studio.
In the cast are
E. Raynor, Pathe, and Murray Beier, ures do not include the U. F. A.'s Charles Richman, Barbara CastleMyriad. The exhibitors on the board increase from 100,000,000 to 200,000,- ton,
Joseph Tooker and
Peggy
are William Brandt, J. Alton Brad- 000 marks.
Shaw.
A considerable portion of this inbury and Charles Peyser.
crease is due to the drop in exchange
Questionnaire to High Schools
and the decreasing purchasing value
Form Canadian Unit
The
National Committee for BetWalter E. Greene and Fred B. of the mark. It is also noticeable that ter Films,
with the National
Warren have organized the Cana- large banking institutions are sup- Board of affiliated
Review,
is
broadcasting
dian Releasing Corp., Ltd., to han- porting many of the companies. The
among some 600 principals of high
dle the product of American Releas- holdings were formerly held, almost
in cities ranging from 5,000
A schools
ing in Canada. J. P. O'Loghlin, for- entirely, by private individuals.
and under, to 75,000 and over, inmer manager of Regal, is at the head rough estimate of the capital invested cluding New York,
a questionnaire
of it. Five offices will be maintained in producing companies in Germany
on motion pictures to be answered
was made recently by the "Filmin the Dominion.
by the students as a lesson in

(Continued on

Page

New

2)

Macloon Going to West Baden
Louis O. Macloon, sales manager
of Oliver Morosco Prod., will attend
the First National franchise holders'

convention at West Baden next
week. Two new productions will be
made by Morosco during the sumbeen decided
mer, but it has not
whether they will be made on the
Coast or in the East.

Arbuckle Film for Rivoli
"Gasoline Gus," starring Roscoe
Arbuckle, is expected to go into the
RivoH the week of April 23.

Big Welcome Planned for Arbuckle
(Special

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Angeles

homecoming

is

in regal style.
pected to line
the station.

— Roscoe

Arbuckle's

to be celebrated here

Large crowds are exhome from

the route

I

I

markable increase
invested in

New York
A year
M. Club of New York invested

German

Arbitrators in

775 Films in Selected List
The seventh annual edition of
"Selected Pictures" lists 775 pictures
drawn from the product of all companies and selected by the review
members of the National Board of

Review.

has been
Film companies.

in capital

Express," the foreign edition of the
"Lichtbilde Buhne," and placed at
over 1,000 000,000 marks.

English.

Special Salesman for Schools
Paul Goldman has been appointed
Reaches Cutting Stage
"Challenge," the first of the Dolores salesman in charge of all non-theatCassinelli pictures, is now being cut rical bookings at the Paramount New
York exchange.
and edited. Toni Terriss directed.

"Challenge"

THE

DAILY

France Progressing
E.

W. Fredman

Sees Great Development in Production There Big
Banks Helping
(Special

Vol.

XX Ho.
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Quotations
F. P.-L

do pfd

s#PG'wyn

—

^m

Not quoted

Loew

IWi

16

16^

28,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World
Quotations by H. Content & Co.
These quotations are as of ThursThe market was closed yesday.
terday, Good Friday.
Magicians' Society Protests
Society of American Magicians, through its president, Harry
Houdini, has sent a letter to managers

The

Broadway theaters, protesting
against the exhibition of any filrns
revealing how magicians work their
Houdini says the letter was
stunts.
prompted because the society understands "a certain film exposing a

of

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)
Under

the

caption,

"France Forging Ahead," Ernest W.
Fredman, of "The Film Renter,"
writes:
"If there is one factor more than another
that will decide the question of bigger and
better films in our kinemas in the near future,
I
am convinced, after paying a visit to
France, that the answer will come from that
country.
It was with the sole idea of acquainting British exhibitors with real news
concerning French film production that I
specially journeyed to Paris last week.
*'I
sat in the projection room of Pathe
Consortium Cinema last week and saw a 35,000 feet picture which held one from start
to finish.
Entitled 'The King of the Beggars,' this serial photoplay is utterly unlike
anything that has been produced in serial
form hitherto.
It is gripping, tells throughout the whole of its length a well-constructed
story, and contains some of the finest acting
1
have ever witnessed.
Another extraordinary production that I saw is entitled 'The
Three Masks.'
This picture contained the
most original and thrilling plot that one could
possibly imagine.
I also witnessed 'The Zone
of Death,' directed by Abel Gance, the man
who made 'J'Accuse.'
In this there is a
very big volcano scene, and the whole scenario is so cleverly constructed and so carefully acted that one is gripped from start to
finish.

Sales
Low Close
High
833^ 82
825^ 12,200
800
96^
96% 96
12,000
7
654

Griffith

London

—

"France

out
tional character.
is

an internaThe industry is being finfor

films

of

anced by bankers and business men who are
determined to raise their country to the first
flight of film producers.
Pathe Consortium
Cinema, the head of which is Dennis Ricaud,
is being financed by one of the biggest banks
in France, and the result will be seen in the
enhanced value of their productions, 'The
King of the Beggars' cost, I understand,
over 2,000,000 francs to produce.
They do
not waste money, but they do get value in
their photoplays.
Films in France are a
serious business, and it is being taken se-
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Trade Boost via Films
(Continued from Page 1)
a special meeting of the National Association of Manufacturers, at which a number of
Government offiproducers were present.
cials

who

are

interested

in

this

method

of

developing our foreign trade addressed the
meeting and told the manufacturers what has
already been accomplished.
The great increase in the exports of moving pictures during the war, declared Dr. .lulius
Klein, director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, although without any intent to advertise American products,

did

much

to

stimulate

the

demand

abroad for many American commodities.
South America especially, he said, was
the case.
jjictures

As a
shown

In

Plans House in Charlottetown
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Charlottetown, P. E. I.— F. G.
Spencer, proprietor of the Prince
Edward and Strand, has purchased
property on the corner of Great
Georfe and Grafton Sts., on which he
will erect a theater.
Spencer is also
building in Fredericton and Woodstock, N. B.

May

Regulate 'Frisco Films

to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco—The M. P. T. O.
will be represented by a special comand
this

(Special

result of the many American
there, American automobiles

supplanted the French
other European cars which formerly were
used exclusively and for the first time in our
history
we were able to sell ready-made
clothing ill countries which in the past had
looked to Paris for their styles.
The National Association of Manufacturers
will make a further study of the subject and
will work out a plan for putting into moving pictures the history of many of our important commodities.

have practically

Losing Ground in Sweden is Claim
According to W. W. Le Mat, of
the Liberty Trading Co., American
pictures are unable to compete with
the German in Scandinavia. Swedish
exhibitors, he says, are able to obtain a German production for less
than half the price of a similar
American release, due to the rate of
exchange.
He states the German
picture is also more to the liking of
the Scandinavians, for the stories are
more serious. and the public enjoys

morbid production. While "BrokBlossoms" made a record in
Sweden, "Way Down East" only
played two weeks, according to Le
riously."
Mat. A good many of the failures
may be accounted for by the lack of
French Claim High Speed Camera advertising and exploitation on the
The Times publishes the following part of the exhibitor. Lobby discable from Paris:
other
and
plays,
posters,
stills
"In the near future movie fans may methods of "putting it over" are
be able to sit leisurely in their plush foreign to the average Swedish exseats and watch on the screens a hibitor.
American methods are only
16-inch shell twist itself slowly from now being introduced in the larger
the mouth of a gun and idle along its cities.

mittee at the hearing of the proposed
city
ordinance regulating pictures,
which is an outcome of the recent

showing

"The Clansman."

of

WANTED
An

old used

Print of

"TARZAN OF THE APES"
Quote price and

particulars

Address:

Tarzan
office

risska,

—

Advertisement
Jean Gregr, 19, JindPrague Czecoslovac Re1605

public

'

a

en

TO RENT
For Film Exchange
Floor 2500 sq. ft. net in heart
of film district.
2 vaults, cutting
and
inspection
rooms,
private offices, etc.
Early possession.
Satisfactory

Reasonable

lease.

ern

Mod-

&

Sons

Apply

a second.

Denny in Northwest Films
"This has been made possible
yesterday that
Universal
stated
through an invention communicated
major illusion, is seeking bookings." to the Academy
appear in a seof Sciences today by Reginald Denny will
Professor Bull. According to a pa- ries of eight Northwest Mounted PoSherwood Says It's All Wrong
per read by Dr. Charles Richet, Pro- lice stories. The first will be released
FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE
fessor Bull has succeeded in obtain- in May.
Los Angeles Robert E. Sherwood, ing through his invention 250 picTwo New Sales
motion picture editor of "Life," says tures in one-one-hundredth of a secthat Hollywood is the most misjudged ond.
"Sawing a Lady in Half" has been
This stupefying speed is oband most highly over-rated com- tained through the use of a prism sold for Greater New York and
munity in the country. Sherwood has turning 100 times a second, which is Northern New Jersey to Alexander
been Inere looking into conditions and lighted by a succession of electric Film, and New England to Sam
has already written some of his ob- flashes and projects images on an
im- Grand of Federated.
servations for his publication.
mobile film."

rent.

Building.

trajectory at a speed of several rniles

Wm.

A. White
Established

46 Cedar
Tel.

1868

Street

5700 John

—

American Opens

in Seattle

Smith Handling Witwer Stories
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ziegfeld Using Radio
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
American Releasing has
Seattle
William G. Smith of Fidelity Pictures, has been appointed personal
Chicago The Ziegfeld, on Michi- opened offices at 2012 3rd Ave., in
Louis
representative for H. C. Witwer, gan Blvd., will install a complete the
old
Realart
quarters.
author of "The Leather Pushers."
radio phone and will start giving Amacher is manager.
afternoon and evening concerts toRichard Barthelmess' next starring day.
Seattle House Again a First Run
This is said to be the first
veiiicle will be "The Bond Boy," by radio in the city in a large theater.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle
George Washington Ogden.
James Q. Clemmer has
The policy has changed and the admissions reduced from $1.10 to 55c. brought the Winter Garden back to
H. A. Spanuth has taken over the first runs and first run prices again
and is said to be doing a splendid
lease.

—

—

—

business.

Empire, Buffalo Back to Films
(Special

to

—

THE

SI'ICD

Retf.

OP

U.

Tlir:

PROGHA.M"

S. Pat, Off.

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo The Empire, managed by
Sam Carver, has abandoned stock and
is
now back to a straight picture
policy.

"The

Lakewood's

The

Largest and Foremost Hotel

LAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment FeatAthletic
and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEBachelor
Meighan,

Daddy,"

starring
Thomas
will be the feature
at the Rialto the week of April 23,
which marks the theater's sixth anniversary.

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

j
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The cause

In the Courts

itkeNews
No. 31

IE

MILE FLIGHT TO BRAZIL—

4,000

the

News

presents

pictures of the
starting
long
the

first

hydroplane

rtuguese
;ht to

Brazil.

LAY BALL!" — Thousands raise the
m coast to coast as the 1922 baseball

cry
sea-

in

Supreme Court Justice Lehman
has denied an application by Arrow
Exchanges, Inc., for an injunction restraining
the
Concord Film ExMorris Feldman of the
changes,
Grand Palace, Newark, and Jacob
Unger, of the Walnut Theater, Newark, from exhibiting "Ten Nights in
a Barroom" in New Jersey and New
York above Yonkers. The
contends that on March 9

plaintiff
last,

it

the

of the action

summons

filed

is

not stated

by Joseph M.

Baum.

The
consented

Blackburn-Velde
Pictures
in the City Court to the

entry of a judgment for $412 in a
suit of Walter R.
Hall for work,
labor and services.
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Angeles
Declaring
that
"Fresh from the Farm," is a dupli-

Los

formally opened.

MADGE EVANS

Says:

DAVID BELASCO
AND HIS ATTENTION
TO DETAIL
MADE HIM FAMOUS
NOTHING

bought the right to this territory from cation of the scenario, "Too Much
Frederick Mixing," which she submitted to
and
Morris
Ginsberg
iCE Cambridge wins Britain's classic on Charles Sumner, and also the rights Christie, July 10, 1921, Mrs. Etta
Thames.
Justice Leh- Weaver Haden is suing for $1,500
to any cause of action.
her news from Hempstead. N. Y.; Cal- man said that prior to the purchase damages
from Christie and Frank
;ta; Baltimore, etc., etc.
of said rights by the plaintiff the de- Rolin Conklin.
THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE
fendants were claiming that their
Near Suit on "School Days"
original grant of the rights had been
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cancelled and that they were producJustice
ing the play themselves.
EDGAR SELDEN
Los Angeles Following the withLehman said that while the clairn of drawal of "School Days" from the WORTH-WHILE PICTURES
CORP.
cancellation "is not very convincing" Kinema after the picture played there
he cannot pass upon the claim before for three days, a law suit almost de- 1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
trial unless plaintiff's damages would
veloped between Warner Bros, and
The court said that it Gore Bros, and Sol Lesser. A setbe serious.
appears that the only damages the tlement was reached whereby the picForm Partnership in N. H.
plaintiff could possibly claim would ture will play in the other 22 thea(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
be the profits earned by the defend- ters operated by Gore Bros, and Leslarding's Company Buys in K. C.
Concord, N. H. Articles of incor(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ants, and it is not claimed they are ser, opening at the Alhambra this poration have been filed by Charas
that
The picture has been widely & Co., of Manchester.
week.
Kansas City, Mo. The Linwood, irresponsible. The court believes
34 Prospect Ave., has been pur- nothing more than an accounting advertised on billboards.
The incorporators are Victor G.
ased by the Capitol Enterprises for could be obtained in the case.
Charas, James A. Broderick and Jas.
Capitol, which was capitalCarlyle Ellis and his company have Vincent Broderick.
0,000.
The object of
id a month ago for $1,000,000 with
Two suits have been filed in the gone to Brookline, Mass., to make a the filing was simply to incorporate
muel Harding as president, plans Supreme Court by Arnold A. Kline two-reeler for the Deaconess Hos- a partnership already existing, and no
control a string of theaters in this and the Arnold Picture Co., against pital, "Heal the Sick."
new enterorise is contemplated.
ritory.
The purchase of the Lin- Ross C. Cropper, the Myriad PicDod is the first to be announced. tures Corp. and Morris Shiller. The
will be operated under a subcom- complaint in one suit alleges that
ny, to be known as the Capitol Lin- the plaintiffs sold the defendants 12
one-reel comedies known as "Merry3od Theater Corp.
time Comedies" for $12,000, which
Wants Child Labor Law Probed
was given in eighteen notes, and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cropper paid $300 down and the
St.
Louis
Mrs. Alice Curtice other defendants $2,100. The comoyer-Wing, industrial commission- plaint alleges that the defendants defor Missouri, has asked Circuit faulted on the note due Jan. 15, and
is

1

IE

—

OXFORD-CAMBRIDGE

BOAT

OVERLOOKED
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH

;

—

—

—

Know What's Going On

—

idge Franklin Miller to include in
s charge to the April term grand
ry instructions to investigate viola)ns of the child labor laws as they
late to the participation of children
programs at picture shows.

Theater Deals
(Special

to

in 'Frisco

THE FILM DAILY)

—

San Francisco O. B. Atkinson
irchased from R. M. Ford the lease
the Palmer, 24th and Castro.
Ford has become a partner in the

roadway

Sam

in

Oakland.

Perlin,

of

the

Strand,

who

Shapro, recently acquired the
ase of the Claremont, Oakland, have
3ught the property on which the
iarement is located and plan imediate steps to remodel.

the balance of fourteen are declared
The second
due, aggregating $9,600.
suit alleges that to induce the plaintiffs to release the defendants from
liability on the notes they induced
contracts
accept
to
plaintiffs
the
valued at $6,000 and $1,500, representing respectively the value of the
foreign rights for films with the Export & Import Film Co., and a cerThe comtain California contract.
plaint alleges that the representation
as to these contracts were false and
fraudulent and claims $10,000 dam-

Eytons En Route for China
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Charles Eyton, gen•al
manager at the Lasky Studio,
:companied by Mrs. Eyton (Kathlyn

—

are on a trip to China,
here they will visit Eyton's sister in
hanghai.
During the eeneral man-

/illiams),

ner's
:t in

absence Victor H. Clarke will
Eyton's position.

Weinberg Goes
(Special

—

to

to Syracuse

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo E. O. Weinberg, manager
the Strand, has gone to Syracuse
take charge of the Strand. Edgar
/eill, manager there, is seriously ill.

;

t

THE FILM DAILY Now

ages.

ith J.

(Special to

Subscribe to

The Fox Film Corp. has sued the
New York Hippodrome for $11,250
breach of a contract for the
"Clyde Cook Comedies." The complaint alleges that in August, last,
the plaintiff agreed to furnish the
Hippodrome the Clyde Cook films
for 32 weeks at $1,000 a week, and
they were to be shown nowhere else
in the world until after each film
had been exhibited at the Hippodrome at least three weeks and
each was to be shown at least five
The defendant ran "The
weeks.
Toreador" for ten weeks and "The
Chauffeur" for ten weeks, and on
Jan. 21 last refused to show any
for

more

Tribune
suit

against

in

the

Florence

Productions

Supreme
Reed for

have
Court
$4,143.

St.,

Kindly enter

my

New York

City

subscription to

The Film Daily

for

year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including
1921

Year

Weekly Reviews

Name
Theatre

Address

1

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10'

films.

The
filed

The Film Daily
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— Foreign,

pages

$15
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Mid- West Notes
(Special

Sunday's Issue

Chicago A meeting of the new
success:
board of directors with authority to
officers for the Illinois M. P.
will be held Tuesday, and
officers for the next year will be
then elected.
elect

T.

O.,

him."

In the first place, never take
a safe job simply because it is safe
and carries a good salary.
Don't
ask what it is, ask rather what it will
"1.

lead to.

A small fire in the wings of the
Senate last Sunday caused a riot in
the theater, and only the coolness
of the employees prevented any accidents.
Crossed wires was the
cause.

Jack Dempsey in ForGeorge
II.
Hamilton,
of
the
George Hamilton Corp., was in
Chicago yesterday transacting busi-

eign Battlefields
200,000 See

Opening

of

If a young man is not loyal to
firm he will never rise in it.
Think well of your firm, and then
you will speak well of it.
many
"2.

How

men drift without any real bad intent into a kind of sub-conscious attitude of hostility towards their employer?
This leads to crabbing the
business outside and to friction in the
working of it inside.

—

"3. The next rule is
do not waste
your time watching the clock. The
H. C. Phillips, auditor for Vita- clock watcher is learning not to congraph, was suddenly taken ill last centrate on the matter in hand,
and
week and had to be operated on for concentration is the key to success

First Picture of Mrs.

Harding's Spring Hat
and Other News Events

appendicitis.

No

Censors in Mississippi

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY

—

Miss. The
Jackson,
Missis
Legislature has adjourned wil
enacting tlie censorship bill.

Iiis

ness with First National.

Baseball Season

15,

Beaverbrook on Success
find another job at once.
If he
Here are six rules which Lord not leave, his firm should fire hi
Beaverbrook thinks will bring about it would be a real act of merci

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Saturday, April

in

business, as

Man

it

is

in

war.

According to the N. A. M. ]
states
in
which censo

oilier

passage during the ses
were South Carolina
Kentucky. In Louisiana the L
lature will convene next montl
a 60 day sessions, and in Ge
the
Legislature
will
convent
June for SO days.
failed of

year

this

Sharon Theater Damaged
(Special

to

Sharon, Pa.

THE FILM

DAILTi

— Fire

at the Sta:
damage of $5,000. The fire start
an electrically-controlled piano
crossed wires. The loss is fully

human, and therefore
Aaron Jones, president of Jones,
all
men grumble at times but a
Linick & Schaefer is now back
persistent grumbler is a terror to a ered by insurance.
home, having returned from Europe,
business and a curse to himself.
Chiefs do not like to believe in men
Kansas City Theater Sold
Joseph Rhode, president of the
who
are always full of grievances.
DAIL'
(Special to THE FILM
Wisconsin M. P. T. O., was a visitor
"5. Never
Kansas City The Brooklyn
say:
'That's not my
at the Illinois headquarters.
job.'
If you are wrong, it is inex- has been sold to G. E. Martin.
F. Dittman, of Freeport, 111., cusable: if you are right, it is all the
J.
Springfield Mo. The Empres
will open his new Lindo. on the first more irritating. Your job is to make
the firm a success; how the work been taken over by A. L. Moc
of May. It will have 1200 seats.
"4.

is

—

—

Texas Theater Changes
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Knox City, Tex.
building, Fourth St.
being torn

i.s

—The

is

old Culver
and Central Ave.,

away preparatory

Two Houses

to

erecting a new brick building.
Part of the new building is to be
occupied by a picture show.

—

Elgin, Tex.
Mr. Nichols, of the
Imp, has rented the Masonic BIdg.,
which is being remodeled inside with
inclined floor and other improvements for a theater.

(Special

—

Fox

—

Old

Mill, to take the place of

A. Sellers.

—

St.

Fox

"The Siren

which Dorothy Dalton
leading role, starts at the
April 17.

—A

111.
print
Jacob's,
of a
feature "The Challenge of the

The

loss was slight
films destroyed.

Call," in

will play the

St.

Louis

— T.

Hill
Inc.

as manager for Wid
Hill plans to join

of

Gunning,

American

Releasing.

Lasky studio
Altering Vitagraph Office in

''MOTHER'S

Mo.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Louis The Vitagraph office
undergoing extensive repairs and

St.

projection room is
being enlarged, and three small film
vaults are being installed.

The

alterations.

IS

Tie-ups

H. McKean, son

G. M. McKean, manager for William Fox here, has succeeded C. D.

is

Special

from the

(Special

(Special

DAY"

aside

McKean Replaces Hill
to THE FILM DAILY)

—

filming of

THE FILM DAILY)

a Sunshine comedy were
destroyed by fire last Wednesday,
during a performance at the Star.

as manager.

Greenville, Tex.
Sale of the Lyric
to the Greenville Amusement Asso.,
by E. J. Lamkin, was made by Lamkin and Jack Lilly.

The

"6.

M. Law," and

Carthage, Tex. R. H. Stephens of
Sheridan, Ark., has been secured by
C. A. Foster to take charge of the

Texas

THE FILM DAILY)

Prints Lost in Fire
to

Have

Radio

Been

Prepared For

"MOTHER flfRNAl"
See M. P. World of April 22.
Book It Through Your Nearest

GRAPHIC FILM

EXCHANGE

(Special

in Evansville
to

Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Evansville, Ind.
Patrons of the
Victory, home of First National attractions here, are to have radio music

with

tlieir

pictures.

Dagle
(Special

to

in Carbondale,

111.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

distributed

is

a

matter of small

importance.

111.

Elgin, 111.
A. C. Muutz and Chas.
L. Garrison have purchased property
on Grove Ave. and will build immediately.
Ralph Crocker, owner of the
Star, has purchased an adjoining lot
upon which he planned to build a
1,500 or 2,000 seat theater.

(Special

Dallas, Tex. J. B. Robertson has
been appointed assistant manager of

the

to

for Elgin,

Carbondale,
III.
Jean
Dagle,
formerly of Murphysboro and Gillespie. 111., has taken over the Barth.

The man who does

his

Kansas City—S. W. Hilso:
work tends opening his new house in jo
being City, Kan., some time in April,

only because he is afraid of
sacked should leave his business and

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
tf
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

if
if
if
if
if
if

j'l

house

will

seat 600.

Barnes Printing Company,

Inc.

''We Never Disappoint"

Now

229

W.

Located

at

28th Street

Telephones: Watkins

1416 and 1417
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Many Laughs and
Owen Moore in
"REPORTED MISSING"

DIRECTOR

Henry Lehrman
Henry Lehrman
Lewis Allen Browne

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Jules Cronjager

WHOLE

AS A

Delightful combination of
humor, new gags and thrilling melodrama.
Should go over big. Filled to the brim with
laughs and suspense
STORY
Allows star plenty of room for excellent comedy acting and provides a whirlwind

climax

DIRECTION

Splendid.

Good

selection of types

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good. Adds a few laughs
with some clever trick work and one or two
unusual angles

Good
of his very best

work

in this

role

Very good. Includes Pauline Garon,
SUPPORT
Tom Wilson and Togo Yamamoto
EXTERIORS
Suitable

INTERIORS
DETAIL

O. K.
Adequate.

Some

clever titles

CHARACTER OF STORY
youth

is

servant.

Rich and foolish
Shanghaied with his girl and darkey
Returns to fight scheming Chinese

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,900 feet

"Reported Missing" is an excellent all around production that combines real humor with some serious
melodrama and results in an entertainment that will
The story unfolds simply and
delight picturegoers.
runs along in a consistent manner providing untold
opportunities for the star to display his powers of
high comedy and ending in a thrilling and smashing
climax.

Owen Moore takes advantage of each situation, dramatic or comic, and gets the utmost result from it.
This time he presents a character simple and roman-

Get Hold
Box

of

1922

is

about to do his first day's work as president of a
steamship company.
Besides having been born a
"nut" he has developed into a fool and a "boob." A
variety of very comical happenings force him into a
situation where he must fight
and it is then that he
delivers the goods in a thrilling and whirlwind fashion.
Director Lehrman has placed the star in a variety
of situations all showing him to the best of advantage. The continuity is good and runs along smoothly,
speeding up considerably at the finish. The photography helps considerably in heightening the comedy
moments and intensifying the drama. Clever camerawork and some unusual perspectives add to the

—

pleasures in this ofifering.

Garon makes

In the cast Pauline

and keeps action running

LIGHTINGS
Does some
STAR

16,

Thrills Galore in This One
He plays the part of a rich young man who
tic.

Selznick-Select

AUTHOR

Sunday, April

tory leading lady, while

Tom

a very satisfacWilson, as the darkey

one long scream. He will get a lot of apwhen he whips out his oversized
razor and says that he is going to make yellow conTogo Yamamoto is the
fetti out of every oriental.
crafty oriental and does splendid work in the bad man
role.
Robert Cain and Frank Wunderlee are also in
valet, is just

plause at the climax

the support.

Deals with a rich young man who has inherited a steamship line. His girl wants him to send
out all the ships while his crafty advisors desire to sell
out to a Chinaman. They manage to kidnap both the
The negro servant folgirl and the young president.
Story

:

lows and

all

three are landed on a ruffian's brig. "Rob-

says the girl to the rich young man, "I wish you
would beat up every one of these ruffians." He re-

ert,"

hope you get your wish." Then the boat is
stranded upon a reef and the captain commences to
dispose of those who eat too much. Fun follows. The
hero signals a passing warship while the Chinaman
captures the girl and rushes to land in a fast motor
boat. The battleship provides an aeroplane and drops
a few bombs in the path of the boat. The final climax comes in the home of the Chinaman and a most
thrilling fight is carried on by the hirelings of the rich
Chinaman and the U. S. sailors who come to the aid
plies, "I

of the hero.

This One.

Sure

to Satisfy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This looks like a full house. Will drive away the
blues from the box office and give the people their
money's worth. "Reported Missing" is a thoroughly
satisfying ofifering and will please all classes of audiences.
Don't hesitate but get behind this one, because it is full of real good laughs and plenty of surefire stuff that will bring the house down with cheers.

You have the star's name and along with this you
may promise a delightful entertainment. You can talk
about

it

and safely

call

it

one of the most amusing pro-

Mention some of the stunts
and tell them some of the funny things that this rich
young man does. The thrilling climax will keep them
on edge.
ductions of the season.

Sunday, April

16,

fj^ES

1922

DAILV

This

One Sure

to

Vera Gordon and Dore Davidson

Be Compared With "Humoresque
in

"THE GOOD PROVIDER"
Cosmopolitan Prod.

DIRECTOR

Frank Borzage
Fannie Hurst
John Lynch
Chester Lyons

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

,

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

box

STORY

No
more

plot, just real

life,

humor and

people living real

like

to themselves

DIRECTION

Excellent

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STARS
Remarkably
ring true to

Usually good
fine performances, always

life

SUPPORT

William "Buster" Collier, Jr., and
Vivienne Osborne well suited; minor parts
adequately handled

EXTERIORS

Satisfactory

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
First rate

CHARACTER OF STORY
of a Jewish father

force

him

Incidents in the

whose grown children

into the city to live

life

finally

and bring about

his ruin

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

7,600 feet

"The Good Provider" is
that Fannie Hurst wrote and Frank Borzage directed
"Humoresque." If this had not happened it is possible, of course, that "The Good Provider" might never
have been made. But on the other hand, it would have
great difficulty with

stood a better chance on its own. Because inevitably
this will be compared with "Humoresque."
And,
while it is a fine production, and a mighty good story,
it

lacks the box office qualities that put

"Humoresque"

by itself, and started the long line of "mother
love" productions that followed.

in a class

"The Good Provider"
Box

—All

Its

which

below that of "Humoresque."

is

Possibly the difficulty

is

that an

efifort

has been

made

to

stress

the importance of the father of a family

rather than the mother.
result

is

definite

—

it

But whatever the cause the
the same man-

fails to register in

There

is

little

of a so-called story in the current

almost without

But still has an
appeal that the large majority of present day oflferings
mighty rightly envy. It's heart interest is intense and
above all it is human and real. If a cameraman had
been concealed in an invisible cloak and kept a photopicture.

It is

plot.

graphic record of the incidents

in the lives of Julius

Binswanger, his wife Becky, and their two children
and then told you the picture had been filmed from
real life, you would hardly be inclined to doubt him.
That is the impression the picture makes.
Director Borzage has handled

it

He

intelligently.

has the knack of putting in the right touch where it
belongs and he makes his people act as the moment
requires. Added to this he has the talented and capal)Ie response of Vera Gordon and Dore Davidson, two

unusual types

who not only look
They are ideally

but act

realities,

not

suited and oflfer remere "roles."
markably fine performances. "Buster" Collier does a
good bit, too. The titles are rather numerous, but

they are splendid.

Binswanger's children are no longer satisfied with the good small town home he has provided
through years of labor.
He submits when "mamma"
begs him to go to the city. Finally the blow strikes.
Binswanger's money is all gone and he is about to
take his own life that his wife and children will get
His daughter's marriage to a rich
the insurance.
young man prevents it and they return to the country
and live happily once more.
Story

Name

:

Applies

—to

the

Box

Office

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You know what "Humoresque" did for you and the
office.
Then take a look at this and see if you can
figure out how you can do as well. Certainly you have

box

good picture to start with. But you are liable to
overstep and enthuse and you want to make sure you
have no comebacks afterwards.
You have Fannie Hurst's name and the stars. They
are very popular.
And you can mention Borzage's
name as the man who directed "Humoresque."
In
all you have a fine combination.
Then, too, some of
a

certain level,

ner that established the former production.

the cameraman has followed
them about and photographed them unknown
lives;

—

.

office attraction; great

entertainment in realities of
pathos

"The Good Provider" is a mighty good picture.
can't get away from that
and you don't want to.
But try as you wish you can't make it rise above a

You

—Paramount

>>

the

New York

several said

it

dailies

was

gave

this a great write-up

better than

"Humoresque."

and
This

can be used to advantage.

you have a strong Jewish clientele
It will stand it.
for your house then go the limit.
Talk about it as a story of Jewish life, true in every
way. For it is. As far as that goes any audience will
"Is a father anyenjoy it. For catchlines this idea
thing but 'The Good Provider?' See how human a
If,

incidentally,

:

father can be at the blank theater."

pi
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These aids were used

in

a sweeping exploifaf ion campaign
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attraction
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publieitLjand
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WMITE LETTERING ON BLUE
BACKGROUND, STRING ATTACHED

exploitation
aids, In

addition

to wonderful

box -office

features.
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SEE
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TWO COLORS.

FRIEND'
directed tij WILL NIGH

^t another
bet in the

YouVe
bi(^

attractive title,
backed bij a sta r
of

unquestionecL

ability
in

bank: book:
LITMOGRAPME.D

m

NATURAL

COLOCi S.

and popularity

an elaborate and

beautiful

human

I

Lj

staged

interest story.
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Typical Western Atmosphere
"Big Boy" Guinn Williams

"BLAZE AWAY"
Lorenzo

di

Inc.

— State

DIRECTOR

from the

Curran

Bruce Boteler

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

'

Not credited
John Stumar

WHOLE

Average western contains fair
action and plenty of "atmosphere" in exteriors
STORY
Of a familiar order with the usual casualties, intrigue and romantic twist

DIRECTION

Satisfactory; gets in sufficient

action but

makes no bid

new

for anything

PHOTOGRAPHY

Natural

Guinn Williams can smile and
Molly Malone a pleasing heroine; Ed-

ward Borman the

villain

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pretty

Few
Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Hero ranch hand

lands scheming villain where he belongs and

wins the owner's daughter

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Thos^ who
oughly well

4,548 feet

revel in western subjects will be thor-

with "Blaze Away." It contains
sufficient action to carry it through, plenty of fast riding and a thrill or two that most of them may have
seen before, but they are realistically done arid get
results in the way of giving admirers of this type of
entertainment what they want. The automobile going
over the embankment is first rate and "Big Boy" Wilsatisfied

liams does a

"Tom Mix" down

is

the mountainside on

Where western

The usual romantic
brought about through the ranch owner's
daughter and her admiration for the daring rescues
and fights of hero "Big Boy." One of his encounters
with the foreman is a rather comic bit because the
hero has the advantage over the foreman, a bully, who
resorts to a pick for protection from hero's fists.
ing of the unsuspected foreman.

twist

is

The

director keeps the piece

subjects are popular you can un-

of the previous

if

you have

"Big Boy" Williams west-

erns and found that your folks approved of him, you

can give his

name

a little extra

them he does some more

prominence and

fine riding

tell

and fighting

in

"Blaze Away."

The

title

isn't

moving

at a fairly

good

toward the ending with gradeliminations of the villain and his accomplices.
Fine locations offer picturesque backgrounds and the
I)uilds steadily

ual

photography is very good. The star is thoroughly
capable of winning admiration through his smile and
ability to put up a good fight, but beyond that he is

His bashful suitor plays are greatly overdone.
Molly Malone is a pleasing heroine and
the customary types of bad men are capably portrayed by Edward Burns and Edward Sloman. William Curran offers a bit of humor in the role of a Mexican would-be fighter.
inclined to overact.

Story

Pop Melody, owner of a ranch, has
Tuck Martin, his foreman. Tuck is

:

full

confidence in

jeal-

ous of Big Boy, a ranch hand, favored by Pop's daughter, Molly, in preference to Tuck.
The latter schemes
with a rival ranch owner, Lang, to get control of the
Melody ranch. They plan an unsuccessful attack upon
Pop's life. Then Tuck decides to kidnap Molly. Big

Boy

rescues her and fights Tuck and his crowd single
handed, finally sending Tuck over the embankment
and winning Molly as a reward.

Who

Like Westerns

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

doubtedly put this one over very well and

shown any

Later there's the rescue of the heroine
who is carrying her oflf on his horse.

villain

Will Meet With Approval of Those
Box

Unoriginal

story is more or less familiar in substance. It
the old case of the ranch hand disclosing the schem-

pace and

Very good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
"Big Boy"
fight;

is

1922

16,

The

Rights

W. Hughes

AUTHOR
AS A

Though Story
horseback.

in

Sunday, April

and won't mean a great deal unless you exploit
Stills

bit.

know

it

is

and posters
a

in

Boy' was only a ranch hand but
the

owner that

misplaced.

lobby will

western and catchlines such as

See

his

how

blank theater."

it

:

a

thern

let

" 'Big

took him to show

confidence in the foreman

was

'Big Boy' saves the ranch and

wins the owner's daughter.
particularly pertinent to the story

the

it

'Blaze

Away'

is

at the

I

THE
Sunday, April

16,

Stl
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Star Plays Rajah in Story of British Secret Service
Earle Williams in

tography

"THE MAN FROM DOWNING STREET"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

Edward

Jose

AUTHORS

Clyde Westover, Lottie Horner and
Florine Williams
SCENARIO BY
Bradley J. Smollen
Ernest Smith
AS A
Will likely satisfy those who
favor mystery stories regardless of probabilities
STORY
Retains fine suspense all right but is
rather too involved to be comprehensive
DIRECTION
Is inclined to confuse the spectator because of desire to create atmosphere of
mystery

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Usually good
Impersonates a Rajah satisfactorily
SUPPORT
Adequate with parts rather evenly
balanced includes Charles Hill Mailes, Boris
Karloff, Betty Ross Clarke, Henry Burrows,
Kathryn Adams, Herbert Prior and Eugenia
;

Gilbert

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
.

Suitable

r

Appears correct

CHARACTER OF STORY

British officer imper-

sonates Rajah to learn which of fellow officers
in India has turned traitor

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
As

far as

liams' latest,

mystery

stories

4,950 feet

go probably Earle Wil-

"The Man From Downing

Street" will

prove nearly as interesting as the usual run.
to this element there

mosphere of

India,

to carry

it

cerned.

They

is

a

more

Added

or less satisfactory at-

though there has been no attempt

out in a big

way

as far as settings are con-

are quite suitable but there

lavish or spectacular about the production.

is

nothing

The pho-

good and there

one scene particularly
that is interesting that of the Cafe Jumna. An eflfective lighting makes the scene stand out as unusual.
When the set is darkened for the dancer to perform
the guests at each table are dimly lighted by rays
reflecting from the tables.
It does seem that with no less than three authors
co-operating, they might have conceived a more ingenious plot than this because there is nothing strikingly original about a British officer and the girl secret
service operator. It is satisfactory as far as mystery
stories go, but then there is nothing to distinguish it
from any other. It is in the "average" class.
A suitable cast has been selected to assist the star
and on the whole everyone does good work. Earle
Williams doesn't look sufficiently like a Rajah to fool
a real Rajah, though he succeeds in doing it in the
picture.
His make-up appears quite complete, even
is

is

—

to his hands,
in

an

browned

The director,
cHmax with suspense, aphis way to cast suspicion on

for the occasion.

effort to build to the

pears to have gone out of

everyone except the guilty one and while he unmistakably throws the spectator off the track of the villain, at the same time he causes some confusion that
There are a great
is not satisfied in the denouement.
many titles and some could be more explicit.
Story
Capt. Kent is sent to India to discover which
of the officers there is translating secret codes and
selling the information to the natives. Kent is introduced into the colony by Col. Wentworth as Rajah
:

Rhonda, only the Colonel knowing his
There are three or four suspects and

real identity.
finally

Kent

makes definite preparations to get the guilty one. He
accuses Capt. Graves, whose wife has had an affair
with Maharajah Jehan. She kills herself and Wentworth assumes she was the guilty one. Kent thereupon arrests the Colonel, who breaks down and confesses.

Depends Upon Whether or Not They Like Mystery Pictures
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

de-

of discovering a leakage in the British code messages.

pends upon whether or not your folks like mystery
stories. If they do^ give it to them and they will most
likely be satisfied. If, from past experience, you know
they don't take to this type of entertainment, then it
won't do. You can talk about the surprise ending and
of course play up the fact that it is the story of a British secret service agent sent to India lor the purpose

Exploitation should be easy. You can dress your
attendants as Rajahs and use the accompanying decorations for the lobby if you care to go to a little extra

With "The Man From Downing

Street"

it

all

trouble.

Use

ferent role in

name and say he has a dif"The Man From Downing Street."

the star's

Catchlines of the usual variety might also get them
interested.

J

^^ PICTURES

INC.

M

presents

in

SHOULD
HUSBANDS

>^^;

^.0

KNOW?
From Anna Kitherine Green's
Great Society Drama "Jke Ulayor'sVife/
Directed by KENNETH

WEBB

Kenneth Webb is now completing this
production which we announce without
reservation as the biggest and finest Betty
Blythe star-production ever made.

This tremendously popular and beautiful
girl has an overpoweringly big role in
this nationally known emotional and
society drama from the novel "The
Mayor's Wife" by Anna Katherine Green.

Our Home

Office can book in conjunction
with a limited number of big first runs
Miss Blythe and her splendid act
for personal appearances. Such
booking can be handled only
through our New York

Home

Office.

rf^^W*^

^

We expect to be able to ship prints to our
score of exchanges in the next two weeks.
Arrange an immediate screening for this
record-maker. It will be one of the pictures
^:^^Y-^v

that will "save your life" this Spring
you "need big ones."

RELEASING
WALTER

E-

GREENE,

'Trei^Jmi

CORPORATION
F.

B

WARREN,

fut-'haiJt^i

15W.44'>'St.N.Y.C.'-Phones:V(mderbilt7078-9

"T * v-;:!^^^ ?

when
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Moralizing Story Makes Mild Offering
Elaine Hammerstein in

more

"RECKLESS YOUTH"

popularity.

DIRECTOR

Ralph Ince

Cosmo Hamilton
Edward J. Montagne
Jack Brown and Jules Cronjager

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMEN
AS A

WHOLE

Very slow moving production
based upon Flapper problems with doubtful
entertainment value
Filled with sex stuff but very artifiSTORY
cial

material for the star

DIRECTION
to

Forced

Conventional.

to resort

much padding

more

Fair
All right

may wane

but popularity

with

stories like this

SUPPORT

Niles

Welch does good work

as

Cast includes Huntley Gordon,
Louise Prussing and Frank Currier
Fair
EXTERIORS
Realistic boat wreck.

Titles

Good
wordy

and preaching

CHARACTER OF STORY
and a

dull

home

girl

To

escape convent

marries rich young man,

but learns to love him only after some adventures into New York night life

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The
plot

is

fault

5,700 feet

with "Reckless Youth"

weak, the action

is

is

the story.

The

slow and the situations

in-

Elaine

terrupted with preaching and morality

titles.

Hammerstein

in pleasing in

tries

hard and succeeds

and unconvincing

spite of the difificult

Star's

Name

role,

Will
Box

"Reckless Youth"
stein's best

and

will

add

see her and

little

HammerHow-

to her popularity.

many admirers who

will be willing to

your people are

eflforts

of

the

at all critical

star,

di-

and able cast are

unable to make a good picture of a fundamentally poor
story.

The

along conventional lines and things
happen just as you expect them to, thus doing away
with the agreeable element of surprise. The climax
plotting

is

is done in a most realistic fashion.
The scenes are
taken on a yacht where the reckless girl is compromised but is saved by a dramatic collision in the fog.
When it is all over you are told that this is only a
dream. In reality the girl has not been on the boat

all this

while under ether

this offering is built

Niles

pleasing.

The

sing,

They

and dreamt

The

in the hospital.

towards

rest of

this climax.

Welch does good work

her freedom.

in the part of the rich

girl in

order to give her

entire cast are cooperative and

include Huntley Gordon, Louise Prus-

Frank Currier and Constance Bennett.

Story

:

Youth cannot endure remaining home with

her domineering grandparents and she therefore packs
her bag and goes over to John Martin's cottage. John
does his best to make her comfortable and brings her
to his grand city home.
To avoid talk they marry
and the heroine proceeds to seek adventure and gaylife of New York.
But without her
good many of the titles talk about "paying the piper" and advise girls not to flirt with men
if they are not willing to pay dearly.
The climax
comes where the heroine imagines herself abducted on
a rich man's yacht and the victim of indecent advances.
She wakes up to find her husband bending over her
bed in the hospital where she was taken after the

ety in the night

husband.

A

automobile accident.

Draw But

Don't

Make Promises

It might go
ical story then this will not satisfy them.
over with an average audience who like sex stuff and
admire Miss Hammerstein. Mention her former productions, especially "Why Announce Your Marriage,"

about the story lay stress upon the realclimax which includes the steamer collision in
the harbor while the bad man is attacking the girl in

and

in talking

istic

a cabin.

Posters and

her in far better stories.
If

The combined

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

not one of Elaine

is

but a few

will be happy to
overlook the story. She
will satisfy her admirers but make no promises in connection with this one or you are likely to have some
complaints. Use the star's name to attract her friends
who will be glad to see her although they have seen

ever, she has

one will certainly injure her

young man who marries the

leading man.

INTERIORS
DETAIL

this

at all but has suflfered a taxicab accident

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Pleasing

like

rector, photographers, title writers

Selznick-Select

AUTHOR

stories

and demand a log-

stills

will

help attract and catchlines

should follow along the lines of the

title.

'

J

THE

s^m

DAILY
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Mild Offering With "Movie" Situations
Al. Gilbert Prod, present

"THE BOOTLEGGERS"
Prod. Security Corp.

—Wid

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Acting only average

constructed photo-drama.

STORY

The

Gunning

Anthony G. Trigili
Mild entertainment and poorly

WHOLE

All situations done

Conventional.

many

times before

DIRECTION

Fair.

detail that has little

Introduces a good deal of
to do with the story

PHOTOGRAPHY

Average

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Plain
Cast includes

Not over convincing.

Walter

Paul

Miller,

W.

Panzer

and

Norma

Shearer

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

O. K.

Poor
Average
Scheming villain

CHARACTER OF STORY
lures

two orphan

girls

on

Evil

his schooner.

intentions followed by storm, wreck, wireless
call for

help and aeroplane rescue

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The Bootleggers"

is

5,500 feet

about an average

presents a mild entertainment.

oflfering

The same type

and

of pic-

ture has been done several times before and outside of

has no distinguishing appeal. It is built upon
a skeleton that has framed many productions.
You
have a poor orphan girl and her sick sister. You have
the

title

the bad

man who
way

thrills in the

gets

them

in his

boat and you have

of fire, wreck, fights

and aeroplane

Title
Box

Tlic title

is

then

this

attractive but (nitside of that there

is

the line of a story or novel situation
offering is not the one that is going to
in

You know your

it

is

has very

title

little

While

do with the story.

to

evident that the crew on the schooner

is

a

tough

bunch there is nothing but a title to show that the
villain is engaged in rum-running.
The bad men are

more concerned with women than they are with booze.
The director has not succeeded in making the most
of his situations. The detail is careless and the interiors are obviously painted sets.
The climaxes, distributed throughout the production at about equal in-

without foreshadowing and without dramatic introduction. They just happen.
In the cast Walter Miller has the role of the hero
while Jose Fernand plays the bad man. The orphan
sisters are played by Norma Shearer and Jane AUyn.
Hazel Flint makes a satisfactory accomplice to the villain while the other members of the cast include Jules
Cowles and Lucia B. Seger.
Story
Deals with an orphan shop girl who is the
sole support of her sickly sister. Into their life comes
a gentleman smuggler who induces them to take a
tervals, occur

:

trip on his ship.
In the meantime the jilted companion of the smuggler reveals the plans to the revenue men and the lover of the girl gets the ship's locaOn
tion by wireless and starts out in an aeroplane.
the ship the girls are attacked by the villain and a
rough sailor but are saved by a storm which wrecks

the boat and sends them

all

into the sea.

One

of the

landed on a desert island with the smuggler
and the other is washed up on another shore of the
same island and is picked up by an old hermit. Then
comes the hero in his flying machine. Three mild
sisters is

then recorded.

thrills are

Hero

fights the villain, the

sisters meet and a passing ship picks them up.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

in tlic picture to attract.
It will only please
an audience that isn't very particular and don't care
one way or the other about things being probable in
a picture. If your people are at all critical and demand

satisfy them;

rambling and the acting

Your Best Drawing Card

little

something

is

not very convincing.

Roy Sheldon
Thomas F. Fallon
Thomas F. Fallon

SCENARIO BY

The construction

rescue.

people best and you

know how far
and make sure.
Use

the

they will go

title

in

— better

putting

this

sec this one

one

over.

Many

opportunities present themselves in this regard.
catchline

may

read:

A

"If the prohibition officers are

looking for

Bootleggers they

week

(Blank) theater."

at the

first

will

find

them next
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Plenty of Mystery in Houdini's Latest
Houdini

Then

in

"THE MAN FROM BEYOND"
Houdini Picture Corp,

DIRECTOR

Burton King
Houdini

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Coolidge Streeter
Messrs. Ruby, Zuker, Fisch-

CAMERAMEN

Dunmyer and

beck, Penrod,

AS A

WHOLE

Littlefield

building

steadily

which, however, has

little

toward

..

satisfaction

in

its

improbable nature;
all suspense
Sustains interest splendidly and

.It is of the fantastic,

puts over

thrill at close in fine style

PHOTOGRAPHY

Average

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Scores

Frequently too bright
his inning in daring escapes and

the rescue in the rapids

SUPPORT

No

particularly

good acting;

lead-

ing lady screens poorly; Nita Naldi in a short
role as a

near-vamp.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fair

reincarnation

Treats mildly of

theory but chief mission

is

to

thrills

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

artificial

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY.
provide

some

Suffice,

6,200 feet

best feature about this picture

the familiar,

is

but none the less thrilling, sequence of the daring
rescue in the rapids. It is one of the "Way Down
East" and "Wild Honey" variety and as in the other

two

forms the climax of the story and closes
the picture with a genuine wallop of a thrill. Houdini
swims the rapids of Niagara to rescue the heroine and
the camera has registered some fine shots of this feat.
pictures,

Should

Do

if

Box
In view of the

in

The

come

in

suitable.

is mystery and they
on in one sequence after another. At
intervals it permits of thrills for the star to perform,
such as escaping from a padded cell in a sanitarium,
and the swim in the rapids. There is a well sustained
interest because of the accumulative suspense that is
created and maintained to the end, although it may
be that the denouement will not prove satisfying in
view of the great amount of mysterious incidents that
precede it and that are not entirely or fully
explained finally. The picture has evidently been cut
considerably and none too carefully.
There are
numerous short flashes separated by sub-titles that

make

it

choppy occasionally.

it

The

cast

is

ad^equate

but there are no outstanding performances and the
leading lady is a poor screen type. She photographs
very badly at times.
Story

Hillary had been incased in ice for one

:

hundred years and upon his revival events continue,
He meets the girl
for him, just where he left ofif.
he believes is the one he loves. Instead she is the
he loved. A Dr.
wants to marry her holds lier father a

great great grandchild of the

Trent who

woman

money. How
Hillary saves her from being forced into marrying
Trent and later rescues her from the rapids, completes the story which is more involved than noted
prisoner

in

a

plot

to

get the

girl's

here.

of Story

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

fame gained by Houdini through

getting people to

this exception the settings

chief element in the plot

They Favor This Type

his

mystifying performances and marvelous escapes from
straight jackets, etc., you probably won't have much
difficulty

With

and locations are quite
keep piling

contains theories and above

DIRECTION

which

climax

a

denouement

STORY.

falls,

The picture contains an atmosphere of mystery,
opening with the discovery of a man incased in ice
and his subsequent resuscitation after being frozen in
the ice one hundred years. The exterior of the ship
is a studio set and an obviously poor and unreal imitation of the real thing.

Creates intense atmosphere of

mystery,

there are interspersed scenes of the

increase the suspense.

and see the

Houdini has appeared frequently in vaudeville
and in case your patrons may have seen his "illusions,"
as he calls them, they will be interested to see what
he has to ofifer in a motion picture.

You

can promise them a satisfying mystery story

and give the most importance

A

rapids.

doubtedly

picture.

ture.

the

short trailer of this sequence would unsuffice to

bring them back to see the pic-

Another feature which might attract would be

them about the man who came
being incased in ice for a hundred years.

catchlines telling
life

to the rescue in

after

to
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THIS IS TO CERTIFY:

That "When Romance Rides"

played last night to the
higgest gross receipts for

any one night in the history
of the Capitol Theatre.
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this 10th day of
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'When Romance
Hides is a Boxthat

"

Office

Hit

!

the best Zane Grey. It has
that outdoor quaUty so necessary
to an action story. It has a stirring
horse race, where "Wildfire"
dashes to the front in a real
moment of thrills. It has a rescue
from a great danger, the ordeal
of a great love. It has everything
that picture'goers really want.

There is only one reason why
you should play this picture— it
will do a smashing business I

A BENJAMIN
CLAIDE ADAMr
CAPL GANTVOORT

B.HAMPTON
PRODUCTION

AND

JEAN HERS^MOLTi

ADAPTED FROM TME NOVEL

"WILDFIRE
Br

DISTRIBUTED BY

ZANC GREY

^C^LD^VYM
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Has Role With Less Action Than Usual For Him

Russell

William Russell

according to the popularity of the star. The story is
from Sewell Ford's "Cherub Divine" and gives Russell

in

"MONEY TO BURN"
Fox

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Sewell Ford

SCENARIO BY

Not credited
David Abel

.Average entertainment with star
in a role that suits his personality and ability
Romance dealing with stocks, riches
STORY
and a Countess mild sprinkling of comedy
DIRECTION. .Gives story an adequate production
and has selected good supporting company for
.

.

;

.

.

star

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Standard
Will please admirers in this

SUPPORT

Sylvia Breamer suitable leading lady;
Harvey Clark fine in comic butler role; others
Hallam Cooley and Otto Matieson

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate
Regulation

^mple

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rich and lucky, he

nearly loses a fortune trying to prove to girl he

can keep away from the stock market

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,580 feet

William Russell has a new kind of role
He tries to prove to a young

production.

in his latest

woman

that

despite her belief to the contrary, the stock exchange

has not the hold on him which she claims it has, and
in his desire to prove his point, he almost loses his
fortune.
What could be more heroic than a man
sacrificing his fortune for such a shallow cause?
The picture offers an entertainment of average
quality,

with

its

value probably

rising and

falling

Likely to Give Adequate Satisfaction
Box

"Money to Burn" is
its value may either be
ing

to

the

star's

increased or decreased accordIf

they admire

Bill

Russell

they will probably be inclined to favor it
more than if he did not have any special appeal for
them. Perhaps those who follows his regular releases

miss the action that usually goes with his pictures,
but they may be willing to accept "Money to Burn"

will

for variation.

usual, but

the early reels that promises a suspense, but it
soon develops that the noises and threats of ghosts
which hero Bill hears in the house he has bought, are
the tricks of the servants who have a mistaken sense
of loyalty towards the old occupants and are trying
to scare off the new owner.
There is some scattered comedy touches throughout
provided by Harvey Clark in the familiar comic butler
role.
Clark succeeds in getting some laughs. A fair
excitement is worked up in the climax when Bill, as
"Lucky" Garrity, is threatened with ruin because he
refuses to fight his opponents. The romance is quite
satisfying and the supporting cast does good work.
Sylvia Breamer does not photograph as well as heretofore.
Hallam Cooley is BilTs loyal pal and Otto
Miss
Matieson,
blackmailing
of
the
secretary
in

Breamer's husband, Count Vecchi.
Story: Lucky Garrity buys the home of Countess
Vecchi.
He takes possession before the countess
whose husband is dead, and her sick father have a
chance to vacate. Lucky begs her to remain <ns his
The countess
guest, thus commencing the romance.
tells Lucky the stock market has the same effect upon
men as gambling. They can't keep away from it.
Whereupon Lucky wagers to remain at the house for
a week without going near the market. Meantime his
pal, Ted, warns him that his interests demand his
presence in the city. Lucky refuses to listen, but the
countess begs him to go when she learns he may lose
his fortune.
He not only saves the fortune but wins
the hand of the countess.

Especially

With

Star's

Admirers

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a film of average quality, but

popularity.

which doesn't require as much action from him
as
is appropriate and well suited to his
personality.
It contains a slight mystery sequence

a role

Rowland V. Lee

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

13

The
for

good one and appropriate
You could
exploitation stunts and catchlines.
title

seems

to be a

arouse some interest by distributing stage
inviting

them

Russell in

to

come

"Money

to

to

Burn.'

your theater and see William

Burn."

"Can you imagine how

money and

it

Catchlines could read:

feels

to

have 'Money to

See William Russell as Lucky Garrity in his

latest picture for

an idea of what

it is

like."

You Are Dealing
With Me!
One
York

of the letters
said this

I

found on

my

return to

New

"Tell me whether or not I am right in my understanding of one detail of your plan.
I understand
that I am dealing with you as an individual, a producer, and my money can only be used for making
and exploiting the twelve pictures made under your
'

supervision.

"Am

I

right?

"This is the feature of the plan that appeals to me
most. I have resisted so-called co-operative plans in
the past because I have no desire to become interested
in distributing, in maintaining elaborate New York
ofifiices, in feeding a payroll or a studio mortgage.

"As your plan reads to me I am in partnership
with you as an individual, for the purpose of making
pictures, and that alone.

me right. I want to assure my house
am willing to buy your knowledge of
pictures, your ability to make pictures.
And that's
all I want to buy.
No entangling strings of any other
"That

hits

big pictures;

I

kind for me."

You have

read the Direct Booking and Profit Sharing Plan correctly, Mr. Exhibitor. You hit the nail
when you say this is one of the big features of
the Plan.

You

are dealing with

producer.

Your money

and nothing

me
is

as

an individual.

As

a

used for making pictures

else.

1540

BROADWAY

Distribution of the productions
thirty per cent of the gross.

is

guaranteed at

There your interest in distributing ends.
no part in the problems of overhead, etc.

You have

The pictures are to be made by three directors
working under my supervision on an independent
basis.
Here again, your interest begins and ends with
the pictures. No white elephant studio to carry, no
extra charges of any kind.

—

When

we start selling the plan and you get a look
at the contracts and forms you will find, as I say
here, that you are dealing with me as an individual,
you are interested in the making of twelve pictures, the showing of those pictures in your house,
and the profits of those pictures from other showings.
that

That's
plan,

and

You

why you

KNOW

can get your pencil out, figure the
it means.

what

are not shooting in the dark, into any

maze

of business complications.
It's

and

an out and out partnership for the making

selling of twelve big specials.

Twelve
anyway

pictures

that

you

will

eventually

buy

—

So you may as well buv now and make your payment give you a partnership share in the profits as
well as the pictures.
// you haven't read the details of the Direct Booking
Profit Sharing Plan write today^to

—

NEW YORK CITY

Telephone Bryant 4364

and

THE
Sunday, April
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Conway Tearle Has
Conway

Selznick-Select

Wm.
Edward
Edward

P. S.

J.
J.

Earle

Montagne
Montagne

CAMERAMAN
AS A

His Latest

new identity, Robert Carr, and becomes engaged to a young girl in the fishing village where he
lished a

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

in

After Tearle, as Robert Carrington, escapes being
convicted for a crime he did not commit and has estab-

"LOVE'S MASQUERADE"

AUTHOR

Role

Self-Sacrificing

Tearle in

IS

suddenly confronted by the
tried to cause his imprisonment when she

has sought refuge, he

woman who

is

Jacob Badarraco
Satisfying entertainment if coincidence and convenience in situations are no

WHOLE

found he did not love her. The coincidence in this bit
might have been covered up in some way by leading
up to the point or providing some excuse for sending

drawback

the

STORY

Includes a variety of elements such as

the familiar heroic self-sacrifice of the

goes to

jail for

DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

offers

good

sequences finish abruptly at times

;

All right

Too dark
good work but

still

to that particular spot.

retains his sad

frown

SUPPORT

Winifred Westover very attractive;
Florence Billings well suited
others Robert
Schabel and Arthur Housman
Appropriate
EXTERIORS

It

much

is

too

obvious.

And

then, of course, the country girl happens to

have a rich aunt

Adequate usually;

production

man who

another's crime

woman

in the city to

whom

she

is

sent and

This is another rather
social debutante.
unconvincing and convenient twist, too much of the
"movie" formula. The direction is adequate and with

becomes a

the exception of that fact that the

woman

in the case

eventually pays for the crime, she wasn't guilty either,
but for all the spectator knoAvs she is convicted.

Conway

Tearle

fulfills

the requirements of the role

;

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Of the usual order

Adequate
CHARACTER OF STORY
Man about to marry
fishing village girl is arrested for murder he did
not commit

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Conway

4,300 feet

Tearle's current release

is

a satisfying

num-

ber that has possibilities of pleasing the majority.
offers a

good

role for the star,

is

It

given a proper and

suitable production and a capable cast on the whole.

The story is more or less of a familiar "movie" formula
with coincidence and convenient twists causing it to
lose

some

of its plausibility.

A

few of the situations

do not turn out as you would expect them to in reality,
although they make for an interesting picture if you
will

excuse the improbabilities.

Likely to Satisfy Unless
Box

But on the other hand

if

is

is

killed early in the picture.

Norwood suspects his wife of being in love
Story
with Carrington. He threatens to kill her. They struggle with the revolver; it goes off and Carrington is
A burglar hiding in the apartment promises
killed.
:

nothing of what he has seen if Nina pays him
She surprises him by covering him with
Meantime Carthe revolver and calling the police.
rington, who does not love Nina, arrives. The burglar
escapes and because Carrington repulses her, Nina
A fuse blows
tells the police he killed her husband.
out the room is darkened and Carrington escapes.
After other complications he marries the girl he loves.
to say

adequately.

;

to

Conveniences

in Plot

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

the desires of your patrons best and the
kind of picture that will please them and the kind that
won't.
If in the past they have found fault with a
story such as "Love's Masquerade," it isn't likely they
it.

man who

the

They Object

You know

will accept

supported by a first rate cast. Florence Billings as the woman, Mrs. Nina Norwood, is
well suited and Winifred Westover is the pretty fishing village girl. Robert Schabel and Arthur Houseman haven't a great deal to do, while Robert Ellis is
very well and

you know they

are not hard to suit and can be satisfied by a picture
that aims to be entertaining, consists of an agreeable
romance, a good cast and nice atmosphere in its rural

sequence, there's no reason
Possibly

why

it

should not do.

Conway

Tearle has a following in your
which case use his name prominently

community, in
telling them that

"Love's Masquerade" he goes to
jail for a crime he did not commit, rather than expose
the woman, although he did not love her. You can
Winifred Westover
play up the self-sacrifice idea.
and Florence Billings might also be mentioned.
in

DAILV
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Picture That Holds Interest Evenly and

An Average

Constance Binney

in

"THE SLEEP WALKER"
Realart

— Paramount

Edward Le

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Aubrey

SCENARIO BY

Saint

StaufFer

Wells Hastings
H. Kinley Martin

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Adheres pretty much to its title;
holds interest nicely all the way through
A fairly improbable one but suffices as
STORY
adequate screen vehicle with suitable role for
star

Satisfactory; handles the som-

DIRECTION

situation nicely with

nambulism

somewhat

of

a thrill in one sequence

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

AH

LIGHTINGS
STAR

right

Pleasing

SUPPORT

Jack Mulhall suitable as leading

man; a capable

cast

on the whole

Good

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl walking in her

ordered from
hotel by misunderstanding manager and nearly
loses her lover as a result
sleep goes into man's room,

is

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Though

4,530 feet

"The Sleep

the idea is a bit far-fetched,

Walker" aflfords an average entertainment that should
satisfy enough people in the majority of audiences to
It has no especially high
over satisfactorily.
reach
a climax, the incidents
lights and while it does
following it are just convenient enough to detract from
any force the climax might have had. But it had to

put

Sunday, April

it

have a happy ending and probably this way out was
as good as any.
A near-thrill is offered when Constance Binney,

Title

Can Be

Has Nice Romance

long shot that increases it, but it is quite likely that the
star had someone doubling for her here.
Other than
this twist the story is mostly straight romance with a
dramatic touch every time the girl's mother is confronted by the diamond merchant, who demands the
money she owes him. Probably some folks will be
expecting the age-old twist in which the merchant demands his client's daughter in payment, but fortunately they keep away from it.
Besides, Jack Mulhall is the decided hero in the case

and you know from the moment he rescues Constance
from the tree which she has climbed in the convent
garden, that the picture is due for a happy ending.
Mulhall is suited to the hero role and incidentally
might serve to display the latest styles in men's spring
head-gear. Bertram Grassby is the villain and Flor»
ence Roberts is Constance's mother.
Story
Doris Dumond leaves the convent school
to join her mother at a fashionable hotel. Just prior
to Doris's arrival her mother is confronted by Hammond, an agent from whom she purchased diamonds
which she resold without having paid for them. Doris
is in love with the rich Phillip Carruthers and the
mother sees a possibility of meeting her obligation by
her daughter's marriage. A widow, also stopping at
the hotel, is anxious to secure Carruthers and when
she sees Doris, who is afflicted with walking in her
sleep, entering Hammond's room, she tells Carruthers.
He finds Doris, who has meantime awakened, in Hammond's room. Doris and her mother are asked to
leave the hotel. But the same night Doris again walks
in her sleep to save a child who has crawled out on
the window ledge. Carruthers then understands the
incident of the previous night and all ends well.
:

Wi th

a Little Extra

Work

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Even though the story is quite slight, "The Sleep
Walker" will likely satisfy the average audience. And
it should not be difficult to interest them if you give
a little extra attention to the exploitation of the

title.

Paramount's press sheet contains good ideas
throwavvavs and teaser ads.
ly

worked

out.

The

Both ideas could be

star can be advertised

according to her popularity with your clientele.

interest for you."

logne would go well

•

•

i.

1

1

r

•,,,-,,,•
like her in this.

admirers will

if

you go

for

nice-

and boosted

In this connection catchlines ought to prove effective.
Posters reading: "Are you a sleep walker? See ConTT
-r
T^ u
stance Binney s picture it you are. It holds a special
'

1922

walking in her sleep, steps out on the window ledge
in answer to the cries of a child who has climbed out
after some pigeons. Although you know the heroine
won't fall, it provides a bit of suspense and there's a

Exploited Effectively
Box

16,

Her

^

An
in for

proappropriate
rr r
r
it.

THE
Sunday, April

16,
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Satisfactory Entertainment
Hampton

Benj. B.

if

presents

"WHEN ROMANCE

them

Hampton and

Benj. B.

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
AS A

associates

Zane Grey
Not credited

CAMERAMEN

Gus Peterson and

WHOLE

A

required great

amount

Wm. Edmond

slight meller story
of

padding

which has

to

make

it

Contains

and some

thrills

rate western

first

though

of

atmosphere

more or

a

less

familiar variety

DIRECTION

Good except

that the thrills are

too frequently interrupted by poor slap stick

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS

Natural
PLAYERS
A well selected and capable cast
headed by Claire Adams and Carl Gantvoort
Pretty
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few

:

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
villain, girl rides

father's

Despite plotting of

horse to victory and outwits

enemies

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,003 feet

Zane Grey has combined several ideas
of "Wildfire," re-titled

in the story

"When Romance

Rides," for

he has the familiar situation
of "Checkers" in which the heroine rides the horse
and wins. Added to this he has given the story a

the screen.

First of

all

western atmosphere, included quite a good deal of
meller with a sprinkling of comedy of the slap-stick
sort.
Then on top of it all there's the usual romantic
thread woven in, reaching its culmination at the
clinch.

Author's

Name

all

length.

together and bring the picture to feature
In this connection the comedy bits are the

chief offenders.

They

are seldom capable of drawing

laughs, and then usually so impertinent to the rest
of the story, that they are

the interest than tide

it

more

with a picture such as "When Romance Rides." If
they like the variety of elements which it contains
you can judge pretty well whether or not they will
be satisfied.
It has some good action and a few
thrills which, while not new in any sense, are well
handled and will get over with the crowd that isn't

new

inclined to interrupt

Some good action is
villain Harry Van Meter

over.

and

his half-wit accomplice played

The

latter character is quite inconsistent

by Jean Hersholt.
inasmuch as
Hersholt is supposed to be a half-wit and simpleton,
but he seldom displays any such symptoms. It's quite
Plenty of fast riding and a few
to the contrary.
thrilling rescues contribute the thrills.

Frank Hayes, as Dr. Binks, is the head comedian
and endeavors to provoke a few laughs at intervals
through flirtations with a fat girl, facial maneuvers
and finally by being forced to resort to foliage when
his clothes are stolen while he's taking a swim. Claire
Adams does good work and while there are no closeups to show that she actually rides Wildfire to victory,
the thrill gets oyer and she gets the credit.
Carl
Gantvoort is a suitable hero. Charles Arling looks
more like the villain than Claire's father.
Story

:

Lucy

when Lucy's
a horse

which

Bostil

saves

Lin

Slone's

life

and

father learns that his rival, Cordts, has
is

likely to beat his in the

coming

races,

Lin gives Lucy his horse, Wildfire, on condition that
she ride it. Prior to the race Cordts tries various ways
of keeping the Bostil colors from winning, first by
poisoning one of the Bostil horses and then trying
to kidnap Lucy. Of course Lucy manages to win the
race and finds she has fallen in love with Lin.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

depends largely upon the taste of your patrons

too critical and insistent upon

Old Ideas

Undoubtedly the Best Advertising Aid

Box

It

to

provided in the intriguing of

a feature

STORY

They Don't Object

There is little that is new in any of the situations
and considerable padding has been necessary to hold

RIDES"

Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

17

stunts.

Probably your best advertising angle will be that
Boost the author's name and
it is a Zane Grey story.
may
have read the original, say
in case any of them
Talk about
that it has been taken from "Wildfire."
and
fact
that
heroine
the
the
rides
the race sequence
If any of the players
the horse and wins the race.
are popular with your patrons, make use of names and
catchlines with the title might also be efifective.

THE

DAILY

18

Good Acting and

Direction But Story

Anita Stewart in

"THE

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO B

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

taining

the best picture this star has offered lately

STORY
fice

Has
twist in

suffers to pro-

someone's name
Is almost successful in making
the story convincing despite its hackney
tect

DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Photographs

All right
better than in

most

of her

recent pictures and will please her admirers

SUPPORT

Darrel Foss good as leading man;
others Donald MacDonald, William. Conklin and

Shannon Day

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many
Correct

Wife goes

man's
apartment to save name of husband's sister and
nearly loses her husband as a result

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

to

5,560 feet

Anita Stewart seems to be running along
as hard luck as Katherine

Hammerstein as

far as

in

cil:)Out

MacDonald and Elaine

stories are concerned.

But

even considering that "The Woman He Married" is a
weak one, the picture is about the best of her recent
ones. The star works hard enough to make you like
her and so far as her admirers go she will undoubtedly
satisfy them, but otherwise her efifort is not likely to
create an impression out of the ordinary.

If

They Won't Object
Box

to

They have seen

to wait for the

out.

ending

too
to

many like
know how

tlie

tempts an

alibi for

production

proper

Even

the

one of the scenes

title

in

writer at-

which the ob-

jecting parent offers his son's wife, an artist's model,
a check to give up his son.

It is just

familiar self-sacrifice themes.

one of the many

The noble

wife, despite
is

woman

he thinks she is even at the cost of
losing her husband. The strange part of it is that in
this case the girl whose good name she is trying to
save is never heard of prior to the moment she appears
So far as the spectator is
to clear the wife's name.
concerned the two had never even met.
not the

A

apparent murnot severely
wounded. P'ollows the happy ending in true formula
fashion.
The rich young man who causes all the
trouble is, capably played by Darrel Foss, while Donald MacDonald is the artist. William Conklin is the
"meller" climax

is

tacked on

in the

der of the artist, but fortunately he

is

The Saturday Evening Post and

rich father.

Collier's

receive a nice mention in one of the sub-titles.

Story
rich
in

:

Natalie Lane, artist's model, marries the

Roddy Warren on

condition that he go to

work

earnest and not depend upon his father's money.

are happy until the elder Warren tries to sepathem by cutting his son off because he refuses to
give up Natalie. Natalie is persuaded by Travers, the
She does and her fatherartist, to pose for him again.

They
rate

Roddy

in-law's detective trails her there one evening.
is

notified.

He

hurries to Travers' apartment and finds

him dead, as he supposes. It develops that Natalie
went to save Roddy's sister who was being trapped
by Travers. The shooting had l)een done by a jealous
Travers recovers and there
for the Warrens.

French

girl.

It

Wlil

is

a reunion

Do

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and won't have
it's going to turn

it

providing

interest,

Hackneyed Story

There is really only one thing to be considered in
connection with "The Woman He Married" and that
is whether or not you cater to a critical clientele.
If
you know they demand the best, good stories above all,
you can be quite sure they won't be satisfied with this
one.

the

vaUies and a suitable cast.

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

make

to

her profession, proves to her father-in-law that she

the familiar, time-worn self-sacri-

which the heroine

Familiar

worked earnestly

lias

1922

16,

story convincing, but he has not succeeded beyond sus-

First Nat'l Pict.

Fred Niblo
Herbert Bashford
Bess Meredith
Dal Clawson
Regardless of the story is about

AUTHOR
AS A

—Assoc.

Weak and

is

Director Niblo

WOMAN HE MARRIED"

Louis B. Mayer Prod.

Sunday, April

Of course,

if

Anita Stewart

is

a favorite they are

not likely to object strenuously to the story.

use catchlines to give them an idea of what
if

you think

it

best to

own judgment. The
bringing them

in

if

let

title

You
it is

them know and use

can

about
their

miglU prove worth while

proj)erly exploited.

in

H

Some
'Cold Feet"

Type

of

A

Short Reels

— Christie— Educational
2

production

''The
reel

comedy

which takes its fun from a
Viora Daniel plays the part
romantic stories about the
many
has
read
so
who
of Mabel,
up to her uncle's mill
decides
to
go
Mounted.
She
Royal
The boys at the mill, howin Canada and seek adventure.
ever, are warned of lier c(jming and stage a little "blood
and thunder" show for her benefit. The bookkeeper takes

amusing comedy
Canadian North-West story.

Type

the role of the Indian guide, while the stenographer dresses
up to play the "wronged girl" and the rest of the office

The outplay hungry wolves and Canadian villains.
door scenes arc staged in the snow and some funny comedy
business follows. A real bear comes into the cabin and sets
In the end the girl is
the would be bad men to flight.
saved by a member of the Royal Mounted, who takes all
this horse-play seriously and manages to beat up the office
manager in the guise of a bad man. The cast is quite jarge
More than the
and the out-door locations well rendered.
average number of laughs are contained in this Christie.
stafT

of production

Bill

fairly

Opossum"— Bill and Bob— Pathe
reel out

1

door

and Bob, the happy boys of the great out-doors, this
home an opossum. The boys were just turning
the night when Rags, the dog, insisted on going out

time bring
for

in

In the woods he treed the strange
animal and ran back for aid. The dog barked so loud
and so long that the boys were forced out of bed. Bringing
the opossum down from the tree the animal showed his
well known trick of "playing 'possum."
He pretends that
he is dead and only consents to come to life when he feels
certain that all enemies have departed.
In the morning the
boys go duck shooting, and after bagging several they make
a very grave error by shooting into planted decoys.
Rags
runs into the marsh and brings out a wooden duck.
The
angry hunter runs after the dog to recover the decoy with
the result that some laughable business is produced.
These
comedy shots help round out the reel, making it very acceptable to any audience. "The Opossum" is up to the standard
of the series and will do well as a program filler.
It contains
clean out-door adventure, animal interest and a sprinkling
of comedy.
to get himself a drink.
little

"Going Straight"— Universal
"Official

Type

of production

2

reel

Type
good old days
when Mary Pickford wore a black wig and supported King
This production
Baggot in a drama filled with "meller."
was made twelve years ago, but is edited and retitled into an
amusing little novelty. One of the titles explains that although
Mary was twelve years younger when this one was made
the art of making-up for the screen was unknown in those
days, and she therefore appears older than she does today.
King Baggot plays the part of a reformed convict who tries
to go straight, while Mary has the good old role of Salvation
Nell.
The sets are few and crude, while the acting proves
that a good deal of progress has been made since these trail
The ladies' hats and dresses will
blazers were produced.
There are
get a good laugh and so will the action scenes.
Shades of the past!

many

Recollections

of

fans that will

early

of production

Among

the curious things illustrated in this number of the
Movie Chats is the Arizona spider and a process of
candy makng from cactus.
The Arizona spider digs his
web into the ground and closes it over with a little trap door
which she provides with a silken hinge. In Mexico candy is
made from the cactus which is peeled after the stickers are
burnt off.
Scenes in Utah and India are included in the
travel sections and some shots of the New York Public
Library where 10 million volumes are borrowed annually
official

make up

attractive

1

the

shots

contents

of the Marines,

the targets in the pits.

shown some

reel

educational

of

showing many
this

reel.

sides

of

naval

You see machine
who paint out

and also the boys

After this target practice on land you
some of the fair siz«d

target shooting with

Some views of a submarine launching come next
and these are followed by shots of the Government ships in
Winter quarters. Getting ready the big boats for a cruise
is
no simple matter, but when all is completed you see the
ships passing under Brooklyn Bridge and leaving New York
Bay. The final shots are snapped from an escorting seaplane.
The reel is interesting and instructive besides being timely.
sea guns.

the Public Service section.

and above the average

"Spooks"

Type

of production

The

reel

is

well balanced

in interest.

— Mermaid—Educational
2 reel

comedy

The comedian of "Spooks" is dressed to resemble Charlie
though the gags are far from being original. The first part
of the comedy receives its humor from one cylinder cars. The
comedian is supposed to work for Smith Bros. "Insurance
brokers have made the world cough up." The middle section of this comedy contains a series of gags showing the
comedian chase his girl's canary bird. The last section is by
Here the action takes place in a wax
five-hundred dollar prize is ofifered for anyone
who will stay overnight in this chamber of horrors. The hero
allows himself to be locked up for the night just as a burglar
far

Some very
life make up

are

magazine

—

— Kineto

gun crews

reel

1

pictures

"United States Naval Efficiency"

Type

of production

the

enjoy seeing Mary as she appeared in
and will appreciate the burlesque titles.
Run it as a novelty and let the orchestra play some of the
old popular airs to give the proper atmosphere.
her

Urban Movie Chats"— No. 10— Hodkinson

novelty

the

museum.

funniest.

A

colored-mau assistant decide to clean up the joint. As
figures are moved about the hero thinks that the place
is filled with spooks, and in turn the crooks think that the
A wax head falls to the floor and a cat
hero is a ghost.
gets inside and walks the head across the room. "Man, Man,
Dat am John de Baptist," cries the frightened darky. There
are several laughs in this one, though the greater part of
the comedy business has been done before in several variations, making it on the whole only an average comedy offering.

and

his

the

wax

!^

7

Short Reels
"A
Type

—Star—Universal

"Ralph Waldo Emerson"

Golf Insect"

of production

1

Fun on the links
Roy Atwell

reel

comedy

is the subject of this entertaining single
plays the part of the golf champion who

reeler.

has never held a club in his hands. But having told everyone
what a great player he is the time arrives when he is forced
After breaking half a dozen drivers he gets
to make good.
himself into a pit he has dug trying to hit the ball. Fearing
exposure he hires an automobile to chase him off the links, but
to his surprise discovers that he has really

and desires to continue the game.

him

all

over the

lot

The

and lands him

the gags are not particularly

at

new they

made

car,

a

good drive

however, chases

the 19th hole.

While

are fairly well carried

Type

A

—Great Authors— Kineto

of production

1

brief biography of

ducing

titles

Emerson's

number

of this

old historic dwelling which

Hawthorne,

is

life

is

reel literary

given in the intro-

of the Great Author Series.

was

also the

home

The

of Nathaniel

shown and the surrounding country, with

suitable quotations

from the essays

of

Emerson,

is

illustrated.

In Concord, where he did most of his writing, many historic
landmarks are shown including the monument erected to the

Minute Men of 1776. The dedication was written in verse
by Emerson and is carved into the base of this shaft. Well
known lines from his poems and essays are illustrated in
this educational reel.

out and will get several laughs.

"Matching Wits"—Universal
"Official

Type

Urban Movie Chats" No. 11— Hodkinson

of production

reel

1

magazine

The Rev. Henry

R. Rose, minister of the Church of the
of Newark, N. J., introduces this reel with a few

Redeemer
good words

Then you are shown how
in favor of actors.
chickens are sent by mail and you are told that they can
The physical cultravel for 72 hours without food or drink.
ture section shows some very fat women taking reducing exercises while the industrial division this time is devoted to the
making

of toy trains.

The

reel also includes divisions of na-

and natural history, and closes with
a public forum appeal from Senator Reed'Smoot in favor of
educational motion pictures.
ture study, public service

"Torchy's Ghost"— Educational

Type

of production

Johnny Hines
In the

first

on the

ice.

is

2

starred in this fairly

part of the

comedy

reel

of production

amusing two reeler.
all performed

Art Acord does some splendid riding and one or two very
two reel western. Laura LaPlant plays
the part of the girl. An added feature is the use of heliograph
signals on the part of the rum smugglers.
The story is
planted in the Canadian Northwest and centers about the
attempts of the Northwest Mounted Police to capture a
vicious band of smugglers. The action is brisk and the story
above the average in interest. The climax is prolonged by
the escape of the leader of the band and the abduction of
the girl. A good deal of suspense is thus created. "Matching
Wits" is one of the very best two-reelers that Art Acord
has made and will please the average audience and even many
of those who do not ordinarily take to the two reel western.
Albert Russell deserves a good deal of credit for the direction
and George Morgan has contributed a well finished continuity.

"Stand Pat"— Hal

Type

of

of the gags are old stand-bys.

production

of production

1

reel

comedy

Snub Pollard and Marie Mosquini are aided in this one by
The comedy deals with the experiences
of Snub when he goes to visit his bride's people.
Marie has
four husky brothers who shoe horses, spit fire, and play ball
with an anvil. They take Snub right into their family and

him

like a

reel

1

comedy

All the gags in "Stand Pat" are centered around gambling
Cards, dice and put-and-take are played in the opening scenes.

But some novel games are added. In one all the people are
on the floor with little mouse traps. The traps are
numbered and bets are made before the little mouse is
released from a corner. The trap into which he rushes wins
the stakes. The climax of this amusing comedy presents the
old game of pinning the tale on the donkey. The two rivals
for the hand of the girl compete in this game and some
very amusing results follow. The gags are clever and will
bring more than the average number of laughs.
Paul
Parrott plays the leading role assisted by Sunshine Sammy.
lined

"A Movie Mix-Up"

a very clever horse.

*reat

Roach—Pathe

the gags are

"The Anvil Chorus"— Hal Roach—Pathe

Type

2 reel western

risky stunts in this

comedy

Johnny Hines sells the skaters pillows, but seeing the business is bad sprinkles sand on the ice and causes
them all to fall. This stunt is not unlike Harold Lloyd's
stunt of sprinkling soap powder along a wet pavement.
In
the second part of the comedy Johnny's girl is kidnapped by
the "Coo Coo Clan" and taken to a deserted house on a hill.
Johnny goes to the rescue and some funny events happen
while he fights the whole gang single handed. Trick doors,
chairs and moving walls add to the laughs.
The action is
brisk and the comedy business fairly entertaining, though

many

Type

brother; but the anvil that they throw nearly

him. A good laugh is produced when Snub is sent flying
and you see him cross the state lines of Kansas, Colorado,
Utah, Nevada and California.
His last stop is the Pacific
Ocean. He manages to return, however, and again joins his
kills

four brothers in the anvil chorus.

The

situations are quite

funny and will bring a fair number of laughs when shown.
The comedy has plenty of action and some clever business.

Type

— Star—Universal

of production

1

reel

comedy

Roy Atwell and Ethel Ritchie play the leading roles in this
comedy. The gags center around the making of an
amateur movie. Hubby thinks that his wife is putting too
much realism in the love scenes so the would-be actors give
Star

hubby the

role of a

Roman

gladiator.

town

When

the film

is

com-

but makes such a
poor effect that hubby decides to go back to his regular job
in the office, and his wife will in the future be content to
stay home and wash the dishes.
The gags are not very
funny and have all of them been done many times before.
The double exposure shots showing the movie in the theater
are very well done, but the comedy as a whole is not up to
the standard of the series.
pleted

it

is

exhibited

in

the

hall,
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to Exhibition

—To

Close Jersey 'Lab'
Horsley. one of the old-

David
mers in the film business, is to try
and exas an exhibitor
is hand
hangreman. Horsley has been at vaproducer, a
loiis times an actor, a
ircctor and laboratory man. He has
ecured the First National sub-franhise in the Hawaiian Islands and
ays he has also secured the United
and Hodkinson distribution
irtists
here.
His first theater will open in
lonolulu on May 7 wMth "Orphans

I

;

Billy Dove's a star satisfies.

—

Christy Cabanne who saw her
Joe Engel who suggested her

—

be a

star.

first.

first

to

Marcus Loew

— who was a hot second to Joe Engel.
— Billy Dove. Who looks as sweet

to

And

incidentally

is endeavoring to
and sailing date so that he
arrive in time for the opening

as

RADIO STUFF

affairs

Dav

Griffith

Distributing

W.

Company

has three more
pictur ; to make under his contract
as a
Iroduccr with United Artists.

Upon

1

Griffith

completion his original
year
agreement will
have
been completed.
Just how speedily these pictures
will be made and turned over to
United Artists is problematical. The
company is anxious to secure them
their

three

as

speedily as possible.
is delivered, it will not

When

the
that
Griffith is through with United Artists.
He will still maintain his substantial
share in the ownership of the distributing
organization.
He will,
however, be at liberty to make and
release his productions through another distributnig medium, should
he so desire, but the likelihood of
that
occurring
is
considered
ex-

trio

Fred Desl)erg

arrange peaches and cream.

Horsley
lis

—

—

from

-ee

len His Contract as Producer
United Artists Ends Still

wii

Christy Cabanne started. An' put Billy Dove. From
Into his or her first picture.
WeU the noise
the Follies.
sure came. And then he repeated. And now she's a star. All
For Metro. Which is stirely going some.
in her own right.
Sounds like the romances. The scenario writers weave. For
Alary Miles Minter. And the others. And the good news that

pened

istribution.

Th
And
'

When

the Storm." An exchange will be
later to take care of physical

f

Price 5 Cents

1922

Going Some

Horsley Buys First National
Sub-Franchise in Hawaiian Is-

(avid

lands

17,

mean

has put in a radio. At his studio. And
He is now op- through it. Directed his company at Santa Monica. At least
the first theater.
rating a laboratory in Bayonne, N.
Peter Gridley Smith says so.
but this will be closed.
Well. If it's true. It's a great idea. Maybe Mickey will tremely remote.
During the life of his contract,
Ashurst to Represent Hays
hear.
What some of the magnates. Have to say about him.
Griffith will have made eight pictures.
FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE
In New York. Through his radio.
The first five were "Broken BlosUnited States Senator
Atlanta
soms," "The Love Flower," "Way
HIarry F. Ashurst will officially repDown East," "Dream Street" and
esent Will H. Hays at the forthBlumenthal. Owns a flock of houses. Over in Jersey. And "Orphans of the Storm."
:oming Southeastern Better Films
elsewhere.
United Artists was formed in
Just now he doesn't consider himself so lucky. And
here
which
convenes
Conference
perhaps that he didn't own so many. Anyway. He Delaware in April, 1919, and issued
Senator Ashurst will talk wishes
\pril 28.
(Continued on Page 3)
in ".A.re Moving Pictures Moving?"
and Marcus Loew were chatting. And somebody asked Looey
lames M. Curley, mayor of Boston,
how things were.
will
also be one of the speakers.
Platten with M. P. P. D. A.
"Well," said Looey, "I played 'The Four Horsemen' and
His topic will be "The Boston Plan
\-]]\

INIickey Neilan

if

..

—

LUCKY LOOEY

—

—

'or

Better

Films" and

"A

Visit

to

Commissioner
Coast."
John M. Casey, who was a member
af the censor part^^ at Universal City
"Foolish
preview
last
j-ear
to
Wives," will be here with the mayor.
the

Film

Lots of Prizes

— Date

May

other essential details of the coming Spring Golf Tournament to be
held under the auspices of

THE

FILM DAILY.
With
commendable
spirit
E.
Kendall Gillette of the Motion Pic-

News and "Win"

Milligan, of
Picture World,
new
the Committee, have
thrown themselves earnestly into the
work, and their committees are expected to iron out a lot of details in
the next few days, when formal an-

Moving
members of

nouncement
all

my

have

And how Marcus

can

laughed.

BRANDT'S SWAN SONG
Temporary

At

Homer

Platten, of the AmeriExchange National Bank will
assume his duties this morning as
treasurer of the
Motion
assistant
J.

theaters."

The staging

Picture Prod, and Dist. Ass'n, Inc.

Hays-Walker
discussion. And meeting. At the Theater Owners affair. At
Last Tuesday. It sure was a feather in Brandt's
the Astor.
cap. And set him up strong. Incidentally it was a clever move
one.

least.

of the

Picking

Up

Business Across Country Reported
in
Better Condition— "Eddy"
And just as much for Jimmy Walker. And everybody
Saunders Returns from Trip
happy. And talked about history being made.
there.
"Eddy" Saunders, of Metro sales
Sydney Cohen couldn't be there. He was in Parkersburg. department, just back from the
Coast, reports business is picking up.
And he sent nary a message. Nary a word.
"The improvement is only slight,"
Wonder why?
he said, "but it is there. In the farm
lands, corn is bringing a better price
sections there
and
Once upon a time. Years ago. Phil Selznick. Told LJ. seemsin tomanufacturing
be a better feeling all along
He was going out. To carve his fortune. In Ohio. LJ laughed. the line. It looks to me as if the
he got ready to spring was going to bring about a
And wished him luck. And told him.
come back. And make some real money. His place was open sure revival, and unless we get a
red hot summer, I believe business
for him. And last week. Phil returned to the fold.
Of course,
will pick up right along.
the Greeks in Ohio will miss Phil. And how he'll miss you hear the old story everywhere

Was

24

Special committee meetings are set
for the next few days which are expected to result in definite announcements as to the time and place, and

ture
the

still

Tournfor Hays.
Approximately

[Planned for the Spring Golf

ament

I

will be

made

relative to

details.

(Continued on

Page

3)

GATHERING OF THE CLANS
When

—

How

them.

exhibitors

TABLECLOTH TABULATIONS
At the Astor.

From

a film

derstand.

man

This

:

is

only

want

the

big

pic-

tures."

F. B. Warren, of the American
Inspired following comment.
Distributing Co., just back from a
"This long row. Adding to millions. I un- trip in New England, voice the same
where Selznick sat. But over there. Where idea. In his belief business is pick-

Long rows.

(Continued on page 4)

ing up generally.
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Price 5 Cents

$15.00.

Foreign
$5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

months,

communications

to

THE FILM

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.

—
—
—

completed

— Hunt

James

las

his

Home

MacLean

first

is

to

make a Doug"The Sun-

comedy,

Three comedy units are hitting up

shine Trail."

a rapid rate at Universal.

Craig Hutchinson and Allen are
alternating in direction of Roy Atwell and Ethel Ritchie, co-stars in
domestic situation comedies.

Stuart Holmes has been added to
the cast of the Universal-Jewel production, "Under Two Flags."

1922

German Claim

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Stromberg has He is now finishing his interiors at
production star- United.
Dell Andrews,
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks. ring "Bull" Montana.
Ruth Roland has returned from a
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., formerly with Thomas H. Ince, has
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and been engaged to edit the production. vacation in San Francisco and is to
FILM FOLKS, INC.
begin work soon on her next serial,
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
Lambert Hillyer has finished "The "The Riddle of the Range."
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Brotherhood of Hate," with Frank
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
Keenan, Lloyd Hughes and MarE. H. Allen has succeeded W. W.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
(tie act of March 3, 1879.
guerite de la Motte.
Rarity as general manager of the
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
Hamilton-White comedies at United.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6

Vol.

Film,

17,

— An

invention recently

-

m

fected, claim.s to produce a film o
flexible
aluminum strips and pre
jects the same by a reflex proces;

Numerous

advantages

are claime
invention, the mos
important being its fire-proof qua
ities.
The inventor, M. Werthen,
German chemist, says it has a grea'
er durability and that it can bf
printed upon both sides, since tbi
light is not passed through the fihi
in projection, but is reflected froij
its surface.

for

this

new

commenting upon

In

this

invei

"Deutsche Lichtspiel Ze
tung" remarks that in view of tl:
fact that cotton and camphor ai
the

tion

required for the

making

of celluloji

and as both of these products ai
imported into Germany, aluminui
film may prove much cheaper.

Arthur Fresneda, for several years
The name of Irving Lesser inadat Universal City, has been
vertently appeared as producer of
Pathe to Build in Seattle
appointed business manager of Harry "The Man
from Hell's River" in a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Carey's unit.
recent coast dispatch when it should
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
tionale
Seattle
Pathe will have a twi
Takia), Wenzelsplatz.
Tom Mix has just finished "For have been that of Irving Cummings. story building at 2025 3rd Ave., ne
to First National.
Work will begi
Big Stakes."
Jack O'Brien has been added to the at once.
cast of "The Black Bag," Herbert
H. A. Black, former manager f(
Shirley Mason has finished "Very
Rawlinson's latest vehicle.
Stuart Vitagraph, at Salt Lake, is now
Low Close
Sales
High
Truly Yours."
Paton is directing.
charge in Seattle office, while Georj
2,600
825/g
825/^
F. P.-L. .. 83
Jackson leaves for Portland.
100
do pfd.
955A 95ys 955^
Lois Wilson has been added to the
"Ruth St. Denis, has been engaged
Not quoted cast of "Manslaughter."
G'wvn
Goldwyn to supervise the dance
by
Eighth Chamberlain House
Not quoted
Griffith
scenes in "The Bitterness of Sweets."
Mt. Carmel, Pa.—An 1,800 se.
1,100
Loew .... leyg 16
16J^
Hal E. Roach has signed Sam
theater will be erected at Third ar
Not quoted Taylor, on a long term contract to
Triangle
Ethel Gray Terry has been cast in Maple
Sts.
by the Chamberla
Not quoted continue as scenario writer for Harold
World
"Under Two Flags," in which Pris- Amusement Co. It will be called tl
Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Lloyd.
cilla Dean will star.
Tod Browning Victoria and will be the eighth hou.
Earl Metcalfe has been engaged will direct.
ill the
Chamberlain chain.
Suit Comes Up Shortly
as the "heavy" in "The Bitterness of
Harry Harris will direct Gladys
Los Angeles The suit of Charles Sweets," which Rupert Hughes is
directing
Goldwyn.
Walton
in "The Trouper."
at
Phone Beekman 9091
Amador,
ChapHn against Charles

—

Le Film, 42, Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral

cashier

—

—

Quotations

.

.

"•

^

—

who
of

is

making

"Charles

—

under the name

films

has

Aplin,"

been-de-

fered until the latter part of April.

Director Sidney Franklin has returned from New York and is busily
engaged at United Studios, preparing
for Constance Talmadge's next pro-

Virginia Fox, who has been playing
opposite Buster Keaton, has been
signed by the Joy Comedy Co., to
make 12 two-reelers.

duction, "East Is West."

Tom

SHERLOCK
HOLMES
1NI2SHORT.REEL
FEATURES

Glen MacWilliams, who photographed "My Boy" and "Trouble,"
will also be photographer for "Oliver
Twist."

Santchi

is

working on the

119

Gladys Walton has begun work on

Allen Holubar will complete his
production of "Hurricane's Gal" starring Dorothy Phillips, within a week.

«EAL.

fourth of a series of two-reel west-

a story called "The Trouper," an
Harry
original by A. P. Younger.
B. Harris will direct.

GAUSMAN.

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.
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Three from Griffith
(Continued from

Page

1)

"icture, in the fall of that
Each of the original members
d for a three year period.

first

>

Developments Looked For
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Important develop(Special to

—

may

occur at the annual mectM' United Artists.
Albert H. T.
/haf, D. W. Griffith's attorney,
ere representing that producer.

"'its

U. F. A.

Crisis in

Christie in

Production Department Turning Out
Mediocre Material Emelka
Cuts Down Output

—

—

Berlin The greatest German producing organization, the U. F. A., is
laboring under a severe crisis. While
the other branches of the concern,
renting, importing and exhibition, are
flourishing, production has

sunk very

A

low, both in quantity and quality.
great amount of deplorable stuff has
been produced during the last season.
The existence of a crisis in the

producing department is confirmed by
Hepworth Not Coming Here
the "Lichtbildbuhne," which reports
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tondon
Cecil
M.
Hepworth that the managers of the editing de-

—

the report which appeared in

s

FILM DAILY

.ill
at

on March

14,

he was transferring activities to
Mr. Hepworth says of his

aierica.

lans:

New Hepworth company has
en
formed with a capital of
250,000 for the purpose of buildlarge
additional
studios
in
g
ngland and making big productions
ith an eye to the American market.
ho?e
requirements
it
was the
iucipal object of my recent visit
"The

America to ascertain. There is no
[tention at the moment of transIrring any of our activities to the
nited States."
I

M.

275

,

P. for English

(Special to

—

I

Tax Cut

THE FILM DAILY)

London As a result of a lobby
iken in the House of Commons, it
said 275 members favor either a
lit
in the entertainment tax, or its
I

1

subjects
cially to

It looks
ould be

now

Page

Berlin

though the event
approximately Mav

as

held

or 25, and
if

it

the Associated Advertising Clubs
the World has been adopted, and
,'ith some alterations, will form the
asis of play.
This will provide for
large number of prizes.
There
nil
also
be special classification
rizes for the best score turned in by
lotion picture stars, directors, sales
lanagers, sales men, publicity men,
nd in fact every branch of the inf

f

ustry.

¥

to

—The

countries,

Picture Theater for 2nd Ave.
F. & M. Schaeffcr Brewing
Co., has sold the three buildings,
1515, 1517 and 1519 2nd Ave., to the
79th St. Amusement Corp., by whom
plans have been filed for erecting a

The

theater.

Smith Plans Special Production
Tulsa, Okla.— The W. M. Smith
Prod., Inc.. who are making a series
with Franklyn Farnum, Francis Ford
and "Shorty" Hamilton intend pro-

to Fight

Agfa

THE FILM DAILY)
alleged

monopoly

at

about

last

feet yearly,

American consul

75%

says

at

of the

shown there

are American.

There are seven theaters there,
seating 4,000 all told.
The houses
are controlled by the city which sets
the standard admission at kroner 1.25
or about 35 cents normally.
In
1921, 1,815,960 attended the theaters,
or about 23% less than in 1920. The
total receipts in 1921 were kroner
2,180,475
or
normally.
$583,567,
Gross income for the fiscal year ending June 30 last was kroner 2,465,527
($660,761 normallv)
and operating
expenses kroner 1,879,527 ($503,713
normally). This left a profit to the
city of $157,048.

GOODBYE, RAZOR
BLADES,

WET COTTON

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.

Price, $1

OTT SALES

CO., 522 5th Ave.,
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

Not

starting deliveries within
The capital available

amounts

to 100,-

Mr. Pigeard, the
000,000 marks.
Berlin representative of Pathe, also
intends to establish a factory for raw
stock.
The works are already being
built in a suburb.

Albany Increases Fee
to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany The Film Board of Trade

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

(Special

—

Albany, after Maj- 1st, will
crease its entrance fee to $200.
of

in-

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

St.,

my

New York

City

subscription to

The Film Daily

for one

year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY—313

THE

Including
1921

second semi-annual Spring

Year

Weekly Reviews

Film Golf Tournament.

Name
Theatre

Address

Is.sues— Every

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

the

which

Bergen, Norway,

films

two months.

for this undertaking

to

it
to the National
Association for distribution throughout the trade, George Nicholas Ifft,

duce 40,000,000 meters or 13,000,000

the following and forward to the Editor of

in the

report

Commerce,

law stock factory near Hamburg,
where he expects to be able to .pro-

Golfers, Attention
Fill in

confidenital

Not—Why

If

Kindly enter

FILM DAILY.
Enter my name

a

Department of
has forwarded

espe-

of
to be
broken.
One of the veterans of the
trade, Mr. Oliver, will soon start a

"Agfa" seems

1)

it would not be surpriswould be played on the
burse of the Oak Ridge Golf Club
t Tuckahoe, where
last Fall's event
as so successfully carried ofif.
As to prizes, the tournament idea

4

ig

foreign

to

Moves

(Continued from

tional.

In

South America.

(Special

Lots of Prizes

Show 75% American Films

partment are soon expected to hand
in their resignations, after which the
department will be "re-grouped." ducing a special production for state
Production will then be considerably rights release.
It will
be started
reduced, while small producing firms May 1st, will be in eight reels and
will be financially assisted.
W^A. S. Douglas will direct.
Considerable
interest
has
been
caused by the announcement that the
The Hope
U. F. A. has secured the 1922 disThe new theater in Dallas, Texas,
tribution on
the
Richard Oswald
Prod., which made "Lady Hamilton." which opens April 29th, has been
The U. F. A. management later named "The Hope," in honor of
denied that such a contract had been Hope Hampton and not in honor of
made but Oswald maintained it had. Mrs. J. D. Williams, as stated in
It appears that the chief of the rent- the issue of April 14th.
The opening department made the contract inw picture will be "Star Dust," and
Hampton will attend the
without tlie knowledge of the head Miss
premier.
of the company.
The Emelka, the Munich company,
is also cutting down the number of
Penrhyn Stanlaws plans to begin
productions. The firm has succeeded, work toda}' on "Pink Gods."
however, in selling a great number of

abolition.

htire

Town

Charles Christie arrived in town
on Saturday from Los Angeles, for
a business conference with Educa-

— Foreign,

pages

$15

Day

THE

-c&m

DAILV

On Broadway
Broadway

—

—
— Mae Murray in "Fascination."
Central — Vera
Gordon
"Your
Best Friend."
—
Criterion "The Loves of Pharaoh."
Loew's New York— Today — Charles
revivals.
Cameo "Sisters."

Capitol

in

(Continued from Page

one row.

there's only

Tuesday

—

Charles Chaplin
Day," "Up and Going."

in

"Pay

Wednesday — Wanda Hawley
"The Truthful Liar."
Thursday — Harry Carey
"Man
to Man."
"A Poor
Friday — Will Rogers
in

in

in

Miss Du Pont in
"A Wonderful Wife."
Saturday Anita Stewart in "Her

Mad

Bargain."
— "The
Good Provider."
— "Is Matrimony
a Failure?"
Strand — Norma Talmadge in
"Smilin' Through."
"The
Times Square — Houdini
Rialto
Rivoli

in

Man from

Beyond."

— Not

—

in 'Frisco.
steamers. For their

Page on His Own
William A. Page, who has been
charge of the special exploitation
of "Foolish Wives" for Universal for
four months, will open
the past
new offices today for picture exploitation and publicity.

in

The exchanges

cans of

stufif.

To

to Dr. Straton.

In his famous song. Dedicated
Brady. That "All the mugs
But this has nothing to do. With

says.

And sung by

are not in the barber shops."

Bill

Doug's "pome." Which was inspired. When Tom Geraghty
sent him a barber chair. (Because Doug couldn't find the right
kind of a box on the lot.) Here's the inspiration
Dear Tom,
"I've heard of the Barbary Coast

Of Santa Barbara, too
Of the barbarous things on barber poles
And also of Harvey Thew

A

rub on the head, a cut on the hair,
Also a shine on the shoe,
clever thought, this chair you bought
For the shaving of Dan McGrew.
Alias Douglas Fairbanks.

A

MERCHANDISING PICTURES

Four

or five are expected to resign,
E. Newbould.

ads.

And

distributors think big black type.

May

in

it.

By

the mile.

GAME

If

ing.

To

Nimro(Js.

house.

Up

:

:

—

THOUGHT FOR A DAY

Joe Weil on Trip
Dallas

Import
of

Joe
—
Film

Weil
is

of

Export and

here in the interests

"The Jungle Goddess."

Major O'Mahoney now

calls

One
)

in

SOME SHOW

THE FILM DAILY)

You'll Get

Compliments

to sleep.

1st.

R-C's Detroit Manager

(Special to

You're There

With Our

OYSTERS
new

Writes Frank Rembusch
"A good lady was discussing pic(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tures with me in one of my small towns. She said
'The other
Detroit — Art
Elliott,
has
been
night my little boy was very late coming home from the show.
made R-C manager here, succeeding
'Well,
Herbert Moss, who is now with In reply to my question why he was so long, he said
/ Goldwyn in Minneapolis. Moss suc- Mother, I will tell you, the show was so rotten I had to stay for
ceeds Newt Davis.
two shows to get my money's worth.' "
Elliott,

WASHINGTON

Is all that's needed.

—

headquarters

AT

But people who know sales values. Know that the Bonus type
of copy. W^ill do inore good. To the square inch. Than all the

Connecticut. Has a lot
Miles in Detroit
of special features.
Including an oyster bed. But Joe couldn't
(Special to THE FILM DAILV)
When one of his friends. Asked him. If he took
Detroit C. H. Miles, who con- understand.
trols the Miles, Regent and Orpheum the oysters out walking.
Every night. Before they turned in
his

Daily

exhibitors.

Joe Plunkett's

will make
Detroit after

Film

At Warners. Running the kind of copy.
Of the exploitation stufif. That comes
with "Your Best Friend." Good stuff.
But why on earth. Or elsewhere. This sort of copy. Hasn't
been used months ago. Or years ago. All of us would like to
know. Of course. Producers like their names. And faces. In
tells

including A.

here,

OF THE

Eddie Bonus.

That

Should be on the screen. Thinks Eltinge Warner.
Who
London The Film Renter says
And formerly was with Benj. Hampit
understands that the directorate runs "Field & Stream."
Cinematograph ton Prod. So planning with Watty Rothacker. He has worked
of
Provincial
the
Theaters, Ltd., one of the important
out a series. Of 24. One of which. Was shown at the Capitol.
theater chains in England, will be
reduced to six and perhaps seven. By Roxy. And proved a hit. Quite an idea. Especially appeal-

—

numbers;

the

BARBER ^HOP CORDS
As Joe Lee

P. C. T. Directors
(Special to

sell

CONVENTIONi

Who

It's true.

rest of

Reduced
THE FILM DAILY)

SPECIAL

long voyages. According to F. W. Voight.
says they print the programs. Of the night's
pleasure. On back of the menus.
Wonder if Harold Lloyd's "Sailor Made Man." Is on the
schedule.

Of Metro.

in

"Smilin' Through."

NEWS

SHIP
Out

—

in

192

EXTRA SPECIAL COMING

Brooklyn Strand Norma Talmadge
in "Smilin' Through."
Cameo Not yet determined.
Diana Manners in
Capitol Lady
'The Glorious Adventure."
Central Lon Chancy in "The Heart
of the Wolf."
Criterion "The Loves of Pharaoh."

line

who

extra price. F'or booking. Special paper provided. Ex"Al" Lichtman promises. To pretra advertising guaranteed.
For this column. Next week. Order
pare his Confessions.
your extra copies now. Adv.

yet determined.

—
—
—
—
Rialto— Not yet determined.
"GasoRivoli — Roscoe Arbuckle
Gus" (tentative attraction).
Strand — Norma Talmadge

can't figure

No

Week

Next

Broadway

I

that was."

Relation,"

—

1)

Well;

Totalling $675.

Chaplin "Pay Day," "Turn to the
Right."

17,

Going Some

—

Charles Chaplin in "Pay
Day," Marion Davies in "Beauty's
Worth."
Brooklyn Strand Daily change of

Monday, April

'em "praise agents."

Meaning

press agents.

DANNY.

Every Day

—

iTHE
7Ae BYSTREET
o/* FILMDOM

:9^^re(0cmized

Authority
FORMERLY

XX

/ol.

Tuesday, April

No. 18

May

Hearing

Buys Old "10 Nights"

5

O. Arranges Date to Dis- C. R. Seelye in Deal With Concord
Film Co., Inc. Secures Negacuss Lambert Bill with House
tive
Some States Sold
Committee on Taxation
C.
R.
Seelye
has closed a deal with
Sydney S. Cohen, upon his return
'rom Washington yesterday stated Hopp Hadley, Edward M. Behrman,
hat he, together with a number of William Devery and Irving M. Behr!xecutive members of the M. P. man, comprising the Concord Film
arranged for a hearing Co., Inc., whereby he secures the negr. O., had
)n Lambert bill before the House ative on "Ten Nights in a Bar Room,"
nmittee on Taxation in Wash- held by Concord for the United States
and Canada.
on on May 5.
This measure, as noted, will define
Under the terms of the deal Conind limit the rights of composers of cord has turned over to Seelye the
nusic and would remove the copy- negative of the picture and whatever
right on sheet music played in pub- prints
it has in its possession.
This
ic places, such as theaters when such
will not affect territorial sales already
music is reproduced as sheet music made.
with the consent of the composer.
The contract provides that ConThis, it is held, by exhibitors, would
cord shall not release or advertise a
remove the music tax which they
picture under the title "Ten Nights
hold is a source of irritation to them.
in a Bar Room" in the United States
The hearing on the 5th precedes and Canada
A. P. T.

—

—

(Continued on

;S.

Page

for five

2)

Lynch and Freeman Here
A. Lynch and Y. F. Freeman

are

town from Atlanta.

in

District Managers Meet May
The convention of Paramount

trict

home

managers

will

ofiice starting

be held

at

1

this

told the clerk that
that such films

Monday, May

Ear

proved

Aiding Charity

it

but said that he

more

regarding
futile.

We

condition

this

rious
definite in-

have

so

Representatives
of
practically
every important producer of educationals and industrials, attended a
meeting last night at which were
discussed plans which are expected
to develop into the formation of an
organization to be known as the
National Association of Independent
Educational Manufacturers.
In it
will be all of the large manufacturers of that class of film with the
exception of one.
committee was appointed to
frame by-laws and draw up a general working plan to cover the pro-

A

and

difficulties,

Hays

is

an

of

the

poor

the

in

city.

personal

representatives

of

The winners will be crowned
"King and Queen of the Movies."

stars.

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Indiana

solutely for the

exhibitors

are

ab-

movement."

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Dennis F. O'Brien
and Hiram Abrams are expected to
leave for New York today.

—

to

Conlin will be named

in a

Ben

few days.

Leave for Coast
Neilan Here
Marshall Neilan is in town.
arrived from Chicago yesterday.

was wrong. I inferred from Added interest is expected from the
that the stock was being sold."
campaigning to be waged by the va-

formation

appreciation, the enthusiastic reception of the exhibitors of the country
of Will H. Hays' plea for confidence
and co-operation within our industry.
in Indiana have recognized for
years this is the solution of all our

New Combine

Producers of Educationals and Industrials Meet to Discuss a
National Organization

1.

I

Efforts to secure

THE

Plan

the

likely

hesitated a bit

H. Bingham Says Exhibitors
There Are Squarely in Back of
Him Wires Approval
Will H. Hays has the enthusiastic
support of Indiana exhibitors in his
new duties, according to a wire re-,
ceived by
FILM DAILY yesterday from Indianapolis, signed by
E. H. Bingham, a member of the
executive committee of the M. P.
T. O. A. The wire reads:
"We have noted, with the greatest
E.

efforts.

dis-

was tel Astor.
The proceeds accruing
would from the votes will be used to buy
shown by any reputable exhibitor medicine and generally improve the

boped

Hays

Smith Returns
Concord film was made some years certain ability to establish thorough
ago and revived recently. Schreiber business principles, heretofore so
Albert E. Smith of Vitagraph reCollins
and
Buchter
represented sadly lacking, that every honest ex- turned from Los Angeles yesterday.
hibitor, producer and distributor can
Seelye.
A change in the publicity and adsubscribe to, and we will give him vertising
departments is being made
our wholehearted support in his at Vitagraph.
A successor

—

be
be

Indiana Backs

The
only because Will posed association's activities.
Indiana man, have we aims of the organization will be to
(Continued on Page 2)
delayed
in
forwarding our
conyears after the gratulations on his broad aims for
O'Brien and Abrams Returning
the good of us all, preferring to let

Concern Being Organized to Make Will H. Hays Heads Committee to
Help Improving Condition of the
Specials Based on Hollywood
Poor Big Drive Planned
Scandals
A film man just back from BosWill H. Hays has accepted the
ton says he was approached by the chairmanship of a
motion picture
clerk of one of the leading hotels committee to co-operate
with
the
and asked as to the nossible profits New York Association for Improvwhich would result from the mak- ing the Condition of the Poor.
ing of several feature productions
A May Carnival contest is to be
based
on the recent Hollywood the feature of a popularity drive.
scandals.
When he expressed sur- Votes are to be sold for 10 cents each
prise at the idea that anyone would and there are to be two divisions in
attempt to make such pictures he which all film players are eligible.
was informed that stock was being One class will be for women and one
sold in the company; that it was a for men.
The contest will open on
Boston concern and was securing April 29 and end at midnight May 9
Boston capital only.
Large returns when the final count of the votes will
were promised on the investment.
be held at a May Carnival at the HoI

Price 5 Cents

date of the contract.
The Concord
fellow
exhibitors
catch
his
version has been playing opposition, our
in some spots to the Arrow version splendid spirit first and give their exwhich was made in Gloversville, N. pression of opinion of our bighave
Y., and which has been playing in brained champion of right.
houses all over the country.
The absolute faith in Will Hays and his

Stock Selling

"After

1922

We

Production Peak in May
Jesse L. Lasky said yesterday Paramount's
production
peak will be
reached in May with 13 units at work.
These will be kept in work during
May, June and July. When Gloria
Swanson returns from abroad she
will make "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," under direction of Sam Wood.
Theodore Roberts will have the leading role in "The Old Homestead."

bardly

18,

Steffes

He

Norma and Constance Talmadge,
Mrs.
Talmadge and Joseph M.
Schenck left for California on the
20th Century yesterday afternoon.

and Pramer Here

W.

A. Steffes, president, M. P. T.
O. of Minnesota and A. R. Pramer,
president, M. P. T. O. of Nebraska,
are in town.

Go

to

W. Baden Today

First National Executives

Leave for
Annual Meeting Sessions
Start Thursday

—

A number of First National exBrock with Schenck
ecutives
leave
this
afternoon for
Louis Brock has left Selznick
West Baden, Ind., where the annual
where he was foreign manager, to
meeting of the circuit will be held.
join the Joseph M. Schenck organiThe party is due at its
zation.

He

will

contracts and will
Feist,
sales.

who

is

in

supervise

foreign

work with Felix
general

charge of

destination

tomorrow night and will start its
sessions on Thursday morning.
All

there will be from 30 to 40
attending, including the 26
original
franchise
holders,
home
Harding Promises Answer Soon
office executives and others affiliated
The M. P. T. O. in a statement with First National through producyesterday said that President Hard- ing units.
Sol Lesser is en route
ing thanked the organization for its from the coast for the meeting. His
invitation to address the opening of brother, Irving is meeting him in
the
Washington convention very Chicago, and together they will
graciously and that he promised to journey to West Baden. Watterson
let the committee know as soon as
R. Rothacker will go there from
possible whether or not he could Chicago and a number of Western
accept.
Vice-President CooHdge has franchise holders will travel direct
promised to deliver an address.
from their respective cities.
told,

persons

i

THE

-s^m

I

DAILY

Plan

New Combine

Tuesday, April

Hearing

May

5

/

18,

192;

Sail April 29

Maurice Tourneur, director, J.
(Continued from Page 1)
Cohen, production manager, and
convention
the
annual
three
days
by
perfect a standardization of methods
leading
(Continued

relations with advertisers who
use specially-made films to get over
bring
their messages and also to
about a better understanding among
in

Vol.

PrIceSCents
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New

York,
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Hollywood
6411
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Phone, Hollywood 1603.
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Wabash Ave.
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—

—
—

London, W.

C.

2.

its

One important
be to eliminate the impressions
broadcasted
by cameramen
throughout the country who make
claims to advertisers that they are
full-fledged producers of industrials
because they possess a camera. Another purpose will be to perfect a
their
better
understanding
with
prospective customers and dissipate
the idea that a producer can guarantee a definite distribution when he
is quite aware that he himself is not
sure that he can carry out his
promises. In that way, it is expected
to build confidence on the part of
the advertiser and eliminate whatits

aim

own members.
will

.

^G'wyn

'

18^

...

16J4

17^

12,400

for

in

England April

for

long

list

Boy

Eugene Adolph, was bo
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Zukor at the Knickerbocker Ho
son,

pital.

This

the

is

first

grandchild

Famous Players-Lasky

the

i

presider

David Kirkland, former directc
Constance Talmadge, states th;
he is co-author and co-director
"Reported Missing."
for

<

W.

FLEMING &

A.

Public

Dependable
Accountants and

CO.
Auditors

Building
at

452 Fifth Avenue at 40th

St.

New York

from Page 1)
of social and business

(Continued

A

|

29.

a

It's

A

Aiding Charity

Telephone Longacre 9074

New York

constitutes the
committee on which are the following

leaders in

men:
Motion Picture Producers and Distributors Committee
Will H. Hays,
chairman; Hiram Abrams, Paul Brunet, William Fox, Frank Godsol, D.

film

STORIES WITH
BOX OFFICE TITLES
MELODRAMAS
WITH A PUNCH

—

Griffith, Earl W. Hammons, W.
Hearst, Carl Laemmle, Marcus
Not quoted ning May 8. The Industrial pro- Loew, P. A. Powers, John M. Quinn,
Triangle
Not quoted ducers have been invited to attend Joseph M. Schenck, Lewis J. SelzWorld
the meeting on the 27th, and as a nick, J. D. Williams, Adolph Zukor.
Quotations by H. Content & Co.
result, it would not prove surprisMotion Picture Exhibitors Commiting to find them participating in the tee William Landau, chairman; Max
Detroit Not Hit
convention in May, as the first step Barr, Louis F. Blumenthal, J. Alton
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in
the development of their new Bradburj^
Leo
William
Brandt,
Detroit It is understood that the organization.
Brecker, Bernard Edelhertz, Hyman
bankruptcy
proceedings
against
Gainsboro, David Keiverstein, S. A.
Pioneer in New York will not affect
Moross, Charles Moses, Benjamin S.
distribution and that
David
local
No Ban on Arbuckle
Moss, Charles L. O'Reilly, Samuel
Laughlin. local manager now conTHE
FILM
DAILY)
(Special to
Herman
Peyser, Joseph Plunkett,
trols the product.
Chicago Anybody who wants to Rachmil. Hugo Reisenfeld, Samuel
see Roscoe Arbuckle is welcome to, Rothafel,
Rudolf Sanders, Samuel
Ayer Managing Coliseiun, 'Frisco so far as Chief of Police Fitzmorris Sonin, Charles Steiner and David
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The board of censors Weinstock.
is concerned.
San Francisco Edgar N. Ayer, said that Arbuckle films will be
former manager of the Granada, will judged solely on their merits as pic- Warwood, W. Va. House, Opens
manage the Coliseum which has been tures, and without any reference to
Warwood, W. Va. The New
purchased by Sam and H. D. Meyer the private life of the actors. Mrs. Lincoln
week with
opened
last
and Louis Hyman, of All Star Fea- Benita McCormick, head of the "The Rivers' End." W. H. Morgan
tures Dist., Inc., from Sam H. Levin board, declared there would be a is the owner and manager.
The
and the Famous Players Lasky Corp. "careful watch for lurid advertising." house costs $50,000.

deffhite plans will be made
their annual convention, begin-

Not quoted which

Griffith

Loew'.s

pear

t:

members of the cast to a
"The Christian" will lea

Knox

—

Quotations

1)

and, in all probability, the M. P, T.
O. delegation will remain in Washington over that week-end to be on
hand for the convention. In addition
to Cohen, the following will attend
the hearing. W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, M. J. O'Toole and M. E.
Comerford, Scranton, Pa.; A. R.
Pramer, Omaha; H. B. Varner, Lexington, N. C; W. A. True, Hartford; J. T. Collins, Rutherford, N.
R. F. Woodhull, Dover. N. J.;
J.;
C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore, E. M.
Fay, Providence; W. R. Cadoret,
Chicago and Jules Brylawski, Washington.
The M. P. T. O. is urging exhibitors to forward all data relative
to the music tax situation to headquarters for preparation in advance
of the hearing.

—

Le Film, 42, Rue de ever distrust may arise as a result
Paris Representative
Clichy.
of a promise covering intensive disEuropean Representative Interna- tribution that is never fulfilled.
Central
(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau.
tionale
akia), Wenzelsplatz.
The desire of recognized producers
of industrials to organize is a direct
result of last Tuesday's meeting of
the National Association of Manuin
Washington,
when
facturers
Sales
High
Low Close
films
The
were discussed.
6,500 trade
F. P.-L. .. 82^ 81^
815/^
do pfd.
96
95
95
400 manufacturers will hold a meeting
at SO Church St., on April 27. at
...
7
7j4

Page
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W.
R.

& Wolford, of New
York, offer their collection of
proven stage
successes
for
Darcy

—

PICTURE

PRODUCTION.
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M.

—

ALVORD

6059 Hollywood Blvd.

Los Angeles, California
Telephone Holly 484
Coast Representative

—
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The house

of California.

New

Series for Elmo Lincoln
Lincoln this week completes
a 15 weeks' personal appearance tour.
will

come

to

New York

for

conferences with Louis Weiss, preparatory to entering upon a new series
of films in which he will be
starred.

Bannon Buys

—

in Oberlin, O.

Oberlin, O. Ira W. West, owner
of the Apollo, has sold his theater
to the Bannon Theater Co.
This
company has also acquired the
Strand, the Dreamland, the Colonial

and American.

To Producers

SPICE

Reg

»

(PixztuAj^

S Pat. Off

—for

you
what they

should be.
This is only one of the valuable points of this ser-

OSCAR PRICE
565 Fifth

Avenue

Largest and Foremast Hotel

LAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

A man with ability to
Statistics are dry figures.
produce a valuable picture, can hardly be expected to
be interested in statistics. Especially such as indicate
whether business is better in the grain section of this
country, or whether business is "off" where only a
month ago a boom was on.
Yet this organization has this information at its

OH TMn PKOCRAM"

U

GOOD WOE'-

IRVING
MA^K&CO
808!^2 SO. WABASH AVE. CH1CAG13

The

and Directors

vice.
THE

QUICK SERV;_.

WITHOUT SCENES

Lakewood's

finger tips. And this enables us to know
whether rental figures in contracts are

f^uca-Uonxd

I

FREE

WITH OH

seats 2,200.

Elmo

He

I

TINTIN"=^

at 46th Street,

New York

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rate*

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Director!.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGBMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

City.
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herself is more vivacious
than ever, acting well. * * *

Through"— 1st

"Smilin'

Murray
Murray

WORLD—

The film may well be
V.
*
n more successful than its parent. *
n mid-V"ictorian dress her clustering curls
soulful eyes are only sweeter to the
*
e than when she is in modern attire. * *
plot,
no doubt, is artificial and trivial,
;
*
it is charmingly told on the screen. * *
is a
pity that in productions of thii
t
d greater care is not paid to reproducing

I

color.

p local

lERALD — In

on popular afTecthis
romance
is
a dash of tears
mises to be one of the outstanding pic-

es

of the

\n

the

hold
with

its

*

year.

Miss Talmadge
and meets every test

dual roles
her very best,

jat

powers

[her

of

IMES— The

pantomime with

ease.

chances are that practically
inform
themselves
about
nilin" Through," at the Strand this vreek,
then go to see it, will enjoy it.
For
*

and

sentimental,

entirely

is

well

is

it

*

*

lovely as the Mid-Victorian Moon>he
n and charming, too, as the more modern
thleen.
Also, her pantomime is often
ingly expressive.
is

VMERICAX — Moreover, the picture is
utifully
taken.
How very must better
screen does those fantastic, intangible
igs than the stage. * * *
The
story
of
"Smilin'
Through"
is
actively
told,
and Miss Talmadge, as
lonyetn and Kathleen, is at times ador*

*

g

*

"Smilin' Through" disys a variety of facial expression that is
raordinary.
She "runs the gamut."

say

uld

that
picture.

far as

direction

"Smilin'
It is so

Through"

is

MAIL—In

"Fascination," which is preCapitol Theater this week,
properly cast, and the result is a
better picture than any in which she has
appeared for some time. * »
sented
she is

_

(.1

ORN

rough"

I

KG

TELEGRAPH— "Smilin'

one of the most perfect pictures
Talmadge ever made.
It
cannot

rma

is

ape success.

NEWS — Direction

5AILY

Especially

:

Photography Choice. Plot Slender.
lue
About 98 per cent.
tIAIL "Similin' Through" is easily the
St film that Norma Talmadge has made
hin our recollection, which covers most of
work on the screen. But it is something
|re than that.
It is one of the great pices of the year, and in many respects is
ll-nigh a perfect motion picture.
)d.

:

:

—

:

3LOBE— It

is one of those rare pictures
Jch are a credit to the tremendous industry
;aged
in
their
manufacture.
"Smilin'
rough" is exceptionally effective because
lacks to a great degree all the familiar
kness of the usual movie.

VENING JOURNAL— In

this

produced on a lavish scale and the
romantic atmosphere which it needs has
It

iiVENING WORLD— "Smilin Through,"
which Norma Talmadge is appearing
'*

this week
spirits.

ully
e

of

—
•i

It

GLOBE — There

dance

\l.

*

pliant
* * *

the

at

Strand,

is

a

all told, an extremely finished
romance, mystery and spiritualMiss Talmadge is alluring and
to the emotional needs of the

rELEGRAM- *

*

eclipses

Smer

her
screen

all

achievements in her newest
"Smilin' Through," adapted from the
E.rming stage play in which Miss .Tane
wl was so successful. * *
her greatest
|y.

—

"Fascination" Metro
Capitol
Y.

WORLD

*

*

just about the
st
finished
and interesting cinema-play
t
has come out of a studio this year.
comedy performance of Miss Murray,
;
ays an attractive figure in films, is just
ittle more varied and artful than that of

;'f.

9ther

is

young woman we can remember

pictures.
"Fascination" is a comedyma of painstaking beauty and deftness of
itment, and no motion picture lover will
e to miss seeing it.

|;IERALD
,?s

—

For once Miss Murray has
tliat is worthy of the elaborate setand costumes lavished on it, while the

*tory

great agility and realism.

leaving on

is

He

will

be gone

and

of action in the piece,
well as entertaining.

fascinating

advertisement

SUN—*

*

has

Capitol
ever in

the

Mae Murray

as

—

"Fas-

capably directed. * * * The
improbabilities,
not the

*

several

them Miss Murray's marvelous
resurrection when she has seemingly been
of by
date.

disposed

*

dagger.

a

* *

picture to

*

*

her

best

swift,

the
the
are

*

TELEGRAM— The

action

story unfolding
following
morning.
entire

Matrimony

"Is

in

is

day and

one

The

scenes

a Failure"

—F.

P.-L.

Rivoli

HERALD—

—

fun

of

lot

pretty

out

*

be released for the

will

May

7th.

A

car

special

who
who

has

and

been hired by
newspaper men

Dittman,
opening of
Dittman's new theater, the Lindo at
are

friends

Freeport,

of

attend

will

F.

J.

the

III.

DOING AT ALL
IT'S WORTH DOING
"WORTH-WHILE"
WATCH YOURSELF
SAY "WORTH-WHILE"
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

is

than

The Best

A

fire

the

in

"Ten

Nights

opened

Sunday

at

A

picture

that

because of
genuine pathos
exploitation and

•

for

You

Celebration For

in

Room"

a Bar
Barbee's

"Mother

indefinite
run.
opened at the

Saturday.

in

It's broad, you see, and it would
if
it
were not for the acting.
what makes the picture.
efifect

Never

funny.

maximum

have

is

we

painful rather
seen such a

with a minimum of reconsider it a vulgar picture
which has no redeeming qualities with the
They
exception of the names of the cast.
read well
of
* * *

effort

We

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
GLOBE —Any

*

*

an

its

—

practical

its

remarkable

mother-love theme.
Wire for Mother's

Day Date

(May

14)

Now Through Your

Eternal"

Nearest

Adams Theater on

GRAPHIC FILM

EXCHANGE

Both of these pictures are
Progress Exchange.

released by the

EASTMAN"

The words

—

stenciled

transparent

in

black

film

possible intent on

producer of

the part

KODAK"

letters

margin,

in

POSITIVE FILM

E\'ENING JOURNAL— It matrimony

failure?

Who

can

tell?

Through

medium

a
the
plays

of one of the funniest photo
they try to solve the riddle at the Rivoli.

SUN — The
picture

movie adaptation
refreshing and

is

excellent.
is
really funny

a good nuinber of scenes.

TELEGRAM.— The

result is one of
most delightful comedies of the season.

the

"Orphans" Going Into Strand
"Orphans of the Storm" -will play
the Strand for two weeks, beginning
April 30th.

expected to

The Fox
show the

circuit

picture

is

If you see

these

same

white on a

words in
you have

black strip
incontrovertible proof that they
were so printed by the finisher to
mislead, not stenciled by the manufacturer to identify, and

stock

is

that

the

not Eastman.

not
until

the Fall.

"Reported Missing" at Criterion
"Reported Missing," the Selznick
special starring Owen Moore, goes
into the Criterion on Sunday, following "The Loves of Pharaoh," which
closed Saturday night.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

the

identify

EASTMAN

this

to

its

will

absurd film to have
some sort of a discussion under the guise
of fun
has been wholly swamped because
the humor is so thick and so bad that there
is
no semblance of real life in the story,
married or single, successful or otherwise.
* * *
There are a few situations containing
an element of humor in the silly farce that
makes up most of the action.

in

is

pack 'em
wealth of

will

be sure to amuse you.
of the

Make

"MOTHER tTfRNAL"

Employees

lobby.

with chemicals.

it

to

Book

through the performance unaware of
extinguished

Way

MOTHER'S DAY

it,

TRIBUNE— The
sults.

For a second time in a week, fire
has broken out in a Chicago theater.
A small sized riot was averted last
week by the quick wit of the employees when the Senate curtain
burned, and this week patrons of the
combination
and Lake,
State
a
vaudeville and picture house,^ sat

*

pointless

That

The

Says:

but soine of it was
that
about sums it

of

And

dull."

*

up.

'Theodora"

exchangemen

a

WORLD—

N. Y.
Is Matrimony a Failure?" is, indeed, excellent fooling.
It's
almost too human for
the preceding portions of the picture, for
Leo Ditrichstein's vehicle has been considerably
broadened in treatment, though
the resultant smiles have been broadened
*
too.
It
has been built up with
several extremely ludicrous touches. * * *
jollier than a college flag rush.
TIMES It's one of those things of
which the spectator is likely to say, "I got

be

/

coast.

MADGE EVANS
IF IT'S WORTH

of

least

a

to the

trip

no end

is

her
latest
cination."
story

Pat Campbell, exploitation manager for the United Artists in this
territory, has left for a six weeks'

exciting as

it's

EVENING WORLD — At
is
as
lingerie

Russell C. Smith, service manager
of Celebrated Players, has resigned.

outlying houses

»

achievement.

feen

Mae

which

in

an
exhibition
Murray impersonates
also

is

EVENING JOURNAL—There

is,

of

^

IT

is

been extremely well created, to the credit
of Robert Z. Leonard, who directed it.

stirring

emotions, based on the glory
and the pernicious power of hate,
Talmadge is seen in the two roles
tMoonyeen. an exquisite bride of 1860, and
Ithlccn, her vivacious niece of 1914.
the

of
love
Vnia

the

at

the

I

Exhibitors' Supply Co.,
a trip to the coast.
for 60 days.

the

public so far.

we

goes,

beautifully done
with such a light touch that all of
ieems very real, and that is the most irajtant of all.
Miss Talmadge plays with
j?ent!e whimsicality that robs her scenes
jany hint of the melodramatic.
feet

has

in

TRIBUNE—As

Mid-West Notes
THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — H. A. R. Button of
(Special to

*

elaborate.

Talmadge

vliss

*

is a good one.
Miss
been called upon to enact
several tensely dramatic scenes and in each
she displays talent that is far above the
average. • * *
"Fascination" is the finest
picture
Mae Murray has given to the

I

le.

*

feature

a bull with

who

those

viried

MORNING TELEGRAPH — The Mae

Nat'l

Strand
V.

and

star
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Queen Marie in Films
N. Y. World Says Contract
Signed
— Lois Weber at One Time
is

Was

Book Rights
According to the N. Y. World of
Sunday, Queen Marie of Roumania
After

To

—

a

story

in

which

the

THE FILM DAILY)

—

i

120

Broadway.

—

mington.

Capital,

$1,000,000.

At-

torney, Colonial Charter Co.

Production
Fine Arts studio.

Universal.

for

—

.

IS

Eva Novak

Star

(Special to

—

Queen and her daughter were to appear. The newspaper says that both

18,

Hicks Coming from Australi.
Managing Director John W. H
Albany, N. Y. Selig Kalen FeaLos Angeles E. L. Butler and Jr., of the Famous-Lasky Film
tures, New York.
Capital, $60,000. William R. Reed are to co-star Eva vice, Ltd., of Australia, will sail
Incorporators: F. K. Allen and G. Novak in a series of five-reelers, Sydney on the Sonoma on
Attorney, S. M. Helig, similar in type to those she made 10th, for a visit to the home offic
Renavant.

Incorporations

has signed a contract to appear in a
Kneer
N.
Y. Joseph
motion picture to be made in this
Albany,
country in the summer. The World Amusement Corp., Queens. Capital,
says that the contract has been sign- $125,000. Incorporators: C. Abrams.
ed for two months and that the feat- A. Borges and A. Cantore. Attorney,
ure will probably be used as the W. H. Siebrecht, Jr., Long Island
opening gun of a campaign to secure City.
a loan from American bankers.
The account goes into the history
Consolidated
N.
Y.
Albany,
of the transaction and states that of- Amusement Corp., New York. Capifers of various kinds have been made tal
M.
Incorporators:
$20,000.
for two years.
It adds that J. G. Richter, G. Previtali and A. Fanchi.
Bachmann, treasurer of Preferred Attorney, H. Goldman, 120 BroadPictures, Inc., producers of the Kath- way.
erine MacDonald pictures, made an
offer and that Daniel Carson GoodDover, Del. Graphic Prod., Wil-

man wrote

Tuesday, April

at the old

will

be
Start

Aimed

at

Lynch

Vitagraph
DAILY!

at

Los

to

will

t'

THE FILM DAILY)

immediately on "Blue Blood," fej
Atlanta It is stated here that the ing Alice Calhoun; a James O'
new Independent Producers Ass'n, Curwood story for William Dui
formed recently in Florida, is a and an O. Henry story taken f
& Kings," for E
direct slap at the Lynch organization, "Cabbages
inasmuch as no exhibitor connected Williams at Vitagraph,
with Southern Enterprises was invited or informed of the organization meeting. The leading spirits are
(Special to

—

Carl

Kettler,

and

Judge
Dayton a.

West Palm Beach
Henry T. Titus, of
of

H. C. Holah
(Special to

in

TO RENT

For Film Exchange
Floor 2500 sq. ft. net in hear
2 vaults, cut
of film district.
ting
and
inspection
rooms
private offices, etc.
Satisfactor
Early possession.

Madison, Wis.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Madison, Wis.
H. C. Holah
Dover, Del. Ehlers Film Corp.
recently with Pathe, is now manIncorporators:
Capital,
$125,000.
aging the Parkway.
Adrian S. Ehlers, Dolores L. Ehlers,
Mexico City; Patrick M. Logan,
Maberry on West Coast
and Manual Matizeno, Newabroad in August, 1920, with con- Tampico
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
York. Attorney, Corporation Trust
tracts all drawn.
Nothing ever maChicago Instead of going to New
terialized.
He added that, so far as Co. of America.
York
from here Cecil Maberry went
he knew, no agreements had been
Dove% Del. Vita Films, Inc. straight to the coast where he is
made and said the Queen's ministers
Incorporators: visiting the exchanges as well as the
would probably object to her appear- Capital $1,000,000.
Gerobal, G. A. McCormack, studio.
Gustva
ance in films and that if they gave
Leonard E. Wales and Alfred Wostheir consent she would appear as a
nep.
private character and not as Queen
of Roumania.
Southern
M. P.
Del.
Dover,
It was recalled yesterday that Lois
Capital $3,000,000.
Finance Corp.
stated
Weber in March of last year
Attorney, Corporation Service Co.

—

transactions fell through.
David Steinhardt, an attorney who
is mentioned as representing Harry
Leonhardt
early
negotiations,
in
stated yesterday he had made a trip

Three

THE FILM
Angeles — Work

(Special

lease.

ern

Reasonable

Mod

rent.

Building.

Apply

Wm.

—

Established

—

&

A. White

46 Cedar
Tel.

SonjJ

1868

Street

3700 John

—

was dickering for the film rights
literary works of Marie, inDover, Del. Atlanta Studio Corp.
cluding fairy tales and some poems.
Attorney, CorCapital $1,500,000.
Her plans, it is understood, did not

she
to

—

the

call for the actual

Queen

in

appearance of the

pictures.

Bachmann

could not be
yesterday for a statement.

reached

May Make "Ebb Tide"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

poration Service Co.

Springfield, 111.— S. and H.
Capital $5,000.
Co., Chicago.

Film

Incorporators, Philip R. Davis, Albert
J.

Allen and Samuel Spitzer.

—

Austin, Tex. Happyland Theater,
Capital stock $50,000.
Melford may Inc., Dallas.
produce "Ebb Tide," by Robert Incorporators: Harry Simon, E. B.
Thomas and M. Powell, all of
Louis Stevenson for Paramount.

Los Angeles

— George

IF

YOU'RE NOT READING

THE FILM DAILY
EVERY MORNING YOU ARE
HOLDING OUT ON YOURSELF

Dallas.

Pyramid's Fourth
Austin, Tex. Ranger Theater Co.,
Pyramid's fourth picture will be Ranger. Capital stock, $10,000. In"When the Desert Blooms," by Don- corporators: H. S. Cole, W. B.
ald McGibney.
Ray C. Smallwood Palmer and A. Joseph, all of
will direct.
Ranger.

—

—

"Kentucky Home" at Cameo
Austin, Tex. Renile Amusement
"My Old Kentucky Home," an Co., Dallas. Capital stock, $7,000.
American Releasing picture, is ex- Incorporators: A. J. Walker, E. O.
pected to go into the Cameo on Sun- Massie and E. L. Fagin, all of

Subscribe to

The Film Daily
71 West 44th
Kindly enter

At Other Theaters
The Rialto will show "The Bachelor Daddy" next week; the Rivoli Moskowitz and A. Oshman,

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Fred W. Sittenham,
(Special to

City

subscription to

all

several Metro pictures, has and Seth Lewis, Pawhuska, Okla.
organized a producing company and
will immediately begin shooting on
ProApollo
Cal.
Scramento,
his own story,
"Not For Fools." ducing Co., San Francisco. Capital,
Among Sittenham's past produc- $300,000. Incorporators: E. W. Miltions are "The Misleading Lady," burn, M. L. Saunders. E. J. Lawler,
"Clothes" and "Fine Feathers."
D. Bucholz and S. C. Bennett.

directed

—

for

Issues— Every Day

—

of

Oklahoma City, Okla.— Ideal TheaCaphal stock, $25,ter Co., DeNoys.
000.
Incorporators, A. B. Momand,
Shawnee; J. F. DeNoys, Ponca City,

The Film Daily

Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages
Subscription, $10

and the Galveston.

Sittenham to Produce

my

New York
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—

Austin, Tex. Princess Amusement
Capital stock, $5,000.
Co., Galveston.
Incorporators, A. B. Mendel, G. I.

"Gasoline Gus," as noted,
Strand, "Smilin' Through."

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include

Dallas.

day.
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Name
Theatre

Address

— Foreign,

$15

one

'^ff

brAdstreet

;s^«re(ocmized

>/*

FILMDOM

Authority
FORHERLY

[X

Wednesday, April

No. 19

igreement Reached

19,

1922

New

77 Theaters

Price 5 Cents

Two New R-G

Eastman Issue

Stars

Are Members of National Associa- 50,000 Shares Being Offered at $77.50 Reported Ethel Clayton and Jane
Novak Have Been Signed No
tion, According to Detailed List
Each— To Be Listed on the
Confirmation. Obtainable
in Annual Report
Exchange
It is understood that R-C Pictures
The annual report of the National
Dominick & Dominick and BernSamuel Rachmann and the Association for the year ending hard, Scholle & Co. are offering have signed two new stars, Ethel
pijen
Kodak Clayton and Jane Novak, and that
executives of the Hamilton June, 1921, was issued a few days 50,000 shares of Eastman
fc>r
It contains a list of the ex- common stock, no par value, at $77.50 agents are now securing story mate"'atrical Corp., and the E. F. A. ago.
5.hmann-Harailton Difficulties Settled
Former Resigns Office
But Retains Stock
he long drawn controversy be-

—

German producing

the

'.<

of

unit

—

hibitor

members

the

of

Application has
a share.
to list the stock on the

association

which caused a great deal who are listed in Class 2.
fjiscussion in Berlin and in New
There are 77 exhibitors all told.
A Adolph Zukor is down as the rep'k, was settled Monday night.
Stract
was entered into under resentative of the Miner theater in
ch Rachmann retired as vice- St. Cloud, Minn. The list is as
iddent and a director of Hamilton follows:
also as a director and an ex- Arkansas— Pine Bluff, Best Theater, J. H.
Saenger, E. V. Richards, L. M. Ash.
tive of E. F. A., and all of the
man companies owned by Hamil- California — San Francisco, New Fillmore, L.
California,
H. L. RothR, Greenfield;
L
Rachmann will have no further
Dnilton,

with the management of
business of the E. F. A. comics or of Hamilton, either directly
indirectly, but he retains his stock

1

I

;rest

as heretofore.

'he business of the E. F. A. and
of the other German companies
tied by Hamilton, will be run by
board of directors, of which Ike

imenthal and Albert A. Kaufman
members, Kaufman taking charp"
(Continued on page 3)

I

child; Portola, H. L. Rothchild; Imperial,
H. L. Rothchild; Los Angeles, Grauman's,
CaliRialto. Sid Grauman
Sid Grauman
Miller's,
F.
A.
fornia, Abraham Lehr
-=•
Miller. .
;

;

;

—

Colorado Colorado .Springs. Princess, Pat
Argust; Denver. Queen, J. C. Peterson;
Rialto, H. E. EIPrincess. Chas. Castello
on Page 2)
( Continued
;

I

I

Hays Blocks Arbuckle Showings
statement
was
The following
issued last night by Will H.

Hays:

length
consultations
"After
at
with Mr. Nicholas Schenck, repreSchenck, the
senting Mr. Joseph

stock

Louis

Baum,

sales
for
a

manager

of

vacation in
Europe on May 2nd. Art Schmidt,
short subject manager for Universal,
approves of the idea and if he can,
will sneak away with Baum.
Equity,

leaves

.

—

(Special to

rrand

The

Won

Junction,

Colo.
of the

— Ole

M.

manager
Majestic,
of Harry T. Nolan's theaters,
acquitted in the County Court,

ison,

>

the judge directed the jury to
ig in a verdict for the defendant
the charge of having violated the
i-Sunday
section
of
the
state
;utes, known as Section 4,000.
;n

)avis Signs
(Special to

Rogers?

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Angeles The Times says it
eported that Harry O. Davis, pro.OS

er of
II

"The

Silent Call," has signed

Rogers for four features.

other.-.

dinner of the T.
held at the Ritz
The dinner will
tomorrow night.
serve a two-fold purpose, one to bid
farewell to William Brandt, retiring
president, and the other to usher
installation

O. C. C.

THE FILM DAILY)

in

will

be

William Landau and the new

list

of officers.

Players

will

release

a

second block of revivals to be composed of "Why Change Your Wife?"
"The Woman God Forgot," "We
Can't Have Everything," Mae Murray in "The Gilded Lily," "The
Woman Thou Gavest Me," "Little

Women," and Elise
"Barbary Sheep."

Ferguson

The case involves the dramatic
copyright to the two opems, "Over
the

in

Hill to the
Hill
the

Poor House" and

From the Poorhouse." written by William Carleton,
and secured after his death from
Mrs. Norman E. Goodrich, widow
of Norman E. Goodrich, Carleton's
"Over

sole
will

Second Block of Revivals

Famous

use.

At R-C yesterday Joseph Schnitzer

could not be reached for a statement
Nat
In the 11 year period, 1910 to 1920, confirming the above report.
the annual average earnings avail- Rothstein, in charge of publicity of
able for dividends on the 1.958,620 that organization, said he had heard
shares of common stock were $14,- nothing about it.
419,000, equivalent to $7.36 a share.
The 1921 report is expected to show
A. E. Directors Here
something over $7 a share earned on
The board of directors of AssoIn 1920 the ciated Exhibitors, Inc., is in town
the common stock.
share holding a business meeting.
company
earned
$9.25
a
common stock on the
on
the
In
basis of the new capitalization.
Discuss Trade Films Today
the past seven years there has been
Invitations to producers of indusan increase of 5,340 shares of no par
value common stock in stock capitali- trials and educationals have been exconference in
a
zation, while undistributed surplus tended to attend
aggregating
earnings,
$45,000,000, Room 734, Custom House, today to
have been reinvested in the property. discuss the distribution of trade films
abroad.
The meeting will be along
the lines of the original conference
Vacation Ideas
held in Washington last week.

Gradwell Leaves Gunning
iinnouncement was made yester- producer and Mr. Adolph Zukor and
that Ricord Gradwell has dis- Mr. Jesse Lasky, of the Famous
tinued with Wid Gunning, Inc., Players-Lasky Corp., the distributors,
I will state that at my request they
is no longer acting as managing
Supreme Court to Review Case
have cancelled all showings and all
!Ctor of that corporation.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bookings of the Arbuckle films.
They do this that the whole matter
Washington The U. S. Supreme
may have the consideration that its Court has granted the writs of certioFranklin Here and Gone
importance warrants, and the action rari sought by Wm. J. Hughes in belarold B. Franklin of Buffalo left
fact half of the Fox Film Corp., to rehome last night. He was here is taken notwithstanding the
that they had nearly 10,000 contracts view the cases brought by that cominding a meeting of the board of
in force for the Arbuckle pictures."
pany against Joseph S. Klein, Corse
;ctors of Associated Exhibitors,
Payton, the Corse Payton Stock
Co., Louis Baret and a number of
Installation Dinner Tomorrow
Colorado Sunday Fight

rial for their

ex-

change.

!

i

iHection

been made

I

legatee.

The

probably

reach

Supreme
the

Court for the
York.

Southern

to

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

absorption by the
Players Canadian Corp., of
Allen Theaters, Ltd., is understood to
have been called off for the present.
It is reported that Famous did not
exercise its option and that the two
companies are now negotiating on a

Toronto

Famous

new

is

basis.

Stem Here With Sternbach
Abe Stern, of Century Comedies,
in New York from Chicago, where

he has had a conference with MidStern will
western exchange men.
stay here about two weeks and has
booked passage on the Aquitania for
Europe. With him goes Bert Sterndirector.
Century's
casting
bach,
During the latter's absence Zion
Myers will handle the casting.

Occupy Two Special Cars
The First National delegation from
next New York to the annual meeting at
West Baden left in two special cars

case

The above action
missal of a complaint brought by
Fox against the persons named above
ar.d others as a result of a public
performance of a play allegedly based
The comon the Carleton poems.
plaint was dismissed by the Federal

New

(Special

.

''

Court

fall.

follows

Deal Temporarily Off

Allen

a

District

dis-

of

In the party
yseterday afternoon.
were H. O. Schwalbe, J. D. Williams,
E. B. Johnson, Sam String, F. E.
Brockell, A. M. and Jacob Fabian,
Moe Mark, Robert Lieber, E. V.
Richards, W. H. Gueringer, D. P.
Howells, E. W. Hammons, N. H.
Gordon. Paul C. Mooney, Louis A.
Macloon and Joe Dannenberg, editor
of

THE FILM DAILY.
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to

New

St.,

York,

'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
California
6411
Hollywood
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave,
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
N. Y.

—
—
—

HoU} wood,

London, W.

C.

2.

Paris Representative
Clichy.

— Le

Film,

42,

Rue de

—

European

Representative
InternaFilmschau,
Prague
(Czecho-Slo
tionale
Talcia), Wenzelsplatz.
Central

;

(Continued from Page 1)
lison
America, O. D. Cass
Sterling,
America, O, D. Cass; Pueblo, Rialto, H.
E. Gardner; Greeley,
Sterling,
William
Conle; Ke.x, H. T. Nolan,
Connecticut
New Haven, Rialto, P. B.
;

—

;

—

Maxon,

—

Florida Pensacola, Isis, J. H. Saenger, E.
v. Richards, L. M. Ash.
Indiana
Indianapolis,
Ohio, F. J.
Rembusch
Marion, Lyric. F. J. Rembusch

—
;

Shelbyville. Alhambra, F. J, Rembusch.
Ijouisiana
Alexandria, .Saenger, J. H. Saenger, E. V. Richards, L. M. Ash; Monroe,
Saenger, J. H. Saenger, E. V. Richards,
L. M. Ash: New Orleans, Globe. J. H.
Saenger, E. V. Richards, L. M. Ash Liberty, J. H. Saenger, E. V. Richards. L. M.
Ash; Strand, J. H. Saenger, E. V. Richards, L, M. Ash; Shreveport, Saenger, J.
H. Saenger, E. V. Richards. L, M. Ash;
Majestic, J. H. Saenger, E. V. Richards,
L. M. Ash.
Maine Rockland, Park, A. S. Black.
Maryland Baltimore, Wizard, B. Depkin,

—

Utah Scofield, J. A. Nicolaides.
Vermont Rutland, Strand, T. W. McKay.

—
Virginia — Norfolk,

Granley,
Wells;
Jake
American, Jake Wells; Wells, Jake Wells;
Richmond, Lyric, H. McNiven Bijou, Jake
Wells
Isis, Harry Bernstin.
West Virginia Wheeling, Virginia, C. A.
;

;

—

Feinler.

— Eau
Wyoming — Casper,

Wisconsin

Low

High

.7^

^^Goldwyn

Close

80^

80^

94

94

7

....

Not quoted

(Jriffith

Loew's

Sales

4,400
100
3,500

.

.

181^

.

17K

Triangle
U'orld

—

—

.'r.

Massachusetts

— Lowell,

Merrimack

W.

Sq.,

Nelson.

J.

Michigan

—
—
—

Detroit. Strand, Phil Gleichman
Maiiison Th. Co., J. H. Kunsky.
Minnesota St. Cloud, Miner, Adolph Zukor;
Duluth, Lyceum, J. B. Clinton.
Mississippi
Greenville, Grand. J, H. Saenger,
E. V. Richards. L. M. Ash
Greenwood,
J. H. Saenger, E. V. Richards, L. M. Ash
Hatticsburg, Strand, J. H. Saenger, E. V.
Richards, L
Ash Meridian, Strand, J.
H. .Saenger. E. V. Richards, L. M. Ash;
Natcliez, Baker-Grand, J. H. Saenger, E.
V. Richards, L. M. Ash; Vicksburg, Alamo, J. H. Saenger, E. V. Richards, L.
;

M. Ash.
Missouri Kansas

—

ing.

Montana

— Wliite

;

City,

Liberty,

Sulphur Springs, Mrs.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Louis
Floyd
Lewis
has
succeeded E. P. Pickler as St. Louis
manager for Select.
Pickler has
been transferred to Kansas City.
St.

J.

H.

Scott.

?

Rothafel

Louis

H.

Claire,

A.

Cass;

America, O. D. Cass
Cheyenne, Princess, M.

H. Todd.

One

oli.

feld

;

Hugo

Criterion,
Riesenfeld

Hugo

Grant

Anson

.Star,

;

;

Reade
Samuel

Riesenfeld
RivRialto, Hugo Riesen;

;

Comet,

Grant

Anson.
Ohio Cincinnati, Walnut, Ike Libson

—

dusky, Star, Wm. F. Seitz
Strand, Ben L. Heidingsfeld.

—
Island — Woonsocket,

;

;

San-

Cincinnati,

Laurier,

W.

C.

(*,en.son.

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Midway, owned by

Charles
H.
Thimmig, re-opened
Saturday.
This was one of three
recently
closed
by
public
safety.
management repaired the roof
made other repairs.
theaters
director

of

the

The
and

Jackman Again Heads A. S. C.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles

many

for

— Fred

years with

W.

Jackman,

Mack

Sennett

was unanimously re-elected president
of the American Society of Cinematographers at the annual meeting.
I-.

officers are:

Guy Wilky,

first

vice-president;

Victor Milner, second vice-president;
Gilbert Warrenton, third vice-president; Jackson J. Rose, treasurer and
Pliilip

H. Whitman, secretary.

The

board

of

governors

is

as

follows:

John Arnold, H. Lyman Broening,
Gaetano Gaudio, Frank B. Good,
Fred W. Jackman, John Leezer,
Mihier,
Victor
Jackson J. Rose,
E.

W. John F.

;

Rhode

I,ouis

St.

Philip

Pennsylvania Johnstown, New Park, H.
Scherer Cambria, H. W. Scherer.

Louis House Re-opens

St.

especial to

Sam Hard- The other

Not quoted New Jersey —Trenton, Trent, Walter
State St.. Milton Hirshfield.
Quotations by H. Content & Co.
New York — New York City, Capitol,
St.

O. D.

Isis,

;

Nebraska — Beatrice, Rialto, Blaine Cook.
17^ 18,200 New
Hampshire — Dover, Strand, C. M. BenNot quoted
son.

Lewis, Select M'g'r in

Eau

Claire,

Schwahn.

;

F. P.-L. .. 8iy2
do pfd... 94

Thursday's Issu

;

M

Quotations

—

Houston, Isis, J. H. Saenger, E. V.
Richards, L. M. Ash Texarkana, Saenger,
H.
Saenger, E. V. Richards, L. M. Ash;
J.
Hereford, Star, R. R. Johnson.

Te-xas

77 Theaters

19,

Rosen,

Seitz,

Homer A.
C. Van

James

Gilbert Warrenton, Philip H.
L. Guv Wilky.

Scott,

Trees,

Whit-

man and

WeU

Back

Weil of Export and Im

Joe

Film returned late Monday n
from a sales trip in the interest
"The Jungle Goddess."

Some New Paramounts
Jesse L. Lasky stated on Mon
that
Paramount production w(
reach its peak in May.
Some
tures in the works for next mc
are "Manslaughter," "Nice Peop

Gods," "To Have and
"Burning Sands," "Blood
Sand," "The Old Homestead," '"
Cowboy and the Lady," which
have a cast headed by Mary Mi

"Pink

Plold,"

TWELVE
SHORT-REEL

SHERLOCK
HOLMES
FEATURES
ARE COMING!

To

Stars

and

Minter,

Who

can be your contact point with distributors.

practically every

It

SPICG-OF

t)-»

XT

c p,t

n«

and can

handle,

in

entirety,

problem which concerns your

565 5th Ave. at 46th St.

9091

your productions (under
SBRID

.«EALi

rela119

New York

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANI
MOTION PICTURE INDUST]

OSCAR PRICE

THB-PHOGRAM-

Call,"

can

tionship to the market.
TUE

Phone— Beekman

—a service of unique value to you

also aid in the financing of

Siren

Impossible Mrs. Bellew."

need adequate representation with distributors

This organization

"The

Ghost Breaker," "The Man Unc
querable," "Borderland" and

Featured Players

certain qualifications)

f^axxitcanctl (HctuA^)

'[

City

"WE NEVE(2 DISAPPOINT
Quality

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.

Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release

Work

OxmWfihn ^BORAIORIES
PHONE
5PyAMT 5576

INCORPORATED
2 20 WEST 42^5 STREET

NEWyoPK

ALLAN A.LOWNES
CEN.MCQ.

Wednesday, April

DAILY

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

PatlieNews
No. 32

TAKES

RUSSIA

iOVIET

3ENOA CONFERENCE— First
Bolshevik delegates on their way
erence, taken at Riga, Latvia.

PART

IN

pictures of
to the con-

PERSONS IN FASHION. PARADE
ATLANTIC CITY— Famous resort

60,000

>T

huge crowds on

with

Spring season

he boardwalks.

[PLiJODS SWEEP WIDE
IS.AND AREA— Breakup of

NEW

ENG-

Winter

at-

tended by destructive and unparalleled floods
in Connecticut Valley.

Benton

Harbor, Mich.;
Tokio,
Wittenberg,
River,
Mass.
IFall
Morocco,
Casablanca,
etc., etc.
dCermany;

'

"Thirteenth Rhapsody" is the Capitol overture this week.
"The Garden of Gethsemane," a Prizma picture of the Holy Land,
"Kammenoi-Ostrow"
is the
second number.
is played in accompaniment.
The third number, called "Easter Novelties," is composed
of three numbers. "Salute d'Amour," to which
Gambarelli dances
"Aire de Ballet," in
which Oumansky, Zanou and Rothaker dance,
and the third, excerpts from "The Merry
Widow," sung by Carolyn Andrews, a coloratura soprano, and Ralph Soule, a tenor who
makes his debut. The news reel is next and
then comes the feature, Mae Murray in "Fascination."
During the Spanish scenes the
curtain raises and Doris Niles does a Spanish dance.
The organ plays the "Hallelujah
Liszt's

IjDpens
I

fh^^

1922

19,

'Other

news

from

;

Chorus" from "The Messiah" as the closing
number.

;

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

Rialto
"Der

today
mmmmmmmmmmm

Freischutz" is the Rialto overture
this week.
The magazine is the second number and the third, "Kol Nidre," played by
Gaston Dubois, a 'cellist.
The feature is
"The Good Provider," transferred from the
Rivoli,
Grace Hoffman, a soprano, sings
"Voice of Spring."
"The Rainmaker," a
Lloyd Hamilton comedy, concludes the performance.

Producers!
If

You Want

See the Kind of

ART TITLES
That Help
Your

Picture

See

Rivoli

The

is
"Fra Diavolo."
Miriam Lax and Susan Ida Clough sing "Whispering Hope."
The feature is "Is Matrimony a Failure?"
Paul Oscard and Grace Eastman dance to
A
a special number called "Jazzing It,"
Christie comedv, "Fair Enough," completes

to

Rivoli
overture
Following the pictorial

Agreement Reached
from Page

(Continued

1)

Blumenthal

and

of production
distribution.

of

The libel action, which was the
result of this controversy and which
was commenced by Ben Blumenthal
against Rachmann, was also settled,

Rachmann agreeing

Mr.

to charity

$1,000,

Blumenthal a

apologizing for

letter

of his actions,

all

to donate
and by giving to

and retracting

state-

ments he made.
Blumenthal and Ralph Kohn sail
for Germany on May 20. At present
Pola Negri is completing a picture
there under direction of Ernst Lub-

The same combination will
itsch.
make another film and then Lubitsch

the

bill

finishing

filming

the eighth anniversary of the
opening of the Strand. The overture is "Cavalleria Rusticana" with Carl Edouarde conThe regular news reel is the secducting.
ond number and after it comes a prologue to
"Smilin' Through," in which Frank Mellor
and the Strand Male Quartette take part.
The prologue is aided by special scenic effects.
The feature is Norma Talmadge in
"Smilin' Through" and because of the length
of the picture the regular program has had
A Pat Sullivan carto be deviated from,
toon. "Felix All at Sea," follows the feature
and the organ solo concludes the performance.
is

Dimitri
novel
and
"Peter the Great."

Buchowetzki,

AND

^^SISTERS'*
AT THE CAMEO
This Week

Damages Bloom "Lab"
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The interior of the
Sunset
7520
laboratory,
Bloom
Fire

(Special to

—

modern French

a

AT THE CAPITOL

Strand
This week

his
production
of
will then make a
modern story in Berlin with an Blvd., was destroyed by fire last
American director, to be sent from week. The damage is estimated at
New York, in charge. Jacobi is $20,000.

continue
will
Negri
specials.

"FASCINATION"

No

Settlement Yet

-

(Special to

Titles For '^Fascination"

With Musicians

St. Louis— Another week has passed
without any satisfactory understanding
Houdini Film Closes Sunday
on a new wage contract and working
"The Man from Beyond" closes its
The
agreement
for local musicians.
New York engagement at the Times

Square on Sundaj" evening.

present contracts expire at midnight,
April 30 and the United Theater

Managers have announced

Holmes on Another Jaunt
Holmes, whose "Around
World with Burton Holmes," will

Burton
the

open

at the

left for

Apollo next Sunday, has

Japan

for

new

material.

Alberta Increases Fee to $3
The National Association has been
advised that authorities of Alberta,
Canada, have increased the examination fee for films from $1 to $3 per
reel.
Col John A. Cooper, of the
Canadian M. P. D. A., at Toronto,
"has filed a protest with the Prime
Minister.
Frederick H. Elliott, of
the National Association has communicated with several F. I. L. M.
Clubs near the Canadian border, requesting that they join in the protest.

For "Sisters"
in

Black and White

unless the musicians accept a reasonable reduction in wages, the picture
houses will dispense with music after

May

Color

in

THE FILM DAILY)

that

Executed by

1st.

N. A. M. P. I. Filed Brief with Miller
The National Association in a
statement yesterday said that it had
filed a brief with Governor Miller
including many arguments to show
why the Governor should not sign
the bill increasing the power of the
M. P. Commission to include investigation of the books of companies.
The association holds this brief
played a part in influencing the Gov(Sne of the
ernor to veto the bill.
measures passed was the McGinnis
bill, placing inspection of all theaters
under the supervision of the State
Labor Dep't.

WARREN

A.

NEWCOMBE

AND

CAPT.
Studio,

F.

C.

MIMS

130 West 46th Street
Phone, Bryant 9900

THE

St!k

DAILY
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19,

WARNING!!!
i= Regardless of Any Statements Made By Any Distributors

=

Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
TWO-REEL SPECIALS

Now Ready

Immediate Bookings and Release

for

BY
Alexander Film Corp.

New York

Alexander Film Corp.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Alexander Film Corp.

Boston, Mass.

Louis, Mo.

Arrow Photo Play

Co.

Standard Film Service

Cleveland, O.

Arrow Photo Play

Co.

Standard Film Service

Detroit, Mich.

Enterprise Dist. Corp.

Atlanta, Ga

Standard Film Service

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Enterprise Dist. Corp.

Dallas,

Cincinnati, O.

Enterprise Dist. Corp.

Kansas

Philadelphia, Pa.

Enterprise Dist. Corp.

New

Co-Operative Film Exch. San Francisco, Cal.

Strand Film Service Washington, D. C.

Enterprise Dist Corp.

Co-Operative Film Exch.

Arrow Photo Play

Enterprise Dist. Corp.

Silton Film Distributors

Chicago,

Independent Film Corp.

111.

Great Lakes Film Corp.

Albany, N. Y.

Standard Film Service

Great Lakes Film Corp.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Royal Film Exch.

Los Angeles,

Cal.

Any Theatre Owner
for

THE
THE
THE
THE
THE

St.

Denver, Col.

Co.

Salt Lake, Utat
Seattle,

Wash

City,

Tex

Mo

Orleans, La

Omaha, Neb

Oklahoma

City, Okla

or Distributor Booking or Contracting

any of the following subjects through any other source,
will be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.

MAN WITH THE TWISTED

A CASE OF IDENTITY
A SCANDAL IN BOHEMIA
THE NOBLE BACHELOR
THE YELLOW FACE
THE RED-HEADED LEAGUE

LIP

BERYL CORONET
RESIDENT PATIENT
DYING DETECTIVE
DEVIL'S FOOT

THE COPPER BEECHES
THE EMPTY HOUSE
THE TIGER OF SAN PEDR'
THE PRIORY SCHOOL
THE SOLITARY CYCLIST

ALEXANDER FILM CORPORATION
130 West 46th Street

-

-

BRODEK
.

and

-

.

.

RAPHAEL, Attourneys

2 Rector

Street,

New York

City

New York

City"

—

iTHE
7Ao brAdstreet

7AeW£iOmm
Authority

FILMDOM

'b/*

:
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XX
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20.
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Price 5 Cents

Rowland With F. N.

—

ecutive Post On West
Special

[,

Neilan With Goldwyn

Join Circuit in Important Ex-

Iiy

Official

Baden

C

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Offic-v

—

The presence of
Indianapolis
chard A. Rowland on the First
^tional special section bound for
est Baden and the annual meeting
to the report that Rowland might
found in an important executive
st with Associated First National,
,esumably as a sort or liaison
operating between the proficial,
icers allied

future pictures at the Goldwyn-Culver City sudios and that his first picture will be among the early fall re(Contiiiued on Page 6)

Arrives

—

Asso. Exhib. Declare Dividend
Following the meeting of the board
of directors of Associated Exhibitors,
.\rthur S. Kane stated that the board
had voted a dividend of 2%, payable
today on
the
preferred
for
the
first quarterly period of 1922.
An-

DANNY.
44 Companies at Meeting
Forty-four companies interested in
le industrial end of the business atthe meeting called by M. F.
eopold at the Custom House yes;rday.
Means of co-operation by
lid with the Bureau of Foreign and
•omestic Commerce were discussed
length and at the termination of

nded

Leopold,
who is in
motion, picture work

—

Divergent Views

Department of Commerce and
Department of the Interior, de-

ared

entirely

it

P

On

the

the

satisfactory.

Vidaver Withdraws

Coincident with the discontinuance
Ricord Gradwell with Wid Gunf
ing, Inc., Nathan Vidaver has withrawn as general counsel of the corDration.

Am

the Law,' we
exchanges could get one picture a month like, T
could compete with biggest releasing organizations in the industry,"
telegraphed Louis Hyman of All Star Features, after purchasing California territory.
Distributed by Affiliated. A
"If

t

le

"Fascination," featuring

—

Jim Quinn
Below will be found two letters,
one from F. B. Warren, and a second
from Jim Quinn, regarding the business slump.
Warren comments on
the results of the nation-wide questionnaire sent out by the JuliusCahn-Gus Hill Theatrical Guide and
M. P. Directory which showed about
2,000 theaters either closed or out
of business.
He says:

my

is
personal belief that the
Hill Theatrical Guide story given
out by them as a synopsis to introduce the annual sale of this Guide

Gus

Mae

Murray, Metro release; an un-

box office attraction.
"The Prisoner of Zenda,"

usual

release, Rex Ingram special, will rank among
the leading pictures of the

Fall

grossly inaccurate.
While
take me two or three weeks
is

it

may

to

do

so. I believe that I can utterly disprove this statement as given out by

them

as to the reduction in the
on page
4)
^ Continued

num-

season.

"The Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam," distribution not yet
probably Fall release, made by Ferdinand Pinney Earle and without doubt
determined,

the most artistic and magnificent picture ever made by any

producer anywhere.

DANNY.

DVT

"Kentucky Home" at Central
"My Old Kentucky Home" goes

Make

the

fourth

Central

week

theater on

at the

Cameo.

acquisition
tion

several

of

new produc-

units.

Eastman Issue Subscribed
The entire issue of Eastman Kodak

common
Serial share
has

stock,

offered

at

$77.50

a

been subscribed, according
to
Dominick and Dominick and
In France, Based on Hugo Novel
Bernhard, Scholle and Co., who were
Designed for Consumption
handling the issue.
The block was
There Only
offered earlier in the week.
A fin(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ancial advertisement describing the
Paris The Societe Francaise des
issue says while accountants have not
Films Paramount, the French Famcompleted their 1921 report dividends
ous Players-Lasky organization will
stock will average about
produce a serial here under direction on common,
will
be $7 per share and earnings at $14,It
of
Louis Mercanton.
Hugo's "Notre 000,000.
based on
Victor
Dame de Paris," and will be the
Boosts Walker for President
regulation serial length
15 episodes,
The
current issue of Harrison's Recacli enisode of two reels.
ports, issued yesterday boosts Sena-

—

—

The al)0ve production is being entered upon to fit the peculiar needs
Serials are
of the French market.
extremely popular in France and exon Page 2)
( Continued

De Haven With R-C
DAILY)
to THE FILM
Los Angeles — Carter De Haven
(Special

has signed with R-C to make a series
of two reel comedies, the first of
which is already in production.

The above was confirmed late
P. A. Powers
yesterday at R-C.
for an indefinite run.
returned from a long stay on the
He and Joseph
coast yesterday.
together
closeted
were
Schnitzer
"Sisters" Held Over
most of the afternoon. The signing
"Sisters" will be held over for a of Ethel Clayton and Jane Novak
into

nouncements have been made by
Kane during the last month of the

.

F, P.-L. to

One from
and One from

Slump

the Business
F. B. Warren

"It

Real Pictures

Metro,

first

The Goldwyn announcement goes
will make his

')oIis.

f

these columns

in

on to say that Neilan

Baden,
Ind.
The two
cars with the New York deleition to the First National meeting
[rived here last night from Indian-

of

was

Marshall

that

THE FILM DAILY)

West

meeting

made

1

was indicated
on March 11.

|tecial

(large

announcement

—

Neilan had
"agreed to make his future productions in conjunction with the Goldwyn Pictures Corp." That Neilan
was expected to sign with Goldwyn

with First National and
department.

(Special to

le

New

of
intract
First Release
in the 'Fall

yesterd; V

lecutives of the sales

New York Group

Announcement Made

.Sunday

was

also verified.

James

tor

J.

Walker

dency of the M.
editorial on
this
says

in

for the presiP. T. O.
In an
subject, Harrison

part

worshipi)ed by exhibitors, not
fighting spirit, not only (or his
judgment, not only for this thorough
knowledge of the exhibitor's problem, let
alone his many other rare (|uaIilncations, but
also for his personal graces, his democratic
respected by
manner, his good fellowship
.producer-distributors because of his fairness
when fighting the battles of the organization,
.Senator Walker is the only logical man to
lead the organized exhibitor.
"It is current rumor that the Senator has
been tendered the nomination for the Governorship of the State of New York at the
Whether you are
election in Xovember. *
a big tliealer owner or a small one, it makes
no (iifference write just the same; your letter, added to that of other exhibitors, should
exert the necessary influence in inducing the
Senator to give up the nomination for the
Governor and accept the presidency of the
"X'irtually

only
rare

for

liis

;

—

M.

P. T. O.

A."

J

V

THE
mm w*—

DAILY
F. P.-L. to

Make

(Continued from
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Goldwyn
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80)4
94

.7^

Close

79^4
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SO/s
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7
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Sales

15,100

300
900

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

...

mVs

1)

hihilors generally show them on all
their
programs.
They will not,
however, sliop for their product, but
insist

upon

renter

or exchange.
surprising
if

Here With Bible Films
l^dward B. Russell, director of distribution of the Geographic Film Co.,
Inc., of Cincinnati, is at the Hotel
Pennsylvania. He is here to arrange

4,200

rnVs

17J4

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

on two

distribution

series

of

Bible

It

not

is

Dame"

believed

it

It

that

the

will
ever
in this country.

serial

"Notre

make

Los

production, but was
While in London she
secured the American rights to picturize four stories of a well-known

appear

in

stricken

British

a

ill.

author.

They

will

made

be

''cre.

DAY"

Pittsburgh

Fox

THE FILM DAILY)
J.

With

through

Mattingly

sent to

New

York.

,-'

—

in

its

pictures at the Sascha studio

A

Vienna.

foreign

series

some

authors,
Austrian,

Kerry

will

May

sail

of

some

stories

French

IS

Specially Prepared

MAY

wear the carnation

14

and see "Mother Eternal"

THE FILM DAILY)

— Harry

Gibbs, of the
force has completed some

field

Want to purchase positive
prints of suitable subjects for
non-theatrical distribution.

New

What have you?
Address Box B-79, Film Daily

N?w

Branch

Indianapolis

STUDIO FOR RENT

— L. Friedman states
Celebrated Film Exchange con-

Chicago
that

for

THE FILM DAILY)

J.

Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N

Burnside

J.

Change Exchange's Name
Nu-Art Buys "Determination"
THE FILM DAILY)
Clinton M. White, sales manager
.\lbany, N. Y.
The Grand and of Lee-Bradford, while in Buffalo,
Warner exchange has changed its closed a contract on "Determination"
name to the Grand and North Film with Nu-Art for the Upper New
Exchanges.
York State.
(.Special to

—

For

particulars write

E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y.
•Bryant 5307

C

FILMA^K TRAILER

by
and

will
be produced.
for Hamburg about

1st.

New

Play for Priscilla Dean
Universal has purchased "Trimmed in Scarlet" for Priscilla Dean.
will
It
be produced after "Under

Features,

Two

to Butte.

Flags."

Gruell Sent to Butte
(Special to

Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)

— Cecil
Inc.,

E. Gruell, of Greater
has been transferred

TINTING,

TPAILEf?SON

FBBB

ALLFEATQRESi
I

I

Kerry Going to Austria
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Norman Kerry is
to be starred by a new company now
being organized in New York. Associated with him as co-star will be
Hazel Dawn.
The company is to

make

of the Stori

the

courtesy of the Pacific Electric railroad.
It
has been almost four
months in the making and shows the
beauty spots of Southern California
from the ocean to the desert. It is
understood SO prints
have
been

made and

|

Exploitation Tie-ups

—

C.

1

"MOTHER tltRNAl"

special work in Texas and Oklahoma
and will come liere for a few weeks
York. Bebefore going on to
fore going South he was in the MidWest. Gibbs is a brother of Judge
York.
Gibbs of

Arranging Film's Premier

— M.

fc

Gibbs Completes Tour
(Special to

(.Special to

Cleveland

Harris,

Graphic Film Corp. Offers

was templates opening a branch in Indi'ere earlier in the week conferring anapolis. Louse B. Goulden, who at
Los Angeles A two-reel comedy with S. Barrett McCormick over the present is managing a circuit of thehas just been completed here under premier of "Yankee Doodle, Jr.", at athers in Indiana, will be appointed
the auspices of the All-Year Club, by "he .\l!en.
manager.
Joseph

— Elmer

years

"MOTHER'S

tine.

Celebrated

(.Special to

Show Calif. Beauty Spots
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

with Paramount, h?
signed as supervising director fc
Mary Pickford Prod. He will stai
immediately on a picture for Jac
Pickford and co-operate with Joli
three

its

actress, is due here next week when
the Celtic docks.
This is her second
trip.
Slie came over originally to

192;

20,

Harris with Pickford Unit
(.Special to

Tilford Cinema Busy
appearance
Tilford
Cinema
Studios
have
Lucien Wheeler, who represents
Louis Mcrcanton in this country, closed contracts to design and make
stated yesterday that the producer the sets on "Broadway Rose" the
has two other pictures planned, one new Mae Murray production; the
"Serrati," a story of the Algerian next Irene Castle production which
underworld, which will be made Alan Crosland will direct; the fourth
there
the
second.
"Spanish Tri-art with Mary Astor and the first
and
Love," which will be made in Spain. William Nigh production. The comWhether Mercanton will make these pany's plant on 44th St., is busy to
before the Paramount serial or after capacity and part of the Biograph
studio is being used.
is doubtful at the moment.

World
Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Films

»>

April

from one
films.
One is called "The Sacred
would not
Land Series" and is composed of 45
prove
French
the
reels and the other, "The Voice of S. Robertson on "Tess
Paramount
organization
entered
the Land," in 45 feels. Nine months Country."
upon production in a definite manner
were spent in making the films,
for
consumption
in
France and
which were actually shot in Palespossibly other European countries.
buying

To Film Four Stories Here
Gwynedd Vernon, an English

Quotations
High

Page

Serial

Thursday,

WITH OR

QUICK SERVICE

GOOD WOBK

WITHOUT SCENES

IRVING MAVK&COi
AVE. CHICAGi

808/2 SO. WABASH

W.

A.

*

FLEMING &

CO.

Dependable Public Accountants
and Auditors

To Producers

452 Fifth

and Directors

Avenue

at

40th St.

Telephone Longacre 9074

^

Trial Set for May 15
District Attorney, John E. Ruston,
states that trials of the men indicted
in connection with the collapse of the

American Theater
27, will begin
city building
trial

May

Brooklyn, Nov.

in

John Findlay,
inspector, will go to

When

the usual financing of pro(iuctions

presented

average banking institution, it is rather the rule
for the banker to ask: "What security have you?"
to the

15.

first.

Some producers have

S.

Pat

Off.

security of the usual nature

STORIES WITH
BOX OFFICE TITLES

MELODRAMAS
WITH A PUNCH

Others haven't. And it is to
those whose security is their name and reputation at
the box offices of this country that this service may
prove helpful in financing.

& Wolford, of New
York, offer their collection of
proven
for
stage
successes

OSCAR PRICE

6059 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, California
Telephone Holly 484
Coast Representative

Liberty Bonds,

ReK U.

is

etc.

565 Fifth Ave. at 46th St.

Murray

Hill 2372

New York

Darcy

PICTURE

PRODUCTION.

ADELINE

M.

ALVORD

i

THE
Thursday,

April

20,

-^m

^^"^^^ ' DAILV

1922

(Hunt Stiomberg announces)

(The World Premiere Engagement

of)

BULL MONTANA]
A LADIES' MAN
(IN

HIS FIRST

THREE REEL COMEDY SPECIAL)

(AT)

(GRAUMAN'S MILLION DOLLAR THEATRE
LOS ANGELES

WEEK

BEGINNING,

(BOOKED BY

MONDAY. APRIL

24th)

GRAUMAN AT

SID

ON THE MORNING
OF SATURDAY, APRIL 6th, FOR THE
COMEDY HALF OF A TREMENDOUS
FIVE O'CLOCK

1

DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM)
{"There'll
(RELEASING

Be Crowds

ARRANGEMENT

IN

Every Theatre!")
NEGOTIATION —TO BE ANNOUNCED LATER)
at

(HUNT STROMBERG PRODUCTIONS)
(HOLLYWOOD

(HOLLYWOOD

-

STUDIOS)
-

CALIFORNIA)

THE
SSSBB

'^ak

DAILY

ber

The Best

of

2,5(10.

from

Continued

Page

1)

theaters by approximately
think that
Sidney
I
also

Kent's confirmation of this information

incorrect.

is

Buy of the
Year

SPECIAL
WASHINGTON
CONVENTION

one denies that conditions
have been bad for a period of the
past eight or ten months, and they
are continuing to be bad at the
present time, but the propaganda
that is now being put out about hard
times is going to prove to be abto a great
business, both

this

in

ex-

OF THE

Film
Daily
Double Circulation

Double Service

ducers'
get rid

* * * *

Of
* * * *

The pronightmare always is how to
of footage, because the monot the length.

price,

tiie

is

limiting

his

"TEN NIGHTS"
* * * *

Will Be

bookings. * * *
not,
however,

rather let us be done
and face the truth.

* * * *

with

More Than Duplicated
* * * *

By
* * * *

"THE INNOCENT
* * * *

CHEAT"

tactics

Jim Quinn discusses an interesting
on the admission taxes for
"The truth is that nine out of
January and February. He prefaces
every ten films produced fail to do
liis letter by calling New York, "the
angle

made Barnum

place that
did,"

and then

talk like he

says.

"I note you're worryin' about the
shown
in admissions as
ofif
by the tax report for January and
fallin'

"Whisper

me

boy, but did it
ever strike you that there are hundreds of theaters all over the country
not paying taxes and haven't been
So that
since the first of the year?
tax report is not to be baldly taken
as indicative of falling off in thepatrons without taking into
ater
consideration the fact that perhaps
50% or maybe more theaters are now
in
the class which pays no tax.
And there arc more joining the ten
cent ranks every day.
"And what may or may not be
significant but is at least important
there is a company out here in the
Southwest operating several theaters
of different policies and prices and
the only one in the lot that hasn't
shown an invariable list to the left
of the ledger is the one of the lowest
Let me further emadmission.
phasize that by saying that the only
one that has not shown a steady loss
for some time is the only one they
have wherein the scorned jitney is
the standard of barter and trade at
the box office.
"Something to think about in that?

Oh, my,

it,

"On

the face of

view of the interesting ideas
Oscar Price, relative to the slump
attendance, as indicated by the

In
in

men,
large

gest remedies
tion,

is

a necessary occupa-

and should lead to much good,

multitude of suggestions,
be made which are apt
to mislead and make confusion worse

but

some

in

a

will

Story of

H*

•1'

'1-

H*

"t*

•!•

T"

Arrow Exchanges,

Inc.

* * * *

everything
done,
excepting
foundation stone has not
been properly laid. *
the

•(•

Ever Written

tried,
tiiat

•!•

•I'

High Society
^

it

scrappings
and re-startings,
and small, everything has been

729 7th Ave.

"

%

OTHERS
01 STILL TALK
—and We Remain Modest
The
is

our family of boosters
DAILY, which says:

latest to join

the

FILM

will be THORwith 'BLAZE AWAY.'
contains sufficient action to carry it through, plenty of

"Those who

revel

western

in

subjects

OUGHLY WELL SATISFIED
It

fast riding * * *

A T C

H

and

GETS RESULTS

in the

ing admirers of this type of entertainment

way

of giv-

WHAT THEY

WANT.

the

"Big Boy"

WILLIAMS

SERIES

"FINE LOCATIONS

offer picturesque

VERY GOOD.
OUGHLY CAPABLE of winning

the photography

backgrounds and
is

THOR-

admiration.

Where

The

is

star

UNDOUBTEDLY

western subjects are popular, you can
WELL. * * * You
PUT 'BLAZE AWAY' over
can give 'Big Boy' Williams' name a little extra promi-

tax figures for February, recently
noted, the following, appearing in
leading
English trade
"Kine,"
a
publication, is of interest.
Sydney Morgan, under the caption of "Exhibition Values & Footage," says in part:

"There is an audience slump,
which
means trouble for every
An efifort
branch of our industry.
to locate the trouble and to sug-

'1'

gigantic efforts
iiave been made to raise the standard of production.
Money has been
poured out like water, losses faced
cheerfully,
fresh
enterprises,
new

Much."

yes.

Most Sensational

more than mildly interest.
"Our public, instead of being
'regulars,' have become 'casuals.'

IV

of

Space Limited

Phenomenal Success

and distributors.
"We must
be
"No other industry on earth is so tempted for one moment to con[jcrsistcntly pessimistic about its own
clude that the audience slump is a
affairs as the people in the motion
passing phase due only to general
Each and every isad trade. That is the most compicture business.
spring regardless of conditions that fortalile road to ruin.
The next
have prevailed in previous summers, worst thing to do, is for each branch
tinis propaganda is put under way.
of the industry to blame the other.
"Isn't it about time to stop it?"
Siiall
we change the tactics? Or

The Slump

One Rate

* * * *

nowadays.
Wliat inducement
is
there to do so?
Feature films
do not book on footage.
The attractiveness of the subject governs

hil)itors

February.

NUMBERS

The

ment he gets over 5,000 feet, he is
many not only giving away film stock, but

ruinous

solutely

people

"There has never been a greater
or more persistent fallacy, than that
the producer deliberately pads his
story for the sake of footage.
It
is doubtful if such a thing ever happens

"No

Advertising

1922

20,

confounded.

Divergent Views
I

Thursday, April

VERY

nence and

tell

them

HE DOES SOME MORE FINE

RIDING AND FIGHTING

in

'BLAZE AWAY.'"

I
Released to the independent market by

>

LORENZO

Produced by Frederick Herbst Prods.

Directe d by

INC.

W. Hughes Curran

—— —

—

— —

On Any Screen
The Verdict of the Press

Greatest Praise Ever Bestowed

In His Initial

Photodrama

—

—

Production

Own Company

for His

Man From Beyond"

"The

Now Playing TIMES SQUARE THEATRE, New York
H

"ONE OF THE MOST HAIR RAISING STUNTS EVER
REFLECTED ON THE SCREEN. FOR REALISM AND
SENSATION^ THRILLS IT IS IN EVERY WAY
SUPERIOR TO THE DRAMATIC RAPIDS SCENE IN
'WAY DOWN EAST.' THE CLIMAX ... IS A BEAR,
FOR IT FAIRLY THROWS YOU OUT OF YOUR SEAT."

— Roger

II

.

.

.

is

no fake about
.

.

Accorded a hearty reception."-

It's a corker and
enthusiastic applause.
R. W. Baremore in Morning

this.

Drew

.

—

.

.

.

"We think the water rescue scene in Houdini's new motion
picture is one of the two most startling photoplay views of
this kind ever made."^Quinn Martin in The World.
"There are thrills, then a couple of thrills and then more
thrills.
Houdini is whirled to the edge of Niagara and saves
the girl.
Will ho!d any audience spellbound." The
Evening World.
"I quivered at the views of the couple battling in the rapids
on the verge of the cataract and almost cheered when they
made the crawl to safety." Joseph Mulvaney in N. Y.
American.
.

.

MAN

"THE
FROM BEYOND" IS A THRILLER. Mister
Houdini, being the "master escaper" of the movies, belongs
there ... in the cinema drama, I mean
and if action
is what you want, be a little go-getter and try his wares.
Creepy stuff for you who take your movtes with thrills
attendant.
McElliott in Daily Nevjs.
H As honestly exciting a moment as one could have, short of
actually going over inside a barrel
a thrilling situation
.

.

.

11

'WAY DOWN EAST'."—iV.

^

"Interesting stuff.
Fantastic conception." N. Y.
Times.
H "The weirdest, most uncanny, yet most fascinating picture
ever presented. Houdini has outclassed his previous efforts
in offering a peculiar type of screen material that possesses
all the subtlety of 'Deception,' all the novelty of 'Dr.
Caligari's Cabinet,' and all the mysticism of reincarnation
described
the volumes of old masters.
As a box office
attraction this stirring drama will draw like a magnet."
Marion Russell in The Billboard.
H

.

.

since the river

Weekly.

all his past accomplishments in his new
screen play. Swims the Niagara Rapids within a few inches
of the Falls." Evening Telegram.

"One can safely wager that it is the most peculiar film now
showing on Broadway. It is weird, it is interesting, and at
times, startling.
One of the most thrilling episodes
ever screened." Evening Post.
"The most thrilling scene of the picture, and one which is
worth seeing, is its closing passage in which Houdini swims
through the Niagara River rapids to rescue the heroine. This
was a strikingly daring feat, and one which was entirely
genuine production, with both Houdini and the girl in
.

.

question risking their
—
The Evening Mail.

HAS

lives.

.

.

.

Idea certainly a novel one."

WHALE

OF A PUNCH. Houdini does a sensaA
H "IT
tional rescue of the heroine in the Niagara rapids, and it
VERIThas a kick that would carry any audience. IT IS
OF A STUNT. It is a true thriller."—
Variety.

A

ABLE WHALE

H

The

thrill is absolute, positive.

THAT MAY STAND OUT

THRILLS — a

Mr. Houdini's
Trade Review.

TN

Y. Herald.

Zit's

Houdini excells

.

—

RANK WITH THE WATERFALL SCENE

East.' "

'Way Down

—

—

FIT TO

"The most spectacular movie stunt seen here
scene in

.

—

II

]\

H

^ "Never a spectacle so impressive in its realistic fury as this
Big Panorama. Minutes when one's breath came quick and
short. Thrills and a romance as tempestuous as Niagara."
Evening Journal.

II

—

.

Telegraph.

H

DOWN

EAST.' "The Man From Beyond" will be remem.
bered for its river scene. It is an exciting moment, and you
are caught in a tight embrace of suspense." Laurence Reid
in Motion Picture News.

.

.

melodrama, fantastic of theme, and highly
the screen in "The Man From

thrilling

A CLIMAX WHICH REMINDS
YOU OF THE ONE STAGED BY GRIFFITH IN 'WAY

Ferri in Moving Picture World.

There

"A

adventurous, has reached
Beyond."
IT CARRIES

"MOST THRILLING RESCUE SCENE EVER FILMED.
well worth seeing.

II

II

H

battle

in

screen

the

work

THE ENDING IS A SMASH
THE ANNALS OF FILM

IN

waters of the Niagara River.
is
praiseworthy." Exhibitors

"Nothing which he showed on the stage equalled the stunts
he performed before the camera." The Sun.

.

m

Tl

of the falls and of the rapids are remarkably
Rescue accomplished at great risk to Houdini and the
^\v\."— Globe.

"The pictures

fine.

H "Houdini can do things that nobody else on earth can do,
The most
and some of these things are in his picture.
thrilling thing he does is swim down the rapids and rescue

young woman who is about to go over Niagara Falls.
There is no fake about this. Houdini actually does it."

a

Harriette Underbill

in A^. Y.

Tribune.

UNLIMITED EXPLOITATION POSSIBILITIES
To Be

Distributed Through State Right Exchanges
HOUDINI agrees to appear in person in conjunction with
'THE MAN FROM BEYOND" in a limited number of key cities

For Territory
Address

HOUDINI PICTURE CORP.

220

West 42nd

NEW YORK

Street

CITY

THE

<^!!kDAILY
/ Neilan

Arrow Deal With English F. P.-L.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London The Famous-Lasky Film

With Goldwyn
from

(Continued

Page

—

1)

Thursday, April

New

McCarthy Preparing Second Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles John P. McCarthy

Producer

(Special to

—

Winnipeg

in

20,

Winnipeg

THE FILM DAILY)

— The

Historical

Cii

Before starting actual work
Service, Ltd., has purchased 14 Arin California, Neilan will make a trip
row pictures known as Broadway
abroad.
He, together with his asComedies, for distribution in Great
sistant director, cameraman and stafif
Britain.
Another deal gves Famous
sail for England on Saturday on the

Prod., will start in about 10 days on
tiieir second picture, which is to be
distributed by the P. P. Craft.
The

Producers of Canada is a new
pany established at Winnipeg, b

Homeric.
While no

"The Greater Temptation,"
changed from "The Benediction of

feats of the
Ing of the

opening of the

John Moran."

Provincial

Legislature.

leases.

the series for Australia.

were given in the
it is understood

details

At Famous Players it was stated
that the contract covers a five year that afifiliated distributing units abroad
occasionally purchased outside picperiod, as originally outlined in
when exclusive pub- tures. In this particular case it was
lication relative to the First National- said that some comedies were needed
Goldwyn amalgamation was made. to fill a gap in the program and that
makes no
It was expected that Neilan, who is inasmuch as the company
under conract
with
F.
Godsol, short reels, an outside deal was made.

Goldwjn statement,

THE

FILM DAILY

J.

l)resident of Goldwyn, would produce
for that organization as soon as he
consummated his existing agreeinent

with First National.

Texas Business
(Special to

The productions

course, be distributed through
National exchanges, under the
terms of the deal with First NaFirst

tional.

\V.

on Another Trip

away

Shallenljcrger of Arrow
on another business trip.
E.

is

Deal With C. E. Sawyer
Producers Security has sold "The
Right Way" and "The Soul of Man"
for
to Chester E. Sawyer
South
America, Mexico and the West InThe six Apfel productions have
dies.
been sold to Sawyer for Mexico and
the

West

He had

Indies.

THE FILM DAILY)

Antonio,

—

is

Brandt on Sales Trip
Joe Brandt is on an extended tour
of the key cities, taking with him
an
entire
program composed of
"Cap'n Kidd," "Life's Greatest Question." the Hallroom Boys Comedies,
the Sunrise Comedies, aiid the Car
-nival Comedies.

the

Second Biblical Film for Artclass
has acquired a feature
showing the "Nativity of Christ."
The contract was negotiated by
Louis Weiss for Artclass and by
Vladmir Herz, representing the pro.Artclass

To Handle Sales Himself
"The Man from Beyond," which
come
closes its run at the Times Square

E. H. Goldstein was informed by
wire yesterday that William Desmond
was not sei^iously injured at Truckee,
Cal., while shooting scenes for "Tlie
Great Conspiracy," as reported. He
was only slightly bruised. The picture is one of the Universal historical serials dealing with the history
Perry Vekroff is directof Alaska.

prints of several "Plumb Center ComEddy
edies," featuring Dan Mason.
made several of the early Toonerville
series.
Both are at the Astor.

ing.

Prod.,

sales
Inc.

manager

of

ELINOR GLYN
is

And Kenneth Macgowan,

New York Globe,
real star of 'HUMOR-

of the

"

YORK THEATRES

this

Sta'i

wil

featured.

Wallace Reid
tinent,"

East

Coast

in

be

\W11

week

Rivoli next

"Across the

the
in

feature at
place of Re

Arbuckle in "Gasoline Gus," ag
which the Hays organization
placed a ban.
Still

(.Special to

—

Operating 'Chan

THE FILM DAILY)

H. A. Spanuth, who
the Ziegfeld, will here
manage the theater as well as
Chicago

leased

Commonwealth Exchange.

SHADOWS

"My Shadow":

is

appearing in

shadow

that goes in

and out

luith

me.

SHADOWS
play an enormously important part in the entertainment
of children, but the child of today, so far from being content
with one shadow for his amusement, demands literally millions
of distinct shadows, thrown on a white lighted screen at the
rate of seven a second or more.
These he calls "Motion Pictures," or,

Pro-

Through" with

at the Strand.

more

often,

"Movies."

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORPORATION

TWO NEW

week— in "The Good

little

now

the most remarkable child

vider" at the Rialto, and in "Smilin'

Norma Talmadge

"High

have aroused the curiosity and held the interest of children
always. It is different now, however, from what it was when
Robert Louis Stevenson wrote the little poem for children

Says

the only perfect actress

"Miriam Battista was the

actress of this generation,

for

which James B. Warner

in

And what can be the use of him is more than 1 can see.
He is very, very like me from the heels up to the head;
An^ I see him jump before me, when I jump into my bed."

on the screen."

MIRIAM BATTISTA,

Prod,

ropolitan

The

" \^}uive a

ESQUE.'

—

Los Angeles Elinor Fair has
engaged by Carl P. Winther, of

Spanuth

entitled,

says:

"High Stakg

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Goldberg Buys "Cap'n Kidd"
New Westerns for Pathe
Big Feature Rights Corp.,
Pathe will release a series of
Hondini
number of key cities where
through Lee L. Goldberg, has ac- reel Westerns called the "Santi
will appear in person.
quired "Cap'n Kidd" for Kentucky Mac"
stories,
featuring
Leo
and Tennessee.
Maloney.
Here From San Francisco
Bob Eddy and H. C. Wheeler are
in
town from San Francisco with

Slightly Injured

"MIRIAM BATTISTA

Warner

Mam

—

Tilzer with East Coast
Jack Von Tilzer has left the
Russell Clark Sales Syndicate to be-

on Saturday, will be state righted by
The
Houdini's own organization.
picture will be road-showed in a

B.

(Special to

—

Von

previously

J.

Empire.

Houdihi

One of the
company was the rei

Hardcastle.

T.

De Luxe Buys a Feature
Madison Theater Changes Policy
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia De Luxe Film
Madison
The
Orpheum has has purchased "Oh, Mabel Beh,
changed its policy and will hereafter for Eastern Pennsylvania and Sc
run pictures, opening with "Orphans ern New Jersey.
of the Storm," to be followed by
"Way Down East."
Reid Film at Rivoli

Geeney of the Shamrock studios.
The first showing will be made at ducers.

purchased South American rights.

Desmond' Only

Film

Prominent
Tex.
business men and members of the
Club are understood to be
City
financing a picture titled "Blue BenThe title role is being played
nett."
by Blanche AIcGarity, who won the
Brewster "Fame and Fortune ConThis picture is being
test" of 1919.
filmed in and around San Antonio,
and being directed by P. S. Mc-

San

will, of

Shallenberger

Men Back

title

i

by the adoption

of systematic methods of distribution, is enabled to offer the best possible motion picture entertainment for
children and adults as well, and on most attractive terms.

Releases

Exhibitors desiring the personal appearance of Miss
Battista,

'The Night Riders"

"Her Story"

"David and Jonathan"
"Broken Shadows"

communicate with

ROBERT EDGAR LONG
1482

Broadway

(Bryant 6380)

New York

City

Second National Pictures Corporation
140

West 42nd

Street

NEW YORK

—

:

fHE
7Ae BRADSTREET
o/' FILMDOM

;s^^re(ocniied

Authority
FORMERLY

XX

Vol.

Brandt Honored
At T. O.

Contract for Eight

Dinner— Given Silver
Worth $1,000— Many

C. C.

Between Neilan and Goldwyn

— First

Gabanne With Kohn
to Make One for Dependable Pictures — May Go Back

Engaged

Release Probably in October
to R-C Later
Executives Present
Grainger Stays On
Christy Cabanne, who has been
William Brandt retired as president
It was learned yesterday that Marof the Theater Owners Chamber of shall Neilan's new deal with Gold- making director specials for R-C PicHis with- wyn covers eight pictures which will tures, has been engaged by Morris
Commerce last night.
drawal to make way for William take from two to three years to pro- Kohn, president of Dependable PicLandau, the newly elected president, duce. Neilan recently signed a per- tures Corp., to make a production for
was marked by a testimonial dinner sonal contract with F. J. Godsol for that company.
Dependable Pictures is the comhis output in that
at the Ritz-Carlton, at which were fwe years, but
present about 350 people, including period of time is not covered in the pany organized recently by Kohn,
Service

W

many

executives.

As an indication of the esteem in
which his associates in the T. O. C.
C. hold him, Brandt was presented
with a magnificent silver set, composed of seven pieces and purchased,
it is said, at a figure in the neighborhood of $1,000. The set will supplement the silver chest given Brandt
at the Ritz last year when he completed his first term as president and
He was also
started his second.
presented with a gold watch charm,
(Continued

Page

on

Seibel to Produce

2)

Abroad

Bert Seibel. who has just finished
"White Hell" for the Charles BartProd, of Glover.svillc, N. Y.,
lett

Europe on the Mauretania
on Tuesday to fulfill a contract calling for production in Vienna and
Budapest.
are

said

Sets for the
to

so

rival

be awaiting
actual

that

picture
Seibel's ar-

first

work

can

be

Rcna Randolph, who has
been working in Fox pictures, goes
started.

abroad
Seibel

later to appear in all the films
Bert Cann, a
will
make.

cameraman formerly
H.

Ince,

Thomas

with

member

be a

will

of

the

staff.

Peace Films
Planned By D.
in

W.

Griffith— Arrives

England to Study
Conditions

The Tribune yesterday published
the

following

special

dispatch

from

London
"D.

W.

Griffith

arrived

on

the

Aquitania at Southampton yesterday on the first leg of a European
tour to study the basis of a series

moving pictures in which the
brotherhood of man will be stressed.
He will remain ten days in England
and then go to France.
Later he
may visit Germany and Russia.
" T think that now is the time to
devote money and brains to teaching
of

peace

to

world,' "
lies
the

all

the

Griffith

nations
said.

of

the

'Therein

great work of the films.
.\mericans are determined to be the
pioneers in this movement.'"

From

60

Nat'l

1st

For Next Season,

Present Outlook L. B. Mayer Signs Niblo
and Reginald Barker

—

(Special to

.

West

Is

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Baden,

Ind.
Indications
of 60 pictures for
First National for the Fall season.
The first session of the franchise

point

to

a

total

holders got under way yesterday
morning. It was officially announced
by Louis B. Mayer that he had signed
who is also treasurer of Select Pic- Fred Niblo to direct a series of
Goldwyn deal.
Metro
tures.
.\s noted, the latter company specials for release through
There are two pictures yet to he
has announced its intention of re- and that Reginald Barker had also
with
contract
released under Neilan's
leasing product made by others than been signed by Mayer for special
First National, "Fool's F'irst" and
the Selznick producing units, and it productions.
"Her Man." The former will be reSol Lesser is here with a print of
is generally understood that Kohn's
leased in tlic not distant future and
company
will supph' a goodly part of "Trouble," and is expected to show
Neilan's
"Her Man" in the Fall.
it to the franchise holders later.
"Rethat product.
first
picture for Goldwyn probably
While it is said that Cabanne has ported Missing," the Selznick special
will he released in October.
no existing contract with R-C Pic- was shown to the delegates last
understood that James R. tures, it is expected that upon com- night by John S. Woody and Phil
It
is
("Jimmy") Grainger will continue pletion of his picture for Kohn, he Selznick, both of whom are here.
in his old post as supervisor of sales will again return to the R-C fold as
Considerable
mystery
has
deof the Neilan product when the pro- a i)roducing director.
veloped as a result of the presence
ducer starts his active association
here of James Doyle, personal repIt
with the Goldwyn organization.
resentative
of
William
Randolph
Notables to Speak at Hays Dinner
that
when
understood
furtlier
is
Hearst.
Doyle looks after Hearst's
Among the speakers at the din- financial affairs on the coast.
Neilan signed his contract with Godsol, Grainger's future association with ner to be tendered to Will H. Hays
at the Commodore on .-\.pril 26 by the
the Neilan company was assured.

DANNY

for
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Price 5 Cents
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Educational Week This Week
This week is Educational Pictures
Week, during which Educational
exchanges are conducting a sales
drive throughout the entire country.

Publishers'
American
Newspaper
Ass'n and the Associated Press, will
be Senator Medill McCormick, of

No

Permanent Ban

'

Illinois,
Martin H. Glynn, former On Arbuckle Films Seen by Nicholas
Schenck Indiana Exhibitors
governor of New York, Congressman
Try Experiment
Martin B. Madden of Illinois, PostThat the ban placed on Arbuckle
mater General Hubert Work, Dr.
John H. Finley, Arthur Brisbane and films by the Hays organization will
be only temporary is the opinion held
Melville E. Stone.
by Nicholas Schenck, who acted for
"The Rubaiyat" Cost $174,735
his brother Joseph at the conference
Goodman
to Produce
DAILY)
F]LM
(.Special to THK
between Will H.
Hays,
Adolph
Daniel
Carson
Goodman
is underLos Angeles At the annual meetZukor and Jesse L. Lasky which restood
to
at work on a new probe
ing of the stockholders of Rubaiyat,
ducing and distributing scheme in sulted in the cancellation of all .ArInc., producers of "The Rubaiyat," it
which a number of well-known buckle contracts. He said yesterday:
developed that the cost of the picture
"The entire Arbuckle matter ocpeople
are said to be interested. The
was $174,735. Theodore Ahrens, F,
curred before Mr. Hays entered the
in part, would call for a cerplan,
Coates and A. J. Stone were
S.
business.
He received complaints
tain number of productions, the first
elected directors.
regarding the showings of Arbuckle'sto be "What's Wrong with Women?"
pictures, and so decided that it was
a story written by Goodman.

—

—

Another Fox Special
Achivement Plans Six Yearly
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Six
features a year will be proLos Angeles Emmett J. Flynn
duced by Achievement Films, Inc.,
has just completed "A Fool There
Was," one of the 14 Fox specials for according to Gilbert E. Gable, presiJack Ford is to make dent. The initial venture was "The
next season.
Power Within," released by Pathe.
another, "Kentucky Days," in which
Searle Dawley has been engaged
J.
Bessie
Santschi,
appear Tom
will
director-general.
His first picture
Love, David Butler, Virginia Valli, as
is
"Face Value," now in production
Tullv Marshall, and others.
at the Talmadge studio.
William
Dudley Pelley will head the scenario
department.
Kane Appoints Taylora Manager
announced
yesterKane
.Arthur S.
Lois Weber Here
of
A.
C.
day the appointment
Lois Weber is back from her
("Buck") Taylor, sales representative
She leaves for the
of Associated Exhibitors at Washing- European trip.
coast in a few days.
ton, D. C.

—

best that the films not be

shown

until

he has had an opportunity to investigate and find out what would be the
best permanent policy to assume.
"I haven't the slightest doubt in
the world that when Mr. Hays looks
further into the matter, he will decide that to continue keeping the .Arbuckle films from exhibition will not
be necessary."
(Continued

on

Page

Russell to Join
(Special

to

2)

Hays

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington Kirk L. Russell, chief
of the Bureau of Information of the
Post Office Department, will join the

Hays organization ne.xt month, probably as director of publicity.

/
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(Continued
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(Continued
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—

European Representative Interna(Czecho-SloPrague
Filmschau,
Takia). Wenzelsplatz.

Central
tionale

Close

were \^'ill H. Hays, Sydney S.
Cohen, Charles L. O'Reilly, Senator
James J. Walker, William Laudau,
diaries Steiner, J. Alton Bradbury,
Moross,
S.
A.
Hyman Rachmil,
Harstn,
Charles
Goldreyer,
Samuel Sonin and Samule Bacii.
Scattered in tiie dining room were
.-\di)lph Zukor. Carl Laemmle, Lewis
J. Selznick, Marcus Loew, Oscar A.
Price and other prominent film ex.\\

ecutives.

Walker was toastmaster.
were made by Messrs.
Cohen and some others.
the dinner in the Grand
dancing was held in the
Crystal Room, with Louis Fisher's
orchestra supplying the music.
At
the hour of press, festivities were
going on.

coe

Still
(

Popular
Special to

Washington, Ind.

in

1925

Films For Mother's Day
of Review ha

The National Board
selected
suitable

the

following features a
exhibition for Mother'
Mother's Week beginnin,

for

Day and

May

14:

"The Old Nest," Goldwyn; "Ove
the Hill," Fox; "One Man in a Mi'
Robertson-Cole;
"Humor
F'amous Players; "Home
spun F'olks," Asso. Prod.; "Old Oak
en
Bucket," Wid Gunning, Inc.
lion,"

csque,"

"The Good Provider," Famous Play
ers;
"Your Best Friend," Warnc
Friday Bros.; "Turn to the Right,"Metro

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Washington, Ind.
Last
morning, the Liberty arranged with
Famous Players to show Roscoe Arl)uck!e in "Brewster's Millions."
On
Saturday
1.000
ballots
were distrilnited to the audience without any
effort
made on the part of the

management to influence the vote.
The audience was asked whether or
not it wanted to see Arbuckle.
On
Saturday, 553 voted, 472 in the affirmative, 71 in the negative.
On Sunday
653 voted, 594 in the affirmative,
and 59 in the negative. Of a total
of 1206 votes cast, 1066 were for the
showing. The Liberty did not show
Arbuckle pictures while the trial

was
Sales

1)

Arbuckle as saying in Los
Angeles
"This is a complete surprise and I
might say a shock to me. It is the
first I have heard of it.
I don't know
what it is all about, for I thought I
was well started on my 'comeback.' "

still

Low

Page

ing him a life honorary membership
the organization.
A third memento was
cartoon
likeness
a
of
Brandt with a complete list of the
guests at the dinner.
Seated on the dais with Brandt
in

Quotations
High
8V/,

from

The Associated Press quotes Ros-

wliicii

Senator
A. Williamson, Addresses
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, Hays, and
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de Following
Paris Representative
Ballroom,
Clichy.

—

Permanent Ban

appears an inscription giv-

on
Vol.

from

Friday, April 21,

on.

Factory Patches Annoy Exhibitors

THE FILM DAILY)

"Devotion," Asso. Prod.; "Dollar
and
the
Woman,"
Vitagraph
"Mother
O'Mine."
Asso.
Prod.
"Scrap Iron," 1st National, and "Flai

Woman,"

the

May

Asso. Prod.

Build 'Changes in Seattle

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—The

rent situation here i
and many ex
feel that tiiey are beinj
pirated on.
Ten leases will expir
before Oct. 1st, and it is reported tha
a get-together has resulted in layinj
their problem before the Ciiambe
of Commerce, which has promisee
aid.
Talk has it, that two source,
of capita! are available for the build
ing of a new film row, several block
removed from present headquarters
The new Pathe building will b'
Seattle

becoming
changcmen

critical,

Settle 'Change Problems in Dallas
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wisconsin ExDalla.s
An equitable settlement
^G'wyn .. 7Vs
5,600 hibitors Association has been receiv7^
Not quoted ing complaints from exhibitors in re- had been reached regarding as to the ready about June 1st.
(irififith
4,000 gard to factory patches on film.
Loew's ... l&Vs 173/4 173/4.
In storage of picture films in Dallas.
Rob't Bruce in Oregon
Not quoted the last 10 days these complaints Exchanges whose leases expire now
Triangle
Portland, Ore.
Robert C. Bruo
Not quoted have become verjr numerous.
World
Re- on their present buildings, will concently an exhibitor had film come struct new quarters to conform with will spend six months in the Pacifii
Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Of Northwest gathering material fo
apart fourteen times in a three-day the requirements of the city.
approximately 30 exchanges. 15 hold "Wilderness Takes."
performance.
Sept. Cinema Increases Capital
leases on buildings that will expire
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
within a year.
New Vitagraph Man in Chicago
F. P.-L.

..

80^

80ys

(Special to

2,400

Not quoted

do pfd

Milwaukee

—The

—

—

—

The Sept Cinema
.\lbany, N. Y.
Camera Distributors of New York

have increased their capitalization
from $50,000 to $200,000.

(.Special to

Chicago

—

J.

A.

(Special to
St.

Louis

assistant

STORIES

ed

Louis

— George

Ware, formerly

manager, has been appoint-

manager

C.

in St.

THE FILM DAILY)

for \'itagrapli.

at

Vita-

graph.

To Producers

FEATURES!

and Directors

'Wclct<^iJ24Xna/ (Pictu/i£^

THE

SPICC

or "rHE PHOGKAM'

manager

— A.

of the

W.

Moses,
former
R-C, has resigned to

accept a position with Universal.
He has been assigned to Albany for
the present.
Moses has been succeeded at R-C by Earl Kramer,
formerly with Select, in Albany.

Barron,

formerly

Midland theater

COMING IN
SHORT-REEL

IS

(Special

Buffalo

W. L. Merrill has resigned as
Hodge Succeeds Conlon
manager of the Wid Gunning office
F".
Hodge has succeeded Ben and has ben succeeded by Paul

Conlon as publicity director

9091

Exchange Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo

the

is

of the Vitagraph office.
Steinson succeeds William Brinner.

THE CREAM

SHERLOCK
HOLMES

Steinson

new manager

New Manager

OF

— Beekman

Phone

THE FILM DAILY)

in

manager

of

the

SBRVICB

Fulton

119

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Syracuse.

Lakewood's

The

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

lAKfWOOO HOT[l

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

There is available for your use an organization
which can, and will, take from your shoulders every
detail other than those which concern actual pro-

$35.00
$6.00

duction.

Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

'.S=3
Ree. U. S. Pat. Off.

Quality

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.

Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release

Work

This organization will arrange for the financing of
your production; serve also as your representative
with the distributor interested for the approval of contracts and accounting; the exploitation of such productions; in other words, the complete handling of
the various details which now concern you unneces-

OSCAR PRICE
St.

Murray

Hill 2372

Parties. Clubs and
'o
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment Featvires.
Athletic and Social Directors.
ruioor and Outdoor Sports.

Service.

I

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

sarily.

565 Fifth Ave. at 46th

Inducements

Conventions.

est

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

New York

liday,

THE
April 21.
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The Good Things

"

Pass

'11

YOU

If

You
Don't

Watch Out
For

Marshall Neilans
latest

production

for First National

FOOLS FIRST
witli

Windsor,

Claire

R ichard D ix

and

Claude Gillingwater
Suggested

by

Hugh MacNair

Kahler's

story

Photographed by David Kesson and Karl Strauss

A

Grab the

First

National Attraction

first

chance to see

it
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Harlem Theater Leased

Coast Brevities
THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

— Virginia

Hollywood

who

Valli,
work in

"The
completed
Storm," has been re-signed by UniHerbert
opposite
play
to
versal
Rawlinson.
has

just

The Schulte Cigar Stores Co. has
leased through Henry Shapiro & Co.,
the property at 110-124 3rd Ave.,
consisting of a moving picture theater
and six three-story buildings.

the

of

Musselman Buys Two Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Rnnis, Tex. J. C. Musselman has

—

Silent

New

"The Black Bag," has been completed at Universal.
bert Rawlinson.

It

stars

THE FILM DAILY)
N. J. — The Orpheum has

to

1,000 and is controlled by a company of which Geo.
B. Teneyck is secretary and treasurer.

Bevan, the Mack Sennett
comedian, is putting the finishing
touches on "Gymnasium Gym."
North Branch, Minn.,
(Special

North

Barbara Bedford, has finished her

M.

John

completed

has

Stahl

"One Clear

to

Branch,

release for

Dreams."

Minn.

Sunday closing

Censors

Call."

in

(Special

—The

fight

to

Wichita

Tex.

Falls,

THE FILM DAILY)
Tex.

Falls,

—The

City

Hampton's second Council has created a board of cenGoldwyn will be "Golden sors composed of Mrs. J. E. Sharp,
Mrs. W. M. Robertson and T. B.
Noble.

Ray has

Peck,

Nelle

Charlotte

Saunders,

Frederick Vroom, Thomas
Pierce,
Jefferson, Henry Barrows and Eddie

Owns Four
(Special

to

Breckenridge Houses

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Breckenridge,
Tex. Burke
and
Johnson have sold the Alamo to Ray
Stinnett. The Alamo makes four theaters that Stinnett now owns here, the
others being the Alh;.mbra, American

and Palace.

(Special

to

—

GAUSMAN.
Chippewa

Re-opens

in

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo Harry
Green has sold
the Premier, Main and Leroy, to Hen
Brothers of Cleveland.

—

Niagara Falls The new Amendola
open on Saturday.

Falls

will

—

Visual Education in
(Special

Tacoma
10

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Zenith

Tacoma

city

projectors

has
in

installed
its

public
step

Miner Buys Rice Lake Theater
schools.
This
is
the
first
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
toward visual education.
Rice Lake, Wis. George E. Miner
The Apollo will open Saturday as
is
the new owner of the Majestic. the Blue Mouse.
Miner formerly operated the Unique
at Rice Lake, and also a theater at
Stanley Buys in Plaza
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ladysmith.

—

Philadelphia
(Special

to

la.

Theater Opens

THE FILM DAILY)

purchased E.
in the

—The

J.

Stanley Co. has

Bamberger's interest

—

Seward
(.Special

to

in Morrill,

Neb.

THE FILM DAILY)

Morrill, Neb.— A. R. Seward, of
Grand Island, has taken charge of
G. A. Parberry is owner.
the Ideal.

new

Hilliard

will

play

for construction purposi

it

State Holds Theater Mortgag

the

to

(Special

"Linda," Corinne Griffith's

in

;

of

sale

Oklahoma

])icturc.

THE FILM DAILY
City

—The

state

1

mortgage of $.30,000 on the Hi
Universal will release "The Heart drome and $46,000 on the Orph
came thn
of
Wolf," a Jewel production in Guthrie. Possession
a
the failure of the Oklahoma
starring Lon Chancy on May 15.
Bank of Guthrie. The bank
mortgages on the theaters,
Glenn
Gregory,
formerly
with claims are now in possession of
Arrow, is now with American ReState Bank Commissioner.
a

!

leasing covering

New

Jersey.

E. K. Lincoln has completed

work

"A Lady By Luck," Edward

in

Dil-

Excellent

Genius Film feature.

Studio

Norma Shearer will play the featured feminine role in "The Law of
the
Northlands,"
which
Iroquois
Prod., Inc., is making at Chatham,
N. Y.

For Sale
Concrete and glass building. 01
and directors rooms, tanks and

Constantine Kobeleff will conduct
dancing classes of Alexander
Oumansky, ballet master at the
Capitol because of the latter's duties

ing

the

Traveling

rooms.

Building 80x100

lights.

100x200

30 Minutes

from
Times Square

The Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
moved from the 11th floor of the

has

Godfrey Bldg., where it has been
occupying offices with D. P. Howells,
740 7th Ave., corner 49th

EDWARD

St.

Motion

Norma Talmadge's new
under

Gro

feet.

at the theater.

filmed

cranes
feet.

L.

KLEIN

Pictures.

New York

production

the working title of
of Langeais," will be

152

"The Duchess
released as "The Eternal Flame."

W.

42 St.Bryant 6353

ELINOR GLYN
"MIRIAM BATTISTA

is

Says

the only perfect actress

on the screen."

And Kenneth Macgowan,
says

:

"Miriam Battista was the

ESQUE.'

New York Globe,
real star of 'HUMOR-

of the

"

MIRIAM BATTISTA,
actress of this generation,

YORK THEATRES

this

the most remarkable child
is

appearing in

week— in "The Good

vider" at the Rialto, and in "Smilin'

Norma Talmadge

TWO NEW
Pro-

Through" with

at the Strand.

Plaza.

Michael
Stiefei,
of
the
Stiefel
Completely
Murray,
la.
rebuilt
Amusement
Co.. has agreed to sell
and redecorated, the Palace opened
Morgan is pro- the Roxborough, Roxborough, for
recently.
C. W.
prietor.

close

National "Broken Shadows."

Ernest

p

Argyle St., beti]
Hollywood and Sunset Blvd
Famous Players-Lasky, who w

B. Laul) has completed
third release of Second

the

majority of

Premier, Buffalo Sold
(Special

Chippewa Falls, Wis. The Palace,
which some time ago was closed for
remodeling, was reopened.

Murray,

Hugh

THE FILM DAILY)

Reading, Pa. Wilmer and Vincent
Jack Gilbert has finished work in have leased the theater being
erected
Again,"
and
Beginning
of
"The Land
on
N. 6th St. by the Rajah Temple
will soon begin "The Splendid Outfor 10 years. The house will be comcast," in which he will play of a
pleted in September.
French soldier.

Ince production.

William
titling

—A

holders along Argyle St.
signed a petition w"hich has
presented to the Hollywood Char
of Commerce, protestintr the
erty

posed

Inc.. to

Lease Reading Theater

(!iribbon.

Noah Beery is supporting Madge
Bellamy in "Someone to Love," an

Marshall Neilan has engaged
to title "Fools First."

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

m"-

lon's first

B.

practically com"The Tailor
for
cast
pleted the
Included are Ethel
Made Man."
Grandin, Thomas Ricketts, Victor
Stanton
Gerrard,
Douglas
Potel,
Heck, Fred Thomson. Kate Lester,
Butler,
Frank
Logan,
Jacqueline

Charles

of

in

Sunday closing measure.

Wichita

'Benjamin

Open Sunday

THE FILM DAILY)

Minnesota
was won here when voters by a two
to one vote sounded the death knell
against

of the

cutting

Theater

J.,

Trenton,
opened.
It seats

third consecutive engagement at Universal City, this time opposite Frank
Mayo in "Out of the Silent North."

(Special to

"The Heart of a Wolf"
has been changed to "The Trap.''
title

"heavy"
Trenton, N.

(Special

Her-

Billy

I

Guts and Flashes
The

1<,

Fighting Sale of Street to Las

Wiley

North" has
been completed at Universal, under extended his chain of houses by a deal
direction of William Worthington. with John Sayeg, of Ennis, in which
Frank Mayo is starred.
he acquires two theaters here.

"Out

Friday, April 21,

$75,000 to B. Kalish.
A lot 62 by 118 ft., including one
story garage, at the southwest corner of 40th and Filbert Sts., has been
sold to J. F. Willard for $45,000. The
purchaser will build a theater to be
known as the Willard af a cost of
$150,000.

Exhibitors desiring the personal appearance of Miss
Battista,

communicate with

ROBERT EDGAR LONG
1482

Broadway

(Bryant 6380)

New York

City

d

—

I

7A0 brAdstreet

;0^^RE(OGMIZED

o/'FILMDOM

Authority
FORHERIY

I'ol.
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No. 2?

Form Allied Corp.
xpected Deal Goes Through on
Coast— Same Directors as
United Artists
(Special

Angeles

Los

handle

jr

by

— The

come

oration will
}

THK FILM DA

to

all

1,

Allied

V

I

Cor-

into being shortly

prodnctions contracted

United

the

1

Artists

made
"Big Four."
The

thcrs than those

l)y

Corp.,

the orig-

Ingram Renews

Coming

Signs with Metro for Two Years
Studio Re-opens in About Two
Weeks With Three Units

Where
Let

Rex Ingram lias signed a newcontract with Metro, covering a two
year period. Lender the terms of it,
he will make three pictures a year.
Two of his productions for the
1922-1923 season will be "Black Orchids." on

which he

is

now

at

Price 5 Cents

1922

us

are

to stop?
that
can be sent you

you posted on

yesterday that he will be a candidate

(gratis) to keep
is

Cohen a Candidate
?

Announces Intention of Running
Again for M. P. T. O. Presidency Boosted by Michigan
Sydney S. Cohen announced late

you going

know

FILM DAILY
what

Town

to

THE

so

happening.

final

Unity

at

Last?

details

—

expected to start
/Vrtists soon.

Dixon

work

for

United

at International

C. L. Dixon has been appointed
director of advertising and publicity

International Film.
For the past
he has been with R-C Pictures.
Dixon replaces Leo Pollock who resigned to become radio editor of the
jf

(fcar

New

York

Evening

James F. ^ayles,

who

Journal and
has also re-

signed.

Goulding Collaborates with Cabanne
Edmund Goulding has just completed the script for Christy Cabanne's Dependable Picture, in conjunction with the producer, who usually
prepares
screen.
ing,

his
It is

who

is

own

for
the
understood that Gouldresponsible
for
the
stories

scenarios
on "Fascination," "Peacock Alley," "Tol'able' David" and
others including Wesley Barry's next
picture for Warner Bros., has turned
down an offer to prepare a series of
stories for a well known woman star
in ord r In continue free lancing.

(Continued on page 4)

Denies Mary Garden Report
Robert T. Kane, production manager at Famous Players denied yesterday that Cecil B. DeMille had
offered Mary Garden a $250,000 conThe
tract to appear in a production.
New York from
reached
report
Chicago.

Some

Sub-titles

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Chicago "Publicity Person," Parker of the Rothacker organization,
has prepared what he styles "Watty"
Rothacker's news reel of iiis CaliSome of sub-titles read:
fornia visit.
"Gasnier lias started a new photoCharles Chaplin is plotplay
ting and planning his new producCol. Selig is throwing
tion.
open his zoo to the public on Sundays to show how wild animal picLarry Trimble
tures are made.
and Jane Murfin have started on a
.

.

.

.

dog

picture.

.

.

.

.

John Jasper

.

for

re-election

.M.

P. T. O. A.

He

work,

He will
and "Toilers of the Sea."
proba!)ly have four for next year, Talk Over Possibilities of Sentiments
;ere arranged at the annual meeting
Expressed at T. O. C. C. Dinner
liowever, inasmuch as "The Prisoner
( the corporation liere.
Co-operation the Keynote
of Zenda" is already- completed and
Dennis F. O'Brien and Hiram Ab- scheduled for fall bookings.
There was some discussion in film
anis are en route to New York.
It
The Metro studio in Hollywood circles j-esterday over the far-reachexpected several additional units will re-open in about two weeks with ing possil)ilities revealed by the trend
s
The new three new units at work. These will of the various addresses at the Brandt
vill be announced shortly.
company will have the same board of he the Violet Dana, the Billy Dove dinner at the Ritz-Carlton on Thurs[lirectors as United Artists.
and the Fred Niblo units. Mae Mur- day evening.
At the dinner, which
ray is expected to continue produc- ran into the early hours of yesterday
while Clara Kimball morning, co-operation in all branches
That the Allied Corp. would be tion in the East,
will work at her own studio of the industry was the key-note of
Young
ormed for the above purpose was
in Hollywood.
every address. Will H. Hays expressirst indicated in this publication on
It will be recalled that a few weeks
ed it, so did Sydney S. Cohen, SenaHiram Aljrams at the
Vlarch 21.
L. Lasky stated he had tor James
J. Walker, Adolph Zukor
ime said that report was erroneous. ago, Jesse
signed Niblo to direct Valentino in and William Brandt.
The plan as originally broached, a series of pictures. Later, Niblo said
It was said by one film man yesneans nothing more than a change he had not signed with anyone, alterday that it was perhaps peculiarly
n name for advertisiiTg purposes, though admitting dealings with both
significant that at the speakers' table
since the United Artists sales force
Lasky and Louis B. Mayer. Lasky were represented all branches of the
will be used to sell Allied Artists picstated yesterday that he had made a
lures.
The reason for the formation contract with Niblo, but later waived industry, the producers and distributors by Mr. Hays and the exhibitors
jf the company is said to lie a result
it
on ])ehalf of Mayer and Metro.
b\- Messrs. Cohen and Walker.
That
complaint
that
Charlie
Chaplin's
jf
The Niblo productions add four the speeches had made an impression
:he "Big Four" entity was not being
more to the Metro schedule for next was easily discernible after the dinner
Tiaintained with the addition of other season.
was over when little groups of impictures.
Chaplin,
incidentally,
is
lal

—

as

president

the

of

has j^repared a circular which

be presumably sent to M. P. T.
C). members throughout the country,
enlisting their support in his camwill

l)aign.

It

Cohen quotes

in,

wire

a

from the M. P. T. O. of
Michigan, in which Claude E. Cady,

received

president

that

of

unit,

says

that

at

meeting of the board of directors,
resolution
endorsing Cohen for
president was unanimously passed.
The wire at one point saj's: "That
in appreciation of the careful thought
and untiring efforts of Sydney S.
Cohen in bringing about the phenomenal success of the M. P. T. O.
a
a

of A., not forgetting the personal
sacrifice that he has made to give
the organization the strength that it
has today, we the M. P. T. O. of
Michigan, hearitly endorse Sydney S.

and commend his honest
and conscientious methods and

Cohen
efforts

in
mind the 'absolute sinof purpose so manifest in the
conduct of the affairs of the organization during the past year, we hereby express our earnest hope that he
may be induced to continue as the
head of the M. P. T. O. of A."
The circular then states that Cohen

having

cerity

has received similar telegrams and
Wants Expose Film Held Up
Horace Goldin, who owns a vaude- messages from other theater organiville act depicting the sawing of a zations throughout the country, and
woman in half, has. applied for an tliat it was these that prompted him
With the
injunction to restrain the exhibition to become a candidate.
of "Sawing a Lady in Half," the film circular is included a copy of his adwhich exposes how tlie act is work- dress before the T. O. C. C. on
ed, and which is controlled by Weiss Thursday, extracts from which will
—
be lomul elsewhere in this issue.
Bros.
Clarion Photoplays, Inc., according to Bert Ennis, the cotirt has
taken the matter under advisement
Iiefore

making

Angeles

—James

E.

last

two named

individuals.

Louis

St.

bach.

owners of the Monroe, Chip-

pewa

Bowen, cided

president of the Cosmosart Pictures
Corp., leaves for New York tomorrow to close Eastern details regarding a deal with Benjamin B. Hampton and Hewlings Mumper for the
picture interests controlled by the

at

St.

THE FILM DAILY)
Louis— W. A. and C. A. Diefen-

(Special to

Bowen Coming East
(Special to THE FILM DAI LY)
Los

Vote Against "Fatty" in

a decision.

St.

near

California

to let their

question
tures.

of

Ave.,

de-

patrons vote on the

showing Arbuckle

On Sunday

a

slide

pic-

asking

whether the patrons wanted the picThe verdict was adtures shown.
verse to Arbuckle.

Withdraw Comedy in Chicago
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago As a result of protests

—

Studios, reports having
B. B. Hampton is under contract
liollx wood
made some unusual experiments in with Goldwyn to supply four pictures. of women patrons, a two-reel ArThe feeling It is not believed that transfer of his buckle comedy was withdrawn at the
color pliotography.
prevails t'-at the period of depres- interests will in anv way affect that niacK'stonc shortly after the theater
.

sion has de])arted."

.

.

matter.

open-. d

v.-;t'i

it

on Wednesday.

^

THE
Saturday, April 22,

1922

ri—<iiiM

Coast Brevities
(Special to

Hollywood

— Another

And

Aid in Improving Business
H. G. Stokes' Address to Advertising Club

production
manager, has been appointed at UniCity to work with Martin
PriceSCenIs versal
Saturday, April 22, 1922
Vol. XX No. 22
Murphy and M. K. Wilson under
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, the supervision of Irving G. Thalberg.
[nc. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and He is Charles P. Stallings, and will
iiave charge of the unit starring Frank
FILM FOLKS, INC.
foseph
J

W.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

ager J. A, Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y,, under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
$10.00 one year; 6
of Greater New York
Foreign
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
SI 5.00.

making "Out

Mayo,

the

of

North," and one comedy unit.
E.

Green,

who

has

just

work on "Our Leading

completed

has been detailed to direct

Citizen,"

"The Ghost Breaker," which will go
Address all communications to THE FILM into production early next month at
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, the Lasky plant with Wallace Reid
"Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
V. Y.
and Bebe Daniels as featured players.
Hollywood
California — 6411

Hollywood,
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre.
London, W. C. 2.

—
—

Paris Representative
Clichy.

— Le

Film,

42,

Rue de

—

European

Representative Interna
Central
(Czecho-Slo
Prague
rionale
Filmschau,
vakia). Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High
F. P.-L.

815^

..

Low

81^

Close

..

8ys

Loew's

...

177/s

Cory

B.

with Life,

Kilvert,
is

17%

l75/s

artist

formerly

now on

Paramount title
Not quoted Laskv studio.

Griffith

the

Frances Marion has returned to the
United Studios from New York and
is preparing the continuity for "East
is West," which will be under way in
about three weeks.

11,300

8

and

Riddle of the
using the Chatsworth park locations
during the filming of the first episode.
Interiors are being made at United.

600

Not quoted

^*G'wyn

"The
Range" company are

Roland

the staff of the
department at the

Not quoted
The cast has been completed for
Not quoted Hoot Gibson's current vehicle "TrimWorld
med and Burning."
Patsy Ruth
Quotations by H. Content & Co.

Triangle

Miller

Ontario Gets $1,082,863
(Special

to

—

in

Taxes

THE FILM DAILY)

once, each to meditate for
liow to improve liis own
work?
Suppose this idea were
e.xteiided to every advertising club in America, to every business club, to every business
organization
that
tlic
advertising
man
touclies. until we reach the point where one
million business people join in a five minute
meditation period encli day? In twelve days,
two wee'cs, we would have one million hours
of meditation about how
to improve business
"1 wonder why we. as advertising men,
have lost our position as the leading boosters
of the country's business.
We, who pride
ourselves on our striking ideas, our original
copy and our perennial optimism
Why, to
use but a single example, the Rotary Cllub
has come in and right under our noses, put
out a prosperity caniiiaign that should have
been
fathered
by this Advertising Club,
silent

at

minutes

on

advert'sing

is

playing opposite the star.

''Claude Gillingwater will be seen
next in "Remember," a Goldwyn picture written and directed by Rupert

Leon Lambiotti,
Mishawawka, Ind.,
Harry
.Screen

Weiss,
Service,

Someone

in

Uotary

tlie

Club took time to

meditate,

me more

day conceptions of our job.
If
be so presumptions as to add

hundred

advertising

of

to

were to
one more

I

the

you have already heard,

several

would

it

be this

faces

the

is

in

way you

the

Superior

of
Inc.,

made

his

first

on Wabash Ave.

'crv'ice offices

The
s

Colonial, at Logansport, Ind.,
in a few days after
montli's shutdown for repeairs.

ready to open

or less easily to the

subject of advertising itself, to meditate for
a moment or two about some of our every-

definition

Temple,

Jack Willis will shortly move his
iieadquarters to the Superior Screen

\

"This leads

the
dead.

of
is

automobile trip of the season in hi^
new Westcott. Besides finding the
roads under water and the going
ratlier tough, business was very good.

!

"Advertising
thought around

1.800

1

.|

!

Ruth

Sales

81J4

do pfd

—

Chicago Robertson and Schobe,
owners of theaters in a dozen Indiana!
H. G. Stokes, of Prizma, Inc., towns, have taken over the Palace
recently addressed the Advertising at Watseka, Ills.
Club of New York, Inc., at luncheon.
\\'illiam McFerrin has reopened the
He said in part:
"Suppose a gong were to ring in this McFerrin at Hoopeston, 111., which
Silent dining-room every day at 1.00 o'clock. .Sup- was recently closed by D. S. Smith,
nose we all understood that we were all to the former owner.
tivc

Alfred

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Its

become

;

Mid-West Notes

Meditation

THE FILM DAILY)

the process of turning
the buyer's mind until
want it to face.

a
it

"It is apparent that there is nothing in the
universe that can turn a thought around in
anyone's
mind
but
another
thought
stronger idea
Nothing else can get into a
buyer's mind, loosen it up and make it behave the way we want it to.
I think we
sometimes forget this and put the emphasis
in the wrong place,
I think we sometimes
gets so confused with the growing technique
of advertising, that we begin to think we are
selling things instead of ideas.
It is true
that things are sold as a result of ideas, but
make no mistake about it. the idea comes

—

!

Al Hoffman is with
Cole city sales force.

Robertson-

Again Gets Nebraska Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hcmingsford,
Neb. Culminating
a legal battle which began about a
year ago when I. R. Walker, purchaser of the theater went into bankruptcy, A. M. Miller is again in

—

possession of the opera house.

Gaumont Buys

3

Swedish Films

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

London Gaumont Co., Ltd., has
Ottawa Theater patrons of Otpurchased the Swedish Biograph outtawa paid $56,635.86 in tax during Hughes.
put for the year.
There are three
1921.
which indicates that 110,000
Frank D. Ormston has been enpic'uures
scheduled
for
this
year:
people in Canada expended about
Mary Pickford as art first every time.
"Love's Crucible," "Guarded Lips"
$560,000 in attending shows last year. gaged by
"A motor car, as such, can't crawl into
The total revenue derived by the director for "Tess of the Storm a buyer's mind and change the ideas there and "Seas of Chance."
A cake of soap can't
This Countrv."
A gallon of gas
Province was $1,082,863.07.
can't!
A cigarette can't! The only thing
approximately $10,indicates
that
that can do the trick is an idea about these
Agnes Ayres will play a double products, a mental
W. A.
828,000 was spent for theater amuseCO.
picture we paint for the
ment. The tax in Toronto amounted role in "Borderland," which Paul buyer
If this is true, isn't it our job for
Dependable
Public
Accountants
the next few months, at least, to spend more
Powell is directing at Lasky's.
to $624,613.70.
time on ideas and less on technique, more
and Auditors
time on the brain of advertising, and less
Doris
Deane, former Universal on its eyebrows?
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
leading woman, is now working with
Kaiser Film in Germany
"We do have a lot of sick methods in the
Clyde Cook in his new comedy.
advertising business, don't we?
Telephone Longacre 9074
'Illusions,'
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
!

FLEMING &

!

Berlin

—

"From

Good

to

the

Bad

Reginald

Denny was slightly inweek while making scenes

showing episodes from the
jured last
of William II., has just
been passed by the censors, after for his current production.
having been suppressed before on
Margaret Landis is leading woman
the ground of "danger of civil disfor Edward Horton in "The Ladder
permission
is
turbances."
The
limited
to
shows before cultural Jinx." now being produced by Jess
Robbins.
societies and associations that foster
Days,"

war years

military traditions.

Lloyd's new feature for
Associated
Exhibitors,
"Grandma's
Boy," is now on its wav to New
York,

Harold

Back to Pictures
to THE FILM DAILY)
Minneapolis The New Grand will
(Special

—

be reconverted into a picture house
at an early date, according to report.

Ruth
to

Denis has been engaged
supervise the dance scenes in "The
St.

.Major calls them, and so they are.
Stereotyped market analyses, unhealthy sales
plans, anaemic distribution methods, dyspeptic
schemes, tired words but why go on?

—

You all know what I mean and you all know
am right. My only purpose in mentioning

[Lakewood's

them at all is to suggest them as the subjects
for your future meditations,
"We must review our methods and reeast them to the new conditions.
And last
hut not least, we must not forget that
sterling old inotto which applies so well to
the advertising man
'To the Thinker be"

The LAKtWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

—

longs the Spoils

$35.00

!'

$6.00

Capitol, Atlantic City, Sold
(Special to

THE

FlLiVl

1;A1LY)

Atlantic City, N. J.—The Capitol
has been acqtiired by Ventnor Amusement Co.

Indiiefments

Douglas MacLean has started work
"The Sunshine Trail," under

direction of

James Home.

Frank Mayo's next vehicle

Jlea.

U, S Pat

0«

C—

Theater Co., Ltd., operating a chain
of houses here is in the hands of a
receiver.
The company was headed
by two pioneer theater men. W. P.
Nichols, and William Brown.
The

Univer.sal will be "Afraid to Fight," an
original story written by Leet Renick
Brown.
theaters are being operated in
GAUSMAN. by the assignee, F. J. Carter.
at

up Daily

to

Parties,

Clubs

and

Wonderful Food.

Fin-

Dancing. Nightly in
est .Service.
rui.Mi
Unusual Entertainment

Ball-

t

Vancouver Firm Bankrupt
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Vancouver, B.
The Columbia

Weekly

Week-End Rates

Special

Bitterness of Sweets."

on

Largest and Foremost Hotel

1

otivrntions.

and

.ires

.Athletic

h

and Outdoor

lf>nT

FeatSocial Director*.
Sports.

UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL CO.

"JOW

For reservations phone Lakcwood 505
N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

.>r

trust
,
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speaking of conditions there said yes-

Holland Improving

LttieNews

).

No. 33

But Films Don't Count for Much
There, Says American Consul-

Department of Commerce in
i)Y ASTOR WELCOMED TO AMERIwoman ever elected to British Washington, by George E. Anderson,
i-First
The
consul-general at Rotterdam.
'lament arrives in New York.
THE COAST GUARD ICE survey, which is being distributed to
'H

— How

Uncle Sam warns shipdanger in the north At-

I'ROL

of the iceberg

1

ic.

FRANCE TO AFRICA BY

)M
iiNE

— Pathe

News

AIR-

cameraman

covers
miles in aerial voyage over picturesque
and snow capped mountains.

13
ij

news

;r

from

New

occo,

Washington,

York,

St.

Louis,

the

Latvia,
etc.

Mi

:Qciay
London
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Indian Film in
(Special to

.ondon
ig
[.,

— "Dhruva

Charitra,"

of an eight reeler

title

which

is

made

in India.

With Cameraphohe Theater
to THE FILM DAILY)
Pittsburgh
R. J. La
Voise has
He
led the Cameraphone theater.
Voise

(Special

3

,

of the National Association,
says, in part
•

"All in all. it may fairly be said that
the niovinK picture business in The Netherlands is improving, but it should be under-

stood in connection with this statement thai
nn immense further improvement is pos?
there
is
sible
It
is
doubtful
if
world
ciountry
Europe or, in the
in
where the moving picture has less of a
Fo'r
part in national life than in Holland.
every mov'ng picture theater in Holland
tliere are perhaps a dozen cafes of corre-

sponding
thousands

—

formerly publicity representative
Select and with the Avon, Deca111.

"A Ladies' Man," the first
omberg comedy with BiUI Monfor Grauman's Million Dollar
a,

jked

week.

eater next

rwo Sales on Squirrel Comedies
handled
Squirrel
Comedies,
by
e-Bradford,

have

been

purchased

them
which

running into
are crowded

Holland at the
in
a more or less experiIt is well organized, both from
mental basis.
the fdm producers and the theater operators

"The

present

business

entire

time

on

is

standpoint.
The operators have an organization known as the 'Federative Bond,' which
iricludes practically every theater operator in
It is a closely knit organizathe country.
tion and practically controls the trade from
The renta theater operating standpoint.
ing or releasing a.irencies also have a similat
organization.

"There

are

22

renting

film

concerns

in

Of these ten are branch houses

Holland.

German film renting or producing concerns which are attempting, with poor success, to introduce German lilms into HollThe
and on the basis of very low prices.
import their
renting
establishments
other
films mostly
from the United States and
Great Britan with a few from Italy. Those
from the Un.ited States come direct and
through Great liritain. Up to two years age
of

most
of
of

of

Great

some

business lines arc still
feeling the effects of the trade depression,
the
.Scandinavian yiublic has not lost its
nterest in motion pictures.
Many of the
large theaters in Llenmark, .Sweden and Norway are doing a good business for these
times, and the best American pictures continue to lie big drawing cards despite the
;)pposIlion of cheaper productions imported
lom Germany and other sources. Theater
:axes are very high, especially in Denmark
and Norway, the exhibitors in the latter
country l.-eing compelled to divide approximately 50'v
of their net profits with the
government.
This is, in addition to other
taxes, which run as high as 30 to 40% of
the gross business.
The Swedish taxation

nogram

more

is

"There

them come direct.
"There are 170 licensed

theaters

in

little

no

or

theater

Norway and Denmark

in the last
difficulty in ob-

year because of the great
In
taining licenses from the governments.
Denmark especially, theater licenses are almost impossible to obtain, and this has served
o hamper the building of a number of fine
new houses needed to cater to the theater
{oing public.
Several large building projects
have been under consideration, but
.:he lack of licenses has put a damper upon
h.ese propositions.
No one seems to know
low long this attitude will be maintained by
I

-lie

other

THE FILM DAILY)

and theaters paid $21,600 for licenses
during the year, a decrease of $200
from the previous year. Film renters
paid in $1,350, slightly less than the
year before, while the dance halls of
the city paid $4,630 in licenses. They
in former years.

were not taxed

Burnham May Sell Out
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Buffalo J. F. Burnham, it is reported, is negotiating the sale of
his
four theaters, and planning a
trip
to the
He owns the
coast.

Temple and Opera House

Cort-

in

N. Y., the Fisher in
and the Bertis Grand

land,
Falls

Seneca
in

ilms

into

-otnitries,

Plan Several Orpheum Theaters

large numbers of
the
Scandinavian
aggressively promoting its

shipping
is
Finland and

and

is

business in films through Europe.
pictures
of
the
highest
grade
lave not suffered much from this competition
ind will ^continue their leadership in Sweden,

ixport

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

Orpheum

— Martin

Beck

Greater

New

York.

Germans Protest Taxes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin
ird

that

)itors

ising

—

in
all

;ignated
jsent

From
the

Stuttgart
association

circuit

History Will Be

is

Made

AT THE

The

with

WASHINGTON CONVENTION
Know What's

Going

On Every Day

THE FILM DAILY WILL TELL YOU

South

of

ex-

Germany, intends

theaters on a day to be
as a protest against the

high taxes.

national government is 20'/f, but the actual
tax is fixed by the municipal authorities in
each town with the result that the tax varies
from 20% to as high as 40%.

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

"Films are placed in Holland by leasing
bv the week arid the lease hire is at
The price varies
price per meter of films.
from one Dutch cent, of $.004 American

year, starting immediately, to include

Kindly enter

et

comes

currency,

American,

to

Dutch

25

per

meter

cents,

or

10

my

New York

City

subscription to

THE FILM DAILY—313

ceptional films bring
Dutch cents, or 12 or 14 American cents,
The production of films in Hollper meter.
and so far has not been much of a success.
Practically the whole of the work done in
the way of the picture drama in Holland
has been done at Haarlem by the 'Hollandia'
Fdmabriek, operated by the Anglo-Dutch

'

St.,

The Film Daily

for

cents

per week and exas high as 30 to 35

Vitagraph Films in Work
There is also one film company
Film Corp.
Albert E. Smith while on the coast in Amsterdam known as the American Film
n a number of Vitagraph pictures Co.
work.
"My Wild Irish Rose"
"Picture theater operators are working
Earle
Williams for a national censorship law and a bill for
completed;
.s
one has passed the lower chamber of the
ished "Restless Souls" and started States-General, and will probably become a
other:
Alice Calhoun completed law in the course of the next few months."
and
started
"Blue
Blood";
e
k'^illiani
Duncan
finished
"The Scandinavian Theaters Holding Up
enl
Vow," while Larry Semon
ingvald C. Oes, manager of the
IS making "The Substitute."
Smith Scandinavian offices maintained at
11 l)e in the
East for some weeks.
Copenhagen by the Famous Players,

of the

quoted locally as
saying that a theater will be built in
every California town with a popuNorway and Denmark."
lation of 40,000 and over to show
vaudeville and pictures. If the plans
August Beringer is handling the go through, it means construction in
electrical
effects on "A
Broadway Berkeley, Oakland, Sacramento and
Rose," Mae Murray's new picture.
San Diego.
American

American Feature Film Co. of
stoii, for New England and by NuOn other days attendance is usually very
t for New York with the exception
light.
The standard ta.x authorized by the
the

Au-

burn. Myer Bloom, of Fulton, N. Y.,
is
reported to be the man who is
discussing the purchase.

government.

"Germany

something over
town halls, and society
are occasionally shown.

together

—

Louis The annual report of
City License Collector Oliver Chapman for the fiscal year ending
April 10, shows that picture houses
St.

liberal.

been

has

>uild'ng in

the American films came by way
Britain, but at present about 50',i

theaters,
rooms where films
Of the licensed theaters, all show daily but
55, which show only on Saturdays and SunThe average seating capacity of these
days.
theaters is perhaps 360.
Some of these theaters are among the latest and most up-toThe Puschinski theater
date in the world.
in Amsterdam has a seating capacity of 2,000
vvith a cafe attached which can handle 800
Rotterdam and The
persons at one time.
Hague also have large theaters. The price
of admission varies from 15 Dutch cents to
2.50 guilders or the equivalent of 6 cents
.\merican currency to $1, according to the
theater, the attraction and the seats occupied.
The average audience will not e,xceed
SO'r of the seat.ng capacity of the theater.
On Saturdays and Sundays most of them
are packed to the limit of their capacity.
.SS

—

of

capacity,

in

Netherlands

Grauman Books Stromberg Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Grauman has
^03 Angeles
Sid

some

size,

ni^'-htly.

is

advertised here by Levetus,
who control the world's rights.

,vas

members

_

etc.,

(Special to

"Although

General
Films have not much of a drag in
Holland, according to a report made
to

Louis Gets $21,600 in Licenses

St.

terday:

Issues— Every Day

—

Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages
Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

$15

Name
Theatre

Address

'.
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Saturday, April 22,

hibitor organization which no producer and no distributor can touch.
(Continued from I^age 1)
There we can sit down and talk things
portant film men met outside of the over together.
When that's done,
grand ballroom and engaged in earn- nothing can stop the industry. When

Unity

Sunday's Issue

at

Last?

animated

and

conversation.
It
was (juite evident that they were discussing the possible welding together
of the industry into a powerful unit
to face the outside world as one comest

plete entity.

have
Dec.

19

equal
representation.
Sii
752 cases have been tried s

24,

cessfully.
of these

who

Two hundred and thi
were brought by exhibit''

recovered $46,000.

Five hundi

that's done we will place this industry in the first half dozen industries
of the country." I am proud to be

and twenty-two were brought by
changemen. A total amount of $25
000 was involved in these cases. 'W
associated with you in such enter- not a national committee of the sa
prises.
As
have said, there are no kind?"
\esterdays and the future is ahead of
Brandt then paid a tribute to
all of us."
helpfulness of Louis F. Blumentl
in the T. O. C. C. and then almi
Walker Applauded
o\ervvhelmed Walker by presenti
Senator Walker was next.
The him with a beautiful gold cigare
diners likewise arose for hiin when case. The Senator was visibly affe^
he said he was ready at any minute ed by the gift and for a moment e\
to help an exhibitor anywhere.
his ready flow of language failed hi
"I like Will Hays," said Walker, He got a good deal of applause w?
at- one point.
"I am willing to sit at he closed his remarks of appreciati
his feet and take my mental prescrip- i)y saying:
"I ordain the poor carcass that
tions from him.
Why shouldn't you
and I be willing to sit at his feet if mine to the motion picture industr
Earlier in the evening Walker p
members of the predominating politI

t

Cohen Talks Co-operation
Sidney S. Cohen was the first
speaker called upon by Bernard EdelCohen
hertz, who was toastmaster.
read a prepared speech and punctuated his written statement by a few
extemporaneous remarks on co-oper-

He

ation.

Neilan and Party Sail Today
Marsliall Neilan sails today for an
eight weeks' stay in Europe.
With
him are going David Kesson, cameraman. Frank Urson, an associated
director, David Kesson, his cameraman and Count A. Lombardi, a
friend of Neilan's.

Hunting Films
(Special to

—

in

Buffalo

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo
Shea
Amusement will
present in the Teck commencing
Sunday the premiere of "The Heart
of Africa," showing the hunting adventures of Lady MacKenzie in the
jungles.

McKee

in Clifton

Film

Through Jess Smith, Elmer Clifton
has signed Ray McKee for the lead
in
a production for the
Whaling
Film

Corn.,

Clifton

is

on

New

of
his

way back

Bedford.

New

to

Bedford, having harpooned a whale
for scenes in his picture.

But

we

We

will

(Special to

Miami

THE FILM DAILY)

— Hamilton

Smith

is

finish-

ing up exteriors on his initial picture
for the Syracuse M. P. Co., "The
Isle of Doubt."
The following cast
was engaged through the Jess Smith

part:
to amalgamation.

The "C*s" Again
In introducing Mr. Hays, the next
speaker, Edeihertz called him "an
eminent surgeon called into to minister the needs of a sick child." Hays
spoke for about 15 minutes and when
he arose the entire assemblage got to
its feet to applaud him.
He said in
part
"if .\ou take the medicine I prescribe as easily as you make me a docso

in Florida

in

desire helpful co-operation.
not tolerate any element of
centralized control which we hold to
be even more dangerous to the
.American jniblic than to the theater
owner, but certainly destructive of
the l)est interests of both.
"The time is here for the naming
of permanent committees by producers, distributors and theater owners to constitute a tribunal for the
adjustment of all differences within
the industry on an equitable ' l)asis.
and also coordinate the energies of
all branches of the industry in presenting a solid front to meet outside attacks and the advancement of
the general welfare of the business.
This joint committee can protect the
entire industry, advance it to the
front rank in public utility and develop lines of activity which will
bring to the motion picture screen
added dignity and importance.
"We are always for constructive
efficient co-operation which will tend
to effect a necessary reduction in
film rentals, an equitable and uniform
contract, setting aside of discrimination of all kinds and the remedying
of other abuses within the industry."

tor, all will

Smith

said,

opposed

"^^'e are

much

be well.

do
through
to

if

we

Exhibitors have
are to succeed."

All
his
remarks Hays
stressed the "Cs" he spoke of at the
recent T. O. C. C. luncheon at the

Astor.

"I am useful," he said, "when I
have cause. I know I have cause now
and working in a righteous cause, we
ofifices
in
New York.
Wyndham shall be triumphant. What we need
Standing, Warner Richmond, Dor- to solve our problem is confidence
othy Mackaill, (leorge Favvcett, and and co-operation.
Co-operation beMarie Burke.
tween producers and distributors on
the one hand and the theater owners
Held on Grand Larceny Charge
on the other, and then we can go out
WiUiam \'. Jackson and Etta and get the confidence of the public.
Stewart are inider arrest, charged
"With confidence and co-qneration
with grand larceny, acting in concert will eventually come character.
No
and using the mails to defraud.
man can succeed without character
The charge is that Jackson and the and no industry can succeed without
women induced Paul Negri, a resi- it. Then with character will come
dent of the Bronx to invest $400 in courage."
a fake picture concern, and others
At this point Ha}s turned squarely
through fraudulent advertising and toward Cohen and said:
the ire of the mails.
"We uccA a strong and \-irile ex-

ical

And

party did?

believe

me

there

Sam

sented

Bach, Charlie Goldre;

some wise birds in that party, I and Sam Sonin with platinum-je\
know. That big little man picked out studded watches and William Lane
Brandt's (
the one dog that was being kicked with a cigarette case.

are

around

to fondle it, hold it to his
breast and say, 'You can't do it any
longer, because I am going to help.'

"That

lieved in

little

it."

set.

Law" Debate in June
THE FILM DAILY)
Louis Noah W. Cooper,

"Blue

man

could have
written his ticket
in
any industry
from Maine to California because of
his mentality, but at personal sacrifice he picked this one, because he bebig

was, as noted, a silver tea

(Special to

—

St.

Nashville,

Southern

chairman of
Methodist
Sabbath
Tenn.,

has accepted a challenge
sponsor "blue laws" in a debate
fore the national convention of

1

.

liance,

1

Walker delved into the history of
the M. P. T. O. and told how it was Anti-Blue Law League of Ameri
necessary to go around and convince lune 23 to 25.
the exhibitor he was sick before he
could be made to see the necessity of
Canyon Reduces Capitalization
an organization. He paid a fine trib(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ute to Sydney S. Cohen for his tireAlbany, N. Y. Canyon Pictu
less work in behalf of the M. P. T. O.
and at one juncture elicited applause Corp. of New York City has
that was quite apparently meant for formed the Secretary of State oi
Adolph Zukor when W'alker, in reduction in capital stock from $!
1

—

si)eaking of the "lesson that had to
be taught certain producers," mentioned one executive and characterized him as "a little fellow who turned out to be one of the gamest men
I'v^

known in my existence.
"No Yesterdays," Zukor

Adolph Zukor was
talk as

called

Exclusive Featur
$30,000.
has reduced its capital fn
$75,000 to $25,000.
000

Tully Preparing for
(Special to

upon

to

one of the "patients" of "Dr.

Hays." He said in part:
"There are no yesterdays.

producers and

dis-

tributors when I say that they are
willing to meet you half way, and
more if possible, in a spirit of cooperation. I wish in some way a message could be sent to producers, and
directors and stars who are far away
Slid sometimes do not understand the
things we do, so that they can secui^e
a better understanding.
I will do all
that I can to bring about happiness in
the industry."

Brandt Gives Some Figures
William Brandt

said:

"I feel that co-operation

is

—

tions

the

for

filining

of

"Omar

Tentmaker."

All that
possess I am willing to devote to
you to reach a harmonious understanding.
I feel in a way that I am
all

"Omar"

THE FILM DAILY)

Richard Walt
Los Angeles
Tully has just returned from N
York. His plans are to start prepa

Montana Conditions Picking Uj
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Butte With several copper mil

I

speaking for

to

Inc.,

—

operation and others sch'
uled
open soon, Montana
to
gradually "coming back."
in

full

"MOTHER'S DAY"

w
w

secured

because the industry is practically
united here tonight. The leaders are
here.
As an indication of what the
proper kind of co-operation can do,
let me cite some
figures
covering
cases tried by the arbitration board in
New York Citv on which exhibitors
.••-cl i-'-i'bcrs of the F. I. L. M. Club

MAY
14™

>-

a.
hi

u

ac

o

Wire your nearest
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All

si

why they
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W
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SHALLENBERGER

You are doing

V

Exhibitors

a real service in
releasing the Big
Business opportunity

"TEN NIGHTS

IN

A BARROOM."

-^

"-W;siei*S^:iR^£p!

..y

directed by Cdcoard

Hemmer

i/{/ith

ynargaretr

Beecher
a new screen heauty,ancL
an except/ona/ cast

%

Presented and Oistn'huCed

T^laygoers 'Pictures
Foreign R.epresenia(,/ve

Oid/iey

Qjarre-tir^

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

"sunshine HARBOR"

speeds

with the spirit of the Modern
Girl
It reflects her bound'less energy, self- reliance,
ambition, vivacity and saucy
!

charm! It radiates action,
adventure^ hearth-throbs!

r^
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Paramount
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Indiana exhibitors back Will H. Hays.
M. P. P. D. A. and T. O. C. C. unite to aid
drive in Greater New York.

puljlic

a

Bar

in charity

Reported Boston company selling stock to make fihiis
based on Hollywood scandals.
''First National group leaves for annual meeting at
West Baden, Ind.

Wednesday
Ethel Clayton and Jane Novak to star for R-C Pictures.
Rachmann-Hamilton difficulties settled. Former resigns office but holds stock interest in Hamilton

2

.THE CRIMSON CHALLENGE

bill

Room."

New

European

coiidition.s

on music copyright to be heard at
hearing in Washington, May 5.
C. R. Seelye buys old version of "Ten Nights in

all

Central

contract

national organization.

Lambert

(Postage free). United States, Outside of Greater New York,
Foreign, $15.00.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00,
Subscribers should remit with order.

Paris Representative

make under

Producers of educationals and industrials to form one

at

office

Terms

Address

to

Tuesday

INC.

;

as

more

picking up.

Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager

Entered

Griffith has three

as producer for United Artists.
David Horsley turns to exhibiting field.
E. M. Saunders and F. B. Warren report

York, N. Y., by

AND FILM FOLKS,

W.

units.

Fifty thousand shares of

Eastman common

ofifered at

3

$77.50.

THE FIRST WOMAN
R-C

Page

Pictures

MAN FROM
Western

Pict. Exploitation Co.

HELL'S RIVER

—

St. R'ts

.

.

Page

Fox

Page

Irene Castle in

Holtre Prod.

Du Pont

7

WITHOUT FEAR

Pearl White in

Miss

6

— Hodkinson

9

NO TRESPASSING
Eage

10

A WONDERFUL WIFE

in

Page

Universal

12

THE INFIDEL

Katherine MacDonald in
Assoc. First Nat'l Pict

Page

Will Rogers reported signed by H. O. Davis.
N. A. M. P. I. annual report lists 77 theater members.
Will H. Hays bans exhibition of Arbuckle films.

Thursday

^

Marshall Neilan signed with Goldwyn.
Richard A. Rowland may join First National.
Famous Players to make serial in France for consumption there only.

Warren thinks report
wrong. Jim Quinn says

F. B.

cent admissions

is

of 2,500 theaters closed

is

elimination of tax on 10

responsible for adverse tax

fig-

ures in January and February.

Eastman stock

issue subscribed.

Friday

13

First National to handle 60 pictures next year.

IS

MATRIMONY A FAILURE?
Page

Paramount

Hugh

B. Evans,

Western

Jr.,

Pict. Exploitation Co.

Wanda Hawley

RIDIN'

presents

—

St. R'ts.

WILD
Page

16

THE TRUTHFUL LIAR

in

Page

Realart-Paramount

Franklyn Farnum

15

in

W. M. Smith— State

SO THIS

IS

Rights

Short Reels

"Pardoning the had

is

17

ARIZONA
Page

18

Page

19

Louis B. Mayer signs Fred Niblo for Metro release.
William Brandt retires as T. O. C. C. president. Many
executives attend Ritz dinner.
"^Neilan's

Goldwyn

contract calls

for

eight

pictures.

James R. Grainger continues as sales manager.
Christy Cabanne to make one film for Dependable.
Nicholas Schenck thinks Arbuckle ban a temporary
one only.
Saturday
S. S. Cohen after M. P. T. O. re-election.
Rex Ingram renews Metro contract.

injuring the good"—Benjamin Franltlin,

I

I

THE

DAILV
"Fascination"

—One

Mae Murray

Few

of the

Tiffany Prod.

— Metro
Robert Z. Leonard
Edmund Goulding
Edmund Goulding

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Oliver T.

WHOLE

Sure-fire

go wrong on

STORY
you

like

Marsh

You

office.

can't

York

and adds

Broadway
melodrama to make

flapper throws

a lot of

it

DIRECTION

Allows star

to overact at times,

STAR.

.

.

Magnificent

.Vivacious, charming in

Very good
comedy sequences;

overacts at times during dramatic

SUPPORT

One

Excellent.

of_

episodes

the best casts

ever assembled in the East

EXTERIORS

Exceedingly effective shots, especially of Spanish crowds and bull fight
Lavish
INTERIORS

DETAIL

Satisfying.

Humorous

titles

particu-

CHARACTER OF STORY
any difference what kind
one is sure to go over

of

It does not make
house you run. This

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,850 feet

You know by

this time what "Peacock Alley" did
you or the other fellow. And "Peacock Alley" is
left at the post and not in the running with "Fascination," Mae Murray's latest, produced lavishly and directed by Bob Leonard, who was also responsible for
"Peacock Alley." In addition. Edmund Goulding,

for

This

One Does Not Play
Box

The preceding
you
box

little

its

charm and value

as a definite

This is one of the real pictures
of the moment. It is going to be worth a lot to you or
the other fellow. Your crowd is sure to just bubble
over constantly with the humor of the titles and when
the melodrama starts to work towards the end of
the picture they are going to get their money's worth
and more.
You want to make sure of getting this one because
on the strength of "Peacock Alley," which delighted
the average crowd this is sure to be in demand and
the beauty of it is that it's a better picture from a lot
of angles than "Peacock Alley."
office attraction.

the

moment

the

first

of the

it

.Story,

is.

production, star, direction, every-

This includes incidentally sjdendid support
with Kol^ert Frazier, formerly the star of "Ben Hur"
Helen AV'are, who almost steals the picture in the big
dramatic moments; Creighton Hale, who is a most
delightful "souse," and many others. The only weak
link is Vincent Coleman, as the fiancee of the star.
How any girl with all her pep could be in love with
the type of man i^resented by Coleman is hard to unthing.

;

derstand.

overloaded with production values,
Spanish sets including the tremendous crowd awaiting the arrival of Carrita, their beloved bullfighter, scenes in the arena, and later when
Mae Murray does one of her spectacular dances.
Dolores De Lisa, daughter of a .Spanish
.Story
grandee, raised in New York, is finally sent to Spain
under the chaperonage of her aunt and she puts Broadway pep into the highly dignified life of Spain. In the
end her father is threatened with a nasty mess, but it
all works out happily and Dolores renews her engagement Avitli her fiancee, an American.
"I'^ascination"

is

the

:

to Capacity, It's

Your Fault

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

brief analysis of the story will give

indication of

PVom

man} luiniorous titles Hashed on the screen, 1,lie crowd
was sold and they waited for the finish, even though
they had to stand up to see it. And when you can do
that these days, it means that quaHty is there.

particularly

larly effective

If

and never missing.
At the second show last Sunday night at the Capitol at 10:20, tliey were standing four deep behind the
tapes, still waiting for seats to see this one.
You
couldn't jimmy them out even thougli the firemen were

And

otherwise excellent

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

1922

Really Big Current Releases

strolling around.

this

A New

into Spain

box

23,

who w rote tile scenario tor her former success, is again
responsible for her latest achievement, so the combination is all there, working like a six-cylinder motor

in

"FASCINATION"

DIRECTOR

Sunday, April

You have

number

a

of talking points including the

lavishncss of the production, the

you can add

out.

Many

of the star

and

you think necessary, the unusualness

if

of the Spanish

name

atmosphere which

of

the

very well carried

is

supporting cast are exceedingly

well known.

When

you get the opportunity see

how you can
worth. You

get back of

it

and then go

can dress your ushers

keeping with the atmosphere and
lobby

displays,

opportunities.

this one.

the

stills

will

if

in

for all its

costumes

you go

give

Think

you

in

in

for

ample

tHE
Sunday, April

^n

DAILY

1922

23,

Work

Dorothy Dalton Does Fine
Dorothy Dalton

as Cowgirl in Latest Film

appeal for good acting and making the character of
Tharon Last all that it was intended to be. And she

in

"THE CRIMSON CHALLENGE"

with no small success.
story is not essentially different from the
average run of westerns. All the familiar characters
have their regular places in the story and the situations are pretty much after the recognized formula.
But there is a difference in that the persuer in this
case is a girl. In fact the hero and heroine roles are
just reversed.
Instead of the hero saving the girl,
she saves him. So Jack Mower hasn't a very heavy
part, inasmuch as the star does the rescuing.
Frank
Campeau is the villain and it's going to be hard for
some folks, to wait for Dorothy to get ready to shoot
him. She's likely to appear much to patient for the
majority, but, of course, no villain meets his death
does

Paramount

DIRECTOR

Paul Powell
Vingie Roe
Beulah Marie Dix
SCENARIO BY
Harry Perry
For excitement this western
AS A
can't be beat and then there is Dorothy Dalton
as a female Bill Hart
Implausible as most of this type but
STORY
sure fire for those who like the kind
Keeps the action almost conDIRECTION

AUTHOR

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

tinuous and the

thrills are

well distributed

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Something

Natural
entirely different for her but
she proves quite capable
SUPPORT
Frank Campeau a convincing villain;
Irene Hunt and Howard Ralston good in small
parts and Jack Mower not a very important
hero

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Beautiful shots

Few
All right
Girl rancher

avenge her father's death and

vows

finally kills the

terror of the valley

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Dorothy Dalton had a

4,942 feet

fine role in

Lady Letty" and she has another

in

"Moran of the
"The Crimson

Challenge," both providing her with something unusual and a good deal out of the ordinary for her. In
the current release she appears as a regular female

who

"quick at the draw" and as fearless
She plays the part conas any hardened westerner.
vincingly and sacrifices all chances for beautious
Bill

Hart,

is

Should

Exhibitors can be pretty certain to satisfy their

that

promises for

it

are

and

way

of fast riding

well

handled.

feel certain

it

will

and

You

thrilling

can

make

go over.

them about the star and you might arouse
some curiosity by saying that Bill Hart has a new
Tell

photography throughout is excellent and
Powell has shot his scenes in beautiful
locations.
There are many particularly pretty ones.
He has kept things moving at a lively pace and the
The thrills come with
action is almost continuous.
the fast riding and the one in the climax when the
star chases her man out on to the plains and finally
overtakes him, works it up to an exciting conclusion.
Story
Tharon Last's father is shot in the back
It
and dies.
is pretty certain that Buck Courtrey, the
bad man of Lost Valley, shot him. Tharon vows
to avenge her father's death. She faces Courtrey, who
Tharon's cattle
assumes an attitude of bravado.
hardships
suffer
begin disappearing and her friends
Meantime Courtrey decides to
at Courtrey's hands.
divorce his wife and marry Tharon. Tharon gathers
the ranchmen together and they agree to help her get
back the cattle. During the attack, Billy, one of
Tharon's ranch hands is shot and held prisoner by
Courtrey. How Tharon saves Billy and kills Courtrey
furnishes an exciting conclusion.

Like Westerns

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

patrons with "The Crimson Challenge" if they show
any preference at all for western subjects. It is full
situations

The

director

Go Very Well Wherever They
Box

of fine action in the

until the final climax.

:

CHARACTER OF STORY
to

it

The

quick shooting in Dorothy Dalton, who plays
the role of Tharon Last in "The Crimson Challenge."
"You are familiar with the
CatchHnes can read:
went
out to get his man, but
western bad man who
rival for

have you seen a girl play the part? Dorothy Dalton
"
does in her latest release 'The Crimson Challenge.'
If your folks liked her work in "Moran of the Lady
Letty" they'll surely be satisfied with this.
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Moving Story But Surprise Ending Compensates
"THE FIRST WOMAN"
permits a strange girl to be brought into

23,

1922

Fairly Slow
.

R-C

and vamp her fiance away from

Pictures

DIRECTOR iua.x.

Glenn Lyons
Glenn Lyons

AUTHOR ^.,...
SCENARIO BY

Not

^

CAMERAMAN ^
A

mediocre offering that

well redeemed by rather agreeable

is

sur-

prise ending

STORY.

.Quite slow-moving and implausible but
will satisfy if it holds them to the finish
Ordinary; doesn't aim very high
DIRECTION
in dramatic sequences but handles surprise twist
.

.

.1.

adequately

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair
dark
Frequently
too
LIGHTINGS
Mildred Harris suitable but not
PLAYERS
especially appealing; Percy Marmont adequate;
no one else who is known to picture goers

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

^.
.

.

.

.

All right

Good

,

Sub-titles poor

CHARACTER OF STORY

Actress plans a way
author
that
prove
young
she can really act
to
to

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The
First

spectator

Woman"

is

4,950 feet

pretty nearly ready to vote

a dull bit of entertainment

"The

when along

comes a surprise ending and redeems it to a good extent. The title may lead them to expect a story along
the lines of a modern Eve, but "The First Woman"
is suggested in one of the sub-titles in which the
theatrical producer, after failing to persuade the author

that Billy

"you
That

Mayo

is

a suitable actress for the

be sorry you didn't take the
about the only connection.

will
is

The

story

variety,

is

first

says

woman."

and you can't help but

find all kinds of fault

May

Satisfy
Box

sister,

if

who

the

A

of

this

you

might

better sustained interest in the early reels

while situations to hold the attention sufficiently well
to put the surprise finale over the way it should be.

On

the other hand the director has been thoroughly
successful in keeping the spectator from even suspect-

ing that the whole affair

an elaborate plan of the
heroine to prove that she can act.
Otherwise the
direction is about average. The production is adequate
but quite ordinary and certainly didn't cost a great
is

deal.

Mildred Harris

and those

to

fulfills

whom

requirements satisfactorily

the role of the actress seems

plausible, she will probably convince

them that she

Percy Marmont hasn't a very

a good actress.

is

role in this.
He is capable of much
The remainder of the cast is fair.
Story: Paul Marsh refuses to consider Billy Mayo
as the girl for the part in his new play. Upon enter-

worthy hero

better parts.

ing the house one evening Paul finds a French girl

playing a violin. The police enter and claim she is
a thief. Paul becomes interested and decides to have
her remain in the house with him and his sister.
tells

a pathetic story and becomes a

member

She

of the

is engaged to Jack
Paul that his protegee is
stealing the love of her fiance.
Paul reproaches the
girl.
She departs saying that she is going to Gordon's apartment to kill him. Paul follows and wit-

household.

Gordon.

Paul's sister,

She complains

girl is Billy

Elsa,

to

Then comes

the surprise.

The

Mayo, and everyone but Paul had been
him she can act. She

"in" on her plan to prove to

wins the part and the author

the

too.

End

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

depends upon whether or not the picture will

strengfth

much

would have made a first rate bit of entertainment of
"The First Woman," but there are few really worth

They Remain Until

be able to hold them to the finish. If it does, the
surprise twist ending will possibly make up for any
disappointment they may have felt with the early reels.

On

this

satisfactorily

nesses a struggle.

one of the possible but not probable

with the characters, especially the author's

It all

role,

home

explained in the ending, and if
they will be sufficiently patient to wait for this they
will likely go out fairly well pleased.
all

is

Alvin Knechtel

AS A WHOLE..
fairly

credited

her

Of course

her.

consider

Probably
the

title

it

would be well

to use catchlines with

so that they won't be misled.

what happens
poor French

after

girl

Say:

"See

Paul Marsh has befriended the

and given her a home."

It

would

it

and stand a fair chance of putting it over. A\'hether
or not Mildred Harris' name has any drawing power
is a matter for you to decide.

be better not to give
it

away

the ending

if

you can help

because they will not be likely to suspect

you hint

at

it.

it

unless

THE
Sunday, April

23,
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First Rate Entertainment in

Gurwood Story

"MAN FROM HELL'S RIVER"
Western

Pict. Exploitation

— State

Co.

DIRECTOR

of

Cummings

James Oliver Curwood
Not credited
Not credited
A drama of the frozen North with
new situations, fine production and

SCENARIO BY
AS A WHOLE
some

Excellent photography, of course, enhances the beauty

Rights

Irving

AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN
fairly

effective suspense

STORY.

.

.

.Gets

away from

the usual run of

Mounted

Police stories

DIRECTION

has injected excellent
pictorial appeal and builds to find climax
Excellent
Satisfactory

;

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Very good

PLAYERS

Cummings and Eva Novak

Irving

do good work but acting honors go to Wallace
Beery as Gaspard, the Wolf. A suitable cast
on the whole

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Many

CHARACTER OF STORY.
villain to protect

with the

man

.

her father

is

So many successful

a good one.

is

About

Oliver

And "Man From

5,000 feet

North have

Curwood

is

no

in

fine

atmosphere

vividly brought out in the beautiful locations

Yosemite National Park

supplies

all

the

demands

picture has been filmed

at a time

of

the

when

"frozen

it

fully

North."

You Can Make Promises and
Box

they favor the type of story which James Oliver

this

one.

usually writes, they'll be well pleased with
It

thoroughly hated in this

has been adapted from "God of Her

People," a fact which

it

case any of your folks

may have

might be well to mention
read the story.

can promise them good action and above

His

role.

little

is

ability to really

short of remarkable.

Cummings does good work as the hero and
Eva Novak is pleasing as the heroine.
The direction is quite satisfactory. Besides providIrving

ing a fine pictorial appeal,

He

first rate.

Cummings

has handled the

leads up to the dramatic

very well and builds toward the climax

on the precipice

fight

Rin Tin, the dog, comes
Story

ofif

the

eflfectively.

a good thrill

to his master's aid

when

and hurls

cliflf.

an

Pierre,

:

ofifer-s

moments

ofificer

of the

Mounted

Police,

returns to the village only to learn that his sweetheart,

about to marry Gaspard, a trader, called
are married, but Pierre still can force
no explanation from Maballa. Finally the priest tells
Pierre that Maballa was forced to marry Gaspard to
save her father from the Red Coats, because Gaspard
knew of a killing for which her father had been blamed.
Gaspard accuses Maballa of being in love with Pierre
and decides to take her away. Pierre follows. A
fight ensues between Pierre and Gaspard.
Pierre's
dog intercedes for his master and hurls Gaspard from
the clifif. Pierre and Maballa are then free to marry
each other.
is

the Wolf.

They

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

with this latest story of the Northwest and particularly

Curwood

it's

Feel Quite Sure They Will Like

Exhibitors should be able to satisfy their patrons

if

and

look the part he plays

Maballa,

the

that

Hell's River"

romantic touch besides a wealth of

The

self

Once more he proves himself
a safe bet that he makes him-

of the story.

the villain

linked with a picture, you expect

selected as backgrounds.

villain

a finished actor

The

heart interest and the usual, though quite requisite,

is

appear especially unoriginal.
An outstanding feature of the offering is the performance of Wallace Beery as Gaspard, the Wolf, and
likely to

marry
eventually happy

exception. It contains fine action, good dramatic punch,

that

of Curwood's novels contain the familiar
Northwest Mounted slogan of "get your man," which
is used for the main situation.
But "Man From Hell's
River" gets a good bit away from this more conventional plot, and while it has no strikingly new situations, it does touch on less familiar ones and they are
so capably handled and well acted that they are not

story

stories of the frozen

been written by James

greatly.

it

Many

Appropriate
Usually all right

she loves

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

minute his name

beautiful shots

Girl forced to

.

Northwest

of the

all tell

in

You
them

they will be delighted with the feature's pictorial
appeal. It's mighty good to look at.

Use

the

names

Wallace Beery.
acting.

Stills

of

Eva Novak, Irving Cummings and

You
in

are quite safe in promising good

the lobby should attract attention

containing some of the more important
bits would easily suffice to bring them back to see
the whole.
C^tchlines also might help to interest

and a

them.

trailer

The Pictures that Appeal to All Classes
Are the Ones for All Exhibitors!
And

means

that

paramount ^pictures
By

C.

SELLERS, IRIS THEATRE,
DETROIT, MICH.

CURRENT

HAVE

"The Green Temptation"

had the opportunity to study Paramount PicI tures and the effect they have on a varied class of patronage better, perhaps, than most exhibitors in this
business. Besides their standard quality and far-reaching
publicization, it is their ability to mix well in contrasting

WILLIAM deMILLE'S

ness.

paramount Qictures
BETTY COMPSON

in

"Bought and Paid For"
with Jack Holt and Agnes Ayres

DOROTHY DALTON

in

"The Crimson Challenge"
"IS

J.

MATRIMONY A FAILURE?"
with an

population elements that
Let me explain

My
me and

Created by Cosmopolitan

is

in

busi-

In front of

one of the most fashionable districts
an exacting element to cater to.

Directly behind me is the village of Hamtramck, made up
mostly of foreign folks working in the various automobile
plants in that section.

And

Now

I

that

is

some of both of these classes
where Paramount Pictures come in.
get

noticeable that on the nights I play these films

not only jumps, but

GLORIA SW ANSON

situated on a boulevard!

at all sides is

my

a powerful factor in

of the city, with naturally

all-star cast

"THE GOOD PROVIDER"

theatre

is

my

front of

it is

drawn from both

of people.
It is

my

very

business

sections, those in

theatre and those behind.

Elinor Glyn's

JACK HOLT
in

and

seems that most Paramount pictures are suitable for
any class of trade. They please the man of high education
and environment the same as they prove satisfying to the
man of lower learning and occupation. It is remarkable to
It

"Beyond the Rocks"

BEBE DANIELS

"North of the Rio Grande"

A GEORGE FITZMAURICE
production

me how

pictures can strike such a level.

Paramount

"The Man From Home"
with James Kirkwood

AGNES AYRES

in

have proven big winners for
me and I have taken every advantage of the opportunity to
link up with their advertising campaigns, not only nationally but locally. To me this is a big factor that no exhibitor
should overlook

specials all

when he

is

playing this brand.

"The Ordeal"

THOMAS MEIGHAN

in

"The Bachelor Daddy"

WALLACE REID

in

The reconstruction days have hit us all, people aren't
spending money as they once did, but I'll be perfectly concan continue to get pictures that will please allaround patrons as Paramounts do in my peculiarly situated
tent

if

I

house.

"Across the Continent"

POLA NEGRI
"The Eyes

of the

in

Mummy"

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION

THE
Sunday, April

^m
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23,

Very Poor Story That Won't Be Able

of a rich

Fox

DIRECTOR

Kenneth Webb
Paul H. Sloane
Not credited

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Tom

WHOLE
makes

STORY.

Malloy

Slow moving offering that hardly

satisfactory entertainment

.Lacks situations and subsequent padding
makes it draggy and uninteresting
DIRECTION
Wasn't able to do very much with
weak story except show off star at every
opportunity
.

.

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Average

Has

SUPPORT

a mild part in this

Adequate but not out

of the ordinary;

Macey Harlam and Robert

includes

Good
Suitable

Fair

to seek financial aid

his

Rich

from

social

man

forced

daughter marries him

scenes have to do with the idle son
They use up quite a bit of footage

ance, and as far as the spectator

is concerned they
might just as well have omitted the opening discussion. It has no part in the story.
They keep shifting the place of action for the sake
of variation, with one bit taking the heroine and her
two leading men to the seashore where she is conducting a children's outing.
There's one bit in this
sequence that is likely to get a laugh if they are at

all observing.
Pearl White asks Macey Harlam if
he can find a fountain pen for her. He walks toward
the water and presently returns from the same direction with the requested pen. Looks like he went fishing for it. Another instance in which Pearl gives a

ball is sadly neglected while she

goes visiting

her neighbor, Mr. Martin, played by Robert Elliott.

You

get but a vague glimpse of the ball, but plenty

costume which

of views of Pearl's

wears several such

is striking.

She

affairs in this picture.

The titles contain errors which should be corrected.
Macey Harlam's name is incorrectly spelled another
reads
"I owned my life to you" and again "strange,
I just saw another clock like that one."
They meant
;

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
This

is

enemy and then

man.

to the Close

while the father reprimands his son for his lack of
ambition and the boy promises he will go to work
for a change.
The son never makes another appear-

masque

Elliott

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER OF STORY

Hold Them

The opening

Pearl White in

"WITHOUT FEAR"

AS A

to

4,406 feet

one of the weakest stories they ever picked
White. There is no sustained interest and
situations are almost entirely lacking. The one mild
situation which it does contain is padded beyond
endurance and with such unsubstantial padding at
that, that it resolves itself into a continual stalling and
waiting around for the ending. The director evidently
didn't think it worth while to try and hold the attention through carefully connecting the sequence and
there is one which he starts out with but forgets
is

;

:

for Pearl

cloak.

entirely.

even though he is a millionaire. Ruth Hamilton likes
Martin but her father doesn't and refuses to allow her
to invite him to her ball. She steals next door to Martin's house to show him her costume.
It happens that
Hamilton is about to go into bankruptcy and is finally
forced to ask a loan of Martin.
Barton, a jealous
suitor, tells Hamilton of Ruth's visit to Martin. After
explanations Ruth and Martin marry.

Only the
Box

This

isn't

it

prove a satisfactory entertainmuch that can be said for it
presents Pearl White, and you know

well enough whether or not that will be sufficient to
put it over. It won't do to make promises because

and you can't make anything

The

to

Talk About

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

isn't

the picture won't bear you out.

:

Name

likely to

ment and there
except that

Star's

Just carelessness.
Story
Martin refuses to try to get into society

story

else out of

is

weak

it.

Possibly a double feature day program would be

the best opportunity for showing this one and in that

event secure a strong accompanying feaoure to carry
it

over.

If

you play

it

alone

it

is

wait for the ending because there

doubtful
is

if

nothing to hold

their attention or arouse their curiosity as to
will

turn out.

The

star's

name

is

they'll

how

it

about the only

attraction and your only advertising angle.

I

fj2^
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Star

Has Somewhat

Story in Second of

Better

Irene Castle in

—Hodkinson

DIRECTOR

Edwin

AUTHOR

Hollywood

L.

Joseph C. Lincoln

SCENARIO BY

Howard

Irving

Young

CAMERAMAN

Robert A. Stuart
Develops into interesting fishing
village story with fine atmosphere and good
climax
Cutting in early reels would speed it
STORY
up some; a trifle too slow moving at first
Very good attention to detail and
DIRECTION
well selected cast; always gets splendid at-

AS A WHOLE

mosphere

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Story

All right

doesn't provide her with an out-

standing role but she makes good use of opportunities

prominent role because the part played by
Ward Crane is really the central figure as readily
indicated by the original tiole.
However, Director
Hollywood has succeeded in giving her sufficient
prominence, even though he has found it necessary
to resort to some unessential detail to do so.
There
is a party, a shot on the golf course, one or two of
her in a riding habit and a variety that serves to put
the character she plays on a footing with that of
Roscoe Paine. The star is not given a great many
close-ups, but she always seems to be very pleasing
and wears some pretty costumes. Albert Roscoe is
suitable as the villain who would win the girl, but
at the same time ruin her father, and Ward Crane
is the noble and suffering hero.
The early reels of the picture need trimming to
speed up the action. There is a bit too much unimportant detail that tends to
all

make

it

draggy.

Once

the characters are settled in one place and the plot

be the real thing usually

and the
adequately handled with one exception and
that is the idea of having the villagers turn against
the hero and attempt to run him out of town. These
things seldom happen in real life and although they

Satisfactory

permit of a good lead to the climax, they are too far-

Does good work; includes Howard

Truesdale,

Warde Crane and

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Albert Roscoe

Good
Appear

to

CHARACTER OF STORY
aid of small

town

Society

fellow, saves father

girl,

with

from ruin

and marries the hero

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,900 feet

There have been a good many stories containing
New England fishing village atmosphere but "No
Trespassing," from Joseph C. Lincoln's "The Rise of
Roscoe Paine," is just a little different in that it coml)ines the fishing village sequences with a touch of Wall
For the most part the piece is
St. and its dealings.
quite consistent and oflFers an agreeable entertainment
with a pleasing

star.

While Lincoln's story gives the
generally speaking,

Do

it

star a

good vehicle

does not provide her with a

Pretty

Good Business
Box

A

Productions

starts developing, the interest is nicely held

SUPPORT

Might

Her Own

1922

23,

strictly

"NO TRESPASSING"
Holtre Prod.

Sunday, April

picture of average satisfaction

is

fetched.

Mr. and Mrs. Colton and their debutante
davighter, Mabel, go to live in Ostable, a small fishing
village, where Mrs. Colton hopes to recover from nervousness. She objects to the noise made by fishing
carts traversing the lane near her home.
Colton, a
Wall Street operator, mostly to have his own way,
demands that Roscoe Paine sell him the property. He
refuses but later sells, disappointing Mabel, who has
become strangely interested in him and also the villagers, who threaten to run him out of town.
How
Paine later saves Colton's life and aids his daughter in
saving him from ruin in the stock market is told in
Story

:

the climax.

If

You Get

Name

Star's

to

Draw.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

probably the
class to which "No Trespassing" belongs and it will
be likely to do about average business unless, of
course, Irene Castle's name has a strong drawing
power in your community, in which case it depends
upon you to put it over by boosting the star and
getting them in to see her latest picture.
is

climax

the story in her current release

is a

good deal

and somewhat stronger than the other.
are one of the best

the story

know

the

is

means

about, and

name

if

different

Catchlines

them know what
you think it wise to let them
of letting

of the original story, mention

Rise of Roscoe Paine."

"The

Frequently they are familiar

with stories and are anxious to see the picturization.
you showed her last one "French Heels" and
they liked it, you have something to talk about becausell-'Stills of the star in the lobby should also attract.
If

\Jneyl\^ose in c/neir

a

airs

ana Ymecl-a^r iho Oedate
l\iiz y^arkioi\^

DISTRIBUTED BY SELECT

Two thousand
witnessed
the
in

its

people

premiere at
Hotel

Ritz-Carlton

New

York.

It

was the

most enthusiastic, thoroughly pleased audience
ever gathered.

pronounce

it

Critics

the

most

entertaining picture ever

made; reviewers credit
it with 100 per cent, perfection.

A

Lily

Among Weeds

"With frank and melodramatic
touches, "REPORTED MISSING"
is rare enough to make it a lily
among weeds few pictures have
been treated so intelligently and
with such gratifying originality
and, best, the high standard is
maintained from chapter 1 to the
end."
Louella O. Parsons,

—

The Morning Telegraph.

A

Value: 100 per cent.

Sensational Success
"If last night's reception

before such an audience

is

a criterion, this picture

is

a sensational success.

It is

two pictures in one
and will give Fairbanks a

really

close run."

Jay Kaufman,
The Evening Globe.

S.

"TYPE:
DIRECTION:

RAPHY:

Comedy

Drama.

PHOTOGVALUE: 100 per

Swell.

Great.
Believe me, boys, there was
action in that piece!
I don't believe I've ever seen before so odd
cent.

an admixture of seriousness and
And the combination is
foolery.
a satisfactory one."
McEUiott,
N. Y. Daily News.

Playing

New

York's

Leading
Theatre
Beginning Sunday,

APRIL 23rd
SELZNICK'S

Reported Missing
STARRING

OWEN MOORE
WILL PLAY AN INDEFINITE ENGAGEMENT

AT THE

CRITERION THEATRE

THE

?%^

DAILV
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Weak

Rather
Miss

Story But

Du Pont

It

May

might seek

Universal

DIRECTOR

Paul Scardon
Dolf WUyarde

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

Arthur Statter
Lynn Reynolds
mild entertainment mostly

because of very far-fetched situations
STORY
Hardly more than a vehicle for the star
and then she hasn't a great many opportunities
DIRECTION
Does the best that could be done
with weak story material; African atmosphere
doesn't impress

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Is
STAR

nicely

Good
Good
photographed and wears some

pretty clothes

SUPPORT
officer;

Vernon

Steele

good as English

Landers Stevens, the

Army

villain

A

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

few good shots
Adequate
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Wife

tries to gain

promotion for husband by being pleasing to his
commander, but he falls in love with her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Universal

seems

to

4,668 feet

be having

suitable stories for Miss

Du

difficulty

Pont.

getting

"A Wonderful

Wife" gives her only a fairly adequate role and
although she makes the best of what little it aflfords,
still she is quite handicapped.
The piece has been
adapted from a story called "The Rat Trap" and is

composed of more or less far-fetched situations.
While Director Scardon has done probably the
best he could with the material he had to work with,
the idea

is

y Enough

Satisf

to

so improbable that he hasn't been able to

to

The average audience and probably

the neighbor-

"Are you solicitous for your husband's business success? Be sure that you don't make
the same mistake that Miss Du Pont makes in 'A
Wonderful Wife,' her latest Universal picture." Or,
Don't try to win a promotion for your husband by
vamping his superior. It may not turn out the way

'

Get Over

agreeable to his superior, but

it

is

doubtful

if

she

would go about it in the way "Chum" (Miss DuPont)
does it in "A Wonderful Wife." In fact she does not
heed the advice of the elderly lady in the early scenes
who tells here to be "discreet." Certainly her attitude
toward Gregory, the post commander, is not entirely
prudent.

The jungle sequence
although

it

makes

also

is

fairly

implausible

for a bit of suspense in the night

attack of the natives and the arrival of the wife and

her rescue party in time to save her husband's
It

is

a convenient time for

life.

the villain's death, in-

cidentally.

Miss Du Pont is always well photographed and
wears some becoming clothes. Vernon Steele, as her
officer husband, is well suited and the cast on the
whole is quite adequate. The photography is good
and the locations usually appropriate. The jungle
scenes are not especially realistic.

"Chum" and her husband, Capt. Alaric
Lewin, arrive in Key Island, where he is to act as
secretary to Commissioner Gregory. "Chum" hopes
Story

:

to aid her

makes

husband

in

securing a transfer to Malta and

herself particularly agreeable to Gregory, called

Instead of accomplishing her ina woman-hater.
tended purpose, Gregory falls in love with her and
when he is told to promote Lewin to Malta, he sends
him into the jungle, hoping to make "Chum" a widow.
She learns of Gregory's trick and at the point of a
revolver forces him to provide her with an escort to
Gregory follows. "Chum"
go after her husband.
and her party arrive in time to save the men from a
native attack.

Gregory comes up but

is

killed

by

a

negro.

Critical

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

hood houses will likely patronize such a picture as
Miss Du Font's latest. You can appeal to the women
of your clientele and attract them easily enough with
catchlines such as

1922

enhance his chances by making herself

Depends Upon Whether or Not They Are Over
Box

23,

make it convincing. It might be a plausible fact that
a young wife, ambitious for her husband's promotion,

in

WONDERFUL WIFE"

"A

Sunday, April

you expect.

Miss

Du Pont was

'A Wonderful Wife,'

but her scheme came very near proving disastrous.
See the picture."

The

title

might be exploited to advantage by the

:

usual posters, and of course pictures for lobby display.

that

The press sheet offers some advertising tie-ups
would probably serve very well. Mention the

star's recent pictures

Wives."

and her appearance

in

"Foolish

THE
Sunday, April

1922

23,

;5Bg^DAILV

Ambiguity the Outstanding Fault
Katherine MacDonald in

The
James Young
Charles A. Logue

SCENARIO BY
AS A

James Young

WHOLE

picture

entertainment,

STORY

Joseph Brotherton
improbable
most
and incom-

A

prehensive

The

that

weak

any

if

of trimmings but

DIRECTION

rather

offers

old regeneration

no

theme with plenty

real sustained interest

almost overwhelming
handicap with such material works to a climax
but it isn't effective
Usually all right
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory
little

opportunity to be appealing

in this

SUPPORT

.

.

.

Robert

Nearly everyone overacts cast includes
Joseph Dowling and others
;

Ellis,

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
Suffice

Poor

CHARACTER OF STORY

Stranded actress, an
crooks but is converted through
influence of love and a minister who is her own
infidel, joins

father
5,377 feet

"The Infidel" doesn't contain anything very much
The
that makes for suitable screen entertainment.
new, the regeneration of a
non-believer, and the development does not succeed
evident that
It
in convincing the spectator.
is
idea in itself

is

Young

and made an

not at

all

realized the hopelessness of the story

effort to dress

it

up with atmosphere

Better See This
Box

And

One

First

The general impression

It is difficult to

before you.

suffi-

one of chaos.

is

follow the various leads that are put

There

is

Robert

who "has been

Ellis

saved from himself" by the missioner (Joseph Dowling) on the island.
They do not make clear, in a
definite way, his secret wireless apparatus, nor is the
part of Boris Karlofif, the Nabob, given a clear con-

Because of the ambiguity of it, "The Infidel" does
not hold the interest and therefore offers a weak
entertainment, if it will act as such at all. A fairly
pleasing tropical setting with half-nude natives decorating the scenes help provide the necessary South
Sea island atmosphere and the cast is adequate, but
each appears to be laboring under the fictitious
influence of the story.

They

are not able to

make

unreal personalities appear real.

Production values are ordinary and the picture has
been badly edited. Shots are cut off abruptly and the
following scenes fail to match up with the precedingones. The star has little opportunity to be appealing
and what emotional bits come her way, she does not
get over convincingly.
Story
Lola Daintry's mother had taught her to
She
disregard all preachers and their teachings.
accepts "Bully" Haynes' suggestion to help him secure
control of an island rich in copra.
Lola gradually
weakens when she falls in love with Flint, who holds
the island. How Lola foils Haynes' plans, saves Flint
and brings happiness to the missioner, who died
satisfied that she is his own daughter and that he
has converted her, completes the story.

and Decide

You won't be

able to

for Yourself

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

would be better to see this one first and decide
for yourself what you can probably do with it, or if
you think your regular patronage will accept it and
satisfied.

the sub-titles do not amplify the action to

cient extent.

The

It

be

is

:

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

Director

from successful.

far

nection.

Had an

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Has

is

author's treatment of the infidel's conversion

implausible and for the most part, incomprehensive.

Assoc. First Nat'l. Pict.

DIRECTOR

CAMERAMAN

Regeneration Story

and some action, but the result

"THE INFIDEL"

AUTHOR

in

13

make promises

for

because even though they may not be over critical,
it is doubtful if they will be satisfied with such improbabilities and incomprehensive sequences as "The

star's

reputation must already have suffered

from repeatedly poor
wise to try and put

name

stories so that
it

just because she

it

wouldn't be

over on the strength of her

may happen

to

be a favorite.

it

Infidel" contains.

It
if

should not be hard to interest with catchlines, but

you do show

the

title

it it

would be better

and date of showing and

to just

let it

go

announce

at that.

II
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Quietly but firmly we again say to the
nation's exhibitors: "Sisters" is the
strongest, ablest and best motion
shown on any screen in America since
January 1st.
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to any exhibitor who doesn't "feel it
all over" that it is a big picture.
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Another Farce Based on Marriage.
•IS

MATRIMONY A FAILURE?"
James Cruze

AUTHOR

Leo Ditrichstein's adaptation of the
play by Oscar Blumenthal and Gustav Kadelburg
SCENARIO BY
Walter Woods

CAMERAMAN

Karl Brown
AS A
A strenuous attempt to draw
laughs but even some animated titles that try
to be funny fail to make it good comedy
STORY
Farce on marriage terribly overdrawn
and lacking in genuine humorous incident
DIRECTION
Sometimes annoying because of
so much repetition tries a variety of old gags

WHOLE

;

to get

laughs

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

T.

Good
Roy Barnes and Walter Hiers

both capable of better comic roles Lila Lee and
Lois Wilson make the most of poor roles
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
All right
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rejected suitor spoils
elopement by informing couple they are not
legally married

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
of

Of all
Leo

5,612 feet

the matrimonial farces this screen adaptation
Ditrichstein's

stage play

is

Only Fair Comedy

Is

friendly enemies

Paramount

DIRECTOR

15

about the least

home and
when out

who throw

hold hands and
in

company.

things at each other at
sit

That

is

on each others laps
but one example of

amuse you, make you
usual comedy license and

the bits that are intended to

Even granting

laugh.

the

necessary exaggeration of farce, these touches do not
register.

The director has used too much repetition in his
attempt to put the comedy over. He goes through
each stage of the story's development with each of
the married couples involved and it becomes tedious
because you know just what to expect. Then the
slap-stick that

is

finally resorted to is altogether

out

T. Roy Barnes running around in B. V. D.'s
during the latter reels isn't a funny sight any more
than his later appearance in a suit about four sizes
too large for him.
Tully Marshall, as the tobacco chewing husband, has
some worth while comedy opportunities, such as that
in which he tries to pursue his eloping daughter and
is accused by friend wife of "roistering with low companions" all night.
T. Roy Barnes is constantly
followed by a pack of dogs that make him look like
a walking dog pound. After all the unhappily married
people declare peace, the title calls for a three months'
lapse with all hands battling merrily again.
Barnes
and Lila Lee, the newlyweds, face the camera and
answer the question, "Is Matrimony a Failure" by
"No."
Story
Arthur Haviland elopes with Margaret
Saxby only to be rejected at the hotel because King,
Margaret's rejected suitor, has preceded them with
They return
a message that they are not married.
to town and are told the assistant Justice of the Peace
did not have the right to perform the ceremony. It
gradually develops that several others who had been
married by him were not legally wed. All the disgruntled husbands grab the excuse to leave their
wives. How they all go back and Arthur and Margaret are happy, follows.
of place.

:

amusing. In the first place the situations are so terribly exaggerated and fussed over for the sake of
getting laughs that they fail to get any at all, or at
At
least any that amount to genuine laugh getters.
the Rivoli the folks seemed inclined to "chuckle"
occasionally, but the strenuous effort that had been
made to make it one long roar was not given the
according response.

For the sake of comedy you are asked to understand, not "suppose," that every rharried couple are

Will

Do

if

They Laugh Easy, But Hardly Otherwise
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

they laugh easy it is quite possible that you can
thoroughly well please them with "Is Matrimony a
Failure," because even despite the far-fetched attitude
which it assumes toward the institution, it is apparIf

ently intended as good natured

accept

it

satisfying

in

that

them

light,

humor and

if

they will

you have every chance

with the offering.

of

On

the other hand

if

you know they demand

original

comic situations and not poor farce you may not be able
to put it over. At any rate you had better see it and
you can readily judge whether or not it will do for
your patrons. With a picture of this type it is largely
a matter of personal opinion.
What will make some
laugh won't make others ripple.
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Average Western Should
Hugh

WILD"

Western Pict. Exploitation Co.

DIRECTOR

— State

.

Not
Not

,

.

SCENARIO BY
AS A

Rights

Robert T. Thornby
H. H. Van Loan

AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN

credited

ing western atmosphere.

credited

a

Rather slight story but offers an
average picture that will please admirers of
western atmosphere
STORY
Contains fair action even though they
are provided by unconvincing twists
Adequate; selected ideal locations
DIRECTION

and

for the action

also a

good cast
Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Natural

PLAYERS

Roy Stewart
Wallace Beery

;

rate as

Johnny Walker and Marjorie

lover;

able

first

Always pretty

Few
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
he believes

is

it is

Sheriff trails

sweetheart of

good

story in this one

many

is

situations

It is the

spectator.

About

5,000 feet

that

fail

to

convince

the

kind where one word from the

that pile on, but of course

would

it

he loves only

quite slight and contains a

heroine would have prevented
to talk because

girl

man

her brother

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

suit-

fine as usual

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
to learn

cowboy

Daw

it

the complications
wouldn't do for her

all

spoil the

wouldn't be any at

whole

story.

In

This frequently
proves annoying to audiences, but in this case they
manage to dress it up with some fairly good action and
liolfl the interest sufificiently well to compensate.
fact there

First

all.

Rate Offering
Box

good

will

let

features.

Probably it would be better not
on the story and trust that they
view of the subject's other good

to look at.

much

it

by

be

The

cast

they aren't at all
necessary, being of descriptive nature mostly. They
have a tendency to make the picture "read" too much,
and since they are not essential to making the story
clear they might just as well come out.
eliminated

because

good one headed by Roy Stewart in
Johnny Walker and Marjorie Daw
next in prominence. Wallace Beery, as Figaro the
bandit, hasn't a very big part in this one but what
little he has to do, he makes the most of.
One scene
in which he approaches Marjorie Daw in a spirit of
bravado is just one instance of his ability to be a
is

a

the hero role, with

thoroughly hateful villain.
Larry Reid, sheriff of a small western town,
Story
decides to bring about peace by taking guns away
from the cowboys. One night there is a shooting and
Larry sees a tenderfoot run from the scene, jump on
a horse and ride to the cabin of Mary, the village
school teacher, the girl Larry loves. Duty prevails
and Larry follows. He searches the cabin but cannot find the man even though the horse he rode is
Larry chases his victim out into
outside the door.
the desert, sees him thrown from his horse and then
leaves him there to die. He returns and finds Mary
being attacked by Figaro, the bandit. How Larry
goes back and rescues the man after learning he is
Mary's brother, and his innocence is proven, makes
:

up the

rest of the story.

Play

Up

Pictorial

Values

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

to be able to give adequate satisfaction
with this average western offering, and even despite
its rather slight story you are not likely to hear any
comebacks. You can make promises for its pictorial
values mainly and tell them they'll surely find a pic-

to lay too

Excellent photography adds
good deal to the feature's pictorial value.
There are altogether too many long titles. They

should

of Its Kind.

You ought

lure

1922

Then the picture is not long enough to prove tiresome so that its inconsistencies are not as flagrant
as they might otherwise appear.
The director has
taken his company to ideal locations, and there are
many particularly fine shots and an altogether pleas-

WHOLE

PHOTOGRAPHY

23,

Satisfy Despite Slight Story

B. Evans, Jr. presents

"RIDIN'

Sunday, April

Talk about Roy Stewart because he ought to have

some following

in

your

mention Marjorie Daw.

remembered

clientele

and you can safely

Johnny Walker should be

as the black sheep of

"Over the Hill"

and more recently as co-star with Edna Murphy

in

stress
in

Fox productions.
a western.

The

You won't have

title will

to tell

them

it

is

take care of that very nicely.

THE
Sunday, April
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Unoriginal Story Keeps "The Truthful Liar" in the Average Glass
Wanda Hawley

vided a slightly better entertainment through a

in

"THE TRUTHFUL LIAR"
Realart

more

—Paramount

DIRECTOR

Thomas Heffron
Will Payne
Percy Heath

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

William Collins
AS A
Gets oflf to slow start though
fairly
suspensive murder mystery
enters into
but misses the punch
STORY
Not an original screen plot by any
means but supplies an adequate part for the star
Should have exercised more care
DIRECTION
in preventing anti-climax which causes remainder of story to drag

WHOLE

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
SUPPORT

Satisfactory

All right
Suitable in the part

Warren

minor character
part gives the best performance Edward Hearn
not important as leading man; others Casson
Ferguson, Lloyd Whitlock, George Seigmann
and Charles Stevenson
E. A.

in

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Suffice

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Young

facts

about her

visit

to

from her
a gambling

house.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Wanda Hawley

didn't get

an altogether original

when Will Payne's "The Truthful Liar" was
selected.
The press sheet claims it is Payne's first
Even though

doesn't contain situations that distinguish

much from some

other screen plays,

Will

Do

if

it

Some
would

very

would

benefit

the action so that

it

a

present shape.
uation,

in the

make up

cient to

he intends killing Potts, a political crook.
Too much time is used to reach the main climax,
which consists of a series of blackmailing incidents
which finally culminate in a murder in which the
heroine is involved.
There is an illogical twist in

which the

Italian exposes himself to capture by carrying out the blackmail planned by the man he killed.
But it provides the proof for the heroine's acquittal

and the happy ending.

Wanda Hawley

will please her admirers in the role
Tess Haggard and she is assisted by a capable supporting compan)r with E. A. Warren giving the outstanding performance as Peter Vanetti, the Italian.
Story
Tess Haggard amuses herself in the absence
of her husband by running around with her friends,
among whom are Arthur Sinclair, Tess' former suitor,
hated by her husband for that reason. Tess persuades
Arthur to take her to Steffen's gambling place for a
of

Gunmen

The jewelry

raid the place but the police interfere.

taken to headquarters. The
commissioner, a friend of Tess' uncle, sends the jewels
to her house for her to identify hers. Meantime Haggard has come home. They quarrel and Haggard orcollected

is

ders Arthur out of the house.

ning of the

many

This

complications

cleared and Tess and her husband

is

only the begin-

which

are

finally

made happy.

the Star

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

more sustained interest than it does in its
The murder mystery is the main sitbut it is shoved quite into the background by

ofifer

the director has created a fair sus-

They Are Not Too Fussy and Like

careful cutting in the early reels
uj)

it

the

might have pro-

Box

the picture greatly and speed

Even though

murder mystery episode, it is not suffifor the damage done by an inopportune anti-climax. The identity of the murderer is not
so carefully concealed from the spectator in spite of
the suspicion which the director tries to cast on both
the heroine and her former suitor. The actions of the
Italian and his Sicilian sign of vengeance indicate that
pense

lark.

story

])iece

been.

5,243 feet

story written directly for the screen.

is

in the story

:

wife gets

into all kinds of trouble trying to hide

husband

permitted to reach an anti-climax too early
and thus the interest in the remaining
sequences is not as strong as it might otherwise have
It

AUTHOR

little

careful direction.

the unnecessary footage accorded the less important
incidents such as the sequence dealing with the rings.

"The Truthful

Liar," on the whole,

is

an average

offering and as such will do about average business.
The story is not big enough for anything better.

Should the star happen to have a following in your
neighborhood you might find it will go very well.
The title is fairly attractive and can be effectively exploited with catchlines. Posters and stills will help.
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Fair Western Built Along Familiar Lines
Franklyn Farnum

The

W. M. Smith— State

Rights
Francis Ford
Marie Schrader and C. C. Waddel

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Not

CAMERAMAN

R. E.

AS A

credited

Lyons

WHOLE
of

Rambling western with all kinds
action and many situations. Average enterAttempts to

tie

minor incidents

While
build up

it

it

the climaxes and thrills.

These occur without very

much

also fails to

many

preparation, and although they are

number

their fullest force

is

The

lost.

to

in

been

star has

given plenty of room for

all kinds of western stunts,
but a good deal of footage has been used to record

overacting.
the

as

some able
welPin the close-ups. The rest
She

heroine.

registers

does

work
and

riding

of the cast

includes Francis Ford, Shorty Hamilton, Al Hart and

Art Phillips.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
CAST
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

not even throughout.

is

In the cast Genevieve Berte does satisfactory

together a great number of familiar situations. Poorly constructed
Fair. Has given too much footage
DIRECTION
to

direction

presents some good shots

tainment value

STORY

very diverting and do not help

all

retain the attention.

"SO THIS IS ARIZONA"

DIRECTOR

These are

plots.

in

Average

Uneven
Does the usual western stuflf
Adequate
Fair westerns

Few

A

What happens when

young man from East takes job

as superintend-

ent of Arizona mine,

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,800 feet

Franklyn Farnum's latest western is just about up
average for this type of production. It presents
a good deal of action and some entertaining business.
The star carries on in his usual manner and gives you
the best of his athletic work, some good riding and
active fights. The story, however, rambles from one
plot to another and progresses in an aimless fashion
leading you into many minor and unimportant counterto the

of

amusing comedy work

tiirough(nit the production.

ceeds the
a

is

sprinkled

This will bring several

comedy business

laughs, but the

pro-

that directly

climax only delays the action and adds
to the performance.
A little

final

sense of unreality

cutting will easily remedy

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

amount

fair

Story

The

:

this.

young fellow who

story tells about a

goes out to Arizona to take charge of his friend's
They were buddies in the war and some trench
scenes illustrate the sincerity of their friendship. Before leaving for the west he finds a hand-bag but is
unable to return it to the girl because she has taken
the train also for Arizona. Arriving in Arizona the

mine.

—

young man

is

mistaken for a horse

murderer,

thief, a

Red

a robber and every other sort of criminal.
tators stir

works.

A

hero, and

workers who

up the

decide to wreck the

series of fights follow.
in the

agi-

The

girl

helps the

end the hero saves the girl from an

exploding bomb.

Average Offering Will Entertain Western Fans.
Box

If

you have

a

Western

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

liking audience

they will

The
name of

probably be entertained and amused by this one.
title is

novel and will help attract.

the star and play up the stunts.

Use
They

the
are

known, but are the kind that your people

all

well

like to see

over and over again.

The

situations are

ern liking audience.

or

upon an audience

one was not intended

demand problem

for

them.

plays.

This

Mention some

of

Franklyn I""arnum's former productions as "The Fighting

Struggle."

too

"The

Stranger,"

western.

now new but will please a westDo not try it on a critical crowd

that

much

Put

this

Outside of
in

the

it

Devil,"

and

"The

one over as you would an average
thrills

way

usual program and

Galloping

and riding do not promise

of a story, but run

will get over all right.

it

in

your

II

Some
"My
Type

Country"

— Bruce— Educational

of production

"My Country"

of the

shots are taken

the

in

reel scenic

most beautiful scenics ever made.

high water

a

is

"Thrills
1

Here you have one

The

Short Reels

mark

Pacific

of scenic photography.

Northwest and not only

record the grandeur and beauty of the land but also primitive
nature so typical of wild America.
The reel opens up with
several shots of rocks and still water cast against a background

and a setting sun. Then you follow along the Columbia river which winds a silver design into this spectacular
countrj-.
Snow-capped mountains appear in the distance and
rival Japan's beautiful Fujiyama.
Then appear some very remarkalile exposures of clouds taken from above. You see the
clouds laden with mist rolling like a milky surf trapped between the towering mountains. Cloud effects and a lively sunset close this most beautiful reel.
You will have no difficulty
in presenting this inspiring scenic to your audience for its
beauty will hold them and win admiration. The dignity of
this reel will make an ordinarj' program filler look cheap and
trifling.
You can safely play this one up along with the
of clouds

feature.

"Full

Type

Pep"— Hal Roach— Pathe

O'

of production

Monkey
Hal Roach

glands

1

come

in for their

reel

comedy

share of satire in this latest

Snub Pollard and Marie Mosquini
are the chief fun makers and are supported by little Sunshine
Sammy. The opening scene shows the monkey gland operation about to be performed upon Snub.
A flash-back shows
how the lack of pep has affected his spirits. While under ether
he dreams that he has become an ape and is forced to swing
upon the chandeliers and walk up the sides of the buildings.
He wakes up just before the operation is performed and takes
single reeler.

Type

This time the views are actual and realistic and the reobtained without the aid of trick photography. The reel
is made up of three sections.
In the first a thrilling fire is
recorded along the New York water front. Explosions of oil
and gas cause the smoke to belch forth. The second part is
composed of views showing Italian cavalry riders going
is

through their paces. Some of these shots have been shown
before in a travel reel but can well bear repeating. The final
section is built of spills and hairbreadth thrills of speedy auto

You

racers.

"Official

Type

will

make

Urban Movie Chats" No. 12— Hodkinson

of production

reel

1

magazine

In this number of the Official Movie Chats Elbert H. Gary,
head of United States Steel Corporation, is asked: "What in
your opinion are the present business conditions in this country?" His reply fills the first five sub-titles. He recommends
more work, economy, less extravagance, and the establishment
The industrial division of this number
of peace conditions.
of the Chats shows gold mining in Idaho while in the fashion
section the art of "permanent waves" is recorded.
The reel
closes with some shots of a pet raven and a message from
the M. P. T. O. A. for the public to patronize Uncle Sam's
Parcel Post. The reel holds the attention but is certainly not
up to the high standard set by the first few numbers of this
series.

"Any Old Port"
Type

— Christie— Educational

of production

2 reel

comedy

out of the hospital.

"The White Messenger"

— Universal

of production

2 reel western

Eddie Polo is the star and hero of this two reeler built
along regulation western lines. Here j^ou have the poor girl
and her paralyzed father about to be put out of their home
when along comes Cyclone Smith and beats up the home robbers.
Then the girl is kidnapped and she sends back her horse
with her handkerchief in the harness. The horse goes right
to the hero's cabin and a fight in the village hotel follows. This
excitement brings back the lost speech to the old man, who tells
about the forged deed to his property and produces the miss-

document giving them

clear

title

to

the land.

A

clinch

ends this regulation western. The action and situations are
typical for this type of production.
There arc many people
who like to have the saiiie story told over again and "The

White Messenger"

see the cars shoot along the roads raising a cloud

and skidding the corners. Several spills that
you hold your breath conclude this exciting novelty.
of dust

a vacation.

ing

novelty

seats.

sult

O' Pep" is one of the good ones of the series and will tickle
almost any audience.

Type

reel

1

Here you have another Lyman Howe novelty which like
"The Runaway Train" v ill cause your people to hold their

comedy

it

Howe

of production

The horror of the
dream gives him more pep than monkey glands. The laughs
are numerous and the comedy business well carried out. "Full
the chance to beat

and Spills"— Lyman

will please this

type of audience.

Neal Burns

To

the chief comedian in

is

action

"Any Old

centers around a wedding that

Port."
fails

to

The
take

unhappy lovers decide to take
same boat and find themselves
Confusion and misunderstanding follow.
in the same cabin.
comes up at sea giving room for
storm
In the meantime a
many comedy gags. When the storm is over a fire breaks
out and creates another panic with the result that the lovers
are brought together again and all is explained. The comedy
stunts are mildly amusing but the action is not over convincing or original. "Any Old Port" is not up to the recent high
place.

forget each other the

They meet on

the

Christie standard.

"A Wolf
Type

of

The
Aesop's

in Sheep's

Clothing"— Aesop's Fables— Pathe

production

well

1

reel

cartoon

known moral is illustrated in this number of
The animation is clever and amusing.

Fables.

Jimmy Cat

takes his girl the Kid out for a

little

ice skating.

doing some very funny steps on
his hungry eye upon the Kid and
proceeds to dress himself in sheep's clothing. Then he runs
off with the kid and is just about to eat her when Jimmy
Cat and the cop arrive. An average number of the series.

While they are engaged
the ice Mr. Wolf casts

in

}

%'

Short Reels
"Such

R-C
Type

West End"

Life in London's

is

— Hy

Pictures

Type

of production

this

new

series of

Hy

Types and tj'pical street scenes are
amusing travel novelty. One or two

played recently at the Capitol

New York

in

also

included

this

of

series

with a good deal

of success.

reel

nature study

of a series of nature studies

showing the

of production

Here

is

western

The

stufif.

action

the

1

first

Makers" gives some intimate

The queen

details

the

of

of

life

the

bee.

pointed out to you and also the workers and

is

the drones.

The development

of the eggs

the process of honey gathering

entertaining as well as

porter

who

glers.

Suspicion

program

shown

is

instructive

and

is

in

illustrated

and

The reel
make a high

detail.

will

and he

niece of the leader of the gang.
rival

kept up

band

who

the reporter really

of

smug-

smug-

The

In the fights that follow

is.

he wins out and beats his rival to the telegraph

two

the

girl is

Opposition comes from the

scoring a "beat" for his paper and winning the
the situations in this

re-

and also the smugglers when they

reporter, the sheriffs

find out

is

joins the

glers in their fight against the sheriff's posse.

reeler are exciting

office,

girl.

and

"The Wicked Cat"— Aesop's Fables

Type

thus

Some

of

will hold the

1

"The want

of a

1

good excuse never kept a

tlie

methods

of

The

ac-

shows some funny antics of a family of gold fish who
insist upon jumping out of their bowl to play.
The wicked cat
lays in wait and snatches one of the fish away from his home.
A chase follows and the villain i% captured and treated rough.
The animation is up to the standard of the series and will bring
tion

number

of laughs.

—Jack

White

— Educational

of production

»

..2

reel

comedy

subject of a travel reel.

a few shots of pottery workers and customs are illustrated by
Egyptian warriors and scenes of
a quaint funeral procession.
travel picture.

cartoon

from crime"

the moral of Paol Terry's latest animated cartoon.

is

Type
is

villain

reel

reel travel

Primitive
methods of raising water for irrigation purposes are contrasted
with the work of modern British engineers. Bridges and dams
on the Nile are included. Native industry is represented with
Egj-pt

Pathe

of production

the average

filler.

of production

One more

ter of

direction

falls in his

"Danger"

their

and the suspense

sent out to get the story of the

is

Kineto Review No. 107

Type

brisk

is

Percy Pembroke plays the role of the young

to the end.

— Pathe

marvels of plant and animal world. The reel is designed for
both theatrical and popular entertainment. It may also be
used for educational purposes in the class room. "Honey

is

2 reel western

attention of western fans.

"Honey Makers"

class

of production

This two reeler combines a newspaper story with the usual

Square.

Type

Rival"

reel travel novelty

1

Mayer's "Travelavighs" you have a
combination of a travel reel and some very clever pen and ink
drawings. The artist will do a little sketch before your eyes
and then, when it is finished, allow it to fade into the real
thing.
But sometimes he will draw .you a pretty girl selling
flowers and let it fade into a fish peddler's wife selling her
wares in the East End of London. Besides the many clever
sketches and several laughs contained in this reel you see
some interesting views in London, such as the famous bridge,
buildings of Parliament, Big Ben, Rotten Row and Trafalgar
In this

in

—Universal

"A Treacherous

Mayer

fighting as well as their dances close

The photography

is

clear

this

and the subject mat-

average interest.

"Danger" is a fair comedy. It moves along at an even rate
and speeds up towards the finish. The first half is composed
of business made possible by the Volstead law and a band of
Russian terrorists who plot the life of a princess. Double exposure work showing the comedian high above the street fills
While the gags have all of
the second half of this comedy.
them been presented before they are ably done and many of
them are sure fire laughs. "Danger" is not a high class comedy but will go over well where slap-stick is appreciated and
amuse the average audience.

Pathe Review No. 151

Type

of production

1

reel

magazine

Some

very unusual shots of salmon in the Alaskan rivers
are the outstanding feature of this number of the review.
The chapter is introduced by a few words explaining that
the salmon are born in fresh water, but swim out to sea
when they are old enough. They return to quiet streams
to lay their eggs and spend their last days.
The pictures

show

You

"The Rich Cat and

Type

in

subject matter.

laughs.

reel

cartoon

if
we would have
moral of Paul Terry's latest
The picture shows a lean and a fat cat.

adversity"

animated cartoon.

The

see a

1

must make friends

lielp

whole school through
the clear water and then you see many of them climb the
water falls. Other shots in this number of the review show
ski-jumping, travel scenes in Florida and some interesting
views of the assembling of the gaint bones of a pre-historic
monster in the American Museum of Natural History. This
number of the review is above the average in interest and

the salmon returning.

production

of

"We
their

Poor Cat"—Aesop's Fables—Pathe

the

is

in

prosperity

the

fat cat lives in the lap of luxury, while the lean cat has
hardly enough food to feed here crying children.
But when
the mistress of the house discovers that the fat cat has

grown
fat

cat

too lazy to catch mice she gives her the boot.

must now go begging, but

refused
shoulder.

aid

to

the

lean

cat

The animation

is

she

in

clever

The

she in former days
turn is given the cold

as

and

will

bring

several

Meet Us

In

Washington, D. C
AT THE HEADQUARTERS OF

7Ae BRADSTREET
o/* FILHDOM

JS^^RECOCMIZED

Authority

SPECIAL CONVENTION NUMBERS

EVERY DAY
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!
Double Circulation

— No

Increase in Rate

Space Limited

Dhe Jliaster ofJiction.
and J^oetry hrought
to the JHasses

Rudyard
Kipling's
Famous Poem

The Ballad
OF Fisher's
Boarding House
Dramatized in
A

One

Reel

run Classic with a big story in little
length. Really remarkable in its cast of "types"
Punch, thrill
that are absolutely true to life.
and atmosphere in plenty.
first

' '
'

Twas Fultah

Where

sailor

And there

Fisher's boarding hpuse^

men

ivere

reside.,

men of all the

From Mississipp

to Clyde,

jifid regally they spat

And fearsomely

ports.,

and smokedy

they lied,'*

Pafhepicture

—

A

—

j,

7Ae BRADSTREET

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XX

)1.

No. 24

Mqnday, April

Many

lints at

Deals

Allied Corp. Says It Has
gotiations on For Product
Joint \ latement of Plans

'le

—

With the return on Saturday from
Hiram Abrams and
of
F. O'Brien, a detailed state-

Allied Corp., which, as noted,
formed as a distributing
United Artists
bsidiary
of
the

been

)rp.

The

says that Mary
Chaplin, Douglas

statement
Charlie

ckford,

urbanks and D. W. Griffith "have
nned a new company for the reindependent
ise
of
productions
her than their own, in order that
ie
theaters,
with the return of
>rmal business, may be assured of a
ntinuance of 'open market' condiins and to assure other independent
oducers of tlie same freedom in
oductio;i and directness in distribu)n thaf-the 'Big Four' themselves
ive obtained."

As noted,

tlie

rtists

composed

Hiram Abrams,

of

Mrs. Charlotte Pickford,
O'Brien, Albert H. T.
anzhaf and Nathan Burkan.
The
)mpany will begin its activities imesident;
ennis F.

and,

cdiately

number

of

statement,

the

says,

prominent producers are

3W negotiating with

company

the

T release. The original "Big Four"
a joint statement covering Allied's
ans said, in part:

"We have now
tContinueil

organized
on

Page

Angeles

I

— Studio

talk

SECOND EPISODE
The exhibitor gave him two bits.
ently. The fellow returned. And said

URE.'

Harold MacGrath, James
Curwood, Kaltileen Norris
id
Frances N. Green "and" also
itions on two current stage plays.
ithors like
liver

reports have

it

that

Mayer

will

unch several all-star companies in
dition to the John M. Stahl and
"ed Niblo companies.

Marks in Berlin Co.
THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin
Under the name Landlicht
G., a new concern with a capital
15,000,000 marks has been formed,
le company intends supplying ag15,000,000

(Special to

—

,

;ultural

:heler,
ht.

has been bought by Land-

Pres-

it.)
:

That

night.

We

ran

it off.

Boy!

!

Locomotive smashes!
bridge!
thrill

Two

woinen pulling each other's hair

Man committing

!

Boy leaping
In fact.
Automobile going over embankment!
known to the movie art. Was contained in that
!

suicide

!

picture.

ANOTHER IMPRESSION
How we

have developed!

All of us.

Producers.

Exliibit-

And

Distributors.
I was renting Sarah Bernhardt in "Queen Elizabeth."
Direct to the theaters. I came to a little town. And called on
the exhibitor there. With a well-prepared sales talk. Part of
which. Was about the tremendous difficulties encountered. By
Adolph Zukor and Daniel Frohman. In inducing Sarah Bernhardt. To accept a fabulous salary. For inaking her debut. In
moving pictures. And how. It was necessary to build special
(Which never existed.)
bath tubs. In her studios. In Paris.
a special trip. To
made
how
I
And
consent.
Before she would
So as to
Punk-soo-taw-ney.
was.
think
Which
I
this town.
magnificent"
This
see.
opportunity
to
there
an
people
give the
ors.

When

—

—
production "Queen

Elizabeth."

my

This sales talk took about twenty minutes to recite.
the exhibitor's reply was: "Huh?"
recital
So. I was compelled to repeat it. After the second
"Is

(Continued

it

on

the
that

New York World

After

a

Western picture?"

Page

2)

the

effect

said, in part:

"The announced payment of $150,-^
Hays by some
producer brought down upon our en-

000 a year to Will H.

industry the deserved censure of
leading Ihiited States Senators and
members of Congress. These national
tire

legislators were about convinced by
theater owners' pleas of the unjust
character of the tax levies upon our
business, when suddenly they had the
red flag of a salary twice that paid to
the President of the United States
flashed before them.

"If the producers want to hire a
professional politician to run their af-'
fairs for them, that is their business.
If there is not enough executive ability within the ranks of this special

group of producers to conduct their
business without going outside and
engaging a politician, that is their
misfortune.

"Theater owners who for years
have been subjected to the injustices,
and sharp practices of some of the;

men Hays

represents, are not willing
to 'sit at the feet' of Hays and take
their mental prescription from him.
Neither are the}' anxious to pay a
professional politician $75',000 a year
to do that feet worshiping act for
(Continued on page 4)

Officers Re-elected
First

National Roster Unchanged
V. Richards on Executive

Committee
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

West Baden,
Associated

ilo

at

on
changes

cept

recital,

to

W'alker had been offered the
presidency of the M. P. T. O. a^
$75,000 a year. The Saturday statement also attacked Will H. Hays and'

iiieeting

—

the exhibitor's reply was:

.

elected

SALES TALK "BLOOEY"

population with screen en-

rtainment.
The promoters are for
e most part landowners,.
The exange, owned by Hanewacker and

have

"

After the regular show.
Did we see climaxes

Every

Mayer is shortlj- to put
units to work.
It is known
at
the producer holds the film
?hts to a number of stories by

(I didn't

(in a strong voice)
"This is not a regular feature. But I got the idea from
watching a lot of so-called features. Waiting for the climaxes.
To happen. I cut out the climaxes. From a lot of features. And
assembled them together. So I call it 'A CLIMAX FEAT-

off

it

.

:

W'oman taking poison

has

:>u.

About ten years ago. I was standing in front of a theater.
In Chattanooga, Tenn. Chatting with the exhibitor. When a
fellow came up to us. With a can of film under his arm, and
said (in a very weak voice)
But if you will give me 25c to get
''I am too weak to talk.
something to eat, I will come back and tell you. About the
feature under my arm."

ore

lie

my

For example:

Senator James J. Walker arid, the
P. T-. 0\ have evidently-readied,
the par-ting of the Ways.
A statement issued on Saturday as Cortiing
from the executive committee of the
M. P., T. O. launched a aharp attack
upon Walker •aifd called ''';hiin the
candidate of the prodilcers and of a
few "disloyal" owners.
The statement followed a story .appearing in

M,

FIRST IMPRESSION

Louis B.

at

.

Everybody yelling. Hard times. Bad business. Xo such
Compared with the hard times I have knxjwn. In this
thing.
business.

^

P. T. O. Attack Him as Candidate of Producers;7--Pefinit6
Split Develgps,: i'-r
•

M.

Over a meal. But Dannr advera joke.
confessions. But they woiild not
to write
the mails. So here are some impressions.

was going

go through

Allied

3)

Mayer Planning More Output?
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los

tised.

board of directors

be the same as that of United

ill

Walker Assailed

As

It all started.

the'

s

Price" 5' Cetits

was issued concerning the plans

i?nt

's

1922

Impressions, Not
Confessions

Ne-

iiHfornia
!;nnis

24,

one.

Ind. All officers of
First National were rethe close of the annual

Saturday.

There were

in the list of officers

E.

"V.

ex-

Richards has re-

placed Nathan H. Gordon as a
ber of the executive committee.

mem-

DANNY.

;

THE

sm^

DAILV

Impressions,

Not Confessions

(Continued
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Quotations
Low

High
P. P.-L.
"^

do

..

pfd.

.

X*Goldwyn

Close

823/^
93'/^

8l3/i

82^

93^

93^^

85^

iy%

..

Sales

2,100
100
6,600

8^

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

....

175^

18

173^

1,200

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World
Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

$75,000 Theater for Shreveport
(Special to

Shreveport,

been

THE FILM DAILY)
La.

—A

contract

has

to erect a theater to cost
$75,000, for the recently organized
Stewart Theater Company, of which
C. C. Stewart and J. K. Stewart, Jr.,
let

:

,;

PHENOMENAL PROGRESS MADE

?

though^the progress made in every branch of
during the past few years, is phenomenal
Can
you imagine the effect the growth of this business would have
upon a man who, say, went to sleep ten years ago and awoke
tomorrow.
Are we going to make proportionate progress during the
next few years? Or are we all saturated with the cry of hard
times. Are we going to sit by, do nothing, and wait for good
times to roll around?

12,000,000
PEOPLE ALL ABOUT

!

GOOD TIMES MUST BE CREATED

SHORT-REEL FEATURES

IN JUNE!

Detroit Managers Shifted

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Detroit J. B. Dugger has bn
appointed Paramount manager, s
ceeding Fred North, who will be
charge of sales.
;

TT

PROCHAM"

S P«t. Off

We

Tom
sume

'

O. Eyerie

the

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.
Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release Work

left

Saturday

management

to

'

of the Kan;'

City branch of Vitagraph.

Harold Shaw with Alliance
THE FILM DAILV)
London Harold Shaw will pi
duce for Alliance.
His first picti,
will be "Love and the Whirlwind.''

—

Phcne— Beekman

COMEDY OR TRAGEDY?

9091

im^M
XBALi

do not know whether Danny expected comedy or tragedy,
so you may interpret the foregoing paragraph as you like.
Considering everything, I think we all have a great deal to
be thankful for, for having hit upon the picture business as a
It has everything else beat a million miles.
career.
I love the
picture business and everybody in it.
Even my enemies. Without them, it would be dull.

SBRVIC

I

119

would naturally expect me not to overlook this
opportunity for free publicity by mentioning their names. But
I have so many and this paper is so small
so friends, consider
your names as having been mentioned.

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR'
I

CONSIDER YOURSELF MENTIONED
friends

GOODBYE, RAZOR

WET COTTON

BLADES,

—

not often that a fellow has a chance to fill the space
reserved for an Editor. And if Danny would only print the
!"
things I have often thought about Editors "OH

Use Ott Scraper and

It is

—

BOY
"AL" LICHTMAN

Moistener.

To Producers

Largest and Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKEWOOD. NEW JERSEY

Are you satisfied that the accounting is to your
liking; are you willing to allow the ordinary exploitation aid of that big machine to safeguard your
of the points of the service
will insure you.

OSCAR PRICE
555 Fifth Ave. at 46th St.

"

CO., 522 Sth Av«
N. Y. C.
Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

Ihe

and Directors

These are only some
which this organization

Price, $1

OTT SALES

Lakewood's

property?
Quality

Hiir

Quive has tendered
resignation as manager for Amerit
Releasing, and has been succeec
by C. Eiseman, formerly with Pa
mount in Washington.
Ralph

$35.00

01; T)JE

1

York.

We

After you have made a production, and release has
been arranged, are you certain that your interests are
being satisfactorily attended to?
THE. SPICE

;

(Special to

Good times will never come unless we create them. Upon
analysis, times are really not hard.
They are merely not soft.
If one wants to be truthful, one must admit, times were unusually soft for most of us during the war, and the period immediately following it.
have no right to expect such soft times. It is not in the
cards. If we reconstruct our afifairs, we will find the profits far
greater than even during the period preceding the war.
have
grown to expect too much.

SHERLOCK

HOLMES

192

—

Seriously,

this business

24,

Paragon Buys "Ne'er-Do-Well
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Newark Paragon Film Exchai
has purchased "The Ne'er-Do-Wi
for Northern New Jersey.
The d
was closed with Robert W. Priest

New

And I do not believe any of the stories that go round. Such
as the film salesman, who told an exhibitor that he thought his
"That's
acoustics were rather bad. And the exhibitor replied
funny! I don't smell anything."

My

WILL TELL

1)

ACOUSTICS

are president and secretary-manager.

Saturday Evening Post

Page

eats with his fork.)

—

^zecho-Slo-

Filmschau,
Prague
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

from

(Nowadays, however, the exhibitors have all taken a course.
In Art, Literature, etc. And most everybody in this industry.

the act of

$15.00.

Monday, April

Murray

Hill 2372

$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratei

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
room.
Unusual Entertainment FeatAthletic and Social Directori.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

fo

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lalcewood SOS
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

New York

—

THE

at

Many

(Continued from Page

new company.

"Allied Corporation will give the
ulcer of the meritorious independent
loduction the same advantages of
have through
litribution that we
The new comjiited Artists Corp.
fiiy will follow the plan of United
Single picture
tists Corp. closely.
ioking, the preservation of the 'open
urket' and the encouragement of the
theaters
are
its
objJependent

De Forest Says Invention
Synchronizes Voice and Films
Perfectly

Lee De Forest, expert in wireless
telegraphy and telephony, is back
from Germany with an announcement that he had perfected a device
for taking pictures so that the action
of the photoplay and the voice are
registered on the same strip of film,

which could be used in an ordinary
projection machine with an attachment, he

The

said.

voice, he claims,

special

device,

i

on

is

is

repro-

Co., said he will return to
two weeks to continue

in

work on

the talking picture

which he expects to
the market soon.

ma-

"^ut

on

Vernier

)ad near Jefferson Ave., has been
quired by the Detroit M. P. Corp.,
new organization with offices at
8 Stroh Bldg., and plans are under
jy for the erection of a studio,

ank L. Talbot

voice

chine,

THE FILM DAILY)
Property

the

De Forest, who is president of the
De Forest Radio Telegraph and
his

Plan Studio for Detroit

—

registered

duced in perfect synchronism with
the motion picture.

Germany

Detroit

is

on the margin by action of the light
on the sensitive cells.
Through a

Telephone

i:tive."

(Special to

Device

Lee

We

the

j55^

New

Deals Talks of
1)

brporation in order to give to the
picture
theaters
another
ption
surce of supoly of high grade indehave
(pendent productions.
lowingly and wilfully created more
inipetition for ourselves, as well as
the rest of the producers in the
Ir
But we are not afraid of
Isiness.
(inpetition. either for ourselves or
t"

"

DAILV

Monday, April 24, 1922

[ints

—

president;

Ed-

Texas Exhibitor Dead
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Dallas Word has reached here
B. L. Hunter, of the Buford,
Sulphur Springs, died last week.

that

ird C. Vernier, vice-president and
:asurer, and Frank S. Cooke, secThe studio will cost aptary.

oximately $50,000 and it is stated
work will begin early in April.
"It is our intention to produce both
ature plays and comedies," Talbot

;at

ys.

Closes

One Marlow House
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Marlow, Okla. J. S. White, ownWhiteway, has bought the

er of the

Pastime.
Business does not justify
the operating of two theaters at this
time and the Pastime has been closed.

"Even Surpasses *Humoresque'

—New

Don 7 Miss

BABY
PEGGY

Read what

York Sun

the other reviewers said in part:

"A living picture rather than a moving picture!
Miss Gordon and Mr. Davidson do so well they
could be advertised as appearing in person, not
a movie."

New York

Herald.

"Another 'Humoresque.' This is one of the three
the season which must under no circumstances be missed." New York Globe.
films of

The cutest Kiddie on the
Screen

"The

THE GOOD PROVIDER

in

with

Little Rascal"

NOW

RIVOLI THEATRE

Tr^ii

New York
NOW PLAYING SIMULTANEOUSLY
Broadway,

Grauman's

4 Big
Los Angeles
Broadway Theatres

Million

Dollar

City

— "Some

Class" with Brownie.

—Lee Moran and "Queenie" in
"Henpecked."
Superba— Lee Moran in "Rubberneck."
Talley's — Baby Peggy in "Peggy Be

Vera Gordon and Dore Davidson
story by Fannie Hurst, author of "Humoresque."
Directed by Frank Borzage, who directed "HumorScenario by John Lynch and settings by
esque."

Joseph Urban.

Book and play
"Humoresque"

this

—

—

it's

the best picture since

good

for a record

"take"

Rialto

Good."

THE BEST ONE. A- WEEK BUY ON THE MARKET
RELEASED THRU
Century Comedies
U N IVERSAL

Presented by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Its CC paramount Q>iclure

THE

^^

DAILY

Walker Assailed
•'

(-Continued

from

Page

.

J

.

,24,

1922

On Broadway

In the Courts

•As a result of the settlement, of
them. ^ * * They need no 'mciital the differences between Benjamin
Samuel Rachmann, Supreme
and
prescription fronl any, politician.'
"SenatoT Walker has feeen fHe na- Court Justice Cohalan has cancelled
1)

Monday, April

^

,

—

Apollo "Around the World
Burton Holmes.
Broadway— Ethel Clayton in
the Defense."'

with

"For

—

Motion Picture the bond of $4,t}0tf given by Rach- Brooklyn Strand Norma Talmadge
in "Sniilin" Through."
Be- mah'-n, f'o avoid going 'to jail and the
Theater Owners of America.
cause of political ai^d legislative ac- $1',000 bend given by Blumenthal to Cameo "Sisters."
Lady Diaiia Manners in
tivities Senator Walker has be^n un- get the- srder of arrest from. Justice Capitol
„
'The Glorious Adventure."
able to give the necess'ary attention; Newbtif ger.
'I'
Central— "My Old Kentucky Home."
to the' wdfk of our organization, despite -the fact that his retainer was
An attachment' for $8,107 has been Criterion Owen Moore in "Reported Missing,"
$1,000 a month. For fully five months granted in the Supre1*ie Cburt against
Senator Walker has done nothing the Mayflower Photoplay Corp., in Lcew's New York Today "Bought
and Paid For." Larry Semon in
He a suit of Nat J. Brovvn for money
whatever for our organization.
"The Sawmill."
has been for three months of that lent to Mayflower to enable it to
Tuesday
"Married
His
Own
time busy, at Albany as a party leader carry on its business. The defendant
^V f e. " "O t h e r
o m e n' s
and jfor two months .was ill and On- ga.ve a note for the loan which was
Clothes."
able 'to: work.
not paid when it was due. The atWednesday—
Bert Lytell in "The
tachment
manifest
was
granted
because the
"Einally, after it becarile
Right
That
Failed."
that. Senator Walker could not or defendant is a foreign corporation.
Thursday Richard Talmadge in
would not perform the service for
"Watch Him Step."
which he was engaged, members of
Friday
"Red Hot Romance."
tional counsel of 'the

—
—

'

Of Course
You're Going*

—

—

—

—

W

i

The Finndeir Amusement
the National Executive ComiiliWee ofCorp., has been sued in the
the 'Motion Picture Theater Owners
of

America

definitely terminate—

his

connection with our organization and
notijSed

him

America."

Walker was quoted yesterday in
morning newspapers as saying he
doubted the statement was issued by
the executive committee because of
the fact that the members were
In
scattered all over the country.
that connection, A. J. Moeller, general manager of the M. P. T. O.
issued a statement last night which
said, in part.

"Relative to the interview with
Senator Walker as contained in a
morning newspaper, I have taken this
matter up with members of the
executive committee of the M. P. T.
O. of A., who have requested me to
say that the statement issued by that
committee yesterday was by authority of the national executive committee of the M. P. T. O. of A., as
received by telegraph, long distance
telephone and personal authorit}^ of

_~_tli<2S£_nie-"i^crs of the committee living in
close
proximity to New
York, who were in session at national
headquarters all day.

Seek Rental Cut
(Special to

London

in

London

THE FILM DAILY)

— Kinematograph

Weekly

states the head of an important theater company recently called in the
heads of a number of exchanges and
asked for a 20% reduction in rentals.

Bemfield
(Special

New

to

in

New Haven

THE FILM DAILY)

Haven, Conn.

— Samuel

Bern-

has been appointed Select manager here succeeding L Levine, who
is now selling in the Brooklyn,
N.
Y. territory.
Bernfield is also on
the arbitration board.
field

by

J.

Donnerhauser

Bldg.

&

Co., to

recover a balance due for brick work
on the theater building at 142nd
"

to that effect.

"Senator Walker's position with
the JMotion Picture Theater Owners
of America has been only that of an
engaged attorney. He was not authorized to inSke any statements for
our 'organization within the past five
mortths, and any statements he may
have "made recently purporting to represent the views of our organization
were made solely as his personal
views, and in no sense represented
the sentiments of the members of the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of

•

Cottrt

&

Suoreme

Street and Lenox Avenue. The sum
sued for is -.$5,530 out of a total of
$25,883.

The Appellate Division of the
Supreme Court has upheld the judgment obtained by Essanay and
Warner Bros, enjoining the Pa,i-r6t
Films from disposing of or renting
Charlie Chaplin films, until the
termination of suit to compel the
Parrot Films to give up the Chaplin
reels.
The court also decided that
the coinplaint states a cause of action and that the defendant must
ten

answer

it.

The papers show that the films
were' among those for which Warner
Bros,

obtained the rights from

Es-

sanay

in November, 1920, and that
the ten films sued for were leased
originally to the General Film Co.,
Ltd., of Canada on condition that if
they were exhibited in the United
States or any of its' territories the
lease terminated.
They were obtained from the trustee in bankruptcy of the General Film Co., by
Charles Berman, who disposed of
them to the Parrot Films.

Urges Schools to Use Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Schools are" economizing through the use of films, according to Clyde A. Mann, educa-

—

tional statistician.

"Thirty-five million dollars a year
coujd be saved to the taxpayers of
this' country through the nation-wide
use of visual education in our public
schools," says Mann, who produced definite figures in support of
this statement.

—
—
"When Romance
Saturday — Richard

—

of

in
in

Northwest"
Meighan in "The
the

— Thomas
—
Continent."
Strand — Norma
Rialto

Washington

Rides."

BartheVness
"The Seventh Day."
Sunday
Eugene
O'Brien

"Channing

To

Bachelor Daddy.''
JRivoli
Wallace Reid in ".A.rrjss the

Talmadge

So Are

We

in

"Smilin" Throiigh."

Apollo

Next Week
— "Around
the
World

with

Burton Holmes."

Broadway—-\'era Gordon
Good Provider."
Brooklyn
Strand
Not

—

"The

in

yet

de-

termined.

Cameo — Not

yet determinedCapitol John Barrjmiore in
lock Holmes."

—

"Sher-

If

Criterion

— Owen

Alissing''

Moore

in

"Reported

Read The^

(tentative).

Rialto^Net yet determined.
Rivoli
Not yet determined.
Strand "Orphans of the Storm."

——

Leases House in Arkansas
(Special to

Clarksville,

THE FILM DAILY)
Ark.

— Bert

Chandler

of Fort Smith, who owns a chain of
theaters in Arkansas, has leased the
Riddell, and opened it as the Victory.

Bank Takes Over Denison Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Denison, Tex The Queen and Arcade, which were closed when the

—

proprietors, William Campbell and
A. Peebles, filed a petition in bankruptcy, have been taken over by the
Citizens State Bank.
It is said that
a plan is being worked out whereby
the theaters will be opened again,
possibly by the former management.

Film
Daily
Every

Day

Rock House Opens
Little
Rock,
Ark.— Another theSee Dante Film
ater has opened at 205 Main St.,
a
dispatch
from
under management of Roland Seigle
says:
Little

Florence to

The

Sun

Florence,

in
Italy,

You Don't

Central— "Aly Old Kentucky Home."

"This month the great Dante film and L. ^^ Cassinelli.
Admission of 10 and 20 cents will
produced at the Teatro Verdi,
be
charged. The Home, a 300 seat
Florence, by the Italian Film Society.
'Dante in the Life of His house also opened recently.
Times' is the full title.
Theater to Become Club House
"An entire reconstruction of the
chief buildings of thirteenth century
Kewaunee, Wis. The Palace has
Florence has been made for the film been purchased by the American
at Rifredi bv Prof. G. Castelucci."
Legion of that town.

will be

—

It

Won't Be

Our Fault

!
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Seeking Revenue
Minnesota M. P. T. O. May Tie-up
with Three Exchanges for May
Business
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis The M. P. T. O. of
Minnesota may perfect a tie-up with
ithree exchanges to be operative during the month of May.
At the recent convention, one of
the reports referred to the recom'mendation covering a percentage of
gross receipts accruing during
[the
JMay so that the unit's treasury might
The matter has aljbe replenished.
iready been taken up with Finkelstein
land Ruben on the Universal product.
iThe other two exchanges under conjsideration are Hodkinson and the F.
and R. Exchange.
The terms of the deal provide for
the turning over to the organization
'of y/t
uf the monthly gross up to
$4,000, 5% from $4,000 to $5,000 and
110% of the gross exceeding $5,000.
This percentage is the basis of the
iproposed arrangement between Finkjelsteih & Ruben for Universal pic':

and also will be the basis of
iagreements drawn up with Hodkinison and the F. & R. exchange.
In
jtures

Ithe
Iwill

Finkelstein & Ruben contract,
be a 60 dav cancellation clause.

To Appeal Ames Sunday Law
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
.\mes. la.

— In

Ames voted

spite of the fact that

an

ordinance prohibiting Sundays films, they are still
running and are likely to run for
some time. Following the second decision of Mayor L. T. Rice that the
ordinance was valid, attorneys for the
theater men made an appeal to the
for

Lane Comedies Here
Series from
England — Represents Organized

Dan W. Fish Brings
British

Dan W.

1922

Price 5 Cents

Fish,

at

organization,
British

known

Walker and Cohen

Stock in Schools
Urban Agents Making Advances
Teachers

Exchanges

one tiine with
Paramount in this country and later
with Allied Artists in Great Britain,
in New York with a series of
is
Lupino Lane comedies, produced by
Globe Films, Ltd., in England. He
has seven two reelers and two one
reelers.
Lane is at present producing for \Villiam Fox in Hollywood.
Fish has also been appointed the
American buying agent for a new
British

25,

Agents

— Irvington

to

Factory

About Ready
the Urban Movie

Inof
Co.

for

make

six all-star features.
Carhas been engaged for the

mel Myers
first,
"Goblin Point."

ramson

William Ab-

O. C. C. Meeting ToFriends Send

— Senator's

Telegram Through Country
Although today is the regular
meeting day of the Theater Owners

America

unavoidable.

prises.

The

factory

of

the

Urban com-

Irvington is practically
ready for occupancy.
Charles Urban will make his headquarters there
as will all of his departments except
publicity and sales, which will be
maintained in New York. Work is
still in progress on the spirograph,
panies

at

—

will

at T.

morrow

and the Kineto
have
been
approaching Chamber of Commerce as the result
school teachers in Greater New York of a very important matter to be
in order to interest them in the pur- taken up it will be postponed until
chase of stock in the Urban enter- tomorrow.
The postponement was
dustries

as the
Renters, Ltd.,
composed of seven exchanges, each
in
a principal English city.
The
members are Clarion Film Agency, the Urban home projector. ManuLtd.,
Manchester, operating in facture will be at the Irvington plant.
at
Lancashire;
Sovereign
Exclusives, Another matter on tap is the kineLtd., Birmingham, operating in the krom process of color photography
Midlands;
Paragon
Films,
Ltd., which operates through a double proCardiff, in South Wales;
Renters, jector head and which, it is claimed,
Ltd., in London and the South; Mer- controls projection of color or black
cury Film Service, Leeds, in York- and white film through the mere
shire; Bendon Trading Co.. Glasgow, switching of a lever in the machine?
in Scotland and Mutual Films, Ltd.,
Hays to See Blackton Film
Newcastle-on-Tyne
in
the
four
Will H. Hays, Edward E. Loomis,
Northern counties.
president of the Lehigh Valley Railroad, and George F. Baker, president
Halperin Prod. Formed on Coast
of the First National Bank, will oc(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cupy the state box at the Capitol toLos Angeles Walter Hast, the night as guests of Prizma, Inc., and
stage producer, has formed a comCarroll H. Dunning, the company's
pany known as Halperin Prod., which

Incorporated

To Meet

vice-president.

The

feature,

"The

Glorious Adventure," was filmed_by
the

Prizma process.

will act as technical director.

It would not be surprising that if,
as a result of the meeting Wednesday
that Senator James J. Walker may
become a candidate for the presidency of the M. P. T. O. of A. Walker, who has battled for the organization since its inception, will probably have something to say tomorrow relative to what his friends
term a "contemptible" statement issued by eight of the members of the
executive committee of the exhibitors
organization, and which was given to
the New York daily newspapers, although the papers of the trade were
ignored. His friends also are anxious
to know what is to become of the
seven cases on the trail calendar for
this week in the event that Walker
accepts his "dismissal" as counsel for
the organization. This was also signed by the eight members of the executive committee.
Sydney Cohen's
name does not appear in either the
communication or the statement issued to the newspapers.

Charles

L.

O'Reilly, president of
State League, and
Sam Berman, secretary of that organization, yesterday sent the following

the

New York

Films in Public Auction Sale
telegram to officers and officials and
S. Appraiser for New York
members of the executive committee
Meighan in Chicago
will sell a batch of motion pictures
(Continued on Page 2)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
turned over to the U. S. Seizure Room
District court.
641
Chicago Thomas Meighan is here at the appraiser's
warehouse,
Sailing in May
Joe Gerbracht, A. H. Blank's man- conferring with George Ade on "Our Washington St., tomorrow morning.
ager here, following the opening of
sails for Europe on the
Al
Christie
Leading Citizen," which Meighan is The films represent unclaimed conhis house a week ago was arrested
Olympic on May 13. H. D. Edwards
making for Paramount.
signments.
and held for a hearing, at which
will accompany him.

The U.

—

Mayor Rice again decided that the
ordinance was valid. It was then decided to appeal the case of the district court at Nevada.

May Film

"Toilers" in Maine

THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— There is a possithat
Rex Ingram will film

(Special to

Los
bility

"Toilers of
coast this

the

Sea" on the Maine

summer.

He

will

com-

Orchids" next month
and after editing and titling it, will
come East. Alice Terry will appear
plete

in

"Black

"Toilers of the Sea."

Goldwyn Buys "Six Days"
Goldwyn has purchased Elinor
Glyn's "Six Days."
Several of the
scenes will be taken in Paris.

Hall's Theater in Jersey
(Special to

Golfers, Attention
Fill in

the following and forward to the Editor of

FILM DAILY.
Enter my name

in the

Film Golf Tournament.

second semi-annual Spring

THE

Opens

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Jersey City Frank G. Hall's new
State tlieater opened last night.
large delegation of New York film
men attended.

A

"U" After "Leather Pusher" Rights
Universal has made an offer to
receiver
Emil,
of
the
-Mian
D.
Knickerbocker Photoplay Corp., to
take over film rights to "The Leather
Pusher" stories, six of which have
been filmed and turned over to Universal for distribution. A meeting of
the creditors has been called for
Thursday in the office of Harold P.
Coffin, referee in bankruptcy to act
on the company's offer.

THE

e&an

DAILY

Theater Changes
Buys Theater
(Special to

Dumont,
Vol.

PrIceSCenIs
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Quotations
Low

High

..82

F. P.-L.

do

pfd.

*G'wyn

94^

.

81^

94

9434

Not quoted

Grirtith

Loew's,
Triangle

17^

17M

..

175^

1,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

World

—

3,200
100

7^

8

...

Sales

Close

81

Quotations.by H. Content

&

Co.

Keef has purGordon Becker.

—

Lake

Bartlett in

Lake

Crystal, Minn.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

(Special

New York

Greater

—Joe
Star from
la.

has taken over the Motley.

1879.

3,

la.

Palmer Gets Motley, Minn. House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Motley, Minn. George D. Palmer

ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N, Y., under
the act of

the

Dumont,

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Crystal, Minn.

— Ray

Bartlett

taken over the Cozy, which
formerly was run by E. S. Beynon.
has

Two

in

Gothenburg, Neb.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Walker and Cohen
(Continued from Page 1)
of the national organization:
"Information just reached us of
certain
slanderous
telegrams sent

country making undamaging
charges
against Senator Walker. Walker has
been urged to lead exhibitors of the
country to healthier and more profital)le business conditions which some
of us believe only he can do. He has
consistently refused up to date. Most
of us believe it is not only a disgrace,
but a sad commentary on our manhood and gratitude to repay his loyal,
unselfish, and wonderful work with
abuse and lies. Exhibitors knowing
Walker's entire history are indignant
and keenly resent this unjustified attack, and we believe it would be a
calamity to us to lose Walker, which
througliout

Steve M. Farrar, who operates the
Orpheum, Harrisburg, 111., and the
that
writes
Casino, Eldorado, 111.,
business in the coal fields has fallen
off from 40 to 60% since the strike

Gothenburg, Neb. A new theater,
which will be the second house for
Gothenburg, is to be opened at an seems certain
and decency
early date.

Buy

Lyric, Redfield, S. D.

(Special

(Special

will
—Jacksonville
without
Sunday picture
111.

continue
shows. The complete unofficial returns from the election show that
2779 voted against Sunday shows and
1898 for them.

Goes Over Mrs. Snow's Head
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. Attorney General
has ruled that Vernon Riegel, state

—

director
final

of

education

will

have the

men

Small

Show Cards

in

Discard

Association, as a requestionnaire sent to its
members states that the 8 by 10 inch
show card is going into the discard,
in place of 11 by 14 inch cards.
The
Going Into Grasston, Minn.
association states that this will mean
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
a large saving to distributors who
Grasston, Minn. Edwin Behrndt, have until now been caught with
who operates the United at Cam- stocks of the smaller cards on hand.
bridge, is planning to open a nevr
house at Grasston.
Nichols Giving Up Theaters
of

THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg — W. P. Nichols
(Special

Hawle)'.

Excellent
Studio
For Sale
Concrete and glass building. Office
and directors fooms, tanks and dry

gradually

Opera House Libson,
over the American at

Traveling cranes fo
Building 80x100 feet. Ground

100x200

feet.

30 Minutes

from
Times Square

EDWARD

42 St.Bryant 6353

is

Town Takes Over Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Neb.
This town has
taken over the one theater here and
Old Theater Changes to Films
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will run it only when it will not interLancaster, Pa. The Fulton O. H., fere with school hours.
H. H.
the oldest and the largest theater in Ziemer, superintendent of schools,
town, has turned to films, charging has been appointed a reviewer of
films.
five and 10 cent admissions.

—

To Producers

STORIES WITH
BOX OFFICE TITLES
MELODRAMAS
WITH A PUNCH
& Wolford, of New
York, offer their collection of
proven
successes
for
stage
Darcy

PICTURE

PRODUCTION.

ADELINE

censor board.
Charles

Richard

E.

Whittaker

is

next vehicle,
for the screen.

Barthelmess'

"The Bond Boy,"

adapting

M.

The

Largest and Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTEL

LAKE WOOD,

no need to pay an extortionate bonus for
the financing of worth-'while productions. If you have
a standing in this industry which assures your value at
the box office the financing of your productions can
be arranged on a business-like basis.
is

ALVORD

6059 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, California
Telephone Holly 484
Coast Representative

Lakewood's

and Directors
There

KLEIN

Pictures.

New York
W.

152

say on motion picture censor-

ship.
His power will supercede that
of Mrs. Evelyn Snow, head of the

L.

Motion

giving

—

the

rooms.

to

up his theater inNiobrara,
Neb. Doc Sanderson, terests in
Western Canada.
Elmer Jones, M. C. Nelson, and G.
The Province and the National
Bayha have taken over the
G.
have reduced night admissions to 25
Electric.
cents and matiness to 20 cents. The
Garrick for some time has been
Takes Over Leetonia, O. House
charging
25 cents at night and 15
DAILY)
to
THE
FILM
(Special
Leetonia, O.
Sam Maranz, pro- cents during the day.

—

May McAvoy, and Wand

.\yres,

a

—

Take Over Nebraska House
to THE FILM DAILY)

ing the individual selling the wv,
votes in the charity drive of the
I.
C. P. with a trip to Hollywoo^
The stars said they l#pe to be her
in person for the ball at the Astor
the 9th. They include: Betty Com
son, Wallace Reid, Jack Holt, R
dolph Valentino, Thomas Mcigha
Bebe Daniel, Dorothy Dalton, Agiii

lights.

The National

sult

192:

Coast Stars Lined Up
Seventeen coast stars have wire
Will H. Hays that they intend awar

ing

—

Redfield. S. D.
Wentworth and
Hanson, of the Lyric Theater Co.,
have purchased the Lyric theater
building, and plan to make extensive
alterations.

25,

of integrity

appreciation."

Stratton,

111.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Jacksonville,

the

in

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Leetonia.
in Jacksonville,

if

our business do not
reassure him of their confidence and

was declared. The same point was
made in a communication to this publication from John Marlow, Grand prietor of
has taken
Opera Co., Herrin, 111.
Sunday Ban

the

and

truthful

(Special

Denies Miners Are Spending Money

Tuesday, April

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Inducements

NEW JERSEY
Weekly

up Daily

Week-End Rates

fo

Parties,

Clubs

and.

Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic and Social Director!.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

Where

the financing of such productions amounts
what is extortion, or in other words is "pawn broking," harm to this entire industry results.

to

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

OSCAR PRICE
ReB. U. S. Pat. OB.

565 Fifth Ave. at 46th St.

Murray

Hill 2372

NOW UNDER THE MANAGBCO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

New York

—

THE

DAILV

uesday, April 25, 1922

tSpecial lo

)in
i-

a

u

thousand miles.
Johnson, formerly with the
d Follies, kats been engaged
listie Comedies.

alic

being utilized for
important scenes in

Beach

aiijoa

is

of the
Holt's new picture,
iconquerable."
[fie

ik

"The Man

Tate, assistant to Cecil B.
is back from his quest for
technical details regarding
la and
York, to
Y women's prison of New
lullen

JMille,

(;used in

by Trail Pictures, Inc.
Former Famous Players Men

Planned

—

A receiving set has
constructed at the Lasky studio
rivde Ewing, foreman of the
al shop, with a radius of more

ilollywood

,

THE FILM DAILY)

"Manslaughter."

en route to a location in the
his party
ijs,
ijtored across a piece of niountam
id that detached itself from the
loining cliff and swept in a landafter
ile into the valley below just
party crossed it.
.v'hile
k'

William de Mille and

,i

Jruce Gordon has been engaged as
(ding man for Ruth Roland in "The
ildle of the Range."

Arctic Films for Prizma

Outdoor Features

Coast Brevities

in

New

Project

Three former Famous Players employees- have
formed a company

known as Trail Pictures, Inc., to
Tentative
make outdoor features.
plans call for four a year, although
that- number may be increased to six.

The company, is headed by Frank
S. Beresford as president, Humphrey

Earl W. Rossman and Capt. F. E.
Kleinschmidt, Arctic Explorer, have
left for a seven months' hunting and
exploration trip to Alaska, Siberia
Mr. Rossman
and Arctic Regions.
carries the regular black and white
camera, high speed analysis of motion

camera

and

a

Prizma

camera.
A specially
yaeht will carry the

color

constructed
party from

Seattle to the Arctic regions, where
a picture record will be made of geological, geographic phenomena of the
Far North.
The best of the color
subjects
will
be released on the

D. Howell as treasurer and Louis A.
Their last
Sarecky as secretary.
work with Famous Players was in
connection with the post-office picPrizma program.
Trail
ture made for Will H. Hays.
Pictures, Inc., was formerly called
Plan European Vacation
Adventure Films, Inc., but because
Major Jack Allen already conducts
Jack White and Lloyd Hamilton,
a company under that name, the title producers of Mermaid comedies for
has been changed.
Educational, are due in New York
this week on their way to Europe for
Stars Going to Sacramento
Upon their return, they
a vacation.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will start work on their second year's
Sacramento, Cal. A number of output, which will go through Edu-

MADGE EVANS Says:
MAKE IT SNAPPY
MAKE IT
SINCERE

MAKE

SATISFYING

ALL GO TO MAKE
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

—

film stars will attend the Days of '49
Celebration to be given by the City
of Sacramento on
27.
Special

May

features
are
being arranged, one
ijeing the entrance of Western stars
in

an outdoor setting.

Two New

cational.

Live-wire Exhibitors are Taking advantage of

Blotcky Resigns
Kansas City Ben Blotcky has resigned as branch manager of the
.American Releasing Corp.

—

a

MOTHER'S

MAY

DAY''

Goldwyn
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los .Angeles Two new pictures
Films

14

at

and the feature

—

and Clarence Burton
enacting "heavy" roles in "The are about to start at Goldwyn, "Broken Chains," the $10,000 prize scenario
m Unconquerable."
story, and "Women Love Diamonds,
fhe Arthur Beck Prod., featuring which E. Mason Hopper will direct.
^h Baird, has begun work on the
Ohio Decision Reversed
$2
rd of a series for Associated ExColumbus, O. The Ohio Supreme
itors.
Court has reversed the decision of
rhe James B. Leong Prod., has the Lucas County courts which handised space at the Balboa Studios to ed down a verdict of $125,000 against
Mrs. Nettie P. Ketcham and for
)duce a two-reel Biblical picture.
Frank Miller and Matt Williams. It
Mrs. Ketcham
Eddie Gribbon and Douglas Ger- was charged that
are playing important parts in broke a lease held by Miller and
arles Ray's initial production for Williams on the site of the present
"A Tailor Made Rivoli theater, Toledo at the time
Artists,
lited
when it was occupied by the Arcade,
jn."
It was claimed that
a stock house.
John Miltern will pla- an import- the lease was broken so that Mrs.
Ketcham could build the Rivoli on
t role in "Manslaughter."
jean de Briac

IT

"MOTHER tTfRNAL"

'

—

1

GAUSMAN.
Two Adjustment Boards in Mo.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

;

—

that site.
again.

The

case will

now

be tried

Bingham Attacks Agitators
The following letter has been

re-

Louis Two special boards 9f ceived from E. H. Bingham, of
justments to handle complaints in Indianapolis
executive
committee
Louis and Kansas City dis- member of the M. P. T. O. A.
s St.
Several
"The I'usli for the center of the stage under
cts have been appointed.
the glare of the spotlight of the 'tor revenue
hibitors cited instances where they
only reformers' to claim prioritj- of inunfair com- fluence on Will H. Hays to bar finally all
ffered loss through
tition from churches, schools and .\rbuckle (ilms only accentuates their ridicuwhile it was lous antaRonistic criticism of the motion picinstitutions,
nilar
ture industry.
limed some exchanges had sent
"The action of the M, P. T. O. of A.,
circular letters and follow-ups concerning Arhuckle's screen life taken imt
exmediately
after the San Francisco tragedy
the
liciting such trade to whp
was final and so known to the producers and
Ditors into line.
the screen public and Mr. Hays' announcewishing to complain ment was influenced only Ijy common sense
Exhibitors
or
nqnfollowing the stand of the exhibitors, and his
her of high film rentals
eatrical competition, have been in- own very excellent judgment, and not from
any suggestion of the iong haired fraternity,'
•ucted to forward their complaint whose sole object in their activities and pratthe executive offices of the M. P. tles is to tear down the powerful influence
The adjustment committees of a clean-tninded body of men engaged in
O.
St.

e:

a legitimate business of purveying clean entertainment for normal citizens of this Re-

lit,

public.

Kansas City district S. E. WilSpringfield, W. P. Cuff. Chillithe; W. L. Shelton, Kansas City;
and
Nevada,
Sears,
larles
T.
Kansas City.
iwrence Goldman,
A. C. Norwein,
Louis.
St.
)r
Dnne Terre, chairman; J. R. Pratt,
jlton;

Joe

Mogler,

Harry Koplar

d L. C. Hehl, of St. Louis.

"Indiana
test

against

exhibitors enter a strong prothe eft'orts of the puerile agi-

tators to make capital for themselves out of
a situation long ago effectually settled and
stopped by exhibitors and now only further
emphasized by Mr. Hays, the new head of
the producers and distributors."

Very

truly,

E. H.

BINGHAM.

Write Graphic Film Corp.

For the Special Tie-ups.

PER HOUR, BY DAY. CIRCLE 1868

The words "EASTMAN" "KODAK"

—

stenciled

transparent

in

i^/ac^

film

letters

margin,

in

identify

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
If you see

these

same

white on a

black

strip

words in
you have

proof that they
were so printed by the finisher to
mislead, not stenciled by the manufacturer to identifv, and that the
stock is not Eastman.
incontrovertible

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

the

THE
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Newspaper Opinions
"The Glorious Adventure" — Capitol
AMERICAN — Diury

melodrama,
Lane
"The Glorious Ad-

spectacularly staged, is
venture," presented in
*
galloping pace. *

colors

vivid

like

supply

to

action

a

with

serial

NEWS—

Competent.
Direction:
DAILV
Photography; Rainbow stuff. Plot: Gobs of
Value: About 90 'per cent.
TRIBUNE—* * * there is no doubt that
the colored photography pleases the eye for
action.

It is difficult to analyze one's rea time.
action to seven reels of it, but it seems to
us that for every-day use we should prefer
our photoplays plain black and white, with
perhaps a reel or so.
a colored insert
* * *
J. Stuart iilackton has written such
a good story and produced it so entertainingly that "The Glorious Adventure" would

—

have

been- a

color

it

picture,

fine

had been done

what

no matter

Lady Beat-

in.

played by Lady Diana Manners,
not so beautiful, nor is she as
good an actress as we- had hoped.
N. Y.
As color photography in
connection with motion picture making goes,
"The Glorious Adventure," * * * is a noteworthy piece of work. * » * for the most
part, the picture being shown at the Capitol,
however, is smeary and greatly over-colored.
rice Fair

is

WORLD —

«

»

pictures. * * *

"The Glorious Adventure"
done picture.
At times it

Lady Diana

appearance of

-j-ijg

interesting and proves she
strikingly
beautiful
woman

is

not alone a
but a natural

is

is

a splendidly

gorgeously

is

Ijcautiful.

Lady Diana Manners

altogether accept-

is

as a screen heroine, a charming, gracious, beautiful young woman, who handles
the role of Lady Beatrice Fair splendidly.

able

POST— The

beautiful

Lady Diana Man-

plays Lady Beatrice Fair and, as far
beauty,
sweetness
and
charm
are
concerned, she leaves little to be desired.
*
But in the emotional parts well
An
improved color process has been used, which,
witliout doubt, is a vast improvement upon

as

—

TELEGRAM —The

scenes gave the
Prizma camera a remarkable opportunity of
a realism beyond the scope of the ordinary
•
motion picture processes. *
Her (Lady
Manners') performance is marked by a refusal to overact her part, and in this she
contributes not a little to the realism of the
fire

role.

GLOBE — For

film

this

immensely

is

superior to the hand-colored films of earlier
days. * * *
Of course, it is not to be supposed that
this production is perfect in its photography.
*

#

with

great

so that the action
with fine regard for

skill,

always clear and
dramatic effect. »
is

Lady Diana Manners,

not disclosing any great talent for
emotional acting, does prove herself a beauty.
while

actress.

HERALD—*

*

the

great

of

fire

Lon-

don, wliich is quite literally the high light
In fact, the only disof the picture. * *. *
cordant touch in a magnificent production,

Blaekton ever made, occurs during
a slashing fight between the real Earl and
several assailants, when a man's hand is
grewsomely hacked off at the wrist.
As might be expected in a venture in an
untried field, the lighting is uneven and makeup will have to be adapted to the new
medium, for the bright complexion of several

-^riic ^rt-st

.

men seemed on
But

flame.

was

the point of bursting into
in the softly lit scenes the effect

Rembrandtesque,

superbly

and

among

the many artistic promises that this picture
carries for the future is the expectation that
hereafter movies will not have to be as hard
and definite as a comic cartoon. » * * Lady
Diana Manners acquitted herself creditably
*
for a newcomer to the films.

TIMES— This

means

tliat,

while

much

has

been done with colors

in the film, the pictures give evidence that much remains to be
done before color photography may be said
to have been satisfactorily developed. * * *
The colors, however, still run to strong
hues, with harsh reds predominating, which
displeasing
effect
is
heightened by what
seems a needless use of red in costumes and
settings. * * *
In addition to its colors, the film offers

Lady Diana Manners in its leading role.
According to report, she is considered quite
beauty in England, and she may be approved here by those who like the cold, blond
type.
Hut, surely, no one will say that she
does any acting.
The story * * * is set, and elaborately set,
a

in the time of Charles 11.
It is pure melodrama, and is often less plausible than even
melodrama- should be. Also, it seems to take
unlicensed liberties with history sometimes.
On the whole • *
the production is worth

seeing.

MORNING TELEGRAPH.—"
new and
»

*

beautiful

addition

#

to

*

*

screen

is

a

art.

From

the standpoint of color photography
Glorious Adventure"
is
a
notable
achievement. • * »
London's great fire is marvelously repro-

"The

duced here.

EVENING JOURNAL- The
teresting phase *
the pictures, for

*

*

most

in-

the vivid coloring of
the natural hues of every
scene are reproduced with
is

detail in every
remarkable effect. • * •
But all that need have

ners)

woman

plays
in a

the

role of the harried noblethat stirs respect rather
for the character^

manner

than affection

TRIBUNE—*

* * and it is a vastly
teresting picture with a simple story.

in-

WORLD—

N. Y.
It .is rather
slow in
getting into its stride, but once it does there
are thrills and amusement aplenty.

The GivatAmerican
^

HERALD — The
despite
as

Reid's

RacitKj

early part of the picture,
absence, is the best. * *

Came

The photoplay tends to become repetitious
a topical news picture of a motor race.
flivver owner will enjoy it. * * *

Wallace Reid

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

Leon Errol

says

"3uokie

a

*

DOOMl
Tha Creak Americiih

Racing Game

"Best

But every

thrill-

ing motion picture entertainment. *
the
producers, supporting cast and director have
all done their full share to turn out an excellent picture. * * *

game

GET

oi.vi

e\er.'

is

jfrea'

Marilynn Miller mys
"liookie surely

is

a

JAURNAL—

Complete with horses,

.i~

horse race.
Two or two doze

Odds

bookie.
Action on
turned.

wonderful game."

fav

every

cards, etc,

|

|

$5'

ROBSON & BOWEN

255 West 42nd Street

I

U1

Every one wild

At vour dealers or write

|

TOD

IT

As much fun

play.

;;ame."

EVENING
A bold, courageous, undaunted "tin Lizzie" is the backbone of a story in which every revolution of
the wheel is a hair-raiser and the revolutions
extended for about three thousand miles.

New

'

SUN — The

Wallace Reid pictures are bea stereotyped sort, but they are none
agreeable to watch.
They have a
little melodframa and a bit of romance closely
* •
interwoven.
"Across the Continent"

coming
the

less

an enjoyable

W. A. FLEMING:& CO

film.

TELEGRAM—Wallace
the Continent,"
drivers. * * *

sets

GLOBE — Purposely

a

Reid,

or

not,

"Across

in

new pace

for

this

Dependable Public Accountant,
and Auditors

auto

picture

452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

elements which will appeal to many
classes, even though those elements do not
has

fuse into a

good

Si,
<

story.

"The Bachelor Daddy"— F. P.-L.
Rialto

AMERICAN — Entanglement

strange,
*
* a

of

amusing and distracting troubles

*

WORLD—*

* * is based upon sevN. Y.
*
eral ridiculous assumptions.
It is therefore not a good picture, and
niore's the iiily.
It is a pity, because Thomas

Meighan is not only a
very attractive actor.

HERALD — Director

handsome but

Be Made

History Will

romance.

deiighttul

—^

also a

AT THE

Green and Miss Olga

Printzlau, adapter, have handled the story
with rare charm and restraint, making it an
exceptionally alluring and gay film, the best
in whicli Jleighan has expanded his smile in
a long time.

WASHINGTON CONVENTION

EVENING JOURNAL— "The
Daddy

'

Bachelor
does not defy the conventions, de-

spite the significance of its title.
* * the five kids in "A

Bachelor

Daddy" do

that

SUN—*

furnish

scenes

several

are
exceptionally
amusing, although they are
pure slapstick.
The other four-fifths of the
picture are gummy with hokum sentiment.

MAIL —

This picture has a decidedly obvious plot and yet it is interesting none the
and guaranteed not to bore the spectator,
first of all, of course, because Tom Meighan
is playing
the leading role.
*
* one of the finest
photoplays he has yet made for Paramount.

Know What's Going On Every Day

THE FILM DAILY WILL TELL YOU

less

TELEGRAM—*

"Reported Missing"

— Selznick

The Film Daily
71 West 44th
Kindly enter

Criterion

HERALD—*

*

*

the spectator takes it
just for a high geared, swiftly moving satire
on current celluloid melodramas, then he
will laugh himself into spasms. * * *
* * most of the rough stuff is
funny.
There's too much of it, of course
*
*
* one grows a little tirqd after thirty
minutes of loud laughter at clowning but
this does not alter the fact that there is
riotous merriment in "Reported Missing."
if

is

delightful

in

the

stellar

EVENING

JOURNAL— The

Subscription, $10

Name

....

—

Theatre

situations
farce is an

funny enough, but after all,
and requires an art to satirize it.
MAIL Let it be said here and now that
as an entertainment it is a howling success.
For sheer foolery and rollicking comedy this
film is a gem.

are
art

subscription to

The Film Daily

for one

Issues— Every Day

—

"'

"Reported Missnig.

City

Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages

MORNING TELEGRAPH— If

Owen Moore

my

New York

THE FILM DAILY—313

—

the title
"Reported Missing" doesn't excite you, you
may be sure the picture will. To miss it
"
'
will be to forfeit an evening of genuine
* •
amusement. Apparently.

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include

TIMES—*

role of

bearing on the
value of the picture as entertainment, and
cnlertainment of a melothere is much
dramatic variety to be seen there. • " •
and
unemotional,
she (Lady ManStalely
little

—

is

The various complications have been unfolded

THE FILM DAILY

to

—

Atlanta The new Hope, in Da s,
AMERICAN— Wallace Reid has little to
do but smile in his popular manner and look will be opened by W. C. Patte m
• *
constantly pleasant.
Arrangements were discussed st
The story of "Across the Continent" is week in New York, at which
negligible, but the cars awaken interest, and
Sig Samuels agreed to "lend" Pc.
all racing does.
son to J. D. Williams for the e\.t.

i

past efforts.

192

25,

"Pat" to Open the Hope
(Special

Rivoli

ners

is

but she

ambitious attempt ever
the use of natural colors in motion

in

"Across the Continent"— F. P.-L.

like

MAIL-^The most
made

with

lence of
material.

feature * * * which promises
a revolution in photoplay
production, delivers its punch mainly by
burning down London after the fashion of
»
• and
1666.
Lady Diana Manners,
proves herself an actress of considerable
*
screen presence and comeliness. * *

a

at

melodrama intense and unrea historical background and
action in abundance, "The Glorious Adventure" will hit you fairly between the eye.
The new process of color photography employed makes every picture stand out like
a holiday postcard, and there is enough vioyou

If

strained,

SUN —This

something

*x Ji

Tuesday, April

Address

— Foreign,

$15
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A. P. Suing Neilan
Jummonr

$100,000

in

Papers Served Before

He

Left

Europe on Saturday
Papers filed in the Supreme Court
for

I

j/esterday

revealed

that

a

Ryan Resigns

summons

a $100,000 suit were filed against
Vlarshall A. Neilan
by Associated
'Producers, Inc., and that the sumIn

P'-?ce

to

5

Cents

Headquarters Moved

Will Contest Suit

Devote For Receiver for Wid Gunning, Inc.
Statement Issued by the
All Time to Capitol Enterprises
Corporation
of Kansas City
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Relative to the petition in bankKansas City Phil Ryan has re- ruptcy filed against Wid Gunning,
signed as Middle Western district Inc., on Monday in the U. S. Dismanager of the W. W. Hodkinson trict Court, the following statement
Corp. to devote all of his time to Cap- was issued from the office of the cor-

Filed— Leaves Hodkinson Fold

Suit

26, 1922

—

—

From New

Willard to Washington
Hotel for Convention The

—

Walker-Cohen Situation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington
Julian
Brylawski,
working vigorously and not losing a
moment, has secured the grand ball
room of the Washington Hotel as the

—

convention site for the annual gathermons was served on Neilan before he itol Enterprises, Inc., the theater or- poration yesterday:
"The allegations making a request ing of the M. P. T. O. of A. and has
eft for Europe on Saturday.
ganization formed recently by Sam
notified
national
for a receiver are totally denied by so
headquarters.
The papers did not reveal the cause Harding.
ioT the action but Nathan Vidaver,
Ryan is vice-president of the Hard- the corporation and will be vigorous- When the Willard top floor was dam\

counsel for A. P., stated yesterday
that the suit was instituted for failto pay stock subscriptions and
because of Neilan's failure to live up
to a contract with Associated Pro-

ure

ducers.

James

R.

Grainger,

speaking for

Neilan, yesterday said:
"It

'

not true that papers were
on Mr. Neilan.
They were
by a process server on Frank

is

served
served
Urson,
before

a member of the Neilan party,
the boat sailed.

"Regarding the allegations

connection with Associated Producers,
our answer will be made in the courts
in due time by Nathan Burkan, our
in

attorney."

Bolognino Plans

New House

Lawrence

Bolognino, one of the
principals in the Consolidated Amusement Co., which operates a string or
local theaters, many of them on 8th
Ave., has purchased a site on the
southeast corner of 138th St. and
Brown Place for a 2,800 seat theater
ind a three storv office building.
project will cost $500,000.

Summer
Criterion to

The

Policy

Have Weekly Changes,

Following Rialto and Rivoli

New
"Reported
special,

will

Price Scale
Missing," the

remain

the

Selznick

The petitioning creding company which, as noted, intends ly contested.
developing a chain of theaters in the itors. The Moving Picture World,
The Exhibitors' Herald, and The ExMiddle West.
hibitors' Trade Review, on February
8 took notes in the amounts menPhil Ryan is one of the best known
tioned payable half on August 8th,
exchangemen in the country. He was
1922, and half on February 8, 1923.
with Associated Exhibitors, Inc., for
They
signed receipts showing settlesome time selling franchise to exhib- ment in full of account.
itors and then joined Hodkinson.
"No advertising.iof Wid Gunning,
No successor has been named in his Inc., has appeared in these particular

room which was where

THE

—

—

—

I

ated.

fire last Saturday night it
looked for a few moments as though
th« exhibitor organization might be
in a hole, because the convention was
to have been held in the grand ball

the fire had
occurred.
Brylawski got busy and
there will be no hitch in the plans.
Many of the reservations of delegates
for the Willard will remain as they
were, although some of the national
F. B. McCrackin, for- three publications since February 4. officials will change their reservations
place as yet.
merly with Famous Players, is look- All advertising has been confined to to the Washington.
ing after the Kansas City office and the Motion Picture News and
Arrangements are being perfected
C. D. Hill, formerly with F. B. ^yar- FILM DAILY."
for several thousand visitors, includren, is a new manager in St. Louis.
ing many leading New York executives.
Adolph Zukor, L. J. Selznick
St. Louis to Cut Music
and many others are expected.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Capitol Takes Over K. C. House
St.
Louis Local exhibitors an(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Walker-Cohen Situation
Kansas City The Capitol Enter- nounced yesterday that after April
The fireworks start today at the
30
will
run
their
theaters
withthey
prises have taken over the Gladstone.
Theater Owners luncheon and when
The management of the theater will out music, because the musicians' they are all over it should not be surrefused
wage
union
has
to
accept
a
Lenhart.
be under Lloyd J.
Exhibitors claim business has prising to see Senator James J. Walkcut.
dropped 40% since May and that a er, national counsel for the exhibitor
Back from West Baden
reduction all along the line is neces- organization, an out and out candidate for president.
Members of the
The First National group returned sary.
organization are anticipating a red
yesterday from West Baden where
hot time. Invitations say that a matFox Going Abroad in June
the annual meeting was held.
J. D.
ter
of importance will be discussed.
to
atto
Dallas
went
direct
Williams
William Fox, according to present
It should not be surprising if this
tend the opening of the Hope theater plans, will go abroad in June,
proved to be the question of whether
and Floyd M. Brockell to several exFox while abroad will go over the or not Walker should continue to repchange centers.
scenario of "If Winter Comes" with
resent the Theater Owners as counA. S. M. Hutchinson, the author. sel, despite his "dismissal" by
some of
This will be one of the 1922-1923 Fox the
Theater Opens Saturday
executive
committeemen last
will
some
scenes
for
which
specials,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Saturday. At all events the luncheon
be shot in England.
promises to be interesting.
Dallas The Hope, which will be
(Continued on Page 2)
operated by the J. D. Williams
Tourneur Due Today
Amusement Co., opens on Saturday.

Criterion
or one week more and after that the
heater will operate under a new sum- Williams and Hope Hampton will be
ner policy, with weekly changes and here for the premiere. The opening
new price scale.
picture is "Star Dust."
The scale will in all probability be
10 and 55 cents during the summer
Fritsche Leaves
nonths.
The Criterion will follow
iither the Rialto or the Rivoli for its
K. J. Fritsche of the Transocean
eatures.
Next week the Reid pic- Film Co. of Berlin, who brought over
ure, "Across the Continent," will be "Destiny" and "Othello" from Gerransferred from the Rivoli to the Ri- many, is on his way home. His picilto and "The Man From Home" will
tures are being looked after by Da',0
into the Rivoli.
The following vid P. Howells, who is understood
veek it is expected "The Man From to have deals on for their disposal.
lome" will play the Criterion. About Howells incidentally did not return
Vugust 1 the regular policy of ex- with the First National group from
ended runs will again be inaugu- West Baden yesterday but went to
at

aged by

Salt Lake, his

home town.

Pathe Holds Annual Meeting
Maurice Tourneur is due in New
Pathe Exchange, Inc., held its anYork today from Los Angeles, en
meeting yesterday.
Routine
route to England, where he will film nual
"The Christian" for Goldwyn. He business was discussed.

sails

on Saturday.

'

Fire at Fairbanks Plant

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Damage to the extent of $800 was done at the Pick-

—

ford-Fairbanks plant in a blaze that
threatened $250,000 in costumes and
wigs used in "Robin Hood."

Brady Plans European Trip
William A. Brady is expected
sail for Europe next week.

to

Publishers Dine Hays Tonight
The National Publishers Ass'n and
the Publishers Ass'n of New York
will tender Will H. Hays a dinner
tonight.

Mary Minter Returning
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Mary Miles Minter
(Special to

—

Mrs.
Julia
and her grandmother,
Miles, are on their way from Honolulu to their Los Angeles home.

fJ^jK

DAILV

Wednesday, April

26, 19

Woman to Sell Films
Miss E. E. Rosecan left la^t :v;
((JontinMed
1)
for Chicago where she will
Associated Exhibitors force cu\li
announced his candidacy, yesterday Northern Illinois and Indiana, woi
received the following wire from Geo. ing out of Chicago.
P. Aarons, secretary of the M. P. T.
O. of Eastern Pcnna. and New JerProgress Formed in Detroit

Newspaper Opinions Headquarters Moved
"My Old Kentucky Home" — Amer.
from Page
Senator Walker, who as yet has not
Releasing— Central
AMERICAN— Familiar
Vol.
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to

stuff,

be

sure,

perhaps it's the stuff of which success
i.s
made.
Monte Blue makes a likable and convincingly Southern lad.
* *just the kind of horaey
liit of sentiment that might be e.xpected from
* capably directed by
the famous song
* *
Ray C. Smallwood.
If you. like
real melodrama, good melodrama, the kind
that has plenty of heart interest, mother love
and an lioncst-to-goodness villain, see "My
GUI Kentucky Home." * »
It is a photoplay that, while perhaps a little bit old in
plot, is made entertaining because or superior
acting and direction.
EVENING
Pleasing in plot
and sentimental in character » * * should
make an interesting entertainment.
SUN * * * a fairly savory example of
Soutliern cookery on the screen,
TELEGRAM—* * * was greeted by large
and eminently satisfied audiences Sunday in
but

HERALD—*

sey:

"Read

of

your candidacy

in

with source of gratification.

papers
Believt

j

(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
Detroit—-D. D. Dickerson h
formed the Progress Pictures Cor

to distribute

your purpose sincere for benefit of
gan.
entire industry and prompted by de-

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

He

series,

14

to raise all elements to highest
Stranger
plane.
Faith in you is well founded.
Feel you consented to enter the field

sire

to serve

rather than

JOURNAL—

friends, the exhibitors,
disrupt, double cross or
this organization.
God

break down
speed your cause."

—

At national headtiuarters it was
Aarons was
stated yesterday that
"only a paid employee" of the Eastern Pennsylvania organization, was
not an exhibitor, and only spoke for
himself.
It was added that the 27
members of the delegation were unanimously for Cohen for re-election.

*
the Central Theater. *
Taking the pic*
ture by and large it is well balanced.
GI-OBE " * * it is a commonplace piece

—

of work.

New

your

Arrow

releases in Micl

Curwd

has purchased the

Hoxie Westerns and
in Canyon Valley."

'Change Bldgs.

"Ti

in Buffalo

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Buffalo The new exchange buil
ing on N. Pearl St., is nearing con
pletion.
First National, Pathe, Gol(
wyn. Nu-Art and others will move

soon after May 1st. Clayton P. She
han states that work will beg'
at
once on a new Fox buildin
directly opposite the Pearl St. buiU

Grand & Warner
new home on May 1,

ing.

a

will

als

operatic:

having begun on a two-story stru(
Another telegram was received at ture on Franklin St., which will b
national headquarters from W. A. shared by United Artists.
Apollo
some
AMERICAN — The picture, which is con- Stefifes of Minneapolis, who for candiThrough the courtesy of Jess Smit
sistently
interesting and has some uncom- time has been talked of as a
Sales
signed
Paulin
2,100 monly fine photography, has been •edited and date. Stefifes pledged his hearty sup- George Clark has
produced by Burton Holmes. *
Garon to play the ingenue lead i
port to Cohen.
800
N. Y. WORLD — He jumps
many
too
"The Man From Glengarry," to b
7,700 countries and places. *
But many of the

"Around the World With Burton
Holmes" Cinema Travel Ass'n

—

Quotations

\

I

F. P.-L.
do pfd.

^Goldwyn

..
.

.

High
8234
9534
9

Low

Close

81^

82
951^

95

8^

....

Not quoted

Griffith

sights he places at

hand are very

made

well taken,

in

Canada.

if
the jocular sub-titles are not always
Maxey Makes Some Changes
900 even
accurate.
The spectators around me gave
Further sales by Export & Impor
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
Not
quoted
Triangle
many signs of appreciation.
TIMES To be sure, it is a hurried, someSeattle
Guy G. Maxey, new on "The Jungle Goddess" includ
Not quoted
World
what hop-skip-and-ju»p trip. * * » Many manager for First National, succeed- Czecho-Slovakia,
Jugo-Slavia,
Po
Quotations by H. Content & Co.
of the pictures shown are unusually interestincr L. O. Lukan, announces the fol- land, Roumania, Bulgaria, Greece am
ing, however, a good deal of the photography
lowing changes at the office.
Roy European and Asiatic Turkey.
is of a high order, and the film has the virtue
Holubar Coming East

Loew's

...

184

17^

173^

—

—

(Special to

:I.os

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—Allen

Holubar

in-

tends coming East with a print of
''Hurricane's Gal" as soon as he completes editing

and

of its vice
if
it
snatches one unceremoniously from land to land, it also provides
variety.
On the whole, it is about the most

entertaining
today.

motion

on

picture

Hawkinson,

transferred

to

Spokane

H. D. Wilson, on the road
Broadway temporarily in Plawkinson's place and
A. McRae, filling Wilson's place as
territory,

booker. J. E. Beckman, is the short
Palmer Photoplay Student
subjects man.
E. F. Franklin, advertising manager of the Palmer Photoplay Corp.,
Cut Classes to Attend Shows
writes from Los Angeles that Wini(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
fred Kimball,
winner of the first
prize in the Chicago Daily NewsBecause too
Kan.
Hutchinson,
Goldwyn contest, was a student of many pupils have been cutting classes
the department of education of the and going to picture shows instead,
Palmer school in photoplay construc- A. B. Leigh, truancy officer, has is-

FOR

SHERLOCK

HOLMES
COMING

sued a request that all theaters refuse
admit children of school age durJulian Ollendorff has joined Kino- ing school hours.
The order has
grams to sketch current news.
taken effect.
<

To Producers

The machine through which your product

probably

Quality

oii.

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.
Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release Work

is

handling

is

released

ization

is

to

of the important duties of this organ-

watch

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY^

Largest and Foremost Hotel

lAKEWOOD HOTEL

NEW JERSEY

$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

—

Are you sure your product
is receiving in that machine the attention it is entitled
to? That it should have? That will get the maximum

One

St.,

well, a lot of other pictures, re-

gardless of the amount.

returns?

Fulton

LAKE WOOD,

—

,

119

The

After you have worked anci worrieci yourself to exhaustion and have finished your picture then what?

r.it.

SBRVICB.

.«EAL.

Lakewood's

and Directors

s.

9091

—

tion.

Keg. u.

— Beekman

A

titling.

WAIiT

HE'S

Phone

this

and watch

it

carefully.

OSCAR PRICE
565 Fifth Ave. at 46th St.

Murray

Hill 2372

Parties, Clubs and
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
Athletic
and Social Directors.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

New York

i

THE
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At Broadway Theaters
Capitol

LtkeNews

).

No. 34

AVIATOR KILLED ON EVE

CED

WORLD FLIGHT— Pathe
first

•i

ih

on

pre-

and exclusive pictures of Sir Ross
last and fatal journey, together

his

tragedy

of the

pictures

!

News

itself.

CONFERENCE AT GENOA— The

{:

Edna Baldwiclc, a child pianist, plays Ru'"Concerto in D, Minor" as the
opening number of the Capitol program. A
Bible film, "The Deluge," is the second number and alter it comes the divertissements,
"Shadow
the
composed ot two numbers,
Song" from "Dinorah. sung by Helen AUyn,
"BalHcrlin
C)pera,
and
a soprano from the
let de Venice" and "Jewels of the Madonna,"
Doris
Oumansky,
danced by Gambarelli,
Capitol News is
Niles and Thalia Zanou.
next and then comes excerpts from "The
binstein's

'

Edwards Out

First

Cleveland Picks Delegates

Nat'l

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland At the last meeting of
the
Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
has resigned his post as First NaLeague, the following members were
tional manager here.
appointed delegates to attend the naEdwards has been succeeded by tional convention: M. B. Horowitz,
Charles A. Muehlman, until now AsW. J. Slimm, Frank Gross, Sam
sociated Producers manager.
Barck, E. Mandelbaum, M. Fine, D.
Schumann, Martin Brown, Henry
Lustig, Ernest Schwartz, Ben Lavine
Stockholders Take Over the Allen
(Special

of Windsor" as the introducfeature. Lady Diana Manners in

Merry Wives

and the people who are making it the
center of the world at the present time.

of

THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco — Sam Y. Edwards
(Special to

to

THE FILM DAILY)

and Abe Kramer.

—

Cleveland
The Allen-Cleveland
tion to the
Rubens Heads Illinois M. P. T. O.
solo Co. has been incorporated in ColumAdventure."
The
organ
Glorious
"The
:lone cuts a swath through concludes the bill.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bus
to
take
over
the
Allen
from
the
')DLE WESTERN TOWNS-Fifty killed
The officers are: Thomas
Aliens.
Chicago L. M. Rubens has been
imany injured by terrific wind that wiped
Criterion
|many villages.
Coughlin, president; William R. Hop- re-elected president of the M. P. T. O.
news from Washington; Troutdale,
:r
Owen Moore in "Reported Missing" has kins, vice-president; I. W. Sharp, sec- of Illinois. The other officers are:
Chicago; Norway; New replaced "The Loves of Pharaoh" at the Cri- retary; Robert
Louisville;
Aljrams, vice-president; J. B.
J. Bulkley, treasurer. Sam
t; etc., etc.
The opening number of the new bill
terion.
"Panamerica."
The Criterion Magazine These, with the following compose Dibelka, secretary-treasurer; W. J.
is
THE FIRST NEWS KEEL
j:.
.

—

;

is

the

a

Bascom

next and is followed by Susan Ida Clough,
mezzo soprano, who sings "Mighty Lak' a
"The Resident Patient," one of the
Rose."
series of two reel Sherlock Holmes stories,
is next and then comes the feature.

THE REAL NEWS FIRST

^oday

Rialto

directorate:

Little,

Kermode F. Gill, Sweeney, organizer. The arbitration
Whitney Warner, committee to sit with a similar body

Louis Rorimer and Jules and J. J.
Allen. The company has taken over
control of the Allen theater, built a
year ago.

from the Film Board

of

Trade

be composed of William Pearl,
Miller, J. B. Dibelka, George
kinson and Verne Langdon.

Liszt's "Sixth Hungarian Rhapsody" is the
Rialto overture this week.
The magazine is
next, followed by a vocal selection,

"Tommy

Lad." sung by George Richardson, baritone.

The

Minn., Wins Issue
THE FILM DAILY)
Minn.— By a vote of 445

(Special to

Chatfield

jiday

shows.

)peal

to State

"Orpheus

in

"The

in

the

Rivoli
Underworld"

is

the Rivoli

A Post Nature picture, "Voice of
Gladness." is the second number and the
third, "Carneval," a dance interpretation by
Paul Oscard, Grace Eastman and Fred Burgstaller.
The pictorial is next and is followed
by an aria from "La Favorita," sung by
overture.

Attorney General

THE FILM DAILY)
iinneapolis — Word has been

Meighan

(Special to

Ivan Dneprofif, a tenor. The feature is WalFolReid in "Across the Continent."
lowing the feature the orchestra plays "Forge
in
the
Forest" with effects by Max H.

re-

lace

here that the attorney general
the state will be asked to decide
[question of Sunday shows in PresAt a recent vote 272 voted for
The atlUng and 237 against it.
jiey general will be asked to pass
gment on the Preston charter.
!-ed

Manne. "The
comedy, is the

Little
last

Rascal," a

Free
(Special

Shows on Sunday
THE FILM DAILY)
Louis Israel, owner

—

-

WASHINGTON CONVENTION
Know

What's Going

On Every Day

Baby Peggy

Other Theaters
Cameo and

THE FILM DAILY WILL TELL YOU

the Strantl
"Sisters" is playing a fourth
are unchanged.
week at the former theater and "Smilin'
Through" a second week at the latter house.

to

i'leveland

AT THE

number.

\.

The programs

Be Made

History Will

bill.

citizens voted for
After the vote Lott
would go
he
inpion announced
iad with his new theater.
il90

Thomas

is

Hachelor Daddy."
This is followed tiy a
dance interlude, "Pasquinade." by Marjorie
Peterson.
"Mosquito," a
Max Fleischer
"Out-of-the-lnkwell" cartoon, concludes the

Chatfield,
Ihatfield,

feature

at the

First National Units

of

Busy

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles —Work on a number
(Special to

Heights theater, intends running
eries of free shows on Sunday bese the mayor of Cleveland Heights
fS not allow Sunday performances.
[ael's
idea is to give his patrons
shows so that they won't get the
[lit
of going to the city for their
usement.

First National pictures is scheduled to start in the next few days.

The Film Daily
71 West 44th
Kindly enter

of

Constance Talmadge is scheduled
commence work soon on "East
is West," which will take her company to the Orient, and her sister.
Norma, will start "The Mirage."
Richard Walton Tully will soon beKeough Joins Saxe
gin work on "Omar, the Tentmaker,"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in
which Post will probably star.
.lilwaukee James Keough, form- Thomas H. Ince has started work
booking manager for Finkelstein on "The Sunshine Trail," starring
Ruben, is now general manager of Douglas MacLean.
Charlie Chaplin
Saxe Amusement Enterprises, is preparing his script for his eighth
ceeding E. C. Bostick.
two-reel comedy and Allen Holubar
is selecting his second story, which
Changes in Buffalo
Buster
is to star Dorothy Phillips.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Keaton is starting another comedy,
There have been several as yet unnamed. An Ince company
jJuffalo
inges along Film Row.
R. S. filming "Someone to Love," is now
fidell, formerly with Select in Alon location.

St.,

my

New York

City

subscription to

The Film Daily

for

one

year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY—313

to

Issues— Every Day

^>

—

Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages
Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

$15

—

Name
Theatre

1

—

ly,

is

now

I

representing

R-C

in

New

York. A. T. Rankin,
succeeded
O. R. RiefTel as
(hier at Fox.
U. Riefifel is on the
checking percentage engagejd
nts.
L. Cook, formerly with
J.
•neer and Max Rowlej', have been
;^ged as salesman for Goldwyn.
ub" Taylor has resigned from
:he.
L. C. Guimont has been sent
the road for United Artists.
htral

Address

"WE NEVE(2 DISAPPOINT

j

(immm ftui jaboriiiories
PHONE

INCORPORATED
2 2 O WEST 42
STREET

^

NEW YOQ^

ALLAN AUOWNES
CEN.MCB.

will
J.

C.

Hop-

THE

-.%^

DAILY

George H. Davis Here
George H. Davis, who is associated
with Joe Brandt and Harry Revier of
San Francisco in Quality Prod., Inc.,
arrived in town from the coast yes-

Thursday's Issue

terday.

Over 200 Expected
to

(Special

Atlanta

Hepworth Picture Plays,
London, England

in Atlanta

200 representatives
of civic and welfare organizations will
attend the Southeastern Better Films
Conference on Friday.

Making 12 Reeler
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
New Bedford, Mass. Elmer Clifton's first picture for the Whaling
Clifton

Films Corp. is called "Down to the
Sea in Ships." It will be in 12 reels
and will be released in September.

Local Champion
Will Result from Play Off of Spring
Winner With Famous Player
Victor
The committee in charge of the
forthcoming Spring Golf Tournament

U. C.

for film folk will entertain a proposition to be made by the golf committee in charge of the Famous Players
tournament, that the winner of

to Build in Berlin

I.

THE FILM DAILY)

Berlin—The U. C.

I.

large theater here to
pictures.
restaurant
be included.

A

will build a
Italian
and cafe will

show

—

Hope, Ark. The Alice has
completely destroyed by fire.

been

Beardstown Houses Flood-Bound
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Beardstown,
111.
The Princess
and Gem have been forced to close
because of the flood caused by the
breaking of the levees at that point.
St.

Louis Theater

All best
wishes.

—

St.
Louis
Lehr has
O.
C.
purchased the Yale, 3700 Minnesota

Ave.,

from

W.

Rosenthal.
C.
A. Diefenbach,
of the Monroe, have taken

A.

owners

J.

and

CECIL M.

Bridgeport,

reopen

owned by

J.

THE FILM DAILY)
Ala. — W. P. Lee
the

R.

St.

Safety
closing

Louis

—

New

Office

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
B. F. Shearer, formerly
president of Western Theater Equipment Co,, has onened offices at 1908
3rd Ave., as B. F. Shearer, Inc. He
is
exclusive
distributor
of
many
standard lines of equipment in the

Northwest.

— McC

)

Engel Heads Scripture Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Scripture

—

Corp. has elected a
ficers with Francis

new

roster

c

Engel as

i

Rev. H.
vice-president,
White; secretary and assistant t
urer, Dr. Alfred Graham; treas
dent;

Two More Grauman
(Special to

Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Edward

R. Schmitz.

—

H

.

—

i

—

be a record crowd at the event.
Felix Feist is in charge of the committee which will select the course,
and promises this will be settled this
will

of the

play.

later.

Full

THE FILM DAILY)
Wahpeton, N. D.— W. L. Brown
(Special to

has sold the Braun to

Anton

Gilles,

opened.

PUBLICITY EXPERT
Young woman

according to a report.

press

agent,

has been personal representativi

Cagney Buys Bryan, O. Houses
well known film stars, desires I
\
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tion with company or star.
announceBryan, O. J. S. Cagney has pur- experience in newspaper, magai
and exploitation work. An exterfl
chased the Temple and Grand.

—

acquaintance.
will

Box K-26, Film Daily

formerly

Delecto,

Ellis.

—

St.
(Special to

to

Minn.

Falls,

—

ment

Birmingham The Steed Amusement Co., is adding a new theater to
its chain and is naming it the Woodlawn.
The house has 500 seats and
will be a community theater.
J. W.
Anderson will manage it.
Third

Shearer Qpens
(Special

Fergus

Bros, of the Orpheum Theater
who operate the Orpheum, have
chased the Lyric and Cozy fro
G. Latta, thereby removing the si
competition existing since the
phcum opened. One house will
ablv close.

'.

details

Re-opening Alabama Theater

soon

HEPWORTH

End Competition in Fergus Fi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY!,

Angeles
Construction
is
being rushed on Sid Grauman's two
Moore Starts New Feature
houses, the Metropolitan and the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
THE new
Hollywood,
both
of
which
are
Angeles The first activil
Los
FILM DAILY event meet the winner scheduled for opening in June.
Selznick on the coast will be C
of the Famous Players tourney for
Moore in a feature for which
special prizes, and the glory of being
Peairs Buys Idaho Theater
jorie Daw has been engaged as
the best film golfer in and around
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing woman.
New York.
Twin Falls, Ida. Ownership of
Details will be arranged later, but the Layering
theater and the ad- "Doug" Buys "Monsieur Beauc
the indications today are that the Fa- joining building
has passed to Wil(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mous Players event, which is in liam Peairs in exchange for the
Angeles After "Robin
Los
charge of Eugene Zukor and Oscar Peairs farm
of 186 acres southwest Douglas Fairbanks will make
Morgan, will follow the Spring tourn- of Buhl.
Virginian" and following that he
ament by about two weeks. The
make "Monsieur Beaucaire," the
winners of the lowest net score and
Ban "Fate" in Miami, Okla.
rights of which he has purchasec
winners of other branches of the play
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
will meet the same winners of the
Miami, Okla. The mayor and city
Two New Houses in Berlin
Famous Players event at Adolph Zu- commissioners unanimously voted
to THE FILM DAILYl
(Special
City,
about
two
kor's farm. New
that "Fate," the Clara Hamon Smith,
new theaters,
Berlin Two
weeks after the Famous tournament. be barred from a showing here.
Potsdamerstrasse,
Primus-Palace,
Entries are coming in rapidly and
the Alhambra, Kurfurstendamm,
there is every indication that there
Brown Sells Wahpeton House

The Rules Committee in
week.
a lease on the Monroe Airdome, Cali- charge of E. Kendall Gillette of the
fornia Ave. near Chippewa St.
Motion Picture News is arranging
(Special to

and grateful good

Alex Weissman has joined
company as manager in Albany.

'

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

read

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Take Over

is

:

Alice at Hope, Ark. Burns
(Special to

City.

regularly in this office and is
our principal source of news of
the happenings in America.

—

(Special to

ager.
C. Eisenian, former sales ma
of Famous in Washington, has
appointed manager of the Ame'
Releasing office in Detroit.

Daily,

THE FILM DAILY

branch office at New H
Mr. Israel Levine, for several
with Selznick, has been named
28th

Ltd.

Gentlemen:

— Over

26, 19:

American Opens 28th OSu
American Releasing has open'

Read Regularly

The Film
New York

THE FILM DAILY)

Wednesday, April

Golfers, Attention
Fill in the

f

following and forward to the Editor of

FILM DAILY.
Enter my name

in the

second semi-annual Spring

Talmadge

THE

Studios For

Rem

Film Golf Tournament.

Louis House Closed

THE FILM DAILY)

— Director

of

Public

McKelvey has ordered
of the Midway Grand

Washington,
after
two
found the roof supports

Inquire

the
at

engineers
an un-

in

The Midway is the
safe condition.
third closed by McKelvey in the
past few weeks.

john:w.
1540

Broadway

mahan
Bryant

457i

J

;

^

brAdstreet

>/ FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

?r XX

No. 28

May

i

W.

Friday,

j

Griffith's

History"

1^

28,

1922

Price 5

— Returns

May

72

Responsibility

3

New York

Herald yesterday
an article regarding the
[Ibiished
Eure plans of D. W. Griffith, who is
en route for New York from
"vv
figland, and stated that one amjriie

project involved a gigantic
bduction of H. G. Wells" "OutIt was added that
fe of History."
-ious

abroad concerned

Jiffith's

trip

;oject.

The same
(Continued

on

Page

this

went on

article

Probably the greatest honor ever ])aid an American l:)y the
publishers of this country occurred Wednesday night at the Commodore when Will H. Hays was the guest of honor of several
htmdred publishers. These incltided those of great American
newspapers, like Adolph Ochs, of the New York Times; Cyrtis
Curtis, of the Saturday Evening Post, Ladies Home Journal and
Country Gentleman Frank Mvmsey, of the New York Sun and
several magazines; Erman J. Ridgeway Arthur Brisbane, and
others of almost like importance too ntunerous to mention.
;

Opens Today
to THE FILM DAILY)
The Southeastern Better

Atlanta Meeting
Atlanta

—

Conference opens here today.

lims

Equity Buys "Curse of Drink"
"The Curse
Drink" for distribution in the
lited States and Canada.
It will
Equity has purchased

released in the Fall.
[olubar to

Make One

for

Goldwyn

Goldwyn announced yesterday
the

lains,"

$10,000

Upon

>ry.

Holubar

n,

prize

completion
will

scenario
of

resume work

that
for

National.

"St

that these men did Hays they did, incidentally, to the motion picture industry. It was the greatest occasion
that picture folk have ever been tendered. The impressiveness
the importance of the event should not, indeed must not, be either
overlooked or underestimated.

The very honor

To these publishers and editors reaching otit through the
entire breadth of this land Will Hays made certain pledges in
behalf of pictures. In part, he said
:

that

arrangement with First National,
len Holubar will direct "Broken

"Those

the industry do not under-estimate the responsibility nor would we shirk it.
I promise that this agency for
the distribution of information and thought, this agency for
the amusement of the millions and for the inevitable inculcation of standards of taste in art and conduct
I promise that
this agency shall measure up to its opportunity and its responsiin

—

bility.

^ting with Ass'n of Manufacturers
\bout 15 motion picture men intered in the industrial field met in the
ice of the Nat'l Ass'n of Manufacers yesterday to discuss the use
films in the promotion of American
lustries abroad.
The meeting was
aftermath of the recent Washingconference. Producers have been
ited to attend the national conven1

n
rf

of the association
8-10.

at

May

the

Wal-

"I

would repeat

challenge

in

the

that the motion picture industry accepts the
of the American public for a higher
interest in its entertainment.

demand

quality of art and

"The industry accepts the challenge in the demand of the
American youth that its pictures shall give to them the right
kind of entertainment and instruction.
"We accept the challenge in the righteous demand of the
American mother that the entertainment and amusement of
that youth be worthy of their value as the most potent factor
in the country's future.

"We

accept our

full responsibility.

which commands the very best from

Action Withdrawn
ceivership

Proceedings

Wid Gunning,

Inc.,

Against

End— Gun-

ning Issues Statement
rhe motion asking for a receiver
Wid Gunning. Inc., filed by the
)ving Picture World. Exhibitor's
raid and Exhibitor Trade Review,
last

Monday,

iwn yesterdav

as noted, was withthe U. S. District

in

urt.

^t
:.,

the

offices of
where this report

Wid

Gunning,

was confirmed,

stated that very serious damhad been done by the filing of
\
ion because, in this business incor»'as

rumors

had immediately cirated throughout the entire country,
t

oiigh the statements of manv per(Continued on Page 2)

Senator ^\ ik r Issues Statement Replying to Sydney Cohen's Answer
to His 1. ;tack Made Wednesday
Wlien Senator Walker's atlentipii
was called lo the statement issued by
Sydney S. Cohen in explanation of
'

;

2)

[

(Special

Cents

Again Hits Cohen

Film Wells

Once Proposed
Reeler Would Be "Outline of

I

April

It is a service,
all

and

I

a service
have great faith

in its fulfillment."

During this declaration he ofttimes pointed to a center table
which was peopled by Adolph Zukor, Marcus Loew, Carl
Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane, Jesse Lasky, W. W. Atkinson,
Thomas H. Ince, L. J. Selznick, Samuel Goldwyn, Earl W. Hammons. Earl Hudson, R. S. Cole and others.

The

responsibility incurred by these gentlemen and others
of this great industry, in the pledges made by Hays, are obvious.
That they must aid andedefinitely co-operate to bring to a successful conclusion his promises is certain.
And if they fail, if
by any chance the promises and pledges of Hays are not carried
out, they should remember this:

That just as this great honor was paid to Hays by publishers
and editors to listen to his appeal to help motion pictures so they
can be reached to condemn them.

DANNY,

the

failure

latter's

Chamber

appear at the

to

Commerce meeting

of

Wednesday, Senator Walker

held

said:

"Aly God,

it is possible that Sydney
can't tell the truth about any-

Cohen
thing?"

"He asked me
'phone

to
Chamber of

remain

himself

over

the

away

from the
Commerce and any open
I told him I
could not

discussion.
retain my self respect

if I agreed to
permit him to make malicious slanderous and lying charges' in the public
press and agree to answer them only

private.

in

"In

my

presence

my own

in

office

Committee

the

representing
the
Directors of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of New York State, consisting of Mr. Leo Brecher, Mr. Jules
Michaels and Mr. Charles L. O'Reilly
told
him I insisted upon going
through with the Chamber of Commerce meeting and they insisted that

he also appear.
"Jf character assault,
misrepresentation,
ingratitude, and breach of confidence do not
to offence, then probably Mr. Coheii

amount

has not offended me.
".Mr. C"ohen is the man who started this
controversy through the daily newspapers
of the country that brought the present odium
upon the industry and then refused to substantiate his charges in the presence of those
who knew him longest and best. Mr. Cohen

buys tilm which may have something to do
with his candidacy for President of the M.
P. T. O. A.
1
do not buy film, but no one,
I submit, throughout the entire country,
has
done more for the exhibitor without a. monetary interest or the hope of financial reward
than I have,
"If Mr. Cohen would give the same wide
publicity to the denial to the New York
Evening World that I was a candidate for
any position in the motion picture industry
as he gave to the unauthorized, untruthful
story in the same newspaper that I might be
a candidate, I would be willing to admit there
was a scintilla of sincerity in that gentleman.

"Mr. Cohen has a novel idea of harmony.
That it is no
if you loan him

It evidently amounts to this
harm to spit in a man's face
your handkerchief to wipe it

"Oh!
article

A

I

find

that 1
truth

in

owe

:

away.

reading further in your
Mr. Cohen an apology.

has crept into the statement.
I praised him at the Chamber
of Commerce dinner to WiUiam Brandt. That
is true and he might have gone further and
say that I did the self-same thing for three

He

little

says that

years, the result of which was all to his advantage, but I might add that I have no
exclusive rights on that for Sam Berman,
wiio, 1 am reliably informed, is another subject of his venom and abuse, traveled this
country with all the hardships attending it
for three years selling Mr. Cohen, the result
of which was his election as President of M!
P. T. O. A.
"Gentlemen of the Press
Let me repeat
to you I have never made myself a candidate for the presidency of the M. P. T. O.
(Continued on page 4)
:

THE
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Action Withdrawn
(Continued

from

sons verbally and
Vol.

XX No. 28

Friday, April 28.

1922

Price 5 Gents

in

Page

telegrams

who

had misunderstood tine situation.
Mr. Gunning stated that, while the

a faUitig off in attendance, it has been in
the main due to the lack of showmanship.
Tile exhibitor who selects his pictures
who
is
not afraid to spend a dollar to make a
dollar; who has kept up his music; who has
not been afraid to buy big pictures, has not
materially suffered.
;

"Last summer,

very

Albany,

its

"Marshall Field

"This

a very significant and encouraging
an indication not only that times
are on the mend, but that the public will buy
and buy liberally where they are certain that
the values offered are full equivalents for the
money expended, and this applies to the exhibitor as well as the retail merchant.

HAVE READ
SHERLOCK

HOLMES
STORIES!

It

fact.

is

is

—

"These are not the times for pessimists in
business.
These are the days when we must
be optimists, and must put our shoulders
to the wheel."

all

Move
Arrow

stated

yesterday

that

S.

Pat. Off.

Quality

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.
Phone, Bryant 1939

Sample Prints Developing
Release

Work

would be his next picture.
At the Griffith offices, it was dr
that any definite plans had been

ject

i

for the future.

considering W
that connection
was recalled yesterday that in
vember, similar reports were in

the producer
"Outline" and

No

culation.

was made

is

in

mention of the

sut|

the time, but the
ject involved a 72 reel produc'|
each episode to be in 12 reels
each
reel
to
cost
approximjl
$100,000.
It
was predicted ir
actual production would take
it^
years.
In connection with the Christ
duction, it was
pointed out
Griffith for five years past has
interested in a possible productio
the life of Christ.
The difficult;
that connection was pointed ou
the selection of a story theme
big enough scope.
At various ti
there have been printed reports
Griffith and Dr. Christian F. Reis
a prominent clergyman, were
laborating on a picture of a relig
at

1

i

theme.

Phi,ne— Beekman

9091

i*ls«
SBRV

(Special to

Cincinnati

—

C. C. Hite, former exchange man now heads the Boston
Radio Concert Co., which supplies
10

I

Ten Ohio Houses
THE FILM DAILY)

Ohio theaters regularly with radio

concerts.

119

Fulton

N. Y.

St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL AN
MOTION PICTURE INDUST

^

"Encore Week" for F. P. Reissues
Hereafter Paramount will style

certainly

each

its block of previously released
features "Encore Week" and each individual
engagement "Encore En-

STUDIO FOR RENT
Two

Bitterness of Svi'eets."

Equipped.

Stages.

Times Square

Low

—

F.

607

W.

Section.

Apply

rental.

E.
43rd

ALLEN
N. Y. C.

St.,

Longacre 0298

lumbus, Ga.

To Producers
picture well

Lakewood's

you are

made

Largest and

Foremost Hotel

LAKEWOOD tlOTEl
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

The

is

half sold.

$35.00

to be

concerned in the financing of
the production to follow the one you are making; if
you are to be annoyed by the hundreds of details which
affect your product after it leaves your hands, are you
sure you can give the necessary attention, and regard,
to the production which you are making?
The organization which I have welded can, and will,
attend to all matters concerning your productions from
the time they leave your hands, until the very last
nickel is accounted for,
if

was admitted

It

.«EALi

Supplies

^ynWoreno Finishes with Goldwyn
gagement." This was decided upon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
by S. R. Kent on the suggestion of
Los Angeles Antonio Moreno has Bill Johnson, assistant exploitation dicompleted work for Goldwyn, by rector of Southern Enterprises, Inc.,
whom he was engaged for "The who tried it out successfully at Co-

But

also

ing station.

wrecked.
Mr. Gunninor stated that his interest in Wid Gunning, Inc., had only
been that of a man who had spent

A

1)

of Christ and that this

life

it

an orchestra at a central broadcast-

and Directors

Rep. U.

the

2

to Eliminate Orchestras

was working on a plan whereby it
hoped to eliminate orchestras from
theaters through the use of radios and

a machine that had practically been

who

Co., the largest depart-

history.

its

afterwards taking over Mr. Hogg's
one-third interest in an effort to save

independent producer,
needs it, in his opinion.

&

April 8th, the Store for Men did the largest
voluiTie of business in all pre Easter days in

a great deal of money building a
sales machine for the benefit of the

MILLIONS

little.

ment store in the world, in an advertisement
last Monday, made a statement that Saturday,

.

Co. has increased
capital from $25,000 to $35,000.

disas-

piece orchestra, died.

Ouotations

Amusement

was

those exhibitors who thought they
could get away with poor pictures, who believed a pianist was a substitute for an eight-

—

THE FILM DAILY)
N. Y.— The Pearl River

illustration,

"But

—

(Special- to

for

trous to many showmen.
But even though
wilted through the hottest summer on record, we contend the good showmen suffered

we

say

to

]

Film Wells

(Continued from Page
that Griffith would

J.

—
—
—

Capital Increased

May

Optimistic
L. Friedman, Celebrated Players
Film Corp., Chicago, commenting on
the report published of the February
ta.x figures showing says, in part:
"In our judgment, wiierever there has been

1)

necessity of coming to New York to
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks. fight this action had greatly hampInc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., ered and delayed his personal work
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
on his exhibitor partnership plan as
FILM FOLKS, INC.
well as seriouslj- interfering with the
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manwork of his Home Office executives
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, and his Branch Office men, that imand strenuous action was
it the post office at New York, N. Y., under mediate
the act of March 3, 1879.
being taken to overcome the damage.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
Mr. Gunning had planned to begin
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign selling in certain districts his exmonths. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. hibitor partnership plan last week and
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, stated that, although the rumors and
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-S5S8. statements circulated had caused a
N. Y.
Hollywood tremendous loss through confusion,
6411
California
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
that he intended immediately to proChicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
cede with the first selling of his plan
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson, and to concentrate additional strength
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, into his selling organization to meet
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de the situation created by the quite
Paris Representative
unusual action of having creditors of
Clichy.
European Representative Interna- deferred obligations procede as these
Central
Prague (Czecho-SIoFilmschau,
tionale
did against this corporation.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Mr. Gunning pointed out definitely
that the Exhibitors Partnership Plan
which he is presenting, is an individual undertaking of his own as a proLow Close
Sales
High
ducer doing business direct with the
80^ 80^
1,200 exhibitor and that it is he, as an inF. P.-L. .. 80^
94i/'
200 dividual and not the corporation,
95
do pfd.
94^
'G'wyn ... 8^
8^
which will enter into this partnership
Not quoted with the exhibitor, the corporation
Griffith
4.766 being
17^ 17^2
Loew's, .. 18
an independent distributing
Not quoted company organized to help the indeTriangle
Not quoted pendent producer, originally financed
World
by Mr. Gunning and Mr. W. C.
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Hogg, of Texas, with Mr. Gunning
.
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OSCAR PRICE
565 Fifth Ave. at 46th St.

Murray

Hill 2372

$6.00
Special

Inducements

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Rates

to

Parties,

Clubs

an^

Wonderful Food. Fin
Dancing Nightly in Ball
est Service.
Unusual Entertainment Feat-.
room.
Athletic and Social Directors
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.
Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE

MANAGB-
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THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 794«
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Tremendous Business

to

Weeks

at Big

Broadway Theatre

1

Through" turned away so many in the first week's run
the New York Strand, Managing Director Joseph Plunkett

"Smilin*
at

held

over, at the request of his patrons.

it

cyfnd
:^

what it did
Oklahoma Cify^

look,

—,^^_^i

•'(Tie c

;5^

s-

.

^^
FIRST

-....

I

°°^-'-

NATIONAL

1210A

I
Joseph

M. Schenck presents

NORMA TALMADGE
I

6i
in

Smilin'

Through

>>

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelman and Sidney A. Franklin
Directed by Sidney A.
from Allan Langdon Martin's play.
Franklin; photographed by Roy Hunt and Charles Rosher;
technical directors, Willard M. Reineck and Lawrence Hitt,

FIRST

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

THE

jPB^

DAILV

Raised Price for Arbuckle Film

—

Lee Lash Studios Ready with Plan—
Washingtoji,
Ind.
"Brewster's
Films Each Rim About 50 Ft.
Millions," starririg^ Roscoe Arbuckle,
in Length
played at the Liberty on Thursday
The
Lee
Lash
studios, which for
and Friday as advertised. The first
day, Harry. M. Palmer, of the. Lib- some years have bten supplying the;

V

erty, pl$yed tQ capacity and Raised
his admissions". '"The second nigkt he
plaj'ed to a fair business with his opposition
house giving away free
tickets.
The picture went on after

Will H. Hays had banned the
buckle films.
The Indianapolis
change of Famous Players at
time had no orders to cancel
buckle contracts.

Arexthe

Ar-

Want Him in California Town
THE FILM DAILY)

Don't

(Special to

—

Porterville,
Cal.
The Tulare
County W. C. T. U. at a special meeting voted against showings of Arbuckle films and forwarded requests
to local theaters to observe this wish.

Ban Arbuckle

Bellingham

in

—

Bellfngham, Wash. Just after the
acquittal of Roscoe Arbuckle, an attempt was made to show one of his
pictures in Bellingham.
It met with

immediate protest from
and was withdrawn.

the

Philadelphia

— John

ly

local
to shorttour for the

nation-wide

a

start

Wallace Reid
"Best

Leon

tame

Errol

"Bookie
tame."

is

ever.'

great

Marilynn Miller id^j
"Bookie surely

is

wonderful game."

a

Lee Lash

Philadelphia,

manager

G.
for

M. De Witt,
Lee

Lash,

is

offering a scenic border to surround
a screen, with the advertising inserted
on the border.
The advertising
spaces are 24 by 30 inches. An advertisement appearing in a Philadelphia regional paper claims a sale of
60 contracts to Eastern Pennsylvania
theaters in the past two weeks.

Cummings Here
Vengeance,"

his

new

picture.

Schertzinger Starts Second
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Victor Schertzinger
has started work on his second picture
in
Santa Barbara.
Pauline
Starke will be in the cast.

for

as a real

$5.00

ROBSON & BOWEN

255 We»t 42nd Str.et

adjacent ter-

Seeking State Right Pictures
A. Sclnichert, Jr., of the United

Theatrical Enterprises, Buffalo, is in
town looking for state right releases

horse race.
Two or two dozen can
Odds favor the
play.
bookie.
Action on every card
turned.
Every one wild to play.

Complete with horses, cards, etc.
At your dealers or write

I

In

district

J.

TODAY!

As much fun

says

a

Racing dome

IT

New York and

reels.

The CrealAJnericOtC

GET

says

Greater

ritory are at present using

is

company.

The Gi-eatAmerican^
Racing Game

length, for which it will either
make a cash payment or supply the
theater with accessories such as draperies or scenerj'.
Some houses in

New York

(Continued frofn Page 1)
Mr. Cohen ha.s, and I cannot help but
ask what prompts so frenzied an anxiety for
this place that to acquire it he would leave
honor, integrity, and .every vestige of de-

New York

State.

,'

^

"A.

cerley

What

behind liim?

is

the prize that's

worth while (attaining, over the ruiiis of ohl
and lo>al friends? Can Rl. P. T. D. A. accomplish anything with the leadership that
spells insincerity, deceit and ingratitude?
I
would not be guilty of any one of these if
the presidency of the United States, the highest position within the gift of man, were a't

1

>

A

;'
i

// Yoti

Can't

Go

i

To The

stake!"

Statement from Leo Brecher

in

Clark,

Famous Players manager

i\U;i\ta'ins;

Irving Cummings is in town from
the coast with a print of "Fires of

THE FILM DAILY)

to

containing advelrtisijig, a're going into the picture theater end of the business in a more
extensive manner.
The organization stands ready to
outfit anj- exhibitor with short advertising reels, each running about 50 ft.

public

Clark to Tour Country
(Special

at^r^ wjth

192

Again Hits Cohen

Offers Advertising

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Friday, April 28,

Leo
Board

Ihecher,

a

member

of Directors of the

of

the

New York

State organization issued a statement
yesterday relative to Cohen's statement in which he declared that the
statement was "in some particulars
false and in others composed of a
series of misleading half truths."
He
recites in detail the incidents leading
to Cohen's being invited to attend the

meeting

Wednesday,

on

adding

nesday morning.
"It pains me greatly to be obliged
to issue this statement, but in the
interest of truth and justice I cannot
refrain from doing it."

fol-

lowing statement yesterday:
"I was not particularly concerned
about Senator Walker's abuse of my-

He

self.

has

praised

me

so

THE

in

conclusion
"The statement that Mr. Cohen
was requested by the Board of
Directors of the State of New York
to remain away is not true, as no
such request was made by the Board
which held its final meeting late on
Tuesday night. Some of the members of the Board were already in
their homes up-state, and so could
not by anj' stretch of the truth be
deemed to have partaken in any discussions which took place on Wed-

Cohen Issues Statement
Sydney S. Cohen issued the

Washington
Convention

often

and in such a fulsome and flattering
Nominations Tomorrow Night
There will be a midnight show at way that it was always very embarassing to me. Now the ease with which
the Gaiety tomorrow night at which
he turns about face and contradicts
the charity drive in New York will
himself, and makes his words shape
be officially launched.
Nominations
up into abuse instead of praise, proves
in the popularity drive will then be
that he was never sincere in his refermade.
ences to me.
"But I am concerned about his unPlans a Series
seemly abuse of Presidents W. A.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
True, of Connecticut, and E. M. Fay
Los Angeles Co-operative Pro- of
the Rhode Island Theater Owners.
ducers, Inc., have completed "Come
Messrs. True and Fay have made all
On In," their first production and manner

Film
Daily
Wm

Bring

The

Washington
Convention

TO YOU

—

now

plan to make a series of semiwesterns
starring
Ethel
Ritchie.
Producers Security will handle distribution.

$2

PER HOUR, BY DAY. CIRCLE 868

Coast Tie-up in Plans

1

The

Talmadge
Studios For Rent
Inquire

JOHN W. MAHAN

New York at its meeting at Keen's
on Wednesday appointed two committees, one to look after a charter
and a second to frame a constitution.
The organization will affiliate with
the Assistant Directors' Ass'n of the
west coast.
1st Nat'l Takes More Space
First National has taken over two
additional floors and now occupies
the major portion of the 12 story
building on 48th St.
The publicity
department now occupies the entire

Broadway

Bryant 4576

O. of

their

always been straight-forward, honest
and honorable in all their dealings
and the theater owners of this
country are indeed fortunate in having men of their sterling integrity
helping to guard their interests.
"Mr. Fay and Mr. True have had no connection

with

the

Mr.

financial

affairs

of

'Movie

floor,

SPECIAL
EDITIONS

EVERY

Fay's

only association with
'Movie Chats' is that he plays this reel for
a week's run in his theaters in Providence,
Rochester, Philadelphia and New York.
Mr.
True pla\'s this reel in his own theaters in
Hartford and has succeeded in having almost
every theater owner in Connecticut also play
Chats,'

DAY

"Movie Chats.'

"A full report of 'Movie Chats' will be submitted at the meeting of the national executive committee at its pre-convention session
in Washington next week."

With reference to the Brecher
and other departments statement Cohen declares he was
which have also been cramped for "very much influenced" by Brecher's
space have been moved to the fifth suggestion that he (Cohen) not atand twelfth floors.
tend the Wednesday meeting.
seventh

1540

Assistant Directors' Ass'n of

sacrifices for the M. P.
A., and the exhibitors in
respective states.
They have

of

T.

THAT'S SERVICE

:

:

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

:b^^re(ocmized

by FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

'ol.
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R-G's Fall Line-up

Barber on Capital
Appeal

—
—

of

Writing

current

issue of
Barron's," a financial publication,
:3hn E. Barber, of the First National
lank of Los Angeles, points out
jme interesting ideas, somewhat
tong the line of an article which apeared some time ago in the New
ork Times Annalist.
In part Mr. Barber says:
"Will Hays faces the hardest job
that of . 'gaining for
his career
If
movies the good will of the
jie
j.merican public.
If he is successful,
ind there is good reason to believe
ie will be if supported by the better
lements in motion picture circles, he
.ill
at the same time go far to
stablish the confidence of bankers
(Continued on Page 2)

the

in

—

I

The
leases

tentative line-up of fall reof R-C Pictures includes the

following:

Six Ethel Claytons.
Six Harry Careys.
Six Jane Novaks.

Four to six director productions
from Norman Dawn.
Four to six director productions
from Robert Thornby.
Three to four Emory Johnson
Prod.

Twelve Carter De Haven two-reel
comedies.
Fifteen Hj' Mayer Travelaughs.
A third series of short reels will be
the Starland Revue, to be produced
(Continued

Dallas Gi^cuing Tonight

THE FILM DAILY).
Dallas —The Hope theater opens

Two

(Special to

onight

with

"Star
Jules E.

Dust."
Hope
Brulatour, and

It

he

Chamber

of

Commerce

Hines Features

DisAffiliated
of
tributors, Inc., for next year include
two Johnny Hines features, one of
plans

iampton,
Mr. WilD. Williams are here.
iams will be the guest of honor of which
.

will be 15 in
on Page 2)

understood that feature pro-

is

duction

"Go-Get-'Em-Galbe
lagher" and two other features, one of
thein to be made, in all likelihood, by

today.

38 in Six Months
of Rest

progress."
The Motion Picture News, while insisting that
"this paper isn't interested in
the slightest degree in the personal victory of either Sydney
Cohen or Senator James J.
Walker" charged that "misstatements" had been issued
by men in control of the M. P.
T. O. of A. And the tenor of
the editorial could hardly be
considered
as
favorable
to

There

hy Jack Cohn.

Day

Yesterday was a day of rest.
No statements were issued,
either from the Sydney Cohen
office,
or
that
Senator
of
Walker.
Evidently the slumbering period was on the quiet
that precedes a storm.
The
only matter of interest developing yesterday was the trade
paper editorials.
The Exhibitors Trade Review re-indorsed its sentiments
for Walker. The Moving Pictiu-e World said that while it
had no candidate that Walker's
election "would be in line with

Reels Included

Capital"
'

A

Banker Writes on "The Three Star Series Assured As Many
Motion Pictures to
Director Productions Short

OS Angeles

Price 5 Cents

will

—

Box

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington

as follows

Gross Income

February Export Figures
(Special to

is

— Figures

showing exlorts of films during February have
ust been made public by the Bureau
»f Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
jhipments

included 5,150,924 ft. of
ensitized film, valued at $126,872;
15,021 ft. of negatives valued at
161,941, and 9,653,609 ft. of positives,

office receipts, rentals of films and advertising
accessories sold
Dividends received from corporations less than 100%

$10,848,646.57

owned
Miscellaneous

.Sharing of

film

rentals

producers, authors,

distributed

for

co-operative

787,781.69

etc

10,255,543.45

ensitized film

and came
'anada was

for

was Japan, while Engin negatives and

first

first

in

positives.

The

hipments of sensitized films to Japan
irere approximately two-thirds of the
otal

exports of raw stock.

Operatii.^ profit for period before depreciation and federal taxes
$137,388.40
Depreciation on buildings and equipment
Federal income and excess profits taxes (estimated)
70,103.16
for period

$1,357,393.21

207,491.56

Net operating

Sept. 1, 1921, to
estimated federal taxes

profit for period

depreciation and

March

12,

According

Talmadge

to present plans, the
sisters will go abroad in

jiilv.

jr'

Sail

Today

$1,149,901.65

for

England

Maurice Tourneur and
sail
for
England today
scenes for

"The

J.

Christian."

J.

Cohn
secure

to

Richard

will have the principal male role.
will go abroad at, a later date.

Smith Making ".Uncle Tom"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tulsa, Okla.— The W. M. Smith
Prod., has started work on "Uncle
Tom's Cabin." It will be in eight
reels and is expected to take four
months to make. The company is
now in the South securing exteriors
Release will be about Sept.

1st.

T. O. C. C. Backs Drive
C. C. has passed resolutions endorsing the A. I. C. P. drive
for the relief of the city's poor. The
exhibitors will aid in the way of personal appearances and general boosting of the scheme. S. A. Moross, secretary of the organization, can be
reached at Bryant 4650 by exhibitors
who want to arrange for the personal
appearances of stars.

The T. O.

Rochester Backs Cohen

was stated

at the national headquarters of the M. P. T. O. A. yesterday that the Rochester local of the
organization met yesterday morning
and named a committee to take steps
in declaring the office of president and
secretary of the M. P. T. O. of New
York vacant.
resolution of confidence in Sydney S. Cohen was passed.

A

Charles L. O'Reilly is president and
secretary of the M. P.
T. O, of New York.

Sam Berman

1922, after

^

Tide."

Talmadges Going Abroad

It

$6,507,593.98
650,292.85
2,175,701.36
134,173.57

"Ebb

stead" and

$11,612,936.66

Expenses
Operation of theatres
Operation of film distribution offices
Amortization of films
Cost of film advertising accessories sold

of 75

To Hold"; "The Old Home-

and

340,338.15
423,951.94

income

'alued at $419,173.

The most important market

hood

Tentative plans for Paramount releases for the first six months of the
1922-1923 season are understood to
provide for 38 features, and although
discussions regarding the last half are
yet under way, it is reasonable to assume that there will be an equal number. This will bring the year's output
to about 75 features.
Included in the hst for the first
portion of the year are "Blood and
Sand," "Manslaughter," "Enemies of
Women," which will be a Cosmopolitan Prod.; "Nice People," "To Have

He

Edwin Carewe.
DeLacy to Film "Gray Lady"
Fox Leases Two Theaters
John V. DeLacy states that he will
hortly produce "The Little Gray
William Fox has leased the Apollo
$1,149,901.65 in Profits and the Lyric in which he will show a
.^ady," by Channing Pollock in the
'eerless studio at Fort Lee, and that For Loew's, Inc., for 28 Weeks End- number of specials which are designed
a August he is going to Italy to
for general release next season. The
ing March 12 Theater Operalirect a ten reeler.
Apollo opens on the I5th with one
tion Cost Six Million
The financial statement of Loew's, film and the Lyric a week later.
Nat'l Board Had Deficit in 1921
Inc., for the 28 weeks beginning Sept.
The National Board of Review had 1, 1921 and ending March 12, 1922,
Returns to Middle West
deficit of $1,401.34 in 1921, but be- shows
a net operating profit of
Wid
Gunning left yesterday for the
ause of a surplus carried over from $1,149,901.65, this after deducting for
revious years had $412.59 on hand depreciation and allowing for Federal Middle West to again discuss his exhibitor-producer direct booking and
m Jan. 1. General expenses in 1921 taxes.
sharing plan, and to visit the
otalled $38,687.66 and income, $37,The operating statement of Loew's, profit
:86.32.
In 1921, over 5,500 reels Inc., and subsidiary companies, 100% offices of the distributing corporation
bearing his name.
irere examined.

owned

Players Year's Output Will Reach in the Neighbor-

Dix

Cohen.

—

From Famous

THE

i;j%*_aDAILV
new atmosphere

Barber on Capital
(Continued from Page

1)

in the stability and
future of the industry.
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Price 5 Cents

"No

industry in this country stands
greater need of capital than tjie
motion picture industry. This is due
to the phenomenal growth of motion
FILM FOLKS, INC.
pictures over a comparatively few
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
years and to the policy followed by
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J- A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
most of those engaged in the industry
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under itself of dissipating, through waste,
the act of March 3, 1879.
extravagance
salaries,
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Close
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94
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.95
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Low

8J4

Loew's
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nVz

17%

this

with conditions in the
cotton or automo-

"However, before the motion pic3,900 ture industry can compete success-

Sales

400 fully for

94 J4
....

3,400

Not quoted

Griffith

"More significant, the demand f<?r
the commodity known as motion pictures is far better sustained during
periods of depression like the present
tiian is the case in other leading industries.
This is shown by the Government collections of taxes on admissions to places of amusement,
which indicate that the receipts at
motion picture box offices during 1921
were only 5% less than in 1920.
livestock, copper,
bile industries.

Quotations
High

in

Compare

17^

1,900

its

share of the country's

liquid funds, there are certain underlying economic faults in the industry
to be corrected.

"Chief among these
Not quoted
Not quoted ment in the distribution

Triangle

World
Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

R-G's Fall Line-up
(Continued from Page 1)
the series and they will alternate with
release of the Travelaughs.

is

improve-

of product
the most important division of the
industry to anyone with a financial
interest in pictures.
The marketing
machinery employed at present to sell
the product of motion picture studios

the theater going public is, with
few exceptions, inefficient, and by
Hayawaka reason of the duplication
of selling
to

The status of Sessue
with R-C is the subject of conferfacilities,
ruinously costly.
Fifteen
ences at the moment. The Japanese
national
distributing
organizations
star is understood to have filed a suit
are engaged in marketing pictures.
for $92,000 on an alleged broken conEach has from twenty to twenty-five
officials
state
tract, although company
offices
scattered
throughout
the
they have as yet have heard no word
country, all located in the same key
in New York of the reported litigacities.
Each maintains an expensive
tion.
Johnson's first picture for
organization of executives and salesR-C is "The Midnight Call." He men with burdensome
a
overhead for
will probably make two and perhaps
advertising, salaries and office exThe
policy,
three more.
company's
pense.
Five
or
six
distributing
however, is to be elastic enough to
organizations could do the same work
provide for any additional number
and reduce the selling expense from
of pictures. There will be a number
30";
which it is now averaging, to
productions, the exact
special
of
number at present indefinite. Chester 10% or 12%. Tiiere were less than
Bennett will direct the Novak pic- 800 feature pictures made last year
tures.

pear

in

Helen Jerome Eddy may ap- the selling of which was divided
among these numerous and expensive
one of the specials.
distributing

Laboratory for Long Island City

organizations.

day of mergers to cut costs
prising

The Roman-Callman Company has claimed

that this situation
inore attention."

In

A

confidence.

financial assistance.
The potential
market for motion pictures has hardly
liecn grasped.

sur-

has

not

more uncertain than

i

HE

SPICE

Reg. U.

OF THE

S.

PRCJi

Pat. Ofr.

at

any time

DBj

portant production facilities but control the chief channels of distribution
and frequently hundreds of theaters
as well, dominate the field to an extent where the position of the independent, whether producer or exhibitor, is often extremely uncomfortable.
It is important to recognize
this situation when considering financial advances to anyone outside the
big groups.
There is an element of
danger in any industry when the position of the yidependent becomes insecure,
since
the
temper of the
American people, as interpreted by
Supreme Court decisions, is against
powerful monopolies whose operations in the past contributed to the
establishment of the Federal Trade
Commission in order to preserve
honest competition.

in

No. 35

IRISH REPUBLICAN TROOPS MOBIL
IZE TO OPPOSE TREATY— Interestini
scenes

in

connection with

the

disorders

i

Ireland.

MINERS TRIED FOR TREASON-

Other news from Miami Beach, Fla.
Latvia, New York, Paris, etc.

;

Africa.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

tod §X
Hempstead Theater Opens Tonight
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hempstead, N. Y.-—The Hempstead theater opens tonight.
The
Calderone Corp. will operate the theater.

Engineers Meet May 1
"Another important means of im(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
proving the standing of the movies
Boston The Society of Motion
in the business world would be the
creation of a strong trade association Picture Engineers will hold its spring
as typified by the American Bankers convention at the Bellevue, May 1-4.
Association or National Association
of Manufacturers of United States
Another in Chain
which tie together large groups of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
men with kindred interests. Such a
(Jniaha With the opening of the
body, thoroughly representative of all
W'orld, the World Realty Co., now
elements in the picture industry,
operates the Sun, Muse and Moon
could by their official acts and utterhere. The new house seats 2,500 and
ances help immeasurably, not only to
is located at 15th and Douglas.
end the factional strife which f'^r
years has split the industry into warring groups, but to obtain fair treatment for the industry in Congress
W. A.
CO.
and other legislative bodies and also
.Dependable
before the court of public opinion.
Public Accountants and
"The motion picture industry is
Auditors
sure to rise eventually from the
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
ashes of human weakness and come
Telephone Longacre 9074
into its own, disseminating knowledge and giving amusement to millions.
Flow soon this will come to
pass depends primarily on the inLakewood's Largest and Foremost Hotel
dustry's leaders themselves."

—

—

FLEMING &

^|(F

Hawks with Mayer
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

the last three years.
More judicious
publicity of the right kind, less sensational exaggeration, more honest
efforts
to
follow
the advertising
methods established by the leading
national advertisers would create a

PatlieNew5
500

Los Angeles J. G. Hawks, recentsold to the Film Storage and For"Motion picture credit suffers also ly managing director with Goldwyn,
warding Corp. the plot at the northeast corner of Harris and Van Alst from the absence of friendly relations has been appointed managing editor
The pur- between the industry and its cus- of all the future Louis B. Mayer outAves., Long Island City.
the
property tomers, the patrons of moving pic- put.
chasers will improve
Censorship agitation
with a two story and basement build- ture theaters.
blue laws are merely straws
ing, the larger part of which will be and
Monster Parade Today
occupied by storage vaults and labo- which show the way the wind blows.
A parade today will be the opening
The public shows unmistakable signs
ratory.
of dissatisfaction both with product
and admission prices which makes
the market for the usual type of production of only average quality much

192:

"Another important consideration Charlestown, W. Va., sees a remarkable trial
to the banker or business man is the NATION
HONORS 100th ANNIVER
prevailing tendency toward monopoly SARY OF BIRTH OF GEN. GRANTUnion's greatest Civil War leader is re
in the motion picture world.
Large The
membered everywhere with impressive cere
corporations, which not only own im- monies.

this

is

it

of

counter propaganda about the
sphere of the movies, the magnitude
of the industry, the educational value
of pictures, etc., would, by removing
misunderstanding, help bankers and
business men to determine as in other
industries the basis for extending
little

and business men
Vol.

Saturday, April 29,

feature of the contest for the selection
of the two most popular screen players.
The parade will start at 12.30
from the corner of 73rd St. and
f^roadway and move down that
thoroughfare to Columbus Circle and
then to 7th Ave.; down 7th Ave. to
14th St., through 14th St. to Broad-

way; then up Broadway, disbanding
at

be

95th

St.
in line.

Forty automobiles

will

The lAKEWOOD HOTEL
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY
$35.00
$6.00
Special

Weekly
up Daily

Week-End Ratei

Clubs and
Parties,
Wonderful Food. FinDancing Nightly in Ballest Service.
Unusual Entertainment Featroom.
ures.
Athletic and Social Directori.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

»o

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

CO.

For reservations phone Lakewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7940

1

T HE
girday,

April 29,
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YORK CITY EXHIBITORS
ATTENTION!!!
some extra dough

o you want to grab

go

fell let^s

THE

this

i

coming week ?

here's the proposition

!

co-operating with the Association for Improving the Condition
of the Poor (of N. Y.). The industry is conducting a gigantic Popularity Contest
for

entire industry

Film

is

Stars, votes a dime, the

money

to

go to the Poor of Our City.

His Honor Mayor John F. Hylan starts the drive from the City Hall Steps

.

'

day,

May

1st.

at

noon Mon-

All stars are in this drive to help the Poor.

Now— Stars

like Constance Binney, Marion Davies, Lillian Gish, Dorothy Gish, Madge
Kennedy, Alice Brady, Hope Hampton, Richard Barthelmess, Monte Blue, Johnny Hines,
Lloyd Hamilton, Barney Barnard, William Farnum, Eugene O'Brien, Lew Cody, and many,
many others put themselves at your disposal for this week to make personal appearances
for you
at no cost to you
and you can bill these personal appearances and cash in on the

—

_^

—

stunt.

These stars will come to your theatre and make a minute "how-dy"
mention that they are candidates for the Popularity Contest.

We

talk to the audience

and

aboard the band-wagon and telephone immediately to Bryant 4650 and give us dates and time you want a prominent star to meet your

want every red-blooded exhibitor

to climb

audience.

On

,

April 20th, 1922, the Theatre

drive for the poor of

New York

Secretary, Mr. S. A. Moross.

Owners Chamber

of

Commerce

officially

indorsed

the

addressed to the A. I. C. P. and signed by their
Copies of this letter are being sent every exhibitor in this city.
in a letter

This is your chance to show the Public at large that every last man in the Motion Picture
Industry is a red-blooded American who is just the opposite of what the misguided rumors
would indicate and that when it comes to a worthy piece of public work the theatre owner
is
there with both feet.

—

Telephone now

isociation

Bryant 4650

Motion Picture Operating Committee
Cooperating with

for

the

Improvement

of

LOEW STATE THEATRE

the

Condition

BLDG.

2nd Floor

of

the

Poor.

THE
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Mid-West Notes

Sunday's Issue

Chicago

Laemmle

Atlanta

Coming

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Harry

Berman aul

Carl

Where

are expected here.

Let

Joe Brandt made another »ne of
his weekly trips to Chicago this week.

"Buck"

us

to

Town

you going

are

(Special to

?

—

to stop?

THE

know

so that
can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.

FILM DAILY

Plain, with the White City
for the past ten

Rubin

has joined

&

Finkel-

stein.

5E NETVS

Several theaters have taken off
orchestras
during the past
month, necessitated by a slump in
business which they claim is getting

Geraldine Farrar Quits Opera (Exclusive Pictures).
Invention
revolutionizes

worse instead of

aerial navigation.

James

Incorporations

their

Jake

better.

for the past seven
of Universal poster
has resigned to go into

Block,

Corbett,

Marie
Dressier and Mary Roberts

years

Rinehart in action.
Latest fashions,, direct from

—

department

business for himself.

J.

Paris.

And Other News

manager

White

"The
Events.

—

Albany, N. Y. Merliock Prod.,
York. Capital $25,000. Incorporators A. Merkcl, W. Jf. Block and
H. Willson. Attorney, S. F. Peavey,
Jr., 206 Broadway.

New

.

Horseman,"

which

the censor board rejected some time
ago, has finally received a permit.

—

Dover,

Theaters

in

Southern

Illinois

with-

radio of 20 miles of Beardstown,
111.,
have closed until conditions become normal again. The entire district has been flooded.

Richard Kipling, of the Kipling
Enterprises was here a few days ago.

Durkee Heads Maryland Unit
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
This week is "Foolish Wives" week.
Baltimore Frank A. Durkee has The film is playing at 30 theaters this
been elected president of the Ex- week, to be followed at 30 next week.
hibitors' League of Maryland.
Other
officers are J. Louis
Rome, vice"Reported Missing" was shown
president, and William E. Stumpf, privately at the Aryan Grotto Temple

—

Delegates to the
convention
include
Whitehurst, J. Louis

sergeant-at-arms.

Washington
Charles

E.

Rome, Eugene

B. McCurdy, Frank
Hornig, Louis Schlichter, A. M.
Sleigman, C. Osborne, Thomas D.

last

week.
will move from 220
to 509 S. Wabash Ave.

State

on

May

St.,

1st.

"U" Buys "Wolf Law"
John

With Vault Space

C. Brownell, of Universal,
has purchased "Wolf Law," by Hugh
Pendexter.
It will probably be a

summer

release.

Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

Change

a Vitagraph
goes into Capitol tomorrow
instead of "Sherlock Holmes," which
starts its week's run on May 7th.
release,

Low
W.

43rd

Section.

Apply

rental.

F. E.

607

Garfinkle Recovering
Leroy Garfinkle, of the Sociedad
General Cinematografica, has been

Equipped.

Stages.

Times Square

J
1

hibitors in the showing of better
tures was gone into in its vari
phases by a number of speakers,
through the South there exist ci
mittees working toward better fil
On these are representatives of w(
en's clubs who work together v
the National Board of Review,

Del.
Continental PhotoPittsburgh.
Capital $300,000. rin G. Cocks and W. D. McGuire
Incorporators: Corporation Trust Co. here for the National Board. Cha
C. Pettijohn of the Hays orga;
of Delaware.
tion is also on hand.

Albany,

New

Corp.,

Senator Henry F. Ashurst de
N. Y.—Walter Picture
York.
Capital $35,000. ered an address on "Are Moving
]

tures Moving?" as the official ret
Cover
Kenna and F. Martin. Attorney, I, scntative of Mr. Hays.
"'
Hardwick of Georgia spoke on
Cohen. 1540 Broadway.
State and the Photoplay," while
er addresses were made by Ruth R
Six Paramounts Selected
member of the National Advij
As a result of the vote for popular
Committee of the Board of Rev
reissues,
Loew's New York will
show six Paramount revivals begin- Mrs. Alonzo Richardson, of the C
Federation of Women's CI
ning May 1st.
The first will be eral H.
T. Jones, public relations,
and
"Don't Change Your Husband" on
resentative of Southern Enterpr.
Tuesday; then "On with the Dance,"
Wednesday; "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Inc.
S.

Roseman,

J.

Mc-

i

Thursday;
"Behold
My
"Old Wives for
New," Saturday and "Why Change
Your Wife," Sunday.
Hyde,"

Wife,"

Friday;

George Kleine has moved

York exchange from

N. Y. C.

Being Mailed Immediately

Universal City Busy
(Special to

14

Los

INAUGURATES
''

MOTHER'S WEEK

"MOTHtR ETERNAL"
Nearest

Graphic Exchange

—

Four

Universal

Attractions
are
in
work.
Conway is directing Herbert

Book

From Your

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

Special

"

his

Jack
Rawlinson

in
"Come Through";
Harry B. Harris, Gladys Walton in
"The Trouper"; Hobart Henley,
Marie Prevost in "Her Night of
Nights"; and Harry Pollard, Hoot
Gibson in "Trimmed and Burning."
Tod Browning is making "Under
Two ]""lags"; Stuart Paton is cutting
"The Black Bag" and William
Worthington, "Out of the Silent
North."
Three comedy units and
two serial companies arc at work.

GUNNING,

INC.

1540 Broadway

1

45th

HELL RAISER

Monday.

SUNDAY, MAY

W.

WATCH

confined

Longacre 0298

145

to 729 7th Ave.

to a sanitarium this week
because of an infected throat.
He
expects to be down at his office on

ALLEN
St.,

L. Key.

ter fihns

for the next issue of the

STUDIO FOR RENT
Two

welcome was made by Mayor Ja

at Capitol

"Too Much Business,"

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

Atlanta The Southeastern Be
Fihns Conference opened yesteij
in the auditorium of the Worn
Glut) with Mrs. B. M. Brown, cF
man of the Better Films Commi
of Atlanta presiding.
The speed

Ascher Bros,
S.

Goldberg and Harry Reddish.

OFFICE FOR RENT

Opens

THE FILM DAILY)

plays,

Incorporators:
in a

1

Means of encouraging
without resorting to polil
censorship were discussed. The c
munity plan of co-operation with

Amusement Park
years,

Conference

29,

•

-

brAdstreet

;9^^re(0cnized

7< FILMDOH

Authority

^ff

FORMERLY
^DL.
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Many Laughs and
Owen Moore in
"REPORTED MISSING"

DIRECTOR

Henry Lehrman
Henry Lehrman
Lewis Allen Browne

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Jules Cronjager

WHOLE

AS A

Delightful combination of
humor, new gags and thrilling melodrama.
Should go over big. Filled to the brim with
laughs and suspense
Allows star plenty of room for excelSTORY
lent comedy acting and provides a whirlwind

climax

DIRECTION

Splendid.

Good

selection of types

—

of situations all

Very good. Adds a few laughs
with some clever trick work and one or two
unusual angles

Good
work

of his very best

in this

role

Very good. Includes Pauline Garon,

Tom Wilson and Togo Yamamoto
Suitable
EXTERIORS
O. K.
INTERIORS
Adequate. Some clever titles
DETAIL
Rich and foolish
CHARACTER OF STORY
youth

is

servant.

Shanghaied with his girl and darkey
Returns to fight scheming Chinese

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,900 feet

an excellent all around prohumor with some serious
melodrama and results in an entertainment that will
The story unfolds simply and
delight picturegoers.
runs along in a consistent manner providing untold
opportunities for the star to display his powers of
high comedy and ending in a thrilling and smashing

"Reported Missing"

is

duction that combines real

climax.

Owen Moore

takes advantage of each situation, dra-

matic or comic, and gets the utmost result from it.
This time he presents a character simple and roman-

Get Hold
Box
This looks

like a full house.

of

up considerably at the finish. The photography helps consideral)ly in heightening the comedy
moments and intensif_\'ing the drama. Clever camerawork and some unusual perspectives add to the
s])eeding

pleasures in this oft'ering.

"Reported Missing"
all

is

a thoroughly

classes of audi-

Don't hesitate but get behind this one, because it is full of real good laughs and plenty of surefire stuff that will l)ring the house down with cheers,
ences.

one long scream. He will get a lot of applause at the climax when he whips out his oversized
razor and says that he is going to make yellow confetti out of every oriental.
Togo Yamamoto is the
crafty oriental and does splendid work in the bad man
role.
Robert Cain and Frank AWmderlee are also in
just

is

the support.

Deals with a rich young man who has inHis girl wants him to send
the ships while his crafty advisors desire to sell

Story:

herited a steamship line.

out

all

They manage to kidnap both the
and the young president. The negro servant follows and all three are landed on a ruffian's brig. ''Robert," says the girl to the rich yonng man, "I wish you
would beat up every one of these ruflians." He replies, "I hope you get your wish."
Then the boat is
stranded upon a reef and the captain commences to
dispose of those who eat too much. Fun follows. The
hero signals a passing warship while the Chinaman
captures the girl and rushes to land in a fast motor
boat. The battleship provides an aeroplane and drops
a few bombs in the path of the boat.
The final climax comes in the home of the Chinaman and a most
thrilling fight is carried on by the hirelings of the rich
Chinaman and the U. S. sailors who come to the aid
out to a Chinaman.

girl

of the hero.

Sure

to Satisfy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Will drive away the

satisfying offering and will i)lease

tory leading lady, while ^^)m \\'ilson, as the darkey
valet,

This One.

blues from the box office and give the people their

money's worth.

showing him to the best of ad\anis good and runs along smoothly.

The continuity

tage.

In the cast Pauline Garon makes a very satisfac-

PHOTOGRAPHY

SUPPORT

is

about to do his first day's work as president of a
steamship company.
Besides having been born a
"nut" he has developed into a fool and a "liool)." A
\ariety of very comical happenings force him into a
situation where he must fight
and it is then that he
delivers the goods in a thrilling and whirlwind fashion.
Director Lehrman has placed the star in a variet

and keeps action running

LIGHTINGS
Does some
STAR

1922

Thrills Galore in This One
tic.
He plays the part of a rich young man who

Selznick-Select

AUTHOR

16,

You have the star's name and along with this you
may promise a delightful entertainment. You can talk
about

it

and safely

call

it

one of the most amusing pro-

Mention some of the stunts
funny things that this rich
thrilling
The
climax will keej) them

ductions of the season.

and

tell

}()ung

on

them some

man

edQ-e.

does.

of the

I

News of

feTHE
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Headlines

in

Authority

the
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30

30,
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Statement purporting to come from M. P. T. O. executive committee launches bitter attack on Senator
James J. Walker.

Price 25c.
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re-elected.
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Allied Corp. hints at

all

New

:

:

:

(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Walker's friends aroused over what they term M. P.
T. O.'s attack. Senator and Sydney S. Cohen to
meet at T. O. C. C. for open discussion.

Urban

selling stock to school teachers.

may tie up with three exchanges
May to secure revenue.
Dan W. Fish brings over Lupino Lane comedies made

Minnesota M. P. T. O.
in

in

England.

Wednesday

Features Reviewed

M.

P.'T. O. Convention to be held at

Washington Ho-

because of fire at New Willard. Intense local
terest over Walker-Cohen situation.

tel

Lady Diana Manners

in

THE GLORIOUS ADVENTURE
J.

Page

Stuart Blackton

2

Associated Producers,

Rex Ingram Prod.

Tom Mix

—Metro

Page

3

THE FIGHTING STREAK

in

Fox

Page

5

Ryan

leaves

Hodkinson

Wid

Gunning,

Inc.,

receivership suit
Criterion,
at

New

announces intention of contesting
brought by three trade papers.

York, to have weekly change of pro-

summer

prices.

THE LYING TRUTH

Thursday

Marion Fairfax Pro.-Amer, Releas'g Corp. Page 6
in

ACROSS THE CONTINENT

Paramount

Page

7

THE GRAY DAWN

Benj. B.

Frank Mayo

Hampton Prod.

—Hodkinson

Page

9

to devote time to Capitol

Enterprises, Inc.

gram

Wallace Reid

suing Marshall Neilan for

alleged breach of contract.

Phil

THE PRISONER OF ZENDA

Inc.,

in-

Senator Walker denounces Sydney S. Cohen bitterly
Resolution of "undyat open T. O. C. C. meeting.
ing love" adopted.

Will H. Hays addresses newspaper publishers and says
with aid of press industry can help overcome obstacles.

Friday
in

THE MAN WHO MARRIED

HIS

Universal

OWN WIFE
Page

^

12

Walker-Cohen controversy growing

in bitterness.

statement issued regarding failure of

Cohen

New

to ap-

pear at T. O. C. C. meeting.

Samuelson

— Second

THE NIGHT RIDERS

—

Nat'l

Jenny Hasselquist in
Geo. H. Hamilton, Inc.
Gareth Hughes in

S-L Prod.—Metro

State Rights Page 13

IN SELF

— State

DEFENSE

Rights.

.

Page

17

D.

Page

"Pardoning the bad

is

19

Inc.,

with-

W.

Griffith

may

film Wells' "Outline of

History"

in 72 reels.

Saturday

John E. Barber, banker, discusses the appeal of motion pictures to capital.

R-C's
Short Reels

Wid Gunning,

drawn.

.Page 15

DON'T WRITE LETTERS
^

Receivership motion against

fall

line-up includes three star series and at

least three director series.

injuring the good"—Benjamin Franklin.

THE

ijgg^OAILV

Sunday, April

30, 1922

First Feature Production Entirely in Colors Quite Beautiful at Times.
Lady Diana Manners

in

is

"THE GLORIOUS ADVENTURE"
J.

An improved

Stuart Blackton

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

sufficient to give the film a distinctive place

J.

Stuart Blackton

J.

Stuart Blackton

SCENARIO BY
RE-EDITED AND TITLED BY

Orman

Felix

".

Katherine

and Capt. Harry Caldwell
William Crespinel
CAMERAMAN

in

WHOLE

The

first

feature production in

colors to be released; important because of its

novelty; shows big strides toward successful
colored pictures

STORY

Melodrama with

lavishly produced

and

historical

background,

most part rather

for the

well acted; continuity poor

DIRECTION

Chiefly an artistic accomplishment
with most of the attention given to the beautiful
side of

it

PHOTOGRAPHY

Usually very good; but crowd

scenes are blurred

LIGHTINGS

Difficult to

judge in view of color-

ing

STAR

Suitable for straight role but lacks real

acting ability and is not beautiful according
American standards

to

SUPPORT

Flora Le Breton, the beauty of the
picture with Victor McLaglan, as Bullfinch, giving the best performance. A great many supernumeraries

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS.

Some very
.

.

beautiful shots

.Several elaborate settings but

by harsh coloring and too
extra people moving about
are

spoiled

DETAIL

many
many

Noblewoman marries

condemned man for the purpose of having him
assume her debts. He is freed and demands
that she keep the bargain, but loses out

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
J.
it

Stuart Blackton's production

7,000 feet
is

important

gives to the picture going public the

feature picture done entirely in colors.

It's

This

While the offering
shows great strides towards improvement in colored
photography, it is still somewhat removed from perfection.

The novelty angle
its

of this production

chief selling point.

length

in itself

It is the

way.

would seem

first

full

to

length

They have seen

the Prizma pictures
and you should be able to interest them by telling

them

that this

is

two colors have
with their possible comIn scenes where not more

noticeable that practically only

been used

— red

and green

—

binations and varying hues.

than three or four characters appear the

eflfect is

very

good and the coloring usually quite natural.
But
where there are many characters employed the general
impression is one of confusion. The people are not
outlined and it is difficult to distinguish between
Other scenes suffer from too
players and settings.
much coloring and are not at all natural. Yet again
there are

some

individually picturesque scenes that

are genuinely beautiful.

The producer has used

background for
his story which develops into out and out melodrama
with the famous I^ondon fire playing an important
part in the climax. The plot is rather slight and not
particularly impressive, and suffers from a poor conOne situation which might have served for
tinuity.
a historical

a really fine story is the introduction of the old law,

which permits a woman to marry in order that her
debts may be assumed by her husband.
Lady Diana Manners, an English noblewoman,
makes her film debut in the stellar part. She has a
pleasing manner and a good deal of grace, but she
is

neither beautiful, nor does she display talent in the

Lady

Beatrice.

She

is

decidedly lacking in

emotional ability. There is a large cast and nearly
everyone does fairly good work.
Lady Beatrice grows into womanhood reStory
membering the sweetheart of her childhood, Sir Hugh.
:

She is forced to marry that her great debt may be
assumed by her husband. A man condemned to death
is selected, but when a fire menaces the city, he is
released with other prisoners.

the long lost

Hugh

He

claims his wife, but

returns and there

clusion, the prisoner being hurried off

It

a

is

by

a

happy con-

his real wife.

Good Chance

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

feature to be presented in colors, and you should be
able to make some money with it if you go about it
in the right

It is

Value as a Novelty Should Give
Box

be

in that

first full

process of the Prizma coloring was used
is a highly pleasing and

frequently very beautiful picture.

role of

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

the

the film, and the result

Hilliker

AS A

ii|>

year's releases, and of course, establishes a precedent.

a feature production entirely in colors.

A

trailer

would be

good means of accumulatthe .showing by using it well in
a very

ing an interest in
advance of the playing date. Make it. plain that "The
Glorious Adventure" is an actual story, and it might
be well to pound on the fact so that they will not

he misled.

Catchlines .should take care of this.
Stuart Blackton's name can be used prominently.

J.

THE

s^a

DAILV
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Ingram Has Produced Another Real Picture
"THE PRISONER OF ZENDA"
Rex Ingram Prod.

D>?ECTOR
I

All

box

— Metro

^ENARIO BY

Rose stage version

§J|MERAMAN
a'M|
As A WHOLE

John F. Seitz

Not only

a splendid production

with a good supporting cast but a "box office"
as well. Should be one of the real big pictures
^^
for the coming season
Romantic and dramatic incidents foUow^AVJrffTORY
*"& ^'^ impersonation of the ruler of a kingdom
nja
by an Englishman. Charming love interest
DIRECTION
Ingram still maintains his position
as one of America's leading directors
Superb

^^

^^OTOGRAPHY
GHTINGS
A YERS

Excellent

Lewis Stone in dual role of weak,
enfeebled king and stalwart and brave Englishman. Alice Terry as beautiful as ever as the
Princess, and carefully selected support all the
way through
^'EXTERIORS
Few but good
^ INTERIORS
Lavish. Coronation set costly and

DETAIL
L^
slips

A

Satisfying.

,

picture which Metro will release

fire

coming season.

Particularly lavish

is

the coronation scene where huge

masses of people throng the cathedral. This is one
of the finest sets ever built and peopled in this country.
It is exceptionally worth while.
Ingram has carefully
held to the text of the story and play, even to the
extent of refusing to place the usual clinch at the

and having the lovers separate.
The comedy
sequences in the castle of Zenda are perhaps overdone.
The story moves along so splendidly without tUem
that they annoy rather than amuse.
Alice Terry, as beautiful as ever, is photographed to
advantage and there are a number of splendid close-

finish,

work as the Princess
Flavia. Lewis Stone, aided by some clever double exposure work, demonstrates his ability both as the weak

As

ups.

usual, she does excellent

drunken king and the stalwart unflinching Englishman
who takes his place and thwarts the Black Duke, exA new face
cellently portrayed by Stuart Holmes.
Samanegnon,
as
comes to the screen in Raymond
Rupert of Hentzau. He is a devilish villain, but on
the whole very charming. The rest of the cast is exceedingly lengthy, but

all

satisfactory.

An Englishman

:

in

search

adventure

of

reaches an imaginative kingdom in Europe and takes
the place of a weak drunken king at his coronation and

Particularly appeal-

saves the kingdom from falling into the hands of Black
Duke Michael. He falls in love with the Princess

ing to the lovers of romance and adventure

h|.ENGTH OF PRODUCTION

10,467 feet

enough romance, drama, adventure and
i6ve interest in "The Prisoner of Zenda" for several
COi
ig features, but Rex Ingram kept them carefully
acL
nitted together and as a result has welded a splendid
There

One

few unimportant minor

CHARACTER OF STORY
,{

tion,

Story

magnificent

sure

This

Ingram, certain in his direchas spent considerable money on this production.

for the

Rex Ingram
Anthony Hope
Mary O'Hara from the Edward

THOR

office,

in

is

who

betrothed to the king. There are innumerable dramatic adventures which end in the
Black Duke's being defeated at every turn, only to
have the Princess renounce her love for the EnglishFlavia

man

is

marry the weak king because
her country and her people.
to

of her love for

as

Sure Fire Box Ofl&ce and Will Certainly Please

fl^K

Box

The

older folk in your

member "The

community

Prisoner of Zenda."

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Fifteen to twenty

ago it was one of the most popular novels of the
and
exceedingly successful as a stage play in which
-^„^y
j^Ji^mes K. Hackett, the matinee idol, made a tremendous success. Later Hackett made this as a picj^ears

ture for
^'°"

Famous

You have much

are sure to re-

Players.

But the production values which Ingram has added,
dothe splendid cast and the manner in which he tells the
caStory are sure to attract unusual attention and to place
lis one among the leading productions for the forth>ming season.

to talk about; the production values,

cast—you must not forget Alice Terry
and remind them of her splendid work in "The Four
Horsemen"— Lewis Stone, who has many admirers
and you have also a charming love story which the
the splendid

younger people are sure to enthuse over.
you have the name of Rex Ingram and
to

say

is

"Ingram

—the

all

man who made

Horsemen' "—If that doesn't get them
to

In addition

you need

'The Four

in it's

be mighty hard to suggest anything that

will.

going

'^/^

PICTURES

INC.

/(V^

presents

^^I^HHHHl

in

Wxh.

H U S B AN D
Prom Anna Katherine Green^^
Great Society Drama Vhe Vflayoi^^e'
Directed by KENNETH

WEBB

It

is

always

America

advisable

for producers

in

clean-minded*°°

and exhibitors tq^n

hold the confidence of the public an(thiil
^'^
especially of the parents of the country.
Betty Blythe's first great Pyramid star pro»{or
duction is not a sex play or a problem playmia
so we have cancelled its first-announced title,
"Should Husbands Know"? and are now
'^
pleased to announce its permanent and
challenging title chosen by 500 of the big-^i)r
gest exhibitors of the country,

aw,

a

s

^

t
',

in

Backed by her enormous id
dlesuccess and popularity in "Queen
of Sheba," Betty Blythe

gh.

now has

Husband" the biggest ^^
and
emotional
dramatic
role of her
Our Home Office can book Miss.'
career.
in "His Wife's

Blythe with

her excellent act for per*
sonal appearances in a limited number
of first run cities east of Kansas City.

Wire us

for

and open

price of this act

dates.
fib

merican

RELEASING
WALTER

E.

GREENE,

'P,tnJry,i

CORPORATION
F

b Vi'AftRFN

IVf

•?.£,.^f,„

UJin

rhe

—a

Sunday, April

Mix

30,

—;5Eg^

DAILV

1922

To

Hesitates

At

Fight

First

But There

Tom Mix in
"THE FIGHTING STREAK"

DIRECTOR

variety in

Arthur Rosson
George Owen Baxter
Arthur Rosson

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

^

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Dan
Just

what the

title

says

Clark

it is

—

with not much plot otherwise
STORY
Won't matter that there isn't more situations as far as western fans and star's admirers
are concerned
DIRECTION
Manages to hold interest pretty
well despite anti-climactic development of story
series of fights

PHOTOGRAPHY

. .

.

Good

.^

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Natural
Gives his usual performance
SUPPORT
Patsy Ruth Miller, a new leading lady
suitable
is
and usual types satisfactory ; includes
Sidney Jordan, Bert Sprotte and Robert Fleming

EXTERIORS

Some good

^

INTERIORS
DETAIL

shots

Not many

^

Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
self-defense

and

is

Man kills another in

hounded by

latter's

brother

seeking revenge

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
With

the

Tom Mix

pictures

.

it is

4,888 feet

.

pretty

much

a case

and regardless of
the story they are almost certain to be satisfied with
his offerings if they are satisfied with him. Of course
of "like the star, like his pictures,"

Best

What This

Box

You can

it

If

you know they

like

Mix and

how

big

it

goes over.

his pictures of course

will

catchlines,

name

of

saying:

Tom

"'The Fighting Streak'

Mix's latest picture.

it

offer as

One
much

opportunities.

off to a fairly exciting

runaway horse and saves the

This naturally "puts him in right," inasmuch as the girl's cowardly fiance had jumped to
safety and left the girl in the carriage.
The remainder of the picture is made up of a series
of encounters and escapes between Tom and the
life.

sheriff.

Later, after

Tom

kills

the sheriff in self-

up the fight. There is one
good twist, that in which the enemies draw their g^ns
and fire. Tom only "wings" his opponent and then
cares for his wound. He steps out of the room and
upon reentering, the man he has befriended, has recovered and greets him with the point of the gun.
This is a good surprise touch. The development is
defense, his brother takes

managed
The
to hold the interest pretty well nevertheless.
photography is good and some more fine western
somewhat

anti-climactic but the director has

locations are to be found in the picture.

Story: Andrew Lanning (Mix) saves the life of
Ann Withero, who is engaged to Charles Merchant.
That night Andy is insulted by Dozier, the sheriff, and

Andy

him and believing he has killed
him, decides to leave town. He says good bye to Ann
and tells her he loves her. Merchant is suspicious of
the romance between his fiancee and Andy so offers
hits

he kills Andy for resisting arrest.
But Andy is too quick for Dozier and shoots first.
Then Dozier's brother takes up the fight but eventually
Dozier
it is learned that Merchant framed the affair.
gives up the fight and Ann renounces Merchant for

Dozier a reward

if

Andy.

Star's Pictures

Do For You

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

make an extra fuss about the showing and
do your best to draw a good house. Use the title with
you

stops a

heroine's

them with Tom Mix's latest offering
depends upon the number of admirers

he has in your neighborhood, just

Tom

start.

And

it is

is

the

just that

with many surprising and exciting
turns. See it at the blank theater."
If you could secure a short trailer from your exchange, showing some of the star's stunts, it ought to

one long

satisfy

and of course

In This

nor does

one rescue getting the picture

sometimes it happens that a particularly good story
comes along and naturally tends to increase the fans*
admiration for the star. "The Fighting Streak" isn't
as good as the last one, "Up and Going," because it

You Know

It

The romance in this one is rather slight, but there
are the usual number of fights and daring escapes with

a bully.

.'
.

Plenty of

many situations
the way of stunt

hasn't as

Fox

Is

•

fight,

serve easily to bring a good many back to see the picture. This is an apparently effective means of getting
them interested, and especially with western pictures

where they
they

may

like to

expect.

have an idea of some of the thrills
It should work well with this one.

THE

A New

Twist

in

-.ggg^DAILV

—American Releasing Corp.

Marion Fairfax Prod.

AUTHOR

Marion Fairfax
Marion Fairfax
Marion Fairfax
Not credited

,..

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

Appears to be a sincere attempt
in every way but it is rather loosely constructed
and toward the end cheerless
Original enough but not the best sort of
STORY
material for entertainment

DIRECTION
detail

some instances of very good
and a capable cast; murder mystery seFair

;

quence inclined to be slightly distasteful
Average
PHOTOGRAPHY
Frequently poor on interiors
LIGHTINGS
Well known players do good work
PLAYERS
but are handicapped by unattractive roles; cast
includes Noah Beery, Marjorie Daw, TuUy Marshall and Pat O'Malley

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Adequate

^

Varies
"frames" fake
murder to sell his newspaper through sensational story but he is held for actual murder of
his half brother

Man

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Circumstantial evidence

is

the

5,338 feet

meaning

of the title

worked out in the development of the plot in "The
Lying Truth." The picture offers a fair entertainment
despite a rather original story in which the writer aims
to provide something new in the way of a murder
mystery, and while it succeeds so far as being diflferent
is concerned, "The Lying Truth" does not offer a very
as

pleasant entertainment, or anything in the way of a
dispeller of gloom.
For the most part its situations
are heavy and detail, though frequently very good and
eflfective, is

In the case of the printing office, there is some fine
detail and the methods of acquainting the spectator
with facts through the shots of the papers as they come

very good bit. But later in planting
murder evidence, the construction is frequently
faulty and incidents are unconvincing.
Nevertheless

oif the press, is a

the

occasionally too vividly applied.

be agreeably accepted if folks
are not over critical. The director has concentrated
upon the surprise angle thereby sacrificing plausibility
to the cause.

Following the discovery of what appears to be an
actual murder, the climax is quickly arrived at, and
while they delay bringing the murdered boy's mother
to the rescue of her adopted son as promptly as they
might, not a great deal of footage is wasted once the
ending is in sight.
A first rate cast and many well known players are
found in the picture. Noah Beery is the villain, of
course, though his treachery is more or less confined
to words in this case. TuUy Marshall has a less important role than he deserves and Marjorie Daw is
necessary to the slight romance the story contains.
Pat O'Malley has the most prominent role and handles

You have
title

—

theater."

interesting personal note

the

is

prominent publicity man appears in the
minor part, making his film debut as a St.
Louis newspaper reporter. He is even accorded a
couple of close-ups and a comic sub-title.
Story: Bill O'Hara, adopted son of Sam Clairborne,
fact that a

cast in a

own

inherits the latter's fortune while Clairborne's

Sam,

cut off because of his bad habits.

is

De Muidde,

love with Sue
political boss.

newspaper

in

of property to

In an attempt to

make business

pay, Bill fakes a murder case hoping to
the sensational story.

for

found dead.
ing

when

of

Bill is in

daughter of the town's

Among Bill's inheritance is the town
which he exposes DeMuidde's renting
dope smugglers. De Muidde arranges to

Bill's paper.

boycott

son,

Bill is

a note

is

sell his

happens that

It

sheets

Sam

is

accused and threatened with lynch-

found which declares

Holding

Them

Sam

a suicide.

Until the

End

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a fine cast to exploit in connection with

and by mentioning such names as Noah
Beery, Marjorie Daw, Tully Marshall and Pat O'Malley
it should not be difficult to bring' them in to see the
picture. Catchlines might also prove attractive. Say
"What is 'The Lying Truth.' It is circumstantial
evidence that which has sent many an innocent man
to the electric chair. See an instance of it at the blank
this

An

adequately.

it

Not an Unusual Production But Capable
Box

may

the surprise twist

,.

CHARACTER OF STORY

30, 1922

This Latest Murder Mystery Story.

"THE LYING TRUTH"

DIRECTOR

Sunday, April

It

would seem that playing up the

cast

and the

title

with catchlines are the best bet to exploit this production and

if

you can get them

fairly well satisfied.

selves,

They may

in

they will likely be

find fault

among them-

but you are not likely to get the kicks and

judging from the theater
will hold

them

in

to the last.

which

it

was reviewed,

it

THE
Sunday, April

30,

c&Hk

DAILV
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Star Gets Back

To Automobile

Wallace Reid in

Story in Latest Production.

famous chariot being sufficiently camouflaged to prevent any lawsuits and renamed the Dent. But all the

"ACROSS THE CONTINENT"
Paramount

aliases usually applied to the

Ford are used

in the

DIRECTOR

Philip E.

AUTHOR

Byron Morgan
Byron Morgan
E. Schoenbaum

though the plot consists of a series of schemes whereby
the manufacturer of a larger car tries to prevent the
Dent from outdoing his record, the director has suc-

Star goes back to automobile

ceeded in holding the interest splendidly all the way
through and early in the picture there is a first rate
thrill when one of the Dent cars goes through an open

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

C.

Rosen

story in latest; good excitement and fine sus-

pense

STORY

Has

its

improbabilities but they don't

matter since the entertainment values are there
Puts over some sure-fire thrills
and works up to climax with great suspense

DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
Pleasing;
STAR

All right

uses too

much

"pretty" make-

up, noticeable in close-ups

SUPPORT

with Theodore Roberts principal

in

lead

support

Good

Pew
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Son

of "flivver"

manufacturer refuses to ride in father's car but
eventually wins transcontinental race in one

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,502 feet

Byron Morgan's story brings Wallace Reid back
automobile atmosphere and incidentally, "Across
the Continent" is one of the most exciting racing pictures in which he has appeared. The plot is more or
less repetition and fairly slight in substance, but good
direction and plenty of good incident shape it into a
to

class entertainment with a great suspense

some genuine

The big suspense comes in the race in which Dent's
moment, decides to drive one of his

son, at the last
father's cars in

The

record.

an

effort to capture the transcontinental

different stages of the race are graphically

presented and the shots of the cars tearing through the
ofifer live bits that help work up to the climax

desert

which Dent wins the

race.

Some

are to be found, but they don't matter

improbabilities

much

since the

entertainment is there. The idea of the heroine impersonating the mechanician in the last lap of the race

without the driver knowing it until they arrive at the
winning stake, is one of these bits.
Theodore Roberts does |ine work and gets his usual

number

of laughs.

Mary MacLaren

plays opposite the

and minor parts are capably handled by pretty
Betty Francisco, as the daughter of the enemy producer, Walter Long as the father and Guy Oliver as
the mechanician.
Story
John Dent issues orders that everyone employed by him must ride in a Dent car. This includes
his son Jimmy, who prefers a bigger car. Jimmy restar,

:

fuses to obey the order, but

comes back

to his father

after he learns of the treachery of Tyler, a competitor,

who

thrills.

The popular and

constantly joked about "flivver"

the outstanding feature of the plot,

is

and

Al-

bridge.

in

Mary MacLaren has feminine

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

first

sub-titles but, of course, in reference to the Dent.

Henry Ford's

seeks to prevent the Dent car from beating the
transcontinental record. How Jimmy eventually wins

the big race takes up the remainder of the story.

Light But Pleasing Picture That Should Satisfy.
Box

With

the Wallace Reid pictures

upon whether or not your
do,

it

make much

doesn't

it

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

depends largely

folks like the star.

difference

If

they

what the story

is.

In fact the vehicles selected for him are becoming

more

or less stereotyped, but for light, agreeable enter-

tainment they

fill

the

bill

adequately.

"Across the Continent" deals altogether with the
"tin Lizzie" and contains some good action in the racing sequence, a thrill or two and a romance that doesn't
fill any very important part in the story but is present
Laughs are scattered throughout, and
nevertheless.
of course Theodore Roberts caii always be counted on
to furnish

some amusement.

NOTORIETY
{Now

is

in the

mal^mg)

the First of a Series
of Four

William Nigh
Productions
M
Remember
You'll

the Title

Hear More About

It

THE
Sunday, April

S&*^

DAILV

30, 1922

Good Acting And Well Sustained
"THE GRAY DAWN"
Benj. B.

Hampton

DIRECTOR

Prod.

Benj. B.

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMEN
AS A

how strenuous the means employed.
But "The Gray Dawn" succeeds in becoming fairly

enemies no matter

—Hodkinson

Hampton and associates
Stewart Edward White
Hampton and associates

Gus Peterson and Friend Baker

WHOLE

A first rate

holds the attention

all

"period" picture that

way and

the

offers satis-

factory entertainment

STORY

Plenty of villainy with the vigilantes
playing an important part in the climax

DIRECTION

Good;

fine attention to detail

and

atmosphere always

injects realistic

All right

LIGHTINGS

Average
Robert

McKim returns to villain role

which he handles splendidly good acting
;

way through by

the

Suitable

Adequate

^

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

schemattorney and his

Political boss'

ing and plotting against district
final

all

capable players

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
capture and punishment

"The Gray Dawn"
kind and is one of Hampton's

5,600 feet

entertainment of

best recent releases.

its

It

atmosphere always and

is a period play with a realistic
bears evidence throughout of excellent attention to
detail. Apparently no eflfort or expense was spared to

Both in exteriors
the costuming of the players,

depict the period of 1856. accurately.

and interiors as well as in
the atmosphere is splendidly carried out. The prison
scenes and the vigilantes sequences especially are
quite realistic.

The story, suggested by the novel of Stewart
Edward White, is not particularly unusual in its main
situation

—that

Edwards plays a sort of "missing link" role. He always "happens" around at the opportune moment, in
time to get evidence,

This, however, does not seriously

inasmuch as there

of a political boss' efifort to beat his

is

so

many

other

prevent them from "picking" on this.
The photography is very good.
Robert McKim makes a first rate villain and offers
his usual fine performance.
He is so convincing that
the spectator may find fault with the way he neglects
to cover the tracks of his scheming in the conclusion,
but of course he necessarily had to be punished for his
wickedness throughout the earlier reels. Claire Adams
does well as the heroine, while Carl Gantvoort is an
adequate hero. Others in the cast are George Hacka-

good

bits to

thorne, Stanton Heck,

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
ofifers a fine

good direction and good acting.
In the first place, Hampton and his associates have
managed to hold the attention all the way through by
never permitting the ending to become obvious. You
may guess at the outcome, but there is no direct hinting as to what it might be. There are a few more or
less pointed instances of "planting" in which Snitz
distinctive through

affect the interest,

PHOTOGRAPHY
PLAYERS

Interest in Story of the Vigilantes

Omar Whitehead,

Claire

Mc-

Dowell and Maude Wayne.
Story:

Milton

Keith,

district

attorney

in

San

Francisco in the period of 1856, tries to do his duty
in prosecuting Charles Cora for the murder of a U. S.

But the power of Ben Sansome, political
leader, is too strong and Cora is acquitted. A Vigilante committee is organized, but before it can act
another murder is committed and the guilt thrown on
Calhoun Bennet, cousin of Nan Bennett, Keith's
fiancee.
Kraft, an underworld character, devoted to
Keith and Nan through their having saved him from
death at the hands of Sansome's henchmen, secures
evidence which convicts Sansome and his henchmen,
and clears Calhoun's name. Nan and Keith marry.
Marshal.

\

Thev Should Like This One Pretty Well
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is a first rate picture for the average crowd
The fact
and you should be able to satisfy them.
play
drawback,
period
shouldn't
be
any
beis
a
that it
cause there is a good story and good acting to back you
up, and the atmosphere is attractive and they will be
interested in following the villainy of

end.

You can be

the way.

sure

it

McKim

to the

will hold their attention all

If

the

you think well
story

Vigilantes.

of

it

you might

let

them know that

with the period of 1856 and the
Probably you could arouse some interest

deals

in this fact, or if you think it better to use catchlines
which give an idea of the plot rather than the atmosphere, you can go at it from that angle. Many of the
players are known to your patrons and their names can
be used, especially McKim's.

-

EXHIBITORS-

We congratulate you and

ijour orqanization,

the M.P. T.O.Am for ijour splendid fiqht to secure

greater co-operation from producers and
distributors in putting over THEIR pictures.
The independent distributors that are giving you
this

Co-operation jn addition to bringing forth big box-

office attractions

with

titles offering unlimited

exploitation possibilities, should

receive gour support

We do

not believe in making false promises.
The co-operation alreadij extended to
thousands of theatre owners on "WHY GIRLS
LEAVE HOME and "SCHOOL DAYS is motion picture histori}.

The same co-operation will be given to
those who book our latest attraction

—

Ill

FRIEND
YOUR BEST
featuring
VERA
GORDON
A UARRY
MSB

DIRECTED BY
WILL NIOH

RAPF

PRODUCTION

WARNER BROTHERS.
I600

BROADWAY,

N.Y.
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FlElf
(24- 5H££r nkS^R. THAT Will

iO your Wife-.

COMMAm

PUBLIC ATTSt^TION)

(" f

iKis unusual teaser

U

angle

YOUR

is

tut one of the

YOUR
BEST

manij Kelpful exploitation
ideas contained in

our

broadside press sheet
II

FRIEND
2-COL TEASER ADS.

w'

suggesting to exhibitors

how

to

sell

y

FRIEND

this feature

to the pubhc.
Everij conceivable idea

Is your Dog

Is

on exploitation together

a

with illustrations of an un-

YOUR

usual

a Sweetheart

VoUR

amount of advertising

and accessories,
has been incorporated in
novelties

•ft'

FRIEND

our press sheet.
•ft

Write us and

we

FRIEND

will

send you one of
our campaign sheets.
gladlij

^^^^^^^v't\vm^^^^^m'!M^m^

JUDGE BROWN!
Look out for

YOUR BEST
FRIEND!

MAYOR SMITH!
Do You Trust

YOUR BEST
FRIEND?

Mrs. John

\vmmmw!m'j!BSi|

Doe!

Mi"S.Harru Jones!

WATCH

Be CaretuI or

'YOUR

BEST

Your Best
Friend"

,

FRIEND!
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ONE COU TEASER AD9^
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Would Have Been a Knock-out
Frank Mayo

HIS

OWN

WIFE"

Universal

DIRECTOR

Stuart Paton

AUTHORS

John Fleming Wilson and Mary

Ashe Miller

SCENARIO BY

George Hively
Arthur Reeves

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Starts out with fast

cidents in first reel, slumps a

trifle

moving

in-

and ends

in

mystery sequence
.Rather unusual and offers fine episode of
the sea; mystery episode needs to be more

STORY.

.

.

DIRECTION

First rate; storm and wreck in
opening shots excellent and doesn't waste any
footage on unessentials

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

^.

LIGHTINGS
.

is

.

All right

.Does good work but make-up

in false

nose

too artificial looking

SUPPORT

Sylvia Breamer adequate as leading

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

others

Not many
Suffice

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Man, believing wife
does not love him because of disfigurement disappears, but operation remedies trouble and he
returns to his wife

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,313 feet

This latest picture of Universal's, starring Frank
Mayo, starts out like a house afire with a swift moving
story that keeps up the pace for the full first reel,
then it stbps a bit short and slumps slightly while

some

A

endeavor

titles

to

create

atmosphere of

an

They succeed well enough

Good

Title

For You

to

in

gathering a

promising an original story and something quite

out of the ordinary from the usual run of photoplay

The

shortened to
still

over.

title is

scenes in the opening reel are splendid
and usually thoroughly realistic even though minia-

a bit clumsy and might easily be

"He Married His Wife,"

The

tures are used.

rain effect

is

especially fine.

At

no time does Director Paton waste footage, and he
may have been just a bit too conservative in the ending.

It

seems somewhat abrupt.

Mayo a first rate role and he handles
His make-up in a false nose and beard i^
somewhat exaggerated, and in the first close-ups too
obviously artificial. If the plastic operations, which
are now possible, are as successful as you are asked
The

story gives

capably.

to believe they are

when

"made
Wife" is a

the star has his face

"The Man Who Married His Own
good advertisement for it. The supporting cast is fair.
Sylvia Breamer cannot emote very well and Francis
over,"

MacDonald

is

a poor villain.

John Morton,

a ship-master, saves a beauduring a ship-wreck and later marries her.
He becomes a wealthy shipping merchant but loses
his wife's love. He thinks it is because of his facial
Swapping
disfigurement caused by the ship-wreck.
identity with a suicide, he disappears, goes East, and
has his face re-made by plastic surgery. He returns
West, unrecognized, and wins the love of his wife all

Story

tiful

:

woman

over again.

Promises Can Be

Made

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You should be able to satisfy patrons with this latest
Universal release starring Frank Mayo. You are safe

stories.

of a big ship line.

Work Wit h and Some

Box

in

mystery about the hero's name.
Otherwise the direction is first rate and the story
moves along at a good pace toward a satisfactory conclusion. There is one pretty big gap that is bridged
by a title and while the continuity is not interfered
with, you would like to know just a little more about
events occurring in between. The hero and heroine
are brought together through a shipwreck. You see
them floating on a raft, and following the connecting
title they pick up the story with the hero married to
the girl whose life he saved, wealthy and the owner

it

woman; Francis MacDonald unsuited;
Howard Crampton and Joseph Girard

mystery.

Stuck to the Starting Pace

it

The storm

specific

STAR.

30, 1922

suspense, but the denouement does not clear up the

in

WHO MARRIED

"THE MAN

if

Sunday, April

for instance,

convey the idea that they evidently wish

and

to get

Talk about the ship-wreck and catchlines might also
Say: "She married the man who
attract attention.
saved her life, but see how his disfigured face marred
their happiness." Or,, "What would you do with your
Would you
life if you could start all over again?
marry the same woman? Or Would you say 'Never
"
Again.' See 'The Man Who Married His Own Wife.'
It might be well to mention that the story appeared
in the Cosmopolitan magazine.

THE
Sunday, April

^Mm

DAILV
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Klan Riders Form Theme For Average Western Production.
"THE NIGHT RIDERS"

the

Samuelson— Second National— State

Rights
Alexander B. Butler
Ridgewell Cullum
Alexander B. Butler

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Not credited

WHOLE

Average

state rights western.

Could

More mystery than action or romance.
be improved by cutting

Combines masked Klan riders with
tenderfoot from East themes. Continuity ram-

bling

Allows a good

Average.

deal of

overacting and forestalls climaxes
Fair

LIGHTINGS

Poor

PLAYERS

Present conventional types.

Include

Ray and Maude Dunham

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fair

Given

Titles poor

attention.

little

Blind

man can

see

at night and leads masked riders to villainy.
Tenderfoot from college fights foreman and wins
love of blind man's daughter

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,780 feet

"The Night Riders" is only an average picture built
upon well tried lines, and presenting a mystery theme

A

few shots
the famous Royal Canadian Mounted

with the usual Western.

introduce some of

Police, but as these play very little part in the story

and only enter

hero round up the masked
can hardly be classed as a Canadian

to help the

riders, the offering

North- Western.
The mystery is based upon a very possible scientific
fact. The old father is totally blind in the day time but
can see in half-light. At night time he is leader of

May

Satisfy
Box

if

of these events have little or no bearing on

the story and only help to diffuse the plot.

:

"Who

is

your people are at

all

A

good

used in order to plant the climax
which proves quite a mild affair when it finally does
is

The photography

very uneven.

is

Some

splendid

shots are at times recorded, but a good deal of the

work

only average photography.

is

Ray

plays the part of the college boy

who

takes up ranching and fights for the daughter of the

Maud Dunham makes

old blind man.

a fair heroine

Russell Gordon,
but has been allowed to overact.
Andre Beaulieu and Jose de la Cruz make very satisfactory bad men.

A

masked

have been terrorizing the district. The old blind man, who is owner
of the big ranch, offers a reward for the capture of
A young college man arrives from the
the leader.
East and takes a job on the old man's ranch. The
foreman resents the attention paid by the young man
to the girl and proceeds to make it hot for him. The
young man gains the aid of the Royal Mounted, and
after many incidents they give chase and capture the
masked riders. The leader is discovered to be the
old blind man, who is able to see in half-light, but is
Story

:

band

of

riders

day time. The hero is wounded
nursed back to life by the girl whose

totally blind in the
in the fight

but

is

love he wins.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

the leader of the Night

Riders?" This will give you your catch
ask them: "Can a blind man see?"
If

Many

They Like Regulation Westerns.

"The Night Riders" makes an average picture that
will please the Western fans. The situations are few
but typical and are just what Western fans expect.
Added to this you have a little mystery plot which
asks the question

rest of the

is

Albert
Suitable

CHARACTER OF STORY

The

very ordinary. You have the bad foreman
who is planning to marry the girl and is in league with
the bad father.
They also have the usual rough
crew, and a young college boy hero who takes a job
on the ranch and defends the girl with his life.
The director has managed to fill the offering with
story

arrive.

PHOTOGRAPHY

in connection

picion being cast in his direction.

deal of footage

DIRECTION

his blindness to prevent sus^

incidents which keep shifting from place to place.

STORY

Albert

masked band and uses

line.

Also

particular and require some-

thing in the way of a story or a star, then this is not
the production that is going to send them home satisfied.

you decide to play this do not make a lot of noise,
and lay off any special advertising, for by doing so
you will certainly lead them to expect more than you
If

will

be able to deliver.

others on the

bill

and

it

it along with the
probably get by.

Just run

will

CURRENT RELEASES
Footage

RcIcMe Date

Reviewed

Release Date

Footac*

7,000
5.000
5,000
Daring Danger (Cliff
Jan of the Big Snows (J. OHver Curwood) .... 5,000
Buster
(Tuttle
Waller)
6,000
The Cradle
5,000
Bluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
6,000
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
1,000
Sisters (International Film)
5,000
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.)
Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictures) .7,000
6,000
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
5.000
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
7,000
The Pillagers (Louis W. Chaudet)
6,000
Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)

'

Bennett)
Smith)

Alaska

of

Star Dust (Hope Hampton)
The Song of Life
Her Social Value (Katherine MacDonald)

2-26-22

Cardigan
Belle

(Chester

My

.

The Song
The Cave

Prod.)
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge)
Smilin' Through (Norma Talmadge)

Question of Honor (Anita Stewart)
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess)
Gas, Oil and Water (Chas. Ray)

The
The
The
The
Pay
The

INC.
Nov.

7
14

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.
the

Anne

11

Smoky

Little-

of

Reckless Chances (J. P.

S

Travelin'

S

Forever

S,000
4,800

McGowan)

5

12
12
12
12
19
19
19

26
26

Apr.

2
2
9
9
9

16
16
23
23

S.

Hart)

23

30

6,267
7,236
5,647
5,030
5.275
.5,101
4,491
8,681
5.061

The
The
The
Her
Bobbed Hair (Wanda Hawley-Realart)
Fool's Paradise (Cecil B. DeMiUe)
The Mistress of the World (Chap. 3)
The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter-Realart)
Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopolitan)
The Mistress of the World (Chap. 4)
3,825
The Loves of Pharaoh (Hamilton Thea. Corp.) 7.476
The Green Temptation (Betty Compson)
6,165
Through a Closed Window (May McAvoy)
4,490
Mind the Woman (Alma Rubens)
5,144
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
4,698
The Sleep Walker (Constance Binney)
4,530
Bought and iaid For (Wm. DeMille)
5,601
The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri)
4,712
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton)
4,942
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley)
5,243
.

.

Spanish Jade (John Robertson Spec.)
Is Matrimony a Failure (Cruze Spec.)
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan Prod.)

30

May

On (Wm.

(Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
Mistress of the World (Chap. 1)
World's Champion (Wallace Reid)
Mistress of the World (Chap. 2) ._
Husband's Trademark (Gloria Swanson)

,

,,

„

J^

Jio'o^
lZZ-i£

-^

5,612
7,600

3-19-22
10-23-21
3-19-22

3-5-22
2-26-22
3-26-22
12-11-21

7

14
14
21
21

28

William Farnum
A Stage Romance
Dustln Farnum
Iron to Gold
Shirley

Mason

Miss Smiles

The Last

WiUiam

Trump

f-f?-22

White

Hands

Bosworth)

Without Fear

John Gilbert
Gleam

O'

My Nerve
Johnny Walker

—

Edna Murphy

Dawn

Love

Arabian
Charies Jones
Pardon

Extra

1

Extra

I

.

,,

„

1 li'ol
'*-^°-^^

You Must

Cristo

»- 4-31

1-J2
1-29-22
1-

4-9-22
6-12-21
1-22-22
3-26-22
.
.

.

•

5,228
5,228
5.566
5,003

3-

S-22
3-19-22
4-16-22

1-

8-]3

INC.
6,141
7,698
5,654

11-20-21

12-4-21

*

HODKINSON CORP.

Irvin V. Willat Prod.
Fifty Candles

5,600

Winipeg Productions
Cameron of the Royal Mounted
Renco Film Co.
At the Sign of the Jack O'Lantern

No

Trespassing
Ballin Prod.

Hugo

(Irene

Castle)

Other Women's Clothes

4,350
4,888

Myron

Sterns Prod.

Myron

Free Air
M. Sterns Prod.
Free Air

METRO PICTURES

3-1922

6,400

9 17

4,513

3-12-22

4,884
5,000

1-22-22
3-12-22

4,435

1-15-22

4,049

,
*'

1-

8-32

6,000

1-15-33

5,193

1-33-33

6,900

4-23-22

4,580

5-22
''•l«22

4,350
4,406

2-12-22
4-23-22

->-)

Mar.
Apr.

6
3

17

....

,

„

^ '^

Glass Houses
Kisses (Alice

(Viola

5,400

3-19-22

6,000

4- 2-22

6,000

4- 2-22

6,000
4,300

2-19-22

CORP.

Dana)

Lake)
The Face Between (Bert Lytell)
Seeing's Believing (Viola Dana)
Hate (Alice Lake)
Don't Write Letters (Gareth Hughes)

Rex Ingram Productions
27 Turn to the Right
The Prisoner of Zenda
S-L Productions
16
Little Eva Ascends (Gareth Hughes)
Jan.
Mar. 20 I Can Explain (Gareth Hughes)

7,600

1-29-33

5,500
6,000

11-20-31
2-19-22

Tiffany Productions
Peacock Alley (Mae Murray)
23
Jan.
Fascination (Mae Murray)

8,000
7,850

11-13-31
4-23-22

Feb.

3-

4,178
4,440

4-16-11

4,093

„
i-^^-"
- -,

4,160

2-19-23

4,995

3-19-22

10,000

, ,. ._
^^^^*

Special

Monte

(Hobrt

W. W.

4-lill

Eileen Percy

Elope If

11-20-21
11-20-21
13 -4-31

4-23-22

•

The Fire Bride
The Bootleggers

tin'o?
3-19-22

Pearl White

The Broadway Peacock

6,784

1 J.400

WID GUNNING,

:

Trail

Burn

9-22

Holtre Prod.

Strength of the Pines
to

4-

W. GRIFFITH

(Lois Weber)

Russell

Money

4-2-22

4,680

Storm

of the

What Do Men Want
Our Mutual Friend

Maurice Flynn
Smiles Are

3-19-22
3-26-22
3-26-22
4-16-22

4-9-22

<,000
5,620
5,509
4,609
5,630
4,470
5,693
5,392

xhe Grim Comedian
A Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
The Night Rose
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
The Man From Lost River
The Glorious Fool
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Against the Wall
Watch Your Step
The Wallflower
Grand Larceny
Come On Over
When Romance Rides (Zane Grey)

—-—

Barbara Bedford

Winning With Wits

312-22

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Flood
Pardon My French (Vivian Martin)

D.

Series

Little

The Ragged Princess

5-22
5-22

1,892
5,377

6,751
6,800

Sin

Orphans

Series

Up and Going
The Fighting Streak

The Silent Call (H. O. Davis)
Love Never Dies (King Vidor)
Molly O (Mabel Normand)

f.^ill

FOX FILM CORP.
Tom Mix

4,900
... .5,366

(Katherine MacDonald)

Infidel

4—^
4- 9-22

Beyond the Rocks ( Swanson- Valetino)
The Wife Trap
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan)
North of the Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels).
The Man From Home (Fitzmaurice Special)
The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres)
The Bachelor Daddy (Thomas Meighan)

7

Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
Day (harles Chaplin)

^Jir^he

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
Mar.

Married (Anita Stewart)
Fear (Anita Stewart)

Invisible

^

Rattler

Across the Divide

Nov.

Rosary

Woman He

3-5-22
33-

Associated Producers

Handle With Care
Mary the Poor Girl
of

6,920
4,405
8,037
5,850
6,467
8,000
6,065
5,335
4,500
7,045

A

(Distributed through Pathe)

The Ruse

5,651

of Life (John H. Stahl)
Girl (Inspiration Pict.)

Penrod (Wesley Barry)
Shattered Idols (Frothingham

9 22

4

2-12-22
2-19-22
2-19-22
2-19-22
2-19-22
2-26-22
2-26-22

6,086
6,920
5,140

(Hepworth)

Button

Alf's

.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Rcv<«wc4

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASiNd CORP.

PATHE EXCHANGE.

INC.

The Orderly
Dec.
18
The Power Within
Mar. 26 The Isle of Zorda

—•
'

9,000

PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Crimson Cross (Vandyke Brooks)
The Forgotten Woman (Pauline Stark)
A Millionaire for a Day (Arthur Guy Empey)
In Society (Edith Roberts)

..

6,000
6,000
.6,000
6,000

Wise Husbands (Gail Kane, J. Horbert Frank and
Gladden James)
6,000
(Claire Whitney)
6,000
His Brother's Keeper (Martha Mansfield, Rogers
Lytton and James)
6,000

The Leech

3-12'22

—

THE
Sunday, April

5^^
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Picture Kept in Average Glass by Unoriginal Story and Poorly Connected

Sequences
Jenny Hasselquist

"IN
Swedish

in

lutionist,

SELF DEFENSE"

Biograph

—Geo.

H.

Hamilton,

explanation, he

Inc.

State Rights

DIRECTOR

family

SCENARIO BY

Mauritz
Mauritz
Mauritz

CAMERAMAN

Not

^

AUTHOR
AS A

Stiller
Stiller

Stiller

credited

WHOLE

Some very good acting in latest
Swedish Biograph production; story is not at

all

original

STORY

Has been done numerous times

country; only difference here
phere

DIRECTION

is

in the

in this

atmos-

Handles dramatic moments very

well but otherwise

is

more or

less ordinary

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

Fair

very good work and is generally
quite convincing
SUPPORT
Ivan Hedquist a first rate villain;
Carl Nissen has a limited hero role
others
adequate
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Apparently correct

CHARACTER OF STORY

A girl's

Good
Suitable

sacrifice for

those she loves and her final triumph over the

powers of

evil that

seemingly encompassed her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,800 feet

This latest production from the studios of the
Swedish Biograph has for its main asset the very fine
acting of the star and villain and a capable supporting
company generally. Also the direction at times is
very good, but beyond that the picture does not measure up to some previous offerings that have come from
the Swedish company.
Many times over the same plot has been worked
out in American pictures. There is no particularly
new twist to "In Self Defense" to lend any distinction
In the
to it and there is much that is unconvincing.

young revo-

early reels the heroine saves the hero, a

If

They Are

Satisfied Chiefly
Box

Even

it

is

doubtful

if

it

American audiences because they are so
the type of story.

It

has been done so

is

contained

will satisfy

familiar with

many

times

here they will expect something more original in view
of the other splendid pictures that

Swedish studios.

police.

They

part,

he going away

is

away from

found escorting the girl and her
home which they are forced to

'their

The trouble is a
leave on account of the uprisings.
poor continuity although it is quite obvious that the
picture has undergone considerable doctoring for the
American market. The hero is jumped around like a
chessman. Whereever he's needed in the story, he
appears without any explanation, or at least sufficient
reason to make his appearance plausible. When the
girl learns that her father is greatly in debt, she sees
the hero by her window and he is brought in to comfort her.
When she visits her father's creditor and
later is tried for murder because the man is found dead
and she is picked up unconscious at his gate, hero
again was on the job and it was he who did the killing.
Again no reason is offered except that you make take
it for granted he was protecting the girl he loves.
Even here there is a loophole. As far as you know
he was not aware the girl was with the man.
Some of the dramatic moments are very well
handled and the director has made a sincere attempt
to put force into the drama, but the shortcomings of
the story he had to work with were too great a handicap. Jenny Hasselquist gives a very good performance
and Ivan Hedquist is a first rate villain. Carl Nissen
Prois the hero who is always on hand when needed.
duction values are only average and the photography
fair.

Prince Ivan Makaroff an aristocratic memStory
ber of the old Czarist regime in Russia, is forced to
flee his native land accompanied by his wife and
,

:

daughter, Sonia, to escape the rising flood of revolution.
The prince becomes greatly indebted to Peter Andrey-

who

eventually taunts Sonia with the fact that all
she has, come from him. Sonia scorns him and flings
eff,

Later she visits him to effect a
Andreyeif ofifers one of those "on one
settlement.
condition" arrangements. He is found dead and Sonia
held.
Her lover, Gregory Turgenof¥, pleads her case

her jewels at him.

with the verdict "not guilty"— self defense.

With Good Acting

It

May Do

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

despite the very good acting that

in "In Self Defense,"

from the

evidently to a place of safety but later, without any

have come from the

You can probably
but

it is

unless

it

gel by with "In Self Defense,"
not big enough for you to do much boosting
just happens that you haven't had anything

long time and you feel that it is capable
You will have to see it
of going over very well.
like

it

in a

though to judge correctly. And it is the story that
you will have to work with. There are no names
known to your audience.

Release Date

Footage

R.-C. PICTURES
Live (Seuue Hayaluwa)

Five Dayi to

The

Home

Call of

Why Men

5,210
5,500
5,299
6,000
4,800
6,000
5,000
4,900
5,300
4,950

(Gasnier)

Forget
Iwo Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick)
Billy Jim (Fred Stone)
the Rainbow
Boy Crazy (Doris May)

Beyond

Vermilion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa)
The Bigamist (Ivy Duke)
The First Woman
Queen o' the Turf

LEWIS

Reviewed
1-15-23
1-22-22
1-29-22
2- 5-22
2-12-22
2-26-22

3-5-22
3-19-22

4-2-22
4-23-22

SELZNICK ENT.

J.
Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanees)

Miscellaneous (1 reel):
Could Columbus Discover America, The Crater
of Mt. Katniai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (I reel)

Punch Comedies (2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal

Films

(slow speed)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

Elaine Hammerstein Star Series

Why

Announce Your Marriage?
Youth

Reckless

5,000
5,700

1-22-22
4-16-22

cugciie O'Brien Star Series
Chivalrous Charley
The Prophet's Paradise

Henry Lehrman Comedies

Love's Masquerade
Special Productions
Reported Missing (Owen Moore)

Feb.

20
12
19

26

Lord Fauntleroy

Little

Three Musketeers

A

Doll's

House

(Douglas Fairbanks)
(Nazimova)

The Ruling Passion (Geo.
Fair Lady (Rex Beach's)

Arliss)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Jewel Features

The Fox (Harry Carey)
Foolish Wives (Erich von Stroheim)

Man

Man (Harry

to

Wild Honey
(Jniversal

Carey)

(Priscilla

2-26-22
4-16-22

6,900

4-16-22

9,986
11,700
7,000
7,000
6,400

9-18-21

1-

Dean)

6.941
12,000
5,629
6,422

2-19-22
1-29-22
3-26-22

GOLDWYN PICTURES

11-20-21
1-15-22
2- 5-22

22

3-

5

1-

1-22
8-22

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

4,225
4,886
4,783
4,491
4,548
4,477
4,606

Don't Get Personal (Marie Prevost)

A

Wonderful Wife (Miss Du Pont)
4,668
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank

Mayo)

1-

1-8-22
1-22-22
1-29-22
2-19-22
2-26-22
3-12-22
4- 2-22

4-2-22
4- 9-22

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

4-16-22

Received

5,000
4,800

12 -4-21
1-15-22

Island

5,000'

3-26-22

Street

Single Track

Payment
Wives

Alice Calhoun

The Matrimonial Web
Rainbow
The Little Minister
Antonio Moreno

4,970
6,000
5,000
4.900

of the Hills

Vow

—

5,700
4,600

..'.

1-29-22

4-9-22

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
Mack Sennet Comedies
Ben Turpin Comedies

INC,

(2 reels)
(2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
Selig-Pork- Photoplays

(1

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Serials:

The Whirlwind

(15 episodes),

reels).

The Branded Four

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

(15 episodes).

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials:
The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo),
episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo),
episodes; Terror Trail,
episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies (1 reel) :
When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher),

—
—

—

—

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials:
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), IS episodes; "The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson), IS episodes.

KINETO

CO.

OF AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris

A

Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
the Beautiful,
Let's See the Animals.
Charles Urban's Movie Chats (released through State Rights Exchanges)
Wonders of the World (2 serials) First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel)
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
(each 1 reel).
:

(2 reels)
(2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)

Mermaid Comedies

Gayety Comedies

J.

12-25-21

Duncan-Edith Johnson
Silent

LEWIS

VITAGRAPH

Three Sevens

Defense

—

—

4,950

No

re-issues

Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week.

7,129
7,803
6,000
5,840
6,000

Corinne Griffith

The

Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel

Selznick News.

Earle Williams

The Secret

Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
Prizma Color Pictures.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2
Chaplin Classics.
1-22-22
2- 5-22
10-30-21
3-12-22
4- 2-22

INC.

(Serial)

4,313

VITAGRAPH

Lucky Carson
The Man From Downing

(2 reels)

PATHE EXCHANGE,
Go Get 'Em Hutch

4-23-22

Super-Features

The Flower of the North
The Prodigal Judge
Gypsy Passion
The Sheik's Wife
Too Much Business

reel)
(1 reel)

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)

Features

The Scrapper (Herbert Rawlinson)
Headin' West (Hoot Gibson)
Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) .4,751
4,550
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
4,500
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) .. .4,566

Wm.

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

9-4-21

CO.

The Gutter Snipe (Gladys Walton)
Across the Dead Line (Frank Mayo)

The

(2 reels)

FOX FILM CORPORATION

1-22

4,800
5,000
5,000

UNITED ARTISTS
13

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)

Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

Conway Tearle Star Series
Shadows of the Sea
A Wide Open Town

Nov.
Nov.

•

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount Magazine (1 reel): Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (2 reels)

;

;

The Four Seasons

(4 reels).

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

reel)

Educational Specials:
The Race of the Age (Man O* War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;
Modern Centaurs, 1 reel.
Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)

—

—

Electricity

It's

Development.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

INC.

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (1 reel), issued weekly.
Serial:

>%^

THE

DAILV

30, 1922

Sunday, April

First Rate Story

17

and an All Around Enjoyable Picture
A

Gareth Hughes in

"DON'T WRITE LETTERS"

clever cartoon prologue gets the picture off to a

good

S-L Prod.— Metro

start,

giving reasons for the

method

The drawings

title.

CAMERAMAN

age courting and the
fallacy of writing love letters even in those days.
Then comes a mediaeval example in which the lover
"got in wrong" by writing letters.
This gives an
idea of what is to follow, but, of course with con-

AS A

siderable elaboration.

DIRECTOR

indicate the

George D. Baker
Blanche Brace

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Not

credited

Rudolph Bergquist
WHOLE
An enjoyable comedy offering,
the best from this star in quite some time pleas-

There are no really

;

ing entertainment

STORY.

.

.

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
First
STAR

Good
All right

rate in this;

fits

the role especially

well

SUPPORT

Bartine Burkett suitable as the girl, and
Herbert Hayes plays short role satisfactorily
.

.

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

way

the

there

is

of

A

war

It

and keeps up the speed
it

is

all

contains

and not a far-fetched, romance

The atmosphere
instance either.

in the picture.

Besides the comedy

through.
a good,

moments

either.

not disparaging in this

in the early part of the pic-

title

would help clear up a little uncertainty that may
arise in the mind of the spectator. Hero is shown as
a clerk in a hosiery shop and then they start right off
with the war sequence without making it definite that
ture,

hero has enlisted.

This

is

a small matter than can

readily be taken care of.

Soldier deceives girl

Robert W. Jenks pictures himself a real
hero, but being small is a handicap and the nearest he
gets to the firing line, is the mess shack where he is
made cook. The commissary plays a joke on Bob by

he never saw in letters he writes, and after the
war, tells her her hero is dead

In
giving him a shirt ten sizes too large for him.
the pocket Bob finds a note written by a girl in the

Suitable

Appropriate
Requisite

CHARACTER OF STORY

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

5,500 feet

Gareth Hughes has been unfortunate of late in the
stories selected for his use, but "Don't Write Letters"
makes up in a good measure for the others in offering
a really enjoyable piece of entertainment.

It

is

the

—

breezy type the kind in which coincidence and
other similar snags are readily overlooked through
Incidentally, it
the quantity of good things offered.
light,

is

dull

starts off at a nice pace

A

post-war romance with plenty of comic
situations and numerous laughs
DIRECTION
Very good; gets a good deal of
life out of slight and simple story
.

of stone

"an

ideal

vehicle

for

the star and gives

especially appropriate and agreeable role.

him an

He makes

the most of the opportunities afforded, too, and

sure to please

them

is

in this.

You Can Show Them
Box

is

a

first

rate

:

factory where the article
soldier as a big fellow,

was made. She pictures
"whose home inust be in

the
the

West." Bob is friendless so decides to enter the
romance. He writes to Anna May, confirming all
But when the war is over Bob
her expectations.
hasn't the courage to face the girl with the truth. He
Later he
tells her he was with Jenks when he died.
gets a big westerner to pretend he

is

the soldier

who

dead after all. But Anna May refuses to marry
The westerner tells her the truth. She lets the
real Jenks know she forgives him and really loves
him, anyway.
isn't

him.

This and Feel Quite Sure They'll Like

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

comedy number that should
please everyone. If you have been discouraged with
the star's recent releases here is a good chance to
make good with your patrons and it might be well, in
that event, to give an extra play.
You can make
promises and give them an idea of the story to get
them interested. Say
"You have heard of all kinds
of war romances, but here is a new one.
See what
came of a note placed in the pocket of a soldier's shirt
This

Story

by

a girl in the factory

enjoy the outcome.
" 'Don't

The

a

it

was made.

You'll

See Gareth Hughes' latest picture,

Write Letters'

title is

where

at the blank theater."

good one and can be exploited cleverly

by. showing the animated cartoon that precedes the
picture,

if

you can secure

it

as a trailer.

Give the star

:

a

good chance

in this one.

He

does good work and

deserves a prominent place in your advertising.

FEATURES
Rcleate D»te

ARROW FILM

FooUge

Ten Nighti in a Bar Room
The Innocent Cheat

8,000
5,000
5,000

Lightning

Chain

Reviewed

Releaie Date

8-22

1-

Man From

WARNER

5,000
5,000
5,000

Trails (Pete Morrison)
City (Helen Holmes)

Ghost

AYWON FILM
Fidelity

ADVENTURES OF

5,000
5,000

1-29-22

&

Howell Comedies (12
Lipi (2

Rose (Geo. Beban)

7,000

HENRY BOLLMAN
1-22

4,700

1-

5,000

319-22

BURNSIDE
5,000

8-22

1-

Success Series:

AYWON FILM

5,748

2-12-22

Star
4,548

4-16-22

7,000

2-

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Where

My

Is

Wandering Boy Tonight

His Nibs (Chic Sales)

Work
J.

(1 reel each).

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,

The Expose

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

6,200
5,000
5,800

2-19-22

From Rocky

S-22

2-

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,
Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
Circus Heroes.
:

10,000

3-12-22

Serial:

Point

5,000
4,314
5,000

3-5-22

Jimmy

3-12-22
3-19-22

Miracles of the Jimgle, 15 episodes.

(Fred K. Beauvais)

3,000
5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
.5,000
5,000

Law

Who

The Man

Paid

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE,

America

3

19-22

Arizona

5,800

Reissues (fourteen)

See

INC.

(each 2 reels).

CO.

Ray

Series:
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
feet); (2 reels): Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law? Nation*!

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt CTwo-a-moBth) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

(1 reel).
reels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.

4-23-22

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.
Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Neil)
5,000

Spirit,

First.

PINNACLE COMEDIES

W. M. SMITH
is

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

The Conquering Hero.
(2 reels):

4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000

Heritage

:

JOAN FILM SALES
Invisible

PICT. CORP.

David and Jonathan

(2 reels)

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

5,164
5,496

Her Story
The Night Riders

So This

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies

(Margery Wilson)

SECOND NATIONAL
Brenda's

;

INC.

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders (Margery Wilson)
Insinuation

GAUMONT COMPANY

1-15-22

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

the

INC.

Graphic (every Friday).
(every Tuesday)
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.
Serials:

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Single
Mr. Potter of Texas
of

FILM MARKET,
Callahan, 12 2-reels.

News

PRIMEX FILMS

Trail

15

Ford Weekly.

The Forest King
Trail

Field)

:

W. MARTIN

Brands

The Lonely

CO.

episodes.

PACIFIC FILM CO.
Girl

INC.

reels).

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

HAMILTON

Determination

False

INC.

Half (2 reels)

in

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM
4-16-22

6,800

Sawing a Lady

DOMINANT PICTURES,
Serial:

(Edith Stockton)

of

Western Star Dramas (2

W. FILM CORP.

J.

Should a Wife

reels)

(2

Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

HOUDINI PICTURE CORP.
GEO. H.

West)

(Billy

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
Gump

4,951

The Man From Beyond

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies.

Sunbeam Comedies

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

Ranch Westerns

5-22

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES

Give Me My Son
In Self Defense

B.

C.

DI LORENZO, INC.
(Big Boy Williams)

CORP.

15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).
Mary Pickford Revivals.

Joy Comedies:

5.000

Caesar

reels).

Harry Carey:

GEORGE KLEINE
Away

Westerns (each 2

15

5,000

CORP.

The Hidden Light

Joins the Force.

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
5,800

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

Blaze

River,

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Serials:

FILM SALES CORP.

Art Brand Prod.
The Fatal Marriage

Julius

the

:

Question (Roy Stewrt)

Life's Greatest

Raiders of the North,

Homer

Village Grocer,

Grade

the

A

Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)
Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild Women and Tame Men, Tb»
Ardath XLNT Comedies (2 reels)
Girl,

:

DAVID BUTLER PROD.
C. B. C.

CORP.

:

Yankee Doodle Jr

Making

ARROW FILM
Three and a

Once Upon a Time
J.

Pure and Simple (2 reeU), LiqoorUh

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions: One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)
Looking Up Jim, In

The Glorious Adventure (Lady Diana Manners) 7,000

M.

2-reels),

reels).

3-12-22

STUART BLACKTON

J.

CORP.

T. S. S.

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
Alt

GEORGE BEBAN
of the

3-26-22

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.

Across the Border (Big Boy Williams)

The Sign

6,500

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS
2-26-22

CORP.

Star)

(All

4-23-22
4-23-22

.

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
Crossing

5,000
5,000

BROS.

Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)

10,000

The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)

Hell's River

Wild

Ridin'

Reviewed

EXPLOITATION CORP.

PICT.

3-12-22

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Days

Footage

WESTERN

CORP.

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial The Hope Diamond Mystery (IS episodes).

Water

—

.

—

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

2,000
2,000

h

Some
"Felix All at

Type

Sea"— Winkler— State Rights

of production

Felix

amuse

he will try a

worm.

1

certainly a funny cat

is

that will

swallows the

fishing so he

little

fish,

and has a

is

makes

about to pull

full

Pathe Review No. 153

reel

animated

bag

of tricks

First he thinks that

classes of audiences.

all

Just as he

Short Reels

a

sparrow dig up

in his little fish, a large

his

tuna

sinker and line and drags Felix far out into

When

they pass the three mile limit he manages to
only to encounter a shark. At length he finds
He is picked up
a buoy and signals an S. O. S. with his tail.
by a rum runner and has many amusing experiences until the
storm comes up at sea. When that is over the sailors discover
that Felix is sailing upon a raft of his own design filled with
booze.
They give chase but Felix manages to blow them
Safe, with the exception of
awa^' and make a safe landing.
the revenue ofificer who stands waiting for a drink.
The
animation work is top-notch and contains many clever gags.
the sea.

escape the

fish

Type

of production

reel

1

magazine

The remarkable dog teams of Alaska are a special attraction
number of Pathe Review. The dogs are seen running
over the snow crusted roads pulling sleds of provisions. Other

in this

views of Alaska are included

chapter of the

in this interesting

Other sections of the number show psychological
brain tests for children and adults and some very beautiful
scientific close-ups of crystallization as seen through a microscopic camera. The color section takes you on a personally
conducted tour to the island of Capri. This number of the
review is filled with interesting subject matter and will please
review.

all

classes of audiences.

—

many laughs and please
almost any audience. It ran with considerable success for
two weeks on Broadway.
"Felix All at Sea" should get a good

"Taking Things Easy"— Star— Universal

Type

of

production

1

reel

comedy

Laura La Plant and Neely Edwards take the leading roles
amusing single reeler. The opening shot shows
Nervy Ned as a hobo sleeping in a well furnished bed rcTom.
When the view widens you discover that the scene is an interior of a box car.
Nervy Ned and his valet leave the box car
Arriving at
of furniture, by request, and take to the road.
Betty's home they are mistaken for two detectives who were
expected to watch over the guests. Some funny gags follow
leading up to the arrival of the real detectives who mistake the
hobos for a couple of burglars. In the chase that follows the
The comedy work
real thief is discovered and all ends well.
presents little that is new and is only mildly amusing. Most
of the gags have been used before in several variations.
in this fairly

"The Bridges

Type

of

New

York"

— Kineto

of production

Here

is

1

an interesting

nating subject.

little

records

It

reel travel

travel reel dealing with a fasci-

many

excellent views of the three

big suspension bridges connecting Brooklyn with Manhattan.

Close-ups show some details of the spans and cable stringMethods of winding and preserving these cables are also
shown before the eye of the camera fixes its gaze upon the
Washington Bridge with its tall stone arches spanning the

ing.

Harlem

River.

The

reel also includes the

Spuyten Duyvil and

New York

Central bridges. The photography is good
and some very unusual views have been obtained. The entire
It will be very much
reel will hold the attention and please.

the big

liked

by people in towns far from New York
from unusual angles.

who

enjoy seeing

the big city

of production

Sally, the trained horse,

2 reel
is

Life in

Volendam"

— Hy

of production

Mayer
1

—R-C

Pictures

reel travel novelty

Hy

Mayer's pen and brush present some types and
Actual views of the city and
harbor are faded in and several comical cartoons will bring a
few laughs from the audience. Types of natives in their amusing costumes are recorded as well as street scenes lined with
little Dutch cottages.
The reel is amusing and will entertain
the average picture audience.
This time

comedy

easily the center of attraction of

Early in the morning the
horse rises, takes his pail and goes down to the stream for
Later
a bucket of water. This he uses to wake his master.
in the day they ride into the peaceful hamlet of a western valley.
The town gambler coaxes the master of the horse into
a little game of poker which he wins by helping himself to the
Sally, the clever horse, sees this
aces concealed in his boot.
this

Type

is

scenes in this quaint Dutch port.

"A Dark Horse" — Century—^Universal
Type

"Such

"No

entertaining animal comedy.

Type

of production

Brains"

— Century—Universal
2 reel

comedy

"

from the window and brings some choice cards to his master's
hand. This starts the fight which would certainly have ended
badly for the stranger had not his horse Sally entered the
saloon and cleaned out the entire gang of roughnecks. Sally
The aniis a winner and will entertain almost any audience.
clever
and
the
comedy
business
amusing.
mal work is

Harry .Sweet is the chief fun maker in this latest Century
comedy. The greater portion of the gags are built around a
Harry falls in love with the
freight elevator in a warehouse.
owner's daughter and gets a job. The foreman is a big heavy
giant and it does not take Harry long to pick a quarrel. They
rush from one floor to another and sometimes they miss the
Most of the gags are
elevator and drop through the shaft.
of the slap-stick variety and will bring a good many laughs.
The comedy business is snappy and runs along without any
interruption.

"No

Brains" will please the average audience.

Short Reels
—Universal

"The Boy and His

"The Leather Pushers"— Round Five

Type

.2 reel

of production

drama

This time the "Kid" has clear sailing and the championship
The fighter and his manager take a run
is not very far off.
down to New Orleans to meet the terrible "Tiger." While
training the "Kid" meets a flower girl and tries to save her

from her scheming uncle. He is overpowered in a tavern ten
miles out of town just on the evening of the fight. But the
girl effects a rescue through a window and with the aid of
a taxi they rush to the ringside where they arrive just in time.
The "Kid" takes off his coat and gets to work. Before this,
however, a frame-up was staged and it was planned to turn
But
out the lights in the second round and foul the "Kid."
The terrible "Tiger" is thrown
there was no second round.
through the ropes and knocked out in the first round. The
"Kid's" manager collects his side bets and all ends happily.
"Round Five" of this series is just as exciting as any of the
previous numbers and that is saying a good deal. The story
and continuity is different and the actual ringside scenes are
shorter but the action is there and the suspense held through-

Type

of production

"Torchy's Hold

Type

Up"—Torchy— Educational
2 reel

of production

comedy

and there are mighty few laughs in
"Torchy's Hold Up." The production is made up of a series
of unrelated gags, most of them very ancient, presented in a
It is difficult to believe that Johnny
stereotyped fashion.
success in "Burn 'Em Up, Barnes," can
such
a
Hines, who was
this
in
two reeler. His work is not even
poorly
so
show up
up to the average for this type of comedy. Here are some of
the gags. Johnny is refused an officer's badge because he is
too short, so he comes back on a pair of stilts. At a house
party he avoids being arrested by throwing sneeze powder at
the guests with the result that the men lose their wigs and the

There

women

is

very

sneeze

idea

little

away

their clothes.

Then

bank robbery and Johnny

is

An

proven that he can do top-notch comedy work, but a few more
like this will certainly

not help his future.

"Cheerful Credit"—Century— Universal

Type

of production

reel cartoon

the subject matter humorous.

"The Enchanted City"

Type

—Warren

A.

Newcombe

of production

1

reel novelty

"The Enchanted City" is an artistic novelty reel, pleasing
and entertaining. The opening shots show two lovers on a
rocky coast and these fade into a dream story. The dream is
a visit to an enchanted city which is represented in a series of
very imaginative and fantastic paintings. The scenes represent towering cities, lofty temples, cool forests and a flowing
Some
river which carries you on to the brink of a waterfall.
very beautiful pictural effects are recorded while the flowery
titles tell of the quest of one lover for the other in the city of
dreams. This artistic program filler was well received when
The very flowery titles might
it played recently on Broadway.
with advantage be simplified for showing before average audiences.

"The Verdict"—Universal

Type

2 reel western

of production

the action shifts to

accused and has his picture
auto
chase ends the offering
printed in the newspapers.
been made in a hurry
having
earmarks
of
which has all the
scenario.
Johnny Hines has
unoriginal
and
careless
upon a
a

1

A very humorous dog show is the feature of this number of
"Aesop's Film Fables" leading to the well known moral:
As the first prize
"Necessity is the mother of invention."
offered amounts to $500 there are many entries for the show.
Many strange looking animals arrive, but the boy's dog is
barred because he is only a "mutt." The boy goes home and
gets a stovepipe. The dog's front legs and the cat's hind legs
At the show they win first prize
operate this strange craft.
and escape with the money before their trick is discovered.
More than the usual number of laughs are included in this
The animation is clever and
issue of Aesop's Film Fables.

—

out.

Dog"—Aesop's Fable— Pathe

2 reel

Eddie Polo plays the part of the hero who solves the mystery and saves the girl in this mild two reeler. The story is
very unconvincing and hinges upon a very scientific incident.
The old miser in the play is really killed by a giant spider who
stings him near die ear, but his niece is accused of the crime
and her sweetheart is unable to save her. Then comes Hal
He
Norcross, star reporter-detective for the Daily News.
spends the night in the chamber of death and finds the big
Then he tells the story to the jury and saves the girl,
spider.
who falls into the arms of the other man, her lover. Dorothy

Wood
comedy

plays the role of the girl in this mildly entertaining

western.

The

clever dog Brownie has a very important part in this
Century comedy built around the evils and virtues of
credit.
The wife grows tired of living in a cheap flat so she
moves and leaves a note on the door for hubby. He follows
directions and arrives at a swell Fifth Avenue mansion where
latest

like a million dollars.
Brownie the dog takes
baby while the young couple live in luxury. Their
stay is however cut short by the arrival of the creditors and
their moving van.
While the movers busy themselves carrying out the furniture. Brownie drags back a good many pieces.
And while all this is going on hubby tries to shave himself
and follows the mirror into the van. The gags will bring several laughs and the comedy work will amuse.
Brownie is certain to please everybody. "Cheerful Credit" is above the average comedy production.

everything looks
care of the

"Kill the

Type

Nerve"-Hal Roach—Pathe

of production

"Snub" Pollard gets a job pulling teeth for a
Hal Roach. A heavy weight is attached
the forceps hooked onto the cord. The tooth
latest

automatically.

The

and

foils

He

comedy

dentist in this
to pulleys
is

and

thus pulled

dentist next door loses business

to discredit his colleague.

teeth in

reel

1

and plots

uses tooth cement to hold the

the tooth pulling machine.

"Snub" however

attaches the rope to a trolley car and then to the door knob
and as the police enter the tooth is pulled. The action is

amusing and will get more than the average number of laughs.
Marie Mosquini supports "Snub" in the role of the nurse.

1

THE TIME

May

8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th

THE PLACE

Washington, D. C.
(The Most Beautiful City In The

World)

THE EVENT

M.

P. T. O. of
(The Largest

And

Oh
What

A

.

A. Convention
Greatest Ever Held)

Boy!
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Series for Allied?
Pictures May Go
New Company— Nothing Known Here
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

j

j

Los Angeles
of

series

lie

tires.

!harhe
egent

—

It is

understood that

Edna Purviance

fea-

which are being financed by
ChapHn and produced by the
Fihn Co., will be handled

irough tlic .\llied Corp., the new disibuting organization to be formed
|y the original United Artists memers.

At United

j

.Artists,

\yas

it

stated

nothing was known of the rer.'ase of the Purviance pictures.
The Allied Corp. is now in process
f
formation.
The incorporation
apers will be probably be filed
hortly and an announcement made
f some of the product that the
!iat

I

irganization will handle.

Wanger Changes Affiliation
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London Walter Wanger has

—

igned
foyal

managing
Opera House
as

director

ccept a
-inemas,
he East

—

—

Another litter. Another bit of wreckage. Unimportant when
compared with his beloved France. But important just the
same. The motion picture indus or what was left of it.

—

And

^

And

then he acted. And today.
In The Saturday Evening Post. At a cost of nearly $1900 a
throw. And in other national publications, including churchmen's. Pathe is advertising. Nothing for Pathe. Except incidentally.
But all for the good of the Industry. Here is a
sample of their advertising: "Where do you look for happiness?
Wave away the worries of the
Forget the cares of business
Attend good motion
world
Get the habit of happiness
so he thought

it all

out.

!

!"'

re-

opera to
with Rivoli

post
which operate the Rivoli in
End.
The theater seats

Has such

why

occurred before?

ttnselfish advertising ever

isn't there a lot

more

And

like it?

DAMON AND PYTHIAS

Manners Film Follows Carpentier
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London— The next Lady Diana
lanners film will be

him honor.

and was opened

last

August.

Vanger's last picture at Covent Gar-

was

en

Louise Glaum's "Love,"
he purchased outright when he
liled to reach a rental settlement
Mth local exchanges.
-•hich

made

the end
f the summer when
J. Stuart Blackin has completed his picture with
feorges Carpentier.

All

Set

pring Film Golf Tournament Set for
May 25 at Oak Ridge Golf Club
Many Prizes

—

Thursday,

May

25,

is

a

film

golf

oliday.

any

If

real

work

is

done that day

tnong film folk in New York it will
e because they can't get of? to go to
le Oak Ridge Golf Club, Tuckahoe.
ertain it is that there is every indiition that
there
will be a record
ithering at the event. And in case
rains then the following day will
?e the golfers and their friends out
the open.
I

At
'e

the last meeting of the commitpractically all details were set(Continued on page 4)

Then Washington Will See
Over the Election
week more.

Just o.ie

Then Washington, and the M. P.
T. O. annual convention, with sufficient fireworks in sight to bring old
Nero back to see what happens.
For the first time since the M. P.
T. O. really got under way there
promises to be a contest on for the
presidency.
And what a contest!
The Sydney Cohen group is so confident they haven't time to discuss
anything else.
On the other hand
friends and supporters of Senator
Walker say nothing can

keep

his

name from coming

before the concandidate.
And they
attack upon him by

vention

as a
point to the
friends of Cohen, and also Sydne3', ?; =
the best of reasons why the convention should know the truth of the
situation.

Jim and Syd.

And

It

will

is
quite probable that Walker
be nominated by someone in the

New York

pictiu-es

the

Or rather. They were. Onct upon a time.
All of a sudden. Sydney steps out of the character.
And, according to Jimmy. Does a lago. And sticks him in the
back. But instead of blood flowing. Jimmy turned on his oraAnd what he said about Sydney. And Bill True. And
tory.
Ed Fay well. If anybody sees these gentlemen. Pasting the
clippings.
In their souvenir albums. Please notify. He said
enough. And more. To curl their hair. And ended up. By
having the New York Theater Owners. Want to endorse him
for President. Of the National organization. And otherwise do

,500

Week

the Finale of the Fireworks

Brunet.
Of Pathe. Not only for his company. But for
everyone. Making and selling pictures. And spending a lot of
money doing it. How? Why? Where? -wait a minute, children. AVait a minute.
Papa Paul Brunet got thinking. He does it often. There
was a vision. Of France rebuilding. Of a war strewn litter.
Being turned into a peaceful domicile. Of happiness returning.
Of And as he dreamed. And his vision ended. He saw in turn.

!

to

similar

In Sigh

lectic

!

Covent Gar-

in

which has reverted

en,

of

Price 5 Cents

Building

Through
!

1922

^

Purviance

dna

1,

then.

—

.

And

they promise to do

it.

At Washington.

Next

week.

And Jimmy comes
issues statements.
back with more. And the whole industry sits back. To watch
and see. What all the shootin's for.
Oh, boy. It's just started. We've almost two weeks more
Let's go.
of it.
Meanwhile. Paste this in your little old bonnet. If anything can keep Jimmy Walker. From being a candidate. For
Sydney's job. Whether he wants it or not. I'd like to know.
Meanwhile Sydney

What it is.
And Sydney

having a hard time. Planning and completing. The constructive program. Which is expected. To aid and
improve the National Exhibitor Organization.
is

'

IN

RED INK

On again. Ofif again. Just like the old Finnigan stuflF. Appertainin' to the Spring film golf tournament. Everybody who'se
anybody. Will be out. Whether or not. They know a golf club.
From a baseball bat. At Oak Ridge. Tuckahoe. May 25. Red
ink the calendar. That's the sort of a day. It's gonna be.
(Continued

on

Page 2)

delegation. The unit rule
force, and Walker's supporters
insist he will have the vote.
They
is

in

also point out that Cohen will have
much to explain to show why his
own state unit is not behind him for
the nomination.

There will be other events of importance at the convention, but the
election promises, for the time being,
to overshadovy almost all of them.
Special N. Y. State

League Meeting

A

special meeting of the board of
directors of the M. P. T. O. of N. Y.
has been called at Albany for Wednesday at 1 o'clock. The purpose of
the meeting, which will be held at
the Ten Eyck Hotel, is to hear

charges against State President Chas.
L. O'Reilly and Secretary Sam L.

Berman.

The Lessers and Ramish Arrive
Sol and Irving Lesser and Adolph
Ramish arrived in town Saturday
morning from Middle Western points

which they visited after the West
Baden meeting.
Irving sold "The
Man from Hell's River" to the H.
Lieber
for
Indiana;
Co.
"Hell's
River" and "Ridin' Wild" to Standard Film Service for Ohio, Michigan,
Western Penn. and West Va.; and

"Making

the Grade" and "Bing

Bang

Boom" to Standard for Michigan.
He also arranged openings for
"Trouble," the new Coogan feature
at

the

Circle,

Indianapolis,

May

21

and the Chicago, Chicago, May 28.
The picture goes into the Strand here
on May 21st.

N

f^^

DAILY

1,

ic

Building
(Continued from Page

1)
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Copyright 1Q22, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
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W.

What

about

it?

You

Ben Moss's friends are saying.

are

taking too much time\ To make up your mind. As to when
you'll play Ben. That handball match.
For a thousand berries.
As per promise. And the whole gang. Is waiting. To see that
play off. For a baby grand.

STATISTICS

For
Will Hays loves. He found a flock of them.
the
Postoffice
Department.
And
is busy getting them together.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
On this industry. But the Keith people are busy, too. Along
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
At their third of a century anniversary. On the
Subscribers should remit with order. these lines.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM screen.
The}- told of the growth. Of vaudeville. Used a lot of
DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
Among which was. That the vaudeville
N. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. interesting statistics.
Hollywood
California — 6411
Hollywood,
houses
had
1,406,062
seats.
In this country. And that's some
Hollywood
1603.
Phone,
Blvd.

— Irving Mack, 808
Wabash Ave.
London Representative — W. A. Williamson,

Chicago Representative

S.

Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.

Pans Representative

— Le

Long Acre,

85

Film,

Clichy.

—

European

Ce"tra1

Filmschau,

tionale

Rue de

42,

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-Slo-

F. P.-L.
do pf
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.

S-K
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Not
Not
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World

sum me

seats.
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ANONYMOUS LETTERS
Rarely mean anything good. To anyone. And even at that.
What they contain. May prove important. But you can't accept
the info. As OK. So this may start something. To the writer
of that anonymous letter. Sent in here last week. The info is
well, it can't be done. Come through. A\'hointeresting. But

REVIEWS
GRANJLAND

Edited 6y

forlDeiss QrotkersJIrtctass

In Jaydee Williams. Voted at West Baden last week. By
Nationalites. And this. On top of E. V. Richards replacFirst
quoted
To those who know the "inIs interesting.
3,400 ing Nate Gordon.
quoted side stuff'." In a nutshell it means. That Williams is stronger
700 than ever. With that organization.
quoted
quoted

R.ICE

Produced b^dACK EATON

2.800

Not
...

th^ beaches this

Pictures

Cofj

Sales

82

Griffith

Loew's

lulth.

CONFIDENCE

Close

Not

-*Goldwyn

Capitol give
MX tke dope"

ever vou are.

Quotations
Hieh
... 82

^^'hiclx

—

vakia). Wenzelsplatz.

BRAINY MAN

1'

ASKcOLDWYh
Many Northwest Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)
Seattle — Many Northwest chaiigi
(Special

Have wondered. Many and a few new theaters, have been n
months. Why he hasn't been on that executive committee. For ported within tlie past week. S.ii
Sax is building a suburban hoUM
Laurel, Del. Theater Burns
One of smartest film men in country. Few see 48th
a long time.
and E. Ankeny. Portland,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
further ahead. Deep thinking stuff his specialty. Don't be sur- seat 700: O. O. Ruth, owner of
Laurel, Del. The Waller has been prised.
If
in a year or so. You happen to hear First National- Ideal, Stanwood, Wash., is erectin
destroyed by fire with an estimated
a new theater in Mount Vern
Richards'
"Mister President."
ites.
Call
loss of $30 000.
Wash. Frank H. Gowdy has Ic.
•Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

Those who know.

Richards.

—

—

ii

BILL HANDS OUT A

Saturday Evening Post
UN JUNE

WILL TELL

12,000,000
PEOPLE THAT

SHERLOCK

a

town

or two.

COVIING IN
Short Reel Features!

More

WOMAN'S WIT
In fr'm th' Coast.
Says
Jackie Saunders.
Spell
'Idles'
of the screen.
screen? No.
it
An'

An'

a

melancholy wail.

Frum Hollywood.

(Continued on page

the Sunset in Astoria. Ore., and

remodel it.
open about

Quality

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.
Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release Work

a

outfitting

Says

'righto.

Mr. Wolf

is

capacity

3')

To Producers

theater

At Toledo, Ore;:
redecorating the Libertyj

Herman Marks (j
350.
Ore., has resumed mat'
of the Liberty, former!

Plan Theater
Shelbyville,

Amusement

in Shelbyville

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

intends

building

$75,000 theater here, to seat 1,400.

has nothing to do with pub-

that "stories" in magazines

organization.

OSCAR PRICE
Murray

Hill 2372

9091

and news-

papers have nothing whatsoever to do with "stunts"
arranged by experts and handled by them in a manner which insures public interest in your production?
Exploitation, other than the publicity accorded your
productions by the machine in which it is being released, is but one of the features of the service of this

St.

Hartma

Ind.— The
Co.

Phone— Beekman

565 Fifth Ave. at 46th

ari

for

leased to outside parties.

licity?

Pat. Off.

15th.

<

agement

What is exploitation?
Do you know that it

S.

i

Greiner, who will
the name of Vogue.

and Directors

Reg. U.

May

has sold his Vining in
The K. of P.
to H. B. Hurst.

Roseburg,

Do you know

\\

650 and v;i
O. T. Beii«
Ashland,

It will seat

Mr. Ingall,
at Kalama, Wash.
J. H. Homer, wh
"Idols of the owned the Vogue, Kelso. Wash., ha|
sold out to Strange, Dunham anj
it's closer to
incorporate unde,

th' truth."

HOLMES
IS

TOWN

or less. To Bill Fox? Just
a white check. 'Cause when he finished a set. Of a fishing vilFor "Monte Cristo." He left it to
lage. At Balboa, California.
the town. Instead of demolishing it. And it cost $200,000.

What's

I

I

Monday, May

New York

SKRVICI

lEAL.

119

Fulton

St..

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR"

THE
May

tfiday,

^m

DAILY

1922

1,

Vandivert With American

Building
(Continued from

Page

2)

REKORDS
\ rekord has been made. Over in Germany. According to
Which sed
"Frederick the
d in a recent trade paper.
three
weeks.
admissions
in
50,000
had
(ft"
Compared to 'Foolish Wives."
But this looks foohsh.
ich drew 22,466 in one day. At the Capitol.
:

WHAT'S TH' ANSWER
Important exhibitor. One of foremost in country. Asks
"What has become of th' picture maker?"
licently
th' answer? What has become of him, anyway?
what's
fWell,
Rf-'^t answer gets a "Cheerio" silver plated velocipede.

R. M. \ andivcrt has resigned as
advertising manager of the Exhibitors Trade Review to become St. Louis
manager of American Releasing.

English Pathe Gets Serial
Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd.. of
Great Britain, has purchased English
rights
on "The Jungle Goddess"
from Export and Import.

No Deal
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — No distributing arStromberg Has Made
(Special to

:

WHAT'S A RIVER BETWEEN CENSORS?

rangements have been made for the
series of Hunt Stromberg comedies
which will feature Bull Montana.

The Ottawa river runs. Between Hull.
in Canada.
Ottawa. Now Hull is in Quebec. Where the Censors apAnd right across the river. Is Ottawa.
(*-ed "Deception."
And the Eden Theater. At
'ere the Censors rejected it.
Advertised "Deception" to beat the band. In Ottawa.

Up

:

Negatives For Sale

111.

cleaned up.

r,

MORE

—

i

SHIP

!

OH, PEARL!

How

Says:

THE PATH
TO PERMANENT
PICTURE
PROSPERITY
PROCEEDS
PLAINLY

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Five reel American production

NEWS

Park your boat! That's the latest
Latest from Buffalo
At
Lambert
service
L.
is building a landing place.
in
S.
:g
Tear of the new Lambert theater in Welland, Out. At which,
And other points. May tie up
rons from Port Robinson.
When coming in. To see the show.
r ships.
!

MADGE EVANS

After doing all the dangerous stunts.
In serials. How can you be happy.
ting a real rep.
ig stunts. On horseback. At the Casino de Paris?

can you?

And

—never
of

one

released

—also— Series

GOODBYE, RAZOR

WET COTTON

BLADES,

reel slapstick comedies.

SCREENART SALES

CO.

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.

1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Price, $1

OTT SALES

CO., 522 5th Ave.,
N. Y. C.

Bryant 5117

Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-9839

Just

PLAY VALUATIONS
'Have changed. Ft>rmerly the owners. Held them awaiting
run. Before they were sold for pictures. Now it's different.
'eral popular plays.
Now running. Have been offered. - For
Idea being that pictures. Will aid in popularizture rights.
plays. When they get on the road. Next fall.

j

I

PAGE AL WOODS
Never

be said.
Nary an emulate.

Dods.

shall

it

Has

d of studios.

That

PA

Powers.

Is

emulating Al

Just back from the
That no bedroom scenes.

'Cause Patrick.

issued an order.

used in RC productions.
It's a darned good thing they haven't an idea.
luBarry."

Of making

History Will

Be Made

AT THE

WASHINGTON CONVENTION
Know

On Every Day

What's Going

For RC.

ANOTHER EXCUSE FOR A DRIVE
Where Gene Zukor. Besides being. A direcvarious kinds. Of a Paramount official. Is now. The
Of a baby boy. And so. John Hammell. In Bux's
Says.
The boys. Have another excuse. For a sales

At Famous.
•.

And

;her.
ice.
ive.

WHEN

All
3und.

l^ecause.

WENT WRONG

$60,000

Someone

in

Griff's
rights.

outfit.

Failed

to

look

On "The Two Orphans."
up. Foreign
happened. That Griff paid Bill Fox $85,000. For Continental
i^hts.
The rub is here. Grift' had a chance. To buy ahead of
)x.
For $25,000. But someone flopped. And failed to get it.
lat's

And buv

what.

Might be

THE FILM DAILY WILL TELL YOU
The Film Daily
71 West 44th
Kindly enter

1921

!

DANNY.
Talk of Atlantic City Project
to THE
FILM DAILY)
Atlantic
City.
N. J. There

—

Pathe to
(Special to
is

MoTc Phila. Office
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia As soon as the remodeling of the building at 1230
d amusement project is planned
d that some prominent picture in- Vine St. is completed Pathe will take
vests are in back of the scheme.
ov»r the entire building.

me

talk here that a $1,500,000 pier

subscription to

Including Weekly

Peter Gridley Smith. Apollo of press agents. Has smashed
Right on the nose. And become an actor. Plavs a
idition.
porter.
In "The Lying Truth." Marion Fairfax's picshure.
b, Pete
How could vou?

City
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GOING UP?

(Special

my

New York

The Film Daily

for

year, starting immediately, to include

Tough.

called.

St.,

Year

Reviews— 52

Theatre

Address

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Name

Issues— Every Day

— Foreign,

pages

$15

one

THE

jg^
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On Broadway
—
Apollo "Around the World with
Burton Hohiies."
Broadway — Vera Gordon and Dore
"The Good Provider.'-'
Davidson
Cameo— "Sisters."
—
Capitol "Too Much Business."
"The Trap."
Central— Lon Chanej'
"ReportCriterion — Owen Moore
ed Missing."
Loew's New York— Todav -Priscilla
"Wild Honey."
Dean
"SecTuesday — Gladys Walton

details of play
As a result

and

The popularity contest for the
king and queen of picturedom got a
great start Saturday midnight, or
rather earlj-. yesterday morning when

1)

See tomorrow's issue for

tied.

full

prizes.

of the reports of the
various committees it has been found
necessary to increase the entrance fee
to $7.50 rather than $5, as originally
in
set.
But this will include all green
in
fees, lunch, dinner and everything except clubs or balls.
In other words,
$7.50 covers all your expenses from
in
the time you reach Oak Ridge to
in
'Don't when >ou depart. Felix Feist will Ije
Rose."
Hand
ond
the toastmaster at the dinner, and
Change Your Husband."
Wednesday "On with the Dance." during the evening golf reels will be
Thursday— "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. shown. These will include a Buster
Keaton comedy based on golf, the
Hyde."
My W'ife." reel made by Pathc last fall, and other
"Behold
Friday
in

lost

—
Rivoli— "The Man from Home."
—
Strand "Orphans of the Storm."

it

yet determined.
Capitol John Barrymore in "Sherlock Holmes."
Central Not yet determined.
Criterion "The Man from Home"

—
——
(tentative).
"The
Kialto — Raymond Hitchcock
Beauty Shop." (tentative).
Rivoli — Gloria Swanson and Rudolph
"Beyond the Rocks"
Valentino
(tentative).
—
Strand "Orphans of the Storm."

girls to give
the casting directors new talent
for the silver sheet.
The big drive is on, boys. Everybody whoop it up. Let's go.

Players' Tourney
^Famous Players will play off a company tournament on the preceding

in

in

Week of May 14
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Tentative booking for the w-eek of
14 at the Rialto is "Beyond the

May

to

Two

Low

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

stalled radios.

to

N. Y. C.

—

reductions.
Two houses dropped to 10 and 20
cents, the others having been operating on a 5 and 10 cent basis for
several weeks.

NEGATIVES

FINANCED

1476

Broadway

Shea Convicted

THE FILM DAILY)

Salt Lake City— J. P. Shea, who
on January 28 absconded with all

funds of the Greater Features, Inc., of which he was manager,
was convicted and sentenced to serve
from one to ten years in Jhe Utah

for the next issue of the

HELL RAISER
Being Mailed Immediately

THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City, Okla. John Sinoupoulo, manager of the Orpheum
and Tom Boland, manager of the
with

violating the child labor law because
of the personal appearances made
by Wesley Barry at their theaters.

Talbot Fined

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Tulsa, Okla.
Ralph Talbot was
fined $10 and costs for violation of
the child labor law, in allowing Wesley

Barry to appear

GUNNING,

at his theater.

available

State Penitentiary.

Hugo

will direct the
of 80 at Carnegie
Hall on Thursday, as part of
York's celebration of Music Week.

special

INC.

1540 Broadway

Riesenfeld

orchestra,

CO.

For reservations phone Lalcewood 50!
or N. y. Booking Office Barclay 794(

Charges Filed Over Barry

(Special to

am

WATCH

Fred

charged

Clubs

MENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL

Bernard H. Bernstein

(Special tc

been

Parties,

Wonderful Food. Fin
Dancing Nightly in Ball
est Service.
Entertainment Feat
Unusual
room.
Athletic and Social Director!
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGE

Apply

Meeting Opens Today
About 40 held representatives and
home ofifice executives will meet this
morning at the first of the sales talks

have

to

Conventions.

—

Bcllinghain,
have made further price

(Special to

St.,

Telephone Bryant 6653

Wash.
THE FILM DAILY)
Wash. Local theaters Empress,

Price Cuts in Bellingham,

up Daily

Week-End Rates

ALLEN

43rd

Inducements

names.

of the new
of 400 reels will be available.
C. Millward is manager.

$6.00
Special

Weekly

Longacre 0298

the afternoon, even if they don't play
golf.
They just want a day out in
the open and a lot of fun. And they're
Come on out. If
sure to have it.
you know any film folk who play and
who may not have entered, tell them
to come along, too, and send in their

—

East Stroudsburg, O. The MinerO. H., and the Plaza have in-

ville,

W.

LAKEWOOD HOT[
$35.00

Section.

film folk have
out for the day, or

—

Radios Installed

45;

LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

Apply

rental.

F. E.

607

All
to be held at Famous Players.
Rocks"; Rivoli, "North of the Rio of the district managers and pracGrande," and Criterion, "The Or- tically all of the branch managers in
deal."
The desks in
the East will attend.
the publicity department have been
Buy Out Third Interest
moved out and it is in that room that
(Special tQ THE FILM DAILY)
the meetings wnll be held.
Philadelphia— Green and .A.ltman
Enterprises, which operate the Park;
New Exchange in Portland, Ore.
33rd and Dauphin and the Jefferson,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
29th and Susquehanna, have purPortland, Ore. The Cosmopolitan
chased the interest held by Lewis Film Exchange, handling only nonKapner in the theaters. Both houses theatrical film, will open an office
Green
will be closed for alterations.
Part
shortly at 387i4 E. Burnside.
and Altman operate the Aurora here.
Ford Educational Library

Two

Bryant

Largest and Foremost Hotel

Equipped.

Stages.

Times Square

known

come

The

STUDIO FOR RENT

Come On Out
well

Broadway

Lakewood's

all

Famous

promised

1540

enough beautiful society

novelties.

Many

JOHN W. MAHAN

Saturday the stars and social
leaders paraded Broadway, and in
the lobby Saturday midnight were

special prizes.

Cameo— Not

Inquire

On

—

.Storm."

(Special

and

weren't at

it

charity drive.

Saturday, May 20, at Adolph Zukor's
farm. New City.
Four outstanding
players of that event will meet the
Next Week
same class of players from the Spring
Golf tourney and they will play off
Apollo Not yet determined.
this match a week or two later, probBroadway "Queen O' the Turf."
Brooklyn Strand "Orphans of the ably June 2, at New City, for more

——

in

of

who

was because they were
the crowd trying to get in.
those present did some stunt
was a great send off for the

the Gaiety
.\11

If there

near stars

or

stars

Talmadge
Studios For Ren

performance at
were any

special

a

the Gaiety theater.

—

Continent."

was

there

—

"Without Fear.'
Saturday— "Old Wives for New."
Rialto Wallace Reid in ".Across the

15

1,

Gets Big Start

All Set
(Continued from Page

Monday, May

I

New
'

i

—

iTHE
7Aff brAdstreet
oX* FILMDOM

7AeWEiOCm&

Authority
FORHERiy

'ol.
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Tuesday,

No. 32

Ready

Hearing Postponed

;

j,ambert Bill-Music Tax-Argument
Goes Over Until May 15
Instead of Friday

Hearing
for

May

2,

1922

Price o

Hays Organization

for Trial

of O'Reilly

and Berman Set

Tomorrow Before New York

Do Without

Can't

It

I

THE FILM DAILY)

(.Special to

Washington

)

Lambert

—The

hearing

relative

Bill,

to

the

(Special to

on the
music

to
nx, wliich was scheduled
lace on Friday of this week, has
15.
ostponed until

take

been

May

Organization

State

'

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.

— Everythinar

for the hearing of President

is

set

Charles

and Secretary Samuel I.
Herman before the executive com-

L. O'Reilly

mittee of the

New York

State

M.

P.

had been expected that the ex- T. O. tomorrow at the Ten Eyck.
It is reported here that Senator
cutive committe of the M. P. T. O.
A. would be on hand to hear the James J. Walker will appear as counf
rguments before the Committee on sel for O'Reilly and Berman. It is
But the hear- also expected that the proceedings
i'atents of the House.
will have an important bearing on the
lig, as now arranged, will take place
{•n
the Monday following the con- iorthcoming national convention in
ention, which comes to an end on Washington next week.
It

;

Film Daily

New York
Gentlemen:

We

don't

May

DAILY
you

'Theater to Replace Knickerbocker
(Special

to

It

THE FILM DAILY)

and as long as you
keep up the high standard you
have fixed.
ly in 1922

Very

cordially yours,

—A

new picture theareplace the Knickerbocker
vhich collapsed last winter with a reWashington

ier

is

ultant

r

to

heavy loss of

life.

Neilan on Board of Directors
Xeilan was elected

Marshall

member

"Orphans"
(Special

to

in a Stanley

House

THE FILM DAILY)

—

"Orphans of the
Philadelphia
!5torm" goes into the Stanton, a Staney theater, next Monday for an indefinite run.
Felt Bros, until now
nave been playing all of the United
:

The Stanton was
when
'Where Is Aly Wandering Boy?"
closed its two weeks' run, but "Grand
Larceny" was put in for this week.

Artists

releases.

scheduled to close last Saturday

Two

other

Stanley

theaters,

tures to stock.

he did not appear.
111

THE FILM DAILY)

to

FRANKLIN,

Advertising Manager,
Palmer Photoplay Corp.

More

F. P. Exchanges

understood that Famous PlayLos Angeles Because of the se- ers will open its own exchanges in
rious illness of Gilson Willetts, proNorwaj', Denmark and Sweden and
duction manager for Pathe, Frank L. that one
of the purposes of the visit
Smith is being sent from New York here of Ingvald C. Oes, the Famous
to United Studios to assist John W.
Players manager whose office is in
Gray with the preparation of the Copenhagen, is concerned with that
Ruth Roland serials which are to be move. Oes is conferring with E. E.
produced by United.
Sliauer, manager of the Paramount

—

It is

Blumenthal Buys "Curse of Drnik"
"The Curse of Drink" will be distributed by Export and Import Film
throughout the entire world and not
by Equity, as stated last week. For
a time it was tliought the latter firm
would handle the picture and ni fact
the deal was practicallj' closed, but a
last minute switch was made to Ben
Blumenthal's company. It is understood the film will be sold on the state
rights market in this country.

foreign department, regarding it.
If
the move is decided upon branches
will be opened in Copenhagen, Christiana and Stockholm.
F. P.-L.

Rules

of

Play

Tournament

For

the Golf
Prizes Planned Including
for

are interested in the

—

Hays organiza-

tion.

The claim is further made that the
big producers and
distributors
are
anxious to put the smaller ones out
of business, and because Cohen has
been friendly to the small distributors and producers that it is to the
interest of the Hays organization to
have Cohen out of the way.
The fact that Will Hays is on record that he has stated his position on
several occasions seems to have no
weight with those who have the belief mentioned above.
The fact that
he has gone on record declaring himself emphatically
in
favor of the
strongest exhibitor organization possible; that only when the exhibitors
were fully organized would it be possible to cooperate to the utmost in behalf of the distributors and producers
seems to have no weight. The argument is being put forward, with heat,
that the Hays "crowd" is bent on
wrecking the M. P. T. O. of A.
Sydney Cohen, when asked with
reference to this yesterday, had nothing to say.

May Handle "Serrati"
THE FILM DAILY)

Lasky

(Special to

Sails

Jesse L. Lasky

is

May

13

scheduled to

sail

Paris
It is expected the Societe
for Europe on May 13.
Francaise des Films Paramount will
handle "Serrati" which Louis Mer"Lady Godiva" at Central
canton will make.
Jacques Feyder,
"Lady
Godiva" starts an engageproducer of "L'Atlantide," was origment
at
the
"Central on Sunday. It is
scheduled
to
make
this.
inally

"Kickers"

— Many

Some

Bernhardt Again?

Coast Arrivals
Richard Kipling and his sales manhere
that ager, H. E. Belford, are in town from
Paris
It is reported
Sarah Bernhardt may again appear the coast with a new series of two
in a film to be made this summer.
reel outdoor subjects and one feature.
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

The Rules Committee of the Spring
Film Golf Tournament have decided
Independent Units at "U" City
Announcement was made yesterday that the Oak Ridge play on May 25
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that Rupert Hughes has renewed his will be conducted as follows:
Los Angeles Four independent
The committee, of which E. Kencontract with Goldwyn
under the
terms of which Hughes will write, dall Gillette of the Motion Picture companies have leased space at UniFlorence Vidor has endirect, title and edit his own pictures. News is chairman, will handicap the versal City.
Under the contract Goldwyn has players with the assistance of Grant- gaged several sets for her new picture. The Campbell Comedy Co. is a
first call upon all of the author's lit- land Rice, editor of The American
erary product, past and future. Upon Golfer, and an authority. The handi- permanent tenant, as is the Jess RobThe fourth lessee
the completion of "The Bitterness of caps will serve particularly for the bins Prod. unit.
Sweets," now being cut and titled, lowest gross and lowes^ net scores. is "Broncho" Billy, who is negotiatHughes will begin "Souls for Sale," The winner of the lowest net will, of ing for space in which he will prowestern "action"
of
which has been running serially in course, also secure a leg on the special duce a series
dramas.
the Red Book Magazine.
(Continued on Page 2)

Hughes Renews

Bc.ng Involved Into Politics of National Exhibitor Organization
Hays' Position
Ont from the West comes this ansle on the Cohen-Walker situation in
the M. P. T. O. of A.:
That the opponents of Sydney Cohen are being backed in their plans
by the producers and distributors who

a six reeler.

the

Cross Keys and Broadway, j-esterda}- switched from vaudeville and pic-

if

Willetts Seriously
(Special

a
of the board of directors of
joldwyn at a meeting of the board
'leld Saturday.
With the election of
Neilan the Goldwyn board and the
)fficial roster are completed.

I

E. F.

Although Sydney Cohen has been
requested to attend the hearing, from
what was learned yesterday it would
not be surprising

THE FILM

in our office and may
profit and progress great-

12.

;

know what we

would do without

,

I'riday,

Cents

—

Peter Resigns "Movie Chat" Post
E. T. Peter of Dallas has resigned
his post as head of the "Urban Movie
Chats" department of the M. P. T.
O. of A.

One Company
Brady

in

Long

Island Plant

resume production for Famous Players in June at
the Long Island City studio.
There
will be no general reopening of the
plant, but pierely this, one company
Alice

at

work.

will
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William

Elaine

Man from

scenario for
Hammerstein's next picture.
the

W.

Owen

Moore's new picture
"A Previous Engagement."

will

be

Compson and company film"The Bonded Woman," have re-

turned from San
scenes were shot.

Francisco,

THE FILM
New

York,

DAILY. 71-73 West 44th St..
N Y 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

J.

the

Russell

is

where

Art Acord has begun a series of
short "action" pictures for Universal,
called

"The Beloved Adventurer."

1

Ferguson has been engaged
of "To Have and To

work out this way: Entrants v
be matched up. as closely as th
handicaps permit, for the morn!
round. Then in the afternoon foi
somes will be prepared, based on t
gross score of the morning qualifyi
round.
Then in the afternoon the holder
the low gross score of each foursoi
will he entitled to a prize.
The c
dcr in which each winner will be

will

cast

Rodolph Valentino will be one of
the headliners at the program to be
given May 5 by a San Francisco
citizens' committee, to provide for the
second annual convention of Disabled
Veterans of the World
.A.merican

War.
,/^Patsy Ruth Miller,

i

who

Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
Loudon, VV. C. 2.
,.,
T,
J

lotted his prize will

order

—

his

depend upon

name

Inasmuch

hat.

as

is
it

is

t

drav
antii

pated that there will be at least
entrants, and possibly 100, it w
mean that there will be at least

—

i

or 25 prizes.

—

Quotations

which

in

from a

GAUSMAN

—

1)

THE FH

by

offered

But the real fun, outside of
cups, will result from the plan whi
the committee has decided, and whi

appears in
a new Tom Mix picture, has been
Russell Simpson has been engaged engaged to play the feminine lead in
by Victor Schertzinger for his sec- another Mix vehicle,
ond picture which will be made in
Santa Barbara.
"Robinson Crusoe" Finished
Puns Representative Le Film, 42, Kue de
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Clichy.
Perry Vekroff, who is directing
European Representative InteriiaCentral
Los Angeles "The Adventures of
Prague (Czecho-Slo- "The Great Conspiracy" for UniF.llmschau,
tionale
versal is suffering from snow blind- Robinson Crusoe" has been finished
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
ness.
at Universal City.

—

19

DAILY.
making "The

Zanzibar" for Fox.

Hold."

Betty
ing

for

(Continued from page

trophy
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Foreign

$15.00.

communications

writing

is

to

2,

Rules of Play

Coast Brevities
(Special

May

There

'

will also

"kicker's

be ten prizes for

handicap.''

The

!

"kickei

is
operated in this wa
Each man before starting his afte
noon round places some number b
Larry Trimble is at work on his
Levy Plans Film Series
side his name, which, if added
second dog picture, "Brawn of the
Bert Levy, the cartoonist, sails on subtracted from his final gross won
North." "Strongheart," the German the Aquitania today for England on place him between 80 and 90.
police dog which appeared in "The a special mission for Hugo Riesen- selecting those entitled to a "ki.
Silent Call," will be in the new film. feld.
Levy will make a new trave- er's" prize, first are eliminated tli"
logue in Europe which will be sent who have won another prize.
Tl
Douglas MacLean has started work to New York weekly to be shown at first ten names selected from a recei
on "The Sunshine Trail" under the Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion.
tacle are entitled to a "kicker's hami
direction of James Home.
cap" prize.
"Oliver Twist" Half Finished
The competitive match between
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Exteriors for "Burning Sands" will
Famous Players' tournament winmi
be shot at Oxnard, Cal., a mile from
Los Angeles The Jackie Coogan
and the Film Club winners is as
the original desert backgrounds of Prod. Co. has placed Stephen Geeslows: The morning round will
"The Sheik." The company, totalling son in charge of the art department.
twosome made up of the low gru^
350 all told, will be gone from the The wardrobe department is makman of each tournament who wi
\r"
Lasky studio for several weeks.
costumes for the many episodes
play scratch and match
play;
(b
Louis Dresser and Jacqueline Logan of the Twist film which is in its sixth
class will be one runner-up of eac
have been added to the cast.
week or about half done.
tournament who will play scratch an
match
play; the (c) class will be on
McKelvie Here
Jack Mower, Julia Faye, Edythe
low net man selected from the fina
Chapman and James Neill have been
Governor Samuel R. McKelvie of
added to the "Manslaughter" cast.
Nebraska is in New Y'ork with an round of the afternoon play of eac
tournament and thev will play han
800 ft. film of the laying of the cordicap and medal play; the (d) grou;
Jack Gilbert's new picture for nerstone of the new state capitol at
Fox will be "The Yellow Strain." Lincoln, Neb.
Arrangements are will be one man from each tourna^
ment who has the worst score. Th'
said to be under way with news reels
Jack Dillon is directing.
method of play for the afternooi
to take over the film for their regular
Mason is at work on issues. McKelvie is a strong friend round as well as the prizes for th'
Shirley
play-off
tournament will be an
"Lights of the Desert," with Harry of the industry, having vetoed the
nounced later.
Beaumont directing.
censorship measure in Nebraska.

handicap"

|
'

<

F

P.-L.

..

do pf. ..
**Goldwyn.

High

Low

Close

82

80?^

81

600

94^

94%

94%

100

9>4

9J4

nV%

17K

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Sales

...

Triangle

World

1734

1,900

Not quoted
Not quoted

•Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

I

tl

—

55 Attend Sales Session

1

The annual Spring convention of
Paramount opened at the home office
yesterday. All the district managers
and nearly all the branch managers
were present, in addition to a number
Distribuof home office executives.
tion for the coming year constituted
the chief subject. Those present were:
Adolph Zukor, J. L. Lasky, S. R.
Kent, E. E. Shauer, E. J. Zukor, F.
V. Chamberlin, R. T. Kane, G. W.
Weeks, H. G. Ballance, G. E. Akers,
F. F. Creswell, Claud Saunders, OsM.
car Morgan, C. E McCarthy.
C.
J.
Eotsford, Henry Saulsbury,
Flinn, L C. Oes, Mel Shauer, G. B. J.
Herman
Lindlar,
Frawley, W. P.
Wobber, W. E. Smith, Louis Marcus,
G. J. Schaefer, H. H. Buxbaum, H.
A. Ross, H. W. Given, Phil Reisman,
H. E. Elder, H. C. LiBeau, L. L.
Dent, John Clark, M. C. Hughes. J.
B. Dugger, W. A. Bach, M- A. Milligan, H. I. Krause, Harry Dante. P. J.
Swift, John Hamill, M. J. Kampner,
H. Hunter, R. D.
C. C. Wallace,

A

Scates, J. D. Powers, L. F. Britton, Allan Moritz, A.
E. Bernstein, R. J. McManus, Chas.
Reagan, P. A. Bloch, Fred Stnef and
P. L. Morgan.

Thomson, W. R.

Al St. John has completed "The
Village Sheik," a comedy for Fox.

1

To Producers

Lakewood's

and Directors
there

is

a

boom on

in the

when crops move certain localities are flush
with money?
Have you ever thought that when the "catch" is
on that there is more money in maritime sections than
at other times?
Do you realize that in small country towns there is
far better business when "summer boarders" are

OSCAR PRICE
S. Pat. Off.

$35.00

Weekly

$6.00

up Daily

that

around than some other time?
Probably not.
Few producers do. It isn't their
business. But it is a fundamental part of the service
offered by this organization.

Reg. U.

I

LAKEWOOD NOTE
LAKEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

country?

Or

565 Fifth Ave. at 46th

Foremost Hotel

The

Do you know whether
oil

Largest and

St.

Murray

Hill 2372

Special

Week-End Rate*

Parties. Clubs and
Wonderful Food. Finest Service.
Dancing Nightly in Ballroom.
Unusual Entertainment FeatAthletic and Social Directora.
ures.
Indoor and Outdoor Sports.

Inducements

to

Conventions.

NOW UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF
THE PINES HOTEL CO
For reservations phone LaWewood 505
or N. Y. Booking Office Barclay 7Q«n

New York

THE
iesday.

May

s2^

DAILY

1922

2,

Legal Fight

In the Courts

On

"Way Down

Springfield
(Special

to

—

East"
Springfield,
Mo.
Springfield's
Appears in Tokio United Art"Blue Law" closing theaters on Sunists to Contest It
day was again approved by a vote
The New York American yester- of almost two to one at a recent
day published a Universal Service election.
The vote to suspend the
in Sunday closing
ordinance was 6396
judgment for $2,030 has been dispatch from Tokio which said,
part:
against and 3550 for suspension.
in the City Court against Alex"A legal fight involving the whole
Beyfuss for gowns by Tappe,
:r
question of pirated American motion
picture films is expected to develop
Sunday Shows in Moscow, Ida.
result of warnings sent today to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Appellate Division has re- as a
le
exhibitors to hold up the first reMoscow,
brought
Ida.
Sunday shows won
injunction
the
JTied
leases in Tokio of Griffith's "Way by a vote of 61 votes at the recent
hs Joseph M. Schenck, Richard
Down East' by an exhibitor possess- special referendum on the question.
iierndon and Jacinto Benavente
ing an alleged pirated copy of the
has
and
Flower,"
Passion
'The
film.
that the profits are to go to
"George Mooser, Far Eastern repThe latter claimed exjerhill.
resentative
of the United Artists, sold
title.
|ve rights on the
the Japanese release of the film to
R. Mariner has sued the Clinical
the Supreme Court for
in
IS
'0 representing salary alleged to
iue at $150 a week as cameraman.

Pirated Print of

Mayor Votes
Mayor Hylan

(Mo.), Stays "Blue"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

:

Miss Binney

for

at City

Hall yester-

day cast 100 votes for Constance Binney in the popularity contest now actively under way all over the city.
Flying squadrons yesterday invaded
number of restaurants and gathered
-.1

considerable funds.
The stunt
lepeated at dinner last night.

was

I

—

Anders Randolf, Pauline Garon
and Escamilio Fernandez, through
George L. Clarke, have been signed
for "The Man from Glengarry," to
be made in Ottawa, Canada, with

Henry MacRae

directing.

i

tl

dispute over the electric sign at
Broadway leased to Utiiversal at
a week, has resulted in the filing
suit in the Supreme Court by
Selznick and the Thomas
is J.
ick Co., against the James Miller
owner of the building, and the
the James
:. Gude Co., to which
Co. claims to have leased the
The
rights on the building.
plaint alleges that the lease was
Advertisse originally to the Film
Service in 1918 for the period to
with the consent of the
;, and that
ier the lease was transferred to
nick and by him to the Thomas
The owners have served
iick Co.
consent to
j;e that they did not
(transfer of the lease and that the
It is alleged
jitiflfs must get out.
I

!

'

W
:

the O. J.

!

iplaintififs

Gude Company ousted
on April

Selection,

iivor

to

Special

17.

Not Censorship

THE FILM DAILY)

tlanta— More than 200 delegates
:,esenting

social,

civic,

religious

educational organizations in the
the
attended
States
5:heastern
i:heastern Conference for Better
i

iis

the end of last week.

he gathering was unique, not only
jbeing the first of its kind but for
Jexemplification of the principle of
operation between producer and
Theater interests of Att.umer.
U and the Southeast were reprelied and four delegates were sent

Film Exchange Managers As-

jihe

*ation.

he report of the findings commit•voicing the sentiment of the con-

recommended

the
rather than cen>hip and in nine separate recomdations all of which show their
gnition of the industry's probH.
The findings committee advoiid
measures to further stimulate
ipeople toward substantial patronof the better pictures to the end
definitely

in.ce

"ciple of selection

:

!

li

producers

may

safely

Way

threatening legal action for infringe-

ment of authorship rights from Harue
Takamura, exhibitor, possessing the
alleged pirated copy which came by
the same steamer with the original.
"Mooser said he had taken the
up with the United States
Embassy and the Japanese Foreign
Office and -that he would fight the
matter in the Japanese courts until
the whole system of piracy is uncov-

matter

At United Artists

it

was

'r.

on

A. Steffes,

J.

EXCELLENT PROPOSITION
Concrete and Glass Building, 80x100.

Three Floors:

Studio,

Laboratory, Executive Offices, Directors' Rooms, Dark Rooms,
etc.

Tanks, Traveling Crane for Lights.

Grounds 100x200.

30 Minutes from Broadway.

Street Frontage.

EDWARD

stated that

an aggressive campaign against pirating was contemplated, not merely for
the ultimate welfare of that organization, but as a general aid to the
industry.
It was admitted that considerable difficulty had been met with
in the Far East where pirated prints
show up very often.
In February the Orient Pictures
Corp. of Los Angeles sent a letter
from Sanyei-Gumi, Ltd., of Tokio to
the National Association seeking the
co-operation of the American and
Japanese State Departments in fighting the practice. The matter was referred to Paul H. Cromelin and H.
Minot Pitman for action and nothing
has been heard of it since.

152

The

11

authors were transferred by BenB.

Hampton, and

Hewlings

to J. E. Bowen, of Cosmosart Pictures in their recent deal.

Mumper,

The properties changing hands inthe
Federal Photoplays of
clude
Benjamin B. Hampton
California;
Pictures Co.; Great Author's Pictures, Inc.; Zane Grey Pictures, Inc.;
a minority interest in the Rex Beach
Pictures, Inc., and a few minor interests.

West 42nd

NEW YORK

Bryant 6353—1587

KLEIN

image

—

upon

stereoscopic effect, depend

^its

the gradation quality of the film
ty to

Street

CITY

roundness and depth of the positive

reproduce

a

—

abili-

its

long scale of tones.

EASTMAN

—

jamin

L.

EXPORT— FILMS— IMPORT

Four Companies Turned Over
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Four large producing corporations and the works of

POSITIVE FILM
—and
reproductive
Has

in ad-

quality

this

dition, uniformity, latitude in exposure

exceptional

fineness

of grain.

It

and

carries

quality through to the screen.

Bowen

has also taekn over the opto the works of Zane Grey,

Stevvart Edward White, William Allen
White, Harry Leon Wilson,

Convention
Upton SinClara Louise Burnham.
Campbell and clair, George W. Cable, Norma
P Katlan of the
Minnesota M. P. Lorimer, G. W. Ogden, James B.
J. are in New York on their way Connolly and Eugene P. Lyle, Jr.
Convention, The output will be 12 productions
Washington
the
'iere

STUDIO—LABORATORY
FOR SALE

ered."

expend tions

better films.

fiey in

who before making the
showing received formal notice

Sakai Shokai,
first

to

J.

Eastman Film

both regular

and

tinted

base, is identifiable throughout its entire

length by the

"KodaF'

words ^''Eastman'

stenciled in the film

margin.

)'

tfes

expects to be in Washington

annually.

Jrsday.

Brunton with Cosmosart
to THE FILM DAILY)
[Sorman Kerry is in town from CalLos Angeles Cosmosart Pictures
ciia.
He is expected to go abroad Corp., announce that Robert Brunton,
itly to work for a company in upon his return from abroad will be
jina.
associated with the company.
I

Norman Kerry Here

(Special

—

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE

c^m

DAILV

Sorrento and other noted places and spots
mentioned in the novel make a colorful background.

Newspaper Opinions
"Too Much Business"— Vitagraph
AMERICAN—

EVENING TELEGRAM— *

Capitol

Just the same, "Too Much
Business" enclosed some amusing moments.
It might have been, and threatened to be. an
extremely luminous film. * * * In fact, "Too
Much Business" was a mixture of good and
bad.

HERALD— A

ran
vein
satire
of
through his original yarn, and it has been
adequately preserved in the screen production.
* * * .Shrewd little introductory devices frequently obviate the use of ordinary subtitles,
the continuity is even more businesslike than
the story and the many entertaining features
of the picture ought to help the tired business
man in getting over that tired feeling.

WORLD —

X. Y.
It seems to be just a
little funnier than most of our present day
screen comedies, and it is more than that.

TIMES — "Too Much

Business,"

the

at

this week, is another good comedy
gone long. * •
And the direction of .less
Robbins is so good in places that one is persuaded that he could have handled the story
adequately throughout if he had been per» * But the
mitted to hold it to two reels.
photoplay as a whole is dull because there is
so much padding in it, and not even a competent ilirector and cast can make padding any-

Capitol

thing

else.

DAILY NEWS— Type,

comedy.

Direc-

Photography, average.
Value, about 85 per cent.

jumpy.

tion,-

business.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Not

Plot,

only

is

action plentifully supplied witli humor,
but the subtitles provide many a good laugh
All in all it is a comedy feature
as well.
that hardly could be improved upon. * * *
Good, clean, legitimate fun.
the

EVENING WORLD— The
About

comedy.

reel

are

a seventhe seven

film

out

five

is

of

fair.

EVENING TELEGRAM— It

is a unique
entertaining comedy, occasionally bordering on the farcical, but studiously avoiding any trace of the slapstick.

and

MAIL — Given

an ingenious farce plot, the
players have proceeded to make the most
6f it without dipping too greatly in burlesque.
The consequence an e.xtremely funny picture that causes many a chuckle, interspersed
with not a few hearty laughs.
GLOBE * * * The deftest comedy-satire
we have seen in many a long day.
POST—*
Not only highly amuses but
has a real plot.

—

—

SUN — *

*

*

Lively and generally mirthful
«
• » It has all the quaint satire on
tale.
business efficiency of Earl Derr Bigger's
*

original. *

"The Man From

Home"— F.

P.-L.

Rivoli

HERALD—

• » was photoThe picture
graphetl in the actual region, and shows exquisite views of some of the fairest spots
lying around in Europe.
One catches a

glimpse of Vesuvius having an evening smoke.

For the rest, James Kirkwood
*
look brusquely Yankee. »
N. Y.

WORLD—The

manages

to

beautiful scenery

of

Campania, the terraces, the twisting old stairways, the lofty rooms of a palazzo, the anguineal Jose Ruben, the alluring Annette
Benson, the ingenuous Anna Nilsson all
these good factors and splendid photography

—

fail

to

make "The Man From Home"

a satisfactory screen spectacle. • *

*

*

MAII.,— Rarely has more

tragic aspect of the piece is
heavily stressed in the picture
than it was in the original play. * * * Hut
though you may find the tragedy too realistic
for your taste you will find relief in the well
photographed Italian scenes which abound
in it. * * * As a scenic it is something to
relish.
Many of its scenes of gardens of the
sea and of seacoast ways and byways are
Italy unique and at its best.

TRIBUNE— The

tells

GLOBE — *

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

EVENING WORLD— It
most

entirely

in

Italy

was filmed aland Vesuvius, Naples,

man Bennett

studio.
It will be
third picture for United Artists
Harmon \\'eight will direct.

TO

his

and

SEVEN DAYS IN WHK
TO CASH IN ON

One Film
THE FILM DAILY)

Raid and Daniels in
(Special to

its

the theme is slightly old fashioned and doesn't hold quite the amount of
prestige that it formerly did. * * * This picture is probably the most artistic one physically that has hen shown this year.
Scene
after scene of the beautiful Italian landscapes
and seascapes almost make you hold your
breath.
The acting and photography could
hardly be improved upon.

"MOTHER ETERNAI

—

Los Angeles Wallace Reid and
Bcbe Daniels are to appear in "The
Ghost Breaker" for Paramount.
It
is understood that this was once made
in films with H. B. Warner.

Beginning with
"

on

EVENING JOURNAL—

Here is a picture
that deserves success, a picture that represents thought and skill in production, and
whicli shows it on the screen.

-'VMERICAN
dor

of

— Against

the

scenic

splen-

MELODRAMAS
WITH A PUNCH

$2

PER HOUR, BY DAY. CIRCLE 1868

& Wolford, of N«
York, offer their collection
proven
stage
successes
f
Darcy

French Canadian country, with
vistas through wooded valleys cleft

the

endless
in the mountains, Carl
exceptionally interesting
conflict,

Laemmle has
story

Lon Chancy,

but

trapper, made
in the story.

one

as

of

an
emotional
set

Gaspard

the

other factors
»
* The exposition of that
on the screen w'as one of
forget

all

transformation
the
most absorbing illustrations of emotionalism I've seen in many a day.
N. Y.
But "The Trap" is a
thing of beauty pictorially. * * * It is
pretty conventional stuff, but it probably is
just the kind of thing to attract and liold
the crowds.
"The Trap" is a
vivid picturization
of
the
Canadian north
woods, and is mostly dramatized snow and
Lon Chaney. Both stars play their respective parts in fine shape, but the snow is far
more retiring and keeps further in the background.
There are thrills galore. * * *

WORLD—

MOTHER'S DAY "
SUNDAY, MAY 14th

STORIES WITH
BOX OFFICE TITLE

"The Trap"—Universal
Central

2

MOTHER'S WEEK

''

expected to start

tomorrow on "The Silent
Voice" wiiich was produced on the
stage some years ago at the Whit-

for

SUN — So

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange
State

or

PICTURE

PRODUCTIO

ADELINE

M.

Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

ALVOR

6059 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, California
Telephone Holly 484
Coast Representative

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

EVENING WORLD—

Be Made

History Will

AT THE

EVENING TELEGRAM—*

* * While
amid scenes of exceptional beauty, does
not provide so good a vehicle for an actor
laid

of Clianey's ability as

some

of the others that

have gone before,

GLOBE—

*

*

*

Might have been an un-

picture.
As it is, it is only
slighly better than the average, because of
It makes a fine start as an
mievenness.
action picture, but soon after the start develops into a study of character pure and
simple.

WASHINGTON CONVENTION

commonly good

POST — *

Know What's

Going

On Every Day

* * It is a

gripping picture; one
of the best put out by Universal in a long
time.

SUN —

That fight is a most thrilling bit of
screen craftsmanship. * * * Is distinctively a
man's picture, something that women as well
as men won't forget easily.

EVENING

JOURNAL

—

Lon

rated.

New McVickers
(Special to

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY WILL TELL YOU

Chaney

claims and wins his proper place on the
* * The man's an
screen in "The Trap."
artist and of higher rank than he has been

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Kindly enter

new McVickers

Kunsky Gives Up Detroit Royal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kunsky has
H.
Detroit John

—the

Royal

theater,

it

is

because of the exorbitant rental
asked. The Royal is one of the oldest theaters in Detroit.

Last

Famous

New York

City

Johnson, of
night
Julian
the
addressed
Players,

Cinema Composers
"The Preparation of

Columbia.
the Photoplay
from the Producer's Point of View."
at

my

subscription to

The Film Daily

for

year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY—313

Issues— Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews^52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages

day.

up

St.,

to Seat 3,000

theater to be erected on the site of the
present theater will seat 3,000 and
Demoliwill cost about $1,500,000.
tion of the old house started yester-

said,

this

* Worth going to see
atmosphere gained from

*

true Italian
Italian settings.

gorgeous surroundings you can imagine

side of paradise, has to be interesting.
* • Quite
common place on the screen. As a feature
is
an excellent scenic, disclosing some
it
inviting and equisite views of the Italian
From the very first the outcome
Riviera.
of the story is apparent, and it seems to
interminable
lengtli of time to tell it.
take an

is

work

aii

the

2,

Work Tomorrow

Arliss Starts

George Arliss

ing is a
beautiful pictures.

given

obvious,
softened

consistently beauin the making oi

motion picture.

picture seems to us unbut much of this could
have been
with a different set of
titles. * * * It is an interesting picture, because a story filmed in Italy amid the most
necessarily

Has

been employed
* *
This photoplay not
interesting story but its screenconstant succession of amazingly

locale

tiful

a

TIMES— The

much more

*

the
quaint charm of Indiana contrasted with the
rich natural beauti^ of tlie, most famous Italian cities.

only
tine

*

May

Tuesday,

Subscription, $10

Name
Theatre

Address

— Foreign,

$15

one

I

—

7Ao brAdstreet
9/' FILMDOM

JS^^RECOCMIZED

Authority
FORHERiy

XX

^,)1.

Wednesday, May

No. 33

Backs Hays
Confidence and
Co-operation

Its

THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta — One of the important
Special to

res-

passed by the Southeastern
.'-tter Fihns Conference at its meetJ5 late last week was one pledging
support to Will H. Hays in all
i
loves inaugurated by him "looking
jward the betterment of films and
|e sympathetic co-operation between
motion picture industry^and the
•,e
(itions

jiblic."

;This is the first meeting of its kind
publicly announce its support of

Hays move and may have an im-

e

A

Cole Resigns

Sutheastern Film Conference Votes

Him

Price 5 Cents

1922

3,

bearing in the future when it
that over 200 reprentatives of civic and social organations were represented at the meetirtant

remembered

Terminates Connection With All
Robertson-Cole Enterprises
Schnitzer May Succeed Him
Rufus S. Cole announced yesterday
his withdrawal as president of all
Robertson-Cole film enterprises including R-C
Pictures,
RobertsonCole
Dist.
Robertson-Cole
Corp.,
Realty Corp. and Robertson-Cole
Studios, Inc.
His resignation is to

become

An

effective immediately.

effort

Cole at his

was made to reach Mr.
office to ascertain his fu-

ture plans, but he had gone for the
day.
When Joseph Schnitzer, general manager of R-C, was asked who
would succeed !\Ir. Cole as president,

he said he had nothing to say.
It

was

recalled,

went

Schnitzer

however, that when

R-C

to

as

general

90 Coast Units Busy
(Special

to

—

Wreck Organization

esti-

The

current issue of the Exhibitors'
Bulletin, dated Saturday, April 29th,
and in the' mail yesterday, has for its
leading article "A Call to Arms,"
which recites in detail the well known

the

coast reveals about 90 units at
This includes features,
serials and various types of
short reels.

work.

A

well-versed

film

man

controversy raging between Sydney
S. Cohen and Senator Walker.
One of the interesting phases of
the article, however, is that which
quotes H. M. Ritchey, general manager of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan,

in

commenting on the above yesterday stated that

if

the esti-

mate was correct, coast production had picked up wonderfully in the last two weeks.

as follows:
" 'I told him (Berman) that it looked to me that inasmuch as Mr. Walker was so acceptable to the producers, that the exhibitors of the country
would get the impression that he had

14 Million in Profits
For

Eastman

— Drop

Kodak

From some arrangement

manager, reports indicated that furPrevious Year Attributed to
[g as well as representatives of Comther promotions were in order for
Foreign Competition
mittees on Better Films from various him.
It would not prove surprising
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
DUthern cities.
to some to learn of his appointment
Rochester,
N.
Y. The
annual
.\nother angle that may have in- as president and Cole's successor.
statement of the Eastman Kodak Co.
resting and fruitful results is that
for 1921 places net profits at $14,105,hich urges the formation of Better
861.04.
This represents a drop of
Fox
Convention May 15
ilms Committees in every commun$4,460,349.88 over profits for 1920,
Reports
from
field
the
indicate
that
y and that these committees use as
hut the 1921 earnings are about on a
the

Fox organization has

sent out a

United States branch managers to meet in New York on May
Griffith Due Tomorrow
15 to hold the 10th annual convenD. W. Griffith is due in from Eu- tion. The meetings will run a week
Al- and at them will be determined the
)pe tomorrow on the Homeric.
1922-1923 policy.
As noted, 14 spe?rt L. Grey is returning- on the same
cials will be released, but the number
aat.
of star series and the stars to appear
in them are yet to be determined.
The total output is expected to be
Florida
call to its

Meeting

(Special

—

West Palm Beach,
ig

of the recently

it

Theaters

Fla.
At a meetformed Independ-

Association, held last
decided to hold the next

eek, it was
leeting at Orlando

on

May

17,

when

large attendance is expected.
One
the aims of the organization will
i to secure pictures through a booki

g department.

The

are:
President. Carl
Bijou, West Palm Beach;
rst vice-president,
D. Harry Same. .\irdome, Ft. Pierce-; second viceesident, August Lemmert, Victor,
ocoa; third vice-president, Lon Burin, Alimar,
Live Oak; fourth viceesident, George T. Chester, Ameran, Orlando; secretary, Harold W.
osenthal.
Biltmore, Buena Vista,
id treasurer, Carson Bradford, Fairofficers

Settler,

IX,

less

than that of the present season.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Miami.

These, together with
Magnolia, Titusville;

Hoy

Office

in

Cleveland

THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland — The
Hoy Reporting
(Special

to

Service has opened an office here.

Under the original plans for expansion of the Hoy service to care for
the national development of the credit
idea, an office was to be established
in Chicago and another in Atlanta.

The Cleveland branch

be

will

in

ad-

dition to these.

New
(Special to

Atlanta

—

It

Metro Star?

THE FILM DAILY)
is

stated

here

that

will star for Metro and
that her first picture will be "A Quiet
Little Time in Mexico," said to have
been written for her by James Oliver

Texas Guinan

less later

theater,

report.

me

I

Walker.'

"The

I
'

wired

Michigan

national

We

ings on the

common were

$92.53.

That Albany Meeting
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

New York State in the State Headquarters in the Times Building, New
York City, on Tuesday evening, April

and Berman admitted having
suggested the wire to Zukor, but did
here that several of the important not send it, as he said he telephoned
Rochester exhibitors who signed the Marcus Loew direct (to make no furcharges against President O'Reilly ther statements regarding Walker.
(Continued on page 4)
and Secretary Berman may not attend the meeting scheduled for today
These Plan Resolutions Against Rochester
at 1 o'clock at the Ten Eyck.
The T. O. C. C. at its meeting yesmen, it is said, have various reasons,
or excuses, for not attending.
One terday appointed a special committee
of them is said to be busy with a of three to frame resolutions consinging society and another is said to demning the small group of Rochester exhibitors who brought charges
have a sore foot.
against Charles L. O'Reilly and Sam
Charles L. O'Reilly said yesterday I. Berman of the state unit on the
that regardless of who else might be grounds that the motive was insinexpected to attend the meeting of the cere and that the Western New York
executive committee, he would be on unit was actuated "by petty political
hand with his counsel. Senator Walk- purposes."
er, as would Secretary Berman.
Albany. N. Y.

—Word

Baum

2Sth,

has reached

months.

Vero

asked

him to Adolph
to go to Marcus Loew and have him
make no more statements regarding

'

irectors.

/illiam Atkins,

He

j

Sails for Europe
Louis Baum, sales manager of Equitj% sailed for Europe yesterday on
a vacation trip that will last several

Johnson,

them.

idea, but nevertheto write a wire for
Zukor, telling Zukor

organization also
headquarters as follows: 'For your information followpar with those of 1918.
ing wire found in waste basket adOfficials of the company attribute dressed to Belle Goldstein: "Think it
the deficit to foreign competition and advisable that you go to see Marcus
the general business depression. The Loew and suggest that he make no
are more statements regarding Walker."
resources
the
corporation
of
placed at $97,192,516.56 exclusive of Miss Goldstein is Adolph Zukor's secgood-will and patent rights.
retary.
After Federal taxes are deducted,
"This telegram was dictated by
the earnings are equivalent to $68.67 Sam Berman.
took this matter
a share on the $20,000,000 in common up with Berman at a meeting of the
stock outstanding. In 1920 the earn- Motion Picture Theater Owners of

Curwood.
Vero;
W. English. Seminole, Homestead,
At the Metro offices an executive
id James Heaton, Auditorium, Day- stated yesterday he doubted whether
ina Beach, constitute the board of there was any truth to the Atlanta
ert

with

pooh-poohed the

—

(Continued on page 4)

Arms"

Out Hints
That Producers Are Trying to

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles A careful
mate of production on

"Gall to

Exhibitors' Bulletin Just

Committee Meets Thursday
THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The executive committee of the M. P. T. O. of A. will
hold its first pre-convention meeting
at the Washington tomorrow.
(Special to

—

THE

c^m

DAILY

Guts and Flashes

Wednesday, May

Incorporations

Joe PLtcnkett
knoujs ujhat

—

Arthur La Tour is now associated
Dover, Del. Graphic Film Exwith the George L. Clarke office.
change of New York. Wilmington.
Capital $6,000.
Attorney Colonial
Vol.

XX No. 33

Wednesday, May 3, 1922

The new Hugo

Price 5 Cents

Ballin picture,

now Charter

production, has been titled "Married People."

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and

FILM FOLKS, INC.
Dannenberg,

Joseph

The
and

President

Editor;

has

Alicoate. Treasurer and Business ManJ.
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N, Y., under
the act of March 3. 1879,

W.

221

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

of

all

communications

— Le

Film,

Rue de

42,

—

Quotations
Low

High
F. P.-L.

^

do

pf.

Close

..

UVi

81

81^

..

95

943/^

95

9^

W2

^*Goldwyn..

W. Farnham
titles

on

has

completed

"The

Snitching

New

Hour,"

of the

first

—

6,600

Prairie

Garden Theater,

Not quoted president
i

1734

...

200

17K

17J4

New House Soon
to THE FILM DAILY)

Starts
(Special

Philadelphia

— The

new

Willard

theater to be built at 40th and Filbert, will be started on May 15th.

SHERLOCK

HOLMES

Short Reel^^Features
Will

Be

is

burg;

the new
P. T. O.

stone,

\\x.

ADVERTISED

Sam'l

De

Fazio, the Blackand Mr. H. B.

—

Forms Subsidiary
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City— The Gladstone TheCapitol

Pickford's

"Garrison's

picture for

Fnish"

THE FILM DAILY)

—Jack
the Allied

Los Angeles

Pickford's
Corp., the

first

Quality

S.

Pat. Off.

Service

Associated Screen News, Inc.
Laboratories Flushing, L. I.
Phone, Bryant 1939
Sample Prints Developing
Release Work

Didja

Ever Hear ol
BEX BEACH

GEORGE AD

BABE

R.UTH

RINGLARDNE

W/ALTER

HAGEN

Charbtt^ROVl

May Have Exhibitor Week
to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco —The local exhibitor

'Frisco

(Special

from organization

Edited by Grantland Rice
Produced by Jack Eaton

For ^eiss Brothers' Artclass
Pictures

ASKcoLDWYf
Close Irvington, Ind. House

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Indianapolis

— The

Irving,

own

by Frank Rembusch of Shelbyvil
has closed at Irvington, and an at
davit

filed

against

McCoy,

Earl

t

manager withdrawn.

New
(Special

Frothingham Story
THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Los Angeles J. L. Frothingharr
next production will be "The Ve,
geance of the Deep,'' in which Ma
guerite de la Motte will be feature

Cunningham
(Special

to

in

Sioux City

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Sioux City, la. Art R. Cunnini
ham, exploitation and publicity re
resentative for the Des Moines Fir
National Exchange, has been tran
ferred to the

management

considering holding an cess.
exhibitors' week.

of the Prir

is

Own

Business

— Frederick

Anderso

Anderson Starts
(Special

To Producers

to

Stockholm

^

THE FILM DAILY)

who

recently resigned as manager
exchange business operated by Skai
dinavisk Filmcentral, has opened a
exchange of his own. He has aU
i

gone into production and at presei
has two six reel comedies under wa'

There are representatives who really represent, and
representatives who use rubber stamps.
There are
men who really look after your interests and then
there are others who well, you know them.
Part of the service rendered by this organization is
to see to it that your productions are properly looked
after in the distributing company.
And this means
accessories, paper, and everything else in which you

should be, interested.

OSCAR PRICE
565 Fifth Ave. at 46th

St.

Phone— Beekman

9091

—

—

are, or

Corp.

new

subsidiary of United Artists, will be
"Garrison's Finish."
He may go
East for race track scenes.

Maddux Buys K. C. Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Mo. J. I. Maddux

—Roanoke

First,

(Special to

ater Co. has been formed to operate
the Gladstone theater, taken over by
Capitol Enterprises, Inc.
The Linwood, which has also been taken
over by Capitol, is to be remodeled.

purchased the
George Buchanan.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Frankfort, Ind. The Clinton Prod.
Co. has succeeded the Capital Film
Co., and the stockholders of the new
unit are
practically identical with
those of the old company.

and Directors

Reg. U.

)SPORIIi£UmS
c± tke Strand

THE FILM DAILY)

Pittsburgli,

(Special

Royal, vice president; Julius Lamm,
the Brunhild & Young Circuit, vice
president,
and Sidney Smith, the
Illinois, secretary.

has

NATIONALLY

''em

—

of the Chicago M.
Kester,
Mr.
Cameraphone,
East
Other officers are:
Liberty, will represent the exhibitors.
Not quoted
Triangle
H. Goldson, the Julian vice presiNot quoted dent; George Paul, the Grand, vice
World
Newr Company in Frankfort, Ind.
Content
Co.
&
H.
•Quotations by
president; A. Saperstein, the Palais

Loew's

He

gives

Arbitrators in Pittsburgh

(Special to

Arthur Housman
Pittsburgh
A new arbitration
series of comedies and has contracted board has been appointed bj' the
with Wrav Physioc Prod., to edit and Film Board of Trade. Those repretitle "The Love Nest."
senting the exchanges are B. M.
Moran, Pathe; D. J. Selznick, Select;
Sales
Jos. Kaliski, Educational, and A. E.
Siegel Heads Chicago Unit
Atkinson, Metro.
3,600
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paul Jones, the Rowland, Wilkins900
Chicago Ludwig Siegel, of the

....

Griffith

—

Clifton's

Jos.
editing

Representative InternaCentral
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

European

Attorney, C. E. Taylor, Middletown.

cast for
Albany, N. Y. Arax Amusement
whaling film, through Corp., Binghamton. Capital $50,000.
Jess Smith, Marguerite Courtot, Pat Incorporators, K. Vartanian, G. W.
Hardigan, William Cavenaugh, Wil- Eisenhart and S. M. Smith.
Atliam Wolcott, John Basten and Clara torneys
Wooster and Eisenhart,
Bow.
Binghamton.

Elmer

—
—
—

loants.

—

The following have been

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
N. Y.
6411
Hollywood
California
Hollywood.
Phone, Hollywood 1603
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. WiUiamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative
Clichy.

14 St.

Richard Barthelmess' next picture.

THE FILM

to

W.

—

Dover, Del. Animation Studios of
America, Philadelphia. Capital, $500,000.
Attorneys, Corporation Guarantee and Trust Co.

Albany, N. Y. K. and B. AmuseHenry King, through Jess Smith, ment Corp., Monroe. Orange County.
lias
signed
Mary Alden for the Capital $15,000.
Incorporators. F.
mother role in "The Bond Boy," and E. M. Boltno and F. B. Kistler.

Terms (Postage

Address

Children's Matinee Ass'n, Inc.,
secured permanent quarters at

tke public

Co.

in

3, IS

Murray

Hill 2372

New York

.«EAL.

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INF

'

THE
May

\ednesday.

3,

St!k

DAILY

1922

H

At Broadway Theaters

Forgers Busy

The names

number

In the Courts

motion
picture people with deposits in banks
A suit of the Nicholas Kessell LabRichard Straus' "Till Eulenspiegel is tlie
Capitol overture this week.
Frederic Frad- in the Longacre section are being oratories, a New York corporation,
kin. Capitol concert master, then conducts
forged by operators more or less against the Enterprise Distributing
while
"Liebesfreud" and
"Souvenir" are familiar with the deposit and draft Corp., a Georgia
corporation,
has
played.
LInit
No.
composed
the
3
is
of
No. 36
habits of the victims they select for been transferred to the Federal Court
news
pictorial, in which is embodied a GoklCDS BREAK LEVEES ON THE wyn Sport Review.
One of the recent losers with the approval of Supreme Court
The Capitol Ballet frauds.
SISSIPPI — Many miles of land inunCorps dances "Dance of the Hours," from through the forgeries is Moe Kerman, Justice Delehanty.
and great damage done by swollen
"La Giaconda," and after the dance number, associated with the Alexander
Film
I.
the feature. "Too Much Business" goes on.
EXCLUSIVE PICTURES Hy Mayer's latest "Travelaugh," "Such is Corp.
ir AND
The Kraus Mfg. Co. filed applicaRRIVAL OF PRINCE OF WALES Life 'Mong the Children of France." is next
tion in the Supreme Court to dismiss
\PAN — Yokohama and Tokyo give and the organ solo concludes the bill.
Upset
in
Saskatchewan
prince an impressive greeting.
a suit of the A. H. Fischer Features,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
oi a

Capitol

of

atkeNews

;

:,'

OLYMPIC GAMES AT MON-

I|EN

lARLO — Fair

win

athletes

laurels

at

nous resort.

WAR RAVAGES CHINA— Scenes

i

c'lnection

with

outbreak

the

of

hostili-

itween South and North China.
interesting events as usual.

oday

—

Rialto
Winnipeg Word has been received
"Euryanthe" is the Rialto overture this
week. Music Week in New York.
"The here that the Saskatchewan Govern\'oice of Gladness," a Post Nature picture, ment may open its censorship offices
the next number and the third, a solo. in Regina.
is
If that should occur film
"Inflammatus," from "Stabat Mater," which men think
that additional exchanges
The
Joseph Alessi plajs on the trumpet.
At
magazine this week contains the usual assort- may have to be opened here.
ment of special numbers. George Richardson, present Manitoba and Saskatchewan
baritone sings "Brown October Ale" from censors work in this
city through a
"Robin Hood."
The feature is Wallace
Reici in "Across the Continent," transferred joint arrangement.
froin the Rivoli.
"Forge in the Forest." is
played by the orchestra with special
by Raymond C. Ellis, tympanist. The
closing number is "The Little Rascal," a

Increases Detroit Force

ne.xt

effects

(Special to

Detroit

because although the

Inc.,

was

summons

Sept. 23 last the complaint

filed

has not been served.

The LT. E. Realty Co. sued Julius
H. Siebert, the Sonora Films Corp.
and the Lebertan Corp. in the Supreme Court for $4,600 on a note by
Siebert to the film company, of which
he was president, on Dec. 20 last.

THE FILM DAILY)

— First

National has added
Sees Films Sent by Radio
Chapman, W. E. Long and R.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
D.
Hawley
to
its
local
sales
force.
Rivoli
Boston At the opening of the
"New Orleans," the original composition The territory of each member of the
wliich won the $500 prize offered by Hugo
force will be reduced to secure more Spring session of the Society of MoRiesenfeld in 1920, is played at the Rivoli
Baby Peggy-Century Comedy.

E. C.

—

Law" Fight in Missouri
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Jlue

—

Louis "Blue law" reformers
quietly working to line up
) been
forces to put through an amendat the constitutional convention
(fferson City.
A St. Louis exjive committee of the Anti-Blue
League to be headed by Mayor
has been appointed to fight the
Petitions will be circulated
planned to send a million
it is
sts to Secretary of State Becker.
(

:.

Waco Censor Law Invalid
to THE FILM DAILY)

Special

—

Tex. The ordinance creatcensor in Waco was declared
i
nstitutional
by Judge R. H.
sbury of the City Court when
ne before him on complaint. The
had been entered against Abe
of the Strand, a First Nat'l
ico,

,

week.
The pictorial includes Kineto's
"Ancient Rome in Africa."
Miriam Lax,
soprano, and Fred Jagel, tenor, sing "Sweet
Genevieve" and then the feature "'The Man
from
Home" goes on.
"Shepherd and
Shepherdess," a dance number is ne.xt with
"The
Louis Boslet and Grace Eastnlan.
Family Album," an Ollendorf cartoon, closes
this

the

bill.

intensive sales.

Buys Wisconsin Theater
to THE
FILM DAILY)
Oconomowoc, Wis. George Hueb(Special

—

proprietor of the Crystal,
practically closed a
deal
for
Strand.
ner,

Helene Chadwick in Town
The extreme length of "Orphans of the^
Helene Chadwick is in New York
Storm" necessitates omissions of the usual
numbers at the Strand this week. The news from the coast for a three weeks' vareel opens the performance, and immediately
cation.
after it comes the prelude to the Griffitli
picture.

The organ

Other Theaters
the Criterion,

"Reported Missing."

Red Hot

"Fool's First" at Strand
Marshall Neilan"s ne.xt production,
"Fool's First," goes into the Strand
on May 14.

(Special

'insas
s

is

THE FILM DAILY)

City,

Mo.

—The

a

very

issuing

h can

be used

)itors

anywhere.

in

various

ways by

sells for $5.

It

MONEY
any amount to assist
approved Motion Picture
reduction.
Give particulars
riefly,
and amount required,
apital in

1

»r

attention.
Film Daily, 71

;-3,

NEW
We

W.

44th St.

furnished FREE.
Directors communicate.
145

W.

45th

1941

Luxemburg, Wis.

modeled

Right

—The

St.

off the griddle.

From

T. O. convenshun.

some

You

battle.

Danny

About the M. P.
it's gonna be

will write.

An'

the battle front.

can't afford to miss.

Reading

it.

into a club room.

Owns One; Plans Another
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
Crystal Falls, Mich.— E. J. Buggar,
who operates the Uno, has completed
plans for an $80,000 theater.
The
new house is scheduled to be completed in August.

Lightning Destroys
(Special to

Dorchester,

Illinois

House

THE FILM DAILY)
111.

—The

And you
Who'll read
in

can't afford.

it.

When

your own way.

You

phone.

you

Having
do.

But now.

In Washington.

exhibitors.

Miss

out.

About what you.

only for next season.

On

your story.

Are going

Told

to have.

This minute.

We'll send someone.

To

talk

it

over.

Wilsonville

was struck by lightning and destroyed
by fire. The house seated 360 and
was owned by Eli Gori. The management plans to rebuild.
(Special to

Impresarios of
Latent Talent.
Screen Demonstration

Bryant

THE FILM DAILY)

Radios Catching on

FACES

are

BRIND,

to

Palace has
Keystone been purchased by the local post of
interesting the American Legion and will be re-

regarding
advertising
aids,
)ared for an exhibitor by an exor."
H. E. Jameyson is the
3r and it has a lot of good ideas

dio."

The Cameo continues with "Sisters" and

Converting Theater into Clubroom
(Special to

joined together, make a motion picture.
It is therefore not only possible but probable that we shall show
in our educational institutions great
educational pictures broadcast by ra-

solo concludes the show.

hise holder.

Exhibitors Aid

"It is but a step from the transmishas sion of one picture to the transmisthe sion of a series of pictures, which,

^

Strand

tion Picture Engineers, L. C. Porter
of Newark, the president, predicted
the transmission of motion pictures
by radio. He said:

in St.

Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis— Radio concerts as an
St.
auxiliary attraction for picture houses
are coming into favor in St. Louis
Dr. C. E. Tetley, of the
territory.
Monarch, Farmington, Ma., and the
Roseland, Flat River, has bought
radio equipment for both of his
houses.

feTHE

o/'FiLMDOH

71

West

44th St.

Authority

Phone Vanderbilt 4551

Not

THE

'eMaHDAILY
A

Thursday's Issue

The

is

a question."

article then says:

"At the same time, representatives
of producers in California requested
certain exhibitors there to support
Senator Walker, and several producers in
York were doing the
same thing."
On the last page of the Bulletin is

New

May

3,

2

Competition in Chile

.Supreme Court Justice Delehanty
(Continued from Page 1)
"The members of the Board of Di- denied yesterday an application by
rectors of the New York State body Horace Goldin, owner of the vaudewere indignant upon hearing of these ville act, "Sawing a Woman in Half,"
for an injunction restraining Weiss
facts.''
The article then tells of the visit of Bros. Clarion Photoplays from proE. T. Peter, formerly manager of the ducing and distributing a film pur"Movie Chat" Denartment, to the porting to show how the act is done.
"I
have
South and ends by saying, "Where Justice Delehanty said:
his expenses came from on this South- grave doubts of the ultimate success
ern trip

Latest Pictures of Richard
Croker.
Woodrow Wilson's Feebleness
Shocks Thousands.
The Most Beautiful
Women of the World.
Intimate Scenes of King of
Sweden in France.
Empress of Japan on Tour.
And Other News Events.

Weiss Bros. Win Out

Arms"

"Gall to

Wednesday,

of the plaintiff in the action."
The fact that the Weiss film, "Sawing a Lady in Half," was scheduled
to go into the Rialto before the in-

proceedings were started
a letter from the American
Society of Magicians asking Broadway managers not to show films divulging the secret of stage illusions
on the "-round that such exposes deprived magicians of a livelihood.
junction

elicited

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Rollo S. Smith,
(Special to

;c

retary to the commercial attac;
Santiago, Chile, has forwarded
port
on Chilean film condi

i;

which

.r

appears

in

a
e

"Commerce

ports" for April 24. It says,
"The moving picture business in

in
S

well established and the theaters W'
ronized.
There are 23 motion pictui
ters located in various sections of li
in which two and sometimes three ?
day are given. Prices range according
character and location of the theater,
1,20 to 3 pesos (at present rates of exd
about 13 and 33 cents) for seats in tf
is

"A new theater is now in process o'
struction in a thickly populated rcsi'
section which will cost 800,000 pesos
000). and will seat 2,500 people.
"Preference is given to Americar,
but in decreasing proportion ai
ropeans perfect their productions. It it
mated that a year ago the proporti<
tures,

an article captioned, "Dignity Must
Feature Washington Meeting," which
American films exhibited to all other I
goes on to say that "outside elements"
hibited in Santiago was 95 to 5
today
are seeking to "interfere with the busCamus Here from Mexico
65 to 35,
Without doubt this is due in g
iness of the Washington convention,"
G. Camus, of Camus Prod., Mexico part to the high exchange premium o h
dollar
but aside from this
h
The article then suggests that these City, is here conferring with F. Mier, American
undeniable fact that German and FrencI {
outside elements bring large quanti- his New York representative.
improving
not
only
in
He is ducers are
of their professions but their
ties of liquor to the convention and accompanied by E. Volrath,
his di- nique
;

i

;

i

tli-

i!

Backs Hays
Page 1)
a basis the reports on suitable films
broadcasted by the National Board of
Review. A third resolution urges
superintendents
and other
school
school authorities to call conferences
educational
leaders
in
various
of
states in the Southeast to meet at
some central point during the summer
vacation period to discuss co-operation between all branches of the industry and the public schools. Film
(Continued from

interests will be asked to suggest a
definite method of procedure as to
how this object may be attained.

450 Musicians Locked Out

>

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis— The new
without music at 90
has gone into effect
cians locked out by
St.

policy of shows
picture theaters

with 450 musi-

the managers.
refused to consider
lower wages and smaller orchestras.

The musicians
The

strike

may

last

for weeks.

'under the guise of friendship deliberately proceed to destroy their usefulness as delegates and obtain from
them information concerning the convention they transmit to their own
headquarters.
These liquor parties,
carefully and craftily staged to catch
the unwary theater ov\'ner, are used
dissension
to foment
in our own
ranks."
Further the article states "certain
producing and distributing elements
have already made threatening advances toward our organization and
plan open and in a treacherous manner to disrupt it at the Washington
meeting." The article, concludes by
saying, "Beware of treachery."

agement
a

Build in

(Special

to

Fairbanks, Alaska

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Fairbanks, Alaska Capt. E. A. Lathrop, owner of houses at Cordova
and Anchorage, plans to erect a theater and hotel building to cost $200,000.

of

N.

Ave.

Y.

John Amendola.

capacity of 1200 and
residential

is

It

in the

section.

has
Pine

D.

H.

Finke, manager of the New Bellevue
since its opening, has resigned, and
has
been succeeded by Herman
Lorence, now managing the Inter-

distributor of

He

ico.

American

has his

own

films in

oratory.

Meador Leaves Today
E. D. ("Jack") Meador, director
of publicity and advertising for Metro,
leaves today for Hollywood to
spend eight weeks at the studio.
J.

—

^

May

Build in Bennington, Vt.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Bennington,, Vt. Uly S. Hill, manager of the Mark-Strand at Albany,
recently appeared before a gathering
of citizens and presented the proposition to erect a theater and hotel.
Hill, in conjunction with Charles H.
Hess, agreed to raise $100,000, the remaining $65,000 to be taken care of
through an issue of preferred stock.
The theater would seat 900.

has

writes:
"Like the beautiful press book, the colored

Web

of $80,000.
H. Williams, G.
Ellis, C. M. Borter, G. A. Briggs and
F. H. Boulter constitute the board.

lay

wider scope than is freqi
found in American films. Importers of j p
ican moving pictures in Santiago feel
American producers wish to hold this u
ket their prices will have to be lower' t
compete with European offerings."
given

are

Inserts a

inserts used in trade paper advertising are a
wilful waste of money,

"Colored inserts do not sell pictures, and
neither do they help the exhibitor.
The
present method of advertising features via
the insert is a flagrant disregard of exhibitor
co-operation.

a

t'

Mex-

studio and lab-

The seating capacity is
The Web represents an out-

Across the river the new
opened.

to

Waste
H. M. Warner, of Warner Bros,

national.

1,000.

To

— The

new
Amendola has opened under manFalls,

Aywon.

Negatives of three
others have been brought here.
In
addition to producing, Camus is a

sold

—

New Houses in Niagara Falls
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Niagara

One Camus production.
"With Wings Outspread," has been

rector.

Sweden Has Many Theaters

A

survey

of

industry

the

ii

Sweden, has been forwarded to M
National Association by the Defjtl

ment

Commerce

of

courtesy of R. A.

througl-

Lundquist,

of the Specialties Division.

Tli

appeared in
Swedish Export," a periodical
lished by the General Export
vey

originally

The

sociation of Sweden.

j

5

data

I

lows
"Sweden

is

of all the countries in the

\

1

—

one best supplied with motion pi
houses 'Biographs,' according to the
the

'

;

and 'going to Bio' is the
tional pastime most intensely pursued at_
ent.
With a population around six mil
there were at the end of 1919 not less
designation,

600 playhouses of that kind

in

full

a

4

swin

addition to a number of perambulating
Stockholm itself, with s
ture shows.
500,000 inhabitants, has something liki
Playgoers to picture a
picture houses.
numbered 60,000,000 in 1919 for the v
country, but this figure has shrunk CO
erably since that time.
"The two principal importing and
ducing concerns, Svenska I3iografteatem"
Skandia, joined forces in 1919, the am:
mation jjeing now styled Aktiebolaget Sv
Filmindustri, with a joint capital of 3S,^
The head of the compam
000 kronor.
The large studio
Charles Magnusson.
;

Rasunda, near Stockholm, belong to A
Svensk Filmindustri, who have a studi

Denmark

as well."

Hamilton and White Here
Adolph Menjou and Raymond J
Lloyd Hamilton and Jack White
"What is the meaning of a beautiful insert? ton have been secured by Lasky
are in New York en route to Europe. Nothing
It probably pleases the vanity of a Penrhyn Stanlaws special now
Hamilton is an active participant in stars, and is sometimes used as a bait to tied "Pink Gods."
hoodwink
prospective
stock buyers.
the charity drive now under way in
"Nowadays the printers of beautiful inserts
ihe_ city and was given 100 votes by
a good portion of the money that is apMayor Hylan the other day as the get
propriated for an exploitation campaign. This
mayor's favorite male star.
same money could be more advantageously
!

W. A. FLEMING

&

CO.

Dependable
Public Accountants and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074

"Around the World With Burton
Holmes" terminates its run at the
Apollo on

May

14.

used by taking greater space in the trade
publications, telling the exhibitor how he can
sell the picture to the public, and thereby
helping him to derive the maximum business
results."

Talmadge

Studios For Rent
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1540
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Rowland

Profits $328,483.12
Feb. 25

— Some

First
National
Headquarters
Looking Into Problems Touching on Production
Richard
A.
Rowland, formerly

Liabilities

Written Off
financial statement for
year ending Feb. 25. 1922 shows

The Pathe

'

':he

president of Metro, is understood to
be actively at work in the home office
of Asso. First Nat'l Pictures.
While
none of the officials of that organization
have anything to say with
reference to his presence, and while
Rowland could not be reached for
a statement, it is understood that he
is likely to remain with that organization in a very important capacity. It
should not be surprising if an official
statement was issued from the home
office some time next week bearing
upon Rowland's connection with the

net operating profit of $328,483,12.
The earnings for the 14 year period
ending on that date have averaged
'^529,346.90
and for the six-year
iperiod ending Feb. 25, 1922, $681,540.63.
The new financial statement
shows net current assets of $3,346.413.12 or 219% of the amount of 10
\

year 8% sinking fund gold bonds issued and the total net assets, exclusive of good-will and scenarios of
$5,307,066.39 or 348% of the amount

bonds issued.

of

The

organization.

detailed statement in full fol-

reported that since Tuesday
has been busily engaged
looking into the problems which the
organization has with various producers, and that he is also giving
considerable attention to the contract
proposed by Goldwyn with reference
to the deal with First National.
But
there are so many matters in which
Rowland's long experience should fit
him that it is hard to say just what
his duties will be, if he becomes
established on 48th Street.
It

ilows:
Cash

$363,605.17
1 55,000.00

receivable
Accounts receivable
Bills

Customers and advances
918,421.34
Advances to outside producers.. 1,488,456.19
Inventory
Negatives, Positives, Film and
Supplies

1,442,562.96

Total current and working assets.$4,368,045.66
Second mortgage (on building,
35 W. 45th St.)
45,000.00
Land and buildings
658,019.37
Furniture and fixtures
319,800.01
Contracts covering raw material. 1,365,000.00
Residual value of films written off
1.00
Deferred charges
264,848.89
Goodwill and scenarios
849,907.47

Total

$7,870,622.40

Liabilities
payable
Trade acceptances
Accounts payable trade
Accounts payable outside producers
Excise taxes, payrolls and sunBills

—
—

$249,400.00
42.500.00
378,858.29
85,164.16

dries

150,858.56

Federal income and excess profits
taxes

current

liabilities

Advance payments on
Ten-year 8% bonds
Capital stock

Common

114,851.53

$1,021,632.54
rentals..
427,166.11
1,525,000.00

:

Preferred— 8':^r

cumulative

— 100,280 shares

of

...

1,679,900.00

no

par value
350,980.00
Surplus (including $374,452.14
arising through revaluation
by appraisal of plant and
equipment
2,865,943.75
Total

$7,870,622.40

(Continued on

Page

2)

F. P. Deal with Pantages
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Alinneapolis First-run Paramount
pictures
will
be
played
at
the
Pantages for the remainder of the
year under the terms of a contract
just closed with John Cluxton, acting

Alexander Pantages. The house
opens on Sunday with "The Green
Temptation," to be followed by
for

"Beyond the Rocks.'

is

Rowland

Assets

Total

Work

At

Ending

Year

Covering

Pathe

?or

'

at

Am

Louis Bache, First National Washington, D. C, says, " 'I
The Law'
going to get a lot of money. It starts at Crandall's, Metropolitan, May
21st, following 'Smilin' Through.'"
Distributed by Affiliated— Advt.
is

Charges Dropped

Lean Toward Cohen

There was some talk awhile ago
that Rowland might head a producEviSentiment
for
Him
President
as
C. L. O'Reilly and Sam I. Herman
ing company which would present
denced at Eastern Pennsylvania
Exonerated Walker Flays
about 20 pictures a year, of an averMeeting Yesterday
Cohen at Albany
age a little higher than the usual
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Philadelphia
Although no open program picture. Rowland went to
Albany Charges of misconduct in discussion of the Walker-Cohen sit- iVest Baden with the First National
office brought by three Rochester exuation marked the regular meeting franchise holders several weeks ago,
hibitors against Charles O'Reilly and
yesterday of the M. P. T. O. of East- as noted.
Samuel I. Berman, president and sec- ern Pennsylvania, Southern New JerC. S. Pinkerton, formerly with J.
retary respectively of the M. P. T. O. sey and Delaware, the sentiment G. White & Co., and the Guaranty
of New York, were dropped yester- among many of those present seemed Trust Co., has been placed in charge
day and two resolutions adopted giv- to favor Sydney S. Cohen for re- of important financial duties at the
ing the two exhibitor officials a clean election a-s' president.
The meeting home office, and doubtless will have
bill of health.
was held at Vendig's Hotel, and in- the title of Comptroller.
The resolutions came after a lively cluded in those of the M. P. T. O.,
session which opened at the Ten Eyck who came down from New York to
at 1 o'clock in the afternoon and ter- attend the meeting were Cohen, E.
Hamilton to Head Own Unit
minated at 7:15 last night. One was M. Fay, W. A. Steffes, and W. A.
Lloyd Hamilton will head his own
offered by prominent members of the Triie.
Mike O'Toole and M. J. comedy unit and will make a series
T- O. C. C. who came up from New Comerford were here from Scranton. of six Hamilton comedies for Edu(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
cational, to be released next season.
The comedian has stepped out of the
MacLean Finishes Contract
Mermaid comedies in which he has
Convention Committee Meets
It is understood that Douglas Macbeen appearing to make his own pic(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lean has completed his contract
tures.
There will be 12 of the MerWashington The convention com- maid brand, and in the six in which
with Thomas H. Ince and has only
his present vehicle, "The Sunshine mittee of the M. P. T. O. held a Hamilton was to appear, will be two
Trail" to complete before severing meeting yesterday.
comedians with whom negotiations
final relations.
It is further underare now under way.
stood that MacLean has one starring
Mayer Coming East
picture already completed awaiting
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buy "Beautiful and Damned"
which is expected to be
release
Warner Bros, have purchased film
Los Angeles Louis B. Mayer
through the same channel which will
handle the Ince special productions. leaves for New York on Saturday rights to "The Beautiful and DamnHe is also in 'The Hottentot," an Ince with a print of "One Clear Call," a ed," the famous "flapper" story by F.
Scott Fitzgerald.
special.
John Stahl Prod.

—

—

—

—

—
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definite information.
With the exception of Greenstone, the complaining exhibitors did not put in an appearance, but were represented by
Outside John J. Mclnnery as counsel.

A

J.

March i. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
noaths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
the act of

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications

to

THE FILM

71-73 West 44th St., New York,
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
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N. Y.

—
—
—

London, VV. C. 2.
Pans Representative Le Film,

—

Rue de

42,

Clichy.

—

European Representative InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

There were two

specific charges
brought: one that a sum of $500 turned over to the state treasury had not

to

&

Co.

First Nat'l Holding Meetings
(Special to

East

—

1)

Washington, who will leave here
in 25 motor cars.

j

is

;

l

with .Stromberg while the prod

tion staff will leave next week.

Tl

will stop at the Astor.

Harry Stevenson, of Philadelphia,
yesterday sent a wire to this publication in which he said the M. P. T.
O. of Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and Delaware at its
meeting yesterday voted unanimously

lnnery.

turned in from Rochester had been
duly recorded in his books. No proof
was offered to sustain the grievance
against Herman.

THE FILM DAILY)

Page

for

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hunt Stromberg
(.Special to

Hays

Handle "T"

to

(Special

to

—

Reissue

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
C. H. Hays has closec
contract with the newly organi;
West Coast Distributing Co.,
which he controls the franchise
the four Northwest states, to rele;
10 Triangle reissues each month
i

.

•Quotations by H. Content

from

on Sundav

Profits $328,483.12

(Quotations

World

Stromberg Leaves

been accounted for, and second, that
Herman had neglectd his duties by its endorsement of Sydney S. Cohen
going out of the state to canvass and instructed its delegates to the
votes for Senator James J. Walker's Washington convention to vote for
W.
election as president of the national him and the national organization in 10 Keystone comedy reissues.
M. P. T. O. organization. Sydney all its policies. The v\'ire went on Ackles, formerlj' owner of the Was
N. R. Snyder and F. *
S. Cohen did not attend, but sent a to state that the resolution was pass- ington,
Bowen
comprise
the company whi
ed
amid
the
cheers
the
delegates,
of
letter to the Rochester exhibitors instead giving his reasons for doing so. who also gave three cheers for the has established offices at 2022-3 I
Ave., and in Portland.
This communication was read by Mc- national organization and Cohen.

The hearing was a clear cut victory for O'Reilly and Herman. Mclnnery admitted, on behalf of the
Sales
Low Close
High
500 Rochester group, that their charges
81
81
F. P.-L. .. Sly,
100 had no foundation in fact, that there
95
95
95
do pfd.
were no definite accusations! and that
5,200
9/2
9^
V.*G'wyn
Not quoted what charges there were were based
Griffith
on hearsaj' only. W. H. Linton, the
200
Loew's ... 1754 17yi 17j4
state treasurer, disposed of one of the
quoted
Not
Triangle
Not quoted accusations by declaring that the $500
.

4, 1
i

Lean Toward Cohen

1)

May

The Walker-Cohen situation did left for New York where he is
York to attend the special meeting,
and the other, curiously enough, by not come up at all at the meeting. on Saturday to arrange distribul
the
Bull
Montana Coined
Jules Greenstone of Rochester, one Cohen dwelt at length on the plans of
of the exhibitors who filed the original of the national organization, and said Stromberg is taking with him a p
charges.
In effect, the text declared they would be gone into in more de- of "A Ladies' Man", the first of
the charges false and stated the al- tail on the convention floor. Pennsyl- series and the second, "Fifth Aver
leged accusations wre not based on vania expects to send 100 delegates will be made in the East. Mont;

Cron. Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ager;

Thursday,

(Continued

from

Page

1)

Start Hoop Stunt Today
Todaj- two girls will start rollii
a hoop from Battery Park to
t

Pathe j^esterday stated that, since Bronx to aid the A. I. C. P. dri\
the above statement was drawn up on The hoop will be turned forward u
April 14 for the year ending Feb. foot every time a dime is contribiiti_
Yesterday, the Keith's Boy Bai
25, some of the liabilities have been
played
in Times Square, in Columl'
written
including
off
the
$45,000
second mortgage on the building at Circle and in front of the libi
35 W. 45th St. and the notes payable while contributions were collected
to banks to the extent of $249,400.
Midland Buys "Chain Lightning"
It was stated in this way, total cur(Special to THE FILM UAILYj
rent
liabilities
had been reduced
Minneapolis Midland Films hai
$700,000 less than the $1,021.32.54 appurchased "Chain Lightning" fro
pearing in the statement.
The same board of directors has Arrow for Minnesota, North ai
South Dakota.
been re-elected.

—

Senator Walker appeared as counChicago— R. C. Seery presided at sel for O'Reilly and Herman and
of
convention
sales
National
a First
openly charged Cohen with fomentMiddle Western managers here yes- ing the accusations against the state
terday and will continue it today. officials. Walker flayed Cohen mer- Hays, Buffalo; Jules Michels, BufNew Pyramid Film at Cameo
Floyd Brockell, superintendent of ex- cilessly and declared Cohen's efforts falo; William Brandt, New York;
Betty Blythe in "His Wife's Hui
changes is here.
at tl
to aid the national organization as Sam Moross, New York; William Dil- band" will be the feature
compared
with what O'Reilly and lon, Ithaca; Samuel Sucknow, Al- Cameo beginning Sunday. It is
Western exchange manSalt Lake
Herman had done to develop the state bany; D. A. Warren, Massena; Ber- Pyramid Picture.
ager of First National will continue unit were as nothing.
nard Edelhertz, New York; A. A. Ela sales meeting today which was
Sam Harding Here
Hudson; Jules Greenstone,
All of the board of directors of the liott.
Lukan,
with
L.
O.
yesterday
launched
Sam Harding, president, Capitc
state unit attended except Nate Rob- Rochester; Louis Buettner, Cohoes,
district manager, in charge.
Enterprises, Inc., of Kansas City,
bins of Syracuse and Howard Smith and William Dunton, Saratoga.
Among
those
present
When
the
meeting
over, at the Astor.
of Buffalo.
was
Cleveland— Floyd Brockell attend- were David Cohen, Hinghamton; John Greenstone said the Rochester exhibed a First National sales meeting he^e
Morris Schlank of Anchor Filmn;
Walker, Schenectady; Sam Sheer, itors will support the state organizaMonday and Tuesday, and from here Corona; Sam Beycer, Staten Island; tion in the future as whole-heartedly is on his wav back to the coast.
went to Chicago. H. A. Bandy pre- Charles Steiner, New York; Walter as they have done in the past.
sided over the meetings.

—

i

'

New

Graphic Exchange

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dover, Del. The Graphic Film
EJtchange of Kansas has been formed
here with a capitalization of $5,000.
The Colonial Charter Co., represented the incorporators.

May 13
May

Stern Leaves

Abe Stern
Europe
summer.

leaves

where

he

on

will

Brady
A.
William
Europe on Tuesday.

f~^fcLa.c<xtJxnuxi

13

spend

sailed

O^cttuiEy

OFFICE FOR RENT

To Producers

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

and Directors

Room 901—130 W.

"What about financing?"
And here is where many

of the battles start that
the producer or the director saying:
"Oh,

for

end

the

forget

for

Because reputable producers and directors are tired
of paying the big bonuses and the 30 per cent loan
sharks for the use of funds for legitimate enterprises.

in

it."

And they are right.
To producers who have definite box office values;
to directors who have proven themselves, this organization is offered, for a full, free discussion of plans
under consideration.

THE

SPICE

Reg. U.

OH THE PROGRAM-

S. Pat. OfT.

OSCAR PRICE
565 Fifth Ave. at 46th St.

Murray

46th

St,

Phone Bryant 6436

Hill 2372

New York

\

STORIES WITH
BOX OFFICE TITLES
MELODRAMAS
WITH A PUNCH
of New
York, offer their collection of
for
successes
proven stage

Darcy

&

Wolford,

PICTURE

PRODUCTION.

ADELINE

M.

ALVORD

6059 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, California
Telephone Holly 484 _
Coast Representative

:

\
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ia&tHk
VIore Historic
for

;hedulcd

many

Films

Production

— Seventeen

in

Ger- $2,500,000 Unit to Make Films in Atlanta Contract Said to
Call for 24

g season. Many of the product;ons
imed below are already under way.
Cserepy-Film, which made "Fredick the Great" in two parts, will
How it up with two pictures on the
me theme. "Lucrezia Borgia" is
ider way, by Richard Oswald, the
oducers of "Lady Hamilton."

$1,000,000, and the Atlanta Studir
Corp., likewise a Delaware unit with
a capital stock of $2,500,000.

Offices have been opened in the
Healey B!ds. with U. M. Dailey in
charge. Ralph De Bruler, at various
times connected with the Lynch En-

management

terprises in the

in

ters,

4

connection with the

in

making

of

"Sant' Ilario"
By

of thea-

understood to be connected
Daugh- with the companies. The first comKonrad pany will finance production and the
Oswald. second make them here. The majorle Gloria will also make a produc- ity of the capital is said to come froir
in based on the life of Napoleon.
Eastern interests, but a number of
ictoria-Film has three historic pic- Georgia business men are reported
res under way, "Mignon," "Ober- interested.
It is understood that the
i" and
"Undine."
Decla also an- Atlanta Studio Corp. has secured z
)unces three for next teason, based distributing contract for 24 pictures
on themes of the Nibelungs, King to be financed by the Southern M. P
rthur and Agnes Bernauer.
"Mad- Corp.
ine
de Recamier" is being made
the Sachsisclie Kunstfilm and
Two New Indiana Houses
'uebla" by Paulini-Film.
NationalIm
will
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
release
"Madame de
impadour" and the Ellen RichterRochester, Ind. A new theater tc
Im Co., "The Life of Lola Montez." be known as the Manitou is to b"
Two productions based upon the erected at Sixth and Main Sts. by thr
e of Goethe are under way and will
Alhambra Theater Corp. of Chicago
made by Koop-Film and the Dea
impanies. This makes a total of 17
Indiana Harbor, Ind. Plans arc
Btoric productions for next season.
under
way for the erection of a nev
le Film Express predicts a season
theater on Cedar St. betweer.
historic films for Germany and $80,000
:marks that this kind of picture is 136th and l.S7th Sts. The theater wil
becoming the typical German be erected for James Piwaronas.
5t

Marion Crawford

F.

is

'''•

—

—

"Through the kind
sulate at

Rome,

I

offices of the

desire to extend the

thanks to those in Italy

making

United States Con-

who

most sincere

so ably contributed to the

of the first Italo-American screen production

of the film industry:

—Foremost

to Elizabeth

Marion

Crawford, wife of the late author, for tendered use of
the famous family estate at

Sorrento; then to Dr.

Francesco Stame, President of "Ultra," his associates,

and the excellent
cially to the civil

artists in his organization

and

;

and espe-

ecclesiastical authorities of

Rome

for unsurpassed co-operation.

I

Through the

the United Artists of

officials of

Amer-

,ni.

'

(Special to

—

—

gotiating a

new

Making History Films
THE FILM DAILY)
London The British and Colonial
Kinematograph Co. is making a
B. and C.

Chaney Considering Offer
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los
Angeles
Lon Chaney

'

is

contract

with

now on

his

J.

12 one and two-reelers of
romances.
"btn the East to confer with him.
The first production, "Mary, Queen
naney says he does not know
of Scots," is already completed.
;iether Crosby represents Chelsea
Godfrey Tearle and Miss Jose
ctures or not.
Collins will appear in the series.

Crosby who

[.

was

It

'lelsea

is

reported last week
Pictures had signed

way

series of
historical

that

Plan Another

Lon

'laney.

(Special

St.

Friedman Buys "Cap'n Kidd"
Joe Friedman of Celebrated Play's,
Chicago, has purchased Illinois,
diana and Wisconsin rights on
lap'n Kidd," the first Eddie Polo
rial.
Joe Brandt closed the deal
lile on the road.

Kahn Forms New Company
to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

—

City Al Kahn, of Cresnt-Federated,
has
launched
the
jipreme Picture Co. to distribute
''chool
Days" and other Warner

•

i:tures in

Iowa and Nebraska.

THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines, la.— C. W. Ross
e
lis

the
are

planning the erection of a $200,000
theater and store
corner.
This is a fast
tion of St. Louis.

House

for

to

at

growing

thai
sec-

Boston Suburb

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Somerville, Mass. A theater is to
be built on Broadway, Winter Hill
It
will be
opposite Marshall St.
owned by Edward Gallagher and
Arthur Pearson.

Wenatchee Theater Opens
to THE FILM DMLY)
The Rialto
Wenatchee, Wash.

—

opened on the 15th, with "Why Girls
has Leave Home."
E.
Wesp, is
F.
appointed a special representa- manager of the new house which is
to handle "Foolish Wives" in owned by
Pacific Coast Theaters,

(Special to

!en

— Business

building

territory.

Inc.

ica, I desire to

express

my

appreciation to Mr. George

Arliss for his great kindness in allowing Mr.

Kolker to

retire as director of

SION" when

in

Italian production

to

Mary Pickford

its

Henry

"THE RULING PAS-

preliminary stages so that our

might benefit by

his direction;

and

for her gracious courtesy in permit-

ting this undertaking to benefit by the unsurpassed

Louis

Grand and Meramec,

vicinity of

(Special

Ross Handling "Foolish Wives"

in St.

THE FILM DAILY)
men in

to

Louis

(Special

Kansas

1922

Open Letter of Thanks

—

—

are

4,

—

Announced
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta Two
highly
capitalized
Due to the success of hisBerlin
ric films in Germany and their al- motion picture corporations plan to
ged popularity abroad, producing make Atlanta the center of their acThe companies are the
mpanies have embarked upon a tivities.
ogram that seems to concentrate Southern M. P. Corp., a Delaware in>on the historic picture for the com- corporation with a capital stock of

Napoleon pictures
eparation, one "Napoleon's
r," which is being made by
sidt, which is affiliated with

May

Southern Producer

Titles Already

Two

Thursday,

photography of her cinematographer, Charles Rosher,

and

finally to the

Luporini Brothers for their able as-

sistance in effecting this international affiliation be-

tween

their

countrymen and myself, which has resulted

in a faithful

and

artistic

author's most colorful

screen interpretation of the

drama

Most

of the Saracinesca."

sincerely,

ADVERTISEMENT
THE

5^^

Sunday, April

DAILY

Many Laughs

and Thrills Galore

Owen Moore in
"REPORTED MISSING"
Selznick-Select

DIRECTOR

Henry Lehrman
Henry Lehrman
Lewis Allen Browne

•

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Jules Cronjager
Delightful combination of

WHOLE

AS A

humor, new gags and thrilling melodrama.
Filled to the brim with
Should go over big.
laughs and suspense
Allows star plenty of room for excelSTORY
lent comedy acting and provides a whirlwind
climax

DIRECTION

Splendid,

Good

selection of types

and keeps action running
Very good. Adds a few laughs
PHOTOGRAPHY
with some clever trick work and one or two
unusual angles

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does some

Good
of his

very best work in this

role

SUPPORT
Very good. Includes Pauline Garon,
Tom Wilson and Togo Yamamoto
EXTERIORS
Suitable
INTERIORS
DETAIL

O. K.

Adequate.

Some

clever titles

CHARACTER OF STORY
youth

is

servant.

Rich and foolish
Shanghaied with his girl and darkey
Returns to fight scheming Chinese

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,900 feet

"Reported Missing" is an excellent all around production that combines real humor with some serious

melodrama and

results in an entertainment that will

The

story unfolds simply and

runs along in a consistent

manner providing imtold

delight picturegoers.

opportunities for the star to display his powers of

high comedy and ending in a thrilling and smashing
climax.

Owen Moore takes advantage
matic or comic, and gets the utmost result from it.
This time he presents a character simple and roman-

of each situation, dra-

Get Hold
Box

He

tic.

of

This

in

16,

1922

One

plays the part of a rich

young man who

is

about to do his first day's work as president of a
steamship company.
Besides having been born a
"nut" he has developed into a fool and a "boob." A
variety of very comical happenings force him into a
situation where he must fight
and it is then that he
delivers the goods in a thrilling and whirlwind fashion.
Director Lehrman has placed the star in a variety

—

of situations all

The

tage.

showing him to the best of advanis good and runs along smoothly,

continuity

speeding up considerably at the finish. The photography helps considerably in heightening the comedy
moments and intensifying the drama. Clever camerawork and some unusual perspectives add to the
pleasures in this oflfering.

In the cast Pauline Garon

makes

a very satisfac-

Tom Wilson, as the darkey
one long scream. He will get a lot of applause at the climax when he whips out his oversized
razor and says that he is going to make yellow confetti out of every oriental.
Togo Yamamoto is the
crafty oriental and does splendid work in the bad man
role.
Robert Cain and Frank Wunderlee are also in
tory leading lady, while

valet,

just

is

the support.

Deals with a rich young man who has inherited a steamship line. His girl wants him to send
Story

out

:

the ships while his crafty advisors desire to sell
out to a Chinaman. They manage to kidnap both the
all

and the young president. The negro servant follows and all three are landed on a ruffian's brig. "Robert," says the girl to the rich young man, "I wish you
would beat up every one of these ruffians." He replies, "I hope you get your wish."
Then the boat is
stranded upon a reef and the captain commences to
dispose of those who eat too much. Fun follows. The
hero signals a passing warship while the Chinaman
captures the girl and rushes to land in a fast motor
boat. The battleship provides an aeroplane and drops
a few bombs in the path of the boat. The final climax comes in the home of the Chinaman and a most
girl

thrilling fight is carried

Chinaman and the U.

on by the hirelings of the rich

S. sailors

who come

to the aid

of the hero.

This One.

Sure to Satisfy

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This looks like a full house. Will drive away the
blues from the box office and give the people their
money's worth. "Reported Missing" is a thoroughly
satisfying offering and will please all classes of audiDon't hesitate but get behind this one, beences.
cause it is full of real good laughs and plenty of surefire stuff that will bring the house down with cheers.

You have the star's name and along with this you
may promise a delightful entertainment. You can talk
about it and safely call it one of the most amusing productions of the season. Mention some of the stunts
and tell them some of the funny things that this rich
young man does. The thriUing climax will keep them
on edge.
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Cast Included

Irene Itirril

lU

OltoLedcrer_
Gcrlrude Clair
iTii^f

\}\\im\ MacPiin
Mfrtle Lind

and
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Two

a

Week

Three

Thursday,

New

Deals
Planned

Your
Advertising

Copy
For The

cent

Cornelius output.

Cheat,"

two

Peter

In

May Get Four More
Second National states it is
tiating for four more features
The cc
to its schedule of 12.
expects to handle 24 features

1922-1923 season.

Pioneer Sale Today
(Special to

—

—

"Plum

'

held todav.

STUDIO FOR REN'
Bergen Blvd.
Equipped.
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood,

For

J.

particulars write

E.
110

W.

K.

LINCOLN

40th

St.,

N. Y.

<

.<iyant 5307

is

Center"

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORPORATION
was organized

Davis Conferring Over Features
The purpose of the Eastern visit of
George H. Davis, who with Joe
Brandt is the guiding spirit of Quality Film Prod., Inc., of San Francisco
is to discuss producing plans for the
future.
It is known that Davis has
several stories in mind for produc-

NOW

to provide the best motion pictures produced
by independent concerns, and on terms which will insure a
large share of the gross returns to producer- and exhibitor.
This is being accomplished by cutting down the enormous
expeiise of distribution resulting from the cumbersome and
unorganized condition of the industry in the past.

THIS

IS

THE SECRET
of

tion.

Claim Allene Ray; Lubin Denies
A statement from the offices of
Prairie Pictures, Inc., of which Neil
M. Birk is president, Louis L. Mayer,
treasurer, and Leo Kenneth Mayer,
secretary, announces a series of 52
two reel Westerns starring Judith
Jordan and a series of 12 features

You'll

Miss

The

making

comedies for Paul Gerson Pictures,
may appear in full length features
based on stories by Joseph Lincoln.
Four are planned for this year.

CONVENTION
NUMBERS

Or

present

THE FILM DAIL

Chicago The auction of the
of Pioneer Film of Chicago

—

at

the latter class will be

the original title of "Fires o
geance," by Irving Cummings
coast and "The Eyes of Trut
story which Elinor Glyn wil
with the Hollywood film colC'
as a secondary theme.

and a new Ben Wilson production from Arrow for Kentucky
Brin Plans Denver Office
and Tennessee.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
C. R. Seelye of Arrow Exchanges,
Kwality
PicL.
K.
Brin
of
Seattle
Inc. New York has arranged to distures is in Denver arranging for a
tribute "The Innocent Cheat" and
new office.
some new Jack Hoxie pictures in
New York City and Northern Jersey.
in Lincoln Stories

SPECIAL

\'

and Blood," already completee

stories

Dan Mason
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Dan Mason, who

Next Season by

Western Pictures Exploitat'
expects to have 36 pictures
'
lease in 1922-1923 season.
number 24 will be Westerns '\v
will appear Lester Cuneo an
Hatton and the other 12 will
cial productions.

Kyne

B.

921

Pictures Exploitation Co,
to Be Specials

—

Let Us Have

4

36 Releases

Minter United Amusements Arrange Closed by Producers Security Assure It Eighteen Pictures
Line-Up for Michigan Distrifor Next Season
bution Minter Here
Three new contracts have been
James M. Minter, president of Minter United Amusements and Strand closed by Producers Security Corp.
Features, Inc., of Detroit, has just which guarantee that organization at
completed several deals in New York least 18 features for release next seaby which he acquired new product for son.
One deal with the Sunburst Picdistribution in Michigan and finally
rounded his releases so as to provide tures Corp. calls for six pictures which
two features weekly from now on. will be made in the East. They will
In addition to features he will re- be comedy dramas. Jack Wells will
lease four serials a year, a number make six for Producers Security in
Australia.
Wells is the producer of
of specials and some comedy series.
While here, Minter purchased "The "Queen o' the Turf" which R-C is
Hope Diamond Mystery" serial, "The handling. The Syracuse M. P. Corp.
Daughter of Eve," "Vendetta" and is now preparing to make the second
"Intrigue" from Howells Sales, about of a scries of six with Wyndham
The first, "The
18 features and 20 comedies from Ay- Standing as star.
Isle
of
Doubt,"
starring
Standing, has
take
over
the
won, and arranged to
Hamilton
finished.
Graphic franchise for Michigan. Un- already been
der the terms of the latter agreement Smith directed.
The future output of the Hollandia
a company to be known as Graphic
A deal Film Co. of Holland will go through
of Michigan will be formed.
has also been closed with Julius Sing- the organization. .Seven pictures are
having been
er of Pacific Film for all the features now in this country,
handled by that company, about 12 in brought over by Elsie Cohen, and the
number. Minter stated 3'esterday he others are to come over as fast as
has made an agreement on a new ba- they are completed.
sis for the handling of the Second NaBig Features Corp. Buys Four
Product
tional product in Michigan.
The Big Feature Rights Corp. of
arranged for recently includes that
of National Exchanges, Inc., Horizon Louisville, Ky. has purchased "Ten
Pictures, Inc., and part of the Clark Nights in a Bar Room," "The Inno-

LAST
CALL

May

starring Allene Ray.
The statement
to say that production would
start shortly in the South and gave
a number of exchanges who have purchased the product.
Bert Lubin, who to date has had
Allene Ray under
contract,
stated
yesterday that he still had her and
that she would start work for him in
June on the coast. He stated he was
leaving in a few days to start work.
Louis Alayer at Prairie said he has
a contract in his possession signed
by W. M. Politzer who, he said, is

went on

Year's

Best

Advertising
Opportunity
—

'

Miss Ray's husband and J. W. Foster
on behalf of the J. W. Foster Co.,
which is to make the pictures.

SECOND NATIONAL
SUCCESS
The most

efficient established exchangemen in the country,
enlisted in co-operation with Second National, are enthusiastic
over the pictures provided twelve notable productions adapted from famous books and speaking stage plays—"Her Story,"

—

featuring Madge Titheradge; "The Night Riders," Northwestern adventure story with Maudie Dunham, Albert Ray
and Andre Beaulieu; "Broken Shadows" with Isobel Elsom
and Ivan Sampson; "David and Jonathan," with Madge Titheradge; "Mr. Pirn Passes By," with Peggy Hyland, Maudie Dunham, Campbell Gullan and Hubert Harben, and seven other
extraordinary program and feature offerings.
Independent producers are coming to Second National to
offer their product, convinced that we provide the best existing
medium for distribution with assurance of the largest possible
returns.

Second National Pictures Corporation
140

West 42nd

Street

NEW YORK

—
#v
1

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

of FILMDOM
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Galls

Friday,

Hays

Cohen "Czar"

Him— Explains

In Golf

to

May

5,

Play
Necessary

Tournament— Will Be There

Attacks
if He Doesn't Swing a Club
with "Movie Chats"
The Entry List
Sinc« Their Inception
^
Will Hays has promised to appear
E. T. Pet'
who recently resigned
ihe "Movie Chat" de- at the Oak Ridge Golf Club, TuckIS manager
ahoe, on May 25, when the Spring
partment of
e M. P. T. O. A. yestournament is held.
He admits he
lengthy
statement
terday issue
a
addressed to his brother exhibitors has never played golf, but adds that
laracterized Sydney S. there is no reason why he shouldn't
in which he
Cohen as a .zar" and generally at- have a "whack" at the duffer's prize.
regime as president Even if he doesn't play he will be on
tacked Cohei
hand. For he has put it on the calDf the exhibitor organization.
endar and if any appointments are
The statement was issued as a re- made for him for May 25 they just
sult of the reference to Peter in the
won't be kept.
That's all there is
T. Pete.

E.

Price 5 Cents

1922

;

the "Exhibitors' Bulto it.
letin" and was accompanied by a
Courtland Smith of his office, who
copy of a letter which Peter has sent is a real golf player, promises to be
In che letter, Peter takes
to Cohen.
on hand as well. And from Washexception to the statement appearing
ington come reports that he swings
in the bulletin which said:
Charley Pettijohn
a mean mashie.
"It was only a few months ago that may come, although someone should
he (Peter) lost all his theater holif^ be on hand to run the office.
Still
I
ings and appealing for assistance.
(Continued on page 4)

urrent issue

to

New York

he was made manager of the
Movie Chats' Department. Where
his
expenses came from on this
Southern trip is a question."
The last sentence refers to the
charge made by Cohen that Peter
was touring the South in the interest
of Senator James J. Walker's canidacy to the presidency. In the letter
to Cohen, Peter in turn asks Cohen
where he was getting his funds to pay

and

'your political
(

Rivoli Cinemas,

London, England

Washington^

New York
Gentlemen:
I find your paper as necessary to my business as a vanity case is to
a chorus girl
(copyright 1922).

Best regards as always.

WALTER

F.

WANGER.

campaign

Continued on page

for

your re-

'4)

World's History
In Films Planned by Griffith— Will

Have

to

Go

to

England

for

Parts of It
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Buys

7 Negris

Corp. Makes Deal with
U. F. A.— Distribution Not Yet

Hamilton

Determined

a Railroad Director
Will H. Hays has been elected a
director of the Chicago and Eastern
Illinois Railway Co.

as

— Admission

tax

fig-

The Hamilton Theatrical Corp., a
subsidiary of Famous Players-Lasky been any attempt made by Governhas purchased seven Pola Negri features from the U. F. A. of Berlin,
the organization for which Negri has

(

Continued on

Page

2)

Leave for Washington

been working for some time. It is
Charles L. O'Reilly and a group of
stated that distribution on these pic- exhibitors of the state unit left yestures is not as yet determined upon. terday afternoon for Washington for
The European Film Alliance, a the convention.

day after D. W. subsidiary company of Hamilton is
England, the Lon- the organization which is actively
Executive Committee Meets
don Times printed a lengthy inter- producing for Famous in Germany.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
view with the producer, parts of Through Hamilton, Famous Players
Washington The executive comlias secured all of its German pictures
which appear below:
mittee of the M. P. T. O. met yes"One of his reasons for coming and Jjas at present several Negris and terday morning to discuss convention

London

Griffith arrived in

—

interest people in a
production of eighty
'"''
films, each 12 re
are to be a kiii^^f
The
of the world.
plan has already been thoroughly discussed in -America and Mr. Griffith
is hoping to interest people in EngFrance, Germany, and other
land,
European countries in this ambitious
scheme. He estimates that each pic-

here

to try to
for the
or ten historical
in length, which
pictorial history
is

Dinner for Lewis
Randolph Lewis has resigned as
director of publicity of Pathe to go
to London where he will write plays ture of this series is to cost from
(for
the Drury Lane theater. The $1,500,000 to $2,000,000 (about £340,000 to £543,000 at current rates).
h.. M. P. A. will tender him a fare"I asked Mr. Griffith the immediate
well dinner tonight.
object of his visit, and he said that it
was in connection with the scheme
Fox Specials Picked
for making a film history of the
"The Town That God Forgot" is world. The film, he added, uses a
'the title of the Fox special that opens
universal language, and is, therefore,
at the Apollo on May 15.
"Across a suitable medium for the exposition
the Rainbow," goes into the Lyric of a universal history.
In this film
on May 22. Both were directed by history it is hoped to give a thorough
Harry Millarde.
general idea of the whole history of
It is not to be by any
the world.
means an outline. "I have a great
Coast Arrivals
in the power of the film in the
Sam Wood and Jerome Beatty ar- belief
education of the world, and I regret
rived in New York from Hollywood
that so far this enormous power has
yesterday. Wood will spend a three
only been used for the creation of
week vacation here, and Beatty reslapstick comedies and foolish boy
turned from a business trip at the
and girl adventures. The pictures
studio.

Off

ures for March indicate an encouraging improvement in business over
February returns. March taxes totaled $6,284,528, an increase of $417,272
over February when the returns were
As compared with the
$5,867,256.
March of 1921, the returns are not so
optimistic, the difference being $1,579,257.
This places March, 1921
figures at $7,863,785.
It must be borne in mind that under the revenre law wh'ch imposes
the amusement 'ax there is no distinction made reg.'"'
--^'irce of
the tax.
Legitim;"
carnivals, racing and amus; ;u
.^ of that
character are all levied against under
the same statute and there has never

Aljjir

May

features awaiting release.

plans.

scheme

Hays

Way

Receipts

Compared with Previous Year
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Film Daily,

c-f

(Cohen) brought him

March Figures
Business
Picked Up— Nine

Months'

Connectio

'

Show

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Goldwyn Signs Walsh
It

is

understood

that

The T. O.

New York

Goldwyn They

Pictures has signed up R. A. Walsh,
and that his future productions will
be released through that organization.
Walsh is well known for his productions, "The Oath" and "Kindred
of the Dust," although the latter has
not yet been released through First
National.
The acquisition of Walsh
by Goldwyn closes a period of unusual activity, in which Goldwyn has
been interested, first signing up Marshall Neilan and Allen Holubar, and
then only a few days ago renewing
the Rupert Hughes contract.
It may be significant that Walsh,
Neilan and Holubar productions have
all been released through First National, and the fact that Goldwyn
has signed the producers is regarded
important in view of the much discussed proposed amalgamation between these two companies.
It
would not prove surprising, according
to various reports, if announcement
of the merger was made within the
next month. The proposed contracts
are at present being drawn up by
the attorneys in charge.

is

from

New York

leave

afternoon

C. C. delegation

due on Sunday evening.

in

two

at 1:10 in the
special cars.

Michigan Hires Special Cars
(Special

Detroit

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Michigan delegation

to the Washington convention will
travel in two special cars.
Headquarters will be maintained on the
mezzanine floor of the Hotel Wash-

ington.

The

state organiation has entered

an agreement with the F. I. L. M.
Club of Detroit for the maintenance
of

a

joint

arbitration

board.

The

agreements in some respects similar
to the one existing in New York between the F. I. L. M. Club there and
the T. O. C. C.

Comedy Producers

at

A.

M.

P. A.

Lloyd Hamilton, Jack White and
E. H. Allen of the Mermaid comedy
organization were guests at the A. M.
P.
A. luncheon yesterday.
Zena
Keefe and a flock of girls who are
aiding the charity drive, told of the
excellent business they were doing
in selling votes.

THE

DAILY
WkS.

March Figures
Since the tax on admissions of
10 cents is no longer applicable, there
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, remain a number of theaters throughinc.. Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., out
the country who automatically
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
are elimina-ted from these official reFILM FOLKS, INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; turns and there is no manner in
Man- which their business can
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business
be included.
«ger; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
releasing
for
publication
the
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, In
XX
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Quotations
Low

High

..81^
94H

F. P.-L.

do

pfd.

G'vvyn

.

.

9K

...

Close

Sales

81

81^

94^

943/^

200

834

4,000

8

1,800

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew*.s

...

17J4

Triangle

World

17K

1,000
17^
Not quoted
Not quoted

•Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

March

returns,

Commissioner Blair

issued a summary of admission tax
returns for the first nine months of
the fiscal year which starts in June.

From June

1921 until March 1,
1,
the admission tax totaled $56.581,636 as compared with $67,795,373
for the same period in 1920-1921. This
is a falling oflf of $11,213,737.
Collections from the seating tax on theaters,
museums etc. in March were $18,130,
as compared with $18,805 in March,
1922,

are to
ijased

Using as a basis, the estimate that
the admission tax is approximately a
\(Y'< ta.x, and figuring the tax represents business done only by motion
picture theaters,
exhibitors at the
hox-office
grossed
in
$62,845,280
March. $58,672,560 in February and
$78,637,850 in March, 1921.

Below

be found a table showreturns for the first ten
months of the fiscal year, beginning
June 1, 1921 and ending March 31,
1922 and the gross business, using
the approximate 10% figure as a
will

tax

of

the

at a

company Wednesday

dinner given at the Hotel

Commodore.

November
December

Tax

Gross

$7,362,487
5,822,972
5.926,818
6,066,936
6,413,426
6.995,338
6,453,483

$73,624,870
58,229.720
59,268,180
60,669,360
64.134,260
69,953,380
64,534,830

W.

Saunders.

6,369,200
5.867,256
6.284,528

63.692,000
58,672,560
62,845,280

1920

January ..$6,707,768
February
6,166,685
.

-March

TWELVE
MILLIONS
WILL BE TOLD
TO WATCH YOUR
THEATRE FOR

SHERLOCK

HOLMES

Short Reel Features

1)

and,

facts,

if

incidents

the

scheme

all

Coincident with the arrival of the

London Times dispatch came a statement from the local Griffith offices
to the effect that the producer "is reported to have made the statement
he would return to England to pro-

duce within a year".
The subject he will film will undoubtedly be H. G. Wells' "Outline
Griffith returned from Europe yesterday together with Albert L. Grey,
It was stated
his general manager.

nothing definite had
been done about the proposed filming
of Wells.
It is understood that Griffith will now busy himself with the
production of his three remaining pictures for United Artists, under the
terms of the existing contract as a
It
producer for that organization.
was again pointed out, that should he
undertake the 12 reel production, it
would be some time before the scripts
are ready.

7,085,123

iammed
LVLth action

£;^SPOR.T

RE VI EW
CR.ANTLAND RICE

Edited by

Produced bi/JACK
for

lllJeiss

ASKGOLDWYN

finance

from 40 up.

man raw

RELEASE PRINTS

in

any quantity

Highest grade printing quality.

East-

stock used exclusively.

Easy payments on the

INSTALLMENT PLAN

can be arranged.

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
128

West 52nd

New York

St.,

City

1922

$7,120,905
7.802.776
7,863.785

$6,369,200
5.867,256
6.284,528

W. A. FLEMING

To Producers

Public

&

CO.

Dependable
Accountants and

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

and Directors
After you have made a production, and release has
been arranged, are you certain that your interests are
being satisfactorily attended to?

Are you

EATON

Brothers' A rtclass Pictures Corp

FINANCE
We

1921

IS

of History."

John C. Flinn presided as toast- March
Comparisons of admission taxes for
master, and
short speeches were
the first three months of 1920, 1921
made by Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
and 1922 will he found below:
Lasky, E. J. Ludvigh, S. R. Kent and
R.

rifliOl

my

1922

January
February

1922

5,

of them will be taken
the actual spots at which the
at
events happened. This, of course,
necessitate
would
eventually
visiting England for the purpose of
producing sections of the film."

basis

Dinner for Sales Representatives
1^21
Tlie district and exchange manJune
agers of Paramount, who have been July
.\uKUSt
in New York attending the annual
Septemlier
Spring sales convention, were the October
evening

on

matures,

Admission Tax and Gross Receipts

guests

(Continued from Page
of dramatic

consist

at his office that

1921.

ing

,

World's History

(Continued from Page 1)
ment officials to segregate the funds
according to source.
Vol.

Friday, May
•
fr Mar->.i

that the accounting is to your
liking; are you willing to allow the ordinary exploitation aid of that big machine to safeguard your

St.

Talmadge

satisfied

Studios For Rent

property?

f^tiuca-tlorvul (PtctuA^

These are only some
which this organization

of the points of the service
will insure you.

OSCAR PRICE
565 Fifth Ave. at 46th St.

Murray

Hill 2372

Inquire

JOHN W. MAHAN
1540

New York

Broadway

Bryant 4576
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Noted Clubwomen, Educators,
Authors and Editors Praise
Reports voluntarily offered after a special
screening at Wurlitzer Hall, New York City
"It is a very fine, very clean picture."
dent Federation of Women's Clubs.
I

Mrs. Harry

Lilly, presi-

"A splendid picture, beautifully taken and acted. Would that
we had dozens more like it." Mrs. John Frances Yawger, formerly
President Netv York Federation of Women's Clubs.
"The picture is excellent. The standard set is high." Ed-

,ward W. Stitt, District Siiperinteyident of Schools.
"Clean, beautiful, and expressive of the wonderful power of
Mary Wood, of the General
the greatest passions, love and hate."
Federation of Women's Clubs.
"An absorbing story; admirably cast and well acted; clean
but not mawkish; good but not goody-goody; all in a notable picDr. Francis Andreivs Fall, Union League Club, noted
ture."educator.
"It sets a standard for better plays, is artistic in production and
strong in its moral." Miss Florence G. Finch, member National
Board of Review of Motion Pictures.
"100 per cent fine, clean, compelling entertainment.
great
attraction." Arthur James, editor Moving Picture World.
"Very artistic and has a good strong lesson." Mrs. William
Gumming Story, formerly President General National D. A. R.
"The story is beautifully told. Picture leaves good impression."
Joseph R. Buchanan, member National Advisory Committee, National Board of Review.
"Exquisite. An ecstatic vision of fairy loveliness. Pure and
Midsummer Night's idyllic dream." H. B. Karp,
beautiful.

—

A

1

A

critic.

"A very

strong picture beautifully produced. I do believe it
Mrs. Ripley Hitchcock, prominent club-

sets a better standard."
1

woman.
"Scenic effect superb. Acting indicates an advance in the
G. Waver Loper, merchayit.
"Very strong in motive. Theme delicately worked out. Most
Production eminently satisfactory."
artistic in interpretation.
Frank A. Weld, editor National School Digest.
"My opinion of 'Smilin' Through' is impossible to express, as
the terms of perfect tribute are not yet formulated.
But even
more beautiful and commendable than this lovely object of cinema
art is the spirit of your Association in making this eifort."
Mrs.
O'Brien-Moore, clubwoman.
" 'Smilin' Through' comes nearer to Beauty than any picture
Erin O'Brien-Moore.
I have ever seen."
art."

—

•

"A class of picture that should be encouraged. Story was so
well presented that people seemed to forget they were viewing a
picture."
George L. Thompson, business man.
"This is undoubtedly Norma's best yet." Edgar J. Buttonheim. President and Manager "American City."
"Presented without a flaw." Bernard J. Fagan, chief probation officer of Children's Court.
It teaches
"It sets a standard higher than has yet been set.
a lesson concerning love, hate, and death in the most beautiful
E. M. McCartney.
"Excellent picture. Suitable to show on any occasion." Cora
Wells Trow, clubivoman, teacher of parliamentary laiv.
"A most fascinating and interesting story, beautifully pictured and cleverly told." Henry Proctor Waugh, official Interborough Rapid Transit Co.
"A super picture, perfect in details, costuming, splendid
The captions are
scenario, superb acting, splendid moral value.
most exquisite." Mrs. A. Heath Weiner, clubwoman.
"A delightful story. Charmingly portrayed. Another success for First National Pictures and Miss Talmadge, through its
simplicity of appeal." Agnes M. Smith, educator.
"Thoroughly refreshing with just enough pathos to soften it.
It is fine."—!'. F. Newell.
"Splendidly presented, well acted and clean." Dr. H. Lilly.
The acting is perfect." C. N. Poire.
"Splendid.
"Exquisitely done, with a real throb in every reel." Mrs.
Eleanor C. Green, clubwoman.
"From the standpoint of photography and acting it is splendid.
The story is well told and the lesson that love triumphs is conMay there be many more such pictures." Mrs. Harry
vincing.
W. Corbin.
"A picture that it is a pleasure to see, combining all the elements so much desired by the clean thinking. Well done in every
respect and should appeal to the great majority as it does to me.
Trust you may have many such." Harry W. Corbiyi, educator.
"Very clean and intensely interesting." J. B. Stitt, educator.
"A good, clean play with a moral. Norma Talmadge never
better."
L. P. De Lemos, educator.
"Beautifully done. Will be a success."— B. Williams, City
Club.
"A very beautiful picture. Hope to see more pictures of its

way."

—

Mrs. James Kearney,
calibre."
"It is the best picture Miss
Newton McGovern, laivyer.

clubwoman.

Talmadge was ever shown

in."

Joseph M. Schenck's presentation of

NORMA TALMADGE
in

"Smilin'

Through"

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelman and Sidney A. Franklin
from Allen Langdon Martin's play. Directed by Sidney A. Franklin; photographed by Roy Hunt and Charles Rosher; technical
directors, Willard M. Reineck and Lawrence Hitt.

A

First

National

Attraction

THE
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Cohen "Czar"

Galls

(Continued from Page 1)
election as president such as the hundreds of long-winded telegrams to
over 150 executives, national and

expensive

long-distance telephones, bulletins to 15 000 exhibitors,
postage, salaries for help, railroad
state,

it

Hays

to

'Continued

from

Page

1)

Russell,

may

be locked up.
Among the other

John,

On

August

Cohen

advised
negotiating with

21
Peter that he was
Charles Urban for the "Movie Chats"
and suggested that Peter might be
connection. Peter
useful
in
that
therefore, disposed of his three theaters in Dallas, with the exception of
a half interest in one. Peter then
,

of
either promsent in their

L.,

ratories.

Alicoate,

J.

Peter then arranged a deal

THE FILM

W.,

with Harry Shephard of Kineto
paid

his

salary.

Two

weeks

who
ago,

Peter resigned his post rather than
"be coerced into declaring political
allegiance to Mr. Cohen."
In conclusion, Peter's statement
says.
severing my relations with 'Movie
decided to make a trip to Dallas
where my presence was needed to adjust
some matters between my agent and some
of my tenants.
On my way to Dallas I
stopped over to see some of my personal
exhibitor friends and discuss with them matters pertaining to the good of the organization.
I5ut Mr. Cohen, who trembles lest
he lose the presidential chair, grasped this
opportunity to misrepresent my motives and
**After

Chats'

I

malign me.
"Personally I pay no attention whatever to
Mr. Cohen's propaganda against me and all
those who have been his loyal friends and
supporters, but to the
Picture Theater Owners
be permitted to say this

members of Motion
of America 1 may

"After serving as treasurer for one year
and director for another year, and having
had a wonderful opportunity of seeing how
Mr. Cohen works, I have come to the conclusion that if we, the theater owners, feel
that we need him to head our organization
any longer, it is absolutely a waste of time
and money for us to hold a five-day convention.
There is only one thing to do let us
elect him for life and change his title from
president to czar.
There is no earthly use to
pass resolutions, as he has proven that he
ignores any instructions given him at conventions.
There is no use to adopt a constitution and by-laws, as he has worked to
his own satisfaction for two years without
the use of such instruments.
There is no
;

sense in electing a flock of vice-presidents,
several secretaries, a treasurer, a board of
directors, or an executive connnittee, as he
does not let them function.
They are all
mere figure heads
he is the organization
as he has so expressed himself.
In this
case all that he could need is a self-selected
cabinet consisting of a couple of 'yes' men,
a band leader, a 'fiunkie' and a court jester."
;

Thompson,

Hamilton,

Pathe

Ex- Warner,
Warren,

THE FILM
Prizma,

J. D., Asso. First
tional Pic. Corp.

Na-

F.,

Asso. 1st

HUDSON NAVIGATION

(

Phone* .-—Albany Main 4404
Troy 2
Canal 9000

Talmadge Prod.
Flinn, John C, Famous Players- $2 PER HOUR, BY DAY. CIRCLE 1868
Lasky Corp.

New York

Distinctive

W. W. Hodkinson

Be Made

History Will

Corp.
Gillette,

j

Middleton S. Borland. Receive

Co.

S.,

i

I

Aatos Ci

Express Freight Service

Feist, Felix,

Arthur

I

Passengers ticketefi and Itatjsage rlierki-'l
points. North. South, Ea^t and West,

Evans, Tom, Evans Film Mfg.

Prod., Inc.
Gallup, G. B.,

r

M

132nd Street half hour
(Daylight Saving Time)
From Troy 8 P.M. From Albany 9
(Daylight Saving Time)

Nat'l Pict., Inc.

Friend,

6 F.

West

W., Bay State Film Co.

Eberhardt, Walter

Pier 32 North R

(At Canal Street)

Williams,
H.,

Carroll

DAILY SAILINGS
From New York

ing Corp.

E. K,, Motion Picture

AT THE

News.
Greene, Walter, American Releasing Corp'.
Gulick, Paul, Universal Film
Mfg. Co.
Hammons, E. W., Educational

Film Exchange, Inc.
Hays, Will H., M. P. P. D. A.
Howells, Benj. F., 729 7th Ave.
Johnson, W. A., Motion Picture
News.
Kane, A. S., Asso. Exhibitors.
Levinson, Jesse A., 1600 B'way.
Loew, Marcus, Loew's, Inc.

Mastbaum, Jules

E.,

WASHINGTON CONVENTION
Know What's

The Film Daily
71 West 44th
Kindly enter

Inc.

Tribune.

Reed, Luther,
Corp.

Metro

Pictures

subscription to

The Film Daily

for one

Issues—Every Day

—

Subscription, $10

Name

New York

Price, Oscar, 565 5th Ave.

City

Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages

Theatre
S.,

my

New York
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—

World.
Morgan, Oscar A., Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Pearson, Elmer, Pathe Exch.,

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include

Corp.
THE FILM DAILY)
Meltzer, Saul, Select Pictures
New Haven Lawrence W. CarCorp.
roll,
manager of the Rialto at the
Milligan,
Wen, Moving Picture
time it burned on Nov. 27, 1921, was

D wight

On Every Day

Stanley Co.

America.
McConnell, Fred J., Universal
Film Exchange, Inc.
McGovern, J. W., Egans Film
Mfg. Co.
Meador, J. E. D., Metro Pictures
of

Perrin,

Going

THE FILM DAILY WILL TELL YOU

(Special to

$1,000 and given a suspended
sentence of one year by Judge C. L.
Avery in the Superior Criminal Court
yesterday. The sentence is suspended until an appeal to the Supreme
Court of Errors is made.
Carroll
was sentenced on a common law
charge and not on the manslaughter
charee made against him.
Coroner
Kli Mix held him criminally responsible for conditions at the Rialto when
10 lives were lost in the fire.

Metro

A., Warner Bros.
F. B., American Releas-

Suspend Sentence Pending Apneal

fined

NIGHT LINES

Arrow

Inc.

Earle, C.

as its headquarters.

r/ieHUDSONRIVil

Pictures

E.,

j

Pictures Corp.

Bernhard,

Dunning,

W.

\

on the three story bui
234 W. 55th St., which is at

to

DAILY.
Benson,

R-C

j

Sheldon, E. Lloyd, Metro Pictures Corp.
Craftsman Labo- Smith, Courtlandt, M. P. P. D.
A.

Tournament

The entries in the
date are as follows:

Abrahams,

I.,

!92

lease

Corp.
Samuels, Reuben, 119 Fulton St. using
ised to come or have
Marcus Saunders, E. M., Metro Pictures
Zukor,
entry are Adolph
Corp.
Loew, William Fox, if he is in town;

change, Inc.
made a trip through the South and
Dannenberg, Joe,
in December returned to New York
DAILY.
where Cohen stalled him without any
reason.

Pictures

executives

who have

prominence

fares for your campaign, employees Elmer Pearson, John Flynn, Jules Schnitzer, J.
Mastbaum, J. D. Williams, Gabe Hess
and many other items?"
Corp.
In the open message to exhibitors, if he is not on his way to Europe; Shallenberger,
Peter traces his connection with the P. A. Powers, Joe Schnitzer, and
Film Corp.
His many others.
department.
"Movie
Chat"

claims are:

Metro

5

M. P. D. A. Renews Le
The M. P. D. A. has signe

R-C Pictures

Rothstein, Nat G.,
Corp.

Play

May

Friday,

Address

— Foreign,

$15

!

brAdstreet

:9f^RE(0CNIZED

>/ FILMDOM

Authority

^o

FORMERLY
XX

M.

No. 36

Saturday,

Decide on 41

;

—

Famous Players
in

tres

the

first

will release 41 picsix months, of the

That number has
V.2-\92i season.
ten definitely decided upon as a replt of the series of conferences held
^ring the week by Paramount sales
ticials.
It was originally planned
It seems quite likely
release 38.
t
lit there will not be an equal numIr released the latter part of next
because during the warm summonths, the releases are cut

far
l;r

ivvn.

One

of the plans developed at the
convention was a system of
Itomatic comj^nsation under the

"You

of which members of the sales
rce will receive added funds monthfor meritorious work.

film girls with
and attractive

winsome

personalities
can help New York's
poor in the screen star's popularity contest which the motion picture industry is now
conducting.
"Please all of you—report
at once, today, at our headquarters on the second floor of
the
State
Theater Building,
Broadway and 45th St. ask
for
Commander of the
the
Rangers and she will tell you
just how you can help us.
smiles

—

—

—

" I thank you."

fles

ms

! !

MARCUS LOEW,
Chairman, Producers' Division,

M.

P. Popularity Contest.

6,

Price 5 Cents

1922

Strong for Gohen

Will

Directors and Important Members of
M. P. T. O. Expected to Stand
By Him for Re-election

To Attend M.

.

Girls

Six Months' Schedule for
Famous Players Extra Money
for Sales Force
First

May

(Staff

Hays
WedWashington— May

Invite

nesday in

Appear

P, T.'O. Dinner
at

Convention

(Staff Correspondence)

Correspondence)

—

—

Washington
The directors and
among
Sentiment
committee mem- executive committee members of the
bers and important figures of the M. M. P, T. O. in session yesterday deP. T. O. A., is strong for the re- cided to invite Will H. Hays to atelection of Sydnej' S. Cohen as presi- tend the annual dinner of the organization which will be held in the
dent of the organization.
There is every indication that these Salon Des Nations of the Washingmen will' stand by Cohen in the mat- ton Hotel on Wednesday evening.
Although official action was not deter of re-election.
There is considerable effort being made to avoid any cided upon yesterday, it would not
developments which might thwart prove surprising if, as a result of the
harmonious action with the Hays dinner Wednesday, the way were
Harmony seems to be made clear for Mr. Hays to appear
organization.
the keynote, and considerable energy before the convention proper.
The directors and executive combeing expended in that direction
is
mittee held a lengthy session yesterto bring it about and maintain it.
DANNY. day afternoon, beginning at 2 o'clock.
A number of matters of the utmost
importance in inaugurating the conCole Won't Talk
..
••ention w^e'^e taken up. Althoiigh the
Rufus S. Cole who retired from all meeting was still in session at the
Robertson-Cole film enterprises earli- hour of going to press, it is underer in the week refused to talk about stood that one of the most important
Washington

directors, executive

-

Pathe Reports Better Business
Pathe yesterday reported its busi- 100
ss had increased 19.81% over esGoing to Washington Many Motorblished
quotas
for
the
Brunet
ing Down Group Leaves Toonth drive which ended March 26.
morrow by Train
careful analysis of business condi100
.\bout
member.s of the Theater
jns was made using figures from
Federal Reserve Bank, Brad- Owners Chamber of Commerce will
le
attend the M. P. T. O. convention
reet's, Dun's, and Roger Babson's
If the weather is
eneral
Statistics and taking into in Washington.
msideration daily bank deposits, pleasant, a large numljer will motor
ops and industrial reports. It was down, some starting today and others
scovered that business in general tomorrow. Billy Brandt and Charles
roughout the country was 10.7% Steiner are going to make the trip
F.
The winning exchanges were, in in that manner. Still another group
der, Atlanta, Indianapolis, Omaha, leaves tomorrow at 1:10 from Pennalias, and St. Louis.
Cash prizes sylvania Station. Although the T. O.
C. C. did not officially arrange for the
ere disbursed.

From
—

Ben Levine Advanced
is now general

Ben Levine

ipervisor for
reater

sales
First National in the

New York

endelson

has

district,

Bert L.

been made
Brooklyn and

sales

of
Sam
urger supervisor of New York City,
his is part of a regrouping of the
cchange force effected by Ralph
lark.
Harold Beecroft is temporily assisting Ed. McNamee in exIpervisor

oitation.

Federal Photoplays
(Special to

Formed

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dover, Del.
Federal Photoplays
been formed here with a capital-

ive

ation of $2,500,000.

This

company may

be the one
hich Cosmosart of Los Angeles said

T. O. G. G.

—

two special cars that will take the
exhibitors down, the number of reservations grew to such proportions
that the two cars were set aside.
Among those going are:

his future plans in the industry yesterday.

of

Silverman,

Charles

Goldreyer,

and Adolph Barr and C. BernIn the party will also be
stein.
Samuel Reiben, Harry A. Samwick,
Henry Siegel, of Select, and Louis
Rosenhluh of Fox. Herbert Ebenstein and Lawrence Bolognino will
motor down next week.

of

Famous Players

leave at
night for the con-

midnight tomorrow
would incorporate to take care of vention.
John Clark and William
le
various Benjamin B. Hampton Smith will go on from Philadelphia.
Im enterprises which passed into its The publicity department will be
)ntrol recently.
represented by E. W. Wingart.

is

at the

delegates.
Smith has been signed to play among the v^ous
entertannnent committee, of
The
picture
which
in
the
an important role
which Harry M. Crandall is chairW. Christy Cabanne will make for man,
The
has completed its plans.
Production will be at
Dependable.
appear in Monday's
program
will
the Metro studio on 61st St.

Jess

issue.

DANNY.
J^issing Husbands" in Criterion
r»Missing Husbands" goes into the
Criterion on Thursday. The theater
which is now showing "Reported

Walker
(.Staff

in Washington
Correspondence)

—

Senator James J.
Washington
Thurs- Walker is here for the convention
day. The picture, released here by with Joe Warren, his associate in law.
Metro is "LAtlantide" which caused Pie came down from New York with
Sam I. BerCharles L. O'Reilly.
a sensation in Europe.

Missing" closes tonight

until

man

arrived late yesterday.

McRae to Direct
D. Woon, Universal Service
MacRae will direct "The
Henry
staff correspondent in a dispatch from
from Glengarry" and "GlenMan
Evening
published
in
the
Paris,
garry School Days" for Ottawa Film
Journal, states that Jack Dempsey
Prod. Ltd. Among other films planhas admitted that Jack Kearns had
ned by Ernest Shipman with the aid
volunteered to co-star Peggy Joyce
of Canadian capital will be "The
and himself in a picture.
Rapids" at Saulte St. Marie and "The
Chivalry of Keith Leicester" which
Shipwill be made in Vancouver.
Lesser Makes Some Sales
man
states he is disposing of some
Irving Lesser has sold "The Man
his foreign holdings to devote his
from Hell's River" for New York of
time to Canadian activities.
City and State to the First National
Basil

Group from Famous Players
Adolph Zukor, Sydney R. Kent,
Harry G. Ballance, Harry H. Bux- exchange of

baum

if

effort

harmony

sure

x^
Saunders, ^^ Dempsey-Peggy Joyce Film?

Max
Max

being made to asconvention and
possible, prevent any disturbance

Every

Mae Marsh in Cabanne Film
Mae Marsh, through the office

F. Raives, Samuel Peyser, Samuel
Sonin, William Landau, A! Harstn,

Samuel Schwartz, Rudolph
Hyman Rachmil, Harry Suchmann.

points discussed was the question of
the Walker-Cohen controversy.

New

York;

tanclle Feature Filins of

Iowa and Nebraska, and

to the

Fon-

Omaha,

for

to the Liberty Theaters Corp. of Denver^ for
the Rocky Mountain States. "Ridin'
Wild" was sold to Fontanelle and
Liberty for their territories.

Glucksmann Buys Realarts
Jacobo Glucksmann has purchased
the remaining Realarts for Argentine and has extended his contract for
Paramount distribution in South

America

until July.
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\ Hollywood— Earl

Metcalfe has been

engaged by Goldwyn
Vol.

XX No. 36

>-oyyright

Saturday,

May

1922

\>w York, N,

West 44th

WID'S FILMS

by

Y.,

FILM FOLKS, INC.
Danneiiberg,

(oseph

Price 5 Cents

and

President

St.,

and

Editor;

Alicoate. Treasurer and Business

vV.

itif

"The

Bit-

Let

March

3, 1879.

Garrett H. Gi;aham, has been added to the publicity staff at Universal

Perms (Postage

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
MS. 00. Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to
FILM
DAILY, 7) 73 West 44th St., New York.
S. Y.
'Phone: Vanderbilt 45S1-4552-S5S8.
California
6411
Hollywood
Hollywood.
Hlvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
hicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
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Filmschau,

tionale

Prague

(Czecho-Slo-

vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Low

High
F.

..

82^

.

95

P.-L.

do pfd.

^

^G'wyn

.

81J4
95

200
8,300

World

•tjuotations by H. Content

&

Co.

Northwest Theater Changes
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Rhinelander, Wis.
Peter
erected
by
opened.
It
is
said

new
Rouman,

State,

have

cost

to

has

Nita Naldi has completed work m
"Blood and Sand" and has left for the
East.

Viola

Stephen Goossen, who designed the
sets for "Oliver Twist," is sketching
the sets for "East is West" and "The
Mirage."
Willard Webb, who recently codirected on "Remembrance," will be
Sidney Franklin's assistant on "East
is

shown

in this territory.

for Stockholm,
spend the summer.

America

where

He

expe
the Fall.

in

Changes Managers

manager

Mitchell

of his

theaters

Ft,

will

take charge of the

Majestic

Kalamazoo.

New Arrangement with Rialto
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

York office whereby Singer will
work on a percentage arrangement
and

have

full

charge over sales

—

Dover,

Philadelphia Joe Singer, who has
been acting as manager for Rialto
Prod., Inc., has made a new arrangement with Lou Rodgers, of the New

Del.
United Federatl
Capitol $250,000. Incorpoi
tors
Michael M. Klein, David
Marks and Joseph Harris, New Yot'
Attorney. Truston P. Causey, Mj
ford, Del.
Service.

I

in

Phone

the future.

— Beekman

9091

Buffalo Adopts Daylight Saving

West."

—

for use of Elaine

Hammerstein.

H. P. Brotherton of the Selznick
force of cutters, will be assistant director to George Archainbaud on

"Under Oath."

continue the wartime ordinance again
this summer.
The question however
will be put to a referendum at the
fall
election.
Managers claim that
the measure clipped 10 to 15% of?
their business last fall. Niagara Falls

and Lockport have both dropped day-

SBRVia

XBAli

119 FtUton

St.,

N. Y.

,,.1

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR

light saving.

Marie Prevost, supported by KenAnamosa, la. Frank Hart has neth Harlan and Philo McCullough,
purchased the Crystal from Mrs. Diek has started on "They're Off!" Stuart Paton is directing.
Stanaway.

—

—

Minn.

Hopkins,

— The

owned by

A. Engler
modeled and enlarged.

Hamburg,

la.

is

Hopkins,
be re-

to

B. Carlson and
recently opened the

Rialto.

some people

in

film

row.

The

John P. McCarthy's second picture Exhibitors Supplv Co. moved from
be "The Greater Strength" and 845 S. Wabash Ave., to 825 S. Wanot "The Greater Temptation" as bash Ave.
J. E. Willis moved in
will

stated last week.

—D.

Culley

Many Move in Chicago
to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago — May 1st was moving day
(Special

for

Rockwell,
la.
Joe Dunkin has
taken over the Empress, formerly
operated by Don Preston.

W.

for the past ei
on the Aquitania

Huron, the Majestic and Fami
Publicity Service, has been opened He has been manager of the Majes
by J. F. Carson and Charles M. Cas- in Kalamazoo. Roy Tillson, forn
tor.
The first feature is "Up in manager of the Regent in Kalamaz
Mary's Attic," which has never been and recently at the Strand in Lansit

Dana has returned

$80,000.

M.

b^

country

THE FILM DAILY)
Battle Creek, Mich,— W. S, Butt
field
has
appointed
W. Grifi

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo
In spite of the hard work
Montagne
has
com200
yiV%
J.
Not quoted pleted the script of "Under Oath" and on the part of exhibitors to kill dayNot quoted is working on "Borrowed Wings" light saving, the council voted to

nV%

\lVz

...

this

to return to

new exchange, to be
The Fine Art Pictures and

as

Edward

Triangle

Swedish Biograph, who has

in

will

—A

known

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

3,900

81J4
95

W2

85^

...

Sales

Close

of

Tuesday

(Special

Chicago

ban."

2.

H»ri8 Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de
Clichy.
Central
European Representative Interna-

Sweden

Sails for

months, sailed

THE

know

us

New Exchange in Chicago
to THE FILM DAILY)

Gertrude Astor, has been selected
one of the roles in "The Subur-

for

—

C.

to stop?
that

Butterfield

to HollyWabash Ave
and
wood
will
start
on
her
next picLondon Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kmematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, ture for Metro in about two weeks.

W

you going

are

Iffii

(Special to

—

London,

?

City.

jf

I.

Town

so
FILM DAILY can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.

terness of Sweets."

;

act of

to

6,

Nils Bouveng, production mana'

Man-

Cron, Advertising Manager.
J A
Entered as pecund-class matter May 21, 1918,
«t the post ortice at New York, N. Y., under
«ger

for

Where

Wid's Film and Film Folks.

1922,

Published Daily at 71-73

Inc.,

I

6,

Coming

THE FILM DAILY)

May

Saturday,

Gloria Swanson, according to pr^^
ent plans will be back in Hollywood

on June
on "The
with

1

when she will start work
Impossible Mrs. ^ellew,"

Sam Wood

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

Silton

AmusenTent Enterprises, mov-

ed to 738

S.

Wabash Ave.

46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

with Superior Screen Service at 738
S. Wabash Ave.
The office of the
M. P. T. O. of Chicago, moved to
746 S. Wabash Ave.
Ed Silton, of

HUDSON RIVER
NIGHT LINES

77ie

directing.

Sunday Problem in Ohio
First National yesterday in a stateCarey Wilson, is writing the con
Grand Forks, N. D.— A. W. McCann and H. B. Hanson have leased tinuity for "Broken Chains," the pria^ ment described the moves of reformwinning scenario in the Chica^^^ ers in connection with the Sunday
the Fotoplay from C. M. Caster.
opening problem in Northern and
'
Daily News scenario contest.
Central Ohio and the activities of
Fremont, Neb. Damage estimated
at $10,000 was caused recently by a
The role of Shireen, the heroine of some of its franchise holders there.
In Findley, E. B. Gilmore of the
fire which apparently started under "Omar the Tentmaker,"
to be prothe stage of tlie Empress.
duced by Richard Walton Tully, will Marvin was arrested for opening on
Sunday and W. K. Richards of the
be portrayed by Virginia

\

—

—

Sheboygan, Wis. Plans for the
erection of a theater which will cost
Ernest
$80,000, are being completed.
Hoefcr, the owner of the proposed
theater, now operates the Rex.

Browne

Faire.

Hunt Stromberg

Prod.

f^<iuAUiJU43n£d (PlctuAlD

Louis Burston has accepted anothoriginal

Clyde

S. Pat. Off,

R. L.
Hertzer, an exhibitor for operating
a show on that day.
First National
reports sentiment of the public is
equally divided over the move.

by Lottie Horner and
Wcstovcr, temporarily titled
Louis Weiss has
changed the
"The Greater Redemption." It will titles of two issues of the Sport Rel)c made with an all-star cast headed
view. "Animal Antics" now "Split
by David Butler,
Seconds" and "Record Breakers,"
GAUSMAN. "Playnig The Game."
er

Reg. U.

Royal, a First National franchise holder together with other exhibitors there banded together to support
Gilmore. In
Bucyrus,
the

Del
Andrews recently resigned
from the Thomas H. Ince Studios mayor
decided to shut down everyto become production manager and
thing on Sunday and arrested

chief film editor for

THE SnCE q^THE PROGRAM-

New

DAII.Y SAILINGS
From New York Pier 32 North River
(At Canal Street)

West

132nd

Street

6 f.

M.

half hour later

(Daylight Saving Time)

From TroyS P.M. From Albany 9P.M.
(Daylight Saving Time)
Passengers ticketed and b.lgpage checked to
points. North, South, East and West.

Express Freight Service

Antos Carried

HUDSON NAVIGATION
Middteton

S.

all

CO.

Borland, Receiver

Phones .-—Albany Main 4404
Troy 2161
Canal 9000

New York

d

THE
£:urday,

May

^<

DAILV

1922

6,

Bert Cann Sails Today
Bert Cann will sail for Vienna to-

Theater Changes
(Special

LtheNews

IX

No. 37

E

TROOPS THAT ARE STILL
THE RHINE— Scenes from Coblenz,

)

U.

S.

where there are

nany,

1

some Amer-

still

left.

;;s

FLOODS IN THE MIDDLE WEST

•i;

THE FILM DAILY)
day on
New The- Walsh

to

Little Rock, Ark.— The
ater opened a few days ago.

Childress, Tex.
are enlarging the

— Phipns

&

—

Flaxton, N. D. Milo Merrill is
planning to open a theater at Flaxton.

to th? thouscenes from Nawhere they
Germantown,
O..
also
111.;
built huge dams to prevent future floods.

Red Cross rushes

.^he

of

i

Layton

Monogram.

relief

tures.

Benefit Performance Tonight

There

—

homeless refugees;

the Homeric, to join Thomas
and Bert Seibel, who are producing in Austria. Cann, for a long
term
under
contract
with
was
Tiiomas H. Ince, and while with that
organization photographed all of the
Douglas MacLean-Doris May pic-

be

will

another

benefit

Minn. M.
Brown's
Valley,
C. vaudeville performance
at the Palace
Martin has purchased the Bijou from tonight to raise funds for the charity
east
W. T. Schwagerl.
;<:at forest fires in both
drive in Greater New York.
The
150,000
,D WEST— Flames lay waste to
show starts at midnight. Yesterday,
3S in New Jersey; cameraman secures reMarianna, Ark. S. B. Johnson of there was a demonstration on the
liable views from an aeroplane of a forest
li

a:

—

in

r

;r

I

Coast range.
news from Porto Rico,

the Pacific

ihington,

Florida,

Italy,

Philadelphia,

etc.,

Cleveland,
Morris as

Miss.,

succeeds

P.

manager

of the

Regent.

E.

sub-treasury building
which a number of
stars appeared.
Clerks in a number
of financial institutions were given
the day off to work on behalf of the
steps

of

downtown,

etc.

—

the

at

R. C. Bromley, of
bought a location here on
which he proposes to erect a theater. movement.

Richland, Tex.

Dallas, has

—

Tehuacana, Tex. Mrs. Fifer
sold her theater. She will open a
theater in Jake Hamon, Tex.

Engineers Close Meeting
loston

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Society

of

Motion

Engineers has terminated its
]ing session.
James T. Williams,
editor of the Boston Transcript
final
at
the
Jvcred
speech
a
Uiire

— The

Tenn.

Princess
Amusement Co. has bought the Blue
Mouse, Jonesboro.
Greenville,

(Special to

has

new

Hoopeston,
opened here.
seats

III.

—The
cost

It

Lorraine has
$100,000

and

800.

i

—

Preparing More Stories
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

—

1

a resolution limiting distriion was passed and evidently the
iposed scheme is aimed at that.
ition,

Wortham, Tex.
Wortham's
new

— The

Palace

$50,000

is

picture

theater.

No

Action on Censorship

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

City

—The

New

Jersey
deration of Women's Clubs has
^en no definite stand on the cenIship situation.
At the convention
d in Haddon Hall, there was a
rited debate on
censorship held
h Dr. Ellis P. Oberholtzer of the
ansylvania State Board of Censors
aking for it and Courtlandt Smith
the Will H. Hays organization
\.tlantic

linst

it.

New
(Special to

Club on Coast

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

number of wellcoast actresses have formed
Uib, the primary purpose of which
be to protect the reputations of
members.
Mary Pickford has
?n elected president.
Helen Ferguis one of the founders.
1
MemA^ashington

Dwn
1

s

will be admitted only after initigation has been made that there

lothing connected with their names
ich has brought discredit upon the
ustry.

Kaliska Resigns

—

"Trimmed

>

INSTANTLY

THE NAME OF HER
FIRST PICTURE

FAMOUS
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
IS

,

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

—

Adapting Classics to Films
Society of Theater Organists
yesterday gave a demonstration in
Wanamaker Auditorium of how classics of music can be adapted for presentation
with
motion
picture's.
Frank S. Adams, organist of the
Rialto, played a special music score
A
prepared by Hugo Riesenfeld, while
"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" was
understood, Hobart
shown.

Scarlet"

for Priscilla
Dean. "Broken Chains," a magazine
story by Jack Becholt, will be used
for Frank Mayo and "The Sheriff of
the Seven-Bar," for Hoot Gibson.
"Top o' the Morning" will be Gladys
Walton's next picture and "They're
Off,' Marie Prevost's.
Jewel release will be Fannie Hurst's "The
in

The

^o^

— W.

L.

Brown,

"Queen o' the Turf" goes
Broadway next week. •

)•••

who formerly

operated the Brown at
Wahpeton, N. D., has taken over the

management

of the

.Howells, Neb.

Lyceum.

— Anton Janata

new owner

of the Strand,
the house from

purchased
Verba.

••
is

the

having

Thomas

—

Columbus, Ga. Dan Roberts is
now in charge of the Grand, and E.
C. Kingman transferred from GafTney, S.

C,

Seattle

opened

to the Rialto.

— Greater Features,

its

Montana

Inc. has
109 North
with L. N. Walton as

now

St.,

office

at

manager.

—

Tex. Southern Enterhave sold the opera house
Newman and Lilly. Newman has
closed the Crystal and the added features will go to the opera house.
Greenville.

prises, Inc.,
to

THE FILM DAILY)
Leonard, Tex. The Liberty has
\tlanta— W. G. Kaliska has re- bought out the National from Giles
ned as manager of the Rialto and and Rwing, and from now on only
been succeeded by G. M. Phillips the first named house will operate
Birmingham.
here.
(Special to

ANY EXHIBITOR
WILL TELL YOU

Syracuse, Neb. John J. Metzger
and Walter Gunthe have purchased
the Palace from D. C. Beyette.

Moorhead, Minn.

—

Says:

Angeles
The Universal
scenario department is at work on

Los

Wyona, Okla The Dixie, which Flirt," which, it is
was damaged by fire recently, has Henley will direct. *Eric Von Stroagain opened for business.
hem is preparing an original story.
bpposed to Limited Distribution
Edward Laemmle will direct Miss
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ralls, Tex.
Scale and Parker have Walton's next picture.
vansas City Missouri and Kansas purchased the Crystal from Henry
Stockton.
;c bodies may get together to form
«
organization to combat the plan
Chariton, la.
E. P. Smith has purdistributors not to supply schools
institutions with motion pictures, chased the Lincoln from the Aldrehn
the recent Kansas exhibitor con- Theater Co.
icheon.

MADGE EVANS

••

«»•

)•••

•

into the

THE
I

DAILY
-eBt!k
Takes Over Cincinnati Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cincinnati E. C. Stegewens has
taken over the New Liberty from
Capt. Osborne.

New

—

NEWS

^

Crack Troops Mobilize on
Mexican Border.
Deposed German Leaders
Congregate at Potsdam.
Dancing Instruction Pictures, by G. Hepburn Wil-

theater

—

He

here.

operates

also

have received indirectly in
its early stages, and for the last
few years from you direct your
daily and weekly reports, and
without doubt it stands alone in

the

Kill All

(Special to

son.

Louis

St.

Performed
by
Rookie Ball Player.
And Other News Events.
Miracle

"Blue Laws"

world, not only in
America, but here as well as
the most carefully compiled
reference book in existence.
You are to be cotigratulated
the

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

abolition

Sunday "blue laws" now

of

all

in effect in

Louis, is the object of a bill presented to the Board of Aldermen.
St.

Radio Company
(Special

Minneapolis

in

—

thankful for them.

Minneapolis
The International
Radio Co. has been formed to cater

St.

VICTOR SHERIDAN
Associated Cinematograph
Theaters, Ltd.

Paul

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Exchange Notes
St.
Paul Charles C. Perry who
Oklahoma City Leonard Bate- has been managing the New Astor
man, has joined the First National here has gone
over to the Capitol,

National

First

tion

manager

at

is

now

exploita-

First National.

Overman

—

Francisco -C. Chapman, has
returned to the First National office
here.
L. Hearns has been added to
the sales staff and Richard Marshall
has been appointed exploitation agent.

San

Dallas
pointed

—

(Special to

Calvert

re-

at

Boone,

la.

(Special

Seneca

McVoy

Rivaling

Falls

—

J. S.

of the

Burnham

Again
FILM DAILY)

Start Corvallis Theater
to

THE

Wash.

|

escape installed, the Strand, wl'
was closed because of failure of
building to comply with state
laws, has reopened.

i

'

Weil Opens House May 30
THE FILM DAILY)
Mich. The
Port
Huron,
^
Descend, of which Herb Weil
mananging director, will open E
oration Day, according to pres

—

'

Whiteside Bros,
have again begun building on a $150,OOn house which will seat 1200.
It
will open al)out Sept. 1.
Work was
abandoned on this project some time
ago.

"The Referee" Privately Shown

to

Chicago

off the griddle.

T. O. convenshun.

plans.

New

Into

(Special to

—

Buffalo Office

THE FILM DAILY)

folli

has

some

You

battle.

From

Danny

About the

will write.

An'

the battle front.

can't afford to miss.

Reading

it's

gonna

l|

it.

managing the Auditorium at
Dayton is to return to the Ascher
been

Bros,

offices

here.

Buys Grand, Johnstown, N. Y.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Watertown, N. Y.— The Nova Operating Co. has added the Grand at
Johnstown, N. Y., to the number of
houses already under its management

New

And you
Who'll read
in

your

only for

can't afford.

it.

When

you

Having
do.

In Washingto

exhibitors.

Miss out.

On

your story.

own way.

About what you. Are going
next season. But now. This minute.

to have.

York.

House Called Apollo
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Indianapolis
The new house

You

phone.

Indianapolis

We'll send someone.

To

talk

it

over.

—

which Stegnieicr Brothers are building on N. Illinois St. and which the
Central Amusement Co. has leased,
has been made the Apollo. The house
seats 1,200.

New

:9^«brAdstreet

;S»«RECOCMiZED

o/^FILHDOM

Authority

Screen at Kinema, L. A.

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Selznick gave t private showing of
Los Angeles A new screen known
Conway Tcarlc's new picture "The as the Blackburn daylight screen, has
Referee" to invited guests, including been installed at the Kinema.
It is
sporting writers of a number of New said to relieve eye strain and also to
York newspapers at the Criterion at accustom the eye to the subdued

midnight Wednesday.

i

to R.

Temple, Geneva.

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago— H. M. Rouda who

throughout

(Special

Nebraska House Re-opens
to THE
FILM DAILY)
Lodge Pole, Neb.— With a
(Special

Red Hot

House

(Special to

Boston- The motion picture of the
future will rival grand opera, predicted S. L. Rothafel, in an address on
"The Motion Picture Theatre of the
Future" at the convention of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers.
He prophesied a great improvement
in projection and lighting and said
an operator will work and control
the different instruments from one
controlling station.

Corvallis,

Bruler, resigned.

cational and others will soon

Right
(Special to

j

b!

Universal is making plans to film
Buffalo The local Hodkinson
"The Radio King" as a serial. A change is the first to move into
special broadcasting station is being new film building in North Pearl
erected on the coast to be used in First National, Nu-Art, Pathc. E

THE FILM DAILY)
Falls, N. Y.— The Fisher

Rouda Back

Opera
THE FILM DAILY)

— Harry

has been made manager
Loew's Bijou, succeeding Ralph

Move

to

has been sold by
A.

Films

Ala.

inan

"U" Making "Radio King"

the picture.

THE FILM DAILY)

Buys Seneca

Stuart has been aprepresentative
National, taking the

the First
place of G. J. Meredith.

Sees

Birmingham,

—

West Texas

for

V.

THE FILM DAILY)

Boone, la. M. L. Overman has
been appointed manager of the Rialto
by A. G. Stolte, general manager of
the Blank theaters.

W.

J.

Lowell

succeeding
signed.

Birmingham Houij

at

(Special to

—

—

Exchange.
H. W. Ferguson

Bortman

—

Yoiu-s faithfully,

to

Perry Managing Capitol,

burnett.

(Special to

theaters.
Complete
musical programs will be furnished.

especially

'

film

upon your impartiality and I
can assure you a large number
of exhibitors here stand by
your criticisms, and are indeed

THE FILM DAILY)

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Forth Worth, Tex.— The least;
the Strand has been taken by
M. Miller, an exhibitor from Bi

I

Mystic.

Would

Leases Ft. Worth Strand
(Special to

THE

O. Al C. Knepfle has
broken ground for a new 500 seat
Harrison,

York.

As this is perhaps the first
time I have written you, I take
the opportunity of telling you
of what wonderful assistance
Wid's and today
FILM
DAILY has been to me.

New House for Harrison, O
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

^Vl

ing rapidly.

Gentlemen:

Eagle Grove, la. W. D. Mullarkay, and L. E. Pippen have purchased
Eagle from Arthur Bergum.

1!

—

Film Daily,

Buy Eagle Grove Theater
THE FILM DAILY)

6,

Rushing North Dakota Housi
(Special to THE FILM DAILY]
Flaxton, N. D. Work on the
theater here by Merrill is progr

London

(Special to

May

1

Stands Alone

—
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Saturday,

lighting in theaters quickly.
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Week

Headlines

in

Authority

oypiLMDOH

of the

Filmschau,

Prague

Western reports
tempt

credit

Hays

M.

P. T. O.

to disrupt

favoring- strongest

organization with at-

Hays on record

Lambert hearing on music tax postponed
ton until

May

as

exhibitor organization possible.
in

Washing-

15.

Misconduct in office charges against C. L. O'Reilly
and Sam L Berman to be heard in Albany.
Famous Players to establish Scandinavian exchanges.
Rupert Hughes renews contract with Goldwyn.

Wednesday

Features Reviewed

"Exhibitors' Bulletin,"

THE MAN FROM HOME
Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.

— Paramount
I

Page

2

AM THE LAW

Carewe Prod.— Affiliated Dist.— State Rts..Page

Lon Chaney

Page

Universal

5

MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME
Pyramid

Pict.

—Amer.

Releasing Co

Page

6

Lake

Eastman Kodak shows
Rufus

S.

$14,105,861.04 profits in 1921.

Cole resigns from

Robertson-Cole film ac-

all

tivities.

Thursday
Richard A. Rowland assumes duties at First National.
Now looking over production problems.
Pathe profits for 1921 total $328,483.12.
Charges against O'Reilly and Berman dropped at Albany meeting.
Eastern Pennsylvania exhibitors lean toward Sydney

Cohen

for re-election.

Friday

Page

Metro

7

Tax

WESTERN SPEED

Charles Jones in

Page

Fox

9

figures for

SECOND HAND ROSE

in

Page

Universal

Richard Talmadge

1

WATCH HIM STEP

in

Page

Goldstone— State Rights

13

in.

.

.

increase over February

Sydney

Cohen and characterizes

business.
as "czar."

No

release as yet set.

signs R. A.

.THE BACHELOR DADDY
Page

Paramount

Page

'^Pardoning the bad

is

Walsh

to direct.

Saturday

14

Many
Short Reels

S.

Will H. Hays and Courtland Smith to play in golf
tournament.
World's history ^n films planned by D. W. Griffith.
Back from England.
Hamilton Theatrical buys seven Pola Negri features.

Goldwyn

Thomas Meighan

March show

E. T. Peter attacks

him

Phil

wreck organization.

HATE

in

Gladys Walton

P. T. O. publication,

Films Conference pledges support to
Will H. Hays for better pictures.

S.

Alice

M.

Southeastern

3

THE TRAP

in

official

hints that producers are out to

15

executives and exhibitors prepare for Washing-

ton convention.

injuring the good's—Benjamin Franlilin.

DAILV

Appeal the Chief Asset

Pictorial

of

"THE MAN FROM HOME"
Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.

DIRECTOR

AUTHORS
SCENARIO BY

Ouida Bergere

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

Roy Overbaugh
.

.Unusually attractive backgrounds
in production made

the fundamental appeal

abroad

STORY

hokum
some amusement but with many

From

affords

the stage play; old

that
far-

fetched bits

DIRECTION

Provides a thoroughly artistic
production; a little more attention to development would have improved story
Generally very good
LIGHTINGS
Good except on some interiors
PLAYERS
Not an altogether evenly balanced

PHOTOGRAPHY

James Kirkwood and Jose Rubens do the
best work; Norman Kerry good but overacts
cast;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY
ious to

American girl anxmarry would-be Prince until her guar-

dian proves he

is

from a stage play by Booth Tarkington
and Harry Leon Wilson. It ofifers suitable enough
screen material and its entertaining elements are sufficiently numerous and varied to cover a good range of
preferences.
It has adventure, romance, comedy and
a dramatic twist for a climax.
The continuity is usually smooth and the interest
rather well sustained. But with all this, the picture
might have been improved by just a little more care

The producer

6,895 feet

"The Man From Home" was apparupon creating visual appeal in the picof

ture that he has slightly neglected the story.

maurice's latest production

was made

story

is

each of the matters referred to. At times the scenes
shut ofif abruptly and the action becomes a little chopThis is not continuous, however. The trouble
py.
in

seems

be that footage

to

in

Europe,

Fitz-

many

view of the famous Vesuvius. The picture's pictorial appeal is certain and the
numerous unusual and attractive backgrounds are
The
really the outstanding feature of this offering.
shots including the volcano are interesting and there
are many beautiful views of the bay and also some that
are splendid examples of Italy's artistry in the way
of the scenes being shot in

Box

Even though they may recognize some more or less
hokum in which the American chums
around with a King and calls him "Doc," they are
likely to be satisfied with the amusement which the
not like the

way

And

while they

would be

set

The

l)rince

his

the girl and her brother are fooled

scheming father and

isn't

need-

a great help.

Anna

cast isn't well balanced.

Nilsson

convincing as the American

sufficiently

girl

not

is

infat-

uated with a no-account prince. James Kirkwood does
good work as the hero from Kokomo, Ind., and Jose
Rubens gives a first rate performance in a small role.
Geofifrey

doesn't

is fair in a Von Stroheim-ish part and
Kerr never does look the American which he

want

Story:

to be.

Genevieve Simpson and her brother go to

Europe to enjoy the fortune

left

Pike, their guardian, remains in

by

their father.

Kokomo,

Dan

Ind-, until

he receives word that Genevieve wants a large share
of her fortune as a dowery for the prince she is to
marry. Dan loves Genevieve. He goes to Italy and
joins a traveler he meets who is really the King, trav-

How Dan

proves to Genevieve that
her "royal" friends are fakes who are merely after her
money and wins her for himself, completes the story.
eling incognito.

sister.

The

Can Be

Exploited

by

picture should satisfy the average

crowd as

far

as the story goes, but will even stand a better chance
if

they appreciate unusual locations and a generally

fine

may

the fake nobility, the Indiana hero offsets the previous
business nicely bcause he certainly does show up the

and

it

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

old-fashioned

nevertheless afford.

wasted where

essential.

it is

Will Stand Certain Promises and Foreign Backgrounds

situation

is

The titles are the
chief weakness of the picture. They are badly written and sometimes read like poor translations. A new
ed and spared where

Norman Kerry

"royal" fake

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
ently so intent

bit dark.

Quite beautiful
All right

as well are

especially the exteriors.

The

Wilson

.

The marine views

and the photography generally excellent,
A few of the interiors are a

beautiful

George Fitzmaurice
Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon

1922

7,

Made Abroad

Fitzmaurice Picture
of landscape gardening.

— Paramount

May

Sunday,

pictorial appeal

throughout.

made

in

American
can

which the production maintains

Tell them

it

is

an American production

Europe by an American director with an
cast.

Use the names

make promises

of the players

for the visual pleasure

and you

it ofifers.

;

THE
May

Sunday,

A

7,

e^Hk

DAILY

1922

Splendid Entertainment In This Latest James

AM THE LAW"

"I

Edwin Carewe Prod.

—

— State

Rights

DIRECTOR

Edwin Carewe
James Oliver Curwood

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Raymond

L. Schrock

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Robert Kurrle
A
rate dramatic entertainment with good situations and fine action un-

WHOLE

deals with

first

;

usually fine pictorial values

STORY

Based on the now famous Mounted
Police slogan slightly familiar but forceful and

the slogan of the

Canadian Royal
there are genuine dramatic situations that are unusual in themselves.
And the manner in which they have been handled
makes them doubly effective. The director never
allows the development to become obvious so that each
step in the progress of the plot is a complete surprise,
It

Affiliated Distrib.

Mounted

Police

— Get Your

this case.

The

action

not continuous but there are some
it through.
The rescue

is

thrilling bits, sufficient to carry

convincing nevertheless

DIRECTION

Very good; puts plenty of force
dramatic moments and springs some sur-

prises in the

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Kenneth Harlan and Gaston Glass
have splendid roles which they handle very well
Wallace Beery and Noah Beery should have
been more important Alice Lake and Rosemary
Theby suitable
;

snow

Beautiful

shots

Appropriate
Usually all right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Officer of

Mounted

going to die, assumes
guilt of brother's crime he recovers and brother
Police, believing he

is

;

holds him to the confession until
clears

girl's

him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Besides the fact that

Curwood's splendid

Am

the

story

Law"

is

it

virile

tions

own

Curwood's

That

stories

is

to say,

offer

fine

And

Should Really Satisfy and

You Can

Box

stories are very popular,

and they

probably haven't seen any better picturization of one
of his

works than they

will find in "I

A1

Aside from

this, it is

cause

numerous beautiful shots

the

an

it

might he well

to stress in

Am

the Law."

hot weather number, be-

country should have a real cooling

The photography

excellent.

is

One

or

two instances

bad cutting should be remedied. At times the specis given the impression that all the characters
are living under the same, roof.
Kenneth Harlan and Gaston Glass have equally important roles as officers and brothers, and they give
of

tator

excellent characterizations of
types.

Alice Lake

mary Theby,

is

two

distinctly different

pleasing as the heroine and Rose-

murdered sergeant,
does good work. Both Noah and Wallace Beery are
in the cast but have unimportant parts.
Probably
folks will be disappointed that they haven't more to do.
Story
The sergeant of a post is killed by his wife's
as the wife of the

effect,

Police.

Tom

Fitzgerald, a

member

Tom's brother, Rob,

arrest his brother.

Rob

of the

a corporal,

trails his

is

Mounted
forced to

brother to the cabin
Rob is taken ill

of his sweetheart, a school teacher.

and signs
sergeant.

a death

The

bed confession that he

selfish

brother brings the

killed the

news

to

headquarters and announces his brother's death. How
Rob recovers, wins the love of the school teacher and
Tom finally kills himself when it is discovered that he
committed the murder, completes the story.

Tell

Them It's a Hot Weather Number

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This should satisfy them entirely because the James

Curwood

rich

covered country are found in the backgrounds and some
of the shots are slightly, though delightfully tinted.

suitor,

another of James Oliver
tales of the Northwest, "I

is

and surprise twists that make it worthy on its
account and an above the average entertainment.

Oliver

The production is
Many beautiful shots of snow

few of the exciting twists.

in pictorial appeal.

:

while perhaps the theme of his
latest one to be picturized is in the main, more or less
familiar, still it is built up with unusually strong situascreen material.

killing of

the Sergeant, and the chase after the murderer are

6,500 feet

a really fine picture.

practically everyone of

from the Chinaman, the

of the white girl

a

development

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Man — but

thereby sustaining the interest especially well all the
way through. Each new twist is quite unexpected
and it is about impossible to figure out the ending in

;

into

Gurwood Story

Oliver

of

the

snow

an angle that

your advertising.

Tell them about the players.
They are all well
known and you can promise good acting from them.
Kenneth Harlan, Gaston Glass, Noah and Wallace
Beery, Alice Lake and Rosemary Theby it's a good
Be sure to let them know it is a Curwood
line-up.

—

Let
them know about the situation in which the one
brother was willing to sacrifice his honor to save the
other and how the selfish one accepted the sacrifice.
story,

and catchlines

will

do

to explain the title.

"^^wrfm^^

STRONG men.

"D EAUTIFUL Betty Gompson.
'^ In her most ravishing role.
As Queen of ancient Egypt.
Reincarnated as a modern

Their ruthless

battle for gold.

And

a fas-

cinating American girl. Mistress of a mysterious greyhound of the sea. It*s a throb-

bing drama of adventure. Here
are Conflict, Suspense, Love
Interest, Peril, Mystery. Skilfully woven by Gouverneur
Morris into a smashing audience picture. Every inch a
drama. Every moment a thrill.
Your audience will love it. In
the cast are

show girl.
settings,

H

sert.

H

Richard Rosson

BETTY

Richard

Dix.
of xdventure by

GOUVERNEUR MORRIS
persoty^lly directed ky Irvin V. Wjjjclt

hy

Sfeciil

Woman

Gerald Pring, Arthur Delmore,

COMPSON

YELLOW MEN
AND GOLD
tile

spectacle of

Doris Pawn, EmoryJohnson, Macey Harlem,

pre sents

a^j

The

Triumphant. The cast includes

GOLDWYN

Helene Chadwick
Adapted From the farnous

gowns, costumes stun-

ning clothes. The story of a
courageous American actress.
Yankee strategy against the
cunning of an amorous Sheik.
A flaming romance of the de-

Helene Chadwick^Richard Dix,
Rosemary Theby, Richard Tucker,
Henry Barrows, Qeorge King

with

Fascinating oriental

itnngeaetit.

A GOLDWYN PICTURE

in

WOMAN

ALWAYS THE
I

PERLEY
POORE SHEEHAN

ly

personAlljr

directed

hy

ARTHUR ROSSON
produced hy

BETTY COMPSON
disfrihuted hy

GOLDVSTYN

THE
May

Sunday,

7,

Good

>%g^

DAILV

1922

Direction, Fine Acting and
Lon Chaney

—Universal

Jewel

DIRECTOR

Robert Thornby

AUTHOR

Not credited

SCENARIO BY

George C. Hull

CAMERAMAN

Virgil Miller

WHOLE

A

remarkably fine performance
by the star and a wealth of beautiful backgrounds make it worth while
STORY
Somewhat conventional of itself but
lifted out of mediocre class by splendid presentation

DIRECTION
torial

that

Excellent; provides genuine pic-

appeal throughout and a smashing climax

is

new

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
STAR.

Good

.Does his usual fine work and gets the most
out of a rather exaggerated role
.

.

SUPPORT

All considerably subordinate to the

star; includes

Alan Hale, Dagmar Godowsky

and Irene Rich

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Exquisite
Suitable

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

Trapper's mine and
sweetheart stolen by another upon whom he
plans revenge but eventually loses

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,481 feet

No

one is credited with the authorship of "The
Trap," but after having seen the picture you are convinced that the person responsible for the story is not
responsible for the success of the picture, for the plot
is a conventional one built along the lines of the
familiar revenge theme, and that

Plenty For

about

is

who

all

there

is

like virile

want

to this

atmosphere

you can make

to in connection

in

their

picture

all

the promises

you

with the pictorial appeal which

the picture contains.

Mighty beautiful backgrounds

way through

could readily have served as a

all

the

The reasons

for the film's success are

scenic reel in themselves.

the really fine acting of

And

against this you have

Lon Chaney, who must already

be familiar to your patrons.

In case they

two

:

first,

splendid direction; and secondly, the acting of

the

Lon

Chaney.

Besides using good judgment and succeeding
in holding the interest nicely.
Thornby has secured
exquisite backgrounds which

put the picture on a
high plane as far as pictorial appeal is concerned.
There are numerous gorgeous shots of the mountain
country and the excellent photography, of course,
enhances the beauty in every view.
The high light of the picture perhaps, is the climax
in which the child which the avenger loves, walks into
the trap prepared for the man he hates. There is a
sure enough wallop in this and it is originally handled.
The man goes to the rescue and the fight which he
encounters with the wolf offers a new thrill because
of the

way

it is

presented.

The story is more concerned with character development than with a plot, and after the hero loses both
his sweetheart and his mine, they trace his plan of
revenge against the man who brought him sorrow and
his love for the son of the two people who wronged
him. Chaney vividly depicts every step and does fine
work all the time. There are al lew too many close-ups
of him, however.
Story:
Gaspard, French-Canadian trapper, is a
child of the great outdoors, loving all mankind. Ben-

comes into his
sweetheart and turns him

steals his

mine

human

wolf.

son, an adventurer,

life,

and

into a

his

Step by step he achieves his revenge. He takes Benson's child under his wing to use in his campaign of
torture, but the child wins his heart, and gradually
brings him back to manhood, after the climax in which
Gaspard kills the wolf, his instrument of revenge.

Satisfied

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

entertainment will be well pleased with "The Trap."

And added

Appeal In This

You To Talk About And They Should Go Out
Box

Folks

Pictorial

to it.
But from this material Director Thornby has
secured a really worth while entertainment and one
that they will want to see.

in

"THE TRAP"

AS A

Unusual

may

not just

remember his name, recall such of his productions as
"The Penalty," "Outside the Law," and above all "The
Miracle Man."
the lobby should certainly attract attention,
the
and be sure to let them know about the thrill in
for
climax when Chaney enters the trap prepared
wolf.
starved
his enemy and saves the child from the
Stills in

CatchHnes also will suffice to arouse
star's
interest in the picture, and of course, use the
advertising.
name prominently in your

This

is sure-fire.

DAIWV

Sunday,

Looks Like a Good Audience Picture Even With
"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME"
Pyramid

Pictures, Inc.

—American Releasing Co.

DIRECTOR

Ray C. Smallwood
Anthony Paul Kelly
Not credited

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMEN
AS A

Leach and Michael Joyce
WHOLE
Appears to be a good audience
picture with plenty of atmosphere and effective
Ollie

sequence
Follows along lines of a recent film but
slightly different concluding twist; looks like it
"spirit" in race

STORY

will satisfy the

DIRECTION

box

Good

office

for the

individually good bits

;

most part with some

occasionally too "stagey"

PHOTOGRAPHY

First rate

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Good
Monte Blue

All suit parts very well;

in a familiar characterization.

Segrid Holquist

a pretty heroine; others Arthur Carew,

Fox,

Mathew Betz and

Billy

Lucy

Quirk

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Usually

CHARACTER OF STORY

Son

Good
Correct
all

tries to

right

keep

prison record from his mother at the sacrifice of
losing the girl he loves

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,382 feet

Following some of the other recent pictures either
based on the sentiment of old songs, or through the

mere use

of the title to attract,

comes "My Old Ken-

tucky Home," preceded by "The Old Oaken Bucket"
and "Where Is My Wandering Boy Tonight." The
story of the current release is something similar in

theme to both the last mentioned and "Turn to the
Right" in that each has a hero who suffers imprisonment unjustly, and a mother anxiously awaiting his
return with the "light a-burning in the window" awaiting his return.

But regardless of a more or less repetitious theme,
"My Old Kentucky Home" has some box office values

You Can Make

It

Go At The Box
Box

7,

1922

Familiar Story

and audience appeal in its own right that should make
The picture contains a good deal
it a good number.
of sentiment such as you might expect from the title.
It

makes

the sort of material that

is

appeal and although the pathos

enough

is

just

is

found

of

it

is

for audience
never extreme there

comedy

to offset the light

The

in the latter reels.

direction

is

that

even for

most part and especially good in the racing sequence. A fine atmosphere of the track is created and
a whole lot of effective spirit is worked up.
Like the hero's two prison buddies of "Turn to the
Right," there are two found in this picture, played by
Mathew Betz and Billy Quirk. They haven't quite
the

comedy opportunities of
what chances they have, get
the

the other duet, but

make

Monte Blue

the laughs.

has a role the type which he handles well always. In
this one it seems that Blue doesn't vary his expression

because he is given so
many close-ups and in each he looks the same. There
are too many close-ups accorded nearly everyone,
even Segrid Holmquist though she is pretty and can
stand them.
Arthur Carew is thoroughly villainous and scares
hero Monte all over the lot by threatening to tell
Monte's mother and sweetheart that he was in prison.
You lose patience with Monte at times for permitting
It is noticeable

sufficiently.

Carew's blackmail but it's all in the story.
Story Arnold wants to marry Virginia, a Southern
girl, because her father is rich.
But Virginia loves
Dick Goodlor, who returns to his home after a mysterious absence. Arnold happens to know that Dick
was in prison and threatens to tell if Dick doesn't keep
away from Virginia. Mrs. Goodlor enters her horse
Dixie for the Kentucky Derby. Arnold hears Dixie
is slow and that Goodlor intends entering a "ringer."
Dixie wins and Arnold accuses Goodlor, but it happens
that Dixie actually did run and win the race. Arnold
then tells about Dick's prison record, but Dick is forgiven and a detective arrives to arrest Arnold, for
:

whose

Dick went

theft

Office If

to prison.

You Give

Attention

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Despite a familiar theme you should be able to make
some money with "My Old Kentucky Home," and if
you know your folks fall for the type of story which
it offers it will be worth your while to put some effort
behind it and get yourself some profits. In the event
that you have shown any of the pictures mentioned
above and bearing a similarity to this one, you can

judge pretty well how they will take

Its

May

to this one.

The

title is

and exploit
it

in

extensively.

another good drawing card.

any way you think

Then give some

best.

liking the

picture.

suits

another important factor.

name and

up

But advertise

have a good deal to do with their

It will

is

it

attention to your pre-

sentation.

it

Play

A

musical accompaniment that

Monte

others in the cast can be mentioned.

Blue's

THE
Sunday,

May

7,

!X^.

DAILV

1922

Complicated and Unconvincing Story Hampers Star and Direction
Lake

Alice

the interest

in

is

held throughout, the picture could be

greatly improved by

"HATE"

some

radical cutting.

Alice Lake has attempted a very difficult role.

Metro

DIRECTOR

Maxwell Karger

AUTHOR

Wadsworth Camp

SCENARIO BY

June Mathis

CAMERAMAN

Allan Siegler

AS A WHOLE

A circumstantial evidence

with plenty of suspense.

Situations a

drama

little far-

fetched

STORY

Not over-convincing. Has plenty

plot but lacks action

DIRECTION

of

and characterization

Fair.

PHOTOGRAPHY

is

sympathy

difficult role

but

good work
Conrad Nagel in hero

Average
win

fails to

in spite of

SUPPORT
adequate.

broken by

Cast

Few
Good
much.

many

The

long

pictorial continuity is

titles

needed to explain

the action

CHARACTER OF STORY
favor of girl

who

Two

gamblers seek

loves the district attorney.

Evidence convicts one for the death of the other.
Saved from chair at crucial moment

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

it is

The

not so

to the structure

and continuity.

She presents a type of
sporting young show girl who is a good pal to both
gamblers. She is mixed up in their feud and has a
midnight supper in one of the gambler's rooms just
before he is found dead. Then she fights for the life
of the other man, and after he is saved turns around
and marries a third man the district attorney. Con-

—

a very queer type of lover.

He makes

little effort to

and does much to make it difficult for
her to save her gambler friend. Charles Clary stands
out as the real hero of this production and does some
very good acting in the part of the gambler who faces
girl

the electric chair.
role.

Charles Clary's work stands out

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL
Too

to her lack of effort as

of the story

win the

All right

Has very

much due

is

rad Nagel, in the role of the district attorney, presents

Attains suspense but

handicapped by the complicated plot

LIGHTINGS
STAR

win your sympathy

fact that she fails to

6,500 feet

"Hate" is a circumstantial evidence drama in which
gambler is convicted of killing his rival. The girl
fights for his life and at the crucial moment saves' him
from the electric chair, and after she has done so she
turns about and marries the district attorney who prosecuted the gambler. Plenty of suspense is created and
and much detail included in this production. While

Director Karger has attained suspense in the climax,
but has allowed petty business and endless detail to
divert the attention.

He

has also been hampered by
which necessitated many long

the complicated story

interrupting

titles.

Conrad Nagel and Charles
Clary, the cast includes Harry Northrup and John Ince.
In cutting the production it would be well to leave
out the reference to the little bronze devil which the
girl promised to deliver to the condemned man at the
hour of death. As the note contained in this statue
Besides

Lake,

Alice

reveals the fact that the
to believe that

Story

a

:

gamblers

is

innocent

it is

difficult

she should have delayed.

Babe Lenox

who

man

receives the attentions of

are deadly enemies.

One

of the

two

men

himself and circumstantial evidence convicts the
other.
The girl fights for his life and after saving

kills

him by finding a note left by the gambler before he
died, turns about and marries the prosecuting attorney.

Will Hold Their Attention Until the Finish
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You have a good title to exploit and a suspended
climax that ought to satisfy the average audience.
Alice Lake has some followers and will help attract.
Use her name in connection with your advertising. Do
not put too

much

stress

upon the story

for its incon-

and ending may not satisfy everyone.
But without putting too much stress upon the story

sistencies

—

would be well to tell them that: "Hate exists between the two gamblers who both love the same girl."
"See how
Another possible catch line would be
it

:

'Hate' can send a

The

title

and

rons are very

man

to the electric chair."

star are

critical,

a pre-view of this one

your best

bets.

If

your pat-

then you had better arrange for

and see

for yourself.

Why

I

Show

Gparamounl pictures
RUBY FISHER

By

Holbrook Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

CURRENT
g>aramount Cpidures

ALMOST any motion
well-knit story, a

BETTY COMPSON

in

good

"The Green Temptation"

make money

able to hold

and a
own and

cast,

its

for the exhibitor, but

it is

the big picture that nets the exhibitor

"Bought and Paid For"

his profitable returns.

know

I

DOROTHY DALTON

in

"The Crimson Challenge"

MATRIMONY A FAILURE?"
with an

Created by Cosmopolitan

GLORIA SWANSON

in

Elinor Glyn's

"Beyond the Rocks"

JACK HOLT

and

BEBE DANIELS

"North of the Rio Grande"

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S
"The Man From Home"
with James Kirkwood

AGNES AYRES

of

no other

releases nearly so

single

many

company

in

"The Ordeal"

THOMAS MEIGHAN

in

"The Bachelor Daddy"

really big pro-

I mean by this
ductions as Paramount.
the kind of pictures that stay in the

mind over a great length of time.
Take ''Humoresque" as one example.
I

recently played

third time

in

this picture for

my

in

"Across the Continent"

POLA NEGRI
"The Eyes

of the

had also been played by my
opposition a few blocks away, the third
engagement was bigger than any of the
two previous engagements.
though

it

which goes to prove my contention
that Paramount pictures are permanent.
They are good to fall back on— because
your public knows the pictures, has
heard neighborly talk about them and
senses immediately when you advertise
the attraction that it is one well worth

All of

seeing.

expect my Paramount revival period
to be one of my best weeks in business,
for that very reason.

in

Mummy"

the

and even

theatre,

I

WALLACE REID

that

public

all-star cast

"THE GOOD PROVIDER"

in

good

WILLIAM deMILLE'S
with Jack Holt and Agnes Ayres

"IS

title is

picture with a

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH 2UKOR.

Prei.dcnt
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Suspense Galore in Climax of Latest Jones Feature
Charles Jones in

fighting, riding,

some

"'WESTERN SPEED"
Fox

DIRECTORS

William Wallace and Scott Dunlap
AUTHOR
William Patterson White
SCENARIO BY
Scott Dunlap
CAMERAMAN
George Schneiderman
AS A
An average western picture except that it works up to strong suspense in

WHOLE

climax that gives it a wallop at the finish
Doesn't live up to its title quite faith-

STORY

fully in the early reels

DIRECTION

but makes

Good
have gotten more action

for the

it

up

most part but should

into the start

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
many

later

All right

Will satisfy his admirers;

is

Natural
given too

close-ups

SUPPORT

Eileen Percy suitable leading lady;

usual western types

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good

Few
Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

cowboy who

even though the

girl

hates

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

of the bits are

5,002 feet

that goes with

somewhat

laughs that aren't intended.

it.

Of course,

far-fetched because

The

villain holds

hero

gun with the latter standing with his
back to the precipice.
In some magic fashion the
situation is soon reversed and the villain goes hurling
to his death.
Some day a hero is really doing to die
and that will be about the biggest surprise twist a
at the point of a

picture ever had.

In the first two or three reels nothing very much
happens besides some good riding, a rescue or two
and some minor fights. The picture is nearly more
than half over when they get into the real plot and
the best of the action gets going. The directors have

evidently given their best attention to putting a wallop

contains unusually fine suspense

into the climax.

It

and plenty of

The photography

are

many

it.

is

good and there

splendid western landscape shots that are

attractive.

The

star

admirers.

does

He

is

at all necessary.

him

all

no matter what advantage the enemy may have, hero
is always able to do some fancy manouvering which
brings him out the victor. The fight on the cliff in
the climax is a good instance of this and may get some

is

continually rescuing a rancher and his daughter

and

good work and

given too

many

Eileen Percy

is

will

please

his

close-ups that aren't
suitable as the girl,

and the usual western types make up the

rest

of

the cast.

In view of the

title

selected for Charles Jones' latest

would have been more effective if they had
started off at a livelier pace by convincing the spectator that the film would live up to its name. Instead
they have saved all the worth while action until the
end, and while it works up a great climax and creates
a genuinely fine suspense, it comes too late to lift

release,

it

the picture out of the average class.

The

story is suitable for Jones and gives him all
necessary
situations for proving himself a hero,
the

"Red" Kane, cowboy, decides that he wants
marry Dot Lorimer, who has settled near the town
with her father, Ben Lorimer. "Red" takes it upon
himself to protect Dot and her father from Brad Usher
and his gang, who post a notice on the door of the
Lorimer homestead reading: "No Nesters Wanted
Here Move On." Lorimer refuses to leave and Usher
"frames" a robbery on Lorimer. How "Red" saves
him and Usher meets his death is told in the exciting
climax and of course, "Red" wins Dot.
Story

:

to

—

1
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Binders

-

»3.00
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They Like Westerns

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of the fight in the climax should be sufficient to arouse

Charles Jones in

"WESTERN SPEED"
Fox
With "Western Speed" it

May

their curiosity

mostly a matter of
whether or not your crowd likes western features.
That is the main issue. If they do they'll be pleased
with the picture and the star, too. It would seem that
one of the best ways of getting them interested would
be to show them a trailer. And in this case a few shots
is

and bring them back.

The star's name and title will be enough to let them
know you are showing a western and catchlines will
do to give an idea of the story.

Fox

Eileen Percy has also

pictures so yoli can use her

name

been starred

in

also.

can be made to attract attention, and a

Stills

cowboy

in the

lobby

is

another good bet.

Our Twelfth Birthday
Rothacfcer-Aiier Laboratories, Inc.

Hollywood, California

years ago this month our institution was
founded by Watterson R. Rothacker whose faith in the
Motion Picture Industry is at least twelve times stronger
today than it was in May 1910.

Twelve

We

sincerely thank those who have so materially
our progress and prestige and to those whose words
of praise and cheery goodwill have brightened our business

assisted

life,

we

;

are everlastingly grateful.

we hope, our Chicago and Los Angeles
laboratories will be augmented by units at New York, London
Soon,

and Toronto

—a// dedicated
beautiful

to

and the

There are reasons

Come and

see

the

Art of making

the

screen

screen people secure.

—

them

Jounded 1910
by

fVatterson

%

%othacker
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By Song Gives

Story Suggested
Gladys Walton in

picture.

Universal

Lloyd Ingraham
A. P. Younger
A. P. Younger

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

Bert Cann
.

.

.

A

fair

entertainment; lacks situa-

and subsequent padding doesn't sustain

tions

interest as well as

it

;

locations

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good
All right

please her admirers; not emotionally

inclined

SUPPORT

Geo. B. Williams good in character
Eddie Sutherland and Jack Dougherty
adequate
part;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many
Suffice

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

by
Jewish second-hand dealer saves brother from
prison and later marries the one she loves
Irish girl adopted

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,433 feet

Gladys Walton's latest release had been put out
conjunction
with the song which suggested the
in
story, it might have served as a first rate booster for
If

of the song,

it

coming so long
isn't likely to

after the publication

stir

up a

revival.

Of

course in some of the outlying districts where they

may

not have become familiar with "Second

Hand

Rose," the picture and song will offer a fine tie-up.
The idea that the song suggested is fairly original.

Up

Played

likely

this title

with the song.

If it

A

good deal

broken by unessential
well

and playing

is

of

detail

sustained interest.

would have
reeler,

padding was necessary

a feature and consequently

and

The

the interest

bits that

story

actual

to
is

prevent a
material

sufficed nicely for a two, or possibly three

but there

isn't

enough occurring

to

warrant

five

reels.

provides the star with a type of role which she
thoroughly capable of handling and one along the

is

some previous ones she has

She is particularly well suited to this kind of work, and is always
convincing except when she is called upon for emotional acting.
She just cannot seem to look convincingly sad or distressed but in the lighter moments,
she seems sincere and quite pleasing.
The production is adequate and the director has evidently done as well as he could with the story, but if
the picture had been made in the East and the actual
downtown section of New York which is supposed to
be found in the picture, had been used as a background for some of the scenes, it would have made
the production more realistic and increased the interest in Rosie and her father's second hand store.
There are a few humorous touches, coming mostly
from the titles which are well written.
Story: Rosie O'Grady is the adopted daughter of
Isaac Rosenstein, proprietor of a second hand store.
Rosie is in love with Terry O'Brien, shipping clerk
in the silk house where Isaac's son Jake Vvorks. Papers
intrusted to Jake are stolen by some of his poolroom
He loses his job and is put in jail. Mcfriends.
order of

it

up

had.

promises
She
to get Jake out of jail if Rosie will
agrees, to save Jake, who is then released. The next
night Rosie learns Jake is robbing his former employer
with the help of the poolroom crowd. But it is merely
McCarthy hands
Jake's plan to trap the thieves.
Carthy,

much

older than Rosie, but very

riclt;

marry him.

over Rosie to Terry.

Do Very Well

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you can arouse a good deal

by announcing

it

In Connection With Song Hit Might
Box

Very

Good Role

It

Suggested by the song but comes a little
too late to help put it over has a familiar atmosphere
DIRECTION
Average; might have procured
much better atmosphere with actual New York

the number, but

make

should

STORY

LIGHTINGS
Will
STAR

Star a

but it is not backed up with enough or sufficiently
strong situations to make it any more than an average

"SECOND HAND ROSE"

DIRECTOR

11

in

of interest

connection

already familiar to them so

"She
had a second hand father and wore second hand
clothes, but she didn't want a second hand husband.
Catchlines should also attract attention.

Say

:

by distributing miniature sheets with the words and
music. Where the star is a favorite you can make

See the story of 'Second Hand Rose,' the Irish girl
with a Jewish father. It is a human story of a little
A good
Irish girl adopted by a kind hearted Jew."
over
picture
the
help
put
will
musical accompaniment
satisfactorily and in certain districts it should prove

promises and they should be

very popular.

much

the

better

;

if

not,

get

acquainting them with the song.

them interested by
This might be done

satisfied.

/^.

FORE!
A

Super,

De

Luxe, Six Cylinder, 1922

Model, Extraordinary Production
Greatest Cast

Ever

u4ssembled

LAUGHS— TEARS— CUSSES
Oak Ridge Golf Club
Tuckahoe, Thursday,

First

May

2Sth

Run — One Day Rental

Address: Golf

Tournament Committee
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Comedy
Richard Talmadge

Business and Thrills Will

Goldstone

Jack Nelson
Scott Darling
Scott Darling

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Hal Mohr

AS A WHOLE.

.... .Plenty of gags and athletic work

and amuse.

done but

STORY

Slap-stick over-

will bring laughs

A

by the

short-subject plot extended

addition of business into feature length

DIRECTION

Excels in comedy business.

Fair

otherwise

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory

LIGHTINGS
Pleasing,
STAR

Fair

comedy

Registers some good

bits but overacts

SUPPORT

Ethel Shannon does good work.

Cast

Suitable
Suffices

Fair

^

CHARACTER OF STORY

Boy and girl try to
marry while father and uncle work to keep them
apart

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
'"Watch

Him

Step,"

is

4,800 feet

built along well tried lines.

The gags, types and comedy business resemble those
used in two reel comedies, but sufficient business and
fill an offering of feature length.
gags are of the slap-stick variety, and
while most of them have been presented before in

interest

Many

is

have been more difficult to handle and could be greatly
improved by shortening up. One or two thrills have
been included and effectively photographed. They include an automobile race and some double exposure
work showing the hero walking along the thin ledge
of a tall building.

The

included to

of the

other productions, they are
other words, the
over-original, but

work
is

still

good

of Richard

for a laugh.

Talmadge

is

In

not

nevertheless amusing and will

Box

of high

comedy

comedy business too often. Ethel Shannon does some
very attractive work in the role of the eloping girl
AI Filson presents the well known type of stubborn
father in a satisfactory fashion, while
Nellie

Hugh

Saxon.

Peck Saunders and Colin Kenny support ade-

quately.

Dick Underwood wants to marry Dorothy
girl is willing and Mama don't care, but
Papa Travers make known his objections. He engages
four butlers to guard the house and see that Dick
does not enter. But the boy is like a rubber ball,
for no sooner is he thrown out when he comes bouncing back. A good deal of fun is derived from these
The young
situations which end in an elopement.
couple lead the way in a small roadster and they are
pursued by the old man in a larger car. A freight
train cuts between them and gives the lovers a good
lead which they lose when their car jumps off the
road. The girl returns home and the young man is
told that he must go to work and earn $10,000 before
:

Travers.

The

his attentions will be honored.

shows
reward

his
for

The

rest of the

comedy

attempts at work and how he wins the
saving the girl from the hands of the evil

isn't

very

the picture

much

about.

is filled

story to

Fun

that Should Please

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Watch Him

Step,"

with amusing gags and clean
fun.
The comedy action is well handled and will
bring many laughs from almost any audience. This
The
is the kind of a picture that is easy to follow.
folks that come in late can tell at a glance what it is
all

gasps.

and registers some amusing slap-stick work. He is,
however, inclined to overact and repeat the same

Light Offering but Filled with Glean

There

moments

fire

schemer.

please.

l)ut

These scenes are sure

star is best in the

Story

adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

comedy

business and inserted plenty of pep and action into the
production.
The parts that link the gags together

— State Rights

DIRECTOR

will hold interest

Amuse

Director Nelson has done well with the

in

"WATCH HIM STEP"
Phil.

13

Use the star's name and you may safely promise
them an entertainment that is hght, agreeable and
satisfying. Lay stress on some of the comedy business
and the several thrills contained in the picture. Tell
them about the elopement and how it ended when the
Also tell them how the
car jumped off the road.
young man walks out of jail on a visitor's pass.

DAILV

14

Some Amusing Moments
Thomas Meighan

Too Few

but

in

of

"THE BACHELOR DADDY"

Edward Peple

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

.

.

.

Olga Printzlau
William Marshall

.,

WHOLE

Not sufficient strength to material
for feature might have made good two-reeler
Very slow-moving and full of padding
STORY
and exaggeration might almost be an animated
"Katzenjammer Kids"
;

;

DIRECTION
picture,

make something of
some good laughs but

Tries hard to

the story and there are

on the whole, drags badly

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

SUPPORT

Some

Usually good
Hasn't much to do in this one
pleasing kiddies, mischievous
Leatrice Joy and

beyond imagination.

Wayne

Maude

have unattractive roles

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suffice

Usual
Satisfactory

CHARACTER OF STORY
children of

man

er's

fiancee

life;

Man

a

7,

1922

Good Entertainment

padding and resorted to a good deal of exaggeration

some laughs.
The padding, of course, makes

Alfred Green

AUTHOR

Make

to

May

to get in

Paramount

DIRECTOR

Sunday,

adopts five
form-

killed while trying to save

objects and he marries his

secretary

For the sake

tedious.

it

slow-moving and

of killing off the father of the

hero adopts, the action switches to the
mine territory where a bandit attack is the cue for
the father to exit. This consumes a good deal of unFollowing this comes might
interesting footage.
five kiddies

might appear to be a picturization based on the "Katzenjammer Kids" cartoons. No matter how mischievous they come, children were never known to
do the things the five adopted ones do here. As an
instance of the exaggeration; the scene is a Pullman
car the passengers have gone into the diner with the
exception of one lady in whose car hero leaves the
children. They decide to "dress up" so they ransack
everyone's luggage. To give a good idea of the damage they do, clothes are draped over all the seats and
even from out of the closed berths, which the children
couldn't even reach.
Some folks at the Rialto
This may be funny.
seemed to think is was, but anyway, it's supposed to
be. A good touch is that in which hero tells his fiancee
he has a surprise for her. While she is wondering "if
it is set in platinum or gold," he brings on the five
adopted children. But the good bits of "A Bachelor
Daddy" are too few and far apart to make it good
entertainment. Meighan hasn't very much to do besides escort the youngsters about. It's a poor vehicle,
;

indeed, for him.

Wherever they saw the possibilities of a feature in
Edward Peple's story is almost beyond conception.
As a two reel subject it would have been quite all
right, but it certainly does not contain enough situations to make an interest holding five reeler. Director
Green has made an earnest
of

it

But

and

at the

in order to

same time

Story
five

try to

make

it

entertaining.

do so he has had to use any amount

May Get By On

to her

you think they will be willing to sit through the
and be pleased with the few laughs that are
scattered here and there, probably you can satisfy
them with "The Bachelor." The picture has some
good bits but on the whole it is only a fair picture, so
if they demand good ones with really worth while
are

not

likely

to

Chester's secretary, Sally, secretly in

home while the others are sent to boarding
The baby becomes ill and Sally nurses it

back to health. Chester's fiancee breaks the engagement and he realizes he loves Sally better, so marries
her.

If

they

sweetheart re-

It's

Weak

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

dull bits

stories,

children.

Strength of Kid Stuff But Otherwise
Box

this one.

society

Chester's

marry him when she learns he has adopted

love with her "boss," offers to take the youngest child
school.

effort to get five reels out

Richard

:

fuses to

be overjoyed

with

may be

It

put

it

that the star

is

sufficiently well liked to

over regardless of the story.

In that case, go

You

should be able to interest them with catchlines.
Say
"He adopted five little orphans and then
Was she right or
his fiancee refused to marry him.
wrong? See 'The Bachelor Daddy' and decide for
to

it.

:

Possibly the title may attract so it might
be good to play it up prominently, with the star's name.
yourself."

—

)^

Some
"Starland Review" No.

1— R-C

Short Reels
"The Leather Pushers"

Pictures

— Round

Six

—Universal

lines of

Type of production
2 reel drama
Here is the last of "The Leather Pushers"; and many will
be sorry to have them end. The interest is retained up to

stars,

the very finish and the last fight, which wins for "Kid Roberts"

Type of production
Here starts a new

reel

1

series

of

single

reelers built

magazine
upon the

"Screen Snapshots," but instead of presenting screen
"Starland" shows many of the stage favorites.
The
reel opens up with some shots of Bessie McCoy in her Yama

Yama

She is shown stepping over the footlights
into a stage box where her entertainment holds the kiddies
spellbound.
Otis Skinner then shows you how he makes
up for his part in "Blood and Sand," and after he is all made
up he walks on to the climax scenes of the play. These he
presents with the aid of his leading lady just as they do in
the play.
Richard Bennett and his family present a little
domestic comedy staged in their home making it all seem
real and intimate.
With Lillian Owen, a Greenwich Village
costume.

maker of marrionettes, a little novelty is introduced. You
shown details of a marrionette's anatomy and flashes
of the dolls in action.
Just to show your women patrons
how the spring hats are going to be worn this year, Doris
Kenyon tries on a few. The reel closes with a very attractive
Egyptian dance as staged in Ed Wynn's latest success, "The
Perfect Fool."
The subject matter in this first number of
"Starland" is presented in an intimate manner and well
photographed.
"Starland" will bring flashes of Broadway

are

into
in

your home town.

If

your people are at

all

interested

the favorites of the stage they will enjoy seeing

Type

—Educational

"A Penny Reward"— Campbell
of

production

2

reel

comedy

Entertaining kid stuff and amusing animal work help put
over this two reeler.
The story tells of a poor boy who
asks his boss for a dollar which he needs to buy medicine
for his sick mother.
The old lady is nursed by the clever

monkey, who

up the situation and steals a dollar from
Then the bank is robbed and the
boss is locked in the vault. The children, however, save the
money and help rescue the boss who has now changed his
mind about the boy and shows his gratitude by giving him
a penny reward. Besides the monkey, a bull and a dog play
prominent parts in this amusing comedy. While the gags
are not new they are nevertheless carried out in an amusing
manner and will bring laughs.
sizes

the pocket of the cashier.

Urban Movie Chats" No. 13— Hodkinson

"Official

Type

of production

1

reel

magaine

This time Samuel Gompers introduces the chat with a
few words on how America can best prosper. The industrial
section this time takes you into a steel mill in Pittsburgh,
and illustrates the rolling of a rail from a molten ingot. In
the

division

of

public

welfare a teacher

of

social

"Chats."

the

of

Old"— Hal Roach— Pathe

of production

reel

1

comedy

There is a little story that runs through this Hal Roach
comedy.
Snub Pollard is discovered reading a volume of
the Arabian Nights to his mother.
He dreams of the days
when "knighthood was in flower." Just then a rug dealer
rings the bell and comes into the house to show his wares.
Snub sits on one of the rugs and wishes it were the magic
carpet described in the fairy tales.
Hardly are the words
out of his mouth when he is lifted up into the air and carried
off into a land that is strange and far away.
He arrives in
time to compete in a race for the hand of the daughter of
the king but the evil prime minister has laid a deep plot
and planted explosives along the road with the result that
the racers are blown into a tree. The magic carpet, however,
is
untouched and sails safely into the palace.
Here he
receives the attentions of the beautiful princess and also
the prime minister.
He and his rug are cast into a den of
tigers.
"I wish," says Snub, "I were anywhere but here."
The rug lifts him up and transfers him to a den of lions.
The final scenes show how Snub fights a tournament duel
for the hand of the fair ladj\
"Days of Old" differs from

—

the usual

story and

comedy production in that it contains
more than a mere collection of gags.

a consecutive

is

very funny and

business

is

laughs.

"Days

of

Old"

is

is

certain

certain

to

get a

to

The comedy
good many

amuse any type

of

audience.

etiquette

and wrong way to act in social life.
You are shown how to shake hands and how to walk correctly on the street.
Many of these correct positions will no
doubt seem very unnatural to a great majority of audiences.
Some scenic beauties along the rapids of Snake River in
Box Canyon, Idaho, close this average number of the

illustrates

"Days

them on

the screen.

Type

is just as thrilling as any of the
This time the action takes place in London. On the
steamer going over the "Kid" falls in love with a senator's
daughter and his manager is too sick to keep him in any
training.
After a week or two of training the "Kid" enters
the ring only to find that his rival is one of his sparring partners.
Knowing all the "Kid's" punches the opponent scores
many points during the combat but suffers a punch in the jaw
which loosens a tooth. The "Kid" waits for the moment when
the terrible fighter must turn his head to spit out the tooth
before he gives him the final knock-out punch.
The agreement has terminated between the champion and his manager
but is renewed by a hand-shake at the close of the final reel.
The attention is held throughout, and this last number is just
Reginald Denny, in the star role, keeps a
as exciting as any.
very even pace through all "The Leather Pushers" and Harry
A. Pollard has achieved some remarkable results in this series
of two reel dramas.

the world's championship,

other.

"Official

right

Type

Urban Movie Chats" No.

— Hodkinson

14

1
reel magazine
and the right and wrong way to do things
is introduced in the first part of this number of the Movie
Riding the waves on surf boats along the shores
Chats.
of the South Sea Islands makes a pleasing sport section,

of production

Social etiquette

while under the heading of "Public Service"

Boy Scouts

are

\^
Short Reels
The North American otter is
caught in his native haunts and is shown playing with its
young. A novelty of this number is the erection of a frame
Retarded camera work results
house in twenty-four hours.
the workers speeding up and
You
see
ill
amusing
efifect.
an
The
nailing the house together at a mile a minute pace.
shown operating

reel closes

fire-boat.

a

with an appeal for better housing conditions for

the public at large.

"The Model Dairy"—Aesop's Fables— Pathe

Type

of production

1

reel

animated cartoon

Paul Terry has this time taken farm life for
The old farmer sends a wireless to his cows,
his subject.
who hearing the signal drop their golf and run into the barn.
The foolish cat tries to milk a cow with fatal results. After
the milking is over the farmer separates the cream from the
milk and makes cheese. The holes are put in with a shot
Cartoonist

gun.

milk

The
for

scene shows the cat bottling the skimmed
consumer and burglars delivering it in the

final

the

The animation is well up to the
standard of this series and contains several good laughs.
early hours of the morning.

Pathe Review No. 155

Type

1
reel magazine
Shark hunting in the South Seas is the outstanding chapter
in this numi)er of the review.
You see the natives bringing
home their catch and distributing the man-eating fish between the various villages on the island.
Preparations for
the feast are then brought into focus and native wine is
served with a sponge which is used as a dipper. In a chapter
headed "The Tiger of the Fields," the pitcher plant is shown
in detail.
This funnel shaped plant fills itself with water and
attracts all kinds of insects.
The slow motion section illustrates a classic dancer.
Scenic interest is represented by
some very beautiful shots of a rough sea breaking on the
rocks and colored shots taken in the snow capped mountains
The review is above the average in interest and
of Greece.

of production

contains a varied selection of subject matter.

Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
a
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We Can Be

Of Service To
You Call, Write, Wire Or
Phone -Well Be On The Job

//

24 Hours Every Day.
/-

INSPIRATION PICTURES
EXHIBITOBS NOT ONLY MAKE
MONEy BOT HAVE THAT GLOW
OF SATISFACTION WHICH COMES
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ONVENTION ON
"Vindication"

"Music Films"
;w Series Designed to Bring About
Perfect Synchronization Between

Orchestra and Film

Desired

Not Only by
Walker But by Sydney
As Well
(Staff

F.
Leventhal,
secretary and
J.
asurer of the Out-of-the-Inkwell
ms, Inc. producers of the Max
eischer cartoon comedies is making
lat he calls "music films" which are
signed to bring about perfect synronization between the action of
film
iiiment.

idea is to photograph the head
slioulders of a conductor in the
and when the action, for example

m

dance

Important Part in Sessions

Correspondence)

—

Washington Some time or the
other no one knows when it will
develop
the Cohen-Walker contro-

—

—

^

versy is sure to reach the convention.
Senator Walker through his friends
is
openly out for just one thing
vindication.

He

insists that the

com-

and the orchestral accom- plete story of what happened to him
when he was "dismissed" by a com-

The
id

James J.
Cohen

S.

being photographed, the
companying music is played by the
•nductor on the screen.
The musidirector, in the theater, in turn has
is

1

to watch the figure on the
reen to secure perfect synchroniza)n.
The first picture "Egyptian
uet" played the Rialto last week.
Jubble Dance" at the Rivoli last
?ek goes into the Rialto this week,
illarde created the sets, Ted Shawn
e dances and Prizma colored the
ctures.
There will be a series and
St showings are expected to be at
e Rialto and Rivoli.

erely

600 Delegates in Washington— Walker
Cohen Controversy Certain to Play

mittee of officials of the national organization be told just as he informed
the T. O. C. C. in New York of
what had occurred. His friends declare that he is entitled to this by
virtue of his past performances and
record in l)ehalf of organized exhibitors.
What is to happen after he
tells his story is a matter which the
Senator is willing to leave to the entire convention.
On the other hand friends of Sydney Cohen declare that Walker's
utterances have put him (Cohen) in

Washington

—The

What

\vill

happen

(Continued on Page 6)

S.

Cohen
There

er

Will he remain as

is

a

candidate to succeed

will

is

be

a question whether
a candidate but

Walk-

among

those who have followed recent developments there is hardly a doubt
but that under certain circumstances
he would be a candidate for the presi-

Certain it is that if Cohen is
reelected Walker will refuse to serve
as national counsel or in any capacity
with tlie exhibitor body.

dency.

Walker

to

Demand

Vindication

Walker will be
111 all probability
elected a delegate of the New York
State organiation today to be assured
of his presence on the floor of the
convention. Effort is being made to
have Walker appear before the executive committee, the idea being in
all probability to have him tell his
story there and prevent an open discussion on the floor. Up to this moment, it has not yet been determined
whether this will be done or whether
Walker will attend.

See Page 2
will

Jimmie Walker?

himself.

ne.

be found

2 of this issue.

to

national counsel, will he be elected president, or
Will there be a third party, a dark horse, to come rompin;^
through as a compromise candidate to lead the exhibitor organ
ization or
Will the controversy split apart the M. P. T. C).?
Any way you want to put it; dean "intolerable position" and so far
pending upon which faction you hapas tliey are concerned they will depen to hit, so this question develops.
mand the president be given a vote
There is no question that Sydney

Monumental Buys "Catherine"
According to William Szlanyi, sectary and treasurer of the Monuental Film Corp., the company has
irchased world's rights on "Cathere the Great," produced in Germany.
It is
understood that the picture
s been
in this country for some

on page

Correspondence)

stage is set.
Somewhere in the neighborhood of 600 delegates are here. The third annual convention
of the M. P. T. O. will convene at 1 o'clock toda}.
There will be in all probability a nutnber of very important
matters developing, but with everyone you talk in the hotel lobbies, on the streets, in fact everywhere an exhibitor can be found,
there is only one real topic of discussion
Will Sydney Cohen be reelected and vindicated, or

Brandt to Build Another
William Brandt will head a corpora)n which will build a theater in Mt.
ernon to seat 1874 people.

Danny's column

(Staff

"l! exchanges could get one pictur
could compete with biggest releasin
telegraphed Louis Hyman of All S
fornia territory.
Distributed by Affi

There is a possibility that a number of questions will be asked from
ear^
the Law,' we the floor of the convention to the
ligations
in
the industry," presiding officer, Pres. Cohen. Deg
tar L eatures, after purchasing Cali- pendent upon these questions and the
liated.
Advt.
(Continued on Page 6)
,

—
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Wid's Film and Film Folks.

Publislied Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
and
York, .M. Y.. by WID'S

Inc..

FILMS

New

FILM FOLKS. INC.
Daniienberg, President and Editor;
Treasurer and Business ManA (ron. Advertising Manager.
«|irr
J
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
«t the post iiflfice at New York, N. Y., under
(oseph
I

»V. Alicoate,

Stuff. Written from Washington. Right on the spot. With
warring forces on hand. And correspondents arriving. Every

minute.
They're going to

make

Every exhibitor

history here.

country.' Is just bound
the hotel corridors quake.

to be affected.

in this

By what happens.

And

About Sydney
the talk.
the rest of it. And any•hf act ol March 3, 1879.
frrms (Postage free) United States. Outside body.
won't talk. About this end of the exhibitors' party.
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
plain
tongue tied. Or deaf and dumb. And they haven't
just
Is
Foreign
months $3.00.
3
fnoQths. $5.1)0;
US. 00. Sul.»cribers should remit with order. been found yet.
dream, plan, or otherwise
If any of us think
\€l'ltess all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York. contemplate, discuss, or peregrinate. About any other subject.
v. Y.
'I'hone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
The day after.
let's see the first victim.
Hollywood Well
California — 6411
Hollywood,
Ph.ine, Hollywood 1603.
Hlvd.
a lot of other matters. Unwrapped. There
There
may
be
hicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S
probably will be. But first. Last. And all the time. Until
Wabash Ave.
Lundon Reinesentative — W. A. Williamson, Friday next.
Sydney or Jimmy? And old Mister
It's just this:
Kmematojiraph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Looming
in the background. With his
Candidate.
Compromise
Le Film, 42, Rue de
P«riB Represenutive
Instanter.
jump.
When it looks proReady
set.
to
toes all
lichy.
;

•

all

With

Book.

SPOUT REVIEWS.
I'm

running

them euery

othermeL

all

Who

i<

;

—

—

1.

a hot

tip!

19

all

And Jimmy Walker. And

Cohen.

Here's

8,

Show Your.

Peopli

Something

DiFFEREif

Boolo

—

—

Representative Interna
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

European

tfitral

tionale

Meanwhile. In all seriousness. There is much more to the
Than just this. But dependent upon the result.
convention.
Of
this question. May prove the answer. To almost all of the
Sales
And stirring matters. Affecting not only exhibitors.
3,900 important.
200 But all other branches of the industry.

Quotations
Low

High
F.

P.-L.

..

do pfd.

'*G'wyn

.

.

81^

8VA

95

95

95

85^

...

8.300

S'/z

The

barrier's set.

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew-s

Close

82K

pitious.

...

VVi

171/2

Everybody's

They're

rarin' to go.

off!

(Continued on page 12)

200

17l/s

HEVIEN^
Edited bu GkANTLAND R.ICE
Produced bij JACK EATON
for UJeiss

**«GOLDWY^

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

•(Quotations by H. Content

&

Brothers' Artclass P/cturesC

Form
(Special

Co.

S.

Los Angeles
Feathers as Expleitation Aid
Various colored feathers are being
used to exploit "Yankee Doodle, Jr".
Bright colors are used and on each
is printed "You'll be tickled to death
"
with 'Yankee Doodle, Jr.'

Comedy for Federated
"No Money to Guide Them" is
the 26th and last
comedy for release

of

Boy

and Sam Sen, rccen
Warner's Exchat
here, have formed the S. and O. Fi

Federated.

It

Werner Buys
(Sptcial

St.

to

Orphans"

with a capital of $25,000
handle state right releases.
Tl
have arranged to handle all Wan
Bros, releases in Arizona, Califon
Nevada and the Hawaiis, and hi
taken 'over the "Out-of-the-Inkwe

CHAIRS
Means Ease

at

the Movies

cartoons.

Washington Convention
OFFICE

"Two Orphans"

Section D, Booth

1

AND SALESROOM

Phone

— Beekman

9091

MARBRIDGE BUILDING

THE FILM DAILY)

— Sam

Werner has purFrench version of "The Two

Louis

chased a

a

of

Corp.,

the

has just been finished.

owner

part

Hallroom
through

— George Oppenhein

of Federated,

Last

title

and O. Corp.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

New York

34th Street and Broadway

He has
Destiny Rules."

for this territory.

also secured

"When

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
ON

SHERLOCK

119

We

from 40 up.

Short Reel Features

man

finance

RELEASE PRINTS

in

and

Home

Talmadge

INSTALLMENT PLAN

Studios For Rent

can be arranged.
Journal

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
128

West 52nd

St.,

New York

City

Inquire

JOHN W. MAHAN
1540

Reg. U.

S.

N. Y.

East-

INCLUDES

The Ladies

St..

any quantity

Highest grade printing quality,
raw stock used exclusively.

Easy payments on the

Fulton

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL ANE
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTl

FINANCE

HOLMES

The Saturday Evening Post

SBRUC

tEAL.

Broadway
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The Program
Washington —The program
(Staff Correspoiulence)

of the

convention by days is as follows:
Today Registration at 10 A. M. Conven-

—

,

starts at

ti.<j]i

come by

Tueday
cial

V

and

Mt.

2

M. with addresses

P.

of wel-

public men.

— Rusiness

Arl ngton

to

sit

session

Vernon

for

10 A.

M.

Spe-

The Only Compan^

Cemetery
Second busi-

National

women.

ness session for delegates at 2 o'clock.

—

Wednesday Business session at 10 A. M.
Tour of city in 70 autos under direction of
Lawrence Beatus.
Second business session
at 2 P. M.
Banquet in Salon des Nations,
Hotel Washington, 7 P. M.
Theater party
for women at 8 P. M.
Thursday Annual election of officers beginning 10 A. M.
Delegates to visit White
House to be received by President and Mrs.
Harding at 1 P. JI. Afternoon business session starts at 2 P. M.
Women to visit Corcoran Art Gallery and Pan-American Union

—

Building.

Friday

—

Final business session starts at 10
Following lunch will be a baseball
at Washington American League park
for delegates and wives.
More visits for
women, accompanied by lecturer.
Annual
grand ball in Salon des Nations, Hotel Washington, at 8 P. M.
stars
expected
to
Many
attend.

A.

M.

game

(Staff

under which the convention will operate

chairman

Tom

;

—

—

Lust,

Sidney
B.
Grant, vice-chairman.

Nelson B. Bell, chairman Earl
Uorsey, Tom Grant.
Accessories Sidney B.
Lust,
chairman
Julian Brylawski, Wm. C. Murphy, Abe Dresner and Nat Glasser.
Publicity

F.

;

—

— Harry
—
—

Program

M.

Crandall.

Entertainment Lawrence
Beatus,
chairman Julian Brylawski, Morris Davis.
Banquet Julian Brylawski, chairman Har;

ry

.M.

('randall.

the Universal has always been Johnny-on

THE

And it's good to know that over this
and steady period of ten years, there has
been a single black mark against the Uni

Universal company

ican concern in the

;

which

has

is

the only

moving

Amer-

picture busi-

PRODUCED AND

DISTRIBUTED ITS OWN
FOR TEN SOLID YEARS!

PICTURES

;

—
Auditor — Fritz D. Hoffmann.
Secretary — Samuel M. Boyd.
Finances — A. Julian Brylawski.
Auxiliary Entertainment — Wm.

C.

Mur-

chairman Messrs. Milstein, Wilson and
Reichert. branch managers; Amer. Releasing
Corp., Vitagraph and Select, respectively.
;

film

business.

We

started

anniversary

the

we apologize for it.
has been imitated by practically every company, even when some of them had no anni-

habit in screen circles and

versaries.
It

run

has become such a habit that
exhibitor ragged.

it

has fairly

many an

unusual methods were used in recovering this film, and it is expected
that these efforts in the future will
result in breaking up the organized
bands that have been preying on the

companies.

This time I've turned all Universal Exchanges, body, soul and breeches, over to the
EMPLOYEES. Not for just a week, but for
the summer months.
During those months

The

share of the profits will go to the
EMPLOYEES. Each exchange intends to
share some of the profits with you, and no two
lion's

Universal exchanges are compelled to adopt
Makes Big Purchases
the same plan.
Frankly, I don't care a rap
(Special to THE
FILM DALLY)
Chicago Cy
Greiver
has
pur- what they do so long as they
THEIR

—

Chcseboro features, a series of 50 two
reel
Westerns and 12 two reelers

We've never
We've never worked up allu

sal's policy or principles.

to bind the exhibitor

hand and

:

We've never been accused of illegitimate {
tices.
We've simply produced the best
tures we knew how, and then distributed t
on a

live-and-let-live basis.

So when I turn the whole show over to
Universal employees for the summer mor
I'm not a bit afraid they will depart from
traditions

and square dealing which have n

They
and
If

it

will figure out

be on the level

will

you

something good for yc

feel glad to

know

that there's at

1

one company you can always rely on,
company that always stays put, get in to
with the employees during the summer moi
and see what they've got for you!
(Reproduced from the Universal Weekly)

that period.

Greiver

chased Illinois and- Indiana rights to
"Young America", "Oh, Mabel Behave," "Living Lies," eight George

f(

the Universal the Gibraltar of the induj

RUN THE

It is said

it

It

WORKS

tributors of America, Inc.

—the exhibitors always knew whei
—and the good things that stood

schemes

We're not going to celebrate this as an anniversary in the customary sense as used in the

Horsemen" Print
EMPLOYEES WILL
The print of the "Four Horsemen" the
stolen in New York on April 15 has
TO SUIT THEMSELVES. They
been recovered according to anhave already worked out a plan to include the
nonncement made on Saturday by the
Motion Picture Producers and Dis- exhibitors in the benefits to be derived during
Recover "Four

spot

stood

rocketed.

—

Reception,
Badges,
Decorations Morris
Davis, chairman
Sidney
B. Lust, Mark
Gates.
Speakers Harry M. Crandall.

Ijliy,

No. 275.— Straight \from the Shoulder
Talk by Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

ness

The Committees
Correspondence)
Washington —The committees

are as follows:
Convention Committee

That Stayed Put

AND

CUSTOMERS
For me there

are satisfied.

UNIVERSAL JEWELS
Lon Chaney in "The Trap"
House Peters and an All-Star Cast

a

—

in

"Hui

Hearts"
Priscilla

tremendous lot of sentiment
in it.
It is good to know that through
starring Leo Delaney.
all the crazy changes that have taken place in
New Detective Series
this great industry the Universal has been the
llocy Lawlor states lie will produce solid mainstay of thousands upon thousands
a series of one and two reel detective
Companies have gone and comsubjects based on the "John Jackson, of theatres.
Detective" .stories whicli have been panies have flivvered; companies have shot up
appearing in the Sunday Telegraph.
like rockets and down like sticks; companies
Production of the first will be started
today at the Harry Levey studio.
have merged, unmerged and submerged but
is

Big Productions on the Wi

Dean

in

"Under Two Flags"
House Peters,

All-Star Cast, featuring

in

'"

Storm"

Dean in "The Black Diamond"
Reginald Denny and a Big Special Cast

Priscilla

"The Kentucky Derby"

UNIVERSAL CHAPTER PLAYS

William Desmond in "Perils of the Yukon
Art Acord in "In the Days of Buffalo Bill
A Big Surprise in "The Radio King"

—
THE
»)nday,

May

8,

-pu^

DAILY
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Dependability
THE

most dangerous position an ex-

hibitor can be in today

is

to trust

to luck that he will secure during

the year enough good pictures to

him

possible for

a

make

it

and

at

to operate safely

profit.

tial

know now,

many

Consistently

it

is

becoming essen-

We

cases millions of dollars, be

them, no matter

how hard

—a source

conditions

fail

may

supply that will con-

of

resort to cheaper negatives in an effort
to solve a

problem

in a

sponds only to better quality than

it

ture?

ever

We

believe

makes

it

who
to

of the past year

negative investments.

believe that this

is

the

by

We

most precarious

itor

to

of this business has
test

the pic-

who

producer

possible for the exhibitor to live
profit will

be the producer

puts enough brains and

during the past

and

both

We

money

make them

into

superior

at a price that is

mutually

fair

sides.

believe that the best and only form

of professed friendship for the exhibitor

that will

him is
allow him

to

money no matter how

conditions

may

that

been put to a severe

is

anything he has ever given the exhib-

experiment that can be made.

The producing end

the

that

his productions to

This Organization has not attempted

its

com-

for this

re-

had before.

meet the problems

ever had in our

"

and make a

market that

we have

"
ing year will be how good

—a source of supply that will never

reducing

a consistently good

We believe that the motto

tinue to turn out better pictures than ever

to

good product can come

public will respond only to pictures that

history.

—a source of supply that will not

not

is

believe that in the next year the

a well-known and trusted source of sup-

before

good pictures

organization.

are better than

become

of

accidental.

protected by identifying themselves with

ply

you the exhibitor know,

making

that the

that theatre investments, represent-

ing in

as

from only one thing

More and more

We

twelve months of depressed times.

means anything

him pictures

Cf>aramount Q>iclures
FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION

[*y

to

to give

make
be.

THE

-c^m

DAILY

Convention
(Continued

On

11

(Continued

of confidence

What

—

The

will

have

a

around and satisfy

several

all

in

Senate which

may come

in

The Dark Horse
large
number of

A

handy.

Ed

Fay, who, once upon a time, was

a musician.

really

are trying to get together to

improve conditions in the industry
and if possible restore some of the
good old days. In that event, fine.
But supposing they are not. Suppose they have something else up

How

their sleeve.
going to fight

delegates

All

started,

when

entire body.

About

so
the

far

trade

as

the

New York

papers, indicating

rein

almost unanimously.

ried

that

ing

resolution

a

to

-This

days but

it

trouble

was

all

a year or two
right in the old

The

won't do now.

dis-

tributors are thoroughly organized;
that is the big ones. Maybe the small
ones won't join hands. But all you
have to do is to look at the line-up
of the Hays' organization to see that
the real power among the producers
and distributors of this industry is
set right in his ofifice. They may have
joined together for perfectly harmless purposes.
It may be that they

i'M

VO\iT TALK SHOP TO MF-too bus-)' ARRAN/eiN&

ENTERTAIN ME^NTS

f

i

confident)

of

cl

resolution was adopted,
O'Reilly had slightly amended
resolution.
the

which the headline indicated that

a

united front?

are

we

exhibitors

them unless we have

And

that

is

why

I

WESHNER-

national organization, meeting in Cohen's office, isstied a statement which
was published in several Sunday
newspapers. The statement issued by
the committee was not sent to the
trade papers, or for that matter to
this publication. This statement called for the dismissal of Walker as
national counsel. That saijie day a
letter was sent by messenger informing him that he was dismissed as national counsel, and was addressed to

DAVIDSONi
EXPLOITATIONI

NOVELTIES

both his law office and his home;
being delivered at' his home about
7.30 p.m. Saturday.
Walker's Friends Get Busy

117 W. 46

line.

Among

the other possible candidates are C. A. Lick of Arkansas, A.
R. Pramcr, Omaha; E. H. Bingham,
Indiana; Joseph G. Rhode, Wisconsin; and J. C. Ritter of Michigan.

Test Votes
Because of the hostility which has

marked

the Cohen-Walker fight durpast several weeks and in
view of the many telegrams which a
number of the more important executives of the organization have received and answered, it should not be
surprising if early in the session a
test vote may show the strength of
Walker as well as Cohen.

ing

the

Constitution and By-laws
conic as a surprise to a
number of the members of the exhibitor
organization that they have
been operating without a constitution
or by-laws.
It is expected however,
It

may

of New York
constitution and a set
of by-laws which will be adopted.
It should not be surprising if as a
result
this,
of
there
were some
changes from the present method of
organization.
that

John Manheimcr

will present a

DANNY.

m
'

St.

New York

Telephone
Bryant 41 77

LIVE-WIRE IDEAS

&

W. A. FLEMING
Public

CO.

Dependable
Accountants and

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

—

come

All

Walker, and amid tumultous

to within the past
who deplore the fight

later.

of

wa,';

business was put to the side and
ator Walker took the floor. He -i
for nearly three hours.
Bernard Edelhertz was on his
the moment Walker ceased pre

Immediately friends of Senator
few days, am for organization first, last and all
which has the time, and so far as our delegation Walker became very busy. Charles
men
developed between Walker and Co- is concerned, izndividuals can go to L. O'Reilly and Sam Berman took
hen, say that if necessary to preserve hell.
We are not going to let any- the matter up and then some memthe exhibitor organization that a com- thing interfere with this organization. bers of the T. O. C. C. decided that
promise candidate can and indeed And that goes all the way across the the matter should be settled before
their organization the following day,
must be elected for the presidency, ijoard regardless of who it hits."
at the regular weekly luncheon.
this regardless of whatever "vindicaThe
Talk of Al Steffes
press was invited to attend.
tion" is given both Cohen and WalkMeanAmong
the
Western
delegates
who while the New York State League
er.
A Western delegate who for obvious reasons requested his name not know W. A. StefTes of Minneapolis executive committee met and this
be used, said, "I don't care a damn there is considerable talk that if Co- committee communicated with both
cannot be reelected,
StefTes Cohen and Walker.
for individuals.
I
don't care half a hen
A letter of "redamn for either Sydney or Jimmie, should be nominated as a compro- traction" (which has never been made
and I love them both, but when it mise candidate upon whom all fac- public) was sent to Walker by Cocomes to the question of whether or tions can rest safely. They say hen. The latter, according to Leo
not any row which has developed StefTes has been fighting exhibitor Brecher- and
Jules
Michaels
of
among the New York people threat- battles for many years, that he knows Buffalo, sought to have the meeting
exhibitor
problems,
first,
last and all occur without either his
ens the very existence of this exhiown presbitor body
that's another story. We the time, that he can take a punch ence, or that of Senator Walker.
To
have been trying for many years to as well as give one and various other this Walker refused. Subsequently
complimentary
phrases
along
this
get somewhere, to get a start, only
Cohen informed the T. O. C. C. that

spoken

to

occurred

was on the question

Walker was a candidate, and that his
salary would be $75,000 a year. The
following day some members of the

and possibly,

may

It's

meeting

8, 192.

mitting the press and this

Senator Walker might be a candidate
for the presidency of the national organization. The Evening World then
carried another story, the same day,

good

not be. The convention
being held in the Hotel Washington
not very far distant from the Senate
building, there is a large amount of
"vindication" always on tap in the

there

from the

1)

World, on April 22, published a
based on articles appearing

"vindicated" by the convention.

everybody

Page

from

the

first fight

port,

into this controversy directly, having
declared that whatever has been done
with regard to Walker was through
hands of a special committee
ilie
which he could not control, friends
of the president insist that his attitude in this entire matter should be

time being vindicated. Perhaps there
will be sufficient vindication to go

afifair

record shows,

Cohen Also Demands Vindication
Although Cohen has not entered

So

When

"Vindication"

from Page 1)
will be the

manner
following,
wiiich Senator Walker appears beif he
fore the national organization
His friends insist that
ai-pears at all.
t.ere will be no difficulty in this regard, even if Cohen may object to it.
'I'hey declare that for his own good as
well as what is right and fair, Cohen
cannot keep Walker ofT the floor.
result

Monday, May

Visit

he could not attend the Tuesday
meeting, because of a highly important personal matter. The meeting
was then postponed until the follow-

Our Exhibit of

Lobby Displays
UBMAN-SPANJER CORP^

ing day.

BRING THE BIBLE TO YOUR THEATRE

THE SACRED LAND SERIES
Show Every Noted Spot
the Holy Land— 100
Reels
Motion Pictures, Prizma Colored Titles from
the Brush of Paleologue — Each Reel a Complete
Picture.

IN
We

6f

of

"The Bible Alive" Means
To Be Released on

St.

New
the

See E. B. Russell at the
Screenings Arranged at

Patrons for

You.

Open Market.

New

Willard Hotel,

Your

Convenience.

olay,

May

8,
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These
are

METRO

releases

making money
exhibitors

for

NOW

The Rex Ingram Productions,

THE

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOC-

ALYPSE—THE CONQUERING
POWER— TURN TO THE RIGHT
NAZIMOVA
Robert

Z.

in

CAMILLE

Leonard's presentations of

MAE MURRAY in PEACOCK
ALLEY and FASCINATION

^hese METRO
are going to

releases

SOON

THE
PRISONER OF ZEND A— BLACK
ORCHIDS—TOILERS OF THE SEA
The Rex Ingram Productions,

Robert

Z.

Leonard's presentation of

in

BROADWAY

OTHERS of

super-picture merit

MAE MURRAY
ROSE
These and 30

for next season.

FT^R d

N/f
iVlriy 1 rvV_y

PICTURES

CORPORATION

THE

i55^

DAILY

Apollo

On Broadway
— "Around
World
with

the

Broadway
Burton

Holmes."

— "Queen the Tur{."
Brooklyn Strand — "Orphans of the Storm."
"His Wife's HusCameo — Betty Blythe
Broadway

o'

in

band."

Capitol — John
Holmes."
Central— "Lady
—

Barrymore

in

—

— "The Silent Vow," "ExperiMarriage."
"Penrod."
Wednesday — Wesley Barrjf
Thursday — Guy Newall and Ivy Djike in
Tuesday

mental

in

"The Bigamist."
Friday— "Western Speed,"

"The

board Crown."
Saturday Gareth Hughes

"Don't Write

—

band."
Central Not yet determined.
Criterion Not yet determined.
Lyric ."Across the Rainbow."

—
—
—

in

Letters."
Raymond Hitchcock in
Rialto

—

Paste-

LEADER TITLES
PRESENTATIONS
TRAILERS
CARTOONS
TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
HOLIDAY FILM NOVELTIES
ILLUSTRATED and
HAND LETTERED
TITLES

Rental

Agents

for

M.

pleted negatives

BERNARD

Wohl

J.

We
We

also

on

Lights to Hire

locations

or

in

STUDIO FOR RENT

supply cables and plugging

studios

Two

Stages.

W.

New York

44th Street

rental.

F. E.

City

607

have a presentation in stock for

W.

YOUR THEATRE

Week

Equipped

Times Square

boxes.

Low
313

BERNSTE

1476

are in a position to handle your lighting

requirements

H.

Broadway
Phone Bry. 6653

Co.

Wohl Lamps and Spot

W. 42nd St.,
New York City

We

have funds available for coj

Charles Ross

251

Valen-

in

ApoHo— "The Town

.

First."

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE CO.

STUDIO

"The Beauty

— Gloria Swanson and Rudolph
"Beyond the Rocks."
Strand — "Orphans of the Storm."
Next

—
—

&

ALYNLU

1

in

Authorized

Shop."

Rivoli
tino

Swanson and Rudolph ValenThrough courtesy of Hugo
"Beyond the Rocks."
R. Diamond has been loar
J.
Rivoli
Jack Holt in "North of the Rio William Nigh
to take charge
Grande."
camera work on "Notoriety."
Strand "Fool's
tino

Phone Longacre 3448

for

8,

N

— Gloria

Rialto

I

"Fascination."

,

—

"Sherlock

Godiva."
"Missing
Husbands" (beginning
Criterion
Thursday).
Loew's New York Today Mae Murray in

—

—

"His Back Against the Wall."
Brooklyn Strand "Orphans of the Storm.
Cameo— Betty Blythe in "His Wife's Hus-

Monday, May

43rd

Section.

Apply

ALLEN
St.,

N. Y.

C,i

Longacre 0298

That God Forgot."

-

BIGGER AND
BETTER THAN EVER I.

COMING

ELINOR GLYN'S
Famous Best

Seller

The New

"THE MAN AND THE MOMENT"

Series of

AU-Star Cast

Hallroom Boys

Rights for United States

Comedies

Through

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
130 W. 46th St., New York.
Bryant 4678

Lou Rogers,

Pres.

S. J. Stebbins,

Watch For Announceme

Vice Pres.

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

/./^i-sa-v-,

A SEVEN REEL ROMANTIC COMEDY

TOO MUCH BUSINESS
(ADAPTED FQOM THE mi. BIOGEPS'STOPT JOHN HENQY i

PESTIFSSSEX'y,

A J ESS, ROBBINS PRODUCTION

.

*

>

T'-i'F

>^;g-?

-

WITH AN ALL-STAR CAST

f."

.

m

'f*«

a

,!«day.

"

THE
May

8,

—
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It
A romance

happens

in the best famihes.

especially written for the delegates to the

M.

P.

T. O.

A.

No.

1

Washington Convention

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

John Exhibitor:" Some Damgl

I

gotta hop her.

me a bankroll.
Widow First Ustloml '(To hers9lf)^^\

)

bet shell

bring

that man-if he could support

believe

I

could love

m'e/'

THE WHOLE SAD STORY
Business is a lot like marriage some ways
First National has been a fast stepper and she looked mighty good to a lot of you exhibitors. Maybe she has her
little faults
so have most of us.
A lot of you like a dame with pep and go and you chased our Lady of the Franchise,
you did you weren't happy until you

—

—

—

See tomorrow's paper

^m
MARION DAVIES
THE

10

DAILY

Monday, May

J

«•.

beauty's

m.

Wortk"
The shrewdest showmen
are booking

and playing

America
picture and
in

this

cashing in strong with it

Marion Davies

in

what

best role of her career.

is

by

far the

A brilliant

star

in a picture that will please picture patrons

of

A lavish and

all ages.

artistic

screen

triumph.
Story by Sophie Kerr

Scenario by Luther

Reed

Directed by Robert G. Vignola
Settings

The

critics

by Joseph Urban

say:

"Throughout the picture Miss Davies
is

a delight."

|s

M

N. Y. Evening Telegram

"Easy to wax
artistic

enthusiastic over its
appeal to the eye."
N. Y. Evening Sun

"Marion Davies

at

her prettiest."
JV: Y. World

-

i
.r'k

iJ

t?

BOOK AND PlAY THIS BOX
Presented by

It's

OfFICE

WINNER

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

\

a Paramount Picture
^.',

;^<..-

'•

.^-^^^

.^ K-v»:i-:N.

>

(Teaicd by ^smopolifan Productions

iD]im[D]i

8,

2;

—
JACKIE^S

!

MESSAGE

TO Trie CHILDREN OF T«E WORLD
..„..and were all children

JACKIE COOGAN
TROUBLE
NOW
productions

READY

THE

^^

i

DAILY
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Monday, May

To their list
And with Allen Holuof directors.
bar, and Mickey Neilan, and Rupert
Hughes to say nothing of Tourwell, it looks
neur's "The Christian"
as if this is one of those gold covered, platinum lined jewel bags. Good
enough for anybody. Even Dick

—

Who

Rowland.

is

doing some

And

later

— well,

why

still-

tell

it

all

now?
Proper Background
Elmer Clifton. Up in New BedMaking a "whale" of a picford.
Who couldn't? With all that
ture.
atmosphere. Ever see a codliver oil
ad?

DANNY.
Neill to Direct

It

understood

is

direct

will

Women?"
man's
be

first

Roy

Neill

"What's the Matter with
Daniel
Carson
GoodProduction will
Biograph and Tilford

picture.

the

at

that

New Releas
THE FILM DAIL

(Special to

Chicago
lease
right

— George

K. Spoor

"Young America" on

tl

market. Northern lllii
Indiana rights have been
Greiver Prod.

tall

And taller probing. Into
looking.
a lot of First National's production
contracts just now.
By the way. You'll hear a lot
At First National.
about Rowland.
Sooner or later. He's going in there.
To step up. And get going. In several departments.
Just now it's producing. Later it will be distribution.

92;

Spoor Has

Adding R. A. Walsh.

—

8

—

Dover, Del. Graphic Fi
change of St. Louis. Capital
Attorney, Colonial Charter

DONT

(

MISS

OUR NEW
CATALOG
ON
DISPLAY FRAM

Stanley Frame
729 SEVENTH AVE1|
<

Booth

Convention

No,

GOODBYE, RAZOR
WET COTTO

BLADES,

studios.

Sydney

S.

Cohen, President of M.

P.

T. O. of

A.

"Felix" Cartoons to

Battleground
(Continued

How

It's

Done

Detroit.

Wants

Page

2)

T» see Prizma's "The Glorious Adventure."
Got sore. When
they learned.
It wasn't that kind.
Of a colored picture.
And that reminds of: Big man.
Interested in the business. Commentweek.

Michigan exhibitor enters Fox
fices.

from

to

"Over the Hill." "All right,"
Fox salesman. "But you can't
that
unles.s
you take some
stuff."
Which was agreeable.

of-

book
says

book
other

And ing on Germany-made "Othello." In
Says he, he
they started filling in the exhibitor's Dave Howell's hands.
dateboo'v.
After a lot of stuff had says: "I don't know. Maybe it's all
But there's a nigger in that
been scheduled Mister Salesman says: right.
"Well, when j'ou gonna book 'Over picture. An' nigger^ don't do white
pictures any good." When informed
the Hill?'"
"Gee,"
said
the
exhibitor.
"I that Othello was a Moor, and not a
"Yep; you know it.
haven't got any open dates now. I'm negro he said:
all

filled

And

up."

That Doug Fairbanks' sets. For
"Robin Hood." Beat anything ever
In this country. Some
of them big enough. To put the
CJrand Central station in. And still

attempted.

)

have some room. One castle. Built
of stone.
No beaverboard.
Incidentally.
Don't be surprised.
If you hear of Allied Corp. Booking
a big special.
In a few days. But
Abrams can't be hurried. Not yet.
He's not feeling so well. Since the
•

hospital trip.

I

know

picture fans.

Rumbles

Amsterdam

Winkler has sold the "Felix"
cartoon series to Ben Amsterdam, of

M.

it.

J.

Masterpiece Films, Philadelphia for
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern

New

Jersey.

Use Ott Scraper and
Moistener.

Price, $1

OTT SALES

CO.. 522
N. Y. C.

5th

Phone: Vanderbilt 9795-983

GEVAERT
Raw

Film Stock

But how about the

Will they

know

it?"

Manufactured by

Alibiing in Jersey

Bernie Fineman. Charley Burr. Ed
Carewe.
Went to Westfield, New
Awhile ago. To try out "I
Jersey.
Am the Law." Somebody wanted to
frame Carewe. And arranged to have
a young woman. When asked if she
liked the picture. Reply indifferently.
You see. They believe they have a
real good picture.
Well, the frameup was all set.
And then Carewe
was busy. Talking to someone else.
When the young lady reached the

lobby. After seeing the picture. So
instead of talking to Carewe.
She
Statistical
sharks'
food.
her
chatter.
Latest spilled
To Fineman.
from (lovcrnment. Show taxes over
really had framed it.
And Ca11 million off.
For same period last rewe i^n't through laughing yet.
year.
Indicating serious loss of patjf
That Deal
ronage.
In
theaters.
On top of y*l
Betwixt
Goldwyn
and First Na'
which.
National Industrial Confer-^
Looks better than ever. It's
cnce. Has figures to show. That to- tional.
And you never can
day. Living expenses are over 54 per a big contract.
Than in 1914. Maybe tell. What lawyers will find. To kick
cent higher.
F.ven in a brief contract. Much
the last figm-es. Furnish reason. For over.
less such a
long
one.
But
the
the first ones.
chances are. That the deal will go
"Colored" Pictures
over. And everybody'll be happy.
Goldwyn folks crowded more into
Large crowd of negroes. Reported
anxious. To get in the Capitol last their lineup. Only a day or so ago.

The Gevaert Photo
Products Company
Antwerp, Belgium

Make Pictures Perfect

Figures

United States Distributors:

Who

THE GEVAERT COMPANY
OF AMERICA,
New
117

Los Angeles

York

West 46th

Inc.

Street

Phone: Bryant 4018

6514 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone:

Hollywood 4850

TAo brAdstreet

7AeKE(OCWm

FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

IdI.

XX

Tuesday,

No. 39

May

9,

Price 5 Cents
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BATTLE STARTS

D

ilommittee to Draw Plans for Proposed Releasing Organization Is Idea

—

—

Address Delegates Cohen
Greeted with Tremendous Cheers
at Opening Session

Walker Invited

a Club?

to

(By Danny)

Cuts All Deposits

(Staff

(By Danny)

Correspondence)

(Staff

—

nerican Releasing Adopts Drastic
much
Is
the
Washington
Policy— Takes Effect Imtalked of distribution idea a
mediately
chib? Is it just something to be
The American Releasing Corp. yesof producers
day announced that it had aband- held over the heads
ed the deposit system and that in and distributors to make them
Ije future an exhibitor's signature on
behave ?
contract with that organization
Some who have watched the workinstead of cash security.
llill serve
ing of this idea through the Execu[lA joint statement issued by Walter tive Committee insist that this is all
and Fred B. Warren yes- that will happen. On the other hand,
'i Greene
(Irday emphasized the fact that the there is no question but that Griffin,
;posit system has been under fire California, and Fay, Rhode Island,
/ organized exhibitor bodies for the
are very sincere in their desire that
ist 10 years, and characterized the there should be such a company acjrastic change in policy as "the first tually functioning.
I'volutionary change in to be anSeveral directors of known standfilm ing have presented ideas which have
in
long-established
bunced
Dlicies for the coming season."
been turned over to the committee.
"In the 20 year old motion picture Among them is David M. Hartford.
:dustry,"
says the company an- When this committee reports someouncement, "no nation-wide dis- thing interesting should develop.
ibuting company has had the courge or the foresight to go it alone on
s own money without falling back
pen the exhibitor for deposits on

Coming Events
(

Staff

Correspondence)

—

Washington The success
"Movie Chats" is said

the

of
to

have inspired the idea that the
M. P. T. O. can—and will—get
out its own news reel. This in
addition to the Chats.
It is also said that a resolu-

tion will be presented to have

the

M.

P. T. O. publish

its

own

review of pictures and issue reports to

its

members

—and

per-

haps others.

big

battle

suggestion of Sydney S. Cohen,
L.
together
with
Charles
O'Reilly and Samuel I. Herman, have
been invited to present themselves on
the convention floor to tell their side
of the controversy which has racked
the M. P. T. O. for several weeks
past.

This was the most important feaopening session of the

ture of the
convention.

The

invitation to

Wal-

ker, O'Reilly and Cohen was
tendecl upon the completion of

exthe

annual

re-

presentation

Cohen's

of

Following
veritable bedlam

a
Al(Minneapolis),
bert
W. Steffes
made a formal resolution extending
the invitation as suggested by Cohen.
Billy Brandt, of the T. O. C. C.
of New York, provoked a hostile
demonstration when he stated that
from a glimpse of the receipt books
of the M. P. T. O., one doubted that
such an organization existed west of
He was shouted
the Hudson River.
down bv cries from various parts of
the hall when he tried to get O'Reilly
on the floor. Bernard Edelhertz, also
a T. O. C. C. member, got up on the
platform, exclaiming that "dagging
process was being started."
These various outcries resulted in
wild confusion and for a time, no
Michaels,
prevailed.
Jules
order
to
Mike J.
appealed
(Buffalo),
O'Toole of Scranton, Pa., to bring
the meeting to order, while O'Toole
was assisting Cohen on the platform.
Other attempts were made to bring
At one point,
order out of chaos.
Leo Brecher (New York), spoke and

"American Releasing Corp. takes
announcing that today, with
lis announcement, we become the
rst and only company operating in
-le
United States of America that
either asks nor required any deposit
om any exhibitor signing a contract
) play the pictures released by our
Dmpany.
"We are operating here and in
ther parts of the world with our own
icncy, and with not one penny of
our money. Your signature on your
ontract with us is your security,
ride in

hould some exhibitor dishonor his
we will not deal with that

ignature

finally

ichibitor.

Am

the Law'
Louis Bache, First National, Washington, D. C, says, "'I
going to get a lot of money. It starts at Crandall's Metropolitan, May
Advt.
21st, following 'Smilin' Through.' " Distributed by Affiliated.
is

—The

will occtir today at one o'clock
at the Hotel Washington.
Senator James J. Walker, at the

port.

leater contracts.
"Much of the ill repute and scandal
ttached to the distribution past and
resent, had its origin in the actual
r fancied misuse of exhibitor funds
jr the financing of lame-duck distribting machines.

"Whatever deposits we have held
ave been returned to their owners, or
1ms have been shipped, served and
layed to absorb deposits and there
(Continued on Page 2)

Correspondence)

\\'ashington

—

this

suggestion,

broke

loose.

moved adjournment.

ing the
done.

Steffes

resolution,

Followthis

was

From the demonstration given
Cohen, upon his arrival at the con(Continued on page 19)

THE

"Phim Center" Series for R-C
R-C yesterday closed a deal to disPage 1)
is not
today in American Releasing tribute 12 two reel "Plum Center"
Corp., a five-cent piece of anyone's
comedies, in which Dan Mason will
money except our own.
appear. The series is being made by
"We commend this announcement
the Paul

Guts All Deposits
(Continued from

Vni.xx Mo.39

Tuesdav May9. 19?2

Price 5 Cents

W
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Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
York, N. Y., by WID'S
and

FILMS

New

FILM FOLKS,

Dannenberg,

Joseph

W.

INC.
and

President

Editor

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business

Man

of a proper and yet courageous step
to the attention of the M. P. T. O. of
A., now holding their annual conventioi;
in
the
City -of Washington.

\\ hat we have done is what every
exhibitor organization in the United
States has been endeavoring to bring
the act of March 3, 1879.
about for the past ten years."
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
Deposit clauses have been eliminof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign ated from all American
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Releasing
Subscribers should remit with order. contracts for all business
$15.00.
to be conAddress all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, tracted for within the boundaries of
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. the United States and, deposits preHollywood viously held have been applied
California
6411
Hollywood,
on
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603
current business being played imChicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S
mediately or refunded direct to exWabash Ave.
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Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre.
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Row Over "Four Seasons"
J.

Ser;

A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
J.

Gerson Pictures
San Francisco.

Corp.

of

Pyramid Signs Terwilliger
Pyramid Pictures, Iiic have signed
George Terwilliger to direct its fifth
picture "The Flapper" by Eugene
Milne

Peter

\\'alter.

preparing

is

the scenario of "When the Desert
Calls" which will be the company's
fourth production.

JUNCb

—

—

WELCOME

—

—

Clichy.

—

European

Representative
InternaFilmschau.
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Centra!

tior.ale

Quotations
Low

High
..

81.K

80^

....

8^

Syz

F. P.-L.

Close

N

do pfd

XG'wyn
Griffith

'.

Loew's

..

Sales

2,700
81 J^
ot quoted
814
1,600
Not q-uoted
3.600
16%

16M

]7V»

(.Special' to

—

Indianapolis Disregarding a resolution of the board of school commissioners in direct opposition of the
wishes of the instruction coinmittee
and without asking or obtaining the
consent of E. LT. Graff, superintendent of school, Miss Georgia Alexander, district superintendent of 11 public

took about 2,000 pupils
their classrooms to see "The
Seasons," an educational film

schools,

from
I'^our

Not quoted being shown this week at the Circle.
\\'orld
Not quoted
It is considered certain that the
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
board will take some action in the
case, but just what it will be no school
Karger's Death a Shock
official is prepared to say.
The inciThe death of Maxwell Karger, for- dent has created considerable stir
mer director-general of Metro at Ft. among school authorities.
Wayne, Ind. on Tluirsday night while
en route from here to California came
Monumental Film purchased "Caa distinct shock
Triangle

to the trade j'es-

as

when

terday
ally

therine
news became gener- States the Great" for the
and Canada and not
Karger had just arrang-

the

known.

make

ed to

a series
association
with

in

of

productions

L.

EXHIBITORS FROM
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for

S
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THE COUNTRY
are

coming

to

us

for
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEOur Price MENT
AND PRODUCTION
on Production Trailers

is

Only

6c.

We

Foot

a

the reason is simple
not

Tinting

our

FREE

promises.

Ask

Us

About

It

!

only

trailers but

make good

ON
DISPLAY FRAME

we make good
and

quality

24 hour

service

trailers

with and

without scenes.

service

Stanley Frame C.
729 SEVENTH AVENi:

IRVING MACK & CO.
80 8 S. WABASH, CHICAGO
Producers of

Filmack

MISS

OUR NEW
CATALOG

TRAILERS

Convention

Trailers

Booth

No,

}

the

world, as stated vesterdav.

Lawrence
i'iione

The end came very sudden-

Weber.

E

ALL PARTS OF

and was entirely unexpected.
Karger was about 45 years old. He
had been _uidentified with Metro
since its inception, of late on the coast
His last picture was "Hate" starring

Longacre 3448

Chari.:-

ly

Alice
him.

Two

Lake.

F. P.

children

Authorized

"GETHSEMANE"
CAPITOL THEATRE,

Exchange

in Wilkes-Barre
Correspondence)

(-Staff

Washington

—A

Famous

Players

will be opened in Wilkesshortly.
Official
anBarre,
Pa.,
nouncement may be expected in the
near future.

exchange

Murray Cup

for

&

Pennant Winner

Alurray has been elected honorary president of the baseball league.
She will give a loving cup to the winning team. If is expected that 102
games will be played, the first two
having been held on Saturdaj'.

Run
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More Valuable Than the Koh-i-noor Diamond

So that when you show Paramount Pictures you are
tying up with an advertising campaign that has reached
every part of the world continually, for ten years.

This trademark cost Fifteen Million Dollars

But

it's

Since

worth more than that

it

was

first

been spent to make
child in the world

known
can be made

To make
that

To make
ment.

it

it

known

to

you!

devised, fifteen million dollars have
it

known

as the

to every

symbol

man,

woman and

of the best pictures

see that trademark in your
ads, in your lobby, they know they will see a picture
with a great story, the finest directorial skill, perfect pho-

When

the people of your

town

tography, and a cast of supreme excellence.
as a guarantee of perfect entertain-

you think advertising
this trademark is worth
If

FAMOUS PLAYERS- LASKY CORPORATION

is

worth

a nickel,

a fortune!

you

KNOW

THE

-^ak

DAILY

TIMES— No

photoplay in which John Barrymore appears can be wholly uninteresting.
He is such an expressive pantomnnist and so
distinctly an individual that he is bound to
Gustave von Seyfvivify many of his scenes.
fcrtitz IS also a screen actor whose performSo the
ance gives a dehnite impression.
photoplay has its tine points. But how does
stand as a photoplay, a unified and comit
- How stands "Sherlock
pleted whole? *
Hohnes" as a dramatic, or, if you will, a
And the answer is,
theatrical, composition?

:

Only

It falls to pieces.

falls.

it

its

separate

elements remain.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— "Very

good,

NVatson !"
"Sherlock
film

Thus making it unanimous that
Holmes" is one of the greatest
successes that Mr. Barrymore has ever

made and

a superlatively fine

AMERICAN —Even

motion picturci

with John Barrymore
concentrating until his brow became as corrugated as an accordion, the great detective
could not get his stulf across to the spectators, and the sub-titles had to be made nearly
continuous to let us know what it was all
about.

WORLD—

N.
Y.
The great detective,
Holmes, is as attractive m the picture as he
was on paper. It is granted that Mr. Barrymore perhaps is the screen's most effective
male player. « »
There is a higher grade
of acting in "Sherlock Holmes" than may be
found in most of the other photoplays made
111
the last few months.
Hedda Hopper,
Roland Young, as Watson; William H. i'owell, Louis Wolheim; Gustave von Seyffertitz,
"

Kemp

as Prof. Moriarity, and Margaret
among those seen in the cast.

TRIBUNE— "Sherlock

Holmes"

is

are

inter-

esting as a picture chiefly because of the cast
* Albert Parker diand the exteriors. *
rected the picture and it was photographed

England, Switzerland and in America. It
one of the things that must not be missed.
HERALD It is Sherlock Holmes minus
the hypodermic syringe.
In fact, there is
very little real characterization called for and
in
is

—

the star
to

do

in

has a very pleasant time with little
the way of impersonation except look
*

*

Byronic.

There

none

the delineation of the eccentric side of the character,
except that Barrymore certainly looks a bit
e.xtravagant when lie runs. *
The picture
has some finely photographed scenes, and no
doubt will be tremendously popular.

SUN — It

is

of

a straightaway story of adventure, with little space devoted to deduction,
and while it makes a somewhat laggard start
it comes along with such a rush
the last
couple of reels that the spectator is glad the
pace wasn't maintained throughout lor fear
is

m

making him dizzy.
GLOBE Of course, the story is one of
action and does not allow for much emotional acting.
But Barrymore has succeeded
111
making Holmes a distinct and fascinating
personality.
There is probably no need to

of

—

iheiition in any detail the refinement and technical perfection of his acting, for that is always expected of him.
is supported by
a remarkably able company. * * *

He

TELEGRAM—

The play moves swiftly. * *
proves himself a director of action

Al Parker
a master of suspense and quick-moving situations.
Barrymore proves himself a master of all situations.
Never for a moment

—

Rivoli

Holmes"— Capitol

"Sherlock

does his clean-cut, precise movements falter.
Never for a moment is there a doubt in the
mmd of the audience that he will succeed in
turning the trick in his favor.
MAIL In fact, this Sherlock of the screen
is given
practically no opportunity to demonstrate those marvels of deductive power
which have made him the most widely known

—

all fictional detectives.
He is rather an
energetic, semi-romantic figure,
who faithfully clings to his one great purpose of life,
that of ridding the world of one of its worst
criminals. * * *
But the chief trouble with the film is that,
despite Mr. Barrymore and his co-workers, it
is dull and, as a whole, uninteresting.

of

EVENING WORLD— If

TIMES — Gloria

Swansoii

TELEGRAM—*
cm

wear

And

So can Rodolf Valentino.

clothes.
talents
tlie

Glyn

of each are given full play in the Elinor
story, "Beyond the Rocks," as it has
»

screened

do

and

been
the leading characters

if

but wear clothes, and if, also,
of the action takes place on apparently
else

little

much

mountains and before what seem to
back drops, can the result be
Not by
called an
interesting photoplay?
those who want a little character and a little
truth in their entertainment, anyhow.
AMERICAN After all is said and screened, love is the force that moves the world and
romance is its step-mother. One is bound to
acknowledge anew those time-worn notions
after -sitting through "Beyond the Rocks."
painted

—

* * * Besides,

Swanson

Gloria

is

the lovely

and oft-saved Theodora and Rodolf Valentino
is
the handsome and brave deliverer, while
Gertrude Astor, Helen Dunbar and Edythe

Chapman

was conGloria Swanson.
But the audience refused to take it
seriously after the first time. * *
The story
seems to be just a little more obvious than
Miss Swanson's stories usually are.
saving

stantly
* * *

Y.
abounds

*

*

Glyn's picture
well-photographed attrac-

in

But, again, the story is so puerile that
• * giggled openly at many of
the throng
the pseudo-pathetic scenes.
tions.

HERALD — Adventure
*

play.

* *

complete

in

It is

photo

dominates

an Elinor Glyn story

every

*

*

detail.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— It

is

surpris-

ing to see what Elinor Glyn can do with one
love aflfair.
It is delightful of her that she
never allows her lovers to become too familiar, but keeps them in agony at least an
arm's length away. * *
An excellent cast
has been provided for the picture.

SUN — Miss

Swanson deserves

better

sce-

than this.
The picture came nearer
being a burlesque of its type than anything
else.
It was full of coincidences and unnatural situations, and was every bit as sentimental as one of the "mother" pictures.
narios

TELEGRAM— Mrs. Glyn depicts not a love
which carries away two young people, but a
passion which lovers were compelled to stifle
until a third person freed them.
EVENING WORLD—As far as we
concerned, Elinor Glyn
might just as
have stayed at home.
We never could

are
well

and

—

never will enthuse over either Miss Swanson
or Valentino, and the story
"wonderful"
when coming from the fiery pen of Elinor
Glyn would call for nothing but a rejection
slip if submitted by a less known writer.

Rocks"
tion,

*

be

—

"Beyond

the

«
* could, with a little imaginaconstrued into a twentieth century

story of "Cinderella."

"The Beauty Shop"— F. P.-L.

—

HERALD Unless you are in a musical
comedy mood and ready to see almost anything happen on the screen, this picture will
strike you as no great shakes.
For it is
musical comedy without the music.
Some
*
*
might add, without the comedy.
The
titles by Bugs Baer and Tommy Gray, while
they win a number of laughs, are more often
puny rather than funny.

tii

better

comedy

rapid-fire

about

of

OFFICE FOR REr

EVENING WORLD—'

*

With Vault Space

Raymond

*

Suitable for Film Exchang
State Right Distribute.

wonderful
hard to make "The
Reauty Shop" as funny a picture as it was a
At scattered intervals they
musical comedy.
almost succeed.
"The Beauty
EVENING JOURNAL
Shop" as a photoplay * * * is much worse
anmsing than in its original form on t-l(?*t
itni
It bubbles over with
dramatic stage.
and drollery, which a company of remarkable comedians present m tlieir various best
manners.

and

Hitchcock

a

of

work

players

screen

collection

Room 901—130 W.

46th

ir

i

Phone Bryant 6436

—

"Lady Godiva"
HEIiALl)

—

—

Assoc. Exhibitors
Central
.\notlier
German picture has

come

It will not
to rest on these shores.
create the furore aroused by the eai% ones,
had to strain a point
fo;- the adapters have

make it ready for Yankee consumption.
has the typical Teutonic handling of mass
eft'ects, but the contiiuiity is at times jerky,
and then again over-elaborates until it seems
as if' a reef or so could be taken in it.

$2

PER HOUR, BY DAY. CIRCL

;

to

It

Visit

Our Exhibit

(

TELEGRAM — Every

schoolboy and schoolgirl has read the classic rhyme, hut they will
remember it all the better for hqving visualized it.
The adapter goes Lord Tennyson
one better by inserting vivid scenes in his
interpretation and bringing it closer to what
the public

demands

in

its

romance today.
The filmization

EVENING WORLD—

Lord Tennyson's famous poem serves

to

all

the

more

beautiful and

LIBMAN-SPANJER

of

THE ADVERTISING LIFE OF ,.
PRINTED MATTER IS SHORT. IT
LOOKED AT ONCE— THEN THRO

won-

.

derful.

I

EVENING TOURNAL— "Lady

Godiva"

AWAY!

is more than the living, moving picture.
It
a lavish lesson in history, a forceful itrescntation of the life, people and manners of

.

A

is

medieval England.

The student

CORI

in-

troduce to American film-goers Hedda Vernon. * * * Anyway, you should see Lady
Gcdiva.
It will
make an already familiar

kgend seem

Lobby Displays

will

not

^,

Clever

Exploitation Novell
taken home — Mr. Exhibitor
and kc

se-

riously object to liberties taken with the popular legend. • * * The pageants and vistas of
»ea, moors and forest are delightfully presented.

is

It

—American
— Cameo

has

utility!

"His Wife's Husband"
Releasing

AMERICA.V— If

you are fond

of

WESHNER-DAYIDSO

thrills,

NOVELTY.

but shivery sort. * ** *
* and
you'll like "His Wife's Husband"
the best part of it is that you won't be able
to leave the theater until it's over
the thine
* "His Wife's Husband"
is that gripping. *
is one of the best
pictures of the kind seen
not

ordinary

thrills,

^
The Novtlty

—

in

town

in

c/eu

product ofmr^

ing house for the

Motion

several seasons.

Distrihutint

•

artistiand Nov

Piiture

manufatiu^

industry.

thruout tb* U.

photoplay is an adaptation of Anna Katherine Greene's society
novel, "The Mayor's Wife," and although
written long ago. its presentation so fitted
Miss Blythe that one would think the entire
plot was written all around her. * *
Was
well appreciated by a capacity house. * * *
It you like pictures
and who does not go
se* Betty Blythe.

—

IVe submit our ideas and
obligation.

for

j^sk

costs to

them.

from our

distributors with
Shipments handX

offices.

I

The Weshner- Davidson Agent
117

—

W.

46lhSt..

New York,

Tel. Bryant4l

WORLD—The

comedy

by

the time.

AMERICAN— Such a bunch of mirth
makers has seldom been seen at one fell
swoop, and yet each scores, and nobody is
cast

into

comedy
farce,

the background.
It is a musical
boiled down to its essentials
fun,

—

extravagance and genuine

jollity.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— For

a musiparticularly

the ihost ambitious attempt of the kind
thus far made.
The scenario is an abstract
6f Doyle's best known stories, with all the
important characters active, including ProMoriarity, the arch-criminal.
lessor
The
film was made in London and Switzerland,
and the atmosphere of the stories is preservtd.
The cast is exceptionally expensive.

Shop" • • • with
as the star, has been
made into an amusing picture * *
despite
the loss of his comical voice to be almost as
laughable a personage on the screen as on
the stage.
There is practically an all star
cast supporting him.
Hitchcoclc arrives and then the

is

."

film, taken from a
Channing Pollock and
Rennold Wolf, is a fast and furious burlesque
with sub-titles more often silly than funny,
but with trick photography and exciting escapades sufficient to make it amusing most of

musical

cal comedy story
well to the screen.

—

film

a

is

TEI.EGR.AM — The

Rialto

N. Y.

result

or three reels length and would have no
tedious moments such as aflflict it occasionin
its present state.
ally

—

EVENING JOURNAL

The

twr;

of

you like Sherlock
Holmes and who doesn't? you'll like John
Barrymore in his characterization of the famous Conan Doyle hero in the film of that
name now unreeling at the Cpitol.
EVENING JOURNAL— Sherlock Holmes

—

much

a

Valentino

life

WORLD— Elinor

N.
*

the

*

p ,„

acted and excellently made. *
Blythe fits exactly into the story,
young enough to be an alluring I
old enough to play a maternal role e;

—

gratefully embellish various scenes,

TRIBUNE— Rodolf

*

9 92

Iniely

musical comedy, the only thing lacking being
Hilchy's barytone and his dance steps.
MAIL It is too long. It coulil he made

artificial

be

EVENING JOURNAL— The

The dainty Fairbanks Twins
fun
begins.
* *
contribute to the gaiety of nations.

"Beyond the Rocks"— F. P.-L.

.Newspaper Opinions

May

Tuesday,

DAILY

it

lends

itself

Means Ease

at

the

Movies

NEWS— Not

such a bad idea, is
a comedy with music

it,
giving the world
* * Direction, bright. Prothus painlessly?
tography, great.

SUN— "The

Beauty

Raymond Hitchcock

GLOBE —

CHAIRS
Washington Convention

Section D, Booth

1

AND SALESROOM
MARBRIDGE BUILDING

OFFICE

34th Street and Broadway

New York

:
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American Releasing
Announces the End
of Exhibitor Deposits
In the twenty-year-old motion picture industry no
nation-wide distributing company has had the
courage or the foresight to go it alone on its own
money without falling back upon the exhibitor for
deposits on theatre contracts.

Much

of the ill repute and scandal attached to
distribution past and present had its origin in the
actual or fancied misuse of exhibitor funds for the
financing of lame-duck distributing machines.

American Releasing Corporation takes pride in
announcing that today, with, this announcement,
we become the first and only company operating
in the United States of America that neither asks
nor requires any deposit from any exhibitor signing
a contract to play the pictures released by our
company.

We

are operating here and in other parts of the
world with our own money and with not one penny
of your motley. Your signature on your contract
with us is your security. Should some exhibitor
dishonor his signature we will not deal with that
exhibitor.

Whatever deposits we have held have been returned
to their owners, or films have been shipped, served
and played to absorb deposits and there is not
today in American Releasing Corporation a fivecent piece of anyone's money except our own.

We commend this announcement of a proper and
yet courageous step to the attention of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America now holding
their annual convention in the City of Washington.
What we have done is what every exhibitor organization in the United States has been endeavoring
to bring about for the past ten years.

RE LEAS N G
I

t O R PPR AT 10 N

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

mmw

j^

DAILY
Hodkinson Deal
Wi.h Southern M.
Calls for

P. Finance Corp.

Number

—

of

Goldman Off K. C. Board
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City Henry Goldman has

—

been removed from the local censor
board by Mayor Cromwell and has
The W. W. Hodkinson Corp. will been replaced by James
Larkin.
J.
distribute whatever pictures are finWhen Goldman was asked to resign
i;iKcd by the Southern M. P. Finance
to make way for Larkin, he refused
Corp., or made in the proposed plant
and issued a statement in which he
of the Atlanta Studio Corp.
These said that before Cromwell was electtwo companies, formed recently in ed mayor he promised the local exProductions

Atlanta, are capitalized at $1,000,000

and $1,500,000 respectively.
The second company is a subsidiary
ot the first and its purpose will be to
equip a studio in which producers
allied

company may
company will not

with the finance

work.

The

finance

(Special

to

limit its activities to
in their studio, but will lend outside financial aid to producers of

epute.

G. Munro, general manager of
Hodkinson, stated yesterday there
was no definite number of pictures
which the Southern companies may
F.

—

(Special to

Hammond
be closed on Sunday.
an advocate of Sunday closing.

THE FILM DAILY)

control

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle
An attempt was made to
show an Arbuckle film at the Flag.
It
was ordered ofT by the censor

board who issued orders to the effect
that no Arbuckle films would be allowed on Seattle screens.

theatrical enterprises

Fegan Out

Radio for Texas House

THE FILM DAILY)

—Tom

Donnell,
Stephenville, Tex.
manager of the Majestic, will install
a radio receiving station at the Ma-

president

retired
of the

fC"!»^.-

as

manager

Independent

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Select has

The

roundness and depth of the positive

—

its

stereoscopic effect, depend

the gradation quality of the film
ty to

—

upon
abili-

its

reproduce a long scale of tones.

To Be Release Title
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles
The new Mary

—

Pickford

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
— and
reproductive
Has

in ad-

quality

this

dition, uniformity, latitude in exposure

fineness

of grain.

It

and

carries

version

of
will

"Tess of the
probably be re-

leased as "Tess."

Minnesota House Renovated
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

quality through to the screen.

and
Film

"Tess"

Elysian, Minn. Remoleding of the
is practically completed.

192;

changed manDes Moines A. W. Plues, form
agers again. Diaz Callahan has been manager of the New Orleans Vit
transferred to Dallas, and P. R. Aust, praph exchange, is the manager
put in his place.
the Pathe exchange.
Seattle

exceptional

Films

Corp. of Missouri, plans to concentrate on four or five pictures which
he has secured.

Elysian

jestic.

(Special to

to

Storm Country"
(Special to

of Ind.

THE FILM DAILY)
Louis — Barney Fegan, who on

(Special

Tuesday,

Arbuckle Films in Seattle

(Special to

all

here.

St.

\ear for Hodkinson.

No

who

—

9,

Flues With Pathe

THE FILM DAILY)

is

Seek Censors in Everett
(Special

—The

Weekly Film Review
states that the Southern M. P. Finance Corp., will make 52 features a
Atlanta

Transferred

May

police, the fear has been voiced by
local theater men that theaters may

to THE FILM DAILY)
Everett, Wash.
Women's clubs
make for Hodkinson. A minimum
number is provided for but the maxi- are agitating for the formation of a
censor board. Opposition is expectmum number is flexible.
ed to follow from Pells and Swanson

Plans 52?

—

to

image

Law in Des Moines
THE FILM DAILY)

Fear Sunday

Des Moines With the appointment of John Hammond as chief of
those who may

work
1

hibitors he would make no changes
in the personnel of the board.

Callahan
(Special

Tuesday,

Eastman Film

both regular

and

base, is identifiable throughout
tire

length

tinted
its

en-

by the words ''''Eastman"

"Kodak'' stenciled in the film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

>

—
THE
Tuesday,

May

9,

1922

I-

It

happens

A romance

in

the best families.

especially written for the

LIFE'S

M.

P.

T. O. A. delegates

to the

No.

2

Washington Convention

GREATEST MOMENT

DarWngl be mlnel ]c'anf live without you."
Widow First Klationair' Pm 3/OLirs John- ifyou'/l fate my darling
child to your heart too:'

ohn

Exhibitor:''

THE WHOLE SAD STORY
As we I'emarked in yestiddy's paper
Remember the day she said yes? Gosh, what a relief! 'member how scared you were your
would kop the Franchise? Maybe First National did put on airs and powder her nose and claim

and good pictures

No

to

rival across the street
to be rich in big stars

win you.

matter
You took Mrs. Franchise "for better or for worse" and you were mighty glad to get her.
Yep! Business is a lot like married life! We're not happy till we get the girl we want. And then a
m the rest of our days makin' life miserable for her becus she proves to be only human and has her faults.
us stick to her because we somehow feel more comfable with her around the house.
!

lot of

us put

But most of

Continued tomorrow

DAILV
May

Mid-West Notes
(Special

Chicago

to

14th to 20th will be "Rozelle
in the Chicago territory, in
honor of Rozelle, manager of the
Metro
exchange.
According
to
Metro, the bookings for
Rozelle
week arc two and one half times as
big as any previous bookings Metro

—Thomas

Meighan

made

a personal appearance at the benefit

Drury

performance of
which was held
tliousand

at the
dollars will

wood, who

is

now

ill

Underwood,
Woods. Five
go to Under- has ever had
at a

in

this

Will Rogers will
sonal appearances

Ed

by

"The Leading

for

titles

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

is

now

Percy

getting

Hilburn

his

staf?

continues

in

as

shape.

Wardman Managin- Duluth Rous
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Duluth — J. E. Wardman has bee

appointed manager of the Sunbean
operated by Clinton-Meyers.

chief

cameraman.

AUTO TRUCKS TO HIRE

Citizen."

Down Upstairs Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Shut

several perin
the territory.
Silton of the Silton Film Distrib-

'

Barker Preparing His First

Los

One Crosby House to Close
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

is booking him and among
bookings is Ascher's Roosevelt,
where he will appear for one week.
TheFollowing that he is booked at the Board of Fire llnderwriters.
aters
affected
include
the
Green
LanChateau, also an Ascher theater.

uting Co.
the

For moving your props and furniture
and from your studio. By the hour,
day or week. Contracts taken for enOne always on hand.
tire picture.
to

Crosby,
Minn.
Harvey Thorpe
Halifax The Provincial authorities has sold the Grand to the syndicate
have ordered all second story or up- of local business men now operating
stairs theaters to shut down after the People's.
It is understood that
May 15, as a result of a protest by the one of the theaters is to be closed.

—

FILM SERVICE TRUCKING CO.
369 East 151st St.

N. Y. C.

Phone Melrose 1426

tern at Weymouth, the Princess at
Truro, the Alexander Hall at Liuicnberg and the Orpheum at Bridge-

The Albany Park, owned by Asch-

which has been closed for water.
some Mme, is now being remodeled
and is having extensive alterations
Ochs Out of Cleveland Post
made.
Sol Fichtenberg
and Max
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
er Bros.;

—

Schwartz have taken over the lease
and will open the house Nov. 1st.

Cleveland Herbert Ochs has resigned as Hodkinson manager here.

Matt Niesen for the three years
assistant publicity manager of Jones,
Schaefer, has been added to
Linick
the publicity department of the Metro

now manaeer

exchange.

'"xchange here.

Michel With Minn. Graphic
(Special to

&

Minneapolis

THE FILM DAILY)

— Carl
of

Your

First

Michel is
Graphic Film

R.

the

Official
>•••

•

••••

•<

•
•

and

•

«••

••
•••

•

••
•

9^^

••

qou'il

••

Act

•«

^^ •«••

•

••

va^^*

have ^9cl

AT THE CONVENTION

reason to remember

me when

I

arrive.

Subscribe

ie^>^
UniverttlV latest

?en?ation

|

—

Angeles George Walsh h;i
completed work in "With Stanley
Africa" for Universal and is unde

Los

I

Angeles
Reginald Barker's
Chicago for
first production for Louis B. Mayer
is expected to be a melodrama.
He

in

make

England

Sam Moscow.

(Special

Exchange. the

New

been bought for

9, 1922

stood to plan a trip abroad.

representative

special

Jessy,

S.

J.

as Block's Supply

has

territory.

foi Arrow, has been in
charge the past week.
of accessories for Universal, has reLaurence Wheate and Al Green
signed to go into business for himself.
His headquarters will be at 738 have been in town all week conferrS. Wabash Ave. and his firm will be ing with George Ade, who is writing

known

—

May

George Walsh Going Abroad
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

Chicago

hospital.

Jake Block, for ten years

Moscow Buys "Barnes"
to THE FILM DAILY)
Boston "Burn 'Em Up Barnes"

\\'eek"
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AUTHOPITY
formerly!
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EXHIBITORS
The independent

distributors that are giving

you

REAL

co-operation^ in addition to bringing forth big box-office attrac-

with

tions

offering unlimited

titles

exploitation possibilities,

SHOULD RECEIVE YOUR SUPPORT.

DO YOU REALIZE

the importance of the indepen-

dent distributor ?

DO YOU REALIZE
is

the very

life

that the independent distributor

of competition ?

DO YOU REALIZE that
distributors others

if

there were no independent

would dictate and

tell

you how you should

run your theatre?

Our

policy

is

[

<-'i

-^

dedicated to the service of the exhibitor, the

making of box-office

pictures,

and a

fair

and square business

deal.

The co-operation we are maintaining with our current
attractions will be continued and expanded with each of our

'm

Ii

forthcoming productions.

Our hat

is

in the ring!

WARNER BROTHERS
^
M"

THE

-;xi^<^
Qy^ll^Y

.10

l

l
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Tuesday,

II

II

May

9,

1
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WARNER BROTHERS
1.

"RAGS TO RICHES"
featuring

WESLEY BARRY

"UTTLE HEROES OF THE STREEF

2.

featuring

WESLEY BARRY
(By special arrangement with Marshall Neilan)

3.

"BRASS"

The popular

novel of marriage

and

divorce written hy Charles

HARRY RAPE

Q, Norris

Productions

Exhibitors are assured the
productions as they are receii

WARNER,
1600 Broadway
iii;B|pMiiiiiNiiiiiilli;|illllllllllllllllllll>iiii'.
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1

Ill
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I
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JMING ATTRACTIONS
'4.

"MAIN STREET'

The mo5t voidid^ read and

5.

"THE BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED"

F. Scott Fitzgerald^s

'e.

remarkably successful novel of the modern flapper

"BROADWAY AFTER DARK"
A

7.

discussed novel of the year written hy Sindairhewis

stirring

melodrama of

New

York's

Broadway

"UHLE CHURCH AROUND THE CORNER"
Adapted from

the well

known

stage play of the

WARNER BROTHERS

same name

Productions

Qe co-operation with these
with our current attractions.

ROTHERS
New

York, N. Y.
ji

THE
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35S^
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These
are

METRO

'

DAILY

Tuesday,

May

9,

releases

making money
exhibitors

for

NOW

The Rex Ingram Productions,

THE

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOC-

ALYPSE—THE CONQUERING
POWER— TURN TO THE RIGHT
NAZIMOVA
Robert

Z.

in

CAMILLE

Leonard's presentations of

MAE MURRAY in PEACOCK
ALLEY and FASCINATION

These
are

METRO

going

releases

to

SOON

THE
PRISONER OF ZENDA— BLACK
ORCHIDS—TOILERS OF THE SEA
The Rex Ingram Productions,

Robert

Z.

Leonard's presentation of

MAE MURRAY

in

BROADWAY

ROSE
These and 30

OTHERS

of super-picture merit

for next season.

METRO
mmmimmm

PICT

U R E

S

CORPORATION

19i;|

i

THE

May

^sdy,

•S^HkDAILY

1922

9,

Itieater Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)
a!

—

George Monroe, of
Beatrice. Neb., lias acinterest in the Orphenm.
la.

.

l)crt.

t

jjiii

wse Deal

— Schimke
Gem

the

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

O. James Pallam has pure Lyric in AlUance.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

apids,

D.

S.

— Dan

Grand

the

1

from

Brooks
H. J.

al of Sioux Falls.

recently
Rochester.

at

II

)evirs
al

to

sold

the

Para-

eaf

Lake House Sold
THE FILM DAILY)

that

day

Ijodge.

— Glen

jhani,

Caldwell has

Tex.

— Robb

and Rowley,

of the American, have leased

Ij

Do you

operate

ill

as the

it

R.

&

agree that the Universal has stood

between you and various forms of trickery and
oppression, protecting you from trouble time

prices than others have given

Do you

feel a little grateful^ to

these years there

—

Tex. The Majestic has
eased by W. B. Palmer, proof the Liberty.

ger,

you

at higher

prices?

R.

was a sense

know

that

all

of security in the

back of your head, inspired by the Universal
and its methods and its principles?

r

Well,

Tex.— The

enville,

Crystal

is

dismantled.

—

1,

;er

of the local theaters

rs,

Tex.

—The

of

lion's

stime
rdecn,

S.

ir

theater

D.
is

—

in

F.

of

Neb.

Ankrum,

has operated

—Walter

rises.

is

celebrating

its

exchanges

its

for the

to

UNIVERSAL

summer months. The

share of the profits will go to our emthey have worked out various
of sharing their profits with YOU!

ways
I

invite

you

to!

I

ask you to!

I

URGE

YOU TO!
I hope all of you who are oldtimers
hands with the Universal and make
,

will join
this the

biggfest affair of its kind in the history of

Davis,
manager of the Palace, Des
has been appointed manager
Empress. The house is opery the Hostettler Amusement

>,

of

an

recently disposed of his inthe house.

;ings.

THE

ployees, but

being planned.

ton, Minn.
H.
or several years
ni,

of

— Erection

all

EMPLOYEES

THE FILM DAILY)

— Work

NOW

Tenth Anby cooking up some new way
hamstringing the exhibitors, but by turning

over

remodeling
has been completed.

la.

to all these

be permitted to hint in lanhigh that
IS

feet

The Universal

Palace has

forthwest Theater Changes
pecial to

"YES"

niversary, not

1.

m,

I

is

TIME TO SHOW YOUR COLORS?

owned

Arkansas Enterprises.
:sbeck,

questions, iriay

guage several

Rock, Ark.
George D.
former manager of the
has been chosen general

le

your answer

if

F.

ing pictures.

I

STAY IN THE FUTURE JUST AS IT HAS
BEEN THE STABILIZER OF THE BUSINESS IN THE PAST.
mergers keep on merging, if the producing field keeps on narrowing down to fewer
arid fewer companies, ALL THE
MORE
If

REASON WHY YOU MUST MAKE UNIVERSAL BIGGER AND STRONGER
EACH YEAR HEREAFTER AS YOU

HAVE MADE IT BIGGER AND STRONGER EACH YEAR IN THE pAST.
you get pinched! for

any time
in the future, the Universal can always produce more than enough to keep you supplied.
If

The making

experience that the Universal has, on the average, and in the long run,
given you better pictures at live-and-let-live

from Oldham and Arledge,

i:st

if

think you would be as well off tothe Universal had not licked hell out of

Do you know by

the picture house at Aurora,

j:

the time, during

after time, year after year?

Theater Changes

THE FILM DAILY)

Ark.

j-ison,

all

the would-be Film Trust of years gone by?

Robert McKay,

operated the Unique,
lining to operate the proposed
t, which
is
to be built by a

pecial to

believe the Universal has been a

help to you at any time, or

jrmerly

i»uthwest

toward the Universal?

Do you

Lake,
N.
D.
Willard
has taken over the Unique,

s-eported

feel friendly

the past ten years?

—

...s
•

Do you
Do you

—

lie

.

Theaters

Clyde Wilson has
Martz and Grand theaters

Ind.
e

No. 276.— Straight from the Shoulder
Talk by Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

THE FILM DAILY)

to

I

Two

Buys

ilson

to Exhibitors!

Dakota Theater

lys South
a

Challenge

from

uys Theater in Alliance
a\

My

Bros, have
R.
J.

D.-

S.
1

House

for S. D.

THE FILM DAILY)

to
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hope those

of

mov-

you who are

comparatively new in the business are familiar
ejiough with conditions to know that

THE

UNIVERSAL WILL BE YOUR MAIN-

pi*oduct at

of the first million-dollar pic-

showed you
our strength. There is

ture in the history of the world

our hand and part of
no limit on what Universal can do

SO LONG

AS IT GETS THE FULLEST SUPPORT
POSSIBLE FROM YOU.
Our facilities are so vast at Universal City
that we could make ALL THE PICTURES
NOW BEING MADE IN AMERICA by simply adding one company after another to our
present

staff.

Therefore, no merger or mergers can push

You can always keep your
profit-making
basis with Unitheatres on a
IF
versal product,
you

off the

map.

EVERY OTHER
EVEN
SHOULD
BUSINESS
COMPANY IN THE
REFUSE TO SUPPLY YOU.

promise clears away some of your
worries about the future and if you feel that
our record of the past has been as good a record as you yourself could have made, had you
been running the Universal, THEN COME
this

If

IN AND HELP US CELEBRATE!
The stronger your response to this call, the
more I will know you are with, and back of,
the Universab And the more I know that, the

ON

GO AHEAD AT A FASTER PACE THAN EVER!

more

I

will dare to

Are you with us and how are you going

show

it?

„

(Reproduced from The Universal Weekly)

-

to
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Fox

Tuesday,

is

May

Indep^

William Fox
brings to the attention of Exhibitors
the following list of
_

I

Super-Special Productions
which he

will release

for the
Season of 1922-1923

MONTE CRISTO
THE TOWN THAT FORGOT GOD
ACROSS THE RAINBOW
NERO

THE FAST MAIL
A LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM
LIGHTS OF NEW YORK
A FOOL THERE WAS
AND ANOTHER
Before you

(TO BE

ANNOUNCED)

your theatre up for next year
you must be informed regarding- these SuperSpecial Productions.
The Fox Branch Managers now have contracts for these Super-Special
attractions for your theatre for the next season.

Apply

for

tie

Information

to

any Fox Exchange or

May

15
9,

1922

I

mce and Strength

Fox

Film

Corporation

during the season of 1922-1923
Will present the following stars in

Feature Productions of Highest Merit
William Farnum

in

Tom Mix

in

John

Gilbert

in

Charles Jones

in

Dustin Farnum
Shirley Mason
William Russell

in
in

in

2 Pictures
8 Pictures
8 Pictures
8 Pictures
6 Pictures
8 Pictures
3 Pictures

Fox Film Corporation will also release Short subjects
Box - Office attractiveness as follows:
of superior

Lupino Lane
Clyde Cook
Al St. John

3 Comedies
in 3 Comedies

in

in 8

Comedies

I
26
26

SUNSHINE COMEDIES

one every second week
JEFF Pictures released one every second week and
released twice each week
released

MUTT AND
FOX NEWS

e

Fox Booth,

in QsJk^w^^.^
.

M

D. C.

THE

e^Hk
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Tuesday, Maj

Greetings to Exhibitors
LOUIS B. MAYER
Amenca's Foremost Independent Producer
Offers

JOHN

Current Releases

M. STAHL

PRODUCTIONS "Song of Life"
FRED NIBLO PRODUCTIONS
First Production in June
REGINALD BARKER PROD.
First Production in July
ANITA STEWART PROD.
"The Woman He Married"

WATCH! WAIT! HOLD OPEN DATES!
"The Child Thou Gavest Me" Packed Them

The

"The Song of Life" Now Going Strong

When Masked

Thrill

LOUIS

The

Avenilers Ride

B.MAYER

presents-

JUlU y.^Mfc| Production

Specially selected cast including

MILTON

CLAIRE WINDSOR, HENRY WALTHALL,
IRENE RICH, JOSEPH DOWLING, DORIS PAWN,
SILLS,

ANNETTE DE

FOE,

AND OTHERS

Book ^^One Clear Call'' for extra days

A First National Attraction
LOUIS
6 West 48th

Street,

New

York

B.

MAYER

ENTERPRISES,

.oHIl^

%>sf,o/

Inc.

3800 Mission Road, Los

Angeles, Calif.

i

THE

lifluesday,

May

9,

iBi<

DAILY
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The Photoplay Magazine Medal of Honor for the best picture released
was awarded to Cosmopolitan Productions for "Humoresque"

What Was
of

Honor

will again

be awarded for the best photoplay of the year.

In 1920 the distinction was accorded

Which was
The

Yes,

if

Who

is

to

—but

judge

—

critics, editors,

are readers of Photoplay.

The medal

whom

will

New York — a

only as individuals making

The
a

of the best picture will

be the greater millions for

who

in particular, the

more discriminating

of

them

be of solid gold, similar to the 1920

beautiful

and

& Company

of

artistic tribute as well as

a deeply significant honor.

up screendom's great following.

The judges

—

c^ward and will be executed by Tiffany

of the profession?

they wish

?

made

Humoresque.

the best picture of 1921?

best picture!

members

to

920

the Best Picture

Released in 1921
The Photoplay Magazine Medal

in 1

all

very properly

good pictures are

full particulars,

suggested

list

the conditions for voting, with

of best pictures,

points for judgment, voting coupons and full instructions will appear in the July Photoplay.

Photoplay Magazine
James R. Quirk, Editor
25 West 45th

Street

an outline of the

New York

City

DAILY

SIDELIGHTS

Work

True Steam Roller Tactics Used By
Executive Committee in Framing

— After

working 18
hours and not waiting for John
Mannheimer's proposed plan, the constitution and by-laws for the organization have been prepared. It is un-

Washington

—

derstood that there was a very nice
point raised when the question of
their adoption developed, but that
they were pushed through and adopted by the executive committee in
true steam roller fashion.

Up to the moment the contents of
the constitution and by-laws have not
It is understood,
l)een made public.
however, that they call for several
interesting changes in the workings
of the organization, one of which will
be that although each state will have
the right to work out its own zone
organizations that this will in no

manner preclude the president of the
national organization from either appointing, or granting the right for a

any zone to anyone.
This would allow for absolute free-

special unit in

of operation by any unit in any
section independent of the regular
For instance, if a large
state unit.
chain theater operator, such as Ruben and Finkelstein wanted their own
and had sufficient reason to
unit,

dom

A

9, 1

Here's a Thought
John Evans Wonders Whether
Chains Have Something To I

With Business

Them
(Staff Correspondence)

May

and By-Laws Prepared

Constitution
After 18 Hours'

Tuesday,

Bit Personal

and Pithy About the People
Making History

Who

Are

g

Falling Off

(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

—John

S.

Evans, PI

i.

delphia, has an interesting angle n
the falling off of business. J s

John:
from starting something right in the
"I wonder if the public hasn't n
hotel where the convention is set.
rived in cars. One
first to But how moving him to another hotel impression that the 'trust' idea
n
show up was R. A. Pramer and Mrs. will prevent this will prove interesting our business? And I wonder if t
has anything to do with the fal g
Pramer who motored all the way to watch.
off that most of us have experien
from Omaha, leaving there last FriI know that baseball business is
day and reaching here on Tuesday
They made Mike O'Toole of the far better than it was last year oI
last.
Mrs. Pramer did a lot of the
Comerford organization chairman of know that the soda water busines
s
driving and enjoyed it.
the Publicity Committee. And then,
improved. I know that the ca y
to make certain that he had no time
makers aren't making a noise c r
Another lady driver who made a
to serve in this capacity, they made
bad business. So you see everytl g
record was Mrs. E. H. Bingham who
him a member of so many other com- hasn't been hit.
was at the wheel almost from the mittees that the newspaper people
time she and her husband left Indian"But in towns or cities wher a
wandered around with their tongues
apolis.
At Zanesville, Ohio, where out, trying
chain of theaters is operated it doe t
to find something they
they rode into a rainstorm Mrs. Bingtake the community long to rea e
could print.
ham took the wheel and piloted the
The room is quite large but it is some things. For instance I thk
through the Cumberland
car
all
that the people of Chicago know
all messed up with big pillars which
Mountains, finally reaching WashingBalaban & Katz have an import t
make
seeing and hearing difficult.
ton at 5 o'clock last Thursday after
chain, and that if they can't see e
being on the road over two days.
big pictures in one of the Katz ftoi s
As one wit said: "An uncorking that they may have trouble to e
But despite the hard grind and gogood
time
was
held
all."
by
ing up and coming down mountain
them elsewhere. So if they d(
(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

—Lots

of the
of the

boys

ar-

i;

1.

1

—

t

weather, without
like the policy of that managem t
Placard in the Occidental Hotel res- they stay away. And doesn't
chains, is no child's play
Mrs. Bingham was as fresh as a daisy when she taurant where many of the visitors same condition apply in any
brought the car to a stop before the feed:
where the conditions are like tl
"Controversies of all kind only Isn't it true in Minneapolis wh
hotel.
operate
could
work it through they
serve to continue excitement and pas- Ruben & Finkelstein operate; in
independently of the unit of the WisLawrence Goldman was in tough sion." (Signed) Robert E. Lee.
^
Francisco where Roth owns
consin unit.
his
To which a facetious delegate add- ch^in and Turner & Dahnken luck.
Late Thursday night
throat became sore and on Friday he ed::
It is understood that this idea has
other? In Boston where Gordons
"Yes; but controversies are the in control; in New Orleans wh
been developed because a certain was so hoarse that he could not make
But he finally got a life of exhibitor organizations."
large chain theater operator refused himself heard.
Saengers are running things, j
to work through the state unit with little relief and was able to make the
even in Philadelphia where the St
which he has been identified but pre- waiters hear him when he wanted
It was so warm Sunday morning ley Company is in control?
I th c
ferred to send his quota for dues, etc., food.
that many of the early risers went out it is. And maybe this is someth ;
to the Home Office, in New York,
and bought straw bonnets. The felt for all of us to think about."
practically ignoring his own state orSomeone asked Glenn Harper of stuf? was all wrong. R. A. Pramer
"All big interests have a right
ganization.
Los Angeles what time the executive was happy. He didn't have to buy live, exist and progress. But if lo
is
it
his.
He won it. So did Jim Grain- and smaller exhibitors are hampeil
committee was to meet.
The constitution, assuming
"Oh, exhibitors' time," he replied. ger. And Billy Brandt was the un- it
adopted by the convention, will also
perhaps spells disfavor by the pi
play havoc with the unit rule of vot- "And what is exhibitors* time?" he lucky victim who paid for it. Don't lie to the entire industry that no lai
York
State
between
ask
who paid for Pramer's. That's interests can regain or detain."
was asked. "Somewhere in
ing as adopted by New
convention. Under the when we should meet and when we embarrassing.
last
its
at
plan invoked any delegate will have do," said Glenn, with n smile. And
Harper is one of
R. D. Craver is on hand with a lot
the right to vote as he pleases, re- he should know.
gardless of the remainder of his bro- the oldest troupers attending exhibit- of happy Tarheels. More of R. D.
I have funds available for comlater.
ors' conventions.
ther delegates.
pleted negatives
Select has Max Milder here from
Jack Connolly of the distributors
H. BERNSTEIN
Philadelphia. Also Jack Woody and organization, is around the lobby
Mastbaum Due Today
Broadway
1476
Phil
Selzmeeting a lot of the boys, many of
his personal representative
(Staff Correspondence)
they
Siegel.
nick.
Henry
Also
So
whom
Phone
Bry. 6653
he
is
on
very
friendly
terms.
preMastbaum,
Jules
Washington
Jack's happy smile was working oversident of the Stanley Co. of America, are pretty well in the limelight.
time.
is expected here today.
Peter J. Brady of New York, one
of the American Federation leaders,
Jimmy Grainger was so important
But he says that he isn't in- Sunday night that he had to dine with
is here.
The Banquet
terested in the picture problems; that friend wife at the Washington Coun(Staff Correspondence)
he is really at work on the A. F. of try Club. Just to show his importWashington The dinner, or ban- L. annual meeting which takes place ance he arranged with Mickey Neilan
quet, scheduled for tomorrow night, here in about two weeks.
for a cable to be sent to him.
Everypromises to be interesting. Several
body gets telegrams and is paged for
hundred Congressmen and Senators,
At the Hotel Washington some of them but the cablegram boy was a
Darcy & Wolford, of New
as well as members of the President's the trade paper publishers who had ten strike.
York, offer their collection of
Cabinet have been invited, and inas- reservations found they could not get
And later Jim said it was very improven stage successes for
much as the banquet hall only seats their rooms. And immediately they portant.
PICTURE PRODUCTION.
about 700 it means that some dele- hinted black thoughts at what Sydney
gates will not be able to have places Cohen had "done" to them.
The registration booth opened Sunin case all of the officials attend.
day.
M.
Proved very busy. Reason
Incidentally Sam Berman, who was t\yo very pretty girls were working.
It is interesting to friends of Sena6059 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, California
tor Walker that he hasn't been invited supposed to room at the Washington Trust Brylawski.
He knows how to
Telephone Holly 484
Perhaps the interest exhibitors.
to attend the banquet, and they aren't found he was switched.
Coast Representative
hesitating about talking about it.
idea back of this was to prevent Sam
DANNY.
roads

in
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BOX OFFICE TITLES
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by Cohen

(Continued from Page

and at various times durreading of his annual report,
clearly evident that he has
endous following among the
The delegates cheered
lies.
ipon numerous occasions.
At
int the shouts filled the hall
declared
that
the
Cohen
of cowardice made against
re untrue, that he had never
coward, or a grafter and that
never touched a cent belongthe national organization.
hall

1

.

L

1)

.

The Walker

Situation

executive
teemen and others here insist
convention shall not be disby the "row," as the}- term it.
the New Yorkers.
By this
of

the

delegates,

There were between 600 and 700

that producers would cooperate under
such a plan. In discussing the work
of the M. P. T. O. Department of
Public Service, considerable detail

in mind: the disruption of the national
organization.
He made direct reference to the statement made by Walker that he had been stabbed in the

tremendous cheering which lasted for
about three minutes. As soon as the
orchestra, furnished by Harrj' Cran-

was entered upon.

departed, there was further wild
cheering for Cohen, prior to the conIt was
vention getting under way.
noted that Frank Rembusch was
seated with the Indiana delegation.
Upon the stage were Cohen, Senator
Owen, Mr. Cannon, the Parliamentarian of the House of Congress, Joe
Mogler, Sidney Brylawski, Sam Bullock and others.
The invocation was read by the

The
Cohen

back and said:
"I was not stabbed in the back, but
in the front and cut up and down and
ever\- other way by the representatives of the producer interests.
I
have been charged with cow-ardice.
1
don't know what cowardice means.
I
have been on the level."

men and women

in

the

hall

when

Cohen arrived with Senator Robert
There was
L. Owen of Oklahoma.

dall,

Rev. Dr. Montgomery, Chaplain of
Immediately after Cohen
Congress.
praised Brylawski and the convention
committee for all its work, and called
Big
refer to the split from Cohen of Brylawski to the platform.
'i\
and Herman, who, they say,
Brylawski Asks for Harmony
charge of Walkers campaign.
1, declare, some with a lot of heat.
Brylawski had hardly got under
irCohen has done great work. That way in his address before it became
managed to build up the noticeable that he asked for harmony
^t exhibitor organization ever
on the part of the delegates. He then
ether.
They admit that Syd- introduced the members of the local
--

t

use in the upbuilding of the orization everything else might easirie sacrificed, and could wel afford
e up to thi stime.
jt they also argue that because
B'
.

I
'

eilly

and Walker

have

and

Berman

some

differences with
|iiey, and while they declare they
ore this, on the other hand they
nt

,

le

.

Suggests Service Stations
suggestion

was

made

by

that the organization establish
a series of service stations in each
exchange city throughout the country
with
special
a
representative
in
charge,
under supervision of the

New

York

headquarters.
Cohen
stated that such stations would help
exhibitors rid themselves of deposits
and secure a more equitable and just
form of contract. Service to schools
and non-theatrical exhibitors must
go, Cohen declared, and a more beneficial system of exploitation aids be
established for exhibitors. He pledged the entire resources and influence
of the M. P. T. O. against the trustification of the industr}' by any one

clement or combination of elements
in
it
and condemned political and
commercial control of the screen.

Condemnation

the advertising of
distributors
w-as
voiced by Cohen, who stated that the
money spent in that manner might
certain

of

national

all of whom were cheered,
Harry Crandall. He was
followed by Theodore L. Hayes, of more fruitfully be expended in local
been done can be overlooked, Minneapolis, who thanked the com- newspapers, and in a manner de-

some faults, and add that he
been, perhaps, at times badly ad1.
They declare that whatever

J

committee

especialh-

mittee for

its

work.

fere \\ ith
convention.

that when
have travelled this far that they

They say

waste their time upon personal
no matter who is involved, and
iuse of this they will proceed with
convention, even if it is necesto inciyr the enmity of the New
k organization, and dispense with
services of Senator Walker, who,
tdmit, had much to do with carrythe message and helping build the
lot

s,

r

ibitor organization.

Delegates Uninstructed
'radically all of the delegates are
istructed, but a number of them
on record for Cohen whether inicted or not.

MINDS 5UTA SINGLE lUOUdHTAO HEACrS THAT BEAT AS ONEvVO

— dlMM)^

signed to bring the nublic into the
exhibitors'

Letter from President Harding
E. H. Bingham, of Indiana, was
called to the platform to read a letter
which President Harding sent to the

convention.

The President deplored

attend and declared
that the exhibitors were moving in
his

inability

to

any way the right direction
the smooth running of toward helping the

that this shall not in

19

in

their

theaters.

betterment

of

told of al-

Touches on Walker Controversy

It was upon
work annual report,

public service. He said that the motion picture possessed vast potentialities, and was gratified to know that
the plans of the exhibitor for public
service had materialized as outlined,
believing they were a step forward
to assist educational forces in this
country.
In his brief address Senator Owen,
of Oklahoma informed the exhibitors
that they were in a position to render
a greater service than any other force
in this country, bar none.

He

leged graft in lithop'raphs and posters,
and placed the M. P. T. O. on record
as being opposed to physical distribution through express companies.

the completion of the
that Cohen made his
first reference to the 'Walker controversy when he said "a deplorable
controversy has developed in the past
few weeks." Then step by step, he
recited in full detail the differences

this

.\t

moment. Cohen was
a voice from the

rupted

by

which

said:

"We know

interfloor

it."

Attempting to continue Cohen said:
"My former friend, Sam Berman, was
out west and again came an interruntion from somewhere in the hall

—

when

a voice shouted out
"Judas."

"We

want

the

specific,

definite

charges of crookedness filed here."
continued Cohen.
"We want all
cards on the table." It was then that
Cohen invited Walker to address the
convention.
did everything
"I
I
could for harmony," he said. "That
controversy was started to distract
the convention from its im^jortant
work.
Don't let them draw a red
herring across our trail."
Tremendous cheers greeted these
remarks and from one corner of the
room came a shout:
"W^e can get another Jimmy Walker but we can't get another Sydney
Cohen."
Steffes then introduced his resolution

inviting

Walker

to

speak,'

and

following the motion of Leo Brecher,
the meeting closed its first day's
session.

New

Assistant for

Hays

WMll H. Hays, has selected as one
which have developed between himhis special assistants Ralph Hayes,
self and
Senator Walker and de- of
president of the Cleveland Trust
scribed
the
"sweet things' which vice
who
was assistant to Newton D.
Co.,
Walker said about him at the inBaker while the latter was Secretary
stallation dinner of the T. 'O. C. C.
of War.
Hayes has been granted a
at the Ritz on April 20, as peculiarly
Icrive of absence by his bank.
significant when at the very moment
Hays is assembling his staff. AnSam I. Berman was in Pittsburgh
Charles C.
"brutall_v and untruthfully assailing other special assistant,
Pettijohn, comes from the industry.
me"
Cohen's Report
"False, foul and untruthful state- Kirk L. Russell, who has just joined
Cohen's annual report was exceed- ments have been made about me," the staff, for several years was an
He then continued dis- official of the Post Office Department.
ingly lengthy and took considerable he declared.
Haves is no relation to Mr. Havs
steps
cussing
the
by which the contime to read.
Extracts from it will
appear in a subsequent issue, but troversy grew until the time when the
among the more important points special committee of the M. P. T. O.
made was one relative to the fight of had forwarded Walker's dismissal.
the M. P. T. O. in removing the 5% He stressed the point that the men
rental tax, which Cohen estimated, on the committee thought the matter
meant a saving of $6,000,000 a year was one that should more properly
He delved into the be taken up in Washington than in
for exhibitors.
adjustment of grievances with First New York, and cited the name of
National and Famous Players, the Harry H. Buxbaum, whom he called
consideration of which will be taken a special detective, through whom the
up at a special time and considered information came that Cohen was
playing handball the day when Walas a special order of business.
i'll te:li,/>^
At one point, he indicated that the ker attacked him (Cohen), at the T.
-THE sNdaz.'bAF
^I. P. T. O. would form its own O. C. C. luncheon at the Astor.
VOU OOGANirED
LlkiE" MICHIGAN
board of review in order to pass judgDisruption
Talks
of
you'd get S^OME
ment on pictures and set what the
WHEREf
controlling board deemed a satisHe went on to say that the trade
factorjexhibition value.
In this paper reports of the entire discussion
C^^siconnection, the intimation was made were handled with only one object

/
-^S^
^-^0

DAILY
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Among Those
Many

Familiar

Present

Names

—

Washington Register
New York Crowd

—

Registered
the
W'asliington
at
Hotel Washington are Sydney S. Cohen; C. C. Griffin, Oakland, Cal., C.
A. Lick, Ft. Smith, Ark.: C. W. Gates,
Alierdeen, S. Dakota; Jacob Lourie,
Boston; A. C. Havman, Niagara
Falls; G. A. Roberts, Albany, N. Y.;
John S; Evans, Philadelphia; Col. H.
B. ^^a^ne^, Lexington, N. C; L. J.
Claude
Louisville,
Ky.
Dittraar.
Cady, Lansing, Mich.; E. H. Bingham. Indianapolis; Glenn Harper,
Los Angeles; W. D. Burford, Aurora. Ill; E. M. Fay, Providence, R.
I.;
H. H. Lustig, Cleveland; E. T.
Peter, Dallas; W. A. Steffes, Minne•

;

the other
Walter Vincent, of

registrants

are

Wilmer & VinYork; Charles L. Hamer,
N. Y.; Arthur James, New
York. Roger Ferri, New York, Earl
G. X'andiver, Kennett, Mo.; Henry
Bieberson Jr., Delaware, Ohio; Joe
Mogler, St. Louis; Miss R. Hennington, Saginaw, Mich. L. S. Rothenberg,
Brookline, Mass.; H. B. Franklin,
Buffalo; Fred J. Dolle, Louisville; W.
W. Whitson, San Diego, Cal., Harry
Handel, Pittsburg Nathan Friedberg,
Pittsburg; J. M. Seider. New York;
H. C. Horater, Toledo; F. J. Rem-

New

cent,
Ithaca,

busch, Shelbyville. Ind.; R. F. WoodPeter Magaro.
hull, Dover, N. J.;
Harrisburg, Pa.
From Brooklyn are registered Mr.
and Mrs. M. Barr Mr. and Mrs. A.
Barr; Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Feldman;
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Eisenstadt; Mr.
and Mrs R. Sanders; Mr. and Mrs.
AI. F. Sandman Mr. and Mrs. John
Mannheimer; Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
Perlman and Mr. and Mrs S. S.
Mannheimer.
Also present are Mr. and Mrs.
David Keizerstein, Bayonne; Joe

New

York;

L.

A.

Burnstine,

Springfield, 111:; H. P. Dauson, BeaBenton, Saratoga
ver Falls, Pa.;
Springs, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs W. H.
Linton, Utica, N. Y.; Jules Michaels,

Wm.

9,

]

Hays May Go
—

Receives Wire Inviting Him to m
ner No Record of Previov

Some

of the

crowd wanted

to bet.

On

the presidential elec-

And

being regular sports they were making the odds.
Some thought that Sydney should be a 5 to 4 favorite. Over
the field. But they were told that he should be 2 to 1 over the
field.
And 5 to 1 over Walker. This was last night. And of
course betting odds fluctuate.
So the odds may be dififerent.
As you are reading this.
tion.

(Staff Correspondence)

will

THE BETTING

of the executive
or the board of directors.

committee
In the Michigan delegation at the
Washington arc W. W. Slocum; R.
Fisher; W. H. White and wife; Arthur Bear; J. E. Niebes and wife; J.
C. Ritter; Fred Rumler and wife H.
T. Halt and wife, all of Detroit; Miss
Cleo Whitehead. Eaton Rapids; J. R.
Denison and wife, Monroe; H. M.
Richey and wife; J. F. Wierth and
wife. Ann Arbor Glenn Cross, Battle
Creek; W. S. McLaren, Jackson; Phil
Gleichman, Detroit; W. S. Butterfield,
Battle Creek; Miss Freda Levine, Detroit; and several others.

I'crl.

try to tell his .'^.ti)ry today.
Sydney
Cohen or one of his friends is going to tell the Cohen side of the
And when the shooting is all over. Everybody will know
story.
where they stand. The chances are that after Walker finishes.
He is going to take the train back to New York. Unless the convention acts on whatever he says.
Dependent upon what happens. At the conclusion of the
Walker address. Depends whether or not Sydney S. Cohen will
be re-elected. Cohen's friends insist that regardless of what
^^"alker says. There will be no other candidate and that Sydney
wilh be re-elected unanimotisly. On the other hand some of the
Walker adherents say that maybe this may happen. But it's
only a maybe. At all events. Today promises to be the big day
of the convention.

members

Among

May

Message Here

Jimmy Walker

(Staff Correspondence)

apolis; all

Day

Today*s the

on Hotel
Large

Tuesday,

THAT HAYS INVITATION

Washington— Will H. Havagain invited yesterday to atti
M. P. T. O. dinner in the Salo
Nations, of the Washington t(
i

row

Upon

night.

receipt

of

mation from the publication

1^.

or

or
'

e

THE FILM

of
DAILY, New
to the effect that Mr. Hays at

had not received any invitatit
convention committee sent a \\
invitation and a letter later to
firm

rk

oi

it.

Courtland Smith, of the Hav
stated over the tele

o'anizafion

from his home at Irvington-(
Hudson, last night that Mr.
had received a wire at 2:30 yes'
afternoon, signed by W. A.
chairman of the M. P. T. O. c<
tion committee in which True
a previous wire, which he saidj
gone out on Friday had evVJJ
gone astray. In this message Tr
peated the invitation to Mr. j:]
which, he said, was embodied
first wire.
Mr. Smith said botll
Western Union and Postal o
could find no trace of a previous

f

To attend the dinner. Tomorrow night. Really is a trieram in their files. Hays ansv'i
umph for Ed Bingram. Of Indianapolis. Ed comes from Hays' True
stating, he would attemj
state.
And knows what he is. And what he can do. And he cancel his Wednesday
appointn
'

i

carried the idea right through.
Against the well-known ideas.
Of a number of cominitteemen. Bingham had a simple arguinent
fair play. The only argument that has been advanced for
Hays. And his organization. By those interested in the general
welfare. Of the industrv.

in

order to attend the dinner.

—

DANNY.

Amusement

This for
How

the Ladies Will Amuse Themselves WhUe the Delegates

Are

at

Work

(Staff Correspondence)

—

Some changes in
have been made in the enter-

Washington

Wednesday:

Sightseeing

trin

•

— Frank

Rembi!!
exhi a
circles dropped in unexpectedly
day afternoon. Frank has it

known

House at 1 P. M. All making this
must be at the White House by
12:30 at the executive mansion en-

visit

theater, 13th
courtesy of

symphony

in

J.

national

Friday:

and F

Sts.,

through the

Marcus Loew.

Special

orchestra.

Tour

of public

Brandt Receives Gift
(Staff Correspondence)

—

^^'ashington
Yesterday mor
Billy Brandt, of the T.-O. C. Cje
ceived a handsome bill-fold, on w
w-as an engraved gold plate gi|

him

a

life

honorary members'

the organization.

buildings

morning.
Afternoon, ball game,
Cleveland vs. Washington; ladies

Independents on Hand

in

free.

(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

—

Among

the

il

Reception and dance, with special pendent producers and distribvS
entertainment, in the evening at the on hand are Charlie Burr and B«i
Hotel Washington.
Fineman.

Ray
President

in

Cadillac cars around city and Rock
Creek Park. Points of interest to be
Buffalo;
Samuel Suckno, Albany; announced by chauffeurs. Trip will
(ieorge Roberts. Albany; Jaines L. take about two hours. Partv to leave
Ryan, Wurlitzer Co., New York; at 2 o'clock from steps at South end
George B. Smith, New York; How- of Treasury Bldg., opposite Hotel
ard J. Smith, Buffalo; H. W. Scherer, Washington.
Johnstown, Pa.; Morris Needles, New
In the evening, banquet at Hotel
York; L. Geller, New York; Bernard Washington.
Edclhertz, New York Alton Bradbury, New York; Mr. and Mrs. Ben- A. Elliott. Hudson N. Y.: Mr. and
jamin Apple, Troy, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. O'Reilly. New York;
Mrs. Sidney Otner, Troy, N. Y.; Mr. M. O'Toole, Harrisburg, Pa., Edward
and Mrs Sydney Samuelson, Newton, Manus. New York; and many others
N. J.; M. B. Horwitz, Cleveland, including Tack Alicoate and Toe DanOhio; J. J. Kingston, Salamanaca, nenbcre fDanny") of THE FILM
N. Y.; J. J. Rubens. Aurora, 111.; A. DAILY, New York.

Washington

well

At 8:30 P. M. a special perform- peared at an exhibitors' national
ance will be given at the Capitol thea- since Cleveland where he and tl..
ter, Penna. Ave. and 11th Sts. Vaude- hen organization came to the pa;
ville and pictures.
of the ways. Just what can be
Thursday Ladies to meet Presi- pected from his visit will prov
dent and Mrs. Harding at the White interest.

time
tainment program since first drawn. trance.
Todav there will be a sightseeing
In the evening at 11 P. M. there
trip to Mt. Vernon and the Arlington will be a special showing of "The
National Cemetery over the Wash- Prisoner of Zenda" at Loew's Palace
ington-\'irginia railway.
The trains
leave at 1 P. M. from the station at
12th and Pennsvlvania Aves., opposite the Hotel Raleigh.
The party
will return at 530 P. M.
All deles-ates. wifes and visitors have been
invited to attend a special performance of "Smilin' Through" at Harrv
Crandall's Metropolitan theater, 10th
and F Sts. Special music will be rendered.

Rembusch Here
(Staff Correspondence)

Cannot Attend

(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

— When

the

Rockett, producer of "F
is also hob-nobbiiiL

with Care,"
the boys.

special

committee headed by Sydney Cohen
waited on President Harding Saturday they learned that the President
would not be able to attend any of
the sessions of the exhibitors, or the
dinner tomorrow night. He expressed his regrets.

'Frisco After

Next Meeting

(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

—

San Franciscc
convention. R. jL
Webb was the first of the Cal
nians to put in his appearance i(
with him developed a strong caso
a large lot of orange pendants,
dolled up with poppies and a tin
script which read something a1?i
'Frisco for next year. Webb was(«
corating all the coat lapels with tB'
adornments 15 minutes after he reh
ed the Washington.
after

the

next

i

F.

I.

L.

M. Club Well Represented
(.Staff

Correspondence)

Washington— The F. I. L. M. Club
of New York is well represented by
Sam Zierler, Sam Echman, Ike Chadwick and Henry Siegel.

—

iTHE

7AeiSiOQ(m

^ff brAdstreet
9/" FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XX
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Wednesday,

No. 40

"Blue" Sunday Moving the Right
Lord's

of

Jim

^Aggressive

mer

Day

—Plan

Alliance

Campaign This Sum-

Preparation for Fall
irhe directors of the Lord's Day
jliance have decided to demand a
I

in

Way

President Harding Sees Industry
Traveling Along Right Road as
Aid in Public Service

Price 5 Cents

Walker-Cohen Controversy Comes Out
Open Senator Leaves the Film
Industry

—The text of President

Page

(Continued on

including Michigan, Illinois
Minnesota. The work is also be-

*ates,

(By Danny)

13)

—

Washington Following the complete vindication, of Sydney
Cohen and State Senator James J. Walker in connection with
the controversy which has waged in the M. P. T. O. of A.,
and which has threatened to disrupt it, harmony prevails at the
S.

As

a result of yesterday's session, it is expected
be re-elected to the presidency in all probability,
without any opposition. If his re-election should come as a

convention.
that

Cohen

will

unanimous action on the part

plause.

in the indusdid not care to be quoted re-

At the close of Walker's long
speech the details of which will be
found below, he stated he was leav-

arked yesterday that the Lord's Day
lliance directors have developed a
abit of
meeting every month or
lore often, and passing new sets of

musements.

m

condemning

would come

Walker, Brandt offered the amendment to include the Senator. This
was seconded by Sydney S. Cohen
and carried after a display of excitement which was then drowned by ap-

[A well-known figure

^solutions

it

The session closed with the passage of a motion made by
Mike O'Toole and amended by Billy Brandt, voting confidence
in both Cohen and Walker, and including a suggestion that the
controversy between them be considered at an end. Following
the original motion by O'Toole which made no mention of

carried into the Rocky Mountain
igion and into the South, and in all
jese places it is planned to carry on
Icampaign for a better Sabbath.

who

of the delegates,

as no surprise.

ig

y

in

—

stringent

j

id

1922

(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

enforcement of the Harding's letter to Sydney S. Cohen
listing Sunday laws and to that end in which the President expressed the
Ive pledged themselves to renew thought that the industry was moving
t\T campaign against all Sabbath in the right direction in aiding public
.'orts
and amusements which are service is as follows:
inducted for commercial purposes,
"In extending greeting to the national conhiday baseball and Sunday motion vention of Motion Picture Theater Owners,
I take pleasure in expressing my conviction
|;tures are on the banned list.
that your organization is moving in precisely
[The Alliance is extending its ac- the right direction in seeking to open lines
Just as the press, though
fities to all parts of the country of public service.
of necessity a business enterprise first, is
[d in the summer campaign will be
always a potent force in behalf of the public
eparing for a new assault on the interest, so I am very sure that the screen
will most securely establish itself as an ac'-'gislatures which meet next winter.
'A new headquarters is being open- cepted and useful factor in national life, in
proportion as it shall recognize its duty m
in Chicago to push the work in the
behalf of the widest concerns of the communiddle West, an organization is be- ity.
It possesses potentialities of vast serTo fail in
g launched in Indiana and plans are vice, civic, educational, moral.
achieving as much as possible along these
veloping
for
work
in
other
Ore

10,

HARMONY

A.LL
^f^at'l

May

ing the motion picture industry for
all

Sunday

He

After the long session had

time.

ttrminated, there

expressed the opinthat the American people would

was

a feeling that

the controversy had definitely ended.

ave something tangible and definite
) say
about the shuttmg of? of their
leasures on Sunday, if the talked-of
ampaign should develop to a point
here it became serious.

Some

regret

had stated
left

was heard

in his

that

Walker

address that he had

the business forever.

At the hour of going to
executive committee was

press, the
in

session

-illian

determining whether the election
should be held today or tomorrow.
Confusion was caused, following
the passage of the confidence motion

The office of John Golden admitted
esterday that Miss Gish and others
ave been negotiating for the film

a motion was made to place a
vote of confidence in the executive
committee. Wild turmoil prevailed
for a time and was only ended when
Burford of Aurora, 111. moved to adjourn the session. The meeting then
closed with Mike O'Toole in the

Gish in "Three
(Special to

Wise Fools?"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles The Times says that
Gish will produce "Three
Vise Fools" and that she will both
irect and star in it.

ights

cnied

"Three Wise Fools" but
that any deal had been closed.
to

when

"The audience ate it
"Great Title— Great Cast—Great Entertainment."
up" said Manager Flagg, of the Playhouse, Westfield, N. J., where Edwin Carewe's "I
the Law" had its first public showing. The biggest
independent picture available this season distributed by Affiliated, and the
territories are going
fast.
Advt.

—

Am

—

—

—

—

chair.

(Continued on Page 12)
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Selections from "The Merry Widow" are
played as the Cameo overture this week.
The news reel is next and following- that
comes "Ramblers Three," a Post Nature picture.
K. Levienne and R, Steinberg play a
duet on the 'cello and flute, using Titl's
"Serenade" as the selection.
Bessie Gerard
sings the "My Hero" song from "The Chocolate Soldier."
The feature is Betty Blythe
in "His Wife's Husband."
"Ask Father," a
Harold Lloyd reissue, is the comedy.

Low

High
F. P.-L.

do

pf.

\*Goldwyn

..

815^

..

94^

.

8j4

79}i
94J4
8J^

TJriffith

Loew's

:

....

16%

16

3,500

8j4

1,500

Not quoted
3,000

1654

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Quotations by H. Content

\

100

&

Co.

Exposition in Australia

A

Fox Film

will have seven star se1922-1923 schedule. There
will be 14 specials, as noted, and the
usual complement of short reels.
The star groups will be as follows:

William Farnum

Tom Mix

two

in

Its^reat!'

in eight.

Audiences like

in eight.

Charles Jones in eight.
Dustin Farnum in six.

Mason

Shirley

Rialto

reissue, closes

bill.

Rivoli

the

Horseracine
BasabaLL "

in eight.

regular bi-weekly issues of

Fox

News.

As

noted, there will be 14 specials
The Fox orgatiization announces eight of these at the moment
as follows:
told.

all

"Monte Cristo," "The Town That
God Forgot," "Across the Rainbow,"
"Nero," "The Fast Mail," "A Little
Child Shall Lead Them," "Lights of
New York" and "A Fool There Was."
A change in plans has been made

"Alessandro Stradella" is the Rivoli overture.
The pictorial. is next and then comes a
dance interlude in which Marjorie Peterson
performs to the ballet music from "Faust."
The feature is "Beyond the Rocks," with
Gloria Swanson and Rudolf Valentino.
Following it Mary Fabian, soprano, sings the
aria from "La Forza del Destino."
"The
Paleface," a Buster Keaton comedy, is the
last number on the bill.

of the Apollo and
the Rainbow" will
start its run at the Apollo on Tuesday instead of "The Town That God
Forgot." "Nero" goes into the Lyric

Other Theaters

STUDIO FOR RENT

"Orphans
second week

Tennis
SwimrriLn^

WILL BE TOLD ABOUT

»SPOR
REVIEV
Edited bi/

SHERLOCK

HOLMES

Short Reel Features
THRU OUR

CR.ANTLAND

for

Wiss Brothers' Artclass P/dur.

May

beginning

Two

22.

607

W.

43rd

— Beekman

Apply

ALLEN
St.,

N. Y. C.

Longacre 0298

FINANCE
RELEASE PRINTS

in

any quantity

Highest grade printing quality.
stock used exclusively.

Easy payments on the

EastPhone Longacre 3448

INSTALLMENT PLAN

can be arranged.

Charle:

Authorized Rental Agents for M.

&

We

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
128

Reg. U.

West 52nd

New York

St.,

have funds available for completed negatives

BERNARD

Lights to

are in a position to handle your

requirements

We

also

313

W.

on

locations

or

in

H.

BERNSTEIN

Broadway
Phone Bry. 6653

PHONE
EbPyANT 5576

lii in

s

!•(

supply cables and plugging IM

44th Street

New

Yorkji(

NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT"

OxmWWflUi lABORMDRIES

1476

H

City

S. Pat. Off.

WE
I

J

Co.

Wohl Lamps and Spot

(RcLl^

.0

MOTION PICTURE SERVICE

NATIONAL ADVERTISING!

f^^uj^tuynal

N. Y.

St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AJ
MOTION PICTURE INDU&

from 40 up.

man raw

9091

Section.

rental.

F. E.

Phone

Equipped.

Stages.

Times Square

Low

Dietz Leaving on Vacatio
Dietz of Goldwyn
today for
Jamaica where h(
spend a 10 days' vacation.

Howard

119 Fulton

finance

R.IC.

Produced bijJACK. EAT Oh

the opening
Lyric.
"Across

of the .Storm"
is
closing its
at the Strand.
The Criterion is

We

Polo

Show them

TWENTY- FOUR
of

GoL
Boxlni
Hunting

for

motion picture exposition is to dark until Thursday when
"Missing Husbe held in Sydney, Australia June 7-9. bands" opens there.
Goldwyn is sending a consignment
Abe Warner Returns
of exhibits showing different phases
Abe Warner returned from the
of production.
coast yesterday morning.

MILLIONS
PEOPLE

Sport

Reuieio ^»d

pictures.

William Russell in three.
There will also be three Lupino
Holmes." The Lane comedies, three
Clyde Cook
comedies and eight with Al St. John.
There will also be 26 Sunshine comedies, 26 Mutt and Jeff cartoons and
selections from

The' Rialto overture plays
"Madame Butterfly" this week. The Rialto
Magazine is the second number and the third
"Bubble Dance," one of the new series of
music films created by J. F. Leventhal. Evelyn Herbert, soprano, sings "Auf Wiedersehn" from "The Blue Paradise," and after
that number the feature, "The Beauty Shop,"
with Raymond Hitchcock, goes on. Edoardo
Albano, baritone, singe "Maria, Mari," and

set.

the Field'?
Its a.

Capitol News is the third number and the
fourth the prologue to the feature, which is

Sales

80^
94^

Did qou

Ceataun of

ries in its

"Faust" is the Capitol overture this week,
Lcuis Rozsa of the Metropolitan sings "Credo" from "Otello" as the second number.

the

Close

to

of Specials

Capitol

"His Royal Slyness," a Lloyd

Quotations

— William Farnum
— Partial List

Make Two Only

John Gilbert

John Barrymore in "Sherlock
organ solo concludes the bill.

10

7 Star Series
For Next Year

Cameo
Vol.

Wednesday, May

INCORPOCATED
2 20 WEST 42 t!o STREET

NEW yocK

ALLAN A.ljOWNLi
GEN. MGP.

iyiidnesday,
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10,
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happens

It

A romance

THE

in

the best families.

especially written for the

FIRST

TWO

M.

P.

T. O. A.

delegates to the

No.

3

Washington Convention

YEARS ARE THE TOUGHEST

,e«<'*/

Step-Pa Franchise Holder- Thet cussed kid

my ^oat

dyo^rs s^rQ gets

somcfimes/'

Mow

Pa-you know children all has to go
through their ^rowin sicknesses- and these two, years aint

Ma

FiVst National-

me

been no snap for

neither

THE WHOLE SAD STORY
are married, friend? Maybe you know what it is to raise a family? Our babies alius treat us rough the
coupla years.
The poor kids have the croup, an' measles, an' exhibition values are too high, an' whoopin'
cough and, you married men know. And the wife aint alius as cheerful an' obligin' as she might be th' meals aint
always just right, and the exchange manager is bull headed and the rent is too high. You know! And sometimes we
fellers get to wishin' we hadn't married a Franchise, and wishin' we was free an' divorced from our responsibilities. And
we blame our wives and the Franchise an' we wish the danged step-child would croak, and

Maybe you

first

—

—

—

Continued tomorrow
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'Round the Convention Hall
PatlieNe^vs

Columbia The pain was intense; but Craver
No. 36
delegation felt lonesome. Harry said fought it off and stuck to his delegaIRISH
LABOR
DEMANDS END 01
Some Human Interest Stuff About if any of them lost their way and tion.
STRIFE A one day general strike ties u
Delegates and Visitors in
couldn't find their seats they could
street traffic
and all shipping activity
Washington
seat themselves with the Washington
Herb Weil from Michigan way Dublin.
(state) delegation.
(Staff Correspondence)
said he was sorry he hadn't brought NAVAL CREW TRIUMPHS IN THREl
Washington Bobby North seemed
his golf clubs.
He's getting to be a CORNERED RACE AT CAMBRIDGE-1
Future admirals conquer Princeton and Had
almost lost until he found the New
Eddie Bonus is here for Warner regular pro, that boy.
vard on the Charles River.
York delegation. Then he was hap- Brothers and there is much talk of
WITH THE AMERICAN RELIEl
pyMeanwhile
a stunt Eddie will pull.
Joe Lee made his debut as a news- WORKERS IN RUSSIA— How they ar
he is talking about the big features boy on Monday and had a rough ex- overcoming difficulties in the famine zone.
When Sig Samuels was asked to come, buttonholing exhibitors and perience when one of the Washington Other news from Marseilles; Ocean Park
where his side kick "Pat" Patterson otherwise keeping busy.
hotel hulls gave him a hard 10 min- Cal. Newark, N. J.; Miami, Fla. Tacomai
was he declared that somebody had
utes.
Joe will never get over the Annapolis; etc., etc.
to be left in Atlanta to work.
Harry Bernstein and Jake Wells shock. But he stuck to distributing
are here, and both look as if they his papers.
Billy Brandt and Sydney Cohen grew younger down Virginny way.
had breakfast yesterday at the Hotel Strange to say Harry is one of the
Anne Aiken, who runs the liveliest
Washington but in different rooms. few exhibitors who says "business regional in the South, was on hand,
ain't so bad.
It could be worse."
but was so slender that many of the
Charley Steiner, New York, insistboys had trouble recognizing her. She
ed that the convention looked like a
Another from Virginny who is says spinach does it. To all you stout
meeting of music publishers. "They're around is Elmer Heins of Roanoke. ones, there's a tip.
so many discordant notes," said Char- About 15 years ago Elmer went to
ley.
Roanoke to play baseball but someJoe Hopp of Chicago declared that
thing happened and he lost his job. he heard a lot of Cuban bull fighters
Late returns yesterday from the Then he got into the show business were on their way representing the
It Is The Idea That Counts
Pimlico race track indicated that only and since then has been acquiring Cuban exhibitors, and that they inin an
nine exhibitor delegates had gone theaters so rapidly that he is now tended to kill the bull upon their
broke although others were painfully called "Mister King" down that way. arrival.
injured.
At all events there isn't much in theaJoe also said that he thought WedExploitation Novelty
ters in Roanoke that he doesn't own. nesday April 10 should hereafter be
The crowd figures that Julian Brydeclared Exhibitors' Armistice Day.
We are submitting live-wire ideas to

The

floor.

Lighter Side

So the District

of

—

i

—

;

today

—

lawski's

speech

;

for

harmony

was

And

talking of theaters

But that was before Sydney
Mike Comerford
started in on Jimmy Monday afterclever.

noon.

When Sydney Cohen

started

to

they say

in

now booking

for

who

Distributors

are in the

motion picture exploitation

field

for

novelties.

it's

Buffalo
champion. Walter
is
therefore open to meet all comers, no
allowances made for either weight or
of

Wilkesbarre.

on Monday
was noticed that "Manny" MandleJohn Casey, who is really the cenhaum edged up towards the stage.
But he foon went back where he be- sor for the Boston Police Dept. is
hobnobbing around with the Massalonged Sydney wasn't very rough.
chusetts crowd.
Casey always tells
Harry Kress and "Doc" Horater them, and anyone else if he can, of
were much in evidence among the the seriousness of the Massachusetts
Ohio delegates. In fact, when the situation for the censorship fight next
Pennsylvania crowd started cheering Fall.
before the opening of the convention
C. W. Dimmick and Sam Grand
Monday they led the Ohio boys in a
are also here from Boston,. And they
cheering battle.
aren't losing any opportunity to say
Little Morris Davis had so much something for Federated, either.
work to do for the home committee
that he clean forgot all about having
First National pulled a smart trick
a sign made for their places on the
for the motorists.
talk about First National

—

The Committee on Pinochle and
some committee, consisting of M.
6 houses in central Pennsylvania;
which is said to be one of the reasons L. Finkelstein, Marcus Loew and sevwhy Famous will have an exchange eral others have voted Walter Hays
is

it

—

All the

way

be-

And

Motion

and Novelty manfacturers thruout

Future

industry.

the U.

age.

Pete Woodhull of

New

Jersey said
sort of convention, but if the boys wanted to see
a real one they should come over to
this

was a pretty good

Lake Hopatcong June 20-23 and he
would show them a real treat when
the Jersey boys got together.

Our

service,

idea

to

S.

from the submitting of the
shipping, is at your

actual

disposal.

The Weshner-Davidson Agency
1

17

W.

46lhSt..

New York,

Tel.

Bryant4177

On Sunday
tended

the

a lot of the boys atball game between the

Yankees and the Washington team
and after the slaughter they understood why the Yanks managed to
stand so well in the American League.

tween Baltimore and Washington
were big yellow signs upon which was
the little mannikin always identifying
First National advertising.

Distributing
the
product of our own
a rt department

Tht Novilty clearing house far the

Talmadge
Studios For Rent

this

mannikin was saying:
"Follow me, boys. This way."

little

Inquire

JOHN W. MAHAN

It was so warm in Washington that
someone pulled the line that exhibit-

ors always brought heat with them,

1540

wherever they went.
"They're a hot bunch" added an-

made

—

A. R. Pramer ^ready to shoot his
way through anything.

Bryant 4576

And

then Theodore L. Hayes
good by again apologizing
for the heat last summer in Minneapolis when he got upon the floor
Monday.
other.

Broadway

this

R. D. Craver of North Carolina had
a very painful accident while leaving
an auto. The chauffeur was so anxious to close the door that he caught
two of Graver's fingers in the clasp.

Visit Our Exhibit

f Lobby
L.

M. Rubens, who looked almost

like a senator

on the

floor.

ot

Displays!
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The Rock
Paramount

The

is

the rock

of this Industry
upon which

great organization behind

motion picture to the high place

this industry stands.

Paramount Pictures has brought the
holds today.

it

Paramount has grown and
pictures has grown the industry.

Inspired by one aim, better pictures,
developed, and around these better

Paramount has combed the world

for talent,

and has brought to the

service of the motion picture the greatest authors, the greatest directors,

the greatest actors.

It

has given them unlimited time and money, and

the finest studios and equipment in the world, so that they might

work

out their ideas unhampered.

Paramount, through

its fifteen

million dollar national advertising

campaign, did more than any other agency to get the public into the
habit of going regularly to motion pictiures.
to the better pictures

It

educated the public up

and better theatres, and from

this the

whole

in-

dustry has benefited.

Both public and exhibitors have come to know that

mount Picture

it's

the best

will not fail them, that this

for continual

improvement

Paramount

And

is

show

in town.

They know

if it's

that

a Para-

Paramount

mighty organization can be depended upon
in quality.

building, not for temporary success, but for all time.

the exhibitor

who

is

building for the future

must build upon

that solid and dependable rock.

Cparamount Q>ictures
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
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GOLDWYN

has done

the last 30

DAYS!

What
in

If

you have been watching the news you know that the Gold-

wyn Company
names

that have been connected with big

one

month

will

make

his future productions at the

successes.

Goldwyn Studios

in

big
pictures

Allen Holubar
will

He

produce for Goldwyn.

the Chicago Daily

News

will

Goldwyn
means

ONLY

conjunction with the Goldwyn organization.

This isn't
all!

money

Marshall Neilan

All this
in

has signed up and lined up Big Directors

make "Broken

!

Chains,"

$10,000 prize picture story.

Maurice Tourneur
is

now

in

England making

initial

scenes on Goldwyn's

"The

Christian."

R. A.

Walsh

Neilan

has been signed by Goldwyn to direct special productions at

There's

the

Goldwyn

more
coming !
Wait!

Studios.

Tourneur
Holubar

Rupert Hughes
under his new Goldwyn contract will write, edit and direct
large size

A

Goldwyn productions with featured

condition on which the

players.

Goldwyn Company was

Walsh

Hughes

+

?

able to ob-

tain the signatures to contracts of these 5 giants in the indus-

try

was

stories

that they be allowed to select only great big smashing

without limit to cost.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation

192
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10,
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These
are

METRO

releases

making money
exhibitors

for

NOW

The Rex Ingram Productions,

THE

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOC-

ALYPSE—THE CONQUERING
POWER— TURN TO THE RIGHT
NAZIMOVA

in

CAMILLE

Robert Z. Leonard's presentations of

MAE MURRAY in PEACOCK
ALLEY and FASCINATION

These
are

METRO

going

releases

to

SOON

THE
PRISONER OF ZEND A— BLACK
ORCHIDS—TOILERS OF THE SEA
The Rex Ingram Productions,

Robert Z. Leonard's presentation of

MAE MURRAY

in

BROADWAY

ROSE
These and 30

OTHERS

of super-picture merit

for next season.

PICTURES
\/n7npDO
iVllL 1 IVVy CORPORATION

THE
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EXTRA

Wednesday, May

EXTRA!

EXTRA!
A

MagnificenJ-

Revival of

VTHE_MAN WHOTUtiNED '»HITE"

The Daddy

of

them

The Biggest "Sheik" Picture on
backed by a colossal nation wide

all

the market
exploitation

song publishers and

tie-up with the biggest

with the Victor Talking Machine Co. and

thousands of dealers.

Big Cast Headed By
B.

11.

WARNER and BARBARA CASTLETON

A

gorgeous glittering production

Ask

for a

It's

a whale

copy of the remarkable Press Sheet

—

It will

up" with "The Sheik

show you how
of

to "clean-

Araby."

—

Don't Miss This Winner

It's

absolutely and

positively sure-fire

Write or wire your nearest R-C Exchange

i^°Do

it

1 1

M

Coming on May 15th

their

10,

immediately—Before you go

home— Nail

it

now

:

THE
\;dnesday,

May

10,

^ak
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Drive Over

at the hour of going to
the final results were still in

midnight but

yesterday

press,

for

first

when the spirited bidding
place between Flo Ziegfeld

of

votes

when

the ball got actively

under way.

on behalf of Billie Burke and William
Randolph Hearst on behalf of MarPrice Arrives
Washington Oscar Price arrived
ion Davies continued.
The interest
seemed centered on boosting the to- here late yesterday. Nothing strange
He knows
Aociation for the Improvement of held. A number of society leaders tals of the female stars. Last night about this town for him.
of the Poor of New were present. All the boxes were Joseph P. Day auctioned a big block it from all angles.
tt Condition
Y'k officially closed early this morn- sold early in the week.
The contest took on added interest
The balloting was closed at
ii.
Astor Terminates Intensive doubt.
ampaign Joseph P. Day AucMrs. William K. Vanderbilt, 2nd
tions Votes
was hostess in the Grand Ballroom of
he charity drive on behalf of the the Astor where the function was

Bl at

—

SHADOWS
thrown on a lighted white screen at the rate of seven a second
or more, produce what we call "motion pictures" or "rnovies."
The perfection of motion pictures depends upon making the
rapid succession of

SHADOWS
This

and entertaining.
photoplays distributed by
interesting

is

accomplished in the

their fair share of the

box

GEVAERT
Raw

office

The Gevaert Photo
Products Company

returns.

That

Film Stock
Manufactured by

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORPORATION
on terms allowing exhibitors

—

Antwerp, Belgium

is

WHY
exhibitors

and more

of motion pictures are turning
to the product offered by Second National.

and patrons

more

Make Pictures Perfect

"BROKEN SHADOWS," a strong human interest story in
"THE NIGHT RIDERS," red-blooded romance of
"HER STORY," tense and thrilling, and

pictures;
the Northwest;

AND

JONATHAN," stirring photoplay of ad"DAVID
venture afloat and ashore, are sure-fire box office winners
because of their potent appeal to all lovers of the best in
motion picture entertainment.

WHY
take chances

when you

United States Distributors

THE GEVAERT COMPANY
OF AMERICA,

are offered a sure thing?

WHY?

New

140

NATIONAL PiaURES CORPORATION
WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

Phone: Bryant 4018

ALBERT E.SMITH

presents

srPA
Louis Mercanton Productioniai
ADAPTED FROM JEAN RICHEPINS

FAMOUS GYPSY STORY

MIAR
m>Childofthe Bear)'

Los Jn^eles

York

117 West 46th Street

SKOND

Inc.

6514 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone:

Hollywood 4850

^^s?^
^5F-'1t

I\3

An

Invitation

You

to

There does exist in the motion picture industry
such a thing as an honest, dependable clean-cut
national distributing organization.
There does
exist a distributing company seeking, asking aid
getting honorably fair prices for its product that
nevertheless seeks to gauge fairly the exhibitor's
economic conditions; seeks
cleanly and fairly.

to sell

him

flexibly,

—

in the minds
and at the
one national distributing corporation a perfect understanding of the conditions
in the United States of America.

There

does

Home

Office

exist

— of

such a distributing company
not only professes to understand but actually does understand, we ask you
to make a point of seeing and knowing the
Resident Managers of American Releasing Corporation serving the territories in which you
operate theatres.

Because there

and because

is

it

mixed experience with the

various
industry it will probably
surprise you to discover the sales methods and
sales policies which we, as the owners of this
After

a

distributors in this

company, have put into practice

throughout
our nation-wide organization.
Releasing, as we
will, between 60 and 70 pictures from February
1,

1922,

December

to

31,

1922,

American

Releasing Corporation is able to deliver sufficient
product of good standing, good quality and good
market repute to keep any week stand theatre
fully supplied with patronage-attracting pictures
and to supply 60 per cent of the requirements
of any theatre changing its bill twice a week.

More changes

EXCHANGES
Albany

.

676 Broadway

.

71-A Walton Street
37 Winchester Street
2S7 Franklin Street

Atlanta

Boston
Buffalo

806

Chicago
Cleveland

it

in

may be

Wabash Avenue
330 Broadway

1919</2 Main Street
143 E. Elizabeth Street

Los Angeles
Minneapolis

New York
Newark
New Haven
.

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Seattle

are

and

Film Exhange Building

Cincinnati
Dallas
.
Detroit .
Kansas City

St.

S.

imminent

motion picture
well for you to
remember that we are building this largest of
iadependent distributing companies at this time
because we know that the changes contemplated
in several directions are not conceived or
designed in the best interest of the exhibitors
of the country.
distribution

.

Louis

Film Building
917 5. Olive Street
16 North 4lh Street
729 Seventh Avenue
729 7lh Avenue, N.Y.C.
134 Meadow Street
2S3 N. 13th Street
1010 Forbes Street
191

Golden Gate Avenue
2012 Third Avenue

RE L E AS j NO

CORP O RATI O N

3405 Olive Street
916 G. Street, N.W.
.

Washington
7 ^

ore Opening

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

J
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(Continued from Page 1)

The convention was delayed about
an hour in opening. No one seemed

was signalling to the table at which
Cohen was seated, apparently with
the idea of determining what to do.
But before any indication came, Gold-

Wednesday, May

3

DONT
for

OUR NE>\^i|
CATALOG

LEADER TITLES
PRESENTATIONS
to know why. Walker arrived around
"Senator, my tmderstanding is that you TRAILERS
1 :20 o'clock but it was close to 2 bewere dismissed as counsel in a letter sent to CARTOONS
TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
As soon as he you on April 22nd."
fore Cohen arrived.
"All right," said Walker.
"Is there any- HOLIDAY FILM NOVELTIES
did, the convention got under way, one
else who can help in this matter?"
And ILLUSTRATED and
with the singing of "America."
when there was no indication of anyone, HAND LETTERED

Named

State Representations

Immediately the Credentials Committee

made

the report that the fol-

lowing states would be represented as
Arizona, 1; Arkansas, 7;
follows:
California, 11; Colorado, 4; Connecticut, 5; Delaware, 1; Florida, 4; Georgia, 12;

Idaho, 2; Illinois, 27; Indiana,

13; Iowa, 11; Kansas, 8; Kentucky,
11; Louisiana, 8; Maine, 4; Maryland,
6; Massachusetts, 16; Michigan, 13;
Minnesota, 10; Missouri, 8; Mississippi, 16; Montana, 2; Nebraska, 6;
Hampshire, 2;
Jersey, 12;
York, 43; North Carolina, 10;
North Dakota, 3; Ohio, 22; Okla-

New

New
New

homa,

8;

Pennsylvania,

Tsd;

Rhode

Island, 3; South Carolina, 7; Tennessee, 10; Texas, 18; Vermont, 2;
Virginia, 10; Washington, 5; West
Virginia, 6; Wisconsin, 11; District
of Columbia, 3.
Immediately after this, the Rules
Committee limited all debates to fifteen minutes, and ordered that the
convention close at 5 o'clock every
excepting today and tomorday,
row when it will close at 4. Inasmuch as the convention only starts
at 1, this will give but very brief time
for the discussion of the important
matters to be taken under consideration.

berg said:

Walker read the letter of dismissal which has
been previously reported.
He said that this
letter came to him as a bolt out of a clear

sky.

He

then followed with the history,
now well known, of the controversy.
He said that he had received a letter
from Cohen on April 26 informing
him that the action of the committee
was irregular and closed by seeking

TITLES

MISS^

ON
DISPLAY FRAl

ALYNLU
STUDIO

Frame

W. 42nd St., Stanley
New York City 729 SEVENTH AVI
We have a presentation in stock for
Convention Booth N
YOUR THEATRE
251

harmony

in their relations.
"I have wires from a number of the gentlemen of the executive committee, but I have
two particularly from men whose names were
used in this communication of dismissal to
me and these two men say their names were
used without their knowledge or consent.
This is a matter, gentlemen, which you may
answer to me in a court of law," he said,
shaking his finger ominously at Sydney
Cohen's back.

READ

THIS!

Cohen's Back to Senator

During the entire discussion, Cohen
had his back turned to him and seemed to be busy making notations on
various letters and resolutions he was

Tdeanm
Day Ldtet

handling.

Nloht

"I did not come here to fool with anybody or kid anybody," said Walker, "and
I am going to show you how much of a candidate I am for your presidency. This organization is permeated with men who have not
a truth in their carcasses." As he said this,

SYMBOL
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upttn iftH th» dial
word!) mis li )««>
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symbol wpeflna llt«f

ATKINS. Final vicc-ppesid

diTY

Walker dramatically flung his left hand
toward the table where Cohen and his aswere seated.

sociates

"Let

me

say this," he continued, "that the
dismissal sent by A. J. Moeller,
general manager well, Moeller is a nom de
letter

of

—

Immediately after the ordinary run plume for someone else.
"The president informed me in his letter
of business. President Cohen stepped
that the action of the members of the exto the platform and asked that everj^ ecutive committee was irregular. I might ask
courtesy be given to the speakers in- the president why were not all of the memvolved in the Walker-Cohen contro- bers of the executive committee notified?
Let me tell you this that whether Walker
versy.
A. R. Pramer, of Nebraska, is dismissed is a trifling matter to Walker.
took the chair.
Seated at a table But what there is of integrity or lack of
directly below the stage where Wal- integrity on the part of your officials is your
Cohen knew at the time he sent
ker spoke, were Al Steffes, Mike matter.
me

265FY

FKK

36

BALTIMORE MD

517P

MAY

2 1922

:

O'Toole,

Salyerds.

W.

A. Burford, and Irving
Immediately when Walker
position he was greeted with

took his
loud cheers.
The cheering was not
so heavy or conspicuous as when
Cohen took the platform, but it indicated that Walker had a number of
friends in the gathering.
He started
off by saying that it was unusual for
him to be limited in a discussion with
theater owners, the Rules Committee
having given each side of the controversy but two hours' time. He said
that it was not necessary in his opinion for the president to ask for any
courtesy for the speakers because he
believed the men and women present
were ladies and gentlemen.

Walker Speaks

my

"I don't know what
position is"
he said. "I was the counsel for this
organization. When did I cease to
be? Is there anyone who can tell

me?"

this

my

gathering can inform

me

of

position."

Tommy

made

;

men whose names appear on this letter of
Were they reproved or repri-

dismissal?

manded?

I notice that
the job at $150 a week.

Moeller

Would

is

still

on

that I had

been reproved and sentenced by the theater
owners as Moeller has been."

Goldberg

his first

of

appearance

Baltimore
con-

at the

vention by arising to answer Walker's question.
As he did, Pramer

54

This was the first chance for laughter on the part of the audience and
they broke into a laugh, although as
soon as they finished, Walker continued, meanwhile waving the letter
of dismissal before him.
"What does Cohen mean," he asked. And
by this time he was in good form and could
be heard in every part of the hall.
"What
did Cohen mean?
What he said on the platform or what he wrote in a letter dated
April 26th, in which he sought harmony.
Yesterday he painted me as a grafter and
that I was a traitor to the theater
that I was in a conspiracy to sink
;
the organization.
Please note what he says
in the letter of April 26th, when he hopes
that I will be with the theater owners in
the future and sought harmony in our relations.
Which did he mean?"
said

owners

There was a heavy silence. No one
answered. Walker turned to Pramer.
"Does the presiding officer know
whether I have been dismissed," he
asked. Pramer did not answer.
"Perhaps" said Walker, "someone
in

this letter on April 26th,
there were
laws governing the actions of your
organization.
He knew at that time that
there was no constitution for your organization ; that you had no by-laws that you only,
as a matter of fact, adopted one last Friday,
although my law firm prepared one and submitted it in Minneapolis last summer.
"Let me ask you what happened to the

no

STAR SERIAL CO 1600 BWAY NEWYORK NY
SCREENED FIRST THREE EPISODES OF CAPN KII
FOR FIRST RUN EXHIBITORS ITS A KNOCKO!
STOP CAPTAIN KIDD IS WITHOUT A DOUBT TI
BEST SERIAL EDDIE POLO HAS EVER PLAYED
STOP MORE POWER TO YOU EDDIE
FEDERATED FILM EXCH OF BALTO INC

Turning
his voice
said:

to Cohen's

back and with
intensity he

ringing with

"It is up to you, Mr. President, to clean
up the discrepancies in your veracity and to
reconcile your inconsistencies.
Don't forget," he said,
turning to the exhibitors,
"you are all going to live together a long
time.
You can't divorce yourselves from the
(Continued on Page 13)

CHAIRS
Means Ease

at the

Washington Convention

Movies

Section D^ Booth

AND SALESROOM
MARBRIDGE BUILDING

OFFICE

& Sons,
34th Street and Broadway
Josiah Partridge

Inc.,

Manufacturers

New Yor
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10,
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Moving

(Continued from Page 12)
and mortar of your theaters but I
going back to the old trade."

bricks

am

Turning again toward Cohen's back
he said earnestly and passionately.
"I wish I could make plain to you
what is in mind at this moment."

And

then to the audience again he

said:

"Why

'mditions as

They Exist

in Russia.

I

Taken Prior to Milimaire Banker Davison's
,:enes

Death,

I

thletics in

Germany Re-

place the Goose-step,
arcelo Hailed as Porto

Rican Liberator.
nd Other News Events.

13

the Right

Way

(Continued from page 1)
lines would be very certain to weaken the
public confidence in its direction and purposes.
Nowadays, no instrumentality that
possesses such possibilities of usefulness dares
ignore them, because the need for enlisting
every useful influence is too great.
"Because of my strong beliefs' in
rection, I
plans for

am much

gratified

this

di-

know

yesterday Cohen broke
his word.
He told someone or that someone
lied to me, that yesterday, the opening day
of the convention was to be given entirely
to speeches of welcome, his reports, etc.,
and that this controversy was not to be

real

forward movement

education, which,
rightly directed, may be made a complement
to the system of public education.
To present on the screen the industrial, commercial
and intellectual activities of the country cannot but widen the vision of the great audience

brought up.

that

you

that

"It is my earnest hope, therefore, that your
plans may develop greatly and that the measure of cooperation needed to realize their
utmost advantages, may be freely accorded by

even

only

If I would have had any idea
was coming before you yesterday,
and gentlemen, I would have been here.

it

ladies

But because I believed in his words,
mained away, coming today, when,
understood it, the matter was first

I reas I
to be

taken up."

Discusses His Dismissal
Walker then detailed at length the

now well-known

facts relative to

name appeared

his

how

"Very

HARDING."

G.

Western N. Y. For Walker
to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo The Western New York
unit of the M. P. T. O. A. has passed

in

—

resolution indorsing the action of
the state board in giving Senator
Walker a vote or confidence, and
thanking him for his work as general counsel.
a

daily serve.

Public

community at large.
"It would have been a pleasure to me,
had it been possible, to attend some of your
sessions and to voice to you my sentiments
along the

lines here suggested.
I
public engagements seem to

am
make

&

W. A. FLEMING

the

that

sincerely,

"WARREN

(Special

of the
your Department of Public Service.
I
agree with those educators and publicists
wlio have become convinced that this is a
to

impossible, and therefore I am asking you and
your associates to accept this expression in
lieu of a personal greeting.

CO.

Dependable
Accountants and

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074

sorry
that

in the trade press

later in the New York World and
the consequences later when he appeared before the Chamber of Comnierce of New York.
He recited this
in great detail and after he finished
took up the question of payments
made to him for services rendered.
Then he started to explain something
about the $3,000 check which he received from Sydney Cohen. There
was then considerable confusion during which Mike O'Toole broke into
the discussion.
Someone cried that
O'Toole be put out to which Walker

and

said:

STUDIO—LABORATORY
FOR SALE
EXCELLENT PROPOSITION

Then

There might

Walker

plunged into the
being a producer can-

question of his

etc.

in

California?

Who

in

Ohio?

Grounds 100x200.

Traveling Crane for Lights.

Street

45 Minutes from Broadway.

No Encumbrances.

Worth

at Least $95,000.

Price $65,000.

Reasonable Terms.

EDWARD

didate.
"That's one thing I won't stand for," he
said.
"If the producers point at my name
as a candidate, they did it to get rid of me.
Who made the attack in Cleveland? Who
made the attack on Famous Players? Who

Studio,

Laboratory, Executive Offices, Directors' Rooms, Dark Rooms,

Frontage.

"Don't put Mike out.
be no convention."

Three Floors:

Concrete and Glass Building, 80x100.

L.

KLEIN

EXPORT— FILMS— IMPORT
152

West 42nd

NEW YORK

Bryant 6353—1587

Street

CITY

There was

but one man, and only one man. There was
only one man who carried the fight against
Famous Players for Mrs. Dodge and
Schwartz.
There was only one man who

wrung money

from

Famous

Players,

from

Zukor."

He then said that deductions had
been made in the checks sent to Mrs.
Dodge and Schwartz; that although
Famous Players had paid out $8500
for Mrs. Dodge she had received
about $2500, as also Schwartz.
"You had better straighten this out," he
said.

then

"The
he

story

added,

go down," and
Zukor like to get

not

will

"would

Walker?" "I did not stop the Federal
Trade Commission suit. Ask your president
who went to see Mr. Shinn and then came
to Washington to see Commissioner Haskell.
rid of

I am not a producers' candidate.
I am not
an exhibitors' candidate. I am no candidate.
There are men here who are much closer
to producers than I am.
I have nothing
to deliver.
But a man that has something

to

deliver

—

that's

different.

Then turning

to

Cohen he

"Al Harstn, your competitor, lost
Players product and you got it.

Famous

Walker then went into the new
made against him, denying
there was cause for their existence
charges

•RT and

Distributors

and told how he had been driven into
a hospital through his work for the
exhibitor organization. Turning to

IMPORT FILM CO., Inc. Cohen

729 Seventh Avenue

New York City

he said:

"You won't do

it

again.

It

(Continued on Page 16)

Direct from a Week's

CAPITOL THEATRE,

was doing

Run

at the

NEW YORK

CITY

SELECTED BY THE M. P. T. O. A. FOR SHOWING AT THE OFFICIAL BANQUET AT THE
WASHINGTON
One

said:

"Then about Independence Month. If it
would have been me, I would have stuck
to it.
But you played 30 Famous Players
pictures in Independence Month, according
to your competitors."

World

"GETHSEMANE"
HOTEL,

FRIDAY

NIGHT,

MAY

12tli

New Being Offered
on the State-Rights Market

of the Series of 52

New Willard Hotel, Washington
Arranged
at Your Convenience.
Screenings

See E. B. Russell at the

\

Wednesday, May

Qy^ll^Y

10,

^2

You have said that you could
make money with a Big picture
regardless

of

general

business

conditions:

Your

greatest concern has been

to find

such pictures:

You have been looking

eagerly

feature with

measureless
opportunities, highest audience
for

a

value, true super-quality:

Here

it is

Revillon Freres presents

NANOOK
Produced by Robert

J.

OF THE

Flaherty, F. R.

G.

NORTH

S.

Absolutely different from any picture you
differerent in story, cast,

and location.

ever sav

Thrilling,

ai

sorbing, beautiful.
It will get into

there before.

your theatre people

It will

get

who

have never

more word-of-mouth

beei

advertisii

than any picture you have ever run. It will be praised an
advertised by everyone who sees it in your house.
It

is

a real big opportunity for every exhibitor.

Its

exploitation

possibilitie

measure the showman

A

I

Pathepicture

—

!

THE
^Vjdnesday,

May

Two From Brady
IijFamous Players Line-up for First
Six Months of New Season
The List
scliedule of releases of Famous
first six months of
iifw season, which incidentally
this \ear start Aug. 1st, lists two
p.ures with Alice Brady, "Anna
and "Missing Millions."
.*:ends"
Henabery is scheduled to
pli
;'he

Fyers for the

noted,

The

41 releases all told.

there
corn-

as follows:

is

list

"The Dictator";
"The Young
; Thomas Meighan in "If You
Reid
Davies

allace

\

As

former.

the

t

l)e

on
<i

ve
in

in

in

So"; Betty

It's

It,

I'he

S^^
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The Old Stand-by
Standing By

Compson

Bonded Woman"; May Ma"The Top of New York";

Loves

Pharoah";

Gloria
Gilded Cage,"
People"; Rudoliih Valentino
Blood and Sand," "The Valley of
rent Men," "The Siren Call"; Jack
lilt in "While Satan Sleeps," "Manuafhtcr," "The Mysteries of India,"
Gods," "The Old Homsestead,"
Face in the Fog," "Burning
..c
:iids"; Wallace Reid in "The Ghost
ison

of

"Her

in

I-

1

No. 268.— Straight from the Shoulder
Talk by Carl Laemmle, President of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company

than any half dozen pictures of

the year put together.

You've seen other companies go up like rockets and come down like sticks.
You've seen

•

First again

i^

a lazy business

the Universal going along at a steady pace,

"The Cowboy and the
Once more the Universal blazes the trail and
"To Have and To Hold";
The oldest
tnas Meighan in "The Man Who shows the way for the rest of 'em!
Tomorrow," "On the High
successful company in the business is constantRudolph V'alentino in "The
Rajah";
Alice
Brady
in
"Anna
^C
ly the youngest in spirit and enterprise.
•cends." "Clarence"; Gloria Swann in "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew,"
mies of Women," "Ebb Tide,"
FIRST to bring out the Historical Serial,
laker."

hitting

on

making

better

twelve cylinders

all

the time,

all

idy."

selling

them

and better pictures and always

at live-and-let-live prices.

If

you

:

judge by Performance and not by Promises,
you'll take this tip:

Pride of Palomar"; Elsie Fergu-

Wings"; and bring the serial back as one of the greatest
Meighan in "Back Home and
Agnes Ayres in "A Daughter profit-makers the exhibitors ever had. Every-

:homas
rpke";

Luxury," "Kick In"; Wallace Reid
"Thirtv Days"; Marion Davies in

t

New

York"; Rudolph
"The Spanish Cavalier";

Old

ILittle

falentino in
jack

Holt

'rady

in

"Making

"Missing

in

a Man"; Alice
Millions" and

Notoriety."
It

lies

is

interesting to note that

of

Women"

will

Cosmopolitan

Inicd by
istead of

"Ene-

be
Prod, only

after

mained
If

was

serial

but

sick,

for the Universal to apply the

you are not using "Winners

"With Stanley

re-

remedy.

right

West,"

help!

of the

if

Yukon" and our other

"Perils of the

you

serials

are

overlooking

tremendous

a

also
others.

"The Pride of Palmar" and "The Face in the Fog."
rank Borzage will direct "The Pride
Palomar" and also Marion Davies
"Little Old New York."
1
The
moiig

t

St

reveals

have

that

Cecil

De

Mille

one picture "Manwhich Thomas Meighan

only

laughter" in

be one of the featured players,
ietty Compson and Bert Lytell will
ppear in "Kick In," which George
ill

"itzniaurice
)aniels in

'enrhyn

will

and Bebe
Wings," which
direct.

Second Hollywood Life Film
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

FIRST
the

way

to bring out
of a

an absolute novelty in

president of the

answer your present

call for

(Reproduced from the Universal Weekly)

"The Leather Pushers"

—a house-packer

was such a thing

there

Jewel-Collier's

Great Productions
on the Way:

monthly two-reeler known as

series

is

This

!

if

Universal-

screened exactly as

written by the famous H. C.

Witwer

UNIVERSAL JEWELS

ever

Lon Chaney in "The Trap"
House Peters and an All-Star Cast

in Col-

lier's,

and every episode contains a high-class

boxing exhibition such has never been screened
before.

— Mrs.

A. B. MaeschBuilding
'o..
prominent in local contracting
ircles, says she intends financing a
r,

to

and we're

in

"Human

Hearts"

direct

"Singed
Stanlaws will

Los Angeles

on deck

in the past;

historical

make it. Cosmopolitan thing.
make for Famous Players,

ill

when you needed us

"The Adventures of
you are not booking

in Africa,"

Robinson Crusoe," and

it

will

ola
•ill

body knew that the

You've always found us right on deck

us!

all

Albert Capellani directing
originally planned Robert G. Vig-

s

Cuddle up to Universal; you'll be needing

"Outcast," "Singed

in

lii.

Dean

in

"Under

Two

Flags"

AU-Star Cast, featuring House Peters,
Storm"

in

"The.

Dean in "The Black Diamond"
Reginald Denny and a Big Special Cast
"The Kentucky Derby"

Priscilla

De Luxe

icture which will show- night life in
lollywood in its true form as an anwer to attacks by reform elements
11
over the country.
Fred Caldwell
ill make it at an estimated cost of
100,000.
It
will be called "Night
•iff in Hollywood" and the producig company will be known as De
-uxe Film Co.

Priscilla

FIRST

to

make

"Foolish Wives."
fidence
to

enough

a real million-dollar picture,

The

first

company with con-

in the future of the

gamble more than a million

smashing big production.

in

business

UNIVERSAL CHAPTER PLAYS

cash on one

.The picture will

stamp von Stroheim as the master genius

of

screen realism, and will do more to bolster up

William Desmond

in "Perils of the

Yukon"

Art Acord in "In the Days of Buffalo Bill"

A

Big Surprise

in

"The Radio King"

in

THE

If^iM^
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Cohen's Re-election Seems Assured
come back
mind

(Continued from Page 13)
that put me there."
He then
said he had come to Washington because he
had been unjustly and untruthfully assailed
by those whom he believed to be his friends.
Emphatically he declared that the man who
saiil
he was a candidate told an untruth;

your

work

man who

told of the big salary
he wanted as president told an untruth and
that the man who says, 'I want to sell out
to the producers' tells a deliberate falsehood."
"If hypocrisy and deceit," he continued,
"are to be your slogan then tear down the
old one that 'an injury to one is the con"
cern of all.'
"I was part of you but I am going to

the

tlial

from your indivorce myself completely
dustry.
The New York local and state
organizations have offered me the job as
The time is
counsel but I have said no.
gone when I am a part of the motion picture
industry.
I can go out of here with this
feeling
I

my

in

am going

At

mind.

to

leave

came

I

you

in

to

m

Voted Confidence

to you clean,
the same way."

Hints His Retirement
was tremendous

New York

Then
lips

Walker continued.
to you as a
will retire.

As a

volunteer.

The warning

that
my friends gave me I should have appreciated.
I should have had a warning when in
Milwaukee four or five men in a room wanted
to sacrifice Ur. Holley.
I said, you have
He has been your pal. I
to stick to him.
should have known then that no man was

volunteer

I

safe."

Walker then told again of the incident in Milwaukee when he was asked to, bring some charges against

Famous

Players, in answer to

he said:

(Staff

among my

neighbors who know me.
And when I go back to Albany, it will not
be as a minority leader but as a majority
leader, if not something bigger."
live

At

this

plause.

point there

"It's

a pity

was long apto come to this

busmess to find the only disloyal
friends I have ever had," was Walklast remark.
He left the hall
amidst
heavy cheering and immediately Sydney Cohen took the
er's

floor.

Cohen's Talk
He immediately began refuting
Walker's charges. He did not speak
for more than 15 or 20 minutes and
measured his every word carefully.
He said he made 20 appointments
with producers for Walker and himself from January of this year up
until three weeks ago and that Walker had not kept any of them.
Re-

— The

entertainfor today is as

and

pictures.

and that he was responsible for the
enactment of the statute and not
Walker.
Cohen next touched upon the deposit bill and here gave the Senator
full

credit for its passage.

Still dis-

cussing

Battleground

lowing

Walker

this

*to
SD

take

effect

as

far

I

am

That

immediately.
concerned."

Someone standing on

settles

it

the side yell-

"But not so

far as

we

are concern-

ed."

Walker

replied,

"That

is

my

final

Nobody

was authorized to
being candidate o- '
fact for anything within your
""S
Then turning to Cohen he sai
"You have been shooting up the wi

word.
quote

me

as

'-.

;

never was a candidate,
develop.
I think someone threw a red herring across your trail.
gentlemen
in
other
a receptive
There are
'This fellow

some others may

They split you
the presidency..
and me, and while they are ripping us apart
You will
we will see what will happen.

mood

for

me."

who

to do about it.
to stick to our p

has been and is our
doing great work for us.

doctor,
is

"On my way

frieni

Milwaukee,"

for

ther,

Cohen touching on the question of a
Walker and the M. P. '
"when Walker suggested that he have
tract between

;

tract with the organization for three
I told him I could not give him one
beyond my term, which had but three n
to run.
When Walker told me he ques
whether or not his money was good,
him that as far as his pay was cone
I would personally make it good i
'.

organization did not do

it."

"Senator Walker mentioned the fact
he had submitted the uniform contract
a matter of fact, the national organi.
brought in 30 exhibitors at an expen
$8,000 from all over the country to
the uniform contract.
After we spen
time and our money in going to the ti
we were ignored by the producers,
only way to get the producers to recc
things of this sort is to force them to
"I, too, am mighty glad to hear that
are a number of dark horses as presid
candidates.
I want the man who can
the most and serve the best, anJ none
as president of this organization."

O'Toole for Cohen
Following Cohen, Mike O'T
spoke and said in part:
"I have heard nothing from Senator
ker in his remarks that cast any clouds
the
soever
upon
great
Sydney C
(Cheers greeted this). If anything, afte
Senator's

most interesting

talk

all

thai

been said by those small fellows is noi
but a tentative endorsement of Sydney C

No American who

believes

in

fair

playf

who

has red blood in his veins can say
than what Senator Walker said was
hearsay, and that Sydney Cohen now s
in a more exalted position than ever bi

"Mr. Chairman,
motion.
I
confidence
controversy

move
in

I

now desire to ma
we extend a vo

that

Sydney

now

Cohen

and

that

end."

Immediately Dennis
Harris
Pittsburgh arose and said:
"Gentlemen,

I

do not think that

Set

Walker should be sent from this conve;
Sydney Cohen has perso
discredited.
told me that Walker has sacrificed at
$50,000 in serving us during the past y

that time, several others v
get recognition. Ha
to
called out that he refused to be {
Everyone rose to his feet
ged.
considerable confusion reigned,
chairman after attempting to se<

trying

Cinch

Looks that way. For Sydney. For re-election.
unanimous. The dove peace, all sweet and pretty.
and white. Freshly painted. Is hovering over the

Probably

And

nice

exhibitors'

annual meeting.

ed.

tree.

A

Fol-

said.

"There is no doubt as to whether or not
I am, the counsel of the national organiza1 here and now submit my resignation
,tion.

to

"When

At

from 125 to ISO cases investigated
and that if no action had been taken
from the national offices that it was
not the fault of the attorney.

laughable

is

what we were going
him we were going

"You want me to be crooked to Players he said that the entire matter did, asked why there was daylight
had been gone over with certified acprove that I am on the level."
countants and approved by them as saving in New York which costs exHe again told of asking Cohen for well
hibitors thousands of dollars every
as by the national officers and
a contract on the way back from Milweek.
the executive committee.
He dwelt
waukee, when he quoted Cohen as
"The Senator has told me," said Cohen,
upon the reference made by Walker "that
he is going to get me. If that is one
saying:
to his political influence and denied of the compensations I must get for all I
"What good will a contract with
that Walker was instrumental in se- have done for the M. P. T. O. of A.,
those cooties do?"
then I must take it."
At this point Joe Rhode of Wis- curing the passage of the Sunday
Refutes Walker Charges
Opening
Law
in New York State.
consin said he wanted to clear up a
In refuting what Walker had said
matter with reference to the Holley Cohen said that Walker "didn't have
so much to do with it'" and added about the booking of Paramount picsituation, and for a few moments this
that the Senator was not the minor- tures, Cohen said that it was not a
took up a little time.
Walker declared that he had drawn ity leader in the Senate at Albany at fact that he had taken the product
the time. Cohen claimed that the bill from Al Harstn, as Walker had asup a uniform contract in Minneapolis
and that the only time anyone heard was introduced by Senator Thomp- serted. He said that he had divided
of it was in convention.
He then son and not by Senator Walker; that the product with Harstn and had not
went into great length explaining the Foley now Judge Foley, was the min- taken all of it. He next dwelt upon
ority leader in the Senate at the time the assertions made by Walker revarious exhibitors' actions against
Hallmark and United Picture Theaters.
He declared that there were
the

From

month

feurs, and time of trip will be
about two hours. Party will
leave at 2 o'clock from the
steps of the south end of Treasury Building, opposite Hotel
Washington on Penn. Ave. side.
In the evening, banquet in
the Salon des Nations, Hotel
Washington.
At 8:30 P. M. a special performance will be given at the
Capitol theater, Penna. Ave.
and nth Sts. next door to Harvey's Restaurant.
Vaudeville

assertions as to his
made by Walker political Walker's
influence,
Cohen queried
in
connection
with
the Dodge and
which
whether
Walker
possessed
so much
Schwartz settlements with Famous
of that as he talked about and if he
ferring to the point

at that time took adv
of the situation and raised prices in
sections to a prohibitive point.
The f
of my playing 30 Paramount Picture

the Exhibitors' Herald can
with its attack on Dr. Holley," thef
tinued Colien, refuting the Walker stati
made regarding Dr. Francis Holley, hi
the M. P. T. O. Public Service Depar
"Burford of Aurora called me and

:

"I

and

Month

follows
Sightseeing trip in Cadillac
cars around city and
Rock
Creek Park, points of interest
will be announced by the chauf-

he said:

am going to drink in the hope that
the best man wins.
If your industry can
afford to lose a good friend, I am glad to
know It. For I think you need every friend
you have. I am going back to New York

Correspondence)

Washington
ment program

Independence

said:
"Independents

To-Day's Pleasure

raising a glass of water to his

this point there

cheering.
"I came

garding

with this thought

"That a lobster is a smart bird after all,
and that the smarter, the New Yorker is the
bigger boob he is.
You never heard anyone
say Walker was crooked until the theater
owners said it. You have been out-jockeyed."

order

than recognized

Brandt

ilic

the amendment to the 0'T(i<
motion as outlined above. Foil <
ing the notion of Burford, the ni ting adjourned.

made

If there was a dark horse.
The dove of peace. Is riding
The First Real Row
(Staff Correspondence)
him toward Sydney's stable. At the minute the only thing.
Washington— The first actual
Looking toward defeat is for the impossible. To happen. And
developed on Sunday night when
mpossible rarely happens. Even in the picture business. Harstn and Fred Wilson, both
to show. How big he is. Sydney offered to resign. After New York, started arguing in
lobby of the Washington about
re-election.
If that would work for harmony.
But there's Walker-Cohen situation. They
i,o chance of that.
He is going to be re-elected and stay put. most got to real blows when
Harstn is al
were separated.
And that's enough for a tc -gh, hot day.
but that ni
Wilson
big
as
half
as
^
:

fi

i

DANNY.

no

difference.

l<

^ brAdstreet
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COHEN ELECTED
^The Bat"

Films

in

to
Make It for First
Distributing
[National Release
Deal Is Closed
ontracts liave been closed between
St National and the Oliver Moro Prod, for the release of "The

lk?rosco

—

and

Breed"

If

"Slippy

McGee"

h additional pictures to come. "The
If Breed" will be released Tune 12
ii "Slippy McGee," Sept. 15
One of the important pictures
v|ich will go through First National
virtue of the deal will be "The
li

on which negotiations have pracbeen concluded. The arrival
one man from Europe is holding
the transaction covering the film
(;hts i)ut there will be no hitcli deIft"

tally
c

I'

Oliver Morosco will

lop.

make

it

What
{

Will

Happen

?

—A serious

for

tion has developed as to what
may happen with the New York
President
delegation.
State
Charles L. O'Reilly has pledged
that that delegation will not
bolt the convention.
It would not be surprising,
however, if, after the convention is over the New York dele-

returns home to take
some action to operate independently, extending the method and plan of the Chamber
of Commerce throughout the
gation

on what

est

yand

essentially a pleasure

is

He was

.p.

or not Cohen's deonly serve one
president will affect
this remains to be seen.
claration
term as

to

Chicago the other
probably spend a week at
Lick before returning here
in

will

ench

week some time.

xt

F. N. Forms Exploitation Dep't
.\ssociated First National has form-

(By Danny)

—

Washington Sydney S. Cohen was re-elected president of
th( M. P. T. O. A., with 348 votes yesterday afternoon.
There was considerable discnssion but Cohen's strength
could not be overcome. Indeed, there was no opposition. The
chief point seemed to be in the question of the cohstitutional-ity
of the proceedings under which the election was held, this to
such an extent that Charles L. O'Reilly after protesting the proceedings as illegal, cast 3*5 \(ites against and 4 tor Cohen's reelection.

Cohen received 348 votes

of the 410 represented here.
of the features of Cohen's speech of acceptance was his
statement that he intended serving as president but for this term
only, which means that a new president must b.e elected next
Another feature was his statement that he hoped the
year.
board of directors would be able to find a way to restore business
relations on the part of the theater owners with Senator Walker.
When the convention was called
to order, W. A. Burford, of the rules
committee,
announced that there
were 410 votes to be cast by 364 del-

One

Fred

\V.

H.

ies;

.McClellaii,
P. Josb'n at

who

is

at

Chicago;

Los
J.
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H. G. Gill at Kansas
ly
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ire

St.
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More Convention News
For additional news on the
4, 5 and

convention see pages
42.

Edwin Carewe's production, "I Am The Law" voted a sure-fire moneymaker by every showman that has seen it. The biggest independent picture available. Distributed by Affiliated Advt.

—

The
made

election of officers was
order,
and
special
a
the
chair,
Bi-ylawski took
Julian
hnmediately Billy Brandt, of New
\ ork, asked under what rule the
lection was being held at this time.
He was ruled down without being
answered except to be told that the
convention was operating under the
rules submitted by the rules committee.
egates.

an exploitation department under
His staff
ection of Ned Holmes.
part is composed of James M.

jughborough who has special asjnments and the following:

Peace

ques-

Whether

Laemmle in Middle West
Laemmle is in the Middle
[Carl

—

Correspondence)

.Staff

Washington

entire state.

pictuVes.

348 Out of 410 Votes Cast for Him—No
Opposition Develops Loew Asks

I

Brylawski was being posted as to
parliamentary procediu-e by Clark
Cannon, the parliamentarian of the
House of Representatives. Brylawski
then recognized W. A. Steffes, of
Minnesota, and before Steffes started
tc

speak, Brandt cried:

"What do you want

to do?

Rush

this?"

Harris,
of
Dinriy
Immediately
Pittsburgh, was on his feet.
"What portion of the constitution
permits this procedure?" he asked.
"Nobody here knows anything about
the constitution."
He then asked that the chair make
(Continued on page 4)
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New York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

Reform Bureau Head Testifies
in Washington
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington The Myers bill to

—

in-

Aywon

Aywon

has sold the three

Deal

"Snowy"

Pictures
Inc.
o f Washington for
Columbia and Virginia and Minter

vestigate the political tendencies of
the industry was revived at a hearing
of a special sub-committee of the
judiciary committee of the Senate.

United States. Outside e.xecutive secretary
of the Wisconsin
of Greater New York $10.00 one year
6
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign Division of the Lord's Day Alliance.
Subscribers should remit with order. Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts and Cannon
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM Chase were also present,
but did not
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. speak.
California
6411
Hollywood
Hollywood,
Todd spoke against the attitude in
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Irving Mack, 808 S. the State of Wisconsin, and apparentC Litago Representative
ly throughout the country, on the
v\ abash Ave.
Loudon Representative W. A. Williamson, part of the Industry, to break down
A.ineniatograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
free)

;

—
—
—

the law prohibiting the transportation
Le Film, 42, Rue de of prize fight films, and also against
the alleged unfair methods resorted
European Representative Internato by the industry in its endeavors to
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slosuppress censorship and to repeal the
Wenzelsplatz.
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Albany, N. Y.

Inland

Amusement

Capital, $20,000. Incorporators: M. F. Steffen, J. R.
bieuart and P. A. Dunn. Attorneys,
Jackson, Bodamer and Piper, Buffalo.

Corp., Buffalo.

—

Raritan
Bay
Amusement Co., New York. Capital,
Incorporators, D. D. San$200,601).
neman, J. A. McKinney and J. J. McCarthy. Attorneys, Jay, Smith & Jay,
204 Montague St., Brooklyn.

Albany,

N.

Y.

—

Dover, Del. Washington
Supply Co., Wilmington.
Incorporator,

$50,000.

Theater
Capital,

He

claimed that they, the reformers, are
on the defensive, not offensive, as
they are asking for Federal investigation and Federal legislation to enforce laws already made.
Todd said that Wisconsin is the
12th state in which the DempseyCarpentier pictures have been shown.
He said instead of prosecuting the
exhibitor for conspiracy, as ordered
by the Attorney General, he has been
tried for violation of the transportation law and fined only the smallest
amount, $250. He claimed that there
was a national conspiracy on the part
of the industry to show these films.
He says the prize fight film of the
Johnson-Willard fight was being
shown in Wisconsin, and the Dempsey-Willard fight in Chicago, that the
pictures were advertised extensively
as prize fights, and that frequently
children under 14 are admitted at one(

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or

Dover, Del.—Cosmograph Co., WilIncormington.
Capital, $500,000.
porators, Corporation Trust Co. of
America.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.—The Jolenk Thea-

Schenectady has increased
capital from $10,000 to $25,000.

ter Co. of

(

pany, and that several
will

oft rs

be elected.

Barney Fegan former
secured rights to
trolled by Clark

"The

tion,"

president ai
pictures nCornelius, 'he

five

&

Arrow,"

Devil's

"Love's Redi oEternal Two," "It-

ncrs" and "Adam and Eve" for St hern Illinois and Eastern Miss ri,
and also nineteen sport pictcilj

from Arrow.

Fegan

said to

is

n-

tcmplate the organization of anc
exchange in St. Louis.

Richard

46th St.

er

FLOOR."

World's famoi
play by H. Antoir
D'Arcy. In the making. Watc

Bergen Blvd. and
Laifayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
For particulars write
J.
E. K. LINCOLN
40th

St.,

announci

poem and

Equipped.

W.

Kipling

"THE FACE UPON TH
FLOOR" or "THE FAC
UPON THE BARROOl
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to hold a re-organization meetir
in
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Continued on Page 14)
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Wisconsin Sunday Closing Law.

Reproach" and "Oh

Mabel Behave."

—

irral

tionale

F.

"Woman Above

C. 2.
Representative
VV.

..^oiiUun,

.

i

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Baker and six "Big Boy" Williams
St. Louis— Stockholders of the
.series to Big Feature Rights Corp.
ndependent Film Co. of Missouri
for Kentucky and Tennessee; Royal
m

United Amusements Inc. of Detroit,
for Michigan.
FILM FOLKS, INC.
Aywon's recent deal with Minter
Oannenberg, President and Editor
J osepb
includes "Blind Love," "Master of
W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManJ
•gcr; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Reverend S. Paterson Todd, honor- Beasts," "Man of Courage," "When
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
ary secretary of the International Re- Quackel Did Hide," "Woman of Mystt the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Che act of March 3, 1879.
form Bureau, testified. He is also tery," "Evolution of Man," "Fidelity,"
Terms (Postage
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It
A

happens

romance

in the best families.

especially written for the

M.

P.

T. O. A.

delegates to the

No.

4

Washington Convention

THE DARKEST HOUR

Anxious coup)6>:"0)i Doctor Execufiv^committe-will o^r
darling FrcLfichise die

Com." Fear not, my fnends your little
grow up to be the pride of the family."

Old uoc.
will

?

Ex.

Franchise

THE WHOLE SAD STORY
Now we

gotta get sad and serious:
-i
The little one is sick sick as hell, you think. Mother is in tears and tremblin'. It's her own child. You're feelin'
shaky Oh yes you are! Fer all the trouble it's given you you don't want to lose that sickly, troublesome devil of a Franchise.
You ain't quite sure what will happen after he's gone. Maybe your competitor may take the product away from you.
But the child has seemed unbearable to you in your cirmumstances. Then the old family doctor comes in and he operates
and you, friend exhibitor, don't know you don't know but you're hopin' and you can trust the old First National doctor.

—

—

—

—

Continued tomorrow
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a rule on the constitution and said:
"I don't want Mike O'Toole to
help you."
Steffes Nominates Cohen
He was voted down and Steffes
said that Minnesota was proud to
nominate Sydney S. Cohen for re(Continued from

votes for Cohen, the speaker said:
"I am sorry we cannot make

ways been the trouble with exhibitor
it

Then O'Reilly

registering a protest

that the proceedings
nounced 4 votes for

were illegal anCohen, and 39

against him.

election.

Schmidt,

of

Indianapolis,

who

said

ive thing done.

"The minority is being taken adwas the happiest moment of his
This was followed by three vantage of, by unfair methods," he
life.
Mike said. "We will be the laughing stock
rousing cheers for Cohen.
it

Cohen. of this country if we continue this
nominated
O'Toole
also
\Vhen further nominations were re- way."
Harris again got the floor, trying to
quested, there being none, Cohen's
name was plficed before the delegates have entered into the records his proand O'Reilly, of New York, tried to test as to the constitutionality of the
secure the attention of the chair. proceedings.
Loew Speaks
O'Reilly wanted a roll called.
Marcus Loew next got the floor.
Brylawski ruled that there being
no other candidates, no roll call Loew declared at the outset that he
could be held, to which Dillon, of was not going to criticize the constitution because he did not know what
Ithaca cried:
"You are breaking up an organiza- was in it, but he said:
"H you have confidence in your
tion we have taken years to build."
This was the moment for the out- officers it should be agreeable and if
break that had long been expected. not, we should look into it at the
dozen other New York people were proper time, but not now later."
on their feet, but finally Bernard "Many things have been done here
Edelhertz was recognized and de- that have not been to my liking but
manded to know under what rules there have been many constructive
proceeding. things done."
convention
was
the
There was a great out-cry at this i He told the delegates that an ormoment. Tommy Goldberg, of Balti- ganization of this size could not beAl come perfect over night; that they
roll
call.
more demanded a
exhibitors
Steffes asked that O'Reilly be given were getting all the big
graduallJ^
O'Reilly
was
the floor, and finally
must have
"We want peace.
allowed to talk.

—

A

We

peace at any cost."
O'Reilly Asks Square Deal
With reference to Metro he said
He declared that all New York that if he had to lose his self-respect
wanted was a square deal. He said to sell pictures that he was going to
that he had five times nominated Costop selling pictures.
He then went
hen for president, three times for
into what he had said some weeks ago
and
York
unit
president of the New
regarding Senator Walker, and later
twice for national president.
told of how he had planned to "go
C. C. Griffin of California and
after Sydney" because he (Loew)
William Landau of New York were had been dragged into the controappointed tellers. Then each state's versy,
but he Said:
delegation was called upon and prac"I spoke to Sydney Tuesday night
tically all of them voted for Cohen.
and everything is all right."
a split in Georgia

and also

A

number of North
Missouri.
Dakota delegates did not vote. Only
one vote was cast for Cohen in Oklahoma. There were tremendous cheers

"Give Everybody a Chance"

of directors would
find a way to restore business relations with the senator.

hoped the board

Other Officers
Following the election of Cohen,
Glenn Harper, of Los Angeles, was
elected

first

vice-president;

C.

C.

withdrawing.
Leo Brecher
recorded a protest as to the election
proceedings.
Joe Mogler, of St.
Louis, was elected second vice-president; Willard C. Patterson withdrawing; C. A. Lick, of Ft. Smith,
Arkansas, third vice-president; Joe
Rhode, of Milwaukee, fourth viceIjtesident;
M. J. Van Praag, of
Kansas City, recording secretary; J.
Griffin

T. Collins, of

Hodkinson

He

pleaded for peace
Shortly after he left
the platform, the Cohen election was
announced, and then Cohen made a
speech of acceptance. He said that
a great responsibility was vested in
the office and that while he was not a
rich man, he would rather have the
good-will and friendship of the men
and women of the exhibitor organization than all the money in the world.
He declared that several months
ago, he had told some of his friends
that he was not a candidate, and that
inasmuch as great power had been
vested under the constitution in the
board of directors, that he believed
that the time had come for real cooperation and the working out of
important problems, such as the
securing of lower rentals, of equitable
contracts from distributors, the stopping of the producer-exhibitor plan;
the curbing of road shows, and other
He then said that he was
matters.
sorry there had been no opposition,
and added that he was not to be a
candidate next year. He said he deplored the Walker controversy and
organizations.

and harmony.

1100."

Theodore L. Hayes broke in at
this point and declared that two entire
He was seconded by Gus days were wasted without a construct-

in

May

1 1, 1

>

Opposition to Cohen Develop

Gets 348 'Votes

There was

Thursday,

New

Jersey, treasurer,

Pete
McGarrow, of Pennsylvania
withdrawing.
The convention then proceeded
with the election of the board of
Sixteen candidates were
directors.
entered, 12 of whom will be elected.

He

Promised to

Plai

Convention

Thi

Si

Francisco Offer Recalled

Washington
(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

— From

the con\

headquarters of the W. W. H
son (!orp. at the New Willard
the following statement:
"Zero hour for the exhibit(
come this week.
The fn
trenches are dug here in Wa
ton.
Here and now will be d
for all time the question whet!
not the exhibitor is to be slave o
There must be no 'politics,' no
cision,
lost.

no

i,

re

vacillation, or his ca

He must go

over the top

d

competent leadership and wii ti
right to conduct his theater as in
institution, or else he must s m
completely to producer domirio
and, worse still, see his very bu le
itself shrink under the' continue a
of public support.
"Something drastic must be bi
to get the industry working togn«
and against the mass of the evilai
perils that confront it, ranging o

censorship and reformers, to ra 3.
"I have for the consideration tl
Motion Picture Theater Owiu
America a very real, workab!
soundly digested plan by whit
can save an industry now thi'
by disintegration because of tli
of producer control
a plan pre ;a
ed upon a background of demonsi
foresightedness, the test of whici
come with the serious considei n
of this plan by the convention
"The plan itself, said Mr. H<
son, would be laid before the o
vention at the proper time."
When the statement had gi
i

—

ti

.v

i

circulated several film men ji
out that Hodkinson had been a
an offer in San Francisco not so
ago by a number of exhibito
raise $200,000 to be used towar t
establishment of a $5,000,000 pr
tion
and distributing fund. ^
Hodkinson returned to Nev,
from the Coast, he readily adn
to a representative of
f
that such an offer had e
made and at once added that lui

i

then made a plea that every- The announcement of the election
THE
body be given a chance, that every- will be made at this morning's session
thing should be done to get together at which time the names of the win- DAILY
when Harris of Pittsburgh cast 15 otherwise they would have to start ning candidates will be reported. turned it down because he fe!
votes from Western Pennsylvania all over again and that this had al- The convention then adjourned.
time and occasion were not rip
for Cohen and someone cried "three
the launching of such a scheme.
cheers for Dinny."
These cheers came with a great
outburst. When Wisconsin cast 11

From

the Battleground

The

The Rub
moment. Some are inclined
They say that the executive
committee. Adopted it. Without the members of the organisaKnowing what it's all about. Marcus Loew said. The
tion.
Is in the constitution. At the
About accepting it.
to hesitate.

exhibitors should have confidence.

The impression
all

ME S NOT OM-AC

TENT iv|A<ER
-THE

THC

MPS' M/»RCl/5

PEACE M/*<eta —

still

exists.

In their leaders.

That the way

it's

All right.

been done.

Is

wrong.

That's where the New York delegation. Comes in. They
won't bolt. But how about when they get home? Then what?
That's the rub. And also the problem. To be worked out. To
satisfy the opponents. Of the chair.

DANNY.

i

t

i

significance in the matter!
(Continued on Page 12)

—
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«njrtant
islike

Exhibitors Meet

To- Day's Pleasure

— Express

Discrepancies

— Prior

to the

and a num-

New York

Billy
Brandt,
including
Michaels, Leo Brecher, William
jau and others; Alfred S. Black,
(ates

Pasmezoglu, Frank RemMarcus Loevv, H. C. ("Doc")
jiter,
Jake Wells, Harry Kress,
Jor

h.

iabout 30

—

other important exhi-

chief point under discussion
the question of the constitutionof the present convention. They
ifested their dislike of the contion as planned.
Towards the
of their session they were adi legally that the constitution was
of descrepancies and the sugges-

jie

meet
Harding at White House. The
appointment is for 1 o'clock, so
it

is

essential for all ladies to

be there at

12:45

sharp.

All

making this visit must be at the.
White House by 12:30 at the
executive mansion entrance.
In the evening there will be
given a special showing at
Loew's Palace, through the
courtesy of Marcus Loew, of
"The Prisoner of Zenda," accompanied by Loew's Palace
Symphony Orchestra.
Time of showing will be 11
o'clock, immediately after regular performance.

May

Cancel "Movie Chats"
(Staff

was made that these matters be
ightened out before its adoption.

Correspondence)

—

Washington There is some talk
among the more excitable members
Loew, Jake Wells and of the New York delegation that they
I.arcus
It seemed to be will not renew
ly others spoke.
their contracts for
consensus of the opinion that "Movie Chats" when their present
was desired was the appoint- agreements run out. Should their
Rt
t of
a big man to run the ex- tr:Ik develop in a definite manner and
and not be de- action along this line occur, a
upon an exhibitor who had ious situation may come to the

tor organization,

dent
'jive

A

time for nothing.
interesting suggestions

his

l

of

ji

line

num-

along

Lookers-On

were made.

(Staff Correspondence)

'Vhether anything will result from
caucus is a question at this time,
the protest regarding the conutionality of the proceedings might

I

d to

serfore.

almost anything.

Washington
John

Boyd,

Jules Mastbaum,
—McGuirk
and

Sablotsky,

America,
as thev

Al

Abe

of the
Stanley Co. of
are here, "just looking on,"

term

it.

of Material
(Staff Correspondence)

— Somewhere

Washington

—The

real

work

of the

convention

—

•

,

addresses.

AN EDWARD JOSE

agitation.

JUDGE
PRODUCTJON

FEATURING

JEAN PAIGE
AND AN ALL STAR CAST
ADAPTED FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS NOVEL

Bq

in

remains undone. With
the Walker controversy out of the
way and peace and harmony in sight,
mulitudinous matters to be taken up
by the convention now await action.
Sydney S. Cohen said yesterday he
had a trunkful of material on hand
Among those on the dais were Sec- which demands attention. It is posretary of the Navy Edward Denby, sible that the convention
will not terJohn Barton Payne, president of the minate until sometime on Saturday,
Red Cross, Senator Robert Owen, of so great is the pressure of business
Oklahoma, Senator Sutherland, Dr. outstanding.
Leo. S. Rowe, of the Pan-American
Mike O'Toole, an old newspaper
LInion, Senator Edge, of New Jer- man, and now identified with Mike
sey, and Governor Preus of Min- Comerford in his Pennsylvania
cirnesota.
cuit, made his first real appearance as
And invitation had also been ex- a political operator at Tuesday's sestended to Vice-President Coolidge, sion. O'Toole showed that he knew
but up to the hour of going to press a lot about political movements and
h( had not arrived.
Nor had Senator handling a convention. Upon a few
James J. Walker made his appearance occasions he managed to get in
to this time, although he was wrong with the New Yorkers, but in
ui>
specially invited to attend by Presi- the main he was responsible for many
dent Cohen, and a special committee of the movements which slid the Coof three was appointed to bear the hen machine smoothly along.
There was a lot of talk of the steam
message to him. If he does attend
roller and there is no doubt but that
it will be taken by many as indicative
of the fact that perhaps the recent it is on hand.
But up to the moment
controversy
may
be
eventually it hasn't been called upon to 6perate
to any extent.
But there: isn't any
patched up.
Will H. Hays, president of the doubt that there is a small. but active
Motion Picture Producers and Dis- coterie who are running tbe convenCohen, StefTes, O'Toole and
tributors, Inc., was one of the con- tion
Burford
notably, and while T'rye and
spicuous figures on the dais.
He
caine down from New York with Fay are undoubtedly in on' all of the
Courtlandt Smith, secretary of the important movements they have so
far kept in the background. This was
M. P. P. D. A.
probably due to sagacious political
In tomorrow's issue will appear
handling, because of the opposition
excerpts from the more important stirred
up about them in the Walker

THE PRODIGAL
%

of Work Still to Be DoneCohen Says He Has a Trunkful

Guests
the
neighborhood of 700, including several hundred congressmen, senators,
and members of the President's
Cabinet, attended the dinner given
by the M. P. T..O. A. at the Hotel
Washington last night.

President

to

of

Bulk

(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

Ladies

Attend

Officials

Hays One

Will H.

C'orrcspoiulciicc)

.Staff

follows:

Correspondence)

convenOiopening yesterday an exceedingrijportant caucus took place in the
Attending this
fol Washington.
Jiishiiigton

(

Many Government

Washington The entertainment program for today is as

Over What They Call

(Staff

Many Problems Yet

700 at Dinner

Caucus Held

%i Charles L. O'Reilly
fcof other important

i

;

VAUGHAN KESTER

//

"Even Surpasses 'Humoresque'"
This

Is

the Verdict of the

New York Newspapers

It is a constant
"It even surpasses Fannie Hurst's now famous 'Humoresque.'
As regards the other films that have flowed from Miss Hurst's prolific pen,
much better that a comparison would be worse than odious.
" 'The Good Provider' represents the triumph of pantomime over print."

delight.
it is so

—New York Sun.

I

"Another 'Humoresque' at Rivolt. At the risk of annoying those who consider
'Humoresque' the last word in film production, we must confide that this seems quite
as good, if not better.
"We forgot the audience and wept at Davidson with his incomprehensible family.
"Vera Gordon plays again a mother role quite as perfect as her first. Cast are
excellent. Here a bow to Frank Borzage, an inspired director. Beautifully mounted by
Joseph Urban.
"This is one of the three films of the season which must under no circumstances be
^^^^ York Globe.
missed."

—

—

''

GOOD PKMDBR"

THE.

WITH

VERA GORDON andlX)RE DAVIDSON
STOW BY "FAKNIE HURST;

SCENARIO BY JOHN
LYNCH PIPECTED BY FRANK 130RZAGE
SETTINGS BY JOSEPH ITEZBAK.
;

•,

"This newest play by Fannie Hurst might be considered a second chapter to that
magnificent domestic drama, 'Humoresque.' "
New York Journal.

—

•'Something seems to tell us that we would be all wrong in pronouncing 'The Good
Provider' a better picture than 'Humoresque,' so we shall compromise by saying that

we

liked it better.

"We

did not

"We

give

.^^ .».

know that "William
Vivienne Osborne was such a beauty.
Frank Borzage due

Collier, Jr.,

credit.

The

was such a good

settings are

actor, nor that

by Joseph Urban.

course, they are very fine."

—N. Y.

Of

Tribune.

last the screen shows signs of becoming original. Has tingling human quality.
picture might be labelled 'Any Home Any Family Argument.' Extremely natural
handling given it by Frank Borzage. The beholder more interested than if it was his
own family fracas.

"At

—

The

"Often captions aren't needed, so well has this been conceived as a living picture
rather than a moving picture.

"Miss Gordon and Mr. Davidson do so well they could be advertised as 'appearing
^not a movie.'
Davidson's pantomime speaks reels of subtitles for itself."
New York Herald.

—

In person

—

Shrewd showmen everywhere are booking "The Good Provider." It has more
laughs than most out and out comedies and more drama than many tragedies.
This week it plays simultaneously at all Keith, Proctor and Moss, New York
City high priced vaudeville and picture houses. Book and play it early and get the
cream of the profits.

I

—
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Pictures
THERE

was

when
"program"

—or Big Pictures ?
many

a time in this business

company can

ordinary, average pictures
pictures,

were

and the raising

The
combs

profit.

of competition,

so

of standards generally, the

draw something

average house.

know from

In

that

dinary.

If

fine,

they go elsewhere to find

it

to

can secure the best stories of the

it

releases

an absolute

leased in

the ut-

And

it.

it

when

the story

can put into the sup-

porting casts players whose names have
box-office value as great as

many

stars.

them

The
Paramount

specials,

pictures, than all the other

together.

its artists

exhibitor

who

allies

himself with

it.

fact that

more genuine

can give

can put two, three or even more

Paramount
It is

It

in facilities.

requires

something extraor-

you don't give

so reliable, so solidly estab-

big stars into one picture,

past and done.

public wants something big, some-

thing especially

it is

Paramount has such a large aggregation of stars, and star supporting players,

than an

experience, the day of the
is

large,

most

you exhibitors

fact,

"good program picture"

The

less

the world for talent; because

directors.

today the average, the mediocre,

picture will

Paramount

best authors ; the finest stars, the greatest

select their entertainment.

And

behind

organization

lished, it

public became more discriminating. They
stopped "going to the movies." .They be-

gan to

release in a year.

an exhibitor

all

needed to run his house at a

But with the growth

big specials as almost any other

assured of a steady supply

of the best pictures

more big

on the market today,

pictures that the public

He

companies put

The Paramount Pictures
any given month contain

is

is

building for his

is

for.

own immediate and

re-

future success and for the evergrowing

as

success of motion picture entertainment.

paramount Q>ictures
^*J

looking

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
AOOLPH EL'KOR
'

Pr«»,</e«t

YORK CIIY

•

.

THE

StU
What Do You
DAILY

Deal with Authors
One

Reiison for Jesse L. Lasky's European Trip Sailing on Saturday
with Gilbert Miller
Jesse L. Lasky is going abroad on
Saturday for the purpose of conferring with important old-world au-

—

thors in order to interest them in
writing direct for the screen, according to a statement from his office
yesterday. Mrs. Lasky and Gilbert
Miller, general manager of Charles
Frohman, Inc. will accompany him.
The statement says that among the
important authors Lasky will confer
with are Sir James M. Barrie, Arnold
Bennett, Edward Knoblock, Joseph

Ccnrad, Robert Hichens and Rudyard Kipling, in England; Andre
in
Riveire and Henri Duvernois,
France; Melchior Lengyel, in Germany; Arthur Schnitzler and Ernst
Klein, in Austria; Ferenc Molnar

Andreas Nagy

arid

in

No. 260.—Straight from the Shoulder
Talk by Carl Laemmle, President], of the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
Ninety per cent, of the pictures shown in
country are shown in the big, expensive, firstrun theaters because the owners of the big,
expensive, first-run theatres have a financial
interest in the pictures or in the

company

pro-

Edgar Lewis Going Abroad
Edgar Lewis intends sailing for
Ninety per cent, of such pictures are Hterally
Germany on May 26. He went down
to Washington yesterday to attend forced onto the public, dolled-up with trethe convention.
mendous orchestras, high-brow prologues and
Niemeyer Going Abroad
to THE FILM DAILY)
Louis Harry Niemeyer,

(Special

St.

—

other
di-

of

some time

in

the hope that the public will

of

the costly

with

side-show which

thrown

is

in

it.

sailing.

count of the voting in
which ended early
yesterday
morning,
Billie
placed
liurke in first place with 472,860 votes
and Mary Carr second with 431,160.
lidward Earle topped the list of men
with 12,280, with Tom Mix, his
closest rival credited with 9,247.
official

the charity drive

Something like $150,000 was raised
by the industry for the A. I. C. P.
at a result of the drive.

The

pic-

expensive,

Los Angeles

— Sessue

R-C

Pictures Corp. is on the calendar of the
Si'.pcrior Court.
Hayakawa claims
that he made a contract to star in six
pictures at $20,000 each.
He claims
lie
has lived up to his part of the
agreement and that he made two pictures, "Black Roses" and "The First
Born," for which
he
received his
compensation.
He asserts that on
April 1 the contract was broken.
J.

E. Williamson

is

back from the

of

undersea film for use

production.

in

2.S,000

Jewels

ft.

a future

pictures

best

the

are

makes— and

Univers

THE BEST PICTURES

BODY CAN MAKE.

Back

of

them

AN'j
is

tl'

widest moving picture experience, the greate
corps of experts in every branch of the bus

and the most complete equipment
whole industry.
ness,

If that

in

tl

portion of your anatomy which yc

wear above your neck

is

in

good workin

order, ge^ in touch with your nearest Univers;

Exchange and arrange for a great big quic
by booking the Jewels LISTEl

when

Productions

Big

house flopped miserably
tried to show it in your smaller

YOU

on

Way:

the

theatre.

^

UNIVERSAL JEWELS

WHY?

Lon Chaney

Because the picture didn't have the strength
to stand on its own legs.

You've been fooled

this

way time and again.
God gave you and

own

own

All-Star Cast in

"Humat

Hearts"

Dean

in

"Under

All-Star Cast, featuring

Instead of using the brains

booking your

"The Trap"

in

House Peters and an

Priscilla

Hayakawa's

Bahamas where he secured

PENSIVE FRILLS.

first-run

Suit Up
THE FILM DAILY)

suit for $92,000 against the

WITHOUT A GREAT BIG ORCHESTR,
AND WITHOUT PROHIBITIVELY E:-

YOU CAN'T AFFORD A FIFTYPIECE ORCHESTRA, you've got to rely on

Hayakawa
(Special to

tremendous successes you have overlooked tj
very pictures that will stand on their own le|,

IF

ture that "went over with a bang" in the big,

Burke Wins

Weai

BELOW!

pictures and not on knick-knacks.
Billie

1!

profit

June.

Famous Players officials expect
Niemeyer here tomorrow prior to his

The

in

frills

forget the poor quality of the picture because

publicity of the Famous
Players-Missouri Corp., intends taking a trip to France. He will' return

rector

11,

the big, expensive, first-run theatres in this

ducing or distributing them!

many."

May

Above Your Neck!

Hungary; Iba-

nez and Martinez Sierra in Spain and
Dario Niccodemi, Gina Rocca and
Enrico Seretta in Italy.
"The conferences with authors,"
said Lasky, "really will be only a
small part of my work abroad. I
expect to spend as much time as possible studying European methods of
producing pictures, especially in Ger-

Thursday,

Two

House

Flags"
Peters, in "Th<

Storm"

pictures according to your

you've watched the big,
expensive, first-run house in your territory
and have followed it like a sheep
And, like
a sheep, you've been led to slaughter!
special needs,

Priscilla

Dean

in

"The Black Diamond"

Reginald Denny and a Big Special Cast

"The Kentucky Derby"

!

UNIVERSAL CHAPTER PLAYS
Hundreds

of

you

smaller

theatre-owners

have never run certain of our Jewel pictures.
I don't know why.
But in overlooking such

William Desmond
Art Acord

A

in "Perils of the

in "In the

Big Surprise

in

Days

Yukon"

of Buffalo Bill"

"The Radio King"

ini
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IMPORTANT
INFORM A TION
Are

exhibitors sincere in their cry for big,

summer

tures for

runs

new

pic-

?

Oliver Morosco says ''Yes!"
Oliver Morosco

will

not wait until Fall for his

release

on the First National program.

picture

is

ready and Mr. Morosco

JUNE

his first production

Oliver Morosco on your

first

you

12th.

electric

sign

always

will

with his

"THE HALF BREED"—

picture,

a story of East
prise finish,

The

will give

money and coupled

bring you loads of

initial

is

vs.

West

with a startling sur-

just the breezy

whirlwind combi-

nation you need for those July nights.

"THE HALF BREED"

was produced under the
supervision of Mr. Morosco with a

personal

great cast headed by

Wheeler Oakman.

for screening will arrive at

changes next week.

First National ex-

Oliver

Morosco's "The

on the open market

Half Breed"

is

all exhibitors

can afford

to

Prints

pay.

If

at a price

you want

a good bet in an "audience picture" set an early
play date.

OLIVER MOROSCO'S "SLIPPY McGEE"
will

be

released

more productions

September

15th

to follow for

1922.

with

two

THE

i^^

DAILY
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New

9 Cleveland Managers Held

Coast Brevities
(Special to

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Rodolph Valentino,
Hollywood
was in San Francisco this week to
take part in the program of the Citizens Committee to raise funds for the
entertainment of the Disabled American Veterans of the World War.

Cleveland

THE FILM DAILY)

— Nine

managers are under

Cleveland

film
arrest for violat-

ing the state censorship law.
It is
charged by the censorship board that
eliminations ordered cut from certain
pictures were not taken out. Those
held were Robert Cotton, Fox; P. A.
Bloch, Famous Players-Lasky; C. E.
Cecille B. DeMille and a portion of
Holah, Wid Gunning, Inc.; Tom Colhis cast for "Manslaughter," includby, Universal; Paul Tessier, Pathe;
ing Leatrice Joy and Jack Mower,
Walter Lusk, First National; Chas.
are in San Francisco, taking scenes.
Perry, Select; Harry Charnas of

Doris

Schroeder

has

temporarily

altered her duties at Universal City,
she has written the scenarios of all
but one of the Prevost vehicles, but
right now she is writing the titles of

"The Trouper," Gladys Walton's

Standard and Frank Greenwald.

The

of the nine in the police court

trial

comes up on May

29.

Actors on Coast Organize
(Special

last

to

Theater for Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

—

AUTO TRUCKS TO

to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Erection of a theater,
to seat 1,000 and to be known as the
Astor, at 18th St. and California Sts.,

(Special

—

11,

(22

Hi!

For moving your props and furni
to and from your studio.
By the h
day or week. Contracts taken for
tire picture.
One always on banc

N. W., together with the operation
Garden on 9th St., are among
the plans of the United Theater Corp.,
a $2,000,000 organization, chartered
by Washington men. Work on the
new theater will be started as soon

t
•
'.

FILM SERVICE TRUCKING

of the

369 East 151st St.
N. Y. C.
Phone Melrose 1426

as possible.

R. H. Campbell is president of the
corporation, Stirling Keer is vice
president, F. Baldi second vice president and A. B. Willis is secretary and
tteasurer.
The directors are Baldi,

Visit

Campbell, Nathan Goodman, Edmund
B. Hesse, Mr. Kerr, William Mooney,
M. A. Winter, Victor J. Evans and
Mr. Willis.

LIBMAN-SPANJER

new

Our Exhibit

Lobby Displays

Los Angeles A new organization
as the Motion Picture Actors'
Copeland Commends Buxbaum
Arthur Statter has rejoined the fea- Ass'n of California has been formed
Dr. Royal S. Copeland, Health
ture scenario staff at Universal City here and is said to be rapidly gaining
Commissioner of the City of New
after several months in charge of members, drawing from the HollyYork
has written Harry H. Buxbaum
wood
film
colony.
The
production.
organization
serial and short feature
of Famous Players commending the
By the reorganization, Statter will is purely local in its scope and will "Kent
Klean-up Kuarter" campaign
v/ork directly under Lucien Hubbard, not conflict with any existing body.
which
the
New York exchange will
As
will
a
matter
of
fact,
many members
while William Lord Wright
conduct in May, June and July. Buxsupervise serials and George Hively of the M. P. A. A. are members of
the Equity. The new association has baum volunteered to cooperate with
will handle scripts for two reelsrs.
joined the Federation of Art. Some the Health Department in aiding the
Mary Pickford has started produc- of its leading figures are Ralph Lewis, theaters to keep clean places of
Wedgewood Nowell, William Des- amusement.
tion on "Tess."
mond, Mitchell Lewis, William ConkSale of Fischer Properties Ordered
Tom Buckingham has been reen- lin and Earle Williams.
Jans Productions Inc. have been
gaged by Century and will start
directed
by Arthur K. Deutsch, exeInglis Coming East
shooting a new picture next week.
cutor of the estate of the late A. H.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Gus Inglis of Willis Fischer, to sell "Man and Woman"
Colleen Moore will play the lead
scenario
and Inglis will attend the exhibitor and "The Amazing Lovers," produced
"Broken Chains," the
in
He has by A. H. Fischer Features Inc. Jans
that won the first prize in the Chicago convention in Washington.
Daily News-Goldwyn scenario con- already left for the East. After the has also been empowered to rent the
convention he will go to New York studio and sell the laboratory at New
test.
to confer with Arthur S. Kane re- Rochelle, and also todispose of the
Charles Van Enger, will photo- garding future King and Florence ten Robert W, Chamber's stories, the
motion picture rights of which FisVidor productions.
graph "The Christian."
cher owned.
"Discovery Concerts"
Dougles Carter, the colored comePhyllis Haver in "The Christian"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
dian who appeared in "The Poor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Sid Grauman is mSimp," has been signed on a long
Los Angeles—^Phyllis Haver, for a
augurating a series of "Discovery
term contract by Myron Selznick.
William de Mille has finished "Nice Concerts" to be given every Sunday long time with Mack Sennett, has
been added to the cast of "The (I^hrisPeople," and is now cutting and as- morning for the summer months during the temporary discontinuance of tian."
sembling the film.
vehicle.
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the

big

fire

scene was put on last

Lasky studio on the set
of Irvin Willat's production, "The
Siren Call," in which Dorothy Dalton

week

is

at the

featured.

GAUSMAN

ui

for

MENTANDPRODUOR

Trailers

TRA

Only

Foot

Tinting

FREE
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We

make
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we make
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only
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our

terrice

and
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promises.

Ask Ui

24 hour

About

with and without
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S
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.

service

farm
sci

IRVING MACK & d.
S. WABASH, CHICAO

Producers of

Filmack Traill

Grauman Symphony Orchestra.

New

talent

will

play at these con-

certs.

Harriette Underbill is to title "Married People," Hugo Ballin's next pic-

<7;^ J%uS^ <f J^/u/^i^t^//

ture for Hodkinson.

'

:rm

jttn^U

Here AT last!

new

^le greatest wildanimal
screen,
spectacle ever
filmed

1922-23 Series of

HALLROOM BOYS

J

Export

&

Import Film

Co.,

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

COMEDIES

Col.
•rpiece

The Biggest Bet on the Market

i.

80 8

/

WATCH!
For the

to
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Produc-
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AMERICAN in this trademark imprinted
above the eagle has the greatest name-value of any
motion picture trademark ever flashed upon any screen
in the world. It has become known more rapidly than
any insignia and name ever adopted by any producing
The word

or distributing organization.

The

fabric of your country is woven into it.
The
pride of a people is interlocked with it. It carries
more good-will value on this day than trademarks on
which millions of dollars in advertising and years of
operation have been invested.

AMERICAN

Releasing Corporation today, on the individual merits of the productions it distributes, is
carrying its independent producers into the best and the
biggest theatres of the nation. We have friends and we
want more. Our enemies are trivial and will take care
of themselves.
releasing name and insignia today we have
such significant independent producers as these:

Under our

Messmore Kendall

Pyramid

International Film Service Co.
Marion Fairfax

Chester Bennett
Wm. P. S. Earle
Jas. Oliver Curwood
Tuttle- Waller Productions
Louis Wm. Chaudet
James Livingston

Martin Johnson
Finis

Fox

Fred Balshofer
Herold Bros.

Pictures, Inc.

Smith
West Coast

Dirigo Films, Inc.
Will Bradley

Cliff

Films, Inc.

Twenty-one productions have been released through
us to the nation's exhibitors since February 19, 1922
and in every large community we are booked with the
significant first rui^ accounts and in many cities our
producers are divided among the two or three leading
accounts, meaning quicker play dates and rivalry and
competition in presentation.
Contrary

prevailing system of draining the
big pictures we are releasing a
group of the year's best productions from May to
September 1 to give exhibitors outstanding good pictures
to meet seasonable declines.
Our producers themselves
have shared in this decision to help our retailer, the
exhibitor, knowing that product makes patronage.
to

the

summer market dry of

Home

Offices

15 West 44th Street,

New

York City

Telephones: Vanderbilt 7078-7079

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

.-§
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WAIT!
At

The Exhibit
the Convention Located
Coliseum— Many Displays

For these
of
(.Staff

Many Companies There
(By Danny)
Washington There are

—

Trade Commission

possession.

Wm.

H. G. Hard, Wurlitzer organs. Automatic Ticket Co., Libman-Spanjer
Co., frames; American Seating Co.,
Mills Novelty Co., Allied Laboratories; Dodge Mfg. Co., Spencer Tur-

Paramount Publicity Co., J. J.
Ruben; Moller organs; Universal,

bines;

Vitagraph, Pathe,

Federal Sign Co.,

American Lux Co. and Jordan Piano
Co.
In a smaller

room at the side of
a projection room in
which will be screened a number of
prints for the benefit of visiting exhibitors.
Just how it will be possible to keep the public from seeing
these prints, without paying, is a question which the management will probably work out.
the exhibits

is

(Staflf

Correspondence)
C. C.

the

have

New York

State

and

organization

Senator Walker a retainer as large as that he received
ofifered

from the
represent

national

organization;

to

them in the Empire State.
But Walker flatly refused" it. He inhe

is

through with pictures.

MORE TO BE

—

Washington Noticed in the lobby
the Washington were Holland
Hudson and W. E. Clark and they

ROSEMARY THEBY

of

were talking to a lot of exhibitors.
Said they were just on hand casually.
But some people placed a deeper interpretation upon it than 'just that,
especially in view of the fact that
Senator Walker mentioned the Commission

his

in

argument

"Connecticut Yankee

"Yellow

J.

and Gold"

Revel!

"Kisses"

"Hate"

Featured in
"The Soul of Rafael"
"Tale of

had never been any rupture. You see
Frank Rembusch with the sa.me old
smile, and the same old brown suit,
a little heavier than of old, but tliat's
all, and then you'll find Al Black from
Boston, wearing the same kind of an
old worn hat as he did years ago.
Then there is the immaculate Hector
Pasmezoglu from Saint Looey with
his morning coat and Ernest Hor^tmann who looks just as he did years
ago.
To all of these can be added
the once-upon-a-time Boss yclept Lee
Ochs, and well for the rest oh,
come on down, and see 'em. *

May

—

FRANK GLENDON

Washington All the "Old 'Guard"
here.
It seems almost as if there

—

Men

"The Infamous Miss
"The Golden Gift"

"The Last Trail"

—

is

ALICE LAKE
Star of

"Kismet"

PHILO McCOLLOUGH
Featured in
"Heart of a Fool"
"Market of Souls"
"Soldiers of Fortune"

"What Do Men Want"

The Old Guard
(Staff Correspondence)

with

Star of

Tuesday

afternoon, so far as the case against
the Famous Players was concerned.

THAI

PITIED

SCORNED

On Hand

Two Worlds"

BABY JOSEPHINE ADAIR
FAMOUS JUVENILE STAR
Directed by

EDWARD LE
Producer

of

SAINT

Fox Super-Attractions

ONLY A SHOPGIRB
Chas. E. Blaney's Phenomenal

New York

Success

—

Protest

Two

Films

SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORF

(Staff Correspondence)

With an

—

Washington A
number

delegation repreof women's organizations is expected to protest against
the exhibition of two pictures, "Dev-

Austria" and "Devastated
Hungary," in the United States to
Will H. Hays and the convention.
It is charged that the pictures, which
are said to have been financed by
Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and the Carnegie

PAL

astated

Foundation, are propaganda and show "Uncle Sam sitting
on bags of gold." They are expected
Shallenberger Leaves
to insist that
(.Staff Correspondence)
"Devastated France"
Washington W. E. Shallenberger and "Devastated Belgium," two other
and Richard Weil of Ar'xw left the films, be shown with the others, if
convention yesterday for New York, any public shpwings are to be given.
stopping at Philadelphia.
sists

Get Your Dates Set for the
Sure-fire Broadway Successes

All Star Cast

senting a

Big Offer to Walker

Washington— The T. O.

ATTRACTIONS

(Staff Correspondence)

The

special committee having in
charge the question of an exhibition
hall. decided that the Coliseum would
prove the most available of the few
places where such an exhibit could
be held. And they went out and sold
a lot of space at from $1,000 a booth
down, so that something like $19,000
was collected from distributors and
others.
Among those who have exhibits in
the Coliseum are Asso. First National
Pictures, Inc., Famous Players, Stanley Co. of America; Fox; HodkinPowers Projection Machine;
son,
Select Pictures, Bartola Organ Co.,
Nat'l Carbon Co., Metro, Move Ezy
Chair Co., Southern M. P. Corp.,
Kimball, Simplex Machine Co.,

— Yesterday

Alfred S. Black who has been
anti-Cohen for two years since
Cleveland, met President Cohen
in the convention hall.
They
shook hands. Black later said
they had agreed to let bygones
be bygones.
Black has also patched up the
differences with Willard C. Patterson of Atlanta.

lot

and some people have been wrangling in the courts as to the ownership
of the building.
Consequently paint
and repairs are almost unknown. The
city finally won out awhile ago for

'

C'orrcsiiondence)

Washington

of
exhibits on display for visiting delegates and others.
The Coliseum is the name of the
hall atop of the fish markiet of the
city.
The market is about a half
mile from the headquarters and for
about 20 years the city government

a

BOX OFFICE

Making Up

the

in

Educational

—

Neither Mr. Hays nor Courtland
Smith could be reached yesterday
concerning the above.
(Continued from page 4)
Charles C.
taken in some quarters to indicate Pettijohn, Hays' assistant, was out
that the distributing question will of the office.
Late advices from
shortly come up in some form before Washington indicated the matter had
not come up in any form.
the convention,

O'

MINE

THE LURE OF BROADWAY

FORGIVE AND FORGET
For Detailed Information

Communicate with

Hodkinson Plan

C.
1600

B.

C.

B'way

FILM SALES
New York

CORPORATION
Bry. 6212

rursday,

May

11,
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Th&m METRO releases
are niaking money for
exhibitors

NOW

The Rex Ingram Productions,

THE

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOC-

ALYPSE— THE CONQUERING
POWER— TURN TO THE RIGHT
NAZIMOVA in CAMILLE
Robert

Z.

Leonard's presentations of

MAE MURRAY in PEACOCK
ALLEY and FASCINATION

These
are

METRO

going

releases

to

SOON

THE
PRISONER OF ZENDA— BLACK
ORCHIDS—TOILERS OF THE SEA
The Rex Ingram Productions,

Robert

Z.

Leonard's presentation of

MAE MURRAY

in

BROADWAY

ROSE
These and 30

OTHERS

of super-picture merit

for next season.

METRO

P

I

C

T U R E

S

CORPORATION

THE

'^mk

DAILY
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Myers

Shortridge

said

that

it

against

the

Enterprise

Distributing

would seem that if some of the facts Corp., a Georgia corporation, which
could be assembled they would call has been transferred to the Federal
court, alleges that $1,541 is due for
for an indictment.
prints of "Martyrs of the Alamo" and
Censorship
Todd quoted members of the in- $1,519 for "Ashes of Hope."
dustry as stating that they could elect
anyone they chose. He
much political advertising
was used on the screen for those men
who would agree to vote against censorship and vote to repeal the Sunday
closing law.
Senator Shortridge said
he doubted whether this was a matter
for Federal control.
Senator Czerwinsky of Wisconsin,
introduced a bill repealing the Sunday closing law and, according to
Todd, in four days rushed it to a
hearing.
He said the reformers had
no notice of this hearing, but secured
a week's stay and in that time secured such opposition that at the vote
the law was retained 21 to 9. Immediately, he said, papers stated that
or defeat
said that

the exhibitors associations had voted
that they would not obey the law.
Todd said one exhibitor who had
been arrested three times, and each
time fined the nominal fee of ten
dollars said, "Go to it, you are advertising my business and the association

is

paying

"Would not
amend the law

my

To Film Royal

Clift

fines."

Brenon has confessed
the Supreme Court in
Wyndmere, N. D. Vic C. Irwin
favor of William E. Shay for $3,600 the new manager of the Gem.
for loans made in 1919 and 1920.

—

in

The Claremont Film Laboratories
have sued Eugene Spitz in the Supreme Court for $2,486 on his guaranty that the Key Holding Corp.
would pay its bills for prints of "The
Good Things of Life."
Says Seven States Are Sold
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago David Fischer states he
has sold "Persecution" to the Lea
Bel Cp. for seven States.
Gollos :md GoUos
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago— Gollos and Gollos have
moved to 804 S. Wabash Ave. in the
office

said

Shortridge.

Todd claimed that the industry
controlled by five Hebrews.

is

Three Deals on "Cap'n Kidd"
Three large sales were made this

They

Sam

Zierler
of
Commonwealth
takes it for New York State and^ Northern New Jersey. Standard Film Service for Michigan, Ohio, Western

Pennsylvania, and West Virginia and
Federated of Baltimore, for Delaware,

Maryland, District of Columbia, and
Virginia.

—E

is

7Ae HUDSON RIVE

New

The novelty must be clever.
It must have an idea behind it.
It must be a real tie-up with the spirit
of the picture.
Its price must be practical.

AND

IT

WILL BE

A

IF IT IS

DAILY SAILINGS
From New York

NOVELTY.
Dislributing

th»

Passengers ticketed and baggage checked
poiDta. Tforth. South. East and West.

ing houst far tbt

Motion

artisiiand Novotty

tbi U.

Sanford Prod, have leased the old
Morris Schlank studios on Sunset
Blvd., where they will also produce
their
dies.

new

series of 12

Tweedy come-

S.

Can

HUDSON NAVIGATION

C(

The Weshner-Davidson Agency
117

W. 46lh St.. New York. Td.

Dummies and

Bryant4l77

costs submitted without
obligation.

Middleton S. Borland, Receiver
'

PhoneM : —Albany Main 4404
Canal 9000
Troy 21

New York

WHY
are independent motion picture producers and exhibitors com-

ing to look upon

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORPORATION
as the best existing

medium through which to secure
money paid

selves the largest possible share of the

The New York Photodramatist
Club reports its members have sold
seven scripts to producing companies.

to

Aatot

ihruout

indurtrj.

—

Pete Morrison has
been engaged to play the lead in a
new series of eight semi-western features, to be produced by the Sanford
Prod. The first release "Iron Heart"
Marcel Perez and Frank S. Mattison
are writing the stories and Mr. Perez

Expreu Freight Serrice

Phturi
faitorui

Pier 32 North Rii

(At Canal Street) 6 P. M.
West 132nd Street half hour la
(Daylight Saving Time)
From Troy 8 P.M. From Albany 9 P.
(Daylight Saving Time)

WESHNER-DAVIDSON

Series of Semi- Westerns

Los Angeles

NIGHT LINES

are without doubt the best form
advertising you can give a

product of our own

States Sold on Curwoods
Arrow Film has sold the four Curwood productions for Kentucky and
Tennessee to the Big Feature Rights

h

of fan
picture.

will direct.

week on "Cap'n Kidd."

Wellsburg, la.—The Crystj
been closed. The house will
dark indefinitely.

Exploitation Novelties
SPEAK IN EVERY LANGUAGE

tion.

"If the people of the state have
done nothing but impose a fine of
ten dollars they have not done much,"

formerly operated an amu
park at Parkson, S. D., has pm
the Majestic from Addams &

>

with A. Teitel.

Two

THE FILM DAIL
Neb.— Earl Grav

(fecial to

Hebron,

Move

the remedy be to
the state?" asked
Corp. of Louisville.
Senator Shortridge.
"We are certain," replied Todd,
that there is a nation-wide movement
Purchases Foreign Bights
on foot to break down such laws in
The Export and Import Film Co.
states.
Fines are paid and the has bought from C. B. C. "The
all
services of a lawyer supplied by the Heart of the North," "Life's GreatWisconsin Motion Picture Exhibitors est Question," for Argentine, Urawho are a part of a national organiza- guay, Paraguay and Chile.
in

to the New York
that Denison Clift
has secured royal permission to film
the gifts given Princess Mary at her
wedding. Their value is placed at
$3,500,000.
The film runs half an
hour.
states

Herbert

judgment

U,

Hebron, Neb., House Sol

London dispatch

American

May

I

Gifts

The suit filed in the Supreme Court
Gertrude, Lady Decies, a staff corby the Nicholas Kessel Laboratories respondent for Universal Service in a

Page 2)

(Continued from
half rate.

Senator

In the Courts

Again

Bill

Thursday,

box

office

for themin at the

by motion picture patrons?

WHY?
It is

because they are beginning to realize the fact that Second

National has devised a system of distributing pictures without

squandering enormous sums on overhead, leaving larger profits
for producers

CHAIRS
Means Ease

at the

and exhibitors.

WHY

Movies

gamble when Second National

Washington Convention

Section D, Booth

OFHCE AND SALESROOM
MARBRIDGE BUILDING
Josiah Partridge & Sons,
34th Street and Broadway

Inc.,

offers

you a certainty?

1

Manufacturers

SECOND NATIONAL PIQURES CORPORATION
140 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

New York
ac»
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Convention!

Beginning June 18th
in every

smart theatre owners 'house in America

where the crowds

will

storm the doors to see

WALLACE REID
LILLIAN GISH

AND

IN

"THE FATAL MARRIAGE"
A

repicturization of

Lord Tennyson's immortal

classic

ENOCH ARDEN— Directed

By CHRISTY

CABANNE

under the personal supervision of

D.
Posters with the
exploitation and
for a

Punch
more

—Exploitation

—Lillian

—More

ideas that guarantee success

practical exploitation than

copy of the Press Sheet

Wallace Reid

W. GRIFHTH

— See what's

—D. W.

Gish

ideas

—More

you have ever seen on any Feature Picture

—Ponder on the drawing
Griffith — Lord Alfred Tennyson— Enoch Arden
prepared for you

WsSeNoW!!

— Snappier
months—Ask

exploitation

power

in

of the

names

of

NaJ Thi, Pie... N,w,l

Wire or Write Your Nearest R-C Exchange Today

Vf«^^
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"If

Do You Realize the Enormous Influence
of This Great Audience?
Two and

One-Half Million Picture Patrons Read Photoplay Every Month.

on

|N

New

Pictures

—and

in every circle in

every community

there

is

a Decisive Influence for Failure or Success

They know

it

a select group of discriminating people

whose judgments and pronouncements
with

is

Their Verdict

are decisive

all

pictures

that Photoplay vigorously cries

down

which are cheap, suggestive or other-

wise offensive to good

taste,

as invariably as

it

praises noteworthy productions deserving the atten-

all their friends.

tion of the intelligent.

On

books, the theatre, moving pictures or motor

cars, just

an authoritative few

set the

standards

for their less well-informed acquaintances.

This great following of Photoplay's, with the

more discriminating portion

field,

may

is

picture-

perhaps

be readily recognized.

these arbiters are the

enthusiastic followers of Photoplay.
its intelligent

moving

going public evidences an influence that
vaster than

In the moving picture

of the

They look

It

to

and unbiased criticisms of new pro-

that Photoplay readers choose pictures

not alone for themselves, but for their friends.

ductions to guide them to the good picture and

guard them from the bad.

means

It is a great asset to

of

Photoplay

have earned the approval

—and Photoplay's

Photoplay Magazine
James R. Quirk, Editor
25 West 45tb

Street

New York

City

great following.

:

iTHE
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Price 5 Cents

CHICAGO NEXT
ara— 1st Nat'l Deal?
Series Will Go Through
—Brabin Not Expected to

;ported
Circuit

Direct
It
was reported in usually wellformed circles yesterday that the
oposed series of Theda Bara proictions would be distributed through
5sociated First National.
At the
fices

of the circuit, an official said

Yesterday it was
Brabin would not direct. Milton
offman who has been mentioned
connection with the business man;emcnt of the contemplated Bara
understood to be no longer interBrabin.

at

any way.

er,

secretary and treasurer.

The company

vlolly

le

Capitol

now making

its

duction of the entire group. In the
first
appear Wilton Lackaye,
will

Montagu Love,
Rod La Rocque, Hedda Hopper,
Huntely Gordon and Julia Swayne
Barbara

Castleton,

Gordon.

Sennett's first feature since
O," a seven reel comedy meloentitled, "The Crossroads of

ama
ew York,"

is

picture

first

Sennett's Latest to Capitol

Mack

will

make

May

21. F.

premiere at
Richard Jones

its

Picked—About 20
tributing Plans Submitted, Some

1923 Convention City

—

Luncheon to Lasky Today
Lasky will be the guest

I
'

Equity Deal

"What's Wrong with
Women?" at the Biograph studio
with R. William Neill directing.
said Goodman will be in charge of pro-

had not heard anything about it.
^Recentl}', it was reported that Miss
fara would be directed by Charles
!

ited in

New

Features to Be Made by Daniel Carson Goodman First Now in
Production
Equity will release a series of pictures to be made by Goodman ProdInc. of which Daniel Carson Goodman is president and Joseph Schnitz-

Jesse L.

by Leading Companies
(By Danny)

—

Washington The outstanding feature of yesterday's session
of the M. P. T. O. was an offer from the M. P. D. A. of California
to the exhibitor organization. This offer was presented by David
M. Hartford, representing an organization of 151 members,
each of whom, he said, could make 5 or 6 features a year.
The offer of Mr. Hartford was submitted to the Committee
on Business Relations which, it is understood, has from 15 to
20 additional production and distribution plans under consideration. Among the more important companies who, it is said, have
suggestions or definite offers before this committee are
W. W. Hodkinson.

of

honor at a luncheon to be tendered
him at Delmonico's today by Adolph
Zukor. Lasky sails tomorrow.

Vitagraph.
Select and several others.
It is

expected that a definite report or action by this com-

rected.
It will be available for reiase after its Capitol showing.

mittee will be announced at today's
session when the convention will
come to a close.
The next convention which, under
the constitution must always take
place in May, will be held in Chicago.

:

"Kick In" Bought from Pathe
"Kick In," one of the Famous Playrs fall releases will be again filmed
y George Fitzmaurice who made it
jme years ago with Fannie Ward in
le principal role for Pathe release,
'he rights to re-film it were bought
y

To

conclude this session, work
will be started this morning at 10:30
o'clock.
York
number of the
delegation failed to appear at yester-

A

the

10 years asof the ConSupply Co., has

olidated Film and
cen made general manager, succeedig William C. ('Bill") Oldknow, who
as resigned.

Consolidated

the distributor for
Jniversal in the South.
For the time
eing, Depinet, who has been in
harge at Dallas, will remain there.

/
w

mf^'-^A

is

-

ii

More Convention News
For additional news on the
4, 5 and

convention see pages
12.

session.
He declared that
directors he represented would
make one picture or more, and that
they were ready to turn over pictures without one dollar advance to
the exhibitor organization.
None of
these productions was to have a
maximum value of more than $300,000.
In answer to a question he said a
good five reeler could be made on
the coast at a cost of between $50,000 and $60,000. He then went into
the cost of distribution of product,
declaring that in his own instance he
was paying 60% for one picture and
50% for another, both of which were
being distributed through Associated
First National.
"The time has come," he said, "to
eliminate the middleman, and the
(Continued on page 4)

morning

Oldknow

Ned E. Depinet, for
general manager

istant

New

day's session, and are understood to
have returned home.
Hartford practically opened the

Paramount from Pathe.
Depinet Succeeds

Dis-
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—

-
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A great picture gets dates quickly regardless of scheduled bookings It
pays to pay and lay pictures for Edwin Carewe's "I
The Law!"
The season's greatest independent picture. Distributed by Affiliated Advt.

Am

—
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"Independent Distributors"

Neilan Loses Point

FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joseph

W.

Court Refuses to Vacate Service of
(Special to
Los Angeles Independent DistriPapers in Suit of Associated Probutors is the name of a new releasing
ducers Against Him
Supreme Court Justice Tierney has organization of which E. B. Hanscom
refused an application in behalf of is president and general manager and
Marshall Neilan to vacate the service H. Gloege, business manager. The

Dannenberg, President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man

by company has obtained the Victor
on Kremer output, it states. L. B. King
whom is Western sales manger and H.

of papers in the suit against him
Associated Producers for $100,000
the ground that the person to

the papers were handed by Miss Barbara Cobb, a process server employed
Iw Nathan Vidaver, attorney for the
the act of March 3, 1879.
Associated Producers, was not Mr.
lerms (Postage free) United States. Outside Neilan but Frank Urson, a friend of
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign James R. Grainger, eastern representmonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.

/.

A. Cron, Advertising Manager,
fcntered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

tger;

Subscribers should remit with order.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
4551-4552-5558.
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood,
Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

THE

—
—
Wabash Ave.
Representative
— W. A. Williamson,
London
Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
K.inematograph

i^otidon, W. C. 2.
f»ri8 Representative
^lichy.

— Le

I

European

cnhal

Film,

42,

Rue

de

—

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-Slo-

Filmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High
P.-L.

F.

She's ^ood, bat
you should see
Form. It'saSport
ReuleuJ lOLtri ail
tke ckampion
siOLmmers in it!"

do

..

mVi

..94

pf.

•^. *Goldwyii

Low

Sales

80^

4,000

94

94
85^

1,800

8H

Wa

.

Close

79^

Griffith

200

Not quoted

Mr. Neilan, who was down
on tlic Olympic on April 22 last to
In
see Mr. Neilan off for Europe.
ative for

refusing to vacate the service Justice

Tierney said:

To Use

(Kampion;

Standard Film Exchanges

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Toronto The Canadian Releasing
Corp. the allied company of American Releasing will use the exchanges
of Standard Films, Ltd. in Toronto,

in

ever

issue ol

Montreal and St. John's. Standard
new changes
will cease to exist.
will be opened in
Vancouver and

Two

Winnipeg.
P. O'Loghlin is managing diJ.
He
rector of Canadian Releasing.
has always been actively identified
\\ itli the Montreal exhibitors who are
handed to Urson and heard Urson in back of Standard and when the
protest that he wasn't Neilan, but the new unit was formed they turned
process server insisted that he was. over tiieir branches to him.
"Tlie affidavit of tlie process server
so circumstantial as to leave no
doubt that the service was made."
An affidavit by Grainger in behalf
of Neilan said that he saw the papers

is

Daniel Gray, who was present, corroborated Grainger and said that Urson
threw tlie papers on the floor and he
picked them up and handed them to
Grainger.
Vidaver said he was in California
trying to serve Neilan in a suit there
but because he evaded service it took
two weeks. He stated that after
Neilan sailed attorneys representing
him called up and said he had been

^^l

Gaulton, Eastern sales manager.

J.

$15.00.

12, 1 2

New

Company
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Lopyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folk*.
Inc., Published DaUy at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

May

Friday,

—

Portland, Ore. American Releasing has opened an office at 390 Burnside St. for shipping only.
Bookings

be handled through Seattle.

will

Hughes Leaves

Buffalo

R-C

Vhe

SPORI

REVIENI
EdiUd bu CRANTLAND R.ICi\
Produced byJACKtATOi^
for yJelss

Brothers' Artclass Pictun |2»

*"*GOLDWY

THE FILM DAILY)

Dunning Going West
Hughes has resignCarroll H. Dunning, vice-preic
ed from the sales staff of R-C and of Prizma leaves for the Coa
World
has been succeeded by M. Resnick, Monday with an outfit which w
(Quotations by H. Content & Co.
served, and wanted to know what who has been with American Releas- some colored photographic woi
ing.
Sada Cowan in Berlin
tlic suit was about. Miss Cobb swore
two features in Los Angeles. H
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
that she know Neilan well because
ning expects to be gone for abo
Berlin Sada Cowan is one of the she was employed by Vitagraph at
Scott Joins Burton Holmes
weeks and while away may ar u
first American writers to work in Eu(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood.
She saw him on the
for a permanent coast headqu
She is Olympic and heard a number of perrope with foreign directors.
Chicago Walter K. Scott, former- for Prizma.
now working on an original story, sons wish him bon voyage. When 1> associated with the Lyman Howe
based on historical episodes, for Di- she went up and handed him the laboratories,
Burton
has
joined
New Sales on "Jungle Goddtf
mitri Buchowetzki, who is under con- paper he denied that he was Neilan Holmes, with headquarters at the lab"The Jungle Goddess" has e
Locw's

...

\Wi

16^

16

1,200

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

(Special

Buffalo

to

— H.

E.

i

>

(

—

i

tl

—

tract

with the E. F. A.

Detroit Theater
(Special to

Detroit
ter,

Opens

new

Sept.

1

Cinderella thea-

Kast Jefferson and Coplin Aves.,

1.
The theater which
seat 2,034 will be operated by a
company of which James N. Robertson is president.

will

oratory here.

said:

"You have earned your

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

by Export & Import Film i
pany for Columbia, Venezuela a
Lachmann Going to Texas
Now little girl, you may go home."
Panama, Porto Rico and Santc^
Miss Cobb said she heard Grainger
Marc Lachmann of the Universal mingo.
say:
exploitation department leaves for
"Don't accept service on that. They Texas today where he will exploit
will never get you now."
"Foolish Wives." He will be gone a
month.
and

open Sept.

will

little

sold

$2.

McRae Promoted

—

Seattle
A. McRac, former booker
at First National, is now sales manager.

T.

Hunter Here
Hayes Hunter is in town from

Los Angeles.

TWELVE MILLIONS
OF
WII.L.

WOMEN

BE TOLD ABOUT

SHERLOCK
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IN

FINANCE
We

RELEASE PRINTS in any quantity
Highest grade printing quality. Eastraw stock used exclusively.

Short Reel Features

NATIONAL ADVERTISING

man

WOMEN'S PUBUCATIONS
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THE LAMES HOME JOURNAL!

Easy payments on the
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St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS

finance
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INSTALLMENT PLAN

Studios For Ren'
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It
A romance

happens

»-

No.

in the best famihes.

especially written for the delegates to the

M.

P.

S

T. O. A. Washington Convention

WHEN WINTER COMES
and the

Old John
don't

sickly

baby has become the family bread winner

Fxhibifor:' Hi-Ho-

hg was a t[-ouhlesome chi\d-bot

I

know what wed do without him now.

Ma First National /'No father; theo/d
"
lonesome without him.

\\oose

would be mighty

THE MORAL OF OUR TALE
And

here's the answer:

Just you stick to First National and your Franchise, becau se it's going to pay you big in the long run. The men behind
First National have too much at stake in their theatre investments to let First National slip.
Sure we'll have our troubles
but, good God, man, so does every business.
And it's the men who stick, and profit by their experience and mistakes who
get their 's in the end. We repeat
There'll be a Franchise Everywhere.
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Coast Directors Seek M, P. T. O. Tie-u
Hartford Explains
(Continued from

Page

1)

of the M. P. D. A. are ready
to co-operate with your organization,
in any way that will work to our
mutual advantage. By this arrangement the exhibitors will save from
30 to 40% of distribution and other

members

charges as well as reducing the
present high exhibition values placed

It

The

understood that the Hodkin-

is

covers apIn all probability after the Committee on Business Relations reports these various
plans back to the convention, the
matter will be turned over to the
plan as submitted,
proximately 5,000 words.
sor'

Board

of

Directors,

mination.
Fred Seegert,

for

final

Freedom

deter-

session,

print.

W.

of
of

McLaren was named

S.

of

folS.

Cohen:

"We
the

want pictures to have
same freedom as the news-

paper press."

chair-

Insurance Committee,
D. Burford, chairman of the
the

and W.
Committee on Resolutions.

Some

occasioned the

it

lowing remark from Sydney

Milwaukee, was
the Music Tax
named chairman
Committee. It is understood that the

man

of the Resolutions

Among

many
resolutions
the
adopted were the following:
One commending the work of the
Public Service branch, with the suggestion for its extension next year.
One condemning pictures to be
made by Peggy Joyce.
One protesting against "centralized
control" of the industry, which was
referred back to the committee.
One against the selling of fake
stock, which was referred back to
the committee.
One

against the method of censorship sought against the industry.
This question led to a long debate,
during which President Cohen said:
"We want pictures to have the
same freedom as the newspaper
press."

In discussing the censorship matFinances Plentiful, Says Hartford
ter,
Theodore L. Hayes, of Min"There is no question about our neapolis said:
said
al.ility to finance production,"
"We have lost the confidence of the
Hartford, "if we have the moral American public. We must regain it.
A."
support of the M. P. T. O.
We must have confidence with the
President
Cohen informed Mr. producers if we are to work out anyPlartford that under the constitution thing with them."
(he exhibitor organization could not
Directors Named
be interested in either production or
President Cohen announced a comdistribution, but added that it was his
belief that the members of the ex- mittee to be headed by Mrs. A. R.
hibitor organization must encourage Pramer, of Nebraska, to place a
independent production to the very wreath on the grave of the unknown
utmost, and in some other way than soldier in Arlington Cemetary on bePresident
half of the organization.
by mere talk.
At this point a number of questions Cohen then announced the selection
came from the floor with reference of the Board of Directors by vote.
to the details of the plan Hartford W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, who is
had. This consumed a great deal of f.'ilked of conspicuously as a probable
time, and finally the Hartford offer candidate for the presidency in 1923,
and another plan, submitted by C. C. was elected chairman of the board.
Criffin, of San Francisco, together His associates will include:
W. A. True, Connecticut.
with the other plans, were submitted
W. D. Burford, Illinois.
to the Committee on Business RelaJulian Brylawski, Washington.
tions which will report at today's
Gus C. Schmidt, Indiana.
session.
Mike E. Comerford, Pennsylvania.
Hodkinson Plan Submitted
Claude E. Cady, Michigan.
The suggestion of Griffin was pracT. W. McMahon, Ohio.
ti(ally the same as outlined in a reH. B. Varner, North Carolina.
port which appeared in this publicaR. F. Woodhull, New Jersey.
tion on March 30th. There was conA. R. Pramer, Nebraska.
siderable discussion about this time as
Edward A. Fay, Rhode Island.
to what was the important point, the
Gus Schmidt of Indiana offered a
question of low rentals, or whether
regardless of rental, what the picture resolution concerning the trade pawould bring into the box-oflfice pers, saying that the reviews in the
Harry Crandall maintained that the trade papers "have proved so miscost was incidental, that it all de- leading that exhibitors have lost thoupended upon the business a picture sands of dollars from them" and suggested a board of review to be made
could produce.

Broached

—

Washington When the recondemning censorsolution
ship came up at yesterday's

on many pictures.
Says M. P. T. O. Can Get Anything heariuK before the House Committee
In answer to a question of whether on this question scheduled for Monit
were possible for the directors" day will be again postponed.
organization to secure for these pictures the big important stars, Hartford replied:
"It is possible for the M. P. T. O.
A., to get anything in the motion
picfure business."
This statement was received with
hearty applause.
In answer to another question of
what directors could be obtained,
Hartford said that the delegates must
appreciate his position in attending
this convention, and that while he
was personally willing to stand the
name other
not
he
could
gaff,
directors at this time on account of
their contractual relations with proMany directors at present
ducers.
arc holding up future plans, and
contracts dependent upon the action
ot the convention on the report he
He offered the heartiest cooflered.
operation from the M. P. D. A., even
to the extent of a committee of their
upon story,
organization
passing
scripts, director, cast and even every

Production-Distribution S inl
Create $5,000,000 Fund— Fii

Correspondence)

(.Staff

up of

members

the organization
and that their opinions in turn on pictures reviewed should be published
in the weekly bulletin of the organof

ization.

The next business was the selection of the convention city for next
year.
C. C. Griffin asked that San
Francisco be given the honor but
Joe Hopp of Chicago presented

after

name

of Chicago and was heartily
endorsed by a number of the states,

the

Griffin Plai

For

Griffin withdrew San Francisco, saying, however, that 'Frisco wanted the
convention for 1924. This practically
was the close of the session. The
new constitution of the M. P. T. O.

in 'Frisco

(Staff Correspondence)

—

Washington
After
Davie
Hartford, the director had fit
addressing the M. P. T. O. h

\
he

terday's meeting and after he
the offer from the coast bran (
the directors' association to co )ei
at with the exhibitors, C. C. ( ffi
presented his plan for productio
distribution.
It was the same as first repor.,
of Mare 3
from San Francisco where a grc exhibitors offered to raise $2i
toward a $5,000,000 fund for na na
distribution.
At that time, it va
pointed out that because of the
ner in which the M. P. T. O. wa
i

THE FILM DAILY

I

it would not be possibl to
organization to directly m
such an organization. The intimioi

stituted,

the

was made, however,

that the

T. O. could foster and father
unit as a distinct body.

MP.
st

i

Some thought it was significant es
when Cohen made that in

terday

He

clear.
said that although ;h
M. P. T. O. could not establi '.
body like that, he believed it slji

was distributed among members yes- encourage independent productic i
terday. The by-laws, it is under- some other manner
than by mere il
stood, have not yet been finally
There may be some developnat
adopted.

in this

"Pitfall is

Monopoly"

connection at the

—Ince

Traveling

(Staff Correspondence)

Washington

—Thomas

H. Ince

final se

oi

today.

statement issued to the convention
says in part:
"The pitfall before our industry is
monopoly.
It stands a menace to
your theaters and to my pictures.
"I sound no sensational cry against
trusts and unfair
competition,
but
there is at work within our industry
a subtle and dangerous effort to throttle the independent producer and in-

in

Class

i

(Staff Correspondence)

in a

Washington—The Philadelphi; ic
came to Washington in ea
style.
They traveled in automcjlt
legation

and carried with them a meclni
who took care of whatever eiin
Charles Gooe
charge arranged for

trouble developed.

who was

in

ner along the road.
includes:

The

ii

in

deleg a

Sam Stiefel, Milton Rogasne
dependent exhibitor by fair means or Epstein, C. H. Goodwin, Ge g
foul to the ends of unrestricted con- Aarons, A. E. Altman, M. Fine u
trol.
Harry Millman, M. M. Hassi ei
"That condition would mean stag- Harry Stevenson, Boyd Chambei it
nation
first
then
ruination.
We C. F. Kline, M. Brenner, David «
who have preserved our independ- rist Fred Sully, H. E. Shull, CE
ence must guard it at all costs."
Detrich, J. Rosenthal, Nick Po\n
The statement was issued in J. W. Brady, H. J. Shard, John C)!
pamphlet form and on the reverse A. B. Smith, Sam Hyman, Mike i«
side appear the Ince releases for 1922- fel, George Dembow, C. Stampe B
1923 with tentative titles:
Shindler, L. Goldstein, E. J. CId
"Skin Deep," "The Hottentot," man, L. Luberoff, H. Kramer,
C
"When She Marries," "The Brother- liam Butler, C. Rappaport,
hood of Hate," "Sunshine Trail," Hunt, John Evans, Walter W'd
"Bellboy Thirteen," "The Man of Ac- ward, R. Smith, L. Pizor, D. Srl(
tion," "Someone to Love."
man, Nathan Stiefel, A. Stiefel, M
C. Lewis, S. W. Toth, A. Fisher
Fie«
Rembusch and Black in New York B. Boroski, Tom Huse, Miss
ei
Frank Rembusch, Shelbyville, Ind. J. Courdoff, William B. Rosenbe
E
and Alfred A. Black, Boston came to Charles Segall, J. Campbell, J
Amsterdam,©
Fox,
Karsen,
B.
L.
town yesterday from

1

—

W

il

r,

the

Washington

convention.

Suskin, W. B. Milner, Tom Hai
A. K. Howell, W. Priest.

if

Zukor Returns
Adolph Zukor returned from Wash-

Convention Closes Today

ington ycsterdav.
He spoke at the
dinner of the M. P. T. O. of A., at

Washington The convention
draw to a close today but the

n

Hotel Washington on Wednes- gates have an extremely busy
day evening.
His remarks will be before them.
A number of
found elsewhere in this issue.
have prepared to leave tonight.

^

the

(Staff Correspondence)

—
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:
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Co-operation the Keynote at Dinner
Cohen was

Cohen Promises
S;s

Aid

Wm Work
—Leaders

M. P. T. O.
Any Producer
Talk

the recipient of a

mag-

Secretary

platinum watch presented by
"Friends in the New York Deleganificent

To- Day's Pleasure

with tion."
(StafJf

There were a number of interesting

—

addresses delivered, brief excerpts of
which follow:
Probably the most
,'ashington
Congressman W. Clyde Kelly of
fcortant dinner ever held by the ex- Pennsylvania referred to Will Hays
(Staff Correspondence)

—

America came to an end as the greatest human dynamo of this
30 yesterday morning at the Ho- country.
Washington.
Judge Alfred J. Murphy counsel for
he event was important and con- the Michigan M. P. T. O. declared
uous because it was the first ap- that motion pictures were not only
Jrance of Will H. Hays before the an industry but a great moral force,
irnbers of the national exhibitor or- all phases of which must be made
- ntion
plus
the
presence
of inter-dependent.
Zukor.
Both Hays and
h
After
Dr.
Francis
Holley had
c or appealed to the exhibitor repspoken, Will H. Hays was called. He
re'titation
for harmony
and comade his usual characteristic and sination.
cere address and reiterated many of
return Sydney Cohen pledged the points he has previously delivered
the exhibitor organization would in behalf
of the industry. At the
ftk along with the producers.
very outset he declared that there was
We are prepared to meet with no time for little things in the inKvs and all other producers," said dustry; that the industry must be in[len, "for the purpose of securing dependent as against any force from
fater harmony."
the outside, but "that we must be
inter-dependent within our boundary
j^itors

.

Correspondence)

Washington The entertainment program for today is as
follows

Tour

of public buildings in
forenoon. Those desirous
of attending baseball game between Washington and Cleveland, can do so in the afternoon. There will be no charge
for the ladies attending game.

the

of

In the evening there will be
reception and dance at the
Washington Hotel with special
a

entertainment.

of

Navy

the

Edward

Denby, said that he had several complaints to make against pictures, one
of which was the standing in line to
see the show, another seeing the end
of the film before the beginning, and
third that the pictures had taken
Hays from the cabinet.
"Hays is a motion picture all tlie
time," he added.

Then Denby went on to say that
he was the greatest exhibition manager in this country, inasmuch as the
fleet was equipped with motion picture
projectors.
In conclusion he
thanked the motion picture industry
for what it had done for the good
of the navy. Governor J. A. O. Preus
of Minnesota then spoke and received
an ovation inasmuch as he is a strong
believer in pictures.

1

11

tit

HACO TO
tAKE 'EM
^U6H

what'j"

-mE JOkff

lines."

should be co-operation with the exhibitors on the part of the producers
and distributors and then confidence
and co-operation with the outside

Zukor Seeks Co-operation

He was followed by Adolph Zukor,
who made a plea for co-operation.

Zukor said:
"Those who know how we started
18 years ago and who appreciate what
"We cannot get anywhere with- is happening tonight will know that
out the owner of the screen," he said
(Continued on Page 12)
and he then declared that he was very
hopeful that the exhibitors would or-

public.

ganize to the very fullest extent.
"The stronger this exhibitor organHe said that the American people
needed amusement to such an extent ization is," he declared "the more
that if they did not obtain it "they virile will be the attack upon our
Later he declared enemies outside. Your opportunities
are going Red."
Let's go
that the chief source of amusement are your responsibilities.
for millions of Americans and the out and do this thing together."
When Hays finished he was given
only source for many millions more
a hearty round of applause, those
was moving pictures.
He brought a laugh from the exhi- present rising to their feet. As he
bitors as well as from Zukor and left the hall an hour or so later, he
from Marcus Loew when he declared was given another hearty outburst of
that he found no surplus of confidence cheer.
among the producers. He then spoke
Mike O'Toole served as toastmaster
as he had previously addressed the and made a hit with a number of stoT. O. C. C. of his belief that there ries.

Hays' Remarks

ALBERT

E.

SMITH

P^es^r^rs

A SEVEN REEL ROMANIIC COMEDY

00 MUCH BUSINESS
""

(ADAPTED FROM

WE EARL

BIOGEQSSTOPY JOHN HENQY(>7MFmm:SS sir

A JESS ROBBINS PRODUCTION
N.

WITH AN ALL-STAR CAST
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WILL BE OH
OF THE BIGGEST BOX-OFFICE ATTRaJ
A. H. WOOEJ
TIONS OF THE YEAR."
PREDICT

I

IT

nLtTMONK aaoo witant

Read

this

letter!

You know Al
Woods — you
know he

is

RTINCt THUTK BVIUNNfi
ttM •mcCT. WEST or broaowav

NIW YOWK CiTr

the
Mr. Wftck Sennfttt,

most successful
picker of
fice

box-of-

winners

in

the

c/o Ambassador Hotel,
Park Ave. & Slst Street,
Hew Tork.

Dear Vack-

You have created something different.

has been producing melodramas for years,

show business

This

is

what
shrewd

vhen

A. H.

WOODS

taste,

saw this

week and saw the way that discriminating audience were
absorbed and thrilled 1 walked out of the theatre and said:
iBi.a

hit."

The Ideas ycu have embodied in this produc-

tion are absolutely new and the picture is distinctly different

from anything that has ever been produced.

judge of public

I

comedy melodrama pre-viewed before a regular audience last

This

Woods,

Your

latest "THE CROSSROADS OF NEW YORK" even thrilled me who

I

predict It will

be one of the biggest box office attractions of the year.

Sincerely,

thinks of

—Z?^

MACK

SENNETT'S

ii

The Crossroads

of

New

Yorl

Here is a seven reel picture that is different in treatment from anything you have ever seen words
are inadequate to describe it
you must see it.

—

—

THE

-^tl^DAILV
.^OTHAFEL SAYS: "ITS GREATER THAN
MICKEY' OR MOLLY O."
Friday,

May

12,

1922

SSCmSZSOI

Rothafel
3f

picked ''The Crossroads

New York"

Theatre because
the

pubhc wants.

the

for

knows what

he

He knows

melodrama and comedy
back into public favor
be a year of

Capitol

that

are

coming

—that

this will

melodrama, and that
S. L.

ROTHAFEL

MACK SENNETT'S
The Crossroads of

New York
is

the picture to

thrill

and

satisfy

>>

any audience.

You've Never Played Anything Like

It

Before

\

i

nnouncing th

MACK
THE CROSSROI
—
Seven Reels of Thi

Directed

by

F.

Richard

Jones

wh(|

THE CAPITOL THEAT
With

Comedy

that will

make you

roar

till

Special Music

the tears

roll

your cheeks

Melodrama that

dow
L

will thrill

you

as

you have never

beeil

thrilled before.

HERE'S A BIG ONE YOl
UNTIL FALL T

—

'

orld's

Premiere

NETT'S

NEW YORK
nedy Melodrama
Kted

"MICKEY"

EW

"MOLLY

and

O."

YORK, May

2 1 st

L. Rothafel

L

Cast of unsurpassed excellence including Ethel Grey Terry, Noah Beery,
obert Cain, Kathryn McGuire, Herbert Standing, George O'Hara, Billy

levan,

Ben Deely, ''Dot"

Hurray,

Raymond

Farley, Eddie Gribbon,

Griffith,

James Finlayson, Charlie

Mildred June, and a thousand others.

HAVE TO WAIT
^ET -BOOK IT NOW
iON'T

THE

s^^

DAILY
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Compansr's Plant Will Accomodate Four Units Officers
of Finance Co.

Atlanta

—

(Special to

Atlanta

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Atlanta Studio Corp.

which is to be allied with the Southern M. P. Finance Corp. in the production of motion pictures has se-

Helen Eddy

Shoot Scenes in Kentucky

Pick Studio Site

(Special

Los
take

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Angeles

—King

Baggot

will

company including Reginald

a

Denny

Kingsley

and

Benedict

to

Louisville, Ky. about May 8 to shoot
scenes for "The Suburban" which
It is
will be released as a Jewel.
understood that Denny will not appear in Northwest stories as first
planned and that Art Accord will

cured a desirable site for its studio
him.
within 40 minutes' ride of the heart replace
of Atlanta on Peachtree Road. Hentz,
Adds Three to Southern Chain
Reid and Adler, of Atlanta, are draw(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ing up plans for a studio with an inGreenville, Tenn.—W. G. Carter is
side area of 150x250 feet.
This will
accommodate four companies work- adding three new houses to the number operated by the Princess Amuseing simultaneously.
Ralph DeBruler well-known in ment Co. of Greenville. The new
houses are the Lyric, Louden, Tenn.;
theatrical circles here and who is conJefferson
City,
Jefferson,
at
nected with the organization has gone the
Tenn., and the Blue Mouse at Jonesto Washington to join officials of the
Hodkinson organization at the con- boro.
vention of the M. P. T. O. He is
Trip Postponed
accompanied by U. M. Dailey, gen(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
eral

manager.

—

Los Angeles Jackie Coogan's conM. P. Fintemplated
trip abroad has been postance Corp. and the Atlanta Studio
at least two
Corp. will be as follows: R. B. Small poned until he makes
Frank
here.
When
more
pictures
of Macon, president; U. M. Dailey of
finishes "Oliver Twist" he
Lloyd
Atlanta, vice-president and general
manager; G. E. Farley of Atlanta, will direct Norma Talmadge in
secretary and treasurer; J. G. Inman, "The Mirage."
Albany, Ga., director; George J. CalWeill Recovering
loway, Albany, Ga., director; Ray(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
mond D. Pawley of New York, vice
Buffalo E. O. Weinberg, manager
president and treasurer of the Hodkinson Corp. director; Frederick C. of the Strand, is expected back from
Munro of New York, vice-president Syracuse in a week. Manager Edgar
and general manager of W. W. Hod- Weill of the Syracuse Strand is
kinson Corp. director; H. B. Trout- rapidly recovering from his illness.
man of Atlanta, director; Troutman Weinberg has been running the
Strand there during Weill's absence.
and Freeman, Atlanta are counsel.
Officers of the Southern

—

New Ones

American Releasing
The schedule of American Releasing covering releases up to June 4
includes the following pictures heretofore unannounced.

Daughter," "Me
"The Great Alone"

"The

Talk

for

Mohican's

and My Gal,"
and "Moongold." The first was directed by S. E. V. Taylor and was
made at the Biograph studio. The
second was made in England by
Walsh-Pearson.

of Cleveland for Ohio and Kentucky
and Alexander Films, New York City,

New York, in addition to
New York, already control-

for upper

Greater
led

by

this

New

exchange.

Era

(Special to

in

—

Chicago— The New Era Film Exchange, at one time the largest nontheatrical exchange in Illinois has
closed

its

doors.

A

bankruptcy

peti-

was brought by Ross and Co.
printers and several other creditors.
tion

Equipped.

four pictures for R-C, the

Bergen Blvd.

Laifayette Ave., Grantwood,^^
Fer particulars write
J.

Ray
to be "A Slice of Life."
will be production manager of
the company which will be known as
first

Ray

12, )22

STUDIO FOR REN'

Jerome Eddy

Leek

110

Carroll Prod.

E. K. LINCOLN
W. 40th St., N. Y.
4iyant 5307

(

Manage Third House
THE FILM DAILY)
South Bay City, Mich. The new
Watson

to

(Special to

—

Columbus which has been taken over
by James Steele of Pittsburgh will be
managed by W. C. Watson, who already runs the Regent and Wenonah.

—At

last

Winnipeg

C

Dependable
Public Accountants and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th t

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Winnipeg

&

W. A. FLEMING

'Change Building for Winnipeg

Telephone Longacre

907'(

will

have a central exchange building. The
structure will be built at Ellice Ave.
and Hargrave St. at a cost of $200,000.

Making Fairy Tales
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles A series of two reel
fairy tales is being made at the Ince

Visit

Our Exhibit!

(Special

—

Lobby Displays

studio.
Frances Ellington is one of
the promoters of the enterprise.

Young Shooting

COR

LIBMAN-SPANJER

Scenics

A

post-card from Jack R. Young
cameraman reveals the fact that he
at Mt. Pleasant, S. C. shooting
is

some

Phone Longacre 3448
Authorized

St.
will

Charl

on

site at

Brown

which

erect

a

Rental Agents for

Place and 138th

Lawrence Bolognino
theater was sold

2,800

by Aaron A. Corn.

&

M.

J

soon

as

as

"The Great
Universal

he completes work in
Conspiracy," the new

MOTION PICTURE SERVICO
Wohl Lamps and Spot

We

Lights to

are in a position to handle your

requirements

We

also

313

W.

on

locations

or

in

Plan Theater in Dallas

New Yc

C

44th Street

—

Handling

(Special

to

Griffi.th

Film

THE FILM DAILY)

—D.

L. Martin has ardistribute "The Fall of
in this territory.
He is
also selling radio concerts to exhibit-

Chicago
ranged to
Babylon"

ors.

Run

at the

NEW YORK

CITY

SELECTED BY THE M. P. T. O. A. FOR SHOWING AT THE OFFICIAL BANQUET AT THE
WASHINGTON HOTEL, TRIDAY NIGHT, MAY

12tli

New Being Offered
on the State-Rights Market

of the Series of 52

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Dallas
The Popular Amusement
Co., organized by Leon S. Gohlman
and L. A. Goodwin, has secured a
plot on Elm St., for the purpose of
erecting a theater.

Martin

CAPITOL THEATRE,

New Willard Hotel, Washington
Arranged at Your Convenience.

See E. B. Russell at the

Screenings

hfc

od

m

"GETHSEMANE"
Direct from a Week's

re

supply cables and plugging

PER HOUR, BY DAY. CIRCLE 1868

One

serial.

W

Co.

Fitzmaurice to Europe Again?

—

R.

scenics.

The

Tentative plans have
Chicago
been drawn for a $500,000 theater
and business block on Irving Park
Boulevard, Drake and Central Aves.
The property has been purchased by
$2
S. Milton Eichberg an architect who
is planning a 2,500 seat house.

Chicago Closes

THE FILM DAILY)

— Helen

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Clarion Photoplays, Inc. have sold
in Half" to Quality
Film Service, Pittsburgh for Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia;
the Lande Film Distributing Corp.

make

Four

Big Chicago Project

of

(Special to

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Times says that
intends going
Weiss Brothers Make Foreign Sales George Fitzmaurice
abroad next year to make pictures.
"It Might Happen to You" has been
sold by Weiss Brothers' Artclass PicNo information relative to this was
tures to Peter White for Argentine
obtainable at the local Famous Playand to Scandinavia through Albion ers offices.
Cinema Supplies, Ltd., of London.
"Adventures of Tarzan" has been sold
Desmond Plans Another Feature
for South Africa to Precision Engi(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
neering Co. of Capetown.
William Desmond
Los Angeles
will
make a Northwest Mounted
Sales on "Sawing a Lady" Film
Police feature at the United Studios

"Sawing a Lady

Los Angeles
will

in

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

May

Friday,

—

Y

OU

—

—

—

—

everywhere on the Convention floor in the lobbys at the Hotels and
everywhere that Exhibitors and film men congregate the phrase "KEEP YOUR
EYE ON R-C."
If you have watched the film trade papers, or have read of the recent huge producing
amalgamation composed of production units valued at more than $12,000,000 you may easily
"read between the lines" and understand that "there's something doing" in the R-C organhear

it

ization.

—

—

—

of our stars, and also a few of
greater
1923. Bigger productions
will
R-C
Exhibitor
the
for the
be
extraordifirst
wait
for
the
R-C. Watch and
Again we say
It will set the whole industry talking.

Below herewith we list just as a starter a few
the special productions R-C will bring out in 1922 and
Box Office attractions Sure Fire money getting specials

—

—

—

KEEP YOUR EYE ON

policy from now on.
nary special to be released in Sep't.

—KEEP YOUR EYE ON

R-C.

ARRY CAREY
in

a

series of big special

Feature Productions

JANE NOVAK
in

a

series of

unusual Feature Pictures

ETHEL CLAYTON
DORIS MAY
in

a series of modern Metropolitan Dramas

HELEN JEROME EDDY
Mr. and Mrs. Carter
Productions
Emory Johnson Productions
Robert Thornby Productions
/
Chester Bennett Productions
Mr. Exhibitor
Ray Carroll Productions
your
R-C
Exchange
SEE
Dan Mason in Plum Center Comedies

lorman

Dawn

Manager
home.

back

R-C's plans.
the

huge

special

Sep't release.

some

when you get
Ask him about
Ask him about
slated

Mayer's

I,

TRAVELAUGHS
R-C's New STARLAND REVUE
And more new

for

stuff to

come

You're going to

enlightening

sur-

KEEP YOUR EYE ON

R-C.

3;et

Hy

De Haven

WeVe

tipped you off before and we're telling

prises.

it

to

you now again

—Keep Your Eye on R-C

I

THE

i^^
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As

Draws

the Convention
Lobby

the

Threatens Suit

Washington — Same

same
pipe,
smile, perennially youthful Sam Bul-

The New York

—

—

Sammy

Reiben, dressed smart and
all that, is here, and again admits he
Some
don't know how to "roll 'em."

day

Sam

will learn.

talk of Sam Harding not getting into the convention.
But he was right in the Kansas delegation ^ust the same.

There was some

There's a new one being worked
Many of the delegates check their
hats before entering the convention
hall.
And the hotel management
gets many a dime. Which, it would
seem, should go into the national
treasury if anywhere.

"We

sergeant-at-arms and doing a dozen
other things. The way they call him
from every point around the Hotel
ear

muffs for a year.

Beatty

Jerry

of

Paramount blew

Harry Fields of the Fox organiza- son Tuesday night. Earl is climbing
along these days. Attended the Hays
is here and needless to say is not
wasting a chance to tell all about the dinner last week in New York, and
nine super specials which Fox will now found with a Democratic Senator in Washington.
You never can
have the coming season.

his

Famous Players has

is

presentation

a strong reincluding S. R.

here

Kent in charge
work The George Schaeffer,

When

he gets down to
Old Exhibitor knows his business.

distribution;

of

district

manager

New

England; John Clark from
Philadelphia; W. E. Smith of Phila-

of

delphia; Harry Rose, Detroit; Henry
Salsbury, home office; Harry Buxbaum, New York and several others.

When Harry

Crandall arrived in
yesterday he had his own
Somebody thought
little celebration.
the party was to get under way an'
What a crowd of Goldwyn-ites
began to applaud. And Harry bow- here! There are
J. E. Flynn and Sam
ed as happy as could be.
Echman of the home offices sales
the

hall

d>

and the
managers, J. A.
council

Harry Crandall's orchestra furnish- Jack

ed music for the opening of the convention but insisted they had not
brought along "Chopin's
Funeral

March" or "The Death March from
Saul."

Harry H. ("Bux") Buxbaum, the

New York

popular

state supervisor

Famous Players is here
with charming Mrs "Bux." Harry
has his dress clothes along for the
dinner and ball.

of sales for

what's

cent years at least. Jerry says he
has just completed a great special on
Paramount town, which shows what
they do in making pictures in Holly-

wood.

MATTEC wrrH

Tom is trying to do his
entertaining although he isn't on
the local committee.
But golf is his

of

Famous.

own

%o^-

—

^

'

your service. I will co
ate with you. All of us producer
work with with you through
\
and I hope we can get together
"I hope that we will have a mi or
picture convention where prodiis
and distributors will sit side by de
with each other and work out»«
mutual problems satisfactorily."
at

1

and
in

his

real

pleasing those

who

like

show how hard

this

They do say

—that

is

—

those

is

Sydney Lust of the
sure some hustler.

local

When

Goal

in Sight,

Says Loew

He was

followed by Marcus I
who said that he felt better tha
had ever before in attending any

i

n

who He

then said he had been infotiai
that last year the 12,000 membet n
the M. P. T. O. A. had paid but
000 in dues. He declared that it *
disgraceful that the organization at
insufficient money to bring the .«
cutive committee together during he
year.

Cohen Presented with WatcH
finished, Hays leftnt
immediately Harry Needles preH*
the trade
ed the platinum watch to Cohen

When Loew

enlightening the editors of
press as to their position in the indus-

(Continued

try,

the

town

conditions in this business whic!
grown so rapidly.

ducers were paying him and u
what hurt him most was that the*
hibitor officials worked without ly

pulled.

I'll

fiGht all
FOR.

SUMMER
the Fox organization
fell for the idea of buying a lot of
little books descriptive of the sightseeing and historic points of Washington and they are being distributed
to

all

in

comers.

them with

The

interest»

visiting ladies
far few

But so

exhibitors have been noticed reading
the guide books.
(They contain no
rules about either the
or pinochle.) Across the front page the Fox
people have printed in red ink an an-

MPTO

committee
he isn't nouncement regarding their super
busy telling everybody to go down to specials. Incidentally in six local
see the exhibits in the Coliseum Bldg. houses "The Queen of Sheba" is behe is working at the door, acting as ing presented this week.
is

LAWRENCe &OLDMAN

bt

—
—

and what, under some circumentertainment stances, happen to them.

on some people Billy Brandt of New
York had his license plates stolen
from his car on Tuesday. Billy says
the next bit of hard luck he has won't
But he expects
hit him in this place.
to see the Preakness run in Baltimore
tomorrow and there is no telling
what may happen to him there.

VEARf

little

A

Someone

M/^TTEC WITH
ST. LOUIS FOe

t

hi

want

I

just
into

have long memories that a long
time ago when both were much
younger, that Felix Feist, of the
Schenck organization wrote music for
lyrics which Jimmy Walker wrote
and which they patched together to
Tom Moore the celebrated golfist make popular songs.
Just to keep his hands in practice
who incidentally runs the Rialto here,
had a great golf game on yesterday Felix extemporaneously broke off
with S. R. Kent and Henry Salsbury some music to which he fitted words

Just to

tviexT

went

outdoors.

THE-

play.

before
the
delegates
"I believe we are reaching the
the famous controversy we have been seeking," he said, ii
meeting.
smart band of negro would take a great big place foik
musicians blared away in real jazzy convention of the exhibitors and 'Ostyle and there were all sorts of banducers" a hearty laugh broke oi ai
ner and cards with large type telling this point and after this subside^
all about the Warner Brothers forthcontinued "where we would
Incidentally room to move around."
coming productions.
Eddie had cards for all the trade paHe then said that Hays hacal
pers.
Just showing how smart he is.
ready
earned his salary which "O
the best so far
It was a great stunt
hit

following branch
Koerpel, Boston;

WE'ST'?

WHAT 5

am

fair

industry just a

Eddie Bonus' band made a great vention.

Cincinnati;
Stewart,
W. J.
Kines, Cleveland; F. J. Downey, Detroit; W, E. Truog, Kansas City;
Felix Mendelsohn, Philadelphia; Nat
Barach, Pittsburgh and C. H. Bendel.

hobby
comes

~^'^-

the

want

)w

i

tell!

here talking about
George Arliss just as though there
wasn't anybody else in the business.

I

this

it-

1

way home from the Coast.
Zukor was given a lot of appliM
To the now special representative of
Of course there may have been Famous the exhibitor pow-wow was as he sat down. Following this^,
only a coincidence that Earl Hudson interesting to
say the least. He W. Hodkinson spoke very brly
had dinner with Senator Pat Harri- hasn't attended many of them in re- pointing out the need of adjunc
on

in

tion

Bert Adler

You men who know me,

in

make him wear

ni

t

must recognize each oi
That is all I have ever v

rights.

that

to

'

tinned:

ed.

enough

I

\

>

ages."

is

page 4)

good."
He then spoke of the success
charity drive in New York and

THE

delegation had a

hard time of it. Originally it had
been planned that they should have
at least 20 rooms together.
But they
were only able to get 10 at the WashTommy Walker of the American ington and the balance of the party
Products Corp. is around about tell- had to make the best of it.
ing all about the screen.

(Continued from

Washington R. D. Craver,
Lexington, N. C:
"I don't know whether I've
paid my last bill for
FILM DAILY but if you cut
me off I'll sue you for dam-

recognized.

But he admits he
lock was on hand.
has cleaned out the pipe since Minneonce at least.
apolis

22

Clo$i

we have at last reached the
where we know we can do

(Staff Correspondence)

day wandering about with a tie with
only a red bar in it he was almost un-

(Staff Correspondence)

12,

Cohen Promises Ad

ler

Convention

a

to

Something

is wrong with Joe Mogwhen Missouri cannot furnish him
What Delegates and Well-Known a red tie. This is so well known
that when he was discovered SaturFilm Men Are Doing at the

Around

May

Friday,

ORGANIZATION
MELL WITH
INDIVIDUALS

T'

on

Page

13)

:

THE
May

Triday,
^1-

12,

Taking Stars to 'Frisco
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Ed A. Schiller, gen-

Putting It Over

Schiller

to

(Special

S&^
wmmw/smmmttmtmmmmmw^tnu
DAILY

1922

13

\

—

j

Here is how a brother exhibrepresentative for Loew's, Inc.,
Send
itor put his show over.
jhere arranging the appearance of
along your ideas. Let the other
of
the
opening
of
stars
at
ifiumber
fellow know how you cleaned
\\ Warfield theater in San Franup.
Two special cars
kco tomorrow.
Niblo,
Fred
%\ take the party north.
Salt Lake City
George Carpenter
(ira Kimball Young, Claire Wind.
Shirley Mason, Tom Mix, El- of the Paramount-Empress got beDexter, Niles Welsh and Billy hind "Is Matrimony a Failure" in a
it
are among those who have defi- four-cornered tieup that made it impossible for anybody to overlook the
promised to go.
tl

—

I

Vlarcus
t

;

Loew had made

plans to go

San Francisco for the opening of
been named
'louse which has

picture.

The court-house
Lake

records

in

Salt

Farmington, and Bountiful
adjoining county seats showed
David
friend,
Loew's lifelong
that cupid had been busy these last
iiiield, but he decided to attend
few months so the Paramount-EmM. P. T. O. convention instead.
press came across with a newspaper

]Iohen

Promises Aid

(Continued from Page 12)
was from "his pals in the

City,

—

—

ad offering a pair of seats to every
couple married in April. Instead of

making the
for

ter

recipients call at the theatheir
tickets.
Carpenter

New brought the Desert News, one of the
In accepting the town's largest newspapers, in on the
delegation."
Cohen was visibly affected. He stunt to give free publicity and disft
tribute the passes.
id that he thought the theater ownIf a couple had not been married in
nobly during the past
s had done
any
of the three counties they could
producers
the
that
ar and hoped
still have the tickets if they presented
ould get together and reduce the
I

it

Drk

of film.

ice

He said that he accepted wholeiartedly the challenges for clean and
pictures and trusted that the
^leap small picture would be done
vay with. He declared the exhibit,.'tter

their
marriage licenses. Carpenter
tied up 14 merchants for co-operative
ads presenting their wares to the

couples

under

the

captions,

DON'T
GO

HOME

"Buy

From Us So Matrimony Will Not
Be a

Failure."
didn't
stop here.
He
went to the local advertising club and
got them to offer a silver loving cup
to the firm arranging the best cooperative window display for the pic-

Carpenter

sought co-operation and had been
He then
it for several years.
iclared, as noted above, that the
leater owners were prepared to meet
ith Hays.
In conclusion, he com- ture. The winning window was phoented favorably on the appearance tographed for the Desert
News and
Richard Barthelmess at the speak- the stunt stimulated the same fours' table and said he had made good
teen merchants to give their most
jean pictures and deserved support. important
display to the theater.
s

lasing

Sees Real Issues Clouded

\

(Staff Correspondence)

I

I

—

Washington Colonel
of Nebraska had

,£er,

W.
this

F. Stoeto say

bsterday

"The

—

Portland, Ore. Before the first
day's showing the Liberty put in a
rnaritime
lobby display on "The

Seventh Day," Manager Noble took
advantage of Portland's sea location

Cohen-Walker

controversy and the interest of the public in sea
amusements.
A simple sea card
board painting, covering the front of
lost of them may leave.
The pro- the theater below the marquee was
Ijcers
now are getting the lion's attractive and at the same time realare
in
the business. sonable.
of profits
The name of Richard
hey will strive to take more of it Barthelmess was prominently feahen no squealing is heard at this tured in the skyline, while the letters
DHvention.
Besides all this, they of the title were dropped to hang
/ill
attempt to control the public from the bottom of the scene over
lind.
While there is some leverage the box office window.
eft
in the moving picture theater
In the electric lights above the thewners' organization, it should be tak- ater the title was featured as "The
n care of before all of it has slipped 7th Day."
The numeral was coniway.
Keep your eyes open and get siderably larger than the letters in
lown to business."
the display, attracting attention from
the difference from the usual arrangement.
DidnV
FAB TO
"TOOI^ My
Two New West Coast Houses
I

!

I

Without

the real business in the shadow.
say, 'Do not tire the delegates,' as

at

SUBSCRIBING
to

I

"ID

eer

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Angeles West Coast Theaters, Inc. have opened the new Tivoli,
a $100,000 suburban house, and the

Los

Hippodrome

in Bakersfield.

Manage Mexican Chain
THE FILM DAILY)
Paul Maurice T. Kach will be

Kach

to

(Special to

St.

—

manager of the Mexican National
Cinematograph Co., the company
formed recently in Los Angeles to
finance and operate a chain of thea-

Smoot

3Sii££f)

ters in

Mexico.
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Many

Theater Changes in Buffalo

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Academy here has
Carver is now devoting
all his time to the Empire.
The Criterion has reopened for a few weeks
with "The Heart of Africa," the Lady
MacKenzie hunt pictures. The Frontier is now being managed by Charlie Bowe.
The Venus, 261 Seneca St.
is
under new management. Harry
Green is again in control of the
Premier, the Hen Brothers having retired because of financial difficulties.
Buffalo

Sam

closed.

Mayer Due in This Week
Louis B. Mayer is expected in town
the end of the present week with a

"One Clear Call" which
recently
completed on

print of

Stahl

the

coast.

CARTOONS

Censorship Meeting Soon
will
be another meeting HAND
shortly of the Authors' League and TITLES
various trade associations who have
arranged to jointly oppose political

There

enforce

Child.

actors

that

of the
bars juvenile

section

Labor Act which
from the stage.

Film Committees
(Special to

Princeton,

N.

J.

— Every

class

(Special to

St.

Louis.^C. D.

Hill,

all

wide awake exhibitors are

made by

high entertainment value and box
appeal on terms assuring both producer and exhibitor a
share of the returns.

to distribute photoplays of
office

"The Night Riders," in which Maudie Dunham, Albert Ray
and Andre Beaulieu represent striking tjrpes in the visualization of Ridgewell Cullum's great story of the Northwest; "Her
Story," with Madge Titheradge, former speaking stage star
of "The Butterfly on the Wheel," in an intensely emotional
human interest role, and "David and Jonathan," picturization
of E. Temple Thurston's wonderful story of love and adventure, featuring Miss Titheradge, are among the finest examples of photoplay excellence offered in the current season. In
addition to these, now showing in first run houses, "Broken
Shadows," an Irish romance from the novel, "Nance," by
Charles Garvice,

is

Convention

Booth No.

CHAIRS
Means Ease

Movies

Section D, Booth

1

AND SALESROOM
MARBRIDGE BUILDING

OFFICE

& Sons,
and Broadway

Josiah Partridge

34th Street

Inc.,

Manufacturers

New York

GEVAERT
Raw

Film Stock
Manufactured by

The Gevaert Photo
Products Company
Antwerp, Belgium

Make Pictures Perfect
United States Distributors:

THE GEVAERT COMPANY

ready for release.

SECOND NATIONAL PIOURES CORPORATION
140 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

at the

Washington Convention

new mana-

SECOND NATIONAL PIQURES
CORPORATION
fair

Stanley Frame Cu
729 SEVENTH AVEN E

in

THE FILM DAILY)

BETTER TIMES
assured by the preparations

YOUR THEATRE

ON
DISPLAY FRAME

at Princeton

/Mae

and

have a presentation in stock {or

OF AMERICA,
New

Phone: Bryant 4018

Inc.
Los Anseles

York

117 West 46th Street

22

MISS

THE FILM DAILY)

ger for Hodkinson, is back again, as
picture.
the Hodkinson office is located in
the quarters opened by Hill several
Busch and Dix Sail
Richard Dix and Mae Busch, will months ago for Associated Producers.
play leading roles in "The Christian," He has also signed up practically all
his old organization.
they sailed Saturday for London.

for independent producers

We

Princeton now has a film committee
which arranges for motion pictures
to be taken of each class' activity as
part of its record in college. The

studios.

*

W. 42nd St.,
New York City

12,

office.

Cast for New Hughes Film
films are later shown at alumni
Helene Chadwick, who has been in gatherings.
New York on a brief vacation is
on her way back to the Goldwyn
Hill in Old Quarters

Immediately upon her arrival, she
will work in a new Rupert Hughes

STUDIO
251

—

strictly

ALYNLU

censorship of motion pictures.

Transferred
of Century Comedies
Angeles on Sunday
handle publicity for
Commissioner, who since her advent the organization. Florence Wallach
into office has been attempting to bar will be in charge of the New York

from the moving picture
renewed her activity by
sending letters to about 600 booking
agencies warning them that after
Sept. 1, the industrial department will

LETTERED

May

OUR NEW
CATALOG

PRESENTATIONS
TRAILERS

TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
HOLIDAY FILM NOVELTIES
ILLUSTRATED and

Juvenile Actors in Missouri

juvenile acts
theaters has

DONT

for

John LEADER TITLES

Bader
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
David Bader
St. Louis
Mrs. Ali'ce Curtice Moy- leaves for Los
er-Wing, Missouri State Industrial where he will

No

Friday,

6514 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone:

Hollywood

4850

3

THE
FJlay,

May

12.

T/ie^e

are

^M i^
^%^

'

1922

METRO

DAILY
PA

15

releases

making money
exhibitors

for

NOW

The Rex Ingram Productions,

THE

FOUR HORSEMEN OF THE APOC-

ALYPSE—THE CONQUERING
POWER— TURN TO THE RIGHT
NAZIMOVA in CAMILLE
Robert Z. Leonard's presentations of

MAE MURRAY in PEACOCK
ALLEY and FASCINATION

These
are

METRO

going

releases

to

SOON

THE
PRISONER OF ZEND A— BLACK
ORCHIDS—TOILERS OF THE SEA
The Rex Ingram Productions,

Robert

Z.

Leonard's presentation of

MAE MURRAY

in

BROADWAY

ROSE
These and 30

OTHERS

of super-picture merit

for next season.

.METRO

C

T U R

E

S

CORPORATION
l^

THE

j5B^

DAILY
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Friday," May 12,"

Mary Miles Minter Returns
Cuts Up Film to Block Pirs
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAIl
Los Angeles Mary Miles Minter
Larry Semon Discussing New Pro- Eight Film Companies Have Teams
Los Angeles Three hundred im
In Baseball League This Year
has returned from her trip to Hono- sand feet of film were chopp' n
duct with Albert E. Smith Would
First Games Played
Continue Two Reelers
lulu.
Her next picture will be "The with an axe at the Pickford-Faii nt
Larry Semon is in New York conWith eight fully organized, uni- Cowboy and the Lady" in which will studio in Hollywood recently. ^^

May Make

Features

Season Starts

—

—

ferring with Albert E. Smith of Vitahis future pictures.
He stated yesterday that negotiations are on for several stories, which
secured will be made in feature
if
form.
Should that deal be consummated it would affect the two reelers
which Semoh is making for Vita-

graph over

graph.

He will be here for several days
and then return to the coast to resume
immediate production. Vitagraph has
constructed a special studio for him
in Hollywood which he will use in
all

work.

of his future

Make

Will

"Toilers" in Maine

Metro announces

that

Rex Ingram

Tom

Moore. Miss film consisted of prints of "Hi
formed teams on hand the second of likewise appear
the Motion Picture Baseball League Minter is scheduled to make several jesty, the American," "Whe- tr
other pictures following this one. It Clouds Roll By," "The Mollycc lie
has gotten off to a flying start.
The most unexpected surprise of is understood her contract with Fa- "The Mark of Zorro," and "The m
the first game was the defeat of the mous Players runs for another year. which were rendered uselessly
tt
wear and tear of passing throug )r(
almost intact Universal nine, undeGive Permanency to Film Guide
jection machines. The reaso ft
feated winners of last year's chamThe National Committee for Bet- destroying them so ruthlessly \ 5
pionship by the Goldwyn aggregation.
The final score, 12 to 2 bore testimony ter Films, affiliated with the National make sure they would not falim
to the one sided slugfest that charac- Board of Review has revised the form the hands of the pirates. / fe
terized the Lions' assault upon the of the printed monthly alphabetical months ago Fairbanks found th;ce
list of pictures for selected programs
tain pirates were making corde
U's supposedly invincible nine.
First National downed Paramount so that it may be used as a perman- able money out of the irregul: e:
The list is now printed on porting of prints.
in a game featured by combinations ent guide.
of hits and errors and a sensational one side of a sheet, and arranged
Next Week on Broadwaj
ninth inning finish. With a score of to be kept in permanent files.
The features at Broadway tli te
in their favor, the Franchisers
8 to
'Frisco Suburb to Have House
next week will be as follows:
blew up in the sixth when six Para(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Apollo—"Across the Rainbow.'
mount runners crossed the plate, er1

produce "Toilers of the Sea" on
the coast of Maine and that he will rors being chiefly responsible.
Metro took Pathe's scalp in a one
come to New York from Hollywood
as soon as he completes work on inning war dance during which Mar"Black Orchids." The latter picture cus Loew's boys scored 14 runs. After
that it became a baseball game the
will be cut and titled in New York,
The Hugo story will be Ingram's final score being 16 to 7.
Vitagraph showed early season batfirst picture under his new contract
with Metro. He may make the in- ting form by hitting the offerings of
will

Metro studio on

teriors at the

"U" Changes
(Special to

Chicago

in

61st St.

Chicago

THE FILM DAILY)

— Herman

Stern,
Middle
of Universal, will also act as office manager of
the local exchange. I. L. Lesserman
will act as business manager here to
t.nke care of the mass of detail connected with the operation of the office.

Western

district

manager

two Hodkinson moundsmen

for 13
runs, the final tally being 13 to 3.

The

Results
Goldwyn 12; Universal 2.
First National 9; Paramount

Metro 16; Pathe 7.
Vitagraph 12; Hodkinson 3.
Standing of the League
First National ..
1

Goldwyn

1

Metro

1

Vitagraph

..,.,.«

Hodkinson
Paramount

1
1

7.

San Francisco

—

,

Park

district.

Sept.

1.

The

EXPORT

Blythe

in

"His

Husband."

be ready by Central

——Lon Chaney "The
"Missing Husbands.'
in

'ap

Criterion

Capitol— "Watch Your Step."
Rialto—Jack Holt and Bebe D
in "North of the Rio Grande.'
Rivoli Gloria Swanson and Ri;

is

appearing opposite

in

"Top

o'

the

Moru-

Agency, which will specialize in
and manufacture of

originating

cheaper novelties. They will also
carry on hand samples of about 200
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
novelty manufacturers
whom they
Oklahoma City F. B. Pickrel has have arranged to represent in the
been added to the sales department film industry.
of Associated First National.
with First National

—

Metro Signs McGregor
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Metro has placed
Paul Tessier,
Cleveland
Pathe Malcolm McGregor who appeared in
manager here has resigned. His suc- "The Prisoner of Zenda" under a
long term contract.
cessor has not been named.

and

—

Strand— "Fool's

First."

CO., Inc.,

The mosf sensalbn

chapfer pfcfure^^

700 JUNGLC
AFRICA FIGHTS AMOM*>
JniD^ANIMALS
or Jungle •

supremacy X

15
El

iw

THE FILM DAILY
White Bluffs, Wash.— This toi
(Special to

to have a

IMPORT FILM
M

it

Valentino in "Beyond the R<

TRUMAN "VA

A "clearing house" for exploitation
novelties where producers and dispurchased
"The tributors will be able to view the
a
Jack London latest novelties on the market, has
story for future production.
It will
been organized by the Weshner-Davbe used for either Reginald Denny or
idson

—

Cameo— Betty

yUNGLE 0^

Buys London Story

—

may

»»

1,000
1,000
1,000
1,000
,000
,000
,000
,000

Universal
has
Abysmal Brute"

(Special to

It

t)

Wall."

Small House for Washington

Arthur Rosson and his cameraman,
L. W. O'Connell are here. From
Gray With Coogan Prod.
Louisville they will go to New York,
Paul Gray has been engaged by where additional scenes will be taken
.Sol Lesser to handle exploitation on at the Manhattan handicap at Belall Jackie Coogan Prod.
He is work- mont on May 2Sth.
ing on "Trouble," the new picture
which opens at the Strand May 21.
Arrange to Handle Novelties

Tessier Leaves Pathe

Broadway— "His Back Agains

capacity will be 800.

Harry Myers
Gladys Walton
la™
mg.

—

Pickrel

has been

Sailing for Europe Saturday
Al Christie and Harry D. Edwards,
his production manager are in New
York prior to their sailing for Europe
on the Olympic tomorrow. The trip
will be for pleasure.

president of the local jockey club has
given Jack Pickford permission to
Hudson Returns
photograph the Kentucky Derby toEarl J. Hudson of First National
morrow. Various scenes of this turf
returned from Washington yesterday
classic are to be a part of "Garrison's
where he renewed acquaintance with Finish," Pickford's first for the Ala number of exhibitors from various
Pickford, his director
lied
(3orp
sections of the country:

the

—A permit

issued for the construction of a theater at the northwest corner of Ocean
and Faxon Aves., in the Westwood

Back on Coast
1
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pathe
1
Los Angeles Thomas Meighan Vitagraph
1
and Al Green have returned from
Brooke, Ind., where they had a conKentucky Derby in Pickford Film
ference with George Ade regarding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"The Leading Citizen" which MeiLouisville,
Ky. Col. Matt Winn,
ghan is making.

Frank Mayo.

—

new house

OFFERS

that will seaiO

gAjlhj

*

7Ae BRADSTREET
9/* FILMDOH

;9^<?re(0cnizedi

Authority
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Saturday,

Say?
ond Hearin;

^- Crafts— Sec?4yers

New

Plans

Five in Control
Industry,

f

Irvin Willat
tures

— Now

with
Players

to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—That
five

Famous

May

heard Thomas Dixon, author
'The Clansman,' out of which 'The
irth of a Nation' was developed, tell

when

for

to

members of the legislature that in been
3hio, the moving picture forces, diswith the Republican Gover,ior,
because of his attitude cmi the
pensorship proposition, defeated him
\nd elected Mr. Cox, and that with a
.arge expenditure
of money, as he
)leased

know what

Thrash
(Staff

a "blue"

town

—

Washington The second annual
convention of the M. P. T. O. A.
came to a close very unsatisfactorily
yesterday morning. For various reasons a number of the delegates had

is

left

The most important event of the
session was the announcement from
the Committee on Business Relations
to the effect that Will H. Hays representing the producers and distributors, as well as other producers,
would be asked to meet with a committee of the M. P. T. O. A. at some
central point within 30 days, for the
purpose of considering such matters
as might be beneficial to the entire
industry.
In all probability the meeting will be held in Chicago. This
was the only important matter before the convention.

shining

parlors
all

of

ously for weeks it is freely predicted that the broad-minded
citizenry will vote down the
Sunday closing ordinance.

has

Awaits Invitation

pic.

rankly avowed.

Hays Hasn't Heard From M.

P. T.

O. Regarding Desire for
Co-operation

scores of states, and that in
New York State they have accomalished the defeat of nearly two score
men who voted for censorship.
"It would seem that all of this is
plainly an effort to put the 'vampire
lueen' on the throne from which the
Jeople have driven 'King Alcohol' and
alher disturbing elements.
Every organization has a right to stand for its
3wn interests in proper ways, but as
Congress took away the charter of
the German-American
Alliance be:ause it entered politics, in behalf of
the brewers, so we believe that the
people will resent this activity by the
moving picture industry. This industry has publicly stated that it is in
politics to influence 'every election
trom Alderman to President and from
(Continued on Page 3)

Ince Denial
Thomas H.

Ince yesterday issued
the following statement:

"The current

issue of a motion picprints
prea
posterous rumor that I am to produce
pictures for a certain state right concern.

ture

trade

"Nothing

journal

could

be

Hays what his
move would be.

At

manner

of

tions, including

schemes and proposi-

some who

desired to

on such
his

a

office,

Courtlandt

at-

Smith

stated that no word of the M. P. T.
O. intention had been received in New
York and that pending the arrival of
such information, there would be no
statement from the Hays office.

A resolution to protest against the
distribution of films in churches and
schools was adopted and referred
to the Committee on Business Relations for immediate action.
The members

Newall Changes Release

of the

M.

that

the

own magazine;

Stoll's.

Following this Mrs. Derr of the
Cleveland Cinema Club spoke of the
value of co-operation with various or-

distribute his next year's product
through Film Booking Offices, Ltd.
He has until now distributed through

ganizations such as

Kunsky Cutting Down
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit The Kunsky Enterprises

—

'-^

exhibitors issue
the report of

to

to

)

P. T.

the Insurance Committee which was
to the effect that the matter be left
to a special committee to report later
to the Board of Directors.

THE FILM DAILY)
London^Guy Newall has arranged
(Special

/

O. A.
were asked to withhold joining in any
work with the Hoy Reporting Service until action could be taken later.
Among the resolutions adopted
were those disapproving the special
sales weeks of distributors and the
suggestion

impress upon me the advantages of
Holah Joins Hodkinson
state right distribution, for the pur- have disposed of two theaters within
to THE FILM DAILY)
pose of interesting me in that field the last month. The houses are the
Cleveland— C. E. ("Doc") Holah, for some future date. I deny abso- Royal and the Empress. Another
3ne of the best known exchangeman lutely, without reservation, that I am, will be disposed of by Sept. 1 and then
n the Middle West has resigned as have, or ever will have any affiliation the company will own nine houses.
local manager of Wid Gunning, Inc. with this concern, or that there
have The present chain is composed of the
:o join the Hodkinson Corp.
Herbert been any negotiations to that end."
Adams, Madison, Capitol, De Luxe,
Ochs, former Hodkinson man here
The concern referred to is Warner Linwood-La Salle, Columbia. Liberty,
las joined the Cole Publishing Co.
Bros.
Strand, Alhambra and Garden.
(Special

\

ed.

their

I

an impossible report with publication
even as a rumor.
"Since I have been in New York
anv number of people interested in
distribution have called upon me with
all

titude

more absurd

would produce for them.
I am amazed that any journal of national circulation would dignify such
than that

i

Committees Report
of the various committees
When word was received from was reported by chairmen.
Washington yesterday that the M. P.
Harrison's Reports were condemn-

ascertain from Mr.

in

attendance

Work

Seidelman Joins F. P.-L.
"This incident is but one of many.
Joseph P. Seidelman has been apThe motion picture men boasted that pointed a special representative of the T. O. intended appointing a special
they elected a Governor of Georgia, a foreign department of Famous Play- committee to seek the co-operation
Lieutenant Governor in Michigan, a ers. During the past year Seidelman ot Will H. Hays in thrashing out muMayor of Rochester, N. Y., and that has been assistant general manager
tual problems, an effort was made to
they have defeated censorship legisla- of Associated Producers.
tion

in

ceedings were called to order.

were

set for Sept. 3-9.

Stern Sails Today
Abe Stern of Century comedies
sails for Europe today on the Olym-

homes and there were
when the pro-

shoe

Sunday.
The protest was very effective and although the church element has been working strenu-

Abe

for their

about 40

all

closed during

24.

Out Problems
Correspondence)

theaters, drug stores,
soda fountains, cigar stands and
like

France on

Paramount Week Sept. 3-9
Paramount Week this year

he

Invited to Meet
Exhibitors within Thirty Days to

Sunday. A special election
been ordered to decide
whether amusement places shall
keep open on Sunday. Just to
give the natives an opportunity

I

'.f

Hays and Others

last

i

sails

Do

has

•'

Brunet

the "Blues"

THE FILM DAILY)
Okla.— Enid was "blue"

Enid,

—

Paul

Price 5 Cents

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

men who

"I was present at a session of the
/irginia
legislature,"
said
Crafts,

1922

What

Los Angeles C. A. ("Doc") Willat
the industry is
are act- has left for New York where he exjointly as a unit to secure the nul- pects to negotiate a deal for a new
ition of laws that are not in their series of Irvin Willat Prod.
niest was the charge made by Dr.
Willat not so long ago made four
ilbur F. Crafts, superintendent of productions for release through HodInternational Reform Bureau, be- kinson and after that did some free
a sub-committee of the Senate lance work.
He is now with Famous
onimittee of Judiciary which is con- Players directing "The Siren Call"
ruing hearings on the Myers bill, with Dorothy Dalton and, it is under"lie industry, he declared, has enterstood, has been engaged to make one
d politics and has boasted that can- more with Miss Dalton.
idates for ofifice have been defeated
s a result of activities.
Brunet Sails on May 24
Washington
by

jiitrolled

13,

Convention Closes

Series
Own Pic-

Again to Make

Bill xleld
(Special

May

p
\

women's clubs by

exhibitors.

New
Sydney

.

in New York
Cohen announced

Unit

S.
that
the exhibitors of western and northern New York had applied to the
Board of Directors for a charter for

organization to be extended
throughout the state above the Bronx.
This was the first move of what will
probably be the divorcement of upper
their

New York

State from the

New York

(Continued on Page 2)

(

\
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Copyright lyj^,
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New

York, N.

FILM FOLKS,

May

Wids

3,

1

1

922

is

Film and Film Folks.

up.

Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Y.. by WID'S FILMS and

INC.

Moroni, Utah—J. L. Tidwell, of
Cozy, unloosed a corker for
"Bought and Paid For." He tied up
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, with Rick Ricketson, Paramount exat the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ploiter, to furnish an unlimited numthe act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside ber of autographed photographs from
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 Paramount stars.
He then advertised
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Foreign
that anybody could obtain one autoSubscribers should remit with order.
$15. UU.
Address all communications to THE FILM graphed portrait of his or her favorite
DAILY, 71-73 West 44tb St., New York, if he attended the next 10 Paramount
Joseph

J.

W.

President and Editor
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

Dannenberg,

"Sinilin'

tie

the

13, 192*

Through'."

suppHed

Coming

to

a brother exhib-

fionu

itor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
fello%u knoiv ho<w you cleaned

Price 5 Cents

in

cards and copy
up with the theater.

Additional

May

—

Where

Memphis, Tenn. The Strand has
no marquee, so Manager T. J. Coleman and W. R. Ferguson, Goldwyn
exploiter, built one for the showing
of "Theodora."
A special permit had

Let

are

you going

know

us

Town

so

?

to stop?

that

FILM DAILY

THE

I

can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on;
what is happening.

to be obtained from the city authorto build the marquee, as it extended clear out across the sidewalk.
ities

The temporary

pillars,
nine feet
supporting the marquee were
covered with compo board painted
white.
Around the bases of the two

Convention Closes;

high,

(Continued from Page 1)
organization. Cohen also i
nounced that he had been elecb
chairman of the Board of Directoi

City

were frames made of compo
board on which were painted heads
Finances Come Up
of Rita Jolivet as Theodora and the
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
The
question
of finance then &
programs
at
the
theater.
That
in
words,
"Now playing, Theodora'.'
Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
eluded all the subsequent bills but On each side were placed gold frames, veloped and various states maij
Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
pillars

j

—

— Irving Mack, 808
Williamson,
— W. A. Long
Weekly,

Chicago Representative

S.

Wabash Ave.
London Representative

one.

When

the patron bought a ticket
"Bought and Paid For" he re2.
ceived a little card with 10 numbers
Pans Representative — Le Film, 42, Rue de
on it.
Every time the patron atClichy.
European Representative— Interna- tended, one of the numbers was canCentral
tionale
Filmscbau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- celled. When
all ten had been punchvakia); Wenzelsplatz.
ed, the patron wrote his name and
address on the back of the card with
Q<fuotations
the name of his star. The cards were
then forwarded to the Salt Lake City
Low Close
Sales
High
795^ 805^
81
F. P.-L.
5,900 Paramount exchange, where Ricket200 son made the necessary orders from
94
94
94
do pfd.
The news of the stunt
..
G'wyn
1,900 Hollywood.
%y,
83/i
Griffith
Not quoted has drifted to other exhibitors, and
800 it is now being worked in ManLoew's .. 16
15^ 16
Not quoted ti. Spring City, Lyceum Theater,
Triangle
Not quoted Murray, Nephi, Sugar House, HyWorld
land Theater, Milford, and American
'Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Kinematograph
London, W. C.

Acre,

85

for

,

.

.

Fork,

In the Courts

all

in

Utah.

—

Youngstown, O. Youngstown had
been bemoaning the hard times until

The Fort Washington Theater Co.,
of the Costello at 23 Ft. Wash- the Chamber of Commerce informed
ington Ave. has sued Anthony Ro- the town that "Prosperity Lies Just
magno, a builder, and The 158th St. Around the Corner." You could have
owner

Corp., owner of a plot adjoining the
theatrer for $18,727 damages. The
plaintiff claims that the defendants
engaged in excavating and blasting
adjoining the theater last summer
without taking any measures to protect the theater property, and as a result the rear wall cracked and the
sidewall bulged and broke. Building
violations were filed against the Costello, and it was closed from July 18
to Sept. 3 last while a third of the
rear wall and half of the side wall
was removed at a cost of $8,727.
The theater asks $10,000 additional
for loss of patronage because the
theater was closed during that period.

supplemented
lieve

It,

It's

it

with,

"If

You Be-

So."

But the C. of C.

didn't get the inspiration, until Manager Deibel of the
Liberty, sold them the idea in con-

junction with his program which
Around The Corner."
"Just

campaign ran every day

for a

was

The
week

before the picture opened.

The Chamber
the

theater

Brilliant red cloth was stretched across then decorated around the edges
with artificial vines obtained from
Bry's department store.
Extending
the length of these gold frames, was
the title in 15-inch cut-out letters in
white and then silvered over. Above
the sign were mounted "Theodora"
oil paintings.
The front of the marquee was
made of white lattice work, vine-covered, with the letters of "Theodora"
cut out and painted red.
Above the
lattice work were the mounted cutout figures of Theodora and three
lions from the 6-sheet.
In the center
of the lobby was an oil painting flanked with palms. As a background was
stretched an oriental rug.
Blue lights
played upon the display.
A red extra of a daily newspaper
was used as well as' the chariot which
Ferguson had found so effective in
New Orleans, Mobile and other
cities.
ladies' hat contest was arranged with one of the large department stores which carried a display
of "Theodora" hats.
Coupons were

•

,

There was

a grand ball schedule
for last night to be attended by delij
gates and others, but inasmuch i
many of the delegates have alreadj
left the indications are at this writin'
that the ball will probably prove
local affair rather than a national on

Forms New Company
THE FILM DAILY)
Dover, Del. Harry M. Crandal
Crandall
(Special

given away to women attending the
screenings and at the Saturday evening showing, the holder of the lucky
coupon was given a $25 hat.

A

teaser snipe campaign was started ten days in advance of the showing.
"Closed" door-tags and other

to

—

A

of

Washington,

is one of the incoi
pcrators of the Ambassador Theatt
Co., which has been formed here wit

a capitalization of $250,000.

Fire

Damages Brockton House
to THE FILM
DAILY)

(Special

Brockton,

Mass.

—

Orpheum on East Elm
damage estimated

Fire
St.,

in

Ensminger

opposition.

at $15,000.

HUDSON RIVER
NIGHT LINES

77ie

to Direct

Williams

to THE FILM DAILY)
Angeles— Robert Ensminger,

(Special

Los

who

will direct the next Earle

Wil-

bunch came from McKelvey's depart- liams picture, is in Mexico with
ment store, which reproduced clip- his cameraman looking over locations.
pings from newspaper clippings which The production will be an adaptation
West Coast Dist. Formed
point to better business conditions.
of the O. Henry story, "Cabbages and
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Mr. Deibel had "Just Around The Kmgs."
Olympia, Wash. To engage in the
production and distribution of films, Corner" on everybody's tongue when
the West Coast Distributors, Inc., he began to post his paper.
Change in Strand Feature

—

have filed articles of incorporation
with a capital of $100,000, with head-

The Strand

will not

show "Fool's

First" next week because of the failCincinnati, O.—Two attractive winquarters at Seattle.
Incorporators
ure of the print to arrive from Caliaie; N. R. Snyder, F. W. Bowen and dow displays helped swell the total fornia.
Constance Talmadge in "The
for "Srnilin' Through" at the Strand.
B. Ackles.
Kreege's five and ten cent store, with Primitive Lover" will go in instead.
only two available windows, gave one
Rivoli, Syracuse Open
over entirely for a splurge on the song
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
with a big cutout of Norma Talmadge
(^^cLcLcatlenal
Syracuse, N. Y.— With "Tol'able
predominating the display. Milner's
Music Store had little squares cut out David," as its initial feature. The Riand each one painted with a letter of voli opened. This is the latest house
the star's names and the picture. of Mitchell Fitzer.
It seats 1092.
THE SPICE OF THE PHOG
These were pasted on the inside of
the window in a semi-circular line,
George L. Clarke has installed a
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
the completed copy reading: "Norma radio in
his office.

W

6\dtuA^

w

T>AIL,Y

SAILINGS

From New York

West

Pier 32 North River
(At Canal Street) 6 P. M.
132nd Street half hour later
(Daylight Saving Time)

FromTroySP.M. From Albany 9P.M.
(Daylight Saving Time)
Passengers ticketed and baggage checked to all
points. North. South. East and West.

Expreii Freight Service

Autos Carried

HUDSON NAVIGATION
Middleton

S.

CO.

Borland, Receiver

Phones —Albany Main 4404
Canal 9000
Troy 2161
:

New York

th

caused

novelties, a strong newspaper and
billing campaign were also used to

of Commerce, like overcome
the strong
owner wasn't keen on

spending money so the C. of C.
simply made the merchants pay for it.
Each day one of the prominent stores
took a full page and worked the title
in conspicuously.
The best ad of the

pledges to make good their quotE
W. A. True, chairman of the Finam
Committee said that the method
raising the various state quotas Wj
not altogether successful. In th
connection Marcus Loew address<
those present and again charged the
with the need of supporting their o
ganzation
financially.
The new
elected officers were then instalh
and a rising vote of confidence
Sydney Cohen followed. Then afti'
the delegates sang "America" the coi
vention came to a close.

THE
Eirday,

May

Up

LtkeNews
No. 39

WONDERFUL VICTORIA FALLS
AN AEROPLANE— Pathe News
;>

and exclusive scenes of the treAfrican waterfall which is 2^ times
as Niagara.
first

Is

NADO

K

I

IN TEXAS.

L LS AND INJURES
—A terrible windstorm

for

Appeal

Five in Control

(Continued from Page 1)
Regarding Censored
Couucihuan to United States Senator'
Now Before State
in accordance with the willingness or
Appellate Division

Case
News Reel

Pathe's

I

^<

DAILV

1922

13,

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

unwillingness of the office holder to
pic>mise a servile submission to the

Y. The constitution- financial interests of the motion picsection of the censorship ture trade."
law passed by the legislature of 1921,
"The situation in this respect,
requiring news reels to be submited would seeme to indicate that Federal
to be censored will soon be deter- attorneys are being tampered with.
mined by the courts.
Attorney General Daugherty was the

Albany,

N.

of a

ality

The question has come up for ar- attorney for Jack Dempsey when
LABOR DEMONSTRATIONS IN gument in the Appellate Division of Dempsey was in trouble as a war

through central Texas.
i

:

;PE>— Scenes

from

Rotterdam

Berlin,

me.

New

England,

York,

Ice-

/ashington, etc., etc.

ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

third

in

the

dinates

know

other witness.
Frederic R. Coudert representing
Sampson Advanced
Pathe, maintains that the reels are
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pictures of transpiring events and not
Chicago The reorganization of the
a portrayal of staged scenes and are
no different than newspapers pub- Universal office here places J. J.
lishing news, except that they are Sampson in charge of short releases,
shown in film form. Coudert argues succeeding L. W. Alexander who is

Qciay
—

ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
THEN YOU SAY
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
THEN ALL SAY
ON THE BANKS
OF THE WABASH
EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

now

Skouras House Changes Policy
(Special

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

St. Louis
The Empress
will discontinue vaudeville

associate sales manager.

The title of "Ridin' Wild" has been pictures only.
changed to "The Sagebrush Trail."
be the opening

film.

'

lileen

Percy with Universal

Arthur E. Rose, deputy attorney
general, appearing for the commission
Eileen Percy, who stated that the censorship of news
V Angeles
een starring for Fox has been reels only applied to films to be exred to appear in "The Flirt," hibited at places of amusement for
will be a Universal-Jewel.
pay and in connection with a business, and was within the police power
of the state in the regulation of public
New Eastman Kodak Unit
exhibitions.
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
The incident which brought the
^any, N. Y. The Eastman Stock
question to the courts to decide, was
><e
has been incorporated here
the showing of a girl in a scanty bath1 a
capitalization
of $250,000.
ing suit at Atlantic City which the
incorporators are J. S. Havens,
commission insisted was immoral and
Jones and M. K. Robinson.
should be eliminated.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

i

ii.

—

1

House

loposes
oecial

to

for

W.

Racine

Halperin's Second

THE FILM DAILY)
Wis.

— The

(Special

Plath

if

St

Racine,

)

rty

on Washington Ave.,

is

to

(averted into a business block.
is behind the venture,
lii
provides for six stores and a
^Jjir to
occupy the ground.

Special to

Brient, Asso. Exhibitor

I.

new playhouse

Jish

and Travis

will
Sts.

Halperin

ver Wings."

— Karl

Hoblitzelle,
Interstate Theater
is
authority for that statement
I'when finished, the new Houston
I5tic will cost $1,000,000.
le

—The second

Title of Carr Picture Changed
The title of the feature starring
Mary Carr, which opens at the Apollo on Wednesday has been changed
from "Across the Rainbow" to "Sil-

House for Houston
THE FILM DAILY)

Huston, Tex.
;:lent of the

THE FILM DAILY)

Prod, will be "Camouflage."

Fd Plath

\000,000

to

Los Angeles

(Special to

St.

be located

—

Manager

THE FILM DAILY)

E. H. Brient, former
of Robertson-Cole but more

Louis

manager

recently with Vitagraph, has becorne
manager for the Associated Exhibitors.

Daylight Saving in

^

St.

Louis

Wash. House Ready
THE FILM DAILY)
years local airdomes are not
Issaquah, Wash. R. H. Glenn will
ruened with daylight saving legis- open his new Glenn about May 15.
The defeat in the Board of E. W. Sandell, who owns houses in
men during the last two ses- Snoqualmie and North Bend, has
Special to

S Louis

THE FILM DAILY)

— For

the

first

time

Issaquah,

(Special to

in

fi

—

World

:ii

.

Id
>i

c

evidently disccraged the ades of the extra hour of daylight.

1

leased a hall in Issaquah
will use for pictures.

which he

EXPORT

and

Distributors

IMPORT FILM CO.

729-7th

Avenue

next

week

and play
"Foolish Wives" will

^

Special to

Says:

—

that the law violates the constitutional
Project for Rockford, 111.
guaranty of the freedom of the press,
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
denies the equal protection of the
The Alhambra laws, and takes property without due
111.
kford,
;er Corp., plans to erect a the- process of law.
He said censorship
Main and Auburn Sts.
::t N.
deprives the reels of news value by
the delay in submitting to the Commission and the payment of the
Start St. Paul Theater
license fees adds to their cost, and
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
that they are frequently shown in
iiPaul— Construction on a $40,000
private homes, army camps, public
ar at Earl, has begun.
halls, churches and schools for their
educational value.
[

Perhaps Daugherty's suborthat he is not in sympathy with the prosecution of such
cases and for that reason they may
not be as zealous as they should be.
This situation is a scandal."
Canon Chase of Brooklyn was an-

department slacker.

case of the Pathe Exchange Inc., against the State Motion
Picture Commission. The commission threatened prosecution of the
theaters showing "Pathe News" unless the films were first passed upon
by the Commission.

here

news from

'/£

Supreme Court,

the

MADGE EVANS

INC.

THE

-Stl

DAILY

—

Indianapolis, Ind.
Laporte TheaCo. Laporte.
Capital $400,000.
Incorporators
Samuel
Steinberg,

Sunday's Issue

ter

Jacob Levine and David H. McGill.
Albany,

N.

Y.

— Effanem

Photo-

New

plays, Bronx,
York.
Capital
$100,000. Incorporators: W. J. Nehb,

H

Blanz and H. D. Svmonds. AtJ. Chambers, 15 W. 38th St.

J.

torney,

— Eastman

Albany, N. Y.
House. Rochester.
Incorporators;

Stock

Capital $250,000.
S. Havens, L. B.

J.

•

Jones and M. K. Robinson.' Attorney
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester.

Dover, Del.

—Ambassador

Theater

Capital $350,000. Incorporators,
Harry M. Crandall, Albert E. Beitzell

Co.

and Maurice D. Roseburg, Washington.
Attorney, Corporation Service

May

I
52

13,

mmmmmmmmim%

Many at Lasky Luncheon
At the luncheon tendere
Selig Kalen Features, Inc., Making Adolph Zukor yesterday to J'
Two Reelers Based on Songs
Lasky, the following were p.
and Paintings
Felix Kahn, Hugo Riesenfek Gi
Georges Renavent has been en- bert Miller, Eugene Zukor, Sidi
gaged by Selig-Kalen Features, Inc., Kent, E. E. Shauer, Elek John ,U(
vigh, Robert Kane, Harry Djan
to star in a series of 12 two-reelers
Ralph Kohn, Julian Johnson,
Work is now under way under super- King, H. G. Ballance,
Louis Sitt
vision of Arthur Maude, and arrange- R.
W. Saunders, Frank 1
ments have been concluded whereby Henry Salisbury, Charles E.
Pathe will release them one a month. Carthy,
Beatty,
Jerome

More

Incorporations

Saturday,

Pathe

for

—

-

(

;

In addition to supervising direction
will supply the stories all of

Maude

Saunders, F. V. Chamberlin, Jc
Flinn, Ingvald C.
Oes and

which will be based on famous songs \\'ood.
and paintings. The initial release has
AUTO TRUCKS TO HI
been completed under the title "The
Skv Lark," inspired by the song,
For moving your props and furni
"Hark, Hark, the Lark." J. C. Hayto and from your studio. By the h
day or week. Contracts taken for
don, will direct while Lticien Tainguy
One always on hand
tire picture.
The publicity
will photograph them.
FILM SERVICE TRUCKING
will be handled by Arthur E. MacN. Y. C.
369 East 151st St.
Phone Melrose 1426

Hugh.

Co.

$100,000 Theater for Lodi, Cal.
Albany, N. Y. Schaefer and Ho(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ingan, New York.
Capital $5,000.
Lodi is to have a new
Lodi, Cal.
corporators B. and J. Hogan and E.
$100,000 theater, according to an anSchaefer. Attorney, L. Tyroler, 1480
flashed on the screen of

—

N. Y.
York.

Albany,

— Lightning

Film

the T. & D. Junior theater. The new
theater is to be erected by the Turner

&

Dahnkin

interests,

Corp. New
Capital $100,000.
the only house here.
Incorporators J. Judiche, S. Dushey
and D. H. Rubin. Attorney M. W.
Schwartz, 39 Church St.

Bridgeport Theater Sold

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Henry Woodhull,

was

bought

(Special to

—

in

tal

by

Gilbert Freedman, who is at present
the lessee of the Liberty.

Old Archway Stays

—

Ozark Studios. CapiIncorporators
Oscar
$100,000.
Fisher, Bernard Wilber and L. L.
Papin, De Soto, Mo. Attorney Colonial Charter Cio.
Dover, Del.

—

Bridgeport, Conn. A real estate
deal involving approximately $100,000
was consummated when the West
End, at 1241 State St., owned by

Theater

With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange
State Right Distributor

nouncement

Broadway.

(Special

OFFICE FOR REN

—

—

Tenn. Moore Feature
Knox County. Capital
Co.
Incorporators, H. H. Moore
$50,000.
C. H. Newell, L. C. Baker, W. H.
Richards, Helen Richards and S. A.
Nashville,

now

Room 901—130 W.

operating

46th

Si

Phone Bryant 6436

YOU DON'T READ

IF

ITHE
:s^<>brAdstreet

:9f«REC0CMIZE»

o/'FILMDOH

Authority

Film

THE FILM DAILY)

fORHERLY (li»^

EVERY DAY

—

Albany, N. Y.
Westminster
Boston Through the efforts of the
Bostonian Society, arrangements are Amusement Co. New York. Capital
being made to preserve the archway $50,000. Incorporators S. Brown, F.
Atof the old Province House in Pro- E, Caston and J. Reichenbach.
vince court and incorporate it in the torney C. F. Wilcox, 154 Nassau St.,
Province, which will take the place New York.
of the Old South.
Albany, N. Y.^ E. D. Davidow
Prod.
New York. Capital $25,000.
''
Editor Buys Theater
[;
Incorporators E. and S. S. Davidow,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
I. Helstein.
Attorneys, Hyman and
Newport, Tenn. T. H. Campbell Hess, 140 W. 42nd St.

—

You Are Holding Out
On Yourself

SUBSCRIBE

NOW^TO-DAY

You'll find

it

$10
made

the best

investment you ever

—

Plain Talk, has purchased Jay Allen Glenn's one-half interest in the Gay, and now owns the

editor

of

the

Glenn will go to
Hendersonville, N. C, where he has

entire

enterprise.

a theater.

Albany, N. Y.

— Filmu,

New

York.

Capital 50 shares preferred stock $100
each; 100 shares of common, no par
value; active capital $5,000.
Incorporators, L. L. Hayward, J. Smith
and C.
Isaacs.
Attorney
H. S.
Hecheimer, 1540 Broadway.

Damaged
THE FILM DAILY)

The Film Daily
71 West 44th
Kindly enter

(Special

to

— Volunteer

forces of
St. Clair Borough were compelled to
call in city firemen when fire practically destroyed the one-story McKee theater at 2234 Arlington Ave.
The loss is about $35,000.
fire

111.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Theater,

subscription to

The Film Daily

for one

Issues— Every Day

—

Including Weekly Reviews 52 Issues
1921 Year Book— Cloth Bound— 500 pages

—

111.
The Lindo, built by
Dittman, owner of several
houses here, has opened.
It seats
about 1,250, all the seats being on one
floor, and costs about $200,000.

Freeport,

John

City

THE FILM DAILY— 313

Opens

Freeport,
(Special

my

New York

year, starting immediately, to include

Pennsylvania House
Pittsburgh

St.,

SuUscription, $10

F.

— Foreign,

$15

Name
(

Second Theater
(Special

to

in Jonesboro, La.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

M. Loew Leases Maiden House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Maiden, Mass. ^^E. M. Loew, of

E.

I

Theatre

I

—

Jonesboro, La. Jonesboro has a
second theater the Woods interests Lynn, has taken, over the Maplewood.
of Winnfield having rented half of the Loew
controls theaters in
Lynn,
building occupied by the Jackson Lawrence, Boston, Worcester and
Parish Mercantile Co.
Portland.

Address

jj

i

ifi

iTHE
brAdstreet

;s^<?re(oghized

s< FILMDOM
FORMERLY

i
OL.

Authority

XX

Sunday,

No. 44

A

cool clean-up

fbv

hot sumrnev

dat:|S

May

14,

1922

Price 25 Cents

FORE!
A

Super,

De

Luxe, Six Cylinder, 1922

Model, Extraordinary Production
Greatest Cast

Ever

dissembled

LAUGHS— TEARS— CUSSES
-^^.

Oak Ridge Golf Club
Tuckahoe, Thursday,

First

May

25th

Run — One Day Rental

Address: Golf

Tournament Committee

Care The Film Daily

$7.50

1

News
:8<^BIIA0STREET

Week

Headlines

in

o/^FILMDOH

of the
Monday

XX

Vol.

No. 44

Sunday,

May

1922

14,

Price 25c.

Copyright, 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.
Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th

WID'S FILM

St.,

New

'iiiid annual convention of

M. P. T. O. opens at Washington.
Walker-Cohen controversy expected to play important part.
"Music fihns" aim to synchronize music and action in pictures.

York, N. Y., by

AND FILM FOLKS,

Tuesday

INC.

Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
Busmess Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
Entered as second-class matter May 21. 1918, at the post office
at
New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.

Senator James

Terms

Hodkinson

(Postage free). United States, Outside of Greater New
York
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign $15
Oo'
v
Subscribers should remit with order.
•

all

New

Paris Representative:

Le Film, 42, Rue de Clichy.
Representative:
Internationale
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

European

Central

Filmschau,

all

made by Southern M. P.

pictures

Prague

drastic

policy

in

eliminating

all

advance deposits.

Wednesday
Following prolonged discussion of Walker-Cohen controversy,
delegates at Washington vote confidence in both Walker
and Cohen.
Former to leave film industry. Sydney S.
Cohen seems to have election cinched. End of dispute
Lord's

harmony

Day

to meeting.

Alliance announces plans to secure national "blue"

Sunday.

Features Reviewed

Fox

SHERLOCK HOLMES

in

release

American Releasing adopts

brings

John Barrymore

to

Finance Corp. of Atlanta.

•

communications to THE FILM DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St
York, N. Y. Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood, California: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative:
Irving Mack, 808 South Wabash Ave.
London Representative:
W. A. Williamson, Kinematograph Weekly
85 Long Acre, London, W. C. 2.

Address

J. Walker to address M. P. T. O. relative to
his dismissal.
Constitution and by-laws drawn up. Sydney
S. Cohen brings Walker differences into convention.

Page

to release seven star series next year.

Charity drive in New York ends. Billie Burke and
Earle win. About $150,000 secured from it.

Edward

2

Thursday

BEYOND THE ROCKS,
Paramount
John Gilbert

Page

3

THE YELLOW STAIN

in

Fox

Page

4

Sydney

Cohen

re-elected president of M. P. T. O. without
Says he won't run next year. Prominent exhibitors hold caucus to express dislike over constitution and
by-laws as drawn.
Over 700. including Government officials, at annual dinner.
W. W. Hodkinson announces disS.

opposition.

tributing plan.

Morosco-First National deal closed.

THE BEAUTY SHOP

Cosmopolitan Prod.

William Farnum in

—Paramount

Page 5

Page

HIS WIFE'S

Pyramid Pictures

—American

HUSBAND

Releasing. .Page 8

QUEEN
R-C

7

O'

THE TURF

Pictures

Page

9

"The Bat"

political

to be filmed.

tendencies comes up

Friday

SHACKLES OF GOLD

Fox
Betty Blythe in

Myers bill to probe industry's
at Washington hearing.

Twenty

distributing schemes submitted to convention, including those from Hodkinson, Vitagraph and Select.
David
M. Hartford, speaking for Western M. P. D. A., says directors are eager to perfect tie-up with exhibitors. Chicago
selected for next convention.
Leaders of industry strike
co-operation as keynote at Wednesday's dinner.
Cohen
promises M. P. T. O. co-operation with producers.

Reported Theda Bara
Daniel Carson

will release

Goodman

to

make

through First National.
series for Equity.

Larry Semon may make several features for Vitagraph.

LADY GODIVA

Wistaria Prod.

—Asso, Exhibitors

Page

10

Marshall Neilan's application to dismiss service
Producer suit against him denied.
Atlanta Studio Corp. secures

Charles

Ray in
Ray Prod.

Chas.

Hoot Gibson

THE DEUCE OF SPADES

—Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

in

.

.

Page

Page

Hodkinson

1

STEP ON IT

Universal

tures for

13

site

"Pardoning the bad

Page

is

15

Associated

studio.

Its

pic-

release.

Saturday
Convention

closes.

M. P. T. O. committee to seek
Hays to solve vexatious problems.

co-

operation of Will H.

L'vin Willat to resume production

Short Reels

for large

in

on

his

own.

New York Appellate Division to decide right of
ture Commission to censor news reels.

Motion Pic-

injuring the good"—Benjamin Franklin.

THE

•sstnDAILV
"Sherlock Holmes" Another
John Barrymore

there

in

"SHERLOCK HOLMES"
DIRECTOR
BASED ON

Albert Parker

William Gillette's stage play and
founded on the Sir Arthur Conan Doyle stories
Earle Brown and Marion Fairfax
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

J.

WHOLE

AS A

Roy Hunt

A

painstaking production and
apparently a picture with a great deal of popular
appeal
All the familiar Doyle characters comSTORY
bined in a story that is interesting but improb-

able and incongruous at times
DIRECTION
Takes a little time to get to the
action, but otherwise good; some outstanding
touches and a number of interesting exteriors

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Gives
STAR

Good
,.

.Sometimes too dark on interiors
performance is

his usual finished

;

not so handsome in this; uses a little too much
precision at times
SUPPORT
strong supporting cast in the main
Views in England and SwitzerEXTERIORS

A

land; splendid
,.

haustive efforts,

and marries

girl

fiijally

whose

John Barrymore's latest picture looks to be about
one of the most ambitious productions seen of late,
and if you are to judge its popularity from the throngs
that sought admission to the showing on the second
night of the run, it seems destined to prove a big number. At the Capitol's ten o'clock showing on Monday
night they were still standing a couple of rows dee'p.
"Sherlock Holmes" has angles of appeal which
should make it a good drawing card. In the first place

Apparently a Fine Box Office

box

office is

concerned.

Sir

Arthur

since the public is already thoroughly familiar with
the adventures of fiction's greatest detective and the

have met with almost universal approval so that the drawing power of the title seems
certain.
Added to this you have the name of John
Barrymore to help exploit it to an even greater extent.
It would be well to make sure of a booking as soon
stories

The

detective.

star's

ability

to

any

emotional acting in this but he makes the shrewd,
Holmes everything that Doyle intended him to
be.
Barrymore does not photograph as well this time
nor are there

many

customary "handsome" pro-

of his

shots.

file

A

capable and worthy supporting cast is headed by
Gustave von Seyffertitz as Moriarity, the famed archcriminal,
von Seyffertitz is excellent in a character
not unlike Barrymore's own Dr. Hyde. Carol Dempster, a Griffith player, is Alice Faulkner.
She is suitable in the part but makes nowhere near the pleasing
impression which she scored in "Dream Street." Everyone else does very good work but the list is too
long to mention the players individually.
Director Parker has plainly endeavored to make the
production a very worthy work and so far as bringing the greatest detective character in fiction to

life

concernedl he has succeeded, but the production nev-

numerous long

titles

you happen

lost

because

long and

not

In an effort to clarify matters
result

is

more

a "talky" picture and

not the kind of

you are about
a story that you can

The adventures

of the detective fur-

in after the first half reel

it is

pick up readily.

nish plenty of thrills and excitement for those
it

is

it

are used that often confuse

The

than they explain.

It is too

The

regardless of the improbabilities.

splendid and there are numerous

who

like

exteriors arc

familiar scenes that

are very interesting.

Much

Story:

too complicated to relate in detail,

but deals with Holmes' efforts and final success in capturing the notorious Professor Moriarity, arch-criminal.

Star to

Draw

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Conan Doyle's famous character needs no advertising

Holmes

forward

distinguished by his usual skill and the
any part convincingly. He is not given

Number With Title and

"Sherlock Holmes" will undoubtedly prove a big
far as the

to look

crafty

if

8,156 feet

Box

is

to play

easy to follow the story.

he saves

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

one as

work

much

outwits arch criminal

Barrymore

his previous characterizations

Conan Doyle's famous

trayal of

ertheless has its faults.

Detective, after ex-

life

view of some of

All right

Occasionally too

CHARACTER OF STORY

R. O. Picture

the performance oi

in

1922

14,

folks are certain to be interested in observing his por-

is

INTERIORS
DETAIL

is

and

to

S.

May

Sunday,

as a releasing arrangement

has been decided upon.
title
it

and name of the

is

As

announced.

You have

star, so it is

a

up

gets over in a satisfactory way.

good
to
It

you

yet none

start in the

to see that

would not be

unwise either to give Doyle's name a good deal of

prominence

in

view of the many recent newspaper

notices he has received and the fact that he

country at present.
to

make

it

At any

pay, because

it

is

in this

rate use your best effort

has the possibilities.
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Appearance

of

Swanson and Valentino Looks Like a Box Office Bet

"BEYOND THE ROCKS"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

Sam Wood

AUTHOR

Elinor Glyn

SCENARIO BY

Jack Cunningham
Alfred Gilks
Looks as though it may prove

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
a real

box

STORY

by box. office qualities and, of course, that fact is of
primary importance.
The picture contains a good deal of audience appeal
both in the production itself and in the principals. Director

one
in

office find

but refused o
take it seriously, laughing at some bits intended
to be quite sober
Very good; provided a splendid
DIRECTION
to enjoy

it

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Usually good

Many

big sets

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Rich old

manages

to die

man mar-

when he

learns

she loves another
6,740 feet

while they didn't

It would probably be very interesting to note the
results if a vote were to be taken to ascertain whether
it was Gloria Swanson, Rodolph Valentino or their

graphed as well

One Should Make

Receipts on This

Box

"Beyond the Rocks" appears

to

be a real box

gaining in popularity

it

all

is

will

office
it

is

probably display

certain that Valentino

the time and with the

al-

ready secure reputation of Gloria Swanson, as far as
the box office

is

concerned, you should do doubly well

with a picture in which they both appear.

is

in

view

regretta-

seem

to

think

He

in this one.

still

was expressed,

Valentino photoinsists

upon mak-

Theodora, the pretty daughter of an Englishman, marries a wealthy old retired grocer to please
her Dad. Then she meets prince charming and when
Story

:

the rich old

husband

realizes his

young wife does not

love him, he goes off on a dangerous expedition and

gets shot.

It

Worth Your While Working

for It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you can judge from the business

drawing on Broadway you too

and
it

except

ing his black hair shine.

combined appearance in "Beyond the Rocks" that
brought the crowds to the Rivoli on Monday afternoon
to the extent that they were standing several rows
deep inside the tapes. At any rate the latest of Elinor
Glyn's novels to be filmed appears to be characterized

is

the instance of the Alps sequence

audible preference for a soft coiflfure

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

way

of the double rescue in the early reels proved highly
amusing. It is a very obvious plot, one in which you
can see the ending the minute you meet all the characters and you aren't disappointed in your conjectures'
so it remains obvious.
Both Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino would
learn a lot about what their admirers think of them if
they were to "sit in" with the audience. Miss Swanson's close fitting gowns were harshly judged and an

shine; suitable and well cast

the S. R. O. sign because

rate production,

the

—

Usually very good
PLAYERS
Gloria Swanson and Rodolph Valentino play very well together and make a rather
striking contrast on the whole; others very
much subordinated in order that stars may

if

first

all

Rodolph to save heroine Gloria for the second time,
some other way of accomplishing the feat might readthere are so many thrilling
ily have been substituted
ways in which she might be imperilled.
The story is rather typical of Elinor Glyn and
whether or not she expected picture patrons to take
it seriously they have not done so and the coincidence

LIGHTINGS

number and

vision

it was found necessary to use a "studio" Alps.
The reproduction is well done but obviously artificial
and since it only serves as a means of permitting hero

PHOTOGRAPHY

girl

the

ble that

production but should have gotten around Alps
sequence without artificial settings
Excellent

young

has provided a

satisfies

of the surrounding splendor of settings

They seemed

ried to

Sam Wood

that

Then it is an Elinor Glyn
some weight. It will be up

story.
to

That should carry

you largely

to

make

a

Advertise it well in advance
and above all make it plain that both Miss Swanson
and Valentino appear in "Beyond the Rocks." Play
it up big and any expense or effort incurred in putting
it over should be found worth while if the film runs
success of the showing.

true to expectations.

number.

It

looks like a genuine b.

o.

THE
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Situations In This
John Gilbert

Fox
.

Jack Dillon

Not credited
Furthman

SCENARIO BY

Jules

CAMERAMAN

Don Short
Contains a good deal of audience appeal and will satisfy a good majority of
picture patrons
STORY
Gives star an unusually strong hero
role which he handles very well; fairly original

AS A

WHOLE

on the whole
Pretty good; gets over the more
important moments forcefully and keeps it

moving

lawyer meets his opponent Hembly for the first time
and the battle is on when Hembly kicks hero's dog.
It is something new in the loves of the townspeople
to find anyone opposing Hembly, much less attack him.
A good touch, that is missed in this, would have been

show

see

All right

Average
Well suited and does good work
SUPPORT
Two particularly good performances
John Lockney as Quartus Hembly and Robert Daly as Daniel Kerston; Claire Anderson

—

adequate in only feminine role

EXTERIORS

Appropriate

INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER OF STORY

Young lawyer comes

town where everything and everyone
controlled by one man whom he finally beats

into

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

5,006 feet

The

story selected for John Gilbert's latest starring
vehicle contains a good share of what is known as au-

might seem highly
you thought much about it, "The Yel-

dience appeal and even though

it

improbable if
low Stain" affords the kind of entertainment that is
rather popular with the regular picture patrons.
In
the first place it gives the star an Al hero role of the
he-man type that pleases many, one of those "battle
against odds" parts that immediately turns all the

some

cotne rolling

kicked out of hero's

when they

of the people

down

the stairs after being

office.

weak point which, however, leads to a
scoring point for the hero, is when he refuses to attend
the mass meeting which he has instigated as a means
slightly

overwhelming Hembly's influence upon the people,
in order to help the man he has rescued overcome his
craving for drink. There is little excuse for him not
at least telling the people why he cannot come.
But
of course when they do learn his reason, this is another
of

boost in his favor.

Adequate
Suffices

the surprise of

Hembly

One

LIGHTINGS
STAR

A

people too.
Director Dillon has realized the best of the story
and he keeps it moving at a good pace all the time,
with an accumulative interest and puts considerable
force into the bigger moments. His first bid for audience appeal comes early in the picture when the young

to

DIRECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY

1922

sympathy in his direction and against the cruel Quartus Hembly, the man who runs the town and the

"THE YELLOW STAIN"

AUTHOR

14,

That Are Popular with a Good Majority

in

DIRECTOR

May

Sunday,

is

The production is adequate and the acting generally
very good. The star is convincing and pleasing in

the hero role while Claire Anderson hasn't a great
deal to do as heroine.

two

oflfer

first

John Lockney and Robert Daly

rate characterizations and the minor

parts are capably handled.

Donald Keeth is told when he comes to
Owasco to practice law that he will either have to
get out or be ruled by Quartus Hembly. Keeth decides to stay and fight Hembly.
He commences by
befriending a man who has been broken by Hembly
and against great odds fights Hembly and finally seStory

:

cures the death bed confession of the heroine's father

which proves Hembly a robber, a murderer,
Keeth wins the townspeople and the girl.

etc.

Satisfying Picture That Will Go Big in Neighborhood Theaters
Box Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This

is a suitable neighborhood house picture and it
the kind that contains a good deal of audience appeal in its situations because they will get right into
is

the spirit of

it

by hoping

for hero to

win and trusting

that the villain will get his just deserts. It has satisfying qualities that make it suitable for almost any

audience at all and you can promise them the star has
a real hero role in this.

Catchlines will be one of the best

them know what

it

very expressive one.
they

may

young lawyer

a one

about because the
It is also

a

trifle

man

power.

Let them know that

to rid the

town

of letting

title isn't a

too lurid and

be led to expect something very

sensational than this.
of a

is

ways

much more
it is

a fight

of corrupt laws

and

Distributed by Select

LEWIS

SELZNJCK

J.

presents

'&

mmE)
[P

O
Directed by Henry Lehrman

DEFINITELY ESTABLISHED IN

THE MILLION
DOLLAR CLASS. ALREADY BOOKED BY
Criterion,
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Comedy Adaptation Does Not Score

Musical

"THE BEAUTY SHOP"
Cosmopolitan Prod.

up

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

Edward

Dillon

AUTHORS

Channing Pollock and Rennold Wolf
Doty Hobart
CAMERAMAN
Harold Wenstrom

SCENARIO BY

WHOLE

AS A

Comedy

that

scarce in amus-*

is

ing situations and doesn't begin to get over until
the last reel

STORY

Adapted from the musical comedy;

is

not suitable material for the screen

DIRECTION

Even with a cast of prominent
make it a winner; takes much

players does not

too long to get started

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS

Satisfactory

PLAYERS

Raymond Hitchcock the featured
he needs lines to be successfully amusing Louise Fazenda scores in the finale others
Diana Allen, Billy B. Van- James J. Corbett, the
Fairbanks twins and Montagu Love
EXTERIORS
Some attractive ones specially
constructed
player

;

;

;

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

Manufacturer of

beauty preparations inherits a fortune but only
finds a feud until his latest discovery proves suc-

cessful

and everything comes

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
A musical comedy adapted

tcJ

as successful as a musical

the music, and

it

holds true

his

own way
6,536 feet

the screen

is

about

comedy would be minus
in the case of "The Beauty

might have been a highly pleasing and
amusing piece on the stage, but it is not a suitable
Shop."

It

vehicle for film purposes.

In the

first

place there are

no really worth while situations upon which a comedy
It does contain some
clever ideas, but they are not strong enough to hold

of feature length could be built.

Box

folks

don't require really strong

to satisfy

them you might be able

"The Beauty Shop."
the

see
It

is

picture

difficult

to

please folks in the

amused

at

twins complete the cast.
Story
Dr. Budd, a beauty doctor, faces bankruptcy
when suddenly he is told that he is a descendant of
the famous Sizerellas, and a fortune awaits him in
Bolognia.
With his ward, Anna, and her fiance,
:

Budd journeys

Bolognia only to be told
there is no fortune, but he must settle a family feud
by fighting a duel. The only way out of the duel is
by marrying the inn keeper's funny looking daughter.
Briggs,

But when Budd's beauty
ful

he

is

to

lotion

makes the

girl beauti-

permitted to leave Bolognia and go back to
his preparation will

America where the success of
make him rich.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

only mildly amusing at best, but

is

without a great deal of padding, and
it is this superfluous footage that makes "The Beauty
Shop" a rather uninteresting and slow-moving picture.
The opening reels are very weak and there is no
bid for a sustained interest at all until they get Hitchcock to the kingdom of Bolognia, where he is supposed
to inherit the fortune he is sorely in need of.
Then
with the introduction of the Fairbanks twins it becomes even a little more interesting, but the only
genuinely amusing twist in the whole picture comes
at the very end when they try to marry oflf Louise
Fazenda as "the dog-faced girl" to Hitchcock.
The titles struggle bravely to take the place of
dialogue, but even though a few of them succeed in
The
getting laughs, the majority are poor humor.
settings in the Bolognia episode are very pretty and
the photography is good.
With the many prominent players of which the picture boasts, it is unfortunate that they are handicapped
by a weak story. Diana Allen is very pretty, but she
has nothing to do but smile at Laurance Wheat and
coax "Hitchy." James J. Corbett is Panatella, the inn
keeper, and Louise Fazenda is his daughter, Cremo,
who is made beautiful by "Hitchy's" beauty preparaBilly B. Van is the familiar musical comedy
tion.
undertaker, while Montagu Love and the Fairbanks
for six reels

Depends Upon Whether They Laugh Easily or Not

It

This

as Screen Entertainment

in

It

way

of

what others

your

comedy

situations

to please

them with

would probably be well

order

figure

if

to

judge

it

to

properly.

out exactly just what will

comedy. Some

will be highly

will think impossible.

There seemed to be a difference of opinion at the
what brought laughs from some folks,
plainly bored the others. You have the name of Raymond Hitchcock to help get them interested. He is
widely known as a comedian on the legitimate, but
this is his first prominent role in pictures, although
he made two or three in 1915. You might mention that
he was starred in the musical comedy of the same
name, "The Beauty Shop."
Rialto because

^Marion Fairfax Production

LYING TRUTH
With an all-star cast includinq

NOAH BEERY- MARJORIE DAW- PAT O'MALLEY
TULLY MARSHALL
IsJritten and directed by MARION FAIRFAX
John Jasper, Mgr. oF Production
A dramatic romance by the able
writer-director

who

built

the

sound picture fabric and boxoffice values into "River's End,"

"Bob

Hampton

Placer,"

of

"Valley of the Giants," "Freckles," "Dinty" and a score more
of the big ones.

A

writer who has personally
directed into this sound, sure,

swift-moving story those audience certainties that she knows

mean

public patronage.

"The Lying Truth"

is

playing

the best houses and the biggest
circuits. Its cast and great title'
reenforce "a clean picture with
a punch."

IVme vtcan
RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited
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Farnum Does Good Work
William Farnum

but Story's Entertainment Value Is Doubtful

in

"SHACKLES OF GOLD"
Fox

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

Herbert Brenon
Henri Bernstein
Paul H. Sloane
Tom Molloy
society drama based on Bern-

"Samson";

stein's stage play

will satisfy

some

but has not a universal appeal

.

A fair vehicle for star but consists of
unconvincing situations; contains nothing espe-

STORY

cially original

DIRECTION

good and
poor judgment; permits

Varies; at times

again uneven and in

it is

overacting

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
Does
STAR

Satisfactory

good work and there is a marked
improvement in his make-up
Rather weak; Marie Shotwell suitSUPPORT
overacts at times Myrta Bonillas
but
able type
photographs poorly and is much too cold even
;

for a role that requires it; others adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

But one or two
Spacious settings

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl marries rich

Ample

man

she does not love to please her mother;
when he loses his wealth she learns she does
love

him

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,057 feet

William Farnum release isn't an attractive offering in spite of the fact that Henri Bernstein's
play provides a good role for the star and one that
he handles very well. It is a stilted society drama
It
with situations neither original nor conclusive.
may be that they are true-to-life, but they do not succeed in convincing you that such things are probable.
In the first place it is difficult to imagine a man of

The

latest

Depends Almost Entirely
Box

One

is

where the

other where the audience
its

success

is

doubtful.

star
is

If

is

easily pleased.

Otherwise

all critical

they

will not accept the situations offered, regardless of the

fact that
stein's

is

heralded as an adaptation of Henri Bern-

famous play "Samson."

;

He

photographs much better in this and
He is, however, handicapped
by story shortcomings and a none too capable support.
Story: Mrs. Van Dusen insists that her daughter,
Marie, marry the rich John Gibbs, although the girl
does not love him. The Van Dusens have lost their
money and you have to take for granted that Marie's
marriage permits them to retain their social position,
although you are not told that Gibbs supports two
families.
It is a loveless marriage, and Gibbs eventually whips his former friend when it is learned he
has insulted Marie. Gibbs then loses his own fortune
in an effort to "break" the friend but he thereby wins
his eyes.

will please his admirers.

Marie's love.

People

You Play To

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a favorite and the

they are at

where two guests are discussing a business
deal and the others crowd into the doorway to "listen
in" a few stand on chairs to get a view of the speakThere are other instances that appear to be
ers.
slightly removed from social etiquette.
The star does very good work and it is a pleasure
to note that he has left off the black make-up around

in the scene

On The

"Shackles of Gold" has two possibilities of satisfying.

extreme wealth marrying a girl as cold and unattractive as the one played by Myrta Bonillas.
She not
only tells him she does not love him, but makes it
plain that she loathes him. And then the character
of the man, played by Farnurh, is highly inconsistent.
In ten years his brilliance and fine mind raise him
from a dock laborer to a rich broker. When only a
laborer he could sense a false bill of sale, but as the
millionaire he couldn't see that the girl's mother was
"roping" him in for his money. Of course the alibi
"love is blind," would cover it, but it doesn't make it
any the more convincing. The story is such that you
cannot help but be annoyed with the characters and
the things they do.
Director Brenon has supplied a suitable atmosphere
and production values are up to standard. Other than
that his work varies. At times it is good and again
poor. Society folks would hardly be flattered at the
way they are represented in the picture, particularly

You can judge

pretty well whether or not

it

will

do

your crowd by knowing their feeling toward the
If his pictures have gone over in the past, you
can probably satisfy them with this.
If they like
society dramas and you don't think they will find
fault, give it to them.
Otherwise you had better see
it and decide for yourself.
Catchlines will suffice to
give them an idea of the story, played up with the title,
for

star.

THE

^^

DAILY

One

Two New

or

Pyramid Pictures

—American

Releas. Corp.

Kenneth

Webb

Anna Katherine Greene
Dorothy Farnum

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

H. Stradling

WHOLE

Well sustained

in putting over picture

interest succeeds
with a plot that is gen-

erally familiar

STORY

Has

tery

is

new

a

twist in that a bit of

mys-

injected into the old blackmail situation

DIRECTION

Satisfactory; observes a pretty

good continuity although there are one or two
titles do not bridge quite ade-

big gaps which

quately

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
All right

Well suited

to the part

and does good

work

SUPPORT

Huntley Gordon adequate but not
exactly the best type for the role; Arthur Carewe fair as the villain; minor parts capably
handled

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
...._..

All right

r

Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Candidate for governor blackmailed into refusing nomination but
obstacle is cleared away at last minute

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
There

isn't a

great deal that

About
is

6,040 feet

different in

Anna

Katherine Greene's novel, "The Mayor's Wife," from
which the photoplay has been adapted, but good direction, a more or less capable cast and one or two
fairly

new

Director

twists

Webb

makes

a satisfactory offering of

it.

has succeeded in sustaining the inter-

and the "introduction of a mystery
sequence somewhat alleviates the hackneyed blackmail plot. The atmosphere of mystery makes a bid
for a first rate suspense and it is only in this connecest

very

well

i

just a bit vague.

is

A

title

reason for the .old lady's searching
about the only explanation of this sequence and while it is sufficient to keep the spectator
clear on what is going on- it might have been a little
at the

more

explicit.

The development is quite satisfactory otherwise and
no fault can be found with the progress of the plot.
It moves along at a good pace with very little stalling.
The only time you would wish things to happen
faster would be in the climax when the wife must tell
her husband that years before she had been married
to the man who is his secretary. This could have been
speeded up a bit.
A rather unusual incident occurs in the climax, a bit
that certainly establishes a precedent for this type
of picture, and that is the fact that the villain goes
unpunished and certainly he deserves punishment in
this case, if ever one did.
But it is a good touch even
though some folks may be disappointed.
Betty Blythe suits the role of the mayor's wife very
well and she

makes the most

Her supporting

affords.

Huntley Gordon

is

Box

cast

of the opportunities

it

adequate, although

is

not exactly the type you would

expect to find as a candidate for governor and Arthur
Carewe is only a fair villain. The remainder of the
cast is not mentioned, but the parts of the servant and
the elderly lady are capably handled.

Olympia leaves her husband, John Brainard,
Story
immediately after the ceremony. She sees a woman
shoot at him and later reads his death notice. Olympia inherits her uncle's fortune and marries Henry
Packard, the mayor, who is eventually a candidate for
governor. Olympia is astounded to learn that Brain:

and her husband's secretary. Brainard is
offered a large sum if he can force Packard to refuse
He threatens to expose Olympia's
the nomination.
past.
She tells her husband everything, but as he is
about to refuse the candidacy to protect his wife's
name, a servant in his house proves that Brainard had
married her before he married Olympia so that the
ceremony was illegal.
ard

is

alive

Will Hold Their Attention Until the

End

'

~

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Betty Blythe should have a sufficient number of

Exhibitors undoubtedly will be able to satisfy audiences with "His Wife's Husband" inasmuch as it
contains a well sustained interest and because of this

admirers to warrant the use of her

capable of keeping them in their seats until the finish.
Even though at first the plot may strike them

effectively with catchlines,

in

your announcements and the

is

somewhat hackneyed there a few new twists that
offset its familiarity and make it at least an average

idea of the plot.

entertainment.

case they

as

1922

in the cellar is

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
AS A

which hints

14,

Theme

tion that the continuity

HUSBAND"

May

1

Twists to Old Blackmail

Betty Blythe in

"HIS WIFE'S

Sunday,

name prominently

title

can be worked

which would give a

Say that the story

is

taken from

slight

Anna

Katherine Greene's novel, "The Mayor's Wife," in

may have

read

it.

I

w

m

NJNOOK, THE STAR-HERO

REVILLON FRERES

Nanook
''Produced by

rO

{]

It is

Presents

of the North

ROBERT

J.

have never seen, or dreamed

more dramatic than drama

More human than humanity
More exciting than a serial,
And very, very beautiful.
It

is

a

FLAHERTY,

picture that will

audience you ever had

of, a

F. R. G. S.

picture like this

!

;

;

rouse to enthusiasm the coldest

!

Pafhepicture

""^W"
m

ii

E

NANOOK^//^^ NORTH

NJNOOK ATTACKS THE BULL WALRUS

Qf^RESENTING

the remarkable Nanook, born actor and hero, in
the
true
drama
of
his own life, assisted by his equally remarkable
jf
family, women and children, in a production of amazing beauty, startling
novelty, constant thrill, and universal appeal.
Positively the

most unique and meritorious

attraction that has ever been

offered to exhibitors.

Pafhepicture
Tr^r-gyrrsTi

m

m

NANOOK

of

NORTH

t/ie

THE ESKIMO "BELLE— NANOOK'S WIFE

/p MASTERLY

presentation of

life,

love,

and

the

unending

^_,^jf struggle for existence in the icy wastes of the actual Arctic.
See the tug of war between Nanook and a mighty wounded walrus
the walrus' mate rush to the rescue

and his family,
below zero.

in a

;

see the trip by

;

see

dog team of Nanook

howling blizzard, with a temperature of 50 degrees

See the struggle with a seal; see the thousand thrills of the daily battle
with unbelievable cold and hunger!

Pafhepicture
rf^ \ M-.RK

m

m

i

IIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIHIIIIIHIIIHTfT

Nanook

of the North

NANOOK

SEES THE

WALRUS HERD

MR. EXHIBITOR, LISTEN TO THE

NORTH"

'n^TANOOK OF THE

TRUTH

!

do more to interest people in motion pictures than any picture you ever
Properly adverV_, played. It will do more to kill criticism ot motion pictures than ten thousand editorials.
tised, it will bring people into your house who wouldn't go across the street to see the finest super-feature ot the last

two

years.
It

t

will

will

he more talked

on the

of,

street, in the

home, than any entertainment

that has ever

been given

in

vour

ummunity.
// w///

make you

It is

"

an

It is tiot

exhibitors rich,

educational

"

or a

a great big epic, directed

|ust let

if"

"

)'ou give

it

the attention and the advertising that

it

su eminently (.leserves.

travel picture."

and produced

in a

people see the wonderful Icjbby display

in

land where no motion picture camera ever went before.
the front of your house

and you couldn't keep them out with

shotguns.

IT

IS

A PICTURE
SEE

i

THAT YOU MUST SEE, TO PROPERLY APPRECIATE.
AT THE NEAREST PATHE EXCHANGE

IT.

Je

THE
May

Sunday,

>;b^

DAILY

1922

14,

Racing Melodrama That Offers First Rate Thrill
"QUEEN

THE TURF

O'

R-C

Pictures

DIRECTOR

John K. Wells
John K. Wells
John K. Wells

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Not credited
Another racing melodrama that

WHOLE
is

STORY

itself

new

is

poor in spots and there

situations; unoriginal but a popular

theme

DIRECTION

Handles players very well and

builds toward excellent climax; there

uine

thrill in

is

a gen-

the race

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Fair

Poor

at times
PLAYERS
Brownie Vernon has a very pleasing personality; the men fulfill roles adequately
but there is too much resemblance between the
.

;

principal players

Not many

A

Adequate
romance of the

race course in which heroine rides a horse to
victory, outwitting those

scheming

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
melodrama

to prevent

About

it

5,000 feet

an Australian importation and while it does not offer anything in the
way of situations that distinguish it from several similar productions made in this country, it does offer
keen competition in the racing sequence in which the
situation, probably made most famous by "Checkers."
There is a genuine thrill in this and it
is repeated.
works the story up to a really strong climax.
latest racing

is

The production has been prepared

for audiences in

country by changing the atmosphere to represent
Anyone at all observing will soon discover

the South.

Will Please

The Average Crowd.
Box

In view of the

first

title will

it is

a picture

room scene

what American

l)y

Miss Vernon and the

are not representative of

actresses are wearing just

within the past year or

At times the continuity
due

now

or even

so.
is

not good or perhaps the

which the film has
undergone in preparation for the American market.
At any rate the characters Are jumped from place to
place without indication of their going or coming, or
is

to the cutting

reason for their so doing.
The story is purely melodramatic with just sufficient romance to touch it off agreeably and there is a
fat but pleasant suitor who eventually tells himself he

a

"one hundred pounds overweight, scratched and out
uf the running."
A fair iMt of comecly is injected in
connection with the heavyweight lover, nicely played
is

by John Cosgrove.
is

the big event

in the

picture and

is

par-

and furnishes a real live thrill that
Brownie Vernon is the heroine who
Mis.s
victory and foils here enemies.

ticularly effective
is

unmistakable.

rides Alert to

Vernon has a very pleasing personality and
most part screens very well. Others in the

for the

cast are

suitable.

Bobbie Morton, an
worshipped by Dennis O'Hara,
Story:

wealthy.

He owns

a horse

athletic

young

girl,

is

a much older man but
\yhich has won many prizes

Bobbie for her birthday. At her
party that night Bobbie overhears a conversation in
and presents

it

Denny

wliich

money

to

lends her scapegrace brother a

sum

of

him out of trouble. Because of this
she must accept Denny when he proposes

to get

Bf)bbie feels

although she is in love with another. How Bob1)ie later rides her horse in the tace in which her brother's dishonest companions have had a hand, and how
Bobbie is freed from her promise to Denny, com-

to her,

pletes

it.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

rate thrill provided in the racing

them know what

they don't get that angle
made some time

if

it is

ago because the dresses worn
ladies in the ball

what

R acetrack Atmosphere Can Be Exploited

sequence and the fact that a good many people will
be thoroughly well satisfied with this part especially,
you can likely give average satisfaction with "Queen
0' the Turf." You won't have to go to a great deal
of trouble to let

South and

they are likely to think

I'he race

Pretty

CHARACTER OF STORY

the

find in the

which causes confusion

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

this

the Australian locations and players are not

irregularity

from the others

Continuity

are no

This

tliat

you

satisfactory entertainment but doesn't dis-

tinguish

Climax

in

about because

suggest a story of the race track.

How-^

ever,

it

would be well

to let

them know about the race

and the idea of the heroine riding the horse to victory.
Exploitation should be easy.

You

could have a

jockey in the lobby with a megaphone calling them
in to see the big race. This should prove a good stunt
and it might be worth your while giving a bit of attention to exploiting

it

and to the presentation.

THE

s&m

DAILV

10

Sunday,

Wistaria Prod.

—Asso.

rambles and an almost perfectly sustained interest

The
Hubert Moest

From Tennyson's poem

SCENARIO BY

Sonya Marcelle

CAMERAMAN

Not

credited

WHOLE

AS A

Retains the idea of the original
with sufficient elaboration to make it suitable

A

STORY.
famed

pleasing love story

sacrifice

Godiva;

of

woven

well

into the

acted

and

DIRECTION

Careful; crowds very well handled
and considerable good attention to detail

PHOTOGRAPHY

Varies
Also varying

LIGHTINGS

Several unusually good performances

by players whose names are not mentioned
EXTERIORS
Very good

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Wife

of cruel ruler

saves her people from oppression by fulfilling

command

his

to ride

naked through the town

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,700 feet

not often that a poem can be adapted to the
screen without the necessity of considerable additional
It is

situations or incidents to

frequently fn

making

of the original

idea

it

of

make
fit

it

suitable material and

for picture

the

poem

purposes much
automatically

is

But such is not the case with the picturizaLord Alfred Tennyson's immortal poem,

eliminated.
tion

of

"Godiva."
True, it has been elaborated upon to a slight extent,
but the original is kept intact and at the same time
a thoroughly plausible and appealing love story is

woven

into

it.

The

continuity

Picture

is

good, the story never

Worthy
Box

It is

will be attracted in expectation of

with a lurid presentation of the famous ride
of Godiva, naked through the streets, but the sensa-

due

Many

times.

of the settings

many

extras are employed. These are all very well
done, particularly the funeral of the Duke. This and
the banquet at which the cruel ruler feasts his rich

subjects in honor of the completion of his
are quite impressive.

The famous

ride of

new

castle

Lady Godiva

another instance of splendid judgment. It is not
only beautifully, but delicately done- and the shots
of the fair rider "clothed only in chastity" through the

disappointment if they
Instead, they will see
picturization of Tennyson's

for a big

windows

cf the

homes she

passes, are further artistic

bits.

One of the
max in which

work

additions of Tennyson's

is

the

cli-

the King's jester plans his master's ruin.

The demolition

and the death of its
oppressor is a satisfying conclusion. The photography
is not up to our American standards, and the lightings
vary between good and bad. The acting is very good.
Leofric, Duke of Mercia, gains his title by
Story
foul means and is no longer satisfied with the woman
who helped him win this high place, so he forces the
beautiful Godiva to wed him although she is betrothed
to John Dryer, the architect, who is thrown into
prison because he neglects his work on the Duke's
castle. John escapes and the Duke orders every home
in Mercia burned if Dryer is not captured within two
Godiva pleads with him to spare the poor
days.
people, oflfering any sacrifice which the Duke may
of the

castle

:

he will lift the order. He orders her
Dryer hears of her
to ride naked through the town.
He is about to be beheaded
sacrifice and returns.
when the castle crumbles, the work of the Duke's

command

of her

if

jester,

who had warned Godiva

She

reunited with her lover.

is

It

to

You Can Give

would be well

to let

leave the place.

It

them know that

who

ture worth seeing and those

being

thrilled

tion lovers are

all

are artistic and there are several large sets in which

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

quite possible that in view of the opportunities

crowd

was made in Germany under the careHubert Moest, who has handled the

story in fine taste at

of Best Exploitation

that might have been taken advantage of, that a certain

picture

ful direction of

is

splendidly produced

PLAYERS

is

the result.

Exhibitors

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

1922

14,

Poem

Splendid Production Accorded Adaptation of Tennyson's

"LADY GODIVA"

May

the

poem

esting.

—as well as others —

is

a pic-

are familiar with

will find

it

doubly

inter-

For those who may not know "Godiva"

would be a good idea

to include the

poem

in

it

your pro-

arrive with such expectations.

and beautiful
famous poem.

a

vivid

gram.

You can make promises

for the production

acting and, of course, your big selling point

is

the

and

title.

THE
May
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14,
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DAILY
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Ray

Falls

Way
Ray

Charles

Below His Standard In Latest Release
Reel after reel rolls

in

"THE DEUCE OF SPADES"
Chas.

Ray Prod.

—Asso. First Nat'l

DIRECTOR

Pict.

Ray
Charles E. Van Loan

SCENARIO BY

Richard Andres
George Rizard
About the weakest one Ray has
offered yet; has about one good idea and they
close with it

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

STORY

Dull and uninteresting situations,

may

they

be called situations at

if

series of

all;

slow-moving incidents
DIRECTION
Poor; no apparently serious effort
to get any amusement out of the story; poorly
connected sequences

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Won't

Average

this

even satisfy his ardent admirers

in

'^

one

•

SUPPORT

No one

no important

important but then there are

roles to be filled

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Fair

Unattractive
Fair

Boston fellow goes
CHARACTER OF STORY
out west is twice fleeced but finally gathers up
courage and gets back what belongs to him
;

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
This

is

by

4,500 feet

far the poorest picture that Charles

Ray

has ever turned out. There has been a gradual and
obvious decline in the entertainment provided in Ray's
recent releases and while "Gas, Oil and Water" was
far removed from Ray's earlier successes, it was a
whole lot better than "The Deuce of Spades." The
story in this one might have served adequately "for a
one- or possibly a two reel picture, but wherever they

got the notion that

it

would do

for a feature is incon-

Likely

To

Injure Star's
Box

for

it.

at least

view of the delightful comedy values

Ray

previously found in the

pictures, they just won't

be able to forgive the weakness of this one.

Once more Ray
ther that he had

directs

much

is

it

serves to prove fur-

better stick to acting and do

one job at a time and do
direction

and

it

right.

In^

the

first

place his

not smooth and the settings which he pro-

vides are about as unattractive as they could be. Prac-

playing has an uninviting lunchroom
background or else a typical western bar room.
There is little or no variation to the settings and they
are certainly far from pleasing to the eye.
There is really only one satisfying, twist in the picture and they save it for the very end, evidently in the
hope that "all's well that ends well." Charlie, after
being bulldozed for the previous reels, finally gets up
courage to take back the money swindled from him and
scares the natives of the town by shooting up the
saloon. The star is supported by a satisfactory cast
that isn't taxed very much- and Marjorie Maurice has
little to do but stand behind the lunch counter and look

tically the entire

as a

pleasant.

Story

He

Amos Dowling owns

:

a restaurant in Boston.

West where another lunchroom
him against his will. He remodels it and
makes enough money to go home for a visit. A few
miles out of the western town he loses all his money
on "The Deuce of Spades," a card trick. He returns
and one day finds the two who swindled him in his
eating place. He covers them with his gun and demands his money back. Then he goes out shooting
is

sells

out and goes

sold to

up everything in sight to prove to the men he's not
Incidentally he
the weakling they thought he was.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

if

of Spades" because
is

in

it is

Drawing Power With This Weak One

you cater to folks who are very easily suited
it isn't likely that you will be able to satisfy them with
Ray's latest. The star's most ardent admirers, as well,
are almost certain to be displeased with "The Deuce
there

especially

off

marries Sally, the waitress.

ceivable.

Even

without one laugh or a live
easy enough to follow what
is going on, no definite interest is maintained because
of the light episodic nature of it.
Incident after incident fails to provide even mild amusement. There's
nothing sufficiently humorous to cause a laugh and
situation and although

Charles

AUTHOR

11

it

is

not only a poor story, but

no compensating qualities that might make up
They have come to expect real amusement and

some humorous

incident in the

Ray

pictures.

This one lacks about everything that the

star's pic-

tures usually contain.

Of course where you don't have
ular patronage

and

it's

to

worry about reg-

just a case of playing anything

worry about injuring the star's
reputation or discouraging them for future good ones
at all

that

you won't have

mav come from

to

him.

CURRENT RELEASES
Kelrasr Dale

Footage

Reviewed

Release Date

Footace

Cardigan

7,000
(Chester Bennett)
5.000
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
5,000
Big
Snows (T. Oliver Ctirwood) .... 5,000
Jan of the
The Cradle Buster (Tuttle Waller)
6,000
liluebeard Jr. (Jas. Livingston)
5,000
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
6.000
Sisters (International Film)
1,000
The Hidden Woman (Nanuet Am. Corp.)
5.000
Belle

2-26-22

My

Old Kentucky Home (Pyramid Pictuies)
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
The Pillagers (Louis W. Chaudet)
Destiny's Isle

(

Wm.

P.

His Wife's Husband

S..

7,000

..

The Song
The Cave

Earle)

5,651

of Life (John H. Staht)
Girl (Inspiration Pict.)

Prod.)
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge)
Smilin' Through (Norma Talmadge)

A
5-

Question of Honor (Anita Stewart)
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess)
Gas, Oil and Water (Chas. Ray)
The Rosary
The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
The Invisible Fear (.\nita Stewart)
The Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
Pay Day (harles Chaplin)
The Infidel (Katherine MacDonald)
The Deuce of Spades Chas. Ray)

7-22

(

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS.

6,920
4,405
8,037
5,850
6,467
8,000
6,065
5,335
4,500
7,045

Penrod (Wesley Bavrv)
Shattered Idols (Frothingham

6,000
5,000
7,000
6,000
6,040

(Pyramid)

(Hepworth)

Button

Alf's

Alaska

of

Rcvlewe«

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.

Fools

INC.

First

(Neilaii

.

2-19-22
2-19-22
2-26-22
2-26-22

3-5-22
5-22
5-22
3-12-22
3-19-22
3-26-22
3-26-22
4-16-22
33-

4,900
5,366

4-2-22

1,892
5,377

4-9-22

4,609
5,630
4,470
5,392

4-9-22

9-22

4-

4-23-22

.'

Prod.)

(Distributed through Pathe)

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Marry

the Poor Girl
Lady' Godiva

5,700

Playgoers Pictures, Inc.

The Ruse
Father

Tom
Missing

of

Men
«

His Back Against the Wall
Watch Your Step
The Wallflower
Grand Larceny
Come On Over
When Romance Rides (Zane Grey)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

Apr.

2-26-22
3-26-22
12-11-21

The Heart Specialist (Mary Miles Minter-Realart)
Beauty's Worth (Marion Davies-Cosmopolitan)
The Mistress of the World (Chap. 4)
3,825
The Loves of Pharaoh (Hamilton Thea. Corp.) 7,476
The Green Temptation (Betty Compson)
6,165
Through a Closed Window (May McAvoy) ... .4,490
Mind the Woman (Alma Rubens)
5.144
4.698
The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
The Sleep Walker (Constance Binney)
4,530
Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille)
5.601
4.712
The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri)
4,942
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton)
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley)
5,243

4- 2-22
4- 9-22

The
The
The
Her

2
2

9
9
9

16
16

23
23
30
2.'

,iO

May

.5,101
4,491
8,681
5,061

S.

(Geo. Fitzmaurice Prod.)
Mistress of the World (Chap. 1)
World's Champion (Wallace Reid)
Mistress of the World (Chap. 2)
Husband's Trademark (Gloria Swanson)

Forever

5

26
26

Hart)

3-19-22
10-23-21
3-19-22
3- 5-22

S

12
12
12
12
19
19
19

On (Wm.

6,267
7,236
5,647
5,030
5.275

Travelin-

5

,\lar.

Bobbed Ha

r

7

.

(Wanda Hawley-Realart)

Fool's Paradise (Cecil B. DeMille)
The Mistress of the World (Chap. 3)

.

Spanish Jade (John Robertson Spec.)
Is Matrimony a Failure (Cruze Spec.)
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan Prod.)

Beyond the Uock.s (.Swaiison-Valcntino)
The Wife Trap
The Beauty Shop (('osmoi>olitan1
North of the Rio tliande (Holt- Daniels)
The Man From Home (Fitzmaurice Special)
The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres)
The Bachelor Daddy (Thomas Meighan)

7

,

14
14
21
21

28

Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)

.

4-23-22
4-23-22

5,612
7.600
6.740
6,207
6.536
4.770
.6,895

7-22
7-22

4,350
4,888

William Farnrm
A Stage Romance
Shackles of Gold
Dustin Farnum
Iron to Gold
Shirley

Mason

6,400

to

Burn

2-12-22

4,513

3-12-22

5,000

3-12-22

Without Fear
John Gilbert
Arabian Love
Western Speed
Charles Jones
Pardon My Nerve
The Yellow .Stain

Walker
— JohnnyExtral
Extra

2-

4,580

3- 5-22
4-16-22

4.350
4,406

2-12-22
4-23-22

4.440

4-16-22

.i.002

5-

I

Percy
Elope

ir

You Must

4,093

2-26-22
'

Cristo

4-16-22

(Irene

Castle)

6,900

4-23-22

Clothes

5,400

3-19-22

:

6,000

4

2-22

/

6.000

4-

2-22

5,600

4-30-22

6,000

2 19-22

Hampton
Gray

Dawn

METRO PICTURES CORP.
Houses

Dana)

Mar.

6

Glass

Apr.

3

Lake)
The Face Between '( Bert Lytell)

1

7

Kisses

Seeing's

(Viola

(Alice

Believing (Viola

4,300

Dana)

Hate (Alice Lake)
Missing Husbands
Rex Ingram Productions
The Prisoner of Zenda
S-L Productions

1

Can Explain (Gareth H ughes)
Don't Write Letters (Garclh Hughes)

I

(Mae Murray)

PATHE EXCHANGE,
Mar.
June

26
11

The Isle
Nanook of

4,160

2-19-2J

4,995

3-19-22

10,000

3-19-22

of

the

7-22

6.500

5-

0,467

4-30-22

6,000
5,500

2-19-22
4-30-22

7,850

4-23-22

9.000

3

Two

INC.

Zorda
North

R.-C.

Billy

Special

Monte

5,500

HODKINSON CORP.

Sterns Prod.
Free Air

7-22

Edna Murphy
Eileen

5.654
!

S-22

4,049

Pearl White

The Broadway Peacock

Women's

Tiffany Productions
Fascination

*.

5-22
3-19-22
4-16-22
3-

INC.

Bosworth)

Sterns Prod.
Free Air

Myron M.

3-19-22
4-30-22

Maurice Flynn

William Russell
Strength of the Pines

Trespassing

Other

Myron

Mar. 20

Smiles Are Trump
The Last Trail

5,228
5,228
5,566
5,003

Ballin Prod.

4-30-22

Series

Money

No
Hugo

The

5,057

The Ragged Princess
\ery Truly Vours

4,680

Holtre Prod.

Benj. B.

Series

Up and Going
The Fighting Streak

White Hands (Hobrt
The Fire Bride
The Bootleggers

W. W.
3-26-22
4-16-22
3-19-22

4-23-22
4-16-22

4.592
6,229
5,502

WID GUNNING,

6-12-21
3-26-22

2-26-22
4- 2-22

FOX FILM CORP.
Tom Mix

Poor Relation (Will Rogers)

The Night Rose
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
The Glorious Fool
Man With Two Mothers

Divide

the

Hills

A

Rattler

of the

Aci'oss

6,000

PICTURES

Kinds of Women (Pauline Frederick)
Jim (Fred Stone)

..

Beyond the Rainbow
Boy Crazy ( Doris May)
Vermilion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa)
The Bigamist (Ivy Duke)
The First Woman
Queen o' the Turf

•.

..6,000
4,800
6.000
5,000
4,900
5,300
4,950

12-22

THE
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•^m

DAILV

1922

14,

1.^

A Pleasing Western Picture That Works Up Fine Action as
Hoot Gibson

away with them.

in

"STEP ON IT"
Universal

DIRECTOR

Jack

AUTHOR

Courtney Ryley Cooper
Arthur Statter

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

A first

different

STORY/

Starts out in mild

of

de-

."

the climax and the surprise ending nicely
All right

PHOTOGRAPHY

Standard
this and handles it

SUPPORT

The usual western types with Barbara Bedford pleasing as the heroine

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good

Few
Rancher trying

to

round up cattle thieves is led to believe girl he
loves is one of the band, but she proves other-

when

she saves his

life

.4,225 feet

a satisfying offering that is rather unlike the

average westerns that flood the market. The story is
by Courtney Ryley Cooper and appeared in a popular

magazine under the name of "The Land of the Lost."
The chief situation has to do with cattle rustlers and
while this in

itself is

and a clever touch

not original, there
in the

is

a

new

twist

method employed by the

thieves to cover their tracks.

The only way

that they

could lead the cattle off is through the rapids and for
a long time the rancher cannot learn how they get

Sure

to Satisfy

Those
Box

Who

brings forth the remark from one of the guests that
The
"the groom sure is getting a lot of woman."

wedding

is

interrupted by the announcement of the

rustling and then they get right into the action and

they keep increasing the speed as it moves along.
There is an especially realistic fire when hero's enemies trap him in a barn and set fire to it. This is a

Then comes

a western.

fight

the

with hero single handed against a whole crowd.

The climax is reached when hero's pals come to his
rescue. The picture is short but a good live number
that should particularly please admirers; of ^veste'-^c

The

usual types

make up

the most of the support-

ing cast and Barbara Bedford
telegrapher.

Some

is

quite pleasing as the

nice locations are found and the

photography throughout is good.
Vic Collins is unable to discover who is
Story
Lafe Brownell, a horse thief
stealing his cattle.
catcher from Texas, tells Vic that the pretty young
telegrapher whom Vic loves is one of the band who
Eventually Vic learns who the
is stealing his cattle.
rustlers are and has sufficient reason to believe that
Brownell was right about the girl. Vic is captured by
the band and threatened with death when suddenly
Vic's pals come to the rescue. Then Vic finds out it
was the girl who sent for them and that she is not one
of them at all, but mingled with them to get evidence
to clear her brother's name.

Like This Type of Entertainment

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

For admirers of western pictures you can be pretty
The
sure you will satisfy them with "Step On It."
title isn't an over attractive one nor pertinent to the
story- but it can be played up with catchlines that will
let them know more of what the story is about and of
course if they are familiar with Hoot Gibson, the
mention of his name will be enough to let them know
it is

in

:

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
is

comedy sequence

Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Here

starts his picture off with a fair

night shot too and very well done.

well

wise

Conway

ding with Victor Potel, disguised in a mustache, playing the groom, with Gloria Davenport the bride, who

comedy vein but

a suitable role in

Director

somewesterns
is

velops into real good action and plenty of it
Gradually speeds up the action to
DIRECTION.

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Has

Eventually he discovers that they

open the locks and empty the water from the spillway
and refill it after they get the animals through. This
is a first rate twist and thoroughly interesting.

Kaufman

rate picture that

from the usual run

Moves Along

which the familiar "tin lizzie"
plays a prominent part and then follows a rural wed-

Charles

WHOLE
what

Conway

it

You can make some promises

for

it

and

about the novel method of cattle rustling.
a

few

thrilling bits -that will please

fight in

which hero and

mountainside.
son's escape.

known

Also

tell

them about the

to use her

name

too.

is

fire

them

There are

them such

his assailant roll

Barbara Bedford

tell

as the

down

the

and Gib-

probably well enough

JSelease

D«te

Footage

LEWIS

J.

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS
Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reelsj

Selznick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanees)
Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Reckless Youth
iSiUBcMe

Reviewed

SELZNICK ENT.

Henry Lehrman Comedies
5,700

Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

5,000
5,000

2-26-22
4-16-22

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons

6,900

4-16-22

O'Brien Star Series

The Prophet's Paradise
Chamiing

the

of

.

Northwest

Love's

FOX FILM CORPORATION

5,000

Conway Tearle Star Series
A Wide Open Town
Masquerade

Special Productions

Reported Missing

(Owen Moore)

Fox News (Twice
Bride 13

Serials:

a Week).
episodes),

U5

UNITED ARTISTS
Feb.

12
19

26

A

Doll's

House

Man

Man (Harry

2-19-22
1-29-22
3-26-22

7,000
7,000
6,400

Arliss)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

2- 5-22

Tracked to Earth (Frank Mayo)
4,477
The Wise Kid (Gladys Walton)
4,606
"The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) .4,751
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
4,550
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
4,500
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) .. .4,566

219-22

Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
The Trap (Lou Chaney)

35-

5-22
7-22

Universal Features
2-26-22
3-12-22
4- 2-22
4- 2-22
4- 9-22
4-23-22

A

Wonderful Wife (Miss Du Pont)
4,668
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank

Mayo)

4-30-22
5- 7-22

4,313
4,433

Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)
Step On It (Hoot Gibson)

episodes).

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

Edgar Comedies (2 reeisj
Goldwyn-Bray Cohiedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

reel)
(1 reel)

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.
The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)

(2 reels)

PATHE EXCHANGE,
Go Get 'Em Hutch

(Serial)

Roach
Aesop

reel

comedies

reel

1

INC.

2/3

Fables,

Harold Lloyd reissues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel

cartoons

re-issues

Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day
1
a week.

—

VITAGRAPH
Super-Features

The Prodigal Judge
The Sheik's Wife
Too Much Business

2-

4,950

4-16-22

312-22
4-

Street

LEWIS

5-22

7,803
5,840
6,000

2-22

Earle Williams

The Man From Downing

reel)

CO.

Carey)

5,629
6,422
5,481

to

(1

Fantomas (20

GOLDWYN PICTURES

(Nazimova)

The Ruling Passion (Geo.
Fair Lady (Rex Beach's)

Jewel Feature.

Corinne

(2 reels)

4-16-22

J.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
Prizma Color Pictures.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective

Series, 2 reels).

Chaplin Classics.
Selznick News.

Griffith

Island Wives

5,000

3-26-22

4,600

4-9-22

Serials:

The Whirlwind (IS

episodes).

The Branded Four (15

episodes).

Antonio Moreno

A

Wm.

Guilty

Conscience

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Duncan-Edith Johnson

The

Vow

Silent

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials:
The Flaming uisk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Eddie Polo),
episodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo),
episodes; Terror Trail,
episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
Star Comedies (1 reel):
When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher),

—

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
Mack Sennet Comedies
Ben Turpin Comedies

INC.

..

(2 reels)

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
Selig-Pork- Photoplays

(2 reels)
(2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)

Mermaid Comedies

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials:
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), IS episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson), 15 episodes.

KINETO- CO. OF AMERICA

Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reeU; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;

—

reel.

1

—

VITAGRAPH

(2 reels)

Modern Centaurs,

—
—

—

Bruce Scenics Beautiful (1 reel)
Chester Outings (1 reel)
Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Could Columbus Discover America,
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)

The Crater

Punch Comedies (2 reels)
Campbell Comedies (2 reels)
Cinal Films (slow speed)

(Released through National Exchange)
Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): VVas Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Paris

the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.
Charles Urban's Movie Chats (released through State Rights Exchanges)
Wonders of the World (2 serials) First Series from No. 1 to
No. 26 (each 1 reel)
Second Series from No. 27 to No. S2
(each 1 reel).
;

;

The Four Seasons

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount Magazine (1 reel)
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (2 reels)
:

(4 reels).

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES
Electricity

—

It's

Development.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella
Comedies:
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Serial:

Kineto Review (Chas. Urban)

(1

reel),

issued

INC.
Hall).

weekly.

—

)<

Some
"The Gay Deceiver"
Type

— Star— Universal

of production

Roy Atwell

reel

1

the star in this

is

Short Reels

amusing

comedy

single reeler.

He

ber of laughs and is up to the standard of the series. The action is not as varied as some of the other numbers but the
comedy business is well thought out and executed in the most
amusing manner possible considering the material.

plays a dual role and provides a lot of fun for the double ex-

posure

scenes.

Roy

himself

is

"The Gay Deceiver" who

bribes a bill-poster to introduce him to the leading lady of
the Follies Company. He visits her in her dressing room and

But in the meantime Mrs. Roy has
other arrangements for the evening and Roy is forced
to engage a representative to go to an affair with his wife.
In the leading man of the Follies Company he finds a double
and so close is the resemblance between the two that his wife
She objects however when her supposed huslittle suspects.
invites her out to dinner.

made

band flirts with other girls at the party. While this is going
on Roy and the leading lady are enjoying themselves in a
nice little restaurant and all runs smoothly until her husband
appears and creates a scene. Roy escapes and hurries home
only to find that his wife has dragged his double into the
house and insists upon his going to bed. The final substitution then takes place and the leading man is happy to escape
and leave Roy with his insistent wife. There is more action
and material in this single reeler than in many two reel comThe gags are good and the situations amusing and
edies.
This .comedy will bring a good deal of laughter
well acted.
from the average audience. Besides Roy Atwell, the cast includes Ethel Ritchie and Lillinne Wilkinson.

"A Hickory Hick"
Type

—Christie— Educational

of production

Bobby Vernon

is

2 reel

supported

b)-

comedy

Charlotte Stevens in this

mildly amusing two reeler. The action centers around a bunco
game and the final recovery of the money. The story tells

who go

spend
The young farmer thinks that he can betheir honeymoon.
come rick quick by investing his money in some oil stocks.
In the meantime his wife grows lonely and decides to take a
"Trip to Heaven" is the name of a scenic
trip to heaven.
When hubby returns home without his money he
railway.
He tries
finds the note and proceeds to try to kill himself.
but
destruction,
shooting, hanging, gas and other methods of
remoney
is
the
end
he
finds
his
wife,
his
fails in each.
In
covered and the crooks are captured by the police. The gags
and comedy business used in this two reeler have all been
done before. The laughs are few and the action is padded
about a young married couple

out to

fill

two

of production

Type

a

Favor"— Hal Roach— Pathe
1

on the High Seas"— Kineto Review

S. Battle Fleet

of production

•Naval

life

is

reel

1

reviewed

Many

instructive reel.

in a series of

magazine

picturesque shots

in this

of the shots are familiar to the picture

fan for they contain the type of stuff that proved so popular

You see the Fleet preparing to sail. The
crews are inspected and after lowering the flag the battleships get under way.
Salutes are fired on passing the flagship.
On the high seas the men of war line up in column
formation as they steam for the coaling station. The ship's
band plays some lively tunes while the boys coal the ship.
Some views of submarines, destroyers, launches and mascots

several years ago.

are included in this regulation battleship film.

educational than

"Sic

Type

it

is

The

reel

is

more

entertaining.

'Em Brownie"

— Century— Universal
2 reel animal

of production

comedy

Here is another Century comedy filled with amusing kid
Brownie, the intelligent dog,
stuff and clever animal work.
role
and
adds
a few new stunts to his
has a very important
program.
The
dog
is assisted by two atextensive
already
The
tractive kiddies, Jackie Morgan and Alberta Vaughn.
action takes place in the

home

of the children's uncle.

and pranks precede an eventful night when
break into the house and begin packing their bags.
and the kiddies come to the rescue and succeed in
the criminals. The events leading up to this end are
chief

and novel.
off a

Brownie with the aid

Mis-

burglars

Brownie
trapping

amusing

of a piece of cord shoots

revolver that deals the burglars their final shot.

"Sic

well up to the standard of the Century series
and should please the average audience.

'Em Brownie"

is

Pathe Review No. 156

Type

reels.

"Do Me
Type

to the big city to

"U.

of production

1

reel

magazine

This number of the review is not quite as varied as some
Some interesting shots, however,
the preceding issues.
were obtained in the cave at Monteagle, Tennessee, where
Another section
the rock formations resemble giant icicles.
and attempts
Ring"
Wedding
of this review is devoted to "The
man
is shown
band.
A
plain
gold
to explaiii the origin of the
and setcostumes
the
finger;
bride's
placing the ring on his

of
reel

comedy

This time Snub Pollard plays,the part of a hobo while Marie
Mosquini is the lady in distress. She calls Snub into the
house and asks him to do her a favor. Snub consents and
together they attempt to put her drunken husband to bed.
Snub has no difficulty in knocking the rum hound into bed
the whole trouble is to keep him there. The majority of the
gags show the struggles that the comedian has with the
drunk. In the end Marie tells Snub that the drunken man is
only her butler and that '.'good servants must be humored in
order to keep them." The comedy contains the average num-

ancient times of several periods, all of
The photoillustrated.
incorrectly
and
poorly
which are
graphic distortions are linked up with a childhood fantasy
called "Out of the Sandman's Bag." The scenes show a child
tings

representing

dreaming about the funny sandman. A few shots of a child
ballet dancer and a colored section that takes you to "The
Fabled Isle of Crete" closes this magazine.

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Footage

Release Date

Am

I

AFFILIATED
Law

the

Releane Date

Reviewed

DISTRIBUTORS

ARROW FILM

5-

5,000
5,000

312-22

CORP.

Innocent Cheat
Chain Lightning
Tlie

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Days

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS
ADVENTURES OF

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibson)
Trails (Pete Morrison)
City (Helen Holmes)

Ghost

7,000

3-12-22

7,000

4-30-22

5,000

3-19-22

STUART BLACKTON

J.

J.

BURNSIDE

Yankee Doodle Jr

FILM SALES CORP.

C. B. C.

Question (Roy Stewrt)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.

PHIL GOLDSTONE
7-22

4,800

5-

5,748

2-12-22

4,548

4-16-22

7,000

2-

DI LORENZO, INC.
Away

(Big Boy Williams)

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
Where

My

Is

Wandering Boy Tonight

His Nibs (Chic Sales)

Me My

Self

6,200

5.000
5,800

False

(Edith Stockton)

6,800

10,000

4-16-22

Point

5,000
4,314
5,000

(Maclyn Arbuckle)

5,000
6,000
6,000
5.000
5,000
6.000
5,000
5,000

Single
Potter of Texas

Trail

the

of

The Man

:

Law

Who

Paid

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE,

2-

5-22

3-12-22

3-5-22
3-12-22
3-19-22

4,800
5.000
5,000
5,000

Night Riders
Brenda's Heritage

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Finish,

Ford Weekly.

Jimmy

GAUMONT COMPANY
HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies
America

Norma Talmadge

:

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

Spirit,

See

First.

Reissues (fourteen)

INC.

I

(each 2 reels).

JOAN FILM SALES

CO.

Ray

Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,000
Series:
feet)
Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
(2 reels)

Invisible

;

;

The Conquering Hero.
(2

reels)

:

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother- in-Law? Nation's

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
4-30-22

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

4-23-22

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-month) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5, 000
Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
naz?linp Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
•Mrs. .Belfame (Nance O'Neil)
5,000
Frii.ts of

(1 reel).
reels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.

—

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION

EXPLOITATION CORP.
5,000
5,000

COMPANY

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each }^ reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial
The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

.

Wild

reels)

(2

HORIZON PICTURES,
3-19-22

WAter

Kidm"

12 2-reels.

PACIFIC FILM
5,800

Hell's River

Callahan,

/

INC.

(every Tuesday); Graphic (every Friday).
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.
Serials:

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

Man From

Miracles of the Jungle, IS episodes.

FILM MARKET,

W. M. SMITH
Arizona

PICT.

15

News

PICT. CORP.

llie

WESTERN

Field),

PINNACLE COMEDIES

Her Story

IS

CO.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE

5,164
5,496

David and Jonathan

So Th:s

INC.

reels).

Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

INC.

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders (Margery Wilson)
Insinuation (Margery Wilson)

SECOND NATIONAL

(2

INC.

Half (2 reels)

EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM

Serial:

The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
.

in

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Serial:

2-19-22
4-30-22

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin
.

Sawing a Lady

of

:

Brands

.

reel each).

(1

Circus Heroes.

The Forest King

Mr.
Mr.

reels)

DOMINANT PICTURES,

PACIFIC FILM CO.

From Rocky

(2

:

Determination
Girl

Hall Room Boy Comedies.
Sunbeam Comedies (Billy West)

Western Star Dramas

W. MARTIN

J.

FILM SALES

C.

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,

W. FILM CORP.
Work

B.

(2 reels).

episodes.

Son

Should a Wife

C.

Ranch Westerns

Star

The Expose

HAMILTON

Defense
J.

Revivals.

Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

HOUDINI PICTURE CORP.

Give

Mary Pickford

Gump

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.

The Man From Beyond

CORP.

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum:
12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

4,951

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

In

2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
5-22

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES

GEO. H.

Westerns (each

15

AYWON FILM

Caesar

and Tame Men, Th»

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

Success Series:

5.000

(Richard Talmadge)

Women

Joins the Force.

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

CORP.

GEORGE KLEINE
Blaze

:

Homer

Village Grocer,
Serials:

The Hidden Light

Julius

:

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild
Comedies (2 reels)

XLNT

5,800

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
Step

CORP.

Arrowr-Jiank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions:
One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northvfood Dramas (2 reels)
Looking Up Jim, In the River,
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines.
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fight
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Her

Ardath

Life's Greatest

Watch Him

ARROW FILM
Series.

:

The Glorious Adventure (Lady Diana Manners)

M.

(12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (3 reelt), Liquoritt.

Lips (2 reels).
2-26-22

Tex Detective

Rose (Geo. Beban)

the

of

& HoweU Comedies

Alt

GEORGE BEBAN
The Sign

CORP.

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
5,000
5,000
5,000

Crossing

3-26-22

..6,500

T. S. S.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.

10,000

Reviewed

BROS.

Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)....

7-22

6,500

Footage

WARNER

4-23-22
4-23-22

Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

2.000
2,000

=
f
I
J
f

Barnes Printing Company, Inc.

!
I
i

j

a

We

1

Never

Disappoint''^

\

I
I
j

I
j
j
f
I
i

Now

I

Located at

j
i

I
j

229 W. 28th Street

i
I

I
I
i

Telephones: Watkins 1416 and 1417
|
j
c

i
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i
j
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Press Sheets, Inserts

and Heralds

i
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I

i

Magazines and Catalogues

i
i
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I
j
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CONORATULATIOMS TO
MR. THOMAS H. (NCE
Ofsl

HIS N/IAO»M

IP

ICE

^slT,

.

ATTRACTION NOWSNVEEP —
IN& THE COUNTRY

"HAIL THE WOMANIVVITM

F

LOR

E-N.C£_ VIDOft.

\\^man, Wake Up^^ is
already a spectacular
triumpli for Miss Vidor
and for the theatres f=^

Exhibitors, WaKe
It's

up

your bi^opportunity

Florence Vidor
•29

w

Woman, ^ke Up

//

presented and distributed

\iy

.Associated Exhibitors
Arthur

Kane, President

S.

Physical Distributors
Pathe Exchange

FOREIGN REPRESCnTATivE
SIDNEY 6ARRETT

:

brAdstreet

:s^^re(ocnized

«/ FILMDOM

Authority

:^e

FORMERLY
XX

c

Monday, May

No. 45

Law

Fight Iowa

Ames and Grinnell
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

The

—

Moines, la. The Iowa SuCourt
has heard arguments of
rie
tineys seeking injunctions to retin the towns of Ames and Grine from enforcing ordinances bar;s

'

1922

Price 5 Cents

Direct Positive

Summing Up

Before
State
Supreme
Seek Sunday Films in

Ltrneys
^ourt

15,

at

exhibitors' situation.

As

it

appears.

Washington. Looks something like
That exhibitors are still suspicions

Used

After the ttirmoil

this

of producers

and

in

New Machine Which Em-

—

ploys Ptper Stock The Kessel
Bros. Handling Distribution

distrib-

Charles and Adam Kessel are president and secretary' and treasurer respectively of a
as the Filmless

new company known
Motion Portrait Corp.
101 W. 42nd St.
The

utors.

with offices

company controls the distribution of
a new camera and paper stock, used
to take pictures without making it

were not listed on the
term calendar of the
It,
but were taken up simulFously as an exparte affair, in

That because of this Jimmy Walker lost out. Through the
"poison." With which his name was tarnished. Charging. Or
insinuating. That he was the "producers' candidate."
That Sydney Cohen is. regarded. By Western and Middle
Western exhibitors. As the enemy. Of producers. And therefore "good enough" for the exhibitors.
But what will happen.
Next year. In case Sydney. Sticks to his promise. Is another
story.
For he says. He won't be a candidate. Then. But he

bribers.

says that.

showing

the

ii

of

motion pictures

nJunday.
he cases

May

filar

ccording to the provisions of the
--'tion for ? restraining order in

mes
5'd

petitioners

the

petition,

that the city be restrained

[ircing

the

ordinance

from two

until

from
after

$25 and
assessed against Joe Gerbracht,

teals
I),

manager

fines

of

H. Blank of
Moines, he determined in the discourt.
Gerbracht was fined for

liter
I

:

for A.

consecutive alleged violations of

Sunday movie ordinance.
he court took cases under advisei|it.

[eantime it is understood that
es theater men. who operated Sunin defiance of the city ordinance
not be prosecuted pending deciin the district court of Story
inty as to validity of the law.
i

ieatty

Has

Special

Film Made

Jerome Beatty was in Hollywas engaged for more than
months at the Lasky studio in
ducing "A Trip to Paramoun"n," a special picture showing inkte ofT-stage shots of stars and
'ctors and scenes for some of the

Vhile
id

he

Btit details are lacking.

1

gth.

Griffith Starts
).

W.

V

picture

This

Griffith will start

for

Week
work on

United Artists

a
this

The title for the story has not
n selected but Carol Dempster will
e the principal role.
jriffith incidentally intends making
three pictures under the terms of
United Artists contract as a proer in the immediate future.
It
understood he desires to complete
obligations with United Artists
ore embarking on a really big prot such as "Orphans of the Storm."
?k.

year.

As

to

Is next year.

With the Hays

organization.

And when.

how.

Yet Mike

O'Toole. As well as Sydney. Insisted. Or said at least. At
the banquet. To Hays' face. That they would co-operate. Well.
Let's see.
That the talk of the exhibitors. Getting directly into produc-

Or

Is nothing but talk.
That is if Sydney.
For he said. Right out in the open. That while exShould do all they could besides talk —-of helping inhibitors.
dependent producers. That as an organization. They could not
touch producing. Or distribution. Which makes it tough. For
the many. Who dreamed the dream. A^'hich would come true.
And as a result. Burnt up lots of thought. Plus electricity.
Working out the ideas. AVhich they forwarded to Washington.
This including Hodkinson. Vitagraph. And others. To the
number of about 18. But the club. Or the threat. Can be hung
tion.

distribution.

Is right.

—

And

over the other side.

Like the sword.

held there.

Of

Damocles.

LOEW'S HOPE
Then

there is this
That
the exhibitor organization.

That

1

productions in the making. The
shed print is about 2,000 feet in

Now. And next

That co-operation may come.

:

it

will

Marcus Loew

become "big league."

still

has hopes.

That the petty

For

That the work. And the aims. Will attract the big
In the exhibiting field. And he worked. As hard as he
ever did in his life. To keep the New Yorkers. From actually
bolting. And did it. Even though they refused. To participate
in the workings. Of the convention.
And when Marcus talked. At one of the "inside" sessions.
He made this very clear. And said it. As though he meant it.
That unless the petty stuff. Was done away with. That he was
through. That he would not waste any more time. Or trouble.
They know how he blocked. The so-called "big" exhibitors.
From forming their own organization. And they know he means
what he says.
men.

A YEAR OF HOPE

MPTO

—

C

Continued on page

'4)

camera itself weighs 10 lbs., its dimensions are 6 by 7 by 12 inches
and its magazine holds 200 feet of the
bromotype paper which is manufactured by the Bromotype Co. of Cleveland with whom the Kessels hold a
distributing contract.
The illumination required can be supplied by a 500
watt lamp, aided by a reflector for the
light.
The film requires but three
minutes to develop without resort to
any indirect method of printing. The
stock has perforations along the sides
to catch the sprocket holes in the
camera. The completed picture can
be turned over to the customer in
strips or made into a fold about the
size of a match folder with each picture the dimensions of three ordinary
frames of regular motion picture exposed
negative.
Each fold holds
about 50 of the pictures in order.
By holding the fold in one hand and
flipping it with the thumb, starting
with the first picture and then through
all of them the illusion of motion is
created.
The Kessels state thej' control na(Continued on Page 2)

Goes

The

to

Special

Sessions

the
First
National
Exchange, Inc., the First National Exchange, Inc. of New York and
Arrow Exchanges, Inc. for alleged
violation of the censorship act which
imposes a fee upon all prints of motion pictures placed in circulation will
be heard in Special Sessions.
The Motion Picture Commission is
waging a campaign against a number
of companies which, it is alleged, have
failed to pay the fee involved in the
use of prints. Actions against Famous Players the Big
exchange
and Elk Photoplays, Inc. are liketrial

of

U

wise pending.

In other words. This is a year of expectancy. And hope.
the
measures up. Fine. And dandy. And if it fails.
If it just continues.
As a political pow-wow. Then Well, wait
and see. This has nothing to do. With the row of certain New
If

necessary to prepare a print from the
negative in a laboratory.
The appeal of the camera will be
almost entirely with the public. The

politics

will cease.

at

Bryant Arrives
Charles Bryant is in town from Los
Angeles. It is believed he has with

him

new

a print of
picture.

"Salome" Nazimova's

THE

cB^
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^
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Copyright
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Film and Film Folks.
West 44th St.,

WID'S FILMS

New

Joseph
J.

W.

Moore

"A

New York

opposite
Owen
Previous Engagement,"

The Film Daily
New York

play

for Selznick.

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73
York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS.

to

in

"SPORT HtVILWS

— Marjorie Daw has been

engaged

and

INC.

Dannenherg. President and Editor
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under

Gentlemen:

Maryon Aye

playing the leading
feininine role in G. M. Anderson's
first
comedy-drama being made at
Universal City.

Just

is

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications

71-73

West 44th

THE FILM

to

New

St.,

York,

is

—

European

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-SIotionale
Filmschau.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Low

High

80H

80K'

...

8J4

8^

Not quoted

600
Not quoted
Triangle
Not quoted
World
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
1st

....

15j^

16

16

National Auditor in Dallas

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— M.

C. White, district audAssociated First National,
He
has returned from New York.

Dallas

itor of the

will return to
his duties here

Move

Into

(Special

Oklahoma

City

New Exchange
to

when

have finished.
Building

THE FILM DAILY)

— First

lips,

THE

GREAT,

at the

L.

KLEIN

Rowland V. Lee has completed
for "The Self-Made Man"

cast

which William Russell

the
in

will star.

This

will be the third Russell picture
will make.

Lee

Charles Ogle will have an important role in "The Old Homestead."

Laemmle

Edward

was

recently

presented with a loving cup by the
principal players and assistants who
worked with him in the making of
"In the Days of Buffalo Bill."

Lois Wilson has been added to the
cast of "Manslaughter."

that

means sonm

tJva^,

in.

issue,

everu

of

revienI
Edited by

Direct Positive

United Studios.

SLOW
Motion

Sincerely yours,

EDWARD

Life."

1,900

.

Griffith

Loew's

is

Sales

80.)4

Not quoted

G'wyn

now making "Such

Allen Holubar is now editing "Hur300 ricane's Gal," starring Dorothy Phil-

Close

..

F. P.-L.
do pf

issues

were

Bevan, feature comedian in
Sennett-First National come-

dies, is

Quotations
•

Billy

Wash-

With all kind wishes for a
continued success, I am

director.

Mack

in

grounds.

—

Clichy.

congratulate

and while I was not able to be
in Washington personally, I felt
that I was there in spirit and
reading your reports were just
good as being on the
as

—
—

Central

to

The convention

FILM DAILY

Alan Forest, James Mason and Andree Tourneur, have been engaged

Neal Bruns

line

ington.

being featured in a
-Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. new Christie comedy which has just
N. Y.
Hollywood gone in production under
California — 6411
Hollywood,
direction
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S. of William Beaudine.
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Richard Walton TuUy, who is now
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
filming "Omar the Tentmaker," has
London, W. C. 2.
Pans Representative Le Film, 42, Rue de engaged James Ewens as assistant

DAILY,

a

you upon your work

March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 for "Lights of the Desert," starring
Foreign Shirley Mason.
months. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
the act of

1: igj

Thanks

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Hollywood

csamsrwu
Vol.

Monday, May

(Continued from Page 1)
tion-wide distribution on both the camera and the stock. The camera sells
for $98 and the paper in 200 feet rolls

GR.ANTLAND

fZ/C.

Produced bijJACK EATOi\
for WJeLSS

Brothers' Artdass Pictur.

for $6.50.

Badger to Direct Boswort!
Jess Smith, who represents a num(Special to THE FILM DAIL
ber of professionals around town has
Los Angeles Clarence Badg
secured exclusive distribution of the
new process in Atlantic City and in direct Hobart Bosworth in hiAsbury Park. He intends opening up picture which will be made at tn
about Decoration Day in Atlantic City Mateo studios. It is a sea stor>
with three booths. For that purpose
In February it was reported
he has organized a company known
He is president and Le- the coast that William H. Cli"
as Filmu.
land Hayward, son of Col. Hayward, had completed the scenario on
U. S. District Attorney for the South- tish Chief" in which Bosworth v
ern District is vice-president. Smith appear.
expects to secure a number of orders
Worsley to Direct Barry
for longer films of children which can
(Special to THE FILM DAILY
and
with
same
stock
the
be made on
Los Angeles Wallace Worsle>
the same machine.

—

i

—

EducaGAUSMAN
direct Wesley Barry in "From
tional, Nu-Art and Hodkinson have
to Riches" for release through ^
"King Arthur" Serial
moved into the new film building on
stated
Saturday
Export and Import
ner Bros.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
North Pearl St.
First National is
that Col. William N. Selig has no
Berlin
occupying the entire second floor.
Decla-Bioscop intends
Oklahoma House Cuts Price
Selig-Kalen Feaconnection with
Pathe and Goldwyn are expected to making a serial based on "King Ar(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
two-reelmaking
trues,
Inc
who
are
thur and the Knights of the Round
move in soon.
Oklahoma City One of the la:
Buffalo

National,

\

—

Table."

"The Devil's Foot"
First of Series

of

The Adventures

Coming

in

summer.

FINANCE

June

We

finance

RELEASE PRINTS

(Special

PEOPLE

in

any quantity

from 40 up.

man

Highest grade printing quality.
raw stock used exclusively.

Easy payments on

TO

MILLIONS OF

Lane a Metro Manage
to THE FILM DAILY
Oklahoma City F. E. Lane
F. E.

—

been appointed

BACKED BY NATIONAL ADVERTISING

24

theaters in the city has reduced p
to 10 cents.
The Palace has closed for

of

Sherlock Holmes
is

—

ers for Pathe.

the

live of

Metro

at

resident

represt

Oklahoma

City.i

EastPhone

— Beekman

9091

INSTALLMENT PLAN

can be arranged.
AEAL

SBRVl

f'^<^<^tlcm<il (RcLuajD

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
THE

SPICE OI-'TME

PHOGHA.M

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

'

128

West 52nd

St.,

New York

City

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL AN
MOTION PICTURE INDUST'

THE
Monday,

May

your

is

how a

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

ideas.

(Special to

(Special

—

Baltimore With memories of the
oper procedure in exploiting "HuGolem," the
Dresque" and "The
ew Century put over 500 one-sheets
Yiddish and got the Jewish popuThe
;ion for "The Good Provider."
py read:
"The Good Provider"
Better and Bigger Than

"Humoresque"

—A

lattice work covLakeland, Fla.
ing the front of a wide lobby was

device erected by B. B. Garner
the Casino to fight the hot weath-

e

The thermometer began

[

to rise

Florida some -weeks ago, and the
ect is cool and inviting.

sword

fighters,

snake charmers and

other Oriental entertainers, not alone
for the prologue, but to appear in the
various booths in the lobby. He took
down the three electric chandeliers
and replaced them with affairs built
of beaver board and decorated with
red and green streamers.
The electric side brackets were treated in a
similar manner, every effort being
made to keep the lighting subdued.
The floors were covered with Oriental
rugs.
Six booths were placed in the
lobby, three on each side, and in
these were placed the women members of the Arab troupe. Each booth

To

Build in Oshkosh

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oshkosh, Wis. O. M. Shore

—

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Royalton, Minn. William Gilmer
has purchased the Palace from Rhoda
&: Noggle.
is

planning to erect an up-to-date theater here which will cost $10,000.

New

Council Bluffs House

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Council Bluffs, la. Bids are to be
$40,000 House in Kilboum, 'Wis.
taken soon for a new theater on West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Broadway, to be sponsored by the
Kilbourn, Wis.— Plans for a $40,000 Council Bluffs Theater Co.
When
theater and store building to be erect- completed the house will be leased
ed by the Mission Theater Co. have by the A. H. Blank Enterprises. The
been completed.
proposed theater will cost $135,000.

May

Town
THE FILM DAILY)

Build in Michigan

(Special to

Playing

—

Madisonville,
Mich.
Preliminary
something for sale, Turkish
candy, laces, small jewelry, prayer plans for a $60,000 theater have been
beads and other Oriental things in- submitted to the department of build-

offered

Fourteenth Week
THE FILM DAILY)

It's

(Special to

Los Angeles
playing

carried
away. ingteresting and easily
Davenport, la. It was only a mat- Two weeks in advance of the opening performance an unusually large
Sunday Shows in Howell, Mich.
r of time before an enterprising exbooth was built in one corner and dec(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bitor exploited the untold possibiliborexploitation, orated with rare rugs and silks
Mich. The second at:S of the radio fad for
Howell,
In this tempt to
close
hn Loveridge, manager of the Cap- rowed -from a local store.
Howell's Sunday
world of the success of reclined a veiled wax figure, "The shows failed when the voters, by a
1, told the
Sheik's Wife."
jimilin' Through" in advance of its
majority of ISO out of 1,200 votes
iigagement at his theater through
cast, disapproved an ordinance subthel Tamminga, soloist of the Chimitted by the city council.
go Opera Company, who sang
rough the radio the words of "Smil"Missing Husbands" Metro
Through" as an exploitation stunt
Criterion
the picture. The novelty vyas reTIMES It is a film to which one reared during the picture's run and
varying, or
ining opportunely with the newly sponds, or fails to respond, withfantastic
roIt is a
vanishing, emotions.
veloped interest in the radio, cre- mance of the mythical continent of Atlantis,

—

[i

—

Allerton, la. The Home has reformerly operated the Opera House, opened with prices reduced to 10 and
has gone to Forsythe, Mont., where 17 cents.
he will become associated in the ownership of a new theater.
Minnesota House Sold

Send along

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Reopens Iowa Theater
THE FILM DAILY)

From Minnesota to Montana
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pierz, Minn. — A. C.
Wolke, who

Over

Putting It
Here

c^mk

DAILY

1922

15,

—"The

14th

its

week

Silent Call,"
at Miller's.

Talmadge Studios For Rent
Fully

—

equipped,

two

stages,

Laboratory in connection, short
or long term lease, 306-322
East 48th Street. Inquire

JOHN W. MAHAN,
Bryant 4576

1540

Broadway

Newspaper Opinions
—

1-

—

ed a great deal of curiosity.
At the same time the Capitol tied
with the local Ampico agency on

)

which, according to its premise, was not entirely engulfed by the ocean in the ancient
* The thing might have been overdays.
But it isn't.
whelmingly done.

Know What's

Going

On

only musical photoplay, playing
HERALD— "Missing Husbands" * * * is
conjunction with "Smilin' Through" a feminine "Sheik." » * * The scenery is
the Capitol and the feature pic- magnificent and most beautifully enfolded in
the story. * * * The acting is generally well
re, by virtue of its easily available

c

cessories
rial

.1

and window display ma-

reaped the benefit of the space

the

main business

street.

—

Cumberland, Md. There were nine
erchants who believed in "Saturly Night," which accounts for the
ct that the news of the great double
edding was sent to every subscriber

though occasionally convulsive, espewith the Queen, who sometimes forgets
Stagraces for simple "vamp" efltectiveness.
cia Napierkowska, who plays this role, is
voluptuously robust and every time she leaned over to strike a gong one could fancy her
groaning.
She was occasionally regal and
seductive in half lights, but always in a PariShe rolled like a ship
sian boulevard fashion.
in a gale at times. * * * It is the best French
picture that has come this way in a long time
so much better than its precursors as to
directed,
cially

—

Cumberland Evening Times in make them seem like French pastry.
TRIBUNE— * * * Let us say at once that
le form of a special section.
is
a weird and tragic thing taken from
Manager Tom Burke of the Liberty Pierre
If
"L'Atlantide."
novel,
Benoit's
merchants
take
two
these
to
;d up
"Mistress of the World" had been as good
the

t
Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York

it

the pages in a four-page section of
le newspaper which not only paid
If
the entire section but netted a
;at profit to the Times, which disibuted it as part of the regular Fri-

home edition.
The front page was made up

ly

was going to be it would
something like "Missing Hus-

as people thought

been
iiave
bands."

it

No Deal With Ince
Warner Brothers stated on

Kindly enter

my

City

subscription to

The Film Daily

for

year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY—313

Satur-

of
as

day that no one in their organization
aramount press book materials
had authcn-ized the statement that
ustrations of the big scandal story Thomas H. Ince would produce two
hich was an important part of the pictures for their company.
Ince
;ory of the picture. The fourth page issued a similar denial last week.
ras occupied by the theater ad anouncing the run and other details.
Lupu Pick Making Another
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special
advantages
Conn.
The
Hartford,
Pick who directed
offered
Berlin Lup
)r
exploitation
by "The
direct "Sylvester"
heik's Wife" were exemplified when "Shattered" will
The story is by Carl
le picture was shown at the Capitol.
for Rex Film.
"Shat|[anager James F. Clancy turned the Mayer who wrote "Caligari."
ibby into an Arabian bazaar. He en- tered" was purchased by a New York
gaged Sheik Hadji Tahar and 15 Ara- firm of importers and was never anwhirling dervishes, nounced for release.
ians, including

—

St.,

Including
1921 Year

Weekly Reviews

—

Theatre

Address

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Name

Issues— Every Day

— Foreign,

pages

$15

one

IS

z^&ax

DAILV

On Broadway
—

Apollo

Mary

Carr

(beginning Wednesday).
"His Back Against the
Wall."
Brooklyn Strand "Orphans of the
Storm."
Cameo Betty Blythe in "His Wife's

—

—

—

Husband."
Capitol— "Watch Your Step."
Central Lon Chaney in "The Trap."
Criterion "Missing Husbands."
Loew's New York Today Thomas
Meighan in "The Bachelor Daddy."
Tuesday Doris May in "Gay and
Devilish." John Gilbert in "Ara-

——

—

—

—

bian Love."

—"Silas Marner."
— "Kisses." "A Rural

Wednesday
Thursday

Yours."
Saturday Alice Calhoun

—

in

"The

Angel of Crooked Street."
Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels
in "North of the Rio Grande."
RivoH— Gloria Swanson and Rudolph

—

Rialto

Valentino in "Beyond the Rocks."
Strand Constance Talmadge in "A
Primitive Lover."

—

Next

Week

— Mary Carr
"Silver
Wings."
Broadway— Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand — Constance Talmadge
"A Primitive Lover."
Cameo— Not yet determined.
—

Apollo

in

in

"The

Capitol

Crossroads

of

New

But there are

a bit.

Not yet determined.

Criterion—"Missing Husbands."
Lyric "Nero."
Rialto "Find the Woman" (tentative

——
attraction).
Rivoli — "The Loves of Pharaoh"
(tentative attraction).
Strand— Jackie Coogan
"Trouble."
•

in

Some Theater Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)

remodel the theater.

—

—

PRESIDENTIAL TIMBER
cropping up. For next year. And when the trees
From Minneapolis.
are given the once over. Then Al Stefifes.
Mustn't be overlooked. "Al" was a strong Cohen man. This
year. When he discovered. That the Walker fight was on. And
He buried them. But and stick this
if he had any aspirations.
For next year. He may have ideas. Developin the calendar.
And if he has. The other candidates. Better get busy.
ing.
Because Stefifes knows the game. So watch Al. And get ready.
For Chicago.

—

Donnybrook, N.

D.— F.

has purchased the
T. Mclntire.

talking.
Of a ''big league" execuSome of the boys.
that
they
kick.
Moeller. But they say.
Not
At
tive secretary.
They want a man. Of bigger calibre. And all that sort of stuff.

But they overlook. That Moeller hasn't had much
And that crippled. By lack of finances. There
wasn't opportunity. To show very much. Or get very far.

from

knows.

of a chance.

year.

Only

For dues.

—

House.

•

Ji,

for the "flu" to pass.

New House

for

Duluth

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

& N

Duluth Clinton, Meyers
son, who operate the Star in the w»
end, is planning to open a new hot
in that district.
The house will ha
a seating capacity of 900.
Ola, Ark.— W. F. Thompson
sold his theater to Pepper Bros.

Two

After
(Special

\

Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Philadelphia It is reported h(
L. Wolfsohn, of the Strai
Stroudsburg, is negotiating for t'

that

theaters there.

—

East Stroudsburg, Pa. The Opt
is being remodeled.

House

Hazleton,

Pa.

— Leon

Pora

a

Joseph Yazweicz have purchased
Poli in West Hazleton.

W. A. FLEMING

&

tion.

pay

They
for

it.

to

CO.

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

St.

TAe HUDSON RIVER

NIGHT LINES

Loew.

DANNY.

Pipestone, Minn.
has been reopened.

— The

Orpheum

Northwest Theater Changes
May Build Austin Theater
Austin,
Madelia, Alinn.— The Star, will be
Minn.
Jay Gould of
Lyons, Neb. The Plaza opened
the name of the theater, which for- Gloncoe,
Minn.,
who operates a
last week.
string of theaters in southern Minmerly was the Wonderland.
nesota, is reported to be planning the
Keast, Fox M'g'r in Sydney
erection of a new theater here.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Devil's Lake, N. D.
A. theater is
Sydney, N. S. W.— L. J. Keast has inchided in the plans for a temple
succeeded
W. Rodgers as Fox which is to be erected by the Sons
New Project for Racine
manager here.
of Norway.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Racine, Wis. Work is to be startCut Prices to 10 Cents
Milwaukee— With capital of $9,000. ed May 15 on the $100,000 store and
Wenatchee,
Wash.
Jensen
& the Garden Theater Co. has been in- theater building which is to be erectVonHerberg have reduced prices corporated to operate a theater at ed by Fred Platte. The house will
to 10 cents at the Empire.
Grand and Third.
be completed Aug. 1.

—

—

—

—

—

t

Dependable
Public Accountants and

He Avas informed. That during last
$33,000. AVas paid into the national headquarters.
Really Avant a national organizaIf the exhibitors.
should be Avilling. To pay for it. And if they Avon't
The\- aren't entitled. To an organization.

According

C.

Pilot Mound, la.
Motion pictures
now are being shown at the Opera

Bandon, Ore.
The town
reopened after a two weeks' closi

FINANCES

A. Holland

Picture

LEAGUE SECRETARY WANTED
Are

Who

—

Stanley Hull has
Jasper, Minn.
secured a license to operate a theater
at Jasper.

1ti]

W'hen Adolph Zukor. Spoke at the banquet. With big
Government officials. And others. Including Sydney Cohen.
Those who remembered. Recalled that a year ago. In MinneBut not at a banapolis. It was dififerent. Then Zukor spoke.
He was panned. Manhandled. Cursed. And in many
Cjuet.
ways. Treated as no white man should be. By some of the very
men. W^ho were in the audience. Listening to him. And it
was interesting. To see how these very men. W^atched. And
listened to him. And applauded. When he said. That he always had wanted. A scjuare deal. And they then appreciated.
What was said of him. By Walker. At ^Minneapolis. That he
was "A damned spunky little fellow."
Maybe he was. A little more than that. It takes a big man.
A mighty big man. To overlook the faults. Of others. And
Zukor forgot. Or it appeared that he did all about Minneapolis

BIG

—

Bangor, Pa.

Bangor, Pa.— The Slate Belt

JUST A LITTLE DIFFERENCE

(Special

Brayton, la. William Fries has
purchased the Princess from Jensen
Bros.
The new owner intends to

in

THE FILM DAILY)

(jtliers.

Is already

York."
Central

to

15, 192

Throughout the conn- publican Club will erect a $85,000
try.
Who are doing. .Some tall figuring. Not interested in the ater to seat 1,000 here.
Cohen-Walker row. Not a bit. But in more important matters.
Quandall Succeeds O'Brien
(Special to THE FILM DAILY).
Regarding their organization. And they say. Without hesiMinneapolis — Ted Quandall !l
tancy. That there isn't room. For petty politics. In this organization. And that it must be constructive. And helpful. In big been appointed R-C manager hel
succeeding Steve OBrien, who l|
things. Or it won't be worth sticking to.
gone to Omaha for Select.
Men like Theodore Hayes. Like Dinny Harris. Like C. A.
Sioux Rapids Star Reopens
Lick. Much less W' alter Hays. And Marcus Loew. These aren't
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
the agitators. Nor the politicians. They aren't bothering. With
Sioux
Rapids,
la. — The Star, wh:
They
want
things
And
they'll
done.
one faction. Or another.
closed several weeks on account
somebody
will
hear
something.
And
are
them.
Or
they
have
a recent fire, has reopened.
men of real interests. And that's what makes it count.

Not

Yorkers.

Cinderalla."

Friday— "The Girl in the Taxi."
Shirley Mason in "Very Truly

House

$85,000
(Special

(Continued from Page 1)

Wings."

Broadway

Summing Up

"Silver

in

Monday, May

T)AIL,Y

SAILINGS

From New York

Pier 32 North River
(At Canal Street) 6 R M.
West 132nd Street half hour later
(Daylight Saving Time)
From Troy 8 P.M. From Albany 9 P.M.
(Daylight Saving Time)
rasFengers ticketed and baggage cliecked to
rn.nta. North, South. East and West.

Express Freight Service

all

Autos Carried

HUDSON NAVIGATION

CO.

Middleton S. Borland, Receiver

Phones : —Albany Main 4404
Troy 2161
Canal 9000

New York

—

iTHE
brAdstreet

;s^<?re(ocmized

of FILHDOM

Authority

;s^«

FORMERLY
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Sue Over Bible Film

May

Price 5 Cents

1922

Here

Brandt Steps In
Again Thanks I

Action to Hold Up "After Six Days" Becomes Executive Director of FedSettlement on Way, Says
erated May Step Out of
Louis Weiss
C. B. C.
A suit to compel Weiss Bros, and Joe Brandt, at the annual meeting

—

—

the Artclass Pictures Corp. to give up
the negative of "The Bible," or "After
Six Days," on the ground that they
were delivered to the defendants without authority, and before a contract
for distribution in this country was

Editor The Film Daily,
New York.

board of directors of Federated
Film Exchanges of America, Inc.,
held at the William Penn. Hotel,
Pittsburgh last week was elected ex-

Dear

ica

convention in Washington.

No

other newspaper in this city

ing.

New Yorkers associated with
the film industry carl thank you
and "The Film Daily" for a
complete understanding of the
Washington situation and the
reasons leading up to the reelection of Mr. Sydney S. Cohen.

with Federated may grow to
proportions to result
in his divorcing himself from his in-

Film Sales.
meeting in Pittsburgh were Joe Friedman, Chicago;
Sam Grand, Boston; Ben Amstermade it was brought here suddenly dam, New York; Bobby North, New
to avoid the imposition of a higher York; Harry Charnas, Cleveland and
duty on film imports, and that Jack Pete Oletsky, Baltimore.
T. Cosman. who was authorized to
terests in C. B. C.
Present at the

Yours very

to

Arrange

of Contract

with

in town
Los Angeles on Sunday and

registered
at
the
Biltmore. He
stated over the telephone yesterday
that the purpose of his trip was to
discuss with P. A. Powers, managing
director of R-C Pictures the unexpired portion of his contract.
He added that he hoped to reach
some sort of a satisfactory basis under which he will continue with R-C
until Aug. 1 when his agreement ends.
If an amicable settlement should be
reached, Hayakawa will make two
more pictures for the company.
There is at present a $92,000 suit
brought against R-C by Hayakawa
for alleged breach of contract.
This
is pending in the Superior Court of

Los Angeles.

truly,

THOMAS ALEXANDER

Hays Giving Luncheon
H. Hays is tendering the
publicity men who aided the A. I. C.
Will

P.

charity

drive,

a

luncheon

at

the

Union League Club on Friday.

Summer Tie-Up

Going Fine

Every Indication that Spring Tournapiaintif?.
ment Will Prove 'Tremendcms
he
Cafiera says he notified Cosman
Success
wouldn't accept an arrangement by
There
every
is
indication that the
in
cash
$25,000
was
to
get
which he
and a share in the profits until they Spring Golf Tournament to be held
amounted to $150,000. He said the under the auspices of THE FILM
least he would take would be $150.- DAILY at the Oak Ridge Golf Club,

me

carried convention news which
was either correct or interest-

enough

negotiate for a distributor, made a
contract with Weiss Bros, as owners
of Artclass without consulting the

from

to thank
you for the correct and interesting reports of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of Amer-

tivities

large

for Settlement

Hayakawa Hopes

R-C Pictures
Sessue Hayakawa arrived

Sir:

Please permit

ecutive director of the organization.
Federated intends entering the distributing field for features as well as
short stuff, and one of Brandt's duties
will be to secure important features
and short stuff for the organization.
It is expected he will also make some
changes in the territorial line-up,
which will serve to strengthen it as
a national distributor.
Brandt's ac-

president of the Bank in Rome which
loaned 1.400 000 lira to Armando Vay
and Antonio Gariazzo, the producers
of the picture, after they had spent
1,000,000 lira of their own money on
Cafiera now owns it.
the picture.
The picture is 25,000 feet in length
with 22 episodes, and went into the
hands of the bank when the producers
were LUiable to pay off the loan.
Cafiera alleges that after offers of
from ?200,000 to $300,000 for the
American rights to the film had been

Sessue

Unexpired Term

of the

made, has been filed in the Supreme
Court by Francesco Cafiera, vice-

'

16,

Revier Visiting

Harry Revier, who is associated
Sought by Hodkinson with Minnewith George H. Davis and Joe Brandt
sota M. P. T. O.— F. and R.
in Quality Film Prod., Inc., of San
Deal for One Year
The M. P. T. O. of Minnesota has Francisco, is here.
made an arrangement with the W. W.
Joe Rock in from Coast
Hodkinson Corp. whereby the mem-

Joe Rock is at the Claridge.
He
bers of that state unit are giving the
is in from California regarding a new
dates
as
distributor
many
play
as
Tuckahoe,
on
Thursday,
May 25, will
000 outright. He stated that the Unimonth of May. The releasing arrangement. His contract
ted States constitutes 85% of the prove a splendid success, with the possible in the
treasury,
virtue of the deal with Federated has run out.
state
.by
help
of
the
weather
man.
terms
world's market and that the
During all of last week when will be augmented with a certain persuggested are unfair.
Hackin, Belgian Buyer Here
Louis Weiss of Weiss Bros, stated most all of the members of the com- centage of the gross accumulating
arrangeperiod.
The
during
that
Matthieu
Hackin,
mittee
were
busy
in
Washington,
of
Brussels,
or
yesterday that a settlement out of
had their attention centered else- ment has worked out so satisfactorily Belgium, is in New York, making his
court is now being negotiated.
I

I

I

'

Sherwood

to Address A.

M.

P. A.

Robert L. Sherwood, motion

pic-

editor of Life, who has been
looking into Hollywood conditions,
will address the A. M. P. A. on
Thursday. His subject will be "In

ture

Darkest Hollywood
and Camera."'

— with

Flashlight

Reaches New York

Gus Inglis
Gus Inglis, of Willis & Inglis, general manager for King and Florence

there was not much of a
but during the past few days
there have been very interesting developments. Here are some of them.
President William A. Landau of
the T. O. C. C. will notify members
of that organization at today's meeting of the tournament and inform
them that they are welcome.

where,

for

liustle

is

Special

invitations

have been for-

(Continued on page 3)

Hodkinson

Up

to May 10, Hodkinson business
^linnesOta is said to have increased
by 100 per cent, as compared with

Urban

At the annual meeting of the Urbai>-'
Vidor, and vice-president of Charles
Ray Prod, arrived yesterday and is Motion Picture Industries, Inc. the
Inglis attended the officers and directors were re-elected.
at the Biltmore.
convention and came 'on to confer The officers are Charles Urban, presiwith Arthur S. Kane regarding the dent; F. R. Minrath, secretary and
next series of pictures in which Flor- M. E. A. Tucker, treasurer and the
ence Vidor it to star for Associated directors, Charles Urban, E. St. Elmo
Her third production, Lewis, W'illiam Gettinger, M. E. A.
Exhibitors.
"The Shuttle Soul," is expected in Tucker, F. R. Minrath, Henry Siegrist and John Mason.
a few days.

headquarters with J. C. Barnstyn, of
the British and Continental Trading
Co. Mr. Hackin is looking over pictures for Belgium.

in

New Eastman Stock Listed
M. P.The board of governors of the New
T. O. has made a like arrangement York Stock Exchange has entered
with F. and R. Exchange for one 2,003,000 shares of Eastman Kodak
year.
stock to trading. The issue is of no
par value on the official notice of exsimilar

/'

Officers Re-elected

that the organization
it
for the

endeavoring to extend
next three months.

<'

periods.

The

state

Walsh's First
(Special to

Los

change for the outstanding

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Raoul

A.

common

stock of $100 par value.

Walsh's
Brabin Forms

picture under his new Goldwyn
contract will be "Captain Blackbird,"
an original by Carey Wilson.
first

(Special to

Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— Charles J. Brabin
one of the incorporators of the
Brabin Prod., a $50,000 company.
Coan Here
Blair Coan is in New York in con- The other incorporators are A. L.
nection with "The Young America" Raboch and N. April. The attorneys
He is at the Com- are Gross and April, 114 W. 44th
series of pictures.
St., New York.
modore.
is

^

THE

DAILY

Tuesday

Price 5 Cents

Here

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks.

your

XX

Inc.,

New

Mo.
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Tuesday. May

1

6.

922

1

brolher exhibitor put his show over.

Let the other fellow know

The frame was

Send alovg

how you cleaned

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
Alicoate. Treasurer and Business Maniger; J A Oon. Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918.
the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March J. 1879,
Joseph

W.

up.

City, Kans.
The Garden with Col. Hill of the Academy to
owned and managed by M. C. Wil- drive one load of youngsters, in a
ley who admits he is now in the game car placarded with "Penrod" banners
is

and wants to learn; but taking things to the station. After meeting Miss
by the initiative he ran a tie-up with Garden the boys paraded through the
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside the First National Bank that made streets winding up before
the Liberty
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
First National
bank or pictures the when they went through their military
Foreign
Bonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. leader in the town.
drill.$15.00.
The cadets were guests of honAddress all communications to THE FILH
The bank gave over its window on or at the show.
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York, the corner of a very busy street
to put
Noble, organized a "Penrod" drawN. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 45S1-4552-55S8.
Hollywood in eight photos of First National ing contest through the newspapers
California — 6411
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
stars, trick photos being used to make as the result of which more than
500
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S. the contest more difficult.
drawings of Wesley Barry were turnWabash Ave.
People who guessed the names of ed in. The winners were promised,
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, the star were given a prize of a dollar in addition to passes, autographed
London, W. C. 2.
as the start of a saving's deposit ac- photographs of "Freckles," and Noble
Le Film, 42, Rue de
Paris Representative
count in the bank. To make things is wondering at just what part of the
Clichy.
Representative Interna- easier for the prospective winners young star's transcontinental journey
Euro.pean
Central
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- entry blanks, with spaces for the
tionale
he can catch him by wire to convey
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
eight names, were hung outside the the request.

t

the box
lobby.

Located

Low

High
F. P.-L.
do pfd

G'wyn

81^

..

m\i

3,500

...

8M

9

All

that

...

161^

16

Not quoted
1.500

16

World

Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

New Company
THE FILM DAILY)

Ferrandini in
(Special

to

—

The First National
Corp., with capital stock
of from $100,000 to $500,000, has been
granted a charter. The officers and
incorporators are: John F. Pryor,
of Danville, president; J. C. Hester,
of Danville, secretary; George N.
Pryor, of Danville; E. D. Craver, of
Charlotte, N. C; Frank Ferrandini, of
Richmond, and L. O. Wendenburg,
The corporation will
of Richmond.
erect a new house on the north side
of Broad St. between the Colonial
Richmond, Va.

Amusement

and Seventh

Albany,

campaign conducted by Paul

that

Noble used exploitation means

not available to every exhibitor; but
the more significant fact is that he
seized every opportunity that presented itself unannounced.
The campaign started with a special showing for the school board, the
Parent Teachers' Association, the
Ministerial association and the teachers,
principals and superintendents.
More than 1200 attended the perform-

evening wraps

from the
to

New

Unit

the city.

Hill Alilitary
receive the

Wichita,

Corp., has been formed here with a
The incapitaHzation of $200,000.
A.
are:
E.
Krachie,
corporators
Skilhnan and H. G. Liese and the
attorney, H. Goldman, of 120 Broad-

Noble,

who

Kans.

—The

arranged

(Special

Theater to be
to

Replaced

THE FILM DAILY)

—A

new theater will reCalais, Me.
place the Bijou, recently destroyed by
fire.

HELP THE BOYS
gallery of the

CULVER

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

$2

PER HOUR, BY DAY. CIRCLE 1868

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over

First

National
Picture

FRIARS' FROLIC
Sunday, June 4th

THE

FRIARS,

110

W.

48th

THE FILM DAILY,

And
You'll

Think
It's

St.

a

or

Reg. U. S. P»t. Off.

H.

devoted to ex-service men, the boys
there," at the monster

Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a soldier boy.
Send your check for as much as you can
afford for this worthy charity to

THE^II^ OF THE ntQSRAMi

HARRY

It's a

The

Calais

of

Paramount

"A'ay.

This company will produce the entire series of Mermaid comedies for
Educational for 1922-1923.

out

women's

teaser paper for "The Mistress of the
World," featuring the huge question
mark, was the basis of a lobby design
executed by O. K. Mason of the Re-

The freedom was accepted

by Manager
THE FILM DAILY)
N. Y.— The Jack White

to

sorts of

3

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles

hours, for the public in general. The
display of styles was followed by a
dancing number by Bernice Fetsch,
in her own interpretation of Miss
Murray as Cleo of Paris; and this attraction in turn by the picture itself.

On Monday Mary Garden and her
opera troupe reached Portland. Noble
junior, son of the manager, was one
Academy designated

all

for

Write or Wire

were paraded upon the New
Garrick stage before "Peacock Alley"
was flashed on the screen. The show
was first given in the morning, especially for the Rotarians who were
in session and later, at the regular

ance.

of the cadets

—

Suitable

CALIFORNIA

apparel,

star and win the official Mary Garden
kiss in recognition of the freedom of

St.

Jack White Forms
(Special

fore the

Not quoted Noble, manager of the Liberty, on
Not quoted "Penrod." The answer may be made

Triangle

theatei

Culver City with six

prominent boulevards
Los Angeles

junction with "Peacock Alley" at the
New Garrick.
Co-operating with Schwie was the
Duluth Retail Merchants' Association,
members of which were exhibitors of
apparel in the show. Twenty-one
manikins were used in the fashion
show. Walking suits, sport clothes,

—

Ore. Prima
donnas,
mayors and leading citizens fell bePortland,

the

At a bargain figure, $10,000
Cash and balance attractive
terms.
On one of the most

was required was to pull ofif a form,
Duluth P. F. Schwie, general mango inside the bank and write eight ager of the Duluth
Theater Co. put on
names and then claim the dollar.
an elaborate fashion show in con-

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Sales

to

FOR SALE

—

Close

80^

building.

in

other studios.
companies.

—

the

was moved

STUDIO

—

to

Who

There was an exhibitors' conven
tion in town which accounts for
tht
hotel exploitation.
During the rur

—
—

entrance

in

—

—

Quotations

stood

W orld.'' "

—

Garden

nine feet tall antj
the center of the lobbof the Lassen Hotel.
The questioi
mark was outlined with red electri.
globes.
The back-ground was blaci
and flashed in white letters "Behold
All Hail!
Is 'The Mistress of th.
first

Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
York. N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and

FILM FOLKS.
J.

how a

is

ideas.

16, 19221

gent.

Putting It Over
Vol.

May

71

W.

44th

St.

Great

NUMBER

—
I

THE
May

.jeiay

Mid-West Notes

Courts

[n the

hilribune Prod, have sued Floreed in the Supreme Court for
il.ce of $4,413 due on loans of
SCnade in 1919 and 1920.
!

'"acock Prod. Inc., an Oklaporation with its home offce
r sa, which deals in the state
t arket in the Southern territory,
aih'ed in the Supreme Corut to
the service of papers in a
he 114 West 30th St. Corp.
on a note given at Kansas
fihns sold in Missouri and
•r
Morthe Southern territory.
F k, president of Peacock said
a le

!

papers were served on him
was here on a visit, and
the corporation does no
here and has no office in
the courts have no jurisdichis corporation.

"

<?

Public to Theater Confab

\e

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

(Continued

from Page

1)

—

Louis.

St.

Martin Sachs, manager of the
Pantheon, is at home with a severe

—A

and assets of the New
El a Film Exchanges, recently thrown
into bankruptcy, were at auction at
the former offices of this company
prises, Inc., in Florida. The last week.
vas to permit an exchange
js ideas between the manJake Cooper, Manager of the 20th
to promote more sympa- Century is seriously ill and has sufautude with the public,
fered another paralytic stroke.
session was thrown open to
r

The

business conferetween theater managers and
rlMic was held here by E. J.
-trict supervisor, for SouthFla.

iilo,

r

Cuban Actor Arrives
^larco Antonio Gonzalez, who is
starred in the three pictures "Blood
Will Tell," "Cruel Dreams" and "The
Monster," made by the Compania
Gloria Film, of Havana, Cuba, arrived here yesterday to arrange for

Going Fine

Chicago Tisdale Industrial Film warded to the Lambs and Friars to
Co. which has several offices in the have their members who are interWest is about to open offices in ested in pictures also attend.
Eastern cities. The first will be in
Senator James J. Walker and his
Pittsburgh.
law partner, Joe Warren have pro- the showing of the pictures here.
mised to attend. Perhaps a fourBob Lucas, General Manager for some may be arranged between Walkthe Harry Gramp circuit, had a sud- er, Warren, Will Hays, and Court- Film Venture "Idiotic," Says Marie
den attack of appendicitis, and had to landt Smith.
The Associated Press reports from
be rushed to the hospital for an imTo date these are approximately 70 Bucharest, Roumania that Queen
mediate operation. A bouquet of entries and in view of the large num- Marie characterizes reports that she
flowers was sent to the hospital by all ber of last year's
players who have intended appearing in films here as
of the exchange managers of Chicago.
not yet forwarded their entries, it is "idiotic."
a safe conclusion that there will be
William Brimmer, until recently very close to, if not more than, 100
Jones Starting New Feature
manager of the Chicago Vitagraph on hand when play starts.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
office, has been appointed manager
Los Angeles E. Richard Jones will
Prizes
of the American Releasing office at

case of the "flu."
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films

Jules E. Mastbaum, president of
the Stanley Co. of America and an
ardent golfer, has forwarded a check
for a special prize in addition to
which Warner Bros, will again offer
a prize and several other cups have
bee promised. These prizes will of
course have nothing to do with the
foursome prizes before noted and the
special kickers' handicap prizes to be

was

invited,

ly

in

attendance

Ibpen sessions.

A

Comedy
THE FILM DAILY)

Sheik

pecial to

Angeles

— Christie

will

make

5on of a Sheik" with Scott Syd-

Harry Willard, formerly Manager
now managing a circuit

A
in

list

of entries to date will appear

tomorrow's

issue.

as

— R.

I.

companied him on his
has resigned
the
and burgh.

Brown

Wcial
son,
J of

Sunday Closing

Stall

fnefits

to

Okla.—The churches
making a concentrated

are
ef-

get the theaters to discontinue
The three thea2s on Sunday.
ave agreed to discontinue Sunight performances, and in addihave agreed to give performfor the benefit of the churches.

pecial

to

Changes

the near future.

The Cozy
modeled

(Special

Athol,

Mass.

to

a

theater

at
in

for

Hollywood, Cal.
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Los Angeles
$100,000.

in

—H. Jensen,

this

Melrose Avenue and
Hollywood, to cost

M.

ALVORD

6059 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, California
Telephone HoUy 484
Coast Representative

—

upon

stereoscopic effect, depend

its

the gradation quality of the film
ty to

reproduce

a
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W. Va. — Plans have been

(Special to

Wheeling,

which

for the addition to the Strand
will give it 900 seats.

New

Yorkers Buy Norwalk House

made

(Special to

$250,000.

abili-

its

long scale of tones.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
— and
reproductive
Has

in ad-

quality

dition, uniformity, latitude in exposure

fineness

of grain.

It

and

carries

quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film

both regular

and 'tinted

base^ is identifiable throughout its en-

Make Wheeling Strand Larger

—

summer.

ADELINE

will build
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—

Norwalk, Conn. The Regent has
Mass. Edgar S. Hill, treas
been bought by New York Syndicate.
if Athol Theater Co. has drawn
for a modern theater to be The sum involved in the deal is
lol,

image

exceptional

New House

i
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PRODUCTION.

roundness and depth of the positive

people added.

Heliotrope

Vill Build
Special to

The

this

at Dierk's has been reand a balcony for colored

is

appodrome.

Henryetta, will open

The Spad

Affiliation

—

at

soon.
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nulgee, Okla.
George C. Nayrelinquished the management
Hippodrome to become man)f the Southwestern Theater Co.
operates the Orpheum. A.
Karf, formerly manager of the
lan 12th Theater at Kansas City
succeed to the management of

—

PICTURE

to Pitts-

Some Oklahoma Theater Changes
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Oklahoma City Josh Billings will
open his new Billings at Norman, in

)

^Jaylor

way

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Maloney

THE FILM DAILY)

& Wolford, of New
York, offer their collection of
for
proven stage
successes
Darcy

arrested.

Joe Rock passed through Chicago
on his way to Pittsburgh last week
and when he left, Joe Friedman ac-

Select
nch manager of
ceded by Diaz Callahan.

to

Denison, Tex. E. E. Collins of
McAlester, Okla. has been appointed
manager of the two theaters operated
During a recent raid of the various by the Southern Enterprises, Inc.,
unions to determine the ones guilty succeeding H. H. Maloney.
for the bombs which kave caused

recting.

Brown Out; Callahan In
lecial to
THE FILM DAILY)

Collins Succeeds
(Special

of Realart, is
of theaters.

considerable damage and the lives of
two policemen, many Union Offices
were raided by the police. Among
them was are Motion Picture Operatiors' Union and everyone in the
office at the time of the raid was

STORIES WITH
BOX OFFICE TITLES
MELODRAMAS
WITH A PUNCH

allotted.

1

he in the new Beacham theahe 20 Florida managers were
H. T.
ced from the stage.
Public Relations Representaliealt
with the movement for
Films from the standpoint of
An audience of about 300
olic.

start a new feature for Mack Sennett
shortly.
He is now editing "Suzanna" Mabel Normand's new picture.

tire

length

"Kodak"

by the words "Eastman'

stenciled in the film

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

THE

-PfH^.DAILY
been seen for months.

Newspaper Opinions
"North

Grande"— F.

of the Rio

TRIBUNE— *

there

are

or fifteen minutes of scenic delight
*

P.-L.

some ten
"Xorth

They (the scenes)
of the Rio Grande."
have no essential connection with the story
of which they are supposed to be a part, and
As motion pictures, pure and
need none.
The rest of the
simple, they are stirrihg.
photoplay is merely to be sat through for
It's
one of those
these
scenes.
sake
of
the
stereotyped "Westerns." * *

WORLD—

There is nothing slicker
N. Y.
in riding boots than Jack Holt of the films.
* * * It is a pleasing picture, largely because
* * *
it has several good looking horses in it.
It IT well acted, however, as this kind of
melodrama goes, and Miss Daniels seems to
dc quite as satisfactory work as she did when
appearing with Harold Lloyd. » * *
This picture has more hard
riding than William S. Hart himself has done

HERALD— It

what

JOURNAL — But

the

let

name keep
tlK
the
highly

is

*

and

Patsy

young leading

7/ie

HUDSON

RIVI

NIGHT LINES

bits.

in

something

is

Your

for

Step."

* *

Oberammergau

Berlin
A number of American
cameramen were in Oberammergau
where the Passion play was given its

T)All.Y

public performance in 10 years.
They were restricted to the taking
of street scenes.
first

From New York

SAILINGS
Pier 32 North R

(At Canal Street)

West

132nd

Street

6 P.

M.

half hour

(Daylight Saving Time)
From Troy 8 P.M. From Albany
(Daylight Saving Time)

Reports from Germany have credited American picture men with offering large sums of money to the Oberammergau organization for the film
rights to the Passion play.
All of
these offers have been rejected.

I

91

PasBeng«Ts ticketed and baggage checked
pointa. Nortli, South, East and West.

t

Autos Ci>

Express Freight Service

HUDSON NAVIGATION

(

Middleton S. Borland, Receive.

With the management

of Charles
Beyer, the cast for George Arliss
newest feature "The Silent Voice," is
now complete.

Phones : —Albany Main 4404
Troy 2
Canal 9000

W.

New York
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sorrow in the world.
The theme of
"The Primitive Lover" is a really good foundation for any comedy. * * * It is the spark
lin.g personality of Miss Talmadge that makes
such a role as that of the romance-stricken
wife distinctive.
The star has never done
anything better in her screen career.

EVERY MORNING YOU ARl
HOLDING OUT ON YOURSEU

"Watch Your Step"— Goldwyn
Capitol

/

enter-

N. Y.

WORLD—*

*

*

An

unusually

at-

comedy photoplay * * * of
town life, "Watch Your Step," and

tractive,

mild

small
has cast it accordingly. * * * This is a wholesome picture and is not dull. Proving that
there can be such a thing.

TRIBUNE— We

liked

everything

on

—

Nat'l

*

*

THE FILM DAILY Now

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York

As

St.,

Kindly enter

my

City

subscription to

THE FILM DAILY— 313

HERALD — Every

once in a while a mocomedy bobs up which is so joyous and naturally gay that it makes photoplay going less of a duty and more of a
pleasure.
Of such is "Watch Your Step,"
which takes ordinary materials and makes
them seem even more wonderful than they
were in the days when scenario writers were
just discovering them. * • ' From such simple and homespun stuff Josephson has woven
a tale of sparkling gossamer, yet one which
keeps so close to the ground that it never
seems in danger of floating away like so
much celluloid thistledown.

but there

(lucslion that the sister of Norma is
a more effective cut-up before the camera than
It is likely that Norma heranything else.

AMERICAN—*

* * Julien Josephson, favorite scenarist of Charles Ray, wrote the
story, and it was produced according to the
traditional Ray formula, with a balmy, bucolic background and sentiment spread with

play
at

.

|

a broad brush across every foot of film.

"Watch Your Step" must be

•

*

a popular film.

The Film Daily

for on«

year, starting immediately, to include

tion picture

Talmadge does

the romance stricken wife
the Strand in a much more
compelling fashion than docs her younger
Even though it is not possible
sister.
to say Miss Talmadge represents faithfully
the character she prcsiimes to portray, it is
true that she is prettier here than she has

*

a matter of fact the entire cast is good and the direction is excellent.
The extremely weak point is the story.
reels.

Subscribe to

the

program better than the feature picture, and
this was because it never should have been
a feature at all.
There is tnaterial enough
in "Watch Your Step" for about two reels
certainly not more than that
and you expect something more in the way of plausibility, too, when a picture runs for five or

little

self would
in this film

Landis
pleasing

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

is

* * Constance Talmadge
admirers to forget that there

is

fore, in themselves, entertaining.

is

(Special

TELEGRA.M— *

six

* »

don't

"The Primitive Lover"

* * * helps her

TIMES "The Primitive Lover" * * * is
an especially dull and pointless production in
which the talent of Miss Constance Talmadge for bright comedy and pointed satire
is not used at all. * * *There are several bits
of good direction in the film, however, for
which thanks are due Sidney A. Franklin,
and the opening of the story, in which the
heroine visualizes the scenes of a romantic
novel she is reading, are promising, and therephotodrama

a

"Watch

Cameramen

for Constance Talmadge is in
that takes the curse right off

title.

Strand

WORLD — Constance

in

Excellent character

entertaining.

—

N. Y.

and

cast

—

fairly well in this

make

TELEGRAM — There

ftlmdom,

you away,

TELEGRAM The combination of Holt
and Miss Daniels brings together two dashing players. * * * A Western romance in
which daring riding, posses and gun play are
projected against beautiful Arizona scenery.
POST Picturesque scenery and beautiful
horses in "North of the Rio Grande" at the

—

]]

A

JOURNAL—

"The

Afiller

comedy.

MAIL —

Lover"— First

Make "Barroom

to the folks about.

everybody

day, when the roll is called
there is going to be a large
bright mark of credit alongside the name of
Constance Talmadge, for the good cheer which
she has dispensed upon the world through
the medium of the screen. * * *
merry

EVENING WORLD—*

IC

fices.

MAIL— Some

on

Half
write

May

Richard Kipling states he hi
chased the film rights to two]
"The Face Upon the Floor" ani
Face Upon the Barroom Flocj
will make a picture based upoii

for a pleasing little country picture.
*
* • Their present jiicture doesn't pull at
the heartstrings or squeeze any tears but
bids for smiles and an occasional laugh instead, and when a dash of excitement is desired the simple, old-fashioned fist fight suf-

WORLD

*

Primitive

It

a
to

Kipling to

couple

—

bit of entertainment for anybody with
fever.
It is a thoroughly nice story.

Rialto are the best part of this fairly
taining picture. * * *

Ruth

about the cleanest, finest fun that has
been projected on a Broadway screen in
months and a sure cure for the blues.
SLTN Constance Talmadge * * • demonstrates again her ability to carry off light
comedy screen work better than any one else
who can be named within fifteen minutes of
thought. The picture pokes good fun at some
of the "virile" fiction which, like the poor,
we always have with us.
It is admn-al)ly
photographed and deftly put together.
EVENING
-Constance Talmadge
has a role entirely suited to her. * * * The
role is one of a romance-stricken wife who
library
absorbs her romantic
ideas
from
shelves.
The return of an old lover supposed to have been killed opens the way for
a lot of alleged cave man tactics and the
unfolding ol an exciting story.

an

This screen adaptation of a Vingie E.
Roe story will not fire your imagination unduly on a lazy afternoon, although it is pleasBeyond deciding that Jack
ant rela.xation.
Holt is remarkably striking in boots with
hips, and that Bebe Daniels of the Oriental
eyes is one girl who looks well in boy's shirts,
you are not overstimulated by anything but;
• *
miles and miles of riding.
* * And the film
is well worth the trip there just to find out.
It is a well done picture of this
type, with Miss Daniels and Mr. Holt looking and riding their best without being called
upon to exert any particular histrionic ability, and if you like western pictures you will
It has plenty of acprobably like this one.
Miss
tion and the photography is superb.
Daniels' beauty is rivaled in the picture by
that of Shannon Day, who plays the role of
a Spanish dancer, so that the film contains
plenty of contentment for the eyes.
"North of the Rio Grande"
* * * is a full-blooded romance of the bor*
*
Life on the range is the backder.
ground on which is placed a romance of compelling charm and interest. • * * Though the
story is obvious from the beginning to its
conclusion, it is a thriller whose interest never
lags and whose picturesque details intrigue
the lover of the beautiful.
*

*

*

"Twenty-three
and
Leave." this is a picture

JOURNAL- Cullen

interesting if somea youiig wife who

of

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

Spring
*

home

just

AMERICAN—*

ideal

an

SUX — Like
Hours'

—

picture of late, yet every one, including
the horses, seem as fresh at the end as when
The story is better than
they started. *
the average Western and the scenery is so
keep
any one from getting
inspiring as to
saddle weary, even movie fans who have i een
all day in the seats of movie houses.
* * There is not only a
most picturesque sweep of the border but a
* * Given the
full-blooded plot as well.
country,
Bill's
familiar setting of Buffalo
however, it is impossible to get away from
string
can
although
one
and
the obvious,
together the beads of the story just a little
ahead of the screen's working out, the romance is never dull and always interestmg.
Is

picture
some extent from too much screen
technique. * * * It is the .sort of picture that
is
assured of its audience before it is made.
It IS pleasant, mild and sunny, but will not
make screen history.

high romance is calling her the dulcet tones
of those bygone days when handsome knights
carried off shrinking but willing maidens into
a rosy land where no one ever washed the
* Miss Talmadge again proves to
dishes. *
be the only siren who could lure men on and
make the audience glad of it.

in a

*

is

tale

wouldn't be utilized so often.

plot

suffers to

shuns household routine because' the voice of

HERALD —

*

frivolous

its

.MORNING TELEGRAPH— The

It

ning entirely. • • • And the picture starts
off so much more inttrestingly than it has
any right to do, in view of later develop* It seems as though there ought
ments.
to be ]ilenty of material for a good i)icture
here, but "The Primitive f-over" ceases to
be interesting after the first two reels.
Certainly no blame can attach itself to Miss Talmadge, for she is as fascinating as ever, and
Harrison Ford, as the husband. and Kenneth
Harlan, as the lover, are both all that could
be desired.

in

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

else

seems to run terribly long, longer than the average feature,
but perhaps it only seems so long because it
is
so thin.
At one time, near the end, we
really expected it to snap off and stop run-

Rialto

TIMES — Altogether,

*

*
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80 Entries

Constitution
I:

Salarie

cresting Points
for President

In and

1922

17,

Price

What a Laugh

Many More Expected — PosOff— Pathe

sibly 100 Will Tee
to "Shoot" the

Montana
Man"--Not only
Bull

in

"A

T. O. G. C.
!

Out

M. P. T.

Cents

Withdraws

O.— State League

— Meeting

to

Planned for

Rochester Soon

Event
and Othe: >fficers
full of laughs
Start to pray for good weather for
tiowards the close of the M. P. T.but a real novelty as well,
A. Washington convention next Thursday May 25.
of
Don't miss this one.
That's the only thing needed to
)ies of the Constitution adopted by
DANNY.
executive committee, -were dis- make that day the red letter event of
the season.
buted on the floor.
Because from the way
There are some members who de- the entries are coming in; from the
re that the adoption of the consti- manner in which special prizes are
ion by the Committee does not being offered; from what the proSix "Mellers"
id the organization to the accept- gram committee is arranging
well,
On C. B. C. Production Schedule for
ce of the document. There are it just looks like one real day.
the Coming Year First
lers who say that it will be changed
At press time last night 80 entries
in Work
some future date. But excerpts were in. If at least 20 more are not
Harry
Cohn,
Joe Brandt, and Jack
Mn the constitution are presented in by the time they tee off at Oak
the belief that they are of interest Ridge a week from tomorrow some- Cohn of C. B. C. will handle a series
t alone to members but others in
body will guess all wrong. By the of six melodramas. The first of these

The T. O.

C. C. officially withdrew
P. T. O. yesterday.
It
will be followed by the M. P. T. O.
of New York State at a meeting
which Charles L. O'Reilly stated yesterday would be called for Rochester
within a month.

—

—

of

Follow

Ladies'

5

from the M..

After the meeting it was announced
Senator James J. Walker has
been retained as counsel, and that he
would immediately get in touch with
Will H. Hays, and attempt to secure
a standard form of contract.
The
T. O. C. C. will also take steps for
the
inauguration of an insurance
features will be "More To Be Pitied system
and will ask producers to
Than Scorned," on which work is cease renting film for non-theatrical
well under way.
Rosemary Theby showings.
and Alice Lake are in the cast and
The meeting of the T. O. C. C.
Edward Le Saint will direct. Second
3'esterday was the regular weekly
is "Only A Shopgirl," and others on
session and the first to be held by
the list are "Sidewalks of New York,"
the organization since the Washing"Pal O' Mine," "The Lure of Broadton convention. It was preceded by
way," and "Forgive and Forget."
a business session of the board of
directors at the Astor, beginning at
Sailing for Germany Saturday
11 o'clock yesterday.
Joe Blumenthal, president of the
O'Reilly stated after the meeting
Hamilton Theatrical Corp. and Ralph that at the Rochester meeting some
Kohn of Famous Players sail on the other matters would be discussed
Majestic for Germany on Saturday.
aside from the withdrawal from the
that

—

way

industry.

i

The document contains about

3,500

and gives the right to the board
directors to issue charters to state
irisions or units "or approved subvisions thereof."
All matters of a national character
all be referred to and be handled
the national organization in coeration with state organizations.
jrds

— the

Famous

Players'

tourna-

ment has been postponed a week and
will start the

Saturday following.

Warner Brothers

will offer a specup; the Motion Picture News
will furnish a cup and the Moving
Picture World will also present a trophy. In addition there will be a special prize offered by Jules Mastbaum
of Philadelphia.
'Any aggrieved party or interest may apElmer E. Pearson has agreed to
the national organization from a deil to
send out a special Pathe News camIn
lion of any state body," reads one part.
eraman to "shoot" the event and efS event the national board of directors will
ike

its

cial

decision which shall be binding on
until
the following national

C

Continued on page 4)

concerned
I

nvention at
»de directly
Btion.

which time an appeal may be
to

the

delegates

to

the

con-

Sails for

Home

Soon

national organization.

Gloria Swanson leaves England on
the 27th for New York.
She is returning on the Mauretania.

There were a number of out-oftown
guests at yesterday's session in(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cluding E. T. Peter of Dallas, Glenn
London Astra Films, Ltd. have Harper of Los Angeles, Sam Bullock
purchased United Kingdom rights of of Cleveland and
Sennett Title Changed
C. C. Griffin of
Several of them made
"The Crossroads of New York," "The Bohemian Girl," Harley Knoles' California.
second picture for Alliance.
addresses.
the Sennett feature, which goes into
the Capitol next week, was made
Hawaiian Production Planned
originally as "Heartbalm." The title
Bernstein and Cohen Back
was then changed to "For Love or
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
David
Bernstein,
treasurer
of
Money" and finally to the present
Los Angeles-Word has been re- Loew's Inc., and Harry
Cohen,
J.
name.
ceived here from Honolulu that a foreign
manager of Metro, are back
number of Los Angeles busmess men
her ciiarges.
^^^, York from England,
Investigating Pittsburgh Theaters
are nnancnig a producnig utut which
The directors shall meet on or about Feb.
will work in the Hawaiis.
Michael ./.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
t of each year to determine the exact date
the convention which must be held in
Klemtner and Dale Fuller are men-?/'' Two Hamptons for Goldwyn
Pittsburgh
Following
an
accident
Announcement must be made at least
ay.
tioned in connection with the prodw^'' Goldwyn will release two Benjamin
X weeks prior to the time of said conven- at the Majestic theater, at 1217 5th
if B. Hampton productions, "When
>n.
At the convention each state shall be Ave. on Monday when the ceiling nig unit.
(Continued on page 3)
Romance
Rides"
and
"Golden
collapsed and injured 16 persons,
Dreams." The contract between the
George W. McCandless, director of
"Silver Wings" Opens Tonight
originally
called
public safety has ordered an investiTonight at the Apollo, William two ^ organizations
Color
gation of all local picture theaters.
Fox will open his New York season ^°'' ^o"""' but the agreement has been
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cancelled.
Hampton's interests have
with "Silver Wings.''
been
taken
over by Cosmosart of
Four to Six a Year
Los Angeles It is understood that
The Fox managers, 60 strong, who
"
Dseph M. Schenck is financially inAt the office of Gross and April, are here for tlTt annual convention, Los Angeles.
At another point it says
"Where an appeal is not carried to the
V*
the
national
convention,
succeeding
o appeal is forfeited and cannot be
to a convention one year
to apply
nee or a special convention and in such
ent the decision of the board of directors
all be final."
Section two relative to membership says
at in the event of the non-existence of a
ite organization or its failure to function
y theater owner or manager meeting the
nstitutional and other requirements may
come directly affiliated with the national
ganization by the payment of dues and

,

y

—

New

Film

,

1

1

;

,

—

a new color process
;nted by Dr. Daniel Comstock

in-

attorneys

for

Charles

J.

Brabin,

it

will attend the

opening tonight

in a

and was stated yesterday that Brabin in- body. All day yesterday they were
make a tended making from four to six pic- looking at pictures. Today they will

Chester Franklin will
icture using it.
tures a j'ear for his own organization.
The picture will be "The Legend The first story will probably be made
Troubled Waters," a Chinese in the Southi and the others where
ory, written by Frances Marion, the story demands it.
It was said
roduction will be at the United distributing arrangements had not
tudios.
been talked about.
t

—

.;,.,

:rested in
lat

Astra Buys "Bohemian Girl"

see

some

more

of

next

Pyramid After Stars
Pyramid Pictures, Inc. states it will
season's extend its plan of making pictures on

Tomorrow

there will be a co-operative basis to include not
business sessions at the Pennsylvania only directors and authors, but stars
in the morning and afternoon, and a as well.
Under the Pyramid plan,
beefsteak in the evening.
Business the director is given a royalty based
sessions will be terminated on Friday, upon the producer's gross returns.
specials.

[

[
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Goldwyn Leads
—

Wednesday, May

17, 15'

In the Courts

In Baseball Prowess "U," Last Year
The British & Colonial Trading Co.
"Champs" Playing in Poor Form
has consented to the entry of a judgSaturday's Game
Vol. XX 110.47 Wednesday. May 17. 1922 Price 5 Cents
Some indication of the grade of ball ment against it in the Supreme Court
^.a
offered by the motion picture leaguers for $6,708 as the balance due on a
Copyngct iy22, Wid's Film and Film Folks.
this year can be attested by the fact claim by Reginald Warde, Inc. under
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and that in two starts the Universal nine, an agreement by which the defendant
FILM FOLKS, INC.
practically the same as last year, has
bought certain foreign rights to 40
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
_

J.

W.

Man-

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business

A

Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York. N. Y., under
ager;

J.

The Laemmle-

failed to score a win.
ites

were beaten Saturday by Pathe,

the strong pitching of Eschman
featuring for the winners.
Higgins
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside caught for Pathe while the losers' batof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 tery
was Meising, Christoft" and
Foreign
Bonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Owens.

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications

THE FILM

to

71-73 West 44th St., New York,
'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

5-4,

work by

Sterling
field kept

Paramount

the

in-

down Hodkinson's score
enabled the Mountaineers' to
romp off with a 12-5 victory. Mann
and Cassidy were the battery for the
Wabash Ave
winners.
Williamson,
London Representative W. A.
Goldwyn retained the lead by deKinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
12-9.
feating
First
National
The
London, W. C. 2.
Pans Representative Le Film, 42, Rue de Franchisers scored seven runs in the
Clichy.
European Representative Interna- sixth and tied the count; but in the
Central
Prague (Czecho-Slo- final frame the Lions hit Loges for
Filmschau,
tionale
DAILY,
N. Y.

—

and

—
—

—

—

vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

the

winning

runs.

Batteries:

for

Goldwyn Borak, Arnold nad Lang;

Quotations
Low

High
F. P.-L.

do ptd

G'dwyn

..9

83/i

and the Vitagraph outfit beat Metro
9-4.
Opportune hitting of the Metro
Not quoted pitchers. Jones and Smith, coupled
2,000 with errors gave the Vitagraph boys
S-K
Not quoted the winning runs.

16

ISji

80K

700

16

700

Griffith

Loew's

...

Sales

Close

80^

80^

..

First National. Loges, Best and
Kelly.
Welton pitched astrong game

for

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

•Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

No Word from

Pathe

collect

Results Saturday
Universal 4.

5;

Paramount 12; Hodkinson 5.
Goldwyn 12; First National 9.
Vitagraph 7; Metro 4.

office

money from

the public.

Start Pathe's Seattle
(Special to

—

Metro
Hodkinson

Home

DYING

(Special

to

—

The Adventures

Coining in

James-Miller

Realty

J. Selznick and
Co. against the

Co.,

owner

1.000
.500
.500
.500
.500
.000
.000
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Seattle
Summer prices have gone
into effect at the Blue Mouse. 25 cents
matinees. 35 cents evenings.

We

finance

the

will

Pat

Off

^

'or

bij

JACK. EATON

DJeis^ Brothers' Artclass Pictures C

\m,

GOLDWYN,

Phone

— Beekman

9091

until May 28 when Rolfe
be appearing here in vaudeville.

trial

ABAL

SBRVIO

Brings Suit in Spokane
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
have
Artists
United
Spokane
brought suit against the Liberty
Amusement Co., for $2,750. The complaint alleges that Ray Grombacker
the manager signed a contract for

—

several pictures, later --efusing to play
them. The case will come up in the

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS

TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR

fall.

a Story
of the

Turbulent Sea
in

any quantity

Highest grade printing quality.
stock used exclusively.

East-

INSTALLMENT PLAN

can be arranged.

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
RcR. U. S

Edited by GR.ANTLAND R.ICE

Produced

—

U CctuAjt^

THE SPICGOF'THE PKOOKA.v

REVIEN^

Jones to Direct Turpin
Harry Houdini has been awarded
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
verdict of $32,795.18 by Justice
Los Angeles F. Richard Jon
Delehanty in the Supreme Court in
will direct Ben Turpin in his nc
the suit brought by him against OcIt m
tagon Films, Benjamin A. Rolfe and picture for Mack Sennett.
feature.
be
a
Harry Grossman for damages for

RELEASE PRINTS

Easy payments on the

C^cLitC4xtlaTux£

^spoKn

It's

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

OF PEOPLE

of

ment by which Houdini was engaged
week in ten
Per to appear at $1,500 a
application had been
Cent episodes. An
filed in the Supreme Court to delay
1.000

Prices in Seattle

man raw

TO

for

1552 Broadway, for an injunction restraining the defendant from giving
the electric sign rights on the building, now leased by the plaintiffs to
Universal, to the O. J. Gude Co..
Supreme Court Justice Tierney has
denied the application on the ground
that the contract with the owner of
the building provided that no assignment of the lease was to be made
without the consent of the defendant.
The court said it is open to question
as to whether this clause of the lease
was waived and an injunction will not
be granted where the case is doubtful.
The court also believes the plaintiff
will be able to collect damages for
any injury sustained.

from 40 up.

JUNE

MILLIONS

Thomas Cusack

FINANCE

of

Sherlock Holmes

24

In the suit of Lewis
the

DEIECTIVf"

SECOND OF

is

Summer

of 52 "Christie Comedies"
years in 1919 for $16,000.

breach of contract under an agree-
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1.

"Ttl[

1

2
2

Universal

Ground has been broken
Seattle
for the new Pathe building at 2025
3rd Ave. It has been promised for
July

1

five

a

Playwrights' League
has received no
word from Los Angeles regarding the
Standing of the League
reported check on the activities of
scenario schools asked by the PhotoW. L.
playwrights' League of America. The Goldwyn
2
Hays Vitagraph
that
indicated
report
coast
2
would be asked to stop the practice First National ...
1
1
whereby scenario schools use the Paramount
1
1
names of prominent film people to Pathe
1
1

The Hays

out

128

West 52nd

St.,

New York

City

And
Storm
Swept

HEARTS

:

:

THE
May

Vdnesday,

17,

Stl

DAILY

1922

M P T O Constitution
(Continued from

iatkeNews
No. 40

rtSVILLE.

KY.— Morvich

wins the Ken-

Pathe News presents striking
tis of the great annual turf classic, won
In Block's $70,000 thoroughbred.
4 00 turf enthusiasts, gathered from all
t of the country, watch the triumph of
k Derby!

ee-year-old.

!

T preliminary review
" ley're

Sv-Motion Camera
dy

— Morvich

is

No.

4.

off!"

in

detail

the

offers

an opportunity

remarkable stride of

torious steed.

S;eping
ta close

around the
on the trail.
wins by two

track

with

the

lengths, covering
Ifvich
1T4 miles in 2 min. 4 3 / S sec, adding
laurel to his unusual record.
)! r

and Unvanquished, King of 3Morvich wins a purse of $56,000
victory; last year, he netted $105,000
owner in 1 1 races.

reme

5

>)lds,
)i

\

Hither

news as usual.

odiay
in

June

m W. Hicks, managing director
amous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd.
jstralia is
|vill

his

en route to

New

York.

stop off at Sedalia, Mo. to
family and then come East.

1)

An

to

interesting point develops with reference

which says
"All sessions of the national convention
shall be closed unless otherwise directed by
a majority vote of delegates in attendance."
This is taken by some as an indication that
the press can be excluded from the deliberation of the body.
to Section 6

Regarding

:

organizations

conthe
stitution says that the names of all theater
owners or managers enrolled in the various
states and the name of temporary or permanent officers shall be transmitted when an
application is made to the board of directors
for a charter.
Announcement is to be made
in a bulletin or other means of notification
when a charter is to be granted and in the
event of the charter being refused "a reapplication may be made to a subsequent
session of the board and if again refused an
appeal may be taken to the national convenstate

the national president

to

all

mem-

bers.

agers

Regarding officers. Section 3 points out
that the president shall receive such salary
as the delegates may direct, and that when
through illness or other disability he cannot
perform his duties, the first, second, third or
fourth national vice-president shall serve with
compensation to be directed by the board
of directors.
The recording secretary is to
receive a salary determined by the board of
directors as also the treasurer who is authorized to issue financial statement quarterly,
beginning with - Feb. 1st of each year.
The
treasurer is also to be bonded. The president
has the right to appoint an executive secretary salary to be determined by the board
of directors.

Under the constitution the national executive committee shall consist of one representative from each state and five additional
members to be appointed by the national
president.
Twelve members of the committee shall constitute a quorum, with a
majority vote deciding all questions.
This
committee is to meet at least three days
prior to the opening of the national convention in the city where the convention is to
be held and shall receive various reports and
transact such other business as comes before it.
The national board of directors shall
consist of 12 members to be elected at the
national convention.
Seven members con-

good standing and residing

in at
Amendments thus
different states.
proposed require a two-thirds vote of the delegates attending the convention for adop-

least

in
five

tion.

"Doc" Willat
A.

C.

from

Town

in

("Doc") Willat

He

California.

is

is

town

the Peter Stuyvesant."

Oes Here

for Several

Weeks

C. Oes, Scandinavian representative of Famous Players was
scheduled to leave for home this week
but his stay has been extended by
several weeks because of the conferences regarding the establishment of

Ingvald

Paramount exchanges
Sweden and Denmark.

in

during which time a charter shall be procured," and that any organization failing to
secure a charter shall at the end of six
months "cease to be an official part of tlie
M. P. T. O."

Norway,

officers,

section

3

says

"No person shall be elected or hold office
excepting a bona fide theater owner or theater manager who shall have been in good
standing for a period of not less than six
months prior to the election.
Special conventions may be called at the request of 10
state presidents, and the approval of the
board of directors.
At least 21 days notice
to the calling of such a convention shall be

a^

the expenditure of the national funds.
This
board will also have power to determine the
method by which all funds required for the - .-^Group
Eight in
use of the organization shall be procured.
proPrints of the eight
This board will have the power to suspend
or declare forfeited the charter of any state ductions in its fourth group of reorganization for non-payment of dues or any
in the exchanges.
other
cause
"which to them may seem leases are
sufficient."
An appeal may be made to the list includes "The Wall Flower," "Yelnational executive committee.
and Gold," "The Dust Flowlow

New Goldwyn

^

Goldwyn

The

now

National headquarters are to be located in
the city of New York.
Amendments must
be submitted in writing at least three months
prior to each annual convention and must be
presented by any 10 theater owners or man-

Men
"When Romance

Rides," "Golden Dreams." "Always the Woman,"
er,"

"Mr.

Barnes

of

New York"

"Head Over Heels."

WARNING
AN OPEN LETTE R
To

in

stopping at

Lesley Mason on His Own
Lesley Mason on June 1 will enter
business for himself as a film editor.
tion."
stitute a quorum.
The board will meet at He has secured an office on the fifth
Section 2 says
the call of the president or by a majority of floor of the Godfrey Bldg. Mason has
"All state and subdivision bodies, how- members.
It shall hear all grievances from
in charge of trade paper publicity
ever, in existence on the date of the adop- state divisions and decide upon the merits of been
tion of the constitution, shall be recognized the same.
An appeal may be made to the at First National for some time.
as a properly functioning state unit for a national e-xecutive committee.
The board of There will be no successor in his
period of 6 months from the day thereof, directors will prepare a budget and supervise
place during the summer months.

Regarding

Hicks Due

Page

votes equal in number to the
congressional representation from said state,
but the delegates and alternates may be
selected at large without regard to special
congressional divisions.
Delegates and alternates shall be selected at least one month
previous to the national convention.
entitled

given by

Distributors, Exhibitors,

Theatre Owners

You

are hereby given notice that I, the undersigned, Richard Walton TuUy, in
the year 1913 produced a certain play, entitled "Omar, the Tentmaker," showing
incidents in the life of, and based upon the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam, the Persian poet all combined in an original manner with other original data, together
with certain picturizations for public view upon the stage illustrating in an. original
manner certain quatrains of the Rubaiyat. I also desire to call attention to the fact
that the names of certain characters introduced in this play are Hasan, Nizam, Shifull legal copyright and
reen, the Bedouin Sheik, the Bedouin Slave, Mahruss, etc.
common law right to this material and play were secured by me, and the play was
performed publicly in the United States of America for more than one thousand performances.
I wish to call your attention to the ab)ve facts, and state that I will protect my
rights against any and all infringements by others to the fullest extent of the law.

—

A

RICHARD WALTON TULLY.

and
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McGovern,

J. W., Evans Film Warren, F. B., American RCiai
Mfg.
Co.
ing Corp.
(Continued from Page 1),
forts are being made to arrange for McKee, Senator Wood, c/o Abe Williams, J. D., 1st Nat'l.
a rush printing of the negative and
l^aliian.
Wilson, Fred G.- Reeland ub

80 Enteries

Thursday's Issue

Wednesday, May

show the reel at the dinner at which Mastbaum,
Jules E., Stanley Co.
lishing Co.
[
Fehx Feist will serve as toastmaster.
of
America.
Yearsley,
C. L., A. M. P. Aj
The entrants to date are:
The entries in the Tournament to Meador, J. E. D., Metro.
date are as follows:
Meeker, Geo., World Film.
Abrahams, L., Craftsman Labo- Meltzer, Saul, Select.
'P
ratories.
Merrill, C. E., Pathe.
Alden, P. F., M. P. News.
Milligan, Jim, M. P. World.

STUDIO

5E^MJciC
Scenes of Morvich Winning the
Kentucky Derby.

Slow Motion Scenes of Latest
South American Dance Steps by
G. Hepburn Wilson
Greek Theatre 3500 Years Old
Still Packing 'Em In in Italy.

Peggy Hopkins Lands
Garden Sails.

And Other News

— Mary

Events.

At Broadway Theaters
Capitol
Tschaikowsky's "Fourth Symphony" is the
"Missing Men,"
Capitol overture this week.
the second of the Bruce "Wilderness Tale"
series, is the next number and after that
comes "Cassandra," a Grecian folk dance in
Ralph Soule,
which Thalia Zanou appears.
tenor, and Doris Niles. dancer, appear jointly

Alicoate,

W.,

THE FILM

MilHgan, Wen, M. P. World.
Moore, Tom- Moore's Theaters
Beatty, Jerome, Famotis Players.
Corp.
Benson, Bernhard, Pathe.
Morgan, Oscar A., Famous PlayBotsford, A. M., Fam. Players.
ers-Lasky Corp.
Brock, Louis, Talmadge Prod.
North, Bobby, Apollo Trading
Dannenberg, Joe,
FILM
Corp.
DAILY.
Pawley, Raymond, Hodkinson
Dillenbeck, A. O., Hanff-MetzCorp.
ger, Inc.
Pearson, Elmer, Pathe.
Dunning, Carroll H., Prizma, Perrin, Dwight S., New York
Earle, C. W., Bay State Film Co.
Tribtme.
Eberhardt, Walter F., 1st Nat'l. Price, Oscar, 565 5th Ave.
Eschmann, E. A., Pathe.
Reed, Luther, Metro.
Evans, Tom, Evans Film Mfg. Rothstein, Nat G., R-C Pictures
Co.
Russell, John, Metro.
Fabian, Abe- J. Fabian Enter- Salisbury, Henry, Fam. Players.
prises.
Samuels, Reuben, 119 Fulton St.
Feist, Felix, Talmadge Prod.
Saunders, E. M., Metro.
Ferber, J. J., 2102 Broadway.
Schnitzer, J. I., R-C Pictures
Fields, Harry M., c/o W. Fox.
Seligsberg, W. N., Asso. ExhibJ.

DAILY.

THE

Fineman, Bernie, Edw. Carewe
Prod.
Flinn,

other

Culver City with

in

Suitable

studios.

!

]

for

companies.

FOR SALE

i

At a bargain figure, $10,C
Cash and balance attract),
terms. On one of the m(
prominent boulevards
Los Angeles

out

CALIFORNIA
Write or Wire

HARRY H. CULVER
Ambassador Hotel, Los Ange

W. A. FLEMING

itors.

Seymour,

&

C(

Dependable

W.

F.-

Hodkinson

John C, Famous Players.

Corp.
Ave., Shallenberger, W. E., Arrow.
East Orange.
Sheldon, E. Lloyd, Metro.
The news reel
in "Moon of My Delight."
Friedman, Leopold, Loew's, Inc. Smith, Courtlandt, M. P. P. D.
is the fourth number and "Caprice Viennois"
the fifth.
In this Mile. Gambarelli and
is
Friend, Arthur S., Distinctive
A.
Alexander Oumansky dance while Fredric
Fradkin, concertmaster, plays the violin. The
Prod., Inc.
Stebbins,
Arthur W., Reuben
feature is "Watch Your Step," a Goldwyn
release.
Andre Maquarre of the orchestra Gallup, G. B., Hodkinson Corp.
Samuels.
plays Godard's "Waltz" as a flute solo. The Gillette. E. K.- M. P. News.
Stromberg, Hunt, Hotel Astor.
organ solo concludes the performance.
Goetz, H. M., Erbograph Co.
Terriss, Tom, 620 Riverside Dr.
Grainger, James R., Marshall Thompson, Hamilton, Fox.
Strand
"La Gioconda" is the Strand overture.
Neilan Prod.
Warner, A., Warner Bros.

Munn

Ford, Garrett, 74 S.

Located

Public Accountants and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

7/.e

HUDSON

i

RIVEl

NIGHT LINES

"The Trapping of the Weasel," one of the
of "The Adventures of Bill and Bob."

Greene, Walter, American Re- Warner, Ernest
J., Otis Litholeasing Corp.
graph Co.
Gulick, Earl, O. J. Gude Co.
nynoff, a Russian pianist, who plays "Rigo- Gulick, Paul, Universal.
letto Paraphrase."
The feature is Constance Gunning, Wid, 1540 Broadway.
Talmadge in "The Primitive Lover." "Why
Pick On Me," one of the Lloyd revivals, is Hammons, E. W., Educational
Talmadge Studios For Rent
next, while the organ solo, as usual, conHays, Will H., M. P. P. D. A.
cludes the bill.
Howells, Ben. F., 729 7th Ave.
Fully equipped, two stages,
Criterion
Johnson, W. A., M. P. News.
Laboratory in connection,
"Orpheus in the Lower World" is the Criterion overture.
Tlie magazine is next and Kane, A. S., Asso. Exhibitors.
short or long term lease,
then comes a dance number, "Danse Arabe." Kent, S. R., Famous Players.
performed by Martha Graham and Charles
306-322
East 48th Street.
Weidman. The feature is "Missing Husbands." Kohn, Stuart M.' Howells Sales
" 'Tvvas in the Month of May," from the
Co.
Chauvre .Sauris, is then played by the orInquire
chestra while "Battling Torchy" supplies the Kraus, M. A., Kraus Mfg. Co.
comedy.
Levinson, Jesse A., 1600 B'way.
JOHN W. MAHAN,
Loew, Marcus, Loew's, Inc.
Rialto
Bryant
4576
1540 Broadway
The Rialto overture has picked "Mignon" Lynch, E. C, Pathe.
for its overture.
The magazine is the second
number and the third,
"Arabian
Fred J., Universal
Duet." McConnell,
series

number.

Cora Tracy, contralto, sings "The Spirit Flower" as the third
number. The news reel is next and following
that is the first appearnce of Alexander Cheris

the

second

danced by Martha
Graham and Charles
Wc-idman, who are likewise appearing at the
Criterion.
Henry Souvaine is the invisible
soloist playing the Ampico reproducing piano.
His offering is "Concerto, First Movement."
The feature. "North of the Rio Grande." stars
Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels. After it Charles
Denier, a baritone, sings the aria from "Benvenuto Cellini."
"Sawing a I-ady in Half."
an expose of the vaudeville act of that name,
the next number.
is
The Rialto orchestra
plays "In a Clock Store." The final number
"Light
is
Showers," a
"Snub" Pollard
comedy.

DAILY SAILINGS
From New York

Pier 32

North

Rivi

(At Canal Street) 6 P. M.
^Vest 132nd Street half hour lat(
(Daylight Saving Time)
From Troy 8 P.M. From Albany 9 P.
(Daylight Saving Time)
Passengers ticketed and baggage checked
I'oints, North. Soutti, East and West.

Express Freigbt Service

to

Autos Carrit

HUDSON NAVIGATION CO
Middleton S. Borland, Receiver

Phones : —Albany Main 4404
Troy 2 1
Canal 9000

New York

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT"

OxmWifflUi lABORAIORIES
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NEW yoQv<

n
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—
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Hands
Turns Question of
Film to Him— In-

,

A. M. P.

I.

Slow-Burning
surance Firms Want It
Frederick H. Elliott, secretary of

National Association, has turned
jjver to Will H. Hays, the entire mater involving the use of a slow-burnng film stock in the manufacture of
-jrints.
The question has been under
discussion for some time and has
:ome up at practically every annual
neeting of the National Fire Pro:ective Association in the past few^
This organization, to which
t'ears.
the large insurance companies belong,
passed resolutions condemning
'tias
Ihe use of the present kind of stock
riwhich is of an easily combustible
nature and favoring the adoption of
a material^ which cannot ignite so
quickly. Their objection is based on
:he increase in fire hazards caused by
the storage of prints made of that
I

I

stock

in

exchanges

throughout

the

i:ountry.

This year, at the recent annual
.meeting of the association at Atlantic
City, another resolution along similar
Where, heretolines was adopted.
fore, the matter has not been pushed
ivery aggressively, it is expected an
active campaign will be waged this
year to secure definite action by the
(association in order to decrease fire
The chief objection, so far
hazards.
as this industry is concerned, is in
The stock
the manufacturing cost.

'

Sydney S. Cohen Says T. O. C. C.
Did Not "Officially Belong" to
M. P. T. O.
Sydney S. Cohen when asked yesterday to comment on the action of
the T. O. C. C. in withdrawing from
the M. P. T. O. said:
"The T. O. C. C. was never officially a member of the M. P. T. O.
It
was never an official, integral part.
While it is true that some of the

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago
Independent producers
and distributors are threatened with
extinction, according to a booklet being distributed to exhibitors

in

this

by Joe Friedman, of Celebrated Players. Friedman maintains
territory

that this condition is being precipitated by the failure of exhibitors to
aid independents with bookings and
says in part:

"Two powerful distributing
are slowly but surely fastening
on the throats of the exhibitors
try.
Every time they make it

organizations

their clutches
of this counharder for an
independent producer to distribute his product, every time they make it impossible for
an independent exchange to survive, just that
much sooner, as we shall endeavor to prove,
your doom will be sealed.
"In a certain town in Illinois, three exhibitors recently got together and agreed
they would draw straws for any product coming into that town.
As a result of this, we

;

Hays

jbeen taken

'

that

up

office,

it

was

in

not

Plant Re-opens June 5

Frank Made Sales Manager
B. Frank has been promoted
from assistant sales manager to sales
manager of Associated Exhibitors,
Inc.

the

Production Confabs
David

M.

Hartford,

direct.

Paramount

He

is

bringing his

staff East.

Outlook Bright

11

Acct ding to First National Survey
Rentals to be Firm Division
over Admissions
First
National has completed a
country-wide survey of conditions
which indicates that general business
conditions have improved considerably and that there will be a marked
betterment by September with a cor-

—

respondingly bright outlook
healthy motion picture season.

for

a

"Not

that

I

know

First
States
and was divided into eight questions
which brought to light a mass
of information regarding rentals, admissions and the status of special pictures.
The questions and brief summaries of some interesting data relative to

them

General

will

Business

Worse Than

be found below:

— Better

Conditions
Six Months

or

Ago?

Seventeen territories out of 32 report genconditions better, or slowly improving
seven others, no appreciable change, and the
other eight, slightly worse.
The improvement is most marked in the East and the
Middle West. The South and the Far West
are behind the rest, although the condition
of the Southeast and Northwest is better
tlian that of the Southwest and Moimtain
eral

regions.

What

Is the

Every

territory believes that

Outlook for Next Season?
September will
bring a marked improvement.
Omaha, Minneapolis, Kansas Ciity, Oklahoma City and
St. Louis, in the grain regions, concur in the

representing statement that farmers
money for crops and

the coast branch of the M. P. D. A.
which expressed its desire at Washington to work with the M. P. T. O.
in the matter of production is in New
York, conferring with members of
the exhibitor organization regarding
his plan.

It is known that several conferences
studio in Long
have
already been held but when Sydre-opens
5th,
when
Island City
June
Alice Brady starts work on "Missing ney S. Cohen was asked about it yesMillions."
Joseph Henabery will terday, he said:

The

W.

S. A. Moross, secretary of the T.
O. C. C. pointed out yesterday that

means

stated

matter had
any manner.

the

the organization had no official standing with this organization."

We

that this town was cut off, which in
turn means so much less revenue to us.
Another exhibitor in this territory has se( Continued on page 4)

F

members belonged to the New Jersey
The survey included every
and some to the New York unit, National manager in the United

unit

constitution of the organization
provided that no exhibitor can enter
the T. O. C. C. without first becoming a member of the M. P. T. O.
"With that in the constitution," he
said, "it is obvious that there must
have received an oflEer from the man who have been some connection between
drew the lucky (?) straw, that is approxi- the T. O. C. C. ad the M. P. T. O.
mately 3i 1-39p of the correct price that we
have passed a resolution eliminatshould in all fairness secure for the picture.
"In another town we were advised by a ing that from the constitution because
certain exhibitor that he was interested in we want to divorce ourselves coma picture offered him, but it would be neces- pletely from the M. P. T. O."
sary to see his competitor, who was buying
for the town.
The price oflfered was so riThis
diculously absurd that we rejected it.

Hays to Address Carnegie "Tech"
Will _H. Hays, will speak before
which the insurance companies favor
costs from four to five times as much Carnegie Institute of Technology,
Pittsburgh, on Saturday, May 27.
jtc make as the kind now in use.
At the
(yesterday

Price 5 Cents

In Danger Says Joe Friedman, Because Exhibitors Fail to Recognize Their Need

—

I

1922

"Never a Member"

(Special to

:he

18,

Independents

In Hays'
^J.

May

of."

are
getting
more
that the outlook is
Philadelphia promises gains in textile,
steel and iron activities.
Denver, one
of the hardest hit districts, looks for no relief before autumn.
Butte reports reopening
of mines after 1 1 months of inactivity. Cleveland sees a necessity for further adjustment to
meet post-war requirements. New Haven reports factories running on better time.
Dallas an abundance of rain after considerable
bright.

(Continued on Page 2)

Saskatchewan Organizes
THE FILM DAILY)
Regina-— Twenty Saskatchewan exhibitors have formed the Saskatche(Special to

Henry King Renews Contract
Henry King has renewed his con-

Oldknow

Sells

Out

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
wan M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n. Some
Atlanta William Oldknow, who of the measures they will combat will
King
has directed Richard BarthelGoldwyn Summering
Ir
mess in all of his pictures for that last week retired as vice-president and be the one-man censor board, and
Samuel Goldwyn has as yet made company.
general manager of the Consolidated the double tax on tickets.
no plans for his future activity in the
Film and Supply Co., disposed of his
industry.
He has gone to Samplain- Two German Films Sold for France stock in the company at the time.
ers' House, Great Neck, L. I. for the
Foreign Deal on Neal Harts
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

tract with

summer.

—

Kuser Buys 10th Ave. Property
R. Kuser, who is underbe a heavy stockholder in
Fox Film has purchased as a personal investment the four story building on the southeast corner of 10th
Ave. and 54th St. now being used by
Col.

stood

A.

to

Fox for storage and as offices
the purchasing department.

—

for

Berlin
It is understood that "Deception" and "The Loves of Pharaoh"
have been sold for France through
the Hamilton Theatrical Corp.

/ Johnny Jones

/

^Special to

Export and Import Film have purforeign rights of five Neal
Hart features and one two reeler with

Reelers

chased

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles
appeared

Two

—Johnny

Jones,

who

him,

made

for Pinnacle Prod.

They

"Black Sheep," "King Fisher's
Roost," "God's Gold," "Danger ValK. Mc- ley" and "Hell's Oasis." The short

in the Edgar comedies for
will be starred in a series

are

Managers Here
Goldwyn,
managers are of 12 two-reelers by the J.
Inin town conferring with home office Donald Prod., Inc., which will pro- reel is "Go-Get-'Em Gallagher."
Hollywood Studios. cidentally, Charles C. Burr plans a
the
duce
at
officials.
W. E. Atkinson, general manager, Mason N. Litson, who directed the Johnny Hines feature with the latter
title.
Edgar series will make these.
leaves next week for Bermuda.
Metro

District

The Metro

district

Thursday,
vania, while New York State and Pittsburgh
are eager for them.
The Southwest believes
in longer runs, while the Southeast is conservative.

Fall Outlook Bright
(Continued from Page
which assures excellent

drought
Vol.

Thursday, May
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World

Will

Fourteen
during

think rentals will be
the coming season; 12 others
look for a decline; four territories look for
an advance.
Many territories think the ordinary picture will continue to go down in
price, while the real special will profit by
commanding a higher figure.

&

Adventists Attack "Blue"

Laws

Co.

Portland, Ore., claim that a reduction is inevitable.
Canada is uncertain, but the Maritime Provinces report that prices will re-

main

film.

What

is

the Attitude of the

Here there is a wide divergence of opinion,
ranging from absolute antipathy to an eagerness for them, first as an economy measure,
second because an extended run on a proven
box office attraction is safer than withit

make way

to

for

posing

it,

together

with

Eastern

grow
at

which were present the

trade paper editors.

Kipling Exchange
(Special to

the

pared with a year ago.
Estimates range all
the way from 20% to 50% in a few instances.
Some territories report an improvement in
attendance during the past three months.
Oklahoma City reports business is better than
it was a year ago
Detroit contends theaters
have held their own as compared with last
;

year.

Has

the

Big

Special

Affected the

Program Picture

in

Regular

Bookings?

More than half of the territories agree
that the big special has cut into the bookings of the regular releases and has not only
made fewer bookings for the ordinary picture,
but has forced down rental prices.
About a dozen territories insist that the special has not interfered seriously with program pictures, among these being New York,
Philadelphia,
Washington,
Des
Moines,
Louisville, Denver and the Pacific Coast.
Other territories contend the smaller towns
are always in need of a plentiful supply of
averagely good pictures, which can be had
at a fair price, to sandwich in between such
big specials as they can afford to book, but
upon an uninterrupted diet of which they
could not afford to live.

MIS

PRODUCTJONS,

Located

Wallace MacDonald
juvenile

in

"Under

Hammerstein's new

play the
Oath,"
Elaine
will

silver screen, producing what we call "motion pictures,"
have thought they were really growing big at the very time
that they were about to go out of existence.

Moves

SECOND NATIONAL PICTURES
CORPORATION

—

St.

Sanford Making
to

Tweedy Comedies

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los

Angeles Sanford Prod, are
producing a series of 12 two-reel

founded and conducted on sound principles, distributing the
best available pictures by systematic methods reducing the
overhead to a minimum, and therefore its growth is genuine

is

and permanent.

comedies.

Tully Issues Warning
Richard Walton Tully in an advertisement appearing in yesterday's

RELEASES
"THE NIGHT RIDERS,"
Ray and Andre
visualization

"Omar, the Tentmaker," based on "The Rubaiyat of
Omar Khayyam," and that at the
time he secured full copyright and

Northwest;

"BROKEN SHADOWS,"

common

"HER

law right to the play.

of

which Maudie Dunham, Albert

Culver City with six
Suitable

for

3

FOR SALE
At a bargain figure, $10,000
Cash and balance attractive
terms. On one of the most
prominent boulevards
Los Angeles

out

of

CALIFORNIA
Write or Wire

HARRY H. CULVER
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles

It's

a

Story of
Black Clouds
and

Sunny

Skies

Beaulieu represent striking types in the
Ridgewell Cullum's great story of the

issue of this publication, says that in

1913 he produced

in

in

other studios.
companies.

vehicle.

large and confusing as the sun sinks. Many film corporations, seeking prosperity through the play of

INC.

STUDIO

on the

Los Angeles The Richard Kipling
exchange has moved to 908 S. Olive

Tweedy

is

ters as

SHADOWS

THE FILM DAILY)

"Young America" wi

Volume of Business at the Thea- duction.
Compared With Last Year?
There has been a marked decline as com-

What

SHADOWS

Luncheon
Jack White, producer of Mermaid
comedies, was the guest of honor at
a luncheon given yesterday by EduWhite Guest

(Special

Pennsyl-

—

Barbee's Loc

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

tacked.

at

an unknown

In the San Francisco territory the small
exhibitor hesitates to increase the run, while
the city exhibitors are for longer runs.
Indianapolis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, (jmaha
and St. Louis are against extended runs.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Kansas
City,
Des
Moines, Detroit, Louisville and Chicago favor
them.
The Far West favors them, Denver
being the single exception. The East is also
divided on the question. New England op-

San Francisco At the national
convention of the Seventh Day Adventists Sunday "blue" laws were at-

cational,

Exhibitors

Toward Longer Runs?

Chicago

at

1922

THE

—

THE FILM DAILY)

to

territories

Admission Prices Higher or Lower?
There is an almost equal division of opinion
on this point, 16 contending admissions will
remain at present levels, which in many instances is substantially below the level of
two years ago, while 15 say they should and
probably will go lower. The East and Middle West are squarely divided.
The South
seems undecided. Denver, Seattle, Salt Lake
City and San Francisco do not anticipate a
cut in prices, while Butte, Los Angeles and

drawing

400

or

firm

quantity.

1SJ4

Go Higher, Remain Firm
Go Lower?

(Special to

18,

Theaters Being Planned in Your open at Barbee's
Loop on the 28th fc
Territory?
an indefinite run. Greiver Prod. ha\
As compared with construction three or
four years ago, building has almost reached .acquired it from Essanay for this tei
the vanishing point.
Fifteen territories re- ritory.
port that "a few" new theaters are in sight
next year.
Thirteen announce no construction, one or two of them reporting some
Take Over Brentwood Studio"
remodeling.
San Francisco, Louisville and
(Special to
FILM DAILY)
Buffalo exhibit more activity than others.
It
appears the saturation point has been
Los Angeles
Metropolitan Pro«
reached so far as theaters is concerned, and Inc.
have taken over the Brentwoo
one or two territories complain there are too
studio to accomodate increased pre
many.

felt.

Rentals

100
700

*U'JOtations by H. Content

(Special

should be

New

Are

cluding
time at

'6,200

94

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

—

Sales

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Close

1)

crops, incotton.
Portland, Ore., states full
all plants will be the order next fall.
Chicago says a real degree of prosperity

"Young America"

May

an Irish romance from the famous
by Charles Garvice;
STORY," by Dion Titheradge, featuring Madge Tith-

novel, "Nance,"

eradge

"DAVID AND JONATHAN,"

picturization of the popular

novel by E. Temple Thurston, with

SKOND
4t«<

O'SaiE SPICE

OF THE PRdGRAMl'^"?,

140
Reg.

tJ. S.

Pat. Off.

Madge

Titheradge.

NATIONAL PIQURES CORPORATION
WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

And
It's

HUMAN

I-

I*^:^4

T^u^^i

"THE CURSE OF DRINK"
Copyright 1918 and reproduced by permission of

JUDGE,

America's leading humorous weekly.

.

fjg^
Three More Sales on Polo Serial
"Cap'n Kidd" has been sold to

Independents
(Continued from Page 1)
cured the booking privilege for five or six
important towns. It so happens that another
man is booking for a chain located in the
same cities. We have no way of proving it,
but we are advised that these two organWhen
izations are working hand in hand.
a big feature production is oflfered, one man
off,
or
does the bidding and the other holds

The

vice versa.

or six

cities,

if

result

is

we want

to

are completely at the
two buying groups.

sell

New

North Buys "Curse of Di
Bobby North, of the Ape

Lincoln Serial

Weiss Bros, stated yesterday they

intended producing another serial
with Elmo Lincoln who appeared in
rida, Georgia and Alabama; Creole "The Adventures of Tarzan."
Enterprises, New Orleans for LouisSunset Prod, at Universal City
iana and Mississippi and Richards and
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
Flynn, Kansas City for Kansas and
Angeles Sunset Prod. Inc.
Los
Western Missouri.
which are making the Jack Hoxie
westerns have leased space at Uni-

—

our prod-

mercy

Thursday,

First National Pictures, Charlotte, for
North Carolina, South Carolina, Flo-

that in these five

we

uct,

DAILY

Lawrence Men Form Company
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
Lawrence, Mass.
Twenty-seven
Jocal business men with Peter Contairo,
owner of the Cosmopolitan

of these

versal City.

go on record as being absolutely opposed to this method or scheme of buying.
Aside from the fact that we believe that
such a practice dangerously borders on re-

has

Inc.

18, 92

k"

purchasec

Curse of Drink" for the Ne
and Northern New Jersey.

Two

States Sold on Cun w
Big Feature Rights Cc
handle the James Oliver C w
productions controlled by Ar w
Kentucky and Tennessee.
\

—

"We

change,

May

Greiver Buys Expose Film
Greiver Prod., Chicago have purchased "Sawing a Lady in Half" for
straint of trade, we believe it is a vicious, theater as president and Arthur GialNorthern Illinois and Wisconsin.
unhealthy and decidedly unfair scheme.
longo as treasurer have formed the
"Dismissing, however, for the moment our Auroro Film Co. to make Italian films Louis Weiss of Clarion Photoplays
personal feeling in the matter, we desire to
intends taking a trip to exchanges
with local talent. The company was
call your attention to the logical conclusion
soon to sell unsold territory.
of such a scheme if it becomes general and formerly known as the Italo Film Co.
successful.
Just as surely as night follows of Boston but has re-incorporated.
Physical Handling Through Lande
day, at the end of a given period, say six
I

I

Merit of Minneapolis in
(Special to

a

!

THE FILM DAU

)

Minneapolis^— Merit has pu h;
the High Card" and "W n

"On

I

Lad Came Home" from An

v

I

Minnesota, North and South

ik

I

I

months or a year, the independent exchange
man, and the independent producer would be
The exchangeman,
forced out of business.
because he could not afford to buy big feature productions

if

he could not

would show

that

prices

a

sell

profit.

(Special to

—

ducer, because he could not and would not
make big pictures if he were not reasonably
certain of a fair return from his investment
from the exchanges.

Oakland, Cal.
a new company,

"As

chartered at
construct a
J. Whelan, of the
(Coast Tire and Rubber Co.; Peter
N. Toscano, an exporter; Lawrence
A- Hughes and Eugene A. Perry, the
latter former manager of Loew's State
$1,000,000 states
studio here.
N.

will

it

a final consequence, the big Wall
companies would reign supreme and
when that condition obtained, it would mean
that the theaters would be forced to pay any
price these companies cared to ask, because, constitute the board of directors. Arcontrolling the producing and the releasing thus Rosson, it is understood will be
busmess of the United States and Canada, director-general.
they could regulate production and manipu-

Street

'

late distribution as they

saw

fit.

"In one of the biggest of our key cities,
one of the big organizations recently sold a
series of pictures to an exhibitor at a price

A

exhibitor considered very low.
lower price, we are frank to admit, than we
could possibly sell our pictures for.
Let us
consider how and why this was done.
It is
the policy of these organizations to load up
an exhibitor with service, so that he is practically helpless to use any other pictures.
the

that

in

"The Cradle Bus-

ter" will be the feature at the

beginning Sunday.
ing

is

We

American Releas-

S

Frohman Amuse-

May

Week

for

"Beyond the Rocks"

"Beyond the Rocks" will enter its
third week on Broadway on Sunday,
when it will be transferred from the
Rivoli

Rialto.
"Find the
into the Rivoli in
place of "The Loves of Pharaoh."
new stage setting by Joseph Urban will be installed at the Rialto in
time for the first Sunday performance.
to

Woman"

A

the

goes

Fairbanks and Franklyn Farnu
tures.

Simeral Purchases
to

Comei is

THE FILM DAI
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—

—

STUDIO FOR REN

new

unit.

For

particulars write

E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y.
vityant 5307

FLOOR."

Los Angeles,

St.,

annoui

a:

"THE FACE UPON Ti
FLOOR" or "THE FA I
UPON THE BARRO
World's

fan-

1;

poem and

play by H. Antdi
D'Arcy. In the making. Ws 1

STATE RIGHT PRODUCTIONS
HOME OFFICE
913 So. Olive

Kipling

Richard

offices in

and other big

for

it.

Cal.

Sax, Gen. Mgr.

77ie

HUDSON

RIVE.

NIGHT LINES

HELP THE BOYS

York.

at his office, 68 William
St. for
26 to consider an offer
of Jesse J. Goldburg to buy all rights
and negatives for $3,100.

— Phil Goldston

Pittsburgh H. C. Simeral
Sacramento Pictures Formed
quired the West Pennsylva:
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Sacramento, Cal. The Sacramento West Virginia rights on a S'
six two-reel Hank Mann c*
Pictures Corp. has been formed here
to
make six five-reel productions, from Arrow.
based on the "Billy Fortune" stories
by William R. Lighton. William H.
Jobelman, formerly with Turner and
Bergen Blvd. ic
Equipped.
Dahnken is said to be interested in
Lafayette Ave., GrantwoodM

London

ment Corp.

Los Angeles

(Special

Distributors of

International News has been advised from London that E. B. Hatrick, general manager is seriously ill
there in a private hospital.
He was
stricken just prior to his sailing for

Third

time being under

the old name.

WARNER PICTURES

Sam

Frohman Creditors to Meet
Peter B. Olney, referee in bankruptcy has called a special meeting of

'/

to

& O PICTURE CORPORATION

—

the creditors of the

will operate, for the

Have opened

ask them to consider carefully what
has happened and to consider what may happen if we the independents are crushed.
We tell you pointedly that the independent
exchangemen are your only hope, your only
salvation.
If the exhibitors of this coimtry
want to save their businesses, they must not
overlook, the fact that support of the independent exchange is absolutely imperative."

New

Sam Green and

LOS ANGELES AND SAN FRANCISCO

May.'

111 in

Paul Wentner and

the

"We

Hatrick

Dist. Co. to care for physical distribution.
The business will be run by

Announcement

many

—

i,

(Special

J.

ask exhibitors to think back, to recall
times they have been bamboozled.
ask them to recall the franchise foolers
they have signed, containing a double action
ball bearing clause, which, if translated into
pure English would read, 'You Must and

We

Cameo

the distributor.

"We

the

Cameo

"Cradle Buster" at

Glenn Hunter

Make Melodr
THE FILM DA

Goldstone to

Phil Selznick Prod,
Cleveland
he will produce "Deserted at
have moved from their old quarters tar" for the independent marki
United Stars Prod- and have arranged for Lande Film
stone is also making the

THE FILM DAILY)

Co.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Studio for Oakland

at rental

The pro-

(Special to

The

gallery of the

r

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over

devoted to ex-service men, the boys
there," at the monster

FRIARS' FROLIC
Sunday, June 4th
Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a soldier boy.
Send your check for as much as you can
afford for this worthy charity to

THE

FRIARS,

110

W.

48th St.

or

THE FILM DAILY,
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Tuesday
Sessue Hayakawa in New York to arrange settlement
on unexpjifl^l term of R-C contract.
Suit filed td^old up "After Six Days," Weiss Bros.'
Bible film.

Joe Brandt appointed executive director of Federated.
Hodkinson seeking to extend tie-up with Minnesota
M. P. T. O. through summer months.

T. O. C. C.

Wednesday
withdraws from M. P. T. O.

follow.

M.

P. T. O. constitution as

cludes

many

Many

Page

make

six

3

Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels in

NORTH OF THE RIO GRANDE
Page

Marie Prevost

5

THE PRIMITIVE LOVER
Page

Asso. First Nat'l Pict

7

KISSED

in.

Page 8

Universal

Anchor Film

Page
Distrs. presents

Aywon— State

Page

"Big Boy" Williams in
THE TRAIL
Di Lorenzo, Inc. State Rights

—

William Russell in

.

.

.

Fox

.THE

12

OF HATE
Page

13

MEN OF ZANZIBAR
Page

HIS

9

THEY'RE OFF

Rights

15

BACK AGAINST THE WALL

Goldwyn

for next year.

Thursday

,

Rentals expected to hold firm wide
differences over question of admissions.
N. A. M. P. I. turns matter of slow-burning film stock
outlook for

^ Page 16

fall.

;

H. Hays for action.
Friedman
of Chicago says independents are
Joe
to Will

in

danger because exhibitors do not give proper support.

Sydney

S.

Cohen says T. O.

member of M. P.
David M. Hartford

C. C.

was never an

official

T. O.
conferring with M. P. T. O.

offi-

cials on production plans.

WATCH YOUR STEP
Goldwyn

in-

First National country-wide survey indicates brighter

Page

Constance Talmadge in

melodramas

2

MISSING HUSBANDS

Paramount

Washington

interesting points, such as salaries of

SILVER WINGS

Metro

at

entries in Spring golf tournament.

C. B. C. to

^

drawn

president and. other officers.

Features Reviewed
Fox

State unit to

Friday
Joint meeting between Will H. Hays and M. P. T. O.
and selection of new national counsel to be taken up

by M. P. T. O. directors at meeting soon.
Universal to release 12 Jewels next year.
Warner Bros, dickering for "lab" in New York.
New York State exhibitors incorporate under M. P.
T. O. of N. Y., Inc., their present name
Max Linder to make comedies for Allied Corp.

Morosco to make eight for First National.
Hodkinson expected to handle outdoor series of one
reelers.

Short Reels

Doris

May

R-C

.^

17

GAY AND DEVILISH

in

Pictures

Page

^.

Page

18

Saturday
T. O. C. C. meets with Will H.
tracts and lower rentals.

Hays on

equitable con-

"Pardoning the bad is injuring the good"—Benjamin Frantdin.

THE

e^ak

DAILV

Wings" Lacks the Punch

"Silver

"SILVER WINGS"
Jack Ford, director of prologue;
Edwin Carewe, director of play
Paul H. Sloane
,...
Paig H. Sloane
SCENARIO BY
Robert Kurrle an^PJoseph Rut-

AUTHOR

.

tenberg

Good "mother

love" theme but

punch of "Over the Hill"
Looks as though a lot had been lost
in cutting. Shows development of children with
a wonderful mother
DIRECTION
Jack Ford certainly has handled
lacks the

STORY

,

Ca-

the prologue with the kiddies splendidly.

rewe cannot be given a great deal

of credit for

the later sequences

PHOTOGRAPHY

Splendid

Very

satisfactory

Carr gives another of her excelEverything

lent impersonations of the mother.
is centered

around her

SUPPORT

All the kiddies are excellent. Percy
Helton very acceptable as the no-good older son.

Others unimportant

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very

whose

satisfactory

Very good

'.

Entirely too

CHARACTER OF STORY

Good

many

for

titles

any house

clientele likes this sort of material

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
When "Over

the Hill"

8,271 feet

went over the

top,

it

carried

along Mary Carr, who acquired the reputation of being
one of the greatest "mothers" of the screen. In fact
Mary and Vera Gordon were doing double team work
pulling all the "extra mothers" who later developed in

Mary

this type of production.

both on and

off,

and

it

is

is

Wings" does not

a splendid mother

a pity that the story pro-

Box

You

see the development of Mary's family right

from the start and the kid stuff is splendid. It comes
nearer to being the knockout than anything else in the
picture, but later as they grow older the story makes
them do so many unnatural things that it is pretty
hard to sustain the interest for the length of the featAt times one would like to kick some of these
ure.
children for what they are made to do. Harry, the
weakling younger son, shows nothing. You would like
to give him a punch to wake him up. Ruth, the daughter, certainly would not under normal circumstances
do the things the picture makes her do and the older
son John, the no-good wastrel, is about the only one
who seems to live up to his rotten self.
The story has one very weak point. You are led to
belieYe that Mary's machine shops are exceedingly
profitable. There is a. Fifth Avenue home with luxurious drapings and then because of a note for $42,000
the whole big machine plant and the gorgeous home
are put under the hammer and Mary is thrown into
the street. Any business as large as the machine
works were supposed to be that could not take care of
well, it just can't be done.
a $42,000 note
Too much credit cannot be given Mary Carr for her
splendid work. She is "trouping" all the time and she
'

—

mighty fine "trouper." The kiddies are all excellent and the Christmas tree sequence and the sleighriding stuff is very good indeed. Other than Percy
Helton and Joseph Striker, nobody does very much in
the later sequences to help Mary.
Production values are very good but there are so
is

a

many

titles that

they become tiresome.

in that they will not see a great big picture.

a matter of fact, "Silver

Wings"

is

somewhat

bet-

than the average program feature, but they are
certainly not goirig to see an "Over the Hill" so don't
enthuse too much.
ter

You

will

have

to

in

"Over the Hill"

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

On the strength of "Over the Hill" and what Mary
Carr did, there is no doubt you can probably put "Silver Wings" over by just referring to the big success
of the former production. But don't make too many
promises because they may be a bit sour when they
As

give her better op-

success.

Bank Everything on Mary Carr and Her Work

go out

1922

She did such wonderful work in "Over the
Hill" that this story which is very narrow-chested in
comparison hurts Miss Carr insofar as she fails to
have the opportunities that were hers in her other great

CAMERAMAN

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Mary

21,

portunity.

DIRECTORS

WHOLE

May

"Over the Hill"

vided in "Silver

Fox Film Corp.

AS A

of

Sunday,

bank everything on "Over the Hill"

and Mary Carr because there is little else in the production that will give you an opportunity to do much
talking.
But that should be sufficient.
along the familiar line of what a mother
suffers for her kiddies can be extensively used. You
can certainly secure the co-operation of the clergy and
have them talk about the sacrifices that mothers inevitably make sometimes for unappreciative offspring.
Lobby display should include pictures of Mary Carr

Catch

lines

and all the excerpts you can get
in "Over the Hill."

of her splendid

work

;

tHC
Sunday,

May

21,

jgK

k
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French Production Has Novelty But Contains
"MISSING HUSBANDS"

of

Jacques Feyder
Pierre Benoit
Jacques Feyder

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Not

WHOLE

A

and

fantastic

interesting picture of foreign

credited

at times fairly

make with a con-

trovertible appeal

Contains novelty in its mythical kingdom sequences but is endowed with no small
amount of sex appeal
Varies in regard to handling of
DIRECTION
dramatic moments and misses fire in the climax
settings attractive

PHOTOGRAPHY

Satisfactory generally

LIGHTINGS

Good and bad

PLAYERS

All do good
is

work except leading lady

miscast

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Some

pretty desert locations

Interesting and a few elaborate
Fair

Queen

kingdom traps men who

all

still

of mythical

die for love of her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
And

About

being that of
"Missing Husbands," the American title given the
French production of the story, "L'Atlantide," Pierre
the

effort

latest

Benoit's novel.

"Missing Husbands" is a novelty, more or less, in
that it deals with a mythical kingdom where the King
Solomon theory of a thousand wives is found in reverse, only Queen Antinea is only up to her twentysixth

uncertain.

has not a universal appeal and the strong sex stuff
it into trouble in censorship neighborhoods.
likely to get

The

direction

is

uneven and while there are

bits

that are especially well handled, there are other in-

stances of quite poor judgment.

The opening

reels

first rate suspense in that you are kept in
almost complete ignorance as to what will happen to
the two French officers imprisoned by Arabs.
Little
by little the reason is disclosed and you are curiously
awaiting an introduction to the amorous Queen
Antinea.
Then follows the struggle of the two
officers to escape the charms of Antinea, a most un-

graceful and fleshy person-

you with

husband when the story

closes, wi4;h a prospect

The producers have evidently
something
out of the ordinary
ambitious
do
to
been
and so far as that goes, they have succeeded. Outside

of a twenty-seventh.

Title Should

Draw;
Box

who

continually terrifies

fear that her scanty attire won't hold to

gether until the scene

is

over.

The

role is played

quite as unattractive

as

by
her

name.

The two French

capably portrayed by
Jean Angelo and Georges Melchior and Marie-Louise
Iribe, as Antinea's lady-in-waiting, is far more pleasofficers are

ing than Miss Napierkowska.

6,000 feet

the foreign producers seek the unusual in

production,

But

been done.
is

is

It

is

Stacies Napierkowska,

CHARACTER OF STORY

picture

else that has

it

gather a

STORY

who

from anything

vamp,

a

the value of the picture to the box office

DIRECTOR

AS A

Special Appeal

Queen Antinea being

the idea of

dilTerent

Metro

No

Morhange are
lured into Atlantis, the capitol, and only unsubmerged
part of a once powerful kingdom. The ruler. Queen
Antinea, has a weakness for men, army officers in
particular, so she marries them and casts them off
one by one until they die of love. Then by a secret
process she turns them to gold and they are placed
Story

:

Lieut. Saint-Avit and Capt.

in the hall of red
falls in

marble, nicely labelled.

taken monastic vows.
so she drugs

He

refuses to

Saint-Avit

Morhange had

love with Antinea, but Capt.

fall for

Saint-Avit and has him

kill

Antinea,
his

com-

Later Saint-Avit escapes, tells his story but
eventually returns to Antinea as does everyone who

panion.

ever sees her.

Better See It

T

o Judge Possibilities

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

what drawing power

have with your par-

you will want to book Metro's production from the French studios, depends almost enAs far
tirely upon the class of people you cater to.
as the story goes its appeal is bound to vary. It may

just

be accepted as a novelty and something artistic by

you to work on. The
title is a good one and might readily serve to get
them in if played up with catchlines referring to the
mythical continent of Atlantis and its ruler, Queen
Antinea- who turned her discarded husbands to gold.
It might be well to let them know it is a French pro-

Whether

or not

seriously and

some, while others will refuse to take

it

these folks are quite likely to turn

into

their reception of

and
but

will
it

it.

If

be satisfied with

would be

it

you know they
it

as such,

comedy

like

novelty

you can show

far better to see the picture

in

it

and decide

it

will

ticular clientele.

has no names that are known to your folks, and
unless you can get them in on the strength of the
It

title

there isn't

duction.

much

else for

The title alone
is enough
:

onoi lour wite
with

A Startling

LEAH BAIRD

and a

special cast

Drama of the Mishaps of Marriage

A LEAH BAIRD PRODUCTION
D/STR/BUT£0

By

ASSOCIATED EXHIBlTORS-w
ARTHUR S.KANE PRESIDENT
fOP£/GN /i£PRES£NTAT/^£ SWA/SY GARRETT

Physical Distributor
Pathe Exchange
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Very Good Direction Keeps
Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels in

"NORTH OF THE RIO GRANDE"
Rollin S. Sturgeon

AUTHOR

Vingie E. Roe
Will M. Ritchey

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Faxon M. Dean

WHOLE

A

hackneyed plot

is

nicely

cam-

ouflaged with plenty of fine pictorial appeal that

proves quite successful
STORY
Gets off to a fair start; slows up and
almost stops at times but has good action

toward close

DIRECTION

Manages

to cover trite situations

pretty well and the last half

is

very good

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STARS

Natural

Work well together; Holt a pleasing
good bad man Bebe Daniels hasn't very strong
;

role

SUPPORT.

.Adequate; Shannon Day good in minor
part; others Alec B, Francis, Charles Ogle and
Will R. Walling
EXTERIORS
Many very beautiful shots
.

.

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
father's

Son searches

murderer and eventually gets

only to learn he

is

his

for

man

the father of the girl he loves-

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,770 feet

Whatever success that "North

of the

attains as entertainment, will be

direction of Rollin Sturgeon,

Rio Grande"

due largely to the

who

has skilfully disguised a very familiar plot with unusually strong and
attractive pictorial values and carefully judged shots
that

make

the picture interesting to look at and greatly

your attention from the triteness of the

distracts

Play

Up Two

in Sturgeon's work,

story of "North of the

Rio Grande"

isn't

a

be able to please the majority thoroughly well with

because

it

has been capably directed and

that keeps the familiarity of
well, in
at

all.

Jack Holt and Bebe Daniels are starred together
in the picture, and while Miss Daniels is very pleasing
and acquits herself capably, her role is not as im-

fact,

that they

may

The

portant as Holt's.
balanced to make

parts aren't sufficiently well

a two star picture.

Holt is sure
to satisfy in the role of the rancher and will have something to show his admirers in the way of riding. A
good supporting cast includes Shannon Day in a mild
vamp role. She does good work.
There are about two reels of unusually fine western
locations in which the chase of pursuer and pursued
figure in an exciting sequence that is well worth seeit

There is plenty of excellent riding against remarkably attractive backgrounds. The camera work
is especially effective in making this stand out.
Story
Bob Haddington vows to get the man who
ing.

:

killed his father.

The

village priest discourages Bob's

attentions to Val, daughter of John

Hannon, the

rich-

because he knows it was Hannon who
When
killed Bob's father, but he does not tell Bob.
finally he does encounter Hannon and recognizes him
as his father's murderer. Bob learns the man is Val's
father.
He calls ofif the score and later tries to save
Hannon's life. Hannon dies and later when Bob is
held as the notorious and mysterious "Black Rustler,"
est rancher,

was the

his innocence

by

telling

them her father

rustler.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

strong one, nor original, but you are quite likely to

it

convincing.

Stars and Pictorial Values That Should Please
Box

The

mostly in the early reels when he takes a bit too long
One outstanding poor bit
is that in which hero Jack Holt locks a crowd of
marauders in a barn and orders them to hand out
their guns.
All the while his captives never fire a
shot.
This is too easy even for a hero. One more
peculiar evidence of restraint in the use of arms is
where hero finally gets the man who killed his father.
He fires, doesn't hit the man, but the victim's men
stand by and never touch a trigger. More luck for
the hero. His escapes are a trifle too miraculous to be

Val proves

story.

There are a few bad spots also

Being Ordinary

to get in all his characters.

Paramount

DIRECTOR

From

It

it

in a

way

well under cover, so

not notice

its

triteness

You can

safely

make promises

in connection

the pictorial values that the picture has to offer.

with

They

any amount of fine riding in and out of canyons, through rivers and over
mountains. This conies with the climax, and it's a
safe bet it will serve to send them out satisfied. Play
up the two star combination and mention the name
of the original story, "Val of Paradise."
are very beautiful and there

is

Ask
Hell

Connors of Indiana!

you why he shows Paramount Pictures.

tell

Below

Billy

He's willing to

tell

the world

by Mr. Connors to every exhibitor in the Indiana territory.
And all he says about Paramount is backed up by his successful career. Mr. Connors
has shown every Paramount Picture ever released.
He ought to know the truth
about them
is

a

letter written

The

The

Marion, Ind.

The

ROYAL

MARION
/

New

Castle, Ind.

The

REX

LUNA-LITE

Swayzee, Ind.

Marion. Ind.

MARION THEATRE COMPANY
& CONNORS

BRANIGIN

Marion, Ind.

May

6,

1922.

Dear Sir
Perhaps the last year as pertaining to the Motion Picture Business has
impressed you in the same way that it has me and a great man}- other Exhib:

throughout the country.
has evidenced one thing and that is, it has been a plain exposition of
the old saying "the survival of the fittest." To me it seems imperative that
Motion Picture Exhibitors must stick together and realize that they are all
in the same boat and must do their utmost in helping each other as well as
doing things that will result in the uplifting of the Motion Picture Theatre.
Indications point toward a general "get better" of conditions and we believe this to be the time to establish our theatres on a solid rock of reputation.
This can be done in no other way than thru the booking of the very best picitors

It

tures obtainable.
For the past three years, we have given our patrons an almost solid program of Paramount Pictures because, they build business for us. They are a
Nationally Advertised product that are backed with a dependable source of
supply that can be relied upon year in and year out.
are advised that Paramount \\'eek this year will be the week of September 3rd to the 9th. To us Paramount Week does not mean a period of time
that can be considered like unto the weeks and weeks so many companies are
putting on, but we believe it to be generally known as a National Institution
and a period that marks another anniversary of achievement and success in
Motion Picture Production.
Paramount Week is always supported with a gigantic national magazine
and newspaper advertising campaign, and judging from past performances
upon the part of Paramount to actually assist the Exhibitor, I think we
should all get together and help make Paramount Week, this year, the
biggest and best yet.
Paramount is the only Company that does anything to help the Exhibwould like to see every Exhibitor book
itor after he buys the picture.
Week
solid
on
recommendation
as to the box office posour
in Paramount
sibilities of Paramount Pictures. ^
.With best wishes and regards, we are,

We

We

Sincerely,

'

MARION THEATRE COMPANY.
(Sgd)

Billy Connors.

Cparantount Q>idures
.•FAMOUS PLAYERS -lASKY CORPORATION
L!

.

Al>OLPH 7UKOR

Pt-t^.dcnt

THE
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May

May
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Serve as a Good Moral For Husbands But Misses
Constance Talmadge in

two

"THE PRIMITIVE LOVER"
Asso. First Nat'l Pictures

Sidney Franklin

AUTHOR

Edgar Selwyn
Frances Marion
David Abel

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Long

weigh the few bright

dull stretches greatly outbits

and make

it

only fairly

entertaining

STORY

Its chief situation not an original idea
and you can see the ending almost from the

start

DIRECTION

Has not been

smoothly and the interest

going
evenly main-

able to keep
isn't

it

tained

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Will

Usually good
please her admirers probably; her
fits of pique are overdone
Harrison Ford and Kenneth Harlan
SUPPORT
have about equally important roles with Ford
the principal in the happy ending

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Suitable

Majority of

CHARACTER OF STORY
to divorce his wife that she
until Indian gives
tactics will

titles

Husband

is

may marry

him an idea

that

poor

willing

caveman

win her back
6,172 feet

"Treat 'em rough and make 'em like it" is a perfect
to Constance Talmadge's latest picture, a story of
a girl who wanted a divorce until her husband spanked
her and made her realize that he was much more
romantic than her novelist lover.
"The Primitive

Lover" doesn't show a marked improvement

way

in

the

of entertainment over the star's recent offerings
off the

it

may

mark

get by with her admirers,

set

"The Primitive Lover"
is

no better than the

isn't

star's

The

story

by Edgar Selwyn

said to be an original

is

it may be perfectly true that the idea was original
with Mr. Selwyn, but film patrons are already familiar

and

with it. At that the caveman treatment might have
been made into a much more amusing comedy if built
up with other sufficiently strong situations that would
provide more laughs and less padding.
Director Franklin has not been able to retain an
even interest and the result is a picture that is dull
for a long, stretch, brightens up, gets over a laugh or
two, and settles back into a rut until finally another
laugh is secured. And then the laughs are not usually
Frequently it takes the title
the spontaneous kind.
to get it.
Incidentally, many of the titles are poorly
written.

The

i

which Harrison
Ford accep|s the Indian's advice and makes elaborate
preparations to carry it out. It offers a first rate moral
for husbands with discontented wives.
It would be
interesting to know the results, if any of them try
winning them over like Harrison Ford does. If the
picture has the effect upon grown-ups that some of
the westerns do on youngsters, "The Primitive Lover"

may

picture's best bit

is

that in

start something.

novelist

fit

and although

it

The

photographs pretty well in this and will
She overacts a little in her fits
of pique, and in one of them gets all mixed up in the
Ford and
pretty, but intricate sleeve of her dress.
Harlan also do good work.
star

please her admirers.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

way

any worse, but

recent pictures.

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

or tliree years back.

really

As Entertainment

it

is

by her recognized winners of

Story

he

is

his

:

While Donald Wales

away pretending

is

put over
book, his friend Hector marries the girl they

lost in the jungle as a publicity stunt to

new

both love.
Wales returns and Phyllis decidfes to
He submits until an Indian gives
divorce Hector.
him an idea. He tries it, it works, and he gets back
Phyllis, fulfilling her ideals as "The Primitive Lover."

Depends Almost Entirely Upon Star's Popularity
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

There are probably plenty of ways in which you
them interested in Constance Talmadge's
latest picture. Catchlines that hint at the story would
be one sure means of arousing curiosity. But whether
or not they will be satisfied when they go out is
another matter. You can judge pretty well by their
reception of the star's recent pictures. If they were
satisfied with them, this one will do also.
can get

Of course

if

the star's

name draws you

will

have

nothing to worry about, and where they don't mind
sitting

through some dull stretches for the sake of a

few good bits and some laughs,
appeal to the
if

it

will

men might meet with

An

a good response

you- play up the caveman theory.

help do this.

go over.

Posters will

THE

SXI^.DAILY

On The Order
Marie Prevost

deal of padding to round out a very slight situation.

in

Usually this results
breaks

Universal

King Baggot
Arthur Somers Roche

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Doris Schroeder

CAMERAMAN
AS A

.

.The usual type

stars Marie Prevost; suitable
fied with very light stuff

STORY

if

"Kissed."

The padding

time

distracting and since

isn't

is

good

cause
not the case with

dull
is

bits

that

obvious but at the same
it

includes the star,

to look at at all times.

A

of picture that

they are satis-

a sort of self-willed protector of the heroine.

He

is

evidently supposed to offer a comic relief but he

is

padding

to stretch

sadly unsuccessful.

slight situation to feature length but

you don't

an improbable nature with a surprise
but not convincing. It is pretty
hard on a railroad president when he has to hold up
one of his own trains to kidnap the girl he loves to
prove to her that he is the one she loves. Director
Baggot puts over the surprise in good fashion, and
it isn't probable that many will suspect that the holdup man is the heroine's millionaire suitor, prior to
his unmasking.
Marie Prevost is as attractive as usual and will fully
satisfy her admirers in this. She wears some pretty
new frocks and is always nicely photographed. J. Frank
Glendon is good as the suitor Avho proves he can
be quite romantic and thereby wins the girl, while
Lloyd Whitlock is unsuccessful in his attempt to
elope with her. Lillian Langdon is the mother.
Story
Mrs. Keener insists that her daughter, Constance, does not know her own mind so she selects
the rich Merton Torrey as the girl's prospective husband. He is wrapped up in business and doesn't match
up to Connie's romantic expectations. She refuses him
and at a masque ball is kissed by a mysterious stranger.
Later she believes Dr. Moss is the man of her dreams
and she plans an elopement with him, but learns he
is not the man when he kisses her.
The train is held
up by a bandit and Connie kidnapped. It develops
that Torrey was the one who kissed her at the ball
and also the bandit.

Takes a good deal

DIRECTION

of

The

Succeeds in holding the interest

much happens

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
Pleasing;
STAR

All right

plays about in her usual style,

pouting and vamping the
Adequate;

way

they like

it

SUPPORT

J. Frank Glendon and
Lloyd Whitlock leading men with Arthur Hoyt

in a silly

comedy

role

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many
All right

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl refuses to

marry

suitor of mother's choice because she loves another, only to discover it is the same man

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Marie Prevost's
in the

same

is

line

along pretty

as her recent Universal pic-

pleasing ofifering that serves to

exploit the star to the best advantage,

and

will likely

get by with the average audience because it does not
tax their imagination, require any strict attention to
it and at the same time is sufficiently interesting to keep them watching, even though it never grips.
The director has found it necessary to use a good

follow

Very Light Material That Will Please
Box

depends largely upon just what sort of material
All of the Prevost pictures offer very
light entertainment with usually slight story situations, so that if they favor melodramas or entertainment of a more weighty character they are not likely
to be satisfied with the type offered in "Kissed."
It

If

The Others Have

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You know best what you can do with the Marie
Prevost pictures and whether or not they *go over.
pleases them.

of

:

4,231 feet

latest release follows

It is a fairly

story

finish that is effective

pretty well in spite of the fact that nothing very

tures.

some
Such

day nursery and a masque ball are two unimportant
sequences, and Arthur Hoyt is wholly unessential as

tire of the star

much

in

in the continuity.

the feature remains

Bennie Bail

WHOLE

21, 1922

Previous Pictures

of Star's

"KISSED"

DIRECTOR

May

Sunday,

Catchlines

"Who was
.

would serve

to

the kiss burglar?

interest them.
Say
She knew him by the

way he kissed her although she didn't see his face.
how Marie Prevost comes near eloping with the
wrong man in her latest Universal production,
'Kissed'. "
You can appeal to the flapper crowd
See

especially,
Stills of

and advertise the

title

for

their

benefit.

the star will decorate your lobby attracti\ ely.

;

THE
Sunday,

May

.ggg^DAILY

21, 1922

Wholesome Picture That

Glean,

Offers

"WATCH YOUR STEP"
Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

William Beaudine
Julien Josephson
Julien Josephson
John Mescall
Just a nice wholesome picture

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

'

WHOLE

that strikes no high lights but pleases

all

the

time even if it is a bit long
Ordinary homespun plot that has often
STORY

been done but

still

seeips to satisfy

DIRECTION

Aided by a
small town atmosphere helps

first

them
and good

rate cast
to put

PHOTOGRAPHY

over

it

Very good
Natural

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

featured in a typical

Charlie

CuUen Landis
Ray role, does very good work; Patsy

Ruth Miller a pretty and pleasing leading lady

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
Some cutting
DETAIL
CHARACTER OF STORY

Good
Suitable

would speed

it

up a

bit

Rich man's son goes
to work in small town after he thinks he has
killed a man, falls in love with a girl and then
learns the fellow was only stunned

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Over

a year ago, Charlie

4,713 feet

Ray made "Nineteen and

proved to be one of his successes, and
Julien Josephson's "Watch Your Step" is very much
on the same order, so it should also meet with approval. The plot is a more or less ordinary one of the
Phyllis,"

It

homespun

variety, a formula that they don't

tire of as

readily as

some

of

seem to
the other overworked

plots.

wholesome entertainment without being
notable in any respect. It is just an all around agreeable piece that deals with interesting people, some
It oflfers

d

You Can

Safely

comes when hero Cullen
Landis races away from two pursuing motor cops and
ends by ditching his car.

fair thrill in the early part

There are a few instances

in the latter reels

cutting would speed things up a

where

bit, especially just

where Landis beats up his opponfew improbabilities creep in here with the rich
hero togged out in "hick" attire and the fact that it
takes his father so long to locate him. Cullen Landis
handles the part of Elmer Slocum splendidly, and
Patsy Miller is his pretty leading lady. Others who
do very good work are Bert Woodrufif, George Pierce,Gus Leonard and Henry Rattenbury.
Story: Elmer Slocum is afraid to face his father
after smashing his racer and, as he believes- killing
one of the cops who pursued him while he was doing
a doctor a favor and rushing him to his destination
at the rate of a mile a minute. He "rides the bumpers"
and lands in Green Forks, where he is given a chance
He meets Margaret
as clerk in the general store.
Andrews, and is Lon Kimball's rival for her hand.
Margaret's father objects to Elmer as a suitor, so
they "romance" unknown to him.
Lon interrupts
their first embrace and a fight follows when he strikes

prior to the climax

A

Elmer.

Just then Elmer's father arrives, tells him
was only stunned, that all is forgiven and

the officer

the rest runs true to form.

It

and

It

Will Bear

You Out

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

can satisfy most any audience with this one,
not because it is a great picture, original, or boasting
of fine exploitation possibilities, but just because it
oflfers a wholesome, fight romantic comedy that con-

You

and atmosphere that the public
seems to like. You have a pleasing cast to promise
them and Cullen Landis should be well enough known
to use his name.
of

The picture doesn't contain any upfoarious comedy,
but there is a well balanced humor with" the laughs
pretty evenly distributed, though some of them come
from incidents rather irrelevant to the main plot. A

Make Promises For
Box

sists

improbable facts and contains certain elements of
audience appeal that succeed in putting it over. Added
to this it has been capably directed, played by a very
well suited and pleasing cast and there is a convincing
small town atmosphere in which is inchuled the usual
village characters of such interesting types as the
"constabule" and the proprietor of the general store.

ent.

other very appropriate types

Very Pleasant Entertainment

situations

'H

Play up the small town atmosphere and you can
There will not
tell them they will go out satisfied.
be enough disagreeing with you to cause you any
worry. The Capitol audience appeared well pleased
%ith it, and it should stand even a better chance in
neighborhood houses. One thing you can put your
money on it is clean cut, wholesome entertainment
and you won't go wrong on that angle.
j4

—

Opjenma at Eugene

Roth's
—^San

ImpiSdal

extended run Paramount
house selects Ray C. Smallwood's first
Pyramid production for the opening of
June attraction backed by an unusual
exploitation campaign in keeping with the
best traditions of the
Roth-Partington
organization
premiere presentation on the
Francisco''s

—

Pacific Coast.

BOOKED BY
Lynch Circuit in Georgia, Carolinas, Florida.
Alabama, Tennessee.
Ascher's RooeeveU first run in Loop and entire
& Trinz Circuit, Chicago.

Lubliner
/^

PICTURES

INC.

James Dunlevy's Strand, Akron.

^

Barret McCormick
Cleveland.

presents

MY OLD

for

the

Allen

Theatre,

New York press comments on its audience appeal:
"As sweet

memory

of a mint julep, ' says
picture has the stuff of
which success is made"— N. Y. AMERICAN ; "A
Ricture you will follow to the final fadeout."
I. Y. JOURNAL.

N. Y.

as the

HERALD; "The

critics commend its box-office value, the
EXHIBITOR'S HERALD saying: "Exploitation

Trade

KENTUCKY

HOME

turned to profit by any exhibsays, "It has box-office
value and audience appeal. You should make
money with it." And EXHIBITOR'S TRADE
REVIEW: "Will hold its own as box-office asset."
angles that can be
itor;" while FILM

DAILY

RELEASING

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

By Anthony Paul

Jl

Kelly

Directed by Ray

C Smallwood

Ray CSmcUUtrovd ProducbUnv
With an

all- star cast including

SiCRID HOLMQUIST^ MONTE BLUE- LUCY FOX
MATTHEW BETZ JULIA SWAYNE GORDON

Finis Fox
Production

*••<•

fl^'^

MANS LAW
i

and GOD'S
featuring

^^(

WE:

JACK LIVINGSTON jUpTHEL SHANNON
^Written and Sireded 6y Finis Fox

^

c4iLthorof

JIMMY VALENTINE

Alias

ISOBEL'V

"SCRAP IRON"
j

A

story^with

its

'"'*«^;fi.«©3Bi'iiS^

dramatic values packed tight

and woven well together a human, actual story
in a remarkable outdoor setting, with the color
and romance of the Canadian Royal Mounted
splendidly handled by an author who has always
written directly for the screen
and always
;

—

successfully.

A

story of impulsive love; the unrelenting hunt

of a trooper for the scar-faced slayer of his
mother ; of a girl found through a mischievous
advertisement, who more than lived up to her
photograph, and who loved better enfolded in
two strong arms than by lonely letters to a
handsome soldier in the northwestern forest.

mertcan
Id Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

THE

iSm

DAILY
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A

Worn Out

Plot and Picture That

Anchor Film Distributors present

Aywon— State

all

Rights

DIRECTOR

Francis Ford

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Not credited
Not credited
Not credited
Another follow up on the
they come at the rate of about

"Checkers" plot
one a week now
STORY. .! .Of the 10-20-30 variety; has a poor continuity and several twists that they never bother
;

.

DIRECTION

Ordinary generally; aims at
suspense in the last reel but it is of too familiar
a nature to be effective

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

Satisfactory

Sometimes poor on interiors
Peggy O'Day seems sincere in dual

PLAYERS
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Suitable

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY
sister

Girl takes place of

husband until
him the truth and then saves

and fools even

finally she tells

him from the man who

is

latter's

planning his ruin

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

typical of the 10-20-30's

The

and contains

meller isn't for-

gotten even though the fire sequence isn't played up
prominently. The direction is of a low standard, and
there

is

no obvious

that will satisfy

effort to provide

an entertainment

erous incidents occur without explanation
tell

Num-

patrons.

intelligent picture

;

you why they happen you are asked

rather than
to

assume

the connection.

You

are never told whether or not the discontented

wife, or

Not Do For Folks
Box

sume

that the sheriff

you have to be particular about the quality of
you show and know your clientele demands
the better offerings, you had better not try to pass this
one over on them. Not only is the production below
the average, but the story consists of such shopworn
value as entertainment

is

man

who

was dead.

really

dide't

There

from becoming even an average offering.

A

found in the horse race, but it is such
a frequent occurrence in films that it loses force with
Ford has attemjpted to create a
every repetition.
suspense, but it is not effective. The cast, with the
exception of the featured player, who works hard, is
fair thrill is

Mrs^ Blake hires a mountain girl, named
Slats, really her twin sister, to impersonate her while
she takes a trip with a show as a chorus girl. Mr.
Blake believes Slats to be his wife, but his halfbrother knows she is not, and tries to force her into
helping him keep Blake's horse, Diamond, from winStory:

He

ning the coming race.
injuring the jockey.

tries

to kill Blake after

Slats tells Blake the truth, rides

the horse to victory and marries Blake, his wife havfire.

and Want Good Pictures

numerous horse race pictures in which the heroine
rides the horse to victory, and there have been so
many it's doubtful if you hiive escaped all of them.
Should
to see

it,

3'ou feel that

it

will

and of course, the

draw

would be well

it

is

sufficient to let

has to do with racing.

"They're Off,"

title

consider-

ably under par, and the only chance you would have

would be where you play to
regular patronage and have not shown any of the
at all

the

just a dumb-bell,

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If

them

if

was

are continuous flaws like this that keep the picture

Who Know

pictures

its

ever learn

that they are twin sisters.
They never explain the
opening shot in which a father and baby are buried
side by side, nor the incident of the baby twins and
their separation. Then when the husband is evidently
killed and later appears on the scene, alive and healthy,
to accuse his scheming half-brother, you have to as-

ing died in a

situations that

her,

poor.

clear up.

Will

who impersonates

the girl

4,800 feet

Probably if there had not been so many pictures
with stories so very similar to "They're Off," the production would stand a much better chance of going
over, but coming as about the hundred and first
repetition of the famed "Checkers" plot, it cannot brag
of anything original, and the production isn't big
enough to get it anywhere. It wasn't enough to use
one hackneyed situation in "They're Off," but they
have the very popular twin sister idea that starts off
with a touch of mystery which they never bother to

satisfy

picture

the earmarks of that class.

even look to see

role but the supporting cast is poor

to

1922

.

to explain

twin

21,

Below The Average Generally

is

The

"THEY'RE OFF"

May

Sunday,

them know

it

can be played up with the usual horse race exploitation stunts.

There

are-

no names to use.

Sunday,

May

^JX^^
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New

Nothing

In Di Lorenzo's Second "Big Boy" Williams Production

"Big Boy" Williams

in

It

"THE TRAIL OF HATE"
Di Lorenzo, Inc.

— State

DIRECTOR

Curren

CAMERAMAN

John Anthony Miles
John Anthony Miles
Charles Stumar

WHOLE

Fair western offering that has

SCENARIO BY

good action of a familiar order in latter reels
Slow at the start but works up to satisSTORY
factory climax with the usual hero fights and
rescues

DIRECTION

Adequate; secured good atmosphere and capable cast; doesn't waste any footage on unnecessary detail

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

.

Good
All right

,

Suitable in his usual hero role

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS

ture that will satisfy admirers of this form of entertainin

story and atmosphere

And

the plot

is

not very

last Di Lorenzo produc"Blaze Away," in which he performed ptactically
the same feats as he does in this one, including the
fight with the villain and the rescue of the girl he
The cattle rustling sequence is also a part
loved.
of the current story so that "Blaze Away" and "The
Trail of Hate" are so much alike that it is hard to

tion,

Will

Do

If

With "The

it

is

mostly a matter of whether or

not they like western pictures.
give

it

suited.

to

them and

This one

way

of action

fact

it

is

If

ofif

a cliff

the hero

and embracing the herof Hate" runs true to

will suffice for admirers of west-

it is

it

just a fair picture

whose entertainment value

depend upon whether or not they like westerns
and then they must not be too exacting.
The direction is adekjuate and there are plenty of
pretty exteriors that serve well as backgrounds for
Director Curren takes 'a little while to
the action.
get into the plot, but this isn't due to any unessential
footage in the way of detail. It is probably due to the
fact that he was trying to keep from getting to the
will

point too quickly.

Some
all

At

that the feature

of the titles are long

and

is

a

less

than

few could

together.

Molly Malone is a pleasing leading lady and the
customary western roles are also capably handled.
"Big Boy" Williams doesn't have to work as hard in
this one as he did in "Blaze Away," but he has a
good hero role that will satisfy them.
Story: The foreman of the K-B ranch has decided
that he wants to marry a certain Eastern girl who
"Big Boy" had met the girl
is visiting in the West.
the acquaintance. "Big
renew
and
they
the
East
in
loved by a dance hall girl, who joins forces
with the foreman to spoil the romance, for her part
because she is jealous and for the foreman's, because

Boy"

is

he wants the girl. They tell heroine, "Big Boy" is
married to the dance hall girl. Later she is injured
and tells the girl the truth. Heroine and "Big Boy's"
sister are kidnapped by the foreman. "Big Boy" puts
over a thrilling rescue, the foreman
the

is

killed

and "Big

girl.

If It's

Not Original

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Trail of Hate," as with the majority of

western subjects,

You can always bank on

form, and while
erns,

They Like Westerns and Don't Mind
Box

all

"The Trail

Boy" wins

they made two* so similar.

They

of originality of plot.

oine for a climax.

come out

Few

Too many sub-titles
Ranchman puts
scheming villain out of the way and wins the
girl villain tried to steal from him
About 5,000 feet
LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"The Trail of Hate" is just an average western pic-

why

hurling the villain

Pretty

CHARACTER OF STORY

figure

after the first reel.

five reels.

INTERIORS
DETAIL

way

contain the familiar characters and a plot that you
can about diagnose at the start and pick the ending

All the customary western types

ment, but lacks originality
to lift it above the average.
unlike "Big Boy" Williams'

often that a western picture attains any

isn't

heights in the

Rights

W. Hughes

AUTHOR
AS A

13

they do, you can

picture released by the Di Lorenzo corporation, that
they are apt to notice the similarity if you played the,

other— "Blaze Away."
the star has secured a following with your crowd,
play his name up prominently. The usual catchlines
with regard to hero's rescue of the heroine, and his
If

in all

probability they will be

isn't a particularly

and the plot

so similar to the

is

in

first

strong one

no way

in the

original, in

"Big Boy" Williams

with the villain are about all you can say for
the story. It might do to play up the title.
fiffht

Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
((

We

Never

Disappoint^'*

Now Located at

229 W. 28th Street
Telephones: Watkins 1416 and 1417

^^^^^^M
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Should Prove Entertaining for Those
William Russell in

"THE MEN OF ZANZIBAR"
Fox

DIRECTOR

Rowland V. Lee
Richard Harding Davis

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Edward

CAMERAMAN
AS A

J. Le Saint
David Able

WHOLE

Mystery drama that offers first
rate suspense and holds the attention very well
Improbable for the most part but suitSTORY
able for those who favor mystery stories
Average; keeps the solution from
DIRECTION
becoming obvious until the very end

PHOTOGRAPHY
Has

Who

Favor Mystery Stories

spoken by the hero which says "It's good to see a white
woman," when the hotel where most of the action is laid
has all white women guests and from all appearance
the place is a regular white settlement. For a mystery
drama the picture holds its own and will satisfy everyone because it contains a genuinely fine suspense and
director Lee has seen to it that the ending never becomes obvious until he gets ready to disclose it. At
the same time the story is very easy to follow, and
you are forced to keep switching your suspicions as
to the identity of the guilty person. Production values
are up to the standard and the picture, on the whole,
is

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

15

a satisfying offering of its type.
It isn't

possible to say whether or not Richard Hard-

Good

ing Davis' story has been followed exactly as he wrote

a rather good role in this

but it would be interesting to know if the author
was responsible for the very prominent coincidence
of having all the characters involved in the theft of

SUPPORT

Adequate; includes Ruth Renick,
Claude Peyton, Harvey Clarke, Arthur Morrison and Lila Leslie

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Good
Suffices

,

CHARACTER OF STORY

The hunt

for an absconding Boston bank clerk in Zanzibar and the
subsequent mystery as to who is the thief

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,999 feet

In order to start the picture off by impressing you
with the fact that the atmosphere is East African, they

have inserted a shot or two taken from a recent Fox
news reel showing some native blacks observing a
festal day.
This is the only instance, practically, in
which the natives are shown with one exception, and

it,

money from

a Boston bank, pick Zanzibar as a hiding
This is a very improbable bit. Just why they
have permitted the character of the American consul
to be played in such a silly comedy way is not clear.
Harvey Clark is about as unrepresentative of a consul

place.

He makes more

as could be.

of a burlesque of the

part, continually losing his toupee

and acting generally

foolish.

Russell

is

well suited to the role of

way and makes

Ruth Renick

affords.

mainder of the cast
Story

:

Hugh Heming-

the most of the opportunities the part

is

is

his leading lady

and the

re-

adequate.

Hughe Hemingway

arrives in Zanzibar, and

then the ones bribed to attack a man look more like
Arabs than African blacks. These introductory shots
are entirely unnecessary and should come out, because

because of the beard he wears is suspected of being
Brownwell, a cashier of a Boston bank, supposed to
be hiding in Zanzibar. He removes the beard and another guest arrives at the hotel, with a beard. He also

wherever the Fox news

shaves

shown, folks will have
seen these same scenes and two to one they'll rememreel is

ber them.

A

further inconsistency along this line

Box

picture

is

the fact that

it

offers a first rate

mystery

who

like this

story that will thoroughly satisfy folks

spense and the solution

It
is

contains an effective su-

so well hidden that they will

not guess the ending before

you know

A

third

man

and a woman, the secretary of the consul, are involved. The remainder of the plot is too complicated
to give in detail but

it

is

interesting.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

feature of William Russell's latest

kind of entertainment.

If

sub-title

Both are then suspected.

Author and Good Suspense Can Be Advertised

Star,

The outstanding

is a

it off.

given to them.
mystery stories go over big with your
it is

one and feel sure they
On the other hand, you can play it up
will like it.
by telling them it is a Richard Harding Davis story.
His name should help advertise it to advantage and.
of course, where the star has a following you can
make a little extra fuss about it and safely say it is
one of the best stories he has had recently.

crowd you can

safely

show

this

fjg^

With Amusing

Splendid Comedy-Western Filled

BACK AGAINST THE WALL"

"HIS

The

DIRECTOR

Rowland V. Lee

AUTHOR

Julien Josephson

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Max

WHOLE
many

tains

Fabian

Splendid comedy-western. Conhuman touches and holds up to the

very end
STORY
Presents a character

known to all and
room for comedy work
Very effective. Creates suspense

allows plenty of

DIRECTION

and takes advantage
add to the comedy

of

every opportunity to

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

Well done
LIGHTINGS
Raymond Hatton does excellent work
PLAYERS
Virginia Valli attractive; and
in leading role.
Gordon Russell makes ideal bad,-man. Entire

Have

Good

Adequate. Continuity good and
laughs contained in the titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

many

Moral coward goes

out west and accidently becomes a hero.
forced to live up to his reputation

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Here

is

a

western that

is

Is

4,680 feet

not only different, but

is

same time funny and entertaining. For once
the usual bag of tricks is put aside and the old well
tried formula is broken. There is no mild horse-back
at the

no runaways, no luring away of innocent girls
and no fights on the barroom floor. And all this goes
to prove that a good western can be made without the

riding,

ordinary devices.

The
direct

entire production

The

manner.

is

handled in a simple and

story deals with one character,

Here

is

a really attractive feature, well balanced in

respects and

make

counter-

all

i)resents a very

human

character

very amusing way.

In the cast Virginia Valli plays the role of the

filled

The

ant parts as the sheriff and the bad-man.
cast

is

:

Jeremy Dice

is

nothing but a

tailor's assist-

ant in a basement shop on the East Side.

He

is

former fellow, and is through-and-through a coward.
He loses his job and goes out West. Tramps rob him
and he is forced to ride freight trains. He is thrown
off in the middle of the desert and finds shelter in a
deserted house. Here two robbers arrive and begin
to divide their l)ooty over which they soon quarrel
Dice is frightened stiff and
and kill each other.
loft
just as the sheriff's posse
from
the
hay
descends
arrives. He is made a hero against his protests, which
Out on a ranch he is
are interpreted as modesty.
nursed back to condition and imitates the picture of
Napoleon on the wall. Now he carries a big horse
pistol and spends his days" practicing "drawing" the
gun. This art comes in handy when he is forced to
Dice trem1)les all over when they
fight a bad-man.
meet but he is quicker on the draw.

Worth

Real Publicity.

Also

characterization.

the hero of this
is

also a hero.

is

tell

really a

them,

in a

coward

;

catch

but

line, that

in the

promise them an excellent entertainment.

The title
Have your

against the wall you would need one of these."

his

acting and

end he

Give them an idea of the story and

a sign in the

enjoy

afraid

of his boss, afraid of the customers, afraid of his girl's

mond Hatton,

they will

entire

co-operative and al)ove the average.

upon its own momentum. Give it all the advertising and publicity that you possibly can for it is
worth it and should net adequate returns.
Tell them that the leading role is played by Raytravel

for

girl,

while Will Walling and (jordon Russell have import-

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

with excellent situations and
very laugliable comedy work. You will have no difficulty in putting this one across. Once it starts it will
all

center around him.

Director Lee has kept a light hand on the actors
and prevented cartooning of the main character and
overacting on the part of the cast. He has obtaifted
a good deal of suspense and has taken advantage of
every situation. The photography is good and helps
lend atmosphere to the production.

Will Satisfy and Entertain.
Box

1922

His acting is good throughout
and at times excellent. His comedy work has a light
touch which makes the business seen natural and adds
to the humur.
The fun is all clean and within the
understanding of all.
in a

Story

plenty of western atmosphere

all

situations are so yaried as to

Raymond Hatlon

cast above average

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

21,

pk^ts unnecessary.

John Frederick

SCENARIO BY

May

Situations

and the events that develop

Goldwyn

•»

»t^
Sunday,

DAII.V
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can be used with a variety of tie-ups.

sporting goods' store display a line of guns and

window read

"If

let

you ever had your back

'?

Some
"Poor Boy"

Type

Short Reels

— Mermaid— Educational

of production

2 reel

comedy

Lloyd Hamilton, with the aid of Irene Dalton and a very
dog has put over another splendid comedy that compares,
and in many ways exceeds, his former production "Robinson
Crusoe, Ltd." This time the gags are really funny and many

clever

The comedy

starts with a smile, fades into
Parts of it
laugh.
out-and-out
a grin and ends with a good
hardened
the
most
laughter
from
wring
are irresistible and will
the
first
half
of the
In
saying
lot.
And
that
is
a
picture fan.
in
and
engages
the
tramp
part
of
the
Lloyd
plays
comedy

of

them

original.

some entertaining business as he takes a job chopping wood.
but cersub-title tells you that Washington used an axe
The action grows brisker until
tainly not in this manner.

—

A

Lloyd is forced to join the Mission and allow the pretty reformer to change the course of his life.
The second reel of this offering leads you into Sunday
morning. A lot of fun with a stiff white collar and a boiled
This is followed by a flying
shirt starts the eventful day.
shoe and a rock, both of which manage to strike squarely into

mud puddle. The splash, of course, is directed at the rival.
The gags now follow in rapid succession and some very
humorous events happen in church. The dog helps consider-

a

Lloyd attempts to
provided, in which
accompany
the
streets
of the town on
through
is
dragged
the comedian
the carpet from the church aisle. While the comedy business
is funny, it is nevertheless innocent fun, and the church scenes
ably

to

keep the laughter

A

the chorus.

while

rolling,

rapid ending

is

However, they can

eyes.

are not likely to offend.

can certainly count upon a good deal of laughter when
you show this one. And if Hamilton can keep up this standard he will have a very high batting average at the end of

women

appear very unattractive to American
all act and manage, with a great
economy of action, to produce quite a punch. The leading
role is taken by Jean Herve, who is a member of the Comedie
Francaise. The story is told in an indirect manner and could
be greatly improved by cutting out the scenes in the beginning, showing the professor lecturing to his class regarding
the malady of the doctor.
At is stands the entire action is
The story could proceed with less interruption
a flash-back.
if handled
directl)', and it would appear more convincing if
the sequence took a time order. The titles take the viewpoint
of the spiritualist and attempt to prove that what some people
call fate or coincidence is nothing more than the survival of
personality beyond death.
In other words the doctor's dead
wife sends her spirit to haunt and torment him and wreck
his second marriage.
Her ghost also kills her rival, and the
star shaped wound on the victim's forehead resembles the one
the first wife received as the result of a fall. Then to add to
the mystery and prove quite conclusively that it is no accident
that made both wounds alike, the maddened doctor while
walking through the forest is struck by a falling tree and
also receives the same kind of in injury on his forehead. All
three are killed by a similar wound.
Some beautiful outdoor
shots taken on the lofty peaks of the Alps lend an artistic
touch to the production. The tragedy is well directed and
ably acted. The subject and ending are hardly the kind that
w«ll appeal to the average American, but it will interest special
audiences, especially those attracted by matters psychic.
country, but the

"Off His Beat"— Century— Universal

You

the season.

"Official

Type

Urban Movie Chats" No. 15— Hodkinson

production

of

1

reel

artificial

section takes

eye-lashes are

you

to

the

worn by

little

the flapper.

island of Santo

magazine

The

travel

Domingo,

in

where Columbus founded the first settlement in the New World. The industrial section shows how
Under
cures are performed in an up-to-date doll hospital.

the

West

Indies,

the caption of "Public

mobiles
are

is

driven

into

Service,"

swimming

a

Harry Sweet takes the leading role in this latest Century
comedy. The business is laughable and the situations well
handled.
The continuity, too, is far above the average for
All the gags are tied together with
one theme, and the events follow in a fairly logical sequence.
The business deals with Harry, who after quarreling with
his girl, walks out into the street and tries to lose himself."
Dow-n the street also walk a file of young men who are join-

hole for auto-

ing the police force.

as

it

exists

in

Harry

is

made

to fall into line against

and becomes a cop. Some amusing business follows
and leads up to the robbery that takes place at his girl's home.
The whole force tries to capture the crooks, but in turn are
captured by the robbers, until Harry drops down upon them
and becomes the hero of the day. Of course his girl forgives
him. The action is snappy, and while much of the business
is of the slapstick variety, it nevertheless is amusing and will
his will,

please the average audience.

Texas town. The cars
the creek and washed.
Ford cars have a

shown

2 reel comed^^

of production

this type of production.

Henry C. Wallace, U. S. Secretary of Agriculture, introduces some of the work of his department in the first part
Community gardening,
of this number of the Movie Chats.
forest
ranging
are all reviewed
sheep raising, good roads and
novelty
illustrating
These
are
followed
little
in flashes.
by a

how

Type

a

advantage for they can shake the water off themselves
A few nature studies and a public
as they leave the brook.
forum appeal asking the public to "consider the informational value of 'Movie Chats' in the course of a year," closes
this interesting magazine.

"Hop, Skip and Jump"

— Mutt

and

Jeff

Cartoon

— Fox

slight

—

Type

of production

1

reel

cartoon

This starts off in an amusing way with Mutt and Jeff argucause of which is kept from the spectator. Mutt says
"it is," and Jeff says "it isn't."
Finally you learn the cause

ing, the

Jeff would not believe that the kangaroo
young in a pouch, so Mutt shows him one. Then
is left to mind the three little kangaroos while Mutt gets
the pouch and the mother kangaroo takes him riding.
tires of playing nursemaid, rides in another kangaroo and

of the discussion.

"The Closed Door"— Edward
Type

of production

Made
tragedy.
Phelps.

L.

Klein— State Rights
3 reel

drama

With an unhappy ending and some weird
"The Closed Door" was produced by Livingston
The actors are all slars well known in their own

in

France.

carried
Jeff

into
Jeff

its

the affair ends in a fight.

contains only a

minimum

The

idea

of laughs.

is

fairly

original but

it

—^S^
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Rambling Story Hampers Star and Direction
May

Doris

in

sodes, such as the

"GAY AND DEVILISH"

the girl on his hook, have been done too

R-C Pictures

DIRECTOR

before to be anything but obvious.

Wm. A. Seiter
Charles A. Logue
Garret Elsden Fort

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Pliny Goodfriend
Complicated comedy has some
amusing situations. Built along conventional
lines but gives star plenty of room for acting
STORY
Very rambling and only mildly amusing. Requires many titles to explain the action
DIRECTION
Good. Shows star off to the best
advantage

AS A

WHOLE

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Will amuse though hardly

Pleasing,

CuUen Landis

tana has small part.

pleasing.

Bull

MonFair

Good
Effective

CHARACTER OF STORY

Uncle wants ward
to marry the rich old man.
She consents but
falls in love with his nephew.
A robbery adds
to the complication

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Gay and Devilish"

is

May

is

4,800 feet

not extra gay nor excitingly

The comedy has

pleasing.

amusing situations and pleasing moments but suffers
mainly through lack of character and aimless rambling.
Many themes are introduced and many plots presented
but as none of them are very serious you are not bothered very much by the fact that their development is
checked.

The

star holds the center of the stage at all

times.

The story
much along

presents

little

that

well tried lines.

"Gay and Devilish"
the class of audience

Do
they

name may

is

is

new and runs very

Many

a fair title

who

is

has had a poor

lot of stories of late

and

work under a handicap. More like
"Boy Crazy" will lose the good graces

this

forced to

one or
that
"Twenty-three and a Half Hours' Leave" gained for
her.
Her work, however, is pleasing and will amuse
those less critical though it hardly rings true and fails
to convince. After the high standard set in "Twentythree and a Half Hours' Leave" you expect a good deal
more from her for you know that she can do it and

wonder what

is

holding

it

up.

Director Seiter has also labored against the aimless
story 'but has achieved

He

of the

minor

off to the best

much

in the

with

show her

epi-

Logan does good work in the part of the rival girl.
Story
Fanchon Browne is a flapper type of artist

line

:

but her studies are cut short when she hears that her
guardian has lost money in Wall Street and desires
her to marry his business rival, Peter Armitage a fat
old grouch.
In the country she meets a charming
young man who is also named Peter Armitage. He
turns out to be the nephew of the old man. Some
comedy work is introduced here in the scenes where
the girl tries to reduce the weight of the old man by
diet and exercise. The young nephew needs $500 for
a gamble and Fanchon takes the money from the old
man's safe. Later she tries to return it but is prevented by a real robbery. In the end the old man
finds that he loves the girl's aunt and consents to his
nephew's marriage. The thief is found and the missing

—

money

recovered.

Not Too

is

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and

will entertain

way

results, especially

advantage under the circumstances.

Box

are not too particular.

some

has. taken a lot of trouble to

work while
Otis Harlan presents an amusing fat-man type. Bull
Montana has a small though effective role and Jacque-

The

then play

it

of a story or

expect a second "Twenty-three and a Half
Hours' Leave." If you have this one coming to you

as

Critical

you would an ordinary offering with

your usual amount of publicity.

fuss

and

if

then get a
title

and the

Do

make a
there is considerable doubt in your mind
pre-view of it before you show it. The

just

help attract.

not promise too

may

May

Doris

Will Please an Audience That

star's

times

In the cast Cullen Landis does pleasing

Rest of cast adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Doris

many

situations are

easily recognized before they are reached.

the star.

convince

devilish.

The

Adequate

Good

SUPPORT

young man angling and catching

star's

name

are your best bets.

not

;^

Short Reels
"The One Man Reunion"

,

— Bruce— Educational

Tj'pe of production

Humor,

reel scenic

1

a nice dog, a little pathos,

"Love
drama

and some gorgeous scenery

are the outstanding features of this Robert C. Bruce "Wildera

dog.

man and

This time the main characters are but a

ness Tale."

The

setting

a deserted

is

Western

and the

village

The clouds and sky roll into the sets and
backdrop. Then Bruce comes along -with a light

great outdoors.

provide the

photography, and you have a gem of
tells of an old miner who goes back
On his way he picks up a
to celebrate the finding of gold.
lost pup, and man and dog wander through the primitive
country. At length they arrive at the town, only to find it
completely deserted. A flash shows what the old miner expected to find and the parade he expected to join but alas,
he is confronted by a reality of ruins. He builds a camp fire
in the middle of the street and cooks dinner for himself and
the dog.
Then he proceeds to hold a one man celebration.
He makes a speech, runs races, parades and in the end preAt the end of
sents himself with an imaginary loving cup.
a perfect day both man and dog are tired out and stretch their
limbs for repose as the dying sun closes the day and the blue
"The One Man Reunion" is
sky forms a tent over them.
difterent from any of the previous numbers of this series, but
is just as attractive and has the same high water mark of
photography contained in the former issues.
touch and his

a

little

picture.

artistic

The

story

Type

at First

Sight"— Aesop's Fables— Pathe

of production

"Love

way"

will find a

The

1

is

reel

animated cartoon

the moral of Paul Terry's animated

Thomas Cat and Fannie Kitten.
male woos in Spanish troubadour fashion but
Fannie's mother objects and calls the cop.
The lover is
driven away but no sooner has he gone when Fannie writes
a note and sends it ofif with the canary. That evening the
elopement takes place in the regulation way. The two cats
live happily ever after and one fine day they receive a letter
telling them that all is forgiven.
The animation is amusing
and contains some clever touches. "Love at First Sight" is
well up to the standard of the series and will bring several
fable.

The

story deals with

insistent

laughs.

—

"A
Type

—Universal
2 reel western

of production

Tom
this

in

Guilty Cause"

Santschi and Florence Gilbert play the leading roles
First the hero rescues the girl
stereotype western.

from a runaway. Then by a clever trick he saves her brother
from being hung as a horse thief. Then comes the false note
that lures away the girl and brings her to the evil hotel. Here
she is locked in a room.
Just before she is attacked and
But now
brutalized, the hero arrives and again saves her.
One by one
he must fight the whole gang and he does.
he crashes them through the balcony railing; and one by one,
as they come back again, he hurls them down the stairs.
Then the sheriffs arrive and the whole crew are arrested. The
last shot of the picture silhouettes the hero and the girl against
the setting sun, and while her father turns his back you
imagine the rest. "A Guilty Cause" is made of the kind of
It runs along smoothly, and
stuii that Western fans adore.
while conventional in type is filled with good riding and

"Official

Type

they

If

with this one and

Tom

like

westerns they will be pleased
name should help attract.

Santschi's

of production

1

reel

magazine

Charles M. Schwab, president of the Bethlehem Steel Corp.,
opens this number of the Official Movie Chats with a few
optimistic remarks about business.
In the social etiquette
chapter you are shown that it is bad manners to use your
knife for a fork, and blow into your soup to cool it, because
if you do it is apt to spot the table cloth.
You are also shown
how a napkin should behave, and how to break bread without
a knife. The industrial section takes you on a personally conducted tour through a large glass foundry.
You see the
moulten glass poured into sheets and polished on large revolving tables. In the section called "The Great Outdoors,"
you see fishermen angling through the ice, and you also see
the big smelts run in the Sandy River. Thousands of smelts
are bailed out by hundreds of fishermen along the banks. The
magazine closes with an appeal against censorship. With the
exception of the industrial and outdoor sections, all the other
chapters of this reel have a preaching attitude.

—

plenty of action.

Urban Movie Chats"— No. 16— Hodkinson

"The Island Of Cuba"— Kineto Review No.
Type

of production

126

1 reel

travel

In and about the city of Havana, where Spanish is spoken
and cigars are rolled green and soft; here is where this little
travel reel takes you.
Palm trees, little crooked streets,
grand avenues and sugar plantations are shown in turn.

—

Some

touches of

human

interest

donkey milk sold right from
dling lottery tickets.

many

its

are also added.

source,

You

see

and an old man ped-

Native customs are shown as well as

other interesting shots.

The

reel is instructive as well

as entertaining.

"Naval Aerial Service"

Type

A
to

—Kineto

Review

of production

good

1

deal of the contents of this reel

is

reel

not old enough

be of historic interest and too old to be timely.

details

of

the

seaplane

race

across

the

Atlantic.

You
You

see

see

NC-1 reaching the Azores in a crippled condition and the
NC-2 arriving at Nova Scotia. All four planes are shown.
Then you see several shots of the SS. George Washington
leaving New York Harbor for the Paris Peace Conference
with President Wilson on board. The steamer was escorted
by Navy planes. The start of the Army and Navy balloon
race is shown and several types of observation balloons are
the

It seems
compose this

also included.

as though the great majority of the

shots that

reel

former days.

"A Shaky Family Tree'— Star— Universal

magazine

were culled from news

reels of

Type

of production

Laura Le Plant and Neely Edwards are

1

reel

comedy

amusing
Nervy Ned

in this fairly

single reeler built along the beauty parlor theme.

His job is simple: all he
has to do is to turn ugliness into beauty. He uses mud and
all the other devices that go with the modern beauty parlor.
Finally he creates a ihasterpiece, and is so pleased with the
But she wants a man
results that he desires to marry her.
with a family tree. Accordingly Nervy Ned goes to the place
where these trees grow and buys himself a first class line
of ancestors. All goes well until the wedding; but in the end
things are patched up and everyone is happy. The comedy
business is clever and should. amuse the average audience.
plays the part of the face doctor.

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Footage

Reletie Date

WESTERN

Reviewed

Man From

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS

I

Am

Law

the

6,500

,

ARROW FILM

5-

5,000
5,000

Chain Lightning

10,000

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibion)

5,000
5,000
5.000

Crosiing Trails (Pete Morrison)
Ghost City (Helen Holmes)

AYWON FILM
The Sign

ADVENTURES OF

J.

The Glorious Adventure (Lady Diana Manners)

M.
Yankee Doodle Jr
C. B. C.

3-12-22

7,000

4-30-22

(Roy Stewrt)

319-22

S,800s

CORP.

Watch Him Step (Richard Talmadge)

Success Series:
4,800

5-

Caesar

EQUITY PICTURES CORP,
My Wandering Boy Tonight
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES

Where

Is

Hii Nibs (Chic Sales)

2-12-22

4,548
5,000

4-16-22

Mary

7,000

2-

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

GEO. H.

Should a Wife

Work

—

Woman

The Unconquered

The Expose

6,200

4-16-22

5,000
5,800

2-19-22
4-30-22

Western

2- 5-22

of

Sawing a Lady

reels).

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
Circus Heroes.

Ford Weekly.
Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

Serial:

FILM MARKET,
Jinuny Callahan, 12

GAUMONT COMPANY
(every Tuesday) ; Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.
5,000
4,314
5,000

3- 5-22

3-12-22
3-19-22

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin ( Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texas
Trail

of the

Law

Who

The Man

Paid

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE,

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The OfTenders (Margery Wilson)
Insinuation

David «nd Jonathan

.

Invisible

Heritage
is

Arizona

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

:

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

Spirit,

Sec

First.

HORIZON PICTURES, INC.
Reissues (fourteen) (each 2 reels).
JOAN FILM SALES CO.

Series:
Ruth ClifiFord and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,00«
(2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Again,
;

The Conquering Hero.

LEE & BRADFORD
3-19-22

Squirrel Comedies

Canadian Travelogues

INC.

PINNACLE COMEDIES

5,164
5,496

(2 reels):

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Law? Nation's

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,800

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .. 5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs. Bclfamc (Nance O'NeU)
5,00t

Water

Ray

(2 reels)

feet)

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PACIFIC FILM
4-30-22

W. M. SMITH
So This

America

Norma Talmadge
.i

PICT. CORP.

Her Story
The Night Riders
Brenda'i

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
Mack Swain Comedies

(Margery Wilson)

SECOND NATIONAL

INC.

2-recls.

News

PACIFIC FILM CO.
The Forest King

15

Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymoon,

3-12-22

(Rubye de Remer)

Point

Elinore Field),

episodes.

:

8,807

Brands

Half (2 reels)

in

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
Star Dramas (2
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)
False Roomers, Thsir Dissy Finish,

Two

From Rocky

>

INC.

:

6,800

(Josephine Earle)
Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

False

,

reels)

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and

Serial:

Branded

Girl

(2

,

(1 reel each).

Sally

»

West)

(Billy

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,

Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)

Serving

.

Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

LEE & BRADFORD
Determination

FILM SALES

C.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

HAMILTON

(Edith Stockton)

B.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies.

Gump

W. FILM CORP.

J.

Ranch Westerns

Simbeam Comedies

HOUDINI PICTURE CORP.

Give Me My Son
In Self Defense

Pickford Revivals.

C.
Star
5-22

4,951

The Man From Beyond

CORP.

5,748

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.
The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

A

reels).

AYWON FILM

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Famum: 12 Westems*(2 reels).
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

DI LORENZO, INC.
(Big Boy Williams)
Hate (Big Boy Williams)

Westerns (each 2

IS

7-22

GEORGE KLEINE
Away

A

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

5.000

PHIL GOLDSTONE

Trail of

the Rivsr,
:
Knight of the Pines.
Girl, Raiders of the North,
Fifht
of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North,
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hsr
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) :
Husband's Flat, His Wife Junmy.
Wild Women and Tame Men, TIm
Ardath
Comedies (2 reels) :
Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), IS episodes.
Serials:

The Man

XLNT

serial.

The Hidden Light

Blaze

CORP.

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions: One every other week (2 reels).
Arrow-Northwood Dramas (2 reels)
Looking tip Jim, In
Three and a

FILM SALES CORP.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

Pure and Simple (2 reds), LiqMrtah

2-reela),

ARROW FILM

7,000

5,000

Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo)

The

Howell Comedies (12
Lips (2 reels).

BURNSIDE

J.

Life's Greatest Question

Julius

&

4,800

GEORGE BEBAN
Rose (Geo. Beban)
STUART BLACKTON

CORP.

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.

2-26-22

Alt

of the

3-26-22

6,500

T. S. S.
Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.

CORP.

They're Off

BROS.

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
Days

Reriewcd

Footage

WARNER

Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)

3-12 22

4-23-22
4-23-22

5,000
5,000

"rtild

Releafc Date

CORP.

The Innocent Cheat

After Six

Ridic'

7-22

EXPLOITATION CORP.

PICT.

Hell's River

,

——^^
-

(I reel).
reels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.

4-23-22

—
_—

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-moath) (2
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

The Facts and FoUies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's FQm-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial
The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

—

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

2,000
2,000

—

.

.

LAST CALL
The Event

of the

'The Motion Picture Classic

Season
De

Luxe''

Golf Tournament
Oak Ridge Golf Club
TUCKAHOE, MAY 25th

Next Thursday
Anyone caught
will

be

Tariff $7.50

a

shot
Throw

Address: Golf

talking shop
at

sunset

— Including

Cakes

f

Tournament Committee

Care The Film Daily

v

Rupert Hughes^
Not only

^written

Latest!
by oAmerica^s

popular author but also directed

^

by him

You
She

oA human

see her at every dance.

stands out— because the

chairs

on either side of her are
to dance/' whis*

pers the hostess to her brother.

And he

answers "Oh, have a

heart!"

Nobody wants

her.

The

flap*

pers and their college boy
friends think she is a joke.
And they don't hesitate about
showing her how they feel, for

GOLDWYN

youth

So she

Presents

The

is

cruel.

sits

by the

awkward and promin*
dowdy and ill'

ent, her clothes
fitting.

And

generally empty.

"Ask Idalene

looking

story

wall, tears

gathering in her eyes, her feet

the saddest part of it all is
that she needs only her share of

sunshine and sympathy and
kindness to blossom out like
a rose.

Rupert Hughes, who wrote
"The Old Nest," has made
another warm, human motion
picture out of the universal
story of the wall flower.

You

will laugh over

—

it

— you

will cry over it and, oh, how
you are going to take it to your

heart!

WALL FLOWER
with

COLLEEN MOORE

and Richard Dix, Laura La Plante,
Gertrude Aster, Rush Hughes,
Fanny Stockbridge, Tom Gallery

A
Idalene did most of her dancing
at

a

home, with a kitchen

No wonder her
and her elbows out.

partner.

toed in

mop

for
feet

When

she

every shoe

danced at a party,

was

in danger.

her dreams of romance
punctured one hy one.

All

were

And

so,

broken-hearted, she

For the car was driven

man who

threw herself under the wheels

one

an automobile
and was
bumped into a heaven on earth'.

up tells

of

—

Another Current Goldwyn

bjr

the

could change the

wall flower into a

rose.

The close-

the story of the happy feat.

Picture!

Iw brAdstreet
ff FILMDOM

js^^recocmized

Authority
FORMERLY
Monday, May

No. 52

Jcx.

y Lands "Outline"
ilm
fer

H. G. Wells Work— DeNon-Theatric il Showings
Mainly

Bray has secured the film
to H. G. Wells' "Outline of

i.

y."
It is understood the pron will be released in a series
lat cartoons will figure in an
tant matter in certain phases of
ming.
lough no confirmation is oble at the Bray office, it is unod that the series will be made
ilv for distribution to non-theaexhibitors.
D. W. Griffith has
variously reported as owner of

ghts.

irch Exports Total $650,000

THE FILM DAILY)

special to

—

March exports of
as announced by the Departof Commerce, totaled more than
00 in value, and included 3,087,of unexposed film, valued at
0; 938.824 ft. of positives, $61..nd
11,603,435 ft. of positives,
1 at $509,975.
jorts of unexposed film were
led to a half dozen countries,
leading with 1,290,046 ft. valued
shington

.

China

while

55,330;

imported

7,677 ft, valued at $192;
150 ft., valued at $15; and
ind and her colonies took the

ted

:o

distribution

e

of negatives

was

what more widespread, shipgoing to some 15 countries,
in positives more than 40 counmade imports of American proons, the best markets being Auswhich took 2,050.057 ft., valued
6,233; Canada, 1,595,116 ft., val,t $76,448, and Argentina, 1,460,3

What's What
Among the exhibitors? And where do they expect to get?
Splitting things up? Because the split is certainly in sight. And
nobody seems rushing out. Into the street. To patch things up.
All of which is wrong.
Once upon a time.
man and his wife had a row. And
after she went to the hospital. With a few busted bones. And
he was laid up. Nursing a black eye. And a sour temper. And
they never wanted to see each other again. And they never did.
Each one blamed it on the other. It made little difference.
Which of them. Started the row. That was certain. And that
is pretty much.
Like the split among the ex-hi-bi-tors. It isn't
going to make much difference who started it. Or who finishes
it.
But if there is any real trouble. Then both will be to blame.
There isn't room in the indtistry. For a split exhibitor
organization. Any more than there is. For a split producerdistributor body. There will either be a fair working unit. In
each end of the business. Or nobody'll get anywhere. That's
the long. And short of it.
There is an expression. Old. And well worn. But undeniable
In its truth. And force "A hotise divided against itself

A

:

must fall."
Gentlemen

valued at $73,136.

"Nero" Opens Tonight
one of the fall Fox specials

ero,"'
)

at the

Lyric tonight.

;

Lambs.

California

Edna
Fox is

Leaves

n Wood, Paramount

Remember

this.

THAT CONSTITUTION
:

otherwise. And will tell their constituents.
And put it up to them.
Anyway. It's a grand and glorious idea.

What

they think.

HELPING THE FARMERS
Out in Snyder, Oklahoma. At the Gem. They are smart.
Give free shows to farmers. Every Sattirday. After the regttlar
show. And run Government. And other films. To help the
farmer. Looks like a clever rnove. Only good. Of course. In
rural districts.

Out in White Plains. Woman suing hubby. Wants divorce.
Treated her "cruel," she says. Never took her to the movies.
Seems to be a matter. For Will Hays. To handle.

Just in from the coast.

Wood

All of j'ou.

PAGE WILL HAYS

Johnnie Walker Here
innie Walker, who with
)hy formerly starred for

at odds.

Adopted by the I\IPTO Executive Committee. Contains
some interesting angles. But the chief point is can an executive
committee adopt a constitution. And is it legal? So far as
affecting the membership as a whole? That's the rub. As old
Willie Shakespeare was wont to say. Some of the boys think

,

;.,

Price 5 Cents

22, 1922

Were

director left

yesterady.

His next
be "The Impossible Mrs.
w" starring Gloria Swanson.

re will

IGNORANT OF THE BUSINESS
Who

broke into Famous Players St. Louis
the yeggs.
Nothing in the safe. Not even a print. Or a contract.
office.
And of course there weren't any receipts. From any of their
Wonder Avhat they expected. In Saint Looey. In
theaters.

May?
Leave for Holland
elyn Greeley, Carlyle Blackwell
Dscar Apfel left on the Majestic
iturday for Holland, where they
make four productions for the
India

Film Co.

WHAT'S A MILLION
To

Steve Lynch? Nary a mickle. Because he's sailing for
Europe. Next week. And he's been fretting a lot. So they say.
Down Atlanta way. Over the Tanlac case. He's interested in
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Ends

Litigation
Over "After Six Days"

—

Weiss Bros.
Control It for United States and
Some Foreign Countries

As indicated last week by Louis
Weiss, of Artclass Pictures Corp., the
litigation over American
rights
to
"After Six Days," the Bible film made
in Italy, has been settled.
Under the
terms of the settlement, Weiss Bros.
Artclass Pictures control the picture
for the United States, the Far East
and several other foreign territories.
Luporini Bros., acting as agents for
Riccardo Pizzi, an Italian banker,
who represented some of the financial
interests, closed the details.
Mario
Luporini, as noted, has
for
sailed
Italy, and Ferdinando, his brother,
will act as American agent.
Harry
G. Kosch was attorney for Weiss
Bros, and Thomas McMahon for Luporini Bros.

Buy "Destiny"
Weiss Bros, have purchased "Destiny," produced in Germany by Decla
Bioscop. This picture, which was
brought over by K. J. Fritsche, of the
Transocean Film Co. of Berlin recently has been seen by a few film men
around town who have characterized
it as one of the most important foreign productions yet seen here. Artclass Pictures, one of the Weiss Bros,
subsidiaries will handle it.
The title
will be changed before release which
will probably be through a national
distributor.

Keep a Praying

—

Good Weather Needed But that's All
to Make Golf Tournament Great
Success
needed is good weather
for Thursday.
If the sun shines then
the spirng film golf tournament is
sure scheduled to be a great success.
In case it rains the event will be held
All that

is

the following day.
The course at Oak Ridge is in great
.shape.
There are over 100 entries at
the moment and a lot more are scheduled to arrive during today. The
list officially closes today but if by
chance you cannot make it get in
touch with some of the Committeemen and they will try and fix you up.
The Rules Committee is sending to
every player a complete set of rules
governing the event. The Committee
on prizes have completed their task
and the prizes are going to surprise
everyone. Incidentally a five foot
driver, a Duffer's Prize, has been contributed by J. V. Ritchey, of the Rit-

chey Lithograph Co.

And

prize.
f

Continued

on

Page

2)

its

some

Monday, May
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Hollywood
Phone, Hollywood 1603
Blvd
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S
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— Interna-
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Filmschau,

(Czecho-Slo-
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Quotations
F. P.-L.

\do

pfd.

G'wyn

High

Low

82
94

81>1
94

..
.

.

..914

9

Close

Sales

SUA

1,500

200

94

1,800

..

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

16H

17

...

1634

2,000

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

•Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

Landau Managing Two Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee Leo Landau, manager

—

of the Alhanibra is also supervising
the operation of the
Garden, a
1,410 seat house, recently opened here.

New

Carnival to

A

carnival

will

is

Contained in the

Made

Picture,

Germany
The New York .\merican

in

publishes

a dispatch from Berlin discribing the
film based on the Einstein theory

which was produced
picture

in Germany. The
was recently sliown in the

capital.
Speaking of it, the
says, in part:
"In order to visualize clearly the mathematical subtleties and the deductive theories

be given

at

Star-

Keep a Praying

American

of

the distinguished scientist, it was necessary to make 75,000 single scenes which were
unrolled on two thousand yards of film.
"The story of the relativity theory is divided into three parts the first of which is
designed to convey »
the impression that
everything pertaining to the world of thoughts
and ideas is purely relative.
Instead of at-

—

(Continued

from

Page

1)

Entrants who have failed to send
their checks are requested to forward

them

once,

at

convenient, to the

if

THE FILM DAILY

office

of

ers ofT

Thursday morning when every

to
avoid congestion in getting the play-

matical

minute counts. Otherwise the fees
can be paid at the Secretarj''s desk at

"For

the Club.
to reach Tuckahoc:
Harlem
Division New York Central leaves

tempting

to prove this hy physical-matheexperiments * * * a series of phenomena from everyday life have been employed to facilitate the halting imagination of
the layman.

instance, a picture is shown of life
on the beach at a bathing resort a sail boat
is seen approaching borne along by a brisk
breeze, and the explicator of the film points
out the error of regarding the horizon as a
straight line and the mast of the sail boat
as perpendicular.
"The spectator is asked to observe a gigantic picture of the globe, to which he is
placed in a relative position by standing not
on it, but outside in space.
He then sees
that the horizon which he believed to be a
straight line is in reality a curved one, and
that the mast relatively observed is horizontal instead of perpendicular.
"Ftirther
demonstrations,
such
as
the
throwing of snowballs from an automobile at
full speed, scenes in the high Alps are shown,

which in connection with precedents taken
from the planetary system, go to prove that
our relation to all phenomena of the natural
world essentially depends upon the standpoint
we occupy.
"While the first part of the film is thus
devoted to the explication of the relativity
of the standpoint, the purpose of the second
division is to prove the relativity of movement.
"Here acrobatic tricks performed on airplanes flying high in the air one above the
other are shown, and the observer senses at
once that his conception of these movements
is
wholly different from that of the acrobats
swinging from one plane to another.
"A boatman is seen poling a barge through
a canal, and the observer is convinced that
the

Aid Players

foregoing illustrations, but a nervous, harried expression on the faces of many of the
audience told a different story and there was
a large percentage which undoubtedly left
the theater wonilering what it was all about.
"The film is brought to a close with a picture of the eclipse of the sun in 1919, which,
as will be remembered, is considered one of
the most significant proofs of the Einstein
theory of relativity."

German

;

Le Film, 42,
P«ris Representative
Clichy.
Representative
European
Central
tionale

to the real tlu'ory of relativity for which it is
assumed the mind has been prepared by the

Einstein Film

Idea of

man

is

moving

until

this

illusion

is

How

lower level 42nd

Another

St.

at

7.25

A.

M.

125th St. 10 min-

train 8.39.

utes later. Purchase tickets for Tuckahoe. Take taxi at station for Club
N. Y., N. H. & H. leaves 6.50
25c.
A. M., 7.36 A. M. and 8.12 A. M. All
of these stop at 125th St. excepting
the 7.36.
Purchase tickets for Mount
Vernon. Taxi from station to Club

—$1.00._
This

is

exact railroad time.

Day-

time is one hour ahead.
mind.
Motorists should allow one hour
to reach the course from 42nd St.,
New York. Tiirough Central Ave.
light saving
Bear this in

and Mount Vernon

is

the best route.

"THE COMMITTEE."

JACK EATON
is

a specialist in Short Su

nu^e

Devil's

InthePiiik

Drawing Ccuds

The Adventures

of

Sherlock Holmes
PLAYING FIRST RUN

Territory Re-arranged
(Special

Salt

is

de-

devoted

CAMEO THEATRE

man raw

Broadway, New York
BACKED BY NATIONAL ADVERTISING

TO

PEOPLE

finance

from 40 up.

I'at

OfT.

Paramount

has taken over western Mo
formerly served out of Seattle

Phone— Beekman

9091

& L. Company
THE FILM DAILY)

F.

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL A
MOTION PICTURE INDU!

porators.

RELEASE PRINTS

a

Story of

Land and
Sea and
in

any quantity

Highest grade printing quality.

The Sky Space

East-

stock use(3 exclusively.

Easy payments on the

INSTALLMENT PLAN

can be arranged.

128
S

—The

itSAL.

New

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
Rrp U

THE FILM DAIL

to

Lake

in the ranks of the exhibitors
since the local union of the Musicians
Mutual Benefit Association called its
members on strike April 30.

FINANCE
We

MILLIONS OF

film

I

AS^GOLDW^

It's

PRE-RELEASE AT

24

of t\K

Hook,

Sin
SelFDefense
Spilt Si
Centaurs of tfieField
Plaji n^ the
Winter Pep

break

Foot"

First of

IS

division

Taking tb
By-Way Chan

Stamina

—

third

ARexBeach"^

Speed

Form

—

stroyed by the sight of a stationary point on
tlie bank of the canal, proving that only the

"The

SPOF

REVIEW

Music Deadlock in St. Louis
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
With the big Grand Ave.
St. Louis
houses standing pat there has been no

(Special to
light Park, 177th St. in the Bronx, bavp^e was moving.
"Cannon balls are fired at the sun and the
Hibbing, Minn. The Iron Range
June 5-10 to establish a benevolent moon
and as these projectiles whiz througli
and sick fund for the Film Players space, tlie spectator puzzles his brain to un- Theater Co. has filed articles of inClub, Inc. which is composed of derstand why one reaches its goal sooner corporation with capital stock of
extras and players of lesser import- than the other, only to have the matter clear- $300,000. William Hamm of St. Paul
ed up by means of so-calleil 'trick' scenes
I. H. Ruben of Minneapolis and Wilance.
sliowin.g that the revolution of the earth has
now an accelerating, now a retarding effect. liam Rezac of Hibbing are the incor-

"The

22,

West 52nd

St.,

New York

City

And
The
Humi
SOUl

THE
Monday,

May

22,

-^^

DAILY

1922

What's What
from

(Continued

Just about a million

ilac.

n

Europe

summer.

all

ihe family with him.

Page
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—or more.

This

is

But

he'll

laugh

his first trip across.

it off.

Taking

.

OLD TIMERS

Mike Comerford wants the good old days back again.
Vants to see "The Hoosier Boxer" and "The Bellringer's
)aughter." And thinks a lot of people. Would like to see them
No. They are not big foreign specials. Certainly not.
s well.
And were made by Biograph.
I'hey're about steen years old.

MASTER OF ARTS
Conferred on Cecil B. DeMille. By Penna. Miliary Academy. In recognition. "Of his distinguished services
the field of dramatic arts." Congrats, Cecil.

'"Capping the climax"
In Washington.
national convention.
aeroplane.
By
Washington.
by delivering copies in
This isn't the place. To talk. But. ^^'hoever was
\\'e-l-l.
Knows who "served the industry." Not by
in Washington.
aeroplane. On the last afternoon. Wlien many delegates had
left.
But every morning. Served the news. Of what had happened. To those who helped make it happen. Right on the
convention floor. Modesty precludes mentioning the name. Of
that publication. But it was NOT. The M. P. \\'orld.

ANY MORE SMART BOYS AROUND?
Says Truly B. Wildman. ^Manager Enterprise Dis. Corp,
Kansas City. "We have nine Arbuckle comedies for release.
Will Hays has nothing to do with this corporation."

Degree.

SCENARIO STUFF

With

"Torchy" is the title. Of the Johnny Hines series. Prouced by Charley Burr. And Charley was at Pimlico. Being a
(You know. Ten bets for $25. Don't care what they
port.
Gimme another bag of peanuts.) AnyId with their money.
low Charley don't know a thing about race horses. So when
In which a nag named "Torchy" was ent came to the race.
(Those fellows sleeping out
ered. Charley played his hunch.
And
playing
those things.)
way
Bryant Park got that
Were
pockets.
pants
Charley's
1.
And
25
to
'Torchy" won. At
swollen.

To even

it

Grainger. Also in the party. Played
In another race. Had a hunch. But the nag

Jimmy

up.

'Long- Island."
un the wrong way.

"SERVING THE INDUSTRY"
The esteemed
elsewhere.

On

MP

the

World.

manner

in

Pats

itself

which

it

JOE LANDS
A\"ho has been in the business. Since Hector, the original bow wow, was a pup.
Just landed big job.

Old Joe Brandt.

on the back.

And

MPTO

"covered" the

Exchanges.
And will be executive
But in short. It indicates that
and capital B. All these Joe's
Joe Friedman. Chicago, is president of Federated.

Film

Federated

director. Whatever that means.
Joe will be Boss. AVith a large

play together.

GET OUT THE PRAYER RUG
And

pray for good weather.

For Thursday.

That's the
over 100. Of the best
known men in the East. Will play hookey. And have a day
in the open.
And 'Avin prizes. And kick at handicaps. And
laugh. At the other fellow.- And everybody will have a great

When

golf day.

all

work

ceases.

And

party.

PLANTING

IT

RIGHT

Broke into the News. With its 610,000 circuWith a big lot of stuff". For Jackie Coogan. Havmorning party. For 3,000 kids. And getting a lot

Paul Gray.

lation daily.
ing a special
of old clothes for poor kiddies.

Good

stuff'.

DANNY.

41 Great Q>aramounl Q^ictures
Wallace Reid in "The Dictator"
Supported by Lila Lee
From

the story by Richard Harding Davis

Scenario by Walter

Directed by James Cruze.

Woods

Re/eased August 7

YOU

all

know what a big drawing card
when he has the right
is
And we feel that "The Dictator"

Wallace Reid

and Walter Long are also

—

story.
just about the best story he has had in a long
time.
The role is of a young American adventurer, in the midst of a South American revolution, and it is filled with rapid action.

Romance

is

supplied by Lila Lee, in the role
Spanish girl. Theodore Kosloff

The question

Ho\v Good
Watch

pictures in

this

Is

year

2

a day,

and Reid's best

is

the Picture ?

i*\FAMOUS PLAYERS-L\SKY CORPORATION
.

No.

many

eral vears.

this space

tomorrow for

James

This one has comedy and spectacle and romance all in profusion.
For correct settings
the company journeyed many miles on location.
You will find this one of the most satisfactory

is

of a beautiful

in the cast.

Cruze, who will make "The Old Homestead," has
put punch after punch into the picture.

ADOLPH ZUKOR.

Pr.i.dent

.

in sev-

THE
Monday, May

Talmadge Studios For Rent
Fully

two

equipped,

stages,

Laboratory in connection, short
or long term lease, 306-322 East
48th Street.

Inquire

JOHN W. MAHAN,
Bryant 4576

in

Broadway

1540

W. A. FLEMING

&

Cash for Foreign Rights
Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

Central— Priscilla Dean

in

studios.

Suitable

for

3

companies.

in "Smilin'

Through."

— Norma Talmadge
"Smilin' Through."
Wednesday— "The Man with Two
Mothers."
Tliursday — "Is Matrimony a Failure?"
Friday — Hoot Gibson
"Step on
in

out

in

with

beard, Jr."

—

Saturday Bert Lytell
Between."
Lyric "Nero."

in

"The Face

—
Rialto — Gloria Swanson and Rudolph
\^alentino
"Beyond the Rocks."
Rivoli — "Find the Woman."
Strand —Jackie Coogan
"Trouble."
Next Week
Wings."
Broadway Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand Jackie Coogan
Apollo

—

of

Frank Glendon
Directed by

Philo McCollougl-

Edward Le

Saint

WAIT FOR

in

in

to

Only a Shopgirl
with

in

CULVER

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles

Strand
Richard
"Sonny."

Barthelmess

in

Rialto-Capitol Baseball Series

Riesenfeld will throw the
at the first of a series of
five baseball games to be held on
June 4 between the Rialto and Capitol teams at Sunnyside, L. I.
iirsl

NIGHT LINES

All Star Cast

(tenta-

Hugo

HUDSON RIVER

An

in

man Who Walked Alone"

—

Write or Wire

r/ie

J.

in

— Glenn Hunter
"The
Capitol — Not yet determined.
Central — Dorothy Phillips
"Once
Every Woman."
Criterion Not yet determined.
Lyric — "Nero."
Rialto — Agnes Ayres
"The Ordeal"
(tentative attraction).
Rivoli — Dorothy Dalton
"The Wo-

Rosemary Theby

Alice Lake

— "Silver

tive attraction).

H.

Than Scorned

"Blue-

Cradle Buster."

CALIFORNIA
HARRY

More To Be Pitiec

in

Mary Anderson

it."

Cameo

At a bargain figure, $10,000
Cash and balance attractive
terms. On one of the most
prominent boulevards
Los Angeles

Immigrates."

New York— Today — Norma

Tahnadge
Tuesday

"Trouble."

FOR SALE

company.

WATCH FOR

in

Located in Culver City with six
other

for the use of the

"The Vir-

in

STUDIO

(Special to

in

Loew's

40th St.
Telephone Longacre 9074

to

—

—

at

to Move
THE FILM DAILY)

Baby Peggy Fairy Stories
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Palmer PhotoLos Angeles— Baby Peggy is mall
play Corp. has leased two floors in ing "Jack and The Beanstalk"
id
a Hollywood office building. A third Century.
She
has
just
finishe
floor will be added to the structure 'Little Red Riding Hood" and "Pegg!

gin of S'tamboul."
Criterion "Missing Husbands."

Auditors

Avenue

Palmer Photoplay

(Special

York."

CO.

Dependable
Public Accountants and
452 Fifth

On Broadway
Apollo — "Silver Wings."
Broadway— Charles Ray in
•The
Barnstormer."
Brooklyn Strand — Constance Talmadge
"The Primitive Lover."
Cameo — Glenn Hunter
"The
Cradle Buster."
Capitol — "The Crossroads of New

22, 192ij
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1600
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Saturday Shows at Long Prairie
Long Prairie, Minn. Free Saturday afternoon shows are to be pre-

—

sented at the Cozy for residents of

HELP THE BOYS

the surrounding territory who come
to the village to trade on that day.

The plan

fostered by business men
who have leased the Cozy, from John
P. Frana for the special matinees.

DAILY SAILINGS
From New York

West

Pier 32 North River
(At Canal Street) 6 P. M.
132nd Street half hour later
(Daylight Saving Time)

From Troy 8 P.M. From AlbanvQP.M.
(Daylight Saving Time)
r&83engers ticketed and baggage checlfed to all
poinu. North. South, East and WeBt.

Express Freifht Service

Antos Carried

HUDSON NAVIGATION
Middleton

S. Borland,

CO.

Receiver

Phones : — Albany Main 4404
New York Canal 9000
Troy 2161

is

More "Jungle Goddess" Sales
"The Jungle Goddess" has been
sold for Egypt and Australia and a
deal on

Germany and Holland

is

ex-

pected to be closed momentarily.

New
Chicago

Price

— Irving

for

Trailers

Mack &

Co., distributors of Filmack Trailers, have
announced a new price of six cents
a foot on their product.

Mahlon Hamilton and Wallace
MacDonald will be seen in "Under
Oath" with Elaine Hammerstein,
which George Archainbaud
ing for Selznick.

is

direct-

The

gallery of the

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over

devoted to ex-service men, the boys
there," at the monster

FRIARS' FROLIC
Sunday, June 4th
Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a soldier boy.
Send your check for as much as you can
afford for this worthy charity to

THE

FRIARS,

110

W.

48th

St.

or

THE FILM DAILY,

71

W.

44th

St.

"

,

I

j^brAdstreet

:9^<»re(0gmized

FILMDOM

Authority

I'/*

rORMERLY
Tuesday,
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May

Days a Week a U" to Film "Ivanhoe
and Suburban Houses Consider- First Planned as a Serial, Now To Go
Out as a Jewel— King Baggot to
g Curtailment Measure — Business There Off
'\

Price 5 Cents

1922

»j

Ftm 3

Special

23,

to

—

Rogers
Feature Event
The Committee

Direct

THE FILM DAILY)

Universal

eland The suburban theaters
re seriously considering opera-

will

film

Sir

the

Walter

I

ture critic of "Life"
deliver his lecture on

•

of

who

pic-

will

"Through

Darkest Hollywood with Gun
and Camera," illustrated with
two reels of great stuff at the

Thursday's

dinner
following
tournament.

.

:e.

Charge

in

Entries

closed

night.

last

Well over 100 now
Keep a' praying

in.

for

good

weather.

Take Slam

at
Him

Hays

for Taking
Presbsrterians Score
on "Mess of Motion Picture

—

Angeles Lois Weber
OS
Hips Smalley are back in

and terday.
While away, he witnessed port of a sub-committee of the SabLos the shooting of scenes at Louisville bath Observance Committee scored
feles from their European trip.
to be incorporated in "The Kentucky the
former postmaster-general for
Derby," the fiew title for "The entering the film industry. The reWalker Has Feature Here
Suburban Handicap," which King port at one point read:
"Will Hays sold his birthright as a
phnnie Walker who is here from Baggot is directing, for release as a
Six cameras were Prsebyterian elder for a mess of moifornia has with him a feature Jewel production.
tion picture potage."
ed "The Lash of Destiny" in on hand.
ich he and Ruth Clifford appear.
At another point in the discussions,
the Rev. Dr. Harry L. Bowlby of
George Walsh Here
Lascelle Signs Collen Moore
George Walsh is in town from Los New York remarked that Hays was
(Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
a Presbyterian elder and added it was
Angeles.
.OS Angeles
Ward Lascelle has
yet to be seen "whether movies were
led Collen Moore to appear in the
going to run more than six days a
Enid, Okla. Goes "Blue"
ies he will make for Hodkinson
week."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Tibution.
The first will be "Affi"We want to see what Mr. Hays
Enid, Okla. Sunday shows were is able to do. I sound the S. O. S.
les," by Mary Roberts Rinehart.
banned by a vote of almost two to call.
'Save the Sabbath,'
It
is
one in the recent special election on he continued.
ays Old "Oliver Twist" Negative
the Sunday closing question. The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
very bitter and there
-,0s Angeles
Sol Lesser has pur- campaign was
Hays Explains "Movies' Magic"
were several clashes during the day,
tsed the negative and prints of an
New York American on SunThe
forces brought their
version of "Oliver Twist" from as the opposing
day published a feature article called
polls.
the
friends
to
A. Spanuth of Chicago for a figure
"How Movies' Magic Power Is Being
.orted at $50,000.
The Dickens'
Harnessed" in which Edward M'arDistributing Unit
Plans
White
^el will be Jackie Coogan's next
shall interviewed Will H. Hays and
Harry M. White, former manager in which Hays repeated some of the
ture.
for Goldwyn at Philadelphia and more figures he gave at the publishers' dinrecently for United Artists at Boston ner at the Commodore.
Stanley Invading Washington
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
White has
left Sunday for the Coast.

Future
Rogers has been signed

to appear in "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow" which will be made by the Rare
Entertainment Co. at Tarrytown.
Rogers will, of course play Ichabod
Crane. The production will be directed by Ed Venturini and will be
supervised by Carl Stearns Clancy.
•Will

Rare Entertainment announced last
September that it would film the
Washington Irving classic and at that
time promised an important male
star in
reeler.

—

—

'

— The

Stanley

lerica will invade the

Co.

of

organized an independent distributing
to open,
exchanges at New York, Boston
Philadelphia, Washington and Chi
cago before Aug. 1 and it is probable
that offices will be opened in addiThe
tional centers in the near future.
.purpose of the trip is to contract with
producers for 60 pictures.

Washington organization which intends

ater field and in conjunction with
ian Brylawski and Fred G. Nixonrdlinger will build a, 12 story office
1 theater buiding on 13th St. near
St., N. W. at a cost of $1,500,000.
e theater will seat 2,000 and will
ve a roof garden.

It will

it.

probably be a seven

^'Nanook" Booked for Capitol
of the North" has been

"Nanook

booked for the Capitol the week of
June 11.

at the

Lyric

—

Clear Call."

k

Through First National
"The Crossroads of New York,"

the Sennett feature playing the Capitol this week will be released through
First National.

In from the Coast
Levin, builder of the Coliseum
at San Francisco and Harry Leonhardt of Los Angeles are in town,
stopping at the Claridge.

Sam

"Dorothy Vernon" Films- ^•
There will apparently be two pictures called "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall." One will be made in England by Lady Diana Manners who is
a direct descendant of Dorothy Vernon and the other will be made by

Two

Madge Kennedy in this country. The
plans of the recently formed Kenma
Corp. include six Kennedy features.
Harold Bolster is president, Rufus
George B.
vice-president;
Steele,
counsel.
secretary
and
Compton,
Other directors are Francis L. Robbins, Jr.; C. B. Humphrey, E. R.
Grassellj and W. C. McTarnahan.

Crosland with Internat'l?
understood that Alan Crosland
has been signed by Cosmopolitan
Prod, to direct and that one of his
pictures will be a -Jack Boyle story,
That Miss Keimedy would retiifn
This
featuring Lionel Barrymore.
pictures was -stated in this publito
Internaconfirmed
at
could not be
cation in December.
tional yesterday.
It is

,

last night.

Mayer Leaves for East
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Louis B. Mayer has
left for the East with a print of "One
(Special

—

--Philadelphia-

HolNear

of Sleepy

Starts in

"Nero" Opens
second of the new Fox
"Nero"
the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Broadway opened
reach
specials
to
Des Moines Will H. Hays en-

Laemmle Returns
tered the discussions of the general
Carl Laemmle returned from a assembly of the Presbyterian Church
trip through the Middle West yes- at its Saturday session when the re-

—

"Legend

Potage"

^

Back on Coast
^Special to THE FILM DAILY)

in

—Production

low"

Golf Tournament
landed Robert E.

has just
("Bob") Sherwood, motion

novel, "Ivanhoe" as a Jewel
production for next season. King
Baggot in all likelihood will direct.
Scott's

week only because
-s at present is so far below
The company has been discussing
«.i.ial.
If the plan should be adopt- the production for about two months.
1.
it would become effective June
It was originally planned to make it
rseating is largely to blame, film in serial form with Harry Myers in
say.
the leading role but that plan has
he State is doing excellent busi- been abandoned in favor of an allManager Dumond has inaugu- star cast in a feature. King Baggot
d a policy similar to that at the appeared in the same subject for Unin and has kept the Gale Sher- versal some years ago.
singing
orchestra
for
five
•d
reported from the coast
It was
iths.
The weeklies and short some months ago that Rex Ingram
s are projected while the group
was considering the production and
Usually at that he would go to England for a
:s from a lower box.
close of the performance, the sing- number of scenes.
and the regular orchestra double
in a grand hnale.
This combinaWith Douglas Fairbanks in"Robin
with the kind of pictures the Hood" and "Ivanhoe" there will be at
;e
has put on has been instru- least two features next season dealing
ital in bringing results at the boxwith life in mediaeval England.
ree days a

Spring

To Appear

in Classic

.

,

,

THE

j5B^

DAILV

Newspaper Opinions

New

Coast Brevities
(Special

"The Cradle Buster"—Amer. Releasing

Tuesday,

—Cameo

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Hollywood

(Special

— Lewis

Stone

S.

Kansas

May

23, 1?

Kansas City House
THE FILM DAILY

to

Mo.

City,

has

— Ground

been broken for a $25,000 open
AMERICAN Strong in plot, clever in its been signed by Louis B. Mayer for theater on
the southwest cornei
Price 5 Cents situations, and with highly interesting charac- the leading role in the next John M.
Tuesday. May 23. 1922
Vol. XX NO. 53
ter delineation, "The Cradle Buster" •
Stahl Prod.
Sixth and Minnesota to be built
FoUc».
Film
and
Film
copyright 1922, Wid's
yesterday proved one of the most appealing
Lew Nathanson, president of
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., pictures seen this season.
New York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and
The Ince company making "Some Wyandotte Amusement Co.
HERALD
Glenn Hunter dives to stardom
FILM FOLKS, INC.
in film.
Applause after
spectacular
leap One to Love" has returned from its
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; shows he has "arrived." * *
* *
Story
location work with Howe's circus.
and Business ManJ. W. Alicoate. Treasurer
has
many
exceptionally
delightful
touches.
* * *
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Madge
Bellamy, Noah Beery, CuUen
Entered as second-class matter May 21. 1918,
TIMES There is a good deal of pictorial Landis and Vernon Dent are in the
office at New York, N. Y., under

—

,,

y

—

at the post
the act of March

Terms (Postage

—

3,

1879.

^

.^

United States. Outside
York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
3 months $3.00.

free)

Greater New
$5.00;
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
of

onths.

Address

all

THE FILM

communications to

DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York.
N Y 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.

HoUywood,

—

California

Hollywood

6411

Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago RepresenUtive Irving Mack, 808

—

Wabash Ave.

London Representative— W. A.
Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris

Representative

— Le

85

S.

WiUiamson,

Long Acre,

Film,

42,

„
Rue

j
at

European Representative InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
High
F. P.-L.

dopfd.
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Low
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Griffith
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Sale*

Close

400

World
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JOURNAL— Frank

EVENING

Tuttle

wrote a highly entertaining story, admirably
presented on the screen.
It was a straightaway, vigorous picture, alive with action and
retaining interest to

the

final

EVENING
WORLD—*
*

*

fadeout.
*
humorous

A

SUN— Frank

Tuttle, who wrote and directed the picture, has poured into this romantic study of bashful boyhood many original and substantially amusing touches, and
ought to be added to every one's list of
it
light summer film reading,

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

A

story

that

is

new producing organization. She
making a personal appearance tour
West.

in the

Walter Heirs is back at the Lasky
studio after a three weeks' series of
personal appearances.
He attended
the opening of .the Warfield theater

With Vault Space

Penrhyn

Stanlaws
has
started
"Pink Gods," his next production,
for

Famous

(Hunter) an excellent chance for comedy with here and there a touch of pathos.

Ginsberg,

monial.

Block Succeeds Clark
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Room 901—130 W.

House

for Pine Bluff, Ark.

(Special to

Bern has been appointed supervising editor of "The Christian."

THE FILM DAILY)
Ark. — Work has begun

David Smith

STUDIO

will direct.

John Smith

is

directing

Jimmy Au-

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Located in Culver City with
other studios.
.companies.

Suitable

for

six
3

FOR SALE

Wife's Relations."

Turning Post- Office into Theater
to

St.

^'

"My

(Special

46th

01

Phone Bryant 6436

Alice Calhoun's next picture for Vitagraph will be "The Gamin Girl."

A

resigned.
number of associates in the sales department at Educational last week presented him with a watch as a testi-

Harry

Suitable for Film Exchange
State Right Distributor

Players.

on the new picture house to be located brey in a new two reeler for Vitain the old Kress building, 207 West graph.
No Successor to Ginsberg
Educational has not as yet appoint- Second Ave.
Buster Keaton's new comedy is
ed a domestic sales manager to succeed

OFFICE FOR RENT

San Francisco recently.

in

gives ;-2^Paul

him

Pine Bluff,

Co.

Ruth Stonehouse may be starred by
a

Rights

Established company desires ti
obtain foreign rights to Amer
ican negatives. Forward press
book, full particulars and price:
to Box B-21, care Film Daily

reels.

Not quoted
6,500

Cash for Foreign

cast.

all

2,700

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

First of

story. * *

—

Clichy.

*
in "The Cradle Buster." »
there is Glenn Hunter, an original
and expressive pantomimist. * * * Several of
Mr. Hunter's scenes in "The Cradle Buster"
are worth sitting through almost any photoplay for. * * * The chief fault with it is its
length.
With its thin story and simple idea
it ought not to run more than two
or three

entertainment

At a bargain

The new Universal

serial

has been

Its
Shelton. Conn. Irving H. Peck titled "Perils of the Yukon."
has been granted a permit to remodel former title was "The Great Conspirbuilding now occupied by post-office acy."
GAUSMAN.
as a picture house.

Cash

AATait

for

Clark is now at the home office
where he is expected to take up some
special duties in the sales department.

figure,

balance

$10,000

attractive

terms. On one of the most
prominent boulevards out of
Los Angeles

CALIFORNIA

Philadelphia—John Clark has been
succeeded as Philadelphia manager of

Famous Players by P. A. Block, who
was brought on from Cleveland.

and

Write or Wire

HARRY H. CULVER
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles
fe

Take Over DePere, Wis. House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
DePere, Wis.—The Majestic operated during the last year by Conckey
& Cleland, has been purchased by
John A. Speaker, Joseph Speaker and
Geo. Delaney. The Majestic is to be

it's

a story

for

men

and boys

operated in connection with the Pearl.

f~^<icLCCLUonxxI (PlcLiaE^

•THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

OFFICE SPACE OR DESK

ROOM
TO RENT
Room

1001—729 7th Ave., N. Y.

Vault Space Can Be Arranged
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fi

Order Rescinded
Delehanty has re-affirmed

Ih original injunction order secured
Clarion Photoplays,
fttWeiss Bros.
Horace Goldin, who ati., against
spted to interfere with the exhibn of "Sawing a Lady in Half."
1
a time it was thought that the

Saturday Showings in Baltimore
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore The work of the Public Service Dep't of the M. P. T. O.
was extended to Baltimore Saturday

when

the

The

of a series of showings
under the auspices of

first

was

image

given
Charles E. Whitehurst.
A number
would be re-opened to permit of educators were present when mes(;
[xander Film, local distributors, to sages from President Harding, Secretary of the Interior Fall, and Secify but the original order has been
retary of Labor Davis were read.
trained.

.

P.

Feinman Leaves
("Bernie") Fineman

ty to

for

exceptional

fineness

Eastman Film

48th

W.

It

carries

both regular

and

tinted

base, is identifiable throughout its entire
^^

length by the

Kodak"

words

Eastman"

^^

stenciled in the film

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

St.

or
71

of grain.

and

quality through to the screen.

Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a solSend your check for as much as you can
dier boy.
afford for this worthy charity to

THE FILM DAILY,

in ad-

quality

dition, uniformity, latitude in exposure

Sunday, June 4th

W.

long scale of tones.

this

FRIARS' FROLIC

110

abili-

its

POSITIVE FILM
— and
reproductive
Has

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over

FRIARS,

a

—

EASTMAN

be expended in remodeling the
Calhoun by Finkelstein & Ruben.

will

devoted to ex-service men, the boys
there," at the monster

THE

reproduce

—

left

upon

stereoscopic effect, depend

its

the gradation quality of the film

HELP THE BOYS
gallery of the

—

F. & R. to Remodel the Calhoun
Minneapolis Two thousand dollars

Angeles j'esterday.

The

roundness and depth of the positive

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

44th St.

41 Great Q>aramount Q>iclures
Thomas Meighan

in 'if

You

Believe

It, It's

So"

By Perley Poore Sheehan
Directed by Tom Forman
Scenario by Waldemar Young
Re/eased August 14, 1922

THIS
Loane

of a wonderful

to star
to be one of the finest stories ever written.
It deals with the regeneration of human souls
in much the same manner as "The Miracle Man,"
but there is nothing of "faith-healing" in it.

ups suggest themselves.

was selected by the late George
Tucker to b*e his next production
after "The Miracle Man." He had planned
Thomas Meighan in it, for he believed it
story

I

HoAV Good
Watch

Already some Chambers of

the title of this picture
as the slogan for their towns. Innumerable tie-

A

great cast supports the star, including PauJoseph Dowling, Theodore Roberts,
Lura Anson and Charles Ogle.
line Starke,

Without question the strongest drama Meighan
has yet appeared in, it has the further advantage

The question

title.

Commerce have adopted

This one has

all

the elements that your box-

office needs.

this

Is

year

is

the Picture ?

this space

tomorrow for

i*jFAMOUS PLAYERS- LAS KY CORPORATION
'

No.

3

AOOLPH ZUKOR

OFtfdant

I.

A PMJfroKNDCIflHir/
99

"CNiMi OinieTiiif
BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH LOU ROGERS

GOING-OVER EVERYWHERE LIKE
^^^

IT'S

THE

1922

Booked by the

LOEW

Booked by the Haring

FOX

thrill at

the finish that will

stir

the most phlegmatic

—The cast does

work at all times— AGAIN ATTENTION MUST BE
CALLED TO THE RACING SCENE— IT ALONE IS WORTH
THE PRICE OF ADMISSION.
excellent

—

Exhibitor 's Herald
The most exciting contest you have seen pictured
ful

shots

profit

this

—unusually beauti— exploit — and you'll

— Humorous and happy

Motion
Rich

— Book

it

ending.

Picture News —

in exploitation possibilities.

&

Circuit

Circuit

Blumenthal Circuit

KNOW Box -Office Pictures

READ WHAT THE
A

AFIRE if

U. B. O. Circuit

Booked by the

Moving Picture World—

A HOUSE

SPRING CLEAN-UP -^^

Booked by the
These Big Circuits

_^

CRITICS SAID:

New

York Telegraph —

GOOD FOR PROLONGED SHOUTFROM ANY AUDIENCE—AT THE
BROADWAY THEATRE (New York) THE HOUSE CHEERED ITSELF HOARSE— scenes are as gigantic as any we have seen.
Scenes are bears for size—

ING AND CHEERS

Filtn Daily

—

Real live thrill that
tion should be easy

is

in

—

unmistakable exploitais a genuine thrill

— There

Queen O' the Turf.

Book Thru Your Nearest R-C Exchange
And

Keep Your Eye on R-C

./

Sltj^^ ,

,,-,

P>

!

p
fHE
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Aschers Lease

Two

alaban and Katz Get the Roosevelt,
Chicago and Ike Libson the
Capitol, Cincinnati
(Special

to

—

ears.

Hunter Series
number of Harvard, Princeton

A

and Yale graduates who have turned
their energies toward the stage and
screen have formed an organization
called the Film Guild which plans to
operate three picture producing units.

Film men here consider this deal
A statement says that the new comjne of the most important in the pany has been in
process of formadistrict
in
recent
years. tion for six months and that
j.oop
it
has
jischers retain complete ownership made two pictures "The
Cradle Bust|f the property and theater building.
er" and "Second
Fiddle" starring
!'he house seats
1,600 and will be Glenn Hunter.
Until now the Huninrated under personal supervision ter company has been known as the
f .\. J.
Balaban.
Tuttle-Waller
Prod. It
plans
to
!

make

features for next season.
those interested in the project
are Frank Tuttle, Fred Waller, James
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cincinnati According to a deal A. Creelman, Dwight Wiman, Townlosed by Ben L. Heidingsfeld, at- send Martin and Osgood Perkins.
(orney. the control of Ascher's Capi- The company will work on a co-

Libson Gets Cincinnati Capitol

Canada in Difficulties;
Creditors to Meet— Big Sums Involved
Aliens of

Plans to Operate Three Companies
One Unit Making the Glenn

THE FILM DAILY)

Balaban
and
Katz,
ugh a participating lease signed
erday, have leased the Roosevelt
leater from Ascher Bros, for five
hicago

Film Guild Formed

six

Among

—

Price 5 Cents

24, 1922

As

Famous Players Canadian Corporation Reported
Another
Offer for Allen Theaters, Ltd.
to Have Made

Result Nathanson of

Some

of the Figures

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto, Canada As a result of various creditors' meetings
being scheduled for the corporations in which the Aliens are
interested, it is reported here that definite moves relative to the
future of the Allen chain may be expected within a few weeks.
Up to this time no information is obtainable from the offices
of the Aliens, although during the past few days Messrs. Jule
and J. J. Allen have made a personal assignment for the benefit
of creditors, this move being followed by a renewal of offers from
the Famous Players Canadian Corporation for the absorption of
These ofifers have been
Allen theaters throughout Canada.
time.
this
to
turned down up

—

Seventh and Vine Sts., will be operative, profit-sharing basis.
Dinner to Walker June 14
jssumed by I. Libson on June 4, beloming the fifth theater in his CinWilliams Due in 'Frisco
The T. O. C. C. will tender Senator
iinnati chain, the others being the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
James J. Walker a testimonial dinner
j-'alace, Walnut, Strand and Family.
San Francisco J. D. Williams is on June 14. The place has not yet
It is taken over by the Cincinnati expected here in the
next day or two. been set.
Capitol Theater Co., a newly formed
(Continued on Page 4)
Kolker with Kenma?
F. P. Acquires New House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
It is understood that Henry Kolker
F'ort William, Ont.— The Colonial will direct Madge Kennedy in "Dear
has
been added to the chain of thea- Me," one of her pictures for the
Great Picture
ters owned in Canada by Famous Kenma Corp.
Players Canadian Corp.
"Nero,'-" made by J. Gordon
Marr, Ragland's Aide
Edwards abroad, released by
Franklin, Leaves Shea
John C. Ragland, general manager
Fox Film.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of Arthur S. Kane Pictures Corp.
Not only a big story, full of
Buffalo Harold B. Franklin has yesterday appointed Alan D. Marr
drama, but contains more big
resigned as managing director of the assistant general manager.
punches than any picture seen in
Shea Amusement Co. and first inyears. The last five reels contends, as he puts it, to go on his first
Sales Convention in Albany
tain these few big punches
vacation in eight years. He will prob(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The burning of Rome, with
ably motor down to New York as
splendid tinted effects.
About 75 sales
Albany, N. Y.
part of the vacation.
The assembling of the troops
representatives of Famous Players
to overthrow Nero.
were at the Ten Eyck yesterday disTo Film "Baldy of Nome"
The chariot races at the Circussing plans for next year's product.
oi,

—

I

A

—

—

cus Maximus.

(Special

The

lions turned loose upon
the band of Christians.
The strangling and killing of
a lion by a giant of man who
uses only his bare hands to kill
the beast.
The mob effects at the overthrow of Nero as well as during
the burning of the city.
And during the early portion
of the production the eruption
of
Vesuvius and the earth-

quake.

"Nero" is one of the greatest
box office attractions of the
coming year.

DANNY

to

THE FILM DAILY)

San Francisco

— Edward

A

number

of

home

office

executives

Belasco of were here.
Belasco Prod, has secured the film
rights to "Baldy of Nome."
Many
of the scenes will be filmed near here
and the snow scenes in the mountains.
dog race supplies one of the

A

climaxes.

Leave for Evu-ope
Paul Brunei yesterday sailed for
France where he will spend his vacation.

Following admitted

inability to

pay

a large obligation at New York, the
Aliens made a personal assignment,

was announced here. It is understood that this is a personal matter
having nothing whatsoever to do with
Formal nothe corporate liabilities.
tices were also stated, almost simultaneously, of the securing of a judgment against Jule and J. J. Allen by
it

Knauth, Nachop and Kuhne of New
York for $47,510 and of a court judg-

ment against Allen Theaters, Ltd.,
Toronto, by the State Bank & Trust

Company

for the

amount

of $2,538.

Further and apart from these developments has been the publication
of a notice to the effect that Allen
Theaters, Ltd., Toronto, would hold a
meeting of creditors on May 29 to
make proposal for an extension with
G. T. Clarkson of Toronto, authorThe meeting of the
ized trustee.
creditors to discuss the personal assignment of Messrs. Jule and J. J.
Allen was called at Toronto on May
25 with G. T. Clarkson in charge.
In the meantime, J. P. Bickell and
N. L. Nathanson, vice-president and
managing director of Famous Plaj'ers
Canadian Corp., controlling Regal
Films, Ltd., the big chain of Capitol
Theaters across Canada and other en-

on the Aquitania terprises, have not been idle.
AnM. Hutchinson nouncement was made that the F. P.
regarding the filming of "If Winter interests had made an offer of twoComes."
fifths of par value for the stock in
Allen Theaters, Ltd., and it was unComing Goldwyn Releases
derstood that this offer would be

William Fox

left

to consult with A. S.

Hodkinson Release
"The Legend

of Sleepy Hollow" in
yesterdaj-,
Will
Rogers will appear, will be distributed
by Hodkinson. The interiors will be

which,

noted

as

made
on

at the former Talmadge studio
48th St. It is understood that The
.

Legend

of Sleepy

name

tlie

it.

of

Hollow Corp. is the
company which will make

/Some
Some

of the

Goldwyn

releases for

next year include "Hungry Hearts."
"Broken Chains," "The Christian,"
"Capt. Blackbird," "The Sin Flood,"
"Rememberance." "The Bitterness of
Sweets," "A Blind Bargain" and
"Brothers Under Their Skin."

placed before the creditors at Toronto

May 25. Famous Plaj^ers made
offer of purchase last fall and negotiations were carried on for a conen
an

siderable time.

The proposal

to creditors
(Continued on page 4)

by Allen

THE
Wednesday,

Four Games Played
First National Beats Pathe, 23 to 3
Paramount
Tops the List
Goldwyn the league leader of last
week went down to defeat at the
Vol. XX No. 54 Wednesday, May 24, 1922 Price 5 Cents
hands of Hodkinson in a hotly conopyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folki, tested 13 inning game on
Saturday.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44tli St.,
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and Kraft the star hurler won his own
FILM FOLKS, INC.
game by a homer in the 13th. This
Joieph Dannenberg, President and Editor; was only the end of a perfect day for
Business
ManTreasurer
and
J W. Alicoate,
Kraft who besides fanning seventeen
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, of the
Lyons got another homer
t the post office at New York, N. Y., under early in the game.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Paramount nosed out Metro S to 4
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 in a fast game in which the fielding of
Foreign Farrell and Keaton stood out conMonths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
to
FILM spicuously. Universal displayed some
communications
THE
all
Address
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York, of the form that won the championN. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4SS2-55S8. ship last year, by beating Vitagraph,
Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
the dark horses of the league.
BatPhone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S. teries, Christofif and Owens for UniWabash Ave.
versal, Welton and Mason for VitaLondon Representative W. A. Williamson, graph.
The First National-Pathe
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
fiasco at the Fordham grounds reads
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de more like a football score than the
Paris Representative
Clichy.
old national pastime. The bad news
European Representative InternaCentral
Pitcher Eshmann who
Prague (Czecho-Slo- read 23 to 3.
tionale. Filmschau,

Now

'

(

—

—
—

—

—

vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
Low

High
F. P.-L.

\

do

..

pfd.

G'wyn

.

.

....

Close

83^

82^

95
9ys

3,500

945^

8H

SH

3,200

200

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Sale*

82^
94^

...

16^

17

900

les/g

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

•Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

(Special

W

—The

In Permanent

L

2
2

1

1

Vitagraph

2
2

Hodkinson

1

Pathe

1

2
2

Metro

1

2

Universal

1

2

Goldwyn

Tourneur Buys "Prodigal Son"
According to the Globe, Maurice
/,Tourneur has purchased film rights to
Hall Caine's "The Prodigal Son."

1

1

Pet.
.667
.667
.667
.667
.333
.333
.333
.333

to

St.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

THE GREATEST

AGGREGA-

TION OF4t BRAINS

IN

HELPS

FOR YOUR THEATRE
ON

finance

filed in the Supthe U. S. Realty Co.
against the Sonora Films, Julius H.
Siebert, the president, and the Lebertan Corp.

The American Photo Player
has

life"

75

Co.

judgment

for $1,185 in the
Supreme Court against Louis F. and
Jennie L. Guimond of Monticello,
filed a

% of AH Scenes and

Personalities

clusive

in.

N. Y.

The
$5,025, $2,000 and $3,225.
attachment was levied against 1,200
shares of the Chelsea Exchange Bank
and against stock in the Oliver Morosco Prod. Co.

is

Ex-

Each Issue

»SPOR.T

REVIEW
Edited

bij

CfZANTLAND

Produced by JACK
for WJeiss

R.ICE.

EATON

Brothers' Artdass Pictures

Cotji

**'*GOLDWYM
Another Bible Series
to THE FILM DAILY)
Burbank, Cal. A second series
(Special

—

15 Bible films will shortly
in

man raw

OF PEOPLE

production by Sacred Films, Im
first year's schedule is completec

Phone— Beekman

9091

000,

Strand, Battle Creek,
(Special

to

itBAL.

SBRVI6B:

Damaged

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Battle Creek, Mich. The basement
of the Strand was damaged by fire
This is the fourth theater
last week.
fire in Battle Creek in recent weeks,
the others having been at the Post,

119 Ftilton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY'

it's

a Story

big

enough to

use the navy
in

any quantity

Highest grade printing quality.

East-

stock used exclusively.

INSTALLMENT PLAN

can be arranged.

f^cUcccLtlcnuxl 6^tcUviE)

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
Rre

U

S Pat

nflf

w

128

West S2nd

St.,

c

be place

The

osco financial aid, and which he
agreed to rebuy from her within a
She also
certain time, but didn't.
made five loans to him, of $3,000, $5,-

RELEASE PRINTS

Easy payments on the

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED TO

MILLIONS

wheKitcomes
to outdoor

on notes has been

FINANCE
from 40 up.

of

Sherlock Holmes
24

to bothsex£s

for $4,686

understood, will be a costume play
and the others westerns.
Regent and Garden.

We

The Adventures

—

certcdnly appeal

THIS

INDUSTRY |IS CO-OPERATING
IN PREPARING UNUSUAL

EXPLOITATION

(Special to

Sport Hzvieivs

reme Court by

Louis Offices

Farnum Going to Coast
THE FILM DAILY)
American Releasing
St.
Louis
Los Angeles William Farnum is
has opened permanent offices at 3405 expected here from New York the
Olive St.
end of June to make a series of pictures for Fox.
One of them, it is
(Special

judgment by default

shares of the Oliver Morosco Prod.
Co. for $10,000, in order to give Mor-

Standing of the Clubs

Blue Mouse, the
New Grand and the New Palace have Paramount
First National
reduced their prices for the summer.
Minneapolis

A

Batteries, for First National, Loges ond.
and Kelly, for Pathe, Eshmann and
Higgins.
Property of Oliver Morosco, film
and play producer, has been attached
Saturday's Results
by Sheriff Nagle in a suit by Anne
Nicholas, film actress of Bayside,
Universal 13; Vitagraph 9.
L. I., to recover $28,250. She makes
First National 23; Pathe 3.
six claims against Morosco, asserting
Paramount 5; Metro 4
that on Jan. 8, 1921, she bought 100
Hodkinson 12; Goldwyn 10.

THE FILM DAILY)

to

24, 1922

In the Courts
Suit has been filed in the Supreme
Court by the E. H. Stafford Mfg. Co.
against the Schenectady Strand Theater Co. for $4,602.
The cause of the
suit is not stated.
\

Willis & Inglis of Los Angeles
have sued Frank Borzage in the Supreme Court for a balance of $8,219
alleged to be due on his agreement to
pay them 10% of all he received under a contract they got for him with
William R. Hearst as film director for
won his game last week, received two years. It is alleged that Borzage
wretched support from his mates but got $119,889 from October, 1919, to
was a glutton for punishment, stay- July 15 last at the rate of $60,000 for
ing in the box and never quitting. the first year and $75,000 for the sec-

Price Cuts in Minneapolis

May

New York

City

and yet it's
no propaganda;
100% DRAMA

THE
A'inesday,

May

24, 1922

^atlieNews
No. 42

RANS DETERMINED TO RETAIN

P3LIC — Thousands

gather

and

military

in

e art
ic

Berlin to

in

civil

demonstra-

monarchists.

t/ainst

UTH BACK FROM EXILE—
^is

first

RULERS

SH

1
E )S
t

the hitting wonder as
game since his banishment.

greet

ins

— King

elgium
'

to

VISIT

he

BATTLE-

George and Queen Mary
pay tribute to the heroic

s from Portsmouth, Va.
Orleans,
North Bend, Wash.; Cambridge,

Newspaper Opinions

outlays
for
thrillers,
"Nero"
obviously
should take a front rank as regards cost.

"Nero"— Fox

At last a superpicture worthy of its name.
Even a Griffith
would be proud had he sponsored "Nero."

Lyric

before at handling massive settings
frantic multitudes, achieves new heights *

renamed "The Death
"The Stroke of Midnight"

release

(them

July 26.

it

Biograph

It

is

a

film.
.A.

Urge Clean-up
pecial to THE FILM DAILY)
mville, Fla.
The Southern
Baptists

—

I

i

)r

Convention has gone on rec"a clean-up in the whole pic-

The Social Service
?ion expressed the hope that
Hays would exercise "what
~ed to be his great power."

ihiisiness."

*

while they (the authors) have built it well
for sensational effect, have neglected drama
for the sake of e.xcitement.
But they do
bring thrills, and sweep the story to its finish
with speed the speed of a subway train.
* * * On the whole it is the best picture
Fox has ever done, capable of arousing great
and dizzy delight.

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH—As

the

first

American production ever attempted in a
European country it has al! of the gorgeous,
decadent splendor of setting and background
which made Rome.
William Fox has atthe

Gordon

superlative

Edwards,

grip-

in

as great a picture
Can a critic say
*
*
more?
first flicker to the very
end it held us spellbound, * * * In the first
place, the story is excellent, so devised that
it
catches your interest from the first title
and holds it throughout; the direction is per*
fect and the acting superb.
"Nero" is
the sort of picture that you want to write
columns about and use up all of the adjec-

Fox thinks
• From the

is

it

is

!

tives, sytionymous with gorgeous, brilliant
thrilling.
"Nero" compares favorably

and
with

any foreign picture that ever has been sent
to these shores, and one thing it has which

—

foreign pictures lack
a
story played by actors and
please the eye.
the

beautiful
actresses

love

who

JOURNAL—

William
Fox's
EVENING
biggest movie in the matter of money, splendor and performers. * * * The outstanding
feature of the photoplay is its lavish scenes.
* * * In these days of monumental financial

HARD
AT

'

—
indeed a super-film.
GLOBE—Another super-photoplay
with
us — one
those dazzling spectacles that cost

WORK
NOW

is

of

so much to produce and with a cast of thousands.
Only "Nero" * * » is not a mere
spectacle. * * * It is a powerful drama with
a theme historically accurate in the main and
the enormous, bewildering scenes are incidental to a rare plot.

MAIL— "Nero"

is

Says:

BY-BYE
UNTIL LATER

If you have never seen a motion picture,
go and see "Nero."
And, if you are the
most blase movie fan in the world and think
you have seen everything they can offer on
the screen
be SURE to see "Nero."
It is

*

who

TRIBUNE — "Nero"

11

and

skill

as William

has

magnificence;

its

—

J.

Rename Swedish Film

in

;

spectacles. * *
directed "Nero,"
has done much masterly work, the magnitude
of which is easily realized after witnessing
the tremendous catacomb scenes, the angry
mobs and the triumphal processions of Nero
and his armies.

iQciay

Staggering

The extremely impres- pmg in its story wonderful in the handling of
sive and frequently
brilliant
William Fox its mobocracy, "Nero" comes pretty near
*
spectacle.
Here J. Gordon Edwards, standing alone the acme of the spectacular
the very shrewd director who has shown his in motion pictures. * * »

tained

to

*

HERALD—*

;

rato, Italy; etc., etc.

MADGE EVANS

EVENING WORLD—

ON THE BANKS '
OF THE WABASH

an enormous spectacle.

* * * It is one of the biggest films, from a
purely spectacular point of view, that has
yet been produced.
It contains some of the
finest photography extant.
The plot has
tittle originality and is formed in the usual
mold of ancient history stories. •

EDGAR SELDEN
WORTH-WHILE PICTURES CORP.
1531-1537 BROADWAY. NEW YORK

—

POST No historical photodrama has ever
been as smoothly told as this one.
It is 'a
joy to see how one event leads on logically
* The staging is a work of
to the next, »
* The atmosphere of an age ruled
art.
by the most horrible of the Caesars, Nero,
* Thig jg by no
pervades the picture. *
means a perfect picture. Perhaps its weaknesses are more noticeable by contrast to its
strength.
The feeding of the Christians to
the lions in the arena is a farce and the battle
of
Marcia's protector with the lion is a
fiasco. * *

SUN —

On the program Mr, Fox also states
that he believes that "Nero" is the climax of
[notion picture progress.
fully agree with
him on that score. In our opinion, "Nero"
is a credit
to America's moving picture industry.

We

^^##s#H^f^;

"YOU KNOW

TELEGRAM — It

was a spectacle such as
has not been previously seen on the silvered

41 Great Q>aramQunt Q>iclures
The Bonded Woman

Betty Compson in
"The

Based on the story

Sumner" by John Fleming Wilson

Salvaging of John

Scenario by Albert Shelby LeVino.

Re/eased August

MISS

COMPSON

role of a

woman

this picture plays the
who sets out to redeem a
in

man who everyone

thinks is worthless.
her to the South Seas, to Honoleads her through
it
lulu, to a desert island
hundreds of hair-breadth thrills and adventures.

Her

ta.sk carries

;

One

of the biggest scenes in a long while is
the shipwreck, where the girl deliberately steers
the ship on the rocks of the desert island. The
part calls for the wearing of beautiful gowns and

Big
Watch

Names

21,

Directed by Philip Rosen

1922

picturesque costumes, and for emotional acting
in plenty.

Two

popular leading men add to the exploitaRichard Dix and John Bowers.
The production was written by John Fleming
Wilson, who knows the seas as no other living
Philip Rosen, who made "Across
writer does.
the Continent," directed.
tion possibilities

—

Those are the

facts.

Sounds

big, doesn't it?

It is!

are Essential to Box-Off ice Success
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Aliens in Difficulties
(Continued from Page 1)
Theaters, Ltd., for an extension of
time, scheduled for
submission on
May 29, provides for the appointment
of a creditors' committee to carry on

Thursday's Issue

Wednesday, May

trolling no less than 56 moving picture theaters from Coast to Coast in
Canada. During the past year, however, certain of these theaters have
reverted to former owners or have

been disposed

Recent announcement was made that a company had
the business and to name the time
been organized at Cleveland, Ohio,
and amounts of partial payments. All to take over the Allen interests in that
debts are to be paid in legal priority. city and it was
also stated that the
A statement submitted for Allen Cleveland company had secured some
Theaters, Ltd., at Toronto, places the Allen interests in Canada.
It was
liabilities at $687,293 with assets of mentioned that probably nine Allen
$951,518, showing nominal surplus of theaters in Canada would come under
$264,325.
Assets, however, comprise this move.
Aliens of Canada have
nominal equities in pledged securities a 50% interest in the Cleveland corof $307,949, it is stated, of which the poration.
heaviest holder is the Canadian Bank
of

Commerce

in

whose holding

Winnipeg Exchanges Merge
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Winnipeg An amalgamation of

a

is

of.

nominal

equity of $172,419. Assets
of the Aliens consist mostly of common stock in subsidiary theaters

—

of the Anglo-Canadian Picture Plays, Ltd. whose Western Canadian distribution have now been absorbed by Capitol. The franchise of
the Canadian Exhibitors Exchange,
Ltd. in Western Canada have also

Two

CUTTING ROOM

A

HELP THE BOYS

—

In

The

THE FILM DAILY)
the

current

issue

"The Weekly Film Review,
Eugene Aiken, the publisher

of

Anne

Advisory

FRIARS' FROLIC

National Board of

ates under the so-called Florida plan
whereby films are subjected to review but not to censorship. The
committee requires releases about a
month in advance of playing dates
and, it is said, exchanges are not supplying Miss Rich with the information.
Miss Aiken maintains that un-

NERO
and
\

ART TITLES
by

THE WALLER STUDIO

STU DIP
Located

in

Culver City with

other studios.
companies.

110

W.

THE FILM DAILY,

W.

44th

I

terms. On one of the m(|
prominent boulevards out
Los Angeles

CALIFORNIA
Write or Wire

HARRY

CULVER

H.

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angel

Talmadge Studios For Re
equipped,

two

stagi

Laboratory in connection, shci
or long term lease, 306-322 Ea
Inquire

St.

1540 Broadw:

W. A. FLEMING
Public

71

for

At a bargain figure, $10,C
Cash and balance attract

48th St.

or

less the committee can work satisfactorily, more drastic action may be
looked for when the legislature con-

Suitable

FOR SALE

Bryant 4576

Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a soldier boy.
Send your check for as much as you can
afford for this worthy charity to

FRIARS,

i

JOHN W. MAHAN,

Sunday, June 4th

THE

I

See

48th Street.

Committee of the
Review which oper-

wk

Vault Space Can Be Arraiu

Fully

states

Atlanta exchanges are not cooperating with Ruth Rich secretary
the

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over

devoted to ex-service men, the boys
there," at the monster

that
of

gallery of the

7th Ave.,

manager

&

(Special to

Room 1001—729

ex-

$11,079; and Yolles
Rotenberg,
It is also reported that the
$13,538.
been absorbed.
sum of $50,000 is owing to the GovOther Winnipeg exchanges abernment for profit and income taxes. sorbed include Feature Films Co., the
The largest secured claim is that of Canadian Film Service, Pioneer Prod.,
the Canadian Bank of Commerce, Graham Prod, and Capitol Films, Ltd.
$250,380.
Branches are to be opened in Calgary
In connection with the situation and Vancouver.
(Continued from Page 1)
with regard to the subsidiary theater
Ohio corporation, which represents shares, in which a great many people
ownership by the Keith, Harris, Lib- are interested, the statement has been
son and Heidingsfeld interests, also made that it is almost impossible to
operating theaters in Dayton, Colum- say where subsidiary shares stand on
Space in cutting room for
bus, Indianapolis, Louisville and in account of their varying character.
rent by day or week, with use
Other cities in Ohio and adjoining Certain of the Allen theaters are
room,
vault,
of
projection
states.
standing on their own feet while
phone. Private office also for
others are not.
rent.
*'
Goldwyn official, when asked to
At one time, Jule and J. J. Allen
Room 402—130 West 46th St.
'V comment on the above yesterday, said were credited with owning and conthere was no special significance in
the transactions.
He added it was
purely a matter of good business
sense coupled with an opportunity of
closing a lucrative commercial deal.

Atlanta

TO RENT

MISSING HUSBANC

name
The management is in the hands of
George A. Graham former Western

Toronto liabilities include Robert
Simpson Company. $62,417; G. T.
Clarkson, $20,000; Dominion Bridge
Companv, $11,157; H. Rotenberg,

Says Atlanta Fails to Help

1"

Dl K

ROOM

has been announced, the
being launched under the
of Capitol Film Service, Ltd.

prises.

Aschers Lease

OFFICE SPACE OR

change
merger

which aggregate over $215,000, including 20,000 shares in the Cleveland-Allen enterprise, 69,000 in common stock of Toronto Allen enter-

24,

&

CC

Dependable
Accountants and

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th S
Telephone Longacre 9074

,

venes.

WE

neve:i2

disappoint

OSSmmffiU^ lABORAIORIES
INCORPOCATED

PHONE

BPyANT 5576

220WEST42!i2 STREET
NEW yocK

ALLAN A.LOWNL;
CEN.MGB.

Cash for Foreign Right
Established company desires f
obtain foreign rights to Ame]
ican negatives. Forward press
book, full particulars and price;
to Box B-21, care Film Daih

7Ae BRADSTREET
9/' FILMDOM

Authority
FORHERLY

)1.

XX.

Thursday,

No. 55

lemand "Glean" Films
lesbyterians to Appeal to Congress

Law

ior

Compelling Production

Wholesome Pictvu^es
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Des Moines The Board of Temof

—

By unanimous

re-

of about 900 members, memJrs of the church were asked to stop
where pictures
theaters
,-jending
tat are suggestive and unclean are
statement was
ling exhibited.
ude in which it was charged that
.'lution

A

interests regularly block moves
who seek to eliminate
It was charged
e obscene picture.
^at certain interests hold up to ridi-

Im reformers

—

to Distribute Preferred Pictures to Produce For It Gasnier
Starts Next Week

—

AI Lichtman announced yesterday
formation of the Al Lichtman

the

Presbyterian

:reen

Woman

J. J. Allen Here
He
Allen
is at the Biltmore.
|J. J.
yesterday he regretted he
lated
m\d not talk about the affairs of his
•mpany at this time

Appointments

appointed W- E.
ruog district manager with supersion
over Kansas City, Omaha
id St. Louis; Ben Fish, formerly
lanager at Denver, a district manner with supervision over Denver
nd Salt Lake City and Walter Price,
lanager of Washington exchange,
icceeding W. A. Busch.

iGoldwyn

New

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

These

whom

two

young

women,

are in their twenties
highest average in the civil
The former
examinations.
vas coimected with the Methodist
Church and the latter worked in an
nsurance office. Neither has had any
•xperience in censoring.

M.

Oak Ridge

at the

You will
in months.
about what happened
in tomorrow's issue.
have had
read

all

Sennett Remains
To Continue

—

new

subsidiary.
understood that the
further
It is
Ince-First National is still pending.

Artists'

in

"The

Girl I

Loved"

THE FILM DAILY)

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

finished.

Michael Calls Buffalo Meeting
to

June 12 is the date for the first
meeting between the M, P. T. O. and
Will H. Hays, at which uniform contracts and lower film rentals are expected to be discussed with a view to
ascertaining what can be done toward
relieving

Following "The
Los .\ngeles
Tailor-Made Man," Charles Ray may
Los Angeles L. J. Gasnier has film "The Girl I Loved," from the
Ray
started work on "Rich Men's Wives," James Whitcomb Riley poem.
the first of his series of pictures for intends taking a long vacation as soon
Man" is
the AI Lichtman Corp.
"The Tailor-Made
as

(Special

12

Set for Conference Between
P. T. O. and M. P. P. D. A.—
May Run Several Days

exhibitors

of

some

the

of

burdens they allege are forced upon

Gasnier Starts Shooting

them

bi'

distributors.

The conference

follows the adop-

tion of a resolution passed at Washington.
In all likelihood the conferences will last several days.

Cohen Names Five Delegates
Sydney S. Cohen yesterday appointed five delegates at-large, which
are provided for under the new constitution of the M. P. T. O.
They
are J. C. Ritter, Detroit; L. J. Dittmar, Louisville; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh; C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore,
and Jacob Lourie, Boston.

Ackerman and Harris Here
Iriving Ackerman and Sam Harris
are in town from the West Coast.

Lewis Sails Saturday
Edgar Lewis sails for Germany on
Saturda}'.
While there, he may arrange to enter upon some production.

Two

Kent on

Kent

.Sidney R.
trip

through the

Weeks' Trip
leaves today for a
Middle West that

New York

will keep him away from
At
for about two weeks.
date, he will visit the coast.

Smith Going Abroad

THE FILM DAILY)

What

of the English

a

later

Tax?

understood that Albert E.
It
is
FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE
Buffalo— Jules H. Michael, chairVitagraph, and Mrs. Smith
of
Smith,
of
Considerable comment
committee
London
executive
man of the
Europe has been occasioned in the trade over
sail for
the M. P. T. O. of New York State, (Jean Paige), will
the recent budget speech made in
Inc. has sent out a call for a meeting about June 1st.
the House of Commons by Sir Robof up-state exhibitors to be held at

—

the

Criterion

tomorrow afternoon.

Michael states the reason for the
meeting is to formulate plans for a
complete divorcement of Western

Brings Over

Raymond

R.

Two

Features

Zimmerman

is

at the

Marlborough with two pictures, "On
tlie Blue Danube" and "Sylvia of the
the
nafrom
exhibitors
York
Tyrol" made by Mondial Co. of
M. P. T. O.

,

)Oth of
lad the
.ervice

Date

Golf
Club, Tuckahoe, today, in the
neighborhood of 100 film rnen
are playing golf. It promises
to be the best holiday film folk

Out

Ray

(Special to

Columbus, O. Commencing June New
Mary Edith Luethi and Suzanne tional
Varfield, both of Columbus will asume office on the state censorship
lOard.

Meet Hays June
The Tournament

(Special to

has

Censors in Ohio

Price 5 Cents

Marries."

.

New Goldwyn

1922

with First National for
Life of Present Contract Ince
Deal in Air
It is understood that negotiations
Lichtman stated yesterday that dis- have been concluded whereby Mack
tribution would be through a series Sennett will remain with Associated
Corp. exchanges. First National indefinitely and in all
of Al Lichtman
When asked whether physical hand- probability for the life of his present
ling would be through an existing or- contract which has several years to
ganization, he answered that the ex- run.
changes with which he has made a
Sennett, it is understood, has been
tie-up already exist and that in some dickering with Hiram Abrams for reof them exhibitors as well as ex- lease but, according to report, the
changemen are financially interested. deal fell through because the former
The first six pictures to be handled refused to have his productions go
by the company are:
through the Allied Corp., the United
^

ministers on the
and that chastity, the Sabbath
"Ching
Wives,"
Men's
"Rich
,d marriage are treated lightly in
Communities seek- Ching Chinaman," "Are You a
jreen subjects.
Failure?" "A Bird in a Gilded Cage,"
ig a check on pictures will find sup"Poor Men's Wives" and "When a
j.rt in the Board of Moral Welfare.

^le

25,

Lichtman Corp.
Formed

fance and Moral Welfare of the Corp. to distribute nationally. Lichtlesbyterian Church has been in- man, B. P. Schulberg and
J. G. Bachfiucted by the General Assembly to man are joint
partners in the comlinch a movement designed to em- pany.
^
hce a number of organizations outPreferred Pictures, Inc. the proand
to
fold
Presbyterian
the
se of
ducer of the Katherine MacDonaldiition Congress to enact legislation
First National releases will make a
riich would make motion picture
number of pictures for the Lichtman
standard
IDduction conform to a set
Corp., among them a series of L. J.
morals with the law to be applied
Gasnier specials. The first to be
Hore actual production is started.
"Rich Men's Wives." The company
Motion pictures figured largely in will also distribute other productions.
liesday's session.

May

Vienna.

Home, the chancellor of the exchequer, in which no mention is made
of the entertainment tax.

ert

Clemmer

Sells Seattle

(Special to

Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

Seattle—James Q. ("Jim") Clemmer has sold out his interest in the
Winter Garden to George Herpick
and Frank Edwards, formerly with
Famous
of
representative
special
string of
Players, according to announcement. John Danz, who owns a
day.
future
Clemmer's
here.
theaters
special
for
slated
was
Clark
Federated has leased the offices in That
has plans are indefinite. He declined to
department
sales
the
in
work
which
building,
theater
Longacre
the
on sev- make any statement other than that
were formerly occupied by Jesse L. been stated in these columns
he is going to Log Angeles,
eral occasions.

Federated Group Here
A number of directors of Federated
held a meeting in New York yester-

Laskv.

Clark a Special Representative
John Clark has been appointed a

r

THE

jg^

DAILY

At Broadway Theaters
Cameo
"The Cradle Buster," is
the feature at the Cameo this week.
The
program opens with a selection from "The
The
Tales from Hoffman" as the overture.
news reel is the second number and the third
Glenn Hunter

Vol.

XX

NO.

Thursday. May 25.

55

1

Price 5 Cents
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Quotations
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High
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95?4
do pfd.

^G'wyn

Low

...

9

82/2
95
8}i

..

161^

165/^

83^

13,100

700

95

165/^

"Sweetheart" from
"Maytime."
"The Devil's Foot." the first
of the "Adventures of Sherlock Holmes," to
be distributed through Educational is next.
Edward Kilenyi plays Godard's "Berceuse"
on the violin, and then the feature goes on.
This week Hunter is making personal apBessie

Gerard,

Alarm," a film set to a specially arranged
orchestral setting.
The feature is "Find the
Woman," with Alma Rubens.
Victorinia
Krigher following the feature, dances a
Spanish dance, and "Angel Food," a Funny
Face comedy is next. The organ solo concludes the bill.

pearances.

Capitol
Liszt's
"Les Preludes," is the Capitol
"Silvery Salmon," a
overture this week.
Kincto Review showing the salmon fisheries
in the Northwest, is the second number.
A
piano duet is next with Edna Baldwick and
Julia Glass playing "Valse for Two Pianos,"

and "Marche Militaire."
the fourth number and the

Capitol

News

fifth,

two dances.
a silhouette.

Cooper"

200

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

Buys Six Westerns
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Phila.

Then

next.

Amanda

Brown,

Am the Law"
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia Metro has purchased
"I
the Law" for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey.

Am

Kwality Opens Denver Office
(Special

Noe, soprano, sings a selection from "Aida."
The comedy is Buster Keaton in "The Pale-

to

—

Rivoli
has
selected
orchestra
"Ramond" by Ambroise Thomas, as its overA Kineto Review, entitled
ture this week.
Mary
"Ancient Rome in Africa" is next.
Fabian, soprano, sings "Chanson Indoue"
Marjorie
and then the pictorial goes on.
Peterson appears in "Valse Ballet," one of
the series of music films produced by J. F.
Leventhal. A novelty number is "The Night
Rivoli

Seattle

— "T Am

"Burn 'Em

Up

the

Barnes"

tributed in this territory
Pictures.

employment

Law"
will

by Kwality

of

•

in these

S. Pat. Off.

OFFICE SPACE OR DESK

ROOM
TO RENT
Room 1001—729

7th Ave., N. Y.

Vault Space Can Be Arranged

SECOND NATIONAL PIQURES
CORPORATION
which, by systematic methods, is distributing pictures of extraordinary merit with a minimum of expense. Twelve features and specials are scheduled for release in the current season, and the following are now being booked throughout the
country

"THE NIGHT RIDERS,"

rent.

46th

produce

Kipling

annoum

ic

FLOOR."

World's

fame

poem and

play by H. Antoi
D'Arcy. In the making. Wat

for

it.

Cash for Foreign Righ
Established company desires
obtain foreign rights to Ame
ican negatives. Forward pres
book, full particulars and pric
to Box B-21, care Film Dail

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable*for Film Exchange
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

i

St.

STUDIO
Located
other

in

Culver City with

studios.

Suitable

si

for

companies.

At a bargain figure, $10,00i
Cash and balance attractiv
terms. On one of the mof

which

out

c

CALIFORNIA
Write or Wire

HARRY H, CULVER
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angele

it's

a story

with a
great

screen star

striking types in the visualization of Ridgewell Cullum's fa-

cutting room for
rent by day or week, with use
of
projection
room,
vault,
phone. Private office also for
in

Room 402—130 West

a thrilling Northwestern in

Maudie Dunham, Albert Ray and Andre Beaulieu represent

CUTTING ROOM
Space

comedies

prominent boulevards
Los Angeles

on a lighted screen to produce what we call "motion pictures"
is troubling the minds of many film producers and distributors
who are staggering under preposterous burdens of overhead.
Not so, however, with
Reg. U.

and

be dis-

SHADOWS

f^i<icLC<itUrru^(R£tuA^

Series
distribute a new

FOR SALE

have worried mankind through countless centuries, and
the

will
reel

Phone Bryant 6436

ico.

SHADOWS
modern times

>

1

"THE FACE UPON TI
FLOOR" or "THE FA(
UPON THE BARROO

THE FILM DAILY)

Denver L. K. Brin, of Kwality
Pictures has opened an office at 1525
Tremont St. which will serve Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and New Mex-

face."

25,

Metro Buys "I

(Special to

Rialto
Guarany" is the overture at the Rialto.
The news reel, as usual is next and following it, Harry Kravitt, basso sings "Duna."
The feature is "Beyond the Rocks," now
Emma
playing its third week on Broadway.

Seattle— Greater Features Inc., has
purchased six Westerns from the
Russell Prod, of Chicago. George
Larkin is the star.

is

William Fox has lea,scd the 49th St.
theater and beginning Aug. IS will
present "Monte Cristo" there.

"II

The

the

is

Fox Leases Third House

In this Mile. Gambarelli, Alexander Oumansky and the other Capitol dancers perform.
In the prologue to the feature, "The Crossroads of New York," there is a paraphrase
on the "Sidewalks of New York," by William Axt,

Not quoted

Rhapsody."

soprano sings "Voce di Primavera" and the
news reel goes on.
Following that the
Strand male quartette does a number with
a scene in a community orphan home as the
setting.
This serves to introduce the feature,
Jackie Coogan in "Trouble."
"Gymnasium
Jim" is the name of a Mack Sennett comedy,
the next number.
The organ solo closes the
performance.

is

"The Glow Worm" and "Nola,"

Hungarian

"Second

Strand overture. One of the series of Great
.^merican Author pictures, "James Fenimore

May

New Comedy
Pathc
of one
RoHn.

Richard

Strand

singing

2,500

'Griffith

Loew's

Sales

Close

in

Thursday,

St.

mous

novel;

"HER STORY,"
mendous
Wheel,"

with

Madge

Titheradge,

who

scored a treon the

hit on the speaking stage in "The Butterfly
in an intensely emotional human interest role;

"BROKEN SHADOWS,"
ular novel, "Nance,"

an Irish romance based on the popby Charles Garvice, and

"DAVID AND JONATHAN,"

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
For particulars write
J.
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St.. N. Y. C.
•rfiyant 5307

visualization of E. Temple
Thurston's wonderful story of love and adventure, featuring
Madge Titheradge.

SKOND
140

NATIONAL PIQURES CORPORATION
WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK

-and
a consistent

PROFIT- MAKE]

THE
•rhrsday,

May

^an

DAILY
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Six Westerns in Series

Prod. Inc. is making
lease through East Coast Prod.

etropolitaii

Arrow Deal with De Luxe
Arrow has sold De Luxe Film

Creditors Appoint Committee
of

Philadelphia the following for Eastern Peimsylvania and Southern New
Jersey:

(Special

to

—

Weber and North Handling

THE FILM DAILY)

"The

Westerns the first of
"High Stakes." The others
.special committee to investigate the
e
"Ctimson Gold," "Flaming
"The Broken Silence," "Jacqueline," status of the company's assets and
"Wolf
Man,"
"Danger four Peter B. Kyne pictures, six Jack liabilities and
l,ris,"
determine what steps
vHad" and "Red Courage."
Hoxie pictures, four Neva Gerber are needed to rehabilitate the expictures.
"The Innocent Cheat," change.
'eerless, New Local Exchange
"Chain Lightning," and "The DeFilm Exchange is the ceiver."
Lerless
Another Color Feature
c of a new local distributor in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Norman L. Sper, and Moe
Promises Three Fall Specials
are interested.
The company
;

s

of six

is

Bobby North.

London

,

Greater

New York

World Film

on a number of

re-

Arrow expects

have

to

he rokee Jill" Series for Ay won
ywon will distribute a series of

In one of

three specials for the Fall.

them John Lowell who
Nights in a Bar Room"

least

at

is

will

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

hatsworth Lake when Miss Wil-

by a scorpion. Miss
kford applied the first aid treatit until a doctor arrived.
was

bitten

Stuart

J.

Blackton

"Dorothy

Haddon Hall"

in

Foreign sales are beExport and

tribute

—

independent

the

in

Samuel Goldman

is

Fegan.

in-

Vernon of

STUDIO FOR RENT

natural colors, us-

Two

Equipped.

Stages.

Low

Dance Tomorrow
Hope Hampton, will appear at the

Stoll

the

(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

N. Y. Twenty emAlbany are on strike
Theodore
manager,
to comply with the
demands of the Theater Employes
Union, that one man be employed
during the afternoon show, on back
Schenectady,
ployees of the
the
because
Jelenk refused

—

rental.

F. E.

THE FILM DAILY)

Stoll
official
film

607

W.

Section.

Apply

ALLEN

43rd

St.,

N. Y. C.

Longacre 0298

Films have secured

of the Prince of
Wales' travels in the Far East. It
will be released in six two reel epi-

sodes.

To Mahe a ^Winner Ouf-oP^ur Thecrire/

the cashier.

Strike at Schenectady Theater

Handling Wales Film

(Special to

London

"My

Friend the Devil"

The name

of the picture that

Harry

Millarde recently completed at the
Fox studio with Charles Richman
and Barbara Castleton has been announced as "My Friend the Devil."
It is an adaptation of the novel "Dr.
Rameau" and will be one of the Fox
specials for next season.

Dave Solomon, assistant
and Joe Ruttenberg, camera,os Angeles
Fox will produce "St. stage. Jelenk said that the union man sail for England on the Cynthia
i!no."
Jack Gilbert will be starred officials refused to submit the ques- on Saturday to shoot exteriors for
"If Winter Comes."
tion to arbitration.
Jerome Storm will direct.

Fox

to

(Special

to

Make

"St.

Elmo"

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Millarde,

director,

11

41 Great Q^aramount ^pictures
May McAvoy in The Top of New York
By Sonya Levien.

Directed by William D. Taylor

Released August 2J, 1922

/^rr^HE Top

of New York" possesses every
attribute that makes a successftil picture.
It is particularly strong in sentiment and
wholesomeness, and for this reason will receive
a great deal of word of mouth advertising.

I

You
Watch,

this

Monday

was directed

It is a

to

5

.

^

AOOLPH ZUKOB,

work than even

finer

in

Tommy."
drama

great heart-interest

something deep and sincere

in

that appeals

every

human

heart.

Luck

L*AFAMOUS PLAYERSIASKY CORPORATION y>
'

the late William D. Taylor,

gowns, and does

"Sentimental

space
/or

Iiy

Irving, two of the best child actors on the screen,
are in the cast. The star wears numerous beau-

don't have to Trust to
'

No.

It

who made "Huckleberry Finn" and numerous
other successes. Mickey Moore and Mary Jane
tiful

McAvoy

plays the role of a little dancer
who supports a crippled brother and a worthless
uncle.
She struggles unaided through many
heart-rending difficulties, but finajly wins to love
and happiness.

Miss

market.
with

interested

Times Square
First National

being

Weber and

Fegan Forms Eureka Films
to THE FILM DAILY)
Louis
St.
Barney Fegan has
formed the Eureka Film Co. to dis(Special

"Ten ing the Prizma process. Lady Diana
appear. Manners will be starred.

—

Angeles Mary Pickford. by
presence of mind, probably saved
life of Anna Wilson, an actress
I
ier company while shooting scenes
OS

u

—

filming

in

erokee Jill" Westerns, each in two
From Anchor Film DistribuVywon has purchased four race- dinner-dance of the First National
Club tomorrow. The affair, which is
r.k pictures, the first being "They're
)" Commonwealth of Chicago has to be held in the First National offices,
honor of the engagement of
is
in
»i:hased "The Lure of the Orient"
Steve McGrath, assistant to George
o Illinois and Indiana.
R. Grant, the auditor and Mae Sullisecretary to Charles L. Becker,
van,
Mary Pickford Saves Actress
I

tends

Sales

is

negotiated through
Import.

ing

.

•iirchased

Drink"

of

Lawrence

by

handled

Louis Creditors of the Independent Film Co., have appointed a
St.

Curse

Dr*u<itf>f

'.

for 1922-23
No.

1.

"The Dictator,"

No.

2.

"If

No.

3.

"The Bonded Woman."

You

Believe

It,

It's

So."

lAKiTHELAW
EDWIN CAREWE'S SMASHING SPECIAL
Biggest

Independent Production
Is

The

Of The Year

Booking Fast

Strand,

New York

—Grandall's Metropolitan, Washington,
Francisco— Franklin Theatre, Oakland, Cali-

State Theatre and Liberty Theatre, Pittsburgh

Rialto Theatre,
fornia,

Denver

— Imperial,

and Minneapolis and

St.

San
Paul

"THE PICTURE IS lOO/o
ABOVE EXPECTATIONS"

Booking The Picture Over

The

A

Entire

Gordon

Circuit.
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The Passing Week
By

ROGER FERRI

Am

AT

the Law" has been shown. This writer saw
last "I
the picture at a special projection early this week. To
say that this production, produced by Edwin Carewe in
association with Bernie Fineman and B. F. Zeidman and distributed by C. C. Burr of Affihated Distributors, Inc., lives up
to the expectations prompted by the elaborate and effective advertising campaign that preceded it is putting it altogether too
the Law"
mildly. In the humble opinion of the writer, "I
It
is the greatest Northwest production oflfered exhibitors.
has everything, but more than anything else it is possessive of
those essentials that contribute to make the box office success.
And after all while the aim of every producer is to reflect on
the screen something that will entertain, the real goal is that
jingling box office for without box office there can be no screen
on which to project any picture.

Am

1AM THE LAW"

something more than a Northwestern
an animated record of some of the greatTo
est melodramatic accomplishment show business knows.
fully appreciate the possibilities of this picture one has to go to
greater extremes than merely look at it. It must be analyzed
carefully and studiously. And when that is done there can be
but one conclusion that it is sure-fire. Take it from any angle.
Story? Yes, and a mighty good one. Director? Edwin
Carewe, one of the best we have. Stars? An army of them
and each an established box office name. Photography? Great.
Lighting? Couldn't be better. Settings? You've got to see
the picture to fully appreciate them.
production.

Review

in

is

It is

—

THIS move places the production in a particularly attracti
class, for it provides it with a series of climaxes that, wh;
not new, are modernized to the point where only the ke.
showman can detect them. For instance, the latter will rec:
a somewhat similar scene from the "Girl From the Goldi
West" in that thrilling moment furnished when the elder brot
er comes for his murderer-brother who is hiding, supposed
undetected, on a huge shelf built into the hut. And then the
is that death scene where the murderer deserts a supposed
dying brother who has confessed to a murder he has not cor
mitted. This writer would like to point out all the importa
and interesting high spots, but space will not permit this. Ho\
ever, the picture is replete with surprises
agreeable and son
remarkable surprises. Certainly, "I
the Law" sets a ne
epoch in the production of Northwest pictures in that it trea
a not new subject in a satisfactorily new and novel way.

Am

TNTERESTING,

—

too; to the showman-exhibitor are the e:
ploitation possibilities of "I
the Law." You have a tit
that suggests tie-ups and box office pulling stunts galore. Yc
have a popular author and director. But above all you ha\
what in the vernacular of show business would be popular!
referred to as a "million dollar cast." There are Alice Lak
star of many Metro productions; Kenneth Harlan, who he
been leading man to Constance Talmadge and otht;
stars; Gaston Glass, who distinguished himself in "Humoi
esque" and has supported Viola Dana and Shirley Mason i
important roles and who is also a well-known stage leadin

Am

•

Beery, who has appeared with Douglas Fairbank;
Nazimova, and many others Rosemary Theby, one of the bes
known feminine stars, and Wallace Beery, who did such goo
work in "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." These ar
names when put out in front of your thea
truly BIG names
tre, backed by clever exploitation, will drag them into you

man Noah
;

;

GIVING

the public what it wants is anything but a task of
In these days satisfying that public appetite
for entertainment is virtually a miracle, for the fickle theatregoers have this season been given everything and yet the year
has been the most disastrous in the history of the business in
most cases. There are those who won't go into your theatre
unless you display prominently the name of some popular star.
Then, too, there are those who insist on "a good story." Others will watch for the name of the director, etc., etc. But "I
the Law" reaches out to all these theatregoers. Those
who adhere to Shakespearian contention that "the play is the
thing" won't be disappointed. Those who want names will
find them in abundance in this production. And each player is
a star in her or his own right. The movie fan who wants to
know who directed won't be disappointed, for Edwin Carewe
has never turned out a better picture than "I
the Law."
simplicity.

Am

Am

much for your public. Now for the exhibitor— the MisSOsourian
type of exhibitor, the fellow who must be shown.
We'll tackle him right here and now. In addition to story,
names and directors, you have one of the greatest fiction writers that ever lived to exploit
James Oliver Curwood. But the
chap who adapted the story for "I
the Law" went that authorl one better. There are those who may dii¥er, but facts are
facts and even James Oliver Curwood's works can be improved

—

Am

Am

the Law" is any criterion this most certainly
The scenarioist has taken six of the greatest
melodramatic moments known in show business and injected
them into the Curwood story with amazingly wonderful results.

upon and

if

"I

has been done.

—

house.

AM THE LAW"

one bet no exhibitor will want to over
It meets every requiremeni
it stands.
and is not an ordinary offering. It's one of those truly big pic
tures that come once in every long while. Get back of it t(
the limit and you'll find yourself planning for the erection of
larger house' in which to show the next one like it. You can'i
aflford to pass it up, for in that case you'll be cheating yoursel
out of money and there isn't anybody in this business wh(j
has made so much money this year that he can afiford to chea
himself. It isn't being done. But it can be done and you'r
M\
do it if you overlook this bet.

I

look.

is

It's sure-fire

as

;

—

j

—

i

a picture that breathes everything that is human and nc
praise should be bestowed on Director Carewe. H(
can well be proud of the production he has sent back East frorr
Los Angeles. The cast is an intelligent one and works intelligently. All hands worked to advantage and produced a wonwant to congratulate Mr. Burr on his acderful picture.
quisition of the distribution rights to such a splendid box office
possibility and also to those speculative showmen-exchanges
who didn't hesitate to buy in on the picture when the proposition was confidentially outlined to them. They'll all cash in.
because it furnishes that sort of entertainment that no one can

IT'S

little

We

not help enjoy.

EDITORIALS AND REVIEWS UNIVERSALLY ACCLAIM "THE SEASON'S GREATEST"!
Adoertisemtnt

rwenty

read

Million will

NATIONAL ADVERTISING Saturday Evening Post, the principal fan
magazines, with pages of paid advertising in addition to the tremendous newspaper and billboard campaign, will back up

EDWIN CAREWE'S BIG SPECIAL

THE

A

cyclonic

drama requiring

six

months

— more time and effort than any
—and just look at the cast
ALICE LAKE

KENNETH HARLAN

in the making;
legitimate play

GASTON GLASS
ROSEMARY THEBY

NOAH BEERY
WALLACE BEERY

and a host of others.
Photoplay hy
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Over a Million
Report on Tournament

Directors Whether Company Roy Hall and Howard H. Bru Bring
Actions Totaling $871,803—J. D.
Enter Hays Organization

Williams

Meeting June 6

in 'Frisco

lined:

cisco,

>

roblems

The

I

much good can be expected

New
Dover, Del.
Corp. of

New

Ince Unit

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Ince Producing
York, was formed here

Denies Purchase of "Affinities"
Larry Cififen, speaking for Mrs.
Mary Robert Rinehart denied yesterday the coast report that Ward Lascelle had purchased Mrs. Rinehart's

consolidated
statement
of
Players-Lasky,
including
subsidiaries owned 90% or more for
the first three months of 1922 shows
a net operating profit of $1,210,250.56,
after deducting for Federal taxes and

Rock Again
Federated Renews Contract for 12
Two-Reelers— Directors Continu-

After allowing for payment of divion the preferred stock the
earnings are at the rate of
$19.82 per year on the 206,834 shares
of common stock outstanding in the

dends
above

ing Meeting Here

Federated
Film
Exchanges
of hands of the public.
America, Inc. have renewed their contract with Joe Rock.
The new agreeLee Kiddies in Fox Comedies

ment calls for 12 two-reelers.
Fox will again release a series of
Ben Ansterdam, Philadelphia; Sara Jane and Katherine Lee comedies.
Grand, Boston, Bobby North and Joe They will be in two reels each.
Brandt, New York constitute the
of Federated officials who are
Tilford to Make Sets
meeting.
They are discussing
Tilford Cinema Studios will prepare
Fall plans and are considering new the sets on "Dear Me," Madge Kenproductions.
nedy's first picture for the Kenma
Corp. Production will be at the Til-

group

now

ford studio.

Say 1,400 Exhibitors Are Signed
According to an advertisement in

No Decision Until July
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Exhibitors'
Albany The Appellate Division of
Fund of Los Angeles which, as noted,
produces advertising films, has 1,400 the Supreme Court has recessed until
are located.
exhibitors signed to show its films. July 6 and for that reason there can
The daily attendance at these thea- be no decision on the Pathe case
Walker Dinner at Ritz
against the Motion Picture Commisters is said to be 1,177,028.
sion involving the censoring of news
The T. O. C. C. dinner to be tenreels until that time.
dered Senator James J. Walker on
June 14 will be at the Ritz.
Golden and Partington Here
Waldorf to Make "Mellers"
Judge I. M. Golden, vice-president
Prod, is the name of the
Waldorf
and
Market
St.
Realty
Co.
of
the
Jack
Print of "Under Two Flags" Burns
which will make sevproducing
unit
Partington are in town from San
The Universal office was advised Francisco.
eral of the melodramas which C. B. C.
They
are
registered
at the
by wire yesterday that fire in one of
Belmont. The Market St. Realty Co. has announced for next season. The
the cutting rooms at Universal City
the California, Granada, Im- first will be "More to Be Pitied Than
operates
destroyed the positive print of "Under
Harry Cohn is reported
perial and Portola theaters in the Scorned."

t'csterday with a capital of $10,000.

I

in

Includes Subsidiaries

Signs

question of whether Pathe will
[oin the M. P. P. D. A. rests entirely
ith the directors of the corporation,
\
Pathe official explained yesterday. ation between Mrs. Turner and Dahnfhe next meeting of the board occurs ken, he was ejected from his office.
i)n June 6 and while there is no way
Attachments against the properties
of the corporation have been filed in
)f telling definitely whether or not the
•iays organization will be discussed the counties of Alameda, Monterey,
n any manner, it is possible that the San Francisco, Contra Costa and
Santa Clara, where T. & D. theaters
luestion may arise.

The

Famous Players
of 1922—

Months

reserve.

suits were filed in San FranOakland and Alameda. Hall

Emma

!

Profits for
First Three

The
Famous

this issue.

seeks the completion of a 10 year conincluding salary and profits
tract
which he estimates at $575,000. A
second action involves three suits filed
Bru, a minor stockby Mrs.
holder, who seeks the payment of
$296,803.13, which she alleges has
been converted to the personal accounts of Mrs. Turner and Mrs. Dahnken.
She charges fraud in that Mrs.
Turner personally appropriated $25,and
135.12, and Dahnken $46,666;
jointly they have taken $225,000 from
the concern.
Hall alleges that with the reconcili-

o result, particularly since I note the
iiterest and participation of exhibitors
n their organization and the apparent
furpose of that body to make a trial
f complete cooperation with the proucer-distributor organization."

(Special to

full

company.

made by Will H. Hays

n behalf of the producers and disibutors is interesting, and from the
eps so far taken it seems clear that
he gets a full grasp of the industry's

In

report of the Spring
golf turnament held yesterday
at the Oak Ridge Country Club,
Tuckahoe, see the last page of

THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco — Roy Hall and Howard H. Bru, former officials of the
T. and D. Enterprises have brought
actions totaling $871,803 against the

start

For a

(Special to

Pathe yesterday issued a statement
cm Paul Brunet which was prepared
efore Mr. Brunet left for Europe on
In it, Brunet spoke about
'hursday.
eneral business conditions and then
ad this to say about the Hays organation, which Pathe as yet has not

"The

Price 5 Cents

26, 1922

Suing T. and D.

Will Pathe Join?
/p to

May

'

story "Affinities" for production.

"Printer's

Ink,"

the

Two Flags" on Wednesday. Pris- coast city. The Portola is to be recilla Dean received burns on her face
Meeting
Today
Buffalo
built entirely and when completed in
and arms while trying to save the
the Fall will seat about 1050.
Buffalo
Exhibitors of Western print.
New York will meet today in the Criterion theater. Howard A. Smith has
Entire Board to Meet Hays
Auerbach Leaves for Coast
resigned as president of the M. P. T.
O. of Western New York, and has
The M. P. T. O. of A. will be repLouis Auerbach, of Export and Imbeen succeeded by Jules H. Michael. port leaves for Los Angeles tomorrow resented at the forthcoming conferfor a conference with Col. Wm. N. ence with Will H. Hays beginning
Selig with whom Export and Import June 12 by its entire board of directTheda Bara in "Evangeline?"
ors composed of A. R. Pramer, Neholds a releasing contract.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The company has sold 11 two-reel braska; W. A. Steifes, Minnesota;
It is reported
St. John's, N. B.
here that Theda Bara will make "Mirth Comedies for the United King- M. E. Comerford, Pennsylvania; W.
films.
Miriam dom; 10 Alice Howell comedies for D. Burford, Illinois; Claude Cady,
"Evangeline"
in
Cooper made it for Fox some years United Kingdom; 6 two-reel westerns [Michigan; W. A. True, Connecticut;
Paraguay H. B. Varner, North Carolina; E. M.
for Argentine, Uruguay,
ago.
Trail," .Fay, Rhode Island; G. G. Schmidt,
Hate
"The
and
ChiH
The Opera House here has been 'and
converted into a straight picture "Judge Her Not," "Wolves of hte [Indiana; I. W. McMahan, Ohio; A.
house. The lease is held by 'the Range," "Heart of the North" and Tulian Brvlawsky, Washington, D.
Franklin interests who operate the "Life's Greatest Question" for Argen- 'C; R. F. Woodhull, New Jersey, and
Sydney S. Cohen, New York.
tine, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chili.
Strand, Halifax.

—

interested.

Announce Rowland

—

Affiliation

First National officially announced
yesterday the affiliation of Richard A.
Rowland with that organization. The
statement said that Mr. Rowland "will
be associated in the administration of
the company's activities with PresiJ. D. Williams, Harry
O. Schwalbe and the executive committee," and further than that did not

dent Lieber,

—

describe his duties.

!

'

,

THE

'

I

i

,

i

I

Mr. Rowland has been in the First
National offices since early in May.
FILM
His duties as reported in
DAILY on May 4 concern the circuit's problems with various of its
producers and also include certain
angles of the contemplated First National-Goldwyn deal.

J

THE

c&<

DAILV

May Postpone "The Mirage"
to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Norma
Talmadge

"Missing Husbands" Held Over
"Missing Husbands" has been held

(Special

over for a third week at the Criterion.

may

not produce "The Mirage" next
but instead an original story.

Out of N. Y. Concert League
H. M. Kraft has resigned from the
New York Concert League, Inc. and
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folki,
Howard to Direct "Meller"
will book Victor Herbert and Sascha
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jacobsen in picture theaters. Francis
New York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and
Los .A.ngeles William K. Howard A. Mangan, formerly affiliated with
FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joaeph Dannenberg, President and Editor
will direct "Deserted at the Altar" Kraft will supply theaters with conJ. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manwhich Phil Goldstone will produce.
densed versions of Herbert operas.
ager J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
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Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
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Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
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Address all communications to

McFaul
Buffalo

More Deals Made by Lesser
M. Lesser has sold "The
Man from Hell's River" and "The

Temporary Charge

in

Irving

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Vincent

McFaul

will be in

Sagebrush

temporary charge of Shea's Hippodrome, until Harold B. Franklin's
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.,
Franklin may
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. successor is named.
Hollywood tie up with one of the important pro6411
California
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
ducing companies.
Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

THE FILM
New

—
—
Chicago
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— W.
Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.

A.
85

—

Quotations
Low

High
..

83M

.

.

95?4

82^
95^

...

8%

8^

F. P.-L.
do pfd.

XG'wyn

Close

3,100

95K

300

8^

2,000

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Sales

82J4

...

16i^

161^

165/^

1,100

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

•Quotations by H. Content

&

—

Portland;

Star,

—

—

—

Skamo-

—

Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana
De Tjuxe Feature Film Co.
California, Nevada, Arizona and Hawaiian
Islands All Star Feature Distributors
and
Indiana A. H. Lieber Co.

—

—

—

;

Sells

Two

FOR IMMEDIATE SALE

to

"U"

City

THE FILM DAILY)

Theaters

—

Seattle

—

Changes

at

local

bij

GR.ANTLAND RICE

for ]}Jeiss Brothers'

Hew House

Artdass PicturesGXf

for

Hollywood,

Cal.

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

Gish" type

—A

new

theater wi
Blvd.
betwee

be built on Sunset

Box. O- 11 5— Film Daily

Rodney Drive and Vermont Ave. bj
James C. McCloskey and George ij
Ream. It will seat 800 and will co;f
$40,000.

POSITION WANTED IN
LOS ANGELES BY
EFFICIENCY ENGINEER

— Beekman

Phcne

9091

AND ACCOUNTANT

ex-

changes include the return of A.
("Cherry") Malotte,. to Select as
week to shoot some scenes for a new salesman; A. H. Huot, former manpicture.
He used some of the ex- ager of Arrow is now in Salt Lake.
Hugh Rennie from the Denver Select
teriors there.
F. A. Bernardo,
local manager.
is
formerly with Goldwyn and Pathe
has joined R-C. Leo Potter, formerly
EDITORS-IN-CHIEF AND
with Hodkinson in Spokane is going
REVIEWERS OF ALL
to Portland to be manager for Equity.
TRADE PAPERS IN THIS
Charlie -Chaplin
Angeles
moved over to Universal City last

Los

Edited

Produced by JACK tATON

(Special to

—

Chaplin at

%SPORI

$1000.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jones Comedy at Capitol
Seattle
Jack Kauffman, has disJohnny Jones in "Supply and Demand," the first of a series of 12 to be posed of his Sumas house to M. De
made by J. K. MacDonald Prod, of Long; the Lynden, to B. Hollenbeck;
Los Angeles will be at the Capitol and has leased his house in Ferndale.
He will manage his Casino in Davennext week.
port. Wash., himself.

(Special

Issue

*"<COLDWYN

SCENARIO
"Lillian

Kauffman

Book Every

—

kawa; and Circle, Ferndale. The
Grange, Cashmere, Wash., has been
sold by R. M. Parrish to G. E. Fasken; the Empire, Tekoa, has been
taken over by H. A. Bingham; the
Yamhill, Ore., by Dan
Princess,
White and the Grand, Rainier, Ore..
by J. H. Adams. The New Princess
at Rockaway Beach, Ore., will reopen
about June 15.

Co.

State

Turn a Poor Summer
into a '\U:»rld Beater^

—

—

cific

Sunnyside,

New York

Eastern Film Corp.
Ohio, Western Pennsylvania. Kentucky and
Michigan Standard Film Service.
Texas. Oklahoma and Arkansas Sitecialty
F'ilm Co.
Wisconsin ^Mid West Dist. Corp.
Iowa and Nebraska Fontenelle Feature
Fihii Co,
Kansas and Western
Missouri A.
H.
Blank Enterprises.
Utah, Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico
Liberty Theaters Corp.

Recent closings in the PaNorthwest include. Greenwood,
Seattle; Powell Valley, Dream, and
Seattle

following

New England — The

THE FILM DAILY)

to

the

National.
New Jersey First National,

First

Northwest Theater Changes
(Special

—

Le Film, 42, Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
European Representative InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmscbau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

for

territories:
Greater New York and

York,

Williamson,
Long Acre,

Trail"

Two

experience in practically
picture activity.
Twelve years' experience as executive
all

years'

phases

motion

consultant

or

with

consulting

AEALi

SBRVICI

engi-

Age
and industrial companies.
married.
Now in New York.

neers
35.

Address

K

83,

care

Film

Daily

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.
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In the Courts
Keister, theater architect,
who has a judgment for $31,030
against the Broadway and 43rd St.
Bldg. Co., which was succeeded by
the 1482 Broadway Corp. as owner
of the building at the southeast corner of Broadway and 43rd St. has
sued Joseph Leblang and the 1482
Broadway Corp. in the Supreme
Court from 'disposing of 1875 shares
of preferred and 6,000 shares of common stock of the Mark Spiegel
Realty Corp. which was given for the
ownership of the building. It is alleged that the valuation of the property is $350,000 and that Leblang got
it for $150,000, and is liable to dispose
of it unless he is restrained.

Here
your

is

how a

— H.

E. Gillespie of

Liberty got all the lobby flash
necessary for "Saturday Night" by installing two bath tubs in front of the
the

theater on the curb.
read. "This
A sign on each
"
day Night.'

They were borrowed from
plumbing house which
doing

the

favor

at

'Satur-

is

a local

didn't

all.

A

mind

cut-out

—

—

1

—

porators, L. B. and J. Gerard.
torneys, House, Grossman and
haus. Times Building, New Yorl

Send along

the picture.
One card showed a man
driving into the water with arms outstretched towards a treasure chest.
Another showed a man struggling in
the water, while still another depicted
a girl climbing a ship's saiiropes.
The lobby was made very attractive
with the series of posters designed by
Goldwyn, and with frames of stills

"Pay

the

who

paid.

—When

Office"

box

at

they didn't specify

the

i|.

»r.

N. Y.— All Nations aYork.
Capital $2St lO
Incorporators D. O. Decker, R.
ler and O. Lippincott.
Attorney V
G. Morse, 37 Wall St.

Albany,

tures.

New

jl

—

Albany, N. Y. Alton Corp. n
York. Capital $5,000. Incorpor; ri
Attorneys S. V. m
J. J. Mulligan.
G. P. Heimberger, 727-7th Ave.

—

Dover,
Del.
Stereoscopic I d
Wilmington. Capital $5,000,000. t

it

The foregoing statement

office

o
,r.

torney. Corporation Service Co.

they called

can be taken as a good indication of
why Manager Burns found solace in
his

26, 19

Incorporations

"sold" by 20 girl ushers in hoop skirts,
"Smilin' Through" was introduced
during its run at the Metropolitan.
Willard Patterson was the originator of the idea to have his usherettes
dress in the old-fashioned hoop skirts
of bridal correctness with bride roses
in
their
hair.
Although the girls
didn't get a cent extra for it they
went into the spirit of it strongly.
Their appearance was a big factor in
the first day's reception that the picture had.

Orlando, Fla.

May

Albany, N. Y. Unit Producing
New York. Capital $25,000. Ii

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

ideas.

Yakima, Wash.

brother exhibitor put his show over.

from a Paramount six-sheet mounted
and also placed on the curb helped
run along.
Los Angeles After ordering an ac- the profitable
counting in the suit of the A. L. Hart
Milwaukee Ralph A. Wettstein,
Prod, against the Special Pictures
manager
of Ascher's Merrill was one
Corp., Judge McLucas continued the
of the first exhibitors to show "Yellow
case to hear testimony on the claim
'Men and Gold."
of $148,000 damages for alleged failSpecial cards were painted for the
ure to carry out a contract for comeboards on the side and front of the
dies.
The plaintiff assigned a contract theater, depicting scenes suggested by
under which Chester Conklin and
Louise Fazenda were to be featured
to the defendant who, it is claimed,
agreed to distribute the pictures, colct the receipts and account to plain-

Over

Putting It

George

Friday,

Beacham when

he played "Pay Day."
It was converted into a pay office but it was
the waiting line that paid and Manager Burns and his cashier took in.
This lobby decoration is such a
natural one it's surprising it hasn't

—

Dover, Del. India Pictures C
York. Capital $1,000,000.
torney United States (Corporation

New

p.
t-

o

—

Dover, Del. Carlisle Produc n
Corp. Wilmington. Capital $350.8,
Attorney Colonial Charter Co.

—

Nixon-Nirdlii
Dover Del.
Corp. Philadelphia. Capital $10,),
Attorney, Corporation Guarantee

,t

been used more often. It was inexpensive, being made of beaverboard, Trust 'Co.
and bore a striking resemblance to the
pay office shown in the picture and
Dover, Del. Graphic Film
and enlargements.
is easily capable of reproduction elsechange of New Orleans. Caj
Takes Over Grand, Geneva, Neb.
where. To carry out the effect Man- $5,000. Attorney, Colonial Chaj
(Specikl to THE FILM DAILY)
Harrisburg, Pa. A neat calling ager Burns had signs on the pay ofGeneva, Neb. Albert Beams has card can be simulated by little hand fice reading:
"No Smoking," "No
I
tpken over the Grand, which formerly presses to be found on the main Loafing," and "If We're Filled Up
Austin. Tex. Texarkana Ami
V. as managed
by his brother, D. K. streets of most cities, r.nd cost around Call Again."
ment Co. Texarkana. Capital $10,1
Beams.
fifty cents a hundred.
Incorporators W. H. Stephens, F.
The Golem, recognizable as the
Huntington, W. Va.— AnnounceLove and H. P. Stephens and C.
hero of a rather well-known story, ment of the advent of "Turn to the
Hammer on Governor's Staff
Thompson.
had 3,500 printed and proceeded to Right" at the Lyric here was heralded
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Louisville, Ky.
Donald L. Ham- visit as many residences of Harris- by a two-color advertisement five colTrenton, N. J.— Walnut The*
mer of Famous Players has been ap- burg, Pa. The cards also seemed to umns wide, in The Advertiser, and Inc. Newark. Capital $10,000.
have
this little pen and ink notation street stunts, arranged by the managepointed honorary colonel on the staff
on them
ment and by Louis R. Brager, Metro corporators, Morris Kalmanor, &
of Governor Morrow.
"Dropped in to see you but you exploiter aided in keeping the atten- Kalmanor of New York; and Fri
were out. See me at the Regent tion of the public focused upon the at- H. Black, Morristown.
Big Kansas City House

40%

It was
of the proceeds.
charged that the defendant never paid
any money under the contract.
tiff

for

—

_

—

—

.

—

—

(Special

Kansas

to

THE FILM DAILY)
MOi

—The

Electric is
being demolished to make way for a
new theater which will cost about
$500,000. It will be operated by Grubel Bros.
City,

Many
(Special to

Los

Units at United

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— There

is

an

in-

creased activity at the United Studios.
Constance Talmadge has commenced
work on "East is West," "The Mir-

age" will be under way shortly, and
Richard Walton Tully begins work
on "Omar the Tentmaker" in a week.
J.

L.

Frothingham

is

practically

ready to begin "The Vengeance of
the Deep." The next Jackie Coogan
picture will be announced as soon as
Sol Lesser returns from New York;
the two Selznick stars, Elaine Hammerstein
and
Owen Moore, are
finishing their current productions;
Ruth Roland is in the middle of a
serial which United is producing for
Pathe, Allen Holubar will return to
make another Dorothy Phillips production as soon as he completes a

Goldwyn, and the Hamilton-White units will return from
New York and resume production
next month.
special for

Theater, Monday."
Manager Peter

traction.

Albany, N. Y.—Jack White Co
Four exploitation stunts were of
whole stunt cost him
special interest.
The permission of New York. Capital $200,000.
opening which greeted "The Golem" the Hagenbach-Wallace Circus, was corporators E. Krachie, A. Skillnj
showed that it was effective.
secured to include in their street par- and H. G. Liese. Attorney H. Gel
ade a man in convict garb, placaded man, 120 Broadway, New York.
Sarania, Ont. There is a magic "Turn to the Right and follow me to
carpet in "Fool's Paradise" and there the Lyric Theater."
Mothers' Day
Albany, N. Y.— Brabin Prod. I
are some mighty fine rugs at Geddes was a second idea which proved popu- New York.
Capital $50,000. Inc
Bros. The Imperial didn't see why lar. All mothers attending the show- porators Charles J. Brabin, A.
the two floor-coverings couldn't get ing were given carnations and copies Raboch, and N. April. Attorm
together.
of the song "Turn to the Right," cash Gross and April, 114 W. 44th St. N
Through the efforts of Leon Bam- prizes of one dollar were offered for York.
berger, exploiter from the Toronto the ten best recipes for any dish of
exchange, the Imeprial hooked up peaches. The judges in this contest
Trenton, N. J.— State Amusem«
with Geddes Bros, for one of their were the chefs of the two leading
Capital $250,000.
Co., Red Bank.
best windows. A cut-out taken from hotels of the town.
corporators George W. Lawren
a Paramount poster showed Mildred
The lobby of the Lyric was con- Lakewood; Edward H. Burns a
Harris and her partner dancing on the verted into a peach orchard. Upon
Alford J. Schafer, Red Bank.
aforementioned carpet. A card in small saplings, decked with peach
the window read:
blossoms by a local window dresser,
Albany, N. Y.— Unique Theater C
"You'll find the magic carpet in were placards, reading: "Yum! YumI
Boston, Inc., Mt. Vernon. Cai
of
"Fool's Paradise." But the magic of MacBascom's peach jam came from
low prices on rugs is being proved this tree"; "A peach of a tree, a peach tal, $20,000. Attorney William
Mou
Building,
Proctor
this week in this store
as never be- of a story and a peach of a picture"; Brogan,
Vernon.
fore."
and "You will neither Turn to the
Right nor to the left in your seat.
House Bought; Opposition Over
Atlanta Endorsed by the chair- The picture will hold you spellbound."
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
man of the Better Pictures' ComArrangements were made with the
Geor;
mittee of the Women's Club, exploit- traffic department of the city for the
Oconomowic, Minn.
ed by more than a dozen retail mer- placing of placards reading "Turn to Huebner has purchased the Strai
chant display windows, placarded by the Right" at points where sema- and thus ends competition which h
fifty 24 sheets, including one on the phores were used driecting left-hand
been existing there for som€ tiw
site of a $10,000,000 trust building and traffic.
Huebner also owns the Crystal.

Magaro

the
about $7 and the
said

—

1

—

—

—

THE
May

riday,

Opi
jjewspaper opinions
"Trouble"— Coogan Prod.
sentimental
plot than Jackie'i

lUi, somewhat stronger in
preding efforts and calling

comedy.
Direc
Photography, not so much.

hest.

the

ERALD— *

Value, 100 per cent.

winding.

PI,

more from

tor

NEWS — Type,

AILY
•i(

a

is

*

*

this

is

picture

best

his

toiate.

ORNINGTELEGRAP H—

*
• •

indefinable something
looking for in pictures

"Ituble" has that

are

txbitors

all

—

ersal appeal. * * *
Jackie has not been
ered in this production by any excess
ja.age in the way of tiresomely cute antics.

u

an

just

is

who

fli'iduality

room scene

»)t

with

the

best

an
of

ten-minute
"Trouble." * • •
years takes the old

*

in

boy

make

to

tries

WORLD—

V.

little

bad bargains.
There

of very

;t

I

overwise

is

a

*

*

of seven
b liar witness-chair situation and acts his
impressively
that a picture whose inso
|U
be funny suddenly develops into
le it is to
heart-touching drama.
The little
I ;nse,
* * * plays for ten minutes as compelling
Ik
as has been seen on the screen for
t irt
It is a piece of screen work
n ths. * • •
would be a credit to any emotional
ih
child

ri

America.

in

icr

forced for comedy's
at times, and it isn't so good a story
la
If it weren't for the
Uljackie deserves.
sqt room scene it would be only a fairly
pi picture.
RIBUNE Jackie Coogan's new pic
"Trouble," * * * is excellent entertain
;u,

Trouble"

a

is

little

—

for children.

jijt

\i:it

Coogan

at

best,

his

"Trouble"
and his best

is
is

than you ever guessed.
"Trouble," without
VENING
b Coogan youngster, would just be a film.
hh its little starlet, it should not be missed.
tibetter

WORLD—

XOBE— *

*

Seems

•

to

work on

Jackie
—
actor

Coogan

I.'AIL

that

iflral

it

is

a perfect
to see his
be said that

such
pity

a

is

cannot
i are wasteJd in "Trouble." * * •
ot
entertaining
that
"Trouble" isn't
ligh.
It is simply because Jackie is in
1 cast,
but it is simply another version of
'e Kid.
has
one extremely fine scene, in which
e
wasted,

ants

I;

a

gives

iiral

yet

it

This

•

of his exceptiona
in a court episode.

display

vivid

ability.

is

UN—The

piece, which is shrewdly conted to the end of showing off Jackie's winc e
and varied talents, is an undiluted de• • *
ilt.
He does a bit of acting in a
^t scene that makes him a child Mans
*

* •

lELEGRAM — He

•f.

copious

gives

exhibi-

Crossroads of

iChe

1st

i

SUN — There

it

EVENING JOURNAL—*
!ioned

*

*

»

York" now unwinding

this

Save

has

of

Sennett touch.
However, it
kind and maintains interest.
its
hackneyed theme it
done and rather well acted.

of

MAIL — Its

farcical

Pittsburgh

painstakingly

is

comedy

passages, and there
•
true Sennett vein. • *
The touch of Sennett genius is made maniiest in the fact that, although every spectator
knows the plot to be absurd, he is actually
held by its interesting development.

^re

many, are

SUN —

*

*

in

*

tlie

it

arouse

will

in

many

TELEGRAM—*

*

Adding

per-

new departure

a

in

P.-L.

"Find the

Operating
Grand.

—

HERALD— Many thrills
Woman," new mystery film.

"Find

the

MORNING TELEGRAPH— "Those

who

in

WORLD— There

N. Y.
about

this

Rubens
t

isn't

much

to

picture excepting that
the principal part
and

—

plays
quite efiEectively.

TRIBUNE— "Find

Woman"

the

JOURNAL

EVENING
mystery play

moment.

Woman"

—

The

be

does

Two

a baffler to the last thrilling
And such a play is "Find the
at the Rivoli.

it's

— The

local

Low

rental.

607

W.

Section.

Apply

ALLEN

F. E.

worth seeiiig
you are seeking

is

43rd

St.,

N. Y. C.

Longacre 0298

comedy

photoplay

that

HELP THE BOYS

the bull's eye * * * a play that is amusand cleverly combines all the worthile
elements
comedy, tragedy and
of
I

ly

..ma.

•AILY

NEWS— Type:

Very

ii:

good.

Beautifully

t:

Comedy. DirecGood,
Photography:
Value: 90 per
funny.

lERALD—Apparently

the story started
a comedy, but then things began to
pen too thick and fast. As no one is
liited with the authorship, it has the aprance, like many of the earlier Sennett
ures, of having been scrambled together
the whole company as they went along,
'he occasional touches of comedy could
•
dly be outdone.
is for ordinary
photodramatic structure,
simply been knocked on the head with
as

lapstick.

iORNING TELEGRAPH— Mack

Sennett

six reels of combination comedy
melodrama that provides decidedly amus-

produced
I

entertainment

of

the

gallery of the Manhattan Opera House will be
devoted to ex-service men, the boys who went "over
there," at the monster

The

FRIARS' FROLIC
Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a solSend your check for as much as you can
dier boy.
afford for this worthy charity to

THE

FRIARS,

110

W.

48th St.

Y.

•
WORLD—
» •

•

*

is

distinctively re-

looks as if here was
that would cause a great deal of
nment. Hokum in new wrappers generally
f
the crowds.
jt

Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

OFFICE SPACE OR DESK

ROOM
1001—729 7th Ave., N. Y.

Vault Space Can Be Arranged

See

NERO
and

MISSING HUSBANDS

ART TITLES
by

THE WALLER STUDIOS

STUDIO
Located in Culver City with six
other studios.
companies.

Suitable for

3

THE FILM DAILY,

71

W.

44th

At a bargain figure, $10,000
Cash and balance attractive
terms. On one of the most
prominent boulevards
Los Angeles

out

of

CALIFORNIA
Write or Wire

W. A. FLEMING

&

CO.

Dependable

or

shing.
picture

Freed

interest in the
to John Dolon.

HARRY H. CULVER
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles

Sunday, June 4th

out-of-the-ordinary

t.

1.

— Benny

FOR SALE

New York

Nat'l— Capitol

'MERICAN—A

Pa.

Cash for Foreign Rights

Famous

Equipped.

Stages.

Times Square

perfect

worth seeing if
shudders on a muggy evening.

is,

Washington

STUDIO FOR RENT

it

is

EVENING WORLD— It

the

Players exchange will be housed in
quarters at North Capitol and
K. Sts. about July 15th. This will
provide increased space.

Alma

if

in

over

new

would

been a more interesting picture
hadn't taken them so long to find her.

have

taken

has

THE FILM DAILY)

Washington

enjoy mystery melodramas ought not to miss
an opportunity to help "Find the Woman"
at the Rivoli this week.
said

Co.

to

Mauch Chunk,

has disposed of his

Room

—

More Room
(Special

Mauch Chunk Theater
to THE FILM DAILY)

TO RENT

THE FILM DAILY)

—

there
is
assuredly
one of the cleverest
mysteries I have encountered either on the
*
*
sage or screen
*
a wonderful cast.

Sells

to Seating Capacity

Take Over Johnstown, Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Johnstown, N. Y.
The Nova

Woman"

has as yet been appointed for the
Famous Players exchange here. The
new branch will serve Scranton, surrounding towns and part of the territory now handled from Pittsburgh.

Mur-

at

August.

in

Rivoli
in

Manor,

111.
O. H. Giese,
of the C)h Gee, will close the
house on June 9 to permit extensive
repairs and improvements. His plans
call for a balcony to provide 500 additional seats.
The house will re-open

which is guaranteed to
even the most jaded
happy combination of
thrilling melodrama and uproarious comedy,
fashioned in a new way.

AMERICAN— And

—The

Edwardsville,

entertainment

Woman"— F.

Opens

owner

tickle the palate of
theatergoer.
It is a

"Find the

Pittsburgh,

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

sons about all the variety of emotions, with
aproarious laughter predominating. * • •
*

It

Orpheum, the
the Saxe theaters
cost $400,000 and

ray Ave. and Darling:ton Road, has
opened.
The Manor represents the
latest link to the chain conducted by
Rowland and Clark.

•

*

— The

to

opened.

(Special to

'

*

addition

The Manor,

good of its
For a picture

is

Wilkes-Barre Yet

THE FILM DAILY)
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — No manager

Grand (Dpera House

New HouM

seats 1,500.

the usual

of

little

if

at

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Kenosha, Wis.
latest

Capitol,

occasional

in

picture has

it

No Manager

(Special

Saxe Opens

policemen.

GLOBE —

moments

the

at

entertainment

was

«

«

(Special to

a rattling

Crossroads

of

one.

The picture is one of intriguing interest,
holding the audiences attention every lecond.

with comedy and gripping drama.

traffic

rate

first

TELEGRAM— It

directed by Tom
Terriss with a fine appreciation for the dramatic possibilities of a murder mystery (tory

good plot well sea

rattling

EVENING WORLD— "The
.\cw
need

a

is

good play with a

murder mystery stoi7
•
as an example of

a

is

view at the Rivoli *
this particular biand

burlesque on screen
a
too long, and we do not believe that Mr. Sennett ever intended that it
should be regarded as burlesque.
It probably is an honest effort to enter
tain, but it succeeded only in boring us to
death. • * *
It seems to be a slapstick comedy plot with
interpolated melodrama and it takes you all
over the continent.

that
cool

of his excellent acting.

ifi

enough.

TRIBUNE — As

melodrama

plan, like

show one thing

that

i|s

trouble with

free

the al

these big electric
rippling over them
i: minute
and something else the next. Only
III
"Trouble" a laugh ripples through one
nute, and sobs mark the next.
e'ating current

*

chief

screen

—

IVENING JOURNAL

picture is well done and notawell acted, but if you are familiar with
usual operation of a murder mystery plot
you should have little real difficulty in surmising the solution by the time the film is half
done.
bly
the

the picture is that
Mr. Jones, the
director, or some one, was afraid to go too
iar, apparently.
thing
The
as a whole is too
mild, too slow, too stereotyped, in fact, too
much like the very films it seeks to mock.

ni

H

*

not

is

t

IMERICAN— "Trouble"

*

The

Strand

MAIL — The

TIMES—* * * includes quite a few bright
and pointed scenes, but as a whole misses its
arget

,

liii

j55^
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AL UCHTMAN
A little over ten years ago, we started to work

togethe

Famous Players Film Company when it first starte
business; Ben wrote the ads, the publicity and some of th

for the
in

Al

scenarios;

sold the pictures.

Everybody made money.

—

Those days were wonderful days full of hopes ant
They were tough day
dreams. Most of them came true
!

too

It

!

was

independent pictures to theatre
and admissions were only a nickel

difficult to rent

on account of the

trust,

BUT QUALITY

WON

OUT!

QUALITY PICTURES, RIGHT IDEALJ
BRIGHT IDEAS— it^s a cinch.

To-day, with

and

WE ARE TOGETHER AGAIN—but this time in busi
ness for ourselves, and we are building a business which w<
are determined the whole industry shall be proud of.

Ben

managing production, and Al

is

is

managing

distribution.

The

pictures that

PREFERRED
name

pictures

Ben
and

will

will

produce will be known as
be made under the trade

of:

PREFERRED PICTURES,
The name

of the distributing

Inc.

company will be known

AL LICHTMAN

as the:

Corporation

be other independent producers releasing
Antheir product through the Al Lichtman Corporation.
nouncement of these will be made at a later date.

There

will

We have been planning this for some time, and we are ready.

THE
ri.y,

May

-.%g^
^M %^ DAILV
'
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BEN SCHULBERG
Wb
»

Our First Offerings Now in Preparation

RICH MEN'S WIVES
By Frank Dazey and Agnes
The

first of

GASNIER

a series of

by the creator

of

Christine Johnson.
Special Box- Office Attractions, directed

Kismet and other great

To be followed

pictures.

by:

CHING
CHING
CHINAMAN
By
Wilbur Daniel

The
It is

Steele.

prize short story of 1917.
unique
story different

—A

from any you have seen.

ARE YOU A FAILURE?
By Larry

Evans.

Written especially for the screen by
produced as a stage play.

A BIRD
Adapted by Arthur

J.

this

famous author, and

will shortly be

A GILDED CAGE

IN

Lamb from

the famous song of the

same name.

POOR MEN'S WIVES

A sequel to RICH MEN'S WIVES
A

chapter from life.
Replete with laughs and sobs.

WHEN A WOMAN MARRIES
A powerful Drama

Each of these
box

of

Today.

pictures will contain every element of

office success.

We

shall

always operate with the knowledge that to

merit the exhibitors' support,

we must

deliver pictures

and

service that will be profitable.

For complete distributing plan and date of
communicate with

ALLICHTMAN
>^ .^^ «^ *^ .^^ »^

A r«^«>^N.mT

CORPORATION

first

release

„«.,,,.
rirth Avenue,
576
New York city, N.Y:
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May

26, 19

WE HATE TO SAY 7 TOLD YOU SO
BUT
Read what

ii

the

New

York Dailies said of

MACK SENNETTS
The Crossroads

ol

New York
-SIX REELS OF THRILLING COMEDY MELODRAMA
Directed by F. Richard Jones

when it made it's world premiere at the
CAPITOL THEATRE, WEEK OF MAY 2l8t
photoplay that hits the bull's eye is 'The Crossroads of New
Producer Mack Sennett, the man who makes the whole world laugh,
deserves a personal card of thanks for a play that amusingly and cleverly
combines all the worth-while elements of comedy, tragedy, and drama."

"A comedy
York.'

— The New York American

"For simon pure entertainment 'The Crossroads of New York' is decidedly
'there.'
Its comedy passages, and there are many, are in the true Sennett
vein, while the melodrama speeds on with a 'zip' that continues until the
—The New York Evening Mail
final thrill."
" 'The Crossroads of

New

better and faster than 'Molly O' and tickles
you on the spine when it isn't tickling you on the funny bone. ^uniquely
diverting caricatures of humanity, the kind, as the proper phrase runs, that
get audiences laughing with their diaphragms."
The New York Herald

York'

is

—

—

New

" 'The Crossroads of
York' are humorous avenues that divert and satisfy
the tired mind a rattling good play with a rattling good plot well seasoned

—

with comedy and gripping drama."

—The New

York Evening Journal
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by Associated
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-SIX REELS OF THRILLING COMEDY MELODRAMA
Directed by F. Richard Jones

^sk

A

Sam

Rothafel

Read some

how he

did with

of these praises

it

at the Capitol Theatre

from the

New

York Dailies

"In 'The Crossroads of New York' Mack Sennett has hit upon a novel idea
a new departure in screen entertainment which is guaranteed to tickle the
It is a happy combination of
palate of even the most jaded theatregoer.
thrilling melodrama and uproarious comedy fashioned in a new way."

—The New York Evening Telegram

"

'The Crossroads of

New

York'

is

entertaining throughout and provides a

welcome change from the cut and dried cinemas. The audience at the Capitol
thoroughly enjoyed the picture and were not slow to show their appreciation
by hearty laughter and applause."
The New York Telegraph

—

" 'The Crossroads of

New

of funny business. It looks as

deal of

and is chock full
would
cause a great
here was a picture that
The New York World

York'
if

comment."

is

distinctly refreshing

—

"Mack Sennett is in a class all by himself. It is all beautifully funny, and it
will mean a rollicking hour if you care to take my humble word for it."
—The New York Daily News
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Distributed
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First
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Theater Changes

Coast Brevities
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Next Monday, at the
Beaumont, Tex.— Hal Whitfield,
Lasky studio, Paramount will start who has been in charge of the Liberty
"The Old Homestead." Theodore will take over the management of
(Special

Roberts

to

will

—

be featured.

the

Having completed "One Clear Call"
John M. Stahl, has left for an extended tour of the northern part of
the state in search of locations for his
next picture.
Betty Compson, under the direction
of Philip E. Rosen, has finished "The

Bonded Woman."
George Melford and the company,
making "Burning Sands" on location
Oxnard, Cal., have returned to the
Lasky studio.

Corsicana. The new
of the Liberty is Gerald Gal-

Palace at

manager
lagher.

Newport, Ark.
the Sunshine
building.

— Fire

slightly

originating in
damaged the

—

Abilene, Tex. Hugo Plath, manager of the Queen, has gone to San
Angelo, to assume charge of theaters
there.
Whitfield is new manager of
the Queen.

at

Filming of "White Shoulders," in
which Katherine MacDonald is starred,

is

progressing satisfactorily.

completed "The
Buster Keaton, is
"The Electric House."

Having

North,"

Frozen

making

Bessie Love and Virginia Valli are
enacting principal roles in "Kentucky

Hope

appear in support
of Mary Pickford in "Tess of the
Storm Country."
will

Myron Selznick has loaned Niles
Welch to Harry Rapf for a role in
"Rags

to Riches."

THE FILM DAILY

—

Bay City, Tex. The Grand was
sold to Miller & Williams, formerly
of Palacios.

—

Lancaster, Tex. O. P. Elkin, who
recently moved to Lancaster from
Waxahachie, has purchased Green's.

Oklahoma City, Okla.—The Palace
has closed down for the summer sea-

EVERY MORNING YOU ARE
HOLDING OUT ON YOURSELF

son.

Days," a Fox special.
Gloria

YOU'RE NOT READING

IF

West Union,
new owner

hanving

Reed

&

la.

—A.

J.

Bernau

is

of the Star theater,
purchased the house from

the

Subscribe to

Son.

THE FILM DAILY Now

North St. Paul, Minn.—-The Rialto
which some time ago was closed for
remodeling has reopened.

Frank Mayo, Gertrude Olmsted,
Lambert Hillyer, director and other
Alliance, Neb. Work on the remembers of the company working on modeling of the building which is to

—

Mayo's new production, have returned from Sonora where they were

house the Rialto, has been practically
completed. J. W. Hughes is owner.

on location.
Mildred

Considine

write the
scenario on "Little Heroes of the
Street," a Wesley Barry feature to be
filmed upon completion of "Rags to
Riches."
will

The following will appear with
Constance Talmadge in "East Is
West,"
Frank Lanning,
Edward
Burns, E. A. Warren, and Warner
Oland.
Frances Marion is adapting
the script.

Hal E. Roach has signed Herman
C.

Raymaker

to direct.

GAUSMAN.
Cut Prices
(Special

to

at Aldine

Karlton, a

also cut

its

Stanley house, will
prices to 50 cents top.

May
(Special to

tic.

Crawford, Neb.

ment

—

new

equip-

Opera House, was
E. M. Wold is man-

opened recently.
ager.

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

St.,

New York

City
V

—

Completely reSumner, Neb.
modeled and under new management,
the Miller Opera House, was reopen-

for

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
one year, starting immediately, to include

ed recently.

—

The Opera
Hemingford, Neb.
House has been taken over by the
local American Legion post.
Remer,

Minn.

—The

THE FILM DAILY— 313

Issues— Every Day

Including Weekly Reviews

— 52 Issues

1921

Legion

Year

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

pages

Hall

has reopened.

— Foreign, $15

Subscription, $10
Elma,

la.

—Mae

Snowdon and Ale-

Mahoney have taken over
management of the Family.
tha

Build on Island

THE FILM DAILY)

—With

installed, the

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia—The Aldine, at 19th
and Chesnut, will reduce its prices
to 50 cents during the week and 75
cents Saturday and holiday nights.

The

Atlantic, la.— More than $45,000 is
to be spent in remodeling the Atlan-

the

Name

—

Coon Rapids, la. W. E. Cooney,
who recently purchased the Lyric has

Harrisburg, Pa. Athens George,
former owner of the Victoria, is considering building a hotel and theater
on Independent Island, in the Susquehanna River, near here.
H. T. Bayles, a contractor, and Dr.
J. W. Shaffer are the principals in a
plan to build a summer amusement
park at the junction of the Susquehanna and Conodoguinet Creek. A
picture theater is included in the

which

plans.

the theater here.

taken possession of the house.
Melford, la.— A. M. Leitch, proprietor of the Royal who is erecting
a new theater at Melford, has leased
the Star, Arnolds Park, Neb.

—

Thurman, la. Fire, the origin of
is unknown, recently destroyed

Theatre

Address

;

~.~

THE
riy,

May
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Ain't Life Wonderful
I've

been cussed a

business

lot in this

I

who

Considering the reasons therefor and those
have done it I'm rather proud of it!

—

But those twelve

Recently I've had some messages of sympathy!

A

As Mark Twain

said,

"The report

of

my

death was

greatly exaggerated."

than any
If I

man

put a

know

I

money

little

home to California
wrong That's my

—

need,

to see the folks
fault

and then go
and things go

in a business

— I'm

not

kickin'

—

don't

I

want or expect sympathy

And

company was

the

got back

—

despite

all

still

rumors

mighty healthy when

of the organization myself

the profits over to the real boys

who do

I

and turn
the actual

work.
a film sales organization

THE FIRST

100

my

real

work

of exhibitors will get a chance to

participate in the profits

—the others will pay really big

will be really big pictures

Getting things geared up here again has delayed me
so that we will not have time to seei enough exhib-

twelve productions so I will
proceed to finance these twelve productions personally, in association with a group of financial associates,
so that the productions will be available for the coming season.
itors to finance all of the

Those exhibitors who do get

Inc., is concerned, my experience just proves that
should go back to my first idea

With

number

is

coming!

I

to the contrary

For a young feller, my personal income is still pretty
sweet and so far as this sales company, Wid Gunning,

Keep control

certain

money because they

want, deserve or need sympathy less

I

specials are

You know producing

That was funny

Personally

Our little troubles with this sales organization have
simply slowed the procession a little.

will participate just as

entirely

by exhibitor partners.

Meanwhile, friends, don't waste any sympathy on
I don't need, want or deserve it
I have some
enemies I've had some for many years

me

—

—

—

I'm rather proud of them
I'd rather that sort

YEARS

if

on the plan this year
the productions were financed
in

should be

my

enemies than

friends

are the hardest
I

I've

been in the show game

I've

been

Wid

Gunning,

in

New York
Inc.,

10 years

has been running

In the film business, every year

is

1

year

equal to a hun-

dred in any other. Of course, the corporation's
hundred years would be the hardest

They always
The second

And

first

are

year, starting June 1st, will be better!

every year

after,

much

learned long ago

how

to take care of myself!

26 years

better

This year I'm going to make twelve big specials.

AIN'T LIFE

WONDERFUL!

my

May

Friday,

12

26,
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Many Film Men Attend Golf Tourname
On

82
100

the Links

The Winners

—

Prizes
Dinner 40
Attend
Showers During Afternoon

Round
Despite intermittent showers, which
somewhat interfered with the after-

noon round of the Second SemiAnnual Spring Golf Tournament, held

of the winners will be
another part of this page.
Among those present were Will H.
Hays, Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochran,
Courtland Smith, of the Hays organization, and up to the hour of going

Tom

Arthur Kane said he felt a
as he started, which gai
impression he was going to b
of the
cap.

Moore, with score

of

with score of 87.

SPECIAL PRIZES:
Runner-Up on Low Gross

(Jules

Felix

winners of special
prizes were Eddie White, L. Abrahams, Major Tom Evans, Ralph
Ferber, Tom Moore, John C. Flinn,
I.
Schnitzer,
Courtland Smith,
J.
Boyce Smith, Arthur S. Kane, P. F.
Alden, James Cron, Arthur Dillenbeck,

Morrissey, S. B. Field,
Hedley, Felix Feist, F. A.

R. A.

Arthur

Beach, J. Ryan, F. M. Brockell, S.
Rollo and J. McGovern.

J.

Short Putts
Everybody must have prayed for
good weather. Oscar Morgan of Famous Players said he was up four
times
clouds.

during the night cursing the
Evidently his curses are ef-

The clouds disappeared.
Just to make sure that they were
in good trim,
Elmer Pearson and

fective.

Jack Noble were out trying the course

Wednesday

afternoon.

Noble wore

sun glasses to make sure of his distance shots.
J.

L. Barnard

was overshooting

in

morning round but swears he
never did 220 yards with a brassie
ever in his life-time before.
the

jo

in.

Warner

said he could not establish a
course record but he could eat.

morning, but he said he did not mind.
A symphony in white trousers was
Arthur James of the Moving Pic- Sidney Garret of the Inter-Globe Exture World made a holler as an edi- port
Co. "Cheerio" showed them
tor should, because inasmuch as he how they did it in old England and
was not playing, he saw no reason to was instantly a favorite with McFarante up in full.
But the Committee land the "pro" and Francis his assistant.
has no bookkeepers.
There was a suspicious bulge on E.
Early in the morning it looked as
though the Motion Picture News K. Gillette, Motion Picture News
would have to depend for representa- (where a gentleman should bulge) as
tion upon Fred. Beecroft.
No one he started off with Tom Moore. He
knew why Bill Johnston had not said he expected to need a stimulant.
arrived early.
An unexpected but much appreciJerome Beatty and John Flinn of ated entry came from John H. HamilFamous showed some "Mean" strikes ton, of the Pacific Bank. Bankers
before thej' started off.
Big George are always welcome where film folk
Brown of Universal was all set and congregate.
ready to duplicate last year's performFred Warren phoned early that he
ance and carry off the duffer's prize. doubted whether he would be able to
Before he started he said he did not come because he was so busy. Which
want to be euchered out of it by any made some of the unkindly ones comphony decisions of the Committee.
ment, wondering whether F. B. ever
Too much praise cannot be given took a vacation.
C. B. Gallup Jr. of Hodkinson for his
The Gulicks, Earl and. Paul, were
untiring and unselfish work on the both out in all their glory.
Dodo
Handicap Committee and the chart wanted to bet a thousand that he
he prepared which materially facil- would not win the booby prize. No
itated the work of the Committee.
takers.

Rudy

Cameron

who

attends

to

Anita Stewart's business affairs and
incidentally is Mr. Anita Stewart was
on hand early ready to meet all
comers.
his, Wid took off his sunshade. These
Just to prove that Jack Noble was
ex-partners were betting a lot of jack not the only director who could swing
and were out for blood.
a mean club, Eddie Carewe was on
Marcus Loew broke the heart of hand to show how they do it in Hollythe Committee but said his own was wood.
broken when he phoned early in the
The niftiest uniform displayed was
morning that due to the appearance worn by Oscar Morgan, who was all
of his Western associates Messrs. in white, sweet nice and pure.

Wid Gunning with his famous California sunshade almost broke Jack
Alicoate's heart with his opening
drive but when Alicoate finished with

lookecia

he carried a nasty wallop in hi:
arms but his caddy did not
tremendously impressed as he

The absence of Carol Dunning,
.Ackerman and Harris from the coast
Marcus Loew was expected. it was a question how early he could
Loew was to be chairman exofficio get out. But he promised to come if Prizma, was commented upon. Everybody wanted to play with Dunning
were it not for the unexpected arrival he possibly could.
because he is such a "good guy."
of his Western associates, Ackerman
The way Felix Feist smashed them
If a prize had been alloted for the
and Harris, of San Francisco.
out was sure a caution.
He drives smallest player it probably would
Felix Feist was the toastmaster
like a "pro."
But his approach shots have gone to Walter F. ("Peewee")
and was in charge of the distribution
as he puts it "Sure make me sick."
Eberhardt, First National. Walter
of the prizes which including the cups
When Tom Moore arrived with his did not look big enough to drive 20
totaled over 40.
big Washington record, McFarland yards but you should have seen him.
The feature of the occasion was the the "pro" wondered whether the
Major Tom Evans and Ben Goetz
presentation of about 1,000 feet of
record for hte course would be smash- were on hand to represent the laborfilm,
showing the various players,
ed.
Moore went around the first 18 atory division. The Major said he
shot and printed by Pathe News.
holes in 90.
did all the representation.
The prints being delivered by special
There were pretty close to 90 hunApollo Harry Fields was the sole
messanger after the dinner. A numgry film men who had lunch. Abe representative of Fox Film in the
ber of other golf reels were shown.
the

of the kickers'

Big Jim Loughbrough

with score of 73.
Winner of Duffer Prize, Geo. Brown, with score of 214.

to press

Among

members

bering about 40.

Mastbaum Trophy),

Feist,

in

ti

No star ever had a greater e
a fat contract than the crowi'h
that viewed the big table whic w
actually covered with the prizes Ji

Leg on FILM DAILY Trophy, R. A. Morrissey.
Low Net Runner-Up (M. P. World Trophy), J. C. Flinn,

Winner

nt

"off"

of 87.

distributed.

The names

Gross (Warner Bros. Trophy),

repr;

Inglis of Willis and j]
Hollywood, who wa^ out wit A
thur Kane's party.

THE

Low

n\

Gus

tive in

The winners of the Spring Golf Tournament, held under
the auspices of
FILM DAILY, at the Oak Ridge Golf
Club, Tuckahoe, are as follows:
Low Net (Motion Picture News Trophy), R. A. Morrissey,
with score of 65.

THE

FILM
under the auspicies of
DAILY at tne Oak Ridge Golf Club,
Tuckahoe, the tournament proved a
tremendous success. There were 82
contestants, and over 100 attended
the dinner at which the prizes were
found

everybody shooting hard.
The coast had another

2

Hoping

E.

W. Hammons,

cational started off with a vicious cut.
He does not propose to be annoyed

by any comments
ment.

after this

Joe McGovern hustled in
lantic
.could

"It

what

City

do

fror

show how bad

to

it.

makemuch

doesn't

diffel

do" said L. A. Macloi
Morosco. He was so happy OV'
First
National contract that
meant nothing to him.
Bobby North of Apollo Tra
who said he had played just
times before yesterday was oi
I

I
;(

r
)

the early starters.
"I guess my
be off" said Bobby. "I sat iji
night praying for good v^'eather,

ji

will

new

alibi.

Oscar Price also had the same

He

used another as well.
wasn't feeling good.

Raymond
takes

his

that's

how

Pawley

I

sa'

Hodk

At
appeared yesterday.

golf
it

of
seriously.

He

The newspaper end

of the ind
largely reperesnted by Di!
Perrin of the New York Tri
Largely is the word.
':

was

t

Pat Powers, the winner of

the

t

DAILY

tr(

^

on the FILM
was on the phone
leg

early.

He

1

not easily be understood. Lat
d.eveloped he was using profane
uage. He was cursing the legal
ternity and others who involved

i

i

law suit which was on yeste
Others in the suit either as priiu
or otherwise were Harry M. W;
of Warner Bros, and Harry Goe
Erbograph. P. A. said if he n
possibly make it he would be
Meanwhile he was cursing and if
in a

>

i

ing alternately.

;

V. Ritchey of Ritchey L'l
graphing said it was not true thi
Edu- had offered the duffer's prize

that he would have a better
handicap and therefore make a better

appearance,

E. C. Lynch and C. E. Mer
the banking firm of Merrill, ]
and Co. interested in Pathe,
eagerly awaited. The old sto
bankers in the picture busines

tourna-

J.

consolation for himself. Incidenl
that 5-foot club fussily decorated;
viewed with envious eyes.
,

"What's

in

the

boxes?" was!

Ben Howells of the Howells Sales query of many players, as they vi<|
Corp. made a great hit when in be- the pretty nicely tied white bt)
half of his company he offered a doz- They were told these contained
i

en golf balls as a special prize for the prises which could not be opened
lowest net score in the morning til the proper time at the dinner
round. This was an incentive to get they are some surprises!

i

iTHE
7A0 brAdstreet

;s^^re(ogmized

pf FILMDOM

Authority
FORHERLY

XX.

Vol.

No. 57

"Prosperity
I

Ahead"

Will H. Hays Tells Carnegie Institute
Sees Great Era
in Pittsburg h

Kof
,

Saturday,

—

Expansion

(Special to

.'HE

—

at

Kill

Bay

State

Laws

Adverse Legislation There Fails to
Get Past Committees Judge ,

Hand

Bracket! Active

FILM DAILY)

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

_

Mr. Hays spoke

at

some length

re-

igarding the plans of the M.P..P.D.A.
to develop the potentialities of motion
jpictures and said in part:

'

,

"The potentialities of the motion
picture for moral influence and eduAnd
cation are absolutely limitless.
this is so, then the integrity of
if
motion pictures should be protected
just as we protect the integrity of our
^churches, and the quality of the pictures developed just as we develop
[the quality of our schools.

f|

tive the bills

which would have

inflict-

ed hardships of various kinds upon
film interests in this state have either
killed in committee or otherwise
effectually blocked.

been

I

i

I

!

I

'

I

[j

dustry find

are

you going to stop?

know

so

that

FILM DAILY

THE

can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.

Take

Up

Allen Affairs

(Special to

—

Toronto

Monday

THE FILM DAILY)

expected the disposition of the Allen theaters will be
discussed and perhaps some action
taken on Monday when the committee of creditors will meet here.
It is expected that this committee
will have complete charge of the
It

is

Olcott with Dirigo Films,
Sidney Olcott will direct

Inc.

Working on Contract
—

T.O.C.C. Drawing Up Model Form
for Hays' Approval To Be Discussed at Later Meeting
It is understood a special committee
of the Theater Owners Chamber of
Commerce has been appointed to
frame the sort of a contract for film
service that the T.O.C.C. would like
to see adopted by the distributors who
are represented in the

Hays organiza-

tion.

This move on the part of the
T.O.C.C. is a result of the conference
held last week between a special committed to Mr. Hays and a conference
number of matters regarding contracts and lower rentals were discussed informally. At a later meeting, the model contract will be subbitted to Mr. Hays and a conference
held regarding it.
In the interim, it is understood the
Hays office is gathering data along
somewhat similar lines. It is hoped
that some middle ground will be
reached which will make concessions

"Timby Kate Douglas Wiggin.
Through William W. Cohill of
the film department of the Actors'
Equity Gladys Leslie, Margaret Sed- to the exhibitors and yet not involve
don, Vivian Ogden, and several oth- practices which distributors feel will
othy's Quest"

ers have been cast in

it.

Deal Finally Disposed Of
After an extensive series of conferences, the details of the distribution of "The Adventures of Sherlock

shows or higher ander will release the first three.
class attractions, and Senate Bill No.
30, which would make it compulsory
limitless commercial possibilities, and
J. A. Quinn in Los Angeles
to use an automatic device on all properhaps more income than all the
(Special to THE FILM
DAILY)
jection machines of certain manufacpublic utilities of the country comLos Angeles J. A. Quinn who,
ture.
several years ago went East with the
bined, this in addition to their other

leaders and custodians of one of the
greatest industries in the world, with

creases for holiday

—

responsibilities.

Now
this

know

it is here and again I
going to give all I have to
Cause. The vital thing now is

I

I

am

certainty of the good faith of
those who have set about these major
purposes and I do have a certainty of
that good faith.
the

F. P. Deal

movement

to attain and maintain the highest possible moral and
artistic standards and develop the
educational as well as the entertainment value of the industry is a Cause
with a capital C. I thought I saw
a Cause when I went into the work.

say

'

us

?

House Bill No. 796, which Holmes" have been settled. Educacompressed physical, mech- theaters;
would
place
a 5% tax on gross re- tional in some territories will handle
anical, financial and artistic developwhich the entire series of 15 and in others,
ceipts; Senate Bill No.
15,
ment, the men interested in the inin- only 12.
In some territories Alexwould
preclude
any
admission
themselves the responsible

—

I

Where

Town

to

be dotrimental to their interests.

Kenyon
(Special to

Joins Universal

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Charles Kenyon has
joined the editorial staff at Universal
City.

incredibly

"This

'

Coming

Among those which never got past
committees is the measure introduced
by Marian C. Nichols, a censorship matter.
advocate which would have subjected
theaters to the same regulations gov-

erning the publication of political advertisements, in the event theaters desired to use the screens to acquaint
the public with their side of the cenfl
"There has been competition of the sorship controversy. Miss Nichols
There has been no time maintained that her bill would prevent
fiercest kind.
The mere propaganda by way of the screen
for adequate reflection.
physical .and mechanical expansion while the industry's representatives
has been so great and rapid that there stated the move was one to block
has not been the time nor the mood the censorship referendum which ocOther measures
to consider adequately the moral and curs in November.
educational responsibilities inherent in which no longer need cause worriment are: House Bill No. 771, which
jthis great new thing.
'i
"Now, at the end of this period of would not permit standing room in
!

Price 5 Cents

27, 1922

Let

Boston
The adverse legislative
"Prosperity is right
Pittsburgh
ahead of us and it is time to go out measures which were pending at the
land meet it," said Will H. Hays at State House no longer present any
the close of an address before the Car- danger to the industry in MassachuMr. Hays setts.
negie Institute yesterday.
Due to the efforts of Judge J. A.
made the trip from New York in
Brackett who has been extremely acorder to address the Institute.
i

May

Famous

With Loew

Players have closed a new
booking deal with the Loew Enterprises covering 30 pictures of the first
About 3,000 days
41 for 1922-1923.

intention of inaugurating a "clean-up"
in the industry is here, in
connection with the Better Pictures
Ass'n of the World, Southern California branch. This is a new organization in which Dr. E. P. Hyland,

campaign

Dead

Gilson Willets

Elmer Pearson of Pathe was

in-

formed by wire yesterday that Gilson
[Willets, production manager for Pathe
and head of the scenario department
died in Los Angeles on Thursday
following an operation for cancer in
April.
Mr. Willets was about 50
and was in California supervising
of "The Riddle of the
Range" new Pathe serial.

production

Perret

Making "Koenigsmark"
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Hollywood Congregational Church
Paris Leonce Perret is producing
heads a general committee.
"Koenigsmark," from the book by
The plans of the company are same Pierre Benoit, author of "L'Atlantide"
Gaumont Buys "Little Minister"
as those of the Motion Picture and ("Missing Husbands.")
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Theatrical Co-operative Ass'n of the
London Gaumont has purchased World which Quinn launched in New
United Kingdom rights of "The LitThis is the picture in which the
York; the encouragement of better
tle Minister," starring Betty CompHope Hampton office recently repictures.
son.
ported
Miss Hampton had been
are involved.

.

—

"This industry shall and must mainWhen Quinn was here some time
At Famous Players it was stated
tain its high place in the business yesterday
that
occasionally
Para- ago, he promised a co-operative studio
world along with the other great in- mount pictures were sold to outside for Los Angeles where worthwhile
dustries, offering enterprising capital distributors. The regular Paramount productions would be financed.
He
a legitimate opportunity for profitable distributing machine in England is also promised a chain of "better picinvestment, established on a solid Famous-Lasky
Film Service Ltd. ture" theaters throughout the country
foundation, operated with reasonable Gaumont also has the Realarts for where commendable product could be
shown.
(Continued on Page 3)
England.

offered the leading role.

Tuesday,
Decoration

May

being

30th

Day and

a

legal
holiday, there will be no issue
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Ebert with R-C

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

—

Rocks" was enough for Phil Gleichof the Broadway-Strand to score

man

another inexpensive stunt.
He got Johnny Howard, the Paramount exploiter, to design a tack card
containing the title and the arrow gag.

—

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-SloFilmscbau.
tionale
Wenzelsplati.
vakia),

European

Central

Send along

—

Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
ontbs. $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
$15.00.

ideas.

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Laredo, Tex.-^One Arabian Knight on the streets seemed to be pleased
was used by Manager Valdez of the with the little souvenirs.
RoyAl to boost "One Arabian Night."
Elmira, N. Y. George Tooker of
The knight of the near east, clad in
picturesque garb of the desert sands, the Regent got up a parade consisting
paraded the streets with the signs of 30 Buicks which gave the town
that proclaimed him One Arabian good exploitation for "Bought and
Knight. And as the sign said, he was Paid For."
some knight, but there was another
One car was mounted on a truck
one at the Royal which was also, and bannered as follows:
"This
some Night.
Buick was Bought and Paid For. It's
Now At The Regent Theater. Another read: "1921-1922 models Buick
Detroit The suggestion of distance
have been Bought and Paid For. It's
contained in the title "Beyond the

INC.

March

how a

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Minneapolis

Dannenberg. President and Editor;
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

the -act of

is

Paramount

Picture."
of the other cars carried signs
which,
far
from minimizing the
Regent's end of the parade, actually
set off the truck by contrast.
a

None

— Carl

Ebert, has join
the R-C ex
change and has been assigned to nor
thern Minnesota.

ed

the

force

sales

New House
(Special to

of

for Childress, Tex.

THE FILM DAILY)

i,

"

—

Childress, Tex.
Phipps and Lay
ton intend building a new theater or

Main

It will

St.

the

for

probably be readj;!

season.

.iall

Charleston

$50,000

(Special to

Theater

THE FILM DAILY)
W. Va.—J. G. Carnej!
1

Charleston,
is to erect a $50,000 building at Vir
ginia Central and Delaware Aves'
which will include a theater for thi
Elk Amusement Co.

I

May Build in New Haven
Charlotte, Vt. An ingenious meth(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
"Beyond the Rocks Straight
od of exploiting "Dangerous Curve
New Haven Negotiations are be
Ahead." These were tacked on nearAhead," was devised by Manager ing carried on by F. C. Bishop witl
Quotations
ly every wooden pole in town, on
McNeill of the Breezy Point Library, some New York interests concerning
Sales
Low Close
High
fences, in empty buildings, and other
when
he showed that film recently.
a large amusement project which
5,000
locations found.
F. P.-L. ..
84^ 83^ 84
He drew an elaborate road map is planned will be erected in Elm St
Not quoted
^ do pfd
called "Road
map for Dangerous near Park.
2,200
N-G'wyn .. SH
^Vz
Cincinnati The throwaway lived to Curve Ahead," typed underneath it
quoted
Not
Griffith
the significance of its name in the a paragraph about the photoplay and Building Suburban House in St. Pau
1.900
Loew's ... 17
16M 16%
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Not quoted exploitation stunt of the Lyric, dur- another devoted to the music, admisTriangle
sion charge, etc., and had the whole
Not quoted ing an engagement of "Shame."
World
St. Paul
Work is progressing raFive thousand whitefeathers, six thing run off on a mimeograph. These
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
inches in length, and attached at the mimeographed heralds or dodgers pidly on the erection of the Mound
on Hastings Ave. between Cypress
point of the quill to a burdock, were were distributed in various stores, in
and Earl

—

It read.

—

ii

.

—

•

—

_

Dumond

Joins

(Special to

—

imprinted with the message: "Wil- the library, at the boxoffice and other
liam Fox presents 'Shame' Lyric points of vantage. The device won
Theater." The feathers when thrown much attention for the film and it did

Lesser Theaters

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Cleveland George Dumond, man- at woolen and fibrous garments would
aging director of Loew's State has cling tightly. A hundred boys, each
signed a contract to manage the 13 paid with free tickets, were
employed
theaters controlled by Sol Lesser and to throw them
away. Each was stathe Gore Bros, in Los Angeles. Du- tioned at a busy corner and
hurled
mond leaves here today for the coast the little feathery spears at all passersand is taking with him the Sherwood by. Not only was the stunt original
band which has been appearing at the but the people who were "attacked"
State.
The band has been signed for
two years and will tour the West
Coast. The deal was closed while
Films By Radio His Aim
Lesser was here last week en route
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
for Los Angeles.
Washington C. Francis Jenkins is
at work on a method of broadcasting
moving pictures by radio. Jenkins
Jersey Convention in June
has been engaged for some time in
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Newark, N. J.—The M. P. T. O. of an attempt to solve the problem conNew Jersey will hold a convention at nected with the use of prismatic rings,
which he invented and which are one
Lake Hopatcong, June 20-23.

—

.

of the most essential parts of the
invention.

Charge Fraud
(Special to

the

U.

charges E.

Duluth

He

claims he has been successful
transmitting pictures by wireless
from one room to another. With the
exception of the prismatic rings all of
the apparatus used in the wireless
transmission has been known to

THE FILM DAILY)

Minn.

Duluth,
in

in

S.

—A

in

complaint filed
Court here

District

W. Rose

Carter, former

new

and Lawrence
owners of the Victory

remarkably good business.
On the road map, which crossed a
branch of Happy River, were marked
a

the various stages in the early section
of the matrimonial road, such as Daily
Divorce, Expense, Loneliness, First
Baby, Bills, Old Lover and Lure of
Society.

in connection science for some years.
Only a few
amusement tax. minor details now remain to be workThey have been released on $1,000 ed out. It is claimed by Jenkins that
bail.
by means of his invention pictures

the

It is

expected to open

John Freiermuth is
building the house, which will cost
15.

$60,000.

$1,000,000
(Special

House

to

for

San Antonio

THE FILM DAILY)

San Antonio, Tex.
tonio

Amusement

—The

San An-

W.

Co. of which

is

of

Houston

St.,

between

Bldg. and the river.
seating capacity will be 3,500.

Gunter

the State law provides for the closing of all theaters on Sunday, the

down-town houses have been operating while those in the residential
parts of town have been kept closed.
Recently two theaters in Roseville
were allowed to operate on Sunday
and now suburban exhibitors want
that privilege or the entire town
closed.
Stille
(Special

—

to

In Cutt's Place

THE FILM DAILY)

C. Stille, has taken over
of the Columbia succeeding William Cutts, who has gone to
New York and Pittsburg.

Seattle

J.

management

J.

general manager will erect
a $1,000,000 theater here on the north'

Lytle
side

and Liberty with fraud
with

Sts.

about Aug.

thf

The

"The Loves of Pharaoh" will be the
Rivoh' feature next week. "The Wo-

man Who Walked Alone" was
ally

booked

origin-

in there.

it's

DOROTHY
PHILLIPS

m
HURRICANE'S
GAL"

Federal

—

Reg. U.

S. P»t.

08.

I

House

(Special to

for

Bloomington

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Bloomington, Ind.
Bloomington
wherein is located Indiana University,
is
soon to have a modern theater.
Harry P. Vonderschmitt, who owns
the Liberty in Washington has purchased a frontage on Kirkwood Ave.,
Sunday Question up in Newark
at a cost of $20,000 and will erect a
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
theater with a seating capacity of
Newark, N. J. Several suburban 1500. Harry M. Palmer, who is at
exhibitors are making an issue of the present managing the Liberty will be
Sunday opening law here. Although in charge.

of events and persons can be broadcasted as they are taken, with no
need of developing and printing the
pictures in advance.

fSdcLccUlorucd (/lctuyi£)

1500 Seat

— and
it's

presented by

ALLEN HOLUBAR

THE
Jaturday,

May

27,

^^

DAILY
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"Prosperity Ahead"
(Continlied

PatlieNews
No. 43

from Page

New

in Omaha
THE FILM DAILY)

Supply Unit

(Special to

Watterson R. Rothacker is sending
some of his friends a model of a
Theater prachiosaurus for a desk ornament.

Omaha — The

1)

to

Western
economy, and supported properly, as
Supply Co. has been organized. The
are our other great industries, by the company has been awarded exclusive
investing public. And it must and shall distribution to the Power's equipment

RST AND EXCLUSIVE PICTURES take its very high place in public in the Omaha territory. F. A. Van
^KEN FROM DOME OF ST PETER'S estimation, based upon its demon- Husan, former district manager of
lURCH, ROME A motion picture camera
the Argus enterprises,
is
president
set on the roof of the famous Basilica for
strated integrity, quality and useful- and Carl Crummel vice-president.
first time.

fA^ sio/m
fstomh

—

;

"FESTIVAL OF THE REPUBLIC"
SOUTH CHINA— President Sun Yat

IE

1 attends festivities
ow of monarchy.

commemorating over-

1

oine.

news

rk,

from

Chicago,

Seattle,

etc.

etc.,

men who pionindustry now proposed

Mr. Hays said the
eered in the

RIS CELEBRATES JOAN OF ARC to make it
iNIVERSARY— French capital holds im- everything
;ssive ceremonies in honor of the famous
ilier

(Special

their first business to

possible toward establish-

he added. "So certainly is it a
matter of your immediate concern
that I earnestly ask your advice and

Taking up

briefly

censorship .of

the

the

subject of

Wis.

— Following

an-

Pictures Corp.

the Beverly here, a 600 seat house.

Mr.

Benjamin,

Hays with Universal

at

City, has

to

Clark Sales Syndicate alleg- pit or of pictures. Just as certainly,
Maynard,
Minn.—The Maynard
an agreement to pay the this country is against wrong-doing,
and the demand for censorship will Movies, which has been operated for
ftintiff $1,250 was without consider.Eon.
It is stated that the defendant fail when the reason for the demand the last three years by H. M. Swam,
As we move toward the has been closed and will be dismaniide the contract sued on with the is removed.
[lintiff
because of representations consummation of the objects of our tled.
association, just in like degree will
tit the plaintiff could get the film
lown as "The Atheist" and "The recede the demand, which seems more

•

by represent- or

that it could secure distribution
irough First National or the F. B.
arren Corp., but took no steps to

Try

out, and had no affiliations
th either of the distributors named.
it

At a bargain figure, $10,000
Cash and balance attractive
terms. On one pf the most
prominent boulevards
Los Angeles

out

Write or Wire

HARRY H. CULVER
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles

less prevalent, for censorship.

of censorship which
faced by pictures was faced by
and settled
the press and settled
right, so far as the American law is
concerned in one of those prolonged
and bitter contests for the unrestricted freedom of expression more than
two centuries ago.

now

—

—

Know What^s Going On

Benjamin got a verdict for
Supreme Court against
t;
Delancey Amusement Co., be"The motion picture industry ac'jse her son Samuel was beaten cepts the challenge in the demand of
\thout cause at the theater at 132 the American public for a higher
I:lancey street on Jan. 4, 1920. The quality
of art and interest in its enterNettie

i)0

the

in

\y also got a verdict for $250.

The Ritchey Lithographing Corp.
fd a default judgment in the City
(urt against Oscar L. Lamberger
f
$1,686 on his guaranty that a bill
lithographs and printing for "Why
^'

U" for the Lambsnyde Productions
uld be paid.

tdward N. Baisley has

filed a judgin
the Supreme
$2,101
Curt against the Weissland Amusennt Corp. on notes.

nnt

(Special

1

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo— Bert P. Gage, Collector of
ernal Revenue here, has placed be-

f'e

William

Col.

Stes
<iich,

J.

Donovan, United

district
attorney,
is .alleged, shows

it

evidence
that the

pners of the Academy and Empire
nd false tax returns with wilful int<t to defraud the government.
Consolidated Buys
(Special

to

Two

THE FILM DAILY)

—

in

We

"The

for

.Says Theaters Falsified Returns

The

industry accepts the
the demand of the American youth that its pictures shall give
the right kind of entertainment and
instruction.
accept the challenge
in the righteous demand of the American mother that the entertainment
and amusement of that youth shall be
worthy of their value as the most
potent factor in the Country's future.
tainment.
challenge

fact

is,

of course, that there

ahead the greatest era of expansion
and prosperity the world has ever
seen.
The only question has been
when will it start. Well, it has startThere has been a lot of business
ed.
that has been really sick, staggering,
still with the shell shock of war and
the debauch of extravagance, but there
has been a good deal more business
I
that has been merely malingering.
have had and have have now full appreciation of the difficulties, but I
have no use for commercial slackers.
We have not been in a period of hard
times coming; we have been in a
period of soft times coming. Prosperity is right ahead of us and it is
time to go out and meet it. I cry
is

'hiladelphia
Consolidated Film
Echange has purchased "The Shadv" and "For His Sake" from For- continually for the common sense of
^vd Film Dist. Inc. for Eastern Courage, Confidence and Cooperation.
Finsylvania and Southern New Jer"Let us lay bricks not throw
them."

—

of

CALIFORNIA

"The problem

is

3

THE FILM DAILY)

that

ij

for

FOR SALE

Dismantle Minnesota House
(Special

Suitable

formerly

tissell

'ireshold," distributed

other studios.
companies.

of this country, of course

Delaware has filed an answer in are against censorship fundamentally
•against censorship of press, of pult; Supreme
Court in a suit of the

c

iij

Located in Culver City with six

at Omaha
THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha —W.
Kansas

The people

STUDIO

New R-C Manager

Indianapolis and
been appointed man"The American public is the real ager of the R-C exchange, succeedcensor for the motion picture just as ing E. J. Lipson, who has been transit
is
for the press and the pulpit. ferred to Seattle.
films,

said:

Moving

THE FILM DAILY)

Janesville,

(Special to

active help."

S.

to

do

all,"

Fhe U.

Acquire Janesville, Wis., Theater

nouncement that Goetz Bros, of Moning and inaintaining the "highest pos- roe had become affiliated with the
New sible moral and artistic standards.
Community Theaters Co. of Milwau"To aid in this effort is the duty of kee, they stated they had closed for

In the Courts

/fow'fis^

ness."

Subscribe to
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75%
Sunday's Issue

—

Arbuckle Story for Keaton

Strong

In Portugal Melodramas and ComeLos Angeles
dies Popular Country Has Only
written a story

—

Military Fete Strikes

Snag!

Women's Supplement
Famous Artist Picks Most
Beautiful
California Girls

Woman.

as Oarsmen.
Astor Sails for Home.

Lady

The Radio and Aeroplanes

Law

Enforce

in

France.

Thousands of Dollars' Worth of
Liqu or Confisc ated.

And Other

News

Events.

titled

Arbuckle has

"The Vision"

for

Seventy-five per cent, of the films
exhibited in Portugal are Americanmade, according to a report completed by the American Consul General, W. Stanley Hollis, at Lisbon.
copy has been filed with the National
Association through R. A. Lundquist,
Chief, Specialties Division, Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Washington, D. C. Hollis in the report says, in part:
"American made motion picture films are
becoming continually more popular in Portugal, in spite of the efforts of local manu-

— The

Buffalo

May

27, 1922'

Buffalo Office

I

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Buster Keaton.

A

German

— Roscoe

New

Pathe in

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

120 Theaters

SELZNICK,
^ NEWS ^V|

Saturday,

Pathe

office

h

1

moved

into its new headquarters
the Beyer Building, 505 Pearl St.

|

Louis Weiner, formerly with Pai
mount, is now representing Ken
son Pictiires, with headquarters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
J
the Hodkinson exchange.
into
Universal will move
St. Louis
A. J. Roth has resigned from Go
its new home in the 330 block on
wyn.
Olive street in the next three weeks.
Ralph Myerson has resigned fn
Paramount. Lester W. Wolfe 1
Sweet Leaving Century
been assigned to the Southern "Tier.

"U" Takes New

St.

Louis Space

—

(Special to

Los Angeles
the

THE FILM DAILY)

—Johnny Fox will take

Another

vacated by Harry Sweet
Century. Jimmy
leaving

place

who is
Adams is

i

(Special to
St. Louis

St.

Louis Theater

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The block bounded
Page boulevard, Hodiamont and B
facturers to provide Portuguese films, and it
tha Aves. and the Hodiamont St.
nearly
is estimated that at the present time
Mitchell May Direct Russell
tracks has been purchased by Euge
three-quarters of the films exhibited in PorA. and Harry Freund. They plan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tugal are of American manufacture, with the
legends, or reading matter, translated into
Howard Mitchell improve the site with a theater
Los Angeles
Portuguese.
may direct William Russell in his Page Ave. and fifteen flats on Berl
"Melodramatic serials and good comedies
next picture for Fox. This will break Ave. The improvements will e
are especially popular, although this is beapproximately $200,000.
lieved to be due to the fact that the better up the Russell-Rowland V. Lee team
grades of more recently made pictures are too which is now at work on jts third picexpensive for exhibition in this country, and
Weinberg Again in Syracuse
ture.
the public is tiierefore unable to make com(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
parisons.
Buffalo E. O. Weinberg has agi
Steel Now Owns Three
"The only film distributor of importance
left the local Strand to take chai
in Lisbon is the Companhia Cinematografica
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
of Mark-Strand in Syracuse whi
de Portugal, which practically enjoys a moSouth Bay City, Mich. ^The New
This company senopoly of this market.
Edgar Weill has been forced to
Cine- Columbus has been taken over by
directing.

(

—

—

—

through the Companhia
matografica Hispano-Portuguesa S. A. of James Steel of Pittsburg.
Madrid, Spain, and Salm Levy, Jr., who is
manager of the Portuguese company, states will be managed by
cures

that

Oifers

Scheme

(Special

to

to Fight Censors

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—When

F. M.
Sponigle, president of the California
Club of San Francisco, visited the
Lasky studio she told of a plan to
solve the censorship problem.
She

Mrs.

said:

"In a plan which we are going to
put in efifect in San Francisco, we

hope

answer to the censorship question.
A committee representing the women's clubs will view
to find the

every picture at its opening, or first
showing.
From their findings they
will make up a list of the pictures
which they recommend for family pat-

ronage.

This list will be circulated
through the public schools, and will
be available for everyone who wants
the information. It shall be our policy to say nothing about the bad pictures, simply leaving them out of our
list.

"The women of our committees will
be representative citizens, with the interest of the family, particularly the
children, at heart. Their opinion may
be relied upon, and if the San Francisco public wants better pictures,
here is its chance to support them,
and let the bad ones fall of their own

its

he

Madrid,

films

is

as

also the
well as

York City which

is

manager
of

now

the

of the

agency

firm
in

in

"Lisbon has three motion picture theaters
of seating about 800 persons each,
besides 13 smaller houses with an approximate capacity of 400 each. It is estimated
that there are about 120 theaters in Portugal.
"The prices of admission in Lisbon are, as
capable

a rule, escudos 5$00 for a box, 1$50 for the
best single seats, and 1$00 for the less desirAs the value of the escudo has
able places.
for a considerable time averaged about eight
cents, U. S. currency, it is easy to understand that really first-class modern films can

not he shown here except at an actual loss.
"An ad valorem duty of 15%, plus 15%,
plus 600%, is charged on motion picture films
imported into Portugal, making the custom
duty amount actually to 180% ad valorem.
Printed matter ill large quantities, photographs of various colors and lithographic
posters pay a duty of 1$00 per kilo, which,
in conformity with Decree No. 7826, is payable in gold, or its equivalent in paper escudos, at present being equal, in British cur£0.4.6.
To the above
rency, to about
amount an additional tax of Escudos 00$30,
gold, is charged in conformity with Decree
No. 4133 of April 18, 1918. Photographs of
one color pay a duty of Escudos 00$04, gold,
per kilo, with an additional tax of Esc. 00$01

Japs

Sidetrack Censors in Seattle
Seattle

men's

—A

THE FILM DAILY)

motion before the wo-

Washingcensorship com-

legislative council of

ton recommending a
mission was tabled after the president
Mrs. Victoria L. Turnbull, declared
the organization had the greatest confidence in Will H. Hays and his influence in bringing about reforms in
the business.

To Make

Industrials in

to

—

Canada

.

THE FILM DAILY)

Montreal The Canadian Industrial
Film Co. has been incorporated. The
incorporators are Claude William BisThe comsell and John F. Haines.
pany intends to produce industrial and
other films and will have offices here.

New

Studio for Florida

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Construction has
Orlando,
Fla.
Morrison Completes Feature
been started on the new studio that
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
is being built here for Associated AuLos Angeles Pete Morrison has thors Producers, Inc. John Howard
completed "The Better Man," the first Carr is president of the corporation.
of a series of Westerns for Sanford Six pictures for Associated ExhibitProd.
ors arc on the program.

—

Glass
gry Hearts."

the

titles

for "Hi

Haven Buys Out Partner
Stern Brothers have signed BlaiU
THE FILM DAILY)
Payson for Century Comedies on
Louis J. D. Haven has pur- long term contract.

(Special to
St.

—

chased the interest of J. William the
Imperial, Forest City, Ark.
Henry Turner of Popular Bluff,
.

Mo.

is

building a

new

Cash for Foreign Rights

600-seat thea-

Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars' and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

ter there.

Beardon of Palmyra,
J.
opened his new Pastime.

111.

has

More Sales on "Cap'n Kidd"
"Cap'n Kidd" has been sold to J.
Pearson for the Far East and to the
Sociedad Anonima de Commercio, of
Barcelona for Spain and Portugal.
Domestic sales include Iowa and
Nebraska to Fontenelle Feature Film
of Omaha and Fine Arts of St. Louis
for Eastern Missouri and Southern
First National will handle
Illinois.
the Southeast out of Atlanta.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th

Phone Bryant 6436

HELP THE BOYS

—

San Francisco The Pacific Film
Exchange, Inc. has been formed here
by Japanese business men. It will
operate between here and Japan.

(Special

also

Form 'Frisco Company
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

(Special

is

being closed.

weight."

(Special to

who

New Wenonah.

The house away because of ill health.
W. C. Watson
Goldwyn has engaged Montaj
managing the Regent and
to write

The

gallery of the

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over

devoted to ex-service men, the boys
there," at the monster

FRIARS' FROLIC
Sunday, June 4th
Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a soldier boy. Send your check for as much as you can
afford for this worthy charity to

THE

FRIARS,

110

W.

48th

St

or

THE FILM DAILY,

71

W.

44th St.
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Days" ends; Weiss Bros.

get rights and also purchase "Destiny."
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Litigation over "After Six

all

New

Will Rogers to appear in "The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow." Hodkinson will distribute.
Cleveland suburban theaters may run only three days
weekly because of poor business.
Universal to film "Ivanhoe."
Presbyterian General Assembly scores Will H. Hays
for joining the industry.

:

(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Wednesday
Aliens of Canada in financial

difficulties.

Creditors'

meetings called. Large sums involved.
Film Guild formed. Plans operation of three units.
Ascher Bros, sub-lease Roosevelt, Chicago, to Balaban
and Katz, and Capitol, Cincinnati, to Ike Libson.
.
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One

of the

Really Great Pictures for the Coming Season

William Fox presents

"NERO"
Fox Film Corp.

DIRECTOR

J.

AUTHORS

Gordon Edwards

Charles Sarner and Virginia Tracy
SCENARIO BY. .Charles Sarner and Virginia Tracy
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
J. D. Braddon
.

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

Harry Plimpton

So far easily the biggest and
most spectacular picture for the coming season
and it's a box office as well
High lights of the reign of the pampered
vicious Nero and his persecution of the Christians full of thrills and spectacular episodes
Ranks Edwards as one of the most
important directors of the day handling of mob
scenes and huge spectacular incidents outclasses
anything so far shown by foreign producers

—

STORY

;

DIRECTION

—

PHOTOGRAPHY

Gorgeous. Particularly worth
the
while are
colored shots and electrical effects
Perfect
LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS
Violet Mersereau only one of cast
well known. Many foreign notables do splendid
work although showing the usual tendency of
Latins to overact at times
EXTERIORS
Some of the most magnificient and
colossal sets ever used.
Circus Maximus and
gathering of troops to upset Nero finely presented
INTERIORS
Rich, lavish and looked like the
real thing
DETAIL
Painstaking. Much time obviously
spent getting bits right

CHARACTER OF STORY
bother with

this.

You won't need

Just get

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION.

to

it.
.

.

.About 10,000

feet

"Nero," the Fox super special made abroad, is all
that has been said of it. Undeniably, at this moment,
it is without doubt, the finest, biggest picture so far
for the coming season.
Beyond that it rides
into the classification of being one of the biggest, most
spectacular and finest pictures ever made. And it will
bring many and many a dollar into the box office.
years from now, five years, ten, twenty, and
many years beyond that it will still be good for a lot
of money.
It is the type of picture that will live

shown

Two

Bank Upon

Sunday,

May

28, 1922

—"Nero"

forever.
All praise is due J. Gordon Edwards, who spent
the greater part of a year on the production, all of
which was made abroad, chiefly in Italy. The monster
production easily shows the vast amount of work put
into it. And Edwards has done, right on the ground
of the so-called great foreign directors, what none of
them has in years he has built a monster spectacular
production, with a big story, and cast it with foreigners
(all save Violet Mersereau), none of whom are known
Many of
here, but almost all of whom are perfect.
But
them being Italians, they at time overact.
Gretillat gives a splendid performance as the spoiled
and pampered Nero, and Alexander Salvini, descendant
of a great tragedian, is excellent as Horatius, the real
hero. Paulette Duval is magnificient as Poppaea, and
Miss Mersereau, as the Christian heroine, does very
well indeed.
Space precludes going into the big story. But the
reign of Nero, with its pomp and splendor, its viciousness and wickedness, allows a background upon which
:

Director

Edwards has gathered together the biggest

of the big moments from many plays and stories of that
period. He has taken all of the big motif of Christianity from "The Sign of the Cross," all the magnificence of "Via Crucus," "Quo Vadis" and others, and

They say he had 26

hurled them into the camera.

It looks it.
story holds up splendidly through the first part,
but there is too much of the gathering of the troops to
upset the vicious Nero in the latter sequences, and
while the burning of Rome is well done, it was followed
so closely by the turning of the lions upon the little
band of Christians, and one big smash followed another
so closely that not until it was all over was it possible
to appreciate what had happened. There are chariot
races at the Circus Maximus, the strangling of a lion
by the stalwart slave of the Christian girl, the surging
of the troops and the mob through the vast Circus set

working

at

one time.

It is quite likely.

The

—too

much

matter
done.

to

remember

in detail

;

too absorbing to

—there was so much of and so splendidly
certain — some producers are content to
This
all

it,

is

bank an entire production upon just one of the
"punches" of which Edwards uses at least a half dozen,
and then doesn't seem to be at a loss for more.
•

the Thrills and Vastness of the Spectacular Production
Box

One of the greatest box offices
You don't need to know any more

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

—

next season "Nero."
than this, really, because
by the time this comes to you it will have had so much exploitation and publicity, that all you will have to do is to grab
some of it and put it over. The rest is easy.
There are more big thrills; more big punches; more great
spectacular effects in "Nero" than probably any other picture
made within a decade. The foreign directors have been shown
what an American can do with the backgrounds which Rome
for

and

Europe

possesses.
The
in several sets

thousands used

And

the

you

will

more "mobby" you

mob

—are

like

scenes

—and

there

are

you can expect.
your mob scenes the more
all

that

be pleased.

You haven't any names well known enough to use except
Violet Mersereau.
But you needn't bother about that. Tell
them that Gordon Edwards produced "The Queen of Sheba"
and other big spectacles, and the press sheet will give you
many more worth while items to use.
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They've
Mack

Crammed

Everything Imaginable Into This

The rest of the picture is plainly California.
The story starts out not unlike Tom Moore's "Hold
Your Horses" with hero arriving from the country

Sennett presents

"THE CROSSROADS OF

NEW YORK"

Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

F. Richard Jones

AUTHOR

Not
Not
Not

SCENARIO BY

credited

instead of the "old country," and getting a job as a
street cleaner.

the combination of

tains

includes every element and situation ever found

not in each individual sequence.
First comes a comedy bit, the familiar boarding house
variety with the landlady deserting her star boarder

in pictures

suitor for the

WHOLE
A

A

pretty good entertainment that

great complication but easy to follow;

an unusual combination of situations that are

;

newcomer, the hero of this complicated
There is a tendency to burlesque the whole thing
even the melodramatic episode that follows.
tale.

is

fast

of material he

had

moving and considering the
to work in. Director Jones

has succeeded in maintaining a comprehensiveness
with but one or two choppy stretches breaking into
the general smooth run of things. It is quite apparent
that the film has undergone a good deal of cutting,
particularly in the early reels where rather an abundance of sub-titles are used to explain the missing

LIGHTINGS

Fair

A good cast with Ethel Grey Terry
and George O'Hara the first principals; Noah
Beery miscast; others suitable

PLAYERS

links.

All right

Suffices

Centered about the
an actress to "rope" a millionaire hus-

for herself

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

6,000 feet

Certainly no one can complain of lack of situations

New

York," for it touches on
about as many elements of entertainment and includes
abstracts from as many plots as have found their way
There are many "roads" indeed and
to the screen.
the plot is a series of "crossings," but just why they

"The Crossroads

of

"New York"

Some

Good

'.

CHARACTER OF STORY

obvious except that
there are two or three inserts, views of New York.
the

in

at

Fair

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

least

if

mass

PHOTOGRAPHY

in

offers

of

times

band

it

The production

Good considering the mass
material he had to work with is a bit choppy

efforts of

originality, at

its

situations

interesting nevertheless

DIRECTION

put

there the Sennett picture main-

credited

STORY

in

From

credited

CAMERAMAN
AS A

One

isn't

ofifering consists of

wide enough in its scope
whole audience.
If they want comedy,

to satisfy the tastes of the

Ethel Grey Terry does very well in her effort to
put over the badger game on hero George O'Hara.
Noah Beery would have been a much more appropriate villain than

Robert Cain, and

their roles

it,

If

they like

might

have been reversed to advantage. Others who give
good performances are Kathryn McGuire, "Dot" FarCharlie Murley, Eddie Gribbon and Mildred June.
judge.
part,
the
minor
ray plays a

Rather Satisfying Entertainment
^

melodrama, they'll get that too. There's laughs and
thrills and you can promise them it keeps going from
start

to

finish.

It

holds

the

interest

fairly

well.

should prove worth while if you give it proper exploitation, and probably one of the best ways to interest them would be through the use of a trailer.
It would be fairly difficult to try and give them an

It

idea of the story through catchlines.
they'll get

less familiar

appropriate but somewhat shopworn death of the very
villainous villain, when his auto goes over the cliff.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

mostly picbut
familiar,
quite
which
plot
hokum,
all
of
is
ture
it is doubtful if such a combination and mixture of it
has ever been attempted in one offering. From .this
angle you will be able to appeal broadly because
its value as entertainment should be far-reaching and
This latest Sennett

more or

nature but they are all wholly eflfective. Shots of a
motorcycle in congested trafific are very good, while
there are fights on high balconies, and the highly

A Large Variety of Situations That Offers
Box

thrills are ofifered of a

complicated.

It is

much

too

AL LICHTMAN and
A little over ten years ago, we started to work

together

Famous Players Film Company when it first started
business; Ben wrote the ads, the publicity and some of the

for the
in

scenarios;

Al

sold the pictures.

Everybody made money.

—

Those days were wonderful days full of hopes and
They were tough days
dreams. Most of them came true
!

too

It

!

was

independent pictures to theatres
and admissions were only a nickel

difficult to rent

on account of the

trust,

BUT QUALITY

WON OUT

QUALITY PICTURES, RIGHT IDEALS
BRIGHT IDEAS—it^s a cinch.

To-day, with

and

WE ARE TOGETHER AGAIN—but this time in busiand we are building a business which we
are determined the whole industry shall be proud of.
Ben is managing production, and Al is managing

ness for ourselves,

distribution.

The

pictures that

PREFERRED
name

pictures

Ben
and

will
will

produce will be known as
be made under the trade

of:

PREFERRED PICTURES,
The name

of the distributing

Inc.

company will be known

AL LICHTMAN

as the:

Corporation

be other independent producers releasing
their product through the Al Lichtman Corporation.
Announcement of these will be made at a later date.

There

will

.

We have been planning this for some time, and we are ready.

II.

iEN

SCHULBERG
Our First Offerings Now in Preparation

RICH MEN'S WIVES
By
Dazey
and Agnes Christine Johnson.

Frank

The

first of

a series of
of Kismet

by the creator

GASNIER

Special Box-Office Attractions, directed

and other great pictures.

To be followed

by:

CHING CHINAMAN
CHING
By
Wilbur Daniel

The
It is

Steele.

prize short story of 1917.
unique
story different

—A

from any you have seen.

ARE YOU A FAILURE?
By Larry Evans.
Written especially for the screen by
produced as a stage play.

A BIRD
Adapted by Arthur

J.

IN

this

famous author, and

will shortly

be

A GILDED CAGE

Lamb from

the famous song of the

same name.

POOR MEN'S WIVES
A sequel to RICH MEN'S WIVES
A

chapter from life.
Replete with laughs and sobs.

WHEN A WOMAN MARRIES
A powerful Drama

Each of these
box

of

Today.

pictures will contain every element of

office success.

We

shall

always operate with the knowledge that to

merit the exhibitors' support,

we must

deliver pictures

and

service that will be profitable.

For complete distributing plan and date of
communicate with

ALLICHTMAN
.^>^»^»^.^«^
o^v.^m*
A

CORPORATION

first

release

„«..,,,,
rirth Avenue,
576
New York City,N.Y:

THE
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Sunday,

Improbable Sacrifice Theme Makes Fairly
Tommy

Bert Lytell in

"THE FACE BETWEEN"
Metro

DIRECTOR

Bayard Veiller

AUTHOR

Justus Miles

Forman

SCENARIO BY

Lenore Coffee
CAMERAMAN
Arthur Martinelli
The old heroic self-sacrifice and
AS A
silent suffering hokum that is too improbable
to be entertaining
Quite slow-moving and has anti-climax
STORY
that drags the ending badly
..Average; couldn't do very much
DIRECTION
better in view of weak story material

WHOLE

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Plays

Good
Sometimes a

bit

dark

a dual part in opening reels; satis-

factory as the son but unconvincing as

the

father

SUPPORT

Breamer and Andre Tourneur

Sylvia

handle feminine roles adequately; satisfactory
cast

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Good
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

Son gives up sweet-

heart and goes into exile through assuming guilt
belonging to his father

Weak

Carteret's

May

28, 1922

Entertainment

father visits a married

woman

and makes his exit just as her husband enters. The
husband hears the voice and recognizes it as young
Tommy's, so when he accuses the young man, he
assumes the guilt to protect his father. Then comes
the grand sacrifice. Hero Tommy immediately packs
his bag, bids gogd-bye to the girl he was to marry and
is escorted by the woman's husband to a place far off
in the country where Tommy is to remain in exile
The peculiar thing about
until this husband dies.
these heroes is that they never confide in their sweethearts but of course if they did, there would be no
story because any sane girl would appreciate the circumstance and likely go away with her lover. There
is not sufficient grounds for these silent sufferings,
and certainly no sympathy felt for the sufferer.
Bert Lytell plays both father and son in the opening
reels.
He overacts as the father and his make-up is
poor. As the hero he does good work, but the director
permits him too many poses in lighting cigarettes
even though he does it gracefully. Sylvia Breamer
and Andre Tourneur are well cast.
Director Veiller has provided a satisfactory production, but was unable to make an entertaining picture

The story is slowout of uninteresting material.
moving and events happen along in laggard fashion.
The end is very draggy because of an anti-climax in
which the hero suffers a hallucination caused by an

and movie-like that it fails to oflfer a satisfying entertainment.
There are times when film heroics are
quite noble and inspire a splendid sympathy for the
sacrificing party, but such is not the case with Bert

and you have to wait around until he meets
with another accident to remove the delirium.
Tommy Carteret is about to be tarred and
Story
feathered by the country people of his. place of exile
when a girl, Marianna, stops them by saying Tommy
Bewildered, he agrees and at that
is to marry her.
moment a telegram arrives announcing the death of
his exiler and the fact that his sweetheart wants him
Marianna is shot by a jealous
to come back to her.
suitor, and after a long illness Tommy and his fiancee

Lytell's act in this instance.

are reunited.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Of

all

About

injury,

5,000 feet

the recent heroic screen sacrifices, the most

notable and
Lytell in

improbable is that of Bert
"The Face Between," a very familiar type
flagrantly

of plot, the chief situation of which

is

so far-fetched

:

Probably Too Far-Fetched to Satisfy The Majority
Box
The production

is

not below the average, but the

story falls short of the entertainment

who want

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

mark

for those

reasonable situations and plausible material

generally, so that

you had better take your

desires into consideration before

"The Face Between."
stories, this

one

If

clientele's

you decide

to

book

is

tell

popular it may stand a better
his admirers he plays a dual

If you think well of catchthem know what the story is about, all
right, but they may be disappointed. You might make
something of the hallucination sequence. There may
be some who are interested in the idea of the dead

role in his latest picture.
lines to let

they want fast moving, light

will not do.

AVhere Bert Lytell
chance, and you can

returning to

life, etc.

THE
Sunday,

May

28, 1922
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Them Again

Jackie Googan Delights
Jackie

Coogan

The

in

"TROUBLE"

bit

Sol Lesser

Albert Austin
Jack Coogan, Sr.

AUTHOR
CAMERAMAN

Not credited
Not credited

WHOLE

A

wholesome and pleasing

enter-

tainment with the juvenile star though not quite
as strong as the last
Good kid humor, some' pathos and
STORY
plenty of appealing sentiment; there are a few

slow bits

DIRECTION

most part but might
by speeding up the action or

Good

have improved

it

for the

connecting sequences better

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
Delightful as usual

-

SUPPORT

Gloria

Hope and Wallace Beery

suitable but quite subordinate to Jackie

EXTERIORS

Appropriate

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Requisite

CHARACTER OF STORY
orphan boy who
with a brute husband
of an

Incidents in the life
is

adopted by young

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

girl

5,000 feet

Jackie Coogan will delight his admirers all over
again in "Trouble," even though the picture runs a
little too long for the amount of story it contains.
There is no regulation plot, but the succession of incidents in the

life

of the orphan

boy are

sufficiently

interesting and well joined together to hold the atten-

The

Role

of

room scene

court

Orphan Kid
also

with one exception, that

in

is
it

another superfluous
Jackie offers a really

pantomime when he relates the events
that bring him to court to testify for his foster mother
against her brute of a husband. Jackie's work here
fine piece of

DIRECTED
SUPERVISION OF

AS A

in

is

really splendid

many
to

and well worth being included, but

of the other shots in the court

drag the

The

room

are inclined

interest.

picture starts out with

some humorous

ness taking place in the orphanage.

busi-

Jackie's efforts

keep his dog with him are sure to bring laughs, and
later his^ attempt to find someone to adopt Spec, his
little colored companion, is great.
Jackie fears there
will be no applicant for the black boy so he whitewashes him but rushes him back to the wash room to
get it off when he sees a colored couple arriving. This
is another sure-fire laugh.
The titles throughout are
very good and contain many laughs.
The juvenile star has plenty of opportunities for
more serious playing in the sequence in which he gives
his mother the five dollars given him by a rich woman.
The youngster is always appealing and there is a
certain pathos in his expression that gets the spectator's sympathy right off.
He has a fine chance to
gain admiration when he hits his foster fathen on
the head with a flower pot after he attacks the boy's
mother in an attempt to take the money away from
her.
They'll be all for Jackie in this bit.
Story
Jackie is adopted by a young girl whose
to

:

husband neglects

his plumbing business and
provide for his wife and their adopted boy.

answers a
a rich

the plumber and greatly

call for

woman's home.

fails

to

Jackie

damages

Instead of getting into trouble

Jackie receives five dollars which he gives to "mother."

speeded things up at times by spending less footage
on individual bits. For instance, he gives too much
footage to the incident in which Jackie hauls the bag
of tools to the house where he tries to put over a

from the wife and hits her. A
policeman interferes and a fight follows. The husband
is arrested and upon Jackie's testimony, sent to jail.
The girl's parents come to her rescue and Jackie and
his "mother" go to live on a farm where his "Trouble"

plumbing

is

tion almost all the while.

director could have

job.

The husband

takes

over.

Should Prove a Good Box Office
Box

can bet they'll be satisfied with this one because there are not many people who will not be
amused by the kid stuff and honest-to-goodness
humor of "Trouble." By this time you should know
pretty well just what Jackie Coogan's name will do

you showed "Peck's Bad Boy" the results
should be sufficient to guide you in connection with
If

"Trouble."

One

thing

is

certain.

And

that

is

Number

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You

for you.

it

Jackie

is

idolized

by the younger set, and you can undoubtedly cash in
by making a special of your matinee showings of
"Trouble." Get the younger crowd in and the older
folks will

come

too

when they

hear the kids talking

it.
No distributing arrangement has been
announced as yet, but it will be worth your while to
be on the look-out for it and secure a booking ahead of
the other fellow. Exploit it and do your best to put it
over. The box office receipts should make you happy.

about
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Appealing Vitagraph Star In Interesting Crook Melodrama
Alice Calhoun in

but

"THE ANGEL OF CROOKED STREET"

DIRECTOR

David Smith
Harry Dittman
C. Graham Baker

SCENARIO BY

will satisfy a big

enough majority

to

make

it

a suitable entertainment.

Vitagraph

AUTHOR

it

— the
the woman who sent
to prison in order to avenge the wrong— but good

The main situation is quite a
who plans to marry the son of
her

familiar one

girl

revenge sequence smoothly told but anti-climactic toward

from being strikingly hackneyed.
to detail and reasonable
by-plot the interest is splendidly sustained and the
picture holds your attention all the way through.
The opening reels immediately create a strong
sympathy for the heroine and an efifective small town
atmosphere is established. The conviction of the girl

close

for a theft she did not

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE

An

Steve Smith, Jr.
entertaining crook melo-

drama; interesting feature

of this type

though

isn't distinctive

it

STORY

Some

improbabilities in

its

;

DIRECTION

Good

for the

most

part; selected

thoroughly appropriate players for various parts

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Has
STAR
ease and

is

SUPPORT

All right

McKee, Rex Hammel,

Ralph McCullough leading

Wm.

Mc-

man

Few
Suffice

Adequate
Girl falsely accused

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

5,000 feet

known crook themes have had somewhat

from the screen recently, so probably
Harry Dittman's story, which serves as a vehicle for
Alice Calhoun's latest Vitagraph production, will have
a better chance of getting over and seem less familiar
"The
for the brief let-up in this type of melodrama.
story,
extraordinary
not
an
Angel of Crooked St." is
of a vacation

A
is

a

first

rate audience picture,

one that
It

will
is

a-

wholesome entertainment even considering its melodramatic moments. Especially if you haven't shown
them any crook story pictures recently, you can safely
this

one and

feel sure

take a

little

too long in having the

accomplish her revenge once she sights her victim.
The suspense is accumulative and the climax carries

amount

course

it

whether

is

of

punch and uncertainty that keeps

to just

how

the heroine will fare.

the old happy ending but you don't

to expect

it

is

Of

know

or not.
a pretty heroine and handles the

capably, although she never really, looks as
though she intended carrying out her plan of revenge.
She is refreshing and has a pleasing personality. The
crook types have been selected with care and thought
as to their suitability, and the cast on the whole is 9
good one.
Story
Jennie Marsh supports her widowed mother
by working as maid in the home of Mrs. Sanford, a
rich and narrow-minded old woman, who lavishes
everything on her son who is away at college. Jennie
meets a stranger who gives her a piece of jewelry
which later is used as evidence of her theft of the Sanford jewels.
She is convicted, and upon her release
plans to marry young Sanford for revenge. Complications and a subsequent romance follow.
part

:

For Most Any House

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

give adequate satisfaction almost anywhere.

show them

to

girl

Suitable Audience Picture
Box

commit is rather improbable,
dramatic moments that are quite

They

Alice Calhoun

and imprisoned by rich employer later plans her
revenge through woman's son but fails to carry
it out because she loves him

This

worth while.

you guessing as

to look at

Especially well suited crook type;

attention

up

leads

good

CHARACTER OF STORY

well

it

a certain

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

The

but

it

careful

a refreshing personality, plays with

includes Scott
Call;

Good

direction keeps

Through

they will be pleased.

In case Alice Calhoun has a following use her

name

And

your folks are not acquainted
Avith her, this would be a good time to introduce her.
They wjll like ,her.and her work too, in "The Angel
of Crooked Street."
The title will stand catchlines
to explain it, and you could undoubtedly obtain the
support of any local anti-vice organizations to help
you exploit the picture. They could boost the moral
0(i it to advantage and help you at the same time.
prominently.

.

if

i

1
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Some Good Comic

Contains

Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven
Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

DIRECTOR

Lloyd Ingraham
Stanislaus Strange

SCENARIO BY

Bob McGowan

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

Ross Fisher
.

.

.Fairly

amusing

comedy

farce

that

laughs in the last two reels
STORY
Rather slight for a feature but contains
situations with first rate comedy possibilities
DIRECTION
Takes too long to get started and
could have made a fine entertainment with less
footage
has nearly

all its

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STARS
Co-operative

Standard

and well suited to the reDeHaven has good opportunities in "sonny boy" part
SUPPORT
Suitable; includes King Baggot,
Grace Cunard, Otis Harlan, and others
spective roles

;

Carter

EXTERIORS

Nona

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not much

variation

Fair

CHARACTER OF STORY

All about a

good boy at home, but a "chip
block" when it comes to parties
son, a

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

a Feature

Director Ingraham takes a bit too long to get it
started, and the story is pretty well under way before
there is a laugh at all. *The young hero's efforts to

in

"THE GIRL IN THE TAXI"

AUTHOR

Not Enough For

Incident But

young

of the old

money to finance
dom amusing, even
get

Like some other stage farces that have been adapted
"The Girl in the Taxi" isn't weighty
enough to fulfill the requirements of a feature picture.
As a two or three reeler it could have been made into
a bright, fast moving comedy number with the laughs

to

pawning

Dad's clothes.

his

Occasionally they have tried t5 gain a laugh by resorting to slap-stick such as hero tripping the fat

Percy Peters and
to

the

The

later in the cafe scene, they resort

stabbing

old

gentleman
matism.

is

the

trick,

of

effect

which the

forced to explain to his wife, as rheu-

and really only genuine comic

picture's best,

sequence, takes place in the cafe Avhen hero Carter
DeHaven is caught entertaining the perfume manu-

and the previous discovery that his
same
resort.
There are some first rate amusing twists in
this episode, but they are not enough to hold up the
facturer's wife

father

also enjoying a "harmless party" in this

is

dull stretches.

Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven handle the two
principal roles capably, and a good supporting cast
renders adequate assistance. Lincoln Pkuner is good
as Percy Peters, and the player taking the part of the
King Baggot has an
butler does good work also.
unconvincing comedy role.
Story

5,420 feet

his Cafe de Paris parties are sel-

:

Bertie Stewart's father

afraid

is

the boy

will turn out to be a mollycoddle, but the only thing

that keeps Bertie from proving himself otherwise

One

pawns

night he

is

for the screen,

lack of funds.

coming in sufficiently rapid succession to make
amusing from start to finish. But in five reels,

met
She tells him she is married but Bertie
doesn't worry until her hubby appears. He hides her
but there's a lot of excitement later on when Bertie
discovers his Dad is also "partying" in the same cafe,
and then the girl's husband gets after Bertie. The
result is that Bertie doesn't have to coax his Dad for
money any more.

can't be done, because

it

takes padding to get

feature length with the usual result that

it

it

it
it

to

drags badly

at times.

A

Fairly Slow

coat and sneaks out to take to supper a girl h^
in

a taxi.

Moving Farce May Prove Somewhat Amusing
Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Cut to at least four reels, "The Girl in the Taxi"
would stand a much better chance of satisfying as
comedy entertainment, but unless it is shortened they
will be required to sit through some considerable dull
business for the sake of the laughs that come in the
latter reels.
Most of the elimination could be done
in the first two reels and to the advantage of the picture in every respect.

his father's fur

The

title

may be worth

stage play of the
at a transient

exploiting in view of the

same name. The men

Broadway house where

reviewed, appeared to receive the

sequences

heartily

especially to your

that pleases

in the

them

enough,

men

so

patrons.

in particular.

audience

was
worth while comedy
you might appeal
the film

It is the sort of story
,

Great Directors
/
Marshall Neilan

Keep Your
Dates Open
Until you have read
the complete

Goldwyn

plans for 1922-23

Maurice Tourneur

QOLDWYN

R.A.Walsh

pledges for the

new

sea-

son to supply exhibitors with the
greatest group of box-office pictures ever
made*

A number of these are completed and
soon will be ready for your inspection.
Production is under way on others.

Goldwyn announcements

to date give

only a small part of sensational plans to
be published shortly.

There will be no machine-made pictures
in Goldwyn's lineup. Each production
will bear the stamp of a great directorial
personality. Each production will receive
painstaking individual attention.

Goldwyn's smashing production program for the coming year— Big Names
and Big Stories— gives absolute promise
of Big Business for your theatre.

They are

now producing^

1

S mashing Stories

Allen Holubar

Rupert Hugfhes

Marshall Neilan will make

Goldwyn, with powerful

all

stories

E.Mason Hopper

his pictures for

and on a

scale sur-

passing his best previous effort.

Maurice Tourneur has already started work on
Hall Gainers world-famous novel and play,
Christian," his

first

Allen Holubar

is

"The

production for Goldwyn.

now

filming the $10,000 prize-

winning story, "Broken Chains,"

his first

work

for

Goldwyn.
R. A. Walsh has begun production on "Captain
Blackbird," his

first

big picture at the Culver City

Studios.

Rupert Hughes
masterpieces,
available for

will personally direct his fiction

all

of which have

now been made

Mason Hopper, who has completed a wonderful
picturization of Anzia Yezierska*s "Hungry Hearts,"
soon will start on another heart interest story, rich

jr

human sympathy and

is

only

the beginning

Goldwyn.

E.

in

This

appeal.

Wait for

the full

announcement of

Goldwyn plans!

WATCH US

STEP!

OLDWYN PICTURES'

I

THE

^n
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Shirley
Shirley

Mason
Mason

In Picture

Fox

DIRECTOR

Harry Beaumont
Helen Hawkins

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Paul Schofield
John Arnold

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

Presents star in a straight role,
something a little different but less appealing as
far as she is concerned
STORY
Not very strong situations in it and the
usual coincidence, will probably satisfy star's

admirers

Average; tells story in straightforward fashion and apparently does the best
with the material at hand

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

.She has had much better roles than this one
which doesn't give her as many opportunities
.

.

For Her

probability, but

it is doubtful if they will be as agreeably impressed as they were with her in "The Ragged
Princess," her last picture.
The situations in this

one are more or

less commonplace and coincidence is
frequently relied upon for development, especially the
incident in the climax where the elderly man learns that

the

young

he loves

girl

Adequate; Alan Forrest has not

is

his

nephew's wife. Just then

the taxi in which they are riding knocks

This

down

the

been used before
and it would seem they could have found some other
means of bringing the two together.

The

is

a twist that has

story will satisfy those

who

favor plenty of

complications and a plot that keeps becoming more
involved as it goes on. The direction in this connection is pretty good.
Beaumont succeeds in keeping

on the whole, makes
the material he had to work

the surprise for the climax and,
the most generally, of

to be cute

SUPPORT
much

Different

28, 1922

and at times pathetic, thereby gaining the
spectator's sympathy.
As the stenographer in "Very Truly Yours," she
does good work and will satisfy her admirers in all

heroine.

DIRECTION

STAR.

Somewhat

May

to be cute

in

"VERY TRULY YOURS"

AS A

Sunday,

with.

Stenographer disappointed in love marries for money and gets
another disappointment when she learns her

Miss Mason is always nicely photographed and
wears some very pretty frocks in "Very Truly Yours,"
which will gain more admirers for her among her
flapper devotees. A capable supporting cast is headed
by Alan Forrest, as leading man, although Charles
Clary has an equally important role. Others are Otto
Hoflfman, Harold Miller, Helen Raymond and Hardy

husband

Kirkland.

very

to do; Charles Clary suitable

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Not many
Suffice

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
isn't rich

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About 5,000 feet
"Very Truly Yours" is the

Shirley Mason's role in
most grown-up thing she has had to do in sometime,
and after comparing her as the stenographer in her
current release with the slavey and orphans of some
of the others,

it

is

easy to decide that she

is

much

more pleasing and more entirely at home in the latter
type of roles. That is not to say that she is not appealing in this one, but that she

is

much

better suited to

character parts where she has plenty of opportunities

Star's

Marie Tyree is sadly disappointed when her
Story
boss marries a widow. Then and there she decides
to marry for money, not for love, so she marries Bert
Woodmansee, whom she believes to be a rich lumberman. After the wedding she learns his uncle is the
millionaire and that he is broke. They part and Marie
meets the uncle; She nurses him through an illness
and is rewarded by an offer of marriage. She tells
him she is married and later there is a reunion with
:

her husband.

Admirers Will Be Pleased With
Box

With "Very Truly Yours"

it is

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

a case of the star's

Mason and
your theater,
all you will have to do is announce her name.
Although "Very Truly Yours" is a little different from
popularity mostly.

If

they like Shirley

usually patronize her pictures

shown

Appeal To The Flappers.

It.

at

what she generally does, they may welcome the
tion and be well pleased.
Her admirers will be
fied anyway.

variasatis-

should happen that your folks are not well
acquainted with the star, it might be a good time to
If

it

She should have a following with the
flapper crowd especially, and it might be well to start
introduce her.

boosting her name for their benefit. Catchlines to the
effect that she was only a stenographer but she landed
a millionaire, would interest the.m and help explain the
title

which

is

a bit vague.

Sunday,

May

A

28,
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That Just Misses Being

First Rate Entertainment
Glenn Hunter

DIRECTOR

some
Frank Tuttle
Frank Tuttle

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Fred Waller, Jr.
Fred Waller, Jr.
.An unpretentious but thoroughly
entertaining and amusing picture with sufficient

box

office

.

appeal

STORY

Rather original and with some first rate
laughs; a splendid suspense and dramatic sequence in climax
DIRECTION
Rather good for the most part;
might have speeded story up in spots but provides a wholesome, pleasing entertainment

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

All right

Usually good

;

sometimes a

bit

dark

STAR

Has

a splendid role and handles

it

very

well

SUPPORT.

.

.

.Fair; a

little

stronger supporting cast

would have made an improvement; Marguerite
Courtot capable but not quite the most suitable
type

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good

upon

"mama's boy"

his twenty-first

birthday and elopes, with a near-tragedy as a
result

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
is

About 5,000 feet
amusing and

a thoroughly

entertaining offering that gets away from the usual
routine of pictures and seems to strike out for itself,

a rather original

is

amusing and contains

elements that make

unusually

it

Everyone is more or less familiar with the "mama's
which "The Cradle Buster" exploits. The

idea

a basis of a pleasing

is

matic turn

amount

of

in the

comedy

that takes a dra-

climax and carries with

punch and a whole

lot of

it

a certain

suspense.

Hero's desperate vow to break away from his
mother's apron strings is furthered by some of his

who

"Sweetie" to a
This starts the fun. Just a few more comic
situations and some effective side play would have
made the picture a real winner, but they break away
from the comedy business and enter into the romance
and in the climax, where hero really finds himself,
they have succeeded in injecting a rather intense
dramatic quality and a strong suspense.
Glenn Hunter does very good work in the hero
role, while the remainder of the cast is quite suitable.
In one or two instances more appropriate types rnight
have been secured. Production values are adequate,
but usually ordinary. Some scenes in and around a
miniature Coney Island are interesting, especially the
friends, practical jokers,

invite

cabaret.

shots on the roller coaster.

Story

:

falling in

A

story

])oy" type

Suffices

declares his independence

"The Cradle Buster"

true-to-life

Knock-Out

appealing.

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

A

one, slight to be sure, but very

American Releasing Corp.

.

The

fashion that gets you.

in

"THE CRADLE BUSTER"

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

13

cabaret^ at

father's

They

"Sweetie" establishes his independence by
love with Gay Dixon, a performer in her

are on the

Little

first

Paris,

a

lap of their

pleasure

resort.

elopement when

"Sweetie's" mother and Gay's father interfere.

Gay

is hurried back to Little Paris in time for her tight
rope performance. Meanwhile "Sweetie" learns that
Spoony, a jealous clown, is going to cut the rope while

Gay

is

performing.
Paris and

He

rushes madly from Boston

not by

or anything in

time to prevent the
Gay. There is a happy
reunion and "Sweetie" convinces his Ma he is no

the

simple,

longer a baby.

way of a pretentious production
way of lavish display, but in a

Assure

Them Of

A

Delightful

direct

to

Little

is

accident which would

just in

kill

And Amusing Hour With "The Cradle
Buster"

Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This is an unusually clever picture that should
prove quite worth while as far as the box office is
concerned.
It is just different enough to warrant
your making promises for it and even though it does
not boast of a particularly fine production, it is capable of entertaining and so long as it does that, it
should satisfy any box office.
You can promise a novel story and interest them

with catchlines. Let them know what "The Cradle
Buster" is. It is a good title that can be effectively
and cleverly exploited with just a little effort. Throwaways printed on cradle shaped card-board with a

would stir up curiosity and get the picture
Glenn Hunter makes his first stellar
talked about.
appearance in this and his work deserves all the boosting you can give him.
teaser line

I

Isadore Bernstein

presents

SALISBURY

MONROE

j^'

ALONE
A West

Coast

Films Corp.

Production
Directed by

Jacgues Jaccard
«;><£ James Colwell

What a combination was brought about to give box-office strength to "The
Great Alone" a grouping of factors who know how to make pictures.

—

^'i

€>

MONROE SALISBURY,

Jaccard

the Star: You remember "The Savage;" "The
Millionaire Pirate;" "Hugon The Mighty;" "The Light of Victory:" "The
Sleeping Lion;" "The Barbarian." As "Silent Duval" in "The Great
Alone" Salisbury has the biggest of all his great roles.

JOnraJinson

Vhe Director

JACQUES JACCARD,
ber "The
and "The

"Desert Love;"

Alone"

A

great action director.
RememGreat Air Robbery;" "Under "Northern Lights;" "Liberty"
Red Glove," chapter-plays; "If Only Jim;" "Honor Bound;"

is still

the Director

:

"The Terror" and "The Fast Mail"?

"The Great

bigger.

ISADORE BERNSTEIN the Supervising Director: He supervised "Tarzan
of the Apes;" "The Romance of Tarzan;" "Confession;" "Outside the
Law" and scores of others, and now has a great Coast producing plant at
his
Bernstein,
SuptrvUing DirectorX
I

command.

And

a cast backing

up the

great

work of Salisbury

that includes

MARIA

VOaggoner

DRAGA, a new find; WALTER LAW, a great villain; LURA ANSON,
Tom Meighan's leading woman in "If You Believe It It's So;" GEORGE
WAGGONER, the Youssef of "The Shiek," and RICHARD CUMMINGS.
Premiere North American engagement: Turner

&

Dahnken's TIVOLI

Theatre, San Francisco, opening June 4.

;j

maria DragwOhe Heroine

RELEASING

CORPORATION

tn Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

WaUerQxxO'Dke Vu'ain.

A Star Productioa
and Great Star

the

Ertfcire Keitht

U.B.O.

Qooked Across

Qrcuit

ii

I

HIS

WIPES

HUSBAND
From Anna Katherine Green's qreat society
drama "j'Ae Mayors Wife"
Directed by Kenneth

Webb

An

idea of the power of this big Pyramid-Betty Blythe
production will be gained by noting that the New York
critics hail it as being as great a success as "The Bat,"

the biggest theatrical success in New York,
second solid year in the same theatre.

3.

in

its

a matter of information and comparison we have seen
and carefully guaged the power of every big picture released
by all companies from January to date and there is not
one picture now on the market containing better drama,
better showmanship qualities or greater exploitation values.

As

Booked and played in June "His Wife's Husband" and the
added drawing power of Betty Blythe will save many a
first

run exhibitor a "box-office headache."

Following its Broadway, New York, run at the Cameo
Theatre and the unanimously favorable newspaper and
trade journal reviews the great Keith organization has
given "His Wife's Husband" its full circuit time beginning

June

now

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited

—^S^^
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Domestic Problems Presented In Moderately Entertaining Picture
"DON'T DOUBT
Leah Baird Prod.

YOUR WIFE"

—Assoc.

DIRECTOR

One

Exhibitors

CAMERAMAN

James W. Home
Leah Baird
Leah Baird
Charles Stumar

WHOLE

Moderately entertaining problem

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
AS A

play based upon jealousy and unusual circumstances

STORY
DIRECTION

Plausible and will please

many
much

Very uneven. Gives too
importance to minor incidents
PHOTOGRAPHY
Good. Very realistic storm

LIGHTINGS

All clear

Include Leah Baird,

Edward

Peil

and Emory Johnson

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate
Fair

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

Jealous husband
suspects innocent wife and divorces her. Love
reunites them

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,800 feet
in
is

many, for it deals with the kind
that makes newspaper headlines. While the

certain to interest

circumstances develop quite logically after they are
once planted, they are a little unusual and not over
convincing.

Home

has obtained some excellent results.
scenes, the road-house shots, and the
escape of the innocent wife are all excellently accomplished.
Some of the other scenes are careless and
rambling and only tend to halt the flow of the story.
Director

marry the

led to believe that the girl will

she does not love, while only
an hour before she had refused to go on with the
ceremony. They stand up before the minister and
he says "I do," knowing all the time that her husband is waiting to rush down the center aisle and take

—

The storm

Title

Play up the road house

scenes and advertise the liquor raid that occurs in
Tell

loves him.

And many

object to seeing the doubting husband get off

For certainly he deserves more

punishment than he gets. He leaves his wife, then
he suspects her, insults her, refuses to believe her and

He has a good time with other
end when he is forced to listen to an
explanation he consents to forgive her! It is then that
he walks down the center aisle and marries her again.
Surely he does not deserve to get off that easily.
Rose Manning plays the leading role and does some
finally divorces her.

girls,

and

in the

in

many

of

the

scenes

of

lesser

im-

When it comes to the climaxes, however,
work appears exaggerated and heavy. She is
supported by Emory Johnson, who makes a very
satisfactory lover. Edward Peil plays the role of the
portance.

her

doubting husband.
Wife plays tennis, husband is bored and
Story
goes home. She follows, misses train, is caught in
storm and forced to seek refuge in road-house with
companion. Dries her clothes in upstairs room when
house is raided by prohibition officers. Husband refuses to listen to an explanation and obtains a divorce.
Reunited in the end.
:

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Don't Doubt your Wife" is a good box office title
and will attract many. But also tell them something
about the plot and how an innocent wife can become

this part of the offering.

who

and Plot Your Best Talking Points
Box

the victim of circumstances.

may

as easily as he does.

good acting

Plenty of matrimonial problems are presented
this moderately entertaining feature.
The story
of stuff

You are
man whom

sacrificed.

is

his place beside the bride

scenes

PLAYERS

weakest points in this story occurs at
the very end.
After the husband is divorced from
his wife, she is about to marry another, but refuses
to do so at the very last moment. The young groom
goes to her former husband and explains all. Had
he done this in the first place there would not have
been a divorce. Then for the sake of suspense, truth
of the

them how she escaped,

partly clad, from the revenue officers.

Show some

so universal that a

mere mention

enough

the

town.

to

attract

The domestic problems presented

—

in this picture are

them should be

population

of

your

plenty of domestic stuff

and a fair entertainment.
Catch lines could read: "A jealous husband and
circumstantial evidence brand the innocent wife and
"
cut the marriage ties in 'Don't Doubt your Wife.'
Or
"Every married couple should see, 'Don't Doubt
your Wife'
the memory of it may some day save
their home and happiness."
:

of the stills of the storm scenes.

woman

You can promise them

of
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Plenty of Suspense and Tense Situations In Latest
"FIND

THE WOMAN"

Cosmopolitan Prod.

—Paramount

DIRECTOR

Tom Terriss

AUTHOR

Arthur Somers Roche
Doty Hobart
Ira H. Morgan
Absorbing and entertaining for
favor mystery stories; contains well

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
those

who

sustained interest

A fairly familiar type of murder story
but with rather tense situations
DIRECTION
Successful in maintaining strict
STORY

atmosphere

of

mystery though denouement

isn't

sufficiently explicit

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Alma Rubens

featured in role that

is

considerably overshadowed by performance of
Eileen Huban in a part with many more opportuttities

;

a good cast on the whole

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
All right

Adequate
and

CHARACTER OF STORY
believing

herself

guilty

Girl accused
of

murder

is

finally

acquitted through another's suicide

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Alma Rubens'

role in

"Find the

is

viously subordinate to that played by Eileen
that
ence.

it

is

hardly

And

it

fair to

Huban

accord her featured promin-

much

As Sophie Carey, Alma Rubens

supporting company is a strong one. Norman Kerry,
an always dependable performer, has a too unimportant part, while others are George MacQuarrie,

Harrison Ford, Henry Sedley, Arthur Donaldson and
Sydney Deane.
The story, by Arthur Somers Roche, appeared in
the popular magazine and serves as an efifective screen
vehicle and will offer a satisfactory entertainment with
an appeal, however, that is not likely to be universal
because everyone does not consider a murder mystery
agreeable entertainment.
For those who like it,
"Find the Woman" will prove absorbing and interesting all the way through.
Director Terriss has shrouded it in mystery, and
you are about hopeless in your efifort to solve the
mystery before he gets ready to disclose it. Nearly
every character in the story is more or less involved
in the suspicion.

used

—by

accomplishment.
explicit.

Story

is

really the central

Everything revolves about her
and in actuality Miss Rubens and Ethel Duray have
There are several male
the next important roles.
characters who serve mostly as "missing links" in
the plot. Miss Huban's performance, however, is the
figure in the story.

Depends Largely Upon Whether Or
Box

N

The usual method

flashbacks

—and

in

the

of

denouement

first

step,

it

is

satisfactory.
But when they finally place the guilt
upon the suicide victim, there is no flashback explanation, which leaves you with some doubts as to the

the fact that Miss Kuban's

the character played by the former

very well suited

is

and always pleasing. She wears some striking costumes and is always splendidly photographed. The

that of the featured player, but that

isn't so

work outshines

so ob-

Picture

outstanding one of the picture. She is very capable
and in the scene where she supposedly murders Beiner,
she displays unusual emotional talent. Throughout
the picture her work is finished and interesting.

is

5,144 feet

Woman"

Murder Mystery

:

Sub-titles used are not sufificiently

Morris Beiner

is

killed.

Clancy Deane, a

known as Florine Ladue, believes herself
because when Beiner had locked her in his
He tripped and
ofifice, she threw a desk in his way.
Many
fell while Clancy fled down the fire-escape.
complications pile on with Clancy's final discovery and
subsequent acquittal.
showgirl,
guilty,

ot

This Type of Story Appeals to

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

You will have to be the judge with "Find the
Woman." It is just a matter of whether or not your
patrons favor murder mysteries. If you know they

Those who play it should have little difficulty in
getting them interested. You can bank on plenty of
publicity from the Hearst publications, and if you

go to it. They'll be thoroughly well satisfied with
"Find the Woman." On the other hand, if you know
they prefer light farce or comedy and are in the habit
of "passing up" the heavy stuff, this latest Cosmopoli-

think

do,

tan production will hardly do.

Alma Rubens' has

a following, use her

recalling her appearance in

"Humoresque" and

name,
later

in "The World and His Wife."
ance of the story in a monthly magazine for the benefit
of those who may have read it.

Advertise the appear-
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Dana and

Viola

Viola

a

Cave-Man Husband Furnish Plenty

Dana

of

even though the main idea

in

"THEY LIKE 'EM ROUGH"

is

Metro

DIRECTOR

Harry Beaumont

May

28, 1922

Fun

in

This

wholly original,

it

some highly amusing complications that
good entertainment. Director Beaumont has

the basis of

afford

AUTHOR

isn't

Sunday,

made

a very pleasing

little

picture, but there

is

just

SCENARIO BY

Rex Taylor
Rex Taylor

one thing with which fault could be found and even
if the scenario called for it, he might have changed

CAMERAMAN

John Arnold

advantage. And that is the fact that he has
neglected a fine chance for suspense. It would have
added a good deal of fun to the piece if both the
heroine and the audience did not know that the fellow

AS A

it

WHOLE

A first rate comedy number with
some sure-fire though not absolutely original
situations

STORY

Moves along

at fast pace

and holds the

the girl hires to

attention splendidly; contains plenty of laughs

DIRECTION

Very good; puts

heart.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good
pleasing and vivacious as usual in

role that suits her personality especially well

SUPPORT
man

William E. Lawrence a first rate cavelittle importance

lover; others of

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Pretty

Good except

that the painted drops

are obvious through the
doors

windows and open

DETAIL

All right

CHARACTER OF STORY
on night

of

Girl deserts fiance

wedding and marries the

she meets, one

who

first

man

rules her instead of her rul-

ing him

About

5,000 feet

Viola Dana's latest Metro release is a fast-moving,
agreeable comedy entertainment that should satisfy

keeps up an even pace all the way, and
In fact it
the laughs are spontaneous and sure-fire.
has all the qualities essential to an amusing farce
It

comedy so that it is certain to prove a good number.
The plot is one containing a situation which appears
to be growing in popularity
the caveman lover. But

—

First

You won't go wrong in showing them Viola Dana
"They Like 'Em Rough," her latest Metro production. For a bright, live comedy offering you will find
it one of the best available right now.
You can make
contains

it will bear you out because
laughs and genuine humorous situa-

feel sure

many

tions that they will like.

The

title ofifers

her childhood sweet-

some way

of

'Em Rough."
The star is

it

as pleasing as usual

cially vivacious in this.

and seems espe-

Her get-up

in the togs pro-

vided by her cave-man husband are sure to get a
laugh, and the women will appreciate the sensation
of her stepping

on a mouse

in her stocking feet.

Wil-

liam E. Lawrence fulfills requirements of the hero role
very well and the remainder of the cast is satisfactory,
but for the most part unimportant.

about to be married, but when
she learns that her Uncle and Aunt really approve
of the match she runs away and marries the first man
:

she meets.
expected.

Katherine

is

But she does not get

The man

ofif

as easily as she

refuses to give her up after the

He discloses his identity, Dick,
sweetheart. She is carried oflf
childhood
Katherine's
to his timberland home and is subject to cave man
tactics.
Not until Dick rescues her from ruffians and
is injured does she realize she loves him.
ceremony, as agreed.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

in

it

is

Rate Comedy Offering That Should Please Everyone
Box

promises and

.

her,

without letting you in on it because
few would recognize the hero in his whiskered disguise.
Nevertheless the picture has a well sustained interest and the story is never permitted to drag. There
is always something going on to hold the attention,
and there are many good laughs in the sequence in
which the hero puts forth the tlieory of "They Like

Story

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
everyone.

It

marry

seems there could have been

getting around

a lot of snap into

the action and the laughs are evenly distributed
All right

LIGHTINGS
Very
STAR

to

ideas for exploitation stunts in the

This
a
bring
and
should attract a good deal of attention
"Accordgood many inside. Catchlines could read
'Em
Like
'They
picture
ing to Viola Dana's latest
Rough.' Girls, do you agree? Better see the picture
and decide whether or not you want a caveman for
a husband." Appeal to the men in a reverse manner.

way

of a cave-man, for instance, in the lobby.

:

They

will like the picture too.

SEEING is
picture

Revillon Freres
presents

is

unbelievably

You must see

good.
lieve

it.

It is

unique.

This

believing."
it

to be-

breathes. It
life in the actual

It

lives. It is life,

There is no portrayal of
type characters, no props, to
create effect. It appeals to your
imagination. It warms your
Arctic.

Of The

sympathies, causes gasps of
wonder, holds your eager interest and concludes with
action.
It is strong.

thrilling.

It is

human.

It is

It is beautiful.
*

-kfhepicture

Big pictures are scarce. Here
is one that is bigger than the
biggest.

See'Nanook of the North'
at the nearest Pathe'

Exchange

produced h^ /?oherf J.F/aheri^y,

F.R.G.S.

NORTH

OF THE

'IT/'

^^

AV

up Noith. a thousand miles from the
where a
nearest railroad, in a land

motion

camera

picture

never

went

before,

was made. It is a land where
there are months and months of bitterest 'winter, with just a few days of cold and barren
spring. There is no summer.
picture

this

There
sonality

Nanook,

lives

who dominates

strength, skill

his

life

is

remarkable

this picture.

a

children.

per-

On

and bravery depend the

women and

of his family,
of

the

his

lives

Every day

tremendous drama, a

fight

against terrible odds.

That

is

"Nanook

of the North"' the amazing

story of leal and remarkable people, intensely

human and
ings such as

very lovable, filmed

in

you have never seen before.

Its exploitation possibilities

the

surround-

showman.

Pafhepicture

measure

>^

Some
"The

Devil's

Type

Foot"— Sherlock Holmes Series— Educational
2 reel detective mystery

of production

Here

is

the

Short Reels

of a series of twelve two-reelers

first

the famous stories of

Conan Doyle.

The

made from

pictures have an

unusual entertaining value and the hero, Sherlock Holmes,
is already well known to young and old.
Besides this you
have realistic and thrilling adventures that will keep them
sitting on edge and hold the attention until the very end.
Little time is lost in introducing the mystery, and as soon as
this *is accomplished, Holmes sets out in his scientific way
to untangle and solve the motive for the crime. Great dangers
are entered into, leading up to a climax dramatic as well as

"The Devil's Foot" is the title of the first of this
The story tells about a crime accomplished in a
strange and mysterious manner. The victims died while eating dinner and remained rigid throughout the night. Holmes
and his friend Watson happen upon thC; scene just as the police
arrive.
Holmes finds a black powder on the mica shield over
thrilling.

series.

"Starland Revue" No.

Type

you

An old African Lion hunter
he took the law into his own hands and
killed the murderous brother with the strange tropical poison
that causes a deadly fume when heated. This poison is called
The Devil's Foot by the natives. The explorer had at one
time sold some of this to the murderer as a curio, but the
man used it to kill his brothers and sister. The solution of
this mystery is held to the very last and will keep you guessing up till the last foot of film. The stories in this series are
him

orchestra

is

shown

as

it

is

i

nthe Earl Carroll Theater.
from the pit and again

raised

lowered out of view before the rising of the curtain.

Cecil

"Linger Longer," hold a

dialogue on their front porch.

little

Tom

Powers and Clare Fames act out the climaxes of each
episode of their play "The First Fifty Years."
The Revue
closes with some shots of Nan Halperin doing her vaudeville
stunt. The subject matter is well varied and holds the atten-

The

known and their bow on the
many out-of-town theater lovers.

stars are well

be welcomed by

screen

him dead.

finds

with plot and action and all are tied together with the
character, Sherlock Holmes.
This new series
offers a welcome relief from the conventional and over-done
two reel western. Sherlpck Holmes is so .well known that it
should take very little publicity to put over this series.
filled

well

this

Lean and Cleo Mayfield, stars of "The Blushing Bride," make
their bow on Broadway on a pair of kiddies "scooters." Then
William Kent, who plays in "Good Morning Dearie," shows
you a few of the characters that he plants in that show.
Florence Moore and Charlotte Greenwood, the comedienne of

"The Dog and

finally confesses that

,

in

see the latest devices installed

The

tion.

arrest

reel stage piagazine

the stars of the theatrical world
second issue of the Starland Revue.
Under the heading of "New York's Most Unusual Theater,"

will

to

1

Pictures

Camera interviews with

He

when he goes

of production

are continued

the lamp chimney; this he carefully shakes into an envelope.

suspects a brother of the victims, but

2— R-C

known

Type

the

Wolves"—Aesop's Fable— Pathe

of production

1

reel

animated cartoon

"Providence protects the innocent," is the moral drawn by
The animation and action is up to Paul

this little cartoon.

Terry's standards.

The

story

is

told of a

little

dog who

is

kidnapped by pirates but escapes by drilling a hole in the
bottom of the ship. A flying crane lifts him up and carries
him back to his baby carriage where he soon drys his nurses'
tears. The cop who was flirting with the nurse at the time of
the kidnapping is also happy to see the child returned. The
reel contains the average number of laughs and will please
any audience.
"Toonerville Blues"— Educational

"Never Let

Type

Go"— Universal

of production

Type

2 reel Canadian Western

This seems a waste of real good talent! Reginald Denny,
who was the star of "The Leather Pushers" series, appears
now as the mounted police hero of this Canadian Northwestern.
While "The Leather Pushers" presented something different
and were filled with events of the romantic life connected with
the prize-fighting ring, this Canadian Mounted Police story
presents

little

that

is

new or

entertaining.

The

story

is

built

upon the old frame and stretched with material thin and unreal.

Reginald Denny looks well in his uniform, but

is

made

go through the paces of the regulation police hero. He is
made to do what a hundred others have already done, while
he is capable of doing what few on the screen have done.
This seems a waste of good talent. The story deals with
bad-men-half-casts, a store keeper and his pretty daughter.
Campbell, the hero, is disgraced and removed from the service.
He saves the girl who was being carried off and rounds up
the crooks. His superior officer arrives and congratulates him
on his good work. His removal from the service was merely
a ruse and allowed him to get the necessary evidence. The
production as a whole is but an average Canadian Northwestern. The acting is up to the standard for this type of
picture and the ending is according to regulations. Will please

of production

.'

Ralph Spence wrote some clever

.2 reel
titles for this

comedy

Fontaine Fox

Toonerville comedy. The story is slow moving, wanders alL
over the lot and is not nearly as good as several other numbers
of the series.
The great majority of the laughs will come
from the titles and at times most of the interest will be
attached to them.
One of the titles says that one of the
characters is "a young lawyer with two suits and one practice,"
another says that, "he had to earn twice as much as he was
worth in order to get half enough to live on." Another man
in town was "so crooked that they named a cow path after

An old horse was owned by the mean man and is
made to say that he would rather be his horse than his wife.
The horse consoles himself in the fact that when he dies

to

him."

those

he will go to the soap factory and then he can get in the
old man's eyes. The story is told about a mortgage on the
ball park owned by the girl who runs the millinery store.
The hero discovers oil on the lot while his team loses the
Bribery is suspected and they all appear in court
game.
before the skipper. Everything ends satisfactorily. There is
very little action and not very much comedy business in this
It suffers from too' many changes of location which
offering.
give the effect of a series of flashes joined together only by
the titles. This is evident when you realize that the two reels
contain as many as eighty-four sub titles.

who

like this

type of western.

'Ip
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reel

magazine

open

this well

Short Reels
"Light Showers"— Hal

Type

Roach—Pathe

of production

Here

1

Pathe Review No. 157

comedy

reel

one of the funniest that the Hal Roach studios have
this year.
Snub Pollard and Marie Mosquini
appear as the young married couple who are looking for a
home. They buy the regulation house and lot on "Swindle
Heights."
The agent tells them that the place is so dry
that the gold fish wear dust goggles.
When they awake
out

morning they discover

the

that

the

tide

is

and the

in

house submerged. The rest of the comedy is flooded with
very amusing water gags.
Water, water everywhere!
In
the front yard the guests arrive in a row boat.
In the back
yard Snub uses a line and sinker to fish up the vegetables.
The cow is provided with a life belt and is milked below the
surface.
In the kitchen the burners on the gas range sprout
water. The walls, the floors and the ceilings all spray, while
the beds and furniture afloat.
"Now dearie," says the wife,
"Be sure to put the cat out for the night." The cat is
launched from the kitchen window on a little raft and sails

Many more amusing incidents are
laughable comedy.
"Light Showers"
is swift moving and sure fire.
Your folks will stay to see
this one twice and will continue to laugh over it long after
down

the main

included in

they have

"Such

Type

A

is

turned

in

Type

is

series of beautiful shots taken in the Arctic

balanced number of the Pathe Review.

show

ice,

sky and water.

and gives the appearance

negative

The
is

Arctic scenes

tinted a pale green

The slow motion novelty
an Indian War Dance as interpreted by

time illustrates

this

The

of reality.

a European ballet dancer.

Samoan

as conducted in the

Shots of the cocoanut industry
Islands provide a

good

interesting subject matter, while the adventures of a

who becomes
laugh.

frightened at a

This number

is

Teddy Bear

is

deal, of

little

kitten

certain to get a

above the average and presents an

unusually well balanced Review with something in

it

to en-

tertain all classes of picture audiences.

"His Prehistoric Blunder"—Universal

very

Type

of production

2 reel comedy

Roy Atwell and Ethel Ritchie have a lot of fun playing caveman stuff The story is almost as thin as the costumes they
wear. Roy plays the part of the husband who has been hen-

the theater.

Life in

Monte Carlo"

of production

Hy Mayer

1

street.

this

left

of production

—Travelaughs—R-C
1

pecked for a long time and wants to spend his vacation

Pictures

reel travel

cartoon

camp where he may

fish.

to pretend that he

is

in a

In order to do this he gets a neighbor

a doctor.

The doctor

tells

Roy's wife

upon a personally conducted tour to
Monte Carlo. The street scenes fade-in from the drawings
that Hy Mayers does.
Many of them are very clever, but
many others look as though they are merely traced from the
photographs. One or two shots of the Casino are included
in this reel though most of it is devoted to street scenes,
characters and villas. You see the police dressed as military
men, and you also see scenes taken at the gay cafes. The
travelaugh contains several laughs and is up to the standard

and the cave-man business changes to cave-woman

of the series but presents nothing unusual or original.

laughs are few and far between, and the entire production not

ijiake

but a

takes upon

fair

program

It will

that

threatened with a nervous breakdown

is

he does not have his
to-nature, but

it

is

own way.

Accordingly they go back-

not very long before the plot

is

-

to several of the

111

—

stuff.

former comedies starring Roy AtWell.

»3.00

Invaluable for reference purposes.

\m

discovered

She

Roy a clout on the head with a big club and drives him
home through the city streets. Most of the gags used in this
comedy have been done before in several variations. The

Film Daily
Binders

if

hits

up

filler.

the patient
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A

Western with a Story!
Yes, sir. Hair raising, too.
Thrill packed
yet sensible.
Produced with Consummate Care.
Logical

And

—

.

—

the Cast!

Noble Johnson
Beatrice

Burnham
Hard

Fast Riding,

And

P/iES£A/Teo

'f'

Bill

Patton

Others.
Falls, Chills

and Fever

Enjoyment.

IN THE PICTURE NOT ABOUT

THE KICK

IS

ft

Q\ Noble

IT

sJoknson Production

AND D/ST/i/BaT£0 SyD

Playgoers Pictures
POR6IGN

•

REPRESENTATIVE

SIONEV ©ARRETT

Physical Distributors
Pathe ExcHamce

—

BRADSTREET

fe

FILMDOM

Authority
FORHERLY

XX.

^asis
1

Monday, May

No. 59

Taxation

of

Fo re

Films Going Into Canada Defined

New

Ruling

Made Customs

Commissioner
he

Xational

Association

has re-

;ej;d from the Commissioner of Cusand Excises at Ottawa a defi;

n of the ruling covering the basis
.ssessmeiit on all film going into
ada and therefore subject to a
;
The ruling is as follows:
tax.
nder the provision of the amendment to
Special War Revenue Act. sales tax on
must be computed upon the
irtations
paid valr.e. which is defined as being
•alue of the article as it would be deterd for the purpose of calculating an ad
em duty upon the importation of same
Canada under the lav.s relating to the
ims and the customs tariff, whether such
he in fact subject to ad valorem or
duty or not. and. in addition, to the
int of the customs duties, if any, payable
on.
JThe value for duty on fihns sold outright
is
based on ihe
(.'anadian inii>orttrt
le consumption value at time of shipin no case, less than the invoice
It,- but,
le, except on account of reduction in the
market value of such goods at the time
Jiie

I

Iheir purchase by the Canadian purchaser
The
exportation into Canada.
I their
Jie for duty of standard films shipped on
is
without
sa'e
Isignment into Canada
Id .by the department at not less than an
Iraisal value of 8c per lineal foot.''

talker

Dinner Changed

to 19th

rhe dinner which the T. O. C. C.
11
tender State Senator James J.
Llker will be held on June 19th
Itead of the 14th and at the Plaza
Walker's birthItead of the Ritz.
falls

on the

19th.

Rothacker "Lab" for New York
third Rothacker laboratorj' will

The

erected in New York this summer.
Dthacker has made arrangements to
art construction soon on a research
boratory devoted primarily to nega.^e developing and a^t nrints suitable
r trade showings.

Abramson Starts Production
Ivan .Abramson will shortly start
ork on his first picture to go to state
ght exchanges throughout the |CO"ny under the Graphic franchise oian.
roduction will be at the Taln| ^dge
udio and in the cast will be Mary
.nderson,
Thurston
Hall,
lorey,
Joseph Stryker and

Harry
j

alia

wavne Gordon.

•

No

be no issue of

U. F. A. Deal Off

f

German Company and Hamilton Canin

use talking about the spring film golf tournament.

It just

Was

the greatest holiday. In the history of the industry.
Which means that it was all of that. And more.
Because ditring the dinner. (And it w-as some dinner.) The
plan developed. To bring about a regular golf club. Right in
For no one else. Unless they were tied
the picture business.
Everybody present signed tip. And agreed
in in some way.
xA.nd more than that
to join.
Pledged
Earl W. Hanimons, president of Educational.
$2,000 to the permanent organization.
And Harry and Abe Warner of AVarner Brothers. Pledged
said.

another thousand.
And Pathe, and a big bunch of others. Offered trophies.
So it looks as if it will go over right. Felix Feist named
chairman of committee on organization. To get the cltib started.
He'll be busy soon. So if yott hear from him. Digest his letter
And then sign 'Up. Because it promises to be the
carefully.
real club of the industry.

KIND WORDS
All the kindly expresof space .prevents repeating.
Of the ''good time" and "fine
sions voiced. By ever so many.
time" they had. There were prizes galore. Even Oscar Price
won a special prize. Ask him abotit it. Will Hays walked
around. And met a lot of people. He never had heard of. In
Bob Rtiben
the industry. Al Aronson told him about exhibitors
And the General was sad. Because he
told him about golf.
Carl Laemmle and Bob
cotild not remain for the dinner.
Cochran dropped in. Arid Laemmle's son Julius, came along.
And swung a nasty club. Just to show his dad how to do it.
Marcus Loew is still cursing his hard Itick. Which blocked
him from being there. And well, there were so many regrets
that it would take a bushel basket. To hold them. Even Aaron
Jones sent regrets from Chicago.
John Flinn proved himself a fine sport. By offering Tom
Moore the trophy for which they were to match. And the CoinBecause they had a cup for just that
mittee let him clo it.

—

emergency.
everybody in this business loved golf. This chatter could
run on like Tennyson's "Brook." But they don't. So
sort of
If

MOVING SOMEWHERE
Up

at First National.
Rowland. They say that in

They

are tickled pink.
By a deal he

one day.

With Dick
worked

out.

He

earned his salary for a year.
And more than that. When the Richards try out plan is
Well then a lot of difficulties. Will
in full working order.

THE FILM

About

exhibition value.

It's

a real idea.

WHO'D A THUNK

IT

W^hen he
Harold Franklin dropped a miniature bomb.
announced he was resigning. From Mike Shea's organization.
(Continued on page 4)

—

and Ike Blumenthal and Al
of the Hamilton Theatrical
Corp. the exclusive sales contract on
the U. F. A. product held by HamilF.

A.,

Kaufman
ton
has

for English-speaking countries
been cancelled.
This gives U. F. A. a number of
productions for release in America
and in FIngland. It is reported here
that an arrangement has been practically completed with an English dis-

tributor for the release of a number
of pictures.
The U. F. A. has also made a deal
with the U. C. I.— the Italian tru--t—
covermg distribution of a number of
specials such as "Theodora," "The
Ship," and "The Son of Madame
Sans-Gene."
In turn, the U. C. I.
has purchased a number of shares in
the U. F. A. The latter company
has taken over a number of pictures

made by

Lack

.

Agreement Governing Sales
English-Speaking Lands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin
As a result of lengthy conferences, between Kallman of the U.
cel

went over with a bang. Plus a wallop. If you were there you
know. If yoti weren't then you missed. What everybody present

end.

DAILY.

Price 5 Cents

—

Tomorrow being Decoration
Day and a legal holiday, there
will

29, 1922

secured

smaller companies and has
distribution

in

France
and
"Fredericus Rex."
States,

the

United

England

of

The U. F. A., distribution in this
country recently became involved in
the courts

when Ben Blumenthal

se-

cured an injunction against Fred G.
Sells from attempting to distribute

company's pictures here, after
had been appointed U. F. A.'s
American agent.
Recently Hamilton purchased seven
Pola Negri subjects from the U. F. A.
that
Sells

for distribution here.

David Gerber Dead

Many

expressions of regret were
heard from film men on Saturday
over the death of David Gerber, the
attorney who was very well-known
in picture circles, and an authority on
copyright laws.
He figured largely
in the action brought by
J. Hartley
Manners against Famous Players
over the film rights to "Peg o' My
Heart." His remains were iiterred
yesterday at Maimonides Cemetery,
Brooklyn.

Holt Coming East
Jack Holt is expected to produce
part of a picture, at least at the Para-

mount

studio

in

Long

Island

City.

Henabery who will direct
Alice Brady in "Missing Millions" at
Joseph

that studio is in the East with
technical staff ready for work.

his

Monday, May

Coast Brevities

3.000 Kiddies at Strand Showing
About 3,000 children jammed the

29,

22

54 in Coast Theater Chain

to THE FILM DAILY,
Strand Theater on Saturday morning
Los Angeles— With a new th
to see Jackie Coogan in Trouble, the
in San Pedro, the West Coast 1
picture for Fox.
price of admission from each kiddie
ters. Inc. now number 54 houst
Price 5 Cents
Monday. May 29. 1922
Vol. XX No. 59
was a bundle of old clothes which will their string. Sol
Lesser and Ac
The adaptation of Max Brand's be turned over to charity.
Ramish are back from New ^
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folki. novel, "Alcatraz." to the
screen
is to
71-73
West
44th
St.,
Inc.. Published Daily at
While Lesser was there he s^
New York, N Y hy WID'S FILMS and be known as "Just Tony."
Censorship in Honduras
on the rotating committee of
FILM FOLKS. INC.
(.Special to THE FILM DAILY)
National for two weeks.
President and Editor;
Totepb Dannenbere
William Russell has recovered sufWashington G. K. Donald, AmerJ. W. Alicoatc. Treasurer and Business Manficiently from ah attack upon him by
Advertising
Manager.
A
Cron.
ager; J
ican consul at Tegucigalpa. Honduras
Improvements at Old Mill
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918, a bear at the Fox studio to be able
says in "Commerce Reports,"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
»t the post office at New Yorlc, N Y.. undei to continue work.
"Honduras has established censorthe act of March 3. 1879.
Dallas—

THE FILM DAILY)
Tom Mix is now making his 35th
(Special

to

(.'special

ei

a
ji

)(

k
;(

.

^

—

Terms (Postage

The Old

United States Outside
York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months $3.00.
3

Mill is to b{
at a cost of $15,000.

free)

ship regulations for motion pictures
modeled
back at work at the similar
to those recently passed by
ODths. $3.00;
Fox studio after being laid up with
Costa Rica. No films can be shown
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
an injury to the knee received while
Address all communications to THE FILM
without a permit from a commission
Phtne — Bcplcman
DAILY. 71 73 West 44th St.. New York, doing one of his acrobatic stunts in composed
of

Greater

N Y

New

Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558
641)
Hollywood
ralifornia

'Phonr

Hollywood

—

Phone. Hollywood 1603.
Irving Mack, 808

Blvd.

—
Wanash Ave
London Representative— W. A.
Weekly. 85

Chicago Representative

Kinematograph
C
London.

W

S.

Williamson,
Acre.

Long

2

—

Le Film. 42. Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy
Representative
InternaEuropean
Central

—

Prague
Filmsrhau.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

(Czecho-Slo-

tionale

Qiuotations
F. P.-L.

do

pf.

Goldwyn

High

Low

..

86

845/^

855^

..

955/^

95^

95^

200

8^

8^

8^

1,800

.

Salea

13.200

Not quoted

Griffith

Loew's

Close

...

I6/2

16^8

1634

1,200

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World
Quotations by H. Content &

Clyde Cook

is

of a Federal representative,
a representative of the municipality,
and
The company being directed by tionsa head of a family. The regulaprohibit the showing of films
Jack Ford in "Kentucky Days" has
treating of police subjects, treason to
gone to Tiajuana for location shots.
the country, lack of respect for any
religious cult, disrespectful allusions
Jerome Storin has started work on to friendly
nations, and all those
"A California Romance." John Gil- affairs,
in short, which are injurious
bert will enact the star role.
to morals and good customs in the
opinion of the board of censors.
Charles A. Selzner has provided the
"Children under 12 years of age are
next story for Charles Jones and work
debarred from motion picture theaters
has been started at the Fox studio
at night and can attend the matinees
under the direction of Reeves Eason.
only when accompanied by an adult."
a

new

900]

.«EAL.

Il«

KulioD

St.,

N.

Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AN
MOTION PICTURE INDUS'Ii

\
•'

next production is
unon which he is now working.

titled,

L/^^^

Idwyn has engaged Beryl Mercer
an important role in "Broken
Chains."
for

Headrick,

the

three-year

mittee of motion picture people during the 1922 Salvation Army drive.

Protest Sunday Shows in Willard, O.
Report conies from Yosemite Val(.Si-ecal to TllK FILM DAILY)
Icv where Irvin Willat
is
tnaking
The Protestant
Willard,
O.
"The Siren Call" for Paramount to
churches have signed petitions asking
the effect that he will return shortly
the city council to enact a new Sunto the studio to complete the film.
day closing ordinance.

FINANCE
We

finance

from 40

man

RELEASE PRINTS

in

any quantity
\

Highest grade printing quality.
raw Stock used exclusively,
up.

East,jj

INSTALLMENT PLAN

Easy poyments on the
can be arranged.

—

of

Sherlock Holmes
ARE JUST THE
OF PICTURES
YOU NEED FOR A

SERIES

BOX-OFFICE TONIC

CONTRACT NOW!
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
TO

f^tLC<tllo>xa£ (PuituAj^

Reg U.

John M. Stahl's next production for
First National will be "The Danger
ous Age," an original story by Frances
Reels.
"Tl-e
at

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
128

West 52nd

New York

St.,

S. Pat. Off.

City

Ghost Breaker" was started
last Monday under the

Lpsky's

direction of Alfred

E.

Green.

"Borderland" s'^arring Agnes
will be completed this week

Lasky

.4>'res,

at

It's

NOW

studio.

GAUSMAK

Radio Music While Musicians Strike
(Special to

DOROTHY

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis

PHILLIPS

in

— In

the Missouri and
Grand Central, the striking musicians
have been replaced by radio concerts.
St.

ready for booking

the

"Hurricane's Gal"
presented by

PEOPLE

SPICOOI^Thr PWif.KA.M

I

Co.

with a capital stock of $100,000.

THE

e

to be an original scenario, as yet

—

MILLIONS OF

!'

^Rupert Hughes'

Richard

24

|

picture.

old who appeared in "The Child Thou
Dayton Company Reorganizes
Gavest Me." will soon be seen in
(Special to TllK FILM DAILY)
Dayton. O. The Dayton Auditor- "White Shoulders."
ium Theater Co. has reorganized as
Mary Pickford will head the comthe People's Auditorium Theater Co.

The Adventures

1

"Man from Glengarry"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ottawa — "The Man from Glengarry"
is now in its third week of production
with Henry McRae directing.
Start

Rubenson Managing Ohio Theater
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Youngstown, O. N. A. Rubenson
of
Youngstown is managing the
Strand at Newton Falls. The house

—

has just re-opened.

ALLEN HOLUBAR
—and the
First National
is

waiting for

exchange

YOU.

—

Monday, May

1922

29,

Guts and Flashes

Sonora Uses 70%

I

Fanuim started work at
studio this week on a story
vritten by Mary Murrillo under the
itle of "The Miracle
Child."
Her)ert Brcnoii is directing.
William

j

he

Fox

"Hope"
Fri-art

is

the

of the

title

fourth

Prod, for Hodkinson release.

"Yellow

Men and

Gold,"

is

booked

or the Capitol next week.

Metro has purchased "A Noise
'Jevvboro," by Edgar Franklin.

in

that 70% of the pictures shown
in the State of Sonora are Americanmade. He says, in part
"Among the Mexicans of all classes the
serial is most popular.
Owing to the fact
that the films are exhibited in a motion picture circuit from Mazatlan, Sinaloa, to NogaIts,
Sonora, they must necessarily be shown
as quickly as possible, and therefore six or
seven episodes are shown in an evening. Next

shows

favor

in

are

the

comedies

of

the

slapstick

variety.

Ben
}eorge

S.

Ray

Moss,

Smallwood.

and

Terwilliger

Lem Ken-

ledy will serve on the committee
iresenting the Movie Players Carlival at Starlight Park, June 5-10.

A

"flapper" contest will be held at
^oew's Palace. Brooklyn, and Loew's
toulevard, Bronx, on Wednesday and
'hursday nights when prizes in gold
,'ill be presented to the cutest
flapper
rearing the best flapper costumes.

Resign from United Artists
(Spec.al to

THE FILM DAILY)

"As a rule, a town of 5,000 cannot support
more than one theater. Guaymas, with a population of 8,000, has had several new theaters started, but they have all failed with the
exception of the Cine Majestic, which is now
the only one in operation and which does a
good business. Hermosillo, the State capital,
with a population of 12,000, supports three,
the Salons Atenas, the Teatro Noriega and
tlie Cine Sonora."

Two

—

Crusoe Films

Europe
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Paris There are two versions of
"Robinson Crusoe" in the European
film market.
One was made in Italy
in

—

and one

Buffalo J. .L. Daly and Lee Gainsorough have resigned from the sales
taff of United Artists.
'.

of U. S. Films
survey of the industry in Sonora,
by Vice-Consul Harold C. Wood of
the consulate at Guaymas, Mexico,
filed with the National Association
through courtesy of R. A. Lundquist,

A

in

France.

Crusoe"

Exchange
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Chicago Famous Players will erect
new exchange building on 1327-33
Wabash Ave. The plans call for a
uilding costing $125,000 and will be
le largest exchange in the city.

RICH MEN'S WIVES
By Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnson.
The first of a series of GASNIER Special Bo.x-Office

Attractions,
directed by the creator of Kismet and other great pictures.

To be followed by:

CHING CHING CHINAMAN
By
Wilbur Daniel

The
It is

in

produced
"Robinson
serial form here.

Steele.

prize story of 1917.
unique
story different from any you have seen.

—A

ARE YOU A FAILURE?
By

Larry Evans.
Written especially for the screen by this famous author, and will
shortly be produced as a stage play.

A

BIRD IN

Adapted by Arthur
name.

in

Swedish Films

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London— Matheson Lang, who

chapter from

tor

ap-

in

Seastrom

will

Replete with laughs and

life.

sol)s.

WHEN
A WOMAN MARRIES
A
Drama
of

Today.

For Distributing Plan and Date of First Release Communicate with

"Carnival" will make two
pictures for Swedish Biograph.
Vic-

peared

from the famous song of the same

POOR MEN'S WIVES
powerful

Lang

J.

A
GILDED CAGE
Lamb

A sequel to RICH MEN'S WIVES
A

Universal

P. L. to Build Chicago
(Special to

Preferred Pictures

direct.

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION

576

Fifth

Avenue,

New York City,

Great paramount Q>ictures
"The Loves of Pharaoh"
with Emil Jannings, Dagny Servaes and Harry Liedtke

An

Ernest Lubitsch Production

Presented by Hamilton Theatrical Corp.
Released August 28, 1922
the gigantic spectacle which ran
THIS
eleven weeks
crowded houses
the

for

is

to

at

New

York. All the New York
papers were unanimous in giving it the highest
Criterion,

praise.

reputation has spread all through the couneverywhere the people are anxious to see
this great love drama.
It contains the biggest sets ever made, and the
l)iggest crowd scenes ever staged. But its greatest appeal is as a heart-interest story, as one of
Its

try

;

the most thrilling rotnances of

l»A
'

No.

6

'

Harry Liedtke and Lydia Salmanova.
It is the master work of Ernest Lubitsch,
ator of "Passion" and "Deception."
ener,

Above
mendous

all it is a real

0-«.,4(e~t

human

cre-

love-story of tre-

appeal.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
AOOLPH 2UKOH

time.

A marvelous cast enacts the drama. Dagny
Servaes, one of the most beautiful women in
Europe, plays the slave girl. Others are Emil
Jannings, the king in "Deception," Paul Weg-

Every Paramount Picture
Watch t]xis space
Wednesday for

all

is
fij
'

^

^l&^

a

Big Picture!
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.

2.
3.
4.

"The Dictator."
"If

You

Believe

It,

It's

So."

"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."

N. Y.

fHE

m:^

DAILV

Fore
(Continued

from

!

Page

1)

Harold vacationing. Whatever that means.
Buffalo.
Up
But this is a bet. The mail will be clogged. And the wires into
will want Harold
Overloaded. By big firms.
Buffalo.
B. He sure made a big "rep." In Buffalo.
in

Who

CANADIAN AFFAIRS
What with the Allen's big'
the news.
Apparently in a way. Where a lot of money could be
string.
And what with the Nathanson grou]). Again making
used.
For the stock. Well it looks as if anything might
offers.
happen. If Nathanson gets the string. Then he will be the
Boss. Up that way. Pretty much of one anyway. Right now.
Smart young man. And has lot of other smart fellows. On his
Are perking

into

—

pay

roll.

SALVATION ARMY ECHO

About "'keeping a good man down." Not so's you can notice
it.
See what Al Lichtman's up and doing. With his old buddy
from Famous Players Benny Schulberg? They're up and movWith a producing unit. And talking about distrilniting
ing.

—

their product.

How

Name

six pictures.
pupils of Zukor

For a get away.

There's "Al."
step along!
Unless he can make over $100,000 a
year. Then there's Ben Schulberg. Who has been on his own
several years. And Charley Burr. Who still makes them "sit
up" occasionally. And Bernie Fineman. Who is interested in
production. You just can't hold them down. Saying nothing
about Hi Abrams. And Walter Greene.
those

Turning down an

offer.

THE WEST IS CALLING
Writes Joe Rhode. From Kenosha. Where he
Of the Wisconsin MPTOA. Under the caption:

Monday, May

On Broadway
—
Apcllc "Silver Wings."
"The
Broadway — Lou Chancy
Trap."
Brooklyn Strand— Jackie Coogan
"Trouble."
Cameo — Glenn Hunter
"The Cradle

Hite with American Releasing
(^recial to

—

president.

ANSWERING "WHAT'S WHAT"

"In your issue. Of Mav 22nd. In your style. Yes, sir. Out
Sydney S. Cohen. Got 348. For Pres. Of The
of 410 votes.
M. P. T. O. of Am. That speaks louder. Than all the frantic
That is stipplied. By the Trade press. 99% of the
dope.
Where 43 of the 62
In New York City.
tirade originating.
minority
reside.
348
out
of
410 expressed their
disgruntled
A. For the coming
for
the
M.
P.
T.
of
for
President,
O.
choice
year. By re-electing Sydney S. Cohen. To that important office.
And if government. By majority rules. As it should. And
And will. The 62. And particularly. The 43 above
does.
referred to. Will be big enough to accept. And abide by. The
And to show that they are. Regular felwill of the majority.
lows. They will get. Their shoulder to the wheel. To fight for.
And help strengthen. The first real organization. The Exhibitors ever had. Thanks to Sydney S. Cohen. Senator Walker.
Charley O'Reilly. Sam Berman. And others. From good old
New York State. And other capable men. From other good

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Cincinnati C. C. Hite
.American Releasing.

in

is

now

STUDIO FOR RENT

in

Two

Buster."

/Capitol—"Yellow Men and Gold."
Central Dorothy Phillips in "Once to
Kvery Woman."
Criterion "Missing Husbands."
Loew's New York Today— Owen
Moore in "Reported Missing."
Tuesday Corinne Griffith in "A

—
—

Equipped.

Stages.

Times Square

Low
F.

ALLEN

E.

W.

607

—

Section.

Apply

rental.

43rd

St.,

N. Y. C.

Longacre 0298

—

Virgin's

W. A. FLEMING

Sacrifice."

—
Thursday — Irene

Castle

Trespassing."
Friday— "They're

Off."

Wednesday Mabel Normand
"Head Over Heels."

in

"No

in

—

Cash

r

Bring birthdays

APRIL SHOWERS
to Tom Geraghty.
Also Mary

— —

Pickford.

Charlie Chaplin. The Talmadge's yep all of them.
Harold
Lloyd. Mickey Neilan, and this is a bet: Catherine the Great.
She's dead. But, oh, boy what a trooper she was. When alive.

—

;

for Foreign Rights

ican negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

in

"Sonny."

Next Week
—"Silver
Wings."
Broadway — Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand— Richard Barthel
mess
"Sonny."
Cameo — Not yet determined.
Capitol — "Golden Dreams."
Central — Not yet determined.
Criterion— Not yet determined.
Lyric — "Nero."
Rivoli —Not yet determined.
Rialto — Not yet determined.
Strand — Not vet determined.
Apollo

Dyckman

Theater on

STUDIO
Located in Calver City with
other

of

site on Dyckman
Nagle Ave. on which it

St.

for

While

in

Paris.

Marv Pickford

Chaplin received 2,500.

received 2,800 letters.
Charlie quit Paris.

A

DANNY.

3

At a bargain figure, $10,000
Cash and balance attractive
terms.
On one of the most
prominent boulevards out of
Los Angeles

north

will erect

a picture theater.

CALIFORNIA

Physioc Completes "The Love Nest"
"The Love Nest" featuring Jean
S'cott and Richard Travers has been

Write or Wire

The

picture
was produced on Matinicus Island, off the
coast of Maine and is the second of a
series of Wray Physioc Prod.

completed.

HARRY

H.

CULVER

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles

HELP THE BOYS
The

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over
the monster

gallery of the

devoted to ex-service men, the boys
there," at

FRIARS' FROLIC
Sunday, June 4th
Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a soldier boy.
Send your check for as much as you can
afford for this worthy charity to

THE

FRIARS,

110

W.

48th

St.

or

No wonder

six

FOR SALE

The Eleto Realty Corp. has purchased a

Suitable

studios.

companies.

Street

RECORDS
(lav.

St.

Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to Amer-

of Pharaoh."

Barthelmess

CO.

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

Herbert
Rawlinson in "The Black Bag."
.Saturday
Bebe Daniels and Jack
Holt in "North of the Rio
Grande."
Lyric "Nero."
Rialto Agnes Avres in "The Or-

—
—
deal."
Rivoli — "The Loves
Strand — Richard

&

Dependable
Public Accountants and

—

Never before. Was and is there need. Of a strongold States.
organization. As necessary as at this time.
"So I appeal. Lay aside personalities. Politics. And small
time stuff. Let's accept W^ill Hays' motto. For a get-together
With confidence.
basis.
Let's co-operate.
Let's sit across.
From each other.
Representatives.
Of the inter-related
branches.
Of this great industry.
Exhibitors.
Producers.
Trade press. At a round table. Face to face.
Distributors.
Where can be created that great good will. So necessary. So
essential.
For efficient and constructive results.
Come on.
Let's go!"

with

in

in

is
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DAILY,

71

W.

44th

St.

yAo brAdstreet

FILHDOM

y/*
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>.l.

Wednesday,

No. 60

1
Trouble

f*

i

Authority

Mexico

in

Up Cleveland Board
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Metro, First Nat. and U.
Effected by Government order
Hays' Organization Busy
rhe situation in Mexico with re-

—

Cleveland Film managers are determined to stick to the Film Board
of Trade of Cleveland despite attempts made cm the part of certain
grd to American films is growing
exhibitor factions to persuade some
^ious. As the result of a regulation
of the independents to withdraw.
i'ued by the Mexican Post Office
It is understood that a local eximportation
the
of
Apartment,
hibitor visited several independents
jnerican films is being seriously
and threatened cancellation unless
It is understood that so far
eected.
those exchanges resigned from the
'ctro
and Paramount are being
board. The Hodkinson exchange was
and
and that First National
-'(I
informed that all local exhibitors
crsal will probably be barred
would cancel contracts on Movie
tiiin the next few days if they are
Chats unless Hodkinson withdrew
.

already.

t

'

'

for this action

is

being

from the board.

by the Mexican Governbut well informed filni folk

a secret
i,

,\fcxican film trade.

iiie

all

Hays and

H.

rstood

be

to

are
the

staff

his

working

on

osition.

,

Higham Coming

Charles
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Sir Charles Higham, a well known
lember of the British Advertising
orld and Vice-President of the "20
lub," a film trade organization, is
ue to arrive here the first week in
une.
While here he will attend an
vertising convention and will also
eet important film men.

former president of the M. P. T. O.

Western New York returned from
recent Washington convention, he

informed Allen

S.

Moritz, president

of the Film Board of Trade of Buffalo that exhibitors would no longer
sit on the grievance committee of the

club and operate under the Hoy Reporting service credit system. When
Jules Michael succeeded Smith, he
stated that exhibitors would continue
to act with the Film Board of Trade
and that the Western New York was
not controlled by any action taken at
the Washington convention where exhibitors were instructed not to work
with Hoy. Michael added that when
the present agreement ran out, he

hoped

Kunsky

Buffalo

THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo — When Howard A. Smith,
of

\\'\\\

in

(.Special to

probability this
is based upon the movements
M-rman, French and Italian in-ts who are desirious of gaining

say that in

to

renew

it.

Houses

Selling Small

—

Allen Creditors Meet

Myron

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Yearly Guaranteed
$300,000
Toronto, Canada
Creditors of
Ascher's by Balaban & Katz for
Allen Theaters, Ltd., Toronto, held
Roosevelt Plus Profit Split
,
a meeting on Monday in the offices
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
/
of G. T. Clarkson.
A committee was appointed to in-i ' Chicago Regarding the lease of
Roosevelt,
taken
over
from
vestigate the assets and liabilities and^ the
all offers submitted.
The committee Ascher Bros, by Balaban & Katz, as
is also instructed to
investigate the noted, Al Chase says in the Chicago
existing condition of the Aliens and Tribune:
"Theatrical men, both film and
to submit a report in two weeks when
another meeting will be held to decide otherwise, agree that no playhouse
they ever heard of rented for $260,000
the disposition of the creditors.
a year
and that's understood to be
Remington Paintings to be Filmed the sum Balaban & Katz agree to pay
the Ascher Brothers beginning on
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
June 12. The lease runs for five
rights
Hollywood Film
of
the
years with an option of renewal for
Frederic Remington paintings have
another five.
been secured by John P. McCarthy
In addition Balaban & Katz have
and production will start sometime in
agreed to split fifty-fifty with the
R.
Holmes Paul, formerly Aschers on all their profits.
June.
with Thomas H. .Ince and the BrunAnd speaking of profits, film exton Studios, will serve as art director.
perts all agree that the nzoi'.cy ina'.vlr.g;
James C. M. Whipple will assist direc- powers of the Roosevelt have
been
tion.
tremendously increased by this strategic move of the Aschers.
"Just One" for Marilyn Miller
Here's how a theatrical man, known
Marilyn Miller announces that she from coast to coast, explained the
will probably make one picture with deal, and careful investigation bears
Jack Pickford to whom she is en- out his statement:
It's
a case of
gaged.
benefit to both parties.
The Roosevelt and the Chicago, operated by
Berman to Visit Home Office
rival
concerns, have been bidding
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
against each other for first run films.
London A. C. Berman, of Allied The result has been that each has
Artists, sailed for New York on May been paying two, three and even four
24, on the Olympic, (due today) to times more than it would if the other
discuss business matters with Hiram wasn't after the same picture.
That
Abrams. Among the matters to be often meant several thousand dollars
British
releasing
ardiscussed, the
additional weekly expense to one or

—

—

—

for the films of the new
subsidiary "Allied Corporations" are

rangements

Detroit
Following the sale of the
oyal and Empress, as noted, John
Cunsky announces that his other
mailer theaters, the Liberty, 725
eats; the Linwood-La Salle, 1,500
eats and the De Luxe, 1,500 seats,
vill be leased to responsible parties,
t
is understood
Kunsky desires to
levote his entire time to his three big
iowntown houses and it is also said
le may take a flier with a legitimate

Selznick Leaves for East
Los Angeles Myron Selznick left
on Monday for the East where he will
confer with his father regarding production plans for the coming year.

lOuse this

Throughout Country
THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo
Harold
B. Frankilin who
UniverLaemmle
of
Carl
London
sal is expected here about June 25.. surprised film folk in this section by
He will make an inspection tour of resigning unexpectedly from the Shea
the branch exchanges which Llniver- organization last week, will join FaHe is expected to resal will then have in operation. There mous Players.
will be about eight exchanges under port in New York on Thursday and

—

Laemmle To Sail
Few Weeks — Will Look After

In
English Exchanges Before Resting for

fall.

(Special to

—

Homesick
Writes

Sam

Morris,

Select,

from London: "The best thing
I

get

here

is

THE FILM

DAILY, and when
makes me homesick."

I

do,

it

And

Ike Chadwick postcards
from Ithaca: "College re-unions
don't seem so important and
serious, excepting to get my

copy of

THE FILM

DAILY."

of Philadelphia

Ed Smith, formerly

and Cleveland.

Mr. Laemmle yesterday verified
saying he expected to sail about
June 17 and after visiting London and
England would proceed to Carlsbad,
where he usually rests during August.
He will return in September or Octothis,

This is Bercertain ;o be prominent.
man's first trip home since the foundation of Allied Artists here, 14
months ago.

To

Join

Famous

Harold B. Franklin Probably to Look
After Exhibition Interests

Summer

THE FILM DAILY)

the direction of

Tremendous Rent
Over

—

Block Similar Move

11

Price 5 Cents

31, 1922

Tries to Break

i P.-L.,

The reason

May

(Special to

—

start in

immediately.

Although no

definite information as
to his duties is available, it is expected
that he will be the personal representative of Adolph Zukor out in the field,
and particularly devote his attention
to- the theater interests of Famous

Players.
ience in
theaters.

He

has had a long experdeveloping and operating

the other.

Back to Normalcy on Rentals
that'll be done away with

"Now

and Balaban & Katz will pay a normal rental for films for each house.
Ascher Brothers have made a remarkably good business deal by leasing their Roosevelt, for the $260,000
all interest and other
charges and of course the 50 per cent,
of profits will be velvet, and those
profits, as explained, will be much
larger than they ever could make
when competing with the Chicago.
"On the other hand, Balaban &
Katz's big Chicago will get the same
benefit in being ^ble to show first
runs at a lower rental than when it
had the Roosevelt bidding against it."
A. J. .Balaban will personally operate the Roosevelt.
Ascher Brothers own the fee under
hte Roosevelt and their investment in
land and building is understood to be

more than pays

around $2,250,000.
In view of the holiday yesterday

many of
Monday

the local offices were closed
afternoon.

THE

DA6LY
Day Leaves for Brazil
John L. Day, Soutli American repfor

his
Vol.

will

"Sonny"— First
Strand

Famous Players

of

annual trip to Brazil.

XX No. 60 Wednesday, May 31, 1922 Price 5 Cents

Bible Film Ready August
"After Si.\ Days," the Bible feature,
will be released by Weiss Bros, someFILM FOLKS. INC.
time in August, following a premier
Joiepli Dannenberg. President and Editor
showing that will probably be held
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J A. Cron. Advertising Manager.
in Atlantic Citv.
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folki.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and

Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.

t

Terms (Postage

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

of

Famous Golf Tourney Starts
The preliminary round of 36 holes
in the Famous Players-Lasky home

tournament was held on SaturAddress all communications to THE FILM day on the private course
of Adolph
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. Zukor, at Mountain View Farm, New
office

—

Hollywood City.
California
6411
Hollywood.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Oscar Morgan was first in the
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
morning qualifying round, Adolph
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson, Zukor second and A. M. Botsford
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, third.
In
the
-afternoon
Jerome
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de Beatty vias first, F. V. Chamberlin,
P«ri8 Representative

—
—

—

Clichy.

—

European

Representative InternaPrague (Czecho-SloFllmschau.
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

tionale

Quotations
F. P.-L.'
^^^ do pfd

^[^'wyn

..

High

Low

87

85)4

Close

Not quoted

....
...

17

17

500

17

^Quotations by H. Content

&

Co.

The

following qualified for the
R. Kent, who was allowed
to play before the event, because of
finals:

S.

a
J.

E.

ford,

Morgan,

Flinn,

trip;

Zukor, Chamberlin, Bots-

Shauer

E.

ganization:

J.

Fontaine, formerlj^

E.

pions

of

week

under

the

meet the chamtournament held last
will

the

auspices

Decides

of

A.

Bloch,

transferred

to

Branch Manager

B.

Wachansy succeeds Fontaine

at

Philadelphia.

Pittsburgh.

at

THE

Summer Park Must Close
THE FILM D.AILY)

(Special to

Washington,
will

Ind.

— Eastside

Park

not be in competition with the

Manager at Pittsburgh, ap- picture theaters this
pointed Branch Manager at Cleveland, McCarthy, recently
P.

ard

year.
John W.
elected Mayor

has decreed that the Park, which has
heretofore had summer free pictures
and vaudeville, will be closed to all
such attractions during his term of
office.

i.s

Any

vehicle that keeps him before the
the time is a fairly good vehicle,
but "Sonny" goes a little bit too far. • *
Barfeiielmess continues to be just about the
best actor on the screen.

camera

all

WORLD — We

have not seen a more perfectly poised and effective single performance
before the camera in months than Barthelmess gives in this photo-dratna at the Strand.
* * * There is a sincerity in this popular
young man's work which no real lover of the
better things of the screen can fail to feel.
*
* *
Barthelmess did no better work in
"Torai)le David" than he does here.
Wliat
niore can we say ?

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Richard

Building in Carbondale, Pa.
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Luke Farrell wil
erect a 2,000 seat theater here.
Carbondale, Pa.

Bar-

thelmess * * * is scoring what iis probably
biggest hit of his career in this highly
young
star
entertaining photoplay.
The
brings a tear to the eye in one scene and in
the ne-xt causes hearty laughter.
He holds
his audience in the hollow of his hand.
the

GLOBE — .Artistically
same

with

class

this

film

"Tol'able

Barthelmess's recent success.

*

not

is

David."
*

*-

is
the same beautiful and unobtruje
tracery of design. * *
There is more qi|:,
insistent tugging than in all the gallo|.j
horses tha tcver tried to break their rici*'
necks before the camera. * * *

j/n
fellow

Capitol

TRIBL'.VE

from

detract

the

TELEGRAM—*
human

story.
* *

The story

is

of

Sherlock Holmes
THE FINEST TONIC FOR

in
* *

WORLD—

YOUR BOX-OFFICE

finance

MORNING TELEGR.\PH— *

ssing

in

the stage \ersion * * *

SU\ — •

*

*

Is

the

nearest

French lace yet observed

in

did his job well. * *

HERALD — It

is
a blithely romantic
jerkily at times and
several points unexplained, and theref"
is hardly remarkable that Miss Helene
wick seems to be smiling all the time tli
* * *
it.

for

all

it

moves

1

'

WORLD —

* * * Its recurring and a
continuous effort to cook up enthusia^
the audience reduces it to a level of
poor stuff as good motion pictures go.
It is remarkable that photoplay inakr
this day could see such scenes and
recognize their weakness.
i

i

Southwest Theater Changes
to THE FILM DAILY)
Cisco Tex. The Victory has cli
and the house discontinued.
(Special

—

Belton,

opened

—

Tex. The American
week.

w

last

Newport, Ark.

—The

fire last

Sunshine

week and

a

\\

nm

ber of films destroyed.

—

Mexia, Tex. The
be opened soon.

New

Nation'

Eixchangeman Leases Theater
DAILY)
(.Spec.il to THE FILM

—

Cincinnati Lou
Foster of Fiij
Arts Film has leased the Grand Op"

House

for the

Hhi,ne

is

summer.

— Bcekman

9091

revealed

on

SBBVICI

thing to fine
the

screen.

East-

Fulton

St.,

N

W. A. FLEMING
Public

INSTALLMENT PLAN

V.

can be arranged.

&

CO.

Dependable
Accountants and
Auditors

Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

452

PEOPLE

i

1

any quantity

Highest grade printing quality.
raw stock used exclusively.

Easy payments on the

TO

* It

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

from 40 up.

man

*

hunt for buried treasure, an
absorbing and full of adventure as one li
wish.
Irvin Willat handled the direction
a

of

tale

effectively in the films.
It is a succession of
thrills, smiles and tears, happily devoting the
largest share to the -smiles.

RELEASE PRINTS

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

*

1

JOURNAL—

FINANCE
We

and you

truly

conception and realistically inter* Played in a marvelous way by
Richard Barthelmess. * * *
EVENING
* * * Gives this
pleasing young star ample chance to thrum
away on the heartstrings of Strand patrons
this week.
Barthelmess. of all the galaxy of
stars and near stars, knows best how to go
just far enough with sentiment without boiling
over and spoiling the good impression.
* * * Is one of the best plays
seen in a mon4h of Sundays.
Much that was
preted.

it,

author, producer
to develop a
realistic atmosphere throughout.
Iiave

will

the

of

thrill

somehow the
managed

that

find

director

ing

—

of

]

AMERICAN—*

119

The Adventures

MILLIONS OF

— Above

the average picturi b
entertainment value.
The fact that * f
you are sorry when the end is flashed on |
screen proves that it is a good picture. * f
* *
You won't fiml
great deal that is new in it, but that doe S

FOR

24

Men and Gold"— Goldwj

damaged by

picture

31, 192

in

Mr.

allows

It

May

There

him to be big-eyed and slick-haired, or roguish
and dishevelled, as you prefer. * * *
MAIL It is the work of Barthelmess and
his splendid supporting cast under the direction of Henry King that makes an interest-

m

CONTRACT NOW!

a

in

is

•

Of course, when Richpicture you do not care much
"himself again" or somebody

whether he
else.

tile

Office

succeeding

TRIBUNE—*

Adolph

and

FILM DAILY.
Transfers in Paramount
S. R. Kent announces the following
changes in the Paramount sales or-

Every picture made by Ricliard
L>a: tlif.nio^s as star and Henry King as director must submit to comparison with "Tol'able David."
This may not be fair, but it
* * * It is not another "Tol'is inevitable.
able David," but it is far better than "The
Seventli Day." » •
A majority of its scenes
liave been efificiently directed; its settings and
photography • * * are usually, though not
always, excellent; Mr. Barthelmess does some
of Ims best work.

—

Not quoted Zukor.
Not quoted
The winners

World

TIMES—

National

second and O. R. Deyer, third. John
C. Flinn won tl>e low gross for the 36
HER.M.D A rare film flower, more stirholes, going around in 170.
Ascar
»
ring than Flanders poppies.
One is
Morgan was second with 173 and tempted to call this picture
a perfect cameo.
Vincent Trotta won the dufifer's prize. * * * A picture that will linger in the memPrizes consisted of cups and silver ory, most of all by a beautifully artistic ending that might he played on a violin.
cigarette and match cases.

8
3,900 making
Not quoted Eugene

IVi

8J^

Triangle
'

6.200

86.>g

Griffith

Loew's

Salea

IVewspaper Opinions

Rio de Janeiro on June 10 on

resentative
sail

Wednesday,

Fifth

St.

Cash for Foreign Rights

COMMERCIAL TRADERS CINEMA CORP.
128
Reg U.

S. Pat. Off.

West 52nd

St.,

New York

City

Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

THE
May

Wednesday,

s55^

DAILY
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Incorporations
Albany, N.

PatheNews
J
I

'

Blackburn, R. T.

FRANCE—

PARIS,

France wins honors of
balloons, representing 4 nations, make
starts
in
international
perfect
race for Grand
Prix of Aero Club of France.

— 13

McGee

RICH MEN'S WIVES

Capital,
F.
and F. J.

R.

By Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnson.
The first of a series of GASNIER Special Box-Office
directed

—

Albany, N. Y. Wassartz AmuseNew York. Capital $10,000.
Incorporators H. and L. Wasserman
LONDON, ENGLAND— "Where there's a and L. Schwartz. Attorney. J. Gridberg, 16 W. 30th St., New York.
will, there's a way," declares "Resista," who
air

all

efforts

to
to

lift

—

—

in

It is

Other news as usual.

—

A

—

STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

A

W. H.

boxes and cables.
class condition.

Apply Box

K

Guaranteed
31,

Film Daily

— R.

of

Today.

of First Release

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION

Berry,

E.

Replete with laughs and sobs.

life.

For Distriliutiag Plan and Date

THE FILM DAILY)

Vancouver, B. C.

chapter from

powerful

Berry Adds to Chain

first

from the famous song of the same

A WOMAN MARRIES
WHEN
Drama
A

sale,

(Special to

J.

A
GILDED CAGE
Lamb

A sequel to RICH MEN'S WIVES

Youngblood.

consisting of overhead and
side banks, broadsides, domes, Duplex, portables, complete with spider

For

BIRD IN

POOR MEN'S WIVES

—

Lovelace and

from any you have seen.

name.

Raleigh, N. C. -Continental
PicCharlotte.
Capital,
$10,000.
Incorporators, D. E. Oglesby, W. V.

W;

—A

Adapted by Arthtir

tures,

J.

unique

Steele.
1917.
story different

Written especially for the screen by this famous author, and will
shortly be produced as a stage play.

Dover, Del. Ince Producing Corp.
New York. Capital $10,000. Attorney, U. S. Corporation Co.

DeFarley,

by:

By Larry Evans.

Del.
Vimy Film Corp.
Capital $100,000.
Incorporators C. A.
Stolz,
Harry Megown and V. S.
Knutson, Pittsburgh. Attorney, Capital Trust Co. of Delaware.

Dover,

Attractions,

pictures.

ARE YOU A FAILU RE ?

PA.— Navy crew vic- tration Trust Co.
"American Henley" on Schuylkill
event

Kismet and other great

By Wilbur Daniel
The prize story of

—

River Annapolis wins in the feature
for the Stewards' Challenge Cup.

of

CHING CHING CHINAMAN

PHILADELPHIA,
torious

by the creator

To be followed

ment Co.

her off the ground
stay on.
Edward AshDover, Del. Beaver Film Co-operBritain's strongest man, demonstrates
ton,
his record lift of 211 lbs., but then cannot ative
Co. Wilmington. Capital $1,lift "Resista" who weighs 91 lbs.
000,000. Incorporator Delaware Regisdefies

when she "wills"

^today
'

play
Corp.,
$250,000.
Incorporators:

Preferred Pictures
Photo-

Petronic.

No. 44
f

Y.— Blackburn
New York.

owner of a circuit
Okanagan Valley,

of theaters in the
British Columbia,
has acquired the Kitsilano.

Communicate with

576

Fifth

Avenue,

New York City,

41 Great Cparamount Qpictures
Gloria

Swanson

in

A Sam Wood
From

the Play by

Ann

"Her Gilded Gage"

Production

Scenario by Elmer Harris and Percy Heath

Nichols

Released Sept. 4, 1922

THIS
some

is the most elaborate of all Miss Swanson's productions.
It reveals the star in
some of the most dramatic sittiations, and
of the most striking gowns, ever devised.

Miss Swanson, as the dancer, wears over a
score of marvelous costumes, and the dance-hall
Susanna Ornoff

Arnoln

Big
Watch

No.

7

in magnifi-

The story takes the audience back-stage, into
the intimate life of a public favorite, and should
be even more popular than "Footlights," which
was on the same general theme.

.

Charles Stevenson
Walter Hiers
Harrison Ford

Names Mean Big

this space

tomorrow for

word

Anne Cornwall

Jacqueline Ornoff
.

last

cence.

Gloria Swanson
David Powell

Pell

Gaston Petitfils
Bud Walton.
Lawrence Pell

and cabaret scenes are the

INFAMOUS PIAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION

Business
No. 1 "The Dictator."
No. 2 "If You Believe It, It's So."
No. 3 "The Bonded Wornan."
No. 4 "The Top of New York."
No. 5 "The Loves of Pharaoh."

N. Y.

CHE

<^^

DAILY

Guts and Flashes

Thursday's Issue

Larry

Semon's next comedy

be "Golf."

Lee Simonson, art
Theater Guild, did his
signing

for

films

New
The

Wednesday,

Theater in Brooklyn

Lee, at 131 Lee Ave.,

in

Censor Talk
(Special to

the

will

first

in

31, 1922

Beaumont, Tex.

in

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Beaumont, Tex.

Williamsburgh section of Brooklyn,
will open Decoration Day.
M. Moses
director of the and H. Welinsky are the owners.

May

city censorship
will be decided
future.

The question
being discussed an
by a vote in the nej
(

is

scenic de-

"The

Beauty

Shop."

Vitagraph

will

licity staff in its

3E NEWSi^lC
U.

S.

Submarines Active

in

Atlantic Waters.

Dancer Sues Producer Because
Her Shoulders Won't Stop
Shimmying.
Daughters Battle

War

Through Jess Smith, Lois Meredith
and Ben Hendricks, Inc. have been
cast for "The Legend of Sleepy Hollow."

Prosperity of Country Reflected
by Huge Locomotive Production.

Millionaires'

house its entire pubBrooklyn studios.

Monster Military and Civic
Pageant in Paris in Honor
Joan of Arc.
And Other News Events.

of

W.

Cohill of Actors' Equity.

Warren Cook, Ernest Hilliard and
Ray Allen will appear in a new picture which Oscar Lund will produce.
William W. Cohill of Actors' Equity
placed them.

Prod. Corp. Production will start
soon on "Dear Me" at the Tilford
studio.

May Use
in

South-

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Oklahoma City Blue law advocates are again active both in Oklahoma and Texas and exhibitors in
these states will soon be called upon
to fight blue law measures that will
come up at the next legislatures. The
reform organizations, it is
understood, will also seek to put through
censorship measures in these states.

ty to

A

tion

to

American authors as is acby the United

States.

in ad-

of grain.

fineness

It

and

carries

quality through to the screen.

Eastman Film

both regular

and

tinted

base, is identifiable throughout its entire

length

"Kodak"

by the words ''''Eastman^

stenciled in the film

margin.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

district.

"Instead of sending a truant officer
bring children to school parents
would have to send a policeman to
drag them home if educational movies
were in general use. The day is coming when every school will have such

HELP THE BOYS

to

struction according to

the

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

The

gallery of the

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over

devoted to ex-service men, the boys
there," at the monster

FRIARS' FROLIC
Sunday, June 4th

curricu-

lum."

corded to Germans

long scale of tones.

quality

exceptional

A

—

Copyright Protection in Germany
The Associated Press reports the
following from Berlin:
"The Reichstag passed a bill today
according the same copyright protec-

a

abili-

its

dition, uniformity, latitude in exposure
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Texas Partnership Ends
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
projector and film equipment in addiLubbock, Tex. Edward H. Row- tion to its textbook, libraries and labley, of Robb and Rowley of Dallas oratories.
It will make the school a
has taken over the Lindsey and Mr. place in which boys and girls will
McElroy, the Lyric under the terms learn to live and think, instead of a
of an agreement which ends the part- place where they merely receive innership of the theaters.

reproduce

this

—The

South Park

—

POSITIVE FILM
reproductive
Has
— and

Allendale, a General
Theaters Corp. house, may be rented
for use as a (Zommunity theater for a
period of three years.
number of
local people are seeking to promote
interest in the proposition.
Stuart Parmelee has resigned as assistant manager at the State to accept
the management of the Capitol in the

Buffalo

stereoscopic effect, depend upon

-its

EASTMAN

Says Film Will Overcome Truancy
Ohio Passes "Arabian Night"
Thomas J. Casey, principal of the
First National reports that the Ohio
School, Chicago, is quoted
censor board has passed "One Ara- Gladstone
in the Globe as follows:
bian Night" after having banned it
for about seven months.
number
of changes had to be made by Lesley
Mason, who did the original editing.

—

the gradation quality of the film

Theater as Community
Center

(Special to

west
(Special

image

Mary Anderson and Joseph Striker
been signed for a new Ivan
Abramson picture through William

Henry Cronjager has been engaged
as chief cameraman by the Kenma

Sunday Closing Movements

roundness and depth of the positive

have

in

Canoes.

The

46th St.

Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a soldier boy.
Send your check for as much as you can
afford for this worthy charity to

THE

FRIARS,

110

W.

48th

St.

or

THE FILM DAILY,

71

W.

44th

St.

Phone Bryant 6436

"The new law accords protection
works of literature, art and photography on the same basis as is desfor

in the law of Jan. IS, 1892,
retroactive in application to
the period between Aug. 1, 1914, and
July 2, 1922, although it does not apply to the rights of publication, circulation and duplication of any American product which might have been
obtained by a third fiarty previous to
Dec. 18, 1919."
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D.

W.

Will Hold Pictures for

Shipman Deal

(Special to

Price 5 Centa

Griffith

on

New

Griffith has

Loew

Picture

begun rehearsals

in

Deal

&
for his next photoplay for release
change its policy for through United Artists. The new
Conflicting Interests
n
production is described as a comedy
is denied by Balaban &
It is reported that Marcus Loew
terest held by Lu- Katz offices.
drama now being outlined under the
working title of "At the Grange." is completing a deal whereby the
porini Bros, .i
e "Ultra" Company
of Rome, has been purchased by ErStory by Irene Sinclair. The cast has Ackerman & Harris interests will no
Coming for Conference
longer be identified with the Loew
not yet been selected.
nest Shipman who will now hold an
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
organization.
interst
with Dr. Francesco
equal
London
Henry R. Smith, of
While it is impossible to obtain a
Stame, president and guiding spirit
Lillian Gish Going Abroad
Smith's Film Sales, Ltd. is on his
verification of the report it is underof "Ultra."
ay to New York to confer with
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
stood that the deal has been set in
The contract with "Ultra" calls for Julius Singer of Pacific Film, and to
London Lillian Gish is expected practically all details and that within
an average of four productions a
look over the field.
here soon, and there is a vast amount a week the final papers will be signed.
year for a five year period, and carof publicity being issued attendant to
Under the terms of the deal as proried exclusive control of all Ameriher arrival. She is expected to make posed Ackerman & Harris will retain
Hodkinson Summer Releases
can or Italian film activities in Italy
personal appearances in conjunction a slight interest in the Loew State in
in which either "Ultra" or Ernest
In addition to the Urban weekly rewith the showings of "Orphans of the Los Angeles and the Warfield in San
Shipman are concerned.
lease Hodkinson announces six sumFrancisco. One report, however, said
The contracts cover a series of pro- mer releases: "No Trespassing" from Storm."
that this was not settled and they
ductions to be made from the novels a story by Joseph C. Lincoln "The
might have no interest whatsoever in
Georgia Convention Set
of F. Alarion Crawford.
Veiled Woman," "Hope," "Married
these two big houses.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The next production in all prob- People," which is made from the ChiA man close to the Loew interability will be "The Diva's Ruby" cago prize scenario, "Heart's Haven"
Atlanta, Ga. A large attendance of
lor which the director and technical a Ben B. Hampton Production and exhibitors is expected at the conven- said yesterday that the de^i h»*y
force will again be selected from "Don't Weaken."
tion of the Georgia Amusement Pro- Loew and A. &. K.
Americans.
tective Asso. which will start on Mon- there was such a b:J
Shipman has retained an interest
day at the Ansley Hotel. Officers type of houses in
Exhibitors Face Charges
in the great Italian Biblical spectacle
will be elected and by-laws and con- Some of the A. &i
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
entitle "After Six Days" which will
stitution adopted.
All work is ex- very small and m'
Minneapolis John Bergstrom, who pected to be cleaned up in one day's carry out the vaude
be exploited by Weiss Brothers.
idea which Loew has
was arrested last week on a complaint session. About 100 are expected.
When the deal is fina.'
Attorney
the
at
issued
by
the
U.
S.
A. M. P. A. Honors Higham
tures only may be. showX
Internal
Sir Charles Higham of London, an request of the collector of
Convention
Ohio Cinema Clubs
Angeles State and the VvV^?!^ia.
expert of note in foreign advertising Revenue at St. Paul, has waived
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Marcus Loew could not be reach
released
on
$1,examination
and
was
fields, and who has many friends in
Cleveland, O. A feature
of the yesterday.
the film world abroad, will be given (100 bail. The complaint charges that
convention of the cinema clubs of
a luncheon by the A.. M. P. A. some while Bergstrom was the owner of
Ohio will be the report of the Cleve
Neilan Due Today
here,
failed
to
Nicollet
he
pay
the
time next month. Sir Charles is here
land Chamber of Commerce on cen
Marshall Neilan is expected to arto attend the convention of the Asso. $344 due the government for admissorship.
A special committee has rive today from his vacation abroafi.
Advertising Clubs of the World. The sion taxes. Three other warrants
been investigating the problem for
Minneapolis
against
been
issued
have
luncheon is expected to be attended
The penalty for tax eva- over a year.
exhibitors.
Norileet Here
by notable film folk of the East.
fine and five years in
sion
is
$5,000
At the regular weekly meeting yesHal C. Norfleet, sales manager for
Making Animal Films in Germany the Sanford Productions is at the
terday S. W. Kilmer of Kilmer's prison.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
interLondon,
an
Specials, of
gave
Claridge.
He has with him a print
Berlin— The B. A. T. Films, the of the first western feature produced
esting talk on selling and publicizing
Films De France Formed
British-Austrian Tyrol Prod., have by his company.
In
pictures for the English market.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
completed "The Valley of Ngumba,"
many instances he said, distributors
France,
Ltd.,
London Films de
and are making "The White Desert.."
paid out as much for advertising and
AI Lichtman's First
have been formed here with Denis
These are two of a series of wild anipublicity as they paid for the English
The first production scheduled for
Ricaud director-general of the Pathe
rights to a production.
He showed Consortium Cinema of Paris and A. mal pictures which J. G. Wainwright, release by the newly formed Al Licliisome interesting examples of British E. Winder of London as guiding of London, is producing in conjunc- nian Corp. is "Rich Men's Wives" by
tion with Carl Hagenbeck, of Ham- Agnes C. Johnston and Frank Dazey.
advertising, in which the members of
spirits.
It will act as selling agent
burg.
the A. M. P. A. were very much inL. J. Gasnier directed.
for a number of important French
terested.
producers,
and has already sold
German Unit on 1st Nat'l Lines
Fox Closes Orient Deal
British rights on "The Agony of the
New Company in London
A deal which will give the Fox
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Eagle" to Stoll. It has 20 additional
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin— The Landlicht A. G. Ltd., product extensive releases throughout
features at present and "The King of
London— The Astra-National Prod. the Beggars," a serial which has has formed an organization modeled iihe Far East has been closed with
Ltd., have been formed here. Its first caused quite a stir in Paris.
Ernest along First National lines.
Several Middle East Films Ltd. of Singapore.
picture will be "The Bohemian Girl," Reed will be general manager.
co-operative exchanges in which ex- The deal ptPKides for releases in
China, Siam, Dutch East Indies,
which Harley Knoles produced for
hibitors are interested have joined..
Straits Settlemetits and Malay.
The board oi directors is
Alliance.
P. C. T.. Profits Drop
composed of H. S. and C. Wilcox,
Bratz in National Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Talking Pictures
F. E. Smith and P. Felce.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
London The annual report of the
The Vocal-Educational Film Corp.
Berlin Carl Bratz has been elected is giving a demonstration daily at
Skirboll to Go to Orient
Provincial Cinematograph Theaters,
Cleveland, Ohio— Bill Skirboll, of Ltd.. for 1921 shows a net profit of a director of National Film, which has 1600 Broadway of a device which it is
Educational, will sail for the Orient £100,780 as compared with £224,913 just increased its capital from 20,000,- claimed reproduces sound in perfect
000 to 40.000,000 marks.
sometime in June.
unison with motion pictures.
a year ago.
Takes
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Game

Protested

And Goldwyn Team Worries — Notes
of
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Friday. Jijne 2,

1922

the

League

— First

Nat'l

and

F. P.-L. Tie

Price 5 Cents

All the thrills in the Motion Picture
.right 1922, Wid's Film and Film FoUci,
L.
In Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St., Base Ball League are not confined to
Kr» York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and the game itself. This was forcibly
F;' M FOLKS, INC.
brought home at the weekly meeting
Jo5-ph Dannenberg, President and Editor
of
the League Monday night when
V.
Business
ManAlicoate, Treasurer and
J
Metro exploded a bomb in the shape
»K'''
J- A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as serond-class matter May 21, 1918, of a protested game.
Up to that time
tt «h» nost imce at New York, N. Y., under
been
basking
in the limeGoldwyn
had
The act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside light, secure in the thoughts of sharof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 ing the top berth in the League with
Foreign
onths, $5.00: 3 months $3.00.
Paramount and First National, when

in a

Friday, June

"September Morn" scene not

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

along came Metro, like an unwelcome
alarm-clock on Sunday morning and
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558. woke them up by protesting their
Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
game played Saturday claiming cerPhone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S. tain players used by Goldwyn were inWabash Ave.
eligible according to the constitution
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weejcly, 85 Long Acre, of the League which requires all players participating to be registered. The
London, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de protest was voted upon by the repreParis Representative
communications

DAILY,

71-73

to

West 44th
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St.,

New

York,

—

Phone

Paramount came ver}' near shutting
out Universal without a run but they
managed to put one over in their half
of the sixth on nine hits off Hyatt
and Beachler with Owens on the receiving end. Universal got five hits
from Farrell but he kept them well
scattered.
The final score was Paramount 14 Universal 1.
Kraft the star pitcher for Hodkinson pitched a no hit game against
Pathe but walked three men which resulted in one run.
Kraft not satisfied
with a no hit game lead his team in
batting and they piled up 14 runs
against Pathe's one.

Clichy.

—

European

Representative InternaFilmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slotionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

Quotations
F. P.-L.

do pfd
1 *G'wyii
'

High

Low

86

85>4

..

Close

Sales

8SH

2,800

Not quoted
.

8^

8

83/i

.

5,100

Not quoted

'riffith

"w's ...
•ngle

16^

16)4

17

500

Not quoted
Not quoted

ca'd

homa and Texaj Content &
these states will
to fight blue h
come up at the n

reform organize
stood, will alfpiro

censorship

"plri^fipsj
-- i«.i5iit;a
is

now

in

charge

and exploitation dethe Pathe home office.

rry

Headless Horseman"

is

the

tcuiative title of the forthcoming Hodkinson release starring Will Rogers,
instead of "The Legend of Sleepy
Hollow'" as previously annonnced.

Charles E. Hastings, well known
an interviewer and biographer of
.jreen artists under the nom de plume
Df John Pycroft Smith, who recently
handled publicity for Distinctive Productions Inc. and George Arilss, has
joined the staff of Merritt Crawford.
i

Conway Tearle and Miriam Cooper
have been engaged through Jess
Smith by Lloyd Haramons of the
D. and M. Films of Detroit, Michigan
for a production to be made in Detiroit.

Carl Clancy has engaged the cast
support Will Rogers in "The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow" through
lo

the

Jess

dricks,

(.raham,
.

Smith
Lois

Jr.,

W.

offices.

Ben Hen-

Meredith,
Rheinold,

C.
rton are included.

fSdu^citiaruz/

THE

SPlC0,O|-TIIE

Reg. U.

Charles

Robert

(RctuA^
PHOGHAM"

S. Pat.

OS.

W

L

Pet.

3

1

Paramount
sentatives of the different clubs and Goldwyn
the game declared forfeited to Metro Vitagraph
Hodkinson
9 to 0.
Metro

3

1

2
2
2
2

2

Universal

1

Pathe

1

3
3

.750
.750
.500
.500
.500
.500
.250
.250

against First National but was deWelton, Vitagraph's
feated 9 to 5.
first moundsman was driven from the
box in the fourth by a fusilade of hits
started by Captain McGrath of the
Franchisers ably supported by Loges
and Wallace. Snyder who replaced
him was treated almost as badly. Best
the First National Ace, held Vitagraph to seven scattered hits and
struck out 14 men. There was a
chance for the Board of Censors in

game

as Naylor in an effort to
get back to third caught his spikes
in Rockwell's pants nearly resulting
this

'

Ohio
x'he

Co.

Standing of the Clubs
First Nat'l

Vitagraph put up a stubborn game

— Beekman

9091

BBRVICB'

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
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For
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Newark House Changes Hands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Newark, N. J. Herman F. Jans

—

secured the lesae of the Rialto
from the Shuberts. It will continue
has

to show pictures under the management of Frank L. Smith.

Closed for
(Special to

—

Summer

THE FILM DAILY)

Buffalo M. Slotkin, general manager of the Monument Theater Corp.
announces that the Olympic will not
re-open until Sept. 1.

sale, consisting of overhead and
side banks, broadsides, domes, Duplex, portables, complete with spider
boxes and cables. Guaranteed first
class condition.

Apply Box K.31, Film Daily

W. A. FLEMING

&

CO.

Dependable
Public Accountants and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

St.

Cash for Foreign Rights
Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.
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says

everybody

man

You can

gets what's

get

Now

it

YOUf

ffiOw^BH.

some time but the

:an bet this works with reverse English too

wise

gets

to

him Eventually.

W\k

Your

coming
with

—the

audiences are ready made, for the story has been

read

by

millions

IVlarshall

as

a

m The

Saturday Evening

Neilan has made a winner of lF80i

you know he always does.
famous author, a

enough

said.

good with

So

fine cast,

A

strong story,

a great director

get yours while the getting

Hd

Suggested by the story by

Hugh Mac

Richard Dix and Claude Gillingwater.

Nair Kahler--with Claire Windsor,

Photographed by David Kesson
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and Karl Strauss.
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David Hellman, who

Cameo

(Special to

—

-S&l^DAILY

Friday, June

Ohio May Have

Two

191

Chapin Assisting Worsley

Units

THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland — Film men here are

2,

(Special to

(Special to

dis-

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

—

James B. Chs'
assistant director with Harry ]
on a number of Warner Bros,
ductions, is here. He will assist A
lace Worsley in the production oi
two Wesley Barry pictures.

Glenn Hunter in "The Cradle Buster" con- cussing the possibility of two exhiChicago
has
tinues a second week as the feature at the bitor organizations
in Ohio because
been managing the theaters controlled Cameo.
The overture is the Intermezzo from
by Morris Hellman, has been ap- "The Tales of Hoffman."
Cameo News of the action of Martin G. Smith at
pointed business manager of the Reel- Events and a screen version of "Home, the Washington convention in nomiSweet Home," made by Zrner Film Co., fol- nating McMahon of Cincinnati for the
craft exchange.
low the overture. The short subject is "The
board of directors instead of Henry
Devil's Foot," one of the Sherlock Holmes

Angeles

Al Silverman, recently operated on series, released by Educational Films, Inc. Lustig.
Thomas on Theater Trip
Berceuse from Jocelyn by Godard is played
/ is back on film row and is covering on the violin by Edward Kilenyi.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Prod.
Graf
Move
= f<*'- Reelcraft.
^>..ri a"^
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto H. M. Thomas of
-rff•
Capitol
San Francisco Graf Prod. Inc. Famous Players Canadian Corp.
P. S. Rowley, quit the exchange,
Goldmark's "Sakuntala" is the overture at have moved into new quarters in the started out on a tour of inspectio
and has become an exhibitor. He the Capitol. It is followed by "Abraham," California Commercial Union Bldg.
theaters in Western Canada.
the fifth episode of the "Bible" pictures prohas been appointed manager of the duced by Sacred Film Corp.
Chech and
Gayety at 92nd & Commercial.
Slovic folk songs are sung by Therese Prochazka.
Capitol News follows and next is a
ballet interpretation of "Song of India." The
Ralph B. Bradford has sent in his "Mature is "Yellow Men and Gold." This is

—

—

Preferred Pictures

resignation as sales manager of Celebrated Players, and has not as yet
announced his new plans.
C. B. Price of the Primax Pictures
Co. was a visitor stopping over on
his way to St. Louis.

Julius Singer was in Chicago the
other day looking for a location for
an office. Pacific Film has no one
at present distributing here.

Film Distributors have purchased a series of George Larkin pictures from Russell Prod.
"Boomerang Justice" Starring Fritzie Ridge-

followed by a selection from "Carmen" and
a short subject, "Supply and Demand," made
by the J. K. McDonald Prod., Inc., starring
Johnny Jones.

The

Rialto
Second Hungarian

way
-

will

be the

first.

Claude F. Penrod.

homa and

who has been reiexc_ted district manager of

these states will ^jsjon foj. r.c will make
to hght blue h- ers in Chicago, and will
come up at the r. seven exchanges includ-

Rhapsody

is

Rivoli

an Egyptian Temple Dance by Lillian Powell
The feature is
and Grace McCrea follow.
"The Loves of Pharaoh." A piano trio and
car"Out-of-the-Inkwell"
a Max Fleischer
toon comedy complete the bill.

Strand
special

Memorial Prelude sung by Kitty

reform organizMinneapolis, Kansas City, McLaughlin and the Strand Male Quartette
Under the title of "Odds
stood, will aUt. Louis, Indianapolis and opens the bill.
and Ends" are shown three educational subcensorship n>
jects and this is followed by the News Re-

A special scenic setting and the song,
"Mother, I Miss You," forms the prologue
A Pat Sullivan cartoon, "Felix
to "Sonny."
in Love," and the organ solo close the bill.
view.

Ohio
j."he

7y Cohn, a

newcomer

is

tentative t'"""
k.nson r-^ charge of sales.
instead „
^ ^
llollo'
-

the film

in

associated
H '^ss,Film now
Distributors,

with the

and

will

Two

Promises

George Beban made a stop-over in
Chicago last week and is figuring on

(Special

to

Theaters

THE FILM DAILY)

Florida.

CHING CHING CHINAMAN
By Wilbur Daniel
The prize story of
It is

unique

VT^ist

Gordon Sexton, well known humor- pany claimed to
of the New York Sun, to write several hundred

scenarios and continuities for the new
comedies, which will be distributed by
Federated.

Balaban & Katz's Chicago announce that they will, for the first
time in their history, run a picture for
two weeks. "Orphans of the Storm"
is the feature that has been booked
starting Aug. 7.
Tessier with
(Special

to

R-C

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cleveland, Ohio
Paul Tessier is
with the Robertson-Cole organization of this city, in charge of the
sales force.
Tessier was formerly
with Pathe here.

now

comhave had option on

from any you have seen.

By Larry Evans.
Written especially for the screen by this famous author, and
shortly be produced as a stage play.

Adapted from the famous song of that name, written by Ha
Von Tilzer and Arthur J. Lamb.

POOR MEN'S WIVES

A sequel to RICH MEN'S WIVES
A

chapter from

Replete with laughs and sobs.

life.

A WOMAN MARRIES
WHEN
Drama
A
of

Today.

For Distributing Plan and Date

of First Release

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION

Communicate with

576

Fifth

New York City, N.

HELP THE BOYS
The

gallery of the

Manhattan Opera House will be
who went "over

devoted to ex-service men, the bo.ys
there," at the monster

THE WEAT HER.

FRIARS' FROLIC

WASHINGTON. May 29.— The gruH disturbance lias moved slowly westward and It was
apparently central near the mouth of the
Mississippi River Monday night. It- has been
attended by rains In the East Gulf and South
Atlantic States and by strong eyterly winds
on the Alabama anjL.yorthw'fJtna
ftjtit"^^

Sunday, June 4th

Another d\^hj^cc0LfjWM^if.
Canadian maritime *rr*vlnce.$ Mon
and pressure was lo^jlftn(^0ffli!l
coast.

Pm/w'
tWXe

southwest, while
over the Middle
Northwest.

Aveni

that time, the
sites.

hiffr pressure
Atlantic States

r\e-fLi]pii

and

ihB

i

"A MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS"

Joe Rock states that while in New
country and charge moderate admisYork, he contracted with Charles.

At

—A

Steele.
1917.
story different

ARE YOU A FAILURE?

Some time ago was published at
length the plans of Peoples' Theaters,
Inc., which planned to construct a
chain of model houses throughout the
sion prices.

Attracti(
pictures.

To be followed by:

powerful

—

Allentown, Pa. S. M. Greenbaum
making a tour of personal appear- states he has purchased two sites for
ances.
Beban will be under the per- theaters, one here and one in Bethlesonal direction of Ed. Silton of the hem, on behalf of the Peoples' TheBoth theaters are deaters, Inc.
Silton Film Distributors.
signed to seat 1,250.

Roderick Ross, has just returned to
Chicago after a two month's stay in

Kismet and other great

the

Selections from "Aida" played by the orAn
chestra opens the bill at the Rivoli.
Educational Scenic, "The Upper Nile" and

A

By Frank Dazey and Agnes Christine Johnson.
The first of a series of GASNIER Special Box-Office
directed by the creator of

overture at the Rialto followed by the Rialto
Magazine.
A Tony Sarg Cartoon, "The
First Earful," is the third number and a
South Sea Savage Dance by Martha Graham
"Prince Charming," by Liza Lehis
next.
man, is the solo sung by Emma Noe and is
This
followed by the feature, "The Ordeal."
Picco and a
is followed by a solo by Millo
Charlie Chaplin revival, "The Count."

Stilton

RICH MEN'S WIVES

Every gallery seat sold will be turned over to a solSend your check for as much as you can
dier boy.
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Creditors of Allen Theaters,
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Paramount
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Barthelmess Gives Another Excellent Performance
Richard Barthelmess in
Inspiration Pictures

.

.

Henry King
.

George V. Hobart
Frances Marion

.^

SCENARIO BY

^

CAMERAMAN
AS A

for this,

—Asso. First Nat'l

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR

Henry Cronjager

WHOLE

May

prove another "Tol'able

David" for star
STORY
Mothers and others affected by Great

War may

object, but otherwise

it's

sure

fire in

appeal

DIRECTION

As

The dual role which Barthelmess essays gives him
marked opportunity for unusual work and he gets
away with it nicely. He is a real trouper. Although
there is marked similarity of appearance of the Hoboken pool parlor owner and the son of a rich family,
the characterizations as portrayed gives each a definite
composition.
And the best part of it is that the
director has allowed the blind

a rule excellent; draggy at

times

Very
Good; some excellent

fine

electrical

used in trench sequences
STAR
In dual role gives further demonstration
of his unusual ability
SUPPORT
Not much for anyone; but little
Pauline Garon is cute. A splendid dog used

mother

to hesitate at accepting as her son the

home from

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

remind them too much of their losses. Excepting
however, "Sonny" will rank high with the
Barthelmess productions, and it may give "Tol'able
David" a close run.
to

"SONNY"

This

the town.

war

the

is

all

of the

dead boy

boy who comes

decorated, and the hero of

very convincingly done by Margaret

Seddon.

effects

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good

^.

Satisfy

Sometimes overdone
CHARACTER OF STORY
Youth, dying on
battlefield, forces his buddy to promise to take
his place because of unusual similarity of ap-

pearance

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,900 feet

They're going to have a "good cry" at "Sonny."
This includes the greater part of your patrons, even
the men. And those who lost someone in the Great
War will be particularly affected. Although this
may not be the best of things, because it may serve

Stick to Star's
Box

may

overlook

There are two good dogs used, one particularly
does excellent work when he refuses to accept
the poolplayer as his former master, and turns from
him. This is unusually good direction.
this.

who

^

Charles Crosby, called "Sonny" by every-

Story:

His buddy is so much like him that
when Sonny is dying he begs Joe to go back to the
States and present himself as "Sonny." Joe does and
seems successful until the father of Madge Craig discovers Joe is not "Sonny" and, disappointed because
he cannot arrange a marriage between Sonny and
Madge, he threatens to tell Mrs. Crosby unless paid
a certain sum. Meantime Mrs. Crosby has learned of
the deception but loves Joe as her son, and there is
.
a hint that he may marry his buddy's sister.
one, goes to war.

Name—Talk

His Former Successes

of

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Barthelmess will add to his laurels in this and if
your crowd likes Dick you can feel sure this will go
over. The war stuff may not be Uked by some who
suffered losses in that gjeat catastrophe, but at the
Strand a number of elderly women were noticed wiping their eyes very often, and it might not prove surprising to see mothers who lost their boys appreciate
this one, because Barthelmess is such an unusual star
that he may number among his many admirers many
of this type as well.

At times the story drags, and some cutting might
well be used to advantage, but the fans

You

will

have to concentrate on the

because there

isn't

should

prove

splendid

work

Above
about.

sufficient.

in this

else to appeal.

You can

comparing

it

star's

But

name,

this really

about his
to "Tol'able David."
talk

be sure not to let them see this one
Otherwise they won't know what it's

all else

backwards.
all

much

Make

your advertising. You
yourself whether to talk about the
this clear in

must decide for
war stuff. You know your own crowd

best.

f^r

""^.

x^.
./
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Wonder Production

"REPORTED MISSING"
STARRING

Owen Moore
T)irected.
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and Very Unusual Picture But Appeal May Be Limited
a limited appeal.
"THE STROKE OF MIDNIGHT"
Many people avoid pictures which
Interesting

— Metro

have no

Victor Seastrom
Dr. Selma Lagerlof

worker who eventually gives her

Swedish Biograph Prod.

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Victor Seastrom

CAMERAMAN

Not

WHOLE

AS A

A

credited

picture that will be highly

appreciated by those

who want unusual and

photoplays

artistic

STORY

An

entirely

of the regeneration

new and splendid handling
theme; absorbing from start

to finish

DIRECTION

Excellent; quite an unpretentious

production but very worthy and impressive
Good; probably some of the
best double exposure work ever accomplished

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS

All right

PLAYERS

Victor Seastrom again proves himmaster of pantomime; Hilda Borgstrom
does excellent work and the others are parself a

ticularly true-to-life types

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

Appropriate

Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY
a

man brought

The regeneration

of

about through an illusion and the

slum worker

efforts of a

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

The Swedish Biograph Company has

6,000 feet

not been a

American market, l)ut the few
pictures that have come from the Swedish studios,
more particularly those of Victor Seastrom, have been
really worth while offerings.
An addition to past
Seastrom's latest ofifering, originally called
"The Death Cart" but retitled by Metro, "The Stroke
of Midnight."
is

The production is somewhat of a departure from the
usual run of photoplays, inasmuch as it depicts hardship and degradation and toward the end becomes
gruesome with the death cart sequence. For
this reason "The Stroke of Midnight," despite its distinctiveness and excellence, it almost bound to have
fairly

Box
will

cause you

you cater

come

to

do well

this

know

best

to

your folks

Swedish Biograph offering, be-

what your patrons want.

to a high class clientele, people

know and
show it
demand

If

who have

appreciate better pictures, you will
to

no

is

strictly bright

life

save others.
Of course the
brings about th happy ending, but
to

slum
through working

final

regeneration

is

the very last

it

sequence and you have hardly swallowed the lump
in your throat from the previous scenes.
But as a picture, it is decidedly worth seeing and
will be best appreciated by the better classes, those
who look at the advancement of pictures as an art.
For them Seastrom's efforts will not have been in
vain.

From

a directorial standpoint, as well as his

performance in the principal role, he puts himself on
a level with the best. He tells the story in an even,
absorbing manner that compels your attention all the
way. In the role of David Holm he is convincing and
his portrayal is one of the most impressive ever
recorded.

Probably some of the best double exposure photography ever obtained is to be found in the latter reels
of "The Stroke of Midnight." In relating the legend
of the death cart, it is done entirely in double exposure
and there are numerous remarkable views of the wagon
with its grim driver, collecting souls both on land
and water.
Story
David Holm is released from prison only
to find that his wife and two children have left him.
His resolutions to reform are forgotten but later
through the efforts of a slum worker, the family is
l)rought together. But Holm's debauchery soon causes
another break. Sometime later the dying slum girl
He refuses to go and starts relating to
calls for him.
his companions the legend of the death cart whose
driver for each succeeding year,

is

the person

who

dies

midnight on New Year's eve. Holm is stunned by
a blow after telling the story. In a vision he is taken
into the death cart and sees his wife preparing a
poison for herself and children, but he is powerless
He awakens, rushes to his wife and
to prevent her.
finds her pouring tea. The girl of the slums dies, but
Holm and his family are finally happy in his regeneraat

tion.

It

But Not Others

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

have to decide for yourself whether or not

you should book

there

side here except, perhaps, in the person of the

High Glass Patronage Will Appreciate
You

And

:

large contributor to the

successes

l)right side.

them but on the other hand

light entertainment, farce or

if

even

melodrama, then perhaps it would not be well to try
and interest them in this.
"The Stroke of Midnight" is heavy and toward the
close more or less gruesome, so you will have to take
the desires of your audience as a first consideration.
Even though the production is very worth while its
appeal

is

not sufficiently far-reaching to

strong box

office attraction.

make

it

a

THE
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Sunday, June

Good Cast Hampered by Slow Moving Story
"THE MAN WITH TWO MOTHERS"
types, such as the polished gentleman
who

Goldwyn

DIRECTOR

Paul Bern

AUTHOR

Alice

SCENARIO BY

Julien Josephson

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Percy Hilburn

WHOLE
mother

Duer Miller

Slow moving

role to

Irish story giving

Mary Alden but

Rambles

Without pathos or comedy.
Uneven.

Some good moments

PHOTOGRAPHY

Clear

LIGHTINGS

Good
work

PLAYERS
in role of

CuUen Landis does excellent
young Irish lad. Mary Alden as

mother has small

role.

his

Cast adequate

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All right

Typical
Plenty

CHARACTER OF STORY

Irish lad

comes

to

with aunt who wants to be his
mother. But he brings his own mother along
and for a long time keeps her under cover

America

to live

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,423 feet

word mother in the title and Mary Alden
in the cast you are induced to think of "The Old
Nest," but "The Man with Two Mothers" is far from
being in that class. The production does not pretend
to be anything more than a light comedy, but even

With

as such

the

it

tainment.

done

presents but a mild and rambling enterIt has amusing moments and some well

bits of character acting,

but lacks action and

fails

to convince.

The

story

is

very thin and contains hardly enough

It is
material for a full length feature production.
built on well tried lines and contains the ordinary

The

was seriously
hampered ])y the lack of material. He has achieved
some good shots, l)ut with the story in hand was
unable to maintain an even

level.

Mary Alden is not a comedienne and finds it difficult
to be tragic when there is nothing to be tragic about.
work

in

"The Old Nest," she

certainly deserves a better part than the one given
her here. Cullen Landis has a very attractive part

and does well with it. The entire production seems
to center about him and few other players get much
chance. Sylvia Breamer does good work in the role
of the girl, and Laura Levarnie presents a nice bit of
character

work

in

the

part

of

the

widowed

aunt.

Other players in the cast include Hallam Cooley, Fred
Huntley, Monti Collins and William Elmer.

Dennis O'Neill, a young Irish blacksmith,
receives a letter from his aunt in New York asking
him to come to America. His uncle had made a fortune in the junk business before he died, and his aunt
promises to be a mother to him knowing all the time
that he already has a perfectly good mother. Dennis
brings his real mother with him, but as she is unwelStory:

come she decides

to return.

Before the ship leaves

Dennis takes her away and engages a room for her
around the corner from his aunt's house.
Through
the back window they can signal to each other. This
signaling causes the girl to believe that Dennis is
unfaithful to her. In the junk yard Dennis fights the
The
bully and soon establishes himself foreman.
climax comes when they discover Dennis in the rooming house and suspect the worst but find that he is
only with his mother.

Basis

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

If you happen to have a large Irish population in
your neighborhood then you need not hesitate about
this one.
It will certainly please the Irish, but for
the average audience it ofifers but a fair entertainment.
You can no doubt run this in on the regular program
basis and have no difficulty. Don't promise too much
for it and don't let them expect because of the title
and Mary Alden that this is another like "The Old
Tell tliem that it is a comedy dealing with a real

Nest."

another and the bullying fore-

director had an uphill job and

Use On Regular Program
Box

rival, the girl

man.

After her excellent

along

DIRECTION

1922

convince.

fails to

Mildly amusing

STORY

tliinks that there is

4,

and an adopted mother. One a real mother and the
other a rich mother. Give thern an idea of some of
the situations and mention Mary Alden as the mother
from "The Old Nest." Use the stills and posters that
are provided with this offering and tie up with anything Irish. But do not overdo it for the production
will not stand too
If

much

limelight.

you must promise something then tell them that
is above the average and the titles full of

the cast

delightful blarney.

THE
Sunday, June

4,

5^3
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Secret Service Story a Mixture of
Bert Lytell in

satisfactory entertainment though

"SHERLOCK BROWN"

ing right along.
against itself.

Metro

DIRECTOR

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Mixture

of

Whenever

Bayard Veiller
Bayard Veiller
Lenore Coffee
Arthur Martinelli
melodrama and farce.

Very good.

humor out

Gets a good

to serious

Role

fits

The

Adequate.
and Sylvia Breamer

in this one.

Cast includes Ora Carew

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

,

CHARACTER OF STORY
velope stolen from U.
detective gets

on

trail

4,800 feet

boob detective

this oflfering,

"because

I

at

hold

Comedy Work and
Box

The

rate

more even level.
comedy work throughout

He

role fits

He

recovers the missing envelope but gives
Believing the enit to an accomplice of the thieves.
velope safe he proceeds to claim the reward from the

He

exposed, ridiculed
and his tin badge crushed under-foot. Once more he
picks up the trail. He remembered that the woman
chief of the secret service.

is

whom he gave the envelope used sandlewood scent.
He smells everything and everybody until he recovers

to

missing documents and wins the reward of a
real detective's badge, and the love of the girl.
the

To

Please

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

satisfy.

exploitation angles present themselves.
will attract.

badge from a Kansas detective agency, picks up

his

Star Certain

While the story presents little that is different in
any way from the typical detective yarn you can nevertheless be certain that the comedy business and the
work of the star will please and entertain your audience.
Your big talking point is the boob detective
Play this up and use the star's name in your
idea.
advertising.
He does good work and is certain to

good one and

star does first rate

the clue.

danger the boob detective shows you that the bottle
contains only castor oil. This is typical of the many
scenes contained in this offering. The changes from
melodrama to farce are sudden and abrupt. The
dramatic work is serious and intense while the comedy
work broad farce. The mixture of the two makes a

a

first

The offering is well directed and ably photographed.
The exciting episodes will hold the attention and the
comedy business is certain to get plenty of laughs.
Story: The formula for the world's most powerful
explosive is stolen from the U. S. Government. The
secret service is baffled but William Brown, who got

a bottle of nitro-glycerine." He banishes the bottle
and saves the party. As soon as they are out of

title is

you can imagine any

;

can't shoot us," cries the

Many

If

adequate.

Government. Amateur
with very comical re-

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
one of the climaxes of

drama.

Good
Enough

sults

"You

begins, and

Suitable

Priceless secret enS.

divided

him exceptionally well, and enables him to do some of his very best work. The
interest is centered upon the star at all times, and he
is supported by Ora Carew, who makes a very satisThe cast is cooperative and
factory leading lady.
detail.

his character

SUPPORT

is

has been careful to give his
work some intimate touches and some very appealing

Good
comedy work

comedy

the star appears the

the entire picture.

All clear
rate

keeps one guess-

greatly to hold the production to a

of simple situations

first

it

two courses and

comedian as the hero of a very serious Sherlock
Holmes drama, you would have a pretty good idea
Clever titles
of the character of this Metro picture.
inserted in the serious sections would have helped

deal of

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Does
STAR

It steers

as soon as the star goes off the picture drops back

Exciting and has plenty of laughs
Ordinary crook story with secret serSTORY
vice stuff. Runs into many climaxes

DIRECTION

Melodrama and Farce

The

Arrange a tie-up

with the corner drug stores for a display of various

up with the sandlewood episodes.
"He was only a boob deCatch lines could read
tective with a tin badge but he had a nose for crime.
See how 'Sherlock Brown' smells his way to fame."

perfumes

to

link

:

Give them an idea of the mystery as

by the crime in the opening
tell them how the boob got
the fake agency.

it is

presented

shots of the picture.
his detective

Also

badge from

This is the story of a mighty love and a strong man's bravery
and final renunciation. The story of a man who fought like blue
blazes to save a girl's life at the risk of his own; who whipped and
ousted her father's enemy and then gave the girl to the other man.

MONROE SALISBURY at his strongest and best — an

ALONE
A West Coast
Films Corp.

AW

AND LURA ANSON

And the best production that has gone out to
tion of the Pacific Studios, at San Mateo.

Production
Directed by

Jacgues Jaccard
4n(£ James Col well

appealing

WALTER
DRAGA

layer with a great following all over the country.
E
properly villainous and fear-inspiring. MARIA
in two fine and convincing roles and
JACCARD, the director, rushing his story forward to the climax
of the greatest fight between men we have ever seen on the screen.

mevtcan

REL£ASIHG

CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releas.ing Corporation. Limited

make

the reputa-

presents

MY OLD

In the past three years there have heen only
powerful and ahle racetrack melodramatic romances
Mayer's "In Old
Kentucky" and Fox's "Thunderclap."

two

—

Then came this whale of a Ray C. SmallwoodPyramid production with

KENTUCKY

HOME
By Anthony

Jl Rxiy

Paul Kelly

Directed by Ray C. Small\wood

CSmaUwirotL ProductUnv
With an

all- star cast including

SICRID WOLMQUIST^ MONTE BLUE* LUCY POX
MATTHEW BETZ JULIA SWAYNE GORDON

all the rush and
roar of contest to set your blood a-tingling.

has everything that your imagination
might picture for such a story two romances; an unusual prison episode; a
thwarted smuggling episode, and the thunder
of hoofbeats in one of the closest races ever
It

—

ridden.

It

also

has splendid, laughable

comedy.

On

top of this backing a great director and
it has an all-star cast. Because
of this great blending of all the elements,
reinforced by wonderful newspaper and
trade press reviews and its success in its
first engagements in large cities and on the

a great story

"My Old Kentucky Home" is
booked everywhere and is bringing in the
big circuits,

•people to cure sick box-offices.

And the pale, pink imitators are already
beginning to announce Fall season release
for more Kentucky racing dramas.

"My Old Kentucky Home" is ready for
your theatre NOW. It is the kind of picture
you NEED now and all summer to keep
your patronage up.

RELEASING

vtcan
CORPORATION

In Canada: Canadian Releasing Corporation, Limited
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Very Poor Story
Dustin Farnum

Fails to

in

"STRANGE IDOLS"
Bernard Durning

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Furthman
Furthman
Jules

CAMERAMAN

Don

AS A

Jules

WHOLE

A

Short

highly transparent plot and a

The kind that is so obvious you can see
ending
and anticipate every step in the
the
development
Satisfactory but wasn't able to

out of

make

common-place situations

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

All right

Good
Better suited to virile type of role
Doris Pawn does good work; others

SUPPORT

McCuUough and Richard Tucker

Philo

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Exaggerated
Adequate

rich

Rich lumberman

marries dancer and eventually they separate
she longs for

Broadway

;

there

One

is

a re-

4,300 feet

countryman marrying

old, old situation of the

the actress

is

retold in this story of Jules Furthman's,

a plot that

is

so hackneyed and

make

worn out

that nothing

a satisfying entertainment of

it.

It

runs

so true to the recognized formula for this type that
the spectator anticipates every step in the develop-

ment, gradually but definitely lessening the interest
because there is no suspense and not a single new
twist to put you off the track.

Too Familiar
Box

The

story material in this

isn't

new

thoroughly improbable,

twist, but

mother gjiined her fame. As far as the audience is
concerned the child travels to and from the place
alone and the sick mother is worried when the little
girl does not return by 2 A. M. No wonder. Of course
the child brings the estranged couple together, and
evidently the wife is glad to return to the country
which she so detested.
The story offers a poorly suited role for Dustin

much more
The real bright spot of the pican adorable young baby. Doris Pawn does

Farnum.

Virile, out-of-doors material is

appropriate for him.
ture

is

very well as the dancer-wife Richard Tucker is the
friend of the couple in a sort of advisory capacity,
while Philo McCullough is absolved from any villainy
in the plot.

is

all

happy

:

in

long for

Angus MacDonald and his dancer wife are
their mountain home until Ruth begins to
Broadway. Angus brings her back to the

and they are very happy with their baby daughter.
Angus is called back to take care of striking timbermen and Ruth begs to be excused from going with
him. Angus is lonesome and wires that he is coming
Ruth
to take Ruth and baby home with him.
accepts a dancing engagement in Europe with her
former partner, leaving Angus. Six years later they
city

are reunited.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

so familiar your

might easily enough believe you were showing
them something they had seen before. The title
doesn't mean much and hasn't a, drawing power. You
cannot make promises because the picture will hardly
bear you out. They will have to be mighty easily
It

slightly

manner in which the husband and wife are reunited. The husband finds his six-year old daughter
dancing in the Grand Palais, the place where the

Situations to Satisfy

folks

satisfied to

Angus MacDonald,

this point on, the interest

the

Story

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

could

But from

keeps on decreasing.

union after six years

The

the dancer marries

lumberman.

;

CHARACTER OF STORY
when

Entertaining Picture

when

surprise

is

STORY

much

1922

Everything happens along just as you expect it until
you figure it's a waste of time waiting around
for an ending that is so certain.
At the outset you
have hopes of an interesting feature. The cabaret
scene gets it off to a good start and they spring a

hackneyed one; uninteresting and poor entertainment

DIRECTION

4,

finally

Fox

DIRECTOR

Make

Sunday, June

be pleased with this one.
anything like what they will expect with

Dustin Farnum the

but if you think he has a
large enough following and they like him well enough
to excuse a hackneyed story, maybe it will get by but
star,

chances are rather slight. Catchlines relative to
the dancer who married a lumberman but was lured
back to Broadway will do to let them recognize the
triteness of the plot unless you would rather not give
its

it

away.

THE
Sunday, June

4,

c&ai

DAILV

1922

Short and Holds the Attention but too Unconvincing to be Interesting
Agnes Ayres

The Paramount press
is Mr. Maugham's

in

"THE ORDEAL"

Odeal"

Paramount

screen but just where

DIRECTOR

Paul Powell

AUTHOR

W.

SCENARIO BY

Beulah Marie Dix
Harry Perry

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Maugham

S.

WHOLE

A

The

old personal sacrifice

unconvincing story at

gets results

;

from players
All right
beautifully

Good
but gains no sympathy

SUPPORT

Everyone well suited and does good
work, includes Conrad Nagel, Edna Murphy,
Ann Schaefer and Edward Sutherland

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Satisfactory

,

Good

CHARACTER OF STORY

and

which

will cease

if

and

will

When

There

is

one twist

Sybil begins to

in

weaken

marry the doctor, she promises

give him her answer by appearing at a certain

to

dinner in "a

gown

befitting the wife of a

young

doctor."

She selects a plain black, unattractive looking affair
That means "yes." A change of
as "the" gown.
mind causes her to don a stunning iridescent gown
which means "no." Just why she should robe her-

4,592 feet

but the role precludes her being convincing. Everyone in the cast does very good work. Ann Schaefer,

she remarries

self like a

as the colored

prefer vaudeville to a play

formances.

a vaudeville act

is

over so quickly that you don't mind so much if it
bad "The Ordeal" will stand a much better chance
of getting over because it is short.
It isn't a good

—

is

loves.

vague.

is

and decides she

There is one thing about "The Ordeal" that Director
Paul Powell certainly deserves credit for. And that
is its brevity.
For the same reason that some people

—that

them

marry the man she

to

she squanders

provide them with the luxuries
both, she sacrifices her chance

in order to

the story that

when

with

single

sister

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

sorry for Sybil

nun to be a doctor's wife isn't very clear.
Agnes Ayres is very pretty and she does good work

Wife remains

in order to supply selfish brother

luxuries

sister

feel

that are ruining

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Suffers

And

her wealth on her unthankful brother and jazz-baby

fails to

plausible

all

Bruce are no longer new.

the

You cannot

Adequate but

to

so frequently in films that the trials and

tribulations of Sybil

out to the breaking point

DIRECTION

similarly

suffered

is

make an

pealing

STORY

original story for the

first

theme worked

only fairly ap-

is

Maugham's

"The

lays claim to originality

Heroines have

obvious.

that

more often they occur, the more unconvincing they
seem to become. There have been all manners of
sacrifices and sufiferings by patient screen heroines,
but that of Sybil in "The Ordeal" is even less compelling of sympathy than the majority.

satisfying production, to the

point and holds the interest;

not

it

remarks

sheet

mammy, Edna Murphy,

Edward Sutherland

as the brother, and

as the sister;

Conrad Nagel

as the lover, are well suited and give splendid per-

Story
his

When

:

wife,

George Bruce dies his
from marrying again

Sybil,

will prevents
if

she would

forward fashion, makes it to the point, and wastes no
time in padding, it holds the interest in spite of the
fact that it may not really appeal to the individual as

In order to provide her
retain the Bruce fortune.
younger brother and sister with the luxuries they
desire, Sybil refuses to marry Dr. Robert Acton
whom she loves. The girl and boy drift toward ruin,
but are saved in time while later Sybil is happy with

entertainment.

the doctor.

story, but because Director

If

Powell

tells

it

in a straight-

They Can Believe In
Box

It, It

Will Please Them.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This might be an average picture but

in

view of

it may waver to either side of the
may have a strong appeal for some,

average

the story

while it
will prove equally dull to others, mostly because it
is hackneyed and of such an unconvincing nature.
If,
however, you know they like the self-sacrifice theme
line.

It

you can feel sure they will be satisfied.
Agnes Ayres has plenty to do and does it well, but
whether or not she is convincing depends upon how
as a rule,

Otherwise No.

they accept the story.
If your folks like the star,
use plenty of stills in the lobby and give her name
good prominence in your advance notices. Catchlines
will be all that is necessary to give them an idea of
the story by using them in connection with the title.

Conrad Nagel

Murphy
her Fox
Walker.

is

will be

man and Edna
you played any of
which she co-starred with Johnny

a popular leading

known

pictures in

to

them

if

QUALITY

IN

PRODUCTION

important to the exhibitor than

ECONOMY

is

hardly more

QUALITY

and

DISTRIBUTION

in

we do

In announcing our distributing plan

so with the

fixed determination to achieve, at all times, Quality in

both our Production and Distributing

We

are rapidly establishing Exchanges through the

medium
is

activities.

of "Territorial Partners,"

and a complete

list

soon to be announced.

Each Territorial Partner
standing and integrity

will

who

be a

man

of the highest

has, through consistent past

performance, earned the respect and confidence of the
Exhibitors in his particular territory, and
fully qualified to serve

them with

who

will

PREFERRED

be

PIC-

TURES.
Only pictures which
will

will

measure up

to a high

standard

appear on our schedule and the function of

distrib-

uting these productions will be handled in an equitable

and

dignified

There are
can

manner.

still

a few territories available to

men who

offer us the high type of representation required of

our "Territorial Partners."

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
576 — 5th Ave., New York

AL LICHTMAN
President

B. P.

SCHULBERG

Vice President

J.

G. BACHMANN
Treasurer

OUR

FIRST PRODUCTION
B. P. Schulberg
presents

"Rich Men's Wives"
by

Agnes Christine Johnson and Frank Dazey
Directed by

G AS N

I

E R

with

A truly ALL-STAR

Cast:

CAROL HALLOW AY
HOUSE PETERS
ROSEMARY THEBY
CLAIRE WINDSOR
GASTON GLASS
MYRTLE STEDMAN
MARTHA MATTOX
CHARLES CLARY
LITTLE RICHARD HEADRICK

All of which speaks for itself
Produced by

PREFERRED PICTURES,

Inc.

Distributed by

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
576 - 5th Ave., New York

AL LICHTMAN
President

B. P.

SCHULBERG

Vice President

J.

G. BACHMANN
Treasurer

THE

c^H

DAILY

12

A

Number That

Sure Fire
Viola

Dana

"THE FIVE DOLLAR BABY"

them.

Harry Beaumont
Irvin S. Cobb

^

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Rex Taylor

CAMERAMAN

John Arnold

AS A WHOLE

A really delightful comedy offer-

ing that mixes laughs with pathos in appealing
fashion

STORY

Human

interest stuff that never fails to

satisfy; gives star another fine vehicle

DIRECTION

Very good;

creates reaHstic

mosphere at all times; less footage
would have speeded the climax

at-

in latter reels

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
Good

^.

Gives another delightful performance
Ralph Lewis gives unusually fine

SUPPORT

portrayal as pawnbroker; types

well suited

all

and do good work

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate

Very good
Satisfactory

CHARACTER OF STORY
broker's care

who found

is

Infant

left in

pawn-

demanded back by the derelict
Jew whom
About

6,000 feet

Dana's latest picture, "The Five Dollar Baby,"
offers as good a picture as anyone would ask for and
aside from the fact that director Beaumont has done
all that he should to provide a satisfactory production,
it is really Irvin Cobb's story that makes the outstanding impression, not forgetting, of course, that Viola
Dana again scores a success as the orphan child
reared by the Jewish pawnbroker.
It is a picture that contains genuine audience appeal,
Viola;

Be Sure And Get
Box
If you want to show them a
and a fine entertainment you
booking Viola Dana's latest.

Cobb

story.

Do

human interest stuff that it certainly deserves a
among the list of productions that ofifer real
entertainment.
And "The Five Dollar Baby" does

do that.
Perhaps the idea of the little Irish girl being brought
up by a Jew is not altogether original, but it has never
been worked out in the way it is here, nor has there
been such a strong pathos as that brought about by
the threatened separation of the girl and her foster
father. Beaumont leads up to the situation in a forceful manner but there is just one thing upon which we
might have improved. He uses too much footage to
put it over. While this has a tendency to increase
your sympathy for the old man and the girl, still it
drags the ending just a little too long. Cutting would
speed it up a bit. It needs it.
The star gives another of her delightful performances
and they'll be in love with her every minute she's on
the screen. And that is about continually, once the
prologue is over. They'll laugh at the Christmas celebration planned by the Jew for his Christian daughter,
and the objections of the Orthodox rabbi when he
finds the Christmas tree decorated with the Zionist
emblem.
Individual touches throughout make the
feature a winner.

Ralph

Lewis deserves mention

for

his

splendid

characterization and for that matter, everyone in the

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

all

humor and pathos that never fails to get
much in line with the popular type

It is all so

place

her after being reared by

she calls father

picture that they

1922

of

Metro

DIRECTOR

4,

Real Entertainment

is

a mixture of

in

Sunday, June

like.

it

cast does very fine work, including Otto Hoffman,
John Harron and others.
Story
Ben Shapinsky accepts the baby which the
tramp wants to pawn because his sign reads that he
Shapinsky rears the girl as his
takes everything.
own but the interest mysteriously arrives at each due
date until finally the man comes to claim the girl,
demanding a large sum if the pawnbroker would keep
her.
How the happy ending is brought about will
:

have to be seen to be appreciated.

Because They Will Want This One

Offices Analysis for the Exhibitor

Promise them they

really pleasing picture
lose

no time in

It is just

the sort of

will

Tell

your utmost to

them it is an Irvin
get them interested

and bring them in. You may be sure they won't
regret it, and it should benefit by word of mouth
advertising so if you can get it for a short run, you
should be able to cash in on it.

in

this

one.

The

will

title

is

certainly like Viola

good and with catchlines

should easily serve to arouse their curiosity.

can bank on

them

in

should

some

it

satisfying.

and put

make

it

it

Your job

You

will be to get

Results at the box office

worth your while while expending

effort to get

go out pleased.

over.

Dana

them

in

and you can bet they will

Sunday, June

S2E^

DAILV

1922

4,

Plenty of Action and

Some Good

Charles Jones in

The

Fox
Reeves Eason

AUTHOR

Charles A. Selzer

SCENARIO BY

Jack Strumwasser
Lucien Andriot

CAMERAMAN
A

Much

from the aver-

age western but serves as a good vehicle for star

it

Distributes the action nicely and
at a satisfactory

pace

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

Is kept pretty busy in this one
Helen Ferguson credited as leading
lady but Ruth Renick deserves that mention;
Maurice Flynn reverts from hero to villain

SUPPORT

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good

Few
Requisite

CHARACTER OF STORY
thief

which

is

The

interfered with

pursuit of a horse

by an Eastern

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

girl

4,486 feet

Charles Jones has another good vehicle in Charles
The story doesn't differ
Selzer's "Rough Shod."
greatly from the usual run of westerns and is based
chiefly

upon the pursuit

of a cattle rustler, a rather

popular situation recently, but all in all it makes for
a good, live entertainment that will thoroughly satisfy
admirers of the star and those who favor this type of

atmosphere.
Director Eason starts right out with a thrill when
the thief, in his attempt to escape his pursuers, does

First Rate Entertainment
Box

make

latest

will

please

secured in the

moving

train

and they don't
cliff.

way

In this

to get

it

in,

doesn't follow in rightly because hero and his

start the scrap in a cave at the foot of the

with no explanation that hero

cliiT.

way up on top
chased his man up there.

offers a thrill nevertheless

are

and you are ail prewhen they go hurling

pared to have both men killed
but there's a surprise in store when
they land in a pond below, where the fight is continued.
Jones will be sure to please his admirers in this one
and it isn't likely they will suspect the outcome of the

romance that is included. It looks all along as thougli
Ruth Renick is the lady that is due for the final clinch,
but Helen Ferguson probably wins her right to the
role of leading lady

shot, although

because she takes part

in the last

Ruth Renick has much more

to

do.

Maurice Flynn, former football star, who has recently
been starred by Fox, plays the villain role. He's too
much a hero in appearance to be a convincing villain.
Story

Just before the trains pulls into the place
where Josephine Hamilton is going to visit her former
:

chum, Betty, the

college

trains stops to cool a hot

box and the passengers see a band of ranchmen capture a horse thief. Jo sympathizes with the captive
and helps him to escape. Brannon (Jones), the thief's
pursuer, later meets Jo \\ho continues to thwart his
plans to capture Artwell
cent.

How,

whom

she believes

in protecting Artwell,

in locating the

man who

is

inno-

Jo aids Brannon
completes

killed his father

the story.

For Those

Who

Like Westerns

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

admirers of
well
will be
following
as
the
star's
westerns and
thoroughly satisfied with "Rough Shod." It doesn't
Charles Jones'

side.

off the precipice,

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR

is

ring in the customary fight on the

it

It

moving

mountain

are no draggy sequences.

that' there

The next thing you know they

and entertains
keeps

a

instance they have gone out of their

man
different

so

it

of the excitement, however,

fail to

excitement

DIRECTION

down

evenly balanced and Eason has dis-

leap from horseback to a

and

Not very much

is

familiar way, through riding and such stunts as Jones'

good live western picture that
contains some thrills and the usual amount of

STORY

action

tributed

DIRECTOR

WHOLE

Thrills in Jones' Latest

a somer-sault on horseback

"ROUGH SHOD"

AS A

13

all

a great deal of difference that the story isn't

wholly original because it ofifers good action and the
kind of thrills they favor. You can make promises
for the action and tell -them about the fight on the
cliff in which both hero and villain go hurling off.

Don't

come

tell

them what happens

and find
In view of the
in

after that

;

make them

out.
fact that

Maurice Flynn may have

gathered some admirers you can mention his name
and tell them he has a prominent part in "Rough
Shod." Give the production the usual amount of exploitation that you accord this sort of a feature and
it

should go over

all right.

CURRENT RELEASES
Kclc«*c Date

Footage

Reviewed

Releaie Date

Toatac*

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASING CORP.
Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
Daring Danger (CliflE Smith)
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood)

The Cradle Buster
Bluebeard

(Tuttlc Waller)

Livingston)

(Jas.

Jr.

5,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
1,000
5,000
.7,000
6,000
5,000
7,000
6,000
6,040

The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
Sisters

(International

Film)

Woman (Nanuet Am.
Kentucky Home (Pyramid

The Hidden

My

Corp.)

Old
Pictures)
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshcrfer)

The

(Louis

Pillagers

W.

.

Chaudet)

Destiny's Isle (Wm. P. S. Earle)
His Wife's Husband (Pyramid)

Shattered Idols (Frothingham Prod.)
Polly of the Follies (Constance Talmadge)

Through (Norma Talmadge)
A Question of Honor (Anita Stewart)
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess)
as. Oil and Water (Chas. Ray)
The Rosary
The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
The Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
Pay Day (harles Chaplin)
The Infidel (Katherine MacDonald)
TJie Deuce of Spades (Chas. Ray)
he Girl in the Taxi (DeHavens)

5-28-22

4-30-22
4- 9-22
5-

7-22

S-14-22

4,900
... .5,366

1,892
5,377
4,500
5,420

5,700
4,800

//A

5-14-22
5-28-22

Rattler

Across the Divide
Father Tom
of Missing Men

... .6,172

5,000
6,900

Poor Relation (Will Rogers)

4,609
5,630
4.470
5,392
4,680
4,713
5,228
5,228
5,566
5,003

Watch Your Step
The Wallflower
Grand Larceny
Come On Over

When Romance Rides (Zane Grey)
Yellow Men and Gold

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
The Loves of Pharaoh (Hamilton Thea. Corp.)
The Green Temptation (Betty Compson)
Through a Closed Window (May McAvoy)

2
9
9

Find the

9

Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille)

The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri)
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton)
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley)
(John Robertson

Spanish Jade

Spec.)

Matrimony a Failure (Cruze Spec.)
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
Beyond the Rocks (Swanson-Valentino)
The Wife Trap
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan)
North of the Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels)
The Man From Home (Fitzmaurice Special)
The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres)
The Bachelor Daddy (Thomas Meighan)

23
30

Is

7
7

14
14
21
21

28
June

(Alma Rubens)

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
The Sleep Walker (Constance Binney)

16
16
23
23
30

May

Woman

Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Over the Border (Penryhn Stanlaws-Compson-Moore)
The Woman Who Walked Alone (MelfordDalton)
Our Leading Citizen (Thomas Meighan)
The Eyes of the Mummy (Pola Negri)

4
4
11

18

25

.

7,476
6,165
4,490
5,144
4,698
4,530
5,601
4,712
4,942
5,243
5,111
5,612
7,600
6,740
6,207
6,536
4,770
.6,895
4,592
6,229
5,502
5,502

WID GUNNING,

2-26-22
4- 2-22

4-23-22
4-23-22

4-23-22
4-16-22
5-14-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
5- 7-22
7-22
4-30-22
4-30-22

5-

No
Hugo

Gold

Shirley

Mason Series
The Ragged

Princess

3-

S

22

3-19-22
4-16-22

5,654

5,500

416-22

(Irene

Trespassing

Castle)

6,900

4-23-22

Other Women's Clothes

Myron

5,400

3-19-22

6,000

4- 2-23

6,000

4- 2-23

5,600

4-30-22

Sterns Prod.

Myron M.
Benj. B.

Free Air
Sterns Prod.
Free Air

Hampton

Dawn

METRO PICTURES CORP.

4,350
4,888

3-19-22
4-30-22

5,057

5-14-22

Dustln Farnum
Iron to Gold
Strange Idols

5-21-22
5-21-22

5,947

William Farnura
of

3 26-22

Ballin Prod.

The Gray

Series

Shackles

9-22

6-12-21

Holtre Prod.

6,837

FOX FILM CORP.
and Going
The Fighting Streak

4-

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

3

17

Up

5-21-22
5-28-22

INC.

White Hands (Hobrt Bosworth)
The Fire Bride
The Bootleggers

5-28-22
3-26-22
4-16-22
3-19-22

Apr.

Tom Mis

5-22
5-22
3-12-22
3-19-22
3-26-22
3-26-22
4-16-22
4- 2-22
4- 9-22
4- 9-22
4-23-22
5-14-22
5-28-22

GOLDWYN PICTURES

His Back Against the Wall

Hills

2

S 22

Prod.)

The Night Roie
Be My Wife (Max Linder)
The Glorious Fool
Man With Two Motheri

/

Playroeri Pictures, Inc.

Apr.

333-

INC.

Marry the Poor Girl
Lady Godiva
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
of the

(Neilan

First

The Primitive Lover (Constance Talmadge)
The Cross Roads of New York
Sonny (Richard Barthelmess)

(Distributed through Pathe)

The Ruse

5,8^0
6,467
8,000
6,065
5,335
4,500
7,045

Smilin'

Fools

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

Rcrliwaa

4,513
4,300

3-12-22

5,000

3-12-22
5-28-22

Very Truly Yours

Kisses

(Alice

Lake)

The Face Between (Bert

Lytell)

Seeing's Believing (Viola
Hate (Alice Lake)

Dana)

4,300
5,000
6,500
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Missing Husbands
They Like 'Em Rough (Viola Dana)
Sherlock Brown (Bert Lytell)
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
Rex Ingram Productions

The Prisoner
S-L Productions

of

Zenda

7-22
5-21-22
5-28-22

10,467

4-30-22

,

,„„
5,500

4-30-22

7,850

4-23-22

^

Don't Write Letters (Gareth Hughes)

Tiffany Productions
Fascination

5-28-22
5-

(Mae Murray)

Swedish Biograph Co.

The Stroke

of

6,000

Midnight

Maurice Flynn

The Last

Trail

William Russell

Money to Burn
The Men of Zanzibar
Pearl White
Without Fear
John Gilbert
Arabian Love
The Yellow Stain

;

4,580
4,999

4-16-22
5-21-22

4,406

4-23-22

4,440
5,006

4-16-22
5-14-22

Western

Elope

Speed

Shod
If

You Must

Spec'"!

Monte

Cristo

Silver

Wings

Nero

Mar.
June

26
11

The Isle
Nanook of

of

the

5,002
4,486

5-

9.000

3-13-33

6,000

PICTURES

7-22

4,995

3-19-22

,„„„«
10,000

3-19-22
5-21-22
5-28-22

8,271
10,000

INC.

Zorda
North

R.-C.

Chartet Jones

Rough
Kleen Percy

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Boy Crazy (Doris May)
Vermilion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa)
The Bigamist (Ivy Duke)

The First Woman
Queen o' the Turf
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick)

.

5,000
4,900
5,300
4,950
5,000
4,800
.5,700

5-22
3-19-22
2-22
4-23-22
3-

4-

514-22
5-21-22

\

THE
Sunday, June

4,
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Star's Especially Interesting Characterization
than he

Pauline Frederick in

"THE GLORY OF CLEMENTINA"

DIRECTOR

Emile Chautard
Wm. J. Locke
E. Richard Schayer
Dev Jennings

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
somewhat

A
difficult

rather distinctive offering,

with an un-

to follow but

usually interesting character study

STORY

Something new

in the

way

of

romance;

gives star a very fine role

DIRECTION

Good except

footage at times and too

that there
little

is

much

too

explanation

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Good
Usually

all

right

Gives a particularly interesting and un-

usual characterization

SUPPORT
EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

All

more

or less unimportant

Few
Fair

Could have been more

CHARACTER OF STORY
artist living

down

happiness with a

a

explicit

Eccentric portrait

broken romance

man who

finally finds

shares the guardian-

ship of their mutual friend's child

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

5,700 feet

Clementina in her latest production,
gives Pauline Frederick one of the best opportunities
for characterization that she has had in some time.
She makes of the eccentric artist a highly interesting
figure and it is wholly her performance which makes
role

of

the film, as a whole, entertaining.

But that

is

not to

say that "The Glory of Clementina" will entertain

very likely to have a divided appeal
because the director has considerably subordinated
everything else to permit Miss Frederick's work to
stand out.
everyone.

It is

In the early reels he has given
to

centering the

A

spectator's

much more

interest

Different Picture,

in

"The Glory

Clementina

To Be
Box

attention

itself.

You

are not definitely

l:)lasted

:

Sure, But

May Not

Appeal To Everyone

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

of Clementina" will prove a first rate

entertainment for some while it may fall quite flat
with others.
It depends largely upon the class of
people you cater to. For those who want pictures and
stories that get away from the beaten track, you can
safely show them Pauline Frederick's latest.
And if
they like characterization, they should be very well
pleased with the star's portrayal of Clementina. Her
performance is well worth seeing and always interesting.

the story

the "old

that

suffered a

AUTHOR

Attraction in This

fogy," as she calls herself, has
romance. Or if you are told, it is
in a sub-title which precedes the very first scene.
It
is badly placed and would be much more effective if
it followed a shot of Clementina in her untidy studio
and equally upset appearance.
The director has injected an atmosphere of mystery
that is vague because you' cannot strictly apprehend
the reason for it. For instance, with the introduction
of the hero, Quixtus, you meet three of his friends,
apparently personages of mystery and from whom you
are lead to expect some plotting. Only one is retained
in the remainder of the story.
Then again there is
Lena Fontaine, although her actions are more tangil^le.
The letter found l^y Quixtus is another mystery touch
which, however, is cleared up when Clementina finds
another letter. A repeated shot of the first letter on
the finding of the second would give the story a better
solution in the minds of the audience because l)y the
time the second missile is found they are likely to
have forgotten the contents of the first. It would
seem that the titling is at fault mostly for the somewhat incomprehensive story.
But Pauline Frederick's work will make the picture
a thoroughly interesting one for many. Both in manner and costume she makes Clementina a mighty unHer characterization
usual and engrossing person.
is excellent throughout.
Story
Clementina, a woman of mannish type, who
dresses in a masculine fashion and rolls her own cigaYears before she had lost
rettes, is a portrait artist.
the love of a certain man who at this time dies, leaving Clementina and her old friend, Quixtus, as guardians for his little girl. How Clementina learns that
her l^roken romance was really caused by a misunderstanding and Quixtus finds that his dead wife was
really true to him, comes with the finding of letters
and later the marriage of Clementina and Quixtus.
brought al)out through their mutual love for the child.
told

R-C Pictures

lias in

The

You know

what they like and what they do
While you can l^e assured "The Glory of
not like.
Clementina" is a good picture, entertaining and unusual,

box
to

still

office

judge

it

best

has not a universal appeal so that the

being your

it

first

consideration,

will

have

according to the desires of your particular

Boost the

star's

will certainly like her

work

clientele.

you

name and

tell

in this picture.

them they

I
MelcaK Date

Footage

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK ENT.

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)

SeUnick Picture* (Distributed by Select Exchangei)

Henry Lehrman Comedies

Elaine Hammerstein Star Series
Reckless Youth

5,700

Eugeue O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's Paradise
Channing of the Northwest

5,000

Conway Tearle

4-16-22

Masquerade

5,000

4-16-22

6,900'

4-16-22

Special Productions

Reported Missing (Owen Moore)

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons

a Week).
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 epieodcs).

UNITED ARTISTS
19

26

The Ruling Passion (Geo
Fair Lady (Rex Beach's)

.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Arliss)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Features
Jewel „
,

1-29-22
3-26-22

7,000
6,400

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)

Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

CO.

Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
The Trap (Lon Chaney)

3-

6,422
5,481

The Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost) .4,751
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
4,550
The Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
4,500
The Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) .. .4,566
A Wonderful Wife (Miss Du Pont)
4,668
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank

Mayo)
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)

5-22

W. W.

3-12-22
4- 2-22

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials)

4-2-22
4- 9-22

4-23-22
4-30-22
5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22

4,313
4,433
4,225
4,231
5,000

Step On It (Hoot Gibson)
Kissed (Marie Prevost)
The Black Bag (Herbert Rawlinson)

VITAGRAPH
My

Wild

Irish

Rose

3-12-22

5,840
6,000
7,000

4-2-22

4,950

4-16-22

5,000
5,000

3-26-22

Earle Williams

The Man From Downing
Corinne

Street

Griffith

Island Wives
A Virgin's Sacrifice

Wm.

Duncan-Edith Johnson

The

Vow

Silent

9-22

4,600

4-

5,000

5-28-22

Alice Calhoun

The Angel

of

Crooked Street

Inner

Chamber

reel)

1

First Series from No, 1 to
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52

INC.

(Serial)

Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons
Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week
Topics of the Day 1 a week.

—

J.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
Prizma Color Pictures.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Seriei, 2
Chaplin Classics.

reels).

Selznick News.
Serials:

Alice Joyce

The

reel).
(4 reels).

1

LEWIS

Conscience

Guilty

(each

The Four Seasons

Antonio Moreno

A

(each

Go Get 'Em Hutch

Wife

Sheik's

No. 26

HODKINSON CORP.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Super-Features

Too Much Business

reel)
reel)

(1

5-7-22

Universal Features

The

reel)

(1

Fox News (Twice
Serials:

Feh.

(2 reels)

Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Star Series

Love's

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

Reviewed

The Whirlwind

(IS episodes).

The Branded Four

(15 episode*).

5,951

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,
Harold Lloyd Comedies

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

—

—
—

—

INC.

INC.

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
Serials:
The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 episodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Edepisodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
die Polo),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Eddie Polo),
episodes; Terror Trail,
episodes.
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileen
Sedgwick)
When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher),
Star Comedies (1 reel):

—

Mack Sennet Comedies
Ben

(2 reels)
Turpin Comedies (2 reels)

VITAGRAPH

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
Selig-Pork- Photoplays

(2 reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)

Gayety Comedies (1 reel)
Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How he Knocks
His Home Run, 1 reel; Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes, 1 reel;

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Serials:
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episode*; "The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ryan
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. Duncan
and Edith Johnson), 15 episodes.

—

Modern Centaurs,
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Chester Outings (1 reel)

(1

Cinal

Films

The Crater

reels)
(2 reels)

(slow speed)

Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Bennett Comedies (2 reels)
Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount Magazine (1 reel)
Paramount- Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (3 reels)
:

OF AMERICA

Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds of
Second Series (1 reel)
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insect*,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in California, Pari*
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.
:

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
(2 reels)

CO.

(Released through National Exchange)

reel)

Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Could Columbus Discover America,
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)

Punch Comedies (2
Campbell Comedies

KINETO

reel.

1

Electricity

—

It's

Development.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,
The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Comedies:
Serial:

Kineto Review (Chas. Urban)

(1

reel),

INC.
Hall).

issued weekly.

Barnes Printing Company, Inc.
a

We

Never

Disappoint^'*

.

I
I

Now Located at

229 W. 28th Street
Telephones: Watkins 1416 and 1417
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Rawlinson's Latest
Herbert Rawlinson

Interesting Vacation

is

As

in

Universal

DIRECTOR

Stuart Paton
Louis Joseph Vance
George Hively

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

Virgil Miller

WHOLE

Entertaining mystery-romance

that offers

good suspense and has well sustained

interest

STORY

Fairly familiar crook theme but

acted and

is

is

nicely

moving

fast

DIRECTION

;

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Standard

Has

fine

hero role here

Virginia Valli pleasing leading lady;

Don't look

like

Long

Island

Good
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
becomes entangled

in

often the case with mystery stories, however,

Black Bag." the spectator is given every reason to
believe that the heroine is a crook but when, in the
climax, you learn that she

you arc not

told

the niece of the jeweler,

is

wliy she appeared to "sneak" the

necklace into the black l)ag nor

why

she sought refuge,

unescorted, in a Broadway restaurant. They might
have explained that she feared the suspicious looking
person,

whom

the audience thinks

all

along

is

a de-

At any rate Director Paton keeps you guessing as
which one really is the crook. And there are a few
thrills that offer some excitement.
The motor boat
chase is especially good and shots taken from the
speeding boat are fine. There are also some fights
to

that offer fair thrills.

Virginia Valli

Clerk on a vacation

romance that gives him

is

pleasing as

the girl

Rawlinson

given reason to l:)elieve that she is a thief.
Bert Roach has a fairly important part which he tries
For those who aren't
hard to make conspicuous.
familiar with the locale which the picture is supposed
loves, but

remainder of cast adequate and well suited

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Time Story

tective.

Good works up to an effective
climax and keeps the denouement from becoming obvious until the very end

SUPPORT

is

1922

4,

they are so intent upon creating an atmosphere of
mystery that many things happen which are not fully
explained in the denouement. For instance, in "The

"THE BLACK BAG"

AUTHOR

Sunday, June

is

it won't matter very much that California
backgrounds take the place of Long Island.
Billy Kirkwood is spending his vacation on
Story
Broadway. He meets Dorothy Calender, quite by
accident and likes her so well he follows her to a
Long Island summer resort where he beats a fellow
who tells him the girl is a crook. Billy finds a necklace in the girl's apartment and is fairly convinced
that the fellow was right, but decides to save Dorothy
by taking the necklace and returning it to the jewelry
Meantime Dorothy sets
store from whence it came.
detectives on Billy's trail. He is held as a crook until
he explains his reason and Dorothy tells him the necklace is her own and the proprietor of the store is her

to represent,

:

a lively battle with crooks

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

5,000 feet

This is aI)out the I)est story Herbert Rawlinson has
had recently. It gives him a first rate hero role and
even though he is still inclined to overact, he does
very much better work than in some of the others.
"The Black Bag" offers a satisfying entertainment in
the way of a mystery-romance. It contains some more
or less familiar twists, but no one will be likely to
find fault with that angle of it because Director Paton
keeps the story moving at a fast pace all the way
through and has injected a fine suspense.

They Will Like This One and
Box

it

uncle.

Should Be Easy

Get

to

Them

In

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This appears to be pretty much on the order of
what the public wants. It is interesting, has a good
suspense, and is short less than five reels. It combines mystery and romance in a thoroughly agreeable
fashion and on the whole, offers a very satisfactory

—

entertainment of its kind. They should like it because
it holds the attention and the mystery of "The Black
Bag" starts it off with a sure fire suspense.
You can say it is the best thing Rawlinson has done

and the best story he has had. Probably Louis
Joseph Vance is well enough known to warrant using
his name and catchlines will do nicely to interest them.
Say: "Are you going on your vacation? See what
happens to Herbert Rawlinson in 'The Black Bag.'
He was on his vacation, too." Throw-aways of card"What is in this black
board bags bearing the line
I'^ind the answer at the blank theater," should
Ixig?

lately

:

arouse curiosity.

I

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
FooUge

Rdcait Date

WESTERN

Reviewed

Man From

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS

I

Am

Law

the

6.500

ARROW FILM

7-22

5-

5,000
5,000

Lightning

5,001
5,000
5,000

Gho.t City (Helen Holmes)

AYWON FILM
They're

The Sign

GEORGE BEBAN
Rose (Geo. Beban)
STUART BLACKTON

The Glorious Adventure (Lady Diana Manners)

M.
Yankee Doodle Jr
C. B. C.

•

—^

4.800

5-21-22

7,000

3-12-22

7,000

4-30-22
3-19-22

FILM SALES CORP.
5,800

CORP.

The Hidden Light

5.000
4.800

5-

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Wild
Comedies (2 reels)

XLNT

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.
My Wandering Boy Tonight
EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES

7,000

2- 5-22

Sunbeam Comedies

6.000
6,000
5,000
5,000

Work

Gump

(1 reel each).

—

The Expose

6.200

4-16-23

Western Star Dramas

5,000
5,800

2-19-22
4-30-22

Serial:

6,800

2- 5-22

Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymeoo,

8,807

3-12-22

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,
of

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
(2
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.

The Forest King

5,000

5-28-22

5,000
4.314
5,000

3-

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.
Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)

5,000
6.000
6.000
5,000
5,000
6.000
5,000
5,000

The Soul of Man
The Right Way
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Single
Mr. Potter of Texas

Law
Paid

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE,

5-22
3-12-22
3-19-22

——
—

America

:

INC.

Moonlight Knight. Full of

Reissues (fourteen)

Spirit,

Sat

INC.

(each 2 reels).

JOAN FILM SALES

CO.

Ray

Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31.800
Series:
feet) J (2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Agaia,

Invisible

LEE & BRADFORD

___

Squirrel Comedies

3-19-22

Canadian Travelogues

PINNACLE COMEDIES
(J reels)

:

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

Why

Change Your Mother-in-Lawf Nation's

Isle.

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

PICT. CORP.
4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000

Heritage

PACIFIC FILM
4-30-22

W. M. SMITH
Arizona

5,800

5,000
5.000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .. 5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mrs. Belfame (Nance O'Nail)
5,00«
.

.

—

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Hunt (Two-a-moath) (3
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).

(1 reel).
reels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.

4-23-22

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)

(2 reels)

First.

HORIZON PICTURES,
Norma Talmadge

Wilson)

David and Jonathan

is

Mack Swain Comedies

The Conquering Hero.

5,164
5,496

Her Story
The Night Riders

So This

(every Tuesday) ; Graphic (every Friday).
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

INC.

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders (Margery Wilson)

Brenda's

INC.

Callahan, 12 2-recls.

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,

Point

SECOND NATIONAL

Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

GAUMONT COMPANY

Coogan)

(Margery

Bride and Gloom, In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
False Roomers, Their Diziy Fiaisk,
Hallroom Boy Comedies (2 reels)

News

Brands

Insinuation

15

:

FILM MARKET,

PACIFIC FILM CO.

Who

Elinore Field),

episodes.

Jimmy

SOL LESSER

the

reels).

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and

Serial:

(Josephine Earle)
Serving Two Masters (Josephine Earle)
The Way of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

of

INC.

Half (2 reels)

Ford Weekly.

Branded

The Man

in

Circus Heroes.

Sally

From Rocky

Sawing a Lady

:

(Rubye de Remer)

Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)

(Jackie

reels)

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE

(Edith Stockton)

Determination

Trouble

(2

Celebrated Comediea (1 reel each).

HAMILTON

Woman

West)

(Billy

—^—

LEE & BRADFORD
The Unconquered

(1 reel).

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

W. FILM CORP.

J.

Should a Wife

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly)
Hall Room Boy Comedies.

HOUDINI PICTURE CORP.

Give Me My Son
In Self Defense

B.

C.

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.

GEO. H.

Revivals.

Ranch Western*

Star

4.951

and Tame Men, Th»

FILM CORP.

Mary Pickford

The Man From Beyond

A

(each 2 reels).

AYWON

4-16-22
5-21-22

Is

the River,
of the Pines,

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.
15 Westerns

4,548
5,000

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

Trail

Women

Hate (Big Boy Williams)

Hii Nibi (Chic Sales)

False

:

2-12-22

Williams)

Knight

Village Grocer, Homer Joins the Force.
Tbunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

5,748

Away (Big Boy

A

Raiders of the North,

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum: 12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

Trail of

Girl

Girl,

Fight
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North,
for a Soul, Beloved Brute. Quicksands. Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles. Htr
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels)

7-22

DI LORENZO, INC.

Where

CORP.

:

Success Series:

Caesar

Blaze

ARROW FILM

~.

GEORGE KLEINE
The

(12 2-reels), Pure and Simple (2 reels), Liquoriak

reels).

Tex Detective Series.
,
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies: One every other week (2 reels).
Blazed Trail Productions: One every other week (2 reels).
Looking Up Jim, In
Arrow-Nortbwood Dramas (2 reels)

Serials:
..

PHIL GOLDSTONE
Watch Him Step (Richard Talmadge)
Julius

Lips (2

Ardath

serial.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

CORP.

T. S. S.

:

(Roy Stewrt)

Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo)

3-26-22

6,500

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.
& Howell Comedies

Three and a
5,000

Life's Greatest Question

ADVENTURES OF

2-26-22

BURNSIDE

J.

Reviewed

Footage

BROS.

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.
Alt

of the

J.

.

CORP.

Off

WARNER

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

10,000

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibion)
Crowing TraUi (Pete Morriion)

4-23-22
4-23-22

5,000
5,000

Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)

3-12-22

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Dayi

EXPLOITATION CORP.

PICT.

Hell's River

rtild

Relearc Date

CORP.

The Innocent Cheat
Cbaio

Ridin'

The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each yi reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).
Serial

—

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Cummings Series
Cissy Fitxgerald

2,000
3,000

.

-

.

.

^

I

Some

Short Reels

"The Timber Queen"— Pathe

Type

of production

her latest

tures in

as

full

of

The chap-

suspense, intrigue and

action,

This time the

possible to have.

is

and many adven-

thrills

"The Timber Queen."

serial,

arc just about as

thrills

chapter serial

15

Ruth Roland presents several new
ters

"Three Weeks Off"— Century Universal

locations are

timber country and the necessary serial properties

laid in the

such as mills, freight cars, water, rocks, deserted cabins and

men

primitive

The

story

is

are

all

provided in a fairly plausible manner.

not the most important part of this

merclj' provides a

framework

for the action

and

serial,

stunts.

but

The

chapters follow one another very smoothly and are introduced

with very

little

This

flashbacks.

serial is

ited chapter plays of the season;

and each episode
tantalizing climax.

runs along without a hitch

it

starts off with

one of the best ed-

a

rush and builds up to a

The photography,

too,

is

above the aver-

Type

of production

2 reel

comedy

Lee Moran is the chief fun maker in this Century comedy.
The comedy business centers about a chiropractor and a Summer hotel. Lee plays the part of the hard working clerk in
a lazy office.
The boss gives them all a vacation excepting
Lee then pretends that he is ill and hires a doctor to
it.
He gets his vacation and takes his wife to a Summer
hotel where they manage to have a good time until his boss
arrives.
To keep up the bluff, Lee is again forced to play sick
and is given all kinds of medicines which in the end really do
make him feel bad. The final scenes of this average comedy
take place in a chiropractor's office where Lee is brought to
have his bones twisted. After some violent exercise Lee feels
so good that he proceeds to give a similar treatment to his boss
who at first objects but later finds that it does him good. The
Lee.

verify

gags of this comedy are not new but will get several laughs

from audiences who enjoy seeing the old standard jokes

re-

peated ovef again.

age and the camerawork excellent.

Fred Jackman did well with the direction of
kept things moving at
of a timber land girl.
of land

this serial

She holds an option to a large
is

eager to get.

Ruth must marry within

By

a provi-

failing to

gain control of the land succeed in preventing the hero and the
girl

Through

from marrying.

the entire series the hero and

the girl fight like tigers to get to each other while the crafty

band

of

outlaws use

This results

in the

all

their

cunning to keep them apart.

kind of action and excitement that

is

cer-

tain to please the serial fan.

More than the usual number of thrills are provided; some of
them are new and most of them are very well done. The first
chapter ends with a runaway freight car which rushes down a
mountain side with increasing speed. The hero hangs from a
A moment
tree and snatches Ruth from the jaws of death.
detached car falls over the cliff in a most realistic
In the second chapter an amusing wedding is staged
but the ceremony never takes place. Raging forest fires and
the hired gang from the Timber Trust prevent it. The chapter
ends with Ruth jumping from the window of the cabin and
being forced to climb a tree to prevent being burnt. She is
saved by the forest ranger's airplane. In the third chapter the
hero is about to be shot for murder; the evidences being circumstancial. Ruth finds the man supposed to have been killed
later the

fashion.

and binding him

to her saddle rushes to stay the execution.
very hard to say whether she will reach there in time
or not. The prisoner refuses to allow his eyes to be bound.
It

is

The guns

are loaded.

They

are

aimed

at the breast of the

hero while Ruth with the living evidence rides through forests
and over dangerous places racing against time.
"The Timber Queen" is miles ahead of Ruth Roland's

former production.

The

picture presents

more

logical situa-

and the action does not repeat itself as it did in the
Indian serial. Bruce Gordon plays the part of the hero and
does some splendid athletic work. The supporting cast include Val Paul, Leo Willis and Frank Lackteen; all of them
tions

well

known

to serial fans.

Type

tract

a certain time

The Timber Trust

order to inherit the property.

Pathe Review No. 158

and

Ruth Roland plays the part

times.

which the Timber Trust

sion in her uncle's will
in

all

of production

"Summertime

in

of Pathe Review.

skin tents and

reel

1

Greenland"
It

some

is

shows the

magazine

the feature of this

number

natives, their costumes, seal

of their habits.

Some

artistic

shots of

snow, taken right here at home, forms another chapter of this
review. Then come the seals, photographed off the coast of
Lower California. The interest is divided between the black
The hand colored
rocks, a rough sea and the tossing seals.
section takes

you upon a

little

tour to Oporto in Portugal.

This number of the review seems filled with travel and scenic
material and does not have the balance of interest found in
some of the previous numbers.

"Easy to Cop"— Star—Universal

Type

of production

1

reel

comedy

From tramp

Such is the range of "Easy
to chief of police!
Laura La Plante and Neely Edwards are the leading
players. The opening scenes show Nervy Ned as a tramp,
riding along the railroad tracks, in a hand car fitted with a sail.
But the express comes along the same track and the result is
splinters.
Laura the mayor's daughter picks him out of the
rubbish and drives him into town to meet her father the mayor.
In the meantime the chief of police has worked himself into a
temper and attacks the mayor. Ned arrives in time to bang
the chief on the head and knock him out. For. this the mayor
rewards the tramp by appointing him chief of police; and then
the troubles begin. All the cops then strike and are in league
to

Cop."

with the old chief who is determined to do mischief to Nervy
Ned— and he does. They lead him into traps and carry off the
mayor's daughter. But Ned does a neat and comical rescue
and wins the love of the girl. After the old police force has
been all knocked out Ned raises a force of his own and with

mother they march into the station house. The comedy
has some clever and well done business. Laura La Plante
makes the most of her small part and puts over some amusing
comedy work. Neely Edwards is a good slap-stick artist and
the combination of the two make a laughable comedy. "Easy
to Cop" contains more than the usual number of laughs and is
far above the average for a single reel comedy production.
their
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Fox Helps
Subscribes $10,000 to Fund to Aid
English Exhib tors—$40,000
Subsc 'ibed
(By Cible)

—

London On Friday, William Fox
was entertained by a large gathering
British

of

exhibitors

at

Hotel

the

Metropole. He expressed keen sympathy with the fight against iniquitous
25 per cent, turnovei entertainment tax
and headed the fighting fund with a
donation of $10,000 amid great enthusiasm. Forty thousand dollars was
subscribed at the function.

Evidenced in Berlin As Result of Recent Treaty Russian Producer

—

zation

For those busy

importance

were horning in.
Larry Semon's deal with Vitagraph. Because Larry's gone back
to work. Out on the Hollywood lot. And Pres Smith and Larry.
Have kissed and made up. And all the lawyers. Mixed up in
the many suits. And there- were surely a flock of them. Will
draw fees. For drawing papers. And that's that.
In store.

Russian-

treaty signed during the
Genoa conference.
"Der Film' writes in a special editorial that the position of the most
favored nation provided for in the
treaty ought to enable the German
film trade to re-conquer the first place
in the vast Russian market with its
possibilities.

The

only

offered by the
numerous American agents residing
Up to the
Baltic States.
in the
present the depreciation of the rouble
has served as a sort of protection
against the American film, but even
is

this disadvantage is gradually being
overcome, as it becomes more and
more the custom to pay with gold
and precious stones instead of with

roubles.

The German trade organ calls
upon German manufacturers to make
strenuous efforts to maintain their
hold upon the Russian market.
The presence of the prominent
Russian producer Mr. Ermoliefl in
Berlin is also mentioned in connection
with the developments brought about

by the Russian-German

pact.

Ermo-

expected to transfer his activities to Berlin, where he will probably collaborate with National Film.
This firm already acquired the German rights of several Ermolieff productions, among these being "Thousand and One Nights."
lieff

folk.

WHICH REMINDS
When

there's usually a lot of talk. And little action.
Abotit the switches. That are always
it gets down to cases.
Remember Hartalked about. And seldom if ever arrive.
With Papa Brunet. Over "in
old Lloyd wasn't going to stay.
And remember how Semon was sure going to First
Pathe
National? And how but what's the tise? They number htinone siuart yoting man. Told me in all seriousness.
dreds.
That Conny Talmadge was going to release. Through Famotis
Players. By next Fall. It would be important. If true. Notice

—

—

—

—

—

is

From

EMPTY

New York

knew.

And would have

But none so deaf.
great stuff. But ma-

told.

As they who will not listen. Majority rule's
And not refuse to learn.
jority shotild know.
A.

About.

What

NEW

it's

All

YORKER.

AN AWFUL MOMENT
Sending his family. From
While he went on. To the Coast.

Sol Lesser.

New York

to Milhis tickets all

Got
waukee.
mixed up. At the last moment. As the family were going
through the gate. At Grand Central. Explained to gateman.
Who let them go. Including Sol. Who was travelling through
Chicago. And Sol had a tough two hours. Trying to locate the
tickets. But he found them. Yards of them. In his grip. Which
inspired

him

to gratitude.

And

Telling him the good news.
P. S. Irving paid for the wire.

a wire.

To

brother Irving.

Which came from

Cleveland.

THAT FIRST NATIONAL DEAL
With Goldwyn.

Leading to a

lot of things.

When

it is all

— Directors

also Notified

actual step towards "cleaning up" in the production end of the
first

business
Will H.

has

On

started.
May 17,
at a meeting of the

Hays,

directors of the Motion Picture Producers & Distributors presented a

proposition which was unanimously
accepted by the executives of practicallj' all of the important companies
ni the business.
This proposition was subsequently
outlined in the following letter which
was not onlj' addressed to every memlier of the organization but to many
directors as well.

May

19,

1922.

Mr. Carl Laemmie,
Universal Film Mfg. Co.,

New

My

York. N. Y.

Laemmie

dear Mr.

know

none of us are unmindful of
objects of the Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., as definiteI

that

the

stated
follows

Joe Rhode. (Published last MonThey ain't. Phoney
But.
If his facts were straight.
day.)
votes shouldn't count. But they did. (Ask Texas. And South
Carolina. And Missouri. And other spots.)
The
O of Washington is not the same. As the M.
By a ConstituP. T. O. built in Cleveland. It's been wrecked.
For the worse. Which they didn't dare.
tion. That changed it.
To show the delegates. Cause if they had. They would have
been kicked in the Potomac. And dropped to oblivion.

Sound reasoning.

The

ly

THE EAST REPLIES

at-

is

German

serious competition

Who

On

the 'if—

in Berlin for Tie-up

unbounded

Demanded by Hays and Promised by
Every Member of New Organi-

Why

Interest in Russia

in film circles to the

Glean Pictures

Disappointment

!

purchased several years ago.

tached

Price 5 Cents

1922

That

Famous to Build on Broadway
Famous Players will build $5,500,000 house on Broadway between 43rd
and 44th Streets. The property was

Berlin— Great

5,

in

the

Articles

of

Association

as

"The object

for which the corporation is
to foster the common interest
of those engaged in the motion picture industry in the United States, by establishing and
maintaining the highest possible moral and
to be created

artistic
tion, by

is

standards in motion picture produc-

developing the education as well as
the entertainment value and the general usefulness of the motion picture, by diffusing
accurate and reliable information with reference to the industry, by reforming abuses
relative to the industry, by securing freedom
from unjust or unlawful exactions, and by
other lawful and proper means."

We

are all familiar, too, with the efforts
being made by all to carry out these objects
and, personally, I thoroughly appreciate the
cooperation which is being given by everybody.
It is impiossible. of course, to overestimate
the importance of the immediate application
of these purposes in connection with the production which is now in process for next
season.
It is to this that I want most earncall your attention.
can make the greatest immediate progress
in
"establishing and maintaining the
highest possible moral and artistic standard
those
production,"
if
of motion picture
charged with the responsibilities in connection with the production now in progress
make certain that they do strive for this very
thing.
We are giving and we must give
preferred attention to these purposes right
now in the pictures which are now being
made. Every day there is opportunity in the
studios to take that action which will more
and more eliminate the objectionable features
and nearer and nearer reach the "highest
These
possible moral nd artistic standard."
pictures which are being made now and which
will be made this summer, are being made
after we have agreed to use our best efforts
;o attain the purposes of the -Association, and
our responsibility for these pictures cannot

estly

to

We

And the lawyers are through. Finding things to
kick at. You may find this: That after the first year. Goldwyn
To produce a major part. Of First
will have the right.
With the completion of "The SunAnd
product.
there may be some more surprises.
National's
MacLean
shine
Trail,"
Douglas
you
may see Goldwyn. Getting rid
important.
And
as
Just
closed a three year contract with

be avoided.
These pictures now being made will come
out soon and they will be the proof either of
our honesty of purpose or of our failure;
they will be the proof either of our ability to
correct our evils ourselves, or of our inability

Thomas H.

in

Ince.

Announcement

his future plans in a

few weeks.

of

signed up.

of its theaters.
(Continued on Page 4)

to

There is nothing
run our own business.
which we can possibly be engaged which
(Continued on page 3)
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show

over.

town buzzed with conversa-

Lei the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Williamson,
Long Acre,

—

Coogan's
Jackie
feature "Trouble"
has
many angles for the live wire exploitThe
ation man and theater manager.
title itself is the target for many ideas.
Here's what the Kinema theater
(West Coast Theaters, Inc.,) did
when the feature opened.
latest

Angeles

film

Tie-ups were made
down town department

with

seven

stores handling the Jackie Coogan clothes. Each
store gave full street window displays
of clothing, stills, large cut-outs, etc.,
and carried mention in their daily ads,
running Jackies's picture in addition.

^

The Radio came

in for

a big break, a

being arranged with a newspaper for Radio head-pieces free to
the boys getting subscriptions to the
paper, a Radio reel being shown at a
special matinee and a free show given
all
the boys contesting at which
"Trouble" was shown them. Jackie
personally offered a complete receiving set to the boy having the highest
numlier of subscriptions.
These arc but a few of the tie-ups
made wliicli resulted in "Trouble"
tacking up a new box office record
and being booked for a second successful week.
tie-up

—

O. Cut outs of a wellpair of feet, without any mention of a star's name or a picture]
served as an effective teaser campaign as used by Manager Rea off
the Forum for "Pay Day."

known

Send along

St.,

INC.

Dannenberg,

Joseph

exhibitor put his

1922

tion.

I-lillsboro,

Here

5,

When

interest in this had servedil
purpose he distributed novelty payr
envelopes and men on horseback andf
automobiles would descend to the
curb to pick up these envelopes. For^

its

the front of his theater Rea arouse(f
interest by using a jagged, half constructed brick wall with a cutout of
Chaplin. Along side it he had the;
sign: "This is a sample of Chaplin's
I

work

in

'Pay Day.'

"

White Plains Houses
THE FILM DAILY)
White Plains, N. Y.
"Teddy"
Roosevelt, former Paramount salesman, has purchased an interest in the]

Buys

in

(Special to

—

Tie-ups were made with four cap
houses handling the Jackie Coogan
Clichy.
European Representative Interna- caps with the same results.
Central
Yakima, Wash. The Liberty de- Palace and Strand.
Prague (Czecho-SloFilmschau,
tionale
Arrangements were made with a cided that America in the lobby durvakia), Wenzelsplatz.
Los Angeles newspaper to print an ing the run of "Fool's Paradise"
entire back page set i news type with wouldn't do, and the only way to get
Phi-ne— Beekman 9091
an eight column scare head bearing the proper atmosphere was to obliter- *
in ate it and substitute S'iam.
Coogan
"Jackie
the
words
Sales
Low Close
High
Trouble." New stories appeared with
H. A. Gillespie, advertising man3,500 this head and the page was carried
85!^
..
P.-L.
85H
F.
86.K
ager built in a wall-board front cover200
through all editions of the paper the ing the lobby entirely. The crocodile
do pf. .. 95% 95% 95%
8
V*Goldwyn.. 8^1
Wa 2,000 open'ing day. The Kinema had ten scenes from the picture were painted
SBKVICB
Not quoted thousand extra copied struck oiT. on the back board. This stirring sign »BAL>
Griffith
1,000 folded the papers so that the back
Loew's ... 16% 16K 16%
helped pull them in:
Not quoted page was the front, and distributed
Triangle
"Positively no one will be seated
Not quoted thme throughout the city which re119 Fulton St., N. Y.
World
the blood-stirring scenes of
during
talking
sulted in the entire town
Quotations by H. Content & Co.
the crocodile den."
INSURANCE EXPERTS
about the story and two other papers
the
even
and
doors
entrance
The
with
editions
their
plastering
nearly
THEATRICAL
Another House for Cleveland?
were masked. Anybody
scare heads until the propaganda of box-office
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
PICTURE
INDUSTRY
the
of
blocks
the Kinema was noticed farther down getting within three
Cleveland, O.— Plans have been in thestories.
theater caught the flash and the
2.

Pans Representative

— Le

Film,

42,

Rue de

—

—

Quotations

(

TO THE
MOTION

filed for a theater

costing $200,000 to

be erected on the site of the old
Parker Building. The house will be
built by Senator R. P. Ernst, Frank
F. Thorpe, who is president of the
Industrial Club and L. B. Wilson,
secretary of the
will become the
house.

same club. Wilson
manager of the new

Leases Theater from Kunsky
Chapoton has
Louis

Detroit
leased the

—

from John

Princess

H.

Kunsky.

Buys Lynch Theater
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Temple, Tex.— O. A. Englebrecht,
owner of the Gem has purchased the
Crescent, a Lynch house.

May

Build

(.5pecial to

Omaha — It
new

in

Dakota City

THE FILM DAILY)

reported here that a
theater will be built in Dakota
is

I

8 "OO^TctOMS

COW

c013B«St

City.

The title of
to be released

"A

Spinner

by the

in

the Sun,"

W. W. Hodkin-

son Corp. has been changed to "The
Veiled Woman."

^'^

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

my

3

KL1S«

OT eE^«°

AND

!

!
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Monday, June

St.

DAILY

1922

5,

Louis Notes

Thomson
THE FILM DAILY)

—

(Special to

Louis National Film Publicity
Buffalo Jack Thomson, representunder the direction of Ro|iine Fielding has just completed the ative for Associated Exhibitors has
'pdtiction of a one reel expose of resigned and has been succeeded by
Lonibardi's vaudeville mj^stery E. M. Hopcraft.
,5t.

—

jjdios,

.

"Sawing
Fegan

.

jrney

a W'oman in
will supervise

Two."
distri-

.i.^phcn Butler, business agent for
local
union of the Musicians,
timbers of which were locked out
i
local houses on May 1 when they
cd to accept a reduction in
(i

an address before the Cenrades and Labor L^nions claimed
le had been informed by neigh'od theater owners that if they

-,

in

a contract witii the musicians
nun they would be deprived of first1

n

lectures.
said that

the

union's attorney
estigating to see if there is a
me to prevent theaters from getdesirable pictures should they

an agreement with union musi-

on the old wage scale
i.,c

basis.

Marcus Lewis manager of the
ageant, 5861 Delmar Boulevard, re)rts that three sacks containing $470
ere taken from the theater safe Satday night.

These theaters are the Imperial,
Opera House, Unique, Queen Square,

attractions with $1
and $1.50 for
special attractions at larger houses.

Benson, Minn.
ing remodeled.

—The
C.

Viking
Clark

B.

is

is

bethe

new owner.

iSowker Plans Hartington Theater
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special

Alliance,

—

|_Hartington, Neb.
N. A. Bowker
ill
erect another theater here.
He
3W runs the Lyric.

of

oUr
very

efi'orts

the

organization

make

as to
pictures, the

(Signed)

certain that these
pictures made after
the Association, shall
clearly show successful effort toward "establishing and maintaining the highest possible

CARL LAEMMLE.

first'

of

Buys

New Hampton House

(Special

—

STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

In response to which Laemmle, as
well as all other members, sent letters
to their studio chiefs.
The Laemmle
letter to Iriving Thalberg, in charge
of the Universal City lot, follows:
.

Palace, Star and Empress.
Fairville
has one, the Gaiety; Sussex has two,
the Imperial and (Dpera House.
Exchanges represented in St. John are
May 22, 1922.
Canadian Film Co.; Exhibitors Dist. My
dear Mr. Thalherg:
Corp. Ltd.; Famous Players; Tax
I am enclosing herewith a letter
reFilm Corp.; Independent Film Sup- ceived from Mr. Will Hays, presidentjust
of the
ply Co.; Greater Vitagraph, Regal .Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of
Films, Ltd., and Star. Admissions America, Inc., of which the Universal Company is a charter member.
range from 15 to 25 cents for regular

Opens
to THE FILM DAILY)
Neb. The
Rialto
has

Alliance Theater

I

;

from Page 1)
as much importance to the success of

to THE FILM DAILY)
moral and artistic standard."
Theaters in St. John, N. B.
Monroe, Wis. Earl Potter has
I cannot too strongly urge you to make
There are seven theaters showing certain that everything possihie shall
be done purchased the Firemen's theater at
motion pictures in St. John, N. B., ac- to that end.
New Hampton, la., from A. H. Hoffcording to a report made by Consul
With very kindest personal regards, and man.
Harry S. Culver to R. A. Lundquist l;est wishes always, I am.
Sincerely yours,
at Washington who has supplied a
(Signed) WILL H. HAYS.
copy to the National Association.

Remodeling Benson, Minn., House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

St.

Hays' letter carefully and rethat every word of it means business and the Universal intends to stand back
of it to the limit.
Sincerely,

(Continued

IS

Mr.

member

7

Commercial Film Studios have

oved to 2030 Olive

Read

Glean Pictures

Hopcraft Succeeds

opened with

The

—

a

10

and

seating capacity

owner

J.

cent scale.
450 and the

15
is

M. Hughes.

You

For sale, consisting of overhead and
side banks, broadsides, domes, Duplex, portables, complete with spider
boxes and cables. Guaranteed first
class condition.

please post this letter, as well as
in some conspicuous place
in Universal City, where every employee can
read it and you will please notify every employee that T desire to carry out the entire
spirit of Mr. Hays' remarks.
will

Mr. Hays'

'

Mr. Hays says, the whole indusjudged BY THE PICTURES

NOW BEING MADE AND HEREAFTER
TO BE MADE, the Universal does not pro-

pose to make any picture, or any scene in any
picture, which can in any way bring condemnation upon the Universal or upon the

to

one

CO.

St.

Cash for Foreign Rights
Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

the lowest that I shall not be

anything less than
dred per cent of cooperation along
with

&

Dependable

Our record has been good in the past, but
we now intend to make it one hundred per,
cent good, and I herewith serve friendly notice
upon each and every Universal employee from
satisfied

Film Daily

Public Accountants and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

picture business.

the highest

31,

W. A. FLEMING

letter,

Since, as
try will be

K

Apply Box

hun-

this line.

41 Great Q>aramount Q^iclures
Marion Davies

"The Young Diana"

in

Created by Cosmopolitan Productions
Released August
superb
THIS
story which ran

picturization of the great
serially in Hearst's Magazine and was later published in book form.
It is from the pen of one of the most popular of
modern authors Marie Corelli.
Marion Davies plays the leading role a young
girl who finds the secret of eternal youth and
is

a

—

—

passes through many strange adventures.
The
production is lavishly and beautifully staged, and
yet is surprisingly human and dramatic.

7,

1922

One of the greatest casts ever assembled apPedro de Cordoba. Forrest
pears in support.
Stanley, Maclyn Arbuckle and Gypsy O'Brien are
some of the big names.
The picture was directed by Albert Capellani
and Robert G. Vignola. Scenario by Luther Reed.
This is one of the most elaborate pictures ever
made, and it will be a gold mine everywhere.
People don't want just pictures they Want
Big Pictures

—

Every Paramount Picture
Watch

this space

tomorrow for

No.

9

•AFAMOUS PLAYERS-LAS KY CORPORATION L*
I
,

•

AOOUDH ZUKOn.

Pi-ti.itt-t

'

is

a Big Picture
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.

"The Dictator."

You

2.

"If

3.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

4.
5.

6.
7.

Believe

It,

It's

So."

Bonded Woman."

Top

of

New

York."

Loves of Pharaoh."

Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."

J

DAILY

On Broadway

Disappointment

/(Continued You

from Page

—

as

Committee

—

First National.
While in Cincinnatti.
The Ascher's leased the big Capitol. To Ike Libson. Giving
Ike more of a strangle hold. Down there.

ecutive

of

Monday, June

Cohen. And his comAbout problems. To be straightened
York crowd. Is moving fast with the

And

before Sydney's committee starts.
May
have already reached a point with the "General."
Don't be too optimistic. Don't expect too much. From
But if everybody keeps cool. Even
the very first meeting.
And the "grandstand" players are kept
in this sort of weather.
off the lot. If the spirit of give and take. And those two famous
animals of the business menagerie bear, and forbear rare
allowed to wander about. Then perhaps something constructive.
And vitally worth while. Will happen.
And don't forget. Rome wasn't built in a day. Even if
Bill Fox let's Nero destroy it.
In one night.

Hays

office.

—

—

mourning. Over his broken lemon trees.
damage done by Fred Sliter. First National field manager.
Who wanted to send some souvenirs. Back home. And took
Still

All

lemon tree-buds.

And

branches.

Off Charlie's pet

field,

WJ A LITTLE LATE

—

DEDICATED TO THE

MOTHERS OF THE

VvORLC

Little

iTuesday

in

the Rocks."

—

Cullen Landis in "Watch
Your Step" and "Tracks."
Wednesday— Tom Mix in "The
Fightiu!? Streak."
B. Warner in
Sheik of Araby."

Thursday— H.

"The

—

Frank Mayo in "Out of
the Silent North" and "Free Air."

Friday

—

Saturday Agnes
Ordeal."
Lyric "Nero."

Ayres

in

"The

—

AT LIBERTY

Woman Who Walked

Rialto— "The
Alone."

Rivoli— "Over the Border."
Strand — "I Am the Law."

A

former exchange own-

er desires connection with

Next

Week

corporation in

a releasing

— "Silver Wings."
Broadway— Not yet determined.
Brooklyn Strand— "I Am the Law."
Cameo— Not yet determined.
Capitol — "Nanook of the North."
Central— Not yet determined.
Criterion — Not yet determined.
Lyric—"Nero."
Rivoli — Thomas Meighan
"The

an exploitation capacity or
in building up any territory.

Not

interested

in

salary

proposition.

Address

B

3,

Care Film

Daily.

in

Told Philadelphia Forum. Bible contains "admirable material." For pictures. 'S'at so. Well, the Sacred Film
crowd discovered this. A long time ago. And over in Italy.
They were shooting it. A long time ago. And Weiss Brothers
have it here.
Bryan.

GETTIN' IT

OVER

Not—Why

If

William M. Krafts. Workin' for Apollo. Or Bobby North's
exchange. Went to Newark. To put over "Your Best Friend."
Did he do it? Well. Among other things. He managed to get
Judge Shoen. Court of Domestic Relations. To send 10 couples.
Who were ready for divorce. To see the picture. Before they
finally made up their minds. That they wanted to be separated.

Not

And

also sent 100 boys. Juvenile delinquents. To see the picTo influence their future. That's going some. Especially
when you consider.
the newspapers played it up. Good
ture.

How

work.

DOG DAYS
That

CarIf Dr. A. M. Hyde, Hoboken.
Says he's going to sue Pathe. And every
theater that shows Pathe News. Which contained shots. Of the
burial.
Of his pet dog Rex. Gave his consent all right. But
says he was "preoccupied." At that time. Whatever that means.
Says patrons have ridiculed him. Since seeing the pictures. It's
a tough world.

For Pathe.

ries

is.

out his threat.

OH, BILL;

STEP

FORWARD

Subscribe to
The Film Daily
71 West 44th

THE FILM DAILY Now

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

Kindly enter

Film Daily for one

year, starting immediately, to include

They

sure need Will Hays.
Out in Lawton, Oklahoma.
First Presbyterian Church wants to oust their minister. 'Cause
he officiated at a swimming pool wedding". And also runs pictures.
In the church annex. Anything to crack the poor old
movies.

.

1921

DANNY.

Year

Name
Address

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

Theatre

S-long!

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including Weekly Reviews

THE LAST LINE
Oh, yes. Almost forgot. To wave bye-bye. Yep. Going
away. Two days out now. Will radio you. All about Europe.
And Irope. And the rest of it. Including Pola Negri's smile.
Ben Blumenthal's hopes. Beaverbrook's plans. Sam Morris'
famous lemon pies. Home cooked. And how Walter Wanger
and all the rest. Are doing.

ll

Leading Citizen."
Rialto— "The Devil's Pawn."
Strand Not yet determined.

Apollo

CHARLIE GRIEVED
Chaplin.

5,

in

"Beyond

When Sydney

12.

Broadway

Rodolph Valentino

MARK THE DAY
mittee. Meet Will Hays.
out. Meanwhile the New

— "Silver Wings."
— "The Grey Dawn."
Brooklyn Strand— Richard Bartheliness
"Sonny."
Camec — "False Fronts."
—
^Capitol
"Golden Dreams."
Central— "The Delicious
Devil."
Criterion — "The Stroke of Midnight."
Loew's New York— Today— Gloria
Swanson and
Apollo

1)

an indication.
may have noticed. That
.r\.schers
who are tide up with Goldwyn leased The Roosevelt,
Chicago. To Balaban & Katz. And Sam Katz is on the ExJust

Monday, June

— Foreign,

pages

$15

^brAdstreet

z^^recocmizeih

of FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XX.

Vol.

Tuesday, June

No. 66

Deal With Metro
i

—

,1.1^

asstar.

The

first.

"A Ladies Man"

published

reports

:ind

Pictures

Woman

will

It

"The one

in

this

was made by Denison

Ideal Films, Ltd. of England.

"Retribution" at the Park
"Retribution" has been booked at
the Park for two weeks, where it
opened last night. Rialto Prod. Inc.
are state righting it.
The film was

made

THE FILM DAILY)

Lowell, Alass.

release

No Importance"

of

country.
Clift for

Select Release

in Italy.

of the best

Hays

—

ate with Leonce Perret in the production of "Koenigsmark." Actual work
will start in the near future.

known

tributors.

Uniform contracts and lower
rentals are expected to be the
chief topics of discussion.

in

the

Enters

Whitman Bennett
Blythe

Idol of the Rich."

The local offices of Joseph M.
Schenk were advised by wire from
Los Angeles yesterday that Norma
Talmadge's next picture would be
"The Voice of the Minaret." It was
,

originally planned to make "The Mirage" but that will probably be filmed
later.
Frank Lloyd will direct.

Staff

years

ago.

Later

he

entered

pro-

That Hodkinson would handle duction.
the series was stated in these columns
several weeks ago.
Three District Managers

Felix Feist said

W. Hammons

it

was news

to

— Official

governmental

1921
$7,120,905
7,802,776
7,863,785
7,415.568

March

....

April

7,085,123
7,033,006

1922
$6,369,200
5,867,256
6,284,528
5,439,014

In announcing the tax returns for
the Internal Revenue Departalso placed the total tax figures
for the 11 months of the fiscal year
v/hich ended May 31 at $62,020,651 as
compared with $75,210,942 fui the
same period last year. The government year runs from June to June.
This would indicate a drop of $13,190,291.
The admission tax is about
10% and figuring on that approximate
basis the falling off in business at
the theaters for the 11 months beginning in June, 1921 and ending with
April, 1922 is about $131,902,910.
It has been regularly pointed out in
these dispatches that the government
does not segregate the source of its
revenue and for that reason it is
doubtful
what percentage of the
amounts mentioned above are derived
from motion picture theaters. An.April,

ment

Myron
Myron

Selznick
Selznick

Due Tomorrow
due in New York

is

from the coast tomorrow.

intends appointto control

managers

Ingram Due in a Month
Rex Ingram will be in New York in
supervision.
These men
about a month to start work on "Toilover the duties formerly handled by ers of the
Sea" which will be made on
Henry Ginsberg who recently resign- the Maine coast.
ing three district

Educational

sales

under

his direct
will take

ed.

Bible Film in Atlantic City
(Special to

Arbuckle Going Abroad
There was an unconfirmed report
in circulation yesterday that Roscoe
Arbuckle had reached New York, en
route to Europe to fill a vaudeville
contract. Robert T. Kane at Famous
Players hadn't heard about it, and
at the office of Joseph M. Schenck,

Washington

lax returns show that business in
April declined as
compared with
March. The returns for April are
;pS, 439,014 as
compared with $6,284,528 in March, a decrease of $845,514.
The figures for April, 1921 were $7,415,568.
Below will be found a comparative
table of admission taxes for the first
four months of 1920, 1921 and 1922:

Harry Leonhardt has been appointed district manager for Goldwyn,
supervising territory covered by Los other important fact which must be
Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle. borne in mind is that the tax on adLeonhardt, who is well known in the missions of 10 cents are no longer
(Continued on Page 2)
business, was with Goldwyn some

freed.

THE FILM DAILY)

Pictures

Release Betty
Via the State

to

Right Route
Whitman Bennett announced yesterday that he would release a series
of four Betty Blythe productions via
tlie
state right market.
These pictures are to be made by the B. B.
Prod. Inc. and the first, is "How Women Love." The second will be "The

Earl

to

Open Market

fall.

"Voice of Minaret" Next

Month Period
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

1920

^/Leonhardt on Goldwyn

Release begins

$845,514 Less Than
Million Decline in 11

.

Kenneth Webb will direct the series
has tendered his resig- on which work is expected to start
nation as general manager of the in about 10 days. Miss Blythe's last
Strand, effective June 17. He intends picture, "His Wife's Husband" was
resting at his camp in Maine for distributed through American Releasseveral weeks before making any ing. ,
affiliation for the Fall.

Hodkinson Announces Series
The Hodkinson Corp. yesterday
announced the acquisition of a series
of 12 one reelers called "Days Afield
with Rod and Gun" which will be
made by Eltinge F. Warner of "Field

Returns

January ..$6,707,768
February
6,166,685

exhibitors in

Valentino Freed
Crandall on Rotating Committee
There was much jubilation at the
Harry M. Crandall of Washington
Paramount offices yesterday when
is now serving on the rotating committee of First National in New York. word was received from the coast that
Under the plan devised some time the bigamy charge preferred against
ago, each original franchise holder Rodolph
Valentino in connection
will serve two weeks here.
Crandall with his marriage to Virginia Hudnut
succeeds I. H. Rubin of Minneapolis. had been dismissed and Valentino

(Special

Mr.
dis-

New England

Houry and Perret Tie-up
THE FILM DAILY)
Paris
Henry Houry will collabor- and Stream."
(Special to

— Thomas D. Soriero,

exhibitor body and
the producers and

the

com- by the Prudence Bonds Corp. and
but the not by Famous Players. It was

(Special to

Select

The second meeting between
Will H. Hays, of the M. P. P.
D. A., and the T. O. C. C, is
scheduled for this morning in
Mr. Hays' offices.
Senator
James A. Walker will represent

said that the proposed Famous Players theater in the rear of the Putnam
Building would be started in about
three months, it was reliably learned
yesterday that construction would not
be inaugurated for about a year.
As a matter of fact, the initial announcement was issued to the press

stated yesterday that no definite plans
had been drawn up. No architect has
been selected and all talk about the
theater is in the purely tentative stage.
The entrance, as now discussed would
l)e through the Putnam Building with
possibly other entrances through 44th

Tax

March— 13

which

45th Sts.
One of the reasons why work will
and Sawyer and Lubin who still have '.e held up is said to be the existence
three more to make for Metro under of a lease held by Shanley's which
their original contract have begun a runs until 1924.
screen version of "Quincy Adams
Sawver."
Soriero Resigns

New

Another MeetingToday

of

is

This in three reels
There will be
others will be in two.
eight on the company's schedule for
the new season.
Stromberg leaves
for the coast tomorrow to resume production.
Meador stated that three cotnpanies
started work at the Metro studio in
Hollywood yesterday. Viola Dana
and Billie Dove head starring units
pleted.

April Business Drops

Famous Players Theater in Back
Putnam Building Can't Be
Launched Before Then
Despite

Price 5 Cent!

Year

Start In a

Comedies Secured
—Metro Plant Has Three Companics at Work Meador Back
j
Tohn E. U. ("Jack") Meador. direcof publicity and advertising for
iro returned from Los Angeles
yisterday and among other things,
stated that Metro had signed a contract with Hunt Stromberg to distribute the series of comedies Stromberg
intends making with "Bull" Montana
[Hunt Stromberg's

1922

6,

THE FILM DAILY)

Another for Warner Bros.

Warner

Bros, have purchased from
the Shuberts the film rights to "Lov-

Atlantic City, N. J.— "After Six
er's Lane."
It will probably be made
the Bible film controlled in
in the East with Caroline Duffy in an
this

Days"

by Weiss Bros., will
Woods' theater on June important role.
17th for an indefinite run. The deal
Paramount Studio Re-opens
was arranged between David Starkman, lessee of the theater and Louis
The Paramount studio in Long IsWeiss. Bert Ennis will come down land City re-opened yesterday with
from New York to handle exploita- the Alice Brady company at work and
him. tion.
Joseph Henabery directing.
country

open

at

the

Tuesday, June

dropped

Vol.

XX Ko. 66

Tuesday, June

1922

6,

Price 5 Cents
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borne

mind

in

in

For purposes of comparison below
be found a table giving the admission tax returns b}- months from
January

Febniar.y
6.166,685
.March .... 7.085,123
.\pril
7.033,006
May
6.623,188
Tune
8,338,017
luly
6,463,422
August ... 6,879,323
September. 7.369,476
October .. 7.932.042
November.. 7,982,248
December.. 8.363.708
.

"Peg"

Start
(Special

to

title

in July

— "Peg

O' My Heart"
production next
month at the Metro studio. Laurettc
Taylor will be starred.
Metro has purchased "A Temporary Marriage" for Billie Dove.

Los Angeles
be

will

placed

"The Stroke

Cast

in

Director

at Criterion

Midnight" which
opened at the Criterion on Sunday is
"The Death Wagon" a Swedish Biograph production secured for distribution here by Metro.
of

"T

New German

Film Cement
cement has reached the
American market from Germany. The

A

new

film

liquid has the trade

and

name

V

Low

High
F. P.-L. .. 8634
do pf. .. 9514
*Goldwyn..
8}i

Close

8514
95
TVz

Sales

86J^
95
1V%

...

16>^

163/^

—

Incorporations

of

200
4,300

400

XdVx

Finishing Arliss Picture
is putting the finishing touches to "The Silent Voice,"
(jcorge Arliss' new picture at the

Harmon Weight

Not quoted Whitman Bennett studio in Yonkers.
World
Not quoted
•Quotations by H. Content & Co.
Take Off Affiliated Feature
The Strand is not showing "I Am
To Build in Albuquerque
the Law" this week as scheduled be(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
cause of the litigation pending beAlburquerquet, N. M. Joe Bennett tween Affiliated Distributors, Inc.,
will erect a theater costing $300,000. and the International Film Service
Triangle

—

To

THE FILM DAILY)

—

O. Motion for a new
trial for Lewis Israel and Jacob MakofF, who were convicted under the
State law for running a free show on
Sunday in Cleveland Heights village,
Cleveland,

was recently

denied.

The

case will

be appealed.
Special Sessions Trial Set
trial of the First National

change, Inc., of

row

New York

Exchanges,

Ex-

and Ar-

Inc.,

Players, the "Big U" Exchange and
Elk Photoplays are still pending.

THE FILM DAILY)

pected.

f'^UAUttiarxxxt (fictuAjD

House

Ways and Means Committee

a

tive in

dif-

C.B.C.FilM/die/
i600 Bfoadwdy

York.

By Way

At lunch time

of

at the

theaters.

Tom McDermott Back from Trip
Tom McDermott, special sales rep-

—

^

FOR LEASE

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIOS

International, the present occupant.

FOR LEASE
The

IN

Lease expires July

WHOLE OR

IN

1st.

AT LIBERTY

PART

in modern studio and electrical equipment.
Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes
from Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms and offices. All electrical
apparatus, lamps and props, new and complete. Large carpenter shop.

Five

last

word

stages.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149

— at

Weissager, President

121

W.

39th Street

Bryant 7290
S. Pat. Off.

New

New Theater for Lewiston
of license tax law.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
present measure provides for a resentative of Timely Films. Inc. has
tox based upon seating capacities. returned from a nine months' trip
Lewiston, Me. According to pres'
This is held to be an injustice because through the Eastern part of the coun- ent plans, a house costing $100,00
manj' small houses do a total business try' during which he touched every will be built on the lot adjoininj
exceeding that done by theaters with city of importance. He found condi- Jannelle and Co.
more seats. Butler proposes to tax tions improving in the South and very
theaters on their gross receipts.
much better in the Middle West.
Martha Mansfield and Williani
Bailey have been signed througl
George L. Clarke to appear in a pic,
JULY 1st
ture for tlie D. & M. Film Co. of De
troit. Mich.
form

W. H.

Reg. U.

/tORNED"

with Canadian Scenics

in

Leii H. Roos, of Len H. Roos Prod.
Ltd., of Vancouver, is in town with a
series of Canadian and Alaskan scenics.
He is stopping at the Claridge.
Pell Mitchell is the firm's representa-

—

R. B. Butler will present to the

—

San Francisco There will be a
sales conventian held here on the
29th, at which practically every exchange manager on the coast is ex-

•THE SPICe OF THE PKOGRAM"

Roos

THAN

—

'Frisco Sales Convention the 29th
to

—

.\ngeles
Clara
Beranger,
special scenarist for William de Mjlle,
has arrived on the West Coast.
Mrs. Beranger will aid de Mille in
the editing of "Nice People."

The

for alleged
violation of the censorship act which
imposes a fee' upon all prints of motion pictures placed in circulation will
be heard in Special Sessions on June
27.
Other actions against Famous

(Special

BE PITIED

THE FILM DAILY)

Los

Excitement
Astor yesterday, the usual group of film diners
New Arkansas House Opens
MacDonald in "Domestic Relations," was startled by smoke emitting ap(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
is the feature.
parently from the Criterion.
From
Pine BlufiF, Ark. A new con
the hunting room windows, it ap- munity
cooperative house has bee
Louisiana Plans Tax on Receipts
peared as if that theater were on fire, opened under management
of Fre
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
but the smoke came from a burning C. Bersig. The Saenger
interest
State
Senator
Baton Rouge, La.
taxicab.
control the two other local
ferent

The

(Special to

Co., Inc., over the copyright involved
original
story.
Katherine
in
the

Appeal Sunday Case

(Special to

Clara Beranger on Coast

film

April

in

2,100

Not ouoted

Griffith

Loew's

Albany

companies jumped from 15
to 28 last month.

in

MORE TO

is

(Special to

Quotations

P^^ction

1

of "Repafix"

manufactured by the Alfred
Muller Chemical Works in Hamburg.

More Incorporations
THE FILM DAILY)

BoY-of/ice

THE FILM DAILY)

Swedish Film
1922
$6,369,200
5.867,256
6,284,528
5,439,014

1921
$7,120,905
7,802,776
7.863.785
7.415.568
7,152.375
7,362.487
5,822,972
5,926.818
6,066,936
6,413.426
6.995.338
6,453.483

^

Sweet was

Neilan.

January, 1920 to date:
1920
..$6,707,768

— Blanche

scheduled to leave for New York yesterday where she will marry Marshall

attempting to com-

will

Wenzelsplatz.

,•

have

the country and
of what must necessarily be a large
number of theaters, there is no record
watsoevcr. These factors must be

pute the gross business at the box
ot'lice.
April
collections
from the
.^eating tax on theaters and circuses
v.crc $18,010, as compared with $20,274 in April, 1921.

THE FILM DAILY)

fSpec:.!! to

Los Angeles

over

all

19«

Blanche Sweet Coming East

April Business Drops
(Continued from Page 1)
effective. Admissions in general

6,

Subway

Station

New York

A

former exchange own-

er desires connection with

corporation in

a releasing

an exploitation capacity or
in building up any territory.

Not

interested

in

salary

proposition.

Addr£ss
Daily.

B

3,

Care Film

Tuesday, June

6,

fj^^

DAILY

1922

Universal

Coast Brevities
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

J

Hollywood Lloyd
ack in Los Angeles

Hamilton,

is

Thalbcrg,
G.
director-general,
supervising scripts.

is

Walton Tully and DiJames Young are selecting the

manager

H. Christ has been appointed terion

chief engineer at Universal City.
replaces Harry D. Brown.

He

Hippodrome

the

of

made manager

be

Giegerich Returns

to

Buffalo,

house

Notes

THE FILM DAILY)
N. Y.— Vincent McFaul,

(Special

may
E.

Richard

Buffalo

Irving

of absence.

after his trip to

\e\v York.

cctor

been granted a

has

City,

two months' leave

to succeed

Harold

Charles J. Giegerich, of the Whitm.an Bennett Prod, has returned from

Start
(Special to

The
hood

Buffalo Capital,
house, is now

a

Baggot

Texarkana, Te.x. The Gem which
been opened by the Texarkana

has

returned

has

Amusement

Co. is the first of the
chain which that organization plans.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

—

in

production at the Ince Studio

Heme.

under the direction of James

John

Griffith

Wray

shortly
Love," C.

will

complete "Someone to
Gardner Sullivan's circus story. This
feature with Madge Bellamy, Cullen
Landis and Noah Beery in the cast,
will be an Ince special for release

Darmond will be
The Wheel of Fortune,"
Grace

Studio.

featured in
at the Fine

Peacocke

Leslie

will

direct.

I

recently

finished "Oliver
is also writing a

Twist."
Anthony
prologue in title form.

E. P. Trowbridge has
Temple, Washburn, Wis.

Doris May is completing her sixth
production under her contract with
Robertson-Cole. There has been no

Lyric, Austin, Minn., which
controlled by Clifford Braun, who
operates the Park is to be reopened
early this fall.

definite
officials

next December.

Arts

Coogan's

announcement from the R-C
whether Miss May will con-

sale, consisting of overhead and
side banks, broadsides, domes. Duplex, portables, complete with spider
boxes and cables. Guaranteed first
class condition.

the

The

tinue with the organization as practically all of the units producing now
with the exception of Miss May are
working on the co-operative plan.
It is understood that her contract has

GAUSMAN.

at

STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
For

Apply Box

K

31,

FUm

Daily

is

remained unchanged.
Lucien Hubbard, scenario editor

sold

46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

—

now

Texas Chain

THE FILM DAILY)

—

neighbor-

managed

by
from Stuart Parmelee, former assistant
ast in the Guy Bates Post starring
of
"Omar the Tent- Universal Citj%. from Louisville, manager of Loew's State.
production
maker," in which Virginia Brown where he filmed the Kentucky Derby
a part of the Universal-Jewel
iFaire will play the leading feminine as
F. J. Shepherd, of Washington, has
The picture will be filmed at photodrama of that title, an adapta- been transferred to the Buffalo branch
tion of "The Suburban Handicap."
ted Studios.
of R-C.
Esther Fetes also joined
R-C. She was formerly with Pathe
*
"Top O' the Morning!" Gladys
Myron Selznick has purchased the and Vitagraph.
lion's
latest
Universal
effort, picture rights to the story "Wine,"
Theater for Whitman, Mass.
Stpted from Anne Caldwell's Irish b\' William MacHarg, which orighas
been completed under inalh' appeared in Hearst's Internay,
Whitman, Mass. John M. Whitward Laemmle's direction.
It tional magazine.
ney will build a new theater on Davis
was the y^oung director's first feature.
St. and South Ave.
W. E. Keefe has been engaged to
Edith Roberts has been added to title "Night Life in Hollywood."
Minneapolis E. H. Bosehard has
the cast for "The Sunshine Trail," the
purchased the Grand Hotel and theaDouglas MacLean comedy vehicle
Walter Anthony will title Jackie ter at New Ulm, Minn.

King

through the Middle West.

a trip

of -the CriB. Franklin.

Sheldon's

The

First

Cash for Foreign Rights

Original

Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

story for the
screen by Edward Sheldon, is shortly
to be put in productioii by Paramount.
"On the High Seas" is the title and
it
has been assigned to Irvin Willat
to produce.
first

original

41 Great Q>aramoimt QpictuKs
and Sand

Rodolph Valentino

in Blood
A FRED NIBLO PRODUCTION

From

the novel by Vicente Blasco Ibanez and the

play by

Tom

Cushman.

Scenario by June Mathis

Re/eased September 11, 1922

T

HIS
or

The

is one of the biggest productions
any season.

of the Apocalypse."

l)ull-fighter

Fred

Big
Watch

he

Niblo,

is

of

"The Four Horseyoung

In th e role of the
magnificent.

No.

10

and

tre-

box-office sensations of the

year.

Pictures

— Big

FAMOUS PLAYERS
AYERSIASKY CORPORATION tWilllliKi
AOOLDH ZUKOP.

a lavish

Nita Naldi and Lila Lee are leading women,
heading a great supporting cast. Scenes include
genuine bull-fights, in which the star risks his life
to perform spectacular feats.
This is absolutel}' certain to rank among the

this space

tomorrow for

on

scale.

two or three biggest

who made "The Three Mus-

Names — Big

keteers," has produced this

mendous

star whose popularity is second to none
his first Paramount star appearance in this

makes
famous story by the author

men

of this

P'ri.dert

.

L^J^Fl^J

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Business
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

"The Dictator."
"If

You

"The
"The
"The
"Her

Believe

It,

It's

So."

Bonded Woman."

Top

New

York."
Pharaoh."
Gilded Cage."
of
of

Loves

"Nice People." .^
"The Young Diana."

VHE

H

DAILY

4

Newspaper Opinions
"Stroke of Midnight"— Metro

HERALD—*

TIMES— *

* *

A

The Swedish company and

*

*

Written

romantic

in

*

MAIL— *

*

*

*

cast,

lent

*

*
*

The
is

MacDonald

lacks real punch.
But Katherine
is
always beautiful, which is all
quired of her in this picture.

Another for Linton

of

that

Utica

THE FILM DAILY)
Y.— W. H. Linton has

Utica, N.
nounced that he will construct a

an-

new

—

doctor or a psycho-analyst to find it
interesting.
Victor Seastrom * * * acts the
role of the vagabond with pungent intena

man and Roman Wagman
struct a theater here

You

on an instrument
with two strings neither can you reproduce
the full quality of your negative with only
highlights and shadows.
You need the full
range of Eastman Positive Film halftones
that carry quality through to the screen.

JOURNAL —

The great and perhaps only
attraction of "The Stroke of Midnight" at
the Criterion theater is the excellent acting
of its four principal players, * *
From its
opening scene in a murderer's cell to its
closing view of a desolate hovel, "The Stroke
of Midnight" is morbid.

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

A

remarkably

ab-

» The foreign assorbing film drama. *
pect of the picture lends an additional ap-

peal

to

this

remarkable

film.

EVENING WORLD—*
* * * If

we

*

*

*

*

*

A

will con-

on Main

St.

Eastman Film, both regular and

Movie

All-Swedish

cast our unanimous vote for
of Midnight."
* * *
grewsome film, morbid in
introducing a grizzly ghost pas-

Team, we'd
"The Stroke

MAIL—

theme and

base

to Cleveland Chain

THE FILM DAILY)
Cleveland— B. C. Steele who was
(Special to

Lucier in Lakehas joined the Penn Square and
Terminal. In the near future two or
three houses will be added to this
chain and Nolan will have full charge
of the circuit.

A

that does not contribute any merriment to the occasion, though this self-same
episode is the most interesting portion of
the film.

sage

(Special to

Canton,

O.

to

Alhambra
seat

950.

Kessler Theater Co. operates

Buy Second

throughout

its

entire

"Eastman" "Kodak"

film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

remodeled

been

identifiable

tinted

stenciled in black letters in the transparent

wood

Canton, O. House Remodeled

is

length by the words

formerly with the

thriller

ever were tempted to do a Wal-

Camp and name an

To Add

can't play real music

—

* * *

sity.

ter

POSITIVE FILM

(Special to

—

be

use

EASTMAN

re-

is

a

—
—

For truthful reproductive quality

despite its exceluninspiringly done and
film

theme which has house here on Lafayette St. The
been done hundreds of times by others * * * plans call for a 1,800 seat theater.
and they have made it live as a story on the Linton has been operating the Hipposcreen. » * • Sometimes its continuity is
broken it has been badly edited for American drome here since 1915 and also con* but except where you are trols the Linton and Hippodrome in
circulation
forced to make a mental jump, it takes you Little
Falls and the Richmond in
from scene to scene convincingly. * * * Spir- Herkimer.
itistic scenes employ
double
exposure, of
cpurse, and, for the most part, they are
strikingly effective. * * *
Theater for Dallastown, Pa.
SUN * * * A searching but sombre study.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
* * * It is worthy of observation by the disDallastown, Pa.
Augustas Wagcerning which doesn't mean that one has to

Mr. Seastrom have taken

1

*
* * is to
in "Domestic Relations."
forgiven for past trifles. * *
she vindicates herself admirably in her latest con-

be

^in

of

all

predilection for the weird
and the spectral, the brooding impulse to rub
elbows with death. * * * Seastrom gives a
remarkable study of the ne'er do well.
* *
N. Y.
composite of
"Christmas Carol," "Salvation
Nell"
and
*
"The Wages of Sin."
Not a smile from
start to finish. * * * For those who like their
* * this is the cinema
tragedy straight
perfect.
Better acting never was seen on the
American screen." * « *

WORLD—*

1922

tribution.

Scandinavian

the

6,

star

TELEGRAM-

Criterion
* * The picture has

Tuesday, June

N.Y.

Rochester,

has

co:

The

it.

Centralia Theater

THE FILM DAILY)
111.— C. W. Hall and

(Special to

"Domestic Relations"— First Nat'l
Strand

HERALD—*

Miss MacDonald always
looks lovely. • *
Allows a subordinate actress, Miss Barbara La Mar, to be pretty
also.
William P. Carleton, Jr., shows a good
understanding of the character of the judge.
*

*

* *

*

WORLD—

N. Y.
The cinema booby prizes
for 1922 to date go to the author and producer and title writer. * * * But with Katherine MacDonald and her company there is
no fault to be found
They did their best.
«

* *

AMERICAN— Katherine
admirable

in

as the judge,
ance. * * *

the film.
gives a

TRIBUNE—*

*

*

MacDonald

Centralia,
associates in the Illinois have purchased
the Grand and closed it for the season.
It will probably reopen in the

Not Miss MacDonald's

that she was not a success.
She continues to be the most beautiful and gracious
star on the screen, and even John Barrymore can boast no more distinguished profile.
But the picture itself, "Domestic Relations," IS one of the most unnecessary things
have seen. * * *

fault

Fox, Kempson's
(Special to

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
*

*

*

star

is

is

probably

screen

*

*

Miss

some

career in

of
this

She has been well directed by Chet
Withey, who should be credited with doing
wonders with a none too original story. The
given good support. *

POST— *

*

*

«

The

lesson actually conveyed is that the husbands and wives of this production are totally lacking in that saving
* As
grace known as a sense of humor. *
far as the ability to act is concerned. Miss
Katherine MacDonald, one fears, is starred

because of her beauty.

SUN —

* * * The interesting experiment is
of running two parallel sets of problem
plays side by side, and yet so ably have they
tried

been directed by Chet Withey that despite
the repetition one is almost as interested in
their wind up as in the usual neck and neck
Miss MacDonald plays agreeably.
finish.
*

#

«

JOURNAL— Katherine

—

St.

Louis Manager

St. Louis
R. H. Fox of Chicago is
here to represent Kempson Pictures

in this territory.

Building in Corvallis, Ore.
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Corvallis, Ore.
Work on a new
theater to be erected on Madison St.
by Whiteside brothers, has been resumed and will be rushed with the
expectation of completing the structure by fall.

Topeka House
(Special

the

to

in

New Hands

THE FILM DAILY)

Subscribe to
The Film Daily
71 West 44th

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including Weekly Reviews

Take Over Holyoke House
THE FILM DAILY)
Holyoke, Mass. With the acquisi-

1921 Year

—

Strand, which Goldstein
Bros, took over recently, their chain

A new

Holyoke
Theater, Inc.,
Samuel
Goldstein, president; Charles E. Macintosh, vice-president; Nathan Goldtreasurer,
operating
is
house as the G. B. Strand.

the

Film Daily

for

Name
Address
Theatre

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

tion of the

theaters.
as the
composed of

New York City
my subscription to The

year, starting immediately, to include

(Special to

now numbers 15
company, known

THE FILM DAILY Now

St.,

Kindly enter

Topeka, Kans. The Best is now
under the management of Lee Wykoff, and Chester Hays.

stein,

MacDonald,

On

THE FILM DAILY)

we

MacDonald does what
the best work of her

What's Going

Fall.

is

William P. Carleton,
satisfactory perform-

Know

— Foreign,

pages

$15

one

p

7Ae brAdstreet
o/* FILHDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

IXX.

'ol.

Wednesday, June

No. 67

'ontract Signed Covering Transfer
of Loew Interest in Coast

—The

Theaters
Official

'^

Details

was

announcement

new

cfttrday of the

made

deal closed be-

Marcus Loew and Ackerman

1

covering

Harris

a

number

of

theaters in which Loew has
The deal
(icen
interested to date.
ivas fir.'it indicated in this publication
3'» Friday.
oast

Loew

statement from the

e

of-

the transaction
U "an txchange rather than a deal."
iPhe details are as follows:
cl'aracterizes

ict>

Loew

relinquishes all interest in
he theaters he formerly sponsored in
leattle, Portland, Sacramento, Stockon. San Jose, Fresno, Oakland, Long
-each and Salt Lake City in return
or the Ackerman and Harris interin
ift
the new properties in Los
'ingeles and San Francisco.

new

These

properties
include
Loew's State and 12 story ofifice
jiiilding which opened
Nov. 12 in
Los Angeles, and Loew's Warfield
ind 12 story office building in San
Francisco, opened May 13.
Aside
;rom being recognized as two of the
liOst
beautiful playhouses on
the
hicific Coast it is said these new ac[uisitions have been yielding handreturns since their opening,
ionie
fheir future policy, which will unloubtedly be changed between now
lod September, has not been definitey decided upon.

Ackerman and Harris who
:he

Three

and H. Deal Closed

^\.

coast

Monday

stated

left for

they

that

•ad not fully decided upon the future
H)licy of their houses, but intimated

hat vaudeville

would be the feature

.{traction.

Marcus Loew. who leaves for the
within the next few weeks to
ispect his picture holdings in Los

;oast

\ngeles, will visit his theatre properies with a view of determining their
ature policies.
He will be accompantd by E. A. Schiller, representative
)f Loew's Inc.

From

A

Year
—

A

Gish for Either United
Artists or Allied Corp.
Griffith
to Supervise
A statement issued by D. W.
Griffith, Inc., yesterday said in part:
"D. W. Griffith, Inc., is now comLillian

By

DAILY

—

THE FILM

luent of the Universal exchange system to join Robertson-Cole as general
manager of distribution and takes
over an interest in the business. He
is going on a three-week's vacation,
starting Saturday.
Although
Berman's
resignation
does not go into effect until June 30,
Schmidt will assume his new duties
on Monday. Until now Schmidt has
been general manager of short reels
for Universal.
His successor has not
yet been chosen.
Berman will assum.e the duties un-

to us.

are not exhibitors.

We
send

should ask you to kindly

and year's subscription.
Very truly yours,

bill

JOHN

E.

HENNEGAN.

The Hennegan

Co.,

Lithographers and Printers.

Going Into Georgia

1

vice-president.

P. T. O. Says It Intends Reorganizing the Exhibitor Unit in
That State

The M.

P. T. O. yesterday issued

Berman, Guy Croswell Smith and copies of two letters
Paul Lazarus are expected here from Sydney S. Cohen to

one

sent

exhibitors

by
in

Berman recently arrived Georgia, and another sent by
East.
S. H.
from England and Smith from Paris,
Borisky,
of
Chattanooga
to
Anne
E.
where he manages Continental disAiken, publisher of "The( Weekly
tribution for United Artists.
Film Review" of Atlanta.
In the
Tec-Art Studios, Inc., Formed
letter addressed to Georgia exhibitors
Four former Selznick employees, appears the following paragraph:
Alfred T. Mannon. Albert D'Agos"At the request of a number of inCharles Ohman and William
tino,
dependent
theater owners in your
Iieine have formed the Tec-Art Studios, Inc. which will operate the old state, we propose at an early date to
1 almadge plant on East 48th St. completely reorganize and petfect the
They have already made one picture Georgia State Division of the Motion
tnere for Achievement Filths, Inc.
Picture Theater Owners so that the
and an industrial for the Sinclair Oil
interests
of all theater owners in the
Co. and have been engaged to make
sets for "The Legend of Sleepy Hol- state will be fully conserved."
Other portions of the letter dwell
low" and "Wild Youth." They intend renovating the plant to accom- at length on the necessity of having
modate an additional company.
the

To

THE FILM DAILY)

Build

(Special

—

to

New Fox House
THE FILM DAILY)

—

exhibitors'

organization

;d

y

—

It is

reported here, but not confirm-

that Joseph

i-sted in

the

new

M. Schenck
enterprise.

is

inter-

left

for the

Mew York
week.

East.
He should be in
the early part of next

R-C Leases Cohan Theater
R-C has secured an option on
George M. Cohan theater
Fall, and will place "In the

great wonderful organization it
tended to be and will be if
support."

until

Name

the
the
of

the Law" there for a run beginning
Ihe last week in June.

Color Film About Finished
(Special to

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

color film which

Chester
Franklin
is
making for
Joseph M. Schenck is about completed.
In it appear Kenneth Harlan
and Anna May Wong. The present
title

is

"The Legend

of

Troubled

Waters."
Vacation Stuff

and E. F. Warner
Vermont to try to land
some fish. They have taken a camera
along to shoot some scenes.
S.

L. Rothafel

have gone

to

Joint

"strong

and compact in every state."
The
Borisky letter to Miss Aiken is in
the form of an answer to an article
denouncing the alleged steam roller
tactics used by Cohen at the Washington convention which appeared in
the Southern paper.
In it Borisky

Los Angeles The Franklin Bros.
Springfield,
Mass. William Fox
and Sidney have formed a will build a new theater at 254 Main
;ompan3' of which Sidney is president, St.
Plans are now being drawn for
Chester vice-president and Lou Anger 'ne project which has been under consecretary and treasurer to produce kid templation for some time.
praises Cohen for his handling of the
;omedies, each in two reels. They
Walker situation, and at the close
ire to be known as Franklin FeaturWilliams Leaves for East
suggests a burial of the hatchet so
:ttes and will be made at the Buster
that all can pull tog'ether for the M.
( (Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Keaton Studio.
Los Angeles J. D. Williams has P. T. O. A. and "help make it the
iThester

filled by Joseph 1. Schnitzer
R-C. Schnitzer has been again
romoted and now has the title of

at

C.

Plan Kid Comedies

now

til

the

'Special to

to succed him, as general sales manager
of
Universal.
Berman has
resigned after five years of manage-

to

have given it a month's
trial, and find it is of greatest
assistance to us, even though

we

R-G

—

We

M.
Group En Route West
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Hiram Abrams, A.

means we want you

continue sending

Griffith

(Special to

all

Joins

Old Universal Sales Head Is Replaced
by Art Schmidt Schnitzer
Promoted
Carl Laennnle yesterday announced
tne resignation of Harry M. Berman
and the appointment of Art Schmidt

Gentlemen:

management of D. W. Griffith,
and her company will work in

studios."
It was also learned that Miss Gish
will make three pictures a year, and
that she will start work almost immediately.
It will be noted that the
Griffith statement says Miss Gish will
produce for LTnitcd Artists. In view
of the formation of the Allied Corp.,
it is understood that such is not the
case and that the Gish pictures are
designed for release through the new
subsidiary.

t'le

Berman
Trial Bid It

The Film Daily,
New York City.

pany. Miss Gish will produce under
Inc.,

Price 5 Cents

Cincinnati, Ohio.

pleting plans for Lillian Gish, to appear in a series of her own productions under the supervision of Mr.
Griffith.
The films will be distributed
by the United Artists Corp.
"Although she has her own comthe

1922

7,

A

Committee

committe composed of three
exhibitors and three representatives
of distributors has been appointed to
handle the negotiations between the
T. O. C. C. and the Hays organijoint

Representing the exhibitors
Louis
Blumenthal,
be
Leo
Brecher and Bernard Edelhertz and
representing the M. P. P. D. A. will be
Karl W. Kirchwey, Sidney R. Kent.
?nd John M. Quinn.
There was no real business transis in- acted
The
at yesterday's meeting.
given real work will be taken up at a later
zation.
will

d.-.te.

THE

i5B^

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
"The Woman Who Walked Alone"
— Famous Players-Lasky.
XX No. 67

Wednesday, June

7,

1922

HERALD — The

Price 5 Cents

Inc., Published Daily at 71-73

New

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS.
Joieph

W.

J.

West 44th

WID'S FILMS

St.,

and

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Man-

A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under
ager;

J-

*

It

calls

mind

to

Affairs of Anatol," and the woman
coTicerns is a sort of feminine Anatol.
it
But, aside from this and the stellar quality
oi the cast, the two pictures are only dis*
*
tantly related.*
there seems to have
been hardly enough story to go around
for a worthy company.

AMEKIC.\N —

many

«

curious

and

March 3, 1879.
strange situations.
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* *
The
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreiso settings in England are attractive and the
onths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
South
African
ones
we
assume
are
characterwith
order.
should
remit
Subscribers
$15.00.
communications to

all

DAILY,

West 44th

71-73

THE FILM
New

St.,

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4SS1-4552-S558.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

—
—

Wabash Ave.

—

London Representative W. A. Williamson.
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C.

Representative

Paris

— Le

Film,

Rue de

42.

Clichy.

—

European

Representative InternaPrague (Crecho-SloFihnscbau,
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

The

picture on the whole is very average
material, done about as well as ever.

POST — *

*

*

directed and cast in the
usual Paramount way and scenically leaves
little
to be desired, but at times the story
is

is

unconvincing. *

JOURNAL — *

*

*

But

this.

all

ir.

2.

•

*

istic,

*

..

85

8614

Nothing especially new
banality

of

the

play

saved by the charm of Miss Dalton and
the sincerity of Milton Sills as the Ameri-

'Gwyn

8K

....

7y/s

Grittith

Loew's

4,500

Not quoted

...

15^

16V8

77/s

1,800

N'»i

otmted

153^

2,100

Nm

quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World
Film
(Spec.al

Week in Germany
to THE HL.Vl UAli^V)

Berlin— With

view of increasing

a

the demand for German pictures in
foreign countries a "Gennan Film
Week will take place in Munich, Aug.
4-11.
All producers here have been
invited to send in their best productions the number being limited to
three from one firm.
It is expected
to show these pictures to the visitors

who will come to Munich and Oberammergau to see the "Passion Play."
It

is

hoped that

export of

th('

this

German

plan will help
product.

(Spec.al

to

THE FILM DAILY)

*

*

Every

title is

TELEGRAM—*

*

Miss Dorothy Dalton

*

WORLD—*

*

*

The

film,

another

George Melford's directorial offerings, is
certainly
well
worth the seeing, even if
one merely wants to see some beautiful
photography.

Dorothy Dalton, *
is much better than
she was even in "Moran of the Lady Letty."
*

*

* * *

—

GLOBE While produced with an extravagance which is quite apparent and
wonderfully well photographed, "The Woman
Who Walked Alone" can hardly be said
to furnish more than fair entertainment.
Dorothy Dalton, * * * is given the opportunity of wearing a
wide variety of
clothes * * * but little chance to display her
justly famous dramatic ability.
"Over the Border"— F. P.-L.

HERALD —
most

picture

treatment of

above

by
Miss
it

laws. * * *
best acting in

many months.

AMERICAN—

this

of its kind is the
director, Penrhyn StanCompson does some of her
all

its

» «

*

A

•

story of the Royal
Northwestern Mounted Police rushing through
j.ll obstacles to punish bootleggers, or rather,
_

smugglers.

*

Betty

Compson

show-

ed some improvement over her previous impersonations.

very good picture if you
you don't like it, it probably won't
entertain you very much.
Aside from two
cr three wonderful shots (with the camera)
like

If

}t.

il

menagerie

*

*

lunge

Well,

TRIBUNE—

it

*

*

literateur

will

to

a feast of

it

a wild story,

holds

TELEGRAPH—

i,'

NEWS—

so slightly, misleading title.
cry out for action, surely this
director has answered their plea
slightly,
ever
* * * If they

!

POST —

*

Throughout there is plenty
of action, good photography, and some good
acting, which makes the film entertaining, but
not an entertainment to be taken seriously.
»

•

•

Palatable enough,

if

taken as

a story of adventure, with one's sense of proportion and plausibility carefully laid to one
side. * * *

EVE.

JOURNAL— There's

more action
but the action is s.o spas* * will
modic that many of the spectators
probably let the sense of it go by the board
*
»
and enjoy the action. *
*

than sense

EVE.

TELEGRAM—

supply
ment. * *

Epough

* * *

two or three filmms with

to

EVE.

*

*

thrills

excite-

youth

the

of

town who comes

his fortune.

*

*

'

interpretat
r

I

to

from

a

sn

New York

*

•

Could

j

cne bright spot of sunshine. It f
to the lot of Mae Murray.
Even though she could not mani
facture the genuine article out at t
\arious ball parks, she did produ
a wonderful imitation of the re

i

in the hearts of fifty or mo
kiddies at the Mae Murray-Sally Ji
Brown luncheon held in Miss Mu
ray's studio Saturday afternoon,
finticipation of motoring out to
ball game later the boys and gir

tning
;

were

presented

all

with

well

balls

ai

gloves.

League games scheduled
Saturday will be played off

All
last

Aug.

fi

c

12th.

Won
National
I'aramount

First

Lost

3
3
3

Goldwyn
Vitagraph

2
2
2

Hodkinson
Metro

Universal
be Psthe

*

WORLD—
* *

its

il

1

»

and
your interest it will be because
something is happening every moment, and
not because you care a darn what becomes of
any of the people in the picture. They seem
singularly lacking in charm.
* * * ConMORNING
sidered from every angle "Golden Dreams"
It is, of course, one of
a bigleaguer.
those tropical love stories in which the
emotions steam like Broadway asphalt on an
.August day. * *
Claire Adams is stunning
and desirable. * * * Madame Rose Dione is
interesting as the Countess de Elberea.
Carl
Cantvoort is a splendid hero. * * *
DAILY
"Golden Dreatns" is a
it

is

s\\

t

wasn't.
It

that

Weather Holds Up Games
Old Kid Jupiter Pluvius got
awful panning Saturday from
Fi'm League ball tossers. Out
four scheduled games about two a
a half innnigs were played.
W;,
First National and Paramount
for the lead, and Hodkinson and G<
\,'yn in
fine fettle, the boys we
ail roarmg to go through desperati
and discontent prevailed among t
players, the league was not withe

suddenly the whole

forward

*

pro(lm.i

story

Gives a new angle

story

old

make

flesh.

right there.

The

the
big

TELEGRAM—

country

was uncaged and the

a circus

of

brutes

snarling

*

so

GLOBE —

lettered,

Zane Grey as a Sears-Roebuck
love to see "Golden Dreams."

*

While it is admit
there is very little depth to the stc
will be found very entertaining.

the

decorated and punctuated.
Every gesture seems measured. Every
batting of an eyelash seems timed. * * * In
tliose particulars the picture is perfect, but
at
the end one murmurs gently, "Bosh."
*
* * All .\merican novelists who jeer at
fectly spelled,

SUN —

Rivoli
But what distinguishes

intersting

EVE.

per-

can.

TRIBUNE —A

Pick Atlanta Studio Site

*

*

|

that

sunport.

WORLD—

,

to be wavering yesterday, ur
the pressure of stereotyped presentation.*

* * enlists
a hurry to get to his climax
the services of the zoo in an enthusiastic
and striking manner • * • but while the
animals are good, they don't always get

N. Y,

,

seemed

It

in

stellar

*

sought to make

the fabric of the story and

Producer seemed to be

*

That was the big scene. • * • The possibilit.es were limitless; the show might have
been brought to a splendid climacteric-finale

exce's all her previous accomplishtnents on
the screen. * * * in more primitive scenes she
is doubly impressive as a wotnan in a wilder-

JOURNAL—

EVE.

apparently

—Goldwyn

human

EVE.

SS-yg

do pfd

*

l

scenes
thrilling moments would be unnecessary.
any rate, the picture must stand or fall

is

01

F. P.-L.

*

;

—

Capitol

J^
iTHERALD—

•

Earle,

1

ciently

jrGolden Dreams"

195

<

one goes away

*

7,

Aside from the forceful w
Barbara Castleton
Frank Losee, is noteworthy as marking
other of those miniature Jackie Coogan-,
have begun to pop out on the screen ul
with enormous cap, overalls, sweater .mil
except Jackie's natural histrionic abilit;

memory

AMERICAN—

the

*

*

* *

Edward

of

of delightful snow
Penrhyn Stanlaws directed for Parascenes.
mount and has done a good job.

*

ness.

Quotations

WORLD—

EVE.

"The

the act of

Address

* adds
his debut with Paramount *
his naive personality and ability * * * drama*
*
*
tically and pictorially
of the highest
tu'der.

with a fond, fond

principal interest attached
watching the expensive

this picture lies in
stellar cast perform »

t(j

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folk*.

SUN —

makes

from "Over the Border" on these humid nights

Rialto
Vol.

Wednesday, June

1
1

P(

1

.7!

1

.71

2

.5'

2

.5t

2
2

.5C

3
3

.2!

.5(

.25

foregone. *

MAIL--

*

melodrama,
been made

*

An
*

*

actionful

apparently

Zane Grey

an effort has
excitement and

Desmond Injured
to see how much
Atlanta-Ashford Park, a 15 acre it failed to interest us in the least.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
DAILY NEWS— * * * Suspense is rife thrill could be crowded into • * * the picof ground on Peachtree Road
ture.
Los Angeles William Desmot:
about 8 miles from here will be the when Tom Moore, the cup of drugged cofThere is a wild plot and counterplot, a wild
fee almost at his lips, is inany times interwas painfully burned when he carrie
f!te of the Atlanta Studio Corp.'s rupted. * * * You who like to gasp and hold rushing hither and yon of mobs, tile prinplant.
Actual work will be started your breSth will probably have a good time cipals, etc., wild animals cavort about in Laura La Plante and her moth<
fact, a wild time is had by all.
from a burning hotel at Summit
shortly.
This company is affiliated wb.ile he's doing this.
* * * It is a dreary showing.
This is the secon
near Truckee.
POST Romance is so easily woven around * *GLOBE
with the Southern M. P. Finance
* Not that this theme, hackneyed as it is,
the
Royal Mounted Police. Penaccident Desmond was in reccntl;
Corp. which will distribute through rhvnpicturesque
But
afresh.
Stanlaws has made "Over the Border," cannot be interesting if treated
which \
lloakinson. The otficers are Ralph * * * a fairly interesting film. The thrilling treating it afresh is exactly what this film the other when a clifT upon
fails to do.
There are all the old tricks — the was staiiding collapsed.
B. Small, U. M. Dailey, vice-presi- exciting moments leave one too calm, a bit
same escapes, the same pursuits and so
dent and general manager; Henry indifferent, but the beautiful white-mantled dispiritedly presented that one may believe
scenes dotted with stately and saucy evertl at
the minds that manipulated the inaking
B. Troutman, general counsel and G. greens are extremely refreshing.
were tired of the claptrap themL. Farley, secretary and treasurer.
Ph^rir— Bi-'-kman 9091
SUN — It affords genuine pleasure to see a of this picture
* * *
plot

—

—

—

—

Ihe

directors

Troutman,

J.

Small,
G. Inman, G.
are

away, F. C. Munroe,
ley.

Raymond Paw-

The

sists oi

Dailey,
J. Gall-

executive committe conSmall, Dailey and Pawley.

producer extract the picturesque, the
dramatic and the romantic from a story and
put it on the screen without overloading his
picture with non-essentials * • * The adaptation

of

Sir

Gilbert

Parker's

»
*
Canadian snows.
hands of Albert Shelly
cut as is the photography

story

the
emerges from the
Le \'ino as clear
of whirling

—

RcK

OPTME PROGRAM"

U

S

Pat

Of!

"False Fronts"

masses

—Amer.

Releasing

Cameo

of

of snow over frozen landscapes and the tense
emotionalism of Penrhyn Stanlaw's scenes.
In Betty Compson the producer had an ideal
*
girl to place avainst such a background.
E\'E.
JOURNAL Bootlegging, moonshine and blizzards are leading motives of
"Over the Border."
"THF. SPiCC

selves.

film

HERALD — Once

again a replica of Jackie
presented * * * and the little boy
picture makes as indelible an impression as a carbon copy usually does. Aside
from this there is a potent qulity in this
story of social hypocrisy.
Coo.gan
in

is

this

TIMES — More

interesting

background

than
* *

the

pic-

Except for
is more simply and honestly
done than most stories of its kind and offers
* * * a charming
EVE.
the finished acting of Frank Losee, it is
love story tinged with Irish romance and just another photoplay showing how a youth
*
*
*
humor
Miss Compson does some of her who is led astray by social sham finally refinest acting • *
and Tom Moore who deems htms..!.

TELEGRAM—

ture itself is the
the fact that it

SBRVICl

itEAL.

119

Fulton

St.,

N.

V

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR

THE
Wednesday, June

7,

j^E^

DAILY

1922

(Soecial to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood
Actual
construction
work has started at Universal City
on the elaborate sets which will be

—

Tilden, Nev. The Auditorium
I'ow in the hands of Paul Fullner.

Marek

used by Eric Von Stroheim for his
ELIMIN- forthcoming Jewel Prod.

No. 45

(Special

THE AMERICAN BALLOON
ATION CONTEST— Balloonists compete
the
in
'

honor

of

representing the United

tne Lyric
V\

DeMille took a part of his
Santa Barbara last week
for scenes for "Manslaughter."
Cecil B.

ITALIAN RULERS VISIT TRIESTE— company
Former Austrian city gives enthusiastic welcome to the Italian King and the royal

BATTLE STAGED AT
NAVAL SCHOOL— Spectacular

ROYAL

seen at

mighty mock battle

in

stunts

are

Portsmouth,

England.

news
Other
Hawaii, etc.,

from

Shanghai,

Annapolis,

'tod

Grand Under

Bay

/Chaney

Manager

(Special to

management of
the hands of L.

He

City,

Commerce.

become

identified with Joseph
M.
s acting as general production assistant to I-ou Anger, Schenck's general

Named Manager
THE FILM DAILY)

Again with "U"

THE FILM DAILY)

New Management

THE FILM DAILY)
Tex.

— Miller

AT LIBERTY

and

A

former exchange own-

er desires connection with

a releasing corporation in
an exploitation capacity or
in building

Not

up any

interested

territory.

in

salary

proposition.

Address

chief of the specialties division of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

has

B

3,

Care Film

Daily.

'

manager.

—

1

'!

Dennison, Tex. E. E. Collins has
been appointed manager of the two
houses operated here by the Southern
t nterprises,

Inc.

!

^

Would Have License Revoked
(Soecal to THE FILM DAILY)
Huntington.

— Persons

active
picture
in
to
close
a movement
houses on Sundays have filed a suit
asking that the license of the Jef-

ferson

Ind.

Amusement

Co:

Harry Myers has been engaged to
play the principal male role in the J.
L. Frothingham Prod. "The V^engeance Deep."

Reginald Denny and Virginia Valli
appear in "The Abysmal Brute,"
by Jack London. It will be a Lhiiwill

versal special.

GAUSMAN.

be revoked.

41 Great Q>araniount Q^ictures
The Siren

with Dorothy Dalton

Call

AN IRVIN WILLAT PRODUCTION
By

J.

E.

Nash

Released September 18, 1922

A DRAMA

of the

Northwest which

will live

long in the history of the screen. It has
every attribute which makes a great picture.
Dorothy Dalton appears to greater advantage
thin she has in any picture since Cecil B. DeMille's "Fool's Paradise."
This is a role which
was specially written for her, with a view to giv-

Some

line up.

A. C. H.

Watch

this

tomonoiv

No.

Just

ing her unexcelled opportunities.
One of the greatest directors of melodrama in
the world, Irvin Willat, has packed this with
thrill upon thrill, and it rushes on to the most
astonishing climax seen in a long time.
David Powell is leading man, and Mitchell
Lewis appears in a prominent role.

what the pubUc wants

,*Jfi

for

11

—BIG PICTURES

CHAMBERLIN, MADERA OPERA HOUSE, CALIF.

space
'

'

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION
.

ADOLPH ZUKOB.

P««..rfff.

Warner

—

Ruth Renick, Russell Williams have taken over the manageSimpson and Mrs. Minna Ferry Red- uient of the Grand.
man have been engaged to support
Wesley Barry in "Rags to Riches."
Will Care for Foreign Interests
(Spec.al to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington After July 1, Henry
Leah Baird is working on the con- li. Morse of Boston, will take care
tinuity for her next feature which will of the foreign interests of manufacenter production in a month.
turers and exporters of motion pictures.
He has been appointed by
Al Worker, assistant director of Secretary of Commerce Hoover to be
three years,
Schenck Prod, at United Studios.

for

Los Angeles Lon Chaney has
again signed with Universal to appear
in a Jewel Prod.

Niles Welch,

for

shortly

Bros.

Marek.

.

(Special to

Mary Pickford

Collins

in

another picture

—

etc.

(Special to

— The

now

is

is

THE FILM DAILY)

to

family.

SEA

Is Lyric

to

Rungea, Tex.

for
States

the International Races.

Another Gordon Film
Vera Gordon is expected to make

(Special to

—

PatlieNews

Owns Tilden Auditorium
THE FILM DAILY)

Fullner

Coast Brevities

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.

"The Dictator."

You

2.

"If

3.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.

Believe

It,

It's

So."

Bonded Woman."

Top

of

New

York."

Loves of Pharaoh."

Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."

fHE
Wednesday, June

Putting It Over

Thursday *s Issue

Hen
llor

ii

p ut

hoiu a brother exhibhis

show

o<ver.

Send

along your ideas. Let th e other
ffllovj knoiv hoiv you cleaned
up.

Knoxviile,

Human

Material Turned

Out

for

America's Navy

With Amundsen,

the Arctic
plorer

Ex-

The Nat ional Ballo on Race
Cup Defender Gets

America's

Trial

Sail

Diamonds Sold in
Without O verhead
Kamm, the White Sox $100,000
Millions
Paris

in

Beauty

And Other News

Events.

fenn.

— Jklanager

W.

7,

1922

contest to both the Post and News.
hoth papers saw the news value in
STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
such a contest and didn't handle it
For
sale, consisting of overhead an
J's an advertising stunt.
With every
newspaper reader in town thus cov- side banks, broadsides, domes, Dri
ered there was a little chance for it plex, portables, complete with spide
to flop.
Interest ran high and five boxes and cables.
Guaranteed firs,
prominent citizens acted as judges. class condition.
1 he picture of the winner was pubApply Box
31, Film Daily
lished on the front pages of both

K

E.

Drumbar of the Riviera, planned quite
a campaign for "A Connecticut Yankee."
The mirrors of the lobby were so
draped as to give an outside balcony
effect while the marble was draped
to give an inside court effect.
Other-

sheets.

Gypsy Story

for

W. A. FLEMING

Bebe Daniels

"The Law

of the Lawless," a tale
of gypsy life from the collection of
siiort
stories entitled "Chitza and
Other Romances of Gypsy Blood,"

Public

across the street. A powerful searchlight played on this at night, making
visible for blocks.
city was billed as for a circus.
Idle windows, fences, telephone posts
and similar places were put to work.

auspices of the
Advertisers.

League

of

CO.

Dependable
Accountants and

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at

w ise the lobby was set in keeping
with the atmosphere of "King Ar- by Konrad Bercovici, has been purthur's Court."
In the lobby was also chased by Paramount as a possible
a special display of "the first motor- vehicle for Bebe Daniels.
cycle ever built."
This was supplied
by a local motorcycle company co- Special Showing
of Advertising Film
operating with Drumbar. A large
A special showing of "Trade Marks
flaring banner, SO feet wide and eight
Come to Life" will be held in Room
leet high, was stretched across the
.506 Candler Bldg. tonight
at 8 o'clock.
principal street from the top of the
The picture will be shown under the
Riviera to the top of the Queen,

&

40th

St.

Telephone Longacre 9074

Cash for Foreign Rights
Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

Women

it

The

No

available space

Drumbar even

was left uncovered.
from the City

Commissioners permission

New Manager

to use the

at Queen
city trash cans located on all prinJHK FILM DAILY)
cipal corners.
A tie-up was madt
Marfa, Tex. Coke Battle has been
vith the Ford Motor (To., and they
named manager of the Queen.
iiirnished 20
(Special to

—

To

Erect Wallingford House

(Special

to

THK FILM DAILY)

Wallingford, Conn.

Wilkinson

—

George H,
on Cen-

will erect a theater

ter St.

Davis Leases Rex
(Special

to

Malakoff,
lease

by

THE FILM DAILY)

Tex.

—A

on the Rex

twelve month
has been acquired

F. S. Davis.

cars of all descriptions.
these cars were placed banners of
different sizes, all telling of the wonderful picture and its thrills, etc.
A
tie-up was also made with the Indian
Motorcycle Co., who furnished 26
motorci'cles for the parade.
Each
driver
was dressed in mediaeval
armor, with shield and other acces-

On

at

—

THE

Then
for

Drumbar

around
looked
There was opposition in
the way of a minstrel show

music.

EVERY MORNING YOU ARE
HOLDING OUT ON YOURSELF

in

Subscribe to

to utilize this opposition for his own gain.
Promptly as
the minstrel parade moved from the
theater Ijis grand procession fell in

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Kindly enter

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including Weekly Reviews
1921 Year

in

Subscription, $10

Norristown

THE FILM DAILY)

Meighan and Negri on B'way
Manager Bob Decker of Opera
in "Our Leading House and the Empire and Leslie
Citizen," will be the feature film at Vv'helan, Paramount exploiter, then
the Rivoli next week.
sold the Gloria Swanson resemblance
Pola Negri, in "The Devil's Pawn,"

Thomas Meighan,

will be the Rialto's feature .next

Two More Houses

— Fred

— Foreign,

pages

$15

Name
Address
TTieatre
1

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

Planned
Elliott,

52 Issues

week.

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.

Issues— Every Day

—

Frederick, Md. As a rule, when a
Norristown. Pa. J. Frank Boyer newspaper puts over a contest for a
andjjoseph Curran have let the gen- theater it generally demands exclueral contract for the house which sive rights, but not so in Frederick,
they will operate on Main St.
Md. when "Beyond the Rocks" played there.

—

Film Daily for one

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

ture.

Will Build

(Special fo

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

year, starting immediately, to include

—

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY Now

and he decided

which is owned by the Southwestern
immediately behind. He thus seTheater Co. is now being managed
cured a big band for his parade, free
by George C. Naylor.
of cost.
His part of the parade alone
covered three blocks. Needless to
Gallagher Is New Manager
.say the sidewalks were jammed to
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
see it pass and the impression was
Beaumont, Tex. The Liberty is
general that he had hired the minstrel
now under the management of Gerald show's band to help advertise the picGallagher.

DAILY

FI|LM

sories.

town

Orpheum
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Okmulgee, Okla. The Orpheum
Naylor

YOU'RE NOT READING

IF

got

own-

er of the Clinton Square has plans for
a 1,200 scat house on the site of his

present one, while Louis Buettner in
conjunction with Louis A. Shearer
v/ill erect a 1,500 theater in Cohoes.

OoMi0Vf Film Iabomiories
INCORPORATED

PHONE

BPyANT 5576

220WEST 42 515 STREET
NEW yopK

ALLAN A.LOVVNL;
CEN.MGB.

r

7Ae BRADSTREET

:9^^re(0cmizei^

oy FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

Vol.

XX.

Thursday, June
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Talking Device
Vocal-Educational Film Corp. ExAnother
ploiting R. & E. Machine
Synchronization Scheme
Tlie Vocal-Educational Film Corp.,
of which John T. Scully is president,
is exploiting the "R. & E. Machine,"
a device which sjnchronizes phonograph records with motion pictures.
The organization is a Delaware corporation, which plans to sell 5,000
shares of preferred stock, cumulative
7%, par value $100 and 100,000 shares
of common stock, no par value, now
Common stock will
selling at $10.
be withdrawn when $50,000 has been

—

raised.

A

demonstration parlor has been
where the device is being demonstrated. The films show singing,
talking, playing of instruments on the
leased

phonograph attachment produces the sounds. Both maciiines are operated from the booth,
screen, while the

amplifying devices are bethe screen so that the sounds
It
are directed toward the audience.
is said the device can be attached to
any standard projector. Harrison W.
Rogers and Charles W. Ebling are
the inventors.
"Machines will not be sold," said
intend to
Scully, "but rented.
make our own pictures together with
records, and where demanded by producers, records to match their produc'o\i\.

tiii-

hind

We

Connecticut

— More

for

of Features for Affiliated
Distributors Johnny
Hines in

— Two

States— W. A.
True Re-elected President

A

statement covering the convention of the Connecticut M. P. T. O.,
was issued from the offices of Sydney

Cohen yesterday

in

which

it

was

stated that a service station would
be established to aid exhibitors there

while others will be launched in additional

New England

States.

It

is

an Exhibitors'
Bulletin in New England, too.
W. A. True was unanimously reelected president of the Connecticut
unit at the meeting which was held
planned

to

publish

Hotel, New Haven.
says the meeting was
an enthusiastic one at which every
section of the state was represented.
Sydney S. Cohen and Dr. Francis
Holley delivered addresses.
The officers elected were as follows:
President, W. A. True, Hartford;
the

at

Garde

The statement

vice president, J. W. Walsh,
Hartford second vice president, Jacob
Alpert, Putnam; recording secretary,
Joseph Saperstein, Bridgeport; executive secretary, Mrs. Agnes Cavanaugh.
Hartford,
and treasurer,
James T. Rouke, Bridgeport.
first

Price 5 Centi

Other To be Series

New England

S.

1922

"The Big 6"

Service Station
For

8,

Fall Line-up
To be

Discussed at Coast Meeting of
United Artists Officials Chaplin

—

Work
THE FILM DAILY)
at

(Special to
"The Big
which Charles C. Burr
Los .'\ngeles It is understood that
has been advertising for some time
past will be a series of features de- the fall line-up of United Artists and
signed for release next season. In Its new subsidiary, the Allied Corp.
Lwo of them Johnny Hines will be will be an important topic of discusstarred and the others will be versions sion when Hiram Abrams gets into
conference
with
ol well-known stage plays.
Mary
Pickford,
Fairbanks,
The first Hines picture will be "Go- Douglas
and
Charlie
Get-'Em-Gallagher" and the other a Chaplin. Abrams has just arrived with
stage play. The rest of the group A. C. Berman, his English manager
will be made by a well-known pro- 0( distribution, Guy Croswell Smith,
ducer who has made pictures for sev- his Continental Europe manager and
eral of the large national distributors. Paul Lazarus of the New York offices.
Just how many Miss Pickford and
Fairbanks will have for release next
"Old Folks" for Warners
Warner Bros, have purchased film vear is problematical. Of course,
Fairbanks will have "Robin Hood"
rights to "The Old Folks at Home"
and Mary, "Tess." It is understood
from Justine Adams. It will be one
that both, however, are tired of makg1 their Fall releases and may be
ing pictures on a so-many-a year
made in the East bv Sam Warner.
schedule and that they want to devote their time to really big producSome Deals Closed
tions which may take anywhere from
It is understood that a number of three to six months to complete.
deals have been closed by the Al
Charlie Chaplin is actively at work
Lichtman Corp. with independent ex- on his first picture for United Artists,
changes throughout the country on a a five-reeler. He has one more refranchise basis. The Lichtman of- lease going through First National
fices are now being re-modeled.
but that has already been completed.
"

—

Loew Theater

for Rockaway?
Hamilton Leaves Goldwyn
was reported yesterday that
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Marcus Loew had made offers for a
The machine which can stop plot of land at Beach 103rd St., Seations."
Los Angeles^A number of literary
at any point on the record and start
side, Rockaway Beach, on which he lights of the local colony united to
again instantly, can be used it is
intends building a theater.
At the give a farewell dinner to Clayton
ciaimed for any special efifects the
the report was em- Hamilton at the Writers' Club in
Loew
offices,
producer may want and if the sounds
Hollywood on Saturday. Hamilton,
phatically denied.
required are too numerous for one
completed a two-year contract as asrecord, other records can automaticsociate editor of Goldwyn the day beJoins Comedies Through Pathe
aiiy be placed in it.
The Johnny Jones comedies, which fore the dinner. He will take a vaare being made by J. K. MacDonald cation in Honolulu.
Kent Returns
Prod., Inc., of Los Angeles, will be
Sidney R. Kent, returned from a
Hays to Address Women
distributed through Pathe. The first
short trip through the Middle West
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
There will
release will be in July.
yesterday.
He said business there is be six all told, issued, one a month.
Chautauqua, N. Y.— Will H. Hays,
a little off but that a strong note of
W.
W. Hodkinson and S. L. Rothapoptimism was evidenced throughout
fel and others in the industry will
Leaves
Stromberg
that territory.
Hunt Stromberg who has just speak before the biennial convention
closed
a deal whereby Metro will dis- oi the General Federation of Wo'
Nazimova Arrives
Mrs.
tribute the "Bull" Montana comedies men's Clubs here on June 28.
Nazimova is in town from Cali- left for the coast last night to pre- Eli T. Hosmer of the State Motion
Charles Bryant, her husband pare the next comed3^ Montana left Picture
fornia.
Commission will discuss
nas been at the Claridge for some on the Olympic on Saturday for Eu- Censorship.
Raising the standard of
It

No Deal on

"Sherlock Holmes"
stated yesterday
that
no distributing arrangements
have
been
made for "Sherlock
Holmes." The picture will not be released until the fall at any event.

Edward

Bowes

,

time.
He stated yesterday that no rope but will be back in a few weeks. •notion pictures will be one of the
arrangements had been made for dischief topics of discussion before the
It is undertribution of "Salome."
convention.
First Nat'l "Pow-Wow" in Buffalo
stood some of the larger companies
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
have seen it privately.
Tourneur Returnnig this Month
Buffalo—The Buffalo, Albany and
New York exchanges of Associated!' A cable from England states that
Next Production in Fall?
First National, held a "pow-wow" Maurice Tourneur. is now on the Isle
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
here the first part of the week. About of Man filming exteriors for "The
Los Angeles It is reported here 40 salesmen and executives attended. Christian." Aided by fine weather,
that Nazimova's next production will R. H. Clark, just back from the coast, Tourneur has made such rapid probe made here in the Fall and that until presided. Several prizes were award- gress that he expects to be able to
that time, Nazimova will remain in ed salesmen for good showings dur- sail for home the middle of this
month.
the East.
ing ilay.

y

—

Up Tomorrow

Case

The motion

for

a

temporary

in-

junction filed by the International
Film Service Co., Inc., to restrain the
exhibition of "I
The Law" is returnable
tomorrow before Judge
Knox of the U. S. Court for the

Am

Southern District of

New

York.

Exhibitors Meet at Messina
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

N. Y. Exhibitors from
the Northern counties of New York
held a meeting here yesterday to discuss a closer affiliation with the M.
P. T. O. of N. Y., Inc. Sam Berman
was here for it.
Messina,

Vitagraph Gives Up Offices
Vitagraph has given up its offices
at 465 5th Ave. and has moved almost
all of its force to the Brooklyn studio
The exchange offices at
in Flatbush.
1600 Broadway have been renovated
to include offices for Albert E. Smith,
John AL Quinn and several others.
The officials will, however, spend
most of their time at the studio.

Thursday, June
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.\
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Dannenberg,

Joieph

and

President

jury

the

in

Supreme Court gave

a verdict for $2,712 for Majorie Rambeau in a suit against the Albert
Capellani Prod, for breach of contract by which she was employed for
six weeks at $2,500 a week and was

paid for only
defended.

five.

The

was not

case

Editor

W.

Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManJ.
•Bcr; J A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
onths. $5.00; 3 months $3.00
Foreign
115.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

The Appellate Term has dismissed

Clark Back from Coast
H. Clark, First National exchange manager in New York is back
rrom the coast.

.suit

^

Assistant Directors Meet
Directors' Ass'n met
at Keen's on Tuesday night when
Courtland Smith, of the Hays organization addressed them. The next
meeting will be held on June 20.

The Assistant

Boy-office
title

Cdst

—

of

Sonin Opening New House
Sam Sonin who operates the Lintliey
received
in
settling
case coln
a
theater,
1521
Bedford Ave.
brought in behalf of Samuel Lumiere Brooklyn will open the Beach theater
against the Chalmers Pub. Co. and in the \Vest end of Long Beach on
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.. New York. tiie Moving Picture Xews for using June 17. The theater will operate
N. Y. "Phone: Vanderbilt 4551 4552 5558 copyrighted photographs of Doloris during the summer only and will seat

—

California
Hollywood,
6411
Hollywood
Phone, Hollywood 1603
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack. 808 S.

—
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— W. A.
Kinematograph Weekly, 85
London,

W.

C.

2.

Representative

Paris

Williamson,
Long Acre,

— Le

Film,

42,

aichy.

Rue de

—

European

Representative
Internationale
Filfnschau.
Prague (Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Central

-

^

teh

I

F. P.-L. ..
do pfd.
G'wyn ....
Griffith

85J4
95

Loew's

15^

.

.

83^4
95

84

...

-ow

8
155/^

'"to^.e

84.^
95

:oo.

Hodkinson Boat Ride
office of the Hodkinson

organization

World

is

to

be given a treat

in the form of a
The Appellate Term has affirmed sail on the Sound. About 50 memjudgment for %2}>7 obtained by the bers of the staff and trade paper repreWales Adding Machine Co. against sentatives will make up the party
the C. B. C. Film Sales Co.
which leaves on the "Comet" from
Battery Park at seven o'clock. There

a

jury

in

the Citv Court gave a ver-

for $1,637 for Edgar J.
gor" in a suit against Philip
ciomae and Paul G. Sipe.

be a jazz band, plenty
the like.

will

McGre- and

He

al-

3.800
leged that the defendants agreed to
100
give him a third of what they re84 2.800 ceived for their interest in the film
Not quoted rights of "All Night Long" for re1534
1,600
\\riting it.
It was alleged that the

to

Famous Players-Lasky

of

food

Barth-

for $11,000.

in

,

MORE

thAn

Takes Over Dunkirk Chain
to THE FILM
DAILY)

Dunkirk, N. Y.— The Lincoln Theater Corp. has been capitalized at $500,000 with the following officers: president Henry P. Lally; vice-president.
F.

Walsh.
;il!

the

Lally,

secretary,

The company
houses

here,

John

lt>

be pitied

(Si.cc.al

Not quoted defendants and Lee Shubert, who had
Not quoted a half interest in the film rights, sold Mark

Triangle

^fr,Pro^ctim

The home

tomorrow evening

dict
Salrs

Director

was

A

Quotations
H

Cassimelli.
It is alleged that the suit
settled for $3,000 and that Schottland was originalh- retained in the
case and was to get half of what the
defendant attorneys received.

192:

R.

Joseph Schottland to recover $750 from the law firm of Almy,
\'dm Gordon & Evans as half the fee
a

8,

/corned"

J.

operate
including the
will

C.B.CFilM/dle/

Samson Heads Buffalo Club
Regent, Empire and Drohen Ave.
In a suit of the Pacific Film Co.
James Drohen will retire from active
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
against the Ara-Bee Film Exchange
BKoadwdy
Buffalo The Film Board of Trade inc. the defendant filed answer al- business. It it reported that the company
is
interested
in
other
two
houses
has elected the following new officers: leging an agreement between the
Sydney Samson, president; Fred M. plaintiffs' agent, Julius Singer, and in western New York cities.
Marsey Out of Gen'l Theaters
Zimmerman, vice president; R. T. the defendant, by which the defendant
Will Extend Work
(Siiec a! to THE FILM DAILY)
Murphy, secretary; Henry W. Kahn, was to put the films on exhibition and
(Specal to THE FILM DAILY)
treasurer.
A dinner in honor of the nothing was to be paid for them.
Buffalo Harry
Marsey has re
Atlanta,
Ga. An extensive pro- signed as general manager of th(,
new officers will be held at Stein'f
Hotel, Orchard Park, N. Y., tomorrow
On the application of the Elk gram was planned and officers elected General Theaters Corp. James Wal-I
night.
Photoplays,
Inc.,
Supreme Court at the monthly meeting of the Better lingford, who has been manager oil
Mrs. B. M. Boy- several houses in the chain, has suc-j
Justice Wasservogel has vacated a Films Committee.

i600

I

—

!

—

—

judgment dismissing

its suit against
iiarry A. Samwick for $10,000 damages because he sold the film, "The
Lust of the Ages," in the Northern
is
the scene of considerable activity, -New Jersey territory for which the
nine companies being engaged in pro- plaintiff claims the right. The suit
duction there.
Cecil B. DeMille is \vas dismissed because the plaintiff's
filming "Manslaughter," George Mel- attorney did not appear, and he exford is working on "Burning Sands," plained that he didn't appear because
Penrhyn Stanlaws is directing Bebe it was a Jewish holiday. The case
Daniels and James
Kirkwood in will now be tried on its merits.

Nine Films Under Production
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles The Lasky studio

—

"Pink Gods": Jack Holt and Dorothy
Dalton are working at "On the High
Seas," Wallace Reid is appearing in
"The Ghost Breaker"; George Fitsmaurice is shooting "To Have and
to Hold": James Cruze is screening

was chosen president; Marvin ceeded him.
General controls thet
Underwood, vice-president and Mrs. Central Park, Circle, Marlowe, EUenj
R. K. Rambo, secretary-treasurer. Terry, Star and Allendale.
kin

Organization of similar committees
be attempted. Through its Committee on Visual Education, the organization will make a survey of the
North Carolina Board of Welfare's

v^ill

movement

to carry pictures to rural

communities with a view of adopting
a similar plan for this state.

Birmingham,

—

Ala.
Charles Harhead of the Civic Association is
the chairman of a Better Films Comfiled
mittee which has been organized as a
a suit against the Special Pictures
result of a "Go-to-the-Movies" Week,
t.'orp. and local bankers who backed
"The Old Homestead"; Gloria Swan- It. bringing up the question of which resulted in increased business
son is preparing "The Impossible whether or not they are liable for for local exhibitors.
Mrs. Bellew" and "Borderland"; Ag- damages because the organization
Betty Blythe in Buffalo
nes Ayres' newest vehicle is almost went out of business and failed to re(Specal
to THE FILM DAILY)
ready.
lease films placed with it by proBuffalo Betty Blythe is appearing
ducers, a sum of $148 000 is demanded
here in person this week in connection
by Hart.
with the showing of "Fair Lady,"
at the Lafayette Square.
Moreno in "Capt. Blackbird"

Hart Sues Special Pictures
THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles A. L. Hart, has
(Special to

—

fSpecal

Goldwyn

to

THE FILM

has

engaged

DAILY)
Antonio

Moreno,
first

"THE

SI'ICG

Reii

or

U

THE- PWH.IiA.M

S

Pal

Off

to act the leading role in its
production to be made by R.

A. Walsh, "Captain Blackbird." Moreno but recently completed the male
lead in "The Bitterness of Sweets."

J.

For

particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
<iyant 5307

old,

—

(T^uAUituxn^il (PlcUviE>

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N

Sherwood Buys Fort Meade Grand
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fort Meade, Fla. The Grand has

—

Sherwood,
Pennsylvania state right

oeen taken over by Mr.
''crmerly

man.

a

Richard

Kipling

announces

"THE FACE UPON THE
FLOOR" or "THE FACE

UPON

THE

BARROOM

FLOOR."

World's famous
poem and play by H. Antoine
D'Arcy. In the making. Watch
for

it.

Cash for Foreign Rights
Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.

m\hursday,

I

June

8,

1922

Eltabran Buys "Jungle Goddess"
Export and Import have sold "The
ngle Goddess," to the Eltabran
Im Co. for Georgia, Florida, AlaI
ima, North and South Carolina and

Adds Two Units

Exchange Men Renew Activities
Pepper Bros. Buy Arkansas House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
.Atlanta
The Film Exchange ManOla, Ark. The Pepper Bros, have
agers' Association is functioning once purchased a threater from
of New Companies
W. F.
more after several weeks during Thompson.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Jack Coogan has which no meetings were held and no
Gilmer Takes Over Palace
added two units to his activities as a bulletins circulated. Seventeen ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
producer. In one of them Frank changes of which 13 are full-fledged
Jack Coogan, Sr. Branching Out
Frank Lloyd Associated in One

bnnessee.

—

Lloyd
Prod,

members

associated.

is

One company
and

will

known as Rodeo
make 12 two reel

is

roughout the season.
Arrange- Westerns under
supervision of George
ents have been made to photograph
Marshall, former director of Tom
e performance and these pictures
Mix. The second company, and the
ill be used in the Fall for exploiting
one in which Lloyd is interested is
new animal serial.
Hibbard Prod, which will make 12
iwo-reel comedies.
Hibbard was
Lund Has Own Producing Unit
formerly a director with Centurv.
A.

—

—

Animal Show at Luna Park
Through arrangements with Weiss
others Luna Park, Coney Island
present a Tarzan animal show
II

0.

—

Lund who

C.

me abroad

spent

some

completing his conFilm Exchange Building Planned
act with Fo.x has organized his own
(Specal to IIIK Hl..\l DAILY)
roducing organization which will
Washington Blacksley and Moore
'.ake
pictures for the independent will erect a film exchange .building at
larket.
The first film will be made •'43 New Jersey Ave. It will cost
the Paragon studios in Fort Lee.
$100,000.
after'

I

—

I

t

are affiliated with the body.

Arrow Deal with Commonwealth
-Arrow has sold Commonwealth

Royalton, Minn.— The Palace has
been purchased by William Gilmer.

New Theater for Canton
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
group of pictures for New
Canton, O. The Abrams Co. plans
York and Northern New Jersey. Including "A
Motion to Adjourn," the erection of a theater.
"Back to Yellow Jacket,"' "Chain
Lightning," "Headin' North" and a
scries cTf Eddie Lyons comedies.
I'ilm

a

—

^

Buys Rights to Jungle Films
World's rights to the pictures taken
by Harry K. Eustace, African explorer, have been bought by Robert

W.

Priest.
The films show some of
iiustacc's adventures in the jungle.

Simeral Buys Comedies
Dispose of New England Rights
Buy Clark-Cornelius Pictures
(Siecal to THE FILM DAILY)
H. Simeral, of Pittsburgh, has
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hosed with C. B. C, whereby the
Boston John E. Eckberg, presiCleveland, O. The
Consolidated
itter's
Carnival Comedies will be dent of the Screen Art Pictures Co.,
Service Co., is now distributing Clarklandled by him in Western Pennsyl- has
purchased the New England
Cornelius pictures in Ohio.
ania and West Virginia.
rights to Burr's Novel Review.

—

Louis Marines Plans House

Plan $2,000,000 House
(Special to

I

Detroit
iig

THE

—The

Corp. will

KIL.M

DAILY)

iSpecia: to

Northwestern Buildbuild a house costing

[juild

will

a theater costing $75,000 at 1519

—

Luzerne, Pa. A house will be built
,v Louis Marines.

Second Avenue.

Hollenbeck Buys Kaufman's
(Srecal to THE FILM DAILY)
Lynden, Wash. Jack Kaufman's
theater

now

is

—

property

the

of

PRODUCTIONS,

INC.,

Gets Rights to Carewe Film
Rights to "I
The Law" for the
STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Metropolitan district have been purFor sale, consisting of overhead and
chased by Bobby North of the Apollo
side banks, broadsides, domes. DuExchange.
plex, portables, complete with spider

Am

THE FILM DAILY)

;2,ooo,ooo.

House for Second Avenue
The 79th St. Amusement Corp.

MIS

—

B.

boxes and cables. Guaranteed first
Buy Hazleton Poli
class condition.
Hazleton. Pa. The Poli has been
Apply Box K 31, Film Daily
bought by Leon Pora and Joseph

—

Yazweicz.

Hollenbeck.

41 Great Gparamounl Q>ictures
No. 11

Jack Holt

"While Satan Sleeps"

in

A PETER

B.

KYNE SPECIAL

By Albert Shelby LeVino, based on Peter

"The

Parson of Panamint."

Kyne's story
Directed by Joseph Henabery

Re/eased September 18

y

HERE'S

a real special

!

A

strong and whole-

some story on the one absolutely sure-fire
theme regeneration. With Jack Holt in one of
the most dramatic and compelling roles ever

—

screened.
Full of characters and scenes that touch the
mcst hard-boiled audience. With comedy, pa-

B.

1922

and

real excitement in profusion.
great cast includes Betty Francisco, Fritzi
Brunette, Herbert Standing, Fred Huntley, and
Sylvia Ashton.
Joseph Henabery, who made
"Brewster's Millions," directed.
This is a real special in every sense of the

thos,

The

word, and no audience will remain unmoved by

"The Greatest screen entertainment
LOUIS
Watch

this

Monday

R.

GREENFIELD, <:AN FRANCISCO

space
for

•A

FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKYCORPORAnON

'

No.

.

12

AOOLPH ZUKOB.

P^..,rfff«.e

.

f;/,
'^

'

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

it.

in history!"
1.

"The Dictator."

2.

"If

3.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

You

Believe

It,

It's

Top

of

New

York."

Loves of Pharaoh."

Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."

10.

So."

Bonded Woman."

"The Siren

Call."
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I

-e&an
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No. 69

Vidor

Direct

to

No

Through With F.P.-L.

My

Heart"

— Coast

Plant

Ideal

is

Now Busy
Metro

yesterday red a wire from the coast confirm-

'le
•

the

of

— First

in

Picture

England

"A

Divorcement"
Constance Binney has

offices

engagement

Binney

her

King W. Vidor and

contract
is

now

with
in

Price 5 Cents

Settlement Yet

— R-C Negotiations
Pending — P. A. Powers Going

I

Make "Peg O' Constance

:£ngaged by Metro to

1922

9,

Hayakawa

for

Bill of

Still

to Coast Shortly
(Specal to THE FILM DAILY)

completed

Going
To

to

Vienna

Film "Ivanhoe"
Laemniie to Make

—
It

Edward
for

Universal
film "Ivanhoe" in
selected
Edward
it. His sailing date
has not been definitely fixed but in all
likelihood will be in the near future.

Universal

will

Los Angeles-^Sessue Hayakawa is Vienna and has
back from New York where, it is un- Laemmie to direct

Famous Players

England where she

work on "A Bill derstood he signed with the Shuberts
Divorcement" for Ideal Films, Ltd. to star for them in New York in the
Martin Bendheim has gone ahead
Reginald Warde, well-known in ex- Fall.
When Hayakawa was in New York, to arrange for studio space and other
porting circles here will handle the
American distribution of the picture he told THE FILM DAILY that one details. Several of the technical force
is
working in "Page Tim as well as a series which Ideal intends reason for his presence there was to will be taken over but the actors will
a
ien" under direction of Harry making in England with a view to discuss some sort of a settlement with be probably engaged in Vienna.
Limont,
Billy
Dove is making tlieir ultimate disposal in this country. R-C covering the unexpired portion
Carl Laemmie is scheduled to sail
;intry Love" with Emile Chautard Dcnison Clift will direct.
He also of his contract. It is understood that for Europe on the Majestic on the
cting and, as noted. Sawyer and made "A Woman of No Importance" the matter was discussed there but 17th.
One of the reasons for the
A journey is understood to be the supern are producing "Quincy Adams an Ideal release which Selznick will nothing definite done about it.
..yer."
local newspaper says that Hayakawa vising of this production in Vienna alClarence Badger is direct- release here.
Hunt Stromberg who is
and his wife, Tsuru Aoki will prob- though the trip will essentially be in
ing that.
Laurette Taylor in "Peg O'
Heart" which will be one of the
pany's important releases,
last
advices indicate that the
Viola
;ro plant is again busj'.
iirect

has already started

of

••

;,.,

way west will make the
Montana comedies

now on

his

future

"Bull"

there.

E. M. Saunders, general sales manager leaves for the Middle West next
week to hold a series of sales confeiences with branch and district managers.
These will be held in Cincin-

Chicago and probably Cleveland.
on W. E. Atkinson, general
manager will go to the coast to look
nati,

Later

er Fall production.

50 Attend Massena Meeting
(Special

.lassena,
e

to

THE FILM DAILY)

N. Y.

Northern

— At

a meeting of

New York

Division of

P. T. O. of N. Y. Inc., emLawrence,
bracing
Jefferson,
St.
Franklin, Clinton, Essex. Lewis and
Warren counties it was requested the
board of directors sever all relations
Willi the M. P. T. O.
This was passOver 50 were presed unanimously.
ent at the meeting at which V. A.
Warren presided.
the

M.

Story Committee
For the piirpose

of

his ijiterests in Consolidated of
.Atlanta, the Universal distributors in
York preparing
the South is in

available vehicles for its stars,
Associated First National has appointed a committee of five to select
rjiaterial.
E. J. Hudson is secretary
of the body which also includes J. D.
Williams, Richard A. Rowland, C. L.

Yearsley and Bob Dexter.
Original material will not be solicited, the committee will concentrate
pn published books, magazine stories

and

Stories
successful stage plays.
are considered suitable will be
mailed to producers or stars with the

that

committee's recommendation.
According to a First National statement, this does not mean that the
policy of the organization will be
changed. First National remaining
solely a distributing organization.

in

Japan.

nature of the usual summer vacaThe original plan called for direction bv King Baggot.
the.

tion.

An R-C

CI

official stated

yesterday the

had not been
settled but that P. -A.. Powers, manNew
English
aging director of the concern would
for an extended tour of Europe. He
shortly leave for the coast where he European M. P. Co. Ltd. Formed to
is sailing on the Majestic on June 17
Handle English Distribution
would
again take it up. According to
to
expects
with Mrs. Oldknow and
Smith the Head
Hayastatement
made
by
recent
a
return in September.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the adjustment he hoped for
kawa.
Oldknow has not made any plans would call for two more pictures.
London Announcement is made of
He says he has seen
for the futuie.
tne formation of the European M. P.
enough of lilm for a time.
Co. Ltd. to handle Universal distribuBen Levine Out
tion in Great Britain.
Offices will be
Ben Levine has resigned as general
Stabilizer for Marine Shots
opened at 167 Wardour St. with EdNational
First
the
manager
of
sales
Dr. Sidney D. Jacobson. a physician Exchange of New York. No suc- win J. Smith as managing director.
Associated with Smith will be E.
lias invented a platform which will re- cessor has been named.
M. Bates, former secretary of the
main level on the deck of a ship at
Pilm Booking Offices Ltd. which unsea while a camera perched upon it
Secure Dorothy Gish Feature
til
now have handled Universal reshoots scenes. The stabilizer which
Producers Security yesterday an- leases here. The new unit this year
is operated on a hydrostatic principle
nounced acquisition of "The .Country will release 356 subjects including
is believed by Jacobson to be partiGish. features and short reels.
starring
Dorothy
cularly suitable for securing marine Flapper"
Hunter is in the cast and
scenes of all kinds. He says the Glenn
The picture
That Universal would maintain its
platform is so operated that the effect Richard Jones directed.
made in the East and will be re- own offices in England was stated in
of a moving horizon is entirely elimi- was
market.
this publication last week.
The Lonnated in a completed picture which leased via the state right
don dispatch does not mention the
iooks as if the camera were perched
fact that there will be eight offices.
Lynch Sells Newspaper
on solid ground instead of on a boat

fiayakawa

matter

Unit

'

—

in

motion.

obtaining the

best

ably vacation

Oldknow Here; Going to Europe
Bill Oldknow who recently disposed

Reelcraft Alleged Bankrupt

\ petition in involuntary bankruptcy has been filed in the Federal
Court against Reelcraft Pictures Corp.
with offices at 220 W. 42nd St. Judge
John C. Knox has appointed Max
Cedarbaum. of 233 Broadway, receiver in $2,500 bond.
Liabilities are placed at $160,000 in
the petition and assets at between
.$50,000 and $75,000, consisting largely
cf uncollected royalties.
The complaining creditors are: Bud
Comedies, Inc., $5,000; L. Bernstein
as assignor, $400, and J. F. Rothschild,
assignor, $320.
trank Drucker is attorney for the
petitioning creditors.

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Florida
The
Fla.
Jacksonville,
Aieiiopolis, an afternoon paper which
was purchased two years ago by the
S. A. Lynch P'inance Corp. has been
sold to John H, Perry of New York
and Richard Lloyd Jones, owner of
ll-ie

To Star Virginia Valli
Universal has signed Virginia Valli
to star.
She will first appear as costar in some Jewel Prod, and later
branch out presumably in Lhiiversal
Special Attractions.

Tulsa Tribune.
;r

F. P. Deal for Scandinavia
Emile E. Shauer has closed a deal

Carl York and W. W. Le Mat
Paramount distribution in Norway, Sweden and Denmark which

Myron Selznick Here
Myron Selznick is in town from

v;ith

O'Neill a Hays Aide
J. O'Neill for years a

for

80 pictures a year.
exclusively in these

calls for release of

As

indicated

cohimns. Paramount exchanges will
be opened in Stockholm, Copenhagen
and Christiana with Ingvald C. Oes
in

charge.

the

coast.

Joseph

mem-

ber of the New York World staff has
joir.ed the Hays organization as a
special assistant.
He will be given

dmner by his newspaper friends at
Newspaper Club tomorrow night.
Mr, Hays will talk.

a

the

L
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the act of

"False Fronts" with Edward Earle, Barl)ara Castleton and Frank Losee is the feature at the Cameo this week, other film numbers being "The Village Blacksmith." an
adaptation of Longfellow's poem, produced
hy tlie Zerncr Film Co.. the Patlie Review,
"Billy Blazes" with Harold Lloyd and Bebc
The overture is
Daniels and the news reel.
"Evolution of Dixie" by Lake, while Vladimir N'olsky renders one of Chopin's Nocturnes on the cello and John Priest rounds out
the musical program with an organ selection.

Capitol

1879.

3,

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
Months, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
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Hollywood,
Phone, Hollywood 1603,
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S

—
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Representative— W. A.
Weekly, 85

Wabash Ave.
London

Kinematograph
London. W. C.
P»rii

Williamson
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Acre.

2.

Representative

— Le

Film,

42.

Clichy.

Rue

d'

—

Interna
Representative
(Czecho-Slo
Prague
Fitmscbau.
akia), .Wenzelsplatz

European

Central

Tschaikowsky's Overture

of

1812"

ren-

is

the Capitol this week, being followed by the news film, after which the
corps offers a terpsichorean display
ballet
Egyptien." Robert Bruce
the
"Ballet
in
Counlias contributed a scenic called "My
try," accompanied by what is styled "the
symphonic treatment ever given a mofirst
Frederic Fradkin plays the
tion picture."

dered

at

Mendelssohn's Concerto
in E .Minor and "Golden Dreams," the featThe La Forge
ure screen offering follows.
Quartet sings two pieces, and then "Such is
Life in Amsterdam," a Hy Mayer Travelaugh is shown, Melchiorre MauroCottone
playing the organ for the wind-up.

movement

last

of

tionale

Low

High
F. P.-L

..

do pf. ..
-*Goldwyi1.

1k^

Griffith

^Wa
95

Close

84 '4
95

8^

8434
95
8^8

8'/^

Loew's

.

..

\w%

15/2

155/8

Triangle

World

l,5i)0

Not quoted

.

..

2,100
100
2,400

Rialto

Not ouoted

.

.

Salr*

Not quoted

.

Mabel Normand Here
Mabel Normand arrived in town
yesterday from Los Angeles.
and Elsie Ferguson Sail
Ferguson has sailed for Europe aboard the Mauretania. George
Arliss is on the same boat.
Arliss

Rossini's "La Gazza Ladra" is rendered
by the orchestra as the opening number
after which the Rialto Magazine is flashed
upon the screen. What is billed as a music
follows, this being a "Hindu Teinple
film
Dance" by Martha Graham. Edoardo Albano, baritone sings "Longing. Dear. for
Vou." after which the feature. "The Woman
Walked Alone" is presented. Mary
Fabian, a soprano sings Lehar's "I Love
You So" directly after and Johnny Hines in
"Torchy and Orange Blossoms" close the
^

Who

bill.

Elsie

Betty

its

over the country.

Starting

under as rough conditions as
the rush to California for gold,
within a decade it has become
our fourth largest industry."
Will H. Hays in an address before the Bond Club.

,,

THE FILM DAILY)

for

the

next

five

— The

Hamline, Oxfor
Luxe, Palace, Bluebir
Venus and Forest all suburban the
ters have signed contracts with Par
'Retribution" Rialto Prod.
mount to show that product simu
Park
The houses are also
AMERICAN—There is much pictorial at- taneously.
traction in "Retribution," the new photoplay maintain a joint advertising campaigi
feature at the Park Theater. •
"Retribu- Joe Friedman at the Tower has fir
tion" is a play of remarkable appeal from runs here but he cannot show moil
both a pictorial and dramatic standpomt.
than 52 a year at the most. Tl"!
TIMES As a pageant, the Italian film suburban theaters will show the sui
*
*
*
"Retribution"
is
an unusually interPaul

St.

De

Dale,

Newspaper Opinions
—

1

In the settings, properties,
costumes, manners and customs it shows, it
seems to bring the flavor of the Rome of the
*
celebrated Borgias to the screen.
One
tnight raise a number of historical questions
about the story and remark that, though its
characters look well in their costumes and
lend color to their scenes, they do little actesting

picture.

"Over

the
Rivoli.

Phone

— Beekman

9091

—

ing but, despite these things, those who
enjoy screen pageantry will find it at the Park.

JOURNAL— "Retribution"

EVE.
story of

TELEGRAPH

depicted
renaissance

HERALD — The
typical

contains

of

most

ab-

in

SBRVICa

.tEAL

the.r villainies.

ol

MORNING
times
well
splendor of

tells

Magnificent sceijes

Borgias.

sorbing drama

latest

of

— Spirit

film
settings.

in

the

of

with

filled

—

some grand acting scenery.

who was

finally

killed

Fulton

119

Italian picture
Italian pictures

is
it

Gor-

geous and almost overpowering sets of the
bold, bad Rome of the Borgias keep the
Borgia,

Moore appear

plus.

—

by

furiated mob, does not always rise
same intense pitch as the scenery.

Y

N.

St.,

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Cesare
the

in-

to

the

Claims and Counter Claims
Several court actions seem likely
months, including two specials, one
"Nmety and Nine" and the other, a "Gypsy Dance" to add variety to the bill. as a result of the showing before the
Society of American Magicians of
"The Ladder Jinx."
some strips of films in which animals
Strand
"Domestic Relations,
is
the picture this of bygone eras such as the dinosaur
First Linder Comedy Ready
"A Dog's Life" star- appear. The pictures were shown by
'>'eek at the Strand.
ring Charles Chaplin furnishes the comedy.
It is understood that the burlesque
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
on "The Three Musketeers" which The orchestra renders Thomas' "Mignon,"
Herbert M. Dawley who produced
other musical numbers being Liszt's "Sixth
Max Linder made on the coast will not Hungarian Rhapsody" which Alex ChernyofT "The Ghost of Slumber Mountain"
go thrJugh Goldwyn as commonly plays on the piano and Huhn's "Invictus," and "Across the Moonbeam Trail" in
believed but that this comedy will a basso solo sung by Herbert Waterous,
which prehistoric animals appear in
be Linder's first for the Allied Corp
motion on the screen alleges that his
Gloria
Swanson
Leaves
It has
been renamed "The Three
I)atented piocess has been infringed
Miist Get Theirs."
Gloria Swanson is on her way to upon.
Doyle says he showed tlie pictlie coast to start work in "The Imtures by courtesy of Watterson RothFish the Object
possible Mrs. Bellew" for Famous acker.
Catherine Curtis who proLester Adler of Associated Exhib- Players.
duced "The Sky Pilot" for First Naitors; Sam Bock, of the Heights theational claims that she purchased in
Lasky in Paris
ter and Fred Mitchell of the Loew
July, 1920 the film rights to "The
r.rganization are part of a group of
Bob Kane at Famous has received Lost World," for which the special
film men who left last night for the word that Jesse L. Lasky is now in process is understood to have been
Tiiousand Islands to secure a batcii I*aris.
used, from Rothacker and that siie
African golf will be one of
of fish.
spent $35,000 on the filming of the
the many games played during the
Blank Sells Three Houses
story, which is by Doyle.
She claims
sojourn.
Ames, la. Helen atid Joe Ger- Dawley and Willis O'Brien had been
bracht who have been local managers engaged by Rothacker to prepare the
for the three houses hitherto owned jiiodels of the animals.
She further
by A. H. Blank of Des Moines, have claims that Rothacker told her the
purchased all of the stock in them.
process was not patentable.
('^chi^c^itlarvcd
release* schedule

Houses Signed

St. Paul
(Special to

spectator's eye rotating. *
But the story itself of the tyrant,

Border," the principal picture
For the overture, Louis Ferat the
dinand Herold's "Zampa" is played, there
being also a soprano-tenor duet, "1 Hear a
Thrush at Eve," sung by Miriam Lax and
Adrian Da Silva. Victorina Krigher, dances
in

"The Ninety and Nine"
Vitaafliph yesterday made public

Rivoli
Compson and Tom

securities

all

of •«
Inc.
scheduled to hold a meeting in N<,
York shortly. They may ineet
the 19th, the date of the Walker di>
uer and if that should occur, in
IiKelihood the committee will atteir
the dinner.

fi-

nanced by owners of

•
1

Committee to Meet
The executive committee
M. P. T. O. of New York,

responsibilities deserve,

managed economically and

,

—

Criterion
Stroke, of Midnight" is the feature
here, other screen offerings being a Universal comedy, "Horse Tears" and the Criterion
Magazine. Franz \'on Suppe's "The BeautiThere is anful Galates" is the overture.
other selection by the orchestra. Kreisler's
after
the feature.
played
"Caprice Viennois,"

"The

Owotations

"Nothing has greater possithan the motion picture
industry.
It
must take the
its

.

>i

bilities

place

19

Marie Prevost Here; No Plans
Marie Prevost is at the Biltnic
She has just arrived from Calif'
jnd has completed her contract
Universal.
She stated yesterday
future plans were indefinite.

At Broadway Theaters
Cameo

9,

.

NEGATIVES
For Sale
Six 5 reel features

YANKEE FILM CORP.
Room

729-7th Ave.

407

"

,

—

(Rcti^^

Now Dawley

More "Leather Pusher"

ReK

U

S

Pnt

Off

Stories

Universal intends filming six more
of "The Leather Pusher" series with
Reginald Denny in the cast and
Harry Pollard directing.

he intends suing
Doyle for .$10,000 and Rotiiacker for
$100,000 and Miss Curtis says she
will sue Rotiiacker.
Nathan Vidaver,
Dawley's attorney denies that Dawley
evei

worked

saj's

for RothacK-rr.

STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
For sale, consisting of overhead an<
side banks, broadsides, domes, Du
plex, portables, complete with spide
boxes and cables. Guaranteed firs
class condition.

Apply Box

K

31,

Film Daily

W. A. FLEMING
Public

&

Dependable
Accountants

CO.

and

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at

4Cth

Si.

Telephone Longacre 9074

Cash

for Foreign Rights

Established company desires to
obtain foreign rights to American negatives. Forward pressbook, full particulars and prices
to Box B-21, care Film Daily.
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Our judgment

backed up Strong!

is

We

told

^.>^

you our opinion of
you

to read

SWil^l

IFiOf

Now we want

.

what the Motion Picture News

says:

He

"Marshall Neilan has scored again.

has

given screen literature another masterplay in
It's

carries
tide,

him along

as

a story that picks one up,
if

gripped

m a swiftly flowing

bounding from one dramatic

situation

to

another and landing before a climax of over-

whelming power
heart strings
itable

and

— the

while playing with the

stirring

the emotions into a ver-

fiOlMFMI®!

maelstrom.

life itself."

Book

is

oage rrom
a page
fr

NOW.

Suggested from the story in the Saturday Evening Post by Hugh
MacNair Kahler and featuring Claire Windsor, Richard Dix and
Claude Gillingwater; Photographed by David Kessonand Karl Strauss
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YELLOW MEN AND GOLD
Page 77
THE WOMAN WHO WALKED ALONE
Geo. Melford Prod. — Paramount
Page 79
Frank Mayo in
OUT OF THE SILENT NORTH
Universal
Page 81
GOLDEN DREAMS
Benj. B. Hampton Prod.— Goldwyn
Page 83
h. J Reynolds presents
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of Stars, Directors

Unusual and Thrilling Experiences
and Cameramen
The Motion Picture Directors' Ass'n, by Wm. F. Haddock
The New Director, by Cecil B. DeMille
The Director, by M. C. Levee
The Production of Pictures in Europe, by Ben Blumenthal
The Director, by Robert T. Kane
Schenck Optimistic on Future
Biographies of Important Directors
Commercialism vs. Art, by Joe Lee
The "Jinx" of the Motion Picture Industry the Director,
by Harry M. Warner
Director the Most Considerable Factor, by Abraham Lehr
The Outdoor Director, by Ernest Shipman
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Headlines

Monday
Hays organization posts ultimatum for clean pictures in studios.
All members concur on action.
William Fox donates $10,000 to fight English entertainment
tax.

German

film

men keen

over possibilities of Russia.

April business drops as shown Ijy Government tax.
million tax decline in 11 months.

Hunt Stromberg comedies going through Metro.
Famous Players can't start Putnam Bldg. theater

38
71

52

62

Thirteen

for at least

a year

Whitman Bennett

to release four Betty Blythe pictures

on open

market.

Wednesday
to take charge of R-C
Joq Schnitzer made vice-president,
Marcus Loew gives up interest in Ackerman and Harris theaters for A. a"nd H. interest in Warfield, San Francisco and
State, Los Angeles.
Lillian Gish to make three a year for either United Artists or
Allied Corp.
M. P. T. O. says it intends forming exhibitor unit in Georgia.
Three exhibitors and three distributors' representatives form
joint committee to work with Hays on contracts and rentals.

Harry M. Berman leaves Universal
distribution.

Thursday

Tilford

75

.... 69

The Director, by Danny
The Past— and the Future, by David Wark

Tuesday

R — Republic
Inc.

Page 93

Page 95
Page 98

16

Sidney

91

WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE

Selznick-Select

New

Le

Page

DOMESTIC RELATIONS

Short Reels

all

Paris. Representative:

Page 89

FALSE FRONTS

A

free).
year; 6

Page 87

TRACKS

Exhibitors

American Releasing Corp
Katherine MacDonald in
Asso. First Nat'l Pict

(Pr.!<tagc

Address

—Asso.

— Paramount

line-up at coast meeting.
talking device claims to synchronize voice and projection.
Service stations to be established by M. P. T. O. in New Eng-

United Artists to discuss

fall

New

land.

"The Big

6" to be series of features for Affiliated Distributors,

Inc.

Friday
European M. P. Co..
in Vienna.
Ltd., formed to handle English distribution.
King Vidor to direct "Peg 0' My Heart" for Metro.
Now
Constance Binney finishes Famous Players contract.
with Ideal in England.
Settlement between Sessue Hayakawa and R-C still pending.
First National forms story committee.
Saturday
Partial list of First National's fall releases indicates Ince and
Sennett contracts are closed.

Universal to

make "Ivanhoe"

injuring the good' '—Benjamin Franklin,

i

THE DIRECTOR
The pivot around which

production centers.

The responsible head and the only responsible head of production.
I!

r

all

It

matters

little

whether there

is

an enormous property

staff;

whether the property room can supply any and everything which
he desires whether the scenario is as it should be or something
;

thrown together by someone who thought they knew.

just

"temperament" which is developed by many
usually at the wrong time is something with which he must con-

That

so-called

—

And

tend.

it

should not be forgotten that not alone stars are

Everyone can be and often is "temperamenOccasionally this may be due to a weak cup of coffee or a

"temperamental."
tal."

bad night

—the night before.

must carry
His

is

But regardless of

this,

the director

on.

His, the real vision.

the real job.

the task of overcoming such difficulties as

ing that which at best

is

To him

may

is

allotted

develop, of

but a vision and a dream.

the task as well as the opportunity of visioning

mak-

To him comes
from ethereal

things that which in reality must be not only artistic but interesting;

human

in its tenderness

— with

humor properly

distrib-

uted throughout.

—

a

From the puppets must come actuality from the typed word
fact. From the imaginary dreams of an author, a realism suf-

ficient to satisfy.

And

because of

does not

mean

tainly he

is

that

all

of this his

all his

entitled to that

is

far from an easy task.

This

mistakes should be excused, but cer-

which any hard-working

tled to; consideration, kindliness

and above

all

man

is enti-

appreciation.

DANNY.

Past— anlr

Cfje

By David Wark
^^HE

ifuture

tfje

Griffith
With

director of the past: ingenious, hard working.

few mechanical aids; and little understanding.
for an end which often he could not foretell.
opportunity

the

to

do;

appreciative

of

Striving

Glad of

the

slightest

understanding.

The

director of the present

of the past

—a

much

—perhaps very

similar to the director

troubled brick-layer, using about fourteen

hours a day to place the bricks to the best of his

The

director of the future

—

let

ability.

us look into the

far future.

far,

Limitless his opportunity.

The world's understanding
the screen be,

it

is

performance.

his for the

Portentous the power

the silence of thunder.

And woe

of the screen, so that of the director.

wrong men

shall fall in the control of the

For the power of the screen

is

greater

Silent tho

be that his art

—the wrong kind of men.
by

than that of any

far

other instrument.

Because of

A

this

must be a

the director of the future

thinker.

His must be

greater thinker than he has ever before been.

knowledge of much. The world's ambitions; the world's aims;
the hearts of humanity; the understanding of genius.

The

patience of a master;

atically the world's

the strength of a Hercules.

truths will be suggested

by the

art

Themof the

director.

Through
distances.
will

the

power of suggestion he

Into the hearts of

men

he

will reach vast

and great

And

multitudes

w^ill

travel.

be glad because of him and his w^ork.

Far as

we have

travelled, so further

we

And

be happy.

will go.

Unhampered

by censorship the art of the director will reach
unknown, undreamed ofi Barred by censorship his art
(Reprinted from The-Director's Number of 1921}

limits

now

will w^ither.

4.
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Unusual and Thrilling Experiences of
Stars, Directors
FROM SEA FIGHTS TO EATING EGGS
62 YEARS OLD

the trough of the heavy seas, Griffith filmed a sea fight

which

E. H. Griffith, who directed "Dawn of the East"
and "The Land of Hope," Alice Brady's latest pictures
for

the

Famous Players, was the first
now widely popular wireless

phone,

director ever to use

telephone, or radio-

and

in the direction of a picture.

This claim

is

sub-

by former Secretary of the Navy Daniels,
and naval officials who were co-operating with Mr.
official

U.

S.

production of "Cleared for Action," an

Navy

picture, early in 1919.

Mr. Griffith, then a lieutenant in the army, had not
yet been discharged when Secretary Daniels requested
his aid in the production of this picture, promising
all official cooperation.
The director grouped about
him several well-known professional actors who were
in the army or navy, including Raymond McKee and
Arthur Houseman, and went to Key West, Fla.,
where the battle cruiser, Raleig*h, a submarine, a
destroyer, a sub-chaser and several navy flying boats
of the HS-2 type were placed at his disposal for certain episodes in the picture.

The open sea, about mid-way between Key West
and Cuba, was selected by Griffith as the location for
a realistic naval engagement in which depth bombs
and many thousands of dollars worth of
ment ammunition would be employed.

The submarine was made over
German "U" boat by

replica of a

real govern-

After

director's

getting

his

problem was

to

"fleet"

It

was during

the

making

of

"Dawn

of the East,"

which were

a picture laid in China, the interiors of

taken at the Long Island Studio of Famous PlayersLasky, that Griffith had the dubious distinction of
eating an tgg, the official, pedigreed age of which was
62 years. These eggs, esteemed a great delicacy in
China, are preserved with shells on in a mixture of
clay and lime.

was necessary for Miss Brady, to
eggs as though she enjoyed it. The
idea did not appeal to her, particularly, though with
the director she agreed it would not do to "fake" this
In one scene

it

eat of the ancient

especial bit of business in "close-up."
Just to give
her confidence, like a good host decanting home-made

hooch to his friends, the director took a deep breath
and ate one of the eggs. And what is more, he liked
it, for it was not unlike guava paste in consistency,
though more insipid.

Carlyle Ellis tells this
"There was no star just
two picked cameramen in signal corps uniform and
myself. Our orders were to cover the biggest business
in history
Uncle Sam's $12,000,000 ordnance programme to tell the whole story. If there were to
be cuts they would come after we were through.
Armed with a sheaf of credentials, copies of which
were on file with the War Department officials in a
score of plants, we were taken into the innermost
chambers of that titanic effort that was to back our
fighters with a hurricane of steel. Nothing was kept
from the camera. The whole unimaginable industrial
drama was unrolled for us America's women AvorkAmerica's
ing in overalls on great gun lathes

into

position,

maneuver them

the

to the best

coming down on the rough sea to receive instructions from Griffith, who was on the sub-chaser,
the planes were the most difficult to handle.
their

Accordingly the director announced that all previous plans for the "battle" were ofif and that each

would

proceed.

ALL FOR WHAT?

cause of their great speed and the impossibility of

unit

after some maneuvering signalled to know if
war was on again and whether it might safely

the addition of a

dramatic and pictorial advantage. A heavy sea was
running and the destroyer, making thirty-five knots,
was busy laying down a smoke-screen. It happened
that the sea-planes had just been equipped for exBeperimentation purposes with new radiophones.

receive instructions,

the

into a convincing

superstructure and mounting guns on deck, fore and
aft.

even the most hypercritical experts

satisfied

in the swivel chairs in \Vashington.

So convincing was it that a rusty old tramp steamer,
long overdue from Hong Kong hove to on the horizon

stantiated

Griffith in the

and Cameramen

following a certain

preliminary maneuver, by wireless telephone.

Seated
advisors
or
technical
with his "board of strategy,"
from the Bureau of Navigation of the Navy, in the
wheelhouse of the little chaser rolling dangerously in

—

—

—

:

—

—

;

shrewdest heads wrinkling foreheads over strange
devices America's brawn toiling in pits so hot that
forty minutes was a day's work. We worked in flying sparks where the iron legs of our lights melted ofif.
We stood under seventy-foot gun barrels as they were
dropped into the shrinking pits, we worked under
;

I

ALSE

RONTS
From the story by
S.

Barret McCormick

'Directed bp

Samuel R.Bradley

All-star cast including

BARBARA CASTLETON
FRANK LOSEE
EDWARD EARLE

Now Playing The Cameo
New York's Theatre De Luxe
Extremely favorable notices were given "False
Fronts" by the New York critics, many of whom
comment upon the picture written by a " great

American exhibitor

as

good entertainment for the

Ajnerican people."

The Times remarks "When people have ideas which
they independently seek to express in film form they
are likely to contribute something imaginative, or at
:

least sincere, to the screen,

'False Fronts'

was more

simply and honestly done than most pictures of its
kind." The Herald says: "There is a potent quality
in this story of social hypocrisy. The course of the
young Southerner is refreshingly different from the
customary screen triumphs of bluff prosperity." The
Sun says: " 'False Fronts' is a wholesale condemnation
of making a big show of success, forcefully enacted
by Edward Earle, Brabara Castleton and Frank
Losee." And we quote from Evening Telegram:
" 'False Fronts' will be found very entertaining. It
permits one to leave the theatre in a very pleasant
frame of mind which is, after all, what we go to

—

the theatre for."

«^-

RELEASING ^.CORP ORATION

In Canada;

Canadian Releas>iug Corporation. Limited

:

THE
Sunday, June

shell-fire in the

ground up

"Then

much brown sugar.
came. The picture was never

like so

Probably

never will be."

it

EVENING UP
Rex Ingram, who became
one of America's greatest directors in making "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse." The story goes
like this:
"An extra man insisted on looking into

One

of the pet stories of

the camera and breaking up the scene.
director,

in

desperation, yelled

the

at

To which

looking into the camera.'

Finally the

man

:

the extra

'Stop

man

cameraman be looking

quietly replied, 'well that there
at we, ain't

Perhaps another interesting

proving ground and cranked while they

TNT

the armistice

released.

<Xg^
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he?'"

SYSTEM

me

unintentionally

when

thrill

was furnished

Alice Brady in "His Bridal

Night" pursuing her eloping husband in a racing car,
accidentally stepped on the "gas" instead of the brake
and drove a large Packard racer through a piazza and
almost into the dining room af a "location." It necessitated rewriting the scene to suit the new action and

me

the screen didn't give
the

owner

The

of the

house

half the excitement

latest "thrill" that I had"

Beach's

Lady"

"Fair

We

Betty Blythe.

was

Rex

in filming

Whitman Bennett with
scene showing a mob hunt-

for

had a

ing a desperate criminal through the streets of

A

that

did.

New

through in his car got
camera and turned
in a riot call. The interruption of an important scene
by half the New Orleans police force made a very
exciting half hour of explanations.
Orleans.

citizen passing

a flash of the scene, didn't see the

In the Metro studio, in Hollywood, they have

manager
studio manager

SPOILING THE HENS

elaborate chart systems which the business
of each

working unit turns

into the

each evening. One of the points on this chart reads:
"Avoidable Delays," meaning where a delay which
occurred could have been avoided by some part of
For inthe organization functioning as it should.
or
wears
if
leading
woman
star
a dress
stance,
the
on which the lace is torn and holds up work for 15
minutes this is entered on the chart. The theory
is that the wardrobe department should have checked
this up before the dress went to the star's room. Then
there is another section marked "Unavoidable Delays."

On

"Forcing cat to
that an entire
company was held up for over half an hour while the
property man tried to get the hired cat to drink milk.
Such is life in Hollywood where even a cat won't drink
on schedule.

one of these appeared

drink milk 35 minutes."

this item

:

Which means

Says Al Christie, of the famous Christie Comedies
"My most interesting experience as a motion picture
producer was making my first picture in Hollywood.
We landed here October 27th, 1911, and rented a
former roadhouse for a studio. While the studio was
being built we spied an old barn a few blocks away.
Naturally we made a barn dance comedy, with Tom
Ricketts directing.
I was manager of the company
and directed also while the actors weren't busy working in pictures being directed by Ricketts and Milton
Fahrney. We worked all day and made most of the
comedy and the owner asked us if we would be
through by evening. He said he didn't know about
these

moving

an ^%^

all

Besides his hens hadn't laid
took the final scene of the split

pictures.

day.

reeler the next

We

morning

the hens have been

all

and as far as I know
right since. There has been
early,

a great influx of the other variety of chickens since

THREE UNEXPECTED THRILLS
Kenneth

Webb

tells

of an

interesting experience

during the filming of "The Devil's Garden," with
Lionel Barrymore. There was a scene where Barrymore had to rescue a supposedly drowning man at
Both Barrymore and the other
the top of a falls.
actor had ropes around them so that they would not
However,
go through the rapids above the falls.
the ropes broke and when Barrymore, himself a
splendid swimmer, caught the other man and held
him by a tree actually at the brink of the falls, after
fighting the rapids and rocks, a very nervous five
minutes were over. And when I saw it in the theater,
I had the pleasure of hearing a "smart alec" behind
me remark, "They do all these things by double exposure. Of course Barrymore would never consent
to get wet."

that time from

west.
of

Some

them are

farms

over the east and middle

all

them got
still working
of

into the pictures and

some

and

in the restaurants

lay-

ing for a job as stars."

MAKING
When

IT REALISTIC

Cecil B. DeMille, director general for

Famous

was making "Old Wives for New" he had
one sequence which gave him a degree of real trouble.
The script called for a big emotional moment, and try
Players,

as

he might, with

all

his

well

could not get what he wanted.

trained

He

players,

he

figured a long

There seemed no way in which to get just the
Again and
point that he wanted from his players.
again they went over the scene, and again and again
After
he turned from the camera disappointed.
several days he decided to try something else he had
time.

—

•/

Extra Effort
a characteristic that

is

stamps every production
directed by

VIGNOLA

ii

That is one ot the many
reasons why Vignola-

made

pictures have been
such unusual box-office
successes.
lo enumerate a few:

"BEAUT rS WORTH"

"ENCHANTMENT"
"THE WOMAN GOD CHANGED"
"STRAIGHT IS THE WAY"
"THE PASSIONATE PILGRIM"
"THE WORLD AND HIS WIFE"
Also director of

"When Knighthood

Was
A

G.

Flower

Ten Reel Cosmopolitan Production
Starring

ROBERT

In

^^

VIGNOLA

MARION DA VIES

f
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knew Id no a\aik So
one morning' wlien the comi);ur was ready for breakThere was just enough
fast there was no breakfast.
worked nearly c\ery

trick

One

1k'

assault

l^y

cannibals in

One

fall

coffee to sustain for a few hours.

Two

automobile accidents.

Nothing.
and growling but the excuse was offered that
supplies were on their \\ ay to location and would
But when lunch time
surely develop by lunch time
Someone found a
arrived there were no supplies.
box or two of soda biscuits and with water this made
up luncheon. Sour and sore the players went back

One runaway

But no bread. No ham
There was a lot of grumbling

nor eggs.

to

work, only to

find

by dinner time

was
players were

—

—

—

—

sequence.

of forty feet while filming Mt.

Twice knocked out and beaten by Mohammedan

Once gored
arrest

in leg

many

Besides

Before

Norman Dawn became

a director he

on mistaken

a

for seven years

hardships of a severe nature.
Summing them up they include:
Three typhoons in the China Sea and the

—

fevers and

all

the other hardships and unpleasantries

make the life of the
known places a misery.
that

railroad

wrecks

—one

in

Fijis.

Mexico and one

in

"SHOOTING" A LOG JAM
"There are few things in the way of motion picture
that I have not staged
shipwrecks, train

—

thrills

wrecks, aeroplane stunts, conflagrations, auto wrecks,
explosions, etc." So spoke Director Oscar Apfel, producer of "Ten Nights in a Barroom." "But for real

excitement and spine-tickling

ommend

thrills,

One yellow

fever epidemic in

after a

in

bosom

aboard a few wild and

Round logs they were, too, territhey grow they're so round that
;

upon, are those logs, floating so quietly in a little eddy
near the shore, but turn them loose into the stream

and a bottle of 1921 hootch couldn't create a more
sudden transformation. They roll and they spin, they
jump and turn and crash nothing can stop them.
You might as well try to stop a retreating battleship
as one of these fallen monarchs of the forest. I tried

— once.
arrived at the rapids of the Sacandaga

we explained to the local river men that we intended to take some scenes during a log drive down
They looked at us in pity and quietly
the rapids.
explained that that sort of thing wasn't being done
that season and that there wasn't a man on the river
who would attempt such a foolhardy thing. But I
insisted that it was part of our story and it must be
done, so they volunteered to give all possible help.
First we needed a raft upon which to place the camera.
We selected a number of logs, fastened them together
River,

Turkish mas-

Yucatan

strongly rec-

trying to stage a few scenes on the

"When we

volcanic eruption of Colima Volcano.

and six riots.
Four
Two famines, one in Armenia
sacre and one in India.

I

they keep on going around, every time you put your
foot on them.
Perfectly harmless and good to look

it

revolution in Central America.
strikes

was

travelers in distant and un-

—

Maine.

One
One

identity, loss of passports, loss of

funds. Ptomaine poisoning from impure foods, chills,

bly round, just as

was

during which time he relates many strange experiences in foreign lands while
This includes many narrow escapes
filming scenes.
from death and serious injuries and other trials and

cameraman

Two

by wild boar in Salvador.
annoyances like quarantines,

petty

ill-mannered logs.

SEEMS TO BE "THE LIFE"

Katmai.

fanatics while filming mosques.

of a twenty-three mile current,

IT

he

of stage coach.
Sixteen holdups by ruffians in foreign lands from
Persian nomads to waterfront yeggs.
Once shot at from ambush by Mexican bandit.

that there

no fooch Two hours later, when th^
angered to desperation by their lack of food, and half
starved, these pampered, high priced players were
again tried on the scene. Starvation did what nothing
just as Deelse could do. The sequence was perfect
And then, from some mysterious
Mille wanted it.
After which Decavern, there came a fine supper.
Mille explained why he had starved them.
This was only one of the many happenings in his
long career. He nearly drowned Gloria Swanson and
Wallace Reid and what a calamity that would have
been during the shooting of "Male and Female."
And the capsizing of the boat wasn't on the schedule
during the shipwreck
It simply happened
at all.

Taiwan from which

has a great scar on his head.

which he

stricken.

Three blizzards in one of which he was isolated
three weeks on the glaciers of Nun Kun.
Two accidents causing the entire loss of camera outfit, one by shipwreck of a schooner on the great barrier reefs of Australia, the other on the high trails of
the Mekong River when a herd of stampeding Yaks
pushed his outfit over a bluff into the river.
Five serious insect bites in Africa and South
America.

and soon had things in shipshape for the trip down
stream. No sooner had we put off than we foimd ourselves thrown against the shore by the terrific current, and, try as we would, nothing would induce that
raft to go down strearn as a vyell-behaved raft should.

¥

ii

We Are
On the
Right
Track

The large number
we have already

of contracts

which

closed throughout
the country with Territorial Partners
IT.

PROVES

The avalanche

of

we have

letters

received expressing approval of our
distributing plan and confidence in
the personnel of our organization
IT.

k!

PROVES
The

indisputable box office value of
the titles of the pictures which we
have scheduled for future production
IT.

PROVES

The unanimity of UNSOLICITED
favorable comment we have r e

-

ceived on the exceptional cast which

we have

selected for our

pro-

"RICH MEN'S WIVES,"

duction,

PROVES
And,

first

IT.

finally,

the

gratifying

interest

announcements in the various
Trade Journals has aroused among
our

exhibitors

all

PROVES

IT.

over

the

country

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
576 — 5th Ave.,

AL LICHTMAN
President

B. P.

New York

SCHULBERG

Vice President

10

J.

BACHMANN

G.
Treasurer
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called in Austin,

tlic*

dean of the river-men, for

'Well, you're on the

expert advice.
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wrong

side of

—you'll

never get out into the current from
here.'
So said Austin. So we crossed to the other
side and began all over again. When our second raft
the river

was ready and

the camera aboard,

places on the logs behind the raft,

we

actors
cast off.

their

in

At the

same time the men on the shore upstream cut the
a mass of logs came rushing down stream
toward us. Slowly we were carried out further and
further until we were caught up by the main current.
Then things began to happen fast and furious. We
tossed and turned and twisted, the raft was completely

boom and

under water, the logs from above crashed into us, every
few seconds we struck against submerged rocks, so
that for a few moments it looked like a case of 'To the
only there weren't any boats. Meanlife-boats, men
while the actors on the logs were having a few thrills
!'

John Lowell, as the heroic Joe Morgan,
and Charles Mackaye, as the villainous Simon Slade,
were clinging desperately to their logs. The mass of
logs from above threatened to overwhelm them any
moment, but by clever manipulation and dodging they
managed to avoid being swept into the water.
of their

own.

"Finally

we

straightened out for a short run, during

which Lowell and Mackaye went through the action
of the scenes, while

Cameraman Joseph

Settle,

his

camera securely wired to the raft, photographed the
action. Hamilton, the assistant, and myself were busy
keeping the logs from piling onto the raft and smashing the camera. Joe, by the way, did some photographing in France during the war, so I don't suppose
a few thrills more or less mattered very much.
"Suddenly we were startled b}' a cry of 'Breakers
ahead
or something that sounded like it, from our
He
steersman up forward. Oh, yes, we had one.
manned a long sweep and was supposed to guide the
raft.
I got this idea from a travel film I saw of some
Japanese rivermen guiding a raft of bamboo down a
stream, so I had it installed on our raft. Maybe the
Japs know more about these things than we, or else
our raft was too heavy, or else well, anyway, the darn
Straight ahead of us in midthing wouldn't work.
stream was a small log jam, and, pull as we would, we
could not swing our raft clear, so with a final crash
we brought up against the jam, with Lowell and
Mackaye a close second and third. The rush of water
submerged our raft until we were standing up to our
knees in water and unable to get ashore, as no one
could possibly swim in such rough water as was rushing down on both sides of us. Finally Austin came to
our rescue with a boat. (Austin amuses the summer
tourists by 'shooting the rapids' at so much per trip.)
When Austin found that we had not gotten all the
scenes necessary, he suggested that he loosen the key

log of the jam and send us ofif again, jam and all. A
few quick turns with his 'peavy' and he had us floating down' stream again. We made the next turn safely and in spite of the jolts and twists and flying spray

managed

—

to get a

number

of very convincing scenes.

We

were now entering a stretch of exceptionally
rough water, when just at the head of- the next turn
loomed another of those log jams in midstream. There

was no

possibility of avoiding

'stand by for collision.'
crash.

Our

raft

We

it,

so

it

was

a case of

collided with a terrific

went head under, buried under the

weight of the rushing water, until it stood at an angle
of forty- five degrees, with the camera barely out of
water. Joe stood by his gun, while Hamilton and I
tried to save it from being crushed by the logs which
kept rushing down upon us. I then turned to help
I^owell and Mackaye both had been thrown from their
logs by the impact, but had managed to climb aboard
the jam. Turning back to the camera, I was just in
time to see our helmsman being swept oflf the other
end of the raft. We fished him out without much
trouble and then gathered about the rescued camera.
The camera, fortunately, was safe and unharmed, with
the scenes taken uninjured in its magazine, but the
tripod was a hopeless wreck from the battering it had
received from the logs. None of us had been injured,
but we were cold and wet -oh, so wet. I think even
Mr. Volstead would have taken pity on us. Old reliable Austin again came to our rescue, but this time
we decided to call it a day and what a day.
"So, if you are bored and want a little excitement,
;

—

—

try

skidding

down some

where there

is

ing, but for

mine

a raft

nice

swift river.

I

know

and everything ready and wait-

— nevermore."

WHEN ACTORS ACTUALLY WORKED

!'

—

11

David M. Hartford, president of the Los Angeles
M. P. D. A., says that during production of "Back to
God's Country" at Lesser Slave Lake, in Northern
Alberta, Canada, the

company worked on

ice

sixty

many days with the mercury at 56
Ronald Byram, playing the male lead, froze
lungs and died at the Hospital in Edmonton, Al-

inches thick, and

below.
his

berta.

Hartford also had built twelve log cabins on the
edge of Little Bear Lake in the San Bernardino
Mountains to use in "Nomads of the North." The
crew completed the work on a Saturday, returned to
Los Angeles and reported that all was ready to shoot.
When he arrived on the location on Monday he found
that the power company had closed the dam-gates,
with the result that the cabins were six feet under

which included Lewis Stone, Lon
Chaney, Francis McDonald, Melbourne McDowell,
and Betty Blythe, laid aside their makeup boxes and
pitched in with the crew and Hartford, and in four
water.

The

cast

"

li

f

The Picture That Made
London "MOVIE-MAD"
*^One of the greatest sensations in the way of
emotional entertainment that London has ever known
is "Orphans of the Storm ^^
raises film making
almost"to the scale of Wagnerian dynamics
There
One
is the spiritual insight of Shakespeare in it
knew that sooner or later Griffith would drive critics
to seek parallels for his genius in other paths of
.

.

.

.

arts*

— London

.

.

Express.

"Orphans of the Storm'^ stamps Griffith as a
producer of genius
admirably and wonderfully done
every child in London should be taken to see
. . .

.

•

•

it/'— London Times.

"With Orphans

of the Storm, Griffith has set a
standard for other producers to emulate/'
London Telegraph

"Contrived on a monumental scale, this picture
again demonstrates Griffith is unquestionably the
London Post.
greatest film producer in the world."

—

"A master piece
Lillian

Gish

THUNDER

is

...

a perfect film

inspired.^'

— London

. . .

the acting of

News.

TREMBLING ROMANCE!
SOMETHING PERFECT!
THRILLS!

Released by
729

THE UNITED ARTISTS CORP.
SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK
12
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days the cabins were rescued from the hike and set
up on the shore. If all actors were "tempermental"
like

those named,

we would be making

better pictures

for less inoney," says Hartford.

While making- "Inside The Lines" with Lewis
I had in the cast an Englishman playing the
Colonel, he went on.
''This was during the war,
just at the time when English Officers were hunting
out English subjects who had failed to answer the
call.
One of the officers came to the Brunton lot,
where I was Avorking, to check over all men subject
to the call, and met the actor in question, who was
w earing the British uniform. But instead of signing
him up reported to him that he had found several
Englishmen employed at the studio. My actor complimented the officer and told him to continue his
good work, the officer saluted the actor and went
about his work highly flattered, and the actor conStone,

tinued to play his part, at $250 per week.
"It

is

only

fair to

say that on the day his part was
went across and came out

finished the actor enlisted,

with a commission."
In filming a scene in "The Dust Flower," at the
Goldwyn studios, Rowland V. Lee, the director,
noticed that his actors and actresses were shivering

(Weather note
It does get cold in
which made it impossible to photograph
them.
For each little goose pimple looked like a
mountain on the moon, in the eye of the camera.
To heat the enormous stage was out of the question.
Production was at a standstill and for a moment it
looked as if the director would have to dismiss his
people, but not the resourceful Mr. Lee.
He turned
!"
"Get me an orchestra
to his assistant and said
A few minutes later strains of jazz reverberated in
the cold stage, but feet were tapping, shoulders shaking,
bodies swaying and blood again in circulation. The
goose flesh subsided and the day was saved.
from the

cold,

California

!)

:

:

SHOWING

13

IS

UNLUCKY

whose hobby is the mechanics
motion picture production, had a very interesting
experience with Alma Rubens, who starred in a production at Triangle on the 13th of the month on a
Friday and finished the picture the 13th of the following month in the Inglewood Cemetery, wnth Alma
looking through the small barred window of the tomb.
It took a lot of nerve for Alma to go into that
death house, for it was filled with coffins and a sickening odor coming from decaying flowers permeated the
tomb. Alma begged not to be asked to go in until
they were ready to shoot. So when the cameraman
whispered (they were all whispering for some reason)
that he was ready, Hamilton went with Alma into
the tomb and told her not to worry that they would
Gilbert P. Hamilton,

of

rush

it

through.

13

He

left

her there.

It

was necessary

for the story that she should portray fear.
She did
and she was as pale as a ghost. He closed the vault
door, went quickly to the cameraman and whispered
"Camera." The camera started; Alma looked the
part; things were going fine and dandy when a cloud
sneaked in from somewhere and covered the sun.
Alma being very nervous, hearing a rustling sound
behind her, turned in fright and the camera lens
picked up the back of her head.
But the director
wanted her face. Then they ran out of film and by

the time they got

it

Alma was

a wreck.

When

the

cameraman's daily report was turned it at the laboratory, they found he had taken that scene just 13 times.

TAKING A DIP
"Probably the inost unique if not the most thrilling
I ever had in pictures was during the filming of 'The Fake Faces' starring Henry Walthall,"
says Irvin W^illat. "Seven of us were on the deck of
a submarine, three miles from shore, making scenes
with the deck of the submarine awash when an accident happened and the submarine suddenly went
down. All left the submarine except myself and I
remained on deck while they made a thirty-six foot
dive and returned, during which I walked from the
bow to the conning tower, and when we came to the
surface I was upon the periscope. I saved the cameras and the film."
experience

WHAT HAPPENED TO
"On one

A "STUNT" MAN

occasion, while filming a picture with a

number of thrills in it, a man doubling for the star
jumped from a trestle some forty feet onto a moving
hour and had no mishap,"
"Again
the double jumped
W.
two stories onto the shoulders of five men and again
came out of it minus any bruises to himself and the
Still again he rode a motorcycle at the
five men.
speed of thirty miles per hour into a two foot wall,
left the machine and made a perfect landing into a
net some fifteen feet away. The following day when
the double made a short jump from a balcony to a
chandelier some ten feet above the floor, and having
neglected wiping the grease paint from his hands, he
slipped from the chandelier and fell to the floor,
knocking himself unconscious."
train traveling ten miles an

says Melville

Brown.

"SHOOTING" A WILD STEEPLECHASE RACE
"The steeplechase in 'The Hottentot' that I directed
was a very difficult thing to handle. The jumps I had
put up were so dangerous that I could only get daredevil cowboys to ride over them," says Del Andrews,
"and sometimes they would 'pull' their horses and
make them "refuse' the jumps. I finally thought of the

—,%^
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rier.

ence a

I

am

sure that these scenes will give the audi-

thrill for

some

of the horses didn't clear the hole

and they landed right on top of the camera, which
gives the effect of a horse and rider hurdling themselves over a jump and right into the audience. The
liorses that did clear the jump gave the efifect of jumping right over the heads of the audience. Then I put
the barrier on the other side of the hole and had the
men jump it coming back, and this gave the efifect of
horse and rider coming from the back of the audience
and landing in front of them. These barriers were

made

of

hedges,

rail

fences,

spiked

fences,

picket

used every kind of jump, barrier, precipice, etc., that is possible to get and I believe that this
race will be a sensation for thrills and comedy. Dougfences, etc.

las

MacLean

I

is

the star.

SOME EXPERIENCES
During the filming of StewSays Wesley Ruggles
art Edward White's "The Leopard Woman," starring
Louise Glaum, we took one hundred negroes into the
heart of the Mojave desert for African Veldt scenes.
It was in the middle of August, the heat was tefrific,
the thermometer mounted to 120° every day. On the
third day the negro boys mutinied, and we could get
no work out of them. The same night after dinner
House Peters, the leading man, discovered groups of
darkies in various points around the camp frantically
engaged in games of African golf. Pulling a gun
Peters took the fascinating cubes and said "Tomorrow
you work or no dice." The next day they worked and
:

:

in the

evening Peters returned the cubes.

11,
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WAS NO JONAH

idea to use a slow motion

camera on every scene to tell
which one of them were 'pulling' their horses. This
worked very well and I was able to weed out the bad
riders and also made some very interesting material.
You can see the flight of the horse through the air
and watch every motion of every muscle and can see
just how the rider handles himself and the horse. We
cannot use these scenes in the race as they would slow
it down too much, but it would be very interesting
data for science or horsemen to see. This steeplechase
is supposed to be over the roughest country possible
and I am sure that there is no tougher going for a
horse than you will see in this picture. I told the
riders to hold in their horses on some of the very tough
straight runs and that I would 'trick' it with the camera, but they were so used to risking their lives on
the jumps that they put them over the ground as fast
as they would go and many of them fell oflF on the
straight-^ways.
To get some novel and thrilling
scenes I put the cameramen and their cameras six feet
under ground and covered the hole with steel and
wood and put the jumps on the edge of the covered
hole and had just a small hole in the top to allow for
the lens of the camera to photograph through.
"I then had all thirteen riders jump over this bar-

Sunday, June

Mason Hopper, took
from directing the Peter B. Kyne
Under Their Skins" at the Goldwyn
Director E.

day

few hours
story, "Brothers
ofif

a

studios the other

go fishing with four friends ofif Catalina
He caught no, not a whale although this
is a tale of a whale and a whale of a tale.
Mr. Mason and his four friends were fishing from
a twenty-five foot boat when thirty whales surrounded
the small craft and refused to dive down into the briny
deep for two whole hours.
The whales ranged from twenty to fifty feet in
length.
They made no attack upon the boat, but
kept continuously circling about it so that the occupants were unab'e to break through the cordon. The
five men had all they could do to keep the boat out
of the path of the whales and were in constant danger
of having it overturned or crushed by a single swish
of a whale's tail. The fishermen were nearly exhausted
from the long struggle, when after being captives for
two hours, the whales disappeared in the ocean, and
they brought the boat to shore.
to

—

Island.

IN

.'

WHICH AN AUTO FIGURED

"During the filming of 'Watch Your Step' with CulGoldwyn," tells William Beaudine, "it
was necessary to show a very convincing scene of a
wrecked racing car. The transportation department
had searched around and hired a big Duesenberg spe'"

len Landis for

that

cial

was guaranteed

to

do 110 miles per hour.

The

technical department drew extensive plans for
Everyturning the car over without damaging it.
thing was all arranged and blue printed and O.K.'d.
Then came the morning we were supposed to shoot
Cullen Landis
left the studio all popped up.
it.

We

moment wanted to drive the racing car to
location. As the owner was willing, he took the

at the last

the

wheel and with one other of the cast as a passenger
started out in the rear of the procession.

were set up.
The technical force were all on deck, but no racing
car had arrived. After a wait of about half an hour,

"The

location reached, the cameras

Landis arrived in a commandeered machine.
happy-go-lucky manner he said
"

In his

'Watcha gonna do?'

"We

'Take a picture of a wreck, mister.'
"He said 'The wreck is down yonder/
"After much questioning we found out that while
trying to find out how fast it would go he had narrowly missed a car that came out of a side road and
said

:

:

had landed at the bottom of an eight foot ravine, right
side up, without a scratch to either passenger. The
The
car, however, was most artistically wrecked.
most particular director could ask for no more. So
we moved back and shot the real wreck, which made
the technical and production departments sore."
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Production

You'll

Admit
That

These

Director

Star

Producer

BROADWAY ROSE
DEAR ME

Mae Murray

Robt. Z. Leonard

Tiffany Prod.

Madge Kennedy

Henry Kolker

Kenma

DESTINY'S ISLE

All Star

W.

Earle Prod.

HALDANE OF THE SECRET SERVICE
SCHOOL DAYS
THE BEGGAR MAID
THE MAN FROM BEYOND
THE SNITCHING HOUR
THE QUEST
WHAT'S WRONG WITH THE WOMEN
WHY GIRLS LEAVE HOME
YOUR BEST FRIEND

Houdini

Burton King

Houdini Pictures

Wesley Barry

Wm.

Warner

Mary Astor

Herbert Blache

Triart Prod.

Houdini

Burton King

Houdini Pictures

Arthur Housman

Alan Croslanu

Housman Comedies

Dorothy Hall

Ben Blake

Blake

All Star

R. William Neill

Goodman

Maurine Powers

Wm.

Nigh

Warner Bros.

Vera Gordon

Wm.

Nigh

Warner

Anna Q. Nilsson

P. S. Earle

Nigh

Prod.

Bros.

& Coyle
Prod.

Bros.

Are Exceptionally Good Pictures

WHY?
ONE REASON:
to

worry over

The director did not have

details of the settings, sched-

AND

ules or studio work,

did not have to worry over

the producer

unknown

costs.

The studio work on the above productions
was done by us on guaranteed contracts.
HOPE
SLIM SHOULDERS

(working

Produced

titie)

Mary Astor

Lejaren A. Hiller

Triart Prod.

Irene Castle

Alan Grosland

Holtre Prod.

entirely by us

on guaranteed contract

We work in any studio,

anywhere

TILFORD CINEMA CORPORATION
OFFICES and STUDIOS

332

to

344 West 44th Street

Telephone: Longacre 9350
15

New York
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FOR SEASONS

1922-23

Louis B. Mayer presents a series
of

Fred Niblo Productions
^"^Pictures

With a Heart and SouF'

Distributed as Fred Niblo Productions by Metro
Early Fall Releases

Directed by

FRED NIBLO
"BLOOD AND SAND"
Starring Rodolph Valentino

For Famous Players-Lasky
Recent Productions
Douglas Fairbanks
in

"THE THREE MUSKETEERS"
and

"THE

MARK OF ZORRO"
United Artists Release

"WOMAN HE MARRIED"
"ROSE

and
O* THE

SEA"
Starring Anita Stewart
For First National Release

"MOTHER

O'

MINE"
An All-Star

Cast Production
for Thomas H. Ince
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SELZNICK. PRESIDENT
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NOTHING
IS

SERIOUS

EXCEPT

I

VVSs

V\

\

PASSION"
~

Oscar Wilde

>
I
i
THE

GREATEST SUMMER
RELEASE OF A DECADE

HOLLYWOOD

THE

NEW YORK
D.
A.
M. P.

THE MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS'
ASSOCIATION
By William
Secretary of

a

ing at Universal City, California, conceived the idea
of the Motion Picture Directors' Association. An association whose membership would consist of only

who were

capable, efficient and honest.

Honest not only where

money was concerned, but

with their fellow man.
On February 15, 1915, nine directors gathered at
the home of Francis Ford and there, while a terrific
storm was raging outside, Mr. Giblyn's dream became
a reality.

member

Los Angeles, who was

of the

M.

of nine

eligible,

was

either

or anxiously awaiting the result of his appli-

cation.

Lodge had grown to
such an extent that it was deemed advisable to organize a similar association in New York and in August
Murdock McQuarrie was sent East to carry out this
In one year the Los Angeles

purpose.

Mr. McQuarrie gathered together a number of the
recognized directors and several meetings were held
in Bryant Hall on 6th Ave., near 42nd St. A short time
later Giblyn and Travers Vale came from the West

I

The New Home

membership

had been increased and nearly every director in the
vicinity of

Haddock,
the New York Lodge
F.

In the early part of 1915 Charles Giblyn, then direct-

those directors

In a very short time the original

P. D. A.
17

Los Angeles Lodge

I

WILLIAM CHRISTY CABANNE
18

;
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New York Lodge

Motion Picture

of the

numbers and good fellowship,
and today they occupy the Motion Picture Directors'
healthful one, both in

Association Building at 234

West

55th

St.,

New

York,

P. D. A.

F.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

lor, S.

E. V.; Terriss,

Vale, Travers
nola, Ro])t. G.

;

Crosland, Allan.

Wm.

Richmond, Jos. W. Ricketts,
Thomas V. Robertson, John S. Rosen, Phil E. Ruggles, Wesley; Russell, Albert E. Russell, William.
Santell, Al
Sargent, George L.
Scardon, Paul
Schertzinger, Victor Seay, Chas. M. Seitz, George B.
Semon, Lawrence; Sidney, H. Scott; Siegmnn, Geo.
A. Simpson, Edwin M. Sloman, Edward Smalley,

Lynn

;

Tom; Thomas, Augustus;

;

;

Daly,

J.

;

rence.

;

;

Francis
Reynolds,

ers,

Thomson, Fred A. Tourneur, Maurice Trimble, Lau-

;

;

;

Ta}

Membership

;

;

Phillips; Stanton, Richard; Sullivan, Frederick.

;

;

;

;

Archainbaud, Geo.
Badger, Clarence; Barker, Reginald; Beal, Frank;
Beaudine, William; Beaumont, Harry; Bertram, WilBrabin,
Borzage, Frank
Blystone, John G.
liam
Chas. J.; Brenon, Herbert; Buel, Keanan.
Campbell, Maurice; Campbell, Colin; Carewe, Edwin; Carleton, Lloyd B.; Chaudet, Louis Wm. Chautard, Emile; Christie, Al E. Clements, Roy; Cline, E.
F. Conway, Jack Cox, George L. Crisp, Donald W.

John G.

;

;

Van, Wally Vekroff, Perry N.
;

;

Dawley,

J.

Searle;

De

Grasse,

Joseph; DeMille, Cecil B.; deMille, William C.

;

Dil-

Donovan, Frank; Duncan, William.
Eagle, Oscar Edwards, J. Gordon Ellis, Robert
Emerson, John; Fishback, Fred; Fitzgerald, Dallas;
Ford, Francis; Ford, Jack; Forman, Tom; Franklin,
Harry L. French, Chas. K.
Gerrard, Douglas Giblyn, Charles Gordon, James
Grandon, J. F.
Haddock, Wm. F. Hamilton, Gilbert P.; Hartford,
David; Harvey, John Jos.; Hefifron, Thomas N.; HenHenaberry, Joseph;
derson, Dell; Henley, Hobart
Herman, Victor; Hickman, Howard; Holubar, Allen
Mason; Hunt, Jay; Hynter, T. Hayes.
J.; Hopper, E.
Ince, John E. Ince, Thomas H.; Ingraham, Lloyd;
Ingram, Rex; Irving, George H.

lon, J. F.;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Jaccard, Jacques; James, Richard.
Karger, Max; Kelsey, Fred A. King, Burton
;

;

King,

;

Vig-

Vincent, James.

Ward, Ernest; Webb, Kenneth; Weber, Lois; Webster, Harry MacRae; West, Raymond B.; W'illiams,
Tay; Wilson. Ben; A\'ithf^v. Chet; WooJ, Sam;
Worne, Duke; Worsley, Wallace; Worthington, Wil''^

liam.

Young, James; Youngworth, Leo.

LOS ANGELES LODGE,

M.

P.

D. A.

David M. Hartford, Director; Frederick Sullivan,
Assistant Director W'ally Van, Technical Director
Frederick A. Thomson, Secretary; Norval MacGregor,
Duke
Charles J. Parrott, Inner Guard
Treasurer
Worne, Outer Guard.
;

;

;

Robt.

Ly-

MacGregor, Norval
McQuarrie, Murdock J.;
Maigne, Charles; Marshall, George E. McGowan, J.
P.; Melford, George; Millarde, Harry; Miller, Ashley;
Miller, Charles F.
Mitchell, Howard; Moran, Lee.
Neill, Roy; Niblo, Fred; Noble, John W.
O'Brien, John; Olcott, Sidney; Otto, Henry W.
Parke, William; Parke, Ida May; Parrott, Chas. J.;
Paton, Stuart; Perret, Leonce Powell, Frank; Pow-

;

and membership is known to be a guarantee of ability
and integrity.
The Los Angeles Lodge own their own home at 1925
Wilcox Ave., Hollywood, Cal., and the two lodges,
working in conjunction, are bound to be an element
for good in the industry.

Adolfi,

;

;

This meeting was attended by Chas. Giblyn, Murdock McQuarrie, Travers Vale, Burton King and DelL
Henderson of the Los Angeles Lodge, and Joseph
Kaufman, Robert T. Thornby, Robert G. Vignola, J.
Searle Dawley, William F. Haddock, Albert Capellani, John G. Adolfi, Edwin August, Emile Chautard,
Frank H. Crane, Ned Finley, Paul Scardon, John J.
Harvey and Harley Knoles.
To write a complete history of the New York Lodge
from that time to the present would require more
space than I am allowed here. Suffice it to say that
from that date the growth has been a steady and

The M.

C.

ons, Eddie.

Directors' Association.
-

19

Henry; Kirkland, David; Knoles, Harley.
LeSaint, Ed. J.; Lloyd, Frank; Lund, O. A.

Coast to aid McQuarrie and on October 30th, 1916,
at a meeting held in the Astor Hotel it was voted to

form The

; ;
;

Trustees
Reginald Barker, Joseph DeGrasse, Frank Lloy;!,
Wallace Worsley, Maurice Campbell, Murdock J.
MacQuarrie.

Members
Reginald Barker, Clarence Badger, Frank Beal,
Harry Beaumont, William Beaudine, Chester Bennett,
William Bertram, John G. Blystone.
Colin Campbell, Maurice Campbell, Edwin Carewe,
Lloyd B. Carleton, Al E. Christie, Louis Wm. Chaudet,
Roy Clements, E. F. Cline, Jack Conway, George L.

Cox,

Wm. Robt. Daly, Joseph DeGrasse, Cecil B.
Wm. C. DeMille, Jack F. Dillon, William

DeMille,

Dowlan,

William Duncan.
Reeves Eason,
Dallas

Fitzgerald.

Fred

Fishback,

Tom

Forman,

Magnificent |{onxe (arlo

#-?"-^

'

^

^

"behind Tiim.

stud-'

'Fgdlish'
Befope

tlie

world'—

'Predicts ^ith Pride

"Will a^ain prove that he is the

^liat

'

>

—-MASTER DIRECTOR
^121 the

Forthcoming

UHiVERSAL- SUPER- JEV/eL
^o which hQ ha^ teen assigned — —'
hx/

ii
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Francis Ford, Jack Ford, Harry L. Franklin, Charles
K. French.

Douglas Gerrard, Charles Giblyn, F. J. Grandon.
Gilbert P. Hamilton, David M. Hartford, Thos. N.
Heflfron, Del Henderson, Hobart Henley, Victor Herman, James Home, E. Mason Hopper, Howard Hickman, Allen J. Holubar, Jay Hunt, T. Hays Hunter.
John Ince, Thos. H. Ince, Lloyd Ingraham, Rex
Ingram.
Jacques Jaccard.
Fred A. Kelsey, Henry King, Burton King, David

much

with

21

stage experience to their credit, but with

knowledge of the newer art. The general practice then was to attempt to imitate on the screen the
technique both of the acting and of the construction
little

of a stage play.

was not until a separate dramatic form founded
on pantomime had been developed that the director
was in a position to originate and create. Constant
progress has been the keynote of all directorial work
It

throughout the formative period.

The

old school screen direction relied on the players

Kirkland.

imitative ability to a great degree.

Leonard, Ed. J. LeSaint, Frank Lloyd,
Eddie Lyons.
Norval MacGregor, Murdock J. MacQuarrie, Henry
McRae. J. P. McGowan, Geo. Marshall, Harry Millard,
Howard Mitchell, Geo. Melford, Lee Moran.

was necessary perhaps.

Robt. Z.

Fred Niblo.

Henry W.
Chas.

Wm.

J.

Otto, Jack O'Brien.

Parrott, Stuart Paton, Francis

J.

Powers,

of experience.

The

Rosen.
Al Santell, Geo. L. Sargent, Paul Scardon, Victor
Schertzinger, William Seiter, Lawrence Semon, H.
Scott Sidney, Geo. A. Seigman, Edward Sloman,
Richard Stanton, Phillips Smalley, Frederick Sullivan.
Frederick A. Thomson, Maurice Tourneur. Law-

Wally Van, Robt. Vignola, Perry Vekroff.
Raoul Walsh, Ernest Warde, Raymond B. West,

Ben Wilson, Chester Withey, Sam
Worne, Wallace Worsley, William
James Young.

modern

director no longer attempts to

play each role. He relies on his actors to give him
an approximate interpretation of the part. His task
is

to

mold those individual interpretations

By

to his

own

purpose without altering their originality.
The director who demands that every character be

own

played according to his

rendition of the role will

have just as many replicas of himself in his finished
picture as there are characters in the play. It is this

way

to the

new and

one of the fundamental progressions.
in this change
The director of the early days sought to put the
lies

Wood, Duke

maximum amount

Worthington,

the director labors to convey to the spectator
a genuine theme; he depends upon characterizations
and incident rather than large action. It is thought

THE NEW DIRECTOR

sheer action into his picture.

Today

and the director's task

Cecil B. DeMille

Progress
That has been the watchword of the motion picture
industry since its birth. The past decade has been a
period of constant change and advancement in every
department. In no phase of motion picture making
has there been greater progress than in the field of
direction.

The pioneer days were days of experimentatimi.
Everything was utterly new. There was no precedent
to guide the worker in any line of endeavor. Camera
men were constantly feeling their way into new lines
and unexplored territory; actors were experimentally
developing an entirely new technique of acting
founded on pure pantomime directors and scenario
writers were evolving a separate and distinctive form
;

of dramatic art.
of the directors of the early days

of

rather than action that

Director-General of Paramount Pictures

Many

truly

type of direction that has given

rence Trimble.

Originally this

the director acted out

every role and every minute bit of screen business,
subsequently demanding that the actor give an exact
reproduction of this performance.
There were few
actors in those days who knew sufficient screen technique to be trusted with their own characterizations.
It was not a matter of intelligence; it was a matter

Parke.

Geo. Reahm, Lynn F. Reynolds, Thos. V. Ricketts,
Wesley Ruggles, Albert E. Russell, Wrn. Russell, Phil

Then

were actor?

The

is

must be photographed today
to

make

this possible.

old-style director of action

is

passing; he

is

—

being replaced by the student of psychology the man
capable of photographing ideas rather than gestures
the

new

director

THE DIRECTOR
By M.

United Studios
The success or failure of a moving picture production
depends almost solely on the creative genius of the
director.
final

It

result

C. Levee, President,

within his power to either make the
something greatly to be admired and
is

praised by the entire theater-going public, or to present an object unworthy of interest or appeal. Everything, as far as the production of a picture is concerned, depends on the inventive genius of the man

can be a reckless spendthrift with
the finances of those who provide the necessary capital,
or he can manifest a conservatism in the producing

who

directs.

He

ymj^

Hobart Henley
PRODUCER OF

SUPER JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
THAT LASS
With

O'

LOWRIES

Priscilla

Dean

THE FLIRT
By Booth Tarkington
With

SI

all star cast

m
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the picture that will reduce

of

money

the

cost,
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and thus

employers. The
compared
director can be
to the builder who constructs
either a beautiful edifice from the plans of the architect,
save large sums of

or an

his

unattractive object which

eye and

is

uninspiring.

He may

architect.

may be

for

"fool-proof"

to

fails

please the

The photodramatist

is

the

write a beautiful story, and it
it is purchased by the pro-

when

ducer, but in the hands of an incompetent director
it

may

be mutilated, massacred and distorted beyond

recognition.

The

director

is

the

man on whom

the

greatest responsibility rests, for he has the fortunes

many

palm

hand and can either add
them to melt
away like mist. Unlike the stage director," the work
of the moving picture director remains with us always
and can be preserved, and placed in the archives, there
to be reviewed again by posterity.
This is sufficient
incentive to inspire him to greater work as he plods
onward in his career a career which is either magof

in the

tremendously

of his

to those fortunes or cause

—

nificent or mediocre, according to his

His

is

own

choosing.

the greatest one-man power in any art or in-

dustry, for everything depends on his ability, and

entrusted to him

—

much

and creativeness.
He can make fortunes almost overnight, and he can
just as easily destroy them. He can make good productions from bad material and can make poor productions from good material. He is all-supreme, and
the success of the moving picture industry depends
almost solely on one individual, and that individual
He has brought the industry along
is the director.
this far on its rather tempestuous journey and he will
be the deciding factor as to the progress it makes in
the future. Too much importance cannot be attached
is

to his ingenuity

to him.

THE PRODUCTION OF PICTURES

IN

EUROPE

By Ben Blumenthal
President of the Hamilton Theatrical Corp.
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Lubitsch, the leader of European directors and producers, just as in former days one thought of Quazzoni,
the famous Italian producer, who made such spectacles

"Quo Vadis" and

as

the

originator

productions.

A

the

of

who was really
"mob scene" and "big set"

"Cleopatra," and

little

history of the production field in

Europe is probably necessary before one can apprewhat is being done by European producers today and in comparing their work with that of Amerciate

ican producers.

The French were the first of the Europeans to pick
the producing of pictures as a regular business. Howhaving educated the public to the appreciawere suddenly superseded by
the Italians. The French at their hey-day never had
more than three producing companies, whereas the
Italians, in 1913, had at least ten large producing corporations and made a big play for the world's market
for their pictures. They started th^e production of historical subjects and approached their work very seriously. This seriousness was reflected in the pictures
ever, after

tion of their art, they

themselves.

They considered

beautiful scenery as one

of the greatest essentials to the

making

They then would have

ture.

beautiful sets, and

finally

try

around the beautiful scenery and
these items merely as incidentals

their
to

of a

good

artists

pic-

prepare

write their story

sets, instead of

using

to the picture.

At about this time Denmark, through its Nordisk
Film Company, began producing pictures on a large
scale.
They did not work on the theory of large sets
and beautiful scenery, but tried to picturize life as it
is, and made pictures for the masses.
Their themes
were very similar to the stories that seem in certain
classes here to have a decided vogue stories similar
to "Over the Hill," "Why Girls Leave Home," and
other themes with touching appeal and heart interest.
Their chief director was a Dane, Urban Gad.

—

With

the Italian and Scandinavian competition, the

French were being relegated to a secondary class, and
even at that time were to a great extent being pushed
out of the world's markets.

Germans

The German
At about
efforts

Start in 1912

era of production dates back to 1912.

this time the

toward the

Germans

art of picture

seriously bent their

making, and specialand detect-

ized in the production of sensational, trick

This class of picture quickly became
popular, and before the Great War was in great deive pictures.

mand

in all countries.

At the time

of the

war they

were doing a tremendous business in England and

all

European and South American countries.

When war was

In speaking of European directors, the first name
to which one's mind is naturally drawn is that of Ernst

declared, the Italian producing units
ceased work and the French practically closed up entirely and have never since become a factor in the pro-

1

!'
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ducing of pictures to any great extent. Production in
the Scandinavian countries also waned, and today the
original Nordisk Film Company is practically at a
standstill as regards production.

The war seemed

to

have given the Germans, however, an impetus in their
picture making and their production output was tripled
while other countries were suspending work. But it
was only toward the close of the war and after armis-

was declared that they directed their efforts to the
making of large, spectacular pictures. Up to this time
there had been no German director of any outstanding
tice

ability.

European pictures have necessarily
been different from ours for the reason that their
morals, their life and their viewpoints are different
from ours. Europeans go to theaters not with their
minds centered on being amused, but they seem in a
great many countries to take their amusements seriously. Their films must of necessity therefore depict

The themes

serious stories.

pictures of

life

of

This has led to their desiring to make
it appears to them, and not as we
to see it. Their contention is that the

as

America like
most famous books and stories ever written were those
that were written in a serious vein and which did not
They beend with "they lived happily ever after."
in

lieve that in life as

it

is,

the greatest percentage of

25

has been proven, are but slightly interested in dead
heroes.
The public is ever ready to see and hear
about great men just so long as they are living and
hold their positions.

The moment they have

lost these

positions, they pass to a great extent out of the public

eye and mind and lose their attraction.
The same
holds true in presenting past life and deeds through
pictures. However, Lubitsch came into the field and
conceived the idea of reproducing historical facts and

costume plays with a modern point of view. That is,
although the incidents and costumes were historical,
the story was modernized, the characters brought up
to date, and heart interest was introduced.
Therefore, through this introduction of human and heart interest, the historical and costume part of the play was
not uppermost in the minds of the audience, but served
merely as incidentals to the actions and moods of the
characters.

the

human

In other words, he has tried to bring out
points in the great characters he

is

portray-

ing instead of merely adhering to a portrayal of the

made them famous.
introducing human emotions and

great acts which
of

It is this

faculty

feelings into his

portrayals of historical facts and figures that

is

the

keynote of his success.

The Other School

people do not always meet with a happy ending.

Germans
However,

Now Making

after seeing

Mistake

American-made productions,

now attempting to make pictures along the
what they consider American ideals to be, in
order to meet the requirements of the American peothey are

lines of

ple.

This,

I

believe,

is

the beginning of their mistakes

and it seems to me will lead to the downfall of European production, just as it would be the downfall of
American producers if they tried to make pictures according to what their ideas are of European life and
tastes. It would be impossible for an American director to get the atmosphere of European life and conditions without having studied the same extensively and
without having lived in the European countries. To
gather their ideas, viewpoints, ways of living, etc., and
correctly depict it would be just as difficult as it now
It is my
is for Europeans to depict American life.
firm belief that both European and American producers will meet with greater success and will make pictures of a much higher quality if they confine themselves to making pictures of life as they see it and not
as they imagine it is in countries other than their own,
that is, with a view to morals, ideals, etc.
For a long time there had been a ban in practically
every country against historical and costume pictures,
which was justifiable. The majority of the people, it

There is another school of direction in Europe
headed by Joe May, whose pictures are replete with
dramatic intensity. To this purpose May employs sets
and sumptuous furnishings, as it is his belief that dramatic value is thus added to a production.
Another director who is rapidly coming to the front
and whose name will soon be numbered among the
most famous in Europe is Dimitri Buchowetzki.
Buchowetzki is now working on a picturization of
"Peter the Great." He is a Russian and possesses all
the artistic ability and temperament of the Russians.
Furthermore, he seems to have the faculty of making
pictures on a commercial basis and introducing the
required effects and dramatic incidents without the
spending of vast sums of money for the producing of
his pictures. His method is to get his effects through
hints and suggestions, that is, giving impressions
through views of parts of sets instead of photographing sets in their entirety.

Some Foreign Women

Stars

During the past seven or eight years a number of
great actresses have been brought out by European
film producers of a type entirely different from the
American stars. There was Lyda Borelli, who in her
day was as great a success throughout the entire world
as any star at the present moment. Asta Nielsen, another woman of great dramatic temperament, was at

^S^!^^i^!^^^^l^^^^iiMl^^l^^!^^l§^l^^@!@^@^@l@@^
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Director of
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Assistant Director
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tures of future years, will be the result of organization.

women who

The motion picture, more than any other art, represents a community of efifort. *One man may put a

film and cut from it a logical, intelligent, interesting
photoplay of moderate length strengthen and vastly
improve a hundred plays to one they injure. .Many,
many times they actually save, both for public
appreciation and managerial approval, a story so
twisted and complicated in the making that without
their logic and sense of orderly reconstruction a good

man may carve a statue,
cannot make a first-class motion picture.
It is as absurd as if the author of a play were to insist
upon designing his own scenery and playing all his
painting upon canvas, one

but one

own

man

The

parts.

high-class motion picture of today

take over a hundred thousand feet of

represents the selective taste of the editorial depart-

original idea,

ment which unearthed the

delineation

original story, the literary

many

would

plus the professional technique of the scenario
writer, the trained imaginative eye of the cameraman,

much human

beautiful scenes and

total only a

dead

loss.

skill

the dramatic genius of the director, the constructive

mind

of the experienced film editor,

of the scene specialist

and the

skilled art

and the costumer.

No one man can be all these things, because even
Methusaleh in his lifetime couldn't have found time
to master them all.
The director who assumes that
his is the wholly superior intelligence in every department

who
command

as hopeless as the sailor of a catboat

is

feels that his nautical talents equip

him

to

a great steamship.

have been many instances of just such
assumption. You can find them on every hand, and
in numerous cases the director has been so long in

There

learning the truth that he has practically disappeared

from the
demand.

He

falls

.that

he

public

He

He becomes no

eye.

longer

in

loses his standing with the exhibitors.

miles behind the procession before he realizes
is

no longer

at the

head of

it.

Many Minds Needed
But

me

let

say right here that a

man

does not

necessarily have to be a big organization director to

make good pictures. Most of the big pictures are,
and always will be, organization pictures as a matter
of course
but the independent director can make
splendid pictures too if he will surround himself with
contributory minds.
You will always find certain
independent pictures ranking as top-notch contributions, and wherever you find these you will discover
that the director has drawn upon the mental resources
of brilliant men and women all along the line of his
work. There are no exceptions to this rule.
You
cannot name one exception. Yet it would be as wrong
;

•

to infer that the director

is

not an absolutely essential

part of a great picture as

it

would be

to infer that

not an essential part.
One branch of production never has received and
perhaps never will receive its full share of credit for

the writer, for instance,

is

How

Praise for the Editor

The

successful film editor of today

with what might be, but with what has already been
The other people face possibilities. He never
faces anything but facts, and he has to justify them

done.

—

—

mean
The director is comparable to the Field Marshal
who takes supreme command at the moment of battle.
His troops, his munitions, hia ordnance, may have
been artfully provided by experts, but in the shock
of conflict he is the man who deploys and uses them.
Napoleon was not a cannon-maker, but he knew the
'fabrication of a cannon as no foundryman in Europe.
Lord Nelson did not devote his later years to navigation, but his expert knowledge of the science of sailing
enabled him to win the battle of Trafalgar. So the
director who has a certain knowledge of and an enthusiasm for all his departments, even though he does
not presume to do the detail work of any of them,
comes to grips with his actual taking full of confidence
and bound to win.
In his knowledge and appraisal of screen writing
the director should understand dramatic situations as
the dramatist lays them out on paper.
He should

know human

values,

out of action, but

and how character

how

is

not built

action invariably springs from

character.

As an

art-director he should be a

of breeding

by

self-cultivation

man

of taste,

even though he

and

may

not have had the advantages of culture in childhood

The

public does not

type.

As

!

of

Lest the reader infer that I am completely reversing
myself arguing now against an assemblage of minds,
and for the unification of a whole organization's talents
under one director's hat let me explain just what I

know, but how well an organization knows what
these boys and girls are up against
The men and

!"

—

them as best he can.
The director of tomorrow will be a combination
writer, art director, camera-man and psychologist.
or get around

and youth.

picture in the cutting-room

a practical

specialist who has taken a postgraduate course in
the hardest school a studio offers; for he deals not

does this wail
—often
"They spoiled my

the final accomplishment.

re-echo dismally around the lot

is

He

should know that his settings, whatin keeping, and in conformity to

ever they are, are
a

camera-man he should know the

limitations of

his magic-box, as well as its possibilities.

!ll!lllilllllllll!l!l|||||||||i||
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a psychologist he should let his characters tell

own

stories,

and work out their

own

destinies,

and not put them into forced situations and arbitrary
denouements. Herein is all the difference between
the mere mechanical screen story and the great

human

What Every

"To

Director Should Read

I
believe that every director should read and
thoroughly assimilate the late Hugo Munsterberg's
"Psychology of the Motion Picture," the only practical
and constructive treatise on screen possibilities yet
written.
The author has been dead for years, but
in the very dawning days of the screen, he saw far
in advance of our own time.
Now I do not believe that I have set up an impos-

of

superman as

you think

have,

I

let

my
me

ideal director.

say that

in

my

If

some

I

—

The

between an average director and a
nothing more or less than analytical
thought. One goes on with scene after scene, photographing his people as they walk in and out of sets,
on and off locations. The other realizes that he deals
with human beings. He does not shoot to complete
his plot with a certain number of fixed incidents,
casual gestures, and business belonging to the mere
difference

great director

make

actually

rec^uired.

He

tries

to

you the complexities, the reactions and
the deductions of the most mysterious and most invisible to

teresting thing in the universe, the

In the end, the

first

bled a puppet show.

human mind.

director has conveniently assem-

You can almost

see the strings

and wires with which he has manipulated his lifeless
But the second director has given
little mannikins.
you no such casual, pre-ordained entertainment. You
feel that he has beckoned you to a darkened window,
and, raising the shade, has for an hour looked down
with you upon the absorbing panorama of life.

illustrate the point,

The

ing.
I

logic of the situation justifies the prediction

have made.

"We

must not expect that the

Joseph M. Schenck, the biggest independent producer in the field, and yet conservative enough to be
also a

bank

director, takes a very optimistic

view of

the outlook for 1923.

"Long

next January," says Mr. Schenck,
"I think even as soon as next August, we shall see
before

old days of wildcat

picture promotion are going to return.

"From now on
will be the

By

that

I

those

who

prosper in making pictures

ones wdlo create worth-while photoplays.

mean good

subjects, worthily treated

—gen-

I am putting this
On my Norma Talmadge picture,

erously, handsomely, intelligently.
belief into practice.

'Smilin' Through,'
it

worthy

expended over $300,000

I

On

of a beautiful subject.

Eternal Flame,' not yet released,

And by

I

to

make

another, 'The

spent more than

could not have made
this elaborate picture anywhere but in Los Angeles.
$400,000.

"I haven't

done

the way,

this

meant quality or popularity.

was done after a careful study
The public has stopped the

It

tions.
it

I

with any foolish idea that mere

prodigality of expenditure

indulged

hibitors

in

then,

of existing condi-

reckless spending

during and right after the war. Exbeing able to fill their houses with

mediocre pictures, didn't demand of us the best the
cinema could do. Now, with the public picking its
amusements carefully, exhibitors must and are willIn
ing to pay more for what we do handsomely.
other words, we have a market for the very best product

we can

turn out.

"Douglas Fairbanks asked me the other day what
I
I
thought of his heavy outlay on 'Robin Hood.'
told him he couldn't make a mistake if he spent his
million wisely."
"\^''hat

about the influx of foreign pictures?" Mr.

Schenck was asked.

"No competition

SCHENCK OPTIMISTIC ON FUTURE

take the requirements "of

Los Angeles. How many are
there?
Say twelve. Each one will need 52 feature
pictures during 1923. Where are they to get them ?
The supi)ly has now dwindled until there are not more
than 400 all told, good, bad and indifferent, remain-

is

movement

routine

will be necessary to greatly in-

it

the first-run theaters in

motion

have been fortunate enough to 1)C
personally associated with the development of five
directors who have risen to real greatness. One was
a taxi-driver, one an insurance agent, one an actor,
one a stage director, and one an artist. You see it
is in every instance the man, his energy and his native
wit not his early advantages or the lack of them
which counts.
picture career

of the near future

crease the volume of output.

narrative.

sible type of

way in Los
Angeles than ever in the history of the industry.'
There is already a great shortage of pictures in sight
for next year's theater demand.
To meet the needs
greater production of photoplays under

at all,"

was the emphatic

opinion,

"Out of the many foreign pictures
and he explained
imported into this country, only .four have been successful.
Only an occasional historical production, for
which the Europeans are best fitted, can make an
American appeal. Foreign artists are good actors,
:

but their types don't appeal to our psychology. We
demand a certain kind of personality, and they haven't
it."
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Nanook

It.J€fHJ

of the

North

^.
1^

a

*

Revillon Frere*. N.Y.

The Leader

of

Nanook' s

Team
Positivelj'^

remarkable and unusual

picture

that

has ever been pro-

duced.
I

I

the most

PRODUCED BY ROBERT

J.

FLAHERTY,

F. R.

G.

S.

PafheBicture

Nanook

of the

Revillon Freres.

North

A

N.Y.

Mrs. Nanook and the

You have

said that big pictures

Snow Baby

were scarce;

fSat you could get the business if you could get
the pictures.

Here

is

a really big picture, better than the best.

Will you take just a little time
picture you've been wanting?
See

"Nanook

of the

North"

at

to get the

the nearest

Pathe exchange.

Pafhepicture

Nanook

«»

.^M.

of the

North

.v*M

.4^

<;;_^ig^viUou

The

Start of the Battle with the Fighting Bull

Walrus

Did you know that there were warm hearts and brave
where vuro is warm most of the year?

in

a land

Did you know that way up North hundreds of miles from
the screech of a locomotive, life is just one thrill after
another? that life there is a constant battle with wild
beasts, starvation and cold? that despite the sternness ot
Nature men like Nanook live there, heroic, kind, generous,

human and

lovable?

You never saw such a human gripping picture
^

as ''Nanook of the North."

Pafhe picture

Nanook

Nanook

in

of the

North

the Vast Silences of the Frozen North

Bigger than the biggest; better than the best!
That's the kind of picture you are offered in
*

'Nanook

of the

North."

Big in exploitation value; big in audience value;
big in

money-making

value.

Better in everything that
It

Pafhepicture

belongs in your theatre!

makes

a picture great.

BIOGRAPHIES OF IMPORTANT DIRECTORS
Ivan Abramson,

Clarence G. Badgage 41 years, born

age 50 years, born ir.
Russia.
Previcns to

making
for

on

bert

and
was also an impre?
He has made 50 picture producall features.
Loves the old classics

Co.,

speaking

tions,

work with

a

Permanent address, 729 7th

of literature.

New

Ave.,

stage

York.

John G. Adolfi,
born in New York
Previous to directing
pictures wa*! on t!ie
speaking s t a p e for
about ten
Started film

feature

chiefly

newspaper worker.
which include features and
one and two reelers. Mr. Badger's greatest hobby is to fuss about the garden and
orchard. Permanent address, R. F. D.
No. 10, Box 890B, Los Angeles, Calif.

a

address. Friars'

178 productions

which include featand two reelers. Hunt-

and

one
and golf are his hobbies. Permanent address, 8201 Fountain Ave., Los
ures

productions,

ing, fishing

Angeles, California.

Beaumont,

Harry

age 34 years, born in
Kansas. Previous to

making motion pictures was an actor

George D. Baker,
age 51 years, born in
Champaign, 111. Previous to making pictures was an actor
and
and
manager,
began film work in

in

man

1909 as leading

made

but previous to

was an artist and
Has made over 36

Has made many pictures,
productions. Permanent
Club, New York City.

for Vit^graph.

Lubin

Melville

at

Biograph Studios in
1909 and has since

Wil-

the

work

Started film

film

this

years.

work

New York City.

Francisco,

Started

Calif.

the

director

sario.

years

fifteen

San

in

was

pictures

William Beaudine,
age 30 years, born in

er,

He

1914.

9 years. Started film

work with Edison
and has made about 25 pictures. Hunting, fishing and writing are the hobbies of
Mr. Beaumont. Permanent address. Ho-

made

has

for over

on the stage

tel

Los Angeles,

Clark,

California.

92 pictures, 50 of which were five reel pro-

Del Andrews, age
Started his

27 years.

career

in

Louis,

St.

and

since

then has worked for
Famous
and
I nee
Directed
Players.
Great
one feature.

Hugo

born
O. Started work with Edison
Co., but previous to

wyn, aiding

a stage di-

tures, all of

in

years,

Cleveland,

v/as

this

He

rector.

a

short reel comedies.
the

drama and

of

antiques.

Lambs

made
pic-

numerous features and

including

tures,

has

many

great

is

He

is

Club, 130

W.

44th

St.,

New

with

Solax

Lee

in

merly

work

his

making

baud,

born

^1^

aBPat

.-|

Y

three

of over 80 pic-

Permanent address, 662

features.

Lexington Ave.,

New

York.

Continent,

Reginald

reer

years,

France.

with

Eclair

1911.

Canada.

in

Barker,

Los Angeles,

features, and has devoted his entire camaking. Was assistant

j^fti^
picture

stage

^.

Hotel

and

Started

mak-

Beranger's hobbies

athletics.

American
York

New

Continental address. Hotel
Friedland, L'Etoile, Paris.

Royal,

Paul Bern, age 33
born in Hamburg, Germany. Preyears,

vious

to

directing.

was on the speaking
stage where he was
also stage manager.

Calif.

35

Aus-

motion pictures
old Biograph un-

Algonquin,

'

York.

29

in

picture-plays, stories

Mr

directed over 40 fea

New

to

all

City:

as actor in old

Burbank Stock Co.,
Los Angeles. He has

Has made

productions,

address.

'ca-

manager in Paris and loves music.
Permanent address, 75 Qentral Plark West,

^.
reer

22

.

are research, art

Winnipeg,

Began

age

well-known screen-actor

a

and has written
and stage pieces.

The

in Paris,

is

many

York.

(George)

der D. W. Griffith
on whose staflf he remained for seven years. Previous to this
he was an actor on the speaking stage for
a great many years and still plays from
time to time here and abroad. He has
directed twenty pictures here and on the

Gold-

ures and has h^n
Ince,
Goldwyn, UniverH.
wtih Thomas
heading his own
now
Paralta,
and
sal
the
Louis
B. Mayer banunder
company
Books and golf are his two hobbies.
ner.
Permanent address, 820 Fountain Ave.,

-

at

which were features. Started
own company in 1920 and has made

Archain-

age 31

Started
in

^L.

ing

and techni-

cal director for
in the

tralia.

Fort
For-

at

1916.

art

born
George

ad-

Hollywood.

St.,

Andre

a student of

address.

Hawthorne

Beranger,
\ears. born

an enthusiastic collector

Permanent

dress,

7018

Permanent

features.

Ballin,

Started film

42

made

several

New York City.

age

Apfel,

Has

stage since he was eight years old.

age
in
born
42 years, was

in

Oscar

pictures

Beban. Previous to directing
was an actor on the speaking

California.

Permanent
out-door sports.
address, 7123 Mentone-Palms, California.
believer

George

His one hobby in life is to make
motion pictures. Permanent address, 130
West 44th St., New York.
ers.

1908,

in

ductions and the rest one and two reel-

ILl

His

first

pictures

OH PROMISE ME

play with the Best

Features in theBest

Theatres

where

Every-

Because

The Cleveland
is

Plain Dealer says:

at the Stillman this week.

The

"

'Oh Promise Me'

picture

is

of double

comedy and the supers are service
There are some good shots at a parade where

interest;

men.

it's

a good

the private hero gets gay with an

This seems

officer.

to delight every audience."

They are Standard
THE BULL

TIS

Entertainment.

The Film Daily says:
funny but the comedy

"Not only are the
acting

is

Comedies

of the recent Christie

situations

the very best.
like

Some

'Oh Promise Me,"

'A Barnyard Cavalier' and 'Tis the Bull' can easily
take

first

comedy

place in the

field."

FAIR ENOUGH
Thomas Nunan, San
two-column headline

Crowd

to the

Francisco Examiner, said in a
" 'Fair

:

Granada

this

Draws Big

Enough'

week. 'Fair Enough'

is

Granada's Big Picture."

ANY OLD PORT
All
Christie

George

Two-Reel

"

Successes are

Blaisdell,

'Any Old Port' from

snappy.

directed by

a

Exhibitors

number

Scott Sidney

Trade

Christie's studio
is

Review,
is

says:

mirthful and

the director and he puts over

of well handled scenes at night

on an ocean

hner."

SCOTT SIDNEY
WILLIAM BEAUDINE
and

HAROLD BEAUDINE

William A. Johnston, M. P. News, says: "Christie's
fling at the Mounted is a gem of satire. His ambition
to give as careful a production to his two-reeler as in

the feature picture shows that

under the

advanced by leaps and bounds.

supervision of

AL CHRISTIE

COLD FEET

^ j^

.

comedy expression has
'Cold Feet' generates

as fine an atmosphere as will be found in the best
features on

any library

shelf."

BOOK THRU

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES
34

snow

were made

in

Canada

in 1915,

made quite a few features
editor

ent

nent

at

address,

wood,

Goldwyn
Goldwyn

and he lias
At pres-

since.

Perma-

studios.

Holly-

Studios,

devoted to

zine

Robert North

first

accompaniment of a sym-

tures with the

phony orchestra;

put literature and

first

just

produced

play

Adventure."

to directing
films was in the theatrical business and
on the speaking stage

care

V

o u

i

s

England the

Many

of

screen stars, producers and artists started

under

his direction.
American address,
M. L. Malevinsky, 1482 Broadway,
New York. English address. Bush House,
Melbourne Place, Strand, London, W. C.

which include
made
feature productions, .one and two reelers
and several serials. Bertram's hobbies are
In fact, he would
hunting and fishing.
rather fish than eat, and has gone without many a meal to wade a rippling stream
Permanent
in quest of the wary trout.
address, 1727 Park Ave., Los Angeles,
California.

born

years,

30

Wisconsin.

also

a

director

in

thorne,

Madam
Blache,
Paris,

ed

St.,

speaking stage for a

number

making

of

own

of his

years.

for

in 1911.

address,

career

film

in

Frank Borzage, age
29 years, born in Salt

as

Lake

secretary to N. Gau-

mont

in

pictures

then took charge of

Gaumont

the
1897.

duced

pictures

stars.

Loves

art

stage.

studio

Mme. Blache has prowith many well-known

work

in

in 1913

sport.

Permanent address, Lambs Club,

New York

City.

to making
was on the
Began film
Los Angeles

Clarence L. Brown,

and has made

95 pictures, 40 of which were five reel pro-

and painting.

dress,

3974 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,

California.

Charles

directing pictures he
is

4

main hobby.

his

West

40th

St.,

he

is

not

stage

screen

career

has directed
J.

age 47 years, born in
England.
Sheffield,

for

features,

Started

and
and one and

with Edison in

many

number

a

years.

of

York.

Stuart Blackton,

1908,

Permanent address.
Inc., New York

two super-features,

Care of Edward Small,
City.

A.

born
V

He was one of the two
Vitagraph Company of

conceived and developed the idea
of the program feature film play as it is
known today; organized the Motion Picture Board of Trade of America, becoming
its first

president; founded the

first

maga-

i

in

Company.

Subsequently enterdeveloping
into a director for Fox, Vitagraph, Chap-

ers Stock

ing

pictures

and

eventually

Goldwyn. When not playing tennis
climbing mountains, Brown devotes
spare time to writing vaudeville
his
address,
3119
Permanent
sketches.
lin,

or

Trail.

o u

Bracken,
Texas. Pre-

s

pictures,

to

Tod Browning was

directing

was

clerk and a

founders of the
America, the first company organized to
make screen plays; he produced the first
one, two, three, five and seven-reel screen
plays;

age 32 years. Born
where
he started his
in Portland, Oregon,
with
the
Baker Playstage
career on the

Bertram

Edison,

he produced the pioneer news pictorials

and melodarmas.

W. Brown,

Melville

Cahuenga

Beginning in 1897,
after a meeting with

Thomas

film

Brabin,

Previous^o directing
pictures, was an actor on the speaking

Permanent address,

New

with

England.

Liverpool,

reading, for that

is

work

Knoxville,
Started

age 39 years, born in

which were one and
two reelers and oth-

When

in

nent address. Culver City, California.

work in London
and has made about
200 pictures, some of
film

ers five reel productions.

born
Tenn.

Maurice
Tourneur about six
years ago, and is now
co-directing with Mr.
Tourneur. P e r m a-

ductions and the rest one and two reelers. Loves winter sports. Permanent ad-

Herbert Blache,
aged 39 years, born
London. Started
in

film

New York

in

Utah.

City,

Previous

and

Paris,

work

and has made 250 pictures, some of which
are feature productions and others one
and two reelers. Golf is his favorite

Hollywood, California.

France. Start-

an

years

Began

stage.

Haw-

6901

was

pictures

fifteen

actor on the speaking

scenarios,

Alice

born

Brenon,

Herbert

age 41 years, born in
Dublin.
Previous to

and directed quite a number of Fox com-

Permanent

number

a

Previous

With Nestor

edies.

speaking

for

and author.
Started film work with Lasky and has
made Westerns, serials, and features for
four years.
Everything out-doors is the
hobby of Mr. Bradbury. Permanent address, 412 Mason Building, Los Angeles,
years,

of

was an actor on the

Has written many

was an actor

the

stage

directing pictures

to

directing

G. Blystone, age

J.

pictures,

on

Pre-

C.

to

s

pictures

Glorious

best-known

the

o u

i

35

Wash-

in

D.

ington,
V

screen

first

"The

colors,

Has

years.

12

for

50

in

natural

Bertram,
years,
born in
42
age
Walkerton, Ont. Pre-

William

about

in

age

Bradbury,
years, born

the Bible stories on the screen; and has

Cal.

in Paris, in

opened the

films;

theater for the artistic presentation of pic-

a

bank

born
Ky.

member

Started

his

screen career with the Melies Co., and
has directed many pictures since, mostly
Permanent address,
feature productions.

stage.

Los

tions.

Selig

Studios,

3800

Mission

Angeles, Calif,

Road,

but

previous

was

in

on
Has made

fi

1

m

7

to this

vaudeville and

the

legitimate

big feature produc-

Permanent address, Universal

California.

35

Louisville.

Started

work with Biograph
in New York City,

U. S. cavalry
for one and a half

of the

years.

in

City,

'

i
I

i

i

I
1

i

I
i

I

I

I
I

I
I

I

I

I

%

i

I
I

I
i
I

i
i

HENRY KING
DIRECTOR

i

i
I

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

Associated First National Productions

I

^^TOUABLE DAVID'
^^THE

SEVENTH DAY

— SONNY''
In production — ^^THE BOND
Coming

i

i

^^

BOY"

"TWENTY-THREE AND A HALF HOURS^ LEAVE^'
T. H. INCE,

Paramount

i
i
t
I
I
i

i
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Harry Burns, age
38

born

years,

Warsaw,

Webster Campbell,
in Kansas City,
Mo. Started his film
work with Thomas

Poland.

Previous to directing

pictures, was an
athletic instructor
and press agent. He
was
the speaking stage for a

in California,
but previous to this

also an actor on

number

of years.

work with Reliance-Majestic
in Hollywood, Calif., and has made about
20 two-reel comedies. Mr. Burns' hobby
is
athletics.
Permanent address, 1756
No. Western Ave., Hollywood, Calif.
Started film

Fred

J.

n

I

stage.

He

made only one

far

West 67th

York.

W. S. Campbell,
age 36 years, born in
Nehr,
Ohio.
Previous

was on

the

aho

speaking

stage

for

City, Idaho. Pre-

about

directing

five

speaking stage for 30
years.
Started
film

about 65 pictures, mostly feature productions.
Permanent address, 1720 N. Soto
St., Los Angeles, California.

Selig

Co.

in

Albert Capellani,
age 48 years, born in
Paris, France.
Mr.

Pathe
years,

born

ed

Louis,

Previous

motion

Cassinelli,

was

price,

in the
Navy.
Mr. Cabanne was on

uires,

some

York.

pictures his time

spent

the speaking stage, also, for quite

work

in

Al Christie, age 40
born in Lon-

years,

don,

Ont.

film

work

York

Started

New

in

producer
comedies.
Preas

a

vious

to

this

stage

director.

of

was a
Has

productions, which include
two and five reelers. Mr. Christie's
hobby is golf. Permanent address, 6101
Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

was

with

over

for

and has

17

Roy Clements, age

direct-

such stars

44 years, born in

as

Has made many

and others.
all

of

i

1910

Edwin

ing

Carewe,

age 39 years, born in

motion

viously

j*'""!^*^

was

Il-

mak-

pictures

with Essanay.

pic-

which were features.
Permanent address, 1457 Broadway, New
almost

Started

linois.

Naziniova,
Dolores,
Marjorie Rambeau, June Ca-

with
Fine Arts. Has produced many pictures,
almost all feature productions. Permanent address, 929 So. St. Andrews Place,
Los Angeles, California.
film

Holly-

made about 600

C.
Cabanne, age 34 years,

entering

nent address, 6266 Sunset Blvd.,

one.

Capellani

Missouri.

portrait

a

wood, California.

made

and has

1908,

William

to

pictures,

photographer and theatrical
producer, and
was also an actor on the speaking stage.
Started with Selig as actor. Has made
about 150 pictures, which includes, fea-

years.

with

St.

was

years,

Kansas, MisPrevious to

directing

Started screen career

an actor on the

in

in

directing

to

pictures,

work with D. W. Griffith and has made
a number of big pictures. Mr. Butler's
hobby is home life with flowers and pets.
Permanent address, 514 So. Mariposa
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

born

Chau-

38

and one and two reelers.
Music and golf are his hobbies. Perma-

Butler, age

to

age

ture productions

motion pictures was

Started

a

49 years, born in Idvious

time.

so

is

Permanent address,

New

St.,

has,

which

picture,

production.

five reel
1

the speaking

det,

souri.

c e

was on

Wm.

Louis

born

in

Pre-

a direct-

or and

actor on the
speaking stage for 21
years.
Has made about 200 pictures, from
one to seven reels. Pinochle, poker, all
kinds of athletics and well written stories
are his hobbies. Permanent address, 6824
Whitley Terrace, Los Angeles, California.

^flk

jlP'

Texas.

Gainesville,

Previous to directing

was on the

pictures

Colin Campbell, age 49 years, born in
Scotland.
Previous to making pictures
was an actor on the speaking stage for
over 21 years. Started film work with

and has made over 500 pictures,
including feature productions and one and
two reelers. Outdoor sports is the hobby
of Mr. Campbell. Permanent address,
R-C Studios, Hollywood, Calif.
Selig Co.

stage

speaking

Lubin

in

pictures,

for

over 15 years. Started film work with
1914, and has made about 75
chiefly

Golf,

features.

tennis,

hunting and fishing are his hobPermanent address, 2027 North

billiards,

bies.

Vine

St.,

Elmer

Clifton.

Previous

Clifton Prod.,

New

Bedford, Mass.

Eddie

M a u r ic e

Campbell,
age
49
years, born in Philadelphia.
Previous to
directing motion pictures

was

rector,

work with Famous PlayersLasky and has made seven pictures, all
of which are feature productions.
Started film

1907.

of

e

fond of music.
Riverside Drive,

age

Cline,

years, born

in

making motion pictures was a director

pictures,

the

five

reelers.

37

York.

speaking
three
film

Started film

He

is

very

Permanent address, 790

New

Previous to directing

speaking

work in Paris in
Has made about 100 pictures, 60

which were

29

Chautard,

Kenosha, Wisconsin.

stage.

producer and

man.

i 1

age 57 years, born in
Previous to
Paris.

on

a stage di-

newspaper

directing

Hollywood, California.

Em
Major

to

was an actor on the speaking
stage for quite some time.
Started screen
career with Reliance-Majestic and has
made a number of pictures, some of which
are features.
Permanent address, Elmer
pictures

Mack

Sennett

in 1912,

was on the
stage

years.

for

Started

career

with

and has made about

80 pictures since, chiefly comedies. Driving a Ford

is

his

hobby.

But he also

likes

Permanent address,
Keaton Comedies, Hollywood, California.

baseball and payday.

•Jack Conway, age
37

born in
Minn.

years,

Graceville,

Reid.
Pictures,

was

number

for

a

of years on

with

speaking stage.
Began screen career

the

witli

Fine

tlian

25

pictures,

manent address, Universal Studios, Universal

Was

California.

City,

subse-

Hampton Del Ruth,
age 34 years, born in
Venice, Italy.
Pre-

working for
Eclair, World, Metro,
Selig and Vitagraph.

vious

among

pictures,

quently

has directed more
Perchiefly features.
for three years

mak-

Indians,

ing westerns and survived three revolu-

George
horn

Cox

L.

Chicago,

in

with Selig Polyscope
Co. in 1909 but pre-

law and dentistry in Washington.
Permanent address, 5123 Harold Way.

was an

vious to this

Dawley,
born in Del

Searle

J.

age 45,
Norte, Ind.

actor on the speaking

and also an
antliof.
Has made approximately 100 pictures which include features and one and
two rcelcrs. I''ishing, golf and hunting
Permanent
are the hobbies of Mr. Cox.
address, 3834 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
stage

Frank Crane, born

San Francisco,

in

Previous to directing pictures was
on the speaking stage for quite some time.
Calif.

Has made many

Permanent ad-

features.

dress, Friars Club,

number

fourteen years and
1905 started his

New York

in

Alan Crosland, age
born in
28
years,

New York

City.

Started film

work

a

Thos.

son, Inc.. in 1913.

made

has

al)out

some

of
and others one and

pictures,

which were five reelers
two reelers. During the past year he has
directed Constance Binney, Gene O'Brien,
Conway Tearle, Elaine Hammerstein and
Irene Castle. Hobby, golf and being a

New York

Permanent address,

and
speal-ing

stage

for

cinematographer

made

work with Lasky, in Hollywood, and has made two score super-featMotoring,

ures.

man
woo,

nt

address,

Home

ability.

and

flying

tlie hol)1)ies

motor-boatPerStudio, Holly-

of Mr. DeMille.

Lasky

California.

1,

William
Mille,

scenic

1939

address

Holly Drive, Hollywood, Cal.

De

C.

age 43 years,

born in Washington,
Previous to
D. C,

over

all

the world for seven
For six years was a specialist in
trick photography and multiple exposure
eflfects.
Has been a director four years
and made 22 features. Is also the author
of nine photoplays, a chemist and an
of

years.

of

Started film

directing

years.

artist

on the

actor

number

a

in 1905, as

travelogues

He
33

work

and

Edi-

A.

stage

director, pr o d u c e r

Started

Argentine.
film

with

age

36 years, born in the

Mass.

playwright,

a

ing pre

City.

Las

address.

Previous to making
notion pictures was

fi.lm

were five reel productions and the rest
one and two reelers. His one hobby in
life is to work.
Permanent address, 16
Beekman Place, New York.

of pictures, chiefly

\sheville,

for

stage

some time
Has
scenarios.
Has

Cecil B. DeMille,
age 40 years, born in

making motion
pictures was on the
speaking

ac-

for

comedies.
Permanent
Angeles, California.

Previous

was an

England.

successful

to

Norman Dawn,

father.

many

written

directed quite a

work with the Edison Company. He has
made about 300 pictures, 40 of which

California.

_

stage
in

111.

directing

to

on the speaking

tor

Mexico.
Hobbies, working out
law problems, having studied

in

intricate

work

Started film

tions

number

a great

which include super-features
and one and two reelers. Painting is the
hobby of Mr. De Grasse. Permanent a'.bdress. 213 West Windsor Road, Glenda'ie,
"^
California.
pictures

Lubin

old

organization,

He

Arts.

the

made

with Pathe and has
of

Webster Cullison.
Born in Baltimore
and
started
work

Previous to directing
pictures

Paramount

Permanent address,
Los Angeles, Cal.

pictures,

was an author, and

He

also an artist.

been
Playcrs-Lasky

as

since

and

director

a

Hobbies,
fishing.
Permanent address
St., Hollywood, California.

ducer

tennis

1914.

has

Famous

with

1520

pro-

and
Vine

Athletic Club.

Leander De
dova,

Donald Crisp, born
London, England.
Started film work
and

born
Previous to making
motion pictures was

pic-

an actor on the

Flying Corps in Ru-

speaking

mania

in

Biograph,

with
has

made many

tures,

all

of

which

were mostly feature

Now

productions.

producing'

England.

in

^^^1
^

P
'

-v

,

^^

James Cruze, age
38

years,

^^

v

^^H

pictures,

^W

born

Ogden. Utah.
i

tor

o u

s

to

film

was an acon the speaking

some

Mr. Cruze
and has made
pictures almost exclusively for Wallace
time.

started directing for Lasky,

hobby

Mr. De

productions.
is

Cordova's

film

chell

Joseph De Grasse,
age 43 years, born in
Canada. Previous to
making motion pictures was an actor on
speaking stage
the
for

over

Started

39

18
film

years.

work

was

and

Sano's

three productions,

hobby

is

in the

started

work with Win-

He

Smith and Herbert Blache.

made

all

has

Mr.

features.

Permanent adHollywood, Calif.

flying.

dress, Hillview Apts.,

athletics.

motion

making

to

pictures he

for

in

Pre-

directing

stage for quite

stage

a number of years.
work with Metro in New
York City and has made 5 pictures, all

Started
feature

«^^H

Marcel de Sano,
age 24 years, born in
Previous
Rumania.

Cor-

age 44 years,
in
Jamaica.

Edward

Dillon,

age 41 years,

New
vious

York.
to

pictures,

stage
nile

born

directing

was on

playing

and

in

Prethe

juve-

comedy

leads in various sue-

Wallace Worsley
M.

P.

D. A.

DIRECTOR OF
FIVE FEATURE PRODUCTIONS

starring Louise

Glaum

For Hodkinson Release

TWO FEATURE PRODUCTIONS starring Kitty Gordon
Distributed by Paralta

"A

WOMAN OF PLEASURE" starring

Blanche Sweet
Released through Pathe

"THE BEAUTIFUL LIAR"

starring Katherine

MacDonald

First National

EIGHT PRODUCTIONS FOR GOLDWYN

A few of the releases being:
''The Little Shepherd of

Kingdom Come"

"The Penalty"
The Night Rose"
Grand Larceny"
''A Blind Bargain"

Now

completing a special story starring

WESLEY BARRY
"From Rags

40

to Riches"

9-

Allan Dwan, born
Toronto, Canada.
Started fi m work

Mr. Dillon was for eight years
with D. W. Griffith. When Griffith left
Biograph, Mr. Dillon went to RelianceMajestic, where he started a new l^rand of
comedies until Triangle was formed. He
has made quite a number of pictures,
cesses.

W.

55th

St..

New York

many

making motion
tures
was on

pic-

speaking

but

Dwan was

started his film

Jack Dillon, age
36 years, born in
New York. Previous

Fairbanks.

a

Civil

Has made

Now

feature productions.

"Doug"

Athletics

directing
his

is

Permanent address, Los
Athletic Club, Los Angeles, Cal.

favorite pastime.

.Angeles

the

speaking

for

stage

some

quite

Has made

a

time.

number

of features.

Archer

William

Sholto Douglas, age
36

born

years,

Bushmills,

in

Ireland.

Started his film

work

with Pathe, but pre-

was

viously
British

made

news-

a

paper man and in the
American Armies. He has

and

28 pictures,

10

of

"Breezy" Reaves
Eason, age 34 years,
born in Mississippi.
Previous to making
motion pictures was
in the produce business.
Started with
the American Film
Co. and has made about 200 pictures,
which include feature productions and one
and two reelers. Tennis, golf, fishing and
hunting are the hobbies of Mr. Eason.
Permanent address, 6200 Fountain Ave.,
Hollywood, California.

Club.

age 37 years,
born in United States.

He

William P.

One

three pictures:

seven

reel

Empey

Mr.

fishing

220

is

was

an artist and
photographer. Started film work with

William C. Dowborn in St. Paul,
Minn.
Previous to

Ian,

and

Vitagraph

made

productions,

30

was an actor on the

Earle's

speaking stage for 14

nent

hobby

address,

358 5th Ave.,

all

has

Mr.

features.

photography. PermaEarle Pictures.

is

W. P. S.
New York.

Gordon

J.

Permanent ad1642 Shumway Ave., Hollywood,
reelers.

and shooting.

West 42nd

St.,

Permanent address

New York

California.

V

Mon-

Canada.

Pre-

i

ou

s

to

pictures,

motion

den's

in

McFad-

Physical

ture School, also

Cul-

^^^^n^Hr
mH|?iss%\

speaking

of years.

a

number

of

years.

over

Fox

in

250

1917.

which were five reel featgood deal of Mr. Fawcett's time

A

ures.

given to writing, as that is .his main
hobby. Permanent address, Lasky studio,
Los Angeles.
is

Permanent address,
Los Angeles, California.

Has

Harry Edwards.

for five years di-

Permanent address. NaHollywood, California.

rected comedies.
tional Studio,

Permanent address, L. A. Athletic Club,
Los Angeles, California.
age 43 years, was born
in Toronto, Canada.
He was a reporter
in British Columbia at 16 and has always
been with his own company. His hobbies
Carlyle

Scott Dunlap.

Started his screen career

with Fox, and has directed many pictures,
including feature productions and one and

two

reelers.

Permanent

address,

Studios, Hollywood, California.

Fox

film
work
Started
with Lubin, but be-

was an acon the legitimate

fore this
tor

stage.

about

299

hobby

is

pictures

hard work.

230 Riverside Drive,

and

He

claims

has

made

that

his

Permanent address,

New

York.

.

Fred Fishback, age 28 years, born in
Rumania. Started screen ca-

Bucharest,

Began screen

Has produced, directed
many features and serials.

Fielding,

age 40 years, born in
Bowling Green, Ky.

features.

Studios,

was

career with Selig.

and acted

Started his

but

stage,

film

pictures, all of

on the speaking

number

he

work in
Has made three

started

ac-

screen career long ago. and has produced

on the speaking stage
for

pictures

was an actor on the

A^^^gtHS

directing

was an

stage for a

Scotland.

Previous to directing
was an instructor

tor

Duncan,

pictures,

City.

Fawcett,
in Virginia.
Previous to directing

Ed-

in

wards, born
treal,

William
born in

made

and one comedy.

Romaine

Universal as an actor.
Has made many
pictures,
including feature productions
dress,

has

particularly fond of riding,

his screen career with

and one and two

He

nine reel feature, one

production

S. Earle,

directing pictures

to

started

film

his

was an author and
soldier.

age 37 years, born in
New York. Previous

York.

He

started

ork with Vitagraph,
l)ut previous to this

\\

George

and the rest five reel productions.
Permanent address, 117 W. 46th St., New

years.

Guy Em-

Arthur
pey,

born

reelers

pictures

work

Vitagraph and
Kalem in 1911. Has made about 120 pictures, 90 of which were five reel productions and the rest were one and two reelers.
His hobby is to work and make
money. Permanent address, N. Y. Ath-

which are two

directing

the

stage,

with

letic

to directing pictures,

was an actor on

to

with Essanay Film
Co. in Chicago. Previous
to
this
Mr.
Engineer.

City.

age

Ellis,

Previous

ginia.

1

Permanent address, 234

chiefly comedies.

Robert

34 years, born in Vir-

in

are

boating,

landscape
71

Ellis,

West 23rd

photography and
Permanent address,

portrait

painting.
St.,

New
41

York.

reer with

Mack

pictures,

mostly

Sennett.

Has made many
Member M.

comedies.

Permanent address, L-Ko StuHollywood, California.

P. D. A.
dios,

David G. Fischer,
age 37 years, born in
United States. Startfilm work with
Essanay in Chicago;

ed

previous to th'S was

on the speaking stage
for

five

years.

Has

r

WILLIAM

P. S.

EARLE PICTURES,

Inc.

*

CURRENT RELEASE

DESTINY'S
By
PWtographer,

WILLIAM

WILLIAM

S.

ADAMS.

ISLE

MARGERY LAND MAY

Art Titles,

FERDINAND EARLE.

Production Manager, J.

STUART BLACKTON, Jr.

P. S. EARLE PICTURES, Inc., 358 Fifth Avenue,
DISTRIBUTORS— AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION
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New York

made about
two and

Francis Ford, age
39 years, born in
Me. PrePortland

300 productions which include

five reelers.

Golf, horseback rid-

ing and motoring are the hobbies of Mr.
Fischer.
Permanent address, 208 W. 69th

New

Street,

vious

was on the

tures

and

speaking stage for a

mber

n u

Started

M.

Dallas

Fitz-

born in La
Grange,
Kentucky.
Previous to directing
motion pictures was
an
actor
on
the
speaking stage for a

gerald,

number
Started

of

also

,

many

6267 Yacca

St.,

Started

France.
screen

career

with

V

o u

i

stage

Permanent address.

which were features.

Lambs' Club,

New York

Y.

recting

ested in pictures an 1
venture was as manager of Clara
Kimball Young. Mr. Garson has made a
number of pictures, all features. Perm.a1845

Louis

pictures

directing

was

for a short time

mechanic.

stage

screen

Started

Permanent address. Fox Film,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Tom Forma n,
born

Mutual, Witwer, Iroquois, Goldwyn, and
World Film, having directed IS features.

vious
stage
of

City.

directing,

to

was on

Music and motoring are his hobbies.
Permanent address 276 Riverside Drive,

Pre-

Texas.

in

the speaking

years.

Hobbies:
Hunting and fishing.
Permanent address, 1618 Crenshaw Blvd.,

tions.

a

number

pictures,

of

theater

largest

J.

He

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Burton George,
age 36 years, born in
R h e m s. France.
i

fea-

with

career

D. Hampton, and has directed

many
and

one and two reelers. Permanent address,
1471 Milton Ave., Hollywood, California.

Previous to directing
pictures,

Griffith

studios

S.

Co.
has

made about

ture

West

was an actor on
speaking

stage.

many

feature produc-

He has made 24 pictures, 18 of which were
big features and the rest one and two

tions.

Likes motor-

this

the

New

reelers.

Permanent address, Fox

Los Angeles,

California.

Studios,

_

swimming,

golf

and hunting. Permanent address, Hollywood, California.
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and

York.

Charles

Giblyn,

born in New York.
Previous to directing
pictures, was an
actor on the speaking

stage

for

about

twenty years. Started

career

ing,

— Biograph,

Permanent address, 158

reelers.

81st Street,

Screen

began with
Selig and has made

news-

productions and the rest being one

and two

A. Franklin, age

Francisco.

in

a

120 pictures; 35 being fea-

29 years, born in San

1907, but previous to

was

paper man.
Started
film work with Eclair

Emmett

J. Flynn,
age 31 years, born in
Denver, Col.
Started film work with

the
film

productions,

Wash-

pictures, including feature productions

California.

of

Started

tures.

with

chiefly

in Seattle,

screen

started

was stage

almost all feature picMr. Gasnier's hobbies are reading
and writing stories, golf and driving.
Permanent address. Hotel Alexandria,
500

Permanent address, Mayer Studio,
Hollywood, California.

ington.

years,

ten

work in France with Pathe, and came to
America 12 years ago. Has made over

tures.

Park B. Frame, born

also

France.

in

Kalem and has made
quite

for

manager

Started

career

screen

ing pictures,
the speaking

number

a

for

Gasnier,

was on
and

and las macfe about 20 pictures, chiefly
features.

J.

direct
stage

ca-

Universal

with

reer

Started his film work
a cameraman.
with American Film Co. and has made 7
pictures, 5 of which were feature produc-

Los

St.,

age 41 years, born in
France. Previous to

Previous

Me.

land,
to

a

was

Allesandro

Jack Ford, age 26

Permanent address,

Victor Fleming, age 33 years, born in
California.
Previous to directing pictures

was

his first

years, born in Port-

Lasky Studio, Los Angeles.

New York

pictures

men's furnishing business in Troy.
N. Y. Became interin the

Angeles, Calif.

pictures, chiefly

Carl Stacy Fleming, age 32 years, started his stage career at the age of 9 in
melodramas and his screen career in 1910
as leading man in Powers Photoplayers.
He has also worked for Kleine, Eclair,

G a r s o n,
N.
Rochester,
m
Previous to d i-

Harry

-

born

nent address,

City.

PermaHollywood,

St.,

California.

tor

almost twenty years.
many productions
directed
has
Mr. Ford
for Famous Players-Lasky, almost all of

produc-

feature
reelers.

Ewing

nent address, 2217

an actor on the

productions
with many well-known stars. He is not
only a gifted author, but ranks high as an

and sculptor.

City.

which include
tions and one and two

directing

to

s

feature

artist

New York

pictures,

motion pictures, was

Pathe as scenarioist.
He has produced

many

in

work in 1908
He made about 500

Ford, age 47
born
in Washyears,
Preington, D. C.

speaking

ice,

ed film

Hugh

Permanent address,
Hollywood, California.

Fitzmaurage 40, born in

career

and animals. Permanent address.
6040 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

years.

George

m

birds

productions.

feature

for

made about 150 picwestern productions, and
serials.
Mr. Ford's hobby is

Start-

years.

years.

chiefly

work with Republic Film
made about 20 pictures, all

film

Co. and has

1

director

stage
25

of

Mclics. and has

Willi

lures

fi

making picwas an actor

vious to

directing

to

pictures,

York.

Charles K. French,
age 51 years, born in
Columbus, O. Pre-

•

screen

Biograph, and has

career

made about

with

150 pic-

productions. Outhobby of Mr. Giblyn.
Permanent address, Los Angeles Athletic
Club, Los Angeles, California.

tures,

chiefly

door sports

is

feature
the

ALFRED

GREEN

E.

DIRECTOR
Recent Productions

COME ON OVER
with

Colleen

Moore
For Goldwyn

THE BACHELOR DADDY
Starring

Thomas Meighan

OUR LEADING

CITIZEN

Starring

Thomas Meighan

A George

Ade

especially

for

Now

in

story written

the

screen

Production

THE GHOST BREAKER
Starring

Wallace Reid
For F. P-L.

Other Releases

Mary

Pickford's

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR
and

LITTLE

LORD FAUNTLEROY
44

Arvid E. Gillstrom,
age 33, born in Swe-

Alfred

Started as pro-

den.

Perris,

ed

fessional ball player,

became

man

high
and

etc.,

because

Has made many

it

was more

exciting.

comedians of note. Loves outdoors and
Perespecially tramping in the woods.
Calif.
manent address, Hollywood,

Mark
37

born

reelers.

Frank

C.

Griffin,

in

vious to
tures

for

years.

15

work

with Universal and
15 productions, all feat-

Fox.

Has made

ures.

Mr. Goldaine's hobby

to

make

better pictures and play better golf.

Per-

is

quite a

number

produced several stories that have been
played on the screen. Permanent address,
San Remo Hotel, New York.

a

manent address,
Club, Los Angeles,

Boston,

He

Mass.

for years,

tions.

Permanent address, M.

Los Angeles,

mostly feature producP. D. A.

California.

Benj. .B.

age

born
Ky.

in

44

Grifyears,

La Grange,

Started

Corp.

Biograph
but

1906,

in

the

As one may easily guess, his hobby
Peris to make moving pictures.
manent address, Longacre Building, New
York City.
in

the vice-

of

the

Hampton

has

of the

Tobacco

Company and the
Hampton Magazine. Mr.
made about 20 pictures, all

of which

were mostly super-features. Permanent address, Hollywood, Calif.

film

previous to this was
speaking stage. Has
made many pictures which include one
and two reelers and many feature produc-

on

was

president

New York

in

with

City

in

Illinois.

Previous to directing
pictures

owner

Wark

fith,

work

actor

Macomb,

American

David

an

Hampton,

age 46 years, born

Cal.

tions.

John Gorman, age
40 years.
Born in

number

a

years.

rected

comedy features. PerLos Angeles Athletic

of

Angeles, California.

has also written, directed and

for

ac-

speaking

Started
screen career with Edison and then went
to Essanay as superintendent of factory
and production. Mr. Hamilton has di-

number of
Has made

years.

manent address, 1514 Rodney Drive, Los

Daniel Carson Goodman, age 38 years,
born in Chica'go. Mr. Goodman has been
associated with D. W. Griffith about seven
years, and has written, many novels.

stage
of

pictures

making picwas a stage difor

was an
the

age 30 years, born in
Norfolk, Virginia.
Previous to directing
was an actor
on the speaking stage

Started film

Goodman

14 produc-

family.

Hartford, Conn. Pre-

rector

tor on

Pre-

directing

to

pictures

He

Mr. Green's hobby is his
Permanent address, 264 So. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

two

Goldaine, age

years,

with

which include
features and one and

in

beaque, Maine.
vious

tions

to

features and has directed

made

has

diving,

turned

work

film

Selig Co. in 1911.

Universal,

for

doing
directing

"stunt"

a

born

ton,

Start-

Calif.

HamilChe-

Gilbert P.

Green,
age 29 years born in
E.

life

Carl Harbaugh, age 35 years, born in
Washington, D. C. Previous to directing
pictures, was an actor on the speaking
stage for over ten years.

Started screen

Biograph Film

career with

Co., and has
mostly feature
productions, and about a dozen short releases.
Mr. Harbaugh's hobby is horses.
Permanent address, Tolney Club, New

made about

York

thirty pictures,

City.

started his career in

New York, in 1910,
with the John Gorman

E. H. Griffith, age
31

and has

Prod.,

always worked with
his

own company.

proximately

and

30

has directed apfeatures.
Hobbies, golf

Permanent address,
Laurel Canyon, Hollywood, Calif.
Francis

J.

Previous to

278

Grandon, born in Chicago.
making motion pictures was

number

of years.

with Biograph.
productions.

Fremont

Started screen career

Has made many

feature

Permanent address, 532
Los Angeles, Cal.

So.

Ave.,

Fred Le Roy
Granville,
Victoria,

born

Australia.

Mr.

in

Practically

U.
all

have been made with
stars and featured players, including Alice Brady, Marguerite Clark, Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffith,
Shirley Mason and Claire Adams.
Prior to screen career was

and began

in

newspaperman

Thos. A. Edison Studios as
Last production Sinclair

editor-in-chief.

"Free

Lewis'
tions,

sailing

dress,

Edward

Small,

predilec-

Principal

Air."

and chess.

Gran-

Glendale, L.

62 pictures,

of which were one and
Mr. Harder spends a good
deal of his leisure time writing.
Permanent address. 111 W. 42nd St., New York

two

ville
was the only
white man to cross Northeastern Siberia
with a camera, and spent fifteen years in
the South Sea Islands.
Permanent address, Finley Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.

59

reelers.

City.

Permanent ad-

Putnam

New

Bldg.,

time.

ed film

York

made

a

num-

ly

ber of pictures, including feature productions

and one and two

reelers.

hobby is
M. P. D.
York City.

234

dock's

address,

New

yachting.
A.,

45

Mr. Had-

Permanent

West

55th

St.,

Harris,

work in New
Camera-

at the

phone Co.

screen

Started

career with Edison, and has

B.

age 36 years, born in
Cork, Ireland. Start-

William F. Haddock, born in Portsmouth, N. H. Previous to directing pictures, was an actor on the speaking stage

some

Pre-

was an

actor on the speaking stage for fifteen years.
He has made

Harry

quite

I.

vious to this

York.

for

in

Start-

ed film work in the
Mirror
Studios
in

pictures

feature

born

years,

Switzerland.

in

Previous to directing
pictures was a photographer and naturalist.

Emil Harder, age
36

women

an actor on the speaking stage for quite
a

A.

S.

his

with

Players-

Born

Lasky.

He

baseball.

Now

years.

Famous

the
for six years.

Previous-

was an actor on

Has made

speaking

stage

five pictures, all

were feature productions. Mohobby. Permanent address,
Kenmore
Ave., Los Angeles, Cal,
1511 N.

of which,

toring

his

TOD BROWNING'S
MONEY MAKERS
For Early

Fall Release

"UNDER
Starring

TWO

FLAGS"

PRISCILLA DEAN

"OUTSIDE THE LAW"
"NO WOMAN KNOWS"
"THE VIRGIN OF STAMBOUL"
Proven Successes
Universal-Jewel Releases
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M.

David

Hart-

age 46 years,
n Rockland,
born
Previous
Michigan.

Joseph Henabery,
born in Omaha, Neb.
Previous to directing
pictures was an ar-

to directing pictures,

chitectural,

was an actor on

the

and

stage

for

gineer,

ford,

i

speaking

over
for the greater part of that
at the

head of

his

own

twenty years;
time he was

organization. Start-

ed fihn work in Los Angeles with Universal and has made about 12 pictures,
Open country
chiefly feature productions.
is the hobby of Mr. Hartford. Permanent
address,

110

en-

and was also

born in Port Rohen,
Previous to making motion

Hill,

J.

pictures, was on the speaking stage for
over seven years. Has made many pictures,
almost all feature productions.
Permanent address, 4633 Vermont Place,
Los Angeles, California.

an actor on the
a number of years.
work in 1910 with Universal
and has made quite a number of pictures,

speaking stage

for

Started film

Lambert

including features and one and two reelPermanent address, Famous Playersers.

directing

Lasky, Hollywood, California.

was a
t

.Angeles, Calif.

Dell Henderson, born in

Thomas,

St.

Previous to directing pictures, was for a number of years, an acStarted screen
tor on the speaking stage.
career with Biograph, and has made a

Harvey, age
born in
years,

41

J.

Cleveland, Ohio. Pre-

vious to

directing

pictures,

was on the

stage
as
speaking
baritone in many sucproductions.
cessful

number

of pictures, including feature pro-

ductions and one and two reelers. Permanent address, Claridge Hotel, New York
City.

and

o n

i

pictures

reporter,

writer;

for a

number

was on

also

stage

Started film

of years.

fic-

dramatic

the speaking

Ont., Canada.

John

Hillyer.

age 28 years, born in
Indiana. Previous to

Way, Los

Benton

South

drafting

railroading

Robert

Ont., Canada.

work

Mutual and has made 48 pictures,
almost all of which were featured productions.
Auto racing, hunting and fishing,
horses and dogs, are the hobbies of Mr.
Hillyer. Permanent address, 354 So. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles, California.
with

Began screen career with Vitagraph, and
has

made many

Room

age 34

Club,

years,

Louisville,

in

Previous
Victor Heerman, age 50 years, born in
London, England. Previous to directing
motion pictures, was on the stage with
Nat Goodwin for a number of years. Mr.
Heerman was for fifteen months, chief
yeoman in the U. S. Navy. He has made
Permanent
quite a number of comedies.
address, L. A. Athletic Club, Los Angeles,

Henley,

Hobart

pictures, chiefly comedies.

Permanent address. Green
New York City.

M

-

^^^
^^^^

pictures

W'
J^k

eight years.

speaking

work

stage

in

New

York.

his screen ca-

with

reer

Peerless-

World and has

for

made

quite a

number

of successful produc-

New

t

Room

address. Green

o n

i

Permanent

s.

Club,

New

York.

Allan Holubar, age

City, Calif.

52 years, born in San

Calif.

Francisco, Calif. Pre-

'W^M
Jean Hersholt, age
35 years, born in Copenhagen, Denmark.
Previous to making
and playing in pictures he was an actor on the speaking

Thos. A. Heffron,
age 39 years, born in
Virginia City, Nev.
Previous to directing
pictures,

was

a stage

director and an actor

on the speaking stage
for

thirteen

years.

work with Thanhouser Film
and has made 76 pictures; 56 of
which were five reel features and the rest
one and two reelers. Making pictures
"that advance the art," is the hobby of
Mr. Heffron. Permanent address, Famous Players-Lasky, Hollywood, Calif.
Started film

stage

12

years

at Inceville in 1915.

Has made but

pictures, all super-productions.

three

Mr. Her-

very enthusiastic collector of
Permanent address, 7804 Fountain Ave., Los Angeles,
sholt

is

a

'^^H

o u s to directing
motion pictures was
V

^^^

i

^^H

an actor on the

^^H

speaking stage for a

number of years.
Started film career in

and one year
Universal.

later

Has

1916 as an actor

became

made

a director for

many

feature

productions

rare old postage stamps.
California.

E. Mason Hopper,
age 39 years, born in
Vermont.
Previous

Edward Hammer,

Howard Hickman,
age 39 years, born in
Columbia, Mo. Started film work with

to

Lasky in 1914, but
previous to this was
a dramatic actor. He
has made about 18

of years.

pictures,

was an actor on the
speaking stage for
over ten years. Started screen career with
the Pickford organization, and has made
about 3 pictures, all of which were features, also has four vaudeville acts working. Permanent address, Playhouse TheaCity.

pictures,

Mr. Holubar's hobby is boxing and horseback ridPermanent address, Allan Holubar
ing.
Productions, Los Angeles, California.
cl.iefly

age 39 years, born in
Boston. Previous to
directing

New York

for

and started film work with Thos. H. Ince

Co.,

ter Bldg.,

in

Began

Started

York in 1910. He has made 50 pictures,
which includes feature productions and
one and two reelers. Tennis and golf are
Permanent address. Univerhis hobbies.
sal

born

to making
was on the

•r

film

Edwin Hollywood,

born
Ky.

which include feature productions
and one and two reelers. Swimming and

pictures,

playing baseball are his hobbies. Permanent address, 5341 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles, California.

47

making motion
was on the
stage for a number

pictures

He

started

work with Essanay in Chicago and has made over 500
productions, which include some superMr.
features and one and two reelers.
Hopper's hobby is to work on some infilm

vention; he also takes a great interest in

outdoor sports. Permanent address, 7144
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, California.

A PRETTY

FAIR RECORD EH?

Out of Eight

First

Run

Theatres in Los Angeles
Five were showing Comedies

DIRECTED BY

Alf Goulding
RECENT RELEASES
SOME CLASS
UPPER AND LOWER
LIVE WIRES
THE RUBBERNECK
HELO' MARS
THREE WEEKS OFF
SHORT WEIGHT
THE TOUCHDOWN

GET RICH QUICK PEGGY
LITTLE RED RIDING

HOOD

DIRECTING FOR

CENTURY FILM COMPANY
JULIUS STERN,

Hollywood, California

Pres.

48

James W. Home, age 42 years, horn in
San Francisco, Calif. Previous to making
motion pictures, was on the stage for over
nine

Has made many

years.

feature

Was

productions.

rector with

Kalem

in

William

graph,

and

came manager. Permanent address, 1445
Valley View Road, Case Verdugo, Los
Angeles, California.

two

a nd

a-

includ-

ing feature and

later he-

t

i

making many

pictures,

a scenario di-

1912,

V

with

career

successful

Hum-

J.

Began screen

phry.

one

made

390

pictures,

110

which

of

feature productions and the rest one

two reelers. To play golf and tennis is
considered a great sport according to Mr.
Permanent address, United Studios,

Ince.

Hollywood,

Calif.

reelers.

Permanent

address,

Thomas H.

152 Parkside Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jay Hunt, age 54 years. Born
and for many seasons was with
the various stock companies including
Mrs. John Drew's Arch Street theater
organization.
Subsequently took up picture work and has been with \Mtagraph,
Thanhauser, Ince, Universal and others.

tures

in Phila-

years, born in

Minnesota. Previous to directing pictures,
wrote short stories and novels for over
fifteen years, and motion picture plays for
over eleven years. Started film work with
Fox, and has written and directed a large

number of pictures, feature and one and
two feelers. Is a whist fiend. Permanent
address, Yale Club, New York City.

Has made

38

Permanent adHollywood.

features.

dress, 6619 St. Francis Court,

pic-

when

1910,

in

engaged

was

he

delphia,

Ince,

motion

entered

Harry O. Hoyt, age 37

were
and

act with the old

to

Imp

Company.
to

Previous
he had been

this

on the stage

number
he was

of years.

sent

Pickford and

to

Later,

when

Cuba

to

Owen

for

a

a director,

direct

Mary

He

estab-

Moore.

motion
have in-

lished Inceville, the first exclusive

T. Hayes

Hunter,
age 40 years, born in
Pre-

Philadelphia.

making mopictures, was a

vious to

Henry Houry, born in Paris, France.
Previous to directing pictures, was on the
speaking stage for a number of years.
Began screen career with Eclipse, in Paris.

tion

many

director

stage

community.

picture

His

stars

cluded Hart, Ray, Dalton, Bennett, Mac-

Lean and Bosworth. Hayakawa, Desmond,
and many others owe their present fame
to Ince.
Permanent address, Thomas H.
Ince Studios, Culver City, California.

Started film
with
Mutual

years.

work

Has made many pictures with well-known
Permanent address, 3 Place de la

and has made about 40

star.

include feature productions and one and

46

Madelaine, Paris, France.

two

New York

City.

Started

work

which

pictures,

Athletics and outdoor sports

reelers.

Perm-

are the hobbies of Mr.

Hunter.
anent address, Los Angeles, Calif.

Howe, age

Eliot
years,

born

ton, Mass..

to

Ingraham,
age 43 years, born in

in BosPrevious

directing pictures

was

mining engineer and was in the
a

opera

for

Started
with Thos. H. Ince and has

dozen pictures,

all

of

6

film

a

Astronomy (the study of
Filmdom) his hobby. Permanent
5512 Sierra Vista St., Los An-

productions.
stars in

address,

actor on the speaking

vious to directing pictures,
was a stage

35

feature

favorite sport of

years.

Started

Perma-

Andrews

Place,

has directed 3 features. From
plays and novels to film
companies, who produced them as they
pleased, he came to writing continuities,

pictures,

with Edison

and finally
Back" was
shot from his continuity but he was not
present.
"Dangerous Curve Ahead" and
'The Old West" were shot from his continui'y '.nd he was on the set during most
of the picture.
"Hold Your Horses,"
From the Ground Up" and "Come On
r)ver" were also shot from his continu-'
ities, and he was both continuity jvriter
and director for "The Wall Flower,"
"Bitterness
of
"Remembrance"
and
Sweets." Permanent address, Goldwyn
Studios, Culver City, Calif.

Vitagraph

directing.

"Scratch

My

N. Y.

36

near

New York

years,

born
City,

stage

for

a

number

of years. Started film

versal

in

a sculp-

UniMr. Jaccard has made
about 22 pictures, chiefly feature produc-

Lawrie.

tions.

Permanent address, Universal

work

in

a series of two-reelers for

1916.

City,

California.

1912

in

pictures, his great-

est success being "The Horsemen of the
Apocalypse." Permanent address, Metro

Pict. Corp.,

age

Previous to directing
pictures, was an actor on the speaking

in

Started screen career

and has made about 40

to

was

under

tor

stories,

to assisting in their direction

born

years,

Ireland.
Dublin,
Previous to directing

Lancaster,

He

selling

I.,

Jacques Jaccard,

66 pic-

versal in 1912 and' has
tures, chiefly feature productions.

nent address, 557 S. St.
Los Angeles, California.

Uni-

with

career

screen

made about

.^
Mo.

Tennis is the
Mr. Irving. Permanent

address, Bayside, L.

Rex Ingram, age

in

Has made about

productions.

the speaking
for a number of

30

Rupert Hughes was born

Pre-

vious to this was an

California.

geles,

Pict.

stage

work

which are feature

All-Star

stage for thirteen years.

on

film

Corp., in 1913.

Robelie, Illinois. Pre-

director and actor

years.

made about

with

Lloyd

38

George Irving, age
years,
born in

New York

City.

Fred A. Jefferson,
age 30 years, born in
Previous
Australia.
to directing pictures,

Ralph Ince, age 35
years,

'

born

Bos-

in

Previous

ton.

to

making motion pictures was an actor on
the

speaking

.

stage

for four years. Start-

ed
in

Brooklyn

49

film
in

work with

1907.

He

has

was

a

leading

man

on the speaking stage
for quite

some

time.

work
and has made

Started

film

with Universal in 1914,
about 85 pictures, mostly feature producBooks and music are the hobbies
tions.
Permanent address, 900
of Mr. Jefferson.

Lorna Ave., Long Beach,

California.

GEORGE MELFORD
rr-^-

DIRECTOR
For June

THE

release:

WOMAN WHO WALKED ALONE

Featuring

I

DOROTHY DALTON
A Iso

J

Milton

Sills,

Wanda Hawley, John Davidson and
Charles Ogle

Coming

releases:

BURNING SANDS
Featuring
Wanda Hawley and

Milton

Sills

EBB TIDE
By Robert

Louis Stevenson

i

Featuring
Lee and James Kirkwood
George Fawcett and Raymond Hatton
Lila
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Big Producers - Big Directors - Big Artists
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'

KNOW

THE IMPORTANCE OF COLOR— AND MOST OF THEM ARE NOW USING SOME

PRIZMA
for

ART

TITLES, PROLOGUES, SPECIAL SETS

OR

EMBELLISHMENTS - HIGH SPOTS

SCENES,

Let us show you how to increase the value of your next
production by an intelligent use of PRIMZA COLOR

Bryant 8787

PRIZMA,

110 W. 40th

Inc.

St.,

N. Y. C.
•
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Ill

Tefft Johnson, age

46

years,

I)

o

n

in

D.

C.

r

\Vashington,

Erie
C.
Kenton,
age 25 years, born in
Norborne, Mo. Pre-

m

Started fi 1
work
with Edison and Vitagrapli in 1907, but
previous to this was

an actor for 12 years
with David Belasco. Has has made about
200 pictures which include feature productions and one and two reelers.
Outdoor
sports are Mr. Johnson's hobby.
Permanent
47th

address,
St.,

New

Room

Green

CUib,

West

vious

Previous

was a scen-

number

a

o

>^H

.-

ario writer and actor
on the speaking stage
for

V ^ifA^^
MmSBtk.

'

'

ducer.

f

New York

Started film career with Griffith's
Reliance-Majestic Productions, and has

work

made about 14 pictures, chiefly five reel
comedy features. Golf, home brew and

tures, all 5 reel productions.

his

hobbies.

Grand

S.

Ave.,

in

ill

1914 and

hobby

the

has
of

was an actor

on the speaking
stage for twenty
playing

France,

made about

pic-

Mr. Knoles.

is

At various

he has held championships. Perb'ilms Corp. Ltd.

times

45

speaking

Belgium,

stage.

Started screen career
with Equitable and has made many pic-

many

ber M. P. D. A.

tures,

mostly feature productions.

Mem-

New

and

California

•g^
<t^"'<w

York,

But

to this

was an actor

gjjjpjl^,

20

for

previous

years,

of

15

which were spent on Broadway. He has
made ten pictures, all of which are feature productions.
Permanent address, The

Lambs
York

Permanent address, care Edward Small,

Started

years.

making motion pictures with Metro in

motion pictures, was
an actor on the

and England. Mr. Jose was also director
for Antoine and Sarah Bernhardt.
Began
screen work for Pathe, and has directed

New York

forty

Athletics

manent address, Alliance
London, England.

Previous to directing

in

pictures, chiefly feature productions.

film

World Film Co.

witii

Burton King, age
45
years,
born in
Cincinnati, Ohio

Pfevio.us to directing

years,

making

to

Henry Kolker, age

Jose, born
Antwerp, Belgium.

pictures

in

Started

years.

motion picture business, are

l)orn

motion pictures was
a Chartered Accountant and Stage Pro-

Edward
in

years,

Rotherham, England.

directing

to

pictures,

Permanent address, 833
Los Angeles, California.

York.

Harley Knoles, age
41

Club,

130

West

44th

New

St.,

City.

City.

Edward
Henry

John W. Kellette, born in Lowell, Mass.
Began screen career with Universal as
asst. director.
Mr. Kellette has also written scenarios for many well-known stars,
and also is a composer of popular songs.
Mr. Kellette has made quite a number of
pictures, including serials, and one and
two reelers, also comedies. Permanent
address. Elks Club, 116

W.

43rd

St.,

New

York.

36 years, born

directing motion pic-

pictures

was an actor on
speaking stage

tures

the

ever since childhood.

Started

film

made about

with Lubin, and has
tures, all features.

Kuell, age

King, age
30 years, born in Virginia.
Previous to

Athletics

is

Permanent address. Inspiration
25 W. 43rd St., New York City.

his

w

ork

35 pic-

hobby.

Pict. Inc.,

cago,

in

Chi-

Previous

111.

motion
was a "jack

directing

to

of all trades."

ed

film

Start-

with
Polyscope Co.
Chicago in 1907 and has made about 100
pictures, all told, chiefly serials and one
and two reel westerns. Mr. Kuell's hobby is work, more work, and baseball.
Permanent address, 311 West Colorado
career

Selig

Blvd., Glendale, California.

cago,
film

111.

Started

work with

Selig

manager. Has made
which include super-feature
and one and two reelers. Mr. Kelly's hobby is to hunt, fish and motor. Permanent
address. Room 428, Merchants Nat'l Bank
Bldg., Los Angeles, California.
pictures,

by,

age

born

in

49

son

in 1909.

which were
has

He made

years,

nent address, Green
47th

St.,

six pictures, all of

Mr. Kirby
hobby. Perma-

five reel features.

made shooting

New York

his

Room

age 34 years, born in
Chicago, III.
Pre-

Bremen, Ger-

many.
Previous to
making motion pictures was a photographer and started
film work with Edi-

Corp. in 1913, but
previous to this was
an actor and stage
12

Edward Laemmle,

Frank Gordon Kir-

Robert Kelly, age
36 years, born in Chi-

Club, 139

W.

vious to
pictures

chanic

a

me-

clerical

in

1915.

Has made

18

productions,

all

and is an enthusiastic collector
of curios.
Also likes to travel, fish, hunt
and
ride.
Permanent address, 651^
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
features,

City.

David Kirkland, born

has been directing for the past 7 years
with D. W. Griffith and Universal. Born
in Sandusky, Ohio, and is a great believer
of out door sports.
Permanent address
1542 McCadden Place, Hollywood.

and

worker. Began film
work with Universal

.

Fred A. Kelsey, age 37 years. Started
his career on the stage in New York and

directing

was

in

San Francisco,

Previous to directing pictures,
was an actor on the speaking stage for
Started screen career
quite some time.
with Essanay Film Co., and has since then
directed productions, and one and two
Permanent address, 318 West
reelers.
48th St., New York City.
California.

5.1

Ward L a s

c e

1 1

e,

age 39 years, born in
South Dakota. Previous to directing pictures, was an actor
on the speaking stage

for about five years.
Screen career started with Fine Arts-Griffiths, and has made
about 25 pictures, which includes feature

William Worthington
Member

M. P. D. A.
Creator of over

fifty

*

feature

film successes

New

Director General Rellimeo

Film Syndicate
Producers of

clean,,

human,, psy-

chological stories

HARRY BEAUMONT
DIRECTOR
Viola

Dana

starring in

HARRY BEAUMONT PRODUCTIONS
Recent Productions

THE FOURTEENTH LOVER
SEEING'S BELIEVING
GLASS HOUSES
THEY LIKE THEM ROUGH
THE FIVE DOLLAR BABY
52

productions and one and two reelers.
Fishing and hunting are the hobbies of
Mr. Lascelle. Permanent address, Holly-

wood

Studios,

Hollywood,

Has made about

stage for 20 j'cars.

40

Permanent address, 850 North
Andrews Blvd., Los Angeles, California.
features.

Permanent address, Betzwood Film
Port Kennedy, Pa.

Calif.

Lyons, age
born in
Beardstown, 111. Pre-

Eddie

Edgar Lewis, age
Jack Laver, age 37 years. Has directed
beginning with the Nationalorganization.
Recently working
Selig
with Louis B. Mayer for First National.
He was born in Kentucky and loves anPermantiques, furniture, and tapestries.
ent address, 1118 Gower St., Hollywood.

born

years,

50

Mo.

Holden,

8 features,

vious

in

Edmund Lawrence,
age 52 j'ears, born in
Bridgeport, Conn.

work

in

vious to

directing

to

was an acon the speaking

stage

for

of years.
J.,

actor

Started

and has made quite a number of

pic-

ber of years.

an

work with Biograph Co. and has
one, two and five reelers.
Permanent address, Universal City, Calif.
ed film

PermaBonnie Brae St., Los

lures, chiefly feature productions.

nent address, 201
Angeles, Cal.

S.

Nerval MacGregor,

Max

and

actor

Has

made

about 200 pictures, 150 of which were one
and two reelers and the rest five reelers.
Horticulture and music are the hobbies
of Mr. Lawrence. Permanent address, 274
Rutland Road, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Henry Lehrman, born
gan

screen

career

Beand

in Austria.

Biograph,

with

L-KO. Mr. Lehrman
the Lehrman Sunshine

helped organize the

made many

lied Corp.,

age 58 years, born in
River Falls, Wisconsin.
Previous to di-

was

director and
on the speak-

a

actor

ing

stage

years

for

five

Has made

60

ed film work 17 years
ago with Pathe Co.

New York

of

these

being one reelers and 20 of them being
Old books.' stamps
feature productions.
and coins, are the hobbies of Mr. Mac

Henry

motion pictures was

e,

Canada.
film

work

with Selig, but pre-

broker

estate

MacRa

age 44 years, born in
Started

was an
on the speak-

vious to this

New York for 15
years, and started

actor

ing stage for 15 years.

work in 1910, as Military director
under Frank McGlynn. Has made many

Has made

feature and superhobby is touring.
Mr.
Litson's
features.
Permanent address, Santa Monica, Cal.

and the rest feature producMr. MacRae's favorite hobby is
horses and autos. Permanent address,
619 Canyon Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.

film

including

pictures,

two

150 pictures, 130 of which were

reelers

tions.

Frank Lloyd, age
years, born in
Scotland.
Glasgow,
Previous to directing
motion pictures was

John P. McCarthy,

34

Ohio, and started his

gan

worked for Ince,
Goldwyn, and Fox.
Directed 8 features.
Play writing and

158

Ontario,

an actor on the

has

and has

1911,

pictures,

City.

Rowland V. Lee
was born in Findlay,

He

280

in

City.

Service."

made about

in

Previous to directing
a real

which were five reelers and
the rest one and two reelers. Mr. Leonard
is very fond of golf and baseball.
Permanent address, 1 West 67th St., New

career as a juvenile
character in "Secret

Los Angeles

Gregor. Permanent address, Sierra Madre,

City.

pictures, 20 of

York

Began screen

years.

career in

Mason N. Litson,
age 42 years, born in

Robert Z. Leonard,
age 32 years, born in
Chicago.
Previous
pictures

was

recting pictures,

on the speaking stage
for over twenty-two

Calif.

Permanent address, 6717 Franklin Ave.,
Los Angeles, California.

making

age
Bor-

deaux, France. Start-

New York

pictures, chiefly short releases.

to

in

Previous to this was
on the stage in
France. He has
written, played and directed over 300 pictures.
Mr. Linder's hobby is all kinds of
outdoor sports. Permanent address. Al-

organized
Comedies in 1917 with William Fox. -Has

also

Linder,

36 years, born

stage director for 25
years.

numStart-

made many

1909; previous to this

was

on the speak-

ing stage for a

number

a

making mowas an

tion pictures

pictures,

tor

years,

33

Pre-

screen career with Solax, at Ft. Lee, N.

Started film

Co.,

speaking stage
with Universal and has

his

made over

Started
with D.
as

Be-

work

film

age 36 years, born in
San Francisco, Calif.

50 pro-

which include feature pictures
one and two reelers. Sports and
ranching seem to be a great attraction for
Mr. Lloyd. Permanent address, 8241 De
Longfellow Ave., Hollywood, Calif.

ductions,

and

film

work

W.

Griffith

technical

director

and assistant

to Mr.
Previous to
this had been on the speaking stage for
two years. Has made one super-feature.
Scientific Research is his hobby.
Permanent address, 7519 Emalite Ave., HollyGriffith.

wood, California.

outdoor sports are his hobbies.

Edward

J.

Le

Saint,

age 51 years, born in

O. Startwork with

Cincinnati,

ed

film

Imp
York

studios in
in

1910.

New
Pre-

Ira M. Lowry, born in Philadelphia, Pa.
Started his screen career in 1903, and is
familiar with every branch of the industry.
plant

He

also

designed

the

400-acre

now used by Betzwood Film

Co.,

Vice-President and General

which he is
Manager. Mr. Lowry has directed quite

of

number

vious to this was an

a

actor on the speaking

productions

of

pictures,

and

one

53

including

and

two

John P. McGowan, born in Australia.
Previous to directing motion pictures was
an actor on the speaking stage playing
w-ith such stars, as Robert Mantell, William Faversham, etc.
Has made many
feature

productions,

also

serials.

Mem-

feature

M. P. D. A. Permanent address,
L-Ko Motion Pictures Corp., Hollywood,

reelers.

California.

ber

i

WESLEY RUGGLES
PRODUCTIONS

BOX-OFFICE ATTRACTIONS

LATEST RELEASE

"WILD HONEY"
M.

P. D. A.

Priscilla

Dean

HARMON
WEIGHT
DIRECTOR
^^THE

RULING PASSION"

|
I

Starring George Arliss
j

NOW

^^THE

IN

PRODUCTION

SILENT VOICE"

|

starring George Arliss

DISTINCTIVE PRODUCTIONS
Release Through United Artists
54

i

|

I

M

a i g n e,
Charles
age 41 years, born in

Richmond,

George H. Melford,

Virginia.

Previous to directing
he was de-

I

voted to newspaper
war corrework,

spondence and magazine writing.
a

number

ductions.

Club,

His screen career started
Mr. Maigne has made quite

of pictures, chiefly feature pro-

Permanent

New York

Lambs

address,

City.

Previous to directing
was an actor on the speaking
stage for about ten
Started film
years.
New York City, and has

work Kalem in
made over 500

which includes
feature productions and one and two reelers.
Golf and swimming are the hobbies
Permanent address,
Mr. Melford.
of
Hillcrest Road, Hollywood, Cali1954
pictures,

Miss Frances Maborn in San

Harry

rion,

was

pictures

Hollywood,

stage for about four

under Bob Leonard and Lloyd Ingram.

Has made

quite a

productions.
pictures

Mr. Mitchell's hobbies arc
then fishing and hunting.
address,
1446 No. Benton

first,

Permanent

Claude H. Mitchell,
31 years, born
Melbourne, Auin
Previous to
stralia.

age

work
film
Kalem and has
made many features,
among them "Over
Permathe Hill."
Friar's Club New York

address,

directing pictures, de-

signed and built the
Lone Star Studio in

Hollywood
Climax

City.

installing

Ashley Miller, born

shall,

eling.

versal,

about

in
-

fifty

pictures,

Marshall's hobby

is

chiefly

St.,

Member M.

P.

stage

number

a

for

Started

years.

of

Mr.
Permanent
Los Angeles,
D.
serials.

the

two

pictures,

reelers.

I

Permanent address, 1556

No. Kenmore Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

also a

number
was

a

for

He

years.

manager and producer. Started

New York

his

made

City.

Al. Martin, age 29

Thomas R. Mills
age 41 years, born in
England. Previous t

born in Milwaukee, Wis. Started film work with
Essanay in Chicago
about ten years ago.
Previous to this was
on the
an
actor
years,

directing

was

pictures

an

actor

for

years

on the

speaking

stage.

fifteen

Started

fi

1

m

work

with Reliance Majestic Co. and Vitagraph.
Has made about 70 pictures, which includes one and

Permanent

two

reelers

address,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

55

Previous to directing

was an actor on the speaking
Started
for a number of years.

pictures,

stage

screen career with Lubin Co. in 1909 and

made 35 pictures, 20 being features.
Censor-proof pictures are the hobby of
Mr. Mitchell. Permanent address, Fox
Studios, Hollywood, California.
has

Reggie Morris, age
years, born in

999

and

East

features.

5th

29

New York

City.

Started film

work

with

Biograph in
New York.
Previous to this was
14th

about 30 pictures, all of which were five,
six and
seven reelers. Permanent adClub,

Mitchell, age 35 years, born

Previous

screen career with Triangle and has

Lambs

Howard M.

in Philadelphia, Pa.

directing

stage
of

dress,

speaking stage for some time. Has made
about forty pictures, both comedy and
dramas. The great outdoors and trying
to make good pictures are the hobbies of
Mr. Martin. Permanent address, 2021
Canyon Drive, Los Angeles, California.

Players, in 1915, as

Saginaw,

in

motion
pictures was an actor on the speaking

M.

Previous to
Marston.
was an actor on the
speaking stage for over twenty years.
He started his screen career with Pathe
Film Co., and has directed many pictures,
including feature productions and one and

director.

studio

entire

Famous

Miller,

Charles

born

Michigan.

Theodore

with

career

screen

Edison and has made quite a number of
pictures, and is also the author of 150
produced photoplays. Permanent address,
4 West 92nd St., New York City.

to

directing

asst.

and
equipment.

pictures

athletics.

address, 636 No. Vine
California.

Previous to directing
was an actor on the sepaking

age 30 years,

born in Chicago, 111.
Previous to directing
pictures, was an extensive traveller and
worked at anything
in order to keep travStarted screen career with Unias an extra in 1913, and has made

Ohio.

Cincinnati,

the

for

Co., including large laboratory

Started with

Mar

nmnber of successful
them being feature

pictures, almost all of

Ohio.

Calif.

George E.

film

work with Universal

Started

nent

Began

years.

with

er.

dious,

Previous to directing

Millarde,

Springfield,

a scenario writ-

Began film work
with World Films in
1914.
Miss Marion
has made two pictures and both were
feature productions.
Hard work is her
hobby. Permanent address, United Stu-

in

Illinois.

was on the speaking

age 35 years, born in

Previous

making

to

born

years,

Freeport,

Way, Los Angeles.

fornia.

Francisco.

39

pictures,

pictures,

with Lasky.

Bruce Mitchell, age

age 44 years, born in
Rochester, N. Y.

St.,

St.,

an actor on the
speaking stage for over ten years. Has
made about 100 pictures, chiefly comedies.
Permanent address, Gates Hotel, 6th
egesau Sts., Los Angeles, California.

Eugene Mullin, age
ip
years. Born

28

Brooklyn,

New

York,

and started his career
with
Vitagraph
in
1911.

Since

then

he

has worked for Vitagraph. Universal,
directing
8 features. Pictures
Goldwyn,
Permanent
address is 71
hobby.
are his
Brooklyn,
St.,
Cumberland

Rot/iacker-Aller Laboratories, Inc.

Hollywood, California

In the long run Rothacker Prints actually cost you less than ordinary
prints, for the many savings in our superior product and service soon
Rothacker
cancel the slight difference in first cost which distinguishes
Prints from less beautiful and less durable prints.
relation of first cost to final economy is the important thing, and
buy ordinary prints, which are priced according to their quality, is to

The
to

be extravagant.

Our

price represents no excessive

premium

—

it

represents a screen

reflection of all that is beautiful in the negative.

Rothacker Prints

may

their screen appearance
difference.

cost a fraction more than ordinary prints, but
and service prove that they are worth the slight

There are reasons

Come and

see

—

them

Jounded 1910
by
If^allerson

%. %pthacker

Oscar C. Apfel
DIRECTOR
Oscar C. Apfel Productions

"Ten Nights

In
56

A Bar Room"

Marshall

N

e

age 30 years.

i 1

Wilfrid North,
horn in L o n d o n,
England. Previous to
directing motion pic-

a n,

Prior

directing pictures

to

was an actor on the

Later

time.

puncher

quickly

to

lished himself.

In the past few years he

direct

estab-

number of very successful
The "touches" of the Neilan
pictures have long been commented upon.
Likes motoring and outdoor life. Permanent address, Los Angeles Athletic Club,
Los Angeles, Calif.
has

made

a

productions.

Texas.

made

ten

years.

film

w o r k with

career
quite a

number

William Neill,
age 34 years, born in
Dublin. Started film

work
H.

I

Thomas

with

nee, but previous

was a stage
director.
Has made
to

this

30 pictures,

few pictures

St..

nent address, 1270 Allan Ave.,

New

He

made 66

pictures.

which were one and two reelers.
Permanent address. Friars Club, New
York.

Richmond,
Previous to directing motion picVa.
tures, was an actor on the speaking stage
for quite some time.
Mr. O'Brien has
in

Fred Niblo, born

Started film

ill

productions.

work

Mr. Olcott's hobby

is

col-

in

Henry

Has made 26

of

all features.
Mr. Niblo has traveled
over the world three times and so of
course his hobby is traveling. Permanent address, Beverly Hills, California.

ro,

and has since

--

^

.

^P*Vjj
^iBr

making

graph

B

i

o

N. Y. in
1910.
Previous to
this he had been on

speaking stage for four years. He
has made 250 pictures, 150 of which are

two

reelers

and the

rest feature pictures.

Mr. Noble's hobby is to play golf.
manent address. Great Neck, L. L

Per-

Mo.

for

York.

a

to

directing

was on

the

Paton,

Stuart
years,

37

number

born

age
n
i

Scotland.
Glasgow,
Previous to making

Started

was a chemand painter and
was on the speaking

pictures,
ist

many

stage for

years.

Mr. Paton has made many pictures, which
include features, and one and two reelers.
Member, M. P. D. A. Permanent address,
1814 Hillcrest Road, Hollywood, Calif.

May Park,
in

Cal.

years.

New

speaking stage for
about ten years. Began screen career in
Mack Sennett studios, and has made about
100 pictures, chiefly comedies. Hunting
and fishing are the hobbies of Mr. Parrott.
Permanent address, 5714 Santa Monica
Bldg., Santa Monica, California.

Los Ange41

Started film

Leonce Perret, age
born in
years,

France.

Pathe;
with
previous to this was
an author and an acten
tress
for over

in

1916,

in

which have been feature proPermanent address, 130 W.

pictures,

work

-

the

born

and one and two reelers. Permanent address. Metro Studios, Hollywood, Calif.

les,

pic-

Triangle

but previous to this
was for 15 years on
He has made 18 pic-

vious

of pictures, including feature productions

motion

with

pictures

Otto,
Louis,

years.

Ida
born

in

Charles J. Parrott,
age 28 years, born in
Baltimore, Md. Pre-

work with Metthen directed a number

John W. Noble,
age 40 years, born in
Pennsylvania. Started

St.,

film

productions, which

all

St.

stage

25

were

44th

Previous to directing
pictures was an actor on the speaking

producer
for

tures, all of

ductions.

with

Yonkers

in

in

pictures, chiefly feature

in

make

Started to
tures

1906 with Mutoscope
character parts, at Tenafly, N. J.

Has made many

born

years,

New York City.

on the stage
under George White.

Los Angeles. Previous to this he was

years.

Albert Parker, age
33

was

in

author

fornia.

pictures

directing

Nebraska.

actor,

reel-

life.
Permanent address,
Sycamore Ave., Hollywood, Cali-

a

Started his film work
with Thomas H. Ince

an

two

his 12-year-

Parke's

the speaking stage.

Co.

and

his bulldog,

number of successful
scenarios, and has made a large number
of feature productions.
Permanent address, Lambs Club, New York City.
written

also

lecting antiques.

and

Bobby,

ers.

being

of

York,

feature productions and one and

1738

Sidney
O 1 c o 1 1,
born in Toronto,
Canada. Previous to

has

in New Rochelle and his own
He has
company in Pittsfield, Mass.
made about 25 productions, which include

Thanhouser

Mr.

York.

Sennett.

Started

old son Peter are the greatest hobbies in

City.

William Nigh, age 39 years, born in
Berlin, Wis.
Previous to making pictures
was for six years on the speaking stage
and began film work in Los Angeles with

Mack

has

PermaNew York

since.

Permanent address, 127 West

features.

58th

all

and

Vitagraph,

with

Started

of years.

John B. O'Brien, born

R.

cattle

Texas,

also a practising

ing stage for a

screen

a

in

lawyer and soldier in
Mr. North was also on the speak-

was

worked at the old
Bio, and when given
an opportunity

was

tures

speaking stage for a
short

William Parke,
born in Pennsylvania.
Previous to directing
pictures was an actor
and director on the
speaking stage for

Started film

work with Gaumont
Co. in Berlin.

Pre-

vious to this was an
actor on the speaking
great
for
a
stage

Has made

about 75 super-features and one and two
reelers.
Reading, motoring and gardenPering are the hobbies of Miss Park.
manent address, 213 West Windsor Road,

number of years. Has made 417 pictures.
200 two reelers and 217 feature produc-

Glendale, California.

painting.

57

tions.

Mr. Ferret's hobby

Permanent address,

is

music and

Paris, France.

DEL ANDREWS
Director
Coming Release:
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INGE PRODUCTION
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Brady

releases

Wray
32

Physioc, age

born

years,

Columbia,

S. C.

Pre-

John Stuart Rob-

Mu-

ertson, age 44 years,

Germany. Premaking motion pictures was an
actor and stage di-

making pictures was a scenic
witb
Walter
artist
B u r r d g e. Began
film work with Pathc
vious to

nich,

horn

vious to

tario,

Film in 1912. Has
made many pictures, which include superfeature, and one and two reelers. Perma-

were

feature

which
Permanent ad-

dress.

The Lambs

New York

pictures.

Club, 130

W.

44th

Previous

to

directing

for

Harry

St.,

City.

vious

was a

the theatrical profession.

Calif.

had theaters in the west. He went
to Los Angeles where he built one of the

directing

to

pictures

in

first

special

big studios

in

that city.

B. A. Rolfe, age
Brasher Falls, N. Y.

age 32 years,
b o r n
in
Harlan,
Iowa. Previous
to

years, born in
Previous to making
pictures, was a theatrical producer and an
actor on the speaking stage for fifteen
years.
He started with Metro in 1913,
and has made 120 pictures, all feature pro-

directing

ductions.

writer and journalist

Los Angeles

for the

Reliance-Majestic

in

Permanent address, Lasky Studio,
Hollywood, Calif.
1912.

,

pictures,

Ray, age

Charles
dustry

in

has

years.

30

He

started

California in 1911,

Thomas H.

He

111.

9

in

the

in-

working

for

own company.

Ince and his

directed

Born
in

features.

Hobbies,

swimming, golf, riding, piano and reading.
Permanent address, 1425 Fleming
St., Los Angeles, California.

about

stage

Mr.

for

1-J82

Started screen career with Selig in 1912,

and has made about 61 pictures, almost all
Fishing and
of them feature productions.
hunting are the hobbies of Mr. Reynolds.
Permanent address, 8241 Fountain Ave.,
Hollywood, California.

years, born in Elmi-

J.

Latin

countries.

He

has

N. Y.

ra,

created the

all

Philip E.
Rosen,
age 35 years, born in

Russia.

Started film
with
Edison
Co. 12 years ago, but
previous to this was

work

to

Previous

directing pictures

Roach

Mr.

was

a

strenuous athlete and

was one
football

the

Elmira Academy.

He

Has made about 20
which include features and
one and two reelers. Making pictures is
his
one
hobby. Permanent
address,

productions

Markham

Bldg.,

Hollywood,

players
started

in

film

Arthur Rosson, age

work with Universal in 1913. In 1914 he
organized his own company with Harold
Lloyd as the star and has directed that
versatile comedian ever since. Permanent

Began film
work with Vitagraph

34 years.
in

address.

Ted Reed, age

35

born in CinPrevious
cinnati, O.

years,

to

making

was
and

pictures

Fairbanks studio, April, 1918, and
in the

same

place.

banks.
three

in

the

is

still

Has made many

ure productions and
foreign

mak-

Started

neer.

ing

pictures

mechanical
chemical engia

is

feat-

the director and

Douglas FairMr. Reed's greatest hobby is his

representative for

boys.

Permanent

banks Studio, California.

address.

Fair-

Jess

Robbins, born

in

Dayton,

Ohio.

Began career with Essanay, Chicago, 1908,
first as cameraman, later general manager.
Creator and director of Bronco Billy
Series westerns. In 1914 organized Robbins Photo Plays produced series of 12
for Pathe.
In 1915 director and manager
Essanay Chaplin comedy company. 1916,
1917 and 1918 stage manager Longacre
Theater, New York. 1919 wrote and directed series comedies for Universal.

previous to

1912;

this

was

and

short story

a

traveler

writer.

Has

m any

productions.

some one and two reelers and
Vrmanent address, Los Angeles
Club, Los Angeles, California.

made

features.
Athleti'

William R. Rouage 41 years,
born in London. Pre-

bert,

1920

and 1921 wrote and directed series comAugust 1921 organedies for Vitagraph.
ized Jess Robbins Prod.
Produced "Too
Much Business" six reel light comedy
feature distributed by Vitagraph. Now
completing "The Ladder Jinx," light comedy feature. Permanent address, Los
Angeles Athletic Club.
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Calif.

of the best

written

City, Calif.

cinematographer.

a
.

produced,

and directed many features.
Permanent address, Ince Studios, Culver

hobby is music.
Broadway, New

three years.

Hal Roach, age 30
Parker Read, Jr.,
first multiple-reel propaganda
film ever sponsored
by the L^nited .States
Government. At the
age of 24, he was a
scenario write, and
produced pictures for Louise Glaum and
Hobart Bosworth. His screen career
started when Edison purchased his first
story for $15. Mr. Read is an accomplished linguist, and particularly familiar with

42

Rolfe's

Permanent address,
York Citv.

was an actor on the
speaking

Jacksonville,

Rey-

F.

nolds,

with

career

screen

L y nn

Started

Express.

number

a

He

Pre-

Paul Powell.

Revier.

was

quite

Mr. Robertson started his screen
career with Vitagraph as an actor and
later with Goldwyn.
He has made many
pictures, his latest venture being the super-feature, "Sentimental Tommy."
Permanent address, Lasky Studio, Hollywood.
of years.

nent address, Physioc, Studios, 449 First
Ave., N. Y. C.
pictures,

was an actor

tures he

on the speaking stage

pictures, all of

Hamo

London, OnCanada. Pre-

in

vious to entering pic-

Has made 42

rector.

i

and organized

Frank Reicher, age
43 years, born in

in

vious

to

pictures
theatrical

directing

was

in

the

profession

started film
work in New York
Has made about 40 picand

with Universal.

tures, all five reelers.

Mr. Roubert's hob-

Permanent address, 812
Riverside Drive, New York City.
by

is

reading.

—

SLIM SUMMERVILLE
Directing
Clyde Cook
In

Fox Feature Comedies
——

____

_

.

,

fesonal Ogpigsentalfve

'Dii-Gctors

Seenan'os

100Z

DhonG

J^^^

MASON

N.

Brqani

9894

LITSON

Directing

"JOHNNY JONES

SERIES"

Of Two Reel Comedy Dramas
Recent Releases
"EDGAR" Series—

J.

GOLDWYN

K.

McDonald prod.

Hollywood, California
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Wesley

Victor

Ruggles,

age 32 years, born in
Los Angeles. Previous

motion

on

born

was

pictures

the

Los Angeles,

but

to this

was an actor

film work with old K-B Studios. Mr. Sidney has made about 400 pictures, which
include
feature
productions
and two

tic collector of

Al
or;

has

Permanent ad1400 Broadway, New York City.
35 pictures.

Santell,

age

born

28,

San Fran-

in

Started in 1912 as free lance auth-

scenario writer and assistant director

<•?;

Griffith

manager

of

on the speaking stage.
Has made over 150 pictures, 30 of which
were feature pictures and the rest one and
two reelers. Studying and making moPertion pictures are Mr. Seay's hobby.
manent address, M. P. D. A., 234 West
55th

St.,

New York

Snub Pollard. Member M. P.

Los Angeles.

.

.

Fred W. Sittenham,
age 28 years, born in
New York. Started

making pictures with
Metro in New York
in

1920.

was

a

agent.

Before this
real

estate

Has

made

which were feature
productions. Permanent address, 29 West
14th St., New York.
four

pictures,

all

of

City.

Edward
Sloman,,
age 36 years, born in
London. Started
making motion pic-

Wm. A. Seiter, age

comedy production

D. A. Permanent address: Cordova Hotel,

Outdoor sports is a great hobby
Permanent address. 6101
Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, California.

reelers

of Mr. Sidney's.

'

30 years, born in

the

directing

address,
California.

previous to this was
an actor for 10 years

American; personally supervised
and directed the American Mutual Masterpictures five reel comedy-dramas. Director of comedy subjects for Kalem, and
other comedy
companies. At present
for

speaking stage for 20
years and started his

Charles M. Seay,
age 43 years, born in
Atlanta, Ga. Started
making pictures with
Edison in 1909, but

with Youngdeer for Pathe; staf? scenarist
with Mack Sennett Keystone; staff scenarist Beauty Comedies, for American Film
Co.; later

old

antique furniture, old vio-

Permanent
Terrace, Los Angeles,
etc.

lins,

previous

He

directing

had been a violin soloist. He has made
about 40 productions and is an enthusias-

New

York,

vious to

an actor on the

the

Calif.

for 10 years.

cisco.

m work

1

days.

on the speaking stage

dress,

fi

Thomas H.

Triangle
Previous to
this Mr. Schertzinger

in

Beverly C. Rule,
age 39 years, born in
Ohio.
Started mak-

made about

Pennsylvania.

motion pictures was

legitimate

ing pictures in

Scott Sidney, age
46 years, born in
Pennsylvania.
Pre-

Ince

with

stage and started film

work with Mack Sennett-Keystone comedies. Has made about
36 feature productions and when Mr. Ruggles is not making pictures he is sure to
be fishing, as that is his hobby. Permanent address, 746 So. Crenshaw Blvd.

in

Started

directing

to

Schert-

L.

zinger, age 32 years,

New

tures with Universal

York City.
Started
film work with Selig.
Has made about five
productions,

all

Mr.

ures.

feat-

Seiter's

hobby is golf. Permanent address, 6606 St. Francis Court.

Previous to this

Co.

was an actor on the
legitimate stage. Has

made many productions continuously
the past six years.

boxing are

for

Painting, riding and

hobbies.
Permanent adOxford Ave., California.

his

dress, 614 S.

Hollywood, California.

George Lloyd Sargent,

age

38

years,

born in Philadelphia.
Previous to making
pictures

was

a stage

director

and

started

film

work with

American

made approximately
enthusiastic

Eclair.

^mm^.

^^KKH^
w/F

«^ "^ 9
"

the

of

Seitz,

age 31 years, born in
Boston, Mass. Started film work with
Pathe; previous to

was a scenario
Has made a
great number of picwriter.

is an
Chinese curios.

which include many serials and suPermanent address, 1990

Permanent address, 102 Riverside Drive,

tures,

New

per-features.

York.

6.

this

Has

75 pictures, and

collector

George

Park Ave.,

New York

Paul Scardon, age
years,
born in
Australia.
Previous

Ray C. Smallwood, age 33 years. Began screen work with Imp. Directed many
one and two reelers. Worked 5 years
with Metro and directed Alia Nazimova
during two and one half years. His last
picture for Metro was "Camille."
Has
just finished "My Old Kentucky Home"
for Pyramid Pictures Inc., and is now at
work on his second production for the
same company: "The Queen of the Moulin
Rouge." Permanent address: 150 W.
34th Street,

City.

New York

City.

44
to

directing pictures

was an actor on the
speaking stage for
over five years. Started screen career with
Reliance-Majestic Co., and has made
about 45 pictures, almost all feature productions. Automobiles, English bull dogs,
and horticulture are the hobbies of Mr.
Scardon. Permanent address: 1820 La
Brea St., Hollywood, California.

Mack

Hamilton

Sennett,

previous

began screen career
when he was an actor
B o g r a p h,
with
organized Keystone
Filpi

Co.,
of

work, was a
Benewspaperman.
with
work
film
gan
Kalem, where he was

with asAd. and

Charles Kessel.

produced a great many pictures,

Has

chiefly

Permanent address. Mack
comedies.
Sennett Comedies, 1712 Allesandro St.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
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Smith,
entering

picture

i

sistance

to

staff

writer,

director

and general manager.
Goldwyn, World.
Metro,
with
been
Has
Directed 45 features and short-reelers.
Permanent address, 139 W. 47th St..

New York

City.

,

JAMES
j

YOUNG

!

Directed the following releases

I

PICTURES

THAT

j
[

"Oliver Twist"

i

"My

Official Wife"
"Hearts in Exile"

j

"On

LIVE IN YOUR MEMORY
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs"
"Thousand Dollar Husband"

I

"Missing"
"Curtain"

Trial"

I

"A Daughter of Two Worlds"

"The White Man's Law"
"The Temple of Dusk"

"The Devil"

j

Recent Productions

•

I

I

"The Masquerader"

*

Now

in

"Without Benefit

"OMAR THE TENTMAKER"

preparation

of

Clergy"

Starring

|

GUY BATES POST
j

JACK BLYSl'OSE
Directing

LUP

_=^

WM. FOX STUDIOS
' •'

,

,

LANE

S

I

—^^-- —

,

w.

S.

VAN DYKE
Director of

FORGET ME NOT
•

=

»

Release to be announced later.
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Mai

age 25, began his film
Keystone Film Co. and
was subsequently with Mack Sennett and
Clair,

St.

career

vvitli

tlie

He

Buster Keaton.

has directed fifteen

was born in
Los Angeles and makes his permanent address at 3817 Ocean Front, Venice, Calif.
iwo-reel comedies.

His hobl)y

is

St. Clair

Norman

19.S]

Spencer

Philadelphia,

St.,

drawing.

Al

directing

Anna,

was on the speaking
stage for quite some

Started

Calif.

work with Keyprevious

stone;

speaking

the

stage

Has

for eight years.

20 pictures, which include a

few feature productions and chiefly one
and two reelers. Baseball and golf are
the hobbies of Mr. St. John. Permanent

Fox

Studios,

time.

to

Los Angeles,

with

nent address, 1321
Angeles, Calif.

Mr.

stars.

hol)by

is

many

directed

Stahl's

indoor sports, especially chess.

Permanent address, 3800 Mission Road,
Los Angeles, California.

pany.

Founded

came

in

Scotland.

to

America

Vita-

Western

Vita-

Frederick Sullivan,

stage director for 15

He

studied

Eng-

and American magazines, he acted
His
as dramatic critic for "Women."
screen
and
stage
models were famous
Mr. Stanlaws became interested in
stars.
pictures, and has directed two feature pro-

Permanent

address

was

tures

per

livan's leisure

or

Mr.

Terwilliger

time

Started

film

fishing.

spent either playing

is

spends

a

Freder'k A.
age 57

son,

born

great

Thomyears,

in Montreal,

Canada. Started film
work with Vitagraph
in
Brooklyn.
Previous to this was a
stage director and actor on the speaking stage for 20 years.
He has made between 30 and 40 features.

Permanent

address,

Grammercy

Park,

a

work with Reliance Co. in 1912 and has
made 11 big feature pictures and 250 one
and two reelers. A good deal of Mr. Sultennis

120 pictures, 100 of these being two
reelers and the rest were feature produc-

The

New

Players,

16

York.

a newspa-

man and was

years.

Has

critic.

made

head

sketches of the Stan-

lish

ductions.

of

age 49 years, born in
London. Previous to

at

ReBewas a news1910.

scenario de-

directing motion pic-

girl.

fore this

at

He

in

tions.

age of thirteen,
and was soon noted
for his pen and ink
laws

_

liance

deal of his leisure time outdoors. Permanent address. 875 W. 180th St., New York.

com-

original

making mo-

Started

^'°" pictures with

time,

Santa Monica, and a new
plant was constructed imder his supervision.
Mr. Sturgeon has made a number of pictures, features, and one and two
reelers.
Permanent address, 723 N. Mariposa, Los Angeles, California.

graph Co.

the

color and in addition to painting for

Geo. W. Terwilliage 40 years,
born in New York.

pictures

partment and
of
producing

Penrhyn Stanlaws,
born

mofor
became

City.

ger,

Los

directing

o n

member

speaking stage for a
has

New York

n c e-

Sturgeon,

S.

graph

on the

He

i

some

StaW.

of years.

Riverside Drive,

paper

motion pictures, was

number

Boating is the favorite hobby
Mr. Terriss. Permanent address, 676

-wjs^

RolHn

Has

years.

ductions.
of

IWBl raBHIk

Previous to directing
actor

17

of tliese being feature pro-

Mflj^^^'

t

a n

I

Edgeclif? Drive,

Calif.

M.

all

Paramount. and has made many pictures,
features and one and two reelers. Perma-

after

John

35 pictures,

Started screen

career

was an actor on

this

'

pictures

years, born in .Santa

film

—

in

orado.

John, age 29

St.

Storm,
Denver, ColPrevious to

Terriss,

years,

for

horn

address,

age
born in
London. Previous to
making motion pictures was an actormanager and was on
the
speaking stage

41

Pa.

Jerome

made about

Tom

L. Stevens, age 29 years, born
Cape May, N. J. Started with Fox in
1919 and then worked with Temple Prod.
He is now working on his fifth feature.
Flying is his hobby. Permanent address,
in

Permanent

address.

6101 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

care

Robert Thornby, born

New York

in

Previous to directing motion pictures, was an actor on the speaking stage
City.

for

a

number

career with

became

then
lias

directed

of

Began screen

years.

Vitagraph as an actor, and
a

Mr. Thornby

director.

many

pictures, chiefly feature

Permanent address, 2464
Reachwood Drive, Los Angeles, California.

productions.

Famous Players-Lasky.
Charles

Swickard,

feature director.

Stanton,
Richard
was born in PhiladelAt the age
phia, Pa.
of eight he ran away
from home. Previous
to

entering

some

His screen career
started with Vitagraph, in which he was
actor,
author, director and supervisor.
He has made many pictures, mostly feature

quite

time.

productions.

number

tive

For

Rex

Thorpe, age
born in
Mangum, Okla. Pre-

of years ac-

28

on the speaking

the services of

V

or and stage director.

pictures,

Took up

tor

pictures at

Thomas H.

California.

writing,

6o

i

o u

s

to

directing

was an

ac-

on the speaking

stage

Ince, at Ince-

Began with acting and
making exhaustive study of the
Began directing in 1914. Was
industry.
the director of some of G. Gardner SulliPermanent address,
van's big successes.
1533 Arlington Ave., Los Angeles.
ville,

years,

stage as actor, adapt-

the suggestion and in

pictures

he was an actor on
the
speaking stage
for

a

for

about

five

years. Started screen

career

with

Oklalioma Midwestern Film

Co. in 1919,, and has co-directed quite a
lot of two-reel western pictures.
Writing
is

Mr. Thorpe's hobby. Permanent adand Hollywood, Cali-

dress, Bisbee, Ariz.,
fornia.

IROQUOIS PRODUCTIONS,
CARYL

S.

FLEMING

N.

Inc.

COOK SHOLES

DIRECTOR

i
I

GEN'L MGR.
|

RELEASING THRU
K. D. B. Photoplays, Inc.
1540

!

j

BROADWAY

|

The One Way Trail
The Greed of the Northwoods

An

i

North
Where Strong Men Rule
Idyll of the

j

j

AI

NORMAN DAWN
DIRECTOR
Produced 22 Features, the most recent being

"THE SON OF THE WOLF"—A Norman Dawn Production
For Robertson-Cole

"THE VERMILION PENCIL"
"FIVE

)

„,.,.

DAYS TO LIVE"
"THE FIRE-GAT"—With

^
Sessue

u
Hayakawa
i

Edith Roberts

CHESTER BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Starring

JANE NOVAK
R-C

Release
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^
I
Maurice Tourneur,
born in France. Previous

Selma

6121

address,

motion pictures was
an artist and stage
producer, having produced over 400 plays
France.

in

film

work with Eclair

years,

veston,

Started

born
Tex.

and literature are the hobbies of Mr.
Culver
Tourneur. Permanent
address,

Brown Boy

1917 in Los

in

City, California.

features.
Mr. Viand music. Permanent address, 7200 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Hollywood, California.

Jacques Tyrol, age
46 years, born in
Previous to
Italy.
directing

An-

Has made

geles.

ahoul nine pictures,

pictures

hobby

dor's

all

with Thanhouser,
has

made

two

Fishing

reelers.

anent

New York

his

is

hobby.

Perm-

Hotel,

Holly-

Alvarado

address,

wood, California.

Robert G. Vignola,
age 39 years, born in

vious

motion
pictures with Kalem;

previous to this

an

the

speaking stage for 10

City.

Has made

years.

and

Travers Vale, age
years, born in
Liverpool, Eng. Pre-

sports

56

1

his

is

West

67th

Outdoor

Permanent address,

hobby.
St..

pictures

reel

productions.

feature

25

two

100

New York

making picwas a theatriBegan
cal producer.
film work with Rex

City.

directing

to

man-

was

ager of musical comedies for about four
Started film
years.

was

on

actor

in

Pre-

Colo.

pictures,

making

ed

Mr.

born

years,

Denver,

Trivigno, Italy. Start-

in

feature productions, and his hobbies are
Permanent address,
reading and music.

Friars Club,

which
and one and

Nate C. Watt, age

chiefly

pictures,

Rochelle, and
pictures,

include, feature productions

31

.

to Chicago.

age.

golf

is

for
speaking stage
over seventeen years.

Germany and then came
Tyrol has made eight

New

in

hundred

several

pictures,

work

of

Started screen career

was an actor on the

Started film

since

years

18

Start-

ed film work directing Judge Willis

art

stage

Gal-

in

was on the
he was

pictures,

King Vidor, age 28

Athletics,

in Paris.

Ernest C. Warde,
age 47 years, born in
Liverpool,
England.
Previous to directing

Hollywood,

Ave.,

California.

directing

to

Permanent

the hobbies of Mr. Vekroff.

work with Lois Weber
and has made

as Ass't Director

7 pictures, all of

feature productions.

which are

Swimming and

rid-

Perma-

ing are the hobbies of Mr. Watt.
nent address, 8206 Norton Ave.,

Holly-

wood, California.

vious to

James Vincent, age

tures

in

and

Permanent
York City.

the

two

rest

Friars

address.

Mass.

Previous

making

reelers.

motion pictures was
on
the
an
actor

bush with Vitagraph

New

speaking stage for 10

Club,

Has made

years.

St.,

S.

Van Dyke,

his career with

age 33 years.

W.

D.

to

Permanent address, 215

features.

W.

New

W.

York.

StroErich von
years,
heim, age 36
born in Vienna, AusPrevious to ditria.

recting pictures,
actor

a n

ing

Van Loan,

stage

for

number

a

of

number
Started

He

years.

New York

:3B»

iaifc.^

tures,

almost

all

New York

is

one

foremost

di-

woman member
the

M.

P. D. A.

experience

in

of

Her
pro-

ducing and directing
covers a period of

Miss Weber is interested in art,
music and the drama. Permanent address, Lois Weber Productions, Holly-

director,
1

grand
started

productions.

Story writing, motoring and fishing are

for

g

e

was a

student,

wood, California.

col-

and

Fox.

and has made about
of which were features.

Griffith

40 productions,

Permanent
New York

e

then became a Griffith
protege.
Later
Seven years ago, he

in

65 pic-

in

City. Pre-

vious to becoming a

he went to

feature

Weber

rectors and the only

years.

years, born

33

career with Lubin in

made about

Lois
our

years.

opera. Started screen

Philadelphia, and has

of

versal^tudios, Universal City, Calif.

Perry N. Vekroff,
age 41 years, born in
Egypt.
Alexandria,
Previous to directing

L^jjd^

was

R. A. Walsh, age

and

director.

stage

York.

work with Universal-Jewel,

/

comic

was an author

which were
five reelers and the rest one and two reelMr. Webb's chief hobby is golf.
ers.
Permanent address, 172 W. 79th St., New

on the

City.

pictures, was

Flat-

Previous

in 1916.

and

his first pictures being "Blind Husbands."
Mr. \o\\ Stroheim is now directing his
Permanent address, Unithird feature.

his screen career with Fox, and
has made quite a number of pictures, including feature productions and one and
Permanent address, 335
two reelers.
St.,

film

of

in

25 pictures, 15 of

speaking stage for a

started

East 79th

43

Grifiith in Intoler-

age 38 years, born in
Amsterdam, Holland. Previous to directing pictures, was an actor on the speak-

Co.

to this

51st

Started

work

film

Has made

ance. Has worked with several companies
and has directed 15 features. Only one
hobby, golf. Permanent address, 6511J/2
Hollywood Blvd.

Philip

Webb,

Springfield,

300 pictures, 122 of which are feature pro-

ductions

Kenneth

in

age 36 years, born in
New York. Started

Has made

1909.

born

years,

39

all

address,

70

City.

East

77th

St.,

Harmon Weight,
pictures

was

a

managed

his

own

formerly

and

Productions.
St.,

director

and also
He was

stock company.

Universal,

Has

Paralta

directed

Now

two

Plays,
full-

with Distinctive
Permanent address, 423 W.

length productions.
118th

65

with

Selznick.

previous to directing

stage

New York

City.

STORY SPECIALIST
me

supply your Screen Needs from the splendid assortment of Original and Published Stories, and Plays, at the disposal of

Let

Service For Authors, Inc.

CARL
33

G.

MILLIGAN

WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK

Longacre 2453
»(i^^<i^^<)'«

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^^

Webster Campbell
DIRECTOR
LATEST RELEASES
"Island

"A

Wives"

Virgin's Sacrifice"

Starring

CORINNE GRIFFITH

66
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^^^^^H^

36

Cleveland,

f^Kj^Kf
^^tJ^^ ^U

^^Bk^
H^BPlk^

iff

Ohio.

^" author, and start-

toonist

work

rapher.

ed film

to

1919

in

New

York. Has
which were features.
Mr. West's hobby is boating,
Permanent address, 260 West 42nd St.,

New

4 pictures,

all

William Worthingborn in Troy,
New York. Previous

years,
age 40
born in England.

pictures,

in

made

Ernest William-

J.

son,

making
motion pictures was
Previous

^

J^^v

Roland West, age
years,
born

of

York.

Previous to directing

to directing pictures,

was a carand photog-

was an actor on the

work

Started film

in

Norfolk, Vir-

and is the originator of under sea
motion pictures. Mr. Williamson has
made six pictures, mostly feature producPermanent address. Hotel Bristol,
tions.
ginia,

New York

ton,

speaking stage for a
number o f years.
Started screen career
in Los Angeles in 1913, and has made
48 pictures, all of which were feature pro-

Motoring and swimming are
the hobbies of Mr. Worthington. Permaductions.

nent address, 1944 Franklin Circle, Holly-

City.

wood, California.
Leopold Wharton, age 52 years, born
Manchester, England
Previous to
directing pictures, was an actor on the

in

Windom, age 45 years,
York. Previous to directing
was an actor on the speaking

Lawrence

speaking stage. Began film work in 1909
with Pathe.
Has produced many pic-

born

dramas and comedies.
Permanent address, Wharton, Inc., Ithaca,

stage for a

including

tures,

in

pictures

C.

New

number

of years.

John

N. Y.

Griffith

Minneapolis,
Started

Whar-

Theodore
age

ton,

born
Wis.

47

years,

Withey, age
born in
Park City, Utah.
Previous to directing
motion pictures, was
an actor on the
speaking stage for a

34

Milwaukee,
Previous
to

in

directing

pictures,

career
free

lance

scenario

scenario

and

editor

Has made many
known players.
Wharton,

Inc.,

in

writer,

studio

pictures

1907,

and

starring

Permanent

Ithaca,

later

supervisor,
well-

years,

number

first

of years, he

manager,

age 36

Jack White, age 25
years, born in New

years, born in Phila-

York

vious

City.

pictures,

Began

most

of
two

them one and
Permanent address, 2233 Ewing
Cal.

Pre-

Pa.

delphia,
to

pictures

directing

v,-as

vestment

an

in-

broker.

Started screen career
with Lasky's and has
made about 17 pictures, almost all of
Football and rowwhich are features.
Pering are the hobbies of Mr. Wood.

Elmwood

manent address, 4855
Hollywood, Calif.

Perall of which were features.
manent address, 1644 Seventh Ave., Los
tures,

Angeles.

Harry Wulze, age 38 years, born in St.
Previous to making pictures
Louis, Mo.
was an author and actor for four years on
Started film work
the speaking stage.
with

Kalem

in

1912

Started film
the

work

which include features, seAncient
rials and one and two reelers.
hobthe
is
Egyptology,
especially
history,
address,
Permanent
Wulze.
Mr.
Ijy of
440 North Rosement, Los Angeles, Calif.

Ave.,

James Young, born
PreBaltimore.
vious to making moin

Wallace

at

Imp Studios,

motion pictures. Permanent address.
Culver City, California.

Worsley,

tion pictures

age 41 years, born in
PreNew York.

New

York, in 1910.
Previous to this had
always been working
Mr. Willat has made 15 featin pictures.
ures and has now joined forces with his
brother under the name of Willat Productions, Inc. Mr. Willat's only hobljy

and has made 93

productions,

Irvin
V. Willat,
age 30 years, born in
Stamford,
Conn.

is

director

and actor on the speaking stage for a great
number of years. Has made three pic-

N. Y.

with
N. Y. Motion Picture
Co. Has made many

Los Angeles,

work

address.

his screen career

St.,

Minn.

Mr. Withey
also was a scenario writer.
pictures.
Permanent
20
about
has made
York.
New
Club,
Lotos
address,

Sam Wood,

reelers.

film

H.
Thomas
with
Ince one year ago.
Previous to this was

OChet

was on the speaking
stage.
Began screen
as

Wray,

age 36 years, born in

the

an

actor

director.

with
Ince and has
ley's

made

and

He

Thomas

cars.

H.

WorsPermanent ad-

20 pictures. Mr.

hobby is motor
Los Angeles.

stage
started

was on
platform

and stage for a num-

making mopictures he was

ber of years. Started film work with

vious to
tion

lecture

Vitagraph, and has

made

several hundred

which includes feature producand one and two reelers. Mr.
tions
Young's hobby is "everything connected
with the stage." Permanent address, Los

pictures,

Angeles Athletic Club, Los Angeles, Cal.

dress,
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"COMMERCIALISM
By
I

have found the best

He

pictures.

is

VS.

ART"

large decent distribution

Joelee

critic in the

the fellow

who

is

world on motion

the final judge of

what constitutes a good motion picture. He is not
interested in "art."
Your likes and dislikes mean
nothing to him.
He is cold blooded individualist.
But regarding the features you are producing he plays
a very important part. He is consulted probably more
than any of you imagine.

In the larger producing

companies he is called "the Auditor." At the large
motion picture theaters "the treasurer," and in the
smaller towns he is oftimes "the owner." He measures
>c)ur endeavors thusly.
If he is the auditor he takes
a pencil, figures production costs, deducts the over-

your features show a net profit to him,
yours was a good production and you are a good
"commercial venture," but if there is a loss you are
head, then

Sunday, June

if

company

11,

1922

was

as the verdict

almost unanimous. No chance at all. But wait. This
And the three cases mentioned here took
is America.
an appeal and presented themselves to a much larger

and

whose opinion
They presented themselves for

fairer jury, the court of last resort,

is final,

"the public."

sentence, were tried and the foreman of the jury, the

the treasurer, and the owner of the small
theater returned a much dififerent verdict than the

auditor,

former jury. When asked by the judge if they had
reached a verdict they replied, "We have," and the
foreman spoke. "We sentence 'Mickey,' 'The County
Fair' and 'Ten Nights In a Bar Room' as hits for the
Some may not agree with me
rest of their lives."
seen
one of these not do the required
have
as they may
business in some particular city or town, but please

remember the

best of

them

fail

in

some

No

spots.

no matter how great a success it was, cleaned
theater the greatest hits fail in a few
every
up in

feature,

;

somewhat out

of luck.

The same with

large or small theater.

a

He

the owner of

consults his daily or

weekly statements and if your production shows a
profit to him, it's a good picture and the greater the
l)rofit, the better the director you are.
But if your
production did not prove a draw at the box ofifice,
THE FILM DAILY could not print the unkind
remarks he makes about you and your product, for
h'; is "commercial" and "commercial" means business.
I

really believe our public are commercial, as after

they are the judge of your work and we get our
information as to success or failure of your works
from the gentlemen mentioned in the above paragraph.
all

me

scene to the projection room of any
large distributing company.
"Ready" the operator

Let

shift the

and the machine unfolds your masterpiece. It's
know your fate. Here are
a few of the familiar remarks that the wise ones
hand you. "It won't do." "Not big enough for us."
"We have to look at it once more." "It's a crow."
"A piece of cheese," and many other unkindly things.
Sometimes these remarks are insincere and are made
to discourage or lower the value of your production
if you are attempting to sell and then again, they are
really the truth. For "to err is but human," and I am
going to tell you a few instances where the juries all
returned the wrong verdict. "Mickey" was the first
to be sentenced.
"Not a chance," was the verdict.
Then came "The County Fair," doomed was the
opinion of the jury of wise ones who had a peek out
on the coast. Just a lemon. Even Tourneur wired
IS

told

over and you will soon

a close friend after listening to the "experts."

may

say

past, so

I
I

am

You

picking out certain films and these are
more recent trial

jvimp a few and go to a

where a number of juries went wrong. "Ten Nights
In a Bar Room" (the eight reel production directed
by Oscar Apfel is the one I refer to), refused by every

places.

simply mention these three subjects for the reaSurely
I am very familiar from whence I speak.
there are a number of others that have suffered a
similar or perhaps worse fate. And I speak of these
I

son

three simply for the sake of constructive criticism. As
those interested in the artistic side of business refer
to those three as full of flaws contain

no art and cost

nothing but a few paltry dollars to produce. I believe the public is not interested in what a production
costs, for after all if the public does not like your
production and it does not "catch on," what has the
cost got to do with the subject?

None

of the follow-

ing cost a fortune to produce: "When New York
Sleeps," "The Sheik," "Over the Hill," "School Days,"

"The Old Nest," and
Still all of

Now

"Why

Girls

Leave Home."

these were successes and big ones too.

for the artistic side.

I

could

name you

a

num-

of thou-

ber of productions that cost in the hundreds
sands to produce but "the faults of our brothers
write in the sands." As far as art, all one can say

we
is:

but financially is still "in
the red." (In the red is an expression used by auditors
meaning the cost of production is yet to be obtained
"It

was an

artistic success"

from the rentals and perhaps never will). But wait.
All of a sudden every one gets excited. We're going
to get plenty of art. All right. In fact the European
producers are with their art going to drive us out of
business.

Don't get worried over the foreigners ever grabbing
but a slight portion of our business. Every once in
a while they are bound to have a hit. I have seen a
number which I thought were excellent. "The Middleman," produced by London Film Company; "The
Manxman," by the late George Loane Tucker, and

"My

Old

Dutch,"

featuring

Albert

Chevalier.

If

illllilllllllllllll

Edward Laemmle
DIRECTOR

Winners of the West
ALSO
Universal's great historical chapter play

In the Days of Buffalo Bill
Now

in production

Top O' The Morning
,iiii

!f
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"Mother," produced in London by Mr. Tucker. These
were all "commercial" and cost but a fair sum to produce, but the funny thing is these were all successes
with the public for they had what any success must
have plenty of heart interest.
I
know one gentleman who is "commercializing"
:

on art. That's Joe Miles. He has a plant where you
can store films. Hundreds of "works of art" are laying in his vaults in New York that will never see
the picture screen of any theater in the United States.

"Danny" asked me

what I thought constituted
a good feature. That's what I call a hard assignment.
A play or a good book or story that's well known,
a production that is simple and easy to understand,
to write

I

Sunday, June

1922

11,

why his company was not making round
He said that his designer thought that that

asked him

cut coats.

kind of a coat would be just the thing, but the sales
manager declared that the model was not what the
public demanded and therefore could not be sold.

The same

principle

applies

the

to

making

of

a

motion picture. When a producer obtains a story that
will meet with public approval, he usually strikes a
snag when he consults the director. This high potentate, blind to the

commercial side

of the picture

and

thinking only in terms

artistic, cannot, of course, see
the story from the producer's angle.
The result is
obvious.

one that contains a few thrills, love interest, heart
interest and sprinkled with a little comedy to relieve

There must be whole hearted co-operation between
producer and director in order for this business to
remain stable. We would be delighted to produce a

the tense situations, generally go or "hit" with the
motion picture public.
You may have the entire

certain

number

()l)tain

directors

population of Hollywood in your crowd and mob
scenes; Yosemite Valley and Niagara Falls for your
settings, but it's the story and your work that counts.

You ma, have your "art," but for a winning horse
in the Amusement Race I will lay my bank roll on
A. H. Woods and Bill Nigh. But then again these
two gentlemen mentioned are awful "commercial."

THE "JINX" OF THE MOTION PICTURE
INDUSTRY THE DIRECTOR
By Harry M. Warner,

of

Warner Bros,

Business stagnation and financial difficulties in the
motion picture business can be attributed in a large
measure to the artistic temperament of a great many

Most directors are essentially dreamers,
and dreamers as a rule are not good business mej^:'
They can visualize the artistic and dramatic phases
of a contemplated production, but they lose sight of
the commercial side of the proposition.
As a consequence they become blind to the producerdistributors viewpoint, waste a tremendous amount
of money in production, and the finished product is
nothing to rave about.
The picture business will
directors.

become

when directors are
man who is going to sell

stable only

able to

sit

down

with vhe
the production,
absorb his viewpoint, and complete the picture within
a given figure.

The

picture business

line of business.

It is

is

not different from any other

the primary purpose of every

wants of the public. And
given what it demands, then busi-

enterprise to cater to the

when

the public

ness success

is

is

assured.

You can count

the big

money

makers of the past year on the tips of your fingers,
and a little study will convince the thinking person
that those productions met the public demand.
In a conversation with a clothing manufacturer,

making

of pictures

who

every year

will co-operate

if

we

could

and discuss the

from our viewpoint, directors
who do not consider themselves too important,
directors who are not carried away by a lot of foolishness that tends to ruin the motion picture industry.
Of course, these remarks do not apply to all directors. There are a great many far-seeing and enterprising directors whose achievements have created motion
picture history, and these men deserve all the praise
and encouragement that is rightfully due them. We
C(tuld and can stand for many more such directors,
and when these men realize that they must work in
harmony with the producers seeking to meet the
public demand, the picture business will become as
permanent as any other enterprise.
of a production

DIRECTOR THE MOST CONSIDERABLE
FACTOR
By Abraham Lehr
Goldwyn Vice President in Charge of Production
You can't make good pictures without good directors.
You can't make money on pictures unless they are
good.

Therefore, the director

factor in both our art

The
time.

place

is

a

most considerable

and our industry.

really big directors are getting bigger

all

the

That's the reason they were big in the first
have growth possibility. The mediocre

— they

directors are staying

The motion

where they were.

picture isn't a toy novelty any longer.

There isn't any place on
puppets live Punch and
who can stand up under
petition must be able to

—

the screen

now for human
The director

Judy shows.

present conditions of comtranslate

human emotions
those who can!

More power to
The Goldwyn company has signed only

into screen action.

of outstanding reputation and achievement.
what we think about directors.

directors

That's

ROWLAND

V.

LEE

Director of

Following Releases

FOR INCE
"THE GUP OF LIFE"
"THOUSAND TO ONE"
"BLIND HEARTS"
"THE SEA LION"
Starring

HOBART BOSWORTH
FOR GOLDWYN
"THE DUST FLOWER"
"HIS BACK AGAINST THE
WALL"
"WHIMS OF THE GODS"

FOR FOX
"MONEY TO BURN"
"THE MEN OF ZANZIBAR"
By Richard Harding Davis

IN PRODUCTION
"SELF MADE MAN"

Starring

Starring

WILLIAM RUSSELL

WILLIAM RUSSELL

Bryant 5741

CHARLES WALTON
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiip^

Serving the Best With The Best in Motion Pictures
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PRODUCERS, DIRECTORS, MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
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West

47th Street,
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DIRECTOR A SCREEN ARCHITECT
By
The

director

is

J.

director

By Arch Reeve

the architect of the screen.

has

much

His

greater latitude than the

author, because to him goes without stint or obstacle
the privilege of building and developing entertainment

and character values impossible
the story

is

of visualization until

really being enacted.

have always had an implicit and unbounded confidence in the art and possibilities and importance of
the director. In Australia, years ago, it was apparent
after reviewing "Judith and Bethulah" and other of
the early Biograph productions, that D. W. Griffith
was ultimately to be known as one of the screen's
greatest creators, and perhaps the greatest, with a
genius for interpretation and expression second to
none. There are directors today who are accomplishing for their futures much that will have a surprisingcumulative value.
In several productions recently
completed, there has been discernible the touch of
genius and the first awakening of directorial capacity
that promises wonderful individual accomplishment

them

in the future.
:

a production.

Directors of the second class have identified them-

They are the
genuine accomplishment.
direct, and they deserve a full measure
of credit for the surpassing progress of motion pictures.
selves

1)y

directors

No
ing

who

great picture has even been released without
director from obscurity, or raising

its

him

to

still

an

Western Motion Picture
recent meeting. "At least," he contold

Advertisers at a

the

tinued, "the ability to shout loudly

time

artist,

a financial standpoint, the director

seemed

few necessary qualifications

of the

a

Need

directors'

I

be one

to

of a director

in

add that with the passing

of

have

qualifications

changed

radically?"

And

just

the

as

directors'

have

qualifications

changed, so have his duties.

He must make

His duties today are two-fold.
picture that will

The

director

And

sell.

he must help to

who produces maximum

a

sell it!

results slights

neither duty.

"Until the industry's period of abnormal prosperity

came

to

an abrupt halt,"

overheard a director say

I

just the other day, "I thought myself a

that
I

I

Now

I

I

member

of

have learned

belong to the distribution department as well.

seek instructions from the head of the distribution

department

deem

that

I

it

I

;

my

am

striving to learn the box-office angle

business not only to produce pictures

believe should sell but to back up

with an eflfort to make them sell.
operation in thought and action
!"
organization

—

How?

—with

my

belief

By
the

co-

sales

That director is right. And all directors but the
few who are lagging behind or who are not making
the most of their talents and their opportunities
today are carrying out in their work the thought he

—

expressed.
Prol^ably the co-operation with the sales organization of

which

licity

this director

spoke

is

best evidenced in

of equal

is

sell

is

A
is

Advertising and publicity are selling

units.

— that their sole reason for being. Advertis— either directly or
ing or publicity that does not
waste.
indirectly —
forces

director of promise and attainment.

From

loudest, directed best!" a justly

the director's relations with the advertising and pub-

an author or a member
of any of the professions, depends for success, fanie
and prosperity, upon his individual talents and ability.
The screen owes unlimited opportunities to every
director, like

famous director

lift-

greater heights of fame and achievement.

The

"He who shouted

the production department only.

There are two types of directors the first is composed of those who are merely mechanics of the drama.
They guide their characters without vision and without appreciation of possibilities for improvement,
elaboration,
intensified
characterization and
soft,
human touches. They merely read aloud the text of
the continuity from which they work.
They follow
the course of least resistence, are unimaginative, and
therefore conventional, and as a consequence they
remain comparatively unknown. To them any story
is

Western Motion Picture Advertisers)

(President,

the early days.

I

for

1922

CO-OPERATION

D. Williams

opportunities for expression of ability, artistic talent
and understanding of human nature are equal, if not
greater, than those of the star or principals.

The

11,

director

and publicity

who
sell

make advertising
director who refuses

co-operates helps
pictures.

A

investment possibilities with a star. His ability is a
which bankers and financiers can support with security as great as that in any other natural

or neglects to co-operate undermines the selling power
That there are so few
of advertising and publicity.

recourse.

worth of the directors in motion pictures today.

tangil)le thing,

in

the latter class

is

a

mark

of the intelligence

and

WARD LASCELLE
Directing

Ward

Lascelle Productions

RIP

VAN WINKLE
Featuring

Thomas

Jefferson

AFFINITIES
By Mary Roberts Rinehart

Featuring

CoW^^n Moore

HODKINSON RELEASE

ALAN CROSLAND
PRODUCTIONS
i

"Why Announce Your Marriage?"-ELAiNE hammerstein
"Daddy's GirP'-iRENE castle

NOW IN PRODUCTION FOR
"The Face

COSMOPOLITAN

in the Fog"-LioNEL barrymore

»J.H
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The distinctively creative Director of Motion Pictures

SIDNEY OLCOTT
Productions Made in

NOW

14

Current Releases As Follows:

Countries

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S

PREPARATION
KATE DOUGLAS WIGGIN'S
IN

"TIMOTHY'S QUEST"
FOR DIRIGO FILMS, INC.
WATCH FOR THIS ONE'

COUNTRY AND THE LAW"
THOMAS MOTT OSBORNE'S
'"^^^ RIGHT WAY"
(EXTRAORDINARY ENDORSEMENTS

i
i
[

I

j

j
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»

i

\
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ROSEN

PHILIP

DIRECTOR OF
"THE WORLD CHAMPION"
and

"ACROSS THE CONTINENT"
Starring Wallace Reid

Early Releases

"THE BONDED
Starring Betty

For F.

WOMAN"

"THE

Compson

YOUNG RAJAH"

Starring Rodolph Valentino

P.-L.

Also Four Feature Productions for M?tro, Two for Universal
and One Production for Rockett Brothers

KENNETH WEBB
I

I

M.

P. D. A.
i

DIRECTING WHITMAN BENNETT PRODUCTIONS
|

I

I
!

LATEST RELEASES
"FAIR LADY"— REX BEACH— UNITED ARTISTS
BETTY BLYTHE in "HIS WIFE'S HUSBAND"

1
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Melford Provides Interesting Production and Dorothy Dalton

WOMAN WHO WALKED ALONE"

"THE

Geo. Melford Prod.

The second

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

George Melford
John Colton

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE.

Will M. Ritchey
Bert Glennon
.

.Good variety

.

pleasing entertainment;

STORY

in picture that offers

first

rate pictorial appeal

Really two distinct stories, both interest-

ing and rather unusual

DIRECTION
in

Very good; hasn't spared expense
making the picture good to look at; selected

fine cast

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Splendid

PLAYERS .... Dorothy

Dalton, featured, very pleas-

ing and always nicely photographed; Milton
Sills suitable

hero; others

all

capable and well

Unusually pretty

Good
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY

Girl, forced to leave

husband she does not love, eventually meets
former lover and finds happiness

rich

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,947 feet

Film patrons are due for their money's worth when
they pay admission to see George Melford's latest
production featuring Dorothy Dalton. It is taken
from John Conlon's story "The Cat Who Walked
Alone" and certainly contains sufficient material for
almost two pictures. As it is "The Woman Who
Walked Alone" is practically divided into two separate stories, each one interesting and rather original,
or at least not in the class of overworked plots.
The first half deals with the marriage of a girl of
the common class to a nobleman.
It ends unhappily.

Good Audience Appeal
Box

of

is

It

Toward

of story

can talk about.
be included

is

it.

can promise

a sure fire suspense that

There are also some

among your

they should see

You

and some absorbing situations.

the close there

Everyone will like Dorothy Dalton's work in this.
She has hidden her straight bobbed hair with an attractive blond wig and looks more like her old self
In the last half of the picture especially, she

again.

very likeable. Milton Sills, playing opposite, is a
good hero and Mabel Van Buren makes the small part
Wanda Hawley
of the Boer farmer's wife stand out.
is

and E.

J.

Story
fidelity.

given

:

Radcliff e are also in the cast.

Earl

when he

accuses her of inMeantime, Gaunt, a chauffeur who had once

Iris leaves the

Iris a

lift

and immediately proceeded

to fall in

love with her, has hidden himself in South Africa,
realizing the hopelessness of ever

her marriage to the Earl.

winning

Iris after

They meet again when

conducts a tavern in South Africa.

How

Iris

she saves

Gaunt from the mounted police who are seeking him
as the murderer of a Boer farmer, and eventually marries him to save his life, completes the story.

Should Satisfy

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

contains a variety of appeal and

interesting from start to finish.

them plenty

South Africa, with the introduction of the Boer colony.
Both in the English sequence and South African, Director Melford has spared neither expense nor effort
to make the atmosphere realistic and agreeable to the
eye.
Particularly pretty exteriors have been selected
for backgrounds and excellent photography enhances
the beauty of them in every case.
Interiors, too, are
very attractive and in keeping with the atmosphere.
Just one unconvincing twist or perhaps it is just
because it is luiusual that it stands out, is the incident
in which the Earl, finding his wife in another man's
room, believes she is unfaithful and calls in all his
guests to witness her infidelity. Then again when
the Boer farmer thinks his Yankee farm hand is no
longer worthy of trust, he also calls in his other workers to witness the scene.
These two bits did not appear to go over as seriously as intended, with the audi-

in This.

a picture that should satisfy the majority

any audience.

it is

part changes the locale from England to

ence at the Rialto.

suited

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

This

Is Pleasing

thrills that

statements and reasons

you
can

why

If

they like Dorothy Dalton, so

much

the better.

You

can certainly satisfy them with her latest offering.

You also have the names of Milton Sills and Wanda
Hawley to use. Tell them in "The Woman Who
Walked Alone" they

A

will find a picture

good

to look

short trailer shown prior to the playing date
be all you need to convince them of this. Stills
in the lobby will do to give them an idea of the variety
of atmosphere.
at.

will

Hamilton Smith

AND

DIRECTING

Arthur A. Cadwell
PHOTOGRAPHING

Features

A

unique

combination

.iTHlf*'""''''»*%n.iii

1<rl^

'--jt.

9t

Completed

'The Isle
of Doubt"

;

with the Syracuse Motion Pictures

Company

Featuring

Smith - Cadwell Productions
jM

In preparation

"THE JELLYFISH"

WONDERFUL"
"THE YELLOW KINGDOM"
"THE MEDDLER"
"IT'S

"THE PRINCESS"
"THICKER THAN WATER"
"THE UNSEEN BOND"
"THE SINISTER SHADOW"
"MIDNIGHT"
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Mayo's Latest a Very Appropriate Hot Weather Offering
Frank Mayo

one even though

in

"OUT OF THE SILENT NORTH"

Sinclair

some may expect. But the fact that the familiar
Northwest Mounted Police have no part in the plot
may account for this. There is not an officer in the
picture and while one might have been used to ad-

Pleasing northern picture with
unusually attractive backgrounds; real hot
weather entertainment

vantage in tracking down the villain, the picture
maintains its slight originality in not including the
police so the villain's scheming is foiled but he goes
unpunished.
There is just one rather unconvincing fact about the
story, and that is the attitude of the heroine toward

DIRECTOR

AUTHORS

Harry

William Worthington
Drago and Joseph

Noel

SCENARIO BY

Wallace Clifton
Arch Reeves

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

STORY.

.Interesting

..

romance

of

French Canadian

settlement; gives star fine character part

DIRECTION

Very good; provides

Good

good work as Pierre, a much better
role than he has had in some time
SUPPORT
Barbara Bedford pleasing leading
lady; Frank Leigh, the villain; others Harris
Gordon and Lionel Belmore

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Beautiful

Good
All right

CHARACTER OF STORY.
girl,

saves

learns he

mans he

is

.

.

Trapper, in love with

believes she loves, but later

the lucky

man

himself

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,211 feet

Picturegoers could ask for nothing more refreshway of hot weather entertainment
than Frank Mayo's latest Universal oflfering, "Out

ing or cooling in the

of the Silent North."

Most

of the story

is

told against

snow landscapes with excellent photography
adding greatly to the natural beauty of each scene.
Everything that you associate with a story of the

beautiful

included, romance, a villain, the

dog sleds
and beauty of setting. This is not to say that "Out
of the Silent North" is commonplace, however.
It is an interesting love story that will please everyis

Good Production and
Box
With

the

by promises

them

of a "cool" entertainment.

Although a

whose welfare she

is

so solici-

hints to the spectator that

title

it

Pierre she loves, no definite reason for her attention

Pierre

Englishman

is

Whether

given.

or not she loves

the time, or later switches

all

her afifection

because of the bigness of Pierre in saving the other
man's life, is not made clear.
The role of Pierre ofifers Frank Mayo one of the
best character parts he has had in some time. He does
very good work and is deserving of eyen bette;
material than he usually gets. Barbara Bedford is a

good type
is

for the role of Marcette.

Harris Gordon

suitable as the Englishman, and Frank Leigh

is

not

such a blood-thirsty villain after all.
Story:
Pierre Baptiste, trapper, loves Marcette.
daughter of Vallois, the factor. Stannard, an Englishman, comes to the post seeking a gold claim left by

The

charmed by the stranger, and
asks Pierre to go with him on his prospecting trip.
They strike a rich vein of gold and woi'k fast against
the coming winter when Stannard is accidently injured.
Pierre brings him back to the post and returns to safehis father.

girl is

guard the mine. Neflferton, a renegade, secretly files
on their claim and comes to dispossess Pierre, who
sees from their map that they have the location wrong.
Pierre slips aways and files a claim for Stannard and
himself. How Pierre beats Neflferton and returns to
Marcette and learns she loves him and not the English-

man, completes the

story.

a Story that Should Satisfy

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Northern atmosphere contained

picture you should be able to entice

is

to the

Excellent

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

the Englishman about
tous.

delightful

atmosphere and sustains interest very well

PHOTOGRAPHY

north

action

as

Universal

AS A

much

does not contain as

it

easily

in

the

enough

Stills in

the

lobby should assure them that they will be refreshed
by delightful snow covered scenery and for a hot
weather entertainment they could ask nothing better
than a picture with snow for backgrounds.
Lobby display would be an effective means of

carrying out the atmosphere of the picture
to

go to a

little

story you can

Mayo

extra trouble.

tell

them

it

is

has had in some time.

if

you care

With regard

to the

one of the best Frank

The

title itself

should

be enough to give them an idea of the story, but catchlines

and

sufficient.

stills will

do

it

if

you think the

title is

not

m
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WILLIAM NEILL

After seven years of successful direction for
others,

R,

he

is

about to make a

WILLIAM NEILL

82

series

of

feature photoplays.
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Good Action

they Don't

if

Mind

"GOLDEN DREAMS"
Hampton

Benj. B.
'*

DIRECTOR

—

AUTHOR
Benj. B.

Hampton and

CAMERAMAN
AS A

associates

Edmond

William

WHOLE

Typical Zane Grey action but
a poor story when compared with some of his
other offerings
STORY. .Will satisfy if they do not take it seriously;
excitement galore regardless of its plausibility
DIRECTION
On the general order of previous
.

Hampton productions again manages to include
unnecessary comedy business
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

Very good

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Claire Adams and Carl Gantvoort
again playing opposite each other; take their

work

a bit too seriously in this

EXTERIORS

All right

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Adequate

Suitable

CHARACTER OF STORY
marry off nephew to
method to get rid of

Count, trying to

rich heiress, uses strenuous
girl's

own

Bit

Wild

The theme is really straight melodrama and
humor that they attempt to inject is neither neces-

the

sary nor effective.

The

Zane Grey

SCENARIO BY

Running a

it

laugh.

Goldwyn
Hampton and associates

Prod.

Benj. B.

83

lover

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,630 feet

For those who like action in their picture entertainment and won't bother about how it is arrived at or
whether it is plausible or not, "Golden Dreams,"
But for a picture based
offers a satisfying number.
on a Zane Grey story, the latest Hampton production
does not live up to expectations. Grey has written
so many better things probably that is the reason
"Golden Dreams" suffers from comparison.
A typical Hampton trait that is obvious in nearly
every one of his productions, is that apparent obligation
In this
to get in comedy touches now and then.
instance, the fat girl in the circus is employed to provide a laugh now and then, if it really amounts to a

plot deals with hero's miraculous escapes.

The

various methods employed by the villain to bring about
the hero's demise are the principal means of introduc-

The first time a narrow escape prevents
his death when the greaser employed to do the killing
drops the iron wheel on the wrong man. A monkey
ing action.

prevents his death a second time by changing the
hands of a clock that is set to explode when hero is

These

sleeping.

ment

but the real excitein the climax when the
loose in time to disperse

offer fair thrills,

of the picture

comes

animals from a circus are

let

mob

that threatens hero's life.
For lovers of
you couldn't want anything better than this
last minute rescue. It does go over.
The cast on the whole does good work but everyone
seems to take his part too seriously. Claire Adams and

the

thrills

They

Carl Gantvoort are the principals.

are suitable

but make the mistake of appearing over anxious about
making a favorable impression. Madame Rose Dione,
as the Spanish Countess, is a good type but photographs badly. Frank Leigh is a Count in this picture,
while in another feature on Broadway this week he is
a

laborer.

That's

versatility

all

right.

Bertram

Grassby, as usual, is thoroughly villainous.
Story
Don Felipe is anxious to marry his nephew,
Duke of Othomo, to Mercedes, niece of Countess de
:

own

Mercedes, however, is engaged to Sandy Buchanan, a
Scotch engineer, employed by the Countess on her
The Aunt is also anxious to have Mercedes
oil fields.
marry the Duke, so she discharges Buchanan. Meantime Don Felipe hires Pedro to kill Buchanan. Pedro
tries various methods but Buchanan is blessed with
"'nine lives." Pedro is caught and confesses. Eventually Felipe and his nephew get what is coming to them,
the lovers are reunited and the Aunt begs forgiveness.
Elberca, in order to replenish his

wealth.

Will Satisfy the Excitement Lovers But Probably Not the Author's Admirers
Box

As
you

far as action

will

"Golden

have a

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

and general excitement
first

it

concerned

rate picture to offer

Dreams," a rather misleading

dentally, since

is

them

title,

inci-

hints at nothing melodramatic.

You

can make promises for the action and be sure to

them about the climax
are used to rush the

This

is

in

a sure-fire

in

which the circus animals

mob and

thrill,

tell

save the hero's

life.

regardless of the implausi-

bility, the sort that

sends them into applause for the

hero's escape.

You

name of Zane Grey to use. That
should interest them. They may expect a better story,
but probably the action will make up for it. You had
better use some means of letting them know what it
is

also have the

about, because the

definite information.

should take care of

title

will

Stills in the
it.

not give them very

lobby and catchlines

m
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The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam

NOW PRODUCING
A SCREEN VERSION
OF

Goethe's Faust
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Something Very Different But
H.

"THE VEILED WOMAN"
Renco Prod.

— Hodkinson

DIRECTOR

Lloyd Ingraham
Myrtle Reed
David Kirkland
Ross Fisher

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE
off as

A

though

it is

May Not
At

Reynolds presents

J.

very unusual picture; starts
going to be really absorbing

85

Appeal

to All

promises to be highly
absorbing and distinctly interesting. The characters
are introduced in order, and a sort of fascinating atmosphere of mystery is created through the return
the

outscl,

the

story

of the veiled lady to her home which has remained
unoccupied for a period of twenty-five years. Director
Ingraham displays such care in the opening reels
and succeeds so splendidly in getting the spectator

interested in the story, that

is

it

quite disappointing

but slumps badly
STORY. .Contains a moral and certainly gets away
from the general run of picture themes; atmosphere is not one of joy

long, sentimental and philosophical sub-titles taking
up much of the footage.
Ingraham seems to have lost his equilibrium when

DIRECTION

the story

.

.

Got the story off in fine
but went all to pieces on

opening reels

PHOTOGRAPHY

style in
last half

All right

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

Lottie Williams the star performer

even though she
guerite

Snow

such; Marand others do well

isn't credited as

satisfactory

enough with exception

of

Edward Coxen who

overacts

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate
Fitting

Altogether too stressed

CHARACTER OF STORY
blighted romance of a

Deals with the

woman who was

deserted

on her wedding eve by fiance when he believed
her beauty was marred through an act of her's
which saved his life

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,300 feet

"The Veiled Wornan" is the most out of the ordinary
shown in some time, or rather
The theme
it is Myrtle Reed's story- which is unusual.
is wholly unlike anything that has been used and is
certainly a deviation from the general run of screen
material. But whether or not Myrtle Reed's "A Spinpicture that has been

ner in the Sun," the original
suitable

vehicle

for

the

title

of the novel,

photoplay

is

is

a

somewhat

Title Suggests

allowed to ramble,
the veiled lady and her broken

half told.

and the interest in
romance gradually gives way

It is

to the love of the

doctor for the spinster's niece.
part

the story did

of

young

Possibly the latter

not lend

itself

as readily to

first, but it would seem that
adherence to the principal character and
her part in the story would have maintained a better
interest.
Her reason for wearing the veil upon her
return to her home and the mystery of her twentyfive years' absence, would have served a much more
interesting detail than such things as the doctor's

screen adaptation as the

a

more

mania
he

is

strict

for dissecting living animals.

about to destroy a beautiful

The

bit in

collie,

is

which

slightly

repulsive.

one character in the play who retains the
same interest from beginning to end. And that is
Aunt Kitty, a spinster, played by Lottie Williams,
who does the best work in the picture and her performance is a remarkably fine character portrayal.
Story
Dr. Baxter never saw Evelina Grey after
she was carried out of his laboratory following an
explosion, in which she was injured in protecting BaxTwenty-five years later
ter, whom she was to marry.
they are brought together but Evelina refuses to forgive until after the doctor has killed himself through

There

is

:

Mystery Story That
Box

The above synopsis is a very brief outline of the
"The Veiled Woman," inasmuch as space
j)recludes going into detail. For those who want pictures that are unusual, this latest

Renco production

can be highly recommended. It isn't likely that they
have ever seen anything like it. If you know they
like stories with a moral you can play up that angle
referring to the

no word of honor,"

etc.

man who

May

Attract

Them

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

story of

it,

was about

remorse.

doubtful.

of

the latter reels drag along in dull, episodic fashion with

"shirked," or "had

Use the name

of the

novel from which the story

was adapted and you might be
up with your

local

them interested

them with the

A

bookstore.

would be very appropriate, and
cult to get

able to arrange a

picture.

if

It is

it

teaser

tie-

campaign

should not be

you think you can

diffi-

satisfy

unusual but you cannot

promise a very cheerful entertaipment
hasn't that kind of atmosphere.

because

it

J

;
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Another Northwest Story With Good Action and Fine Pictorial Appeal
"OVER THE BORDER"
Penrhyn Stanlaws Prod.

DIRECTOR

Sir Gilbert

SCENARIO BY

Albert

CAMERAMAN

S.

Parker

LeVino

Paul Perry

WHOLE

Plenty of cooling snow scenery
and action provided through the old reliable

Mounted

Police

STORY

Should satisfy those who favor stories
of the North; not strikingly original but contains some good dramatic moments
Very good and along artistic lines;
DIRECTION
allows story to drag quite a bit prior to climax

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

Always good
LIGHTINGS
PLAYERS
Betty Compson and Tom Moore featured both do very good work and are pleasing
some other interesting performances; a good
cast on the whole
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Beautiful shots

Ample
Mounted

runner, in love with

whiskey

Police officer,

is

torn between love for her sweetheart and for her
father and brother

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,837 feet

be using very good
judgment when they release fihus containing Northern
atmosphere in torrid weather. At least they are coolDistributors would seem

to

ing to look at and "Over the Border" is no exception.
There are any amount of beautiful shots of snow covered country, so beautifully natural and so splendidly
photographed, that you almost expect to step out into
the snow when you leave the theater. "Over the Border" contains a wealth of pictorial appeal and Penrhyn
Stanlaws once more displays his artistic ability in providing it. The backgrounds alone might readily serve
for a scenic.

One More That You Can Add
Box

By

this time

to

you should know pretty well

numbers among the best

from

Moore

just

how

of the pictures of its kind

of the

and Betty Compson, the feathe renowned Royal Mounted

is

Police officer and instead of the usual factor's daughter,

Miss Compson's father
ter

known

a

is

"bootlegger."

whiskey runner, or the betThis, at least,

Mounted

a slight

is

Otherwise
Parker's novel is not very new. It includes the romance between the girl and the officer and the obstacle
that confronts the latter when he is forced to arrest
his sweetheart and later, when duty demands that he
put the law upon the tracks of her escaping brother
for a murder he has committed. All this has been covered in previous pictures dealing with the Northwest.
deviation from the usual

Nevertheless, for folks

"Over the Border"
there

ofifers

who

story.

like this

type of picture,

a pleasing entertainment

and

plenty of action and several worthy dramatic

is

moments such

as that in

which the

officer tries to pre-

vent his superior from discovering that the

girl

when

implicated in her father's business and later

is

the

sees his sweetheart's brother safely over the

border.

work which
may be found fault with is excess footage. The picture runs almost seven reels which is too long. One
Only one feature

of Director Stanlaws'

sequence, that in which the brother tries to reach the
border after murdering the Indian, drags very badly.
In fact the passing of one night seems to take an eternCutting would help a whole lot.
ity.
Sergt. Tom Flaherty loves Jen Galbraith.
Story
Duty forces him to arrest her father and brother for
smuggling whiskey over the border. The Galbraiths
are released on bail and while awaiting trial, Val, Jen's
:

brother,

He

sent on an errand for his father.

is

and

gets

Flaherty stops off at
the Galbraith Inn en route to deliver orders in connection with Val's arrest. Galbraith drugs him and
Jen, not knowing the contents of the order, secretly
in a fight

an Indian.

kills

How Flaherty manages to
delivers it for her lover.
save Val and wins the love of Jen, remains to be told.

Your

List of

Summer

You have

the

names

of

Pictures

Tom Moore and

son to help attract them and
let

them know what

to expect.

stills

Betty

Comp-

and posters should

Secure

stills

that

show

the beauty of the exteriors and in connection with

appeal.

exteriors.

lines relative to the

for the present season,

"She

serves as a very appropriate

Tom Moore

should prove
successful if for no other reason than that it contains
real refreshing atmosphere in the wealth of beautiful

and particularly

Sir Gilbert Parker's

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

your folks take stories of the Northwest. If they
like them, by all means give them "Over the Border,"
It

vehicle for

officer

of

is

tured players.

Realistic

CHARACTER OF STORY .... Daughter

story

Triple Chevron" and

Penrhyn Stanlaws

AUTHOR
AS A

The

— Paramount

it

them make your promises
If

for the feature's pictorial

you think you could entice them by catchbootlegging end of

it,

use them.

John M.

Stahl, Producer- Director

-Another JOHN M. STAH L Production
Other Successes'.

"THE SONG OF LIFE"
'THE CHILD THOU GAVEST ME"
"THE WOMAN IN HIS HOUSE"
In Preparation

:

"THE DANGEROUS AGE"

JOHN

M.

STAHL PRODUCTIONS
are presented by

LOUIS

B.

MAYER

through

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL
88
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Interesting

Western Built From Familiar Material

"TRACKS"
Playgoers

Director Franz has done well with the material at

—Assoc. Exhibitors

DIRECTOR

J.

Franz

Mart Noble

SCENARIO BY

L. V. Jefferson

CAMERAMAN

Not credited

AS A WHOLE

Typical western built along well

Action confined to last reel. Could
be greatly improved by cutting
Rambles along through many wild situaSTORY
tions. Not over convincing
DIRECTION
Satisfactory and conventional
tried lines.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Straight

work

LIGHTINGS

Fair

Do

the regulation western stuff.

All suitable

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

O. K.

Few
Not too much

CHARACTER OF STORY

$1,000 reward

is

offered for the capture of the horse thieves.

Ranger hits the trail and discovers the leader
of the gang and the pretty daughter of the rich
rancher

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Tracks"
tried lines

6,000 feet

an average western, built along well
and is written around familiar situations.
is

Nevertheless

it

contains the kind of

While a good deal of his work is conventional,
it is all satisfactory and what is more, he has succeeded
in making it interesting.
It is interesting from start
to finish and will hold the attention of the average
hand.

Joseph

AUTHOR

PLAYERS

89

stufif

that will

audience.

The

situations are not very exciting but unfold in

a natural

much
many

way and appear

quite logical.

A

little

too

attention has been given to minor details, and

much improved by
There are only a few moments where the
action seems to drag and the story seems diverted into
by chanels but a little trimming could greatly remedy
this minor difficulty.
The photography is clear and the camera work
satisfactory.
A very realistic rain storm opens the
production and helps greatly to establish an atmosphere of mystery without many additional props.
Noble Johnston plays the part of the leader of the
gang of horse thieves. His part is not a very large
one and outside of intrigue calls for very little acting.
Bill Patton is a very satisfactory hero and Beatrice
Burnham an attractive girl. Included in the cast are
Francois Dumas and J. Farrell MacDonald.
of the scenes could be very

cutting.

;

Story

:

A

traveling ranger

man bury

is

way

horse stealing, and on his

sent to investigate

stops to help an old

The ranchers offer a reward for
The daughter of one of

his wife.

the capture of the thieves.

please the western fan and hold the attention through-

the rich ranchers finds a trail but her horse sinks into

Like most westerns it contains but one girl,
one hero, one real bad man and many victims. It
opens up with a little pathos, runs into comedy and
ends with straight drama. Unlike the average western
"Tracks" contains but one climax and this is at the

a bog.

out.

end.

The

action

is

reserved for the

finish.

The hero

this starts the friendship

The
those

like westerns.

It

is

interesting and will

The fact that
make no difference

hold their attentioh.

the story

over original will

to them,

is

not

because

they like to see the same thing over and over again,
especially

Do

if it is

made

interesting.

not promise them action or thrills for the pro-

duction contains very

little

stolen

The

old

horses, and

and

man
the

community will demand a
him of the crime.
The hero saves
him from hanging and brings the real thieves to justice.
villain,

realizing that the

victim, accuses

Who

Like Westerns

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

story contains the kind of stuff that will satisfy

who

between them.

innocently buys one of the

Will Hold Attention and Please Those
Box

pulls the horse out with a rope

of these elements.

But

you can say that the picture offers a good entertainment. For a western liking audience "Tracks" will
satisfy.
If

your folks are

in the

way

critical

and require something

solid

of a story, then this is not the kind of a

production that

is

going

to please

them. You know
they take to aver-

them best and you also know how
age westerns. Posters arid stills may be obtained and
will help attract.

O. A. C.
M.

LUND

P. D. A.

"LOVE'S

OLD

SWEET SONG"
PRODUCED BY

Lund Productions
INC.

Lionel Barrymore
in

"Dorian's Divorce"

William Fox's

"The Painted Madonna"

Harry Carey
in

"Just Jim"

"The Dollar Mark"
More Than Ninety Other

N ever-to-be-forgotten
Successes

WILLIAM

A. SEITER

DIRECTING

DORIS MAY
"GAY AND DEVILISH"
"THE UNDERSTUDY"

"FOOLISH AGE"
"EDEN AND RETURN"
"BOY CRAZY"

"UP AN' AT

90
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Will Please the Average Audience and Admirers of Society Atmosphere
one that should appeal to them. The main situation,
nevertheless, is not new.
There have been screen
mothers previously who, upon acquiring sudden
wealth, have sought marriages for their daughters
that would secure a place for them in "the four hundred." And that is just what happens here except that
the hero is poor even though he bears a name that is

is

"FALSE FRONTS"

DIRECTOR

American Releasing Corp,
Samuel R. Bradley

AUTHOR

S.

McCormick
Not credited
Not credited

Barrett

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A WHOLE..
satisfy those

An average offering that will
who are not too particular about

either story or production

STORY

A

agreeably told, however,
sustained interest

and

is

well

contains

Succeeds in holding the attention

despite the familiarity of the situations

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

A

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

No

bit

dark

particularly impressive perform-

Barbara Castleton and Edward Earle
both photograph poorly but their work is about
on a par Frank Losee hasn't much to do
ances;

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Fair
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

The

picture contains

some dramatic moments

are efifectively handled, one especially that

rather unoriginal screen plot that

DIRECTION

in the social register.

Social climber

marries daughter to poor but aristocratic
order to obtain an entrance into society

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

mother

man

in

is

that

quite

Following the marriage of the rich girl
"with the fine family name," the fellow is
led into a life of indolence through his wife's wealth.
forceable.

man

to the

An

old friend of his father's stirs the fellow's fighting

blood by referring to the boy's father as "the last of
the fighting Drummonds." It is a clever touch and
leads up to the happy ending in which man and wife
denounce wealth for true happiness.
Barbara Castleton is suitable as the wife and Edward

Earle

requirements of the hero role. Neither
Miss Castleton nor Earle photograph very well in
this.
Frequently sets
It may be due to poor lighting.
are not brightly enough lighted. Madelyne Claire is
fulfills

romance included
though of minor importance.
the principal in another

Story

:

a victory

Drummond, football star,
when informed of his father's

Keith

in the story,

is

celebrating

death.

Con-

5,044 feet

ference with the family lawyer, Lathrop, discloses that

such stories
as that presented in "False Fronts" and while it is not
wholly original, and they may have seen stories previously that were considerably like this one, it probably

Mrs. Baxter, a
newly rich, decides that Keith would be a good match
for her daughter Helen because with her money and
his name, Mrs. Baxter will be able to enter society.
The wedding takes place and Keith, through Mrs.
Baxter's indulgence, becomes an idler. Lathrop, disgusted with Keith's behavior, makes a remark which
causes Keith to realize how hopeless he is. He goes
West and becomes foreman in the oil fields. It develops that Helen is the principal stock holder and eventually there is a reunion between husband and wife.

There are plenty

of people

who

like just

won't detract greatly from what pleasure they derive
from "False Fronts" since it manages to hold the attention from beginning to end and has plenty of society atmosphere.
Since the story is by an exhibitor, he should have a
pretty definite idea of what picture goers want. Apparently he believes that the social climber problem

Make

the Title
Box

Work

for

Keith

is

left

practically

You and Use

penniless.

Gatchlines

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

should be able to get a good many interested
through the title of this picture. Play it up prom-

You

inently and in connection with catchlines such as

"How

many people that you know are just keeping up appearIt happens everyances, putting on 'False Fronts'?
where, all the time. See an instance of it in 'False
Fronts,' an American Releasing Corp. production at
the blank theater with Barbara Castleton and Edward

Earle."

The

principal players are old time favorites and al-

though they have not been prominent
be able to arouse interest by boosting

them

it is

you might
names. Tell

lately,

their

the story of a social climber, a

woman who

preferred social prestige to her daughter's happiness.

Or appeal

to

will interest

your folks along whatever

them the most.

lines

you know

DAVID

FISCHER

G.

Feature Producer

32

WEST

76th
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Katherine MacDonald Once

More an Unhappy Wife in "Domestic Relations"

Katharine MacDonald in

Director Withey has probably done the best he
could, but with such material, even the best, is not

"DOMESTIC RELATIONS"
Asso. First Nat'l Pict.

sufficient to

DIRECTOR

Chet Withey

AUTHOR

Violet Clarke

SCENARIO BY

Violet Clarke

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

An

ing lesson told in

Joseph Brotherton
unimpressive and unconvinctwo stories with situations

running parallel

STORY

Not

original or interesting despite the

fact that a capable cast

works hard

to

make you

like it

DIRECTION

Couldn't do very much better with
such poor material does not keep development
from being obvious
;

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Decorates
and

tries

Generally good
the picture with her presence

sincerely to interpret the part of a

neglected wife

SUPPORT

Wm.

good type for the
judge others Frank Leigh, Barbara La Mar and
George Fisher
P. Carleton a

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS

Few
Satisfactory

CHARACTER OF STORY

Judge puts his wife
out of his home without permitting an explanation of her alleged indiscretion

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,192 feet

In line with her usual domestic unhappiness on th?
screen, Katherine

MacDonald has another neglected

wife theme in her latest production, "Domestic Relations," a picture that

tainment.

The

works hard

to

star

is

and

make

are too unconvincing

it

uninspiring and a dull enter-

a capable supporting

company

interesting, but the situations

and hackneyed

93

to hold the atten-

two

really

make

stories,

it

an absorbing picture.

There are

each containing identical situations

so that repetition for one thing

makes

it

slow-moving

and tedious, as well as causing the spectator to anticipate the next move in each case.
As soon as the
one husband puts his wife out, you know the same
thing is going to happen to wife No. 2. The only
difference between the two parties is social position.
The one wife has a laborer for a husband, while the
other is the wife of a judge. The lesson which the
story aims to put across is told by these parallel cases.
As in so many of her previous pictures Katherine
MacDonald plays the part of a patient, understanding
wife, who is neglected by her misunderstanding husband. The star is pleasing and pretty and is quite
a

decoration to the picture at

all

times.

Wm.

P.

Carleton does good work as the judge, and George

one of those silly, amorous portrait artists.
Frank Leigh and Barbara LaMar as the other couple,
Fisher

give

is

satisfactory

The

performances.

sub-titles

are

poor and at times foolish and mushy.
Story
Judge Benton sends Joe Martin to jail for
one year because Joe beat his wife when he found
her in the embrace of another.
The judge engages
Pierre, an artist, to paint Mrs. Benton's portrait. Ben:

ton

is

generally neglectful of his wife, preferring

work

company, etc., etc. Eventually the judge finds
Mrs. Benton in the artists" arms and without permitting her an explanation, orders her from his house.

to her

Later he asks her to return because their separation
threatens his position. She refuses to return for that
reason only.

Meantime Mrs. Benton, through

charity

work, meets Mrs. Martin. Upon his release Joe goes
Mrs. Martin warns
to Benton's house to shoot him.
Mrs. Benton, who hurries to protect her husband.
Th'ere follows a reconciliation between both men and
their wives.

tion.

A Good

Deal

On

the

Box

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Order

This isn't a strong feature so if you show it it would
be well to secure some good short reel subjects to
show with it or they are liable to kick about not getting
their money's worth. It is unfortunate that Katherine
MacDonald's beauty and grace are wasted on such
poor story material as she is given, but if you think
her appearance will be enough to satisfy them, you
can use her name prominently and her admirers will

of Star's

like her,

if

Recent Pictures

they don't like the story.

Don't make promises for "Domestic Relations."
Rely upon the title and the star's name to get them in.
You had better use your own judgment about letting

them know what the story consists
should be self-explanatory.

Judge who condemned

a

of.

But the

title

Catchlines relative to a

man

for

an act of which he

himself was also guilty, will take care of

it.

Metropolitan

Productions
CARL

WINTHER

P.

CLIFFORD

presents

Sec'y and Treas.

JAMES

S.

ELFELT

Pres. and Gen'l Mgr.

WARNER

B.
in

A series of six comedy-drama specials now ready
"FLAMING HEARTS"

"CRIMSON GOLD"
"WOLF MAN"
"RED COURAGE"

"BIG STAKES"
.

"DANGER AHEAD"

NOW PREPARING

FOUR ALL STAR
DRAMATIC SUPER FEATURES
ADAPTED FROM POPULAR NOVELS BY

FAMOUS AUTHORS

INTERNATIONALLY
ALSO

Released by

A

Series of

EAST COAST

PRODUCTIONS

TWELVE ONE -RE EL

Times Building

COMEDIES

NEW YORK
FRANKLYN

E.

BACKER

President
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THE
Sunday, June

11,

Not an Asset
"A

c&m

DAILV

1922

to the

Campaign

WOMAN OF NO IMPORTANCE"

gests,

DIRECTOR

Denison Clift
Oscar Wilde

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

Not credited
Not credited

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

By no means a high class entertainment and even the moral that it attempts
cannot make it so
STORY
Illegitimacy hardly a subject for picture
material regardless of the dramatic situations
Smooth and comprehensive and

down unpleasant

has toned

bits in

good judg-

ment

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS

At times very poor
PLAYERS
Milton Rosmer convincing and does
good work in disagreeable role Fay Compton
;

sincere but obviously "acting"

very

;

minors appear

stilted

All right

-INTERIORS

Appropriate
DETAIL
Sub-titles very bad
Woman spurned by
CHARACTER OF STORY
man who betrayed her, rears her child in ignorance of his father until they meet years later

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

About

5,000 feet

Selznick has secured this English production for
distribution in this country and they

may make some

because of its appeal to those who crave
With a cheap crowd the picture will go
sensation.
over big. It's just the sort of thing they want but
whether or not they get it everywhere will depend
it

upon the censors.
Oscar Wilde's novel, which

also served as a stage
nothing that will appeal to the better
mentality and for the sake of the moral that its sug-

play, offers

Won't

her

twenty years

for

life

Exhibitors will have to consider this picture more
some others because it is not suitable
for family audiences and certainly unfit for the younger
doubtful but what the distributors will meet with opposition from various censor
boards because of its theme.
it

The downtown
would not have

isn't

trade and probably transient houses
to

of the girl

after,

when

The

printed on.

The

entire

and follows

her son

is

grown

manhood. Fay Compton tries very hard to be convincing and in the early sequence she rather succeeds,
but in the "twenty years later" episode she neither
looks nor acts as though she had gone through such a
long period of hardship, and you are given to understand that she had suffered considerably.
to

Director Clift has endeavored apparently to tone the

down

the best he could and although he has suckeeping it from becoming actually offensive,
the theme is such that he could not make the facts
anything but what they are, no matter how delicately
he handled them.

ceeded

in

The production

ordinary for the most part and
very poor at times. Usually the
The players, on the whole,
lighting is too bright.
do pretty fair work. Milton Rosmer is the most capthe photography

is

is

He makes

thoroughly hateful.

somewhat
Story

:

the character of the rotter

Fay Compton seems

sincere but

self-conscious.

George Harford,

in line for the title of

Lord

young girl of a lower class
whom his mother forbids him to marry. The girl
goes away and works to raise her son, the child of
Harford.
Through some unexplained manner she
gains an entrance into society and her son becomes a
Through the influence of a friend, Mrs.
barrister.
Illingworth, betra3's a

Arbuthnot, as she

now

calls herself, secures a

coveted

shocked when she learns
is HarEventually the boy learns
ford,
that Illingworth is his father and will have nothing
to do with him, while the mother is happy because
her son's sweetheart is willing to overlook the mistake
position for her son.

She

is

man to whom he is
now Lord Illingworth.

that the

to act as secretary

of the mother.

Entertainment

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

carefully than

And

it is

illegitimacy solely.

is

upon the mistake

Do For Those Who Want Glean Wholesome
Box

element.

not worthy of the film

able performer.

EXTERIORS

money on

it is

plot hinges

story

offered

DIRECTION

for Better Pictures

subject of the story

Selznick-Select

AS A
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worry about offending patrons.

Where they crave sensation and material of this sort,
"The Woman of No Importance" will go very big.
But for discriminating audiences who prefer and demand clean, wholesome pictures, it hasn't a chance.
If

you are

at all in doubt, see

accordingly.

it

for yourself

You know what your

than anyone can

tell

you.

and judge

folks want, better

B^a^^aMfi

Some

Short Reels
—Aesop's

"Safe in the Safe"— Sunshine— Fox

Type

of production

"Safe

in

the Safe"

is

a very laughable

Most

gags and lots of action.
around a large safe and the

of

No

of

difficulties

2 reel comedy
comedy with plenty
the

business

centers

when they

that arise

between gags, all of which
comedian meets a pretty girl
on the street and follows her to the safe company where he
His first task is to deliver a
takes a job as office boy.
large safe but the wagon breaks down and he is forced to
carry it on his back. Then he manages to get the safe on
the back fender of a trolley car and delivers it to the front
Here his difficulties only begin. He chops down
of the house.
the door and part of the brick wall but finds that the stair
Then the foreman arrives and they hoist the
is too narrow.
safe only to find that the whole building sways under the
But just as they are about to get it in the girl arrives
load.
and tells them that there is a mistake in the address. To
save the girl from the anger of the foreman she is locked in
It collides with
the safe which starts rolling down the hill.
everything in its path and finally lands in the river. Just
then a submarine comes to the surface and the safe is found

try to deliver

it.

are ably executed.

time

The

is

lost

chief

on the deck but the safe mover has forgotten the combination.
The numbers on the submarine give him a clue and the girl
The comedy business in this
is found "Safe in the Safe."
two reeler is above the average and will bring a good deal
The situations are
of laughter from almost any audience.
funny and a good deal of special trick props are employed
which add to the number of laughs.
"In the Movies"

Type of production
Snub Pollard writes

comedy

a scenario and goes to the local theater

to see the picture in this latest

good deal of trouble he and

Hal Roach comedy.

After a

getting into

his wife succeed in

two seats together. The
and the ushers are dressed like

the house, but are unable to find

center aisle

is

built very steep,

Alpine climbers.
those

who must

This provides a great deal of action for
climb up, and those who slide into their seats.

Then comes the film. The main title tells that the picture
As Snub's seat is up
is made by the "Shameless Film Co."
against the screen he sees the picture greatly distorted. The
picture shown on the screen satires the current melo-drama,
and will bring a laugh in itself. The comedy ends in a freeThe gags and comedy business in this issue are
for-all fight.
novel and entertaining, while the scenes in the theater will

amuse and strike home. The distorted pictures will get a
good laugh as well as many of the gags contained in this
original comedy.
"Seeing Scotland"

Type of production
Some interesting

—Kineto

Review
1

shots

of

reel

Scotland are contained

scenic
in

this

you see the railway station at Wemyss Bay and
then you travel northwest and cross the large bridge at Connel Ferry.
Highlands and lowlands are illustrated in many
of the views.
The beautiful lake district and ivy covered
Some human
castles are shot from one of the river steamers.
interest stuflf and street minstrels round out this picturesque
The
travel reel which should do well as a program filler.
photography is clear and the various scenes well contrasted.
scenic.

First

Then

reel

—

Fables Pathe
animated cartoon

dog paints

a wasp's nest and manages it
induced to kick it. The wasps chase
him and the feast is left to the little dog. The moral; "Heaven
helps those who help themselves," hardly follows from the
action that proceeds it.
The animation, however, is clever
and up to the high standard set for the series.

a bone.

so that

the

the

farmer

is

—

—

"Hope" Triart Prod. Hodkinson
Type of production
2 reel drama
The fourth Triart production, a series of two reel pictures
based on famous paintings, is called "Hope" and has been
adapted from the work of George Frederick Watts. The
offering

is

a highly artistic subject that tells a short dramatic

which "Hope"

pictured through the lighthouse
is
never despairs, nor gives up hope, even
when the people of the village turn against her and they tell
her her husband has been lost at sea. The story is short
and there is a good deal of pathos toward the close. The
backgrounds are very attractive and on the whole, it is an
story

in

keeper's daughter

artistic short reel

audience.

who

that appeals particularly to the better class

Lejaren A. Hiller directed.

"Torchy Steps Out"— Educational

Type

of production

shoe store with

for this
reel

1

fun with wild animals. The
hunter and his dog go out after big game which they manage
to capture in different ways, due mainly to the cleverness of
the little dog. The hunter cooks the game and throws the dog

A

— Hal Roach—Pathe
1

"The Hunter and His Dog"
Type of production
This time Paul Terry had some

2
lots of

Torchy comedy.

reel

comedy

shoes and boxes gives the setting

Johnny Hines takes the part

of the

shoe salesman and strings along a series of gags. Each customer brings his own gag. The fat man is unable to see his
new shoes, the lady with holes in her stocking blackens the
places where the skin shows through, the old man with the nail
in his shoe has it ruined by Torchy, who tries to fix it.
The
second part of this comedy takes place in and about a moving
truck. Torchy is locked in and the truck starts off to Philadelphia.
The fun is mild throughout and the comedy as a whole
makes but an average program filler.

"Should Watchmen Sleep"— Universal

Type

of production

1

reel

comedy

Laura La Plante and Neely Edwards are the chief comedians
in this amusing single reeler.
This time Neely is a night
watchman in a department store where he has all the comforts of home,
and a few more. He gets this job after traveling across the country in a box car with his hobo valet. In
the middle of the night he is awakened by two yeggs who have
entered the store to rob the safe. At first he plays ghost
and manages to frighten them with a white sheet but he is
soon discovered and bound to the bed. The two robbers
enter the elevator to escape but Neely is just able to kick
the switch with his foot and turn oflf the power. The car
is
caught between two floors and remains there all night.
In the morning the boss finds Neely still in bed but soon disWhen the ropes are
covers that he is bound and gagged.
loosened Neely turns on the power and the two yeggs are
captured. The boss recovers his money and Neely wins his
daughter. The comedy is well done and has some clever
gags.
Should bring more than one good laugh when shown

—

to an average audience.

THERE'S

something almost human about
the Ostrich.
He buries his head in the sand
thus exposing himself recklessly.

The
Philosophy

FILM FOLKS

sometimes shut their eyes

when they need them

the most. In the matter of
PRINTS for instance, they
POTENdo not always realize that—

RELEASE

THE

TIAL VALUE OF THEIR INVEST-

of

MENT rests largely in the Quality and Dura-

bility of their

Brother
Ostrich

RELEASE PRINTS.

FILM FOLKS, we

have an efficient manufacturing organization ready to serve you.
We use only the best raw^ stock and chemicals obtainable.

WEGUARANTEE

HIGH-GRADE RELEASE PRINTS OF
DURABLE QUALITY PLUS PROMPT
SERVICE.

FINANCIALLY
AS STRONG]

s
B
--z^^^mT""'

Republic Laboratories W,
128 Wesf 52nd.StMY.C.

"MR. PRODUCER"
Did you know that

the

INC.
Offers

You

EFFICIENCY- ECONOMY

and

EXPERT COOPERATION

in

CONTRACTING YOUR PRODUCTIONS
WE

DECORATE
AND FURNISH YOUR SETTINGS COMPLETE
UNEXCELLED LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
DESIGN, CONSTRUCT, ERECT,

Now
Just

Completed

in

Production

Will Rogers

Achievement Film Prod.

"The Legend

of Sleepy

Hollow"

E. D. Venturini, Director

"Hearts and Faces
J.

Graphic Film Productions

"Wild Youth"

Searle Dawley, Director

Ivan Abramson's

STUDIOS

&

OFFICES
VANDERBILT

318 East 48th

7340-7341

St.

A

"

fHE
7Ao brAdstreet
o/* FILMDOM

z^^recocmizei

Authority
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B'way Pre-Releases
Showing
Players
Plan
Pamcus
Nu/nber of Pictures Before
Fall— Revival for Rialto
Plans have been completed for the
pre-release on Broadway of a numler of important Paramount releases
The productions will
or next yeir.
>e put on during the summer months.
foh:i C. Fiinn who has been active
n xvork in connection with the Famii!s Players iheater interests through3tit the country will be in charge of
xploitation.

The

Rialto beginning June 25 will
another
revival
hold
week. Just
^•h;.t pictures will be shown there are
The tenat present undetermined.
tative 'ine-up for Rialto and Rivoli
dm'ing the summer months will be
found below. Most of the pictures
will not be released until the fall.
Rialto
June 11. Pola Xegrri in "The Devil's Pawn."
June

Mary

18.

June
July

Minter

Miles
"

Suva

in

"South

of

Jack

2,

Holt

Satan

Sleeps."
uly
ulv
uly

in "The Dictator."
"The Mysteries of India."
Thomas Meighan in "If You Be-

Wallace Reid
16
2,^.

So."
"Borderland."
Gloria Svvanson in "Her Gilded
Cage."
"Nice People."
"Nice Peonle."
Dorothy Dalton in "The Siren
lieve

July

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

It's
in

It.

Agnes Ayres

30.
6.

1.^

20
27

Call."

"The Valley of Silent Men."
Rivoli
Thomas Meighan in "Our Leading

Sept.

.V

June

n.

June

18.

May McAvoy
Xew York,"

June

2'

Jack

Citizen."

Holt

"The Top
"While

in

of

Satan

Sleeps."

(Continued

Page

on

2)

"Outside" Films at Criterion
understood that there
It
is

no

be
into

Paramount

ihe

Criterion

Summer when

pictures
until

Cecil

B.

late

will

booked
in

the

De

Mille's
">T?)islaughter" will open there. Until that time it is expected pictures of
prod'.icers other
will be shown

held

the

than

Famous

Players
has

there.
Metro
theater for the past

few

Young man named Hays.

Smith Leaves for Milwaukee
Ccjrtland Smith of the M. P. P.
D. A., lett for Milwaukee on Saturday to deliver an address before the
Advertising Clubs of the World to-

morrow.
T^laking Plans for Specials

Myron and David

Selznick
Woody are conferring over
plans for Selznick specials for the
Fall.
Among the first batch will
be "Rupert of Hentzau." "Justice"
j.

and Jack

and "Wine."

You

Over
famous green
Did you notice what
ink. In the more famous fountain pen.
happened last Monday? When that order from Hays. To his
"bosses" was printed? Didn't you read it? Well, if not. If
you were too busy figuring other things. Better go back and

Even

with the Producers.

Yes.

to Bill Fox.

hit

And

it.

Will H.

his

'Cause you'll certainly find something. In brief
means this and only this that when the big producers.
it
And distributors. Bought a lot of chips. And handed a stack
to Will Hays. They may have meant every rule they asked for.
In the game they started to play. And maybe they meant it.
But to make certain. That there were some cards
All rigfht.
Which needed looking at. Hays stuck his stack.
around.
Right in the center. And made his play. And called all of them.
And the best part of it seems to be they were all willing to
call him.
Maybe those better days are coming.
take a look see.

—

—

—

Something expected to happen. This week. Unless the
cards get gummed. While they are being dealt. Don't be surIf you happen to see "Nate" somewhere in the offing.
prised.
With the Allen chain in his kit. Nathanson has been looking
over this string for a long time. And usually he don't waste
time looking. He's one of those "see it, grab it" kind. On
Seeking to control
the other hand the Aliens are sure busy.
the situation.

The Aliens
So the story goes.
It worked out funny.
weren't content. To stay put. In Canada. They wanted to
expand. So they came to Cleveland. And put a lot of kale.
In a big house out there. And in London they had a site. On
which they were to build another big one. And these properties
took a lot of money. Then came the slump. And the first
thing you know to protect their Canadian interests so the
they had to get some money. Well, the Canadian
story goes
bankers stood aloof, and when it was all over the Canadian
bankers had a lot of stock as security for advances made on the
And now they are
Cleveland house. And other properties.
words.
It looks as if someother
seeing what is to be seen. In

—

one up there.

—

—

Asked

for a cold deck.

NOW, THEN—
you read this
"Either motion pictures are doomed or they are going to be
saved. It would be a calamity if they were to die out. The nation needs them. They are wonderful amusement and inspiraIf

v.eek«.

L.

First Meeting

WITH THE ALLENS

"While

in

Price 5 Cent!

1922

The Boss

Revival Week.

21.

12,

Today

M. P. T. O. Scheduled to Confer
With Will H. Hays— Steffes Concerned over Questionnaire
Today is the day upon which the
M. P. T. O. is schedule to meet Will
H. Hays as head of the M. P. P. D. A.
for a preliminary discussion on equitable contracts and lower rentals.
Sydney S. Cohen is the authority
for the statement that the entire board
of directors as well as all of the na-

tional officers of his organization will
in on the conference.
There are
on the board, exclusive of Cohen,
who says some are now in town but
sit

12

that all will be here for the meeting.
directors are A. R. Pramer, Neb-

The

raska; W. A. Steffes, Minnesota; M.
E. Comerford, Pennsylvania; W. D.
Burford, Illinois; Claude Cady, Michigan; W. A. True, Connecticut; H. B.
Varner, North Carolina; E. M. Fay,
Rhode Island; G. G. Schmidt, Indiana; I. W. McMahan, Ohio; A. Julian
Brylawsky, Washington, D. C. and
R. F. Woodhull, New Jersey.
Mr. Hays has been spending the
past few days at Sullivan, Ind. his

home town
this

but

morning

is

due

in

New York

for the conference.

From
W.

Minneapolis comes word
A. ("Al") Steffes of the
Minnesota unit intends asking Mr.

that

Hays why that organization's recent
questionnaire covering Hays' purposes and intentions in the business
was not answered.

To Ask Hays Why
Minnesota Wants to Know What
Happened to Questionnaire—
Three State Unit?
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Minneapolis W. A. Steffes will
enter the conferences between the
M. P. T. O. and M. P. P. D. A. with
instructions from the executive board
of the Minnesota exhibitor unit to

why

the questionnaire forWill H. Hays in April was
It will be recalled that
not answered.
inquire

warded

to

(Continued on

Page

3)

:

They will be doomed if the men in
tion when properly done.
the American women and igoflfending
on
keep
business
the
noring
Who would you think said it? A producer? A director?
star? An exhibitor?
.A.
Well, guess as you want. And you're still all wrong. Because these words were uttered by a minister. The Reverend
Henry R. Rose. In the Church of the Redeemer. Newark.

—

(Continued on Page 4)

Newark Manager Pays $1 Fine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Newark, N. J. Charles Minert,
manager of the Strand pleaded guilty
to violating the vice and immorality
law by sho'wing a motion picture on
Sunday and" was fined $1 by Judge
Boettner. Emanuel Kremer of 24

Johnson avenue made the complaint,
saying he saw a motion picture in the
theater on Sunday, May 21. The
cases of the other managers were adjourned until today at the request of
James R. Nugent, their counsel.
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Low

High
...83!/

8454

Close
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Not
Not
Not
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. <*fT" €oldw3ai
Griffith

15^

Loew's

llVi
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Not
Not

Triangle

World
Clyrk-Comelius
Snhcl'.ing

Hour"

will release
in August.

30..

XJloria

Swanson

"Her Gilded

in

Phone

-\ug.

•Vug
Sept.

Theodore L. Hays Appointed
Sand."
(Sree:al to THi: FILM DAILY)
13.
Rodolph \'alentitio in "Blood and
Mnmcapolis
Theodore L. Hays.
Sand."
"The Man Uncon- general manager of the Twin Cit\'
20.
Jack Holt
querable."
.\musement Trust Estate and part
"Pink Gods."
27.
3.
Wallace
Reid
m 'Tlie Ghost owner of tne Grand, Crookston, has
been appointed Minnesota member
Breaker."
of ihe Lxecutive committee of the
M. P. T. O. of America.
Five Months' Releases
6.

Rodolph Valentino

"The

fiv^

s relea.se

schedule for the

months includes the follow-

Corinnc Griffith in "Divorce
Coupons. 'The Ladder Jin.K" Jimmy
Aubrey m "The Chicken Parade,"
"I'he Ninety and Nine," AHce Calh6i'n in
Girl's Desire," William
.A.
Duncan in "The Fighting Guide,"
Larry Semon in "Golf," Earle Williams in "Fortune's Mask," Corinne
iiii?:

'

Re<?.

OH THE PROGRAM'

U.

Leaves Selznick

Hill

Walter
end

tlie

iC.

ol

will leave Selznick
to join the

Hill
this

month

Coiimibia .'Vmusemcnt Co. where he
will

.*EAL

S. Pat. Ofi.

Arthur
"A BIRD IN

BBKVIGB'

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRV

liandlc publicity.

'

the management of the new Eastman
He has opened temtheater is here.
porary offices in the new building and
is preparing for the opening in Sep-

Mayer Buys Novel
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Cost $150,000

V/ill
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

— For

Warren Takes Over Esaness
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Engineer
experience and ability,
34 years of age, wants an
opportunity to engage in
the Motion Picture industry along the lines of techof

Oppordirecting.
u n i t y to demonstrate
worth and ability the only
nical

—

Rushviile, Neb. The. operation of
the Esaness has been taken over by
J. E. Warren.
'

Construction

t

Salary no
thing desired.
consideration whatsoever.

Back With Goldwyn

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Reginald BarkLo3 Angeles Colleen Moore is
er's first production, Louis B. Mayer
purchased
"Timber." J.
G. back with Goldwyn, having completed
has
"Affinities for Hodkinson.
Hawks is preparing the scenario.

Los Angeles

SPICE

9091

—

tember.

f~^cLu,c<ttuTnal O^uztuAj^

— Bcekman

"Blood and

—

~

S

ill

\'itagraph
iic\t

in

Center and Montrose
Pittsbiiifeli
Ave. will be the site of a house and
Duncan in "When Danger Smiles" office building costing $150,000 to be
Sales
anri one more Jimmy Aubrey comedy erected by the Steel City Amusement
Co.
1,900 and one with Larry Semon.
quoted
To Build in Knoxville
quoted
Goulding in Rochester
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
quoted
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
1,000
Knoxville, Tenn. A theater will be
Pochestcf,
N.
Y.— Charles H.
quoted Goulding, who resigned as manager erected by Ihe Moore Feature Film
quoted of the Proctor Schenectady, to accept Co.

-J

THE

—

\'-^

Gri'fith in "(3ne Stolen Night," Alice
Calhoun in "Little Wildcat," William

Quotations
F. P.-L.

•'Vug.

FIl.W

"Phone; Vanderbilt 4551-4552 5558
N. Y
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood.
Phone. Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S
Wabash Ave.
London Representative W. A. Williamson.
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre.

London,

(Special

Cage."'

New YorV

St..

1922

:

St

WID'S FILMS

and

New

12,

Another for Ravenna
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Continued from Page 1)
Ravenna,
O. The Ravenna Amuse
9
Wallace Reid in "The Dictator."
9.
Betty CoiTipson in "The Bonded Henri Bernstein is in this country. ment and Theater Co. will erect
Woman."
The film is in five reels and the $75,000 house which R. F. Stable'
16.
Thomas Meighan in "If Vou Be- American rights are in the hands v.ill manage.
lieve It, It's So."
No release
23.
Marion Davies in "The Young of George V. Orban.
.Diana."
has been determined.
Print of "Israel" Here
The print of the German produc-lon made from the stage play of

B'way Pre-Releases
Tub-

Monday, Jun«

S.

—

Address Box B-200
Care The Film Daily

Lamb's Screen Sensations

A GILDED CAGE"

"JENNIE LEE"

{Preferred Pictures)

"MANSION OF ACHING HEARTS"

(Historical Pictures)

"THE OLD

CHAIR"

(Gordon Films)

{Preferred Pictures)

"HOUSE OF FORBIDDEN WINE"

The Greatest Novelty

ARM

(fn Negotiation)

"SPIDER

of All:

AND THE

V. D. Gordon, 220 W. 42nd

FLIES"

St.,

N.Y. City

I

!

|

THE

cMmi
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On Broadway

— "Silver Wings."
JocJway — "The Crossroads

Criterion

Lyric

,i)ollo

New

of

York"
looklyn

Strand— "My Wild

Irish

Rose."

inieo— Monroe

Salisbury

"The

in

Great Alone."
ipitol

—"Nanook

—
— "The
fiterion

"The

yet determined.

—
Rivoli — May McAvoy in "The
of New York.
Strand— Not vet determined.

.Vie

Top

(Continued from Page

Deli-

in

Frankfort,

whence

Carlsbad to take the

Calhoun

week

the Rialto. The
b> the Sir Douglas
tion from Australia.

1)

at

of June 11, "Be-

Mawson

—

Week

Next
yet

—

rcoklyn
mined.
•jmeo Not yet determined.

—

ipitol— "The Storm."
antral— Not yet determined.

Six 5 reel features

YANKEE FILM CORP.
The

Harry Carey's first production for R-C will be changed from
"Combat," but no new title has been
title

Room

of

729-7th Ave.

407

selected.

STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

The executive

offices of the MeseroJe Exhibition Co., Sol. Brill, president, 'lave moved to 1540 Broadway

from

W.

103

46 St.

Ernest lidliard has been cast for

Alice Brady, when she completes' second production for Vitagraph. It
"Missing Millions" will next makei is a six-reel comedy adapted from
"Anna Ascends"; Thomas Meighan; "The Ladder Jinx."
will make "Back Home and Broke,"!
Kohner,
Paul
foreign
publicity
a George Ade story and Jack Holt,
"Making a Man," a Peter B. Kyne', manager of Universal sailed last week
story.
to Europe.

— Not

Irish Rose."

For Sale

garry."

determined,
Not yet determined,
Strand Not yet deter-

rand— "My Wild

new 400

NEGATIVES

the Grange" the new Griffith
Three Companies in Long Island
production. Hilliard has just finishDuring the summer, there will prob- ed a Dart with Oscar Lund.
ably be three companies at work in
the Paramount Long Island plant.
Jess Robbins has completed his

Leading Citizen."

is

expedi-

"Our

in

Named Manager
THE FILM DAILY)
Neb. —W. E. Calhoun

Scottsbluff,
the manager of the Star, a
scat house.

will be shown
films were made

Through the offices of George L.
Clarke, Warner P. Richmond will
plajr the lead in "The Man from Glen-

—

roadway

is

to

low the Antartic Circle"

—

>pollo

go

r^tring the

Today

—

Meighan

the

(Special to

—

ivoli

of

baths.

—

—
—Thomas

He

ditions.
he will

there were nine questions in the questionnaire which sought to definitely
determine what Hays' attitude is refw's
New York Today Wal- lative to exhibitors. Miimesota wants
a.c Reid in "Across the Continent."
the reply made public.
r lesdav "Forbidden City," AnnaSteffes will also probably bring up
bel Lee."
for discussion the question of a reducWednesday
"Yellow Men and tion in the price of film accessories
Gold."
and the elimination of the practice of
Thursday Pauline Frederick in
holding back release dates on import"The Glory of Clementina."
ant
productions. Percentage
may
Friday-—William Russell in"Men
also be discussed.
of
Zanzibar," "Her Night of
There is some talk here that MinNights."
nesota may be enlarged to include
Saturday Elaine Hammerstein in
North and South Dakota, thus form"Evidence."
ing a three-state unit. If that plan
.>ric— "Nero."
should develop, the combined organialto
Pola Negri in "The Devil's izations will be known as the North!Pawn."
west Division of the M. P. T. O.

—

vice-president

Stern,

Century Film Corp. is traveling
through Gei many studying film con-

Stroke of Midnight."

—

Kent Plans Another Trip
Sidney R. Kent of Famous Players
will make another sales trip next
month, this time as far west as the
coast.
He will return by way of the
South.

Guts and Flashes

Rialto
Mary Miles Minter in "South
of Suva."

First Meeting

of the North."

<ntral
Mae Murray in
cious Little Devil."

— Not

—^"Nero."

For sale, consisting of overhead and
side banks, broadsides, domes, Duplex, portables, complete with spider
boxes and cables. Guaranteed first
class condition.

"At

K

Apply Box

31,

Film Daily

W. A. FLEMING

&

CO.

Dependable
Public Accountants and
Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at

40th

St.

Telephone Longacre 9074

'

Great Q>araniount Q^ictures
\

n

The Valley
From

of Silent

Men

with

Alma Rubens

the story by James Oliver Curwood.

Borzage

who

directed

"Humoresque"

Directed by Frank
and "The Good Provider"

CREATED BY COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS
Re/ease^ September 11, 1922

HERE'S

—

sure winner a story by James
Curwood, author of "The River's
That was one of the big box office pica

Oliver

End."

tures of last year. This one is even better.
"The Valley of Silent Men" ran as a serial
story in Good Housekeeping Magazine where it
was read bv hundreds of thousands. As a novel
it

was published by Cosmopolitan Book CorporaThe first edition was immediately exhaust-

tion.

ed and edition after edition

"These pictures

spell

EUGENE
Watch

N.

is still

being printed.

SUCCESS with

For real story value this is unquestionably one
of the greatest properties Cosmopolitan ever had.
It has been produced with all the lavishness that
distinguishes Cosmopolitan Productions.
Played by Alina Rubens, Lew Cody, Joe
King, George Nash, Marie Marjeroni, J. M.
Johnson and other prominent screen fav-

orites.

There's no doubt that this will be one of the
big ones
No. 1. "The Dictator."

capital letters!"

ROTH, SAN FRANCISCO

this space

tomorrow for

FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION
.

No.

13

AOOLPH ZUKOn.

Prti.dtxt

.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

You

Believe

2.

"If

3.

6.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

7.

"Nice People."

4.
5.

It,

It's

Top

New

York."
Pharaoh."
Gilded Cage."
of
of

Loves

"The Young Diana."
"
"Blood and Sand
10. "The Siren Call."
11. "While Satan Sleeps."

8.

9.

So."

Bonded Woman."

THE
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The Boss
(Continued from

Page

Lyons Plaza Opens
THE FILM DAILY)

—

THE ONE NEEDED

—

Harry

for production.

To
Sam

get in every branch of the business.
to

(Special to

sold
Co..

Watch

returns.

his step.

Uses them

good hands.

in

—The

McGill and Sutton Buy

THE FILM DAILY)
by the Hostettler Amusement
Summer, Wash. The Summer
to H. A. Bleuchel and J. P. been purchased by McGill and C
(Special to

has been

Isis

—

Lannan.

ton.

run studios. Jack to direct. AnAnd then I'm left. For general

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS,
Extends

you

a cordial invitation

to witness the screening of

B.

S.

From

Different from

merrie.

And

otherwise

The most mystifying

Also his smoke. Ben has a pair of
handball (but Roxy won't give him

And Ben is Biblical. Never let's his right hand
know. What his left is going to do. So nothing is leaking out.
And here's the alakadabra stulif.
That is, not very much. But
You hear of B. S.
All at once
If some months from now.
Mixing up. With Irving T. Bush. And other magnates. In the

other pictures

of mysteries,

which

will be

Park Theatre

—

Columbus

Circle

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

:

:

all

presented at the

a chance).

language of that famous melodee

to

Inc.

"Nine Seconds from Heaven"

WATCH
England.

Amuse. Co. Sells
THE FILM DAILY)

Omaha, Neb.

paid the check.

When Ben Moss

—

Hostettler

other one to run the theater.
work."
"Well," said Ben Goetz of Erbograph, "you need still another. For a very important part of the business. Which you
have overlooked."
"What's that?" asked Abe.
"Banking," said Ben.

And Abe

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Pniladelphia M.
Weinstein
I ought the theater at Pine and I
St. from the 56th St. Theater Co.
$110,000.

—

of a family," said Abe.

(Special

Lyons, Neb. The Plaza has been
opened by Chaplin and Leriger, who
have just acquired it.

Over at the table. At Mrs. Astor's. They were kidding Abe
Warner. Abe "Munch," Felix Feist calls him takes it all
right. There are others who don't. No names mentioned.
But
one works for a Broadway theater. And another for Billfox.
Anyway Abe was talking of his many brothers. "We've enough

12, 19

Sold for $110,000

(Special to

1)

—

Monday, June

and 59th

on

St.,

AT 11:30 A. M.
LOU ROGERS, Pres.

14th,

"Don't be surprised."

RATTLING SKELETONS
Out in Los. At the Alhambra. Same boy.
Over in Texas. Jim sends along a page.
"From The Edison Kinetogram. Dated March 1, 1915. Which
Ole Jimquin.

Used

to step lively.

says

Not—Why

If

NEW EDISON WEEKLY FEATURES ARE

"THE

HIGH-POWER DRAMAS
"The exhibitor that has been paying fancy prices for all-eveninglong 'features,' that limp along in an attempt to spin the story thin
enough to last through five to ten reels, should see at once the new
type of Edison 3-reel real features.
"Right in the regular service, with no extra fancy prices to pay
for the load of heavy advertising, you find every week a three-reel
story crammed to the full with action that means something action
that pulls the story on with irresistible force to the quivering big
moments in real dramatic situations plays that have thrills made
more thrilling by being an all-absorbing part of the heart interest and
sympathetic suspense.
"Book the first one, 'In Spite of All.' Book the next one, 'On
the Stroke of Twelve.' Book every one of them. They will give you
the house and leave you a big margin for your work. Work for yourself
not the producer!"

—

t

—

—

And which

inspires the Irish-Chink to

of the jury, let me call your attention to Exhibit "A,"
to be good advice to the exhibitor.
will note that the outburst of thought covered by Exhibit

"A," however ancient it may sound, was written no further back
than the second year of the world war, in the year of Our Lord
Nineteen Fifteen.
So no matter how we may fume and fret and sputter and spurt
about the lack of progress of the motion picture business we are

making head,

aren't

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

New York

Kindly enter

mean,

is

subscription to

Including Weekly Reviews
1921

Year Book— Cloth
Subscription, $10

"Book every one of them" antedates Bill Wrigley's "One after
every meal" and means the same thing, and "They will give you the
I

my

City

THE FILM DAILY—313

we?

stuff.

—house,"

St.,

The Film

Daily for one

year, starting immediately, to include

Let me call your undivided attention to the last paragraph of
Exhibit "A" which importunes you to "book the first one in spite
Deep
of all and book the second one on the stroke of twelve."

gate

\

comment

Dear Danny:
Gentlemen
which purports

You

Not

Issues— Every Day
52 Issues

Bound— 500

— Foreign,

pages

$15

Name

just another variation of today's assurances

also.

but not lost comes the Spartan slogan, "Work for
Ain't them noble words, Nellie gal?
So looking backward we can feel more or less tranquil about
the future of the motion picture.
It's had the measles, mumps,
whooping cough and et cetera, but let's give the child a chance.

And

last

—not

yourself

Address

the producer."

DANNY.

I
Theatre
E.

(

iTHE
7Ae BRADSTREET

;^^RE(OCMIZEir

o/'FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XX.

Vol

No.

73

Germans Break

Tue«=d.Hy,

In

June

Against Production

Mrs. Snow Dismissed

Goldwyn, Ltd. To Release Five A. F. of L. Executive Council Says
Entering Industry Now Would
Teutonic Pictures in Great
Not be Profitable
Britain— "Othello" One
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cincinnati The executive council
London Goldwyn, Ltd., has purBritain
distributing of the American Federation of Labor
Great
chased
L

rights for four important German pictures. "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,"

"Sumurun," "Destiny" and "Othello."
In
be

all

likelihood, "Caligari" will first

shown at a West End theater.
The Goldwyn statement mentions

four pictures but it is understood the
deal includes a fifth, "Passion."
In London there has been considerable discussion over the entrance
of German films and many tirades
against disguised German pictures
have been made. The Goldwyn announcement is the first official declaration of the purchase of such pictures.
The reception of "Caligari" by the

^JuVc

\>a;l.d

\:>

v.:il.

;::t:r.st.

who were

Exporters

advised of the
for
England
evinced an active interest yesterday in
the transaction.
It was pointed out
that Ben Blumenthal has often declared his intention of opening in London with a number of German pictures.
He has never done so and

Goldwyn

purchase

yesterday

THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, O. — Film men here

(Special to

are gratified over the dismissal
of Mrs. Evelyn Frances Snow,
head of the Ohio censor com-

—

—

there

was some specula-

annual report yesterday advised

in its

The portion
that at
A. F.

of

the annual

report

unfair attitude
pictures.

motion pictures states
the Denver convention of the
of L. an investigation of the
with

industry was ordered with the idea
establishing a studio for production
and a chain of the theaters for distribution.
Labor
unions
throughout
the country were to help develop the
chain
and films showing
tlieater
labor's side of various controversies
made. The council reported that the
venture would not be profitable unless the A. F. of L. entered production as a regular thing and made
films of ail character, not merely
those showing labor problems.
The executive council again voiced
its opposition to legalized censorship
and said that in some states, films
were being censored on the ground
that they were not fit for the public
to be seen whereas, the charge was
made, the deletions were ordered because labor was shown in an ad-

Berlin

circles.

Considerable good work in
arousing editors of Ohio newspapers was done by Milton D.
Crandall against Mrs. Snow's

fitable.

whether or not the cancelthe deal with Hamilton
Theatrical and U. F. A. of Berlin for
the U. F. A. rights to English-speak- vantageous light.
ing countries had a bearing on the
matter.
J. D. Williams Back
'
J. D. Williams arrived in New York
Of the four pictures, Goldwyn has from the coast on Sunday.
acquired two "Destiny" and "Othello"
are yet to be released. The former
E. F. A. Plans "Merchant of Venice"
is held by Weiss Bros, and the latter
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
by a firm well-known in exporting
tion as to
lation of

mission.

entering the motion picture
field because the council is of the
opinion the project would not be proagainst

dealing

—The

E. F. A. intends pro-

Price 5 Centt

1922

13,

toward motion

was very
forthcoming as
to what subjects were discussed at
the joint meeting which was held in

Produce Abroad

real information

Italian Garden of the Biltmore,
following a luncheon at which were
present for the M. P. P. D. A., Will
H. Hays, Sidney R. Kent, Winfield R.

the

Down-town Interests Understood to
Be Forming a Syndicate With
That Idea in View
Sheehan and Karl W. Kirchwey.
Two new organizations may be
Immediately following the luncheon
formed if plans of a group of down- the conference opened. About 3:45
town financial men carry out its it had terminated. O'Toole was applans.
One would take care of the pointed spokesman for the M. P. T.
European

end

of

a

production-dis-

scheme and the other the

tribution

domestic end.
Charles C. Gates, a Wall St. operator is understood to be the prime
mover in the matter. Sig Schlager
and Francis de Ojeda leave on the
Majestic on Saturday to look over

O. but in response to repeated inquiries from representatives of the
daily press concerning what matters
had been scheduled for discussion, he
could not name them because misstatements might be made and possible misinterpretation placed upon

what he might say. He merely stated
European field. The plan would subjects upon "the general advancecall for American production in Eu- ment of the motion picture industry"
rope and a tie-up with Continental had been slated for conference.
the

here.
distribution
producers
for
Schlager and de Ojeda will visit
France, Germany, Italy and perhaps
Sweden and England. Charles Francis,
is understood to be the attorney for
proposed syndicate of which
the
Schlager will probably be general

manager.

"The Merchant of Venice"
George Jacoby directing.

In

all likelihood, a definite point in
discussions will be reached by
Friday when a detailed statement is
(Continued on Page 3)

the

J.

trip

vvitii

Two

—

terday.

Galling in Notes
Some time

ago, Goldwyn Pictures
floated an issue of $1,788,400 in notes.
The finance committee has notified
holders of $250,000 of the issue held
at 101 of its right to recall and redeem them. Of the original block,
to date $805,000 have been converted
and cancelled, $232,000 have been purchased on the open market and turned over to the trustee for cancellation
and $250,000 recalled and redeemed

May

"The meeting was harmonious and
of a pleasant character," commented
Michael J. O'Toole of Scranton,
spokesman for the M. P. T. O. after
the session liad closed.

Furtlier than that, there

Units for Inspiration
It is expected Inspiration Pictures,
Smith in Milwaukee
Inc., producers of the Richard Barth(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
elmess productions will shortly add
of the Jungle" for Czecho-Slovakia
Courtland Smith of
Milwaukee
Charles H. Duell of
a second unit.
and
"The Jungle
Goddess"
for
the M. P. P. D. A. will deliver an
Lapland address today before the Associated Inspiration said he had nothing to
Czecho-Slovakia,
Finland,
say when asked for a statement yesand Lithuania.
Advertising Clubs of the World.

Three Serials
Export & Import Film has sold
"The Woman in Grey" and "Miracles

on

and, I am sure, a profitable one," said
Will H. Hays yesterday following the
first meeting with the M. P. T. O.

little

May

— Night

Session and Another
Talk Today
"The meeting was a very pleasant

ant"

Hampton Back from Europe
D. Hampton has returned from
to

a

Europe.

ducing
Sells

/

Joint Gonference
Hays-Cohen Meeting Called "Pleas-

3rd.

Auerbach
(Special

to

On Way Home

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Smith

Sails

a regular quarterly dividend of $2 on
the preferred stock, payable on Aug. 1
to stockholders of record at the close
of the business on July 15.

Paris.
It

is

aboard

expected
will

result

nouncements upon

for a five

S.

weeks' vacation.

Lynch Leaves Next Week
A. Lynch was scheduled to leave

Europe today with his family but
has postponed the sailing date until
next week.
for

Today

Auerbach,
Francisco Louis
Albert E. Smith, of Vitagraph sails
who has been in Los Angeles conferring with Col. N. Selig regarding today on the Aquitania for an extendHe
ed tour of England and France.
fall production is here en route east.
will be accompanied by Mrs. Smith,
(Jean Paige). Smith will spend sortie
F. P. Declares Dividend
The board of directors of Famous time in England and following his
Players met yesterday and declared stay there will spend some time in

San

Mabel Normand Sailing
Mabel Normand is scheduled to sail
for Europe today on the Aquitania,

that Smith's trip
in interesting anhis return.

The Answer from the Lights
Rudolph Valentino's name is not
appearing

in
the electrics at the
Central theater where "The Delicious
Little Devil" has been held for a
second week. There was some question over Universal's manner of advertising the reissue.
Miss Murray's
representatives maintaining that Valentino could not be billed as a costar.
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6411
California
adlywood,
President

and

A
luni

cleaned
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Spencer
la.
Night" played

—When

"Saturday

Solon, John
Friedl,
Des Moines exploiter and
Jean Solon, manager of the theater,
tied up with the largest local drug
company in the town.
Special heralds were inserted in
every package for three days previous
THE
to the opening announcement that
every tenth package of soap would
carry a free ticket for "Saturday
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
The store gave its largest
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S. Night."
Wabash Ave.
window to a display of soaps and stills
London Representative W. A. Williamson, for the picture. Solon also tied up
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre.
the largest confectionery establishLondon, W. C. 2.
Le Film, 42, Rue de ment in Spencer for a display of cards
P»rii Representative
Clichy.
in their window and inferior decorEuropean Representative InternaCentral
Prague (Czecho-Slo- ations carrying out the scheme of
Filmscbau,
tionale
yakia), Wenzelsplatz.
"Saturday Night."
The William Jones Dry Goods Co.
gave away 50 hair nets offering them
to any women going to see the picLow Close
High
Sale*
ture.
Special heralds were inserted
F. P.-L. .. 83H
82
7,400 in every package leaving the store
81 J^
do pfd.
200 three days previous to the opening,
94J^ 94^ 945/^
G'wyn .... 8
7^ 5,800 that nets could be had upon request,
7j^
Griffith
Not quoted to keep the hair in order during the
at

the

—

—
—

—

—

Quotations
.

Loew's

...

13^

15

14%

2,700

A

thrilling scenes.
window
for the tie-up.

Not quoted given
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Lancaster,

Alice Lake
Alice

Lake

in

is

—An

offer

was

also

of

$50

walk about the street stopping peop'e and talking to them about "Theodora."
Wearing medals bestowed
upon
him for valorous conduct
he proved a magnet, and the placing
of
his
"X
mark on Theodora
'

posters also attracted unusual notice.

Cohen May Go Up- State
in" one of his films at any Pathe ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
change to see what objection there
Buffalo Sydney S. Cohen is looked might be to it.

—

shortly in connection with
the formation of an up-state body to
oppose the recent union of the M. P.
T. O. of Western New York with the
for

here

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Harry Carey is to ment of the picture and its canine
produce "Good Men and True," by star. The offer brought out so many
youngsters with dogs, however, that
Eugene Manlove Rhodes.
tlie management organized them and
had a dog parade that drew crowds
Betty Blythe at Work
to the sidewalks and filled the house
Betty Blythe, began work yesterfor "Strongheart" and "The Silent
day on "How Women Love" at the Call.

studio, in

Yonkers,

under direction of Kenneth Webb.

Re.?.

U.

S. Pat. Off.

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
For

sale, consisting of overhead and
side banks, broadsides, domes, Duplex, portables, complete with spider
boxes and cables. Guaranteed first
class condition.

Apply Box

K

31,

Film Daily

City,

Pinckneyville,

states

in

connection

this

—

Bob Cluster of
has purchased the

111.

111.,

the Majestic

Wingham "U"

Seattle Manager
Seattle
Universal has appointed
L. C. Wingham to handle the short

Norfleet

—

Hal

Here

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

manager

C. Norfleet, sales

Sanford Prod. Inc., Los Angeles is
in town, stopping at the Claridge. He
has with him prints of several new

Valentine.

pictures.

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS,
Extends

to

you a

Inc.

cordial invitation

to witness the screening of

"Nine Seconds from Heaven"
Different from

The most mystifying

—

all

other pictures!

which

of mysteries,

will be

presented at the

—

Park Theatre
Columbus

Circle

WEDNESDAY, JUNE

and 59th
14th,

St.,

AT

on

11:30 A.

M.

LOU ROGERS,

FOR LEASE JULY

Pres.

1st

ture.

THE NEW JACKSON STUDIOS
International, the present occupant.

—

Jacksonville, Fla. William Whitehead, owner and manager of the Republic and W. R. Ferguson, Goldwyn
exploUer took advantage of the presence of a celebrity in this town to
help put oved "Theodora." The theater front was decorated and novelties
and newspaper advertising used, but
tlie feature was the engagement of
"The Tourist," a war veteran of the
Canadian Army en route from New
York to San Francisco on a wager for
charity.

the
da^',

He happened

time and was

which

is

the

to

hired

be here at
at

$2.50

a

maximurn amount

of

product in Washington. Wingham
was former Seattle manager for Robertson-Cole.
He succeeds G. M.

Knoxville,
Tenn. Here's a hot
weather suggestion from Manager
Falconneer of the Riviera.
Soothing shadows, plants, ringing
chimes and the cloistered shades of
the chapel. This was the lobby entrance effect worked out in conjunction with the showing of "The Rosary."
It differed from previous attempts along this line in that it had
the chimes ring at various times from
a resonant set that had been purposely rented for the run of the picinviting and comPractical,
paritively
inexpensive
the
scheme
served to arouse interest and create
desire among the theater goers.

Johnston

Theaters

Illinois

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

American, owned by C. C. Jones and
and Palace theaters conthat he has numerous requests from trolled by Louis Maroni.
The conup-state exhibitors to address them. sideration is said to have been $40,000.
He added there has been no date set
Cluster who formerly was associfor the Buffalo hearing but that he ated
with Reed, Yenn & Hayes
expected to go there shortly.
now controls all the theaters here.

Cohen

—

Whitman Bennett

Buys Three

O'Reilly unit.

a parade for "Strongheart" when the
picture showed at the Hamilton. The
offer, of course, was a teaser blind,
to be followed up with an announce-

Carey Film

Turn Down Ad

E.

Gable, president of
Achievement Films, Inc., has sent to
this office a copy of a letter to Rev.
Charles Scanlon, chairman. Board of
Moral Welfare, Presbyterian General
Assembly at Pittsburgh, in which he
says an advertisement of his company
was turned down in the Presbyterian
Magazine because of some discussion
against the industry at the meeting of
the General Assembly recently at
Des Moines. His letter closed with
an offer to screen "The Power With-

crown and royal robe were given
and the "hobo" proceeded to

Here
reward for the discovery and return
town from the of a lost Belgian police dog started

coast.

New

Pa.

Gilbert

bet.

over.
Send
Let the other

know how you

Presbyterians

he is permuted to accept for a day's
wor!< according to the terms of his

a brother exhib-

show

his

(Special to

FILM FOLKS. INC.
Dannenberg,

how

is

put

along your ideas.

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folki.
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
Vew York, N. Y.. by WID'S FILMS and
^oteph

Over

Putting It

13, 1922

FOR LEASE
The

last

word

in

IN

modern

Lease expires July

WHOLE OR
studio

and

IN

1st.

PART

electrical

equipment.

Direct current. Remote control. 15 minutes
from Times Sq. 40 dressing rooms and offices. All electrical
apparatus, lamps and props, new and complete. Large carpenter shop.

Five

stages.

Westchester, Forest and Jackson Aves.
Tel. Melrose 4385—1149

W. H.

—at

Weissager, President
W. 39th Street
Bryant 7290

121

Subway

Station

New York
>

i

—jxe^

from

Page

May

Joseph DufTy, Scranton, Pa.; M.
O'Toole, Scranton, Pa. S. S. Cohen

Y.;

Joint Conference
(Continued

mmtm

DAILY

r:sday, June 13, 1922

J.

1)

German Convention in August
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Berlin—The C. E. A. which is the
M. P. T. O. of Germany will hold its

Close in Munich

THE FILM DAILY)
Munich — Theaters may close
(Special to

and A. J. Moeller, New York City.
here
sub-committee for
For the M. P. P. D. A.: Will H.
I.
P. T. O. has been appointed
for the summer, if no regard is paid
Hays, Sidney R. Kent, W. R. SheeIt
is understood the Hays organto
exhibitors' petitions to remove annual meeting in Munich
han, K. W. Kirchwey.
II has not named any representasome of the present taxes.
"Film Week," Aug. 4-11.
ised.

„.

'"'

One

as yet, but Messrs. Kent, Sheeand Kirchwey may constitute it.
'here was a meeting held in the ofof Sidney R. Kent at Famous
rs
night.
last
Present were
Sheehan and Kirchwey as well
ree members of the M. P. T. O.

u "gation.

expected that the negotiations
the M. P. T. O. will take the
turn as in the case of the T. O.

is

t
li

when

a small working comwas appointed.
e only comment from the Hays
was as follows:
The meeting was a very pleasant

L C.

n tee of six

Questionnaire Didn't

Come Up

According to members of the M. P.
T. O. the Minnesota questionnaire to
Will H. Hays was not broached at

BEST STUDIO

the first meeting.
W. A. Steffes is
said to have come to New York with
instructions from his executive committee to ascertain why the state unit
never received an answer to its nine
questions.
An effort was made to reach Stefies
at the Astor for a statement of his
intentions.
He was not in.

SPACE IN THE EAST

$400.00 Per Week

'

ai,

am

I

sure, a profitable one.

It

We

ontinue tomorrow.
are disng our mutual problems and I
jnfident that
..

much good

will re-

I.

E. H. Griffith in Sydney
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Sydney, N. S.— E. H. Griffith has
signed with The Maritime Co., Ltd.,
of Canada to direct "The Sea Riders."
He is preparing the scenario and se-

r,

s,

I

with

Marvelous

scenery

flat

You

now

can't

The most
studio

charge

in

lias

his

the

work

premises,

guaranteed

iS minutes from Times Square by
motor. 45 minutes by Subway.

and

and plenty

Laboratory on premises

Stern

class

g fast.
Restaurant on premises makes posshortest time lapse for the
sible
lunch hour.

in

match

efficient,

this combination.
finest equipped

the East.

Prices including technical staff and
crew or with everything up and
go
This
will
to
shoot.
ready
quickly action
Go

of George Henley, formerly of F.
Quick action on daily takes.
P.-L.

Ernest

—

com-

!

!

in-

BURR'S GLENDALE STUDIO
Phone Bryant 6903— Office 133 W. 44th

creased capital from 2,000,000 marks

marks.

to 8,000,000

of

on

shop

title
first

lightnin

of

8,000,000 marks.
The new company
will also distribute films abroad.

The Filmhaus Sage A.-G. has

stock

every known size of
them.

—

Lexington, N. C; W. A.
Minneapolis; C. E. Cady,
ng. Mich.; Jacob Lourie, Bos\V. H. Cadoret, Chicago; How.. Smith, Buffalo; W. D. Burford,
liora,
III.;
Joseph
G.
Rhode.
?nosha, Wis.; M. E. Comerford,
ton,
Pa.;
R.
F.
Woodhull,
r, N.
J.; C. E. Whitehurst, Baltilore; David Cohen, Binghamton, N.
>

plete

weeks;

Finest electrical equipment, with
every conceivable kind of lighting
and plenty of it.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
E. M. Fay, Providence, R.
Berlin The Appoli-Lichtspiel A.-G.
Harry Davis, Pittsburgh; A. Julian
lawski, Washington, D. C; H. B. has been founded with a capital of

}irtford;

One

stage to rent for from 6 to
size 62.5 feet by 85 feet.
For special sets a depth of 125 feet
(by 85 feet wide) can be arranged.
8

3elow will be found a complete list lecting locations.
C those at the meeting:
German Unit to Export
For the M. P. T. O.: W. A. True,
1

during

St.

Minneapolis Exhibitor Here
L. Rubenstein, owner of the Arion
theater, Minneapolis is in town.

Great Q>aramount Qictures
\

B. DeMille's production

Cecil

With

THOMAS MEIGHAN,

Manslaughter

Leatrice Joy

and

Lois Wilson
From

Scenario by Jeanie Macpherson

the novel by Alice

Duer Miller

Released September 25, 1922
has given
MR. DeMILLE
"Manslaughter"

that
box-office production.

You

his personal pledge
will be his greatest

vertising the picture, has been on display in every
book store in the country.

who have

The great star cast includes Thomas Meighan,
Leatrice Joy, Lois Wilson, John Miltern, George

exhibitors

cleaned up time and again with DeMille pictures
know what such a pledge means to your box-

Julia Faye, Edythe Chapman, Jack
Mower, Casson Ferguson, Dorothy Gumming,
Mickey Moore, James Neill and Sylvia Ashton.

Fawcett,

office.

The novel "Manslaughter" has been one of the
year's best sellers, and also ran in the Saturday
Evening Post. The specially designed cover, ad"Your program
authors and
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

is

directors

1.

"The Dictator."
"If

3.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

4.
5.

6.

is

probably the biggest attraction that the

the greatest aggregation of pictures, stars, stories,

2.

You

This

entire season will bring forth.

Believe

the

It, It's

So."

screen

has

ever

Watch

dared

this space

to

of New York."
Loves of Pharaoh."

Gilded Cage."

.•J,
'

'

tomorrow for No. 14

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION P^
**"
AOOLPH ZUKOB.

San Francisco, Cal.

dream of"

Bonded Woman."

Top

KAHN & GREENFIELD

O.-.tirfe-.t

'

'

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

7.

8.
9.

"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood and Sand."

10.
11.

12.

"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."

>WYN| S ANNOUNCEMENT!
WAIT FOR GOLDWYN'S

IT

WILL BE READY SOON!

Pictures

MARSHALL NEILAN
will make all his pictures
for Goldwyn, with powerful

and on a scale sur«
passing his best previous
stories
effort.

No program

pictures-

hut all Smashing Specials,

DOLLARS AND CENTS
ATTRACTIONS
c^

ALLEN HOLUBAR
is

now

filming the $10,000

prize winning story,"Broken

Chains," his

first

work

Each of these twenty pictures is being produced as carefully as if it were intended to be
No
the one big picture of the industry.
expense is spared in making it.

for

Goldwyn.

GOLDWYN
R. A.

has begun production on
"Captain Blackbird," his
first

big picture at the

Culver City

twenty any picture
not a powerful, towering special. These

will not include in this

WALSH

that

is

will be

BIG PICTURES — remember

that!

Studios.

lO Big Pictures

-

not a

—
WAIT FOR GOLDWYN'S ANNOUNCEMENT!

IT

WILL BE READY SOON!

AS FOR SELLING:

whenGoldwyn offers you
the 20 ^^^ PICTURES
You

BECAUSE

WE

for a great

many

to

BOOK

will personally direct his
fiction masterpieces, all of

which have now been made
available for Goldwyn.

will see each picture before

you are asked

RUPERT HUGHES

IT!

WILL NOT PRODUCE
A SINGLE ORDINARY PICTURE YOU
WILL NOT BE OBLIGED TO SIGN UP
in order to get the

films that are not strong

BIG

ONE you really want.

<^

MAURICE TOURNEUR
has already started work on
Hall Caine's world-famous
novel and play, "The
Christian," his first production for Goldwyn.

In addition to the individual merit of
the 20, each will have

an actual

tangible Box-Office asset!

GOLDWYN
Offers you not only Great
pictures Bigger than those

names Great

Names — but

which made these

remember that!

E.

MASON HOPPER

has completed a wonderful picturization of

who

Anzia Yezierska's "Hungry
Hearts," soon will start on
another heart interest story,
rich

in

human sympathy

and appeal.

little

One

in the
PBWBSSB^^!—55(5™

lO

„ J^ -L-l^ ULi^^-Ug-J- Jl.
'

THE

^mk

DAILY

*****
Here's Good News
*****
Box
Office!
For Your
*****

-^

ip^

if.

Have

It's

*****
*****
Maker
*****

stubbornly
sions

CHEAT!"

^

iC-

-^

if

if

"k-

Then Come

The

"Nanock

enjoy

*

comes

surprise

dramatic

*

*

significant.

Right

concespictures are

astound

will

it

you without

HERALD—*

19th.

if

use

*

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM

make

its

* * Hasn't a spark of love
mterest m it. » #
But * » # is as cooling
and refreshing in this weather as a scenic
* *
of a .soda fountain mixing drinks.
.Superior to the ordinary travel picture in
that it is pervaded with the stark drama of
human existence which can't be buried un*
The
der mountain high drifts of snow.
photography is almost incredibly good and

At Broadway Theatre

Beginning June

WORLD—*

y.

•
ination
disgusting.

if

if.

if.

because
he can

A surprise picin
the amazing
texture of this simple
story though it is acted entirely by Eskimos
• •
'way up the land of the midnight sun
They trap walrus and white fo.x and seal
with nothing left to the picturegoer's imagN.

*****
if

For truthful reproductive quality

no matter how

the North.'

i

ture.

See It
if

may

he

the screen
the movies,"

beauty and

"^

^'

be,
refuse to

to

"only
(.

"THE INNOCENT
if.

may

intelligent a spectator

Another Sensational

Money

*

Its people, .is they appear
the spectator, are not acting, but living.
The struggles they ha^'e are real struggles.
There is no make-believe about the conflict
between them and the ice and snow and wind
* • There
and water that surround them.
is
body, as well as dramatic vitality, to
•Vanook's story. And it is therefore far more
interesting, far more compelling purely as
entertainment, than any except the rare exceptions among photoplays.
No matter how

-^

i^

*

!o

"TEN NIGHTS!"

We

Capitol

TIMES — *

Have Another

That Is

13, 192;!

Newspaper Opinions
"Nanook of the North" — Pathe

Oh, Boy!

We

Tuesday, June

You

music on an instrument
with two strings— neither can you reproduce
the full quality of your negative with only
You need the full
highlights and shadows.
range of Eastman Positive Film halftones
that carry quality through to the screen.
Eastman Film, both regular and

atmosphere in
nhoto-drama
There is more atmosphere to
centimeter around "Nanook of
the cubic
the North" than ever was compressed into

Up Here

tinted

base is identifiable throughout its entire
length by the words "Eastman" "Kodak"
stenciled in black letters in the transparent

*

AMERICAN— Talk

can't play real

about

I

!

if

if

And Book

It

if

if

if

Quick

*****
*****
Them In
Bring
Will
It
*****
Regardless of
*****

the same space in the previous history of the
screen.
Far and away the best thing
of the kind that has been done since Shackleton's South Polar pictures, and there are
scenes in which even that historical series

For Immediate Release.

surpassed.

is

Nanook

finale

»

»

is

there

*

From

introduction

to

of the North" isn't
play, because there is no story.
It shows the way the Eskimo lives, and it
probably will please most people more than
it does us. * * * The picture runs the length
of the usual feature and is far more interesting than most of those we have seen
lately.
You learn everything there is to
know about the Eskimo, who sleeps in his
white bear skin. * * *

There's a Reason.

See the Picture

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

One

* *

Will Understand.

many

so

and

SUN —

Arrow Exchanges
•!*

"T*

•P

•P

directors

settings.
* * *

A

Angeles

Rodolph

— Philip

Rosen

Valentino,

in

A

most appealing, absorbingly

the

of

it

years.

will

"The

Young Rajah."

EVENING JOURNAI.—*

*

*

Education

and

"Come Through" Renamed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles "Come Through" has
been renamed "The Flash Man" by

—

Universal. This was filmed some
years ago by the same director and
with the same star, Herbert Rawlinson.

"Little Blue
(Special

to

Bonnet" Finished

THE FILM DAILY)

—
Tex. "Little

San Antonio,
Blue
Bonnet" has been completed. The
picture was made here with the backing of the

members

\

interest-

has been our pleasure to see in
A masterpiece, poignant with
real drama, the drama, a distinct contribution to the motion picture world. * * * Don't
miss the film.
ing films

THE FILM DAILY)

Los

Not

grinding struggle for existgraphically portrayed, and the wind
the snow drifts have been artistically
called upon to aid in making this more than
*
A mere travelogue. *
* * *
wonderful film » » * one

MAIL—

direct

If

and

to Direct Valentino

(Special to

hackneyed plots

to

ence,

n*

729— 7th Ave.
Rosen

cling

Not—Why

of

unusual features so original in theme
and treatment that it makes one wonder why

CO.

N.Y.

Rochester,

picture

those

•

EASTMAN KODAK

TRIBUNE— "Nanook

a

Present Conditions.

And You

film margin.

of the City Club.

To Shut Down in Lebanon, Ind.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

entertainment along the most liberal
lines are joyously blended in "Nanook of the
North." * * * There is stark tragedy visible
in every foot of the film from one viewpoint
there is continuous mirth, from another aspect, and under it all there is a profound,
sociological

and philosophical

EVENING

basis.

TELEGRAM—A

type

of

rarely seen on the screen. * * * It is
the fertile imagination of the scenarist.
It is life— stark and tragic and real
at the top of the world, 800 miles north of
•
civilization's farthest outposts.

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

St.,

ilrania

not from

Kindly enter

my

THE FILM DAILY Now
New York

City

subscription to

THE FILM DAILY—313

French Films
(Special to

—

in

England

THE FILM DAILY)

Lebanon, Ind. For the first time
London Several new French films
seven yv ars Fred Wrisrht will close have made their appearance here,
his Droaml and here during the Sum- among them "Friend of the Mounreleased by Gaumont; "The
Diplomat" released by Regent
and "Miarka" by Jury.
tains,"
Little

The Film Daily

for

year, starting immediately, to include

"Innocent Cheat" at Broadway
"The Innocent Cheat" will play the
Broadway next week. Arrow Exchanges, Inc., is handling distribution
in New York.

in

iner.
The coal strike has affected
patronage, During the off season the
theater will be repaired and decorated.

Subscribe to

Including Weekly Reviews
1921 Year

Address
Theatre

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound—500

Subscription, $10

Name
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— Foreign,
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pages
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—
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1 kes No Action

lathe

Form

Hays Organization New Name for R-C Distributing
Steps Toward
After Productions Other Than
Joining It
R-C Pictures
The hoard of directors of Pathe met
\\'ith
the withdrawal of Messrs.
rmtly and among other things, dis- Cole and Robertson, original memI'sed the Hays organization and bers of the various R-C enterprises,
dvisabilit}' of entering it.
the name of the R-C Distributing
^ understood that ahhough the Corp. has been changed to the Film
utter came in for some little talk, Booking Offices of America.
The
ithing definite was done about join- change becomes effective July 1.

May

!

Hays on Coast

Discuss

THE HI.M DAILY)

to

-^lirLlal

.Angeles

-

No

M. P. P. D. A.

the

i:

-cussed

— One

of the topics to
the United Artists

at

ng here may be the question of
.Artists becoming a member
il

<

Hays

organization.

In speaking of the change, P. A.
Powers, managing director of the

company

said yesterday.
after July 1st,

"On and

Public Go-operation
Another Producer

1922,

the

Up Goes

Offices

will

be

the

distributors

of

—

the

Capital

Hamburg, has increased

i

and independent productions
through the medium of a highly de-

The Vera Filmworke A. G.
its

capital

10.000,000 marks.

Metro Meeting
F

in Chicago
M. Saunders leaves for Chicago
where a meeting will be held
riday
and Saturday. Middle

rn

1,

.1.

managers

will attend.

—

make a minimum of four pictures each year.
If the plans
are carried out as at present
outlined, the company will maintain its own distributing organto

ization.

organization.
The
will be willing
to finance or to assist in the financing of either individual productions
or a brand of productions."

veloped

selling

Powers Leaves Soon
Los
on

June 22

at

Meeting

Between National Organizations
Outside of Industry and Hays

What

undoubtedly prove an
meeting will be held on

will

important

June 22 when representatives of naorganizations

tional

outside

of

the

motion picture industry vi'ill confer
with Will H. Hays to discuss ways
and means for public co-operation in
furthering the aims and purposes of
the M. P. P. D. A.
Mr. Hays i,n referring to the conference said yesterday:
".As the principal amusement of the
great majority of our people and the
sole

amusement

of

millions,

and as

an agency of limitless moral influence

Gunning

Sells

Out

Disposes of His Interests and That
of

Robert E. Welsh
ing

Film Booking Offices

A.
Powers leaves for
P.
.Angeles shortly to keep an eye

To Be Topic

W'id

in Distribut-

Company

Gunning announced yesterday

tHat he had disposed of his interest in
the distributing company known as
Wid Gunning, Inc., and that he had
resigned as president and Robert E.
Welsh as vice-president. In making
the announcement Gunning stated he
was prompted to take this action in
order to devote all of his time to

and educational possibility, motion
picture production is a matter of v,ery
definite public concern,
\^'e hope that
this Confei-ence and similar meetings
will aid us in getting every possible
viewpoint for the benefit of the producers, and bring the leaders of civic
affairs into the closest co-operation,
all to the end that we may develop
constructive ways and means for the
effective application of what must be
all thinking people a sympathetic
interest in the success of the association's purposes of establishing and
maintaining the highest possible moral
and artistic standards of motion picture production and developing the
educattional as well as the entertainment value and general usefulness of

in

production.
He will remain away
Burston Here with Print
Burston is in town from Los for several months'.
production. He added his production
ics with a print of "Forget Me
plans would be carried out in conon which he has been working
junction with ample financial interLoew Postpones Trip
'lOut a year.
In the cast are
ests.
Marcus Loew will not go Los
ih Hughes and Bessie Love,
Coincident with that announcement the industry."
.Angeles, probably until September
another of a deal between Wid
came
although original plans called for a
German Unit on Long Trip
Gunning, Inc. and the R-C Distriweeks.
Ed.
A.
trip
within
few
a
Special to THE FILM DAILY)

— The

Ellen Richter Co., has
,:nt
an expedition to Palestine and
le Balkans in search of material for

theater representative will, however, leave shortly.

Scliiller,

general

Black Buys Verm.ont House

iture use.

Bendheim

Sails

ilartin Bendheim, business manger of the Edward Laemmle unit
liled for England yesterday on the
..quitania.
He will arrange for the
foduction of "Ivanhoe" in Vienna.
I

Hankin Going Abroad
S. J. Hankin, formerly interested in
fine -Arts Films, a state right ex,

hange in St. Louis sails for Europe
aday on a three months' trip. Upon
is return, it is expected he will open

new e.xchange

in St.

Louis.

buting Corp. whereby physical distribution of the Gunning product will be
handled by R-C Dist. Corp. with the
former company maintaining its own

The arrangement will besales force.
come effective at once and wilF conBoston The Black chain of thea- tinue when R-C changes its name to
Magnet at the Film Booking Offices of America,
ters has acquired the
Barre Vt. It already controls the as outlined elsewhere in this issue.
Park and
two others there, the
House. The
Magnet
the
Opera
English-French Tie-up
contains about 900 seats and was re(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
centlv built bv local interests.
London W. and F. Film Service
of London and Films Le Grande of
Arbuckle Films in Berlin
(Specal

I

Plans are understood to be
under way for the formation of
a large producing distributing
company which will maintain
three units making features and
one making short reels. The
feature companies are expected

iiiis

[Berlin

!

?

Robertson-Cole
Distributing
Corp.
will be known as the Film Booking
Offices of America.
"The purpose of the Film Booking

R-C

Berlin

Price 5 Cent!

1922

F. B. O. of A.
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New

New

Ben Friedman Here

Ben

Friedman, state righter
Minneapolis is at the Astor.

Rupert Juhan Back with "U"
Los Aiigeles— Rupert Julian is
again with Universal where he will
direct Gladys Walton in "M'liss."
Julian appeared as the Kaiser in "The
Beast of Berlin."

—

The Globe

report from
Berlin is to the effect that the Marble
House, the German capital's largest
theater is preparing to show the latest .Arbuckle films, which are being
distributed in a territory and by a
firm over which Will H. Hays has
sa}-s that a

Paris have perfected a tie-up. One
of the first French films to go to
VV. and F. under it is "Lord Arthur
Saville's

Crime."

of

Gontinue Gonfabs
The M. P. T. O. delegation again
met Will H. Hays at 11 o'clock yesterday morning at the latter's office,
had lunch at the Union League Club
and continued the discussions

there.

In addition to the ]\I. P. T. O. group
there were present Will H. Hays,

Federated to have Screen Review
Hayakawas Leave for Japan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
A contract has been closed with Marcus Loew, P. J. Godsol and Lewis
Singer J. Selznick.
Lester Soman and Julius
Los Angeles Sessue Hayakawa no jurisdiction.
At the M. P. T. O. headquarters
as evidently decided not to await
The German newspapers, says .the whcrebjr they will produce for FedIt is to be late yesterday A. J. Moeller, general
he arrival here of P. A. Powers for despatch, are not taking kindly to the erated, a Screen Review.
discussion relative to the unexpired pictures. They maintain that if they in a single reel and released every manager said everything was movortion of his contract.
He and his are not worthy of being shown in o'.htr wvek. A. D. V. Storey will ing satisfactorily and fine progress
/ife have sailed for Japan for a three the
United States they should be edit the reel which will take place of was being made. The meeting will

—

aonths' vacation.

equally

unfit

for

Germany.

Federated Screen Snapshots.

1)e

continued todav.
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New York

At Broadway Theaters

Over

Monroe

—

Adrian,
Mich. A
go-to-theateris O. K. if people will go to the

Simons
getting

of the

this

is

what

town.
evening,

and persons attending the
onths. $5.00; 3
first
six
were admitted tree for
Subscribers should remit with order.
(15.00.
the last one.
Simons advertised libAddress all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, trallx' in the newspapers and tied up
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4S51-4552-55S8. enough merchants for a co-operative
Hollywood
California — 6411
Hollywood,
page. Ten thousand hand-bills anPhone, Hollywood 1603.
Blvd.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S. nouncing the plan of the tlieater were
Wabash Ave.
printed and given a house-to-house
London Representative W. A. Williamson, distribution.
Greater

0<

—
—

Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.

85

Long Acre,

—

—

i

bimons reports that nearl\- 8.000
people attended his house during the
seven days. He can seat 1,500 and
(Czecho-Slo- he had a packed house each time.

Le Film, 42, Rue de
Paris Representative
Clichy.
InternaRepresentative
European
Central

of the

—

Quotations

\

s

.rg

o s . liie
ur.^iiangtd.
'

Midnight"
the

of

traveling costume

worn by Norma

in

—

Albany, N. Y. Winmark Produc- the picture, with a contrasting modCapital $5,000. ern bridal gown and modern bride's
ing Co. New York.
Incorporators M. Marks, R. Prosser traveling dress.
The women on State Street stood
and D. K. Kennard. Attorneys, Townsend and Kindelberger, 31 Nassau St. 5 rows deep to get a peep at this

Suppe's

overture, the Rialto
Gladys Rice, soprano,

—

N. Y.— Rialto Producing
Co. New York. Capital $40,000. Incorporators W. S. Phillips, T. Robinson and D. Rafael. Attorney, S.
Brenner, 120 Broadway.

Albany,

(T^dM^c^itUrrval

6^tuAl^

Reg U.

S. Pat. OflE.

>

f

admissions of 10 cents or under,
best statistics available show that
of the total motion picture busii
is
done by theaters (^barging
cents or less for admission.
"Although this change in the
went into effect in January it is
apparent in the tax figures until I
ruary. Thus the published figi
show an apparently sharp dec
from January to April.
"Another factor entering into
apparent slump in April is that
tax offices in Washington are swa'
ed from March 15 on, through ha
ling the income tax, with a coi
quent neglect of less seasonal ta
Every April the government tax
ures for April show a decline,
largely to the tremendous press
of work put on the government
ing machinery by the handling of
come tax returns beginning Ma
'.

at

program remain-

"Pique Dame" is the
Magazine
following.

sings
Lao Silesu's
Love, Here Is My Heart" directly after.
"Below the -\ntarctic Circle" showing scenes
)f .Sir Douglas Mawson's expedition are then
shown.
Pola Negri in "The Devil's Pawn"
s
the feature, the orchestra following with
a rendition of Johannes Brahm's "Hungarian Dances."
Larry Semon is seen in "A
Pair of Kings," the last number.

1

15.

Thomas
zen"

is

liaby

"I might add that when the gov«
ment tax figures are made public
Leading Citi- this month of
June they will sho^
week, others being
The reason for this sh
a Universal comedy big jump.

Rivoli
Meighan in "Our

the

Peggy

feature
in

this

"Tips,"

customary pictorial.
Keler Beta's rise will not be so much in the
"Hungarian Lustspiel" is the overture, there provement of the picture business,
and

the

being

soprano solo by Grace Hoff"Moonlight,
Starlight."
A
erson.
It
is
billed as "Arlequin and Coterpsichorean bit is offered by Marjorie Petlumbine."

mann

also a
called

though

it

improving

is

steadily,

desire of government offic
to get all the money possible onto
books before the end of the gove
in the

ment's

fiscal

year June 30.

Strand

An adaptation of a Dion Boucicault play
the main attraction under the title "My
Wild Irish Rose." Larry Semon in "A Pair
of Kings" and the Strand Topical Review

Purchase Mystery Film
"Nine Seco
from Heaven" has been purchased

is

are

from

other screen
"Princess Pat"

the

offerings.

are

Selections
by the
"Love Is

rendered

Carey sings
Donal Chalmers, George
Reardon, Frank Mellor and John Young.
comprising the Strand Male Quartette, sing
a prologue to the feature, there being some
scenic effects to enhance this. An organ solo
orchestra.
Estelle
Best of All" while

concludes as usual.

A

'

six reeler called,

Rialto

Prods.

Inc.,

for

release

New York

and Northern New Jers
A trade showing will be held at
Park today.
First of British Series

Done

THE FILM DAILY)
London — "When
Greek
Mt
(Special to

Ten

windows

of

leading

—

THE

'I

.i

A newspaper tie-up which also
proved successful and might be used Greek" is the first of the series
Chicago music stores tied up with to mutual advantage in other cities, British National Films to be cc
Butchi
the picture, by exploiting the sheet was a special performance, sponsored pleted by Walter West.
music published b}' M. Witmark & by the Evening American, which dis- Film Service, Ltd., will release it.
Sons, of "Smilin' Through," which tributed 1,000 tickets for "Optimists'
has a portrait of Norma Talmadge on Day Matinee," at the Chicago by havthe cover. Elaborate trailers, posters, ing one of its reporters go all around
Phi.ne
Beekman 9091
and window cards have been gotten the city, throughout the north side,
out by Witmark, and will be similarly south side, and in the loop, offering
displayed in 8.000 windows from New two seats to every girl he met in a
York to the Coast. The Willard- department store, hotel lobby, or on
White Co. which manufacturers the the street, with an attractive smile.
Norma Talmadge perfume, powders, The paper carried stories each day .«e:al>
SERVI<
lip sticks and other toilet articles, also spreading the philosophy of "it's the
collaborated on campaign by giving girl with the smile who wins," and
away as special premiums. $100 worth published the photographs of the 20
119 Fulton St.. N. Y.
of the perfume each day at The Fair most attractive smiles in Chicago at
Department Store, and distributed the end of the week. These "WinINSURANCE EXPERTS
perfumed blotters. Large posters of ning Smiles" were presented with
TO
THEATRICAL ANI
the star in scenes from the picture, large sepia smiling photographs of
were placed in every store where the Miss Talmadge, personally autograph- MOTION PICTURE INDUSTl
Talmadge toilet articles were on sale. ed bv her.
displaj'.

Dover, Del. Alamo Amusement
Co. San Antonio, Tex. Capital $75,Incorporators L. Santikes, Nick
000.
AttorMarpsis, and Charles Siam.
ney U. S. Corporation Co.

ernment admission was removed

Rialto
Franz von

—

—

continues

$7,415,5f

in

)

Criterion
of
rest

Incorporations

—

the Capitol feat-

renders the first movement of a
I'schaikowsky concerto.
Louis Dornay, a
Oulch ttnor. nia'ces his debut here singing
well-known aria from "Pagliacci" to sup\
'kment the musical part of the program,
-iiere is the usual news reel and Mile. Gamirclli,
-Alexander Oumansky, Thalia Zanou
nd I^oris Nilcs furnish what are listed as
a'ltt
DIvertiscments."
"My Country." a
oh^rt Bruce scenic, has been held over.
In
dd lion MauroCottone plays "Liebestraum"
on the organ at the close.

Stroke

1921,

the tax figure:
to a change in
law under which these taxes are
ied.
Beginning Jan. 1, last, the

pianist,

')

—

is

April,

"The difTerence
says Kent "due

t'homas'

"The

Millord,Conn. L. J. Anger of the
Capitol, used an ingenious stunt to
find out how inany of his town folk
Salea
Low Close
High
81-5^
2,500 would respond to advertising, and
F. P.-L. .. 83K
8354
Not quoted which incidentally boosted business
do pfd
"The Bachelor Daddy" and furnG'wyn ...
7M 7^ IVz 3,100 for
Not quoted ished a good mailing list.
Grittith
He took the town directory and
1,900
14^ 15
Loew's ... IS
Not quoted got a complete list of all the residents.
Triangle
Not quoted He sent each one a letter boosting
World
his programs and enclosed a pass
good for two admissions any time to
the theater. The stub of the pass
contained a serial number which corAlbany, N. Y. Leoboyce Amuse- responded to the number opposite the
ment Co. Brooklyn. Capital $5,000. patron's name on the list.
Incorporators T. J. Boyce. J. F. KirkWhen the passes were presented at
land and J. M. Devlin. Attorney, J. F. the door, the ticket-taker saved the
Carroll, 189 Montague St., Brooklyn. stub which enabled the management
to check the list and see who were
Albany, N. Y. New Strand Thea- the live ones and who were not. Fred
Capital $5,000. Walters, Paramount exploiter helped
ter Corp. New York.
Incorporators E. Mayer, L. Schneider, Mr. Anger with the stunt.
and J. Elpern. Attorney, M. D.
Bohrar, 154 Nassau St.
Chicago Beulah Livingstone, framed several novel exploitation stunts
Albany, N. Y. Schubert Pictures here for "Smilin' Through," She obCorp. New York. Capital $500,000. tained the most prominent State
Incorporators G. C. Simpkins, P. El- Street Window of the Fair Departlena and R. O. Weiss. Attorney P. ment Store, and displayed therein,
the 1860 bridal gown and the quaint
A. Zizelman, 42 Broadway.

North"

For the overture the orchestra plays
"Mignon," and Juan Reyes, Chilean

ure.

—

Prague
Filmschau,
vakia), Wenzelsplati.
tionale

$6369,200;

Capitol

"Nanook

I

in

Adid not decline, according to an n
alvsis of the government figure, o
S. R. Kent.
Official government tax return j
published, are as follows: April,
439,014; March, $6,284,528; Jani/^

Pathe Review.

Family, took care of

more than half of the
He had a new program every

Fa', r

Figurl

The amusement business

Elwood

out

Out

Points

Down

the feature on tliis week's program, with
a Snub Pollard single reeler,
furnishing the comedy.
The orchestra renders a medley from "Faust" as the overture,
while Ueszo Szigeti plays "Two Hungarian
Poems" on the violin. Frin-'l's "Sometime" is
sung by Bessie Gerard, there being two more
film offerings
the usual news reel and a

"Some Boy,"

week

and

Kent

Which He Says Keep

"The Great Alone"

in

R.

S.

is

up.

theater,

Salist)ury

19

14,

Denies April Dro

Cameo

hoiv a brother exkibitor put his shoiv over.
Send
along your ideas. Let th e other
fellow k no<w ho<u, you cleaned
is

and
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''tjoldwyn has added Gareth Hughes
Holmes Cycle in Boston
Gaumont Making "Bob Roy"
^Special to THE FILM DAILY)
THE FILM DAILY)
to the cast of "The Christian."
Boston "Around the World with
London Gaumont
started
has
Burton Holmes" opened at the Tre- work on "Bob Roy," from the story
mont
yesterday.
Harry by Sir Walter Scott.
Temple
(Special to

—

PatlieNews
No. 48

EPSOM DERBY OF 1922— "Capt.

Cuttle"

wins the world famous

classic,

first

run

in

English turf

Levej- was
premiere.

taken

pictures

off

Pacific

the

coast.

PRESIDENT DEDICATES WASHINGTON MONUMENT AT PRINCETON,

here

arranging

SITUATION

the

for

Larger Capacity for London House
(Special to

Connors Back

1780.

DESTROYERS LAY "SMOKE SCREEN"

— Striking

—

Tom Connors, assistant sales manager of Metro has returned from a
trip to exchanges.
He looks for better

business.

London

THE FILM DAILY)
New Gallery Kinema

—The

Other

news from Germany,

Japan,

etc.,

Egypt,

—

today
Arkansas House Burns

I

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Conway, Ark.
'by C.

bv

I.

San Francisco Exchanges Move
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Several exchanges

France,

etc.

— The

owned

Ideal,

Executive, Bookkeeping, correspondence etc., etc., Film Experience, is open for employment owing
Office

to employer retiring from business
be renovated to in New York. Best references Adseat 3,500.
A tea room, a restau- dress, B-131, care of The Film Daily.
rant and ballroom will be included.

on Regent

St.

have transferred their quarters, those
moving being R-C, Federated, Western States, Supreme and Kipling. R-C
occupies the first two floors of a new
building at 310 Turk St.; Federated
is in the building at Turk and Leavenworth St., while Western States, Supreme and Kipling now occupy the
offices just vacated
by Federated.
Fox will move shortly, occupying
quarters in the same building with
R-C.

—

will

—

Nation's executive assists in honoring
N. J.
Revolutionary victory.

WANTED-FEMALE

JUNE
SUN. MON.lTUES. WEO.lTHUR. FRID. SAT.

Guinn, has been destroyed
Assistant Directors Incorporate

fire.

(Special

Cohen Buys Haynesville Dixie
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jlaynesville,

La.

— Norman

A-.

Cohen has bought the Dixie.

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Albany, N. Y.— The Assistant Directors Ass'n was incorporated with
the Secretary of State.
It will have
its

principal office in

New York

City,

and will maintain a suitable club
house in New York. The directors
are: Herbert Sutch, Charles Berner,
Walter R. Sheridan, George Cline,
Charles Hines, Walter Lang and

S. L. Rothafel was the guest of
honor at the luncheon of the Dutch
Treat Club yesterday. He gave some
of his views on the motion picture
theater of tomorrow.
Leon d'usseau.

Great C/>aramount Q^ictures
"The Mysteries of India"
Presented by

HAMILTON THEATRICAL CORP.
Released October 2, 1922

A TALE

of Indian inagic and mystery, massive in every detail.
Made on a scale to
thrill and amaze.
Replicas of ancient Indian temples in their stupendous natural size, mighty idols,
overpowering in their immensity, entire streets
and cities all l)uilt as backgrounds for a compelling, thrilling story.

—

"The greatest

No.

1.

"The Dictator."

2.

"If

3.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

4.
5.
6.
7.

You

Believe

This
tacular

something different in the way of specmelodrama.
It will be a real money-

is

maker.

line-up of pictures ever announced in the history of the industry"

FRANK
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Fights with elephants, tigers and other fearof the jungle provide the last word
in thrills.
A notable cast interprets the story,
over fifty thousand people taking part.

some denizens

It,

It's

So."

Bonded Woman."
of New York."
Loves of Pharaoh."

Top

Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."

Watch

C.

PARKER,

this,

Stockton,

Calif.

space tomorrow for No.

15

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

8.

"The Young Diana."

9.

"Blood and Sand."

10.

"The Siren

11.

"While Satan Sleeps."

12.

"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."

13.

Call."

THE

<&^

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions
"Our Leading Citizen"— F.

Thursday's Issue

P.-L.

Rivoli

TIMES—*

A

mildly, but genuinely,
gently, sometimes too gently,
There is
satirical story of town life.
little that is original to the story itself, but
in its latest form it has been vivified by the
treatment it has received. *
*

•

humorous and

WORLD —

It is a very welcome
N. Y.
Ade, who
addition to the American screen.
wrote the story, most of the scenario, all of
has
directing,
the
in
and
helped
the titles
achieved a well knit, consistent, delightful

5E NE"WS

film

—

HERALD

Russia.

Spanish Matadors Battle Desperately with Ferocious Bulls.
Isadora Duncan Pays 200,000,000
Roubles for Honeymoon Airplane
Ride with Husband Who is
Compelled to Talk Sign Language to Her.

Germans Turn Swords

Ade

seemingly hasn't
particular technic of
photoplay writing by his earnest study of the
«
*
Eked out with sub-titles by
screen.
Ade, which while sometimes superuuous, have
humor of his "Fables."
engaging
of
the
much
And his characters insist on acting in a
natural, non-theatrical fashion even in a plot
of the Grade B quality, pasteurized and made
innocuous by time. Perhaps this is largely due
to the aflfable personality of Meighan, who
soreads all his geniality over the character
of the lawyer.
* * Those
like
who
Thomas Meighan will like him as the most*
•
•
heroic hero of "Our Leading Citizen."
He is as natural as natural could be under
the trying circumstances.
"Our Leading Citizen" may
be classed as one of our leading photoplays.
* ' * The picture delighted us because of the
gently satirical mood in which it has been

much

learned

Premier Lenine, Reported Dead.
On His Last Public Appearance
in

* * •

comedy.

into

Mr.

the

of

AMERICAN—*

Plowshares.
Secretary Hughes' Daughter

Wedded.

And Other News Events

TRIBUNE —

produced.

*

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

Dandy

*

weather entertainment, just as light and
cooling as a mint julep and just as sure to
It is probably the neatest little complease.
edy that has reached a Broadway screen in
hot

some months.

Mid-West Notes
The Rialto Theater,
closed for the summer.

Aurora,

last

week.

-

-

C. B.
Service,

Hoy. of the Hoy Reporting
making arrangements to
is

open an

office here.

:

his

Billy

West is
making

pearances

in

and

is

contem-

personal ap-

several

Chicago.

C. Penrod, district manager for
Metro, has left for a tour of the seven
exchanges in his charge.
.

always interesting

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

"made

Germany."

in

•

Drops

•

*

remember

*

*

Thomas Meighan
*

•

winning.

Apply Box

There

Public

MAIL—*

The

Miss

port.

*

* *

Negri

is

is

story

is

accorded

well told
excellent

*

*

GLOBE —

*

31,

&

CO.

Dependable
Accountants and

of

power.

W.

J.

302 E, 33d

St.

MO RAT
Vanderbilt 7361

Not—Why Not-

If

I

delight

will

t

ad-

his

interpretation.

*

Ik

•

Mei-

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILV No

romance.

honesty

for'

aiicJ.,<soine

The Film Dally
71 West 44th

New

de-,

*

*

St.,

York. City

.

William E. Danziger as

"The

his assistant.

Devil's

Pawn"— F.

Kindly enter

P.-L.

L.

W.

Alexander,

who

has been asat Universal,

manager
has been appointed manager
Kansas City office.
sales

sistant

''

C. C.

of the

Pettijohn, representing Will
a guest of the Chicago

Hays, was
Film Board

of Trade when he made
a brief address and explained the purpose of the organization of which
Havs is the licad.

—W.

L. McCloud has reexploitation manager of
Players,
and is now
managing the Rialto at Sharon, Wis.
He expects to lease two more theaters

Chicago

signed as
Celebrated

in

—

against
society
statute

*

* *

There ought

putting Miss

AMERICAN—*

worse.

*

*

Among
who

»

*

Chicago on his way
from the coast,
back
and Harry Leonhardt who also passed through here on the way back
from the coast.
to

lor

one

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

pages

$15

,

Name

-

Address

A

pretty bad picture
* * "The Devil's Pawn" hasn't a thiitg to
recommend it save the presence of Miss
Negri.
The story is disjointed, and even if
it were anatomically perfect it is a bad story.
'

Theatre

"WE NEVEI2 DISAPPOINT

the visitors at the Goldwyn
week were Cecil Maberry,

stopped

1921 Year

gaiety of the
Pctroerad underworld, the revels of youthful students, a reflection of the habits and
acts of the police under the empire rule, gold
ace and red tape as embellishments, all add
their quota of ancient local color.

TlilBUNE— *

The Film Daily

The

Wisconsin.

office last

Including Weekly Reviews

remore in order. Her latest pfcturis * *
mind one of the average dub's golfing, by

i^iovving considerably

subscription to

THE FILM DAILY—313

to be a bw
Po!a .\'cgri in modern
piays.^
She should be confined by
historical
features,
to spectacular
where her sort of glamorous vamping seems

HER.-\LD

my

year, starting immediately, to include

Rialto
;',

in

New York

St.

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

Miss Negri does indeed compel
She has manner, distinction and

Wilson was pretty and
Theodore Roberts gave a

*

has the .fight

lightful

!

•

Film Daily

—

it

*

ENLARGEMENTS

Readily distinguished for
*
excellent acting and photography.
As
for the story, it begins rather promisingly,
but soon takes the course of least resistance
and falls back upon the familiar stock in
*

K

*

its

trade. •
interest.

*

'

sup-

*

*

Pawn."

Auditors
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

nothing remarkable
about the story, but there is everything remarkable about her acting. • * *

and

Devil's

W. A. FLEMING

satisfactions of the specijust as her photoplays always

well

very

EVENING TELEGRAM— Thomas

Dan Roche, exploitation manager
Oif
Famous Players, has taken on

"The

sale, consisting of overhead a»
side banks, broadsides, domes, D'
plex, portables, complete with spidi
boxes and cables. Guaranteed fir i
class condition.

Pawn," cotnbines
appetites

i

STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

person who loves art, the movies
a beautiful woman, should miss attendance at the Rialto theater this week.
Pola
Negri is there, and the film "The Devil's
fied

of

For

or

ghan is a genial and unique politican in
• * The kind
George Ade's inerry story.
of story which citizens would like to. have
happen in real -life it has clean good huirior

—

of

SUN — No

Lois

*

humorous

theme

the

POST—

combine them.

story

poor Russian medical student who striv
and studied in the Petrograd of the Czar

Pola Negri in a good film. Interesting and well acted picture. * * » Negri
lias not the light touch that would add much
to parts of this story; everything is done
with an emotional intensity that lends much
to the serious side of the play, however. And.
at times, in the efifort to make tense situa*
tions, ridiculous ones resulted. •

—

*

EVENING JOURNAL— The

to

into a class with that great number of photoplays and of other fiction prepared because
the author had to say something, rather than
because he had .something to say.
It moves
along welI-tro<rden paths and makes no unexpected stops.
Nevertheless, it is interest'g. in the main, and has a great advantage
in
Fraulein Negri, whose vivid personality
has a way of illuminating otherwise com• The picture has been
monplace material.
put together with the care usual in films

perhaps even in selecting the cast, the film
*
is almost as it should be. * *
SUN * * * Not up to the high standard of
George Ade. one of Our Leading Humorists.
*

here,

is

»

screamingly funny, is good entertainment,
and as George Ade had a hand in the scenario, the direction and ihe sub-fitles, and

mirers.

plating

*

humored hero.
The picture, although not

usual good

POST—*

Phil

Negri

Pola

*

having seen a picture with exactly the same
theme last year. However, it's the one which
"Our
masterpiece.
informs George Ade's
Leading Citizen," in which Thomas Meighan
is

Reisman of the Minneapolis
Paramount exchange was in Chicago

*

14, 1925;

*

*

DAILY NEWS— 1

has

*

watch.
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jlst Nat'l

Work

Suing Ince

Yesterday Alleges
Failure to Live Up to Contract
Producer Silent

bomplaint
'

Thursday, June

Filed

Associated

First

National

lay filed a complaint in
Klerk's office charging

yesterthe County

Thomas H.

with violation of a three year
and seeking an order of
restraint to prevent Ince from "directing, manufacturing, supervising or
producing pictures" for anyone other

Jnce,

;ontract

National.
action which is a suit in
equity was hrought, according to the
than

First

The

complaint because Ince failed to live
up to a contract entered upon on
Aug. 31. 1921 whereb}', it is alleged,
he was to
tiff only.

make

pictures for the plainmaintained that the
company has carried out to the letter, its part of the compact which was
to run until Dec. 31, 1924, but that
Ince did not. It is further claimed
'that Ince delivered only one picture
"Hail the Woman" although he was
under contract to make delivery not
more often than one in four weeks
nor further apart than one in 10
weeks, that, Ince asked for changes
and amendments in the agreement
which the company refused to alter.
First National specifically seeks an
order compelling delivery of the pictures as called for in the contract; a
decision establishing the validity of
the contract, and an injunction restraining any efforts on the part of
Ince to cancel the contract.
It

is

;

i

i

;

at

The summons was served on Ince
the Ambassador on Monday but

the papers in the suit were filed yesterday afternoon. At First National
it was stated that other members of
Associated Producers, Inc., are not
involved in the action.
When Mr. Ince was asked for a
statement, he said upon advice of
council he had nothing to say at the
time.

Pearl White Expected Soon
Pathe states that Pearl White will
shortly return here to start

a new

work

in

serial.

Acquires Comedies
Contracts

have been signed between Hodkinson corporation and the

Ad Clubs

with Hays
World

No

Price 5 Cents

1922

Decisions

Made

w

en Hur" to Goldwyn

Hays-Cohen

Group Discussing All Valuable Piece of Property Secured
Portions to be Made Here and
Sorts of Reforms But Matters
Abroad
Are Still in Conference Stage
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
The Hays office yesterday stated
"Ben Hur" will be made in picMilwaukee The national commis- that a regular meeting of that or- tures by Goldwyn,
Work on the
sion of the Associated Advertising ganization
was held yesterday at scenario will begin at once and preClubs of the World will appoint a which, among other things, the con- parations are now under way for the
committee to v^^ork with Will H. ferences with the M, P, T, O, came organization of an expedition to the
Hays in developing the industrial and up for discussion, Ralph Hayes, as- eastern shores of the Mediterranean
advertising film situation. This will sistant to Will H, Hays stated over where many of the scenes will be shot.
An arrangement was completed
be done at the suggestion of Court- the telephone that Mr. Hays hoped
land Smith, secretary of the Hays or- to have a definite statement ready yesterday between A. L, Erlanger,
president of the company owning the
ganization who came here from New today.
Sydney S. Cohen stated he had exclusive dramatic and picture rights
York to address the convention.
Mr. Smith's address was delivered nothing to say for publication re- for General Lew Wallace's famous
story, and Goldwyn by which the
before a conference of the education- garding the conference 'with Hays.
Unofficially, it was learned that to latter acquires the picture rights and
al department of the associated clubs.
Collaborate
on Industrial Film Situation
Courtland Smith's Suggestion
of

to

.

—

He emphasized the lack of value in date there has been no definite stand one-half the dramatic rights.
When Erlanger purchased the picscreen advertising without the proper taken by either side on any of the
distribution.
He blamed advertising matters discussed. The joint com- ture rights for "Ben Hur" more than
men with failure to survey the field mittee held a meeting which termin- a year ago, the price he paid was
and determine the various types of ated late Tuesday evening and because close to a $1,000,000. The transaction
audiences to which they had to ap- of the lateness of the hour the mem- completed yesterday with Goldwyn is
( Continued
on Page 2)
said to involve a much larger sum,
peal.
and, it is claimed, the largest amount
The public, said Smith, was not Federated After Torchy Comedies of money ever paid by any motion
interested in the exhibition of busiIt
is
understood Federated has picture producer for the right to picness films in places of amusement like
opened
negotiations
with Charles C. turize a single story.
theaters and added that industrial picUnder the terms of the agreement,
tures must be shown before Cham- Burr for the distribution of next year's
the cast, the scenario and all the variTorchy
comedies.
No
definite
arsimilar
orbers of Commerce and
ous details of the production will be
ganizations just as religious films rangements have been made.
subject to the approval of Erlanger.
must be confined to churches and
principals of the cast will be seThe
Select Made Offer for Astor
certain educational pictures to schools.
lected in this country, but the picture
That Select offered $90,000 a year will be made partly in Italy and
Smith made a definite plea that
,non-theatrical pictures be kept out for the use of the Astor theater was Palestine and partly at the Goldwyn
of amusement places and in support brought out in the suit of the Astor Studios in Culver City, California.
of this, told how exhibitors clipped Theater, Inc., present lessees of the Edgar Stillman Kelley, who wrote
from features what appeared to them house against the Longacre Square the music for the original stage proto be advertising. He predicted that Theater Co., the owners.
duction will provide the musical setautomobile manufacturers and other
ting for the picture.
lines of industry would combine to
The Goldwyn statement issued yesSecond Pathe Manager Arrested
produce films common to each inditerday estimated fully 20,000,000 peo(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
vidual industry.
ple have paid admissions to "Ben
Cincinnati S. C. Jacques, Pathe
manager here has been arrested upon Hur" and that the gross receipts have
been close to $10,000,000.
a sworn affidavit of the Rev, RayGriffith to Introduce Higham
mond G. Clapp of Cincinnati who
The A. M. P. A. is making elabor- says Pathe News No. 25 was shown
ate preparations for the luncheon to in Keith's theater here on March 25
Negotiations for the film rights to
be given Sir Charles Higham at the without a license. Pathe's attorneys
Biltmore next Thursday. A number have secured a postponement of two "Ben Hur" have been carried on with
varied enthusiasm for several years.
of well-known advertising men will weeks.
In February, 1920 when litigation beattend. D. W. Griffith will be the
Paul Tessier, former Pathe man( Continued
on Page 2)
principal speaker and will introduce
ager at Cleveland was also placed
Higham,
under arrest recently for alleged failUnger Succeeds Levine
ure to eliminate a scene of a "Snub"
Joseph
J. Unger has succeeded Ben
Pollard comedy and permitting it
Levine as sales manager of the New
Goldfarb Acquires Climax
to be shown at a Tiffin theater in its
Felix Goldfarb, has acquired con- uncensored form. That case has been York First National exchange.
trol of the Climax Film Corp, and thrown out of court,
Rembrandt Pictures Formed
has also closed with Clark-Cornelius
Pathe has been exteremely active

Chester Pictures Corp. for the disof six Chester
Comedies, each in two reels.
to distribute their product through
The first which is already com- Climax Exchange, Through the arpleted is "The Jungle Romeo." The rangement Climax will handle the
pictures will be released at intervals George Chesebro and the Leo Maof two months.
loney series and "Tales of The TeneThese pictures constitute the first ments." "The Unconquered Woman"
series of short comed'ies ever an- and "Living Lies" are now being
nounced for release by Hodkinson. booked by Climax.
tribution of a series

15,

—

Many

in

fighting various decisions of Mrs,

Snow, the deposed censor chief. The
company was instrumental in bringing forth the decision from Attorney
General Price which established Mrs,
Snow was subordinate to Director of
Education Riegel who later removed
her from office.

(Special to

After Rights

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Rembrandt Pictures
Corp. was formed here yesterday
with a capitalzation of $2,100,000. Another incorporation was the Astoria
Photoplay and Amusement Corp. of
New York with a capitalization of
Dover,

$250,000.

Del.
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Central

European

High
F. P.-L.

do pfd

G'wyn

•

.

.

.

.

833/4

94K

...

85^

....

15^

Low

Loew's

2,000

93
85^

5,600

15

15 J^

400

Not quoted
Not quoted

"/'Ben Hur"
(Continued

'

400

Not quoted

World

f

Sale*

82^

Triangle

to
from

Goldwyn
Page

of many
sentative of

tale

It

is

a

1)

indicated that United
made an offer for the

filed

Artists had
rights but because Mr. Wallace, who
is the son of the author Gen'l Lew
Wallace demanded $1,200,000, no deal
was arranged. It was the intention
of having Douglas Fairbanks play
Mary Pickford, EsBen Hur,
ther with D. W. Griffith as the producer. Correspondents between Marc
Klaw and Wallace further showed
that First National was then ready
to make it on a fifty-fifty basis, guaranteeing the owner of the film rights
$250,000.
Griffith was dickering for the rights
for some time but the prohibitive
figure asked, blocked all possibilities
of a deal.

Carmania

belonged to the old sod.
The settings
have been well chosen and the picture will be
enjoyed by all those who would travel miles
on foot to hear Chauncey Olcott say, "Ah,

sails

darlint."
all

takes

When

*
it
a long time to get started. *
finally gets into swing there is a good deal
of suspense, soldiers dashing about and the
t.vo l.eroes attempting to avoid them while
the waiting sweethearts wring their hands.
Pauline .Starke * * * is very Irishly pretty in
a limited role.

D.\TLY
Direction,

NEWS—Type,
too

Photography,

Plot,

Wild

rather

drama.

of it.
80 per cent.
lots

Value, about

fine.

us

left

costume

detailed.

TRIBUNE— "My
Strantl

A

Hamburg
M.

;

Liverpool;

for

sails

M.

at

;

noon; mails close at 9 A. M. for
Sierra Leone and West African
Duca d'Abruzzi for Naples sails at
M. mails close at 8 A. M. for Italy.
Cauto for Tampico
mails
sails
at noon
close at 8 A. M. for Mexico.
Santa Paula
at

Senegal,

ports.
2_ P.

;

;

;

MORNING TELEGRAPH— It

times
story

sails
at noon;
for Ireland.
Hansa
noon mails close at
Germany.
Boutry for Accra;

for

mails close at 8 A.

O'Malley and Miss Pauline Starke as the
main pair of lovers certainly look as if they

Rose"

Irish

at the
because at

confused

was impossible for us to follow the
and it was so interesting that it anit

noyed us to lose track of it. * * * In spite
the drawbacks to our complete enjoyment
it is unusually
good entertainment.
of

SUN — *

*

much

wilder nor
distinct from other roses, but it will be enjoyed by those who like any kind of roses,
even in a title that smacks of a popular song.
*

*

not so

Ts

*

*
Well played by a cast that
a sympathetic interest in the
ciiaracters they portrayed. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* *

beautiful,
adaptation of Bou-

interesting and efficient
cicault's play, "The Shaugraun."
than a dash of the humor of the

considerable sentiment are pleasantly
making an altogether worth while version
the old romance.

EVENING TELEGRAM—

—

A

* *

;

sails

at

noon

;

mails close

8:30 for Argentine, Uruguay and Paraguay.
Gen. C. W. Gorgas for Christobal
sails at 2 P. M.
mails close at 11;30 for
Haiti. Canal Zone, Panama, Salvador, Colombia and Ecuador.
Friday
Munargo for Antilla sails at noon; mails
close at 9 A. M. for Bahamas and Cuba.
;

;

Bogota for Savanilla; sails at 1 P. M. mails
close at 10 A. M. for Haiti, Jamaica and (Colombia.
Guiana for Barbados sails at 2 P.
M. mails close at 11 A. M. for St. Kitts,
Nevis, St. Vincent, Trinidad and Barbados.
;

;

;

Saturday
Guiseppe Verdi for Naples; sails at noon;
8 A. M. for Italy.
Lapland

mails close at

for Antwerp
sails at noon
mails close at
8 A. M. for Europe, Africa and West Asia.
Rotterdam for Boulogne; sails at noon; mails
close at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa and V^est
.•\sia.
Majestic for Southampton
sails at
noon
mails close at 8 A. M. for Europe,
;

;

;

strange

—
—

*

*

Monroe

AMERICAN — Lip

readers

may

have

a

rather an ordeal for ordinary devotees of
the screen.
The fundamental difficulty lies in
finding out what the film is all about.
its

TELEGRAPH—As

melo-

President Fillmore
A. M.; mails close
Germany.
Natirar for

at
for

sails

M.

EVENING TELEGRAM— *
likeable.

scenery
impression.

Zone, Panama. Salvador. Nicaragua, Ecuador and Honduras. Balzac for Buenos Aires;
sails at 10 A. M.; mails close at 6:30 A. M.
for South Brazil, Argentine. Uruguay and
Paraguay.
Rosalind for St. Johns; sails at
10 A. M.; mails close at 6:30 for Newfoundland.
Zacapa for Tela; sails at 10 A.
M. mails close at 7:30 A. M. for Jamaica,
Guatemala and British Honduras.
Siboney
for Havana
sails at noon
mails close at
8 A. M. for Cuba.
Philadelphia for Puerto
Caballo
sails at noon; mails close at 8:30
A. M. for Curacao and Venezuela.
Cuyaba
for Santos; sails at 1 P. M.
mails close at
9 A. M. for North Brazil and South America.
Elbor for Valparaiso
sails at noon
mails close at 10 A. M. for Canal Zone.
Panama. Salvador, Nicaragua, Ecuador and
Peru.
Calamaros for Port Limon
sails at
noon; mails close at 9 A. M. for Costa Rica
and Cuba.
;

;

;

Its

leave

(T^dctccttlcmcd (PtctuAj^

Conant Leaves Arrow
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

*

*

The

pic-

good sequence and beaufavorable and lasting

a

Makes

Sale

Hal C. Norfleet, sales manager of
Sanford Prod. Inc., has sold two series of pictures, one feature with Pete
Morrison and the other comedies with

W.
THE FILM DAILY)

Distributing in N.

"Meller" Completed

features in 13 states, and
Alaska. C.
O. Winrick, formerly
with Robertson-Cole, here is the
Moore plans to
Seattle manager.

Bradford Resigns

tributing

THE

SllCi:

Qt.THE PROGRAM-

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

open an

that time arrives, a full statement

i:

promised.
It was also learned that the Hay;
organization is still conferring will
the T. O. C. C. committee on lowei
rentals and equitable contracts. Thf
exhibitor body has practically com-

draft of the new contraci
for further joint
conferences to ascertain what con-

pleted

its

and

now remains

it

cessions the
promise.

Hays organization

can

Seattle

—

Potter.

j

ENLARGEMENTS
of

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

W.

J.

MORAT

302 E. 33d St.

Vanderbilt 7361

office in

San Francisco.

<STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

;

"More to Be Petted Than Scorned,"
Seattle
H. T. Moore, for years new feature has been completed and
manager of the Moore Amusement is being brought East this week by
Co. of Tacoma has opened offices here Harry Cohn of C. B. C.
as the Moore Feature Film Co., dis-

—

ground has been reached and whei

;

,

(Special to

It can be stated quite positivel;,
that there have been no definite del
cisions made of any kind.
The comj
mittees will meet until a commoi,

;

—

Moore

als.

11

Two Charged with Theft
"Tweedy" for the southern states
Cohen Joins Silton
Leopold Singer and William Pizor
to the Southern States Film Co. of
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
have been placed under arrest. Singer
Atlanta, New Orleans, and Dallas.
charged with bringing stolen films
Chicago Morrey Cohen has beinto the state and Pizor with receiv- come affiliated with Ed. Silton, in
Craver Acquires "Felix" Series
Pizor maintained Silton Film Distributors. He is in
i..
stolen goods.
R. D. Craver, has acquired the
tiij Capitol Prod. Co., at 720 7th Ave., charge of the local headquarters durNorth and
"Felix"
cartoons
for
at which it is claimed a number of ing the absence of Silton who is in
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida and
reels were found. A trademark indi- the East.
Alabama.
the property
cating the product was
of Pathe, is said to have been found
along tiie margin.

film accessories.
The equitable con
tract has come in for a lengthy dis
cussion.
Likewise, lower film rent]''

;

Norfleet

incomplete.
is

hers did not meet yesterday Tl
next meeting will be today.
The subjects taken up at the var
ous meetings have ranged from thi
formation of a mutually satisfactor'
contract to a reduction of the price c

and West Asia.

for Bremen;
at 9 :30 A.

Seattle
J. A. (Jack) Conant, formdrama, simon-pure and non-shrinkable, "The erly Special Representative for Arrow,
Great Alone" is not without its thrills.
EVENING JOURNAL— * * * There are has resigned and left for New York.
many outdoor scenes exceptionally well done G. H. Christoffer, has been appoint* * * but as a whole the picture suffers from
ed t^i^e Arrow representative here
lack of smoothness and interrupted continuity, as if it had been rushed to exhibition

tiful

i

O

:

Africa

good time watching "The Great Alone," but

ture

Made

(Continued from page

;

Salisbury plays
tlie half breed with considerable variety and
force. * * * It is the kind of picture that will
Ije enjoyed by those spectators who have not
acquired mental fallen arches following heroes over the trackless wilderness.

MORNING

Decisions

192

;

coupling of two classics a song and a story.
It
sips the sweetness from both Chauncey
Olcott's song and Dion Boucicault's famous
This appealing motion
stage success.
h^s the power to please all
picture
factions and offend none.

HERALD — *

Buenos Airesj

for
at

No

15,

Reliance Buys Out Exchange
Reliance Distributing Co.,
Helsingfors; sails at 3 P. M.
mails close
More at noon for Lettonia, Estonia and Finland. has purchased the product of Equity
soil and
U. .S. A. T. St. Mihiel for Cristobal: sails at Film Co., of Portland and has openeci
blended, 9 A. M. mails close at 5:30 A. M. for Canal a Portland office in
charge of Leq
of

A

tween Harper Bros, and Henry L.
Wallace against Klaw and Erlanger
came up in Judge Hough's part of the "The Great Alone" Amer. Releasing Corp. Cameo
U. S. District Court in New York,
papers then

Today
for
8

demonstrated

Close

82/2
93
7.K

Griffith

•

fairly stirring
years ago. * * * Quite reprethe Emerald Isle. » » * Pat

MAIL —

Quotations

•

Thursday, June

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Ralph

B. Bradford has resigned as sales manager of Celebrated
Players.

Chicago

For

sale, consisting of overhead and
side banks, broadsides, domes, Duplex, portables, complete with spider
boxes and cables. Guaranteed first
class condition.

Apply Box

K

31,

Film Daily

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. and
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, N.
J,

For

particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
Bryant 5307

Kipling

Richard

announces

"THE FACE UPON THE
FLOOR" or "THE FACE

THE

UPON

BARROOM

FLOOR."

World's famous
poem and play by H. Antoine
D'Arcy. In the making. Watch
for

it.

STUDIO SPACE FOR RENT
With
essary.

use of equipment

At much

elsewhere.
Suite 1711

if

less price

Phone Bryant

Loew

necthan

9112.
State Bldg.

"
THE
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15,
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Top Baseball League Paramount, Universal and Goldwyn

till

Win Games
The

leaders of the baseball league
on all along the line Saturday with
le exception where the Goldwynclashed and the
nines
itagraph
ions retained their clutch on third
Borak distinguished himself
ace.
Lion
f pitching a two hit game. The
virler not only displayed a higher
and of hurling than in any previis contest, but for the first time was
Tced to show all he had as the Vitaraph bunch held the winners to
vo runs, the last of which came in
The
le nmth on a hit by Meitzle.
itteries

Borak

were:

and

inners.

Pathe

ooster's stars

hit

their

stride

Eschman, the
hurler by a 14 to 10
and

but only after a close contest

Pathe outfit tied the
the fourth only to be beaten
Four pitchers were used.
later.

which the
;ore in
3t

!ahon,

Results

Paramount,

14;

Pathe,

Universal, 7; Hodkinson,

Goldwyn,

HORBTOftE

Saturday

First National, 17; Metro,

Vitagraph,
First National
4
2;

5.

PITIEP
THAH

10.
4.
1.

.800
.800
.600
.400
.400
.400
.400
.200

1

4

Universal
Vitagraph
Pathe

1

3

2

2
2
2
2

3
3

1

4

3
3

SCORHEP
BIG BOX OFFICE
PICTURE OF THE YEAR

THE
New Arrow
Arrow
Harry

The Mountaineers
lOre;

a homer and two singles, coupled
with errors by Hodkinson turned the
tide in favor of Universal.
Batteries:
for
Universal,
Christoff
and
P.
Owens; for Hodkinson; Kraft and
Robinson.

Paramount
Lung; Goldwyn
Hodkinson
Metro

nyder and Naylor.
First National held a batfest at the
Loew's boys,
cpense of Marcus
etro scored first on a hit and er)r combination but by the sixth inng the Franchisers had amassed a
ital of 11 runs and were never headLoges pitched good ball for the
1.

;ating

Van at short and
own homer which was good for
three runs in the fourth inning. The
hitting of P. Christoff who garnered
with the support of

Nat'l Leads

1st

Deal

has

closed
Ascher of the

a

deal

with

Directed by

American Fea-

ture Film Co. of Boston, for the distribution of 45 two-reel comedies in

Edward Le

Saint

Watch For Release

New

England.
The comedies include four brands,
12 Arrow Speed Comedies, 14 Broadway Comedies, 5 Cruelywed Comedies
and 14 Mirthquake Comedies.

Warren and Cassidy being

e battery for Paramount and
an, Carroll and Wiggin for

Esch-

Preparing for Another Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hodkinson
into
took
Universal
Gloversville. N. Y.— Blazed Trail
imp in a hard fought contest at Fort
Kraft pitched Prod. Inc., are getting ready to make
ee by a 7 to 4 score.
splendid game for the losers and another picture, starring John Low;me near winning his own game ell, star of "Ten Nights."
Pathe.

41 Great CparamQunt Q^ictures
"Pink Gods"
Anna 0-

with Bebe Daniels, James Kirkwood,

Nilsson and

Raymond Hatton

A PENRHYN STANLAWS PRODUCTION
From

Scenario by Sonya LeVien and

the novel by Cynthia Stockley

J.

E.

Nash

Released October 2, 1922

A POWERFUL

domestic drama bristling with

tense scenes and crashing climaxes.
a particularly notable cast.

Penrhyn Stanlaws has an unbroken

With
line

of

successes to his credit. This is his most satisfying, appealing and gorgeous production.
ii\'>

Fm

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.

"The Dictator."
"If

3.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

5.
6.
7.

Story, cast, director and production, together
with a great box-office title, make this a sure

winner.

going to book them all and take a vacation for a month
T. & D. Jr. ENTERPRISES, San Francisco

2.

4.

The author, Cynthia Stockley, is a best seller
with millions of admirers. She is remembered as
the author of "Poppy."

You

Believe

It,

It's

So."

Watch

this space

Monday

for No. 16

Bonded Woman."

Top

New

York."
of
Loves of Pharaoh."

Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION J'/gk
tiSKW^a
mi i'iW tA '\
**
ADOLDH 2UKOR. PrtLdtr^t
\*

'

_

No.
No.
No.
No.

No

8.

"The Young Diana."

9.

"Blood and Sand."

10
11
12.

!

"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."

.

No.
No.

13.

"Manslaughter."
The Mysteries of India."

14. "

fig^

DAILY

Mrs. A. B.

Thursday, June

MAESCHER

Presents

A Fred

FRED CALDWELL
Caldwell Production

Author and Director

HoUywood"

"Nightlife in

THE PICTURE OF THE HOUR
Attention:

first

foreign buyers.

A

run theatres, exchange men,
You'll

all

want

this production.

RARE

combination of rural comedy and drama
combined, with all inspiring situations, teeming
powerful human interest story that
with suspense.
will make you laugh and cry. Tense acting, real to life.
picture that you will go to see twice, one you can take
your mother, your sister, your sweetheart to, one that
will live in your mind and heart.

A

A

.

Releasing arrangements

now under

negotiation.

Wire:

Mrs. A. B.

MAESCHER

HoUyAvood Studios

Hollywood,

Calif.

15,

1922

—

1!

\

7Ae BRADSTREET
o/' FILMDOM

;9^^re(0cmizei^

Authority
FORHERLY

XX.

Vol.

No. 76

Friday, June

Expect Notables

Griffith Objects
To

"Enoch Arden" under

a

new name,

alleging that it is cop^'righted in 1922,
when in truth and fact this picture
was made years ago, and is now advertising the same as produced by

W.

Plant

John Brunton, brother of Robert
Brunton, former joint owners of the
Brunton and now the United Studios
in Hollywood, has been engaged to
manage the studio built by Glenn
Curtiss and the Curtiss Aeroplane
Co., at Miami, Fla. The organization

The

speakers includes exSmith, who will be
toastmaster, E. F. Albee, Will H.
Hays, De Wolf Hopper, Senator Wm.
list

Governor

M.

of

was

director-in-chief of the
Studios. Not one scene of
this picture was directed bv Mr. Griffith.

just as

is

wrong

to call this a

Governor

Calder,

Edward

I.

of the

Paramount

"We

are

who shows

studios.

sure that no
the Griffith productions

Mr. Griffith's own
personal direction would want to deceive the public by misrepresenting
produced

but in other lines of endeavor.
Brandt said yesterday that
the New York Giants will be there in
full force while the actors under the
captaincy of Lew Cody will occupy
theatricals

known

as

Miami

Studios, Inc.

Plans of the syndicate,

in

which

it

financial interests are
involved call for the formation of a
is

said

large

production company and a financing
company to operate in the Florida
plant, which at present has two large
stages.
It is understood that a group
of men interested in the General
Electric Co. will finance a production
showing the life of Edison with particular stress laid upon his contributions to the advancement of science.
Brunton is now on his way to Miami,
but will probably be back here in a

The

Now Under Way

statement from the
Hays-Cohen conference was issued
first official

yesterday afternoon at the office of
Will H. Hays. It contained little
information and bore out what
FILMDAILY stated yesterday morning that no definite decision has been
made at the conferences which have
been held all week.
The statement at one point said
that "understandings and agreements
are in process of formation on all
phases indicated, and also that "there
is
every indication that substantial
progress is being made."
The meeting will be continued and
by Monday there will undoubtedly be
some definite stand taken. Play dates

THE

have figured largely in the discussions
and as already stated, equitable contracts,
accessories and lower film
rentals.

The M. P. T. O. has a large delefew days.
two tables. Pugilistic talent will be
His brother Robert is understood to gation in town and it is expected a
represented by well-known figures have tied up with an important special sub-committee composed of
ranging from feather-weights right English producing company.
W. A. Steffes, W. A. True and W. D.
up the line. The only one who won't
Burford will represent that organibe there will be Jack Dempsey who
zation and Sidney R. Kent, W. R.
exhibitor,
Quimby Sailing

production as it would be to
call the ordinary Paramount program
picture a Cecil B. DeMille production because he is director-in-chief
Griffith

is

Al

Edwards, of New Jersey, Tommy
wish to state that this picture Grey and Raymond Hitchcock.
was not produced by D. W. Griffith,
Present
indications
point
to
a
but Mr. Christy Cabanne as one of
representative gathering of men not
the old Triangle pictures while Mr.
only interested in motion pictures and

Western

Are

Assemblage

"We

"It

Statement from Hays-Cohen
Conference Says Understandings

First

Brandt,
chairman of the
Walker dinner committee stated yesterday that about 1,000 men, prominent in various walks of life would
attend the testimonial dinner to State
Senator James J. Walker at the Plaza
next Monday night.
Billy

Griffith.

Griffith

Forming Agreements

Florida Production

—

Arden"

Denies
Misrepresentation
Albert L. Grey has forwarded this
office a letter protesting against the
advertising method used in connection
with the revival of "Enoch Arden"
which "a certain firm is re-issuing."
In it he says: "A certain firm is reissuing a picture formerly known as

D.

Price 5 Cents

1922

Method Used in Plans for Walker Dinner Completed Planned by Miami Studios, Inc.
Revival— R-C
Many Speakers Will Address
John Brunton to Manage Large

Advertising

"Enoch

16,

under

picture as a Griffith production,
a very short-sighted
policy indeed."
"Enoch Arden" is being re-issued
under the title "The Fatal Marriage"

this

which would be

by R-C.

is

now

California.
(Continued on

in

(Continued

Page

2)

Mogler Boosting Senatorial Move
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Newspapers supporting
St. Louis

Fred C. Quimby sails for Europe
on the Majestic where he may arrange for production.

Page

2)

May Close
THE FILM DAILY)

Baltimore Theaters
(Special to

Baltimore

—

on

—

The

local

exhibitors

league is seriously considering the
Rapf and Warner Arrive
Breckenridge Long for the DemoHarry Rapf and Jack Warner ar- closing of all theaters in Baltimore
cratic nomination for United States rived from the coast yesterday with for two months beginning July 1.
Bad business is responsible.
Senator have been printing news a print of "From Rags to Riches."

Joseph I. Schnitzer in this stories telling of the circulation of
connection said yesterday:
a campaign film made for Senator
" 'The Fatal Marriage' is not being
James A. Reed by the National Film
advertised as a Griffith production Publicity
here.
studios
Particular
but it is being released as a Cabanne attention was called to the fact that
production, made under the super- Joseph Mogler, president of the St.
vision of D. W. Griffith.
It was made Louis Exhibitors Ass'n and a vicewhile Griffith was with Mutual when, president of the M. P. T. O. of A.,
under the terms of his contract, f he who happens to be a member of the
was to supervise all productions.
Missouri Republican State Committee,
have no desire to misrepresent and added a personal postscript to the
certainly in this case, we are not letter sent out to theaters urging
doing so."
them to use the film in which he said:
"We are greatly concerned over
Advertising Cycle on Program
the issues regarding movie censorPractically everjr large company is ship and blue laws in Missouri. Let
preparing advertising matter to be us put Senator Reed over he is our
posted on the walls of the room in friend."
Mogler said he signed the letter as
which the A. M. P. A. luncheon to
It is planned to
Sir Charles Higham will be held at a personal matter.
Only
the Biltmore next Thursday. Vita- show the film in 250 theaters.
graph is going back to the days of 37 theaters on National's mailing list
John Bunny for sample advertising have failed to answer the first letter
copy, the Warners have sent out to offering the film free.
Long has the backing of the MisOhio to secure old material; Paramount is arranging some original souri Anti-Saloon League. Although
drawings and so on down the line. he has not committed himself on
It will in reality be a cycle of adver- "blue" laws and censorship he is not
tising from the early days in the busi- regarded as so strong an advocate of
personal liberty as Jim Reed.
ness down to the present.

We

—

Select Picture at Strand
Rubenstein Here on Referendum
"The Woman of No Importance"
Leon J.^ Rubenstein, editor of the has been booked into the Strand for
Photoplay Record of Boston, is in the week of June 25. Jack Woody
town in connection with the refer- stated yesterday it opens at the Madiendum situation in Massachusetts. He son, Detroit on Sunday.
says he intends taking the matter up
with Will H. Hays. While here he
"U" Leases the Randolph
will likewise arrange several exploit'Special to THE
FILM DAILY)
ation deals for New England.
Chicago Jones, Linick and Schaefer have leased the Randolph to Uni-

—

Felts Sell
fSnccal

to

Ambassador

versal.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Aaron Jones was at the Astor yesPhiladelphia The Ambassador, at
56th and Baltimore has been sold by terday but could not be reached for a
Felt Bros, to Fred Nixon-Nirdlinger, statement regarding the above.
E.
who will take possession on the 19th. H. Goldstein at Universal verified the
With the acquisition of the new office, above dispatch.
Nixon-Nirdlinger once again assumes
practical control of the theater situ
to
ation in West Philadelphia.
It
is
unde
rstood
that Goldwyn will
There is a persistent report that /
that Felts will shortly dispose of spend fully a year on the actual prothe Aldine theater at 19th and Chest- duction of "Ben Hur." No announcenut.
The house is one block from ment has been made regarding the
the Stanley and despite recently re- director, but it is certain that an induced admissions, is understood not ternationally known man will be
Work on the continuity
to be doing the business expected of selected.
will be begun almost at once.
it.

Year
/AY,

Make

Friday, June 16, 1922

Putting It Over

Forming Agreements
(Continued from Page

Here

Vol.

XX

No.

76

Friday, June

1 6. 1

922

hoiv a brother exhibttor put his shoiv over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiu k new ho'w you cleaned

Price 5 Cents
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|

up.

The aroma of a popular perfume
was used to suggest "Find the Woman" which lead to a highly effective
tie-up in the Ligget Drug Store window at 49th St. and Broadway when
Hugo Reisenfield played the picture
at the Rivoli.

Fred

Greene,

tie-up.

(Continued from

City.

What

M.

P. T. O. hopes to acindicated in the current
name, from which Paramount adapted issue of the "Exhibitors' Bulletin,"
dated June 10 which says under the
the picture.
heading "Organization Activities:"
"This work will be constructive.
Davenport, la. Getting a laugh out
London, W. C. 2.
are out of the quarrel era.
r«ri« Representative
Le Film, 42, Rue de of his circular postcard was an exploiClichy.
are building steadily and hope to so
tation
medium
that
brought
all
the
Representative
InternaEuropean
Central
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- fans to see "My Boy" at the Garden advance in our negotiations as to
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
when it showed there. On the post- secure lower film rental prices, the
card was a stock cut of Jackie Coogan abrogation of deposits, elimination of
and copy drawn up in crude kid print- non-theatrical competition, cheaper
ing.
It read: "The picture producer advertising and other accessories and
Low Close
High
Sales
told me confudentshly that I'm the a uniform and fair contract and other
F. P.-L. .. 803^
ny-, ny^.
9,100
star but my maw kolects my salary things of value to the theater owner.
do pfd.
93
300
93^ 93
.^
"This work will be supplemented
every week.
's
a mystery to me.
S.G'\vyn ...
8
1,700
8K 8
in all states by constructive action on
Jackie Coogan."
Griffith
Not quoted
There followed a stereotyped an- censorship, taxation, undue regulation
Loew's ... 15
15
14?-^
1,500
nouncement but the kid's message and other matters of interest to exhiTriangle
Not quoted
tors.
are going forward."
World
Not quoted was the best kind of exploitation for
The complete statement issued yesa circular postcard or letter, embodying the spirit of the picture; and it terday follows:
After Local Theaters
"The conference, commenced on
brought the crowds.
Austin Cannon of Boston, is at the
Mondav last between Will H. Hays,
McAlpin. He is understood to be
Norwalk, O. At first thought, the President of the M. P. P. D. A. Inc.,
representative
of
New England possibility of getting garbage cans to and President Sydney S. Cohen and
money which is seeking theaters in help advertise a theater does not ap- the members of the Board of DiNew York and in Northern Jersey.
pear to be entirely logical, but that rectors of the M. P. T. O. A., is yet
"I.

—

—
—

dow cards, were copies
Somer Roche's novel of

of Arthur
the same

—

—

Expect Notables

1)

the

complish

is

We

We

—

.

We

—

Platzman Going Abroad
Platzman has been appointed
European auditor for Universal and
will shortly sail to assume his new
duties.
He has been at the Chicago
exchange for some time.
N. A. M. P. I. Sub-Leases Space
The National Association has subleased part of its office space in the
New York theater building to the
Hoy Reporting Service and the F. I.
L. M. Club of New York. The association is still continuing its work,
a great deal of its activity being devoted to the extension of the Hoy
service.

Rothacker Here; Sailing Soon

Mark-Strand interest; F. R. Kramer,
treasurer, Shea Amusement Co.; and
M. Slotkin, general manager, Monumental Theater Corp. From Niagara Falls will go Charlie Hayman,
president, Cataract Theater Corp. and
Harris Lumberg of the Lumberg
theaPtr.
Nate Robbins and other
Central exhibitors will join the Buffalo special en route.

\

Ttie SPICE
Reif.

ov-

U

Tur
S. Pat, Off.

those who will be present
be Lee Shubert, Judge McQuade.

as representative of the major league
baseball clubs; Horace De Lisser,
president, Broadway Ass'n; Robert
Gier Cook, president, Fifth Avenue
Ass'n; Hon. Max Levine, president,
Grand Street Boys Ass'n; Sam Harris,
president. Producing Managers
Ass'n; Samuel L. Rothafel, John

E.

McBowman

and Charles Gehring

the Hotel Men's Ass'n;
John F. Hylan, Charles M.
of

Mayor
Schwab

and J. H. Ward; Henry D. Sayer
head of the N. Y. State Industrial
Commission; John J. Lyons, N. Y.

just

No Answer from Musicians
Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St. Louis —To date the Musicians
I

'»5Tr

Among
will

Secretary of State; Edward J. Flinn,
what William Felder, manager under way and many matters of vital Sheriff of Bronx County; Commission
concern to the motion picture industry
of the Gilger did.
Philip F. Donohue of the Board of
Some time ago, Felder took the have been and are yet being consid- Water Supply; Fire Commissioner
ered.
lead in a demonstration against the
"The first meeting was held at the Thomas J. Drennan; Commissioner
messy appearance of the streets and
Licenses, John F. Gilchrist; WillHotel
Biltmore, following a lunch- of
the never ending fluttering of scraps
iam E. Walsh, chairman of the Naeon, and other sessions were held in
of paper carelessly tossed on the most
tional Board of Standards and Apconvenient flagstone. As leader of Mr. Hays' office and meetings of sub- peals; Borough Matthew J. Cahill of
committees
of
both
organizations
the movement he was expected to
Richmond and the following Judges
demonstrate his principles in a prac- •were held at different offices.
of the Court of Special Sessions, Hon.
"The subject of a more uniform
tical way and he did by supplying
Arthur J. Salmon, Hon. James J.
huge garbage cans along the principal and understandable contract for the Mclnerney, Hon. John J. Freschi,
mutual
advantage
of all concerned
streets.
It was a considerable investHon. Moses Herrman and the Hon.
ment for Felder and his theater but was one of the main issues. The re- Clarence Edwards.
duced
cost of accessories, the quesit has paid a handsome bonus.
tion of deposits, and the developeIn recognition of his goodly offices,
ment
of an effective arbitration plan
Not Capital Film
the city allowed him to use the sides
operative in each exchange section of
Capital Film Exchange satted yesof these receptacles for advertising
the country, were matters discussed. terday that Capitol Prod, involved
his shows and they are the most ef"Understandings and agreements in the alleged theft of a number of
fective advertising medium within 15
is

VVatterson R. Rothacker, is at the miles of Norwalk. The city looks out
Ritz-Carlton. He declined yesterday for these cans now and their mainto discuss the prehistoric film inci- tenance and the collection of waste
dent in which claims and counter- matter thrown over them. But in
claims were made by Herbert M. recognition of his useful offices Felder
Dawley and Catherine Curtis, but is allowed to post his one sheets alreferred all inquiries to his attorney, most any place he pleases. During
Nathan Burkan.
the showing of "Peaceful Valley" he
Rothacker sails for England on the had posters on every garbage can, in
Majestic on July 8, for a stay of sev- the entrance to the court house and
eral months.
He will return in Sep- town hall and right under the wintember.
dow of the mayor's office.
/

1)

New York unit of the M. P. T. O.
of N. Y., Inc., Walter Hays, of the

Quotations

A.

Page

Sheehan and Karl W. Kirchwey, the
So far as the film industry is conM. P. P. D. A. Mf. H^ys and cerned, reservations have been made
Courtland Smith will sit in on the for every prominent producer in
New
meetings occasionally and R. A. York. Executives who will attend
in
White of Fox may take Sheehan's person or be represented include Hiplace at some of the discussions.
ram Abrams, F. J. Godsol, Carl
It was reported yesterday that at Laemmle,
Marcus
Loew,
Elmer
the opening session at the Biltmore Pearson, John M. Quinn, Winfield
on Monday, Hays inquired from R. Sheehan, Lewis
J. Selznick, Harry
Cohen just what portion of the ex- and Abe Warner, J. D. Williams and
hibitors his organization represented Adolph Zukor.
and that he was prompted to do so
Buffalo and western New York will
because his office had taken cognizbe well represented by J. H. Michael,"
ance of the deflection of the exhibitor
executive chairman of the state orunits in Georgia, New York and New
ganization and
president,
western

New York
Jr.,
Paramount arranged the
Along with the stills and win- York
V.

exploiter for

Mutual Benefit Ass'n has failed to
answer the oflfer made by Joseph
Mogler, to submit to arbitration the
differences regarding wages and the
working agreement of the musicians.

<

are in process of formation on all of
the phases indicated and at the time of
going to press the committees having
the matters in charge are in session.
There is every indication that subis being made.
attending the conference

Pathe pictures is not connected with
former company although both
maintain offices in the Godfrey Bldg.
the

stantial progress

"Those

Phune

— Beekman

9091

sessions are.
"For the M. P. P. D. A. Inc. Will

H. Hays, Sidney Kent,

W.

han, Karl Kirchwey, R. A.

R. Shee-

White and

Courtland Smith.

"For the M. P. T. O. A. Sydnev S.
Cohen, W. A. True, W. A. Steffes,
W. D. Burford, H. B. Varner, Jos.
Rhode. Claude E. Cady, A. R. Pramer, R. F. Woodhull, E. M. Fay,
M. E. Comerford. A. Julian Brylawsky, Chas. Whitehurst, W. H. Cadoret, Jacob Lourie, Howard Smith, M.
J. O'Toole, A. J. Moeller, John Collins, Dave Cohen and Harry Davis."

SBRVICK

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

'

Exhibitor Calls "Sonny"
Barthelmess'
Biggest Hit!

FAMOUS "

N
NORTH CAROLIKA"
P

OO N D eO

JAMKS W.

BV

TTJFTS

Read what Charles

PINEHURST. INCORPORATED
LEONARD TUFTS, PRESiOeiMT

Carolina

W.

Picquit, of the

Theatre, Pinehurst, North
Carolina, has to say of
this, picture:

Mr. F. P. Bryan,

Associated First Nat'l Pictures,
Charlotte, N.C.

^v.

Dear Mr. Bryan:*

My hat is off to Richard Barthelness, his
Director and the "w^hole bunch that had anything
to do vith producing his neir picture "Sonny."
I think Barthelaess will score the biggest
hit of his career in this picture and I believe
all who have seen his recent pictures will agree
that "Sonny" is the finest of the lot, even with
" To 1' able David" in nind.
"Sonnjf" seeaa to have everything that makes up
a perfect screen entertainiaent; an absorbing
story with just enough tears and laughs, splendid
direction and an unusually able oast.
"Sonny" will be not only a box-office winner but
will win thousands of new friends to the screen.

Very traly yours.

/7^w^^^-^^^

Inspiration Pictures, Inc. presents

Richard Barthelmess
"SONNY"
I

in

His third big success for First National is taken from the play by
George Hobart, adapted by Frances Marion and Henry King and
directed by Henry King.

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

m

THE

c^!!kDAILY
In the Courts
Surrogate Cohalan has decided that
Klaw & Erlanger cannot recover their

judgment for $7,972 against the late
Nat C. Goodwin for loans out of the
judgment he got against Mirror
Films for $15,374 for breach of contract because he assigned the judgment before his death to his father,
Nathaniel C. Goodwin for loans.

The

Cameraman Going Abroad
Frank Zucker, cameraman leaves
tomorrow for Russia and Holland
where he will do special work.
T. L. Griffith Here
L. Griffith who is making a
series of T. L. Griffith Prod, at Miami,
Fla.,
for the South yesterday
left
where he will start a second picture.

T.

Leases House for 15 Years

Gilson Willets, scenario
died at Los Angeles on
May 28, leaves his entire estate to his
wife, Mrs. Daisy V. Willett, including

his

Vt.— Alfred S. Black through
Park Amusement Co. has leased

money due him from

the

Magnet

will of

writer,

his latest

work,

"The Double Cross." The value
the estate is not known.

of

to

(Special

who

THE FILM DAILY)

Barre,

manage

A. B. Car-

Black representatives will

local

ter,

for 15 years.

the house.

Friday, June

(Special to

—

Washington
next

Earle Williams and William Duncan of Vitagraph are both vacationing.
Cullen Landis has been engaged
by Metro to appear opposite Viola
Dana in "Page Tim O'Brien."

Louis Gottschalk, has been secured
to prepare a special
musical score for "The Prisoner of
Zenda."

by Rex Ingram

Color Process in Hampton Film
been filed in the City Court by Paul
Edward ("Hoot") Gibson, and a
"The Light in the Dark," the new
Scardon, director, against the Crest Hope Hampton production for First company of 30 have left for Prescott,
Pictures Corp., of which Carle Carle- National, will contain one reel colored Ariz, to make a five-reel picture, "Miston was the head, for breach of a by the new Eastman process.
fit Becomes Chaperon."
contract by which he made "Children
Not Wanted," featuring Edith Day.
Production has started on "The
Tessier Not R-C Manager
He sued for back salary, alleging
Mark Goldman is the R-C manager Dangerous Age" a John M. Stahl prothat Carleton said the corporation in Cleveland and not Paul Tessier as duction for Louis B. Mayer.
Lewis
had no assets, but he would pay $250 stated on June 10. Tessier is a mem- Stone has been engaged for one of
out of his own pocket to settle, which ber of the sales force there.
the leading roles.

A

default

judgment

for $1,153 has

default judgment for $1,684 was
filed in the City Court against Cinemaplays, Inc., on a note to N. T.
Kontos.
judgment in behalf of
Kontos on a note was also held for
$1,500 against the P. W. Pictures,
Inc., of which Edward Whiteside was
president, and Lester Park secretary.

A

A

in

Edward

MaurelH has sued the
Estees Studio and Laboratory, Inc.,
in the Supreme Court for $25,000
damages because he was employed by
John T. Glavey and George Brockway, Jr., in making a film and in one
of the scenes he was pushed of? a
roof 15 ft. high by the leading woman
with whom he was engaged in an
altercation.
He alleges that the employees of the defendant were supposed to hold a net to catch him, but
the net was held so negligently that
he struck the floor and was seriously

Gunning

with

Office

R-C

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago —The local Wid Gunning,
(Special to

Inc.,

the

moved over

exchange has

R-C

office.

The

be held intact but
be handled by R-C.

to
sales force will
distribution will

in

Milwaukee

—

Will Cost $750,000
(Special to

Katherine MacDonald's next starring vehicle for First National release
is to be "The Lonely Road."

Norman Taurog, Larry

Crandall,

There

no daylight saving

is

here, but various business institutj
have altered their hours while
railroads adhere to standard time,j
result being a certain amount of
fusion.
To all patrons of CrarJ
theaters, ballots were handed ancc
these it was possible to desig
disapproval of a daylight saving v.
in any form, approval of a chang oj
clock or satisfaction with present
ditions.
Voting was not restricted to
trons and 75,000 votes were cast, %
being authentic, with names of 'i

•

I

voter appended.

proposed

Results against

were

law

forwarded »

authorities.
It is significant tha h.
a similar contest conducted by le
Washington Star, with a circula)n
of 75,000 to 105,000, only half as miy
votes were cast as in theater r( r-

endum.

THE FILM DAILY)

—

(Special to

Des Moines
theaters

of

THE FILM DAILY)

— Following the

on Sunday

in

clo

Amc

expected that a general figh
all houses in this state dark
the Sabbath would be started,
secretary of the Lord's Day Allia
Harry L. Bowlby, who attended
recent Presbyterian congress b
is

former director and co-author is
working on his first comedy for Cen-

Alan Forrest, James Mason and called to attention the fact tha
Andree Tourneur are members of closing was effected in Ames,
Shirley Mason's supporting cast in that he thought it should be d
"Lights of the Desert."
in Davenport and here.

Leah Baird

is

working with her

collaborators on the continuity
her next production which will

under

way

in

for

get

about a month.

Have Many Reels
Jawitz Pictures have collected

John Griffith Wray who has just
finished work on "Someone to Love"
the Ince picture will next make a new

costing $750,000.

story by Bradley King.

New Jamestown House
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jamestown, N. Y. Aaron R. Richardson, Fred Armbrust and Leroy F.
Meredith are the owners of a new

Maxwell, Cal. The Maxwell
scheduled to
William deMille
been sold to Joseph Ferner by G.
begin work next week on "Clarence."

N.

—

house which will seat 500.

—

Peoples Sells to Ferner
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The cast will include Wallace Reid,
Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts, May
Williams.

Peoples.

STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMEf

Rodolph Valentino will start work For sale, consisting of overhead id
shortly on "The Young Rajah," for side banks, broadsides, domes, "iwhich June Mathis prepared the plex, portables, complete with spur
Guaranteed ist
script and which Philip Rosen will boxes and cables.
class condition.

direct.

GAUSMAN.

Canadian Firm Selling Stock
Corsican Brothers," and assigned to Women's Clubs asked that the cen(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
her.
She alleges that in 1920 the de- sorship board be increased from 9 to
Montreal The Laval Sales Co.,
fendant caused it to be distributed 17 members. Two of those affiliated
without her knowledge and collected with the board, it was alleged, are parent organization of Laval Photointerested in one of the local theaters plays Co., Ltd.. is selling stock.
$12,250 for which she sues.
and their removal was urged.
"Kid" Wedge in Pictures
Suing for Rent of Theater
Mayor Hoan declared that he did
(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
resolution
because
the
not approve
Tucson, Ariz. It is reported Fred
S<t. Louis— Suit for $27,363.03 based
the method of election was contrary
on unpaid rent and taxes for the Im- to the state laws and he considered "Kid" Wedge, the pugilist-lumberperial, 10th and Pine Sts., has been the matter experimental and unwork- jack who attracted much attention
filed by the Stifel Estate Co.
Oliver able. The committee in its report to when he hoboed his way to Harvard
L. Hagen, original lessee of the prop- its organization accused the mayor of has signed to appear in a picture to
erty, and the Imperial Theater Co., to avoiding the issue and the chairman be built about the story of his life.
whom he assigned his lease was came back with a statement to the
The Waller Studios, manufacturers
named defendants. It is alleged the efTect that unless there was a clean-up
defendants have failed to pay rent by Milwaukee film men, they would of art titles have increased their facilisince 1917.
Taxes are due for the show pictures to their liking at ties by taking over the Edison M. P.

—

—

schools.

library.

is

McAvoy and Kathlyn

!

thousaiid reels, totaling sev
million feet of film, covering diffei
phases of life, for use as a scr
eral

George B. Ten
J.
Eyck of the Orpheum and John V.
Boyd plan the erection of a house
Trenton,

Urge Censorship Board Increase
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Milwaukee At a hearing before
In a suit filed in the Supreme Court
by Daisy C. Danziger a'gainst the Mayor Hoan, the motion picture comTriangle Film Corp., it is alleged that mittee o fthe Milwaukee County AuxJake W. Price owned the film, "The iliary of the Wisconsin Federation of

period.

M.

Semon's keep

tury.

Chicago C. R. Plough, R-C manager announces that the company has
opened an exchange in Milwaukee,
It will be under
in the Toy Building.
the supervision of the Chicago office.

injured.

same

Harry

Plan Sunday Closing Campaig:

R-C Exchange

the City Court by Garnette Sabin against the Radin Picture Corp., to recover $1,000 for the
alleged sale of the picture "Way
Dowji East," has been won by the
defendant on its contention that there
was no binding contract.
suit

!

(

his theater^

ducted an interesting referendum J

Scardon refused.

A

—Using

a medium for the people to expi
their feelings with regard to dayll

saving,

.-Rupert Hughes' next production for
Goldwyn will be "Gimme."

Referendu

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Hollywood Larry Semon's
comedy will be "Golf."

Conducts

Crandall

Coast Brevities

16, 192i

Studios.

Apply Box

K

31,
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Many

'

Sail

Laemmle and

arl

Saturday, June

Today

UniversalitesLeav-

Europ —Some Other
Film T« -n. Too

ing for

A

dflegation of
an folks will sail
Europe today on the Majestic.
;

ir

17,

Price 5 Cents

1922

Lease for 5 Years
Universal Will Show Outside Product at Randolph, Chicago Takes
Possession Aug. 1
Following information from Chicago that Universal had leased the

Coming

—

Randolph theater there it was learned
yesterday that the company will take
•y Carl Laemmle who is starting possession on Aug. 1 under the terms
usual summer jaunt through Eu- of a lease signed with Jones, Linick
He is taking with him his and S'chaefer.
jhter, Rosabelle, his son, Julius,
According to E. H. ("Manny")
-.
Fleckles, Harry H. Zehner, his Goldstein of Universal the company
etary and a valet and a maid. Ed- will operate the theater not merely
Laemmle who will direct "Ivan- for the exhibition of its own pictures,
(K
in England is heading another although it is logical to assume that
ersal will have the largest repreation.
That party will be head-

\

!

Where
Let

are

to

Agreement Extended

Town

?

Minnesota Tie-up with Hodkinson to
Run Four Months Two Other

—

you going to stop?

know

THE

States,

so that
FILM DAILY can be sent you
(gratis) to keep you posted on
what is happening.
us

Aschers Increase Capitalization
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dover, Del. The capitalization of
the Ascher Theaters Corp, has been

composed

of

Harry Myers who

the picture, and
rtniiy Wright, his assistant director.

ivill

be

starred

in

Martin Bendheim and Ernest Laemmle preceded the party Tuesday.
Next week John Stumar, the cameraii;-Mi and Frank Atkinson, a cutter will
on the Cedric to join the "Ivan-

LTniversal films will be shown there
Goldstein stated yesterextensively.
da\' outside productions will be booked as well.

California
(Special to

Holds Election

THE FILM DAILY)

—

The Wheelers Corp. of America
has been formed to engage in motion

gust.

to

500,000.

pictures.

Its

capitalization

$100,John C.

Philadelphia.
The attorney was
Capital Trust Co. of Delaware.

the

—

—

.

—

established

Loew's original intention of being
present

when

the transfer

was changed when

found that his
York would be need-

presence in New
ed about that time.

I

was made

it

In Massachusetts, a similar agree-

and the incorporators,
ment has been made covering July
Wheeler, Washington, N. J.; Martin and August and in Arkansas, August
H. Bury and William A. Wheeler, is the month decided upon. It is un-

000

i

State will be definitely
during their stay.

arrangement was for

original

only but that proved so satisfactory that the plan was extended
to run through June, July and Au-

is

Los .\ngeles At a meeting of the
company.
Eddie Polo is sailing for a vacation, M. P. T. O. of Southern California,
Long Session Yesterday
having completed "Capt. Kidd," his the following officers were elected:
The Hays-Cohen conference was a
jnew serial. Sherman S. Krellberg, F. C. Adlcr, San Pedro, president; D.
Lwho will also be a passenger will B. Vanderlip, Englewood, and C. E. long affair yesterday, the joint comclose several contracts for foreign Walker, Santa Anna, vice-presidents; mittees meeting all day long at Mr.
and B. H. Havs' office.
rights.
J. S. Lazarus, secretary
The board of diBill Oldknow of Atlanta and Mrs. Lustig, treasurer.
Oldknow are leaving for an ex- rectors includes Jake Lustig, Harry
Berman is Back
'tended trip of Europe. They will be Arthur, Joe Garff and John Young.
I. Berman, secretary of the M.
Sam
away all summer. Fred Quimby is Glenn Harper was defeated for sec- P. T. O. of N. Y., Inc., returned yesunderstood to have some sort of a retary by overwhelming odds.
terday from a trip through Northern
foreign producing project in mind that
New York.
necessitates his leaving New York.
Georgia to Meet in July
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Renco Buys "After the Ball"
"After Six Days" Premiere
Atlanta The next meeting of the
Charles K. Harris has sold film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Georgia Amusement Protective Ass'n rights to "After the Ball" to H. J.
"After Six will be held in July. Joe Barton, Reynolds of the Renco Film Co.. Los
Atlantic City, N. J.
Days" will open today at Wood's recently elected president is in Cali- Angeles. The picture will be a seven
theater.
Louis Weiss and Bert En- fornia as a guest of First National. reeler.
At the recent meeting. Barton who
nis are here for the premiere.
from Toccoa. was named presiis
Advertising Managers Will Attend
dent; Mrs. Charles Cinciola, Alamo,
Will Close Deal in 'Frisco
The advertising managers of the
Gainesville, first vice-president; R. J.
The final transfer of West Coast Edenfield, Dreamland, Augusta, sec- local dailies will be present at the
theater properties called for in the ond vice-president: Y. F. Freeman, luncheon given to Sir Charles Higdeal consummated recently between Southern Enterprises, Inc., Atlanta, haiTi at the Biltmore next Thursday,
Loews, Inc., and Ackerman and Har- treasurer, and Anne E. Aiken, of the and many prominent picture people
ris, whereby Marcus Loew will asWeekly Film Review. Atlanta, secre- will be present.
sume 100% interest in Loew's State tary.
and liuilding in Los Angeles and
The Lynch organization is part ot
Atlantic Enterprises Formed
Loew's Warfield and building in the association.
E. R. Redlich and Harry L. KnapSan Francisco, will be made with
pen, have formed Atlantic 'Enterthe arrival of E. A. Schiller and IsaSyracuse Reorganized
prises, Inc., to distribute on the open
dore Frey of the ^egal department,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
market. They have a series of 14
in San
Francisco, June 25. They
N. Y. Local theater German features which will be cut
Syracuse,
leave New York Tuesday, going direct to San Francisco.
The policy owners at a meeting called by Sam to two reels each for release here.
of the new Loew Warfield and Loew's Berman formed a key city organi- It is also planned to produce pic.

The

May

from $17,500,000

'

larty

W. A. Steffes, president of the M.
P. T. O. of Minnesota stated yesterday that the tie-up between his organization and the Hodkinson corporation whereby the state treasury
was to secure a certain percentage of
all business given to Hodkinson by
exhibitors has been extended to cover a four months' period.

$19,-

increased

Too

zation to co-operate with the state tures in Germany for distribution
were here and for that purpose Redlich
following
organization. The
elected: President, James Rowe, Turn who has been with Select and Fox
Hall Theater; vice-president, Jack is scheduled to go abroad shortly.
Griswold, Savoy, treasurer; Benjamin Knappen has been with Select and
Fitzer, Happy Hour, and secretary; later with First National in Buffalo
and in N*w York.
A. Robbins, the Eckel.

derstood that, in the latter state the
M. P. T. O. is to receive 5% of the
gross business during the month.

Lasky

Home

in July

Jesse L. Lasky will be back in
York about July 3, from abroad.

now

is

New
He

Berlin.

in

Lichtman on Trip
Al Litchman left yesterday for an
extended tour of the country with the
coast as his ultimate objective.

Wisconsin Meeting Postponed.
Milwaukee The Wisconsin exhi-

—

bitor meeting has been postponed. It
was scheduled to be held June 20-2122.

Mae Marsh Going Abroad
Mae Marsh is expected to sail

for

Europe next week on the Mauretania
to appear in a picture for Astra Films,
Ltd. of Great Britain. The Jess Smith
office is responsible for the contract.

Steger Goes to Europe
Julius Steger, supervising
for William Fox, sails on
-Svoie for Europe to meet
London. He will advise on
chase of story material and

Rome

to

to look

director
the La

Fox

in

the purwill

go

over "The Shepherd

King."

Doris

May Through

THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles — Doris May has com(Special to

pleted her sixth and last production
for

R-C

pictures.

It

is

understood

she is not willing to continue production under the co-operative plan
in

vogue

at the

R-C

studio.
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tionale

Prague

Filmschau,

.

(Czecho-Slo-

vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Low

High

G'wyn

9244
IVi

93

..

8

...

Close

IHA

...78^

Salea

7,200

92J4
1¥^

200
2,800

Not quoted

Griffith

14%

Loevv's ...

145/^

14^

3,700

Not quoted
Not quoted

Triangle

World

Rosenthal Here from St. Louis
Barney Rosenthal, Universal's St.
Louis manager is in town for a few
days.

House
(Special to THE FILM UAILYJ
Johnstown, Pa. The Cambria Car
and Foundry Co., will build a $400,Steel Interests Building

—

000 theater to seat about 1,600.

Three Universal Prizes Awarded
Prizes in Universal's $7,000 "RobinExploitation Contest
Crusoe''
have been awarded to A. P. Desmoreau of the Strand, Madison, Wis.,
Al Hamilton of the Palace, S. Norwalk, Conn., and J. S. Woodhouse of
the United, Alhambra, Cal.

son

for

"Fury" will
Henry King and will again bring
together the same combination which
made "Tol'able David." Goulding has
picture.

another story for Mae
Murray, making his fourth consecu-

also written

Ree.

U

unions establishing a chain of moving picture
theaters for the exhibition of films of
tures portraying the labor movement
the labor cause.

pic-

and

with these instructions, the
C. causetl an investigation to be made of
entire subject.
It is found that there
are three methods of producing motion pictures for entertainment and instruction purposes.
One is to build your own studio and
laborator}' as has been contemplated in the
instructions given to the E. C.
Another is
to lease or rent everything, and the third
method is to contract with a competent film
producing concern for the production of the
pictures desired.

What

Studio

Would Cost

"It should be understood that the cost of
building and equipping a motion picture
studio depends entirely upon the size, location
and scale or magnitude of pictures contemplated.
In undertaking to provide one's
own studio and laboratory suitable for general productive purposes, it is estimated that
the building of a studio, with proper lighting, camera, laboratory and other essential
equipment, exclusive of all labor cost, would
appro.ximate $225,000.
To this must be
added the permanent salaries for superintendence, watchmen, artisans and laborers,
laboratory workmen and others at an estimated figure of $525 per week or approximately $27,000 a year.
Thus it is estimated
the building and equipment of a studio would
approximate $225,000 with a maintenance
charge of approximately $27,000 a year.

investigation made has clearly demonstrated that to build and maintain a moving picture studio would be an unprofitable
venture unless it be in continuous and prof-

'*The

This could only be accomplished
the A. F. of L. were to enter the motion

itable
if

use.

picture field as a business venture, unlimitfed
and unrestricted in the character of the pictures it was to produce.
is,

therefore, evident

that

it

is

neither

from $35,000 to $500,000 and more.
It is
estimated that regardless of whether a picture is produced on the purchase or leasing
plan, the average cost per picture, which
could compete v\'ith the pictures now in the
market, would range between $60,000 to $75,000.
It is, therefore, evident that the leasing
plan is likewise an undesirable venture for
the A. F. of L.

"We
can

venture to suggest that this is not a
into which the A. F. of L.

of activity

profitably either from a financial
or practical viewpoint and therefore, report
adversely to the proposal of having the A.
F, of L enter into the field of producing
motion picture films.

S. Pat. Off.

,.

"Appreciative of the great influence of the
motion picture productions upon the public
mind and keenly alert to the dangers involved in presenting prejudiced and unfair
picture productions of organized labor in its
constant) struggle
with organized capital,
the subject of presenting fairly and without
bias and hopes and aspirations of the working people of our country by motion pictures,
has been taken up with the motion picture
producers.
We are assured through William
H. Hays, president of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America, Inc..
that it is the intent, desire and purpose of
the motion picture producers of America to
co-operate with the trade union movement
to present fairly and accurately the activities
and attitude of the wage earner, without
prejudice and in the light of helping to uplift

field

;ive script for her.

protect fully

to

exhibition.
The report revealed that
at the Denver convention the question of entering the industry by the
A. F.- of L. was so seriously considered that the council was instructed
to secure complete data in that connection.
Extracts from the official
report follow:
"]?y action of the Denver convention of
the American Federation of Labor, the executive council was directed to investigate
the feasibility and advisability of having the
A. F, of L. institute and maintain a studio
for the production and manufacture of moving pictures, to portray on the screen the
true principles, objects and activities of organized labor and to investigate the advisability
of
affiliated
international
and local

should
Goulding Story for Barthelmess
motion picture studio.
Edmund Goulding has sold to InNo Pictures Made Under $60,000
spiration Pictures, Inc. an original
"In these days of stupendous motion picstory for Richard Barthelmess called ture productions, none of the large producers
"Fury." It deals with the sea and attempt to make a production under $60,000,
the continuity was prepared by Gould- and modern feature pictures range in cost

Barthelmess
be directed by

insufficient

in Cincinnati that it was not advisable
at this time to enter production or

nor desirable that the A. F. of L.
undertake to own and maintain a

responsible

ing laws are

states."

"It

first

pro-

union movement.

practical

ing who was also
"Tol'ble David" the

this

"The

Hays Promised

enter

"Our investigation into the proposal of
having
affiliated
international
and
local
unions establish a chain of motion picture
theaters, while not as comprehensive as that
of producin'g motion
pictures,
nevertheless
indicated clearly the almost insurmountable
difficulties that present themselves in such a
large business enterprise and we do not

Fair Play

i

i

Rosenthal Here from St. Louis
Barney Rosenthal, Universal's
Louis manager is in town for a

:

f

days.

Rose Appointed Manager
THE FILM DAlLYj

(Special to

N.

Norwicii,

now under

the

—

Y. The Colonial
management of Jam

Rose.

Schedule
203

W.

Filed

is

Motion Pictures

Talking

40th St. has

Inc.
a sche.lu

filed

bankruptcy

the great family of human toil.
It is said
that the motion picture producers have come
to realize that if the screen is to serve humankind, it must not only be true to a correct
presentation of conditions of liie as it finds
them, but that motion pictures must likewise
encourage all movements and tendencies that

in the Federal Coi
are listed at $120,822
assets at $3,864.
The principal cieii
tors are O. E. Kellum, $15,763, J.
Belknap, $34,207; E. A. Ferron, $•:
056; Robert Schalkenbach, $9,000 v

tend to ujdift mankind.

Charles

this

ny^

upon

resolutions upon which this report is
based are predicted upon the declaration that
the motion picture industry is one of the
greatest forces in molding public opinion and
in
the dissemination of knowledge, that it
is
a censor of activities and principles and
that this influence is being used to arouse
public opinion and prejudice against the trade

"Complying

F. P.-L.
do pfd.

adversely

19

Executive Council Discovered About Cost of Production and Studio Maintenance
Earlier in the week, the executive
council of the American Federation
of Labor reported to the general body
the

E.

Quotations

report

to

17,

morals of our people and the perpetuity
the democratic principles upon which
nation is founded, in that event additional
adequate laws be enacted but that fru
of expression, freedom of the press and
doni of assembly shall not be abridge.)
denied and that producers, exhibitors and
lishers shall be held responsible for any
gession of the laws of our country or

What

Vol.

hesitate
posal.

F. of L.

Saturday, June

in

Liabilities

:

"Our

investigation has led us to note a
of extreme danger to the general
welfare in the subtle propaganda that is being
promoted for the establishing of a political
form of censorship of the motion picture
method of communicating thought and action
of the human race.
It has been found that
under the guise of protecting the morals and
safeguarding the peace of a community, motion pictures depicting the brutal and unwarranted conduct of employers' hirelings
and ofticers of the law again the working
people engaged in an industrial struggle have
been censored by these state censorship commissions.
By that method the public has been
denied the opportunity of becoming familiar
with the vicious tactics used by emploj'ers

.

Shonberg, $6,000.

tendency

if

their

mad

attempt to suppress and depress

the wage earners in their struggles
better tlay and a brighter life.

for

ence have demonstrated that the principles
underlying govermental censorship are such
as to threaten to convert the liberties of our
people into license and subjugate the rights
free

men

to

the

whims and

fancies

the U.

been

and

are

ANY INFRINGEMENT

will

acquired

owned by Hollandia.
be prosecuted.

THE PRODUCERS

SECURITY COMPANY
Theatre manager wanted
for west coast. Don't apply unless you can prove
you have made good elsewhere. See Wm. Cutts,
Universal Film Co., 1600

Broadway, 3rd

commissions to the rights and liberfies
of our people, the E. C. is impelled to reiterate the approved declaration of a year ago
in protest to the existing censorship laws
as well as against the proposal to extend this
fraternal form of government.

the grave dangers involved
in
this wave for state regulation over all
methods of communicating and distributing
thoughts and human expression, the Author's
League of America, the Actors' Equity, the
American Dramatists, the Screen Writers'
Guild, the Stage Mechanics and Motion Picture Union, the Cinema Camera Club, the
Motion Picture Directors' Association, the
.\merican Federation of Musicians and the
International Printing Trades Unions, have
undertaken to provide a program which will
embrace the advancement of all that is good,
in motion pictures and on the stage, to inculcate into all those persons engaged in the
production and promotion of motion pictures
and plays and writings a higher ethical standard; to bring into a closer and more harmonious relationship all branches of the professions and trades having to do with the
expressions
and
communicating
the
of
thoughts and activities and relations of man
to

oppose

forms of political and
bureaucratic censorship boards and commissions
as
an
unwarranted and extremely
dangerous infringement upon the freedom of
expression and freedom of the press.
"We commend this voluntary and constructive program worthy of our approval and support and
declaration

ENLARGEMENTS
of

oppose

all

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

W.
302 E. 33d

J.

MO RAT
Vanderbilt 7361

St.

FILMACK PRODUCTION

TRAILERS
With and Without Scenes
Can Nowr Be Had For

A

C
•

•

Foot

TINTING FREE
24 Hour Service

all

recommend

re-afifirmation

of

the

approved a year ago that we
forms of political censorship over
of expression, and that if exist-

the freedom

floor.

of

ship

to

Play

THE SKIN GAME
have

censorship
commissions.
Because of the dangers inherent in these censor-

and

in

A.

To The Galworthy

govermental

"Sensitive

S.

a

Flatly Against Censorship
"While appreciative of the need and desirability of exhibiting only clean and wholesome motion pictures and while unsympathetic
with any means of communicating thought
that tends to weaken the bonds so essential,
to an improved civilization, time and experi-

of

Motion Picture Rights

All

Without

fear

of

contradiction

we

our Trailers are the
Make us prove it!
oest of their kind.
maintain that

IRVING
808

S.

MACK &

Wabash,

CO.
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Quiet in Britain
Business

PatheNews

Films

THE FILM DAILY)
London — From a man well versed

;TAKES

—The

West American

RECKLESS

MEXICO'S
-HRILLS
ets

$50,000.00

BELMONT

historic racing classic is the
test for three year olds.

THOUSANDS

DAREDEVIL

—

Mexico

City

a sensation.

RUSSIAN "AMBASSADOR" QUITS
>OST

—

Boris
Bakhmeteff, appointed by
Cerensky regime five years ago, prepares to
eave the United States with his staff.
Dther news from Rome; St.
\rverne, N. Y.; etc., etc.

Paul;

Panama;

DONT

(Special to

No. 49

PILLORY" WINS

—

Bad at Theaters ExSeem to Favor German

in

hibitors

film conditions throughout Great
Britain, comes this comment on the
present state of affairs:
in

"Things are very cjuiet here still.
We. are suffering under the effects
of a severe heat wave, and this,

PUT

coupled with acute trade depression,
makes bad business for kinemas and
theaters. British production has been
slacking off very much this year and
things are just beginning to revive

IT

again.

today

"Maurice Tourneur
teriors

is busy on ex'The Christian,' and was

for

OFF

down

at the Derby this week and
some shots of Richard Dix
amongst the multitude.
"Goldwyn has announced his intention to market several German pictures and exhibitors here seem quite

took

favorable to the idea.

"Broadly speaking,
are
things
Bland Brothers Lease Lion
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
pretty rotten all round and will probChicago The Lion has been leased ably continue so right through the
summer particularly as money is so
by Bland Bros.

I

—

—

tight.
" 'Orphans

Reopen Art, Gary
THE FILM DAILY)
Gary, Ind. The Art, a 300-seat

of the Storm'
only picture which has

the

(Special to

—

is

about

created

the- any real interest latterly and that
been reopened under the went over with a big bang."
management of Charles Mazzone.
Threatened With Jail Sentence
Blank to Build Another
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

has

ater,

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Cleveland In spite of the fact that
A. H. Blank Enter- no admission was charged at a Suna $180,000 theater day performance, Louis Israel and
Joseph Makoff were fined $100 and
costs, and warned that they would
Temple, Chicago, Closes
be sent to jail for six months if they
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
repeated the ofifense of keeping the
Chicago C. H. Caldawallader has Heights open on the Sabbath.

Omaha— The

prises
here.

will

erect

Subscribe to

THE FILM DAILY Now

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

St.,

—

bermanently closed the Temple at
3131 Lincoln Ave., and will take over
a

To

new house.

Brimmer Resigns
THE FILM DAILY)

a

(Special to

St.

Louis

Petition for

(Special

—

Bill

Brimmer,

to

Sunday Closing

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Pasadena, Cal. It was decided at
recent
meeting of the United

who Church Brotherhood to circulate a
petition among the members of all

recently took over the management
of the local branch of the American
Releasing Corp., has resigned and

returned to Chicago.

churches, demanding that a Sunday
closing law be enacted.
A special
committee was appointed to circulate
the petition.

House Will Have Unique Feature
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Waukegan, 111. Dayton Bros., of
the Orpheum, Kenosha, Wis., have

—

interested local capital in the erection
of a house which will have a novel
feature in that there will be a separate
little theater included for youngsters
who grow tired of the official performances.
The structure will cost
about $375,000.

Newspaper Boosts Theaters
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Columbus, Ind. A campaign which

—

has as its purpose better business during the warm weather has been started in the Evening Republican, a
local

newspaper, which

the
community
houses.

is

urging that

patronize

picture

Eyton Back From China Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Saengers Cut Admissions
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Charles Eyton, genVicksburg,
Miss.
Prices
have eral manager of the Lasky studio, is
been lowered at two Saenger houses expected back in Hollywood about
here, the Walnut and Alamo.
The the 20th of the month from a lengthy
Kathlyn
former is now charging 5 cents for vacation spent in China.
children and 15 and 25 cents for Williams, (Mrs. Eyton), will start
adults at matinees, and 25 and 50 work on her return in "Clarence."

City

Kindly enter my subscription to The Film Daily
for one year, starting immediately, to include

THE FILM DAILY— 313
Including
1921 Year

Weekly Reviews

Issues— Every Day

— 52 Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

— Foreign,

pages

$15

—

—

cents for adults at night. The Alamo
charges 5 cents for children
with
25 cents for grown-ups. At Hattiesburg, C. B. Anderson, manager of
Saenger's Strand, has reduced the
admissions to 5 cents for the kiddies
under 12 and 25 cents for adults,
without the war tax.

New York

Name

Address

Theater Is Sold for $220,000
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Indianapolis,

Ind.

—-The

Opera House Cc. has sold
pire to Edward
of the Sterling

Heucks
the

Em-

D. Evans, president
Fire Insurance Co.,

and Evans Milling Co. for $220,000.

Theatre

_

THE

i
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Putting It

Saturday, June

Over

Sunday's Issue
Here
your

is

horn a brother exhibitor put his

Washington, Pa.

—The

usual Jackie
to a more

novel idea for exploiting "My Boy"
The
it showed at the Capitol.
manager inaugurated a thrift campaign with the co-operation of the
First National Bank. Miniature Jackie
Coogan dolls, small savings' banks
and placards formed the basis for the
bank's window display. A campaign
advocating that all boys of Jackie
Coogan's age should start saving furnished the impetus for the advertising.

when

It

drew
the

over.

Send along

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

ideas.

Coogan parade gave way

won

show

interest in the picture
will of the bank.

good

The newspapers sucessfuUy booked
by Lachmann for the stunt were the
local
Evening News, Fort Worth
Record, Houston Chronicle and Galveston Tribune for the Empire, San
Antonio, Palace, Fort Worth, Queen,
Houston and Queen, Galveston engagements respectively. The idea
was a personal interview from the
editorial rooms of these newspapers
with Erich von Strohein, author, star
and director of "Foolish Wives," over
the long distance telephone to Unistudios.
The interviewers assigned being four feature writers.
Aside from handling the interview,
the newspapers devoted free display
advertising space in their daily issue

and versal

17,

1922

Guts and Flashes
William Farnum has started woi
on "The Miracle Child," at the F(

New York

studio.

Miriam Battista is making a pe|
sonal appearance tour over the Loe-j"
Southern

circuit.

Madge Bellamy will appear wi'i
Jack Pickford in "Garrison's Finish)
an Allied Corp., release for the falll
Orville

Mayhood

special musical

will prepare
score for "After S

Days."

Barney Sherry, Nellie Park
J.
Spaulding, and Jean Jarvis have be(
signed by Hamilton Smith throuj
Jess Smith for "The Jellyfish."

Nathan Hirsh, Aywon, has been ii
Syracuse, N. Y. The idea of performed by cable from Italy that pri
exploitation
announcement
sonal
for one week in advance of the inter- duction on the Maciste feature 1
comes as an effective suggestion from view itself with illustrations and cuts will distribute has been completed.
the Langen, a neighborhood house, of Stroheim in "Foolish
Wives." A
and is a direct outcome of the tre- special story regarding the interviewIn the recent review of "The Croi
mendous acquaintance of L. W. was also used and in two of the cases
Roads of New York," the names
Bladen, the owner.
there were eight
banners
A dignified, stalwart attendant is across the bottom column
of the page.
A the cameramen, were omitted Th(
placed at the entrance of the theater special tack display card was planted were Homer Scott and Fred Jacl
every night and as the patrons come on all newstands, hotel lobbies, cigar man.
^n tells them what the coming atstores and in public gathering places.
The force of this idea Carrier wagons played the stunt up in
tractions are.
Maurice Connelly, borough pres
Goldstein Bros. Get Lease
consists largely in the man's ability real circulation instigator fashion, and dent of Queens, will spend $4,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
to recognize patrons after their first
taking motion pictures showing hO'
Holyoke, Mass. James H. Baker visit, for he happens to have an ex- display in front of the newspaper of- Queens
Blvd. is being improved.
fices
also
marked
the
stunt.
lias leased the Strand to the Goldpert memory for names and faces so
By a special attachment a magnostein Bros.
that the amount spent for his salary vox arrangement enabled crowds to
National
Non-Theatrical M. F
is a dividend paying investment.
hear the interview, which was a uni- Inc., has acquired distribution <
To Rebuild Albany House
que feature of the stunt. The South- "Hamlet," controlled by Malcoli
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Boise, Ida.— The Capital Evening western telephone company not only Strauss, for non-commercial exhib
Albany, N. Y.— Fred Elliott of the
News, asked its readers this search- co-operated with Lachman on the tion. It was made in Italy.
Clinton Square will replace his pres"Is the Marriage Con- campaign, but purchased half page ading question:
ent house by a new 1,200 seat theaThe Kineto Co. of America, h:
tract stronger than the bonds of vertisements in the newspapers as
ter.
illustrated by Galveston layout print- prepared an elaborate catalogue <
love?"
This kept "Beyond the Rocks" and ed herewith, rounding out the work all its releases. The book is printe
Elk Co. Plans House
in
green and brown and contair.
the Pinney theater on the front page of the exploitation nicely.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Everybody was invited
for a week.
many illustrations as well as phot(
Taylor Buys Linwood
graphs of producers of non-theatric)
Charleston, W. Va. A theater seat- to contribute a letter not to exceed
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
her
opinor
explaining
his
film.
100
words
costing
will
be
$50,000
ing 700 and
Pawnee Citj^ Neb. The Linwood
erected at the point of Virginia, Cen- ion in the matter. The Evening News
Ernest Hilliard plaj's the heavy i
offered money prizes amounting to hrs been nought by Edward Taylor,
tral and Delaware St.
from Olin Shannon and Earl Nesbit. "Love's Old Sweet Song," which
$15 and tickets to the Pinney for the
now u-ider w'ay at the Paragon Stuc
best letters.
Lengthen Chain of Houses
Whitten Sells Interest
ios.
There were 1,300 people who
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kokomo, Ind. The Strand has thought they knew the answer to this
Kemmerer, Wyo. George WhitFire Damage Totals $30,000
been bought by the Celebrated Thea- question. The letters made enter- ten's interest in the Kemmerer has
and
the
pubmatter
reading
taining
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Realty Co., from the Strand
ters
L-ef^n sold to Frank and William E.
Amusement Co. Seven houses are licity brought crowds to the theater. Davis.
Fort Madison, Iowa -Losses tota'.
chain.
included
in
the
now
ing $30,000 resulted from a fire at th
Grand. Harry Sullivan and Vincer
Sioux City, Iowa Playing on the
To Build in Cleveland
Hack Managing Two for O'Reilly curiosity of the multitude the manager
Helling operated the house.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Al Hack, manager of Charles L. of the Hipp used the "Peek-Hole"
Cleveland, O.— A sum of $200,000
In the will be spent on the erection of a
O'Reilly's 68th St. Playhouse, will stunt for "Smilin' Through."Chehalis a One Man Town
also manage the new Rex for O'Reilly window of an empty store, prominent- house by the Morlease Co. The site
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on 67th St., New York. The Rex ly located, the "peek-hole" was used it at St. Clair and East lOSth St.
Chehalis, Wash. Chehalis has be
was enlarged from 600 to 900 seats with the sign: "Do Not Look." Arcome
a one-man theater town wit'
it
leading
to
and re-opened last week.
rows of the sidewalk
Jones Plans Theater
the purchase of J. D. Rice's Dreair
The
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
were marked "Dangerous."
R. L. Ruggles who owns the Lib
several
the
Complete Plans for Studio Review
itself,
as
"peek-hole"
^.larion, O.
W. T. Jones has let by
erty.
Ruggles plans to keep bot
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
thousand who investigated discovered, the contract for a new house seating
houses operating.
Los Angeles Today is the date contained nothing more dangerous 450.
set for the first annual studio re- than a colored photograph of Norma
Nanticoke, Pa. Theater Opens
view to be given under the auspices Talmadge in the bridal costume she
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
STUDIO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
of the Post-War Service League and wears in the picture.
and
Connelly
Nanticoke,
Pa.
a number of people connected with the
For sale, consisting of overhead ani
industry.
San Antonio, Tex. An unusual Quigley's State theater has opened.
side banks, broadsides, domes, Du
The studio owned by Lois Weber, stunt afforded "Foolish Wives" first
plex, portables, complete with spide
Will Seat 1,700
has been donated for the purpose, page publicity in four Texas newsboxes and cables. Guaranteed firs
DAILY)
to
THE
FILM
(Special
and the entertainment will be in the papers. Marc Lachmann of the Uniclass condition.
Opera
Abel
Easton,
Pa. The
form of a dansant and vaudeville versal home office planned and exApply Box
31, Film Daily
program. Disabled soldiers will bene- ecuted this stunt for the Southern House will be replaced by a modern
house, seating 1,700.
fit by the affair.
Enterprises chain.
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Authority
FORMERLY
Sunday, June

l¥iil

18,

1922

Sw9&&yb

VIRGINIA VAULI
Frorn Geo.BTOadhui'st's

MATT MOORE JOSEF
SVICKARD
McCormick

Sensational Stajie Success yby Lon^iblon

DIRECTED BY

PEG IN ALD BARKER

Price 25 Cents

Oscar wiiciej"
WOMAN OP
NO IMPORTANCE
vl

I

A

Splendidly Acted Picturization
Author*s Greatest Play

Beautifully Staged,
of a

Noted
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News

ifHE
tfRE(OCHIZED

Week

Headlines

in

Authority

oypiLMDOM

of the
Monday

KORMIRLYl(lil^

XX

Vol.

First conference

Hays
Sunday, June

No. 78

18,

Price 25c.

1922

Copyright, 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks, Inc.

naire to Hays was not answered.
Famous Players to show pre-releases on Broadway
line

Published Daily at 71-73

WID'S FILM

West 44th

St.,

New

York, N. Y., by

AND FILM FOLKS.

INC.

Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor; J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager
Entered

as

matter May 21, 1918, at the post
York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.

second-class

New

at

office

(Postage free), United States, Outside of Greater New York,
Foreign, $15.00.
$10.00 one year; 6 months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Terms

communications to THE FILM DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St.,
York, N. Y. Telephone, Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Hollywood, California: 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Chicago Representative: Irving Mack, 808 South Wabash Ave.
London Representative
W. A. Williamson, Kinematograph Weekly,
85 Long Acre, London, W. C. 2.
Address

all

New

between M. P. T. O. and Will H.
Minnesota to ask why question-

scheduled.

up

to

exploitation.

fall

Tuesday
Hays-Cohen conference reports favorable progress but
divulges no real information covering meeting. Night
session held.
Ltd., buys "Sumurun," "Caligari," "Othel"Destiny" and "Passion" for England. Open-

Goldwyn,
lo,"

wedge for German films.
American Federation of Labor
ing

report

production of motion pictures.

votes against

Indicated project

:

Paris Representative:

Central

European

Film, 42, Rue de Clichy.
Internationale
Representative
(Czecho-Slovakia), Wenzelsplatz.

Le

:

Prague

Filmschau,

was considered.

Downtown

interests

may form

syndicate to produce

abroad.

Bulk of Goldwyn two-year notes recalled and cancelled.

Wednesday

Features Reviewed.

Hays

Revillon Freres pr«sent

NANOOK OF THE NORTH

{
Pathe

Page

;>x.«.^^^^

Albert E. Smith presents

MY WILD

2

IRISH ROSE
Page

Vitagraph

3

Pictures

.

.

.

Page

5

EVIDENCE

Elaine Hammerstein in

Page

Selznick-Select

7

RETRIBUTION
Rialto

eration with the public.
Pathe directors discuss joining Hays association but
take no action.
Film Booking Offices of America to be new name of

R-C Dist. Corp. after July 1.
Wid Gunning and Robert E. Welsh withdraw from

Wid

THE SON OF THE WOLF
R-C

organization to meet with 50 national organ-

izations outside of pictures to secure closer coop-

Page

Prod.— State Rights

Thomas Meighan

in....

8

Gunning,
through R-C.

Goldwyn

to

Physical

Inc.

Thursday
produce "Ben Hur"

A. L. Erlanger.
First National sues

Thomas H.

Page

9

THE DEVIL'S PAWN
Page

Paramount

11

be

with

in association

Ince alleging violation

of contract.

Hays-Cohen conference unproductive of results
More meetings planned,
Hodkinson to distribute Chester comedies.

as yet.

Friday

Agreements between Hays and M.
rentals

P. T. O. reported in

Equitable contracts, lower

process of formation.

Pola Negri in

to

Associated Advertising Clubs of World to work w^ith
Will H. Hays in handling advertising film situation.

OUR LEADING CITIZEN

Paramount

distribution

and cheaper accessories among subjects

dis-

cussed.

Many

notables expected at T. O. C. C. dinner to Sen-

James J. Walker on Monday.
John Brunton to head Miami Studios,
ator

THE
Monroe Salisbury in
American Releasing Corp
Mason
Fox

Shirley

in

GREAT ALONE
Page

13

LIGHTS OF THE DESERT
Page

14

Thomas A. Edison

Inc.

Life

be filmed.
Saturday
Hodkinson extends tie-up with exhibitor units
nesota, Massachusetts and Arkansas.
of

in

Universal leases Randolph theater, Chicago, for
years.

Page

Short Reels

**

Pardoning the bad

is

15

work

to

Many

injuring the

film

men

sail for

Europe.

good "^Benjamin

Franklin,

Minfive

THE

1a^<

-saf

DAILV

W Totally Different Picture

of the

Revillon Freres presents

average temperature

Pathe

Robert

J.

Flaherty

None
None

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Not credited

An

unusual production, quite
general
run of photoplay endifferent from the
tertainment, highly absorbing and interesting
Not a plot; but a picturization of the
STORY
exceedingly
lives and habits of the Eskimo
;

educating
Excellent

when you

take into con-

sideration that the players are not legitimate

actors

PHOTOGRAPHY

At times very good

LIGHTINGS

Natural

PLAYERS

Nenook, chief of an Eskimo tribe,
and his family show how the people of the far
North exist
EXTERIORS
Vast lands of ice and snow
Only one, the inside of the igloo
INTERIORS
(Eskimo's snow hut)

DETAIL

Interesting, explanatory sub-titles

CHARACTER OF STORY

The never-ending

hunt for food by Nanook for his wife and family

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
The

where the sea

You

Be Missed
where the

35 degrees below zero

is

—800

5,757 feet

frozen and the land produces nothing.

is

will never

know how much you

you have seen "Nanook
vivid

don't

of the North."

know

It is

until

the most

and dramatic, intimate glimpse into the

lives

of the North's uncivilized inhabitants.

But the production is not all dramatic. There is a
generous sprinkling of comedy incidental to the lives
of these strange people who, though called uncivilized,

marked

display

manner of providwork of the Eskimo

intelligence in their

own

ing for their

DIRECTION

1922

18,

miles North of civilization's most northerly outposts,

PRODUCED BY
AUTHOR

WHOLE

that Shouldn't

cidedly frigid, the scenes having been shot

"NANOOK OF THE NORTH"

AS A

N orth

Sunday, June

The

needs.

chief

hunt for food, which is as scarce
m that section of the country as the proverbial "hen's
teeth."
Their method of obtaining food and their
is

his never-ending

manner

consumes nearly six reels
most absorbing picture you have seen in a long time.

general
of

of living

Probably the most

interesting

incidents

are

the

snow hut, Nanook's
salmon and spearing the walrus,
and the scenes showing how the Eskimo mother cares
building of the igloo, the native

method

of catching

almost impossible to describe
the worth while features of this film.

for her children.
in

words

It will

all

It is

have to be seen to be appreciated.

Synopsis

:

Nanook and

Where

food

his family,

is

to be found, there goes

from his wife

to his

naked

so far this year, goes to the Pathe Freres production,

baby, carried in the fur "parka" on her shoulders.
In summer they go down the river to the salmon and

"Nanook

walrus fishing grounds at

it

first

prize for unique photoplay entertainment,

of the North," a picture that carries with

little

sea.

In winter they are

not only a powerful dramatic quality in the stark

often actually starving before they catch a seal and

North, but genuine educa-

appease their hunger on its raw meat. When night
comes every member of the family helps build the
ice igloo.
In an hour it is ready for occupancy and
they take off their fur clothes, use them for pillowB
and crawl under fur robes. In the morning the Eskimo
mother washes her baby, the dog sleds are packed
and they are ofif, for the search for food furnishes the
motive for everything they do and necessitates their

reahties of

life

in the far

even surpasses many of the customary
film is wholly unlike anything that
has ever been presented and for those who are continually crying for something new in pictures, "Nanook
of the North," fills a long felt want.
No scenarist was employed and no story plot is
found in the picture.
What you see is real life
tjra])hically told in pictures.
The atmosphere is detional value that

travelogues.

The

nomadic

life.

You Can Go the Limit on Your Promises That
Box

It Is

Unique and Entertaining

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

though "Nanook of the North" is desbox office find. It is so entirely
unique and offers entertainment of such a vastly

for exploiting the oflfering.

different type than the usual photoplay that its appeal

the picture deals with the actual living of the Eskimo.

should be far-reaching. There is no doubt but what
educational value is of a high calibre.

It is not merely acted for the camera.
They are really
going about their regular routine. Give the producer
the credit he deserves and do your best to put it over.

It

1(1.

)ks as

tined to be a real

its

If

you book the

picture, first of all secure a press

sheet from your exchange.

need to

know and has

It

contains everything you

plenty of excellent suggestions

Let your folks know that

THE
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Vitagraph Offers Pleasing Entertainment

anyone could ask for. With the exception of those
strictly opposed to any and all things Irish, the production will have a universal appeal. The story mixes

Albert E. Smith presents

"MY WILD IRISH ROSE"
Vitagraph

DIRECTOR

David Smith
Dion Boucicault
G. Graham Baker and Harry

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY
Dittmar

AS A

Stephen Smith

WHOLE

Smith

Director

Jr.

Picturesque offering containing

An

to finish.

atmosphere

is

injected
is

unlimited

unusually realistic and picturesque Irish
maintained throughout, even to the old

atmosphere

A
side

wholesome love story with one or
romances, mixes humor and pathos in

DIRECTION

Very good; provides beautiful
backgrounds making the film always good to

look at; maintains splendid interest

PHOTOGRAPHY

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Good

PLAYERS

An

entirely capable and pleasing cast

Helen Howard, Edward

with Pat O'Malley,

and Maude Emery handling the principal
Bobbie Mack gives fine characterization,
also James Farley, Pauline Starke hasn't enough
to do

Cecil

roles;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Beautiful

by man he thinks

Irishman imprisoned

his friend nearly loses his

is

his sweetheart, and his estate through the

"friend's"

scheming

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Vitagraph

is

as

Dion

adapted

has

"The Shaughraun,"

7,650 feet

Boucicault's

for the screen, giving

it

play,

the fully

"My Wild

Irish Rose." The picwholesome
an entertainment as
clean and

appropriate

excellent

The

beauty.

photography

entire picture

but written

in

is

greatly

enhances

their

exceptionally well photo-

graphed and nicely lighted.
*
The story deals with the days prior to the establishment of the Irish Free State and except for the atmos
phere, it is not strikingly different from the usual
romance in which the villain tries to separate the
lovers. However, Director Smith, has skilfully handled
the theme and makes it thoroughly interesting and
entertaining. He blends pathos and humor in a pleasing manner, building toward the climax with considerable suspense and wastes no time in arriving
at the ending once it is in sight.
A strong and capable company portrays the various
characters, each one well suited to his individual role.
Robert Folliott is sentenced to prison for
Story
supposedly agitating the Irish people against the governnunt
Robert does not know that his friend,
Kinchella, caused the imprisonment because he wants
Robert's sweetheart, Rose, and his estate. Conn, the
Shaughraun, aids Robert's escape but he is again taken
prisoner. Kinchella, learning Robert is to be pardoned,
Eventually
persuades him to escape once more.
ICinchella's perfidy is exposed by his frightened stool
pigeon, Duff, and Robert is reunited with Rose, while
Conn, the ragamuffin, is happy with Moya, the priest's

title

of

ward.

Contains Plenty of Audience Appeal and
Box
your folks

like real

graph production.

wholesome entertainment you

ments necessary

It is interesting,

human

to

laughs and sobs the

way

[or the feature's pictorial

Rose"

is

contains the ele-

interest stuff

they like

it.

appeal and

arood to look at.

Can Stand

Boosting

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

should be easily able to satisfy them with this Vita-

Irish

all

exteriors, particularly, are very beautiful

:

Good
Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY
life,

and

The

pictorial

pretty to look at from start

Gaelic.

delightful fashion

Wild

has

jaunting carts and the sub-titles are

two

If

—

appealing sentiment and particularly attractive

STORY

ture

humor with pathos in a way that makes for that
human interest stuff. And there's
plenty of it in "My Wild Irish Rose."
popular element

appeal, and the picture

CAMERAMAN

Love Story

in Irish

and blends

Make promises
tell

them

"My

A good musical accompaniment will have a lot to
do with putting, it over. The song from which the
picture gets its name should be prominent in your
score.
Pauline Starke and Pat O'Malley are probably
the best known names to use, but you can promise an
entirely good cast.
Boost the title and exploitation
stunts should prove worth while.
Do your best to
get them interested and the box office should be satisfied with the residts.

B.

P.

SCHULBERG
presents

RICH MENS WIVES
o\i

'»%

^anes Christine Johnson and Jranhuazexj
Directed by

~

GASNIER

Distributed by

AL LICHTMAN
CORPORATION
576-FiFTHAVENUE-N.Y.

AL

UCKtNJM -president

^^,^,^
B.P,

SCHULBERG-i7ic«/ir«Wm<

J.G.

BACHMANN-trea««r?l=
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Very Attractive Backgrounds
"THE SON OF THE WOLF"

the Outstanding Feature of This

R-C Pictures

The

real live bits are

found in the pic-

when the villain sends a huge bolder
snow, hurling down the mountain side in the path
the heroine. Then there is a pretty fair thrill when

ture.

DIRECTOR

But three

North.

first is

Norman Dawn

of

AUTHOR

Jack London

of

SCENARIO BY

W. Heywood

CAMERAMAN

Not

the villain meets his death by falling off a snowcovered cliff, and finally the knife fight between the
hero and one of his Indian sweetheart's tribal suitors.

AS A

WHOLE

Some more

credited

fine cooling

ern atmosphere in picture that
entertaining

is

North-

only mildly

Doesn't contain enough action and Indian sequence is very unconvincing

DIRECTION

Fair; seems as though he might
have gotten much more out of the story than
he does

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS

All right

Wheeler Oakman and Edith Rob-

erts satisfactory principals; others

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suitable

and not very good
Frontiersman in love

Titles too long

with Indian

has to bribe
in order to win her
girl

all

her tribal suitors

R-C

4,790 feet

Pictures offers a contribution to the

list

of hot

consumed with mostly just
titles, some quite unneces-

sary and not well written.

One
the

quality that

Wolf"

is

is

"The Son of
Director Dawn has made

totally lacking in

suspense.

keep his audience guessing. Everything
happens along in such an anticipated fashion that the
little effort

to

interest

not well sustained.

is

Probably the material

wasn't especially strong, but it does seem that with
such fine atmosphere, a much better entertainment
if

the director had applied

some of his own ingenuity.
The sequence in which the hero persuades the
Indian to allow him to marry the squaw is never convincing.
In the first place the make-up of the
"Indians"

is

terribly exaggerated

ency toward burlesque

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

is

many

might have been realized

adequate

Unusually beautiful shots

CHARACTER OF STORY

rest of the offering

pictures and a great

STORY

PLAYERS

The

in the

and there

scenes

among

is

a tend-

the Indians

themselves.

Wheeler Oakman and Edith Roberts are

much

satisfactory

The

pro-

in roles that don't require

duction- contains almost unlimited appeal in the

way

Ashley Cooper, Fred Kohler, Thomas
Stanton, Arthur Jasmine and Eagle
Fred
Jefferson,
Eye.
Story
Scruff Mackenzie, white frontiersman, goes
to Dawson to purchase gifts for Chief Thling Tinner,
father of Chook-Ra, the squaw, whom Scruff is to
marry. In Dawson he is vamped by a dancer but
Chook-Ra follows and wins back her lover. Her own
people object to the union but finally Scruff wins
them over with gifts.

weather pictures

in

"The Son

of attractive exteriors.

of the Wolf."

There are continual shots

of

snow and ice, and particularly picturesque views of
snow covered mountains and peaks. Among others,
one scene that stands out strongly, is a view of a
peculiar shaped tree photographed against pure snow
backgrounds. It is really an unusually pretty shot.
The story is by Jack London and while it contains
bits of action, it isn't as fast moving as most folks
expect of not only Jack London, but any story of the

May

Please But

them you need not hesitate in booking "The
the Wolf." But if they expect a lot of action
fast moving story you are apt to disappoint

to please

it

because the picture

thrilling or exciting as they will

With Jack London

is

want

Others

in the cast are

:

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

beautiful snow-covered backgrounds are sufficient

Son of
and a
them with

of them.

They Will Certainly Expect More Action

Box

If

very

not nearly as
it

to be.

as author they will hope for a

much

and
you think the atmosphere will offer sufficient compenEdith Roberts is
sation, you can let them have it.
probably the best known of the players, although
Wheeler Oakman's name might also be used. Display
plenty of stills in the lobby and make promises for
better story, but

where they are not

the atmosphere and scenery.

critical

THE CRADLE BUSTERby

h
'A

comedy -drama, presented
FivL'-rcel
Fiarilc Turtle and I-'rcd Waller, Jr., written
anU directed by I''rank Tultle. Distributed
by American Releasing Corporation. Star,
At Hew Vork Cameo,
Olenn Xiunicr.

May

present

Osgood Perkiris
Townscnd Martin

Holcombe Derry

Beatrice Morgan

Mrs. Itecd

purpose, atjd entertaining withal.
Certainly the "movies" are awakening to a new sense of human values
when Ro many new pictures touch
upon Universal experiences- in so
kindly and constructive a way.
"A problem play" used to mean
invariably sor.o twist of the eternal
triangle, usually a reverse twist involving a scarlet woman in some
capacity. The situations ordinarily
were entirely theatrical and the
far
remote from
circumstances
Here Is a
everyday experience.
ijl.iy

of

commonplace life-

Glenn
Hunter

the struggle of a young man, too
petted by hi3

much pampered and
household, who soelt'S

v/

crippling

make

his

to break away
eitvironment and

own way

In fthe

world.

Nothing more startling tWan that,
but it makes an absorbing tale, told
as it is in gentle and kindly comedy.
Ben Reed (Glenn Hunter) reaches
zl bearing a cru.shing handicap In
the nieltnanie of "Sweetie." bestowed by a. doting mother and
wor.sihiptul family entourage of servants.
Of course, 4ie'.-i the butt of
the olheiiboys. unlii jn revolt and
with the deierniinatlon of establishing his spotting blood he visits
a local cabaret and there falls In

with Cay Dixon (Marguerite Courtot), the belle of the small town.
In Jest Gay at first kids the boy
along, conspiring with tho other
boys ot the town, until she finds
something real and substantial behind all his awkward male flapper
exterior. Then she falls for him irt
earnest. Here begins a pretty little
love story, rich in high comedy incident, leading to the plan ot the
pair to elope. They go to a fashionhotel In a nearby big city
where a celebration is going on.
Ben hires a mi.^fit dress suit in
order to qualify for admittance, and

^i

trace the elopers and there follows
the battle ot the kid to stand on hi.s
own feet and fight out his own
little
individual battle.
Ho goes
down to temporary defeat, ot course,
but suddenly there arises a crisis

CRADLE
BUSTER
Tuttle-Waller
Traduction

half-grown manhood of the
youngster asserts itself in her de-

—

A

help the picture a .great deal, but
the film itself. Is the best kind ot
modern screen high comedy and

ought to make Us way on merit.

VARIETY, June id^"""^

I

.

.Glenn Hunter exceptionally
very good.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair.

Cast also

fine.

Titling against canvas

back very

effective.

TIME

One hour
interested

without

being terribly

stirred;

you're

over.

The Cradle Buster tells the story of young Benjamin
Franklin Reed, nicknamed "Sweetie" back in the dark days
of defcpseless babyhood.
The nickname and the mother's
pampering follow him around for twenty-one long years.
On the third of July, his twenty-first birthday, he balks!
Next day, after getting "into the papers," he almost
weakens, but a glance at the calendar. Independence Day,
fortifies him.
He sticks to his purpose and the actress whom
he met last night.
She is a dancer, a singer and a tightrope walker, who, he is surprised to learn, is unlike other
actresses, in that she neither smokes nor "takes it out in
drink."
Curiously, he loves her, even though she would
gladly exchange "the slapstick for the broomstick."
Naturally Mother Reed is hysterical, and "Blarney" Dixon, the
girl's father, is, apparently, not so keen about the match,
either.
And the ball starts rolling elopements, chases, embarrassments of youth, and finally, actual union!
'

You don't have slapstick in "The Cradle Buster," nor
are you jolted with horseplay it's just fun, farce, humor.
Now you think you're seeing traces of Tarkington, and
then it seems like George Ade's language; there are dim
suggestions of "Scratch My Back" humor, too'. Though not
startling in originality, "The Cradle Buster" will give your
patrons things to laugh over after they've left the house
and that's what counts for the theatre's future receipts, as
well as immediate returns.

—

^ou
not

we
much about our

liave nulicetl lliat

saying

lea'-es

make

— we

are
re-

are
lelling others
the appraisals. While keep,

It's a simple, almost trifling, story,
except for the drama.tic climax, but
it has a real thrill of adventure to
the sympathetic observer and it delivers the finest kind of a miniature
etching of human experience that
cannot but touch the great majority.
The title is extremely pat after your
have seen the picture, but it lacks
something ot pull In the lights be-

fore a theatre.
It is too open to
misinterpretation.
Until one has
followed the story the title doesn't
mean anything.
more descriptive title would

CAST.

nor meaty, but the sort that will
work fine. Good comedy.

Detail

—

rate "The Cradle Buster" as "a
lOO'A picture. ''Every body likes it.

all

please.

TH E

tense.
Young Ben .saves the girl
and wins her for the happy ending happy in more ways than one.

threatened and

.

Fair

Good

amused without getting overheated; the one melodramatic
thrill that comes toward the end is like the snap of breeze
that is part of any midsummer day.
It freshens you all

the

girl's life is

Offers splendid possibilities

You're

ing i|uiet we have had every
daily paper, every trade press
eritir and every I'^evie wing service

The

Very good

EXPLOITATION
PRODUCTION
DIRECTION
STORY Not serious

in

able

about this detail is built up a lot
of extremely funny (and equally
touching) comedy.
Ben's family

ENTERTAINMENT

For good, clean mental refreshment "The Cradle Buster
will solve part of the exhibitor's summer program troubles.

nothing mOre highly colored than

from

GLENN HUNTER
"THE CRADLE BUSTER"

in

"The Cradle Buster" is a finely
conceived and delightfully presented
problem play done In a splendid
spirit ot sympathetic humor, a picture play ot wholesorne intent and

problem

Buster"
AMERICAN RELEASING CORPORATION

Frank Tuttle & Fred Waller Jr.

Loia Blaine

Salty f\nn Parsons
"Craclted" .Spoony

'J.

There's a laugh for everybody in "The Cradle

21.

Benlamin Fraitklln-Kcedl ("Sweetie").
Clenn Hunter
Marguerite Couftot
Gay Dixon
William H. Toolter
"lilariiey" Dixon
/Mary Foy
Melia Prout
.

RELEASING
In

(

anadit;

<^;iii.trli:in

rtcun
CORPORATION

RcU-a.'.in;: ,('.6rooratiiJn.LiiniU'4

Glenn Hunter's pantomime is a work of
porting cast was splendidly chosen.

art.

His sup-

In exploiting "The Cradle Buster" you might get the cooperation of haberdashers, showing the first full dress suit
that was really made for, not borrowed for, "Sweetie"; the
cigar stores might display "Sweetie's" first big black cigar
the toy shop might hang out some firecrackers for "Sweetie's" birthday party; a confectioner and a baker might be
called in for similar aid. Ballyhoos, lobby displays, calliopes,
can all be used effectively, for the individual characters and
the locale of the story lend themselves wonderfully to advertising. The star's popularity as a juvenile on the stage,
especially if your audience has seen "Clarence or "Intimate
Strangers," will provide splendid material for exploitation.
H^il/i a little work on your part, and the right music, you can't
help putting "The Cradle Buster" over.

Story and direction by Frank Tuttle.
Photography by Fred Waller.
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Old Theme But

Skilfully

Handled and Has a Strong Climax

Elaine Hammerstein in

"EVIDENCE"

Montague's "Evidence," there are opportunities which
provide her with a well varied role and one that she

Selznick-Select

handles splendidly.

DIRECTOR

George Archainbaud

AUTHOR

Edward
Edward

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

a long time

The
;

Montagne
J. Montagne
Not credited
J.

best vehicle star has had in

good audience appeal and accumu-

lative interest

STORY

Based on

fairly familiar situation

but

and contains

fine

skilfully handled, well acted

new

twist in climax

A

DIRECTION
up for
whole

it

little

in latter reels

slow starting but makes
good production on the
;

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR

Very good
All right

Particularly pleasing and deserving of

more opportunities such

SUPPORT

Niles

as she has in this

Welch again

plays opposite

and does good work; others who do well
?*e Holmes Herbert, Constance Bennett and
star

Ernest Hilliard

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

CHARACTER OF STORY

Few
Attractive
Suffices

Actress wife turns

on brother-in-law who seeks to separate
her from her husband who is his brother
tables

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
This

About

5,000 feet

undoubtedly the best story that Elaine
Hammerstein has had in quite some time and therefore the best picture she has offered recently.
She
has had the misfortune of being given uninteresting
and extremely light material that gave her little or
no opportunity to display her delightful personality
and the real ability that she possesses. But in Edward
is

You Can Make Promises and
Box

Tell

Both as the actress and, later as the wife, the star
wholly pleasing and holds her audience right from
the start. She wears some more very beautiful gowns
and wraps that will also gain plenty of admiration.
She is given a capable supporting company, with
is

Niles Welch again playing the lead satisfactorily.
Holmes Herbert has the next important part and the

minor roles are quite good.
Montagne's theme, in the main,

is

not strikingly

original, but it goes to show what can be done with
even familiar situations if they are skilfully handled.
He uses the marriage of an actress to an aristocrat
as his main situation and the subsequent unhappiness
when the man's people refuse to accept his wife. But
the new addition is the introduction of a by-plot which,
even though it requires rather a lot of sub-titles, is
fully interesting and leads up to a strong climax.
The brother of the girl's husband, a judge, believes
her guilty of misconduct, judging her solely upon circumstantial evidence.
The clever twist is that in
which the girl reverses the situation, threatens to hold
the brother-in-law as co-respondent and thereby convinces him how easy it is to accuse a person merel)'
through such evidence.
Director Archainbaud spends a little too long in

getting into the plot, but

it

moves

swiftly thereafter

and the climax carries with it a good deal of punch
and is forcefully presented.
Story: Philip Rowland's brother. Judge Rowland,
is the chief objector to his marriage to Florette, an
actress, so when Rowland finds Paul Stanley in Flo's
boudoir, he

dom.

How

demands

that she give Philip his free-

Florette cleverly locks the Judge in her

room and convinces him how easy it will be for her
to name him as co respondent is followed by the
reunion of Flo and her husband.

Them They

Will Like

The

Star in This

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

"Evidence" should prove a good box office attracit presents a very pleasing star
who finally has a story that is worthy of her but also
because it is the sort of picture that contains eflfective
audience appeal, the kind of atmosphere and dramatic
situations that seem to please the average picture-

is a very good time to regain their interest
Play up the fact that it is the best story she
has had in some time and catchlines will undoubtedly
interest them. Say: "See how Elaine Hammerstein,
as the actress wife of an aristocrat, turns the tables
on the brother-in-law who tries to separate her from

goer.

her husband, and proves

tion not only because

If

they have been discouraged with the star's recent

offering this
in her.

is

sometimes unjust,"

how

circumstantial evidence

THE

^fk

DAILV

Good Acting and Atmosphere
"RETRIBUTION"
Prod.— State Rights

Rialto

DIRECTOR

Camillo Innocent!
Hamilton Fyfe
Fausto Salvatori
Carlo Montuori
Historic melodrama filled with

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Florentine murders and vendetta

made

in Italy.

Splendid settings and good acting
STORY
Does not make the best screen material.

Theme

taken from the story of Lucretia Borgia
and her crafty brother Caesar Borgia. Many
taken with history

liberties

DIRECTION

Good

most

Allows
overacting and divides the attention between
several themes.

for the

part.

Gave more attention

to detail

than to development

PHOTOGRAPHY

Uneven

'.

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

Do

Poor
Belong to the

very good work.

old school of acting

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good

Good
Plenty.

Continually rambling

CHARACTER OF STORY

Ambition of brother
of Lucretia Borgia causes him to plot and murder those in his path. Downfall caused by mad

Sunday, June

in Italian

18,

1922

Melo

motives and action. This type of story does not make
the very best screen material, for not only does it
require many titles, but to secure dramatic effects
it has taken many liberties with history.
It is very
doubtful if the Pope withdrew his support from
Caesar, his only living son, but even if this were true
the period, of time between the murder of Alfonso
and the death of Caesar is four or five years and not
the few days indicated in the picture. Then Caesar,
according to history, was killed in battle and not
murdered on the city streets.
The director has secured some splendid eflfects and
for the most part has done very well with his material.
The masses of detail required to present this flowery
period have been given careful attention, with the
result that some of the main business has been neglected and a good deal of the action over-shadowed.
The photography is very good in spots and poor in
other places.

The

Poor lighting

some

players do

is

the main cause.

nice bits of acting of the heavy

dramatic style.
The role of Caesar is played by
Enrico Piacentini, and Lucretia by SafTo Momo. The
blind girl, Rosa, is played by Signorina Sangusto, and
the splendid acting of the jester

Papa.
Story
causes a

is

done by Signor

interest, however, is divided between three main
themes which, being developed together, necessitate
jumping from one to the other. This eflfect is not
over agreeable and makes for a rambling screen drama.
Due to the construction of the story and faulty

Borgia, son of Pope Alexander,
be blinded because she rejected his
attentions.
The girl's lover goes mad and becomes
a court jester. While Caesar plots to kill his brotherin law, the jester plans vengeance upon Caesar.
But
Caesar is too powerful. He manages to kill his sister's
husband and removes the body to the Vatican where
his father, the Pope, is called to say mass. The jester
now realizes his hour has come and he incites the pubThe mob storms the church, but
lic against Caesar.
at the sight of the Pope they sink to their knees and
Caesar passes through them under his father's protection.
Not many days later he is attacked and
murdered and now with their mission done the blind

continuity, long titles are

girl

jester

wronged many years before

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
"Retribution" was
cast of actors.

The

of detail helps build

atmosphere.

The

made

in Italy

5,800 feet

with a very able
and a world

sets are splendid,

up a

story

is

fairly accurate Florentine

taken from history and

deals with the Borgia family and their

many

intrigues.

The

necessary to explain the

girl to

;

Foreign Atmosphere and Settings
Box

Caesar

:

and the jester are united.

Your Main

Talking Points

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Foreign atmosphere and settings are your best talkBut also mention the fact that the picture was made in Italy and promise some good acting.
Tell them that "Retribution" is a screen story of
Lucretia Borgia, and that the action took place in
the year 1500 when Italy was filled with intrigue and
ing points.

romance.
Give them some idea of the story and display the
stills of the scenes where hundreds of extras were
employed. This feature should attract the Italians

your community and a special appeal should be
made to them. Italian and American flags around
the lobby will help attract, and also indicate that the
in

picture

was made on

the other side and that

it

deals

with a period of Italian history.

The production

is

pictures and will be
historic

drama.

your min4,

See

different

from the usual run of

welcomed by those
it

first if

there

is

interested in

any doubt

in

-1

Have YOU said

I could gei
I can get the crowds?'''
Here is THE picture!
"if

THE PICTURE

I^EVILLON FREF^ES
uresencs
presents

'NANOOKit™lNORTE
\

'^^^^.^^
^"^-^"^

Produced/))/
I^OBEI<T

SUCH
time.

J.

FLAHERTY

a picture
It is

F.I<,G.S.

comes once

in a life-

just such a picture as

you have been looking

for during

the dull days of the past twelve months.

You know

that

if

you've got the picture

you can get the crowds.
Your chief worry has been
tures are so scarce.

that big pic-

Here

is

as big a

picture as this business has ever seen,
different, absolutely different

from any

other ever made.

//V a picture thai

offers

immefts^

opportunities for exploitation^
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ONCE
"Why

in

moon

blue

a

there

comes

that

makes you say

hasn't

something

a picture

some one done

like that

before?"
•;i

There are thousands of

feat-

ures that are alike in. everything except cast.

Here's a picture unlike anything you ever saw, taken in a

country where no motion picture camera ever

It

went before.

has the most real
the

interest;

most unusual

thrills. Its interest

For six

reels

it

human

never

flags.

holds you with

a mighty grip.

Audience value?
of

It's

just full

it.

Book

it for

buy of

the best picture

thts

and many

months I
I
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George Ade's First Screen Story Gives Meighan Good Vehicle
Thomas Meighan
"

For the most part Director Green keeps it moving
along at a good pace but there are one or two sequences
that are too long drawn out. The first four or five

in

OUR LEADING CITIZEN"
Paramount

DIRECTOR

Alfred Green

AUTHOR

George Ade
George Ade and Waldemar

SCENARIO BY
Young

CAMERAMEN

Guy Wilky and Wm. Mar-

L.

shall

AS A

WHOLE

A

comedy offering
George Ade humor;

satisfying

containing some typical

should please

STORY

when
Good

is

inter-

drags once or twice
for the most part although
DIRECTION
it could have been speeded up through the use
it

of less footage

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Up

to usual standard

Very agreeable and well suited
Lois Wilson pleasing and several
SUPPORT
less important but good performances by William P. Carleton, Theodore Roberts, James Neill,
Lucien Littlefield and Guy Oliver
Good
EXTERIORS

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Appropriate

Ample

CHARACTER OF STORY

War

hero boosted

Congress by those who wish to buy his
vices, is elected, but on his own merits
for

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

ser-

6,634 feet

George Ade offers his first story for the screen in
"Our Leading Citizen," starring Thomas Meighan.
It is a firt rate comedy number and presents Meighan
in an atmosphere that suits him very well.
It contains a romantic twist and there's some home-run
cracks on politics and politicians in general. The subtitles have a good deal of Ade's philosophy and on
the whole, the picture

is

one that offers a pleasing

Pleasing

Comedy
Box

You can undoubtedly

please your crowd with this

admirers for him. If he has a following already it
will grow with the showing of "Our Leading Citizen."
If he hasn't, here is a good time to get them interested

something to

Many
hero's

from

good picture but

it

same time make
you at the box office.

might have

wasn't so long.

come through the
He just can't keep away

of the laughs in the picture

weakness

it,

if it

a

for fishing.

Guy Oliver,
The role of

with

as Cale Higginson, his chief

"lazy

Dan" Bentley

gives

Meighan one

of the biggest hero parts he has ever
He's a hero in every inch of the film, from
start to finish.
There's a lot of fun in the sequence

had.

where he returns from France and dodges the celebration which his townspeople have arranged to welcome him home. The romance that is woven in gives
Lois Wilson plenty of opportunity to be appealing.

Meighan makes

a very likeable hero even

a bit exaggerated.

The

role carries with

it

if

a

it

is

good

audience appeal and gives the star things to do that
gains for him the admiration of his audience.

Even

though George Ade originated them, it will be Meighan who gets the applause. "Our Leading Citizen"
promises more of the Ade humor for the screen.
Story

Dan was

:

a lawyer, also lazy, but

when

the

girl he loved, chided him about not doing big things,
he went to it and put his home town on the map.
Then the girl's brother proposed that he run for Con-

Dan agreed

gress and

until he learned that his services

were to be bought. How Dan wins the nomination
on his own merits, as well as the love of the girl and
tale.

Go Well

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Meighan picture. It offers wholesome comedy
and presents the star in a particularly fine part, one
that suits him very well and will likely gain more

at the

been a whopper

is

Offering That Should

latest

him and

The ending, while good and containing some real
humorous business, is somewhat anti-climactic. "Our

the support of her brother, completes the

entertainment.

in

but when they get to the
goes fishing instead of attend-

style,

Tom

ing to his nomination for Congress, the story drags
because too much footage is consumed in getting him
back to fight those who refused to support him when
they found he couldn't be bought to do their bidding.

tempter.

PHOTOGRAPHY

.

good

point where hero

Leading Citizen"

Offers good entertainment and

esting except

reels gets off in

his

name mean

Be sure
first for

to tell

George Ade story

them

it

is

He

is

such a well

the screen.

a

— his

known humorist

that the mention of his name, without further explanation,

should be

suggest

sufficient.

themselves

readily

synopses of the story.

expending a

Exploitation stunts should

little effort

It

from

the

press

sheet

should be worth your while

to put the picture over.

Li IIt an Kees

in

a See fie from

LOVE'S LAST
PRODUCED

T. L.

DREAM

IN NASSAU, FLA. BY

GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
I

Cast Includes

Gypsy O'Brien,

Clark Rider,

Bobo Del Mente and

RELEASING ARRANGEMENTS
New

Yoi'k Represc?itative

Henry

NOW

Lillian

Kees

IN NEGOTIATION

Boll man, 67

W.

44th

St.

I

Gypsy

O Br'ien and Clark

Rider

in

a Scene from

''''Loves

Last Dream'

THE
BOBB
Sunday, June

Has Nothing

Picture
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DAILV

1922

18,

to

Recommend

Prod.

Not credited
Not credited
Not credited
Not credited

AUTHOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

A

spect except that
still

a

given

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

AS A

very poor picture in every represents Pola Negri who is

it

good actress

A

STORY

but never convincing nor entertaining
Ordinary; provides a decidedly
DIRECTION
unattractive production but gives fair attention
to players

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

Usually too bright
good work and will prove interesting to her many admirers
Satisfactory performances from the
SUPPORT
principals but sub-ordinates all overact

other's

Good
Terrible

sity

name

in order to

where she

whom

is

she never

Ordinary
.Jewess assumes angain entrance to Univer-

reunited with her real father

knew
4,712 feet

"The Devil's Pawn," Paramount's latest Pola Negri
shows no improvement ovr the few recent offerings.
all of which prove considerably disappointing- after her
two or three big successes headed by "Passion." The
present picture contains a story based on the famous
stage play written by John Brennert and John Kraly,
"The Yellow Ticket." As a photoplay the adaptation
might have proven a bigger success if capably produced 1)ut even tlie presence of (icrman;, 's most popular star, fails to make "The Devil's Pawn" a good en-

or no thought to production values. Sets ap-

little

scene a distorted and confused appearance.

The camera work is also very poorly judged and the
photography at times very poor with the lighting occasionally glaring ui)on the players' faces.

The

below the standard set by the
come from the German studios, that it is all the more disappointing.
Pola Negri
is its only asset but her appearance and performance
alone are not sufficient to put the film over. She is interesting to watch at all times and her supporting company does pretty good work.
picture

is

so far

Depends Upon

The

director tells the story in a careless, disjointed

work

fashion and even the good

of those

who

edited

American market does not succeed in making
smooth running. The more dramatic situations of
"The Yellow Ticket" have been toned down somewhat
and only the revelry of the students remains to satis-

it

for the

it

fy these in search of sensation.
fer little that

might appeal

One

who

in

character

the story

is

to this type of audience.

what becomes

lead to believe he

is

of-

plays a more or less prominent part
completely left out in the close, nor is

there any explanation as to

audience

Even these scenes

is

in love

The

of him.

with the hero-

Story

:

Lea Raab,

a Jewess, uses strategy to gain

entrance to the University of Petrograd to which Jews
She presents the birth certificate

are not admitted.

dead sister of Ossip Storki, her friend, and is adDemetri, a student, falls in love with her but
ignores her when he finds her in a notorious resort.

of the

mitted.

He

refuses explanations and Lea jumps out of the
window. In the hospital she is found by Storki who
has meanwhile learned of her using his sister's name.
How Lea finds that the Professor under whom she
studied, is her father and is happy with Demetri, completes the tale.

tertainment.

Star's Popularity
Box

Whether or Not They Like

It

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

you consider the star's name sulficient to get them
and then tliink they will be satisfied merely with
her appearance, you can book "The Devil's Pawn."
Otherwise you will have little to offer them and if you
have comebacks to contend with you are likely to hear
from them if you give them "The Devil's Pawn." The
production is so much below the present day standard
that they won't accept it and it is decidedly foreign in
If

indicate that the director has

ine of the story.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

in

Pola Negri

pear to be thrown together and out of proportion. The
walls are usually papered in gaudy style, giving the

Sometimes very bad

CHARACTER OF STORY

of

better offerings that have

disconnected story, fairly dramatic

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

But Appearance

It

The production would

Pola Negri in

"THE DEVIL'S PAWN"

UFA

11

:'l)pearance.

This

is

another drawback.

The star's name alone will be all you can work with.
You know best what she can do for you and can judge
Mention

accordingly.

of the fact that the story

adapt-iticm of the stage play

bring them

in

is

"The Yellow Ticket"

an

will

where the notoriety gained by the play

has not been forgotten.

MONTE CRISTO
To

the Exhibitors and Distributors of the

United States and Canada

I

OTICE

is

signed has
alleged

hereby given to you that the underreceived

distributors

information that
in

several

the United States are

soliciting contracts for the exhibition of a

motion picture

photoplay entitled "Monte Cristo" which is a reissue of
a film distributed many years ago by the General Film
Company, starring Hobart Bosworth. That film is
based on the so-called O'Neill-Fechter version of
"Monte Cristo,'' and is an infringement of the rights of
the ow^ners of the O'Neill-Fechter version because the
General Film Company has not acquired any rights to
picturize the O'Neill-Fechter version.
That question

was

ligitated in

the courts of the State of

in ligitation entitled

"O'Neill

vs.

New

General Film

York

Com-

pany," and the courts of the State of New York held
that the General Film Company was guilty of an infringe^
ment ot the said O'Neill-Fechter version by reason of
the exhibition of said picture without the consent of the
owners of the O'Neill-Fechter version, and that decision
will
stands unreversed in the State of New York.
further take action m the Federal or State Courts in any
State of the United States or any Province in the Dominion of Canada, where an infringement of our rights

We

occurs.

notice
THIS
warning all

published for the purpose of
exhibitors and all persons who
attempt to exploit or in any manner make use of
that film that Fox Film Corporation, which owns
is

the motion picture rights to the O'NeillFechter version, will prosecute any attempt to infringe those rights against any persons who exhibit, exploit, license, sell or in any manner deal
with the aforesaid "Monte Cristo" film.
all of

(Signed)

FOX FILM CORPORATION

WEST 55th STREET,
NEW YORK CITY.
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Good Atmosphere and Fair Story
Monroe Salisbury

AUTHOR

Jacques Jaccard
Jacques Jaccard

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

Not credited
Frank B. Good

WHOLE

Satisfying feature with pleasing

AS A

Northern atmosphere; some good action in
slightly unconvincing story
Rather difficult to follow and confusing
STORY
in the method of development that has been
employed
Average; might have maintained
DIRECTION
comprehension
but otherwise appears
a better
adequate

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
STAR
Well

Good
Good
suited to the role;

inclined to

is

somewhat overdo the "stern" expression which
the character requires

SUPPORT

Maria Draga gives a convincing
performance Walter Law always a good villain; others Richard Cummings, LUra Anson
and George Waggoner
;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pretty
All right

Fair

Half breed Indian
CHARACTER OF STORY
saves the life of the girl he admires and sends
a villain on his way, but marries a girl of his

own

North

race

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

...5,912 feet

Along with the numerous other productions with
an atmosphere of the North comes Monroe Salisbury
in "The Great Alone," an American Releasing Corp.
feature, presented by Isadore Bernstein.
It offers a

who

and instead of
the customary happy ending between hero and heroine,
the blood barrier comes into play and hero is forced to
girl,

Amrican Releasing Corp.
,

in Story of the

Besides the usual situation of the villain and the

in

"THE GREAT ALONE"

DIRECTOR

13

there

is

a hero

is

a half-breed

satisfy himself with a girl of his

own

race.

exception "The Great Alone" follows pretty

With this
much on

the order of the usual Northern picture.

Jacques Jaccard

is

He would
He tells

feature.

both author and director of the

have done better at just one job,
the story in a backwards sort of

however.
fashion and the result causes confusion in the mind
of the spectator. Instead of starting from the beginning, he gets right off into the middle of the story and
lets you know what preceded these events by the use
of flashbacks, that of themselves are sufficiently explanatory, but you have difficulty in connecting them
with present occurrences.

A

straighter development and the story told in a

roundabout fashion would have maintained a better interest and given a more comprehensive picture.
The cast is a good one and Monroe Salisbury as "Silent" Duval, half-breed, does very good work.
He's
a non-smiling hero throughout and doesn't seem to be
over happy with his half-breed sweetheart in the last
fade-out. Maria Draga is good in emotional bits and
Walter Law is good as the villain.
less

Story

:

Duval, a half-breed, goes out into the

bliz-

zard to save Mary, daughter of MacDonald, the factor.

Sassoon, manager of the Peace River Fur Company's

who

has reason to fear Duval, sends two
men out to follow Duval and kill him. They are unsuccessful and Duval brings back the girl he loves but

trading post,

realizes he cannot

marry

her.

He

leaves a

man

in the

very

hut where he found her to care for her sweetheart, a
former college chum of Duval's. Later Duval orders
Sassoon to leave the post. He refuses and there is a
fight with Duval the victor.
Later Mary is reunited

beautiful backgrounds and the story, while not espe-

with her lover and Duval accepts the love of Nadine,

cially strong, carries sufficient action to please.

a girl of his kind.

satisfying entertainment of

its

kind,

contains

Should Please the Average Crowd.
Box
"The Great Alone"

will

age audience and those

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

do very nicely for the aver-

who

favor stories of the North

in particular will readily accept

it.

It

Exploit Star and Scenery

Monroe

Salisbury's

and display of

stills

name can be used prominently

which

will let

them know that the

contains fine

atmosphere and enough action to satisfy them. The
title is a good one and should have a good drawing
power. It can be effectively exploited with catchlines
and a lobby display, also, could easily be arranged to
attract them.

story has to do with the North.
trailer, it

If

you can secure

a

should prove an .effective means of getting

them interested and bringing them back
entire picture.

to see the

THE

c^H

DAILV
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Unconvincing Story Reduces Entertainment Value
Shirley

Mason

adds to it. You see shots of the desert
July with the actors wearing flannel shirts and
sweaters; The element of time is also forgotten. A

in

in the detail

"LIGHTS OF THE DESERT"

in

Fox

DIRECTOR

Harry Beaumont

AUTHOR

Gladys E. Johnson
SCENARIO BY
Paul Schofield
John Arnold
AS A
Long drawn-out story of a conventional western town. Filled with "movie"
situations and allows star plenty of room for

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE
acting

Situations forced and action too im-

probable to be entertaining

DIRECTION

Good

for the

have speeded up story

LIGHTINGS
STAR
DS'es

in

most part but might

many

SUPPORT

All right

Good
well with the material and dramatic
Fair.

Cast includes Allan Forrest,

Edward Burns and Andree Tourneur

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Good
Fair
Careless

CHARACTER OF STORY

Stranded star remains in desert town and is disappointed in her
western lover but finds a true heart in an old
friend

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,809 feet

former production, "Very Truly Yours,"
Shirley Mason is disappointed in love and marries for
money only to discover that her husband is not rich.
In "Lights of the Desert" she is disappointed in her
western lover and marries her wealthy friend from
town. The story rambles along in and out of many
situations, some dramatic, and others just forced.
While the star has been provided with plenty of scope
for all kinds of acting, the business is so flimsy and
improbable that the entertainment value of the proher

greatly impaired.

is

Mason has had

better stories than this one,

and has done better acting than she does in "Lights
of the Desert."
Not only does the improbable story
help

make her

is

eleven o'clock at night

when

the hero

is

saved from

disregarded.

"movie" stuff has been rung into the production, and much of it is not all necessary to the

The director did very well with
but was unable to lift the story above

acting unconvincing, but carlessness

Box

the popularity of this will depend greatly

Use her name

to attract

Mason has

upon the
if

Shirley

a following in your community.
"Lights of the Desert" will please her admirers but
will not get over before a critical crowd. This is not
the kind of a production that will please those who

drama

or

demand good

the ordinary.

helped

merely rambles along. The comedy work is good,
though on several occasions the funny business diverts
seriously from the dramatic trend of the story.
The title "Lights of the Desert" hardly fits the
action of the picture and is likely to lead you to expect
something different. Allan Forrest and Edward Burns

do good work as
makes an attractive "other
some good -acting. The rest

in the cast

Andree Tourneur
which she does

rivals.

girl" in

of the cast includes Jame.'?

Mason, Josephine Crowell and Lillian Langdon.
Story
The star of an opera company is stranded
in a desert town where she takes a job with an oil
company owned by a former admirer. She is in love
:

with the foreman, but finds it
girl to get board and lodging.
in the

home

difficult

for

a

show

She finally locates
minded farmerette, who incigood deal of the comedy in this pro-

of a strong

dently supplies a

Not only does she receive the attentions
of both men, but also the unwelcome attention of a
town bounder who makes several desperate attempts
Labor troubles at the wells endanger
to kiss her.
the owner and the girl runs to warn him. They are
just about to tar and feather him when the farmerette
arrives with a shot gun and saves the day. The young
foreman is sorry for the wrong that he had done in
helping the strikers and goes back to his town girl.
And now the show girl realizes that she loves the
duction.

rich oil

man and

all

ends happily.

But Not The

Critical

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

Like her former production, "Very Truly Yours,"
star's admirers.

the material,

speeding up of the minor scenes would have
the production which in its present state

little

Will Please the Star's Admirers

like straight

it

being tarred and feathered he walks out into the
orange grove in broad daylight. Tinting might have
helped to give a night effect but this was not done.
In several other places the time element is entirely

A

parts

situations

Shirley

later,

story.

PHOTOGRAPHY

duction

you that

I^lenty of

STORY

In

sub-title tells

then a few minutes

stories.

would be well to
Tell them how
tell them something about the story.
the stranded show girl became the victim of women
gossips and how she cleared herself with the whole
town against her. Posters and lobby stills will help
attract but do not play it up too much or you may
lead them to expect more than you will be able to

As

the title

deliver.

is

a bit misleading

it

I

^

Some
"Rapid Fire"

Type

Short Reels

— Mermaid-Educational

of production

"Official

2 reel

comedy

Type

Urban Movie Chats" No.

21

— Hodkinson

of production

1

reel

magazine

•

Back to slap-stick and rough stuff! "Rapid Fire" is planted
on the farm, and many of the gags are repeated several times
The cow gets his
to make sure that you do not miss them.
tail in a pot of paint and swishes it into the farm hand's face.
Then the farmer himself tries to do the milking and meets
with a similar fate. There is also the landlord who comes
to collect the rent, and every chair that he tries to sit upon
After repeating this five or six times
collapses under him.
"What are you trying to do, break
he is led to exclaim:
my lease?" Then the boys have some fun playing Spanish
bull-fight until a real bull arrives, chases them all over the
When
lot and finally rams his way through the entire house.
bath.
the
man
taking
a
discover
old
falls
you
the wall
away
Most of the gags in this comedy have been done before and
The comedy business is carried
contain little that is new.
on in the regulation manner without very much distinction
"Rapid Fire" contains some laughs and will
of character.
make but an average program filler.
"Seeing

Type

This numlicr of the "Official Urban Movie Chats"
the

of

but

series.

the

lacks

some

contains

It

variety

the

that

interesting

first

is

subject

typical

matter,

numbers contained.

It

opens with some remarks about "The Federal Reserve Act,"
by Senator Robert L. Owen, of Oklahoma. Under the chapter
heading "Physical Culture," a Chinatown baby show held
The travel section shows our Pullman
in 'Frisco is shown.
car service in detail.
You see how cooks and waiters are
trained for this service, and you also see the management of
the staff and how provisions are taken aboard. The industrial
section shows the various processes used in the making of
Kewpie and other dofls. The reel closes with some shots
along the Salmon River. As most of the footage of this magazine is devoted to the Pullman car service, there has been
The reel therefore does not contain
little room for much else.
a fraction

of

magazine.

this

the

variety

The

of

some

of

the

early

numbers

of

interesting experimental scientific sections

and the amusing sport sections are noticeably missing.

Red"— Universal

"Pathe Review" No. 161
2 reel western

of production

Tom

Type

of production

Some

1

reel

magazine

He manages,

views of Alaskan life showing a
first chapter of this special hot
weather numlier of the review. You see thousands of deer
moving across the cool country. The second chapter shows
some very beautiful shots of the breaking up of winter. Melting ice, thawing of the streams and rivers and dripping icicles

luck and

all

Santschi plays the role of the hero in this regulation
The story runs true to form and the situations are
"Blazes" is the nick-name
well known to all western fans.
He beats up a man who was abusing a horse
of the hero.
and then he manages to fall victim to the gamblers frame-up.
western.

however, to get the drop on them and with
good riding makes a getaway. He arrives in an
old deserted mining town where he meets a girl nursing her
The land sold them has been worthless. The
old father.
hero buys it from them out of sympathy, and while he is
digging the old man's grave he discovers gold.

from town manage

The gamblers

to track him and take him prisoner, but

the sheriff arrives in time

and arrests the

real rogues.

Then

"Blazes" offers to turn the gold mine over to the girl but
she consents to a partnership and all ends happily.
Those
who like to see the same kind of stuff over and over again
will certainly enjoy "Seeing Red."
It is well acted and contains some good riding as well as the usual western drama

remarkable

form the

the coming of Spring.
They are tinted in cold
and blue and make very refreshing subjects for a
good hot day. Under the title "The Breaking Point," the
large press which determines the strength of materials is
illustrated.
You see the jaws crush a pine block and you
also see a steel tube compressed under the stress of thousands
of tons.
The colored chapter of this number takes you on
a personally conducted tour through Alsace, where you see
the quaint village folk and their picturesque costumes.
Hisillustrate

greens

toric styles of hair dressing are also included in this varied
num.ber of Pathe Review.

"British Castles"

stunts.

Type

"Some Baby"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type

very

reindeer roundup

of production

1

reel

comedy

Review
1

reel

travel

in England of old castles and other historic buildcompose this travel reel. The titles contain a good deal

Scenes
ings

Snub Pollard and Marie Mosquini are the chief fun makers
this fairly amusing comedy.
This time the comedy starts
with a wedding instead of ending with one. The fun begins
when the newly married couple find a baby in their carriage.
For a time they take care of it and manage to keep it amused,
but while Snub is playing poker the flat is robbed and the
baby is taken along with the furniture. Some children playing
house manage to pick up the baby and substitute a doll.
The moving van is chased and a daring rescue made, for
the frantic mother who has turned up to get her child, but it
is only the doll that is saved.
After a time the real baby is
found and restored to its fond mother, while Snub and Marie
wander home determined to have a family of their own. The
comedy business is fairly amusing and will please an average

of production

— Kineto

of historic information,

and are instructive as well as entertain-

Windsor Castle is the first to be recorded and you
learn that it was originally built by William the Conqueror
and used as a fortress. The castle towers and inner court

in

ing.

audience.

are shown, and the beautiful surrounding country is photographed from one of the towers. The Chapel of St. George's,
where Henry VIII is buried, is next in line, followed by some
views of the ancient Castle of Carnarvon, which dates as
far back as 1284, and was built by Edward I., the father of
the first Prince of Wales.
Picton Castle, in South Wales,
Bodiam Castle and Hampton Court, where Henry VIII made
love to Anne Boleyn, are all shown.
The reel has a good
deal of historic interest and will please students of English
history as well as English audiences.
The photography is
clear and the sulijects well composed.

Short Reels
Starland Review No.

Type of production
The fourth issue of

A

— R-C Pictures
1

reel stage

"The Cat and
magazine

the Starland Review, distributed by

Type

the

Pig"—Aesop's Fables— Pathe

of production

1

R-C
"Some

folks are never satisfied,"

reel

cartoon

young daughters. Three
chorus girls pose for an artist, and
Charlotte Greenwood does a turn.
Olga Cook and Bertram
Peacock, from the musical comedy, "Blossom Time," journey
to the zoo to see what effect music has upon the animals. The
reel is a particularly interesting one with intimate glimpses

the moral of this little
by the well known joke
who was saved from drowning. Instead
of the father feeling grateful he frowns at the hero and asks:
"'Where is his hat?" This time the boy is the child of the
boss who has refused to give his employee a raise.
The
employee is the hero who saves the child from the clutches
of a terrible saw-fish.
The animation is clever and well up
to Paul Terry's average. Several good laughs will be recorded
when the office boy scrubs the floor of the office by using
the brushes, which he keeps in the office safe, as though they
were roller skates. The reel will make an amusing program

into the private lives of stage celebrities.

filler.

Pictures, will appeal particularly to the "fan" audience and
patrons of vaudeville. These single reel subjects should find
an especially good market in houses using the vaudeville and
picture combination. In this number Frances White rehearses
some new steps before the camera and displays her distinctive
style of haircomb, while Eddie Cantor cavorts about the lawn
of his

home and "shows

off" his four

of "Tangerine's" pretty

animated cartoon.
about the little boy

It

is

is

illustrated

Dispose of Your Printing
Problems by Utilizing
''The Friendly Circle''

//iTH

additional floor space and in-

creased facilities

we

are better able to

handle your printing as the pages of
this issue will testify.

THE BARNES PRINTING COMPANY,
229

WEST 28TH STREET

INC.

Phone: Watkins 1416-17

COMING

Danny's

Adventures

In

Europe
A N accurate insight into film conditions
as

they arc today in England, France,

Germany,

and

Spain

foreign exhibitor

is

of the activities of

the

doing— Intimate shots
American film men

now abroad— Written
inimitable

Italy— What

in

Danny's own

style.

WATCH FOR THEM

7Ae BRADSTREET

FILHDOM

Authority
FORHERLY

Jo\.

XX

D'Reilly
irectors

of

Two Day

Group Here
Unit Gather for
ssion — Many Prob-

tate
i

lem

The board o
i)f the M. P.

to Discuss

directors
T. O. of

Inc. will

tate,

Monday, June

No. 79

open

a

and

officers

New York

two-day ses-

ion at the offices of the organization
the Times Bldg. today at one
'clock.
The entire body will attend
he Walker dinner at the Plaza to-

n

ight.

Charles L. O'Reilly, state president
ays that a number of important maters are to be discussed among them
arrangements for a meeting with Will
H. Hays, probably to be held tomorrow; the formation of a new arbitration agreement with the F.I.L.M.
Clubs of New YoxV, Buffalo and Albany with whom the old contract is
about to expire; the r'-'-cussion of the
ew code governing theater operatl on
drawn up by Industrial Commissioner Henry Sayre and the music
ax as imposed by the American Soof Composers,
Authors and
Publishers.
There will be present, it is expected,
representatives of the three F.I.L.M.
Clubs, Commissioner Sayre or his
deputy and a representative of the
American Society to discuss with the
exhibitor board the problems affect( Continued on Page 4)
ciety

Will Give Benefit Shows

On Wednesday,

all

Bronx

picture

houses will give benefit matinee performances for the widow and children of the late patrolman Douglas
W. Hay who was killed while on duty.

Knickerbocker Creditors to Meet
Creditors
of
the
Knickerbocker
Photoplay Corp. which was declared
bankrupt on March 28 will meet on
June 26 in the office of Harold P.
Coffin.

Eight Hundred Expected

The T. O.

C. C. expects 800 to attend the testimonial dinner to Senator James J. Walker at the Plaza
tonight. The banquet promises to be
one of the most brilliant functions
ever held in the motion picture industry.

Mims
Capt.

"That

F.

Plans
C.

Woman"

vert plans to
one of which

Two More

Mims who produced
with Catherine Cal-

make two more pictures,
Harry Hoyt will direct.

Hoyt made

the Calvert picture. Production will be at the Peerless studio.
Mims is also associated with

Warren A. Newcombe

in

an art

business which is conducted
from production activities.

Price 5 Cents

1922

Now About Harold
Being writ, as it were.
Sort of deep sea stuff, anyway.
Somewhere in the neighborhood of a couple latitudes. And a
few more longitudes. With a lot of film folk. Dressed up like
yachtsmen. Even Cherrio Garrett wears white pants. Except
well, he's the real dresser.
Of the
at dinner. And Ben Moss
Olympic. But to get back to our mutton chops meaning Harold. Yes. Franklin.
Now that he's part of the Zukor organization. Watch things
in the theater end. You'll see him up in New England first. And
and John Flinn only know where. But he's
then. Heaven
hired.
To set things right. For the fall. And try to make
Fred Lee smile. Lee's a financier. So that's not so easy. Still

—

HB

—

—

—

—

and no man can do more. Perhaps you'll
a try
(Where he should
see some of his stuff. Right on Broadway.
have been years ago.) If so, you'll hear more talk. Of Prof.
Riesenfeld. But don't believe it. The Doctor is in to stay.

make

will

RADIO STUFF
That the Doctor is happy.
Considering the business. Because
there's been a new deal. And on top of that. Next spring. Or
summer. He'll probably be. Right at this spot. Some time

The

That

is,

little

old wireless tips off.

reasonably happy.

route to 'Paris. And Berlin. To show them
how it is really done. In the big picture palaces. In America.
So don't worry about the Doctor.
or the other.

En

READY FOR ACTION
Over at Will Hays' office. On censors and things. Charlie
Pettijohn busy as ever.* Has a map of the old U. S. A. Showing
where censors may start in. This winter. On the map there
And a blue pin Avhere
is a red pin where they're expected.
Brother Hays is "ready." Good stuff. Ready in June in almost
one half of the places.
Then Charlie has three neat volumes. One showing all the
laws in every state. And all Federal statutes. Referring in
any way to motion pictures. Another showing how the laws
should read. To put motion pictures. In the same class as
free press and free speech. Then another showing. What cities
and what states have Sunday shows. How and why. Then
Cross-indexed forming a neat set. Of three volumes
all of it.
In compreherisive form.
giving complete and authentic info.
Of the present status of the law. On motion pictures.

Gosh

!

It

Papa Paul Brunet has a son. Working right in the picture
Ever hear that? You sure hear lots of things. Way
out on this oceari. Well he has. And he's been winning his

business.

By

starting in as assistant booker.
he's over in France. With the
again.
He is promised another
family. And when he starts in
about it. He's only
learn
more
To
In the home office.
job.
War.
So figure out how
in
the
Great
service
21 now. And saw

Or earning them.
out in Dallas, Texas.

spurs.

young he was.

When

Now

he started.

IMITATION
The

sincerest

form of

Factor

Projection
— Invention
of
is

the

Basic

German

Origin

A

device which has been used extensively in Germany to show films
while the sun shines is now in operation at Starlight Amusement Park.

Arthur D. Storey is handling it and
a company is heing organized to exploit it throughout the country.

The method

of operation

consists

having the pictures shown through
dark box, by means of a "back
throw" and is known as "The Day
Screen of Pearls." Any standard projector may be used for the purpose as
long as the device is properly rigged
of
a

up.

"Sunlight films," said Storey, "will
a great influence of summer
business if found to be practicable
on a large scale. During the hot
weather, people do not always wauc
to sit inside of theaters and business
during the day falls off, because airdomes have been operated only during the evenings hitherto.
When,
however, outdoor screenings are possible there will in all likelihood be a
considerable improvement.
"
believe it will also be possible
to show these pictures in houses with
lights turned on
in short, there are
very many possibilities in it."
The screen used differs from the
ordinary drop, a special composition
being employed.

have

We

—

May

Star Will Rogers
understood that D. and M.
Films of Detroit which last year produced "The First Woman" with Mildred Harris are negotiating with Will
Rogers to appear in that company's
It

is

production.

third

The

Wife Worth While"

second,

now
Norman
is

made in Detroit with
who was cast by Jess Smith.

"A

being
Kerry,

Both Sides Still "Pleased"
H. Hays, in speaking of the
conferences with the M. P. T. O., said
W^ill

flattery.
(Continued on Page

So Will Shakespeare
2)

said.

am

delighted with the progress
in our conferences.
It
for the industry and the
theatergoing public to have complete
cooperation between the dominant elements of the industry. Our conferences are moving definitely in that
direction, and will, I hope, accomplish
substantial results."
"I

BREAKING IN

Way

Daylight Pictures
Back Throw

on Saturday:

looked good.

title

aside

19,

made
means much
being

And from Sydney

S.

Cohen came

this:

"I am much pleased with the advances made and I express the earnest hope that the results of the con-

ferences will mark a new era in the
motion picture industry."

THE

j^E^
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(Continued from Page
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Low

High
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World

Incorporations

—

Albany, N. Y. Ethical Service Co.
IncorBrooklyn. Capital $10,000.
porators M. and M. Baschier. Attorney G. J. Tapper, 280 Broadway.
Albany,

ment Corp.

N. Y.

New

— Silverton

Amuse-

York. Capital 200
shares common stock, no par value;
Incorporators
active capital $18,000.
A. Silver, A. R. Bloomgarten and M.
A. Hern. Attorney H. M. Plateau,
51

Chambers

St.

—

Dover, Del. Rembrandt Pictures
Corp. Capital, $2,000,000. Attorney,
Corporation Trust Co. of America.
Dover,

Del.

—Astoria

Photoplay
York.
Attorney, U. S.

and Amusement Corp.,
Capital,

$250,000.

New

Corporation Co.

—

Dover, Del. Atlantic City Pictures
Corp. Wilmington. Capital $500,000.
Attorney Corporation Service Co.

—

Sacramento, Cal. Sacramento PicCorp. Capital $500,000. In-

tures

corporators

J.

G.

Hunter

MORE RULES
Over

Where they raise babies. And rubber
picture houses. The Parents' League has started
in.
To clip the flappers' wings. And have issued a list Of
"do's." And "dont's." And in the "do's" is this "Carefully select plays and pictures." And in the "dont's": Not attend theaters tinless recommended or investigated by parents."
You can see those flappers doing this can't you? Oh, yes,
you can. What's that about a pig's eye?
plants.

in

Brooklyn.

And

:

of

Sacra-

mento, W. H. Jobelman of Los Angeles and Forrest White of Oakland,
each of whom hold 1 share.

James Calnay. Formerly

in advertising business.
national advertisers stuff. In features. So he

Putting
Then he stopped.

On

—Animated

carj

"Laugh-OJ
by Laugl;.,

O-Grams, Inc., which has just been
organized.
Walter E. Disney witt
draw the series which had been show!
only at the Newman here for thl
last two years.
Leslie B. Mace 14
general manager and will take carti
of distributing.

Baren Heads M. P. Salesmen
L. Lawrence Baren has been electe^
elected
president of the M. P. Salesmer
en, Incl
to which a number of New Yor
Drk fly

salesmen belong.
The officers
srs wil
attend the Walker dinner at' the Plazi
Hotel tills evening. The club intends giving an outing at the Bear
Mountain Inn on July 21st.

Guest Organists at Rialto
This week at the Rialto, Otto W.
Beck will be the guest organist, under
a new arrangement whereby a visiting organist will render a solo on the
new Wurlitzer organ. It differs from
the usual organ in that it carries
timpani and other musical instruments.
Chaney's Next

promised.

And

then appeared in Canada. And moved
on. Down into the States. And there was organized. A comedy company. That stopped. Or something happened. And
now Calnay. Is back at the Coast. Forming an Independent
Producers Syndicate. To distribute. Sounds interesting. Wonder what will happen next. With Calnay?

(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

Lon Chaney's new
production for Universal will be an
adaptation of Dudley Pelley's story,
"Bitter Sweet," dealing with the San
Francisco underworld. Charles KenLos Angeles

yon

is

working on the scenario.

Phone

AINT LIFE WONDERFUL!

— Beekman

9091

Comments

\\'id.
In one of his ads. About his producing
Incidental to which. He says he has been. In the "show
game 26 years." Well, let's see. Wid can't be over 35. Which
means he started in. At the tender age of 9. He's surely right.
Ain't life wonderful?

idea.

itSAL

INVESTING AND SPENDING
Famous Players prepared
son.
With the prints. And

41 pictures. For the coming seaadvertising matter.
This represented something like $6,000,000. Now that's a lot of money.
To be tied up. During the summer. Before the selling season
got under way. (Incidentally, do you know of any other industry
;that has this much merchandise on the shelf. ' Waiting to be
turned over?)
Well, anyway.
Sid Kent started thinking.
And he's a
mean thinker, is that boy. It was up to him to move that merchandise. And at a profit. And quickly, too. It means something besides glory. To have "Director of Sales." Tacked on
your nom de plume. So after Kent finished thinking. He started
working. And as a result. He issued a press book. Such as
had never been seen. And told all about those 41 pictures. It
cost about $25,000. To do the whole job. Advertising and all.
Ask him if it was worth it? Or better still; ask any other
important executive at Famous. But to save you the trouble.
This is a tip the plan to sell the next series. After these 41
are out of the way. Will be on even a larger. And more impressive scale.

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS I
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

¥irst

Four 'Now Ready

BILLY

FRANEY
COMEDIES

:

REAL STUFF

S. Pat. Off.

Mo.

to be known as
Grams," will be produced

toons,

Coast.

Says Phil Goldstone. Of the Richard Talmadge death defying stunts.
Reviewer thought Talmadge. Walking on thin
edge. Of tall oftice building.
Was trick photographv. Or a
stunt man. But Goldstone says "nix." Talmadge brave enough
to do anything. No double exposures, either.
Ree. tJ

THE FILM DAILY)

City,

UP AGAIN

200

Not ouoted

Griffith

Loew's

New

England. Where vowels are sharp. That Billy
Gray.
Is likely to be the chief contestant.
For the Empire
string.
Up that way. Formerly run by Max Mitchell. Liquidating sale in Boston. June 21. Want to make a bid? There's
quite a flock of them. Some said Al Black might want 'em. But
the underground says that— Well, Al has enough. And summer
is coming.
And a lot of mills are closed. And 'more may
And— well, Al will let Billy have them.
in

—

Quotations
F. P.-L.
do pfd.

Up

—

London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre,
London, W. C. 2.
Paris Representative Le Film, 42, Rue de

(Special to

Kansas

1)

All of which is bearing upon. A little four sheet.
Something like this. In size. Issued every month. By Eddie
Small. Called "The Link." And has the same headline effect
as
FILM DAILY.
But it's all right. Mighty glad they liked this well enough.

To copy

1922

Will Produce Animated Cartoons

he knew.

J.

19,

DANNY

TWO-REELS

O'CONOR

PRODUCTIONS
HOLLYWOOD.

CAL.

^!^

THE
Monday, June

DAILV

1922

19,

Holt
"While Satan
—
Strand— "The Woman of No Import-

On Broadway

—"Silver Wings."
—
Jroadway "The Innocent

Rivoli Jack
Sleeps."

ipollo

Jrooklyn Strand
Gold."

ance."

Cheat."

— "Yellow

Men and
Kingsley Back With F.

.

—John Barrymore
—"The Storm."
—
Mterion "The Stroke of Midnight."
New York—Today — "Missing
Husbands."
"RoughTuesday— Charles Jones
'ameo

Kansas City

and

is

in

— Glenn Hunter in "The
Thursday — Alice Calhoun in "Girl
His Room."
—
Friday "Her Night of Nights" and
"Golden Dreams."
"DiSaturday — Corinne Griffith
vorce Coupons."
—
Lyric "Nero."
Cradle Buster."

in

Kimberland who

"Top

(Special to

Strand— "One Clear

to

failed

vacated an attachment
against
his
property in a suit by Willis & Inglis,
of Los Angeles, to recover $8,219 alleged to be due for obtaining his contract with W. R. Hearst.
The attachment has been served on the International Film Service, and has tied
up his salary. Borzage, who alleges
that Willis & Inglis did nothing that
they agreed for him, and are holding
themselves out as giving legal services although they are not attorneys,
says he is now making "The Valley
of Silent Men."
He contends that
salary cannot be levied upon except
after a judgment has been obtained.

qualify.
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Los Angeles

—Joseph

Poland

has

joined the Fox scenario staff. He recently wrote the scripts for "The Gun
Fanner," a Tom Mix picture and

"South

New "The

of

2

Call."

—

Bushnel! of Tiiompsonville, secretary.

revival week.

Alaska

the

Ealand Leaves United Artists
(Special to

North.

in
is

—

to issue the permit.

Reorganize Coast Publicity Staff
(Special to

Los

THE FILM DAILY)

Howard

—

Metro has placed
Strickland in charge of the

Angeles

coast publicity staff, succeeding Ray
Leeks, who has gone over to R-C as
a production manager.

To Handle Talking Films
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

Crescent Films, Ltd.
been chartered with a
capital of $100,000 plans to handle

talking pictures as well as distribute
films and lease houses.
Headquarters
are in Montreal.

(Special to

Chartered

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Trenton, N. J. A charter has been
granted the Affiliated Newark Theaters Corp. to operate from Jersey
City.

It is capitalized at $10,000.

The Old Homestead with Theodore Roberts,
Adapted from

Denman Thompson's

—

last
a production of America's greatest
play that is worthy of its immortal story.
For fifty years "The Old Homestead" has held a
unique place in the hearts of the people.
Theodore Roberts is ideal as Uncle Josh. And
the supporting cast is one of the greatest in his-

line-up

Paramount ever had.
O. E.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.

"The Dictator."

2.

"If

3.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

You

Believe

It,

It's

So."

Bonded Woman."

Top

Watch

9,

and withhold his tears.
"The Old Homestead"
everywhere.

You lead the

SCHMIDT,

this space

1922

York."
Pharaoh."
Gilded Cage."

"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."

iT/SUKfmfX
g/Ttf 11
1

I

i

1

break

records

and direction."

Idaho Falls

tomorrow for No. 17

FAMOUS PL\YERS-L\SICYCORPOR.\1!ION ('.•^rpij
AOOLOH ZUJ^R.

will

field in stars, productions

New

of
of

Loves

Frank Woods

Scenes include the greatest cyclone ever staged.
Retiben's trip around the world supplies material
for wonderful spectacle. But the chief appeal is
heart-interest.
No one can see this great play

tory.

'The best

Ridgway

Scenario by Julien Josephson
Released October

AT

Fritzi

play by Perley Poore Sheehan and

Directed by James Cruze

o,,„d,.t

.

LSL'iC' _3j]

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

9.

"Blood and Sand."

10.

"The Siren

11.

"While Satan Sleeps."

12.

"The Valley of Silent Men,
"Manslaughter."
" Tke Mysteries of India,"'
.';;.]
"Pink Gods."

13.
14.

15.

The

incorporators are: H. A. Black of
New Brighton, S. I., 8; C. J. Skinner
of Jersey City, 1, and John R. Turner
of Basking Ridge, 1.

41 Great Cparamount Q^ictures
George Fawcett, T. Roy Barnes, Harrison Ford and

with

months

hibitor.

New Newark Company

Louis C. H. Saule wants to
build an airdome on his lot at Kingshighway and Rosa Ave. Director of
Public Safety McKelvey declines to
issue a permit, contending the City
Zoning ordinance forbids it. Saule
has appealed to the Circuit Court to
issue a writ of mandamus compelling

McKelvey

Ealand,
last six

has left that organization. It is reported that he will become an ex-

Won't Issue Permit for Airdome
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
St.

THE FILM DAILY)

— Tom

H.
United Artists for the
Detroit

Film Exchange, is in
Ottawa
up musicians to take
which has
Capt. A. E. Lathrop, who

Seattle, looking

also a visitor.

—

through the East.

Seattle
W. D. Gross, owner of a
chain of theaters in Alaska, and of

•

—
——
—

Men in Seattle
THE FILM DAILY)

Outcast" with John controls the picture situation
which are to be re- Southeastern and interior Alaska,

Splendid

Gilbert, both of
leased shortly.

Next Week
Enfield Company Incorporates
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Apollo— "Silver Wings."
Broadway Not yet determined.
Hartford,
Conn.
The Bingham
Brooklyn Strand Not yet determined. Wideview Picture Corp. of Enfield
3ameo Not yet determined.
has been chartered with capital stock
Dapitol- "The Wall Flower."
of $55 000.
Officers are, George W.
Criterion
Not yet determined.
Bine ham of Newark, N. J., president;
Lyric "Nero."
William Klein of Thompsonville, vicePark Probably "Retribution."
president,
Mark W. Bushnell of
Rialto— Not yet determined, probably Thompsonville, secretary and Guy F.

—

(Special to

—

Poland Joins Fox

Park—"Retribution."
in

and

Baehr Back from Trip
THE FILM DAILY)
Frank Borzage has filed an applicaArthur Baehr, of the
Detroit
tion in the Supreme Court to have
Chrystal, is back from a motor trip

In the Courts

Alaskan Film

in

McAvov

1

Creditors to Meet
Creditors of the Frohman Amusement Corp. will meet in the office
of Peter B. Olney, referee in bankruptcy on June 23, to elect a new
trustee in the place of H. Maynard

shod."

—

covering Zones

Frohman

Wednesday

York."

now

out of Kansas City.

..oew's

of Suva."
Rivoli
May

— C.

G. Kingsley, well
known as "Neil" Kingsley, has rejoined the sales force of Paramount

vapitol

in

P.— L.
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Sue Select Over Mountain Film

Monday, June

19,

1922

Guts and Flashes

Buys Chicago House
THE FILM DAILY)
1)
Walter Rebenfeld is now in charge
Seattle
Suit has been filed in the
Chicago The Twentieth Centur}
ing them. The constitution of the Superior Court for $13,333.44 against of the foreign publicity department
has been purchased from M. O. Welhj
new exhibitor unit which was formed the Select Pictures Corp. by Jean of the Universal.
by Isadore Teacher, proprietor of thli
following the break with Sydney S. Landry and Jacques Bergues. The
Star, Evanston.
Cohen and the M. P. T. O. will prob- plaintiffs are two of three Swiss and
Thru the offices of George L.
ably be taken up.
French guides who last February Clarke the continuity of "The RapBuilding in Portland, Ore.
The directors and officers who will made a successful mid-winter ascent ids" has been completed by Garfield
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
attend are as follows:
of Mount Rainier.
They are claim- Thompson, Mr. Van Huyler and
Portland, Ore. Stark and Hoch
Charles L. O'Reilly, New York ing the amount sued for is their share Madelon St. Denis.
nadel are building a $40,000 house ii
City; W. A. Dillon, Ithaca; Frank of the motion picture rights of the
Gene Burnell who appears in "De- the Sellwood district. It will sea
Chas.
Ferryman,
R.
Cock, Rochester; Louis Buettner, Co- expedition.
termination"
will make personal ap- 650 and will be ready by Sept. 1st.
hoes; Bernard Edelhertz, New York cameraman for Select, accompanied
pearances at the Dover theater, Dover,
City; W. H. Linton, Ithaca; Sam I. the guides.
N. J. and also at Lake Hopatcong
Berman, Brooklyn; Jules Michaels,
Buffalo; Leo Brecher, New York
Karl W. Kirchwey, speaking for during the Jersey exhibitor conven(Continued from

(Special

Page

to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

,

I

—

City;

David

Cohen,

Buffalo;

Jules

Greenstone, Rochester; Walter Hayes
Syracuse; Samuel Peiser, Port Rich-

mond; Joseph

Quittner, Middletown;
Nate Robbins, Utica; Charles Steiner,
New York City; Samuel Suckno, Albany; Sam Sheer, Corona; Howard
Smith, Buffalo; Rudolph Saunders,

Brooklyn and V. A. Warren Saunders.

Jersey Convention Tomorrow
(Special

to

THE FILM DAILY)

Select on Saturday denied the above
claims. He said he understood Perryman had made some kind of an arrangement with the guides but that
he had done so as a personal matter
in which Select was not involved.

Too
THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

C—

Buffalo
(Special to

R-C

THE

to

—

ing film

men

Senator

is

the favorable report

Watson's measure pro-

for interchangeable mileage
tickets good on any road.
The Senator's bill provides that each rail carrier shall issue at a just and reasonable rate tickets or coupons good on
roads of all passenger-carrying companies.

viding

'FILM DAILY)

Buffalo— July 1st, the local R-C
exchange will move into the new
Bej'er building at 505 Pearl St.

Warns Against Old "Monte

Approve Interchangeable Mileage
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Washington Of interest to travelon

Move

Cristo"

Fox has

issued warning against exhibition of the old "Monte Cristo,"
film distributed may years ago by the

Florence Vidor Starts

Work

Warner Leaves Today
Jack Warner of Warner Bros,

S^.

Room

605, 729-7th

Avenue.

W. A. FLEMING

&

CO.

Dependable
Public Accountants and
Auditors

452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

in

St.

the U. S. A.

To The

Galworthy Play

THE SKIN GAME
have

been

owned by

acquired and
Hollandia.

ANY INFRINGEMENT

ENLARGEMENTS

are

of

will

Motion Picture Film Clips
For All Purposes

be prosecuted.

W.

THE PRODUCERS

SECURITY COMPANY

CUT

302 E. 33d

J.

MO RAT

St.

Vanderbilt 7361

OUT—

IT

will

I

end the first series of four Vidor
films for Associated she will take a

will

short rest, during which time King
Vidor will direct Laurette Taylor in
"Peg O' My Heart," for Metro. In
August. Miss Vidor will begin the
first of her second series for Associated and King Vidor will again
handle the megaphone.

return to the coast today. He stated
yesterday that the production "From

Plan Big Advertising Campaign
Riches" was completed and
The entire campaign for the fifth
<vork would soon be started on
"Brass." The script of "Main Street" annual Paramount Week, Sept. 3-9,
has been mapped out. There will be
is being finished and production is
an increase of 33 1/3 per cent, over
scheduled to start in a month.
the amount of newspaper space used
last year, arrangement having been
Pittsburgh Houses Alter Exits
made to advertise in 1200 publications

I

Subscribe to
The Film Daily
71 West 44th

THE FILM DAILY)

900 cities and towns.
Full pages
Pittsburgh, Pa. After a conference will be used in about 100 of the bigbetween the mayor, a delegation of gest newspapers in the country. In
film men, officials of the city's bureau the remainder, space running from 6
of buildittg inspection and Thomas L. full columns to a minimum of 900
Pfarr, county fire marshal, six local lines will be bought.
There will be
houses closed and, quickly altered much magazine advertising starting
their exits.
The dismissal systems in July. Full and double page spreads
employed in these theaters which will be used in the fan periodicals,
will be further inspected had been Saturday Evening Post and Ladies'
condemned as unsafe.
Home Journal.

—

THE FILM DAILY Now
1

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

to

(Special to

Space

—

Auerbach Returns Today
Louis Auerbach of Export &
port Film Co. is expected in New
York today from a three weeks' visit
at the coast.
Export & Import Film
have sold "The Jungle Goddess" for
Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Bolivia, Peru and Chile.

Rags

Motion Picture Rights

All

Vault

For Rent

Building Co., Inc., will build a house
costing $100,000.

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles- Florence Vidor began production on her fourth feature
for Associated Exhibitors, with King
Im- Vidor directing. Following this, which

General Film.

Including

—

in the Safe."

Lexington, N.
The M. P. T. O.
of North Carolina will meet in convention tomorrow, Wednesday and
Thursday.

Albany House to Cost $100,000
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.—The Lodge

Four Fox Features in June
Will Seat 2,700
Four features will be released by
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Fox in June. These are Tom Mix in
Chicago The Tiffin, on which
"Four Big Stakes," William Ruswork
has been started, will seat 2,700.
sell in "A Self-Made Man," "Rough
V. T. Lynch will operate it.
Shod" starring Charles Jones and

Lake Hopatcong, N. J.—The M. P. "Lights of the Desert," starring ShirT. O. of New Jersey will open a three ley Mason. In addition, there will
day convention at the Alamac to- be "The Village Sheik," an Al St.
morrow.
John comedy, as well as two Sunshine
comedies, "The Landlord" and "Safe
Carolina,

OFFICE SPACE

tion.
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On Board

Arranges Release

;w York Unit Increases Number of
doward Smith
Directors

—

Resigns
of directors of the M.
T. of New York State, Inc. did
had cut
)t touch upon the work it
The openfor itself yesterday.
It
g session was devoted to a change
the number of directors from 22

The board

23.

Howard A. Smith of Buffalo regned and was replaced by H. C.
ayman of Niagara Falls. The re-

William Nigh Makes Distributing
Deal With Weber and North—
for State Rights
William Nigh, who recently formed his own producing organization,
has made an arrangement with Lawrence Weber and Bobby North to
handle distribution on his pictures.
to

:.

>

'.

Sub-Committees Meet
C. C. committee again
let with Will H. Hays yesterday,
-awyers for both the producers and
istributors and the Cohen group will
leet today and tomorrow.

The T. O.

Vogel Returns Home
William M. Vogel, the exporter,

New York

via

the

Jerengaria.

?our for First Nat'l?
It

was reported

last

night

Walker To

in Sub-Franchises

Senator Says Circuit is Willing to Make Changes if Necessary
1,000 Attend Plaza Dinner Given to Him by Thea-

—

ter

Owners Chamber

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
J.

—The

Commerce

Senator James J. Walker has been
by Associated First National
to confer with company executives
with a view to changing the subfranchise agreement, if changes, upon
examination, are found to be necesinvited

Jersey Meets Today

Lake Hopatcong. N.

of

M.

T. O. of New Jersey will open
its annual convention at the Alamac
sary.
today when a business session will
Walker made this announcement
Official
be held at 10:30 o'clock.
registration of the delegates will be at 12.20 this morning as the closing
held in the afternoon and a dinner remark of his address before 1,000
Later, guests who gathered at the Plaza in
at the hotel in the evening.
there will be boat rides and other his honor last night when he said:
entertainment.
"Only within 48 hours, an invitaIt is expected that there will be tion was extended to me not from any
more pleasure than business trans- individual theater owner, not from a
clique but from what is known to
acted.
motion picture men as Associated
First National to sit in and modify
Discuss Financess
their
contract
with
sub-franchise
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
holders to meet present conditions.
imthe
One
of
N.
Asheville,
C.
portant topics to be discussed at the They have told me:
" 'We are with exhibitors 100% and
convention of the North Carolina M.
P. T. O. at the Langren Hotel today, if they want changes, we'll make a
will be the question of state finances. contract to conform with their every
The meeting will be held today, wish.' "
P.

—

Wednesday and Thursday.

Walker when questioned after the
dinner merely repeated he had been
invited to sit on conferences with that
Kansas Board to Meet
idea in mind. J. D. Williams was at
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kansas City, Kans. The executive the dinner but all he would say when
board of the Kansas M. P. T. O. asked for further information was:
"We are behind him (Walker)."
meets today at the Baltimore.

—

Harry O. Schwalbe said:
"We prefer to make no other stateBig Attendance Looked For
Indications are that the luncheon ment at this time."
From purely a matter of film inA. M.. P. A. will give to
with the exhibition of "The Jungle." which the
P., at the terest, the Walker announcement reHigham,
M.
Charles
Sir
"The New Disciple" and "The ConBiltmore on Thursday will be some- garding First National was the high
trast" will follow.
thing new and striking. Will H. Hays light of the dinner which was "Jimand Courtland Smith are expected to my" Walker's party, from start to
Metro Has the Criterion
an important con- finish. The dinner was scheduled
Metro has taken over the Criterion attend, provided
does not interfere. for seven o'clock but it was exactly
day
that
on
ference
for the summer and will probably
Acceptances have been received 8:25 when Walker walked into the
occupy the theater until September.
Ex-Governor
every big producer and adver- .dining room flanked by
from
now
is
Midnight"
of
"The Stroke
members
of the T.
and
Smith
"Al"
York
New
with
connected
men
playing there. It may close this week tising
His
entrance was an occaC.
C.
O.
and may be replaced by Viola Dana dailies.
sion for prolonged cheering.
in "Five Dollar Baby," but that is
Smith the Toastmaster
not definite.
Film Man Enters Politics
dinner
was
after
Immediately
York
New
J. J. Thompson, Jr.,
Leave for New York
served, "Topics of the Night" were
Kleine,
George
for
representative
DAILY)
FILM
(Special to THE
that "Our Heavy
been nominated for the New Jer- shown and following
Los Angeles Hiram Abrams and has
and Bottles of
Life
The
or
Hero
Republithe
on
sey State Assembly
the party of United Artists officials
resides James J. Walker" a funny reel edited
who
Thompson,
ticket.
can
left for New York yesterday followand prepared by Tommy Grey. The
in Bloomfield, is one of the nominees
ing conferences with Mary Pickford.
was a series of cartoons and titles
reel
comprises
County, which
Fairbanks and Charlie Chap from Essex
Douglas
„
other repre- which brought gales of laughter from
and
Montclair
Newark,
Abrams

igs.

returned to

Make Changes

make

gnation of Smith came as no sur- ^Neilan Leaves
ise in view of the fact that he wa§^
Marshall Neilan left for California
placed recently as president of the on Sunday.
P. T. O. of Western New York
id later announced his intention of
Rohlfs Resigns
irming a new exhibitor unit there
John C. Rohlfs, assistant treasurer
r affiliation with Sydney S. Cohen. of Wid Gunning, Inc. has resigned.
The 23rd member of the board is
William Denton of Saratoga Springs.
Atkinson Leaves
he board decided definitely against
W. E. Atkinson left for the coast
filiation with any national exhibitor yesterday to look over new Metro
~"
ganization.
production activity.
yesterday
stated
Berman
I.
Sam
lat the directors had a good deal of
Hackathorne Here
iportant work to take up today at
George Hackathorne, well-known
The program leading man who has been appearing
leir second meeting.
stated in yesterday's issue has ap- in cost-made pictures is at the Comarently not as yet been touched, modore.
He will be here for several
here will be a conference with Will weeks.
contracts
[. Hays regarding standard
It would not
id lower film rentals.
Marshall Leaves Today
rove surprising if the state unit and
Vaughan C. Marshall of Melbourne,
le T. O. C. C. in the future conduct
Australia, a former president of the
If that Victoria
leir negotiations as one unit.
Cinematograph Exhibitors'
not done there will be three ex- Ass'n who has been in New York
ibitor factions discussing the same for several weeks leaves for home to)pics with Mr. Hays; the M. P. T. day, via Los Angeles.
the New York state unit and the
»,,
O. C. C. Since some of the direcLabor Films in Cycle
)r members of the state league are
The Labor Film Service has leased
lembers of the T. O. C. C. it is ex- the National Winter Garden at Housacted there will be joint conferences ton St. and Second Ave. for a "Labor
rith Hays instead of separate dealFilm Cycle," which began yesterday

las

First National Calls In

four a year
which will be released on the open
market. The first release will probably be in September.

Nigh plans

Price 5 Cents

1922

20,

—

that

idwin Carewe, director of "I Am. the

^aw'" would make a fcries of four
•roductions for Associated First Na_
ional.
H. O. Schwalbe when seen
it
the Walker dinner last night was lin. All during his stay here,
refused to comment on his fall line-up.
lon-commital on the matter.
I

sentative cities.

(Continued on Page 2)
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Walker Honored
(Continued

from

Page

in control.

"In a

1)

assembled crowd. Along about
10 o'clock, Bernard Edelhertz as official representative of the T. O. C. C.
Price 5 Cents
Tuesday, June 20. 1 922
Vol. XX No. 80
which sponsored the entire affair as
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folki, a token of its esteem toward Walker
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,
New York, N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and arose and eulogized the senator in
glowing terms. Edelhertz's speech
FILM FOLKS, INC.
Joseph Dannenberg, President and Editor
was a means of introducing "Al"
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business ManSmith who acted as toastmaster.
ager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Smith first read a wire of regret
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
•t the post office at New York, N. Y., under from Jack Kearns and Jack Dempsey
the

March

the act of

3,

1879.

free) United States. Outside
Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
ionths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00.

Terms (Postage

oJ

Address
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THE FILM

communications to

all

71-73

West 44th

New

St.,

York,

N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4S51-4S52-S5S8.
Hollywood
California
6411
Hollywood,
Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.

—
—
Wabash Ave.
London Representative— W.

Williamson,

A.

who

said only their presence in California kept them away from the banquet and then read letters of congratulations
from U. S. Senator
James J. Wadsworth and E. F. Albee.
Walker and Smith were both in

Albany together and in addition both
were born and raised in the same
East Side district. The former governor

who was

vociferously received
length Walker's first apLe Film, 42, Rue de pearance in Albany and then sucParis Representative
Qichy.
cessively traced his career from that
InternaRepresentative
European
Central
Prague (Czecho-Slo- time in 1910 to the present.
Filmscbau,
tionale
Kinematograph Weekly,
London, W. C. 2.

85

Long Acre,

—

recited

at

—

vaUcia),

High

do

.

.

pfd. .
G'wyn ....
Griffith

.

Hays' Address

Low

%W2

ny^

93>^

93J4

8K

8

Loew's
Triangle

World

Will H. Hays was the

Close

Sales

78%
93^

2,400

%V^

1,300

Not
Not
Not
Not

quoted
quoted
quoted
quoted

300

Sunlight Doesn't Spoil It

At the Broadway, the Motion

Picup a

ture Advertising Co. has put
device which shows a trailer in broad
daylight and is attracting considerable attraction to the lobby of that
house.
It
consists of a projector
a vertical flash upward
It is part of the
to a slanted screen.
exploitation in connection with "The

which throws

Innocent Cheat."

Work in Correctionville
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Correctionville, la. — Work has
Start

first

speaker

of the evening.
In his characteristic,
forceful manner, he drove home to
the assembled crowd the earnestness
and sincere purpose of the producers
and distributors in the Hays' organization to elevate the standard of the
motion picture. There was a large
group of prominent film men there,
and practically every company had a
delegation present. At the same time,
there was a considerable number of
friends of Walker who had no affiliation with motion pictures in any way.
Mr. Haj's was. of course, cognizant of
is fact and so directed his remarks
to both the film men present and

de-

that with the gold
rush to California. There was no
time for order or thought. Men of
vision arc in it and now they have
paused; they thimk the time has arrived to stop and think of their relations to you and to industry.
They
are not only the custodian of the
fourth largest industry but are also
custodian of a great instrument of
vast potentiality for education.
"Now these men are seated around
a common table and are placing ahead of everything else two things:
like

"To establish and then maintain the
highest possible morals and standards in motion picture production.
"Then to develop the educational as
well as the entertainment value and
general usefulness of pictures.
"I feel very deeply about this whole
thing, else I would not have burnt all
my bridges behind me. I underwrite
the purpose and integrity of these

ed

a rupture. I was
professional politician.

a

was supposed

to be derogatory

c

.

T

;

Ini

consider it the highest enconium
be given a man. I repeat and
motion picture men will understanc
Hays has got to get a bigger pair
shoes for all the fellows who are w
ing to sit at his feet."

i

—

Walker

:

'

at another point address

remarks to the outsiders
ner and mentioned some

at

the d

figures

the industry in New Yo
said that the U. B. O. the Lo
and Fox circuits in the past 10 ye:
have paid over $400,000 in insurar
premiums with a fire loss of $2,5
He pointed out that there had been
theater fires in 19 years with the e
ception of the New Haven fire.
lative to

He

"I want them (the public) to knoi'
said Walker, "that there are men
the highest type of integrity in tl

business

and not only those who

names appear
lines.

in the sensational hea

Because

these

of

sensatiot

gentlemen to bring about results. stories, there is an inclination to tu
The motion picture is the chief from motion pictures. It was my
amusement of millions and the sole tention to merely thank you for t
amusement of millions and millions present but I was overcome by
It's a cause with a capital C and to it
irresistible
desire to explain the
I laid all I had.
things so that you might carry awi
I feel deeply about
this.
It merits
the very best co- with you a better understanding."
operation from everyone of you."
It was at this point that Walk
Tribute to Walker
made the announcement regarding t
Turning then to Walker, Hays paid First National offer.

those

outside

of

the

industry.

He

"There are two groups and then
one great group here tonight. One
group is the theater owners who
make up the Chamber of Commerce,
the other the producers and distributors

and

with

whom

finally that

I

am

group which

—

—

—

;

a fine tribute.
He called him a
that in his 20 odd
years of experience in public affairs
he had learned" to know a man when
he saw one. He said:
"I appreciate you as a man.
I regard you as my friend. I bring to
you the highest possible regards. All
I can repeat is a rhyme of
child-

him

man and added

my

hood:

"No

me

as I love you
knife can cut our love in two."

Following Hays who received considerable
applause and who was
forced to interrupt his remarks by
the handclapping, Smith introduced
De Wolf Hopper who told some
funny anecdotes.
Grey who
read one of his inimitable monologues

Tommy

Congressman Frederick Landis
author of "The Copper-

and

of Indiana,

head."

By this time the heat and lateness
of the hour were beginning to make
diners impatient and cries for Walker
to speak were heard all over the hall.
It lacked about 10 minutes of midnight when Walker arose to talk.
Tremendous cheers greeted him and
all

WANTED
BELL AND HOWELL CAMER
Must be complete

model wi

late

170 degree shutter. Please give seri
number, history of camera and absi
lutely lowest price in first letter.
^
time
or
inclination
to
bargai

Spot cash.

you love

"If

said, in part:

associated
in substance makes up business. They are
been started on a new house which interested in motion pictures, but not
will be complete in two months.
First to the theaso much as we are.
ter owners.
It was a splendid idea
Lease Chicago House
and I am glad you caused this dinner
(Special to THE Jf ILM DAILY)
and made it possible for me to be
Chicago The theater under con- here. For the producers and distristiuction at Elston, Keystone, Culbutors with whom I am proud to be
loni and Crawford St. has been leased
associated, let me repeat and I feel
by tne Dearborn Theater Co.
that I speak for all of them
my
former suggestion, that what we need
Smith Resigns
to solve all of our problems are two
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
things, confidence and co-operation.
Tcrre Haute, Ind. Sidney Smith To you of the City of New York not
has resigned from the manager's in this business but whose wealth, and
post at the Indiana.
character and integrity are like the
neck in the bottle of prosperity of this
Jensen Bros. Sell House
country, do you know that the motion
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
picture industry is taken for granted?
Brayton, Iowa The Jensen Bros. It has come up right between your
have sold the Princess to William fingers. Do you know that today
it is probably the fourth largest indusFries.
try in the nation?
Do you know that
it has $500,000,000 represented in real
estate and studios?
Do vou know
that it spends annually $200,000,000 in
production? Do you know that $800,000 000 is taken in at its theaters and
that the turnover annually is about
$1,000,000,000?
It has sprung up like
from an Aladdin's lamp in an Arabian
Ree. U. S. Pat. Off.
night's dream bdt its pioneers are still

—

19;

and that caused

way you can compare

velopment

20,

i

Wenzelsplatz.

Quotations
F. P.-L.

Tuesday, June

present rose.

E.

BURTON STEENE

Green

Room

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

QoXe Henry

Vera Reynolds

Ena

Walker' Address
Walker's address was somewhat
different from the kind
f speech film
men have been accustomed to hearing
from him.
This was undoubtedly
true because so many present had no
connection with motion pictures. Below will be found extracts of his ad-

Club, N. Y. C.

Qregory

SUPPORT

>

dress:
"I gave the business what was in
this poor, ingrown carcass.
I
am
going to get some place for the good
of the industry if not for the good of

Walker.

"Some time ago
analogy.
to

sit

take

at

my

made a homely
would be willing
the feet of Will Hays and
mental prescriptions from

him while

said

I

I

I

I

took

scription elsewhere.

my
I

physical pre-

was

criticized

Billy
IN HIS

Franey
NE-W SERIES

TWO-REEL
COMEDIES

O'CONOR

PRODUCTIONS
HOLLYWOOD.

CAL.

THE
Tuesday, June

20,

a^an

DAILY

1922

through the country known as The
Saturday Night. The newspaper was
four pages in size and was made up

Putting It Over

j

Here

is hoiu a brother exhibSend
put his shoiu over.
along your ideas. Let the other
fellow knoiu hoiu you cleaned

like

J.

— Puzzles

or ideas
placed before

resembling puzzles if
public can always be depended
upon to arrest their attention and that
just what was done when "Tolit
'able David" was presented at the
the

Crescent.

many

Twelve

regular

featuring the

daily,

For truthful reproductive quality

heiress and a washwoman to an heir
as the feature story
the point of the
scenario.
It was inserted in the La Crosse
Tribune free of charge and insured a
10,000 circulation.
The whole stunt
cost $100, which was paid for by 14
merchants in town, who took a double
truck in the inside pages of The Saturday Night. It cost each merchant
The copy
a little more than $7.15.
for the rest of the paper was taken
from the regular Paramount portfolio, which is available to all exhibitors.
Having secured public attention,
Duncan began to speculate on something new in the way of presentation.
He hit on a fashion show and tied up
some of his fourteen colleagues in
the double page spread and saved
them the expense of models by procuring six society girls to display the
gowns. This meant added publicity

—

up.

Chrome, N.

a

double wedding of a chauffeur to an

itor

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
You

on an instrument
with two strings neither can you reproduce
the full quality of your negative with only
highlights and shadows. You need the full
range of Eastman Positive Film halftones
that carry quality through to the screen.

as

A

Eastman Film, both regular and tinted
base is identifiable throughout its entire
length by the words "Eastman" "Kodak"
stenciled in black letters in the transparent

Maddux Purchases Roanoke
an inexpensive trick, one on
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
tie
up
with
should
be
easy
to
which
Kansas City, Mo. J. J. Maddux
some store having a prominent location and one that can be depended has bought the Roanoke from G. C.
upon to hold attention if the turtles Buchanan.
are active enough.
Lease Brazil, Ind. Sourwine
It

is

it

—

—

Crosse, Wis. Manager Duncan of the Rivoli scored solidly in a
financial way when he published a

La

(Special to

film margin.

THE FILM DAILY)

EASTMAN KODAK

—A

newspaper
called
"The Saturday
Using the title of his curNight."

lease on the Sourwine has been sold by the Brazil
Theaters Corp. to Dr. T. A. Walsh,
The
of the Citizens' Theater Co.

rent bill was especially apt as there
are a number of local weeklies all

organization
Brazil
business with this

Brazil, Ind.

retired

can't play real music

—

there
were placed
are
in a prominent window, each one having one of the letters painted on its
pass was offered to the first
back.
person who saw the amphibians line
up in a manner that would properly
spell "Tol'able David," and crowds
just naturally gathered waiting for
the correct shift. There were cries of
enthusiasm and groans as the animals occasionally urged by some impetus started to crawl about, almost and talk.
spelling it and then changing again.
turtles, as
letters in that title,

use

Rochester,

CO.

N.Y.

from

sale.

41 Great Q^aramouiit Q>ictures
"The Face in the Fog"
By Jack Boyle
Scenario by John

Created by

Lynch

Directed by Alan Crosland

COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTIONS
Released October

BOSTON

Blackie and Mary, the two bestloved crook characters in all fiction, never
figured in a story more exciting than this.
Mystery, suspense, thrills and romance it has
them all in abundance. The story ran in the Cosmopolitan Magazine and has been produced with
all the lavishness that characterizes Cosmopol-

The

story deals with a beautiful dancer wdio
pursued by a gang of bandits because she carries the Russian Crown Jewels.
How Blackie
and Mary save her will keep your audiences at

is

A.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

top pitch all the way through.
great cast of popular players appears.

A

greatest array of stars, stories and directors

"The
1.

1922

itan Productions.

—

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

9,

KARZAS,

"The
"The
"The
"Her

It,

It's

So."

Bonded Woman."

Top

of New York."
of Pharaoh."

Loves

Gilded Cage.'"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."

Watch

this space

have ever seen"

Chicago

"The

Dictator."
"If You Believe

I

tomorrow for No. 18

FAMOUS PLAYERS-UVSrar CORPORATION

No. 9. Blood and Sand."
No. 10 "The Siren Call."
No. 11 "While Satan Sleeps."
No. 12. "The Valley of Silent Men."
No. 13. "Manslaughter."
No. 14. " The Mysteries of India."
No. 15 "Pink Gods."
No. 16 "The Old Homestead."

TH£

-e^HkDAILY
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GOLDWYN
Announces

the purchase of

Tke Greatest Motion Picture Property
in the History of the Screen

BEN HUR
The Screen
A.

Rights, purchased

L. Erlanger, cost close to

from

$1,000,000

*'Ben Hur," as a stage attraction,

has played since 1899. As a
book it still holds the record
as the world's best seller.

We will

make

''Ben Hur'' the

greatest, the most colossal
motion picture of all time.
Remember

—

GOLDWYN
will

20

make

only

PICTURES
for ig22'ig2S

ALL BIG ONES

Tuesday, June

20,

1922

•I^e

BRADSTREET

i^y

FILMDOM

Authority
FORMERLY

XX

Thursday, June

No. 82

)-ope*'af

'

^n the

Three Conferences

Topic

Hays Meets

O. C. C, O'Reilly
Group and Cohen Organization
ill
H. Hays To—Still "Conferring"
li
Acceptances
Will H. Hays spent a busy day
11 o'clock this morning, what
kt
He had
to be an important meeting with exhibitors yesterday.
3 fair
be held at the Waldorf by offi- no less than three distinct conferences on practically the same topics;
s of a number of nationally orequitable contracts, lower film rentals,
ized bodies and Will H. Hays.
arbitration and cheaper accessories.
Ir. Hays has invited representaOne meeting was with Senator
of organizations which have
;s
denced at some time in the past James J. Walker, and the T. O. C. C.
interest in motion pictures or who started the negotiations. Another
ir
ich have at present committees was with Charles L. O'Reilly and the
There is no M. P. T. O. of N. Y. State, Inc. and
idling film matters.
program for discussion but a the third with Sydney S. Cohen and
ser
system of co-operation be- his group.
The Hays' office had no comment
;en motion pictures and the pubthrough the medium of these to make last evening regarding the
meetings. When O'Reilly was seen
ociations will be discussed.
he said he could make no statement
riie
discussion will start at 11
because conferences were still on. It
luncheon
will
served
at
lock,
be
is
understood that O'Reilly's stateand the conferences continued

Meeting Be
;ations and
day Ms

en National Organ-

T.

—

I

;

;r

that.

Those who

will attend are

follows:
Rex Beach; David S.
i^er. vice-president, National Safety
jncil; Miss Borrow, secretary, Colal Dames of America; Leroy E.
wman, secretary. The National
mmunity Center Ass'n; H. S.
lucher, secretary, Coinmunity SerInc.; Mrs. Richard M. Chapman,
sident,
Federation of Women's
York City; Rev. F. E.
lbs of
jk, president, United Society of
s.

New

ristian

Endeavor;

Laurence

Vail

leman, director, Safety Institute of
lerica; Ernest L. Crandall, Visual
truction Ass'n of America; Miss
Ida Curry, Child Welfare League
America; Chas. B. Davenport,
negie Institution of Washington;
Helen Davis, associate execu5S
National Board Y. W. C. A.;
;,
liter T. Diack, general secretary,
M. C. A.; Dr. G. Clyde Fisher,

ment applies exactly to the situation
as affecting the T. O. C. C. and the
M. P. T. O. It is understood that
two more days of negotiations may
finally clear away the detail and pave
the way for some form of definite
agreement.

Today's the Day
Today's the day upon which the
A. M. P. A. will lunch Sir Charles
the Biltmore.
Some interesting addresses on advertising are

Higham

looked

Federation

of
Labor;
(Continued on Page 2)

Clyde

Mrs. Edison Attacks Films
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

'hautauqua, N. Y. Mrs. Thomas
Edison attacked motion pictures
he opening session of the General
leration of Women's Clubs yester-

for.

Beaudine Engaged by Rapf
William Beaudine has been engaged to direct Wesley Barry in
"Little Heroes of the Street," for
Warner Bros. Rapf left for the coast
yesterday.
Sam and Jack Warner
are already

William H. Swanson Dead
William H. Swanson, prominent
exhibitor, and a First National franchise holder, died of pneumonia on

Monday,

at

Word

New York

in

his

home

in

Salt

Lake

death reached
a wire to J. D. Williams.
of

his

designed and jewel-studded

from his associates in First
:ional as a token of their appreciafor his services. Gordon's recent
i

and South Idaho. The partnership
was dissolved -by mutual consant and
Nolan continued as the franchise

on the executive committee has
n taken over by E. V. Richards.

holder, while
American Salt

late
cially

a

:ch

t

Pictures in England
Sailing on Saturday to Get Work

Aliens Reorganize

make

it

some

Rejected

in

London.
be away from

studio in

Terris ex-

New York
pects to
for about a year, during which time
the scries will be made. As a matter
of fact, his plans have progressed so
far that the first two stories have
been

decided

They

upon.

will

be

"The Prodigal Son,"
and Ethel Dell's "Top of the World."
For the other two. it is understood
stories by Arthur Conan Doyle will
Hall

Swanson operated
Lake City.

the

Interested in Theaters
L. Nathanson's Offer

— N.

(Special to

is

England. He is sailing on
Saturday on the Olympic to get
active work under way.
The pictures will be known as Tom
Terris Prod., and will be made at

Metro

With Goldwyn

^

understood, will
series of four pictures for

Terris,

a

>

Way

Under

Tom

Caine's

be used.

Toronto

Dana Film at Criterion
"The Five Dollar Baby" starring
Viola Dana will open at the Criterion

— The

Allen

Enterprises

ization.

Along the film row, the commonly
accepted "inside" story is that N. L.
Nathanson's offer to the Aliens on
behalf of Famous Players was rejected three times.
In each case, it
is said after the Aliens had first accepted the offer, Nathanson wanted to
change it. The sentiment here is that
the deal with Goldwyn is the best
that could have been struck.
Wainwright

Sails Saturday
Wainwright, of London,
leaves for home Saturday on the
Olympic.

G.

Lynch and Family Sail
Lynch and family

on Sunday.

A.

have
on the Berengaria for an extended stay in Europe.
S.

O'Reilly Explains Stand
Charles L. O'Reilly last night issued a statement explaining why the
M. P. T. O. of New York State, Inc.
withdrew from the M. P. T. O. A.

THE FILM DAILY)

are to be reorganized with Goldwyn
financially interested and with the
Aliens still included in the organ-

J.

sailed

McQuirk Succeeds Crandall
John

J.

McQuirk,

of Philadelphia,

has succeeded Harry M. Crandall,

Vogel Closed Sales on "The Kid"
When William M. Vogel was
abroad he sold "The Kid" to Willy
Mullens, of the Hague for Holland
and arranged to exploit it in Spain.
Triart Prod, were sold to Wardour
Films, Ltd., for England. Vogel says
that theaters on the boulevard in
Paris are at present playing pictures

work on percentage and that now
Damned," tors can secure more revenue

Swanson, in the early days was
interested in Universal, and was in
the supply business. Next he formed
a partnership with Nolan as Swanson
& Nolan, who later became original
First National franchise holders for
the Colorado, Utah, New Mexico,

Gordon Given Watch
Gordon has received

With Metro

Terris

To Make Four

en route to start

on

City.

Price 5 Cents

at

"The Beautiful and
"Main
Street" and "The Little Church
Dciate curator, American Museum
Natural History; Henry Fleisch- Around the Corner." Wallace Worsley is conferring with Charles Norris
n, managing director, The Educa"Brass," which he will direct.
on
lal Alliance; Hugh Frayne, Amer1

1922

22,

distribufor first-

runs.

—

Rochester, N. Y. In the current
of "Pictureplay," Sydney S.
Cohen makes an appeal to up-state
issues

stick

to

At

one

the

national
the

point,

"Tliose who are now the leading officials
of the New York State Motion Picture Theater Owners, refuse to function in union with
the
Motion Picture Theater Owners of

The reasons animating them are
They were not perpersonal and factional.
mitted to make our national organization
subservient to their petty ends and therefore have started in to ruin what it required
two years of patience, sacrifice and money
America.

on the part of all the theater owners of the
United States to build.
But their efiforts meet with no genuine
Theater owners all over the state
responses.
A very few in New York
are standing loyal.
City, and a much smaller group in Buffalo,
alone constitute the avowed wreckers in the
state."

as

a

member

of

of-

the

First National rotating committee.

Abrams Back From Coast
Hiram Abrams and Guy Croswell
Smith returned yesterday from the
coast.
Abe C. Berman went to Boston.
Mr. Abrams en route dislocated
his shoulder and for that reason was
not feeling very well.

Jersey Exhibitors Hold Banquet

Cohen Makes Up-State Appeal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

exhibitors to
organization.
article says:

Washington,

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lake Hopatcong, N. J.— The M. P.

T. O. of New Jersey closed its session yesterday with a banquet at the
Alamac. There was a business session earlier in the day. Today there
will be another meeting followed by
a ball in the evening.
The film players

brought down by Marcus

Loew

will attend.

Did you Jfcnow
that Al Steffes of
Minnesota and

W.

D. Burford of

11-

linois

attended the

T. O. C. C. party
to

Jimmy Walker

the other night?.

Thursday, June

22,

111

Go-Operation the Topic Newspaper Opinions Napoleon Film Rea
(Continued from Page
1)

"South of Suva"

Furst,

Vol.

XX No. 82

Thursday, June 22, 1922

Price 5 Cents

secretary, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching; Mr. Hall, Associated Ad Clubs
of the World; Lee F. Hanmer, Rus-

HERALD — *

D. P. Howells to State Right

Rialto
* The tropical emotion

*

—

in

Made Abroad Has Six
for Open Market

Pil

Readi

"The Son of Napoleon," one m
Sage Foundation; Mrs. Oliver
known pictures with Napoff
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St..
Harriman,
president,
themes in this country, will be
Camp Fire
New York. N. Y., by WID'S FILMS and Girls; E. L. Harvey, National Secur- mation points.
righted by the Howells Sales
FILM FOLKS, INC.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Enter- The picture deals with the life o
ity League; Rev. J. Hayden, ConferJoiieph Dannenberg, President and Editor
taining in a mild way.
It is an average
ence of Union Theological Seminary; program
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manfeature. *
Mary Miles Minter Duke of Reichstag and is unders
ager J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Mrs. Milton P. Higgins, president, handles the stellar role capably.
to have been made in Austria.
Entered as second-class ma-tter May 21, 1918,
Howells promises a steady flo
TRIBUNE — This is a pretty interesting
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under National Congress of Mothers and
Parent-Teachers Ass'n.; Mrs. Her- story, fairly well acted, with lots of beau- pictures via the open market an
the act of March 3, 1879.
*
Terms (Postage free) United States. Outside bert Hoover, Girl Scouts; Judson tiful scenery. * *
that connection adds that six are
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
AMERICAN—* *
One sees several of
Following
Foreign King, executive secretary, National those tropical jungled humid islets that bloom ready for release.
onths, $5.00; 3 months $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. Popular Government League; Dr. H. and blossom underneath the Southern Cross. Son of Napoleon," which was et
flS.OO.
Address all communications to THE FILM E.
*
*
* Several situations are ingenious; others
Kleinschmidt. of the Medical
by Lesley Mason for release
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York, Department, American Social
picturesque after the fashion adopted by
will come "Sold for a Million."
Hy- are
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 45S1-4552-5SS8.
people of the tropics.
Ass'n.;
Fred Landis. playHollywood giene
California — 6411
Hollywood,
DAILY NEWS — Type, tropic romance.
Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603.
wright; Colin H. Livingstone, presi- Direction, all right. Photography,
fine.
Plot,
Breaks Records
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S. dent, Boy Scouts
of
America;
Rev.
exciting.
\'alue, about 90 per cent.
Wabash Ave.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
—
*
*
Chas.
S. MacFarland, Federal CounSUN *
Is quite entertaining.
The
London Representative W. A. Williamson,
Atlantic City— "After Six D
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, cil of Churches of Christ in America; atmosphere is excellent. Mary Miles Minter
is
pretty and charming.
Walter
Long
does smashed records for Saturday
London, W. C. 2.
Rev.
Chas.
A.
McMahon,
National
some clever character acting. * * * The comParii Representative Le Film, 42, Rue de
Catholic Welfare Council; Rev. John edy department of the presentation is de- Sunday at the Woods' when $:
Clichy.
was taken in on Saturday and $j
* *
European Representative Interna- A. Marquis, Federal Council of the lightfully cared for by Roy Atwell.
Ccntritl
Filmschau,
Prague (Czecho-Slo- Churches of Christ in America; Earl
tionale
GLOBE
—
An unusually good story, re- on Sunday in the rain. The pic
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.
* * * dewill
be there for several w(
A. Meyer, director, The American markably well directed and acted
serves to be classed as one of the best films Francis
A. Mangan arranged
Legion Film Service; Mrs. George of the year.
presentation.
M. Minor, president, General, Daugh*
EVE. JOURNAL—*
Worth seeing if
Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folkt.

sell

picture is not sufficient to cause an audience to perspire.
In fact, it can be taken
• * The scenery in this case
quite coolly.
is very
good and well worth several exclathe

;

'

—
—

—

—

M

Quotations
Low

High

\

80M

78K

79^

.

93

93

...

8

93
8

F. P.-L.
do pfd.

G'wyn

Close

.

.

7^

Loew's

Sales

4.100

300
300

Not quoted

Griffith
...

14^

I4y2

Amer, Revolution; Prof. only for the graphic representation of tropicParker T. Moon, secretary, Academy al scenes, life and pursuits. Then, too. the
leading female role * * * is portrayed by
of Political Science; Miss Virginia M. Mary Miles Minter, the diminutive ingenue
ters of the

Uy,

300

World

director,

Receive Charter

At the meeting of the Assistant
Directors' Ass'n at Keen's on Tuesday evening, Marcus Joffe, the atassociation's
torney,
delivered
the
charter.

Burkan Wants Fees from Polo

When

for
Eddie
Polo
sailed
Europe on Saturday last one of the
persons
who saw him off was
Deputy Sheriff Hertenstein, who had
an attachment against his property
in a suit by Nathan Burkan for a

film

service

department.

American City Bureau; Dr. Daniel
A. Poling, United Society of Christian
Endeavor; Dr. Frederic B. Robinson,
American Council on Education;
Rowland Rogers, Visual Instruction
Ass'n
America;
of
Mrs.
R.
F.
Schwartz, secretary, Young Women's
Hebrew Association; Lester F. Scott,
secretary, Camp Fire Girls; Mrs. N.
Stone Scott; Dr. Albert Shaw, vicepresidemt,

Academj'

would be fair to look upon whether she was
planted in Iceland or the Antarctic. And so,
* little
given a South Sea background,
IVl.
M. M. gives a fair account of herself in
her latest picture yarn. * * *

TELEGRAM— Mary

EVE.

Minter
the most

Miles

has come back to Broadway in
dramatic film play of her career. * * *

Tie in Baseball Leadership
First National and
for first place in the

League.

Goldwyn are tie
M. P. Baseball

The standing

—

A

—

Wm.

(PtctuA^

Charles Golb, who edited "Over
the Hill," is responsible for the
cutting and editing of "Nanook of
the North."

about July

Buy

the

New

—

IS.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Equipped.
Bergen Blvd. an
Lafayette Ave., Grantwood, K

For

particulars write
E. K. LINCOLN
110 W. 40th St., N. Y. C.
.^lyant 5307

of the league

as follows:
First National
is

—

S. Pat. Off.

—

J.

of
Political
5
1
.833
Science; R. C. Sheldon, secretary, In- Paramount
5
1
.833
tern'l Big Brother, Big Sister Federa- Goldwyn
4*
2
.666
tion; George H. Sherwood, executive Universal
2
.400
3
secretary, American Museum of Na- Metro
2
3
.400
.333
2
4
balance of $1,254 for counsel fees. tural History; F. F. Simmonds, East- Hodkinson
4
2
2Zl
The sherifif found nothing on the ern District secretary, Chamber of Vitagraph
1*
.166
5
Majestic in Polo's possession that Commerce of the U. S.; Alburn E. Pathe
*Subject to change pending ruling
could be attached so he reported Skinner, secretary, Chautauqua Institution; Mrs. Louis Slade, second re- of League on protest by Pathe.
"nothing doing."
gional director, Nat'l League of Women Voters; Mrs. R. E. Speer. presiTo Start in 1923
A. L. Miller Held on Coast
dent, Y. W. C. A.; Miss N. F. Stough(Special
to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ton, assistant secretary, The RockeSan Francisco A. F. Rousseau will
Claiming to have feller Foundation; Paul Tanner, AcLos Angeles
under contract a number of prominent tors' Equity Ass'n.; S. M. Tucker, erect a theater building which will
among whom were president, New York Drama League, also house stores and a hotel. Work
professionals,
Lon Chaney and Rosemary Theby, ,Inc.; Mrs. Coffin Van Rensselaer, will begin early next year and confor the production of pictures in a executive secretary, Nat'l Civic Fed- struction work will cost $1,250,000.
Lincoln Miller eration; Miss Mabel T. R. Washburn,
new company.
and his wife, Helen Miller, were the women's department, secretary, Minneapolis Houses to Remain Open
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
arrested on a complaint issued by National Historical Society; James
Minneapolis At a meeting of local
Deputy District Attorney Thomas E. West, secretary, Boy Scouts of
Whittaker, sec- theater owners, held here recently,
McCelland charging that false affi- America; Mrs.
davits were filed in the organization retary. Federation of Women's Clubs it was decided to keep houses open
of New York City; Mr. Wise; Dr. during July and August.
Although
of the corporation.
John W. Withers, National Education the exhibitors declared that they
Ass'n.; Miss Helena V. Williams, Na- would be forced to lose money durtional Tuberculosis Ass'n and Miss ing these months, it was thought
Agnes S. Winn, assistant secretary, advisable to remain open and re(r^dtcccUicrruzI
tain patronage.
National Education Ass'n.

Reg. U.

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

Murray, general secretary. Travelers and most dainty of screen actresses. Hers
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Earl Swei
» Nothing esAid Society of N. Y.; Dr. Anne is a sympathetic role.
will manage the new Famous Pla
pecially new in the story, but there are comNicholson, National Council of CaMike Landau has
pensations even in meeting and seeing some office here.
tholic Women; W. W. Norton, treas- melodramatic situations that defy time.
ceeded him as Philadelphia j
urer,
American Ass'n. of Social
EVE.
WORLD— Mary Miles Minter manager. The exchange will c

Not quoted Workers; Clarence A. Perry, Russell
Not quoted Sage Foundation; Albert S. Peters,

Triangle

Sweigert in Wilkes-Barre for F.

Lyric

111.
Caseyville,
Harry
F.
George F. Stout have bought the
Lyric.

and

New

Richard

Kipling

announce)

"THE FACE UPON THI
FLOOR" or "THE FACI

THE

UPON

BARROOK

FLOOR."

World's
famout
poem and play by H. Antoint
D'Arcy. In the making. Watcl
for

it.

I'll

see >'0M soonl'^

SAYS
F. E.

SAMUELS

Coming with

those

BILLY

FRANEY
TWO-REEL
COMEDIES

O'CONOR

PRODUCTIONS
HOLLYWOOD.

CAL.

Thursday, June

=?%g^

DAILY

1922

22,

Some

Buys from Arrow

State Righters in

Among

Ben Friedman Closes for Features
Foreign Sales Made on "Ten

week

was

Town

W.

G.

Specialty Film, Dallas.

$1,000 to be Collected for Exhibitor

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los .\ngeles Sanford Prod., have
Minneapolis
The Minnesota M.
closed sales on the series of 12 two- P. T. O. will raise $1,000 which will
reel "Tweedy" comedies and eight
he given to help E. G. Fargo, a form(Special to

—

—

Sam Grand

Nights" and Comedies
of Boston and Harry Charnas,
Ben Friedman, president of the Cleveland.
Friedman Fihn Exchange, MinneapoHs, has closed a contract with ArBen Wilson Here
row, whereby he secures the four
Ben Wilson came here from
Kyne pictures and ''The

Buys Sanford Output
THE FILM DAILY)

Peerless

Arrow this
Underwood, of

the visitors at

of

five-reel features with Pete Morrison, to the Peerless Film Service of
San Francisco, for California, Ari-

er exhibitor of Blue Earth, Minn.,
who, due to a stroke, has been in
zona.
Nevada and the Hawaiian poor circumstances for the past six
the
years.
It
is
planned to buy the
Islands.
Peter B.
Coast to attend the premiere of
crippled man a small grocery store
Innocent Cheat" for Minnesota. Of
"The Innocent Cheat," at Moss'
the Kyne stories. "A Motion to
and rooming house with the money
May Have Five Units Busy
Broadway.
Adjourn," "Back to Yellow Jacket"
and thus provide him with a means
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
and "One-Eighth Apache" have alLos Angeles Rex Thorpe, form- to support himself.
Xydias Here
ready been produced, and the fourth
with
Border
Feature
Film
A. J. Xydias, general manager of erly
is now being made at the Coast.
Prod., is now casting director of
Sunset
Prod.,
of
Los
Angeles,
in
is
D. J. Mountan. of the foreign
Long Beach Studios, Inc., of which
department has sold "Ten Nights in town, stopping at the Elks.
Hampton Del Ruth is supervising
Pearl
Films.
Ltd..
a Barroom," to
director.
The company expects to
Visiting
Sanford
of London, for the United Kingdom;
have five units at work shortlJ^
F. M. Sanford, of Sanford Prod.,
17 Speed Comedies and "The Blue
Fox" serial for England to Inter- Los Angeles, is here from the coast.
Black Art Prod. Formed
Ocean Film; "Ten Nights" to the
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Simeral Forms New Company
International Variety and Theatrical
St.
Louis Black Art Prod., is
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Agency for South Africa, and 18
single reel Spotlight Comedies for
Pittsburgh H.
Simeral has the name of a company formed to
C.
South Africa.
formed the H. C. Simeral Co., with produce several short length sub-

—

.XT
3ojc o/Yice

—

—

In addition,

Mountan

that

stated

he has closed a foreign contract for
"Ten Nights," together with 10 other

He added

later.

jects

Alberte Takes Over Chicago Change

duced

THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago— Bert W. Alberte

features; 14 two-reel Broadway Comedies and 12 two-reel Speed Comedies,
the territory and buyer of which will

be announced

in
the
Studios here.

a capitalization of $50,000.

Two."

(Special to

has
taken over the Majestic Film Co.,
Alberte was
at 728 S. Wabash Ave.
formerly with Fitzpatrick and McElroy.

this

deal is the forerunner of a more important deal to follow in which are
included the entire output of Arrow,
comprising about 12 features, 104
11
Sport
comedies, three serials,
Pictorials and several novelties.

National
Publicity
first already pro-

The

was "Sawing a Woman in
Romaine Fielding is pro-

duction director.

Man

All Exchanges in St. Louis Club
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Louis—The

F. I. L. M. Club
during the Summer months will meet
at luncheon Monday each week, at
Sell Territory on Equity Film
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
the Elks Club
R. J. McManus of
Equitable Pictures Paramount, has been elected treasBaltimore
have bought the rights to "Where Is urer to succeed G. M. McKean of
My Wandering Boy Tonight." for Fox, who held the office several
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and terms. The club now has a 100%
membership.
the District of Columbia.
St.

—

H. C. S'imeral Co., Pittsburgh.
Capital, $50,000. Incorporators, Capital Trust Co., of Delav\"are.

41 Great Cparamount Q>ictures
Wallace Reid and Lila Lee in

"The Ghost Breaker

By Paul Dickey and Charles Goddard
Scenario by Jack

Cunningham
Re /eased

Directed by Alfred Green

October 16, 1922

was a tremendously popular play on the
THIS
great production, with
stage, and

great love story between the young American
and the Spanish princess.
The director is the man who made "The BachGreat sets and beautiful gowns
elor Daddy."
add to the appeal of the swift, thrilling story.

in this

two big

Stars,

it

will duplicate

its

stage

popularity.
It

has comedy and action in abundance, and a

"We hope

to present the entire schedule of features"
CHARLES LAMB,

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Rockford,

111.

"The Dictator."
"If

You

Believe

It, It's

So."

Bonded Woman."

6.

"The
"The
"The
"Her

7.

"Nice People."

8.

"The Young Diana."

9.

"Blood and Sand."

Top of New York."
Loves of Pharaoh."
Gilded Cage."

Watch

this space

Monday

for No. 20

FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION LBi
L'jffl

:

ftDOLDH 2UKOB.

P'ti^^tr^t

,

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

10.
11.
12.
13.

"The Siren Call."
"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."
"Manslaughter."
The Mysteries of India."
"Pink Gods."

14. "
15.
16.

"The Old Homestead."

17.

'The Face

18.

"Burning Sands."

in the

Fog."

THE

^m

DAILY

Over

Putting It
Here
your

how a

is

ideas.

100

brother exhibitor put his show over.

Send atong

Let the other fellow know how you cleaned up.

Houses Closed

(Special to

Berlin

1

Thursday, June

Mass.—Tan

bark

at

dollars a ton and one ton of
filled the house when "Smilin'

100 picture houses
closed here recently, due

have been
to
the high amusement tax.
No
action has been taken by the government to reduce this tax, and the pro-

—

Calgary, Alta. Manager Price, of
Allen's Palace, found a way to reach
school
children
local
15,000
the

when

he

"Penrod,"

played

by

which

—

It

fairly

rained

was announced

it

that

again.

Vienna Theaters Closed
Vienna
shut
the

of the houses have
the summer, due to

A

tax.
few houses
will hold showings on one day a week.
Many of the exhibitors have promised
not to reopen unless the tax is re-

The

injury to production

is

great.

—

—

Sandusky, O.
Professional applause-makers are not unusual, but

One was employed

stein.

Take Over Temple
THE FILM DAILY)
Boulder, Mont.— H. K. Hundley
and Edward Levy have bought the
Tejnple from Mrs. H. E. Thompson.
(Special to

Topton Palace Opens
THE FILM DAILY)
Topton, Pa. Nathan R. Klein of
(Special to

—

Philadelphia has opened the Palace.
He purchased it from the estate of
the late M. T. Butz who started it
but died just before the project neared
completion.

—

proved

aroused

much

most

effective
and
curiosity concerning

—

—

—

(Special

Exhibitor with Hodkinson

THE FILM DAILY)
Atlanta — Paul Engler is now on the
road for Hodkinson. He was former(Special to

ly

an exhibitor

in

Schram Increases Chain
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Kalamazoo, Mich. P. C. Schram

—

who

operates the Lyric and Orpheum
has taken over the New from Koch
and Buchte.

Plan Piymouth
(Special to

Plymouth,

Amusement

Pa.,

one foot which

his partner had trod
on; the third showed the wall flower
trying to dance; the fourth card of
the series contained two portraits of
Miss Moore, one as Idalene, the wall
flower, and the second Idalene trans-

formed into a beauty by sympathy
and kindness.

McDaniel Buys Lyric
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chappell, Neb.— J. W. AIcDaniel,
has taken over the Lyric from
Guy Yeggy. He has remodeled it so

Jr.,

that

it

now

seats 340.

Best space in New York for
exchange.
Projection

film

room. vaults and cutting room.
8th Floor, 130

Ask

St.

McGrath

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete

in East.
Perequipment. Modern sets. Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
fect lighting

THE FILM DAILY)

Sells

(Special to

World Film Corp.
130

W.

Bryant 9900.

46th St.

Savannah House

THE FILM DAILY)

—

OFFICE SPACE

Ga. E. L. Wise has
C. Mills of Chicago, the

Globe.

for

Rent

with re-winding

and film

Will Erect in Kansas City
(Special to

Kansas

46th

—

—

W.

for

W.

Pa.
The Shawnee
Co. will erect a house of

(Special to

Savannah,

—

FOR RENT

Theater

Osakkis, Alinn The Empress is now
the property of Airs. Lena Fearing.

sold to

THE FILM DAILY)

G. Harry Brown
plans the erection of a theater here.

THE FILM DAILY)

Minnesota House Changes Hands

Wise

to

Old Forge, N. Y.

Birmingham.

—

angle.
He invited impersonators to
try their skill and awarded prizes to
the best exponents of the art of makeup; but he also had them parade for
three nights steadily, during the entire run of the picture.
The awards
were made the final night, being
limited to youngsters of from 8 to
17 years of age.
As a result of his
stunt the astute manager had 31 live
wire boosters for his show for three
consecutive days.

THE FILM DAILY)

The

the picture.
considerable size.
Chaplins when Manager Lewis played
The first of these teasers included
"Pay Day" at the Alhambra, for they an illustration of a woman's feet,
Makley Buys Auditorium
were there in cutaway coats and in
pigeon-toed, with brief text calling
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
rags, with mustaches and clean shavattention to one reason why Idalene
^t.
Mary's, O. The Auditorium
en, with canes or with bicycles.
Nobbin was a wall flower; the second has been bought
Butler actually used an old stunt
by Andrew J. Makteaser showed a couple on the dance
ley.
on a wholesale scale and with a new
floor, the man holding in his hands

"laughers" are.

Chicago Langley Is Sold
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

— Most

down for
amusement

duced.

is

Chicago Nate J. Sugar has bought
the Langley from Abraham Bernthe

houses would be forced to close if a
reduction was not obtained.
Two
of the largest houses here are being
remodeled and will not show pictures

(Special to

—

A. J. Jerue
operating the Caughren.

now

—

—

Cal.

Sauk Center, Minn.

Lease Theater for Ten Years
Waller Buys Glenwood Houses
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
theater occupying the block
front on the north side of East BroadGlenwood, Iowa The Chrystal and
way, between Market and Eldridge Rex have been purchased by John
Sts., under
Alanhattan Bridge, has Waller.
been leased by the Lewis Holding Co.
comedy hit.
to the newly formed New Strand
House Opens in Seaford
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hannibal, Mo. The Courier-Post Theater Corp. The lease is for 10
Seaford, Del. The New has openturned its readers into jurors to de- vears at an aggregate rental of $80,ed with W. Ford Breeding acting as
cide the gilt or innocence of Betty 000.
manager.
Compson, who is arraigned for murLife of Lincoln Planned
der in "The Law and the Woman,"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Felps Operating Two
when it was shown at the Star. The
Los Angeles The Rockett-Naylor
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Courier-Post did not require the jury
The paper printed Prod., Inc., recently incorporated
to see the picture.
Shelton, Neb.
H. A. Felps is showthe facts and briefed both the case here, will first make "The Life of ing films at the Comet and the Gem
for the prosecution and the case for Abraham Lincoln," to be directed by at Wood River.
The reader was to D. G. E. Bailey, professor of geology
the defense.
render a verdict and write a brief at the University of California.
Brown Will Erect House

establishing a special Penrod prize
for merit.
By arrangement with the
school board he had these prizes
awarded to the pupils showing the
greatest improvement in their work
the week prior to the showing of the
picture.
The prize consisted of a
free pass to the Palace for the winning pupil and his parents. The most
important point, however, was that essay giving reasons for it, the best
each prize winner was given a printed essays being awarded the 12 prizes.
The Star gave $10 in cash and 12
diploma the Penrod Award of Merit,
tickets to be distributed by the paper.
duly certified to by his teacher.
Having obtained the consent of the Instead of requiring contestants to
board, Price got the co-operation of see the picture before rendering their
the teachers by a special circular verdict, the star elected to publish
letter
outlining
entertainment a resume of the plot. This secured
the
qualities of "Penrod" and the plan the interest of a greater number of
by which he was going to provide the people and sold the picture to them.
scholars with an incentive to do better
Ft.
Smith. Ark.— At the New,
The official endorsement of
work.
the school board helped, and today Manager Lick found teaser cards
many Calgary school children are very effective in putting over "The
proud of the signed Penrod diplomas Wall Flower." He used a series of
four special 1-column advertisements
on the walls of their rooms.

Alhambra,

protest

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

— Over

of the exhibitors has failed to
bring any result. At the time of the

by George Schade, owner of Schade's.
\Vhen be played "Pay Day" the patrons in front of the theater were
that,
Through" was presented at the New amazed by a robust, merry individual
Park, and Manager Max Finn, who, who emerged from the house and
with the co-operation of First Na- lauglied himself sick over the memory
tional's exploitation man conceived of the picture he had just seen. There
and executed the idea, is licking his was no escaping that implication for
he looked back inside the doorway
chops today at the big idea.
Tan bark was spread on the side- repeatedly.
From the patrons inside it was
walk in front of the house. On it
was a standard with the sign: gleaned that he had practically con"SILENCE. All sounds on this vulsed the show with his irrepressstreet has been deadened by tan ible laughter, for from the very first
bark because we need absolute silence flicker the film seemed to catch his
for the proper exhibition of Norma fancy and his uproarious torrents of
Talmadge in 'Smilin' Through,' a mirth flooded the house.
The tan
It's
always easier to break into
First National Attraction."
bark remained in front of the theater laughter when someone else starts
Within that time the convulsion. That's what Schade
less than an hour.
more than 4,000 people had trampled knew and he planted this man in the
laugh
professional
as
over it and scattered it in every theater
a
The audience followed the
direction with their feet, but it had drawer.
example and the film registered a
served its purpose.
Worcester,

three

Jerue Takes Over Caughren

in Berlin

THE FILM DAILY)

test

1922

22,

THE FILM DAILY)
Mo. — Max Eichen-

City,

berg will build

a

new

house.

Room

408

room

vault.

Bryant 1759

729 Seventh Ave.
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England Needs a Hays
Says Sir Charles Higham at A. M.
P. A. Lunch "Make Industry
Clean"
Higham made an
Sir
Charles
apijeal for cleaner screens and paid
a tribute to Will H. Hays and the

—

'

American

film industry in general in

his address at the lunclieon given in
his honor vesterday afternoon at the
HigBiltmore, by the A. M. P. A.
ham concluded his address by asking
the advertising men to help wipe out
the stigma of Hollywood for only
by doing this, he said, will they

be proud of belonging to the picture
industry.

The

W.

guest was introduced by David

Griffith,

who

told

work during the war,

Higham's
which he

of
for

has the distinction of being the only
advertising man knighted.
"Vv'ar is only murder!" said Griffith,
in one part of his address, "It is unWhen nanecessarv and foolish.

world ^et to understand
each other there will be no war.
Advertising can accomplish this."
About 200 attended the luncheon,
including many prominent film men.
Louis Wiley, business manager of
the
New York Times and Col
tions of the

O'Mohoney,

special representative of
Northcliff Press, were seated at
Courtland Smith,
guest's table.

the
the

Robert Lieber and H. O. Schwalbe
"Bill" Yearsley
were also present.
presided and John C. Flinn told
about the aims and ideals of the A.

One

All South in

Price 5 Cents

1922

Hays Pledged

1923 ConventionNorth Carolina to Broach It

That's

By

to Others

—

Asheville, N. C.
A monster convention of the entire South was the
plan broached at the close of the
annual meeting of the M. P. T. O. of
North Carolina yesterday. A comtnittee was formed to present the
proposition to the other states.

The same
mington

officers

Percy

yesterday.

W.

Special Committee to Guide Producers in Gauging Public
Desires in Motion Pictures Preliminary Meeting

—

Scheduled for Monday
Representatives of over 60 nationally organized civic organwhich through affiliated bodies and their own branches
throughout the country represent many millions of citizens yesterday unanimously voted to support Will H. Hays and the
producers and distributors represented in the Hays organization
in their program of "establishing and then maintaining the highest possible moral standard in motion picttire production.'' These
men and women who are devoting their time to public
welfare definitely voiced their approval through the passage of
a resoltition of confidence and stipport and through the appointment of a committee of three to work with ^,Ir. Hays in the drafting of a permanent advisory body. The committee as adopted is
Lee F. Hanmer, of the recreation division, Russell Sage
Fotmdation.
Mrs. Oliver Harriman, president. Camp Fire Girls.
James E. West, secretary, Boy Scouts of America.
izations

were re-elected
Wells, of Wil-

again

president; E. F.
Charlotte,
first
vicepresident; S. S. Stevenson, of Henderson, second vice-president; and H.
B. Varner of Lexington, secretary.
committee was also appointed to
confer with the Atlanta Better Films
Committee to perfect plans for inaugurating the same system of review
North Carolina.
in
mid-winter
meeting will be held at Greensboro.
Among the resolutions passed were
is

Dardine,

National Civic Organizations

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

of

A

A

one

Fullest Co-operation

Plan for

pledging

support

to

Will

:

H.

Hays and another expressing confidence in the M. P. T. O. For the
first time in the history of the exhibitor organization the meeting was
thrown open to producers' and distributors' representatives.
Charles C. Pettijohn, representing

Mr. Hays came down from

He

for the convention.

New York

delivered an

address on Wednesday.

Triangle Suit

Immediately after the meeting,
which started at 11:20 and terminated
about 4:30, Mr. Hays conferred with
Aaron Jones Signs for Paramount the committee of three and arranged
Product for Five Years at New
to hold the first meeting on Monday.
McVickers Theater
At that time, the personnel of the
standing committee will be
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
disChicago Aaron Jones has signed cussed and in all likelihood de-

Chicago First-Run

—

On

Famous Players
contract with
whereby he will show Paramount
product at the new McVickers theater beginning Oct. 1 and running
a

termined.

The

Won't Form New Body

The McVickers, which
on the site of
constructed
being
The trial of the much discussed
Triangle suit against Harry E. and the old theater, is expected to be comRoy E. Aitken, and Hyman Winik, pleted by October.
Under the agreement, Jones will
the Western Import Co., and the
Reserve Film, has been on before have his choice of pictures, while

conference was sucIn the afternoon session,
Saul E. Rogers, vice-president and
general counsel of Fox explained
some of the irksome problems facing producers.
He took occasion to
say that, in his opinion this meeting
marked one of the greatest epochs
in motion picture history, if not the

New York

Supreme

greatest.

M.

P. A.

opening remarks Higham
spoke about the absence of film men
at the Alilwaukee convention of Associated Advertising Clubs of the
In

his

(Continued

on

Page

2)

State Unit Denies It In

tends Launching a National
Organization
statement prepared by
In
the
Charles L. O'Reilly covering the
stand of the M. P. T. O. of N. Y.
State, Inc., in relation to the M. P.
T. O. A., the interesting statement
appears that the O'Reilly group does
not intend using the state organization as a nucleus for the formation of
a new nation-wide exhibitor body.

That report has been circulating

in
circles here for some time but
this statement, the first official
(Continued on Page 2)

film
in

Estabrook Resigns
It

was

Howard

yesterday that
Estabrook had resigned on
learned

Saturday from

Wid

Gunning, Inc.

—

Expected to Run All Week Aitkens
Agree to Surrender $1,000,000
in Stock

for five years.
is

Court Justice Finch for
three days and will probably occupy
most of the week.
The suit has
already resulted in an agreement by
the Aitkens to surrender to Triangle
stock having a par value of more than
$1,000,000,
liability for

thus

eliminating

them

damages.

The suit is continuing against the
other defendants for the purpose of
cancelling the life contract given to
Reserve Film Corp., for the foreign
rights to all the Triangle films, and
for an accounting of all profits made
on the films up to the time the suit
was brought. If Triangle is successful in obtaining the cancellation a
referee will be appointed to take the

Arthur Butler Graham
accounting.
appears for Triangle, and Edmund L.
Mooney appears for the defendants
remaining.

on

(Continued

Page

2)

entire

cessful.

That remark of Mr. Rogers seemed
Pyramid Paying Stockholders
to size up the situation.
Certainly,
Pyramid Pictures, Inc., have an- never in the history of the business

disbursement of has there been such a gathering of
No. 1 representative people to talk with
producers of "My Old Kentucky film men on the problems peculiar to
Home." It is payable June 26 to the industry. It is to be doubted
stockholders of record on June 20 if anyone but Mr. Hays or a man
through Smallwood and Co.
known nationally could have been
successful in gathering the type of
represented
there
in
one
Stars people
Selznick
conference room.
Groups highly
Selznick announced yesterday that organized
were
officially
repre-

nounced

16%

to

a

cash

members

of Syndicate

Guts

pictures will eliminate the
fall
stars as such and use feature players who fit the stories. Eight productions are already planned and it is
understood there will be a total of
its

sented.

Several

of

the

religious

denominations had officials on hand.
As the meeting developed, the fullest
sort
co-operation was pledged
of
from important organizations. Hugh
Myron and David Selznick are Frayne, of the American Federation
16.
scheduled to leave for the coast to- of Labor; F. F. Simmonds, Eastern
day.

(Continued on

Page

2)
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District Secretary of the U. S. Chamber of Commerce, with 10,000 business firms as members; J. H. Hall,
educational director of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World;
Paul Tanner, of the Actors' Equity
Ass'n, and the National Educators
Association were some of the associations which stated their desire
to work with Hays.

Toward

the

close

the

of

session,

three-cornered resolution which was unanimously passed
after some
tion first:

discussion.

The

resolu-

Hollywood
6411
California
Expressed the gratitude to the proBWd. Phone, Hollywood 1603.
808 S. ducers represented by Hays for their
Mack,
Irving
Chicago Representative
Ave.
Wabash
splendid action in working out a
London Representative— W. A. Williainson.
Kinematograph Weekly, 85 Long Acre, program to put a higher moral purLondon, W. C. 2.
pose in production.
„
^
Pmris Representative— Le Film, 42, Rue de

BoUywood,

—

Clichy.

(Ciecho-Slo-

Prague
Fihnschau,
^ikia), Wenzelsplati.
tionale

Quotations
Low

High

..80

F. P.-L.
do pfd
,

G'wyn

Close

80

79

Sales

2,300

Not quoted
...

8/2

73X

...

141/2

\W2

Griffith

Loew's

TV^

3,500

Not quoted
400
14^

World

Chicago First-Run
(Continued from Page 1)
exhibitors will follow

selections. The deal gives
a new first-run here.

him on
Paramount

in

Hays

confidence in Will H.
Hays as the leader and authorized
representative of the producers.
Pledged co-operation with Hays

Placed

full

breaking

&

Page

1)

cognizance of its existence is take
advertising men in other spheres of The presence of W. A. Steffes
activity.
Then he spoke of Hays Minnesota and W. D. Burford
meeting representatives of other in- Illinois at the T. O. C. C. dinner
stitutions.
He said in part:
Senator James J. Walker at tl
"There is only one way you can make
Plaza on Monday led to some con
far greater
the fihn industry a great one
than it is now, far greater than you ever ment, in which a split with Coht
(

1

t

—

dreamed

of,

and that

first

is

of all

by making

clean and the only way you can make it
clean is by being clean men and women
yourselves.
There is no use of trying to
make pictures if you do not believe in them.
A lot of pictures are shown all over the world

was talked

it

extraordinary

titles

to

make people

to the cinema enterprise run by a
great many men who accidentally got into
the industry and people who have no idea of
how it should be or is done.

Speaking of Hays, Higham said:
"1 have never seen him but all I know is
over there
the eflfect of him in my country
they say that the American film industry is
In another land
going to be cleaned up.
with 50,000,000 people they are saying that
the film industry is going to be clianed up
over here and that you engaged a man at an

—

enormous

salary.

That

you needed

a

man

big enough to put the cinema industry on the
map properly, and this man's job is to make
you do what you don't want to do. It is a

hard task. We need a man like him in
Great Britain. No one needs him more than

American film industry in my country.
The methods of exploitation and selling picand of booking a great deal of it is

the

—

tures

The

of.

statement

O'Reilly

says

"We wish the exhibitors of the counti
as well as the leaders of the other state c
ganizations throughout the country to knc
that, despite innuendos, rumors and stal
ments to the contrary, no attempt will
made by the New York State organizatii
to promote any new national organizatio
or to, in any way, create dissatisfactii
within the ranks of the membership of oth
states.

"As a matter

of fact, the same feelii
friendship still exists in the hearts of t
exhibitors ot the State of New York, a:
their desire for cooperation with their sist
states is as keen as ever.
"We are more than willing to confer ai
to cooperate with the other state organic
tions on any issue that may arise in t
future where the strength of the State
New York can be of benefit to the exhib
ing branch of the industry, or to the indv
try as a vvi)ole.
But, under no conditio
will the State of New York recognize t
leadership of Sydney S. Cohen."
of

entirely satisfied with the manwhich the session had turned

9091

Best space in New York for
Projection
exchange.

in

GUI.
understood he intends
It
is
pushing the matter to the limit, and
that he will insist upon having a
committee appointed that will work
and work hard to get somewhere on
this problem.

Phone— Beekman

film

BBKVICt

room, vaults and cutting room.
8th Floor, 130

Ask

for

W.

46th St.

119 Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTR

McGrath

STUDIO FOR RENT
Negative and American Rights Tc

Most complete

in

East.

fect lighting equipment.

Mod-

Extensive props and
wardrobe departments.
ern

— " SINSOUN "—

Per-

Available to Quick Purchaser

sets.

A

love

6,000

World Film Corp.
130

W.

46th St.

Bryant 9900.

Schaeflfer at a record

ft.

drama

of the South Seasof beautiful scenes and foi

eign atmosphere
Apply K-20 c/o The Film Daily

TKe

Virsl

is

figure.

Universal Film Exchange,
admits that Randolph will be
operated by it beginning Aug. 1, and
the rental is said to be more than
It is contended the
$3;000 a week.
total operating costs of the Randolph,
a small house, by the way, will be in
'the neighborhood of $5,000 a week.
Universal-Jewel productions will be
featured for runs, but other films will
be shown, meaning the new owners
will bid against Balaban & Katz for
pictures they want for the Chicago

"The

Inc.,

arid the Roosevelt."

(f^clitcxLtlcmai

" NINE

SECONDS FROM HEAVEN

Different from
all

all

other pictures.

The most mystifying
shown at the

B'way and

/i5-=H
Reg. U. S

Pat.

of

Oflf.

BILLY

FRANEY

41st Street

Real
Week

beginning Monday, June 26th. Theatre owners and
managers who desire to review this picture will be furnished
with tickets upon request.

ix^tuAji^

or THE PROGRAM"

"NO BRAINS"
STARRING

BROADWAY THEATRE

130
SPICE

"

mysteries in six reels will be

RIALTO PRODUCTIONS,
THE

i

part.

—

Exhibitors Present
Al Chase in the Tribune under the
Of course the bulk of those present
heading "Movie War on Rialto Seen were not film people but the T. O. C.
in Universal Move," says:
C, the O'Reilly organization and the
"Right on the heels of the big deal M. P. T. O. A., were all repreby which Balaban & Katz took over sented. William Brandt, Louis F.
the Roosevelt theater from Ascher Blumenthal, and Senator James J.
Brothers at the pocketbook stretching Walker represented the T. O. C. C;
figure of $260,000 a year and 50% Sam Berman, the M. P. T. O. of N.
of the profits to the Aschers, a deal Y. State, Inc., and Sydnev S. Cohen,
made to cut out the wild bidding for W. A. True, Mike O'To'ole, W. D.
between the Chicago and Burford and W. A. Steffes, the M.
films
Roosevelt owners, comes the dis- P. T. O. A. The latter group did
quieting news that Universal has not arrive until after the meeting had
(Continued on Page 4)
jumped into the State street game by
leasing the Randolph theater from
Jones, Linick

(Continued from

meet

to

not think that any one man
through the appointment of a com- wrong.everI do
either
industry
clean
the film
will
mittee of from 15 to 25 with the aid ethically or financially."
will
of a committee of three which
work with Hays in appointing the
permanent body.
FOR RENT
Mr. Hays said in meeting that he

Not quoted was
Not quoted ner

Triangle

Other

Vote Confidence

RepresenUtive— Interna-

European

Central

1)

World and advised them

James E. West who was later placed under
on the preliminary committee of come
three drafted a

Hays Won't Form New Bod

a

Page

(Continued from

1)

1922

West

46th Street

INC.

Lou Rogers,

Pres.

TWO-REELERS

O'CONOR
PRODUCTIONS
HOLLYWOOD,

CAL.

THE
Friday, June 23,

-sunkDAILV
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Warm Weather

Winners

Here's just what you need for summer attractions. You want extra good
pictures to compete with the outdoor amusements, baseball, bathing, boat-

and the parks.
Weather business
ing

over the

Here you

—Thrills, laughs, fast action, fine
Marshall Neilan

presented by

presents his latest

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., in

First National

"Sonny"

"Fools First"

His third big production for First
iKational and a worthy successor to
"Tol'able David." Taken from the

With Claire Windsor, Richard Dix
and Claude Gillingwater. Suggested by Hugh MacNair Kahler's story
in the Saturday Evening Post.

play by George V. Hobart and diby Henry King.

presented by

Joseph M. Schenck

Norma Talmadge

Anita Stewart

presented by

presented by

"Smilin'

for

Constance Talmadge

Louis B. Mayer

in

Adapted by James Ashmore Creelman and Sidney A. Franklin from
Allen Langdon Martin's play. Directed by Sidney A. Franklin.

One

of the fascinating comedienne's

most sprightly pictures.
Adapted
by Frances Marion from "The
Divorcee" by Edgar Selwyn and
directed by Sidney A. Franklin.

Katherine MacDonald
presented by

in

B. P. Schulberg in

Through"

Eight reels of Storm and Sunshine.

in

"The Primitive Lover"

!rected

\

makes

list.

Richard Barthelmess

Joseph M. Schenck

Hot
entertainment. Look

will find the quality that

"Rose

o'

the Sea"

"Domestic Relations"

From

the book by Countess Barcynska and directed by Fred Niblo.
director of "The Three Musketeers."
thrilling tale of the wrecks of the
sea and of society.

A

—

beautiful woman of the
an interesting story of
tangles.
Story and scenadomestic
rio by Violet Clarke and directed by

The most
screen

in

Chet Withey.

Oliver Morosco

"One Clear Call"

presents his

presented by
Allen Holubar in

The John M. Stahl Production

"Hurricane's Gal"

"The Half Breed"

With Wheeler Oakman. Open mar-

A

gripping tale of masked avengers

From

in a wild night ride.

by

Frances

Nimmo

directed by John M.

the book

Greene

and

Stahl.

ket.

Buster Keaton

A

thrilling story of the sea and a
smuggling ship commanded by a
girl.
Adapted and personally directed by Allen Holubar from the
story by Harvey Gates.

Mack Sennett

Hope Hampton

presented by

Joseph M. Schenck

"My

presents his latest

in

2-reel fun

Wife's Relations"

of Keaton's funniest comedies

and well worth featuring on your
program a sure hot weather winner.
Written and directed by BusOpen
ter Keaton and Eddie Cline.

A

market.

market.

—

You Can Depend on

presented by
Hobart Henley Productions in

maker

"Gymnasium Jim"

I

One

Phillips

presented by
Louis B. Mayer in

stage success

'A story of tradition's barrier and
how he smashed it. The play that
has been road showed all over the
country and is known to every one.

Dorothy

comedy

rons roaring from

start

to

finish.

Bevan and Mildred June.
Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Open

With

"Star Dust"

that will keep your pat-

Billy

First Nationals
FIRST

NATIONAL

The

beautiful star in a picture suggested from the famous story by
Fannie Hurst, author of "Humoresque."

Summer and Winter

THE
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Cleanse Production at Source, Hays' Idea
Tells Waldorf Meeting
(Continued from Page 2)

been under way for about an hour.
Then Walker and his group and
Cohen and his group were in the
same room.

A

deal of discussion was
told those assembled
openly that there was no set program to follow. He took the chair
and started matters by sketching as
a background the growth of the inHe mentioned a good many
dustry.

great

held.

Hays

figures, all of

which have been men-

tioned in previous addresses, and at
one point gave the probable seating
capacity of the country's theaters as
16,000,000 seats.

in a definite manner of the
good pictures and the mediocre ones
so that it may exercise its knowledge
in selecting amusement.
Hanford
MacNider,
comCol
mander-in-chief
the
American
of
Legion, was present for a moment.
He expressed the hope that the producers would aid in the development
of proper citizens through the proper

public

sort of films.

The Rev. Charles A. McMahon, of
the National Catholic Welfare Council followed the suggestion made by
Mr. West that a control of some sort
He adbe made before exhibition.
vocated a supervision of the key
negative.
He added that he thought
proponents of Sunday closing were
actuated not because they really
wanted the theaters closed on the

"The country must have amusement or it will go red," he told them. Sabbath, but because they opposed
"The amusements of millions merits poor pictures which should be not
all
of
consideration
careful
the
shown not only on Sunday, but all
of us."
It was
tiirough the week as well.
assumed that the priest spoke for
Hays Sees End to Censors
In discussing whether or not the
public

wanted clean

pictures,

Hays

ventured the opinion that clean
films paid in the end and then quoted
"the largest motion picture producer
in this country" as saying:
"The outstanding successes of the
past 18 months have been clean piclater

his

organization

when he

that his organization

later

said
to

was content

the Sunday question rest with
each local community.
Clarence A. Perry, of the National
Committee for Better Films and of
the Russel Sage Foundation, deplored
censorship, which he said was in-

let

Ass'n asked that a better grade of
Other speakers of the afternoon
films be shipped to the Orient.
session were J. H. Hall of the AssoOne point which seemed to par- ciated Advertising Clubs of the
ticularly impress Mr. Hays was that World who urged clean standards of
made Ijy Mrs. Milton P. Higgins, advertising in motion pictures; H.
president of the National Congress Turner Jones, head of the Public
of Mothers and Parent Teachers' Relations Committee of the Southern
Assn's who said that in a tour of 17 Enterprises, Inc. who described at
states west of the Mississippi she length the work of the Better Films
found a universal cry for censorship Committee in the South and the reof some kind, either local, state or cent Atlanta conference; Dr. John:
Federal to meet a situation which she Wither, dean of the school of educa-i
frankly said parents did not know tion of New York Lhiiversity who^
how to face. It was this kind of believed much good could be spread'
thing, Hays said, that his association through the use of films; and Rexl
Beach
who was very evidently!
was trying to co-operate on.
ruffled by what had been said abouti
The idea of checking productions the
industry all during the day.
before exhibition was also suggested
He said the business was sick beby Dr. Anne Nicholson, of the National Council of Catholic Women. cause of too much outside meddling
A steady flow of the proper kind of and told of his experiences with ceneducationals was suggested by Dr. sor boards in Pennsylvania and in
H. E. Kleinschmidt, of the medical New York. His address was interdepartment, American Social Hygiene spersed with humorous remarks but
Ass'n, while David S. Beyer, vice- here and there he injected bits of
the
National Safety biting sarcasm which were not lost
president
of
Council thought safety films would upon his audience. At one point he
told of the formation of Eminent
be a great help.
Authors, Inc. although he did not

Frayne and Walker Talk

The

two speakers of the morning session were Hugh Frayne, for
the American Federation of Labor,
and .Senator Walker for the T. O.
C. C. and the M. P. T. O. of N. Y.
Frayne spoke at length
State, Inc.
last

He

mention the company by name.
said that the

pany had

members

of that

com-

varied success with the

a

Rupert Hughes. He
gave their names in answer to the
argument advanced earlier that the
effective.
best authors should be drafted to
tures."
"All film can't please," he said.
censorship is a little " 'Passion was liked when shown in and pledged the support of the A. F. serve the screen and added that when
"Political
"The country, of New York, but when shown to the of L. to the movement, provided the nationally known writers were enthing," Hays said.
The Pennsylvania censors, it was badly program remains broad and liberal. gaged their works were later censorcourse, is against censorship.
demand for censors will pass as un- cut up. There can be no agreement He made a strong attack on political ed.
Billy Brandt was present during
American as soon as you remove the on fundamental desires. The National censorship.
reason for them. I asked you here Committee's plan of better films is
Walker also delved into the cen- the entire meeting, and at the close
said with enthusiasm:
include
local sorship problem and explained in
extended
today as representatives of large in- being
to
We want groups. We are supplying them with convincing manner why it was im-a "Will Hays is worth a million
terests in public welfare.
your help and your suggestions. lists of better films."
possible for any one body of three dollars to the industry."
Don't spare us for the things we
people to decide "the mental conMake constructive sug- Wanted Censors to Check Theaters dition" of the millions in New
have done.
Dr. Ernest L. Crandall, of the York state or any place.
gestions."
He anVisual Instruction Ass'n of America swered Dr. Crandall's remarks about
Advanced
Ideas
the
Some of
and head of the Visual Educational the children in theaters and told of
That started the expressions of Division of the New York Board of the efiforts made by exhibitors to
opinions, and here are some inter- Education, was the next speaker. secure a bill in Albany which would
esting points advanced by various He revealed the fact that he, acting segregate children in theaters and
people present:
with the National M. P. League had place them in charge of a matron.
Announce the Completion
H. S. Braucher, secretary of the endeavored to have the Motion Pic- He pledged the support of the state
Community Service, urged a channel ture Commission of New York unit to any ticket covering the juvTwo sur- enile problem so long it was a sane
through which ideas may be passed cleanse picture theaters.
along to the Hays office for possible veys made in three years convinced one.
He suggested the appointment him, he said, that the burden of the
use.
At 1 :20 the meeting adjourned to
"Love's Last
of a Hays aide to handle inquiries of blame rested with conditions in the have lunch in the next room.
pictures.
with
the
and
not
theaters
A 5 REEL FEATURE
this kind.
It
was his plan to work with
James E. West, secretary of the
Session
Boy Scouts of America declared that Parent Teachers' Ass'n or possibly
his organization had found it neces- local school boards to regularly inFor releasing arrangements
At the lunch table, Congressman
sary to form a special department to vestigate theaters all over the city
what seemed Frederic Landis, author of "The
rectify
deal with films suitable for boys. He in order to
Jlddrtss
advanced an argument for the check- wrong to them. Crandall later told Copperhead," made a plea to aid
When
meeting
again
with
films.
the
was
agreed
ing of scenarios and production at of how the state censors
Box R- 119 -The Film Daily
the source.
Hays immediately con- him but could not aid him because started in the nearby room. Hays
'or:
curred in this idea, and it is quite they felt they had no jurisdiction called on Saul E. Rogers to tell
of
the
problems
producers.
recited
of
the
He then
1 2-Hippoclrome BIdp., Miami, Fla.
possible that some sort of a body may over the theaters.
develop to supervise scenarios and at length the progress made in visual He imparted some information recontinuities before actual production education in city schools and said garding the troubles met in making
10% of the schools were now giving pictures that pleased and yet guaris launched.
anteed a margin of profit on the milMrs. Richard M. Chapman, presi- courses with films.
One of the suggestions made called lions of dollars invested.
dent of the Federation of Women's
CO.
W. A.
Clubs of N. Y. C, thought the for the formation of a Motion PicCohen Promises Help
Dependable
problem of better pictures was ture Foundation similar to the RusPublic Accountants and
Sydney S. Cohen made a few rehindered because the public refused sell Sage Foundation. Laurence Vail
Auditors
himself as the
to shop for pictures and evidenced Coleman, director of the Safety In- marks, introducing
452 Fifth Avenue at 40th St.
a carelessness in selecting what pro- stitute of America was responsible "head of the organized theater ownTelephone Longacre 9074
She sug- for that. Mrs. R. E. Speer, president ers in 43 states." He pledged the
ductions it went to see.
gested a means of informing the of the Young Women's Christian closest kind of co-operation to Hays.
exception

of

T. L.

GRIFFITH

PRODUCTIONS

Dream"

The Afternoon
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Jersey T. O. G. G.

Mergers and Denials

.Hudson County Exhibitors Get To- Coast Papers Combine United Artists,
Goldwyn and First Nat'l, and R-C
gether David Kaiserstein Is
and "U" Ridiculed Here
Named Chairman
(Special to THK FILM DAILY)
A Theater Owners Chamber of
Los Angeles
Local newspapers
'Commerce, of Hudson County, New
Jersey, has been organized as a re- are creating a good many combines

—

isult of a

—
—

meeting held

velt theater,

Hoboken,

at the Rooseat which were

present about 30 exhibitors.
The theater owners, prompted by
the success of similar organizations
in other cities, and, it is understood,
by the New York T. O. C. C, decided to form a similar body. It is
hoped collective action will be taken
on problems that confront the exhibitors of that section as a whole.
David Kaiserstein of the Strand.

Bayonne, was named chairman; H.
Haring, of the Central, National,
Monticello and Tivoli, Jersey City

and the Lincoln, Union

Hill,

S.

Other members and

their

According to them. United Artists,
Goldwyn and First National are
merging in one group and R-C and
Universal in another. They solemnly
say that although the talk

affilia-

tions are:

is

still

in

rumor stage, an official announcement may be expected before many
the

weeks.

When

executives

of

above

the

named companies were informed

of
the coast dispatch, they all laughed
at it and characterized it as "ridiculous." Some said "funny," and others

"nothing to

vice-

Sobelson, of the Empire,
Bayonne, secretary and F. H. Mortons, Fulton, Jersey City, treasurer.
The Board of Directors consists of:
J. Moody, Orient, Jersey City; G.
Brennan, Orpheum, Jersey City; A.
Hoboken; N.
Ungerfeld, Liberty,
Reister, Apollo and Minerva. Jersey
City, and F. H. Mertens, Fulton,
Jersey City.

chairman,

the motion picture business.

in

it."

Kenneth
.A.rtists

Hodkinson,

of

United

said.

"We are
A First

not merging with anyone."
National official had this

to say:

"Foolish

rumor

number,

12,378,-

961."

Joe Schnitzer at R-C:
Noth"Absolutely nothing to it.
ing is further from our minds."

No one

at

Goldwyn

was

com-

understood
It
is
National
Goldwyn-First
amalgamation is still in lawyers'
hands and that a great mass of legal

municated
that

with.

the

M. Katinsky, Academy, Jersey City
and City, Hoboken; A. Reister, State
and Ritz, Jersey and U. S. Hoboken; detail must first be taken care of
B. Rosenblatt, Plaza, Bayonne; H. before any announcement is made.
Stern and H. Schwartz, Hishop, Hoon Page 2)
( Continued
Hartford to Make "The Rapids"
David M. Hartford will direct "The
Notes
Rapids" for Ernest Shipman and
The Fox trade Harry Morey will play one of the
London, Eng.
Both were signed
showing of Monte Cristo proved a leading roles.
through George L. Clarke.
great success.

London
—

Donald Crisp
here

is

cutting a picture

made with English money.

Dick Stanton
from Berlin.

is

here,

just

Lasky Due July 4
Jesse L. Lasky sails for New York
on the Majestic on June 28. He is

back due here July
in

New York

4 and after a few days
will leave for the coast.

Price 5 Cents

on New Clauses
For Inclusion in Standard Contract

Agree

Legal Phraseology and Minor Changes Only in Way of Definite
Agreement Between Hays and T. O. C. C. Code of
Ethics Drafted

—

Agreement in principle of what shall be included in the
standard contract between the T. O. C. C. and the M. P. P. D. A.
the Hays organization has been reached. The point in the
negotiations has been arrived at with all three exhibitor groups
where lawyers for both sides can get together and put in legal
phraseology what has been determined upon.
There are some points on which diflferences have developed
but it is understood, the basic principles are in accord. It is
now merely a question of framing the clauses in language accept-

—

able to

all.

Yesterday, the T. O. C. C. made public correspondence which
passed
between Will H. Hays and Bernard Edelhertz of the
has
T. O. C. C. In addition to the decisions made for inclusion in
the standard contract the present status of matters with the
T. O. C. C. calls for a code of ethics which wotdd eliminate all
advertising from motion pictures bind salesmen from carrying
;

on negotiations for product with one

Gunning Receiver
Manton Appoints John H.
McCooey Liabilities Placed at

Judge

—

$100,000, Assets at $15,000

Judge Manton has appointed John
H. McCooey, Jr., receiver for Wid
Gunning, Inc., under a bond of

The

are placed at about
$100,000, and the assets at $15,000.
A petition in bankruptcy against the
corporation was filed on April 24 and
since that time, efforts have been
made to bring about an internal adjustment in affairs with creditors and
so avoid the appointment of a reliabilities

ceiver.

Vitagraph Closes Temporarily
(Special to

definite

William Fox leaves for the Continent in a few days.

Pommer, head
scope,

is

of the

looking over

Decla BioEnglish

the

market.

Business is reported falling off,
Some talk
due to warm weather.
of houses closing during hot spell.

DANNY.

Universal will hold a national convention of managers at the Chicago
exchange and the Congress Hotel
beginning today and running through
to Monday. E. H. Goldstein, general
manager; Art Schmidt, general sales

exhibitor when a tentative contract
with another is awaiting approval or
rejection of the home office and lastly,
bind distributors to carry out in spirit
the terms of the standard contract
when adopted so far as 1922-1923 product is concerned.

Some
cluded

$5,000.

Los
Al Christie Returns
announced yet reAl Christie is back in New York studio
garding the big house which may
period,
be built by Irving Bush, and re- from England. At the Biltmore.
garding which B. S. Moss and Bush
"U" Sales Confab in Chicago
are here.
John
Nothing

in Principle

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

—

The
down

Vitagraph

for a short
has closed
possibly a month.

M. Quinn could not be reached for a statement yesterday.

—

interesting clauses are inthe tentative agreement as

drawn.
Penalties
eliminated.

on both

sides

would be

Payments in advance of play dates
would be cut from seven days to
three days.

Reissues would be marked as reissues clearly and
status removed.

all

doubt as to their

Home offices would either reject
or approve contracts with exhibitors
in 15 days so that showmen will know
how

they stand in connection with

any one distributor's product.
Under date of June 21, Mr. Hays
wrote Edelhertz as follows
"I take pleasure in transmitting
herewith three copies of a memoran-

dum embodying
have

Mastbaum on "Expo." Committee
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

in

been

the principles

suggested

that

by our com-

subject
to
approval
mittee,
of
counsel, as a basis of a uniform contract between distributors and ex-

Philadelphia Jules E. Mastbaum, hibitors.
"I hope you will agree with me
manager; Fred McConnel, serial sales of the Stanley Company of America,
manager; Jules Levy, Philadelphia has been elected to the board of that this draft marks a decided adof the Sesqui-Centennial vance in eliminating, as far as posdistrict manager, Ned Depinet, gen- directors
eral manager of Consolidated South- Exhibition Asso.. which will super- sible at this time, consistent with
ern distributors and Al Chase of vise the mammoth exhibition to take sound business and the natural right
Buffalo,

left

yesterday to attend

it.

place in Philaclclpl.ia ia 1926.

(Continued

on Page

2)
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Putting It Over
is hotu a brother exhibput his shoiu over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiu know hoixi you cleaned

itor

up.

—

Spartanburg, S. C. In connection
with the showing of "Peck's Bad
Boy" at the Rex, A. C. Cowles

NEWS

^

^V

Military Manoeuvers
Take Place in I taly.

Historical

Heligoland, the Former German
Stronghold, Reduced to

Su mmer Reso rt.
Women's Supplement
Parisian

— Filipino Ladies
Costume— Intimate
Vassar College

Native
Scenes at

Mme.

Schumann-Heink

Gets Music De gree.
With Irving Berlin Abroad.

And Other News Events

use

for

Howard,

exploitation.
Johnny
Paramount Exploiter,

street
local

got the contraption to exploit "Across
the Continent" for the Adams, well
realizing that such an automobile invariably draws a crowd.
It
was
properly bannered to give both the
Stearns people and the theater equal
advertisement.

—

Indianapolis, Ind.
An exploitation
that attracted notice was in
evidence
for
the
engagement of
"Foolish Wives" at the Ohio. Maude
George, who portrays the role of
Princess Olga in the picture appeared
in person for the entire first week at
the theater.
In conjunction with her

campaign

New House for Wilkinsburg
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Pa.— Edgar

Wilkinsburg,

A. Eaton

will build at a cost of $200,000.

appearance,

she

repeated

her

shop-

Remodeling Edmore, Opera House ping tour as performed in Newark, N.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Here she sponsored the event and
J.
Edmore, S. D.—The Opera House on the opening Sunday, two full
here is being remodeled into a motion pages of combined merchant advertising

picture theater.

ran in the Star, with a conbanner across the top of

Building in Port Angeles

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Port Angeles will have a
Seattle
new $60,000 house by Sept. It will
be built

by Mack

J.

Davis.

—

—

work on

started

My

"Peg O'

continuity

the

of

Heart."

Hood

River Exhibitor Sells

(Special to

Edith Kennedy

Bessie

is

initial

Metro

Love has been engaged

The

"Deserted At

"Burning

for

Altar."

Sands"

Two

writing the con-

Dove's

tinuity for Billie
picture.

be

will

Detroit Houses Close

(Special to

—

comRejoins Rubin and Finkelstein

pleted this week.

Locations at Oxnard, Santa Barbara and Catalina will be used for exterior scenes of "Omar the Tentmaker."

manager

THE FILM DAILY)

— M.
of the

Paul

St.

McClure, formerl

J.

Lyceum, Winnipe|
Manitoba, has rejoined the Rubin an
Finkelstein organization.

Sell 17-Story Theater Building
Sid Grauman has engaged Edna
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Wallace Hopper to appear at Grauman's Million Dollar theater for the
South Bend, Ind.—The Oliver the'
week beginning Monday.
ater building, 17 stories high, hai
been sold to Courtland P. DuComl
An option on SO acres of land in and Schuyler Rose.
The Palact
the heart of Culver City, adjacent to Theater Corp. holds a lease whicl
the Hal Roach studios, has been still has five years to run.
signed by John J. Hayes, president
of Pacific Film, who plans to use the
Fight Arena Is Now Film House
property for studio purposes, he says.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Waterbury, Conn. The new Fot
After devoting five weeks to "Tess which has been opened was formerl>
of the Storm Country," in a complete the scene of boxing exhibitions and
fishermen's village she had built on political meetings. It has been reChatsworth Lake, Mary Pickford has modeled, made fireproof and seats

—

taken her

company

into

the

studio

where most of the remaining scenes
will be made.

GAUSMAN.
Set

1,400.

Another for San Francisco
to THE
FILM DAILY)
San Francisco Nasser Bros, an
building the New Castro which wil
(Special

—

the near future.
will exceed $300,000,
will seat 2,000.
in

Tht
anc

time in September.

To Go Up

page

telling of the motion pictures that were to be taken of the
trip and inviting the public to meet

of a

THE FILM DAILY)

Detroit, Mich. The Liberty am
Garden theaters have been close*
down for the Summer months. Botl
houses are controlled by John I;
•
Kunsky.

—

another page, the Star ran a quarter

THE FILM DAILY)

Louise Lorraine has been signed to
Hood River, Ore.— A. S. Kolsta«'s
play opposite Roy Stewart in "The
owner of the Rialto, has sold out.
Radio King" at Universal.

September Opening Date
iSpecial to THE FILM DAILY)
be ready
each page and display boxes in the
Bordentown, N. J. A new house, total cost
center of the pages telling in detail
about the picture and the tour. On costing $125,000 will be opened some the house
tributed

(Special to

(Special to

(Special to

—

Mich.
The StearnsKnight Co. has a tiny automobile
scarcely larger than a toy which they
Detroit,

Styles

in

offered $5 to the boy who impersonated the child star most naturally.
About 50 youngsters tried it and the
stunt aroused comment and interest.
Result: the Rex was visited by those
who were thus interested in the film
which meant good business.

1922'

Green Takes Over Premiere
THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Buffalo Harry Green has bough
Hollywood
Mary O'Hara has the Premiere at Main and Leroy St.

Coast Brevities

Here

Sunday's Issue

Saturday, June 24,

in Spring, 1923

(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
House
THE FILM DAILY)
Madison, Wis. Marcus Heimer
Heavy damage was has set next spring as the occasion foi

Fire Destroys Canadian

—

(Speciial to
Texas House Sold
THE FILM DAILY)
and pose with Miss (jeorge for the
Alliance
caused by a fire which destroyed the the starting of construction on the
Kingsville, Tex.— King's Inn thea- films.
State, which will cost $400,000, anc
Large crowds turned out for the local picture house.
owned by Henry Stearns, has
ter,
seat 2,800.
It is expected that it wil
stunt and about noon a rain storm
been sold to Mr. Brinson.
be ready to open in the fall.
sent the parade to shelter.
Barkin to Build in Bronx
This
afforded a quarter of a page apology
Closes for the Summer
Samuel Barkin will build a house
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
in the Star.
Two days later the tour at Tremont Ave. and Southern BouleCleveland The Miles, which shows was resumed. Miss George riding in vard, the Bronx.
FOR RENT
first run pictures and vaudeville, has a Cole Aero-Eight donated by the
summer.
Cole automobile agency, accompanied
closed for the
Will Seat 1,000
Best space in New York for
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
by Mark Bostwick, feature writer of

—

(Special to

—

New
(Special to

St.

Paul House

THE FILM DAILY)

the Star,

two

who

covered the tour with

Uhrichsville,

O.

—The

Uhrichsville

Another full page ran Theater Co., incorporated with a
Paul A new house will be in the Star on the second week of capitalization of $50,000 will build a
St.
built here at Seventh St., by J. M. the engagement illustrated by stills house seating about 1,000.
Velat. The house will cost about of Miss George taken at the various
shops.
$30,000.
Flower Buys Clyde House

—

stories.

(Special to

Minnesota Theater Reopens
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dodge Center, Minn. The Grand,
which has for some time been shut
down has been reopened and is showing pictures under the management
of A. M. Uhr.
Cruzen Is Appointed
to THE FILM DAILY)
Neb.
George Cruzen
Eastings,
who has managed a number of Hostettler theaters in Iowa, has been
named manager of the Empress,
operated here by that organization.

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Des Moines,

la.

— F.

L. Davies has

Large House for Boston

THE FILM DAILY)
The Palmer Amusement

(Special to

Boston

—

Co. has secured a site on Columbus
Ave., for a theater which will seat

appointed Universal exchange
manager here succeeding Edgar B. 2,000. The structure, which will also
Haines, who has joined the staff of house stores, etc., will involve a sum
Pioneer.
Davies was formerly with of $.';00 000, work to be started shortthe Interstate Film Exchange in ly, the opening: date being set for
Philadelphia.

Ask

for

W.

46th

St.

McGrath

to Build

Davies Appointed "U" Manager

been

8th Floor, 130

THE FILM DAILY)

—

(Special to

(Special

Moss

Projection

THE FILM DAILY)

Clyde,
O.—T. H. Flower has
bought the Clyde, formerly managed
He took
Dallas, Tex.
Col. E. S. Moss plans by Mrs. E. D. Dawley.
possession June 1.
to have a theater erected.
Col. E. S.

(Special to

exchange.

film

room, vaults and cutting room.

the ccnrinfj w-ntrr.

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete

in

East

fect lighting equipment.

ern

sets.

Per-

Mod-

Extensive props and

wardrobe departments.

World Film Corp.
130

W.

46th St.

Bryant 9900.
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Price
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Cents
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November Release

This Picture will be
advertised in The

Save dates for the bi^

Saturday Evening Post

ones or you lose

[

CARL LACMMLE
li

~

\L

IIP

will

present

Ol
as the Daughter of the De^iment in the (greatest
UniversalJewel production of her brilliant career

From the immortal novel by Ouida

Directed by

Tod Qrowning^
ilHlB

iiST

^00

fe«»#'

.S

^

3n>

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK

PRESENTS

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN
IN THE
4^4^

CROWNINQ SUCCESSES OF HER BRILLIANT CAREER

Evidence**

##

Under Oath

by Edward J. Montagne
Directed by Geo. Archainbaud

A

great, soul stirring

drama

that tears

down

the temple of damnation as
builded upon the foundation of circumstantial evidence.

Now Booking

by Edward

J.

Montagne

Directed by Geo. Archainbaud

A

powerful, pulsating story

and
Hammerstein
interest

intrigue

in

of heart-

which Miss

easily surpasses her

previous screen successes.

Released Aug. 6th

many

M^^
^ ^ ^^

:^biiAdstreet
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Daylight pictures shown here by use of back throw
projection.
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on changes in sub-franchise.
dinner given him by T. O. C. C. at Plaza.
O'Reilly group increases directors to 23. Howard A.
Smith of Buffalo resigns. Organization definitely
out of national M. P. T. O.
William Nigh to release through Weber and North.
Four a year.
Edwin Carewe may produce for First National.
vise

Wednesday
Economic conditions prompted First National to call
in Senator Walker on sub-franchise change.
Lasky studio placed under system of rules governing
School formed and regular courses in instruction promised.
First National survey places number of Western theconduct.

Features Reviewed
ONE CLEAR CALL
Page

Asso. First Nat'l Pict

Walker to adOver 1,000 attend

National invites Senator James

2

aters at 1,954.

Charles E. Blaney to produce his melodramas

in pic-

tures.

THE STORM
Page

Jewel-Universal

May McAvoy

THE TOP OF NEW YORK

in

Page

Paramount

Tom Mix

3

5

wyn

FOR BIG STAKES

Fox

Page

7

THE INNOCENT CHEAT

— State Rights

Page

8

interested.

National civic bodies to meet Will H.
Exhibitor conferences with
Terriss to

Metro

SLIM SHOULDERS

Tilford

Cinema Prod.

Marie Prevost

— Hodkinson

Page

Page

Universal

9

1

THE HALF BREED
Page

Asso. First Nat'l Pict

Mary Miles Minter

in

12

SOUTH OF SUVA

Realart-Paramount
Short Reels

^'Pardoning the had

is

Hays

continue.

four pictures in England for

Friday
Important civic associations, with membership totaling millions, promise fullest co-operation to Will
H. Hays. Committee formed to draft permanent
body.

Higham

in

addressing A. M. P. A.

England needs a Hays.

saj-s

Urges making industry

Joint convention in South, North Carolina's plan for
1923.

Page

13

Page

15

Same

officers re-elected.

Triangle suit against Aikens and others on.
surrender $1,000,000 in Triangle stock.

M.
Oliver Morosco presents

make

clean.

HER NIGHT OF NIGHTS

in

ques-

release.

Sir Charles

Irene Castle in

Hays on

tion of closer co operation with producers.

Tom

in

Arrow Film

Thursday
Toronto reports Aliens have reorganized with Gold-

Aikens

P. T. O. of N. Y. State, Inc., denies intention of

forming new national exhibitor body.
McVickers, Chicago, to be new first-run for Paramount.
Selznick plans all-star casts in future.

Only

specials

for next year.

Saturday
Penalties, advertising in films and delivery on contract promised in tentative standard contract drawn

by T. O. C. C. and Hays.

injuring the good**—Benjamin Franklin.
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Make Vivid and

Fine Acting and Direction
"ONE CLEAR CALL"

is

First National

DIRECTOR

Interesting

The

CAMERAMAN
life.

tion.

ment

From
Good

Green.

the book of Frances"

Comedy

materials.

have been
avoided

a

Climax could

Some

Very good.
Got

effects.

lots

overacting

little

extra fine

Southern

of

atmos-

phere

LIGHTINGS

Clear with strong shadows

PLAYERS
EXTERIORS

Co-operative and convincing

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very good
Fitting

Well cared

for.

A

too

little

much

at

the finish

Notorious gambler

and owner of disreputable hotel tries to amend
for wrongs.
Ends a martyr to the happiness

as true to

to

fill

only after the

It is

7,589 feet

Clear Call" presents a powerful drama, well

acted and directed dealing with

The theme

Southern

a

in

life

appealing and

is

situations

the

follow one another in an accumulative order.

making

direction and acting are both excellent

and vivid production.

It

may

The

a real-

be that the picture

You Can Promise Good
Box

climax

is

made an appealing

He

has allowed a little
overacting and has not simplified the ending very
much but as a whole he has secured an intensely interesting production.
He scored best in the emotional

One

scenes.

or

two psychological

effects

have been

used in an effective way.

Henry B. Walthall is back in his old form and presents some very fine acting in the role of the reforming gambler. He is more restrained than others in
the cast and more subtle.
His characterization is
Milton

good.

work

is

Sills

His
Claire Windsor adds

plays the role of the doctor.

earnest and convincing.

Rich does a splendid emotional solo scene when her
child
in

and unusual.

It

is

interesting

the

all

way

through and will make them think and give them
to talk alx)ut.

Mention the directing and

give them an idea of what the story

is

injured.

is

The

entire cast are well contrasted

type and play to each other in a co-operative way.

to live.

A

:

He

notorious gambler has but a few weeks
decides to

done during

his

life.

wrong he has
In the meantime the night

make up

for the

up his dive and his only friend,
him from being lynched. The big

riders decide to close

the doctor, saves

climax comes when the doctor learns that the girl
he loves is the wife of his friend the gambler. To free
his wife the gambler hastens on his own death.

Drama

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

can safely promise your patrons a splendidly
acted and finished drama that is powerful in its moral

about.

have each of them admirers who

be attracted.
sure to please those who enjoy

The production is
serious drama and vivid
tention of

all.

Tell

acting but

them that

it

is

will

it

will hold the at-

a story of real life

which men are neither saints nor sinners. Show
them stills of the disreputable hotel and the night
For a catch line you might use "What would
riders.
you do if you had but a few weeks to live? See how
"
Henry Garnett cleans his slate in 'One Clear Call.'
in

;

Mention the

pro-

duction but has succeeded in adding some unusual

Acting and an Unusual

You

Walthall,

several feat-

final

life.

touches and original devices.

Story

FOOTAGE

something

and situations,

reached that the events become complicated instead of
growing simpler as they reach their conclusion. The

of his wife

effect

filled

the necessary romance to the production while Irene

CHARACTER OF STORY

istic

is

contains enough material, in

It

of climaxes

Director Stahl has not only

well timed and

relief

and

simpler

PHOTOGRAPHY
night

Nimmo

Makes splendid use

Excellent.

psychological effects employed.

town.

way

ure productions.

plot development.

DIRECTION

"One

enjoy straight drama and

characters are well contrasted and will be recognized

STORY

of

Drama

story has a strong moral appeal and

the

WHOLE

who

those

satisfy

will

with heart interest.

AS A

1922

strong acting.

SCENARIO BY

Bess Meredith
Ernest Palmer
Powerful drama of Southern
Splendid acting and direction grip attenMakes a serious and satisfying entertain-

25,

too serious and heavy for a frivolous audience but

it

John M. Stahl
Frances Nimmo Green

AUTHOR

Sunday, June

fact that

Milton

Sills

the cast includes

and

Claire

Henry

Windsor.

B.

Thev

THE
Sunday, June

>%^

DAILY

1922

25,

Good Action and Fine
"THE STORM"

the rapids

— Universal

thrills that

Jewel

fire,

DIRECTOR

Reginald Barker

Langdon McCormick

SCENARIO BY

G,

J.

Hawks

CAMERAMAN

Percy Hilburn

WHOLE

Virile out-of-doors picture that

offers splendid entertainment of its kind

Adaptation of stage melodrama has
fine cinema thrills but lags a bit between them
DIRECTION
Very good especially in registering thrills

some

;

difficulty in sustaining interest

at times

Excellent

LIGHTINGS

Good

House
Moore

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

unusually strong trio consisting
Peters, Virginia Valli and Matt

Contain plenty of pictorial appeal
Appropriate

Good

camp with two men

is

Girl

isolated in

loved by both with a

subsequent conflict between them

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

7,748 feet

one of the 1:)est of the Northern
pictures recently released, and there has been a number of them. It is an adaptation of George Broadhurst production of Langdon McCormick's stage success and contains highly eflfective material for the
is

screen, particularly in the thrills

it

affords.

Director

Barker has arranged the three important thrills so that
the first comes in the opening of the picture, the
second about half way through and the last in the
climax. The opening and closing thrills are the best
and are put over with a wallop.
There was an audible gasp from the Capitol audience when Fachard, the smuggler, escapes from the
Mounted Officer by jumping from the mountain side
into the rapids below where his daughter is waiting
with a canoe. Previous to this, the girl's ride down

A

Box

Office Attraction
Box

due

to the fact that scenes

more than necessary and many of them
are merely padding.
They tend to make the position
of the girl and her two male companions more explicit
are prolonged

but the spectator cannot help but feel that it is too
a stretch with nothing important occurring.

Some

cutting

like a sure-fire

in this

sequence would speed things up

consideraI)ly.

A

picturesque

North

is

and appealing atmosphere of the
summer and winter

presented both in the

Some

of

blizzard

the

scenes in the latter

episode are not the real thing and while some folks

may

not observe their

artificiality,

when

contrasted

with the genuine out-of-doors, the difference

is fairly

perceptible.

House Peters is the star actor of the trio. He has
an unusually pleasing personality and a simplicity of
makes him well liked. Virginia Valli,
the heroine, does good work and Matt Moore, as

manner
as

that

"a blase rounder," has a role wholly unlike anything

he has had heretofore, which he handles splendidly.'
Others are Josef Swickard,. Frank Lanning and Gordon

McGee.
David Stewart, blase rounder of the cities,
has seen "too much" of women, and is beginning to
love the straight, clean Northwoods. He saves Burr
Winton, a great honest hulk of a woodsman, from
robbery and possible injury at the hands of a gang
A friendship develops and Burr
in a trading post.
takes David back to his valley trapping domain. Fachard, a smuggler, is wounded by a Mounted and Manette, his daughter, comes to live with David and Burr
Both men fight for her love. How a forest fire shows
the girl which is the right man, completes the story.
Story:

With Splendid Exploitation

Possibilities

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

box of^ce number. And
a particularly good one for the hot weather program
because its a tale of the North containing strong pictorial values and a thrilling, melodramatic story that
should please everyone. "The Storm" is one of the
current releases that you will want to show them.
The film is worthy of your best exploitation efforts,
This looks

territfic

scenes.

CHARACTER OF STORY

"The Storm"

hit of the stage play,

this

An

of

which, incidentally was the

long

PHOTOGRAPHY
PLAYERS

one of the most realistic and exciting
has ever been photographed. The forest

is

interest lags considerably

STORY

North

of the

and intensely fascinating. The coloring in
sequence adds greatly to the realism of it and the
shots of the hero bringing the girl through the flames
are unusually fine.
About half way through the story drags a bit and the
is

AUTHOR
AS A

Melodrama

Thrills in

At the Capitol presentation, during the showing of
the forest fire scenes, a crackling sound was produced
to give the eflfect of the

burning timber.

It

proved

highly effective, adding to the realism of the scenes

which are beautifully colored.

Play up the names of

the three principal players, particularly

whose work deserves

special mention.

House

Peters,

The proper way to
announce your show

c// first

Tiational uittraction

^u carft

gro

following the

Avrong by

New York.

Strand
576 Fifth Avenue
B.P.

Schulberg

President

- --

New York City
J.C.Bachmann
Treasurer

Sunday, June

A
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1922

25,

Satisfying Entertainment for

May McAvoy

Those

DIRECTOR

Wm.

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE

AS A

they

D. Taylor

Sonya Levien
George Hopkins
Jemes C. Van Trees
Depends largely upon whether

SCENARIO BY

like pathetic, heart-interest stories, or light,

cheerful material

STORY

Simple and a

bit stereotyped; slightly

false in its characterization at times

;

only fairly

whole

;

Painstaking and very good on the
spared no effort or expense to obtain

its happy ending.
The picture, undeniably,
contains a genuine)) fine heart interest and the director has created a real sympathy for the heroine.

The

director has provided a

production

in

New York

tenement roof

and

first rate,

painstaking

The atmosphere

every respect.

of

a

excellent in every detail

is

apparent that neither expense nor effort was
spared to make the backgrounds thoroughly realistic.
The photography is very good as are the lightings, especially the night scenes on the roof and the snow
storm.
The scenes in the toy department of a big
it

is

mas is nicely carried out.
One thing for which it is hard

PHOTOGRAPHY

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Does

All right

good work but
a winsome, happy role

more appealing

is

in

Pat Moore and
Mary Jane Irving delightful Carrie Clark Ward
overacts Walter McGrail, the hero
Child players,

to forgive the director

May McAvoy 's

the fact that he capped

is

realism

SUPPORT

an unhappy vein with the ex-

in

store look like the real thing and the spirit of Christ-

suited to star

DIRECTION

enlirel}-

ception of

Paramount

AUTHOR

Like Pathos and Heart Interest

and almost

in

NEW YORK"

"THE TOP OF

Who

hair witl] an unljecoming blond wig.

It

pretty dark

detracts con-

siderably from her beauty and certainly doesn't go
with her name in the story O'Shaunnessey.
And
Carrie Clark Warde, who plays Miss McAvoy's aunt

—

in the picture,

little

has a rather false characterization in the
Mrs. Brady. It doesn't seem

role of the hard-hearted

;

;

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Realistic settings

Good
Requisite

CHARACTER OF STORY
brother's

life

Girl saves little

and restores a man's

faith in hu-

manity

"The Top

of

New

York," the

ment

for those

who

situations.

On

little

production directed

offers a satisfying entertain-

preference to light, cheer-

in

the other hand, those

who want

entertainment of a lighter variety, will likely find

"The Top

of

Play

New York"

Up

too gushing with sentiment

Star's

Name

the exception of one short sequence in which

"The Top

of

should have a good appeal for children.

daughter of the

artist

Hilda works

:

in a

big department store where

crippled brother, Mickey.

l

hey

live

with Mrs.

Emery Gray, an artist, who with his
daughter occupies a pretty bungalow on the
roof adjoining the Brady tenement, had been deserted
Brady, an aunt.

little

by
her

his wife

when Suzan was

a baby.

Hilda's love for

brother restores his faith in Avoman and after

little

complications are cleared away, he asks Hilda to marry
him.

Go Well With

Title

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

the employer tries to ensnare the pretty salesgirl by

the present of a fur coat,

of role.

and Exploitation Stunts Will

Box
With

Story

5,148 feet

favor plenty of sentiment in their

photoplays and pathos
ful

last

some type

she earns enough to pay for her board and that of her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
by William D. Taylor,

to run very true to life, barring possible exception that
an Irish woman should be so unsympathetic.
The star is pleasing despite the blond wig and is
always beautifully photographed. She is appealing in
emotional Ijits but seems better suited to a more win-

New York"
The

little

and the crippled brother of the

ment depends almost
like be'st.

the younger element especially.

For the grownups the picture's value as entertain-

upon what your

folks

pretty well whether or not

they will be entertained by a story such as that written by Sonya Levien. The star's admirers will probably like

her

heroine are prominent in the story and they will please

entirely

You can judge

in a

may be disappointed to see
blond wig when her own darli hair is so much
it

although they

The

more becoming.
tively exploited

title

is

and catchlines

idea of the story.

good and can be

effec-

will suffice to give

an

^'fll.

Jslo w Heady
A

story

as

fast

as

they

make

—

them romance, drama, comedy,
action, airplanes;
melodrama
;

speeding

motorboats ;

society.

The work of the dynamic director
who made "Within the Law,'
The Lone Wolf's Daughter" and
a score

And

more

not

successes.

alone

four

widely

featured screen stars but an array

of supporting notables including:

Win. B. Davidson, Mario Majeroni,

Ida

Darling,

Albert

Roccardi,

Arthur Housman.

(J William P.S.Earle Production

THE
Sunday, June

^m
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Mix Kept Busy

in

Tom Mix in
"FOR BIG STAKES"

tunities for

he

Fox

DIRECTOR
SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN

WHOLE
not

much

The

usual

Lynn Reynolds
Lynn Reynolds
Not credited
Dan Clark
type of Mix offering;

story but plenty of action, the sort

his admirers like

STORY

A series of battles

between the hero and

him

it

fine thrill in fire at finish

Good

LIGHTINGS
STAR
star's

men

Mostly

exteriors

all

Is kept on the jump in this one
Patsy Ruth Miller pleasing heroine;
horse, Tony, is prominent and the bad

types are suitable

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Real western

Few
Adequate

CHARACTER OF STORY

Cowboy

fights a

whole band of men who try every way imaginable to

kill

him.

He

also saves the girl's

life

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
is

nothing

4,378 feet

much more

to

Tom

Mix's latest

than his continual fight ag'ainst the four
cowboys who combine in an attempt to get rid of him.
But that is quite enough to provide plenty of action
of the sort that Mix's admirers like.
He's a sure
offering

enough knock 'em dead hero this time. He gets
his man at every turn, no matter what advantage the
other has over him. Tom is always the victor.
The story is slight and very much on the order of
what they generally give the star plenty of oppor-

—

First Rate

For

Star's
Box

The

fact that

it

is

a

right into the
sheriff

jail,

releases a prisoner

under lock and key.

and

and puts the

Later, just to

show

the

how much he dislikes him, hero Tom forces
him to resign. The continual scrap offers good excitement, and although this feature hasn't as many thrills
sheriff

as the usual
all

Mix

offering,

the time and the

to a close with a wallop.

it

is

kept moving at a good
the climax l:)rings it

fire in

The

fire stuff is

unusually

and splendidly photographed. Tom's rescue
the heroine in this sequence completes his work
"For Big Stakes," and he is kept pretty busy from

of
in

Some comedy is gotten in here and there, mostly
through the sub-titles in which Tom tells his victims
what he thinks of them and what he will do to them.
Mix's horse, Tony, has quite a bit to do when the
star rides him through the fire to rescue the heroine.
Patsy Ruth Miller is pleasing as the leading lady,
and some of the villains who take a terrible beating
from Tom are Sid Jordan, Joe Harris, Al Fremont
and Earl Simpson.
The most exciting bits are Tom's midnight surprise
when he ropes the hut in which the villains are sleeping and pulls

and marries her

There

his ruin,

start to finish.

PHOTOGRAPHY
SUPPORT

whip those plotting

realistic

moving at good pace,
room to work and offers

Keeps

gives star plenty of

U)

kept busy upsetting their plans from start to
"For Big Stakes." At the outset he walks

is

pace

a band of his enemies combined to beat

DIRECTION

him

finish in

AUTHOR
AS A

s

Good Action

Story With

Tom Mix

each member

and

it

punishment to
try to kill him

over, his individual

of the

gang when they

finally the fire.

Story: "Clean Up" Sudden (Mix) makes his first
appearance at the Verde ranch when he asks the
foreman's daughter, Dorothy, to take care of a little
lad whose father he has released from jail by overpowering the sheriff and putting him in the prisoner's
Sudden believes in law and order if he has
place.
to fight to get it. How he finally succeeds and introduces himself as the new owner of Verde and wins
the hand of Dorothy completes it.

Admirers and the Western Fans

in

General

let

them know

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

picture

is

all

you

know in connection with "For Big Stakes."
You know best what this star can do for you so if
need to

they like him, you will want to book it and you can
count on it satisfying them. "For Big Stakes" is a
good live western and contains good action of the
usual short but exciting and the kind they want if
they want westerns at all.

Play up the

name and

Tony, has a part

horse,

them about the
one of
back.

star's

this

fire in

in his latest

the climax and

if

picture.

you use

his

Tell

trailers,

sequence will surely do to bring them

Catchlines and the usual exploitation that you

use in conjunction with western offerings should get

them

in.

THE
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Unhappy Wife Theme and Melodrama Used
"THE INNOCENT CHEAT"
Arrow

— State

Ben Wilson

AUTHOR

Grubb Alexander
J. Grubb Alexander
Harry W. Gerstad

J.

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

A

mild entertainment with plenty

melodrama and mother love interest. Touches
on problems of divorce and right to motherhood
Filled with cHmaxes and typical movie
STORY
of

.Much detail that has little or nothwith
the story and only blocks the
ing to do

situations.

Rambling construction

action.

DIRECTION

Average

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair for the most part.

Sev-

A

LIGHTINGS

PLAYERS

bit

dark

Kathleen Kirkham carries the lead-

ing role and accomplishes some nice bits of acting.
Roy Stewart plays opposite and does fair

work

in a difficult

and unconvincing role

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL.

.

.

Appropriate
Fitting

Continuity not very smooth

.Too much.

CHARACTER OF STORY
motherhood leads her

was

Woman's

right to

Divorce

into romance.

Child unites her real father, whose

follows.

Average Offering

wreck due to a mistake of the crazed construction engineer and only lead to his being fired
have little or nothing to do with the real story.

The

greater part of the story

back and

is

presented as a flash-

illustrates the heroine's Hfe as she tells

The

it

in

about to award her husl^and
with a divorce and also give him custody of the child.
This prompts the woman to rise and tell the story
court.

referee

is

showing that her husband was not the father of the
child. The last reel shows the divorced woman united
with her lover.
In no part of the production does the hero gain very
much sympathy for himself. In the first part he is

shown

as an engineer

who

troubled by the noise of

is

bridge building and takes to

His

drink.

drinking

causes the wreck and even though he does plunge into

good shots

eral

1922

of the train

Rights

DIRECTOR

in

25,

life

ruined, with her mother

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

5,744 feet

the

and saves the driver

fire

this hardly

In the last reel he

his carelessness.

is

makes up

for

presented as a

drunken bum who discovers the woman that once he
loved and steals her child for vengeance. A title tells
you that he became what he is because he was jilted
and you wonder if this man is really worth the love
of a good woman. At any rate he certainly does not
win your sympathy.
In the cast Kathleen Kirkham carries the leading
role and does some nice bits of acting.
She is supported by Roy Stewart who does very well but is
greatly handicapped by a difficult and unconvincing
role.
Sydney De Gray, George Hernandez and Rhea
Mitchell are included in the cast.

love and contains lots of sure-fire

mother
situations but makes

only an average feature picture.

The entertainment

is

tentions to chorus girls seeks seclusion in the Canadian

the unconvincing

Hero saves her from a runaway and love folShe recovers from the love dream and sends
him a note telling him that she is a married woman.
Several years later she is granted a divorce and returns to Canada with her child who is the child of the
lover.
Reunion follows.

"The Innocent Cheat" presents

a problem of

mild and the main reason for this

very long and the main story
In the

first

reels of the

events are given

is

is

The

story and rambling continuity.

introduction

is

unnecessarily delayed.

picture

many unimportant

much prominence and some very imThe scenes

portant events told in a long flashback.

Story

:

Woman

unable to bear her husband's at-

woods.
lows.

Motherhood Theme Your Big Talking Point
Box
The

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

motherhood is your big talking point.
one as you would a problem picture and

right to

Advertise this
play up the sex interest. It may be that your type of
patron is not interested in this kind of production and
if

that

make

is

the case then

sure.

It will

or to an audience

veloped story, but

and interesting.

you had better see

first

to

not appeal to a critical audience

who demand
it

it

Explain the

title

in a catch line that

"She cheated her husband
of her child.

for he

might read

was not

:

the iather

But she was only an 'Innocent Cheat.'

"

Set a baby carriage out in your lobby with a sign,

"Who

is

tract.

Stills

the father of this child?";

it

will

help at-

a logical and well de-

does raise an issue that

is

alive

terested.

and

a trailer will also help get

them

in-

I

Everyone
a Winner
Metro

pictures are produced with a single,

inating principle always in

dom*

mind: that every

must be a winner for the man exhibiting
them, that every picture must turn over a sound
profit for the showman*

release

That principle

the basis for Metroes successes in the past,
for its present enviable place in the faith of the exhibitor,
and for its policy during the coming season of 1922-1923.
To adhere to that principle is becoming more and more
difficult of achievement, as the demands of the public are
becoming more and more difficult of satisfaction.
is

The public no longer selects its evening*s screen entertainment with the carelessness of a man buying a straw hat.
The public shops for movies now with the discerning eye of
a

woman who

What

can only afford one hat a season.

the public shops for

the Special Production.

is

And

since Metro must give the exhibitor what the public
wants, special productions only constitute the Metro sched-

ule for the crucial year to come.

Every Metro picture during this period will come easily
under the classification of a super-production. The most
dramatic story material available, the most capable directors
in the world today, stars that pull irresistibly, with casts of
these essentials of photoplay
players of proven artistry
excellence Metro has gathered together for the purpose of

—

making every Metro picture
The

wise exhibitor, then,

solid,

for

thus

he

is

a winner.

the exhibitor

insures

the

who books Metro

solidity

of

his

HMETRQ

profits.
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Productioiv of

mxMi
Based upon the celebrated romantic novel

by Anthony Hope
Stage dramatization by Ed'ward ^ose

X

^''

'

Box
"A

Office Appraisals:

great attraction picture."

"Sure

"One

— Arthur James

fire

box

office

in the

and will

Moving

Picture IVorld.

certainly please."

— Film

Daily.

of the real features of the year."

— Motion

i^

Picture News.

"Should reap a harvest for any exhibitor."

— Moving Picture

"Rex Ingram has rung the

World.

/-

bell again."

fllfe"^^

1

— Exhibitor's Herald

Mfg
\

"Pure Romance and Enchantment."— P/c/HreWfl;y.

^A ift
^

Mr 2ex

'

Ingram

I

'
,

.

'

•
'fide

and

IfleLecised

by
Hurij

Jmpmni Pictures-

LUXxclHSiViDistntutors
ihruoui 'Sna.t Jirlixin-Siv
l]lM.ju.yi(.Mn.fDirc^hr..

PICTURES CORPORATION

:

Scenario

bij

M^RYO'HARiV

'fkotojmpkybijJOMY.

SEITZ

w^^n

The Prize Infant
of the Infant Industry
See what the
trade press said:

"A

sure fire

number

entertainment.

that

It is just

is

real

the sort of

picture that they all like/^— Fi7m

Daily.

prove a money-maker for
exhibitors no matter from what
"It will

station

in

life

drawn*" — Moving

their patrons are
Picture IVorld,

respond to
this feature, then you should lock
up your door and throw the key
"If the public fails to

into the ^XXtteV*^— Motion Picture

Book

}

J^

It!

News.

IRVIF S.COBB'S
CELEBRATED

STORV
I

»
^^

A HARRY BEAUMONT
J^rodiiclion

• •

• •

Scenario hi/

REX TAVLOIC

f

<^

%^

THE FIVE DOLLAR
BABY IS A
YOUNGSTER

WORTH
HIS

WEIGHT IN
RADIUM

^_^^
^^

ARRT

GAKSOi^ymmts

I

an amazing photoplay of mystery
and danger and a faith built upon
falsity

—

^C-X

A

novel

successful

of national renown. Strikingly
as a serial in Collier's Weekly.

Now

a best-selling book, published by E, P,
Dutton and Co,

(jury 'JynpertdL

Pictures .Ctd Exclusive distributors throughout
.

^reatJlrLtaLn--SirWLlUam^ury Jianciqinq Director

Hunt

Sttorabe.

A Series of Ei(ght

\
\

-.#

s

'TKey 11 nvanKandle your hox-o££ice records
dU a.re two reels in length except the
.

Jirst which
,

is

a three reder entitled -

I

^
'V^*y

1/

%

.

:

y\
They^re funny

^

Said Danny, in the Film Daily

*T)on't miss this one."
Said

Ted Cook, in Los Angeles Record:

"A
Said

riot

of laughter."

Guy Price, in Los Angeles Herald:
"Packed house — lines waiting on street— applause from
audience."

Said Doris Anderson, in Los Angeles

Examiner:

"Bull

Montana has won

right to stardom.*

Man'

is

his

A Ladies'

downright funny."

Book ^em!

SHOW

IT

AND GET A FULL
--

NELSON ON PROSPERIT'Y'
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Productions
"i_

Fred Niblo —

— the

man who made "The Mark of

"The Three

Musketeers''

Z.orro"

"Blood and Sand"

will Stage for Aietro release four super-productions during

the coming year,

A finished and

dynamic artist, a product of the best in the
American theatre, Mr. Niblo possesses an instinct of popularity in his work which has given him the unequalled
iwcord of never having

made

a failure.
^r-'.f

TOistrLbuied
QxcLusiVeLy
bij

Storiej
Series

These unusually meritorious fiction creations by
the foremost

American

short- story

writers and
photoplaywrights

Country Love
East of Suez

The

A

by E.

by Hulben Footner

Uoyd

Girl in the Gilded

Temporary Marriage

Sheldon

Cage

by Marion Fahfi

by Cardeii Hale

The House on the Avenue by Cosmo Hamilton

•f

f
r

/

"Will Be screened
as Special Product
ions , enacted By

I

distin9uished
casts, headed By

BILLIE

DOVE
PICTURES

CORPORATIOil

furif

ympenai fictures

CtcL.. Exclusive

J^istributors tkyt(out <^r^at JSrito-iu
Sir

•

WilUa.m ^ury .McLna^Cyiq J)iYectorl

Q^GEEATEST5rH0ME~P0LKS

A
as

STOSlks,

book as popular

supper-time.

The

most human of the family of

''Way
''The

Down

East" and

Old Homestead"

^^m
^ScfS
STOICf

BNGVAND

HOMEO-IFE

The book

has been read in a
million and a half
homes.

The play
has been cheered in

every Opera House
in the United States.

The

picture

will

be a clean-up.

A METRO
ARTHUR
SAWYER

[7?^
\JLl\

HERBERT

LUBIN

PRODUCTION
DistnhitUd
^xdusiveLy by

\i^^H
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" jijp
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•fill 1
in the

In

^

^^i
"^

IhriUed 14,925 Audiences

New

York

In London

705 times
1001 times

In India

7827 times
5791 times

In Honolulu

In the Far East

/

In United States

1/

In England

'

In Australia

701 times

In Scandinavia

In Holland

152 times

In France

10^ ^"

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1

Play that has

Hj^
WPf
Py

I

In South Africa

3><.

65 times
20 times
3 times

229 times
23 times
114 times

Now playing in Madrid, in Rome and in Paris
250,000 copies of the book have been sold

The Play Has Thrilled
14,925 Audiences
<>

The Picture
Will Thrill
Yours

I

wm

h J.HAJITLEY MANNERS

PICTURES

CORPORATION

juri/ imperial

fiduresSU.
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duSLVet>Lstrihuhrs ikvoucjhmt 3reat

^ rlUin ...Sir Wm. jury. My^. Director

ook Metro Solid
Every one of these productions is a box office winner

The

first fall releases:

Mae Murray
Viola

Dana

in

Broadway Rose
The Five Dollar Baby
in

The Rex Ingram Production, The Prisoner of Zenda
Clara Kimball Young in The Hands of Nara
Bull Montana in The Ladies* Man

And

these to follow later:

Super-Cast, headed

by

Billie

in

in

Country Love

Quincy Adams Sawyer
Peg O* My Heart

Metro-SL Special Production
Laurette Taylor

Dove

Fred Niblo Production

of

of

Not Titled
Picture Not Titled

Picture

Rex Ingram Production of
Viola Dana in Page Tim O^Brien
Mae Murray »« Picture Not Titled
Clara Kimball Young in Enter Madame
Super-Cast headed by Billie Dove in East of Suez
Metro-SL Special Production of Your Friend and Mine
Bull Montana in Picture Not Titled
'^

Metro

will release nothing but the greatest

super-productions this season

Book Metro Solid

Sunday, June
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Very Agreeable Entertainment and Fine Production

on the whole the production offers considerable visual
appeal. Color titles by Prizma are another attraction.

Irene Castle in

"SLIM SHOULDERS"
Cinema Studios Prod.

Tilford

— Hodkinson

DIRECTOR

Alan Crosland

AUTHOR

Charles K. Harris

SCENARIO BY

Lawrence McCloskey
George Falsey

CAMERAMAN
AS A

WHOLE

Good entertainment

didly produced picture

good

STORY
a bit

that

is

in

splen-

exceptionally

to look at

Contains fine society atmosphere; runs
slow in close which is quite far-fetched,

though interesting

DIRECTION

Excellent in regard to production

values; smooth and well judged except in over
detail in

climax

At

the outset the story threatens to be of a very

familiar formula

—that

she does not love but

of a girl's marriage to a

who

First rate

LIGHTINGS
STAR

Very good

Quite charming and appealing in this
Well balanced cast; includes Rod La
Rocque, Anders Randolph, Warren Cook, Mario
Carrilo and Marie Burke

SUPPORT

EXTERIORS

Beautiful

INTERIORS
DETAIL

Very

attractive sets

Suitable

CHARACTER OF STORY

and imprisonment if she is refuses to marry
But a most unusual thing happens. The villain
is killed.
Certainly this is a new twist, for the wicked
one to die so early in the story. Interesting complications follow which give the piece some originality
and provide plenty of good atmosphere and opportunities for the star.
The situation in which the society
girl persuades a crook that she is one of his kind and
gets him to assist her in securing the forged note, is
him.

pretty far-fetched but

interesting material never-

is

theless.

on the whole and given it a really worth while production.
His direction is smooth and careful.
The
rather involved sequence toward the close lags a trifle
but probably a little cutting would remedy this easily
enough.
Irene Castle

Naomi Warren,

especially pleasing in the role

is

There are ballroom scenes,

crook to obtain note forged by her father which
would send him to jail she falls in love with
the possessor of the note

handles very well.

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

6,150 feet

Irene Castle's latest picture, produced

Ijy

the Til-

Cinema Studios and directed by Alan Crosland,

offers a very agreeable

entertainment and one that

any audience. In the
place it is a picture that is good to look at from
start to finish. The opening reels contain many beautiful exterior shots of a Southern beach resort that are
particularly pleasing and interesting as well. Interior
settings, also, are attractive and in good taste, so that
should please the majority

in

first

Rod La Rocque

a

show her

versatility.

riding, bathing, boating

with the crook,

all

of

and
which she

Anders Randolph is the villain,
sort of Rodolph Valentino hero and

the rem.ninder of the cast

is

also good.

Story
Naomi Warren, rich society girl, agrees to
marry Edward Langden, rich money lender, or he will
:

send her father to prison for forgery.
the wedding

Langden

is

ard, inherits his estate.

killed

and

his

On

the eve of

nephew, Rich-

Naomi persuades

a crook that

and gets him to help her rob Richard's
she is
How Richard captures the
safe to obtain the note.
girl, tries to "reform" her and later learns the truth,
destroys the note and marries Naomi makes up the
also one

rest of the story.

Good Audience Appeal That Should Put
Box

of

which provides her with a va-

a part

riety of opportunities for her to

finally her episode

;

It

Over

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

This latest Hodkinson release should prove a satisfying entertainment and one that you can rely upon to

Most people

are well pleased
presented
in "Slim
with the sort of society atmosphere
Shoulders." The Palm Beach scenes are particularly

and interesting to the great many who rely upon
motion pictures for their views of society's winter
playground.
fine

man

about her fath-

er's ruin

Society girl joins

please the majority.

will bring

Director Crosland has handled the story -very well

PHOTOGRAPHY

ford

in Irene Castle's Latest

You can promise them "Slim Shoulders"

is

the best

and you can enumerate
the various things she is called upon to do to get them
Mention the riding, motor boat, dancing
interested.
and swimming sequences and display stills represenof the star's recent pictures

tative of these various episodes.

Display her

name

prominently and for catchlines say "See how a society girl turns crook to save her father from prison."
:

a promise and a Trade Mark

promise

every picture*
bearings this Trade Mark will
be-^ Preferred Picture- in
fact as well as in name
that

A Trade Mark that will soon beeag^erly anticipated

on the screens

of all the best theatres throu^out
the world
In

back of

the Promise and the-

Trade Mark is an organization
possessed of ideals and ideas, experience and integrity, and an
association of the most substantial
Independent distributors,

become our Territorial

who have

Partners

ALTLICHTMAN
CO R PO R^ATIQNT
576 FiFth Avenue (%^)

AL LICHTMAN
President

New York

City

J.C.BACH MANN

THE
Sunday, June

?%g^

DAILV
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Attractive Star
Marie Prevost

Makes
in

in the first

SCENARIO BY

CAMERAMAN
With Marie

Hobart Henley
C. S. Montanye

the interest and

Doris Schroeder
Victor Milner

when the story
young girl who

Prevost, the star,

offers plenty of visual appeal; picture is

good

to look at generally

STORY

Very

slight but maintains fairly

interest; not original

DIRECTION

though suited

Satisfactory

for

good

to star

most part;

the

provides a good production and a suitable cast

PHOTOGRAPHY

All right

LIGHTINGS
STAR
Makes

Varying
up the biggest part of the picture's
appeal and wears numerous beautiful costumes
SUPPORT
Edward Hearn and Hal Cooley well
suited; Betty Francisco pleasing as the jealous

young wife

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Few
Good
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Model who longs
for the beautiful gowns she displays, ends by
marrying a poor fellow and contributing toward
the payment of a bungalow

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,450 feet

Universal hasn't selected very unusual stories for
Marie Prevost but they have given her vehicles that
certainly provide the right sort of atmosphere for her
particular personality.
The latest is "Her Night of
Nights," taken from Snappy Stories Magazine. It
isn't an original theme in any sense and is made up of
very slight situations but good direction makes it an

offering of

medium

satisfaction.

Hobart Henley provides
rounds the star

good production, surwith the right sort of atmosphere and
a

Whether You Want

It

With
of

the Marie Prevost pictures

what the

star's

it is

name draws.

bungalow

is

is

Not

whirlwind of
costume in

different

certainly capable of sustaining

the chief factor in the film's bid for
to

look at always even

requires that she be an economizing

money and puts it
owner with the poor young

saves her

as part

into a

fellow

she selects to marry.

The story has more spice than comedy but it is quite
apparent that the original story has had considerable
of its "snap" removed.
Only the bathroom scene remains and there's only one short shot of that. And
it's some bathroom, at that.
Richard Daniels, Wes
Barry's freckled competitor, gets over a few laughs
as the kid brother of Molly

The

May, the model.

director succeeds in holding

th'e

attention de-

which he had to work with
and he keeps the development from becoming obvious.
There is but one bit with which he may be found fault
and that is for allowing Edward Hearn to appear in
a suit that is merely a burlesque idea of what a rube

jspite the slight situations

looks

Even

like.

The

days.

the rubes

know how

to dress these

only place they wear freak get-ups

is

in

pictures and on the stage.

Story

:

Molly

May Mahone

is

the latest thing in

cloak models and a corker in putting over deals by
entertaining out of town customers with Bradley,

Jr.

marrying money and
her father dreams of a "bit of a house" in Ireland or
the nearest thing to it in America.
Suddenly Molly
May changes. Her friends worry because she saves
her money and acts serious. The cause is Jerry
Trimble, backwoods entrant into city life. Bradley
Jr. marries a stage girl while Jerry Trimble studies
law and shares with Molly a dream of a suburban
home. Then there is a misunderstanding and Molly
spends her savings for a fur. How Molly and Jerry
eventually patch up their romance, completes it.

of Bradley, Inc.

Or Not Depends Upon

Box

ter

She wears a

She's good

appeal.

visual

Story Does

reels presents her in a

every scene and she

AUTHOR

it

two

beautiful gowns.

Universal

DIRECTOR

WHOLE

When

Picture Satisfying

"HER NIGHT OF NIGHTS"

AS A

11

She dreams

Star's

of

Drawing Power

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

mostly a matIf

she brings

them in and satisfies them, that is all you need to
know. Her admirers will be pleased with "Her Night
of Nights" and you can make promises for her part
in the picture.
Tell them she wears plenty of new
gowns and that she is good to look at, as usual.

The

title is

a fair one

and might interest

if

you ex-

Display a generous number of stills
of the star and scenes from the picture in the lobby

ploit

it

properly.

and use catchlines to let them know what it is about,
Boost the star's name especially if she draws a crowd
and for the benefit of those who may have read the
story mention the magazine from which it was taken.
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Poorly Produced and Below the Average Generally
Oliver Morosco presents

difficult to

"THE HALF BREED"

the

DIRECTOR

Charles Taylor

AUTHOR

Charles Taylor

SCENARIO BY

Charles Taylor

CAMERAMAN

Charles G. Clark and

J.

C,

AS A WHOLE..;

Badly constructed photoplay
that falls considerably below the standard of
present day pictures
Might have offered suitable screen maSTORY
terial but rambling continuity makes it one big
confusion

Amateurish; never centers the
any one place and is very choppy

interest -in

throughout

PHOTOGRAPHY

Fair

LIGHTINGS

Fair

Wheeler Oakman would be satisfactory in title role if you could understand
what he did and why Mary Anderson overacts

PLAYERS..,

;

others ordinary

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Suffice

Adequate
Poor

CHARACTER OF STORY
with white
her father

girl,

who

Half breed, in love

turns against her and fights

mother from being sent

to the reservation

who have come

to

5,484 feet

know what

to expect of

present day photoplay entertainment and expect the
best will never accept "The Half Breed." The pro-

duction

so far below the standard that they will

is

never be satisfied with
the

work

of

it.

From

all

appearances

an amateur and from the picture

Won't

Do

If

it is
it

is

have to be catering to a mighty easily
satisfied crowd to venture showing them a picture as
poor as "The Half Breed." They won't accept it
And
chiefly because they will not be able to follow it.
you're

don't

more than

satisfactorily ex-

toward the heroine, and vice
might almost serve for a
guessing contest it is so vague and the director has
not used any ingenuity to improve it. The spectator
is asked to take a great deal for granted or follow a
rambling story as best he can.
The story contains little action and what there is

The

versa.

continuity

does not get over because

Someone

isn't clear

it

what

it is all

murdered, two or three characters
accuse each other while the sheriff stands by and
listens but apparently seeks no solution to the problem. No sincere effort to put any dramatic force into
the piece is obvious. And if "The Half Breed" made
a successful stage vehicle for Oliver Morosco, it is
regrettable that the picturization is such a failure.
The cutting of the film is very poor. The scenes
shut off abruptly, a title follows, there's another abrupt
scene and one more title. This procedure is continuous.
So many titles are necessary to tell the story,
which the director hasn't succeeded in doing, that the
pictures and titles consume about equal footage.
Story
Delmar Spavinaw, half breed, dares to love
Evelyn Huntington who is also loved by Ross Kennion, a widower.
Evelyn doesn't know which man she
loves.
Her pal, Dolly Pardeau, in an effort to prevent Evelyn from eloping with the half breed, tells
the latter Evelyn really loves Kennion. This is followed by her father's refusal to prevent Delmar's
Indian mother from being forced off her land. A fight
follows and Delmar escapes over the border with Dolly
about.

is

who

tells

him she loves him.

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

will

when they

They do not

They Know Good Pictures and Demand Them
Box

You

decided connection, nothing that definitely links one
incident with another.

:

refuses to prevent half breed's

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION
Folks

was worthy of production.
"The Half Breed" is its incomprehension. Things happen along, characters do this
and that and a title tells you something, but there is no
chief fault with

plain the hero's attitude

Hutchinson

DIRECTION

in

place, that

first

The

Asso. First Nat'l. Pict.

judge whether or not they had a story,

know what

a picture

is

all

likely to get the kicks direct.

about,

There

way of remedying things
either because a great many titles are used already
and even they do not make things clear.

Transient houses or possibly a double feature prog-

ram may get away with
and expect

first

it

but

if

your patrons demand

class productions

you cannot please them with
should be easy beJcause the

this.

title

is

and good stories
Getting them in
well known.

If

doesn't appear to be any

you are

at all in

doubt see the picture for yourself

and act accordingly.
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Commonplace Story But Good Direction Keeps
Mary Miles Minter

in

straightforward,

"SOUTH OF SUVA"
Realart

unniinced

Interesting
fashion,

from ever becoming dull.
The most unconvincing thing

— Paramount

DIRECTOR

It

prevents

tliat

in the

whole story

it

is

Frank Urson
Ewart Adamson

the fact that the type of girl represented l)y Mary
Miles Minter should ever select a man such as Walter

SCENARIO BY

Fred Myton

CAMERAMAN

Allen Davey

Long for a husband. It is quite apparent that Lt>ng
was chosen to play the part because he could handle

AUTHOR
AS A

WHOLE

A

familiar formula of

Island concoction;

fairly

pleasing

South Sea

the derelict sequence convincingly but

but never

from the plausibility right at the start to have
photograph of Long. Another is that in which the heroine seeks an escape
from her husband by presenting herself to a trader
as his ward.
It is one of those conveniences so often
found in fiction and so seldom in real life.
They work up a little excitement in the climax
when the natives prepare to oflfer up a human sacrifice because villain Walter Long persuades them that
the trader has wronged them by employing Hindoo

convincing nor very plausible
Given plenty of appealing atmosphere
STORY

and an attractive

star; otherwise contains

no

high lights

DIRECTION

Good; couldn't keep the story

from being hackneyed, succeeds

in

holding

at-

tention and v^astes no footage

PHOTOGRAPHY
LIGHTINGS
Will
STAR

All right

O. K.
please her admirers and does satis-

work

factory

in not especially strong part

SUPPORT

Walter Long well suited as the villain but not as Miss Minter's husband; John
Bowers, the hero

EXTERIORS
INTERIORS
DETAIL

Pretty
Suitable
Suffices

CHARACTER OF STORY

Wife arrives in
husband a derelict;
rescued by a white trader and her hus-

South Sea Island
she

is

band

is

to find her

LENGTH OF PRODUCTION

4,639 feet

Sometimes even a hackneyed story won't prevent
picture from being fairly entertaining

handled.

In the case of

Mary Miles

if it is

a

carefully

Minter's current

"South of Suva," a commonplace plot is used
and there isn't an original twist to lift it out of that
class, but the director has dressed it nicely with plenty
of appealing atmosphere, holds the interest successfully, and above all, he tells what there is to tell, in a
release,

Play

Up

"South of Suva"

aflfords

an average entertainment

the star has a following,

and they

will

play of

stills in

Lobby

it

will

go even better

be well pleased, especially with her.

Mary Miles Minter

is

pleasing in this and liberal dis-

the lobby will attract their attention.

decoration,

labor instead of the natives.

if

you care

to

go

The heroine

is

must be admitted that the natives used
She is
becoming shawl, nicely decorated with

rifice

and

good

taste in dressing her for the offering.

gowned

it

in

a

star

is

the sac-

flowers.

The
she

is

an attractive addition to the picture and
Her admirers

nicely photographed at all times.

particularly

will

like

her in this.

satisfactory as the hero and

amuse
cast,

in

John Bowers

Roy Atwell

the role of a bug-chasing secretary.

on the whole,

is

is

strives to

The

good.

Latimer goes to the South Sea
Islands to join her husband. She finds him a drunken
degenerate but she remains and tries to reform him.
Instead he tries to drag her down with him. She is
forced to run for her life and goes to John Webster,
Later
a neighboring trader, posing as his ward.
Latimer finds his wife in Webster's home, takes her
and gives her to the natives for a human sacrifice.
Webster arrives in time to save her, learns she is not
Latimer is killed.
his ward and falls in love with her.
:

Phyllis

Use

Exploitation Stunts

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor

that will probably satisfy the majority of your patrons.

Where

the heroine fondling the

Tropical Atmosphere and
Box

rather de-

tracts

Story

killed

it

to the trouble.

should arouse their interest and if they have shown a
liking in the past for South Sea Island atmopshere, it
should be worth your while exploiting it. The Para-

mount

press sheet contains suggestions for lobby dis-

play and exploitation stunts that can be taken advantage of. Let them know it is a picture of the tropics,
at any rate, and catchlines will give an idea of the
story.

T. L. Griffith Productions
announce

The Completion
in

of a 5 reel Feature

Nassau, Bahamas

BOBO DEL MONTE

a

Love's Last Dream"
For Releasing Arrangements Address
T. L.

GRIFFITH, Box R-1

or Miami,

Florida,

Office,

19 care
2
1

of

The

Film Daily

— Hippodrome

Building

Cast Includes:

Gypsy O'Brien
Clark Rider

Bobo Del Monte
Lillian

Kees

James Spear,

Jr.
:»^jfjs^

Lillian

Kees

in a

Scene from "Love's Last Dream"

\^

Some
"Ten Seconds"

Short Reels

—Century—Universal

"A Case

Type of production
2 reel comedy
"Ten Seconds" is but an average Century comedy with Lee
Moran in the leading role. The business and gags center
around a prize

with rubber ropes. In the first
the part of a gentleman, but
the bottle on his hip attracts a crowd. With the aid of a rubber
tube they manage to syphon off a good part of the liquid
which they discover in the end to be brass polish. Lee then
removes his high hat and puts on his chauffeur's cap and
polishes the car.
He then drives his girl to a party where
part of the

fight in a ring

comedy Lee plays

the star attraction

"Where

he hears
the

He

is

My

is

When

violin.

The champion, however,
his emotions when
Wandering Boy Tonight" played on

a prize fight.

is

has one weakness.

the

unable to retain
rave

girls

about

champion Lee

the

The bell saves him several times
rubber ropes manage to keep him in the ring. Just

decides to put up a fight.

and the
as he
is

is

about

all in

the violin plays the song and the

champion

The comedy is fairly amusing and contains
The comedy business is not over
and much of it has been done before in several

knocked

out.

some laughable gags.
original

variations.

Pathe Review No. 162

Type

A

of production

1

magazine

reel

number of Pathe Review are the
Eskimo polar bear hunters of Northern Siberia. Views

special feature of this

shots of

of their huts and families are included.

been photographed out on floating

Two

giant bears have
This section of the

ice.

ideal picture material for a hot Summer day.
followed by some very beautiful photography illustrating

Type

of Identity"

— Sherlock

Then you

the banks of St. John's River in Florida.
police

dogs of South Africa and

follow a scent.

The

travel section

how

they

are

see the

trained

to

shows some very unusual

shots of the Forth Bridge over the Firth of Forth in Scotland.
steel structure is over a mile in length and took seven
years to erect.
The colored section shows "The City of

This

Aries and Arelatum."
the Review
audience.

is

The

The

subject matter in this

number

of

well varied and will hold the attention of any
reel as a

whole

is

far abovie the

average maga-

zine in both photography and interest.

"Screen Snapshots" No. 3

Type

of production

Sometimes your

1

reel fan

2 reel drama

of production

soon discovers that the missing man is the stepfather himself.
Fearing the loss of the girl's -income he borrowed a wig
and mustache and made love to his stepdaughter. Then he
jilted her thinking that the experience would forever end her
desire for matrimony.
Of course the girl feels sorry for
herself, but she allows Holmes to cheer her up and remarks
that "the butchers assistant is a very nice young man."
The interest is held throughout and the story has a pleasing
mixture of comedy and light tragedy. The acting is excellent
and the production as a whole will please and should satisfy
almost any audience.
"A Case of Identity" is filled with
mystery and character and has all the elements of a full length
feature production.

—

Type

New York Harbor"— Kineto Review

of production

1

reel educational

and buoys are the subject of this
is
New York Harbor. The
thirteen buoys that line Ambrose Channel and guide ships into
New York are cared for by a special light ship. The crew
of this craft clean and adjust the lights.
A close-up shows
how the work is done in detail. You then visit a lighthouse
and mount the winding stair to light the lamps. Light-ships,
steamers entering the harbor, ferry boats loaded with commuters and ships of the Navy are all included in this New
York Harbor reel. The photography is good and the subject
matter has an educational value as well as being entertaining.
Lighthouses,

instructive

reel.

lightships

The

setting

"Circus Days"

stars,

mixed by Carmel Meyers, Bessie Love, Ruth
Clifford, Pauline Stark and Colleen Moore. Then Baby Peggy
comes on dressed as a western rough-rider. She mounts her
pony and gallops away. Buster Keatou shows how he makes
up his gags while you wait. All he needs is a pie and his
rigid face
the rest is easy for Buster.
Snub Pollard and
Marie Mosquini do a little act with a flivver, while they are
on the way to the lot, and Marie Prevost powders her director's
nose to quiet him when she arrives late at the studio. Paul
Scardon, Miss Dupont and Clarence are also included in this
off-stage magazine.
The reel ends with some shots showing
Nell Shipman feeding the wild animals of her extensive collection.
Most of these stars are very well known to picture fans,
who will enjoy seeing them in this informal fan magazine.
the sweets are

"Lighting the Sea-Lanes to

magazine

when they have nothing
else to do, make a little fudge for the wounded soldiers.
The
opening shots of this number of Screen Snapshots show how
favorite

— Educational

Here is another of the clever series of Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. This time a very able character study is drawn
by Edna Flugrath, who takes the role of Mary Sutherland,
the jilted girl.
Mary seeks the aid of Holmes and asks him
to please try and find the man who kept her waiting at the
church.
She explained that she came from a middle class
family and lived with her mother and stepfather, and that
she had a little income that her stepfather had the use of.
While her stepfather was away on a business trip a middle
aged man called and made love to her. They were engaged
and on the way to the wedding the groom disappeared. The
case seems very simple for Holmes. He sends for the stepfather and ask him about the missing man.
With the aid
of one or two simple tricks and a little deduction Holmes

Review makes
It is

Holmes

Type

of production

—Campbell— Educational
2 reel

comedy

Plenty of animal and kid stuff but only an average proThe comedy business and gags have all been done
before and the situations stereotyped.
You have the kid's
circus with all the clever animals, and the strong man who
lifts weights that only look heavy.
A half dozen toy balloons
are tied to the baby ballet dancer and she flys up into the
The parson takes off his coat and gives chase in an aeroair.
plane and a poor girl aids the rescue by making a parachute
jump bringing the child to earth. Neither the gags nor the
situations follow one another in any sequence and the story
merely rambles along. In the first part of the production you
see the dog scrub the floor with a pair of brushes tide to his
feet, and the monkey soap the floor with the cake held by
his tail, but none of this has very much to. do with the circus
duction.

that follows.

Short Reels
"Punch the Clock"— Hal Roach— Pathe
Type of production
1
reel cartoon
Snub Pollard sleeps in front of the factory for fear of being
late in the morning.
The cop on the beat wakes him up and
then his troubles begin.

A

jealous husband finds a letter to

for the man.
The frightened
masher pas.ses the flower into Snub's hand and Snub runs.
Most of the laughs in this comedy came from the situations
which link the young wife and Snub together. No matter
where he tries to escape he manages to land by the side of
the young wife; and just at that moment her husband comes
in.
In the end he manages to get back to the office, but finds
a notice tacked on the door, which reads: "Closed on Account
While the comedy is built along
of Jessie James' Birthday."
conventional lines, it is nevertheless funny and will bring
more than the average number of laughs.
his wife

and goes out gunning

"Speed *Em Up"— Century— Universal
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Harry Sweet plays the role of the farmer's helper, while
Johnny Fox is the helper to the helper. Johnny has with him
some bottles of "Pepo." A few drops of this wonderful
liquid puts speed into anything.
They drop some into the
motorcycle and it dashes away. A few drops in the
chicken feed and the hens drop their eggs all over the place.
At the barn dance Johnny pours some "Pepo" into the ice-

sheriff's

cream and the old ladies start flirting with the young men
and the old boys shine up to the girls. Then they play leap
frog and Harry and the farmer's daughter elope. The comedy
has some amusing scenes, but is not up to the Century standard.
It will, however, get several good laughs in spite of
the fact that most of the gags have been done before. Will
make an average comedy program filler.

Dispose of Your Printing
Problems by Utilizing
''The Friendly Circle''

//iTH

additional floor space and in-

creased facilities

we

are better able to

handle your printing as the pages of
this issue will testify.

THE BARNES PRINTING COMPANY,
229

WEST 28TH STREET

INC.

Phone: Watkins 1416-17

CURRENT RELEASES
kclCMe

Footage

t>>tie

Reviewed

Releaie Date

Toatac*

Belle of Alaska (Chester Bennett)
Daring Danger (Cliff Smith)
Jan of the Big Snows (J. Oliver Curwood)

The Cradle Buster
Bluebeard

5,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
6,000
1,000
5,000
.7,000
6,000
5,000
7,000
6,000
6,040
5,044
5,912

(Tuttle Waller)

Livingston)
The Lying Truth (Marion Fairfax)
Sisters (International Film)
(Jas.

Jr.

Woman (Nanuet Am.
Kentucky Home (Pyramid

The Hidden

My

Corp.)

Old
Pictures)
Man's Law and God's (Finis Fox)
The Three Buckaroos (Fred Balshofer)
The Pillagers (Louis W. Chaudet)

.

Destiny's Isle ( Wm. P. S. Earle)
His Wife's Husband (Pyramid)
False Fronts
The- Great Alone (Monroe Salisbury)

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,

A

Question of Honor (Anita Stewart)
The Seventh Day (Richard Barthelmess)
Gas, Oil and Water (Chas. Ray)
The Rosary
The Woman He Married (Anita Stewart)
The Invisible Fear (Anita Stewart)
The Woman's Side (Katherine MacDonald)
Pay Day (harles Chaplin)
The Infidel (Katherine MacDonald)
The Deuce of Spades (Chas. Ray)
The Girl in the Taxi (DeHavens)

5-28-22

4-30-22
4- 9-22
7-22

5-

Fools
S-14-22
6-11-22
6-18-22

5,700
4,800

S-14-22
5-28-22

The Loves of Pharaoh (Hamilton Thea. Corp.)
The Green Temptation (Betty Compson)
Through a Closed Window (May McAvoy)

9

Find the

May

7

7

14
14
21
21

28

June

(Alma Rubens)

The Cradle (Ethel Clayton)
The Sleep Walker (Constance Binney)
Bought and Paid For (Wm. DeMille)
The Devil's Pawn (Pola Negri)
The Crimson Challenge (Dorothy Dalton)
The Truthful Liar (Wanda Hawley)
(John Robertson Spec.)

Spanish Jade

Matrimony a Failure (Cruze Spec.)
The Good Provider (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
Beyond the Rocks (Swanson-Valentino)
The Wife Trap
The Beauty Shop (Cosmopolitan)
North of the Rio Grande (Holt-Daniels)
The Man From Home (Fitzmaurice Special)
The Ordeal (Agnes Ayres)
The Bachelor Daddy (Thomas Meighan)
Is

Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Across the Continent (Wallace Reid)
Over the Border (Penryhn Stanlaws-Compson-Moore)
The Woman Who Walked Alone (MelfordDalton)
Our Leading Citizen (Thomas Meighan)
The Eyes of the Mummy (Pola Negri)

4

4
11

18

25

6,000

6-11-22

.

7,476
6,165
4,490
5,144
4,698
4,530
5,601
4,712
4,942
5,243
5,111
5,612
7,600
6,740
6,207
6,536
4,770
.6,895
4,592
6,229
5,502
5,502

WID GUNNING,

2-26-22
4- 2-22

White Hands
5-28-22
3-26-22
4-16-22
3-19-22
6-18-22
4-23-22
4-23-22

4-23-22
4-16-22
S-14-22
5-14-22
5-21-22
5- 7-22
6- 4-22
5- 7-22
4-30-22
4-30-22

Shackles

Dustin

Gold

of

Bosworth)

6-12-31
3-26-22
6- 4-22
5-21-22
5-21-22
3-

5

23

3-19-23
4-16-23
6-11-22
6-11-22

5,500

4-16-23

6-

S.947
6,634

6-18-22

4,888
4,378

4-30-22

5,057

S-14-22

4,513
4,300

3-12-22
6- 4-22

The Ragged Princess
Very Truly Yours

5,000

Lights of the Desert

4,809

3-12-22
5-28-22
6-18-22

4,580
4,999

4-16-22
5-21-22

lUrlcT Mason Series

No
Hugo

Trespassing

(Irene

Castle)

6,900

4-23-22

^

5,400

J-19-33

i

6,000

4- 2-23

6.000

4- 3-23

5,600

4-30-23

5,300

6-11-22

Ballin Prod.

Other Women's Clothes

Myron

Sterns Prod.

Myron M.

Free Air
Sterns Prod.
Free Air

Hampton
The Gray Dawn

Benj. B.

.

The Veiled Woman

METRO PICTURES CORP.
3

Kisses

(Alice

Lake)

The Face Between (Bert

Lytell)

Seeing's Believing (Viola
Hate (Alice Lake)

Dana)

4,300
5,000

6,500
6,000
5,000
5,000
5,000

Sherlock Brown ( Bert Lytell)
The Five Dollar Baby (Viola Dana)
Rex Ingram Productions
The Prisoner of Zenda

S-L Productions

.

7-22
5-21-22
5-28-22
6- 4-22
6- 4-22

10,467

4-30-22

5,500

4-30-23

7,850

4-23-33

6,000

6- 4-22

9,000
6,000

3-13-33

5,000
4,900
5,300
4,950
5,000
4,800
.5,700
4,790

5-22
3-19-22
4- 2-22
4-23-22
S-14-22
S-21-22
6- 4-22
6-18-22

,

Don't Write Letters (Gareth Hughes)

Tiffany Productions
Fascination

5-28-22
5-

(Mae Murray)

Swedish Biograph Co.

The Stroke

of

Midnight

Maurice Flynn

The Last
WilUam RusseU
Money to
The Men

Trail

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Bum
of Zanzibar

Pearl White

^ ^.,
4,406

Without Fear

John Gilbert

.

Arabian Love
The Yellow Stain
ChaHea Jones
Western Speed

Rough Shod
Bileen

"•'^

Percy
Elope

Mont.

H

You Must

Cristo

•

...

'.440
5,006

4-16-22
5-14-22
56-

nm
4.9'»

3-19-23

.

10.000

Mar.
June

4-23-22

..^
5'OOZ
4,486
,

,

Holtre Prod.

4-22

6,837

j.,

M

HODKINSON CORP.

Renco Prod.

Farnum
Iron to Gold
Strange Idols

9-22

5,654

Missing Husbands
They Like "Em Rough (Viola Dana)

Stakes

4-

si

Series

Big
William Farniun

(Hobrt

W. W.

FOX FILM CORP.
The Fighting Streak

5-21-22
5-28-22
6- 4-22
6-11-22

INC.

The Fire Bride
The Bootleggers

17

For

4,609
5,630
4,470
5,392
4,423
4,680
4,713
5,228
5,228
5,566
5,003
5,947
4,630

Yellow Men and Gold
Golden Dreams (Hampton Prod.)

Apr.

Tmb Mix

.6,172
5,000
6,900
.5,192
5,484

The Glorious Fool
Man With Two Mothers
His Back Against the Wall
Watch Your Step
The Wallflower
Grand Larceny
Come On Over
When Romance Rides (Zane Grey)

Rattler

2
2

23
23
30
23
30

Prod.)

Poor Relation (Will Rogers)
The Night Roae
Be My Wife (Max Linder)

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.

9
9
16
16

3-2622
4-16-23
4- 2-22
4- 9-22
4- 9-22
4-23-22
5-14-22
5-28-22

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Across the Divide
Father Tom
Hills of Missing Men
Tracks (Noble Jolmson)

Woman

1,892
5,377
4,500
5,420

A

Playcoeri Pictures, Inc.

Apr.

4,900
... .5,366

3-12-22
3-19-22
3-26-22

INC.

Marry the Poor Girl
Lady Godiva
Don't Doubt Your Wife (Leah Baird)
of the

(Neilan

First

6,065
5,335
4,500
7,045

The Primitive Lover (Constance Talmadge) ...
The Cross Roads of New York
Sonny (Richard Barthelmess)
Domestic Relations (Katherine MacDonald) ..
The Half Breed

(Distributed through Pathe)

The Ruse

Kavlvaraa

FIRST NATIONAL

AMERICAN RELEASiNd CORP.

26
11

The Isle of Zorda
Nanook of the North

R..C.

7-22
4-22

INC.

PICTURES

Boy Crazy (Doris May)

Vermilion Pencil (Sessue Hayakawa)
The Bigamist (Ivy Duke)

The First Woman
Queen o' the Turf
Gay and Devilish (Doris May)
The Glory of Clementina (Pauline Frederick)
The Son of the Wolf

3-19-33
5-21-22
S-28-22

17

6-18-22

.

3-

'>!

Danny's

Adventures

In

Europe
A N accurate insight into film conditions
as

they are today in England, France,

and Italy— What the
foreign exhibitor is doing— Intimate shots
of the activities of American film men
now abroad— Written in Danny's own

Germany,

inimitable

Spain

style.

WATCH FOR THEM
18

IteIMM Date

Footage

LEWIS

J.

Reviewed

Charles Chaplin (2 and 3 reels)
Toonerville Trolley (2 reels)

Selxnick Pictures (Distributed by Select Exchanges)

Elains Hammerstein Star Series
Reckless Youth

4-16-22
6-18-22

5,700
5,000

Evidence
Bniteue O'Brien Star Series
The Prophet's Paradise
Channing of the Northwest

Conwa; Tearle

Henry Lehrman Comedies

Masquerade

FOX FILM CORPORATION

5,000

4-16-22

6,900
5,000

4-16-22
6-11-22

Special Productions

Reported Missing (Owen Moore)
of No Importance

A Woman

Sunshine Comedies (2 reels)
Clyde Cook Comedies (2 reels)
Mutt and Jeff Animated Cartoons (1 reel)
Fox News (Twice a Week).
Serials:
Bride 13 (15 episodes), Fantomas (20 episodes).

GOLDWYN PICTURES

UNITED ARTISTS
Feb.

19

26

The RuUng Passion (Geo
Fair Lady (Rex Beach's)

ArHss)

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

]ew«l Features

1-29-22
3-26-22

7,000
6,400

CO.

Wild Honey (Priscilla Dean)
The Trap (Lon Chaney)

6,422
5,481

35-

Dangerous Little Demon (Marie Prevost)
Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
Bear Cat (Hoot Gibson)
Man Under Cover (Herbert Rawlinson) ..
A Wonderful Wife (Miss Du Pont)
The Man Who Married His Own Wife (Frank

The
The
The
The

4- 2-22

4,550
4,500
.4,566
4,668

Mayo)
Second Hand Rose (Gladys Walton)

4-2-22
4- 9-22

4-23-22
4-30-22
5- 7-22
5-14-22
5-21-22

4,313
4,433
4,225
4,231
5,000
4,211

Step On It (Hoot Gibson)
Kissed (Marie Prevost)
The Black Bag (Herbert Rawlinson)

North (Frank Mayo)

of the Silent

3-12-22

.4,751

Capitol Comedies (2 reels)
Edgar Comedies (2 reels)
Goldwyn-Bray Comedies (1
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs
Sport Review (1 reel)

5-22
7-22

Universal Features

Out

No. 26 (each
(each

1

The Four Seasons

6-4-22

The Sheik's Wife
Too Much Business
Rose

The Man From Downing

;

First Series from No. 1 to
Second Series from No. 27 to No. 52
;

reel).
(4 reels).

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

(Serial)

4- 2-22

6-18-22

Harold Lloyd re-issues
Pathe Playlets, 3 reel re-issues
Pathe Review, 1 reel educational
Topics of the Day, 1/3 reel
Pathe News, twice a week

4,950

4-16-22

Topics of the Day

5,000
5,000

3-26-22

3-12-22

Street

—

1

a week.

'
,

Griffith

Island Wives
Virgin's Sacrifice

A

Antonio Moreno

A

Wm.

reel)

5,840
6,000
7,000

Earle Williams

Corinne

1

Roach 1 reel comedies
Aesop Fables, 2/3 reel cartoons

Super-Features

Irish

,

,

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

Go Get 'Em Hutch

Wild

reel)
(1 reel)

The Beggar Maid (Mary Aster) (2 reels)
The Bashful Suitor (2 reels)
The Young Painter (Mary Astor)
Hope (Mary Astor)
Charles Urban's Movie Chats
Wonders of the World (2 serials)

6-11-22

VITAGRAPH
My

(2 reels)

Buster Keaton Comedies (2 reels)

5,000

Star Series

Love's

FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS

SELZNICK ENT.

Guilty

Conscience

Duncan-Edith Johnson

The

Vow

Silent

4,600

4-9-22

5,000

5-28-22

Alice Calhoun

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
Prizma Color Pictures.
William J. Flynn Series (Detective Series, 2
Chaplin Classics.

reels).

Selznick News.

The Angel

of

Crooked Street

Serials:

The Whirlwind

(15 episodes),

The Branded Four (15

cpisodat).

Alice Joyce

The Inner Chamber

5,951

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

—

SHORT REEL RELEASES
ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS,
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
Ben Turpin Comedies

—
—

—

INC.

Harold Lloyd Comedies

Mack Sennet Comedies

INC.

(2 reels)
(2 reels)

reels)
Mermaid Comedies (2 reels)
Chester Comedies (2 reels)
Torchy Comedies (2 reels)
Christie Comedies (2 reels)
Vanity Comedies (1 reel)
Gayety Comedies (1 reel)

Educational Specials: The Race of the Age (Man O' War), 2 reels; Art
of Diving (Kellerman), 1 reel; Babe Ruth
How he Knocks

—

Run,

reel; Valley of

1

Modern Centaurs,
Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Chester Outings (1 reel)

(1

Ten Thousand Smokes,

Cinal Films

KINETO

reel;

CO.

OF AMERICA

(Released through National Exchange)

reel)

Chester Screenics (1 reel)
Could Columbus Discover America,
Miscellaneous (1 reel):
of Mt. Katmai, Dexie.
Sketchografs (1 reel)

Punch Comedies (2
Campbell Comedies

I

reel.

1

:

Big V Special Comedies (2 reels)
Larry Semon Comedies (2 reels)
Jim Aubrey Comedies (2 reels)
Hidden Dangers (Joe Ryan, Jean Paige), 15 episodes; The Veiled
Serials:
Mystery (Antonio Moreno), 15 episodes; The Silent Avenger
(William Duncan), 15 episodes; The Purple Riders (Joe Ry»«
and Elinor Field), 15 episodes; Fighting Fate (Wm. DuncM
and Edith Johnson), 15 episodes.

Selig-Pork- Photoplays (2

Home

—

VITAGRAPH

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA

His

CO.

Century Comedies (2 reels)
Jewel Comedies Ted Rider Series (Leonard Clapham) (2 reels)
The Flaming Disk, 18 episodes; The Vanishing Dagger, 18 epiSerials:
sodes; The Dragon's Net, 15 episodes; King of the Circus (Edepisodes; The Diamond Queen (Eileen Sedgwick),
die Polo),
episodes; The White Horsemen, 18 episodes; Do or Die (Edepisodes.
episodes; Terror Trail,
die Polo),
Star Comedies (1 reel)
Western and Railroad Dramas (2 reels) (Hoot Gibson, Jack Perrin, Eileea
Sedgwick)
When Eve Fell, No License (Billy Fletcher).
Star Comedies (1 reel):

The Crater

reels)
(2 reels)

(slow speed)

Kineto Review (The Living Book of Knowledge).
Second Series (1 reel): Was Darwin Right? Bonnie Scotland, Birds ol
Crags and Marshes, Village Life in Switzerland, Peculiar Pets,
Combatting the Elements, Dexterity and Mimicry of Insects,
Primitive Life in Tennessee, Bear Hunting in CaHfornia, Paris
the Beautiful, A Naturalist's Paradise, Morocco the Mysterious,
Let's See the Animals.

LEVEY, HARRY, ENTERPRISES

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Paramount-Arbuckle Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travel Pictures (1 reel):
Paramount-Burlingame Adventure Scenics (1 reel)
Paramount-De Haven Comedies (2 reels)
Paramount-Mack Sennett Comedies (2 reels)
Pictionary and Cartoons (weekly).
Paramount Magazine (1 reel)
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures (1 reel)
Paramount-Vandenbergh Series (2 reel*)
:

Electricity

—

It's

Development.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

!

The Great Reward (Francis Ford and Ella Hall).
Serial:
King Cole Comedies (Bobby Burns).
Comedies:
Kineto Review (Chas. Urban) (I reel), issued weekly.
19

"^

INC.
',.

.

INDEPENDENT FEATURES
Itclcaa*

Date

Footage

WESTERN

Reviewed

AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS

I

Am

Law

the

6,S00

ARROW FILM

Ridin'

S- 7-22

5,000
5,000

Lightning

5,000
5,000
5,000

AYWON FILM
They're

,

The Sign

GEORGE BEBAN
Rose (Geo. Beban)
STUART BLACKTON

J.

M.
Yankee Doodle Jr
C. B. C.

4,800

5-21-22

7,000

3-12-22

7,000

4-30-22

5,000

3-19-22

FILM SALES CORP.

Life's Greatest Question (Roy Stewrt)
Cap'n Kidd (Eddie Polo) serial.

5,800

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

Away (Big Boy

Where

My

Is

Wandering Boy Tonight

Hii Nibs (Chic Sales)

!

!

i

I

i

Thunderbilt Jack (Jack Hoxie), 15 episodes.

GEO. H.

!

Give Me My Son
In Self Defense

Work

Mary Pickford

Determination

2- 5-22

Sunbeam Comedies

•

(1 reel each).
Celebrated Comedies (1 reel each).

CLARION PHOTOPLAYS,
The Expose

of

5,000
5,800

2-19-22
4-30-22

Serial:

6,800

2- 5-22

Nearly Married, Kidnapper's Revenge,
Monty Banks Comedies (2 reels)
A Bedroom Scandal, Where Is My Wife? His First Honeymooa,
:

I

False

'

Brands

The Forest King

3-12-22

Hallroom Boy Comedies

~~~~

Ford Weekly.

Squire Phin (Maclyn Arbuckle)
The Soul of Man
The Right Way ...;
Welcome to Our City (Maclyn Arbuckle)
Mr. Bingle
Mr. Potter of Texai
of the

Law

Who

The Man

Paid

Circus Heroes.

FILM MARKET.
Jimmy

RUSSELL CLARK SYNDICATE,

1

'

1

i
'

f

,

The Man Worth While (Romaine Fielding)
The Love Slave (Lucy Doraine)
The Offenders (Margery Wilson)
Insinuation

GAUMONT COMPANY
News
5,000

5-28-22

Graphic (every Friday).
(every Tuesday)
Serials:
In the Clutches of the Hindoo (19,089 feet), 10 episodes.

5,000
4,314
5,000

3- 5-22

Mack Swain Comedies

;

HERALD PRODUCTIONS,
America

3.12-22

Norma Talmadge

Her Story
The Night Riders
Brenda't

Heritage

Reissues (fourteen)

3-19-22

Canadian Travelogues

5,800

6 18-22

(2 reels)

Ray

Invisible

t

So This

is

Arizona

INC.

Moonlight Knight, Full of

Spirit,

Sm

INC.

(each 2 reels).

JOAN FILM SALES

~~~^

CO.

Series:
Ruth Clifford and Jack Sheril (15 episodes) 31,0M
(2 reels) : Sweethearts, Service Stripes, He's In Agaia,
;

feet)

The Conquering Hero.

LEE & BRADFORD
Squirrel Comedies

PINNACLE COMEDIES
5,164
5,496

:

Razzin' the Jazz,

Dream, Shimmy

INC.

4,800
5,000
5,000
5,000
5,800

Change Your Motherin-Lawr Natlaa's

PLYMOUTH PICTURES
PACIFIC FILM

COMPANY

White Cap Comedies: Featuring George Ovey (Once-a-week)
Newspaper Stories: Featuring Irene Himt (Two-a-mo»th) (3
Vernon Dent Comedies: One-a-week (1 reel).
4-30-22

(1 red).
raels).

PIONEER FILM CORP.
The Facts and Follies Series (1 reel)
Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy, each }i reel.
The Sonny Series, each 2 reels.
Serial The Hope Diamond Mystery (15 episodes).

4-23-22

—

TRI-STAR PICTURES CO.

Fruits of Passion (Alice Mann & Donald Hall).. 5,000
Water Lily (Alice Mann & Donald Hall)
5,000
Dazzling Miss Davidson (Marjorie Rambeau) .. 5,000
How a Woman Loves (Marjorie Rambeau) ...5,000
She Paid (Marjorie Rambeau)
5,000
Mr*. Bclfam* (Nance O'Ncil)
S.OOO

Why

Isle.

Series of 5 two-reel Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle Comedies
Series of 12 one-reel Denver Dixon Comedies

'

W. M. SMITH

I

:

First.

5,000
6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

PICT. CORP.

David and Jonathan

(2 reels)

HORIZON PICTURES,

31922

(Margery Wilson)

SECOND NATIONAL

INC.

Callahan, 12 2-recls.

RIALTO PROD.
Retribution

In and Out, His Dizzy Day.
False Roomers, Their Dizzy Fioiik,
(2 reels) :

Miracles of the Jungle, 15 episodes.

Serial:

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORP.

Trail

doom.

Bride and

PACIFIC FILM CO.
Point

IS

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE

SOL LESSER
From Rocky

Field),

episodes.

(Josephine Earle)
Masters (Josephine Earle)
of a Man (Josephine Earle)
Cloudburst (All Star)

Girl

reels).

The Jungle Goddess (Truman Van Dyke and Elinore

Two

I

INC.

Half (2 reels)

in

DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO.

The Way

r

Sawing a Lady

Western Star Dramas (2

de Remer)

Trouble (Jackie Coogan)

reels)

4- 16-22

8,807

I

(2

Giunp

Branded
Serving

West)

(Billy

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

6,200

Sally

;

FILM SALES

C.

(2 reels).

Screen Snapshots (Bi-monthly) (1 reel).
Hall Room Boy Comedies.

6,000
6,000
5,000
5,000

Flesh and Spirit (Belle Bennett)
1

B.

C.

LEE & BRADFORD
The Unconquered Woman (Rubye

Revivals.

Ranch Westerns

Star

HAMILTON

(Edith Stockton)

CORP.

4-16-22
5-21-22

W. FILM CORP.

J.

Should a Wife

reela).

AYWON FILM

HOUDINI PICTURE CORP.

The Man From Beyond

'

Westerns (each 2

15

4,548
5,000
7,000

and Tame lI«o. Tkt

Joins the Force.

2-12-22

4,951

The Married Virgin (Vera Sisson)
Frivolous Wives (Kathleen Kirkman)
Love's Flame (Thomas J. Carrigan)
The Fighting Kentuckians

Women

:

Homer

5,748

FIDELITY PICTURES CORP.

i

Husband's Flat, His Wife Jimmy.
Comedies (2 reels)
Wild

Harry Carey: 15 Westerns (each 2 reels).
Joy Comedies: 6 (each 2 reels).
Franklin Farnum: 12 Westerns (2 reels).
Helen Holmes: 22 Railroad Dramas (2 reels).

EXCEPTIONAL PICTURES

;

reels)

AYCIE PICTURES CORP.

EQUITY PICTURES CORP.

;

I

Williams)

Hate (Big Boy Williams)

CORP.

One

(2

XLNT

5- 7-22

DI LORENZO, INC.
Trail of

LiqMriah

reels),

every other week (2 reels).
every other week (2 reels).
Looking Up Jim, Id the Rivsr.
:
Three and a Girl, Raiders of the North, A Knight of the Pines,
The Man of Brawn, The Strangers, Breed of the North, A Fighl
for a Soul, Beloved Brute, Quicksands, Border River.
Champion by Chance, Soap Bubbles, Hsr
Spotlight Comedies (2 reels) :

Success Series:

Caesar

Pure and Simple (2

One

Arrow-Northwood Dramas

Serials:

GEORGE KLEINE
Blaze

Tex Detective Series.
Arrow-Hank Mann Comedies:

Village Grocer,

PHIL GOLDSTONE
4,800

2-reels),

Lips (2 reels).

5,000

Watch Him Step (Richard Talmadge)

The

Howell Comedies (12

Ardath

CORP.

The Hidden Light

Juliui

ft

ARROW FILM

BURNSIDE

J.

CORP.

T. S. S.

ALLIED DISTRIBUTING CORP.

2-26-22

Blazed Trail Productions:

The Glorious Adventure (Lady Diana Manners)
;

ADVENTURES OF
Alt

of the

3-26-23

6,500

Adventures of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln), 15 episodes.

CORP.

Off

BROS.

SHORT REELS-STATE RIGHTS

10,000

Croiiicg Traill (Pete Morrison)
Ghoit City (Helen Holmes)

Reviewc4

Footage

WARNER

ASSOCIATED PHOTOPLAYS
The Wolverine (Helen Gibion)

4-23-22
4-23-22

5,000
5,000

"rtild

Your Best Friend (Vera Gordon)

3.12-22

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORP.
After Six Dayi

EXPLOITATION CORP.

PICT.

Hell's River

Release Date

CORP.

The Innocent Cheat
Chain

Man From

PRODUCERS SECURITY CORPORATION
Irving Ctumnings Series
Cissy Fitzgerald

SACRED FILMS,

:

Sacred Films

20

(1

reel)

2,000
2,000

INC.

——'—

f"

Louis Nalpas
PRESENTS,
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Jules VfeRNES
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Celebrateds^velj^iathias

SandorF

Ptoveaa Big Money Getter.
By Box-Office Reports
Every Week Tells of
cesses; It's
?W?1

New

Siic-

Going Stron g,

*'Great picture.

Went Over fine.

Biggest business in some time."

^^

(Report irom tlve >^^t,M.R News, May 6;
under head "What Big Houses Say."}

Business tetter than usual'.' (Report
From the West, M. P. News, same dep't. April 22)
"Played to very
Is

good

business.

a wonderful attraction tKat will get 'em

talking after the

first

day

'.'

(RivoH Theatre, Columhia,S.C.,^uotecl
in Trade Review April 22 under head
**The Voice of the Box OiRce:')

We told you it was a great attraction. It is!
Pafhepicture

Directed by
Jienry lescourt
I

A1ITAIELTV/N

I
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Fox-Strand Deal

Offer
/American

Two

Features Booked and More j|6
Into Theater— First Tim»r
in Its History
Fox and the Strand have-' made a
deal whereby a number of Fox productions will be shown at that theater.
The first two will be "The Fast Mail,"
booked for the week of July 9 and
"A Fool There Was" for the
week of the 16th. This is the first
time in the history of the Strand that
full length Fox features will be shown
there. Although no announcement has
been made it is expected the productions shown there will be from the list

Go

^

of specials.

The Strand has shown

parts of

Fox

Kews and some comedies

but tKe
booking of a feature is without precedent in the house which operates
under a First National franchise.
Following the New York Strand, the
Brooklyn Strand will show the productions.

Incidentally the Fox offices are expecting great things of "The Fast
Mail" which is an out-an-out melodrama. They maintain that it is a
picture designated for first-run theaters and not merely for the smaller
theaters in which the usual melodrama has been more or less widely
exhibited until now.
State,

Los Angeles

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Los Angeles Two bandits took
$5,000 from the safe of Loew's State,
after overpowering H. P. Cresman,
auditor, last Monday night.

Edwards Forms X. L. Pictures
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

—

Monty Banks just in fron. the coast
expects to produce comedies himself.
He is here with Norman Taurog, who
formerly directed Larry Semon.
Paris Claims Talking Films

Cabled
that

advises

froin

Paris

state
a

Leon Gaumont has perfected

device which synchronizes projection
and voice perfectly. The initial presentation

included

subject, a scenic

a

and

short

dramatic

Lasky "Lab"

—

Los Angeles The laboratory which
Jesse L. Lasky announced on Jan. 20
would be built, will be erected at
Selma and Argyle Aves. at a cost of
will

Lexington,

Virginia Exhibitors in

Town

W.

F. Harris of Petersburg and E.
T. Crall of Newport News members
of the executive committee of the M.
P. T. O. of Virginia are at the Pennsylvania arranging for the appearance
of a number of stars at the forthcoming state convention to be held
Reat Ocean View, July 11-12-13.
presentatives of exhibitor bodies in
Maryland, the District of Columbia
and North Carolina will be present.

Exhibitors in Virginia contributed
funds toward the unsuccessful censor
fight in their state and now they want
to get
ball

some

of

it

and accessory

back by running a
exhibit.

start

in

about two weeks.

be a cafeteria

THE FILM DAILY)
N. C. — An arbitration

Bette

—

Figure

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—Admission

Washington

taxes

c<

Iccted during May, just announced
the Treasury Department, amount
to $5,817,531, against $7,152,375 f
the corresponding month in \%
This compares with $5,439,014 c<
lected in April and thus shows an ii
provement of $378,517.
Below will be found a comparati
table of admission taxes for the fii
five months of 1920, 1921 and 1922
1

1920

January ..$6,707,768
February
6,166,685
.

March

.

.

.

.\pril

7,085,123
7.033,006
6,623,188

1921
$7,120,905
7,802,776
7,863,785
7,415,568
7,152,375

1922

$6,369,2
5,867,2
6,284,!
5,439,(
5,817.;

May
For the eleven months ended wi
May, collections of admission tax
aggregated $67,838,182, against $8.
363,318 for the corresponding peri(
last year.
This is a decline of $h
525,135 from last year's collection;

Tourneur Due Tomorrow
Tourneur is due in New
York tomorrow on the Homeric from
The following table indicates he
England. With him are J. J. Cohn,
the business at the box-office, gaug
business manager of "The Christian"
through the admission tax, has fluct
company, Richard Dix, Mae Busch
ated since January, 1920:
and Phyllis Haver.
1921
1922
1920
jtt^

^ Maurice

January

..$6,707,768
6,166,685
7,085,123
7,033,006
6,623,188
8,338,017
6,463,422
August
6,879,323
.September. 7,369,476
October .. 7,932,042
November. 7,982,248
December. 8,363,708

February
"Prince and Pauper" Here
March ...
April
"The Prince and the Pauper" made
May
abroad is in this country and may be
June
distributed by First National. The July

executive committee now in session
here is understood to have the matter
under advisement. It was directed
by Alexander Korda and was edited
for showing here by Julian Johnson

and Randolph Bartlett.

Arbitrators in North Carolina
(Special to

will

Business

Cen

Admission Taxes Show Improveme
Over April Way Below 1921

.

a scientific reel.

THE FILM DAILY)

There
$500,000.
on the roof.

work on which

picture

Mae Marsh
Mae

Marsh

Sails

Today

today on the
Mauretania for London where, as
noted first in these columns, she will
appear in a picture for Graham Wilcox Prod, a unit of Astra Films to be

San Francisco Sam Y. Edwards, board
composed of three exhibitors
former manager for First National
and three exchangemen has been
here has formed the X. L. Pictures
formed here. A paid organizer has
Exchange to distribute in the open likewise been engaged
by the M. P. made
market. He will have 14 features for
T. O. of this state. It is expected

the Fall.

May

Reelers

—

.

Select Site for

(Special to

Two

24

Syndicate Would Give Him
From Mack Sennett for First
Five- Year Contract Calling for
National Features At Present
$100,000 Annually
Indefinite in Nvunber
George Bernard Shaw, according
Under the terms of the new agreeto the Evening Post, has been offered ment which has been reported con$100,000 a year for five years by an summated between Mack Sennett and
American syndicate to produce two .'XssoLatod First National, Sennett
motion picture films each year. The will make 24 two reel comedies for
author made this announcement him- t!ie circuit.
self at a dinner of the Society of
Just how many features he will
Authors in London. Declaring that produce is at present indefinite. "The
the cinema rights of a single story Crossroads of New York" and Mabel
might be worth $50,000, he urged Norniand n\ "Suzanna" are. definitely
young authors not to be too ready on the list.
to give concessions to cinema producers or literary promoters, among Jr
Hopper to Direct Jackie
whom, he said, there was unfortunate(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
,f
ly, no absolute standard of honesty^
Los Angeles— E. Mason Hopper
will direct Jackie Coogan in his next
Banks on His Own

(Special to

Rob Loew's

Shaw

to

Price 5

27, 1922

at

sails

.

$7,120,905
7,802,776
7,863,785
7.415,568
7,152,375
7,362,487
5,822,972
5,926,818
6,066,936
6,413,426
6,995,338
6,453,483

$6,369,2
5,867,2
6,284,5
5,439,C
5,817,i

During May, the department c(
lected $17,194 from the capacity t;
on theaters, circuses, etc., agair;
$16,960 in May, 1921. Collections
rental taxes are still being mac
$473.55 being reported for the mont

Linder Here; Sails July 5
Linder is at the Ritz. He h
just arrived from the coast wi
the Islington studio of FamGeorge Parent and will remain he

ous Players. On the same boat will
the entire exhibitor bod^"^ will be enbe Sidney Jay of London who came
rolled.
over to sign Miss Marsh. Jay while
here made his headquarters with Jess
Interest in Missouri Situation
Smith.
Film men are evincing considerable
interest in the situation in Missouri
Civic Committee Meets Hays
where, at Jefiferson City, an amendWill H. Hays yesterday met Lee
ment to the state constitution has
been introduced which would place F. Hanmer, Mrs. Oliver Harriman
motion pictures in the same category and Charles E. West who comprise
as the press.
The amendment would the committee of three appointed by
revise the freedom of the press sec- the general meeting of civic organizations last Thursday to confer with
tion to read:
"Every person shall be free to say, Hays on the appointment of a permwrite or publish, either by the written anent committee of 15. The larger
or printed word, or by pictures in body will take up the question of
motion, or otherwise, on any subject eliminating from future productions
whatsoever, being responsible for all what it feels the public wants reabuse of that liberty."
moved.

Max

July 5 when he will sail i
France. Linder, as noted, has sigm
a contract with the Allied Produce
and Distributors Co., the Uniti
until

Artists subsidiary.

Charter Granted
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Dover, Del. The Allied Produce
and Distributors Co. has been charte
ed here with a capitalization of $S0(
000.
The Corporation Trust Co.

America acted for the incorporator

company formed
United Artists which w;
originally to be known as the Alli<
Corp.
This

is

members

the

of

1:

—

THC

san^n.DAILY
""^Authority

M

Jewspaper Opinions
«
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Quotations
Low

Close

.

G'wyn

.
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92?^

93

15

14^

14^

200
200

7Y^

HA

100

HA

....

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Griffith

Triangle

World

—

HERALD—*

*

Boston was

town

in

yesterday.

/

Tahiti-Bound for Exteriors
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Goldwyn will send
company making "Captain
Blackbird," to Tahiti for scenes. The
company will sail from San Francisco
Los Angeles

an

entire

on July 7 and
voyage on Aug.

will
23.

begin

its

return

—

Dallas The advisory board of the
M. P. T. O. of Texas has voted to cooperate with independent exchanges
here as a means of raising revenue
for the state treasury.
A tie-up with
Hodkinson, such as exists in Minnesota and will shortly become effect-

Arkansas and in Massachusetts
would not prove surprising.
ive in

(Special to

Summer

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Philadelphia- The
Stanton,
Sixteenth St. and
Market St. have
been closed for the summer by the
Stanley Co. of America.
The William Penn, West Philadelphia and
Howard, Camden are also dark.
Several other theaters will follow
suit.

f

(£hJ.LLca.Licmcii

the familiar story,

is

WORLD—

N. Y.
This picture will do no
one any harm. Excepting, perhaps, to cause
discomfort to the drudges who demand logic
and a certain amount of reason rfor things
that transpire in film stories.
Rupert Hughes
urote and directed it.
He will set a lot
of mothers and daughters talking about it as

AMERICAN—*
is

called

*

*

*

comedy,

a

accordance

"The Wall Flower"

but

merely

that's

CctuAjU^

in

with

the old classification that
makes a comedy of everything that ends
happily.
There's as much tragedy in it as
comedy the tragedy of the homely, uneducated, awkward girl compelled to live in a
community that oflfers no way out.
It is
just a little human interest storv very vividly

—

* *

The only thing

Moore

in

"The

Colleen

is

for

Miss

convince us that she is not a
intended * * * as a travesty
on the romantic, Cinderella, mushy type of
photodrama, and as such it is wonderfully
to

beauty.

done.

Miss Moore should stick to this sort of
comedy. She is much better than when she
*
is demure.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
bank study of the feminine

*

soul.

—

*

It

a Buris

more

than that
a delightfully piquant and entertaining comedy, full of humorous ripples,
plenty of chuckles and a life-size portion of
uproarious laughter.
* *

Mr. Hughes

starts

out with a fine idea.
The only flaw in his
story is the fact that his psychology is, in
a manner of speaking, bum stuflf.
Direction
Very good. Plot
Pretty.
:

;

Photography

SUN—*
entirely

Fine.

:

*

*

*

Hughes has directed
handmade picture with much
*

*

address,

EVE.^ TELEGRAM—* * * is written in
•
Hughes' most entertaining manner.
Winsome Colleen Moore gives a bright and
sparkling performance in the name part, to
which she brings a captivating naivete and
an unspoiled sweetness.
The surrounding
is

an excellent one.

*

WORLD—*

EVE.

* • a simple story and
fairly entertaining but trails a poor second
to the other features of the entertainment.
Colleen More and Richard Dix are the

EVE.

JOURNAL— *

*

*

The

story

is

interestingly told, with remarkably fine photography, and the sympathy-stirring scenes are
relieved
with
humor, deftly.
Altogether,
'The Wall Flower' is a picture that almost
everyone should enjoy.
Mary Astor has a
part
of
secondary
importance that she
makes stand out finely.

of

no Importance"

Strand

HERALDR— Oscar
tency
S. Pat. Off.

in

there are

Wilde play loses poform of a movie. * * * Moreover,

some

faults

of direction.

*

•

Work Here
THE FILM DAILY)

(Spedial to

—

Los Angeles Jess Robbins who is
making a comedy series for Vitagraph
wjll make the next production in the
East.

WORLD—

Southern Enterprises

We

-AMERICAN — Finely

and

staged

admir-

One

—

Temple, Tex. O. A. Engelbrecht
purchased the Crescent from
Southern Enterprises. He also oper-

has

ates the

reason
its celebrated reputation we possibly ex*
pected too much of the picture. *
On
the screen one loses the snap of the dialogue and finds only an old-fashioned drama.
That the picture escapes the mawkishness
almost inevitable in this type of story is

will

MORNING TELEGRAPH — By

Sell

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

* * admirers of Oscar Wilde's
dramatic art should find it especially interest*
ing. *
seems not to suffer in its transition to the screen.
Fay Compton, blonde
and stately, carries off the difficult title role
with an artistry that is wholly convincing.
Milton Rosmer * * * is true to the traditional
type of British nobleman. Ward McCallister,
*
* * does very well indeed. * *
*

ably acted

27, 1922

Robbins to

it

N. Y.
To us the English-acted
screen version of Wilde's "A Woman of No
Importance" is, in its way, a success. seldom have seen a tragedy role acted with
a keener comedy effect than Fay Compton
unwittingly lends to the betrayed Rachel.

Gem.

Jans Leases Shubert House
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

—

The Rialto has been
leased for pictures from the Shuberts
by Harman F. Jans. Frank L. Smith
Newark, N.

manage

J.

it.

of

due

largely

excellent
performance
This beautiful actress

the

to

of
Fay Compton.
makes the woman very important
of attention.

SUN—*

*

*

and worthy

She (Fay Compton),

is

the

most

satisfactory thing to look upon in a
photoplay that at times is a tame Wilde.
* * this spirit of mockery
*
that was present in every comedy Wilde
ever wrote, does not appear in the screen
version of "A Woman of No Importance."
There is some attempt to give you a bit of
his epigrammatic smartness by flashes taken
literally from the text.
But these are so
much repartee and have little to do with
the unfolding of the plot.
Judged on its
«
» "\
own merits, however
of

GLOBE —

—

No Importance"

Woman

is
not deserving of kid
This picture is not so bad.

MAIL — Whatever "A Woman
may have been on

portance"

English

actress,

is

adapting

picture directly from
the play.
On the whole, the picture is of
unusual importance, not only because of the
entertainment value in it, but inasmuch as
it is-a
forward step in bringing real classics
to the screen,
in

Delta,

THE FILM DAILY)
Utah— W. H. Pace of

the
building a theater.
fire
recently destroyed the
only local house.

Pace Motor Co.

is

A

Take Over Topeka Best
THE FILM DAILY)
Topeka, Kansas Lee Wyckoff and
Chester Hays have bought the Best.
(Special to

—

WANTED
Thoroughly experienced Exchange Manager or Film Sales-

man with managerial ability to
purchase interest in fast-growing

New

York

Exchange

$5,000 necessary.

Compton, a
more than cap-

able, and gives a genuine, emotional interpretation of the character 'Wilde so ably developed. *
The producer has been very

wise

Delta Will Have Theater
(Special to

TELEGRAM— Miss

EVE.
noted

No Im-

of

the stage and

the spoken lines may have
who heard them, the play
screen is chiefly an amalgasentimentality. * *

however splendid
seemed to those
produced for the
mation of cheap

Box

K— 27

Film Daily, 71-W. 44th

St.

the

EVENING JOURNAL— Distinctly

—

out of

the ordinary
that much commendation is
certainly deserved by the screen presentation
*
of "A Woman of No Importance." *
Fay Compton as Rachel is a compelling

EVENING WORLD— To

*

those

who

like

OFFICE FOR RENT
With Vault Space
Suitable for Film Exchange or
State Right Distributor

Room 901—130 W.

46th St.

Phone Bryant 6436

Wilde the offering of his "A Woman of
No Importance" will prove good entertainment this week at the Strand, played as it
is
with consummate skill by Fay (jompton
and an all-British cast.

Deliveries

Haynes No Longer Sales Manager
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Detroit,
Mich. Bill Haynes has

—

tendered

his resignation to MinterUnited and will allow the La Veeda
theater to occupy all of his attention.
He has owned the house for

some

time.

Lessy Builds and Buys

players whose names are in italics.
They
deserve the honor for their heroic efforts.

"A Woman

Reg. U.

the
picture
has
one
outstanding
brings forward about the loveliest
seen since mothers began to draw
pay on the screen.
Oddly enough. Fay
Compton as Rachel in her girlhood seems
hardly
attractive,
appearing
a
bit
too
mature.
But as soon as time has waved
its wand and gray has drifted into her hair
she becomes superbly fascinating.

—
mother

figure, acting with restraint. *
his first

considering he started out as an author
handling a small pen instead of a large megaphone.
But the last two reels • * * which
are said to have been introduced after the
picture had been recalled to the studio, certainly look as if they had been added as
*
an afterthought.

cast

But

merit

glove handling.

told.

DAILY NEWS—*

Texas Plans 'Change Tie-Up
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

Close for the

It

—

TRIBUNE—*
of

*

simple almost to the point of slenderness,
that clothes make the woman, when properly
assembled. •
Hughes has introduced
many of the intimate human and humorous
touohes that have been mentioned about
him^he must have heard of this but sometimes the main thread is dropped while the
players are merely "cut."
His sub-titles
are txcellent, but a few closeups might have
*
been introduced at strategic moments. *

Wall Flower" that is convincing
Moore, and it was not difficult

Sam Grand Here
Sam Grand

idea,

—

Sales

Not quoted

do pfd.
Loew's ...

His

a result of sub-titles. *

High
F. P.-L

Hughes began by

Mr.

subject of sympaapparently, was
to win laughs at her expense and at the
same time to make the laughter kindly. And,
with the indispensible aid of the pantomimic
Colleen Moore, he has scuceeded. »
Little bits of business here and there, significant
camera shots, sequences of scenes illuminating each other
these are the things that
give it life, these are the things that make
it
tellingly lifelike
in the beginning.
But
only in the beginning.
For the story becomes so absurdly far-fetched in its latter
part that no treatment, verbal or pictorial,
can save it. * * * And the last part of the
picture is totally uninteresting.

comedy.

thetic

Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,

*

heroine as a

his

Tuesday, June

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

is

The Strand has held over for a secweek Madeleine MacGuigan,

ond

violinist.

I

BILLY

FRANEY
COMEDIES

—

Mike
Lessy,
of
erecting the Diamond,
which will saat 1,000 and involve an
expenditure of $150,000.
He has
bought the Collingswood, Collingswood, N. J., for about $125,000. He
will take possession of this
1,000
seater Aug. 1st.
Philadelphia

Screen Art,

Any Time

Ask

F. E. Samuels

O'CONOR
PRODUCTIONS
HOLLYWOOD.

CAL.

!

Tuesday, June

fi^^

DAILY
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Coast Brevities
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Hollywood Harold Lloyd has almost finished work on his new com-

—

edy.

ing the seven-reeler for which Frances Marion wrote the script.

names

Reliable Photoplay Association is the name of a new casting
office which has just been formed

Today

here.

Harron again has attached
signature to a Metro contract and
will appear with Viola Dana in "Page

Resolute for Boulogne, sails at 10 A. M.;
mails close at 6 A. M. for Great Britain,

John

Tim

June Elvidge
role in

Verde

H. L. Kerr is
director at Metro.
with Universal.

new

the

He

Gloria Joy, has started work on a
series of 12 two-reelers which will
be released through R-C.
Sher-

wood MacDonald

In support of Constance

casting

formerly was

will direct.

Talmadge

"East Is West," will be Warner
Oland, Fred Warren, Frank Manning

in

and Nogel Barrie.
will enact the
"Quincy
role in

feminine

William Duncan's
leased under the

Adams Sawyer."

latest will

be re-

"The Fighting

title,

Guide."

Lee

V.

"Self

Made

completed
Man," and has
has

gone on a vacation.
Reginald

Barker

California in search
tions for "Timber."

is

of

in

Bradley King is writing an original
story for early production.

A

Northern

forest

loca-

Mower has been signed for
leading juvenile role in "Bitter

Sweet."

for

prize contest for the best poster

"Nero"

is

being

conducted

by

Wednesday
Havre sails at noon, mails
close at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa and
West Asia. President Polk for Queenstown
sails at 1 P. JL, mails close at 1 A. M. for
Ireland.
Minnekahda for Hamburg, sails at
France

for

3. P. M., mails close at 11 A. M.. for Europe,
Africa and West Asia
(Italy,
Gibraltar,
Portugal, Norway, Lithuania. Lettonia, Poland and Russia specially addressed.)
Braga
for Piraeus sails at 3 P. M., mails close at
11:30 A. M.. for Azores and Portugal
(Greece specially addressed.)
Polonia for
Libau sails at 3 P. M., mails close at 11.30
A. M., for Poland, Russia, Lithuania, Lettonia
and
Esthonia,
specially
addressed.
Sixaola for Santa Marta sails at noon, mails
close at 9 A. M., for Jamaica, and Columbia.
Iroquois for Barahona sails at 1 P. M.,
mails close at 9.30 A. M., for Turks Islands
and Dominican Republic. Venezuela for San
Jose de Guatemala sails at 1 P. M., mails
dose at 9.30 A. M., for Nicaragua and
Salvador.

Victor

Herman

has completed the
next pro-

for Owen Moore's
duction for Selznick.

script

the

Constance Talmadge has started
work on "East is West" for First
National. Sidney Franklin is direct-

and Mildred June are featured.

"Golden Hoofs" has just been completed by the Kel-Pine Producing Co.

GAUSMAN,

11

sails

4

at

Poland,

P.

Lettonia,

Baracoa for Savanilla

Saturday
Homeric

for Southampton sails at noon,
mails close at 8 A. M. for Europe, Africa
and West Asia, specially addressed.
Finland for Antwerp sails at noon, mails close
at 8. P. M., for Europe, Africa and West
.'\sia.
Westerdjik for Rotterdam sails at 1.
P.
M., mails close at 9 A. M., for the
Netherlands.
Philadelphia for Constantinople
sails at 2. P. M., mails close at 10 A. M.,
for Gibraltar,
Italy,
Greece and Constantinople.
Lorraine for Havre sails at 3 P. M.,
mails close at 11.30 A. M., for Europe,
-Africa and West Asia, specially addressed.
President Arthur for Danzig sails at 4 P. M.,
mails close at noon for Europe, Africa and
West Asia, specially addressed.
President
Roosevelt for Bremen sails at 4 P. M., mails
diose at noon for Europe, Africa and West
Asia.
Bonheur for Buenos Aires sails at
10 A. M., mails close at 6.30 A. M., for
Brazil,
Argentina,
South
Uruguay, and
Paraguay, specially addressed only. Fort St.
George for Bermuda sails at 11 A. M., mails
close at 7.30 A. M., for Bermuda.
Rosalind
for St. John's sails at 11 A. M., mails close
at 7.30 A. M., for Newfoundland.

Pathe

News Has Novel Feature
feature, consisting of statis-

cartoons made in co-operation
with the Babson Statistical Service,
has been added to the Pathe News.
Each cartoon will deal with business
tical

conditions.

and Campeche.

Friday
West Saginaw

for

Accra

Sell
sails

at

noon,

mails close at 8.30 A. M., for Canary Islands,
Cape Verde Islands, Senegal and Gambia
(Morocco and other parts of West Africa
specially
addressed.)
Stavangerfjord
for
Bergen sails, at 2 P. M., mails close at 9.30
A. M.. for Norway.
Rockaway Park for

Bartram

(Special to

for $27,000

THE FILM DAILY)

Philadelphia— A sum of $27,000
changed hands when the Bartram
was sold to John Brunner by Harry
Millman.

41 Great Cparamount Q^ictures
"To Have and
A

to Hold"

George Fitzmaurice Production with Betty Compson and Bert
By Mary Johnston

Lytell

Scenario by Ouida Bergere

Released October 30, 1922

A NOVEL

The

that has enjoyed world-wide popularity for twenty-five years, produced by
a real master, with a great cast headed by two
of the most popular stars on the screen
This is one of the genuinely big pictures of the
year big in story, stars, cast and production.

story

is

romance

a great love

filled

with

stir-

ring, thrilling adventure.
It will be among the three or four biggest productions you will show this season. The cast
includes Theodore Kosloflf and W. J. Ferguson.

—
"Never have I seen such an elaborate Hst of coming productions"
M. M. RUBENS,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1.

"The

2.

"H You

3.
4.
5.

Dictator."
Believe

It, It's

So."

"The Bonded Woman."
"The Top of New York."
"The Loves of Pharaoh."

"Hw

Gilded Cage."
"Nice People."
"The Young Diana."
"Blood amd Sand."

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

"The Siren

Call."

Watch

this space

f\
'

'

Joliet,

111.

tomorrow for No. 22

FAMOUS PLAYERSLASKY CORPORATION tt
'

-'*

sails

noon, mails close at 10 A. M., for Haitia,
Jamaica and Colombia.
at

A new

for Copenhagen sails at noon,
mails close at 10 A. M., for Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland. Touraine for Havre
sails at 3 P. M,, mails close at 11.30 A. M.
for Europe, Africa and West Asia, specially
addressed.
Esperanza for Yucatan sails at
2 P. M., mails close at 10 A. M. for Yucatan

Oscar

"Oh! Daddy!" directed by Roy Del
Ruth has been completed, cut, titled
gold and sent to New York. Billy Bevan

Mojave desert for
mining scenes of "The Long Chance."
to

mails close at

;

and Cape
Southamp8 A. M. for

for

Fortune Islands.

Thursday

Jack Conway has taken William
Bertram, Boyd Irwin and Jack Curtis

noon

Fox.

Jack
the

Islands.

ton, sails at

Barbara La Marr

editing

Madeira
Mauretania for

Afrida,

Europe, Africa and West Asia.

Edith Kennedy is writing the continuity for Billie Dove's initial Metro
picture, "Country Love."

Rowland

South

Ireland,

prominent
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew."
will play a

O'Brien."

leading

noon

Sailings for foreign ports, with
of steamers, destinations and
time of mail closings follow:

The

M., mails close at
Esthonia and
Finland, specially addressed only.
Munargo
for Antilla sails at noon, mails close at 9.
A. M. for Bahamas, including Inagua and
Hclsingfors

Steamer Sailings

ADOLOH ZUKOa.

0»«i,d«-<

I

.

'

^

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

11.

12.

"While Satan Sleeps."
"The Valley of Silent Men."

13. "Manslaughter."
14. "
Mysteries

The

15.
16.
17.
18.

19.

20.

O'f

India."

"Pink Gods."
"The Old Homestead."
'The Face in the Fog."
"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady."

—

—

THE

I

j55^
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Here h

Played To Record Business

Broadway Theatre

Week

of

^

3|C

3p

(Special to

Will Tell

ing

THE FILM DAILY)

—

wf

You

increasing constantly; and Manis
ager Ed Dewing, of the Opera House,
is
making the telephone company
a regular adjunct to his publicity
campaigns. Starting with "Penrod,"
he had the operators at the local exchange call up all the subscribers and

So.

There Will Be More News

*****

them

of the opening of this attraction at the Opera House.

tell

In The Film Daily Soon

Now

the operators do this regularly three times a week, acting as ad-

Of Records Broken By

vance program and announcers for
every change of bill. The telephone

This Production.

company says

increases the use of
the telephone by all the subscribers
and encourages the practice as long
as the operators do the work at
hours when the lines are not overbusy.
The only cost to Dewing is
four season passes, one to each of the
operators.
Not expensive and quite

[

*****
Hot Weather Can't
* * % * *

Keep Business Away

When You

Play

[

it

effective!

"THE INNOCENT CHEAT."

Gadsden, Ala.

— A.

L.

Snell,

number was announced as
vs. Ivan Linow appearMonday in the Paramount pic-

ture "Forever."
On the reverse side
was a still of the prize fighting scene
from the picture.
Another stunt was the "lucky key"

FOREIGN RIGHTS

WANTED
American Productions for Eng-

cards, advertising, strings, and distribution, cost $15.
In addition to this the Lyceum tied
up with the Winnipeg Free Press for

a beauty

contest

Edward

Continent.

&

L. Klein

Particulars

Company

W. 42nd St., New York
Telephone Bryant 6353-1587

152

FOR RENT
Best space in New York for
exchange.
Projection

film

room, vaults and cutting room.

rounding out the

8th Floor, 130

campaign.

Amsterdam, N. Y.

&

land

Send Press Books

An empty

trunk was placed
lobby and 5,000 keys attached
to cards were given out. There was
a cash prize for the person presenting the key that opened the trunk.
A local leather-goods company gave
the trunk.
The whole lot of keys
were cast ofifs procured from a locksmith for $5.
The entire stunt
idea.
in the

Ask

— Manager

for

W.

46th St.

McGrath

Hutcheons of the Rialto called on his
most prominent citizens to draw attention

house. The plan he
to secure a photosnap illustrious fellow

his

to

mapped out was
grapher

to

townsmen in unguarded moments.
No announcement was made as to
man- who the photographer was or of his
town purpose; but slides were made of the

ager of the Imperial, took the
by storm with the contrivance

foA

the sixth

Wallace Reid

Centreville, Md.
The use of the
telephone for exploitation compaigns

Phone Them Bryant 6841

And They

a brother exhib-

up.

June 19th
Sf

Rowland May Go to Coast
Richard A. Rowland may leave
souvenir program and after running the coast some time this week.
through a list of scheduled events,

itor put his show over.
Send
along your ideas. Let the other
felloiu knoiv hov) you cleaned

*****
'At

Jio<w

27, 1922

ing show endorsed by the local board
of trade.
The Lyceum printed up a

Putting It Over

"THE INNOCENT CHEAT"

Tuesday, June

STUDIO FOR RENT
Most complete

in

East

fect lighting equipment.

Per-

Mod-

ern sets. Extensive props and
and they were run in the
wardrobe departments.
An award of five dollars was
worked up for "The Silent Call." He
arranged with the two leading drug- offered to any individual who was
World Film. Corp.
gists to install a signal lamp on the present when his picture was shown.
130 W. 46th St.
Bryant 9900.
edge of the sidewalk that would light The stunt, properly advertised, exautomatically when a car- drove up cited interest and drew well.
729 7th Ave.
to the curb.
The signal would be
caught inside the store and one of
the boys on the lookout for the sigProbing Scenario Schools
nal appeared immediately to take the
The Screen Writers' Guild in paid order of the motoring party.
By
truthful reproductive quality use
advertisements in New York news- word of mouth advertising, reports
papers announces its intention of of it spread to evury part of the city
probing correspondence schools for until crowds gathered around the
scenario writing and in this connec- drug store and waited until an autotion is asking the public for inform- mobile drove up just for the sake
ation regarding any experiences along of
watching the
signal
operate.
those lines.
Giving the device the name of "The
Silent Call," and having it called such
linked it up with the picture.
Screen Writers' Guild Protests

Book Now

he

pictures

theater.

ARROW EXCHANGES

For

EASTMAN

POSITIVE FILM

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

—

Los Angeles The Screen Writers'
Guild has communicated with Will
H. Hays with regard to a letter of
the
Photoplaywrights'
League of
America which asked Mr. Hays for
his co-operation in a campaign against

Schuyler, Neb.
Exploitation that
rendered a real service and established

correspondence schools which,

tion

it

alleged, are dishonest.
The letter of the guild charges

Photoplaywrights' League
operated as an agency.

is

is

The

being

good will in a comumnity was rendered by E. R. Coffin, First National's
exploitation
torj' in

man

for the

Omaha

terri-

arranging merchant co-opera-

for

the

Favorite.

Retail

mer-

chants of Schuyler were worried because summer business seemed to be
on the wane. The great buying done
by adjacent farmers was an important
factor in the city's business life.

Managers Are Changed
The exploitation man arranged a
THE FILM DAILY)
scheme to bring more farmers into
Asheville,
N. C. Several man- the city to buy on Saturday mornings
agerial changes have been put into by putting on a special free farmers'
effect by Southern Enterprises.
Abe matinee at the Favorite. He got
Cooper has been transferred from enough financial support from the
(Special to

—

the Majestic here to the Strand in
Salisbury,
O.
A. Savin, of the
Princess, going to the Majestic. At
the Princess, J. C. Duncan is now
in charge.

Estabrook in R-C Offices
Howard Estabrook is now at the

R-C offices assisting in the distribution of the product formerly handled
through the Wid Gunning exchanges.

merchants to put over the plan and
assure Manager Van Heusen that
there would be a profit. The merchants were then given blocks of
tickets for the special showirjgs and
distributed these among their customers.

Winnipeg, Manitoba

— While

"For-

was being shown at the
Lyceum, the Elks were giving a boxever"

You

on an instrument
with two strings neither can you reproduce
the full quality of your negative with only
highlights and shadows. You need the full
range of Eastman Positive Film halftones
that carry quality through to the screen.
can't play real music

—

Eastman Film, both regular and

tinted

base is identifiable throughout its entire
length by the words "Eastman" "Kodak"
stenciled in black letters in the transparent
film margin.

EASTMAN KODAK
Rochester, N. Y.

CO.

tP
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"T" Stock
The

Kessels Secured Judgment in
Virginia and Now Try to Collect
in This State

The

of

details

the

suit

of

The
in the case by Justice McAvoy.
plaintiffs got a judgment for $89,255
against Triangle in Virginia in January, in which state Triangle was incorporated, for the purchase price of
89,156 shares of Triangle stock sold
the corporation.
When the case was tried in Virginia, Triangle contended that the
contract was invalid because the corporation was led into the transaction
by the Aitkens and that at the time
the agreement to buy the stock was
made the corporation was $1,000,000
in debt.
The Virginia court upheld the contract and gave judgment against Triangle and suit is brought here to recover on the judgment. Triangle is
making the same defence in the
present suit, alleging that such a contract is in violation of the laws of
this State, but that the plaintiffs are
seeking to get around the New York
law b}' suing here on the Virginia
judgment.
Triangle counter claims
for $90,000 damages. The Kessels
asked Justice McAvoy to strike out
the answer, dismiss the counter claim
and grant judgment. The court denied the application because an authenticated copy of the Virginia judgment was not submitted.

Heffron in from Los Angeles
N. Heffron, Lasky direc-

Thomas
tor

is

at the Elks' Club.

Rogers

Sells

J. L. Lazarus of Southern California M. P. T. O.
Denies Any

Says

Glyn Film

—

L. Lazarus, president of the

J.

His wire says:

him.

which gives the true facts at meeting
of M. P. T. O. of Southern California
held today.

"The articles appearing recently in
trade papers construing election of
new secretary, succeeding Glenn Harper, whose term had expired, as a

Exhibitors Hit Again
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

upon

reflection

Sydney Cohen and

national organization were condemned. By a rising vote of 100%
this organization reaffirms its past
and present allegiance to the national organization, Sydney Cohen,
Glenn Harper, the
the president;
vice president and its other officers.
There is no dissension of any nature
in the Southern California organization, and we are whole heartedly
with the national organization."
the

(Special to

is

—A

THE FILM DAILY)
new standard

contract
under consideration by the C. E. A.

Schedule Cartoon Releases
A new set of nine Mutt and Jeff
cartoons will be issued by Fox starting Aug. 20 and continuing bi-weekly
There have been no
until Dec. 10.
Mutt and Jeff pictures since May 21st.
Sail to

Launch Production

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

is

—

Wallace Beery, who
playing Richard the Lion-Hearted

"Robin Hood," was injured when
an automobile in which he was ridHe will
ing crashed into an truck.
be out of the picture for several
weeks.
in

offices

at

centers.

tributi'-

reorganizing
the dis-

in all

The Hoy
now in the

service
followPittsburgh.
Louis, and

ing cities: New York,
Chicago, Cleveland, St.
Detroit. Other offices will be opened
shortly.

Hoy

is now operating in connecwith Film Boards of Trade in
New York, Buffalo, Albany, New
Haven, Boston, Washington, Chicago,

tion

Cleveland,
Louis,
burgh.

Cincinnati.

Philadelphia

St.

Indianapolis,

and

Pitts-

It is expected that the service will
be installed in the immediate future
in
Des Moines, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Kansas City and Omaha.

for

the

to

(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Two

Exchangemen

The

L. M. Club and the T.
O. C. C, in order to facilitate the
handling of claims and other disputes
between exchange men and theater
owners, has inaugurated the plan of
having two joint arbitration boards
sitting weekly.
One board holds its session on
Wednesday as heretofore, and another Board serves on Friday. This
is a move that it is expected, will be
much appreciated by both exhibitors
and exchanges, as by dividing the
weekly docket between the two
boards, closer and more careful attention can be given, it is thought, to
each individual case, and long waits
on the part of litigants for their cases
to be reached on the calendar will
be obviated.
This new plan went
into operation last week, and is proving very successful.
The joint arbitration boards now
F.

I.

to
I.

F.^

M.

L.

I.

Club

Messrs.
Hammel,
Unger, Iris, and Abeles and Laird
alternate.
For the T. O. C. C,
Joseph Jame, William Brandt, J.

Unger.
"Antoinette" Films

(Special to

I. L.
M. Club repreMessrs. Zierler, Herman,
Schwartz, Fabian and Lyons, alternate. For the T. O. C. C, Messrs.
Bradbury, Steiner and Rawes.

Friday:

THE FILM DAILY)

F.

sentatives,

Berlin— The E. F. A. is expected
produce "Marie Antoinette." The
F. A. is going to film the same

subject.

Sam Harding Here
Sam

Federated After Features
understood that Federated

Harding, Kansas City, is at
the Astor. Reports business quiet in

dickering for two series of features

his territory.

to add to

It is

Leave for Chautauqua

Consider Film Problem

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

Chautauqua, N. Y.

—The

first

dis-

cussion in the film controversy at
the biennial convention of the General

Federation

(Special to

left for

to speak before the Federation.

Women

of

its list

is

of fall releases.

Chaplin's First in Six Reels

Chautauqua,
N. Y., last night to deliver an address today before the General Fed-

charge. Richard A.
act as general manager
at the office here and Don Bartlett

—

plaints

representatives,

6.

in

THE FILM DAILY)

Boards Now Handling ComBetween Exhibitors and

Two

Wednesday:

Address N. E. A.

Boston Will H. Hays will address
the National Education Ass'n on July

Germany to launch production for today
company there. Frank Gordon

Kirby will be
Schwartz will

Arbitrators

serving are as follows:

Hays

Walter R. Hall, scenario editor;
and Jose Fabra, casting director of eration of Women's Clubs.
W. Hodkinson will also be up-state
Atlantic Enterprises, Inc., have sailed

(Special to

Los Angeles

opening

the West
various points,
in

still

is

and organizing and
Film Boards of Trade

Will H. Hays

Montreal The City Council has
adopted a by-law which imposes a tax
of three cents on each poster and
as production editor.
three cents more on every photo in
a lobby display. This is not making
Three Chicago Exchanges Close
a hit with local exhibitors.

Wallace Beery Injured

change Centers
Hoy, head of the Hoy Re-

porting Service,

Consider Standard Contract

London

B.

C.

has branch offices

"Many trade papers having printed
erroneous and misleading reports of
our last election, we request that you
publish prominently the following,

Lou Rogers, of Rialto Prod., Inc.,
has sold "The Man and the Moment"
Elinor Glyn, to Attractions DistributThe picture
ing Corp., for release.
was made in England.

in Six Cities But Plans Call
for Officers in Five More Ex-

M.

P. T. O. of Southern California, in
a telegram to this office from Los
Angeles, denies his unit is at odds
with Sydney S. Cohen and declares
the organization is solidly behind

More

Extending

Operating

Dissension

Adam

Kessel Jr. and Charles Kessel against
Triangle have been filed in the Supreme Court as a result of a decision

Hoy

"We're for Cohen"

in Suit

Price 5 Cents

1922

28,

Women's Clubs

came up yesterday morning when two

Los
first

THE FILM DAILY)

Angeles

— Charlie

Chaplin's

picture for United Artists will be

in six reels.

Morosco Officers
The annual meetine

Re-elected
of the

Morosco

Holding Corp., was held on Monday.
The same officers and directors were
re-elected.

Frothingham
J.

L.

Frothingham

Shifts
has

made

a

Chicago Due Xo, poor conditions recommendations were considered by change in distributing arrangements
One, and will now release through Ameriin Chicago and territory, three small the Resolutions Committee.
film
independent
exchanges have sponsored by the Georgia Federation .can Releasing. The first of the picclosed their office until Fall. Among of Women's Clubs, indorses the "bet- tures will be "Shattered Idols," which
those

who

Empire

closed are Gollos

Film

Exchange,

&

Gollos,
the

and

They
University Cinema Service.
have stored their films with A. Teitel,
who runs a film storage concern.

ter

film

organizations."

The

other,

advanced by the Federation Chairman
of

Moving

Pictures,

operation with

all

recommends

co-

organizations

in-

terested in improving motion pictures.

was

originally

scheduled

for

First

Frothingham and Fred
Warren were once before affiliated in
National.

Associated Producers, Inc., about
years ago.

two

I

THE

a^mk

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions

which

Holt

scenes

are

Vol.
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Copyright 1922, Wid's Film and Film Folks,
Inc., Published Daily at 71-73 West 44th St.,

New

WID'S FILMS

York, N. Y., by

FILM FOLKS,

and

the act of

March

1879.

3,

United States. Outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign
months
$3.00.
3
months, $5.00;
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 71-73 West 44th St., New York,
N. Y. 'Phone: Vanderbilt 4551-4552-5558.
Hollywood
6411
California
Hollywood,
Blvd. Phone, Hollywood 1603.
Chicago Representative Irving Mack, 808 S.
Wabash Ave.

Terms (Postage

free)

—
—

—W. A. Williamson,
Weekly, 85 Long Acre,

London Representative
Kinematograph
London, W. C.
Paris

2.

Representative

— Le

Film,

Rue de

42

Clichy.

—

Representative Interna(Czecho-SloFilmschau, Prague
tionale
vakia), Wenzelsplatz.

European

Central

Quotations
Low

High

100

71

71

79^

m/i

....

m.

7%

7^

2,100

....

14^

14/2

\W&

400

^ G'wyn
_

Loew's

1,500

Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted
Not quoted

Griffith

Triangle

World

Incorporations

—

Albany, N. Y. Morosco Sales Co.,
New York. Capital $10,000. Incorporators: B. Leven, E. S. Hale
and I. Esmonde. Attorneys, Epstein
Bros., 2 Rector St.

—

Dover, Del. Allied Producers and
Distributors Co. Wilmington. CapAttorney, Corporation
ital $500,000.
Trust Co. of America.
Trenton, N. J.— Jean Gabriel Prod.
Capital $200,000. InCo.,
corporators Jean and Joseph Citarella
and Anna Francisco, Newark.

Newark.

Albany, N. Y.
eola.
tors:

— Cartis

Corp.,

Min-

IncorporaCapital, $75,000.
C. D. and G. D. Stamatis, C.

Carnavos.

Attorneys, Levy,

WORLD— "The

N. Y.

at the Criterion,

makes a

Gurman

and Goldberg, 277 Broadway.

—

Five Dollar Baby,"
too silly for words, but it

is

amusing motion picture.
AMERICAN— Thousands of babies have
been sold or given away, but the idea of
pawning an infant is a unique one. And
right

unusual proceeding that is treated
and humorously * * * The play conthe elements of comedy and drama
without any distressing complications * * *
There is an incipient love interest and various hectic East Side views that contribute
this

is

it

color.

local

SUN—*

*

*

A

production

hope

of

possibilities,

of

unfulfilled

— you

deferred.

Rubens Will Be Back Soon
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Chicago L. M. Rubens, president
of the Illinois M. P. T. O. will be

—

back from a

trip

abroad early

in July.

OS.

always accorded
he can also appear

advantage

to

in

*

Sleeps."

*

*

WORLD— •

EVE.

* It's ann interestone worthy of an afternoon
almost any one's time these
afternoons and nights.

ing story and
or evening of

EVE.
of

JOURNAL—*

* * All the

elements
border romance, with the gentle refining

influence of
story. * * *

are

religion,

utilized

in

the

W.

Fairmont,

drome

will be

Va.—The

improved

Hippo-

at a cost of

$10,000.

W. Va,— The Royal
being remodeled, will have a

Princeton,

which

is

when

seating capacity of 1,200
ations are completed.

alter-

—

W. Va. Improvements
be made in the Princess which
has been leased by N. C. Duncan.
Dunbar,

will

Kolstead Sells Rialto
(Special

THE FILM DAILY)

to

Shelton, Conn.

Hood

River, Ore.— A. S. Kolstead
has sold the Rialto.

— Alterations

will be

made in the theater owned by Brown
and Von Veren.

—

Fergus Falls Theaters

Sells

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

—

—

TIMES-*

Rivoli
The picture

*

*

HERALD—*

* * The best thing about the
* But the most
picture is Jack Holt
*
pleasant thing
aside from its surprise
finish is the way in which something is left
to the imagination without being rubbed in
* * * Holt was running something of a risk
by assuming what might be termed one of
But he puts it over
Hart's castoff roles.
gallantly without once resorting to the "poker
face."
fine he looks in his officiating
robes that will be his crowning glory in
* * *
feminine eyes

—

How

\

WORLD—*

* * Not a dull photoplay, yet it is obvious and almost eventless
* * * It succeeds in picturing the theory that
The
there's a little good in the worst of men.
observing of which, however, to our mind, on

N. Y.

highly heated June afternoon,
most pleasant pastime imaginable.
a

AMERICAN—*

* *

The

is

not

the

*

weighted
with familiar scenes in the time-worn border
and Western free-for-all towns. But the
•
situations are skillfully put together
There are several spirited scenes and one of
the best bouts recently shown in a screen
play.

•

*

story

is

*

TRIBUNE—*

*

A

* *
good picture * *
they just devoured it, attesting their interest
by laughs at the right places and a round of
applause at the end.
It is some time since
we have seen so much enthusiasm over a
*
feature picture
The photography, however, was the worst we have seen since the
old black and white of the slap-stick comedies.
Perhaps that is why everybody looked so ugly.

good then and it is good now.
SUN Jack Holt certainly wins laurels as
a full fledged screen star in "While Satan

—

Sleeps."

•

And

*

the

picture

is

as

good as the star, which is saying a good
At its conclusion at its first showdeal.
ing
there was hearty applause. * * *

GLOBE—*

B. Kyne wrote a
motion picture pur• • have done
producers
Those assembled
exceedingly well with it.
for the first showing * * • were entertained
such an extent that they broke into
to
applause at the end of the picture with a
vigor exceedingly unusual at any season and
perhaps without parallel during the heated
term. •• • »
Jack Holt gives one of the
best performances of his career. • * *
MAIL * * * it is always a pleasure to
manliness
watch
the
clean,
upstanding
*

*

suited

—

New Owners

Zirbel

as a whole is
shamelessly sentimental, not in the matter of
lovemaking, though there is a good deal of
that, but in its mushy unreality.
There is
*
*
that one stirring moment, however
Some of those at the Rivoli yesterday afternoon indicated, by their applause, that they
liked all this stufl.

—

S. Pat.

* * has made a
the star opportunities
him.
Mr. Holt can

gives

the more spectacular exhibitions of physical
prowess, and he does both in "While Satan

dull

Houses Remodeling

Millan,
Tenn. The
Criterion,
which burned on May 27, probably
Fergus Falls, Minn. S. G. Latta will be reconstructed by E. L. Drake.
has sold the Lyric and Cozy.
EVE. TELEGRAM—* * * It is well
Washington
The Knickerbocker
worth any one's time and money
Theater Co. will remodel the KnickerExchangeman
Becomes
Exhibitor
EVE. JOURNAL—* * * Viola Dana,
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
bocker at a cost of $100,000.
diminutive, dainty and vivacious is capital as
Chicago P. S. RoUey, formerly an
Ruth.
exchangeman, is now the manager of
Escanaba, Mich. The Lyric of
*
the Gayety.
which Louis Cretens is manager will
"While Satan Sleeps"—F. P.-L.
be remodeled.
rest.

story ideally
The
poses.

Reg. U.

•

hit.

;

1922

Canton, O.— A sum of $20,000 is
being spent to remodel the Alhambra.

know

Surely something more interesting
might have been made out of the theme * • *
It starts absorbingly enough, but half way
through its course it becomes just another
movie.
the

N. Y. Phenix Projector
Capital, $250,000.
Corp., New York.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * An
Incorporators: H. C. Gomprecht and amusing and at times thrilling photodrama
* * * If memory serves us correctly this
Attorney, A. F. WollT. Fullen.
same story was used under its original title
heim, 42 Broadway.
It was
as a vehicle for Dustin Farniun.
Albany,

big
not
act

cleverly
tains all

Sales

Close

East. Kod. 71
F. P.-L. .. 80V$
do pfd

Starts

interestingly
enough
then melodrama stalks abroad.
Miss Dana was most attractive as a baby,
danced well as a child, but looked a trifle
self-conscious as a grownup, especially when
there was a call for any love making. * * *

INC.

Dannenberg, President and Editor
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and Business Manager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Entered as second-class matter May 21, 1918,
at the post office at New York, N. Y., under
Joseph

*

28,

TELEGRAM—*

EVE.

Criterion
*

typifies.
Some of the
bit absurd, to put it mildly,
is
fair film diet for a
*
*

on the whole it
warm summer's day.
but

"The Five Dollar Baby"— Metro

HERALD—*

a

Wednesday, June

Laton

of

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Cairo, 111.
The Kimmel has been
Williamsburg,
Iowa The Laton reopened, having been closed recently
has been bought by C. D. Zirbel of for alterations.
(Special to

—

the Grinnell.

Qualey Buys from Baker
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Jamestown
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Lanesboro, Minn. G. P. Qualey
Jamestown, N. Y. The Mozart has purchased the Elite from A. H.

House

for

—

—

Amusement

Co. will erect a theater
costing $200,000.

Up in Warsaw
THE FILM DAILY)

Going
(Special to

Warsaw, N.

C.

—The

Isis

John Quinn

up rapidly.
it and F. J.

is

— Beekman

Phone

going

is

Lease Chicago Theater

Chicago
Co., has
at 6312

ItBAL

THE FILM DAILY)

—The

Harvard Theater
lease on the house

secured a

Harvard Ave.,

for

10 years.

Pottinger to Build
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago
Elston and Keystone
Ave. will be the site of a theater costing $200,000, to be built by Robert A.

SESnOCtf

119

Fulton

St.,

N. Y.

INSURANCE EXPERTS
TO THE THEATRICAL AND
MOTION PICTURE INDUSTRY

Pottinger.

Best Taper

Will Establish Theater
(Special to

Thurman,

THE FILM DAILY)

Art hohhies

—A

building which
will be remodeled into a picture theater, has been secured by Walter
and Lester Fordney.
la.

Starkman Has Lease on Woods
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
on the
Atlantic
City A
lease
Woods, at the rate of $1,000 a week
is
held by Dave Starkman.
He

—

started

with

"After

Six

which

Weiss Bros,
for an

Days,"

release,
indefinite run.

is

a

there

Peter
for

9091

building
will operate it.

Thomas

(Special to

Baker.

—

Des Moines, Iowa After lengthy
John T. Adams, who
operates a chain of houses was found
deliberation,

pay to the govtaxes and Judge

guilty of neglecting to

Martin
$1,000.

J.

Wade

in

imposed a

fine

of

Publicity

BILLY

FRANEY
COMEDIES
2.REELS

Adams Must Pay $1,000 Fine
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

ernment $25,000

Qohs of

— 2 MONTHLY

O'CONOR
PRODUCTIONS
HOLLYWOOD.

CAL.

i
'

THE
Wednesday, June

28,

iJE^

OAILV
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At Broadway Theaters

and "The Stone Age," a comedy starring
"Snub" Pollard and featuring Marie Mosquini.

Cameo

PatKeNews

Barrymore

"Sherlock Holmes"
continues for another week, the rest of the
program remaining intact, but for the news
.Tohn

in

reel.

ONIA SPECIAL—
victory

nesses
horse.

$50,000.00
Crowd of 50,000

Harry

of

Payne

LAT
wit •

Whitney's
I
i

HAGUE CONFERENCE OPENS— 30

na-

represented where delegates meet
continue Russian parley begun at Genoa.
tions

to

EXCLUSIVE MINE WAR PICTURES—
News cameraman

Pathe

visits

area

where

25 were killed and nine injured.

Other news as usual.

THE ONLY ONE REEL FEATURE

/
'

Capitol

Rupert Hughes'

as a director,
the principal attraction.
Tschaikovsky's "Marche Slav" is the
orchestral overture, after which, the sixth episode of the Bible series, "The Migration,"
is
shown. Doris Niles and Thalia Zanou
dance to a Gavotte from Thomas' "Mignon,"
following which Elsa Gray sings "Alice Blue
Gown." Mile. Gambarelli and Alexander
Oumansky come next with what is billed as
"Danse Tzigane," the Capitol Magazine being presented promptly after.
waltz selection from Gounod's "Romeo and Juliet," is
sung by Helen Allyn, announced as a soprano
from the Berlin Opera House. After the
feature, the orchestra again basks in the calfirst

"The Wall Flower,"

effort

is

A

today

Berger's "Valse Amoureuse."
responsible for the "Travelaugh," which is "Such Is Life Where Paris
Sliops."
Melchiorre Mauro-Cottone renders
cium,

playing

Hy Mayer

is

—

has opened a house which seats 250.

Blank Adds
(Special to

to

Chain

—

Newton, la. The Rialto has been
bought from Nate Frankel, by A. H.
Blank, of Des Moines.

Now Has Two

THE FILM DAILY)
Salt Lake City, Utah— W. E. ShipEmpire on
ley, who operates the
(Special to

State

from

St.,

taken over the

has

Criterion
Dana has come here

for

a

run

in

"The Five Dollar Baby." "Danger," a
Mermaid comedy maintains the light atmosphere, the other screen offering being the
Criterion Magazine.
Jeno Hubay's "Hejre
Kati" is played by the orchestra at the start,
another musical selection being Franz Drdla's

THE FILM DAILY)

Shipley

Viola

Gem

W. H. Swanson.

"Souvenir."

Rialto
John Barrymore in "Dr. Jeckyll and Mr.
Hyde" was run here during the first part of
a split-week program, terminating yesterday.
Other numbers were an orchestral rendition
of music from "La Tosca,'' by Puccini, the
Magazine, violin renditions by Robert
of
"Andantino" by Kreisler and
"Guitarre" by M. Moskowsky, an offering
on the new Wurlitzer organ by Otto F. Beck
Rialto

V'elten

will

remain dark.

"In

first

half,

two

offers

violin

numbers.

ANOTHER BOX OFFICE
SUCCESS

These

a _ Spanish dance for which CJranados
and Kreisler are responsible and "Liebesfreud" which Kreisler composed alone.
"The
Stone Age" is held for the week.
are

Now

Strand

"

TEMPTATION "
Note

C. B. C.

1"

a

Mack

to

Rights

All

Oscar Wilde's play, "A Woman of No
Importance" has been transferred to the
screen and is the feature offering for this
week,
other
film
numbers being
"Oh

Daddy

Course of Production

in

The Feature Supreme

Rivoli
Franz von Suppe's "Jolly Robbers" is
played by the orchestra at the overture after
which the
Rivoli
Pictorial
goes
on.
A
soprano-tenor duet follows, Miriam Lax and
Adrian da Silva singing J. A. Buttcrfield's
familiar old ballad, "When You and I Were
Young, Maggie." Jack Holt in "While
Satan Sleeps" is the feature, and Victorina
Krigher follows with a ballet number Caesar Puni's dance from "The Firebird."
Buster Keaton in "Cops" is on for the close.

some music from Wagner's "Die Walkure"
on the organ at the close.

Opens In Ansley, Nebraska
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Ansley, Nebr. Henry E. Muessel

it

starts

broise Thomas' Composition.
"The Sheik,"
with Agnes Ayres and Rodolph Valentino is
revived as the feature and then Harold Velten
vyho also was on the program during the

No. 52

WHISKAWAY WINS

For the second half, Beck continues, but
the program.
A Post Nature picture,
the Great North" presents cool scenes
to the spectator, after which the orchestra
plays an overture from "Raymond," Am-

Pa.— The Rialto will
summer when

Plymouth,

be altered during the

Trade
Protected

FILM SALES CORP.
Broadway

1600

New York

Sennett comedy with Billy

Bevan and Mildred June, Liszt's "Les PreLakes of Fire." Liszt's "Les Preis played by the orchestra in the initial
position on the program and Estelle
Carey sings a Kreisler composition, "Cradle
Song," Madeleine MacGuigan remains for a
second week, playing Wienawski's "Polonaise" while Percy J. Starnes and Ralph S.

aneau's
ludes"

WANTED
Thoroughly experienced Exchange Manager or Film Sales-

Brainard are the organists as usual.

man with managerial ability to
purchase interest in fast-grow-

Westwood Park Theater
THE FILM DAILY)
Westwood Park, Cal. — Work has
been begun on Westwood Park which

ing

Start

New

be the property of Samuel H.
and Alex E. Levin.
is

to

York

Exchange

$5,000 necessary.

(Special to

Box

K—27

Film Daily, 71-W. 44th

41 Great Cparamount Q>ictures
THOMAS MEIGHANin
"The Man Who Saw Tomorrow"
By Perley Poore Sheehan and Frank Condon
Released

THE

November

Man Who Saw Tomorrow."

a story rich in

all the year, and with an elaborate
production, a great supporting cast and a knockout title, it will break box-office records.

talked-of in

it

"Oh, boy!
L.
No. 1. "The Dictator."
No. 2. "If You Believe It, It's So."
No. 3. "The Bonded Woman.'
No. 4. "The Top of New York.
No. 5. "The Loves of Pharaoh.'
No. 6. "Her Gilded Cage."
No. 7. "Nice People."
No. 8. "The Young Diana."
No. 9. "Blood and Sand."
No. 10 "The Siren Call."
No. 11 "While Satan Sleeps."
.

M.

What a

nature.

The plot is the most unusual ever conceived.
From all indications the story will be the most

It

human interest, and in settings
traverses the globe, delving into the depths of
life in the tropics, reaching into society's splendors, and revealing profound truths about hu-

is

1922

6,

man

screen has never seen anything quite

Hke "The

line-up of attractions!"

MILLER ENTERPRISES,
Watch
,>J

Directed by Alfred E. Green

this space

Wichita, Kansas

tomorrow for No. 23

FAMOUS PLAYERStASKV CORPORATION
J£— ADOLPM

ZUKOn.

0..„rf..t

•

.

No.
No.
No.
No.

12.

"The Valley

13.

"Manslaughter."
" The Mysteries of India."
"Pink Gods."

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

16.

"The Old Homestead."

17.

'The Face

18.

"Burning Sands."
"The Ghost Breaker."
"The Cowboy and the Lady."
"To Have and To Hold."

14.
IS.

19.

20.
21.

of Silent

in the

Men."

Fog."

St.

THE
Wednesday, June

Lead

Franchisers
First National

League

Thursday's Issue

Tops

— One

Game

is

Under

Protest

The

status of Goldwyn and Pathe
the baseball league is in doubt, as
one extra inning must be played at
their next scheduled game.
In the
last of the eighth at Saturday's game
in

First

Pictures

of

two Goldwyn men were out. A man
was on base, Borack was at the bat
with
two strikes, as the Pathe
pitcher Walker, was about to deliver
the next ball, Borack stepped forward and raised his hand in an attempt to call time.
Walker threw
the ball and the umpire called the
third strike.
After Borack protested
to the umpire that he had asked for
time the umpire permitted him to
bat again, with the result that on the

Illinois

Mine War.
Rathenau, German Minister,

Assassinated.

Whiskaway Again Shows Heels

next ball pitched he got a home run,
scoring a man ahead of him.
This
extra run won the game which was
immediately protested by Pathe.
First National played Paramount at

to Morvich.

Harvard

Fordham and won

6 to 3. Metro defeated Pathe 11 to 6 at the Catholic

Over

Protectory Grounds.

Hous»

Snell Will Erect
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Richard Snell, of
Ft. Dodge, la.
Clinton, 111., plans to construct a theater here.

Corvallis,

THE FILM DAILY)

Ore.— A

$75,000 house

W.
is

being built by Whiteside Bros.

First National ....

Paramount
*Goldwyn
Shine Theatrical Corp. to Build
Metro
DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM
Hodkinson
Shine
Y.
The
Cooperstown, N.

—

Theatrical Corp. will establish a theater in the Oneonta Hotel.

To Go Up
(Special

to

in

Grand Junction

THE FILM DAILY)

Grand Junction, Colo.

—The

tested

4
3

2

The

3

3

4
4

1

5

Silas

Morton.

game

of June 17.

I.

L.

F.

I.

File Notice of

to

—

Lima, O.
been formed here to take over the
Eastern theater. No change in policy
has been announced.

(Special

to

R-C
its

its name to the
Offices of America.

Dist. Corp.
intention to

Film Booking

of the

Orpheum

and Leopold Singer, who were held
in

connection

with

the

theft

Will Build Another

Isis,

THE FILM DAILY)

—A.

R. Irvin, of the
plans the erection, when busi-

ness improves, of a house which will
seat 350.

a

the 54th St. Police court.

No

SchurtleflF

Auditorium for the

summer.
Fredonia, N. Y.

— Charles

P. Land-

ers is reported to be negotiating f"the sale of the Opera House. Landers
is contemplating a trip to Ireland.

—The

Auburn, N. Y.
been closed for

Jeflferson has

renovation.
The house will reopen
with exclusive picture policy. John
J. Breslin is manager.

Watson Transferred to Cleveland
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Cincinnati Oscar E. Watson has

—

W. A. FLEMING

&

CO.

Dependable
Public Accountants and
Auditors
St.

Cinemaplays, Inc., must pay a judgment of $1,963 in the City Court to
George Scandalis on a note to A. C.

FOR RENT

Castriotis.

Gone

Steifel

Best space in New York for
exchange.
Projection

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Mike

Steifel,

for a three

film

ex-

months'

room, vaults and cutting room.
8th Floor, 130

Toledo
to THE FILM DAILY)
O. Eddie Zern has

Slice Prices in

—

Ask

for

THE FILM DAILY)

—Ted

Leberthan, formerly
publicity director for Charles Ray is
now affiliated with the Balaban and

Katz circuit in the exploitation decom- partment of which William E. Hollander

is

St.

McGrath

at

Balaban and Katz

(Special to

Chicago

46th

re-

the Temple to 35
cents top, while at the Pantheon, the
evening price has been cut from 50
to 30 cents and from 30 to 20 cents
at matinees.

Joins

W.

STUDIO FOR RENT
fect lighting

ern

sets.

in East.

equipment

Per-

Mod-

Extensive props and

wardrobe departments.

World Film
130

W.

46th St.

Corp.

Bryant 9900.

the head.

"WE NEVEf2 DISAPPOINT

OOMLOUfBLM JABORKTORIES
-i-

PHONE
bPVANT 5576

and

re-decoration

for several

house from "Gus" Sun.

Arnold, Nebr.

of

Pathe prints, have been
dismissed by Magistrate Renaud in
of

have secured control of that

(Special to

Y.— E. M.

Most complete
Pizor and Singer Freed
William Pizor of Capitol Prod.,

Lima, O.— It is reported that "Bob" plaint was lodged by Pathe.
Shaw and R. R. Trubey, resident
years,

Clarence, N.
has closed the

452 Fifth Avenue at 40th
Telephone Longacre 9074

agreed as to Hodkinson.

Toledo,
duced prices

THE FILM DAILY)

Dover, Del.— The
has filed notice of

number

Lima Orpheum Changes Hands
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)

shares in Superpictures, Inc. Justice
Platzek, who heard the case, filed a
judgment dismissing the complaints
against all but Hodkinson, without
prejudice to any other action not on
the same complaint. The jury dis-

(Special to

Name Change

THE FILM DAILY)

been transferred to the Cleveland office of Educational where he will act
as local manager.
He had charge of
sold.
the office here for over a year and
before leaving was presented with
Supreme Court Justice Finch who diamond cufi links and a watch
and
is hearing the Triangle suit against
chain from the local F.I.L.M. Club
Hj'man Winik, the Reserve Film, members.
Western Import Co. and others, has
dismissed the complaint as against
Joseph Simmons.
FOREIGN RIGHTS WANTED
American Productions for EngIn the $500,000 suits of Alice M.
land & Continent.
Long and Frank J. Marion against
Send Press Books & Particulars
William W. Hodkinson. Frederick L.
Edward L. Klein Company
Collins, Holland S. Duell and Ray152 W. 42nd St., New York
mond Pawley for alleged false repreTelephone Bryant 6353-1587
sentations causing them to exchange
Paramount and Progressive stock for

M. Club Plans Party
hibitor, has left
L. M. Club plans an out- tour of Europe.

change

Company in Lima
THE FILM DAILY)
A new company has

Theater

Don Meaney has sued the ClarkCornelius Corp. for $2,200 damages
for breach of a contract by which he
was engaged at a salary of $250 a
week and 25% of the profits of make
comic films out of material owned by
Clark-Cornelius.
The defendant alleges that his work was so poor on
three films that they could not be

(Special

—

The house was purchased by

manager

.857
.714
.571
.500
.429
.429
.333
.333

THE FILM DAILY)

Adolph Koch and
(Special

2

Suit has been filed in the Supreme
Court against Hiram Abrams by the
Hanover Trust Co. of Boston for a
balance of $4,800 due on a note for
$10,000 he endorsed on April 12, 1920,
for the Boston Photo Play Co.

ing to be given at one of the shore
resorts sometime in August.

Garretson, S. D. H. J. Updegraff,
week disposed of the Princess

New

1

5

default for $593 and
$481 have been filed in the City Court
against the Wilkens Amusement Co.
for rent of the Art Theater at 1077
Southern Boulevard at $5,000 a year
to 1924.

Philadelphia

F.

last

here.

6

P. C.

(Special to

Judgments by

Universal
1
5
*Will play one inning to decide pro-

Grand

Garretson, S. D. Theater Sold

L.

3

Vitagraph
*Pathe

Junction Theater Corp. will build at
a cost of $100,000.

(Special to

Fort

Standing of the Clubs

Whiteside Bros. Are Building
(Special to

at

Lee, Universal forfeited to Goldwyn
because the "U" players were not
registered with the secretary of the
league.
Vitagraph, who earlier in the season was the "dark horse," romped
home a winner at Elks' Field in
their game with Hodkinson to the
tune of 22 to 4.
First National, 6, Goldwyn, 9.
Paramount, 3; Universal, 0.
Metro, 11; Vitagraph, 22.
Pathe, 6; Hodkinson, 4.

1922

Up-State Theater Changes

In the Courts

List in Baseball

28,

INCORPOCATED

220 WEST 42^2 STREET
NEW yoQ[<
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Quinn

in

Chicago

Pictures
Move
Launches
Better
There Claims Support of Pro-

—

12 a
Is

Plan of

New

Year
Coast

Distributors Promise

Company

—

The Lessers Interested First
to Be a Glyn Story
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to
Los Angeles The Big Feature
Chicago J. A. Quinn is here as
president of the Better Pictures As- Rights Corp. of America is the name
sociation of the World, and prime of a new $500,000 company formed
mover in the formation of a local here to produce 12 nictures a year.
The first will be an original story
chapter.
Irving M. Lesser
Ministers, teachers, editors, society by Elinor Glyn.

Move
THE FILM DAILY)

For Release in

ducers in

—

—

women and

leading business men will
take the place of boards of censorship
throughout the Middle West if plans
formulated at a luncheon are successful.

Some

Price 5 Centi

Friday, June 30, 1922

the patrons and patronesses of the luncheon were Mrs.
J. Ogu.n Armour, Mrs. T. B. Blackof

and Mike Rosenberg

of the

Western

Pictures Exploitation Co. will head
the company, but it is understood
both Sol Lesser and Col. Fred Levy
of Louisville are interested.
Recently Sol Lesser said he had
secured Mrs. Glyn to write a story

with Hollywood life as a secondary
theme for production by Western

513 of These to Come from National Releasing Bodies and 395
from State Righters Last Year's Total Was 887—

—

Some Companies Retrenching

A total of 908 features is promised for release in the 19221923 season by national and state right ditributors, according to

THE FILM

DAILY. Some intera survey just completed by
esting data resulted from information supplied by various releasing units.
National distributors promise 513 features, and state righters
395.
Despite the talk of curtailing production, the anticipated
total of next year's releases exceeds that of last year by 21, when
the figure was 887. The following tabulated chart indicates
that, in most cases, most of the more important producing and

Edward I. Cudahy, Mrs. Pictures.
George W. Dixon, Mrs. Tracy Drake,
Judge Victor P. Arnold, Mrs. L.
Arrow Feature at Strand
Hamilton AlcCormick, Mrs. Augustus
"God's Country and the Law," an
Peabody, Mrs. Silas H. Strawn,
Mrs. Lorado Taft, and Judge Marcus Arrow release, will be the Strand's
feature next week.
A. Kavanagh.
Half of
"We have the support not only of
stone, Mrs.

Deal With U. B. O.

1

the general public, but also the leading producers in this fight," Quinn
"Many of them are
announces.
anxious to cooperate with us. They
have seen the handwriting on the wall
and if the public fights for better pictures the producers will make them."
Quinn's ambitious plan call for the
following remedies:
To discourage the production and pre-

will direct "Ben Hur" for Goldwyn.
The latter offices neither denied nor

confirmed

it

yesterday.

Fall

Paramount's

First

31

for

Involved— 2,000 Days'
Bookings

The second half
Paramount pictures

of the first 41
for
the
Fall
have been sold to the U. B. O., thus
disposing of the entire group to big

circuits. The remaining number have
been secured by Marcus Loew.
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
There are about 22 pictures inLos Angeles Reginald Barker is
volved in the deal with about 100
ill
at
with
slight
touch
home
a
of
sentation of objectionable motion pictures.
days' booking on each picture.
The
To offer constructive suggestions and pneumonia. He expects to be out of
total number of booking days is in
criticisms making for greater popular ap- bed shortly when he will start his
the neighborhood of 2,000.
proval and support.
first picture, "Timber." for Louis B.
To work for the elimination of untruthful
Mayer.
advertising.

To safeguard

^

It

Neilan to Direct "Ben Hur"
is reported that Marshall Neilan

the screen from unreasonable
on Page 2)

Barker

111

—

Moss Home Soon

B. S. Moss is due in New York
Universal Makes Outside Buy
The Universal foreign department from Europe on July 4. He is rehas
purchased the series of six turning on the Majestic, the same
$439,963 in
Richard Talmadge pictures for the boat that is bringing over Jesse L.
Lasky.
tril Footage 10,344,949 feet of PosiOrient, South America, West Indies
tive
Heavy Shipments to
and South America. This is one of
Favorite Players Changes Hands
Argentina
the few outside purchases Universal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
has made.
Chicago
Maurice Fleckels and I.
Washington
Canada, Australia,
Van Ronkle, owners of the Favorite
Allied Gets "Glorious Adventure"
and Argentina in the order named
"The Glorious Adventure" will be Players Film Exchange, announces
were best c"stKDmers for positive film
during' A^ril, according to figures released this fall through Allied Pro- that Henri Ellman, formerly with
Reelcraft, has taken over their exjust issued by the Bureau of Foreign ducers and Distributors Corp.
change.
and Domestic Commerce. These three
Allied Chartered in New York
countries took over 37% of a total of
Extending Public Service Plan
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
10,344,949 feet of positive film ex(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Albany, N. Y.— The Allied Proported to more than 40 foreign counducers and Distributors Corp., of
Chautauqua, N. Y. After Sydney
tries, and valued at $439,963.
The number of feet taken by each, Delaware was granted a charter yes- S. Cohen addressed the General Fedand the approximate values are. Can- terday by the Secretary of State. eration of Women's Clubs here, one
ada, 1.414,771 feet, valued at $67,094; The concern has a capital of 500 delegate told of an arrangement made
Australia, 1,293,266 feet, valued at shares of preferred stock of the par with New Hampshire theater owners
$58,673, and Argentina, 1,120,521 feet, value of $100 a share and 4,500 shares for a close co-operation with women's
clubs.
Senator Bean, president of
valued at $51,945. Other large ex- of common stock of no par value.
The Robertson-Cole Distributing that state unit of the M. P. T. O. has
ports were 823,414 feet, valued at $41,259, to England; 600,944 feet valued Corp., has filed notice of a change advised Cohen that exhibitors are
at $27,273, to Japan, and 497,763 feet, of name to the Film Booking Offices ready to introduce the organization's
(Continued on Page 2)
of America.
public service work in that state.

\

(Continued

Exports

—

—

908 Features
1922 -'23 Season

—

—

distributing companies are cutting
production.
This is true of /aniotpi^
Players, who will release 75 this year
as compared with 95 last year; Fox,
who will drop to 57 from 93; Goldwyn to 20 from 30; Pathe to six
from 26; Selznick to 16 from 40,
and Universal to 57 from 65. However, First National, Film Booking
Offices (R-C); and Metro plan n: ^re
releases.

In

preparing

the

charts,

FILM DAILY

TJ^IE

used for purposes\oi'
comparison, its survey of 1921-192^:,'
production as published on Sept.- 6th
1921.
Since that time, Associatec
Producers, Inc., Associated Photo
plays, Inc., Pioneer, Realart and the
F. B. Warren Corp., no longer function as such, while Pyramid Pictures
are now included in the American
Releasing total. Those six companies
in last year's chart supplied 132 pictures toward the total of 887.
It is interesting to observe that
with the company changes noted
above, the chart of national dis( Continued
on Page 4)

Mexican Manager Here
MacFarland, Universal's
branch manager in Mexico City, is
in New York on a short visit.

W.

J.

Exhibitors to Meet

Illinois
(Special to

—

THE FILM DAILY)

Chicago A mass meeting of exhibitors throughout Illinois has been
called by the M. P. T. O. of Illinois.
The meeting will be held at the
Blackstone theater, today.

New
Playgoers

Playgoers Release
Pictures,

Inc.,

will

re-

"The Isle of Doubt," produced
by Hamilton Smith for the Syracuse
M. P. Cu.
The deal was made
lease

through Produceis' Security.

THE

i^E^

DAILY

.2

Mid-West Notes
Chicago — Maynard Schwartz, manager of Educational here,

m

XX

90

Wo.

Friday, June 30.

1

Price 5 Cents

922

leaving

for a three weeks vacation, and will
motor from Chicago to New York.
,

_ecil

Maberry, general manager of

'"Goldwyn, spent last week in Chicago,
and has left for a trip among the exOfeph Dannenberg, President and Editor; changes, after which he will return to
ManBusiness
J. W. Alicoate, Treasurer and
Chicago where he expects to stay durager; J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Enterc'' as second-class matter May 21. 1918, ing the summer.
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Trenton, N. J. Articles of incorporation for the Affiliated Newark
Theaters Corp. Capital $10,000. Incorporators H. A. Black, eight shares;
C. J. Skinner and John R. Turner.
Pictures Corp. Chartered

(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)
N.

Trenton,
.

J.

— State

Pictures

Capital 7,500 shares of
lorp.
,500 are preferred at $100 a

share

Papers of Dissolution

(Special to

Non-Union
The Reel

Igle of Universal
cationing in New York.

is

When

&

Balaban

Katz

some

slight alterations,

officially

and

it

expected that they will open
Roosevelt with "Orphans of
Storm."

who

Parnass,

I.

has

been

make

his office until

tice.

Would Operate

THE FILM DAILY)

—

Papers showing
Indianapolis, Ind.
contemplated dissolution of incorporation have been tiled with the Secretary of State by the following organizations: The People's Theater Co.,
Indianapolis; the Anderson Theaters
Co. of Anderson and Terre Haute
Theaters Co. of Terre Haute.

"U" Releases News Novelty Reel
to

obtain a lower scale of wages for
operators has been launched by local
theater managers.
A committee has
been appointed to meet and discuss
the matter.

is

the
the

Chicago and

away

Illinois

THE FILM

cussed.

Shauer Leaves July 6th
E. E. Shauer, assistant treasurer
and director of the foreign department
of Famous Players will sail on the
Laconia on July 6 for Europe. Ac-

further no- companying Mr. and Mrs. Shauer will
be Mr. and Mrs. John W. Hicks, Jr.

Blaze Starts in Booth

Floating Studio

THE FILM DAILY)
Toronto After the Government
Houston, Tex.
Damage totalling
announced that a number of small about $15,000 resulted from a fire
boats of the Canadian Government which started in the projection room
Mercantile Marine would be discarded of the Star.
(Special to

—

as an

THE FILM DAILY)

(Special to

—

economy measure, Ernest Ship-

the proposal to turn one
of the vessels in question into a floating studio to visit tropical and other
countries for the making of pictures,
providing the Canadian authorities
would provide the boat for the purpose. Shipman declared that the venture would advertise Canada and that
undoubtedly from four to six features
could be made in a year for Canadian
interests with profit.

Pertle
(Special to

Adding

The Sun on Talking Films
The Evening Sun speaking of

talk-

ing films says editorially:
almost coincident with
the development of the motion picture, the
first talking picture was announced.
Many
inventors, including Thomas Edison, have
since been at work on devices for synchronizing the two
separate machines for reproducing light and sound. A talking motion picture company was incorporated in
California recently on the strength of an
invention by Orlando Kellum.
Last year in
Paris music was successfully synchronized
with a movie.
"On the other hand, two Scandinavians
have made some progress by photographing
ago,

Refuses to Strike Out Offer
Trenton, N. J. The newest step in
the case of William J. Vernon, of
Trenton, and W. Henry Elfreth, of
Philadelphia, alleged former bankrupt owners of the St. Regis and
South Broad Street, took place before
Plans Addition to Chain
Judge John Rellstab in the Federal
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Court when he denied a motion by
Galveston, Tex. A. Martini, who
as well as light, thus combining the
William E. Ryan, receiver for the sound
two processes into one by a device called
operates six houses in this city, plans
two
men,
for the striking out of an the filmprotophone. But there has been
the erection of another.
offer by them for a composition settle- much smoke obscuring whatever progress

—

—

ment

f~SdLLc<xLu:mxil (Pcclitij^

Reg. U.

w
S. rat. Off.

of 100 cents on the dollar to
creditors with real estate mortgages
as security.
The offer is to be submitted to the creditors shortly by
Samuel D. Oliphant, referee in bankruptcy in the Mechanics Building.

Bessie

Love

at present.

is

working

for

Fox

has been really made.

"Gaumont now

claims to have perfected
movies.
The process is secret,
but it is understood that the voice is recorded separately on a phonograph timed
with the films to a thousandth of a second.
It is to be hoped that these claims will be
substantiated.
The talkies appeal to popular
imagination and seem to promise a great
success if their use becomes common.
The
public is only too anxious to give this often
annomu'ed invention a trial."
the

talking

The

first

features

pictures

taken 25 years ago during the inauguration of President McKinley.
Start "Bishop of the Ozarks"
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
Los Angeles Work on the Cosmopolitan Film Company's seven reeler,
"The Bishop of the Ozarks" has been
started by Finis Fox. Henry B. Walthall and Ralph Graves have the prin-

—

cipal roles.

Eagles Oppose "Blue Sundays"
(Special to

THE FILM DAILY)

—

City
N. J. Resolutions
opposing the "blue law" movement
and Puritanical Sundays have been
adopted by the Fraternal Order of
Eagles at their convention, which represents 30,000 members.
Atlantic

W. A. FLEMING

&

CO.

Dependable

THE FILM DAILY)

Dixie.

years

past.

to Chain

Vandalia, 111.— S. E. Pertle who
conducts a string of houses in South
Central Illinois has taken over the

"Many

A one-reel novelty called "The
Mirror," is being issued by InterIt is a
national through Universal.
revival of great news events of the

May

Join
DAILVT)
Chicago Plans for the consolidation of the Chicago M. P. T. O. and
Illinois M. P. T. O. are being dis(Special to

—

Cole.

will

—

also va-

take charge of the Roosevelt they
expect to close the house for two days

Projectionists'

Club,

Would Cut Operators' Wages
(Special to THE FILM DAILV)
Kansas City, Mo. A movement

which man made

and 5,000 common with no par value.
McNally,
Incorporators James J.
Matthew M. Epstein, and William F.
House.
File

"Penzie."

C. G. Apperson, Sales Supervisor of
Paramount, is in Chicago where he

Incorporations

He was more

up.

heard of in Los Angeles,
where he again brought forth his
"clean-up" idea.

recently

Fitchew treasurer.

Irving Mandel of Security Pictures
in New York with the intentions
of buying some new features for his
exchange.

from Chicago film row for the past
500
15^
year or so, has returned and is now
Not quoted
covering Wisconsin for Robertson
Not quoted

Not quoted

World

•

and clean things

1)

Mary Carr in "Penzie"
Mary Carr will appear in "The Custard Cup" for Fox. The title will be

for
Sales

Close

will

Page

with headquarters at 121 E. 23rd St.
George H. Cole is president, William
H. Spencer secretary, and Henry

Not quoted

G'vvyn

•('^'•ate

be remembered, came
time ago with a
grandiose plan to reform the industry
it

New York some

to

from

immediately.

^

Representative Interna'luTopean
(Czecho-SloFilmschau, Prague
tionale
Wenzelsplatz.
vakia),

Central

(Continued

with a value of $23,303 to Brazil.
The best market for unexposed sensitized film was France, who took
3.314,163 feet, valued at $57,355, of
the 5,055,381 feet exported. The only
other large customer in this field was
Japan, who took 1,002,031 feet, with
a value of $28,925.
Only 335,739 feet of exposed negative film were exported, and of this
England took 240,508 feet. France
and the Philippine Islands were next,
taking 19,796 feet and 18,000 feet, re-

Club
an organization
spectively.
composed of non-union projection
machine operators, has been formed

Harry

Film,

$439,963 in Exports

1)

regulations and restrictions.
To award the B. P. A. Merit Seal to productions of unusual merit.

Weekly,

Representative

Page

from

C. B. Hoy, of the Hoy Reporting
Service, has opened a branch in Indianapolis and will take charge of the
Film Board of Trade of Indianapolis

is

— Irving Mack.

Chicago Representative
Wabash Ave.

Paris

Gausman,
Hollywood

Chicago

in

(Continued
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"'Sonny' Proves Art

Of Motion

Picture"
Read
E.

av

h

a

Robert

t

Sherwood says

in

Life
<^

His Exalted Majesty, Will H.
Hays, wants to find an effective

JF

means of proving that the motion

—separate and
tinct from the drama —he

picture

is

an art

dis-

will re-

vive the stage production of 'Sonny'

and present it in the same theatres
where the movie of that name is
being shown.
" 'Sonny, as a film,
nity.

This

is

assumes dig-

entirely due to the

remarkable intelligence with which
it has been directed by Henry King,

and acted by Richard Barthelmess.
They succeeded in endowing 'Sonny' with

much

of the

same vigor

that characterized 'Tol'able David/

which

lifted

it

well above the level

of mediocrity."
Inspiration Pictures presents

Richard Barthelmess
"SONNY"
IN

His third big success

for

First

National; taken from the play by George V.

Hobart; adapted by Frances ^Ja:^on and Henry King.
Directed by

HENRY KING

Distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.

World

Rights

//
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/

Coast Brevities

Features for 1922-'23
(Continued from Page
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(Special to

1)

tributors places the coming output at
513 as compared with 615 last year,
and that of the state right organizations at 395 for the coming season,
In
as compared with 128 last year.
which
information
the
gathering
forms the basis of this article, the
estimates published are in all cases
those supplied by the distributor.
righters carry out their
state
If
present plans, certainly it indicates a

— Priscilla

Hollywood

next appear in

by

society story,

Dean

will
"Live and Love," a
Edward. S. Moflfat.

Herbert Rawlinson's next producbe "The Rainbow Chaser,"
which Harry A. Pollard will direct.
tion will

Louise Du Pre, is starred in "The
Proof of Innocence."
Casco Prod.,
Inc., is distributing

on the

state right

market.

in its future.

three companies are not inthe list of national distributors; Allied Producers and Distributors Corp.; United Artists and
Officials of those comVitagraph.
panies stated they could not tell at
the moment what their new schedules
called for.
Below will be found the national
distributors and the state right disThe
tributors in alphabetic form.
latter list is subject to revision:

Only

cluded

in

through Producers' Security.

contract with Century.

Dick Hatton will start work on
his next picture in about three weeks,
having completed "Ridin' Through."

Al Santell is up and around, having completely recovered from the
operation for appendicitis.

M.

C.

Franklin

will

start

work

United studios on a new series
of two reelers in which children and
animals will be features, after he
completes the Chinese story which
he is now directing.
at the

Allied Prod, and Dist

No

Fox

75
36
60
57

Goldwyn
Hodkinson
Metro

20
24
36

•Film Booking Offices
First National

No

Universal

No

Vitagraph

24

name

to

State Right Distributors
1922-'23

1921-'22

4

Affiliated Dist., Inc.,

26
15
12

Big Feature Rights Corp

C

C. B.

6

Clark-Cornelius
East Coast Prod., Inc

26
28

Equity

12
4
6
6

Export and Import
Federated
Graphic
Hamilton, G. H., Inc.,
Howells Sales
Lee-Bradford Corp
National Exchanges, Inc
Producers Security
Rialto Prod., Inc
Smith,

Wm. M.

10
36
32
8

10

Prod

32

directing for Universal.

On

trail

Cowling, Burman, has been

travel
of Mount Rainier,
Falls and Olympic PenAug. 25 he leaves Amer-

insula.
ica for a seven

month's

made by Theodore

in Africa.

over the
Roosevelt,

trip

a

comedy

STUDIO FOR RENT

Kane,

Most complete

Per-

in East.

Mod-

fect lighting equipment.

em

Extensive props and

sets.

wardrobe departments.

World Film Corp.
130

W.

46th St.

Bryant

9900.

Know What's Going On
I

role

Eugene Manlove Rhodes wrote

the story.

Fitzmaurice

scenes

Snoqualmie

S.

rection of Allen Holubar.

128

— Hereford T.

shooting

are

Malcolm MacGregor will play the
stellar role in "Broken Chains," now
in production at Goldwyn under di-

"To Have and

Going After African Material
(Special to THE FILM DAILY)
ton Holmes

McGrath

"East Is West."

Hatton, Adolph Menjou,
Arthur Rankin, Walter Long, Fred
Huntley, Anne Cornwall and Claire
DuBrey will be seen in the cast of

36
16
8
395

Warner Oland has
in

Gloria

Seattle

Century Comedy releases for July
"Live
Wires,"
"Apartment
Wanted," "You and Me" and "Hello
Mars."

for

46th St

Eva Novak will be seen in "The
Rock of Ages," in support of her
It is an R-C production.
sister, Jane.

Raymond

8
12
6
12

Total

Ask

W.

Sennett comedies.

Jack Mower will be seen in "Bitter
Sweet," which Lambert Hillyer is

tion.

24

Truart Film
Warner Bros
Weiss Bros
West. Pict. Exploit. Co
Wiley, Geo. H. Inc.,
World Film

8th Floor, 130

THE FILM DAILY Now

Subscribe to

lead

12
12

30
26
24

Mack

Viola Dale will play the feminine
in Harry Carey's forthcoming
production, under Val Paul's direc-

24

Second Nat

film

appear in "Gimme."

will co-direct

Releases Releases

Arrow
Ay won

Best space in New York for
exchange.
Projection
room, vaults and cutting room.

Jean Acker will appear in person
next Wednesday at Loew's Palace
in Brooklyn and at the Avenue B, in
New York and at the Boulevard on
Thursday where she will conduct an
opportunity contest.

65

54
615

513

*R-C Dist. Corp. changes its
Film Booking Offices tomorrow.

FOR RENT

George O'Hara and Fred Jackman

estimate
57
estimate

Total

Transferred

w

'

16

is

THE FILM DAILY)

Peoria, 111,— R. C. McMullen ar
the management of the Palac
Ascher Bros., Monday. Following th
sale of the Roosevelt, Chicago, by tfc
Aschers to Balaban and Katz, he
transferred.

Ethyl Murray, who won a recent
beauty contest in Canada is appearing
in
"Missing Millions" with Alice
Brady.

Hugo H. Kempf, Arthur

20

United Artists

McMuIlen
(Special to

.

6

Selznick
Select

of Universal to .act as special publicit
manager for the local exchange,

l8
95

26

Inc

Seattle— George E. Bradley, h.
been sent to Seattle by Paul Gulic.

Marshall Neilan has arrived at John C. Ragland and Robert F. NooCulver City studios and is mapping nan are the officers of the Film Storout his first production for Goldwyn. age and Forwarding Corp"., which will
28
50
spend $200,000 on the erection of a
93
Viora Daniels, after spending a film warehouse in Long Island City.
30 year and a half with Christie is con24
Clen Cavender, who has been ap32 templating making her bow in fea26 tures.
pearing for Fox for some time, is
36
now with Century.
40

60
20

Exhib., Inc
Famous Players

Asso.

Pict.,

will

estimate

American Releasing

Pathe
Playgoers

Helene Chadwick and Gaston Glass

1921-'22

Releases Releases

"U"

THE FILM DAILY)

to

sumed

National Distributors
1922-'23

(Special

"Mr. Potter of Texas" starring
Maclyn Arbuckle is ready for release

Lee Moran will go to Europe
Mildred E. Phillips formerly aswhere he will appear in several pic- sociate editor of Fox News is now
produc- tures which will complete his present managing editor of Starland Revue.

remarkable improvement in
tion in that branch of the business
and consequently considerable faith

Bradley in Seattle for

Guts and Flashes

is

to

The Film Daily
71 West 44th

Kindly enter

THE FILM DAILY—313
Including

producing.
is

now

1921 Year

work on

at

"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," under Sam Wood's direction.
Buster
for

First

comedy
"Day

Keaton's
next
National release

Name
Address

Katherine MacDonald has finished

"White Shoulders"; "Money

Money 1"

Avill

1

Money!

follow.

H. E.

GAUSMAN.

Weekly Reviews

Theatre

Issues— Every Day

—52

Issues

Book— Cloth Bound— 500

Subscription, $10

is

Dreams."

Film Daily for one

year, starting immediately, to include

Hold" which George

Swanson

New York City
my subscription to The

St.,

— Foreign,

pages

$15

—

